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P BE F A C E.

Fifty-two years ago, Dr. Morrison ended liis labors on his Chinese Dictionary with the

sentence, " Thanks to Heaven's gracious Pi'ovidcncc, Canton, April 9, 1822," as the

expression of his thankfuhiess that he had been enabled to bring the seven years' toil to a

close ; and in his own copy, presented to mo iu 1834 by his son John, he had written

underneath it, " Glory be to God on high, Nov. 12, 1828 ; RM."—as if the recollection of

the day on which the first sentence was printed, had only deepened the satisfaction he felt

after six years at having seen it through the press. That work will ever remain a monument

of his industry and scholarship ; and its pubUcation in six <]^arto volumes by the East

India Company at an outlay of $60,000 was a just appreciation of its merits.

Since then, many sinailar works have been published, dictionaries both of the general

language and its chief dialects ; but their editions were small, and during a course of years

they have either become exhausted, or are very scarce, while the number of students has

increased tenfold. Thus the works of Medhurst, Bridgman, Gallery, and GoNgALVEs,

are now almost imknown ; and the only lexicons available for the use of Chinese students

have been the reprint of Morrison's Syllabic Dictionary, Maclay's Fuhchau, Douglas'

Amoy, and Lobscheid's Canton, Vernacular Dictionarie.'".

These considerations led me to regard the preparation of a Dictionary on the syllabic

pian, as the way in which I could best facilitate the study of the language. My first plan

was to rean-ange my Tonic Dictionaiy of the Canton Dialect, and fit it for general use ; but

I soon saw that its incompleteness re^jmred an entire revision. I accordingly commenced in

1863, and took the Wvrfancf Yuen Yin as the basis for arranging the characters, instead

of following Morrison, to whom this rocabulaiy seems to have been unknown. It was

easier and safer to adopt a native arrangement of the syllables, than to undertake to make

a new one as he had done, and this Dictionary, therefore, follows that work almost exactly.

Though its pronunciation differs probably from that heard at any one place where the

,kwan hwa is spoken, it is probably nearer to the general avex"age of the spoken language,

as heard north' of the Yang-tsz' River, than it would have been to reduce it to the speech

of a single city or prefecture, as Peking for instance. In a work intended for general use.
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this approximation is better in one point, that it allows every student to mark the vaiia-

tions from this standard as heard in his own region ; moreover, it is what the natives them-

selves look for in their own dictionaries. We can hardly expectanything nearer than this

general approach to a uniform pronunciation of Chinese.

I have consulted all the works of my predecessors which I could get, and have ex-

amined each character in Morrison's Syllabic Part, in Gon^alves' Diccionario China-

Portuguez, in De Guignes' Dictionnaire Chinols, and in my Canton Dictionary. Dr. Med-

hurst's translation of the K^anghi Tsz'tienhaa been much used, but the principal source for

definitions has been its original, which, imperfect as it is according to our ideas of a lexicon,

is still the most convenient work of the kind in the language. The etymological definitions

are drawn from the Selected Characters Carefully Examiiied ^^ "f^ ^, a dictionary

published in 1787, and furnishing good definitions of aU the common characters, whose

ancient fonns are explained.

The end aimed at has been to give the meanings of a word, and to illustrate them with

phrases, adding the colloquial uses where they could be ascertained. The limited extent to

which I have carried this part, has only served to show more strikingly how much there is

stiU to do, and hoAV many collaborators are needed to do it efiectually. When local dic-

tionaries of the leading dialects have been published like those issued in the Canton,

Amoy, and Fuhchau dialects, it will be possible to compare the local usages of characters,

and learn their differences from the authorized definitions. Many expressions now regarded

as unwritten will probably then be found to have once had proper characters since

forgotten.

In such a comparison of diaiects the natives have done nothing ; for few or none of the

colloquial meanings are given in the local dictionaries of those three cities, though one would

have supposed that their principal object and benefit would be to illustrate the local usages of

words. The literati, however, despise all such inroads upon classical usage, and except in the

kivan hwa, the colloquial has never received their attention. This is not to be wondered at, and

probably it has been the only way to maintain the pm^ity, if not the sense, of the Avritten

character and language ; for confusion would soon arise by using local characters instead of

authorized ones. When the knowledge of books increases, and men can rapidly pass and

repass across the country, the kwan hwa wiU, perhaps, become more imiformly and widely

used, and the local dialects, like those once ciurent in parts of England and France, gradually

give way to it ; or else, the wider difiusion of knowledge will compel the people speaking

one dialect to reduce it to an alphabetic foim, discaixl thecomplex characters, and crystallize

their speech into a separate tongue.

Mr. Marsh says the distinction between the written am\ spoken languages in Europe

was once far greater than at present, and has diminished as 'vlucatio" has advanced:

—
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" It is di£5cult for Englishmen and Anglo-Araericarjs, who habitually speak mnch as lUey write, awl write

much as they speak, to conceire of the co-existence of two dialects in a people, one almost uniformly employed in

conversation, the other almost as exclusively in writing. Yet such was the state of things in England, from the

Conquest at least till the middle of the XlVih century, and such is the case m a largo part of Europe at lliis day.

In Italy, for iastance, there is almost everywhere a popular speech, commonly employed by all classes in familiar

oral intercourse, and so far cultivated Ihat it can be, though it rarely is, written ; while, at the same time, tho lifiyjia

commune d'Italia, or, as it is ollen called, the Tnscan dialect, is known to all as the language of books, of .journals,

and of correspondence, and is also employed as tho medium of religious and scholastic iastniction. But this literary

tongue, at least in those parts of Italy where dialects widely different from it are habitually spoken, always remains

to the Italians themselves essentially a. foreign language. This fact Biondelli states in stronger terms than a prudent

stranger woidd venture to d6 upon the testimony of his own observation, in his Saggio mi Diaktti OaUo-Ilatici, X.

" There is a similar discrepancy between the written and spoken language in many parts of Germany, though

the diffusion of literary culture in that country has made the dialect of books more nnivorsally familiar than in most

European nations. The oriental traveler Seetzen, whose journals have lately been published, sometimes makes entries

iu them in the Platt-Dentsch of his native province, and states expressly that he uses that dialect, in order that

those passages may not be understood by strangers, into whose hands his papers might chance to fall."—G. P.

Habsb, Early Literature of the English Language, page 337. "^

If these differences still remain in those civilized countries, much more are they seen

among the half-educated people of Asia, where the literary classes have tried rather to encum-

ber the road to knowledge than to help the student over its difficulties ; who is compelled,

as it were, to waste most of his energy iu sharpening his ax before he can cut down the tree.

{| 4 The plan of a Chinese lexicon to satisfy all the needs of a foreigner, should comprise

the general and vernacular pronunciations, with the tones used in various places, and the

sounds given to each character as its meanings vary. The history and composition of the

character, its uses in various epochs, and its authorized and colloquial meanings should be

explained and illustrated by suitable examples. All this knowledge should be methodically

arranged so as to be accessible with the least possible trouble. But even when arranged and

ready, the foreigner would find it to be incomplete for all his purposes by reason of the

local usages, as another extract from Mr. Marsh shows :

—

•» :-~i>*''

" I may here notice a widely-diffused error, which it may be hoped the lexicogr^Lical criticism of the present

day may dispel. I refer to the opinion that words, individoally and irrespectively of syntactical relations, and

combinations in phrases, have one or more inherent, fixed, and limited meanings, which are capable,of logical

definition, and of expression in other descriptive terms of the same language. This may be true of artificial words

—

that is, words invented for, or confined to the expression of arbitrary distinctions and technical notions in science or

its practical applications, and also of tho names of material objects and of the sensuous qnalities of things ; but of

the vocabulary of the passions and tho affections, which grows up and is informed with living meaning by the natural,

involuntary processes to which all language but that of art owes lis l)eing, it is wholly untnie. Such words live and

breathe only in mutual combination and interdependence with other word* They change their force with every new
relation into which they enter ; and consequently, their meanings are as various and exhaustless as the permutations

and combinations of the ten digits. To teach, therefore, the meaning of a great proportion of the words which compose

the vocabulary of every living speech, by formal definition, is as impossible as to convey by description a notion of

the shifting hues of the pigeon's neck."

—

Second Course, page ^83.

If this be true of English or German, it is still more applicable to the Chinese language,

whose painstaking students have quoted a vast number of phrases in their two great

lexicons, viz. , the Treasury of Good Sentences ilfi'^^^ in 110 volumes, and the Classiji-

cation of Dissyllables ^jt^ ^ )|j^ in 120 volumes. Iu these their aim has been to show
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the different uses of the same word, but the variety of material bewilders the student, and

he soon despairs of finding any connection between theii* meanings. But there are other

difficidties in the way of making a complete Anglo-Chinese lexicon. There is, as a prelimi-

nary, the vast extent of the literature to become familiar Avith, which demands much and

protracted study. Neither is it easy to find exact equivalents for single Chinese words

in English ; and to render their combinations into corresponding phrases requires long

practice in writing and speaking. If concrete terms like ^, ^, or |^, are so unlike as to

require some explanation when rendering them by hooh, pen, or inh ; much more unlike

are abstract terms like those relating to mental or religious exercises. This every one knows
who has tried \o teach our ideas of sin, righteousness, or salvation by ^, ^, or ^, their

nearest equivalents. Then again, the native scholars who help us are trained in a different

school, and their ignorance, carelessness, and deceit have all to be guarded against. They

do not like to appear ignorant before a foreigner on any subject, and are usually ready Avith

an answer, whether to give the name of a flower, to render a distich, or to state the location

of a town ; trusting, perhaps, that their pupil will never inquire into the matter. In my
own case, huncbeds of questions could not be rcAdsed by cross-questioning others, and errors

have probably crept in which wiU require more time to correct than it did to make them.

The subjects to be explained comprise all branches of knowledge, too, some of which are not

very familidr, and on this account, accuracy, which is the thing most wanted, is especially

difficult of attainment. Added to this, the effort to find the meaning of a sentence originally

written wrong, has not unfrequently perplexed both teacher and pupil. Chinese books are

very rich in misprint-s and misuse of characters, and having no stops or punctuation, and

no capital letters to denote proper names, a phrase is easily misread or misunderstood.
'^^

The early associations of the native with the language and its literat\ire are wanting to

the foreigner, and he often fails to relish an allusion because he is ignorant of the incident,

or appreciate a metaphor, because he cannot tell what object is referred to. I have tried to

ascertain as near as possible the names of natural objects, for which I have consulted the

Chinese Herbal :^^^ @ , the Booh ofNature !H tI" H' ^^^ *^^ Names and Pictures of

Vegetables, 1\|^^ St B -^ • ^"* ™ religious, medical, legal, and mercantile tenns,

much remains to be done. The common uses of many words in all. these departments

are xmlike in different parts of China ; and this confusion can only be removed

bv further comparison. The book word for a flower or a disease often differs from the com-

mon name, which itself changes in remote parts of the country. We are not yet acquainted

with the botany, zoology, mineralogy, or nosology of China well enough to recognize in the

poor descriptions of native authors the objects of oiu inquir)^ For instance, the jasmine is

called^ ^ti -J^ ^'^ Canton, but this name denotes th^ four-o'-clock in Peking ; in one city

the 7)^ jEt is the papaya, while in the other it is the quince. Again, the panda of Nipal

(Ailurus refulgens) is probably intended by the ^; but one would need to know well
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this auimal's habitat and appearance to recognize it under the description of "a .sprightly

animal like a small bear, with short hair, but yellowish."

The misuse of words in passing from one dialect to another can be illustrated by the

name given to the people of Swatow. This was hok-lo, ^ 'j^ i.e. people from Fuhkieu ;

but when the Cantonese heard hok-ld, they wrote it as they heard the sound, ^ -j^ being now

the name given to the people of that prefecture, and the Cantonese of the present day puzzle

themselves to know why it was applied to them. No Chinese scholar has examined these

dialectical changes, which are an ample source of many colloquialisms in every dialect

I have followed Eitel's Hand-book of Buddhism, F. P. Smith's Materia Medica, and

Hobson's Medical Vocabulary, for terms in those branches. Mr. Wade's Category of T'ien

and his Course of Colloquial Chinese, Edkins' Grammar of the Shanghai Dialect and his

Progressive Lessons in the Chinese Spoken Language, ISIaclay and Baldwin's Dictionary of

the Foodiow Dialect, Legge's Translation of the Chinese Classics, and Bridgman's Chresto-

mathy, have all furnished their quotas. I have not, however, mentioned my authorities

in the body of the work, lest I should cumber it. The examples and phrases numlier about

53,000, and are not repeated when it could be avoided ; nor is their pronunciation added,

for as the work is intended for students in all the dialects, each will read them in

the one he is learning. A space is left imder each character, if one Avishes to Avrite the

local soimd beside the Pekingese, wliich has been carefully revised by Rev. Chauxcey
Goodrich. The colloquial use of a ckaracter is placed by itself Maclay's Dictionary is

the authority for the few given in the Fuhchau dialect, and my Canton Dictionary for that

dialect. For the Shanghai dialect, I am indebted to Miss Lydia M. Fay, of the American

Episcopal Mission ; and also for the Shanghai sounds given in the Index, and— what

involved far more work,— a careful oversight of the manuscript before it went into the

printer's hands. The Amoy sounds in the Index were furnished by Eev. W. S. Swaxson

and Rev. W. McGregor. The long list of surnames owes most of its accuracy and extent

to Rev. Dr. Blodget of Peking ; and the careful revision of the proof-sheets of the

Introduction and Index by Mr. A. Wylie has contributed everything to their accuracy.

Other friends have aided in whatever way they could, by whom during the progress of the

work many points have been cleared up.

The number of characters in this work is 12,527, contained in 10,940 articles, and

placed under 522 syllables, which follow each other alphabetically, aspirated syllables com-

ing after the unaspirated. Those syllables which begin with ts, on account of their number,

are placed by themselves after tw^an. When a character is described as unauthorized, it

merely means that it does not occur in K'anghi, for several of those thus designated are in

good use. The edition ofthe Wu-fang YuenYin, which I have followed, has 10,48G characters,

including scores of duplicates ; but the fuU edition contains 41,247 words, or nearly as many
as are in K'anghi's Dictionary. I have brought together all the sounds and meanings of
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a Avord under its most common sound, in order to avoid repeating the character. The
characters in Morrison's Dictionary are arranged under 411 syllables, (not distiuo-uisliin<T

between aspirated and unaspirated sounds,) and their total number, including hundreds of

duplicates, is 12,674. In De Guignes' Dictionary there are 13,933, of which 1040 are

duplicated forms ; in the Canton Dictionary, 7850 ; in the Fuhchau Dictionary, 9390
;

and in G0N9ALVES, 7670.

The tables scattered through the book will serve to elucidate many points occurring in

the course of study, and save reference to other works. They are placed as follows :

—

PAGE PAGE

Listoftbe Chinese Dynasties 33
|
Insignia of Official Eank 698

Emperors of the Sung Dynasty 831

Emperors of the Mongol Dynasty 1134
Emperors of the Ming Dynasty 599
Emperors of the Manchu Dynasty 995

Personal ivunes of the Manchu Sovereigns 260
Kings of the Kingdom of Lu 556

List of the IVenty^ight Cons?telIations 824
Twelve Horary Characters or Branches 54
Ten Celestial Stems 309
Tlie Sexagenary Cycle 355

Twenty-four Solar Terms . 974
Poetical Names of the Months...... 1130

Names of the tombs of the Ming Sovereigns 544 Eighteen Provinces and Colonies 743
Capitals of China under different dynasties 404

|
List of early Feudal States 491

The Introduction is designed to furnish some explanations respecting the scope of the

work, the orthography employed, the construction of characters, and such hints and helps

in commencing the study of the language as practice has proved to be iiseful. Those

paragraphs respecting the affinities between the general spoken language and the south-

eastern dialects, are short and imperfect compared with the subject, but may lead to some-

thing fuller. The whole subject of comparison of dialects has not been worked out, because

there are not sufficient data on which to found either reasoning or deductions. The short

lists of dialectical sounds prefixed to each syllable, may furnish starting points to students

at various parts, to mark the local differences from the Wti-fang Yuen Yin.

In concluding these remarks, I have the satisfaction of feeling that the labor spent

upon this work during the past eleven years, in the intervals of official duties, will now be

available for students in acquiring the Chinese language. Its deficiencies Avill be hereafter

supplied by others who will build upon their predecessors as I have done ; for the field is

too vast to be explored or exhausted by even many laborers. The stimulus to past effort,

and the hope that it would not be in vain, both sprang from the desire to aid the labors

of those who are imparting truth in any branch to the sons of Han, especially those

religious and scientific truths whose acquisition and practice can alone Christianize

and elevate them. At the end of the forty years spent in this country in these pursuits,

I humbly thank the good Lord for all the progress I have been pennitted to sec in

this direction, and implore His blessing upon tliia effort to aid their greater extension.

United States Legation,

Peking, June, 1874. S. W. W.



INTRODUCTION.

SECT. I. —THE MANDARIN DIALECT AS EXHIBITED IN THE Wtr-FANG YUEN' YIN.

The speech of the great body of the educated classes ;

among the Chinese, called by them the kivan hwa ^ g^
or Official Language, and known as the Court or Man- 1

dariu Dialect, is spoken throughout the regions north of
|

the Yangtsz' River, without much variation in its idiom
'

and grammatical construction, and very extensively in
;

the provinces south of it, except in Fuhkien and Kwang-

tung, to such a degree as to make it the prevailing speech

in sixteen of the provinces. la most parts of the two

above-named provinces, tho vernacular presents so many
variations from it in those two respects, that educated men

are obliged to specially learn to speak the kwan hwa, in

addition to tho general study of the characters, in order

to carry on oral intercoureo with their educated country-

men at the north. This peculiarity of the Chinese

language,—that of having many sounds for the same

symbol, like the different names of tho Arabic numerals

amonjj European nations, probably at first attached also

to tho Egyptian symbols ; but the phonetic element there

triumphed at last over tho symbolic, and tho Egyptian

became finally .in alphabetic language. Not so with the

Chinese written language ; this still maintains its ideo-

graphic character, and is now used as the written medium

for the intercourse of more human beings than any other.

The forms and significations of the symbols, too, have

altered so slightly that inscriptions a thousand years old

are read without difficulty, and books written thirty cen-

turies ago are daily quoted as good authority both for

style and for precept. -j

It ia not surprising, perhaj«, that such an ideographic

language as this was invented ; for the first tbouglit of
j

one who tries to write an idea, is more likely to be to

picture it than to attempt to express the sounds by which
i

it is spoken.. The greater wonder is that it should have
]

lasted so long, and exerted such an influence in per-
j

ptuating and unifying the iieoplo who use it. Nations
\

who wrote in al[,Ii.iL>.t!o huigiuiges were, it may bo, not

near enough, or civihzed enough, to influence tho very

early Chinese, so as to fairly place the question before

them of adopting an alphabetic language instead of their

own ; but after the introduction of Budhism, and the ex-

tension of the Imperial power of Han as far west as tho

Caspian Sea, this point must have presented itself to many
minds. But no trace can bo found of any serious eflbrt

on the part of native Chinese, to discard the characters

and reduce their own speech to an alphabetic form in

Devanagari, Persian, or any other character. In the ages

succeeding the introduction of Budhism down to the

present, this 83Tnbolic language has mamtained itself

intact. This is owing, more than any other one cause,

to the difficulty that minds, long trained to associate

ideas with separate pictorial symbols, find in associating

them with combined symbols or letters, expressing only

sounds. Educated Chinese are ready to acknowledge

that other nations car^ write down their speech by letters,

and understand it perfectly ; but they have been trained

so thoroughly to trust chiefly to the eye, to obtain the

full meaning of an expression, that nothing else will

serve. The laconism and energy of tlieir written language

over their spoken, tends too to confirm them ui this habit,

and prevent a fair trial of an easier mode of conveying

thought. To a true disciple of Confucius, the notion that

his teachings can be conveyed in any other form than the

very characters ho wrote them in, is almost preposter-

ous ;—it is stronger than the feeling among Moham-
medans that Arabic is the only language fit for the

Koran, and had more to support it. But in these days,

this question will come to the front with increased jKiwer

;

and the difliculty of using such a cumborous medium to

introduce new ideas on every subject, among millions of

ignorant people, will force a solution. At present, their

language seems to be the greatest intellectual obstacle to

the advancement of the Chinese ; but naturally, they will

not reject it until they themselves see the need of another

and easier ; and vital Christianity alone can furnish the

stimulus, guide, and reward of such a change.

It is not designed here to enter into a disquisition on

the many iiitert.sung puinis cuniitcted villi liie oiigm,

construction, and modifications of these chai'acters ; or to

discuss the inception and growth of the great variety of

sounds now given to the same character in various parts

of the land. The present object is to furnish the student

J
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witb Buch explanations as will facilitate bis use of this

Dictiouary, and aid his progress in aajuiring the written

and spoken language.

The Chinese have adopted three modes of anangitig

the characters in their dictionaries, each of which has its

special advantages. These are, the natund method, in

which words of a similar meaning arc grouped under

leadinf beads ;—the analytic method, by which words are

arranged under certain determinatives called keys or

radicals j—and the syllabic or rhyming method, by which

words fall into certain classes according to their ter-

minations.

Of the first kind, the ^ ffg
or lleadif Guide, h the

best known, and firet in age of philological works e.xtant

in any language. This ancient relic is usually {.scribed

to Cbeu Kung, about b.c. 1100, but It was completed

by Tsz'hia, a disciple of Confucius, nearly eeven hundred

years after; and remodeled into its pre.sent ebapo by

Kwch Fob, about a.d. ^80. It is etill in constant use,

and its quaint illustrations and archaic expressions illus-

trate both the ancient manners and language of the

Chinese. It is divided into nineteen sections, some having

several subdivisions, containing for the most part a natural

arrangement of characters under the sixteen Leads of kin-

dred, houses, utensils, music, heaven, earth, mounds, hills,

waters, plants, tree:.*, insects, fishes, birds, and wild and

domestic animals. These are preceded by a more strictly

philological part in three sections, explaining ancient

terms, words, and plirasesf. The first section gives the first,

and almost the only attempt at a treatise on synonyms

in the Chinese language, but it is too meager to be useful

to the foreigner. For uistance, the character §• is de-

fined by the following group of words, ^, ^, jj§, B^, jjlp.

In; IS> I?' '^"'^ IS' *^^'^'' '^^ '-^^'^ '" certain cases having

the meaning of announcing, enjoining on, <fec.; but there

are no examples of their use. The work is now reckoned

as the last of the Thirteen Classics.

It has had many imitations, which, though, much modi-

fied, have generally assumed the form of encyclopedias of

greater or less extent. One of the most useful of these

classified dictionaries is the valuable 3 ^ ® "^ or

Pictorial Book of Nature, published in the Ming Dynasty

in lOG chapters ; wherein various objects belonging to

Heaven, Earth and Man, arc treated ol under sections

like those in the Ready Guide, and every article has its

own picture and explanatory letterpress. L'&cful as this

class of books is to furnish materials for the lexicographer,

the cumbersome arrangement forbids their general use as

definers of characters.

The second, or aiuxlyilc plan has grown out of the con-

struction of the characters. When a writer wishes to

express a new term, the genius of the language leads him
to unite a symbol denoting sense, with another expressing

soiiml rather than quality ; though sound and qiutUty aio

sometimes both attended to in the composition of the new
symbol, the phonetic part not l;eing used simply or al-

together for i(s sound. It has also a signification of its

own, and is sometimes so chosen that that shall fmnnsh

part of Iho idea to bo conveyed by tlio new character;

though this remark has many exceptions. For instance,

in Pekingese, §>. the mse, joined to g a hag, means tho

nose stopped up by a cold ; it is read nanr/\ in p, difterent

tone from ^ncuiff, its primitive, but evidently alluding to it.

As the number of characters increased, they were grouped

by their natural or most prominent feature ; thus the

names of stones, birds, or armor, were ranged under the

symbols ^, or J^, or -^, these being common characters

for those things already in use.

The eailiest work on tliis pruiciplo is the ^ "^ or

Discourse on Meaninij of W(/rds, published about a.d.

100, wherein the characters are arranged in ol4 groups.

Theywere rearranged by Ku Ye-wang of the Sui dynasty

(a.d. 5A'i), under 542 radicals ; and again in the Sung

dynasty by another writer under 54t. In the Ming

dynasty, the compiler of tho ^ ^ ii^fi ^ or Origin of

of the Six Modes of Writing, reduced them to 3G0 ; and

about a century after, they were fixed at their pre.sent

number of 214 in the ^ ^ or Classification of Cha-

I

racters. This method of grouping characters, and arrang-

j
ing those placed under each radical by the number of their

strokes, has proved to bo ;;o convenient, that no altera-

tion has since been made in iheii- order or number. It

was adopted in tho jE ^ jM.
'''' Explanations of

Authorized Cbaractei-s, the ^ f^ ^ Sl or Emperor

K'anghi's Dictionary, and tho Sjfc ^ '^ ^, or Selected

Characters Carefully Examined7 three of the most com-

mon dictionaries now in use.

The third, the syllabic or rhyming plan of arranging

characters by their finals and tones, was adopted later

than the analytic, but has teen more extensi\ely used.

The confusion and diversity found amidst the works in

each of these three classificatioas, prove the inherent

difficulty of the attempt ; but tho readiness with which

general and local rhyming vocabularies Jire made, proves

too, their adaptability to meet a want, and the tendency

of the language towards an alphabetic arrangement.

The number of finals, at first 20C in the T'ang dynasty,

was reduced to ICO in the Sung, and tho initials were

ihirty-six. Subsequently these were reiirranged and re-

duced by various authors, but .ill adhered io the mode
of combining initials and finals brought from India by the

Budhist priests Shan-yoh j^ j^ and Shan-kung jpf Jit,

during the Liang dynasty, a.d. 510. I'he |^ ^ h^ /|f,

probi.bly the htrgest dictiouaiy in any language of the

world, is airiuiged on this rhyming piincinle. and all tho

local vocabulariea
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It is very difficult for us, who arc habituated to the use

of letters, ami their coinbinations into syllables to express

the v.ords in our Western languages, to appreciato the

perplexities and difliculties of a Chinese scholar when he

tries to represent the sounds and tones of Lis own language.

In doing so, ho can only employ other characters ; but

each ouc of these, too, having no uiherent sound, perhaps,

in its turn requires to bo nioro accurately sounded, by com-

paring it with a third. To him the words J|! or Jg, are

indivisible simple sounds or names, as a or o are to us
;

but we describe them as /(' or fung— words of two or

four letters. If an Englishman tinds himself at fault

in trying to read Spanish or Welsh correctly, because he

i)ronounccs the words accorduig to his own letters ;—and

those pco[ilc arc sliU more perplexed, i)eihaps, when they

try to read English according to tlieir own letters, while all

use a common alphabet to express elementary sounds ;

—

how much more awkward does the Chinese philologist

find it to express unknown syllables by known syllables.

The plan now adopted is to express the sound by taking

parts of two other words and combining them. For in-

stance, the sound of ^ is expressed by uniting -^ and

I^ to make ^^, i.e. f-\i and vi-dn to make fUn, or as we

should express il, dropping two out of the five letters, and

uniting the rest to form the new word. But as the

sounds of all three charactera may be unlike in different

parts of the country, the next thmg is to quote another

character of the same sound, as "j^, to indicate this one.

This difficulty of accurately exhibiting the sound is seen

in the variety of characters quoted in K'anghi's Diction-

ary, which have been used by lexicographere to combine

and express the sound of the characters they were defin-

ing ; and this new sound, in its turn, is sometimes used to

express the very sound of those characters used in writing

its own. The following directions for the nati\ e student to

find a character in the Wu-fant/ Yuen Yin will illustrate

the dilemma botli teacher and scholar feel in this respect,

and in order to show it more clearly, only the tones are

given, and not the pronimciation of the characters.

'' Suppose «. man wishes to find the character ^yj , he runs the

word through the five tones. c^^ sM' 'w* !1R ' "l'icl> as it has

the same &ial with (^, s^> Jf> ^ j enables him [to perceive

that it Is to be looked for under the 5^ final. Turning then to the

table of iuitiak, ho sees that it beloug.5 to tho light-lip soiuids

(BB'b)^ »"J "'"* i' over, sayi,>g<:^% '^. ]^', i^, ,]g.,

anil ascertains that it comes under tho initial < Mf N'on- this character

(JSL as an uiitial, is known because it is derived trom,^ ; by

coaiesiing tlieni in spclhng, as ,^ ^j31 j we thus get tjji,, <^,
cS1> (/J' [i"t untie'' the same initial, and the last one] I'fj j^
WL M-^ ^> I'*^ "^ *'^^ ^'™ tones complete. Tliis is the warp

(i^) way, and itciui also he called tho lengthwise (i^) rule.

'But if one wishes a rfiorter way to find this same character

L'3v J' le' lii^" fu" over the sounds (^, d^, <.^M> (jj^ <«!)>

and he will immediately perceive that it comes under the sound

j^, tho fourth of the finals ; looking there he will see it aiTa}ig»d

among tho characters under <]Sl' 'lie first one in tlie shari!/ fi'ing

tone. This is tho woof (^) way, or it can also be called the cross-

wise (ill) rule. This warp and woof way is certain, and there is nn

more convenient and direct manner of ascertaining tlie sounds ci'

characters than by thus following them along and across. All ether

sounds can be ascertauied in the sa-Tie way."

It would bo just as impossible for a Chinese, able only

to speah Lis own language, to learn how to find a cha-

racter from these directions if he desired to learn to read,

as it would be for a foreigner who had just landed, anil

could not speah a woitl. Both of them must learn the

sounds of the characters from a livuig voice ; both must,

so to speak, be introduced viva voce to the acquaintance

and name of the character, as they would to the name of

a visitor, or a row of flowers. Tho impossibilily of writ-

ing foreign sounds with Chinese characters, so tliat native

scholars can thereby read tho words and study the books

of other languages, is thus seen in its full difficulty; no

doubt, it has had much to do with tho isolation of this

race, and the formation of their national character. The
student in every other civilized nation can study foreign

languages through his own ; but however well a Chinese

may read or ppeak the English language, for example,

ho cannot open its treasures to his countrymen by a

grammar or praxis, so that one of them could, otherwise

unaided, read or learn it. Tho Budhists tried to iatrtxlucc

the prayers of their religion from India to their fellow-

disciples in China, using tho Chinese characters ; tho

result was only a rude transliteration of tho Sanscrit

sounds, to which the meanings were originally given
;

these sounds are still recited but their sense is mostly

lost. It is safe to say that their symbolic language has

shut out the people of this land from mental inlercourso

with their fellow-men more than any olher one cause.

Foreigners have also arranged their dictionaries on

three difierent plans. One is the analytic mode, tmder

the 214 radicals, as has been done by De Giiigne.s,

Morrison, Medhurst, and Lobscheid ; or according to an

abridged series of radicals, as elaborated by Gonijalves.

Another is tho phonetic, adopted only by Callcry in the

Systema Phoneticum, in which he grouped characters by

their primiti\es. The third is tho sijUubic, in which tho

characters follow^ one anotlier alphabetically, as has been

done by Morrison, Medhurst in his Hokkeen Dictionary,

Maclay and Baldwin, Goddaid, Douglas, and AVilliaiji.s.

It is the plan followed in the present work, and is on

the whole tho most usefid to the foreign student, for it

brings together bomophonous characters, .irranged in tho

order of their tones. Such are most freqiieuily inter-

changed and mistaken by the people themselve.s, and

those which a foreigner has most need of discriminatuig
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He is certain in speaking, at first, to confound words of

different tones, but written witli the same letters, as ^jen

jtQ smoke; jjcn "g wwds; yen' ^ a. swallow, which

are widely separated by their construction. A native also

usually confuses cbaracters having the same tone ; and if

all such are groujjed together, their similarities and dis-

tinctions are more readily seen. Another advantage is

the facility thereby afforded to the foreigner, who is

leamiiig^he language with the help of a native teacher,

to find the word he hears, which he knows not yet in its

written form, or may not Lave had correctly given to him.

Further, the synonymous forms of the same character,

which are sometimes alike as to their primitive, as ^ and

^ and ^JJ ; or perhaps, more frequently occur under the

same radical, as ^, |{jj, g||, }^% can, in the sylla-

bic arrangement, all be seen at once. The addition of

an index where every character is placed under its proper

radical and stroke, furnishes all the aid required to find

it, when the spelling is not known. The Chinese have

never added a radical index to any of their syllabic dic-

tionaries, for such a help would be quite useless, unless

to indicate the page on which a character occurred. The

native who wishes to examine the local vocabulary in

another dialect must, therefore, first learn the system of

initials and finals on which it is planned, or trust to a

native of the locality where it is used.

The groundwork of tho present Dictionary is the Wa-
faiiff Yuen Yin 35. y'ST '3C W •''' Orighial Sounds of the

Five Regions, i.e. North, South, East, West and Center,

which denote all the land. It is a vocabulary of the

Court Dialect much used in Central and Northern China.

It was first published in 1700, about tho same date that

the literati employed by K'anghi had finished tho The-

saurus and Lexicon which reflect so much credit on his

reign ; and, [xjrhaps, was suggested by tho former of those

works. Tho edilions have been numerous and all exhibit

slight variations in tho arrangement of certaui characters.

An earlier work of the same sort had, however, appeared

in the 13th century,—the tj* ^ -g ^^or Original Sounds

•nnd Finals in Chinese, in which the characters are ar-

ranged inider nineteen finals ; and it would have been

better if the compiler of tho present work had followed it

in this respect. A third book, the Ff» ^+1 :^ ^ or Com-

plete Finals for Central China, presents the characters

arranged according to tho several organs of tho voice, as

dental, lingual, palatal, guttural, &c.; but, as this system

involves more attention to the initial than the others, it has

not obtained so wide a circulation.

The definitions given in the Wv-fang Yuen Yin seldom

consist of even a score of words ; but this brevity was in-

dispensable flar the general nsefulness of the manual, where

only the principal meanings were needcl. A tr<anslation

of the preface of the edition of 1710 is nere inserted ; but

it gives no information about the reasons for the work, or

to what part of the empire it is applicable. It is a fair

sample of the stylo of prefaces to Chinese books, wherein

one looks in vain for information or practical directions.

rilEF.iCE TO TUE EDITIOK Of 1710.

Those who herctoforo engaged in the preparation of dictionaries

di'l, as they shoulil, cnrefully learn and go tlirongh the classics and

all the miscellaneous -nTitings of noted scholars. The number of these

works, advantageous to learners, is not easy to recivon ; some of them

are still preserved, and others have been quite lost ; the fomier arc,

to this day constantly in the hands of learners, but the latter arc, to

the gieut regret of all, gone utterly, and cannot bo described. Of
these tho ^ J^ or Study of Cliar.acters is one. Books of this kuid

are not ofequal worth, but among those which have of late years been

in use; and are still regarde<l by all scholiirs as precious as an officer's

signet, the ^ ^ or Classification ofCharacters stands preeminent.

In this work tho characters are an-anged in classes according to their

strokes, and when one lias ascertained the nimiber, ho can then find

the one he seeks. No one can do without it ; the venerable professor

and old student, as well as the tyro and young learner, each nnd all

need it.

But these persons still do not all know that th» book called IF«-

yimff Yiien Yin, a work in which the combination of the [initial and

final] sounds can be seen at a glance is even superior in some respects

to the ^ ^. lis compiler is Fan Tang-fimg ^ H JH, of Yao-

shan ^ lU in the district of T'ang-shan ^ llj J^ in the south

of Chihli. Tliis book not being often seen in tho shops, 1 rather un-

expectedly met with it. On looking it over closely, and examining

its plan and execution, I was sniprised at the carefiJness displayed.

The plan of tho ^ ^£ depends on the number of strokes in a cha-

racter, but this on their sounds.

There isbesides the plan on which [this manual is an'aagedj, that

follow^ed in the y\ ^f, viz., grouping together things belonging to

heaven, both single nnd in pairs, but not going beyond the dual

powers and the five elements, so that the five elements are under the

head of heaven, the five regions nnder that of eailh, and tho five tones

under that of soimds. Such a work only requires the i-eilundancics

to bo removed and the four or five tones to bo carefully indicated to

make it complete. But then this aiTangement [of tlio >>^ §3
is really a natural one, and not ono which man made out (or can

alter).

In this work tho author has selected tho twelve finals ^ 3
with reference to the twelve musical pitch-pii)es, nnd tho five funda-

mental tones of voice ; and theso with tho twenty initials ^ -jf he

has chosen, make tho warp and tho woof, the lengthwise and the

crosswise ; by combining these accorduig to his ndcs, ono can find

tho sound of any character. Ifone wishes to practice tho combination

of sounds, nnd coiuits over tho 30 finals on his fiugeis, he will find

the plan here adopted very much cosier ; it is like an essay in which

only tho ideas are wanted, or an agreement which has only tho baro

stipulations. In the Canon of Shun it is said, ''Notes de|)oiid on

prolonging the utterance, nnd they nro hannonized among themselves

by the pitch-pipes." If ono will ciu-efully examine this work, they

will find that this principle has been observed. Original sounds may
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witliout doubt properly bo called those produced by harmonizing tlie

pitch-pipes of n.ituro with the Bounds of natiu-e.

Those who may daily use this work will at a glance so readily see

the mode of combining the initials and finals, that they can have no

need of niles. But how then is one to find out characters when only

the number of their strokes is known ? I myself really regret the

nomber of those books wliicli have been lost, leaving only the ^ ^
Classification of Characters preserved.

i. In the spare moments of my public business, I have got out a re-

vised edition of tliis work for the booksellers ; and perhaps it will

thus get a wide circulation ; but those scholars who carefully use it

will most certainly find many things to add to it.

September, 1710. Written by Nien Hi-yao of Kwang-ning, a

district in Manchuria.

This same man, Nien Hi-yao, afterwards enlarged the

book until he had introduced nearly all the characters in

the language. He published it in 1728, in four thin

volumes, and several editions have since been printed ; its

extensive list of characters wakes it a useful manual. In
the preface he says that, when compared with the first

edition, he has " added five out of every ten clwacters,

and expunged ono out of every ten."

In arranging tho initials and finals, the compilers of
the Wu-fanff Yuen Yin sacrificed accuracy to brevity, and
hindered the ready search for a character, in order, ajv
parently, to make a short list of finah for the memory.
Its twenty initials are actually thirty-six, and the twelve

finals expand to twenty-nine in the table of sounds} or to

thirty-eight if those in the juJi^hing be reckoned sepa-

rately. The characters in this tone, which in Cantonese all

come under the first four finals, are here transferred to the

last six finals ; "because," says the compiler, with truly

Chinese logic, " the first six finals (»««, an, ung, ang, in,

and oo) are light and clear like heaven, and it is not

suitable to mix with them the heavy and gross sounds of
the julirsMng, which are therefore scattered among the
last six finals (m, o, e, a, a!, and i ), these being gross and
thick hke earth, and assimilated to the juh-shing, which
therefore are distributed among them."

.^, UST or TWELVE FINALS.

The finals are represented by the following twelve

characters, which include fourteen others, and twelve in

the juh-sMng, making thirty-eight, according to our mode
of writing.

1. T-ien 5^ includes t-a» ^ and k-ae?j ^.
2. 3-un ^ includes p-w ^.
3. Ij-ung H includes \-ing @ and \-dng J5^.

4. Y-ang^ includes h-iangf£,-

5. N-!M •^ includes cli-«« ^.
G. Ng-f(o^ iiicludes n-iao ,^.
7. H-!i ^ includes h-uh j^.
8. T-o g'g includes i-oh J^, and Vioh f^.

9. Sh-e ^ includes h-«e'^, y-eA^, y-fie/t^,and
V-ieh ^.

10. M-« ,^ includes ]}-ah /\.
11. Ch-m ^ includes k-w( ^.
12. T-! ^ includes \.-id i|, ts-rt |g, «;' ,g„ V/i |Iij

and w-eV »1]|, with t-eh f^ y-uTi ^, Uk ^fj, and
k-ich ^.

LIST OP TWENTV INITIALS.

The initials are represented by the following twenty
characters, which are subdivided into thirty-six by sei)aral-

ing those having a medial vowel.

1. P-ang ^.
2. P'-ao f|.
3. Mixh :^.

4. i'^-ung M-
5. r-eu

C. r<-u
7. iV-iao

8. Z^ei

p\- and tiv-&n ^.
±_ and iw^-an fg.

,(^ and mv-a\\ j^.

^ and /jw-an ^.
9. C/t-nh f'^ and cftw-ang tK.

10. C//-uug^ and chiv^-a.ng ^ij.

11. iS'/i-ih ^ and shw-a.ng ^.
andjiw-an ^.

tand tsw-an ^.
and tsw^-an ^.

^ and siv-an 3^.

m-
^ and kw-a

JJJ.

18. /iT'-iao if^ and hv^-n |f

.

19. I/w-o >X an^^ /'-ao ^•
20. IF-a M. and «y-an ^ and the suppressed initial,

as in ai ^ or uh ^.
If all the possible combinations of these initials and

finals existed ui the l-wan hwa, there would be 1308 syl-

lables, exclusive of tonal variations, to ba written with
our letters ; but the actual numljer of groups is 4G0, and
of these several are almost undistinguishable. There ti

some difficnity about dividing words having the termina-

tions iva, imn, and ivcwg, for the Chinese reganl them as

finals ; and some other deviations from tho native rules

are also required by the exigencies of an alphabetic

system when applied to their si)elling. Some of them are

caused by the medial vowel i as sJten for shien W,,

(spelled P '^ s/i-i l-ien); and others by the imperfect

vowels, as tsz' for tsi ^^ to distinguish it from tsi ^,
but in this, the greater accuracy of alphabetic writing is seen.

The following table includes the combinations of inl-

li.ils and finals in tho Wu-fang Ytcen Yin, with a leading

character under each syllable, and also shows the Jo/i

shing in separate columns, making 532 words ui all. Tho
actual variations in speech from tho given sounds in this

manual are almost endless ; but it is as needless as it is

irajjos-siblo to ascertain and try to express them all. Each
student will learn them for himself.

12. J-ih.

13. y's-ien

14. T/-ioh

15. ,S^z'

16. r-un

17. .fiT-in
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In the Canton dialect, according to the local vocabu-

lary, there are 53 finals and 23 initials, producing only

707 diflerent words to be written in an alphabetic list,

including thase ending in thejuh shinff.

In the Fuhchau diakct, there are only 33 finals and

15 initials enumerated. But the real number of finals is

increased by remarkable inflections of words falling

in the upper and lower juh shinff, so that Maclay and

Baldwins Dictionary enumerates 90 finals, and gives 928

syllables, of which scores are colloquial.

The dialeet spoken in and about Changcheu, near

Amoy, is exhibited in the -\- ^^ or Ji'ifteen [initial]

Sounds. It has 15 initials and 50 finals, which produce

846 syllables, including the modifications odhejuh shinff;

the number of distinct enunciations in that dialect in-

cluding all tonal modifications, is not far from 2500,

according to Medhurst ; and this is nearly the number

.spoken in Fuhchau. According to Douglas' Amoy Dic-

tionary, the variations heard in the two prefectures of

Changchau and Tsuenchau much exceed this number.

In the Swatow dialect, and that heard in the south-

eastern part of Kwangtung, which has much afiinity with

the Amoy, the number of separate syllables, as given in

Mr. Goddard's Manual is 674, less than either of the

three preceding. The dialect known as the Hakka
dialect, spoken best in Kia-ying cheu, has not teen so

much studied as those, but it has marked peculiarities,

and approaches nearer to the kuxtn hwa than either of them.

The speech heard at Shanghai and Ningpo, and

Ihrougliout Kiangsu and Chehkiang, assimilates still more

to the liwan hwa in its idiom and pronunciation, which is

probably the reason why no native vocabulary has been

published in it. Tho Rev. C. Kekh, of the American

Episcopal Mission had prepared a copious vocabulary of

tho Shanghai dialect ready for printing, but it was lost.

A carefully prepared list of syllables in the Shanghai

dialect, by the late Dr. Jenkins, contains 060 words;

and he reckons 33 initials and 44 finals as competent to

combine all the sounds in it. The speech heard at Su-

cliau and Hangchau differs but littie I'rom that at Shang-

hai and Ningpo.

The l<wan hwa spoken at Pek'ng, and indeed with

inconsiderable variations in the provinces of Chihli and

Shantung, has received much attention from Mr. Wade.
In the Hsin Ching Lu he enumerates 25 initial.^ and 43

finals, and places the number of distinct syllables at 397

;

in tlie Tzu-erh-cM, he has retained the initials and finals,

and increased t'~e syllables to 420; which probably in-

cludes nearly all the distinct words used by the people.

It is much less than in any of the preceding dialects, and

not one lialf of the variety beard at Fuhchau, which is to

be ascribed chiefiy to the suppression of the juh shinff.

The immber of initials given by Mr. Wade is 25 instead

of 36 as in the preceding table, as bo follows more strictly

tho Chines© raf^de in the arrangement of words in the

initials chu; Lw, hte, &c., putting them under tho finals

beginnmg with u ; which thereby correspondingly in-

creases their number. It is not easy to decide which is

the best way in an alphabetic arrangement. .^"

SECT. II.—SYSTEM OP ORTHOGEAPHY.

If the difficulties of illustrating and analyzing the

sounds in their language are almost insurmountable to

Chinese philologists, the results of the various attempts

of foreigners to do so have not the less proved the in-

herent difficulties of the attempt ; and a comparison of

their varions systems does not encourage the hope that

anything like imiformity will ever bo attained. In

addition to the diflerent powers given to vowels and

consonants by English, French, and Portuguese sinologues,

when used to express tho same Chinese sound, each in

their own tongue, as lott, ou, and u for 2, ! or wuti, ouen,

and tvn for ^, we have a iiioi-t troublesome discrepancy

in (he modes of writing the same sound in the same

language, especially in English, ki which more has been

written than in all the others. Not to qutjte many
in.stances of strange spelling, as tatlffe-iii for ^ J^ (a-Jin ;

see-ue for J^ s'u ; hiouei for jjl hiij; laa-mau for ^ J^
ta Via; c:zi cto for|||^ Iwh-ku-o ; tar-gam for ^^ta-

ngan, Ac, the more elaborate syst«m.=i devised for writing

the sounds in the mandarin and local dialects, present a

series of perplexing anomalies and variations hard to

understand, and which renders it difficult for a person who

has studied ono dialect to learn the sounds in another.

The Protestant missionaries at Amoy and Ningpo have

published thousands of volumes in those dialects in a

romanized colloquial, which they teach in their schools
;

but a native of Ningpo, able to read it with ease and

imderstanding, would find Jiimself completely nonplussed

if he tried to read the Amoy colloquial according to

the sounds he had learned at home. Tho natives of the

two cities are unable to converse with each other in any

case, but previoiw consultation among the missionaries

would, perhaps, have Jed them to adopt a. similar mode

of writing the vowels, diphthongs, and consonants common

to both, before these Leginnuig.s of new alphabetic lan-

1
guages had been laid.
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The embarrassments of recognizing Ibc Cliincso clia-

racters when wriiten in .alphabetic letters, were notieed

by Do Gtiignes in 1813, Jjeforc they had reached their

present diversity. Speaking in his Dictionary of bis

changes in P. Basile'rf system of orthography, he remarks,

"I have just explained the reasons which Jiavo led me to

suppress certain letters and to simplify the orthography,

and now add a table to show thcchanges, so that readers

can recognize the game words in different authors. I

refer only to works written by the missionaries, and not

to those issued by other Europeans ; the mode of proriOJin-

cing our lettcKS not being uniform, in Europa it is impos-

sible to give a general rule. In the account of Lord

Macartney'a Voyage, for instance, what the missionaries

write Kien-long-ta-ouoMff-iij the English write Tchien-limg-

ta-wliang-tce. The letter h is certainly aspirated, bat it has

not the sound oitch in English; the vowel u of the word

lung is sometimes pronounced o in English, but it is then

short, and it is long in long, when it has the meaning it

has in this phrase now quoted ; the letter h Is i.eedlesK

in whang, for the word oiiwig is not aspirated. I will

s.ay nothing about tee, for sucli an orthography is fit only

for an Englishman."

In this Dictionary, an attempt has Iwen made to apply

one system of spelling to five different dialects, and

though the result has not been entirely satisfactory, it has

shown that their discrepancies can bo reduced to some-

thing like a classification, and their vowels and diphthongs

assimilated much more than has hitherto been supposed

possible. To this end, it is necessary to permit some

latitude to the value of the simple vowels according to the

consonants which precede .and follow theia; diphthongs,

too, mu.'t have some freedom as influenced by various

consonants. For instance, in lun ^ and sun ^, the

Talue of the final un is altered a little by the initial ; and

when a medial vowel is inserted, as in lilcn ^, and siien

*^
, it is desirable to indicate the change if ix)ssible, by a

differently marked vowel. Such diversities as this,

however, cannot all be noted by any system.

* In words ending in some diphthongs, a change in the

initial will throw the syllable into a new class in one

dialect and not in another ; thus, lei ^ and mei^ in

mandarin keep the older forms of lui and mm in Can-

tonese ; but at Fuh-chau, one is read Ibi and the other rm'd.

This final cV, xmknown in both those cities, in the north

inclines to ei and id according to the initial, but both

never have the same initial, as tei and tui, j)ii and "puL

The diversities and analogies of this kind among the several

dialects will no doubt in lime receive more careful study

than has yet been given to them, but the materLab are

at present r.ot su-Slcient to lay down rules or adduce com-

parisons. But I think that this list is adequiite to express

all their sounds with sufficient precision.

The system of writing the sounds now employed is

nearly tho same as that formerly followed in the Tonio

Dictionary of the Canton Dialect, .as far as that is appli-

cable to kwan hwa. In order to diminish the use of ac-

cented letters, the long n in father is written a instead of

u; and this involvcl t4ie change of the short a in

quota \o a; and.of ««, as ov> in howl, to ao; the diph-

tliong a/, or the English ;', is altered to ei, tecause the ai

represented the broad sound .as in aisle ; the terminations

id, idiiff, id', and id/i, have also all dropped their accents.

Other ways adopted by previous writers to express tho

Siime sounds are .added, so as to facilitate reference to

their racKles of spelling
,

VOWXLS.

1 .

—

n as in fatlier ; written ci by Bridgman, Goddard,

Jenkins ; a by Yivtes.

2.

—

a as in qnotci, variable ; written « by Biidgman ; ci

and u by Morrison ; u by Edkins, Bonney ; e by
Maclay ; u by Goddai'd ; « by De Guigaes, Gallery

;

<1 by Wade j
« and c by Gouijalves.

3.

—

e as in ineji ; written e and H by Medhurst ; e' by
Maclay ; c by Ciillery.

4—e as in greg, or a in sag ; written e by GonQalves,

De Guignes, Maclay, Douglas j ag by Morrison,

Medhurst ; ei by Wade.
5.

—

e as in there, or a in fan, /tat; wri tten d by Maclay ; a
by Goddard ; « by Yates ; a by Edkins; e by Douglas.

C.

—

i as in pin, and never occurs as a final; written e

and 1 by Morrison ; { by Maclay ; i by Douglas

;

i and c by De Guignes, who writes y when it Ls tho

medial vowel.

7.—«' as in -machine, and left xumiarked [/] when a

final ; written e by Morrison, Medhurst
; y by Do

Guignes when final ; j by Wade, Maclay, Douglas

;

ea by Bonney.

8.

—

o as in long, or aio in law ; written 6 by Bridgman,

Maclay ; 6 by Gongalves ; d by Jenkins ; uw
by Bonney ; an by Edkins, Yates ; o- by Doty

;

tf by Douglas.

9.

—

b as in no, crow ; written ow by MoiTison ; d by
Bonney ; oii, by Gongalves ; o by Maclay, Douglas,

Goddard ; o and by Yatea

10.

—

d as in konig, a German sound j written o and 6 by
Callery ; <' by Wade.

11.

—

u as \\\put, hull, and seldom heard as a final ; writ-

ten 00 and u by Morrison ; ue Ijy Callery ^ c! by
De Guignes, Gon5alves.

12,

—

u as 00 in fool, or o in move, and left unmarked [ii]

when a final ; written oo by Morrison, Medhurst ; u

by GonQalves; ou and o by De Guignes; u by
Wade, Douglas.

13.

—

ii as in Juive, abuse; written 6i by Gron5aIves; eii by

Morrison ; u by De Guignes.
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14. it as in tiirm or ea in karn ; written cu by Edkine,

Yates ; e by Maclay.

riPlITHOKGS.

] .—at as in aisle ; written m by Bridgman ; ae by Mor-

rison, Medburst ; ay by De Guignes.

'f.—ao like oie in Jimcl, prolonged ; written aou by Mor-

rison .;
(Ill by Gon^alves ; du by Bridgman ; ew by

Bonney.

3.

—

au as oio in now ; written ow by Bonney.

4.

—

ei r.s in lieigJU, or i in sigh ; written ai by Douglas,

Bridgman ; i and ie by Bonney ; ei and o! by Gon-

(jalves.

5.—eV as «/i' in greyish ; written ei by Morrison, Wade
;

Of J and ei by Gon^aWes.

6.

—

eu as ou in fo«s«, Ehorter than No. 3 ; written oio

by Morrison; eu by Gallery; ou by Goncalves, Wade.

7.

—

e'u as OM in Capeiiiaum; (u by Maclay; ay-uoj

Bonney ; ea by Goncalves ; so and ao by Devaa

8.

—

ia as in piastre, or ya in ^are?; written ea by Mor-

rison, Gon9aIves.

9.

—

iai and mo, each lett«r sounded ; written eae and

eami by Morrison ; ca?« by GonQalves.

10.

—

ie as in siesta; written ee by Morrison, Medhurst.

] 1.

—

ie' as ea in /«(/??/ ; written ie by Jenkins.

12.

—

io as ^aw in yawn; written eo and ^o by Morrison.

13,

—

iu as eia In pew ; written m by Bridgman; ew by

Morrison ; ieou by De Gnignes ; ieu by Gon5alveB,

Maclay ; ee-ne by Bonney.

14.

—

ill like ew in chewing prolonged ; written io by De
Guignea.

15.

—

oi as in io;7; written oy by Morrison; oe by Douglas.

1 6.

—

oi as owi in Inowivg ; written 02 by Maclay.

17.

—

ua as in Mantua, each vowel sounded ;
written ca

by Douglas, Do Guignes.

18.

—

iie as in duel ; it runs into ««' when a final.

19.

—

ni as ew^ in dewy, or oui in Louis; written ouy by

De Guignes ; uy by Morrison ; oe; by Goncalves.

20.

—

ui as 001 in cooing ; written iie'i by Gon9alves ; uy

by Morrison. Bonney.

ANOMALOUS TOWELS.*

21.
—

'?H, a sound like hm with closed lips, as a suppressed

congh ; written m by Medhuret. Douglas.

22.
—

'n/7, a nasal made by closing iho nose, a whining

sound ; written ng by Douglas, Groddsird.

28.
—

"' a nasal in the middle of a word aa /a"rt, or oftener

at the end, as pi" ; more distinct usually than in

the French vin ; written n by Edkins.

* llie lato T. T. Meadows objected to tbe term Imperfect Vowels

for tbe sounds bere brongbt togetber, fsfcying tliat " an imperfect

vowel is really aii iiTipossibility." In this lie was strictly correct,

perbaps, but .stiU tliey resemble- suppressed vowels, and by grouping

Ifaeai, may be belter illustrated.

24.

—

si, tsz', .1 peculiar sibilant ; the first can be mado by

ch.mging di in d'::y to 5, and speaking it quickly
;

written s:e by Morrison; sa by Gonqalves ; satt and
tiU by Wade ; si by Edkins ; «s by Do Guignes ; se

by Calleiy.

25.

—

en and p//', like tbe preceding but softer ; they arc

often uttered by a person who stutters, as if in

fpeaking chin or shin, he could not get out the n ;

or like the sound made when chiding a child for

making .-v noise ; written chih and shih by Wade.
26.—VA, like the word err; written o/r by Gongalves ; i-i-h

by Wade ; urh by Momson ; ctd by De Gnignes

;

ell by Gallery ; ur by Jenkins; rh by Edkins.

CONSONANTS.

Of these, only h, v, m, n, ng,p, and t, occur as final letters.

1.

—

b as in bar.

2.—cA as in church ; written tch by Be Gnignes.

3.— c/i^ the same sound aspirated.

4.—d as in dun.

5.—
if; as in djezzar, ot j mjuilge;. written j by Yates,

Douglas, Goddard.

6.

—

dz as in ad:e.

7.—/ as in farm.
8.

—

g as in gug-

9.

—

h as in hung; as a final it is nearly suppressed.

10.—/«' before i and ti, a sibilant sound resembling an

affected lisp, and easily confounded with sh ; written

hs by Wado, A' bj- Edkins, sh by Jenkins.

11.—^' as in the Fmnch.jamais.

12.

—

fc as in king, kick; written c by Goncjalves.

13-

—

k^ nearly the same sound, but softened and aspirated.

14.—/ as in lion.

15.—Hi as in man, ham.

16.

—

n e.3 in nun.

17-

—

ng as in singing ; written g as an initial and w as a

final by Goncalves ; fig initial and m final by Gal-

lery
;
gn by Medhurst

;
gh by De Guignes as initial.

18.

—

p as in ;;o/, lop.

19—p^ the same sound aspirated.

20—s as in sand; before »', it closely resembles No. 10.

21.

—

shaam shall; written c/i by De Guignes j x by

Gon5alves, Gallery.

22.

—

t as iii top, lot-

23.

—

f the same sound aspirated.

24.

—

ts as in wits ; wri"itcn ch and f by Goncalves ; « by

Do Guignes.

2.).—fo' the same sovJii asphated.

2G.

—

V as in vine.

27.

—

w as in want, wo ; when it follows another conso-

I
nant, as chw, 7iw, Iw, &c., it shortens as the (wo

coalesce ; for this position Wade and Goddard tise

\

u, and Donglas o ; written v by Goncalves ; v and ou

i

by De Guignes.
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28.

—

y as in yard; written i by Gallery, Goii9alves.

29.

—

z as in zo^ie.

80.

—

:h as z in aziwe.

Olio object kept in view in this system has been to

abridge tho use of accented letters, to do without which

altogether has by all writers been found to bo impracti-

cable, consistently with accuracy ; and another has been to

adapt Ihc spelling to the use of EugliEh readers. How
far these objects have been attained, practice .Mono will

show ; but it is not an unimportant thing to tho student,

how a woi-d is written, for tho spelling insensibly affects

his pronunciation. For example, tho word ^ is sounded

Vikojunq, or zhung, or rung or cuvr/., by different persons in

Peking; and constantly reading it in one of these modes

contirms him in ihat pronunciation, while anHher mode

will influence another person.

Tho present attempt to harmonize the sounds of (he

five dialects by one system of spelling, has this clement

of error, that I have not been able to consult natives of

Fuhchau or Amoy, and hear their pronunciation. In the

brief list of corresponding sounds given at tho head of

every syllable in the Dictionary, there are no doubt both

errors and deficiencies, owing to this disadvantage. Here-

tofore, oach dialect has been f.pelled without reference (o

tho sounds in other dialects, and this has caused needless

discrepancies, which become apparent when a comparison

is instituted. For instance, tho o in note is not heard in

the north, where the o m long prevails ; while in tho Bouth,

this last is rather unusual, and has been tho one usually

marked with an accent, though taking the whole country

together it is by far the most common, and the o in iiote

ought to be marked. In the north, no word like

llm occurs, with j (as m. machine) in tho middle; and

in the south, no guttural "i' begins a word ; but the

short i in p/ra is a thousand times the commonest, and

should bo left unaccented. These peculiarities render it

difficult to adapt one system to all the dialects, and

not employ many accented letters in some of them ; but the

thing is not impossible, and with a good degree of accuracy

too. The greater difiicully is to get tboso who have become

accns'.omed to their own modes of writing to adopt an-

other more generally applicable. A few remarks on the

preceding lists of vowels and consonants will explain the

changes they undergo in various positions.

VOWELS.

1. «.—This occurs in all the dialects ; it is neve to

be sounded as in English fan, hat.

2. a.—The common use of u in English as in sun, to

represent this soimd has made it a perplexing one to

write ; and the phrase, " The mother b»rd flutters o'er her

young," shows that in that language it is very differently

written. I prefer a to a, e, e, e,oin of other authors, chiefly

because it is lets liable to bo mispronounced by the

general reader, except the last. But that letter is needed

to write another sound.

3. c.—Along llio southern coasts, this vowel is lieard

alone before consonants, as meng, keh, veh, but northward

it is usually preceded by ?, as in lien ; when followed by n

it constantly inclines to the sound of a in man, and e\eu

that of « in far. When used in teJi, seh, it often changes

ils quality according to the succeeding word into o or e.

A. ('.—This vowel occasionally occurs at Fnhchau in

(ho middle of a word, as in Iieng, tek, before a decided con-

sonant ; and at Shanghai and Swatow, in nasalized words,

as k"e, pen ; but it is almost always a final, as che, me, or

succeed'ng i or a. as tie, hile.

C). e.—This is rarely heard in the north or at Canton,

but in Kiangsu and southward it is common alone, as in

Im, stih, pc" ; or more commonly preceded by i as in piet,

piin, siik, Iieng; in all these words its tendency is to

broaden out into Hang, sian, as at Amoy and Swatow.

6. ;'.—This vowel is always written in the middle of a

word, as 7)!Wi7, k-ik, Uh; in the latter cLiss of words it

apparently ends them, but even then the vowel approaches

the next [/], so that iih and pih become ti and pi. As
a medial vowel in diphthongs like ia, ie, it is one of the

commonest sounds in the language, and undergoes very

liitle alteration.

7- i.—This vowel occurs only at the end of words in

the kwan hwa ; but is often heard in their middle in the

southern dialects, as jiin, ling, kit, &c , where it will bo

more likely to be pronounced aright if accented. I ha^e,

therefore, written it like the last vowel (;') when it is a

final, in order to reduce tho inimber of accented letters,

as the final i in English is usually written y as in mighty,

and there is little danger of confusion. Mr. Wade iiscs

I for both the sounds in tree and trim, apparently to save

accents, and they do run into each other ; Maclay trans-

poses I and i, as I write them, to i and ;', for the same

reason ; but in those southern dialects the medial vowel

in the dipthongs ia, iu, iati, is always short, and thus two

sounds arc given to one symbol, which is undesirable.

8. o.— This is tho only sound of the vowel in mandarin,

and almost always as a final; but after l>, f and p, in

tho soudiern dialects, it often runs into the next, where it

also occnts in the middle, as song, loi, kok.

9. o.—This sound, as in note, is not heard in mandarin,

but, from Shanghai southv/ard, it is so common that it

has usually been left unmarked ; at E'uhchau it is common
in ybng, sibng, lot, &c., occurring in many words which

have an a at the north. At Amoy and Canton it is less

frequent. To mark such words seems to be more likely

to insure their proper pronunciation, than to expect the

English reader to pronounce tong and toi, as lowng and

iowy ; though, on tho other hand to and ])ok are more

like to be sounded like <03 and poke, than like taiu and
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pmok. It is a choice of clifBculties, but the argument in

favor of writing o and o as in long and lo. is not a liltlc

strengthened by the vast preponderance of ihc first sound

throughout Cliina.

10. ft—This sound is not often heard in I he southern

dialects, but is common in Kiangsu and nortliward,

chiefly as a final ; the e in die, a in tscm, o in toh, and u m
ill, each and all run into it ui one place or another ; in

Chihli, it characterizes words which have a tendency to

become guttural.

11. u.—A difficult sound to express iniiformly, as it is

so much modified by the letters Ijeforc and after it, and

nins into (he next ; it is never heard cs a final, but unites

with fl as a medial, as is noticed under vxi and to (Nos. 17

and Consonants 27). Miiclay writes the sounds u and li

alike, but they arc not the same, and especially in

Ciintoncse are kept clearly distinct as in f«n, sttt, diorter

souiidj than scon, soot ; while bin, hit areliko coon, coot

;

in the word suncj, the vowel is evidently a ]-,rolongalion

of sun rather than of h'tn. Common readers will no

doubt often mispronounce such words, until thoy hear

the right sound.

1 2. t't.—The frequent use of this vowel as a final makes

it desirable to reduce the number of accented words by

leaving it unmarked v\heu in that position, or in the juh

ih',n<j, as tu, tuh, where alone it occmB in mandarin, and

marking it in the middle as mvn, fdu In Canton and

places north of it, there is a tendency to sound this final

as (') before certain initials, as mb, pb, for mu, pu.

13. K.—This Towel sound occurs in all the dialects in

the middle and end of words, as chii, shun, put, ii(/wig,

ah; &c., or following the vowels i, a, e, and c, suftering

difterent modifications with each of them ; iUs tendency

is to run into « (No. 11), but the changes arc slight.

It has been generally written in thiu way.

14. it.—This is not found in mandarin, and is net a

common sound. It runs into o and e when preceding a

consonant ; it Ls a common final in Shanghai, and in

Swatow and that region ; in Fuhchau it also precedes

other vowels as cfiiai, siiuh, tiguiing ; but these combina-

tions arc limited to a small district. Some would jxir-

haps, write it d, which it nearly resembles, had it not

been prolonged as if followed by an r, as in the English

words turn, bird, her.

Dipnxuoxas.

1, 2, 3. ai, (10, au.—These three are almost everywhere

heard only as finals, and the two first form, when pre-

ceded by i, the common ti-iphthongs, tV,« and kw. In

Fuhchau, they are followed by h or k, as i.a ;;a.A, pauL:

The third sound is written om by AVadc, but the ilsk of

mispronouncing wordg thus written as sco, hoo, and not

son; hmo, owing to tlie common use of ou by the French

to express a final «, renders au or eu preferable ; the

English cw for au is also liable to confusion, as seen in

the sentence, '• The row of Jhwers now flowed to the

/o!w-lino." Momson used ow to express1)oth au and 6 (i.e.

now and no) in two of his works.

4. ei.—This final .sound, unknown in mandarin, is

common in Cantonese, whero it is carefully distinguished

from ui, but the two .seem to run into each other further

north, or ei is changed to t^ and No. 5, ei.

6- c«—It is doubtful whether the distinction between

this final and No. 3 is sufliciently clear lo authorize two

forms of writing them ; at the North the pronunciation

of characters like '}i\ cheu, i^ icii, ^ sheu, is usually

quicker than the pronunciation of the same words c/wu,

ixju, sltcw, in Cai^tone.se and other southern dialects.

They sire very nnicli alike, however, and the chief reason

for separating them Wiis lo indicate this diversity, which

is not a fanciful one.

7. eu.—This sound is larely heard as a final, and is

most common at (Canton ; at Fnhchau the second vowel

is often prolongetl in il, as seting, while at Canton it is

also shoitened into a, .-.nd forms one of the most cha-

racteristic sounds in that dialect.
. ,

10. ie.—This diplilliong is imknown at Canton, where

the / take its place, as in sin for sien, but reappears as one

goes north. When followed by n or Hi, it turns into iem

or iam, ten or ian at Swatow and Amoy, and ieng at

Fuhchau ; at Ningiw and Shanghai it is again supersed-

ed by in and i". In all words having this diphthong

before n, there isdiflicully at the south in distinguishing le

from ie ; but at the north this difficulty is mostly confined

to those words where tho i is merged in the other vowel.

11, 12. ie, .0.—These two have some affinity, but they

do not run into each other ; both are oftenest found in the

juhshing, and their variations from tho mandarin into

other dialects ai'e so capricious as to be irreducible to

any rules which would be useful.

13, 14. ill, in.—Tho firat of these occurs mostly as a

final in all the dialects, but it u also heard in mandarin

before n in a few words ; the second occurs only in tho

middle of word^ and then is rather a prolongation of

iti; it i.s hardly ever heard in Fuhkien or Kwangtung.

15, 10. oi, bi.—Both these di[ihlhongs are confined lo

the e.Ntrcme south, and the latter seems to be pecufiar to

Fuhchau ; they arc easily distinguished.

17. „a.—The distinct sounds of b.oih vowels are often

heard at Swatow and Amoy, like ioo-an, loo-an ; but else-

where tea (sec CoKSOiMuts No. 27), better represents this

diphthong to the English reader than oa or »«a, as they

arc liab'o to bo too much sepai'aled.

18. nJ, it:.—The first of these two is most easily

distinguished from the other in those words which

arc ia tlso three first tones, but as most of the

words are in the juh shing, and followe<l by tho
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li, they are in practice nearly alike in sonud.

19, 20. ui, tii-—The isecoiuloftbese is di^jtiuctly marked

in the Cantonese under initials like /.-, /, and ts, but they

everywhere glide into each other and into a. In Fiih-

chau, they rnn into j and or, Jind at Shanghai into e, both

of them being everywhere heard as finals.

ANOMALOUS VOWKLS.

21, 22. 'm, 'tiff.—These two words are bcai-d from

Shanghai southwards in the coiloquial ; tltey arc really

vowel soundn, r.nd at Amoy they ocjur preceded by a

consonant, as stiff, h'm or hn.

23. ".—This nasal f,ouiid is unknown at Canton or

Fuhchan, but occurs at Swatow and Amoy, and more

frequently at Shanghai ; though hardly so marked, and

not found in the middle of a word ; the raised " is pro-

bably its fittest mark, though in the romanized Kingpo
dialect it is undistinguished.

24. fz', tst", tW, ^^'.—These four are the only fo!xn.i of

this sibilant ; ths first two aro common in mandarin and

at Canton, but all are entirely unheai'd between Swalow

and Fnhcbau. The last two are heard mostly at Shang-

hai, and the regions of Kiangsu and Chehkiang.

25. cli, sJi'.—The characters spoken wiih these pecu-

liar vowels get theu* full sounds of chi, ch'i, and shi as

one goes south from the Tangtss' Eiver. The apoco-

pated form is unknown at Canton or at Fnhcliau. The

Wu-fanff Yuen Ym indicates the full sound of c/i2 and shi

as the standard, and in this work they have, therefore,

been all arranged under tliose syllables, while the con-

tracted form is placed under each character. It is pro-

bable, that of the two fomia chi, shi, and ch\ sK, the

latter is most generally heard.

20. 'rh.—ThLs sound is seldom heard sou h of tlio Mil-

ling, and its pronunciation is uniform ; the many foreign

modes of writing it show the difficulty of expressing it

satisfactorily. In Peking, it is often beard as if preceded

by a consoniint, as mirh, virh, frh, &c., which is caused

by the elision of an intermediate final, the full sound

being ""''i/ "' /« 59 W> "<?'* '»'''
P3 iflf • ^''''i'

'''' H UO '
<^'c-

C0NS?0XANrS.

1. h.—A common initial at Swatow and Amoy, but

unknown at Canton or Fuhchau ; it reapjiears at Shang-

hai in many of the words so spelled at Amoy.
2, 3. ch, ch*.—^This initial and is, (s\ are interchanged

80 much and so irregularly all over the country, that it is

impossible to follow their variations. In Canton, they

are used as initials very nearly according to the spelling

of the ICanffM Tsi'tien and Wii-fang Yum Yin, but as

one goes north, they mingle in a greater or less degree,

and many natives cannot tell theiu apart. At Swatow
and Amoy, ts is he.trd doubtfully only before a, o, and u ;

but on reaching Fuhchau, it is altogether merged in ch;

both reiippear at Shanghai, but mostly applied to a dif-

ferent set of characters, and this interchange continues

more or less along the valley of the Yangtsz' Eiver.

4, G, 1 1, 5. d, iL,j,dj.—Tile first two of these initials

aro very common around Shanghai ; the last is also beard

there and at Swatow and Amoy, but none of them at

Canton or at Fuhchau, where such words begin witb t

or y. The digraph tlj is preferable to the single j for

writing it, since it is a harsh form of the soft/ so common
in mandarin, and not so likely to ha mispronounced as the

simple/ is. At Peking, d is often heard before a and u,

and Iho initial t often becomes d, and the/ runs into r;

as di for (a, and n%n for jaa.

7. f.—This common initial is unheard from Swatow
to Fuhchau, h ahnost everywhere taking i'.s place ; it

occurs in all other dialects.

8.
ff.
—This initial easily runs into iiff, and their dif-

ferences are .sometimes imperceptible. At Swatow, Amoy
and Shanghai, bo'.h nff and ff

are clearly Iieard as initials
;

at Canton and Fuhchau, tho ng is just as plainly spoken

in all words, and none begin with g. Morrison and Med-
hurst wrote g alone for tha (uandarin, but vg is more
iKarly coneci:.

9- h.—This, at the beginning of wo:ds, is the same
initial a.s|>iralo as in tho English words hung, Tiolg ; but

to extend the use of tho le.Uer and make it entirely silent in

words beginning with an aspjated d, p«r t as cosisonant, as

Medhurst and Douglas havo done, is injudicious, owing to

thosounds which ph and th have in Engiish, and which will

always misle.id vthen the uninitiated read thein. But to

those who have been long accustomed to tho use of h

final, as the befit sign for expressing tho indistinct /«/« shing,

Wade's application of It for a few of the Pekingese sounds

in other tones is still more perp'exing and needless. Tho
characters to which he often applies it as^ shi/i, |^ chieh,

^ i/ch, &c., are never heard in the ju/t shing, while bo

leaves it off' in ^ ti, M "> # '''. &^^- Such use, therefore,

tends to mislead those who are not acquainted with tho

local patois, and even to them it is a perplexity.

10. //'.—This sound is not heard in the four coast

dialects, in which it drops tho sibilant sound, or takes an

initial y, or more rarely an s; it is common at Shanghai.

Tho digraph hs adopted bj' Meadows and W.ido does not

exactly express it, for there is no proper s in tho sound, and

sh is too nnich ; if one puts the finger between tlio teeth,

and tries to sfieak hing or hu, he will probably nearly

express this sibilant initial. The Spanish .t, as in Quixote,

comes near it, and v.ould be much the best symbol, if it

were not that it would be mispronounced by the com-
mon reader, as in x'ang ^. xin ^, &c.

12, 13. k, L\—As a final, from Shanghai to Canton
this consonant always indicates tho juh shing of tlio.se

words whoso other tones end in iig, as ping, pik ; haiu/,

lialc. In Kiangsu, it is often doubtful whether the word
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ends abruptly enough I'or an h, or should be written h.

The aspirated initial k before i and m is one of the dilBcult

sounds in the mandarin, and is often heard like hi, ch or

J^, and still unlike all these.

14. /.—Along the southern coast (his initial is often

pronounced .is n before a and i; not so frequently before

J, o, or u ; but all over China there is a curious inter-

change of the two letters, which perplexes the foreigner.

At Amoy, I often approximates the sound of d.

15. m.—This letter occurs as a final from Canton to

Amoy, in thoso word;? which end in n in the kwau hwa

;

but there seems to be no general rule guiding the change,

as many retain the n. It is unheard at Fnhchau and

northward, but reappears in Kiangsi. As an initial, m
often changes into b at Amoy and Swatow.

16. 17. n, ng.—These two liquids arc employed as

finals in every part of China : but in Amoy and Shanghai,

they often take a nasalized form. As initials, n often

interchanges with / ; and tig in the mandarin is elided

into a guttural ii or o, as "^din, "^o, especially in Chihli

;

but this initial is the most capricious of all. and its

changes are irreducible to a general rule.

18. 19. iJ, y.—As a final, this letter only occurs in

many parts of the coast provinces south of the Yang-tsx'

River, in the^u/i &lmg of those words whose other tones

end in m in Cantonese, as Icim, kip. In mandarin such

words alwa)fs end in n. As a final, j) is unknown from

Fuhchau northward, but as an initial it generally follows

the mandarin, except in Eiangsu, where it alters into h

in some of the tones before certain vowels.

20. 21. s, alt.—These two initials play the same part

among the Chinese as they seem to have done among

the ancient Israelites, and form a true ffnbbolelhhy which

a man's native place can be detected. They are used at

Canton at the beginm'ng of nearly the same words which

divide them in the Wu-fang Yuen Tin; but from that

city going coastwise to Shanghai, the sh nearly every-

where turns into s or i, and reappears generally when

further north ; there are, however, many exceptions over

this wide range. Between Canton and Macao, for instance,

the s/i is changed in many words, as sfiui
'yf^

Incomes

stii; and just the same difference exists between Peking and

Tientsin
;

yet in Sz'hwui hien, a district west of Macao,

most ofthe words which at Canton begin with s take the sh.

22. 23. t, f.—This letter occurs as a final in the

same regions with p; and as p always follows words

ending with m, so the t shows (heyK^ siting of words end-

ing in n in the other tones; the modes of variation from

the fourth tone in mandarin into the abrupt consonants k,

.p and ^ in the three southern dialects, have not been traced

sufficiently to lay down any rules; at Fuhchau, the finals p
and t are not heard. As an initial, ( becomes </ in certain

tones in those pai-ts of Kiangsu ne.ir the Tangtsz' River.

24. 25. ts, ?«'.—These are much interchanged every-

where in China with c)i, ch^; and, in consequence, many
words in this Dictionary will be sought for under one of

them which have been placed under the other. In the

regions from Swatow to Fuhchau, it h entirely superseded

by ch, and in Shanghai is mostly used in thoso words

which at Canton and Peking begin with ch.

26. V.—This initial is heard chiefly in the Yangtiz'

valley, where it begins words elsewhere commencing

with / or I!.'. It is unknown at Canton or Peking, and

the regions around those cities.

27. w, no, hwa.—This letter is employed as an initial

consonant in this work, as in vmttg, tcdn. The Chuiase

spell words beginning with kw, sw, &c., as k-u-wang for

kiiang, su-wa.i for svean, <fec., where the medial vowel is

so closely joined with the initial, that it is more distinct

for us to make the initial out of both. Others, however,

treat them as separate. Wado and Goddard use u as in

shuo ^, sitan ^, &c.: De Guignes and Douglas use o,

as hoang ^, Jioat ^, <fec. ; but the general method has

been to use w, and regard the letters shw or hw as the

initial. The medial vowel is itself modified by the preced-

ing consonant, and afler < or p it is much more distinct

than after k or /(; but an Englishman is less likely to

misread a word written lioan orgicat, than if it be written

luanot loan, gnat OTgoat. Besides which, as stated above,

the diphthong va is more distinctly heard at Amoy and

Swatow in many words ending with a vowel as sua,p"ua.

In Fuhchau and Amoy, the initials ch^, h, k, /, m, n, ng,p

and & are followed by w ; i.e. by this medial vowel, making

this class of initial more frequent there than elsewhere; at

Canton, kw is the only initial of this kind, and gw, huo

and ki« at Shanghai. Though the Chinese divide by the

initial consonant, as ^ ^ to-kwan for ^ ttvan, then-

ignorance of alphabetic writing makes their practice no

guide to our mode of expressing such sounds; and the use

of w is attended with the least risk of miipronunciation.

28. y—This letter is used only as a consonant in this

work. De Guignes used y to express the final « and

i, as in ky |g and tsuy ;p| ; and some others write the

short i" in the diphthongs ie, ia, &c., with it. At Ningpo

it has been thus employed, and when the i is doubled, as

in niiiig, m'/t, the use of y, as in nying, wjih, is perhaps

preferable. In Peking, some words be^nning with y
change it into r before « and A, as rung § for yung,

itich for ^ yufh; but it is an exceptional deviation

iO. 30. i, :h.—The initial : begins many words at

Shanghai and Ningpo which elsewhere begin with ts or

&, and forms a marked feature of the speech of that

region ; it is unknown iti Fuhkien, and is limited in other

directions as in Kiangsi and Nganhwni. The initial ih is

a change from j in Peking and its vichiily, but does not

extend very far, as it is unknown ia Shantung.

IL=^
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SECT. III.—

Those words which commence with ch, chw, k, kw, p,

t, tw, ts, UWf are, cccordiDg to our spelliHg, divided into

aspirated and unaepiratcd chnracters, but the Chinese

philologists £ee no connection between them. Indeed

they have no well-nnderstood name for a hard breathing

like an aspirate, and the usnal term pj ^ is of foreign

origin, which no native scholar can understand without

explanation. In alphabetic writing, when the aspirate

begins the word, as liany
;J^,

hwung ^, it is plainly

marked by the letter h alone, which distinguishes any

from Itanr;, and nw}g from hiraug. But if this letter ba

written after other consonants, especially p or t, the word

is liiible to be mispronounced as phiny (fwy) ^, or

tliMy |^„ at least by Englishmen. De Guignes used it

in woi-ds like Ihoueny S^, tchhoucwg ^Ij, t/mioiian ^ ;
but

» Frenchman would not err in this way. He was fol-

lowed by Medhui'st, who in order to avoid the mispro-

iiuuciation of words like i/niig ^ wrote it tViJig, placing

an aspirate before the /i ; Douglas omits the aspirate, as in

t/uiu ^^, phi, ^ : but tlieie i; such a risk of confusion,

that they have not been followed elsewhere.

The Greek fpiritus aspcr [ ' ] is now generally re-

garded as a eufiicient and easily-written &ign, to indicate

the aspirated words under the above nine initials ; but iti

cases where a printing-office does not afford a proper

aspirate [ ' ], an inverted comma [ ' ] must take its place.

In this Uiclionary, the aspirated characters immediately

-ASPIRATES.

follow the imaspirated, and are not all placed in a new
series by themselves, as is done in Maelay's Fuhchau,

and Douglas' Amoy Dictionary. There are 136 aspirated

syllables in the Wu^fang Tu(n Yin, not including those

under the initials h and /tw, which number 41. In Can-

tonese, there are 157 of the foimer and 40 of the latter;

but Medhurst in hia Hokkiien Dictionary enumerates

281 aspffated syllables m all, many of which are col-

lotjuial. There are fewer aspirated words in the Fuhcbau
dialect, and their number appears to decrease as one goea

north.

Aspirated words have been classed as surds, to distin-

guish them from the unaspirated, or sonants, but this

distinction seems to be inapplicable in relation to Chinese.

Such woida are continually changed from one class to the

other by the compilers of general and local native vocabu-

laries, even when the initial consonant does not chanae.

If we compare two or three dialects with each other, we

find that the a'^phatetl and unaspirated words are not

fixed ; one drops, and another takes an aspirate, especially

under the initials k and A. Learning the aspirate is an

important subject to the student, who will find it benefi-

cial to read over lists of characters of both kinds with a

teacher, so as to distinguish them.

In some respects they are harder to learn than the

tones, as the distinction is very delicate to our ears, and

is more a matter of memorv than of imitation.

SECT. IV.

It would be better, for many reasons, to introduce the

(erm s/dng into philological works upon Chinese, than to

try to explain the foreign word tone when it denotes the

curious feature of Chiijese words by which their meaning
is changed according to the inflexion of voice used in

tpeaking them. In English we speak of a whining tone,

a guttural tone, a hoarse or harsh accent, but the s/iitig

cf the Chinese are quite different from such modulations

(jf voice, which affect only the sound of a sentence or

important word, and not its meaning. There are cases

in all languages where accent and emphasij alter the

meaning of particular words, and some may choose to call

such modulations the tone, and compare them to the

s/iing of the Chinese, but (he two are hardly comparable.

In the Burmese, Siamese, Shan and Assamese languages,

there are remains of the same eystea of s/iitig which

prevails in Chinese ; but in those countries the shing are

cot found in every word, nor do thsy involve their mean-
ings to an equal degree.

SHIAG OR TOXJiS.

The shing in the Chinese language really partake of

the nature of vowels ; and as the vowels iu western

languages are constaiitly undergoing local changes which

give rise to particular patois, so have these delicate

modulations suffered various changes in different parts of

China, till they are involved in a perfect maze of obscurity

and contrariety.

The mode of representing the F/u,ig in an alphabetic

language, must of course be entirely arbitrary, but only

three methods have been adopted. The earliest was

that of Fourmont, De Guignes, Morrison, Medhurst, Dou-

glas and others, of marking the vowels with different

accents. De Guignes employed fi\ e, as ^uii, yun, yim,

f/m and yiih, to indicate the differences in ths sounds of

M' S» PA' jSi ^' ^"<^ ^^'^ series of tonal accents has

attained a wide use since his dictionary was published in

1813. Dr. Morrison emplo_ved only four marlis, as chclng,

chcing, chung, clidh, to represent ^, :^, jjg, iji^, f^ where

the upper and lower p^ing ih'iig are indicated by the same
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sign ; be left the aspirate unmarked. This mode was

adopted in form by Medhurst in his Mandarin Dictionary,

but altered in fact by dropping the accent for the upper

pHng siting and writing chung for the lower -p'ing slang.

In his Hokkeen Dictionary, he increased the four marks

of Morrison to seven, but altered theii- application in order

to distinguish the seven tones in the Amoy dialect ; in

this Douglas follows him. These were written kwun,

Iwun, Iwun, land, Lwun, licun, lacun, Lund, to show the

local differences between the sounds of the characters

S'. iS' ^S. 'i'. I|. iS' "li^' J-fi--
'li"S using only five

accents to show seven slmig, and these not in the same

way as De Guignes had employed them.

The strongest objection against using marks at all over

voweLs to denote the siting, is that they materially inter-

fere with those marks which show tlic ix)wer of those

vowels. In De Guignes' Dictionary, the aspirate, tone

and vowel marks are all put over the word ; and Med-

hurst was obliged in the same w.ay to write Ice'n, ke&ouh,

I'ie, where one sign is for the prosody, and the other for

the shing. At present, in Amoy, where the missionaries

have adopted bis system of marks in their romanized

books, they have contrived to eliminate all prosodical

marks affecting the vowels, except that of o in ito, and

o in long, the latter being written Q. No tones are marked

in the romanized books published at Ningjx), and of the

two, this is the best way.

* A second mode, employed by Goncalves, is that of

marking the shiug by a figure after the word, as 1, 2, 3,

A, to represent the same live shing which De Guignes

denoted by five accents ; but it is difficult to inidcrstand

why be did not write them 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, at once, and not

use an inverted period for the p^ing shing. The following

sentence,

—

u-c arc his comrcdcs., ^ jp^ -^ •jiil f|^ ^ p| is

written uo2 ncn\ a:c3 fa t'A hoi hid by Gon<;alvcs

in his orthography and tones, where the mark for the

2i^ing siting in the fourth word t'a would easily be over-

looked. Ho applied the same five signs to indicate the

eight shing in the Canton dialect, which nccessfjrily mixed

them up so, that no reader could possibly decide what the

figures meant, and get the right tone- Meadows recommend-

ed four figures loo. to represent the two p^ii-g shing and the

two tseli siting, and he has been followed by Wade, liccause

it is the simplest So it would be, if there was only one

system all over China. Wade applies the figures 1, 2,

3, 4, to the upper and lower p'ing siting, .'kivg shing and

h'ii siting, so that each one represents a different tone

from that denoted by Gonqalvcs. The seiilcncc above

quoted would be written in the Peking dialect, wo^ w;t»i

sltih^ <'«! /i' Vif/o-" clii* by him, and this comparison

shows the confusion which would euM;e, if tlic use of

figtires was extended to the \arious dialects, and tlieir

nnnber run up to seven or eight. In his Grannmr ofilte

Sltanghii Dialect, Mr. Edkins ha.s contrived to eliminate

all tonal marks except an" apostrophe [ ' ] and a comma
[ '

], as Vrt« ^ for the slung shing and tan- ^ for the

k'ii siting ; but they are entirely insuflicient for general

use, and rather confusing in his work. The capabilities

of the printing-oflice probably influenced his adoption of

such queer signs.

The third mode, which was l^egim in Bridgman's

Chrestomathy, and has been adopted Ijy Yates, Lobscheid,

Goddard and Baldwin, is a modification of the native

mode of indicating the tones. Cliinese authors do not

usually indicate the shing ; but in certain cases where a

word has two tones, with two corresponding significations,

they mark the tone by a semicircle on the corner of the cha-

racters as oh ^, and it. ^]S. or iti Jfg and toh ^.; in

these cases, the second signification is the one marked.

This mode has this advantage over the other two, that

j

the marks ."xre easily understood by the n.iti\es, and are

I

applicable alike to all dialects without risk of confusion.

I

Thougli all modes of denoting the shing must l)e alike

conventional to the foreign reader, only the native method
can bn used for both Chinese and English with equal ease.

Thus the sentence / ivish logo and do it,—^vgo yjo' 'tscu

,ls'ien l^u' tso\ '^^"± fffy ^i' ff^',
is read 'ngo m'

'isau <fo«/« ha' (sit'- '^ g.' '^ s-gt ^' f^' in the Can-
tonese, and the different tones of the first and last cha-

racters are as accuratelj' and easily indicated in one lan-

guage as in the other, but could not easily Ije so by

means of figures or accents appended to the characters.

If figures are used, there ought to be a double scries,

employing 1, 2, 3,4, for the upjier p'ing, sli^ng, l.'ii, awl

juli, and 5, C, 7, 8, for the lower p'ing, siuing. /Jii and

Juli, so as to make them applicable alike to all dialects

;

otherwise, as in the example citeil above from Gongalves

and Wade, they fail of being read correctly. Native
j

scholars always call the tones by their names, and do

not number tliem.

It is a great help to the learner to have the tones

marked on the word, and several years practice h.ns

proved the ease v."ith which the native marks are recog-

nized. In writing the names of persons and places for

foreigners, no one adds marks to designate the tones,

but in a work designed for the beginner, the tones can

easily be distinguished. .'

Every character in this Dictionary is marked with

its proper tone for the nan litva, according to the Wu-
fang Yuen Yin. They follow each other in the order

of that work, sliang p'ing, liia p'ing, shang siting and

k'ii shing; wonls in ihajuh shing being placed by them-

selves. Underneath each is given the Peking pronun-

ciation in its ione in that city, with a blank space for

the student to insert the sound in any othe> difJect.

The five taies of the nan liwa and the four tones of the
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Pekingese, arc marked according to tbo same system

adopted in my Tonic Dictionary of the Canton Dialect

;

in which tlic whole eight arc given as in the following

scries.

1 2 3 4 5 c 7 8

± ± .t ± T T T T
2p m. * A 2p ± * K
[J ['] ['] [.] CJ ['] C^] [J
shing shung shwg shang hia Im /«« /(la

p^inff Mug k-Hl juh p^ing smng /{'m jvh

w JB, m '^ m m.
In Peking, the tones of these eight characters a

easily marked by the same set of signs ;

—

<ia '#. m' <^ m- '^ M' M
In all the southern dialects, the s/iing are commonly

divided into Jl ^ and f ^, or an upper and lower

series. They aro also more generally called 2{s ^ and

J\ ^ ; the tirst tenn denoting the two even tones, the

second all tho others, grouped as the deflected tones.

East of Canton to Fuhchaii, the second and sixth or

np^ier and lower s/tan^f siting, coalesce in exactly the

same sound. In the region around Shanghai, the two

series are subjected to other modifications, according to

Edkins, who enumerates twelve modulations heard in

tho ihing of words, and entera very fully into the subject,

illustrating each one with examples.

Tho names which have been given to the shing by

foreigners. Lave uiuallyhadmoro or lees reference to their

native names. For instance, tlw Jl 2{i and f 2]1 ^
have been called the upper and lower mouofonc, priniwy

and secondary smooth tone, vjijier acute and lower even

tone, and high and low even. Other tones have ako

received many names, but as sooa as the learner begins

to perceive their real nature by talking them with the

natives, he naturally uses theii' names as the ones which

most accurately describe them.

As this work is chiefly intended to aid in learning the

written language, the student is referred to other

treatises* for general and particular descriptions and

illustrations of the sfiitig in the various dialects. After

* Prefaces to Morrison's Dictionary, Vol. I, to Medliursl's

IlokheSa Diclionary and Douglas' Dictionarij oj Amoij Ver-

nacvliir, nyei's Vocabulanj of the Fuhhien Dialect, Maclay'-i

Dictionary of the Fuhchau Dialect, Williams' English and

Chinese Vocabulayi/, nudhis £iasi/ Lessons in Chinese, p^. 48-55,

Callery's Systema Phoncticum pp. 68-72, and Chinese Repository,

Vol. Ill, pp. 26-28, Vol. IV, p. 172, Vol. VI, p. 579, Vol.

Vn, p. 87 ; but the fullest description and critical examination of

the tones aie to be found in Edkins' Shanghai Grammar, pp. 6-70,

and in Wado's Course, where exercises on them are given.

reading tho authors referred to in the note, it is probablo

that the student will agree with Edkin.?, that the

Chinese terms 2jS J; .^ ^ " do not in the majority of

cases, represent the actual effect of the sound on the ear.

When first adopted they must have represented the tones

of tho dialect sj)oken by the writer who .sekcted them
;

but when applied according to universal practice, to the

sounds given to the same characters in other parts of the

empire, they convey no idea of tho actual pronunciation."

Yet the characteristics of the shinguro alike in ail parts

of the country. They are not, strictly speaking, either

tones, accent.^, modulations, brogue or emphaais, as these

terms aixj used in European languages ; but j)erhaps more

nearly resemble musical notes, and are best illustrated

by tho variations of pitch and time in an instrument.

Mr. HartwcU says, " tho thing have five elements, vi;:.,

pitch, quality of voice, inflection, stress, and time," and

he has neatly explained those heard at Fnhcliaii by

comparing them with musical intervals and their \aria-

tiona on the staff, taking tho middle line of the staflTas

tho key-note of the speaker's voice. The note G .struck

successively on a violin, an organ, and a flute, for ex-

ample, strikes the ear very differently, just as the voices

of a child or a man do
;
yet the three sounds arc the

same on the gamut, and tho noto chords ou all the iu-

struments. But let G sharp be struck on one of them, and

we feel the discord ; it is not the iiole at all. So in i-espect

to Chinese s/i/n^; if the right sliiiig be not spoken, tLe

right word is not spoken, it is some other word. For

instance if a person says Lu' instead of ,l.ii JJ aa

orplMit, he does not say the word for orplian at all, he

says that for i^' old, or @' firm, or ^' to hire, or

some other word, equally unlike it in meaning. The

shing constitutes an integral part of the word, and has

nothing to do with stress or emphasis ; they always retain

their ptcuhar force, whether at the beginning or end of a

sente4ice, whether asking or replying to a question,

whispering or .scoMiug, soothing or menacing,—they re-

main ever tho same. A native seldom or never thinks

whether he has the right tone or not, but speaks as he

learned it from his infancy
;
just as an Englishman has

no difficulty in uttering tho words that thing is ihorovghly

thi-ctshed, which to a Frenchman or Dutchman is well

nigh impossible.

If one has a quick and imitative ear, ho will learn the

tones while learning characters and expicssions, aud by

mixing with the people his ear will unconsciously catch

tbo right sound. Let him not be perplexed as to their

nature, which has nothing mysterious, but imitate tho

sounds as well as the ivords of the sentences he hears, as

he would learn a tune, or when trying to mimic another,

and not try to find out certain rules by which he must

train his voice. The full exercises given by Mr. Wade
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in liis Course, or the sets cf examples drawn out by

Edkins in his f^hanghid Grammar, or similar exercises

raEtIo by tho student f(M- tho particular dialect lie is learn-

ii)g, as is recommended in Ibc Canton Tonic I):ct'onwi/,

and in Medhurst's JloMceen Uictionari/, can profitably be

read over and over nntil tho ear is trained to tho tones.

It is not difficult for a foreigner to bo understood in

Chinese, even if bo docs raisapply the sk'n^ of many
words ; but one is almost snrc to imitate and learn the

correct tone of the commonest words as he becomes

familiar with them, if he pays a little attention to thera

at the outset, and feels that a vicions pronunciation will

be harder to correct, than it is to learn a good one at

firet.

The unchangeable nature of the written character has

probably had a powerful influence, in forcing the people

of China to pay close attention to their sounds, in order

to avoid the confusion which would ensue in speaking

dozens and scores of homophonous words. It is bIko-

lutely necessary that a language so very meager in

vocables, should have some contrivance to supplement this

paudty, and natural that its speakers should endeavor

to qualify their sounds and vary the modulations of their

words, if thereby they could facilitate intercourse and
render speech less liabio to confusion. Tha sot pbrasts

in which the Chinese usually convey their thoughts, tend

to enlarge this paucity of sounds, and it is easier to

learn the right tones of such dissyllabic compounds than

of single words.

Ono chief difficulty which is met at the outset in (his

study, is the strangeness of having a diflferent modulation

for every word. It is as if one were made to talk up
and down the gamut, and apply do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, to

all his words. Such delicate difterences and modulations

would never be retained iu ati alphabetic languan-c, as is

shown by the Japanese losing them in those words
adopted from the Chinese; and in tho Burmese, Shan
and Siamese languages, where they are heard more
distinctly in many word.?, they arc not general, and
cause little trouble. Practice in speaking, with careful

attention at first to the right i/miff will boo:i make a
habit that will gradually become easy; if the student

does not Icam them in this way, no rules will materially

help him.

SECT. V.—OLD SOUJfDS OF THE CHINESE OHARACTERSt.

The Rev. Joaeph EdJcina has prepared this section, to explain the principles adopted by the carlj Chinese
philologists, in spellinff and writing the sounds of their language ; and to give the sources from which he made
out the lists of old sounds placed at the beginning of each eyllablc.

1. Kkinghi's Dictionary.—The first fonrce of this

old pronunciation of the characters is the K^anghi Tsz"-

tien, where it is registered in the racst conver.ient way.

The system of spelling therein used, called fan ts^ieh^
^, can be illustrated by tho character sin i^, which is

spelled sik-l'm ^ i^, and the reader is directed to

take the initial s cf the first word, and the vowel i and

final m of tho second, and call the word sim in the p^'iig

ehing. Fah ^ is siielled bong-paj) "^ j^, to be read lap

in the jtih shing. Cli'eii "('^ is f-pelled iJek-yit ]§ j^. to l;e

read du in the p'ing thing. A'h ^ is spelled lii-lip ^ [

"»jr, to be read h/p or lip- Ma J^ is rpellcd mcMi'a
;

^ f , to be read ma. Tick f^ is spelled do-h'et ;^
^, to be read d.'et. \

From these examples it is seen, how the two cha- !

racters arc combined in each case to indicate tho sound
;

the first giving the initial only, the other the medial
'

vowel, the final vowel or consonant, and the lone.
'

^ The books from which the f{)elliEg is quoted, are the

Kwang Yun ^ §^, T'ar.g Ywi ^ ^, and other works !

chiefly cf the T'ang and Sung dynasties, in which the

spelUug of a thousand years ago is rtgibtered. Tl:c

remaining specimens of the oldest mandarin literal uie

date from the later Sung of Hangcbau. The pronun-
'

ciation of tho Jlongol dynasty of Yuen is kno?ni from

tho Bahpa monuments. A comparison sliows that the

modern mandarin pronunciation was then in a state cf

format ion, and fully preserved the letter in among the finals.

The jircseiit kuan hmi cannot be taken, therefore, as

a guide in reading (bo pbonelic signs of the fun in^ich,

but they must be derived from (ho values furnished by

the Sanscrit aliihabet, r.s employed in (he formation of

the ^ ^, or Sorted F'.naU, a volume found among the

iiitroduclicns to K'anghi's Dictionary.

The thirty-nix initials there used are to be read with

their con'e.S(X)nding \alues in ih'j Sanscrit alphabet, in

the following mnuiicr

^ch.

03 ch, ts

^ yy

•g|k<

itj 1'

j£d
t' ^dj, d

]Ifeh

^ V, b

^dz
ch'.tb' '^<ll,Az

The emperor's preface and decree following it dated

1710, sliuuld bo icgardcd as proof that the pronunciation

of SbSn Yoh ^ J^ is to be taken as tho standard in his

Jgni
BJ m
%. V, b, m

Ifih ^1 0j
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dictionary. This involves three things :— let. That the

pronunciation of the old middle dialect, as still spoken

in Haugcbau, Suchati, and the adjoining region, furnishes

the initials. 2iid. The dialects of Canton and south-

western Fuhkien, and partially the old middle dialect,

furnish the medial vowels and finals. 3rd. The standard

of comparison for ascertaining and verifying the old

pronunciation as preserved in dialects, is found in the

Sanscrit alphabets and in the old dictionaries.

It should be remembered too, that Shan Yob, who

framed the syllabic spelling with the assistance of

Hindoo Budhists, lived in Klangnan, when the court

was at Nanking, and when Budhism was in its most

flourishing condition- The transcription of names in

Julien's " 3Ielhode" proves plainly that the thirty-six

initials are to be read as in the old middle dialect,

checked and verified by the Sanscrit alphabet.

In reference to the second particular, the value of the

finals is known by comparing the local vocabularies of

the Canton and Amoy dialects with tho tonic dic-

tionaries used by scholars in all parts of the country.

For example, the gj ^, or Poetical Mhyims, gives the

finals much as they are pronounced in (he south-eastern

dialects, though the latter must yield when at variance

with the tonic dictionaries, as being the older authority.

Thus, ^ is /('p or pap, not hwat a» at Amoy, or fat
as at Canton, or kwatc as at B'uhchau.

In further elucidation of the above particulars, the

usage of Japan, Corea and Cochin-China may be

appealed to ; for the transcription of Chinese sounds

anciently made in those countries, is an index to the

contemporary sounds as employed by the natives of

north and south China. It may be known at once

from these three transcriptions, that the true final of ^
was p and not 1. From all this it can be fairly inferred

that the present mandarin is as modern in its sounds as

it is in its idioms and synta.x. The J^ Sp. and "^ 3p.

consist of the old ^ ^ .split in two; tho sinds and as-

pirates go to make up the j; 2ji, and the sonants, liquids

and nasals, the "^ ^. In regard to tlio other tones,

the surds and sonants have united in the _t ^ and -^

f;
and in the mandarin heard at Nanking, in tho /^

; in that spoken in the northern provinces, the ^ ^.
has become irregulariy distributed among the other tone

groups, but a critical ear can still easily recognize it, al-

though its name is altered.

'^ In tho Canton and other dialects, the sonant in-

itials y, d, b, have hardened into k, p, t, and are

distinguished from the old surd series by tones and dif-

ference in pitch. For example, ti ^ (formerly te) is

distinguished from ti j^ (formerly de) by tone at Canton
into Jjj^' and ^-, as well as change of finals into /ep

and ti'-; at Shanghai they aie ti and ili, the initials

being changed ; but in hvan kivu, both are read ti''

Metltod offinding the tld sound ofa word in ICanghi.—
Look in the tfibles of rhymes, for the \alue of tho pho-

netic signs used to spell it in yhd fan isSc/i. For instance,

ivanff l^, is spelt with ino-pon(/ 5^ -jj, and is to be read

^mong ; for
|3J

is in the tables under tho initial jg in the

column B^ and ^ for m ; and under the final tang ^ in

the column ^ and ^^ for^).

The old sound otp'iiig »S| is spelled with he-pang ^
JjC, and is to bo called (bang. That of iw/j >^ is sijclktl

wiih ko-hot -j^ j^, and is called kot,. In these two cases,

he jfj^ is found under b in the tables of rhymes, and ho

"^ under k.

The old sound of kia jjg is spelled with kii-nga ^ ^,
and is to be called kt'. The surd initial k is found by
noticing the place of Jg under ^ in page 12 of tho

second series of tables of rhymes, and the final a is ob-

tained from the position of ^ in page 1 in the second

division.

In regard to these tables of rhymes, the second and
fuller series is the most useful in helping a foreigner to

determine the ancient sound. The first and briefest is

intended as a guide in fixing tho tones, and does not

givo information on tho final consonautu, vi, k, p, t. It

is useful for natives who speak tho kimn hiva, and
require tables of sounds in a transition state from the

old to the new, but foreigners should use the second

serie.s. ©
The second series of tables of rhymes can be consulted

to determuie tho initial letters, whether 7> or b, t or d, k

or g, &c. ; also to discover the ancient tone, which often

difl'ers from the modern, as in de j^ which was at firet

'de, but is now nearly everywhere heard /i'; and lastly,

to learn whether 7ig, », m, k, p or i k the final con-

sonant, although there aro many irregularities in the last

three finals. But for the vowels, the information giverr

in K'anghi is not sufficient, for they havo undergone
greater changes than would be readily understood from
the tables.

The student must not expect to find in the Tang Yun
all the words employed in tho body of K'anghi in sjiell-

ing sounds. These words are quoted from older diction-

aries, and aie too numerous to be all embraced in the

tables, though quite enough of them are registered.

On the iiiitiah.—Tho reason that there are two groui)s

beginning with ch, is that in some varieties of the old

middle dia'ect, words in the first group are distinctly

heard ch ch\ dj, while those of the second arc heard t$,

is\ dz. In certain cities, on the other hand, all are alike

pronounced ch, ch', dj.

The reason that in the series under /, there is an
aspirated/', is not that the old pronunciation had two

fs, but that / came from an older /) and p^. The com-
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pilers of the tables, finding that iu certain dialects, both
\

f and J) existed as tbo initials of some characters, and
\

f and ;>' as the initials of others, Bepai-ateil lliem in ilic :

tables. It may be that /" was then the reading sound,
|

and Tp,
p* the colloquial. In modem times along the

southern coasts east of Canton, the/ is usually changed

to A.

Initial b occurs in three places. In the p series, it is

the mandarin p as applied to words whose initial was

formerly b. In the sonant division of they" series, it is

applied to wokIs now baring / ia mandarin, but which

formerly had v, and before that b. In the nasal division

of the / series, it is attached to words now pronounced

with w, formerly with m, and in certain dialects with b.

The existence of a double k series, is explained by the

fact of a former strong and weak aspirated initial, as is

still found in the old middle aialect.

The initial J or r should really be ?«j as it is given in

the ILit of Old sounds subjoined.

On thi Jinals and medial vowels.—It will be conveni-

ent for the student to write tbo final consonants and

vowels in the margin of Lis cof^ of K'anghi's, Dictionary

opposite the tables. In the first page headed ka ^, the

first division reads la, ka, ka, kctk ; the second, Kia, kia,

kia, kiat; the third kie, Idet ; the fourth kkt or lAt In the

fifteenth page, the first division is kam, ham, ham, i«p ; the

second kiam, kiain, k-iam, kMp. The southern dialects

retain the old final letters, and their local vocabularies

may therefore be used, to get the needed letters thus to

be put in the margin.

The approximate values of the sixteen classes in the

second series ot rhyming tables are here given :
—

1.

—

ka, kak, kia, hat, kiel, kiva, ku-ak, kiiiet.

2.

—

keng, L^c/t, king, lik, kung, kok, kiSng, k'lok.

S.

—

kettg, kek, king, kik, kiting, kwok.

4.

—

kung, kok, kiiing, kiok.

g.

—

pei, j)ck, ki, kit, kw'd, hut.

g.

—

ka', kat, kiai, kiat, ki, l-it, htcei, kum.
7.

—

ku, kuk, ka, k^ok.

8.

—

kwi, kat, hen, kiet, kuxtn, kwtU, Uiien, kiiiet.

9.

—

kam, kiam, kiap.

10.

—

taem, kirn, kip.

11.

—

ken, ket, /dti, kit, kteanyhdt, i"i'S>», kiuet.

12.

—

koiig, kok.

13.

—

kiong, k'ok, ktvong, kwok.

14

—

kau, kok, kiou, kiok.

15—keu, kieu.

16.

—

ko, kok, kiok, kak.

2.—The Ktvang Yun J^ ^. This dictionaiy has

been recen'ly reprinted, and is readily to be obtained;

it dates from the seventh century, and ia one of those

most connnonly quoted in K'anghi as autltority for old

sounds. In it, all words having the saniJ initial and

final iire placed under one heading, so that it is in fact

a syllabic dictionary. The principle of arrangement is,

however, tonic, all words iu the p'ii^g shmg being first

registered, and then those in tho sitang sliiny, i'a shing

and juh slung, following each other in this order;

those words falling ander tho p^ing slung are divided

into '"•o parts, owing to their number. The Hwang
Yaii, like other tonic dictionaries, is syllabic, though

its arrangement appears to be according to the tones.

Tho words arc, of course, not placed iu the order of

our alphabet, but begin with (tung ^, tiuig i**.. an

order which has since been adopted with variations in

somo other tonio dictionaries. It seems to ha\e been

invented by the compilers of the Kwang Ywi, as it is

thero first found. The Wa.faug Yutn Yin and the

Canton Fan Ynn begin with the final ien.

The sounds given as Old sounds at the head of each

syllable in this Dictionary were ascertained by a skilled

na'.'ve, who compared each character under that syllable,

one by one with tho Kwang Yun. So far as tho two

vocabularies were found to bo identical Lo wrotu out the

words. After this list was prepared, the old proaaa-

ciation was added, foUowuig chiefly the authority of the

Kwang Yun. The old prounciation thus ascertainecl

agrees in most essential points with that of K'anghi's

Dictionary, but the variations caused by vowels are much
more complex. During the formation of the present

kwan hwa, tli« variations of the syllables became much
fewer; but it is hopelsss, probably, to try to restore

exactly the sounds as they were used by the compilers

of the Kwang Yun.

We can only draw an outline expressing tho chief

features- Tho simple syllables used by tlio BudhisUi to

transcribe Sanscrit words can be cori-ectly ascertained,

but more complex syllables cannot be restored. Vowels

are the most evanescent parts of words, easily become

modified, and an exact orthographic representation of

their nicer shades cannot be obtained- Tlio following

changes have taken place in their value :—the modern o

is from a, eu from u, u from o, i from /, iau from «m,

teu from u, ei from i, the imperfect vowel in ««' from
« or a, i from ei or ui, ya from o, a from e or o, <l

from )'-

3-— Old Poetry.—P/umetics. The complete merging of

/ iu an older p, and of A in an older k, takes us back

to an age contemporaneous with the old poetry. A
great narrowing of the range of the hissing letters s, *,

ts, sli, &c., is a mark of tho same period. At I hat time,

ch was probably lost entirely in t, and dj in d. 'I'he

researches of native scholars, and the existence of <lia-

lects like the Araoy and Swatow, without an /, and with

a contracted ch and s, tend to this conclusion.

To that earlier era in the history of tho Chinese
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language, belongs the dropping of final letters from a

host of words spelled in tlio Kwan^ Yun with vowel finals

only. The rhymes of the old poetry require that many

words now spoken in the Va ehing and other tones,

should be read in lhc;'«A 'h!iig; which itcplies that such

words once ended in a consonant.

In the list of old sounds, the words are arranged

somewhat as vhey apply to the characters found under

that syllable in this Dictionary, bnt it was impossible,

without iL«k of confusion, to give the sound opposite each

character with the Pekingese. They represent only

pai'lially the changes that have taken place in the old

Chiiieso prouuiiciation, through tho elision of the final

consonants from words now referred to other tones. Tho
sounda arc therefor© chiefly from tho Kicang Yun, and

not more than 1200 years old. Perhaps when tho

phonetic characters have been fully examined, and all

the lost coiiaonants restored, it may be |X)sgihlc to carry

this inquiry farther, and restore tho language to the form,

it had when the phonetic characters were made

SECT. VI.—RANGE OF DIALECTS

The peculiar nature of the written language makes it

necessary to explain tho use of the word d.alect, which

has been objected to as not applicable to the various

forms of local speech heard over this wide land. Some
assert that they rise to the dignity of a language, like

tho Spanish, Italian, and other ofiFohoots from tho Latin;

while others regard them as more like the pivtois lieard

in various parts of Spain itself, where each, amidst its

local expressions, retains the idioms and laws of the

Castilian. The essential unlikeness between the variations

heard in speaking those alphabetical languages, and the

greater discrepancies between the sounds given to the

ideographic characters, will explain the wider use of the

term in Chinese, but certainly does not elevate them, into

the rank of separate languages.

The diflferences between the ppeech heard at Canton

and that at Shanghai, are indeed far greater than those

between any of tho local dialects beard in Spain, for Ihey

affect the idioms of the language
;

yet Jxjth are still so

intimately connected with each other and tho mandarin
in the meaning and tones of their word.s, and laws of

their Fynta.x, that they cannot properly lie called any-

tliing but dialects, although three persons speaking (hem
are mutually unhitelligible. A dialect is defined by
Webster,— " The form of speech of a limited region or

people, as distinguidied from others nearly related to it
;"

and this is applicable to the Cliinese dialects. It is also

defined a patois, but this teim as well as brogue, is far

too contracted to describe the diflferences between the

speech of Kwangtung and Kiangsu provinces. The
word patois is moro applicable to the varieties of a

dialect, like those heard at Shanghai, Ningpo, Hang-
ehau, and the interjacent cities, where cna can generally

bo undei-stood at each place, if he speaks the other verna-

c;'lar correctly.

Tho fundamental fact, that no character has an inherent

sound, has tended to make and perpetuate these dialects

throughout the country ; and the general ignorance of the

written language by the people at large, has helped to

multiply and modify them still further. It, however*

entirely misleads to describe any one of these as " no

mere eliiilectic variety of some other language, but a

distinct language ;" for until a new sense bo given to tho

word, such a description conveys a misconception of tho

relation between tho spoken and written languages. So
varied are the sourids heard even in one province, as

Fuhkien or Nganhwui, that if it were not for the bond

of the same written medium, tho people would probably

long ago have crystallized into separate nations through

their inability to understand each other. It is also an

error to term tho written language a dead language, and

say, as Dr. Douglas does, tliat it " is not spoken in any

place whatever under any form of pronunciation," and that

" learned men never employ it as a means of ordinary oral

communication even .imong themselves " The exercises

in Wade's Course and the Hung Leu MiXng or " Dreams
of the Bed Chamber," are proof enough that tho laoan

htca can be, and is written and spoken like any other

language. The conversation of the officials in Peking,

too, can all be written in proper characters without any

difficulty. No one will dispute the remark that no two

Chinese pronounce their worcb alike, even in any one

dialect ; but this does not weaken the remarkable power

of their written language to maintain the solidarity of the

j)eople.

The extent to which a dialect is spoken, is therefore a

point varying according to one's ideas of what is a

dialect ; but sotne general notion in regard to the matter

can be obtained. Nalivescholars give us no information

on this point, for they are unable to compare local

sounds by means of characters which their readers will

pronounce difl'erently ; for instance, Low can a man in

Peking tell his readers that ^f.
is read vgoi- at Canton,

gica' at Swatow, vgwoi- at Fuhchan, and 'nga at

Shanghai 1 The Lwaii hwa ought perhaps, not to bo

called a dialect, but rather to bo regarded as the Chinese

spoken language, of which the provincial speech in Can-

ton or Fuhkien is a dialect. The fact that it is uuintel-
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ligible in those cities, does not invalidate the stateineut,

that it is understood generally in fifteen of the eighteen

provinces, and is everywhere spoken by those who pre-

tend to a polite education. Mr. Edkins regards Peking,

Nanking and Ch'ingtu, as the centers of its three n>ark-

ed varieties, and the wide separation of these cities,

whose inhabitants, as a whole, have no intercommuni-

cation with each other, and yet can orally converse, all

the more proves its claim to be the Chinese spoken

language.

In this wide area, the Nanking, called f^ "^ f^ and

jE'^ cr true pronunciation, is probably the most used,

and described as jH ^ ^ f^, or the speech everywhere

understood. The Peking, however, also known as ;}[^ '^

W *" M IS' '® '^^^ ™*^'' fashionable and courtly, and

like the English spoken in London, or the French in

Paris, is regarded as the accredited court language of the

empire. The two most striking differences between

them, consist in the change of the. initial k before : and
ii into ch or is, and the distribution of words in the

jtth shing among the other tones. In Peking itself, words

arc constantly clipped in speaking, and the finals n and
ng often coalesce with their next syllables, as isien 'rh

'^ IIO into tefr/< ; but such variations and peculiarities

are endless, and do not constitute dialectical differences.

So far as is yet known, the range of mountains divi-

ding the basins of the Min river in Fuhkien, the Pearl

river in Kwangtung and others in southern China from

the Yangtsz' kiang, forms the chief dividing line of a series

of local dialects, in which the frequency of abrupt final

consonants and nasal sounds strike the ear. Neither of

the local vocabularies issued at Canton, Changcbau or

Fuhchau, give one any idea of the extent of country

over which those dialects prevail ; but probably they are

not spoken in any considerable degree of purity by even

one half of the inhabitants of the two provinces south

of the Mei-ling. Their divergences from the general

language and from each other are aknost endless, but

their pecuHar S3?ntax, and the limits of their nse, have

only been partially investigated. It is this feature of a

different idiom which has attracted the attention of

native philologists, and they therefore speak of the

dialects of Kwangtung and Fuhkien as unlike the speech

of Honan and the north.

There are four well-marked dialects in the whole

province of Kwangtung, but that called the Canton

dialect is probably spoken by more people than any of

the others. Next to it is the Hak-ka ^ J^ dialect,

which has its center at Eia-ying cbeu, prevails in the

northern and eastern part of Kwangtung, and is—owing

to the wandering habits of the emigrants from that

region, — said to be more widely understood. It is the

usual form of Chinese heard in Borneo. The Cantonese

called ^ '^ or plain talk by the people, is marKed by
the rarity of the medial ;, from the Icwaii hwa and the

Fuhkien dialects- Words like lien jjj, liaiijf J{, hiu f,
hah ^, hioh J^, hiu ^, Ming 51, /iai §•, <tc. become
lin, leung, hi, h'p, hoh, yau, hing, Lw, &c. ; the only

exception to this rule is in the final iao of the mandarin,

which uniformly ends in ii', as litt for l.'ao
"J*,

hiu

for hiao ^. Another feature is the frequent chaugo of

aspirated words beginning with h or /.-, into a breathing

or labial consonant ; for instance, ^'t ^, hwan ^, i'o

^, /i'cu p, k^o/i, ^, I'ang 0, &c., change into hi,

fun, fo, Jmu, hot, Jtong, &c. A very few words, un-

aspirated in mandarin, take an aspirate in Cantonese,

as /(/ j^ becomes kw^ei, and hoh ^ becomes L^ok. No
such alteration takes place under other initials, but there

is a tendency to drop the aspirate. One feature in

which tliis dialect, particularly around Iho city of

Canton, con'esponds to Pekingese, is the regularity with

which it retains the initials ch and is, and their affiliated

sounds se' and tsc' and the final ng, though in the inter-

vening region of nearly two thousand mi'es, these initials

and sounds are frequently changed, altered, and inter-

changed in a most perplexing manner.

In Cantonese, the initials chw, hw, h\ j, Iw, nw, tw,

shw, tsw, and tw of the hvan Java, and the initials d, dz, v,

and z, heard along the Yangtsz', are all unknown. No
word begins with dj as at Amoy, but south and east cf

Canton there is a tendency to add ng before words begin-

ning with a vowel, as j ^ becomes ngi ; and to substitute

s for sh.

Compared with the dialects of Swatow and Amoy,
the Cantonese like the kwan hwa, has no nasal sounds, nor

does it ever change the initial m to b, or alter the finals

n and ng into contracted nasals, as ching
jjj[

into ch"e' or

chien ^ into chto"a. Unlike the dialects in Kiangsi,

Chehkiang and Fuhkien, it has only one sound for a
character in speaking or reading, and the number of

unwritten words in the colloquial is probably not one

tenth as many as at Amoy or Ningpo. This peculiarity

of a reading and colloquial soimd for hundreds of com-

mon characters, the two running parallel to each other

something like the two sides of a railway, forms a great

addition to the labor of learning to speak and read those

dialects; but in Cantonese, as in Pekingese, there is

nothing of the kind.

The Cantonese dialect has only 17 among its 33

finals, which make the ;iih shing in k, p, t. These are

grouped in the Wu-fang Yuen Yin under the fiist four

finab tHen, j&n, lung and yang, which there have no juh

shing. In the latter work, words ending in u, a, o, e, at,

and i form this tone, but in Cantonese none are heard

under these six finals. For instance, the scries ,^ '^
3^' ^ is read -^Mng, 'ting, t<ing\ lOk, at Canton ; but
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in the north, the eeries ,^ '^ ;|«1;' ^, is read ^tu, 'lu,

tu', tu/i, , where the last word would, at Caiitou, be

fonnd under the series ^(an, U<in, ian', taty The ter-

minatious in the juh shivg at Canton follow one rule.

Words ending in ng, have it in /., as Jcing, 'king, king' kik^ ;

those ending in m Lave it in ;;, as Javi, Ham, lam', lap^

;

and tiosc in n have it in t, as J-on, 'kon, kon', koty

.

This holds good at Swatow, but at Atnoy they are all

sounded gently, and ^> and t often lapse into /«, as if

dropping back into the mandarin. At Fuhcbau they

are softened to /(, which prevails further north, but the k

is retained, and the m vanishes.

Of all the dialects thus far examined, the Cantonese

is among tho most regular. No words are clipiied, no

character has two soimds, and the variants in the 33

finals are few in proportion to the regular sounds.

Many books have been written in it by Protestant

Missionaries which are easily understood by the common
people. It is fpoken westerly and southerly from the

city even into Kwangsi, but its northerly limits are unde-

fined ; eastward the Swatow and Hakka dialects soon

supplant it, though the people of Hwnichau fu Jj, iff||^

, use the Fdn W^n as the Cantonese do.

The dialect spoken in Ch'aochau fu j|9 >Hi jj^ (locally

read Tiechiu hu), in the eastern part of Kwangtung,

and in the adjacent parts of Fuhkien, is less widely under-

stood than the Cantonese, and is closely affiliated to the

Amoy in its general character. The people of the two

regions can understand each other without much diffi-

culty. It is spoken along the coast of Hainan I., and

is almost the only dialect of Chinese heard in Siam.

A Cantonese, on hearing it, notices that tho medial i

rejippears, and that it is used perhaps rather more than

in mandarin, as in liap^ if_J for lih^ , tiat, ^ for chili, &c.

It has many nasal sounds, and changes n and i^g into

such, as k^e J^ for k&ng ; or tw"a J^ for tan ; and often

drops the final k where- tho Cantonese retain it. The
initials h, g, dtw, dj, iniv, ngw, pw, are frequently heard,

and indicate its affinities with the Fuhcbau dialect ; as the

absence of sh, ts, sz', ts£ and /, show its separation from

that of Canton. Of these, sh usually becomes s, sz'

becomes sit, and ts becomes ch, aspirated cA' turns into

t, and / is divided between h and p. No sibilant /', j, v

or d, occur in this dialect, as at Shanghai,

No native vocabulary has appeared in it, but a

small word-book has been published by Mr. Goddard,

and a beginner's Lessons by Dr. Dean. The former,

referring to the differences between the reading and

colloquial sounds of characters, says that the colloquial

sound accords largely with the reading, and that the two

are interchanged in a great number of words ; while in

others, the reading sound is heard only when chanting

the classics. In reading aloud, all use the colloquial

sound, and hearers expect no other ; and tho explanations

made aro rather of the thought than of the words.

Characters having a reading and a spoken sound, how-

ever, seem to be much less iu proportion to the whole

mass than in tho Amoy vernacular. In the reading

sounds, the nasal disappears, and there is a tendency to

keep the in instead of the b, y instead of ng, y and w
instead of g, and other forms of the mandarin. There

are only seven tones, as is the case further cast ; but tho

/v'ii shing is inflected into three modulations called slicing

k^ii J: ^, k^u shiiig ^ ^, and hia L^d f ^, of which

the middle one is confined chiefly to the spoken language,

as the characters thus pronounced aro mostly read in

the sliang p'ing.

The dialc-ct spoken at Amoy is heard throughout the

two departments of Changchau j^ ^ and Tsiienchau

^ »Hi, and by the Chuiese settlers in the Island of

Formosa, who went from those regions. The general

features of its changes arc given in the -}' ^ -^ or

Fifteen [Initiat] Sounds, which formed the b.isis of

Medhurst's Dictionary, though strictly applicable only

to Changpu hien ^ f^ |G{;, lying south-west of

Amoy. Its spoken vocabulary is fiflly illustrated iu

Douglas' Dictionary of the Amoy Vernacular. He
estimates that it is spoken by eight or ten millions of

people, including its cognate variations. In the Fifteen

Sounds, the reading and colloquial pronunciation of cha-

racters with the tones are carefully distinguished. Tho
colloquial used by the people of this region differs wide-

ly from the style in which books are written, — as much
perhaps as anywhere in China. They substitute other

words or dissyllabic phrases for the single terms used

in books, and vary the inflection of even common words

;

giving them a nasal or contracted ending, or changing

their sound and tone altogether. The greatest part of

them are earlier forms of what is now accepted as the

authoiized reading sound, which has gradually become

assimilated to the mandarin ; but some are manifestly

derived from characters which have dropped out of use,

and some perhaps from an older aboriginal speech. A
more thorough examination of the written characters,

and their gradual changes in sound, would probably

detect their originals in many cases, as I have ascertained

in the Canton dialect in several words.

Medhurst classifies the changes which words undergo

in their iinals and initials, as they pass into the colloquial

of Changchau, and has given the reading sounds and

colloquial enlargement of every quotation in his dic-

tionary. This dift'erence is so great, that a person only

acquainted with the reading sound, is not able to under-

stand a conversfition in the vulgar tongue ; nor can a

person profic'ent in the latter make out the meaning of

any passage recited from a book not iMevionsIy
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familiar to him. This is in striking contrast with the

more precise Cantonese, though the differences in that

dialect between a phrase in the folloqiiial anO in the

terser book f tylc arc not small.

The Fnhcbau dialect, which is fully illustrateii in

Baldwin and Maclay's Dictionary, is more circumscribed

in its range than either of the preceding; it ib not easily

understood out of (he prefecture, and is not spoken accu-

rately beyond a radius of forty miles from the city.

Comparing it with those already described, its most

marked features are, the absence of the abrupt finals p
and (, the universal change of the liquid finals m and n

into nff, the absence of all nasal sounds, and the prevalence

of initials with a medial « or w, as pwi, ngicofi, muxin/;.

Iwok, &c. over those with a medial /, as e&M, Iiienff, miong,

&c., though the two are coastantly interchanged. The

final h is heard plainly from this point northerly to

Shanghai ; and, as it is elsewhere in the mnih, is the com-

pletion of the series iu theyi</i fhing, of words ending in

ng. There are several curious and peculiar anomalies in

the tables of tonal finals; as ^t&ng, 'tdng, te'ung', teid\;

J^ong, 'kbng, Ixivng', kauk, <fec. In comparison with tho

Amoy dialect, the reading and spoken sounds of the

Fnhchau probably assimilate more closely. It is r.ot

difficult to write the Fuhchau vernacular iu the character,

so as to be read intelligibly by i)ersons making no pre-

tension to classical learning. This is done, as it is at

Canton, by selecting characters without reference to their

meaning, to express the colloquial sound ; to indicate such

words, the Cantonese usually prefix p mouth to a

character, as p£' for phce; and Fuhchau i^eople add

/^ man as \f^ to Icnoit: In the Amoy or T'iechiu

dialects, the colloquial cannot bo so satisfactorily written

perhaps, but even with all drawbacks, such attempts to

simphfy the dialect, seem to be preferable to the

lomanized books made in Amoy and Ningjx) colloquial.

These completely cut off the pupil from his native litera-

ture, and his labor is lost so far as helping him to

read that, while these written in the character do

much to introduce him to the knowledge of his own

language, as has been proved at Canton. The total

failure in India of the attempt to supplant its thirteen

languages, by a uniform system of romanizing them, does

not encourage one to try to supersede the Chinese cha-

racter in the same way.

The speech heard throughout Chehkiang and Kiang-

mi shows its affinity to the laean hmi in its gram-

matical idioms, absence of the finiils ;«, p, f, and a general

softness of tone, in marked contrast to the abrupt finals

noticeable in Fuhkien and Kwangtung. I'ut it is almost

as unintelligible to a Peking or Sz'ch'nen man, owing to

the numerous changes in tho initials ch and U, .f and .«//,

fi and y, the prevalence of I, v, dc, cs and r, and an

almost unlimited variation in final vowels and nasals.

Mr. Edkins has carefully traced its variations and laws

over a large part of this area, in his SliU'ighai (7nunmar,

and tried to show that tho ancient sounds of the Chinese

language arc .still retained in many places within the

three provinces. His remarks are directed toward the

search he was making afler traces of tlic old sounds given

in the Kxmiig Yun j^ ^ and the K*tnig/ii Tsziien ; l)i:t

as they are applicable to the present subject, that of ex-

amining the range of dialects, 1 liere quote them with

some abridgment of details.

"Nowliere do wo find sutli nn acciir.ite general correspondence

with the tables given in K'angki, n» in the pi-iiuunuiition ol ll>«

central provinces. Tlic tones lire such, that the lUclinnary system is

seen at once to apply to them accunitcly. Tlie ah)hat>etinil |iecuha-

ritics of the native table* luo found with cnc or two doubthd ex-

ceptions, to ho e:Tihraced throughout tho following region. In the

north, tlie thick series of consonants, j;, j, &c. marking the lower

scries of words in tones 5—8, makes its appearance in Kiui 'J'ting-

chaa 1^" jj jrli a prefecture near the northern knik of the Van(?-

tsz' Diver whore it enters the ocean. The transition from the rf,

&c. heard at Shanghai to the t, &c., where the region of the nortli-

em mandarin is .".pproachcd, is marked by tho introdnction of the

aspirate. Thus^ changes to ti' from «(i> before it does to /> . At
Cl>inkiang, tho two pronunciations are mixed ; and there tlie five

tones of tlie hian hua cross tho river and extend to Nunkiiig. All

round Ilangchau Bay, tlie two correlate series of coDSonauts and

the foOT-tonc system, mark the colloquial ; Chusan, Niiigpo and
Hangclau on tlio soutli, ore at one witli Simgkiaiig, Suclian and

Ch'angcliau on the north; and probably the whole of Chelikiaiig

proviiico has substatitially the same .speech.

" Passing west from tlie point where thetiiree provinces, Fuli-

kien. Kiangsi and Clielikiang meet, we find that the tliick con-

sonauts partially prevail in Kwangsin fu and Kienvli'aug fii, near

the borders of Fulikien; but at Fuhcliaii fu^ y\ jjj, a little fiu'-

tlier west, they disappear and are replacetl by a'.pimtes. Instead

of d?^ the people gay t'O; instead of ibimj ||p|, they say ij^ing,

&a, through all words banning with k, p. I, in the lower series.

The same peculiarity marks the speech of Kiaying chaii hi the heart

of Kwangtung. At tho capital of Kiangsi, the aspirates are lieard

only in the Ida jfing, where they slioulil properly be ; aiKl in the other

lower tones the woixls arc distinguislied from the upper tones only

by the tone, and not by a change in the initial. North of this city, ou

both sides of the Poyaiig lake, tho broad consonants oc-cnr aeain.

Tlirough Nganhwui, a connecting chain of dialects links llie broad

pronunciation of tliis region with tlio !;iini!ar system extending over

Clielikiaiig and most of Kiangsu. This line extends through Ning-

kwoh fu^ § J^, but does not reach tlio Yangtsz' River on the

north, nor llwuichau fu^ ?TJ fly on the south ; in this city twa

patois are heard ; in oue of them, two sets of tones arc heard, thos«

used in talking being distinct from those in rc.tding, anil independent

of the different pronunciation of the reading ami spoken fcounds,

which seems hero to reach its ma-xiinuin. In one district hereubont'S

three dialects are hciird, so rapidly does the speech var)-. We^t of

the Poyang lake, the initi.ils g, tl, 6. are heani nroiind the Tungi'iiig

lake in Ilnnan, showing tlio same system of pronunciation as at

Suchau in Kiangsii. which goes to prove that the native tables of

soiuids given in K'anglii are Ibunded on what is now n provincial

system. Of tlie three abrupt coiisounnts, I: only is licard at Shang-

hai ; hut at Knchau ^ iHl t and ji are heiu-d with their correlates

m and n, but no /.• final ; at Xaiik'ang fu f^ ^ /jj, west of the

P'oyang lake, 71 and wi are represented, but no k V I, aud th«

finals n and ng are confouiideth"
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Tho Japauese learned their first use of Chinese cha-

racters from this region, about A. d. 250; and that

language way still be quoted for many original sounds

of that period ; they call them Go-on J^ -'g i.e. ^ P
^ " sounds of tho Kingdom of Wu," and by means of

their /.ana or sylJables, have probably nearly retained the

first pronunciation. For instance, B^ ^ is read sahi-

han by them, while it is chbk-bimn in Amoy, and tsok-

man at Canton; f^ ^ is salu-biyo in one, and cJti-

peng and chapwg in ihe other two; f^ "^ is sulM-Ixm,

chbk-bdii and tso/.-mun res[X!Ctively. Tho second phrase

has altered most of these three, and the |^ appears now

to have lost hju/t shing and abrupt final in China. The

variations in Japanese are however often so anomalous,

that their pronunciation cannot now bo accepted as con-

clusive for ancient Chinese.

As distinguished from mandarin, the Shanghai verna-

cular has no sh, ch or j ; and changes s, sh, ch and As',

with tho sibilant h, into dj, z or dz, but not uiiifonnly
; y

and j easily run into n or ni; the k is retained in many

words where the medial i follows it, and sometimes length-

ens it, as king bccome.s tang ; f and to often become

I', t becomes d, the final k is soft and easily confounded

with the juh shing in li, and tho final n often turns into

a slight nasal. These few j)eculiarities may sen-c to

mark the most prominent dissimilavi-Ues. Tho eight tones

ia tho Shanghai dialect aro divided into two series of four

each as in Cantonese ; but unlike that dialect, characters

otherwise written wiih the same letters in tho difierent

tones in Canton, change their initials in the Shanghai to

correspond to the tone. Thus tho initials k, i, j), and

k', ])\ t\ f, s, sz, ts, tsz, and is\ isz^ and A' indicate the

word to be in the upper series ; while g, b, </, b', v, i, zz,

dj, dz, I, ''rh, m, ni, ng and n show it to be in tho lower

series. These distinctions are so marked, that in writing

the dialect in alphabetic letters, only the shang siting and

k'u sliiiig need to be denoted by signs. No such influence

on the initial is noticeable in the southern dialects nor in

mandarin, but it facilitates their distinction to a foreigu

student.

Attempts have been made to write the Shanghai

dialect (called fu bid: i, ^ or local plain [talk] ) in the

character, and the success was such as to warrant the

publication of a variety of religious works in it. They

are not hard to learn, even by children, though the

proportion of colloquial characters is greater than at Can-

ton. It has been romanized too, and on a difierent plan

of spelling from that used at Amoy and Ningijo ; but the

trial which Mr. Keith began jn 1860, has not been pro-

secuted to any large extent.

Kev. Messrs. Pearcy and Crawford publishetl an in-

genious mode of writing this dialect, by devising a system

of symbols or letters for the initials, finals, tones and

aspirates, which could be neatly combined into a logo-

type, to denote the sound of the words. Tho writing

somewhat resembles Coreau in its general appearance,

and ia not difiicult to learn. A few books have been

printed in it, but it has never been adopted by others,

and has far less to recommend it as a substitute for

Chinese than the roman letters.

The Ningpo dialect has, it is said, a much greater

proportion of unwritten sounds than the Shanghai, and

no attempt has been made to write the colloquial in the

character. The dialect in that city differs less from

mfindariu than the Shanghai, which is perhaps ascribable

somewhat to the greater Uterary reputation of the region.

At Ningpo, the initials z, dz and t, for s, sh, ch, h\ are

unknown, and no final k is heard ; the frequent use of the

initial ni and final (\ and change of e for a, also mark

the southern city. Its idioms arc often unlike those

heard at Shanghai, and more neaily approach the pure

kman him.

The differences of speech among the people in various

partes of the central, western and north-western provinces

have not yet been studied minutely, and cannot usefully

be analysed until more data Lave been obtauied by those

living at places remote enough to form suitable stations

for comparison.

The anomalies and variations in pronunciation and

tones found at the ixjints now noticed, are very great and

perplexing ; but better knowledge of the intermediate re-

gions would probably enable us to classify them. For

instance, tho tones called sliang jibing and hia [Mng at

Hankow, aro just tho opposite in actual sound to those so

called at Tientsin ; the juh shing is retained in name at

the former place, but it is not perceptibly different there

from tho hiu p'ing, while at Nanking the two arc unlike.

The comparisons now made are therefore imperfect,

—

[yer-

baps erroneous too in some points,—nnd are chiefly done

to jxHut out what has been ascertained, and the nature of

tho diversities.

In order the better to compare these dialects now noticed,

the reading sounds in eight of them, given to the

characrtei-s of a jwrtion of tho Emperor Yungching's

discourse on Filial Duty in tho ^ f^ }^ gill
or Sacred

Commands of K'anghi, are here ananged in parallel co-

lumns. The tirst column contaiiis the sounds of the Wu-
fung Yuen Yin ; and the others have been kindly furnish-

ed by friends who are familial' with the vernacular of

each place, and probably fairly represent the main peculi-

arities of the reading sounds over the greater part of

seven provinces. It is plain from this table, that though

the chaiactei's are not primarily designed to express

sound, their early sounds have been wonderfully preserve<l

by means of the binary mode of spelling brouglit from

India twelve centuries ago.
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,fu M
i

/u
1

,vu <vn cbu
1 i^^

i

<1"1 sfu

# hiao' h'iao' biao'
1

bio' hiao' liau'
1

bau' bau' hao'

m 'che 'cbo
1

'tse 1
'tse 't«ie 'chia 'cbia 'cbia 'cbe

% ^t'ien .t'ien ,t'ien
I

<t'C (t'f (t'ieng ' t'ien ,fi .t'in

z ,chi ,cb' ,tsz' <t8 (tsz* ,cbi ,cbi (Chii .cbi

m .king ,ching ikin (kiang ,kying
1

.king <keng .k"ia .king

id ti' li' ti' di' di' te' to' ti' ti'

z ,chi A' Mz' (tS ,t8z' .Chi ,chi ,ch& ,cbi

i' V i' ni' i' n^"* gi' ngi' i'

fe tDiin ,iuin jnan ,ming ,ming
I

jinfog
!

sl>n i ^min {mSn

z jchi ,ch' (tsz' ,t8 ,tsz' ,chi 1 ,cbi ,cbu .cbi

^ hing' h%g' |bin ytag' h'ing' haing^ heng* bens' bSog'

•* 'ye <je 'ye «a 'yc ya' 'ya 'ya ya'

A jSn ,2i4n jlSn (iiiitog Jto sfcg sjin jnang sj-an

T- ptib, p«' pu. peb, peb. pok, pu(, put, pat,

^ <chi <ch- .t«' ,t8 .ch' cti ,ti cLai' ,cbi

# hiao' h'iao' Inao' bio' Uao' ban' hau' hau' bao'

ii: fu> fa' fu' vu' vu' ho' bu' V^' fu'

# 'mu 'mu 'mung 'ma 'meu 'mu 'bo 'bo 'mb

^ tnh, itu ten, tbk, dob. tiik, t6k, tok, tbk,

:!^ pub, pu' po, pch, pch, pok, pijt. put. pat,

4S> .sz- fiz' ,82' ,8Z .8Z' ,8U ,8U 6U' .BZ'

^ fu' fu' fu' vu' vu' w hu> po' fu'

# 'mu 'mu 'mung 'mu me'u 'mu 'bo 'bo mb

SI ngai' ai' ngai' 6' ai' ai' ai' a'i' oi'

^ 'tsz' 'tsz' 'ttz* 'ta 'tsz' 'cbu 'cbu 'chh 'Uz"

^ ,chi ,ch' <tsz' M ,t8z' ,cbi ,cbi ,cbii ,cbi

>c;^ (Sin .sin (bin <««ng ,8in ,Blhg (Sim (Sim .sSm

^ .ha .bn (bn .I ,wn jbu »bo ,hu I'l

-^ /ang .fang (fang ,fODg ,fong .hwong .bong bwang' ,fong

i
,k'i jCh'i jCb'i ji sdj'i ,ki .ki .k'i sk'i

wci' wei' w^i' vi' vi' <•' bi' bud' mi'

Kii .H iH *li .li sH lie' li' ili li'

^ jLwai jbwai jbwai iwe ,^6 jbwai jhwai tbwai iwai

m pao' pao' p'ao' po' bao' po» p'au' P'o Vb

m M .cW (ki .w .dji .ki .ki ,ki .K

% pub, pa' pi) peb, ivih. p}>k. put. put,
1

pat,

m jnaig snSng jlfln jnfing
'

<ngng 1 jnc'ng i Jeng ,neng 1 iDang
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t67," tsz" tsz" z'
1

8Z" chuii^ chu» cbii' tsz"

^ 'pu 'pu pu' 'pu 'bu pwo' po' 'pu .PO

jban {ban jban jbd" ,be- shang sban sban jlion

T> pub,
j

pu> pu, peb. peb. pok. piit. put. pat.

m io&ag snSng .lan ji^g ,nang jneng jleng jneng jnang

i tBz" tBz" tsz" i' BZ" cbiiu' chu' cW tsz"

1
<i c« <» <> <> e i' V i'

^1 jW^i jwei jWei jwe jW^ jui jiii jUi jwei

^ fu' fu' fu' vu' vu' bo' hu' T>e fu'

# 'mil 'mu 'mang 'mu 'mtfu 'mu 'bo '1)6 'mo

m 'che <cho 't&4 <t8^ 'tsie 'chia 'chia 'chia 'cbe

m 'shSn '8ban
i

'san 'eSiig 'sing 'sing '»im 'aim 'sham

# .yin Jin <yin .yang ,>ng ring .im ^fm ,yam

i^ cshing <shang ,^n ,85ng ,8ing ,sing <seng 8°ia' .sting

^ ch'ah, ,cb^a ts'a, ts'ab. ts'ah. cb'ak, ts'at. ch'at, ch'at,

sting jh'ing (bin J»ng syJDg sbing sheng sheng tying

seb, seb' 86, 8Sh, seb, saik. sek. sek, sbik.

1*^ siao' siao' biao> sio' 'eiao ch'iu' siau' ch'ie siu'

N tseh, jtSO ts^, tsSb, tseh. cbaik, chek, chek, tsak,

:)^ w^i' wei' w«' 'w«S' w^' jUi jUi iui jWei

z ,cM ,ch' ,t8z' .ts ,tBz' ,cbi <chi (Cbii ,chi

<hi Vi 'hi 'hi 'b'i 'hi 'hi 'hi 'hi

^ «tH st'i jti sdi »di ,t'e st'e st'i jl'ei

9A tseh, (tSO ts^. tsah. tseh. <.haik, chek, chek. tsak.

^ wei' w^i' jW^i 'w^' we' jiii sui lui iWei

:2: ,cbi A' ,tsz' M ,t8z' tchi ,cbi ,chii ,cbi

m jiu ,yiu ,y« <y" ,iu ,iu ,iu ,ya"

tf sting jb'ing jbin jysng stang ,hdng steng sk"ia stang

ii tung' tung' tung' ^ung dung' tctog" tong* tong» tung'

^ij tseh, ;ts6 ts^, ts&fa. tseh. cba'ik. chek. chek, tsak.

1^ jkw'ei (kw'ei 'kw'^i ,kw<e ,kwo ,ki^ 'chi ,wa 'kw'ei

t pa' pu' pu' pu' bu' pwo' po' PO" pb'

^ puh. pu' pn, peb. peb. pok. put. put. pat.
,

Mf^ cli sli fi ili Ji jlie W sli '•'

f^ tsih, tsi' ki. dsib. dsifa, cbik. cbekj chitj tsat,

^ t'ung' t'uDg' t'ung' t'ung' t'nng' t'bng' t'ong' t"ia' t'ung'

i
tseh, stso ts^.

i
tsab. tseh, cbaik, chek. chek. tsSk,

'ts'in ! 'ts'in 'cb'in 1 'ts'ing
:

'ts'ing 'ebbing 'ch'un 'cb'im 'ts'am

f^ Ehih, i jsbih BZ', ! zok,
:

sib. sik. sit, diia, sbik.

m 1 M
i

<cbtt ,ku .ku
i

.ctu
i

kutf ku= ku' ,ku
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fei' fei' fei' fi> fi' bie' boti' kui' • fei'

w 'i •i 4 H 'i 4 '{ <i" 4

^ <yang <yang 'yang 'yang 'yang 'y«Hjg 'yong 'y«ng 'yeuDg

w 'i 'i 4 '? 'i' "i 'i
tj» 4

w kiao' cLiao* kiao' kio' kiao' kan' kau' ka' kao'

M chi' ch" tez" to' tsz" cb^' cbi' cbi' cbi'

M lyil .yii ttt .tt <« cU tu i' <*i

^ jch'ing (Cb'iog jts'Sn tzSng jdzang jsing jseng jsong (Sbing

A j3n (jSn J5n .niang jan t^ng ti'n tjin (yan

fub, ,fa fo. v6k, Tauh, buk. biu' jb-iu fok,

M w6i' wfi> £n& w6» w(5' jiii ,ui »"> jwei

» sbeu' sbeu' iu' dzu' sia' seu' siu' slu' shau'

s .kia ,cbia ,lda ,ki» .d»io ,ka .k» ,kia ,ka

^ ehih, Bluh> ««•. Rak, sbeb, sek. sek, sTt, Bbal,

jineu (Diea (m& (inu jineu iioeu (bo mong' imau

^ (BliiCng (Sbang ,«to ,BSag csang .scng ,8eng fi'6 ,sbang

3a 'H 'li li 'U 11 'U •li 'li Mi

w poh, 'pai ptf, pak, pab. W"k> Fk. r«. pak,

tf Id' cbi' ki' W' ki' kie' ke koi' kei'

«E cKng ,ching .tin ,kiang .tying .king .keng ckeng ,Wng

e tying tying ijin <y2ng tying t''ng teng jyong tying

aH^ ,8in ,cin (bin .ring M tSing ,Biin fitia (SJim

:ft lib. U' M, Kb, a. lik. lek. lat, likj

1
"^ .ku ccbu ctoi ,tai .cbu kiitf ku' ku' .ku

1 f ts'ui' ts'ui' ti'ui' dza6> zff cboi' cbui' cb'ui sui'

fu' fu' fa' vu' TU' bo" btt' pe" fu'

# •mu 'mu 'mung 'mu 'meu 'ma •bo •b6 'mb

'^ ,chi .ch' ,Uz' ct8 ,tM? .cbi ,cbi jCbit ,cbi

^ teh, ,15 W, tJOt, teb, Uik. tek, tek, lak.

« sbib, Bbi> "'. zeb, Blub, 8lk. Bit. sitj 8hat,

i^ .t'nng tt'nng jt'ung {dung jdung ,tung ttong jtang jt'ang

^ hao> hao' 'bao '0 bao' bo' W ,hau bao'

S ; .t'ien ,tMen .t'ien <t'f' ,t'£. .t'ieng ,t*ien jt'ien ,l'in

^ 'wang
1

'wang
^

'wang 'vong 'vong 'wong 'bong 'bwang 'mong

# kih. :
(cbib

!

^' j4k, kieb, kik, kek. kck. kA,

A jan ^jSn jte .luing .j«a t^ng jwmg jyan

1 t •tez' W tsz' 'tB t82f 'cbu 'diQ 'cbu 'IBZ'

! ^ yuh,
j iy« y",

pao'

y*. yob, «k. yok, aaP yi)k,

: m pao' t pao' po' pao' po' p6' pb' p6'

n .U'in .ts'in ,cb'in (ts'ing jts'in .cb'ing ,ch'in cb^n .ts'an
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1

<ngan ,ngan ,ng5n <ang .an ,6ng .un 1 un' .yan

T <}'" .yii f« <u <>i <" i" .» ,«

M wan' wan' wan' m^n' rin' wang" ban' ,bwan maa'

yii., Jib J. ib, yih, €k. it, chekj yai,

g tez*> Uz" tsz" z' tiz" chiiii* chn' cbii' tsz"

. It ,tang ,tang .tang ctong .tODg .tbng
!

<tong .tung ,tong

ft
nei' n& l^i> n^' ^e noi' 1 loe' lai' noi»

i tsin' tsin' kin' dzing' zing' ch^ng' chin' chin' tsun'

^ |k*i jCb'i ,ch'i ji «dj'i «w ,ki ,k'i ,k'i

>c^
,sin (Sin ,hin cSing .sin .sing .sim ,8ini .sam

^h wai' wai' wai' nga' w<' ngwoi' goe' 'gwa ngpi'

m kieb, (Cbi^ k%, jili, djleh, kick, kietj kietj k'i\

.k'i jCb'i jch'i J» *dj'i »ki .ki ,k'i ,k'i

;^ 'lib, li' li, lib, lib. 1/k, lekj lat, lik.

^ <km 'chin 'kin kiarg" 'king king 'kin kiin 'kan

^ (Shan (SbSn (Ban .sang .sing .sing .sfn .Bfil .shan

% tsieh, jtsi^ kitf, tsib, tsih, cWekj <i)iiet, chat, tsft,

m yung' ynng' yung' yung' Jiing' {iUng» yong* eng' ynng*

iM 'i 'i 'i 'i 1 <i i
<..

S«anid ,k'in |Cb'in jcb'in .kiSng <dj>ng jk'ung jk'iin jk'un

JSl fuh, /u fu, vokj Tob, biSki hok, bok, foic,

^ |lao iJao (lao .lo |lao .10 jlo |lan »16

ja <i <i 'i 'i 'i
tj

'i
»«

'i

1^ Jung .lung ,lung .lung .long Jung jliong ,long jlnng

# biao' h'iao' biao' bio' h'iao' bau' bau' bau' bao'

^ 'yang 'yang 'yang 'yang
j

•yang ybng^ 'yong 'yang ye'ung'

W jWU |WU jWU ,va jVU »« jbu jbo (m6

i$ pob, pob>- po> pok, poh, pauk, p'5k, pak, pok,

^ yih, yi' ". yat. yih, fk, ek, ek, yik,

^ 'yin 'yin 'yin 'yang 'ying 'I'ng 'im 'im 'yam

V® 'tsiu tsiu 'kiu 'iBii. 'tsiu 'cbi'u 'cbiu 'cbiu Hsau

# ,wu |WU jWU .Vll »"• iU jbu ,b6 im5

1
bao' bao' bao' ho' bao' bo' bo"' bau' 1 b(V

•yung 'yung 'yting 'yung 'yung Hing >ng 'yong 'ynng

ra teu' teu' tt. dii' ten' tsiu' to' to' tan'

<han 'bSn 'ban 'hang 'bin 'k'6ng 'hun 'biin 'ban

,Wll jWU jWU <TU jTU tu jbu jbo (mo

ilf bao' ' i bao' bao' bo' bao' bo' bo°' bau' W
:t bwo' bwo' bo' bu' heu' bwo' bo"' hue' fo'

w (fs'ai 1 jts'ai 1 jts'ai ,ze jdz^ |Cbai (tsai icb'ai ,U'oi
._
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,gz ,8Z' ,sz' <sz' .sz <8U ,8U sai' ,SZ*

m .tsn t8'i ,ch'i ,te'i ,te'i ,cb'e ,ch'e" ,ch'i .ts'ai

^ 'tsz- 'tsz' tsz' 'ts 'tsz 'cbu 'tsu 'cbii 'tez'

ji^ Hsnng 'Uung tSUDg' tming' HsuDg cbiiiing' driong' choBg* tsung'

1$ 'sM W 'sz'
r

8Z W '8U '811 'sai 'sbei

t'
ji

I' ti ,ni cDgJ & iDgi
•

3c jwan jwan jwan jvang jvan ling .biin (biin iinSn

^ wei' wei wdi' vi' vi' e' bi» ,bue mi'

ift pi'
;

pi' pei' b^' be' pe^ pi' pi' pi'

fla ,'rh .'rh ,'rh ,'rb ,'rb
i» ti' Jii ^

ii jch'ing (Cb'ang (ts'an <dzang jdzing jpiug iseng iseng • jsbing

w k'iob, cb'iie' cb'ioj cbiek. cb'oh, k'auk, k'alj, kok, k'euk,

m \viu 'yiu >» •yu 'yiii ! 'in
1

'ill u' «yan

fki ty» •y' .« »w •a iU .u »'' »"

,t'ui <t'iii ,t't;i ,tsUe ,tV Xhw'i .ts'iii ,cb'iu ,t'ui

m «rh ,'rb .'rh .'rb .'rb ii 4J' ti'i »'

m 'kwang 'kwang 'kwang Itwong 'kwong 'kwong 'kong 'kwang 'kwong

z ,chi .b' <t8z' ,t« ,tez' ,cbi (Clii ,cbM ,cbi

^ (Zbii i" |Zii .zh- iU li" «» «u

t ,ts4Dg ctiang ,t<aii .tsang ,t8ang jCheng .cbeng ,clieng .tsSng

^ 'tsz 'tBZ 'tBZ '\z '18Z' 'cbu 'tsii 'chit W
^ 'su so' %o 'su '80 *au 'so '80 •sbo

IS wei' wj'i' w^i' we' we' oi^ lli' iii' wei'

JS ,.ai 1 ,chii ,ka .ka (Chii ,ku ,ku ,ku ,kti

'ch'u 'ch'u Vu •ts'u 'cb' 'cb'ii 'ts'u 'cb'ii 'cb'i!

yK pub, pu> pu> peh,- peh, pi)k, put. piit, pSti

^ (Chwang <chwang <tswaiig ,t8ong <tSong ,cb6ng ! ,t8ong cbang' jCbong

n ,fei cfe ,fci .fi .fi <M ,biii ,biii ,fi

# biao' b'iao' biao' bio' b'iao' bail' bail' ban' hao'

sbi' Bb'> BZ" zs' zz" siiii' 811' 8il»
I

Bz"

W ,kiun ,cbiiin ,kiun .kian ,ki(in ,kung
{

.kiin (ki'in ,kwan

:?^ pub. pn' pu> peh^ pell, pok, piit, put,
j

pat,

,cfaang ,chung .tsong <t«u»g ,cbuug .tiing .tiong ,toi«
1

(Chung

1^ ,fei ,fe ,fei
i cfi .fi <ti ,h.3i >'ii <fi

^ Uao' b'iao' Uao' hio' b'iao' bail' ban'
I

ban' bao'

^ li' li' li'
I

li'
!

li' le' "'
i

.u li'

B ,kwan <kwan ,kwan
j ,kw(;' ,kwu" .kwang (kwan ,kw"a ,kun

:^ pub, Pu' pu> peh, •peh> pok, put,
1

put. pat.

kir«' dung' kiu' kiung' kying' keng' keng' 1
keng* king'

^ ,f« .ft ,fti <fi .ft •» i ,bui 1 ,biu ,fi
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# Mao' li'iao' hiao' hio' h'iao' bau' hau' hau' hao'

m ,p^ung iP'Sng' tpnng ,b:ng (ban tPeng tpeng tP'eng jp'ang

n Smu '"yiu "yu <yu 'yiu 'ill 'iu Hn 'yau

r^ pull, pu> pa, peh, peb, pok, put, fill. put,

i% sin' ? sin' Wn' sing' sing seng' sin' sftf sun'

n ,fei ,^e ,fei <fi ,fi ,hi ,hui <hui <fi

# hiao' h'iao' hiao' hio' h'iao' hau' hau' hau' bao'

^ chen' chan' tsan' tse"- tsi"' chieng' chien' chiin- chin'

m cli'in' ch'an' Uan' dzaflg' dzing' teng' tin' tin' chan'

m jWU |WU ,wu jVU .va t^i jbii jbo jni6

^ 'yung 'yung yuDg 'yung •yung 'iing >Dg 'yong 'y«ng

p- <fei ,fe <fei <fi ,fi ,hi ,hui ,hui ,fi

li hiao' h'iao' hiao' hio' h'iao' hau' hau' ban' hao'

S ,kiai jchie ,kai <kia ,kie ,kai ,kai <kai ckai

# hiao' h'iao' hiao' hio' h*iao' ban' hau' hau' hao'

"f- 'tsz* 'tgz" <tBz' 'ts- 'tsz' 'chU 'Uu 'cbu 'tsz-

^ filn' fan fan' vang' v£n' hong" hun' (bun f3n

rt nei' niV lei' ne' ne' noi' li^' lai' no?

z ;Chi <cb' . <t8z' ts ,t8z' ,chi -chi (Chu jchi

shi' shV - BZ" " .8Z' "Z' Biiii' 8U' Bii' Bz"

-& =ye 7^
'^

'y«^
' "• 'ye ya' > 'ya ya'

TRANSLATION OF THE -ABOVE "EXTRACT.

Now filial Tfltty is a statute of Leavtn, a principle of earth, and

an obligation of mankind. Do yoo, who are void of filial piety, ever

reflect on the natural affection'of parents for their children ? Even

before yon left tlie maternal bosom, if Iiongri', you conld not have

fed yourselves ; or if cold, you could not have pot on join- o«-n

clothes. A father or a mother judge by the voice, or look at tlie

features of their children, whose smiles make them joyful, or whoso

weeping excites their grief. \Vher» trying to walk, they leave not

their eteps ; and when sick or in pain, they can neither sleep nor

eat in comfort, in order that tVey may nurture and teach them.

When [their children] reach mau'< estate, they see to their marriage,

and scheme for their liveliliood by a bundled plans, in which they

weary their minds and spend tb«ir jitrength. Parental virtue is truly

as limitless as high heaven !

A man who desires to recomneuse one in a myriad of the loving

acts ofhis parents, must really devote to them his whole heart at

home, and exert all his strength abroad. He must care well for his

Iwdy and he frugal in his ejcpenses, in order that he may diligently

labor for them, 'i'o enable him to fully and filially nurture them,

he must neither gamble nor got drunk, he must neither love to

qnarrel, nor desire to hoard wealth for the use of his wife and

children. Though his manners and accompUshments may be de-

fective, yet liis heart must, at any rate, be thoroughly sincere.

Let us enlarge » little on this principle. Tsikigtsz' speaks tlms

respecting it :— " It is imfilial to move and act without dignity ; it

is unfihal to sen°e one's prince disloyally ; it is unfilial to fill

an office without reverential care ; it is unfilial to act insincerely

towards a friend
;

[and finally], to turn a coward in battle is

unfilial." All these things ve involved in the duty of a

filial soa
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The same extract from the Sacred Comtnaiids has

been written out in the colloquial of the same dialects,

except that of the Amoy ; but the example given in the

Swatow will serve somewhat to illustrate it. The

teachers at Amoy declared themselves unable to write

their colloquial intelligibly. The colloquial characters

used in cue dialect are not ofcourse understood elsewhere,

for the reason that they are sounded differently, and none

of them would be us«l by an educated native anywhere

in writing even a common letter. It is, however, a dif-

ference in degree only in the Chinese, and not in kind;

from what is the case in every cultivated language in

the world, and its g^at extent is owing mostly to the

peculiar nature of this written langjage.

The differences between the style called ^ i^ or

book style, and {Q g^ or colloquial in Chinese are not

easily described ; but these seven examples will help the

student to perceive them, and mark ihe alterations good

written Chinese undergoes when it is spoken in the local

patois- Only in the first two columns, containing ex-

amples from Peking and Hankow, are all the characters

used in their proper signification. The variety of words

exhibited in these examples, is not so great as a portion

of some other work would have been ;—the ^ ^ ^ or

Millenary Classic for instance; but this popular essay

on Filial Piety suits the spirit of the colloquial belter,

and the benefits of this comparison do not depend on the

range of sounda
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SECT. VII.—THE RADICALS.

When a foreigner commences tbc study of tlie Cliinese

written language, the characters appear to be so intricate

and senseless, that he is liable to be discouraged at the

apparently endless, wearisome task of learning so inany

unmeaning marks. A further examination, however, dis-

closes both order .ind use ; and although the study is .1

slow and difficult one, there are methods of prosecuting

it so as greatly to reduce the labor. One of these me-

thods is to call to the student's aid as much as possible.
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the principle of combination which regulates tlio forma-

tion of the mass of ch.aracters, and by means of which he

can link together form. Bound and signification. The

knowledge of all these is indispensable to every one who

wishes to become a Chinese scholar, and the fii-st point,

—

form, is that on which lie must Iwstow the )iiost pains.

ISarly associations invest the symbols of his language

with beauty as well as sense to a native, who has never

learned any other mode of expressing ideas ; and there arc
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110 doubt .1 few points in whicb the Chinese characters

are superior to the jilphabetic letters of the West. A
foreigner begios by degrees to appreciate ^heir picturesque

Bymbolism, as he becomes familiar with them ; and as

sight is quicker than sound, ideas conveyed through the

eye often flash on Lis mind with a force and distinctness

superior to the slower process of sound. As no gramma-

tical inflection^ are used, tho unaided chasactei'S serve as

pictures to imprint tlieir jneanings on the mind ; and

faucy helping the memory to store itself with fhese

changing forms, each idea giadually conies to be clothed

in its own appropriate embroiderj'. Associations of this

kind between the shape of a character and its meaning,

can be greatly developed by special attention, and in time

will become a scries of links which will facilitate their

ready w.e. The slwrt etymological paragraphs prefi.vcd to

many characters in tiiis Dictionary, furnish some material

in this respect, and will help the student to remember them.

An examination into tho origin and changes in the

Chinese characters, an account of their construction,

classification, and analysis, with examples of the six

styles of writing, and tho deve'opment or contraction of

difierent words, each and all offer attractive subjects for

illustration, and are interesting studies to the antiquarian

etymologist. Much has been written upon all these topics

by Chinese philologists ; and foreigners have elucidated

them to some extent. A reference to the works of the

latter* is all that is necessary here, and a recommendation

to read them carefully. Tho information there given

cannot be repeated here, but it will materially assist the

learner of the language.

Every character may be divided, for convenience, into

two parts, called tho radical and the primitive. Though

native etymologists have not dissected them in this way,

the terms serve to distinguish the two portions ; and if wo

except the two thousand radical.! and primitives them-

selves, are applicable to far tho largest part of tho words

in the language. The people never ieam their characters

by any dissection or classification, but de[)end upon their

constant use to imprint them on the memory, just as

we learn our numerals. Few, perhaps none, of their

scholars ever learn the radicals by rote, and they are often

at a loss to fin^ a word in tho dictionary. ^Vhen the

radical is obscure, as in j^, |j| or .^, they depend on

tho list of difficult characters given in that work, to

point out its proper radical.

The teiins formative, ihtenmnutitx and Uy, have all

also been used, because the radicals indicate the general

• IntroductioM to MoiTiion'fl Qiiarto Dictionary ; Ciillery's

Syttemc. P/ionclicum, una of tho best worUf on ilie subject ;

Williams' JCaty Lcsnotis in Cliiiiexe ; Vhiaexe Jle/Jositcrj/, vol. lii,

p. 14; vol. it, pp. 518. C87 ; Riimmnfi Orammnire t'/iinoise;

Edkiiis' China's Place in Ptiileicgy.

meaning of a large portion of the characters. These

names are in soma respects more acciuate than radical,

but have not come into general use. Their number has

been fixed at 214 for about four centuries ; and those who
selected them o t of the previous collections of 544 and

360, probably deemed it necessary to reduce them to a

manageable number. In doing so, the natural order

yielded to the artificial, so that a few incongraous groups

like those under J-, •)\^, —, )[,, &c., could not bo

avoided.

Tho Rev. J. A. Gon^ves, in his Diccionario China-

Pm'tuffuez, further reduced the number to 127, bat this

diminution has proved to be only an additional labor to

all who ase that book. His plan also involved an al-

pbabelio arrangement, by which radicals havuig the same

number of strokes, were arranged in a regular sequence.

He made the letters, by taking the nine component parts

of the character yjc, which tho Cliinese regard as com-

bining in itself all the strokes used in writing, and mak-

ing them into tho following series "» —•~) J Zj \ J

/ \^. Characters having altogether the same number of

strokes, are arranged in this system, so that their fir.st stroke

is one of these letters. Thua among characters having four

strokes, 5f, ^, ^\, tJ, tf*, would follow each other in

this order. The last three strokes never occurring at

the teglnning of a character, reduces the whole prac-

tically to six letters.

In the Arte Chi)ia, he has classified 1412 of the com-

monest characters in this manner, adding the radical to

each ; but the plan nearly breaks down even in this

small number, and if extended to the whole language,

would prove to bo quito impracticable. This ingenious

mode of arrangement is perfecUy artificial; and in this

respect inferior to that by radicals, as it hides tho natural

grouping which results from using them, and the student

loses that important aiil to learning tho characters.

The native name ibr radicals is t^-QSor Classcharacters;

and n reference to the classified list on page 1153 will

bhow the general groups selected as classes. The student

is strongly recommended to commit them, so as to repeat

them in their proper order and write them correctly, as

the first thing he does. It is not necessary to learn them

by their number, any more than it is the letters of an

alphabet; but it is well to divide them into groups by

tho numberof their strokes. Mr. Wade sorts theminto 137

colloquial, 30 classical, and 47 obsolete radicals ;—rather

a fanciful division, which has reference chiefly to the very

useful exercises ho gives to make them familiar : the

obsolete ones are nearly the same as those marked with

a C in the list on jiages 1 151—53. A reiirrangement of

some groups would improve them, no doubt ; and a few

new radicals, as fi red, % a. faggot, ^ mulberri/, or ^
hemj}, might be added ; but long usage, and their adop-
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tion in K'aiiglii, compels one to take them as they now

stand.

It appears from researches into the cuneiform language,

that it also possessed something like the Chinese radicals.

" Certain classes of words," says Rawlinson, ppeaking of

the language of the Assyrians, '- have a sign prefi.xed or

suftixed to them, more commonly the former, by \^•hich

their general character is indicated. The names of gods,

of men, of cities, of tribes, of wild animals, of domestic

animals, of metals, of months, of the points of the compass,

and of dignities, are thus accompanied. The sign protixcd

or suffixed may have originally represented a word, but

when used in the way here spoken of, it is believed that

it was not soimded, but served simply to indicate to the

reader the sort ofword which was placed before him. Thus

a single perpendicular wedge Y indicates that the next

word will bo the name of a man ; and a wedge preceded

by two horizontal ones 5>Y tells iis to expect the apix;lla-

tive of a god ; while other more complicated combinations

are used in the remaining instances. There <are ten or

twelve characters of this description."

—

JRawlt'nson's Five

Ancient Moiwrchies, Vol. I., page 270.

It may be surmised, that the use of such signs

arose at a time, when the written language of the

Asspians was in a transition state between the .symbolical

and the alphabetic; and if they bad been neighbors

of the Chinese, they might ha^•e adopted the former.

Chinese philologists have looked upon the radicals

chiefly us expedients to facilitate the arrangement and

search for characters ; and have applied their efforts rather

to illustrate the composition and origin of the characters

thembelves. In the gJJ jJC' '^^7 "•<' arranged in six

clastscs, and under each class, the supposed number of

characters belonging to it is stated, with much information

about their origin and changes.

1. Imitative symbols or ^ J^ like ^ moon, 608.

2. Indicative symbols or ^g" "^ like ^ three, 107.

3. Symbols combining ideas or -g*;^ like JB. tears, 740.

A. Inverted symbols or ^ gj: like J£ standing, 372.

5. Syllabic symbols or ^ '^ like .f(| a carp, 21,810.

(J. Metaphoric symbols or (^ f^ like i^ mind, 598.

It may be inferred, therefore, that the 2425 characters

comprised in fivo of these classes, inciudo nearly or quite

all the ancient and original characters in the language
;

and that it is by the combination of a radical and phonetic,

that the ^ast majority of the words in the language have

been formed. The introduction of printing and the

compilation of dictionaries, Lavo given more nnifonnity

and certainty to the characters, and there is now no

difficulty in ascertaining the correct fonns. In a few

cases, slight variations, as j^, and ^, constitute different

words ; in other case.s, a change in the arrangement of

the parts, as l|lQ and J^, makes two different words.

The radicals rarely indicate the sounds of the characters

placed under them, but usually refer to their meanings,

and are generally quite conspicuous. Their position,

contractions and interchanges, aro described in the fol-

lowing list, in which this analysis is confined to those

points which are of the most service to the student. The
interchange of radicals without altering the signification

of the character, as Jjt and ^, or^ and j@ &c., occurs

mostly when the two are a^ialogous. Thus, the radicals

>f5»
liearl and /^ stone would never be interchanged ; but

tlK) last might naturally be altered to 5 .i?^"* ^^ Mi ''''''

and the first to ^ man. As a rule, the primitives inter-

change most frequently, but the alterations in radicals

are most perplexing.

The different position of the two parts sometimes alters

the meaning and sound of the word ; this is seen in li

^^ to step ou stones in crossing water ; tan^ to thump,

as a vessel (a Canton word) ; <W* \1^ to drip ; and tsa/t

^ an old form of Hj^ water dashing against stones.

In other cases, as in kth ^|i and i/i/i J^ the sounds

of the characters alter by the transposition of their

component parts, while their meaning, to Jii/, to soar, does

notfJtcr; hut yi/i ^ to-morrow, differs in both sound

and sense. These and other changes are amon^ the

curiosities of the language.

As tho characters selected for radicals, compri.'je only

a small portion of the original characters of the language,

the rest must be distributed under these radicals. When
the radical constitutes an integral part of a character, as

in ^, -S", 35> •$•> *^''> ^^ '^ ^^^ ^° ^^ ^^ combination; for

if it be taken away, the remainder has no meaning. Whetx

it is formed of a radical and a primitive, as in j^. |i{i

or ^, the two are described iis in composition.

When the radicals have been learned, it is a good

practice to make them familiar by constructing sentences,

such as are furnished in Wade's Coiir.se, or Williams'

JSasy Iiessons. In doing so, the benefit of writing them

repeatedly cannot be too much insisted on ; for our

habit, when learning western languages, to pay attention

chiefly to sounds as expressing ideas, makes us soon

weary in learning complex forms like the Chinese ideo-

graphs. Some persons gradually give up studying the

written language, and content themselves with si)eaking

only, and thus by degrees lose even their acquaintance

^vith books.

In tho following list, the contractions, and the C pre-

fixed to those radicals which are used only in combuia-

tion, aro not inserted, as they are given in the Index list.

The word primitive is here used merely with reference

to tho list in the next section ; and tho application of tho

remarks on each radical can be best seen, by referring to

the General Index.
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Showing the ^position, changes and infltience of each on ifn compounds, with an analysis of each group.

Kiieh^

ONE STROKE.
1 Of this incongruous group of characters, ahout a Uozen

""" 5"*> arc pri.Tiitives; tliis and the next seven gi-oup* contain

many original forms.

12 This radical passes through the middle of the other

•/I'irii/i gtroices in most of the characters, which have no siini.

laritv of meaning.

.^ 3 This radical is rather prominent ; hnt of the characters

' Chu only two are in common use.

I
* This radical is tlie first stroke in nearly all its inccn-

y P'iehf gruons compoimds, most of the common ones being

primitives.

-* 5 This is nsually found on the right side like a hook, as in

^i ' liu' there is no relationship in meaning among
the compounds.

This leads the most incongmons group in the language

;

it contains 'J'l ^ and ~f, which are common primi-

tives ; in others, their little use renders the difficulty

of finding them less impcrtant.

TWO STROKES.
All the common characters are primitives ; it some-

times incloses the other strokes as £., or is put below

as in &, or on the left as in ^.
Tliis radical b placed on top, as 5C > '"' >^"s adopted

merely to group together several iucongraous and early

forms, as the lower half never forms another radical.

This group, with the exception of a few primitives, as

in '^ and |/^? &c., is a n.atural one ; the compounds

denote the actions, &c. of man ; the rjulical is usuiUly

contracted on the left side, as '^ ; in others astride as

-^ ; it is described as ^ A ^ nvA ^ jjl Ai
or angle-stand man, to distinguish It from No. 60 xf

.

Tliis is placed underneath, as 5£' &c., and is distin-

"iiished from No. 10 by a separation of the strokes ; its

compounds are not readily recognized, the upper part

teing another radical in a few, or else iii combination

as 3^ ; they have no likeness of meaning.

TliB and No. 9 are distinguished by this being pla(»d

on top as ^, or in the middle as JS 5 "•« uieanings

ore incongruous, and all tlie common characters are

primitives.

p*^ This radical is placed above as in f^- or Iwlow as in Jlii.

;

' some practice is required to recognize it in tlie com-

pounds, whidi have no common significance.

W lie largest part of this giwip is really luider its com-

''^'""Vnn'l ^ '^ <-''P^
'*'"'^^'' '*<^'"K '''"'''"'" .'"

''"^'

renders it difficult to distinguish^ and^ ; In many

others, as^ and flji it is in c>iu.lilnatl(.n.

This radical called ^ ?fif ^' or bnld-prccioiis cover,

lies over the other strokes, and does nut envelop© them

like the last ; there is some relationship to its meaning in

a part of the characters.

7
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IS This !i! usually place<l on the left, and all its coinixjunds
(t'iny lefer to cold, winfrv', &c.. forming a natural group ; it

is descrilicil iis h9 *|!f ^ ic- twn-ilot water, and

severid characters are interchaiifieil with No. 85.

Tills is distingulFhcd from No. 10 )\j by Its inclcel'ig

the other strokes In about Inilf the coinijouuds ; in the

rest it Is undcrneatli, or on tlio riglit.

*7 Hero the radical incloses and siippoi-ts the otlicr strokes,

A' an the opjioslte of No. 13 ; the characters have no likeness

of meaning, and their place is not at Ihst easily

I'ecognized.

The contracted form, called jB} 7J 5^ kulfe at-siJe,

is always placed on the right side, as in JlJ ; but the

regular fomi is pl.aced below, as in yy '• the giouj has
reference to cutting, severity, and uses of weapons, form-

ing !i natur.al collectiou.

Ill a few eases, as ^, this radical is put below, but it

is easily distinguished from tlie last by not lielng con-

tracted ; the compounds relate to strength, fatigue, vio-

lence, &c.; several hybrid characters, as jUS» occur

among them.

In nearly eveiy character, pao incloses all the right side

of tho other strokes as ^ ; tlicy refer mostly to ideas

of enveloping, bending, &c.

An incongruous group, both in form and meaning ; the

radical is usuiUly on the right side, but sometimes on
top ; the most common characters are primitive".

2* The upper stroke is detached and shorter than in the
il'ang next ; in both groups tlie primitive ia inclosed within the

radical, which depicts a place in which things can be

concealed ; it is called ;f^ -fH ji <"' ""> P'cket-

fence ; tlie compoimds denote ciiests, coffers, or drawers.

The upper stroke In this radical projects ; the compounds

mostly mean to store, and m.iny of tliem are in com-

mon use.

Nearlv all the common characters under this radical ore

primitives, and it is placed in all parts ; the meaniugs

are unlike, therefore, and some practice is needed to find

them.

Tills radical is mostly found on top as ^, or on the

right side ; tho group contains many ancient forms, and

all partake somewhat of its meaning.

^ This radical, when on the right side as in most cases,

^^"'''resembles No. 1C3, as In 531; when at tho l»ttom,

it is like No. 49 as ^ ! most of its common compounds

are primitives.

Some likeness Is seen among the cliaracters here, which

refer to protection, shelter, S.C.; it Is known a.s ^ f§
p^, or the halo side dodge, allnduig to No. 5:5 "),

with which it is often iiitcrclianged.

In this group, tho radical is in combination as in ^, or

rrpeated .as in |^i and not placed tmiformly ; the

compounds are unusual and heterogeneous.

33

24
Shihy

as
P>,hy

37
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29
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'A'

P

Tliis occurs usually on tho rigUt eldo as ^, or under-

neath ; the cominon cliaracters are primitives, Bliowing

traces of its meauing, and several have jtX ^°'' "'*'''"

radical, making many hybrid forms now obsolete.

THREE STROKES.
Tills is tisually found on the left side ; when it is at the

bottom or in combination, as •^,^ or jg^, the character

is probably an original one ; it is employed to inilicate

that the character is used phonetically, as VJHI ^f for

coffee, and many words under it in Kunghi's Dictionary

aro of this kind ; voice, names, actions of the mouth, &c.

are the general meanings ; many are onomatapoetic.

fy^ In this gioup, the racBcal hicloses the primitive, as ^ >

* the compounds mostly allude to surrounding, shutting

to, &c.

sa J'u is placed on tho left or underneath ; the gi-ouj)

' T'li generally relates to things and kinds of earth ;
several

cliaracters are interchanged with No. 150 -^ and No.

170 Jfi., a few iviih No. 85 7jC imd No. 112 /g'
;
the

rjidioal is called S;§ jl ^ kicking-eartli at-side, in allu-

sion to jtssh.tpe.

This has a long upper stroke, and is placed at the top

as in ^, by which it can !» disluiguished ft-om the

preceding ; the group is incongruous, and the cominon

words arc nil primitives.

This aiso is found on the top, and its transverse stroke

begins within the left one, which distinguishes it from

the next.

Tho transvei^ stroke pngects, and it is placed under-

neath as in 5 > ^^^ characters are mostly obsolete.

More than half these characters are formed of another

radical ^, as ^ ; their raeaimigs are incongruous,

though ideas of number appear in a large proiwrtion.

This radical enters so mucli into combination that its

compoiuids are rather puzzling, as y^, and^ ; they

have little affinity in meaning, and a large part are

primitives ; it is mostly placed on the top.

Usually found on the left, a» j^, or miderneath, or in

combination as^ ; the group relates to females, beauty,

intrigue, lewdness, &c.

Tsz' is placed undenieath and on the side ; it is tripled

in a few as j^j and combined as ^ ; tho compounds

mostly refer to children, and to scholars, learning, &c.,

t^ I?. This radical, caUed *^ ^ M "'"^ !Sf M M'
''

alluding to the head and shoulders of a r.ian, and /am

pung fajf in Canton, covers the other strokes ; hut when
they form atiotlier radical, it is not certain under which

half the chai'acter is to bo looked for ; atout twenty ofthe

compounds are fcnned of ^ contracted, as ^, all of

which refer to sleeping ; vA\X\ these exceptions, the mean-

ings relate to shelter, houses, &c.

I
I - *l lu tliis group, which is a miscellaneous one, the radical

'J Ts'ur^ is placed underneath or ou the right ; most of tlie coni-

mou words are primitives.

>k f i? Nearly half of this group is formed of the character 'jf

as tho radical, as^, and show traces of its meaning;

the others form rather a natural assemblage of ideas.

-J— •*? This radical is usually ou the left side, and its com-
/L< Wanif pounds are about equally divided between two of its

forms, except ^, wliich is used more than all the

others put together.

,67,
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Except in a few old words, this radical eovors the other

strokes on the left ; its compounds relate cliieHy to tho

parts and secretions of tho body, &o.; it is interchanged

with *g^ in a few cases ; about twenty characters reZat*

to shoes, all havmg ^ for their real radical.

--,,, , Tins, called ^ !i^ or half the grass radical, is on top,

or iu combination as in m ! few of them are in use.

*• This group is remarkably uniform in its meanings, which
tS/ian relate to the shape, parts, and names of momitauis

;

sitan is placed on tliree sides of characters, and when

ou top resembles No. 40 *^ a little ; it is mtercliaiiged

with No. 32 i and No. 150 /^ in a few cases.

*'
il+IorS>l>ut

48
(Kvng

< Ki

C'/iw'cn'""'
radical occurs in combination as

is mostly found on top ; many cliaracters reJ'er to

streams ; one name for it is JTi ^S or the three staves.

All tlie common compounds arc primitives, in which

kioiif is found in combhiation, as Je) or Jg, or OS >

their meanings bear no resemblance to the radical.

A"* usually occurs underneath, when it resembles No. 28,

as in ^ ; the three wonls /.» £,>»£,. wkIm' G,»

are often confoimded in writing.

>• \ natural gionp, relating to doth, sash, flag. Sec; kin

(Kill ]s usually found on the left or at the bottom, or ju com-

hiuation, as fJS J
in a few cases, it is uiterchanged with

No. 120 ^ ; it is spoken of as :f; ifl 5^ or great-

napkin at-side.

•1 All the common cliaracters iu this group are ptimiUves,

*'"'" and the radical is in combination, as 2|i or ^ or^ J

their meanings are very unlike.

?? This collection contains really two radicals, ^ and xSi>

' ' both alike in sense; £j and ^ ai'e examples; tho

meanings exliibit traces of their jnUuenco.

* The characters in this group refer to buildings, jjroteo-

' Yen tion, &c. ; in several the radical is interchanged with No.

27 f~', and always found on the left ; it is called fg pq
or the side dodge.

»* This radical ana No. 162 are Used «ynoDyniously, hut

'"
also sometimes wrongly, as j§. for jg, and jE for ^>
Sec. ; it supi)Oi"ts the other strokes, and most of the charac-

ters relate to walking.

** Ku»g is placed underneath ; iiunany cases it is altered

Kung
jji^^ j^-^ jjy fjl^^ ,mQ ^ fg,^ words are found under

both, of which ^ and ^ is one.

y'. This is easily confounded with No. 62 :^, andisinter-

'' changed iu a few characters ; the radical is on the rij^t,

a'.id its compounds usually refer to it.

'7 The radical is on the left, or combined as f^ or ^,
<A.«»5'.^i. urjjemeatli ; the regular compounds mostly refer

to its meanmgs, directly or figuratively.
^

This is placed on the top as )^) or at tho bottom as

^ ; tlie radical influences the meanings but little ; it

is sometimes called ^ llj p^ overturned hill radical.

•• Most of these compounds refer to stripes, plumage, &c.

;

(San the radical is usually on the right, or ui combination,

as ^^
,??., Tliis radical is on the left, and known as g iP A
On III, rta _1 R jt

orsE J/, yV) referring to the apparent doubling of ^
man in it ; it resembles No. 144 -fj", under which and

sa
A'«»
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No. 162 ^ are many eynonjms ; the group contains

ideas of walking, advauceraeut, &c.

FOUR STROKES.
•1 These cWactera moetly refer to tlie feelmgs^pa^ons,

«*'" mind, &c.; it is caUed >]» i^ ^. or 'QE >Lf JS' "''

^ >& ^' upright-heart side ; ti;e contracted form

is always on tbo left as ti, and the other beneath, as

^ ; the regular form is usually beneath.

S." ' Kwo covers the other strokes as ^, or combines with

*
them as ^, and then it is not so eaaly detected ;

it

resembles No. S6 -^> and is interchanged with No. 18

Jj in a few cases.

• This radical is placed over the other strokes ; most ofthe

Hvf characters refer to the uses or parts of a door, and a

few are interchanged with No. 169 \\

, ?f The contracted form, called I^ ^ ^ and |§ .^

^, is placed on the left, as ^ ; and the full fonn

elsewhere, as^ ; the group is a nattiral one, acts and

motions of tlio hand, ability, and power being the

prominent meanings.

6» Tills radical is never contracted, which distinguishes it

tCA» from the next ; there are some erroneous forms of the two

following in the group, which is a miscellaneous one.

j5*; The contracted form of the radical, called j;n 3X ®
and S I^t ^ *° distinguish it from the next, is on

the right side, and is used in the common characters

;

the others ( about oue half of all ) have the regular

form, as $JC) but are seldom met.

•* The contracted form is seldom used, and the radical is

5 Win placed variously ; the compounds generally refer to

streaks, variegated, mixed, &c.

Ideas of neasuring, &o., run through this group, in

which the radical is usually on the right or beneath
;

a few variants occur.

«7'cu

«•

70

Ideas of division are prominent in this natural group,

in which the radical is on the right side, except a few

like ^ ; the primitive is seldom another radical.

This group has two radicals, and "fj has only eighteen

compounds under it as j(ft j the other is fA a Jlag, as

ivritten m ]^ > these compounds refer to the shape or

color of banners, making a natural collection.

*J.
ITie common character under this radical gj has no

' ^^ likeness to it in meanmg, and the rest seldom occur.

1* This natural group refers to the sun, time, luminous, &c.

;

•^•A> [the radical is usually on the left, aud when en top it

resembles the next, as § ; some of these latter are

like others under No. 13 |~J, as J^ or^ ; sometimes

the next radical and No. 134 are wrongly written

like it.

0.J* , A miscellaneous group
; |£ forms the real radical of

•several in it, and all tbo conimon characters are pri-several lu jt, «ij«a «" uuo vwniu^w.. .-««.-^.— - — ,-.-

mitives, rendering their search difficult ; a few of tliem

properly would fall under the last radical.

T* Some reference to the moon or time is seen in most cora-

y«eA,ponnd» rmder tliis radical, which is usually on ihe left

;

it is then Uke the contracted fonn of No. 130 R|,hut

practice will distinguish them ; others havmg it on the

right or at the bottom, as ^ or z^. are easily known.

»» A natural gionp, refening to trees and fruits, wood

Unh, „mi wooden things ; the radical is usually on the left,

but also at the top or bottom, aud in comWuation, as

% and%
y, M.

^*. This is easily confounded with No. G6 X.' as in WX
""and ^5[; it and Nos 30 P and 149 "b havesevcral

interchangeable foi-ms ; Li this group, the characters

refer to the tones, condition, and force of the voice,—ou

the whole a natural collectiou.

rL ,
"

. When this radical is on the left; as J^*, there is an allu-^
sion to its meaniug ; but when in coiubiuation as Jt "''

1^, or underneath as ^, no likeness is apparent ; it

is interchanged with No. 60 'f and No. 157 Sj •»<!

raiely witli other radicals.

jS ,,Tf. The proper radial of Uiis group is f^ a rotten bone,

contracted to 5' >" *l'o compounds, all of which refer

to whatever is dead, offensive, &c. ; tai is also inter-

changed with No. 104 f, and is generally placed on

the left side, or underneath as 5E' '»'''>'-''' 1**' " "'"

radical of teu other compounds under it.

tt< t* When shu is used as a radical, the primitive is never

5c jibAu another radical ; it is placed on tlia right ; characters

jlljg ^ which appear to be under this, have their

radical on the left side, the rest being f^ an empii/

skin ; a dozen characters are also formed of ^55 sauud,

with a primiti\e, so that there are really three radicals

instead of one iu the group.

#«» In this small group the radical is underneatli the other

* '^" ^rokes, as iu^ or ^, most of the characters being

primitives.

Two radicals are here combined, of wUch^ heads one

half as !^.; and^ « Aare the others, as^ j
noncof

them are much used, but the latter aie most aUce.

M Most of these characters relate to uses and Mate of

Sil/ao liair, fur, or feathers ; the radical is found oftenest on

the left, also on the right or beneath.

The three primitives in this group ^, .K and J&^

aie all found as radicals of some characters under it,

which consequently show no lilieuess m their meanings.

^ 84 Xheso few characters all bear some relationship to their^ JTi* radical, which covers the other strokes,

JL, »» Some reference to the properties or the appearance of

yjS'Shtti water is found in nearly all these words, inakmgit a

natural group; seve-iil are interchanged with No. 33

J: and No. 112 ^5 > *° radical is called .11 2fi tK

or three-dot water, when placed on the left, as in w >

it is also found beneath as ^, and more r«rely in

combination as ^ or ^•
,L» •• This group indicates the appearance and effects of fire,

-^ *^"'°
&c.; the radical is called SA KB fow-dot foot, and

in most of the compounds occurs on tlie side, or hi

about one third of the whole, as M' '' '* "ndemeath.

lit M In about one half of tlio characters, c/100 is contracted

)]\ ' Chao
^^^ ^^p^ .^^ ^ .

j^ ,jjg j^ ;4 i, fo„„d on the left ; it is

easily distinguished fro.-n No. 97 JK. I'y the dot.

•• 'lliis fmall collection is very natural ; fa is placed on

/ «' top. and its compounds refer to a father, and his di&

fcrent appellations.

5^ if? Two primitives ?^ and W are tlie common characteis

>^ Utao
j^ ^.^ group, which all show slight alliuily to the radical

i*

%
^

81

83

n
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i| I, This is a contraction of tI^ a bed, and most of its com-
XI S« f

"^pomjjs reter to tlie parts and foi-ms of a couch ; it is

placed on the left.

iX. " Some allusion to a plank, Ixianl, or parti of a house, is

/X" P'icr? observed in most of these characters, whose radical is

always on the left.

-ir sa Xa unimportant, though natural group ; the radical

-^ i Ya imparts some of its meaning to all under it.

j^. •» The compounds refer to the ages, coloi^, uses, and

• '^^"'
nurture of bovine animals ;

tlie radical, called ^ ^
^ or the goring-ox, is placed on the left, and seldom

underneath.

fV ** The contracted form is always placed on the left ; else-

y\ 'JT'MOwbere it is the full foir.i, which tlien may bo ivrongly

TOtten :^ ; the fonner is called J^ ^Jc^ tunied-

round-dog; and in Canton lai hau pin or dog-looking-

backward ; it refers to wild beasts, fierce, lying, crafty,

&c.; some words under it, and No?, l'""'^ ^ and 1C3

'3*' *"' interchanged.

FIVE STROKES.
-4^ •• A sacied character, and tlierefore seldom written with

-^illueii
^j^^ jj^j^j |,^||jj

.
jj Q(,purs in combination in ^, one of

its cormnon derivatives.

3- 06 Tiie complete form is only used undcrneatii, and leatls

1 y!i/(> the meanings of all its compounds, which relate to gems

and music -. the contraction is the cliaracter -F .

described as ^4 5 ^ <>' 2 3l JS > >* >» also

interchanged with No. 112 ^ and No. 167 ^ -

•7 'lliis radical is placed on the sides, thus lielping to distin-

guish it from No. 87 Jf^ ! the compounds all refer to

melons, gourds, &c.

-r^ *8 Under this radical, which usually occiu* on the right

Rt * IVc or bottom, are found the names of tiles, earthenware,

&.•.; it is interchanged with No. 108 M, No. 32 J;,

and No. 112 ^
,11. e» , There is one primitive 5' "" ^'"^ group ;

the rest are

n c^'i" unusual, but resemble their radical in meaning.

.[. 100 One primitive ^ occurs under this j in the othei-8 the

*F. fSVianji-adical is easily recogiiized, and all the compounds

partake of its meaning.

101 No bond of connection penadcs the njeanings of these

*""^ compounds; tlie primitives "^ and ^ are the n^ost

common.

Biea 'Words hereunder mostly refer to land, ctUtivation, &c.;

i Tien It is usually on the left, and when placed above or

Mow as^ or -^j is usually a primitive, of wUch
there are about twenty in the group ;

several are inter-

changed with No. 32 jl and others.

—rt 103 'jlie common characters in tins group are primitives, as

/t P^th-, ^ ^^^ ]g|^ j^^Q jjjj j^fg ^-(.jy jjvorse in meaning.

^^ 10« Tliis is perhaps the most natural coUection of characters

7 xW/i, in the language, as all refer to ailments ; the radical

is on top, and called 5^ ^ BM or disease head.

lOB The radical is placed on top ; the three common oha-

Pohy racters under it Imve no unifonnity of meaning.

^j 108 In most cases, poh is placed on the left, in others on top

P3 Poh) or underneath; the meanings usually indicate brightness,

light ; No. 132 § and No. 109 @ are both like it.

and No. 72 o is interchanged in a feiv ca^s.

A»V iKwa

m

7t

lOT Xhis radical is placed variously, but is easily seen ; the
S r" » uses and parts of skin are the common ideas.

^

^rr^ 113

RD ^*' Some reference to the radical, called :^ M, W' ">
J™* ilrhng ^gj, radical, is observed in nearly all tlie compounds

;

it is at the bottom, and in a few cases may tje mis-

.if
taken for No. 143 jjl.

I Q !•• These relate to the eye and vision ; their radical is

: R Muh) usually found on the lefl, and when underneath resem-

I hies No. 132 g ; the contracted form, as in ^) is like

* No. 122 ^J as in j|||, but such are few; in the primi-

tives ^ or Jg, it is in combination.

•y, ) no This and No. 115 ^ are somewhat alike ; it is [Jaced

yi iMeu on tho lefl, and its compounds give the names and
describe uses of lances.

11* A large proportion of this group indicates a connection

" with fQ_ short ; tho others chieHy refer to arrows, and
have tlie radical on the left.

-—- 112 This radical is on the left or underneath; and conveys

-TJ /S'Ai'A, something of its meaning to all its compounds ; it is in-

terchanged with No. 32 i or No. 08 ^ ', also with

No. 9C 32 or No. 46 [Ij in many cases.

Tills is placed on the left or imderneath ; the contracted

form ^ is not used in books, but resembles that of

No. 145 ^1 as in ^* and f£ J it is hence called J|^

^ j^' '" allusion to this similaritv ; the group con-

,. tains words of a religious nature.

tfil { ^ These few chavactci's are mostly primitives, as "$( or

^ ; they slightly resemble the radical in meaning.

;-t- lis The appearance, uses, &o., of grain, especially rice, are

/V^ iHwo leading ideas in these words ; the radical is on the left,

or in conibiuation as J^ ; several are interchanged

with No. 113 TJ^j chiefly from the use made of grain ui

sacrifices ; it is described as ^ /fC ^> from its re-

semblance to the 75th radical.

'jjL» lie Tills can only be mistaken for No. 40 *^, but it is not

yV Hueh, ahvays easy"to tell whether the uppbr or lower radical

determines the place in the dictiouarj-, as in 'g or^ ;

hoUovTiiess, boring, and darkness, are prominent ideas

in the group.

.

117 The radical is at top, or on tlie right, or below ; several

H. Li/ty are primitives, and most of tho characters allude to the

radical.

SIX STROKES.

ytfc. 11« This is on top, and called ft ^ BM ^'' bamboo-

I J Chuhi Howertop ; its compounds denote tho kinds and utensils

of bamboo, wuh a few referring to writing.

>[> ii» This is placed on the left, and occasionally elsewhere
;

^T^ some of the characters interchange with No. 113 ^,
and neailj all refer to rice in the grain, or made into

cakes, spirit, Hour, &c.

This natin-al group relates to the kinds and modes of

raisuig and making silk ; the radical is described as^
$$ ^ or wind-silk at-side, and is usually found on the

left or beneath, rarely on the right as fly^)
or in com-

bination as ^.
>L^ 121 Kinds and uses of jars are the leading ideas ; the ra-

•^ < ' dical is interchanged witli No. 98 % or No. 73 /fC

;

ill a few cases it is often written like No. 167 3£j
unlike as the two are.

^.
120

31ih,
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1^ laa This radicnl is on top, and called ^ W P""
*'"«

PP^ ' Wanff letter-four radical, from ti;e rescr.iMar.cc ; it is also

contracted as in ^ ; a few like |^ suggest Nos. 13

l] and 14 »"^
j tile meanings refer to nets and traps.

J-" This is often contracted as in ^ and ^) or \vritten

i^a^ff
i„ the old fomi as ^ ; it is usually on the right or

beneath, and several are interehanged with No. 198 ^;
theagesor colors of sheep, &c., are common meanings.

This conveys something of its meaning to its com-

pounds ; it is found on uU sides, and in combination as

^ ; several are primitives.

Terms for age are the common meanings in this small

group, but in nearly all the v.-ords the ra<'.ical is con-

tracted, as ^ or ^, so as to puzzle the be^nner.

126 xiiis group is increased by many characters as j| and

^ which should have been properly placed under the

other radical, as this one gives their sound.

This resembles No. 115 ^ ; it is placed on the left,

and the characters denote the uses and parts of ploughs,

harrows, &c.

This and No. 109 @ aro often written so much alike as

to be confounded ; its compounds mostly relate actually

or figuratively to the ear ; it is placed on the left, on

tlie top, or in combination as JRi and underneath.

Placed on the tight, or in combi::ation, as in ]^)
the radical adds notiiing of its meaning to its common
comiKJunds.

The contracted form and No. 7i ^ are written .dike,

as in flS ^""l Hit'' •*"' ^^'^ gfoup i" *''8 hu-gest
j

and

many characters like ^? which would be searched for

here, come imder the other radical ; those under juh
have it on three sides, and the full form is usually found

underneatli.

This is placed on the loft, or in combination as in ^; an

^

124

12S
'Lao

i'Rh

127

128
*'Rh

120

ISO
Juh*

131
Ch an incongruous group.

132 xiiis is easily confounded with No. lOU Qi

13S
Chi*

134

1^ 132 xiiis is easily confounded with No. 10« Q, and occa-

H Z'k'' sionally wrongly used for it ; it is mostly found on top,

as in ;^i which itself is again the radicil of a dozen

compounds refeiring to putrid smells.

This small gi-oup has no common idea numing through

it ; the radical is underneath as gfi or on the left.

Tliis is easily misbiken for No. 106 H i
it occurs in

combination as in J^ or ^! or is placed underneath.

ia« Tliis radical is on the left, as ^, and the ideas of lick-

5A«A, ing or sucking predominate, making it a natural

though bat little-used gioup.

ijj. 130 l„ these characters the radical is found underneath, but

?T^ Ch'wen it does not influence their meaning.

ift. isr ^ natural group, referring to the parts, uses, and \>o-

) i fCheu sitions of boats ; the radical is on the left ; it is inter-

changed with No. 75 7fC and No. %r, :^ in a few cha-

racters, but in some others erroneou'ly with No. ISO

l^> as Ijl fof !^' in 'which "fy is the radical.

In tliis, the smallest group, its radical is in combination

^^, or on the right.

>a> laa Tlio conditions of color are the leading ideas in tins

IOj "SeA* small group; se/i is placed on the light, and must not

be confonnded with No. 103 &> which resembles it.

^ 133
Kan*

130
Sehf

n

)^ ,a!

140 This radical in its eontractetl form on tO]!, as in ^,
'^"'""is caUcd ^ ^!£ Bf or 1^ ^ PI ; it is the h.rgcst

f;roup and one of the most natural, comprising the

names and condition of plants, \egetables, gi'asses, &c.

;

it is interchanged witli No. 75 /X* or No. 115 ^j
and others.

Tliis radical, or its commonest compound J^, affects

the meaning of its derivatives, whicli relate to tigers and
leopards, showing how common they must once have

been; it covers the other strokes, or is placed on the

side, as ^•
jL 142 xiiis natural group includes snakes, insects, reptiles, &c.,

~^'
' " -'having characters interchanged with No. 195 ^, and

No. 208 J3, > the radical is usually on the left, but

when doubled it is underneath, as fSi) which makes
pcoreo of sjiionyms.

\« This resembles No. 108 Jffl., and is known as ^ i^
"* *

p|5 to distinguish it ; the radical is mostly on the left.

jj— 144 fins radical uicloscs the primitive, as in fff ; the left

i""'S half is the sjmie as No. 60 -^ 5 '''^ characters relate

to going or to lanes, and metaphors derived therefrom.

Tliis radical conveys a meaning to most of its com-

poimds ; its contracted form is only on the left, as j,jfy

and the full form at the bottom as ^i or divided as

^ ; the contracted fonn of No. 113 /J^ resembles that

of tliis radical.

This radical is on top, and does not influence many of

its compounds ; it is ususally called W ^ pP '•«•

west radical, from its common derivative.

SEVEN STROKES.
Uses of the eye, and emotions of the mind, are tlie

A'iwi* pi-incipal ideas of tliis group, some of whose clm-

racteis interchange with No. 109 § ; the radical is

chiefly on the right side, and sometimes underneath.

**• In this group, the uses, ages, and ap|ieai-ance of horns

Kioh) are the leading ideas ; the radical is usually on the left

or undenieath.

Words in tliis natural group express emotions, and ideas

pertaining to conversation, letters, &c. ; the radical n
usually on the Isft or underneath ; some characters

m-e interchanged with No. SO P, and a few with No.

61 <&
Words in this group interchange with No. 46 Il[i

*'"''» No. 85 pJCandNo. 170 4^, all i-eferring to valleys; it

looks a little like No. 136^ when written badly.

This group contains two radicals, one of which leads

the meaning of those referring to pulse and sacriticial

vessels, as II or ^; the other is a contraction of No.

207 ^1 and most of its compounds refer to drums.

This is uiterchangad with the next and No. 94 ^, all

relating to wild beasts ; it is found mostly on the left

or underneath, and in comiiosition, as ^j the gi'onp is

natural.

1S3 This group is like the last, both containing many sniony-
< Chai mous forms ; e/uii occurs oidy on the left.

*»* This occurs on tho left or at the bottom, aiul in com-

" buiation as J^ ; the prevailing ideas in tlie group are of

property, trade or lionore, making a somewhat natural

collection ; the radical is sometimes called :Br M J5
from the similarity of these two characters.

148

143
Ilia*

14T

3. 'j'e>

140

iYai

m 1«2
<6l(i

M
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^ **^ Most of the characters convey some idea of redness, op-
C/i'ikj plied to eartli or to the face ; the radical is found un

the left.

.± 186 This radical supports the other strokes as jfE, and con-

Aiz Tseu vej-s soniewhat of its meaning to the compounds ; they

are frequently interchanged with the next and with

No. 162 ^ and others ; only a small proportion of the

whole are now used.

Q 187 'fliis usually occurs on the left; the group resembles the

.^C Tsiih} last, and many characters arc interchanged with it and

No. 162 ^ ; the forms and uses of the foot are the

leading ideas.

Jib *• This radical is on the left ; it is interchanged with No.

-^ <*Via«
130 ^_ jjo 128 5' No. 132 g, and No. 188 <^',

a small and natural group.

vfe 15* This natural collection refers to vehicles ; the radical

^^ '
is on the left, but in a few, as ^, it is beneath, or as

in ^^ inside.

jfe, If* In many of the compounds, the radical is doubled as

" ^ ; in others, as ^, it is beneath or on either side
;

their meanings have some similarity.

^g 1«1 As a radical or in combination, as in the common words
AFi Ch an

jg ^^ jg^ ^j^.^ imports no meaning to rjost of the

characters under it ; No. 168 ^ resembles it.

^ lea The contracted form on the left is by some called ^
"' *M^ poling-boat at-side, from a fancied resemblance;

this and the groups under No. 170 y^, No. 60 y^ end

No. 157 .J£i all have some characters in common.

>••• Except in a few cases, as -g,, the contracted form ofa iVit
this radical, described as ^ i^ ^ two-lobed car, is

® «i.»

n 173
,C/mi

placed on the right side, as in ^) by wliich alone

its compounds are distinguished fiom No. 170 J^ j

they mostly refer to land, places, inclosures, &c.

*•* This is placed usually on the left, but others occur like

8^ or fS or 5 ; the characters mostly refer to

pickles or spirits, a.-.d their effects.

»|/ ^f This group is very heterogeneous and iiTegular ;
the

radical is often confounded with its compound ^Rt the

only character umch in use.

M ^•f This is placed underneath, on the left, or in composition,

~^ * »s ^ ; making a miscellaneous group.

j^ 167 This group refers to metals, their uses, shapes, &c. ; the
|5E iKin radical is usually placed on the left or vmdemeath as

^, it is interchanged with No. 112 ^ and No. 75

/fi in a few cases.

E 166 TTie contracted form is on the left side ; the derivatives

TZfCh'any are little used; most of them refer to lengths, bnt others

to hair, showing that the radical is a contraction of No.

190 ^, and not originally this one.

.,. This radical covers the primitive as in pQ, forming a
*" symmetrical group, most of wliicli refer to doore, en-

trances, &c. ; it is sometimes used as a contraction of

No. 191 ^> l^cauae it is easier to write.

I,.
* This is placed on the left, as |5]gf, in its contracted form,

which is sometimes called ^f ^ j|j alluding to a
water bucket ; the characters mostly refer to plac«s,

hills, mounds, &c.

171 These few characters are obsolete, though mostly refer-

TaV ling to their radical, which is placed on the right side.

n

'M <Yu

This stands on the right as ij||, or beneath as -f^y

hut iii a few as )^ or •^ it is obscure ; it is often

interchanged with No. 196 ^, and most of the words
denote kinds or acts of birds.

*^' A natural group referring to rain, dew, mist, and their

times, forces, and appearances ; the radical is on top,

but there are many compoimds as ^ in which ^
n the real radical.

Ts'ina
'^''' " P'*oed on either side as in ^ or s|j and im-

* " parts a shade of its meaning to the compounds^ and its

sound too to most of them.

*^_* Tlie radical is really the primitive to a large portbn of

<^" this group, the other moiety of the character impart-

ing the meaning.

NINE STROKES,
g— 176 The form, condition, and expression of the face are

PO Mieu' described in this natural group ; the radical is on the

left or at bottom.

"ffi „ \, This ii on the left or beneath, a» ^ > it is often inter-
-T* *" > changed with the next ; the use* and articles of lea-

ther are described.

•^ ^*. This is usually on the left, thouj^'' ^ and a few others•^ i rvft
j^g exceptions ; the group describes the ttses, garments,

&C., of leather.

176 This small and tmused group is incongruous in its mean.

' ings ; the radical is usually beneath as jjgt and look*

like No. 175 $^-

If This imparts a shade of its meaning to nearly all itj

' comiwunds ; it is found on the left or beneath, as ^,
and on the right.

^*^ The motions, paiis, and appearances of the head and face

Bieh, are here given ; the radical is usually on the right, but

sjlg is im exception ; it originally was a form of No. 180

H , and has nearly superseded it.

*•* Motions and effects of the wind are described in this

(h'lmy group ; the radical is found on the right, but oftener it ia

on the left.

^
163 The radical is the only word in common use ; its com-

1
<^'^» pounds mostly refer to flying.

^

#

^n

184
Tliis is usually on the left: as ^, but otherwiso in a

few cases as ^ ! in some unusujtl characters it ia

interchanged with No. 130 ^, No. 119 ^, and No.

80 P ; the words mostly refer to sorta of food, appe-

tite, eating, &c.

t^65
The compounds are tumsnal, and in several sheu is inter-

'-SAea
ciiaiiged with No. 181 ^ and No. 190 ^j the

radical occurs on all sides of the primitive.

^T- *••• 1"he radical affects the meaning of all its compounds,

TX fUiang -which are seldom used ; it is usually placed on the left.

TEN STROKES.
Bg 167 Tlie characters all refer to the ages, colors, uses, &c. of
jRw '3/a horses, and metaphors taken from them.

)Bt ^'^ This large and rather natiu'al group describes the

R Ku/i J names and condition of bones ; the radical is on the

left, and is interchanged ivith No. 181 ^ and No. 130

1^ in n few cases.

*l3r 'f* The radical is the only word in common use ; nearly

i^l |fto» half of the oompounds have kao for their radical, while

ly leads the rest, and its compounds describe the con-

(litiou of walls, and are now mostly found under No. 32
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(Piao

nl91
7f«>

IM

1 I"*

J^

f<JViao

}M
ItT

isa

•f; ; in combination it is contracted, as hi ^ or ,f,r

mid does not serve as a radical.

This gronp describes the condition and uses of the

beard or hair ; it has many interchangeable characters,

and the radical is always on top ; some of its real com-

ponndt are contracted under No. 168 ^
This covers the primitive as in (^J) and is frequently

written wrongly like No. 169 P^i which it resembles,

/-nt, .The only character ^ in common nse in this group

"has no reference to its meaning ; and many of the com-

pounds are duplicate forms.

This is the radical of about half of its compounds,

ivliich mostly lefer to boilers; the other radical is

^^ a tteamirtff vase, as in f^, whose derivatives refer

chiefly to steamuig or boiling, and gruel.

This is fonnd mostly on the left, and is readily recog-

nized ; the number of compounds might be indefinitely

increased, for cabalistic sentences are often made, to

nil whose characters this is added ; the names of

spirits, demons, stars, &c., occur in this group, which
contains much to illustrate the idolatry of the Chinese.

ELEVEN STROKES.
This is usually on the left, though Igl and others are

exceptions ; it is also interchanged both with No. 205

^ and No. 142 ^i butthe group is mmsnally natural,

lu this natural group a few characters are interchanged

with No. 172^ ; the radical is mostly on the right;

there are many duplicate fonr.s.

Tliesa characters pertain to the taste and uses of salt,

making a small, natural group.

This is interchanged with No. 123 3p ju some cha-

racters ; it is usu.illy placed on top, and conveys ideas

relating to cenuie uuiiuals.

Characters in this group refer to cakes and other things

made from wheat ; tew of them are in nse.

Some of the characters tbund here ought to hare been i

placed elsewhere, as f^ and Jg ; very few of those

properly coming under tliis radical are used.

TWELVE STROKES.
. "•* This is nearly an obsolete though a natural group ; the

l^fiooB^shades of yeUow are the leading definitions, and in this,

as in a few other groups, one wonders how so many
characters were needed upon such n subject

!,(., This is usually on the left, except in |^ ; in some it

is interchanged with Ko. 119 ^ ; the characters

mostly denote kinds of millet, paste, &o.

^ Ifol:,

304
'Cla

H <.i/i

335
Mill

dbt 207

200

r ato

ail

Ideas of shades and combinations of black, vileneeS) &o.,

be)ong to this group ; the radical is on the left as in

Up. or underneath as in ^i in which cases the cha>

ractcr appears as if belonging to No. 86 ^
This ."mall, natural group has the radical on the left

of the characters.

THIRTEEN STROKES.
Several characters in the group are interchanged with

No. 195 .fi^, No. 142 ^ and No. 213£ i they mostly

refer to rcptilia.

Tliese few unusual words refer to tripods and braziers ;

the radical is generally imderneath.

This is usually found above, as ^, wliich will prevent

its compounds being looked for under No. 66^ ; a few

words iis B^ really belonging to it, arc found under

No. 151 ji, liecause their right half is omitted ; they

denote sizes and sounds of drums.

The names of rodents form most of these chaiacters ; it

is occasionally interchanged with No. 142 Jli and No.

1.53 ^, though in the main a natural group.

FOURTEEN STROKES.
Words describing the uses, forms, and diseasas of the

nose, &;., are comprised in this group.

These words derive their sound from the radical, wliich

is properly the phonetic, and the real radical is con-

tained within the lower part, as jf ; many similarly

fonned compounds are distributed among other radicals,

the whole making a phonetic collection.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

The forms, uses, and diseases of the teeth and gums are

described ; n few unusual characters are iutercbsoged

with No. 92:3^ and No. 30 P.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

Like 210, many characters here sliould have been

placed elsewhere, ai only a few of those with Umg refer

to a dragon, wliich really acts as the phonetic.

A natural group referring to tortoises, &c. ; the radical

is also interchanged with No. 205 ^ and No. 142 S^i
in a few instances.

SEVENTEEN STROKES.
21* In this small group, several characters aiv interchanged

^**»
with No. 76 ^ and No. 118 ft i the word H is

more used than all the others.

SECT. VIII.—THE PRIMITIVES.

I'hat part ot a character which is not the radical, has

no name among the Chinese, but foreigners have termed

it the primitive or phonetic. Neither of these names is

entirely suitable, for that part of a character which is not

the radical cannot always be said to have been formed

first, any more than that it always imparts its sound to

llie united symbol For instance, in the character .^,

the combination of the radicals P mouth and ^ selfish,

to form the word for exalted, is etymologically speaking

only apparent, since the upper half is really a contraction

of jy by, which having now lost its full form, has become

simply Jjf to the learner. In this case, one half is just

as much a primitive as the other, and neither of them

imparts its sound to the character. Not so with the 35
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derivatives in which this symbol l^ai -^ occuis, where it

unites with the radicals^ hand, ,^ heart, tJc tvater, J ice,

&c. to make common words like ^^ to carry, '[^ coucord,

fj6
to rule, \-^ to melt, &c. ; for in such it is properly a

primitive, in so far that in dl of them it was a full char-

acter before combining with those radicals. Yet it is not

strictly their phonetic ; for these four aro now read fai, i,

chi and ye. Such combined words probably take their

present sound from this part in rather more than ono

half of the total number of characters in the language,

whatever they may have done in earlier times. 8till it

misleads the learner so often to call it the phonetic, if he

looks to it to get the sound, that Marshman's terra primi-

tive is preferable. When ths primitive does give its sound,

as under -jj and its S3 derivatives, and was evidently

taken to express it, the term phonetic is proper ; and both

words are useful in describing characters.

Dr. Marshman was the first who investigated the

composition of Chinese characters in this manner. Ho
made a complete classification of all those in Kanghi's

Dictionary, so that their construction could bo seen ac-

cording to their primitives. Ho applied this term to

that portion of a character which is left after its radical is

removed ; and used the word derivatives to express the

compound formed by the union of a radical and a primi-

tive. He found thai the language contains 3867 of such

primitives, that is, characters which combine at least once

with a radical to form a third. He added the 214

radicals themselves, most of which also combine as primi-

tives with other radicals, and thus estimated that about

4081 characters out of the 41,000 in the dictionary,

should be classed as primitives. The greatest number

which spring from any one is 74, but the average is less

than tea

Of this total number, he ascertained that 1726 com-

bine only once with a radical to form a third character,

and as they are all derivatives themselves, they may for

all practical purposes be excluded from the list. Such a

character is the derivative formed of »^ and ^ read

chun^ ^ which afterwards combines with A to make

(^, and with nothing else ; another example is an old or

erroneous form of^ with jJJ underneath, a mere synony-

mous variety of itself.

There are also 452 others, formed, generally speaking,

in the same manner from other derivatives, each of which

produces only two philological shoots, and may be dis-

carded for the same reason, their great rarity. These

together make 2178 characters, which as they are the

parents of only 2630 derivatives, and are themselves

mostly included under simpler forms, can have little

influence on the great mass of characters, and may all

be dropped from the reckoning.

There are then about 1689 primitives in the language,

from which, by the addition of 214 of their own number,

are formed at least seven-eighths of all tho characlers in

the Chinese language. This for all practical purposes is

equivalent (o the whole. This number of primitives can

be reduced still more without injury, by strilcing off those

Avhose derivatives form only three unusual characters, and

those which are obsolete or synonymous, by referring

them as sub-groups under their more conspicuous primi-

tives. In describing them they may bo arranged for con-

venienco into the following five classes, according to the

relation they bear to tho radicals. »^.

I.

—

The 214 radicals themselves, when used as primi-

tives.—Tliere arc only 127 of them included in Gallery's

list, but these aro of frequent occuiTence. When two

combine side by side, as P||, ^, fg, j^, &c., tho ono

which imparts the sound is usuallY made tho primitive

by its location in Kanghi's Dictionary, and the character

should bo sought for first under tho other radical. When
they are placed one above the other, as ^, ^, ^, ^,
&c., the signification of the word has mostly guided its

position in tho dictionary, but no rules can bo laid down ;

most of the characters so formed are themselves primi-

tives. Under the radical 7JC water there are 117 com-

pounds, which are made by combining it with another

radical, of which 59 follow its sound, and 58 do not, or

are primitives. Out of 115 similar characters under J^
wood, as many as 72 are sounded like their phonetic,

and about 20 of the remainder as ^, ^, ^, «fec, aro

primitives. Out of 101 such derivatives under ^Ijl

plants, as many as 78 retain the sound of the primi-

tive radical. Out of the 333 derivatives of this sort under

these three common radicals, only one :}_^ has the sound

of the radical mtih, and that is wrongly placed, seeing it

is a Bort of bird, and muh is really the primitive. The

compilers of the dictionary were occasionally careless in

this re^ct, and have distributed characters erroneously,

according to then- own rules ; as for instance ^ tine

hair, is found under ^^, and not under ^ its proper

radical. It is useful to know this arrangement, in order

the sooner to know where to look for a character in

Kanghi's Dictionary.

II.

—

Primitives formed of a radical, bg an addition

which is of itself unmeaning.—When the radicals were

reduced from 544 to their present number, the compilers

of the ^ ^ were likely to distribute such of them as

were not important enough to use as radicals, wherever

they could most easily be found, without regard to their

meaning. For instance, '^ and f^, are placed under

J|_ and ">fj; but the remaining strokes possess no

meaning when it is removed, nor have those three char-

acters any reference to bow, mile or fre. All such are

among the most ancient and common characters in the

language, and number more than four hundred in all.
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Most of them are contained in tlie list of difficult cha-

racters given after the Index on page 1239-

III.

—

Primitives formed of two radicals, or which can

be separated into two complete radicals.—Some which come

under this class, when analysed, have only a stroke or

two as one of its radicals, as >JJ, "J"' ^> 3&> I\i <'^c.

;

bnt most of them as ^, "§, ^, ^Bi &*;• are readily

divisible into two common ones, and are most easily

Ie<uiied by remembering their component parts. A few,

are composed of a radical repeated, as ^, ^, ^, ^,
in, &c~, which are readily noticed. The number of both

these kinds of primitives is over two hundred.

IV.

—

Primitives formed of three or four-radicals.—
They are fewer in number than the preceding, and when

their radical is removed, the rest is not usually a com-

plete- character, but is divisible into two radicals. Such

are %, ^, ^, §i, ^, <tc., which are much easier

learned and remembered as integral primitives than by-

their component parts. About thirty characters in the

language are formed by the triplication of single radicals,

^ ^» lfi> ^' nS'-ISiT ^'^ of which only five are common

primitives. The last three classes together compose about

half of the 1C89 primitives, and. most of the elementary

Chinese characters.

V.

—

Primitives formed from a derivative by the addi-

tion of another radical, or by the combination of two

derivatives. This class is, so to speak, of the third

generation, and one of its parts will therefore be found

in one of the preceding classes. Thus, ^„ ^ and ^
may all be regarded as flowing from ^, however little

connection they may have with it in meaning ; and each

of them is joined again to several radicals as primitives.

Such is also the case with ^, ^, and -^, wliose progeny

as H, BJ and f^ or •^„ -^ and gt wi^' #. ^ and

5^, and others, all combine with radicals to form new

derivatives. A few of this class are composed of two

derivatives, as ^, j^, ^^ which form a small collection

easily recognized. The language contains many cha-

racters of this kind, which in classifying them by their

primitives as Callery has done, must be left out ; but

when arranged by a radical, can be easily assorted.

They are not very common indeed, as HJ, ^, ^, &c.,

bnt this dilemma of either rejecting them altogether, or

making the index table too cumbersome to use, indicates

the imperfection of this plan for general arrangement.

What the student is most concerned with is to find a char-

racter quickly, and be soon sees that the practical point

to be decided is whether to have 214 or 1C80 keys to

help him in his search. There can be no hesitation

about the relative facilities of the two sets of determina-

tives for this special purpose, and that the 214 radicals

demand the most careful study of tho two.

This combination of a radical and primitive to form the

great mass of the Chinese characters, whether the latter

half i? used as a mfte phonetic as in |^, or to aid the

sense of the derivative, as in ^, is such an important

part of the language, that the student will derive advantage

from examining the primitives to this end. The essay of

Marshman, contained in his Clavis Sinica, shows the

fascination that such an analysis of the characters bad

over him. An acquaintance with the general principles

which the Chinese have followed in combining them,

will doubtless assist in remembering the characters, and

whatever diminishes this labor is advantageous. No one

who means to read and talk Chinese can avoid the

drudgery of learning its characters. I have, therefore,

made an analysis of the groups found under each of the

primitives given by Calleiy, in the belief that a careful

study of it will repay the student, who wishes to become

familiar with the written language.

The number of primitives in his list is 1040, or about

two-thirds of the number collected by Marehman ; but

the derivatives from the remaining 649 are proportionately

very few. Gallery has defined only the most important

of the words under each primitive, and the total mumber
of characters contained in his Syslema is 12,753. The

highest number of derivatives is 74 under No. 285 -^, of

which he gives only 33 ; under No. 1040 ^ he gives

only 9 of the 30 which actually occur ; but his selection

comprises all that are in common use.

The primitives of the same number of strokes are

arranged in the followuig list under the six lettors con-

trived by Gon^alves, and described in the last section
;

and if their application be learned, it will not be difficult

to find each character. I have followed his order and

list, because it will render reference to bis work easy

;

but bis mode of arrangement seems to have only one

advantage, vi>., that it shows the possibility of such an

alphabetic 'levice. If they had been arranged by their

radicals, it woulc" 'i-ive rendered them more accessible.

It will be easy, however, for the student to mark the

number of each primitive in the general index, and that

will then serve as a guide to find them by their proper

radical. This list has been reprinted in Doolittle'a

Vocabulary, Part III., page 455-478, where the common

derivatives under each are given.
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LIST OF 1040 i»in iwamr I "V E s

-

According io-Callery's SyatemaJPhoneticums with the common »»und», and «n analysis of ih» respective

groups under each.

Zu riA>

1^ 'K'ao

7} ,Tuo

Gi Tuith,

JL'Ki

-It i-o

7L 'Am

b^A^

IS
5.V

TWO STROKES.
iJflc?. 5.—The sounds under this primitive are ^I'A, chah,

v>ah, yah, and kiu; the characters placed under it as a

radical miglit also be reckoned ; it is a contraction, as

in !fL fof SS' "'"' reappears in No. 150 4>L and No.

88 ^•
Afflatus.—This group is read k'ao and /mk; the pri-

mitive is found in No. 194 ^, and perhaps also in No.

241 ^ ; it is never used alone.

Rad. 24 Tins character has modified the meauin(!8

of some of its componnds, wbidi are read shih, ki, chin

and hieh

.

A niaa.—This phonetic gives the sound to nearly all its

derivatives, tlie others being read ehdng and la; it is

used as a contraction for No. 841 St' ""^ No. 513 «|»

Hows fi'OUJ it.

Had. 18.—The half-score of cliai'acters under this are

read fat, except one or two read ch'u, and tlieir meaa-
iugs are not influenced by it perceptibly

; it is not the

same as No. 34 JJJ, though the two are often written

alike.

Had. 19.—The derivatives here are read lih and

lie/i or lUeh ; an offshoot jJJ hieh produces a sub-gtoup

in No. 659 ^, having no aflinity with it.

Had. 26 Tliis resembles No. 32 £,, and reappeais in

No. 6G JEJ and No. 267 ^ ; the compotmds are read

Jan, pien and yuen, and iu some of them it is a con-

traction of No. 127 fE
Is. —This givmp is read nai, jany and yin ; there

is no similarity in the meanings of the characters.

Rad. IG.—Tins occurs more frequently as a primitive

than a radical, and is often used as a contraction for

No. 856 g;|5 one or two are readya and kiuh, all the

others ki.

Nine.—This and the last are easily confi^iimded , and

No. 16 i( is iuterchangod in a few cases ; the leading

sound is kin, the otliers are kw€i, kao and tiih.

Rud. 21.—Froa this proceeds No. 108 iJ^t with wliich

one of this group ^U is easily confounded ; the sounds

are/)!, pin, tsin and j/ti.

Rad. 9.—Two of the compounds, 15 and pq, give

rise to a few derivatives ; the sounds iiro jan, sin, shen

and wo, and the significations are equally unlike.

Rad. 12.—This is readily distinguished fiom the last as

a primitive ; the compounds are all read pa or pah

except J'V ;'"«'

To regulate.—The contracted form of^ tivo is written

like this primitive, which B seldom met except in com.

bination one of its derivatives is read n^ai, tlie others i^

Rad. 29.—This occurs as a contratlion for Q in ^,
for gg in X7' and J^ in^ J the compounds are

read^tu, ytt, and iiih.

{Jyp^:

t:

•TCf "

SI

^, To invoice.—Tliis is occasionally interchanged with

* No. 10 yltf and several of its compounds exhibit soni*

allinity in meaning ; they are read kiu , kia» and iheu.

Rud. 25.—This is sometimes interchanged with No. 869

5c 5 J'^ derivatives are read puh poh. Ju, and wai ; it

is not readily confused with itself when a radical.

THREE STROKES.

Wano^" ^'^'—^'"^ '8»PP«'"'' i" No. 217 J|£ and No. 488

^1 and a common derivative Ct ^ often interchanged

with it, and regarded almost as a synonym ; the sounds

are wang, mang, and mung.

Jn.—This is now a synonym of No. 21 ^> but was
originally distinguislied, and iu those componnds read

wu, it is usually retained ; otliers are read hwa.

Rad, 61.—The largest part of this group is read kan

;

pthers are han, ngan. Men, kien and kieh; No. 364^
flows from it, and it is sometiaies confounded vnth No.

40 -p and the next.

Tn.— It Is interchanged with No. 19 ~^ iu several cha-

racters ; its sounds are all yii and hU, but the signiflca-

tions vary greatly.

"TT^ *? .1 plateau.—Tlie sounds here are like the piimitive,

* except $)[ gueh ; tlieir meanings are not influenced by it,

" Rad. 37.—Tliis primitive is sometimes wrongly wiittou

like No. 72 -ji as %ji for |;^, and also -j^ ; its deri-

vatives are read to, tai and ti.

jt Chaao*''^
staJf.—ThU character is also written ^, paitly to"^

^^distinguish it from the last ; the compounds all read
(hang, and exhibit some reference to the meaning of
their phonetic.

Rad. 66.—This and No. 75 PQ are liable to be con-
founded; its compounds are mostly read yih, others

being 1/tten and teh, tlio last jgj making a sub-group.

Below.—These few characters are read hi'i or sha and
teh; they show no trace of the primitive in their mean-

ing; No. 57 ~\\ might sometimes be taken for it.

I *J /iad.48.—This primitive has a large sub-group under No.
" 640 ^, and smaller ones under kiiing Jp, No.

250 J/t and No. 384 ^ ; its derivatives ale mostly
read kung and hung, then kang, kiang and kiiing.

Rad. 32.—Tliis group is read fu, mu and shi£; its

characters indicate no uffinily with its meaning, and one

of them >pt leads a few derivatives.

Rad. 41.—This must not be confounded with the next;

it is used as a contraction for ^ by rapid penmen ; its

derivatives are read tsiin, iheu, cAcu and tao; ^' and

'^^ both lead off several others.

Talented.—This group contains many common words

;

all but one ( pfl p» ) are read Uke it, and theii- mean-
ings differ greatly.

T

as
Yih,

3«
Uia'

.±,"2'.

so
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PH 31 Rati. 57 This character imparts none of its mean-

W fSaul? ings to its derivatives, -which are read k-ung, and

kiiiaff ; two of tlieci ^5 *"*' ^' '^^ snb-gronps of five

or six characters, and No. 156 f;/, niav come from it.

a 33 Had. 49.—Tliis and the next might, as primitives, be

.
*^' joined in one, for they arc seldom iiccurately written

;

tliis group ij read ki mostly, also pi, pii and Jcai ; one

fcub-gronp laider No. 331 ^ is large.

P ?* The tenth hour.—The characters in this group follow

\2i '-S'*' the phonetic, bat their meanings have no likeness to

it or each other.

JTf ,**, Sicord.—This and No. 6 ]7J are similar in sense, but

their groups di6fer in sound, this being read/on through-

out ; No. 332 jg, comes fix)m this, but tlie fona tf^ is

. a contraction of ^ij ichtcang.

4l| ,ft ^to.—ThisreappearainNaSlOJ^, andNo. 165^
"" and other sub.^ronps : the derivatives are read t, ti, chi,

shi and to, none of them hke itself either in sound or

sense.

•J* a» /J„(/. 39. —The derivatives iJl follow their leading

LJ *Tss' sound in this group, and also show an nnnsual affinity

Avith its raeaniiig.

"jZ. 37 Oyj^an.—This is easily confonnded witli the last, but

"J Kith, it is seldom met ; the sounds of the derivatives are like

it, but their nieanirigs dififer.

yt. 33 To beg.—Tliis pruniti™ appears like an offshoot from

Ci •*'•*»
jjo 1 2»? but i's afiinities are with No. G04 ^ and

the 64th radical '^j with which it is interchanged ;
iu

compounds are read Mh, yih, kih, hoh, /.oh, kuh

and kicn.

Zi* ^ A sproHt.—The sub-group under No. 210 ^ is the

T-i ''• only important one ; the compounds are read to/i, c/ia,

isih and <u ; and are unlike in sense.

^ ^- .4 <Aciu.'!a)id.—niis and No. 20 -f are often mistaken
I <ys'ten

j^^ ^^j other, but tliis is the least used ; its compounds

are all read Is'ien.

t-f *1 A ladle.—lliis priuiilive affects the meaning of a few

^J 0ioht characters under it ; their souuds are mostly choli and lih,

with /loA, yoh, tiao and liao; Hj and JC^ both lead

y-~ two or three compounds.

I Jtt / ** Bad. 36.—Tliis character reappears in a laige sub-

\i> '» group, No. 265 ^ ; its few unimportant compomids

are read t>iJt and tc.

*3 Had. 59.—A homophonous group, in whL-ii it is soine-

fSlian times dilBcult to decide the ofhce of the primitive as a

radical or a phonetic.

./ti fti Long.—This gives its sound to all under it except {l|\

liu; their meanings are various, and one [vV forms a

group of three.

CI Jf*, All.
—

'lliU and No. 49 Tti arc n.nch alike, and the
'•* next group resembles both of them : these derivatiTes

arc read yon, except one contraction ^ pUng.

-i, *• A pM— Its derivatives arc all read hwnn or wan. and

J\j iflu-'an gome of them |>artake of its meaning ; lhi» and the last

group are alike in form.

•w *^ J-'orked —The sonnds of tlie compounds in this gronp
?S» CAtt* are clia and cAoi, and the primitive evidently affects

the meaning of its derivatives.

Ill
** Had. 47.—The characters in tliis gronp are read ch'wen,

)\\(Cku^ent/,un, hiun, siiin and <ea>, and their meanings have

,^ Terv little in common.

Jl
43

i'^:

GO
'Mi

(B
Cl
'K'eu

(Ope*:

53
<Teu

Rapid.— "Utis primilive is an altered form ofNo. 45 J\, ;

its compounds !irc like it iu sound except «;rt fjt, but

differ in theii- meanuig.

Rod. 38.—Tlic derivatives of Jf as a primitive arc read

jii, but they are seldom met witli, and have diverse

meanings.

Rad. 30.—Tlie few characters in which this is used as

a primilive are read k'eu ; the groups under No. 287

in. No. 268 ^ and No. 169 ^ come frrm it, but

show no affinity iu sense or sound.

Rad. 40.—Tlie few characters iu this group are read

shan or sien ; in(»t of them are in common use.

FOUR STROKES.
Rud. 68.—This gi'oiip is liomcphonons except /f^ and

*^ liao; the compounds are diverse in their meanings.

Rad. 70.—A large and nearly Lomoplionoiis group, a
fFang f^^. 0,,]^ beuig read pang; the characters e.xliibit traces

of the plionetic in their meiuiings

W. jj^-g jf/ie nape.—This character flows from No. 9 JL o^^.''

^ in appearance ; its derivative are read hang, kang and
king, and some of them are like it in meaning.

.~^. ••„ Rad. C7.—Some of the characters in this group are

i-^l ' "'"" read min and I'm, but more thim half are uan; one o(

^-"^
them, No. 8S0 \^, leads a small sub-gronp.

JL. T Agile.—'Hiis unimixirt.int group is uniform in its sound ;

**
the phonetic is derived fixini No, 17 f» and not from

No. 26 1^, which it resembles.

Hj* ?? JKn/ii«<7.—Tliis primilive is also written 'j\_ or JC-
' "* '" ihough the two characters are unlike ; the sounds are

chin, shin and Ian, and their meanings are very

uissiinilai-.

,'•JU '3 Rad. 86.—llie compounds ar« all read Airo, and one or

y^ Hlwo two partake of the meaning of their phonetic.

|V^ ^ Rad. 61.—Tlie somid sin or tsin pertains to all in this

,

VI jc-"" group, except^ another form of % c/ii ; the me.in-

iiigs have no noticeable resemblance ; No. 403 i^
shows the other form of the radical.

—

.

61 Origin.—This is caeily written so as to resemble No.

7t ' itien
25 ^^ ^^^ f^.^^^ ;j jj^^j No. 294 ^ ; its derivatives

arc read j/uen or wan.

63 A icell.—.Some of the characters arc somewhat like

' Tsing iiieif pbonetic in meaning ; they are read l.^ng and king.#
63

64

A }iushand.—T\iii primitive resembles N» 163 9C 5

its compounds are liomophonous throughout, and care-

ful search might bring to light a little resei:iblance in

their meanings to the phonetic.

To apeak.—Tlireo or four derivatives are read hwun,

the others aie yun ; none of them alike in their

meanings.

/^^\ 66 Rud. yC.— Tlie characters under this plionctic are all

[—) """^read like it ; it reappears in No. 223 g and No. 353Jf,
^"'^

beades groups under tE and -fi of three orfour words.

?°
I Un/ortunate—Tliis property flows from No. 7 Q,

:

it occurs again in No. 267^ and is often written '/^;

its derivatives arc mostly read iigoh ami ngai or yai.

6T Oblique.—This small gronp presents traces of the pri-

7>ieA>n,iiive ui its meanings, ainl is like It ui sound.

•^ Contrary.—Tliis primiiivo resembles the last in form

;

*/'«»
its compounds arc read jian and fan, and many of

tliem part.ike of its leading idea of opposition.

IK
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it
liaJ. 43.—The somids of tliese compounds fijlow tlieir ^. "T

priiuitive, bnt it lias liud -o perceptible influence ou .

''^ /'"Aj

their meauiiig. t I

The forearm.—The derivatives are mostly read limi;/. L-^-. as Sad. 82.— Tliis group in read riiao, with tlie «xceptioii

Iff mid this primitive is otieii interdia.igcd with No. loG l^^^Mao of three reaa hao and muh ; the lueauiiigs of the cha-

JJeJkieiit.—The sounds under this piimitive, which re-

sembles ^. are /ah, fan and jjiett! their meauings
arc EtilJ more diverse.

^

J* 70

ij/k ! <lie meaubgs of many of them alhide to a twang

or vibration.

71 Kol.—Tlie tiomidsin thi3gi'Ouparo/<u/i, /'ei/, /ct and
Puh^ pe'i, and the meanings of the characters show no resem-

blance ; No. 138 3S '* "'^*" interchanged with it, and

No. 308^ is derived from it.

'* Had. 94 Tills and Ko. 23 y^ are often wroiigly in-

"terchanged ; this group is read Viieii andy^i ; and the

couipoutiil 5^ is a good e.^ample of ideographic writing.

31utua!.—The derivatives avo identical with the Munds

of their pliouctic, I.'ut then: iiieauuigs show slight resem-

blance ; Xo. 228 j§). is sonietinie^ wrongly written like

this, and it is intercliaiiged ivith .%• in many cases.

To oil f^.— Tlie sounds in this group are tsieh and tfi,

the meanings are very

k'iiien.

73

m

^'•^u

t-Vfu

7^ (}'«o

I

^J sin

^
^

m
77

/•Vt>

J5 Mien* :,

5!

^ •"'<-/() lx)th which the pliouctic li;i

unliiie.

Rud. (;2.—As a primitive, this gives none of its inean-

ning to the coi'ipuuiids, which me road huia, cliao, hwan

aud Im-o; No. 437 ^ flows from it.

Had. 92.—The componuds in this gronp nlo^tly follow

their leading soiu:d; others are read Ida, Ida and

chwen ; No. 424 iS is inten-huiiged with 'Jt in

several characters.

A sh^rt dress.—This and ilii' uf lur.arliet, arc iicm-Iy

aliUc in fonii, bnt this u the plioneii'', and lialf ti.e

compounds follow it ; others aro read j>e't aud Isch ; the

sub-group of Ave under T}T is read sId.

Had. 05.—Tliegniup under this as a priiuiiivo is more

important iluiii that uiKlcr it as a radical, and it is not

ea.sy to draw tlio line ; tl:e sounds aro c/d and L-i in

etjual proportions, with three read kice'i.

Ohsaure.—This re.-ciriblea "^ J its coivpouuds follo^v

its sound, and in se\eral of tucni ^ takes its place

f-om mcio identity of sound.

Had. 75.—The few compounds under this primilivo are

read muh, Idu, hiao and suny, of which No. 278 'ffC

and ^ form sub-gi'oups.

To give.—This group is read yii, sil, !.!tii, elm and y<f ;

in combination the primitive is often written hko Xo. 36

'y ; and one or two of the comix)unds have a few . ^^

.

derivatives.
\(-^,\:Shu

r- |V^V

81
Yii'

83
' Yin

To lead on.—The compounds under this character par- i

take slightly of its ineaiuiigs ; then: sounds are ^iVi, s/iHi

and chan.

ractera arc unlike,

Noo)i.—The compounds are read idtl, cli'u and hii

;

one of them f^' leads off three or four in a sub-group.

Had. 93. —The few words in this group aro read «!«,

lao and kien ; they have no similarity of meaning.

Fair.— Tliis pri'nitive resembles ^ heaven, but that

forms no deiivatives ; its sounds, aro yao, ntjao, hiao,

1/u and uh ; one 5? lea<ls a small sub-groni>.

'ad. 66.—The forms of the radical and primitive

ffer a little, but this resembles No. 78 jt '" w;uo
cases ; the dervatives aro read muh, v,ci.

Cinnabar. — The primitive gives its sound to five com-

pounds, tlie rest being lead chen, nan, and tmiff; it

might have itself been elevated to lie a ladical.

Uniform.—Ail imusual siiuilarity niiis through the

meanings of this group, wliich is read i/un, Icitiii and

t.'.in ; one derivative Jg has llireo under it.

<.06 Had. 74.—This gives its .sound to all its derivatives,

Ji iiehf and traces ofits meanings can be detected in two or three.

fts /)o not.—The sounds in this group aro it'tth, ha'u/i,

)('«/i) ,„,(/( and iidn ; from one of the characters pioc:ed»

Xo. 466 ij^\t and tlierc aro other small sub-gixm|i3.

1* 07 Up to.—About half of this group is read A-»Vi • the rest

iXt Aili) aro ehah, hih ami sail, suggesting a contraction from

other forms to explain the sounds.

*j, C8 Had. 76.—The sounds of Ic'ien, hien, Ian, yin and
\yv JCien* i:li^i^ occur in tliis group ; in many of the characters,

it is not easy to decide whether y^ is iho radical or

primitive.

^ 99 Had. 69.—No similarity in meaning is seen in the.^o

fl'. (Kin- derivative.;, which aro read l:in, Itin, ji«, Ic'i, ttsiani/

and so.

^fi 109 To ascend.—These compounds resemble theii' primitive

J I i^ anj
jij sound and sense ; and one of them ^£ is often sub-

stituted for it.

Had. 63.— More than usual uniformity appears among
the derivatives, most of them being read hu, with kii

and tu ; Xo. 709 ^ is derived from it, and ^ and

^. both have a few followers.

Had. 87.—The compomids aro similar to the primitive

in sound, aud some of them partake of its sense.

Had. 79.—This primitive is a little like X'o. 85 ^5
the derivatives arc read sheh, shun, ten, kit aud yih,

and show a few sub-groups ; some of tlio compounds
properly belong to the i adical.

•"> lOl

103
Chuo

1C3

JTT. 8' The second hour.—Tlie derivatives are read ch'eu and
TZt '('I eu

j,i'm ; their meanings show no sunilarity to it or each other.

-ft 84 A chord.—This often occurs written^ in obsolete forms,

mid resembles No. 290^ ; the compounds aro read

kwai, kiich, liiieh, yiieh and r;icV", a miscellaneous group.

i^J 88 Not.—This character is easily confounded with Xo. 103

^^ " '
5t; but it seldom occurs in combination; its sounds

aro all like tlio primitive.

*° Would that.—This group regularly follows its plioneticG tP« thrcnghout ; the compoimds show mo resemblance in

signiiicaUou to it or each otiier.

.J- 104 Xo fproiit.—Half of the derivatives are read tun ;

tL i Tun others are chwen, isuen and shim ; there are two or

'VUUii.a*

•pyiihi>

^W iAng

three small sub-groui».

To tramiforni.—Ihe compounds of this group aro read

hwa, aud ico, and several of them are uiodihed by

the raeauaig of the primitive.

Had. 83.—Tlio sounds vary much among these deriva-

tives, but their meanings are even more dissimilar ; it is

not the same as Xo. 174 ^•
To look vp.—ITiis is not the same as X'o. 175^ ; the

sounds are ang, ying and yany, and the scnfie of the

primitive appears in many of the compounds.
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tfjupj Had. 81
—

'Jliis primitive coines from No.ll (j, jiud gives

I
1 its souiKl to all mider it, but no tmce of its meaning

;

\^ No. 35-t^ ami No. 683 ^ are connected witli it.

WJ f7**
t^Wie/.—Some L'keness of Bound appears iu this group;

•-*'""'";/ it i:

4 il»

111

<^<

\115
iiao

Lift

Kmig

is sometimes written jXj and Q or iij-

xYofc—The compounds are read /.in and iini;, but
nortb of them follow the meam'iig of the phonetic.

/X, ??.' ^'9" ^f "tlmiration.—This and the next are eatily
'J iH> distinguished ; tlie group is small, and nearly miiform

in sound.

To dicide.—Tlie idea of expansion or division rnns
through the words in this large gioup, two-tliirds of
which follow the sound of the primitive ; the rest are

pan, pan and ^!"«.

**'?, Con_fiiies.—Much uniformity in soimd, as f:iai and hlui
^"" pervades tliis group, but ouly a few of its words resemble

the primitive iu sense.

Had. 88.—No trace of the mcauiug of the primitive is

secu iu the compounds, but all of them :igree with it in

sound
; ^ is an example of a modified radical.

iPS>M^ Rad. 89.—Tliis group is nearly uuifomi in sound ; the

•r^ jPiao primitive affects tlie meanings of ouly one or two.

Equal.—llie sounds of these compounds are unlike, ajid

in many cases they follow No. 434 !^, with which
some are intercliangeil.

jt(t '^^ To permit.—Much di;similarity in pronunciation occurs
./•J ^"" in this group, and tile me.inings have no reference to

the primitive.

-M ^"^ liuU. 90.—This rules the sounds of only a pai-t of llie

•TlsCto'nni/compounds, tiio rest being tsiang ; and unparts its

meaning to none.

IL ?*P llad. 77.
—

'lliis group agrees in souud with its plionetic,

\JUyuti and a trace of its meaning is seeu in several of the

compoimds.

llad. 72.—An incongruous group in both sound aud

signification
; ^Q is regarded as a contraction of^ by

many.

Within.—This imparts its own soiuid to none of the

compoimds, which read na/i, or jui* or noh^; nor are

then- meanings like it.

Middle This gives the sound to all its compounds,
Cliuny and traces of its meaning appear iu all the common

ones.

r'ew.—The soimds chuo, iiiiao and fffia appear in this

group ; their siguitications show little influence from the

primitive ; 12 characters occur under the radical ij»j

haviug tliis for their radical, and partaking of its

meaning.

FIVE STROKES.
A vestibule One souud ruus tlu-ough this group, but

its meanings are incongruous ; it is contracted to —
in some characters.

To cuiiy on the baci..—A group ne.irly uniform in

soiuid, but diverse iu its meanings; some of them are

interchanged with No. 35 ^g,.

Sad. lie.—A trace of the meaning of the priinilivo

13«

rt, 121

V^Nii*

^.\

4^*Sluio

1S«

%"l
l-lU XM
y\^ttelif appears in luaiiy of tlie compounds, most of which are

like it iu sound.

Waves rising.—Tlus is derived from No. 7 Q* hut
while the souuds arc alike, the meanings of the deri-

vatives show no afiinity with it.

Rid. 117.—All incongruous group iu souud, us lih, Idli,

tah I and then- meanings show even more diversity.

m 18T

Liht

'Chu

133
P'i":/

13«
Tso

-4- 134
>1C Wi'

_J^ 138

±'

^ Pah,

-^ 13S

/ , 13S

_—' 110^ Shiht

'ViiPxf

IE
143

Cldnr/

1. 143

g 144
Kii*

PJ 'Ao

R 'Piny

147
Tsnh,m

%IL Sliuh,

11 !»•

Lord.—A group uniform in sound, and one where tlie

sense of many characters shows the influence of the pri-

mitive
; ^ is another form of ^£, which is found under

No. 65 3E) from which tliis flows.

Jiad. 95.—Tliis affects the sounds of all its compounds

;

which are more numerous mid common thau those in
which it is a radical.

Always.—The sounds in tbJs group are nearly nui-
ibrm, but then: meanings show no trace of the primitive.

Must.—This leads the souuds as ;)»" or pih ; and No.

708 ^ heads a sub-group of one of its derivatives.

Peace.—Ihe somids in this group are p'in*/ and ]>umi;

the meanings are various
; ^ is neaily the same as^

icl^ing,

Nat yet.—This and the ne.xt need to be distinguished
;

its sounds are wi or mii, and it« meanings ofleu indi-

cate uicompleteuess.

Knd. —The sounds here are uniform, and there is a
trace of the jMimitive in the meanings of most of the
ivorfs.

The Iffl—This gives its sound to tlie group ; No. 522

^ and No. C29 ^ flow from it.

T» pulltut.—The sounds of pah or poh, Juh or fuh
ai-o comiuou iu this group, ^\hose characters have no
reference to the primitive in tlieir meanings.

Great.—This is aderivative fromNo. 71 /^ j its sounds
follow the piimitive, but not its meanings.

liigid—This has some affinity to No. 231 'H iu souud
and form ; its derivatives are all souuded alike.

Rud. 112. —This group has no reference in ineaning to

the primitive, and the sounds arc very unlike. ^

Cloth.—These characters agree in sound, and jjjp is

luodiiied in its fcn:i, and may bo of a different origin.

Correct.— Uniform in souud ; ouly a few of the charac-

ters indicate aiiuiity \vith the meaning of the prin.itive,

which seems to proceed from No. 119 Jf^-

3b (/p/'ar/.— These characters ai'e read i'«, hieh and
fah ; the primitive influences the meaning of very few
of tlier.i.

Vast.—A gioup neaily uiiifonn in souud, but various

in its lueauiugs ; it leseuibl^ No. 248 ^ and tiie

radical £ in form.

Able.—These characters derive their various sounds

of ko, ho and nyo Iroui the primitive, but their mean-

ings show little analogy t" it ; Nn. 4+G f^ and No.

050 of flow fivui it.

Cijclic term.—No similariiy iu ineaning appears in this

gixiiip, but all follow it ill tlieir .wunds.

'J'o bind.—The sounds of tliisgrouji are uniformly like

their plioi:elic : it is often contracted to TfT-

A medicine.—Tlio meaning of llio primitive affects none
of the coniliounds, but their sounds chuh and shnh re-

semble it.

Origin.—These char-icters mostly denote rudeiies!i;

they are read pan aiid/xj//, and No. 628 ^p is probably

derived from it.

.'1 tablet. - The sounds of tliis group are unifonn, but

their lueoiiiogs have no suuilatity.

Rod. S^.—The pronunciation is Iran, him aai lien ;

and a trace of the meaning of the primitive is ol>servable

in this group.

J'
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?',fte o(7c.—The sounds here nrc slii, i and sie/i; their

significations vary much ; it is sometimes interchanged

with No. 289 %, and No. 542^ is an offslioot.

Ancient.— Tliis group U read ku and /m, hnt their

meanings differ -widely ; No. 497 @ and No. 544 ^
are derived from it.

An ax.—This gioup is similar in its somids, but not

otherwise ; the primitive must not be written like )j^
a cyclic character.

Not so.—The sounds here are /u/if and /e?, but no
likeness to the primitive can be traced in their meanings.

Jo extend.—Tlie primitive gives its soimd to the coiu-

' " " pounds; it is perhaps derived from \o. 31 ^.
1S7

"J tSz'

169
iMin

leo
<Chao

isi

1«C

A nun.—The sounds here follow the primitive ; the

meanings are incongnious.

An official.—One sound per%-ades this group, which j-et

exhibits no likeness in its meanings
; ^p] is a hybrid.

The people.—Uniform in sound, with the exception of

hR mien ; in some of the compounds "^ is improperly
interchanged mth it.

Ta call.—The compounds are read tiao, choo aiid shao;

their meanings are diverse ; it is contracted to ^ in

some cases.

To add.—The soiuids in this gi'oup are k'la, witli a few
ho and ki€; the meanings however show few traces of
its meaning.

•yl? *"* A h !—The sounds follow the primitive, which itself

* " recurs in No. 784 ^ in a small group.

-db *^' To lone.—The words here are read cheh, ttek and »;^v Shihy their meanings indicate little affinity with each other.

*•• Had. 100.—More resemblance exists in this group to
|5«an^the sound than the sense of the primitive ; No. 595 is

one of them.

Mountaineer.—Tliis is derived from No. 35 i^ ; the

characters are read Co and •', and few of them are

common.

Suddenly.—The primitive gives its sound to nearly
lialf the group, the rest being tsoh, tsieh and tsu; No.

611 ^ is one of its compounds.

Had. 115.—Tlie characters, not like the primitive in

their sounds, are read su ; their meanings are all un-
like it.

To embrace in.—Much uniformity cf sound appears in

c""" this group; many characters resemble the primitive in

«ense.

A phrase.—The compounds are reail Icii, keti and heu

or hil; it is sometimes written 5y, but not coiTectly.

liud. 107.—Besides the regular sound />•*, a few are

read po, or p^i ; the meaning of skin ap|)ears in only

three or four.

To reprimand.—The sounds of this group are cheh, su

and toll ; several of them refer to breaking ; it has no

affinity with No. 99 Jf •

Bad. 97.—Words in this group are read kwa, ku or

liti, but none of then) relate to melor.s.

Winter.—Tho sounds in this group are tung, t'ang

and cliung, and a few of the charsicters refer to cold.

Bottom. —About half of these derivatives are read ti,

and the rest chi ; in some of the latter ^ is inter-

changed with ^ the primitive, wliich is not the same

as No. 106. J^-

• Chaf

1«7

16S

leo

' ITO

171
Oieh,

172
•Kwa

rC 174^ <Ti

*" Morning hour.—This group is re.id »«ao, /ino and /<«;

its significations are incongruous
; ^P an egg is aber-

rant, and No. C73 ^ leads ri large group. ^j

i *7? •'l" "ffs-—These sounds are uniform, and a trace of the

a lai primitive is seen in several of tho compounds.

|-*.
^J"* A hill.—This group is mostly read like the primitive,

-EC {/C'lM but few of them show its influence in their meaning.

1T« To give—Tliis is uniformly sounded fu, and in many
^'"* of the compounds something of the primitive is .ipparent.

iro Jiad. 106.—All except three read/w, follow the primi-

Pohf tive in their pronunciation ; only two or three resemble

its meaning.

^^ To stop one's-self.—llie sotmds are nearly nniform in
* Tsz' this group ; it is sometimes confounded with No. 301

.^Vi 181 Half.—The primitive impaits its sound to all the deri-

-f-' Par? vatives, and its meaning to .i large proix)rtion.

^/^ ^?*, ^o order.—A uniform group; the primitive is some-

m

^

9ij

\t Ling'
times used as a contraction of No. 1040

]

A^ 183 'J'liick hair.—All the compounds but two follow its

^ (Chan sound, but only one or tv.o of them its meaning ; No.

780 ^ comes from it.

.^'Vj '•S* A niar.ih.-—These characters differ in sound and sense

!-*'< "'^" fvom the primitive, which is also written ^ •

iss A msquc.-—Ilalf of this group is pronounced ^/en and#
half is /an ; the pnmitive is sometimes written Jr*
hnt not coiTeclly.

•^ 1156 A terrace.—A variety of sounds as i, tat, chi, si, ye
in (lid and .?/(» occur in this group

; it is often a contraction of

No. 945 ^j in those read lai.

"fflr t'^i'
^lotlier.—An incongnious group, for piut of them are

compounded of the radical Jf not, and part of "fy to

string on ; No. 340 -f^ flows from it.

jLt* 1*8 A slave.—The sounds hero vary from mt into nao, na
3*. (A'u aii.j fang ; there is no similarity in sense among the

derivatives.

./.I* ^8® young.—The sounds here arc nearly uniformly yew or

t/J i eu' yao, hut their meanings do not resemble the phonetic.

L 190 Xo divine.— .Among its compounds some are read

fy fC/ien nien, tien, tieh and «/i«i; one of them is No. 387

Y|5 making a sub-group ; it .ind No. 153 "Jf are often

misprinted for each otlier.

•LN 101 This.—A ievi arc read chui, but the other derivatives

U-L, y.s'e' are unifonn in sound with it.

^ ^192 Xhe daicn.—About half a dozen of thisgi'oup are read—'-*'"' tah ; in some the primitive is often contracted to No.

901 JWt because of the sameness of soimd.

H *??. furthermore.—This much resembles the last ; the
*** J'**^ sounds tsii, cha, chii, tsu and tsie occtir under it ; No.

370 0J flows from it.

Kl^ 184 yi signal.—Some derivatives are read hiao, but their^ Hai? significations vary much ; it is deeu^ed to be derived

from No. 2 "5-

|:f|
18» j4 icate.—The compounds are read kiah, hiah, chah

'] Kiah) or yali ; they show no trace of the primitive in their

meanings.

ft* lOO To report to.—The characters here are nearly unifonn
'y' fShan in pronunciation, and have a sli^dit resenibhince in

meaning ; this and tlio last must not be confounded.

P ip' 7'o scrape ojf.—This small group is incongruous, and
"^^ ' the primitive is often written ^j cn'oneously.

^
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^^ JClder brother.—None of the corapouuds i\re read like

fLUiinr/ it^ .,„j „ci,e of tlieiii oxlil'-'it any traces of its meaning.

'O* O'i/y-—All tlie componnds are read like it, Imt tlieir

f^'", meanings vary iciicli.

2^ Middle.—Most of tliese follow tlie primitive in sound
;

'
fonr aie road l/i«ff, and one derivative No. 588 3?
leads a group.

Had. 102.—All but one of tliii group are lead like it,£01

H

i I ten niij tiiey gil refer more or less to its meaning.

*5? From, by.—TLis group i.s read siu, citu, till, clieu and
S 1w yiu, but in none docs tbc.meaning of the fiimitive ap-

jiear.

Gradually.—One sound runs through tlii^ group, but
' ^ ^" nothing of the primitive conies out in the meijiings.

£01

5^.
221

Uing

A series—These all follov/ the sounds of tho phonetic,

and No. 578 "§ is a compound wlii;-h leads a few
othei*8.

Pums/unent.—This group is uniform in sound, but has
none in signification; it is perhaps derived from Now 63jione

. 834

303

i
jv 32S

Catalogue.—Shan is the racKt common sound in tLesc i J\ Shch
TJiJ '''''«"> few cbiu'acters, v,-hicli are incongruous ui meaning.

aos Four.—A similarity of sound pen-ades this group ; t!ie

primitive is often printed to resemble (/5 a piece.

rri ^* A desert,—All these are read nearly alike, and in a

' " large part tliere is some allusion to tpacc ; No. 291 |HI

and No. 293 f^ are like it.

307 'Jo go out.—Besides ch'uli, the sounds /ciiih, itth an.l

Ch'uhf ^ig/i occur ; the meanings are very diverse.

*>• Therefore.—The swmds are i and tsz ; the primitive

is clianged to the old forei B 'n some cases.

SIX STROKES.
*•• A letter.—The sounds here are tinifomi, but the cha-
Ts^ racters do not take after the primitive, itself derived

from No. 36 "T*-

**• A liouse.—lliese compounds are read ch'a, but they are
Cheht jjof uniform, in meaning ; it is itself derived from No. 39

m
238
if

rfq

233
i'M

^ 811 Peace.—Nearly nnifomi iu sound ; the primitive ispart-

* ^'"'
ed in '^ to feast witli.

^A- ^^^ Also.—Usually read yih, but none of the compounds

' rescEiblo it in meaning ; No. 1024 1^ is often con-

tracted to this, tppeciajly in those charaoters where it is

placed over the radical.

-jM 91' Jiad. 145.—Uniformly read », but nothing of its signi-

"J^ «' ficaiion appears in the compounds.

^\j 214 Xo join.—The sounds hiao and yao occur in a few
.jjfc fKwo cases, and a trace of the primitive is often seeajn the

derivatives.

•dfcr ^'J* To Jill,—The sounds here are nnifomi, with one ex-
7lj tUcvmi ... -1* . „ , , ,^ ccplion ; It IS often wnjttcu _5Jj m fonnal books.

^^ 310 77ie tenth /lour.—This group is read kai, hiai, Iciai,

-^ •""'' /.oh and hai, but the primitive affects none of the

meanings.

Tt? r^*' Ample.—Tlieso follow one soimd, and traces of the
y|Lk«"«-*".'? primitive rciippcar ia souic of the conipunds; it flows

fioni No. ) 8 |_7- and j^ makes another fomi of it.

•j«i' ^}* find. 12.".— Bc.-ides y<uig, many of those arc read
"i laiiij simig, and three or four of them refer to the pi-imitive. i ,

f^<Sikn

M 330
«.ty;

'iliis group i^ unifonnly read /,:i«:« ; tlie primitive is not

in use, and reappears in No. 453 3S and No. 666 ]^ ;

it was aiicientiy a radical.

Jiad. 1 19—Tlio founds arc alike in this group, with one
exception ; the conipotmds show no menuing of tin plio-

netic; one of them forms a sub-.group, Na G31 ^,
of four.

,?'"* '^'' ""i-—One sound mns tlirough .ill these characters,

""''""i'and some of them slightly indicate the meaning of the

pviiuiiivc.

Martial.—A few of those are read iung ; ona deriva-

tive jglj fonns two further compomids itself; No. 154

1^. No. 2H3 )^, and No. 235 ^" are easily cou-

i'ounded with it.

A model.—Tliese generally follow their primitive in

.^uund, but it does not inlluence their meanings.

A Joreigiier-—This group is read «' and I'i ; the plio-

netii: is sometimes wrongly interchanged ivith e& No.
t'OI.

Ijrt att Ashes—The sounds hero are Awvi, kwei and tan; a
"> (iJinii few show soruethiug of the primitive iu their meaning.

"& 2^ Coaitant,—Two of these are read liUng ; the primitive is

' sometimes written like No. 73'5 and No. 245 Sj
hut there is a clear distinction betTrceii them.

"Sll '?* ^o '"'I'a'ige.—The sounds are lieh and /«, but none cf

^'i I'idit the compounds show much trace of tlie primitive.

WS30 ,4 /lundred.—This group is read yJoA and hio/', and in

Pohf one or two some influence of the phonetic appears.

.-f-f
381 To liaie,—Beydes yiv, others are read hwiii, wii and

'f^ ' Ku )/«,• a few show tiaces of the me.aniiig of the primitive.

Bad. 126.—Most of the sounds are 'rh, nni or ««//,

being aberrant ; from it flow No. -527^ and No. 936

^, two small gi'onps.

|J». '93 'Fo campleie.—Two are read Mng, hs exceptions to

/yd iC/finy ch'ijig ; their meanings somttimes pailake of its own ; it

is not the same as No. 224 -^ or No. 235 J^-
-*^ 234 Fo preserrc.—Almut half are read tsien and ts'un ;

yi i Ts'un none exhibit any decided trace of the primitiveju their

meanings.

^ sse Fhs eighth tiovr.—Thi* primitive is not to be written

/7Q """> f^ wliich nearly resembles it ; the sounds are incon-

graous.

^g» 230 To brag.—With hw'a, the sounds of i'u and Iiu also
'^j' jA'ioV occnr ; in many compomids some ideas of bragging or

gratxleur are noticed,

-y- 337 /i'(,(/. 133.—Half a dozen words are read <ieA; the Others

-^^- Clii-' arc ehi, i)ut their ineaniugs are disimilar.

-D- 33B Jiad. 128.—The sounds in this group are 'rk or ni; few

-^ < /i'/i of them relate to the i:;eaning of the phonetic.

358 A /)fl(07!.—Much diversity of sound exists here, as kwa,

i;n, liw^i, hiai and hiai; No. 4'il jj> is doiivedfroin it.

-1-. 840 j{ ten.ple.— In this group all differ from the primitive,

NT Sz* the sounds sin, rhi, t'nny and (oi being common ; Na
697 Jl^' ilows fixim it.

.-te.
S4l To examine.— A small luiifonnly-soiuided group, but

-^ 'A'no with very dissimtlar meanings.

jj, 342 y;, icoiHirf.— All hut one are road Isai; the primitive is

^C iTsai not iu use, but most of llic compoiUKls thow traces of iU

ineaJung.

—t-r ''43 /bi<u»a/e.— Modifications of the soitnd I'iJi, as i-ie//,

pt Kih, iMi, Hah and Ka'j, occur iu this group, which is very

incougi'uous.

J^ 858 A i^ «^'''-^'
v:a

^
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_^ 24« Rad. 125.—Most of tbese are nni&rm in sound, but

.-Ti 'f.(io ii-ive no common bond in their jneaning.

M 34S
tSiien

24«

m 254

To publish.—Tlie sounds hwan and yj/en prevail under

tliis primitive, which is mucli lUie No. 228 Tg. and

flows Into No. 503 ^•
An official.—Tlie cor.ipouuds are read shi, and liave ap-

parently got theii- sounds from ^ a liistory.

QQ ^T Jidd. 14G.—This is also tised ns a contraction of ]^ in

' ^ and BS and others ; the sounds are si, s/iai, Isien

and shin.

i-C- S4a The c/n«.—These are sounded t, with one exception,

*^ ' hut their meanings vary much ; it differs from S a

statesman.

-jj 3M A //iorn.—Besides tsx' the sounds tsieh or sliih occur
;

,i^V iTsz' this is Hahlo to be confounded with its derivative No.

323 y^, and the two are often misnTitten.

—j1 aso Within.—Two of this group aro read k'iimg, hut their

•VL 'l^'uiiff nieanings indicate nothing of the primitive ; a sub-gi-onp

appears in No. 830 ^•
-fj.

281 Altogether.—Those not read /.uhi;, are i-ead /«(»(/, and

y > filing* a few exhibit traces of the signification of the phonetic.

^. 2«2 Itiid, 129.—Most of these are read luli; otlien ai-e tsin.

=p Yuhy
j,;/^ 11,1(1 y„/,^ and their meanings are equally diverse

;

No. 569 ^ is a sub-group.

H ^' Zi'atf. 138.—In this group kan runs into hSn, i/in, yen
"^

and /i'ic«; one derivative No. 300 J^ gives rise to

others, as No. C24 ^.
Rad. 124.—The sounds in this small frroup change from

the primitive into hii and i; No. 948 ^ heads a large

6ul>-gi-oup.

"^ To aid.—A group unifonn in sound, and from one of

•' the compounds comes No. 660 ^ ; the character ^
is much like it.

^* To separate.—The sounds are mostly hieh, hiah and
A'lWij yg/i . tiiQ primitive alters a little in composition ; two

sub-gioups, No. 567 ^ and No. 809 ^I are important.

387 7i3(/. 127. —Unifonn iii sound, this group is diverse in

meaning ; No. 409 ^ is often contracted like it.

Rid. 121.—All but one, sie, read like the primitive,

which also ^ves its meanuig to one or two derivatives.

lied.—In a few words chu nnis into sAm, but the gi'oup

is nearly homophonous, and several show tr,ice3 of its

meaning.

First.—Considerable diversity of sound exists in this

group, as si and shang are applied even to the same
character.

Equally.—Tlie sound kien runs into yen, /ring and hi;

it is often contracted to ^f, and the contraction of No.

435 ^^ is jTT) which is sometimes confounded ^\ith it.

Had. 135.—The sounds kwah, hwa, koti, hoh and tien,

show the variations in this group ; the meanings are

very diverse.

A bouquet.—Uniform in sound, this group shows no

similarity ui its meanings
; ^ is another form of it.

A deatde.—.\ few of these read h'iiiii for .liiin, and the

primitive is occasionally written as No. 359 ^^ and

No. 565 )§ from likeness of sound
;
^t leads a few

other derivatives.

_/\j (Sien

7 1 tKien

288

2S9
C/m

^

-6;

282
Shehf

383
'To

281
Siiin

^

^

m Pa.'

jL-\ 270

2** Many.—The sounds to, M and i are heart! iji these

i^" compounds, which .'uo luilike tho primitive hi meaning
;

it is also used as a radical under ^ the evening.

288 Name.—Tliis group is uniform in sound, while the

fMing significations indicate no afTinity with the phonetic in

meaning.

A^ 287 i*8njrero!(S.—The sound M)*i alters into iioifi ill most of

7® s Wei the characters, some of which resemble it in meaning.

r" 288 Empress.—lieu and keii are tho somids in tliis group,

/tJ lieu' hnt none of them show the sense of the primitive.

Rivulet.—Pai, mih and moli are the .sounds ; tho

meanings show little likeness to the primitive, which is

altered to No. 131 yj^ in badly-v.ritton characters.

y^— - -.- Rad. 144.— Tho compounds are read /(oni/, but few of

ti iH"ig them show any traces of its meaning.

Ap^ 271 Jo descend upon.—The sound kiang vaiies into hiang,

^^f^ Kiang' ]i,ing and pang ; tho primitive is not used alone, and

difiers from No. 348^ slightly.

Each.—The most part of this group is read loli, then

hoh, toll, liolt and lu ; from it flows No. 504 ^f and

No. 865 ^.
Rad. 137.— All the compoimds read like their phonetic,

but none of them have its meaning.

A sign.—The sounds yao, tiao, tao, chao and Ju arc

foimd here, but the meaning of the primitive does not

appe.ir.

Will.—Tliese are read i" and chi, but their meanings
sliow no reference to it.

To prostrate.—These are uniform ui sound, but not in

sense ; it is e.osily distinguished from No. 278 f^ and

No. 72 y^i from which it Hows.

To/ight.—.411 agree with their phonetic in somid at

least; it must be distinguished from No. 176 f;^ and

No. 345 ^
To desist.—The sounds arc uniform in this gi-oup ; one

of the comiwuuds ;l^ is sometimes used for itself.

He.— .\ small group, unifonn in sound, but diverse in
meaning; the right lialf is used also ns a synonymous

272
Ao//j

273
(Chcu

274
Chaef

37S
*Cld

27S
F«h,

277

378
< lliu

278

m Iliam,

331

2SZ
.Jhf

283

284
Hen^."

W Hoi,,

#
ia

iAieu

287
i.lii

fonn,

Towards.—Iliang runs into shang in some of these
;

it is to be distingnished from No. 206 [ol and No.

291 ig
Rad. 143.—The sound of hiieh glides into siih in many
of these characters, and one is read .si.

An official charge.—With one exception this group is

read^'ui; the piiniitive is sometimes abbreviated to ;£
in composition, which is seen also in No. 373 ^•
A district.—One sound nms tliroughall these, but their

meanings show no similarity.

A Itogether. —The sounds oUs'iien undshuian run tlurough

this group ; No. 478 ^ issomewhat like it in fonn.

Tojmn.—Besides lioli, the sounds koli, Idah, kiidi, shih

and ke'h occur ; it reappears in Nos. 579 ^ and

837 ^3 ; several words bear traces of the meaning of

the primitive.

To belloic.—Tlie group is iiniform in sound, but the deri-

vatives besu' no afllnity with the meaning of their

phonetic.

As, if.—Most of these foBow their leader, shn aud sii

being exceptions ; it is somewhat like No. 188 3X*
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ty. ^» iiy/i<.—A gioup nearly uniform in sound, cne only

JViih ivang being read Tiung, but showing little analogy to it in

meaning'; No. C99 -^ is derived from it.

To draw.— The sound « prevails, but ych and sith are

also htard ; some of the derivatives interchange it with

No. 152 IS-
|3r| aso Because.— 57n is altered to j/cn in four instances, but

V^ ( yii> the meanings of the words show uo affinity ; it is inter-

changed with No. 636 ^ in some of them.

^» 091 Same.—A group uniform in sound ; many of tlie

IHl < T^ur.g derivatives contain au allusion to tubular things ; it is

like No. 20C |nl nnd No. 293 ® in its sh.'>pc.

«"•* CrooTccd.—This small group is unlilic in sound and

K'ii/if sense, one being pronounced kiiing.

tjji s»3 To revolve.—These characters are uniform in sound,

|4i| illicii and many of them preserve something of the primitive

ill their meanings.

i-^ 2»« Tofimsh.—Hwan, iiran, wan aJti i/uen are tiie sounds

7C i^Vuii of these derivatives, in which no similaiity of meaning

appears.

a«» Sand.—Sha and so divide these characters, and in a

,.?/« few a meaning like a sandy color or roughness can be

traced ; No. 123 iJ? is the origin of this primitive.

2»0 Had. 160.—Tlicse cliaracters have uo similarity in

j.§i» sound or sense, juid might be properly refarred to the

ra<lical ; the real gi'oup is under No. 933 f^
~f- 2«T Jiod. 149.—Tliese words might have been properly

a iYen referred to the radical yen, as their meanings par-

take of it.

Vf/ ^'.* yin ei/i<in.'!eo/"«)o<fr.—This reseo-.blesNo. 217^ ;

'
llu and s/io aie the sounds, and the derivative KK
becomes a primitive in |^ pidse.

-^ 890 Pervading Hang and pang are the sounds, hut in

I fllang no,,,, of the compounds is the influence of the primitive

to be seen.

39« Conscienttau.1.— Liang, hng and niong are the sounds
;

f Liang jj nmch resembles No. 253 ^j and is sometimes inter-

changed with No. 62-1 1^, one of its derivatives.

i5j-o//(ec.—Uniform in sound with their primitive, .seve-

ral of the characters show traces of its meanings ; it is

sometimes WTitten like No. 226 ^ making a few syn-

onyms.

803 Bad. IGl.—The sounds are all cfdin and slain, and

- ' tlie primitive is liable to be mistaken for No. 402. ^
**• A precept.—Kiai and liiai are t,ho only sounds

;

•''''""* and several words exhibit some analogy to the primi-

tive in their meaning.

30* To compress. —The largest part are read l.ieh, others

'" * .ire l-ia/i, liiah, hieh and tsieh; y^ is read shen ; and,

unlike yyi hieh, the primitive is interchanged with No.

285-^ and No. 521 [^ in a few.

Inmntatim.—The characters exhibit traces of the

primitive, from which they differ in sonud ; one ( ^ )
becomes a primitive.

^g. '^' 7.— IKu, yii and yo are the sounds ; the idea of forcibly

Fl sIku stopping is found in half of the derivatives.

•Si*.
*•*

—ri 30S

SOT A hound,—Vaifomi in sound, the group is diverse in
iMang moaning, and contains no woid in common use.

30O Not.—These derivatives areread/)^»and^'; it is derived

from No. 71 /p> and resembles that group in ineauiiig.

sat 3^^
4|> iSid

M

•dtp
^O To overcome.—Tliese are read /.o/i and k'ing; two

jTti A'o/i, common derivatives are synonyms.

'^^ 310 j1 rivulet.—Tliis group is read Mng, hiiig and hung;

* ' ^ it is often contracted to ^ iu rapid writing.

'** Illicit.—AU are read y(; and the pAnitive is pi-obably

contracted from ff^, with which half of the derivatives

arc still written, as ^p a cocoa-nut.

^g, 313 Xo tarn pale.—Tliese are divided between pufi, puh and
~v Poh^ p^. ijnt; there is no similarify of meaning among

them.

-4r* '*3 Will.—All are read like the primitive, but they have
Ai^ Chi* no likeness to it iu meaning.

flli Cheh
^'^"^"lo"'' '^P'"''-

—Tliis resembles No. 417 fl^i but is

' not propeily iuterchanged with it ; nearly all are read

cheh.

3C 315 7y fiandfe^—Tlieio characters all follow tlieir phonetic,
71" T.ii'ig i)iit not in its meaning.

jfT Ti-.jt Filial dull/.—All e.^ccptone ( ^ liao) arc sounded
*

/oao, but no connection in their meanings can be traced.

Kioh ^ refuse.— Tlih is often ^^Titten -p]) and ^5) l)ut

' not quite correctly ; the characters are read alike, but

are seldom used.

j±. 9** ^d. 156.—The derivatives are unlike in sound nnd

sense ; and only one of them \ 4^ tu ) is much used.

Tg "10 Pad. 151.— Tea is the common sound; others are read
-*t -l^a jii, shu and tu;an ; but no reference to the piimilivo

appears iu its derivatives.

gn. rji£ Had. 159.—Besides those read ch^, two ai-e rt^O. |^
ch&t and J^ k'u, which show a referenfio to the mean-
ing of the primitive ; it is tripled iu one aberrant form

^ liSng.

BB I,'. To chanr/e—.'iW but two, ^ and fU yiiy .are read
' "^ l-'ang, but no similarity of sense appear* in any of them;

No. 573 •^ is derived from tliis.

3^ To begin.—In this grouP) ./" ind /"' f""e only sounds;

No. C48^ is formed from it.

GS3 Xo bind.— Tlireo are read sung, flie others are shuh,

* suh at.'l shall ; it is often confounded with No. 249 "yfi

even in well-printed books.

3^ Pad. 164.—Kour are road j!K ; two do not really be-

long to tlio sronp, though they (Isia i§ and >q ) cannot
well bo placed clsewhero i:i this f^ysteni.

328 Tousle.—.Ml tliese are aliljo in sound, but their senses

S A''iu differ greatly ; many are common characters.

3£S

«/'<:«

m

^3^0
jnf Cheh

^ break.—Out of this group only two (j^ and ^
' slii) vary in sotuul, but tlicrc is no general connection

Ijctwccu them in meaning.

^ KS7 To promenade.— Most arc read I'uiig, and tiie others
FB ' ang ^ro tm.ij nnd smig ; some of theui are interchanged with

^ or No. 720 ^.
'^p 3^ This gioup is nearly unifonti in its sound of ten, one
„^ Tsiii' beiug read sien ; no iuniiarity in signification appears.

^3* "?* A pn'ncc—Tliese chr.racfera arc read Imn and hinn;

^S (A'liiM none of them sliow any allusion to the phonetic in their

meanings.

gl CSO yt rtorchouse.—All hero arc read liih, but are rarely

/**J Ak/(> used ; (he primitive itself more than they all.

pL ^* 7'o .ihiin.—.Ml here ngrco with tlie priuiitvo in sound,
<Qm A«' and 6C>me slightly in n.cauijis; ncuc of them me much

in use.
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-—- 334

S3S
'eu^ 7

yiS 338

3c i'<.>

AU 338

7\i iPamj

^ 3^1

tl'Aao

3«3

;*fc 348

3««
ATioA,ik

348

^

i!t

349

seo

351
s 57m

Patience.—Tliis sub-gronp comes from No. 34 J)} and

is read «icH, no, jan or jdiir/; the primitive is sometimes

bad'.y written like No. 460 ,^.

77irf.—AU are read ;» niul m, like the primitive, but

they resemble it only in sound.

A pinch All agree with its sound lie/i, except two

read fas' ; it is liko the uo:;t.

7>-«s</i(A —Tho last and next arc liable to be con-

founded with tills ; all under it are read /« or J'cu, jU

or jriao, lint their meanings show no agreement.

Stable.—These characters arc read sui, >io, jicfiand ('<>,

and ilicir senses vary much ; it is not often confounded

vvit'.i No. 457 ^> which it resembles.

To sit.—AU these are read like the primitive, and foiu'

of them show traces of its meaning.

Racl. 150.—This groirp is read /.uh, Ici/i, juh and siih;

one character ^ reiippears in ^ with the same
sound and the sense iutensHied.

A kingdom.—These follow the primitive only in their

sound ; it resembles No. 25G yjj a little.

£adi.—More than kalf are read like the phonetic, the

otiici-s are hicei, hat, and one ( 1^ min, ) reSppeai»

in ^5 mill and^ fan.

A pavilion.—This is occasionally written Jjt but it is

often confounded with No. 350 gg ; the group is um'-

forcily read t'inrj, and the idea of elongation runs

through their meauuigs.

To announce.—Kii/i, huh, kao and hao arc the sounds

in this group ; the clmr.icter 1^ shows the integration

of two ancient characters.

Adorned.—Tliis group is read .«"«, yiu and teu, and a

common character is found under each sound ; tlie primi-

tive resembles ^ bald, which fonns ^ ttih and g^
((II, and this last again forms ^^, ; Imt tliis small

group is not worth separathig.

Advantage.—The cliaractets are uniform in .lomid, but

exhibit no likeness in sense; it is altered to ^T/j but not.

in good usage.

/.—Thii collection U sounded wo and ngo, but no trace

of the primitive appears in the significations.

Itid. 143.—These characters are all read i-i'oA ; one of

those put among them f^I. properly belongs to No. "7.

To refrain.—This group is read mien and tcan, witli

inc'i and u-dn ; it closely j'esembles ^£ a rabbit,

which forms a few derivatives.

To meet.—This group is read Jimy and puni; ; the

primitive i; derived from ^ luxiu'iant; it is not unhke

No. 271 ^ and even No. 401 0., but cannot bo thus

written ; .1 large sub-group occm's under No. 774 i|£-

A diffliitt/.—The compounds are read /?, a small gi'oup

much in use.

To dclaij.—Most are read yen, and others tun, shni

an'^w«; this primitive is so nearly like No. 341 JS
that iliey are olten confounded, and this one is wrongly
luunbeied with eight strokes.

(f'ontented.—Mote than half of these are read tiao from

^^ one of its derivatives ; the others are read ylu,

siu and .yjao; the radical is usually placed in the riglit

corner, as in f^ 1 the fonn ^ reiippeai* in )i^ to

wash, atid 5evc:» o' her characters.

^
^

^

:^

3S4
'Pi

355
iYil

356

367

358
Tui*

^* Nomads.—This group is pronounced like its primitive,

«'''> but their significations show little resemblance to it.

^' Insensate.—This is derived from No. 65 2, and its

Ai« '"'ifcombinations are read ho'aiy ; the primitive is some-

times improperly altereil to No. 223^-

•Toincd.—This is a sub-gronp of No. 108 fC, and its

sounds are ally/;", but their meanings are unlike in all

respects,

I.—Tlio soimda here are yd, tu, sii, c/iu and s/ie ; the

primitive is often written ^^ wrongly, and a com-

pound ^ reappears ui a sub-group of three or four.

To contain.—This gi'oup follows its leading soimd, and
S""" some have tried to find traces of Its meaning in them

;

it resembles No. 183 ^ when written badly.

To liope.—A gi'oup read hi, dH and /«'«, but showing
uo similarity to the primitive ui sense.

To barter.—The soimds of tui and shui, with those of

jui, shwoh, toll and yveh, are heani, mow of them
coumiou characters.

^A. 3" Elated.—Tliis gioup is sounded tsim. iswan, tsii and
^^ iSiiiif so. showing the uncertainty of tlio pllouetio element

;

the forms of this and the next are to he carefidly uoted.

-Cj 380 C'ertainhj—This group is mostly read n^aj and at, with

y'^ ''i i and si; three of the derivatives are Uke the primi-

tive, an interjection.

361 Bobust.—These characters are read Uke their primitive,

m^iuiQ
^]jj„j, jj itself derived from No. 118 tj ; none of them
indicate any afliuity In meanu}g.

I'lowinrf water.—This small group is read tsah, or tson

in some dialects ; the primitive is lometimes ivritteu

g, liko No 483, and oftener ^ , neither of them ac-

curuteU'.

3** A step.—This group is read pu, except two that are

Pu pronounced cJich or slte/t.

384 Dry.—Four characters are read kan, the rest are /lan/

" they are derived from No. 20 T^> and many deriva-

tives ill the two groups are synonymous ; J^ is hke it

in form.

^C

Jte 383

f=4 363
To cA)se.—This is also written ^3) but the briefer

form is also coiTCct ; the compoonos are read like it,

and the two mean inuch the sau'.e.

ta 388 Itad. H7.—Most of these are read Men, othere kien,

fti Kicn' y/n i„]d tien; it is a natural group and easily distin-

guished from those under the radical.

M 337 liad. 154.—All are read p£i or pai; it is not always

-"• ""^
easy to discriminate between tliis and No. 490 ^,
especially in badly-{iriiited books.

1^ 363 Qa;,;/,/^._Pi«« and r/n«7 are the sounds in this small

-^ iPimj group; three of tlicin )elale to marriage coutracts.

M "*'. Hud. 16G.— All are read V, except JS mai and ffi^^ kwei, bub none of them derive their meanings from it.

To /ic/yj—This is derived from No. 193 £[> and th»

gixiup follows its sound ; their meatiiugs sre ilifferent,

but Olio may force u connection in ^i and say it is the

iron which helps the fanner.

To divide.—These words are read jMi and pah, and a

lif.'.o ingenuity can discover traces of the meaning of

jiieh in most of them.

ja 378 Rid. 1G3.—All are iead yi'/i oryeh; but the mean-

er ^ '''» ings of iho uerivafives diflfcr entirely from the primitive.

m

m

370

371
Pieh,
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S ^7^ To report to.—This group is read dfing, except a|)
-*-' i^'""!/

ijiiy, but tlie meanings vary according to the radical

;

^ reappears in the lub-group No. 886.

1=1n

g

,^ J To toast—TlJs 18 contracted to fl iu common books

;

its similarity to No. 703 ^ often leads to niBtakes
;

most are read kiien, others are yiien and /tuen.

3T6 /I vertebra.—This is often -nxitten without the coiuiect-

'Lu ing line, with six strokes ; meet of the characters are

read tH, two are read kii, and ^ forms a sub-group

of three.

'7» Had. 157.—The few con)pounds in which this 6er^•es as

Tsuli^ a primitive aio mostly read choh, with tsoh or tsuh, but

none refer to its meaning very clear!}-.

3TT Wearied.— .^1 this gionp follows its leading sound,

JCwan but none of them its signiBcation ; it is easily confounded

with No. 499 ^i and care is required to distinguish

them.

m 378 To en/ aloud.—All are read wu or j«, hut their diver-

yf% iWu sity of m.eaniugs shows that the primitive has had no

effect upon them.

1^ 379 Ilifflt.—This group is read tsin, diaii or dtin; its mean-
'^^iCh'Sn ings bear no nlBnity to the primitive.

j)^ sea IJke.—About half of these are read siao; others are

ri Sia(? ffiao, isiao and c/iao; a sub-group is found under No.

658 M-
EIGHT STROKES.

^h* 3»l Ancestors.—Tlicse are pronounced tsunff and chung;
7S\ (Tsung there are severn! synonyms, and the phonetic is often ex-

changed with ,@, and with No. 582 ^•
4t^ 382 Til fix.— Tinrj, diannad lien are the common sounds,

AC> ^'"ir but the diversity ui meanings is greater.

^jLj M3 To environ.—About half of this group is read >/uen, and

^B Yuen tbe others ?<'««; the priinitive is now and then contracted

to^ asS imd^ a plate.

J ^ 384 T' ....
>[p» ^ Iiinpti/.—This primitive is derived from No. 27 I . i as

' "^ that sound is lieard in tbree-foiirtlis of the characters,

others being read h'ianr); many of them, too, are lilie

it in meaning.

RiijlU.—All of this gioup are read i, but most of the
characters are unlike the phonetic in meaning ; it is

writteu like j£ very ofteu.

*ip^ 386 Ano£icer.—Some of tliis group vary their sounds from© «""'"" kwan iuto wan and hicn, hut show no indication that
the primitive has influenced their meaniugs.

Chen ^ <noisteii.—This is derived fiom No, 190 |5|j and
'

foiloiva it in sound.

^fc rS^. '1 concubine,— Tsieh and snh are the only sounds under
3C J-iiefif this primitive, which has two or three ideographic deri-

v.itives.

ic

^

ass

it

m

(=1

^

M

p(.^ To «>«>.—This can be mistaken for No. 508 "^j but it
'

is never used by itself , the eoiuids are /)^i, feu, peu, ten
and pu, and their meadngs aie still more unlike.

,?•? A soldier.—The compounds in thejuh sMug aio sounded
•'««"> tiuli or suh; those iu the Ifii slang are teat aud sui.

3^* ^^c. --Tills group is uniformly read hang, but the
ihang primitive is used more thmi all its compounds.

^^ In, aU—All in this group are read yii, except two ; the
' primitive is changed to \^ but this form is rarelv seen

iu the compounds.

A pre/eOure.—Tliis is derived from No. 178 fjj
which has three sub-gi"oups, but they are seldom inter-

changed with this ; their pronuueiation is like the

primitive.

Nig/il.—Half (he compomids are read yi/i; the test ^<;j

one of which |^ denotes the viglit voice of a bii-d.

Jo nourish.—These ai'e read like the primitive^ andoue
of the compounds is a synonym of it.

To en/oj.— Tills is to be dislingulshe<l from No. 299
'""y

pf ; it makes two tuh-groups, Nos. 727^ and 728

^ ) dmn, tun and slain are the only sotmds iu it.

397 A .^ (tiing

</•«

394

395
Ynh)

S9S

29T A metropolis.—Most of the compounds ai'e read liami.

and No. 803

^
%

400
sl'en

401
Fung'-

^'J'ien

then king, lioli and Idang; No. 863 ;f

Jgt form two sub-gronps.

'Tp? *?• Only two of this gi-oup are in common use, oue of
5tv (O7ion ,vhich is read tan; the primitive is not used.

^ 399 Stmng.-
7C (Kmng

Tliese characters are all read kiang; the

primitive is written 3^ and ^E i" most cases.

A flame.—Most of the derivatives iuro read fan, others
are yen, shan, piao and Itu/i, and a few of them
refer to it iu their meanings.

To offer.—Fung, pimg aiulpang are the sounds in tliis

group ; the primitive is often wrongly written like No.

348 ^j in consequence of the sioilarity of sound.

*"2 Rrtd. 168
—

'lliesa characters are all lead r.hang ; the
S C'A ani/derivativcs are more used tlian those under the r.idical

;

it is sometimes misv-ritten like No. 302" ^
To defame.—lliis is ahio \nHttcn ?^) and there seems
to be no difference between the two ; they both look

like ?J? hung, which has no derivati^-cs ; tlie souuds
are uniformly t'ien.

Military—Tliis group is mostly read wu, the derivative

^ pin being the chief exception.

A wife—All are read tifi, but iu none of thein can
any trace of the primitive be seen.

2\V£/,
^ treddle.—This is often writteu ^j apparently to
show tlie radical plaudy ; the sounds oi'Uich, tieli, s/ie/i

and sAa are heard.

77ie shoulder.—This group reads like its phonetic, but
none of the characters are much used.

Surprldng—The sounds • aud ki are the only ones in
tliis most numerous group under one primitive ; tlureo

or four of its compounds as^ waving, ^ flourishing

and ^ to send, form sub-groups.

To come c«.—Tliis gioup follows the phonetic ; the

primitive is sometimes wTitten ^ when it resembles

No. 257 ^.
A t/jf.— Tliese characters are read yai and ngai, but
only oue of tlietn has any reference to its meanuig.

Straight.—'tlie soiuidsc/u'A and »Ae/i are the diiefoues

;

No. 674 i^ is derived from it, and care is ucccs-
sary to distinguish the two.

iie
404

(
n'«

405

( T^*i

40S

^

^

It

407
fKien

408
,hi

iLai

410
( IVii

411
CWi,

^' A pig fettered.—'ri\e sounds iu this group are chuh,
Chu/ii ^Jiung, c/ioli and tuh ; it is derived from tlie radical

^ a pig, and is often carelessly written without the
crossed line.

413 Suddenly.—The sounds in this collection range betw.;eu
i e" ym and ngan, yeli and ngoh.
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, 41T
>*2su

41S
<Piao

41*
Tuh,

2^

i3V

sg

A'tt'a'

m

*** Hmo The sounds licic mo nuh and nak, bs well as

A'<i«* nas, but only ono wonl is in couihajii use.

41S To rcac/i.—This sub-group is doriveil from No. 237

=Ej and is uniformly read tao.

fft- Happily.—Tins primitive differs ("rora No. 296 ^
and is sometimes written ^^ in pedantic or ancient

style ; the derivatives are mostly rend liitij., and half of

them mean to uote ; it reippeare in No. 927 ^•

To toic—This resembles No. Sii flL i about one-half

of the characters change into tseu nndcAca; No. 864

gt forms a sub-group.

To show 0M^—From the similarity in louud, U-is is

sometimes interchanged with No. 762 ^ 5 the deriva-

tives are read/«W

Poisonous This group is road tii/i, except j|p tai, hut

has no unity of meaning ; the incorrect form ^ is

occ»ionally seen.

**• Rad. 174.—Some oonfuslen exists iu these derivatives,

< Tsiiig many of which properly como under the radical ; all

are read ising, except ^ diai, and many of them

relate to color.

Augury.—A sub-group from No. 239 ^ ; its

characters mostly refer to suspension, and are read kwa
and hwtt.

4*a A road.—These arc mostly read liih, with miih and
''«/'> kw€i ; theii- meanings seldom have reference to the primi-

tive.

*^ An eminence.—T\\i3 resembles the preceding, but is

iLing never interehanged with it ; the characters are read

ling or lung.

Second to.
—

'Ilie prevailing sounds arc ngeh and ya ;

tliis primitive forms sub-groups under JJ and Sg and

No. 819 M-
Ea-it.—This resembles No. 532 Jj^ ui po»rly-printed

books ; the compoimds are read tung except ^ clian,

but their meanings have no liiioncss.

4as Affair.—Uniform in sound with the primitive, but
'^'"* showing no aflSnity to its meaning.

^* Extreme.—Tlie compounds of this phonetic follow its

' sound, and it is almost a sjiionym of ^gji its most

common character.

T7 . To limn.—This is regarded sis a contraction of ^j
' 'and the full form is alsofoimd in well-printed books

;

the characters are mostly read !iwo/>.

,- Eobust.—Tliis resembles ^j and its full form ^
'^'^* seems to have been often intended iu the coinpouuds

;

No. 946 ^ and No. 995^ fonn two sub-groups

;

kien. Men, shu, kin, shin and kdng are the sounds

under it.

*3«> Perhaps.—This group is read iit'oA, hwehoiyuh;
' there are sub-groups under No. 794 ^ and ^
elegant.

*^^ Tao.—The sounds in this group are all ^1015, and a
'Liang tinge of its meaning is seen iu several of them.

A forest The sounds Ian, lin, shun and /j/n occur

under this primitive ; it is not tlie same as j|t||[, with

which it is occasionally confotmded.

To cleave.—This is derived from No. 99 /p' "'^'1 'lie

gronp is xmiformly sounded sih, but the compounds show
nothing of its meaning.

424

426

i^ting

433
^Lin

433
Sih,

da

434

43B

43«

n 439
iMan

440
<Tai

^ 441
A'ii,

I 442

I
AV«/(,

tffL

-<t

^

^
^

^
^J

A pine.—'Iliw is derived from No. 116 2v» of which
*^ " it is a snb-group ; all are read sung, but have no

likeness of m:aning.

TMs.—A large and honiophonons group; three small

sub-groups flow fro.ii it, as ^ a foundation, No. 284

^ that, and ^ bluish.

Andently.—The sounds sih, tsili, tsoh and t-ooh, in the
^'"> juh siting, and c/ia, tuo and tsi£ in the shang shing

occur ; one derivative No. 910 % g heads a small

sub-group.

^^ Light.—Tlie sounds of te'e», dian and Isan are common
c Tsan in tjjjs gix)up ; some sub-groups aro formed from it.

43» To sweep.—Sao and fa are the sounds ; one derivativo

3§ is another form of the primitive, which is not in use.

Had. 169.—Two aro read wun, and the others man;

some of them properly belong to "^ as a radicah

Bad. 171.—This group mostly iKjIongs to ^^ as a
radical, and it is impossible to decide under which class

to look for a character.

To dwell.—Regular in its form and sound, and three

or fotu' of tlio group show gome analogy to the primi-

tive in their signification.

To lend.—The sounds are kiiili, ku/i, kiieli and /luh;

the primitive comes from No. 207 pj, with which it is

occasionally interchanged.

443 To connect.—Tlie sound of these characters is mostly
Caoliy clio/i, then c/iui, toll and rf; an idea of continuity is

often seen in their meanings.

*** A letter.—The sounds here are unifoimly Imn, but the
<//a« significations are unlike.

4tB first—A small collection, read luSng ; the derivatives

Mmig* are of trifling importance.

*5* A particle.—The compounds are ngo or ; it is one of

' " several sub-groups derived from No. 145 pj

.

To receice.—All l)ut ono pf] wiin of this collection aro

read sheu, and that is rarely used.

To approach.—Tliis group is read yiii; there are few

common diaractere except Ji and j^j the last of

which reappears in >^ a soaking rain.

5*® ftTiomeiito/.— One of this group is read kwi!f, an cx-
' Jh'ai ceptiou to tho usual somid of d'at ; four or five aro

common cliarsicters.

480 To dissent.—lliis group is read iJiing and tsing; some
(CliSng of the words aflect the meaning as well iis tho soimd of

the primitive ; it is interchanjied with No. 420 ^.
<S1 TJnrf. 175.—Most of this group read ft'!, the others

(Fc'i lire read pai and p^i ; the distinction between it as a

phonetic and a radical is dubious.

453 United.—Tho sounds oi ping, pung and p'ien occur in

* "^ tliis group ; tho primitive is often contracted to ^»
and may be sought for luider six strokes.

A roil.—Tliesc arc all read kiiev, and a trace < f its

meaning is perceptible in many of the derivatives ; where

the radical is placed underneath, ^ is sometimes con-

tracted to No. 219 t'^) which thus becomes a synonym.

To /-/iOtt'.—Uniformly read c/i>, this group has no simi-

larity in meaning.

A law.—TWii collection of characters is read cAt, but

their meanings are verj' diverse.

447
Shet.>

44S

4S3
A«cn»

<S4
(Chi:

4SS
Chi*
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^Be Pendent.—Tho sounds cind, to, nhui and yue occur in

ithui tl;c group, in wliicb no afiinity of meaning is seen.

To depute 'flic sound w^ varies into it'o, /ui, jwa,

nil r.nd iigai; Ibis primitiTe is lilte No. 336 3c' ^^^
tiie two arc often Avritten wrongly.

4ES jy piitc/i.— TIio sounds of this group follow the primi-
A.'«/i> tire, and in many of the characters some glimpses of

its meaning arc seen.

I'lil.—All are read /(ft, and one or two show some

analogy to the primitive, as jf^ ill from obesity ; it is

intcrclianged with £j in one instance.

EH ^^ A fiiend.—Tliis group is read yia^ir, with one or two
JVi iPuiiy read piny ; a sub-group of nine characters is formed from

^, many of them synonymous forms of it.

Rjl **'• To subdue.— All are Bounded /u/i or /)«A ; this group is

' properly derived from ffi to govern, under which are

found ^ to recompense, ^R to blush, and others.

"Ef ^'^ Clime.-—'Iliese arc sounded It and l^; tlieir meanings
^'v ' ' differ widely from the primitive.

To open.—One character ^ cfiao is peculiar in its

sound, and tho primitive always covers the radical.

*'"^ De.'picable.

4T6

-This group is mostly read j»i, then ]>i!

m

Hwua

<93
<Ki

M Hien

m 4*Z
(Ililt

tE| ^'^^ Around.—So many in tlus group are read tia», that tho

/pj fC/ieu nioro usual sound cheu is made doubtful ; their meanings

have no affinitj-.

Agl ^'* A kiln.—This group is all read l^ao; the primitive is

• ' derived from No. 258 xS' ^^^ ^^^ '^^ ^"''^ ™*ny
ynoiiyuis.

.^J **• Suddeidy.—Nearly alike in sound, as hwuh or k7j, these

^tii* iiwuhj chaiacters also present many analogies in their mean-

ings ; the primitive proceed* from No. 96 ^i and is not

the s.nme as No. 563 ™\-

A pit.—This character proceeds from pq a mortar, and
its compounds are read hien, yen, han, lean, tan, c/ion

and liaA; ideas alluding to cavities occur in several.

./()(;/«/.—Many of this group are synonyms with those

under No. 99 f^j aud resemble tbe'u" primitive in

sound aud sense.

A futtlt.—These differ wholly in sound and sense, aud

no analogy can Iw traced ; tho primitive ^f tsan

resembles it
; ^ Pg- and jg- are all its derivatives.

,
* A Md.—Tills is often erroneously written J^ mao;

ilic group is read 'rh, i or ni, a few varying, and many
show a trace of the primitive.

An instant.—This is often contracted to ^j aud like

No. 467 ^ anil No. 953 Ji|) is derived from |i3 a
mortar ; its compounds are all read yu.

Rid. 172.—.\s a primitive, this is confounded with kia

^t> "t"! n-.ust be reganlcd as the same ; a sub-group is

fonned from -j^ a sparrow, which then resembles No.

026 /gl ; tho sounds ahui, stii, tui, hwii, w£i aud c/ain

occur imder it.

Taffctrj.—This group is read poh, mien and tin, and

one of them ^ haa two derivatives.

Had. 170 The derivatives are all read /eu except jj^
7<M, but their meanings are unlike ; iu some characters

U if contracted to No. 208 g ) when the radical is

under.

3r A^"'*

'^ fOiid

m
^

473
Pa';,

*t'eu

andjoat; it is often incorrectly written like No. 498 -jx"

Obscure.—Tliis character is altered to ^ in those

which are read min, apparently to indicate their <lif-

ference from those read hxvun, which more resemble

the primitive.

^^ 477 Xo think oti.—Tho sounds men, nteh, pen, jan, tien aud

iJS* Nien' skan occur iu this gionp, but none of the characters

assimilate to the meaning of the primitive.

A^ *Ta Had. 167.—As a phonetic, this gives the sound of kin

iE. c'^"' fo jjjye^ ji,g others being read yin aud chao; ^ forms

a sub-group of three.

-aft. 47» i'ood.—Tins group is uniformly read Wao, hutnolike-

'H iBiao uess is tiaceable iix its meanings ; it is made of No. 115

^ placed above ^ flesh.

^^^ 48e To join.—Lun, the usual sound, rarely runs into ISaij

m 5 Lun the meaumgs do not correspond.

"^^ c-?.^ A cottage This is derived from No. 263 cii with

which it has some s}-noujius ; in ^fl and Jg it is

altere<l from the radicals^ and '^^

^ 4»a To carve.—The compoimds are read luh aud pch;

' No. 5Si ff^ is much like this in appearance.

*•» fyHd /lint/.—Those are often read chi; tho priniitjva

* *'
is also written "g", but is not interchanged with No.

362 ^
*•* A younijer tmcle.—TIio soimds liera are ihuh, tmih, tuk,

Shu/i) (si/i nnd tsiao; their meanings aie quite mihke.

488 Willinff.—This group is read /cang and shih ; the prim-
'-^'""^

itive is a little like No. 479^
*•• To excel.—The soiuid c/ioh v.aries into cJiao iu nearly
C/iO«5 iialfj others being read tao and iiao ; it must not bo

MTittcn ^, as that is used only as part of No. 820 ^•
**^ A tiger.—This is regarded as another form of liad. 141

"
/S' "'"1 "^ ''"^ compounds are so read ; No. 672 J^
aud ^: each mako a small sub-sroiip.

*?• None o/.—This group is s;imded wanj; tlio priiuitivo

"
is sometimes contracted to {vj, which more easily dis-

tinguishes it from t lie next.

A peak.—These compounds .iro all read long, but have

i

4-

n 'Kang
no resemblance in meaning

;

is altered to

some of them ; tliis and tho last aro easily confoumlcd.

g 4»o To prepare.—Tliis group is readWi; the phonetic is

^ » " often written like No. 367^, with which it lias uotli-

iiig in coininon.

S. *•* An obstacle.—The half of those are read n^at and the

"»J Ngai' lest f^/i . the prunitive has some relation to No. 240

^ in some of the synonyms.

fruit.—About two-thirds of this group agree iu the

Bound kuo, but tho others, rcail Itivo, lo, it.o, liwu and

/-wan, are so much in use, that the primitive is no guide

to the sound.

^^ Jirlyht.—One of this snmll group is read ntSni/, the

TfJ idling others viing; there is no i-eseinbliuico in the nieaniiigs.

a *^ To alter.—Mnst of these derivatives aro read ti/i, others

^7 5'tA,
,-| y,7(, ,„/,_ is;i' and sing ; the primitive is similar to

No. C92 ^ light.

B *•• Like.—Ilicun takes tho place of /.ici/n iu about on*-

XbfKwun tliird of this group ; in badly-printed books tho primitive

resembles No. 065 ^ clear.

4*2
' ^Kwo

493
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1-486 ZHsHnguisheti.—AU. arc read ch'anij ir. this group, and

ffJUang tuo primitive is shadowed forth in tho meanings of

many ; its fomi resembles No. 597 g •

.Sfai/e.—This flows from No. 153 "j^, and tlie group

\» nearly uniformly sounded, i-«, ko and hoh being

variants.

497

s. 4*8
To give.—This primitive differs from No. 475 ^i
though tonfoimded with it ; the gi-oup is regiilarly

sounded pi.

1*1 ^?' A grananj.—IVM, and No. 377 IS are easily con-
1—I

,/v lU
fQ,;„j|,(]^ „mi ,j)3 similarity of their sounds Uun and

Ic'wiin is a reason for particular cai'e.

jM, e*o 4 ^„jj, —jjjig group follows the phonetic tien ; one
'*

' variant is read fun ; in some cases, No. 953 JB^ is

badly written like this.

•fi* *"* »?<;//.— This group is read shanrf, cJiang and tang;
' * a/iatig* similarity of sound may lead beginners to confound this

and No. 715 ^ j several sub-gronps flow from it, as

No. 870 ^, No. 1032 ^ No. 786 ^, No. 914 ^,
No. 858^ and others.

2U,
Ileal 1/.—This group is read tah ; in a few of the com-

poiuids it is interchanged with No. G98 j^j] from iden-

tity of sound.

NINE STROKES.

*** *^ '^o piiblisJi.—TUs flows from No. 243 S' •'"' 't

-B. c'5''"> Jias little in coiumon except somid ; most of tho

words are read hiien ; No. 555^ is interchanged with

It.

Koli
A guest.—This offshoot of No. 272 ^ differs from it

' in sound, kia/i being most common.

fi^ JM>K Suddenly.—One souud, iuh guides tliis grouj), but no

TV Tuhf ingenuity can detect any imifonnity in the significations.

X^ 60* Constant.—This group somewhat resembles No. 50,3,

TS. iUdng^^^
.J. j^ ^ sub-gronp from No. 228 g, and aU the cha-

racters are read kang ; none are much used.

,-iy^ »07 A sovereign.—In combination this is occasionally in-

'^
' terchanged with No. 755 '^ and altered to J^i but

the group is nearly uniform in sound and form ;
slii @'

Is an anomaly.

•^. 603 Ilad. 180.—The use of tliis character as a phonetic or

t yin a radical is often perplexing ; most are read m/mi, the rest

yin, yen and I'in ; some cf them are good examples of

ideogriiphio writing, as "^ sick in sound for drunk.

A pennon.— TliLs is also correctly wTitteu f^ ; the sounds

are all yin, but the meanings aro unlike ; it resembles the

ne.^t in its fonii.

To concede.—This appears to be derived from No. 35

J^ and is often co'itracted to ^^ in conmioa books

;

the compounds are read i and shi.

A measure.—The sounds hero .are <«, Uih and tuh ; it re-

sembles, but is not likely to be confounded with sih Jr§
a mat, as that forms no compounds.

Wise.—A group nearly all read ^en and ngan; the

correct form is contracted to i5 in well-printed books.

An arbor.—Tliis sub-group arises from No. 4 \J > and

t^

H

610
i.ihi

611
'Tu>

612
Yen'

613

is sounded it'ing ; the primitive varies into '

times.

at all

3SC
61«
Fuh,

616

f
Kiiin

6ie
^Sheu

617
i Tsieu

618
71—'

619
Tseii?

m

SSi

To revert to.—Tlio primitive lias been supers-edcd by

one cf its compounds, No. 849 f^' which leads a sub-

group ; tho sounds aro/uh and/'iA, and many characters

show traces of tho primitive in their meaning.

An army.—Tlio sounds in this group are kiiln, hiim,

yun, liwun, hicon and hioei, but iu only a few cases is

there any liint of the meaning of the primitive.

Had. 185.—Of this pronp, only two of tlie four come

under it, which aro read tno.

Before.— -A. l.omophoiious collection read te'en, but

only one or two of them show ir-accs of the primitivB in

then- signification.

To report to.—This might proiwrly have remained a

sub-group of No. 221 ^j with which it agrees in .sound.

To memorialize,—Tlicso characters vary fron. tsen to

c/iejt in a few cases ; the primitive is casili- conlbnnded

with No. 033^ unless caro is taken.

The spring.—This group is read c/i'«n nearly tluxiugh-

out ; No. 732 ^^ is sometuncs confounded with it, by

being contracted to this form.

A <»/«•.—This flows from No. 304 >^, of which it is

a derivative ; the groups resemble each other in sense

and sound.

Tofall.—The compounds are read to; the primitive is

otherwise written |>^ without alteiing its sense ; the

sub-group No. 833 flows from j^t but the otheri are

unused. "

MajeUic.—Tliis is sounded wdi, but the characters are

unusual, nor liable to be coofounded with those under

No. 233 J^ if CMC te used.

A II.—The sound Uien varies into lien, ilien, /tan and

ktin, and one derivative ^^ originates the few mider

No 884.

636 2iad. 181.— Many of the derivatives of this primitive

JJie/i} v.hen used as a rudiciil, show the difficulty of deciding

I 6S0
'(C'/l'hH

i 621

: Kiehf

622
To

623

, Wei

624
iHicii

where to put them
;

sounds are sU and fan.

reiipiiears in No. 847 ; the

W 62C
Mien*

; 637

; ^Ja-an

62S
tPSn

Ŝ? c

629
Cha

m 639
iFimg

M

631
« 67ie

632
'Kien

Had. 17C.—The similarity of sound has ruled this

group, which in many cases decides whether to put it

here or under the radical ; tlio meanings are incon-

gruous.

Tender.—The sounds in this group are Ju-an, no and

nwan; the meanings iu several cases exhibit traces of

the primitive.

To hasten.—One character is read ./an, and the others

pan ; the form of this primitive suggests some aflinity

to No. 149 ;^-

Great.—This flows from No. 265 ^ ; the sounds arc

mostly dta and a few na ; they bear no resemblance i;i

meaniii!;.

To seal.—Tlie derivatives which have this primitive on

the side are read J'mg, those with it on tho top are

mostly read/^a/iiy.

This.—Most of these characters are read chu, and
others are read f«, che and sU; three small sub-groups

occm' under^ ihu, ^ shn and |§ chu, and a fourth

under No. 812 ^ still larger.

To «e/ec(.—Ibis primitive is often carelessly -wiilten

like No. 425 ^, \ one compound reappears k.No. 10

^ j raost of the characters are read lien, and a fc at

hen.
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623
« Yen

M 633

830

f Yin

037

83S

-J,- S30

^ 040
5/»V

To conceaA—'niU is really a sn'o-group of -§• »/cn, but

tliat has only one or iwo cor-ipound; ; nearly all are

read yen ; yah and tm being llie exceptions.

Ilcrjij)}/.—Most of tills group are sounded Ju or /uh,

the rest are pih ; g fonns a snlvgiwip of four charac-

ters.

C;-«e/.—This group is read lah ; the primitive resembles

n componnd of No. 249 j^, but tlie tr.o are easily

distiugiiislied.

7b li-aZ/j//).—The prevailing sound yn alters to yen

and Lien in a few cases ; the phonetic often interchanges

ivith No. 290

To desire.—'y\ns resembles the rfiaracter ^ shwa, but

that fpmis no compounds ; the sounds are unrformlv i/ao.

Mutual.—\ nearly homophonous group read siang and

fSiany shwaty; and the meanings are totally dissimilar ; under

No. 1007 ^ is a small sub-group.

To raoinine.—This primitive resembles No. 785^
in sound, and both may be derived from No. 193 Q^ '>

its sounds aio all cha.

Exces.iice.— .S//iZh, chaii, tan, fna, i3r, and chan, are

the sounds in this gro«ip : their meanings are even

more diverse.

-^ t*l C'ertain.—Most of this group are readm^; <Mily two

^fi 'Meii foUow the primitive m sound, and none b meaning.

-m-. 548 A leaf.—Tlie numerous sounds here are read yeA, «ie/i,

:^ Ye/i, tieh, cheh and theh, and in several its meaning can be

traced.

.^f 843 South.—K onifoim group in sound, but luiUke in

rfj ^Nan meanings,

844 IJow.—Apparently derived from No. 153 o? but its

,//« etnnology shows a different source ; its sounds are all

hu, but its meanings diverse.

=>, 848 ,5q/J._Theso are read jau and nao; a large number

^C i't'en csiiibitti-aces of the meaning of the primitive.

^t. 64S 5/ron^.—Tlie radical is usually placed under the pri-

4% ^^^"'
mitive, as la ^ h, « ; this group is read meu, mu and

yinih.

.f^ 847 To twiW.—The derivatives are all read Wen, but almost

^E Kicif none of them exhibit its meaning.

a B4B A dwelling.—Tho characters in this group are read

;BS Wiihf wuh or uh, but none of the meanings of the piiraitive

cnttr into them.

Ba BM Ulnsonj.—T\\a resembles No. 572 p^, and some care

% Kiu* i, necessary to distinguish the two ; the sounds are

kia and hia.

j^ 8B0 yjarf. I78._lt is sometimes doubtful in thisgroup which

J^ i Wii shoidd lielong to the primitive and wliich to the radical

;

wdi h altered to hwc'i and » in a few cases.

n 881 To (wrr^.—These derivatives are Bounded /u, but their

-^ '" meanings ai-e incongmous ; it is allied to No. 867 ^•
At BBS Beautiful.— llican is the uaual sound in tins group,

:^ fltt-a«' cxcept'one or two read 'loan; the meanings are some-

times like the phonetic.

j^ 883 yt //.—These are all read »« or »•; their meanings have

"W €"'" no relation to that of the primitive.

m B84 I-:,jehmos.—X group read mii throughout; the old

fa s-Wci j.^^^ j^f jjjg piiouetic (g is often used.

«i 885 Uj) /o.—About half arc read yuen, the rest are nwrt»,

3C 5 Hf/i* hwan and hStn ; the primitive is interchanged with No.

928^ and No. 527^ i.i a few cases.

m

JB

' ,^''* , ^ elevate.—The sccnds are citing or cliBngi but their
* China', . . . . n ... 3?

inciuungT are Incongmous ; it is oitcn written -^
under eight stiokes.

,
**',. To reliini.—Tl^ese compounds are read l,wH, except
A'uc'» i^jjc/, y tlio group is very diverse hi its meanings.

. 8SS Ileal I/.—About sbc are read fvng or Itueh, the others

' "^ are all chung ; two ( glj and J() reiifpear in sub-

groups of three each.

•"• To hull.— .'V uniform group under chah, except a few
,
Chah) j-cad shaU or hinh ; the compounds sliow no affinity in

I

meaning.

I IJf ?**• ^>'t""">-— Tlie usual sound of ts'iii varies into tsitt»

I

'*'^ ( T^' '« and chev in half a dozen Distances ; some find traces of

I the phonetic in several characters.

' -tC; 'f* Had. 186.—Tlicse compounds arc alike in sound, but
tl I'liang ]iave not much siuularitT in meaning.

/fet ••' A crash.—This group is mostly read hung, one being

^J tnuity founded kiilt, in v.liich it is evidently interchanged with

No. 458 ^, as some of the others are with 'gj-

^mwTVani'^'"'''^'—1^"*" wTitten ^ and ,^j or contracted to

^5 but has no connection with No. 4CC fQ, \ the

sound ts'ung varies into diw'Hug in two cases.

^gj •** Full.—One of this 6.aia!l group occasionaKy varies into

(Ymg cliang, bnt it is ren<\t/ing in idl common words.

••• A •'hield.— Tun, shun, siiin and cliwen are found in this

* Tun gi'onp ; the meanings are veiy uulilve.

^3 BBS yi s/i/j.— Nearly nil of this gronp me read pien, which

/Jfll 'Pien alters mto pin am\pan in two or three cases; traces of

the primitive aie seen m several words.

A deed.—This is derived from No. 256 *^) of whidi

No. 809 j^ forms another sub-group ; its sounds are

unlike, varying into hi, kieh, liieh and sieh.

»W To inundite.—Out of this group of yen, one ch^acter
• i en is pronounced k'ien ; the primitive Itself is ideographic.

^Sk r-i ^ *""•—A derivative from No. 252 J^ ; the meiuiings
' ' "''

in the group arc unlike, though their sounds are all /iVA.

u^ 870
_ All.—All of this inmibcr arc re.'ul hiai or laai ; some ofQ iKia* thcra indicate an iniiueiice of the primitive in tbelr

meauings.

E*T* Had. 182.—Most of this gioup are read fung, then
(tuny Jan or Ian ; the significations are sometinies ideo-

grapliic, as ^^ a sougliing.

6& tf^^tA fragwenU—Tha is very similar to No. 649 §.,
but their dissimilarity in sound helps to distinguish tliem,

as each group follows its leader.

Convenient.—A sub-group derived from No. 821 J£»
uniformly sounded pien, but incongmous in meaning.

[£f •'* J'jnperor.—One sound hwang names these derivatives,

rF. iUu;ang\j,^^ t],g;j. meanings have little analogy to their phonetic.

*78 Aha.—These are all sounded tsih; the primitive Is

^' ' -written like No. 624 fill in poorly-printed books, and

No. 974 ^ flows fioni if.

A prince.—Tliis and '^ are evidently the same primi-

tive, but this foi-ni is mostly used in the compounds,

which are sonnded hen or keu.

An old i'myjcror.—Tills and No. C98 |Sq aresimilnr in

form, and many deriv.itives raider both are sounded

alike ; half of these are read kii.

To protect.—A Iiomoplionous group read pao, into

whose n:eanings the primitive does not enter to any

liorcciitiUe degi-ee.

867
K'i*

m

673
Pien'

in

n

8T«
Meu

6JT
tya

878
•Pao
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sr«

S«l

^
^
^

%

m

^

F^

^t

jfo conceal.—The sounds of lyen and n^an occur in tliese

characters ; this is a sub-group from No. 285 ^i but

the two have no analogy.

To assent.—The soiuius are i/U, shu and teu, mostly

the former ; this and No. 517 "HJ may hastily be con-

fused.

A leaJei:—Half are read ts'eu, the others y»u and siu;

it proceeds from No. 324 W? but the analogy between

them is undiscoverable.

B«3 6'ay.—This group is entirely homophonous ; in many
I'Jsvnj of the compounds it is interchanged with^ and ^
^^ RaJ. 183.—Tliis gi-onp is quite unneceaeary, ns the

t.J'^' cliar.octers under the radical contaui all but one.

, 5ft To explain,—Tliis is similar botli to No. 482 fft and

No. 412 ^; inost of the derivatives arc read rfiiKW,

then tivan, yticn and hwei.

•«•• Drains.—Tliis group is all read nao ; its meanings
'Nuo occasionally allude to the primitive.

Bts Virginitij.—KX the compounds are read i-Jking, but

JJUng their meanings bear no likeness to the primitive.

887 Jf.—Tliis group is read j<^, ji, noli and rji'oh; it

' is derived from No. 139 ^, but their meanings ai'e

diverse.

•8« Flowery—This group is reiwl jiin^, and its phonetic is

' "'^ derived from No. 200 ^, but the conipotmds seldom

lake ailer it in signification.

**• Sprouts.—A few in this collection change miao into

iMiao „iao and nao, but none indicate any affinity with the

primitive.

69« Light..—This gronp is read yuli, and one derivative

Yuli) has supplanted the primitive.

8»x Law.—Most of these words are read tseh or to'; and
Tseh, uone indicate that the primitive has perceptibly influenced

their meanings.

TTie sky.—This resembles No. 494 ^, and in many

cases is confused with it ; Nos. 767 ^r and No. 798

f^* form sub-groups ; tht sounds are gang, fang, tang,

cfmng and shang.

To be.—The sounds shi and ti abont equally divide this

gi'oup, one of the easiest to recognize.

S»4 Mysterious.—Uniform in its sovmd miao, this is derived

fi'om No. 123 y?)With which its meanings have the

most -affiuity.

"*• A star.—This group is readjJ/iy-and tang ; the primi-

lOmg j.^.g j^ derived from No. 164, ^ and one or two

dciivatives are like it.

E9e Whof—A lai'ge gi'oup sotmded /lo/i, "jre/j, koh,hieh,

Uiih, ^ff,^ Melt, Uah and ai; ^ is often used for its primi-

tive, and f§ leads a small sub-group.

£•' Illiiit.—The sound of mao changes into (n^i, fung and
Maip suh in some characters ; this primitive is otteu con-

tracted to g in combination.

Al«ne.—Yu, t/ung , ngeu atii j/eu are tlie sounds; it

somewhat resembles No. 577 ^, and reappears hi

No. 921 ^•
To flatter.—Uniformly wmnded tsihi the derivative JR
has three under it, but they are not common.

Ji Mint.—This is hke S. favor, whose four com-

pounds are rarely met; thi&group is sounded as', ^i, su»

and tsai.

Yang

es3
'Slii

588

699
Tsih^

eoa
Sz'*

-IS- ?^> '^'' •^*'"''

—

^ group read w€i, and similar hi form and
T^ '''^i sound to the next, but presenting no likeness in sense.

H Jfet*
^'omach.—This primitive resembles ^ a helmet, but
that forms no compomids ; these are read wfi and ktcci,

^^ ;^*\ Tb/n'jrA/cM.—This phonetic is like No. 994 ^, mtli
^ Av/oA> which it is often interchanged ; the words in this group

are all pronounced ngoli.

50 *** ^'' «<«'«•—Tliis flows from No. 293 @, with which it

ia s Hu:& is often interchanged, and agrees entirely in its sounds.

JJL *? A tcri) mouth.—These derivatives are sounded iaia, ko,

IHj (h.wa icwo^ fio and no; the primitive is not in use, aud one

compound j5 reappears in No. 924.

^. "f* Begimdng.—The eounds twan, chwen, jui, dmi and
nil (Tu>au ehwan, occur in this group, whose primitive is a con-

tracted form of J^ singly.

TEN STROKES.

To rule Tliis, a sub-group of No. 296 ^j is read

tsai, tsz' and hai ; the primitive exerts no influence ou

the sense.

To fill a crack,—The primitive is regarded as an old

form of ^, and covers the radical ; the sub-groups are

No. lOOt ^, with ^ and^ ; the sounds are kien,

him, sell, chai and sal.

^p «•» A houseltold.—These derivatives are all read ito; it is

^^ • '" not a sub-gronp of No. 412 ^> nor should it be con-

founded with No. 623 ^•
To injure The sounds are hot, hiah, k»/t and JuJi

;

several of the characters are not unlike it in signification.

Narrow.—This is derived from No. 166 ^\p, with

which it is sometimes iuterchauged ; the sonuds are

all c/ta.

Met «ia A hollow.—A sub-group from No. 1 72 /BL ; the icri-

/J^ fWa vatives are uniformly read a,'0.

^^ 813 Patient.—A group having little in" common in the

•f^iYung meanings of its characters, which are uniformly read

yung.

t)jf)i
814 This has now become an imperfect character, often

' ''
- ^^ contracted to i-t; in common books; No. 806 5§> fonns

a snI>group; the soouds areytn^, yung, king, lao, loll,

liao aud kiiing.

lS& p** TTie side.—An offshoot from No. 54 "^ > the derivatives

yy ifang ^^ ^^^ ^^ primitive in sound, but show little likeness

in tLeir meaning ; a small sub-group occurs under ^•
jj— 816 Urf/ent.—These compounds are read tsili, but their

3J^ Tsih, meanings are very iucongruous.

rtr •** Great.—These derivatives are read t^ang, and most of

^S S ytoyHliem are in common use ; it is not likely to be con-

founded with No. 720 ^•
•j^ 818 Royal robes,—Alike in their sound kwan, these coni-

.^^ 'Kvma pounds show no aflinity with their phonetic.

i.j. 819 T%is. —A group read tsz or tsi, aud having two small

*^ < Bub-groups; the primitive is properly -wiitten J!& but

contracted to^ and ^^•

^ftr 828 Xo rear.—All the compounds are read cliu/i, and a re-

Chuht markable similarity is to be seen in their meimings.

HBf J? . Emned.—This primitive resembles No. 647 ^ arid

still more ^, to compassionate ; the derivatives ai«

sounded sa, tsui and sliwai, and are lu common use.

887
2W

Uia^

810

Oil
Cha*
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0\

-fit
•*" Rail. 189.—In composition tins is often contracted a

1^ lAToo
jjjjj^^ ^^ ^^^ jjj

jT^
ggg^ and ^ ; the sounds are

kao, liio, /dao, hiao, hoh and sung.

^3 •*• Cbscure.—ITiis primitive if more frequently written

3t' to distinguish it more easily from No. 625 ^
and No. 609 ^ ? its compounds are all read tnung.

Jh\ 7 -,,,
-^ man.—An offshoot from No. 30O ^.j and easily con-

founded with No. 575 g|I in badly-printed books ; the

sounds are unifonaly lany.

I^ct ^** Crca<.—The compounds all read chung, are few and
y^^Chung not much used, so that they are less likely to be mis-

taken for those under No. 623 ^•
Jii Tj I Eminent.—A variety of this pti-nitive, written ^^ * with eleven strokes, is considered to be more correct

;

tliis and No. 796 -^ arc iinlike ; Iioh and kich are the

common sounds la this group.

'Ef •'7 Obscure.—Ming is changed to mih and j«ien in a few
Z^X I'lii'ig cases ; this group has many characters exhibiting a

trace of their primitive.

4A •*• A lamb.—Kao and yao are the only sounds ; the primi-

^^ * tive is derived from No. 218 ^ but its compoonds
show no affinity with either.

•ift •* To c/ijfi?r.— The complicated form^ is sometimes met
^E iCha ,yitij ju x\\e compounds ; their sounds are cAa, so, tsi£

and tso, the last shovring the influence of Xo. 136 ^•

o / New moon.—This primitive shows some afliiiity with ^^
to hiccup, the source of No. 810 ijyCi ''"t o"ly i" ap-

pearance ; the somidi arc soh and su.

w. To bewitch.—Tiiis is a sub-group of No. 220 /TC; and
the compounds e.xhibit traces of the primitive in their

meanings.

f^ Backbone.—This group is read tsi/i, and one or two of
J sin, the derivatives show some analogy to the phonetic.

•" A kingdom.—Tliis group is sounded tsin and chin or
( Ts^lH f ^

' chan i tlic primitive resembles ^ (ai, which makes no
compoimds, and there is less likelihood therefore cf con-
fotmding the two.

•** Simple.—A group read su, v?hose phonetic is very
"

siaular to No. 641 ^, both of them relating to silk.

•?• To link.—A group whose original sound /,cti variw
"^'^ into k-iang in four characters ;—an unusual change.
•*• Disgrace.—Most of the derivatives are read juh, others
•^""> nu/j and neu ; they often show a trace of the primitive.

•^7 Origin.—These are generally read yuen ; one is tsUat,
' } lien and the characters show h'ttle reference to the primitive.

•^ Summer.—Hia and sha are tlie sounds ; the primitive"

" looks a little like No. 971 5 conti-acted, but they are

totally distinct.

T» effect—These characters form a sub-gronp under

No. 237 ^j and many are like tliose in meaning*; they
all follow the leading sound chi.

To ina-ease.—This is contracted to -^^ which is

similar to the aberrant character ^ everywhere ; its

lunal sound tsin becomes teen in some cases.

•** A cord.—Nearly all are read soh, others (ire sheh or

' sih ; the primitive resembleB No. 634 ^ in form and
mcanuig.

*** Had. 187.—Tliis group is mostly read ma, the others

arc chian ; the derivatives have no likeness in meanuig
to their phonetic.

m

m

n

CM
aii>

Tsin'

nt0 Ma

# <A"'.-

S4»
Hoh,

^ Aung'

^jC-Koh "^ shell.—This primitive was origiuallyf^i now altered

to accommodate the radical on the left, as in j2 >

their sounds are koh, keu, kuh, huh, kioh and hioh.

A lexagenarian.—Tlus primitive flows from No. 244

^j but the meanings in this group are unlike either
;

most of them are read shi, not k'i.

How f—This primitive is also written Je and ^, but

in the compounds the correct form is generally followed;

their sounds are hoh, ko/i, vgoh, yeh, kai and ngai.

Tribute The sound hung in this group shows an

aflinity with No. 27 jl) and the whole character reap-

pears in No. 1039 ^§ ; kung runs into lung and hung.

A robe.—This resembles Xa 618 ^, and is contract,

ed to 5R in writing and common books ; No. 928 ;gt
flows from it ; the sounds are yuen.

To publish.—This and No. 748 4^ are very easily

confounded
; Jm forms a sub-group ; the sounds areyi*,

Joh, pu and pon, the last being most common.

•^* Had. 193.—This primitive has two sounds ; the com-
Ai«, pounds read kih, ko/i and hoh, show considerable uni-

formity of meaning with its less usual signification of
division.

Mlder brother.—A derivative from No. 145 pj j the
characters are all read ko.

A chestnut.— This phonetic rules the group under it;

tlie character |j| is very similar, and has seven deriva-

tives
;
the two are easily mistaken unless care is taken.

To prepare.—Tliis primitive is often wnitten ^i and

incorrectly ^, both of which lead one astray when
searching for it

;
pi, pai andp^i are the sounds.

Surmise.—Tl;e radical is placed on the right in tliese

cliaractcrs as in ^ ; one sub-group occurs under No.

895 ^ ; the sounds are kan, han and wah.

To recede.—Tliis is interchanged with Xo. 682 j^
in a few characters ; one alone is read tun.

Weak.— Tliis group has tlie sounds nitJi, joh, nao, niA
aud iiiao ; tl.e piimitive has little ^iuflueucs on the

meanings.

m

eso
{ATo

esi
Lihi

•sa
Pi>

m

ao

aa4
Tui>

Joh.

.Si
Late—This is also written like^ a rhiuoceros, under
eleven strokes, and both forms me correct ; the aoiuid*

vary from si to ts'z' and chi.

Ee •J'^
To expand.—These characters follow the sound of their

/J^ Chen primitive with two or three exceptions, some lieing read
both c/ien and nien.

tA ^*? Fragments—This appears like a sub-group under No.
" ' 380 '3' with which it shows no convection in sense or

sound ; all its characters are read sieh,

jfy
asa Jiil),— Similar in sound, these characters are unlike

'^ 'in foiTii, a few being written jjjj which are regarded

yf—>. as synonyms.

Z&vJ^ To steam.—Tliis flows from No. 255 ^S '^ '"'* '"-
"" ' '"^ flueuced many of its compounds, all of which are read

ching.

Grandson.—This primitive resembles ^ to joiu, and
each of them form sub-groups ; these are all read tun,

but have no similarity of meaiung.

To lade out In this proup the compoimds all diSbr in

sound from theii' piimitive, which resembles No. 467

^4 in shajie ; all being read fao.

aai
tSun

'IV
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//bai f—These characters are read /a, k'i and Aiai in

nearly equal proportions ; sever.il sub-groups occur,

ylir.—These characters arc mostly read hr, but show
little affinity with the meaning of their primitive ; which

is an offshoot of No. 38 ^, varied in fonii.

^& 8M Xo mount.—Tliese characters are read chiiit/, sldmj or

7K iC'/iinff shang, but none show much affinity in meaning with the

primitive, which resembles No. 456 ^ in its old form.

B^ J&117
"^ derivative of No. 219 5C' resembling ]^ em|)eror;

IV> < "
it is a contracted character, and the raical is placed

on its right side, as f^ &c. ; the sounds tang, "/ling,

ying and ching occur ; two or three sub-groups occui".

^S rj. Fodder. —Formed like 1)011 from two spronts, this primi-^ ' "tivo imparts its meaning to few or none of its com-
pounds, which are read tseu, isi<i and c/m.

Pottery.—This primitive, which is an offshoot ofNo. 258

•Qf , is also written § ', the compounds are all read
yao, like it.

A brave.—This primitive, No. 838 ^ and No.

814: jl^) all contain the same radical ; this gi-oup beare
no afiSnity to it, and its sounds kieh and tsieh are un-
lil«.

•''• A manner.—This group is read pan, but is not con-
iPan iiected in its meanings ; its compounds are ui common

use.

A fan,—Uniformly sounded shen, the primitive in tliis

group imparts its meaning to none of its compounds.

A horned tiger.—This occurs interchanged with No.

607 ^ ; the primitive is also read ti, and the sounds
si, i and cAi are heard, but ti most of all.

To detain— Ot\xer forms are gg and b|, which puzzle

tjie student, but this is most correct ; the derivatives are

all read liu.

iChau
^™*"—A derivative from No. 411 (It) forwliich it can
i'o mistaken ; the common sound c/idn becomes tie7i and

slian in many cases ; No. 1029 |j^ forms a large sub-

group.

Aged.—These cliaraclers are read seu, sheu, sao and
siuo ; the primitive has no perceptible influence on them.

t Yuo

Kic.fi^m

m
m Shelf

CE: •72

673

67S

'•7S

Si/i,

To pity.—This and tlie next two resemble each other

;

these characters are sounded sih.

Fetid.—Many of these compounds are like their primi-

"ite, which resembles the next; they are read chat,

'eu, and heu or hiu.

M

m:

e»7
C'h'cu- til

k'rni,

•^* A target—The compoimds differ from their phonetic in
A ie.lJ meamng

;
part of them are read yao.

.- An eminence.—Tliis is also written ^. and i^j with
' 11 and 12 strokes, wliich perplexes the search for its

compounds, which are read hao and kao.

Black.—This primitive and No. 775 ,^ arc easily

mistaken, but the greater use of this as a phonetic and
that ts a radical will help to distinguish the two.

681 To dart.—The derivatives are in common use, and
Shi^ their Eoirods sA^ or <s!e' are analogous.

eea To pursue.—A few in this group are pronounced tui,

' and interchanged with No, 654 Jgj but the greater

part are read chui.

®*a A preceptor'—The sounds are shi and shai ; the pri-

mitive has no annlogy with the perceding.

•so

S'li

•**
. Had. 194.

—

Kv>fi is the common sound, with hwai,
*Kuet

i;,^.f,j^ „,(/;^ di'eu and sheu; it is sometimes difficult to

decide whether a character belongs to the phonetic or

the radical.

To help.—Tms group is read pi; the phonetic is

sometimes incorrectly written ^ or pgj both ofwhich
mislead in seai-clung for it.

'' •8« A Jlea.—The compounds are read sao, and show no

r ' Tsao likeness of meaning to their primitive.

> 6*7 A granary.—Most of these characters are lead tsianf,

I iT-^angutlKts iuc chicang ot ts'amj; but their meanings are

quite tuilike.

688
iKicn

^ •E9

Together.—This primitive is contracted to^ and *

;

its usual sound kien is changed to hien, lien and cnan
in one third of tlio derivatives.

Advantage.—The sound yih or i changes to at, ngai

or ngoh in a few words ; no uniformity cf meaning ap-

pears in llie gi'oup.

^^ 680 jin elder.—Nearly nniform in their sound Wang or^ c
^^ong „„g^ most of these words have no sympathy with the

nieauing of the primitive.

j^ e9l Mulberry.—These compounds all read .<:an^, but their

^N iSang nieanings show no reference to a mulberry.

ai' *?^ Alile.—The sounds nSng, nai, tai and hiiiiig are all

HE £A«»?
f^„„j i„ this group ; No. 986 H flows from it.

-^ *'?. ,SV«/«'(/.—Tliis is occasionally contracted to -g, but
•^ ' without authority ; the sounds of c/ao and cheu take

the place of chi in some of the compounds.

:g: •«« Hartshorn.—The phonetic gives its name to all these

-^- iJuiiij compomids, few of which are in use.

W- 695 Jen.—This group is uniformly read cA'a; the primitiv*^ ^''''''"
resembles No. 355 ^ a little.

l8r<??,® P/«n<«.—nus resembles No. 667 ^ in its meaning,

both being regarded similar to the radical I)ll|l ; its com-

iiounds are read t^ao.

Tine.—Tliis is a derivative of No. 240 tf \ its

compounds are all read shi, and most of them remotely

refer to its meaning.

To fly.— Tliis is continually interchanged with No. 853

^, and the compounds all have the sound tuh.

f^*'^ £«7/mft*.— Tl.is is derive<l from No. 288 3t ! ."lo

•^characters are read hwang, but their meanings differ

gi-eatly.

^^ R(ul. 188.—This group can be easily <Ustioguished

A'mA, from that under the radical ; the sound kuh becomes

huh and hwah in one half.

7«1 J'o increase.—These derivatives are read tsih and suh ;

Tsih, they are incongrouous in their meanings.

.T°'
J
A sly.—This is easily discerned from No. 49'J HI

;

"" the phonetic gives its somid hwun to the compounds.

An officer This is often contracted to ^, even in

well-i rinted books ; it is like No. 374 R in form
;
the

sounds jMCK, yun and sun are found.

,M. IK5/i
^••''"•'"—This is also written jnL with nuio strokes

;

"^^ * " the sounds of the characters vary from uan to yun,

u-uh and ngao ; and most of them are in common use.

rm 708 J s/yii o/.—Part of these compounds are read <oA and

"^ ' pait kuian ; a sub-group is found under 5§, j the primi-

tive bears resemblance to No. 852 'f^.

m 697

^ 698
33 Tahi

703
< 1 Men
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-il?

7«S

707

70S

7fe

How ?—The sound i'i clianges into ngni, hai and kai

in most of Ihe derivatives, whose meanings are more

incongTuous than their sounds.

Fragments.—Tliis primitive resembles No. 782 ^j
and is often written ^ ; so is the common sonnd of

the derivatives wliosa meanings refer to commnuication.

ELEVEN STSOKES.

Secret.—Tliisis a sub-group under No. 132 }j^ throngh

jg> one of its compounds, wliich also forms other

groups, aU of which are sounded mi or viiA.

A robber This is oflen written like T^i a cap ; tlie

compounds are all read keii.

To venerate.—The primitive gives its sound ^in to most

m

m
m

700

7tO
i Yin of this group, the exceptions being read i/en.

'H To Ldge at.—S/mfi, siih, and siu are the sounds ;
a

<S'uA> glimpse of the primitive appears in some of them.

'1* Adorned.—Tlic primitive regularly gives its soand to

(
Chang all its compounds, but its meaning to almost none of

them.

'1' A Lorder.—iiost of this group are read king; an
Kinf^ errant sound kiang is heard in a few, enough to render

all uncertain.

'^* A root.—This is easily confounded with the next, but

Tthf their sounds are unlike, these being read tih, tsieh aud

sheh ; jg forms a small sub-group.

TIB To consa//.— Similar to the last, it is less frequently

^Shang found in combination, and all the-charaoters follow the

sound of shang.

'!• To revert to.—This and the next resemble each other

;

(Siien the sounds of the derivatives are all sUen, and their

meanings have considerable affinity with it.

'*' Kindred.—Similar to the preceding in form, its soimds

jtsahf are unlike it, following the primitive tsuh, except in one

or two cases.

Many.—The compounds are read cM and cA«/i ; one

(j®) fofnis a sub-group, but the primitive imparts

nothing to their meanings.

Bad. 200.—The Chinese found some diiBonlty in lui-

sortuig these characters, whose sounds are ma, mo, mi

and man ; as many now under the radical, should have

been placed under the primitive ; No. 1025 ^ makes

a sub-group.

Ccmman.—Part of this group is read jting and others

' ""3 yung ; the primitive is contracted to ff, and often inter-

cljanged with No. 327^ •

'** Tranquil.—These derivatives follow their leader l^ang
(K'ang jn sound but not in sense ; tlds primitive and No. 391

^ resemble each other in form and sound.

"* JRad. 198.—This group and that under the radical are

' quite unlike ; these are all read luh but one, g^ chin,

which forms t^vo compounds.

''*3 Prorfuc^ions.—Uniformly li'-.e the phonetic ch'an in
Ch an jQund^ ti,;j group shows no likeness of meaning in the

characters.

7a* To separate.—Part are read dti, but more are li ; one

' " derivative nfl leads n sub-group of 12 characters, most
of them synonymous fonns." To drag.—These few characters are alike so\mded Uitn,

fh ten and the meaning of the primitive appears in each.

'*•., yl lender.—This primitive li.is four Eoiuids itself; its

Shwm- compounds are read iult, sok and shwai, none of them
bearing much likeness to it in meaning.

727

718
Shu>

71»
iMa

7ao

'^Kwoi.^,

7as
VJihuli,

(Siu

731

733
Sui'

d suburb.—This is derived from No. 396 !^, with
~which ."iome of its compounds are interchanged ; tlipy

are read kwoh ; its shape resembles No. 802 ^t and
the next

TK/.0.?— This, like the last, is derived from Na 396, and

resembles No. 714^ and No. 742 ^ ; its compounds
are rctd shuh.

^t 73» Oreat.—This group is all read yang, but the number
.3v ( i ang do not all retain a trace of their primitive.
*r- 730 j^

A ahamed.—This resembles No. 629 ^, but it occurs
less frequently; the sounds are all siu, and thejneanings
unlike the primitive.

"

7?m/hJo».—Tills heads a sub-gronp imder No. 19 1^,
none of which bear raudi likeness to it in meaning, and
the sounds aro yii, shu and hu.

'3* To triturate—This and No. 620 ^ look much alike,
(bluing but this is the least common ; most of the compounds

are read chwang, ch'ung and shivang.

A besom.—The sounds here are liwui, sui and siieA ;

those read hwui often _jnlerchange with No. 820 ^,
from similarity of sound.

±6| ^?*.. -^ '""/c—Most of the characters in tliis group are read
TyinKwei j^^i^ others aro hw(i; their meanings sometimes show

traces of the primitive.

^^ '*• To hlame—The Bound tseh changes into tsih, tsif

f^ -Isehf and cliai in a largo proportion of the derivatives, whose
meanings exhibit little adiuity with each other.

To split.—This is an obsolete character, which gives its

sound li to most of the compounds, though its meaning
to none.

An echo.—A homophonous group read »; many of the

characters exliibit the idea of blaakness.

Troubled.—This group is read tsih and tiuh, aud many
words in it ore aUied tu the primitive in sense as well as
sound.

^j_. .Lively.—These compounds are all read chufang or

2^ Shwtnggli^ang, but none show the influence of their primitive.

Jg ">** Ilmof—A group where the phonetic yen leads the sounds
(S^ { 1 en of the compounds, but does not influence their meaning.

if 741 Proud.—Nearly uniform in its sound ngao, tne otheis
'^p\.b:gaff are read ao or poo and cliui ; a few resemble the

primitive in sensj.

^ •>** To take—This is like No. 744 ft and No. 728 ^,
tOT Chih) but occurs more frequently ; most of tlie words are read

chiA or chi, and others tien.

w'v '^^ Soundmrf stones.—Tlio sounds are king, king and
r^ King* sliing ; this character is obsolete, and often contracted to

J** for its compotmd ^»
jUl ^^ -^Pt-—These derivatives are read I, sieh, jeh and shi

;

It closely resembles No. 742 ^, aud the two are ofieii

confotmdcd even by natives.

Hidden.—This group is read ni/i, with the e.-iception of

^ teh ; the compounds show some traces of the pho-
netio in their meaning.

To connect.—A group wliosa compounds follow their
phonetic lien, but none of them resemble it in meaning.

To decapitate—The sounds here vary from cW to

* tsan and isien
; |^ leads a sub-group of three.

r Chwea l^o'^'j'-—This andNo. 648^ are frequently confonndtd
' in poorly-printed books; the group is read chxen

nnd twan.

73S
<Li

737
/'

73S
Tsih,

7S»

74S
Nih,

746
iLien

;
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^** A place.—The sounds hero change from k'ii iato yii,

1^" i-ea, ngao and cMu; their lueauings are altogolhcr

diverse.

-This is often iucoiTectly writlcn !j^, which

1^

7SS
Tap

: 7S«
. Ilan'

: 757

,
,7C.«

7SS

is another form of pffj ch'i/i ; the coinpounds are read su/i,

seu and nwan.

"WS J**- DiijmUj.—All tlie compounds are rcatl Is'ao., like their

HT s 7s'ao phonetic, though few are influenced by it in their signi-

fication.

"fl[ ^'^ To sujnalize.—A large and regxilar group in its uui-
''^ ' form sound of piao; a few conipo-inds, as ^j and ^,

lead small sub-groups.

^g 753 Jo iflo««(,—About half tlio eoinpouuds are read sim
'itf cSw" like tlieu" primitive, the others Wieti.

J,
;, Varnish.—This primitive resembles the radicals ^

wheat an 1 ^ millet, but those do not occur as pho-
netics ; this group is read isih and siVi.

A girdle.—The sounds here are chai, tat, ti and chi

;

some traces of the primitive appears, which is inter-

changed with Xo. 507^ in many cases.

Nearly all are read hati, others are nan and tan ; the

primitive is not used ; No. 1027 |P is a sub-group.

A /ctti.—The primitive gives its souud Idn to most of

the compounds
; |p leads a small sub-gioup.

Man ^i""!-—This soaiewhat resembler S a couple, or

altered to ^ ; the coumjiouuds are read man and
miiJt.

759 Violent.—The phonetic gives its souud ifiimg to all

^imder it ; the form jS i'' commonly used, but is still

reckoned as having only eleven strokes.

tJJ?»
^'^ '^""""^^

—

"^^ gives its sound to most of its com-
'•''' pounds ; they are read ut'i or yii/i.

^•* To leak,—A small group, unifoi-mly i-ead leu, and many
i«" of its characters analogous to the primitive, which is

^>. conti'acted to J^ in jraor books.

2[*^/ To irractice.—This group is read sih aude/i«A; the

~jii meanings are unlike the primitive.

^22) '^"flu high.—The leading sound is ft"«, but liao, ho,
Uv? lt,/i^ kiao, kitu, niiit and c/ieu are also heard, rendering

them all doubtful to a beginner.

•/•4 Dark.—The right half of tliis character is an earUer
{l'« f'oi-m of itself, traces of which are to be detected in the

componnds ; the sounds ai'e unifonnly jm.
^«s To know.—The few derivatives are read 4iA,. but their
tiih, ineaubgs are totally difiereiit.

yjgj^j
?b ;«ai-e.—Tins sub-gioup comes from No. 342 ^

;

its derivatives are uniformly sounded tsa».

An offshoot from No. 592 ^, and an idea of
injury inns through the group ; the sounds are shang,

767

fH/iang

^ 7e>
Tsi?

78S

then tsiang and tang.

To sacrifice.—About hiUf of this group is read tsi, and
the others cM, chai, ba», si and cAaA ; a sub-group of

seven comes under ^^ diah.

Tofollow.—Tliese few characters are read hu, like their

phonetic j but are miUke it in meaning, and not much
in use.

jgji 770 yl ius/ic/.—These characters ai-e read huh, but theii-

nr\ Huh) meanings are dissimilar.

4it 'Tt'^
To follow.—This ahd the two next are similar; half

'ro:<T'4«»7 of this group follow the sound tifmg, others are re-od

sung and chwang.

773

774

776
<:^:ao

770

9fe

)t

Imperial.—A small group, read yrl, whose words show
some afhiiity in the meanings with the primitive.

To transport.—The derivatives are read si and sien

;

the primitive is like No. 771 ^, but it does not in-

fluence the meaning of the words.

To meil.—This flows from No. 348 ^i with which
its compounds agree hi sound, and often in sense ; nearly

one hidf are read fang, the rest jnmg.

Rad, 196.—The Bounds vary to rtao, ming and ntoo/

this and No. C80 ,^ resemble each other.

A Iready.—The compounds in this group are read ki,

ktti and keu ; the prunitive resembles No. 575 e|I)
but is more used.

A helmet.—The few derivatives under this primitive

have no aflSnity with its meaning, but are all sound-

ed teu.

^^* To kill.—The compounds are road sah azd shah, and
bhahy the original meaning crops out in some of them.

77» Xo covet—An unimportant group, uniform in it( sound
tT'an of fun , but showmg no affinity in meanuig.

i 7^ A counsellon-—This is occasionally uiterchajiged with
'^ "" No. 813 ^, and altered to ^ and^ ; the com-

pounds are read tsan, san, shan, shdn and c/ian, and
! most of them have some reference to confusion.

78X ^locttstoHerf.—The derivatives foHowthe phonetic jtwoB,

e:(cept J^ shih, and some of them partake of its mean-
ing.

777
(Teu

• 782
scaw

784

785
e jf so

M

k

A nest.—This resembles No. 707 ^ ; the characters

mostly follow their leading sotmd ch'ao, tsiao and sa»
being the variants.

^

783 yi leader.—The derivatives take the sound of tsiang,
(Isiaiig and the primitive, in a few cases is interchanged with

No. C87 ^ from their similarity of somid.

A jro<m.—This is a sub-group from No. 162 ^j
and the characters follow its sound hu with a few ev
ceptious which are read h'ia.

A tiger. —This primitive is sometimes written like No,

857 £i but more often Jg, which is allowable ; th«
compounds are read cAii, ts'ti and tso.

A hall.—One of the sub-groups under No. 501 ^ ;

most of its membei-s are read fang and a few chang.

Rud. 197.—All the derivatives with one exception, king,
are read In, and the primitive conveys its meaning to
only one of theci.

Not.—The radical is usually written beneath the primi-

tive, and in a few cases as ^ and ^j ^ and ^f
its position varies the sense ; the derivatives are read
ntoh, tnu and ma.

Poor.—This group is mostly read leu; others are lii,

and one $t shn, forms a sub-group No. 984.

^* Kung.—'Lha phonetic gives its sound 7«an to this group,
i.yfan but no clue to the meanings, except in one or two cues.

Finished.—All these comixiundsaro read/x'/i, but their
priniiti\e does not influence their meanings at all.

Remarkable.—The sounds in this group aio i, yih, Jan
and diih ; ^ leads a sub-group of four

; in K'anghi's
Dictionary this character is reckoned under twelve
strokes.

To ini'oh-e—About one half of this group is read lo,

the rest aie lei and tah ; the primitive is akin to No.

881 g and No. 983 ^, with wlijch it is sometimes
interchanged.

, 788
, S

I^ang

787

788
-l/o//.

789
tLeu

781

Plhi

792
1>

793
iJLei
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J

7»7
K'ii

J

v^

\ K 'nh
^ l-^nffdom.—Derived from No. 430^ ', the compounds

' " ' in tbis group are mostly read kwoh like the phonetic,

with whose meaning they have uo nfEnity.

"' Sorrow.—Hwan, uan and chart are the only sounds
;

I Huan' the primitive is sometimes wrongly written for No. 928

T^ . A joeoit.—This is very amilar to No. 626 ^. and the

two are not carefiUly separated in books ; it is like -^

R bird, which is made from No. 472 ^•
TWELVE STROKES.

.4 </u«ei-.—Tlie soundof thisisgivenby No. 144 £
with which it has no other affinity.

„ To scald.—This is derived from No. B92 ^, and all

t/ant; ^^ compounds follow its sound tang but not its sense.

T»» To i«r«.—This has become obsolete and is sometiniBs

^*'*'
pedantically written ^% with tliirteen strokes ; the

sounds are chih, clii and shih.

A youth.—The sounds are fung, chung and chwang

,

^^ il '">S^^^ soiind and form resemble No. 658 ^' ''"th which it

is never interchanged.

*t. «•» Tills is now obsolete, and its derivatives are read cJieh

(3X. CKe/'j
„„j ggj, . ;t resemble* No. 825 ^ and is stiU less

like No. 815 ^•
Sincere.—This heads the largest sub-group nuder No.

396 ^. of which No. 727 H) and No. 728 ^ are

two others ; the sounds are tun and tut.

Then.—This is derived from No. 397 ^j but has no

likeness to it in sound or sense ; the words are tsiu and

tsuh.

^k •* Good.—This phonetic gives its sound <sAea, but has no

'Wr *Shen appreciable inlinenco on the sense of the compounds

;

it differs from No. 818 §•
jK; 808 Willo'-wisp.—This guides to the sounds of all its eom-

y*^ iLiii pounds except three read AVn; and an idea of fraugibi-

lity runs through many of then..

;M4 ^J** Fatigue.—This is a derivative from No. 614 p^i
jTf iJ.ao

ijj^ compounds all follow its sound, but rarely its signi-

fication.

To suspect.—Tliis is iilso written j|E in most of its

compounds, but the second form aloue is a synonym of

)^ 5i7i ; jui is the coinmon sound.

Tico.—This comes secondarily from No. 25 "%, under

which ^[ is a simpler forin of this character ; this

gi'oup is read 'rh , ni and ch*i.

^ Kilh jP'"'"-—1'1'is a'"^ ^'''- SC7 ^ are derived from No.

250 ij ; its compounds are mostly read kith, and

some of them are akin in meaning.

1}^ ?}^. TXae.—'Ihis is derived from ^fc which unites with
flpyv AK«A,

jj^^^^ rad;cals, one of them forming this sub-group,

whiuh is read hiieJi and kwii.

TiSr 811 To liqlL—A group whoee members are read liao and

^, '/.too luo, but their meanings vary indchuitely.

^ *if(f
Prodiffal.—T\:a is derived from No. 531 ^, which

"^ * scndj off four or five siib-gronps, of which this is the

largest ; its compounds are i cad ch<i and clia, and are

written sometimes wiih No. 529 Jp-

803

ao3
Ts'm^

S4» SM

^

m

814

SIS

iS* 7inii Impious.—Tbis is often interchanged with No. 780 Sg!

and No. 1028 ^ } it is also incorrectly K-ritten ^>
which itself leads a group of three ; the compounds are

read tsan, tsien, chda and ((.

One.—This group is sounded yih, i and ngai; the

words eiihibit uo likeness ui meaning.

jLz. SIS To dare.—Tho sounds here vary from kan to han and
^^ ' Men ; its nearest resemblances are No. 801 ^ and

No. 825 ^.
SIS virtuous.—This gives its sound to a few derivatives, tb«

^^ i Yao others being read jao, kiao, fiiao, nao and shoo.

5bv 817 ^1 tambourine.—These compounds are read p'anglika
J^i P'atig their phonetic, but show no trace of its meamug.

'W '^ .%.—This resembles No. 804 ^ ; the soimds are all

•^ * Id, except t^vo or three read (/.'(".

^^ V*,^ i'uiV.—This, derived from No. 424 3H> is read both wm
JBJ> JSgorif

^^j ngoh; its compounds are found under both sounds,

and partake of its meaning.

'4S
*" Grace.—This group frequently interchanges its phonetic

'«" ^""'**
with ^ a sub-group of No. 733 ^ ; the sounds are

hiv^i and sui.

14L sai A hedge.—These are all read fan, as well as the larger

(fV^ it an 5„i^groyp under ^i to which belong eight compounds.

jf ^ Ample.—TUs differs from No. 867 ||, though tliey
^^ ' " are interchanged ; besides tlie Boimd fan, a few are

read tien and sin.

Jjf ^^ nis.—Apparently derived from No. 433 ^, this primi-
Tvl c-^

tive exhibits no UkeueM in sound or sense to it ; a

few are read si, but most of them sz'.

;gi 824 /{(ul. 201 The derivatives are mostly, read hwang,

^'^""""^and others hang; No. 996 ^ is a sub-group.

#(f
?*' To sm«er.—This is so much like No. 801 "^ that

^^ " some notice is desirable of their difiFerences ; soA, gien

and sail are the sounds.

^ Morning.—Most of tho derivatives are read cAao, ^J
' ndao being the oijy exception.

827 A sort.—Tliis group follows the soiuid of its primitive,

IB

^ ^"'"^' which resembles i^ k'iwg, a word that has foiu-

derivatives, ^ nud ^ being tho most common.

jji; sas Xo deceive.—Tlie sounli here are yuh, l-iiefi, Iriieh and^ Yuh, luh, and modifications of these j the raoauings are iii-

congnious.

^h 829 To seek.— These compounds are read sin an<l fun ;

^n" I.*'" none of them indicate any influence of the primitive on

their mcam'ngs.

HH 830 Pity This group is alike road iiiia i tho primitive »
•^ '''^"'

derived from No. 56 "X rather than No. 439 P^-

HB *** Jiilercalary moon These characters are read both jvn
[3^ ./««* m,(i jtoan, tho primitive has both sounds ; its fom

lesembles tho last and tlie next.

Hfl ^? Leiture.—As a primitive, this is also written ^ and

|jj5, though these lliree forms arc not wholly synony-

mous ; the sounds are about equally hien and kien.

^g 833 Weak.—Tlie compounds, which are mostly read t/i'nri,

fffi CAic'enjitow no influence of the primitive, which is sometime!

interchanged with No. 437^
gg 834 7b conccrfc— Tliis group has many lonnds, M sun,

9^ Surf siiin, rlncen, tsiien and Isuan ; the meuniugi htkW

nothuig in common.
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S3«

83«
Vfnthy

^ 37
Tahy

(I-

3

838
.S7,KH>

83S

8i0

841

8i2
' /a/,,

813

iWa

845
iK'iao

840

847

848

. 849

M

^Tsiao

8ai
Tsih,

8S3

sss

8S4
(Tsun

Opulent.—In some" of these derivatives simply ^ is

written, but the full form is better ; the group is road

luriff.

A guitar. —This derivative from No. 2oO ^ is incor-

rectly written without the dot ; most of tlie eor.ipounds are

arranged in Kanghi's Dictionary under the 'fj radical.

To replt/.—Thh is often contracted to ^ in the com-

jjounds, wliich are read iah and cka/i; it is derived

from No. 285 '^> being one of its five sub-groups.

This group furnishes one character read chwen,

and the others are shun ; aU aro in common use.

To he.—The sound of v)(i is heard in nearly half of

this gioup, the others being read hwd, wo and kwii;

^5 fonns a small sub-group.

Forei'/n—This is sometimes improperly written Tf !

some of its compounds are read shin, Jim, pan and p'o

;

Nu. 963 ^ leads a sub-group.

To ascend, —This resembles ^ tang a vase, which

forms only one or two componnds ; this group is mostly

read tang, others are cItSng and chin;/.

To issue.—This group is teadjah, fCi and p9h otpuh-

/gl leads a sub-group of four read ffi like itself.

Down.—Half of these are read isui or chut, and the

rest duoen and kiao ; no influence of the pi-imitive on

their meanings is i)erceptible.

None.—Tliis is occasionally interchanged with No. 404

p^ ; its compoimds are read ica, hi and yi/, and

some of them as ^ and |(^ lead others ; a character

like this Jg^ also heads a group of six, i-ead xku.

Grand.—This character, derived from No. 623 J^,
inllaences many ofits compounds, indicating lofty, noble,

&c ; the common sound yt'f'ao is changed to AioA in a

few.

Certainly.—About half of thi» group is readye«, and the

others nien ; tbii and No. 997 ^ are somewhat ulilce.

A''eccs.sa0.—This is derived from No. 525 ^j and all

its compounds follow its sound sit.

Elephant.—Only one of these, read shang, differs in

sound from tlio primitive, which bears a resemblance

to No. 852 jjt-

Repealing.— One of this group is read li, and the others

fuh ; the primitive comes from No. 514 J^, with whicli

it is interchanged ui a few cases.

Scorched.—This may be regarded as derived ii-om No.

472 '^, and its derivatives are all read tsiao ; their sig-

nifications have a little afiinity with it.

To congregate.—Tiiese are read tsah and tsih, and one

of the three is a synonym of the primitive.

A cTouid,—Traces of the raeauing of the phonetic, which
gives its soimd ckuny to all the derivatives, occur in

several of them.

Z7m'(cd.—I-ike No. 837 igp' tl'is is derived from No.

285 ^ i it may easily be confounded with No. 698

^ ; the componnds are read hih.

.

Illustrious.—This group follows the primitive hi its sound

tsun, but not at all in meaning; it resembles No.

748 4F-

8S«
,/v;

'@* rn,. Already.—This and No. 912 flf are easily mistaken,

and tliis is usuallv written ^ to diminish their like-

ness ; the derivatives are read tsung and sang.

Several.—Tliis regularly follows its phonetic A»; in a

few cases, like ^ the primitive is abbreviated, but

oftener to JL) as ;f/L for fl^j &c.

JQF rr Empty.—Tliis is sometimes written lilce No. 785 /Si

and seldomer like No. 784^ ; the derivatives are read

k'ii and hii.

?&! nia^ . A prop.—This is one of the ofishoots from No. 501 |j( j
y^ {v/i ang ...^ ,^»._ .

and is also written ^ and ^ in some of the deriva-

tives ; their sonuds vaiy from chang to chany.

Itti "'!•
. A beak.—This group is pronoimced <su» like its phonetic,

^3 < Tsui -ivhich influences the meanings of the compoimds,

aS^ ,r
^

Flower;/.—This is often contracted to ten strokes Ip
"*" * as it is a sound character, but the dictionaries place the

f words under twelve ; they are read /ima, yeh ort/ih and

wit.

••1 Flourishing.—Tliis word is tioublesome to find, for it is# '•Mang

882
Ueh,

883
'King

834
Tsu?

^ Lu>

iSc

contracted to 5F and ^^) but the dictionaries place

such inider twelve .strokes j they are read mang.

Had. 203 One of this class, §> forms a sub-group

of eight, and another ^ of four derivatives ; the com-

pounds are read heh, m€i and moli, chiefly the latter.

A lirospect—TlatVike No. 808 iK » H" offshoot of No.

397 SC ) tte sovinds under it vary into ying, kiitng,

hung and hao.

Important.—This is a derivative from No. 417 J^ J

the compounds aro read tsoli, cJiwai and tsui.^

A road.—This is derived from No. 272 ^j and tlie

characters are all read lu like the phonetic, of whose

meaning there is no tr.ace in them.

?- ,« Honored.—Two derivatives under this, H and Jg,
fomi sub-groups, and the former is often interchanged

with it ; they are mostly read tioiTi, others aro lui, i

and wai.

Alone-—This is not unlike Ko. 822 ^ in form and

sound ; the compounds are mostly read tan, then chen,

shen, toll and ft".

To buy.—Tliis phonetic leads the sounds of all its deri"

vatives, and one of them No. 973 5 'leads a large

sub-gi-oup, though some etymologists separate thein.

, Thicket.— This and No. 930 gg resemble each other

;

""
' the compounds here are all read puh or poh.

*y* Spacious.—This offset from No. 501 "^ has a few
(t/i ting

gjj^ggters niider it wlucli follow its sound tji'ang ; it is

easily confounded with the ne.Kt,

871 Bmken.— This is like the last mid more common ; mos'
l^Fi' of the characters are read pieh, then }>i, and idens of

injurv pen-ade most of them.

THIRTEEN STROKES.
Intention.—The group of characters whicli flow from

this primitive are all read i or yih, and many of them
partake ofits meaning.

<?!,". A griffan.~'V\i& resembles No. 839 ^ n little, but
"*

it and its derivatives are seldom met ; they are read

chai and tsien.

887
i Tan

88*
Ma?

838

872

« Ying A hawlc.—This is easily mistaken for f^ a wild goose,

but the latter seldoiQ occurs ; its derivatives are all read

ying, and ^ leads a sub-gioup.

i
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ffJm

tie

«7T

sra

J'

87»

8S1
I, Lei

8S3

v/

iSui

M4
'Kan

8SS

SM

•ST

Tif/ly

Kill,

fKiang

^

iH^

•91
'Kla

892

< C/i'n

091
SM.,

Km?

thigaiiti/,—A derivative of No. C88 ygi, witli wUicli

it is rarely interchauged ; this primitive jrives its lotind

lien to all Iwt two of its componnds read chan and tswan,

belt its meaning to none.

Concord.—TLis is also written -g. and e{|i bat these

forms are not common ; their sounds are f/»ng and wang.

An obsolete character, where the radical is found

tetween the lower parts, as ^ ; the characters are

read /«, lei and >/ing.

To state to.—This group derives its sound from lin £
ft granary, and the two are considred the same primi-

tive ; the derivatives are road lin and Ian.

Grand.—This is often interchanged with No. 867 $
fi-om the similarity of sound ; these are read tan, s/ien

and dien.

Ptght.—This group is read » throughout, and some of

the characteis show affinity with the meaning of the

primitive.

Thunder.—This and No. 985 ^fjf reseuible each other

in sound ; this group is read lei, and tho derivatives

occasionally intimate the meaning of the primitive.

Sordid.—Tin's is derived from Rad. 179 3E ; its com-
pounds are read tsah and sah, and partake somewhat
of its meaning.

To follow.—This sub-gi-oup under No. 622 /^j is

frequently interchanged with it, and its derivatives aie

read sui; one of them |jg has sis flowing from it.

To exiite.—A derivative from No. 624 ^ ; the char-
acters in this group are read };an and Aon, and many of
tliem partake of the sense of their phonetic.

To fjerceive.—Tliis is not an offshoot from No. 41G ^j
but from ^^ altered ; all its componnds are read tah.

Holy.—Tills is a sub-group under No. 373 ^j and

is often contracted to ^5 J its derivatives are read

rh'ing or ch'ang.

Bold.—Tins is apparently derived from f^ plants, but

the sound indicates No. 528 ^ as its oripn ; the sounds

pan and Jan are cmiousl}' confused in the group.

Sharp.—This was at first \vritten ^)(i but this is now

the proper form, and is also contracted as in ygi J all are

read tiek.

To strike.—The compounds in this group are read JtiVi

and hi ; they have little likeness of meaning.

A border.—Occasionally interchanged -vvith No. 759

§n; and most of the compomids are sounded ^-mdi^ ;

5s leads three «r four derivatives.

Trader.—The componnds are also read Ida, and are in

comtnon ii>e.

To prohibit.—This group comes from No. 432 yjiy with

w hich it has little affinity ; the compounds are read Im,

and look a little like the nest.

Grievous.—These characters sound like their phonetic,

which resembles the preceding ; they all contain the idea

of suffering.

A vnricioiis.—This is contracted to ^, and its com-

pounds are read sheh, seh and ts'iang ; several of tbem
partake of its nieauiug.

MiiVi/i/.^Tliis forms one of three sub-groups under No.

G53 ||\ ; its derivatives are read kan and hwan.

m

*** Serious.—This properly lias thirteen strokes, but the
Siih, characters are placed under twelve in the dictionaiies ;

they are re:id suit, s/a and siao ; ^ forms a suli-gronp

of eight.

e»7 A palace.—Tliis gronpis read h'en and tnn; tljecharao-
fif't ters are not much used.

^* A model.—Tlie mc-ming of this phojietic appeai-s in
P'^'> several of its compounds, which are read pi, pih, pok

and nrih; the group is easily <listinguishe(l fior.i Ko.

1014 ^•
3TO f** Sough.—III the dictionai-iea, tliis is counted with twelve

Wt, Shehf strokes, while it really has fourteen, and tliii discrepancy

causes some difficulty in finding it ; the compounds par-

take of its meaning and are sounded seh and sah,

^f **^,, To love.—Tills group is uniformly road nyni or 01 ; most
^St Ngaif of its cliaracters have the idea of obscurity.

^S *** To direct.—CTcn is tlie common sound, and tan, yen
l^S t Chen and shen are the others ; tlieir moaniogs are quite »m-

like.

,g« 903 J'o explain.—Tliia group is about equally divided 1)6-

fff Kiai* tween kiai and hiai ; the primitive is merely a plionetic.

iSi ,^. JV/in«<e.—Tills can be easily mistaken for No. 977^?^^
its compounds are read ice'i or tci, and a few of them

are like it in meaning.

.^fe 994 Pat.—This group contains the sounds tswan, tsui, tsSen,

™ and tsun ; No. 1003 "Jg forms a sub-group.

jj. , An imperfect character, to wliich No. 953 j^ bears
'' most likeness ; the compounds are read hioh, kioli, Imh

and hung ; it is ofVen contracted, as^ for gl in poorly-

printed book«.

1^ •••
_ To break.—Tliis leads the sounds of its compounds, and

SH. 'Bic^i traces of its meaning are seen in several of them.

AL ^^ To respect.—The four sounds of this primitive reappear

jfj\ Kilif in its compounds, ns Lih, yao, hih, lioli, kio/i and kiao,

the last Hie commonest ; this and No. 741 ^jj look

alike.

Mfa 999 Obscure.—Tlie derivatives in this group are read ngaa

-'^ J gacr
^^j ^^j^ _

.J fj5^n,bles !^ which has only tliree deriva-

tives read yueh.

Birds.—This group is read Ifin; its meanings have

no likeness ; this and No. 724^ resemble each other.

Tofollow.—This is sometimes mistaken for 5^ which

lias itself seven derivatives read cliuli like it ; these are all

read sui.

All.—The sounds under tin's primitive are tsien, slea,

iT/ien yen, hien, kien and /len, ofwhich the last preponderates.

N^*u? ^'' <W"'^'*-
—

'T'"'' ""^ No. 855 '^ are h'able to be

confounded ; half of the characters in this group are read

kwei ; the others hwui, tcti and hcai.

^o '^^ A village.—A small group read liiang, whose phonetic

7fP iHiang^^ ^gy^ ^^ ^ mistaken for '^ k'ing, but that has no

derivatives.

«u<. 914

m.

ilCin

' 910
• .Ski*

3 J.
Ouji/it.—This is a sub-group under No. COl Iq ; it is

*
frequently conti acted to ^ in cheap books ; all the

c/impounds are read tang, but their meanings fiUovr

their radicals.

?^' Fighting.—This primitive which resembles i@ a place,

gives its sound to most of its compounfls, of which others

are read kloh and kih ; two of them lead two or three

derivates each.
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Tj! A vase.—TLis phonetic is similar to No. 785 ^ and

No. 857 J^ ; the compouuds are all read hi, and the

most common one MHJ leads thirteen derivative* also

•35
(Hao

Heroic—The charactera in this giotip are read hao;

the primitive flows from No. 022 ^, and is sonianhat

read /»'.

•XI
<-Lu

To captiiale.—This primitive, No. 981 ^ and No.

999 ^ resemble each ether in sound and form ; the

group is read lu tbroughont.

•1» Fresh.—This is rather a «nb-groiip of tsan ^» whioli

leads fotur other derivatives as ^ ai?d ^ ! not many
of either (iroup are in common nse.

V? A gear.—The sonnds in this group are kwii, hwnl,

wei and yueh ; the primitive is contracted to ^^ and
otiier forms.

*!*• To respect.—This group is read kiiiff, and most of the
Kins' cliarracters are in common use ; it looks a little like

No. 870 gfc.

''^ ' ^S Wnji*
'^ '"l/^'iad.—Tliis ofithoot from No. 598 ^, itself re-

appears in a ?nb-group, No. 970 ^ ! its derivatives

are read iron, tvn and nmi.

Had. 203.—Tills group is read min, yin, j/ing and shing
or shang; it is easily to be distingtiished from that

under the radical.

Birds swjrini;.—In this group, the conipouuds are read

saa, tsino and txao, mostly the latter ; the idea of dis-

cord appears in many of them.

Overpassing.—'flu's comes from No. 605 fflj^ and
impaits its sound kiro to half of its derivatives, the

others being read c/iitu.

•^ To farm.—Tliis group is mostly read nunrj. then nang
il^ tmg a\ii nao ; many of the characters relate to density or

thickoniug.

A case.—Tliis is used as a contracted form of No.

1021 3> ^^t 0^ ^ phonetic has no likeness to it, all

the derivatives being read li or (•«.

To direct.—Tliis is derived indirectly from No. 41G

' '* ^, and one compound J^ has tliree or four under it;

the sounds are yih, i, sidh, tseh and tOh.

m

S33
<Min

•33
,Soo>

S34
Kuof

S2S

927

^iKUbtg Delicate.—This and No. 855^^ are sometimes inter-

changed ; its couipotmds are road hwan, huen, pien,

yum, s/avan&ni silen ; some of them have one or two

derivatives.

•"• An insect.—The characters in this group are read dmli,

^''"''*
choh, tall and shuh ; No. 1037 jQ is an offset, and

one or two other sub-groups arc found.

Patrimony.—This resembles No. 869 ^r anil is com-
piu-ativcly a small group, whose members are read both

yell and nieh in some parts of the countrj-.

FOURTEEN STROKES.
Ilappij.—This being a sacred character is contracted

to^ •.villi ten strokes ; its compounds are read ning

and ndng in equal proportions.

A i7ue.?(.—Tills is often changed to ^^ as being more
easily written ; the woi-ds are read pin or piejt.

Recrimination.— This is derived from No. 290 ^ by
duplication ; its compounds arc read pien and pan, and
most of them are plsiced under the ItiOtli radical.

Had. 210.—Many of the characters which properly

come under this phonetic are placed under the radical

in Kanghi's Dictionary ; the derivatives here aro read
tsi and chai.

ssa
Yeh,

S31
' iSing

938
iPin

. ass
• ^Pien

•34
.Tsi

•sa
,.s«

•37

. CSS

i ^Tsang

•«•
Ch'i^

•11
Tn?

•«a

#

.m

like it.

Necessary.—This primitive, also written ffjj) is some-

times interchanged with No. 847 ^) which it resembles

in sound and sense ; it flows from No. 527 ^) and the

compounds aie read ji'i, 'r/i, neii and .lii.

You.—TIu's is contracted to %[* in composition ; the

derivatives aro read 'r/i, lo, mi, nal, ni, clang, nieh,

si aiKl sCen ; JHt has six derivatives.

•Just.—One derivative under this ^ has foiu: under if,

which and iho others are all read tsang.

*** To dislike.—Tliis is read both yen anHyeh, audita
(Yen compotmds are read yen, yeh and yali, cluefly 'the

first ; their meanings show some traces of the prinutiTe.

An obstacle^—A small group whose compounds aro

read cA'i and ti.

To congregate.—This is occasionally interchanged with

No. 417 j^, and looks liko No. 852 ^ ; the deriva-

tives aro read tsii, tsung, rheu and chung.

Longerily.—Tliis gi-oup contains the sounds clicii, tag

Sheu* and chii, but none sheu ; the primitive is wnitten in

m.any ways.

7. •

f
Intercepted.—This resembles No.^lOlO Hi and is also

written f|^ J its derivatives are all read tsieli.

Glistening.— Foi-med by duplicating Rad. 153 o^y
whose meaning it has partially kept ; the words are

read lioh and hia.

'** A teiTace.—This group follows the sound tai of its

"* phonetic, wLich is often contracted to No. 186 "^j and

also to '^ with thirteen strokes.

To examine.—An offshoot from No. 4£9 pX^ ""' primi-

tive has affinity with its derivative No. 995 jS j the

Eonnds are kien, yen, hien, but chiefly Ian.

Completed.—All but one |e nai of this group are read
tsin, and there is mucli athnity with the primitive in

their meanings.

Plvmagery.—Tliis primitive, an offshoot Cxim No. 254

^j does not afi'ect the sense of its derivatives, which
are read tih, tiao, yoh, yao, chao and cluJi.

Diligent.—Tliis is often interchanged with ^ one ofils

derivatives, the two beuig regarded as svnoinnis ; their

sounds are yin and icun.

944
Holi,

•ie
(Kien

•47

•«a

•«•
' Yin

n

LM

•so
Tsih,

•51
iliiiin

•S2
a

•S3
^Yii

43G
dfc

and

•S4
Yuh,

ess
Ai>

To cultivate.—This is derived ii-om No.
its compounds are all read tsilu

Steam—The compounds under this character are read

hiiin and hiien; it has no affinity with No. 558 ^, nor

will No. 1032 '^ be taken for it.

Suspicion.—1 his conveys its oivn sound t to about half
its coniiiounda, the rest being read ngai, yi«g, clii and
hai, and some having two or three sonnds.

To give,—Tliis resembles No. 905 P^ but still more the

word S^ hing, wliich has four derivatives read like it

;

this group is read yu, hit and sU.

A piison.—71io derivatives are here read both yoh and
yuh in different places ; one is a synonym of its primitive.

To conned.— Part of these characters are read ki, and
others twan; some of them are like the primitive.

which is contraete<l to l^-
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r
-J

Sa/jacaus.—This is often contracted in wiiting to J^
under twelve strokes ; the compotmds are read jui and

93T
'iELwohf

To measure—This flows from
'

m

m

Mil, which has

niso SE shwang as one dcrivatiTe, and No. 1033 5^ as

another
; JBll is freqnentlv wrongly written so as to cover

the whole characters as^ ; the «)unds arc hwoh and

icoh, hu and. hva.

•B« I}reamir,q.—ITiis perplexes one by its varied forms, in

^ which jp and ^ predominate ; the gronp is read

mimg and mang.

A necklace.—This is forced of Rad. 154 _^ repented,

and has its derivative in No. 1015 gg ' *^^7 '"'^ *"

read yi'ig-

Mamfest.—Tliis has been superseded by its common

derivative HI; which itself has n few offshoots ; the

soands under It are hien, shih, sih and ngan.

To send.—Tliis primitive resembles Ko. 682 j^j bnt

fs not an offset from it ; the derivatives are all read

hien, but show no likeness ia sense to the primitive.

To match This is constantly contracted to K'J' J all the

compounds are as much used as their leader, whose

ecund ft(» they follow.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

,^*. Tojudgn.—This flows from No. 840 ^fj and its deri-

Tatives are read shi)u

To write.—This group is read si€ ; its characters are

little in use.

»«s A faVien.—This aud No. 817 Jj both come fi-om^
' chtt, a band of music ; S.^ has also tliree or fom- com-

mon derivatives, read chu and sht; this ptimitive is

very often written ^ under 14 stroke si

9SS
Y'mg''

sao
<Hien

•81
.<K*ien

9«3
Tup

•63

<.StV

&•«
jf „ _

Broad.—This comes from No. 824 jj? and its coin-

' "^ "!/ pounds arc read kicang, kung and f:ttoh ; one or

two exhibit some analog)' to-it.

iPiao

m

Iridescent.—This seems to flow from No. 722 SL '

in composition it interchanges with ^ and ^ iu a

few cases, and all the derivatives arc read p'uio.

88« A thop.—This is often wrongly written, as if the lower

'^ *" part was |^ ink, bnt the two are unlike ; tUs gronp is

road chdn and chhi.

••• To nourish—This group is read gang, hut its members
i Yang indicate uo likeness to their phonetic, which flows from

No. 218 ^.
Severe.—This is derived from No. 921 5%? but resem-

Uq» it neither in sense nor sound ; the characters are

read li.

Abided.—This Is sometimea contracted to J^' ^o'

only in puorly-pristed books ; the compounds are readyw
and,/ao.

To mount.—This comes from No. 24.3

arc few and infrequent, and all follow its sotuid hie/i.

•TO
Li'

•Tl

•73
Uiehf

"§ ; its compounds

•73
Mai^ To sell—This comes from No. 8i8 Jg(, but its sounds

are not so unilbnn as that ; most of thcni are tiJi, then

>/uh, shuh, teu, tih and mai; their )neamngs vary greatly.

ip^ .

I
A joint.—This derivative from No. 675 BP leads a few

common characters read tsieh ; it is contracted to P|)

by rapid penmen.

976

977

^'* Essential.—Tliis leads the sounds of its derivatives, a
'' few changing from ddh to chi; it is contracted to^

even ia giicd printing.

Rustic—The derivatives here follow the sound lu ex-
cept one read 7« ; they have no likeness ia meaning.

\ Cliino '^"l"^'-^-
—"^^ i' sometimes contracted to^ in com-

bination, and resembles No. 903 f5( J the derivatives

are read clung and dii.

VIZ Pleasure.—The characters in tliis group are read loh,
Lari^ yoh and shoh, but mostly lih; then: meanings oflen

refer to splendor
; ^ leads three derivatives.

"7', Prudent.—Tliis primitive does not give its sound, as

' ^ the deriv.itives are read diih; No. 854 ^ suggests it

in part.

Bristles.—Tlie derivatives in this group are road Bth

and lah ; in common books it is contracted, as Rg for

5i^ and one or two others.

7<) rf/tect—This primitive resembles No. 917 J| and

No. 999 ^ in its general form, and shows some aflBiii-

ty in sound with them both.

••" To exterminate.—Some of these derivatives show a
'"'«'* little affinity Ivith their primitive ; most of them are

read mieh and wah.

Cruel.—This gives its sound pao to half of its com-
lX)auds, aud the others are read poh; they frequently
bhow some trace of its many meanings.

Aomfter.—Tins Is an offihoot of No. 789 §| ; its com-
jxjunds are read shu, seu and so/i, and show no simila-
rity to the meaning of citlier.

990
IJehy

oat
LiO

•S3
Poo>

98«
jShu'

ea »«

•M
P,i»

^l^l
fields.—This group and those under No. 793 ^ and

No. 881 ffl nre ah'ka read l^i, and their compounds

are often interchanged
; 5^ lias 12 deriv.itives, and

Jg has six, beside others
;

is contracted often to

51 as ^^1 even in v.ell-printed books.

To stop.—Tliis flows from No. 692 ggj and is often

contracted to ^^ in common books*; its soun^ are pa,
pi, p€i and y^a/.

SIXTEEN STROKES.
"_8T Grandees,—This primitive somewhat resembles No. 872

*' l""' •'" g""""? is quite unlike ; one character is

read hin, and the otliers liien.

998 JS'ear.— Half of this cliaracter is sometimes wrongly

- ^vritten '3fJ, wliich is a synonym of ;gg the hazel

;

the derivatives aro read c'liaa throughout.

••• Had. 212.—The group placed under this radical con-

i Lung tains many in which it ia properly phonetio ; the

prevailing sound is liag, with a few read chung, pang,

^ sih aud Ach.

:^- , To e.^,o,.-This ch^acter is conti.ted to ^ .1

M^^ ^ composition ; its derivatives are read hwai, and m
leacU a group of three.

i!?* To ascend.—'This flows from No. 219 5^) and in sound

993
JM,

is like No. 6()6 jgS, aud seems to be a contraction of

one of its compoimds ; the group is read tang through,

out.

Sudt/c«.—This gronp resembles No. 626^ in sound,

and No. 948 ^ in appearance ; it is read hoi, but

the compounds are not much used.
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/ou

•S4
Nffohi

ess
<Lan

1^
9*7
Yen'

••* Generatiaas.—'ITiis is often ^vritten Je under 14
I''lii strokes, but the diction»ries follow tliis form ; it is niso

contracteJ to ^ as iii j^j when the radical is iinder-

neatli ; all mo read lilt.

Simple.—Tliis is constantly interolianged with No. 603

•^> both forms being regarded as correct ; the sounds

are all nijoh.

To observe.—Tliis primitive is derived from No. 94t)

J^> but in practico llio latter is contracted to ^T,

nearly lifco No. 429 ^JXi sis in T^ olive ; the sounds

are aJI Ian.

To trust.— This is oileii contracted in cotnposition to

No. 535 JRiJj and the right side is also written like ^;
its derivatives are read /ai, /«/*, Uih and hn.

A swalloic.—This and No. 84C ^ are often taken for

each other ; the words in this group are read yen like

the phonetic.

To resuscitate.—Tliis group is sounded su tlu-oughout;

the characters are seldom met.

iJlack.—Many derivatives under this chaiacter partake

of its meaning, and all but three read lit follow its

soimd ; it resembles No. 91 7 J^ and No. 981 ^ in

form and sound.

Courageous.—This group conforms in its soimd hiai to

its phonetic ; the chmacters seldom occur and aie diverse

iu meaning.

0/ien The derivatives from tliis phonetic are aU read

7'i« ; few of them are much in use.

Suspend.—These characters are read hiien, one of the

sounds of the primitive, 'of which one of the three is a
synonym.

^1 law.—This is an offshoot from No. 904 '^, but the

lower hiilf of tiio primitive is often altered ; the com-
pomdi are read hi and hoh.

SEVENTEEN STROKES.
r^. Impedimtnt.—TTiis primitive comes from No. G08 ^)

and its derivtatives aie often interchanged T.'ith those

;

all are read Icien,

To encourage.—This is contracted to ^^ in coDimon
* " books ; tlie sounds under it aro mostly jsmg or yang

with siang, niang and nang.

\ieoe

ia«5

1M«

1«0T

A victim—This resembles No. 880 ^j but occurs less

frequently ; its comiiouuds are all read hi.

%-i the sounds'

eqncntly interchanged
Shwaru/^*"^-^"'"^'

—^ derivative from No. 538
^are imifonnly shwatia; it is frequent

iLien

laoa
tLan

. 1*10

,
fTsien

m.

which it differs in sound
;

c^all^ tsan and sien.

the derivatives are read tsieii,

ifonnly shwarig,

with No. 739 |1^.

To amnect.—This flows from J^, which itself has a few

other derivatives as ^ and ^ ; this group is re -el

lien and lin.

A barricade.—These characters are uniformly read Ian,

and from one of them Kg flow six derivatives ; the

primitive is an ofljhoot from No. 532 jjT.

Minced.—This can be niistaken for No. 943 ^, from

lata Had. 214.
—

'llie cliuacters with this in it as a radical
i«A, resemble each other in sense, and those under it as a

phonetic are alike in sound, except yii; j^ lias four

derivatives.

1«14
Sielif

1016

( Ying

A Jault.—These characters are read tieh and yeh ; the

primitive is r.ot derived from No. 898 JB^ which rescm-
bJes it iu construction.

An infant.—This is one of tlie derivatives from No. 959

3R> its compounds are iUl read ying, but their

meanings have no connection.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.
. To conceal.—Tlio characters in tliis group arc all read
vTs'wttii csw'an ; they must not be confounded ivith those under

No. 980 ^ read la/i.

Tsah)

i«ie

Mixed,—This is indirectly derived from No. 851 ^>

m

m

^., A leveret.—Tliis primitive is often contr.'urted to ^*
'

in common books ; its derivatives are read c/tan and

i*an, and ouo in common use is isai.

loia Ftesh.—A homophonons group read sien; tl;e primitive

*
'^'

is not imlike No. 908 f^ in form but -ct iu sound. |

and is a little like No. 1027 |$> its compounds are al^

read tsah.

^®** To whisper.—This imparts a trace of its meaning to
Nieh^ some of its derivatives, Avliicli are read niVi, cheh and

shell.

1019 4 nobleman.—The characters hi this group are road
I'.iivh) ghuoh, tsinm and tsioti, but show no likeness in meaning

to their primitive.

1020 'I'o return—lilna primitive leads its small company with
iKwci its own sound kwii, but gives none of them any of its

meaning.

*?" Ahundanl.—T\\is, and No. 926 ^ are constantly in-

' ""^ terchanged with each other, but not quite correctly

;

the teaiids Jung and yen are the usual ones in this

group.

1022 Jin iris.—About one half of these charaxrters have the

"^"'^
sound liwan, the rest are liwan ; it is contracted to ^
in rapid writing.

1^3 To rfcearf.—This and No. 1034 J^ differ a little in

A'"' fonn, and altogether in sotmd, this group being read kit

throughout.

NINETEEN STROKES.
1024 Xo hind.—In some of the common derlvatiTes, this

^Lucn
p,.;„iti,,5 ;s contracted to No. 212 as^ for ^ ; the

sotnids are chieHy liien or Iwan, then wan, man, shwan
and 7Jien ; two or three small sub.groups are fonned

from it.

Witlwul.—This is an offshoot from No. 719 J^, and
some of its derivatives are interchanged with those ; all

here are read mi.

AV'jajj/.—This is derived from No. 722 |^ Jin some

characters it is contracted to No. 247 "B w I^'O' 724

JJ and even to ^fl the upper half; tlie compounds

are read //, si, sz mid shai.

Difficult.—Tliis is ui form an offshoot from No. 756

^Ei the derivatives are read nan, no, ni and tan, some
of them having two sounds.

To help.—This is also written ^ and ^j Avhioli

perplexes the student as to the proper number of stixikes

;

the last contraction resembles No. 813 '^, with which
it is sometimes interchanged ; this group is read tsan,

tswan and tsalt.

Summit.—Tliis is derived fram No. 674 9i> and agiees

with it ill sound ; the compounds are read lien, ami
show a little likeness in signification.

1037
iNan

1028
Txan'

m i'nen
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t\ p. Side.—This is pn^riy a sul)-groan of g|^ which itself

' ' has six derivatives, some under both being iuterchange-

able, and all read pien.

I 1031 ^ net,—Tliis group is read lo, aud some of the charac-

i iLo ters partake of its meaning.

' l»3S A clan.—The sound Pang shows this group to be a
'^''"'^

derivative of No. 501 ^, and net of No. 862 ^ ;

its meanings are uuhkc either.

U'wi? Q^^"''9-—Th'^ '* contracted to S)C even in well-

printed books ; the sounds of the compounds are Men,

yen, hwan and yali.

K'oh ^^ y**''.—This comes from No. 1023 4^i and »ome-

what rKsembles No. 957 3g j the characters are read

kloh or koh and liofi.

.
l»*B Severe.— This primitive may be regarded as derived

'
fix>m No. 815 ^f» with which it has no likeness in

sound or sense ; a fe\7 derivatives are read njan, most

of them yen.

103a

1037
' HhuAi

1038
iJS'anij

1030

TWENTY-ONE STROKES.
To o^/)re.ss.^Tho few derivatives iu lids group are
read }ia; tlieir meanings olleii in(Ji;ate pressure, and
tlie conipUcated primitive is soiuetimes contracted.

Appertaining.—This 11ot.'s from No. 929
-gjl, and is

often contracted to ^ j the derivatives are road dmh
and shu/i.

TWENTY-TWO STROKES.
.1 bag.—l"his primitive appears to be derived from No.

1005 |§, and is often abbreviated in writing ; its com-
{lounds are all re.id nany.

TWENTY-POUR STROKES.
To donate.—This primitive seems to come from No. 646

]^, but its derivatives are read kunff, kan and cAioaay,

and its parts contracted to ig^ in some cases.

Spirit.—Tliis is centracted to No. 182 ^ and^ or

^> but not iadiscrimtDately ; the deriyalives are read
ling.

Those who are ctu-Ious to follow the manner in which

these primitives unite to form groups aud sub-groups of

derivatives, will easily be able to do so by running one or

two through the radices It will soon be perceived

how far they Teally serve as phonetics now, and how
cautious one must be ia deducing the sound from the

primitive, especially of words in the juh shing. This

combination of radicals and primitives is easily paralleled

in other languages, especially in Greek and. Giermau,

whose facility of compounding and decompounding roots

and prefixes gives them such power and variety of ex-

pression. If there wag a possibility or use in a universal

language, in which mankind could convey their thoughts

irrespective of the sound of tho symbols, the Chinese

seems to be the best fitted for it, inasmuch as the system

of combination here explained is susceptible of infinite

development to express almost any name or idea.

Out of this whole number 106 characters are either

imperfect, contracted forms, not in use, or such as are

rarely met with, leaving 93-1 common characters, most of

which occur as often as any of their compounds. One

advantage of learning this list, is the readiness it gives

the student in reckoning the number of strokes in a

charactir. When it has only a few sirokes as ^, ^ or

Jg, there is no hesitation in the search ; but when their

number is over twelve, as in P^, ^ or |||, it saves much

time to know at sight, that they are to be found under

14, 13, or 21 strokes respectively. It is ea^ to ascertain

the strokes by inspection, after becoming famihar with

their construction, and is more rapid than to count them.

For instance, 1^ is composed of P moulh joined to ijj

tho 256th primitive, and '^ the 211th radical, makiiig

21 strokes, under which number it is placed. In others,

like |{g, or jif,
or ^J, where the component parts are not

so easily separable, to know by sight that tho characters

occur under 12, 14, and 17 strokes respectively, is wortli

all the previous labor spent upon learning tho primitives,

in the lime it sarves.

Gallery has given a score of pages containing sentences

constructed out of the primitives, in order to assist in

learning them. It will be worth more to the student to

make and write sentences himself, out of the characters

contained in the two preceding lists, and thereby familia-

rize himself with their use. Tho practice of repeatedly

writing the characters, is tho best way to imprint thera

on the memory ; but it may be made more serviceable, by
trying to form them into sentences The proper manner
of forming a character can best be learned by imitating

a native as he writes, and it is the only way to produce

well-shaped characters. It is not worth while to spend

much tune in using the Cliineso pencil, for wo are more
fsmiliar with the pen ; and to make an accurate character

is "uorc important llian to write an elegant ()no.



SYLLABIC DICTIONAEY

OF

THE CHINESE LANGUAGE.

See also under ihe syllables tai and NGAi. Old sounds, a, ap, ak, ami at. Tn Canton, oi and ai ;— tw Amoy, ai wad 6;—
in Fuhchau, a and ai ;— in Shanghai, n, c, ya, and yih ; —m Chifu, ai.

In Cantonese. To lounge, to

lean against
; to lie down ; an

interjection of .snrj)rise, sorrow, or

pain ; to beg or aslc.

From hand and really na tho

phonetic; it is interchanged witli

sya' JM 'o defer.

To rely on, to tru.st to; to

push away; to carry on tlio back;

to place alongside ; to force, to

crowd, as witli the elbows; to

graft ; to strike on tlie back ; to

be the object of, to Buffer, and thus

it becomes the sign of the passive

;

next, near, contiguous.

^ ] to be next to each other

;

to lean on.

'^ I^ Ul 1 ^ '^'^ ^^^ powerful

friends.

1 ^ a student's surety.

1 P^ 1 ^ '" go from door to

door, as a beggar ; to gad about.

^ ^ back tJ back.

1 ^ jB ife I *^*n't get in,—for

tho crowd.

1 ^ "
\ '~X is ^^ beaten

;

I was thrashed, or struck-

\ BJ^ towards evening ; late in

the afternoon.

1 W 5^ 51 brothers nearly the

same age.

I "J"
—. ^ Ihave waited already

a year.

1 5£ i^ H '" procrastinate day

by day, to delay till tho time

bas passed.

T ft^ ''*-' tlown a little.

^ j^ lean it here, as against

a wall.

^ .^ it will answer.

^ I^J;
I intreat you.

P^ oh dear ! whew I an ex-

clamation also written as be-

low, and in other ways.

,ai

An interjection of surprise,

mixed with regret or self-

reproach.

] ^ haiya I tt indicates

more distress than oar heigh-

ho ; aVas ! alack !

1 WSl $1 fn T «•» ''ear ! I've

made a mistake.

1 feU-^ilT ''111 io"iy

just now knew it.

V* From rain and to visit as the
phonetic.

The heavens covered and

adorned with clouds; a cloudy

but blight sky ; obscured.

ff; g ] ]
the beautiful clouds

are scattered about.

1 ^ f*""' clouds.

Jll, I
cloudy hill-tops.

From clouds and to desire; like

the last.

P
'ai

%

Oloudy, obscure; sky cover-

ed with clouds ; murky.

] fl dull or cloudy ; applied to

spectacles, as they can relievo

sight ; said to have been brought

from Malacca in the Yuen
dynasty.

From plants and to visit.

Beautiful and luxuriant ve-

getation ; shady, flourishing

;

fine, graceful, stylish, plcis-

ing.

] 1 3E ^ pf ifr 'ii'' ""•'"'y

accomplish' d c tlicii.s in the

king's employ,

ifn 1 dignified and courteous.

1^ I
a licli emerald color, as

of a lawn or grassy bank.

^ ]
shady' groves.

tt^J From earth and to cover.

Dust rising in the air; ob-

scured, as in a dust storm.

^ 1 ^ dear, i>ellucid water.

^ ffc IS 1 lli'2 niiid turned into

light dust.

^^ 1 i iS iS 'o get beyond

the dcfiienieiits of this dusty

world,— as when becoming a

priest.

jnL
ai



AI. ANG. ANG.

Yromdarlcorbodyj and to send.

"Tho.second form is unusual,

, and confined to stature.

Low cf stature ; (liminutive,

short, squat ; to lower.

1 4^ or 1 A or
I ff a

pigmy, a little man, a dwarf.

1 69 A*5 '^^ ratherlow stature.

^ •^ a short fat man.

I^^^too low ; squat, dumpy.

"I" ^ make it lower, as a door.

;@ 11^ too low; very diminutive.

) From eye and a ban I'; very often

read <at.

ai' The outer comer of tie eye
;

to raise the eye and stare at

I g to look at fixedly.

. j ^ to glance at angrily, to look,

at aside threateningly.

M^ i From a place and ndvanfage

;

V^fr the primitive is regarded bysome
' ) rather as a contraction of ^^ a
"' great number; it is interchanged

with ngoh, TO dangerous.

A pass, a defile; in difliculties,

straits; narrow, confined, straitened;

uigeiit, exacting, stern ; distressed

;

narrow-minded, low-lived, illiberal;

impeded, as a path.

^ ]
narrow, as a pass; met.

contracte<l, as one's views.

] ^ a narrow lane.

) P a defile; ; the approach, as

to a fortress.

^ ]
jKJor and distressed, as

from calamity.

1^ I
a dangerous {tass, as a

mountain path ; met. unjust.

^^^ 1 i + applied or

excited, as if in perilous blraits.

) From to eat and how.

Cooked rice which has lumeil

ai' sour; moldiness on foo<1 ; a

kind of cake.

^5^1 when the food has

l)ecomc sour.

!^ M M 1
ti'c ^<^ ^'^ ^^

and moldy.

Sparing, nigganlly.

Il|-^) From mouth and a Inot ; it is

WIK also interchanged with P^ tho

•) crow of a cock.
(It

An uneven or unnatural lone

of voice; to chirp, as birds; to

cackle ; to hiccough.

] pg to belch, from wind iu the

stomach.

A pari oj thtte eharaelers ar« also pronounced ngakg. Old sounds, ngung and ynng.

«n Amoy and Fuhchau, ugang and yong ; — in Shanghai, ngong; -

Great, high, to raise the head, as

an attitude of expectation; \ised byc^yV^ <l"g 1^ w«8 once called
] J^

ja«</

Shantung, the raccoon

1^ was on

by the ])eople.

M̂
ang

Prom sun and high; to bo dis-

tinguished from ^ *mao.

To rise higher and higher, as

the sun ; to issue ; to elevate

;

grand, stately, as a house ; lofty,

imposing; dear, a.s a price.

•^ to carry the head high.

j^exorbiUnt;lhepricei6rising.

^1 ] Belf-possessed ; not

afraiil ofmen;satisfied andelat«d.

jg 1
tall,iuipo6ing;pro'ud,haughty.

] f&HaK I'e entered in a digni-

fied manner.

1 ^ 'JS^
a pompous manner.

L

1

tang

Tlie original form is composed

of (j even and P a seal ; the

' second form is most common,

and must not t)e confounded

with ^[J moo, or Jj) W»nj;
it is like the last.

si)cakersforI;liighpriced;stren!ious-

^M1& ]
*•'« l'"ce8 vary; they

are now cheap and now dear.

S-tiietro S 1
pi'blic spirited

and energetic, yet still self-iKK-

sessed.

The tnrncd-up caAes of a

Chinese roof, called ^ '^

and ^ ] ; when llio gable or

ridge-pole is turned up, it is

called ^ i^ ^ or magpie's tail

at Peking; and^ i| 5S '"" g"Wen

pheasant's head at Cantou.

m

m
tang

m
i'lng

In Canton, ong and ngoog;—
— in Chifu, ang.

Read ^Itti. A horse with a

white belly.

I 1 ^M S^ * ^^^'"'^ courser that

can go a thousand li in ono day.

ang'

Tho navel.

5^ I
the navel.

Bf 1 S ^ » windy colic.

Also read j/i'A,. A horse-poet

is H I
. Also hard, strong.

An angry horse is ] |

one who throws up his liead ; i

startled and prancing. I

itIXJ

%

A basin, a dish ; a gurglet

;

a waterjug; a sort of tureen;

an earthen vessel for beating

time on ; overflowing ; sleek.

I
a water ewer; broken

jx)ttery
; ix>tsherds. (Gantoncse.)

] "^ ^ hie good keeping is seen

on his back, as a fat man.

ig I
a soup-tureen; water-coolers,

a vessel to cool things in a well.

(Ouiitonese.)

] I
rich itnd abundant, like a

spring.

] ^ an ancient name for okl

spirits, generous and rich flavor.



I » Itfi'MMJlMSIt

CHA. CHA. CHA.

Old (ounds, ta, tat, tap, tak, da, dat, otid dak. In Canton, cha ; — in Swatow, oha ; — »7V Amoy, cYi6 and t'a j
—

in Fiihchau, oha; — in Shanghai, ts6, 86, z6j —in Chifu, tsa.

From u-ood and fierce ti'jer or

ra/t ; the second form is com-
Dioucst for the fruit, and is

also used for ^ch'a ^£ a raft.

A sour red fruit of the size

of a cherry, a species of haw-

lhorn(Cr(itcBriitscitneataa,m\2>i"ini-

tijiJa), common throughout ChiDa;

the fruit is called jfH^-^ and [Ij

S jfl at Peking ; and
|J[j ] else-

where; the acid is mucli esteerued.

[ij ] |J£ a sweetmeat orjam made
from the haw.

I ]
the cry of m-igi)ies

;

mFrom wood and to obstruct;

used sometimes for the preced-

./ , '"K> *'"1 ^°'' j''*'^ ($ sediment.

To put wood in the way to

post the passage ; to lie near to :

conterminous and opposing ; name
of a place.

||.^l^ A a unauthorized character.

<H_H. The somid of indistinct ut-

,c/iii terances ; a lisp.

rows] arc twittering and calling to

each other.

PSCS 1 1
"hispring together.

In C'ct^ifoiicsc- A final particle,

implying a short time.

^ trp
I

wait a moment

!

From water and to examine aa

tlio phonetic.

,c/ui Sediment, refuse, lees, dregs,

grounds, settlings; the re-

siduum left after cxpressinn; the

juice ; the garbles of an article.

I }$ feculence, leavings, siftings.

/\ ^ ]
broken star-aniseed.

|g® 1
shell-lac.

m ] the refuse left after prepar-

ing drugs ; a second decoction.

Read cha'. Name of a stream

ill the southofShensi.

,cha

To place the finger on a

thing, for the purpose of se-

lecting it; to take, to press

down, to feel.

The scab on a healing sore,

jljij ]
a cicatrix, a scar.

Red upland rice called 5^

I
by some authors ; the

terra is local.

^ Tlic thinl fium is properly used

only for |jiinplca on tho nose.

Discoloralioiis or cracks of

't the skin, supjx)sed to arise

from the obstructed ijersi>i-

ration ; a pimple, a blotch
;

LJ jmstides.

' H^
I

chapped; a cracked

and roiigli skin.

I I ^ wine blossoms on the

nose, sometimes called '^ ^
or flour thorns, from the pus in

Ihem.

Irreguhir teeth ; uneven, dis-

torted teetli, sometimes call-

ed snaggle-teeth.

,cha

From ijrrat above maiii/, and is

regarded by tho otynioloj^iats as

a contracted form of ^ ! it is

sometimes written ^ but not
quite correctly.

To open out, to stretch open ; to

bluster ; to extend or dispLiy, as, a

cause.

I p" to boast.

] ^ to open the door.

»& 1 ^ ^ " ^'•'''" disposition

and unwieldy person.

~ ^ ] J^ the two original pow-

ers are vastly spread out, asi at

the creation.

M
,cIm

Not close grained, said of

some kinds of meat ; a scar
;

to adhere, to stick, as paste

;

coherltog, close together.

xha

Broad, spreading horns, such

as are largest at the base ; to

strike an ox across the horns.

5§ I
e.xpanded horns.

From H-nrdu and to hoast; tho
second form is obsolete.

.

' To speak hesitatingly, not

straightforward ; afraid to

speak out, reticent ; angry,

disturbed in mind.

] 5^ incoherent talk, like that of

one confused and afraid.

Also read (C/ma ; the second,

and most common form at Can.
^ ton, is unauthorized, and has no
doubt been altered from the
tirst.

To take up, as by the fiogfers;

to seize or take, as animals;

to grasp, to clutch, to grab

;

take firmly, to hohl fast; to work,

Rs a bellows; to squeeze; a handful.

1 ^ ^1 I^'e SO^ '' safe
; hcfld it

steady.

I ® 3© '" "'"''^ * bellows.

]
— ;^ j

grab a big handful.

I ^ to keep a gambling-table.

1 ^ IS' 1^ water-sogged pork; it

is sometimes watered (^o increase

the weight.

I
>^ 'j^ to blow the fire-pipo ; to

act as a scullion.

^ ] ^ I have security for it.

1 ^ PP •SS ^® holds the power,

j H hold it tight; I've got it fast.

Jttt
I ^ there is nothing to hold

on by, no security for him ; also,

a nicknaiue for a Biidhist priest.

', BK to double up tho fist.

i| to crush to pieces.

To open ; to widen out.

] J2^
to expand ; to come

out, as flowers; to spread out,

astheembroideredplaitsof a

Chinese lady's skirt.

1 I3E^ '° "P*** °^^ ^^^ fingers.

1

1 j

iClia



CHA. CBA CHA.

'S tfe An exclamation of regret and

p/B. surprise ; to cliaut or sing.

'cha Read isU/. To curse or

scold at

*fenC* Sometimes written Sp, but uot

M i
<)"''''' correctly ; see also under

'cha 4t c'''u>.

A condiment of fisli, prepared

by finely bashing it with rice

and salt, and setting it aside till

fermented.

1 ^^ a species of edible Acalepha,

or i)erbaps n Mednsa ; it is de-

scribed as red like coagulated

blood, and draws crabs after it.

I ^ a general term for biliary

and otlier calculi ; bezoar stones

found in animals ; tbis term is

probably a foreign word imitated.

^"Vtl A water plant, called ground

pi hemp ; the ancient name of

'cha » district near tbo present

Kia-hing fu in the north of

Chehkiang.

Also read itsz'. Tones of a

pi[)e. A baslcet for charcoal

'cha is called 'cha, at Changsha in

Hunan ; a basket with a bale.

^ \ bamboos growing irregular-

ly ; uneven ; also to play on a
flageolet.

An unaathorized character

;

also read ^.hd.

'cha To tread on, to walk tbrongb;

to step on.

1
"" JS JS^ ^ gut my feet covered

with mud.

] ^ tu walk through the rain

and mud-

F. «» > The original form is composed of

1^ [A lost or forgotten, and~" one
1 inserted in itj as if on going

' oat, a man should ^t one and
then stop.

At first; for a moment; a

while; unexpectedly, inadvertently;

DOW, at this juncture ; baslily,

quickly, on a sudden ; hesitating,

as if something was in the way.

j ^ 1
|St now it is cold and

then it is warm ; very fitful, as

the weather.

1 ^ abruptly, at once. *

I ^ I happened to see it;

it was suddenly seen.

] ^ by sudden stops.

> A running sore ; a chronic,

severe disease.

cha'
I JH^, scrofulous sores under

the ears, running sores on the

neck ; in Canton, the mumps
is so called.

] J^ severe sickness.

rl A;^' A loud rude noise ; the noise

H p^ "f crunching, as of hogs

cha' when eating ; for a moment

;

a loud noise.

] § to run out the tongue, as

when surprised or alarmed.

In Cantonese. A particle, im-

plying doubt, it may be so; also

a final sound, denoting it is so;

I see it.

From words and suddenly as
the phonetic.w

cha' To deceive, to impose upon

;

to feign, to make believe

;

artful, cunning, false ; fraudu-

lent, underhand, pretending.

^ :^ ] ^ he knew but pre-

tended to be foolish ; a wise

man acting as a fool.

U{; I
to extort by false promises.

^ ] to delude, designing, treach-

erous.

1 f& supposititious, false ; coun-

terfeit.

] ^ ^ to feign to be honest.

] ^ to sham defe.-it ; to skulk

from the enemy.

3t5
I

clever at imposing on one.

1 BE *•" ^'-''o" *•" ^'^ asleep,

m I
to cozen, to cheat out of.

] g to disguise ; to pretend to

be hid away.

]Jjj|
1 to force out of, to exact,

as taxes; to falsely demand,

as a debt.

^ I
protean, changeable, fickle.

!j\^ ) ^ From wood or spirits and nar.

I

row; the verb is often written

/ fp at Canton, but incorrectly;

*
I
the second form is usually

J employed as the verb.

A press for extracting oil

or sugar ; a press for spirits ;

to press in order to extract the

juice, as from fruit or sugar-cane
;

to squeeze, to press down hard.

1 ^ a house or shed where oil

or bean-cake is pressed.

j^ I
an oil-press.

jg I
a spirit vat; a press for pres-

sing the mash.

J-JJ^J
A sigh

;
groaning ; a loud

Q noise, as when calling one.

clia'
1 I

the cries of birds.

) pjj^ to suck wounds.

:iJl. )
"I
From to worship or insect and

Ijj |-| ancient ; the second form ia

^ ' used aa a contraction of BK
|||dal' beeswax so often, that it is noi

•c rt much used in this connection.

The imperial thanksgiving

made to earth at the end il

the year for the crojis, waS called

;^ 1 in the Chen dynasty; the

allusion was to the binding up or

hybernation of things at that

season.

1.,,^ > From fire and leaflet ; it is inter.

'jL-r^ changed with kh, chahy

cha' A crackling sound, as of a

clap of thunder or burning

thorns ; a discharge, as of a gun.

I H^ a sharp clap of thunder.

One of the small branches of

the River Han near Sui chau

cha' m the north of Hupeh ; this

name is also given to four

other streams in the empire.

Careless about ; not arranged

in the middle, or nicely.

f^ •$•^ I
to do work m a

slovenly, heedless manner,

—

alluding to the disorder in a heap

of stones ; the phrase, however, is

variously written.
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CU'A. CH'A. CH'A.

Old Bonnds, moetly t'a, I'ap, and t'ah, with one or two in do and dot. In Canton, ch'a, with two or three in t'ao ;—
in Amoy, ch'a ch'e, and (e ; and nearly the same in Swatow ;— in Fahchau ch'a, and a few in ta ; —

*T{* The fingers

^)lf which the c
^ ,, to reprcscr

rs crossing each other,

: ciiaracter is supposed
... represent ; it is also inter-

^
'' changed with 1^% and^ ch<a\

To cross tlie arms, to in-

terlace the fingers ; to fold the

hands, as in bowing; diverging; a

crotch; a place where roads diverge;

a prong-, a fork ; cross-roads.

^ I
a pitchfork;^

| a silver

folk;
f^^ \

fish-grains.

—
] a trident ; also, a triviiim.

1 i^ '"^ roast or toast on a fork.

] ^^^ to interlace the fingers

and make a bow.

Jj^ I
the play of throwing up

tridents and catching tbem.

'

\'^ To fork up; to nip; to seize

(jy\, with pincers or a fork; a fish-

.c/i'ii prong or grains ; to take up

with the fingers ; to drive

out ; to pitch out.

1 ffi 'i turn him out

I _t ^ fork it up ;
— as when

putting a thing on a high nail.

From clothes and crotch; it is

also read ch'a*.

fClM The skirt of a robe ; the flaps

of the skirt.

^ ) the opening of a petticoat,

where it is not sewed to the

bottom.

I ^ the upper half or seal of

a pair of trowsers, worn by
ditchera and workmen.

,c/i'a

A quiver, called usually

^ or arrow bag.

,c/i'a

From ^ the left or wrong, and

uneven branches contracted;
also explained as things done in

two ways, i. e. things wrongly
done, which cannot be straight-

ened.

in Shanghai, duo ; — in Chifa, ts'a.

To err, to mistake, to miss the

mark ; error, fault, diflference ; a

discrepancy ; an excess ; unassort-

ed, unlike.

1 ^ % "*'' fflu*;!! unlike, nearly

the same.

1 ^^ ^'''y different, dissimilar

;

you are quite mi.staken,

] fg a mistake;
j fglJUtostep

wrong; a blunder, a faux-pas,

1 ~ MA Bi tliffers a little; they

are very much the same.

S ^ fS SI i: 1 respecting the

different sorts of wines.

1 ^ ^ '" P^^'^'O^^^i extraor-

dinary, unusual, as a lusus

naturae.

I ^ differing; they are unlike.

Bead jcA'ai'. To send, as an

envoy; to commission, to act for, to

manage vicariously ; a minister, a

legate, an envoy ; an official mes-

senger.

I ^ a bailiff, an agent.

^ I
official messengers, who

serve in turn.

1 ^ governmental business.

JH ]
the escort or guard which

conducts a criminal.

] tx ^ policeman, an official un-

derling.

M ^ ^^ 1 '° 15^"*^ ^ chancellor

to hold an examination.

ffi /?C 1
o"" ^ 1 ^ government

courier ; the first is one who
goes to Peking.

^ I
an attendant, an official

servant.

Read ,h^z'. Uneven, prcjecti«g

irregularly; discrepancies; to make
a distinction ; to go wrong, to act

differently.

^ I
not uniform, \uiequal ; not

to do as one was expected.

^ W ] ^ every one has his

own peculiarities.

(»*7r> "!&• to

i 1 W Sf "*> difference being

shown to the excusable or the

less guilty.

al sound used in chant-

to prolong the line ; a

^ch'u euphonic particle, like Oh I

fll
From knife and sent.

'J To take up a thing with a

tchKi fork or a bodkin ; a small

javelin.

JS ii -F 1 ^ to stick a fork

into a bit of meat and take it up.

4^ A young girl, for which J£
c \\J (('''« is also used ; an easy, re-

,cA'tt tired life of leisure and respect.

Read toh^ Another; that one.

The character^ ^t^t, was once
used instead of this, showing
tliat the use of tea dates from
earhest times; it was afterwards
changed by dropping a line, so
that it became, as one etymo-

legist analyzes it, a )|n|l A /t»
or plant for man, the shrub itself

was once called \f(, and the last

gathering ^ ; it must not be

confounded with ^ to respect.

The tea plant ; the name also

includes the genus Camellia, and
forms part of the names of many
plants which are infused, or which

resemble tea ; the earliest gather-

ing of the leaves; a tea, an infusion

of any kind.

i^ ]
green tea ; M^ | black tea.

I ^ and ] ,]ii| lea pressed into

cakes and brick tea ; there are

many forms of each.

1 3^ curid tea, the tea leaf; but'

leaf tea is ^ | intimating

that it looks unprepared.

t^ 1 "'"S 1 o'lS 1
todrhiklea.

^ 1 ^ bring in tea; used some-

times as a polite request to stbp

and take a cup.

jjj^ ]
to hand tea to visitots.'



OH'A. CH'A. CH'A.

i^ 1 or
fiK 1 or ® 1

or ^ 1

to draw lea ; to prepare and

bring in lea.

] ^ a tea-jxit.

1 tr»
<>••

1 ^ '-^ tea-Clip;
] $|

or
] j^ a saucer ; (be latter

gets its name from its boat-

shape.

] JL a small side-table or stand ;

a teapoy.

] ^ or
I ^ a tea saloon ; a

K'Staurant.

] ^ or ] f|; a tta-sliop, a tea

dealer's store.

J^ ^ ]
first rate tea.

I 1^ a bakshish ; a fee, bonus, or

privilege.

^^ 1 to fire tea, as in curing it.

1 65 * tea-inspector.

1 7^ or i]^
I

broken tea, refuse

tea, stems and leaves mingled.

] ^ the flower of tea; also, the

Camellia plant, especially the

C. japonica ; the C. oleifera

produces the ] ]|^ or tea oil.

J- y « From hand and tea as the
•ly^w phonetic ; it is an unauthorized
i*^V* character.
|e/t<(l rp^

^jj^j ^^^ ^^ g^jp^j. . j^ ^^^^^

to spread over ; to cross out,

as ill a writing.

] ^ to paint with cosmetics.

] ^ tu spread a plaster.

] |§ to rub ointment on sores.

1 /^ nW" disguise one's face.

1 & ^ ^ '° whiten bis nose

;

i. e. to flatter, to agree with.

la Pekingese, read Wi<a. To
mix together, as sand and lime, or

mad and mortar ; to get jammed,
as carts in a gateway.

if.^^ A mode of reckoning grain

St'w when reaped, one gch^a being
jc/t'a equal to four hundred 'ping

^ or handfuls.

^ ] name of a part of an-

cient Bactria.

^taA^ De-p and retired, as the fur-

t*xiv '''<^'" ''ooms in a mansion.

iCh^u Hi [I ^ 1
Ilia two eye»

are very sunken.

M

^ A house injured, and ready to

<lf^ . tumble down.

,c/<'a
1 M ^ T T> pT ^ 4
don't sit under a decayed,

rotten roof.

^ The first is also read ^Is'o

;

occura used with the next.

A skifl' a long shallop called

i]\ Ig, or small bottom, in

Himan on the River Siang.

§1 ]
salt boat ; a scow to

transport salt.

I ^ §g a fish, described as like

a skiff ill shape ; it is probably

one of the carp family.

^ To fell trees, to hew, to chop

;

C drift wood for a float ; a raft,

^'7l'a in vvliich it is interchanged

with the next.

fllj ] the fairy raft, refers to a

story of Ho-sien-ku, one of the

eight genii.

^ I
to ride a raft ; to sail on a

ship, to take a voyage.

] fif wood cut unevenly.

^/^Sr From /^ wood and jr. mornitiy

( t=| under it; it was originally the

jc/t'a same with |B.an obstruction; and
in combination is ofteuchanged to

fa without altering the meaning.

A raft, for which the last is now
used.

To examine officially; to inquire

into; to look up or over, as records;

it appears that, I have learned, hav-

uig ascertained, <fec., and much used

in dispatches, when commencing a

statement

El °' R .-^ 1
t^e great

raft, which in the days of Yao
floated twelve years around the

globe ; it is thought by some,

without any evidence, to refer

to Noah's ark.

^ I
to ask about especially, as

whcnthereis 1^ ] a police search.

] ^ to examine, to scrutinize.

1 ffi ''^ pat nil the streets, as the

1 •?£ 'B* ' f night guard does.

] t^ I liiiil it has been received.

] ^ to audit accounts.

'Ma

n
cli\i

Also read chehy

Disagreeing, not fitting.

] ^ incongruous, not cor-

responding.

Much the same as \^ ,clfa.

A handsome young lady, an
' elegant girl.

ffi 5i 1 A '^ fine boy and

a beautiful girl.

] 2^ a Taoist name for vermi-

lion, or for the fairy which springs

out when oxidizing quicksilver.

HjL*
I
From tnouth and to rely on or

p^^ I dwell ; it is like the next.

tt>*-»>
I

To vociferate, as when an-

il-^ J
gry ; to sputter, to talk

c/i'a' thick; to gi-ind the teeth; to

grumble at; to disdainfully

upbraid ; to pity.

The first is read ^cha in
JPJU |

^ -^ the name of a god fabled

to have been a son of ^ ^, born

about B. c. 1200, in a ball of flesh.

He is the Chinese form of the In-

dian vajza or g(xj of the thunder-

bolt ; and is pictured as riding on

two fire-wheels through the sky,

widdhig the lightning.

Read /«, in the Sanscrit word

fjij I ] alata, the third frozen

hell, whose'damned can only say

atala, because their lips are

stiffened.

Read hi'. To set down a cup

at a sacrifice.

In Fuhchau. To trouble, to

interfere with.

^ ]
to cause a failure.

'' Like the last To talk extrav »

gantly, to vaunt, to talk big

;

cltW to deceive by brag and talk.

1^ I
to vaunt one's self.

,

] 1^ strange, incredible; hard

to believe, ama/ing.

jL^i-^i From insect and dwdling ; it is

jfc'^^f^ a synonym of fi p *ch'a.

Ma' llie large sea-blubber or jelly

fish (Medusa) tiiat floats on

the ocean ; it is de,scribed as like

a sheep's stomach, but liaving no



ch'a. CHAH. CHAH.

belly, body of a <liill wliite color,

eyes red as clots of blood, and

drawing crabs willi it ; anolber

name is ^fC IJ walcr luothcr ; it

is sometimes eaten.

^) An unauthorized character.

A slired, a fragment of pot-

t/At' tery is ^ |
'^ in IN.'king

;

wben n.sed as a verb, lo split

ort", it is pronounced j-/('.( ; as ^
;gi

] 5^ lo break or snap off even.

Ar;* > A slre.ini dividing up into

iy^ streandets.

r/i'u' 3 1 JrT " ''^''''' '" I.'iaotiing,

and one in Hanyang fu iu

Hupeb.

H 1 3jC'-l'<ii"'0" "fierce streams.

JFit ) From hill and divided ; this and

|_|j the next occur used for ,cA'o^
c-A'.t' ^ fork.

Tbe place wbere roads meet

;

• divergent patlis.

] j^ a place wbere the road forks,

a town at tbe bead of Nankow
Pass.

H 1 I& P •'' trivium, or meeting

of three roads.

In l'(]ci)if/c.ic. Wrong, as going

astray
;
pained.

^ 1 T y*'" •'"''' g'^'"" wrong.

] "J* ^ ~r a pain iu tbe side,

as physicians .say.

^ 1 fi5 ® » digression, an epi-

6ode
i
irrelevant talk.

w From tree and fork; nsed with
the last.

cAV Divergent branches; crotch of

a tree ; a fish-prong ; a kind

of rake, a pitchfork.

if * ^ ^ * ^ 1
^I'o forests

on the hills send out their

branches ki spring.

j ift " pronged stick.

1 ^ M * l>ickp<jcket who slips

au arm out of his sleeve

Iu Pekingese. An offense ; a

flaw in the conduct.

jy ~p
] ^ something unlucky

has happened.

to criticize olhcrg.

Old Bonnds, tat and tap, with a few iu dap. Iu Canton, chat, chap, and one or two in tsi ; — in Amoy, chap, ch»h, and

chwat ; — in Fuhchau, chai, chwolc, and cha ;— in Shanghai, tsah; — in Chifu, tsah.

From nood and a slip.

} A thin woo<len tablet, ancient-

ly used for writing; a thin

slip of wood ; a paddle ; a

letter; often interchanged with

^Ij writings, documents; a direction

from a superior to a subordinate a

little below him ;
j)lates or folds of

armor ; a severe epidemic.

I ^ orders from a suix-rior officer.

^ I
writing tablets ; blocks cut

for books.

jjjfe
I

your letter, j'our esteemed

favor.

M ] a letter, so called because

one was fabled to have been

taken by a wild goo.se.

I ^ an order received ; similar to

Tjj^ 1 t''" letter under reply.

^ ]
an untimely death.

Jf1^ From silk and a slip of wood.

5?!^ ) To bind the arch of a bow
;

,1.7(11 to tuck in ; to wind aroiuid

and bind up; to tie in a bun-

dle; to make secure ; a bundle.

"~
I -ffi

* nosegay, a boutpiet.

j ^^ to tie up, as in a roll.

] •§ to set a camp, to intrench.

] Jijl to bind the feet of girls.

] ^^ to book or tie ojien the bt^d

curtains.

1 ^ tie it up tight ; as when one

1 ^ tightens his girdle.

_L.| I'roni hand and a slip ; it is jn-

] I, terchangedwith ^Ij to stab; also

(./,;( used for tlic last.

To pull up, as weeds; to make

or cut out paper images; to prick,

to ])ierce ; to bind or fasten, as the

slips in a wattled fence.

1 Kf ^ *^"'' ""''. ^"^ "-^^ ''^®'

] ^ toembroider acertain design.

JJ j
to stick with a knife.

] 1^ lo stick a pig.

1 i? ^ {i -^ cannot exert myself;

1 am too weak to do it.

ThJ, A small species of cicada,

t4^ .i
striped and marked on its

j'7/(t wings.which leaps far; it is also

called ^ 1 or wheat locust.

P^ !^ ] a kind of Truxalis of

green grasshopper, which makes

a dull noise; the name is applied

to a chatterlxix, a woman whose

clack never stops.

^Y -^ water bird, with a long bill

,^r> and plumage of a lark, com-

^cha mon in Chehkiang ; it is pro-

bably a sort ol sandpiper

(Trinfja) or dunlin; tbe jjc | as

described, include water birds like

plover, snipe, redshank, or lapwing.

^ 5i 1 re<l-breasted plover of

Cbihli.

^ 1 .^ the eastern reed sparrow

(Calamo, dyta orientalis.')

^ ?JiC 1 woodcock {^scohpax.")

From to answer and a Tmife ; the
composition of the word alludes

^ totheoldway of cutting writinga

on bamboos. The word chop,

Bo much used by foreigners, is

derived from this through the
Cantonese prouunciation chap.

Occurs interchanged with flj»

but this and^ tahf&ve different

words.

icha,
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To prick, to puncture ; to stitch

in, to embroider; a docnment, a

paper; a particular kind of paper for

dispatches ; a contract ; a diploma

:

an order from a superior officer ; a

warrant or patent ; to write out, as

a list of prices or items.

1^ ] a stationer's shop-

1 -^ anciently a memorial to the

throne ; now an order from an

officer to one under liim.

^ ] a diploma purchased by a

Kiensdntj.

1 ^ pP charge it in acconut ;
—

'

a Cantonese phrase.

^ ^ a contract for goods.

1 ^ to settle for goods to arrive.

I M ^ '" agree upon the price.

p; ] to lodge at, a.s in traveling;

to be an officer at a place, the

one holding the jxjst.

] j^ an order from government.

From grasn and ixsuing as the
phonetic.

^cha Sprouts and shoots apijearing

above ground ; animals grow-

ing stronger and larger ; to sprout.

W 1 ^^^^^ orchid puts out its

sprouts.

ffi 1 1 M ¥ #^ fi'^t it sprouts,

then it grows up high, — and
lastly it decays ; said of plants.

^^ I Jtt :£: tlie oxen and sheep

grow strong and large.

Read c/.VjA, A sort of herb ; a

dandelion is called ^ ] ^ in

Cbihli.

From ram and v.ords.

) Pattering of rain or flashes

|cAa of lightning ; a multitude of

voices ; name of a place ai^d

river in Chehkiang.

sew and hem ; to sew to-

as strips of cloth.

&

flashes of lightning.

I ]
the rain patters down.

] the hall was full of

loud talking.

Read sah, Suddenly.

1 W? S ^ tlie hail poured sud-

denly down.

4^^ To sew

ff^i gether,

,cJia

£2"]^- From words and to hull grain.

p fii ) Verbose ; to talk much ; to

^cJia mutter unintelligibly.

] ^ to grumble at with mut-

tering ; incoherent wcrds.

^-^ A double hem or border on a

^jll} robe; to bind the loins.

fCha
] ^ a sheath or a fan, worn

in ceremonial dresses.

)i^Fr "i'l' shut a city gate ; the

/Jpq) Iward or gate which shuts

cA'a' off a sluice or flume ; to stop

a door by a lx>ard.

f 1 i^ put up the front-boards

;

?'. e. to close the shop at evening.

^ I
a kind of tester or frame-

work over a brick bed, on which

clothes are. hung.

PB From a 9a<eand a scale; similar
|ffi| to the last.

ichi A flood-gate, a water-gate ; a

lock in a canal ; a dam ; any
thing placed to impede progress; a
barrier, a guarded gate; a tunistile;

a gate in a stockade ; a barricade

of i)osts ; to shut a gate. In Fuh-
chau, .applied to the front curtain

of a sedan.

1 "^ a guard-house at a barrier.

^ ] a i>ass ; a barrier, like that

formerly at Macao ; to shut the

gate.

3!jC 1
'I" aqueduct ; a sluice ; a

waste-weir with gates.

^ ] streetgates, common in Chi-

nese cities; they serve to prevent

the assemblage of mobB, to divide

off the wards, and aid the police

in arresting thieves.

] PI a guard-gate ; to bar a gate.

^ 'jf 1 PI '<^ hlsmd guard at the

passes.

^ I
o|X!n the barrier ; take up

the portcullis.

S 1 °' 1 ^ •"* gate-keeper.

] ^ the Grand Canal is so called

in some parts of its course.

B^^
To wink ; to move the eyes

J^i about.

'rha Jj^ ] C IB 5i ^''' see how
cJian' he winks 1

] § to wink the eyes.

1 BIl^ 60X :^ '" the twinkling

of an eye, in a very short time.

^ la P 1 0.^ # ^ t« intimate

one's wishes by a wuik without

speaking.

From fire and leaf ; bat the
unauthorized forms are the
most common ; the meanings
of this character vary in

K different parts of the country.

To fry food ; to boil in fat

or oil ; to scald by pouring

on water.

] ^ to boil thoroughly

;

to fry.

^ ^ to fry meat balls.

B¥ ?E '** ^"^y crullers.

§ j|§ to scald Ailantns leaves,

they are eaten when tender.

In Pekingese. The second is

also read cha' ; coal'broken up into

fragments; bits; to blow up, to burst.

] ^ nut coal, or coal in bits.

^ coal of aiiy kind. •.

>)^ a bomb or mortar,

jtg I
the gun burst in pieces.

rt-fC The crowing of a bird.

Hj/I J P^ )
the mournful crowing

(,cha of a jungle fowl or pheasant.

From metal and to chop; it ia

commonly but erroneously con.

' traded to fS in Canton.

A heavy pair of shears work-

ing on a rivet as a fidcriun at the

end ; it is used to cut up fodder,

money, slips of sheet iron, and

such things ; to slice or cut open.

^ ]^ to cut grass fine.

j jj a grass-cutter.

Also read Isanov tswan, and

(J used with the preceding.

To cut up or chop ; the noise

of'cutting fine.



OH'Afl. CH'AH. c;h'ah.

Old Bonnds, t'at aud t'ap. In Canton, ch'at and c?i'«p; — in Swatow, ch'at, sat,

ch'njj, and ch'ak;— in Fuhchau, ch'ak and eak;— in Shanghai, ts'

I ^ jfl) the hshatriyas, one ot

tlie Indian castes.

) J5 •" Sanscrit hsliana, tbe 90tb

From ^ B cofer and ^ to

i*yS» sacrifice, intimating that when
T^ ^ human efforta were unavailing
^nrd to iind out a cause, then sacri-

fice was the best thing.

To examine, to get at the truth,

to inquire into judicially, to act as

a censor ; to criticise, to observe

closely, to scrutinize, to learn tbe

particulars; to sacrifice; toEurvey.

^ I
or g ]

to examine careful-

ly, especially as an officer, like

tbe ^_$ ] p[ provincial judge,

does.

I
'j^ to ascertain the circum-

stances.

I ^ to examine and decide, as

a case.

^ ] a vexatious questioning.

ijg
I

to make a self-examination.

I ]
unsullied, as a reputation.

^ ] ^ W. ^^ examined the

minutest jxjints.

BJ 1 ^ IB ^ -^ •? to candidly

examinl! an aflair, so that the

people feel no sense of injustice.

] (U to ferret out ; to search

and find, as a detective does.

yt-'c Similar to the last, and often
^—i employed as a Bynonymous
t=f ' form.

To inquire into every parti-

cular ; name of a, statesman in the

Liang dynasty, a.d. 540.

><ll From J] knife and J^ to kill

,A}'\ ) contracted.

,c/t'(i -A pillar or spire on tbe top

of a dagobab or shrine, from

which to hang streaiQers ; a topp

covering tbe ashes of priests ; a

Budbist monastery.

W 1 your convent ; said to a

priest.

^ ]
a temple of Budha.

J^ ]
to visit a temple.

I
*^ a staff for banners before

a temple.

part of a thought, reckoned to

be the 4500th part of a minute.

J p- Form apestle ina mortar; occurs

Ml
J
used with f^ and |^, to which

^7 . it gives part of its own meaning.

To bull wheat ; to deprive

grain of its busk.

^ ]
a beetle to pound adobie

walls.

^ I
agricultural implements in

general.

From hand and up to ; it is some-
times wrongly used for the next.

jc/i'ct To receive ; to take or gather
;

to r.iise up ; to help ; to lead
;

to bow with tbe hands nearly

touching the ground,—the saluta-

tion of a woman ; to tuck the

skirt under tbe girdle.

1 ?l i^ ^ 'o introduce good

people to tbe great.

Jj^ ]
to get or collect.

^ ^ ^ 1
'o laWor without

adequate reward.

1 J^ to bow very low, as the

Japanese do.

From hand and to hull wheat as

the phonetic ; it is interchanged

with the last two and the next.

To insert ; to pierce, to drive

into or stick in, as a jwle in

the ground, or flowers in the hair
;

to thrust into ; to set in a socket

;

to interfere, to meddle with ; to

insert, as stuffing in a fowl ; an

iron pointed pole ur crow-bar.

I
fk to transplant rice-shoots.

1 ;ffi to stick in a label or mark.

1 ^ ?^ i '" meddle officiously,

to want a share in.

A JS A 1
figlit bearers and

ciglit out-ridcrs.

] J^ to make an effort to get in.

k'ip, and ch'nh; — in Amoy, ch'at,

ah;— in Cliifu, fs'ah.

1 5 ^ S to ^tick flags in iho

ears, when [whipping a man]

through the camp.

j m to furtively secrete In

another's room, so as to im-

plicate bim.

1 t:^ ^ 1^ set out willows, and

you will Ijave a shade;— dili-

gence will get its reward.

1 P or
I

I^ to interrupt, to

put in a word.

I
"^ ^ to put out a flag, a«

an auctioneer.

1 J^ W ^S*
to l"'t grass in his

hair and sell him, as the jwor

are obliged to do with their chil-

dren in distress.

^ I
a narrow purse for keys.

^ ] to find a place for one, to

get one a situation.

1 S m JH ''^ cannot get away,

even if be gets a pair of wings.

I j^ to put ill stuffing for roast-

ing ; in Canton, a concubine's

child is so called in sport

A^P- Sometimes uf ed for the last.

^pE| ) A spade or pick for turning

ic/i'(i up the ground ; a large pin or

skewer for fastening the outer

garments; a flat hairpin, ornamen-

ted with fe.idicrs ; a carrying

beam ; a sort of crow-bar.

^X ] to carry a \>kk ; met. a

I'armtr, a field-band.

|t
I
a liillu spatula for incense.

The name of demons m |

tvt\ t which bring pestilence ; they

j'/i'a are the mkr.Iia? of the Hindu

mythology, tbe agents ofevil;

aLso written J^Jij bymany persons.

Also used as the name of a foreign

country.

ti^ Irresolute ; to boast ; to be

|-^ , d iverted from one's purixwe ia

jc/i'ct 1 \% said of disapi)ointed

aims.

iffi^



10 CHAI. CHAT. CUAl.

Old Bounds tai, dai, dat, and dali, with one or two in tak, tat and dan. In Canton, chai ; — in Swatow and Amoy chai

and che ; — in Fuhchaa, chi and chai ; — in Shanghai, tsa and Ka ; — in Chifu, tsai.

From pf even and tji to

U'omhip ; the third form is

nsed in tlio classics, and the
contraction is common in

cheap books.

To respect, to reverence; to

alwlaiii from ; to guard

fCliai aguiiKSt, (o imrify, as by fast-

jc/t' iiij!;ori)enaiic( ;piire,sorioiis,

reveresUial; a .'tinly, aclciStt;

a retiring room ; a fine sliop, ns for

the sale of medicines; lenten faro.

^
I

to perforin t;er\ices for

relea.sing a soul.

ij 1 ill P'iper storks on which

the soul flits to heaven; met. a

pander.

Jjl| I
Le has only vegetable food.

1 J^ '^" ^^^ ""'^ ""* '^''1 ax'inals.

/p y^ ] J^ [onions] are not re-

garded asprojicrfotxl forfastdays.

] ^ fasting days.

1 ffil to faxt on the Btidhist

festival of All-souls.

I ^ ajilgiim—toaTaoistshrine.

i^ ]
to fast on vegetiibles.

^3 1
<* study; a library-room.

ij^
) a student's room.

3[| 1
elegant leisure.

] J^ to live at ease.

1 TJS. espettful, modest

Read ^sz'. A mourning dress for

parents.

In Cuntoncse. A particle, im-
jilying that it is so, it was said,

•tl A IS 1
will) dared to say so t

ft^ IB IS 1
't 's ji'st as ha said.

Like tile preceding, but res-

tricted to a dwelling of thatch,

tchai a hnt ; while the last is a
more sul^slantial edifice

From wood and to bury.

Suckers springing from the

,chai roots of a decayed tree ; dead,

rotten woo<l in tlie roots.

From man and to hlame.

To owe money ; to bcir a

cliai' burden ; a debt, rii obligation;

freight or passage-money, so

called by the shiji-owners.

^ ]
to owe a debt

1 i ''' creditor.

1 A ("
] ff i'l Cantonese a

debtor.

j§ I
to pay lip, to settle a debt.

^ I
to honor one's endorsement.

I"!'
) to collect a debt ; whence

M I .^ •''' term for the spirit

of a son who ditd before he

could recompense his parents
;

and of an unpaid creditor which

torments the debtor.

^jjr
] to lend money, shave notes

;

it indicates usurious lending.

I
i(^ a iniserable debtor, one

over head and ears in debt

Jg I
a tavern score.

ft; 1
to sjiend riotously.

M jM 1 ff 'o force one to pay

up, as by iiitimidalion.

M 1 US iSt the debt is of little

consequence.

5S ^ ] a revenge due for an in-

jury received in a former life.

From wood and to flla crevice;

botli of tlicae aro res;arded as

aberrant forms of^ a faggot.

A Stockade for defense ; a

paliiade; a hold, a guarded

retreat, like a hold, a guarded

retreat, like a Miori juili ; a

cantonment or encampment,

a military station; a ;x;u for animals,

a corral ; a brothel.

^ I
barracks ; a military [lost, a

- cantonment.

ill ] a temporary defense hastily

tlirown 11]); a hill fortress, like

the New Zealand pa/is.

^ ]
to plunder a {."ost.

^ ] a bandit's hold ; and | ^j^

is the wife of tJie bandit chief.

^ J^ I
a stockade guarded by

cheveauX-d e-l'rise.

flBI I
a log-house fort.

^ ^ ]
in Cantonese, a bagnio

;

and Jy I
is to frequent one.

^1

ckai'

.ch'

The original form is thought to
represent a, crawling beast, and
resembles tlie second character;
the fii-st is the 153d radical of
a group of cliaracters referring
to feline beasts, of which tlie
second is the obsolete, pedantic
form.

To di.sciiininale; a fabulous mon-
ster called ^Jl I

, having one horn
;

others picture it more like a deer;

it can discriminate right and wrong,

and eats fire in its ravenous fury,

even to its own destruction ; it is

drawn like a tiger on the wall which

screens a yamun, as a warning t»

rulers against extortion
; provincial

judges and censors once wore it as

their insignia; and are designated

1 ^, a term also applied now to

district magistrates ia- respect.

?i? 1 SE a'> ancient name for an
executioner's cap.

Read ^chi. A worm or grub;
reptiles without feet.

i;^ fr ]
iirogressiiig like a catcr-

jiiilar.

1^ ] a sloping hill-side ; to descend
' gradually.

^F % 4t"iJ. ^^ 1 # if you

carry out your purpose. Sir, do
you tliiuk it will be quiet '!

^ A press for pressing the mash
in making spirits; a kind of

cliiu' strainer.

From disease and to Korship.

A wasting di.seasc; weakness,

clia (' like marainiim, distriss, trouble,

care.

^ ]
a debilitating disease, slow

consumption of the energies.

Q ]
to bring disease on one's self

] iJ3 atrophy of the bodily [lowers.
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Old sonnds, fot, Pap, t'at, running into d'ai d^at and d'ak. In Canton, ch'ai ;— in Amoy, ch'ai, Ma, t'4, and ^a1t; with

slight changes in Swatow j— inPuhchau, chai, ch'ai, cha ch'a and tvi'ang ;— in Shanghai, dza ; — in Chifu, Wax.

near the fire,—they will ignite ; /sflit ^'°"' "^ ^"^ «"«" together.

Strips of meat dried in the

north wind, called
] Jg were

f-jj*

From metal and a forlc,

/\ A hair-pin, broad and curv-

.cUai ed, so that it will lie across

the occiput ; met. females.

j> ] to divine by a hair-pin.

Jl^ ]
a bevy of women.

^ ] a maid-servant.

JJ ] a thorn hair-pin ; met. mi-

serably poor, because she cannot

buy a metallic pin.

1 ^ j@ S '"^"' liair-piiis and

ear-rings dazzle one.

M. SK 1
^ pin with a phoenix.

^ ] ^ j^ a kind of medicine, the

stem ofan epiphytic orchidof the

genus Dendrobium, whose dried

yellow stalks are likened to hair-

pins, and look like liquorice roots.

m
fhai anciently prepared for winter

provision.

Read ,<s'o. Rumbling in the bel-

ly ; flatulent.

|U>^ From wood and this ; when of-

-**,' ficers went into the wilds, they

- ' . stockaded their lodges
; |^ chai'

jO/iiU ia jjQ^ used in this last sense.

Brushwood; faggots, firewood,

fuel ; to stop up ; to screen, to

protect ; like the next, to make a

bumt-oflering to Heaven, as Shun

did on the mountains.

—
• iC 1 ^ faggo'' "f firewood.

^ ] ^^ a woodcutter, a lumberer.

^ I
firewood split up for use.

] jpl a knotty stick.

^ j
to split wood.

1 j^ kindling wood.

I iC o""
1 Hi ^ quantity of fire-

wood, or faggots.

I
iHj fuel, wood.

1 P^ toy cottage, my humble

abode.

?|C % 1
drifted timber, or that

which has been rafted.

^ 1 JE if'C
''" '^'y sticks are put

5)k;<. don'tgo too near temptation.

^ I
a \yooT stick, a useless fellow.

^ I
lean as a lath.

] fR an empty pated fellow.

1 ii"^-=f lU Jlj [Shun] sacri-

ficed burnt ofierings in order to

the mountains and streams.

ij;^ Originally written like the last.

(>J^ To burn faggots in sacrifice;

^Mai the firewood used in a sacrifice

to Heaven.

j^ 1 iU ^ ^ fP 'o worship the

giKls by burning a heap of wood.

AV^ A kind of sudorific medicine,

{^j^ I yjjj, otherwise called mouse-

jc/i'tu' ear; ^ j|^ is another mode of

writing it.

H]j)2 A dog whining for his food
;

tH/^(^ 1 PJ^ dogs snarling over their

jc/A( i food.

From heant and talent, bat the

combination is said to allude to

its leanness, as like a stick of

wood ; tho second form is not

so correct as the other.

A lean and tawny l)east

akin to the dog ; it loves

rapine and destruction; the wolf;

met. wicked, wolfisli, truculent.

1 15 * ^"^^ (canis lupus) ;
in

ancient times two animals were

here designated, of which the first

was the common wolf, the other

a [smaller sjjecies, or a hyena or

lynx, to which the description

answers better
; |5 "? ''' """'

denotes the wolf alone, and
] JJ

includes the jackal ; met. evil

beings who tempt man.

I jg ^ jg a wolf stops the road,

—said of bad rulers.

j Jnl a jackal, or a wild dog.

S! ^ 1
'''''" "s a wolf.

» »& in #: fi ® in 1 he has

a tiger's heart and a wolf's face

;

— the latter is said to smile on

seeing a man.

icIAt i

A class, a company, jiersons

h'ai of the same sort ; a sign of the

plural.

^ I
or § ] we ; ourselves ; we

together.

j3i ] we comrades, all of us chums

;

persons of tho same rank or age.

(^ ]
the same kind or class.

1 1

ell a I

chwhP

I

good fellows, comrades.

From foot and single • it is

also road fchw'e^i, hut more
commonly read chiv'ai^; the
second form is vulgar, and of-

ten pronounced Hs'ai, while

both are synonyms of |H| ,(.s's'

which itself also occurs read
.ch'ai.

To tread on, to put tho heel

on ; to stamp, to trample on ; to

raze, to destroy.

I jif
step on it firmly.

J£ ]
the heel ; to tread on.

1
~" KS ^ stepped into the mnd
over my foot.

] IS IS^ & *'"*'3<' on ^^^ water-

melon skin ; i.e. to trip one up

;

to delude you.

1 i^ Ife '^•'^ad on it

] ^ im to walk on stilts.

J^ 1 5?^ ''^ ^^^^ » '''lo over the

fragrant grass,—a spring ramble.

1 JE 15 ^ to stamp angrily.

1 $^ ^ ''^ tread on a slack rope,

an acrobat ; a! so a thie^ who
uses rope laddera.

] ES ^ M '^'^ ^'''•'* <lestroyed the

camp ; to remain victorious.

1 Jfft ^ !% trampled to a jelly,

as in a crowd.

From insect and myriad ; but
tho ancient form resembles a
squirming scorpion.

A Sting in the tail, as in tho

hornet or scorpion.

I
a bre's stiug.

S in 1 ^° wn^ the hair like

a scorpion's tail.

cli ai'

m
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="==1

Old sounds, tarn and dam. In Canton, chan and cham; — in Swatow, cham, chw"a, t"ia, chid ajid chan ; — in Amoy, chant,

ch'an, chien and tarn; — in Fuhchau, chang and tang ;— in Shanghai, tse" ; — in Chifu, tsan.

A striped cat, perhaps i

^chan

From toorcZs and to incroach;
it is also readcheh,

To talk and gabble ; to joke

with, as children
;
guileful, art-

ful talk ; jncohereut ; to convey

one's words; occurs used for Uwan'

\^ to be hoaxed.

1 13 1'' whisper in a friendly way.

1 H piquant railleiy ; sarcastic.

From chariot and ox, alluding
to a battle field, or to an ancient

J
military execution by destroying

cnan a criminal between two chariots.

To sunder, to cut in two ; to

decapitate by public execution ; to

cut off, to root up; to sever, as

intercourse ; temporary, shortly

;

furiously, bravely; faded, forgotten.

] "^ to decollate, as is done in

cases of
I ^ or capital crimes.

1 fjj
to subjugate [a refractory

state] ; to destroy; to prune trees.

] ^ to cleave or cut open,

m ]
to cut [a criminal] in twain.

^ ]
to oversee an execution.

1 JSl tis posterity is all cut off,

as of a great rebel.

1 BS ^ .to '^''^ak off all inter-

course with.

1 ^ S ^ 'o cut an iron nail

;

met. decitled, certain, fixed.

1 Hi 8!t ^ 'o sever the influences

and aura,— as in gcomancy.

I 81 iS A [tlie tnxjps] forced

thedefeuses and carried the place.

Used with the last. A wine

^^ cup made of jade, deeper

''chan thai the latni)-cup.

3£ 1 fine, beautiful cups.

C^AO From dish and small.

Tni! A gh.'illow cnp for oil ; a wine

"^chan saucer; a classifier of lamps

and glasses of wine.

—
] JS o"e lamp.

Jg I
a cup for a water-lamp.

% \ M-M^nT^ the brass

cups of the ice-venders are rat-

tling briskly to invite purchasers.

''chan

chan

chan'

If

Formerly used for the last in

J@ ] a wine goblet; it is now
applied ti> spirits, which be-

ginning to clear itself is allow-

ed to remain over winter.

] J@ turbid liquor not yet settled.

To fly swift and powerfully

like a falcon is
| | , refer-

ring to its darting here and

there for its prey.

Kead ^tsien. Martial
; ] ]

warlike.

From wood and small.

A covered loft; a scaffold, a

terrace ; a way made along a

cliff, a pathway or bridge in

narrow, steep places ; a hearse ; a

bamboo tumbril, for which the next

is also used; the body of a cart ; a

storehouse, a ware-room ; a work-

shop ; a pen or corral surrounded

with stakes or boards ; a small

bell ; a kind of fragrant wood.

1 M * warehouse, a go-down.

1 IH. storage ; the price paid for

storing.

1 |§ a patt over and along a

steep cliff.

,B|
I
a horse-pen or stable; a corral.

Ht 1
to P'^t i'l'o store.

1 jIl * plank road, a corduroy

way.

A carriage arranged for

sleeping in, used by army
officers.

I $§ a sort of ambulance
;

also, a kind of hearse.

I
"^ a military chariot

A sheep-cote, or a pen staked

around to guard sheep.

c.ian'

m
chan'

species allied to the tiger cat.

I
^' a tiger shedding its

hair, or having lost most of

its hair.

From siV^ and to secure.

A seam which has ojiened
;

chan' to rip, to rend, to come apart

;

cracked, split as bark; a

hint, an inkling.

^ ] a slight defect ; a hint, a

slight idea of.

1 ^ rippe<l ; to rip open seams.

^ ] the corol of a flower, or the

separate petals.

^J* ] to calk, to pay the seams

in a boat.

^6*1^^ 1
the rice did not

look plump, but shriveled.

chan'

If
chan'

openedLike the last. An
seam in a garment.

^ ]
to sew or patch

seam ; to mend clothes.

tsan'

From ivater and very.

Deep, clear, tranquil, as

water ; calm, serene, as placid

moonlight ; to sink, to im-

merse ; to soak in, to imbibe, as a

sponge ; to steep, to moisten ; to

recei\e, as benefits; excessive, as in

dissipation, addicted to dregs.

]
jjij' an affluent on the north of

the Yellow River, in Hwai-king

fu in Honan.

] ,§, imbued with favor, said of

the Emi)eror's kindness.

1 !^ or
] 1 1^^ a heavy dew.

1 if 6^ ^rau new.,

5 To dip, as a morsel in sance;

this character has been used by

some Protestant missionaries

for baptizing by immersion.

] 1^ to put the pencil in ink.

] g^ to soak ; to dip and wet

through.

chan
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t> From to Stand and t'ncrooc^iinj

1*1 BS tho phonelic.

chaii' To fctand tip ; to stand still

;

stonping, standing; a stage, a

fixed governmental post ; ajourney,

a day's travel.

^ ]
the distance between post-

lionscs; at the end is the | gg
or stage-house.

—
1 B& or.e stage ; it is about

one league or ten II in length.

] ^ stand still ; stop !

] jg[ on Lis feet ; standing.

j ^ stand off a little.

1 & ^ stand up
;
get up.

^ ] to engage to make the stages,

as uartmen are often hired to do.

n From pearl and together vjith

ovfruga I ; the last character is

sometimes read ivan^^ and the
first also tswan* aud tsa^i'.

>
Toiniix>de, to interfere with,

as by underselling; to sell

^lii» J «t •'< profit, to gain ; to palm

chwau' off, as poor goods; to over-

charge, to ask an exorbitant

price ; to mistake ; to earn, to be in

the receipt of

] ^ to make a profit.

] ^^ it hasbeen very profitable.

jJdJ ^ j
t.) double the cost.

) ^ f^ I had the work for my
profit ; /. p. I got nothing but

bother for my pains.

1 ^ 'o S*^^ j"^' '' living.

1 t^ '"^ palm off on one.

] 9^ ^ to reap di.sap|)ointment

and sorrow.

^ W 1
"r 1 ;p ^ I made

nothing on it ; there is no

gain iii it.

1-^^i From eartii and ivily.

'yii To border or dylse which

chan' defines the limit of a grave

;

the bounds of an altar.

,ch\in

Old aounds, fam, dam, Van, than and *s'itn. In Canton, Mam, ts'am and ch'an ;— in Swatow, ch'am, cham, «t(;"a,

ehien, siam, ch'iam and ch'an ; —in Amoy, ch'am, san, and sw"a ; — in Fuhehau, chang, sang, ch'ang, and
ch'iang ; — in Shanghai, ts'an, and «o" ; — iu Chifu, ti'an.

From hand and n-ily.
. A^ Used for the last. A chisel

;

To stab or prick
;

to sustain, ti^^ a bore for cnttingor piercing; tjtl

to push, to support by the
|

^cIMii- to cut out, to engrave deeply.

band ; to supply what is

wanted, to repair, to make up ; to

divide with, to foist in ; to wedge

in ; to pull out ; sharp
;
pointed.

i

] ^ to uphold, to support and

lead, as a cripple.

I ^ — ^ make another share;

.^s when stock is to be increased.

] ij$. to fill a crack.

] ^ (o interrupt another, to take

the word out of bis mouth.

1 §^ ^ ^ local name for plated-

ware.

"jj ] 1^ )a '" g*^*- ^'-'Ip for the

feeble and tottering.

I ^ /J> ifj^ to put inferior sorts

in, to dilute, to foist in, to mix.

1 ft ^ ?£ ™'* ''li*in> *11 properly

for eating.

[ii;
To cut off; to cut into, as

when testing the purity of

^ch\in sycce.

] }^ to cut apart.

5i 1 coulter of a plow.

^ I
a boiler for seething and

decocting medicine.

1 ^/^IB he carved on the cha-

racters for a memento.

A tree called ] ^ which

grew near Confucius' tomb,

:k\(H having hard whitish wood and

large flowers ; it was perhaps

a magnolia ; sharp pointed ; a

water-gate.

1 t& or ^ ] terras for a comet,

referring to its tail ; the first is

also applied to a rebel leader.

Formed of hare and an animal
descriljed to be like the muntjak;
several of the combinations

jc/('(Ul under this primitive, which
seldom occurs by itself, embody
its leading idea,

A crafty hare full of dodges

;

artful, wily, cunning.

] ^ a crafty rabbit, which has

several holes to its burrow.

From words aud icily

phonetic.
the

j^Aut To humor, to flatter; to mis-

represent, to gloss over; to

traduce, to asperse, to detract;

to insinuate bad motives, or conceal

good traits ; cozening. Blundering,

fawning.

] ^ name of an ancient tripod.

] fif
to cajole and then malign.

1 W '° grumble at.

] fQ to intrigue against.

] J^ a traducer; to asperse people.

1 "s ^'Wk i-'alumny brings trouble

on one.

1 P ^ ill he is everywhere

vilified.

^ -f is ]
our sovereign listens

to slanders.

i
The rippling sound of water

is
) jg ; applied also to the

ich'im 8jK>rlive leaping of fisb.
;

per-

spiration of the hands and
feet ; water gurgling through

a hole.
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To gouimaridize, to love

good citing; greedy, glul-

toiioiis. Tlie second form

also means to sip or taste;

to i)(!ck at

P ] voracious, gluttonous.

tj^ ;p ] not parlicularabout

one's food, not fastidious ; not much
apiK-tite.

A cliff; a Ligli peak, a sum-

mit that rises above the

clouds ; the first form is

commonest.

I ^ a craggy, steep ascent

;

rocks piled up, high preci-

pices.

Also read j/smi. A kind of

monkey, found in Yminan,

i'7i'c(/i tli<;
I Ijjl],

nho.se description

allies it to the duoc ; its swift-

ness on the trees is said to be like

that of the flight of a bird.

From ^ to hear, aud ^ eiiii-

vent c-ontractecl.

V/i'.iK To produce, to breed, to bear;

the increase of anything; a
birth, a parturition

;
productions or

resources of acountry; the natives;

an estate, a patrimony ; an occu|)a-

tioii, livelihwd
; a sort of flageolet

or large reed with three holes.

1 M ''*-'al estate, a pro[X'rty.

flt I ^ to found or buy an estiite.

^ ^ 1 <-o divide the estate.

M ^ ^"1 ll'e estate is totally

lost or dissipated.

H j^ ^ I
wasted all bis patri-

nicny, as by gambling.

i 1
""^ ^ 1

ll^« productions

of a region.

|g I
constant occupation, means

of living, a regular income.

^ ] to iucrcaue; to bear a child.

|[| ] difficult labor, as from mal-

formation or wrong presentation.

^ I
a midwife.

fid ]
a ti;nic for pregnant wtmcn.

ij< ] an abortion.

CH'AN.

] p^ the vagina, a medical term
;

it also means accoucheurs, and

] ip^ is the art of midwifery.

To breed domestic animals.

Windings among hills.

i^ ] a devious path among
hills, a goal-path.

T'liiiBiian

cn'AN.

'c/i\la

Name of a small stream, a

league east of Si-ngan fii in

'cl\iii Sheusi, a branch of the R. Pa

i® i^f' which flows through

ll'e ^ ffl Blue Field.

I ]
waters bursting out.

To put a shoe or patten on

the bare foot.

V/,<,(/t

From metal and to produce;
the second is an old aud iin-

iisual form; used with the next.

A thin iron plate; a shovel,

a spade; a plane or shaving

tool, like a .spoke-shave , to

cut and pare; to smooth, to

level off. In Fnhchau, to shell off

or scale, as the plaster from a wall

with a chisel.

iM 1
" Is 1

a ""'^e shovel, used

by co<jks.

] ll] to scarp hill-sides, to dig

into hills.

"" mij 1 ^ ^ set of tong^ and
shovel.

1 J^ (^ tt '" ^°ot up plants; to

extirpate root and branch.

ll
1 Interchanged with the last.

fj To spade up, to level off;

to trim, to pare down ; to

cut grain; to cut with a

weajjon or edge-tool.

] JJ to plane or Bharj^n a

razor by shaving the edge.

;j^ 1 or ] § a dark friagrant

wood, or sandal-wood shavings,

burned for perfume.

j }"j1j
to Mnooth off.

1 ^ I" wound, as with an ax

slipping.

n
\IA,u

t
A sort of tree growing in

Ngaiihwui, which produces a

t7A(/j fruit shaped like a i)eacli,

nearly two inches long, of a

yellow color ; when cured by salt

it tastes like a plam.

Read Wian. A mattress.

Composed of three ^ sheep and

e^ jS house contracted, to represent

^ch^an sheep huddling under a shelter.

Sheep crowding as each one

tries to get out first ; to put in

confusion, as records or books

disarranged.

To ride a horse barebacked.

I J^^ JH to ride w ithout

hhm a saddle.

<- 1^ Intended to represent a spit

y-|-l or gridiron for roasting flesh,

^ch^an and the meat on it.

'chu^an ill lU |^ g; ]
like a joint

of meat skewered on a spit.

•> Complete virtue, as shown in

one's life well sjient in good

c/i'(i)i.' actions ; a company, a group

of iK'ople.

[l> To regret, to repent ; among
Dudhists and Rationalists, a

Man' class of ritualistic works,

which .ire intended to be

used as manuals.

1 IS & iSf '" reform and do right,

as submissive insurgents.

' A dog crunching his food

;

gnawing, crushing between

ch^ah' the teeth.

In Cantonese. A word of indig*

nation ; to devour.

^ {^ I
here then, eat it I

ft» 1 i fc 65 1^ J"0"'^'« "^^'^

gobbled up all my dinner!—
said to an imiiortunate.sorner.

'
> An earthen pitcherfor boiling.

^ ] « sort ofjng for making

c7i'a»' congee, common at Cautoc.
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CKC.A.3Sr.
Old sounds, tin, tim, and dim. In Canton, chan, chain, and tsun ; — in Swatow, chin, chim, tUn, tiam, eham, chiin, and

tim;— inlAmoy, Hm, chin, chim, and chim; ^in Fuhchau, rhing, ting, chdng, tong, and t4ng ; —
in Shanghai, tsang, with a few iu dzang ;— in Chifu, chim.

^ehd^^

From g[ upright and ^ man
underneath, but its present

> composition is explained to bo

from @ the eye, (^ for flj

to change, and |_ for |^ hid-

den, referring to the power of

genii to change and ascend to

heaven.

To change thecorporeal into

its pure essence, to become one of

tho genii ; among Taoists, it means
divinity, immortality, no dross, os-

Bence; true, real, sincere, unfeigned;

ta act as the soul prompts
;
genuine,

unadulterated; authoritative, as a

classic; spiritual, pure, ethereal; in

reality, truly, no mistake, in fact; a

likeness or portrait; actual, not se-

condary.

] J£ (ruly, indeed, actually is so.

j fjf.
it is really so.

IJJ ]
it is true ; he says the truth.

^^ 1 i§ I don't know whether

it be true or false.

I § the true image, as seen in

a glass.

] ^ i^ utterly unworthy of trust.

I >{J»
true hearted, ingenuous.

] ig (rue, orthodox principles.

^ 1
throughly do a thing

; ear-

nest to get at the truth of it.

] ff^ his veritable property, as a

sli lien thingproven when claimetl.

] ^ the true rukr ; Heaven ; a
Miwlem word for God.

5^ ]
heavenly endowments, refer-

ring to temper and heart.

) A a phantom of a man, is one

who'^
I

possesses divitiity,and

therefore can become invisible.

^ ]
or j^ ]

to draw portraits.

}^ ] original source or vocation

;

first condition, said of persons

or thitigs; but ] JJC is tlio

real cost of a thing.

E3 I
are the four great disciples of

Laotsz'; named Chwang-tsz' ^
y, Wrin-tss' ^ ^, Lieh-tsz'

5'J ^F> '""idK 'ang-sang-tsz'^^
•^ ; they are worshi^)ed with him.

"^^^J From worship and truth.

(||lj^ To be blessed because of truth

^clidn in worship or prayer.

*Sf Dropsical swelling, like ana-

(/JX^ sarea; a puffy swellihgof the

.clidti legs.

From tile and a kiln; it is also

read ^kien.

^cldii To mold ; to model, as a pot-

ter does the clay ; to act

on, to fashion, to mold another's

mind, to make like; influenced,

guided ; to examine, to distinguisii

;

to act on reci[irocalIy ; in e[)it.'iphs

used for .ilarm, or whatever hor-

rifies; to aviiid; plain; a jwtter,

a mi'deler in clay.

1 ^Hl^M. '^^ f'isl''on and guide

all things, as God does.

1 ^ij A ^ '" discern men of

talents.

^tt A bright blue orchid, the

fjP'L J^U 1
which grows in the

(C/iU/t south of China; other names

a'"'^
il!/, fe ground fii-, and

4g ti; H® toj'd orchid.

From 31 I'*"' "nd \f^ bushy
hair contracted; the second
'8 a vulgar form.

Whatever is noble, precious,

or beaiitifid; rare, impor-

tant ; excellent ; a priz", a

rarity, a delicacy; to prize,

to esteem.

1 J;<fel>carlK; ] J^ ^ pearl sago,

named from its [learly look

;

] |!fc
j*^" the Spirsea or ineaduw-

Kweet, from its whilecorymb; and

I jp^ ^ one of the names fur

maize;—all refer to their resetu-

blance to pearls.

1 3S l""e'''"us tilings.

] IJ^ a delicious, savory taste.

1 f^ ^ dainty.

rlidu

1 ^ precious and rare.

I
i^ an auspicious token, as a

just statesman in a reign.

M 1 A iS # tlie things which

are prized by mankind.

^ -jU I
the first man of the age.

I g to esteem very highly, to be

careful of; to treat with great

formally; ceremonious.

in ^ -fc 1
'"'^ * pearl in the

palm, said of a daughter.

A 1 .^ ^ Sfc ^ how can I hope

to have all the delicacies I— tho

eightpearls are kinds ofgame at

Peking, viz., venison, wild boar,

pheasant, gazelle, bear's paw,<fec.

From metal and all or ten ; the
second is the common form.

' A needle ; a pin ; a sharp

probe, a cauterizing needle;

a sting, any sharj), thorny

thing; to probe, to prick;

pine leaves.

^. 1 or J,^ 1 or 51 1 to thread

a needle.

] Kj I embroidery, fine needle-

work.

1 Bill ^ the stitches are coarse.

^Vj
I
tobegforexcellentneedle-

work; met. she is very tikillful.

|fJ8^ 1 a hair-pin used in Canton.

^ Ijg ]
a drumstick needle— a

Cantonese name for.ia pin.

ill ^ 1 M '''^*'' sitting on a cush-

ion of needles,— is a troublesome

or unsatisfactory afl^air.

] ^^ rides for the acupuncture.

] ^ to cauterize ; to probe,

jil Ijg j
a barometer.

1^ ^ I
a thermometer.

]
'^ exactly opposite, like two

needles ; i. c. their ideas are

just the same; exactly in point;

diamond cut diamond.

1 Jk. % 5lt '"6""' I'et-lyi close, Ut
one who saves by sewing tkim
and scrapiiig iron.

imi iLiiu^i. .?
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Intercbanged with tho last.

A probe, a needle ; to pierce
;

fh&n to warn, to exhort, to urge a

reform, to expostulate ; ad-

monition, appeals to rei'orm ; max-

ims warning people
;
pointed, cau-

tionary.

^5 1
or ] jJ surgeon's jirobcs,

formerly made of stone.

1 a" •'''
1 is warning words,

admonitions.

1 ^ restraining laws.

\ jj£ to criticise defects, to probe

another's faults, to satirize.

] ^ an ancient oflicer, like a censor.

At^ The wftfe^yJsA, astliecharacter

(AnWU imports; it is described as a

fli&n slim,sinall fish like the Leucoso-

ma, orCliincse white-b.iit, and

nol«d for tlie extension of the snout

like a bodldii; it is the IJemiram-

j)hm ini.trmcdius, called -g ^ j

(or 1^) at Canton ; i-". the long-

sbort bodkin ; in Kiangtian, it is

known as (he ,^|^ ,® or scolding

old-wife.

From pech and very ; giving the
sound.m̂

chdti To pour fiom or into, to

empty out, to ladle ; to add

to ; a ladle or cuj) ; to deliberate,

to adjust, to arrange.

1 K ^ 'd '' wi'l ^ Ijetter to

ojnsult aLx)i:t it.

I ^ to \HMT out tea.

1 ST''''* "" ^^'^" settled,

m j
carefully talk it over.

] Vk '-° discuss, to faettle by con-

Bultation.

t-H* A kind of wood good for

<TpW aiTows ; it is probably one of

cW<i' the conifers, like a larch or

juniper ; a target.

I ]|§ a mushroom or fungus found

on this tree.

] H a target ; to kill criminnls

by making a target of them.

Bead «/uIn', a synonym of ^
the mulberry fruit, also called

^ I
mulberry gceds.

Ji^^ An old name for the bag lied

'ri^'C '^o * horse's head when bait-

fili6n ing him, now called J|| ^^ or horse bucket-bag.

From stone and to incroach

;

used with the next.

^cM« A block on which to beat

clothes ; a square stone or

block ; an anvil ; a stone with which

athletes exercise their strength by

lifting and pitching it.

1 ;^ a board used by butchers ; a

chopping-board.

Jg
I

a horse-block; a stone to

which criminals are chained.

\^ I
to lift the weight, as soldiers

do, to test their strength, like

throwing the discus.

^ I
a straw anvil, or stone to

beat plants on ; also, an old

terra for my husband ; as if he

were a block for me to beat on.

y-U' Constantly used for the last,

cp0i w't^' which it is nearly sy-

^lian nonymons.

Read Jian. Peaked, like an

. upright stone ; hilly.

1 5? J!r^ W ff '•'« ^of^y Pe»k8

pierced the sky.

2£ 'fi' 'ff 1 ti| jIC 'lie stones were

piled up like pillars on both

8ides'[of the dyke.]

J^^ I
a name in the Pin Tsao

for a meteoric stone from Lui-

chcu fu on the mainland north

of Hafiian I.

From extreme and to enter.

Y^ The utmost, the highest de"

flidn gree ; extremely ; to reach
;

a multitude, many ; to col-

lect

"& Si Sf 1 ^^7 ^'1 blessings set-

tle here; a phrase put on doors.

^ 1 ^ his bounty reached

everywhere.

^~y<f Also read ^fa'i'n. Abundant,

C-^^ exuberant herbage ; bushy

^liiin trees; accumul.tted, a collec-

tion of ; to wear on ihc head.

SSI ]
I'O"' abundant is the

foliage [of this peach
!J

I 5^ f|j
tiie kerchiefs worn on the

head by the boatwomen at Macao.

The Chinese hazel or filbert

'* 1 "? {florylus lictero-

phyUa) shaped likethe pekan

nut ; it growsin the northern

provinces, is smaller than

the European nut and more

oily; a thorny tree, like those in

quickset hedges, whose spines were

once used for mourning hair-pins.

] I
overgrown with thorns and

brushwood.

.A^H One of the small headwaters

c-i>^ of the R. Hwai in Honan

;

,c/kJ» also, a river in Hupeh ; to

reach.

I ]
abundant, as a crop; thick-

ly placed, as houses ; loose,

easy, comfortable.

To hang the head, as when
weak or sleepy ; a peaked

head.

From woocL and walking,

pillow ; a rest for the back

'cMn in a carri<ige ; a stake to

fasten cattle ; to use as a pil-

low ; to lean on, to pillow on ; to

lie on the side ; contiguous, con-

terminous, adjacent.

1 iiM''' l'''l*^"'i B- (
a kind with

an ear hole.

] f^ a bedfellow.

] ^ in bed, asleep ; while asleep.

] »^ the occiput ; the neck bone

in fitihes.

^ ] ^ your occiput is thick,—

met your friends are strong.

P5 ] the socket of the door-binge.

] j§ in bed; in private, secretly;

a wife.

ft M M 1 he pillowed his bead

on his bended arm.

^ 1 ^; S ""w ^ *^'*" sleep with-

out an.xicly.

\ W W-^ cares disturb hi.s rest.

H H (Jj 1
turning and rolling

on Hiy pillow — restless.
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]
J;;^'^lo die of old age, to die

in one's bed.

/t* 1 ^ ''''*^' ^^''^'^ loans agiiiiist

the wall.

1 ^ ^ ^ insufficient bed-

clothes ; met a [H)or man.

M 1 M 3^ he sleeps quietly, he

has no cares.

As if composed of Jg and i^,

^ ^ meaning the neck pillow, or

'e/jd» the sleeping hone; i.e. the

occiput, that bone of the head

on which one rests in sleep-

ing; or to droop the head.

Read 'ton. Filthy.

Read ^idn. Silly, in the phrase

1 )rS foolish looking.

Bright, clear as a gem

;

transparent

From f3 field and i^ pearl

|^J»
contracted, as the phonetic.

V/;d!« Raised paths between fields

»

dykes over drains ; a border 5

to come before the gods; to an-

nounce to the Terminalia that the

Emperor is coming to visit the

border ; the origin ; to terminate,

as life.

] j^ a frontier.

f?i 1 4B ^ the dykes were con-

tiguous.

]
paths for landmarks.

fj^/^ To twist a, cord around, to

7|^» bind ; to revolve, to turn ; a

'c/itin revolution
; a single thin gar-

ment, for which the next is

most used ; crooked, obstinate.

] ^ crabbed, mulish.

1 ^ ^'^ S'^ around.

Plain, dark garments ; sum-
mer clothes of one thickness

;

*<Ml}i border of a dress ; a figured

garment.

1 ^ ^ si'ig'e grasscloth or linen.

51 I& 1 £ 'he brothers all wore

black.

From disease or fiesh, and
•pearl contracted, referring to

theirforni; ch'an^^y^ issome-

tiincB wrongly used for it.

Fustulcs of any kind, a

rash ; eruptions, pimples,

sore lips or fever sores ; fever break-

ing out in sores; measles:—to

remove which, the ^ jp){l ^ jt^

is worshiped.

5^ ] sraall-pox pustules.

Jg ] a sort of carbuncle,

[ij ] ^ to have the measles or

scarlet fever.

^, ] small pimples, as in measles.

(3;^ To ascertain the state of ; to

Cl^ verify, to examine, as when
'cklii a disease shows itself.

] ^ to feel the pulse.

1 ^ to interpret a dream.

fBZ!C From eye and a contraction

PyV^, of fire y^ and hands joined 71

'cAdf;» as in Jp^, which is not the same
as this character, thongh some-
times miswritten for it.

The pupil of the eye, the want

of which makes one blind.

^^ ] the subtle germs of

good and bad things ;—used

in this phrase wrongly for ^'
incipient.

Cjj^L From cart and bushy hair con-
HK^ tracted for the phonetic.

Vtei To turn, to revolve ; to move

;

to act in behalf of; a cross-

board to lean upon in a carriage
;

met. a carriage; distressed, sorrow-

ing ; crarai^ed; pegs for cords in a

lute ; the last of the 28 coiisttlla-

lions, including the stars [}6 r]v in

Corvus.

S{
I

wains and carriages.

I f$ ^ j^ the carriage went

rolling on its way, <jr revolving

in its rut

i* ^ ^x 1
military carriages

ill ninnbeis.

I 'S compassionating; kind feel-

ings towards one.

I ;g; kind thoughts of, to think

of and do something for.

j^ I
curbed, discontented, as in

a trcadrai]! sort of life,where one

is kept down by [jower.

The second character is in-

tended to represent streaming
liair; ns a primitive, its mean-
ing in most cases is lost.

Bushy, thick hair; black

and abundant hair.

1 ^ ^P S his busby hair

was like a cloud.

Jgf
Similar to the last.

}^ Beautiful blackandglossy hair,

'cM;i shining like a mirror ; black.

Read j/in. To dye black.

To tie; black and thick, as

hair ; close-woven, thick.

'chdn ]
t^ fine and close, as cloth.

W- 1 ^ ^ whose black hair

will not change its color ?

I ^ black, a deep black.

fn yv To restrain rising anger and

P^r not show it in the eye ; to

*c/(i?» keep one's equanimity by a

strong eflbrt.

M W «g 1 # » ^ few and

remarkable are those who can

be angry and not show it.

JM^i From metal and true as the
^iB phonetic.

cMn To press down ; to repress, to

keep in subjection ; to guard,

to ke( p in order, as a pass ; to

protect and oversee ; to restrain or

forestall evil influence, as pagodas

or peaked hills do ; a mart, called

iJz 1 "61' '* great manufacturing

place, of which there are four in

China ; in tlie days of the JJ f6
Wu Tai, it seems to have desig-

nated certain cities or palatinates,

whose rulers had superior privileges

from their power and subordinate

territory.

1 ^ to maintain superior jxiwtr

over things which | ^ repress

evil, as charni.s on a door linled

do noxious influences.

] ^ a name for the planet Saturn.

^ I
an idolatrous procession to

quiet demons.
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I ^ cliarms, spells; magic.

I ^ to invito the gods to come

to a hotiso to protect it

] JJ to^qiiicl the feans; to reprees

breels.

I ifi ai. fctrepot, a trading-mart.

j jj a fair ; a town more impor-

tant than a village, hit less

than a district.

iS ] ^ ^ ''^ ^^^ ^^^ whole

land into peace.

1 *»? to guard, to keep watch

and w.ird

i|§
]

provincial rnleis, both civil

and military, who 1 ^ giianl

and sootlie the whole people.

] ^ a brigadier-gem ral, a mili-

tary oflicer next under a glj ^
1^ or major-general ; there is

at least »ne in each province.

n^»' Originally written with Jfl- boat

IJ/C (altered to ^ ))»""« >X fire, antl

chUn'' JY hands joined, now contract-
ed ; the combined idea refers to

the virtue of light and limits of

man's power.

In early times a common word

for I, me ; but appropriated by Ts'in

Chi-hwangli, n.c. 221, for the roy.il

We, Ourself ; subtle, incipient.

] ^^ our royal self, our Imperi;il

M.ijesty.

] ^ our virtue.

j $ Wc arc well ;— the reply

written on the cards sent to court

by high provinci.-il officers to ask

after the Emperor's health.

^ I
the incipient bprings of the

germ not yet acted on ; the first

idea of; a protoplasm.

From bird or spirits and lealk-

iny,

A bird like the secretary

falcon, also calle<l |ffj^ J^,
with a long, black neck
and red bill : it eats snakes,

niid is supposed to be so

noxious that tish die where it

drinks, the grass around its nest

wilhern, and its feathers steeped in

spirits make a virulent poison ; in

this sense, the second from it used

;

WC
chOn'

clidii'

some partsof thisdescription accord

better witli the bittern, as its voic«

is noticed as remarkable; a poison;

virulent, \eneniou.s; mortal, deadly.

1 iB P"isoned wine.

] ^ destructive, poisonous.

0J ] 2^ he drank poison iind died.

^ ^ 1 ^ dissipation is like a

deadly poison.

The head of a beetle or mallet;

a plant, whoso leaves when
burned, furnish a mordant for

fixing colors; it is probably a

kind of saltwort or Saisola.

^^1=*^ Frominiii and to sA<>Jt:eor excite;

JtS^ occnrs used with the next.

(.•/«(«' To shake, as thunder does

;

to quiver, to tremble, to strike

with lightning; to awe, to move

;

impressed by, startled ; to quicken,

as a fcetus; to alarm, to intimidate,

to arouse; thunder; thundering,

terrible; manelous; surprisingly.

^ ] an earthquake.

§ ]
.struck or kille<l by lightning.

] § thoratlling sound of thunder.

— ] one outcry, one shake.

1 18f terrifie<l; to scare terribly.

1 ^ incensed, irate.

I jl^
to strike with awe.

1 W, ~T "I'atteretl by the codcii»-

sioii or noise.

] 1^ to move, to disturb; to act

on, as the venial sun on nature.

I Jj» the fourth of the eight dia-

grams; it refers to the quicken-

ing movements of nature.

MT^ I ffll it l8 »" "-emblefl

with fear at his awful presence.

M'M 1 fi brilliant are the

thunder and lightning.

JSi W 1 i.M^ 1 # not one

but regards his movements with

tremulous awe.

I ^ a Budhist name for China,

the last word being intended for

the Sanscrit slan, a country.

> From hand and toihake; similar
to the last.

c/«ln'
1"° ™ove, to joggle; to stir

up the energies ; to excite, to

stimulate; to issue forth; to rescue,

to save; to restore, to put in order,

to repair; to flap, as wings ; to ter-

rify ; to uphold ; to receive, U) con-

tain; to stop; to call back; from
;

unsteady,lrembling;<incient;many.

I 1^ to set about a work, to be

up and doing.

I ^ to save from danger,

j f^ to encourage ; diligent.

] ^ to pull up or out of, to raise

up or from.

I f^ >^ JS to animate the mind

to obtain an object.

^ j ^ he is one who can

arouse the country.

1 ^ to shake the dress.

1 iS" in ^ ''om of old it has

been so.

I "iTjj
to alarm.

] ^ to go on proeperiiigly, to

flourish.

^ ] the hand unsteady, trembling.

^ 1
^^l''sg''^*t entryg has

made his family famous.

I ] j^ [like] egrets on the wing.

I i& ^ ifl^ to stir one's self up

to exertion.

1 iffi
"— H cuddled u|) in a heaji,

as a scired child. (Cantonese.)

Read ^chdn- Numerous; plenti-

ful; honoreil, noble; JgC ^ ^ ^
] ] .^ it is right that your des-

cendants, should be in [likej flwks.

Z^^) A lad of ten or twelve jrears
;

|*PC ^ good boy.

chcm'
] ;^ gentle lads, such as piny

» part in idolatrous proces-

sions; a horse-boy, a hostler.

,' Liberal; rich, affluent; to

give, to relieve ; a largess, a

c/idn* charity; bounty, supplies-

] Pf to aid the distressed,

j ^ to feed the hungry.

] ll^
to commisscratc and af«ist.

4|l** To strike or stab; the noise

J ^E of felling wood.

c7i<lu'
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Old sounds, din and t'in, with some in t'{m, dim and dam. In Canton, ch'an, ch'am, and shiin ; — in Swatow, tien, ng(m,

Urn, Ut; sin, and chien ; — in Amoy, chin, tin, i'im, sin. Van and tien ; — in Fuhchan, ching, ting, tHng, t'ing,

s{ng and ch'aing ; — in Shanghai, ts'ang, dzang, tsi" and yang ;— in Chifn, chHn,

M To get angry, to rail at

;

<'.?"> passionate; scolding.

jC/i'cTij ^ 1 or
I g to get very

angry.

3fe ^ I ^ he never scolded bim

at all.

fife ^ ^ 1 . fi^ 2}S I'e does not

seek to irritate you.

Read ^t'^en. To bluster, to

bully.

^ ^ 1 J5M ^"gsr fi"^'^ ^'8 breast.

mi:
From eye and true.

To glare at ; to stare angri-

c/t dii ly at a person.

1 iS> ^ iS incensed beyond

all bounds.

1 ^ 8R ^®* '^'^ ^y® °" '''™ "^

anger.

rrom gem or 'pearl, and ^
som&re abbreviated ; the se-

cond form is unusnal.

A beautiful precious stone

;

a rarity, such as tribute

bearers bring.

5c 1 ^ 'K beautiful gems and

natural curiosities.

m From city and forest.

A superior district in the

fh'an south of Hunan, on the head-

waters of the R. Siang ; it

extends along the northern slopes

of the Nan-ling.

M To stop
;

good, set in order,

as trappings or attire.

fh'dn
] III a sort of feather or

hair flounce, which was ap-

parently sewn along the hem, some-

what like the fringe on the ancient

Persian dress.

^^ Uneven
; | ^ irregular, as

^^^F tlie peaks of mountains or the

c/iVI;i tops of trees.

.Man

cli^aii

The second of these is also

read ''t'ien.

To stretch a thing out ; to

pull o\it, as an elastic band.

1 ^ to pull and work the

dough, as a baker does.

From -^ a piice, and 7fC

M'ood, joined with ^ going ;

the etymology refers to the

virtue of the element wood in

the state of China; the sur-

name ^ch'un is only written iu

the first form, the two last are

mostly read ch'un^.

To arrange, to set in re-

gular order, to spread out

;

to dispense ; to diffuse ; to state, to

express carefully, to lay before, as

an officer; to reply; what has been

stored long; a long time, of old;

stale, not fresh ; turned, as eggs or

fruit; dried up, worn out ; many, all

;

path leading up to the hall ; a

feudal state of the Cheu dynasty,

lying southeast of the present capital

of Honan, comprising also Ch'iln-

cheu fu ; it existed from about B.C.

1100 to 477; thirteen princes are

enumerated.

1^ ] or ^ I
to state to a su-

perior officer ; the phrase is em-

ployed by consuls when addres-

sing a governor.

;j|^ I
or

] J[||
to seat or rank in

due ordor.

1 M spoiled, as grain ; obsolete,

out of date, inapplicable.

1 A ^ o"6 long iu the employ,

an old hand ; a veteran.

1 ^ to arrange in place.

1 fS ^ ** statement or plaint to

the Emperor.

1 m the old grain in the granary.

;^ ] Ig ;|g to lack food in ^Ch^an}

met. to be short of supplies.

1 ^ dried orange peel,— lit.

"old skin."

] ^ a case of long standing.

1^ ] J,^ 1^ to spread out the em-

broidered tester ; met the wed-

ding-day.

^1 H ;X o''^ *nd antique, out

of date, as curiosities.

Read cK&n^. A rank or file of

soldiers ; a battalion ; an army,

troops, forces ; to place in rank, to

set in array, to marshal ; a battle,

a fight ; as a classifier, used to

denote a gusi, blast, burst, or time,

a shower, a short space; transitory,

a little while.

1 _[^ in the fight.

\-
] to go into battle.

^ ]
to deploy or post troops.

JT ^M 1
''^^ ^'*"' '''® '"''*^"' troop

;

the front of the battle.

gj; ] defeated the army.

I ^ the force of the army

;

valiant, martial.

J'j' ^ RS 1
''<' braved the enemy

and rushed on the foe.

JH ]^ A 1 g'^'' " woman to start

the quarrel.

^ ^ 1 besotted with, infatuated,

to act silly about.

j^ I
sleepers for the floor.

—
] I

^.^ it is growing colder

and colder.

—
I ^ a passing shower.

"^
1 JtB * P"''^

"'" smoke.

—
] BJ} _

I ;f BJ one while

you know, and then you don't

know.

—
] ^ J^ one explosion of fire-

works.

A medicinal herb, regarded

as good for rheumatism ; the

jcA'd/i "g
I

or "g
1 ^, a fra-

grant plant(^ r<ej»i«a abrota-

num), from whose leaves a decoc-

tion is made for fever, patients to

drink.
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.ch'dii

From earth and deer, as these

auimals raise a dust when
herdiug.

Dust, small particles; mo-

lecules, atoms, exhalations;

traces, example; to make one's self

dusty; met. the dusty world, the

age; worldly vice and pleasures;

coiifnscd and troublous days; in

Jjiulhism, lleshly perceptions of the

senses, as the 7^ j six baya

aijatana, or outward conceptions.

] ^ dust, dirt.

^ ]
to dust things.

) ^ j|S Jj( covered with dust

1 IS grimed in; dirty, as a beg-

gar's face.

] j; ;;^ a cloud of dust.

J5t ] to wash down the dust,—
to feast a friend on his return.

^ ^ I
to follow another's ex-

ample, to walk in bis dust.

jgC 1 or
I ^g or ;il^ ] the toils

and vexations of this world ; a

Budbist idea, designed to extol

asceticism.

>2\ I
passions, evil desires.

^, I
it shows the dust, as black

cloih.

m ] the dnst cleaner,— a poeti-

cal term for the wind.

^ —
Jlii I

it is perfectly clean.

El
I

Tlie original character ig sup-
posed to represent a man bend-
iuR low; it forms the ISlst

jCrt Ah radical of a few miscellaneous
cliarac'.ers.

An attendant, one who is

lubjcct to another ; a vassal ; a

minister, a courtier who can s{)eak

to his sovereign, a statesman ; to

serve in office; to bend before; to

rule, to act the lord over; only

Chinese statesman use it for I in

their memorials.

^ ]
prince and minister, one of

the fire social relations.

Jg, I
a loyal officer.

^ 1
"'' ^ 1 1^0 officers at

court ; statesmen.

"^
I

civilians.

^ I
military officers.

.ch^d)i

^ 19 1 AR ^^ nations submitted.

;^ ^ ] I, the high officer, used

only by the highest grades of

officials.

^ ^^ 2 ] the king's [K)wer and

officers reached everywhere.

^ W ^ 1 ;2: »& I'e iiever had

the feelings of an officer.

Jf ] a rebellious or contumacious

officer.

1 ^ my ch.imberlains and concu-

bines, i.e. my imperial household;

it is also used by these people

when speaking to their master.

^ K 'j> 3^ T ^ St 1
ii»""gi'

the body [of Reason] be small,

the universe caiuiot sway it.

From wafei-and ivalhing ; but

some derive it from "Jj^ water

and ijt dre<j8; the first is read

'slian when used as a surname.

To sink, to immerse, to put

under the water ; to quash,

to suppress ; lost, destroyed,

depraved, ruined ; muddy ; deep,

dull, as colors ; a bass or subdued

note; confnaetl ; a lake, a tarn.

] f^ lost, irretrievably ruined, as

the lost in hell.

] ^ drowned ; doting on

;

victimized.

] ^ to quash a case.

1 ^ to stifle or crush, as an affair.

+ 1 ^^ nine to ten it will dnk;

the odds are rather against It.

^ ] ;£ he is very sick.

] J^ sunk to the bottom.

1 \^ lost, sunk, gone down ; no

hope for it

I § the garu-wood, agila, or lign-

aloes {Aquilaira agaUoclnim),

prized for its fragrance ; the j^

j ^ is a sort of Agave, deemed

to resemble it

] 55 the eighth heaven, or epi-

cycle of the Bndhists.

] g a small feudal state in the

Cheu dynasty, now | ^ Jjg,

on the River Sha in Ch'Sn-cheu

fu in the east of Honan.

] pJC a river in Ch*ing-tu fu in

Sz'chw'en,

InPetingese. Heavy, a synonym

o^ ^ckung ^ weighty.

^ fg ] excessively heavy

^A^ The roe of fish ; the parts of

CM/L tills character are sometimes

fh^&n wrongly transposed in Can-

ton ; and perhaps the character

^ch^wi ^ eggs, commonly

used there, is derived from it

^C» Long continued, rainy dark

cY^^w eather.

fVdii 1^ 1^ I I
dull, lowering

;

it looks like rain.

tdfiH^ The female of the ^ elk ; as

cJi v> tiie sexes of this animal iiave

icit'dti separate names, it is to be

inferred that it was once

common.

ipT Similar to cMk' ^ to shake.

t J Ihu To rub, to wipe clean ; to

^clMn give ; to adjust, to contract

;

to shake and cleanse.

1 ^ to brush clothes.

I J^ to arrange firmly.

] J||J
shake and brush— the coat.

)^f- Hilarity exhibited in action,

(.}Vi)\. 3S by children capering.

^ch'an %^ %$^ \ I
hopping an<l

daiicing about from joy.

> ^ The original form is supposed to

Itt^ represent sprouting plants trans-

-A^^ formed by heaven ; it forms tlie

^K&n 161st radical of a small, iiicon-

gruons group of characters.

To excite to action, to move,

to influence; a day, a time; times,

hours, seasons ; a Chinese hour or

one twelfth of a day, but especially

the time from 7 to 9 a.m.; heaven-

ly bodies which mark the times,

and esi^ecially the sun and moon
;

applied as in ^ \ to the planet

Mercury ; the fifth of the twelve

stems, over which the dragon rules
;

spots in the sky where no stai-s

are seen ; the elements.

"^ f@ fl^ 1 '"^ ^'•^^^ "^ ^^'^

Chinese day.
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^ I
llie lieavonly bodies ; the

SO(.liacal spaces where the sun

and inoou meet in conjunction.

;}t ] the north star.

'~
I

sun, moon and stars.

fl^ ] § long incense sticks, de-

signed to mark time as they

biirii.

fij ^ ^ 1 I was born out of

time, ray natal day was ill-

starred ; unlucky.

^ g 1 a birthday, a lucky day
;

as ^ I
is one's birthday.

W X 'It «* S * H 1
=^11 of-

ficers will i)erform their duties

in time, in accordance with the

seasons ; ?. e. the five elements

will harmonize with the four

seasons.

Composed of Q day, or bH

clear contracted, and ^^ time.

fCh An rj'ijg 5„„ beamingforth; morn-

ing, dawn ; clear.

^pI ]
the cock heralds th« dawn.

j5 ] a lucky day.

B^
] to-morrow morning.

I -^ ^^ to turn day info night.

] .^ pj I came at daylight.

1 §* ~"
!tl: § ^"" ''' pastille

from morning till evening.

i *^ From a cover and time aa the

fc^ phonetic.

^eh*dn Retired rooms where the Em-
peror dwells.

i^
I

the maple rooms ; niet. the

palace, the Emperor.

] jH the capital, the imperial city;

the name indicates its seclusion

within the inclosing walls.

f y^ An isolated peak, like an

"^ aiguelle, tapering and lofty
;

jts'da a steep bank.

^ch'dn ^ ] a medicine, probably the

^ '^ Scuttellaria or skull-

cap, but written wrongly.

^ \
the sharp peaks ; the old

name of a email feudatory in

Honan.

c^UU A river in Ilan-chung fu in

Y^* Shensi, a braiicli of the \l.

^ch^dn Han; alsocaKed//wa»i^ Shiii

or Yellow Water ; pure, lim-

ped; mountain rills; to so.-ik; stag-

nant; puddles in ruts and tracks;

to get fish out of a fish-pxil.

^ ] I
long drizzling rain.

1 1 S "F *'"-' f"lli'ig tears came
fast.

^ I
footsteps filled with water.

<7j;^ Sand mixed in things, as in

p"^^ grain or dishes.

'c/Mn ^ I
grittiness in the food

which hurts the teeth.

1\\ Pekingese. Offensive;'^
]

vulgar, not in good taste ; sordid,

grimed.

Interchanged with the last.

Ugly, deformed,

'c/i'a/j H^ ]
to hang the head in

confusion and shame.

cjC^ Vinegar-like, sour.

P^ 1 Bl^ vinegar;
;

't/i'rf/j drunk.

very

J
Dirty, dusty ; turbid water ;

obscure, as when the sky is

'c//((« filled with dust.

1 U '''rty, begrimed, cover-

ed with filth.

om silk and to lead; also read

'ch^n, A rope by which cattle are

led, drawn through the carti-

lege of the nose,

t ] to hold the ropes of a pall

or catafalque, as is done by the

bearers.

From ^ to go, and }g^ hushy

hair, or B| you contracted,

for the primitive.

To f;)llow, to come np bo-

hind ; to avail of, to em-

braca, to improve, as an

opportiMiity ; to go to, as a fair ; or

to frequent, for which the second

form is most used ; as a pre|X)si-

tion, at the time of; by, through.

ch^dn

g

^ I iff go and learn the gtate of

the market.

1 iM •" 8" ^^ market.

] jfj to learn the secrets of an-

otliei's art or trade.

1 M ]"**•• •"* I wished.

I I|^ ^ to improve the time or

occasion.

I |j^ •^ to take .advantage of the

chance or opportunity.

] Jil ^^ ijjlf,
when there's a wind,

iioisl sail.

I ^ M ^ you did it when yon
had the power.

I ^ to go on a trading voyage.

1 -^ si 1^ M '**'''* yourself of

this shower.

From a door ont of which a
horse is going.

''chw^aiiff To thrust out the head, to

appear ; to bolt out or in
;

rudely, suddenly ; forcibly

to push ahead, and against

etiquette ; lawlessly.

I gg to slip by the pass, to dis-

regard the customs' regulations.

I HJ B^ to put ont the head ; to

distitigni.sh one's self.

»t 1 ffi 2)5 '^*' '"'''^ '"> ^° n\de\y

intrude.

I |g fj to force open the office

door ; to rush into a yamun.

I J^ to rush across [an officer's]

pathway.

] ^flotU I'c rushed out violently.

I ^ ^^ a thief, i. e. one who
rushes in at daybreak.

j jp^ to induce calamities.

^ ] 2 an epithet for the rebel

Li Tsz'ch'iiig, who overthrew

the Ming dynasty, \j>. 1643.

> From disease and Jire ; it must

not be confounded with^ 'chan
with which however it is often

interclianged.

A fever which breaks out in

sores; a febrile feeling; a fastidious

appetite, longing for delicacies.

lit>t^^] in ^#tl'e sadness

of my Ileal t uiake« nie feverish

like a thi-obbing Lead.

'c/*«rt
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49Ft>

i'J
cA'd«'

From dress or man and per-

sonal ; the second form ia

obsolete.

Inner garments next tlie

body ; ornamental but not

necessary ; to give effect,

to show off; to make a

largess, to dotate, to assist ; to

patronize, to befriend.

I f^ to belp tlie priests by alms.

] rt| a liandkercliief carried in

the girdle.

I i&. girdle fol>S) as lUose for fan,

chopsticks, (fee.

] 1^ a fly-leaf in books.

] ^ to beautify the iiereon ; to

allure by meretricious arts.

^ I
put on for effect.

^ I
to bring forward in illustra-

tion, to explain by figures.

^ I
to give custom to ; to assist

in any way, as to a support; to

give strength to ; to toady.

To donate, especially to

Budhist priests for religious

purposes.

^ j the recompense re-

ceived by donors for gifts,

in being led to heaven.

cli'aii'

i>
The wood next to the body;

i.e. a coffin, especially the in-

ch^dn'' ner one; to gather faggots.

i^ ] a coffin, ol'ten detained

in a f^' I ^ or mortuary-shed

near the grave before interment.

1 ,}§ one name for the Elmococca

conlifoliai the favorite tree of

the Chinese.

Bead kwan'. A water bucket-

J To shed milk teeth, usually

at the age of seven years, as

cA'tfn' the composition of the cha-

racter indicates.

Old lonadl tttng and dung. In Canton,

in Fuhchan, tiung, t'

Jl-i Prom ho\o and to lengthen.

i.4^^ To draw a bow ; to extend,

«cAa«^' to stretch, to open ; to draw

H)), as a list; to increase ; to

state, to proclaim to, to pubhsli

abroad; to gr.int to; to apiuiint or

Bet out, to display lor side ; to

make nnich of; displayed, adjust-

ed ; to string a lyre ; to boast of

;

a clasisifier of things which show
much surface, as a table or bod,

paper, a proclamation, a chair, itc.

] j^ to hang up for display, as

festoons.

|§ I
to open out, as goods ; to

set up a business ; to sell ; to

re-open, as at new-year's.

^%'&.^ \
^'^° ^"Id nothing

to-day.

\ ^ to open wide, as a door.

3^ I ^ 5^ to have a brilliant

[shop] o[x;ning for three days.

Ill 1 ^ S ''" >n''l^e a parade, to

show off, to put one's house in

the l>est of trim.

^ ^ to make much of

J^ ]
self-laudatory, boastful.

ehinng ;— in Swatow, tHi, c?i"»V and chiing ;— in Amojr, chiong snd tiong ;—
iing, and chiung ; — in Shanghai, t^ang ; — in Chifu, chang.

f& 1 croFs-grained, unreasonable.

M ^ ^ 1 impetuous, incroach-

ing, unscrupulous ; to burst out

angrily.

] |[[j
a demi-god who protects

children from harm, rancli wor-

shiped by llie Manchus.

] J^ to make widely kr.own.

j^ ]
to lord it over; but ^ -^

] is rather not to agree with,

to let alone ; no way to bring it

.ibout.

^ ^ 2fe 1
I I's^e no idea as to

how it is; I cannot decide the

jjoint.

—
I ^ or :^ 'J— ] one chair.

] ^ ^ Pg Chang the third bro-

ther and Li the fourth ; soil, two

common surnames used, as John
D(« and Richard Roe.

] |5E wildly, furiously.

1 f^^ J^ to cast a net to in-

veigle others.

^ ^ 1 S '1^<-' surly dog pricked

up his cans.

1 ISi flJC ^ to spoil an affair by
sudden fright.

,^^AFr

1 S •% 66 maintain fully your

six armies in good order.

c-^p»
sound and "f* ten, re.

ferring to the finishing of a

chana^
strain iu music ; as a primitive

" it usually gives the idea of a bar-

rier ; it occurs used for ^i. and

4fC and others of its compounds.

A piece of mu.sic ; a character or

section ; an essay written according

to strict syntax; a pattern ; a state-

ment; statutes, institutes, rules,

items ; clear, beautiful, as the

Milky Way; variegated; to polish,

to decorate ; courteous, elegant,

as blazonry on a flag, or a piece of

weaving ; a display ; a grove ; a

classifier of documents ; name of a

small state in the Cheu dynasty,

an old name for a maternal uncle

^ I
a chapter; an article or

paper.

] ^ sections and paragraphs.

1^ I
many documents ; several

papers or statements.

f^ ^ ] to write essays, such as

are presented at examinations.
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I
'^ an ancient slyle of cap in

the Siiang dynasty.

j^ I
a coinplc'le alFair, a finished

tLing,—lefoiri'.ig to a finislied

com])osition, as ^ J^ ] means

an iiielfgiUit essay; nitt. confus-

ed, in disorder.

JB ] adorned, variegated ; the

3l 1 were eniblematio figures

on ancient robes.

1 ^ regulations, rnles of action,

directions ; liye-laws.

^ B 1
gui'le tor selecting lucky

days.

^ I
a memorial to the Throne.

§ j
orders issued by the magis-

trates.

] 1^ ^'"i under-secretary of the

General Council, who receives

tiecroes from the Throne and

transmits them to the Inner

Council.

@ I
or fP ] a seal, the instru-

ment to stamp orders.

I
"^ the metonic cycle of nine-

teen yeare.

pp 4^ ^ 1 every article is well

arranged or disposed.

1 .^.
'^''

1 W^ the ponlpe or largo

cuttle-fish ; largo sized ones .ire

canght along the coasts.

f
^^ Food, particularly 'fine white

JS^ rice for the table.

^cf>allff jy |Ilf it 1 he laid up the

rice, or supplies, like a hill.

J^^ Cakes made of flour,

c p$^ I i^ a general name for

^i-/kiiiff buns, sweet cakes, biscuit, <fcc

A husband's father; while

^j5| ]
denotes both his ])a-

ehaiif/ rents.

51 ]
a hnsband's brother.

Interchanged with the last and
tlio next.

j:liang Fear; in tho phrase
|

^'^

terror-struck, alarmed, horri-

fied.

J^Si Terrified; j "g scared ont

* |-^^ of one's wita
,

ychang

rl To go fast
; ] |g to walk

( i-^l^ in a great hurry, and as

^cluing when alarmed ; to proceed

awkwardly.

^^^ From feathers and elegant.

c^^ 1'he variegated pelage of an-

^chanff imals or plumage of birds

;

beautiful, adorned ; to ex-

hibit, to show ; to give distinction

to ; to make manifest
;
plainly.

] B^ clearly exhibited.

B3 j
luminously displayed.

^ =
JpL 1

'''** excellent sayings

were very impressive.

1 ^- f*i^ exhibiting his virtue

and dignity.

1 fa S}i Si ^y his tiispiny [of

liberality and humanity,] the

peo])lo all trusted in him.

-Jp6l The camphor tree {Lauru^

(^J^ camphora,) said to be so nam-

fhang ed from yil-chavg ^ ^ the

ancient and classic name for

Kiangsi, because the tree

grew there.

1 /fC camphor-timber,

1 B^ gum-camphor.

^ I
camphorated ;acamphorodor.

^1^^ A large tributary of the R.

t\^^ Wei in tho northeast of Ho-
^liang nan and south of Cliihli, call-

ed the ^ ] or Cross-flowing

Chang, from its course of west to

east; it has two main branches, the

clear and the muddy Chang; part

of its waters j<;in the Pei-ho, and

part reach the ocean through other

channels.

I Jl^^
a district in Kung-chang fu

in the southeast of Kansuh.

1 iW ijj ill the Bouthwest of Fnh-

kien, about 35 miles west of

Amoy.

Tjfe A kind of ancient stone or-

(•fc^i nament like a flat ruler, used

^laiig in state ceremonies ; a jade

plaything.

2£ '&" ^ 1
*^h® attendants pre-

sented the batons.

'^ j to bear a son, because tiiis

tiling was anciently given a boy

to play with.

&L|? An aneient feudal state, now
part of Tai-ngan fu in central

^hang Shantung ; also an ancient

city in ^\' Ku in Shantung;

name of a largD province in the

Ts'in dynasty comprising the south

of Nganhwui, where Hwni-chaa

fu lies.

fr&lT ho housings of a saddle.

^- 1 ^ (^"- W %) spatter.

^chang dashes, an outer flap attach-

ed to a saddle to protect the

rider's dress.

A hornless deer or mnntjak

Hydropoles iiwmis) akin to

the musk, known as the river

deer, common in Kiangsu,

with long tusks; it is a grace-

ful and elegant animal, as

the composition of I lie char-

acter intimates ; other small

deer are popularly so called.

^ ]
the silver or white chevro-

tain,— which appears when a

good king reigns.

1 K [fragrant as] the musk and

roebuck ; the terras ^ ^ and

TK jlE
"^° specially applied to

the roebuck.

^ g^ ] a Formosan deer (Cen-us

6'«VH/io't), 80 called from two

sptjts near its eyes.

sk^ A bird belonging to the

'TjS waders ; another name is ifC

ckang ^ water-hen, and it is per-

haps a bird akin to the

^ I
a book name for the

heron, called ^ j^ in Chihli

jacana or rail.

''clmng

From Trnnrf and lanttanth) as
tlio phonetic.

The palm of the hand, the

sole ; a webbed foot ; a hoof

;

to grasp ; to slap with tha band
;

to rule, to control : a jurisdiction,

what is nnder one's band.

s^ ] the palm.
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^ ] to clnp the hands.

^ j
tJ^ to scrutinize the hand

;

pahiiistry.

1 ^5 ''"° Ix'^j'^-lfeeper, a chief ma-

ii.iger, the boss; an accou)itant.

fj — JSt 1 ^° '^'"P ""ce.

$J t?| 1
'^"' "'"'<' •"* liorse.

•^ ]
to join the hands, as Biid-

iiisls do in privyer.

1 @ ^ '^ '" command the

forces.

Jf^ \ to administrate a post ; the

control of an officer.

] ^ to direct n matter.

1 '^ J^ an overseer, a director.

1 ;^ to teach and direct, as a

chiss of graduates ; ex cat/icdrd

teaching.

1 ^ a department in a yamun.

S' ^ ^ 1
[he rnk-d tiie empire]

.IS easy as turning over the palm.

^ 1 bewildered, unmannerly, as

from fuming and bustling; from

he has lost his balance.

"f^ ] a bear's paw.

Illj A 1 '''<' cactus, more especial-

ly the flat leaved kind.s.

I> The piece of leather used for

(IJ soles on Chinese shoes ; a

'c/iaiiff part of a saddle ; a patch.

cither cloth or leather, on shoes.

fjt tt The family name of Mencius'

\/U mother, and still retaine<l in

'c/uiiiy this form in honor of her

;

his own private given name

was ifj^ jK'o.

f From a cloth and extended; it

ia interchanged with the acxt

in some sengea.

A curtain, a canopy, a screen

;

a tent ; mrt an abode, a

a dwelling ; a plan, a reason ; to

calculate, to spread ont ; an ac-

count, for which the nc.\t is now

substituted ; to reckon, as an ac-

count ; occurs used for |^ to screen.

^ I
or

] ^ an awning, a screen.

j lil a hanging screen, before a

dear.

efiaiiff''

tRF ^ 1
an awnhig, as over a

court ; a great awning.

U ] to pitch one's tent ; to open

a school, to turn teacher.

] ]^ a tester, the top fringe of

a bed-curtiiin.

i^ ]
inireasonable, incoherent,

stupid, muddled.

1^ ] a soldier's tent.

^ ] a scroll given to old people

on their birthdays.

1^ ^ 1 * Scroll in gold letters,

sent to mourners.

@ I
or l|||; ] a screen ; a curtain

hung aroinid a bed or hwg^ for

protection or concealment.

& ® 1 -^ the white clouds

screen the view.

M 1
—

"ft A 1 beautiful bride.

) An nnanthorized character in

general uso for the last ; it af-

j fords a good example of the
cluing power of tho radical in relation

to its influence on tho meaning.

An account ; a debt, a claim, a

charge; to reckon, to sum up.

ft I

"" ^ 1
'" estimate gains

;

to reckon or settle with.

/p 1^ I
don't charge that in my

account ; it's none of my busi-

ness ; I'll not allow that item.

J[jr j to collect accounts.

I g accounts;
| ^ a bill.

1 W '^''^ counting room, where

the
] ^ or

I ^ account

books are kept ; also, the counter

in an inn.

JH 1
"' ^ 1 '" *^^*'''"' "'"' ^° P''*y

I ^ or balance of an account

^ ]
to owe debts.

1 ^ W $lt ^° ^ embarrassed

with debts.

]jj[ I
to let out money, to shave

notes ; to give credit.

I
tochargo articles notreally

bought, to foist in fancy items.

^ ]
to transfer the accounts

and debts to another, to make
an assignment ; to fail.

In Ciintonese. A synonym of

^l^ng 1^ a time, an occasion.

Jjj ^ — j I came here once.

«
cking''

From flesh or disease and t«

increase; tho first is also

read ^cWani], tho intestines.

A swelled belly ; a tume-

faction, a swelling of any

kind
;

pot-bellied ; droj)-

sical, puffy, tense ; to f vfell

up ; to grow big, as a boil.

jifj I
dropsy in the abdomen, as-

cites.

^ ]
pnffefl, a sense of fullness, as

from indigestion or repletion.

Jg ) or 1 at swollen.

\'H \
''*' 'elie\e the swelling.

1 i^ '^'"^ ^®"y ^^"^ ^'"^ puffe<i.

1 ^ flatulency.

] ^ to charge interest on credit

sales. (FuJichau).

> Like the last. Dropsical swel-

lings, presenting puffy, hard

cliang'' places.

^^Jg> The exiensim of waUr; an

^jj^ overflow, a freshet; to innn-

chang'' date, to swell and wash over,

as the bank; to expand, as

iron by heat; applied also to prices

advancing,— a use common along

tho coast.

iiC 1
<" 1 iS *''^ ^""'^ '^ rising,

the water advances.

1 Sj] or j^ ] the tide is coming in.

j 25 or 1 ^ ail overflow, burst-

ing of the bank, a crevasse.

] ^ "j* filled with water ; up to

the banks.

1 1^ "j* swelled and burst, as a

jug by the water in it freesing.

S H 1 S -^ the clouds in spring

cover the {jeaks.

M ^ ^ I
the price will ad-

vance.

^IS. \ il t^ie elasticity of a

fluid, — a term in mechanics.

1 ^ a name for the Gulf of

Toiiquin.

1 From disease and section as the
phonetic.

Chang' Malaria, iasma, pestilential

vapors; noxious exhalations

that cause general sickness.
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jig ] an unhealthy climate.

^ ] miasmatic, malarious.

] ^ ^ plague, ikii epidemic aris-

ing from malaria.

J^ ] noxious gases; yapors rising

on hiUs, which are deemed to

be injurious.

chang^

A dyke, an embankment ; to

separate, as by a bankj to

stop np.

^) From plattjuaA tection.

To separate so as to screen

c/iang^ or protect; to divide off, to

shut up inside, to include ; to

embank; to raise a dyke; an inter-

vening distance that serves as a

protection; a barricade, trench, or

dyke, that divides or protects; a

terminus; a screen, as of cloth,

serving as a nominal defense.

I ^ an intrer ched camp.

^ ]
a defense; to defend the bar-

riers; met. a capable minister.

i^
I

a wooden partition.

1 ^ whatever stops the onset or

path.

] ^ to close against ingress.

^ ]
to throw up defenses,

j^ I
to screen off, to rail off.

^ ] a protection on the border

or frontier.

^ I
a brocade screen.

p A steep cliff, a range of

peaks. |!^ I
a line of steep

chang* hills that serve as a limit.

^ I
green bills.

lU 1 7§! Jl S ^^^ '*'®®P peaks

rise one above the other in the

distance.

M- 1 if ^ '•^'^ green paths wind

up the intervening hills.

B
T/:> A cataract forming, as the

y. composition of the character,

dicing' a screcniw the lye, indicates.

1 II Of
1 ^ a cataract,

more usually called i^ 7^ g||gA
meaning green water jx)ured into

the pupil.

1 -T The original form is a combins-

\§^^ t'O" ofX 'lond grasping "T" <««•

chang' A line of ten cTC-ih or feet,

reckoned in the tariff to be
141 English inches; but it varies

according to the foot used, to even

less than 120 incites in some parts

of China; to measure; an elder,

a senior ; one worthy of respect

] ^ to measure off, as land or

a room.

I ;^ to verify a measurement, as

by officials.

^ ] j^ its measure has been

made or taken.

] ^ ^ $i; the measurement can

be ascertained.

— 1 ^ ten feet long.

^
I

a wife's father.

@ ] the Emperor's father-in-law.

] ^ a (or my) husband ; a man,

one who acts his part; a son.

] A a wife's father, often applied

also to other elderly people.

1 -^ or 1 -^ ^ a wife's mother.

^ ] ;^ a man of ability, one fit

to manage; a capable man.

^ I
the abbot of a Budbist.

monastery; a monastery.

^ ]
an old gentleman.

5 From man and a m«o»ure; inter-

changed with the next.

chang'' Weapons of war, sharp wea-

pons; to fight, to come to

blows ; to rely on, to look up to
;

to depend on, as a man on his

wealth or influence.

ft ^ 1
to get the victory.

^ ] or ^ gj; ] defeated, van-

quished,

^ I
to join battle, as armies do.

^J I
or fj- I

to fight, to go into

action.

] ^ ^ A to itiBuIt people be-

cause one has power (or fnends).

^ ]
to get an ally.

^ ] to confide a responsibls

office to one.

^ I
to look to, to implore aid

from a superior.

£ ] military arms.

it

1 A ji ^ to trust on a hnman
arm.

^ j
a palace guard.

^ 1
"f ^ )

to trait to, to

rely on.

«> From /fl wood and ftto rely on
contracted ; used with the lait.

chang^ A staff, a cane ; a cudgel, a

club, a sbillelah ; shaft of a

lance ; one who leans on a staff,

an old man, aged ; to lean on ; to

beat, as a criminal in a court ; to

bamboo.

^ ] an old man's staff, hence

the term ) ^ an old man.

I -f ^ a village elder, one over

sixty years of age.

I
•^ to confidently rely on.

confidence is the bond of friend-

ship.

^ I
" staff holders," denote the

chief mourners for a parent in

a funeral.

H 1 jil ^ to drill in order to be

ready for war.

^1 or ^ I
an abbot's staff or

crosier, usually made of tute-

nague ; it is supposed to have

power to open the gates of hell,

and let souls out of misery, and

is therefore carried when masses

for the dead are made ; it stands

for the Sanscrit hakkama, the

staff of begging priests; aged

women wear a hair-pin having

a Budha's hund, called by the

same name.

] — § inflct a hundred blows

— on the prisoner.

] jif /\-f* gave him eighty blows.

^ 1 to beat, as with rattans or

green bamboos; there is a differ-

ence in the severity of these

two punishments, the second be-

ing the heaviest.

-fr 1
°''

1 ff * bambooing ; to

beat a criminal.

] ;^ to beat and then expote in

the cangue.

In Fuhchau. A clasiifier of

sugar-cane.
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Old lonnds, t'ung, dung, duung and thung. In Canton, eh'^ung and a few sheung;— in Swatow, ch'iang, Hang, «"»<

and fiV; — fci Amoy, ch'iong, tiong, t'iong and sionj ;— in Fahchan, ch'idng, fidng and a few sidng ; —
in Shanghai, ts'ang, dz'ang and a few ts'ong ; — in Chifu, ch'ang.

pi From the p sun and Q to say,

( I
I reFerring to sunlight ; as a primi-

c/i'an/i
*'"'' '' exhibits some of its mean-

' " ing in many of the compounds.

The ligbt of the sun ; efful-

gent; flourishing, prosperous ; fine-

looking, elegant, beauteous ; suit-

able, as just words ; increasing in

«e.ilth or peace in which sense it

is iisid in shop names; powerful,

affluent; to illuminate, crowded
;

prosperity.

] S$ abundantly
;

prosperous

;

having many descendants.

§ ]
well off, lucky,

jt 1
splendid, brilliant.

Jg 5c ^ 1
^^ prospers who

obeys Heaven.

^^^ijj 1 it is really a lucky sign.

] ^ jjf. J5^ ill luck follows after

g(x)d fortune is exhausted.

^ 1 ^^ ^*- insures prosperity

(o your descendant.

7^ I
plantsof all kinds; all things,

ilio world.

Tic 1 the p.ix stars of the Dipper

;

'-tilers give only tie three stars

(t> ft ^ in the Great Bear; and
others only the star Dubhe.

i^i ^ I a" Yii bowed when he

heard good instructions.

To throw a cloak or other

giinnent loosely over one,

and not to fasten it with

the "irdle.

FQ A herd of animals fleeing.

I 3f£ mad, ravenous, like

^c¥wig dogs; insubordinate, boiste-

rous, seditious.

] ^ JjN^ violent, acting like mad,

pobbesse<l.

I^tj From iL'oman and elegant ; it is

( U^i cnnstaatly interchanged with fg
r to lead.

A singing woman; her chil-

dren caimot enter the examinations.

1 ^ ''''
1 i^ * courtesan, a

prostitute, a strumpet.

5g I
to keep a brothel; to keep

a house of assignation.

•^ I
to be a whore.

1 ff9
public women.

^1 The elegant plant; the sweet

(|=^ flag, much liked by VVTin

^ch^ang Wang ; applied to other water

plants like it.

j ^ the calamus {Acorus ttr-

restris); its leaves are hung on

door lintels on the Slii uf the

5th moon to ward off evil influ-

ences; a water Iris is sometimes

wrongly so named.

From door and elegtiut.

The gate of heaven, called

^ch'ang
] P§, kept by Kwau-ti or

the Chinese Mars; it is also

applied to the emjieror's palace

gates, and to the west wind, which

is a cool wind.

) P^ one of the gates of Su-chau.

J

.IJ

From man and long ; it is also

read chiivg.

^ch'aiig Gro[)ing about, not knowing

tlie road; madly; blindly;

to fall down.

I j^ the hires of a |)erson who

has been eaten by a tiger, and

leads tI;o beast to seize others
;

Viet, a tempter, an evil adviser.

1 1 ^ bewildered, imdecided.

1 ^ '' '''''**'' 'U'"^") ^ blunderer.

] ] ^^f^ ^ g"'"g liere and

there without any particular

rule, as one \\ho has no home.

IJ
The long insect, as the cha-

racter indicates; it denotes a

^ch'ang worm of tlie C(.nli[ieilc family.

I ^H an old name for liie

milk|)ede (Jvlw)^ sujiposed to

get into j)eople's ears.

From earth and laid out ; the
first form is correct, but the
second is most nsed.

An area of level ground set

apart, an open waste plat;

a field, a h)t; an arena for

any purpose, as dri!l, gam-
ing, theatricals, or executions; and

extended to study and examin{»-

tions ; a scaerificia! ground ; a

thrashing-floor; a kitchen garden;

a company of, the society ; a

classifier of aftars, a fit, a sjiell ; and

in some places of a job of work,

igj ]
a parade-ground, a field for

reviews.

^ ] a building lot.

I j^ a court-yard ; a lawn.

"g^ I pfi amonj; the officers; the

ofiicial style of things,

jj ]
all are alike, as a unifonn

set or body.

^ ]
the field of battle.

f^ I
an execution ground.

^ ]
the tripos, the h.ill; as j^. |

to enter the examin.ilion as a

candidate, eilliercivil or military,

il^ ^M 1
'" "1"-'" '^ gambling-slirp.

l^
|i^; I

dice-houses, gambling

tables or hell.s.

5^ 1
" ^ I

a tlirnshiiig floor.

i/' ft 1
a coniiiioilinus residence;

a refpeclable neigliliorlood.

^ ]
til oversee a literary exami-

n;slion.

l^"^ —'I [this life is like] one

great dream.

^ I
a Budhist festival.

^ ^ 1 W ^"^ '* unacquainted

with etiquette.

] PJ3 f^ ^ to raise a disturbance

during the perrurniance; to make
a tittle exiilenieiit at (lie fete.

^ I
an altar in the open air;

the ground about it.

g. ^|£ ] a place where a man is

cirticised.
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i1^^ Flora, flesh and expanded.

t/J^ The intestines, tlie bowels

;

^ch'ang they are divided into tlie ^
j tlie largo or lower intes-

tines and colon, which the Chinese

suppose connect with the lungs;

andtho)J» ] the urinary intestines,

which join the heart and bladder;

met. feeiiiigs, affections

R 1
01'

1 J|t tlio bowels, the

inwards, the viscera.

]|[ I
the rectum.

H 1$ I
to stuff pork sausages.

:^ ] J.^ a serpentine,windingroad.

ij »C» 1
kindly disposed ; tender

feeling for another.

^^ 1
0" griping pains, as in cho-

lera ; spasms and gripes.

§ /^ ))j|) ] he has his own lungs

and bowels ;— opinionated, self-

poised.

h!^^ From man ancl rei<:ard.

c IJ^ To restore, to indemnify; to

^c/i*Uiiff pay back ; to forfeit, to atone;

to retaliate; to make amends,

to replace ; an indemnity ; restitu-

tion.

P,^ ]
to make compensation, as

for [iroperly destroyed.

] >& J51 '">' ilesires are gratified;

t-j pay a vow.

jj^! A ] ^ ^ murderer forfeits

Ilia lite.

^ ]
to pay up the indemnity.

] jg to pay back, (o replace; to

restore, as lost things.

^- -^ ^JJ I
ho wants me to in-

deuiiiily for the loss— as of life.

M SR SI 1
'"' "'" ^ lia><l to

fulliil his old wiijh, as for an

oM man to get a degree.

From pj the will a^d "{^ to

manifest; and the second, with

U" sucef, refers to tasting;

the first furuvis the best.

To taste, to test; to essay, to

prove ; to deliberate ; when

preceding another verb, it denotes

past lime; usually, formerly, ever;

the autumnal offering of first fruits

to ancestors.

f& 1 ^ iS ^ ^° ""'^^ ^'^'^^ ^'^

bang himself.

\
^ \ox % \ ^ first try it;

taste it once.

] -^ ^ taste a little of this.

I ^ hereditary property.

] 5( I have tasted it; JJ ]
to

try, to attempt.

^ ]
not yet occurred; I never

knew of it; I have had no ex-

perience in it.

1^1 have ever heard ; it is usual-

ly the case; and ^g, ] is similar

— I have thought, it is common-

ly supposed ; these phrases are

opening expressions in an essay.

^ I
entailed property, whose

proceeds are applied Uj ancestral

sacrifices.

jpj I
whohas tested it?— nobody

knows of such a thing, it never

happened ; (bJ ] •?« :§ I'ow can

it be otherwise'?

I really have not been the one

who detained this ship.

One original form indicates a
tnan appearing above liis dresa;

aa a primitive it serves ehiefly as
^'..t'lOlf/ a phonetic ; it forma the 168tii

radical of a few characters, must
of which relate to iiair, as this radical

is regarded as a contraction of the

190tli radical ^^ long locks.

Long in time or distance; ball;

constantly, regularly, always; used

to, .skilled; grand, much used; di-

rect, straight ; toexcel; lomako pro-

fit; often occura in names of places.

] ^ "long life"— a, euphuism

for a cofBn, in order to avoid

a direct allusion to death.

iiotes the physical immortality

of the Taoists.

I ^ a long time, from of old
;

enduring.

1
^long-winded, as a great talker.

] 1^ the long return or home, a

Budliist term for thesoul's abode.

{U j ^X to issue a notification or

report, as by a neighl>orhood

at Canton.

^ ]
spent more than the limit.

] ^ the length of a thing; tiaits

of character, the long and short

of, the pros .ind cons, meirits of;

often answers to expediency,

trimming to circumstances; also,

a turn in affairs.

ii A ^ 1
to speak of what men

excel in.

P^ 1 1^ the door is constantly shut.

^^ Bi \
i" what each one excels.

I jg durable, lasting.

— |l£ ^ 1 changeable, no per-

severance, vacillating.

pf I H ^* M the profit waa

reckoned at 3000 taels.

^ 1 iK * common snake {Elaphis)

near Peking.

Bead 'chanff. Old, senior; su-

perior, greater ; an elder ; one who
ranks ; able to lead ; to excel ; to

increase, to grow ; to cause increase,

to prosper ; to think highly of, to

elevate; too heavy, as in weighing;

to swell, as wood, or a boil.

^ I
head of a family, the pater-

familias.

] -^ the eldest son.

?5 Jt f4^ 1 I ^'D older than you.

ik ^ ^ ]
^ow old are you t

^ I
or ^ I

a senior, a vener-

able person.

] ^ family of the oldest brother,

especially when he lives on the

estate.

^ j
a constable, a headman.

^ I
to grow larger, to swell, to

develop.

/J» 1 J^ lie does not improve —
in his studies.

^ -p ^ \ the good man's ways
prosper.

^ ^ * a 1 « ^ will he
then come to see the elders ?

I ^ it bred worms.

^ I
bom and brought up ; train-

ed, reared.

1 fife A ^ ^ he praised the

other's good qualities.

1 A ® ^ it toakes men wise,

jifc JS, ^ ^ [this custom (or

practice) cannot be suffered.

g ^ 1
a coiituriou^ - --.

—
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A pleasant fruit called
] ^,

CPZ ^^^ carambola or bilimbi

jcA'ofijr {Averr/ioa), known as the

;@ ^ or willow peach at

Canton.

1^ 1 @ a country called Udyana,

which Budha visited, in North-

western India, along the River

Subhavastu, noted for its forests

;

the Greeks called it Suastene.

] m^ name of a masician ^ ^
whom Confucius visited.

^rYuf Ff<"» Jt a hlow and.fq usual

IDJJl as the phonetic.

*ch*anff High, level laud ; a plateau,

from which can be had a

wide view ; open, spacious ; to dis-

close or display ; to rub bright, to

burnish.

^ ] a high spot, like a terrace.

XI '^'^ l@ 1 ^road, ample, as a

mansion; spacious.

"^ )r 1 tt * broad, open space

of ground.

tt Kt 7 1 ^ dangerous, con-

tracted spot.

3P 5i 1 3« n ^ ?S ll'e business

still requires some farther dis-

cussion; it is not yet finished.

From shelter and spacious;
the second and unauthorized
form is most common.

A shed, a covered place

"l^ J not walled in ; a temporary
'^''"^ erection ; a dep6t, a deposi-

tory ; a storehouse ; whole-

sale stores; an extensive work-

shop, a manufactory of government

stores ; a place to receive taxes ; a

street of workshops; occurs usgd

for a mine, as of silver.

j^ ^ I
a coal depdt ; a coal

shed.

^ ]
a mat shed, erected for a

temporary use.

HH Jg| j
a mint for casting cash.

|g 1 an office for selling lottery

tickets.

}i[ 1 a thatched shed.

[Q I
a customs' or tidewaiter's

shed.

Alarmed;
j ^Jl nervous

PJ I and discomposed; appre-

c iftL I
hensive, disturbed.

m\
'ch^anff

C ;r r| From day and ever; ooonrs inter.

TjvH changed with ch'ang' (jj joyous.

''ch^ang A long day; remote; bright;

pervious, as when a ray shines

through ; extended, filled ; clearly

perceived.

] a long day.

The downy fearthers of a

crane or other long legged

bird, used in trimming fine

dresses.

] ^ a kind of cloak or

gown without sleeves, worn

by women; a shroud.

down of the crane, used in

adorning dresses; a robe with

wide sleeves and facings, worn

by actors.

ts 1

A^' Great billows, raging waves.

*l'^
, Read 'eang. To leak, as a

cnatig
jogf. to run as water in a

gully; to drip; to perspire.

j ^ ^ to shed many tears,

] -^ the water runs down, as

from a roof.

1 UJ tJC^ <^be water drips down.

] ft: to drip with perspiration.

I ^ an eaves-gutter; a water

channel.

Pia

ch^miff*

i T From mouth or pipe and
elegant; the second is obsolete.

' To lead, as in singing; to

go before ; to act as a cory-

pbeus ; the leader or master

of ceremonies; to sing, to

carol; to give or pass the word;

to crow; anciently applied to a

division of a night watch, equal to

one fifth of it.

jJH ]
to sing and play quietly, as

amateurs who
] ^ sing songs.

] ^ to call out one's name, as

at a levee.

1 n fl to sing slowly ; and ]

i^ ^to sing rapidly; areterm«

used by theatrical singers, deri-

ved from the wind instruments

used by them-

] Hf to follow iu singing, to join

the chorus.

] ^ to sing pays, theatrical

performances.

^ ] to thrum and sing, to ac-

company an instrument with

the voicft

•56 IS 1 JE 'o beat the gong and
clear the road.

] jJH to give orders at a ceremony.

I 1^ to call out rice [to the

corpse] ;—a usage in some parts

of China, accompanied with a

plaintive cry.

>g > From man and tlegantl as the
'I^i phonetic.

cli^ang^ A fine looking person ; a

leader, au example, a guide
;

to introduce; to induce, to lead, to

seduce ; to start, as a tune.

] ^ to lead on, as a reconnoiter-

ing party.

] m^ to head a riot.

j
-g' to speak first ; to lead, as a

precentor.

] f^ to lead and follow, as a

husband and wife.

•^ ] au inventor, one who | j|§

invents, or takes the lead in

starting.

] — 1^ to lead a troop.

Read ^rji^ang; and interchanged

with j^, meaning a singing girl;

to sing; also occurs used for j^
ravenous.

] @ hired singers and actors,

both boys and girls.

1^ J From field and increasing ; it is

the original form of the next, but
the two are now distinguished,

A broad barren plot ofground

or country ; name of a place

in the old feudatory of Wei
|jj,

now the north of Honan.

1 S)i ^ ?^ the waste and neglect-

ed fields— have no inhabitants.
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J|^ } Originally like the last.

J^^ The inner qualities develop-

eh^anff ing
;

joyous, contented, in

good spirits; exhilirating, as

home music; penetrating, thorough;

spreading, filling.

] SS hold, hardy; presumptuous.

1 'ffi
gratified, happy.

^ ]
delighted, as children.

1 §iL pleasant conversation.

1 9i social feasting.

] ^ the eleventh moon.

] ^ according to one's wishes.

jj I
or

I ^ going through;

perspicuous, as a style ; clearly

eyes

BP
) Losing one's senses, acting

Jj^ as if giddy ; large eyes.

cA aru/'
j^ Pekingese. The
blurred and swollen.

PS ^ ^ 1 ^^^ ^7^ ^^^ swollen

greatly.

J»E * Disappointed in one's hopes
;

I^P^ vexed ; dissatisfied.

ch'ang'' ] I fj^ lamentable and pro-

voking too.

1 M llD ^ S I looked for it

longingly, but never saw it ; I

was utterly disappointed.

A case for a bow ; to put up

a bow in the cover.

cUang'' J^ ] a sheath for a bow.

' Originally formed of U a t)e«s«Z

in which Tl^ grain is fermenting,

ch^ang and (j a spoon underneath ; it

forms the 192d radical of a few
obsolete characters.

Sacrificial spirits made by fer-

menting millet and fragrant herbs,

one of which was turmeric ; to put

a bow in its case ; the case.

] fg mixed wine.

Jg ] odoriferous spirits made from

millet, which it was thought

caused the gods to draw near.

1 "^ aromatic herbs.

^1 ^ <& ^^ P"'* "P ^'* ''*"^-

i 1 one who prepares libations.

] ^ luxuriant, as plants grow-

ing vigorously.

Old sonnds are iang, tang, ding and ting. In Canton, ehSng, chang and fon? ;— in Swatow, ch"^ and ch4ng ; — in Amoy,

Mng, ting, and tong ; — in Fuhchau, cMng, and chang ;— in Shanghai, tsang ; — in Chifa, ching.

^chdn^

The original form is composed

of J^ claws and twoX f^'^nds

pulling; as a primitive, its in-

fluence is apparent in several

of its compounds ; the second

form is a common contraction.

To wrangle, to contest, to

litigate ; to emulate, to strive foj

precedence; to debate; to dift'er;

used with ch&ng'' |^ to reprove, to

expostulate with.

jfg ]
quarrelsome.

^ petulant, unforgiving.

^ striving to excel, contentious.

1^ to go to law ; litigious.

^ to laud one's own deeds;

to emulate merit.

«||f
to seize by force or process

of law.

^ howbeit, still, nevertheless.

^ obstinate, pig-headed.

m to squable and wrangle.

Q to come to blows, in conse-

quence of
I P or

I ^, get-

ting into a dispute and angry.

I yj^ self opinionated.

m ^ ] ^ it's not easy to mea-

sure lances with him.

1 fi^ _L ' '^' -'• oAvae very near be-

ing gulled by him. (Cantonese.)

A fabulous griffon like a

leopard, having five tails and

a born ; others describe it as

like a flying fox.

^ horrid, repulsive, hideous.

^Mng

1

fh&ng

To open the eyes.

gg I
to look at angrily,

displeased at the sight of.

1 ^ — ^ HR 'o oP«'» •^"^

eye ; keep a watch over the

thing

From han^oo and wrangling.

A sort of virginal or harpsi-

^ch&ng chord, having twelve brass

strings, and played with a

plectrum.

^ j
jingling stones hung in

[xjrches, or under the eaves

;

they are attached to kites, and

hence
J|[ |ft | is to fly kites,

especially singing one&

§|| I
to thrum a virginal.

] j
shrill piercing sounds.

'.)X^ The clanging jangle of me-

tals struck together ; a small

^cMng cymbal or gong.

^ j
the din of drums.

\\ 4: ±^^'^11 do you

imagine that such famous scho-

lars are easily to be got t

Vfc* Broad, open ; the echo in a

f^HT* wide house
;

painted silk

;

^hdng
\ ^ ample, expansive.

The second form is not much
used, but is probably more
correct than the first, which
is also read tang'.

To sit and doggedly look at

;

to fix the eye on ; to gaze

at in a supercilious way.

\ the vacant stare of one just

awaked from sleep, before his

thoughts are coQected.
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> To pierce, to stab ; to file

;

to amass, as property ; to

cJkiiiff^ collect; to nerve one's self.

] ^ to block up the way.

13*'''' S*'^ something between

the teeth.

j|E I
determined ; energetic.

I 3^ to take care of a family.

] gg to break away, as a horse

from bis halter.

^ I
to embroider tambours.

I
"]p gj to make money, to get

rich.

] J^ to get rid of one.

In Cantonese. To wedge in

;

to calk.

/(/

1 ^ ^^ sluffa fom with Jon d

{Cantonese).

^ ]
to calk seams.

^,^1%) From words and wrangling; it

M^S* occurs interchanged with its

"^
J

primitive.

./ ^ To remonstrate with ; to try

to '
stop oppression by expostulat-

ing with the ruler.

g!^ I
to reprove and warn ; to

oppose arbitrary power.

^ ]
to debate, to discuss faith-

fully with one ; to dispute.

allowable to dispute one in the

imperial presence?

1 ^ a race of pigmies, described

as being seven inches high.

> To draw a bow ; to press

^ ^ open anything so as to in-

chdnff^ spect it.

To burnish, to rub metal

bright. Tlie second charac-

ter also means to stop up.

^ j
to furbish a sword so

as to see one's face in it.

I ^ minium or red lead_

To unroll a painting or

scroll, so as to display it.

didng^

on (Otinjs, t'ang, djang, and dang. In Canton, ch'ang and ch'Sng;— in Swatow, ch'jng, t°£, and tjng; — in Amoy,

t'^ng, chong, cheng, and ch'eng ;— in Fuhchau, cb'eng, ch^ng, and t^ng; — in Shanghai^ ts'ang,

tsang, and dzang ; — in Chifu, ts'&ng.

The original form of the nert
two, now used in combination
as a primitive.

A prop, something to shore

up ; a iKJst out of the per-

pendicular.

From hand and to prop ;

with the next.

used

To prop, to shore up ; to

di^>tt•n(l ; to fasten open, as

witli a Ktrctciier ; to pole, to

push oti'; to bullrt-ss; to

open out; to adjoin, bonlcring on;

to rini up, as a Krtli into the land;

to prop, a fulcrum, a stay, a lean-

ing p(«t.

1 iHi '° P*''® * boat,— which a

generous man can do in his

belly ; a metaphor for his liberal

views.

I j$ to push across the ft-rry

;

'net. to intrigue with officials.

3l£ 1 to curry favor with one.

ttS 1? 1 ^ '''S 'nist rises up-

ward.

] ^ ^ I can't help you much
— with the officers.

I ^ to curtail, as one's expenses.

H ^ i 1 ^ tt I am quite

able to stand up under it.

Like the preceding.

A branch stretching out ; a

^chdny fulcrum, a prop; a horizontal

strip to support the frame,

as the slats on a bedstead.

I ^j£ a bracket or truss to sujv

I)ort a beam.

1 ^ -^ PI stretch open the

window.

^ ]
a crooke<l brace.

In Cantonese. To expel, to

turn out.

1 15 ffi i kick or turn him out.

1 ^ j^ to prop up the jaw;—
I. e. to praise one's self.

oat much.

to gonuandise, to eat

<!.\ces8.

Often read (tsang.

cciy The hair in disorder and
^ch'ang standing np.

I ^ untrimmed hair, short

and not combed smooth ; applied

often to the beard.

|l|^(\ From hill and nrangling.

cHj*^ To rise high ; overtopping, ex-

(CKCing celling; con.spicnons.:is a jx'ak.

Js'any ^ 1 # ji [like] standing

alone on the airy peak.

1 (^ dignified, high; ua-d by
physiognomists as g^ ^ ] |^
he has a noble brow ; eminent

;

lofty, as a character.

^^^ A thorn on a tree ; somc-

v\~J^ times rendered a fagot, a

fUdng btnidle, from the similarity

or misprinting of^ and ys,

in dictionaries.

The tinkling sound of gems
or sonorous f^lnsscs striking

^'h'&ng together.

3^ 1 tinkling; a jihrase in-

tended to imitate the .sound.
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< jLj^^ From man aud granary as the

'l'30r phonetic.

^tihhiff A reckless fellow, a son of

BtiKal ; a profligate; so the

people of Wu ^ or KiangSH an-

ciently called those of Cbung'>cbeu

i:^ jHI
01' Houan.

^ •JC '"' o'd reprobate.

iJEJgjg^ I
he drove off the hun-

gry wretches without any cause.

Fiom wood and long ; it ia often

wrongly used for the next.

^t^dng A prop, a stay ; the two door-

posts ; a rule ; to follow or

comply with.

M

] )^ a side post or coluijiu ; also

to make one follow atW.

j^ I
a staff.

^ ] one of Confucius' minor

disciples, whom he said was

under the power of bis lusts.

^ P^ I
standing in the door-

way on the sill.

In Cantonese. The threshold.

The common orange {Citrus

aurantium), or coolie orange,

jC/t'd/j^ poetically termed ^ ^ the

golden ball ; the shaddock is

also called by this name in some

parts of Fufakien.

^ j
sweet oranges from Siiv-hwni,

a district southwest of Canton<

I jjf
dried orange skin.

] ^ and
I ^ orange sweet-

meats ; marmalade.

|lj ] a wild fruit of the dogbane

family (A/eAjc?mus)likean orange

in shape and color, growing on

a vine, found in Kwangtuug

;

used for a deobstruent.

i*Jlm A perch for fowls ; a prop ; to

ifX^ straighten or pull out, to

^i'&ng tread on ; to roost.

1^ ft 1 ;i the ends [of the

bow] should be itraightened out.

SeveraX of these eharactert are heard at if sounded CBIAO. Old sounds, to, tok, do, and dok or dot. In Canton, ohin,

chau, and shiui—in Swatow, chio, ohie, jid, ti6, Bi6, tan, cbau and tie; — in Amoy, chiau, tian, chau, and tan;

—

in Fuhchau, tin, chau, chiu, and chwa; — in Shanghai, tsao, dzao, and dao; — in Chifu, tsao.

^c/iao

From day and to call.

The brightness of the sun
;

bright, luminous, refulgent,

splendid; manifested; to show

forth, to display ; shrined on the

left ill the hall.

]
= iiitolligible

;
perspicuous.

) Bfl bright; to fully understand.

1 ^ cleai, evident, plainly shown.

1 8B famous, renowned.

1 1^ ^ ihe empress' palace.

M B ] ^ well known to all

the woild, universally heard.

& \ ^ ^ llie row on the right

ami the low on the left, i. e. in

the order of age or iieariiesM and
precedence ; used only for the

arrangement of imjMjrial ances-

tral tablets in the temple, by
/ which I ho projier generation of

each person is desigiiate<l.

^ a^ 1 ]
'.he eye of Heaven

is ck'.ir; heaven is clear-

biglittd.

1 ^ in l§ 1'''"" as when the

cover has been taken off.

^ © I 1 his reputation is

illustrious.

1 :& ^ 'he fiUet of Queen Chao

of the Han dynasty, now worn

by the Chinese; it somewhat

resembles a small havelock.

cliao

From hand and to call.

To beckon, to motion to, to

hail with the hand ; to let

people know; to invite, to

induce, as by procliimation or hand-

bills; to entangle, to provoke, to

annoy, to excite; to raise, as tr()o(;s;

to confess, to assume; self-crimina-

tiou ; a sign-board ; a placard ; a

signal, a wave of the hand.

] Pf to call and beckon to; to

wait ou.

1 ^ 'o proclaim an amnesty ; to

invite rebels to submit.

I 5c engaged to serve, as a clerk.

)
l|l|l^ a liiuidbill, a poster for sale

of goods; a shop-card.

^ p^ I
l|l|S "Sick no bills here.''

1 X o"" 1^ X A to engage

or advertise for laborers.

1 ^ A ^ *« bring a son-iii-Jaw

into one's house.

1 S? '"^ sign-board.

"H 1 IS 1'*^ owns to the charge

!

hu becomes responsible for it.

I ^ J^ or
] ^ to enlist volun-

teers, to recruit ; to raise a troop.

Q I
to bring on one's self.-

I J§ j§ )|S
t" excite or lieguile

jx'oplc,— and tlion rob them.

] ^ ^ to entertain guests.

] 1 :/fr
? calling and beckon-

ing is that boatman.

j 51 to introduce, to bring in,

as a convert or all ache,

1 ^ 'T* {i unequal to resist

him ; I can't fend off.

^ I ^; fit don't entangle your-

self with him; don't provok*

him.

1 Kt & "? ''"' '"^ "''" Cannes

piolit; i'. f. the God of Wealth-

] 't^ to call homo tlie soul — of

a man who die<l abroad.

1 !^ p<«ticnl name for a crab,

which seems to call for the tide

to cme np by moving its \a\\i
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1 B n ^ he confessed his

crime by his evidence.

I jQ, to offer a house to let.

itjEn To ridicule another, to jest

cnW upon? to laugh and joke

^chao with; railing, sportive allu-

sions.

^ j
a pasquinade.

] ^ to jeer at; gibes and jokes.

] J^ to rail at sarcastically, to

abuse and ridicule.

mmm^ i
nnbeheidup

a moth and a dragon-fly, and

laughed at the tortoise and drag-

on, — for they could neither of

them fly, big as they were.

mM Interchanged with the last,

cfyHl '^"' some say not properly.

jshao To boast; to talk much.

uig and bickering of birds.

Bead ^tao, in the phrase ^ ]

talkative, verbose.

JWf From hand and claws; it is

•HIL usually proQoanced fchato in

I Peking, and often written ^,
t but wrongly.
.cliwa _ , . ,

,

To scratch, to tickle, to titil-

late; to tear with the claws; to

please, to cajole.

I ^ to clutch, as a hawk ; to

pounce upon, as lidewaiters do

on smugglers.

I ]9l |{( scratched his face so

that it bled.

1 IM o""
1 "M" *o scratch the

head, as when in perplexity.

^ BQ to draw lots.

] ^ ^ to pester another— till

he commits suicide, as is believ-

ed to be done by the spirits of

suicides to their enemies.

•i^ Similar to jcAVjo ^ a nest.

<f3|C -^ raised lodge erected in a

jC/«K> marsh to watch (he crop ; a
kind of grass creel for catch-

ing fish ; to drag a nut.

Bead tsiao, and used for
j||J

to

execnta

^ 1 iS M ;f :g he ordered

them to be exterminated, and

not suffered to live.

hTj A. large bill-hook or sickle,

(^ |I| was so called in the region

^chao of the River Hwai during the

feudal times.

Tr^ifc The white skin which grows

c'pijjj over a scar, called |^
,cl>ao shadow cuticle.

or

m
j:nao

.ch'ao

From ]g\ sunrise and ;^ a boat

contracted to ^ moon ; the
second, meaning a sign of the

tun, is a pedantic form.

Thedawn, theopposite of si^

^ eve; morning; early.

I ^ or
] ^ morning and

evening; early and late.

—
I

in a morning, in a tricej

suddenly, quickly.

1 1 J|c be comes every"morning.

ffl 1 ioT^)^f^:^ have yon

breakfasted i — a jjolite morn-

ing salutation.

B3 1 to-morrow morning; some-

times used indefinitely.

H 1 ^ ^ & '•I'e merrymaking

on the third day— after a birth.

:ifg ] the lOih of the 2d moon,

when all the flowers are supposed

to open in northern China.

^ /^ I
^ I never took a morn-

ing's [leisure].

1 fif name for Corea given by

\Vu Wang wGen made a fief of

Ki-(sz' ^ •^ ; the rulers prefer

it to jg 5|, and use it in official

papers ; its meaning refers to its

eastern position, where thu/res/t

marrdng comes.

Bead fh'ao. A court, so called

because held in early morning ; the

imperial palace or court; to Lave

an audience, to go to court ; to

show fealty ; to hold a levee ; an

imperial audience; a dynasty ; a

reign ; the government ; courtly,

fashionable ; to visit a father or

elder; as a preposition, towards,

facing ; fronting.

1 .S ""' Jl 1
t-o go to court ; to

see his Majesty.

^ I
his Majesty holding court

p^ 1 to take the reins of govern-

ment.

^ ] the high officers who rap-

]X)rt or stand near the sovereign

at such limes.

/|C ) Our dynasty ; also called

55 ] the heavenly or celestial

dynasty ; its present style
j fjj

or dynastic name, is Ts'ing Chao

j^ I
the Pure dynasty.

j|^ I
to change the dynasty.

1 .^ to rido on horseback into

the Forbidden Gity ;— a mark
of high favor conferred on
grandees.

1 M or
1 ^ an antechamber

of the audience-room.

j ^g a court-dress.

] ^ examination for conferring

the Hanlin degree.

SIIS 1 IP3 to reform and strength-

en the government

~-
1 35 ? —

1 E each mon-
arch has his own set of minis-

ters.

H 1 X ^ a high grandee of

tliree reigns.

"" PD "^ 1
the first rank Bees

the emt>eror's face.

1 ± i!^ ^ ^ to go up the hill.

J^ *& 1 H the devout heart

fixedly f)erforms the ritual,

—

said of priests when at worship.

1 "B1 — Si SI ""ove forward a

little, as when sitting back in

a cart.

1 ]{§ to invite one to court,

as was done in old times by
presents.

1 ^ is to worship the Goddess
of the Dipper— for long life.

The following list of the djnastirs
which havo swayed China, is made out
from tlio I.ih.tai Ti-wang nien Piao

M fC ^ I ^ ^ Digest of the
lleipus of Emperors and Kings ; in this
work there is a historical synopsis of
the leading events r,f each year from
tho Han dynasty to the beginning of the
Manchn sway.
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ABSTRACT OF THE CHINESE DYNASTIES.
WU TI KI 35L ^ m RKCORD OP THE FIVE RULERS. BEGAN B.C

1

BETOjniD.

T'ai Hao -j^ ^ commonly known as f^ ^ J^ Fiii-hi sbi. 2852 115

Yen Ti 5^ ^, CDuiMioiily knonn as jjilp J^ J^ Sliiri-nung shi. 2737 140

Hwang Ti ^" f^, also called i^- )^ |5 Hien-yuen shi. 2697 100
Chinese liistorians comniCDco their chronology with the 6Ist year of this reign or B.C. 2f>37, which is

518yeaia after tliedehige, and 82 years.after I'dio death of Arphaxad, according to Ilales' 3hronology.

8hao-liao tjf ^, named ^ ^ ^Q Kin-t'icn shi. 2597 84

Chwcii-ljuii Igg 3^, named j^ [^ J^ Kao-yang shi. 2513 78

Ti Kiih -j^ !§, named ^ ^ J^ Kao-sin sbi.—Ti Chi^ ^his son, included in the next reign. 2435 78
Ti Yao ^ ^, named [^ |jf J^ T'aot'ang shi. 2357 102

Ti Shim ^ ^, named /^ J^ J$ Yiu-yii shi. 2255 50

NAME OF DYNASTY. NUMBER OF SOVEREIGNS. BEOANB.C. ENDED B.C

1706

DURAiaON.

1. Ilia M Seventeen, averaging 26 years to each monarch's reign. 2205 439
2, Shang

il^ Twenty-eight, averaging 23 years. 176G 1122 644
3. Chen J^ Thirty- four, averaging 25 1 years. 1122 255 867
4. Ts'in ^ Two, one reigned 37 years, and one 3 years.

Tlie beginning of Ts'in Clii Hwang-ti's reign is placed at B.C. 221
and the end of the Cheu dynasty at R.c 249 ; for 28 years—

TC r ^ ^ T^ "lo empire had no emperor. Some writers
divide this dynasty, making the After Ts'in endure 46 years

255 206 40

5. Ilan ^ Pourteen, averaging 16| years. 206 A.D. 25 231

6. Tung Han ^ ^ Twelve, averaging 16^ years. A.D. 25 221 196

7. Heu Han ^ ^ Two, one 2 years, the other 41 years.

The San Kwoh ^ ^ which divided China during this period

were the Han j||, Wei |!|j and Wu ^

221 264 43

8. Tsiu ^ Four, averaging 141 years. 265 322 57

9. Tnng Tsin ^ ^ Eleven, averaging about 9| years. 32,3 419 106

10. Smig ^ Eight, averaging 71 years- 420 478 58

11. Ts'i ^ Five, averaging 4f years. 479 502 23

12. Liang ^ Four, one 48 years, and three 7 years in all. 502 556 54

13. Ch'an ^ Five, averaging about 61 years.

The four last dynas'ies are known by the collective name of

Nan-pehch'ao j^ ^t ^ Northern and Southern Dynasties;

the^ Wei dynasty divided the country with them from a.d.
420 to 550, under fifteen princes.

557 589 32

14. Sni [if Three, one reigned 16, and another 12 years. 589 619 30

15. T'ang ^ Twenty, averaging 14 1 years, 620 907 287

16. Hen Liang ^ ^ Two, one 8 years, and one 7 years. 907 923 16

17. Hen T'ang ^ ^ Four, averaging oj years. 923 936 13 1

18. irea Tsin ^ ^^ Two, one 7 years, and one 3 years. 936 946 10
19. Hen Han ^ g| Two, one 3 vears, and one 1 year. 947 951 4

20. Heu Chen ^ ,1^ Three, averaging 3 years.

The last five shortlived dynasties are collectively known as

the Wu Tai 5. ft Five Dynasties; they had 13 monarchs
in 54 years.

951 960 9

21. Sung ^ Nine, averaging 18| years. 960 1127 167
22. Southern Snng^t^ Nine, averaging 17 years. 1127 1280 133
23. Yuen x Nine, averaging 9| years. 1280 1368 88 1

24. ^iing B3 Sixteen, averaging 17 years 1368 1644 276
25. Ts'ing ^ Seven rulers np to 1861, 217 years, averaging 81 years. 1644 —
Prom Ta Yu, B.C. 2205 to T-ung-chi, a.d. 1863, are 4067 years, daring which time 236 sovereigns reigned, each about 17 yenis.
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,chao

The original form represents

three talons ; it forms the

, 87th radical of a small group

of characters relating to claw-

ing; sometimes written like

J(i as a verb j the second and

antique form represents the

nails growing ou the hand.

Claws of animals ; the talons of

birds ; to scratch, to claw ; to .hold

in the claws; to grasp with the

fingers ; "let. an agent, a minion,

a runner for, an aid.

I Kg or
I ^iJ to tear in pieces,

to dissever.

gg ] to bind a girl's feet.

1 fl: or
I ^ agents, emissaries

servants.

2K 1 jSt
fox-claws' skin, a kind

of fur of inferior sort.

@ ^ ] a comprador's claws, one

wlio buys for him; a purveyor's

assistant, a market-man.

JIK 1 -ffi
* name for the hawk's

claw, {A rtahotrys odoratissimus)

at Canton.

—
] jilg a bunch of plantains.

] JJ to scratch,

j^ I
a kind of shears.

< _|.Xi From hand and spear ; it must

Wjf^ bo distinguished from <mjfo^ I.

'dtao To supply what is deficient,

to make up; to pay a balance;

to seek, to look for ; to exchange,

.IS money ; to barter ; settled, as

an account.

I Jgl; j^ to pay oflF the balance

of the account.

] ^ to seek for, to search.

I ^ to exchange, as silver into

cash or bills.

1 P^ 8& to seek for employment.

] J£, ^ ^ make up the number;

renirn tlie full sum.

1 ^ supply the deficiency.

] ^ -^ to change a bank note.

] iii ^ be has changed it, as

a bill

I ^ ^ I caniK>t find it.

Read huxi, and used for ^hwa.

j^|[ a boat, for which it seems to

have been njiswritten.

fJTJ A fish-pond ; an irregniar

'f 1^ tank, a pool.

^chao jH I
a water-lily pond.

^ ]
pools and tanks in

parks.

g ]
a celebrated, fine fish-pond

of Wan Wang.

cj. rtf To cover the head.

'P/lv 1 SS rtl * turban or cloth

cliao to wrap around the head, as

the Fuhkien sailors do.

•{}«) From to go and resembling.

To hasten to, to visit a snze-

chao' rain, as very small fiefs did ;

a few ; acute; a long time; to

jjierce ; an ancient feudal state in

the soutli of Chihli and Shansi

;

its capital was the present Chao-

cli'ing bleu
] ^ II; a town on

the 11. Fan.

1 jlij a i)refecture in the south-

west of Chihli; and also a dis-

trict in the west of Yunnan,

south of Ta-li Lake.

] ^ a good while.

^ ]
to hasten, quick traveling.

W H # 1
I will return it to-

morrow, as a borrowed book.

P^^y From bamboo and claw as the
-^"^ phonetic.

5ft'
c/wo' A bamboo skimmer; a ladle;

a nest in a cave or under a

shelter, as distinguished from one

on a tree.

] ffi a wire ladle.

The first is also read ehuh,

branches growing up straight,

as in a cypress. The second is

also read chohy a table. The

first is derived from y^C wood

and jB to wash contracted.c/iao>

An oar, a scull ; a long,

steering oar projecting from the

bow; to row with an oar (its only

use at Canton, where it is some-

times wrongly written^ to denote

the verb) ; to shoot, as an arrow
;

to throw away ;— these uses are

confint'd to voulhern dialects.

claw'

) ^ to row an oar.

UJ HJ 1
'ow harder.

] Hi ^ throw it into the street

I ^ ^ rowed across the river

—

at Canton.

I ^l*'
to hit, as a target.

A basket for snaring fish

by covering them in the

mud; to catch, to cover over,

to shade, to protect, as a

vail or cover does; a pro-

tection from dust or wind
;

to envelop, to surround, as by •

cloud.

1 ^ to entrap fish in a basket

creel.

f^ ]
a basket for fowls.

^ 1 a cover to keep the dust off

a sedan.

jIg 1 a lamp-shade or globe.

;J*g ]
a sort of catafalque over a

bier; a pall of any kind.

1 ® Til * vail, such as foreign

ladies wear.

1 ^ a sort of cloak or hood.

^ ^ 1 1
^'^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ '""

— of barbel

!

) Great, large ; rank, high, as

grass ; erroneously used for

c/ioJ" \^, which is the correct cha-

racter ; and also for the last.

:> To fry at a fire; a blazing

fire; the crust left on a pan

ctoj' after boiling or frying.

ffy ] to fry in fat.

c/ioo'

The original form represents

the lines on a tortoise-shell,

after roasting to prepare it for

divination ; the second form is

not common.

An omen, a prognostic; the

border of a grave or altar,

for which the next is used ; a

million, used chiefly in Budhistic

writings.

>-
] a million ; as ^ ] is mil-

lions and millions, a vast inde-

finite number.
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] J^ tlie people, the mass of the

people, tbc million.

® ] ^ ^ the miiUilnde of bis

men.

^ ] .1 bad sign ; rather ominons.

] fl^ a sign of ; as g :j!g ^ 5?^

m^ 1
^ip it is a sign of a

goal year wivLii the snow flukes

bare six sides.

n I
a gootl progno.stic.

f%^ ^ \ ^ foreshadowing omen.

j^ I
the capital; a great city, a

vast mart ; its magistrate is ^
] ^ ; he is now only found

in Peking.

-l-rfl*'
The bank around a grave ; a

J^Ql border, limit, or bound.

thao^ ^ ] the boundary of a grave.

m
dtao''

From banner and omen,

A flag inscribed with snakes

and tortoises, one of four kinds

used of old in the army.

1 JH bannera and scrolls in

funerals or other processions.

^ jtb 1 ^ raise on high this

battle flag.

-jrt I > From to divine and to cite-

1% I
To prognosticate, to inquire

c7i((o' by auguries, to divine.

The second form ia very com-
niou, but not so correct.

To commence, to lay a

foundation, to institute ; to

project, to devise; at first,

the beginning ; to rectify
;

to strike; to extend; capable, in-

telligent.

1 iSI ^ the city of Chao-k'ing

fu, lying west of Canton : it was

once the provincial capital.

I -f- ^^ »{t| there were twelve

provinces at first.

1 ^ t''e ^^^^ ("^ rationale of a

thing.

1 fj^ the origninal institution;

the first plans.

^ 1 S ^ ['^'S forefather's] vir-

tue laid the foundation of bis

prosperity.

cliao^

M
CUAO.

From tnetal and kni/e.

To pare, to l;>p off; to trim

^c/uio an excrescence; bright, clear;

a catch on a crossbow ; to en-

courage; to visit, to wait on.

j ^ to incite, to urge on.

ft J Prom mouth and inife, alluding

-^—j to the incisivencss of tho cita-

' ' tion ; its meaning appears in
iphuo several of its compounds.

To call by words; to sum-

mon, to cite ; to require a subordi-

nate to appear ; to invoke.

1 Ml *""^ 1
to bo called to court

^ ] your gracious summons ;

—

a phrase in a note of thanks.

^ 1 ^ It ''" "ot delay when
your father calls.

75 1 >^ Jl^P to convoke the six

presidents.

I |g to invite [the ghosts to their

feast,] — as priests do.

^ 1 ® 3}£ to send for an ofijcer

to appear at court.

Read shcu^ when used for ^[5, an

old city in Jii-ning fu in Honan;
the appanage of

j j]^ lying in

the present ^ j^ in Shansi.

CIIAO. 85

^TTf' From wordt and to summon ; it

On occurs iuterchanged with the
r*M last.

cltuu „, , .

lo proclann, to announce, to

declare, as a king ; to instruct

by decree or order, as a sovereign

does, a usage that began with the

Han dynasty; to animate, to en-

courage; a royal proclamation, a

mandate; name of a small state of

the Laos people in the southwest

of China, A. d. 8.>0, called ^ ] ,

now Tsun-i fu, situated in the

north of Kwei-cheu.

j@- j ^ gracious proclamation, as

a pardon.

1 ^ or ^ ] a royal mandate.

I
J^ to proclaim ; and ^ ]

is

to issue the proclamation.

^ I
or gc I

or il. ] an Im-

perial mandate.

] ^ to consult with the Emperor.

] ^ a rescript from the monarch
to his cabinet.

1 "^ ^ ^ mandates, orders,

and uieiuorials ; i. e. otiicial

records of every kind.

^1 ^C T ''^ '"""'' '"* 'li'cree from

the Throne ; to make an imperial

annotuicement over the empire.

1 ? iU^ :^ I'e ta"gl't his sons

the principles of justice.

^ ] a petty officer in the Han-
lin Academy who makes poetry.

jg I
the Emperor's will, which is

afterwards j^ ]
proclaimed to

the people.

1 i^ to give orders about, to direct.

rl/^J From fire and bright, «. e. the
tt\Pt light of fire illumining.

c/iao' '^o enlighten, to shine on; to

regard, to care for, to oversee

;

to patronize; to front towards ; to

accord with, as a precedent; as,

like, accordding to, same as; light,

the reflection of light; as an initial

word, it often answers to whereas,

seeing that; something given or

referred to as evidence, in which

cases it is often use<l elliptically to

include much that has gone before;

a prmit, a pass, a release.

] 1^ to look in a glass ; but

1 ^ ^ means a pier-glass.

1 IB to pay attention to ; to buy

of, to patronize.

i^
] a blaze; fire, flame.

J^ ]
large candles or lanterns

used in temples or processions,

probably named from the phrase

^ M iif 1 "'^^y * lucky star

shine down on you ; a candle-

stick and candle are called a

^ ) or hand-light.

jE 1
o"" M 1

demote the direct

ray and the reflected ray.

] '^ f^ do it like the pattern.

] y? copy it so.

1 ^ ^ as you say.

] ^ according to the acconnt or

number; the number tallies.

1 ^ T i *^'"® **'^' ^^* world.

I
OQ to manifest, to consider.
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^ ] to keep as evidence; a part

cut off lo be retained as a, tally

or proof.

^^ ff ] ^ I see into his designs.

1 ^ i^ ''o'ht Ij'in
;

give liim a

light, as to one going home by

night.

»JJ» 1 '•'* understand thoroughly,

as a friend.

1 ^ lo oversee, or look after.

^ ] to regard kindly, to look

down on.

] ^ a communication between

foreign and native ofiicers of

equal rank ; to inform ofScially.

1^ ] evening, the evening sun-

light.

^ 1
'" ^ 1 * passport, a safe

warrant, a paper that protects.

fX. 1 a river-pass.

] 1^ 'o l^'ok after, to be interest-

ed in; to intercede for; to over-

see, to regulate.

I ^^ be it known ; whereas, refer-

ring to;— used in official papers.

•^ I
for you, Sir, to look at ;—

a

phrase on a bill of goods.

® 1
" ^ 1 illiimine it, light-

en it ; I. e. please cast your eye

on this etition or paper.

m
1 '^ o""

1 ^ '" '•ak^ photo-

graph likenesses.

1 ^ tt photograjih pictures.

Another form of the last.

Bright ; visible.

chcio^ ^ ^ 1
the Sampyris nocti-

liica or tire-Hy.

1
I

clearly seen and understood.

iH" ?L ^ ] ^''" ^^'^ clearly seen.

|?77j To spade the ground to get

t-t-- out bad soil ; to open up a

c/jcw' fallow field ; a bank, a boun-

dary.

] ^ a wall lo divide or screen ofiF.

Several of tbese characters ara heari eh'iao. Old sonnda, fo, do, t'oTc, dole, t'io, djio, fioJc and diop. In Canton, ch'ao and

eh'iv ; — in Swatow, tie, ch'id, ch'au t'id, swU, and ch'a;— in Amoy, ch'iau, Hau, ch'au, chau and ch'a ; — in Fuhcban,

ch'ieu, tieu, ch'au, and chau ; — in Shanghai, tsfao dzao, and tsiao ;— in Chifa, ts'ao.

From to go and to cite.

To step over, to leap over ; to

^ch ao vault; to go before; to excel,

lo surpass; to promote, to

raise; to bring up, or release from

purgatory, as Budhists do.

] J^ above the average; or
] ^

better than the common run.

1 J$ very clever; fine looking

and accomplished.

] j^ excelling, singular.

5^^ 1 ^^ heaven-born genius,

one of rare t.ilents.

] ^ or 1 Jl*
to promote over

others, to overslaugh other oflS-

cials.

1 ^ ["^ '1 '^stored lo life ; to

save from death ; also to cause

one to bo reborn into another

life ; similar to | j^ or
| ^

to leap the ford or abyss, «'. e. to

release souls from suffering.

1 41j f§ [like] kaping over the

norlhern sea; met. impossible.

] ^ one in the first rank of

liii-li'tii or kOjin graduates.

,3S
The recoil of the bow after

the arrow leaves it ; a bow

^h'ao imbent.

^ ] a large bow.

^ ^ I
.5^ the red bows all un-

strung.

To be grieved ; extravagant.

I
'1'^ grieved, as a child

mourning for his mother ; dis-

heartened.

,ch^ao

From hand knd feio ; it is mnch

terchanged with ch'ao* ^f
a bill.

To seize a little, to take

some; to search, to hunt up; lo

lade out ; lo transcribe, to engross;

to confiscate, to escheat, to seque-

strate.

Jfc ] to attack from behind, to

come on an enemy unaware.

1 ^ or
I 3^ or

I 8t to trans-

cribe, to copy ; as ] ^ to

write off' the records of a case.

] ^ copy it out fair, as from a

.^ ] or manuscript copy.

1 ilfc i« '*' ''"Py **" official decision

] ^ to beg, said only of mendi-
cant priests.

] ^ to search and seal up a
house, as when confiscated.

1 i^ ffi to embezzle money in-

trusted to one.

^ ]
the Peking Gazette; in the

provinces it is often copied out.

I
to take out with a spoon.

1 5£ :$ to copy other's comiwsi-
tions, as at the examinations.

In Pekingese. Near, as a cross-

cut ; lo fold up.

>fe 1 JS g" ^y tl'e nearest road.

] ^ lo put the hands in the

sleeves, and sit idle.

^

m
.clfao

To harrow ground over after

ploughing; a harrow with

long teeth to break clods; to

Scatter seed.

To 8{)eak for another, to

state a case in behalf of

another.
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Tlie original form represents a

I -,«,-- p3 nest on a ^ tree under

A nest on <% tree, distinguisb-

cil from ^i'o^ one on tlie ground;

a liirking-pl.ice, a liatmt, a retreat,

a den ; used to designate the holds

or canifis of an enemy or rebels

;

to nestle ; to make a nest ; a sort

of paiidean pipe ; a small ancient

Blato, now Cb'ao bien
| j|]p,

in LU-

tlicu fu in Ngan-hwiii, north of

Wiiliu on tlic Yangtsz' River ; it

was here in Nail Ch'ao f^ | that

T'ang imprisoned Kieb, the last

sovereign of the Hia dynasty, b. c.

J7GC.

^ I
or

I ^ a bird's nest.

"5 i% IW 1
^^^ ^'''^8 ^^^''^ sons

to roost; met. a wooded, rural

region, the resort of birds.

] jg lo lodge, to sojourn at a

house.

^ I
a resort of robbers; the

enemy's (who are always deem-

ed to be rebels) camp.

§5 I
to rout out the robbers.

] ^ a sage in the days of Shun,

who when asked to take high

odice; washed his ears to remove

the defilement.

^ 1 y^ houseless, beggared, des-

titute.

] J^ to skulk in, as a brigand.

la Cantonese. Crumpled, wrink-

led ; rough, like a piece of coarse

pajicr ; shriveled, as dried fruit.

^Wi!S>^)km\ as wrinkled

as a granny's face.

1 P:£ Pi wrinkled, creased, rump-

led.

A lake in IToh-fi hien-^ JCfg
in Nganhwui, which produces

jcA'oo gold fish ; its name, mecining

7iesl ivatir, has probably a

reference to its ix)sition.

From chariot and nest, referring

Lo the form au'.l use.

"c/!Vw ^ turret or lo(jkout place on

a war-chariot, from which to

observe the foe.

CH*AO.

'jljCI From water and morning; refer-

jnM ring to the notion that the water
-\T'-t every morning returns to the
^clt'ito sea.

The early tide ; flood tide ; a

tide, called i^ ;J: P-g .i,^"the
breathing of the earth ;" moist,

damp.

^ I
to avail one's self of the tide-

Jl^ I
a fair tide.

5^ ]
a head tide.

] 'g and
I jg the tide is ris-

ing, the tide is falling.

] 3E to become damp and heated,

as grain.

I jj^ damp, as ground or a thing;

said too of
] ^ tidal grounds.

^ I
becoming damp again.

I ^ damp, miasmatic exhala-

tion.s ; inet. stupid.

I jJC ^ ~j* the tide is now at

high water ; same as
] ^

water is at its level.

] jitj ^ a prefecture in southeast

of Kwangtung, whence
] §§

means camphor in the north of

China, as it comes from there.

A marine animal, called K
] , said to sing in the night

jC/i'ao and go inlo the sea by day;

the animal here referred to is

ptirhaps the lamantin, found

in the Indian Archipelago.

CH'AO. 87

'c/i'ao

< /fK Tall, as a man; small.

i:Hv 1 1
stately, tall.

1 -iM ^C ^ •"* fi"^ looking

t.ill man.
''

1 ^ Hff J^ 5S ''6 rented a

small lodging and lived therein.

'V^
1 of use.

and /eiu ; the second
forms have gone out

To roast in a pan; to fry

in oil or butter till dry ; to

[X)p, as is done with kernels

of rice or maize.

^ I
to fry brown, to roast

lo dryness.

I
'}^ to roast or fire tea-leaves.

] ^ to roast or brown rice.

chestnuts.

j ^ lo fry and sell, as a travel-

ing cook or huckster.

]^( ]
fry it in fat.

I ^ to roast thoroughly.

Dried provisions taken for a

journey, as wheaten cakes.

^ From mouth, and few; it is near-
ly synonymous with the next.

"^ch'ao A clamor, an uproar, a hub-

bub ; lo wrangle, to quarrel
;

to disturb, to annoy, to interrupt.

] ^ a violent altercation ; loUd

scolding; a brawl.

4B j
quarreling together.

fH I
to make a noise and a row.

1 A 5 *° make a din in one's

ears, as the clang of cymbals.

^1 — ^ * great hubbub.

f^ ] to raise a rumpus, as evil

fellows do.

Eead miao'. The cry of phea-

sants or other fowls.

<^^ J^ Used for the last. To annoy;

Py' graceful, light, nimble; rapid;

^cfi^ao sh-ong; ctuining, deceitful.

I ^ to disturb ; to trouble

another.

] 1^ troublesome and flippant.

1 Jiff graceful
; ] j^ high.

A K ) From me(al and a, few; or ,J^
^r 1^ contracted, with which it is^^^ constantly interchanged.
ch ao

A document, a voucher, a

government paper; a receipt; a

pass[)ort, warrant, or similar official

paper
;
paper-money ; to take up,

as with pincers, or a pinch in the

fingers; to copy, for which ^c.Vao

j^ is most correct ; a little.

I ^ paper money, of which

those under 1000 cash were

called ^l^ ]
small bills; and larger

ones ^ ]
great bills.

I ^ ^ a Government bank, a

bank of issue.
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I ^ an office for stamping duty

receipts on goods ; a douane.

^ ] tonnage-dues
;
port charges

on slii{)s.

Ji; ] to bum paper money to

Neptune.

Jfc ] to force people to pay taxes.

j^ ] to waste money, lavish.

cbe;

^ ]
historical readings ; studies

in history.

^ ]
transit dues ; duties.

ntil'^) To plough or harrow the

Vfy ground.

c/t'oo*
] fH to cultivate the land.

^ ;^ 3 1
when the water

is on ralie it thrice.

CHE.

jferf^> A vessel rolling and tossing

J^^ on the water; uneasy and
ch ao' pitching.

S ^ Jfr 1
the vessel rolls

when the wind is high.

M'
Occurs used with ch'oh., J
stride.

c/i'oo' To limp, to walk lamely.

%

to

.eki

m
filt6

Firm.

I ^ firm, but not virtuous;

one says, artful, clever at

schemes ; and another defines

it, unaulheaticated, unproven.

chiii

c/io

clto

Old sound, t«, tak, and tat. In Canton, cW
chie and cbie;

From ^ to go and ^^ people.

To cover, to screen, to shade,

to veil ; to cut short, to in-

tercept; to shut off, as light;

to protect from ; and hence the

thing that protects, as an umbrella,

a parasol ; to care for.

] ^ to hide from view ; to hush

up, to conceal.

1 i^ to veil what modesty re-

quires; to parry, to evade, as

an accusation.

] ^ to disguise, to excuse, to

tbrow dust in one's eyes.

] ;^ to screen from the dust.

] ^ to fence off; to protect by
an inclosure.

— JC 1
a sun-shade or parasol.

^ I
an umbrella. (Cantonese.)

1 >fc IS to shade from the sun.

I /p ^ it will not cover it ; it

can't be concealed.

I Jl cover it over; to cloak.

I ^ to bide, to conceal.

1 j@ to stand between, to take

the part of; to impede.

\ g| to hide one's shame; tho-

roughly mortified.

J^ \
loquacious; great, discursive,

as talk.

CUE.
— in Swatow, chia, che, and an ;— in Amoy^ chia and gan j— in Fuhchau,

-in Shanghai, tsd and ts6 ;— in Chifu, che.

To screen'; loquacious, bab-

bling.

Igl I
garrulous ; to vociferate,

as an excited crowd.

Used with the preceding.

To reprimand, to abuse ; to

hope for ; to deceive.

^ j^ ]
to talk much and

not to convince.

Said to be formed of g self

contracted to ^ white, and JJK
a stranger contracted to resem-

ble y^old; othersimake it from

^ many and white; q. d.

one distinguished among many,
one having dclat,

A pronoun, this, that, it, which,

what ; when it is the subject of the

proposition, it comes at the end of

the entire sentence, and thusdififers

from ^, which comes before the

verb; >^ X> % M ^ ^ 1 *
i, "^

JJSi o( those who succeed

without laboring, there are none
;

as a relative pronoun, Jg is now
colloquially nsed instead.

When following verbs, it forms

sometimes the concrete, and some-

times marks the person after a

verbel phrase; as f; ] a walker

;

^ 1 he who has been capped

;

Kg I
the obsen'er; he who looks.

As a disjunctive particle it is

prccedwl by
^fe,

; as i:fj ^^ | ^
~X i. ::^ ^ -ifet » just medium—

that is the real basis of a cocntrj'.

After nouns it indicates a class

as j^ ]
the foolish

; Jg |
the

dead; ^ ]
worthies; ^ <|f|f |

people without affection
; ^ j^ j

^ 5E 1 ^® who shall die first,

you who will die last.

It also puts the noun it follows

in the abstract, as |j^ ]
jierfection

;

nature; ^ ] the origin; ^i^^
(whatever is for riding in ; t^ ^

this midst of which we speak.

It is often used in this way be-

tween single words or phrases, and

puts them in apposition
5 5^ ] B|

^ heaven— a principle; •^ 1

^ ^ humanity [consists in] love;

f* 1 ^ "tfc
virtue, that is the

basis; t ] 45i' Ul lienevolent

people delight in hills
; ,J§ ] J^

)^ the word kii J^ means to dwell

at (or in) a place.

As an adverbial particle, or to

arrest attention
; jgj; | to com-

mence;— though at the beginning

of a letter, this should be rendered,

I who commence
; ^ j formerly;

^ I
i)erhai)s; H ] recently;—

I
once, this time only .^ 1 —

^ I
now— then, liireafter.

T» ;^ 1 H T» fife I ^ ?^ M
jy ^ what is the difference

between those who do not, and

those who cannot act ?

t.l nt.^ I fij inhuman-
ity makes man happy, wisdom

profits him.
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From reddish and that which.

An ochro color; a reddi&h

V» brown or carnation, like nan-

keen.

I
yQ ocbrey stone, used <is a

coarse paint; it is bseniatite

iron ore, and one sort, called

ft I ^ is brought from Tai-

cbeii fu in Sbansi.

) ^ a felon's dress, which is

often made of nankeen.

] fi [Ij made the bill brown —
by clearing it of trees.

Cllfj'

From to (jo and vjords ; it was
originally read yen^; tlie con-

tracted forma are common in

cheap books.

I

To meet, to receive • a de-

I
monstrative pronoun or par-

j tide; this, the nearest; here;

now ; this thing.

1 ^ here;
] fQ this.

I
fi^ such, this sort.

1 ^ W A people of this place.

1 fl^ lH "°^^' *' ^^^'^ '^™®'

1 ilS T M 7 Jh such an inces-

sant raiu-

1 #^ "if
this affair, this matter.

1 si T ^ that beat's all 1

In Cantonese. An adverb of

time, placed at the end of a sen-

tence; just now; shortly; momenta-

rily ; a form of the subjunctive.

is iS 1
'*'' ™® whip you.

^ |r|« ] stop a moment.

)") The first is the form given in

the dictionary, but the second
is most common; the third

occurs very seldom.

'*\\\

»^'&
clip'

cane

1

I

The sugar cane (Sacc/iarum

I
ojicinwuiu) grown in soutb-

f
ern provinces, called

"Jj" ]

sweet cane, or
f'j" | bam-

boo cane, and ^ | reed

^ ] dark or reddish cane;

^ sugaring sheds.

^!) j
or 1^ ]

to extract the

juice.

^ 1 boiled cane, hawked about

for sucking.

] ^ and
I ^ the refuse after

grinding, cane shreds.

I ^ the cane slips for planting.

] ^ tuft of top leaves.

"in^^ Sometimes used for th« last

^?14 Also a small tree, having

c/kP oval, acuminate leaves, on

which wild silkworms feed;

the QuercHs or silkworm oak of

China; the trunk is straight,

bows are made from the wood,

and the root furnishes a dye, once

used for making the imperial

yellow.

^ I
a small, thorny sort, on

which silkworms also feed ; re-

sembling a scrub oak.

The common partridge or

) i^ ; the grouse and fran-

colin are probably included

under this term in some
parts of the coiuitry.

c/^t)'

t^ > A sort of grasshopper ; also

/p(\ an insect found in rat boles,

cA<5' flat like a turtle and scaly;

it is probably a sort of land

Isopoda, or wo<xl-louse ; or perhaps

a large species of Porcellio;

another nanje is j^ ^ ground

turtle.

I 1^ a sort of serpent

Old onnds, fa, fap, and fat. In Canton, ch'i ; — in Swatow, cVia, chi, and eh'^i;

in Fuhchau, ch'ie, kit, and ch'ie ; — in Shanghai, t»'d and ts'a ;—

^ ] or 1^ ^ ] a one horse cart

.ch'o

The original form is intended to

depict the body, wheels, and
axio of a carriage ; it forms the

159i h radical of a large natural

group of characters relating to

vehicles.

A wheeled carriage ; a cart,

barrow, coach ; a frame with wheels

in it, as an irrigating trough or

lathe; to turn a wheel, to turn over
;

a frame-work.

1 Ift
"

1 S II ^ cart-wheel.

— 1^ ]
one eart.

1 :^ °'" ^ 1 6^ '^ cartman; a

charioteer, a cart-boy.

^ ^ I iH I presume to arrest

your carriage, — to invite a

guest

] ^ the covering on a cart-top.

1 fin or
] M or

1 J^ cart-hire.

] Hg an awning over the horse;

the calash of a carriage.

Jg, I
a windmill ; a whirligig.

;^ 1 ^ to polish on a j JHc or

I ^ a turner's lathe,

^f ] a pulley; and }# ] ^ a

pulley-block.

;^ 1
or ^ 1

a baggage cart

^B ^ 1 ^" "I'^ name for the

mariner's compass.

>]» I
a wheelbarrow.

] j§ turn it over

] ly to exact usury {Fulichau.)

— in Amoy, ch'ia, eh'4 And hu;—
in Chifu, c/iV.

55 ]
an elevator.

T. 1 # i& * Jt ^ ^. be bas

just reached his jurisdiction, and

is not yet conversant with

everything.

1 "Hij' j^ the cart-way grass, the

plantain, {Plantago major) used

as a diuretic.

] ^ to work gems, to cut

^jade.

—

.

] the three carriages, a Budhist

term for three modes of crossing

gansara to ntrvana, as if drawn

by sheep, oxen, or deer, which

shadow forth the three degrees

of saintsliip; this term {triyana)

is also written H 1 j2^ IS *'><^
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~
, ^ three vehicles, and is

further used for tliree develop-

ments of Budhist doctrine.

Read /«, and used for large

vehicles ; but both this so:ind and
/:h'e arc given it in sentiuces with-

out any real distinction in sense.

The chariot in Chinese chess'

its lowers resemble those of the

queen ; the black piece is distin-

gnislied from the white by being

written ]^, with A at ^^^ side;

a wheel in mechanics.

-E
I

war chariots.

^ I
a public office.

1 i^ Ew P^ carriage and horses

at the door; met. a rich man.

—
1 M i5| ''^o horses to a chariot.

^ I
o'

I ^ "i* tte jaw-bone.

CHEH.

An aluminons mineral,
] ^

with i)car!y luster, and veined;

cA'o the opaque wlu'te official but-

tons for the s'Ath grade are

made of it : it is brought from

Yunnan ; the name seems to have

been given from the veiniiig resem-

bling that in the ^ |^ or niother-

o'-pearl shell ; it is a kind of

pyrophyllite.

From hand and to spread open;

the second ia a coDimon but
vulgar form.

To tear open, to rive, to

pull apart; to tear away
;

to pull np or on ; to haul,

to drag ; to track.

] J^ haul it up ou top; hoist 1

1 §9 ''*' 1'"'^ apart.

] ll ^ f^ to hoist sail and

haul the tow-line.

w
.c/t'6

CHEH.

•^ ]
haul it fast, as from eliding.

1 tt 1^ ^ ''^ r"*^ ^^ obstinate

donkey.

^ ]
to gather up the thread of.

1 'fiS
'"'

1 "Pj^
'° '<'•"" '" pieces.

] 5K ^ t" hold on by the lapi*!,

as a child.

In CaiUonese. To abscond ; to

clear out; to scud, to skedaddle
;

to send off; to go.

fj 1 r^ I'moffl

] f^ to detain, to keep back.

I ;|| pull it close up.

'1^
cA'd

To open the mouth wide, to

gape ; to loll the lip, a tlroop-

ing lip.

1 f^ ^''^ °'^ consent, the

popular wish.

Old sonndg, tU and tip.

tek, liap, tiap and chih;

In Canton, eMp, Ml, and sh(p\; — in Swatow, ehi, chiet,

in Fuhohaa, chiek, niek, and tiek ;— in Shanghai,

^1^ From hand and ax ; explained
^rr by a reference to frozen plants
"^j snapping in two; it must he

' distingnished from ts'ehy jj^
|SflO to tear.

To sunder, to snap in two,

to break off in the middle ; to

annul ; to fold ; to oppress, to

repress ; to decide or discriminate

between ; to deduct ; to stop ; to

reprehend ; to injure ; to lose one's

Leir ; to exchange or lose in trade

;

to make amends for, to set over

againet ; to break and then rejoin

;

to abate, to lower
;
j)art of a coflSn,

a matted frame laid above it to re-

ceive tile dirt; act of a play; to

be deprived of one's future peace
' by dying unmarried, the succes-

iion being lost.

^ ^ to injure, to break.

] ^ to decide causes, clear the

docket; to make a jail delivery.

^ ] f broken or snapped off.

1 IB "F S ''° condescend to all

classes.

# 7E 1 JS — 'S ^^^ P'*<^

was reckoned at two stone of

corn.

j|f Jlj ] IP to afone for error by

future merit, as officials do.

^ I
to twine and bend ; to

allude to.

'^ ]
to reprimand person.ally ; to

take to tahk, as an elder brother

has the right to do.

] j^ to abate the price.

1 iU '^^ iO 1 "* discount.

] ^ to induce rebels to yield, as

by a defeat.

1 /f> ^ it won't break.

^ J^ 1 tS ^^*' dividend will

you pay "?

1 11 to lose one's mercies; to

waste things.

X A 1 :^ S6 B to mortgage

one's labor to pay a debt-

Wei, niap and ${p; — in Amoy, ehiat,

tseh and seh; — in Chifa, cheh.

1 §f SI to decide as umpire or

referee.

] j^ to sell cheaper ; to retail.

] tfi to decide equitably ; broken

in the middle

jj^ ^ 1 '^ to obtain the honor

of a yijin from the emjwror; the

phrase refers to a legend con-

nected with the mot)n.

KI M. \
''"' ""timely and disas-

trous shortening— as of life.

1 fi^
*""

1 ^ '"* naoney equiva-

lent for rations.

1 ® greatly afflicted, as if broken

and ground to powder.

I g reduced to extremities.

In Cantonese. To tickle ; to

spatter at; to spurt, as from a hose.

To join a seam ; to cut or

it/h engrave.

'^''*'* 1 ^ to join or rabbet planks

together ; to sew a ecam.
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To sting ; a sting, or what-

ever insects use to wound

their enemies.

AP^
to sting the lips. .i.

1 or.
I jl^ the dried

skins of various sorts of

jelly-fish or sea-blubber, known as

^ -fl^ when alive. The last form

is most commonly used for this

meaning ; it also denotes a kind of

swimming crab, which is edible.

1 From moulh and to snap; the

last two forms are seldom
used*

rfc±
OB.

. Wise, sage, perspicacious 5

to know intuitively; dis-

cerning ; versed in, fully

*TULi»jJ aware of.

^c/lO
gjj j sagacious, shrewd,

knowing.

^ I
judicial clearness; said of

the emperor Shun.

|g I
intuitive wisdom, as of the

sages ; said of the emperor.

From water and to hrenh.

) A stream in Chebkiang, a

cho^ feeder of the Ts'ien-t'ang

River, from which the province

] ^ derives its name; it is said

to mean the bore or eagre, which

often breaks at the embouchure;

also a river in the west of Honan

;

the province of Chehkiang; to

scour rice ; to rain.

f^Wi ] U.'M Ibe door [of the

temple] looked out on the tidal

bore ui the Chehkiang.

From heart and listening to

whispers.

g/lo) Afraid, agitated ; to subdue,

to influence, to bring under;,

pusillanimous, disheartened

1 flE A <& to win people's

hearts.

\ ^ cowardly, af^d.

The branches of a tree sway-

j ing in the wind ; a sort of

pM vine that climbs trees, like

the Glycine.

] ]
the waving of trees, as

i^
I ]

the waging, flutter-

ing maple.

] j^ ^ a trailing plant that

runs over trees.

liM
This is sometimes made synony-

Lj mous with t'ie/i,^H, but the two
are difEerent.

A fold in garments made
when ironuig; a tuck; gathers,

plaita, or flounces, like those in

a Chinese lady's skirfc
;

plaited,

puckered.

^ ]
-^ to fold, to plait ; to lap

over, as when tightening the

dress.

"5
] -ffi

an embroidered and

plaited skirt.

] ^ to fold up bed-clothes.

From hand and to practise as
tho phonetic.

' ciiS' '^'^ injure, to destroy; to fold,

to double together ; to rumple;

to pile up ; a fold, a doubling ; a

paper properly folded, as an official

docnment ; the paper itself.

I IS ''O ^^^^ paper.

] -^ a document for govern-

ment.

^ ]
a memorial to the Throne.

] j^ to bend the body.

1 >E. ^ ^ *^° thank one with a

graceful curtesy.

1 S lo P'ls or fold up, as gar-

ments,

j^ I
.y a fleet courier.

] ^ to turn down the comer, to

make dog's ears.

1 Jp- * written digest, a precis.

^ 1 a paper for memoranda.

^ ^ 1 ^ you need not fold it.

1 A ^ to induce one to give

in or come in.

ig jg I
the last will— of a

statesman ; it is sent up for the

Emjieror's inspection alter the

testator's death-

An old name for a hog in

Yf Honau and southwards; a

cho' term given to fat ones.

it

1

1

I

From cart and loiij ears, or
to take; both forms are used.

The sides of a chariot,

where the arms are carried

;

tmceremoniously, abruptly
;

directly, without permis-

sion ; a disease of the feet.

]^ I must forthwith presume

;

— an apologetic phrase.

f^ hastily, suddenly, forthwith.

I
to reduce to one. *

J£ ^ ;^ to sit all day with

benumbed feel.

"^f Supposed to represent long

•J-\ L> eai-s, which are considered

c'/(6' to be a sign of wisdom ; it is

now used only as a primitive,

seldom conveying any meaning to

the compounds.

^f.\j To take up other's words;

^3 J to quote or mimic what

cAo* others say ; verbose, talk-

ative.

ttJU^ From flesh and a slip.

/JtI^) To slice off meat ; to mince,

chfi^ to hash meat ; a hash of

mutton, beef and fish.

A scabbard, a case for a

> knife ; one author defines it

cito' soft leather.
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CH'EH. CH*BH.

Old (oands, f<t and t'aS. In Canton, cV<t and ch'ak ; — in Swatow, t'iet, eh'i, and cHefc; — in Amqy, t'iot and th,'i\ j
—

in Fuhchau, I'iek, ch'ah, ch'aik and chofc ;— in Shanghai, ts'eh, ts'ak and sak ;— in Chifu, ch'eh.

c/t'6'

From yf to step and Jt to tap,

with to rear between them ; it

is often interchanged with the

next two>

Pervious; discerning, perspi-

cacious; to penetrate, to go tliroagh;

to remove ; to peel off, to skin ; to

cultivate during the Cben dynasty,

a tithe; on a sliare system of

rental; mutual division of crop;

a road, a bye-way ; to destroy,

[g ] or jj I
to penetrate, to

fully understand.

1 l£ S W '^*' ^"^^ *"^ investi-

gate to the bottom.

] g ;g^ ig he alloted the re-

venue on Uie land.

7 is 1
superficial, not taking

pains with, careless.

1 in- 1 J^ '•" ""derstand tho-

roughly, from fii'st to last.

] ^ to remove the dishes—when
the band played at sacrifices.

^ '^ an order of merit instituted

by Kao-ti, R c 201.

] ^ the rule for tithing.

Similar to the preceding and
easily confounded with it.

To remove from or to one

;

to recall ; to send off, to

reject, to set aside ; to flay.

H^ H ] ^ ^^^ ^^^^ whisked it

away.

] ^ to remove; to peel; to take

ofi; as a wrapping.

] @ to withdraw or cancel, as a

license ; to recall, as an officer

fr(;m his post; to do away with.

] jj I ^ to supersede an officer

by sending another.

}g 1 .^ a syphon, used to decant

liquor.

7 ] y ^ [Confucius] never

omitted to eat ginger at mieals.

^ to remove calamity.

ffS fk^'d *" clear off and
leave the table.

I ^ to carry off the [table]

things ; to remove, as a shed.

c/io

Occnra wrongly used for Jji
thoroughly.

c/j'o' Pellucid clear water, through

which the bottom can be

seen ; water exhausted, run oat, as

in a channel ; to search out.

@ I
clear, pure; met. sincere in

heart.

1 1& ifi %,'^° thoroughly search

a matter to the bottom.

From!^ carriage and ^ithor-
oiujh contracted.

cViP A rut, the track of a wheel

;

precetlent, example ; to follow

a precedent.

tfi J&'9i \
to follow in the old

track; ho acts aa badly as ever.

J@ I
a dried-up rut ; «'. e. at the

last gasp, used by borrowers.

I
p]" ()g this precedent can be

followed.

^ 1 M fr follow] on in the old

paths.

The original form represents

a plant sprouting ; below is

the root, with the culm shoot-

ing up and two plumules on

its sides ; it is only used as the

45th radical of a few miscellaneous

characters, some of which refer to

springing plants.

MJt The form of the character is

"ijjr intended to represent a number
yV-t i of slips containing decrees tied
'«'<>' together.

A slip, a memorandum with

writing on it; to record on tablets;

a register, a list, an inventory ; a

volume, especially one with a hard

or board cover; records; a census;

a patent or commission ; to plan
;

to choose, to appoint.

^ ]
to enrol one's name in a

list ; to write in a list.

j® ^ 1
or -7-

) or ;i ] a

list of the population, a census.

P^ ^ I
a door register, giving

a list of the family.

ts'o'

c/ia'

jg ) to make a list of people or

things.

] ^ a book sealed in an envelope.

^ ) an imperial register of

population.

] ^ 2 he was promote<l to be

a king; to make a man a king,

and give him the patent or

invest him.

— ;$» 1 one register.

^ ] and
I ^ books, documents,

archives, law-papers, Ac.

A 75 1 JUt B tlie historiogra-

pher then recorded the prayer,

saying.

From wood and slips ; also read
shan*; nearly synonymous with

pfl ch'ah,.

A palisade; posts of a stock-

ade ; a railing of posts ; win-

dow-bars ; moveable upright slats

that serve for a door.

P^ 1 a sort of turnstile, a door-

way railing.

1 ^S or 1 g or
) ^ a street

stockade, or gateway of posts,

used to divide the wards in

a city.

]£ ^ J^ 1 ^^^ whole force raised

a stockade.

^ ]
the guard at a stockade.

im j a fence, a line of posts.

I
]^ an inclosure of posts, as in

a corral.

having plenty to eat and a wide

park to sleep in, [the deer]

might feel ashamed at its keep-

er's kindness.

From stone and to hreah oK as

the phonetic.

cA^' To drive off an ill-omened

bird, which is building its

" nest near.

I j^ ^ to destroy tha nest of

such a bird with a pole, or by

stoning.
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Old oonnds, tiam, tian, and tan. In

chiavt, tiam, chian, and tian ;
-

l|^ From f» to divine and P mouth

;

, 11 ^.d.askingby Bortilege;a1soread

c'/Kl/i c/(e)i^,and usedwitli^p to usurp.

To divine by casting lots ; to

observe signs, to wait for a verificii-

lion ; to look towards, as an au-

gury ; divination, sortilege ; a lot.

I J|>
or

I f»
to cast lots ; the

first is usuallyrestrictedtodiviu-

ing by the diagrams, or by the

dried carapace of tortoises.

] /F Si a false prediction or

sortilege ;
— the reveree of a

1 51 *"'
1 S * verified lot.

I ^ consult the fates.

1 P ^ 'o predict by what one

first hears ; to tell fortunes mere-

ly by word of mouth ; it is also

written p ] to guess events,

and have the words recorded.

fi iSC 1 i^ ?E a g'"' guessing for-

tunes by the lampwick.

j m to decide a thing by sorti-

lege, as in bibliomancy.

I 'gl to foretell the weather, as

farmers wish to do.

] ^^ to see a sign of ; to discern

the omens.

jg I
a posthnmons command, an

order left behind one.

I J^ @ ('ambodia or Chiampa

;

the second name is an imitation.

.lA r:

rem MViter aud to divine.

To moisten, to tinge ; to re-

^c//fl)» ceive benefits, to enjoy ; to

participate in, to be a reci-

pient ; obliged, benefited ; infected

with ; all'ected by, imbued with.

] ,g. to receive favors; I have

enjoyed kindness.

I % S"*- '• llifough your favor
;

also, to make some profit on,

as a shopman does through a

customer.

] ^ iS ill
corrupted by bad

company.

] ^ to catch a disease. ' -

Canton, chim and chin ; — in Swatow, chia

— in Fuhchau, chienj ; — in Shanghai, tsi",

ff I ^ the fjerspiration wet his

back.

^ SI J^ 1
sorrow and joy are

equally divided.

] y^ soiled ; influencefl ; infected

;

it usually means
] ^ defiled ;

made turbid, dirtied,— literally

and metaphorically.

I 13$ very well satisfied,

conceited.

^ j^ 1 ^ the willow drops have

soaked his clothes [blue]; met.

he has become a siutscai.

S« 1 ^. ^ I a>" deeply sensible

of your great favor.

Read iierC. The old name of

Loli-ping hien m 2]i j|| in Ping-

ting cheu in the east of Shansi.

Read J,^ien. A small stream in

Is ^ ISI "' ^^^ south-east of Shan-

si, a branch of the River Chang.

itjp» Interchanged with the last.

cVm -A drizzling, soaking rain;

^clian to wet, to soak
;
pattering

;

soaked ; to moisten ; to be-

stow favors.

] ^ dead dnnik.

] jj^ wet through,— by the rain.

1 iK "'
1 fPI soaked through

;

moistened — by your kindness.

1 ^ ^^et to the skin.

^ ?J^ 1 fi clothes are so wet as

to cleave to the skin.

t. M- 1 ^ imbued with your

favors and goodness-

S 1 ^ JE when [the ground] is

thoroughly soaked.

.Chan

From hair and faithful ; the
contracted form is common.

Felt of any kind ; coarse

fabrics, rough and nappy,

as rugs, carpets blankets,

felted hats,

a felt hat
1 m
I

"Q a carpet bag.

in> M^i, chian, and tian ; — in Amoy,
" and die" ; — in Chifn, chen.

1 ? a nig; if large, it is jjj |

a car[)ct.

%^^M \
1° huddle together

on the rug in printer.

1^ I
a blanket ; a carpet.

£ 5^ 1 ? a flowered rug; a
Turkish carpet.

in ^ §i* 1
[uneasy] as if yon was

sitting on needles.

The second form is nnninal,
and also means to hide away.

To turn around ; to remove

;

to follow ; to run ;— unable

to ad vance is^ | , usually

referring to want of success

in life, unfortunate in one's plans.

] lame, halting in one's walk.

A kestrd or sparrow-hawk,

(^jum with light grayish plumage,

^hun and swift and strong of flight

in pursuit of its prey.

] 1^ ancient name of a place in

Kansuh.

iO fl^ 3(D 1 ^''^^ hawks and kites.

i> From jish and faithful aa the

I phonetic.

^huu A large sea-monster, the

sturweou, described as 20 or

30 feet long, and weighing a thou-

sand catties ; the mouth opens be-

low the muzzle, and a row of

spines run along the b.ick and

belly ; the body is scaleless, and

the flesh yellow ; it is also called

Jr^ JS wax fish
;^ JB^ imperial

fish ; and ^ ]
yellow fish.

I
gjf sturgeons and whales ;— to

which unscrupulous men are

likened.

1 Congee or gruel that has

I been thoroughly boiled, thick^r aud rich.

< PPJ 1 ^ watery congee and

^chan thick porridge.
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llach the same as the next.

A silken banner of a reddish

jc/uin color, plain and triangular,

used ill the olden time to an-

nounce tbe prince's order or ap-

proacli, because he had no em-

blazonry.

mS& ] £![ to set out and ar-

range an altar for worship ; it is

especially done by the Tao-

ists when honoring Yuh-hwang
Sbangti.

From J\ a flag and jj crif^son,

Bed with the last.

^c/iun A silken baliner ; a staflF bent

at the top to allow the banner

to hang well ; it was used to call

or to signalize a high officer ; used

for^ as A final particle ; attentive.

I
^ a signal flag.

J^ ] to respect or keep aloof

from.

I ^ a term for the five years in

tbe cycle having 2» ^^ them.

Jt 'K 1 S^ may he be careful.

•^
I

take it away ; reject it, as a

story.

ijhf A red, hard, close-grained

cT/T "'"od found in western China,

^c/iaii called | ^ in imitation of

the S.inskiit c/iandana or san-

d.il wood, but including too the

Ptcroc.irpus and Styrax trees ; the

WQ(xl is used for carvings, fine fur-

niture, and boxes.

^^S Composed of J- high /\ for

t/f^ yy to divide and g worda; q.d.

Ckan to talk liighaudunieaaonably; as
' a primitive, its meaning seldom

appears in the compouoda.

Verbose, tattling ; for which the

next is preferable ; at such a time
;

to oversee, to direct ; excellent

;

a government augur in old times
;

to re.ich ; sufficient, more than

enough.

1 ^^ tbe bureau which mana-

ges the households of the em-

press and bcir-apparent; its of-

ficers are cbiefly MaucLus.

g^ delirious talk of a sick

>],"§] j
the sound of low, un-

meaning talk
;
gabbling ; loqua-

cious.

I
to carefully provide.

Talkative; nonsensical, wild

'g or prattling talk

^chan \

man ; heady, incoherent talk.

M 1 ffior^X ] If to talk like

a fool or crazy person.

|#JC2ft From eye and to oversee aa the

H^? phonetic.

^ctian To look up, to reverence, to

regard very respectfully ; to

revere.

] j|g to regard, look up to.

W 1 J!SI "F ttese children look

up to you.

j
jj|l to look up adoringly, as to

a sovereign; to have an audience.

^ 1^ ] to make mistakes in pub-

lic ceremonies.

^^W 1
^^^ people have their

eyes fixed on you.

1 ^ to long for, to anticipate, as

if with bated breath.

] ^ ^ I look at that sun

and moon ; t. e. upon my troth,

I am as true ; a kind of as-

severation.

Ig ] to look at thoughtfully.

I jg|[ ceremonies of an audience,

ritual forms; the term
| jp§ g

has been used to denote the

Sabbath, and
] j^ — then

means Monday, and so on.

] ^ name of a iwrlion of Annam
in the T'ang dynasty.

t^^ A heavily laden horse ; a

ci9]SL white horse with a black

^chan back ; a unicorn.

From wind and to divine as tbe

phonetic.

'c/tan Anything moved off by the

wind, especially the water

when raised in waves.

Jg, ^ ]
tbe blast raises the waves.

^ ] to (ihake, as things in a

tem{)est

The original form is composed of

/^ body and _L tvorkman re-

Jt 7 ' peated four times, showing unit-

ed action.

To open out, to unroll and in-

spect ; to expand ; to exhibit j to

stretch out at one's ease ; to judge

of, to look ink); to prolong; some-

thing great attained ; true, sincere;

cheerful, pleasant.

I ^ to laugh.

I ^ to raise the eye-brows, to

look cheerful,

1 Jj[
to blossom out ; to open.

I ^ to open, as a book; to

spread out, as a map.

] ^ to display for a sight ; to

inspect.

I p_^ to extend, as the time.

] ^ to exhibit.

1 ff gratified, at ease.

2 1 way you open this— a

phrase put on tbe address of «

letter.

^ 1 ^ ^ to develop rare

abilities.

I ^ to display a bridal trousseau-

f-fH To bind up; one says, to

"JAJ^ wipe away, as tears- This

^dtati character Iswrongly read 'nien

by many, in the sense of to

twist, to curl, to twine > as 1 j^
^ to twist thread

; ] |^ to take

or pay a quota ; but j^ is more

correct.

I ^^ stretched as wide as possible.

j /(^ a duster to wipe a table.

From carriage and to open out;

it is also read ^ch'an ; and inter

t ,7 changed with 'nien fg a roller.

To turn half over, to roll over

on the side.

] Ipl to revolve ; back and forth
;

over and over; to and fro.

] IS IS .§ continually thinking

on, unable to forget.

tJC I
a water mill.

Bead 'nien. To roll on.

¥ 1
— jE ^ the barrow bac

rolled (or made) one rut
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From body and faithful as the
phonetic.

*c/ian Naked, nude ; without any

covering ; to strip.

1 ^ ^ ti ^^^^^ naked and ex-

posed.

1 fi^ iK ilR stripiJed off liis

cIdIIics.

To tear off, as a placard ; to

peel off, as a scab ; the seurf

'c/uin skin, the epidermis ; a scab
;

skin peeling off.

ife ^ 1^ 1
[beaten till] his skin

broke and the flesli flayed off.

Eead t,.(n\ The skin of tlie

face chapped and sore.

^1^^ The liead awry ; shivering,

chilled through; trembling,

c/i«m' shakhig; unsteady, as the

hand.

fij 1 JJ^ the limbs shaking

with cold.

^ I
shivering; and g ] tremb-

ling, either from weakness or

cold.

'& Hf ^ 1 so terrified that the

flesh creeps, as when in view of

danger.

1 ^ Si " '^^'''1 Uubbering or

shivering, as when afraid.

Bead is/ien. To smell.

^•TbI ' •^'°™ grain and faithful as tlie

A^J phonetic.

c/iari' ^ sheaf ofgrain
;
grain bound

up in any way after it has

been cut.

: Cn ) From horse and to roll.

'ACj a horse rolling himself in

c/ian' tlie dust, commonly called

tfiM^oT i^^ making
a whirl or boiling the dust.

^H'

chan'

JJ From property and a shop.

^2£ To scheme how to get the

cluxn' property of others by fraud

or robbery.

IW) A kind of white veined woodj

well fitted for making combs

chni' and spoons.

, ) T From man and to divine ; this

form is rather modern, and
, some etymologists call it erro-

neous; it is commonly em.
ployed to distinguish the two
tones and meanings of the
second form, which is also read

fchen. It is u»ed for ,ch'en^
to soe.

To usurp, to seize by force ?

to arrogate, to take a liberty, to as-

sume; to possess; to trespass upon?

to take improper precedence of.

^ ]
to invade and possess, as

ifj 5J fields for sowing.

I 5fc t^' presume ; to rudely take

or go first; to push forward.

] Jll 5|C to take what one likes;

to ^leciilate, to take some profit

or advantage; not considerate

of others.

] jpg to forcibly occupy.

] ^ to demand or covet more
tlian one's share.

1 Jife :$ to incroacb a little, to

make a grievance.

^ ]
totrespa.?son; to.appropriate.

1 A ^ ;^ to wheedle and get

other people's wises.

Read Jien. Careless, superficial;

low; trifling; to skim.

I ^3 liglit, trifling; as ^ ^
] ^3 don't slight your lessons.

1 lit Pfi* Pf to hum, to read in

a low tone, as one turns over a

book.

In Pekingese. To pay close

heed to ; to do faithfully.

chan^

\ ^ ^' to attend dilijejiily to

one's business.

JIIIX J From weapon and single; others

derive it from^weapo/i and ^^
wild heast contracted.

Alarmed, terrified •; fearful
;

to join battle, to figbt with num-
bers ; a battle ; war, hostilities

;

military, pertaining to war ; an.\-

ious dread caused by rumors of

war.

if 1
or ^ 1

or ^ 1 to join

battle, to fight.

] ^ drawn up in battle array,

on the
I
j^ battle-field.

] 5E or
j {^ died in battle, as

a
I

•^ soldier.

jfil 1
o"" BJ J

a long and severe

battle ; a bloody fight, as in a
prize-ring.

1 W' victorious.

I ^ drums sounding.

^T^ I
terrified, scared, as one

going into the melee ; lo shiver,

as with cold.

1 ^ o""
1 "B paralyzed, tremb-

ling with fright.

1 1 ]^ M frightened, quaking
with consternation.

"f 1 ^ to send a challenge, to

declare war.

if ' 1 S pugnacious, given to

quarreling.

^ ^ ^ 1
"^ B^ ^ wto

ever yet got a victory without

having to fight for itf

|{J I
to play the game of morra

at a feast.

] ^ a war-junk ; a man-of-war.

;X 1
<"* veteran, one used to war;

a long war.

IJ ] .S? a flag of tmce, made of

board with these three charac-

ters on it. ,
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^C^filli

Old tonncif, t'iam, t'ian, dian and t'am. In Canton, dt'im, ch'in and sMn ;— in Swatow, chiam, ch'ien, and J'ten;—
in Amoy, ch'iam, ch'ian, tian and ('tan ; — in Fuhchau, chieng, tieng, and ch'ieiig ; — in Shanghai, <*'<",

tsi^ and die" ; — in Chifii, ch'en.

^tt From to see and to divine.

cf^^Zd 1'ospy, to peep; to glance at.

^ch'an \ -JH
to wait in hope for

;

1^ I
to have a sly look at.

A bordered curtain on a

lady's cart, in which sense

it is like the nest two ; a

coverlet.

jj} !^^ ] a lady's chariot has

curtains.

H^ /|f ^ the hearse had a

t'rin''e or curtain.

»t^

llead ^tan. Felt clothes.

Prom clothes and to oi^ersee

;

t he second form is least used.

An apron or flap; the skirt

of a robe, which shakes

when walking ; a covering

for the knees; to adjust the

dhas ; flapping.

1 IS <" "SJ 1 ** apron.

I ^ a screen, a covering.

I I
nice and trim, as a robe ; a

skirt flapping.

^ 3 — 1 not enough to fill

one apron.

1 ibi "l^ neatly dressed.

Similar to the last; the second
fiirm is commonly used fur

, valance.

The curtain of a carriage

stretched along its sides ; a

screen on an entrance ; the

l.tppel that hides a seam

;

to break or snap ofl'.

a bed-curtain fringe or

.cJi'un

^ 1

valance.

m^n 1

liis apron.

his tears bedewed

.ch'uH

Also written f|5 in this sense.

Discord ; a jarring noise.

I ^ '•''® <liscord of notes,

faarsh Boiuids that grate on

the car.

when the five notes do not

confuse each other, there is no
discord.

liong, slender, as a stick of

r rt—L timber; the pivot on which

cli'an a rice beattr works.

^ i^M W 1
^^^ cedar rafters

phould be slender.

Composed of ) dwelling,

village, /V eight, and
m

a village, /\ eight, ana j^
grouiid, to represent the 1^

men wli'cli w.-is allotted to each

yeoman in a village; the second
form is unusual.

A dwelling-lot assigned to

a retainer ; a shop, a stall ; a square

for a market ; a town residence.

] "i}!
a bazaar ; a market-place.

^^ \ ^ to inspect the shops

and markets.

From silk

phonetic.

and aliop as the

fCh^un

to

To Wild up, to wrap, to ban-

dago; to entwine, to ding

to implicate; to molest, to

bother; intricate, involved; twin-

ing about ; swathed.

I ^ to lace the waist.

^ I
hindered; to impede one's

acts or movements.

1 ilM ^^ P"*' °" ** tuf^*"
;
but

I g^ ^ is the hire of a

harlot.

] ^ a waist-bag for carrying

money or things.

I ^ to implicate, to get around

one.

] ]^ to trip, as by a rope ; involv-

ed, obscure, as a meaning.

1 %% bound by many ties, in-

volved wi',li ; to entwine; «'.«<.

interminabli.'
;

protracted, as

illness.

1 ^ wound round and round; to

bind about ; to cord; implicate.

I ^ j^ be never stops, or get«

done troubling me.

] §1 to importune, to bother.

HI I
it is hard to get rid of his

importunity.

jg I
delayed, hampered, as from

circumstances ; slow, as in re-

covery.

A small branch of the R. Loh,

mentioned in the Shu King;
^ch'an it rises in Mang-tsin hien,

and flows south by »he city

of Honan fu, near the entrance of

the 11. I into the R. Loh ; and is

about twenty-nine miles long; also,

an affluent of the li. Han iii Kuh-
ching Lien ^ j^ Jj^j in the north

of Hupeh.

From foot and marlcet aa
phonetic.

the

^c.h'an To tread in, to follow in or-

der; to revolve; the motion

of the sun in his fixed orbit ; a

course; a trodden path, a rut

H ^ ^ ] ^^^ ^^^ mores in his

orbit,

jg j or
I ^ the courses of the

stars.

1 Jt. Ibe

zodiac

] a* or
1

path of a star; the

to follow a prece-

dent, to tread in the old paths.

From door and single.

To open ;• to spread out, to

than' enlarge from the original

condition ; to expand, as by

instruction; manifest, plain.

I
D^ to state clearly.

I ^ to illustrate, to comment on.

I ^ to make one to know.

I ^-f 5c T" '" enlarge the empire.

] llj
to explain what is obecare.
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I
g, a city of Tsi,

yang hien ^ [^ |
Shantung.

now Ning-

i 111 south uf

'lI'BB ^" "'^^ carriage altogether

mM^ worn out ; the canopy of a

''cA'an carriage.

ffi ¥ I 1
t^"® ebony car-

riage is quite ruined.

'5^ Incoherent talk, as of one in

p^Y* * fever ; irregular and incor-

''c/t'aii rect exprissions.

I

From u'ords, and pitfall, or

an inner gate; the second
form has become antiquated.

To flatter, to cajole; to

lie to one by flattering, to

worship a god, or praise a

man, beyond what is due to

tlioni ; to pander, to fawn, to court

;

adulation, sycophancy; gratifying

to one's feelings.

^R M JS 1
p°*"^ ""'' y^'' "° ^'*''"

lert-r.

1 jjg sycophantic; to cajole, to

play the lickspittle.

1 ^ ® § '<> praise one, in order

to get his favor.

1 ^ to laugh and joke with, in

order to please.

1 A "^
ii$

the flatterer is des-

picable.

^ S 1 -if wanton music tickles

the ear.

I ^ specious flattery.

-t ^ '^ 1
i^^i' your superiors

without sycophancy.

f^gj To laugh loudly.

T/iR 1 ^ M ^ 10 laugh and

''ch^au smile with one.

Etymologists derive this char-

acter from ^ to leave and jB[

or ^ property changed and

combined.

To command, to order ; to

prepare ; to release.

I |SC iU ^ sifc
to keep ready mili-

tary means so as to meet the foe.

] £^ to muster troops out of

service.

I ^ to prepare, to get ready for.

] y to end an affair.

Also read ^ch^an. To pull or

extend anything, to attempt

""ck^an steadily and {xjrsistently.

) ^ "jf 'fife
stretch it out

longer, as cloth.

1 ^ ^1 try it on if he won't give

any more ; make the attempt to

get it.

t To strike, to beat

'ch^an

<rtj7.? The foolish look of « Bin-

H/ttK pletonis
1 Pt;— «g»l»'g.

't/i'un gawky look, as of a bumf kin.

From hide and to ov«r»ee f the

second form is rarely used.

A flaj) to protect the driss

or the horse from the mud
when riding; spattcnlashes;

a skirt to cover the dress.

3^ ] saddle-cloths, housings; they

are made of thin leather.

^ in 1,^ ] the piebild coursers

gay housings.

Small sticks resting on the

plate, on which to support

and extend the eaves beyond

the wall.

fi^J k. horse traveling veiy fast

;

1^ a rapid canter.

ch'aii'

|> To open a door a little in

order to peep ; to obtain.

'elfarC IQ 1
to spy through a

crevice.

I

Ih
) Like the last) it is also r^

{tie)!.

chmi' To spy or peep ; to look at

sideways; to eye another

privily.

5^ I
to furtively spy at

,cheu

CKCETJ-
OH tounds, tu, t'ut, du, dut, dju, t6k, and dok. In Canton, chau ; — in Swatow, ohitt and tin; — in Amoy, ohiu, tin,

and liu ;— in Fuhchau, chiu, ch'iu, tin, teu, and ohea ; — in Shanghai, tso^ and zeu; — in Chi/u, chiu.

secret, deep; subtle; a curve, a
| ^ the famous feudal dynasty

bend ; open, honest, the opposite of Cheu which lasted froih b. c.

of J^J '/)' '' to the end, extreme

;

1022 to 255, under thirty-f6ti*

entirely ; close, fine.

I
^ everything is ready.

I j^ secret ; crowded, close toge-

ther ; well arranged, satisfac-

tory ; definite aud particular

;

no defect.

Composed of 13 mouth and /B
to use; the three next derivatives

ftre interchanged with it ; as a
primitive it usually conveys an
idea of everywhere, if it infln-

ences the sense of the compound
at all.

To provide for, to supply ; to

extand everywhere, to make a cir-

cuit ; toTenviron
;

plenty, enough

;

sovereigns; it was so called

because the emperor's power

reached everywhere.

] jg to treat friends cordially ; to

make a circuit ; circulating, as

the windi do.
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I ^ to bring about a tbiug>

to remove ill fueling, to carry

througb ; everyway complete.

) jiS a broad road ; but ^ |

means the windings of the road.

1 H Of
1 E universal, every-

where, all around.

] ^ let all know ; universal

knowledge.

1 HD /? Jt pnWic and open, with-

out selfish ends ; nothing left

undone or slighted.

1 ift g'^6 '"" ''e whole duty

or tax.

^^1^1 was dreaming that

I saw Duke Chen, i. e. I was

asleep ; said by Confucius, who
admireil him.

^ ] a place in tiio soutli-ivest

of Siiansi, now K'i-slian ij llj,

where -j^2 planned the over-

throw of the Shang dynasty.

^ ^ ^ 1 fij to full to treat a

guest properly
; ^ ] also de-

notes a deficiency, "not enougli

to go round." !

Frequently used for the last.

r^ • '-, To revolve, to circulate ; to

jC/ieu inform the people ; a year.

1 ^ ffE ^ "Bay the whole year

be prosperous.

1 M ^ *& flop's unceasingly, as

the blood.

—
I

one turn or revolution ; as

—
] M '^'l 'lie "'^y around it.

1
§§ ^ a hundred li around it.

I B$ '—^ ^* '^ *^'^'' the same.

^ I
return of the year.

4M Hurried;
] |f to walk in

<J/HJ an irregular manner; fluttered

^c/teu and impatient; bustling.

From loealth and everywhere.

, To bestow, as alms ; to give
;

^c/leu and usually intimates a free

gift.

] f4 beneficeni, liberal.

1 Jjjf to relieve the poor ; help the

distressed i)eople.

1 1^ to give to.

J^^"^ I
the offering or present

is inadequate.

jtpl A heavily laden cart; a wain

(^/RJ overloaded in front ; heavy
;

^cheu, low.

_ Interchanged with ffao \% in

|1J
this eense.

flieu An evergreen found in Hu-
nan, furnishing a hard, tough

wood, goo<l for presses, thills, carts

or poles ; the bark of one sort fur-

nishis a coarse pa{x-r; a tree like

the Styrax ; a [wle for i>oliMg

boats ; name of a river.

In Fuhchau. A closet, cupboard,

or cabinet.

M The original form depicted a
canoe, three cross beads and a
tumert-iip bow ; it is tlie 137th

^C/ieu radical, and the churuclers
under it form a natural group.

A vessel, a boat of .iny sort, a

"dug-out;" to go in a boat; to

transiwrt ; if (he jieople are likened

to a water, the prince is the boat

;

a stand for a cup ; to carry in the

girdle.

] ^ the cajitain of a boat, or a

flulilla
; 1 -jF a ferryman.

ii^ J^ ] i, '"^'^^ i^'*! I'e cairy

at his girdle '?

I ^ cargo of a vessel ; to trans-

[)ort.

] >Jj on board a vessel ; a land-

ing-place;
] ^ :^ yj the b»>ats

are lying at Taku.

—H^ 1
one punt, one dingey;

a wherry.

1 Jf dfe ^ tlie water and land

routes are parallel.

] ^ to boat it ; to take a thing

with one.

] llj or Chusan I., so called from

it.s shape being thought to re-

semble a boat.

JIM. To cover close ; to shade and

c 1/51 conceal ; a veil, a shade.

,c/«fM ^ 1 -^ H " lio has deluded

my beautful onet

] 5^ false ; to deceive.

ijgt A square frame or dash-board

ctTII '" fro"t of a carriage, sup-

c/ieu porting and protecting the

driver's seat, and covering

the thills.

^ 1 bended poles at the

end of the thills.

1 . .

From bird and boat.

A sort of crested lark or bob-

o'-link, called f^ 1
or

f.| ift
wlio.se song is heard in the

morning ; native writers liken it to

the magpie.

] y a narrow, long boat.

,c/ieu

il

^i-

The original form represents

, P I
three mounds, around which the

'^ ' water flows ; as a primitive, it is
^C/uu used chiefly to impart its sound.

An islet, a place in the water
where men dwelt, for which the

noxt is now nsed ; a political dis-

trict, ranking next to a/u or pre-

fecture
; anciently comprised 2500

families; of old a grand division

of the empire ; a continent ; a
d welling ; a horse's rump ; a region,

a s[)ot, a place ; a time.

I ^ a neighborhood, a hamlet
a district magistrate of the

highest grade, having a ] (^
for his deputy, and a ] ^ for

his assistant judge or syndic.

jl, ]
the nine divisions of China

in the daysof Yii ; viet. the world.

1 S @ O''
1 @ tlie city jailer

;

an inspector of roads,

jplf I
a poetical name for China.

ylll From region and water; occurs

ti/TI "''"en
c';''«« W> in old books.

^c/ieu An islet, one small enough
to be seen at once ; a place

where men and birds collect and
dwell ; the terra is chiefly used on
thesoiilhern coa.sts, ^ ismorecom-
mon on the northern ; in BiiAhism,

a dmija or continent
; H f^ |

is

the continent of •' those who con-

quer tliespirit"(/^«;-ya-ri(&^«),- or

Mi f§ 1 " those who leave the

body," the great continent on the

east, whose inhabitants have semi-

J
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circular faces ; and ^ ]
" the

superior continent," is the northern

continent of kuvu-dwiim or uttara-

*"'" ^ M. 1
whero the inhabi-

tants have square faces.

^ ]
a low island ; a bank awash

in a river or sea.

\
alluvial fields; made lands.

jli ] the Nine Islands near Macao.

To strike; to pluck out; the

winding lines of hills ; a

place called Cheu-chih
] ^

in Si-iigan fu in Shensi,

south of the R. King, is so

termed from its winding val-

leys.

,clica

cP^
From words and Jonj life as the

plionetic.

,cAV« Hurried, bustling; to impose

upon, to hooilwink.

1 ^Mij 'o deceive ; to delude

by misslateraents; to make a

lying representation.

"\ T!ie original form represents a

5C *oii(l holding a HI doth

in the
| J house ; the seco!ul

form with !)(»ii6oo is most used.

*cMeu To sweep up dirt; a besom

of twigs; a liroom,— written

only with the second form.

^ ^ ]
tbe sieve and broom

holder, — a term for a concu-

bine.

^ I ^ a species of goose-f(X)t

{C/tenopclmviflioc/au^scoparki),

wJiose tender leaves are eaten
;

it is cultivated in Chihli for be-

soms and coarse brushes, which

are prepared by simply drying

and trimming the whole plant

;

the book name of j^ ^ is per-

haps identical with it.

A kiud of gibbon or macacus

]^PJ found in Sz'ch'nen, and said

'eh'eu to be as large as an ass; it is

(he female of the h'oh ^||,

and perhaps denotes a sj^cies

which has not yet been described
;

or it may be the dusky gibbon

{Ilplobates /uttereus).

'ch'eu

CHEU

To grasp, as a fan.

cheU 49

From flesh and inch, referring

to the pulse at the elbow.

'ck'eu '^^^*^ elbow, the joint of the

fore-arm, and also includes

the wrist or fore-arm sometimes; a

fore quarter of meat ; to conceal,

to hold in the elbow ; to take by
the wrist ; an old measure of 2 or

H ckih, — probably a cubit, or

the length from the elbow to the

finger-tip ; the Budhists say it is

the 16,000th part of a yodjana, or

the 1000th part of a mile.

1 ^ 'te ^ <''s near as the elbow

to the side ;— a dear friend, a

near relative.

J^ I
a fore shoulder of pork.

^ ] the elbow ; the wrist.

U ]
to hold one by the wrist.

Sfc ^ IX 1
^""'^^^ ^^ starts it

slicks to him.

^ ^ ]
to fold the arras.

^ ] ^ /^ the dangers of a bare

arm,— i.e. of want or exjKwnre,

referring to a sleeve that reaches

only to the elbow.

-li^l,j Prom »}jm7s and aji inch.

f3 J New, riixj liquor; pure, strong

c/i'e-tt' spirits, thrice distilled, and

enjoined to be drunk by the

sovereign in summer; it was pre-

parefl for the libations and leasts

in the ancestral temple, and was

made in the first mo<jn so as to

become mellow by the eighth

moon, when it was wanted.

I
-^ or wine money, was a vail

paid to chamberlains at a ban-

qnct by feudal princes.

^
I

punished for having vile

spirits.

/kJL) a trace in a harness; the

7|>y crHp[)er of a saddle, which is

ch'eu' made of wood and passes

across the haunches; it is now
superseded by the next.

cli'eu

j ^ or
I ^ the infamous mo-

narch, whose crimes caused the

ruin of the Shang dynasty, B. c.

1122.

J Used with the last. The

lyrj crupper of a liarness, called

c/j'eit' ] i(§. on i)ack-animal8 ; it ig

now usually merely a stick

across the rump, fastened to the

saddle by the ends.

) From y^ flesh and to |fl proceed;
not the same as the next.

ch^eu' Descendants, posterity ; said

only of the families of gran-

dees.

I ^ the oldest son.

1 W P<«terity.

^ ]
the sons of high statesmen.

•jg;
I

generations.

From^ cap and P5 to proceed;
it ig often confonnded with

the last, and with wdi* 3
stomach ; the second form
occars in the classics as a
synonym, but is usually read
!/'«'•

A helmet, formerly made of

rhinoceros' skin ; it seems occasion-

ally to denote a visor.

^ I
morions and cuirasses; de-

fensive armor worn by warriors.

From a shelter and to proceed.

To hold, as the earth does

;

ch'eu'' all ages, past, present, and

future ; from remote anti-

quity till now.

^1 i.iL\liJ-ik y^t the

bills and rivers in the world do

not change.

From two P moutlis over JL
man ; the first mouth was
altered to words, in order to
denote the verb ; it was at

first the same as )(£ to bless,

but was BubsequouLly employ-
ed by ihe Bndhisis for the
dharani, a charm or magio
formulas, which are defined

Ss g true words.

To curse, to imprecate ; to recite

over spells; an incantation, an

imprecation, a charm to hurt an-

other; a litany, such as priests

IS'
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recite, and for which songe they

«i)il)!oy mostly tlie form Jt •'•* *

lecimic, using it only as a uoiiii.

;§! 1
<" li 1

'^<' '^''^ prayers

or incantations.

^fM ] the charms addressed to

Kwanyin.

) J^ to curse, to blackguard.

^ ] to invoke imprecations on one.

] U to rail and curse one.

1 'flfc ?€ '"^y ^® ^'^ ' curse him

dead I

r^[l |) To ask blessings on ; to

aptl bless, to pray for ; a man's

c/t'eu^ name, a statesman during

the Tang dynasty.

The seal character, called

] ^ or
] ^ from Ch'eu

]

c/ieu^ >ic i' ^ '''S^'
officer of Siien-

wang of the Clien dynasty

B. c. 800, who invented this form

of the character ; to study.

'> From p day and ^ '° divide

contracted.

cJieu^ Daytime, daylight ; half of

the twenty-four hours.

1 ?S ^ ,i. ">• :^ -& 1 ^S going

on day and night; unceasingly.

I fg 4i ^ '" *-^^^ ^^y^ collect

your rushes [and reeds for the

thatch].

1^ ]
broad daylight ; openly.

j ^ a siesta.

i^ ] f^ ^ to turn day into

ni>;Lt, as rakes do.

To peck, as a bird ; birds

twittering ; a star in Hydra.

,% ]
the bill of a bird'.

Z^M^] t''''®
pelican]

never even wets his bill.

Also read ^chu. Talkative.

^ ]
loquacious, garrulous.

rttW) Considered by some to be

P^^ the same as the lasW

cAew' To peck; the bill of a bird
;

a large bird with a crooked

beak which eats its young.

Old sounds, fa, t'ut, da, dut, d6k and

and Via;— in Fuhchau, t'in,

-l*l| 1 Composed of^ hand and H
*n'm I from, which is a contraction of

;o detain, as the plionoticj

second form is not com-

t'6k. In Canton, ch'au ; — in Swatow, ch'ia and fiaj — in Amoy, tiu, gin, hia,

ch'eu, and siu ; — in Shanghai, dzeu, ts'eil and zeu ;— in Chifu, ch'iu.

4^ (
^ '°

<i7^ J mon.

.ch'eu, rty .To take out with the hand;

to lillt; to take out, as a

dividend ; to levy or assess, as

duty ; to select, to draw, as a lot

;

to expand, as the plants in spring;

to utior iilond ; to raise water ; to

jjluck up; to receive one's portion;

lo whip ; a tenth, a fee.

] JU to levy duty on.

1 liM
*""

1 ?}C •* '''*1'® f*6 or

percentage ; a commission.

1 jfe 2jS lilt it up.

1 tU li^'j-'ct it ; take it out

plants throw out green shoots,

we know spring is coming.

1 ^ spasms or cramp ; but
| ^

j^ is an old punishment of

pulling out the tendon achillcs.

]
— p^ III convulsed by spasms;

quivering from a fit.

] ^ to extort; to exact illegal fees.

^ IS 1 •(& '!'"*' l"*" °^ ^^'''' "

whip
; fIJ 1 fi)^ I'll whip you I

JH — ] to add a tenth.

1 ^ to g" out, as on a visit.

] ^ >p BS I've no spare time.

^ |[^ ] ^ I cannot take the

time; also, I cannot release or

free myself, as from a visit.

1 $^ M '"-' ^'^ol^ himself otf ; he

ran away.

leisure or vacation.

] f^ to lay by a percentage, as

for expenses.

] 5g lift it carefully.

] ji^ to weight or heft the stone

— a martial test.

I Jg lift it by the bottom.

j jf^ to levy taxes, but not to in-

clude jji ] illegal rates or fees.

] ^ ^ to abstract the papers

of a case from court.

In Fuhdmu. To miss
; ] ^

to drop a thread in weaving.

In Pekingese. To smoke ; it is

also wrongly used for |^ to sbriijk,

to contract.

h a drawer in a table.

g to smoke a pipe.

Vexed, annoyed.

] 'fg dissatisfied, disappoint-

ed in one's wishes.

From disease and to fiy high.

To be healed, to care ; con-

valescent; to reform, as by

teaching; remedy ; an injury.

^ /{^
I

does he say be is not

1 R

1 i

M
ch^eu

7i
yet Well ?

I
incurable.

I
healed ; well ; cured.

m
male

From man. and long life; occors
used with tbo next.

A company of four, a party;

a class, a sort ; a comrade, •

fellows, friends j who ! to

cover, to screen.

] W< * circle of ffiotids.

Vp^MI- »WPBB<*»
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15 I
a partner, .1 match.

) 1'^ a band of follows.

1 j^ '' clique, a ring, a, camarilla.

1 Xi'' M Z wlio will do this

lor him ?

'% ]
a young bride ; the phrase

alludes to the oriole's voice.

ht^^ Fromyici(i and ioiij ii/e; used
Plg^ with the last.

j;/j>„ A cultivated field, particularly

a field of hemp ; to till ; to

contiiuie successively; to classify;

a mate, a class; who; formerly;

to aid.

i& 1 ^"^ 1 "h heretofore; time
past, previously.

^y -jt g 1
to cultivate the ar-

aljle fields.

1 SI ^ JK tl'e diked fields are

lich and fertile.

j[^ \ the nine fields, denote the

divisions of Yu's Great Plan in

the Book of Records.

] '^ who asked about it ?

f^t'i Prom hamhoo and lomj life as
~»^ the phouetic.

clfeu 'A'" calculate, to compute ; to

devise, to arrange, to [)lan

;

a time; a lot, a tally ; a ticket, a
tillot ; an ancient division of a night

watch, about fifteen minutes.

M ^ 1 § iiow many times ha\e

you read it?

J8 1 or ^ I
to draw a lot or

t.dly.

.Hi 1 to strike the Lours, as a

« aichman ; a clepsydras.

jS^ ]
to give out tickets, as to a

sojp kitchen.

I 'Jz '<' P''ch reeds into a jar
;

name of an old game.

^ 1 1^ 4S ••'> I'l"" strategy in

bis tent; viet. a high general.

1 H Of
1 Hlc '" devise, tc scheme;

to set a trap for, to plan.

I ^ to settle and arrange, as a

way of action,

j ig a counter in play.

%WL 1 S^ '" calculate the whole

thing iit once.

fj I
a tally or bamboo billet

ch'eu.

•
] ^ ^ he never proposed

one plan ; he has no cleveniess.

Embarrassed.

ti^g^
I BS irresolute, undecided;

fh'ttt unable to get on, wavering.

") From spirits and region as the
plionetio ; the other forms are
uuasual.

J.

To pledge a guest ; to nrge

him to drink, or toast him

in return for his bumper;

J
to recompense, to make a

i*^" *" return ; to repay, to requite.

] 5^ to pay, as a vow.

I g^ pledging, as a host and

guest.

- 1 ~ B^ ^ # fi e^en the

interchange of wiue-cnps is not

a fortuitous thing.

j g^ to return thanks, especially

by a return present

] J^ to make a ihank-oftering.

I j|^ or
I ^ 5^ ,g, to thank the

gods ; to acknowledge heaven's

favor, as in being- saved from

fire or death.

^ ] ;^ at a great expense, as

for entertaining.

1 ^ '' g''''''"''y for services, as

when one ] ^ requites for

trouble.

] ^ to return an invitation.

^ III Occurs used with tlie last, and

( rt /I
I

for c/ieii' gjl to revile,

fC/i'eu To answer, to rtsjwnd.

I %f to reply to.

-^ffl A single coverlet; a bed-cur-

C'^HJ tain; to cover, as with bed-

jCA'ea clothes; an under-shirt.

^ ]
coverlets and sheets.

I
||l^ a curtain.

Read Jao. The sleeve of a coat-

From heart and from; also I'ead

CH*EU. SI

cfS-
fiJt'eu

Grieving,sorrowful; cast down
and anxious.

^ '& S- 1 * sorrowing and an-

xious heart.

I ]
careworn ; weary and sad

lookinsf.

* A medicinal plant with a

(^p] bitterish root, called | jtt|

^ch*eu and ^^ the ground elm ; it

is a sjitcies of Hedyswuni.

:*fcrt From grain and everywhere.

\\/^4 Grain growing rank and

fKeu close ; thickset, crowded ; a

crowd; dense, close together;

viscid, stifi'; thick, as paste.

A JS 1 ^ people closely crowded.

1 A ;^ ^ '1 Very great crowd.

S 1 A 4" i2fe ^ lest they should

lose each other in the crush.

\ fl^% ^ there is both thick

£soup] and thin.

>^bF| From silk and everywhere as

(Tnldl
^'"^ phonetic; used with the

-•''• next and last.

Thin silk; wash silks, like

pongee, senshaw, or levan-

tine; to bind; to wrap around, to

twine ; to hang with ornaments

;

thick; stifi'.

^ j stiff or raw pongee.

^ ]
soft or boiled silk.

] ilSt
silks and satins; a general

term for silk g^ods.

J^ ]
reeled pongee.

^ I
silk and cotton mixtnre.

^ ]
coarse serge of wild silk

;

raw crape or puiijam.

I J^ to wrap around, to inter-

twine, to wreath ; to hold con-

sultatiori^ with.

^ ]
a kind of silk or thread

camlet.

I ^^7 a quilling needle.

1 $|i! fine, close woven, beautiful.

Used witli the last when denot.

c'hW '"K pongee.

ch'eu '^o draw out threads for

weaving; a clue, a thread
;

to arrange the details of; to search,

as a cause ; to try the tone of a

string.

I ^ to investigate the causes of.

J^ ]
to wind off threads, as for

weaving.
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From wofdn and two birds; the

first is also used for ^ch'eu Qn|
' to pledge, aad both are cou-

tracted to the next.

To contradict, to oppose in

fheu, argument; to recriminate;

to aWior, to hate; to compare

and verify, to collate; to revenge,

to pay off, to requite; an enemy,

a competitor ; dislike, enmity ; to

class; a sort, a match for or pair.

1 E "f
1 1^ OJ"

1
"^^^^ ^^^

kind; to class; to pair; an op-

ponent, a rival.

5B I
a wrong, a cause for revenge.

•^ ]
to cherish a grudge, for

which one must ^ |
get re-

venge ; it usually means blood

revenge.

1 WJc *"' *"6my, an opponent.

P ] to asperse, to blackguard.

*!& ] )^ t*> hate, to detest ; I

cannot endure him.

ISH M ] S t^) g^^ ^^^ ^^' market

price.

J@, Jl^ 1 ^ t** retom evil for good.

iXt An abbreviated form of the

< |/U last. An enemy; to draw

^ch^eu spirits and pledge a g^iest

;

proud ; to unite ; a pair ; a

companion.

] ^ my opponent

ijg
I

two men urged on by their

unappeased dead ancestors to

destroy each other.

J^ •^ 1^ ]
I will be your com-

rade.

^ ]
to hand up or draw spirits.

J5^ I
an appeased blood feud.

I j
mortal enemies; very proud,

haughty.

Read JMt. A great ix)rtrait

painter, named Kiu Ying
] 5^, of

the Ming dynasty, also known as

Shih Cheu Jg ^ Stone Island.

A brace of birds; the alter-

cations of birds; to wran-
' gle, to bicker ; a silkwoim

^ y_^ found on the Ailantus

'fheu. tree.

The panting or grunting of an

OX; to go out, to issue from;

jcAVu an old district in Honan.

] ^ an old name for the yak.

The original form resembles a
hand holding things; others say

it is like ~| ten inside of ^^
two, because the twelfth moon

is called ] ^ 'ch'eu, yuehf

The second of the twelve horary

characters or branches ; the second

hour of the day from 1 to 3 o'clock

A.H. or the fourth watch; it is

denoted by the ox, and astrologers

say that persons born in this hour

are likely to be dull.

>J,
1 63 the merry-andrews in a

play, the jesters ; also called

1 JtP ; tliey paint their faces.

1^ j
seeds of the morning glory

(Pharbites nit), used as a pur-

gative.

From spirit and demon.

_ Abominable, ugly, deformed,

'cA'cu vile; disagreeable, disgraceful,

shameful, ashamed ; to dislike;

shamefaced; ashamed of; to act

violently; to comi)are, to bear a

likeness to; a sort, a group.

•^ ] an unhappy fate or lot

jg, 1 or
1 ^ ill-looking, as an

ugly face.

/J» ^ 1
brazen-faced, hardeued.

B^
I

ashamed for— or of.

1^ I
shameful.

M ] bashful, timid, maidenish.

1 ^ scamps, vagabonds, hood-

lums.

.Hj 1^ 1 W compare one sort with

the other.

^ ]
a disgrace to the family.

1
^' )j^ ^ a vile disposition

;

ungrateful ; impertinent aud im-

practicable.

>J, I
a miscreant; a mean wretch.

] :y or
] fy disgraceful conduct

j^ I
to presume and act rudely.

fi ^ 1 i ''^® reality is its re-

proach.

ij ] and ^ ] are opposites, good

and evil ; handsome and ugly.

J From se)/anddo(7, alluding to the

^2». scent ; several characters under

I, } the radical § havo this primitive

in combination, to which it gives

a hue of its meaning.

The scent of a track followed

by a dog; to scent out ; an odor,

a smell, now confined to bad ones;

effluvia, stench, putridity ; disrepu-

table, unsavory ; to stink, to rot

;

heretical doctrines.

] ;g a bad reputation.

I ^ bed-bugs; met. foul-mouth-

ed fellows.

] ^ a bad breath; a stink;—not

so noisome as ^ |
putridity.

iJl^^WL 1 T tliey will soon

come to a quarrel.

^ I
'^ :^ to leave a perpetual

reproach— upon one's name.

P ]
a foul breath; high priced,

exorbitant;— a Peking phrase.

1 Wi "stinking copper," denotes a

hardfisted miser, and an officer

who bought his post

1 M "oisome, rank; putrid, as

fish.

] pp i^ B ^•'« talk ought not

to be listened to.

1 ^ W worthless, as a cormpt

thing, or a scamp.

Read /«'«'. Fragrance; to smell;

to injure.

] ;^ smell it

^ ]
a pleasant smell.

is I K QIf
l*"*^ fragrant and in

gO(xl season.

To discard, to reject; bad,

disagreeable, in which sense

ch'eu' it is like the last

^ fj I
;§• I don't wish

you to cast me oS.

To go as if weary ; to walk.

In Cantonese. To sprain, as

the ankle.

] ^ J^ I sprained my foot.

Name of a stream which joins

the Yellow River iu Mang
hien 3£ f,? '" t''^ north of

Honan ; it is about fifty miles

long; the effluvia of water.

i'
cheu'

m
ch'eu''
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(Xd $ounda, te!, tai, da!, ti, tat, dat, zhat, tit, dik and Ait. In Canton, obi and cbei

;

in Amoy, ohi, si, ti, chu, and ohe ; — in Fuhchau, chi, ti, t^, cbie,

in Shanghai, tsz,' sz' and dsz' ; — in Chifu, chi.

^ch'

From {{art and mouth, indicating

ilio rapidity with which know-
ledge is communicated ; it occurs

interchanged with chi*^ saga-
city.

To know, to perceive; sensi-

ble of, to appreciate ; to manage, as

one who knows ; to be acquainted

witli ; to tell, to inform ; an inti-

mate friend, a fellow ; knowledge,

wisdom ; to remember ; bealed.

53 \ I beard so.

] ^ to notice, to advert to.

W 1 S self-conscious, having

emotions, intelligent.

Jg, I
contented, satisfied.

1 IS °''
1 ^ knowledge, infor-

mation ; to comprehend, to fully

know.

1 M <25 Si: you should reform

when you see your faults.

^ ]
who knew it ? i. e. nobody

knows it ; unexpected.

] *& Of
1 £, 48^ ''n intimate

friend, one who knows you.

\ M~T Oiirself knows it ; the

thing is known to Us; used by
the Emperor as a reply to reports

and memorials.

1 H^ aware of it ; I have heard

of it already.

^ 1 an old friend.

I )i^ I am sure of it ; I know it

certainly.

7 1 fil In I do not know it

thoroughly, or the reason for it.

W 1 Sfc 3B * misprision of trea-

son ; accessory before the fact.

fft I j21^ ••I'e dollish ; ignorant

fi'llows; uneducated rascals.

1 }^ ^ prefect ; i. e. one who
knows the prefecture.

—
] #• ^ a moderate scholar,

)iol well uiformed.

^ ] -^ a fortune-toller, a sight-

. socr.

^ ]
ignorant of, unaware ; un-

consciously ; unacquainted with.

]
'^ a private or confidential

clerk ; also, a sub-abbot or sub-

prior, a Icarmctdana one who

looks after thefood, guests, build-

ings, (fee., in a monastery.

I
1^ to manage public affairs.

^ I
the old-time sages ; ^ |

^ a foreign term for a prophet.

] m a patron, one who recom-

mends another to offica

1 "& Of
1 M 'o tell to, to com-

municate ; to inform in a semi-

official or private manner.

"ig}il A plant called | -^ which

f^'CH appears to belong to Verben-

^cK acese ; its seeds are used as

a cooling medicine and ex-

pectorant.

An insect, the ] (^ or a

spider, .ipplied to all the

jC/j' Arancas or spider family ; the

etymolgy of the name is

^ W^ '- ^' ^^^ insect that hiows

how to kill.

1 $^ ^ a ring worm.

^f# The original form represented
^T^ a plant issuing from the ground,

f^^^ afterwards gradually altered to

J*" its present shape.

To go to, to progress ; to-

wards ; for, in regard to ; to pass

from one state to another ; the sign

of the^em'tiVe, when placed between

two nouns ; after the subject of a

verb, it becomes an expletive par-

ticle or like a partitive; as a pro-

noun in the accusative,—it, him,

them; which, what; and in these

cases shows the action of the pro-

ceding active verb; occurs used

like 'c//e^ after a noun to make
the abstract ; or as a relative this,

that ; or to denote nouns in opposi-

tion ; in m(«t cases it must be con-

strue<l with the preceding word ; to

leave behind.

— in Sxoatow, ti, obi, ohei, and Bi ;
—

obai, and chi ;
—

^1 1 A tliB person who hears it

5^ I W ^ heaven's plain decree.

^ ] jpf
then how will it be 1

iD 1 ^H '^ **' ^o''^ '^®" '

^ 1 W -tfe*
''^®''® '^ "^o *"'^'' thing.

^ I ^.(^ I have not heard of it.

*& 1 .0? 1
*'**' *" which the

mind inclines.

I -f :J: ^ this same child (i- «.

bride) went to her home.

5^ ^ ] heaven orders it

/fi ^ 1 1 K li® did »ot ''now

the road there.

fi" Up ^ 5 ^ W 1
to go and

not arrive at their destination,

is not uncommon.
;# ^ :^ I

those who were three

years old.

Jdp '(pj ]
where are yon gomgt

tt
I

nothing of it ; impossible.

^ ]
was killed or died ; here it

is a sign of the past tense.

^ f* 1 A a virtuous man.

:^ M flS 1 \ mm [virtue]

which is great and influential is

called holy or sacre.

Ji 1 HI ?E « "A 4 S ^vben

the bird is dying, its note is sad

indeed.

55^ I
jfljl T'ienheu that goddess,

«'. e. the goddess T'ienheu.

1 JE^^ffc I swear to be faith-

ful till death.

,,. A plant, often drawn in the

(^^

-

mouth of deers, and regarded

fli as felicitous from its durabili-

ty ; six varieties of different

colors are noticed ; the preserved

sjjecimens, or wooden gilded models

of it are common in temples ; it ia

a sort of branching boletus, called

1^ I
!^ or i^

I
in allusion to its

supposed power to prolong life ; the

Polyporus iffniurua,OT similar sorta

of fungus; bringing good luck;
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vivifying; a flower like an orchid.

] ^ liie sesamum, which pro-

liiices an oil, called § ^ from

its Iragraiice, it is the til or jin-

gili oil of the Hindus; the white

seeds are used in cooking, and

»re sprinkled on cakes, whence

B[H.'ckled things are likened to

them, as the
] ^ IS "'' Corean

salile, from the white hairs in it.

] M i ^ the house of the Epi-

den^lrum,— abeautiful mansion;

met. to be intimate with the good.

1 IH y"'' l'*PPy face,
] ^ your

h.)U:e.

1|^ I
tbeornamental orchid, refers

10 a state umbrella.

I Ijij
a si^ecics of agaricns.

\ pg fields of sesamum — in

fairy land, i. e. Mt. Meru.

The original form represents a
hand breaking a bamboo spriij ;

it is the 65th radical of a small
<cA groupof incongruous characters.

A branch, for which the next

]g used ; those that branch off, as

—tf T

CHI.

posterity ; to diverge ; to hold, to

withstand ; to pay out,— and po-

litely, that the one who asks may
receive or draw out ; to advance,

as on goods ; to succor, to .prop
;

posterity, descendants ; a sept, a

tribe ; subordinate, secondary ; di-

vergent, parting; to attend to ; to

bear up, to stand firm ; to mea-

sure.

]
'g a watchman.

1 .^ o"" 1 ]^ to give out, as ]

HI IS to pay wages ; and Q
pfj I 13 ''''® daily outlay.

I i!S descendants ; a tribe of

^ ]
of the same clan or surname

U ]
nearly allied to, blood rela-

tives.

^ I
a collateral branch of a

family.

] .y a child of.

I ^ descendants.

1 $^ irrelavent, vague, evasive,

lying.

^"^
I

§• he delays in every'

CHI.

thing be undertakes; be is uu-

williiig to do anything.

I ^ to lend.

1 ^ to expend ; expenses, outlay;

receipts and disbursements, aa

given in by a steward.

j(t
I

root and branches ; fatb«r

and sons ; the original stock

and collateral branches.

^ ti ^ 1
a weakened, ailing

body is not equal to such work.

£ I ^ ^ to waste the public

money.

33* 1 8S **" agreement or contract

1 S|i occurs ill Budhist books for

Cbina ; and j ^ for the San-

scrit word chattyn, a tope or

building that contains no relic.

^ ] to refuse advances ; to sus-

pend payment.

.01 ] to gradually redeem [its

paper] ; to pay instalments.

^\ or-f-~ ] the twelve horary

characters, given in the follow-

ing table.

USES OF THE TWELVE HOBAKT CHAKAOTEBS.
The application of the Twelve Branches to the hoars of the day dates from before the time of the construction of the

Sexagenary Cycle (n.c. 2637), and is ascribed to the Celestial Sovereign. They are also called Ti Chi Jj Jt Earthly

Branches, and the animal which represents each branch ia supposed to have great influence upon the destiny of the person

born during the hour it rules ; the Mongols, Coreans, Japanese, Siamese and Annamese apply these animals to the same

signs ; and tlic combination of the animal with the hours, and then with the zodiacal constellations, on through the points of

compass, and the elements, all furnish the groundwork for the astrologer's skill and influence. To express European hoars

it is enough to prefix Idao 3^ and ching jE to the characters; thus, ching-tsz' j£ -^ is midnight, 55 jk * ^ o'clock A.11.

and so throughout. Each Chinese hoar is divided into eight k'oh ^I| of fifteen minutes each.

TWELVE SYMBOLICAL ZODIACAL POETICAL POINTS OF
CORRESFONDING HOUBS. 1

nitAN-cui;& ANIMALS. SIGN& NAMES. COMPASS.

Tsz' ^ Sim ^ a rat. Aries. mtk 11 to 1 A. M. is — |g 3d watch. Novru.
Cli'cu S Niu ^ an ox. Taurus. #ts 1— 8 '* M ^^^ watch. N.N.E.fE.
Yin S ;Hu J^ a tiger. Gemini. m%^ 8— 5 ia JxW ^'^ watch. E.N.E.fN.
Mao m T'u 1^ a hare. Cancer. w-m 5-r East.

Sh'ftn M Lung g| a dragfon. Leo. ^ ^ 7— 9 E.S.E. 1 E.
&• B She ^ a serpent. Virgo. :k^l^ 9 — 11 is Jh ^ forenoon. S.S.E. fE.
Wu ^ Ma ,|| a horse. Libra. mn 11—1 P.M. is JE ^ noon. SouTa
Wei yj^ Yang ^ a sheep. Scorpio. t^^ 1—8 is "]^ ^ afternoon. S.S.W. f w.
ShAn * Heu ^^ a monkey. Sagittarius mm 8— 5 w.s.w.ja
Yiu 6 Ki % a cock. Capricornns. i^m 5 — 7 West.
Suh J$ K'Uen ;;^ a dog. Aquarius. mn 7—9 Is ^ H Ist watch. W N.W. f N.
Uai ^ Chu Jg a boar. Pisces. ^mm 9 — 11 is H H 2d watch. NN.W.JW.
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_L_l« From tvood and to diverge; it is

A"C^ intercliauged with the last.

jCA' A brand), a twig ; a slender

upriglit post., while a leaning

{X)8t is called jj^ ; to brancL, to

scatter; a tributary, as of a river;

a classifier of slender things, as

pencils, pens, flowers, arrows,

spears, coral, &c.

~"
1 ?t ' flow;'") "'f'- •* pretty girl.

—
I
!^ a detacliruent of troops.

] ^ Irinik and branches.

I
i^ (o roost on a braiioh ; met.

to get a post or litt'rary jiosition
;

a sinecure.

I ^ leaves and branches.

^ ^ I
to leave the subject, to

branch off to another topic.

I ^ an extra finger or toe.

S'J ^ 1 15 o^^"''' shoots will

sprout ; ck'sorders will spread
;

other contingencies may arise.

^ JK 1 -fw '"' <l''l ""' venture to

become u pillar ; tt>et. to take the

management.

m
m

From flesh and to diverge;
tho second form is vulgar.

The limbs.

pg ]
the fonr limbs.

1 §1 tho body.

m,\ MB '^'i™. small

waisted, said of young girls.

I j^ to cut into four quar-

ters ; to quarter.

^1^ From worship and reachnig to

;

InCC ^"^ *" ^ confounded with iVi

«A' UK sacrifice, though the two are
' Baid to be mere variants.

A di.sjunctive conjunction,

only, but, not only, yet; to invo-

cate ; to respect, as when seeing the

gods ; awe, regard ; reverently ; to

attend to reverently.

1 ^ to venerate.

1 ffi
*"

1 ^ *° reverently re-

ce^^•e, as from the Em[)eror.

K W ^ 5C S l£ 1 ^« 'lid "«t

regard the bright principles of

Heaven, ot the awfulness of the

peofJe.

jC/j'

M

I
pj" however ; still it can be.

I ^ to expect.

I ^ — ;^ there is only one sort.

] ] to revere what is reverend.

1 jlfc
only this.

H|^ From flesh and reaching as the

jc/j' A thick, indurated skin on

the hands or feet ; a wart or

callosity on the knuckles, said to

proceed from eating loo much
pickled foixl.

^ J£ ^ I
horny and callous

hands and feet.

Grain when first ripe, or be-

ginning to ripen ; to trans-

plant rice.

From flesh and excellent as the
phonetic.

jCA' Horned animals of all kinds,

whose fat is firm ; fat, lard,

suet, grease ; viscid juices or dried

gums of plants ; applied to mineral

biJo and soapstone ; to grease, to

daub ;
wealth

;
glory.

Jg 1
cosmetics, rouge; though ]

1^ is the white cosmetic, and

by tnet- tho fair sex, the girls.

JJ ] the fat of the people, their

money.

lU i^ A 1
to get out of disgrace

or poverty into honors or wealth.

1 ^ greasy matter ; unctuous
;

met wealth.

I fiji 'o paint— the face.

';jt
j

juice of flowers.

^, /^ ] a red bole, used in mak-
ing certain ointments ; alumi-

nous or unctuous earth.

I ;^ 1^ ,?§ he greased the cart

and fed the horses.

fl'B'^ 1
'"^8"°^ obtained from

a species of Euphorbiaceae.

The cliaracter is supposed to

represent J\ a man with P
I, a seal underneath.

A enp to measure meat and

drink ; a goblet holding four gills •

a syphon.

^ ]
a syphon to decant liquor

;

met. to waste, to run out at the

spiggot.

5E 1
a jade or precious goblet.

M From tree and goblet.

A plant whose seeds are used

^ch' to dye yellow, the Gardenia

Jloribunda and radiais, called

I
•? or i^ I

, the becho nut ;

when roasted it is the ^ ] , and

is exhibited in fevers.

[Ij ] a small kind (fr^mkm'a

JIaridu), of which the blossoms

of some varieties are used to

icent tea.

J^ I
•^ the Gardenia rubra.

\ ^ ^ 9^ the jasmine and po-

megranate contend as to their

goodness.

From bird and to diverge aa the
phonetic.

ch' A lucky bird, referred to as

the harbinger of joy.

I B^ supposed to be a bird akin

to the magpie, whence tho ] Jj^

m, a fine monastery in Sliansi,

built alx)ut A. D. 40 by Wu-ti,

of the Han, derived its uitme.

m
c/.'

.c/i

In Cantonese. A particle in-

dicating certainty; also that

the act was immaterial.

1 I •fj^
certainly it is so.

1 1 ^ thebuzaingof bees.

Light^own, like that grow-

ing under the feathers ; a soft

kind of felt or [ lush.

A stone plinth which sup-

ports a tablet, called | ||^,

the socket ; to prop, to shore

up.

1 fe S- ^ prop up (or open) the

window, referring to such ati have

hinges at the top.

^ The base or plinth of a pillar

^ when made of wood ; the

,cA' use of stone for bases* and

pedestals has now become

general

M
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C JP^ The original fonn rudely de-

J^ I'lneates a person coming be-

jsh' bind anolher ; its only use is

as the 34tb radical of a dozen

oniisnal characters ; most of which

are tbemselres primitives, and re-

late to progressing.

C I The original form represents

Ir* plants growing on a border,
»^' * which they define; it forms the
^Cn' 77(li radical of characters,

chicflj relating to stopping,

modes of progress, &c.

To halt, to be stopped, as by the

etlge of n lot of land ; to cease from,

to desist ; to be still ; to remain, to

wait ; right deiwrtment ; to dwell,

to lodge at ; an object, that which

the mind rests satisfied in ; stopped,

as a cough ; hindered, detained
;

as a prisoner ; a final expletive ; as

an adverb, but, only, however, not

to stop at ; but after a negati\'e, it

often makes a neat climax ;
— as

^-t *I#;F 1
in^heloved

him nut as a son merely, but as

himself; used by the Budhists for

ten trillions.

1 ^ o"'y '8-

1 ^ merely can.

/F I H t@ "ot merely three, i. e.

there are more than that,

j ]5l.
to stanch blood.

^ I
he knows whea to stop;

sagacious.

] ^ to desist from ; it came to a

Klo|).

1 ^ ife w'll noti or cannot be

stopiitd.

3§t ] d' portment, air; — but P
^ I

means not to talk at im-

projK-r times, to keep the door

of the lips.

] s& pi'cified; to calm down;

a[)[)e;iscd.

^ ]
ti) forbid; prohibitions.

pT jy 1 I'l 1 stop when you like

(or must); i.e. there is uo help

for it.

JR ) .i ft ^ ra.scal who stops at

notliiiig, a reckless fellow.

^ ;9f I
whither the jjeople tend,

tliu national center or capital

Jljt ^ I
no fixed purpose.

Sk 1
'" •fT 1

deportment, bear-

ing ; acts, conduct, doings

1 ^ t" quench thirst.

IPt ] to raise the foot— met. to

go a plowing.

M Interchanged with the last two,
and used for the last.

.c/i The toes; the foot; a hoof;

to stop; a foundation.

1 ft ^ ^ **> step high or dain-

tily and look pompous.

2£ 1
the left leg.

3E 1 ^ ES '*^'' y"""" ^^^ conde-

scend to come here;— used in

invitations or notes to superiors.

In IffH 1
pl«''>8e say which way

you wish to turn your mat—
for sleeping on 1

^ 1 M ^ the unicorn's hoof is

given as a prognostic.

'jtjfc

From earth and to stop ; it is

also written like the next.

^eh' A foundation ; the limits of

a lot; fundamental; one's

country.

^ I
a basis, as of a wall ; a de-

pendence.

^ ]
a dwelhng-place; a lodging.

^ I
a lot, a plot of land.

\S I
the area of a lot

lIS; ]
old ruins, substructions.

'Bh
Like the last, and nearly syno-
nymous with it.

jC/i' The bcise of a wall.

H^ ^ I
the foundation of

a city wall.

^ I
Cochin-china; the first

halt of this name is a traascript

of this old Chinese name, and said

to have been given because in that

land men and women batheil toge-

ther ; the other part was added by

foreigners, apparently because the

people used the Chinese language.

<5|l To accuse to one's face; to

pJE. reprove boldly; to impeach.

it
From plant and to stop
phonetic.

tha

^c/t A fragrant plant but bitter,

used for a carminative; it

resembles orris root and is the root

of a fleur-de-lis (Iris florentina), of

which the tincture is employed;

1^ ] and ^ ^ and 5^ § are

common names, but some of the

• roots so called may be derived

from umbelliferous plants like the

Opoponax.

] ^ name in the Tsin dynasty

of Si-ngan fn, now in Shensi.

C Jjl^ *'rom water and to stop as the

3fll
Phonetic.

jC/i' A small islet or bank in a

stream ; to stop at, as at a

watering-place or island in

the sea.

^tB^j \
among the pools

and islets.

C^tt. From worship and_to stop as the

fnlr phonetic.

^cA' Happiness; enduring 'con-

tentment ; the satisfaction

which comes from attaining one'a

end; to take pleasure in.

I j@ joy, blessedness.

^ B 1
or JHf I

or II I
may

you have this day's joy, or

daily joy, or abundant content-

ment;— forms of salutations in

closing letters, denoting a desire

for the reader's happineca.

5 j to be blessed.

^Hf m s£ 1
particularly anxious

for present felicity.

^ ? in 1
'f our prince would

be happy— in the good.

From silk or kerchief and a
surname; the second form is

unusual; silk or cloth was used
for writingbefore paper, which

was invented by ^ ^ |ip

t-lf Ts'ai King-chuDg, alias Ts'ai
Lun, about a. d. 100, of the
bark of the Broussonetia, old
rags, and fishing-nets, all cut
and rasped together.

Paper, stationery; a docmbent;
classifier of writings.
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^J ^ ]
to paper walls of rooms.

—
I ^ one document, one letter.

1 511 <"
1 ??J stationery; scroll

pa|5er; &c.

— 5§ 1 a sheet of paper.

I
J^stamped and scolloped pieces

representing money, scattered

along the way at funerals to buy

tlie quiet of malicious spirits.

^^ !^ I
respect written paper,

— which is carefully gathered by

scavengers, who are paid for

their work as a meritorious deed,

lest holy names become defiled.

TR 1^ 1
'' '^^^ ^^^^ o^ cottony

p.iper; it is found at Canton.

^ j|§ ] to "bum the paper," a

Canton phrase for torturing in

prison.

TAmmmM i ml <Jon't rip

oi>en thai paper; »'. «. don't di-

vulge the secrets of the trade.

ig I
to hand in a petition.

4^ ^ j
paper burnt in worship

to represent gold and silver.

^ ^ ] a sort mentioned as

brought from Europe in a. d.

280, which seems to have been

manufactured from the fiber of

aloes.

^ ]
a brass rim to flatten paper

when writing on it.

] ^ Of
1 JL paper houses,

animals, tl^c, burned at funerals

to the dead.

I ^ the paper match ; it retains

ihe fire by thrusting it inside of

a bamboo.

^ ]
the fly-leaf of a book.

f'ftf' From atone a,ni downward; it ia

4]jQ^ also written j£ and read 'ti.

'c/i' A whetstone; a fine grind-

stone; even; smooth, as a

hone; to attend to one's conduct,

to observe the roles of decorum;

to level, to equalize.

1 ?S i K [''^ * friend] who
warns and polishes one.

}75 5 1 ^ ^'^ swing stone

weights, — a military practice.

4* % 1 t£ [like] a peak in the

current, ;'. e. a patriot statesman

an inflexible man; one unmoTed

at danger; the allusion is to the

Ti-c/tu hill in Shen cheu |^ j^
in the west of Honan, which

interferes with the channel of

the Yellow river.

.r>t~| From tree and only; also read

^t^ chikf; it -was a contraction of

< A) kilih, fB an orange, but the two
are now distinguished.

A hedge-thorn or spinous

shrub ; a variety of orange like the

pumelo, with a thick rind; hurtful,

injurious, like thorns; a peccadillo,

a trivial oS'ense; an old name for

% ji| jj^ in the southeast of

Sz'ch'uen on the borders of Kwei-

chen.

I jgj skin of the CitmsfuBca;

and
] jif

denotes its dried

seeds and skin.

] jjSi.\\ic Ilovenkidulcis; the en-

larged stems are used to flavor

spirits.

I JII
thorns, prickles.

In Cantonese. A plug, a stopper,

a cork, a spiggot; to cork. Also

used for J^ as a classifier of flowers,

hanks of thread, or what is tied up

in parcels.

j^ I
a cork for a bottle.

] ^ cork it tight.

C rttt From only and a cuhit.

/\^ The foot measure of the Chen

V7i' dynasty, which was as long

as a woman's fore-arm, or

nearly the same as an English

foot, divided into eight -tj- inches.

1 K. <i ^ between a foot and a

cubit, «'. e. a very little; very

near, close by.

I J^ ^ 1^ a near adviser of a

monarch, denoting one who is

a foot or two from his face.

C-ft|-| From carriage and only.

•*pA\ The end of the axle which

'cvV projects from the hub like a

finger; the hole in the nave

that keep* it in; forked, bifurcate;

«.n old name for Tsi-yuen hien ^
W' 0. '" '•''e north of Honau near

to 8bansi.

1^ ] a cross-roads.

1 "M* t£ '^ monster of a donble-

headcd snake, described by the

Chinese.

A bruise; a swelling censed

by a blow or knock, which
does not breal the skin.

] ^ a black and blue swell-

C Y^J This character is composed of

|~| H* agreenble contracted, below

'cA' u a spoon ; as a primitive it ia

used phonetically.

Excellent, pleasant tasted,

delicate; meaning, intention; pur-

pose, design; scope, sense; the

Emperor's will; an order; a de-

cree, a ukase, a rescript

^ j to receive orders; always de-

notes the ^ I
or sacred will,

for which oflicers ^ | request

his Majesty's orders.

ik 1
'^^

I "H*
fi"e flavored; de-

licious, as a dish.

] ^ how luscious I

] ;^ the imjx)rt, the drift, of; as

^ 1 §5 Jg: Ill's argument is

very recondite, or far reaching.

—^ ^ ;^ I
an important re-

mark; a synopsis.

^ ^'
I |g Yu abhorred pleasant

liqdor.

cL|^ From hand and excellent as the

vnzi phonetic.

'c/<' A finger; its thickness is a

common measure ; a toe
; ^,

the third of the eight di.igrams,

refers to the finger; to point out, to

refer to; to teach, to command;
to denote ; a mode, a particular.

;^ 1
or g 1

or ^ 1 a the

thumb.

}|f ]
or r|» ] the middle finger.

JK ^ ]
the nameless finger, i. e.

the ring finger
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^ ]
the forefinger.

3 1 ^ tlic thickness of three

fingers' breadth.

1 ^ :^ J£ to make gestures, to

gesticulate.

] SJjf
to show one how; to re-

veal to.

1 n» ^ ^ '^^ point out the evil

results of such a path.

1 IK SS IS or
1 :^ ] 15 to

make a feint, as in battle; to

lK)int here and there, befool-

ing one.

I
^ to employ; to direct, as a

servant.

1 5( certain; surely.

1 /f» S '' '^ doubtful, I can't

say certainly.

1 ik S, J] to talk about the

weather.

] ||[ to signalize with the hand;

tille of a military officer of the

rank of a captain.

§^ ] ^ in a trice, quick as a

fillip; instantly.

I ^ ^ an informer,

flif in I ^ plain as your hand.

1 5c § ''° PO'"'' to heaven

and swear by the sun.

1 Jk or
] j^ rebuke ; t» cri-

ticise sharply.

1 ^ -?B t'*^ henna flower (Law-

S0Mi(«JMC/-m7S);buttlie ] fp ^
denotes the Impaliens or bal-

sam, both being used to dye the

finger nails; the |lj | ^ is a

6|)ccies of Symjilncos resembling

the Lawsonia, and therefore

confounded with it

To provide in store ; to have

ready, as implements of hus-

VA' bandry.

1 75 iJ ^ "'e bills, ho«,

and other tools were all pro-

vided.

<|l|-]l^ From htV/andrt^ccasaphonelic.

IUTJ a high and isolaUd jjeak ; to

'c/«' pile, as in a hilUH;k; to lay up

;

provided wilii, as supplies.

fll ] to pn-pare stores, e8|)ecially

for public use.

] ^ to collect provisions.

] Tjjr /p ^ firm and unmoved
_

fhl-j* A terrace or tumulus on

yVvf which the ancient emperors

•'c/j' worshiped the five Shaiigti.

If ] a place near Lohyang

in Honan.

rJM^ The original form is intended to

Tjlw repregent the delicate linea in

I •* needlework, it is the 201th ra-

cA dical of a group of characters

relating to embroidery.

To embroider; to adorn with

braid or lace; braided; an embroi-

dered cap used in sacrificing.

1^ 1 to sew, to do needlework.

JLk|-| ) The original form was composed

"^bj of ^ clear, t^ seriatim con-

C/i" tracted, and ^ hnoK-ledrie, now
reduced to tho present form; it

occurs interchanged with (Chi

^ to know.

Wisflom, understanding;

knowledge of all kinds
;
prudence

;

wise; sagacious, discreet; shrewd,

sharp.

1 M brave and capable-

1 m a good, dear judgment;

ii.t».'lligcnt wit.

1 ^ wise and discerning; in

Biulbist canons, the liist and

highest of the six virtues called

pradjna, or intuitive wisdom;

he who attains it passes on to

nirvana.

pj _y ^ 1 i 'is can become.

a

prudent man.

^ ]
indiscreet ; no apprehen-

sion of

—
-^ ] universal knowledge, the

highest degree of intelligence

(sarvajua) attainable, and iy ajv

plied to every Budha.

__•' Composed of ^ a r>3'» head,

l?|j •^ a darl, and two \^ sjioojis

g/^' ' to represent tho cloven feet.

A sow that wallows ; swine
;

they are enunierateil by Mencius

in addition to i)igs.

^ I
a wild boar.

ZH "{^ ]
two brood sows— were

given to each cultivator in the

days of Wan Wang.

J^ I
a corpse cnt in pieces;— it

refers to a speech of a princess

of the Han dynasty.

' From ^ to reach and ^ to
conic up behind.

cA'' To go or cause to go, to

convey to; to accompany; to

visit; to intimate; to resign, to

give over to; to induce, to bring

on; to hazard; to regulate, to

order; tending to; a sort; an aim,

an end; when an auxiliary to a

verb, it is a causative, that, in order

to; as a suj>erlalive, the extreme,

the highest degree ; secret, minute.

] ff A to tell a man; to send

to one.

1 'ffi f& ^ ^6 came on that ac-

count; make him come.

& I 'S^ jJfc
't '* ''one for this end.

^ ] iD JH; in order that it may
be so.

^8 I
to induce one— to come.

^ ]
to act for another.

1 3^ to inform, to intimate one's

wishes; to bow slightly, to uod
assent.

] ft to resign ofiBce.

] § to send a dis{)atch ;— used

only for equals.

] gj the utmost sincerity.

/p ZI 1 the two are not unlike.

Jg, ]
the air, bearing, carriage of

a man.

] jj^ to send wilJi, as a list.

^ I
to send compliments (or a

present) to one.

] ^ or
I
^ to risk one's life

M^ 1 ^ to provide whatever is

needed. ^^

1 fSfi to inspirit men— in the

fi^d,t.

1 $31 to apply knowledge to final

causes

" ] M "iS M. <"«oh l/)ok a

dilt'Teiit nietliod to reach the

same end.

^ ] a resume; in general.

I i» ,UWj.» l l»^.^U ,.i JVJ-:.'^'"-"
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) From ailk and to cause; occurs

iiiteiclianged wilh the last.

c/i' To mend garments; to patch;

soft, delicate ; close, fine in

texture; lorn, tattered.

j^ I
beiiutifiil, exquisite, fine,

delicate.

5g j
soft, elegant.

•^ 1 liandsome, suitable to.

1(1 j fine, minute and beautiful.

^ ) ^ 1^ a well planned, cun-

ning falsehood.

[
* Composed of J] h'ife and ^

m|J incomplete altered; it is mter

Vy >) changed with the next.

To cut and pare ; to form
;

to govern, to regulate; to limit, to

hinder, to prevent; to invent, to

make ; a rule ; a practice, a law
;

mourning usages.

j f^ to make, to do.

/^ I
I can only do so ranch

;

I am restrained by the rules.

}^ j laws, rules, restrictions.

^ ]
to bring within rules.

I
$^ fixed rate, .is of land rent.

] Jg to form rules; management,

plans ; to restrain and subdue.

^ I
prohibitions ; to forbid.

^ ]
to restrain ; to set a limit.

I
^' an Imperial order.

I
\i^ the Court, the seat of Qo-

\ornment.

^ ]
the rule of a state; the Go-

vtnimeut or Administration.

B
] the etiquette of Court.

^ ^ 1 H li's Majesty is pleas-

ed to say.

ES ^ 'ffi 1 C"" empress] ascend-

ing the throne is termed c/d'.

1 i * governor-genefal ; he is

addressed as ] 'if [your excel-

lency] commanding the army.

g 1 self-restraint; g 1 ^P {i I

don't care, I'll not be hamix-'ied.

t^
j

attending to mourning; this

phrase is written on a son's visit-

ing cards for nearly two years.

tji ] in deep mourning; the phrase

is put on doors to announce it

to friends.

^ 1
government prestige or pro-

perty ; what is issued by public

officers, or for public purposes.

i ^ 1
•'^'1 oflieer dying for his

loyalty.

-ffcj|) From cluthes and to form; it is

.*Stj similar to the last.

ch" To cut out, as garments ; to

invent, to make, to manufac-

ture; to comiwnid. as medicines;

a mode, a pattern; a rain-cloak, a

fur robe.

^ I
well contrived, well done;

handsomely dressed.

] ^ to make, to manufacture.

out) clothes alter the fashion.

M' 1 a ''' S^^^ prescripti()n,either

to
I ^ com()ound medicinei

;

or to
I

'}^ decoct by boiling

or using fire.

^ -j^ ^^ ]
p>it up according to

the old prescription.

;j^ ]
done by the Emperor, or

for him.

Jg ]
a fox-skin garment.

.ibij ) From fish and to prepare as the

J^^ phonetic.

^/j>* A fish whose head is esteem-

eil a delicacy, and prepared

by pickling.

1 ^ "f" '^® ''"^ °'^ * ^"""^ ^^

perch eaten at Canton.

yjy^i From «ia(er and renerafcJe; also

Jf-i read ji and (Cai.

c/i' Name of a small stream in

south of Shantung promon-

tory ; and one in the southwest of

Fuhkien in T'siien-cheu fu, called

] 7}C T'ai-shui; to govenij to rule

well ; to heal, to remedy ; to over-

see ; to form ; to try, as a legal

cause ; to compare ; demanded or

required by the nature of the case;

practiced, experienced; fitted for

ruling, talented ; a prosperous or

good government ; the ruler's re-

sidence, or seat of his government;

a retired room or the cloister of a

Tao priest.

1 f ^ subjects; those under hie

rule, the governed; (hose within

the
I j^ official jurisdiction of

a magiiv.Rle.

I ^ to attend to funeral rites.

1 ^ ••" practice medicine.

I ^ to manage the family.

1 »C»
to regulate one's desires.

M ^^. pj" ] there's no way of

managing him ; it cannot be

brought about.

— j
_^ at times the country is

peaceful, and then it is disturbed.

1 M '" ^'y '''''"*^-

"•^
1

"f
1 P '" ^^y *"'' punish

crimes; to sentence or condemn

prisoners.

1 3 5t T '^** govern the empire.

jpjr 1 Q ^ his rule daily im-

proves.

2p ]
general tranquillity.

i # ;2l ^ fitted to rule the world.

J^ I
the prefect city.

1 j!r^ A 'ui<''J ^y ">^°> ^^ ^y *

man.

The difference between these

two probably ai-ose from con.

founding their radicals.

To wait on ; to store up

and provide for.

cA''
'ijl 1 to gather in readi-

ness for a contingency, as

food or stores.

*-JU) From man and straight.

|
|R- To meet, to happen, to oc-

cA" cur; to hold, as in the hand
;

to man.age, to attend to;

happened, chanced ; a turn

in course.

3^ ]
or jj I

just then
;
just at

this time ; it so happened.

1 ^ ^ -i # $S it happened

in the multitude of his affairs.

] g the day on which the ^ |

^ or certain oflBcer is in charge.

;fg ] to meet rather unexpectedly.

1 3® t^ie class which comes on

duty, or in turn.
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Rend cKh^ when used for chih^

j|[ the price of a thing; value,

worth o£

I ^ ] is it cheap or not 1

^ 1 — ift ^ '' ''^ "o*^ worth a

cash.

M 1 ^ ii^wliatistbepriceofitl

^ 1 H ffe '^ M '' •'* ""' ^o"^''

while to argue il with him.

Prom net and straight, but the
primitive is however regarded

as au equivalent of pa' ^
to cease; the second, from
coverand true, is less used, and
Dot always exactly identical

with it.

To dismiss ; to let go, to

put aside and take another ; to es-

tablish, to make firm, to place; to

constitute, as a new district; to

arrange, to employ; to determine,

to judge, to decide ; lo buy, to lay

in goods ; when used before another

verb, it often implies merely present

action, as ^ % | ^ neither [of

the cases] need be made the sub-

ject of inquiry.

^ I
to build; to establish.

J^ I
to decide ; to sentence, as

a criminal.

^ ]
to remove, as from office; to

supersede.

1 Ut(o' 1 ^)fhifetobuy(or
sebile for) all things necessary.

^^ U 1
"'« ('" t'"8 shop) at-

tend to buying or perparing

onr goods ourselves.

1 # ^ ^ I'll liave nothing to

do wkh it.

1 iS* ^ Jfe "o *^ay of escape, no
place to hide myself.

] ^ to take a wife.

] H to buy an estate.

1 "^ ^ tS cherish me in your
heart.

^^^ \ unceasingly thinking
of him.

1 H to 8i)eak properly or accn
rately.

1 SS * IJost-station.

1 G. IJS i to settle on what
course one will follow.

i
ch"

) Prom water and belt, perhaps
with an allusion to a girdle cross-
ing water.

Water congealed or impeded

in any way ; to obstruct, to stop
;

left behind, untouched ; uidigestible,

disagreeing with one ; discordant

;

to sprinkle
;
piled up ; a hindrance,

a stoppage; stagnated.

I ^ indigestion ; a stagnant

market, overstocked.

] ^ impeded ; to restrain.

1 ^ unprosperous ; bad luck

;

he don't get on.

ilfe 1 "ffi 1 anoldfogy,whocan-

not adapt himself to new ways.

Q, ] hindered, as a case in coin-t

;

stopped.

1 R^ obstructed
; prevented from

doing or going.

^ ) a stoppage in the fluids;

the nervous system deranged
;

bilious ; out of sorts.

^ I
constipation, bowels bound

up ; stiffened or congealed.

^ ] indigestible ; as ^ ] fat,

gross food.

^ I
to relieve repletion ; to aid

digestion.

•g 1 fifc ^ to tarry long in other

places.

3J ^ j the " five serious hind-

rances;" a Budhist term for the

pantcha klesn, or the jS. ||fe
•^

live dull messengers which op-

pose perfection, viz -^ avarice.

PE *"ger, |5 fooUshness,
{||

irreverence, and TSk doubt.

Prom /oicZ and dart as the
phonetic.m

cK ' A pheasant or a francolin, of

which fourteen sorts are de-

scribed; to hunt pheasants; an

embrasure on a wall; a sort of

curtain-wall ; to rule, or arrange
;

it pertains to ^l^ m the sixth dia-

gram, because of its plumage and
cleverness.

I j^ the Tartar or longtailed

Reeves' pheasant {Syrmaticur) ;

also the common ringedpheasant

{Pliaaianus torquatus).

dr

^ ] the eared pheasant {Croi-

so2}tilon).

i^ I
a book term for partridge

] j^ the long tail feathers of the

Argus, which are used by actora.

1 ^ •'' parapet wall.

] p^ the southern gate of the

palace.

From yram and a phonetic;
the third and fourth forms are
nuusual.

Young g^in ; grain sown

late or self-sowed ; small

;

tender, young, delicate

;

a>lf-conceitc<l, haughty.

i^ I
young and tender.

I
-^ or ^ j a child ; a

youngster, a lad.

gentle, immature; good

natured as the young; child-like.

^ ]
the old and the young.

) From disease and office aa the
phonetic.

The piles ; ulcers in the rec-

tum, which gnaw it like in-

sects.

^ I
and $|>

I
internal and ex-

ternal piles ; bleeding and blind

piles.

^ J^ I
a fistula in ano.

] ^ sores in the rectum.

^^^J The original form is designed to

I
« represent a bird flying down, the

~"'"* lower line indicating the earth
<^« which it has i-eached ; it forms the

133d radical of a small group of

miscellaneous characters.

To go or come to ; to arrive,

to xeach ; the end or summit, as in

place, time or desire ; as an adverb

the greatest degree of, much, great-

ly ; and forms the superlative, very,

most highly; good; a8a^«/>asi/i<»»,

to, at, even till, up to ; respecting

as to, in order to ; the solstices ; a

pulsation at the wrist.

g -^ ] -^ from of old till now.

] ^ the very extreme.

3fc ] to reach it first.

1 MM^°^^^^ highest impor-

tance.

1 SI wholly sincere.
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I jfc lo get to the place to stop;

rc.'iclied it.

I iti- the U'st.

j -^ with respect to, as to.

1 ]lt on ibis accoiiiit.

Q I
all around, the four sides.

g|J I
ho will be here soon.

] /p t iiihuman, malevolent

;

lUDSt truculent.

/P ]
not good, ordinary.

] A ono who excels others.

1 .^ ffif
'" rpga'''! to what is said.

1 ^ if ^ even to old age he

w:is .1 vile intriguer.

1 ^ ^ conic here at that time,

or on that day.

to ^ ^ I
he goes every wliere,

he is very wild; also omnipre-

sent, universal.

I H that day ; in the Yih King,

it seems to refer to a Sabbath.

> A carriage so built that the

front is lower than the back,

c/<'' or turns down.

1 ^ *•" S" forward and to

retreat ; to rai.se and depress ; to

despise and esteem; to regard one

highly and slight another.

> To walk hastily, to come in

abruptly.

apjKiar and disappear, as a

servant does.

^^I< From hand and to hold ; it is

'^S^ siniilar to the next.

c/i' To .seize with the hand, to

grasp ; to hold in the hand
when seeing a person ; to present

to a sti|)erior; to enter, to advance;

to reach the edge; to break down,

as (rees from snow ; to loosen, as

ground.

I JlJ to tumble down.

;^ ] a superabundance, as of

HIOW.

^ ) to hold firmly, as a bridle.

1 Wi to hold up and present.

From pearl and to hold;

with the last.

nsed

"(./j''~ A present of homage given

when visiting a superior, or

requesting a favor of one, .is

alluded to in Proverbs xviii. 16; a

fee when entering school ;—gems,

silks, birds, and fruit were given

in ancient time.

I ^ presents of ceremony and

obeisance.

1 ^ *" *''^''' ^'^^ ^ present;

bridal gifts.

ffi 1|§ <^' iit 1
presents must

be taken when you cross the

frontier.

1 §t wedding presents by the

female guests; gift to a teacher,

es[x;cially the present annually

sent by a foi'/t-s^' as long as he

lives to the oftlcers who passed

him at the highest examina-

tion.

From hinl and Jiolding^

Birds of prey, accipitrine

ch" birds; lawless, violent, hawk-

like ; to seisMj by violence.

I J^ a sort of harrier, which

alights on cattle.

I ,% ^ $ hawks do not go in

flocks ; mel. peerless, unequaled.

U ]
valiant ; ruthless,

^ & ] i, ^ soldiers who are

contented.

Read chilly To doubt; to strike

at with the talons.

.^ ]
uneven places in a road.

A heavy laden horse; a horse

with crooked legs, caused by

overloading.

»?l 1 'P t^ ff the horse

was overladen and could

not go.

From >C» heart and Z to O"
contracted.

That on which the mind de-

termines; the will, the incli-

nation ; a resolve, a good determi-

nation; a fi.\ed purpose; e.irnest

thought ; a sense of right : to re-

cord, to collect and digest data

;

ch"

c/r

statistical works; collected memoirs

on various subjects, annals ;
— in

which it is used with the next ; an

arrow-heiid.

] ^ a purjxjse ; the will ; a mind
for, determination.

'Q'
I

all one's aims.

I |p] inclination ; wish, object.

^ I
high purposes, great thoughts.

^ I
good resolutions, hearty

will.

Jtj ^ I
not to be turned from

;

conscious of power.

] ^ !7 ^ don't lose your con-

rage, don't be disheartened.

^ ] ;2l A '* ne'er-do-well ; a

reckless, shiftless waif.

i$ 1 W £$ to follow one's whim;

unsettled.

1 1!l^ jifc "^y mind is fixed on this.

W 1 ^ jft
I huve a settled pur-

pose to finish the work.

H S 1 A.nnals of the Three

States; they succeeded the Han
dynasty, a. d. 221 t« 265.

-^ 1^ '*^ From word and purpose; the

nkH^ second form is usually read

H*" , a/iifi) this use baing confined to

25li' the classics. Used for the last.

P3«C( J To remember ; to record

c/i" for the purpose of remem-

^sh' bering ; to write in ; a re-

cord ; annals.

] ^ archives, records.

] ;g: to keep in mind ; to jour-

nalize.

J^
(iff ] ;2l to study much

and remember it too

£( 1 Bo /?> -fS *" unfading me-

morial of, as a work of geniiuk

^ ] an epitaph, a eulogy.

• Jrii ' From digease and purpoig as

3^^ the phonetic.

ch" Black or red spot« on the

body ; a mole ; a hair-mole.

Ig I
spots on the face ; freckles.

j M ^^^ hairs growing on a

mole.

I ft> mark by which one h
known.

^
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-tf't * A medicinal plant from Shan-

i^^ si, called j& ]
or jg *, the

c7/' roots of the PolfiyuLi tenui-

/olia and P. sibirica used in

fevers ; another sort from Yunnan

is sweet, and is the root of a

diflerc-nt plant-

J^-^^ To record ; to remcmlxT.

JiJJj> ^ ]
to write or engrave,

c/i' so as to be ])erpetual ; to

indelibly record ; to cut, as

in the rock.

I -f: ^ ^ it \a written on my
inwards.

From to see ami record.

To judge by inspection- to

hold a survey on.

A goblet of horn holding

three ^s/iii>(/^ gills, anciently

cW used by elders; a tankard;

to fine one so many cups.

Jl^
I

to present the wine cup.

i^j^» ^ Said to be derived from ^nr
Jtl--* j|K to bind and lead, and Jt
(jp to slop; as a horse led or stop-

ped by his nose.

Prevented from acting or iid-

vancing, as a wolf stepping on his

own tail when retreating; hinder-

ed, embarrassed ; to stumble over.

JK 1 ^ ;^ [see how the wolt^

tripped on his own tail 1

ch

Bead <>' The stem of pedun-

cle of a fruit, especially of the

date and pear ; the place or scar

of the stem.

>
"I

Enraged, angry at ; to be

I resentful ; the second also

)
I

means to slop, to desist

J
from; to hate; cruel.

^ ] incensed, enraged at,

irritated.

ly] I B ^ lie daily honored the

covetous and irascible. •

sw
ch''

€/,'>

From foot ajd proof.

To Stumble at something trip-

ping the feet ; to put the

foot on.

] ^ to stumble and fall.

Many; this character is in

common use in the south and

west of Fnhkien.

] ^ riumerons.

^ te
I

wanting a few

days.

-J-dSfc'' To stab, to pierce ; to plun-

4JyK der, to seize ; to point with

c/j" the finger; to reach to.

-J-dMI-' To compare things together

J IvC '" order to see wherein they

cA" are alike; to try, to ascer-

tain.

^J" I
-^ to inquire the price.

1 1 if ^ 65 :g M fin<l o«t

the raea,sure of that wall.

1 jjt ^ ^ ascertain the depth

of the water.

*'> The seeds of a plant resem-

bling the gall-iuit.

/'" fli 1
a tree, otherwise called

M ^ prickly elm.

^ ]
another name for the ^131

Achyranthes.

J Fine bright eyes; to pass

before the eyes, to get a

sight of.

w
ch'

From sun and to snap.

The light of the stars.

'

Bfl M 1 1
how the bright

stars twinkle and glow.

Read cfteh^ To illumine a
little; perspicuous,

a little bright; it is light-

ing up.

y^ i^ 1 1
tlie torch in the

court is going out.

^ 1 S ^ ^o make out and
present a minute statement.

1

lHt^> Stubborn, froward ; to dis-

j^)^ like, injurious to others,

t'/' ' /^ ) ^ ^ neither froward

nor fawning.

1 til perversely obstinate.

Old founds, t'ai, t'i, fit, t'et, t'ap, de, da, dap, di, di't and dik. In Canton, ch'i ;— in Swatow, ch'i, t'i, chi, and li ;—
in Amoy, ch'i, ti, t'i, li, hi, and chi; — in Fuhchau, ch'i, ti, t'i, ch'ie, and lie;—

in Shanghai, ts'z', dz', and ta'eh; — in Chifu, ch'i.

MWFrom disease and douht or
knowledge; the second form
is least used.

Silly, foolish ; inapt, simple,

' luckless ; doting after, han-

kering, lustful ; wandering,

idiotic; out of one's head, daft after.

] ^ doting on, an uncontrollable

lunging for.

y/j"

1 aX or
1 ^ heedless, stupid.

I ^ m<id after ; besotted with.

I ^ rude and stupid, as a blun-

dering lout.

] ^ bound up in, very fond of;

set on.

^ I
.ifraidof,astimidcliildernarc.

] ^ childish, imbecile.

^ I
doting on books,- unpracti-

cal, pedantic.

I j^ salacious, lusting after.

1 *& :^ © *''<^ mjfounded bo{)es

of a fool ; a silly notion.

1 J^ M)§. '^iA^ sinipk'm,-in

is far better than ,i ciafiy

woman.
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am not foolish or deaf, bow can

I manage the family ?—I must

overlook some things.

From insect and elfin; also

read ^li.

A dragon whose horns have

not grown ; a term applied

to cruel men.

1 ijft c I p^ stone slabs with a

dragon carved on them, placed

between, or on the sides of steps

leading up to palaces or temples.

j ^ dragon handles on cups.

A mountain elf, a brownie
;

r/mt. an evil monster, with a man's
^c*}i' face and a beast's body.

1 ^ a hobgobUn.

and as tlioFrom eye

phonetic.

To examine things in a se-

ries ; to go from one country

to another to examine its

customs.

"> From viillet or rice and elfin.

Glutinous, i)asty, sticky
; to

stick on : to attach or rilue

1 ,^ to entrap birds with

the 1 J§ birdlime.

] ffll sticking feet ; i.e. to sorn,

to sponge on others for meals.

'^^iL From silk and /lie.

cjPnl The fine fibres of the Doli-

^c 7(' c hos bii Ihos IIS, or ofhemp ; fine

grassclnth used for napkins.

1 ;^j ^ fine linen.

JBt IS 1 ^ fi'"''y embroidered

linen.

] ^ tine and coarse linen.

3fc^ An ancient earthen jar or

'fll^U «u)l'''0'''» for holding spirits

;

c'/j' some of them held a stone or

12 gallons, others half that

quantity; presents of wine were

Bent in them, especially when bor-

rowing or returning books.

J^^ From bamioo and table; q. d.

V^ ^ bambooed before the bench.
( I p

gf/j' To flog the hand, or beat the

mouth with a rattan or a

fernlo ; to bamboo, to bastinado, to

scourge ; to correct, so as to reform

and make one ashamed of his bad

conduct.

] j^ the bamboos and sticks used

in a yamtin for beating.

I ^ to bamboo, to whip ; to

punish in the courts.

I ^ to beat the buttocks.

1 "^ give him forty blows.

1 3^ ••" ""o ^^'*'' rattanii

1 f^ laws directing the degrees

of bambooing.

J^ ] to beat with sticks.

Composed ofa« insect under^
the earth, and a jM sprout;

cVj' as a primitiTe it sometimes
' gives the sense of rude.

A worm
; ignorant, unpolished,

rustic ; to impose upon ; to despise

on account of ignorance.

] _g the unedncaled masses, tho

ignobile valgus; plain jjcople.

] ]
stupid, unpolished, countri-

fied.

) |1^ to contenm and use har.><hly.

^ 1 § j?.,';l<!ver and dull ))eople

eacli liiiiik well of themselves.

1 :fc ff SL Cli'i Yiu first raised

rebellion n. c. 2637
; a comet is

sometimes called ] -j^ ]^ after

him, because it foretells war.

rtiH. Laughter; to laugh heartily,

,HJt^ to laugh at.

jCVi' ^ ] ]
to laugh aloud.

•g-
I

laughing and smiling.

lit A 1 -i the people there laugh-

ed at hira for— his odd dress.

1^ ] to laugh at one's self, for

one's blunders.

m

m
.c'K

A kind of dog, apparently

from the Desert, called ^]g 1

having long shaggy hair; it

probably denotes the fero-

cious shepherd dogs of the

Mongols.

From woman and rv^tic.

worthless, or ill-KM)king

'/»' woman, one who acts ridicu-

lously ; a foolish woman

;

wanton.

I ^ a harridan, a crone.

#F \ W W '" like or hate the

handsome or plain.

From bird and to revert,

y^^J
All owl, of which there are

jtVi* several kinds which prey on

young birds; wlieii used

alone, the goshawk, or some of tho

smaller harriers, is denoted.

1 ftl 01" ^ 1
'f^** white horned

or eagle-owl (Bubo tnaximus).

'S 1
or 4^ I

a barn-owl; though

the night-hawkseems to besome-

times meant.

I 5^ to act violently and oppres-

sively; deceived, imposed upon

;

artful, said of jjcople's customs.

I ^ a leathern bag.

^ 1 <l ^^ ^ @ be held his

sway by his reputation for stern

justice.

The mackerel, at Canton is

ifM^H so called ; two or three species

^c'/i of Caranx and Auxis are

common there in the spring.

B^
Eyes diseased and dim

;
purn-

yt lent or smegmatic eyes, sore

^cV*' at tile corners.

m @ 1 # 51 ^ 6 tis

eyes were blurred and running, and

his head snowy white;— old and

decrepid.

The crop of a fowl ; the en-

(f4_L^ trails of a bird is QJ | , ap-

^c'h' plie<l also to the stomach of

a bullock or sheep ; tripe

;

the manyplus.

From 3jl water and flg earth

contracted ; g. <2. where the earth

» .r is bored water coUectg.

A pool, a pond, a lank ; a

fosse, a ditch or stagnant water ; a

receptacle for liqnidg ; the part of •

lute where the nuts are ; an ancient
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ornamental cover or pall of woven

bamboo; a prefecture east of

Nganking in Nganhwni.

^ I
a tank, a reservoir.

J^ I
a tisb-pond.

^ ] the city moat.

JH ]
a great moat or canal.

1 iS pools and ponds.

^ I
a batb-room, the washing

tank.

rfi ] the heart ; and 3g ]
the

kidnejrs; are Taoist terms.

}S ] ^ ^ a tank of wine and a

forest of meat ; «'. e. plenty.

f^ I
the pool around the exami-

nation-hall in the Confucian

temple

jfj^ ]
four small stare near ^ ^

or Arctnrns.

I
ifi j^ [I am not like aj thing

in a pool.

{§, ] the place for water on an

inkstone.

j^
I

uneven, not of the same

huiglitorlength^
|
^j^how

the [swallow's] wings flittert'd !

J^ ]
an ancient piece of sacrificial

music ; a star north of the stars

t « A in Virgo.

A horse galloping; to go

quickly, as a courser; far,

^c*Ji spread abroad; fast, fleet; a

courier.

1 i^ ft * rapid courier, a post-

man ; by quick poet.

I ^ the imperial highway.

]
,B| to race or gallop horses.

) P ^ |J5 running here and there

with wild stories and talk.

1 % i^ $ ^^^ earnestly strive, as

for honors.

for another.

^ Ig to ride post

^ 1 ^ t^® name has traveled

everywhere; widespread, famous.

1 jS •'' g'^"'^*' gathering of j)cople.

*fe ^ # 1 to ^ men's toils

jKWS away like a shadow;— we
are soon forgotten.

To go • and fro.

) fg Aresolute

;

hitlier and thither.

running

jcVi'

Eggs or larvae of ants.

I ^ condiment or pickle,

in which they form a part.

From earth and reaching toj also

read 'ti.

An islet ; a ledge of rocks in

a stream ; to bank in, to

stop; an embankment; a place in

a river dyketl up, as a platform.

^ I
a sloi)e down to the water

;

a levee.

in 1 in Sv [t'lere will be grain

enough] to make an islet or

heap a mound.

From earth and rhiifoceron.

p A porch, a court in front of

iC'A' a hall ; a kind of open pin:».t

or vestibule, and the steps

leading np to it ; the raised patli

leading from the gate to the palace.

fj^ I
the vermilion avenue, t. e.

the emperor's {)alacc, the court

;

it is also called 3E 1
or perfect

avenue ; and otlier names.

] tlie courtyard of the palace.

From to gn and rhinoceros.

Slow, dilatory ; lato, behind

time, tlie op[)Ositc of Usao ^
early; not urgent; to delay,

to walk leisurely ; to procrastinate;

to wait for, not to hurry ; tiirdy

;

slowly and surely, by degrees

;

used for */««"
J^, in the phrase j

^ then he ordered him.

^^ I
he came too late, or after

time.

1 3iS ^ S. you'll !» t«o late—
to reach the boat

li; 51» H ] ]
tbe sun is going

down slowly out of doors.

£ £1 1 1 '* '"^^ therefore

delayed from time to time.

] — Q wait one day.

^ I
to put off continually, to

defer ; to cause delay.

J^ ]
irresolute ; in doubt.

^ 1
late, dilatory.

•¥^ 1 }§ S sooner or later I will

settle ail tbe account

•j^ j too late, too slow altogether.

5g ]
to dawdle, to put oflF pur-

jiosely ; dilatory, slack.

^ ]
far off, remote.

%1^ 1 ^ the sky is waiting for

the dawn.

1 —# '^(or 1 —iq; in (Cow-

tonese,) wait a little, rest a space.

^ I
to sojonm ; to rest a while

;

to wait for.

Also re.vl ^i; interchanged with
the last.

iC*A' To cut open the skin ; to dis-

member; to cut and cleanse

a fish.

\ I
the ignominious slow panisb-

ment of cutting to pieces.

From hand and office.

c'J »J To grasp, to seize hold of; to

J-;
7/ observe, to maintain, to direct

with a firm hand ; firm, reso-

lute, decided ; a classifier of fans.

jQ ]
to matiage, to take the direc-

tion of

^ ]
to uphold, to assist.

I ^ to vindicate the laws.

] ll^ to demean one's self with

dignity.

] )^f
to hand a cup of wina

1 tIE obstinate, unconvinced.

^ 1 tK :^ very capable ; having

good administrative ability.

^ 1 M ftS *^ direct military

affairs.

^ I
to hold iu the hand ;

— as

§ — ] one fan.

^ ]
or ^ ] <^ a firm resolve,

— as not to drink.

] ^ to restrain the passions, to

keep the body under.

pT Jy ;i 1
I will try hard to at-

tend to tbe matter.

A contracted form of tt, to

walk briskly ; to approach or

rece<lc with a quick step.

1 JS lcngthenc<l in time.

tC'A'
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s
A sort of bamboo flute with

seven holes, whose sound
' resembles cbihlren's crying,

j^ 1 the eartiien bell and

flute, were two sacrifical in-

strunientfi that were employ-

ed to regulate the ceremonies ; met.

fraternal love ; brothers.

jcVi'

Undecided ; to step ovef.

] j^ embarrassed, and not

.c'h' knowing what couiw to take.

From clothes and a Iwrtted tiger

as the phonetic.

To take off clothes, to dis-

robe, to undress; to take

away official insignia ; to put an

end to ; a fringe.

j U to strip off.

I ^ thick felt for sleeping
;
plush.

] ¥ IK $K ^"^ deprive one of his

button and feather,

i^ jjg ^ ]
he laid aside his

honors and insignia.

*1
From ear and heart, beoanse

tlie ear reddens when a person

is ashamed; the second form
is comniou.

Disgraced-, humbled, asham-

ed ; to feel shame, to blush,

to redden ; shame, chagrin.

.H. ^ 1
^°^ ashamed ; chagrin-

ed, mortified.

f')» '^ S la 1
'^° y°" "'*' ^^^^^

being ashamed ?

1^ I
covered with disgrace.

Si A 1 ^ '" S'^^ langhed at.

] J^ afraid of a scolding.

IR 1 i^'^ brazen faced rascal.

^^ 1 shameless, devoid of honor.

^ 1 confused, mortified; crest-

fallen;— used in polite language

when complimented.

1 ^ ^ ^ ashamed of poor

clothes and food.

J§^ 1 ^i the master is sham-

ed by beating his servant.

I
M ;J^

he W.1S quite disgraced
;— ;§' -p 1 i ihe superior man

abominates a shameful act.

C tA^ Also read Mi'

I
^^ To cling to, to depend on, as

jcW a child on its mother.

fiJ ]
to entirely rely on.

'i^
From man and tnany.

Extravagant, profuse ; large,

jcVi' tending to expand ; superflu-

ous.

^-
I

profuse, wasteful ; as ^ 1

<ji ^ making a great show,

living high.

I flg extravagances of all kinds,

j ^ a profuse outlay.

1 ^ '"'
1

"g exaggeration; wild

talk.

1^ ^ ] ^ divergent and small,

like tlie stars of the sieve.

^^A^ Interchanged with *ch'i j^ gap-

a'^y^ '"gi opened out.

jcVi' To separate, to part ; diffused,

spread out.

I
glj sundered

; separated,

as friends.

^-ft^P' ^ pretty woman, but wortli-

fi^ less and wanton ; airy, trifling,

i^'/'' ift 1
a playful, setluctivo

girl.

Bead «/«' or ^ti. A local term

in the state of Tsu for deceased

parents.

^ 1
or

;J^ I
a deceased father.

^|M| A slide on a hill-side; a

plSl breaking away, the earth

'cVj' tumbling down; to loosen,

to destroy ; a slope or bank

;

a clirt".

S 1^ 1
to go "P the hillside.

#1 jfCi ^ 1
the bonds of govern-

ment aiid society were destroyed,

as when anarchy prevailed.

^ ]
to fall, as a hill-slide ; to

break away.

Also read 'cft'ai.

A fragrant flower, called 1^
'c'/i' j cultivated for its scent, and

which serves as a term for

fragrant flowers in general.

The original form represented
the teeth appearing in the open

^ ^-
mouth; it forms the 211th

C ti radical of a natural group of
characters relating to teetli.

The front teeth, especially the

upper ; the mouth ; words
; age,

years ; a sort, a class ; associates,

equals ; serratures ; to toothed, as a

serrated leaf ; to commence ; to

clas-sify, as by years; to be reckon-

ed among; to record, to write in.

^ 1 '^ "'''' c'J®''!?) advanced.

^ i ) >* father's equals and

friends— are to be respected.

j^ ]
how old are you ? what is

your age? to which the reply is,

days have vauily passed, &c.

HI I
young ; undistinguished.

if 1 ^ fi"^ elocution.

^ I
don't speak of him.

•^ ]
to gnash the teeth, in anger.

^ 1 to begin to talk.

1 "g specious, wordy.

A .^ /P 1 unendurable, like

gravel hi the teeth.

Il^ I
open-mouthed; protruding

teeth.

5L I
milk teeth.

1 IK I'sop'^ of the same class.

^ 1 H 5^ the population daily

increases.

WL^ -k \
cutting talk ; impu-

dent; rude and sharp.

J^ ] without teeth ; t. e. deail,

passed away ; but the phra.se

iS. ] IR fiS S nieans, to the

day of his death he will have

no angry words.

] ^ the juw ; also, to seat people

by seniorty, as at a feast.

^^^1 in the village meetings

place people according to age.

I ^ the genealogical register of

the tsin-sz' gradu.itcs of one

exairination ; yf A A ] ^ he

gives no handle for jjeople's talk.

^ ]
gold teetli, the nameofa tribe

of aborigines in Yung-chang fu

in Yuiuian, whom Marco Polo

calls Zai-ditndan ; they covered

the teeth with thin plates ofgold.
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^ 1 ^ ^ '''S teetb chatter.

f^ ^ fH ] eloquent ; wordy.

From plant and leelh.

A viced, llio H 1 ^ or

'c'/t' pnrslano {Portulaca); it is

also known as jK, -5* 36 or

niclon-seetl greens; and ^
'^ m or long-life greens.

' Fron y^ fire und |K to under-
stand contracted.

c'^ * Tbo b.azo or flame of fire;

glare, cfTiilgence, splendor ; a
dai/le of lights; to burn, to catch,

to f[iread ; raging, as 1 ust ; numerous.

] j^ blazing up; met. imperions,

ardent, as lusts.

^ ]
kbeir power was fierce.

^ ] firing up.

I ^ to burn charcoal.

^ ^ ^ IS 1
tl>at you may be

prosjicroHS and glorious | )^
numerous, as descendants.

^fllf^iACt^t: 1
«8ifone

try lo put out a blaze with oil,

the more you put on the fiercer

it burns.

rfi^t*
>

"]
Tho Becond form is nnniual

;

n f^ I occurs written ]^ chih.

-J-itfi' 1 -A^ pennon or streamer with

IfHK J
a fringe, containing a motto

f7,'
> or inscription ; a banner, or

flag, long and narrow, used

as a marker; to fasten, as

with cords; to tie on fringes; to

ri.ikc a minute of; to signalize.

]^ 1
tlags and pennons.

jjp I
to seize tho flag,— to win

the prize.

^ ] to pull down the flag,— to

conquer.

%% 1 a [icnnon woven in silk.

Oif/'
To leap ; to jump about or

Jl/I over; lame, a signification

c^h"" preserved in Kiangsu in the

phrase
) ^ a maimed band.

cK

^f£t.) From to eat and break off.

^^^ A noisome smell, such as is

c'A' > made by burnt hair, putrid

meat, or noxious gag.

t From earth and correct.

Adhesive clay, suitable for

the potter's use.

^ I
to mold in clay

^ j to grope one's way
with a pole, as a blind man
dues.

To stop, to detain ; once in

use among the people of Tsu
or Hunan.

\^ ] disappointed ; irreso-

lute or vexed, as when one

is met by a sudden obstruc-

tion or delay.

.^ll } From hand and to limit; it is

S|r* also read ch'eh,

c'A'> To obstruct, to embarrass, to

c/io' hinder; to raise, to take up;

to select; to draw, as lots; to

pull ; to grasp, to hold, as the

bauds.

] ^ to draw lots ; to pull out, as

a ticket.

^ ]
to restrain, to hamper ; to

extort by intimidation.

^ I
to call back, as a falcon.

I ^ to grasp the elbow ; to im-

pede, to bother; rigid ; cramped
and disabled.

1 If- flashing; sparkling, as an

electrical machine acts ; scintil-

lating.

^ I
to comj)el, to drag with

one ; to clutch and haul.

] 1^ to draw lots, as ofl^cers do
who are appointed to the same
rank, and thus decido where

each is to go.

I ^ to discourage, to throw cold

water on. {Cantonese)

a^A

ii l5r & j
(or U) 'o make up

a prescription in the old way.

^ 1 ''P liS "o^^ t'gl"'! now loose;

twitching, as one in convulsions.

From to eat or rice and joj

.

Food, victuals; meat and
dri»)k ; wine and bread ; to

boil or dress food; sacrificial

millet

meat and drink; food, living.

^ \
-^ M '•'<? '•'"ge dishes of

millet are iduis borue in.

] A a cook.

I ^ a kettle or pan, used by
cooks.

Prom iiranch and plume; the

first is used for § in the clas-
' sica, also Bometimea Trrongly

written @, which means a
flock o£ birds flying.

A wing ; a fin ; in com-

merce, ^ I
denotes the

^ ] or shark's fins.

1 % wings.

M 1
*" ^ 1

*o fl^P '•lie wings.

1 S^ a wing, wings ; hence ^
] f$ is to be merry, to become

hilarious.

^ ]
fowl's giblets are sometimes

so called.

^ I
a brown colored finch, com-

mon at Peking.

I ^ ranged along ; bristling, like

the teeth of a comb, alluding to

spinous dorsal fins.

j I
flying about; winging its

way.

1^ JS^ I
the dragon-fly's wings,

—

a sort of fine gauze.

^ 1 ^ ^S why stop at regarding

eating as the most important 1

l|^> The primary feathens of the

wing ; a pinion, a quill

;

c'A" strong, rapacious, as a hawk.
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.dull

Old sounda, tip, tit, tik, dip and dit. In Canton, chat, obap, chak, cliik, and ehik;— in Swatow, tiet, chip.^hap,

cliek, chi, tek, sip. Bit, sek and tit;— in Amoy, chip, chiap, chi, chek, tit, chit, 4k, sek, and tiat j
—

ill Fuhchau, chek, cbaik, chi, k'ck, t'ik, clii^h, chik, and che ; —m Shanghai, tseh,

tsak, dzeh, zeh, zuk, tsek, and dzek j
— in Chifu, chih.

The original form is composed of

two old characters, meaning a

hand seixing and^p to terrify,

here written like ^ hajtpy, and
altered in combination.

To apprehend, to seize ; to

look after, to take in band ; to

pick up, to lay hold of ; to perse-

ciilo ; lo bring and show ; to retain,

to keep ; to hold as, to look upon

;

to iiiniiitain ; to stop up ; what is

rclaiiieil, as evidence ; what is

in llio hand ; obstinate, set ; engaged

in, attending to.

I
S^ to take by the hand.

^ ]
to keep, as evidence.

1 ^ ^^ '^'''^^^ '''''^'

] t:|3 to maintain thejust medium;

candid.

|g ]
biassed, i)rejadiced.

j^ j or @ ]
or

I JjJ pertina-

cious, set in his way ; obstinate,

not o|)en to conviction.

1 -21 M EL l«eep(or take)it, and

make the best of it, — as a bad

coin.

Ill I
a receipt, as of the reception

of 9 "J official document.

] ^ to take bids among stock-

holders.

I ^ to maintain the law, to abide

by the rule.

^ 1
~*® e».c\i follows his own

trade or profession.

] :|f a manager, to manage ; the

retinue of an officer, a proces-

Bion;as ^^ ] ^ A ^ ^^°^^

who have nothing to do with the

cortege ; offiuers who have no
retinue.

I
:$: 1^ schedule of a procession ; a

list of duties of official retainers.

1 ^ or
I ^ ^ to set types.

] ape to hold the pen, as an aman-

uensis.

1 tS vigorous, brawns, forcible.

^ I
to arrest, «s a criminal.

chill

chih'

] ;$ a father's friend; and ^ ]

a father's equal in age.

In CaiUonese A heap, pile;

a handful ; a group.

^ J§| —
I

living together in

one community.

»—
I tI^ a handful of rice.

From silk and to keep.

To tie up or tether an ani-

mal ; to connect, to secure

;

a cord ; a fetter, a shackle.

] ^ to shackle ; hampered or con-

fined, as by duties or promises.

^nt] a]M^ give him

the ropes to bind his horses.

From horse and middle ; like the
last, and also read shuh^

To fetter a horse; a foot-rope;

a restraint ; a bond.

3^1%^ ]
heaven has burst

our bonds.

From insect and to kfep.

To hybernate ; stored, hid in

quiet ; insects or animals

burrowing or becoming tor-

pid
;
gone into darkness.

|g
'

I
the fifth of the 21 terms,

from March 5th to 20ih, when

the "torpid are excited," and

spring begins.

^ W' ] ] ^ the pkasant ga-

thering of children and grand-

children.

1 & animals that become torpid.

To lose one's courage or

firmness ; to show the white

feather ; to give up, to sub-

mit.

^ S% 1 M *^''e hrave man
has succumbed and yielded.

From luater and fen ; scil. ten
drops make a stillicidium.

Juice, gravy, drippings; slush;

the expressed juice, the li-

cMli'

chie

.chili

quor or best part strained off; sleetj

rain, and snow all falling together;

delicate, pleasing to the taste.

1 Ji^ juices ; sap, exudation.

'^ ] essence, juice.

^ I
the pot liquor, left after boil-

ing vegetables.

1^ I
to suck the juice.

§ ]
melting snow.

] ^ gravy ; met- pleasing to the

taste.

% ^ 1
grape-jnice or wine.

^ ^K 1 betel-nut juice and saliva.

•5^ -^ 1 ? a cake or crust of

mortar hardend like stone; a

Peking term.

'chi/i

Eepresents the mouth with the
iireathissuingfrom it;mnchuaed

as a contraction of chih, ^ as a
classifier, but not quitecorrectly.

A final particle or tone ; a

disjunctive conjunction, but, how-

ever, yet ; as an adverb, merely,

oidy ; but just, just then.

1 5it "'
1 ^T ^^^^ **'" 0"'y I'e

the right ; this alone is proper.

] ^ merely for the present ; on

the spur of the moment, incon-

siderately.

fi 1 :i; ^ H l)"t I don't want

it ; 1 just don't need it.

] ^ merely have.

I
^— 'fj:

there is only one

thing or affair.

1 jIt ifD EL J'"** t'''* ^"d no more.

I ^ j"*' observed, only saw ; it

came to p.iss.

] ^ obliged to, no aUernative

;

only can.

# HIL 3^ 1
Oh, mother I Oh,

heaven !

iS^ ] S ? tliey rejoiced in that

ho was an honorable man.

In Fuhchaii. Used for ^ this-j-

here.
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From ^ property and ^f two
taels pledged for it ; the abbre-
viated form is much like tun'

^ a shield.

The substance, matter, or

grosser nature of, as dis-

tiiigiiibhed from the anra ^
or subtle parts ; to substantiate by
evidence, to establish ; to appear,

as in court ; to cross-examine, to

confront, to set over against ; to fix

or settle ; to perfect ; opposite to,

appearing in presence of; essential;

plain, not figured ; honest, sincere,

true ; firm, as a texture ; a disposi-

tion, a habit.

^ 1
or ^ ] the natural dis-

position or parts; the mind; the

constituents of a vapor.

{$ I
substance, elements of.

^ )^ I
morphine.

^ ] disposition, capabilities.

1^ 1 to confront the parties, as

for proof.

] ^ to cross-examine or confront,

as in court.

^ ) a bitter principle.

itf^ I
i)etspicacions, very clever.

] ^ a firm tint, said by dyers

;

a good disposition.

^ I ||[ an honest disposition.

J ^ evidence of, something to

go by, an earnest.

I ^ plain, unostentatious, not

extravagant.

2Jt 1
elegant, delicate.

1 i ](S A I'll ask people about
it, — so as to be sure.

2Jjand
I

are opposites
;
plain and

flowery ; showy and real ; ele-

gant, polished and solid learning.

1 W A J5 ciniplete what con-

cerns your oflicers and people.

^ ] agood mind; brilliant, gifted.

Read chi' A witness; a pledge;

an introductory present ; a hostage

;

a largo market-place-

5f I
to exchange hostages or

pledges.

1 ]$<"' 1 fit a pawn shop; it is

less extensive and chea|)cr than

^^ Mt ^ '"' ''purity shops.

chih'

CHIH.

] J^^ I pawned it there to

save the tax.

Used with the last.

A ticket ; a token, passed as

a pledge or security, when
pawning.

I j^ a check cut from a register,

as a ticket or share.

An ax or hatchet ; an iron

) block or anvil used by smiths

chill or artisans.

From horae and to ascend or to
step ; the first is the common

, form.

A Stallion ; to go up, as a

hill ; to cause to progress
;

to promote, to raise ; to fix,

to determine.

jj^ 1^ ]
that was a good deed, —

meaning done from real love, a

secret act, unostentatious bene-

volence.

1^ 1 T J5 [heavenj orders the

melioration of mankind.

(^ j 38c exhortations to benevo-

lent acts.

jtjt Often wrongly used for the next.

|zfc) Firm, unbending ; foolish.

fChih
I ^2 not advancing, hinder-

ed by something.

Fromit'oman and to reach as the
phonetic.

jCAjA The ciiild of a brother; also

called p^ ) , while
] ^ is

his son ; a nephew.

] ^ a niece, his daughter.

^ I
a sister's child.

Jlji
I

a wife's nephew,

•^ ]
my nephew.

I ^ a niece's husband

^ I
young relatives, nephews

and cousins.

^ 1 the sons oi Idijin or <sin-»j'

.tlnmiii of the same year.

fjfr I
ft term used by one's self to-

wards a father's chum or fellow

graduate.

jgt I
your " ignorant nephew," is

the subscription of one writing

to his friend's father.

CHIH.

Luminous, splendid
;
great.

,chih

f^* 1
I"!"® turnings and windings

f*'- i I of a mountain brgok ; deriv-

fct?
I

ed from Cheu-chih hien ^
JSJ 1 JSi a district in the

,c/«A

m.

,cMh

n^

1

south of Shensi near Si-

ngan fu, where the streams

are much impeded in their

courses among the hills.

The second form is unosaal.

The rustling noisis made
when reaping grain is liken-

ed to
| j ,

— iu imitation

of the sound.

^ ] to trill the fingers

across the strings of a lute.

From viood and extreme aa the
phonetic.

^dalt Fetters, handcuffs ; stocks of

wood or iron ; to manacle, to

shackle ; to stab, to pierce ; to

stop ; a thing to clog wheels

;

a spike.

I 1^ manacles and gyves.

1 ^M"^^ Pol fewer him but do
not ask him questions.

I 1^ a linch-pin ; a wheel-chock

;

met. a censor of manners, one

who influences the tone of mo-

rals.

A leech.

) JfC ] * bloodsucker, for

^cUh which there are several local

names.

From a place and extreme as the
phonetic.

cAiA' To go up, as a hill ; flourish-

ing, as an age ; a sujier-

lative, very.

I ^ very prosperous.

^J ] an .'incient name of Ngan-
uwa hien $ fb jJS '" ^^'"0-

yang fu on the River King, in

the ea^t of Eansuh.

1 f& * &^ government, one

proved by the general prosperity.

%.

=s»
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To stop up ; to close, to fill;

i) to obstruct; solid; the moon
c/«A' ill ^ or nearly in opposi-

tion ; to pare oft'.

^ I
to hiccup.

1 -^"^ m difficult to manage

;

impeded in every way.

] ^ a bedroom door; an old term

for the entrance to a grave.

1 ^ to stop, to choke or fill the

entrance of.

^^J^f^. I ?l ^ ^ there

are no doubt some difficulties

(or objections) in the way.

*!

I'rom insect and to stop up.

[i An insect that burrows, the

Chi/'' ] Jj^ a sort of field-spider

that weaves a tubular web

on the ground
;
probably a sort of

Mygale or Atyphus; it is also

called ji 1^ 5^ or ground spider.

Fi'om metal and txtrtme as the

phonetic.

chih' ^ small sickle or toothed

bill-book; met. the grain

Wliich it reaps, whieh was the head

cut ofl" short; an old name of Suh

cheu S^ ji[ near the River Hwai,

in the north of Ngan-hwui, during

the Han dynasty.

] X'J t" f^^P grain near the ear,

leaving the Btraw.

5^ ]
a sickle.

1^ j
to pay in the grain due on

the government land tax.

^tj/t» From grain and to lose.

'l^i Orderly, regularly, in a se-

cAi'A' ries ; to dispose in order ; a

stiition, a post, an office;

usual, acquainted with; permanent;

clear, explicit, as teaching; a

decennium, or increase often years

in one's life.

£ 1
Of j^ 1 o£Scial rank or

precedence.

^ 1
or 1 ^ » series, a rank.

^ ^ I I
methodical, lucid in-

struction ; an unsullied name.

] I ^ ^ a graceful sloping

bank.

ii . iiiHJ ijii iii . -

j|^ j official salary or perquisites.

^ ^ ] j the attendants were

all in their places.

^ ^ I
entered his seventh de-

cennary, as at 61 years.

^ ] ^ §-i heaven's orderings

and scheme, as the human rela-

tions, five virtues, &c.

^ 1 ;^ E high ministers in the

Household Guards; they arc all

noblemen and palace dignitaries.

K
35.
chi/,'

From napldn or clothes and
to loie ; llie second character

, also means to sew; a period
of ten yeaia.

A cloth cr paper case to

cover Chinese books ; a
book-wrapper ; a satchel or

bag used like an envelope; to

arrange, as books; a classifier of

letters.

^ ] or ^ ] a book cover or

wrapper ; a large envelope.

^ "X — 1 one public dispatch

'o stitch, to seam ; to sew.

^ to mend or sew

clothes.

m. 1

,chih cli

y^^ From bird and hand; ifis often

J^^ erroneously contracted to chih

> .f ^1 from the similarity of tone

A bird, one of a sort, not a

pair ; single, by itself; a classifier

applied to shii*, boats, gems, ani-

mals, birds, insects, dec; also things

in pairs or sets, when one is in-

dividualized, aa legs, eyes, shoes,

cups, saucers, spoons, <kc; and to

things resthig on a base or legs,

as a table; following a noun, it

denotes several of the kind ; as

^ I
several oxen.

1 ] ^ Mi ^^^^ ^"^ ^^ ^ tail.

~~'
\ P^ Itu o"6 foreign ship.

jf^ ] ^J many ships have arrived.

1 ^ ^^ 'MJi o"" 1*''""1 can

not screen tlie sky;— one [)er-

son is inadequate to do it.

Jp l^' 3^ 1
°"*' ^^y makes otdy

one shadow ; — I am quite

sdonc, solitiiry.

] ^ I myself alone j only one

in it

7 iiS j^ 1
only a few of them.

HJ ] duplicated or by twos ; in

pairs.

)r IS 1 ^ [<lo n't despise this]

slip of paper and one cliaracter

;

I. e. my brief note.

^jT From ^ fluh contracted oyer^> iKfire.

^chi/'i To roast flesh ; to broil ; to

dry or toast before a fire ; to

cauterize ; to be intimate with, to

approach, to approximate; near;

to simmer in honey, as dates are

cured ; warm, hot.

I
]^ dried liquorice.

) ]g to dry thoroughly; as
J ^

^^ to dry clothes.

Bt 1 A n hashed and fried for

people's eating
;

pleasing all

tastes.

^ I
very friendly with.

^ I
injured, as by bad company.

jig ]
to parch in a boiler, m in

preparing drugs.

^ I
to cook or roast ; to burn.

I ^ to warm the hands.

»& i'C -t 1
rising anger; alio the

internal heat coming out,—and
parching the lips. \

The base or foundation of a

wall.

^ 1 M * pl*oe in Sz'.

ch*uen, noted for a battle.

From hand ani people or stone;

the second is also read t'oh, a

' synonym of^ to hold.

To take up, to gather, to

c/iih collect ; to adopt ; to im-

prove, to brighten.

I ^ ifi "X to *^"ll"te (or gather)

old books or phrases.

I M to quote or plagiarize

others' words; to appropriate.

1^ ]
to flourish, like a city ; to

enlarge, as a place.

^ #1 P^ 1
'">* style improves.

] ^ not to get advancement; to

fail of promotion.

.chill

'imi
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From /oot andjieojste; it is like

the next.

chih

.cfdh

g/^jfy
To tread, on, to follow after

;

to Btamp, to leap; the sole

(if the fix)t.

g HH ] ^ to pass or leap out of

chaos or non-existence into be-

ing; now here and then gone.

^ )
a leader of thieves, a sort

of Hobin Hood in early Chinese

history ; hence ^ |
^-^ as

unlise as Shun and Chih, i. e.

as Peter and Judas.

Like the preceding.

The sole of the foot; the

foot of birds.

1 J£ f to tread under foot.

S| I
a fowl's foot.

From a dart and a aounX

A sword ; others say, to

gather, or a synonym of i7«7i,

J£ or potter's clay ; it is

only used as a primitive,

without conveying any mean-

ing to its compounds.

From ^ silk and J^ to govern

contracted ; used for ^ a flag.

To weave; woven; weaving.

] 1^ a loom.

] ;^ to weave cloth.

1 t§^ Jit woven very beautifully.

1 ^ weaver's thnims, ends of

the threads.

1^1%^ ''^e blazonry of burds

on tiie flags.

I il^ to weave figured fabrics.

(E I
a name for the cricket

1 l£ *" officer in Kiangnau who
attends to procuring silk and

porcelain for the Court.

From ear or body and a sword;
the second form is pedantic
and nausaal.

To record events; to act

officially; to govern, to over-

tee, having the direction of;

to make a thing important

or leading; official duty, title,

office ; used for I, when an officer

peaks of himself, as
] j,^ I, the

.c/iih

,c/bA

>J

1

intendant
;

presents from other

states; single; really, certainly;

numerous, as duties.

] '^3' ''* govern, to manage.

] fJ: in office ; its duties ; the

post itself.

JJHJ ^ I
to confer an honorary

title or nominal office.

^ I
I, the officer; those who are

ill the service, down to low offi-

cials, even when only titular,

call them.selves c/a'fi and ^ 1

when addressing a superior.

I ^ an official title ; an officer,

either actual or titular, a func-

tionary of any grade under a

red button.

i$ j to deprive one of office or

title.

^ ]
to receive an office.

] ^' a title ; official duties, of

which once the -^ ] comprised

the various departments.

] numerous, said of an officer's

duties.

to pay tribute ; i'. e. the
\

presents or customary offer-

ings to the Crown.

Jg: ] hereditary office or title.

]
"^ official duty ; to specially

manage an affair.

WC "^ ^ ] t" institute a post

and define its duties.

^ 1 ^ a retired officer who
is allowed to retain his titles.

These two characters are used
in ancient rituals with the
same meaning, though not al-

together identical.

Pieces of jerked meat, a

foot or more in length,

formerly reckoned among
betrothal presents ; high, of not

putrid meat ; sticky, adhesive.

^ ]
pomatum.

Iflli^ From place and a step.

|>*^ > To ascend ; to enter on a
c/ii/i' higher office; to mount, to go

up to ; advanced, promoted
;

to proceed.

I ;|g to go up a ladder or stairs.

.cidh

chih'

1 ^ ^'^ behold from on high, as

Gud does.

54 ]
to degrade and to advance;

official changes.

I ^ to advance and retire, as to

and from the altar.

] t4 f^ |i^ ascend that high peak.

^ I
'^ &. ^^ you ascend the

throne.

1 M ^ i^ ^'^ ^"^ admitted into

the holy regions.

Composed of @ eye, -f* ttn,

^Dti ^ hidden contracted, for

tea eyes can see a thing straight;

it is used for {||[ and the next

;

and is easily mistaken for chin

^ true.

To look ahe.id; straight, direct;

upright, blunt, outspoken, true

;

just, exactly; to be straight, in

twiting, a perpendicular stroke; to

straighten, to proceed, to go direct

;

that which le.ads or directs; as

an adverb, only, but, merely ; stiff

and straight
;
purposely; suitable

;

the price of.

]E 1
just ; the upright.

] s" ^ ^ to speak without re-

servation ; to tell all.

^ and ] , and also^ and | are

0{>posites ; crooked — straight

;

devious— upright.

^ self-evident doctrines.

^ he left immediately.

^ -i go flirectly on, follow

the straight road.

—
1 A. g'> straight in ;

— ]

^ go straight on.

—
I ;^ go straight ahead. .^

I J}S jg ^ I came directly here.

ff I
pound it straight.

^ j ti-ue, fearles-s, blunt ; always

sjteaking his opinions.

{^ 1 Si Biretch out your leg;

met. slretched-out legs, i.e. dead;

for which
I

'— is also used.

\ Z>^ iP """y on'y fled a

hundred paces.

fE 1
<" # 1

sturdy, stiff-neck-

ed, willful ; honest, tinsty.

ifl 1 ^ -ji promote the men of

integrity, remove the doable-

dealing.
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^ ] ^ ^ straight as an arrow-

it 1
wages.

^ /^ Hff 1 ^ a crooked foot be

wislied to make a straight

fathom; i.e. give him an inch,

and he'll take an ell.

1 ^ *J/^^°^ much is it worth ">.

1 ^ ^ Chihli province, e. «. the

province which superintends the

others ; as a
| ^ ^ is an in-

ferior department, or a district

whose magistrate is not under a

prefect.

;gL
I

ig all the provinces, the

governing and all others.

^^ 1
4* 1 don't believe every-

thing called true, or every strong

asseveration.

JL~f^ From tree and straight as the

i^|g[j phonetic.

chi/t
'^° plant, to set out; to set

lip ; erect, standing upright

;

to lean on, as a staff; to place, to

lay down ; a beater or mallet.

^ ]
or j^ ]

to set out trees.

1 ^ fet ^*^ ^"''^ ^^'"^^ ^'* ^^^^'

^ ] door-posts.

^ ] to produce plants.

1 j^ to form a party or cabal.

^ ^ ^ 1
-^ *™ ^^''y ''''""ikful for

you aid in setting me up—in life.

Tjjt To fatten, to enrich ; to pro-

y Ih,) duce, to prosper, to grow ; to

jChih be largely produced ; to get

rich, to amass
;

price, value

;

to raise the price of; to appoint, as

to an oflBce ; to set upright, like

the last, to plant, to cultivate.

^ I
to appoint to oflSce ; to

board or store money.

I j
even, level ; regular.

35 ]
abundant, prosperous.

^ I ^ do not be greedy of

money, do not set your heart

on riches ; do not raise prices.

^ ^ H 1 ^^ nature flourishes.

1 ^ 1& appoint upright men to

office.

M1&'^MWX> 1 4 people

of the same surname must not

intermarry, lest they do not in-

crease.

fS^HKi^^ 1
j2:'wehavo

fields which Tsz'ch'an got for

us ;— who will do so, when he

is dead?

The grain first sown ; the

J first grain that comes up

;

.c/«A sometimes applied to the wife

first married.

11?^^ first sow the pulse and

then the wheat [for the next crop]

I
From hand and a plain ; it oo-

, curs written )jg, bat this lait if

li) more commonly read t'»h,

To throw down or at ; to

fling away, to reject ; to waste, aa

time ; to pitch, as quoits.

I
p^ to hit the mark.

I ^ -^ or ] •^ to throw dice.

1 "F "''
J)S 1 '" 'I'i'O'' down.

] ^ to discard ; to throw away.

1 <" 1 J§ t" return, as a

memorial to the writer.

tinio; to idly sjjend it.

^ 1 •S^ ffe I" throw stones and

bric-klmta to and fro.

1 1& :fe ^ ['ike] the sound of

ringing brans striking on the

ground,— so is this rhythmi-

cal c()m|M)8ition.

I jl, •f-f
to gamble {Cantonese.)

A largo green caterpillar, the

I liji}
which feeds on the

bean; it is perhaps the lanra

of a sphinx motli.

It Embarras,sed, bewildered.

P' 1 i^ irresolute, imquiet

;

udviuioiug and retreating, aa

dancers do, or as when ven-

turing into a palace ; also the namo
of the HMockndron indicum.

chih

c/dii'

Old tounda, t'ak, t£k and t'lfc. In Canton, ch'ik and »hik ;— in Swatow, ch'i

ch'ek, t'ek, sek, and hwa;— in Fuhchau, oh'^k, oh'i6h, ch'i^h, t'ek

ts'^k, ts'Sk, and iik;—in Chifu, oh'ih.

K,
From " a body and ^ to un-
derstand combined; it refers to

* At 'A
the fingers, for when the hands

" were laid side by Bide and opened

to their widest extent, the length

eems to have been a popular

measure for a foot ; used for the

next.

A cubit, or the Chinese foot of

ten ts'un'; it has in different dy-

nasties been divided into 8, 9 and

10 ta hin'' tJ", and the present varia-

tions in its length in different parts

of China are equal to 1j ts'un';

by treaty the length is fixed at

14.1 inches English, or 0.3581 me-

tre French ; the fifth note in the

diatonic scale.

*t ra ] or J£ I
is the tailor's foot

at Canton of I'l.S inches ; and

the 3^ jij 1 '* *^® mason's

foot measure of 14.1 inches.

6, cVek, oh'ia, and t'ekj

—

in-Ams]/,

and s^k;— in Shanghai,

j|g j
a five foot measure.

^ I
a carpenter's square.

I tJ" W ^ jj» there are different

sorts and si«e8 of the article.

^ *}^ ] "i w''*' *'^® ''* "dimen-

sions 1

•^M \ ^ ^ jj that'i a place

where etiquette is to be ob-

served, where you mtut mind
your ps and qs.

, t
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;p ^ I TsJ" not of full statnre or

dimensions.

>^ 1 i JK * minor reigning very

soon after his father's death.

j^ I
or 1^ 1 a ruler, a ferule.

^ 3^ ] a sextant.

fi ^ I
ineasure its length.

•—
I ;2l 3F * ^'"''^^ epistle, a

sharp note; the — | was a

name given in the Han dy-

nasty to the tablets on whicli

the Emperor wrote his orders.

W 1 j^ measurable; what is done

by rule ; one who woiks me-

thodically.

^ I (gf
the three foot blade— of

the first emperor of the Han.

^ I ^ ^ a lad of three cubits,

a stripling.

_

~
1 jyfe

imi)erial laws ; S") called

in reference to the size of th«!

paper nsed.

H ] S ^ ^ three foot scarf,

alludes to a bowstring or halter.

] i& a circumscribed narrow spot

;

iubufiicient.

^ I
a two foot rule, struck at a

funeral by the undertaker to call

in the spirit.

usedFrom insect and a foot

;

with the last.

ch'ik

Caterpillars of the family of

the loopers, or Geometridce,

called
1 U or foot measu-

rers ; hampered, repressed.

Composed of y^ great over ^
fire, as shown in the second

' and antiqao form ; others say

of jK and j; 1. e. hot earth,

both referring to the dark skin

of southern people ; the south

pertains to fire and carnation

;

it forms the la5th radical of a

few characters, all relating to

red.

i'he third of the five primary

ctJors, a reddish carnation or cin-

nabar color ; a pufpliiih light red

;

oolor of a newborn infant ; nakcnl

;

poor, destitute, barren ; to redden
;

to strip, t) denude ; any higiily

poIiaLed metal.

I
Bullry ; a very hot day.

I ^' the god of Fire.

I
^ .111 infant; the em[ieror so

call.j his subjects, indicating his

l(jve.

I j^ the equator, the south road.

1 # '"•
1 tS o>-

1 * naked
;

Ktark, nude.

I »fj»
guileless, sincere ; it is an

ai>pellatiou of Kwanti.

1 IS a P'"'^ lieart

5?J I
to throw aces and qnatres,

or the red faces of the dice.

1 P H rtd mouthed days, are

those on which tlie Cantonese

avoid Itargains.

it 1 J9 ^" ^'"'® '^^ '^'•

] Sf- empty handed.

] j^ unoccupied wastes; pampas;

a stepi)e.

I i S the retl earth country

;

an old name for Siam.

1 ly^ ^" "l*^ name for Chind;
]

1^ is another name used by the

Moslems.

•^ ]
flushed from drink; red in

the face; as 1^ J:—H— ]

^ his face turned red and then

crimson, — on being detected.

j
-^ T The second is the earliest form,

I |>
J I

composed of ) a shelter and

. .* ..

I
pflr pein-erse, contracted to the

Ytff I tirst ; the second also means to

/y* ) J put a top to.

Mill fj'o cxjkJ, to drive far from,

to turn out of the house

;

to scold ; to strike or cuff, as with

the fist; to pry into; to point out;

reaching far, exienJiiig to ; exten-

sive, broad ; salt or nitrous land.

I T&^^^ ^ 1
'''' expel, to (hmst

out.

1y ]
to reprimand, to speak se-

verely ta

^ ]
to point out faults.

B^
] to blame, plainly.

I
-^ to blame, to reprimand.

1 & '^" j"gg'c ; legerdemain.

]
"^ to dismiss from office and

banish.

Ht 1 wandering, reckless; fo

motion oDo off

eh'ih'

M S ^ 1 ^^^ filchers and ban-

dilti are numerous.

] j^ to degrade, or take away a

titular rank by a higiier func-

tionary.

7 1 ^ IS f^ tt '' <1<*« no'

point out the peculiarities oC
things.

] <§! to spy another s conduct in

order to find fault ; to keep a

watch on. .

From mouth and seven.
''

To cry out at, to scc^d, to

hoot at ; to blurt out ; to an-

grily order another ; to make
mention of.

] ^ to drive out a dog.

I J^ or 1^ ] J5 ,'^ '° scold and

abuse ; to blackguard, to rail at

y^ I
to breathe hard, to speak

loud.

S^ 1 ^ IS: H please mention

my name, and present my re-

spects— to your father.

"I
From sfrengthand to bind or or.

der ; the third form is also reiid

. To try, to attempt ; an or-

dinance; an order, what is

done by special command of

JJ
the Emperor,—for which the

next character is the ver-

bal form ; a charter, a special

permit or precept from him ; to care-

fully look after ; to have charge

;

to give in charge, as to punish ; to

receive warning ; Uie execution of

a charge ; steady ; urgent.

] ^ credentials, letters-patent.

1 ^ by Imperial appointment,

a special title.

|||| I
royal orders, laws, precepts,

prohibitions, <S:c.

] 1^ to bestow honors oA ad

officer's dead parents.

] fj the Emperor's mandate pro-

mulgated.

I ^ or ] ^ animpcrial order*

his Majesty's will.

1 ^ Vt chami.s containing the

" special orders'' of a god ; they

are bung on the lapol.

A'lA
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chW

From to eat, man, and strength;

it is often used for the last, and
must not be confounded with

thih gip to adorn.

To make a thing firm ; reve-

rent, careful, respectful ; to enjoin

on or instruct, as a superior does a

subordinate ; to direct, to command;

to adjust, to mal<e ready, to pre-

pare to do; diligent; prepared.

1
to dispatch on public service.

1 to issue orders.

^ j
to use care in doing.

Jg I
to strictly charge.

^\l I
I hope you will do it.

•^
I J^ 3;)^ to preserve order in

a region.

1 15 5^ ?S ''^ fasted and kept

under his body.

^^1^1 bave respectfully

copied the orders for your in-

formation.

3^¥ It 1 ^^^ war-chariots were

all ready.

1 iJ&i'^^ ^ use diligence

to increase the productions of

the soil.

1 ^ to make orders known to an

officer, that he may do them.

Prom hird and vietlwd, be-

cause the cock and hen always
walk in proper order.

A beautiful water bird, the

^ 1 which has a broad

and upright fan tail, descri-

bed to be like a rudder ; it

is perhaps allied to the mandarin

duck, though the rauscovy duck or

the pied duck, is rather more

likely to be intended.

ch'ih'

ch'iV

From tree and pattern; it is

also read shift)

Name of a tree ; a thing

used in divination, in con-

nection with maple seeds and the

heart wood of the Bbamuus date.

j-jp. To fear with respect and

|>^> veneration.

c/j'iA'
I I

to regard with awe.

^^^ The original form is intended
^^^ to represent a short step, or the

' ^ motion of the leg in walking; it

Cn l/l forms the 60th radical of a na-
tural group of characters relat-

ing to walking and regulations.

] ^ the motion of walking;

when joined they make the

character ^/dnff fj to walk.

Hard ground, drie<l by the

^^} sun and caked ; to enter the

c/i'i/j' ground ; one says, water ap-

pearing, the ground becom-

ing damp, which is suggested by

the parts of the character.

-Irt^ To chastise, to flog; the

^/V) sound of a thrashing or

cA'i'A' beating.

Old sounds, ting, and ding in on« instance. In Canton, ching, and one or two oh'ing ; — in Swatow, oheng,

teng, chin, ch"ia, and t°e j— in Amoy, cheng, and one or two chin and teng ;— in Fuhchau, ching,

ting, and cheng; — in. Shanghai, tsang, and one or two zang; — in Chifu, ching.

.chdii

Composed of ^ pearl and f»

to divine ; or, as in an ancient

form, of ^ a tripod and J*

to divine.

To inquire by divination,

either by cowrie shells, coins, or

other things; chaste, pure, virtuous,

undefiled, uncorrupted; moral, high

principled ; a term for the inner

row of the 64 diagrams, the outer

row is named ^ hwui'

1 "^( chaste, even to death.

] j£ firm in the right.

] |j5 reliable, trustworthy, faithful.

1 ^ honest, chaste; undefiled,

as a virgin.

J|^ ] ^ ^ pure and unsullied,

virgin purity.

] H 'i* iS immovable, energetic

in maintaining the right.

] ^ the elementary i«irts.

1 ^ a chaste widow, one who

will not marry again ; many

1 iii i& honorary gateways

are found ui China to their

memories.

^ ] a betrothed girl, whose affi-

anced died before the nuptials,

and she refuses to marry.

.1

The chaste tree, a common
evergreen growing in northern

^chdn China; it is the ^ \ or wax

tree {Ligustrum lucidam

and L. oblusi/olium) ; it is also

calle<l ^ ^, because it maintains

its pure green color through all

seasons; its seeds, called ^ jS

•^, are mach used as a tonic.

^ ^ I
a high stalt'sraan, a stay

of the realm.

) j^ planks used in making

adobie walls.

From worship and pure.

Lucky, felicitous ; a good

omen.

y pp auspicious; a sign

indicative of heaven's ivp-

probation.

The name of an upper

branch of the North River in

Kwang-tiing, whence
| j^J

was an old name for Wang-
yuen hien ^^ |^, in Shao-

cbeu fu.

MM
.cMa

^chdny
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yj-j* From to go and correct; it is

(^if^ interchanged with ffi in some
_i , senses.
^chdiiff

To proceed, to get on ; to

pass ; as
. time ; to reduce, to

chastise refractory states ; to sub-

jugate ; to levy taxes, to take

duty ; to be in the army ; to spy.

] ^ to reduce [a feudal state]

by force.

^ ^ to collect taxes by force.

1 Wl °^
1 1^ ^ exterminate, as

seditious rebels.

ffi 1 US JtE to 6° 'o ^^T against

barbarians.

Ho ^ ^ 1
*"'^ J'""'' months are

also going.

^ -ffl 1
do yon go and coerce

them ;—a punctive expedition.

] |[^ to demand with authority.

] jU to collect taxes on the land.

] ^ imperial troops; an envoy

and his suite.

] ^ a clerk of the taxes in a

district magistrate's yamun.

^ il^ -g I
the travelers pro-

ceeded on their long journey.

Bestless; afraid.

1 l^ O' 1 W agiUl«l,

nervous; unable to sleep.

M'M'k]^ quietly pa«s

the night.

^cMng

II
^ting

To fry

pan.

&h flesh in a

From mtlal and eorreet.

Cymbals or small gongs set

in a frame, used to sound a

halt to troops ; a brass tam-

bourine used by priests ; tho place

outside of a bell where it is struck.

Tjflf ] the divine cymbal, a stone

dram spoken of in ancient books.

'^ % ^ ^ 1 ^e brazen cymbal

baijgti in the tree ; t. e. the sun

is shining through its branches.

Name of a woman ; a cor-

rect deportment, as the two

parts intimate; reserved and

modest, such demeanor as is

proper for a woman.

^Mitg

,113^ The charetcter is intended to re-

^±>- present/re under I'opor ascend.
CJk»V ing; it is used with the next.

' ^ Vapor made by fire, steam
;

mist, watery exhalations ; to

steam; to cook by steaming; to

stew, to distil, to decoct; a multi-

tude; to act as a prince; a winter
sacrifice in the ancestral temple; to

enter, to make progress ; to bring
forward; to set forth offerings ; all

;

clouds of dust rising like vapor;
to lie with or debauch superiors

;

liberal; generous; to lay down;
an initial expletive.

] ^ to steam thoroughly.

1 IS ^ Bteara rice; the usual

mode of cooking it is in a 1 |S
or steaming-basket.

1 .R 75 ^i all the people then
had grain.

] fg to distil spirits.

11^^ energetic and sjJendid.

] ] ^ to gradually lead to self

goverument

1 jJC 1^ tl>e boiler in a steamer.

] j^ to introduce into.

S I 1 ^ I'ow WSn Wang rose

to be a true prince I

-Ji^ From plants and steam as the
yl^» plionetic; it is interchanged with
',*'* the last in some of its senses.

jC/ Hg
^1^^ ^^^.^ ^^ ^^^ (Sida)

used for fuel; small faggots; hemp
torches ; to rise, as steam ; vapor

;

all, numerous.

3^ ^ 1 IS heaven produced all

men.

1 1 H _t 'l'''''y rising better

and higher, as a state, or when
doing business.

^ ]
the winter sacrifice.

Eead citing' The reflection of

the sun ; the sun striking on one;

vapor rising through the sun's beat.

J *,* From disease and steam ; it is

^71$. sometimes written like t'..o last.

cMng ^ disease of the boncp, with

rheumatic pains ; tlie >^ )

a sort of syphilitic cachexy.

^ 4S 1 '^^ eat but never grow fat.

$^ I
is applied to withered fruit,

dried up while on the tree.

^1^ The cooked meat that fills a

c IwJ sacrificial basin, at an offer-

^cMng ing ; swollen ; doltish ; to

ascend.

y^^ From III fine and ^ good

(^^)^ which is explained, that by act-

cfxiJta
'°^ "e^^ '" small matters, tho

t ^ moving principle will appear.

To set in motion, to induce

action ; to act, and thus show the

proof or power of; to testify, to

witness, to make clear by proof;

to be called, to summon, to cite

;

to complete ; to seek, to hunt np,

to inquire after; proof; verifica-

tions
; fulfillment, as of a prayer

or hope ; to levy, as taxes ; to raise

or enlist, as troops ; an old name
for Ch'ing-ch'ing bien gj ^ 0,
in Shensi, near the elbow of the

Yellow Eiver.

I ]^ to gather, as the tribute.

/^ ]
verified

; proof exists.

BJJ
I

plain evidence.

1 fj^ verified ; we see its efl^ects,

as of a good medicine.

^ ] ^"s nnfounded assertions.

I J( to enlist soldiers.

jS; ] JJ to establish proof.

1 4^ $( ^ to collect taxes and
duties.

] Jg an invitation by Govern-

ment for good men to serve it.

] Jj^ to induce by a present, as

Balak did Balaam.

] jS to visit often, to seek con-

tinually ; to hang around, as an
idler; to weary by coming,

j^ ] to send the betrothal presents,

jj; ] or
I
;^ a noble bearing,

a lucky look, alluding to the

7\ ] eight evidences of good

fortinie which the physiogno-

mists look for in one's face.

Read 'chi. One of the five

musical notes, r^arded as corres-

lx)ndiDg to fire.

afsf Bmmmmmim J
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From disease and proof as tho
phonetic.

c/iaiiQ •^ swelling or hardness of the

abdomen, supposed to proceed

from calcnli or derangement

of tbo pulse and viscera.

1 JS 'j'l'''"'y calculus.

1 J^ij spasms from biliary calcnli,

or from obslrnctions in the colon.

' E&Jf Composed of ^ to jnp f^ a

ll-*^ e/ieaf, and jE to strai'jhten; the

''chdny allusion seems to be to the farm-
er's work.

To place evenly, to adjust

;

to do with, to work on ; to repair,

to put in order, to mend ; to marshal

to arrange, to make new, to trim

up; the entire amount, the whole of.

j ^ to put things to rights, to

settle ; to organize.

1 i|^ to set in order, to repair.

1 1 5^ 9 regular ; in trim, like

a dress ; in due order, like a

procession.

1 fn '° oversee, to repair.

I
ip Id ^ it is wai-m all the year

I ^ ^ B§ to mend bridges and

repair roads.

I 1^ to lead on detachments in

order.

I jfit j^ ^ grave, serious, precise

deportment.

1 f^ to make right.

1 ^ ^ <"•
1 ^ 6^ tlie whole

day, the livelong day.

1 Kl^% givebim tbewholebill.

1 86 S t^ '"^ reform a usage.

1 ^ ^ ^ '*^ arrange one's dress

carefully, as for worehip.

1 6^ fi!i[ 6^ the whole and the

broken, those which are of first

quality and the inferior.

] ^ to mend a watch.

I ^ to spoil, as when trying to

mend a thing.

1 if o''
1 ® to make as before;

to put in order.

I 1^ ,^ to set a catch for one.

< |_j| From sun. and regular.

j^5C '^^^ ^"° rising, just appear-

*'cMng ing above the horizon.

# M «f BS HJ H 1
just as

the night shower stopped, the

sun rose on the earth.

From hand and an aid or
pint measure.

To lift u}), to raise; to

pull out, as from a slough
;

to. rescue, to deliver.

I ^ to save from danger;

to rewcue, as from hell.

1 ^ikH^'Ki.^^ ^leliver the

people, as from fire and water.

"

I*
' From Jt to ^fop and —* one

;

\t 1- d. to Jiold on to one thing, to

g ; J , maintain uniformity ; otliers

derive it from "~* one and J£
eiiouf/h used in the sense of to

stop.

Correct, proper, legal, straight,

right ; not awry, erect ; not in-

cline nor deflected ; exact, as a

full-formed character ; regular, con-

stant, usual, proper; really, truly
;

orthodox, the opposite of ^HS de-

praved ;
genuine, as goods ; the

first, the principal, oftwocolleagues;

to govern, to adjust ; to rectify
;

what makes right ; rule, government

;

to execute the law.*!, to punish

capitally ; to assinno or enter on,

as an office ;
just, while, at the time;

a fair copy, not the first draft ; in

mathematics, plus, and /ii^ •S

minus ; an old term for a trillion.

] t^ put in the middle; the exact

centre.

1 ^ 1 ?S '" 't straight or not 1

1 H W M exactly three hundred

taels.

1 -^ fl^
just in good time.

1 ^S F>3 J"st as I was asking

him again.

^ I
to put a thing straight; to

set upright

1 ^ just is; is so; yes; that's it

^ ] to sit properly.

I ^ tofipeak literally or exactly.

1 ^ genuine goods.

j[£ ] a correct death, one for which

all preparation has been made,

also called j£ ^ a fox's death.

] "^ all right ; as it ought to be-

1 iD .5? 5 '•'t it be as you say.

] ^ the true rule ; the true laws

of a science.

^ I i^ immoral, disregarding

law ; the opposite of
| jjl A

a resijectable, honest man.

] ^ the main hall; the chief

otticer.

^ I
village elders.

^ ]
upright men of olden time.

SSi 1 ^ 1% to propose a primary

and secondary ; a candidate and

his alternate.

] ^ IB "> s't facing the south;

J. <?. to be em[)eror.

^ I
to have an audience.

1
^' principal and secondary, as

among the nine ranks; J£ and -^
sometimes also denote classes, ;i8

chief imd subordinate ; the tariff

and transit duties are so distin-

guished in the customs rides.

I ^ ^ heads of departments.

7?J ]
are si.\ official virtues.

I j^ to put to death, an a criminal.

] AS"? •*" upright man.

^ ]
your wife.

^ ]
f^ write the characters out

in full.

1 'M."^ ^ " degree earned by

talent, not bought.

1 ^ the Mohammedan faith orsect

fit 1 Jlf^ A *>*k some i^rson

about it

A 1 PI orA ] Jt arc the eight

true entrance g.ates, or correct

paths {marga) of the BndhisLs

into nirvana, meaning thereby

the rules of correct conduct in

life, as
] ^ correct views,

\

^ pure life, <fec. ; that which

will infallibly lead to beatitude.

Read ^ching. The center of a tar-

get; the frontage of a room to the

Bimliglit;
] ^ first month of sum-

mer in the Cheu dynasty ; now the

first of the year, so applied by Duke
Yin B^ ^ of Lu, and confirmeil

byTs'in Chi Hwangth, &o. 221.
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BB 1 to resume business after new

year.

Tjjjl
I
m January next

1 H^ a target ; it is made of

cloth with a movable bull's eye

called tih ^, which falls out if

it be hit.

'^Jlf^ From 3t 'o strike and jE cor-

jSjL »««' as the phonetic.

citing' To rule ; to render service to

the go»ernment; a standard,

that which regulates
;
government,

administration ; laws, regulations
;

the measures of a government, or

its departments; a treatise, a guide

to the knowledge of a subject.

1 ^ politics, governmental affairs.

I ^ those who carry them on.

3U j
family regulations.

t ] or^l ,andi 1 »' ^ 1
'

are opposites ;— a good rulei

an oppressive rule ; a merciful

or a harsh government.

;^ I
in official employ ; under

orders.

J\^ \
the seven regulators, i. e. the

sun, moon, and five planets.

\ ^ official orders.

1 Sil official admonitions, exhort-

ing the people to keep order.

CHING.

^ 1 a councillor of state.

1^ I
to criticize government ; to

discuss politics.

Jg I
a farmer's cyclopsedia ; also

a supervisor of agriculture.

) From disease and correct ; it ia

unauthorized by Kanghi, bat is

in general use.
cMng

The causes of disease ; a chro-

nic malady, originating in organic

disturbance.

JlJ*
I

external or unusual diseases.

^ ] functional or internal ailment.

1^ ^ 1
scarlet-fever.

^' 1 or
] ^ a malady; as ^ ]

and ^ ]
a dangerous or sud-

den attack.

J^ I
and j^ I

a curable and in-

curable disease ; an attack in

the season, or out of season.

w From word and correct, or to

a:icend ; the first form is most
need.

To inform truly ; to prove,

to testify, to eubstantrate;

evidence, proof; legal testi-

mony ; to remonstrate with,

a meaning which is confined to the

first form, as in |^ ]
to take to

task for, as a superior.

ch'ing.

1 A <"' ~|* ] a witness.

] ^ to bear witness to what one

has seen.

f^ M. 1 *"^ eye-witness.

] H to verify, as by
] JJ testi-

mony, evidence.

] ^ full, adequate proof.

I ^ to prove, as by quoting

authorities.

g I
to take testimony, to get

proof

Bice which has become black

by damp, and thereby spoiled.

An important feudal slate

in the Cheu dynasty (b.c.

774— 500). now the prefec-

ture of gg ^ j^ in Honan,

of which province it occupied

about a half; its capital was the

present situated
] j^ lying south-

west of K'ai-fung ; the names of

eighteen princes are recorded; a

plain, a prairie.

I ^ earnest, prudent.

M 1 ^ K C'^'^^
emperor of] Cheu

and [the duke of] Ching ex-

changed pledges ; — one res-

toring the laud for the other's

son.

cii'iisra-.
Old toimdt, tfing, ding, and shing. In Canton, ch'ing, oh'eng and shing;— tn StoatotB, oh'ing, seng, 8*i», tfeng'o»i<J

t'*iaj— in Amoy, ch'eng, t'eng, t^ng, seng and ch^ng ; — in Fithchau, ch'ing, t'eng, ting, and tfing }—
in Shanghai, ts'iing anddzaag; — in Chifu, ch'ing.J

;><> ^ From grain and to li/t up, al.

y^M,
I

ladingtothegradaallengtlien.
' * *•* L ing of the blade when growing;

^jBS
I

the second form is obsolete.

(f p^ J To style, to designate, to

fVd» call ; to say, to talk about

;

to remark, or report,— in

which sense it often indicates a

quotation; to compliment, to com-

mend; to plead an excuse, to feign

;

to take up ; to weigh, to heft; an

excuse; a name, on appellation-

1 19 ^° praise, to land ; to eulo-

gize.

I ^ to speak in praise of to

others ; to commend.

) 1^ or
I |g termed, called ; to

designate, to style.

5J I
a general term for.

] ^ to feign sickness ; to ma-

linger.

I UJ to stite ; to say with care-

] ^ :J^ to take up arms, to fight

S .1
#^H^.^ one styles

his own father iia-fu.

^ I
to report to, to inform about

] A to praise people.

] Jf to find out the number of

pounds.

Bead ch'img\ To weigh; to

adjust; forwbich 1^ is mostly used;

to compare things ; a steelyard or

dotchin (word corrupted through
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Cantonese from f^ f^); suitable,

agreeable to one's wishes; corres-

ponding to, satisficil with ; com-

pared with ; a suit, as of clothes.

I 1& '"^ weigl) goods.

1 i|^ ^ JE I" o'^e good and fair

Weight.

1 j^ a fair (irice.

^ I
or^ ) g^ to add fov waste

or tare, as in weighing gowls.

1 A^ '' suits one's notions; it

agre** with men's ideas.

:f, \ unfitting ,!is-^J„ \ ^
his dre.ss does not fit him.

^ ] ^ ^ it di.shonors his rank

and station ; I can't judge of

his qualifications.

—
] ^ ^ to divide wkh regard

to equity.

ij jy 49 1
symmetrical ; they

will counterbalance each other.

.M-
,ch iin

From man and honest.

o spy out, to explore ; a

spy, a scout, one sent to

reconnoitre.

] ^ a spy ; one who ] ^ ex-

plores and searches.

j^ I
to go as a scout.

m\
xh^dn

From red and pnre; tlie se-

cond form ia unusual; like the

next.

A deep red color, made by
twice dyeing ; to dye red

;

met. wicked doings which

' flush one, or cause a blush.

closes one's faults.

] ^ red tail, refers to a notion

that the bream's tail turns red

when it is frightened.

From y^ a cave and Jl^ to see;

4^^_. ». C. to look straight ahead, as

I.
J

one must when looking through
< ^ a hole.

To look at; a carnation color,

like the taS of a bream; dyed the

second time.

To stare at sternly ; to look

^w.HM at in anger.

iCh^dnff

From tree and sage.

The taroarix {Tamarix sinen-

^ch^dng sis) described as a willow

with reddish bark, very grace-

ful and delicate in sliape; it fears

neither snow nor hoar-frost, but

is very sensitive, and indicates

r.iin by its branches moving; it is

called
j ^, and ^ ^ ^ or

third spring willow, from its

flowering late.

J.Wrt From insect and sar^e,

(^r+! A bivalve shell, the razor-

''cii^dng shoatli or Solen ; the name

I
. , also includes some narrow

kinds of clams and mussels; it is

reareel on the southern coasts

;

1 ^ and J3^ I
are terms for

dried clams and fresh cockles, and

common shell-fish iu various forms

for sale.

1 SI '''^ muscle which holds

the solen to its shell.

'tfTt Composed of /3j a stem, denoting

c"y/\^ /^flourishing and J branch or

^liaiig man; q.d. a ]f/t, J or complete

man, one arrived iit full age.

' To finish, to effect, to com-

plete ; to do one's duty, to become,

to fulfill one's part; to bring about,

to make, to rise to; to accomplish,

to terminate; to be completed ; to

•assist ; to pacify ; entire, perfect,

completed ; determined on ; whole,

filled, overwhelming, full; comple-

tion; duties to be done ; the results

of; the quality of a thing, as of

timber, metals, (fee; doubled; a

compact or covenant ; a rest in

music ; a tract of ten square li; a

tenth; name of a district on the

R. Wei in the south of Kan-suh.

I jp ^ impracticable ; unable

to do.

I
^ to bring about ; successful.

^ I
-^ it makes no sense.

1 ftf ^ fi wl^''^'' t'"ng <^° J°"
ever finish t

^1 01 fr ]
OT ] ~f done,

succeeded ; it is carried out, or

into eflect; all finished.

/Lv

I in 1 i^ well done fVom first

to last.

7 1 S incomplete, uneducated,

unfitted for actual life.

I "J* § to act the visitor, reserv-

ed, formal.

1 7^ married ; consammated the

nuptials.

] ^ he will (or has) get sick,

as from grief.

I A thoroughly accomplished, a

complete man ; /p | A to act

like a brute; incapable, careless.

1 A ii ^ to assist people in

their g(X)d objects.

^ I
trustworthy, a sincere man.

JJ^ ] a good harvest, to get in

crops.

^ i, 1
tl'e last day of the year

;

the year's harvest

]
§ a full hundred.

~
I IgJ;

one tenth of the number.

3i ] five tenths; one half.

^ ]
what percentage is taken T

I /£, a whole piece of cloth.

]
the entire day.

'^^ ] ^^ HH to preserve one's

patrimony.

^ j ;2^ § to congratulate one

on getting into liis new house.

^ I
to sue for peace or pardon.

liJi i!tt ^» ^ 1
do 1 wish to

cheat you t — hero /p | forms

the question.

] ^ void, vanished ; to become

notiiing ; to disappear, as paper

when
I ^ burned to ashes.

^ ]
the Great Perfection ; a

title of Confucius.

From earth and eompleitd ; q.d,

a finished work of earth.

c/t'diig
•^ citadel ; a place walled in

'[^;^^.^ for the defense of the people;

wall of a city; a city that has

a wall ; a provincial capital ; in

Peking, a municipality ; a sepul-

chre ; to wall in or fortify for

protection ; to mend, to repair ; an

encampment or lodge, as among

free-masons ; completed, done.
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^ ]
to build a Wcall..

I ^ base of tbe wall; above it is

the
I j^ or foot of the wall.

1 9 tower over a city gate.

] J^ or ] ^ on the city walls.

— ^ I
one citadel ; one city or

its wall; one fort.

Jl 1
or jg ]

or ^ I
to enter

the city; to go to town.

^ I
to bar the gates as on an

enemy's approach.

*^ ]
to guard a fort or city.

19 I
or ^ I

to beleaguer a

city, to surround a fort.

^ *| ] the Forbidden City, in

which are the Imperial palaces

in Peking.

^ I
the Emperor's dwelling.

Tt
I

five municipalities of the

city of Peking, under special

oflScers, subordinate to the Cen-

sorate ; their courts are called

chUnff; and to hold court is

^ ] , to sit in she municipality.

31£ :S 1 theGreat Wa'.l; i.e. the

long rampart of ten thousand li

^ 1 the happy city ; i.e. a tomb
or cemetery.

jUj ] a great array of torches, as

in a procession.

& 1 Mfk^^^ golden city has

majestic moats; i.e. the imperial

citadel rs well guarded.

-p
I

a great general.

H M^ 1 '^ "^ '""^ to open

the castle of your grief.

From a covering and completed

as the phonetic.

fih^dnff
•^ honse for storing records

;

an office where archives,

books, and papers, are stored.

\/

5|J* From words and perfect; it much

-Tvi\ '^emblea kiai^ ^ precept.

Wh^dnff Guileless, sincere, honest,

truthful, real; perfect in vir-

V tnei without falsity; nnalloyed;

to judge candidly ; as an adverb,

really, verily, certainly, in fact.

CH'ING.

I ^ sincere regard, pure-minded

reverence.

U I
to return to allegiance.

] '^ sincere; earnest about a

thing.

^ ]
capable of sincerity ; disci-

plining one's self.

1 »t5» -ffi ^ A sincerity of heart

depends on a man himself.

^' 1 ^ ^ employ the upright

and dismiss the treacherous.

] 7 ^ I really am ignorant

of it.

S 1 ;^ JPt entire sincerity will

move the gods.

+ ^ ^ ^h "^
1

tt^ inculca-

tion of integrity is the whole

object of the Due Medium.

J^ 1 ?l ^ devoutly repeat the

worship.

i^ ) to be earnest in a work, to

do it heartily.

tP^I? The name of a small feudal

tJii'vl ^t^t® 'yii'g in tlie west of

fVang Shantung, included in the

cW^j present % e^ ^ near the

Grand Canal.

1^ I
an ancient town in the

present Hwai-k'ing fu ^^ ^
in the north of Houan.

yjfi^ Clear, limpid ; still, pure.

CiB» 1 }^ pure, transparent.

fh'di} J^ \ ^ bright, as the clear

^l/^^^ moon.

j q^ a limpid stream.

I
ji\ an ancient region in the

north of Kwangsi, in the present

Wi^M "^'"' tbe Willow River.

1 ^ SI a district in (gj .)^ ^
in the east of Shen-si, along the

Yellow River.

1 ^- M ^^^ district in Kwang-
lung in which Swatow lies.

Mii&I* Like tbe preceding.

Still, limpid.

fh^dng
] 2C ^ '"* prefecture in the

cl/'l'.-.east of Yunnan; its chief

town lies on the north side of

Sien Hu
j[lj gQ or Fairy Lake.

CH'ING.

ZT^ Composed of I* a seal over lU
C-^T_!r a hill, and "||" two handa rever.

Jih^dng encing, altered in combining
them ; q. d. small hills assist

a higher peak ; it is like the

next.

To aid, to second ; a deputy,

a coadjutor, an assistant ; used

chiefly in official titles.

I ^ a prime minister ;— an an-

cient term.

fjl, I
a deputy to a cliUden, or

district magistrate.

^ 1 JC ;^ ^'^^ civilian premier

and the military guardian,—
are the names of door guar-

dians written over doors as a

charm.

Ti?f^ Tbe original form is composed of

(_^T^ I 3. seal over ^^ a hand, and

fC/^dtlo "IT two hands reverencing, as
, ^ when receiving a seal of office

;

.i^Uv^.ged with the last.

To receive, to accept ; to

succeed to a post, to exercise a

function ; to take a charge, to

carry out a plan ; to be honored
;

to take in hand ; to catch, as water

from a spout; to receive orders, as

a shopman ; to anticipate ; to with-

stand ; to go witli, as an escort

;

to contest, to compete with ; to

assist, as a deputy ; to support, to

carry on ; to uphold ; in rhetoric,

the opening up of a proposition

;

next, second to ; to slop.

I j^ to adopt, to take an heir.

] ^ to take in, as a job; to

contract for.

1 f4» ;SW I l*^*" y°"' represen-

tations, or advice.

^ I
adulation, flattery.

] ^ to take a business off an-

other's hands.

/P }£ fil j ^M nnskiUed in

dealing with the multitude.

^ 7{> I ff -^ if we do not now
accept the guidance of the an-

cients.

I ^ 7 i& ''^ i* inadeqiuta to

do the job; be cannot

plish it
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^^

1 M to contain, as a sbip's hold.

1 ^ 1&^ '•' cannot support, or

bear up bo much.

^ fS si ]
t^^y ^^'^' '^°^ *^*'^®

to resist ns.

answer for that matter; I will

bear the brunt.

^ I
a stone base or plinth.

'P M.^ 1
'"^"'^ disputing about

the division of an estate.

1 ^ to receive [a dispatch] and

forward it ; the officer in a Board

, who does this.

\—i From n mouth and 'i' to flat.

^ I
^ <cr; as a primitive, it sometimes

'j-tx „ impartatheideaotpresamingon.

|__^ To state to a superior, to

coaplain to a plea, a statement

;

to hand in a petition ; to oflFer, to

present to ; to show, to discover.

j J^ to lay before a superior, as

in a ] -^ plea, jxitition, or ac-

cusation.

] jg it has come to light.

j^ I
to present a plea to a high

official ; to memorialize.

^ ]
I now send this statement.

] ^ or
1 ^ this paper is for

your inspeciion.

I ^ to put ilia rejo'aderor demur-

rer ; to accuse a party in court.

j 1^ signs of general prosperity.

] j§ to send a letter or report to

an equal.

] ij^ to send [an essay] for revi-

sion, as to a teacher.

] ^ the days on which pajiers

arc received by a court, at the

^ most six in a month.

pi From grain and a statement.

An order, a series; a minute

^Kiing measure, the hundredtii part

'^^'-^ of an tJ- inch, now known as

a ^ ; a rule, a pattern ; a regula-

tion; a limit, a period ; a task ; an

allowance; a measure, a percen-

tage, a part; a touch in assaying

silver ; to measure, to estimate ; to

use as a pattern ; a road, a {wst, a

journey ; to travel ; a Taoist word

(

for a leopard, which was its local

name in the Tsin stale, B. c. 300

;

an earldom in feudal times.

J2| 1 ^ to give one for his travel-

ing expenses.

]|E ] to start on a journey.

1^ j
a day's travel, a stage.

1^ 1 or
] ^ a road, a journey;

the way gone; met. one's career

or course in life.

;^ ] ^ 3^ I wrongly estimated

his strength.

Bl ^ .K :g 1
they do not pat-

tern after the ancients.

^ ]
to travel fast

^ m I
I am thinking of the

quickest road to get home.

^ 1 ^ to travel an extra dis-

tance ; a forced journey.

^— ] a tenth.

^ 1 ^ Pf £1 ninety-nine to a

hundred it will do ;— «. e. it is

most probably so.

] ^ a form, a pattern to work by.

ji; — 1 ? i^ P,i| liave you been

well these few days (or lately)?

3^ I JE what touch is it t

I ^ a percentage on one's ac-

counts; also the quality or melt-

age of silver.

X 1
* job of work, as in building.

# -^ ^ 1 each looks forward to

his future preferment : whence

now hold ?

"5^% "^
\

wli*t rank do you

Y pt A brilliant stone worn at the

<J3E girdle ; it will shine if it be

fh^&ng buried six inches, and seems

:>lv^ to denote a carbuncle or

J diamond.

:^ 1 H .i "It ^ 't cannot com-

pare with the beauty of the

. diamond.

^iXi To disrobe so as to leave part

j'l^b of the body naked ; spreading

•ft^mg garments ; to carry in the

1^ ]
half-naked.

] ^ under-clothes, garments next

to the skin.

To drink till fuddled ; half

ipnc sobered, andasli.imed of being

^ch'dng tipsy ; stupid from drink ; a

fVS l-.~-^ sickness arising from drink-

^ 'I to get over a debauch.

S & in 1
sorrowing bo as to

look like one stupid from drink.

ipf
From earth and a. slatemtnl ; an

rp autliorized cliavacler used in the
- T^ southern provinces.

. f ^A.n amphora or earthen jar

^^f a-J'car shape, having no cars or

handles, and with a small mouth

;

used to hold oil, spirits, or water.

yfi I
a water jar.

—
1 i5 •'*

J""" of spirits.

}^ 1
an oil biggen ; it holds 30

catties.

In Fit/kJiau, used for ^ck^ang jK
A floor or arena for drying grain

;

an area before a house.

^ ^ 1
a place for refuse, a com-

post-heaj).

A dike or ridge between

fields, made high and broad,

on which the laborers can
passfrom one field to another.

iC/Mng S^M 1 ffl }2 i^ S '"

( LJ^-^'^^
midsummer the diked fields

J look like clouds of waving
green.

M

m. From lieart and proof; the Be-

cond contracted form is most
used.

/flE. To repress, to correct, to

-'^*J curb, as officials do mis-

lP" ""5' creants ; to correct one's se 1 f

;

to punish ; to reprimand, to

reprove ; a warning, a caution

;

punishraent, as a corrective.

^ I
to govern strictly, just as the

law requires.

I ^ to restrain one's wrath. ,

>J» ] an admonitory hint ~S

]^ j
to exhort and warn,

j
^ij to keep in order ; to train

by good laws, as a teacher docs.

(S S 1 ;S? to strictly carry a

sentence into execution.

J£ 1 '^ ® I certainly shall

punish and not pardon them.
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t^^^^ From prngress and a plea,

^^Smr '^'^ **^' °" *"* inipulse, tw act

jcA'dny witb effrontery; presuming,

froward ; relying on one's

pretensions or power ; to permeate
;

irascible, precipitate, hasty ; to free

from ; to go to an extreme, to ex-

haust
;
pleased with.

^ ^ ^ 1
"'''^''y inexhaustible.

75 Pj .W 1
^'"^ *'*" ^ removed,

as a misfortune.

yf^ ] careless, de8ultory;displeased.

yf^ I i, ^ '^ recltless fellow.

I ^ ^ i^ acting simply for his

own selfish end.s.

1 ^ f^ confident in one's abili-

ties, overweening.

^ j
boastful, vaporing; to brag

of one's self.

I 5J to murder one in a passion.

1 j£ f^ relying od his power and

intimidafioD.

] ^ :^ eager for battle.

1 ® ffi ^ lit to browbeat the

villagers.

1 ^ It ^ to rob and pillage

without restraint.

<.>t pt A bye-path ; to go in a path
;

j3E a guUey or way worn by the

^cKdng rain.

To gallop a horse ; to hasten

on, to press forward, as when

^ct^&ng defeated ; animated, excited.

J|[[ ] to ride on fast, to drive

rapidly.

]
ij^ elated ; hilarious, as one on

a fleet horse.

] 1^ an animated style ; lively,

^ forcible writing.

<l|lt Obscure, or half brought out,

j -f^ as a meaning or idea.

'^ch'dug ^ g" tK 1
^^^ words (or

expressions) are difficult to be

understood.

ch^dng*

From grain and even ; it is used

tor^ch'ing ^, but only in thii
tone.

To weigh ; to adjust by
weighing ; a steelyard ; a

weight of 15 catties.

~" JC 1 '^ steelyard.

1 Pi J? 't is weighed accurately.

I
;|ff the beam of a steelyard.

j U the poise or wcighL

] m the hook.

^ ?S 1
to weigh full weight, or

10 taels to a catty ; the weights

themselves.

1 "^ to weigh teas.

)& ^n 1 the heart is like a ba.

lance— to discern right and

wrong.

I
Z|i ^ j^ even balances and

full measures ;— a juit, honc«t

dealer.

Ifany o/thete charadtrt art heard pronounced like chioh. Old sounds, dick, dok, djak, dak, tak, tok, tet, and tot.

Jiv Canton, cheuk,' t'eufc, chiit, chuk, and chok;— in Swatow, t\6, ohiet, chiak, chwat, chwak, to, and t6k; —
in Amoy, chiok, tidk, t6k, ob6k, and chwat ;— in Fuhehau, ohiok, ti6h, ch'i6k, chwok, ch6k, and

tank;— in Shanghai, tsek, t^eh, tsik, and i6k;— in Chifu, tech.

BO, truly, right, exactly so ; a way, is all over with him; I can't find

a manner ; to add; a move in chess. anything of him.

ichao

.cho

Originally the same as ^y cfcn';

it lias gradually been altered
from that to denote the differ,

ences in their meanings.

To cover over; io put on,

as clothes ; to cause, to order,

to send ; to stick to ; to place ; at,

in, present ; must, ought ; after a

verb, it gives force to the meaning,

and indicates a transition or com-

pleted action, as ^ ] I met one,

I came across him
; ^ | having

been washed ; between two verbs

it makes the present participle,

"VS 1 •^ gliding and going, J. e.

gliding on ; before a verb, it is an

auxiliary, let, make, jx^rmit, as
|

T l8t a 5C ^ J« ^ let Ting

proceed to T-ieiitsin to attend to the

aflair ; when used in a reply, yes,

^ \ ~f 1 have found it

] jjj certainly; entirely right.

1 5K to give attention ta

^ ;^ ]
I could not sleep.

1 f& ^ bring him here, tell him

to come.

^ ] 'pD he turned away his face.

I ^ impatient, anxious.

/JJ 51 I ff; don't be discomposed.

H + y> 1 jfe® ± 1
among

all the moves [in playing chess],

move forward jour men is the

one.

Jl^ii^ l^P^ this matter

is not yet finished.

^ ^ ] j^ there's no remc<ly ; it

jB. ^ 1 that's the way ; this is

the sort.

] Jl g add a little, as salt.

In Cantonese. Correct ; suit-

able, useful.

I
Pg ]

isitrightorno^willrtdot

I
i& cheap, goofl for the price.

\ ^ useful ; it will serve.

j^ I
it sets well, as a coat.

iK J§^ 1
^o'^ shall I get it to

him?

In Fuhehau. Seized, taken with,

as a fit ; to hit a mark.

I ^ I hit bis pulse;— I shamed

him completely.



CHOH.

To set fire to, to flare up,

to l)la7.o out.

— ^M ]
it' ^'11 catch

fire presently.

^ ]
"j* the fire has kindled.

f—^ From ^~\ to vira'p with a dot to

•y denote Bomething solxA inside ;

shuo occurs in Shi king for ^ the

pasony.

To dip or lade out with a

spoon ; a little, a spoonful ; the

tenth of a hoh^ ^ or gill ; a hymn

of Duke Cheu's liturgy ; to adopt,

to follow.

—
] ;^ ^ as much as a spoonful.

^ I
a colander ; a skimmer.

jjj I
a ladle for dashing on water.

^t =|- /(y I
the Northern Peck

resembles a ladle.

^ I
at the age when a lad plays;

t. e. ten years to sixteen; a place

in Lu where Chw'ang kung

gained a victory.

f^ ]
an ancient place in Lu

where a great battle was fought

in the Cheu dynasty.

JLM-^ From wood and ladle; nsed for

fVj
J

the last and l^J; also read (piao.

shtvo^ A handle, as of a cup; a

ladle, a spoon ; to lead ; to

tie, to bind to.

51"
( ] the handle of the Dipper.

JL^-t To bum ; to cauterize wiih

/% J-, moxa; to singe; to over-

shu.'o' roast; clear, distinct.

B^ ] dazzling, glorious,

lustrous; splendid.

] ^ to bum the moxa.

1 1 S ^ the flowers are so

exuberant.

1 ^ 1 S ^^ perceive clearly

at a glance.

1 H. *" scorch a terrapin's (or

Kmys) siiell to use in divination;

this shell is selected becanse it

lias 28 segments, answering to

the Ciiine.se zodiacal signs.

] J^ raised a blister.

CHOH.

Also read *pao, and inter-

^1 changed with the next.

A shooting star.

] J^ a meteor that rushes

across the sky.

CHOH. 81

1^
chira''

A f > Used with the last.

\ ^-f A board or plank laid down
shxi.'d' to bridge a stream.

«& 1 ^ $^ 7K *e plank

lies across the rushing creek.

From woman and ladle.

) A go-between ; to consult

shwo' concerning surnames, as a

match-maker.

^ I
an intermediary for

marriages.

Jl^^ From wine and ladle; used

f5 7} with choK ^ to ladle.

^c/to To pour out liquor, to fill a

cup; a gla«s; wine, liquor; a

feast, a party; to deliberate upon;

to choose the right and act on it

;

to adopt, to imitate ; to avail of.

^ ]
my slight repast, — said

by the host.

^ I
a marriage feast.

^ I
to drink healths.

^ ]
a newyear's entertainment.

JIk 1
('"' la 1

'" Caiitmese,) the

return feast given by the bride-

groom.

^ I
a feast given on a birth

;

the Jt' I , the tfi | and the

"f ] , are the main feast, the

servants' course, and what is

left for muleteers, &c.

] |g to {)our out wine; to enter-

lain guests.

— Wl~ 1 ^^^ after this

glass, we will be well acquainted.

^ ]
or

I 1'^ to consult about.

1 M 3? ^ ^" 's satisfactorily

settled.

^ ] M ^7 tl'^y consulted about

it and tiien acted.

1 1j\'<R @ it *" '"le according

to public sentiment; to hear the

people's voice.

'M ] ^ ff ^ take water from

the distant pool.

From rat and a spoon; it ia

r*! also read pao'

(./,y An animal descriljed like a

large marmot, the
| ^^

found in Sz'ch'uen, also called |^
M »"<' SB M. tbe great rat; it is

most probably, the North China
squirrel {Sciurus Bavidianus)
which lives in rocky hills and
holes, and its hair ia used for

pencils ; also an animal that can
fly like the flying squirrel, or the

Anomalures of Africa.

m.

.cho

From hatchet and stone; used
with the next.

^c/k5 To cut with a sword; to

chop, to cut up fine ; to am-
putate, to hew ofi".

Jjji To cut in twain.

^[ > 1 S$ to scale fish.

1 in g^ ;i JH [Chea-sin]
cut off the shins of those

who crossed the ford in early

morning.

From carriage and connected.

^IC> To rest, to hold up, to stop;
c/i'oA' a carriage which has been

repaired; to reunite, as a cart

] X to susjjend work, to rest.

^ f^ ^ 1 now working and
then resting.

SI # ^ 1
do not remit or in-

terrupt your studies.

1 H M Jf to cease work and
take a holiday.

^fe Ancient name of a city in

/IwrtJ the stat« Tsi, now in Tsi-
^hao nan fu in Shantung.

J^3iC Mournful, grieved ; ungettled

;

IXJt) out of breath.

choh" 3f >5 1 ) undecided; sorry.

From 5r head contracted and
|l4 to issue,

«'^'"^' The cheek-bones; the aspect

of the face, as a physiogno-

mist looks at it

I
the cheek-bones.

I
high cheek-bones.

Hill I .»
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:a£5
>^

.cito

From ^ to step out and Jt
to stop; it ia used in the

contracted form as the 162d
radical of a large and homo-
geneous group of characters

relating to travel.

Groing on, and stopping; to

run fast and stop.

fc ! Composed of J^ earhj and {J

SBL-. a spoon, above.

cho' To establish, to make firm

;

stable and lofty; to sarpatss
;

tall or raised above others in person

or talenis; eminent in; distant,

profound ; reached, as a time.

jH ] fiue-lookiug, excelling all

;

supereminent in ability.

^ ^ ^ \ "S. ['ike] the sUte-

liness of a flag-staft".

\ ^ meritorious, as officials who
are mentioned at the quinquen-

nial examination.

1 ^ 1^ IS -ifc D**'*
doctrine] ex-

cels ill profundity and difficulty.

1 S A $^ superior to others in

any way ; tall, stately.

.cho

From man and to surpass.

) Tall, lofty ; bright ; to mani-

fest, to exhibit ; extensive.

B3 ] clear, luminous.

^ 1 S jE there is a plain road.

1 t% S ^ liow brilliant is yon
Milky Way !

*^.l
From v>ftnd and surpassing ;

the second form is least used;
the first is also used for cfiao'

,cho

^ ' K table, a stand ; name of

a tree.

] ^ a table.

f^ ]
chairs and tables.

^ I
a low writing-stand.

^% I
to «at by one's Belf<

^ S9 ] a side table; a sofa table,

on which are placed flowers, <fec.

^ j ||j to carry a table-top;—
a niphemiHrn in Peking for

wearing the cangiie.

/V lllj 1
the Eight Genii table,

is one fur eight sitters.

^|~t From hand and leg, perhaps re-

^/I^ ferring to the act of a policeman.

c/jfl
To seize, to arrest; to gripe,

to lay hold of; to grasp ; to

catch.

1 18 '*'' ^ 1 ^ arrest a crimi-

nal ; to catch, as a thief.

] Jl, to catch rats, as a terrier

does.

] ^ to gripe firmly ; to seize.

^ \ the subordinate troops who
guard the frontier;—an old term.

Ill CaiUonese. To guess ac-

curately ; to apprehend, to see

through.

I ^ ^ jljl I can see all your

thoughts.

^ ] #S to gueas the intention;

to hit one's fancy, as in a gift.

Atf To soak ; to steep in water a

HaC J little, to dampen.

^cfio ^ ]
a man of the Sbang

dynasty, famed for his power

of slandering otliers.

In Fubchau. Scurf on the

bands ; dirty crust on dishes.

From metal and le^j.

f To bind the feet with gyves;

^cfx) fetters; a hoe.

From 14 mouth and ^\ a pig

tied by two legs.

jC/io To peck, as a fowl ; to preen

or plume the feathers; a bird

picking up food ; in penmamhip,

a quick stroke to the left.

] ^ to dress the plumage, as a

duck does.

1 TK J^ the wood{)ecker ; the

lU 1 /fC Of black woodpecker

(DryoeojMS martins) also called

:k^ ^ gi'^a' crow.

I ^ to eat, as birds do.

] ^ to break its shell, an the

iaclosed chick does.

1^ I
to rap, as on a door, when

coming in.

In Cuiitoiiese pronounced teang.

To thump one's self witli a brick,

as beggars do.

1 PM ^ '^^ pound cue's skull.

P^,
Sometimes nsed for the last.

A multitude of people dis-

^c/» puting.

J I
the notes of a bird,

probably of the magpie.

In Cantonese. To coax, to

beguile one to do a thing.

Used with the next.

> To push ; to beat ; to peck

or pierce wood ; the sound

of rapping; a reverberation.

I P^ to knock at the gate.

,cho

cAo ti

nterchauged with tlie last.

To strike ; to ram ; to atBict

;

to castrate, for fornication in

the palfice ; an old term for

eunuchs.

] ;t.~r T rapping o" 't again

and again ; knock after knock.

*rtjrj From water and a pig tied by
J^HT two legs for the sound.

c/,0 To drop, to trickle, to fall

drop by drop, a stillicidum
;

to strike on the water ; name of a
stream southwest of Peking, which

gives its name to
) ;HJ in Shun-

t'ien fu ; but Choh-hih
] |g, the

capital of Hwangti (n. c. 2680),

was the present^ ^ ji\ in Siien-

hwa fu, northwest of Peking.

M 1 ?1 T ^R DR tl'« ra>" Jjas

wet my drtss.

I'll 1 a dropping, as a spring

trickling down the rocks ; spat-

tering and dripping.

To work in gems ; to cut, to

} carve, to dress up jewels ; to

(C/w work on ; to choose, as good

expressions.

J^ I
to cut and )x>li6b gems.

] JQ a lapidary.

to ] ia ^ lil^^ cutting and

polisliing ; met. the labor of

making a fine composition.

S /p 1 ^ JSS §1 an unwronght

gum is a useless thing, or cannot

be put to any use.

J
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& 1 1$ X ^'^ improve .ind polish

the style and rhythm.

Wi ] ^ H^^^ carefully selected

his assistants.

To accuse, to report against,

} to vilify.

^cfio ] |§ to slander, to insinuate

errors against one.

From gB a vessel and Jf the

ax, which is to cut it out from
' the wood.

To cut to pieces, to hack,

to chop, to hew ; to hash,
'"""

to mince ; to rive ; to carve

out.

] ^ to hew and trim, as a log.

] ^ to dig out a coffin— from

a log.

^ 1 :^ JS ^^ carefully hewed

them square.

] j[|||
to chop in pieces.

1 ^ m to make mince meat balls.

>^I5 Pro*" ii'afer and worm as the

'%W3 phonetic.

^cf^o Muddy, drumly, turbid

;

unstrained ; thick, impure

;

vicious; dull, stupid; degenerate;

name of one river in the east of

Sz'ch'uen, and of other streams

;

another name for the Hyades.

] and ^ are ojiposites ; foul and

limpid; corrupt and pure.

jjt ) a corrupt, wicked age.

] fjS,
dull of apprehension ; a foul

Binell, odorous.

I j5(5
a turbid stream ; the rabble,

the canaine, the unwashed.

] Jg unstrained liquor.

1 S'J K. "^"'^ ^^^ muscular
; a

rude, vigorous man, as a peasant.

I
what settles in turbid water

A sort of cymbals, or small

bell plates, anciently used

for stopping the drums in an

army ; a small brazier, a

hand-stove ; bracelets, wristlets.

I ^ OT ^ I
ornaments for the

wrist; armlets.

,CllO

Prom, hand and a flabellum.

To pull up ; to select, to lead

on, to raise ; to promote, to

employ in office; to excite;

to remove ; to reject, ag good reso-

lutions.

1 £^ $!; [like] hairs that can-

not be counted if one pull them

out,—these cannot be numbered.

1 ffl^'' I ® to select and use

—

for governmental employ ; to le-

coirmend one for such use.

1^ 1 A ^ to select men of real

worth.

I f^ to quench one's scruples, to

vitiate or restrain virtuous feel-

ings.

To rinse, to dip ; to wash

;

great, bright, as a fame ; sleek,

glossy; to drink; to ramble

about; fat, as a deer.

] jiJB
a small lake in Sin-ch'ang

'"''" i^ ^ Jl^
in the northwest

of Kiangsi.

^ j or fg ] to cleanse ; to re-

form, as the heart.

I I
bare as a sandy hill ; sleek,

as a deer; bright, as trappings.

^ ^ 1 1
graceful and clean,

lithe and sleek, as a youth.

1 JE. H M Sc I'^'e washed my
feet [in the Yangtsz',] and the

water has run a myriad H.

A heavy rain.

i> ^ IW 1 1
t^'^ 'sio came

down most violently and co-

jHousIy.

Grass starting ; the budding

y I I ) forth of plants.

iCho \ ^ growing lusty, fatten-

ing, as cattle.

^ \ ^ ^ the grass is

sprouting.

Alll A. garden spider, the ] ^
cli{flj which makes its web on the

^clio grass, and has a door to go
in and out of it

Read k^uh, and used for ||{j. A
grub in timber.

-till
^''°^ hand and to iuue at the

m'|1> phonetic.

^cho Stupid, unhandy, unskillful,

the opposite of JfJ clever ; a
depreciatory term used by people

of themselves ; clumsy, uDwork-

manlike ; bad, unsuccessful, as a

speculation
;

gradually becomiag

worse.

I
^ my stupid son.

1 ^ Diy poor penmanship.

1 f^ ™y •''"^^ composition.

] 1^ an unskilled lip, i. e. a bad
speaker, a slow or stupid fellow.

I "fj
slow of apprehension.

'^F 1
Of ^ 1

t" l^eep mum, to

pretend to be stupid or ignorant

;

to act the ninny.

1 ^ .i ^ stupid in the extreme.

] ff an unwise plan, a tilly

scheme.

I 3^ a bad speculation, a losing

adventure.

"^ From mouth or to t/oic, jind to

I

conned ; the last form ia aaH>
> quatcd.

T h'''"
''""^ ""'^ * noise; to

>f\i
I
taste ; to sip, to suck ; to

kiss; to prate incessantly

)j and praise people ; to sob.

c/io
1 ^ to kiss one's cheek.

^ ]
to deUin one to take

a cup.

I ^ to live on meager faro and
simples.

^ )
to slobber in drinkiiig, to

swill down.

'\^
1 ff; f^ IK ''6 hastily sucked

the juice, thinking it was gin

1 M ^:it I>o ale pulse aoJ
drank water.

] ^ tSL ^ crying and weeping
bitterly.

1^ Noise of strife and scdlding
;

i^JCj angry, irate,

i^^'" it 1
good-looking, accord-

ing to some authorities.

Looking out from a bole •

^> coming out of a cave.

4
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iSfit 1 From wood and to connect or
' ' weigh out,

iTV
I
A small king-post above the

4*W. girder which connects with

Q^ the upper tie-beam; a club,

a cane.

I ^ a shillelab, a cudgel.

I? 1 Bo If }Sj swing the chib

and then call the dog—of course

he will not come.

llj fH iE 1 ^^ ^^^ painted his

rafters and carved his joists ; re-

ferring to a foolish parvenu.

CH'OH.

Read toh, Used for J^ to leave.

*&# 1 i^^35C^#tftcom-
ruencc [your writing] as a draft,

finish it by careful polish, and

end it with plea.sure.

fflS,
.cho

From field and to connect.

Raised dykes, si.K feet wide,

to go from one field to an-

olher, as is the case over

southern China.

; ]
pathways through the field

and country.

CHOH.

The wine or spirits used in

libations ; to worship by

pouring out libations to the

lares, or the gods, several

times in succession.

^ ]
to offer libations.

A needle or awl ; sharp, like

a needle ; the sharp end of a

staff; to offer, as a present.

The month stuffed with food

when chewing ; to eat fast or

vulgarly.

Several of these characters are heard pronounced ch'ioh. Old sounds, t'ok.

in Swatow, ch'iak and ch'6k;— in Arney, ch'i6k, t6k, ch'ok, and chak; —
chek; — t'n Shanghai, ts'ek and tsok; — in Chifu,

From fire and excelling; it is 1

interchanged with choh, J^ to
|

chW

From silk and excelling as the
phonetic.

«AV Slow, leisurely; large, spa-

fVao cious; liberal, generous; in-

definite, vague ; many.

5^ I
not hurried, taking it easy

;

ample, wide, as a house; well

versed in ; to render liberal and

generous.

] I f^ ample room for ; not used

as it might be;— said of one

capable of higher things ; also,

shadowy.

1 1 W ^ ™°''® *"''*•* enough ;

—

applied also to brotherly kind-

ness.

1 SE * nickname ; a pet or

fancy name ; to nickname.

j3J j^ ] 3ji5| beautiful, delicate, as

flowers or young girls.

1 Wi gii^eless, pureminded, loving.

ch'o'

A woman who excels ; beau-

tiful ; used with the List.

I j^ delicate, shrinking, like

a girl unacquainted with the

world.

Bead tih^ A sick woman.

roast.

Light, bright ; heat, caloric
;

one defines it, hot, boiling, .is

water.

] j^ sparkling, glittering,

as melted iron.

Distant
;
going to a distance

;

to hasten, to walk fast; used

^ch^o with the next.

^ I JK,
a spanking breeze

—

after a ten days' rain ;—name of

an ode of Su Tung-p'o.

Read tiao"

step over.

To overpass ; to

^ch^o

From foot and excelling; also

read ckao*

To Stamp on with the foot

;

to jump over ; to get ahead

running ; to stride ; to excel.

^ to walk lamely,

jg; distant, as in walking far.

|g ;^ 'H unusual ability.

5^ Jg to writhe when trodden

on ; to stretch out, as when run-

ning.

In Canton, eh'^nk and cVuk;—

•

in. Fuhchau, ch'i6k, tank, and

, ts'oh.

Disobedient, disobliging ; the

I
) name of a statesman in the

ch^o kingdom of Lu.

Read ^rh. A country.

] ^ was one of thirty-six Turfan

states, or tribes west of China.

-f55?
'^° pierce, as with a dart • to

J 3|/j harpoon, to spear fish or tur-

jCA'm ties ; used sometimes for /so/'i^

^ to take a pinch, to take up

in the fingers ; and also for cA'u/i^

f^ to gore, to run against ; to

punch ; a harpoon.

I
tfy a fishing-prong.

] ^ to spear.

]
— ] take a pinch, as of

snuff.

^ ^ I ^ he struck the turtle

with the iron fork.

S'Jffl^ 1 filt,^;3 don't burst

the windows in with your hands.

From spear andflahellum ; nsed

with the next.

,ch'wo To stab ; to punch, to stick

into ; to afiBx a stamp, to

seal ; a die, a stamp.
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j f5 an official seal, such as is

used by pctiy cfiicors, or con-

stables ; the seal of a company

or corporation.

^ ]
to affix ?. stamp.

] ^ a staini) in common charac-

ters, not an official seal ; as

^ \ -f-
a name for cards.

1 M ^ ^^ ilcceive one.

CHU.

^ tJt "jF ]
g'*''' '' "* pu'wh with

yonr caiie.

fffl ^ 1 ?M '''® a'lctor's flukes ran

[into tlie bow], and stove it in.

tjb
To pierce ; to dart through

\) one, as a shooting pain ; to

^c/t^wo build and beat an abobie wall

;

a fish-prong with a cross piece.

CHU. «6

From tnoth and foot; an alluBion

perliaps to the harsh noise made.

c/iivo To grate the teeth ; an angnr

or tool to make a hole.

1 o"" II 1
pettish, ill-temper-

ed, the latter also means dirty,

vHe, mean.

I ^ ^ I
cross-grained, nar-

row-minded, discontented.

Old sounds, ie, tu, tot, de da, djot, t'o, and t'ot. In Canton, chu, and a few oho; — »7i Sioatow, ohn, til, and tu ;
—

in Amoy, chu, oho, ta, and t'a; — in Fuhchaii, chi6, chw6, chii, to, t'u, and tilu ; — in. Shanghai,

tso, tsii, tsz', d/.o, tan, and dzu; — in Chifu, chu.

,c/m

Formed of /|C wnnd and ~—
one, i. e. the oue tree, referring

to the heart-wood of the cedar,

which is reddish or fiery.

Bed, especially a vermilion

color; it is considered a lucky color.

] Jfl scarlet.

I |g silver, so called from the

name of the mine.

3^ J^u 1 ES to make a contract

of marriage.

] ^ the scarlet bird, a fancy

jiame of a position in geomancy.

] P^ the gentry, literary gradu-

ates; so called from an ancient

cust-om of painting their doors

red.

1 ¥ SiS BI to 'lot the forehead

[of an idolj red ; this is snp-

jK)sed to vivify it with the god.

i£ 1 ^ ^ ''^ "''o comes near

reiTOtlion will get red ;— like

Prov. xiii. 20, He who walketh

with wise men will be wise.

I ^ the "red dressed,"—denotes

the attendant of the God of

Literature, or bis star.

A V'igmy is
I ^, applied

to m'jn who are undersized.

] ;JiJ
a sort of king-post, or

Biiort pillar in a roof-triiss.

1^ ] name of an ancient

musician.

The tnmk or bole of trees

;

a classifier of trees, posts, pil-

lars, stumps, stalks of shrubs,

itc. ; low, degraded, kept

down ; in the lowest place.

^ '^ 't 1
there were seven

umlberry plants.

I
i^ a tree broken off.

I ^ ""* trunk of a tree.

]
t^ — p^ confined to one corner,

as a clerk who cannot leave his

home; viet. kept in obscurity.

] ;f^ a hard wood, good for naves.

] ;^ a grove, a forest of large

trees.

A small stream in Shantung

flowing north from Tai-shan

into the River Sz'.

1 M ^ PhI f'e region of

the rivers Chu and Sz' where

Confucius taught.

From gem and red.

A pearl; a bead; a string of

beads ; small and round like

a pearl or bead
;
pearly, fine,

excellent ; round and bead-

like; beaded.

— fl 1 or — !jig ]
one pearl.

I ^ the Pearl River, which flows

by C.titon; the application to

the entire stream is not known

to the people.

.chu

a name for amber.

or ^ ] false pearls; while

U. 1

u 1

^ I
are real pearls; and the

Budbists say ^ H ] the red-

true pearl, for the ruby or spi-

nelle, the Sanscrit iwrfwioraya.

^ ]
pupil of the eye; but othera

say it denotes the crystalline

lens.

:^ 0^ M I
your eyes have no

pearls ; i. e. you're half blnid
;

you can't distinguish things.

^ 1
or ;g: I

a Budhist rosary

of 108 beads, referring probaljly

to the 108 compartments in

the pliralat or sacred fool of

Budha, wherein are pictured

his attributes and attendants.

^ I
a necklace worn by oflkiais.

I 5S pnarls, gems
;
jewelry, bi-

jouterie.

— ^ ] a necklace, a string of

beads.

|J( ^^ ] beads shaped like a flat

squash, made from a sort of

smooth, gray grasg-seed, resem-

bling those of Job's tears.

1 HI 3E ?PI IJe^rly- fat-cheeked

;

handsome, elegant; ix>lislicd, as

a fine composition.

i^. @ iS 1
raixing up

.
fish-eyes

and pearls; i. e. indiscriminat-

ing.
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J^ I f^ a continued firing, a

cannonade.

"M. 1
fr :g^ B^

I
tlie night-shin-

ing pearl, spoken of by Taoists

;

it may mean the pyrope or car-

buncle ; a brilliant gem, which

the Emperor is said to possess,

and shines like a lamp.

^ I
seed pearls, need in making,

the
I JQ ^ or pearl powder

sprinkled on ulcers.

^ 1 a sun-glass to ignite moxa;

it is made of crystal, and was

early brought from India.

] JH ^ ^ § three thousand

rich men, who bad pearls on

their shoes.

"^tt^ From stone and red; this ia

A^pl^ often incorrectly written shu

ehu *^ " *™*'^ weight.

Vermilion ; made of vermi-

lion ; imperial, because the emperor

nsea red ink for his autograph in

official writings.

^ I
vermilion,—either the pow-

dered preparation, the color, or

the paint,

ft 1 ^ 3 cake of red ink.

] T^ cinnabar.

I '^ ^ the mandarin orange

(Citrus nobilis), named from its

vermilion colored skin.

] ^ the Emperor's pencil, an

imperial autograph.

1 ^ the Emperor's approval;

an official endorsement

] ^ the essays of graduat«s who
are successful ; so called because

they are copied in red.

] fff the vermilion or autograph

order.

tt^^ An unauthorized character,

«/j/^ probably altered from one of

,cAm the last two, used in Canton

for the cheeks.

W 1 "tut
full rosy checks.

]iA± To hop, as a wren ; to get

cV^/)C o" t)y hops ; used for ^ in

^cita gj^ I
embarrassed, iniablc to

get on, uncertain what to do.

J I
hopping about

.!lt*l

.c/m

CHU.

From insect or ffog, and the
next character contracted.

' The spider; called in Pe-

king
] ] ; whence a lazy,

good for nothing fellow is

called Ji I 1 ^^^ name
of the burrowing spider or

A tophus.

[ ] IPI a spider's web.

i^ filaments of the web.

'^ 1
ground spiders, like the

Epeira.

\\ $k'WW^^ everything

prospers where there are plenty

of spider's webs.

From words and red as the
phonetic.

chu To seek for in order to

punish, to make judicial in-

quiry ; to punish capitally, to put

to death, to kill ; to reprove ; to

involve for another's crime ; to

eradicate, to clear away.

I ^ to involve in punishment

1 fift or
1 M *^o utterly exter-

minate, as a family or rebels.

1 SI to cut off, to execute.

{^ I
to be decapitated ; executed.

] |3 '^o reduce to subjection, to

punish.

] ^ i§. to expose and reprove

his crime.

] ^ to dig up and clear off

plants or grass.

1 ^ ^ )R to desire inordinately;

insatiable, as a conqueror.

&> ^ I ^ to overcome hatred

with kindness, or evil with good.

^ I
a divine judgment, as to

be killed by lightning, or some
remarkable casualty.

ifej^ Name of a feudal state which

<^^ existed r c. 700 to 469,

(C/(« under ten rulers; now the

district of Tscu hien ^ jjj^

ill Yen-clieu fu in the south of

Shantung ; t\\ ] was a small

principality southwest of it, near

the present TSng hien J^ j|| in

the sa»ic prefecture.

CHU.

1 Wt ^^^ * ^'ty to which the

people of Chu^ were removed;

it is near Hwang-cheu fn ^
JH^ HJ in Hupeh, on the Yang-
tsz' Kiver.

To curse.

% ] to imprecate evils on
,chu

Red garments; to dress ; ele-

c Vri\- gant.

jC/itt
\ m short dresses, nnder-

jacktets.

\ §^ a. red coronet, ia a
term given by one author.

jM^ From plant and red.

<>^'V A small tree, the ^ | ||
^chu Baymia rutwcarpa, allied to

the Xanthoxylon, growing
in the eastern provinces ; its

bitter seeds are used by the Chinese
in coughs and tonic medicines; the

ripe capsules are deep red, and the

seeds black ; which herbalists say

should be gathered on the 9th

day of the 9th moon to be most
efficacious.

1 ti^ ^ is the fruit of the \i\ ]

t^ a sort of dogv?ood, (Coniu$

officinalis) used as a vermifuge

and in fevers.

From words and this.

To discriminate, to distin-

^cflu guish ; an adjective of num-
ber placed before its noun,

not one only but many; all, every,

several ; as a preposition, it marks

origin or place, to, in, respecting,

in regard to ; at, upon, from,—
m(xlified by the preceding verb; it

stands for the pronoun at the end

of a sentence; a final jjarticle im-

plying doubt or asking a question;

it is sometimes introduced only for

the rhythm ; frequently occurs in

names of places.

ft 1 %^ wrote it on his girdle,

jg I
^ I met him on the road.

A ^ ^ 1
"'1' ™6" reject him t
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] ^ ^ jH I give you mncU

trouble.

1 Ad jifc ^ all are like this.

I ^ all of, the wbole.

I ft or ] ;g all you gentlemen

;

you, Sirs-

|g ] J5f '"«'' »t it here.

IS ^ I
^ he only depends on>

or thinks of himself.

I ^ feudal princes ; .1 prince

;

the dignity or post of a prince.

3Ein£S5: 1 B'l €> R ^ ''" ^'"^

king alters Lis luiiid, then ho

must recall me.

ylf ] denotes a doubt whether it

is so or not ; as ;^ fgj ;^ | ;

;^ ;^ I did not know wiie-

tber there was a way
; he said,

thfre was.

was not Wan Wang's park 70

li pqnare ?

1 1 '61 M "^ ^ ready wit; able

to argue
;
quick and fluent.

^ ]
before ^yii ^ denotes per-

haps, or, probably ; as .;ft ] jl{j

i 11 ]fe
this was probably

what he wished to say.

B )^ M 1 "^^y^ *'"^ months.

I ^ all sorts ; every variety.

^ ]
in this, going to this.

I
-^ a certain robe worn by em-

(iresscs in the Han dynasty.

] ^ siuts^ai graduates ; 1. e. the

wbole bwly of them.

1 "? W ^ "" classes of authors.

1 W, '"'
tl' Wx '"'^ ^''^^ °^^ names

in Aunam fur sugar-cane.

^ 1
*" "tS 1

I^eaches or plums
preserved cither in sugar or salt

;

an ancient mode of preparation.

A kind of oak furnishing a

durable timber, found in

Honan ; the acorns are

sharp pointed, and acrid to

the taste, whence they are called

^ j ^ bitter acorns ; silkworms

feed on the leaves ; it is not impro-

bable that a kind of oak is referred

to "by the same name in other parts.

,c/iu

CHU.

From dorj or beast and that;

it is interchanged with the

. next when used as a verb.

A hog ; any animal of the

genus Siis ; to dig a trench

or pool.

1 ^ or
] ^ a pig.

] -^ or 1 If^ a sow ; it is used

for coarse in Fuhchau, as ]
t{5

^ coarse needles.

I ^ a boar.

|lj I
a wild hog, differing perhaps

from the Jf- ] , Sus kucomystax,

common in China.

^ I
a hedgehog.

^ ]
the porcupine, found in

Shensi.

I ^ or
I ^ pork-fat, lard.

1 ^ <"
i si •'og''* l3"8tles.

1 ^L# pork-chops.

I StB Jjf ">•
1 )!iP 7K pig's foot

jelly.

1 fl -^ the pig-basket plant, or

pitcher plant, the NepetUftes dis-

tillittoria.

I ^ a kind of China-root ; or

peihaps a Lycoperdon or puff-

ball._

] BK zl ift * boar's head, with a

carp and a cock,— to worship

Plutus.

From water and hog at the

phonetic.

^cIm a place where water stag-

nates ; a pool or small lalce,

a puddle ; to dig out, as when

making a jwol, or confining its

limits.

1 M iiC an affluent of the Grand

Canal iuTsi-ning cbeu^^ j^|

in Shantung.

^ li* It 1
^^^ pools and marshes

in the wilderness.

j^ ft § M 1 ^ to raze the

palace, and dig a pool there—

•

so as to "Illiterate it.

^ I
a marsh in Kwei-teh fu, near

Yii-ch'ing hien ^ ^^, once

drained or restrained by the

Great Yu.
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iL:^ One says an edible worm of

cS! pi larva like a silkworm.

^cIm ^ \
a term for a toad.

^^^Xfi A dead tree still standing.

n^ tt 1 tlead, rott«n trees.

^chu ifiiis^ \ all the trees are

dead.

The original form of thii cha-

^ racter, which is now used as the

J
3d radical of a small group of

chu miscellaneous characters, ori-

ginally represented a flame, as
of a candle.

As fire appertains to the

heart, this character lias come to

mean the ruling power of the will,

or the clear intelligence of theheart,

for which the next is now used.

A point, a dot, such as is put

on the top of the character wang

T. to vivify the ancestral tablet;

in penmaiisliip, read *tien, for JQ
a dot.

The character originallj rspre-

sented a lamp-stand with the

Jlame rising.

That which gives light; a

ruler, a lord, a master ; a host ; the

chief; the head; to rule, to make
one the chief; to indicate, to show

what is to be; certainly, with au-

thority, as a lord's will.

] /^ the host ; the head of the

house ; a master.

^ I
a pater-familias ; used by

children and domestics.

H )
a landlord, the owner of

real estate.

] j^ the master of a wedding,

j ^ or
I _t or

I ^ our sove-

reign ; used in speaking of him.

:§
i

or g j the emperor ; a

sovereign ; the chief ruler of 4

country.

_L & 1
the emperor's sisteiv.

^ J^ ^ ]
the emperor's aunt.

U 1^ ]
who is lord here? who

manages this?

\ ^p'M !''• "'*'*« y°" "y
lord in your bouse ; i. «. I am
going to visit you.
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1 jQ a patron, one who buys

much.

:# Ig ] she has a head ; she is

married ; also used by traders,

[the gocxls] are spoken for.

5^ ] the Lord of Heaven ; God

is so called by the Roman Ca-

tholics, and 5^ 1 ^ is the mime

for their sect and the Greek

church ; but ^ and J^ | ,

are both used for God by the

Mohammedans.

3'C ^ 'S' 1
'^"^ bsavenly Father

and merciful Lord.

1 & the controler, the superin-

tending power;— a term often

applied to Gixl.

•
] fj a term for the Sabbath or

Lord's day.

fjif ] the ancestral tablet ; inti-

mating that the deified lord

resides in it.

can't venture to take the con-

trol; I dare not assume the

direction.

] 1^ ''lo ^^'11; 'I'e fixed resolu-

tion.

1 # ^ ^£ f^ '-'^« decision is

not with me.

^*
1 S I •''^^e * Pl»"-

1 ^ to give directions, to ma-

nage ; an overseer.

^ I
to be or take the head, re-

gardetl as chief; it is of the

greatest moment.

mi^ ]
a district magistrate.

JE 1^ and Slj ) ^ the chief

and deputy literary examiners

at the iMJin tri|)os.

] ^ijp tx) guard, to protect.

jgji ] ^ )S it will certainly bring

. you good luck.

1 "T'M it indicates rain.

A Jo '° govern; to rule as an

autocrat ; a Budhist term for

an abbot.

Bt 1
" IH" 1 ^ a rich man.

Q 1 free, voluntary; as I like.

Jf ]
a donor, as to a temple or a

charity.

ft
I From hand and to rule; it oc-

^"2^ cnra used for chu* XX. ^ pillar.

'c'Ait A prop or post ; to shore up

;

to pierce, to stick ; to point
' sideways ; to oppose.

] i^ a prop or stretcher, as to an

awning.

1 IS °''
1 ^ a crutch,.a stick;

to lean on a staff.

A sort of overalls or leathern

gaiters for the knees.

From deer and to rxile as the
phonetic.

'c/m a large beast like a deer,

found in Tung-ch'wen fu in

the north of Sn'ch'uen ; he guides

the herd, indicates their course

by shaking his long tail, which

brushes away the dust ; if other

deer see it, they follow his track.

This animal has been identified by

some with the Chinese elk or tailed

deer {Elaphurus Davideanus);

but a comparison of native books

shows that it is more probably a

general term for a large stag, the

ruler oldeer, and not any species
;

it is drawn with spots and having

one stumpy horn ; the large red

deerofMongolia(cfrt?ttsmar«/^may

be the one; a fly-whip or switch.

] ^ a chowiy, usal by fairies

;

some authore suppose that the

chowry from Tibet is furnished

by a deer, instead of the yak.

^ ] Ho ^ to converse while

whisking away the flies.

SI 1 ^ A ^ unceasingly twir-

ling the chowry— to drive off

the mnsquitos.

MR 3fo 1 ^ I respectfully listen

to your guiding retnarks.

") From stone or worship and
2or(2; the third form is unusaal.

_» t.
I

A stone tablet dedicated to

IR-f^ ^ancestorsin the family temple.

'

1 (5 a stone shrine or niche,

in which the tablet is placed.

jp^ ] the ancestral tablet.

<^

'c/m
"

fA^fc "1 An islet ; a low place,

X^ I a wa.sh in a river, a deposit

cj?J*
I

appearing above the wa-

ft^ J
ters ; an affluent of the K.

'c/i« Hwai in Honan near Hii

cheu,

JS 1 the precious land, an ancient

name for Ceylon (Ratna-ilivipa,

probably derived from its pearls

and gems.

mM:t 1 ^£ f§ the isles of

fairies are far away in the sea.

iL ^ 1
i" tbe rivers <ire islets,

—

which were slowly formed; and

so must yon persevere.

< -ji^- To cook, to dress food; to

jj^f^ boil in water ; to steep, to

'c/m decoct ; boiled, cooked.

] ^ boiled through ; to

cook thoroughly.

1 IR '"'
1 ^ to dress a dinner,

to prepare food.

]
^" to make tea; to prepare an

entertainment.

1 ^ ^ ^ to boil sea-water to

get salt.

C^rt From words ani farther.

pJJL To curse, to announce to the

VsM gods and implore calamities

up>n others; curses and

oaths before the gods to bring

punishment on others, or for evils

suftered.

I ^ oaths and curses.

I §3 an imprecation sealed by

blood.

P $ j A to curse and rail at

others bitterly.

] ^ cursing and railing.

1 ^ 1^ to Uke a dreadful oath
;

lips filled with curses.

C l^rt From place and farther.

ITeL a defile or torrent among
tsu hills which hinders progress

;

separated by obstacles ; to

lander, to ini[iede, to oppose, to

discommode ; to cause delay ; dan-

gerous from some impediment ; lo

suspect, to doubt ; to grieve.
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] J^ to stop, prevent progress.

1^ I
a hindrance, stumbling-

block ; something in the road.

^ I
an im|>ediraent, as a hill

;

far separated and thus hindered.

] $^ to prevent from accomplish-

ing, to retard, to try to defeat.

] ^ hardships, straits ; every-

thing working against one.

1 JD *^'' ^ 1 ''<) stand in the

way of, to block, to oppose.

] :y jll
to hinder business, as

an untimely visitor does.

ill Jij j^ ] the hills and rivers

sunder us widely ;
— as friends.

1 W*^ iS^iP >> bead wind de-

tained me (Su Tung-p'o) at

Kwapu.

In Cantonese. A sign of the

past tense, used after other verbs.

^ ]
he has gone ; left.

ti& 1 J!|S be has brought it.

*chu

1

From fire and to rule aa the
phonetic.

That which guides the flame

;

a wick ; a stick of incense

;

to light.

^ to burn incense sticks, to

worship the gods ; but <—
] ^

is one incense stick.

] a lampwick.

I § three incense-sticks;

this number is usually lighted

at once by worshipers in refer-

ence to the trinity of powers.

< Ati*' Insects like the Pli'nus, which

SJtL eat books or clothes ; moths

V/m in furs ; insects like the car-

penter beetle, especially re-

ferring to the fly ; to eat, as such

insects do ; eaten, bored.

1 m spoiled by insects.

] ^ all eaten through.

^ ] "jf
it is all worrt-eaten.

C jCf^ From rain and flowing ivater;

^y^^ like the next.

'c/ju -^ seasonable rain,
| ^ one

which fills the channels, and

starts the vegetation.

CHU.

cAt-L Like the last. Water run-

ZyM ning off" in streamlets ; mois-

''c/ia tened, well watered ; to fer-

tilize by rain.

] ^ 1^ ^ timely showers cause

things to grow.

1 iH saturated with water; en-

riched by favors.

From horse and to ruZa as the
phonetic.

'cA(7^ To rest one's horse ; to stop,

to sojourn, to live at for a

while ; a stopping-place, a

hostelry.

1 J£ '-** loJgo, to tarry over, to

put up at wiih one's carriage.

1 ^ "••
1 ^ "M ft to bo

stationed at, temporarily filling

an office at a place ; appointed

to live at.

1 j^ places where the Emperor

halts in a progress.

I ^ to live on guard— in the

provinces ; applied to the Ban-
nermen stationed out of i^o

capital.

Jt-l^'> From man and to rule; it is

l~f^ easily mistaken for 'iDomj ^
, J to KO.

To halt, to stop ; to cease

;

to detain ; to dwell ; to live in ; to

endure, to erect ; when following

another verb, it usually forms the

present tense, or shows that the

action has just stopjjed, as i^ 1

hold it
; ^ I

rested a little ; but

it also foims the imperative, ag

^ 1 stop it up
; ff I lip stop

walking, hold up your going, —
according to the context ; a classi-

fier of birds.

'^ 1 B& P l^eep guard over the

passes.

] ip stay your steps'; stand there.

I ^ hold up; stay your hand.

M' ^ 1^1 tan't help being

angry.

^, ;^ I
I am not equal to that,

I can't endure it.

iiC* ^MM 1
"'b''«= <3o you livet

^ 1 living at.
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I P he ceased talking.

I "J* 5^ he stopi)ed crying.

^ '^ ] unreliable ; an unsafe

de|)endance.

j ^ a custodian of a temple

;

the resident or head-priest.

tf-l' > The noise of calling fowls ; a

H 11 distorted mouth ; occurs nsed

cAu' for c/ieu'P^ the bill of a bird.

I ]
to chuck for fowls

when calling them.

«) From wood and to rule as the
phonetic

c/iu' -^ pillar, a post, a stanchion,

a joist ; a main dependance,

a support ; a statesman ; a chief

agent or manager in; to uphold;

to rely on ; a row or line, as in

writhig; clusters of stars in Auriga

and in Centaur.

] ^ the leading ideas in a paper;

the heads, as of a sermon.

] 1|!( the base or plinth of a pillar.

£, ] at the South, denotes a

house of five pillars.

^ I
or 5g ]

a high statesm.in.

^ 3't 1
"'"^ ^''''o l>cars up the

state, the Atlas of his country.

1 1^ a hall supported on pillare,

a pillared jwrch.

j^ I ;^ ;H* ibe ability or service

of beams and pillars; i.e. useful

officers or statesmen.

] X *-he nuts of a lute.

J5^ I
the red pillars ; a poetical

name for a J-4 lute.

] ^ a kind of ofiicial cap

JL»J From loa to' and to rule; it is

/-I-^ used with the next, and occa-

sionally for chu* ^B to manifest.

Water flowing off in stream-

lets, or shooting over a ledge ; to

lead water in chaiuiels, to flow out;

to Boak, to .saturate ; to fix .the

mmd on, to direct the thoughts to;

to collect ; to comment on, to re-

cord; to strike; belonging to.

I ;g: to remember, to ponder.

1 ^ at tenti\e ; to think on much.

% 1 -^ ^ *& I faad that idea

already

c/m
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_|^ 1 to fix tbe thoughts on

heaven.

] g to set tbe eyes on ; to gaxe.

1 jU- to hit the nail on the head,

to describe exactly.

S ^ ^ 1 I *™ extremely ob-

liged for your thoughtful regard

— for me.

^M itt^ 1
'^^ ''*'" pours violently.

jg ^ ] ^ take it from this,

and direct it that ; to have

one's hope realized, or design

appreciated.

1 ^ ]6^ 5^1 'o 8^'' '^^ arrow on

tbe stving.

Jk %
IIiUP ] look out above and

mind what's below
;
pay heed

to what goes before and comes

after, as tbe arrangment of your

sentences ; regard the orders of

tbe sovereign, and listen to the

people.

) From words and to rule aa the

phonetic.

cfm^ To define, to explain ; to

open out the sense ; to write

about, to record ; an emendation

or gloss; used in some cases for

tinff'' J6 to determine; destined.

] BfJ a clear explanation ; written

clearly and fiuly.

1 ^ to illustrate the meaning

of; notes-

] )|| an explanation.

] |{< to note particulars, to keep

a record.

] f^ or'
] U to write an essay

on.

^ ]
to add to the commentary.

] ^ an open, full explanation,

as of tbe clasics.

] ^ ] ^ be fixes tbe day of

birth and of 4eatfa.

,) l^rom slip %ai yet ; it it also

read ^t'eu tihi (iju.

cJin'> Short boards used in beat-

ing adobie walis ; a wall to

screen off a privy or a bath ; a

ce«8-p<K)l ; the receptacle of dirty

water from a bath.
'

From plants and this; it is tke

original form of choTi, ^ to

caase, and is interchanged with

cHu' AE and cAu* J^ to narrate. I

Bright, clear; conspicuous;

to set forth, to manifest ; to write

an account, to narrate; to fix, to

settle ; to publish, as a book ; the

space between the gate and tbe

screen wall inside ; the revolution

of a year.

^ ^ i^ 1
his name is increas-

ingly known.

1 jiS
*"' '^ I

^ narrate in a re-

cord ; to write occurrences, as

in a journal; to write a history.

] ^ ^ to pretend to bis'goodness.

S 1
•^r ^ ] to manifest, as

Christ did the will of God.

^ From bamhoo and this or help-

ful; the first also means a deli-

cate sort of bamboo, and the
second is defined the hermit-
crab or its temporary abode.

Chopsticks; to take up food

with them.

^ I
ivory or bone chopsticks

;

the Jijj 1 ^^ usually made of

bamboo.
^— If I

a pair of chopsticks.

^ —•
]

put down your chop-

sticks,— in pledge of a glasa

fit ^ # Jil I
cooked millet

cannot be taken up with the

chojjBticks.

^ ^ "f I
it is not worth put-

ting the chopsticks into it ; •'. e.

uneatable.

j^ 1 ^ m^ take up your chop-

sticks and begin — to eat.

5£ '^ Ife 1
^^ '^3* J*<^* cups and

ivory chopsticks; i. e. be is very

extravagant and la^'isfa.

l»

lU

> From strength and fitrthermore.

To assist, to help'; to succor;

chu'' beneficial, strengthening.

'*"' ^ 1 '° succor, to aid.

] m ^ ^ helped him to

finish tbe ailair.

] f!r^ - ¥t i, ij i will lend

yon a helping hand.

c/tu'

Jf ]
or Ijl 1 to cheerfully aid

— by a donation.

] ij a guard of bonorj an escort.

^ ^ ^ I
I can't do it by my-

self; I am not able to effect it

alone.

] M 1^ )B. whoever helps Cheu-

sin (the Nero of China) will In-

come truculent ; i.e. a companion
of tbe cruel becomes cruel.

From feathers or to fly and
this; tlie second form is rather
pedantic.

To fly upward ; to soar into

the sky, as a phoenix.

^ I
the phcenix soars on

high;— denotes a bride go-

ing to her husband's house.

E 1 %t^ a lyi'ig pbrenix and

soaring argus ; — a newly mar-

ried pair.

A^^) From metal and lonijtvify as
^^S the phonetic; occurs read cfcu/i,

c/iu' "^o cast, to fuse metal for

running into molds, ancient

name of a small feudal state in

the present Shantung, north of

the River Tsi ; used for cfiuh^ DJ
to wish happiness, to bless.

I ^ to cast cash or coins.

}^ X 1 §§ iJie founders cast

vessels.

|§ ] to found ; to melt and cast,

as a boiler.

MM 1 ^ ^ all the iron you
could get would not suffice to

cast your faults.

1 ^ -^ i such virtues should

be cast in gold— to preserve

them.

Bi > A horse with the near hind

^Tp leg white, or one having

cAit' white knees ; to ease one leg,

as a horse does, by standing

on three.

M ^^ ]
Iwrness up my dap-

pled lightfoot

1 JE a name for c/«In' JH tbe

fourth diagram, referring to the

mode of shackling a horse's two

legs to teach him to amble.
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aJL^j From a afteJter and a ma» ; but
the origiual form represents a
strong room to contain stores or

preserve them, for which the
next is now used ; some of the
componnds show traces of its

meaning.

The space between the throne

and tlie retiring door behind it, is

called ^ ] , where the attendants

stand within call.

t|>'^> From precious and to store np as

U I* the phonetic.

g;j„> To store up; to hoard; to

lay by for safety ; to put in

its place ; a store of, a hoard ;
an

accumulation, a treasure.

j^ ]
to keep in store, as the

government doea

*^ 1 or 1 ;^ to warehouse;

kept in the warehouse.

-J? 1 liS M tl^ere's not much left.

] J^ it is jmt in the treasury.

I jg to store up grain.

Ill FuMiau. Containing; to

hold ; liolding ; contained in.

I
-^ it holds the water.

uuse, as a bowl of rice.

CHU.

y»^ > A coarse kind of hempen

f^ \ cloth ; suitable only for bags

chu' and wrappers or poor clothes.

j^ ] fine and coarse hemp.
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I

l>i>) From eye and to store; it is

J similar to chv?^ to fix.

c/m> To stare at

I g to fix the eyes on, as

when stupidly amazed.

chu

^fr**) A Iamb five months old.

TV ^^ JG 1
l^e fatted lambs

chu^ are ready.

That which is known ; know-

ledge. This character is con-

tracted to I* unless it is used

for the personal name of the

late Emperor Hienfung.

To inter valuables with the

dead ; to tem[x)rarily place a

thing; metals in their ores,

which are to be known by the

aspect of the surface soil,

whether
| ^ or | •^ or

] $j^ ores are beneath.

c/w'

From /fC wood and ^ to give.

A shuttle; thin, as the

wheels of a cart, which cut

into the mire ; long, said of

the head ; a low, scrubby oak, for

which 1^ is another name, and m
another form; a water trough or

flame.

B A 1 # long-lived people

have long heads.

HI @ )§ l>e is full of learning

as a filled shuttle.

1 lA ^ ^ the shuttle and reed

are empty ; a time of want

;

these two parts of a loom seem

to have been once differently

named, as the chuh^ ^ is said

to be the shuttle, and the other

the reed, and made of earthen.

^ °^ tH 1
^*''"<^i"8' mother cut

the web in the loom,— in token

of her grief and disappoint-

ment.

' > The nut to which the strings

of a lute are fastened, and

c/»M* by wliich they are tuned.

Old sounds, t'e, t'u, I'ot, t'op, de, du, and dot. In Canton, ch'ii, cli'o and shu ; — in Swatoiv, ch'o, k'n, tJl,

ch'u, and tin;— in Anioy, ch'n, ch'o, k'u, tii, and t'u;— in yahchau, ch'fe, ch'u, kii, yii, and tu;—
in Shanghai, ta'a, ts'ii, tso, ts'o dzii, dzu, and tsz' ;— in Chifii, ch'u.

,eh'u

From hiife and garment, allud-

ing to the tailor's craft.

To cut out clothes, i.e. to

begin the making of gar-

ments, which is the first step in

civilization ; to begin ; the first

;

at first, the early part; incipient.

1 1
°'' ^ 1

^'^en it began ; at

the first.

] S Tfy to make a great show at

opening the shop.

] ^ a new comer ; the first visit.

•j^ ]
at the beginning.

I §§ ^ i^ at the creation.

I
— the first day of the moon.

] "fej or 1 (^ the fijst decade of

a moon.

decade did you come ?

] ^ to commence study.

[f} I
the first part of next moon.

A -i 1 ti -^ ^ man's nature

originally was good.

I
?^ the firet-time.

1 13 i^ '° °P*" '"^ °*^^ P°'' f°''

trade; to found a mart, as Baf-

fles did Singapore.

"^ y^ ] be careful how you begin

a work.

1 ^ the firstborn.

In Cantonese. A final particle

;

to stop or wait.

fj)t^ [Tp
I

do you stop a while,

gg ] 5 a novice, a raw hand.

The character is intended to

represent JWf grass bound ia

two 'J sheaves or faggots ; the
second form is unused.

To cut grass; hay, dried

grass for animals, fodder.

^ \
~ M ^ bundle of

green grass.

f^ I
fodder for cattle ; to fodder

them.
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j ^ a scarecrow, a straw man

;

effigies burned at a funeral.

1 ^ ^ grass and reed cutters

;

met. the people.

] ^ four domesticated animals

wbicb are reared, viz. the horse,

sheep, ox, with the dog.

] ^ a name for the magpie.

To scold people ; a colloquial

word, imitating the sound

^h^u of scolding or reproving.

J.|^ From wood and a corner; q.d.

AtliM the stick that keeps the corner.

gjf^
The wooden pivots on which

a door turns; an axis, a

center, that on which a. thing hin-

ges ; what is indispensable, fun-

damental, cardinal ; the source of

power ; a spinous tree like a buck-

thron, or hornbeam, called ^ i^
or thorny elm.

I
;^ the controling power, as the

boiler in a steamer; the moving

spirit, the guiding mind.

1 t^ .^ & ^^® station of chief

authority.

1 S or
] 51 the central part on

which a machine works; the

gist of an aflair.

^ ]
a term for the moon.

5^ ]
or heaven's pivot, is the

star Dnbhe a in Ursa Major.

\ ^ the secret pivot; an old

teiTQ for a general; in the Sung
dynasty, | '^ ^ denoted the

privy council

] J® the pivot's wall ;— a name
for the Censorate.

t|» ] the powers or machine of

government in the capital and

provinces.

A feline animal called
] J^,

marked like a fox ; it is big

^shii as a dog, and was once nsed

in sacrifice; it is probably the

cheetah or ounce, but may also

denote the lynx.

"V^ A kind of stone, the ] J^
iJ'^^ whose description allies it to

^hi the jasjier.

m

.1
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,331 From wood and prayer for rain.

n^ A tree with glossy bark and

,shu fetid leaves, whose timber is

fit only to bum ; it is another

name for the ch'eu' ^chhin ^ ;^
or fetid Ailantus glandulosa, com-

mon in northern China ; it is also

applied to the Euacajph/s, or blad-

dernut of Japan.

1 "ISS -^ 'H" useless material, as

the ailantus and scrub oak, nei-

ther of which furnish very good-

timber;—a depreciatory phrase

used by officers when speaking

of themselves.

1 f@ ^'>B ailantus hen, is a

beetle with gray elytra and red

wings, common on this tree; it

makes a humming noise, and is

called the i^ JS "? "*" ^^
damsel ; it seems to be a sort of

Ccrambyx.

Pleased, gratified ; for which

the next is also used.

I J^ to make antics and

perform like mummers, for

which slaves were once employed

;

it now means tu play cards.

From hand and anxiety it is nsed

with the last, and much resem-

bles Hv. ^ to capture.

At ease, pleased ; to scatter,

to spread ; to ascend, to

mount as a carriage ; to discuss and

settle.

I ^ ^ to set forth one's views,

to express one's ideas.

hI ^ i^ 1 ^^ firagon («. e. fleet)

courser distanced all the others.

I ^ /^ i^ lie fully understood

and made known, the six clas-

sics-

JLA^ From toonian and carnation as

TrTT the phonetic.

g/w ^ pretty woman ; a beautiful,

accomplished female; timid;

to adorn, to dress up, as a woman

does.

\ g beautiful ; a bright face.

CH'U.

fii" 1 ^ ? 'l»at elegant, hand-

some man.

I ^ a pretty face, a handsome
lady.

tf/V From jjZace and a yei-scm.

c|^> The steps going into a pa-

jC/j'u lace ; the vestibule or porch;

the space between the door

and an inner screen ; to tiiko off',

as a dress; to exclude, to root out,

to remove; to divide or subtract

;

to do away with; to pas.s, as time;

to take away; to be kept oiu; to

exchange ; to oi^en; to vacate ; as

a preposition, besides, excepting,

exclusive of; and is nsed in re-

gimen with tvai' ^ outside.

I flg to lay aside mourning.

^ I
or

I j^ to divide by one
or more figures, as in division.

1 i ^'^ eject, to push away.

] ^ to remove disease or its

causes.

] ^^ if, when, premising, thence-

aft«r.

] jlfc i ^ besides this; not

iiicliuling this.

]
"]» take it down.

1 T & l^aking away the tkre;

not reckoning the case.

J5^ ]
the outer porch.

1 jS to cleanse or prep.ire a road.

] ^ to remove from office, to

degrade.

1 14 1^ ^ besides what is now
received, some is still owing.

Q ^ ^ ] the days and months

glide by us.

1 ^ :^ S ^'^ suppress the evil

and quiet the goo<l.

A small branch of the Yang-

tsz' River that flows into it

betweenNanking and Ithiiig,

which gives its name to Ch'u

chen
I iHl * '^''y *'"' prefec-

ture in the east of Nganhwui.

A mat rolled up.

c|^^ IP 1 a coarse mat; a disease

jC/i'tf that makes one repulsive; a de-

formed person, a hunchback.
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A small medicinal jilnnt, ^
ili^S\ 1 , otherwise called J^ iffj or

^eh'u ground elm ; it bears white

flowers with a yellow center;

it is perhajjs allied to the

Hedysaruin.

From insect and j>eriion or all;

the eecoutl form is littie used,

and also means a huge cater-

pillar.

A toad is called ^ | ;

parts of it arc used medi-

cinally ; it is seldom eaten,

and sometimes grows to a

huge size ; it has tiiany

local names.

Name of a small stream flow-

ing from tlio Hang shan 'jW

llj in Tatnng fn in the north

of Sliansi, into tiio Sang-kan

and Ynng-ting Rivers, and

thence into the Pei-ho at

T'ientsin.

,C/i'«

Proni vian

(honetic.

and all

"
ch'u '^^ collect, to lay up for need

;

to assist ; to

.ch^u

furnished with

be second to.

] Jf stored, bonded, warchonsed.

1 ^ accnnudated, in store.

^ I
or 1 ^ the heir-apparent.

] ^ an imperial pleasure-grnund.

Trom shcltet- a.rn\ iostavd wait-

1HJ7; the second is a common,
but unauthorised form.

A place for killing and cook-

ing animals; a kitchen;

a case for holding books,

clothes, crockery, <fec. ; a

quiver.

1 A ''r
I

-j- or ] 'g' a cook.

1 ]^ a kitchen.

^ I
a scnlliun, a cook's mate.

I jj^ a public cooking-ghop, a

restaurant.

I& ] a large kitchen ; with an

yiiattoir attached.

^ ^ I
a gauze safe. (PeUnyese.)

~^ P ^ I
a clothes-preBs; one

wardroba

A screen which is put up to

ci|Xj(J make a temporary kitchen.

Ji? Undecided, as if one's feet

were fettered.

jc//tt !^ 1
at a loss how to pro-

ceed; sometimes used to in-

timate a desire for advice, or for

help to relieve one from perplexity.

HVj^ Similar to the last.

(Ipl&i Puzzled, in a fix ; uncertain

fh'u what to do.

il #!& 1
lie scratched his

head, uncertain what to do.

From fowl aud dried grass.

A chick which can pick its

own food ; a fledgeling; the

callow yotmg of birds ; to

rear a brood.

The second character also

denotes the name of a bird, the

3lg|
I

, a variety of the peacock.

1 U^ -It ^ X6n\-s its brood inside

of its hoK', as the kingfisher.

] ^ a little chick.

1 ^U JR the birds are very callow.

:/; ^fiu Bl— E jl'-s strength

was not (qiial to lift one fledge-

ling, as of a duck.

From metal aud to help or

fnrthermore ; the second form
is not mach used.

A hoe, a m.itlock; to culli-

'

ite the field.", to hoe and
^c.i u delve, and thus assist the

grinvtli.

1 J)|f
a hoe.

^ 1
or ] ilii

to hoe up, as

weeds; to li(_>e the ground.

551 ]
a stout farmer.

Jjl 1 ^ ff the business of agri-

culture, as of those who ^ 1

^G -? fKj shoulder the hoe.

W^M 1 I'o took his classic

and went oft' to his hoeing.

1 *o p. A>'"fi'^'-<^i' for each other,

nusuilable, like putting a round

handle into a equare hole.

From rooinan and dried grass.

A pregnant woman ; a widow.

M^ I ^ be kind to the

widows.

^.A|t The stalk of the small spiked

<t^y millet ; the straw of the pa-

ftfi'u nicled millet.

m From plough and to assist; q.d.

the plowman aids the land.

^ch^u A kind of corve or socage of

the Shang dynasty, consist-

ing of a certain number of day's

work on the king's land as a way
of paying rent, and thus assisting

government ; to assist in working

land to pay taxes.

f.
A .species of miiUberry,

| ^
""

the Broussonetia luqiyfera,

*c/t^u from whose bark the Coreans

and Japanese make paper

;

a coarse kind of cloth is also made
of it by them, but the paper itself

is much used for garments.

1 ^ paper money ; such as is used

in worship and then burned.

1 i^ paper from the mulberry.

j ^ a slip of paper, as that for

notes.

I ^ money given by friends for

finierals.

J|^- ^ -ij" 1 I sjiecially send you

this short note.

] ^ bank-notes, paper bills; this

term was common in the Yuen
dynasty.

^^. A bag or satchel for holding

T pi clothes ; a valise, a portman-

'c/i'u teau; to cut out clothes; to

pack away clotlies.

1 ^ a l"g'i
P'"*")

or catafalque,

over a bier.

cJLiL* From ii-

A*-t-* Bound c

I I noontidt

ood and 7ioon ; q. d. the
of the pestle heard at
de.

A pestle; a beetle or beater

with which to ram dovrii

earth ; to beat with a jostle.

jl!^ ]
a board or block, and the

beater;—used by washermen.
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ft lli If 1
^^^^ ^^^ washing

boards resounding among the

hills in autumn.

^ I
to pound with a pestle.

] ij^ to beat very fine.

f3 I
a mortar and pestle ; tise<l

as a metaphor for brothers, dear

friends, married people.

^ m ] the " diamond club," a

Budhist term for the wdjra or

scepter of Indra ; name for a

kind of mace used by priests

when exorcising or praying, and

as a symbol of the all conquer-

ing ix)wer of Budha, who over-

comes sin by pradjna or wis-

dom.

*^^^ Originally composed of ^ a

^^^ coppice, and Jy^ to walk in its

'c/j'u center ; q. d. it is hard to walk
in a thicket.

A cluster or clump of trees,

a bramble-bush ; spinous, sharp

;

»ised with the next for painful, dis-

tressing; orderly, well-done, pro-

perly-finished; a large feudal state

in the Cheu dynasty, existing from

B. c. 740 lo 330, under the rule of

twenty princes ; it occupied Hu-
kwang and parts of Honan and

Kiaiigsii, having K'ing-cheu fu on

the K. Yangtsi' for its capital ; the

name is still applied to the two

Lake Provinces.

I ]
new and clean, as garments.

^ I
suffering; distress, anguish.

=^ ]
grievous, hard as work ; toil

and drudgery.

JlHf I
perspicuous, as style ; well-

done, clear, fresh; spruced up,

tidy.

5 1 * ferule for punishing tru-

ants.

J^ I
was the region about the

Mui-Iing, in the south of Hunan
and Kiangsi.

In Cantonese. A form of the

past tense, like Sfuen ^ done.

^ 1 IM ^ ^^'^^ done eating.

^ ]
the job is done ; it's all

made right.

Interchanged with the last

in the sense of gprieved, mi-

V/i'ii serable, pained.

The base or plinth of a

pillar; the stone on which it

'cA'm rests; a pedestal.

] ^ IfO ^ [a halo round

the moon] and a moist plinth,

are signs of rain.

From man or to $tan3,, and to

store; the first is rather the

, commonest.

To Stand and wait a long

time ; to hope and wait for.

^ ^ to stand near.

§1 I
to hopefully expect,

longing and waiting.

] -^ I wait on tiptoe ; I eagerly

look— for a reply.

^M 1 Kfe leaning on the railing

and looking afar at it.

The teeth set on edge, as by

a very sour thing.

'cA'u

cA^^ Small streams which flow off

•>S£ aside, when a large river

V/j'u overflows its banks.

'cVa

Clear, limpid, as water ; or

spirits settled on its lees.

C .|,| f From plant and to store up.

'
J^ A plant like a nettle, the

'cA'u Boehne7-ianivea,ca.Uedramie,

c/aiJna, caloi, and China grass;

it is one of the hemps of China,

of which ropes, grasscloth, coarse

linen, and sackcloth ($^) are made.

] :^ liemp roots ; they are ground

with rice-flour to bo used for

food.

\ ^ the nettle-hemp fibers, or

plants, grown chiefly in the cen-

tral provinces-

1 j£ * grasscloth shop.

m 1 ^^^^i^*. tbeirhem.

pen gannents were worn to rags

and their hair unkempt;—

a

time of misery.

'c/i'm

"1 The second or abbreviated form

I

is composed of Jt to s'<'P and

)\i a seat ; g.d. one stops on

^^/U } reacliing his seat
; fQ is added

^^"^
in the full form as the phonetic

;

it mnch resembles ik'ien J^
devout.

To be at, to rest, to dwell
;

to repress, or stop one's self;

to be appeased, to rest from ; to act,

to occupy the place of ; while in
;

to occupy as a country ; to distin-

guish, to decide, to judge ; to attend

to, to do what is proper, to place;

when preceding a verb, it sometimes

denotes the past tense, or increaocs

its force, as ] ^ executed; or

] ^ to govern.

1 t^ '° judge one's abilities; to

decide an officer's demerits.

j ^ an unemployed graduate.

1 2§^ or ] ^ a yonng lady, a

maiden.

] -^ f§f
when I was married;

during my married life.

I ^ to be poor.

«^ JS 1
^''^ ^ what could I do t

1 M HI either course is hard.

1 ^ limit of hot weathef ; name
of the 14th term, from August

23d to September 8th.

] hand him over to the

Board to decide his sentence.

HI I
not easy to judge.

fjg j friends living together.

1 S ;^ to be an officer near the

emperor.

I ^ to sentence after trial.

] -g placed, put safely.

] -g
-fi^

to manage, to do for

one, to settle him;— implies a

great difliculty in the case.

] -{g to enter on life.

17^^ can't bear him; I

can't live, or get along, with

him.

1 ^ to visit with death ; I mean
to be the death of you ; lo com-

pass one's deiUh.

g=; flif I ]
here we had ample

room to dwell in.

^^
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Bead ehV A place, a spot ; a

circumstance, a condition, a poin.t

of a m litter; used as a relative

pronoun, as ^ ] ;^ ^ tlio

money of these two persons ; when

added to a uoun, it sometimes

makes the plural, as ^ ,^ ] the

high authorities; and at other times

denotes the concrete, as J£ ^ (j|j

^ ] we now see its spirituality.

jglj ] elsewhere.

] ^ a location, a place; the

Bwt referred to.

I
or ^ ] or

I I
every-

where ; in all regions.

^ I
a failing, a shortcoming

;

an idiosyncrasy.

^ I ^ gj he went everywhere
;

he goes all about.

j^ I
a good ; in good circum-

stances; a benefit; an advantage.

^g* jg ^ I
he has a place where

he hails from; he is not alto-

gether a loafer.

;(j£ ] I the officer, — said by

those of low grade ; I who

write ; the vfrit«r.

<^' W W ® 1
^^ ^^ ®'^''' *""®

good points.

jg; ] and {^ I
are terms in letters

for You or Sirs, and We, when
the names are not mentioned-

Bough, hispid ; oot smooth.

From aicltnest and to remove.

A soar ; scarred ; stupid,

not comprehending things.

^ 1 '7^ thick-skulled; not

quickly taking the meaning of.

ch'u''

Ch'u'

Old sounds, tok, dok, and t'ok. In Canton, ch6k j
— in Swatow, tek, to, s6k, chek, and t6k

j

ohwat, and tek ; — in Fuhchau, tiliik, ohfiuk, and tiik ; — in Shanghai, tBok and dz6k

;

It.
tChu

The original form represented
leaves drooping on two stalks,

in which way the Chinese draw
the bamboo ; it is the 118th

radical, called sometimes
| ^

B^ i. e. bamboo flower top, and
tile characters under it mostly
refer to kinds or articles of

bamboo.

The bamboo, of which the

Chinese reckon sixty varieties; mu-

sical instruments made of bamboo.

] ^ tabasheer.

1 Jf bamboo seeds, said to ripen

mostly in years of famine.

I ^ bamboo sticks or ixjles.

1 ^ '''*' siliceous skin of the

bamboo.

] ^ bamboo roots ; whangees,

or bamboo walking-sticks ; um-

brella-handles.

1 i^ bamboo splints or threads.

j ^( shavings for cushions.

] tlS ^ ribbed, ridged, corru-

gated, like bamboo joints.

^ 5c 1 ^-'^^ Nandina domestica,

much cultivated for its red seeds.

1 ^ t¥ or
1 i^^ a clear spirit

in which bamboo leaves have

been steeped ; hence the 13th

day of the 5th moon is called

] gj! because this liquor

was drunk on that day.

1 }(Q a foreign name for Irish

linen.

] ^ ^ a long bamboo pillow.

^ ]
the spider-wort (Commely.

na inedka.)

^ \
large tubular fireworks;

fire-crackers.

1 ^ '§ ^ bamboo arrows have

a bard skin ; met. a person of

clear mind and fixed purpose.

i^»5 1 ^ffiH^ the lowly bam-

boo always bows its leafy head.

I ^ the " bamboo reporter," a

poetical name for family letters,

derived from a scholar in the

Han dynasty, who always in-

quired about his bamboo grove.

/^
xhu

A sort of bamboo ; the com-

mon name of India in Bud-

hist books, 5c 1
o"" W 1

^ or
j ^, from the word

India ; this character was first

altered from the last to designate

a surname, and when adopted for

India was read tuh^ as a contrac-

tion of JH in the word ^ ^ Shin-

tnh or Scindo ; it has also been

written # # or j| ^ or %^
or pp Jl^ and 5c =.i ^1' differ-

ent forms of the same sound or

name.

,ohu

in Antoy, tick, chiok,

in Chifu, ohiih.

Grieved; paui and distreas

manifested in the face.

S t& ] 1
sick at heart

and cast down.

a From itiooci and the next cha-
racter contracted.

g/jj^ An ancient musical instru-

ment of wood used to start

the band ; it was made like a tub

with a handle in the middle, or a

chap[)er hung on the bide that hit

it when tui'ned.

-^Ill ^rom to worship joined to mouth

III
It of nian; i.e. to implore by words.

cAit' I'o 1"^^P ^^e master of cere-

monies ; to ask the gods for

blessing, to pray for mercies; to

supplicate the gods; to recite pray-

ers; to be obliged for; to tie or

bind
;
joined to, allied to, akin; to

afflict, as by taking away cue's

friends; to cut off; to reiterate, to

repeat as prayers; the origin; an

ancient name <^f -^ ^ Jj^
in Tsi-

nan fu in Shantung.

p\ I
"^ an officer who recite*

the ritual.

4* ^ jt 1 may your [Majesty]

live for ever.
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^ ] ^ ^n to felicitate one every

liapiiiiRss, iis when seventy.

1 S' "f 1 jJS to say prayers, to

implore, Id ask the gods ; to re-

jieat
I 3!t

or forms of prayer.

I jg to pray for blessings.

I ^ to congratulate another on

his birthday.

Jl^ j
an acolyte in a temple.

1 M l5t ^ *^ cut off the hair

and tattoo the body.

J|^ n IB. 1
'"^ ^''^ cnrsed and

prayed.

T> 'if ^E a ^ S iS 1
I teg

of you nut to wander or ramble

about (here.

] gj a god of fire worshiped in

summer ; he is the deified son

of jii^ J^ an early monarch.

Read ^ch'ea. To curse.

^ f^ ^ 1
l^'ey go on cursing

still.

Sisters-in-law call each other

] A£> ^^^^ ^'^^ '^^ direct

fhu address.

Read fih^eu. The mind not

at case ; disquieted.

S '& .B. ) ^^ ^"^^ moved is

my heart.

f|t|
From ^ carriage and ){9 to

QJj support contracted
J

it is inter-

Xheu changed with ffl '"^ ^^^ !*'
meaning.

That which supports the cart,

the end of the axle ; a pivot, that

which turns as a center of [wwer ;

tlie axis of motion ; a catch, a

bolt, a spring, wliatever causes a

thing to worii ; weak or crippled

in walking; a roller, as of a map';

a classifier of maj)s or pictures

rolled up,— and often denotes the

chart, map, or drawing itiielf, the

reed of a loom.

;^ I
or ] -^ an ajtle-tree.

1 5i * catch, a bolt

"^^ ) one who manages— the

country, or an affair.

35L A 1 * water-wheel turned

by five men.

^ I
a eulogistic scroll susi)eiideil

near a coffin before its burial.

J^ 1 the axis of susixjnsion.

]^ I
or Jl^

I
the heaven and

the earth ; their revolutions

and movements as the axes of

the universe.

^ ] a roller, as for a map; rolls.

^ ]
the rivet of shears.

^ ^ I
three mounted pictures,

or on rollers.

^ 1 /P in '— § " 'lioiisand

drawings are not equal to one

book — well studied.

I>
The after part of a vessel,

the stern quarters where the

fiha steersman stands ; the tiller

or scull.

Bead yia. The bow of a vessel.

1 1^ a sort of scow for trans-

port ; the stem and stent of a

From a dnlclmer with wood
under; occurs used for chuh^

a sister.in-law.

To beat down hard as a

thrashing-floor; to ram down

the earth ; to make chnnam pave-

ments or adobie walls ; to raise, to

erect ; to build dykes or intrench-

ments ; to gather ; to flap the

wings.

1 m to build mud walk.

1 ^J ?H '° make a jetty or land-

iiig-place.

I
.Ig' j^ to build stone piers,

bunds, or sea-walls.

ite 1 ?& S ^'^ ^""^^ * ''^'^'"

1 ^ to raise the banks.

^ 1 S S '" strengthen and

repair, the dykes or foundations.

From hambon and to graap.

() A kind of crooked dnlcinjer,

^cha shape<l like a rude harp,

having five strings ; it was

afterw.irds made with thirteen

strings (hat were struck with ham-
mers.

] p^ tlio oM name of Kuh-eh'ing

I""" IJ M 1$ <>"/''e li Han
in the noitliwe.st of Hu[K-h.

^ I jl^ is the capital district in

KwcicLeu province.

m
chti

Frott mouth unihelonjed to;

.??iit/i, J^ also occurs .ised for
this; tho second abbreviated
form is common.

To bid, to order; to engage

or ask another to do ; to

commit to another's charge

by request or injunction ; to enjoin

u[)on.

I Bff to charge one to do; to

instruct.

I f£ t" commission, to give in

charge.

I
to bribe, to fee in a case.

^ ]
to suborn.

] ^ a will ; a written injunction-

PT 1
<"• PT P? 1 Pft to repeat

an order, to reiterate it, to din

it in the ears.

Jffe^ The obedient and respectful

m. cle

(Chu

i>
V/-U

[wrtment of a wife; a wait-

ing attitude, as of one reoiv-

ing instruct iou.

To cut up the ground,

iijf ] to hoe and dig.

To look earnestly ; to fix the

eyes on.

^ JW >S 1 ^^ g*^^ "' '^™™

alar with earnest attention.

I ^ to look at from afar.

From foot and worm.

J To walk sedately; to limp

diu or halt ; a trace.

j^ ]
to hesitate in walking;

to pace off, to step haltingly.

j^ I
to amble, as a horse ; to

walk with a halting step.

IJg I
the rut of a wheel.

:^ j^ ] a species of Hyoscyamus;

the name probably alludes to its

rejection by stiocp.
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In Cantonese. To knead with

tlie feet, as in working or mixing

things ; to press on.

1 lH ^ t° crush ont tlie bowels,

as when trampled to death.

rfAf A kind of modicina! plant,

1^, calle<l also ^ ^t bI "^ y«>-

^chu. low Azalea, and^ )^^^ "r

tiger's flower ; it is regarded

as poisonous ; it may belong to the

Apocijiiex or oleander family.

i

From fre and worm-; tlie

contracted form is also read

, uh'unij, to dry by the fire.

The illumination of tofches

;

a candle; a torch
; to light

a candle ; a light ; to give

or shed light upon, to il-

lumine.

ii, ]
'" Ba 1 » "''^^ candle,

a bougie ; a tallow candle in-

closed in wax.

^ ^ ]
hard candles, like those

made from the tallow tree

;

harder than ^ j{j[j | tallow

candles.

jjlj J^ I
or water candle, the

Typha or cat-tail rush.

;?t ] painted candles, such as are

placed before shrines or used in

worship ; they are also made of

wood, and called ^ ]
or show

candles.

]
';^ a wick, when it is partly

burned ; its form is sometimes

taken as an omen of luck.

1 5|- or 1 J or
I ^ a can-

dlestick.

] Jl snuffers.

^ ^ j refers to the part of a

marriage ceremony when the

pair are seated at the nuptial

table before the candles.

?I^ 1^ ?C 1 ^ t-lie lighted nup-

tial chamber.

jj> *C» ^X. 1
^^^'^ '^^^^ 'fi**' you set

the house on fire.

41 ^ ^ I
it shines everywhere

;

met. be sees the case clearly;

he assists his relatives.

I
Wl M ^J^ [the cmjU'ror's good-

ness is like the sun] which shines

upon all without partiality.

M %\ ^ 1 [1 1 is life is as preca-

rious a.s] a candle in the wind
;

said of old folks.

] [Ij an iron frame for candles.

HI}
I

a cle.ir understanding of.

!® 1 :)t^ t''e splendor of lamps

and candies, an illumination.

] ^ an auspicious comet or

bright star like a candle; one

appeared n. c. TO in the constel-

lations ^ and ^ or Pisces

and Aries, bright as Venus.

jltlsij A name for a short legged

Iv^) spider the
\ J^, bo called

fht from its looking like a pigmy

;

a flea; the qaterpillar of the

sphinx moth.

.Chu

Composed of 7^ rice between
what looks like two hows, but
is intended to represent tlie

steam of offerings ; it is often
.«/'«« described as S| i^^ double-

bowed rice. It forms a kind of
sab-radical of many characters

under lih ^ a boiler, with
which this once was written.

Gruel, congee, mush, poiTidge;

a thickened, decoction made of rice

or millet boiled very soft.

H 1
o<- i^ 1 or ^ 1 to boil

congee.

?^ ^ 1 ^ ''nd of rice porridge

with bits of jjork.

^ ]
bean and rice porridge.

1 ^ '''c gruel of congee.

1 I
humble, diffident.

^"
I

a preparation like the thick-

ened fried tea of the Tibetans.

1 H !% IS4 H ^l?S three bowls
of congee and tliree of rice too

;— the same rule for all.

From np to call and % re-

gion ; the second and unusual
• form is also read ^cheu.

To call fowls; the sound

made when chucking fowls..chu

>^E^ From ^ to walk and J^ ap'g

^i^\y conti-acted.

•c/m To drive or push out ; to ex-

pel ; to order away
; to fray

away ; to exorcise ; to take up in

order, as the heads of a discourse

;

to press, to urge, on, to hurry up;

in earnest, sincere ; successively.

1 H5 "^"
1 -^ ^° '^'"'1 out, to

drive away, to exi^el.

I j^ to order off with abuse.

I Q dail}', day after day.

1
-

1
-or

1 f@ 1 f@to
take up one by one ; to arrange

orderly.

H tt H £ 1
ho held office

thrice and was thrice dismis-

sed.

^)l/^Wi 1
*° ?^ ^^^^ '^"'^ there,

as companions nrgo or coax

one.

] |g minutely and carefully.

1 ^ iID 3^ to advance stej) by
step, to gradually become fami-

liar with or learned in.

^ ] to eject, to dejwrt, to turn

out by force, to evict.

^ ^ 1 1 he was really sincere

in that ; in this phrase it is also

read ti/i tih.

Sores arising from cold.

chilblains on the hands

or feet.

A weef], ealbd also ^ |jjf

,) goat's h,K)f; it is difficult

iChu to extirpate, and seems to

be a sort of Rume.x or dock.

mmX^m^^ 1
I ^vent

about the country gathering

the docks.

^Iv>
From ^ a pirj. with a" cross,

mark to denote that two of its

cha '*^'' ""^^ ''^'^
'

'' '^ "'^^ ""'y
' as a primitive, but convevs no

meaning to mos!. of tho com-
pounds.

\ I
the appearance of a

sl.ackled pig trying to gel

on.

i3
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Old lounds, t'ot and t'uk. In Canton, oh6k, chat, and ch'at;— in Swaiow, ob'ut,

t'iok, oh'o, and ohiok;— in Fuhchau, ch'ok, t'6k, huiik, and ch'6u; —
and ts'ok; — in Chi/u, ch'ah.

fCh'u

The original form represents

st&lks thrusting themselves out
of the ground.

To go forth, to go out; the

opposite of juh, ^ out— in;

abroad— at home ; to issue or ma-

nifest, to proceed from; to surpass;

to eject; to leave finally; to spring

from, to beget; its force is often

modified by the next verb, and it

frequently serves as an auxiliary

verb to denote completion or pro-

fjess of a;i act ; as | '^ for sale;

or
] 51 '" '^* » w'lien joined to ^

after a verb, implies its negation.

I J^ to come out, as from the

room; this phrase succeeds other

verbs to denote the present tense,

as 5^ I ^ I am writing it.

^»^'^S 1
J^doTouex?;aine

it for me.

tS 7 1 59* '^^y <'*nDo''^ distin-

guished.

1^ ^ 1 2iS I can't express it

well ; I don't understand it

clearly.

K ^ 1
— ^ 2{J I'e will tlien

liave gone only half-way.

fj I 3jJ to carry into practice
;

to bring forth fruit, as of a belief.

1^1 1 V ^ ^" creata a disturb-

ance.

1 iM l" •"^'' '"' "Ihers.

j A SM ife to take the lead of

others.

] "^ A *" informer.

1 i ^ to give directions about

1 ft to enter on public office.

] ^ to enter on life, to begin the

world

1& ffl^ S JS 1 # "liat did he

f-piiiig from ?

1 ii$ or
1 IS to marry a husband.

1 ^ t" become a priest.

I j^ to retire from a post, having

filled the term.

A ^ 1 1^ surpassing others in

talent, preeminent.

] ^ JBt 1^ appears in a surpris-

ing degree ; very unusual, in-

constant.

jfa ^ I
I cannot recall it to

mind ; it is inconceivable.

13^ »& ^ 1
't ^^•''^ ** ^'-'^^ L™y

own] idea.

I
{l|^ to travel abroad ; to go out.

1 PI Of
1 W ^ go o"t of the

house.

fSI fllf 1 ift when were you born *

1 5C ?£ o""
1 5§ t* ^^^^ the

sraall-pox.

] ^ to retire respectfully,— to

ease nature;
| ^ >> ^ ^g

how often did the medicine

operate ?

I
7^ and\^ doors for entering

and leaving the stage.

] ^ famous; /p ] ^ do not

let ray name appear ; incogni-

to ; sub rosa.

1 >%> perquisites, extras'; to fee

for services ; douceurs.

— &. 1 TJC —& I ^ one finds

the capital, the other the serx-icc

fi A ^ 1 reckon your income

before you sjjend your money

;

estimate your expenses carefully.

"S ^ ^ ] one eannot reckon up

the defects ; too many bad qua-

lities to estimate.

"B 1 in tlj liis words are stable

as the hills.

IS f'^ 1 >& *^o ^ you like about

it.

I jt ^^ brings honor— to the

family.

1 S or
I

g" to speak out loud;

to say something.

1 ilt A j9h
to gel oiil of the mire

into the fat ; t. e. to rise froni

jxtverty to affluence.

S 1 >^ J^ to let the horse-hoof

tut, and i'liik; — in Amoy, ch'ut, t'ut

in Shanghai, taeh, hi&k,

'

appear, to let the cat out of the

bag.

] ^ to fume, to fret ; to avenge

another's cause.

] ^ to be despised; to draw

odium on one.

From hlaclc and to issue as the
phonetic.

^ch'u To degrade ; to dismiss from

oflice; to blame; to expel

or drive away.

^ I
thrice dismissed from office

— as ;^ "I? ^ of Lu in the

Cheu dynasty was, and then

recalled.

] P3/ ^ ^ to degrade the inef-

ficient and promote the intelli-

gent.

I
]p! or

I J^ to cashier, to

degrade, to dismiss officers.

] J^ to expel dishonorably.

In Cantonese. To ^vreuch or

sprain.

] ^ :^ to sprain the wrist.

Used for the last.

Crimson silk ; to baste ; to

sew badly; to stitch coarsely;

withdrawn, as notes from

circulation ; somethiug in the

way.

] to bend and to straighten
;

elevated, joyous, and then de-

pressed, dull ; imcertain.

jit I
or^

I
short up for money.

Bt ffi .i 1
impediments in the

way of trade, as a want of capi-

tal, or banditti.

,ch'u

m.

Trom field and Hack, referring

to loamy soil good for pastur-

age; others say from pB _/ieW

and ^ in crease contracted ; it

is interchanged with Uie next.

To rear, to feed, lo raise ; to

domesticate ; to herd together ; to

entertain, as a guest; lo bear with ;

ch'u>
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to restrain ; to detain ; to obey, as

a child ; cattle, domestic animals

;

to board ; to store up.

] ^ (rI ^ '<' restrain the prince

from committing wrong.

I ^ you brute !

^ 1 the 26th diagram, relating

to wind.

] ^ to rear, as slaves, children,

or animals; but
| J^ is to pas-

ture or rear only tlie ;;^ ]
six

domestic animals, which men

use in sacrifice or food.

] ^ to assist the people.

] ^ g to gather persons in a

palace, as catamites.

I
;^ to cultivate virtue.

Sjl ] hard to stand ; not easy to

serve, as an unjust priiice.

'

ffj- Used with the last.

pg ) To collect ; to lay up in

c/j'ii' store ; to bring up ; to rear,

as vegetables.

] jg{ or ] 1^ to accumulate, to

hoard, to lay by.

I ^ to husband one's strength.

I
JB| to breed horses.

I ^ 5^ to bring up slave girls.

I ^ to strengthen suspicions.

^ /^ g"
j I have a good supply

of vegetables— for winter.

I ^ ^ ^ my anxious thoughts

are not yet removed.

^j^ ]
selfishly to lay up things

—

unknown to one's parents.

/•i* Bent down.

IpS) 1 Wi "liable to extricate

^ciVu one's self, compelled to stoop.

IJM From heart and to rear as the

^p^3 phonetic.

c/,fjj To nourish ; to foster ; to

hate; to excite.

I ^ to encourage or develop

pride.

I ^ to stir up wrath ; angry,

wrathful.

^ ^ fg 1 ^^ cannot (or does

not) like me.

i]
ch^W

,ch^u

,cliu

From han<J and to rear.

To drag along by force ; to

shake rudely; a spasm or

cramp of the tendons.

^[Ij ] to be taken with a

cramp or numbness ; con-

vulsed.

Water flowing into a reser-

voir or pool ; to flush from

excitement.

] ?jjl waters running to-

getlier.

Afraid, timorous ; to entice
;

to coramisserate.

] IS apprehensive.

] j^ j^ i^ a wretch who

is tempted on by avarice.

From horn and worm as the
phonetic.

(./,,(' To butt, to gore, to push with

c/j'^ the horns; to run against; to

oppose, to excite, to oflfend

;

stirred, moved, excited ; to render

one's self obnoxious ; among the

Budhists, denotes sensation, touch,

perception.

1 ^ to irritate, to exasperate.

] ^ startling; to recollect sud-

denly.

]^ I
to butt, to run at each

other, as rams.

] 3E to insult; to sin wilfully.

\ ^ i. '}j v^st, herculean

strength.

^ 1 ^ the oxen are butting

;

also applied to fellows fighting.

] ;^ ^ to suddenly meet a

chance, — as for solving a

doubt.

1 @ IS '& interesting and start-

ling, as a style or a naixative.

|g :^ ] j^ the ram rushed

against tlie fence,— and was

caught by Ins horns.

I iK ?l f^ to single out ono

idea, and bring out— its bear-

ings and results.

j ^ ^ "f^
the circumstances

excited his feelings, — as of

joy or sorrow.

I /:§ Jll ^ vihew he attacked

[a subject.] he raiistered it.

I ^ to take cold.

] "fi a waistband used by ancient

princesses.

PlJ^ Choked with anger ; violent

®JA) i^om raging passion ; a man's

^c/i'm name.

I ^ filled with wrath.

;^ ] ^ a region beyond sea, to

which Chwen-hiuh's son was

appointed.

Read ''ts'an. A dish or platter on

which square pieces of sweet flag

were anciently served as a relish.

^ j
a dish of sweet flag.

fe* From straight thrice repeated.

Ij Rising above others like an

^liu overtopping tree ; lofty as

a i)eak ; luxuriant growth
;

straight and upright ; to stand or

set upright, as a pole.

1 i^ ^ ^ upright, without any

deception.

^ jlj ] ]
the lofty hills rising

like galleries.

lit ] 1 ^ very straight like a

flag-stafl".

From door and three ^ne^n^ inside;

it is considered to be a Budhistio

form of chung''f(l a multitude.

A crowd standing in the

doorway.

1 1^ or pj 1 , or pij 1 ^
a fabulous Budha, called .4te^
bh'ja or ^ |||| l^ the motion-

less, or impassive Budha ; it is

also defined as the kingdom of

joy {abhira ^, where this Budha
dwelt; and a numerical tenn

equal to one followed by seven-

teen cyphers.

~^^ The step with the right foot;

J J :^ ] first the left, then the

c/i'o' right foot ; this makes ^hing

ff to walk ; in these three

characters there is an en-

deavor to depict the appear-

ance of walking.

.ch'u

n
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Old sounds, ti, tui, tnt, tnp, di and

chui, tui, cho6, sai and

in

\j^ From to jro and amound of earth.

f!lK To follow after, to pursue;

chui to expel ; to escort ; to come

up with, to overtake ; to trace

out, to follow to its source ; to

advert, to ; to sue for ; to reflect

ou, to look back on; retrospective;

a wild ancient tribe.

1 ^ to chase, to try to overtake.

1 p] or ] J^ to catch np with.

1 ife 235 •""ry I'ira back;

run and call him back.

1
/f; pj I could not catch him.

^ jIII^
to feel remoi'se.

^ ]
a close chase.

^ i^? 1 jfi!
'carefully attend to

those gone, and follow departed

— ancestors.

1 ^ to obtain posthumous honors

for one's parents.

1 ^ *" reflect on.

1 ^fe to lay the blame on others.

1 ffi "' 1 st t^*' '^"" '"' ^*^'''

^ /p 1
the money cannot be

recovered.

^ 1 ^ ^ he thus evidenced

his inherited filial duty.

^ ^ to sift to the bottom.

%
I 1^ li't it drop; it need not

be afjain spoken of

"^ ^M^ \
^"*"''^ [evils] may

perhaps be averted.

] ,© S H t" ""^call past days.

I
& soldiers in pursuit.

Knad Jui. To engrave; a graver.

] 33c ^ ^ to engrave and carve

the ornaments.

dnt. In Canton, chui and oh'ui; — in Swatow, tui, chui and chuo;— in Amoy
twat ; — in Fuhchau, twi, tui, ohwdk, toi, chwoi, chw'i, and ch'oi ;—
Shanghai, ts5, dzu6, and ta'6° ; — in Chi/u, taei.

The original form rudely repre- 1 4i % ^ S^ Kj to Stick
sents the short tail feathers of . .. _

^^ff Also read ftn

r^lw Flour cakes or dumplings;

^chui soft and sticky; adhesive;

to adliere ; in which sense it

is used ill Kiangsn. ^ ] tt
it will not stick, as glue.

M
chui

some birds; but must not be con-

founded with (kia qj excel-

lent ; it now only serves as the

172d radical of characters re-

lating mostly to birds.

Short tailed bird.s, aa pigeons,

fowls, sparrows, (fee

MM^ \
the doves fly

round and round.

Read ^tsui. The wind waving

the groves.

lU -Hi^ .i S 1
^''e ^*'W ^^oo'^s

dread the tempest.

Used for the last.

A pigeon or turtle, noted for

its filial, gentle temper ; also

called m 1
oT^j^, and

many other names.

fp ] the s^i^)e.

,okui

The character J^ is sometimes
used for this as another form.

,t7)M An awl, a borer, a sharp

pointed t(X)l ; the apex or

tip ; to bore, to pierce ; a trifle
;

unimportant.

Hg
]

a Chinese pencil.

^ 1 .y a mere jjenman ; a

co|)yist, a hair-awl, one useful

only to wield a jjencil.

^ M ^ \
"'^0' longer use the

|x;ntir?— the sword is better;

a saying of Pan Ch'ao, who

became a great general.

1 73 .i ^ "fi awl's tip, a small

matter, a trifle.

^ ilk J4 1 ""'' even a spot to

slick an awl in ; no land, not

a foot of real estate ; miserably

jx)or.

] ^ the jwint of a wea|X)u.

1 ?L " 1 flB 5i t» hore a hole.

1 ^ ^ 86 the awl wont go in.

1 i^ i£ t° stit(!h shoe-soles.

bullock is not equal to giving a

cock or a pig;— referring to the

one being offered to deceased,

the other to living parents.

I $1] 85 he pierced his thigh

with an awl ; said of Su Tsin,

a diligent student of old.

1
^'^ the awl placed in the

bag— cannot be kei)t down,

but will work itself out;— a

genius cannot be repressed.

mi
chui

rom rat and awl confcractod,

referring to ics habit of boring
and gnawing.

The common rat or mouse

was formerly called ^c/tui

in Honan, and the name is

retained in books.

A black hor.se with white

and dark gr;iy s(k>i.s.

^c/tai ,E5 ] P| ri d.irk gray spotted

horse, the chafgcr of Hiang

Yu J^, 3^ of Tsin, i).c. 2:^0.

^ ] /& §i there were gray and

white spotted, with while and

yellow spotted horses.

^ 1 .^. ^ yellowish kind of carp.

From hand and to hany dorf«:

sometimes used for j'-Zi'iii ^
to beat, and for tho nc.\t.

To beat with a staff; to cud-

gel ; to tortiu'c by beating.

1 iU to beat a criminal.

1 §jj the bit of a bridle.

cJ.-C» From wood and to hani; down ;

/r-lUl similar to ich'ui fS .1 "lallot.

cA'«t A cudgel, a club, a stick ; to

beat ; to extort a confession

by beating.

I ^ ;^ "]! in the agonies of

torture.

Read Vo. Trees and shrubs

growing exuberantly.

'c/J<itl
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(M

chui

From bamboo and hanging down*

Drooping bamboos
;
joints of

the bamboo ; a riding switch

;

to punish with the bamboo, as

in a yamun ; to flog. \

I
to bamboo. i

] to whip and beat.

5?

chui

'i'o press things down, as with

stones ; io add weights on

chui ' a thing ; to pound ; to ram
down ; to make a thing sag

;

sagged, loaded ; hanging down. ^

] ^ ]^ /S ^^^1* '' down with a

stone.

^ I
a steelyard weight — is

sometimes so written.

^ /p ]
a stone weight to press

things down.

From si/k and to connect
;

also read c/ioh,.

To baste or sew together; to

connect ; to carry on ; to put ^

a stop to ; mixed ; variegated.

] ;^ to mend or sew clothes ; also,

to oversee the robes of state; a

kind of audience marquee of the

ancient emperors.

^ ] to sew a rip, to mend and
patch.

] 1^ small flags or [)endants hang-

ing on a large flag.

H J!iil 1 ?^ propriety leads one to

stop irregularities.

1 1 ^ '^" good terms with ; no

estrangement.

1 i, iil 1& ^'^ connect them by

sacrifices.

MJJ ]
to add surroundings, as

when taking a photograph.

From silk and to pursue,

A cord; to let down, as by

a ro])e into a well ; to sus-

pend by a rope.

1 T^ ?lK ^^^ '*• 'lown into the water.

^ ] Ifij tij ^6 ^'^ ^6* down by

night and got away.

] j^ to let down over the wall, as

a letter.

m
chili'

W'

chui '

A swelling of the foot, as from

rheumatism, or having been

cramped, or from wet.

Mournful, sorrowing ; the

moan of grief ; in great straits.

I ^ embarrassed, anxious.

1 1 ^ 1^ he looked so ter-

rified and sad to behold.

From earth and faUiug ; tlie

second form is ofteuer read tui'.

chui'

Grand, extravagant, waste-

ful ; to settle down, to . fall

of itself; to slide, as earth;

to sink, as into hell ; to tum-

ble into ruins ; to crumble,

to topple
;
pendents, as from a fan

or a chatelain.

I ^ or
]
1^ it fell down ; it slid

ofl-.

1 ;g to sink to the bottom.

f^ I
troublesome, unmanageable

;

difficult to arrange,

j 3^ a falling of the womb; a

miscarriage.

# f^ ^ ji> 1 it i» the skillful

riders who get the falls ; met.

presumptuous confidence.

] 5P^
it all fell down, as from too

great a strain.

^ \ 1^ i'j,
[their designs] have

not yet collapsed.

In Ftilichau. To mark a price

on ; at, after.

> From a pearl and to place.

To pledge, to pawn ; hanging

on, connected with ; a wen,

an excrescence; a useless

appendage ; a parasite ; tautology,

repetition ; unsuitable, irrelevant

;

to obtain.

m 1 to go from a father's to a

father-in-law's house to live be-

fore marrying his daughter.

1 Jig a son-in-law who lives with

his wife's parents.

Jg ]
or ^ I

to go and live at

the house of a wife's father.

;fj ]
to act improperly.

^ 1 reiterated, verbose.

^ ]
tiresome talk.

I ^ I am mortified with your

imjwrtunity.

1 lp " I s" reiteration, verbiage.

H j
or ] ^ or ] ^ a post-

script ; to add a postscript.

Old sounds, t'i, t'ui, t'ut, di, dui, dup.

in Amoy, ch'ui, t'ui, and sui
;

From mouth or key and to

gape; tlie second form is anti-

quated ; interchanged with the

next.

To blow, as by the breath

or wind ; to play on wind

instruments ; to puft' ; to

In Canton, ch'ui and shui ;
-^ in Swatow, t'ui, ch'ui, ch'ni, and sui ;

—
- in Fukchau, t'ui, sui, t'oi, and chw'j ; tn Shanghai, ts'z', dzile,

and tso ;
— in Chi/it, ts'ei.

breathe, as fishes do ; to speak in

praise of, to puff up ; a pulF, a

blast, a gust.

] a^ to flatter, to magnify unduly.

] ^ a sumpitan ; a pitchpipe.

^ I
a blow-pipe.

1 M to extinguish, to blow out; as

] ^ blow out the lamp.

I ^ to blow water into meat, as

butchers sometimes do ; to brag,

to (haw a long bow.

1 P'^' ^ to whistle ; wliistling.

m^
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i

] ^ ^ ^ [as easy as] to blow

away the dust.

] ^ ^ ^ [why] blow aside the

fur to find the scar t— nobody

is perfect.

1
^injured;— as by

] Jg, the

wind blowing on one.

] ^ blown to tatters, as a flag

by the wind.

•S" 1 M 91 ^^^ y'ynd raises the

waves high.

1 I ^ Jr ^^® clangor of in-

struments
;
great huzzas and re-

joicings.

] 1^ jl^ to recommend another.

Read cUicP. The wind ; the

noise of drums.

I
P^ playing and singing.

^ I
practicing on the drums.

^ I
the drums sounding, a band.

Used for the last.

cA'V
. To dress food ; to cook, espe-

•" "' daily by steaming.

I 1^ to cook or steam rice.

^ I
a very early meal.

1 fl ^ boiler, a shallow kettle.

^1 **'' "6"
1 ^^^ manes of a

mother.

I ^ at Peking, to bake cakes.

M Two streams running from one
fountain.

,chhii This character is now obso-

lete, but at Amoy its sound

is retained in the colloquial

word for watei; for which

?fC is written.
^

From earth below pendent
leaves, which the second form
represents. ^

To suspend, to hang down

;

to drop, to let fall, as the

hands ; to hand down, . as

from olden time; to reach

to the future ; to make known ; to

regard, to condescend to inferiors

;

to bow ; nearly, presently, almost,

near to in place; approaching in

time ; suspended ; reaching to ; a

bomidary, for which the next is

properest ; a lodge or station for a

guard near the hall ; an ancient

place in Tsi (now northern Shan-

tung,) and one in Honan.

]
"1^ ^ let it hang as a tassel.

I ^ IJ0 ;^ drop the hands and

get it ; — \o acquire a thing

easily.

^ 1 ^ ift li'S name will reach

to future ages.

1 ffi o''
1 ^ to regard kindly

;

a condescending interest in.

] ^ becoming old.

1 ?i 15^ M to make one's ex-

ample felt long after.

^ 1 M ^ heaven sends do\vn

rain and dew.

] )a '" great danger ; immi-

nent.

j 5M ^^ hang down the head.

] ^ your kind compassion.

] fljf
to pity, to feel for.

1 »§' yo'ir great favor ; the Em-
peror's bounty.

1 ^ W 5C T f& they let faU

their robes and folded their

hands, and the empire was go-

verned; said of Yao and Shun's

wise sway.

A frontier, a boundary, the

line between two countries

;

^c/('(<i a dangerous place, like the

edge of a cliff'.

jA ] the frontier, the border.

j^ ]
the remote marches.

] ft- dispatches from the frontier.

»A This is often used with tlie next,

but not rightly.

jcA'wi A hammer ; a mallet, a club

or thing beat with ; to ham-

mer ; to pound.

^T ^ ] a sledge-hammer.

^ /U 1
" melon hammers," gilded

balls carried in processions.

—• SI IH 1
a pair of brass maces.

^ 1 ^ don't Ijeat me.

W. ] ^ IS ii& the iron hammer
meets the iron anvil ; met. two

fierce bullies fighting.

Read ,<»«. To work gems.

From metal and to hang down
;

vwuM* interchanged with the last ; some
^*^~ regard them as identical.

An ancient weight of twelve

Uawj, or about a pound avoir-

dupois ; the weight on a steelyard

or in a clock ; heavy ; a forging

hammer,

jf^ ]
or ^ ]

the poise or weight

on a steelyard.

g|^ ]
the weight on a money

yard.

1 ^ to work out wrought iron, as

on an anvil. -

Interchanged with the last and
the first also means to/ eg

I

next
'^^ I reject.

'^c ^ wooden mallet, a beetle
;

P^ ' a blugdeon, a beater, a

club; to beat, to pommel,

to knock ; a frame for silk-

worms to wind their cocoons on.

I ^ to drum with a ^ ]
or

drumstick. _ ,.

^ j a muller. • '^7 >

^J ;j^ I
a pile-hammer. ~

Jg ]
a triturating pestle, such as

a|X)thecaries use ; a term for

large fingers. fa..

.

I'sed for the last
;

^^ (^ strike.

and for scAvt

To beat, as a bell ; to strike

with the fist, to pommel ; to

throw at or away.

^ t ^ to discard kindness

and right.
,

"j^ to cast stones at.

^ to shampoo ; to knead the

back.

""
1 ^T M knocked him down

with a blow of his fist.

] ^J —. i^ give him a thump,

hit him a settler. {Pekingeee.)

\ ^ blockhead like, stupid.

^ ^ 1 /Ji?
to pound the pillow

an<l beat the bed ; met. so an-

xious as to be imable to sleep.

1 M ® JE. to pound the breast

and .stamp — in anger.
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M ] ^^ M give a good beat-

ing to the disobedient — boy.

1 ^ i^ fS '0 ^^^ *'"'• gold-leaf.

jCA'«2

M

Heavy.

Eead shui', and also written

^. The name of a man,

otherwise known as ^ J[2» "

clever maker of arrows in the

time of Shun, who appointed

him to be minister of works.

The Large warts or splints on

a horse's leg ; a thick indm'a-

ted scar ; the buttocks ; the

spur or hallux on a cock.

j |[]^ ancient name of Fuh-shan

bien jg \[\ ,1^ ill TSng-cheu fu

on Shantung promontory, estab-

lished by Ts'in Chi Hwang-ti.

The front tresses of a maiden

which are parted on the fore-

head, and fall down the tem-

ples, called
)$|J S ^ or

the cold-brushed hair.

J » S ^ m 1 S -hen

the ringed and lofty coiffure has

once been arranged, she caiinot

again let her tresses fall ; i. e. a

girl once married is fixed for life.

The wind blowing things

over nearly to the ground.

M^^M. 1
the pliable

willow bends to the blast.

chui^

From bone and to pursue,

A projecting forehead.

^ ] the vertebrae on the

neck ; others say, those on

the back.

Also read ichwen.

To dig and search for ore

;

to dig a hole in which to

secrete things; noise of a

mouse.

' From 5 stone and gE '" f'^^
contracted ; also read skvhy

To fall of itself, to come to

the earth ; to crash down.

S. 1 Jife
* star, or meteoric

Btone, fell to the earth.

Old sounds, tan, ton, dan and don. Jn Canton, chun ;
— in Swatoio, clinn and tim ; — in Amoy, tun and chnn ;

—
in Fuhchau, tung ;

— in Shanghai, tsang ;
— in Chi/u, tsan.

^-^ To inculcate, to teach care-

( 3^p fully, to impress on one ; to

chun reiterate and enjoin ; care-

fully, earnestly, really.

1 1 ,^ fir ^ # did Heaven

thus impress its commands—
on Shun t

PT I*? 1 ® ^° repeat and reiterate

one's orders.

1 ^ mutual hatred.

1 1 6^ ^ M t"^ P''*y 'o'" ''™

with earnest suj)plications.

IS W 1 1
I taught you with un-

wearied care.

,chun

,chuii

Incoherent babble, never end-

ing nonsensical talk.

] ]
maimdering, driveling.

Read t'i(n\ Discontented,

grumbhng; the feelings re-

strained by fear.

From cave and to sprout.

To inter with resjiect.

I
^' to lay a coffin away

for the long night, i. e. to

bury.

1 '^ ^^ ^ douceur sent

to help in a funeral.

The cheek-bones ; flesh dried

for winter's use; the flesh

under the chin; a meat

dumpling; occurs used for

tmi' iji^ honest, earnest.

I ] ^ 'tl his benevolence was

undoubted.

A IS trustworthy, earnest in do-

ing.

1^/ 1 ^ *^he oflFals of a bird.

.chun

>J» Also read ^t'un,

f')}^ tt'un fg diflScult.

.chun Unable to oroa"

and used with

Unable to progress ; hard to

get on.

^ M 1 jS always baffled in hfe,

never reaching one's aims.

m
.chun

Tnie ; unmixed, simple

uniform ; right.

'chun,

From / ice and ^ exceflent

;

origiuiilly tlie same as the next,

but now usually distinguished,

though often interchanged.

To permit ; to approve ; to

allow, to gi'ant one ; to decide ; to

answer, as a petition ; m official

papers, to acknowledge, to receive,

as a dispatch ; on or upon, as a day.

I
!j^ to grant the plea or de-

murrer.

^ ]
the j)etition is granted.

] ^ to prepare for.

] :^ to permit to be done ; to con-

firm a decision.

I jU -f" H to get permission for

ten days.

] j^ to set a day.

^ ] the case has be*n decided.

1 jlfc
and ^ 1

received—rejected
;

allowed — dismissed ; come to

hand— not received.

1^ ] )kAM^ when I pre-

viously received your Excel-

lency's dispatch.
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^ ]
pass by, wink at; condone,

as sing.

^ W 1 5i 64 not at all certain

;

not sure ; undecided.

h' 1 ^^ grant the request.

I ^ his memorial is granted.

]
(= to rely upon ; a certain or

definite promise.

<^jA From water and a harrier hawk ;

used with the last.

'chun To equalize, to adjust ; to

level, to measure ; that by

which things are made even ; a nde,

a guage, a plumb-line, a water-level

;

a thing to mark time ; exact, true,

as a watch ; even, just.

I
glj a rule, a mode ; a right way.

1 |{| a marking line.

1 S ^ regulator, as a dial ; a fixed

mode.

1 fl^ ^'] ^^® proper time has come.

^ ^] ]
he hit the target.

1 iJf ^ ^ how much will you

take offt — i.e. make an offset

and settle the account.

1 ^ 1 BS 's '* exact or not ? as

the running of a watch.

—
] ^ perfectly so ; true every

way, as a plan or machine.

ft 1 ^ ^ '•*' compare (or equa-

lize) the items, and settle the

account.

j^ I
to exactly learn—his haunts

gfl ] to look carefully.

WL"^ 1 ~r '• ^'^^ t^^^" ^ fixed.

^ j
to follow the measure or rule.

ft 1
*'''

1 SM S'^<1 of *lie "ose.

1^ )
a big or Eoman nose, which

Europeans are said to always

have.

n
'chun

chun''

A target, a mark ; a mound,
a pile of earth ; a park or

place for archery.

A bundle of straw
;
grass or

hay tied iu faggots.

cn'^TJisr.

did sounds, fan, t'on, dan. In Canton, ch'uu ;
— in Swatow, ch'un ;

— in Amoy, ch'un andi'xm ;
—

in Fukchau, ch'ung ;
— in Shanghai, ts'ang ; — in Chifu, ts'an.

clhin

The original form represents P
the sun under^ plants contract-

ed, denoting the quickening ef-

fects of the sun.

Spring, the beginning of the

year, when all nature is excited;

venial ; wanton, lustful ; obscene

:

joyous, gla<:l
;
prosperity ; return to

health ; to rejuvenate ; met. times,

jxjriods; budding, starting; wine,

liquor.

^ ]
new spring ; i.e. a new year.

1 X^ the vernal equinox,— the

4th of the 24 terras.

jto 1 going out to meet the spring

by officials, accompanied by a ]

^ clay ox, borne by men who

afterwards break it in pieces.

1 •g, cheering, delightsome, as a

view or a gay procession.

1 ^ IS springs and autumns

eminent ; i.e. advanced in years,

about sixty.

^ I
the spring-time— of life, is

applied to youths under twenty.

I& ^ IhI 1
''* '^'"i reprieve one

from all diseases.

i^ P 1 H mouth filled with the

venial breeze ; i.e. persuasive in

speech.

H 1 W ^ '^^^ bright green wil-

low in spring.

] ^ ^ the first moon.

>]< ^ 1 *^^e tenth moon.

%^' \ $^: how old are you?

1 ^ 1^ ^t ^ ^^ expect you to

be at my spring feast.

1 )6 '"'
1 ^ '*^"'^ thoughts,

lustftil desires.

From wood and spring ; not the

same as ^rhwang i^ a post.

A long-lived tree, and hence

a symbol of a father; in

northern China, the ^ | denotes

the Cedrela odorata, and ^ ] the

Ailantus glandiilosa ; silkworms feed

on them, and the fragrant leaf-buds

of the former are cooked for greens.

^ ]
or

j ^ your father.

1 ^ M ^ ^'"^y yo'"" paren*^

both be vigorous.

M 1 ^ :^ your respected father

keeps his vigor well.

m\
.ch^un

iChUm

Both these are regarded as sy-

nonymous with the last by some
authors; the second form is least

used.

A kind of tree like the su-

mac {Rhus) or Avffia, pro-

ducing a varnish or gum

;

the wood is used for musical in-

struments ; tlie seeds are black and

grow iu a cyme; leaves turn red

after frost ; its common name is^
^ ^i "il'l varnish tree, to which

class of plant* (the Anacaivliaccs)

it probably belongs.

A salt water fish, with cirri,

called ] •^ and ^ J[Ii
at

Amoy, probably a species of

mullet ; at Canton, the
|

JB, is a sort of roach or Leu-

ciscus.

Also written fJi in some books.

A hearse used by great men
in old times; tlie g| j had

dragons paintetl on il ; a khid

of mud shoe on which to slide

over the ooze.

^chtm

m

^f^^MB^P^Ut"* l^i't PL
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^ ^ I
a mud sledge or scow to

get across mud flats.

An unauthorized, ideograpliio

I |,;i character composed of ^ flesh,

^ not^ and ^ i>€rj'pr!eti ; it is

sometimes written ^j aa a

synonym.

In Canlonese. The eggs of

crabs, the roe of fish, or bird's

eggs.

^^1 " thunder-lonl's eggs," arc

aerolites ; others say, truffles.

|§ I
hen's eggs.

From in.terts and spring.

&!R To crawl, to wriggle like
c/i lilt ^vornis ; to move, to rise up

against just rule; stupid, fool-

ish ; uncompliant, doltish, lump-

ish ; rude, contrary.

I ;J"
inapt, foolish.

1 Wi ^M^" s^'"" up evil, to act

insubordinately.

^ I
silly-looking.

1 iifi doltish, didl, inapt.

,^ 1
or 1 ^ heedless, unwise,

headstrong.

'I
'cit iin

Corpulent, fat;

Fromyw^ and apring.

Blended, mixed, as colors.

1 1^ obstinate, self-willed

;

mistaken and perverse.

Kroin man and spritig.

Rich ; one in the enjoyment
^/""' of life.

1 ^ substantial, well-off.

1

CI3:xJ3^TG^
Old sounds, tong, dong, and t'ong. In Vanton, chnng and ch'img ;

— in Swatota, tong, chong, tang, and cheng ;

tiong and chiong ;
— j'« Fuhchau, tiling, tung, t'ung, chung, cheung, and ch'ung ;

—
in Shanghai, tsung and dzung ;

— in Chijii, ts'ung.

in Amoy,

sent a square, with a passage
through it to coimect the sides.

|fj Composed of P month to repre-

cT
^chung

The middle, the center ; the

heart or core of, in the middle of;

half; within, in; inner; medium
in size or quality ; to accomplish,

to fill ; to estimate a quantity

;

complete, exact, undeviating.

/P 1 J9 useless, inefficient, effete,

unserviceable ; often remarked

by fjeople of themselves.

ft 1 W *tere are such ; more are

to be had.

] i^ middle aged.

1 ^ halfway, incomplete; as ]

JE IfO ^ died before he had

completed it.

1 ^ between, inside, among.

I j£ in the center ; indifferent to.

] ^ A >H'
common, mediocre,

he has only ordinary abilities.

^ I
in the midst ; while going

on.

] ^ the center or heart of;

] in my mind.

] 5c ^ S ''^*' noontide of pros-

perity had then come.

14

id

5. 1
the viscera, the vital organs.

] A "f
1 f^ A an arbitrator

or umpire; an agent; a days-

man ; an intercessor.

\. \ and "j»
I

terms for g(XKls

;

sujx;rior-mid<lling and inferior-

middling ; better than ordinary,

and worse than ordinary.

1 1 5i fl'5 'ather ordinary, not

the best.

] ^ H ~i* ^ I guess that there

are twenty jjeciils.

I jl'fl
ancient name for Honan.

I []j an old name for Lewchew.

] ^ a name of Peking, used by

the Mongols.

1 S or ) ||, or 1 i, or 1

J[^ China, the Middle Kingdom
;

the first is also iise<l by met. for

the Government, the p<wer or

the people of China. ^

] ^ native and foreign ; Chiila

and other coiuitries ; at home
and abroad.

1 ^ '''e exact medium or Doc-

trine of the Mean ; name of the

Classic by Tsz'-sz' -^ ,g,, who
was the grandson of Confucius.

Eead chung' To hit the center

;

struck by, as a fit ; to attain, to

accomplish ; fit, suitable.

1 fS to get drunk; aflfectcd or

giddy from liquor.

1 ^ to catch cold.

] ^ a sun-stroke.

] -^ is fitly done; all right;

it meets the exigency.

1 ^^4 5& '•• suit* nie ; it is what I

wanted ; it is my wish.

1^ ]
to reach the high dppcpR,

as ] 1^ ^ fo become a Han-
lin.

I ^ ^ unattainable.

1 SI ^ In struck with a paraly-

sis.

fit 1
or ^ I

to gtiesB aright.

•^
)

guessed [the weight or size]

correctly.

1 ^ hit by a bullet.

M 1 ~r approved (or guessed) at

a glance.

] ^f to make a lucky hit ; to

succeed in a plan ; to be taken

in or deceived.

1 f& fi^ li 54 I have been de-

luded, he has fooled me-
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A^\
From heart and center.

(d\i^\ Loyal, patriotic, faithful ; de-

fhuiiff voted, sincere ; attached to
;

eedate ; to maiutaia one's in-

t^^rity ; uneelfisb, honest;,

earnest; upright

] 15 * loyal, devoted minister.

]
'^ faithful to the last.

] J^ to be depended oa

1 ife faithful and upright

1 b" jS! 3 sincere reproofs grate

on the ear.

1 J& ^ !|^ >'iost faithful and

tnie ; an unchanging regard.

^^1^1 recall bis entire

devotion.

-J-g ' Inner garments, which the

fj^^ character indicates ; under-

^ckung clothes ; the center ; the heart

or miiid ; rectitude, a right

moral nature
;
goodness, sincerity ;

equity, a fair, just judgment, a

full knowledge of, conversant with.

/[\ ] insincere.

1Sk%^ \
inflexibly upright;

just

W ^ 6 1 J""' words are de-

ceptive.

1 IS '•^'^ mind ; to bear in mind

;

to cherish.

Iff ]
to distinguish justly ; to

weigh opinions.

M.Jl1^_^ 1 ^ IS the High
Shaiigti has conferred a discri-

minating heart on mankind.

1 ft ^ S thoughts which arise

;

tlic train of thought.

^ I
accommodating, friendly

;

amicable.

1 S^ <"*
1 1# the feelings.

^i I
a desire or intention of bene-

fiting one.

From silk and ictn<«r u the^ phonetic.

^cfitinff The end of a cocoon or ball

of silk ; the end, the termina-

tion ; a finis ; a euphemism for

death ; to the last, all of; tbe utmost,

extreme ; to end one's days ; met
dead, tie deceased ; a cycle of

twelve years ; a space of a thousand

square li ; before a negative, it is

equivalent to never ; as ^ ] ^
l^'' g it never snowed at all.

] ^ not at all, none of, not the

least.

1 ^ 7 91 h^ P^i*l i^ot the least

heed to it.

1 <' 1 ^ tlie whole day.

1 ^ J^ ^ during the time of a

meal, an hour's time.

^ I
the end of the year.

jt^ ] the beginning and end,

first and last.

I jt to oiop hallway, not to

complete an undertaking.

1 -^ >^ -^ the great affair of

life,—usually refers to marriage.

] -^ through all ages ; for ever.

^ I
near bis end.

^ ]
the end of one's days.

] ^ it is absolutely necessary

;

I must have it.

1 tt IS Bfc it is hard to change

one's nature

^ —
' M 1 faithful to one [hus-

band] to the last

^ I
a happy death — is one of

the five happinesses.

|g I 3^^ to fullfil one's natural

life.

Wii^ ^ ] ^^^y ^*^® disagreed

at last ; agahi have fallen out.

^ I
to render the last dues to

the dead, refers to a filial pre-

paration for a parent's funeral.

>^^ A long-headed green grass-

C^^yt hopper, the
| ^ or Tru.mlis,

^chung called ^ tI^ jjj at Canton,

and ^ i% JL '"^^ Nanking.

1 Wf fff i niay you children

be numerous as the grassho^v

pers.

,^|| To scrape things ; to oppose.

<P U ft 1
to fight and quarrel, '

fhung to injure each other.

.^ ^ In Fuhchau. To kill; to be-

head, to execute.

] |[j^ to kill a thief

] ^ to decapitate.

fihung

The second form is imused.

An agitated, quick manner,

resulting from awe or fear.

fiE ] restless, nervous,

fidgetty ; explained as not

knowing what to do with

the hands and feet

.cJtuno

Like the last The mind
agitated with alarm.

fCliung Jit © "^ 1
you should be

impressed and startled.

An ancient measure, equal

, to toxa 3* or pecks ; others

^chung say 34 5f , and others again

to ten '/« ^ or C40 gills ; a

small cup ; to bring together ; to

bestow, to confer
;

gifted, eudowe<l

with, as a talent ; heavy ; weeping

;

to repeat • name of a small ancient

state in the present Sii-cheu fu iu

the northwest of Kiangsu.

|g ]
a wine goblet

] "j^ ardent feeling, warm affec-

tions.

fl I
imbecile, childish.

^ I ^ @§ he drained a thousand

cups iu a Hash.

^ ]
a kind of ancient lute.

^ I ^ whom I love best; a

dearly beloved.

1 S 11 5f a genius j one gifted

with varied talents, liko a pro-

phet or sage;
| ^ is also the

luck of a grave, the distinguisli-

ing favor of heaven to a country

or sjwt.

From ytietal and lad.

A bell with a flaring month,

^chung generally without a tongue,

and struck with a mallet ; a

clock ; things hollow or souorous

are often so called.

or jg I
to strike or ring

1).

1 $ §£ ^ watchmaker's shop^
-

1 ^T ~* SS the clock haa struck

one.

^ M 1 * clock ; usually denotes

one that strikes the boors.

] ^ a belfry.

a bell
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^ j -^ to ring a hand-bell.

tS /t» 1 ** knock a wooden bell

;

— to intrust business to a fool

;

to be disappointed ; to demand

extortionate prices or gratuity.

^ g 1 the bell that sounds

through hades ; it is struck thrice

hourly for a year to drive away

demons.

l^Af A sort of rodent found in

tnl*> western China, marked with

^chung spots hke a leopard, and

large as one's fist ; it may be

an animal allied to the Jvpaia or

banxring of Java.

From foot and child; it is also

read ch^uny^.

To walk in a staggering

way, head downwards, as if

faint or tipsy ; a shambling, un-

certain gait ; a toddling walk ; to

faint and halt as one goes, hke a

paralytic.

I "f 7|C to fall into the water.

] -f ^ to fall head first.

fr B& lit 1
to. go along stagger-

ing and nodding.

Composed of ^ to inclose and

a pig tied, as the piimitive
;

'chuitg ''"^ cliaracter is very often writ-

. ten like ^mung ^ dull, but the

dictionaries distinguish them.

A tumulus or barrow, made
high, as if it inclosed some-

thing, for which the next is now

used ; the peak of a hill ; eminent,

great ; honorable ; first.

I ^ a high statesman ; the

premier, the president of the

Board of Civil Office.

'

1 j; a mound or earth-altar on

which to worship the jwwers of

earth, or Ceres.

^ J- the eldest son ; originally

confined to a prince's heir.

1 ^ an old term for a sovereign.

(]j I j^ ^ the crags on the hill-

tops came crashing down.

I
;^ a stone erected to mark the

limits of a grave or land.

Interchanged with the last, and
made to restrict it« meaning.

'cfiiiriff A sepulcher, a tomb ; a bar-

row or mound, such as cover

graves.

^ ]
an abandoned grave, at

which no one worships.

^ I
to rifle graves.

^ ]
to dig a grave and prepai'c

the tomb.

^ I
a public cemetery, which is

open to all applicants.

0^ ] a vaulted tomb, one that

can be entered ; it is made by

some families to retain their

coffins till lucky times.

iM ]
o""

1 ^ '"* sepulcher ; a

burying-ground.

^ ]
to ram down the earth solid

in the bottom of a grave.

ifr 1 ^ ^ '^^ o'*^ barrows are

just like a row of hills.

A small hiU shaped like a tu-

mulus over a grave ; the last

^chutig is sometimes wrongly writ-

ten in this way.

( t,:^' Fire flaming up brightly ; to

/^^^ kindle.

'chung >}^ \
a coal to start the

tire.

From disease and heavy ; it is

like the next.

'chung A swelled leg ; a dropsical

disease of tl>e legs.

From flesh and heavy ; the se-

cond is like the last ; and also

denotes a swelling of the legs

arising from damp.

'chung

m To swell, to tumefy ; a

'chimy boil, a swelling ; inflated,

swollen; boastful ; tlie galls

or protuberances on trees.

1 |g to swell up.

^ ]
pufty, dropsical.

}!^ 1 a dropsical swelling.

] f^ a bruise, a contusion.

] fe WM swollen up and turned

black and blue.

I ^ swollen arid painful.

Also read chung',

(areless, reckless,

m 1
"ever finishing any-

thing, without foresight, heed-

less ;
— this pbra.se is written

in many ways.

From /bo/ or to slop and heavy;

the second form is unusual.

The heel ; to follow at one's

heels ; to imitate, to do after

another ; to act in the same
way ; to rule as a prece-

dent ; to reach ; to visit.

1 ^ S reached your country.

I p^ to go to his door— on a

visit.

I ^ to follow one's steps or ui-

structions.

tie 1 llij S ''^^y ^aine on unin-

terruptedly ; arriving succes-

sively.

I ^ i^ ^ in doing it he excel-

led the other in pomp (or brag).

'chung

class,

From grain and heavy.

A seed, a germ, a kernel;

that which produces its se-

cond or double ; a sort, a

a kind ; to select or use, as

seed ; ancient name of a small state

near Tibet.

1 ^ a kind, a description; a

da.ss.

JH ]
to sow seed ; such as ^ |

grain, seed com, rice or wheat.

jfC ] to beget, to sire, as animals.

jg ]
to leave heirs or issue.

^ j^ ^ ] he gave the people

the best grains.

1 ^ /^ everything went

wrong ; but | ]
also means

short hair and careful.

^ 1 to propagate a kind, as

fruit ; to uitroduce a sort else-

where ; to transmit by descent.

^ i
mi.\ed kimls ; illegitimate,

in which sense it is used ui re-

proach ; a bastard.

)pg ]
the source of misfortune and

sorrow.

1
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Bead chung' To sow or plant

seeds ; to cultivate, to raise ; to

propagate; to spread abroad; to

beget.

] 3J|
to raise vegetables.

I j^ to bequeath happiness, i. e.

to be a source of prosperity to

one's descendants.

] ;jf| to set out trees.

^ ]
to disseminate, as doctrines.

Jfg
'

I
vaccine virus, which is used

to 1 ^ vaccinate with ; also

called ] ;?2 5i "^ Peking.

chuny^

Some 8a_v it is composed of Jt
inclosing ^^ east as a phonetic,

and explain it that vian is the

most important thing in the earth.

Heavy, weighty ; the opposite

of |§ light ; trifling ; momentous

;

severe, heinous ; decorous, grave

;

secluded, or peculiaily appropriated

to government or imperial use ; to

regard as difficult, to consider as

important ; to honor, to give weight

to ; very ; a sign of the compara-

tive ; crowded, near together.

1 A 'H^ to elevate the social rela-

tions.

] IP an aggravated oflFence.

g ] to thuik much of one's self,

self-respect.

1 ;^ grave, important.

] j{f
still better ; "g

]
heaWer.

] ^y to beat severely.

1 ^ an innx)rtant post, a respon-

sible office held by
] ^ a high

minister.

^
I

a chaste woman.

J^ ] ^ § he therefore honored

that state.

^ ]
are three important things

in government, i-i:. ^ jp§ settle

the rites,
-^J ^ make laws, and

^ ^ examine the literati.

] ^ very sorry.

] ^ a name for the planet Jupiter.

j^ ^ "py
] 13 the sword nnist

not always be appealed to.

] ^ to repose confidence in, to

regard.

7 ] ^ 1^ don't mind the un-

important expressions.

1 IS frequently ; but ^ j | is a

series ; several layers.

^ •^ ]
not to rely on the basis,

disregard the fundamental law

;

to discard trustworthy men.

] -^ Jp it weighs ten catties.

^ jjE 1 j(S three crowded fleets

of vessels.

M- 1 iD lU ^'^ favors have been

great as the liills.

1 iife,
reserved, secluded, or impor-

tant spots, like palace-grounds

not open to all ; also dangerous

places, as a gunpowder room.

jy I 1^ to be understood in the

strictest sense, to be rigidly in-

terpreted, as a law.

/P Jg, ] ^ the atfair is of no im-

portance ; he is not much.

Read ^d^ung. To double, to re-

peat, to do over ; to add ; a time

;

again ; a thickness ; a classifier of

thicknesses or layers.
"^

j thrice ; three thicknesses.

% \ "I' Aj 1 ^ the nine-en-

trance palace— the Emperor's.

— ] — ] laid one upon the

other regularly.

fr A. 1 § to break through the

besieging army»

I
JiJ a second set of blocks, a new

edition.

] ^ duplicated; two at once.

1 # O''
1 1 # # reiterated

;

piling one on another, as moun-

tain i»aks ; often, duplicated.

1 Wi lis ^^^ double-odd festival

on the 9th day of the 9th moon.

] -^ a second husband ; i. e. she

will marry again.

'^ ] to write out a copy.

Read ^fung. A variety of rice.

|&.^&> From body and heavy. %

"3a. A woman with child.

chung'

"S^^k* To offend by harsh words

;

r-*^, careful hi speaking.
chung^

"^

vhung^

chung

The second of three, the man
in the middle; the second

boni of brothers ; used for

^ rfi in the second month in a

season; inferior; a sort of

musical instrument.

] i^ the eighth moon, middle of

autumn.

] ^ a father's younger brother;

an old title, like chief adviser,

f^ ]
the two oldest brothers ; as

fS 1 ?K $ ^^^ terms for the

four eldest brothers.

I ^ the style of Confucius ; he

was regarded as the second

brother, the hill Ni J^ [J[j being

held as the elder, though Mftng-

p'i ;J ^ was really his brother.

From Q eye and yV man
thrice repeated ; the first is a

corrupted form, and the third a
very common contraction.

A company of at least

three ; a concourse, a ma-

jority, a quorum ; a sign of

the plural of persons; an

adjective of luimber, much,

many, all, and precedes the noun;

a classifier of Budhist priests; the

people, as apart from (heir riders.

^^. \ to get popular favor.

) ia. all j'ou gentlemen ; the com-

pany here.

1
or ] A the public; the

crowd; mankind.

I g ^ ^ every eye saw it.

] ^ all living things ; a Budhist

term.

— 1 ft « priest; ^ 1 ft how

many bonzes are there 1

1 p& *"
1 Ml public opinion.

I ^ copious showers.

] ^ a great crowd and an abun-

dance, said of a mart.

1 ^ '^ S5iC
tlie few cannot with-

stand the many; we (the mi-

nority) are no match for them.

[fj ] extra, not ordinary, no com-

mon thing or man.

]
$f| at Canton, all the wards or

neighborhoods.

1 ^ ^ great many, a multitude.

^
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In Canton, ch'uiig and shung ;
— in Swatow, t'ong, ch'ong, ch'eng, clifin, fang, and014 sounds, t'ong, dong, and dzong.

. „ „

.

chong ;
— in Amoy, ch'ioiig, tiong, and tong ;

— in Fuhchau, ch'ung, tung, and chung
;

in Shanghai, ts'ung and dzung ;
— in Chifu, ts'ung.

.^i

;

P'rom yV nian and ^ to noU'

ish contracted ; the second
form is not common nor regard-

I I I

ed as correct.

<XlL To fill ; to fuUfil, as a duty
,c7( uiiy or station ; to satiate ; to

satisfy, as hunger ; to carry

' out, to continue ; to stop up, to

stuff full ; to act in place of, or in

the capacity of; high, long; suffi-

cient, fine ; extreme ; to fatten.

^ ]
to fill an office.

] JH to fill up, to gratify, said of

tilings and desires, literally and

figuratively.

ji^ ^ I g to be imbued with

principles of humanity and jus-

tice.

] Jg_
or ] ^ well suppUed, as

soldiers with rations ; in vigo-

rous health ; enough of

] ^ to fill a station ; to act for

another.

] ^ overflowing; abundant, as

resources ; stuffed full.

1 ^ W la '^" "*^ '•'^^ name and

residence of another— to de-

ceive, as at the examination.

P ^h 1 !^ banished to the fron-

tiers or beyond the wall ; such

persons are often employed for

camp-followers.

1 % &^ ^^ *i'ls the ear with

melody.

] ^ to foist in, as poor goods in

a lot.

] ^ to become public projjerty,

to revert to the state.

] A one who fattens animals.

^ ]
eaten to excess, injured by

repletion.

^ ^ 1 !^ noticed him as if

their ears were stopped ;
— said

of the coldness shown to the un-

fortunate,

f^ ] 1^ ^ to assume the style

of an official.

] :^ to be a policeman.

AH^ The murmuring of water is

c^/\j 1 f^i spoken of a bubbling

^ch^ung spring at the foot of a hiU.

,1^^ The mind excited; moved,

c I/u perturbed.

iWt Sorrowful, mourning. ~

t I

T

S >6 1 1
grieved to the

^cKung utmost, heart-broken.

m A wide smooth expanse of

(il't* water.

^c/i'im</ 1 iSj S ilH ^'^'^^ ^^^ "^"^^P'

as tlie great lakes of China.

From tee or water and middle. ;

the first is most used.

To shake, to agitate ; to

collide ; to strike against, as

^c-Uung things do in the water; to

dash against ; to rush at

;

young, immature, delicate;

peaceful ; deep, hollow ; used for

the ]iext, to rise in the air ; to send,

as a letter ; to infuse or steep, by
pouring on hot water.

1 5^ or
I ^ to fly or glance

towards heaven.

t5 ^ 1 5C or it 1 51- -t tis

wrath waxed furious, — as if

it filled the sky; the second

phrase refers to the Dipper.

] ^ PS N^ '^o rush on an enemy
and break his ranks.

^ 7JC 1 ]
like the noise of cut-

ting ice.

j ]
is also the tmkling noise

of ornaments hitting each other

;

and the loose look of rems hang-

ing down.

B "? 49 ]
the day will be un-

propitious or untoward.

] %J on good terms, harmonious.

I ^ to disagree with, to beg to

dift'er from, to offend in word ;

—

a polite phrase.

tU g"
1 ^ t^ talk rather im-

pudently.

] ^ or
I 1^ young in years;

I A a sovereign who is a minor.

I ^ to defeat ; ruined, collapsed,

as an affair.

] j^ a rhetorical term for a wide

digression in a discourse.

I
fSc overpowering or malign, as

in geomancy ; to provoke the

bad influences.

1 3iK *o precipitate over, as a fall

or cascade.

^ H 1 sent [the letter off] on
such a day.

I ^ to infuse tea.

From winys and middle ; used
with the last.

^cUung To fly up, to mount to the

skies, as an eagle.

his mind can reach

the clouds ; ;'. e. he has aspiring

talents.

i^pT 1

FSi A labiate plant (Leonuncs

sibirical) which has several

^ch'ung names, as ]
'^ and ^ g

^•, it is used in female

complaints, and is connnon in

Kiangsu and further south ; more

than one plant is probably desig-

nated by this name.

.i:

\^xl^ From mind &nd /ad,

^^ Unsettled, irresolute, dis-

ch'ung tuj|^(j

I 1 ^4 2j5 hesitating, waver-

ing; many passing to and fro.

Read chw Jng'. Stupid looking.

m\
From to go and heavy or lad

;

the second form is unusual.

/A"^ A common path, a thorough-

tlSJ J f^re ; a place of great con-

^cUung course; to move towards^ to

rise on or rush against ; to
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Btistain ; to move 5 to excite ; tow-

ards ; abrupt ; a machine employed
I

in seiges to protect the sappers,

;

probably a portable shed or mant-

let

';y^ ] a canal, a sluice ; aii open

drain.

^ I
to meet, to collide, to rush

against

I ^ to overthrow, to npset

t^
I

the pulse in the middle

finger.

fi^ ^ I
it can be resisted ; not

impregnable.

^ ]
an old name for a general.

I ^ to rush against.

] :^ to butt against, to meet

suddenly.

^ ^ —m ^ the characters tsz'

and wu are opposed— the people

whose horosco|)e has them had

better not marry.

I Ig ^ 1^ frequented, trouble-

some, wearisome, and diifltult

—

are four terms applied to pro-

vincial posts to indicate the re-

lative imjx)rtance of the office.

] ^ a post much traveled, is

applied to the first ofthe.se four.

1 ® H BM ^'^ '"^'' ** '^^ horse's

head,—^t<i impede the way, as a

beggar might ; to come in coa-

flict. as with a bullv.

^3 From net

it'tiiig.

and lad ; also read

^cliung A spring-net to catch birds
;

others say a rabbit hutch, or

a frame to entrap them.

¥^ Wt ^ \
t''e plwasant

shnns the snare.

.^1
Tlie original form represents a

6uake coiled up with its head
1 projecting from the center ; it is

' lepeated thrice to i'ltimate the

great number of insects, and in

tll^il% J niany of the characters grouped

.ch'unff under it, as the 142d radical,

it is duplicated without change
of meaning.

An ancient term for all animals

with legs, whether ^ feathery, ^
hairy,

jf-
shelly, ||| scaly, or ^^^

naked; there are supposed to be

360 species of each class ; it now

usually denotes the smaller sorts of

animals, as snails, frogs, worms,

insects, Ac.j a person, a comrade,

one of a craft ; a demeaning term

for a son.

1
I

comprises the order

of entomology in Chinese zo-

ology.

g'
I

insects generally ; all small

animals.

^ ]
a snake.

1 % worms in the bowels.

—• f@ >J< 1 one small bug;— an

afi'ected phrase for one's son.

IK 1 ']» ^ ^" carve worms with

little skill ;—to get one's living

by light literature.

^ ]
a pheasant ; a poetical name.

i^ ] the peach bug, a name for a

wren or the tailor-bird.

]
]

the irritation of great heat,

perhaps referring to prickly heat

Bead c/nmff' To eat, as insects

like moths and white ants do into

things.

frfl Tender and sprouting, like

cX I
the blade of grain ; delicate.

^ch^tmg i^
I

small and delicate.

|Xk From '/i and middle.

cJnL A covered cup, such as tea is

^chvng made in; a bowl, usually

with a cover.

}^ I
a soup bowl.

iji
j^l I

in Canton, a butter-dish.

^ I
a covered tea-cup, in which

the tea is infused.

Jg ]
a wine goblet

From a shelter and a dragon ;

the second form is common but

unauthorized.

To think much of, whether

of one's self or others; to

place high ; kindness, grace,

regard for; favor of supe-

riors ; to esteem, to prefer ; to con-

fer favors ; to indulge unreason-

ably ; doting on, as a wife or girl.

] ^ a special favor, as of the

king.

JS. I
loving-kindness, tender af-

fection ; the emperor's regard.

1 ^ ^'^ delight in ; ardent love,

for a concubine.

p^ j or
] ^ a favorite concu-

bine, who rules her husband

;

and hence j^ ] is to take a

concubine.

^ ] to find grace in one's eyes
;

to win a husband's love.

j^ ^ I
to receive favors from

heaven or the emperor.

# '111 1 Ea *lo ™e the honor of

coming to see me.

# ^ 1 ^ IS don't give place

to favorites and thus get con-

tempt.

l-t-< From hill and honorable.

c^> High, eminent, lofty ; estim-

jCA ufiff a^g jm(2 honorable in the

highest degree
;
greatly ; no-

ble, exalted ; worthy of worship
;

to honor; to extol, to adore, to

reverence, to approach with respect

;

to be made honorable or exalted
;

to collect ; to go to ; entire ; a small

ancient state, and since used in

many proper names.

1 ^ to regard as preeminent.

] ^ to worship.

^ ]
to reverence.

] ^ early in the day, the entire

morning, as before breakfast.

M^'^ \ ^^y y"'"" prosperity

be the verj' highest.

] ^ I wisli you great peace,— a

phrase in letters; it is also a

district in Kien-ning fu in Fuh-

kien, famed for good tea.

^ ]
to regard with great respect,

as if from the Throne ; to revere.

] llj a noted peak in Yung-ting
J

hien in Hunan, west of Tung-

ting Lake near the Li-shui, to

which Hwan-teu was banished

by Shiui.

1 BflM Ch'ung-raing dLstrict, the

island in the mouth of the Yang-

tsz' River.
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.3
Name of a small feudal state,

anciently written like the last,

which lay in the present Hu
hien ^ J|-^

in the provincial

prefecture of Shensi.

Jf>J^ Hollowed out by an ax

;

J^yU tiored ; a sort of shell for

ch^uiiy'' firing balls, fired in the muz-

zle ; a bhuiderbuss, a gingal

;

a mortar-gun, a petard ; a pistol

;

small arms.

1 ^ cannon ; fire-arms generally.

1 ^ or
I
"^ cannoniers ; those

who fire salutes from the ^ ]

^ or petards in a yamun.

^ ]
short guns, like a mortar

;

a kind of hand petard used in

salutes.

] "f .^ to peck, to chip off, as

with a chisel.

H 1 tH iSS
^lien three petards

are fired, he goes on his circuit

;

— said of the municipal god.

> To leap, to skip, to hop

about.

ch'ui>y'
j„ Cantonese. At once,

altogether; to push, to hit.

] ^ to run upon, to thump
against.

—
] H 5|* ^ at a clip he has

three pecks ; i. e. I don't know
why he is all at once so angry.

In Shanghai. To grab, to lift.

j ^ a pilferer, a shoplifter.

-f^-^ From heart and io pound m a

-^^f" mortar.

^ch'imff Simple, foolish ; one natural-

ly unteachable and obtuse

;

one not amenable to law.

1 3£ stupid, uneducated.

gftrt'J From to rap on and colkcled.

^vC To come in upon one ab-

chvng rnptly; to invite one's self

to a meal ; to nod.

^ )
to come without an invita-

tion.

^ I ^ to bolt in on one.

] ^ to drop in at a meal, to som
on one.

Hd I
to intrude oii rudely.

S^ 5jfe 1 1
reeling, when tipsy.

I ^ ~^ nodding, sleepy.

^tfll* From to yo and mant/. ^

^jl* Leisure, or at ease, without
chumj pressing occupation ; in re-

tirement.

IJ

•) From hand and heavy.

^ . To push, as a stick into a

clhmg'' rat-hole ; to poke at.

1 jfi. ?K ^ clear out the drain, as

by r\nining a pole into it.

1 ^ ^ P"^® ^^ *^*'^'^-

^ 1 ^ ^ don't stir up a wasp's

nest;— don't meddle with dan-

gerous things.

Old sounds, ta, tap and tat.

m
.chiva

,chwa

.chwa

In Canton, cha ; — in Swaloto, kwa and cha ; — in Amog, kwa ; — in Fuhchau, kwi ;
—

in Shanghai, t»6 ;
— »b ChiJ'u, tswa.

From loood and error,

A switch, a horsewhip.

] a lash, a whip.

Like the last.

A switch made of

used when riding.

twig.

To beat a drum with a pair

of drumsticks ; to knock on

a bell.

I ^ ^ an old name for an

orphaned girL

trM ^ 1 M 'le struck the Yii-

yang drum— thrice ; alludes to

a story of Ts'ao Tsao.

'^%^'&
1

[on newyear's eve]

the night-watchman dreads to

add another tap,— because it

makes another year.

^ From hair and to sit.

[^ To dress the hair, as women
chvja do; an ancient funeral coif-

fiire, which originated in the

state of Lu, when the women
went out to receive the bodies of

their countrymen killed in bat-

tle.

] U in old times, a woman's

mourning coiflfure ; now applied

to the hair coiled hastily on the

head, and not made into a

bow.

1 M 4B ^ they disheveled their

hair and mourned with each

other.

The thigh; the ham of an

chuA animal.
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Old founds, tui. In Canton, cli'ai, ami cli'ui ; — in Swatow, ch'ui and clmi ; — in A moy, chui ;
— in Fuhchau, ch'oi ;

»n Shanghai, t»o" j — in Chijii, tswai.

From hand and /or.

To thump, to pommel with

t-Aii-W the fist ; to pocket, to put iiito

the breast pocket

1 jg ^ put it in the bosom.

i^. jc tt la ^ W 1S. 1
*lien

you have eaten your till, there's

no nee<l of pocketing anything.

] ^ to knead dough, in making

bread.

] ^ -— ;$ B^ ^° "^^""y ^^^*y ^

book.

] — E ^ 6^ S '" Peldngese,

to cherish evil schemes, as a

hypocrite does.

Read ,cA'i. To split ; to knock

to pieces.

jm» To bo ilistingiiislied from liohy

(M'^^ )j^ mince meat.

fj:lucui Ugly, repulsive ; obese, gross,

and therefore unable to stir

about

^

] ^ an overfat hog.

) ^ overfat pork.

^ ]
he is only a piece of

fat, he is very gross and obese.

: A m ^ :! fH ^ 1
that

man is too pursy, he is only a

lump of fat.

|I| From hand and beginning
;

* also read 'cA'ui.

it is

'c/iw^ai To estimate, to measure ; to

'ch'tii try to find the origin or

C'W'^ii cause of, to essay; to feel,

to ascertain ; to push away, to ex-

clude ; to detect, to ascertain.

] J^, or ] ^ to feel after, to

guess, to conjecture after much
inquiry ; to examine thoroughly.

^ ]
unable to detect.

1 i^ to study and imitate, as a

good author.

] j^ to penetrate the meaning

;

to measure, as a hill.

lH>

chic^ai"

From mouth and extremely.

To lap with the tongue ; to

taste, to sip ; to suck, as flies

do ; to eat, to gnaw at ; to

swallow fast, without chew-

ing.

] jSi_
to suck the blood, as gnats

do.

^ Si IhI 1
^^"^^^ ^"'^ beasts eat-

ing together, as on a carcase of

carrion.

i 4ft ** 1 i: the flies, gnats,

and mole-crickets ate it up.

.\lso read cha^,

^% gross.

and much like

c/iw\ii' Fat that is flabby and soft,

like a hog's ; flesh that is

soft like marrow or suet

?§ ^ T 1
the fat along a hog's

belly.

% %
1 ^ M the sow's belly

sweeps the gromid.

Old sounds, tnng mid dung. In Canton, chong, and one ngong x—in StiKLtoxB, cheog, t'ong, ehnng, ohwang, chiang,

and cbang ;

—

in Amoy, chong, gong, and tdng;—in Fuhchau, oh6ug, ch'ung, mauug, k6ug,

and tuuDg ;

—

in Shanghai, tsoug and dzong ;—in Chi/u, tswang.

From ijraxf: and robust

;

contracted like tlie next.

often

^chicunri Suckers sprouting

ly; sedate, scrio
;

correct in conduct; used for

U highly dressed out ; a farm-

stead, for which the next is also
i

used ; a thoroughfare, a high road.
;

1 i^ gi'^v^i stem, as an officer is

deemed to be.

^ I
a strict propriety, said of

females ; a close observance of

etiquette.

] ^ dressed in the tip of fashion.

)^ 1 i; ?& » 1«^'«1 highway.

1 Si "*"
1 W serious and res-

pectful.

g, ]
hypocritical

;
put on.

i^ ] a prosperous appearance.

|g ] -^ a large restaurant (Pe-

kingese.)

1 ? ""
1 ^J * famous philoso-

pher of tJie Rationalists in the

Cheu dynasty ; he has the re-

putation of being a great sor-

cerer or magician.

\M
MucU used for the last ; it is

properly read ipSng, meaning
even, level.

^chicaiig

A cottage, a grange, a farm-

house ; a work-shed, a place

where rural labors are carried on ;

a place of business ; a store, a de-

p6t ; a firm or house ; a dead-

house or public lararium ; a divi-

sion of a township like a parish
;

a hamlet, a village ;
' in Kiangsu,

occurs used as a classifier of affairs,

as —
] ^ |{ one affair or en-

terprise.
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TV a farmer, a

U
tt*-

1 ^ or
1

peasant.

1 "T" men on a farm, not the ]

^ or hired laborers.

^1 a tea depot in the hills,

where the leaf is gathered.

^ ]
to store a coffin, as in a

dead-house. (Cantonese.)

g ]
a farmstead.

;f^ j
a cotton warehouse.

] ^ or f^ I
a grange; a vil-

lage.

I p a mercantile house, a firm.

f^ I
a resident partner, one who

manages the store or packs off

the goods.

From woman or rice and a

phonetic ; the second form is

tlie most common.

To adorn the head and

paint the eyes; to rouge;

to feign, to appear in a

disguise ; to gloss ; onia-

^cliwaiig tnented, dressed up.

j^ 1 I" arrange the hair
;

to dress up ; the tj!E 1 ^ is a paper

toilet burned on the 7th evening of

the 7th moon to the Weaver.

]
^ the style of tlress ; a cos-

tume ; the fashion.

1 ffc dressed out, adorned ; met.

glossed over, falsified.

So
I

plainly dressed, not rouged.

1 S '" iS 1
•'' bride's trousseau

;

a marriage portion.

1 7^ or
I ^ the place of dres-

sing; met. your ladyship; used

in letters.

\^ 1 over-dressed, tlaunting in

colors, tedizened.

1 IS or 1 ffi ?|S 6^ dressed in

a character, as an actor.

9b W 1 ff ^ ^^ ^ '^<*^ "P
\ai look like a sheep.

1 IS pedantic, put on, as an ac-

tor'; like 1 ^ f-^ ^ he is

pretending; he is playing a

part.

)g ] a dowdy looking coiffure.

ga ] the gift dressing-case, was

a name for a palace built for a

concubine by an emperor.

t}_f-« t'sed with tlje preceding, but that

-'ifx' is confined cliieHy to dressing the

f^'V body.
^c/iwany

-j,^ ^^^^ . ^^^ ^;^^ ^^^ ^^ ^j^

.

to busk, to prink ; to put in-

to, to pack, to load or store in
;

to catch, as rain in a tub; to

receive, to contain ; to imitate, to

adopt ; to pretend, to affect ; to

send or forward ; style, costume,

fashion.

fj ] traveling dress ; equipage

and baggage.

^ I
in deshabille, common attire.

\ y^ itt ^ well-dressed, m good

tiiste.

j ^ or ] Ji to enshroud a

corpse.

1 4J to pack, as a cart ; to stow.

as cargo in a ship.

^|] ] to unload, as a Iwat.

I 1^ to load a gun.

1 a a store-room.

1
BlKli("''^®)toP"tthe
best goods on top to sell by ; as

tern of a thing.

# f^ ^ 1 to dress like a Chi-

nese. {Cantomse.)

1 "1^ "? t" counterfeit a trade-

mark or sign ; to carry the

rafirk of the shop or calUng, as a

blacksmith his apron, or a groom

the smell of the stable.

] f^ to pretend not to know or

hear.

1 -7 ^' M he pretended not to

notice, or hear the mati.
\M ^ 1 there's no place for you to

hide in.
j

1
'^ "r

1 jS '" P"*^ "' order, to t

furnish up ; the latter refers to
|

the Milky Way, to which new :

things are likened. .
"

j

1 ijl$ f^ to make and dress up
\

idols or images.

• 1 fS t^" mount scrolls, to hang

pictures.

1 ^ 'o pack a lx)X ; to arrange

Qiaper] trunks— to burn to the

spirits.
I

5c fi^ 1 fft
['hpse Sluing flowers

arc] ilcaven's dressing up. I

From icood and to pound ; it is

I Cil *^^*' *^'® same as (I'/ntn ^ the

, Ailantus.
^cnivangi

A post to tie a horse to ; a

stake driven in' the ground; a log,

a stick ; a club, a bludgeon ; to

strike ; used witli jj^ for ^b'en f^,
a classifier of atl'airs.

ff ]
to drive piles, as the ;^ |

fir joists or piles.

I
Jt )\j, he beat his breast

l^ 1 a buoy.

^ ] J- half a post, is a name
for a b<5y of fifteen.

1^ J^ 1 * P"''' 'o hitch a horse to.

^^1 ^^ ^^ important affair.

^ S ] "f ^ frame to strap a

horse to shoe him.

^ I
to pull up stakes ; to have

done with, to return home with

one's things, to leave a service.

fj; ^ ^ -:K ^ 1
you hring the

ox and I'll pull up the stake ;
—

I'll do the hardest part.

-fJ ?E 1 ^^ abattis outside of the

moat.

^ _pp I
an upright windlass for

hoisting Ijoats up a lock.

y^^ A short mean-looking dress

;

(^M^ clothes unfit to appear in

ri'itcuni/ company.

To tread on ; to step on, as

a stool.

^cawant)

A bird .^llied to. the cuckoo

in its liabits, called ^ f

^diivang or the Sz'ch'uen cuck'oo

;

others describe it as more like

a thrush ; in Kiangnau the jieople

say it appears in April, and sings

^ ^^ f*i] the yellow wheat will

soon be cut.

From great and robust^ as the

phonetic.

'chivang I^arge
;

jiowerful, as a robust

horse ; short and stout, as

jK'oplc ; to make great.

1 fi^ ^ W-l some [of the sticks]

are big and some are slender.
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|t I > From scholar and splint as the

y\ I. phonetic ; one old form is ifj^ re-

,'
_ ) farring especially to animals.

Stout, strong, robust, bold,

hardy, healthy ; full-grown, mauly

;

manhood, at the age of thirty ; fer-

tile ; full and flourishing ; abun-

dant ; and hence a- classical term

for the eighth moon or harvest ; to

cauterize; to wound; to inspirit,

to animate.

] ^ lusty, strong; like
] §^

which is also applied to exu-

berant health.

1 BE fi*') vigorous ; in its prime.

I "J*
an able-bodied man, one fit

to sene for a stildier.

] H volimteer troops; same as

1 ^ the militia.

] ^ manhood ; in strong health.

*J? I
young and hearty.

1 1^ a healthy, sound frame.

^ H 1
cauterized it three times,

mi j fat, as animals; in prime

condition.

] J^ firm, set, willful, resolved

;

used in a good sense.

1 fit Ifi incite his courage, ani-

mate his heart.

^ ] name of the 34th diagram,

which refers to thunder.

3^ 1
*"

1 it '"^^ accomplished

ill manly sports.

} From dog and a splint as the

phonetic.

chicani/' Form, appearance ; to appear,

to make plain ; to declare in

^vriting, to state, to accuse ; a re-

monstrance, an accusation, a com-

plaint ; a certificate.

] ^ an attorney, a lawyer, a

notary.

^ ] to indict, to accuse; to go

to law ; to bring a ] |^ or iii-

dictmeut, or lay a plaiiiU

"^1 ^ a pettifoger, one who ^ ]

prepares the complaint.

^ 1 or
fli j form, style, man-

' ner, arrangement.

1 Ife ^^ "^ unusually engaging,

a captivating manner.

Jt I pT ^ it can be spoken of

though it has no form ; though

it t)e so unsubstantial it can be

described.

I SU appearing like, as if.

^ ]
the fashion of; an embodi-

ment of.

I jQ the highest graduate of the

•_ Hanlin, the senior wrangler of

the empire.

^ ^ 1 to carry a case to the

Throne through the Censorate.

^ ^ # 1 nothuig goes right

with me ; I am utterly discon-

tented.

^^^y From heart and rustic.

4(£> Simple, stupid; doltish, nn-
c/imiiiff' polishetl ; half crazy, half-

witted.

|g_ ]
dull, obstinate, arising from

a coarse, une<luc<ited life.

] ^' crazy like, acting wildly.

=^ ]
to feign to be silly.

jg ]
half-idiotic, acting very

stupidly.

^ I
hasty, immethodical, quick

but heedless.

] ^ a rattle-brain, a mad-cap.

(Cantoiiese.)

J>^2) From hand and lari.

4^i To grasp in the oand and
chwang" ij^at ; to poiuid ; to thump

;

to knock or run against, to

dart ujion ; to tap on, as a hoop

;

to strike accidentally ; to intnide

;

to cheat.

I ^ to meet miexpectedly.

i

4b ] or
] ^ to meet ; to run

against each other.

I ^ to thump foreheads, as two

persons liitting each other in the

dark ; face to face, hob-a-nob

;

an intimate confab.

,
I BM ^^ collide, to run into.

1 P i!
1* to hear an omuions word.

[J ]
to go in on a pretense, as a

thief into a yard to look about.

^ I fj a sun-shower.

1 ^ to strike the boards, i. e. to

made a discord; disappointed;

blundering ; vexatious. {Can-

tonese.)

^ ] "f I beg pardon for my
rudeness ; a polite phrase.

] ^ to swindle, to embezzle ; to

peculnte.

1 P^ ''^ \mA\ at the door, to beat

on it.

j 55 to break against each other.

] ^ fU '^ t° meet a priest, a

bad omen ; as
] ^ to meet a

ghost,— is worse ; this last in

Canton, means to meet a foreign-

er.

I
^ knocked or pushed him over

;

he hit and upset it.

^ ] reckless, desperate, as a bird

struggling to get out, or a blind

man in a strange place.

i> From dog and lad.

Savage people classed with
chwang"

tjjg ,j„^ ^ ^^ satyrs, said to

live near Hainan ; they dress

with leaves and feathers, and make
huts; some of the Miao-tsz' or

Laos tribes are probably intend-

ed by this contemptuous epithet.

A war chariot that rushes on

the ranks of the enemy ; it is

chtoattff'' used with the chun^ ^, be-

cause it attacks the flanks.
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Old sounds, rung, dung, tong and shong. In Canton, cli'ong, ch'eung and ahong ;
— In Swatow, chong, t'eng, ch"*ng,

chaug, chwang, t'ong, and swung ;
— in Amoy, cU'oiig and song ; — in Fvhchau, ch'ong, ch'aung, tung, ~,

and song ;
— in Shanghai, ts'ong, zong, and song ;

— in Chi/u, tsw'ang.

The original forms de|)ict tlie

lattices used for windows, of

which there are several slmiies ;

tlie first form is composed of^
hole and ^, briijht, contracted.

An aperture to give light

ill a room ; a window ; a

^chw'anff gash ; a blind, a shutter ; a

school ; a student.

1 ^ latticed paper windows;

glass sashes.

1 P^ a window tliat opens on

hinges.

1 l|ft "f window curtains.

55 I
a sky-light ; a dormar win-

dow.

"f- ^ ]
"K he was ten years at

his studies.

1^ 1 or
] ;g or

1 5t ^ chums,

fellow-students, classmates.

^ ] a poor student.

Jg, ] .y an outer or double porch

, door to protect from cold ; com-

mon at Peking.

The original form of the preced-

ing ; it is also read (Is'unq.

chw'aiiff The vent or flue of a furnace

or fireplace.

I /|1 From hand !m<\J'oUowing.

cg1/t To beat, as a drum or gong;

t'/'«''<"'i' to motion to.

1 ^M *'" sound the gong

and drum.

# Composed of pj a mwtar, with

"fl Uro hands grasping a ^^
chw^WiO t**^^^^^ between them ; it is also

' read irh'unf/ and ^shuny^ and is

^ to be distinguished from ^rh'ttti

M spring.

To pound paddy or millet

with a pestle in a mortar to re-

move the husk or skin ; to beat

or ram down firmly.

] TJJ to hull rice.

^ to make mud or adobie

walls ; and
j Jj ^ is to pound

chunam walks, as in Canton.

^ ^, ^ 1^ what an inordi-

nate length this pajier («r docu-

ment) has

!

^ to pound, and hoe,— a poetic

name of the white egret heron,

from its habit of bobbing its

head when seeking its food.

From sickness and granary,

A sore, a boil, an ulcer, an
^chw ang abscess ; an eruption ; used

for the next, a cut, a wound.

1 ^ the boll has broken ; as a

>^ ^ I
a sore that comes to

a head,

'^ 1
or ^ ^ I

to have a boil.

^1 or i§ I
to give away a

sore, by means of a charm.

;^ ;^ j a bubo ; venereal ulcers.

1 3^ S6 @ '^^^ starvetl and

wounded everywhere meet my
eyes ; used by an emperor when

speaking of the sufferings of the

people.

1 ^ or ] ^ a scab, a scar.

S'l (^ ^ 1
'o scrape the flesh to

make a sore ; — to meddle and

cause a serious business.

M^

M

From ^ a sieord and —* one

cut ; the third form is usually

read chw'ung^, except in this

sense.

A wound made by a knife

or sword ; to wound ; cut,

gashed ; a prop or inclined

support, for which the se-

cond form is only used.

^ Wi ^ \
^*^ received many

gashes.

] ^ a side or baffling wind.

^ ] ^ to tack in sailing.

4^ ] a wound with a sharp wea-

IX)ll.

.ck^anff

Supposed to be intended to repre-

sent the left half of a stick just

split in two, but this and /j* are

botli regarded as derived from the

lower half of J^ a tripod ; its

phonetic power is taken from jjgl

and ^j and it forms the 90th

radical of a few characters chiefly

relating to walls and beds, or their

connections.

In Shanghai read ba", as if

another form of jj a side. A pre-

position of place ; also used for jxin

3^ as a classifier of shops, firms, <fec.

# ip
I

on the eastern side.

From covering or spKnter and

wood; i. e. something to re-

cline on ; the first is the common
form.

A bed, a couch ; a lounge,

^chw^ang a sofa, a settee ; boards for

a bed ; a well-curb ; a sled ;

a framework ; a measure of

eight cubits, q.d. as long as a bed

;

a classifier of bed-clothes.

_ ^ I
a bedstead.

1 m
II

1

] m
± 1

^ 1

the bed and bedding,

to make up a bed.

a couch, a divan, a settle,

to go to bed.

a double bedstead.

^ ] the jaw-bone ; also bedsteads

inlaid with ivory.

^ j
a son-in-law.

[^ I
bedfellows.

1^ ] a couch or divan for guests

in the hall.

f^ "J* ] "J*
he is fixed on the

bed ; he will surely die, they

have given up hope for him.

^ 7}C I
to draw an ice-sledge.

;fg
—

I
or ^ — ] one coverlet.

] ^ i ^ married life, conjugal

affection.
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I ^ ] a kind of dais or large

di^a^ in the hall, to receive

giiests in.

||g ] to sleep in the twist-bed,

a kind of punishment in prisons,

done by squeezing numbers into

a small place.

I^^S From rain and strong ; it is also

t TViV s_vnon^•mous with tts'ung ^
A great rain, sudden and

hea\ V.

%'kf^A^ \
the sky sud-

denly darkened, and there

was a great shower.

l|«3fe A curtain for a carriage,

i r:^ placed to screen the side win-

jC/iM;V/7i(7 dows ; a sort of distinguish-

ing pennant ; streamers hung
from the roof.

] i|r^ pendant scrolls of silk before

a shrine.

J^ I
-^ the Honam temple op-

posite Canton.

Read ^t^ung. Screening.

^ i|5 1 1
lie set up the shading

curtains.

fr^ To sow seed ; to plant seed

A:^ To eat immoderately, to

cPJik stuff.

S-hiv^ing
] 1^ to eat rudely, to gorge

one's self regardless of deco-

rum.

^dt Grain that is half grown or

i\^^ withered; one says, to cut

^chw'angihd stalks of grain.

|ij

'1
Evil, wicked • to obstinately

oppose with a wicked temper.

chw'ang '^ ] to harbor evil agauist

one.

,chw

ill the ground.

ang

^fcil' To wound .slightly.

^v J 1 P) ^° break the skin, as

chw^ano' with a knife or a contusion.

I T I^ T *° '^"'^ o"" '^"t

the skin.

•^1^W-\ I "in a splinter

into me by accident.

1^ ]
the arrow-head hit

him.

' To rub or wash things by

sand or brick-dust, as by put-

chwhoig' ting sand in a bottle to clean

it.

/> To see indistinctly; to look

straight ahead.

chidang''

From knife and granary ; on«
of the original forms represents
a board cut in by a Icnife ; the
second nnusufil form is composed

of >Jj' a cut and 3f a pattern.

'W To begin, to lay the founda-

tion of; to create, to trans-

form ; to invent ; to take measures

for; to reprove; the first, com-

mencement.

5§ j
to invent, to make first.

] ^ to begin, to do first ; at the

beginning.

I 1^ ^ to found a family, to get

an estate.

1 ^ ^ i^ a very clever inven-

tion, a Ijeautiful contrivance.

1 f# IS ^ '" get "n ^^ ell, as in

business.

^ I
to found, as a state ; to ori-

ginate ; to commence, as a set-

tlement.

] iS ^ 3^5 from the first ages

and afterwards.

^ I
to reprove, to reprimand •, to

punish, as a teacher does.

* Sad and wounded in heart.

^^ I to sorrow ; to pity ; sick

ckiv'ang' at heart.

I fgj a distressed heart.
''

1 til ''i^appoi"'**^

-••^

0/d souTids, Ian, dan and zhan. In Canton, ctiQn, chan, sun, and shan ; — in Swatow, ctiwan ; — in Amoy, chwan and

tw'an ; — 171 Fuhchau, chiong, tiong, and chwang ;
— in Slianghui, tse" and dze" ;

— 1"« Chifu, tswen. 1

,chwan

The original form was g,
composed of ^ and ^ tender

cnre of, to which "Sj* an incA
lias been added ; the second
form is common, but net well

authorized, and was originally a

form of ^ ^twan.

One, single, only, particular ; I

devoted to, attentive ; bent on, to
|

attend to one object ; to take upon
\

one, to engross, to assiune, to pre-

sume ; self-willed.

] ^ 1 specially address this . . . .
'

1 1 6^ lie only one occupa-

tion ; he does that c.specially
;

I came purposely for that

]
—• devoted to one thing, parti-

cularly.

1 P^ 'Li' IR tlie speciality of an

oculist.

] ^ under the nile of one wife

or concubine.

] ^ or g ] to take upon one's

selt", in disregard of rule or place. •

] ^ having the sole power ; to
|

act without reference to others. I

j ^ sent specially, as on a mis-

sion.

I 1^ wise in council, ingenious,

ready wit ; one designated to a

special agency, a referee.

^ A 1 -^ engaged (or hired)

for a single purpose.

] ^ ^ I came for that very

pur]x)se.

-7 S^ 1
I would not dare to taKe

the direction.

1 »6 li iS a *i^ed resolve ; a

settled inflexible will.
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Mk\

cliiraii

From tile or atone and only.

A brick ; a sqiuire tilo, iiswl

for pavements or fli)om ; a

blot'k or pieco sliajx-'d like

a brick, as ^ ) I'ig iron
;

ill tbe tea trade denotes brick

tea, of wbicb there are several

sorts; pressed cakes; to cover with

brick.

1 5g a brick-kibi.

y^ ] a Btonc tile or flag.

Pg i
square red tiles ; or ^ ]

large tiles for flagging.

i^ jj^ 1 bricks burnt red.

^ iJt 1
y^" &^^^^ brick or dolt

!

(Cantonese.)

^ ] at Peking, tlie very large

bricks with which the city wall

is built.

i^ -jQ 1 cakes of the dried hing-

yen fruit.

JJi 1 ^\ S. throw him a brick to

get back a gem ;—said in com-

pliment to literary persons who

correct compositions, and of per-

sons making a little present in

hopes of a large reward.

W 1
" S? 'fi^ 1

common or

blue bricks.

^ ] ^ a brick pear, — a local

term for a niggard.

1 ife « brick pavement.

J^^ ]
to pave the ground.

^ ]
golden tiles, a jwetic term

for a rich man.

^ Jjt 1 ''° "i^'^s adobie bricks

in a mold.

Uniform ; to be attached to

only one ; lovely, amiable.

^chwcm
\ ^^ to accord with; to

blend ; mild, unresisting.

M ] ^i^ [these moun-

tains] are so delicate and

beautiful in their tints.

"^i*|7 An ancient place situated in

<^*P the present Wei-hwui fu in

^cliivan the east of Honan.

I P^ an ancient city lying

west of K'ai-fung fu in Ho-

nan.

A sort of large fish found in

(6*"*}^ Tin ij;ting Lake, and sent as

ic/iuwt presents; the soup is excel-

lent; a salmon-trout 1

1 1^ name of a brave man who

tried to kill the king of Wn,

B. c. 540, and put a jx)isoned

dagger into the belly of this fisii

to do it with-

Read ^twhln. A kind of grunt-

ing-fish found in the southern seas,

wiiich betokens a drought; it may
denote the dnimiuing fish found

abiiut Hainan I.

From head and mily.

To carry the head high; res-

^clnviin pectful, sedate; obsc\ire, dull;

only, alone.

1 ^ rude but res|>ectfid.

] J^ an early sovereign of China,

a grandson of Hwangti, b. c.

"2513-2435, so called to denote

his ability and rectitude.

I 1^ and ancient town, now called

Mung-yin hien ^ [^ jji lying

in the southeast of Shantungs

tt t\^ From /not and whole:

(jtjL. 1" kick, to trample down; to

cfiwan bend the body, to cuddle up;

to lie along; to crawl.

$l[ 'f 1 i^ to curl up the legs,

as when lying on a short bed.

1 ^ to crawl, as a baby.

c-^j*.! To cut flesh in pieces; to

^^'\ nmtilatc ; to cut wood in two.

ciitcan ^]j5|, ,.y,.„] c/mrn.'in the sense

of j^ to assume; and itwcin,

to cut out, as a tailor.

C-ljj^ Fi'om carrtaije and single.

.^yp To turn, as a wheel; to re-

chtcaii. volve, to transmit, to shift,

to turn over to ; to forward
;

to tr<iusi)ort, to carry; to circulate;

to comprehend ; to alter the condi-

tion of; to go back; to interpret.

1 ^ turned his rta<;, he has left

his pariy.
j

] T i '"a
to interpret the local

j

dialect.

] ft serjicntine, winding, as a

road.

1 ^^ A| the rule of the metem-

psychosis.

him round.

1 j^' to bo in better luck ; bet-

tired ; to transport, as giwds.

m «'•
1 81 m "-•

1 4 r^ >"

a twinkling, instantly.

ft »& gi ;& ^ pT 1 4 my
heart is not as a stone that can

be rolled about.

1 ff >8C ^ ^*"' much changing

and confusion, very troublesome.

I "M ^ A to sub-let to another.

1 ^ to convey a hint; to send a

message.

] ^ >^ a ball-and-socket joint.

] ^ to petition by proxy.

1 ^9 Sit ;Jt they will then all act

still more badly.

] |§ to turn the subject.

1 i^ ^ '° *"''" ^ corner.

1 Ml fis wind is veering.

I jl^ the crisis or turn of the

di.sease.

Read chw'eii'. A revolution, a

turn ; to move away ; becoming

more, still more; a disjunctive pre-

|>osition having the force of— on

the other hand, on the contrary;

the middle term in a syllogism,

the minor premise; the carpet of

a carriage.

]|^ — ] one revolution of

the sun.

J^ j
to turn over, as a box.

1 JJS S to look behind one.

] ^ ff-^ turn it over to som_e-

body else to do.

^ ift §i 1
^^^ ''*^''' '"'""^ '''*'

with the wheel; i. e. I have no

leisure, I am driven day and

night.

In Pekingese. To benumb; to

finish a thing.

1
' S" (<"

1 W M '" Cantonese.

t) deprive the tongue of taste,

as by eatuig hot things.
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||| ^ ] I cannot bring it about

;

it can't be done.

^> From mouth and turning.

Warbling voice, like a bird
;

cMcan
(leiiuate modulations ; a tone,

a note.

^ ^ ]
a sweet voice.

^ ]
a nightingale's song.

^ Ml j ^^ warbling of the

mango Krd.

From bamboo and pig.

The square and involuted
cnwan ^oxw. of Chinese characters

invented in the Cheu dy-

nasty, called j i^ or
] ^ or

seal characters, from their use ; any

complicated form of characters, re-

sembling birds, fishes, or other

things ; to engrave this kind of

letters ; to call or name ; bands

on bells.

^ ]
to receive the seals,

j t|£ a seaL

p|] I
name on the seal.

^ :^ A 1 ^3p^ his Excellency

Yeh, named Ming-shSn.

^ I
<it present styled.

1 'US ^ curling like rising smoke,

t^ ^ I
the slimy marks of a snail.

i.M^^
An ornament on the top of

^|\ the tablets or badges held by
chwan' courtiers in ancient times at

an audience ; it resembled a

seal character ; to engrave such

ornaments.

^ EE -^ 1 '^"^ gems ought not

to be engraved.

1.^^ To turn over the soil in

^|\ ploughing ; to plough to-

chicaii' gether. i

) From hand and mild ; inter-

changed with the next.

chivan' To regulate, to correct ; to

dispose in order ; to compose,

to record ; to collect, as literary

materials ; to edit, to rerise and
publish ; to grasp ; a pattern, a law,

a statute ; a maxim ; an act.

) jjC to narrate, as annals.

^ I
to indite the state records

;

— the duty of the Hanlin gra-

duates.

^ ]
to write a book.

I
-^ to compose and prepare a

work for the press.

Read stvaji', and used for swati^

j^. To reckon ; to count ; also

used for siien' j§ to select

^BEL^ Used witli the preceding.

R-*'» To exhort by precept ; to dis-

chwan course in praise of

1 ^ ^ write an account of,

as an obituary notice.

f^ I
eulogy of a deceased man.

^ I
his own work or writing.

From eat and mild ; the se-

cond form is nearly obsolete.

To feed persons ; to pro-

vide for; dressed animal

rliwiiii' f<x)d ; a meal ; a relish, a

delicacy

U I
to set out a dinner.

^ I
a banquet, a sumptuous

feiist.

^ ]
a delicacy; a well-dressed

dish.

^ 1 vegetable and animal food.

W iB ^' :5t ^ 1
give wine to

your elders to sustain them.

Read sae«'. An ancient weight

or piece of silver of si^ taels.

> To provide and make ready

a meal ; to narrate, to detail,

swuii' to particularize.

1 ^ ^ tlie (Uning-hall.

S ?L ? i M^^ detailed all the

p>ints down to the days of

Confucius.

Read swan'. A sort of bamboo
platter used in worship, having

carvings on it.

{
tttt> From man and mild; also read

r-H^ (tsmi.

chimii' The governor or master at a

village feast, in which sense

it is analogous to Jtsun ^ or ^,
the one who is honored or obeyed

;

to number, to arrange in place;

tools ; articles, gear.

I
^ to give a banquet.

1 ;^ a feast.

JHB^
Valuable.

^^ ^ ]
precious; desirable,

chwan' like a pearl.

Also read h&en^ and sometimes

'pang, for JpP to bind • it closely

chwan' resembles fuh, j^ to tie.

A bright white color ; to spin

thrown silk or the floss silk sorted
;

to bind ; a name given to a pack

of ten bundles of a hundred feathers

each ; to roll, as paper ; fine cotton

cloth which is doubled when put

up.

]
—•^ ?^' to buxd a pig, as by

the feet.

] ;fj ^ to strap one's bags and

baggage.

] j^ knee-pads, worn by women.

^^ M 1 fH i: :^ tJ'e.v have not

strength enough to tie a hen;

— said ol the cowardly gentry

by the people.
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OU sounds, t'an, dau, and zban. In Canton, ch'iiu, sliiiii, slian, and shun ;
— in Swatow, chw'aii, chiin, huo, and

ch'un ;
— in Amoy, chw'an, oh'an, swan, and cli'un ; — in Fuhchau, snug, ch'iong, ohw'a, chw'ang, tiong, and

cliw'oiig ;
— in Shanghai, to'e", zA" and dze" ;

— in Chifu, tsw'an.
~

M
M
.cfiw'cm

The second is the origuial form,

and is intended to represent the

course of rivulets blending to

inakft a creek ; it forms tlic 47th

radical of a few incongruous

characters.

A mountain runlet, a river's

fountains ; a stream ; to nm
througli the ground ; to flow out

;

the province of Sz'chu'eii, and

often prefixed to goods, medicines,

&c., from that region.

1 fife
-7^ M- U'l'nterrupted flow

;

couliuually going on.

jlj ]
liills and streams ; the cham-

pagiio, the country.

jg ] the province of Sz'chu'en,

so called from the
||J ^ Min

Ri\er, the
ft," ^ To River, the

M 7J1C Black River, and the

^ 7j< White River, four rivers

in tliat region near each other.

--.
] or Three Rivers, a prefecture

in Hoiian, during, the T'ang
dyn:\stv, now Yung-tsih Lien ^^ ij!^' in K'ai-fung fii.

,chw'an

From hole and tusk, alluding to

the gnawing of rata in boring
through walls.

To perforate, to dig or bore

through ; to run on or through, as

cash on a straw ; to chisel a hole
;

worn through ; to break, as a boil

;

to leak out, as a secret ; to put

garments 011 the body only, not on

the head.

\ '§^ W- ^ she dresses in gold

and tires in silver ;— elegantly

(Iressed.

^ 1^ 1 7 ^^* matter has be-

come known.

1 J^ to string beads,

j j^ '^ 1^ a maid of all work

;

an errand-boy.

I ^ to bore into, as a wall, in

order to steal.

] ttj went through, as a shot.

W;aE 1 ™y *y^^ ^'^ bored through

with looking— so long for him,

as a wife for her husband.

] ^ flR '<' dress ; to put on a

garment.

1 JS ^ P^ to be well acquainted

in the public offices.

S 1 i^ Hf thoroughly conversant

with the classics.

W '^
] ^§ at a hundred paces,

[Hwang Chung] pierced the as-

pen leaf

"Q^
j a poetical name for a bee-

hive, from the cells.

] ^Ij ^ the pangolin or scaly

ant-eater, {Maiiis tetmdactyla)

regarded as a type of a crafty

fellow.

1 ^ jE 3 t^" pervert the origi-

nal principles of a doctrine, to

corrupt the truth.

In Fuhchau. To stretch, as the

hand.

M
Embarrassed ; timid, weak,

like a petty prince ; sighuig, groan-

ing ; unapt, unfit for.

] II enervated, enfeebled.

] ^ an old name for Hwa-yung
hien ^ g ^%, just north of

Tinig-t'ing Lake.

1 ^ ^ :S ft y inadequate to

the management of aflfairs, su-

perannuated.

I M lofty, like a mountain peak.

Water murmuring ; the' sound

of water; flowing tears; a

xhw^un river in the west of Sz'chu'en.

From three children or orphans
and body, here deKned to mean a
house.

1. \t-
ping tears.

In Cantonese.

n 1
phlegm.

current; vtet. drop-

p_£ I
to expectorate.

I ^ to slaver, to drool.

— ^ ]
the whole body is slimy,

said of eels.

,chw^a

n4<
chw'an

To scold, to rail at ; to see,

to manifest.

1 18 to vilify, to scold.

From wood and a pig ; it is some-

times wrongly used for ij/uen ^
a citron.

Saliva; phlegm.

A round beam or the plate

which sustains the eaves ; in

the north, it denotes the small and
short rafters which sustain the wide
eaves

; and the lathing which con-

nects the large purlines, and sup-

ports the tiling; a classifier of

houses.

^ I
several buildings or houses.

HJ I
painted rafters.

I f4 lu'uber for rafters.

^ I
short rafters laid close.

^ I
at Canton, the round plate.

From man and single.

To transmit, as doctrines ; to
jc/«f an deliver, as orders ; to trans-

fer; to hand down, to per-

petuate ; to promulgate, to propa-

gate ; to interpret or explain ; to

carry forward, as a balance ; to

narrate, to record ; to send, as by
an express; to send for, to sub-

poena.

] ^ to deliver to one.

1 tie *° propagate doctrines, to

missionate.

] ^ to tell the news ; to declare

in one's hearing.

] ^ a rumor ; a legend, tradition.

] '^ to issue a summons, to pro-

mulge orders.

1 Hfc 3|S order him to come, as to

a court
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I ^ to send a verbal message.

1 =§ to transmit an order or in-

formation.

1 'fS '" S'^^ * hiut, to intimate.

iJi 1 ^ PJ te refused to come

when siunmoned.

1 gt a sort of court crier, one

wiio assists the magistrate in his

examinations.

1 iS ^^ P*"* ^^^^ <'"*' 'o another.

j||_ ]
received from one's an-

cestors or predecessors.

^ ]
secretly transmitted, as a

recipe is ] ^ handed down in

a family.
'

] ^ to transmit the throne.

] -jit to make known to mankind.

|g ]
a sort of custom-house cer-

tificate.

] H the fourth on the list of

Hauliu gi'aduates.

%M ]
or '^^ ] io send a

a telegram.

1 f^ to arouse or spread alarm

by beating gongs.

Kcad chwtn'. A record of;

precepts haude<l down ; chronicles,

traditions.

^ ] a family history
;

genea-

logical annals of a family.

^ ]
a storj' of.

JlJ ] biographies, narratives of

people.

In Fiihchau. To hand things
;

to move.

m\ From Tfl- Imnt and fif lend

contracted for the phonetic; the

abbreviiited form is eoiiiiiion.

A ship, boat, bark, jmik, or

chw^an whatever carries people on

the water ; a sort of ajx)the-

cary's mortar ; a long tea-saucer

;

to follow the stream; to drift, as

a boat.

— -^ ] one vessel, one boat

] ^ ships, vessels.

— JB ]
or —•^ 1

a squadron,

a tlect.

f 1
or ^ ]

to embark.

_L 1
^o S" ashore ; it also means

to go on board, when used at

the spot.

5 SL Hfe 1
^"^''^ ^^ ^'i* wind be-

fore you hoist sail.

] ^ the whole crew.

] ^ the captain.

I
j3 one sailor ; sailors ; a crew.

] ^ tonnage dues or taxes on

native Ijoats.

J£ ] or 1^ ] a man-of-war.

^ ] a ferry-boat, a passenger-

boat.

J^ 1 or ^j ] to pole a boat up

stream.

•^ ] a flag-ship ; a ship with an

officer in it.

j^ ]
a revenue-cutter, a cniizer.

^ ]
custom-house guanl-boats.

H ^i tfe 1 ^ three-masted ship.

^ ffi 1
'* steamer; either Bfj ^

] a side wheel vessel, or B^

1^ ] a ])ro{)eller.

^ I
or ^7 ] to weigh anchor

;

the second phrase also means,

like fj ] ^, to be a sailor.

1 iH ^ tt SL ^''® *^''P could not

stand the wind.

^ tS 1 or •§ 1 or
||j|[ 1 a sail-

ing vessel ; the tirst term is the

Malay word bqxil, and ha.s come

into use through the Fiddvien

traders.

"^ ] the stars y j} in Perseus.

1 BS "BT * harbor-master i

^ j
to go with cargp, as a super-

j

cargo.
I

J^ .^ I
a light frame made like

a boat, in which a man is

hidden, who plies it round and

round to entertain people.

*Mi From to go and head of.

^^*-^ To hurry ; to go to and fro
;

s'-""' "" to hasten, to walk rapidly.

1 # to go quickly.

^ ]
jt ^ to cause (or see that)

he s(X)n returns.

?X J?^ 1 ^iE 'I troop of cavalry

going out on an expedition.

t^ritff To pant, to breathe quick

KjfjJ and short, as in asthma; the

'chn'an breath, the life.

1 1 ^ 5i to f^*''' ^^'^ '^^®

breath, as when tired ; but ^ |

is panting from shortness of breath.

] ^ "]' the panting fit was over.

^ ] my failing breath ; my poor

life; old, ready to depart.

I j/j to wheeze and cough.

] j|^ hiccup, shortness of breath.

;^ -^ ] ^ the bufliitloes in Kiang-

nan [fearing the heat], pant

when they see the moon ;
—

mef. imaginary fears.

C /«-l^ The original form represents two
^Ul» mri) sleeping buck to back ; it is

I the 136tli radical of an iusigni-
clilV on Jicant group of characters.

Opposed to, contradictory; per-

verse, iiicoiigrnous, incompatible.

) ^ or ^ ]
op{K)sing ; to be

disol)edient.

] ^ erioiiedii.'i, in disorder.

1 'K or j^ I
talkative and mis-

taken ; either from heedlessness

or many cares.

] ^ to deceive purposely.

^ T^ % ] I'v<^ h**'! * great

many untoward lia{)s in my life.

Tlie late and old leaves of

the tea-plant, which require

'v/tw'iin a strong drawing.

RS^ 1 J!att®«e..dhim
some old tea instead of wine.

^^^' From JflC to clculale and X*
>}s^ pei-i-eisc/y.

tsip an ipo rebel against a sovereign

and usurp his throne ; to abo-

lish a dynasty ; to seize a criminal.

] ^ to seize the throne.

] ^ to murder the ruler.

1 ^ to plot and rebel.

fi ifil J5^ 1 ^ the drops of blood

[from his tongue] formed the

character rebel; said of-fi ^{[H
a minister of Kien-wan, whose

tongue Yung-loll cut off (a. d.

1404), and this was his way of

asserting his loyalty.
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^^ L> Properly read /««'.

^^ A small mortar to hiill grain.

chuMti^ In Pekingese. To husk rice

ill a mortar with a wooden

pestle is
] >jt ; it removes

the chaff without breaking

the grain, as a stone {lestle

does.

>&lll' Ffoin '««'«'' and ''"«'<''•

J^" An armlet, a bracelet; an
chw\m^ old name is j^ IS! or warder

off.

l5t 1 P''^^ '*"'l bangles
; i'. e.

female ornaments.

T|ll| ' A ring made of jade ; this is

J^)\\ now superseded by the last.

chw'aii'

^JlJJ To number, to reckon ; to

WhR mutually yield, as politeness

chw^an* requires.

I+I ) From two mouths vonneclerl; it is

I I I
contracted from an cldei- form of

I
J

two mortars with a line drawn
Cnw an through tliem ; interchanged uith

(•hio'en ^ to string.
i

To string together, as cash ; i

to connect ; leagued or banded for

some e\il end ; a string of

—
j ^ a string of cash. .

I jg it is strung on.

] ^ a siring of fire-crackers.

1 fol ff; fl?
to band together to

make disturbance.
j

] tt or
1 IJit

<o j"i" i" swind-
j

ling or entrapjjing one ; a black-
j

leg's crafty plan ; to cabal.

1 ,^ to lay a scheme to swindle
;

one. .
j

^ 3 R 1
t''6 argument is well

supported throughout.

^ I
irrelevant, incoherent.

] ^ to league together ; to joui

as forces.

In Pek-inyesc. To miss a line in

reading or copying.

^ .^ 1 T }"'! have skipijed a

column in reading.

1 PI T" ''^ gad abK>ut, not to stay

at home.

^^' t'fed for y^ in some cases.

chw^an
'^'* """ '" opposite direc-

tions; to turn the fe«t in-

wards from the door, a usage

among the Laos w hen dyuig

;

batons of office laid across

each other.

^Q^ A bird, more commonly called

Ofi^ 5^ % the stupid bird, which
chw'dn^ seems to be allied to the

wood-pecker ; one says, a bird

in a cage.

»' A hare running away through

the grass ; to scamper, like

chw'p^* a rabbit.

OUi sounds, pat, pap, bat, and bap. In Canton, fat ; — in Swatoiv, liwat and '-wan : in Amoy hwat •

in Fuhchim, hwak ;
— in Shanijhai, feh and vch ;

— in ChiJ'u. fall.

From hair and to eradicate.

The hair on top of the hinuan

head ; also applied to the

hair-like feathers of some

birds; numerous, as hairs; met.

grass, reeds, moss, >egctatien.

5g ]
human hair.

—
iS: 1

*"" —' W- 1 ^ single hair

of the head.

^1] I
to shave the whole head,

j ^ red , hair, i. e. a small chUd.

^1 to let the hair grow, said of

girls or priests.

tft BM ^ 1
'hshe\eled hair.

] ^ to become bald.

^ ] and ^ 1
frog's spittle

{Confavo-) ; apj>]ied to some

kinds of mosses.

1

m

kind of algfe used for

and ]>eard

food.

g- ^ the hair

were all white.

jj^ 1 :^ ^ *» "Id couple, a long

married pair.

1 iW ''* '''^'^ ^^V o'' "Pt u.sed by
bald women.

;

^ A ] ^B [his crimes are like]
[

bis hairs for number.

^ \ i. '\]l
'he desolate and bare

j

nortlurn regions.
j

S 1 -7 f^ completely miserable, i

feeling very wretched.
|

]^ 1 to bind up the hair in a

knot called
]
^, such as is

worn by a Taoist priest.

^ 1 JiS the temples are becom-

ing grisly.

.^"5^ - ^ how

c^"

ed of 7^ to straddle, with

w and^ an arrow ; others

uikke it to consist of ^^ to trend

urt/tis asid f^ a foir.

To sho(.ii an arrow ; to send

forth, to throw out; to issue, to

start ; to have, to show, as a dis-

ease, perspu-aluju, <i:c. ; to cause to

go out, to dispatch ; to expand, to

prosper ; to go to ; to advance ; to

ferment, to rise ; to leak out,; to

- show forth ; to manifest, to ele-

vate ; to pay oiil, as money; to'

attack and suppress; sometimes

lias a passive sense, ak | -jj^'to

lie blest, ('. e. he shows the effect of

the blessing, meaning fat, in good
liking; the spring, becaiise then all

things bud out ; a shot, as of a bow.

16
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./"

1 ^ to increase, as plants.

1 ^ 3j$ to succeetl, to get on

;

to rise, as dougli.

1 ^ to mal«e money, to prosper

;

used as a wish, may you liave

giXKl luck.

] ^ for customers ; ;'. e. to sell

1 ft by retail, or ] fj by

wholesale.

] flf to have a customer.

] ^. to take an oath.

1 W^ ^° S^' ™oldy, to become

damp.

] )J5«
t" g'*'c "1 charity, to show

pity.
j

I 1^ to give a bill of goods ; to
1

issue a permit ; to advertise for.
I

] ~J*
to have many descendants.

] IhI to return ; to send back.

^ ]
to send, as a mes.senger or

a letter.

] {U to send off, to dismiss.

1 1&5 'o get 8ngry ; irritatetl.

] ^ to display ; to appear.

] B^ breaking of the daA'u ; to

explain, to make clear.

] ^ to march out troops.

1 ^ ^ y" ^^'^ ^ * iiijin or

tsinsz'; a form of a wish.

J[U {Jf ] ^ to buy one's way to

office or promotion.

1 1
o'" ^ 1

blustering, raw,

as the wind.

^^1^1 want a present or

baksheesh.

T>^^ 1 ^ >•"»'" get no

wine-money out of me.

5i 4 1 ^ ^'i^'t will be the end
of it ? what will come of itt

] ^ to make a way for one's

self, to become well-known.

"ReaApok^ The motion of fishes

struggling.

I 1 f^ quick, perpetually mo-
ving, as a fish's tail.

A large sea-going vessel, like

a raft for size ; an ark.

Bead c/«i. A fruit resembling

a pnmelo; the end of the

plate in a root /
|

'^!'

J''

* 1

stem

Iiiterclmnged with the preceil-

ing ; the secoiut form is not

eomtnon.

A bamboo raft, or some-

thing similar, for crossing a

river; a pontoon.

>X 1
tire rafts.

^ ]
-^ to tie together a

raft,

bamboo rafts with a bent

From wan and lauce ; to be dis-

tinguished from tai^ ^\ a gene-
ralioii.

To retluce a dejiendency to

order, to chastise rebels ; to destroy,

to desolate; to cut down; to brag,

to bring one's merit to notice

;

meritorious deeds ; fine ; to beat a

dnmi ; a niidsman ; the stars i in

(Capricorn, and ( v in Orion.

1 ;1C "r
1 i^ to fell trees.

I ^ to boast of one's goodness.

] IP to punish an offense.

I ^ to drum, in order to call one.

^1 'PJ S to kill recklessly;

famous for prowess.

^ tl 1 "iK W J& ''e "•••'s meri-

torioiis, because he did not brag

of himself

JL 1^ S 1 to set forth our

prince's deeds..

1^ K i^ \
to act as a go-be-

tween.

From door and to rfduce a£ the

plionetio.

fd" The left-side d(X)r in a great

palace gateway, or the left

side of a gate. ^

1 ^ the leaves of a double door

;

degrees of merit ; meritorious

services, such as entitle one to

pass through the gate.
j

1 IS .^ 5^ * distinguished fami-

ly, one of the gentry ; in the

'

Mongol djrnasty there was an
i

order of nobility called ,|^ J^

1 ^ from certain insignia

which the members were al-

, lowed to show at their gateways. '

To subdue the grouniL, which

the composition of the cha-

racter indicates.

^ I
to plough, to turn

over the clods and [irepare

the soil for seed.

I
-^ people who build mud

walls.

0fc
From mortor mi,'market.

M

Jo-

To pound rice for the purpose

of hulling it.

Composed of s' to rail at ami Ji
a mrordy with which to stab; qd.
actions that desene punisliment.

A fault, a j)eccadillo, a petty

offense ; a crime ; a slight piuiish-

ment, a penalty commutable by

money ; a fine ; to forfeit, to fine,

to flog.

^ ]
to reprimand, to find fault

with, to punish corporeally, as a

pupil or subaltern.

1 fB to forfeit a glass of wine—
by being made to drink it.

] ^ to forfeit or be mulcted one's

salary.

1 ]^ a fine; moneys accniing

from fines.

"g and j are opposites ;—to con-

fer ; to mulct.

JJiJ ]
punishments of every grade.

] g or ] >|^ to cut one's pay

or rations, as a soldier.

^ ft ^ 1 I OVu Wang) will

reverently execute Heaven's

pmiishment.

^ ]
cursed, punished ; under

disgrace.

^ 1 fi); I'll punish you; i.e.

you've offendwl me, you've not

^^ done it right.

The original foi-m is from jE
correct turned to tlie left, to de-

note its opposite.

To be in want of, defective

empty, poor; exhausted, weary

needing rest, and thus like the

next ; a temporary deficiency, em-

barrassed; to fail of; to injure;

without, wanting ; a leather screen

to protect archers ; a sort of shield.
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1^ ]
wearied, tired out.

1 A M J® f'^^^ ministered to his

wants.

^ 1 or g I
absolutely desti-

tute, iuipoverishetl.

^ I
insufficient, unsupplied, out of.

^ S!C 1 y I may not venture to

impede tliis afiair.

•j[>
I /vH' '10 want of clever men.

^ ft 1 T ^'^e walked till I am
tired out.

Weary, without energy; las-

situde, arising from heat

;

lean, lank.

From woman and destitute.

Handsome, l)eautif\il, femi-

nine ; whate\er is matronly

and lady-like.

From watfr ami to jtut away^ !

n e. to reduce to ii level, as ;

water is ; tlie second form lias I

s/«

J

1^ i\ fabulous benifjn animal
tb.^t puiiisbes the guilty, added
to it, aud occurs only in Budliist

books.

A law, a statute, a rule, some-

thing tliat restrains one ; a set of

regulations, precepts; in scientific

usage, the rules for, or science of;

a legal infliction ; a sect, a religion
;

an art j skill ; the code of the

Budhists, so called from the first

syllable of dlworm or law ; the sect

of Budhists; to follow a rule, to

imitate an example ; and hence,

excellent, natural, like, accurate;

a working factor in a sura.

^ I
or ;^ I

the statutes of a

country.

1 iWI ''"^ "^'*' or [jower of the laws.

Jflj ]
penal laws.

j^ ] a code of jwliteness.

-f] I
a means, a way, a stj'le.

jl^ I ^ ^ their doctrines and

law are unlimited— in their ap-

(ilication.

I
g or

I
^' "g g France;

the French.

^ ] id [li t" rigidly maintain

the laws
; ^ j also denotes

an executor of the laws, a ma-

gistrate,

] J|g
or

I
glj a set of rules; a

plan ; regulations, patterns.

^ ] to lay a spell, to exorcise.

j^ I ^ or ^ I
no help, no re-

medy ; it can't Iw helped.

1 tJC to spurt water by the mouth

or asperge it ; applied to the act

of priests when they sprinkle a

charm.

§. I J think whether there's no

_ other way, or no plan.

jJC 1 hydraulics.

Jif ] to unravel ; to relieve from

dangex, to plan a rescue; to

solve a mystery.
"^

1 p^ the Budhists.

1 ^ * priestly or clerical dress.

] i^ accurate, Ufe-like drawings.

] ^ a spiritual, ethereal body that

can pass through things ; also an

image of Budha.

I Hi a praying-machine, used by

the Mongols to repeat prayers

as it revolves by the wind ; but

^ I ^ also means to preach

or hand down Budliist doctrines.

1 ^ rides or way of legerdemain,

the black art.

^ $![ Wi 1 1 *''' show you how
to do it, as a flugelman does

;

it is used too by priests when

they explain the tenets of their-

faith, which they exhibit in

themselves.

An unauthorized character.

The enameled ware of the .

Chinese.

] ^ j^ a cloisonnee or en-

ameled jar.

Chilly ; to open sluices to

let water upon fields.

1 {H to irrigate, to water.

/«'

"i/j^j let water upon fields.

./«'

OU sounds, pan, pon, pam and bam.

and one bwau ;
— tn Fu/>chau,

Composed of EB J'eld and y^ the
j

J |3^ c/aas of a beast, as it seems to be

fan ^^^'g'^^^ *o represent their foot-
<' steps.

The tracks of a wild beast ; a

time, a turn ; to rejjeat, to dupli-

cate ; to send, to dispatch to ; to

change ; to reckon ; an ancient tribe

of Mongols or Huns near Kokonor
beyond the frontier of China ; abo-

:p.A.l^r. .- '

'

In Canton, fan ;
— in Swatow, hwan and hwam ;

— «n Amoy, hnn, hwan, hong,

Iiwaug, and a/eu> pang ;
— in Shanghai, fe" and ve" ;

— in Chi/u, fan.

rigines of the country in the south,
| ^ 1 a counterfeit or copper dollar,

now applied to any uncivilized j)eo- ;

pie, and in contempt along the

southern coasts, to Europeans and

other foreigners ; Ui some ports,

it means a dollar, alluding to the

effigy.

] |§ foreign talk.

] A or ^ 1
at Canton, a fo-

reigner.

+ ] the native savages or [)eople

;

the name Tiir/an, on foreign

maps applied to the regions west

of Cliiua as a projKir name, is

derived from this.

j\ 1 eight tribes of Miaotsz' in

Ting-fan cheu £ ] jHI m
Kwei-chau province.

^ I
several times.
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H 1 M ^ times and times,

repeatedly.

j^ ]
incessantly, continuously.

H^ ] to alter.

& 1 fi Ij *" 8^ abroad to trade.

Read j>o. Warlike.

1 1 ^ i an old and conrageous

warrior, like John Hunyades.

Read ^pan. Name of a district.

I ^ 1]^ Pan-yii liien, which in-

cludes Whauipoa and jwrt of

Canton city.

] ^ an old name of Kao-cheu fu

I^ W M "* '•''^ southwest of

Kwangtung.

From wiiiffs and to repeat as tlie

phonetic; occurs used for < /ii« ^^ '

, to turn back.
lJan I

To fly to and fro, to flutter
;

about : to return ; to change, I

to turn over ; to revise, as a case

;

wrongly used for the next, to trans-

late; fickle, vacillating.

1 ^ to resuscitate, to come to

;

to come back to life.

1 ^ to rejudge a case ; an appeal.

1
^"r

1 1 ^M to go to and

fro, change;ible, uncertain, un-

settled, vacillating.

1 M,^ ^ boisterous wind.

j^ ]
to soar and sail, as a hawk.

I ^ to flutter and flit.

,./>'"

get
] 1^ to change color, to

angry or blush.

] ^ 5|- to turn somersaults, to

perform gymnastics, as an acro-

bat.

] ffiH ^ W to turn things over

and over, to throw into disor-

der.

^ ^ — 1 running about on
your business ; to attend to an
affair.

1 ^ overturned ; wrong side up.

^ ]
"^ turned it over ; upset it,

as by accident.

~*
1 M >S —• 1 S at each dash

of rain there's a gust of wind.

In Pfkingese, often wrongly writ-

ten m to show that it is colloquial,

but thi.s la.st is projxirly read po'.

To turn over, to toss about,

j ^ to turn over the leaves of a

Ijook, to count them, or see their

contents.

From silk and to repeat as tlie

phonetic. L'sed witli the last ; it

is also erroneously written ^
from tlie power of the radical.

The wind fluttering a flag

;

to agitate, to display, to open out

;

to translate ; to open out the mean-
ing in the colloquial, to interpret

;

loose, easy ; fluttering.

1 p? "^ an official translator or

interpreter.

^T 1 15 to speak foreign lan-

guages.

From napkin and to repeat; used
witli the ne.\t.

Jun A duster or cloth to wipe

goblets ; a marker or distin-

guishing jjennant to signal-

ize the presence of an officer

;

tripartite streamers hung in temples

before the shrine, generally bear-

ing legends, and beautifiJly em-

broidered ; to return.

^ ]
—. 1^^ a pair of ornamental

banners-

1 ^ 8fc forthwith (or suddenly)

changed it.

1 IS "a^'i'ig- fluttering; flying

abroad.

JT 1 5i to carry the white ^ ]

or three-tier banner, on which

the name of the defunct is writ-

ten, to show its spirit the way

to the grave, where it is burned.

tJLff From flag and to repeat. I'scd

n^Pf- with the last, and more frc-

<"W quentlv.

,/<m
A streamer ; a funeral flag

or banner.

]^ ]
flags and pennons ; banners

of all sort.s.

^3 ^ 1
the banner used to call

f,i!r:ts to their tombs or tablets,

especially of those who died

abroad.

'il.% \ to hoi.st the green ban-

ner, refers to the same usage;

this is simply a full leavetl bam-
boo, which is waved over the

farailj' grave.

S A screen or htxxl for a cart,

J called
I ^. which ke<-'j.«> off'

^fun tiie dust and mud ; it appears

to have been a sort of mat

I dashboard thrown over the

/ front.
I

_L2^^ From hand and cap .t is inter-

n^TT changed witli/.ie;(> ^r '<• P^'t.

I

^fan Soaring; flving.

±m^k 1 ?i^m.ftit
was then tiiily a wren, but when
it flew away it liecame a [big] bird.

Read pien'. To brandish or clap

the hands ; to sweep clean, to brush

off"; to reject, to lightly regard.

] ^ to clear away ; to reject, to

ignore.

] §$ to risk life, as in rescuing one.

From JIre and to repeat as the

phonetic.

J
I'liu To roast meat for sacrilices.

1 ^ ^ 5 T' «:, t M fr
wlien (he roasted flesh was

not brought in, [Confucius]

went away without taking off

his cap.

^ 1 ^ ^ either roasted or gril-

led.

] ^ .'in ancient kind of burnt of-

fering on the great altar when
worshiping Heaven.

D3j? Meals used in sacrifices, and

(/J m dislrilnited by the emjjerors

J
/i/H of Cheu to their kinsmen.

I 1^ saciificial meats.

1.-^1^ A tomb or grave.

JH \ ^th the worship at

Jan the tombs; religious cere-

monies at graves.

T-jE A sort of precious stone foimd

tvH in Lu, called J^l ] , which

5 fan Confucius admired ; it was

probably a veined agate.
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A ])laiitigi-ade foot, like that

of a barlger ; llie ])aw of a

,yi/n bear, called ^ ] , which is

regarded as one of the /\ J^
or eight delicacies.

From jd'inls and a turn ; occurs

used for tlie next.

^faii Plants gTowiiig luxuriantly
;

flourishing
;

plenty ; numer-

ous ; the increase of; to incloae,

to fence in, to shield.

] S^ abundant, full.

I ^ nmnerous, as progeny.

I SI '"
1 ^ flourishing, as a

garden or field ; to increase.

1 /^i
'iii'nerous, increasing popu-

lation.

j^ ^ 1 ^ ^'** descendants are

many and prospering. .

^ -^t 1
[Fu and Shan] are

screens to the other states.

jLy From grass and spring of water;

(jRffip it is also used for (|^ a eart-

5 cover.Jan
A fence or hedge ; a bound-

ary, a frontier ; to protect, to fend

off ; to inclose ; in the Poll Sung

4fc 5^ dynasties, applied to certain

feudatories near the frontiers, which

only rendered homage, but were

regarded as Chinese subjects

1 Ijl a defense, an outlying juris-

diction or fief.

] 1^ a wattle ; a bamboo or hur-

dle fence.

I ^ the frontier.

1 JB an inclosing wall.

] ^ a neighboring, allied, or

feudatory state ; Corea so calls

herself.

] -^ or
] J the fending-oft'

commissioner ; i'. e. the treasurer

of a province, so called to show
the importance of the revenue.

ff^ A i^ 1 serviceable men are

as a fence — to the state.

] 15 ofiicers near the throne
;

this, and
] ^^ a screen, are

also applied to a high otticer

who protects the throne, or de-

fends the frontier.

A dust basket or fan to se-

parate chaff; a refuse basket

J
/(//t called

] ££, made some-

what like a sieve ; to cover,

to screen from view.

A very small sized deer, oc-

curruig among the mountains

^fan of Koko-nor, having a yellow

IwUy, and called kien-r/i on

the spot ; the Pan Ts'ao regards

it as a variety of the dzeron (Anti-

lope ffiUturom), but it is most pro-

bably another siiecies.

m
Jan

Froni^rc and head.

Heat and pain in the head
;

trouble, annoyance
; perplex-

ed, heated ; important, not

indiflerent ; to intrude on, to trou-

ble, to ask ; impertinent, urgent

;

grieved, sorry.

•^
I

to trouble one, as with an

errand.

jg( 1
or

1 ^ or ^ 1 f4->
I

give you much trouble, or I will

be obliged to you ; i'. e. please

do this ; I'll thank you to do

this ; — polite forms of request.

] P5 perplexed, vexed, grieved,

annoyed.

] m to annoy, to interrupt.

] ^ jlt |g please take this let-

ter ;
— written on the envelop.

1 ^ '^i"
1 W troublesome, im-

pertinent ; vexed with trifles,

j^ 1 B'J Si •*" excess of ceremony
is confusing.

7 ^ I
I can't bear to be trou-

l)led so.

'S 1 6^ ^<?'y Jinnoying ; unusual-

ly troublesome.

rjj^j An aquatic grass, on which

c/k^ wild geeae feed, the ^ | ,

c fan probably a triquetrous sedge,

like a Carex or Cyperus.

^^C One form is composed of f(\ silk

C^l^ and ^- each, and defined to be

fan "" ornament placed on a horse's
^ necli or mane.

Much, numerous ; the opposite

of 'Lien ^ limited ; troublesome

;

thick, asgriLss; a variety of affairs;

manifiiid, multitndinou.s.

I
^" gaiety, [»omp ; extravagant

siiow.

I % troulikfome froiii excess.

1 ^ •"' ^ 1 ovcrbunlened ; con-

fu;iod
;
perpli;xed with cares.

I |,§ har.u«(,'d l)y many cares.

] Ij ix|iensive, costly, using more
I ban is needed

1 IK a'"'
1 1^ troublesomely

hard and troublesomely weary-

ing, are terms aplied to certain

district and prefectural posts.

R-'ad ^phtn. A saddle-girth.

From /i/'ints and troublesome as
the phonetic.

s/a/j An edible kind of celery or

borage, anciently called ^
^', whose leaves are eaten when
green, and pickled for winter; the

leaves are fed to young silkworms,

and a decoction sprinkled on their

eggs hastens their hatching
; some

consider this plant to be a sfjecies

of W(K)lly Artemisii, but the uses

atid description seem to point out
a m )re edible plant.

T; Jil ^ 1
'*1"' collects the celery.

Water thrown upon plants to

cover their r<K)ts when first

set out ; to water plants.

I jjt to drip or run over.

Jet
From two trees hound and inter-

laced liy brandies, to form a
liedge ; it is now superseded by

^/(tn tlie next, and occurs only in com-
bination.

A screen ; a hedge ; a fence.

^^Uk Composed of hedfje and great,

SjlS •"'' the original form is like the^^V hist.

Jan
A railing ; an inclosed place,

a spot hedged around ; a cage ; ob-

structed, hedged up ; mixed.

1 ^ " '^^S<^-

n^^mitW: 1 the flitting

green bottle-fly hag stopped in

the hedge.
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From ftone nnd a hedged plut as

tile phonetic.

Styptic mineral or metallic

salts fit for dyeing or paints

ing ; alum ; to dye with

alum ; to tan leather in lime and

copperas.

1^ I
alum ; | ^ alum shale.

^ ]
or ^ ]

copperas, green

vitriol, or sulphate of iron.

flt 1
or jfl ]

blue vitriol, or

sulphate of copijer.

U^ ] acetate of copper.

j]j ] a tree in Honan, whose

leaves furnish a dyeing salt.

1 ^ pajier sized with alum.

1 J[JC /S * tanning-shop.

"^10^ A small grasshopper, called

c^^ ^ 1 , the common Gryllus.

^fan ^ ]
the cockroach, or per-

haps a sort of Ciinex, which

Stinks when it is struck ; it is said

to have been eaten.

s/"" — <

The originul form had . two

inside to denote a pair, mid was

' derived from an old form of /Pt
denoting to bring nil together

;

others derive it from /J thus r.nd

one ; others from still dinierent

forms ; the second is unautho-
rized, and mostly used by the

Budhifls.

All, everybody; common, vulgar,

usual ;
generally, for the mcsi

part ; among the Budlusts, the

world ; laic ; mortal, eart'aly, hu-

man.

] A IIP") people, mankind ; used

by Budhists as a demeaning term

for the laity, the world, secular

persons, who cannot attain to

immortality like
j|J| A ethereal

men, or to high happiness like

Sg \ holy ones.

j p^ tl'.o world ; in SL'cular life.

] y everything ; all affairs.

•^ ] whoever ; in general.

^ 1 or ] J(^ all, everj'thing,

everybody ; altogether.

IS 1 ^ ^ I give you much
troublo about these things.

^ ^ 1 M I i^o"'' ''"ow how
many there are altogether.

^ j clover, not common, above

the average.

1 * or 1 ^ ^ ^ or 1 ^
common sort of people, the

vulgar.

~^ ] to come into the world, as

a divuie being,

p^ I
to descend from heaven to

this world.

Jg. j to think of leaving the

priesthood and marrying ;
—

said by priests.

!^ 1 ^ ^ people generally

have it.

;^ ] A '^ if whoever performs

good deeds.

II I jfe ^J 'lo the whole in the

same way as the pattern.

^ I ^ to shuffle off this mortal

coil, to turn into a spirit, or go

among the genii.

] fl^ of human origin, — i e. not

a god.

From kerchief and all

phonetic.

theM
J
/on A sail for vessels; canvas;

to sail ; sailing.

] '/f\f
canvas, saU-cloth.

] JU sailing vessek, not steamers.

^ I
to spread sail, to set out on

a voyage.

5^ ^ I
to hoist the lofty sails.

sails.

(^— ] H, to get another's help,

to raise the wind ; rifers to a

fair wind filling the sail.

^ I
a sort of laminated sea-

weed.

Fi-rnn tuind nnd horse ; one firm

of the last when used as a verb.

j/(m A horse racing ; a Iwat sail-

ing swiftly

.

m] 1 ffi) ± or IS 1 fr a

vessel sailing ; the sliips are

sailing away.

3g ]
a horse frightened and run-

ning.

An osier basket shaped like

a fish-basket, with a small

mouth and covered with silk

;

in olden times, brides placed

millet and dates in one, and

carried it on meeting their

husbands.

-I rt A large tree, whose bark is

c*/L called 7^ ^^ /f: because it

j/a» floats; one defines it to be

the bark of firewood ; it may
be a kind of cork tree.

^ |_^ Composed of } a retreat and

^y^ 3C ^ hand ; the hand is the agent

'fan '° turning; interchanged with the

next, and with |^ to revert.

To turn back voluntarily ; to

return, to recur to ; to turn, as

the leaves of a book ; to send back,

to send for ; to resume ; to take

back ; in revenge for
;

perversity ;

a repetition ; to be or act contrary,

to rebel, to plot against ;
to revise

;

the reverse of; to turn around

;

again ; as a conjunction, but, on the

contrary, opposed to ; used in

dictionaries to denote the union of

an initial and final when expressing

a third sound.

40 I
discordant, unmatchetl.

^^ ]
to reflect light ; refraction.

1 IB or
j jg to turn back to,

Ao revert to.

] '^ to slander, to backbite,

f^ ]
to rebel, to excite sedition.

2Ji ] to reduce insurgents.

I P to retract, to disown, to

deny one's words.

j ^ rebels to government; the

seditious.

1 p fiS A^ '''^^ stomach rejects

footl.

] |§ to turn over ; turn it around.

1 1$ ^ ^ to change counte-

nar.ce.

1 |Bf to turn a cold shoulder
; the

contrary idea.

] ^J on the contrary ; upset,

jg I
to drive tlie people to revolt

] ^ a renegade, a turncoat
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1 >ij & P'3
carefully ask your

owi heart.

i^j 3^ j^ I
uninterropted bless-

ing;.

] ^ a relapse of an illness.

] ;^ in lu •"!' ^'^^ '* ^''-

fercnt from then.

I j^ ^ ^ on the contrary it

wa.s dis.'.greeable.

I
and j£ are used in opposition,

as a direct and indirect argu-

ment in logic
; ] f|^ is negative,

adverse, ironical
; j£ p^ is posi-

tive, favorable, serious, direct.

] ^ to spell or combine the

sotmds of characters, as "S" >^
f-n yn-en, wliich givas g^ /a?i.

I ^ back and forth ; to retract

;

tautological ; over again.

I |§ ^ a disjimctive particle.

1 S ^ H'l ^ j|E by a contrary

wind the grain all rose up.

C .Jti From to go and contrary ; used

-«jp( witb the last.

'fan To return, to go or come

back ; to revert to ; but, on

the other hand.

•^ 1 M H bow many days will

you be gone f

I ^ j5^ ^ refer it to Heaven.

1 ^ \}^^ \&^t] on his return.

jfO I ^ ^ on the contrary, he

sufl'jred by it, or was inv^ved.

1 ;|^ to return, as home, or from

a ^ isit ; to revert to.

] 1^ to sail or row back ; to back

water in rowing.

C I |-^ From earth and contrary as the
T nj phonetic.

'fan A declivity, a hill-side ; a

bank ; a dike.

^ I
a terraced bank or slops.

^ ]
the place where Shim built

his capital, now Pu-cheu fu y|j

jHI /^ in the southwest eomer
of Shansi.

Used with the preceding, and oc-

curs need for its primitive.

'fan A bank, a dike ; the steep

rocky descent of hills.

FAN.

I
hill-side terraces ; fields bank-

ed up to retain the water.

1^ I
a plateau or level parterre

in a valley.
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From 'to eat and return as the

phonetic.

fan' A meal ; cooked rice, because

it is the chief dish at every

meal ; fixxl in general ; the bottom

of the thumb ; to eat a meal.

|I^ 1 or :^ ]
or ^ I

to eat, to

take a meal
; | ^ after eating.

% 1 ^ poor, beggared
; I have

no food.

f^ ] g^ a beggar, a needy per-

son.

~" i|^ 1
or — ^ I

one meal.

Pfe >§ 1
I!! ^^^""^ yo'i ^'«' your

rice 1 — I.e. Are you well 1 How
do you do 1 — to which the re-

piy •«. W ii. or fi ii T I'^e

no need to inconvenience you
;

I've already eaten.

J^: ^ 1
do not grab the rice.

"§' ] cooked millet.

1 S6 ^ t^ 3!^ [Confiicius said,]

with my meal of coarse rice and

with water to drink, I am happy.

?|S 1
or ^ ]

rice ready to eat.

1^ ] ^^ the southern name for

the white-bait (Leui:osoiiia), from

its diaphanous b(Kly.

1 ^ 5M ^^^ cobra de capeUo, so

called from its ^oon sliaped

head.

^ # — ^ 1
Dike] the bleaching

woman's meal— given to Han
Sin, which was nobly rewarded.

^ ^ I
to cook beans and glu-

tinous rice for mourners ;
— a

Cantonese custom.

I Is rice shears ; — a term for

the molar teeth.

35 1 in ancient times, tbo cook

of the second meal of noblemen.

From pearl or to buy and to re-

turn.

To turn a penny, to buy

cheap and sell dear, to traf-

fic, to deal in, to carry about

for sale.
/an'

I
^ or

] j^ a peddler, a chap-

man, one who buys at night to

. sell in the morning.

] ^ to peddle, to retail ; a ped-

dler.

1 ^ a warehouse, a large shop.

1 ^ A P to deal in human
beings, especially children.

^ I
-^ a broker in children.

^ I
to kidnap people for sale.

I ^ J^ to trade in cattle, as a

•^ 1 ? jockey does.

1 ^ house of a broker in women
;

a sort of marriage-broker ; it is

not a disreputable business.

jltT' To regret
; penitent ; hasty,

I ))\. precipit

fmi>
1

ipitate ; wicked,

to regret an act.

) From disease and to turn.

To vomit foo<l
I to fahit and

/ara' relieve the stomach ; in Tso,

bad people were so called.

rrtl^' A plain, a field ; in Honan,

Pyjl^ used in the sense of a farm-

y««' stead, a hamlet.

] 1^ fields and plats.

From spirits and an officer.

Liquor kept over night ;

newly distilled spirits ; that

which is made of refuse

grain.

In Cantone&e. El-luck, as upon

children ;
ill starred ; tilings or

agencies that injure children,

jte 1 to e-xorcise the demon which

makes sickness.

1 ^ to meet with misadventures

that aftect the foetus.

I
^iji elfins or gnomes which bring

evil on a household.

tICjI^j From forest and all as the pho-

J\^
,netic."

fan" A Hindu word denoting still-

ness or retirement, now used

for the Sanscrit or Pali languages.

as a contraction of
| % J^

Brahma ; the country of Magadlia

whence Budha came.
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1 3L Biidliist pr.nyers and charms.

] ^ Brahma's chaj)k'r, is . the I

syllabary in twelve jiarts, ascrib- I

ed to him.

I
§ the sound of chanting ;

'

Sanscrit sounds.

] ^. or
I
:^ or ] "g Pali or I

Sanscrit (/. e. Brahma's) cha^

racters or writing ; while ] i§
is Sanscrit word or sj>eech.

j

] ^l] a Budhist monastery, in

wliich the ]
i^ is the great

hall of idols. I

] J^ a Brahmin. i

1 ^ 3: '" :f: 1 IE Bi-'hma is
|

so called b\' some (Jhiiiese Bud-

liists ; and ] ^ is Brahma-

loka, the eigliteeu mansions in

heaven.

Bead ifimy- The soughing of

wind throngh trees ; to spread

abroad widely.

» ^J AVater overHowing ; to inuii-

J'uii' date ; agitated, in motion, like

a flood ; weak in mind, and

unable to compose the thoughts
;

name of a river in Shantung and

in Honan.

j }g an imuidation, overflowing

everything.

Vi'

fan

Soiiietiines used for the preced-

ing ; it is also read (/luif/ ; the

second form is most used.

To float ; driven to and fro

by the wind; floating; to

transport ; ungiiided, reek-

less, careless, objectless

;

extensive, miiversal ; to overflow
;

name of a river in Shensi.

J^ ]
floating ' about ; supei-fieial.

,

1 W: "oil'; buoyant, as a cork or
;

' spume'.
'

*

1 1 -^ i5fe
drifting with the our-

]

rent. ' .
|

] 1^ customary ; unacquainted

with.

1 "a* vague talk, untrustworthy.

] -fy-
saiHng or riding in a boat.

] ^ excessive, as a flixid.

I U to sprinkle abtmdantly.

1 \M '^^^ pli"g'"o ^'I'l dashing :

of waves on a shore.
i

] jS l" wander at will, purpose-

less.

1 1 fr5 ^ 1^ ^ superficial ac-

quaintance with ; 1 only recently

knew him.

Read 'fimff. To throw, as a

horse his rider.

I iH .1^ ,^ a horse that spills his

rider; met. a stubborn bov.

m) Ki'jm ilu// iind a joint.

To rush against ; to offend,

./""' to transgress ; to resist, to

opiKJse, to violate ; to invade,

to attack a territory ; to attack

impudently, to assault unprovoked-

ly; to encounter that, which injures

one
;

possessed by, as a spirit ; to

be ex|iosed to ; a criminal ; a j>ri-

soner at the bar, a culinit, w hether

proven guilty or not ; adverse ; op-

j)osing.

1 1^ to transgi'ess, to commit a

cruue; guilty.

1 fi '" break the laws.

] \ a criminal, one under arrest

;

a gg 1
is one in custody.

^ ] to invade, to incroach on.

W 1 ^ ^ ^ have oflended you

;

— a polite phrase.

^ ] to be exposed to ; infected

with, as mischief.

'fJJi ] an unintentional violation.

^ ] to oft'end, to resist law.

^ ]
an intentional oflense, deli-

berate resistance.

] Ji impertinent to superiors.

^ 4^ H 1 '< "ill ^" 'i'"*"! to

stand their muted wrath.

1 i^fl ?j^ to encounter malaria.

^ ^ 1 T i^ ~f the air is Aery

damp.

] 1$ to improperly use the Em-
jRTor's personal name or that of

Confucius.

j ^ J;^ it won't pay ; I can't af-

ford to do it.

1 SM \L tl"-' whole thing is spoiled.

1 iS M '•' fstimate the risks.

1 Ifii ^ t^ C^*^" Hwui] never

retaliated when assaidted.

JSJ ^K ^ 1 ^ 7jC river water

does not run with well-water ;—
I want nothing to do with you,

I have no quarrel with you.

If *.) From herb and tojioat.

» ^U I'lants, grass, herbage ; a
jan kind of wasp, having a sort

of crown on its head, for

which the next is also used.

] 52 a sort of ancituit cap.

FiTim $, insect and ^ a rule

contracted, referring to tlie eco-

nomy of a Iiive.

A bee or wai^p.

1 Wl'MMi^^ m 'he

bee has the cap of honor, the

cicada has the fringe.

•* Kroui !ip layriaije and }C. a '"'e

contracted ; this last i-s also aii-

otlier form of tliis character.
Jan'

A law, a rule, a pattern ; a

custom, standard, or usage;

a mold ; to unitate.

:^ ]
a founder's mold ; a pattern,

an exemplar.

^ I
the great guide ;— a chap-

ter in the Book of Records.

I
"^ a constant rule.

|SJ5 1
a rule for guarding or pro-

tecting.

^ I
a graceful, winning air.

1 H ^ jS '1° '"^t overpass the

rcstraim'ng law.

^ 1 or r^. ]
your good self,

your person ;
— used in letters.

mi"rom /'cnKtte^ hare and l}orn, —
an instance of ideographic com-
binatioti.

Jiin'
The young of rabbits, which

the Chinese affirm are bom
at the mouth ; to litter, as

rabljits.

^+t ^ Plants floating on the water.

I (In' chum float on the stream.
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Old sounds^ P'"*) buti, and p'lni. In Canton^ fan ;
— in Swntoic^ nun, pun, rtnd p'un ;

— in Amoy^ hun
;

Fuhchau^ li""^, 'ii>"o) ^'"^^ pwung ;
— in Shanghai^ f*"g "^t/ vang ;

— in Chifu^ fan.

From JJ i-n«/'« nnd yv '" en''"'"

beeaiibe the eilge must go in to
j

divide a tiling ; it is tilso read /art'
[

and used witli ^f a part.

%

To separate ; to tliviJe or

sort out for distribution ; to apjwr-

tion, to i)art ; to share, to partake

with ; often used for (^ to order
;

to distinpiish between ; tlie second

place for tenths in decimal nota-

tion ; a nominal money, the tenth

of a mace called a candareen ; the

tenth of a (Chinese inch.

2|i ] to divide alike.

] ^ to distinguish between ; to

separate, to open.

] ^1] te discriminate apart or be-

tween ; to divide.

] jjl to sort out for distribu-

tion.

] "§5; utterly routed ; scattered,

dispersed.

1 .f^ + ^' «£ 1 m 'livi'lc it

into ten parts and it will then

all be distributed.

] ;^ to bid good-bye ; to wave

adieu.

] )jji purposeless, undetermined,

j -£ to station troops.

1
^'^'' 1 ^ to divide an estate.

M 1 4b ii there is still some

hope left.

1 BE t" St^'^ " gratuity ; to pay a

lx)nus.

^ilk 1 BE("r 1 It) to secretly

recei\e ill gotten gains ; to par-

take with a thief

1 B^ ti) clearly distinguish
;
plain,

lucid.

] ^ sent off, as a petty officer to

liis post.

] fl^ a magistrate deputed by a

prefect ; a sub-prefect in districts

where there is a chi-hien.

1 %^ ^$Y t" ^'"S"® * point.

1»,

J'An

—• 1 ^ Zl divided it will make
t wo.

1 tti' (hI ^ the carpels of an or-

ange all tasle alike ; met. friends

of one mind.

] '^ to condole with, to sym-

pathize.

•^ \ ^y exceedingly good ; best.

fl ffi 1 -sf ^ ^ the rain fell

more or less everywhere.

From sUk and divided as the

plionetic.

A horsehair .sheath ; a varie-

gated ribbon ; mottled, as a

cloud ; confused, perplexed ; many
things at once ; ill-assorted ; hurry,

bustle, excitement; to mix up.

1 1 ^ -^ distracted by many
cares.

1 %i confused multiplicity.

I jJL all ut confusion; a hubbub,

a crowd.

"^
] ]

a slow, drizzling rain.

1 1 ^ disorderly, confusedly.

I ^ mixed, unassorted.

I ^ g"i'«ty, bustle ; a gay time.

ffl ^ ^ 1
he is never confused,

or diverted from his purpose ;
—

said of a just or decided man.

Used with the last, denoting

a large towel or napkin,

called
I

ijl^, and hung in the

left side of the girdle.

Misty, foggy ; snowy.

^ § I ]
the sleety snow

falls slowly and abundantly.

From plant and'to divide^ because
a (lower disp'*. .<»' fragrance.

Perfume of opening flowers;

fragrance ; numerous ; ami-

cable ; used with ^ confus^

Jan

Jan

Jan

I ]
harmonious, joyous ; frag-

rant.

jJJ ]
in confu.sion, as a state.

] f^^
rising like impalpable dust.

I ^ odoriferous.

^^^ Vapor, misty exhalations,

c-^\ miasma; nerial omens, shad-

J(1n owy signs, will-o'-the wisp;

applied to rebels, which por-

tend decay in the state.

1 M ^rial, smoky, or misty va-

pors.

] U dark portents, infelicitous

omens ; an apparition.

^ 1
demagogues ; seditious ris-

ings.

f§ ]
" sea-mist," i. e. pirates.

^ \
portents, dreadful omens.

M 1 jE >^ the reljel miasma then

burned most furiously.

AJ^ From wintjs and to diuide.

c^ To fly;
] ]

flying and
(Jftn soaring.

^ ]
flyhig ; the act or ap-

pearance of flying.

The light of the smi itsuing

forth.'7J

J'(f>*

Jan

Jdn.

Jdn

The hair and to }ynrt»

The hair falling off is
| | ,

said of animals, or of the

molthig of birds.

To direct, to order.

1 Pft to gi^'e- orders to in-

feriors, to charge straitly ; a

command, a direction.

Long flowing robes.

1 ] ^\ ^ a fidl, wide

skirt spreading gracefully.

17
\^
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From forest aii<i riiviilr as the

pliuiiotic ; it is siinilur to j^ to

»,/««

,y«"

Double beams on the ridge

of a roof; tlic ridge-p)le ; ;

a lienipen covering for a cart

;

confused, disordered ; taugletl, ra-
j

veled.
j

'& iK 1 1
"" '" confusion ; tur-

bulent, riotous, as a country. '

TCn^'U \
-itoliat«lielthesilkl

and tangle it; mtt. to manage
j

bddly, as state atfairs.

Birds flying in flocks; a kind

'nwl '^f P'^ '^^ * dark color, whose

long tail feathers are used in

soldiers' helmets.

Read jxtu. The wild pigeon

's ] J!^ ; its "cck is iride.s-
"

cent.
j

To c(M)k or Hteara rice, and

throw water on it when

half done, so that the grains
i

will separate ; then steam

it again.
\

] U to half-cook the rice,
'

leaving the grains hard.

^ 'k. ] I
wash and then steam

it once and again.

,Jan

A hiil of earth, rising steep I

and high. I

^ m ] ^ 5\) let us go

up this sleep hill.
j

The chief river of Shansi,

•1"-'
1 7|C' ^^I'ich joins the

Yellow iiWer at Lung-man
in the southwest ; it is about

250 miles long, and gives its name
to sevcnl places in the province.

I jg sjnrits distilk'<l in FSncheu

from sorghum ; it has a wide re-

putation.

1 I^ I was a iK'tty ruler during

the T'ang dynasty, numed Jp,
whose name is now s\ni<niyinous

*ilh earthly happiness, as he

lived to a great age and had nu-

mer >us dcscend.r.its ; the phrase

1 M IlS 3S "'« k'"S "f V-iii-

yangin llonaii nodding his head
— k'cau.se he did not know all

his posterity,— is a birthday

wiiiU.

From irottfi and divide ; occurs

used for ,^ a beuni.

A lofty tree, a kind of elm,

with small seeds and white

bark ; it is probably allied to the

while (hu.

%^^ iL \
'I'e elm at the east

gale.

1 ^ ii a famous temple erected

by the founder of the Han
dynasty.

i >|JfC 'Fi-oin i\ .A''« «»'! mF a hedijf

' ^.y^^ eontmcte'l
J
used fi'i- T|[ to lose,

ifftn in tlie pliiiise j ^ ^ [ele-

plmiits] lose tbeir li es— for tlieir

i
tusks.

To bum a thing ; to make pre-

pjirations for consuming it ; to set

it on lire; todistroy utterly.

1 ^ to light iucen.se sticks.

] ^^ cremation, now employed

only in burning priests' coi-p-ses.

] 'ffc
to burn up, as written paper.

1 # \X fi [Tm-.] burned the
'

Ijooks ami inliuuKil the scholars.

fi" ^ # 1 UJ ^ •''"''' set the

woods on tire in spring.

1 ^ M '" 1^'"'" paper-money to

the dead.

A ram ; though some define

it to mean a ewe.

From woo'J nud /rmjrnnt,

A kind of wood burned for its

d"'^ perfume.

From rnrth Bnd iffre'iiious ;

the rniurju-ted form is in ron-

stHUt use : uc^ur^ used for tl>e

next.
I

A gra\e; a tumulus or

fdn tomb; a heap; an embank-

|

ment or water-tiyke ; a

^ sprite ; rich suit ; loam

;

great.
j

I )4 * pi"' ^^ ground for burials. I

] ^ the grave or mound.

^ ]
or 1^ j to worship at the

tomb, to sweep the grave.

j ^ a cemetery, the yard around

the tomb.

^ I
a neglected grave, no longer

worshiped.

j ^ the moimd is growing,— as

a heap of refiise.

J^
I

black loamy soil. ''

1 ijB rich soil.

I
i}/ $^ custodian of graves, who

lives near them. {Pekingese)

^ I
the three powers, — heaven

earth and man,— which ^ di-

Wde everjrthing among them

;

also the moiniments or records

of the three first rulers, Fuh-hi,

Shin-nmig, and Hwangti.

This is regarded as another

form of the last in its mean-

ing of a sprite, shaped like a

half-formed ram ; a sheep

with a big head.

^f. i^
I
§ a lean sheep with a

big head.

From plants and sirenuout,

Trees or plants producing

abundance of fruits ; flowers

growing together.

] ^ seeds of the hemp.

] f very fruitful.

A branch of the River .Jii

in Honan ; small streamlets

5_/«rt caused by the overflow of a

river ; the brink of a river.

From drum contracted and
strfiitwus, because such drums
inspirit troops.

A bass drum, five or six

fefet long ; one like it is now
used at funerals.

Aromatic; a perfume from

opening flowers.

-?& 1 § flowers emitting

their sweetness.

^ I I
deliciously frag-

s./''«
rant.
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The seeds of flax or hemp.

tliough tlie seeds of flax do

not look at all like cloth, still

cloth is made from them

;

— the roughest and most

unlikely material may prove

to be useful. i

The ornament on a bridle,

like a pompon of hair, near

the horse's mouth ; also call-

ed ^ ff a perspiration fan.

^ ] the red tasseled bit,

commonly called jf^ ^ or

kick-breast. ^
Read /<Jk' A bag full of

grain.

A gelded pig or barrow ; the

Chinese generally geld hogs

;

to draw out or deprive.

1 ^ i ^'a •* 's l"cky

to break the tusks of hogs.

Pimples or boils caused by

fever ; fever sores.

I 3ff|
fever boils, which cause

great itching and iritation.

t From rice and to divida as the

-* phonetic.

'jiln Ric« broken to pieces ; meal,

flour, powder, of any kind
;

a pigment in powder ; to adorn, as

with pigment; to whitewash or

color ; sometimes applied to pus

;

in fragments, fine, comminuted.

^ ]
rice-flour; ^ ]

a cosmetic.

1 !!*. or
I
m «'•

1 ff .
«r

1

jfjf,
vermicelli.

1 ^ a tailor's chalk-bag.

^ Ih ^ 1 *° ™^ "" ^^^ ""^"^

and daub the paint ; said of a

slatternly belle who dresses for

an occasion ; also of bad goods

spruced up.

1 fife
^^^^ P"^ '" slouglii'ig off-

]^ I
.y a kind of jelly made from

agar-agar.

] ^ smashed to pieces
;
ground

small.

] $£ rouge ; rosy, as cheeks.

FiN.

1 "K <"
1 R^ * painted board

on which boys learn to write.

] p^ adorned, beautified
;
painted,

as a well-dressed lady.

^ JS^ I
rub it to a powder, as

paint-stuffs.

I 1^ a bad woman, implying a

reference to her character.

1 )IS
o'' 1 >& )IS ''O whit€wash

a wall.

I ^ to paint and furbish up

;

met. specious, for appearance

sake, as
1 ^ ;Jj ^ a pretend-

ed peace.

HS I ^ * trap to catch one with

a pretty or lewd woman.

Ih 1 ^ * gay rake, a dandified

fellow.

'•Uflrl Court robes embroidered in

YPIJJ colors, as if spotted with

fan grains.

^ I
adorned with gay

colors.

A kind of mole or gopher,

also called ^^ the plough

'fan rat ; and H |e(.
field rat ; it

is supposed to be transformed

from the shrike ; it is also called

l§, M o'"(i M tlie ^^^a% rat, and

ilb ^ M *^rth rat, from its well-

known habits.
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1 ^ M. 65 '^o collect the officers

at the capital.

I ^ to dig the ground loose.

^'1

fan'

i From heart and to diiiide as the

,|^ phonetic.

/d'rt' Anger, resentment; irritated

at ; indignation.

1 ^ angry, wrathful.

—* ^ j21 ]
liasty wrath, sudden

fury.

1 1 '^ f& implacable anger.

] "tR deep malice, bitter hate.

] ^ cross, displea.sed.

^ 1
<" ^ ^ 1

o"^ cannot

overlook it ; cannot but be angry.

fan'

From earth aud to divide; some
writers make a distinction be-

tween these.

Dust; dust raised by the

wind ; others say, a bank

of earth ; to mix up ; to

bring together ; to dig.

The second form is the authentic

one, and is sometimes marlced

> to distinguish it from <^i but

the first is much used ; it is a

synonym of (pin ^^ neat, but

has become obsolete in that

sense.

A part, a portion, a share, a

dividend ; the duties of a post ; its

rank ; the position of one in society,

the part he acts, his lot ; a sort, a

kind.

^ ]
the duties of one's station.

7ji ] my duty, my office; my
interest in.

^ ] ^ — one third of a thing.

I p§ ;;fj a great portion ; extra

large, too many ; it is very big.

^^ I
to divide the shares.

^ I
contented with his lot.

35 ]
a share in a shop.

] ^ more than it should be

;

unusual.

I j^ to divide pro-rata, to pay

pro{K)rtionally.

—
I ^ K — 1 ^ •^'»''' sort of

goods has its own price.

1 •? or ^ 1
a proper part ; the

lot coming to (jne.

fj^ I
attached to, liking for.

~"
1 SS i^ one lot of presents

;

one share of them.

j^ ] to overstep one's place, to

go beyond his functions.

m Prostrate, fallen, as on one's

back ; to overturn, to ruin, to

f(in' subvert ; to move or excite.

~* "s 1 -V one word can

spoil an affair.

) From heart aud strenuous.

Impatient zeal ; ardor ; strong

fail feeling; urgent impulses.

^ j
excited, aroused; to

stimulate one's ardor.

] ;^ or ] ^ to exert one's

strength.

I ^ [)erturt)ed, deep feeling.
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A species of Uiomback or

skate, with spines in its long

tail to defend itself; it is a

kind of Rhina or Myliobates

found on the southern coasts,

and supposed to be trans-

formed from the osprey.

t> From rice and different ; but

one out of the many different

forms depicts carrying otf refuse

fdn' with both hands.

Ordure, filth, muck, dung;

to manure ; to remove dirt, to clean

up ; to hoe e<arth around plants

;

vUe, bad, the offsconriiig.

] J^ a necessary ; a dung-hole.

] p^ the rectum or anus.

] J^ a mantu'e yard, a jakes.

^ I
or

J;^ ]
to manure.

I 5j^ poudrette prepared and dried

, for sale.

] ^ a dust-pan, a dust-hod.

1
"^ refuse, sweepings.

j^ Bt 4D 1 i *^o si)end money
as if it was dung.

I ^ a manure pit, as in fields

;

a cess-pool.

The old name of a stream in

Pu-cheu fu ^ ^+1 ^ m the

southwest of Shansi, whose

headwaters spout up as a

fountain.

1 the vapors which rise, like a

fountain, from valleys after rain.

-/-j^ ) From field and to,fly tijtuard.

'^^ Imijetuous action, prompt,

/a«' urgent, lively, s])irited ; to

excite, to arouse, as thunder

moves the earth ; to press on to, to

spread abroad ; to remove or brusli,

as dnst.

I H undaunted, courageous to

rashness.

] -fj
energetic, putting forth all

his strength.

1 j^ martial, warlike.

I
'^ to shake and lift up the

dress, in order to walk up.

I 1^ to fly rapidly ; met. to put

forth great effort.

1 S ^ -i 3t to diffuse the lustre

(or knowledge) of great virtue.

] ^ xp fijl
determined, active

and unwearied.

] ® or
I ^ to rouse one's feel-

ings, to exert one's energies.

To fill a bag with grain till

it bursts ; the cord of a bow.

An unauthorized word in Can-
tonese, written under the radical

@ and not P ! if seems to be
derived from, or is another form

of the .Shangliai word kw^'iig Sg,
to sleep.

To sleep ; to feel sleepy.

I ]
to uod and doze.

-jlj; I ^ you are half asleep.

^

Old sounds, pung and bung. In Canton,

hwoQg and hong
;

fong ;
— in Stvaiow, hwang ;

— t/i Ainoy, hong, and one pong ; — in Fohchau,

— in Shanghai, fong, bong and vong ;
— in C'lii/u, fang.

The original form is thought to

resemble two boats lashed toge-

ther ; it is the 70th radical of

characters mostly relating to

flags, as iti s superseded in most
of them by one of its oom|)OU)ids

yen' Ji\ a banner.

Square or angular, not round

;

a region, a place ; manner, art ; a

rule ; a means ; a w-ay, a road ; re-

gular, correct, what pertains to a

position ; to compare, to lay to-

gether ; to possess ; to disreganl, ;!

to disobey ; as a preposition, to- ',

wards, to ; then, thereupon, in con- 1

sequence of, in that case ; to issue ii

sideways ; a prescription ; occurs
j

used for ^ to oppose, to avoid I

doing ; a list of vassals or

retainers ; a thin board ; unfilled

grain
;

great, correct ; a clas.sifier

of cakes of ink, slices of meat. <tc.
;

a center ; used for ^')j to cross a

.stream.

Q ]
square, rectangular; the

four points of compass; every-

wiiere, for whic'i ^ ]
is also

used; the vicinity.

2. 1 the four quarters and the

center.

1 fi a location ; the asi)ect of, as

a house ; the bearings of.

] |fi] cUrection of; towards.

\ J£ correct, as de[X)rtnient.

^ ]
iH-rsonal appearance

;
proper

carriage, correct tearing.

lUj. J^^ 1 call the local— officers,

i'. e. the police or constable.

] n§ a plan, a mode of action.

]
pj" suitable ; it will do.

;^ ^ —. ] each dislikes the

otlier, holding to his own view.

W 1 ji there is a way; some

plan or remedy can be found.

1 1^ a description of a house or

land ; it usually accompanies

the deed.

1 M convenient; all ready; used

to denote alm.s, as f^ | JH to

to testow chiirity ; to consider

others ; to oblige ; to do good to.

i^ ] to examine the places.

^ j
a good prescription ; the

best remedy.

^ ]
liberal, on a large scale

;

gi-nerous minded.

U.^% ] ^ '^'6 P'g«o" occupies

it, i'. e. tiie other's nest.
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I ^ then, jnst at that moment

;

now.

I _g_ about to do
;

just then.

I
-^ the present time, no\v-a-

days.

I sf the heart, from its supposed

^^tlt^ 1
he does not know or

appreciate what belongs to his

post.

] ^ a polite [ihrase for declin-

ing. I must oppo.se your orders,

I must excuse myself; as ^^
] ^ wc cannot but disregard

the orders.

] A to compare or measure men's

ability.

^h 1 A foreigners
; \ e )ple from

other provinces.

jnj
I X where's the man from ?

states.

ii It iU 1
this to the gods of

the land, and this to those of the

four points.

I ^ out of the bounds, in the

streets, or in foreign parts, ac-

cording to the scope.

^ ] to change the as{>ect, as of

a grave.

13 1 to begin a course of life ; to

turn over a new leaf.

Kl ^ I
to become as an ox, J. e.

reduced to miserable shifts.

1^ — ] one cake of ink.

~
] |i§ in Peking, a .solid mass of

broken bricks, 9^ chih square by

2i cfii/i high, measuring 225;^

cubic chih.

-t 1 3^ fi'5
this came from the

imperial roonj or quarter.

I }§ ^ [I am obliged to you]

for many acts of kindness

W ^ 1 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ right portion,

— as a mother like Mencius'

had in his fame.

^ ] ^ a great teacher.

^ ] ^ *P how old are you now 1

I ^. equations
;

^ijr ] cubic in-

volution ; and ] plane men-

snration ; —are all mathematical

terms. ^.^

^

P^ANG.

. I. I« From enrtli nnd fj/nce ; inter

(^yj changed with ^ to guard.

^Juwj A lane, an alley or short

street, a wynd ; a hamlet ; a

neighborhood ; in Peking, a

ward or .subdivision of each of the

five ^ or ininiicipalities ; a burgh,

a country-lumse ; aii honorary por-

tal : a small shop, wliere the things

Sold are made ; a grocery ; to guard
;

to impede ; an obstruction.

I )[[J;
the street altar to the gods

of the land.

)|§ 1 an honorary monumental
gateway.

] H^ a street ; a neighborhood
;

villages, hamlets.

^ ]
a model, a person or thing

worthy of imitation.

jg ^ ] a restaurant, .nn aiting-

siiop.

i^ ] a store-room, a go-down.

* ] a bookstore, a book-.slall.

-f^ ]
a workshop, an atelier.

^ ]
the heir-apparent 's palace,

name of two honorary offices in

the Ohen-sz'-fu, conferred on

members of the Hanlin Academy.

tJ I
your monastery ; said to a

priist.

(§ 1 a Budhist term for a convent.
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f_* Fj'oin woman
phonetic.

and / / as tlie

Jiiny An impediment ; to huider,

to o[)pose; to injure, to dislike.

] ^ a difficulty, an obstacle

;

.something to be afraid of, or

which stops one.

*J» '6 1 S l<x)kout for yourself,

don't get any damage.

;p I
or 4t ] harmless

; no m.-itter

about that ; it is all the same
whether it lie there or not.

1 ^ to envy worthy people ; to

malign ths good.

-I^ A wood used l)y cartwrights

and in boats ; the white board

Jaiuj used to entice fish to leap

into a boat ; a frame for dry-

ing fish ; a boat-builder.

] ^ a support ; a strip of wood
used to underpin and strengthen

the girders in a roof.

I
-^ scantling stuff, thin pieces

;

a general term for lathing and
facings,

ii^ 1 ;4C a kind of sapan-wood or
lo"woo(l.

d -f^ Fat, especially the grease

c/J // fat of a goose.

c/"'*y J3h ] the fat of meat.

or

M The ancient name for Wn-
kang hien jt J^ |^ i" the

^J'uny northwe.^t of Chehkiang, is '

'sometimes written
| JS,J^'

'"'t
PJJ ® .K '^ more correct.

\l I i?. a district in Sz"-

ch'uen, north of the capital.

~t»f^ Fragrant, odoriferous ; beau-

c^<%^ tiful, as flowers; agreeable,

(.'""!/ pleasant ; virtuoiLs, excel-

lent.

) Jjt fragrant plants, used in

perfumery.

I ^ sweet smelling plants ; fresh.

] :2 a Soofl name, a virtuous

reputation.

fjfc 1 W ift •" hand down a fair

name to after years.

}g I
to perpetuate the memory of.

1 \% tl"' fragrant records, as of

gooil men of old.

1 f^<
flagrant or great virtue.

^.^ A .square bell, like a cow-bell,

(^/J worn by camels; a sort of

^/'•'ii^ boiler or shallow kettle ; name
for a, J'aiwm, an old Madras

coin, worth about one-tenth of a

ruix-e, us<'d in imitation of that

word.

An open basket with a bale

or handle, holding about a

peck, which the original form

rudely re]jresents ; it is now
written J.ii'uni/ g, and this is only

used for the 22d radical of a small

group of characters, mostly relating

to vessels and receptacles.
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From house and
phonetic.

jilace as the

:jUtt(/ A room, a chamber ; a dwell-

ing; an office or bureau in

a public court ; the room where

a particular department is carried

on ; a division of a government, as

the Upper House, the Senate ; one

living in the same room, a wife or

concubine ; what is done in it, i. e.

se.xual intercourse; a branch of a

family ; in plants, a spathe, calyx,

or receptacle ; the nest or comb of

a bee ; the 11 th of the zodiacal con-

stellations, the stars fi y 6 a in

Scorpio ; it always marks a Sunday

ui the calendar.

—- |i5 I
one division iu a room,

made by the fr.iniework ; at the

south it denotes a room.

1 ^ "•
1 M rooms, buildings, as

in a single yard.

] ^ a house, of which ]£ ]
is

the building facing the south or

north in the court ; and SB ]

the rear building or row of rooms.

J^ ] -^ to build a house.

5 1
°'" 1^ 1

small rooms at the

ends of the main building.

^ ]
the female apartments of a

large building, wliere the "^ 1

or women live ; it is styled _£
] iu a yamun.

1 T W ^ '> ig ^ Iww many
women have vou in vour house-

hold 1

I j^ the owner of a house.

f^ I
or ^ ] the ante-room for

visitors in a yamun; a jjorter's

lodge or room.

"^ ]
six under-bureaus in a ya-

mun ; as tlie ^ ] , or Jj | .

the treasury.

M 1
"

iSC 1
"'^' "ife, also tcrm-

fdJE h-'-^^iS l.«r 1 T
is a concubine.

[^ ]
to lie with a woman.

^ I
to take a second wife.

^ 1 i. M^^^ '"^'"^ one of the

room, the concubine wlio has

Won her husband's favor, the

vdalique.

J j or ^ ] the eldest and
second brothers in a household,

used after they have grown up

or are married : also applied to

very lucky or less lucky aspects

of a grave.

.1^:
rom a sjwt and square.

A bank, a dyke, a le^ee ; a de-
iJn'iff fense, a screen, a protection

;

to keep off, to ward off, to

protect from, to defend, to guard

against ; to repress, to forbid ; to

provide agauist ; a match for.

] f^ °'' ^ 1
'o t)e ready for, to

!
prepare for

;
guarding

;
prepar-

ed ; as ^ ]
is unaware, not

expecting.

1 ^ "''
1 Wi^^ provide against

deiirth, or a bad year, by laying

in stores.

|5g 1
an embankment, or other

obstruction.

] ^ to watch agauist, to guard,

as the captain of a picket.

] JK, remedy against colds or

flatulency.

1 JSi R *he name of an ancient

state in Ghelikiang, lying in the

northwest part of the present

Wu-kang hien.

^ ]
and ^ ]

are civil officers

like a sub-prefect, in some of the

pro\i:ices.

i^ /p I
cold cannot be avoided

;

i. e. who could have guarded

against itt suddenly, unfore-

seen.

"^ ^ ^ \
equal to (or a match

for) a lumdred braves.

mirom IH fish m\Afnt fjjj con-

tracted, alluding to its delicate

flesh.

s./'"'y

A freshwater fisli, also called

2g jS a knid of bream com-

mon in central China, about a

foot long ; some sorts have a red

tail, or it is said to turn red from

tear ; another kind has long red

dorsal rays, and the dorsal fin is

like a bat's wing.

i^ the village proverb says,

The carp and bream out of the

Kiver I-loh taste as sweet as beef

or mutton.

C^lX.^ From words and place*

^/-t To search out, to go £md see

/""i? about ; to inquire into, to in-

form one's self, as an officer

does ; to ask advice, to consult ; to

learn the character of

] p^ to uiquire of, to ask.

] i^ to hear of, to have or seek

information of.

] -^ to hunt up and seize, as a

rascal.

] -^ ^ jj^ on coming to the

throne I take counsel.

] ^ to examine a matter offi-

cially.

^ ] '^ a special commissioner

sent to learn the facts.

] i|^ to learn the connections, <fec.,

as of a girl for a wife ; to inquire

about one's relatives.

I B'^ to nsit and ask, as a

friend.

%lt^'^\ to go in disguise to

search and -leani the facts, as a

detective.

From sun and plact as tha pho*
netic.

The first light of the morn-

ing ; bright ; lucid, as a

style ; to apjiear, to begin ; to

occur ; happening, just then.

1 i^ dawning, bright.

1 ^ its the early morning

gim.

1 JS^ 'l^r flif
when was [this in-

vention] fomid out t

1

From man and to liberate or

place; tliey are similar to the

next.

To imitate ; like, resem-

bling ; a model ; to copy

after. .•

;|g I
much alike,

to like and then imitate

;

to make hke.
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1 ^ ^ follow the pattern ; hence
\

^ I ^ is to line a copy-slip,

hv which hays learn to write.

1 "ti ^ M ^° delineate the

Kwiies of the ancients.
'

1
;I5|

a brass circle or frame for

laying on the paper to write

wiliiin it.
I

f^_l»
"I

From a step and place ; the se- i

coiid form is obsolete, and both
|

are interchanged with the lust.

Like, resembling ; seen but

J
vaguely ; indisthict ; eqni-

'^fung vocal, seeming.

j 1^ somewhat like, not

unlike ; doubtful and still possi-

ble ;
— eight forms of writing

tliJK phrase are given in the na-

ti\e dictionary.

I \^ timid, undecided ; agitated,

as insects are.

I '\if.
roving, unsettled, doubtful.

knows the channel; a galley to

carry fifty men, square and clumsy.

^ ] a handsomely furnished boat,

a Hower-boat.

^ ) ^ ^ the boat [floats] as

lightly as a leaf

^ iH 1 finely adorned pleasure

boats.

1 'f' 1^ ^ drinking and convers-

ing in a boat.

) To mold and work clay into

I shape ready for the oven;

,_.»_» r sticky clay fit for the potter's

1 A ^ M .a t''e P0"er
makes the compote dishes.

1 B^ * potter, a worker in

clay.

W i'

y""y

ndistinct.

apparently similar, but

which cannot be seen dis-

tinctly ; lookhig ahke.

ffl T -tB 1
^^ t^^'o lo*'^ exactly

alike, as twins.

f^-1^ To spin ; to reel ; to coil or

JY/^ I wist into thread or ropes

;

'fany the threads of a net ; lines,

cords ; to tie up.

] Ij^
to spin thread for weaving.

] jjfj to twist hempen thread.

J|| I
fine Sz'ch'uen pongee.

] llji to make silk or sewing thread.

1 ^ reeled pongee, well-woven

and firm.

From vessel and fquare
i

occurs used for this.

'j'"'!/ Two boats or rafts lashed

alongside like a double

canoe ; a pilot or steersman, who

From to part and place.

To let go, to loosen, to libe-

/"^S rate; to reject, to cast off;

to banish, to send away ; to

stretch, to extend ; to indulge, to

relax ; to lay down ; to open out,

to scatter ; to emit, as light ; to

fire, as a gun ; to fly, as a kite ; to

start ; to let, as blood ; to issue,

as a permit.

1 i^S '" g'^'c loose rein ; to let

otiiers do as they list ; heedless

of rules.

1 M t" loosen somewhat, to slack

oft-,

j )^ l)e ea.sy about, unsolicitous
;

it is also used for a lost heart,

one not able to resist evil.

] ^ hands oft" ! let go ! to have

nothing to do with.

^ ] ^ don't part with it, keep

tight hold ; don't loosen it.

1 ^ 7 ^ I cau't let go of it.

] ^ impudent, audacious ; to cast

oft' restraint.

1 ^ willful, wild, extra\'agant.

^ I
to dischage, as a prisoner

at the end of his term.

I ^ to pardon and release.

] ^ to let liwng things go, a
Budhist good work, for doing

which there are
|
^'^ "let

live societies."

^ I i ^ to disregard the ro-

yal commands.

I
"]» lay it down ; to let it down.

1 -iS ja X P"*^ '' 'Jown there.

1
g" 'o speak one's mmd.

] ^ to let a culprit escape.

1 Wc '° g^*' "" credit ; and reckon

the interest.

] ^J to shave notes.

f^. ] 15 don't make a rude noise

in eating.

1^0^ reaches quite to the

ocean.

1 ^ P to get souls out of tor-

ment.

1 '^ to let off fireworks.

] 5§ courageous, in good heart.

] )i?f
to close or end an examina-

tion — as for sints^ui.

] J§ ^ to burn incense lamps

in the road— on the full moon
of the 7th month ; in some

places, the priests
] yfC ^ burn

floating lanterns instead.

1 M ^^^^ ^^ special commissioner

from the capital, — usually to

superintend the examinations.

j iB ^ T ''*^ ''*'' ^^^ '* ''"'^ ^^

a caged bird ; liberated, as a

prisoner.

Read ^/(inff. To lay boats along-

side; lo imitate, to accord with.

into ancient records, the Em-
peror Yao was named Fang-

hiun.

In Fuhchau. A last, a hat-block.

> » — I >
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m
Old soinids, pci, p'i, bi, pit, nnd bit. In Clinton, fi anrl fci

;
— in Swnlou; hui, pue, and but ; — in Amcy, hni and

hoe ;
— in Fuhclmu, p'i, lii, liie, pc, and lie ; — in Shanyhai, 11 and vi ;

— in Chijii, fi.

1 :^ ' i ^ it does not appertain

to liis functions.

An offensive insect produced
|

J][^ ] ^ it is rather a difficult

Ti:e original rudely represents a
| ^^

bird soaring; it is tlie 183d la-
j

-^fa^
dical of .1 few cliaracteis all re- i

' - ' "*

lating to fljing.
\

From insect and not ; occurs used

for the next.

To spread the wings and fly

away ; to flit, to go swiftly ; to let

fly ; flying, swift ; to act with dis-

patch ; sudden, quiet, overtaking

one in a moment ; aiiy, high up.

] ^ flown ; to fly away.

1 ^ quick as possible.

1 E^ -iS '}^ •"* ^'S" ' f^ '''^ rapid

advancement.

] ^ to sonr and sail, as a Lawk.

1 ?^ hasten to announce ; a fleet

messenger.

W. 1
^^° ^'-'"'^ * ^'"^^ courier.

1 it S 3^ the flying dragon in

the .sky ; i. e. the jirescnt emjxiror.

I ^ to be taken on high ; an

apotheosis.

1 8R *" '*' ^o*^^ ^ falcon.

1 ® ^ M 'b'
^'^'^^ ''^"^ eaves and

run on the walls ;
— an expert

thief,

tffi S- S^ 1 ^ could not fly, even

with a ) air of wing:;.

^ ^"S "T" 1 ll'^ pheasant has
,

flown. I

] ^ sudden calamity, an uricx- i

pccted trouble.
[

] JIfe
to urge a racer to his utmost

|

sj'jeed.
j

1 ^J i flyi"g bowmen.

] ^ a fabulous bird, changetl
|

from a warrior wh.o he!ix;d
i

Chcii-sin, u. c. 1 liO, and is now
|

regarded a.s the god of tlio Wind

;

also, a kind of water plant cr

rush.
I

;- •]• ^ ^ I wiito in great haste.

1 Hi to let fly a sword — out of
'

the mouth, which sorcerers arc 1

said to do.
]

] ^ to run a-"> fast as possible

;

fleet as an Asaliel.

In Contcnes;. Clever, shrewd.

in moist places, wJn'ch de-

vours grain and clothes ; the cock-

roach and some !<orts of Cmcx arc

probably both included ; a fabulous

monster indicative of pcstileiico.

] ^ an old name i«.>r the mason

or ground bee.

TIio orJ;^irinl form U intended

to represent the win^ of a bird

op[K)s-ite each o'.liev, as it folds

tliem; it is llie ITStb radical off.

i'ew incongruous characters, most

of which should have been ar-

ranged uniler their other radicals.

An fidrerb of negation, not s;),

not right ; when in regimen with

another negative, it answers to

without— not, and makes a strong

assertion ; to turn tiic back o;i,

opposed to g<K>d ; unreal ; shatnc-

less, vicious, low ; false, bad ; to

blame, to reproach.

^ ]
right and wrong

;
yes and

no
;
pro and con.

— ^% ^ 1 "^"'''"fS worse than

a little gossip.

•7 ^ S 1 ^ *^*'"' t **y whether

it is so or not.

] .^ it is not so.

pi A :1 1
to talk of people's

failings, to backbite.

] |g indecent, impro[)er.

speak nor act without observing
i

p opricty.
\

^ j is it not so ?— i.e. it is true,
j

i^\
I
M g it certainly must have

'

a caiis3.

M •

I
or -^ ]

really.

] ^j not so easy, rather difljcult.

^. j ^- ^ neither doing wrong

nor yet good ; said of a woman.

1 -ifc
or

I j^ truly it is not so.

1 PcJ in "S if" l»c is not catmg he

c.A-

matter.

;^ ] uninteutiona].

l^:^^*l^f^itis
ttol that I don't wish ta write,

but my hand pains me.

1 it i'l fii'
if it is not this, then

it is tiiat.

A train trailing on the ground
;

long robes dragging

Dark red or purplish colored

siliv, of which offieers of the

fifth rank make their robas.

] ^ a deep lihic color.

l'"rom leaf of a duor and not.

A door with one leaf; iiKt. a

rustic house.

^ 1 flO f# waiting as she

leans on the door.

i
I

a kind of movable bars in a

fenc?.

Aromatic.

1 I
°'"^ 1

fragrant and

, fe odoriferous.

^[) ^i 1 ]
exceedingly

sweet and fragrant

From raid and net ; another old

form is from ^ rain and ^ to

Jiff-

Ham and snow driving along,

filling the air.

I' ^ 1 1
t'"' suow is falhtig

ill clouds.

is tlrinkinj

From /torse aud not.

The outer horses of a team of

four ; an extra horse fastened

to the axle with long traces
;

a colt three years old.

tt 1 1
the four horses went

a useless louL | on quietly, without stopping.
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t^—I From woman and se/f^ q. d. a

fj\^ woman made equal to one's self

je A partner ; tlie secondary

wives or concubines of a mon-

arch ; royal women next the queen,

called ^ ] , and ^ ;§; ] , and

other names ; the heir-apparent's

wife was also called ^ ] , in old-

en times.

^ I
the goddess of sailors, the

Amphitrite of Chinese mytho-

logy.

§ ]
imperial concubines.

^ ] a class of women like ladies

in waiting.

^ I
a crafty concnbine ; — a

term of reproach.

1
"7* ^ Fe'i-tsz' laughed— to see

the lichis come y— a legend of

the Tang dynasty, whence this

name is given to the fruit.

¥ '^ fM 1
''le carts are light

and our horses are hearty;—
a liostler's card.

] ^ a sort of coarse native sonp

made from the
j ^ -J- or soap

berries, seeds of the Gleditschui.

I ^ a sraali feudatory lying in

the present Yung-ping fti ^< 2|i

j^ in the extreme east of Chihli.

Name of an affluent oi the

Poyang Lake.

] tJC a small .stream rnnnmg
into Lake Ch'ao by liU-cheu

fu in Nganhwui ; also the old name
of Mnng-ching hicn ^ ^ |lj^ in

the northwest of that province.

] ^ streams diverging from one

fountain.

] ?^ ^ to suckle, as a cow her

calf.

"^ ^ M. \ all the plants are

changed, or diseased— from the

frost.

m
u<^

Ji

\1 limit ;
'From 1^ flt^h and |1

{. e. fleshiness should not become
;

obesity.

theA stinking grub, like

Cimex r a sort of snake.

I J^ the large gnibs of

some kinds of beetles, found

in comiwst heaps, also called -^^
or groinid silkworms.

] a cockroach.

The sea-qualm or Medusa,

found in the northern sea ; but

others define it the Scarabeus

or tumble-dung.

Fat, fleshy, plump ; the oppo-

site of shev? ^; oily, rich, unctuous ; f

fertile ; abundant, rich, as crops
;

manure, tilth ; to fatten ; to benefit
, (^

one ; fattened.
j .yv'

1 iji robust ; fat and stout.
j

HH 1 a fat person, a paunch-belly.
1 „ ,

(Cwxtoruse) I
Read ,;>«/». A clam or large

1 JL. cormilent
' '"uscle found on the southern coast.

] 5^ plump, in good liking.

^ ] to whip up the fat— horses

;

met. a rich man, one wlio keeps

his carriage.

Jpl ]
fertile, rich as land.

] 35 fa*- and rich, a.s meat.

\
-y" fat and sweet, as pork.

1^%.^\ D"^'] llie ruler be

lean, so that the people be

fat.

.R m E 1
te only kwks to his

t From woman and not.

To pace to and fro, as one in

uncertainty.

1 1 JB jffi
hesitating and

lingering.

yr 1 a water gwldess or naiatl
;

one who roams along the river

banks.

own benefit.

_t 1
"'" ^ 1 '" manure land.

%l^ \ 2i '" enrich one's .self, tn

line one's nest.

] gi fat as a pig ; of which
\ g|c

raj is another form.

m Tlie calf of the leg ; to avoid,

to skulk ; to cover or hide

j/tf each other, as animals do in

a herd ; diseased ; to change
;

.iltered.

1 8§ the calf of the leg.

']' A Jiff ]
(hat which protects

llie men— or troops.

The south comer of a room,

where a table was spread

with ofl'erings, when it was
not known where tlie god of

the land was abiding; hence it

means hidden, concealed ; low,

base.

From marks and not as the

phonetic ; occurs interchanged
with the next.

Streaks, or veins
;

graceful,

elegant, adorned, polished,

applied to the deportment, or

to a comjiosition.

elegant accomplished prince can

never be forgotten.

I ^ elegant, graceful, polished

;

said of things or jjersons.

1 ^ J5K ^ *^ruly it is a finished

composition.

From a square basket and not ;

occurs iuterclianged with ^p not,

and the last.

A bamboo square co^'ered

basket, for which the ne.xt is now
used ; the stately march of horses

;

a graceful gait ; illegal ; banditti, va-

gabonds, seditious, disorflcrly peo-

ple, by which fdin otKcials stigma-

tize whoever opjX)ses tlieir rule;

banded robbers, brigands, or op-

pressed people ; no, not so, is not

;

without ; variegated.

1 ^ ''* 1 -^ v.igabonds, van-

. dering people, vagrants.

^ ]
insurgents, open rebels.

] ^ a band of \ illains ; a sedi-

tious club or cabal.

J^ ]
local robbers, a nest of

thieves.

•^
I

a party or association of

seditious sul^jects.

t^ 1
" tt? 1 filchers, marauders,

highway robbers.

18
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^ 1
'^ brotherhood or clan of

seditious, a sworn sect.

tract the time.

] •g, particolored, inharmonious

colors.

1 -^ Sf '^ >* ^ ^^^ "°^> ^"^^

yet it is as if it were now.

^ .i^l 1 A KJ intimacy with bad

men is disastrous.

Read ,/dn. The emperor mak-

ing gifts to his oflacers.

1 M imperial favors. • ,s

Bamboo baskets, round or

oval, and having a cover and

'ye short legs.

^ j baskets of all sorts.

'^

Jfcll '^*' *'"'' °^ ^^^ '*^*' *" *"'

ypi cient punishment ; others

'j'e say, to cut off the knee-pan.

Ij^.^^^i'en the penal-

ty is to cut off the feet, set the

fine for it.

cj-i^ A red marshy plant, the stem

^p and roots are good for food

'/«' if gathered at the right time

;

the plant belongs to the

Criidfera, and has a large root like

a turnip, which is acrid at certain

times ; the description seems to

apply rather to a plant like the

Crumhe tatarica, or Hungarian

bread, than to a sort of '.'mip or

wild radish
;

pot-herbs, jjeens ;

sparing, fnigal; trifling, unworthy,

mean ; fragrant ; beautiful ; san-

dals, m which sense it is used for

the next.

1 fli
* formal offering, a trifling

present, said by one of his gift,

which is also termed
| ^ [only]

a thing like a tuniip.

1 W^ ^coarse food and. drink.

^ , ] exuberant, fragrant.

I ]
odoriferous ; mixed, blended.

] ^ sad, in deep depression.

] ^ mournful.

1 ^ fooT, shabby, of no worth
;— as one's present.

FBI.

1 M ™y F'O'' respects ;— written

on a present of money.

5B H * 1 ^ iU T ft when
gathering the turnips do not

throw them away because of

their roots ; i.e. do not reject the

good because of the bad.
,

Interchanged with^tlie last.

Coarse hempen or grass san-

dals or cheap shoes; they

are poetically termed ^ ^
I. e. not worth borrowing.

'fe

«!

'fe

These characters are inter-

changed, but the first is

properly applied to the tree

and its timber, which is fit

for furniture ; and the se-

cond to the ] -^ or long,

hazel shaped nuts of the

Toneya nucifera, a species

of Taxineae or yew, found in

Northern China, and used by the

people to cure the worms ; the first

also means a e piec of wood fas-

tened to a bow to strengthen the

center ; to assist ; to lean on ; usetl

for ^ a basket.

^ ]
to zealously assist.

jy I .K ^ in order to assist the

people in their virtuous works.

] JL benches or stands made of

the yew.

f§^ ]
the Ceph/lofaxns drupacea,

an ever'jrccii (I'ee like a yew.

f.IvJI-; Desirous of speaking, but

\yr unable to do so from trepida-

^Je tion, ignorance, or otherwise.

^ 1
^•' ^ ^^ could not

speak out, and the other therefore

did not learn it.

^ ]
the heart's auger repressal,

indignant but silent.

C;:iIlA From words and not at the pKo-

'Je To backbite, to slander ; un-

just, wicked aspersions; a

slanderer.

^ I
to hate and slander another

;

angry defamation.

FBI.

] J^ slander and flattery.

^ I
heart-burnings ; malice in

the heart.

1 W '" slander, to defame. -

m From tnoon and to go out. "

The moon in a crescent form,

y« five days old, and not yet

very bright.

I
0^ the moon waxes brighter.

•'i From covering and to issue.

_.
- A house fallen in ruins ; to

J^ throw aside, to abandon ; to

set aside, to depose; to de-

stroy ; to annul ; to disinherit ; to

stop, to fail; void, nuU ; spoiled,

useless, corrupt ; discarded, de-

graded ; degenerated ; come to

nought ; large.

] -^ thrown aside.

^ j
or

I !j^ useless, worn out

;

a good for nothing fellow.

] ^ to waste one's time,

if; ^ iU 1 to turn back, to back

out, to give up when half done.

] ;§ it ^ to set aside the eldest,

and place the younger on the

throne.

^ ^ B'l 1
tilings spoil if care

be not taken with them.

@ 1$ 1 §ik ti>" ^tate is all going

to ruin.

]
'^ lost liis labor ; he has missed

his aim.

I §[ lazy, unthrifty.

] ^ to abandon, to discard.

] A cripples, infirm i)eople ; su-

perannuated.

J^^'

rom disease and to issue ; in-

terclianged witli the last in tills

sense.

An incurable disease.

] ^ a disability that unfits one

for all labor ; maimed or imper-

fect in body.

' A mat made of rushes foi

spreading on beds or floors.

MM. M \ *^ weave rush

grass into mats.

fsm
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From wealth and without-

To scatter wealth ; to use, to

spend ; to lavish ; to hurt, to

injure ; expense, cost, outlay

;

wasteful squandering ; trouble, an-

xiety for, kindness to others ; vi»st.

f: 1
or 1 ^ or f: 1 to lay out

money, to spend on ; what is

needed. -
i'

•g j
[" you go to] over much ex- I

peuse ;" — politely said to a
]

host; another phrase, ijj ] 'l

" you have lost your outlay," is

used when receiving a present, i

1 ^ vexatious, fussy, trouble-
'

some ; needless labor.

JS 1 u> waste foolishly, unneces-

sary outlay. I

] -Jj to use effort. f

:g I ^ very diflScult to bring

about.
I

1 <ij»
">

1 ^ occupied your

mind ; I've put you to trouble
;

!. e. I thank you for your trouble.

jj, ] a douceur, a fee, a vail given

to waiters.

^ ]
traveling expenses.

^ ]
extra exix;nse ; wasteful.

:g ? B UD ^ 1
l^e prhicely

man is kind but not wasteful.

I flij i^ [doctrines are] wide and

subtle too.

^5 1 i'l'
^^ requires great care, as

a wearying jol).

1 fl#H'lWil®ifyo»Pa8Sthe
right tune, then you will be

hungry ; like Proverbs xx. 4.

] ^ ^ you've wasted your

'

breath — in trying to convince

him. —
•^

Read ph'. An ancient town, now
P'i hien

] |[jf,
a district ui the

southeast of Shantung. "^

'' Small pimples, eruptions on

the skhi.

ye'
I ^ or ^ ] pricklv heat.

: . 4 1
or'"^ T 1 ¥ to

Lave prickly heat.

1 38 ^ prickly heat emulates

boils.

)
"I

Trom water and not ; it is very

I

frequently read /uhj
1.

> i To bubble up, as gushing

J
or boiling water; to rush

over the rocks, as waves do
;

bubbling, perturbed ; ex-

cited, angry; to sprinkle.

1 ifR ^ ^''^'^ boihng water and

gruel ; said of a disturbed king-

dom,

j^ 3 1 B'J ^ i*^ it bubbles more

than thrice, [the tea] is bitter.

Jil M 1 fit the raging waves were

blown over the rocks ;— apphed

to quarrelsome, noisy brawls.

bJC 1 LU ^ the water is bubbling,

the hills are ftilling, — general

anarchy.

^ I
greatly raging, as waves.

I 7|C a stream in Shantung, whose

waters are thought to lengthen

life.

"5
1 tK I'oiling, bubbling water;

— a medical term.

^ ]
the caldron is boiling ; Tnet.

a country in rebellion.

Read pi^. The name of Duke
Tao of Ching, who ruled B. c.

586 ; and of a ruler of Lu. The
second form alone is u.sed in this

sense.

p A kind of ape, th.
| | ,

found in Ohin-India and the

J'e" southwest of China, of which

strange stories arc told ; it is

probably a hairy variety of tho va'a

or orang, of a black color, with

very large lips ; it is described as

carniverous, and four or five feet

high.

\^\ ' From Y^ a paw and four JSL

|*U hands clasping the ^K head.

J^ An old character, denoting an

animal like tlie last, which

was brought from India, B.C. 1100,

said to be twelve feet high.

Jl|> To speak rapidly; to talk

7p very fast and thick.

From u)ood and a sort of nettle.

1' l'» A chip or shaving ; to plane

/^ or shave wood ; a wooden

case.

} From grass and s market which
gives the souad.

fe ' To overshadow, as by luxu-

riant foliage.

^ 1 "fr ^ the umbrageous

flowering crab or service tree
;— used as a simUe for grateful

remembrances.

] I
exuberant, full of leaves.

Read fuli^ A knee-pad worn

when sacrificing.

^ I lt)f ^ how royal-looking

were the red knee-covers I

P

tt-I^ •* From 1^ flesh and iff a market,

H||I tliougli otlier-s say the primitive

Jg' is IP an apron.

One of the five tsaiiff or or-

gans, the lungs, " called ^ ^ the

metallic viscera, which rules the

breath ; they have altogether eight

lobes, and are attached to the ver-

tebrie ; their office is to direct the

motions of the body ;" to plane or

cut wood.

^ I
to sacrifice tlie lungs, as was

done in the Chen dynasty at

autumn.

I ^ the lungs, the lights.

] 5® an abscess in the lungs.

^ j^ I 3T I ''an see through his

lungs and liver, 1 can look into

his designs,

fg Q 1 i^ we must give me-

dicine for the lungs.

1 fliff IS secret thoughts, private

oiiinion on a subject.

1 ^ a reddish kind of jasjjer, an-

ciently used in courts as a sort of

ordeal stone to test plaintifls.

S ^ I ^ he keeps his own

counsel.

Read p'e'i ' Luxuriant.

^ ^ ] ]
the leaves were very

abundant.
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•=11^ ^ Fiora/enlher and not.

-^^ A beautiful bird, the cock
/'«' bird of the

] ^ ,^ or bkie-

green kingfisher {l/alci/on

gmyrneiim and H. pileata,) whose

plumage is used in feather work.

1 ^ 5 '" ^Pplis*! >•" chrysoprase,

green pyroxene or Sausserite,

and even lo malachite ; but the

precious ] ^ i.s a silicate of

aluminum, called y<«to, and re-

garded as very valuable.

A rheumatic sickness ; a

fiery swelling, an ulcer like a

fe' carbuncle; a dropsical swel-

ling or fattiness in the feet.

From grass and to punish re-

fractory states ; also read /oA,

Luxuriant, as ^ ]
a plant

covered >vith leaves. •

Read pax. Regular, and in fine

order, as banners.

^K
From mouth and doy ; alluding

to the cry of a dog.

Je' The bark of a dog ; to bark,

to yelp, to howl, as canine

animals do.

^ ]
|jlj a dog which barks at

cvtrvbody.

£5 Jt iuj^ 1 ^ Chih's dog bark-

ed at Yao ; a simile for dissatis-

fied grumblers, who cannot dis-

eriminate between good and bad

people.

OU sounds, pn, bu, put, nud but. In Canton, fau ;
— in Sivatow, p'u, lui, h"i'>, and hui ;

— in Amoy, Jio, and one

lio" ; — in Fvhchau, p'eu, p'i and p'aiu ; — »n Shanghai, vi and fii ; — in Chi/u, fu.

u and snow iiFrom ntt and not, but the priuii- I

tive is properly a contraction of

^ whether.

A net to catch rabbits ; a

screen or intervening frame-

work.

1 ,'^j a wooden screen within the

outer gale.

fu in Shantung, the headland

of this name is famous for a visit

of Chi Hwangti, about bc. 220.

Jeu

From v:ater and trusticorthy.

To float, to drift ; to float or

cross a stream with gourds

;

to overflow, to exceed ; to

run over; light, unsteady,

giddy, volatile ; unsubstantial, fleet-

ing ; time gone by, clouds scudding

by ; a forfeit ; exce.s,sive.

j I
abundant, like a rushing

torrent ; rising, like vapor ; vain.

^^ 1 b" don't trust reckless talk.

] ^ ^ ^ [life] passes away
like a dream.

1 IB SIS acccouuts put in the

blotter

] JJf floating property, not fixed
]

or certain, uncertain gains.

-
] ^ light-muided, no stability or

"
dignity.

M S 1 1
r

abundance. i

1 1 iX iK floating and un-

steady ; weak and giddy.

1 i^ 'ffi ift '" roam about the i

world.
I^ 1 levity, no steadiness ; un- ,

trustworthy.
|

^ 1 JIft A ['lie business or
'

duties] are more than the men
to do them.

\

1 :f^ or ] ^ a bridge of toats,
;

or raft ; a jxtntoon bridge.

] ^ an excess over the set num-
'

ber, more than ihe limit.

1 15l
flo^t'"g ''"'l sinking, unset-

tled ; met. alternately this and
}

then that.

1 ^ & ^ ^^ insincere court-

eous manner ; a heartless but

decorous way.

iS ^ 1 ^ having no settled re-

sidence.

1 PS K 6^ ^^ O"*® ^^ top, that

one floating.

^ -L ] ^ '•l^"i ice on the

snow.

] 13 or ) ^ names for a

dagoba, and a pagoda or tower,

imitating the word Budha.

•—
] ^ 1^ to take oflf a foaming

bumper.

^ ^ ] ff'ff their relations

(or friendship) are not very

cordial.

1 BM ig ? " '^'"I'i of the V.illow,

an itlle, thriftless unreliable

man.

Jeu

A kind of large ant.

1 ^ gnats or ephemera

produced from water; but

the Pan Tsao describes them
like a Scarabeus, with yellow-

black elytra, slender and having

a horn.

iit 1 M «J Pi ^ ;?: g M the

ant pushed against the tree, and

it was laughable to see its es-

timate of its strenslh.

Steam or vapor ascending

with a noise.

I ^ steam.

] A one who steams food.

.^-A* A river in Sz'ch'uen, about

(i PI 800 miles long, the
] ^ or

\fca
I ^ or H 4- a «l"cl'

joins the Yangtsz' Rivpr at

Fu-cheu
] ji\ as it is called

on the spot.

] Jg the bubbles on water ; foam,

spume.
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-f The greater plantain, rib-

ly^'* grass, rib-wort, or ripple-

,/eii grass, a common roadside

herb.

I
"^ the plantago, better known

as :^ -g^ :^ rut grass, and ^^ j^ cow's tongue, as it is

said to spring up in cows'

tracks ; it is eaten as greens,

and the mucilaginous seeds are

used as a diuretic.

] IS lU * P®'''' "' '*^''' ^^^^ ^^^^

K"ui-fung fu in Honan.

M New and histrous silk clothes

;

white garments.

if''" liS ^ S 1
'"^ silken robes

are clean and bright ; such

are now woni by the Em-
press when she worshi[)s the

goddess of silk.

'^

V"

Tlie original form delineates an

earthen vessel tu contain spirits
;

it is the 121st radical of a na-

tural group of characters re-

ferring to vases

Earthenware vessels in ge-

neral ; a wine-jar ; a mea-

sure holding four huh
|j^

or eight bushels 1 a vase on which

the ancients marked time.

S I
or^

I
to beat time on the

vase.

j^ ]
earthenware in general.

I§
I

the hanging jar, a name for

a Door man.

C ' j^
" From mouth and not, because

f'^
" the thoughts ore uot discerned

I—I in tlie mouth."

To deny, to refiise ; not, not

so, ought not ; at the end

of a sentence, construes it into an

alternative interrogative, whether

or not? else, otherwise.

^ 1
is it so •?

2£ I
the king said. It is not.

Pt ffl
I

1
yes, yes — no, no

;

undecided, as men ; indefinite

measures.

pj" ] or ^ ]
pj" fj- will it do

or not 1

Read 'j/i. Closed, obstructed,

which is the meaning of the 12th

diagram ; to bar the way ; wicked,

as mankind.

BftW 1 ^ disturbed and gloomy,

like the world.

] j^ this evil world.

•^ 1 a hard lot, unsuccessful in life.

1 H'l M ^ if il I* l"i<l> tlien

frown it away.

JW S ^ 1 y" Dinst decide

whether it be yes or no.

•Q"
I

has it hapjienetl or not 1

Mft ^ ^^ ] " '^^ '*• '''' f^*" y"" ^"

DtfiT it in my stead?

* *B ?t Hi 1
I J""'t know

w helher they have been received

or not.

^ ] A Jjll
to praise and blame

people.

feu'

The original form represents a
mound of earth ; it is the ITOtli

radical of a group of words rela-

ting to conditions or forms of

places, and is in the contracted

form always put on the left of

the primitive ; occuis used for

the ne.xt.

A mound or tumulus of earth

only ; fertile, abundant ; fat ; to

make rich, to increase in size

;

great.

^ I
plenty of things.

1 J5fe {)^ .K '" enrich and develop

the condition of the minuui-

bered multitudes.

Iff ]
abundant, as a harvest.

The
] ^ is properly a

gryllus, the small grasshoi)-

pcr ratherof the fields,

smaller than a locust.

mmM^mm i
^ the

locusts sing in tlie grafes, and

the grasshoppers leap and skip
;

the first of these is described as

' of a grass green color, whicli

however is also applicable to

the Tnixatis.

] ^ full and complete.

^ 1 a Budhist monastery, refer-

ring to the inoense burned there.

^ S^ ?L 1
'''® '^'^ spans were

very fat and large.

1 Bt ft? tS L"-^^
people] increas-

ed in wealth, and this removed

their complaints.

JoA

Old somiil^ bok. In Canton, fok ;
— in Swatow, pak ; — in -Atiiot/, p6k ;— in Fuhchau, pwoh ;

—

A Jl* From sift and to scatter ; it

/K ^yJ
* closely resembles chwen^ ^| spin.

To bind, as a sheaf; to tie
i

up, to tie fast ; to strap and i

secure ; to roll up securely ; a strap
j

under the axle to drag another
;

cart : a roll.

in Shanyliai, vok ;
— in ChiJ'u, foh.

j^ ]
to bind securely, as a

prisoner.

1 ^ ¥ ~F lia"g 't under the

cart, as a basket.

1 ^ tie it tight, as when | ^
tightening the girdle.

Jg ] § it is tied too tight.

1^ I
to tie to a whipping post,

j^ I
ropes to bind things.

1 Jl — jE ffi
bind it with a

hoop above.

I y^ a restricted rule, a fixed

limit; impeded, as the circula-

tion.

n^
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cud sounds, pa, bu, put, but and pok. In Canton, fu and p6 ; — in Sicatow, liu,

and pan ;
— in Puhchau, Im, u, and lio ;

— in Shanghai, fu aud

^ ] ^ ^ one able to cope with

ten thousand.

am not moved on account of

From yZ ffreat nnd —• one, q, d.

a man with a pin in his hair to

show that he is of age ;
— the

-—
* being a contraction of Jt »

pule uf ten feet, intimating his

full stature, or of ^ to lean on.

One who can help ; to assist

;

a husband ; a man, a scholar, a

distinguished man ; a pronoun,

denoting men ; added to other

noun, denotes a wx)rknian, a strong

a fellow

;

as ;jJC ] a water-

an exalted lady,

husband and

man
man ; an artist

an officer'.'* wife.

1 it or 1

wife.

^ ] an old term for officials, now
mostly used for a physician.

j ^ a sage, a rabbi, a great

teacher ; a hero.

1 ;^ "'y husband.

1 i '"y deceased husband

] A tlie wife of an officer of very

high raidc ; Shakya's mother is

so styled by the Budhists, and

it is politely used when speaking

of the wife of a gentleman.

5b 1 A your concubine.

^ ^ 1 * great and good man,

an eminent leader.

"^
\ ii''^ the head of all men,

the chief of all braves, — the

sovereign.

^ I
a porter, a coolie. j^

^ ] a chair-bearer,

fl)^ ]
chapmen, peddlers.

"^ ] a cartman.

^ ] attendants, servitors of all

kinds ; a groom.

§5 ] A mean fellow, a base man.

JE 1 a desperate man.

yC
I

a beast of a man, a low

wretch.

|@'
] ^ an old term for a cen-

turion.

^ I
I the old worker ; — used

by common people.

this man, what can move me t

] M ^ i& husbands and chil-

dren,— a fortune-teller's terra.

% ] ^ this lonely isolated fel-

low Sheu.

Read ^fu. An adverbial uiitial

particle ; — now, therefore, foras-

much ; however ; an interjection.

H. I
moreover.

^ 1
if then.

-^ ]
so, ah ! now, then I

] A j51 ^ now, that man's son.

^ ]
that tiling, therefore.,

^ 1
filas

!

] 't ^ now, as to the humane
man ; now, concerning virtue.

From clothes and help.

The lapel which folds over

(/" the side; overalls or outer

drawers.

] ^^ a case to protect a

scabbard, made of coarse

cloth.

,1^1

c/«

po, p6, and pu ; — in Amog, hu, bu,

vu ; — in Chi/u, fa.

] j^ a sort of wild apple; the

Aronia.

A reddish stoue that looks

like a gem, but inferior in

beauty and value ; a second

class gem, like veined jas-

per or red-white cornelian.

J^ 1 £L I^ the i)ebbles are

mingled in with gems,—
the xile and the good are

confounded.

An ax used to decapitate

high officers and princes.

] ^ a headsman's ax.

To spread out ; name of a tree.

] 1^ to lay down or spread

out in every part, as a mat
|

on a floor.
|

M
1

Bran of wheat ; at Canton,

£3 ] is the refuse cake of

the ground-nut or hemp-seed,

used for manure.

^ bran from grain.

%^ horse-feed, as bran, beans,

•straw.

^ ] ^ fruit of the Rhm sem-

alata, which produces the £,

fia -f or gall-nuts.

/"is From clnirs over a child, repre-

T- senting a bird brooding, as she sits

on the nest.

To hatch, to brood on eggs;

to trust to, depended on ; trust-

worthy, because the time of hatch-

ing can be known ; sincerely, tnily

;

trust, confidence, belief; accordant

;

what is fully proved ; fully estab-

lished in.

^ ]
mutual trust, as in trad-

ing.

f^ ^ 1 ^ be an example of

loyalty (or trust) to tlie future

statesmen of Cheu.

] ^ to rely on.

K ^ ^ I
every one reposed en-

tire confidence in them.

] m (also written ^^ m) the

calyx, which bursts at flower-

ing.

rji ] the Gist diagram, referring

to confidence.

J./^ From wood and tmst.

<TJ' A float or raft ; the ridge-jx)lc

(J" in a roof; a drumstick ; a bar-

row or hurdle to carry dirt.

^ ] ^ ^ f^ 'o '^oat over the

seas on a raft.

] ^ floating charcoal ; anything

light.

] Jg, a door-screen, or a door to

screen from the street.

=^=««
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tf^^ From man and trust.

t VlT A prisoner of war ; to capture

s/" alive, to take prisoner; spoil

taken in war.

I
captives.

^ )
I a poor prisoner.

I
Ijf to take captive.

] ^ to carry off spoil.

/p ^ jj I
[the princes] left no

prisoners behind them.

From herh and tmst ; it occurs

used for ^ starved.

The white pellicle lining the

culms of a water plant called

1 'i^ ; a rush ; met. related ; friend-

ly ; the female hemp.

H 1 ;^ ^ distantly related ; not

i:ilimate.

/tJt? The outer purlieus of a city,m especially the place where pa-

J'u. rades or trials of horseman-

ship are held; a border, a

suburb.

31. n :^ ^ E 1
^1 tooks are

like the suburbs of the five Car

nonieal Books.

Bran of rice ; the capsule or

pericarp of a seed ; the calyx

or glumes of gramineous

flowers.m,
tf iJ- The top or instep of the foot

;

cJt I J top of the toes ; occurs used

(/« for the next.

] 5^ a sort of gaiters or

stockings joining the trow-

sers.

IC i)? D 1
'o f^Jl '»*" Ihe mud

and dirty one's feet.

Q-|.4 Used for the last.

(Vrf\ To set in state, with the

<y'^ legs under one; to bow or

curtsey.

11 ^ '•^^
'^'^^'P

obeisance of a

bride to lier husband.

i^ 1 ^ tl^e women bowing low

sat down.

FU.

H I
to sit crosslegged in a devo-

tional attitude with the hands

raised, when performing (idkalu

kamna) the great meditation.

BTJ. 143

m

:

''rom tree and to wrap. (

drumstick.

s/« ^ 1
to take the drum-

s/«« stick

it 1 ilif i^ to hold the

stick and drum.

Read jmo. Bushy
;

plants

growing thickly like a clump of

canes.

I 2^ the ancient name of j^ ^+|

Ho-cheu in Kansuh.

.XIlL. From /;-c

cl I J The low

<y«

ee and to ijive.

lower part of a railing

;

a calyx or receptacle of a

flower; a raft to cross streams;

handle of a faiife ; a sort of mat

bran-bag used to drum with; to

wa.sli in lye and bleach.

] ;f(Jj
a raft ; a scow, a ferry-boat

A spring-net, now called

88 ^, shajied like the

hood of a. caiTJage, for trap-

ping pheasants.

4f %% ^ ] the pheasants

have got caught in the, net.

•yi- To think on with pleasure

;

c^t*^» gratified, pleased with, as a

J'tt friend.

aYf From town and deer.

y A small department in the

iJ" west of Shensi, bordering on

Kansuh, anciently called |

B^ ; it lies on the headwaters of the

Kiver Loh J§ J^ m the momi-

tains.

f^i Original form of the next.

( ^Af The fourth of the eight dia-

iJ"- grams is ^ to tremble; and

this character exhibits it;

whence it means to display, to show

the energy of spring in the budding

or starting of plants.

From to s/>read and disperse ;

the second composed of inch and
^first^ is seldom used, and is also

read ptt^vMi tlie same meaning.

To state to the sovereign or

a sniK-rior ; to lay, as a mat

;

to spread out, to diffuse;

to disclose, as the feelings ; to an-

nounce, to send out orders, topro-

mulge ; to show forth ; to divide and
arrange; to apply, an a plaster;

extensively.

1 ^Si
"''

1 -?P to distribute, to

make known ; to widely circulate,

as news.

1 ill i^ :ft
to make known or

diftuse moral books, or exhorta-

tions to good habits.

^ I
or ^ ] 13 insufficient, not

enough for the purpose.

1 ^ to spread abroad doctrines,

to dirt'use a religion.

I ^ to memorialize the throne.

I
,^ to proclaim, as the Emperor
does.

1 ^ to put on, as a plaster or

ointment.

I ^ to extend one's researches.

li: ?C -^ M 1 -^ T ± high

Hea\en's angry afflictions 'ex-

tend through this lower world.

From flesh, tiger, and field;
the etymologists regard it as a

contraction of ^lu J|g the skin.

The epidermis, the skin ; the

soft flesh, muscle ; minced meat

;

pork ; skin-deep, superficial ; to

skin, to flay ; to receive ; beautiful,

admirable ; large ; the breadth of

four fingers, or two ij" (sun.

^ I
hair and skin ; i. e. the

whole body.

yjl ] muscle, flesh.

I 5^ sujierficial writing.

)^ 1 the skin.

jy ^ ] J[f to accomplish hig great

merit.

1 ^ (§ la ^he flesh wag like

solid fat.

1 S he personally received—
the wound. t;4
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An herb, the Jjj ] , used to

^ iga make besoms; it is also cal-

fu led duck's tongue, and broom

weed; the Kockia scoparia.

Hasty, urgent; occurs used

(>|ii>
for /^ gratified.

_/« IS 1
irascible, a hasty dis-

position.

M-From bamboo and to give as the

lonetic.

,J'u Bamboo slips in pairs, made

to give one half to each

parly ; a seal in two pieces, which

when joined proves its genuineness

by matching; the impression of

such a seal ; to ctirrespond with, to

agree with ; to testify, to verify, to

compare ; a spell or charm to pre-

vent evil, such as are often hung

in 1 ^ or charm-bags on the

lapel as amulets.

1 5t written charms to exorcise

spirits, to convey sores to others, i

to ward off infection, &c.; incan-

'

tations, spells, amulets.

J£ 1 a seal conferring unlimited

militaiy powers, which &
] jj^

• ^ should always be at hand,

— and the officer ready for his

duty.

1 ^ a warrant or commission,

half of which is given the officer

;

credentials, a tally.

/p 'te 1
^^^ parts do not match

;

the circumstances disagree
;

there is a discrepancy between
' the statements.

^ ftj" '^ 1
^^^ writing does not

tally ; '. e. it is like a forgery.

^ I
or ^ ]

to write or draw

sjxjUs or incantatiiHis,

1 ^ favorable influences, as

' genial dews, springs, &c.

Jl ] an effectual charm.

cannot make a plea of traveling

about, to screen themselves—
from their wrong acts.

^ ] the demon of sickness ; sick-

ness, as defined by geomancers,

including ill-luck, misfortune.

FU.

I I * From herb and to give ; occurs

y|.l* used for ^ bursting.

s/m a herbaceous plant with

round and downy leaves, and

red seeds shaped like ear-rings ;
—

a Medicago'? — it is also called

J^ g a devil's eye.

Read ,/«, A scale ; buds burst-

ing, as hi the spring.

] ^ the outer scale of a leaf or

bud ; a glume.

Read ,7;«, and used for Jlf

sweet flag. The name of a place.

S "f li 1 ± pT S raore to

be dreaded than [the robbers of]

Hwan-p'u in Lu ; this place be-

ing a fenny spot where bandits

skulked.

From water and to give ; it is

used for |^ a raft and tlie next.

j/ti A float made of boards for

crossing streams by pushing

it across, a thing smaller than a

raft.

] }g bubbles on the water.

>^. A ^ 1
the common people

got across on floats.

^/^/t Similar to the preceding.

To cross a stream on small

s/" floats fastened to each other.

From bird and a chair.

A sheldrake, widgeon, or mal-

lard, including some sorts

with a crest ; a small species

near the Yaiigtsz' is called ^ |

the capped duck ; and another i.s

nametl the jJQ ]
the deep duck,

from its habit of diving.

^ ] a poetical name for the com-

mon duck.

^ ]
a pair of shoes, in allusion

to a man who stole a pair which

had been offered to the goddess

of the Little OrjAan I. in the

Yangtsz'.

1 S -SE ^ thi; ducks and widg-

eons are on the River King.

] ^ to walk slow, like a duck.

FIT.

i2 ^ ?lK 1
drifting along like a

duck, as an idle useless lout ; i

applied also to men of ability

who prefer retirement to their

duty to the state.

^^ From herb and viaitard^ as the
plionetic.

An edible tuber, described as

a variety of the water-chest-

nut or Eleocliaris, called 1 tt,

which people eat in times of scarcity.

^pr A flower, the ] «^ :j!g or

(.J^L Ililnscus miitabilts, common in

J" southern China.

I ^ 0^ a branch of the Wu
(Black) Kiang in the north of

Yunnan.

I ^ m a flowery (t. e. pretty) face

of a girl ; — a fancy name for

a looking-glass.

Pqf ] ^ the poppy, so called in

imitation of llie Arabic uft/im

for opium, introduced into China

about A. D. 800 by Arab traders.

1 ^ tlie lotus flower.

T-V^ From insect and iiia7i ; in Canton
)U"7^ it is sometimes wrongly used for

$7"
a butterfly.

A Species of water beetle

like the Dytiscus, called ^ | and

] j^ ; the popular notion is that

it can recover its stolen young, and

the mother and young always

somehow rejoin each other ; coins

nibl)ed with their blood will also

one day come together again
;

hence copper cash are often called

^ ] , from their resemblance to

tlie shape of the insect ; and '^ 1

by an extension of the idea, is

sometimes used as a name for

dollars, rupees, and other coins.

TK 1 E3 ifi
two ti<w or bills of

Peking money.

From hand and man af> the pho-
netic.

To lend a hand, to help one

along; to aid, to assist ; to

uphold, to protect : to defend,

to shield, as ui days of

calamity.
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1 S& ^'^ **'''' *" ^wccor, to lielp.

1 ^ to sustain, as one who is

weak.

I ^ to uphold, to steady.

] ^ a sup[X)rt for the hand, as a

cane ; the ] •^ i|i^ is a board

in a sedan t« lean on.

] j^ to lean on a staff; hence a

poetical name for the adjutant is

I ^ the old man on a staff,

Ixjcause the bird has such an old

bald head and looks so demure.

I
i^ to return home with a

coffin.

I
if^ to l)ear up under calamity.

]^ M ^ 1
though he had fallen,

he would not help him up ;
—

refused all assistance.

'^^ -f ] 1
the young and helj)-

Icss cliildren.

1 ^ @ described as the coun-

try \\here the sun rises, refers

prob.dily to Japan, and is re-

garded by the Japanese as an

old Chinese name of their

country.

llj W 1 i^ 'l'<^ '""'^ produce

mulberries ; this ancient name is

. probably the same as the last, as

applied to Japan.

- ' • •^'

A sort of divine tree, said to

grow where the sun rises,

;/« called ] ^ a name indi-

cating its aljinity to the

mulberry ; the wood is excellent

;

the name is probably derived or

altered from ^ § ^ or Japan.

Eli: A storm.

t/SV^
1 Wt ^ great tempest.

if" ] ^ ^^'0 wind blowing

down from the sky in a sud-

den gust ; the Budhists liken the

ascent of the departing soul to it.

jfii > From drum and to nive.

cSX The noisy clamor and joy of

s./" an army; joyful cries and

drunmiing of soldiers.
'

ll^ ^ 1 1^ ''"-' troops "1 front

cheered and rejoiced.
'

C ».*-> From R shelter and to yive as the

'J'li A library , a record-office ; to

collect, to store ; a storehouse

a treasury ; met. a thesaurus

or encyclopedia ; a palace, the hall

of a regulus or prince ; and thus in

polite phrase, a genlleman's house
;

department or office in goverinncnt

;

the officer over such a department

or bureau ; a prefecttu-e or subdivi-

sion of a province, first instituted

in the T'ang dynasty; the officer

placed o^•er it, a prefect.

1 Jl or ;^ ] or :^ I
are jwlite

terms for your residence, your

mansion.

jlsZ 1 or ] ^ his Honor the ^
I

or prefect ; applied too to a

'^
I

or sub-prefect.

T 1 a prince's palace in Peking.

i^ A 1 tlie Board of the Impe-

rial Clan.

I ^ the treasury ; a de'ixit.

Jfr ^ 1 ilS lie is still in goveni-

nient employ.

yf^
I

the six treasuries are the five

elements, grain, and all plants.

m From hftiid and to r/iv€ ; occurs

used for the next.

'_/'« To pat, to slap, as in good

humor ; to quiet, to lay the

hand on ; to jxirmit ; the han-

dle of things ; a sort of drum.

1 <& l^y yo'T hand on your heart,

— and ask yourself.

]
'^ to tap the stone— in kcej>

ing time.

1 ^ ^ fc [}•'". "ly parents,]

indulged and reared me.

I
t)H 1 to pat and stroke, as a cat;

to soothe.

IS 1 ^ ^ to thrum and tap (he

bile and guitar.

'^ From hnnil and without or a
treatiitry ; the .'•econd form is not

'

I common ; interclmnged with the ,

I

last.

.' To keep down with the hand, ;

7" to iiold ; to quiet, to tranquil-

ize, to soothe ; to stroke, to '

pat, as a dog ; to cherish, to provide

for ; to console, to cheer up ; to

manage, to control gently but firm-

ly, as a good magistrate ; to thrum,

as a lute.

1 ^ J5"
t" ft'l'y pacify the

(ountiy

S 1
or ^ I

to gently manage.

] ^ to rear, as a child ; to

nurture, to educate.

1 S A 'H' to bring out men of

ability.

1 ^ or jgC
J

or 1 ^ the go-

vernor of a province.

]
^ij to draw the sword.

] ^ to manage luid drive, as a

span ;
— applied to a firm and

gentle sway over the people.

] ^ and
I

/^ the Governor's

left and right— troop or escort.

From Jlexh and treasury as the
phonetic.

The membranous or inferior

viscera, called y?^ ] , are

reckoned by the Chinese to be

the stomach, gall-bladder, large

and small intestines, bladder, and
three functional passages.

^ ] the lungs ; met. the inten-

tions, the real opinions.

7"

m This must be distinguished from^ the last.

'fit Eotten, corrupt, spoiled
;

crushed to powder ; carious,

unsound; inert, inapt, slow.

] J^ sloughing tlesh
;
gangren-

ous
;
proud fiesh.

I ^ foolisli, obstinate and doltish.

] JH putrid, as a sore ; spoiled, as

meat.

1 ^ the punishment of castration.

1 ^ an utter defeat.

] ^ a learned fool, -a. vicious

pedant.

y 1 bean-curd ; low policemen

and underlings are nicknamed

^ 1 "^ l)ecause they live on

and are no better tiian this curd

;

and also the teachers in low go-

vernment schools.

\0
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•i 1 ^ nil remove the proad

flesh, aiid thus produce healthy.

I ^ soured bean-curd.

47} ^ ]
a Mongol name for cheesa

M
I
an old saw, an ancient, worn-

out proverb, not applicable to

the present day.

From man and storehouse ; the

second is also read t'iao'; it is

rather obsolete.

To stoop, to bend down, to

bow ; to look down from a

height, to condescend to, to

regard the lowly, — said of

superiors, and much used in prayers

and petitions ; to consider ; un-

equal.

- 1 ^ ^'^ ^^' "" *-^® ^^'^^
5 ^ ^^

and kneel.

] ^ to look graciously on.

I
and j)!|j are correlatives, to look

> down— to look up ; a term for*;

all ranks, as 1 ffll
"^ ^ li«

'i
. treats everybody with kindness.

I
"^ ^ "= held down his head

and kept silent.

] ^ ^ g to examine the lay

of the land or its capabilities, as

a strategist or geomancer.

^liU' The middle of a bow, where

lj\4 it is gra.sped ; better known
'/u as ^ ^e, the hold of the bow.

'
fiift

Stars in Ursa Major, es-

TrBl pecially one near (J Megrez

'J'u in the square of the Dipper.

'"^Kp Composed of ^ to use and 3t
ff\ Jillher contracted.

J^ To begin, the first; an ap-

pellation or style taken by

men, by which their friends call

them ; it is also cailed. their ^ ^
great designation, or gl] ^ the

other name; large, fine, good;

eminent, great ; numerous ; I, my-
self; a small lordship mentioned

in the Shi King.

] 1 all, every kind, all sizes.

18 R3 "a 1
^^'^*' '8 your styi*!

Sir?

FU.

if ] II ^ he has just been cap-

j)ed, he is still a very young

man
; ^ ] is also a polite term

for asking another's age.

I X J^ just a month from the

time.

] ^ to begin ; a beginning.

fi* /£ 1 '^® appellation of Con-

fucius.

I P a large, wide field.

•^ ]
a grandee's coronet.

Read 'jm, and used for |g a

garden.

] ^ field plants.

In Cantonese. A ward in the

provincial city, of which there are

eighteen ; a league, as -p ^ ^ —

•

j ten li make one station or post,

which are a league ap.trt ; some

write ^' for this last seitse.

nn.

From dish and great ; the se-

cond form With bamboo added
is commonly used.

A sort of basket or hamper,

square outside and round

y* within, used to hold boiled

grain in government wor-

ship.

1 S dishes of different shapes,

used when adoring Confucius

and ancestors.

C Jj-t From cart and great.

I IM -Poles .attached to a cart to

'fu help it out of the mud, or to

shore it up on a side-hill

from oversetting; a cart; a rack

on a cart, which extends over the

sides; the jaw-bone; to help, to

flank, to second; to succor and

guide.

] 1^ to protect, as a guardian.

1 ^ or ] ^ to aid in carrying

out ; to succor, to assist.

1 4S to join and help, to co-

operate, in government.

1 ij® tlie jawbone.

^ ]
a cabinet-minister.

1 ^ high statesmen; in geo-

mancy, hills or knolls which

support or flank a spot.

FU.

4U ^ 1 t to be helped by one's

frituds in virtuous ways.

^ ^ is? 1
'lo "o'' throw aside

your props.

Pg ]
four ofticers anciently placed

near the throne as supporters

;

applied to four stars in Camelo-

pardalis near the pole.

m From to embroider and great.

Embroidered garments used

J" anciently to indicate high

rank, having axes drawn on

them in black and white ; diver-

sified.

I |:^ ancient sacrificial dresses

embroidered with white lines or

axes.

] 1^ ^ ^ elegant composition.

I ^ finely embroidered.

"^ flR 1 ^ constantly appearing

in their hatchet robes and state

coronets.

From Jlesh and great as the pho-

netic.

'/« Dried meat, like jerked meat

;

flesh or fruit dried for food.

1 1^ pp preserved meats or

other preparations of food and

fish.

•jl^ ] slices of dried meat formerly

sent to teachers; hence it, or

y^ ] a bundle of meat, now
means the wages of a teacher

taken to him by a pupil.

10^ ] dried peaches.

iff ] ^ ^ [ConfuciusJ did not

eat the dried meat sold m shops.

11
From a boiler and great

;

the same as the next.

nearly

A large ancient measure,

holding about a kilderkin, or

6f 5J- or pecks ; a boiler for dres-

sing food ; a meal.

in 1 ^ "& "'*'• having two meals

— a day.

3H 1 rude huts like inverted ket-

tles, in which people lived in

marshy places after Yii's de-

luge.
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1^ From ^ metal aud ^ father
contracted.

y " A caldron or hemispherical

boiler ; a pot without feet

;

an old measure, nearly the same

as the huh, ^ or half-pecul, hold-

ing 6 5|- and 4 ^, or rather more

than 1^ bushel.

] tS a boiler and vat.

1 + il .'S. P'ke] a fish in the

kettle ;
— in imminent danger.

1 I& !^ 5% P'ke] a wandet-

ing ghost in the caldron ;
—

alludes to hell torments.

^ jj; ] I gave him half a bushel

of millet.

J \ An ax, a hatchet, a cleaver,

./'* all having short handles ; to

fell trees, to hack.

I
^ or ] ^'ij to prune ; to cor-

rect, as composition.

1 BM o""
1 7r °''

1 ? ''^ hatch-

et ; cleavers and axes for chop-

ping^

^T 1 ?M ''^ '''^y ^ percentiige, to

cheat in price. {Cantonese.)

\ §1^ halberds and bills, like those

used in battle.

^ I /p ^ there is not enough

for his expenses.

*^ t|/!jii To bite and chew fine ; to try

Hxv the taste by chewing.

1/"
I PH. to ruminate, to think

over a matter,— referring to

chewing' herbs.

^>>i The original form represents a
rij'ht fianti raising a rod; it formsx

J

tlie 88th radical of a small group
/'* of natural characters.

A rule ; one who is the rule

of a family, and directs its instruc-

tion; a father ; an ancestor; a se-

nior ; to act as a father ; loving,

paternal ; fatherly.

] Ha father; ^ ] my father,

the one who begat me.

^ I
our father.

^ ] a deceased father.

FU.

fS ^ 1 ™y paternal uncles.

1 "f^^ "^ '''c local officers are oo-

casionally so called; especially

the clii-hkn, wlio is sfwlien of as

^ ]
-^ old father.

I ^ my imperial father.

T. 1 a grandfather in the an-

cestral hall.

] 5t ^ superiors generally.

] ^ village elders.

|§ 1
an old jwlite term for a

feudal prince.

I ^ my father's friends.

] ]
-} J- treating a father as a

father, and son as a son.

Eead '/m. A term for old people

and peasants ; when used after

clan names it corresponds to our

Mr. ; and after a title to his

Honor,

j^ ]
a fisherman.

) From man and to display ; it is

often mistaken for ^vliw'en 1^
to transmit ; occurs used for P^
to join.

To arrange ; to superintend

;

once designated a high officer .nbout

the court, now a tutor, a teacher,

a superuitendent ; a skilled work-

man, an artist ; to teach, as a tu-

tor ; a functi(m ; to annex, to reach

to ; to receive ; near ; to lay on,

as colors.

^ ]
the highest tutor ; now an

honorary title.

® iP 1 ^ your face is white as

if painted.

gjji ] a master workman,

gjg 1 >&• a pedantic simpleton, a

conceited ass. {Cantonese.)

] ^ ^ to paint, to put on

colors.

1
D||

a teacher's instruction,

j •§ to accord with the crowd

;

to yield one's views, to become

unanimous.

]
^Ij a sort of warrant or com-

mission, of which the officer

took only one half.

FU.

/«'

if
From J\ a man and "y nu inc/i,

wliich in one form is altered into

y(^ a hand holding sometliing to

be presented.

To give to, to delix'er over

to another, to hand over ; to send

;

to tran.sfer ; to let go ; to engage

or put hito one s hands ; to enjoin

on, for which the next is now used.

^ ] to transfer, as to a successor.

] ^ sent to or back ; received

from.

j§ I A o"e who introduces par-

ties to each other, as a common
acquaintance.

^ ]
to send by one, as a parcel.

1 ^ !^ ^ 1^' '* S^ o" the east-

ern streams ; i. e. to be careless

of a matter.

] ^ tlie account is all cleared off.

1 IE t*^ charge one with, to com-

mission.

J Commonly used for the last

in ^ ] to order, to instruct,

fu' to enjoin on.

^ ] to give strict orders to.

Eead ^fu. To breathe on ; to

blow geittly with the breath.

—1/1 > From ivorship and near ; also

/I I
J written |)3 by soma.

To worship ancestors recent-

ly buried, with those more

remote, all m the same hall ; to

inter in the family tomb.

1 ^ to bury together.

] ^ to sacrifice to all, as when

a new ancestor enters the hall.

^ ] ^ ^ gatheretl to his im-

perial ancestors m the great

temple.

^> From mound and to give.

To be next to, to lean on, to

/" follow, as a satellite ; near,

about, approaching ; to join
;

to attach one's self to ; annexed,

tributary, but not dependent; a

supplement, an inclosure, an ap-

pendix ; to inclose, as one letter in

another.

/«"

It'
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1 ^ to agree with another; to

follow blindly.

/f,
1 iiisubmissive, incongruous;

do not accord or accept.

1 •^ to echo or adopt another's

views.

1 iE adjacent, near, contermi-

nous.

] y(. to bend the ear — and

listen ; also, a satellite.

] 1^ to inclose an account.

^ 1 dependent.

] g to increase one's advantages,

to better one's position.

%X % \ ^ possessed by a devil,

crazed, out of his nind.

] ]5^ ^ 5jsi to put one's self after

others, to be the last.

] ^ to send one's ancestral

tablets to a mass ; to hire priests

to pray for one's dead.

If ] to return to one's allegiance,

to lay down arms.

1 ^ * young siut/ai graduate.

] ^ in the Chen dynasty, a

title of nobility, a landed squire,

whose possessor had a fief of

fifty li or less, and no right of

audience.

^ 15 1 -fe
the cypress-vuie clings

to the pine, — as a wife to her

husband.

l^ A medicinal herb, like wolf's

I 'J
bane (Aconitum variegatuni^

fu^ whose .seeds calle<l ] -^ or

p{J ^ are pungent, poison-

ous, and bitterish, and taken for

their tonic properties ; the tubers

are called
J|fc 5f^

or
] ^, and are

also used in medicine.

^ ] ^ the seeds of the KocJa'a,

one of the Chenopodice or goose-

foot family.

& 1 ? * plant of the Arum fami-

ly, brought as a medicine from

Manchuria.

»' A subsidiary horse, harnessed
*' by the wheel horse, to make

_/«' the cart go quicker; to ap-

proach ; near ; rapid.

1 ^ a son-in-law of the emperor
;

he is called ^ ]
by the

Manchus; the name is derivetl i

from an oflace in the Han dy-.

nasty which the emperor's son- !

in-law held ; in the Tsin dynasty, ',

a princess was alsa called by

this term.

. 5 A freshwater fish resembling

<'Mt I J a perch, common in Tung-

/«' ting L., and by some consi-

dered to be the same as the

1^ '^^ ; it is so called because it

goes in pairs and schools, each pair

being faithful to each other ; also a

sort of goby, which can crawl on

land.

I fj- to go ui shoals.

1 ^. ?i li P a« '"^el » g"^y
thirsting in the rut— which will

soon die if not watered ; said by
:• needy persons.

) From knife anifitU.

To aid, to second ; to an-

Ju' nounce; to investigate, to
j

examine ; the correlative of

;

TP a principal, an assistant, a sub-

stitute, a vice, a deputy, or lieuten- >

ant, a secundus ; an alternate ; an

ornament of braided hair worn by
\

queens at worship ; a classifier of

'

suits or sets of things, as beads,

tools, plates, buttons, ear-rings, &c.

1 -^ the assistant or second com-

missioner.

1 )|^ a brigadier general ; whence

1 ^ is a compellatiou for low

military officers.

1 i^ or ] ;^ an under-graduate

(iM-jin), one who just mLssed

getting his degree.

] ^ a second wife.

—" 1 *Ji> M the disposition, tem-

perament ; the habits and cha-

racter of a person.

^ 1 ^ -^ * procession wholly

filled up ; the whole set-out.

^L^— 1 ^ fe he has quite a

different countenance for such

I folks.

M

IE 6^ 1 fill
principal and vice

;

a chief and his deputy.

Read fah^ To rend, as in par-
.

lurition.

/f> ^. yi> ] there was neither

bursting nor rending.

f " ^ i Ytom a. slifUer ani/ull.

gg Provided with in every res-

y>«' pect ; affluent, rich ; abrai-

dant ; supplied ; learned ; to

enrich ; to provide ; to regard

riches; the rich; wealth, riches.

] -f^
rich and noble ; mtt. abun-

dant and good.

ie. 1 in tlie prime of life, lusty.

1 ^ or
1 /¥'"«' 1 J£ wealthy,

well off; atHueiit.

1 ^ an o^c'rph^s, more than is

needed.

1 ^ a rich man, a man of means.

] ^ or ] ^ a wealthy family.

] ;^ to enrich one ;' to benefit.

^ ] :^ uni\'ersally learned.

^^ 1 ^ "F '"^ ^'''^ "'^*^ esteem the

wealth of the empire.

1 ffi) if ' l§ vvlien he is rich he is

fond of ceremony.

;^ |p1 ^ 1
I'^ai'is'il; every way

accomplished and talented.

^ 35c ^ 1
great learning is

riches.

jb*^ > This seems to be the same as

1^^ fiih^ g" in the name ^ 3|^ a

wild \egetable, whose roots

when white are .sometimes

eaten, and which seems to be

allied to the jjokeweed, {PhytoUic-

ai) a species of which is found in

Chihli.

= 5^ .it 1 we went galhermg

jjokeweed.

^1
) From ninn and to divine.

To fall over, to fall to the

/»' earth ;
overthrown.

] ^J fallen down ; a eu-

phemism for deceased.

H I
foil down from fright.

^ ]
fell down from vertigo, or

in a fit.
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^^|w* From g worth and ^|j 'o rfiarft

t| I
contracted ; it was once written

. , like tlie next, and is often cou-

foimded witli poll, /fp to beat.

A son aunoiinciiig the death

of a parent or grai^^iarent to his

relatives and friends ; to go to.

1
# or

1 ^ "r
1 tK ">«' !''"«'

or card or messenger announcing

a death ; there is some difference

in the usages ; a small sum,

called § ^, is returned to aid

in buying incense and candles.

:

^ 1 T 'S hearing of a parent's

decease and resigning office.

;-|jl ^ To go to a place ; to arrive at,

^^Rl to reach ; to repair to speed-

/m' ily, to reach quickly, to

hasten, and thus used in re-

ports or visits to superior officers

;

to present; to attend.

] f^ to enter on the duties of a

post.

] •^ to obey an order or a call, i

] f[!^ lo engage to meet one.

1 /'$ '" S" ^o ^ feast.

] .^ to present a i)etiti(jn.

•ID ] -^ "flif
I earnestly offer [this

petition] to your Honor.

j^ I
to hurry, to go there speedily.

1 ^ ^ '^" o" ^" '^•ry la"d; i'. e.

to die.

\ ^ to attend a meeting.

] f§ to leap into the sea— or

water; i. e. to drown one's

self.
!

1 ?*j 88 i'C I would go into hot

water and tread on Kre— in

your ser\ice.

In

ten li.

-
1

/«•

Cantonese. A league or

J§ a military iK)st.

From wealth and to displai/.

To assist a friend to bury his

dead by contributing towards

the funeral exijen.ses.

] ^ the money given for

this purpose.

I

lady

> From wealth and mtirtiiit.

To exact, to demand, to

./'« levy, to require taxes ; a tax

of money or arms, but es-

jjecially of service or A'illanage

;

tribute from fiefs ; to receive from

Heaven and bestow on men ; to

spread out, to arrange; to give; a

kind of {Kjetical coiujiosition having

a metre of four or six feet in

alternate lines, regarded as irregular

compared with tlie sM ||p or ode

;

a madrigal, an idyl ; to spread

abroad, as decrees.

] ^ to apportion or levy taxes.

I
^ to collect land tax ; the

impost.

] ;f5 to make a conscription ; to

draft troops.

] ^ to send up taxes.

1 'n" "^ -^ the moment of birth.

] 'fj one's mind ; the natural

abilities. i

] ^ one's native powers and :

talents.

ill 1 $I1# light 'axes and easy

rates.

] ^ ^ 15 •''" exactor and op-

pressive collector of the re^enue,

one who 3! 1 l!i^ i^ exacts

unjustly from the people.

|4 1 ]M)ems and ballads.

] ^ ^ |pj to take a theme and

write out one's ideas in i)oe-

try.

From v'Omnn and hp/tom^ in- I

diciiting lier lioiiseliold dnties
;

the .-.ec'cnd form is nnnsual.

'S A wife ; a married woman
-^ who follows and is subject

to a ^ man, and includes

both wife and concubine ; a

a female ; and is often an

equivalent of Mrs. or Mistress

;

Ijeautiful ; female, [x?rtaining to

woman.

\ 'iC women ; the .sex.

I
\ a woman ; in speaking,

it is often used rather like gran-

ny, goodwife, a depreciatory

term.

S ilPf 1
'" &^^ married, to take a

a wife with all the legal formali-

ties.

] 1^ female virtues.

I j^ ;:^ ^ a well-bred woman

;

female propriety.

^ ]
a virtuous woman.

"il* 1 '^ pettish, captious woman, a

teriuagant.

^ ] a hag, a beldame, a harridan.

5^ I
a beautiful woman, a stylish,

well-dressed lady.

^ I
a titled lady.

^ ]
a eunuch ; an old term.

)]» j a concubine.

J A :g § it « ;5: PIf a wo-

man's long tongue is the step

by which misfortune enters the

house.

I^ ^ 1 ^ §i fe£ *.Bi^ with

our women and children we
carry food to those working in

the southern fields.

) Composed of wealth and vtan.

To carry on the back, to

bear; to assume; to take a

duty ; to rely on, to depend

on ; to take refuge in ; to disregard,

to turn the back on ; to requite

evil ; to slight ; to refuse ; to owe
;

to fail, to be defeated ; a burden
;

a duty ; ungrateful ; in mathemat-

ics, a term for minus.

I ^ to involve, as an indorser by

non-payment.

] W, '° '^aiTy on the head.

1 ^ to suffer a wrong; to 1)6

deepl}' injured.

1 fij to liear a burden — of care

;

a responsibilit}'.

] >J5>
ungrateful, heartless.

1 '& M yo" heartless thief; you

jilt ! .

'

1 ,§. tf> forget favors.

^ ]
traitorous, ungrateful ; to

carry on the back.

1 ^ to endure hardness ; to work

for a li\ing, as a laborer.

^ 1 ^ JL ""ore learned and aLle

than common men.
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J^ I
to win or lose ; to succeed

or fail.

Jfe 1 T 1& I <'»'l''d to treat him

properly ; I was unfair towards

him.

1 ^ *""
1 ft '" *1'^'''-

^ ] ^ ^ strapjxid her child on

her back.

a 5C ^ 1 ^ ^iJ A high Hea-
veil never turns away from the

sorrowful in heart.

] ^ to lose a game of chess.

] ^ to turn against one's mas-

ter.

y I
unmindful of kindness ; to

render benefits conferred nu-

gatory.

P^ 1
or

I 5 *" old term for

mother— from the manner of

carrying children.

*i ^ I 5C Jik ± ^ propriety

and music ai'e like the feelings

of heaven and earth.

§ 1 S i^ he trusts to his own
dotennination.

i
Also read feu''.

Like, resembling ; to depend

on.

th'

]

The scales on the belly of

large serpents by which they

progress.

t^ ] a snake's scales along

: belly.

't a garden snaiL

OM sounds, pok, p'ok, bok, puk, p'uk, buk, put, but, and p'ut. In Canton, fiik and ftt ; — in Swatow, hok, pak,

hut, and pwat ; — in A mot/, hok and hut; — in Fuhchau, huk and hok ;
— in Shanghai, fok, vok,

and feh ;
— in Chi/u, fuh.

Composed of ^ high ami jj
generous both contracted and
placed one above tlie other ; it is

an ancient form of the next, nn i

used ouly as a primitive.

To be full; to fill; a roll of

cloth.

From worship and /u/l ; tliis
i

character is symbolized by the
j

Happiness, the felicity which
attends divine protection

;

good fortune, blessing, prosperity,

well provided for ; favors ; a bless-

ing ; to bless, to render happy

;

sacrificial meats ; occurs meaning
with ; often stands for the province

of Fuhkien.

55; ^ i^ 1
have you been quite

well lately t

I ^ to bless the good.

] H a blessed field ; i. e. your an-

cestor's fortune.

^ I Q a Budhist phrase for

doing good works, giving alms,

I or worshiping often.

1 ^ a lucky grave spot.

^ 1 to grow fat.

] -^ a Manchu word meaning the

wife of a Manchu prince ; she

is addressed by this term.

W 1 ^ or
1
^' a good-looking

man ; well off, successful in life.

?5S I ^ # naay yoi he happy

and live long.

^ ] to distribute oflferings among
one's friends, after a sacrifice;

they then f? ] S ^^ drink

then- happiness and get their

flesh.

] ^ may you be happy ;—written

at the end of a letter.

5. ] the five blessings (repre-

sented by five bats) are long lifp,

riches, sound body and serene

mind, (others say honors,) love

of virtue, and a peaceful end.

— ES 1 M ™^y * happy star

pight] your way.

) jpl^ the happy gods, are the lares

rusiiii and street gods.

W 1 ± A ^ S tt lucky peo-

pie never need be in a hurry.

W ^Wt \ EJ^^^ virtue carries

happiness with it.

Read /m' To store up, to lay up.

The bat is called (|g | , but

others think the
] J^ is a

flying squirrel; the bat is

frequently drawn as the em-

5./"»

blem of happiness from the simi-

lar somids of this and the preced-

ing.

1 i6* scorpion; 'met. a malignant

heart.

$g I ]^ a kind of bean found in

Yunnan.

i;

|-|=f'
From cloth and full.

P3j a wide Strip of cloth ; a roll,

s./'« as of paper; a selvedge or

hem ; a frontier, a border ; a

classifier of ma[is, rolls, pictures,

scrolls, flags, leggings, strips of

laud, walls, &c.

E3 ^ 1
four scrolls,—like those

for hanging on walls,

j ^ the area of a country, its

extent.

j§ ]
a hem, an edging; applied

to the border or frontier, as the

provinces on the south and west.

An edible wild vegetable, the

I ^ having large veined

leaves and roots like a finger

;

it is found in Shantung, and

is a Porttilacca or pokeweed
;

the same as the ^ ^ ; it

is regarded as a poor vege-

table ; a sort of rush.
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Is,

J^

From carriage &nij'ull.

The spoke of a wheel.

Jj^ si ] ^ that place is one

where they collect, — as the

capital to which people resort

This is only used as a primitive.

To go back the old way, to

retrace ; now written like the

next.

] ^ not to do according to

— a rule.

From to step and to retrace a
path ; it is csed for tlie next.

Again, reiterated ; to go and

come ; to do the second time

;

to return ; to reply, to report to, as

that an order is perfomied ; to re-

cover ; to restore, to repay ; to re-

compense ; to observe, as a promise
;

to recall the spirit of one who died

from home ; a hut like a kraal ; the

24th diagram, meaning to repeat

R 1
0-' RR 1 1

repeatedly

;

troublesome from repetition.

] § an answer ; but ] ^ is

rather the reply to a letter.

!P^ relumed ; repeated.

3^ to do over again, to recur,

to repeat ; again.

j ^ to renew the battla

] ^ to recover; to start again

and prosper ; to revive, as busi-

ness after depression.

1 ^ to report on, as a commission.

1 tij ;^ ^ on the contrary he

waxes worse.

] jj to repay, to requite, to re-

venge, to recompense.

] {)[,
or ^^ 1 t° revenge an

enemy ; to pay him off.

1 ^ M 51 ' '^''l S° hsick to my
brothers.

/§: )ffi :§; 1 *-^^y '"^ protected

and promoted.

] ^ to revive, as from a swooa

;

a resurrection, to come to life.

05 1 iu Ti;
or

1 H iB t; to

replace as it was at lirst; to

restore, as at the beginning.

1 W ^ W>^^ descended again

to the plains.

1 >!^ or
I ^ restored to health.

'wu-T From to cover and again ; often

y[^^ interchanged with the last, aud
T^^' must not be confounded with hoh^

' ]w *° investigate.

Back and forth ; on the con-

trary ; to and fro ; nnstable ; to

overthrow, to subvert ; to defeat ; to

throw difjffin, to upset, to prostrate

;

to reply to, to report on ; to inquire

into and judge ; to do a second

time; an ambush.

jtj^ ]
overthrown, as a state

;

fallen, as a wall.

(^ ]
tumbled down; ruined, re-

duced to i)overty.

M I M j4 reprobate (or unfor-

tunate) and pursued everywhere

;

dir^persed and scattered, as a

troop : utterly helpless.

Ji "if \ i\^ ['il^eJ gathering the

water poured before a horse, —
so impossible will it be.

1 $ ^ ?f?
the warning of the

overturned cart [uhead] ; »'. e. to

learn caution from otherrf trou-

ble&

1 1^ to report on clearly ; to ex-

plain in a persjjjcuous manner.

^J ]
to guess at things under a

screen or cover.

^ Jg -^ ]
the whole host was

destroyed.

] ^ discomfited, as an army.

I
^ the argumentum ad hommem

in rhetoric.

] 1^ lost and sunk, as a ] J^ or

sunken vessel.

g I
to inquire and report on.

] ^ to reply in a memorial.

Bead feu' To cover, to over-

shadow ; to brood, as a bird.

i% 1 R .^ the bird spread her

wings over it.

^ i4 I?; ^ I ^ tliere is no-

thing which is not covered by

heaven or supported by eartL

] ^ to cover, as a dish.

From y?«»A and to retrace a path.

) That which envelopes the

j/ii viscera; the belly or abdo-

men ; to carry in the arms

;

the seat of the mind ; the middle

of, as a hill ; thick, substantial ; in-

timate, dear ; the earth, because

it embraces all things.

I
atthebeUy.

t]t ] below the navel

1 i^ constipated.

Bt 1 I^ gluttonous ; a big pauncL

j^ P ] merely for a living, —
not for favor or to do good,

ffl 1 ^ f^ the assistance of a

son-in-law.

J^ I ^ :^ a great scholar, a

walking encyclopaedia.

'^ A t^ ]
to make one laugh

till his sides shake.

] i^ beloved ; dear, as a child.

1 'C* ^ ^ 'o depend on en-

tirely.

Jg ] ^ "^ most reliable words.

jfC^ I
^ the watery marsh is

thick and hard — in winter.

P ^ ] ^^ specious, false; disin-

genuous.

ifi 1 ? * posthumous child.

^ 1 ^ ^ to betroth children

before birth.

Wll 1 ^ 'iJ y°^ ™^y search my
inmost heart

^ IS JK 1 -^ composed the draft

in my m.'nd.

Hi A 1 fs [you> my mother]

never forgot me in all my ways.

IfJ I 1^ 3^ be cuts open his bel-

ly to hide pearls, — as one who
sacrifices life for gaia

A fragrant smell ; odors dif-

fused around ; the whirr of

an arrow.

^ I
odoriferous

1 il|5
beautiful and fragrant.

From innect und repeated, refer-

ring to the viper's reputed habit
J'yri of Striking back.

'•' A venemous serpent,
] Jg

including the adder, viper,

and cobra
;
poisonous, deadly.

] Jl^ a huge serpent like a boa,

found in the west of China.

j^ 1 t^ the wingless yoang of

locusts.
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Double garments ; wadded
;

'J or lined garments; to double;

the second.

I Jg a double or paralkl

road leading around a hill, one

above and one below.

•^
]

again, repeated.

I ^ a double lajiel.

^ I J^ JJ to strap the dress

tight and seize the sword— to

fight. <

The cord or band which is

tied around the projecting

j/m sticks that cla-sp the body of

a cart on the axle to p^e^•cnt
|

its slipping.

Bl M 1
'•he chariot has lost its

|

axle band.

To excavate a cave or hole ;

iii a bank for a residence, as
|

is frequently the case in

Shansi and elsew here ; a
'

den where jxople can li\e
\

in troublous times.
!

of hill-side dwellings.

From man and doy ; tlie com-
]

binntion perliai>s intimates tlie
'

subjection of the dog to inr.ii.

To lie or fall prostrate, to fall I

on the face ; to humble, lo I

siibject; to hide, to conceal ; to lie
)

or place in ambush ; to suppress, lo
|

keep hidden ; subjected ; hidden ;
^

silently, closely, secretly; villains

who hide away ; to acknowle<lge,
i

to confess ; receive<l ;— a sign of
i

the passive ; to brood, Jis a bird ;

when addressing a superior, usetl 1

adverbiaUt/ for humbly, earnestly,

'

in my opinion, as
] ,@. 1 humbly

think ; a sign of the ablali\e, as ^ ,

1 t^ !^ |0 fi ^ii"" '^/'^'"s

be«i destroyed, Tsun then reigned.

] fp to own one's guilt.

] ^ I earnestly hoj*.

1 ^ o""
1 if '^' earnestly beg or

ask.

JH ] to hide perdue ; to keep out

of sight.

IS H 1 tt roll'"? '*'"l tossing

as 1 luig my pillow.

] ^ he sutfcred decapitation. I

^ ft iS 1 '" "^"l^e known the

traitors and seize rascals.

1 & soldiers in ambush ; to dis-

]K)sc troops in an ambush.

^ ^ ]
don't lie on your face

when sleeping.

^ ] -^ tg I would crawl up

your Honor's steps.

1 5P " 1 S 'o set on eggs

;

.she is halchiug.

It 1 -1£ ^ they have suffered for

tiieir misdeeds.

f^ ]
to quietly get away,

1 Wl '^
'.yl

''"^ summer there is

hot, and the winter very cold.

3 ] are three decades in the

summer; the ^ ]
commences

July 1 9th ; the tp
] on JiUy

20th ; and the ^ ] on August

8th ;
— a month of hot weather,

dog-days, when the ^ ^ is in

the ascendant.

l/Js. A strap or girder placed on

^"I/Vj a beam to strengthen it.

>/l» A return flow, as in water

;

i j/V) name of an anchorage,

.y'" 1 T* an eddy.

In Pekingese. Used sometimes

for swimming, said of fishes.

From i^rass and to hitle.

The medicine
] ^, known

<./" as China root; it is the

Pdcki/ina coca<!, a fungus-like

substJince found in the western pro-

vinces on the roots of fir-trees ; some

regard it as more like a puff-ball

(Lijcopetdon) ; the Chinese say it is

the sap of the fir tree, which turns

into fii/i-linff in a thousand years,

and then into amber in another

millenium.

I
:;^ m a kind of cake made of

this fungus.

^ ]
'/^ the root of the Sim'h.r

cfiiiiensis, a meilicine usi-d in

syj)hilis.

does

Fioni r/filftea and to liitle,

ii A square cloth.

iJ" Q ]
a square .strong cloth

u.sed for wrapping betiding

and clothes.

^ ] a small wrapper or satchel,

with one string.

The first is the usnal form, but

it was originally formed of jj-

a 600/ and R to manage, con-

tracted to K its present form.

To nse, as one does a boat

;

to wait on, as an attache

attached lo, as things are to

a girdle; hence clothes, dres.s, ap-

parel ; a saddle-cloth ; to dre.ss ; to

fold ; lo yield to, to serve ; to un-

dergo : to go into mourning ; to con-

vince, to cause to submit ; to sub-

ject, a.s animals ; to effect or carry

out ; to accord with from fear ; to

think ; to fold up ; accustomed to,

habituated, acclimated ; to fullfil

the duties of an office ; a title ; of-

fice ; HI old times, a tenure or do-

main ; a quiver ; an affair ; the wheel

horses, which bear up the car-

riage.

^ j
or ^ ]

court dresses.

] "^ to take the garb of an

officer ; i'. e. to hold office.

;]^ ]
or ^ ]

in mourning.

Jj ] fi\e tenures of early times;

the divisions of China in Yti's

day ; also five grades of ^ ] or

mourning apparel, called the ^
m 1 ; the ^m 1

"r ja i

;

tlie :kyj} ]-^ ti'e >J» J& 1

.

and IB JSI ] 1 "orn resj)eclively

for 12, 9, 7, o, and 2 months

after the death of relatives of

the same surname ; the |0 fj

] is nearly the same as the

first.

^ ]
clothes, garments; a ward-

robe ; but ] ^ is to put on a

dress.

1 SS to take medicine. ''

P^ ;:]; ] it docs not agree with

me. 1 cannot take it.

_
] m a dose of physic.
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j^ I
to hang Oil the drt'ss; met.

to accord with, to reverence, to

follow with docility.

/}» 1 ^ unwilling to be regarded

as old or infirm.

] ^ to serve, to wait on, to obey

orders, as an attendant.

^ 1 fi headstrong, intractable.

7K i '^ I
""'' acclimated; I

am miused to the place.

^ j
complete submission ; hearty

accord.

1 ^ or B§ 1
*" follow obedient-

ly, to accord with.

jy I* ] A lu ^^'1' ">*^" ^'y virtue.

^f 1 in good spirits, well, in

health ;
contented.

^ ^ M 1
*'" ^"^ (uselessly or)

perfunctorily do the duties— of

the post.

1
|;^ I ^ those who serve at case,

and those who serve active!)- ;
—

cabinet and executive officers.

J^ ] or^ 1
lolayoffmoiirnhig;

to fulliil the jieriod, and be able

to resume oftice.

^ 1 i P''® officer] has gone in-

to mourning.

y^i \ ^ J^ people from the out-

skirts of the land, half savage

or uncouth people.

I Xf^ The seeds of a plant akin to

! /lyC ) the turnip, used as a medi-

I
^/ii cine ; also read poll, w hen ap-

J

plied to the turnip ; the raw

I roots of the ^ ] , or white turnip.

'

are eaten to remove the effects of

j

sour bread and of coal-gas or char-

j

coal smoke.

dnM I' roll ''"'' ""'' '" »"'"'"', because

j KUlrT tlie bird does not leave its habit.it.

j_/u A sort of owl or goshawk

called 1^ ] , the size of a

dove ; it has a screeching cry

and a short flight, and is re-

garded an ill-omened bird.

-Jh OrigiiuiUy composed of ^ hide

y\-t i contracted to ^ a how, Imvinn

rA-

ft,
Used for the last.

A quiver made of shagreen

or hide to hold both bow

and arrows.

JB^ ] a quiver made of shag-

reen or fish-skin.

^ The • Ifuliotis or ear-shell,

^^, called
I ^^ and included

/>« among fishes ; its anomalous

form and manner of clinging

to the rocks, leads people to gather

Iwth animal and shell for medi-

cine ; the name is applied to a sort

of shark.

. fii withes l)onnd each side.

ft,
The ciipinal form resembles a
square with a pyramid above.

ju A devil's head ; this cha-

racter is used in Budhist

prayers instead of hivei ^, as ^
] -f ^ all you demons.

An adverb of prohibition, not;

now rather u.sed as a deprecatory

\\on\, not so, it shoidd not be, not

permissable ; do not, will not, can

not ; distorted ; to grasp ; to leave.

] ^ ho will not come. '

j ^ 1 ^ no, by no means.

§ 1 ill M '^"^ ^"°^^ cannot be

compared with the rain ; i. e. it

is not so beautiful.

1 1
g^'**')'- ^'i^c t^^" wind.

iii 1 M ? thinking how to be

no longer childless.

^ ]
exceedingly, abundant. I

From man and not ; the second
j

ideographic form meaning the
,

^
man of the west countri/, is used

I

only by priests. I

To see indistinctly when !

examining, and thus like
;

the next ; to bend down
;

great ; opposed, unreasonable ; to

turn aside ; bright ; Budha, which

is
) ;^ or

] p^ when written

in fiillj in imitation of the Indian

word ; it is explained by ^:pre-

science and intelligence ; a Budha

is considered by the Chinese to be

radically distinct from s/ian jy|b a

go<l or spirit.

I
^ Budhism, the sect of Bud-

hisls.

1 j^ the laws or doctrines of

Budha; Budhist cliarms and
spells ; the power of Budha.

] 1^ India; also employed for

tlie sphere of each Budha's in-

fluence.

] -jj the energy of Budha.

1 BA or
] fl^ my lord Budha or

old Budha : a term for Gauda-
ma himself ; s it god.

] M: placid, undisturbed, like

_ Budha. >
—

.

f^f I
the three perfect Budhas

;

they are # jig 2^ ^ Shakya-

muni
; ppj ^ (5'^; | Amida

Budha, or Ainitablia, and ex-

))lained by M ^ ^ the bound-

less age ; and 3S WJ ^ 1
^^^

honorable Melih Budha ; there

are others ; the phrase also de-

notes BuJ/ta, DJiarvm and Sant/-

ai/a, i. e. Intelligence,'Law, and

Union, applied to Budha, the

assembly of the faithful, and the

priests.

mmm-] K>^-mB^ for

Budha's Stake, don't implicate

him, — in which tho second

name is used as an invocation.

] P 4£ /lj»
a villainous hypo-

crite.

M. tEl 1
[yo" "re enough] to

make e^en Budha angry.

] g^ Budha's head is often ap-

plied to prominent hills ; the

large beads in a rosary which

lie on the neck.

^ 1 ^ ^ our Budha's kind-

ness.

1 ^ ^ the houseleek. {Sempfi--

vivaif.)

1 B.S 'te ^ 1'6 has treated him

as the apple of his eye.

Eeadyw'/i, and synonynioiis with

5J?j
to •guide. Great; to htlp, to

support.

I Ij^ f^ }^ to help the throiie iii

bearing its great duties.

/^Jfc Like, as if; indistinct.

4/p) (5 1
for example; as it

s/« were ; resembling.

20
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Used for the last ; also readyifi.

Disheveled hair ; ornaments

on a head-dress ; like, nearly.

The countenance changing

through anger.

1 ^ /[> fft he turned pale

and showed his displeasure.

Read puh. Full, flushed.

A 1 ^ 4^ his face flushed and

changed color — as from rage.

1,4|| Like the last.

lyP > Sorry ; anxious ; excited and

j^" disapjwinted.

1 ^ (^ fe fie changed

color from vexation.

] ^ disquieted and grieving.

I (f5 ^ ^ unable to remove

one's anxiety.

To chop, to hev/ ; to cut in

two ; to beat,

1 IS ^ ^ he clave the bell

without making it sound

;

i.e. great talenls make little

parade in doing their work.

The bamlxx) screen or cur-

tain at the back door of a

carriage ; to trim an arrow

or dart.

^ ] an ornamented car-

riiige screen, worked out in

checkers.

A light breeze.

H m 1 1 'he gentle

zephyrs now and then come.

S« SL 1 ^ y*^"^ kindness

[has been like] a gentle

breeze to me.

From hand and
phonetic.

do not u the
!

s/"

c/"

If.
To oppose, to refuse ; to ob-

ject to ; contrary to.

"Uf ] ^ Oi yo! let it got,

be so. I

ii^ 1 W ^ ^"^ ^^^ oppose the

[Xjoplc's wishes. I

'i&t^ ^> 1
*'*^'" S'^ advice and

('o'.i't act per\'er8ely.

] ft § ;^ to oppose the oldj|

mm and elders. I

ju To shake oflf, to wave to and

fro ; to brush or push away

;

to expel ; used with the last, to

oppose, to contradict; to wipe, to

dust
;

perverse
;

proud ; used for

:Sk like ; a brush, a duster ; a sort

of mummer or pantomime, accom-

panying recitative plays.

1 idj shook his sleeve — and left.

1 Jl to brush oft' the dust.

] ^ to clean and wipe ; to make

tidy.

1 A "14 '" Awart people's wishes.

^ 1 ^ # •lo"'' oppose ™y
plans.

1 41 a fly whip.

] ^ a small duster.

5 'te M 1
mutual aid and coun-

teniuice ; log-rolling.

] J^ or ] jU perverse, mu-

lish.

] i^ a name for the Roman Eni-

pire, sHpfX)sed to be a transcript

of the word tt o A t v, or city, ap-

plied to Constantinople ; the

word seems to have been used

also for other cities, as ;$ ^ ]^ in one author denotes Perse-
}

polLs.
j

I

From xili: and to oppose ; it
;

nearly resembles the next. i

The lines which are used to
|

lift or carry the coffins of a I

grandee, or to tlrag the bier ; a
|

rope ; weighty, jjowerful, applied to
j

the emperor's words.
I

I s iu i^ ft Ui in 1
th.

kuig's words arc l.Kt silk thread,

but they grow [to be strong] as

rops.
i

Tangled ojr raveled gilk ; the

J tape Of cord which sustains

j/u a sf i.l ; a trace for dragging

a bie; ; to bind on.
i

] f.$ a cord, a rope.
!

^ I
to lay hold of the hearse

ropes ; »'. e. to attend a fune-

ral. I

j/«

Occurs used for the last and for

rj is happiness.

s/" Luxuriant, tangled vegeta-

tion that conceals the path ; to

screen ; a vail ; a carriage screen
;

ornaments for the hair; to open,

to clear away, as weeds.

] ij^ ofiicial income.

^ ^ ] j
he went into battle,

lusty and nerved for the strife.

1 ^ to remove grass, to pull up
the weeds.

^ ^ M.
I

the woman lost her

head coverings.

Used for the two last.

k-) A ribbon or tape to hold a

if^ seal; a sash.

;^ I ^ 3j5 the red sashes

( /. e. the gentry) then came.

From yz dog and y to icnrA,

as a dog who is dragged along
;

the two forms are now only
used in combination as a plio-

netic or primitive, and the se-

cond is the most common.

To prick a dog to make
him go.

'k-JLl Cold, wintry wind ; icy.

r/)C) —'ii H If 1
the icy winds

(/'« of the elei'enth moon.

A wand called
] ^, oma-

^) mented or covered with varie-

j/u gated silk, and held by mum-
mers ; a handkerchief.

] i^ fringes on these wands.

From worship and a phonetic
j

happiness.

Jo' To remove evil, to deprecate

sickness ; to disperse or drive

off; to cleanse impurity, to wash

away ; a sort of Budhist baptism

employed to obtain blessings.

1 ^ 5 ftf '° '*''axA off evil by

washing away all sins.

^ ]
to beg for cleansing.

1 fijj M Tt remove all ornaments

and begin ' anew ;
— said in a

moral sense.

Il/)C>
oconrs used for
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Colored in black and blue

stripes, which was one of the

symbols anciently embroid-

ered on the lower of theem-

peror's sacrificial robes ; elegant

;

an embroidered knee-pad or apron.

] 1^ an ornamented skirt.

^ ] embroidered figures. _-

^ ^ ^ his embroidered rote

bore the symbol.

Like the next.

'/\i A knee-pad of leather ; a cap

s/" or crown used in worship.

\ S 1 '•^^ strap to secure a

signet or seal.

,./''<

A knee-pad, or covering for

the shin, used by men ; bus-

kins or breeches, anciently

worn by the ,' southern tribes.

^ ]
red knee-pads.

1 H or
1 US garter pads

;

they are usually of embroi-

dered silk.

Ml
Jang

Old sounds, pong, p'ong and bong.

in Fuhchau^ hung, liong, and

Composed of Jt» "" and i&
insects or living tilings, because

\

when the mind moves all things

live ; it forms the 182d radical of

a group of characters relating to

storms, winds, &c. ; occurs used

for IS to ridicule.

The wind ; a gust, gale, or

breeze ; air, or as the Chinese define

it, " the eructations or gusts of the

dual i)rinciples, the envoy of hea-

ven and earth ;" breath, spirit, in

whicli sense the term ^ ] has

sometimes been used for tlie Holy

Ghost; the voice of; manner, de-

portment, style; the humors or

operations of the body, as influ-

enced by the weathor; fashion,

example ; administration, usage,

policy ; influence, reformation, in-

struction ; fame, reputation ; tenu-

per ; to effect by example ; to enjoy

the breeze ; function or habit ; fleet,

swift, as the wind ; lust ; heat in

animals ; to scatter, as wind does.

f^ ] a fair wind.

m ]
or m \

or IK Fl l'
a

head wind.

ft Jl 1 ^ S coming up fast

with a fair wind.

^ ^^ )
a strong gust of hot

wind.

^ ]
a gale, a high wind ; a

tyfoon, — a word derived from

the Cantonese sound of this

phrase.

In Canton, fung ;
— in Sicaiow, hong and

p'ung ;
— in Shanghai, fnng and vung ;

— t;

p^ [1| ] a gust from the hills;

a wind squall.

^ ]
a cold wind.

^ ]
a side wind.

^ I
a grateful breeze.

^M 1 ^o take the air ; it is also

a poetical name for the North

wind; as § ] is for the East

wind
; g|[ 1 for the South wind

;

and ^ ]
for the West wind.

^ij
]

a northeast wind.

I ^ the noise of a blast; a

rumor ; influence ; fame.

I ^ gaiety, folly, vice, dissipa-

tion.

] ^ usages, manners of a place.

] 'fb f fleets of the wind ; yiict.

influence or example.

f^ 1 wanton, lascivious, as a

courtesan.

^ ] character or usage of a

{jeople ; n.itional character.

^ ]
a literary spirit or fame.

^'
] J5 to love dissipation.

^ ] ^ to attract attention, to

play seductive wiles.

] ^l ^4 tS irascible, quick tem-

pered, fault-finding.

^ 1 M ji tl'ey heard [of Sie

Ngan's lU ^] fame and ran

;

said of a hundred thousand op-

posing troops.

] ^ the temper or general feel-

ing, as of a community.

pong ;
— tn Amoy, hong ;

—
n CItifu, fung and fSng.

^ 1 tJC to study the aspect of a

place, as for geomancy.

] 7K ^ ^ one who professes

to know tlie luck of a place or

grave.

Cfc JfJ 1 i to make one declara-

tion, to say it once.

^ 1 tS. ^ to listen to idle m-
mors and guesses, a newsmonger,

a talebearer ; to gossip.

B- f^ 1 '' ^'^ ^ side-ear wind
;

i. e. I did not hear.

J® W 1 ?^ '' ^^^^ "^ relish ; it is

well-cooked.

y"
f^-

"]»
] I willingly acknow>.

ledge your influence.

't' 1 ^ In struck down speech-

less, as by ajxiplexy.

f^ ]
I have caught a cold

;

rheumatic pains.

] }j^ damp and chilly, as a room
;

malarious ; rheumatic.

@ ]
the ballads of a country.

^ ^ j the cattle lia\e gone to

roam.

'^ Hi A. 1
' ^ some go about

ridiculing and satirizing others.

I ,^ ^ g| Ihey have nothuig to

do w itii each other ; j. e. the two

pcr.sons are no more connected

than the wind and a horse.

^ I
to expo.se to the air; met.

to di\ulge.

what lucky wind blew you here I
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] ^ ft ^ '•'' '""joy tl"^ breeze

among the rustic altare.

j^ I J@ to give a feast to greet a

friend.

1 a" 1 WB 6^ ^° spread idle

rumors; a newsmonger.

P^ 1
or ^ I

the wind blows.

] fij! the god of the wind, .^olus ;

also, the style, bearing, or de-

meanor of a man.

j^ ] a name for the falcon, al-

luding to its flight against the

wind.

From wood and tcind.

The maple (Acerj, of which

,J^'>ff two or three species are com-

mon in northern China; in

the southern provinces, it includes

the liqiiidambar ; in some places,

as in Nganhwui, the plane tree is

intended, and also a sort of nyco-

more ; while the tallow tree is

sometimes wrongly so called, pro-

bably from the likeness of its leaf

to the maple; and one Chinese

author says the people of Kiangnan
thus call any tree with deeply trifid

lea^'es and a balsamic odor.

] § the gum of the liquidambar,

said to turn iiit'^ amber in ages.

] ^ the palace, because an em-
peror of the Hau dynasty plant-

ed many maples in hLs grounds.

JJ- 1 the maple, alluding to its

autumnal leaves.

JS ^ &1 1 SI tbe plane tree

turns red wlien the hoarlrost

dyes the river's banks.

;:^ I
-^ lucrabau or chatdmngra

seeds of the Cfi/nocarxlia odorata,

brouQjht from Siara as a remedy
for leprosy and itch.

jj-f
From distdse and wind,

c7/ffi.V In the south of China, le-

(./""y prosy, scrofula, and their

kindred diseases ; in the

north, where leprosy is uncommon,
it signifies insane, deranged ; aL«)

Jiiilsied, paralyzed.

^ 1 to e.\hibit signs of leprosy
j

leprous.

^1 the leprosy.

||^ I
a snapping headache.

1 M ^ T ^^ ^'^ ^°S ^^
bitten him.

] ^ a lazar-house ; a lazaretto.

1 ^ 01'
1 fi ™3fl> deluded, sil-

ly ; acting strangely ; such a 1

person is called
j ^ a j)ossess-

ed imp, or ] -J a maniac.

|. ] a high bridge of the nose.

I S ^ W 1
"liat beautiful

peaks are seen in the summer
clouds

!

'r^^ plioneti

fire and opposing as the

lionetic.

<^
The original form was intended

to represent a vigorous plant ris-

ing above the ground; 'outraeted

iJ if from ^ to grow and ^ roots

striking down.

Luxuriant
;

plump, good-look-

ing, easy
;

graceful, fine ; mellow,

as sound.

1 5|c graceful, as a dress
;
plump,

fresh.

] i^ an easy carriage, said of

men.

1 tl il il ^''^y pleasing i"'J

animated.

] ^ or ] jjhp fair, handsome

;

sylph-like, fairy.

-^ ^ \ % your fine bearing. Sir.

1 hM mellow, sweet, as music.

] i^ luxuriant grass.

] iJH accomplished, elegajit and

learned.

Light and trifling, as the way
of a flirt.

Mutual opposition ; to butt,

to push, as cattle do ; to pull

^fCing and drag; to meet and clash.

From hil! and nn/iOBinrt ; occurs

used for /'iitg ^^ the zebu.

T>-j peak or top of a hill ; a

summit, an apex ; the hump
Oil a camel or zebu.

1 Q ridges .-uid peaks.

^ )
a lofty summit ; as ^ ]^ )

a noted hill south of I he Yangtsz'

Kiver, between Nanking and

Cliinkiang.

32 1 a fine green, grassy (leak.

Jj[ ] a solitary lofty height

iJ'dng A fire-place of brick of a

conical shape to light beacon

fires on, so as to notify an

enemy's approach.

] ^ a beacon fire.

i^^ 1 *K I'glil the fire in the

beacon.

From ^ eye and Igk crar/- con-

tracted, to describe the malady.

The eyelids drawn together

from disease or otherwise, so

that they open slightly.

I
B^ a sleepy eye.

jffl ^ /^ ]
1* your eyes are blink-

ing and nodding.

From insect and the next cha-

racter contracted: the tirst I'urm

ia the common one.

Insects of the family of Vcn-

pid(w, as bees, hornets, wasjjs,

S{ihex, &c.; also lai^e flies

similar to them ; to swarm,

to multiply ; to fill the land, said

of rebels, who thus, so to speak,

sting the state.

^ ]
a honey bee.

] J the queen bee.

J^ I
a gad-fly, a horse-fly.

1 1 oi-
1 M or

1 1^1 «

nest.

^ ]
a wasp, a hornet.

+ ] a ground or humble-bee.

^ ]
a laige blue-bottle fly.

1 ^f or
I ^ or

I Ij a wasp's

sling.

^ %£ 1 & the robbers arose in

swarms

1 ^ ^ II a go-between, a

match-maker ; tlie reference is

to the bee and butterfly sucking

flowers.

flff _t. ** great crowd gatli-

bee's

ered ; a rabble ran together.
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The sharp point of a weajwii

or tool ; a sjxiar, a lance ; the
,

^f&ng tip ; bristling, like a line of i

bayonets ; to rise up, as '

spears ; turbulent ; the x'an of a
|

troop.
j

^ ]
to join battle ; to attack.

]
§|t the tip of a spear.

] iJJ ^ J(l ill the crossing of

swords and sjiears, /. e. in actual

battle.

"15^
1

O"" Tfe 1
'li<^ front, the

vanguard.

] '^ ^ 7J a sharp, keen knife

or blade.

S 1 115 f$ try when the knife is

sharp ; met. use your powers at

their prime.

^ 'fi' flUil 1
i' is »ot best to

hit against the spears ; i. e. do

not run into temptation.

^ ] bitter strife and rivalry, as

for a woman.

I^llill^^^ 1
to try her

powers of repartee and conversa-

tion.

A humjjed animal of the ox

kind, which is perhaps in-

^f&ng tended for the brahminee

bull {Bos indicm) or zebu of

India.

Ji-r Originally composed of Tp to

(.^f'4 guard, and jj^ to go, with 'J^

f&ng '"'"' under it, denoting the

tenures granted to nobles ; others

derive it from ^ a baton niiJ

Tp to guard, referring to the

duties of a vassal prince.

^ The appanage of a lord ; a

domain, a tenure ; to grant a fief

to one ; to invest a noble with rule

over it; to appoint to office; to

give a patent of nobility ; to seal,

to stamp; to press, to taboo, to

appropriate for government use ; to

close, as a letter ; lo cover or fill,

as a crack ; boundaries
;
great ; af-

fluent
; to tnricli ; to be avaricious

for gain ; mercenary ; to heap up
earth ; to raise a tumulus : to get

dusty
; an envelope ; a classifier of

letters or things sealed up; the

contents of such parcels, a present

;

occurs used for the last.

—
1 ^ o.<e letter; J^ ^ —^

I
an en\elope containing sever-

al inclosures.

""*
] ^ tF <* parcel of money,

say 20 or 25 taels.

] |§ to ennoble an officer's pa-

rents; the patents of such a

dignity.

] ^ to confer a rank of nobi-

lity.

^ ]
to give a largess ; to make

a present of money.

I
*£ to prohibit and seal up, a.s

a mine.

1 ^ to impress a boat.

P^ ]
a douceur to a porter.

] §^ to seal up a shop, as on a

failure; which is called ] ^,
when affixed to a criminal's

house ; the strips pasted across

the door are called ] ^, and

bear the title of the officers ; a

government seal.

I jpf
to deify a person, as is done

by the emjieror.

1 M J^ S the high provincial

oHicers.

I
^ or

I ^ an envelope.

^' ] a "nailed-up dispatch," is

a secret or important order from

government ; it is nailed l>etween

boards.

I ^ to confer a right to rule over

a state, as is now done to Lew-

chew.

] f^ to establish a fief for one.

1 P|J ^3 Pn '" ^^"^ '"""^ "F'"
public offices, as at new-year.

^ seal it close
;
glue it tight.

I 1 ^ ^ ^ ^'^^y '''^'' fa".'''}'-

old and dirty from dust.

-|-| A hill with a tenific gorge,

c^y (thought to be in Shansi,) on

I f&ng vhich the great carj) ascend-

ed, and became a dragon ;

it is also called || f^ dragon gate,

and frequent allusions to it occur

in literary efforts and contests.

-jL^L '^" old name for a sort of

C3c>l cultivated Cn(o/«Y/, allied to

(/""!/ tl'* nuistard, and having va-

rious names in difterent

places, of which the most common
now is |ll ^ ; its sprouts, stalks,

and roots were successively eaten in

the four seasons.

] 1^ cheap vegetables ; met. jxwr

and unavailable; trifling, un-

worthy.

^ ^ 1 ^ I am going to gather

the mustard salad.

Mh The character is intended to re-

. t=f present a _H. goblet filled or heap-

I'Ctnu
®'^ ^*P with things; it is often con-

tracted to ^ when used alone,

but not correctly.

A large goblet, a full cup

;

abundant, plenteous, as a crop ; co-

pious, affluent ; exuberant, fertile,

prolific
;
plenty, the opposite oik'ien''

^ scarcity; rich in talents, pro-

ix.'rty, or friends.

] ^ a [ilenteous year, when jg.

^ I ^ the grain fills the gra-

naiies, and is copiously piled up.

1 5S *"
1 S pro.sperous, increas-

ing in everything.

] ^ ample, gr(5wing rich, well

supplied.

] ^ rii)e, full growTi, as grain.

1 M " tprni for the ancient capi-

tal of Wsn AVang, situated near

the
I y^, and southerly from

the present Si-ngan fu in Shensi.

] ;^ a name for garlic.

1 jy sumptuous, as a feast

] ^ a fat, portly man.

1 J^ •'' plenteous table.

W ^ 1 !^ * ^^'^ ^^'tli 1^'gli cheek

bones, like Han Kao-tsu the

founder of the Han dynast}'.

I 1^ is also the god of Thunder.

!f^ I
to gixe of the fullness ; t. e.

to make a present, to fork out,

to pay the bill.

iy Ijfy ] to scheme how to get a

high price or a good return ; as

to present a peach and get a

dollar.
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From forest and wind as the

I>hoDetic.

^fang The wind swaying the tops of

the trees ; the maple or plane

tree ; the noise made by

priests when chanting.

1^ Fairies, genii, called il ] ;

J^ a term used by the Taoists

^fdng for immortals.

v^H A stream in the south of

(i_g, Shensi in Hu hien fJ f^, m
^fdng Si-ngan fu ; it joins the R.

Wei on the north, west of

the Eiver King.

if^ng

fp
From city and abundant.

f.3j^* A modern way of writing g
</^"^ 7§f the old capital of Wan

Wang in the present Hu hien

in Shensi.

]^ a district on the Yangtsz' E.

in Chung cheu in the east of

Sz'ch'uen, where the fire-wells

occur ; it is used as a term for

hell or Tophet, whose entrance

is under the }3^ J^. 5^ placed

there ; in it is a ] ^ J^ ^lie

city of Yen-lo wang or Pluto,

who is styled ] ^ ^ '^ ^^
great Buler of Hades.

From ,^ horse and ^ ice con-

tracted ; occurs used for ip'ing

^^ evidence.

A horse running swiftly.

Bead ip'ing. To mount, to

ascend ; to boast ; to rely on, to

trust ; dissatisfied ; to get over a

stream without a boat; evidence,

proof.

^ )^ 1 M to attack a tiger or

cross a river ;— a brave reckless

, fellow would do it.

\ ^ a marine deity, the son

of the Yellow Emperor, who
drowned himself

] ]
the sound of beating walls.

I ^ boastful, trusting in, as in

riches.

V

ifong

From water and wind as the pho-

netic.

The dashing, rippling sound

of waves along the beach.

Read ^fun, in the phrase ]

j an easy, gentle sound.

From ^ to yo and ^ ojipos.

inify but some say from ^ a

peak contracted.

To meet with one, to come

across ; to meet unexpectedly ; to

anticipate, to countenance, to run

against ; to occur ; wide, flowing,

as a robe.

] ^ I have just met him.

1 "^ to have good fortune ; a

turn of good luck.

;}g ] the two met ; to visit or

see one ; but ^ 4S I
means

mutual congratulations on a si-

milar good fortune or promotion.

fj jj^ \ ^ to be very attentive

(or sycophantic) to people you

meet.

|g| I
hard to find ; a diflSculty in

seeing, as a friend.

^ lf& ft 1
'^^ have met in a nar-

row path, — and which shall

yield?

1 A 'S H *h®" y"" ""^"t *

man speak to him ; he tells it

to everybody he meets, as a tat-

tler does.

^ ]
whenever; every time; as

§ 1 H whenever a third [day]

occurs ; »'. e. on the 3d, 13th, and

23d of the moon.

^ ]
just now met him (or oc-

curs) ; it is the time of ; season-

able.

1 ^ ^"t^ ^^^ flowing robes of

literati, such as Confucius wore.

I ;§ ;2l ^ *<* meel or counte-

nance a prince in his evil deeds.

Read iP&ng. The roll of drums.

St S^ 1 \ ^^ lizard skin drums

rattled their tattoo.

Interchanged with the next.

To sew ; to baste ; to mend,

if(tng ag a rip.

] ^ ^ to make clothes.

From silk and to meet! tJsed with
the last.

if'iitg To sew, to baste, to stitch;

fang'' to unite, as by a seam.

^ ) a tailor ; to cut or sew

clothes.

I ^ to make clothes

] §1 ^ poor seamstresses who
sit in the streets.

] i^ to make new garments.

1 ^ s^ to l'"^'- for hem) fine-

ly.

^ I
to mend or sew as one ; met.

to make up or recliiy, as an

error or blunder.

I P to sew a rent; to join or

cover a seam.

] _L ^ §f sewed it over several

times.

Read fung' A seam, a crack,

a chink, a cleft ; a chance, an op-

portunity.

ifii 1 "? to paste up cracks.

^ I
to seam or point, as bricks

;

to paste or join on another piece

;

to lengthen the sheet.

^ I
-y a mistake in doing

things ; a defect in character.

^ M 1 W ^ "ot a place (or

crack) where he can hide himself

or escape.

U "P ]
the seam is ripped

open.

^ ] to lose ; to let slip, as through

the fingers.

AO^ The name of river; a pool, a

c »jl£ marsh.

i/Ctng ] ^ harassed, anxious, dis

turbed.

Read ip^&ng. The swirling

eddies in a stream.

To recite prayers.

] 1^ to chant the litany, as

Budhists do the Pali text.

1 1 very productive, as

melons.

Read 'pSng. To laugh aloud
;

a loud voice.
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^ Mjgl From ]Bf to cover and S' 'oant-

'.^^"̂ iny ; it is nearly sjnonymous

l/""y "''"i "(2 to reject ;
and is used

also for jip to receive.

To return, to go back against

one's wishes ; to throw a rider ; to

be thrown from one's horse.

1 *| ;^ J^ an unmanageable

restive horse ; disobedient, like

fractious children.

From hand and to receive; similar

to ^^ and frequently read ^)*ang,

'fdng To hold up or receive in both

hands ; to scoop up ; to offer,

as to a superior ; to present a hand-

ful ; to hold in both hands.

I ^ to hold [a book], and read

it carefully.

— 1 ^ "g a double hantlful.

U ]
clouds embosom the sun.

^ ]
-^ wooden gyves, used like

stocks on the feet.

I ^ -fj
hold it firmly.

1 ii grasp it carefully ; hold it

by tlie rim.

1 7K t^ to drink out of the hands.

-' Composed of ^ hand and "ff*

grasped together, with ^ Jion-

fdnff' rhkinff as a phonetic; occurs used

for the last.

To receive respectfully, as

in both hands ; to receive from a

superior ; to deliver or oft'er to

him; to reverence; to serve, to

escort ; to praise ; respectfully, obe-

diently ; to obey, to f(Wow.

I If^ to attend to orders, to carry

out commands.

] ^ to take care of one's parents.

1 ^ to- receive instruction ; to be-

come a convert ; to enter a sect

I ^ to receive kindly ; to flatter.

] ^ to coBgratulate and eeud

presents to one. ^ -

] ^ to serve ; to wait on.

] ^ to get orders.

1 ^C 5^ jS intrusted by Heaven
with the care of the empire

;

Mukten is called
| ^C ^ ^^u-

sion to this idea.

FUNG.

^ ] ^ I 'o cheerfully receive

the prince's orders.

f^ 1 M "^ to wait on and help

[one's parents] morning and

evening.

1 JE to respectfully undertake.

I ^ iS -^ to follow the old cus-

tom, to imitate predecessors.

1 §11 iji J ^*^6 received the dis-

patch ordering me.

I ^ 5c ^ to reverently respond

to Heaven's behest.

1 'M to go and offer congratula-

tions ; to wait to receive a visit.

1 'JtS 1 ^ hand a cup of tea and
a pipe.

] )g received the will— of the

Etnperor.

1 _t to present a gifl to a su-

perior.

Jf "g ] -^ I tell you with the

utmost sincerity.

^ §£
I

I receive just that sum
and no more ; that is only the

wages or salary, no penjuisiles.

#is-A 1 a^JiJ^it
was not that I the sovereign

deemed it to be my prerogiitive

to make you mieasy.

MFrom ,^ hird and Jl, al/ ; q. d.

the chief of all birds.

J '"9 A fabulous and felicitous

bird ; the male of which is

so termed, and the female )g[,

usually called a phoenix ; the type

of this bird seems to have been the

argus pheasant, which has been

gradually embellished and exag-

gerated ; it is poetically applied to

the empress as incomparable and

happy ; the f| and §[_ are referred

to in marriage observances as the

groom and bride ; it often occurs in

names of places, flowers, and of-

ficers ; ornamented with phoenixes

;

imperial.

] ^ a bride's coronet with pen-

dents.

»ft ^ ^ 1 ^^ the phoenix among
birds

; q. d. the chief, the

cynosure, as an emperor.
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II BT 1 fl [like] a dragon's

liver and a phoenix's marrow

;

i.e. a great delicacy ; a rare dish.

fI 1 '^ ^ ^'' emperor's children.

I ^ [like] the emperor's eye, a
sign of good luck ; it has certain

striae on the outer canthus.

) From man and to receive,

Emoluments, salary, stipend

;

J&ny allowance, wages, or income,

— usually from the state.

1 i^ or
] ^ salary paid an offi-

cer ; some of it is paid in rice to

military men.

^ ]
an official stipend.

^ ]
a fixed salary.

I ^ government allowance.

1^ I
to forfeit the salary.

J|l ] to increase the pay.

^ 1 st ffl to retu-e from office

on its income.

.^tefj From KFrom word and wind; q. d. re-

ees are spread abroad by the

A ; occurs interchanged with
J'&ity its primitive.

To rehearse or recite in a

musical tone, or as when

learning a lesson ; to speak meta-

phoriciilly ; to satirize ; to ridicule

;

to reprove by parables or iiiuendo

;

metaphor, allusion, irony, satire

;

pasquinade.

I I'g
to chant ; to bum over, as a

lesson.

^ ]
to ridicule, to quiz, to reflect

on, to joke.

1 1^ to reprove, to remonstrate

with, as by allusion or satire.

] =§ .satire, irony
;
jokingly.

1 $l| * pointed gibe, a cutting

quip.

g^ ] satirical ballads.

m^ 1 From i>ro/>f,rt»/ aad to cover, rfl-

ferring to covering a corpse.

fdny'' To give aid to a friend in

preparing for a funeral, es-

pecially a horse and carriage.

1 ^ to give things, as money and

clothes, to be interred.
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Old sounds, ha, hai, ka, gak, gat, antf kai. 7n Canton, hoi ;
— in Swatow, liai ; — in Amoy, hai ;

— in Ftthchau,

]iai ;
— in Shanghai, he and '6

;
— in Cliifu, hai.

Jmi

From mouth ami pleased

;

also read si, At' and lai.

It

A noise of laughing and jok-

ing; one says, the speechless

terror of fright ; to smile at ; used

also as an exclamation of astoin'sh-

ment.

From son ami a horary character,

or more likely the next contracted.

Tall and thin.

I& 1 ^ gaunt, lank man.

From to go and a mile.

Ready to start, and yet in-

clined to rem.iin ; uncertain

about starling.

,/itii A child beginning to smile,

children that need to be car-

ried ; a child ; a youth, espe-

cially a Iwy ; tender, just boni.

jg ] a male infant, a baby lately

born.

] -f or
)J» ] ^ children, bairns.

1 5i ^ l§^ '"^ ^^'"' "" """1® ^^'®'

doni tlian a child.

1 ^ j^ g young children ; ba-

bies in arms.

] y ^ a gro\ip of children play-

ing boisterously.

] ^ Ji '1 child's face, — a fancy

name for the mowtan flower.

t& ^ ] ^ don't kill newly

hatched insects.

M
Jtai

Jun '

Like the last, but it is now usual-

ly >C!id k'o/i) a synonym of ^C to

cough.

A smile or prattle of a child.

] ^ a laughing infant, when
j

it begins to return a parent's !

caress. I

i

From head and a horary charac-
j

ter ; also read k'oh.

l^

The bones of the chin ; to

j/j'o hold by the chin or neck, as

an infant is dandled ; under

the chin.

^ ^ ]
resting the chin on the

hand.

] ]^ a furrier's name for pelage

on the neck.

1 ^l(
•"

1 ^ the chin, also called

jffi E ] ? "' colloquial.

From JJC iialer

contracted.

and W$ olisrur

'kli The sea, /. e. nature's pool,

which is the receptacle of all

streams with their silt,— refen'ing

chiefly to the Yellow Sea ; an arm

of the ocean ; a large river ; ma-
j

rine, capacious ; vast, as an en-

cyclopaedia
;
great, oceanic ; that

which comes from the sea ; mari-

time ; an expanse, as a desert
;

in anatomy, some spaces in the

body.

pg ] the four sea.s or ] ^
within the seas, old phrases for i

China, — now vaguely used for

it alone, and for all the world

too ; no specific bodies of water

were intended, for the outer

'

borders of China were thought

to reach the utmost seas on all
|

sides ; the phrase ] often ,

means free, at large, uncon-

'

fined
;

great, big, vast ; every-

where. '

tu^ji ifeitra 1 T if we;

take a ramble, wc shall l)e re-
j

freshed greatly. I

A ^ ] S^ a clever, pleasant i

and good-looking man.

{ij I
or _t 1

to voyage by sea

;

to travel.

1 It or ]
^pirat/

] ^ the sea-side.

1 ^V ^ tk '^''•' strange story is

from beyond the seas; a great

exaggeration.

\ ^ marine delicacies.

1 11 I 'lie Dragon Sea King,

the Chinese Neptune.

] ^ he is able to drink a sea of

wine.

i§ ]
over the seas ; at Canton, it

means to cross the river.

iffi ill ^ 1
"I'^y yo"'' happiness

be like the eastern se.i.

1 iS '" watch against .smugglers

;

to patrol the coasts.

1 ft ^ iM f**'' "^ff) remote re-

gions ; to the ends of the

earth.

] ^ a long yarn, a sea-story.

1 ikt sea-serpents ; a sea-blubber

like the Medusa is sometimes so

called.

1^ ] n to talk grandly, to vapor

and brag.

] {^ .1 very big platter.

til ^h ]
g">'« over the seas.

"g^
] sometimes refers to Koko-

nor, at othere to the Aral or

(Jaspian seas, and even to Lake
Baikal.

] fff a mirage ; any strange un-

real sight; imaginative.

^ I
the bitter .sea— of life ;

— a

Budhist term for the world ; as

^^% ^^ \
'he great sea of

lite and death (.sV»H^««Y<), means

mort^life subject to change.

thed^ me Duke who cleared

the seas ; — the title of Ko-

xinga's lineal descendant.

] the arable rich regions; i.e.

China.

Ill Pekingese. Fully, altogether;

wildly, at random, all at sea.

Be 1 i§ 1^ the court was all

pavefi.

^ ] ;$ a cart that goes anywhere

for custom, or has no rcgidar

stand.

] ^ to seize loosely ; having

no clue or order to arrest any-

body.



'hii

'fuii

• HAL

A wine jar, ^ ] shaped

like a gallipot, made of earth-

en or pewter ; and containing

50 to 100 catties ; an am-

phora.

Correct form of the last.

A wooden tub for holding

spirits.

^ j
(also wrongly written

tS i^) containing a hundred

catties or more.

C-ii*#^ From spirits ami ajar. '

rJDL Minced and pickled meat,
'kii of crabs, fowls, fish, insects

;

(fee. ; to cut fine and put into

brine with seasoning ; the brijie or

pickle of these sauces or con-

diments ; to simmer.

1 ^ i)ickled sauce or hash.

hashed meat I

I Jiz pickled crabs or shrimps.

f^ ^ 1
don't suck up the

brine.

^
I

or •^ ]
to fry hashed

meat. -

'!>»•> Also written like the next.

'f-^^ To raise up.

g ] name of the god whom
the Great Yii ordered to plan

what laud was to appear from

the deluge. ' '

.

- I *J This ancient character is. said to

'^^ be made of itian J\ above and

ktp

^̂
i- 3C wo7«aH below, or of. . two

placed above ^ ftco below.

The last of tlie twelve branches,

answering to" the ^^ boar; it per-

tains to water, and denotes North

"on tbe compass-card.
'

] ^ the tenth mooii.
~ "

"

g^ ]
—. Jt|> s^' and hat counter-

'-vail oath' 'olh(?r ; '-^people' bcfrn

in those years may not wed.

HAI.

I ^ are five years in the cycle

(the 12th, 24th, 36th, 48th, and

60th, all referred to the boar,)

which contain this branch.

] {|f the hour from 9 to 11

o'clock P. M.; J£ I
is 10 o'clock,

and ^1 is 9 o'clock.

I rfj a fair held late in the even-

ing.

# .% 1 IC Jty e. ;^ in [he

mistakes characters, confound-

ing] lu for yii, and hai for shi,

and hardly knows who he is

himself.

^fe^^ Composed of/^ a shelter and P
|r:t mouth, with 3p' between ; an-

hcti' other old form is composed of »^
a covering and ^ to hurin.

To injure, to hurt, to prejudice

;

to receive injury; to offend; to

damage ; injurious, hurtful, calami-

tous; fearful of, anxious about, a

sense or fear of,— for which the

next is more correct ; a dread pro-

duced by calamity; envious of;

before a verb, becomes an adverb

of intensity.

I fQ much scared, terrified.

1 tfl
'^^ excessively cold.

1 M^ ^ ^ M *'hese calami-

ties have couie on him because

of his greed for gain.

%m^^nm l
t^ose rob-

bers have burned a great deal.

] ^ taken very sick; he is dan-

gerously sick.
.

f^ ] to injure and woimd.

^ I ^ cares for nothing, brazen-

faced. .

1 A IP 1 e, you will only

injure yourself
. by • wronghig

Qthei-s... .;. ,..',... J

...j J^ entirely .disgrg.ced ; sensitive

i. to shame- - -, .. . "i
•'

^ ]
or ^\ ^^ hijure deeply,

: to destroy property or wound.

^ ] to injure recklessly.

HAI. .161

'i^ 1 ^ 1 '** i' 'I'iiigfrous or

not ? — as opium smoking.

jtfc 1 injury irom walef.

j^ I
to remove danger or evil.

^ I ^ ^ it has sustained no
slight damage.

1 :& Is M ['I'c god.s] bring

down the arrogant and bless the

. humble.

'5 1 ^ tb envious,of his power.

I S Ii^ 1
the kingwillnot.be

injured. ' '
'

^!l E. ] A to benefit one's self

at another's exjiense or injury.

M •] ;^ Ji important pUcfs,

spots that need to be guarded

;

it is also read hoh/xw tlii§ sense.

Eead lioh^ Who? ivliyf

1 ^ 1 S ®^*'l i*^ ^ washed or

not. ' ^

1^' Sorrowful ; depressed by fear

I^^ of a worse illness,
i ,:,

-

1

kit'
] ^ I am afraid I- am
going to be sick.

I B^ I think my.cyesi v-ill

be ailing.. .."..',

> Envy ; injurious jealousies,

I which it is said did not 'exist

kii'' in primitive times ; to sup-

press, to conceal, as envy. \

[t^^ Bones.

Pt S^ "h* 1' an ingrate, one

Mi* - who has no seiitiu ul' grati-

tude or right.

rt^^J An exclamation of regret, or

{*p| staitling surprise.

kxi'' 1 Pj" 1§ T '*^'^** a:pi€y!

Oh! how sad. '

^ ,, .

x.'4' '^- Alack! oht haiya!' -an

.:' exolamatioi) which-is.written m
many ways.'

• ' •• - - :.- '•
:

' .--7 «;,*-
..- ^ Bead ^iiiAj .T^gape,] tQ'>t^.|n

the mouth. ' i^-,-'

21
~rr~i<
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m
.hart

O/d fdunds, hftn, ham, kam, kan, gaii, and gam. In Cantoa, hon, horn, and ham ;
-

ban, kw"*, and w^a ;
— in Amoy, ham and han ; — in ftihchaa, hang,

;

U", ye», W, ho" and 'o» ;
— in Chifu, han.

] 5^ ^ a crazy loon, a half-

cracked fellow.

^j I
-^ a half-witted chap.

in Swaiou), ham, k'am,

— in Shanykaiy

From spirits aud sweet.

Exhilirated, merry, as from

drink
;
jolly, tipsy

;
jocund,

j

riant, as a landscape ; deep,
j

as sleep ; fearless, determined, as

a soldier.

j |g cheerful, excited ; delight-

ful, as a view ; lively, as a

style.

^ ^ ] elevated, happy from a

little drink.

] IK drinking and singing.

1 ^ * deep, sweet sleep.

m From insect or jish, and
sweety alladiug to its taste

'^

the first form is commonest.

Bivalve shells with §col-

<^iinH J loped surfaces, crenulaled
<'*"'

or ribbed like the Area or

Pecten, are called ^ ] ;

the spacies are iiupierous on this

coast, the great Chama is one ; one

name for the common Area is ^
J^ -^ from its resemblance to

Chinese tiling.

4U> The district city of
) fj in

{ P |) Kwang-ping fu in the south

f
ten of Cliihli, so called because it

is said that the hilly country

of Shantung ends there ; it was

the capital of the feudal state of

Chao j^ in the Cheu dynasty;

abundant ; the name of a river.

From to sigi and the whole ; it

differs from lien sX <o enshroud.

To desire ; to ask for a thing

pUyftilly ; to pretaid to beg.

Frort Meart aad to presume ; on*
also read? it hien^ meaning ob-
stinate.

Foolish, silly ; having the

look and manner of an im-

becile person.

U half idiotic ; harebrained.

T~:~ I. .niLii'iii ! I -ii~T

,han

A large face.

1 1^ bald-headed ; a smooth

Jian pate.

P'rom nose and shields

To snore.

Jam ^ ]
or ] IQ to snore.

,^, am 1 going to quietly let an-

other man snore under my bed 1

— said by Tao-kwang in refer-

ence to foreigners' demands.

,/tan

To smile tmder restraint ; a

suppressed laugh or smile ; to

desire.

] ^ a forced laugh.

Jiun

A water jar with ears by
which to carry it.

] '^ a drain, a spout.

^ \ ^ drain-pipes which

fit into each other.

'^
] a water sluice, a flume, an

aqueduct.

^ A^ A wide opening; an adit.

<M& \ Wt '^* mouth, as of a

^han valley or cave ; a wide and

deep cavity.

From moutk and now above it

,han
To hold something in the

mouth the mouth ; full ; to

contain, to embody ; to cherish ; to

suffer, to tolerate, to put up with

;

to restrain ; to put a gem or coin

in a corpse's mouth.

] ^ or 1 jg, to be patient to-

wards ; to bear with, as a way-

ward scholar.

] ^ to smile ; whence the frag-

rant Magnolia fttscata, the
| ^

)|^ gets its name.

~n—IT— I 1 u :j~r—T— . ~

1 ^ ffi ^ IE '^'^ s"'^^ o"" lick

a pencil to a sharp point.

] ^ to blush, to be ashamed.

-^ ) to contain in ; inclosed in
;

to be lenient, to endure wrong

;

magnanimous ; to quell, as one's

temj)er.

1 s& '•^ restrain the anger.

] ^ to bear in mind.

1 1
^'^ 1 fS9 muttering, indis-

tinct, reticent.

^ ]
to bear with, to forgive.

I iS IS> J^ *'0 patiently bear hi-

sult and obloquy.

I ^ to maintain one's principles.

I
5/» pfc :^ the vast and glorious

canopy that embraces all.

P^ I
or ] alone, a Budhist term

for uffama, or four kinds of

writhigs on muior subjects of

philosophy.

^ S ] M ^° ^'^^^ "^ '^* mouth,

as a sugar-plum.

j ^ to restrain the tears.

] iB 01'
1 i^ ^^^^ asleep about a

thing ; careless as to how it is

done ; slovenly ; immaterial, any-

how.

] ^ to smother one's resentments.

In Pekingese. Disgraceful.

1 {§ (or
I ^) bad looking, b-

congruous, reproachful ; to mor-

tify, to cause disgrace.

In Fuhchau. Incomplete, con-

fused ; shabbily ; to close, to shut to

oijly partially ; to cover, as a fire

with ashes.

A press or doset ; armor.

i>I(HH ] ^ luail armor, for mak-

^hun ing which the
| J^, armor-

ers or artisans of Yen |^
or Chihli were celebrated of

old.
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Said to be composed of yV man

and p3 ft mortar ; it occurs used

for tiie la.«t ; the first aud un-

usu.ll form is supposed to re-

present tlie space under tlie

tongue, or tlie tongne lolling or

thrust out ; the third form much

resembles iih 35 extreme.

To iiifoM, to contain, to en-

velop ; to comprehend ; what

is contained in an envelope or a

cover, such as enwraps Chinese

books ; a letter ; a press ; armor

;

liberal, capacious.

•^ ]
or ^ I

letters ; a letter.

^ 1
or j|: j or -^

1
your va-

lued favor.

^ ]
an epistle.

1 \ an armorer, one \rtio makes

] ^ the mail plates ; the pre-

cedin<? is also iLsed for this sense.

1 ^ patiently
;

generous, for-

bearing.

I
^ declared in the letter ; the

dispatch says . .
.

'.

I
"^ ii ~f ^ ^I'o ^™ yoif piip'l)

i.e. your obedient servant ; de-

rived from
] ^ the name given

to a teacher's table.

^ I
a letter written for a special

l)urpose.

1 ffi ^^ request a favor by letter.

IK 1 ^ f5 the seeds held their

vitality in them.

] .i in i§ covered it like the sea.

1 'S* iH '^ retired spot near the

present Ling-pao hien ^ ^ ]f]^

in the northwest of Honan,
where Laotsz' wrote his Tao-
teh King.

M
Imn

The later form of the pre-

ceding, denoting the chin,

I

or the space directly under

J
the motith.

c}S
From mater and contain ; occurs

used for its primitive.

jA<(» Water coming hito a boat

;

to submerge; to steep, to

soak ; to contain ; vast, capacious

;

to leak ; marshy.

] ^ to keep one's teinper ; to

cherish, as \irtue ; kindly, pa-

tient.

Wi i% 1 ^ '^'"^ boisterous waves

go as high as the sky.

1 St submerged, sunk.

1 }^ a sluice, a waste-weir, a

draining channel.

f$ 1 indulgent, very ready to

forgive.

,fuin

Jian

A wooden bowl or trencher

to hold liquids ; a casket ; a

case; one defines it to plant

trees.

A sleeve ; a cloth to stuff

the ear.

I 1^ a long sleeve.

~T^|y Name of an ancient place,

c I P ] }^ in the state of Wu
j/««i .^, now Kao-yiu cheu ]^ ^

^t| near Yang-cheu fu on the

Grand Canal in Kiangsn, where

was a canal ; another name for

the state of Yueh ^, lying south

towards Hangcheu.

1 ?£ is a river near it, which is

now applied to Chinkiang fu on

the Yangtsz' R.

From f^ a sheltf-r and yv vian

under it among !)"|' plants,

i""" Cold, wintry ; shivering

;

chilled ; simple, plain
;

poor,

unsupplied, necessitous ; a depre-

ciating term for my, mine ; dis-

couraged.

i^ shivering with cold.

I
excessively cold.

— ] — ^ now cold and then

warm.

I ^ plain, unpretending, not

showy.

^T 1 ^ struck through with the

cold.

fS 1
•" IS 1 #1 lo take cold,

sick with a cold.

1 i^ 1^ cooling medicines.

I
•^ or ] P^ my house, my
family.

Uissr

1 ^^ S Ml to study hard in

school.

I
"^ our clan, our sept.

^ I
very cold and starved ; des-

titute, poor.

f\^ I
periodic colds or cattarhs.

1 ^ A M f^ ^ miserable

wretch, a ix)or fellow.

fl§ 1
*"

1 <& cfisheartened ; to

strike with fear.

1 fit
o''

1 dt * P°^^ scholar.

J5[ ]
alone, no relatives, without

friends.

] f^ cold and warm; adversity

and success.

] ^ 15 tli« first two or three

days before Tsing-ming term,

when cold provisions, called ]

^, are eaten while worshiping

ancestors ; an old custom.

A fence or wall around a lot

;

the star ^ m Ophiacus; a

i^fiun small ancient feudal state

which existed from B. c. 403
to 273, occupying the norlh of Ho-
nan and south of Shensi; Ping-

yang fu was the capital at the first,

and was finally moved to Yangteh

near K'ai-fung fu ; only nine prin-

ces are named, the first of whom.
King Heu ^ ^, had been really

the ruler of Tsni -^ for yeate ; the

last three were styled tvartff.

1 fS ^ 111 the valorous fame of

Han Sin and Fan Tstog,— two

generals of the Han dynasty.

A particle implying doubt,

used by people ui Honan
;

a conjunclion, if, perhaps

;

uncertain.

] ^Z> & perhaps it is

so; this phrase is more
correctly written "g" |Sg /p
^ at present.

From a 'un and j^ the galaxy

contracted; intercljanged with )!s|

^han to roast.

Dry, heated air ; to dry

;

to plow dry fields
;

parched, as by

drought ; crisp.
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1 ji ^ ^ parched (or heated)

it to dryness.

M^M 1 M IB the farmer

• ' must still weed even if it be hot.

From fJi a net and ~f a shield.

A net for birds ; a snare for
'/urn

rabbits; rare, few, scarce.

iseldom, infrequent.

I ^ or ^ ^ )
rarely seen

;

seldom observed.

'\ ^ it is rare, as a fruit.

] 5^ a strangf peculiar custom.

M.% 1 ill few QOuldVival Shuh

in archery.

^ I
a kind of ornamental fl.ig.

] .]^ eig^t stars in Hydra.

#iU.;l M £^ whatever is

rare is regarded as precious, or

like a pearl.

'^-\ Kfom head and to contain.

-ri....

If '
y*-^ To hold in the mouth, as a

"^"^ plum ; the jaws, the chops,

—

likened, when sharp, to a |^
! . . 1

.swallow's chin; to contain;
'

. io hold dowii or shake the head
;

,

^sallow, as from hunger.

fS 1
'^^ SI 1

t^^e chin or chops,

^ the under jaw ; the last phrase

also means to hold in the mouth.

1 l* 5^ [^ ^^ ^ get as] the

pearl under [a dragon's] chin.f ]
i^ a sharp or peaked jowl.

From mouth and afL

To cJill after, to vociferate,

'km to halloo or bawl after ; an

angry scream, the noise of

angry or loud calling ; a call, a cry.

• ] Pp to loudly cry to or call after

one.

|. ^ to implore redress; to ex-

claim against wrongs.

.

) ^ to call on to rescue, to cry

for help.

] ^ bitter wailing.

1 ^ ^ 5^ t^he din and clamor

reached to heaven.

\ P^ the noise of pain or anger
;

crjring out.

HAN.

TLis is most frequently written

like tbe second, but the first

form is more consonant to the

meaning.

An angry growl of a beast,

such as an irritated tiger

makes ; loud, angiy voices.

1 in fel J^_ looking as savage

as a mad tiger.

From plant, fire and drought, ta

10 indicate its pungency.
c-y^ F>

ihan A wild flower, found in

Kiangsi, the
] |||^ or ^ ^

•^, so called from its pinigent

taste ; it is a Crucifera, resembling

the cress, and is sometimes pickled

as a condiment ; this character is

also applied to the nasturtium {Ti-o-

pcvohiin).

From plant and to contain.

A flower not opened; the

. buds of the lotus. Hibiscus,

and sweet flag, are all called

I ^ as a {loetical name.

. ^ ^ ] § it swam by the open-

ing lotuses.

iXf^ From ^ water and 5^ harJ-

j^^R ship contracted.

fian^ The milky way ; the large

branch of the Yanglsz' River

which joins it at | P Hankow
;

a Chinese ; relating to China ; a

fine fellow, a man in a good sense,

and rather in commendation ; and

by synecdoche, used for form,

stature, personal appearance.

^ ]
-^ or^

1 -te a gentle-

manly man, a fine fellow ; lusty,

stout.

;^ ] a very tall man".

^ ] I, an old man; this old

man.

ff I
a brave fellow, a chieftain

;

superior to ]
-5- a rustic; a

brave boaster, a bully.

] \ & native of China ; this use

is most general north of the

Yangtsz' River, and indicates

that the person is not a Banner-

man.

HAN.

] ^ the Han dynasty, which

existed from b. c. 20C to A. d.

220, so called from its founder

] ^ Duke of Han; it was

termed J^ ] the Eastern Han,

after a. d. 25, when the capital

was removed to Loh-yang

;

there were twelve sovereigns in

each division, and two usurpers.

:^ ] |g the After Han dynasty

existed from a. d. 221 to 264,

under two rulers ; another of

this name existed four years, A.n.

947 to 951, under two riders.

I ?^ Chinese and Manchus.

I ^ the natiuahzed Banner

Force, i.e. Chinese incorporated

under the eight Banners.

] 3it ''*e Chinese language or

characters.

}}£ ] brave, robust, strong, lusty.

^ 1 or g ] or ^ ] the Milkv

Way.

^ ^ ] a farmer, a peasant, a

farm-hand.

Also read Jen, and interchanged

with ^ heated.

kail'' To roast, to dry over a fire
;

drying; to respect; exhausted,

dried up.

^ \ ^ iK nothing is more dry-

ing than fire.

?S ?L 1 ^ I **•" exceedingly

wearied out.

' Ploughed fields where wheat

is sown.

km'

hmi'

From sun and shield ; not the

same as kan^ |r| sunset.

Dry weather, drought ; rain-

less ; a sunny sky ; to travel

by land.

1 dry weather

^.
looks like rain.

j^ ] a year of drought.

fO^ ] J§ JlJS did you come by land '

I ^ thunder without rain.

1 5c ^ M ^ '" *lrouglit it often



HAN.

^ ] to take to the road, as after

a voyage.

1 ^ -^ 15[ neither in very dry

or very wet seasons, will there

be good crops.

1 1^ tIS in 3^ i" droughts, rice

is counted as pearls.

there, intimating that there is

no way by water.

1 M 7f ^^^^ belongs to land

tax, in distinction from the

water-borne, as the imposts

levied at the road douanes.

] jtg native tobacco, such as is

smoked in pipes, and not in

hookahs.

1.Q ' A small bank raised to pro-

^-f*' tect a field ; it is also regard-

/«(«' ed as a wrong form of n(/an'

;
^ashore. __^_^^

I

) From heart and dry as the pho-

netic.

hcin^ Ardent ; an energetic temfjer-

ament; cruel, ruthless, vio-

lent ; fearless ; hasty, cho-

leric.

1 ^ fierce and rash ; testy.

^ I
overbearing, imperious.

5iJ, 1 irascible, passionate and vio-

lent.

1 j^ a virago, a Xanthippe.

dH > Protuberant eyes, such as

p-^^p near-sighted people often

/tan'' ha\'e.

I ^ g his large goggle

eyes.

From metalRYit\ shield or dry as

the phonetii;
; the second form

U seldom seen.

'B* Greaves ; something to pro-

. '"T^ -' tect the arms of archers ; to

haii' solder niclals; hasty, too

quick.

1 P or ^7 1
or

) {J to solder.

1 !^or
1
^or

1 n H solder,

the alloy used in soldering.

1 _t •(& solder it on — or to-

gether.

HAN.

P|l»> Leather coverings put over

•^))^ the sleeves when practicing

hull' archery.

Ft > A vicious horse that bolts

'-|^ and shies; a horse six feet

hm'' high ; to rule a hasty tem-

pered jjcople with lax govern-
[

ment, is like ^ # ^ t^ j M,
\

driving and whipping a vicious

;

horse without any bridle— to curb

him.

-tQ '> To grasp, to lift ; to ward off,

^~Y" '° defend ; to move ; to stop

;

hem' to forbid.

I 1^ to watch against.

% \ :k^^-. m ii ;t ''e who
can prevent serious calamity

shoidd be sacrificed to— at the

spring and autumn worship.

HAN. 165

n) From hand and shield ; it is in-

terch.iiiged with the last.

hari' To fend off with the hand

;

to guard, to escort; to de-

fend, to desist; to environ;

an obstacle, a hindrance, a

shield.

] ^ to set a guard around, to

protect.

] § strongly guarded.

1 §g to guard a pass ; to keep a

jx>st.

] j^ an obstacle ; impeded ; to

obstruct.

1 'Br -7 A. contlicthig, irrecon-

cileable, as ideas.

^ I
to defend with the hand.

I ^ to prohibit.

hail'

) From water and shield ; to be

distinguished from ^ivti Yy a pool;

occurs used for the next. -

Sweat, perspiration ; long, as

an expanse of water ; bright
;

trouble, labor, which causes one to

j)erspire.

>& I V^ a guileful heart; lit. one

whose heart's sweat is dirty.

I M *•" ^'-''-'^ ashamed.

|ij ] to perspire.

^ ] ^ to take a sweat bath—
over a liot fire.

-''

^ I 7j\C condensed steam.

^ ]
produces sweat ; as a ^ |^ or sudorific.

j ^^ an undershirt ; a shirt

;

a chemise.

I 3!|j while streaks ui the skin,

thought to be caused by ob-

structed perspiration.

1 <^ ^ ^ toil and hardship in

the wars.

Jst
I ^ obtained without any

trouble.

/^ |te ^ ] the orders cannot be

rescinded, — as the sweat can-

not reenter the skin.

@ 1 in 3^ the fragrant sweat

stood like pearls upon her.

] I
or m ]

a vast expanse of

ocean.

'j^ \ the dazzling effect of colors
;

bright, dazzling.

^ I
night sweats ; much the

same as ^ ]
or involuntary

sweating.

pj"
I

denotes a khan, or Tartar

lord, in imitation of the Persi.in

word.

j ^ the Desert of Shamo, for

which the next character is more

correct.

m The northern sea, but now
applied to that part of Gobi,

Imu' the most arid and barren,

which lies northwest of Kan-

suh, the
I f§, from its resembling

a sea.

1 ^ ^ petrified or silicified

wood brought from the Desert.

JjjJ^ f§ I
the vast and boundless

raging ocean.

prt > The gate of a village ; a ward

|-f*J or street gate ; a neigh-

kiii' bovhood ; a wall, or what it

incloses ; to shut.

|pj ]
of the same village.

H^ ]
a village, hamlet., or town,

whicli lias a gate.

^ it 1 ^ he raised his gale

very high.

I in UrT"
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From words aud nffecled.

Angry words.

U I
indistinct words.

Similar to "CT to coutaint

A grunt, a mere sound ; to

put something in the mouth.

_ pg I
to feed by hand, as a

babe.

|g ] -^ to make a soup of

weeds and eat broken rice.

JJ A hog running away.

^""' hogs run off, they are not

easily caught.

t~t^ A stony hill with clean, bare

^1 rocks.

haii' \ ^ ^ white marble.

^ I
cinnabar, as in pills

Kead Jean. To strike.

n From dog and shield, because it

guards from evil and foes.

f>
I A sort of black feline beast

found on the confines of the

feoi' Desert ; it is described as

a monstrous, terrific beast,

scaly, and producing one horn in

its old age. Some accoinits ally it

to the Tibetan mastiff, but the Pan

Tsao makes it a synonym of the

|S or Malacca tapir, to which, oi

the rhinoceros, it should probably

be referred.

Bead ngari^ A village jail in

UBcient times.

i :^ ^ J[U 4 ^ 1
^hen people

are discontented, it is necessary

to open the jails.

Zj£-f'> Black or dark spots on the

Iflly face or head, thought to be

fum' caused by bad blood.

HAN.

i'rom feathers and the dawning

light.

7j,,„> a fabulous bird like a pheas-

ant, with red plumage, which

was brought to Ch'ing wang of

Cheu, a c. n 1 ; to fly high ; trunk

or stem of" a plant; a prop; a pen-

cil; a-;jlume or quill to write or

draw with ; writings ; white
;
pro-

tracted.

] -^ written with your hand.

^ I
your esteemed letter.

1 3^ a pencil; Chhiese pencils.

1 S § literary reputation ; one

wlio has become an Academician.

1^ ]
to write out a fine distich

for hanging up.

1,5 ]
to be chosen an Academi-

cian

1 ^- a cock ; «'. e. the bird which

sounds among the stems.

^ 1 a good style ; a learned

classical expression,

ft )m1 i. 1
[Uuke Cheu] was the

safeguard of the Cheu family.

1 W ^ ^^^'^ Pencil Forest office, or

National Academy; the mem-

bfrs are allowed to put up a

tablet over their doors with

^ ^ ^ on it ; when brothers

reach this honor, they write JIJ,

1^ 1 ^ ; the first wrangler

writes j^ % the first, the cory-

phxus ; the second ^ ^ eye

of the list ; the third i^^^v
who has picked the [apricot]

flower ; and the fourth ^ fJ
the one who makes known the

series, as this man is designat-

ed to call off the names of the

graduates.

A pheasant called ^ ] or

& ^1 which seems to be

only another name for tho

1^ igl or silver pheasant

UVi/ctopteron ;) it is also called

1^ ^ or white pheasant.

/utn

HAN.

From heart and emotion,

l*\iS To feel hatred or remorse

;

/uiu mortified with one's self;

moved to sorrow or vexation

;

to be dissatisfied at, to murmur at.;

vexed, as at a disappointment ; re-

sentful, regretful.

] ^ deep remorse.

f& ]
placid, forgiving.

^ ] i|^ ^ he regretted it all

through life.

5E M ^ 1 "^ I ^^^' I would have

nothing to regret.

A ® W .^ I
^' ^^^'^ some-

thing to be vexed at.

To move, as waves do the

,i stones; to brandish a thbig

at another ; to surge against

;

shaking, trembling.

^ ]
to be driven against ; shak-

en by.

] ^ the wind moves it.

^ A <& it startles people

greatly.

gl to shake, to make to quiver.

lU^' ]
.^^^Utomove

a mountain is easier than to repel

the armies of Yoh Fei— of the

Sung dynasty.
^

^} Gems or other things put in-

to the mouth of a corpse in

/u'tn^ former times ; the usage is

still conturned, and is called

^ P nailing the mouth

—

by a bit of silver.

r)
Intended to represent an over-

hanging clilf ; it is now used only

as the 27th radical of many cha-

hatl' racters referring to shelter, and

is interchanged with ) in some

of them.

A cliff which projects ; a stone

on a hill-side, under which men

can dig out a residenoet
"
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Old sounds, a&n and gan. In Canton, \An ;
— >n Swatow, hun, kiin, and him

;

liauiig, heng, and h6ng ; — in Shanghai, 'og and hing ;
^-

M Tbe noise of people quarrel-

ing; loud, angry tones and

words.

Jidn

From disease and perverse.

A scar, a cicatrix ; a mark,

a stain, a trace left ; a flaw,

as in glass ; a crack, as in

crockery.

M
I

traces of tears.

jf^ ] stains from liquids as on

cU)thes ; traces of the action of

water ; marks or water lines, as

in paper.

M ar. i?^ ^ H ^ 1
Ae traces

of last iiigLt's rain are seen

[uj3on these flowers] ui their

stains.

I
^ a trace of, as a footstep ; a

seam, as in glass.

^ ] ^ the secret is out, the evi-

dence is seen.

j^ ]
gentle ripples.

^ I
and f^ ]

a scar, as of a

wound ; a pit, as from small-pox.

^1 ± t§ i^ the moss grows

green upon my steps; t. e. I

prefer to retain my privacy.

In Cantonese. To itch; an

itching.

jif \
it itches much ; very irri-

table, as a sore.

J.Q To pull along quickly, to

c")P^ drag ; to forcibly place in

Jidii order, to jerk into position

;

to stop another.

] }^ to turn out, to eject, to drag

out.

] |(J]
to keep down, as a lot of

feathers from, blowing away.

?| i^-^ 1
t" prevent people

passing by stretching a rope

across the way.

<^/{

'/uln

From a step and perverse ; this

and the next are nearly synony-
mous.

Disobedient, sulky, refrac^

tory ; stem, harsh ; mdis-

posed to listen to reason
;

quar-

relsome ; intractable, like a goat

dragged by the horns ; revengeful

;

a sign of the superlative
;
grievous,

painful,

if ' H S3 1
^^^^ ^^ quarreluig

and fighting

] )\j harsh
;
quarrelsome.

^ ]
to get angry ; to became

very wrathy.

] f^ ]
dieadfiJly overbearing.

jif f-§ 1
exceedingly good.

] ^ ^ fi"^ "''"'> spkiidiil
5

elated, very happy.

In Fiifwhau.

at angrily.

To scowl, to look

From doff and perverse ; it is

used with the last, and also read

'lidn

Dogs quarrelLig and snarl-

ing; turning on one when

struck ; desperate, out of all rear

son ; to gnaw ; a sigii of the su-

perlative ; still more.

^ f^ 1 very many ; a multitude.

1 ^ ^ery right.

^ ]
empty threats.

I ^ very crooked.

/p fg ] I am not afraid of him.

I
.^ too large.

— in Amoy, hun ;
— in Fuhchaa,

in Chi/u, him.

Wi. y^ ^ \
1"'^ "lind became

frenzied.

.ttt ) From heart and perverse.

M^ Hatred, spite; uidignation,

han dislike, resentment ; regret,

sorrow ; vexed, sorry ; to

hate, to feel resentment ; to bear

m: lie against ; to feel annoyed

or reproached at one's conduct.

'!§ ]
deep remorse ; to bitterly

regret.

I
/p .^ to desire greatly ; would

that! for!

pj" ] detestable, odious ; like

] ;|^ very odious; it also

means to hate greatly.

S 1 or uj US ,5. 11 i: 1 to

wreak one's spite, to gratify

one's revenge.

1
"^ 'o bate, to be angry at.

^. f# A 1 to get i^eople's ill-

will
;
generally shunned.

j§ I
or ] yp "J"

he could not

finish or forget his hatred; un-

appeased ; I regret my ill-luck.

1 Wi to look at angrily.

^ ]
to bear a grudge against.

•1^ ]
to cherish malice towards.

1 1ft AT>-tlHlM[Kwanyin]
hates men if tliey do not re-

form their ways.

;g ) ^ the song of [Mng-
liwang's] lasting resentment—
at the death of Yang Kwei-fei,

in the T'ang dJ^lasty.

^ 1 ^ •ft'
<;herished his hatred

all his life.

Ijt A I
no one regrets him {Can-

tonese); elsewhere it means no

one caics much for him any way.

.a
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Old sounds, hung, kung, and gung. /» Canti

in fuhchau, Iioug :
—

Jmmj

The rumbling noise of stones

is ] ^, as when they are

rolling down ; another says,

to pave with stones; often

used for ^, as the verb, to ram

down the earth ; to drive piles.

I ^ the cry of workmen driving

piles.

A sullen dog.

*|i I
a mulish dog which

lies down and refuses ti> be led.^hang

Jumg

A square boat or scow, for

which the ne.vt is now used ; \

to cross a stream. 1

] W M '•'''^ capital of Chehkiang, ';

and the metrojwlis of China I

during all the Southern Sung !

dynasty from a.d. 1127 to 1260;

applied to goods brought from

the province.
;

] 5^ Chehkiang silks.

jl ] the Milky Way.

— ^ j ;5^ crossed the river on a

— bundle of reeds.

A square boat or two lashed

together ; a scow used at

ferries and in floating bridges

;

to sail, to navigate.

^ -H ] to ])luck lilies in the

boats ; — to love dissipation.

^ S ^ 1
''" P'""**

'"'^'' "* '''*

merciful barge [to heaven,] —
refers to the vessel in which

Kwanyin carries souls to rest

;

it may allude originally to the

Ark.

^ I
to sail in a large boat, as

the hong-boafs at Canton.

^^ 1 f^ t^> scale bills and

cross-seas ;
— to travel.

"

Ml il5 or Jl^ 1 M to go in a

passenger-boat. ^

ihang

JUIIKJ

JllllKJ

Jiang

n, lioug ;
— tn Swatow, hang ;

— in Amoy, hong and k'ong ; —
— in Shanghai, hong ;

— tn Chi/u, hang.

An old name
] ^ for musi-

cians ; it has now become

obsolete. 'ang

To ofjen a door ; fragrance.

W 1 ^ €.W6 M 1

iragi'ant flowers frequently

have no beauty, and the

finest flowers are scentless.

Ffom head and a rertchra of tlie

neck; also read hany' and written

with the radical ^ wings.

To fly down.
|

|g ] birds flying about,

now down and then up.

Fat ; stiff', straight

] ^ right, sincere.

] f^ noisome, dirty, filthy,

as the sight of old bones

decaying.

himg'

3*

Read Jcang. A man's name

;

the neck of a bird or of a man.

The foot-tracks of a hare or

other animal ; the rut of a

wheel ; the path made by

animals.

•^
I

a rut ; wheel-tracks.

A coarse mat, called | j^,
made of bamboo splints, to

i

spread on the ground I

From great and strength; tlie

second form is but little nsed.

Interchanged with jB^ the neck.

The gullet of a bird ; the

tliroat ; to gulp down ; an

import.int pass in a country.

] a sweet melody, a bird's

song.

f^ ]
the bird is tryuig its

throat ; — i.e. singing.

^ng

Jtang

7r

Jung

The noise made in carry-

ing burdens ; to strain in

lifting a weight ; to pound

earth, as when settling a

foundation ; a beater.

] ^ a beetle used to drive piles.

] "14 an obstinate temper.

^"J" ] to ram the ground firm, for

laj-ing a wall.

\ ^ to pound gunpowder; also

a name for a certain kind of

powder.

luing'

1

1

1

Mist or fog rising from the

sea; a vast expanse of wa-

ter ; to cross the waters.

^ ]
running water ; like a

\asl stagnant jwol.

J^ deep and vast, as a great

lake.

^ a marshy waste, where

tlie plants hide the water.

^ a tlry smoky mist which

is seen at night

Itang^

Bamboo poles on which

clothes are hung ; a row of

bamboos ; a nide fiddle,

made by raising the skin

of the bamboo in strips,

like those made in America

from cornstalks. The second cha-

racter also denotes a small tree

found in Honan, having the leaves

in threes, and yellow seeds like

small peas, which are used as

food.

hang''

Violent. '
.;

|_^ to look at angrily, to

appear stem and angry; to

show great wrath.

» • ^ *
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(Hd touHcls, heng, keng, ami geng,

and keug ;
— i « A iiioy,

It is regarded as liaving the same

origin as 'hiang^ to enjoy, from

which it is now distinguislied.

To pervade, to influence

throughout
;

going through

with a, thing ; successful.

Hi ^ 1 jS quite successful in tlu!

enterprise ; having all things to

your liking.

•^ ] 5^ ^ a grand avenue and

a fine prospect.

I ^ °^ M 1
prosperous, excel-

lent, successful.

Read p^Aiig. An ancient fomi of

^ to cook.
I

k.^ 1 '^'^M "' tl'e seventh

month they cook okras and

pulse.

rt-^^ Frightened ; having an an-
\

(^4^ tipathy to; looking foolish.'-

JhXikj P;^ ] looking aghast.
j

\ ^ ZlM tl'o t" o fero-

cious gigantic guardians at tem-

ple doors.

In Pekingese. An interjection

of pain or displeasure.

I ;p ^ ^ ^ what ! is not that

he?

1 W 1 PW " groan, as when
carrying a loatl; or as a sick

man cries out.

1 I PiD I'lD groaning and moan-

ing.

In Cantoned. Excessive.

^ 1 1
very horrid or loathsome

;

stinking.

Ill Fuhchau. To vociferate, to

hoot, (o screain at.

In Canton, hang, sometimes jirolongeil la hang ;
— in Swalnw, lieng, hwang,

heug ;
— in Fuhchau, licng ami kcng ;

— in Shanghai, hAng, :ing,

«»</ y&ng ;
—

• in Chi/u, li'ng.

The combuied sound of bells

and drums mingled is^ ] ,

'

as when a great mass is per-

formed.

L
B-^

Puffed up ; fat. ol)e.se.

~f 3^ ] a swollen lielly ; bloal-

^ftdiiff ed, like a swollen corpse.

JvXuy

From fT to go, having J^ a

horn, witli ^ great above,

placed in! ide ; tlie second form

witli ^^^fish between is a com-
mon but unauthorized altera-

tion ;
occurs used for (hung ^

crosswise.

A Stick across an ox's horn

to prevent his goring; a yoke;

the frontal sinus or space between

the eyebrows ; a balance, that

which adjusts weights ; to weigh

;

to adjust, to get at the right of a

thing ; compared, balanced ; a ba-

lustrade ; the string of a cap ; a fo-

rester; a weight of Ig catty; trans-

verse.

] J; to measure ; to estimate, as

one's ability.

]
_2ji a pair of scales.

^ '^
I ^ to have a quick and

clear perception of what is just

equitable.

1 fn ''^ judge of the circumstances

] P^ i. "F beneath my cross-laid

door ; i. e. in a scholar's cottage.

] 1^ ;jt g/, the acres are to Ije
;

plowed across and along.
j

JiJ) j
to dispute at)Out precedence

j

and resist rule.
|

fjj \
the name of I Yin ^^ |

the great minister in- the Shang
,

.dynasty, though others. jegard

it- as a title, like Pjeceptor.

- j- 1^ to discuss- the. reasons .of.

^ ] the gemmeons transverse, was

a [)art of an astronomical in-

slruuient of Slum ; it is applied

to the star Alioth e Ursa Major,

which is thought to be the regu-

lator of the stars. , :

I ^ the stars ^/^^9in CeiUaur.

] llj the southern of the jg. ^
five moimtains, which lies in

1 M }ff "" '^le ^est side of

the River Siang in Hunan ; it is

about 3000 feet high, and ap-

pears 10 be part of an ancient

mountain range, whose summits

only are visible at present, and
formed the northern rim of a

basin, in which coal measures

and soft red sandstone preilom-

inate.

1 ia ^ '*' ^^•'1^''^ tl^o entire

control of; q. d. the poise and
.scale are in his hands.

A fragrant syngenesious

:J
flower, the Liffiiluria, calletl

Jiang i^
\ , a, marshy plant with

large cordate leaves, and
smelling like a rose ; it is thought

that horses fed on ihom travel fast.

1 ]^ sweet vernal grass (^)

in
'la

From i\^ heart and y^ a boat

between two banks ; the se-

cond form is most common.

^h<'ii>g

(,'onstant, regular, perpe-

tual ; always i.ccording to

rule; ocmstancy ; to make
constant, to continue of the

same mind
;

persevering ; every-

where, extensively ; tlie^2d of the

diagrams, denoting continuance or

perseverance; the moon nearly

f'Jl- .... . -..

I ^ accustonied to
;
permanent.

1 i^ constant in purpose. .

"jfeh M' ^ |-"like +he waxing

moon. .

W 1
'"' Witt persevenng in

acts, laborioiis, a*>siduous.

1 ^ ' regular income ; enduring

possessions.
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1 j^ ever enough ; alwaj's suf-

ficient.

1
;J^

|a 1^ everywlicre were the

two kiiuls of inillel sown.

1 jlj old name of one the sources

of the Yung-ting 11., whicli rises

in K'uh-yang hicn
|{{l |^ |^ in

the southwest of Cliihh ; it is

also applied to the Ganges, as

in the comparisoa
] j^ J^ ^

numerous as the sands of the

Ganges ; and written
] jjg for

Gunga, whicii is explained to

mean jfg jj^ or lucky water.

.
] iJj the northern of the £ ^
or Five Mountains, now con-

sidered to be a peak in Hwun-
yuen cheu ^ j^. ;Wj in Ta-

t'mig fu in the north of Shansi:

but others with more probability

place it near the source of the

River Hang m Chihli.

JI
Also read k'anf/' ; the second
form is seldom met with.

A large rope ; a long string

;

hasty, quick.

I ^ a rojie ladder.

IIaNG.

#—-* This h often read ic/mn;/.

(-A t-K A woman's name.
^/iiuiy

I ^ one of the genii, the

dauglUer of I, the prince of

K'iiiiig, who once f^ ^ M ^
immortality, and fled to the

moon palace ; she is now called

^ ^, and regarded as the

goddess of the moon.

_L/^ From wonil and a row; also read
^H

I
haul/' and 'yen.

^hdnij The purlines of a roof which

sup{H)rt the rafters ; a row of

tiles ; large boards for stocks ; a

plank to cross a stream ; boards to

support a coffin over the grave ; a

clotlies-horse.

^ I
at Canton, a row of tiles on

a roof; as |g ^ ] how many
rows of tiles wide is the hon.se ?

— the width of liou.ses being

measured by them in that city.

] tfi
purlines and rafters.

'
] j;^ a cangue— at Peking.

:^ I
' ^ rows of trees, like look-

ing through a long grove.

HAO.

m phonetic.
1^-^ From gem and a row as the

:ic.

Jiaiiy (Jems hung at the lapel, or

used in the girdle clasp, which

have a play of colors, like the cat's

eye ; ancient ornaments or gems
on a crown.

W ^ ^ 1 his girdle-pendents

tinkled.

1 fefc Ife ?S the gems, fringes,

and bands of a coronet.

The culm or stalk of grasses

and herbs, especially such as

have no branches ; rising

straight up, like a stalk; a

stem ; hilt of a sword,

a lotus stalk.

: \ one culm or stalk.

a medical term for the

^hdny

m

s 1

penis.

P
h(1)i(/'

To speak angrily, to look at

sternly ; to berate ; refractory

words.

[p] f& ^ 1
scolded him

roundly;

Juio

t)/(/ sounds, ho, ko, kok, 0k and got. In Canton, lio ;
— in Swatoi

ami koh ;
— in Fuhchau, ho and ko ;

— in Shanghai, ho, (

From plant and high. I

kau, hau, and ho ; — in Amay, 6, hi,

and hok ; — in Chl/'u, hao.

Tall herbs; it is applied to

several fragrant or aromatic

plants, like the Artemisia,

Vitex, Pcdiculwis, or Amaranthu&,

wliose stalks or leaves are prized

for their scent ; taiigy ; to cloCv- tte
tyes ; to reduce.

^ j the wormwood t>i souUjenj

wood, of which the sort called

^ I
or

I
-^ {Artemisia) is

dried and coiled into ropes to

burn, and drive off musketoes by
its smoke.

K ?K I

** species of Ambrosia or

aniaraiithus.

[^ ] ^ a sort of insipid celery

cultivated at Peking.

H 1
celery.

] @ to gcrew up the eyes, as

when filled with dust; because

jn liHje of aflaiction one b4fi no

de$jre to cjeaiise them.

^ I
steam rising from things

;

the subtle odor or va]X)rs arising

from sacrifices ofterod.

3J 1 a fragant edible plant found

among rushes along theYangtsz'.

luio

,p;

Jkio

Also read fhiao.

A whizzing sound like that

of an arrow.

I ^ the whirring dart

.

ill 1% 1 the wild birds sing.

1 From ^^ rowan grass and j[f

I

good contracted ; the other forms

I

are unusual, und seem to have

been constructed from ffC not,

with a reference to the sense.

To i)ull up weeds ; to weed

out grass from the field ; to

extirpate.

II
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]
'^ to weed.

I 9% ^"^ ^o pull out the hair,

as in a rage.

1 UL life ^ ^° unloosen the sticky

snarls of raw silk.

From 3C a Ijoar and f^ A'ff*
i

it occurs used for the naxt.

A kind of ix)rcupine,
] ^

armed with long skewer-like

quills ; eminent, excellent, superior

;

excelling, dominating other minds

;

martial, brave ; a leader, a martial,

overbearing man ; imperial, as the

emperor's flocks.

j ^ robust, martial people.

^ J^ I ^ a hero and leader in

military acts.

jg ^ ^ ]
to select a capable,

energetic ruler.

-J^ I
or ] ^ a local tyrant, a

village bully, a ruffian.

1 ^ a rich, influential man.

1 t^ generous minded, open-six)-

ken, having moral courage.

] 5^ to act violently and oppres-

sively.

1 ,11 " fi'ie» powerful horse, a

Bucephalus, one fit for a king to

ride.

1 ^ a sudden flash, a dazzhng

glory like that at the trans-

figuration.

- »^> From hitir and liii/li, and regarded

<^^» as altered from the hist ;
wlien

i ~I-Ii^ used for (/I'me it is often contrac-

i ed to ^ ; it must he distin-

guished_from jioli) 5^ '^ idiice.

The down or puljesccnce on

plants ; long soft hair ; a pencil's

point ; atoms, motes, anything very

minute ; a superlative ; in regimen

with a negative, it denotes the very

least; lansh; in weights, the tenth

of a mill, or the place next to a
J[||

cash, the Aousandth part of a

tael ; a dime, or ten cents

1 ^ y puttyj trifling affairs.

1 ^ a very little, a mere fraction.

1 ?K j"^ JG) l'^'"^ "<''' overpassed

my place ; I have not offended in

the least.

i^ 1 Z- Hor^ 1 Z- ^ there

is no error in it ; it is perfectly

exact ; no difference at all.

-^
I

to wet the pencil on the

tongue, as when thinking what

t<) write.

^ ] to flourish the hair, i.e. to

write.

i^
I

very minute, an autumn's

down ; the least bit, like the pap-

pus of a thistle.

I ^ ^ ^ [of no more impor-

tance] than a bit of hair.

] Z ^ ^^ will not have the

least temper shown ; he has no

patience at all.

6 1 -^ Pecco tea, so callt-d from

the downy white leaves in it.

—
] jfii i^" '1 little selfish feeUng

;

some regard for his own uiterest.

From earth and excelling
;

witli the next.

used

The fosse or ditch around a

city wall ; this ditch, the

] is not seldom quite dry.

^ ^ ffi It It^t flo^^n the

drawbridge over the moat.

^ ] ^ an old place near the

Yellow Eiver in Shcn cheu ^ j+|

in the west of Honan.

Interchanged witli tlie last.

A moat with water in it ; the

city ditch.

] ^'1^ oldnameofFimg-yang

f" li. 1^ /ff '" Nganhwui, deriv-

ed from the River Hao | j^
running near it.

jj I
to clear out a moat.

^ ]
drains and sewers leadinj

into the moat.

jLjgl An oyster.

(3^ 1 ix an oyster-shell.

^huo
I jij oyster-spat.

1 Bit dried oysters.

] ^ an oyster-be<l. v

1 ?8f oyster sauce — a native

preparation.

] ^ Second Bar near Wham-
poa, called from the oysters there.

•;Hr To compare quantities nxvi

a.scertain which is the great-

Jiao est or fewest.

] ^ to estimate and compare.

In Peldtic/ese. To pull out.

I ^ lo pull out the beard.

^ Irr Nearly synonymous with Tjgf, to

(tl^? call loudly, and written like tlie

To cry out; to speak loud

and gruffly.

The second of these characters,

though in common use, is re-

garded as erroneous.

The roaring of a tiger or a

bear ; noise of wikl beasts

;

grunt of a wild boar ; to

howl as a dog ; to bawl, to

wail.

I I
J^ a bawHiig noise.

^ ^ I? H j
tl»e child wailed

and moaned the whole day.

S 1 'S ''4 tlie horrid, startling

howl of wolves. .

M From ivotnan and cfd/il or man,
expressing the adniiration or de-

sire of women for men.
'kio

huo^ Good, right, excellent ; the

good; goodnes.s, good deeds
;
jxjace;

fit, arranged, proper for the pinjKi.se

needed; fine, graceful ; as an ad-

verb, well, \ery ; the highest degree

of, extra, exceeding, superlati\e

;

recovered, in health ; friendly.

1 ^^ ^ first rate, exceeding

good ; exactly the thing.

1 \ % ^'i
^'^'y ta't'fiilly

;
the

best of thougiit upon it.

1 yp ] will it do t are you quite

well!

\ Z ^ ^ extremely distress-

ing.

1 /?>© JK ^ cannot stand it any

longer, as an annoyance.

I ^ very laughable.

j ^ 6^ ""^ ^'^'y 'ong time.

] jp^ successful, lucky, opportune,

fortunate.

1 \%. ("i*
't >** very much like you.
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ft^ 5$S 65 lia 1
you've come in

the nick of time.

1 [1] 1$ t^ enable lue to return

an answer.

1 T i^ W "^ * ^^7 yet 1

j ^ I
it will do, but . . .

] ^ a little better, improving;

also, very many, a good manj',

a goixi deal.

]
—

• ^ glutting on, rather better.

315 ^ 1 S ^^°^ * large niunber.

i^ \ °^ ff \ ^ give in charity
;

J. e. cultivate or exercise your

goodness or g(x»d deeds to please

Budha
; the act is called ] ^

a meritorious deed.

!^ A 1 1 ^ A m :f the

proud are delighted, and the

weary are in sorrow.

^ iiX M 1
'"^ always were good

friends.

1 ^ 01'
1 IS 'veil said ; I tljank

you ; I am obliged ;
— used in

reply to another's compliment-

ary remark.

1 ^ ^ ^'^U bad luck at dice.

Read />ao\ To love, to be fond

of, to like, the opposite of ^' ; to

esteem good, to take pleasure in
;

addicted to ; to wish for ; the ob-
ject of regard ; a hole in a wall

;

beauty, grace.

I iS 65 a wine-bibber.

1 ^ studious ; a lover of books.

1
^to love one's friends.

W ^ ^ ]
the friendly meeting

of two princes.

^ W ^ 1 "bat every man likes

;

generally prized.

W ^ >& 1 H the people »t
heart love justice.

fS ]
to love with partiality.

From H sun and^ luminous
contracted, alluding to tlie ulear
summer skyj used with the next.

A luminous, clear summer
sky

; vast, grand ; the powere
which rule in the sky.

1 3^ the empyrean, the bright
sky

; whence
| 5^ Jl ^ the

Shangti of the glorious Heaven.

HAO.

] ^ :^ 1^ the golden palace of

the heavens, where he dwells.

1 i^ Heaven's kind compassion.

W^lb^^lS^W 1
if the

northern regions would not take

them, then I would leave them

with the Powere above.

6t'

hao

From white and to annmmce;
the second character is one of

four unusual forms, and is ouh'

used for hoary.

The light of heaven, especial-

ly at the horizon ; luminous,

like the clear sky ; bright,

as the rising moon ; resplendent,

glistering; hoary, white.

I
"^ a hoary head.

P9 ] were four gray-beards in

the Han dynasty, and probably

albinos.

\ ] shining, brilliant, as stones

washed white
;
glittering, as the

stars.

^i.-^^^ \ 1
the white

rocks glisten through the fretted

waters.

^ ] the firmament

^M 1 J ^ S& to travel by
moonlight.

56 S 1 i^ brilliant and lustrous,

like Venus or Sirius.

^ ] a star in Sagittarius.

Read i^kwid. The bar turning

white and falling off.

Used with the two last.

Bright ; reflectuig light, bril-

hao' liant.

I 1 in •!&» so numerous,

happy and prosperous ; said

of a contented people.

•jf^ \
and >J? ] nre old terms for

the first and ninth moons ; and
of their ti ^J^' or rulers ; the first

is also a designation of Fuh-hi,

and the second of Shao-hao,

the son and successor of Hwang-
ti, B. c. 2597 ; they are supposed

to patronize these months.

* -^ ,^. I \ :tM. excellent and
courteous manners, as one self-

possessed at all times.

HAO.

^Jrt^J From water and to proclaim.

\ |I| A vast expense, as of a de-

liao' luge
;
great, swelling waters

;

immense, vast ; affluent ; an
overplus ; wide views, noble-

minded.

] ] ^ how grand I how vast.

\ Wi ^^ magnanin)ous ; liber-

al-iuinded, of large conceptions.

] ^^ ffij -i to leave quickly, as

a g(X)d man departs from a com-
pany of scorners.

11^^ exceeding great, like

God's glory.

1 IS ^ery i^erplexiiig, as dutiea

or engagements ; almost niuiiber-

less, as people.

Read hao'. To dilute spirits-

iy/t' The vast stretch of the ocean,

f^^ boundless and magnificent

;

kio' \asU unfathomable ; the li-

quor in which pulse has been

boiled, once used for washing the

hair, and by the priests to wash

Budha ; traces of the custom still

remain.

] I
deep, inscrutable, said of

writings.

] i'Jfe a boundless waste, as of

waters.

^T^^ Ancient name of a river in

ifBiJ Shensi, a branch of the R.

ktu' W('u near the capital; and
also of a pool ; a long dreary

rain.

] ff fretted waters ; rippling.

] I
the bright, look of water

when agitated ; the babbling of

water.

rpj*^ A warming stove ; a hand-
'

|Bj biazier ; bright ; the northern

kao regions in the days of Hia.

I
T^ the capital of Wu

Wang of Chen ; it lay we.st of the

present capital of Shensi, and the

site was turned into a lake by

Han Wii-ti ; the city is often

wrongly known as ^ | , but the

two places were about eigiit miles

apart on two sides of the R. Fung
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3
hao

I'l
sed as another, but not very

usual form of the last.

The name of a place belong-

ing to Chao ^ and seized

by Tsi ; now known as Kao-yih

hien J^ g^ 0, in Cbao cheu in

the southwest of Chihli.

"^^ The large crawfish or Pa-

|tl| Imurus, common in Chinese

'kuo and Japanese waters ; also

known as the g| ^ dragon

shrimp and Chinese lobster.

.lJ5i.' Perturbation, fear ; the mind

I Fl greatly disturbed.

had'

From a phv or firnin and hair ;

the second is ratlier an .unusual

fnnn, and apjilied chiefly to a

kind of fine grain.W . A kind of fine rice ; to di-

hao' minish, (o consume, to de-

stroy through time or use;

to lay out, to spend, to squander ; to

injure ; to make \oid ; sicious, bad.

Jg ]
destroyed or spoiled, as

grain by mice.

^ ] loss from rats, a grain-dealer's

charge ; whence ] -^ has be-

come a term for a rat.

^ ]
-^ a sort of marmot found

in the north of Oliihli.

1 ^ & ''^*^ siher looks alloyed.

?fe ?JC 1 i — "^ tlie water in

the pond has gone down an

inch.

Jp ] to add something for loss,

to supply the extra expense.

M. \ ^ ^ ^ useless outlay or

waste of the country's resources.

1 # jRI 5t lie spent till all was

gone, he wasted everything.

^ ] injurious, said of the evil

doings of*Spirits, elves, or ma-
laria.

1 M ^ 'f ^ waste and idle the

time away.

] ^ spent beyond the estimate
;

useless waste.

f^ 1 to gambol, to play tricks,

mischievous sport.

^ i,W \
the year's supply,

more or less.

M.' 1 or g'
I

news of, tidings,

reports.

1 ^ 7C ^ to waste one's ener-

gies or stamina, as by drink.

From liffer and to crt/ out ; tlie

contracted form is common in

cheap books.

A mark, a designation, a

denomuiation ; a descrip-

tion or class of; a label, a

name, a chcp, as that word

is used hi China; sign of a shop;

a style or honorable appellation
;

an order or verbal command ; a

summons ; a countersign, a signal

;

to put a mark on, to label or direct,

as a box ; to name, to style.

] ^ a mandate, a word of com-

mand, an order.

^ ]
a mark ; the sign or finn

name of a shop.

ifS"^ X 1
^hat is your shop's

name.

^ 1 K gw>ds which are labeled
;

geiniine wares.

!& 1 {IS to fire a salute or signal.

j^ ] to blow the horn or bugle

;

to make the signal.

B§ 1
a private signal or cry.

^ 1 P^ what is your style.

?A ]
'"' ^ 1 '* the virile style

taken after maniage, or when
entering office.

] ^ the room in a yamun where

. visitors enter their names ; a

store-room, a depository.

f^ ] a nickname, an epithet indi-

calmg a man's bad character.

^ ^ ^ 1 the trumpeters who
call troops to engage.

H M 1 SM ^h»t number is it ?

which mark ?

] .Q to summon.

) ^ a soldier's uniform, because

his regiment is painted on the

breast.

ijfgj (^ ] to call on Budha, to say

his name.

^ ]
to put on a stamp, as at a

custom-house.

1 -t fH IB ]
mark a name on

it, as on a box.

] P^ to signal one by a cry, as a

Ixjatswain by his whistle.

"~*
1 M W one class of traders,

i.e. those who deal in the same
article.

In F>5 a 1
please tell me your

priestly name.

g ]
the name of a dynasty.

""^

Sf. I
the style of a reign, the

name by which its years are

called,— as i: f(| jl 5fc the

reign Tao-kwang of the Great

Ts'ing dynasty ; in the Han
and later dynasties, the em-*

perors often changed the style

during their reigns, but the

usage was dropped by the Ming
dynasty.

Read ^fiao. To scream, as a ti-

ger ; to bay, as a dog ; to bawl, to

cry after one, to yell ; to crow.

] Pf to scream ; to cry after.

I Pj^ a cock-crowing.

^ ^ jjh{l j
[like] demons waihng

and spirits crying, — a dreadful

clamor, as at a fight or a fire.

H 1 f± ^ ^ 3^ he daily cried

and wept before high Heaven.
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hetj:
Old sounds, hu, ku, gn, kap and kut. /n Canton, hau; -

and hau ; — in Fuhchau, lieu, liaiu, and hau
;

in Swatow, ho, hau, an, a«cf kan ;
— in Amoy, ho,

- in Shanghai, hu an<i ho; — in Chi/u, ho.

To snore, to breathe hard

;

one says, disease in the

throat ; in colloquial, a super-

lative often applied to tastes

and smells.

1 I& '" breathe hard through the

nose, as one who has an obstnic-

tion ; to test by the smell.

] ^ it stinks here.

] ^ excessively sour.

From yv yuan and / a shelter,

which denoted a spreading out,

•witli yz *" arrow undenieatli
;

it must bn distinguished from jgl
to wait.

.hen

A target ten feet square;

beautifnl, pretty ; to be happy ; as

a conjtinction, but, unless ; bow, in

what it consisted ; the second of

the five orders of nobility, answer-

ing nov/ to a marquis; anciently,

a noble, a prince.

1 IS -St ^ ^"^ ^''•^ ^^^ **

there '?

I
-^

j?§J ^g however, he was [a

prince] in the time of Chen.

^ j
to shoot at the target.

^ ] to raise one to the rank of

marquis ; he is called
] ^,

but when written to he is styled

— ^ ]
premier marquis.

^ I
a prince or feudal baron,

when occupying his own realm
;

a nobleman.

I ^ the domain or tenure of a

prince
; an appanage ; the prin-

cipalities.

^ ^ ] IK ^^"^ priests invoked

the good, and averted evil luck.

'

From mouth and nobleman as the

phonetic.

The throat, the trachea ; the

gullet
;

guttural, as a sound.

Pg ]
the windpipe.

\ Pg| denot s either of the pas-

siiges, but properly the oesopha-

gus
; ]Sg I

and fc p are

other terms for them-

] It or 3^ ] ada^ivj apple.

^ I
the throat stopjjed up.

] P^ tlie voice, the intonation

4 ^ 1
t* Jiave the quinsy or

diphtheria ; he has a sore throat.

PS 1 ;t Ji (or g.) an important

pass, a throat-gates, a Ther-

mopyla.

J^ ]
to quench thirst, to wet the

whistle.

2 jj^ ] § a minister of state,

q. d. the king's throat and
tongue.

'^ A 1 § to make people talk

al)ont you.

i^ Ni ^ 1
delicate modulations

of the V. arbling throat, — as of

a fine singer.

From rice or food and a noble-

man.

Dry provisions.

I J^ food cooked for a

journey.Jieu

Jteu

^hea

An ancient place, called
]

PB , belonging to the state of

^ Tsin, lying in the i)resent

Wei-liwui fu ^ '0. }^ in

Honan ; it was a frontier

town, and caused a quarrel.

The monkey ; it is common
in the central provinces ; the

ninth brancli ^ is denoted

by it, and the hour from 3 to

5 I". M.

1 "? or JgJ ] a monkey ; the last

is large and intr.ictable ; it is

applied to people in contempt.

] 3 5i a '^•'oll name for the

monkey.

^ I
a small species of marmo-

set, said to rub ink, reared as

a pet ; it is found in Yunnan.

1 ^ M ?^nies with monkeys.

SB 1
'^o play monkeys ; met. ras-

cally, untrustworthy.

1 5i M "f yo" villain ! similar

to the epithet, you puppy !

iifk 1 M ^ [yoii are no better

than] a washed monkey with a

cap on.

] J^ the skins of monkeys'

limbs.

U ] §a or ^^M an elf,

a bogie, transt'ornied from a

monkey, first into a djin, and
then into a sort of Budha.

#j
/tea

Warts, pimples, or such like

e.\crescences of a small size,

are called ] -^ ; in Canton

they are known as |S j^
rice stamens, and elsewhere

^ ^ H ^ thousandnlay

sores.

Half blind, as an old man, or

when a cataract is forming,

fi 1 iB^ or Rahula, the eld-

est son of Sakya-mimi, whose

biith was impeded for six years by

an a^ira or denion ; hence the dog

or demon who eats the moon m an

eclipse has been called Rahula

;

it is the same as Kahu in Brah-

niinical mythology, the god of the

ascending node, represented as

headless, and ridhig on a. tor-

toise.

m̂
/leu

m An unauthorized character.

A constellation called j^ |

^heu i)y the horoscoj)ists ; it is re-

garded as very unlucky, and is

probably somehow connected with

the preceding.

A musical instrument, with:

25 strings, the ^ ] , which'

resembles a wide lute or'

harpischord.
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name of a woman.

'uhchau. Wanton, adul-

terous, gadding, wborish.

To pray for blessings
; to

</|' I7C "ffs"" sacrifices in order to ob-

^heu tain blessings.

^ /^ The iron barb or head of an

-PlTv *"'ow or dart; a feathered

J
heu shaft with a barb.

1 It ^ the four shafts

have hit the target.

A sort of Tetraodon, called

1 1^ or
] g^ and regarded

^?leu as poisonous ; it is said to

make a noise, and one name
is efe E .ffi. belly-inflati.ig fish,

from its power of distension

;

several sorts are said to exist;

some of the synonyms refer to a
kind of river {wrjwise, which the

name
j fg no doubt designates.

A fierce wolf found in Mon-
golia that devours men ; an

'Ml astrological term for the 16lh

constellation in Aries.

In Pekingese. The dragon's

Leads put on the ends of roofs

on the ridge-pole; workmen who
put up awnings are called pjj-

5^ 1 "people who call on the

heavenly wolf," lest they get a
fall.

m

From mouth and hole
,

the ne.'ct.

used with

^hcu The cries of anmials, espe-

cially of cattle and feline

beasts ; the voice of anger.

!•& 1 in W "hat a thuuderuig
noise he makes.

^ ^ ill 1
tlie lioii is roaring on

the east side of the river,— i'. e.

the old woman is scolding like a
Xanthippe ; applie4 to glirews.

'4/fcl The lowing of an ox; in

•j MJ Shantung, an old name for

'heu a calf.

^ I
the ox is bellowing.

HEU.

From vwuth and empress.

The tone or voice of anger;
"^ to scold, to abuse.

f p'j? Name of an ancient place in

/P \* Lu, now in the southeast of

lieu' Tung-ping cheu ^ 2|i j+j in

Tai-ngan fu in the center of

Shantung.
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'heu

From —• 1-1 one month under

/ a shelter, to give orders
;

occurs used for (§ nfterwards.

A ruler ; the sovereign
; an

empress or queen, the equal of the

sovereign, one who succeed.s to him,

— but it can not properly be appli-

ed to a queen regnant ; an ances-

tor of the sovereign ; all the later

rulers of the Hia dynasty are so

styled, as
] ^ King Sieh ; a feu-

dal or dependant prince, so called

when he went to court to serve the I

ruler, but at home he was a fig i

baronial prince.

X
&

'^ ]
the sovereign ruler.

I
the empsess, the

I
the (empress

the toils of

those divine

queen.

^ i: 1 or

dowager.

fS 5fe HI- 1 ._ .

my predecessors

sovereigns.

^ \
our Imperial mother, said

by the Emperor.

1 i a god of the land ; in Kwang-
tung, worshi{)ed l^hind graves,

because the dead ha\e, as it were,

trespassed on his domain.

^ 5c 1 i imperial heaven and
earth,— are the deified powers
of nature.

^ 1
or 5c 1 ^ # the Queen

of Heaven is the goddess of sea-

jnen, the Chinese Amphitrite ; a

girl of Fuhkien named Lin ;^ ;

she is also Maritchi or ChUadi of

the Br.ahminS, the personification

of light ; the Taoists say that she

dwells in one of (he stars of the

Dipper, and call her =j- j|^ or

Dipper Mother.

.^I^J From to go and empress.

'\fft•*——• To meet ; a pleasant and ud-
"*" expected meeting.

5$^ 1 ^S ^ to meet unex-
pectedly and agreeably.

J-L^^ A medicinal plant, the 1^ |,
JfZt which appears to be allied to

keu' a Hyoscyamvs, or one of that

order
; its seeds are reputed

to cure inflamed eyes, and its ten-

der leaves are edible.

>J.^' Composed of ^ a step, SS,

|^(. gently und ;5t to eome up behind.

heu'
After in time, late, subse-

quent ; unavailing, too late
;

a future ; behind in place ; then,

next, future ; often a form of past

time ;
an heir, successors, posterity,,

descendants ; to regard as second-

ary, to put one's self after ; to post-

)H)ne ; to be remiss in ; to remain
;

the second ; an attendant,

jy I
or ] 5^ afterwards, then,

subsequently.

I iSl or ] B^ behind, in the rear.

1 4 a young man.

I
J^ I, your pupil ; I myself.

] -jtt after ages, futm-ity
;
posterity.

^ I
on the back, as a papoose

;

tlie tail, the rear.

fl; ^ ^ 1
'" n»y latter days.

^ S ^ j
they were not after

me.

I 5; or 1 or 1 §i the day

after to morrow.

^ ]
therefore, then, in conse-

quence; next.

® 1 WL3\^ ^^'11 '^o™^ on after.

Bi "ffi I
to push after behind.

i 1 « A 3fe ± ^ 4 keep

yourpell back and put otJie|-9

• foremost ; this is right.

^ 1
|tt j has be auy sons <ii

descendants ?

5^ ] j^ the very last, the hva^,-

niost.

*W«Ml«g#4no
officer of integrity (or patriotism)

ever neglects his prince.
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/A-' The origi

J-
^ distinguish

original form was jlJf a
from which it is now

inguished by tlie central

stroke

To wait ; to expect ; to inquire
;

to visit, to wait on ; to look after

;

a time or period ; a period of five

days ; to pay a rcc!ioiiing.

jjH ] to visit an equal, to inquire

after one's health, to send re-

spects.

on invitation cards.

1 ^ an expectant for an office

;

a bre\et rank.

S^ ]
wait ! to wait for one ; stop

awhile.

1 ^ I shall await [your coining]

to arrange [the guests] ; — a

phrase on an invitation card.

^ 1 or fjS ]
the full lime for,

the period of.

l^ ^ /f> ] I shall not wait for

you beyond noon.

^ ] jg, it knows well when there

will l)e wind, as a gull.

^ ]
to wait on and serve.

^ ]
to come and salute one ; a

respectful visit.

1 VL ^'^V^ ^°^ '"* ^^^^> ^waiting

examination.

"jSt jft 1 ^ wait here; I am
waithig.

fS 1 ^ ff^ Pi! I ""'te you all to

a dinner.

^ 1 'it
!*' D16 settle the score

for us all,— as at a cafe.

/^- > From earth

phonetic.

and prince as them
heii* A terrace or flat mound by

which distance.s were marked,

and fire-signals placed in the Ming

dynasty; every ten // a double

mound was raised, and a single one'

every five It ; they are now dis-

used.

^ /p 1
rigorously examine the

mounds for fire-signals.

t]^J ^ Composed of ) a shelter,

/-Jp* to sag, and 'y a son
; q. tl. n

lieu' large number of sons ; but others
|

say it is derived from |^ high,

written as if laid on its side.

Thick, large; substantial,

liberal, kind, generous; intimate,

faithful
;
goo<l ; well, very ; well-fla-

vored, mellow ; rich, as loam ; to

secure or cause plenty ; to esteem. :

] ^, a liberal donation.
|

1 ^ to treat kindly
;

gracious
:

demeanor towards.

I JE kind, considerate, placable,

generous.

] ^ kind feelings ; friendly.

] ;g generous ; dignified ; fat and
heavy, as a person.

I ^ rich, well off.

] (*[ liberality, generosity.

I W- ^ good salary.

*,
I

honest-hearted, sincere.

]
and -JH are opposites— thick

and thin, liberal and stingy;

applied to degi-ees of civility or

favor, lo the relations of things,

«« 15 S 1 rH * A 1 jndge

myself closely and blame others

moderately.

I M >& 1
shameless, brazenfaced.

I ] ^ an intimate friend.

# Ife 1 B±. yon will not be

able to conquer him.

Jgl^J The king-crab or ] ^^, the

J^£^ horse-hoof (Z/ini)(/«s longisjiina)

heii' one of the Xiphosurse, eom-

mon on the southern coasts

;

its roe is used as food, and forms

part of the oft'erings to ancestors.

] H the horse-hoof; the name
intimates that it knows when
a storm is coming, and to take

in sail.

] ^ its dried shell, used for dip-

pers and ladles.

JCi.

HI.
Old sounds, hi, ki, gi, In.lt, g.,H, git, W, ^\ g^N «'»' g^t. In Canton, hi, b«-i, al, an<I kw'ai

;
- 1» SwaitV!,

hi, i", wa, and k'i ; — .,; Amoy, hi, ho, k'6, and k'-.i ; — in FuUhan, hi, lii6, and U ;

in Sha ;]hai, hi, i, and yi ; — "r CAi/u, !i.

Originally composed of j(. as if
|

thin and far apart, and. |ip) '"/-
{

tered </nrmenls contracted ; it oc-
j

curs used for the next two. I

— -Few, rare, seldom, infre-

quent; to hope, to wait in expec-

tation of, to anticipate; desirous,

wishing ; striving to be like, emu-
lating ; loose, not close or near ; to

ihiu out, as a bird's feathers in lh3

laoltmg season; to suspend,

music ; to . disburse) to scatter

;

deprived of sound, as Labtsz' says

reason is ; to molt, to shed.

] ^ or j >J^
rare, curious,

unusual.

I ^ lo look for, hoping ; it often

implies an order.

I ^. seldom, not common.

I © aa I«»'allliopeta.gat

a reply.

I

J^'*o shedliair.

i ?k ^^ there are few^snclT

men ill the world.

^ j I humbly earnestly look for

yoni^ aid.



HI.

^ 1 ^ A I lionor those who
are known to few.

n^^ From fi/e aiu\/etf\

fP'ff T
,/<'.

o long for, to look afar to ;

to remember kindly ; to look

askance.

W ] to Bee a thing indistinctly

from its distance.

From grain midJew ; occurs in-

terchanged witli its primitive.

^kH Open, loose, apart ; liie op-

posite of ^rh'cn ^^ close ; not

near or lliick ; scattered here and

there; sleazy, as cloth; thin, as

gruel ; spongy, light, as cake or

Isread; not joining; careless, re-

miss; very, fully ;Mo become scat-

tered or distant.

1 j^ sleazy ; thin, inisubstan-

tial.

1 jy^ wide and open ; sparse, as

the large stars ; bare, as leafless

trees.

I
i\f not many such ; very few.

^ ] JH cooked very thoroughly.

1-16^ watery, as a jwrridge
;

coarse or thin, as cloth.

^Ij f# 1 i/£ ti^
y<'"'^« hashed it

much too fine.

J^ SJ3 M 1
^^lif" '!"' moon is

bright the ';.', peem few.

1 is! lit K- i'C separated himself

from the wavs of the world.

rem man and J'eii-^ as the plio-

netic.

HI.

To consider, to reflect on

and remember ; to compas-

sionate ; to wish.

Name of a small tributary of

the Yang-tsz' Eiver in Lo-

tien hien ^ [5 ||, in the

northwest i)art of Hupeh.
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ctBA

To sob, to catch the breath

in weeping ; whimpering and

timid.

1 U; it ^ 'o sigh and cry :

blubbering and weeping, as a

child.

^< I?
Ancient name of a city in the

^pP Cheu dynasty, now near or

JH at the present Hwai-king fii,

north of the Yellow River, in

Honan.

An old name for a hog, used

in Kiangsu and westward ; to

call swine ; the grunting of

pigs.

I ]
tlie noise of scami)ering pigs.

^ *
] H the swinish herd sud-

denly ran ofl' as braves ; said of

tiie banditti who helped Wang
Mang in the Han dynasty

^ 1 a divine animal supposed to

protect against snakes ; also,

the name of a star.

M

m

The hght of day.

^ j
the color or effiilgence

of the sun.

From Jire and joy/til ; the se-

cond form is not correct, and
seems to liave come into use
from n desire to tiius mark the
reign Kungbi, by putting the
inner stroke outside.

.If
"

^h'i Ihe heart and face disagree-

ing
;

pretending, simulating,

like to ; to counterfeit.

^ I
appearing as if.

]$ ] obscure ; dimly.

tPS, To dry ; dried by the sun
;

( Pip break of day ; a local word

Ji'i for boisterous.

^ ;^ ^ I
the dawn does

not yet show.
j

fy W ^ \
th*^ ^^'^' ''** "o'

I

dried up ' I

_

._^l^^« Composed of^ riffht and ^ a

'^rjCi ^'^"'^ "' tone.

Jii Breath, Aapor ; the family

name of one of the chief as-

trojiomers of Yao an'cl his successors.

{^ ]
the reputed founder of the

Chinese monarchy, B.C. 2952 to

2837; also called ] ^ the

Emperor Hi.

Light, bright, splendid, in-

telligent
;

glorious, prosper-

ing ; liarmonious ; extensive, ample
;

to enlarge, to consolidate; to fully

discharge ; lasting ; to dry.

1 ft .i^ "1ft « prosjjcrous and
peaceful time.

J^ ] everything flourishhig, ge-

neral prosperity.

I ]
how uiany people there are

!

1 !|8 A 3^ a prosjwrous dyjiasty

and fortunate people.

/^ ]
a play of rope-dancing.

Read j!. Large and strong.

Hhjf^ Composed of g" sjiirits, JU
( FUDL dishes, and ^f yruel contracted.

' Sour, acid, vinegar-like ; con-

diments, pickles.

] ^ pickled minced condiments.

1 ^ tl'e auimalculaa in \-iuegar.

] ^ minced meat pickled and
seasoned.

M ;
I.';

'

Victims of a uniform color fit

to be offered in sacrifice, as
j

JiH oxen, sheep, goats, or pigs ; a '

sacrificial victim ; spotless.

] !f^
animals offered in sacrifice.

] ^ a bullock for an oft'ering.
i

jaf^ ^ njj ^ ^ I
i^ my vessels

'

are full of clean millet, and I
j

, have a pure ram— to sacrifice. I

A description of ancient

earthenware vase used in

sacrifices.

llllgji
A gorge with beetling cliffs

c PI'lSJv
opposite, a caiion ; a danger-

,A'i ous pass along a precipice; a

crack ; an occasion, a chance,

„ j as for quarreling.

A whistling sound ; a ebrill

cry.

I I
noi.se, uprcir.

1),^ ]
Alas, Alas! — a cry

of wailing or regret.

From tiffer and a vase ; it is now
only used in combination ns a

i

rimitive.
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An interjection of abhor-

ronce ; to laugh violently ; to

giggle, like a silly person.

1 ] fie ! tnsh ! pshaw 1

] ig to laugh boisterously.

IJl Contemptuous.

,\\rj ^ 1 insulting, reproachful

h'i words.

Mi

I'sed with the next. '

A depreciating epithet for a

w»mMi.

I ^ a slave girl, a hand-

maid.

;t 1 to dally, to play with, to en-
}

liTt;iiii with sports ; childrens'

craiiies.

^/, Used with ^ joyf'il, espe-

;

^p[^ cially a sudden delight or

JiH extasy. i

Bead 'i, in
] jji the braying

of an ass.

^"a '^^^ ^^ ^^ ""^ '^
P**"^ '

^^

cP'S* Bcreani of fear, or grief, or

,A'i indignation.

1 ] P^ PUJ the wail of ghosts or

demons, which are suffering for

failure of worship and oblations.

At
Mi

I'rom woman and ;oy ; used with

the last and next.

Mi

From Jtre and joy as the phone-
.

lie.
I

Pretty, handsome
;
pleasant

sports ; an excursion, a pic-

nic ; to ramble, to play, to enjoy

one's self; to laugh, for which the

next is correct.

^ 1 a pleasure exclusion.

jJC ] a boating trip.

1 5C o""
] M games and

plays, jolly sports; tricks and

pastimes.

Wi '^ ^ ]
['" attend to] busi-

ness a.s if it were play — will

soon end in ruin.

i§ "P 1 ] '^? ?r a family which

1 only seeks amusement will at

last come to grief. ~ .

.

An interjection expressing

joy, and sometimes indigna-
,

,/i'i tiou ; the sound of merri-

1

ment ; to laugh
;

pleased,

delighted,

ff 1
Ala.s! Oh! dreadful! — an

interjection of surprise or grief.

1 1 PiiJ Piil
or ] 1

B& !»&

tittering, laughing aloud.
j

Jtf^ Used for !§ to feel joy ; also

c |p=l to take particular care ; cau-

^'i tious and fearful, as of dan

grr ; very strict about

] ijl delighted, pleased. ""

To heat in any way ; to roast,
[

to toast ; hot, bright, bum-
\

ing ', -light and heat together per- i

vading ; abundant, diversified ; in I

epitaphs, denotes one who has'

merit and peace.

jR 5t ^ I
^the warmth and

freshness of the moniing light.

m
Mi

:idb!

Used for tlie last.
'

Lucky stars shining on their

worshipers in old times; to:

worship a star; the glitter of

a star ; to roast.
,

Mi

m

Joy arising from divine bless-

ings ; happy, favored by the

gods; to announce or pray

to them.

1 [may you have] great joy;

or ^ ]
meet with good luck

;

these phra.ses are often written

on the wall opposite front doors,

and are regarded as invocations.

^ W( ]
^ respectfully con-

gratulate you on this new joy,

— written on ncwvear's canls.

M
Ml

Originally combined of ^ great,
!

and an old form of ^ a nerwe,

meaning a big belly ; used with
'

the next.

An interrogative particle im-

plying doubt ; why ? how ? what ?

which ">. a page, a waiter ; a maid-

servant ; a domestic.

] ^ ;g ig|[ why do you not en-

ter on office f

1 ^ ^ ^ ^hy are you so latet

— or so long coming ? i. e. I've

been hoping to see you.

? 4si ^ 1
what do you think of

it. Sir f

^ ^ 1 in what could be more
agreeable ]

1 pT JU |!i} f? * how can he

become my friend ?

*J* 1 & a ser\'anl, a young at-

tendant.

{fp\ Used with the last.

5^ A waiter, one who stands at

r^ ' the right hand ; a page or

boy ; to ser\e ; name of an

ancient tribe on the north-

east of China.

1 j^ a servant-boy.

A waiting-maid ; a slave

girl in the service of an offi-

From to ii-alk- and a page ; occurs

used with the next.

To wait for or on ; to expect

and attend on ; a narrow

path, a goat-path.

1 ^ Ja waiting for (or on) my
prince.

I 1^ to wait for one.

^ w m it \ w. w p,
••»!-

though we have met this difficul-

ty, I hope there will be no trou-

ble in future.

A footpath ; a road or track

up a hill ; a bridle-path, a

narrow way ; to go across, to

penetrate where no path is

made.

] 1^ a narrow path on a hill-side.

[Ij ] a mountain path.

1 ^ ^ S ^'^'y extraordinary;

imusual, strange.

the peach and plum cannot talk,

yet paths form under them,

—

because people are attracted by

their goodness ; so with real vir-

tare.
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] ^ to follow the winding

paths aiid cross the pretty bridg-

es— in the country.

A noisy kind of green cicada,

or a grasshopper with a note

^i'l hke its name, the ] J^
heard in hot weather.

Read ^kU. A sort of bee which

burrows its nest ; the ground-bee.

Shoes made of raw hide, or

with hide soles ; the sole.

JiU 2^; 1
or J(^ ]

a Chinese

lady's shoe.

$n Wi 1 *'^^ ^^^ embroidered

shoe, is a fancy name for the red

bean.

A sort of minute mouse

which bites so gently as to

give its victim no pain, but

the bite is venemous; it is

also called "^ P |^ sweet mouth-

ed rat, and may denote a kind of

insect, but more probably refers to

an animal like the tiny harvest

mouse {Mui messmiiis.) '~

..^
From /V eiffht or divide, and ^
breath, q. d. the breatli dividing

or issuing forth.

An interjection of admiration,

used in poetry alone, placed at the

end of a line or csesural pause, as if

to take breath, and emphasize the

expression, like Selah ; but also of

inquiry or doubt, if ici the first part

of it ; it is a final expletive in

many cases, to show that the sen-

tence is poetical.

^ JL § ]
fitting and tasteful,

eh ?— said of dress.

75 in i: A 1
j"st that very

man.

E 1 E 1 iiir (i ^ ^ Oh
Fung ! Oh Fung ! how your

virtue has degenerated.

^ * A 1
%-1jI have a

dear one, besure, but she is

far off under her own sky.

p^ ^ |g I
how we did laugh

and talk at the feast 1

From field and scepter,

<-VK3l1 a field containing fifty meti,

/' ^ or between eight and nine

acres ; a parcel of ground

;

the labors of the fields.

^ ] a kitchen garden.

^ ^M. ] distressed by the sum-

mer's toil.

—*
1 ^ a row of growing vege-

tables.

. Read ^kwS. A low wall around

a field.

From ill hi// and ^ to exam-
ine contracted for the sound.

c'* ' Name of a mountain .in Poh
cheu ^ j\\ in Yinjteheu fu

in thenorthof Nganhwui
; | ^ Hi

K'ang lived here, and gave it his

name, which he had changed from

^ to escape trouble.

X^S Combined of ^ a pheasant,

C Jyj with jr* a sprout on top to re-

Ji » present tlie crest, and |t^ splen-

did for the phonetic.

A sort of bird classed among
the swallows ; a revolution.

^ j , a bird like a hoopoe, which

the people of Sz'ch'ueu say was

transformed from a gentle-

woman, the wife of his minister,

whom the king having forced,

died of grief; perhaps the crow-

pheasant is the bird here refer-

red to.

1 ^ 0"^ revolution of a wheel.

Read ^su^. An old name of

Li-kiang fu ]§ jX ,'ij "' Yunnan,

for which -^ is now the common
form, and to which this character

as a primitive is continually con-

tracted.

An old town in the state Ki
J^ in the southeast of Shan-

tung, but afterwards taken by

the ruler of Tsi.

]
*]? a place in the state Tsi

north of the River Tsi, in the

northwest of Shantung.

To lead by the hand, as a

child or blind man ; to go
with, to conduct, to take

along ; to lock arms, as in

walking ; to carry off or take

up in the hands ; to leave

;

to lead apart.

^ ] to lead, to carry in the hand

;

to recommend.

] ^ my family is with me.

] ^ to take along with one ; to

sustain from falling.

] ^ to take another by the hand.

I
'^ to carry a basket on the arm.

I ^ carried ofiT and lost.

&. ^ ]' M personal attendants.

1
^or

I
j|E to lift up and carry

away.

in ® in 1
'*" you take it up and

carry it away.

tfc ^ 1 ^ support the aged and
lead away the young, as .^neas
did when escaping danger.

J^ A sort of horn stiletto, or

^ ivory bodkin hung at the

/i'l girdle ; it was used to mitie

knots.

S "F fiPl I
f-he lad wears a bod-

kin.

j^ ]
a star X in Orion ; a large

tortoise, for which the next is

probably the correct form.

A species of land tortoise,

whose shell is rather fine ; it

is marbled and used in divina-

tion ; name of a star,

or JJ I
the great tortoise

found about the mouth of the

Yellow River ; it is said to make
some kind of noise.

A kind of tripod or boiler
;

a large basin ; a large bell

;

j/i'i the rays proceeding from the

sun like darts, as it shines

through the clouds ; they are in-

dicative of goixl luck, and describe

the watery rays at sunset.

Read .ktve'i. An awl.

L=.
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A mineral described as a

___ beautiful black stone, and

hH explained to be a mineral

amber of a clear black color

like lacker ; a piece is mentioned

that was large as a cart-wheel ; it

is said to come from Tibet or Tur-

fan, and may denote a kind of jet,

of which large fine specimens are

found in that region.

|—|- Flora n inrnith and ^ a band

*"f« of viusic ; it must not be con-

7j'i founded with shen S' goodness.

Joy, delight; glad, joyful;

ti> be pleased with ;' that which

gives joy ; to give joy to ; to rejoice

;

to like.

] ^ or 1 €. * jo.vW f«ce
;
a

happy look.

W 1 fe gratified ; it gives plea-

sure ; I am greatly pleased.

] "j^ pleased with.

] ^ festival fees.

I § your portrait
;
pleasant look-

ing.

:g ]
greatly pleased with.

I Ife joyful) delighted.

] ;^ or ] ^ a joyful occasion,

a festa.

^ I
:^ to prepare for a merry

time.

Z'' W ^ \
excee<ling great joy.

1 S P^ Is 'l*^ whole house is

alive with merriment.

^ ] a happy newyear to you

!

^ ] is more commonly used

in ihe southern provinces.

;^ ^ ^ ]
~j* your wife is with

child
; ^ ~f 1 ~r '** another

form of the same congratulation.

^ ] to congratulate one upon

anything.

] ^ to delight in, to joy in.

1 ^ ,i"y ^"d delight ; it is also a
' Budhist term {tushita) for the

fourth lieafen {drvu-luku) where

lodliisdtwas are reborn before

they become Budhas on earth
;

it is often applied to monas-
teries.

§1 ] doubled joys, as when two

happy events come together;

this is also written ^, and

placed on walls as a wish that

all joys may be doubled.

^ "SM I
^^^^"^ things are very

bad, then they must surely mend.

j^ I
a courtesan who aided Kwei

or Kieh in his orgies, and

brought on the ruin of the Hia
dynasty. B.C. ]7()5.

^ ] it foretokens good luck, as

when the lampwick opens.

4* >C» 1 .i I I'l^e it with all my
heart.

] m ai 5h * pleasure exceeding

all ray hoi)es, a most unexpected

joy-

] ^ the magpie, from its merry-

sounding chatter.

1 ^ ;^ magpie's tails, the perk-

ed-up tilings put at the ends of

the ridge-pole on fine houses.

To get the /leari's joy
;

gra-

tified, exultant at success

;

pleased, fond of doing.

1 8fc i^ fo'^'i of altering

and making.

J^ I
delighted at.

m Occurs used for

the noise u.sed in

Ji^i pigs.

a .sprite;

calling

^A(^^ A small, long-legged red

*"S* spider, called | .^ or § -^

'/i'i the hapjjv child, which .sus-

pends itself by the web from

trees ; the people who meet it

carefully let it go, as it is sup})osed

to denote good hick.

^ ]
a sui.ill flat-lxxlied .spider.

C«|^t F, cnn inimlli nnd hope/ut ; used

[l.ih fov Ik •" s"*)! SI'' '''6 next.

' To grieve and mourn with-

out weeping ; to be alarmed

and whimper; to breathe hard ui

sleep ; one defines it to laugh, to

chuckle.
I

I
^^ sinprising ! dreadful 1

'"Ml

'hH

To snore in a loud manner

;

to blow the nose, to clean the

nose.

C-|—» Intended to represent a rtap-

I tacle, with !i />(/ over it to hide^^ tilings ; it is the "iSd radical, and
'A t is used only as such in a few tha-

racters relating to coffers ; it uear-

j
l_v resembles ^fanri L, a wild.

A case or coffer for .storing

things.

\i From weapon and a sort of dish,

referring to the wings of an arniv.

To fence with weapons; to

play, to divert one's self;

to joke ; in jest ; a play, a come<ly,

a mime, a theatrical performance

;

to make fun of; to dally with.

] ^ to laugh at.

1 ||| to make sport or game of

one, to play practical jokes.

H3 ]
to take liberties with, to

dally with,

if 1 ^ or ^ 1 fi to play

tricks
;
juggling ; to do sleight-

of-hand tricks.

]
|l^ to disturb one,_ to aimoy, to

make a fool of.

|g 1 or PJi ] to go to the theater,

i^ 1
or^

)
to act plays.

— Jt ] -J"
a compimy of actors.

] 'K or ] i;^ the boards ; also

called
I fl or

I ^, a theater,

a play-house or stand.

] ^ the green-room.

—' 8(^ 1 or .— ^ ]
one act of a

play.

1 1^ to play, iis children or mum-
mers.

H 1 ^ the gambols of ducks.

II I ^ the dragon playing with

ihe pearl.

.®, 1 ^ ?£ ^^^ ^^^ *•* nibbling

at the fallen blossoms.

1^ I
to ridicule, to make gibes

at, to joke.

Read Jm. An exclamation of

regret.

cJSf^cl m I 7 .^^ Ah ! the an-

cient kings are not forgotten.
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From si/l- and to connect.

R To tie, to bind, to fasten on
;

^

'

to continue ; lo hold on, to

retain ; to keep in mind

;

attached to ; to recall, as some-

thing by association ; as a title in

some histories, denotes private or

appended biographies.

] J^ to fasten a boat.

^ 1 5i " strap or cord to fasten

by, as that which holds a button

on a cap.

I ^ to implicate.

] J^ results following ; the con-

sequences of an act.
j

1 ^ f""
1 18 *" remember with

I

affection ; ardent love,

te ^ I ;g: don't be so anxious

about hira, as an absent friend.'

I

] _t -^ tie it on so that I can I

draw it up, as a hod of mortar.
|

] 1^ explanation of the prog- I

nostics.
I

1 $ 1^ anxious thoughts come <

up— about my absent husband.
'

>^>^ ' From }fi .lilL- ami ^ a slroke

5j[^ or stem ; it is used with the pre-

.(I ceding, and some regard it as a

contracted form.

The clue, connection, link, or

passage, which joins things ; a

succession, as in a family ; relate<l

to, succeeding ; in anatomy, a

nerve or connecting tube.

•JjJ I
a genealogy ; successive

generations.

|§ ]
a family record.

4B 1 continuous, mutually joined.

' P ]
the aesophagns.

ff ]
a tube or duct which native

physicians think connects the

heart and liver ; there are two

others from the heart to the

spleen and kidneys.

1 M ^ ^ *" interminable suc-

cession, an infinite series.

^ B ii 1 ;t M the deepest

anxiety and concern, as for an-

other's safety.

1 ffi fix ^ ™}' ancestors came
from Nganhwui.

> From man and to connect ; used

^, with the last two.

h^C To connect with what is be-

fore ; belonging to ; attach-

ed to ; to buid ; the substan-

tive verb, to be, is, are.

^ 1
or jj j or :$ I

it is thus,

it is truly so ; the reply is | R^
or ^ I

that is the case.

I ^ ^ you have all here ; there

are all kinds.

! J@ coimected with ; belongs to

that.

] ^ is it not so ?

HI !^ ;^ his resjwnsibilities

are great ; the consequences

are very serious.

ftfc 1 ^ A he is a bad man.

In Cantonese. A preposition,

from, at, in ; to remain, to stay at

;

a particle showing that all is done,

no more, well so.

fl^ S 1 M j^ do you still live

here ?

I j§ ^ Jj5 where do you come
from ?

llS I 5S how will it be ? how is it ?

ttSt ' The pivot in a well-sweep on

which it works ; the name of

/I'i' a fruit like a plum.

:^|) From xvorship and to Join.

-Ar A sacrifice or worship known
''

' in the Tsin § dynastj-, call-

ed |^ ] , observed in spring

and autumn ; it was designed to

avert bad harvests and other

evils.

A girdle ; a sleeve ; a slit

;

the opening or slit in a gown
or dress robe at the bottom

is ^ ] ; it enables the wear-

er to walk easilv.

* A long sigh, g. d. the liearfs

breath
; to groan, to sigh.

1 ^ ^ ifi-
°"e needs to

sigh over it.

1 f? ^ Ifc groaning aloud as I

lie on my bed.

Read ^'('i' Angry, etiragedat;

to reach to.

iiS 1 Si ^ break their raging

onset, and drive them back.

From to eat and In-eath.

Ijiving cattle anciently offer-

ed to the gods or presented

to princes, to give a ban-

quet
;
provisions, food, grain,

fruit.

I
i^ a living sheep, presented at

the new moon.

J^ 1 fodder for horses.

^ ] allowances of rice given to

suits'ai; it has become reduced

till now it is about one half the

original amount of a pecul per

month.

In Cantonese. To feed animals.

I J§ feed the pigs.

j ^ ^ "i" have you fed the

bird?

„-/^ > From mouth and reaching to.

"jXl To laugh out ; sneering

/('i' laughter.

1 1 ^ J""}' h>ud laughing.

5t W, T>'iil l".:» ^ ^ n.y

brothers will not know it, and

will only laugh at me.

Read tieh. To bite, to gnaw.

S )fe >i ^ 1 A "^ it is lucky

if you step on a tiger's tail that

he don't bite you ;
— a fortune-

teller's saw.

w
m
hH'

From clotul and vapor ; inter-

changed with ^ like.

Cloudy.

f^ ] indistinct; sun some-

what obscured, but the sky

bright.

) From eye and an interjection; it is

not tlie same as pan' H^ to fee.

/'''' To look at in anger.

I ] ^ wearied out, cease-

less toiling and moiling.

Hft @ 1 <i looked at him sternly.

^ ^ Mi ] '" ranch anxious

doubt.
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From corse and precious ; the
t

abbreviated form is not com- !

mon.

The exertion of titanic

strength ; herculean, robus-

tious ; extraordinary, Sam-
son-like strength ; to lie

down to rest.

;^ ] a powerful being in the days
i

of Yii, who is fabled to have

opened a passage through a hill

for a river to run ; he is now re-
|

presented by a tortoise, which is
I

sculptured as a basis for stone

tablets in temples and princely

mausolea.
^

m An old word used in the east

of Shantung for breathing.

J£ ^ 1 ;^ savages breathe

hard through the nose.

^=:^ An ox dying from want of

food ; cattle starving
;

pro-

vender, fodder.

,h'ia

i

Old sounds, ha, ka, ga, and hat.

in Avioy, ha ;
— I'l

Hunchbacked, the body bent

over ; to stoop. i

] J^ to Ijow, to bend low. I

] /fi "f ^ unwilling (or

unable) to bow.

m
Ml

From valley and tooth.

The ojjening of a valley.

^ I
the adit of a gorge, a

desolate mouth of a ravuie,

or wady between hills. This phrase

is written in manv ways.

From door and tooth ; inter-

changed with the last.

^h'ia To close a diwr, and yet

leave a crack.

1 * PI ^ ^ BS ± close the

door without shutting it.

To open the mouth and

breathe slowly, as w hen eat-

ing pepiiermint or ginger ; to

pant.

From rain and to borrow.

Clouds tinged red, as at the

coming dawn ; vajKjr which
i

looks lurid and lowering

;

a smoky red haze ; flushed, bright

!

^ ]
cloudy red vapors.

|

i^.f^Stii 1
[the Althea] opens

its flowers in emidation of a
beauty's cheeks.

Jha

m Like the last, and mostly used for

it.

,h'ia

In Cantonese, ha, and one la and liak ;
— in Swatow, he, hia, and hn ;

—
t'uhchau, ha, hia, and haik ; — in Skanyhai, 'a, ya, 'o, ho",

and hak ; — in Chifit, hia.

IH^ I
or y I

a bright ruddy

sunset.

] ^ a gentlewoman's mantle or

robe.

^ ] "to dine on redness,"

—

i.e.

to eat a watermelon.

^ I ^ don't talk so confused

;

don't get flustered.

B? W. 1 flushed with drink.

1
^"^ 'M,^^^ bright rays shine

in all directions, as the aureole

over a god.

Jiia

Crustaceans allied to the lob-

ster and shrimp ; a prawn, a

crawfish, a crangon ; it is

also applied to the black fish

from its leaps.

] -J or -^ -{^
I

a shrimp.

Bfl ] large yellow prawns.

SI 1
the great crawfish or Pali-

niirus.

f^ \
small slirimps {Palafnoiii-

dag), which when dried are called

] ^ or shrimp rice.

I f|{{
oil from prawns.

1 shrimp sauCe.

^ 1
dry salted prawns.

I ^ a shrimp's feelers ; also a

fancy name for finely woven

door-screens of bamboo.

1 ^ IS * skin-flint, lit. one who
will cut a shrimp's egg in two.

(Cantotiese.)

1

A shrimp, a prawn.

1 $n a sort of shell-fish.

^ the people of Yeso, so called

because they were said to bur-

row like crabs or crayfish.

Eead ^hia or Jta. A frog.

] J^ a sort of s[3eckled frog with

warts.

In CwUonese.

ping like a shrim'p.

Playful, skip-

Mi
Jt^ia

A horse of a light rust color,

likened to a topaze, or the

hue of prawns.

W IS W ]
tliere were

both bay and grisly horses.

Jiia

Distant, remote, afar off;

advanced in years ; occurs

used for ^ho jpj' why.

1 5i # ^ everybody

knows it.

] jg — ^ both those near and

those far ofl^ ; those here and far

away are alike.

^ IS 1 6^ tl>€ ^ »"<! stork are

long-lived ; — they are both used

as emblems of longevity.

] i^ to remove away, to make an

end of.

] ^ unknown, desert regions.
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»j^ The leaves of the water-lily

(:tP-X or Ncluinbiuin.

i'"" Kead 'kia Water rushes

not yet in flower.

qCd^ A. reddish stone ; a blemish,

t'''p\ flaw, or crack in a gem ; a

jA'w fault, a bad habit ; distant,

separated ; how ; severe.

?H iS ^ 1
bis great merits were

without stain.

^ I ^ ^ would not this act

bring trouble?

] ^ a defect in a gera.

I -7 pi ^ ""^y have you not

told mef

I }{£ a fault, a defect in character;

a mistake, an oversight.

I 2. ^J^ ol<J name of Tfez'-yang

hien g| ^ the chief dis-

trict of Yen-cheu fu in the south

of Shantung.

^ 1 H'l ipip a very sprite in

taking advantage of another's

mistake ; clever at seizing on a

fault.

& 3E IS^ 1
white jade has no

flaw ; met. spotless purity.

rtttj The throat, the gullet.

- K- In Cantonese. To vex, to

' treat harshly, to intimidate.

1 ^ A to insult, to brow-
' beat another.

Ujit To be distinguished from twan'

C f^^ © "I affair, and used chiefly as

A surname.
;

Head 'kia, and used for j^
to borrow, to transfer to another.

'pB To throw wide open as a

jPTJ door, and see a vacancy

'h'ia wjthin ; empty, vast ; a large

cup.

] {pf to overthrow, as an enemy.

<^nBB Same as Ppf to laugh aloud.

"IRJJ ] I
a phrase in imitation

'A'la of the sound of noisy laugh-

ter.

|)^ ] to bluster ; to bully one.

T > The character originally repre-

sented something under the earth.

Below, underneath ; bottom,

loww side, down ; mean, low,

vulgar; poor in quahty, inferior;

belonging to, as a banner ; near

:

at the close of, as the year ; next

;

a time, once ; to lower, to descend
;

to fall as rain ; to go down ; to go

from the capital ; to lay, as an

egg ; to curb, to keep under ; the

perst)n who is under or inferior;

to imprison ; the people, the lower

classes ; to sprinkle upon, as a

powder ; to place, as the hand

;

in grammar, what follows ; as Sj

the purport of the following
; ^

a transition of the subject in hand
;

turn now to the next.

] pjij the next time.

I ^ the following moon.

—•
I

-^ one rap, as on a drum.

^ Jg j
it is below ; underneath.

] ^ the people, the multitude,

the lower classes ; but
] ^

denotes the baser sort, vicious

people.

1 S '" ^hip off goods.

] j|§ to embark.

1 il^ ffl P-i ^'^ y°" g°i"g ^°

Suchau t

]
"^ ^ discontented with, ofl^end-

ed at ; it will not do, it can't

pass ; I cannot stand it.

j^ J^ ) A he tries to think him-

self to be less than others.

.^ ]
dependants, aids ; but ] :^

is to begin to act, to lay down

the hand.

] A servants, attendants.

I ^ a low tone, a low pilch.

] ^ the right hand or inferior

side.

M '^ 1 ^ it will not rain.

] ] ^ it does rain.

E9 1 S everywhere, all around,

as in a house.

-7 S6 1 r«9 '''* '^°t hesitate to

ask your inferiors.

/^ ] ^ ^ not less than many
thousands.

l2J 3fe 1 ^ you iDUSt go to him
first.

f^ ]
we who are under your con-

trol, said by the gentry or others

to a local magistrate.

) iS a poor sort, inferior.

I ^ to repress, to curb anger.

1 tX ^ ii? how much did you

exchange it for?

1 ^ SP he invaded Corea ; i. e.

he descended on it.

] ^ ^ to send a challenge to

battle.

] Jj^ bottom lands, plains
; also

used for this lower world.

i& t& 1 1
* prince can condes-

cend to his inferiors ; it can also

mean, your abilities. Sir, are

very ordinary.

In Pekingese. An hour, the

hour or stroke of the clock.

•^
] ^ half past six.

^ —• 1 ^ ^ come back in

about an hour.

In Cantonese. A little while.

^ — I
stop a minute.

—
I (p) i I'll go with you pre-

sently.

^ Formed of $(, to follow aiid ^
a leaf coniracted ; occurs used
for tlie next.

h'ia'

Summer, the time when na-

ture borrows largely and becomes

groat ; mixed colors, variegated,

large, expanding,

j ^ summer dresses.

] ^ a summer retreat, a Budliist

term for a season of retirement

and meditation in summer.

^ ]
an old name for musical

instruments.

] ^ a ferule, a rod.

1 ^ o'' ;^ ] ^" old name for

Bactria or part of it.

ff ] :t ^ plant the fields at

the right time.

1 3^ or
] ^ the summer season.

I ^ the summer soLstice.

2^ ]
weather like the dog-days.

] ^ Chinese linen, grass-cloth.
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^ l§ iS 1
^'* merits are known

lluoughonl, the country

mmmm \ n -^i-honcus^

shadows of the luxuriant trees

• lengthen cut the summer's clay.

I 'l^ ]^ a labiate plant, resem-

blingthe Lophantlius in its habit,

with a capitate inflorescence,

which dries up in the summer.

] H rT ^ dog-days are really

to be dreaded.

] ^ the first great Chinese dy-

nasty of Hia from a C. 2205 to

1706 ; a list of seventeen sove-

reigns is given, who reigned

during this jjeriod.

^ ] or cultivated Hia, is still

used for Chhia, denoting the

country not its government

;

while |g \ for the same bat

btcome obsolete.

From shelter and sutmner
,

first form is most dsiinl.

tbe

A great house, a manaion.

gl I
a side-room; the

A'ja' smaller rooms on the sides

of a court

— /t^ 81 5:^ 1
you can't make

a palace out of one stick.

^ 1 ^ ^ # " P^'
^•'"^

demands a great variety of ma-

terials; — a great rnler needs

many talents in his officers.

] p^ Amoy.

S 1 :i|'^ the village of Monglia

near Macao, where the first

American treaty was signed.

^1 « > Regarded the same r.s the

TT\ last in its meaning of rooms

A'/a' built against a wall ; in Po-

king it is mostly used for the

back of a house, where there is no

verandah or jwrch.

id M^ ^
a verandah before,

and a flush wall behind.

^ 1 fi^ /la ;g- a 'o'' of side-

rooms built against the wall.

tlttlt ' ''''om 'i"!/ ""^ '° borrow.

rfi)C Leisure, relaxation; unoc-

//'.a' cupied ; self-indulgence ; to

wait,

f^ ]
to take a rest, to have a

vacation.

1f§ ] when I have a little leisure.

yj^ I
veiy busy, no time for it

]
jS| easy going, slow, moderate.

f^ ] not much to do.

fjs ] over-time, after the day's

work is done.

^^ W. ^ ] I can't think of in-

dulging myself

^ ]
to wait patiently for, as an

erruig L!on to reform.

/f, ] ^ ^ he did not take time

to inquire into it fully.

]
a day of leisure ; a period of

repo.se.

j^ ^ ] ^ when we have a

leisure day.

From a tlish and to o-y out,

because eartheuware often cracks

in baking ; it is occasionally

wiitten with ^ as a radical

m
J

instead of Ibe right one, and

, , more frequently with i earth.

Rent, cracked ; a crevice.

anoi)ening; a fi&sure ; a chance,

an occasion, a pretext
;
yawning,

gaping ; to crack, rs the eai th in

drought ; met. foppi.sh.

^ ]
a split, a cr.ick.

JL 1
a cleft, a hole,

jig- ] a leak, a crack where the

water runs through.

the aacks in the lattice go on

hinging that way.

^ jj{;^ ^t
1 PS '"'' *^® ^^^*'

grudge between them.

|§ ]
a hole in a wall.

^ ]
a narrow alley.

I 1^ a fissure, a crack; met a
cause of ofFen e, an occa^on for

strife.

Bead Jiu, and used as another

form of Pf to summon.

In Cantonese. Dirty ; a final

particle indicating that a thing is

done, or wDl do as it is.^

doing.

I ]g] foul, dirty, as linea

l> To look fit carefully and

leis-urely ; to watch with in-

Ii d' (orest, as a vessel maneuver-

ing.

Tjr^J A r;toue tplit through ; clefts

|J/^ in rocks.

''«'
1 ^ J^M,^ ^^^ fisli go

in and out through the rocky

fissures.

»» "J) From disease and to dejcend u
n h\ *'*® phonetic.

h'ia' A diarrhea.

:i|^j This is ofSen ii:eorrectly nritten

a-f^ like /ii'fiA, BS '>ru;d.

h'ki' Wild, reckless talk.

Wi ] Wi ^^ deceive, to tell

nntrulhs.

M'
Composed of [j a cover, wi'h

Jl and "1* interwoven into it,

/I'ia'
'" show its enveloping character

;

it is the Hb'ili radical of a few
common characters, and the Chi-

nese dictionaries caution the rea-

der not to confound it with si

W west.

A cover, aiiythlug which over-

shadows.
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Old soviith, liat, kat, gat, Imp, nuJ gap. In Canton, hat, hap, and ap ; — in tiicntou-, hal, ap, kiap, and chiap ; —
in Avioy, hat, gut, all, ap, gap, hiap, k'iat, itnd kiap ;

— in Fuhckan, hak, ak, hiek, and k'ak ;
—

' -in Shanghai, heh, h^, 'i.'h, kick, keh, and y^h ;
— in Cfii/'n, hiah..

,/('«<

From a case and a scale.

A chest, a trunk of a small

size ; a coffer, a casket ; a

press 01 escrutoire; a case

for books ; to inclose.

^ l|l^
I

a card-case.

j^ ]
a box, a nicely made case.

^^ \ ^ lady's thread-case.

3^ ^ ]
a jewel-case, a casket.

1 ^'1 @ tS ''8 incloses a sword

and surrounds a lamp ;
— said

of a clever but plain-looking

niffli.

n.l
IHa

To swallow, to gulp down
;

|

to taste

;

do water.

taste ; to inhale, as fishes
i

f§^
I

to sip, to drink.

1 —. 1^ ^ take a drink of tea.

]
—• P J@ sip a little wine.

P^ ] the cry or hum of a crowd.

Ill Ccwtonese. To tuck up the

sleeves or dress ; to turn up the

skirts.

I ^^ g^ to tuck up the trowsers.

] IJH to strap the tiller, as when

steering ui a high wind.

n A pen for tigers or wild ! ||-[|

beasts ; a lock-up or pen for
'f
fP

^/i^ia prisoners ; to cage ; a scab-

bard.

j^ I
name of a fragrant tree,

perhaps the sassafras.

J^ 5£ til ]K 1
t'>e tigers and the

rhinoceroses have got out of

their cages ; met. the rulers are

cruel or remi'^s, and the people

rebel.

^k'ia

From doy and a sca/f.

A well trained dog; to ap-

proach near ; familiar with,

accustomed ; irreverent, dis-

fespectful ; to desecrate, to con-

temn, to slight ; to change ; to

caress. /

] ^ mutual attachment.

5C 1
to play with, to toy with, as

a woman.

^ ] to desecrate, to profane, to

do indignity to. .

i^
I

to disregard and slight.

|§ I
to annoy, to disturb, to treat

irreverently;

government affaiis.

1 @ '^" entertain or see jugglers

or actors.

I ^ intimate with ; expert at.

Pleased
;
joy, delight.

.h'ia

From eye and injury.

Blind of one or both eyes

;

blindly, ignoranlly ; benight-

ed ; heedless, recklessly ; to

do things blindly, to act as if

blind.

I
-^ a blind person ; used as an

epithet, you blind lout

!

I ^ ] /\ all in confu.sion.

1 —- g lost one eye ; such a

person is called
| ^ a blind

tiger, a cyclops.

] ^ to run against, like a blind

man; to be disappointed.

it is time to light the lamps.

Mm^^mm] 'Xm before

the dark lamps and blind fires arc

used ;
— before lamp-lighting.

j -^ f^ ffi, like a blind man
seeking a fish ;

— /. e. I cannot

fiiid bim ; also a name for the

blindman's buff.

] ^ m to answer like a blind

man ; to mislead by one's re-

plies ; to talk with waj-farers.

] ^ to meddle with ui a disor-

derly manner.

I !^ ^ |g to heedkssiy advance
money, to venture it blindly on
a scheme.

ffi f@ 1 ? f^ 1^ [you are like]

two blind people mowing to each

other;— neither of you know
anything about it.

^ 1 Ii5 (properly written ^ |f
fj) to tell a falsehood ; to lie.

W A |§ 1 ,l| a bUnd man rid-

ing a blind horse ; t. e. running

into danger heedlessly.

In Shanghai. Like, resem-

bling.

I ^ or
I ^ like ; looks the same.

From ciirrluge or metal and
injury ; the third form is an-
tique.

The linch-pin, or iron ring

on the nave, which keeps

the wheel in its place ; the

creaking or rumbling of a

cart ; to goveni, to rule
;

to regtilate or guide public

morals, as a censor does ; to turn.

!^ ] to direct generally, to over-

see.

^ ] to control, to rule over.

H Ift i: H 1 the controller of

all ages — is filial piety.

^ 1 to be under another's orders.

^ ] -g ^ lu take out the linch-

pin and keep a friend ;
— to

urge a guest to stay.

/fc ] and ^"
I

names of star*

a Pt T] Algorab in CorvuB.
{

Hills each side of a chasm

or gorge, with a Btreara be-

low ; the v,;.ttTf:hcd of hills

;

a rapid formed by an island

in a stream, or by hills rontracting

it ; a narrow reach or gut ; a strait, j

] P a pass in the hills.

7J1C ] a rapid, applies 1 oidy where
i

steep banks contract the stream. 1

Jiia

h'i:i

24
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I ^^•[ an old name for I-chaug fu

on the Yangtsz' River.

5j5 SI iS 1 ^^^ diriding ridge of

hills. _
35 1

and _^ ] are noted gorges

and peaks in the east of Sz'-

^ ch'uen.

,//w

y—t^ Like the last.

I»>\> The name of an ancient

A «*' town, ] >Q in the pro\nnce

of Hupeh, near I-chang fu,

where .•» battle took place b. c. 230

;

subsequently the place was known

as
I

j^, derived from the rapids

in the Yangtsz' Ri\er.

From Jog and to squeeze ; this

nnd the uext are constantly inter-

-' changed.

Narrow, strait, the opposite

of ^ ; mean, contracted,

narrow-minded ; to regard as petty
;

to treat as mean.

1 ?^ narrow, as a boat ; insnffi-

cient, cramped for room.

B. & ] ^ niggardly; mean,

stingj-.

fa
I

or ] }^ contracte<l views,

prejudiced ; mean ; low-live.

^ j; ]
sordid, petty ; illiberal.

1 ^ 'ftl j^ t^b^y ™6' '» * narrow

j)alii ; (.('. these enemies could

not avoi<l eacli other.

^- S 1^ JW 1 A do iiot condenui

other's straits by your freedom.

1^.
Vbed with the last ; it must not

be confounded with SAen |^
tlie jnovince of Sheusi;

A narrow defile.

1 BS * narrow pass ; a

gorge, a defile ; a confined

place in a river; in straits.

P^ a Harrow doOr ; me* " the

strait gate.

HIAH.

-J*_|l| From strength and happy,

f-^/4 > Firm, determined, energetic
;

"''"'
diligent, careful.

1 jsu vigorous and earnest.

K|rt-|^ From bhck and lucky.

t>»)M> A deep, uniform black
;

" "* crafty, wily, artful ; or in a

good sense, clever, intelli-

gent.

Jf ]
full of d(Klges, guileful.

^ ]
slippery, untrustworthy.

^ ^ St 1
"'I'i'-''' is tlie dolt,

and which is the smart one?

[S\ The plaintive cry of the

|SlJ j camel.

•h'ia ^ :!: S6 Rft 1
when load-

ed too heavily, the oamel
•' ones out.

Ji'iu

A saddle-clotb.

jfl S£ 1 |l| " horse's hous-

ings embroidered with red

flowers.

V^l From water and to join ; it

t
occnrs used for its primitive.

h Kt' Xo soak, as water into the

ground ; to instil, to imbue

;

to assemble ; to permeate, to
{

pervade; to blend, to harmonize!

with ; to affect well ; to supply,

provided for; just, exactly; old
|

name of a river, now called tlie
'

^ jpj, on whicli Hoh-yang hien i

lies in the east of Sh nsi. I

1 1 fi^ H * T he has ju.st

I

this moment gone.
|

1 -^ J£ >[5> the people are well

salislied ; it pleases the people

greatly. !

'te 1
<" ft 1

intimate, as friends

;

mutual likijig) J^eeable to, as

two dispositionii. >

HIAH.

J[U 1 W ^ to furnish everything

for the ceremonies.

1 Ih "^ 3 ''^ ^^ good sense
'

and great ability.

j§' 1
. f^^ors granted, as by govern-

ment.

I ^ proper, agreeable, in order.

I pJT
very well done, all right.

?W- 1 ^ pfr t"' disseminate high,

correct doctrine; true and ex-

alted principles.

ffi 1 -£ ^ on the north of the

River Hi;ih.

^ 'ft ^ 1
I'is doctrines pervade

and refonu, as the soul or world.

In Cantonene. To cover ; to

keep from the air, as a sore by a

poultice
;
poor, neglected, dirty.

] ^ spoiled, as by moldiness.

] ^ to poultice a sore.

1 1 B^ crackling, crisp, light,

like pastry.

tC^^ The united sacrifice, a general

/|l pj J worship by relatives of their

/I'w' remote and near ancestors,

made triennially by the em-
peror and princes ; the smell of the

sacrifices mingling in the temple.

^ I
the grand family sacrifice.

.Ir A^ Fiery, blazing ; at the south

^ Fl J 't 'neans to provoke, to scold

;

/j'i'a' to boil in water, to cook by

boiling.

] jg to boil soup.

I ^ to irritate. *

jty^f Stout, ^ngorous, brawny.

I H > 1 ^ ^ Ifi
l>e is perfectly

h'ia' fearless.

XJbst Oflal Of ruVbish he«p«d up.

*)\i ^ 1
a ^^ pUs of dust

Via? «I!4 refil9«>-.
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Old aounds, ha, ka, kap, gap, and gak. In Cantonese, hai and hoi ;
— in Suratow, hai, oi, hia, hoi and kin ;

—
in Amoy, hai ;

— in Fuhchau, hai, a, and ha ;
— in Shanghai, ye, 'a, ya, and li'ie ;

— in Chifu, hiai.

m
From hide and a baton ; tlie

second form, thougli uiiautlioriz-

ed, is common ; the third is

anti<{ue, and ift more frequently

read <Jii.

Sliocs ; ii iniiiip ; a slip{K;r

;

a gaiter ; a baud or string.

-^
fy- I

or — |g 1 one

jiair of shoos.

ates.

a woman's slioe, worn by
women with small feet.

pJiC I
wooden soled shoes for wet

weather.

1

,// iii

7K 1
Sk;

^

^ the sole of a shoe.

I [£ a slioemaker.

] ^^ a shoe-bom.

] ^ fees paid to brokers.

5'S is 1 ^ slippers without heels.

1 ft H sole ; a strip of hide used

ti) l)eat the montli.

^%m\-m^M o"e lifts

his feet high when he has

just put on a pair of new shoes;

— the man is not yet used to

his new honors.

In Cantonese. Rough, hispid,

harsh ; stmgy, crabbed ; an in-

terjection of disappointment, ah !

ffl 1
t^oarse and rough.

Ie S 1 ^^ ^ very mean.

f-i ^\

From words or reed and all
;

the second form is very nnusual.

To harmonize, as musical

instruments do ; to pair, to

accord with ; consenting,

accordant ; to agree, as

upon a price ; to laugh at,

to joke.

^ ] agreeing, of one mind.

6 ^ 1 ^ a ''oar-headed, mar-
ried pair ; a Darby and Joan.

"^It "^
\ ~X the matter will brook

no delay ; imminent, uistant.

] ^ harmonious tone or chords

;

a grammatical terra for charac-

ters whose primitive is a real

phonetic, and rules the sound,

as ^ is sounded like ^ ; or

^ like if, &c.

/\ gf ]^ I
to make the notes to

accord ; to harmonize tlie tones.

^ M ;^ ]
all is well arranged

;

nothing is descordant.

1 ^ or 1^ ] to jest and laugh

with ; to gibe, to sport with.

From insect and to loosen as the
phonetic.

A crabi

I ^ or
] j^ crab soup.

] a large red species, fat and

rich.

J^ ] swimming sea qrabs like thri

Portumis ; called ^^% ^ ^
the young gentleman without

bowels, from a popular notion.

^ f{{| ] a large sw iinming crab

at Canton.

^ SJ 1 fa ^ it is I'k« a crab

without legs; i e. the aftair can-

not be done, you can't get on.

"^
I ^ at Canton, a rapid row-

boat, 80 called from its oars,

often as many as fifty or sixty.

^ ] to tie a crab to take out its

meat ; applied to a mode of tric-

ing a man up by the h<inds and
feet to make him confess.

'h'ie

From horse and a horary charac-
ter.

Suddenly alarmed, startled,

^Qj terrified; to change color

from fear ; to disperse
; to beat the

tattoo and arouse the army.

] 'fQ
to be scared, frightened.

Jg ] astonished, amazed.

] ^ suddenly alarmed, startling.

] ^ abashed, ashamed.

] ^ strange, frightful, horrid-

looking.

I 5^ he looks much scared,

'if* ^ 1 lit
excessively alarmed

and angry at.

From heart and to loosen as

phonetic.

the

/i'iV Idle, remiss, negligent, inat-

tentive ; slow.

] 'f^
slow and idle, sliiftless.

# 1
or j ;g; lazy, inefficient

in office.

M iS ^ 1
b"sy morning and

night.

^ ]
not to weaken, not allowed to

diminish in vigor.

> From water and to loosen.

A creek or canal ; a cove or

" "^ small inlet is j^ | ; it is

applicable also to a large

estuary.

'0 ] a rivulet.

In Peldngese. Tliin, as congee or

paste.

IHf "? 1 T ^^^ paste has turned

to be watery, as from the

weather.

I
hHe"

A valley ; a low hill separat-

ed from a higher one ; name
of a valley in the Kwanlun
Mts.

Kie

A fabulous animal, the 1 ^,
half deer, half unicorn, also

called jpi^ i^ ; it dwells in

the desert, and gores wicked

men when it sees them ; the figure

is used as the official embroidery of

censors and intendants ; stern,

firm, as this animal is thought to

be.

] ^ an ancient cap woni by

judges.
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A'le'

To meet one unexpectedly

;

a pleasant accidental meet-

ing.^

] jg to come across unex-

pectedly, as a friend.

t> From plant and to loosen as the

phonetic.

h'ie* A woody climbing plant, the

y I
which has hooked

spines and axillary tendrils,

with large oval ribbed leaves, fur-

nishing a tonic like sarsaparilla, of

which the decoction is drank ; some

say it is the plant, while i ^ ^ >s

the root of the Smilax C/iina, but

this is unlikely, though the plant

is most probably one of that

genus, and in Kiangsi its root is

used fur food.

jfl 3p^ 1
has reddish flowers, and

is probably a species of Ascle-

piadse (a Symphyoglosswn'*.

)

Bead Jdai. A medicinal plant

having yellow lance shaped leaves.

redcUsh flowers, and round pepper

like seeds ; the ] j^ seems to

denote two plants, of which one

is a sort of Trapa, the other I

resembles the Hyoscyamus.

I 5^ 3^ a pliuit growing near

Macao (Falloj)ia nervosa, Lour.) i

whose leaves are dried for a tea.
1

I ^ a water plant (Butvmus iitrt-

bellatus) resembling a lily, whose

rhizomes are eaten.

h'iP

To take hold, to take up in

the hand ; to pass, as a dish

at table ; to bring to one.

1 ^ ^ bring the tea.

1 i£ JJ ff bring a penknife to

me. (Cantonese.)

From wood and implement.

Gyves, shackles, or manacles,

" '* whatever is used to fetter

prisoners; military weapons,

arms of all sorts ; things carried by

a grandee in his traveling equi-

page ; a craft, an art.

^ ] 0T& 1 weapons or spears,

guns, artillery, swords, Ac.

;^ I
a curious contrivance, de-

licate machinery.

fcS 1 ^ P^ ^ crafty, malicious

scheme.

] ^ fights with weajwns, usually

refers tq clan and village fights.

wheuever you dress in mail, it

is imjwrtant that the plates be

Composed of plants, leeks and
bad.

hHe' A species of onion, the shallot

or scallious (Allium ascalom-

cum), with fislui<«i leaves, common
in Hu-kwang; it is forbidden to

those who fast ; name of a mat.

1 ^ ^^
1 6 '^^ bidbs of seal-

lions.

[Jj ] a wild species of Allium

without bulbs.

j^Sf} From leek and broken ; it is used

^|& chiefly as a primitive, and is also

~7(^ written witli the radical yV added.

Courageous, bold, energetic
;

mean ; hasty, urgent.

1 t:^
daring, full of fight.

From teeth and scaly plates.

To gnash the teeth, as when
'

Kie' angry
;

plates of mail ar-
\

ranged like teeth.

81 1 to exhibit a venomous
'

hatred.

Mist or dewy vapor on the

sea is \% ] ; also denotes

ft'ie^ night damps in northern re-

gion-s. which are conducive

to health , — an allusion, it may
be, to the aurora.

&6 4 t'i 1
— ^ 'l»e teacher

and his pupils are all in a

happy and pleasing accord.

Old sounds, hiuug, kinng, and giung. In Canton, heung and hong ;
— «n Swatow, hiiing, h^i^, and hang ; —

in Amoy, hiong, kong, hang, unrf k'ii'mg; — in Fuhchau, hiong oh</ hong ;
— in Shanghai,

hinng and 'oug ;
— in Uhi/a, hiang.

^Uiuntj

Composed of ^ millet and "y*

street, both contracted ; it forms
tile 186th radical of a small and
natural group of characters.

Fragrant, odoriferous, sweet

;

a fragrant ar renowned name ; re-

putable ; the memory cherished for

one's rii-tues; perfume, aroma,
effluvia ; incense ; this word is much
used in names of pl.ices.

I ^ fragrance ; sweet smell.

I ^ .sweet to the taste.

] !^ spicery, aromatics.

Jg ]
the aroma of wine.

5^ 1 name for several fragrant

orchids, like a Malaxis.

# 1
oi" ^ ^ 1 « ^'''y literary

reputation.

—• ^ I
one stick of uicense.

j^
I

or t^ 1 or fr 1 to wor-

ship, to bimi incense ; the last

also means going to the temples.

] ^ an iiicen.se jar or basin.

] jjff
aromatic oils, as jioniatuni

or bergamot ; out in the north,
j

it usually means sesamum oil.

] ^ an incense-table in a temple.

1 fij Q scent bags, small aro-

matic fobs for perfumes.
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^ ^ ]
to burn stupefying drugs.

I ^ worsliipcrs, or visitors to

teni|)les.

I
3^ frcigiaut beads, made of

lign-aloes and other woods.

1 its ^^ t^ ^'"^ smoke of incense

has cca&cd, as in a ruined temple.

^ M^ 1
g"'^ benjamin or benzoin.

7fC I
putchuck, burned as an ui-

cense.

^^ The fragrance of the deer,

( fj^ I. e. the na\el of the musk

J^iuny deer.

From C or |i place repeated

back to back, w itli g a hernel
between them ; it is not tlie same

as k'ing j/fP a minister.

m
J^iany

^ A village, the home whither

(people tend ; a region ; the country
;

in olden lime fi\'e j^ made one ^K
of 12,500 families

; a neighborhoocl,

a ward or part of a city ; a great

sound, as of rain ; an. entresol or

place between flights of stairs ; win-

dows opposite; rude, rustic, coun-

try-like.

1^ ]
fellow townsmen. '''

•^ ) or ^ I
in the village.

^ \ one's native country or place.

] ;j;^ a village, a country town
uii walled.

1 f the country ; at the village.

^ A ^ IB 1
he dreamed that

he went to the cloudy halls.

^ 1 J5 an elderly gentleman,

an old man of sixty.

] ^ the village elder.

] 1^1 a country gentleman.

] ^ a \illage company, cabal, or

society.

^ g f^ 1
they dwell in the

wnitheru parts of the land.

1 f4 O''
1 ^ the triennial e.\-

aniination for Liijin.

1 Mi * hy[)ocrite, a double-faced

man.

^ I
a strange country, a distant

region.

^ ^ ] to frequent grt)g-sh<)j)8

and tavcnis.

ftr 1 th '" speak a village brogue.

M ^^ ] to sleep soundly. '

W 1 ^ he has several neighbors
|

near him.
\

Read hiany', and used for |p],

'

directed towards ; time past, for-
j

merly.

]
' ^ to show the way, to guide,

to pilot.
j

^ ] ^ the night draws on to

the dawn. '

Ifi ^ Pf 1 ^ 't is ""f "til to

nui llirougli all your pleasures.

] :^ jS JPS '" •^"joy eternal hap-

piness.

•^ ]
a long enjoyment.

I B ipf;
'" 't'g"; to sit on the

tlironc.

^(i I
mating or equalizing tlie fe-

licity, refers to the deification

of the spiiits of emperors, mak-
ing tiiem equal to Heaven and
Earth.

Jiiuiiy

'^^Xf 'rhe fragrant smell of grain,
|

(^pj) as newly reaped millet; the I

^h^ia^ly odor of beef's tallow; used

for the last.

^ P3 1 ^ to perceive a slight
|

fragrance. '

] -^ smell of a stack of millet. !

Soup or porridge made of beef
|

iiashed tine and boiled tho-

roughly ; small ganglions

found in the flesh of oxen or

sheep.

From ffoat and work ; it is now
T|f I

cliiefiy ui^ed as a contraction

ft for tchw'en JB vessel.
Jctany ' ""

L, W^l -^ '^"''t of boat.

J^ 1 a vessel or boat in the

Wu country, an old name for

the canal boats in Kiangsu.

^
I—

(

From 1^ high and to speah, \

'

I*-
both altered in combination ;

t/f • qd. as when bringing in sacrifices
]« Wi.g

,Q tijj gods ; it differs now from

^ successful, though originally

like it.
"

;

To offer up with thanks, to pre- i

sent in sacrifice ; to accept, as the

gods do ; to enjoy ; to receive

grftlefuUy ; to give enjoyment, to

confer dignities ; a dignity,

j^
I

filial oft'erings — to ances-

tors.

I ^ to enjoy the use of.

] ^ % "j/ W, ho"' long did he

live t

C^|§|J From to eat and vilfai/e ; occurs

>j^^ used for both the last and next.

^h^iaiig To entertain a guest, to feast

people ; to otter in sacrifice
;

a banquet ; a sacrifice ; oBerings.

— ^ ] ;^ all tlie morning I

will feast liim.

g ] ^ ^ to feast friends and

guests, as at a ;^ I
a state

banquet or formal entertain-

ment.

Tfif I
ofterings for the gods.

WL 1 to present offerings of any

kind.

jt^ I

" still [come to] the sacrifice,"

— the usual end of a prayer to

the gods.

J^ ] a dinner to graduates.

1 1^ sugar figures carried at wed-

dings.

C<^|f From aound and village as the
'^T**

^ plionetic.

'h'i'iiiy An echo, described as the

" noise outside of the soinid
;"

a noise, clamor, fracas ; echoing,

sounding, reverberating; jingling;

used for an intensitive before ad-

jectives.

1 ^ a loud, a distinct sound.

_- ^ 1 one word, one clap ; a

single sound.

jf^ ] the rippling of water, as by

the side of a boat.

1 U an echo, a reverberation ; a

response or general consent,

popular coo|)eration.

1 BS 5c * ^'^'^y ^^^^ *^y> *

cloudless day.
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?lt -1^ 1 J'""
'^''""''' make it sound,

as a friimpet.

^ I
silence ! don't be so noisy.

^ ] shadow and echo, which like

retribution, follow their cause.

^ ] ^ pM,
'wre idle ruiuor, gos-

sip.

1 ft §i * noise of some sort, as

a rustling or cry at night, that

draws notice.

1 <^ j'"g''"& horses; i.e. a thief

or highway roblier, a bandit ; a

rebel leader.^ I 0^ innwrlnnate ; I beseech

you earnestly ; i'. e. you can hear

my head as it knocks.

An uimuthorizeil niid ven- coiii-

Inl ^yoit contraction for the lust.

'A'ianff ^ M ] M ''"^ valley re-

peats the eirho.

( In Cantonese. Used for |pj at

or in a4)lace.

fi*> 1 .1 BI tt P^b <^o )"" I've at

^ the landiug-place t

From to eat and towards as the

phonetic.

'Kkmg The provisions given to hus-

bandmen as part of their

wages ; rations for troops ; taxes

paid to government in kind ; duties,

excise ; to give or send food ; to

provide an entertainment for one.

&
]

pay and allowances of sol-

diers.

1
^revenue; moneys received

for the land tax ; conunissaiiat

funds,

j^ ]
to pay duties.

j96 1 maritime duties, imports.

] 1^ an official receipt for duties.

^ ] "f ffl
his wife t<K)k his food

out to the field.

^ I
he murdered those who sup-

plied him with provisions j said

of !^ f|§ in the last days of the

Hia dynasty.

Is j a boiled mess of greens and
rice,— taken to the field-hands.

ift ^ Sill 1
excise is collected

here in aid of tlie revenue..

Like the last.

To prepare food and take it

'h'iung „„! to the laborers in the

fields.

^ \ ^ ^ they fed them with

millet while at work.

'/I'itiiii/

From insect and village, but ex-

plained to be the insect that

knows sound.

Larva which proceed from

other caterpillars are
| ^,

applied too, to the ichneumon flies

which lay their eggs in them

;

grubs.

^ I
may-flies or musketoes rising

in swarms from damp grounds.

1^—J
^ From 13 mouth and t^^ n. cover ;

IHI q.'l. an opening for ventilation ;

,, . , it is nearly s3nonvniou9 with the
^'""y

next.

A window, an aperture ; to-

wards, facing, opix)site to; from

or to ; to face ; an object, an in-

tention, a subjictof study ; former-

ly, hitherto, time p<ist, heretofore

;

jX)ints of the compass ; name of a

small ancient feudatory in the

l)rcscnt Ho-cheu ^ ;I+j in east of

Ni^an-hwui, near the Yangtsz' K.

] p (jn a former day, previously
;

towards the sun.

] 5jj hitherto a while past.

—. ] for a while, formerly.

1 5b ie go'"g ^^^*~

-)j
] ^ the bearing, the aspect

of. as a location.

I Jiji
northerly, facing the north.

J^ I
the object of desire.

;g; ] the intention ; the scope of

the idea.

]
fjjl f^ ^ you can try to bor-

row ir.onej" of him.

1 n^ -i I" 8" ahead.

1 {•)» ^t
^^ "''*'' 'o speak to you.

1 ^^ o/t ""^'"cl to wh.it I say.

ft> ] 3 ^ ^ «''>«'« *« y""
going >.

!£ fiS 1 '^- to settle the direc-

tion of, as a grave.

M M 4S ] loddng at each

other, nonplussed.

rl ~h ]
the twenty-four points

of compass ; met. uneasy, as

f!)'» *C" — "t' 1
yo""" "^""i

is quite bewildered.

>jj> "^
1
your mind is not on your

work.

^ \ i%. 1P close the [north]

windows and stop up the doors.

;jtftft> Used for the last.

|WJ Opposite ; to incline to ; to

/( tang
stiiik to attain ; to approach

;

to show one's mind to ; to

guide ; attracti\ ely, encoura-

gingly.

3^ "F 1 IS t'le country relies on

him, the empire tnrns to him.

I ^ backwards.

] ^ ^ jpg the settled or com-

mon use of every happmess.

] "F fl§ 5 iiidicating the signs

of the times to [the sovereigns

of] Hia.

> From sun and village. f

A little while ; formerly

;

« W"^ lucid, plain, as evidence.

1 ^ recently, a short time

ago.

1 S: i: H .^ I lately employ-

ed him for three months.

^ j <^ "l^
this is good proof

for present and former times.

> A kind of gem ; some de-

_PJ scribe it as an ornament of

Kiany^ stone worn by women as a

girdle clasp.

Kiiing''

> The old form is compoaed of two

E, filnres back to back, and 9^
ptililir, denoting the public tho-

roughfare in a place*

A side street, a crooked lane

among the houses ; an alley in a

village ; a bye-street ; a wynd ; a

a narrow path or street of dwell-

ings ; a passage in a hareem.

;g: pg ] in a wretched neighbor-

hood.
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i^ ] brothels, called (he willow

lane, from their being found

on watersides where those trees

shade the paths.

ijlf
I

a narrow lane between ad-

jacent buildings.

jjj I
a sluice to let in water.

^ ] a row of side rooms behind

the chief court of the palace,

where female criminals were

anciently confined.

I P entrance of a side street, or

a •(^ I
or bye-lane.

^1 1
'" M. 1 '* street, a neigh-

borhood ; a close or place.

] 1^ street brawls, a row.

] ^ ^jf B^ street rumor, village

gossip ; a canard.

] f^ a chief eunuch iu a hareem
;

an old name.

f
Kiung^

A raised path between fields

;

to prepare, to make ready.

JM
J From head and work.

The nape, the part which
h iang' j,ggjg qjj ^jjg piUow ; a sort,

item, class, thing, or species

of anything, but usually relates to

money affairs ; the effects from a

cause ; a source of income
; funds,

deposits
;
great ; name of a small

feudatory, now Hiang-ch'ing hien

1 M 0. "' (^han-cheu fu in the

east border of Hon an.

] ^ cap strings ; a neck-ribbon.

5^ I
the back of the neck, near-

ly the same as J^ ] , a com-

mon term for the throat.

^ ]
a deposit on interest.

7^ I
public funds ; the general

stock.

] HF ^ i^ there are items (or

charges) which are not yet

cleared off.

^ ] debts ; one's liabilities.

—
I ^ one class of revenue or

payments.

ffl tt 1 M fo""" steeds with long

arched necks.

^ 1 R ^*<^h sort of goods.

^Ij ] another kind.

] |gj a neck ring of silver, a sort

of torque worn by children^

Jj5 ] 52, an income, the means of
support.

^1 §J *"! uncertain income ; a
doubtful asset, as a bad debt,

jg — 1 ^ '(fl
this sort of thing,

this kind of afifaic

Old sotinds, liio, kio, gio, kat, kak, and gat In Canton, hiu, liao, and ngtto ; — 1« Sivatow, iigao, hii, and
hail

;
— in Amoi/, liiau, kau, iignu", and haii ;

— in Fulwhau, liiu, ngo, liaii, and

.ea

J^iao

From four mouths avouiul one
head ; q.d. tlie voice going above
the Iiead ; it is also read ^mjuo.

To \ocifcrate ; to cry out as

when calluig off ; to scold,

to rail at ; clamor, hum, as in a

market ; a complaining or whining

tone ; contentious noiKc ; name of

a long-armed ape, a bii'd with a

dogs tail ; and a river.

^ P 1 ] to vilify with foul

vords, as the populace do.

^ I? ] I
you .bear me \vith iu-

difTerence and contempt.

^ iL \ 1 the people were dis-

satisfied with him.

S IW i^ 1
^'^ disposition of the

populace is giddy and conceited.

I ^ A to treat unfairly.

I J^ impoverished, no resources,

diminishing.

— in Shanijhai, li'io and yo ;
— in Chi/'u, hiao,

,1^
The querulous tone of com-

K/g plaint ; the chattering of

Jikio birds ; to grieve, to mourn
;

fear dread.

] ] M tfi wearisome arguing

and disputation.

1^ ) ]
garrulous, complaining.

^ lit W 1 1
I could only

scream from dread.

In Cantonex. A corruption of

liao ~f, and used as a sign of the

past tense.

JU' ] it is doae,

:g ] written.

In Shanghai, prori. ^ncio, though

it is also written Hg and j^ in

that dialect. See ; to look at.

1
~~* M M ^°^^ ' there is one
star.

Jl'ilO

From horse and eminent.

A gentle, go<xl horse ; strong,

brave, courageous ; skillfid

at pitching, as in quoits ; to

pilch at.

^ ]
lusty, warlike, valorous.

] l|§ 't^ •^" aid-de-camp to a

gencTiil.

] j(fp a biavo general.

] PJ3' to hit the tag, as in pitch-

farthing ; to throw the rods into

the jar, an old. game.

Jiiuo

V»m Arij and fiigh ; also read
/^oA, ^hao, rtntl.(/'/o, in tlie same
general sense of Blazing

To scorch, to bum or char
;

to roast, to toast
;
great heat.

1 ^ *o dry before the fire.

^ 'IfF 1 1
1"^ '•''s a raging fever.
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Bead hoh^ Blazing.

I ]
high flames.

H W^ Vast, large.

^|I^^ ] ^ empty, vast, boundless.

«*''°*
Eead Jtao. The noise of

a blast ; an angry sonnd ; the

voice of anger.

L pt. A hollow root or stump of a

tree; hollow, empty; fara-

^h^iao ished ; unfilled.

] Wi *" empty belly, hun-

gry ; inet. ignorant.

1 ^ all has been wastefully spent.

I
T^ a star in or near Aquarius.

1 ^ ^ ^ to do public dnties

without any salary.

From hints and to cri) out.

A bird with a mournful voice,

fh'ino called ^^ ]
the white owl,

or a similar species of the owl

family ; a fabulous animal.

^ ]
a delicious tasted bird, good

for soups or to roast

1 ^ pike] owls and tigers— for

fierceness ; Siiid of banditti.

Composed of a stiek, on nhicU is

the head of a birj.

.h'iao A species of owl, called j^ ]

which some say is the same

as the preceding; it is used as an

emblem of filial ingratitude, because

it is sai:l to cat its dam ; Han Wu-
ti served up a soup made of it on

the 5th cf the 5th moon ; to expose

the heads of criminals in cages in

tcrrorcra ; brave, wicked, unscnipu-

Idus ; a bandit.

1 "M" ij» ^ •'r
1 ^ ^ "XIJOSC

heads in cfiges.

5fi ] a smuggler ; a lawless fellow.

1 ^ brave cavaLy ; hardy, mc6^
lroo{)ers.

1 M. * '''cked chieftain,

j ^ an owl soup ;— a figure

for ono who would kill even his

Jvindred.

^ ) one who risks his head by

smuggling or sellhig salt ille-

gally.

The lofty imposing cficct of

grand buildings.

Jiiao
I IS or IQ^ ] grand and

high, as a palace.

Like the next and more conect

;

used ill medical books.

f/i'/rto A diflSculty in breathing

;

astlimatic ; coughing.

I ^ a hacking cough ; irritation

in the throat.

1 iSl ""
1 ^ ''''•' asthma.

I|--|^
I'rom mouth and .filial ; it is often

uSU nsed for the last, and is intev-
f ^ -t diiiiii^d with (he next.

Ji KtO

To howl, to licllow ; to

scream, as a tiger ; to roar,

as beasts when angry or afraid ; to

gnmt, as a boar ; to pant, to gasp

;

to cough, to breathe hard.

P& 1 itS^ M t° angrily bluster

and rail at.

1 Jg short of breath.

] f^ the asthma ; to breathe with

difficulty.

] |l|^ to frighten and scream at

;

to threaten, to browbeat.

From viovth and tii/er ; also

read fiia' and occurs used for

nK to in'imidate ; the tliird form

iilso means the snarl of a clog :

and ihe second is a synonym
for a lion.

Tlio scresira or snarl of a

tiger wlien aljoiit to spring

;

a growl, a roar ; to alarm.

] ^ ^'ery angry ; irritated

beyond bounds.

ing tiger.

1
"J*
—

jjjfc
be scared me dread-

fully.

-i»JU I'roai to breathe aod high.

fI^A Vapor rising higb ; hot air

,/r.'oo asccaUiug.

] ^ Lot mists, vapor like

ttcalD.

I \^. 5 the mist rises and floats

off into douds.

I ] hot air, l^^e the snmmer-colt

in dog days.

cr)}]

.h'.ao

S^te To call one fitjni a distance,

fli'iao
1 A to halloo at, to call

after.

nytj A sound, arising from crack-

(JiyQ ing the joints ; the shin-bone.

i/t'tao jn Pu/,c/,(,u used for J^.
Tho leg or fciot ; a classifier

of one of a pair.

1 ^ a lackey, an attendant, a

fool man.

I
i|i Ihe ankles.

] jp a step, a pace.

"^^ The OTi;;innl form is intended to

A> represent the blending of things,
-^^^ referring to tho diiigrams ; it

^yao forms the 8'Jih rn'lical of a few
incongruous characters.

To mix, to intertwist ; to lay

crosswise; t*) imitate or change,

referring to the mtitatiotis of things.

^ ] the six lines cf a diag^.^m as

IS ; each line is called a /i ao,

anil their meaning
] |^ or the

diagram's eidolon or imJtgery.

^ I
the eight original, or tho

si.xty-four derival diagrams cf

Fiih-hi; tho -jit; ] refer to

one's self, and tho ^ |
to

another, when casting a divina-

tion or charm.

] ^ the ex[)'.anatlon or occult

end of each line in the diagram.

From flesh pnrl to blm:l ; like

the next.

Savory viands ; meats drrssed

for the tabic with the bones

in ; sacrificctl meats ; delicacies

fur a feast.

"^ 1 H 10 tlelicafc viands and

sweet liquor ; ?'. c. every luxury.

^C From io'ent and favorv WM*d/.^ ;

used with the lut.

j^Hao Meals ; rich footl ; « feast

;

to t.i.stc.

j^ j
to rcJast mcalt!.

] f^ dressed meats, delicacies.

] j^ meats and fmits, as arrang-

ed for an oftcring.
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Used for the last and tlie next.

('H>t Mi.\ed, blended ; to mix, as

j.'/ue metals ; to confuse, to put

into disorder ; meat with the

bones in it; pulse food or diet; to

use as food ; viands, sauces.

] JlJ to set out in order, arrang-

ed properlj'.

f^ ] all mixed up.

^ ^ ^ ] and they had their nice

dishes too.

] ^ miscellaneous ; not perspi-

cuous : muddv.
;

^^^ Mixed,

C'l'^ of an a!

muddy, roile<l ; name

affluent of the Yellow

^au river in south of Shansi in

Yangching hien jS^ ^ %%
which runs across Honan.

I jK,
all in confusion.

tH TS CS 1 ^1'" P"""*^
''""^ turbid

(t. e. the bad anil the good) are

' all mixed up. ^-

.y^y Name of several hills in the

cW^4 western part of Honan pro- '

j/(to vince ; a stream near them.
|

] 1^ II a famous pass in

Honan, not far from Wiin

Wang's capital Fung-ching.

in 1 [il t^^o noted [)eaks in

Min-chi hien ui Honan fu.

5^ }($ ] it is getting to be light.

1 B^ <"* pl''"' proclamation; to

plainly command,

jj ]
I fully understand it ; it is

\cry plain ;
— the opposite of

/f, ^ ^^ I
lie does not under-

stand it at all.

1 -ff •j^ ?§ start early and stop

late.

H ^ ] the cock announces the

dawn.

I ^ the matin bell — iit a mon-
astery.

Composed of white tbrice repeated

Three dishes, composed of

tuniips, rice, iind sugar-

candy, all of them white

things, to which the character al-

ludes, and called
| |g ; they were

prepared by a man named Ts'ien,

for his friend the jwet Su Tung-p'o,

Ixit he answered it by a ^ f^ or

downy meal, ;'. e. one out of empty

7( HI'

dishes or 4tt hence these two

m
Jl'lUO

'h'iao

Soup made from pork cut up

and lx)ileil thoroughly; sa-

vory, fragrant.

1 ai \>oTk soup.

From datf and eminent,

Light, clear, as in the morn-

ing ; early, the dawn ; \i\ar

tins ; luminous, perspicuous,

plainly stated ; mtelligcnt, easy to

perceive; to. make to understand,

to comprehend ; to meet
; grati-

^ I 1^ I understand ; I perceive

it.

1 i, int'orni him; I .see il clearly.

^ ] fpf i^ I don't catch the

meaning.

^ I
clearly understowl ; a full

perception of.

phrases denote a Barmacide feast

•* From ^ old contracted, witli

"r chilli iiiiderneath
; }.(/. the

Uuio' cliild supporting the parent.

Duty, respect and obedience

to parents and seniors ; filial piety,

which "5
-fr 1 ^ ^ is regarded

as the chief of virtues, and is mside

to include loyalty, official dignity,

confidence in friends, self-resjiect,

and bravery in battle ; the j^ line

or warp of heaven, the ^ right of

earth, and the fj duty of man
;

lime of mourning for j)arents

;

lilial-5 mournuig apparel ; funeral.

I
-^ a filial son.

^ 1
to put on the ] . flg or

mourning dress for a parent

;

which is worn 27 months in

different styles, till | ^ the

mourning is ended, when jjj 1

it is laid atiide.

] ^ dutiful and submissive to

liarunts; to act filially.

'fr jE -T« 1 '"^ is ^" obstinate

undutifid— .son.

] JH; filial requirements ; Che logic

of filial piety.

^ ]
to obey a parent. ;

I ^ a filial heart.

1^ ]
to ^isit and thank friends

after a parent's funeral.

] ^ %.lt^^'^ worship the ances-

tral Sftrits.

1 @ the Canon of Filial Duty, a

work written about B. c. 475, by
Tsangtsz' "^ •^ a disciple of

Confucius.

1 Ife ^ '^^•'™ *°'" ^ %'" graduate,

intimating his loyalty and fru-

gality.

* f« >i S 1 JFI W Ji the

deified [ancestors] enjoy the

ofl^erings, and their filial des-

cendants are blessed.

t^J-^ From strength and to join ; it is

muoli u.sed where the next would
he correctly emploved.

To toil, to labor earnestly at,

especially in the .army ; exer-

tion in obedience to orders, or to

reach an aim ; to imitate ; merit,

e-xertions; meritorious results.

I "fj
earnest eflbrls in a calHng;

in speaking of officers' punish-

ments, as
I "tj ^ ^ i^o exert

themselves to atone for their

crimes, it denotes often that

they are to remain in prison till

the commutation money is paid,

or the time of exile is up.

1 ^ S ^ '*^ valoroutily defend

the imperial (louiains.

^ ] ^ til uioil for another with-

out reward.

^ ]
to recompense, as for a

favor.

_L^ttJ Interchanged with the laM and

h'iao' To imitate, to learn, to copy

;

to fulfill, to verify ; to require,

as a charge; to give to,; exertions,

merits ; effects, results ; action, as

of a medicine ; efficacious ; like,

similar.

I ^ to follow, as a rule ; to em-

ulate, as a good man's life.
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^ 1 or ] "^to imitate, to strive

after, to try to copy.

I ^ the consequences of effort;

effectual, prevailing; results of

earnestness ; verified.

^ 1 in fill divinely eflScacious,

as a pill.

^ ]
merit earned by service;

usefnl labors.

] ^ to excel the pattern, as in

doing evil.

"1^ = gj I
the prediction has I

been verified,

jjg ^ ^ I
the medicine has

produced no effect.

^ I
it has benefited me.

^ j fifc
don't do as he does.

Sft ti 1 6^ whom do you txy to

equal ?

From man and to imitate ; used
for the last.

huio To follow, to pattern after;

to labor ; effect.

^ ] to do after, to copy.

S ^ ^ i"] ^ 1
the princely

man regards it as his rule and

pattern.

fJL^)
From heart and to blend.

J^ Cheerful, as when in pleasant

^ '<"' company ; elated ; hilarity,

joy
;
jovial.

,J^ ]
heartfelt pleasure.

J5^ A >(j. ^ *t
] ^ do you

think that others are not also

much delighted 1

Bead 'Liao, Wise, sagacious.

) Used as an old form of its primi-
tive.

iHao' To imitate; to awaken, to

arouse, to excite to effort ; to

learn.

] i^ Pj^ 'o imitate a cock's crow-

ing.

I
'1^ to startle one, as out of his

indifference.

"Il^ I ^ .^ to teach him was only

one half of his labor.

Bead 'kiao. Clever, intelligent,

subtle wit ; to perceive before-

hand.

\ > From Ann</ and to ham.

To stir about ; to mix up, to

put in confusion.

^Old sounds, hit, kit, gip, and git. In Canton, hit, hip, ip, and one lit ; — in Swatow, Map, hii, hia, hiat, and hat ; —
in Amoy, liiap, k'iat, iat, and giat ; — in Fuhchau, hiek, hiok, and k'ik, — in Shanghai,

\ y'lh, jell, and hih ; — in Chiju, hieb.

From head and lacky ; occurs

QB used for hieh^ 3§ to exhaust.

jc/«e To fly or soar up ; a stiff

or straight neck ; to force to

take less ; rut of a wheel ; to rob

by violence ; to diminish, to ex-

clude.

I
ji^ a double entendre, artful

talk ; difficult or involved ; de-

ceptive.

i^ 1^ ^ M 1 Jt )^ ;5: the

swallows are flying about, up
they go and down they coipe.

.SE 1 ^ ift to rob and taie

people's goods.

li 1 Sfc IS uo ;r> s if you
shoidil gr.ib my neck with

a threat to kill me, I would not

be afraid.

^ I
the name of the repnled in-

ventor of Chinese characters in

the reign. of HwangtL

.(Me

The skirt of a dress ; a lapel ; 1 -t-tai

- 1 nS.to tuck the skirt in the gir-

dle in order to put things

into it; to carry u» the lap

or bosom.

:

=
I
^ now tuck up your

skirt.

I jy Pj she opened the bosom

to suckle — her son.

To bind silk, ae when dye-

ing it ; tied up in skeins ; to

tie together ; a knot ; a joint,

a, knuckle ; a quarrel, an alterca-

tioiv ; 9, lawguit.

^ fg 1 tie the knot.

^ H, I
a slip-noose.

5£ ] a hard knot.

:^ W I
-^ a knob on caps made

of cord.

^ flf f@ 1
to embroil parties, to

incite to quarrel.

From hand and
with the next.

to soar ; used

.chie To take up with the fingers

and put in the lap or bosom,

as when gleaning ; to select.

ye

The original form is derived from

B a head over )\i a man ;

it forms the 181st radical of a
natuml group of cliaracters relat-

ing to the head, neck, &c.

The bead ; a classifier of the

leaves of a book, a sheet, a door, a

bundle of paper, a folio, a lobe

of the liver, the layers ip a cow'g

Snanyplus, and the slate in blinds.

] ^ If ^ the blank or fly

leaf of a document,

fl^ ]
books bound with hard

covers.

] |g; the number of sheets.

M ^ ^ ]
the wind blows o\mr\

tlie leaves of the book.
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DC,
From to hveatlm and wht/

,

curs used for the next.

To rest, to desist ; to halt, to

stop awliile ; to discontinue;

to keep silence, to hold up ; to a])-

pease ; to exhaust or let out ; in

some places used collo(iuially after

verbs to show that they are com-

pleted.

1 fi ? ^"^ ''*^''' ^''"'" ^^'Ofk
5
.to

let alone.

I
-(^ P to hold one's tongue;

to stop eatijig.

I
1^ stop talking ; hold your

tongue.

] fl hold up ! stop ! belay

!

I f^ an inn ; a rest-hou.se ; to

stay at a hotel.

—• ] a moment ; as—
| ;^ — 1

it seems greater every minute.

-
1 1 X * «t * t l>e "ill

be here in a breath,— in a mo-

ment.

] — ;j§ to stay over night.

] X to stop work, to take a

holiday.

] |g to put down the load.

1 M- '" cease work, to wait, to

suspend operations.

1 S t° P^^* the summer — in

tlie country.

I ^ a guest at an inn.

^ ]
unuiterrupted, continuous.

1 ^ 1 5£ take a rest, wait a

spell
; ] ]

is often used as a

question. Wont you rest a

little? while at other times it

means time after time, constant-

ly-

9M 1 S the pulse is irregular.

1 ^ to give up business.

^ ] A to affect others.

yt H A dog resembling the buU-

V 'Rfj dog in its short muzzle; to

Ji'ie fear, to terrify.
j

I 5f[ a great wolf.

^ ^& 1 ^ he took in long nosed
j

and snub-nosed dogs (grey-

hounds and mastiffs) with him.
;

S 1 S .K I fear he will harass

. the peaceable people. '

«
From ittstct and to rest; it is

often written I^, but not cor-

rectly.

A scorpii^n, the ] ^ ; its

sting is
I 5iJ -f ; a .sort of

grub in wood, for which j^
is the correct form.

j ^ -f a house lizard is often

thus written, but 4£ )j|;
?

is the pro[x.T form.

H-.
,c/ne

From ten and mouth ; an old

form of, and used with the last.

From hand and united strength ;

unlike the ne.xt.

Ji'ie To fold, to double up; to

drag or pull.

From ten denoting a multitude,

and streitfjth thrice repeated
;

the second unusual form alludes

to the ten stems.

United in, to bring into

accord ; the united action of

several ; agreement, concord,

unison ; mutn il help, botii to-

gether ; harmoniously ;
joint, assist- !

ant ; to aid ; to yield to cordially

;

to ag-.ee with ; to help the right

;

to be brought into harmony.

1^ 111 ^ ^ ^ ^" if they

accord in respect for [these prin-

ciples], do they not harmonize

the moral natiu:e of man '?

] -)j combined strength.

iT
I [pj to join in with another

officer ; to cooperate, as in seiz-

ing a crimhial, or executing a

process.

j %i to unite discordant parties
;

to bring about peace.

1 Jt' It -g ^ - A [do not

you] form parties to defame me
the One man.

I Ij^ a fortunate or favorable

IX'riod.

^ '\n jt 1 the hearts of all con-

sent to union.

1 Ifl^ A ^ i 3n assistant ca-

binet minister.

] ^ a brigadier-general among
Bannermen.

I
sijp or ] -^ or

] J^ a colonel,

usually in chiirge of a garrison.

I ly the second bridesmaid, — a

term known in Fuhkien.

H^

To harmonize, to rhyme ; to

^/I'ie unite or coalesce, as an initial

and final to denote the sound

of a character ; as
| JL £. •© ^

^ join the somids of /.'wHy and
icu to form L'ti.

1 B$ M tlic day of the moon was

exact.

] ^^ a forced rhyme of characters,

when an unusual tone is given

to one.

I
-^ in harmony; [to sing] in

tune or in parts ; used for the

last phrase as in
1 ^ •$!] it

can be made to rhyme with cM'

I
§ may the three for-

tiinate thuigs {ik. happiness,

long life, and sons) come to

you.

From Jlesh and united effort ;

tlie second form is not used in

tlie figurative senses.'.

The part or space under the

anns ; the flanks, the sides
;

the ribs ; to shrug ; to in-

timidate, to reprimand ; to

take advantage of; to bring to-

gether.

^ ]
the false ribs.

that^ i!^ 4" "£5 "' tlie Cheu

dynasty had ^ ]
a solid bone

instead of ribs.

j^ I
to overawe ; to force to do

or to join, as a cabal.

1 M to avail one's self of power.

j^ 1 to browbeat, to intimidate,

j ^ born between the ribs, as

Laotsz' is fabled to have been.

^ ] W R the officers dis-

tressed the sufl'eriiig people.

1 ^ a chock for a wheel

>» d^ ^ ]
I was cMTied off by

the rebels — when they took

the town.

like a tiger who has got wings.

1 M ^ ^ to shrug the shoulders

and laugh with one, — as a

sycophant.
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A'ie

Ji'ii

HIEH.

From united strength and to

think' or heart ; t!ie second

form is regarded as nnotlier

form of j^ united.

Harmony of sentiment,

iniion of purpose.

1 gjic
t'' consnlt upon joint-

Vapor or lieated air rising
;

fire heating or drying tliing.s

fiercely. '

HIEN.

To intimidate by a display

of force or power ; to overawe

into subnii.ssion.

lenii to awful jjower in order

to terrify.

To inhale, to draw in, as a

sip ; one says, bones covered

by theskhi ; i. e. nothing but

skin and bone, lean.

IIIEN.

:J^7l Short garments.

^y^' \f'i 1
'" "''*'' ''"^ lapels of

Jiie llie coat on the 3d of the 3d

moon to ward otl' misfortune
;

this refers to a custom in the -^
Tsin dynasty, at the Lan-thig Pond

HS ^ ?il '" 'ht^ northeni part of

Chehkiang.

] l|l||i ajxTuliar style of character

used by one Wang in writing

about this custom.

Old aounda, hien, liin, kin, lian, kftn, liou, kon, liam, kam, uml gam. In Canton, iu, Im, hin, han, and ham ; — in Swatow, hun,

bieo, ham, k"oi, "oi, kan, li"l. ami kiam ;
— in Avioi/, liian, ham, hiam, kian and lam ;

— t« Fuhchau,

hieng, hiong, hang, kniig, k'aug ond liu ; — in Shanghai, li'i", chin, _vt", yi;", he", k'c",

yui", •*", and k'e" ;
— in Cki/u, hien.

\ I^ a fine, spacious room.

El 1 fi"^ l«t us go iuto the

side-room and see the moon.JiHen

From carriage and shield.

A sort of liood before a cha-

riot ; high officials in olden

time had the roof of their

carriage arched and the front high

;

a nobleman's carriage; a porch

projecting beyond the eaves; a

balcony or railed terrace ; a fine !

or fancy shop ; a side room, a
'

boudoir, a lounging room ; a saloon,
i

a refectory.
,

^ ] a study, a library. I

^ ]
a tea-shop, a restaurant. i

"^ ]
an out-lio»se, a side lodge ;

'

a iMvilion used for study or

!

otlier purjjo.sos.
,

Jl ^ ] he harnessed cranes to
|

his coach.

11^ well satisfied
;

gambol- '

ing, sporting.
!

1 1 S ?!' "inch delighted, mak-
I

ing merry. . i

1 ^ lofly, dignified in manner ;
'•

grand, as a palace. I

] ^ a railed oft' room or recess.

J^ ] a carriage with a rhinocero.s' !

skin for a hood ; it w.-is ridden I

in by Indies, lience this and ^fSi^
j

] are also used as tenns for

a lady.
{

In Shantung. A covered mule-

litter made like a sedan, the

slum ts£
I

-^ ; it is also other-

wise written.

^/iteii

From ic&rship and heaven.

A term for heaven or god

among the Persians ; in Sii's

Geography, if^ j is explain-

ed as their fire worsliijj
; J^ ] or

foreign worsliip, is used to denote

the ritual of the Jews or Xcstorians,

but the author rather confu.ses the

two ; the character was probably

formed to denote the Jewish wor-

1

.shiix
j

» «-

] j£ an officer in the T'ang dy-
f f/V

^
I

to carry the head high.

I Ife '•^ P*^'^ ^^^ coverlet over

one,

I
l|l| to lift the cap.

I m -^ turn aside the door-cur-

tain — and enter.

] 51 to direct one.

) ^ ^ to raise ; to turn over,

as a leaf when reafling.

/f; I
a wooden shovel used on

thrashing-floors.

Jh'en

From ifo»d and to hreathe ; in-

terchanged witli the next.

A wooden pole used by

mummers; a trotigh or flume

lor leading off waler..

nasty.

From hand and Joyful.

To lift, a little ; to raise any-

thing up, as a lid from a

dish ; to jerk up or aside

;

to ]A\\\ out, as a wheel in the mud

;

to lay hold of; to whisk, as the

wuid does a leaf ; high, proudly

;

to lead.

^h'ien

An object of desire
;

pleas-

ant, longwl for, relished by

the mind.

have no^v• no deligiit in .spreading

out my sheets and flourisliiug my
pencil ; i e. literary pursuits afford

me no more pleasure.

To fly and soar high,

high, as the stork.



HIEN.

From disease and together.

A disease resembling bron-

chitis, called
jg| I

, wliich

prevents breathing with ease,

and is caused by tubercles.

A Hat bivalve shell, the
| ^,

cit\"y\ found oflF Shantung ; it has a

j/i'i'en byssus growing on it, and is

probably a kind of Pinna.

[

•*
|-|j From to Jly and ainindance,

cg5l To fly.

(/i'len ] ^ to wheel and soar in

the air, as a hawk.

f-lA From woman and together with.

c^/flC To suspect ; to dislike, to

^h^ien loath ; to depreciate, to hold

in slight regard, to have an

aversion to ; fastidious, prejudiced
;

jealous of ; to consider.

>J> ] petty dislikes
;

querulous
;

antipathies.

1 ij» he disdauis it, thinlis it is

too little.

] ^ ] *}? be disfavors much
and little ; he's hard to please.

I ^ to reject with contempt.

] ^ a dislike t,) ; repugnant
;

jealous of.

] jtj-
ho depreciates good

and bad too : talks at randtmi

about everything.

^ i^ 1 ^ a very suspicions

affair.

1^ I
to take offense at ; to keep

up a grudge ; to remember a

wrong.

^ S 1 ^ I'm not afraid of his

enmity.

1

^h'ien

y
jne

and

From prccicus added to its own
old fovra, composed of minixt&r

and right hand ; tlio second and

unusual form, witli ^£ a loyal

[fficcr above ^ precious, far-

ther sbovrs the same idea.

Moral, worthy, virtuous

;

whose virtue, talents, power,

actions exceed others, but do

not equal the ^ Aj "^^ be is

Btill of the second grade ; superior

in moral excellence ; to treat as

HIEN.

worthy ; a laudatory epithet, used

often by a man to his wife ; to

surpass ; to excel, as in archery.

1 ^ "''
1 ^ S'^ ^^^ clever

;

superior abilities.

^ I
a village worthy.

1 fh '"y S'^°^ brother,— spoken

to hira.

I ^ my worthy, faithful wife.

] A * trustworthy man.

Q ] self-righteous.

S^ 1 iS jft ^^^^ ^^^ excels this

in character.

:k ] M 31 ^ tlie great worth-

ies are second only to Mencius.

f^ ^ ^ JJl 1 I was the only

one who excelled in the business.

^ 1 ^ J§ •f> P*"* ^f'^"" virtue

as for water when thirsty.

] j^ ] to regard as worthy

wliat he deemed wortl^.

] 1^ exalted virtue, high moral

character.

Difficult, hard ; bard to bring

forth.

muWiWiWim i
^hen

the spring excites things but

little, they seem to be hard

(or slow) to come forth.

Fi'oni hotr and sontOi'r.

I- J /•.. The string of a bow or fid-

j/i'rw (Wc; met. stringed instruments

generally ; the chord of an

arc ; the moon in her quarters on

the 8th and 20d days ; a crescent

;

the action of the pulse, from the

idea that it is on a tendon.

5§ 1 a chord; ]£ ] a sine.

1^ ] a co-sine.

tense.

J^; ] and "f ] the first and third

quarters — of the moon.

^ '«Si ] ^ they Ix'at the drum.'?

and sang to the soiuid of their

stringed instruments.

1 g was a small feudal slat?

occupying the present Kwang
cheu ^ ^+1 in the southeast cor-

ner of Honan.
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hh'en

From silk and somber ; resembles

the last.

The string of a lute, fiddle, or

other stringed instrument of

music ; to play on such ; nvet.

a female, as she is taught to

play on them.

— ;j^ ]
one siring — of a lute.

^ I
a three stringed guitar, a

sort of virginal.

^ ] a rebeck with two strings.

Pg I
a foreign fiddle ; a guitar.

%% 1 or 3g I
to tune the strings.

^ ] ^ skilled in playing on

stringed instruments.

E3 1 W^^M-^ ^^^ ^^^ sound

of playing and singing.

gip I
to thrum and play the lute.

^ ] the guitar cord is broken

;

J. e. my wife is dead.

fi ! W i® yo" ^^^ ^"er put

on another string ; — i. e. take

another wife.

|^f-f» The side or gtmwale of a

c7*|JK vessel ; the bulwarks ; the

j/iVp». gangway ; the water-line of a

ship.

^ IS JW ^1 ] when picking (he

caltrops knock them on tlie

boat's side.

wL-l->. The gally-worm or millepede

.h'ieii

(Julus) of a dark purple color,

common in dampish places

and rotten wood
; J^ 1 and

7J jg ^, as also JJI ^ ^ the

hard-shell worm, and "g"
fjf the

hundral jointed, are other namea

of it ; the second one refers to its

habit of coiling itself up when dis-

turbed.

v|t^ Indigestion, dyspepsia accom-

cfjy. jwnied with heart-burn.

j/.'?V,j ] :^ a sinking or faintness

in the stomach, resulting from

indigestion, or jwrhaps from a scir-

rhus stouiach, for which garlic is

recom.iiciido.l.

^ \
blind j/ik's, a large extrusion

of the intestines.

bs?
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M

J,
. From I^ Jlcs/i and §£ " chord

'

(j\ ^f_ contracted.
j

j« ien xhe stomach or manyplns '

of an ox. I

^ 1 triix-.
j

From door and moon ; q.d. the

moonlight streaming in tlirongli a

closed door ; used with tlie next,

i but unlike ^He.n [hJ between, for

whicli it is often written.

Eepose, leisure
;

privato, of no

importance ; at ease, sauntering, lui-

occupied ; idle, indolent ; empty,

vacant ; unoccupied, as a place ; a

low tone of voice.

;^ ]
or ^ \

at leisure.

1 T> tt or ;p 1 or ;p f^ 1

busy, no spare lime, not at leis-

ure, much occupied.

] A or ] A ^ a loafer or in-

truder, an outsider, an intermed-

dler.

^T 1 52. 6^ a beggar. {Peldngcse.)

] Ig unoccupied ; no duty press-

ing.

] :^ an idler, a lazy fellow.

] fj' trifling chitchat, gossip;

pleasant talk.

^ ^ Jf '
I

an idler loves to

loaf about.

1 jSi,
proximate, adjoining.

^ ]
to waste the time.

I i^ void, roomy ; a sjjare spot

;

vacant land.

\^ \ to take time for.

^ I
nothing to do, indifferent to.

M ii^ \ ^ [Hea^en] made him

ruler in bis stead.

] ^ living alone.

] IB ^ M ^^''"1« I ^^'^ q"'te

alone.

] "gj; unsettled, as the thoughts

unea.sy
;
playing truant.

I P^ a side or back door.

] '^ private affairs, trifling mat-

ters.

1 ^ slight cau.sc of disagreement.

K I If I turned the tallies on
them ; it was a ruse,

t^ ]
in i)ri\acy, i. e. not in office

or bu.sy life.

HIEN.

I ^ 1 ^^ •' is no business of

mine; I'll take no responsibility

for it.

tt S 1^ I
seized a little leis-

\

ure in the midst of his hurry.
;

m :!n

Krom door and u-oo<l ; q. d. some-

thing in the doorway obstructing

entrance ; not seldom used fur

^/i len the last, and often wronjjlv.

A bar, a barrier, a fence ; an

inchjsure ; a fold or corral ; to

guard, to regulate by law ; to close,

to obstruct ; to restrain, to forbid

;

to move about ; to be trained, to

display expertness; practiced, ac-

customed to ; large.

] m to embarrass, to liinder,

I ^ trained, as a horse ; used to,

broken in.

E9 1^ Is 1 ^"* four horses show

their training.

1 ^ obstructed ; headed off.

1 ^ -i? M 'o restrain \icious,

and foster truthful or sincere

— habits.

|S;^
]

to guard against.

] ] ^ what crowds of people

— are moving about 1

^] 1 ^ P^" or paddock or corral

for horses.

From disease and interval,

., „ -. Convulsions in children, like

JiiuH those arising from worms;

epileptic fits, called in ('an-

ion ^ :^ ^ i- e. having .sheep's

leaps ; of this disease, known as

i5j ] , five sorts are eimmerated,

classified according to the animals

whose voices ai'e imitated.

3g I
spasms in children arising

from terror.

^ ]
convulsions caused by

phlegm or worms.

^ I
fits, convulsions.

fcHH Elegant, accomplished; ac-

i7\ |hJ customed to ; tasteful, refined

;

IHeii indolent, loving leisure.
^

1 ^ poli.sheil, apt ; of cul-

tivated taste.

j ^ skilled ui, as music.

HIEN.

I f^ understanding the proprieties

of life, as an educated lady.

^ ^ :X 1 he has long been

.skilled in all kinds of strategy.

I jJ^ j^ acquainted with eti-

quette ; versed in the rites, as a

courtier.

From bird and leisure ; q. d. the

bird that moves about leisurely.

The silver pheasant, the ^
j

(Euplocamus [Phasianus]

nijcthema-us) ; black pheasants of

this sort are mentioned.

& 1 ^ flK the silver pheasant in

I

the official embroidery— of civi-

lians of the fifth rank, as a clii-

cheu ^ jH'j, or those who wear

crystal buttons.

From P iiioiitli and J^ a horary

C/fD\l character denoting all, and re-

Together, all, jointly; to-

tally, completely ; always ; reach-

ing everywhere. around ni ; con-

cord, suitable ; hasty; the 31st dia-

gram, referring to the whole oC

I ^ name of a northern star.

^ ^ 1 ^ all countries are at

jjcace.

^ ]
disagreeing ; a discrepancy.

i^ #15 1 $ all the states of

Clu'U rejoiced at it.

] ^ I (13 everybody has beard

and knows it.

A ^ \ ^ men and things all

prosperous
;
general good order.

1 !^ general tliriftiniss or plen-

ty ; name of the reign Hien-

fung, A. D. 1851-18G2; also a

district in the southwest comer

of Hui)eli.

^Jl From saltish and u-holty.

(^|P( One of the five tastes ; saltish,

^h'ien like sea - water
;

preserved,

salted, put in brine; bitter,

said of the taste of the northern

regions, which may refer to the

nitrous land in Gobi desert, and the

bad or brackish water of northern

Chhia.
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I ^ pickled cabbage, salted vege-

tables.

] j^ soiir saltish land.'

] 7|C sea-water.

]
^ffi^ pickled or salt fish.

j ^ saltish-sour, a savory, decid-

ed flavor.-

In Cantonese. Bitter, distress-

ing, hard to bear.

S I'M 1 ?? ^"^ ^^** ^6cii long

familiar with .surteriiig.

^ER ^" animal of

ty 'Wl faniily, describ

;)f the cervine

ibed as six feet

j/i'/(» high, .small horns, and tail

like the horse ; its fat makes
good candles ; tlie animal intend-

ed is perhaps the ink/aie or nyl-ghau

of northern India {Fuitax pictiis,)

to which the description is similar
;

or else an elk.

}&jl^
Some regard this as a sy-

<^|tfeWC
nonym of the last, but the

^Ii^ien Pan Tsao makes it the same

as the 1^} Aiitilope cii'..yxt ;

also the finest cubs of a tiger, or

the strongest whelps of a bear.

:i|-|V Krom wonls and wholly.

(:\i".\ Sincere, cordial, hearty;

s" '^" union, harmony, sincerity

;

to accord with, united.

1§ 1 M S'l'
<-'!irnest sincerity will

rao\'e ihe gods.

^ ^ tU ^ ^I^ IS l^^t Wm
wholly adapt himself (or har-

monize) with the people.

y^hr^ From metal and to yo ; i). J. the

^^1 metal that guides the horse iu

.Kien
going

A bit, a bridoon ; to champ,

to hold in the mouth, for

wkicii the next is used ; to contain

;

t<*g<stitrol or guide one's self; rank,

official power or position ; acting

as, a brevet rank ; affected by,

moved, indignant.

FI 1 or 'g'
I

or ^ ] an offi-

cial title ; the address of an

officer.

[^ ^ I
a Drevet sub-prefect

^ ]
.several officers joined in a

rejwrt or document.

I

<^- to act upon orders received
;

I will attend to your request,

Raid to a friend.

] i^ to keep still ; to hold from

talking ; to gag, to make one

keep quiet.

P^
1

to cry out one's rank, as at

a levee.

I 'f^ to restrain one's anger.

A 1 one of the names of ginseng.

J[^ ]
a horse's bit ; also the name

of a sea god.

1 ^ i^ fR I i:'"*nip the ring

in order to repay your kindness

;

referring to a legend.

Tliese forms are unauthorized

by Kanghi's Dictionary ; ))iit

are iu use with the last charac-

ter.

1
m
.h'tai

To hold in the mouth, to

clasp ; to receive, .is an

order.

P ^ ]
to hold in the mouth.

1 M fi§ 'o suck a sugared olive
;

Vict, pleased and silent ; to shut

Ws mouth.

1 Wi 5¥ [.^^y yo" l^e condemned

to] hold a hot iron ball — in

hell, you liar 1

3Su -f ] ^ the martin takes mud
— to make its nest.

^ I
10 tlie bird holds a rose in

its bill.

j§i, ] ^ the phoeni.x has a scroll.

I
!^ H ^ to carry grass to I

build a nest.

^ ]\i 1 ^ the high hill hides

the moon.

ifn ^f 1 ^ ^- W ^^'^ titmouse

took up stones to fill the> sea

;

— said of one who attciupts

impossible thuigs, or uselessly

veuts bis spite.

.» —-^ From liili and to contain; the

IJII^Ci radicnl has been added, and the
tHIpM sound changed iu recent times.

Ji'ien
The name of a mountain in

the northwest of Honan very

liriar the Yellow Eiver, where is the

1
;gt g|, a celebrated defile.

kJ From \i sun and ^ Jioss siil:^

xSt ex|ilMiiied to be the motes and

if^ fibies seen ii(».ating in the snn-
"" I'glif, where alone they are visi-

ble ; an old form of the next,

and now used as a primitive.

Anything fine, volatile, mi-

nute, impalpable ; having many
orifices, reticulate ; full of striae or

threads, fibrous ; bright.

From head and manifested

;

there is a reference in it to

the nimbus or aureole of celes-

tial beings ; the second is a com-
mon form.

Liglit, manifest, apparent

;

conspicuous, clear ; illus-

trious, gloriou.s, effulgent ; supernal

;

to be enlightened ; to be held in

regard ; to make plain, to exhibit

;

to render illustrious; as if, appears

to be, like a.s.

I ^ distinguished ; famou.s.

I
-;g- those who are distinguished

;

high officers.

1 ^% generally known ; notable,

famous from one's father being

an officer.

] ^ the illustrious completer of

probation ; i. e. a deceased father.

1 ^ t-o slitd honor on one's kin-

dred.

^ '{^ \ jiE ^^'^^ fleal'ngs of Pro-

vidence are jilain.

^C 1 -it
'^ 'o disseminate his

doctrines wideh'.

^ 1 a di\ ine or spiritual glory.

1 ^manifest, as to the world;

plainly seen, as objects in a

microscope.

1 .^ §t BP) ^ if '"^ evidence

appeared to be untrustworthy.

\ BJJ it setiuis to be clear or evi-

dent; to make plain.

] .^ lit to show off one's skill;

to brag of ii.

] fh how plain ! it is even so.

jjh^ n|J ] ^ the god has shown

his holiness or power.

^ J <fl^ B«^
when out of sight he

acted as if seen by all.

1 1 '^ f^ how illustrious is his

virtue 1
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From lii/l and to see.
\

A steep isolatetl hill with a !

/lieu pleateau on top; a small ,

biitte.
I

T^
]

a steep cliff in Tan-yaiig I

liien f^ ^ |i^ ill Kiangsii.

] ill a noted nioviiilain in 8iang-

yang fu ^ PI5 /^ in the north
!

of Hiiiieh.

From ei/r and to see ; q. il. tlie

eves starting o\it.

To look at with fear
;

])rotu-

l)erant eyes ; to view slightly,

to regard.

] ]
a frighti'iieil look.

iti't 1 1
<•<>"«!: teiTitied.

] U';^ eliariiiiug ; a pleasant, nuisi-

fjil voice, a.s of an oriole.

'/I'ien

"^ih^fe
A curtain wlii

*

'h'icn

curtain wlii*i protects liie

riage from the

sun, or conceals the rider

:

tlie screen of a sedan.

'JjQ From iK ti4Sf<t nii.l B^ hr!/-
I

•R yr, /iriiil cimtriieted, referring to tlie
[

cf iridescent uticre iti slielU.
/; ten

A tenn for small, smooth

bividves, especially the thin shelled i

or lacustrine kinds, as 'Telliiin; Afi/-

titi, Uiiionidd', &c.; as a class they

are smaller than the jljt or jj^

;

a small black insect with a red
|

head, llic j^ -^ wlii li suspends
j

itself nlieii weaving it.-s chrysalis.
;

] 1^ shelled mussels or clams.

) iff Thvi clams seasoned.

^ iP ]
a kind of mussel cotn-

riion at Canton.

1 i$ ** pond lor rearing mussels. ,

1 ^ ^ '• '' clam-shell phrases,

a Canton term for dissyllabic

._., phraies wliicli cannot be' disjoin-
;

ed ; they shoidd ]no^ierly belong
'

" to the same radical, as '^ '^ .

restricted to such.

From itof/ and tltu*i»ff,

^
- - - The yelp of a puppy or la|^-

'' '"' dog ; the bark of a little dog.

F'rom a ntoniul and a/A

An obstruction very diflicult

h ""» to surmount ; a precipice, a

cliff; an abyss; dangerous,

insecure ; in jeopardy ; what brings

one into danger, as corrupt oi'

wicked ways; the jwint of danger,

the key of the ijosition.

1 S 9E "T ^ J'"*'^
escajted death;

it was \cry liazanlous.

1 f^ t& "''
1 4* '" ''"^' '"'•''^l "'

danger; iiinnincnlly dangerous.

^ I
a sleep i)lace

;
perilous

;

prejudicial.

.f? i^i ^ 1 >"" "'" ''"'ll.'^' fe'i"'

o\cr the dangerous places.

1 113. in straits ; J can't get on :

.safely defended, as a city.

^j 1 j^ to go in hazardous paths.

to follow evil ways,

^f'l j malignant feelings, a heart

bent on evil plots.

1 f^ a dangerous woinid.

] ^ a severe illness.

1 Ic lierilous, as a pass that can't

be avoided.

^11*^ reckless of danger ; a

dare-tlevil, a swashbuckler.

•^
I

an officer whose duties re-

semble a hydrographer.

fll 1 J5 5^ '" I'l'-'i'ige a danger

into a comfort.

^ 1 fi vf A •'» malicious, scheming

fellow.

From ilo'i awi sirwl or n// ; the •

fecond is also read 'lien.

A dog with a long nose like

a jjointer or greyhound.

] ^jt the name of a tierce ,

horde of Huns, savage as !

dogs, who were notorious in
'

the days of Confiicius, I

^ 1 MJ; ^ the pointer was very

agile and sagacious...

loterchauged with the next.

. C'ourageous, martial ; depend-

" '^" ing on one's self, self-jios-

si's.sed ; formidable, steni,

lilxTal and can<lid.

^ ^ 1 ^ dignifietl and stem.

Like the last.

I5ra\e, valiant ; angry, in-

" """ censed ; to suppress.

•^ E. 1 fe 35 i*!"-' ^<wn had sup-

pressed lier feelings.

^^_ 1
^MJ£^P4'l'ecen-

turiou in a sudden btirst of

anger gave him some troops to

scale the wall.

(,'oniiK)sed. contented ; liberal;

c;iger lo help ofhers ; affected,

'/I'int aroused, as by remorse or

meditation.

1
^"pleased, Iranquil.

1 ;2^A'^ #'" l>e affected by
retleeling on the vices of others.

I-'iOMi eye and an htleri'itL

To watch narrowly, to spy
Il leii ,„. «ateh one; the sclerotica

or white of the eye ; the eyes

ttu'netl so as lo show their whites,

a-s in convulsions ; a wall-eyed

horse.

1^ 1 iS Hii
''"^ sclerotica (cornea)

co\ers the iris.

^ 1 if A '^" '•'''^*^ " l**^l' "^ '^^

women.

"ffi A 1 :^ •? [tl'f king] set a

man to watch the sige (Mencius).

the foot of

'Mit
h ieii

<l?^ A stony path at

riN a steep hill.

'Kieii tJC 1 a steep, difficult river

bank.

\fU From carriai/f and lo riversee ;

occurs used for tlie next.

7i'i('« The creaking of wagons ; a

carriage or van in which ])ri-

soners or wild lieasls are carried.

, ^ ;^ 1 1
llie great wains go

luuib<Ting along.

Xj^l*) From uoort and fo iffcrseit;' oc-

T%L '^"" "'*'' ^"^ '""' '^ excessive.

h'icn'' X baluster, a railing; a trel-

lis ; bars outside of a win-

dow ; a iMirajK't ; a cage or i>cn for

wild beasts ; to cage,

g] ]
a railed inclosure or mena-

gerie.
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h'u

^ 1 a garden railing ; a fence
!

aronnd flowers.

him to Peking,— as a criminal.

] ^ a cart witli a cage on i(.

] ^ a fountain or jct-d'eau.

Read 7.<»(. A door-sill, which

can be removed ; a threshold.

I ^ ? " lo^^ ^^'^11; like the part

luider a window.

A war-junk, a vessel with

strong bulwarks to defend its

crew ; used for large vessels,

as a frigate ; a protected

turret or top for archers or

marksmen.

HJJ I
a war vessel; national ships.

^ ] a great ship of war.

From ^ si//: and "fl he.otl up-

side down ; also read i^hiien.

hHen' To bind, to suspend, to hang

Ijefore one, to show to, — in

which senses Jiiicn Jg is now oftencr

used ; a political division answer-

ing to a district, llie subdi\ision of

a j)+| or jjj, the fifth in onler of

teiTitorial di\isions, and sometimes

called a county.

] 1^ the chief town of a district.

^ ] a district magistrate ; he is

addressed as -^ ^, and sjxjken

of as
1 ^ or

1 j^ ; his depu-

ty is 1 ^ or ^ ] but more
usually called ^ ^ or left

hall.

fP j
departments and districts.

1 !^ li It ll^e offi<:ial ^ut^r of

a district

.

a 1 SS 1 ffll il ^ ^ dragged

her to the magistrate's ofRce, and
by bribery had her puiushed bo

that she died. -•

^ I
*"d ^ ] are terms to dis-

tinguish important and itnim-

portant district posts.

lU ;H1 !^ 1
a ixjor region.

•fl [p| j
not of the same district.

J ] '^ suspended in vacancy, as a

balhxui.

;:^ I
name of the peach and plum

flower, alluding to one Pan Yoh
of the Tsin dynasty who declined

presents, and told the people to

plant peach trees ; when he left

liis post, the trees all flowered

in his honor.

7f, £ intelligent officers are

Composed of tl^ heart, eye,

And ^ injurious contracted.

To exhibit or uphold the laws

so as to impress men with

the dread of crime ; to impose or t

publish laws, to govern
;

govern-
|

mental; air example, law, or pre-
{

cept ; to take as a pattern ; a ruler,

but strictly only oflTicials above the

fourth rank ; the Censorate Board

is also so termed ; to follow ; well-

informed, intelligent ; abundant.

^ ]
the high authorities ; this

term applies to all above an in-

tendant ; but ^ ^ ] denotes

the three highest provincial

oflicers.

I ^ your Honors, used in ad-

dressing them; and
(i;;; | is a

complimentary term.

1 ^ * governmental prohibition.

Jjlf ] ^ the Imjjerial Calendar.

^ ]
to receive orders from the

provincial rulers.

fj^ \
the perfect rules ; i. e. the

1 M. or statutes of the govern-

ment.

^ ^ :^ 1 ^"*^^ examples as

Wan Wang and Wu Wang.

1 1 ^ gratified, elated, pleased

;

taking things complacently, in-

diftierent to.

Mf
Ui

h'itii

up

1

From a (log and a holler used

in sacrificing ; tlie contracted
\

form is common incheap books.

A fat dog fit for an offering

;

to offer in worship, to pre-

sent to a superior; in polite

language, to give, to hand

;
an offering; intelligent.

a district in Ho-kien fu in
;

tiiiTeast of Chihli.

L 1 or || 1 or ] J: to pre-

sent, to offer to.

to J

^ 1

not to be had.

] M St cl^ ^''<-'y surrendered the

city, ami returned to their alle-

giance.

] jg red trays for sendiag pre-

sents to the bride's falher-iu-

law and mother.

^ 1 to send a present, as to a

ruler.

"

j ^ to proffer advice or a plan

— to goveniment.

1 HJ sedulously offer respects or

presents ;
— /. e. to curry favor.

] j^ to exhibit meritorious acts

;

to show the evidences of skill

or merit.

An earthen vessel without a

bottom used in steaming; it

h Kit' was of various shapes, and

some kinds had legs ; a hole

resembling this kind of vessel ; old

name of a place in north of the

kingdom of Tsi, which is probably

the same originally as the last

i From gem and to see ; occurs

used for kien^ ^ seeing.

h ten The brilliancy of a jewel ; to

manifest, to display, to ap-

jjear ; to divulge, to show ; to be

seen now, at present, de facto;

current ; at once
;
plain, apparent

;

conspicuous.

] ^ existir.'^, now, here.

] .^ at prtSvn',, just now.

]
^Ij this iiibtiint.

1 ^ or ] ^ ready money, cash

in hand.

] J^ ^ P?. "0 credit given.

B^ ]
it comes out bright, as a

color ; a speedy recompenoe or

retribution.

g ] jjjj^
to buy things ready made.

] yj to appear ; to come Ont, as

rash on the body.

1 J^ it shows its form ; it becomes

manifest.

M 1 A @ ^'' ^'^ often been seen.

~ 5c -^ f@ 1 -ffi
each day has

its own want or duty.

if."!
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] -Jg ^ his retribution appears,

his punishment is apparent.

] TT >!^ 5^ ^ ^® ^^^ shovm his

real feelings.

^ ] -fl I must have the money
in hand.

] jl^ !^ the thing is on hand, as

an article in a shop.

1 ^ S^ f^ ^^ ^^ made mani-

fest and explained -the law, —
as Budha.

ftH ^ To throw up, as infants do

H/U *'^<^''^ milk; to vomit easily.

h'ien'

The sun appecning or coming

out ; the winter sun melting

the snow ; clear, warm sim-

light.

Ml 1 f§ when the sun appears

[the snow] straightway melts.

Kien'

From man and to see ; also read

^ifien, and used for |^ craven.

Like ; to liken, to compare

;

to spy out, to explore ; a dog-

vane, a weather-cock.

\ ^ i, i^ like a celestial wo-

man or fairy.

^ I
a spy, a secret observer.

1'6 I'C' I 1
craven, fearful ; look-

ijig around affrighted.

] ^ij ^ like the clouds.

1 jffl M Hi] ^ S *'he vane takes

the wind, and so it cannot be

quiet

A small chisel to cut holes,

called 1^ ] ; a term also

applied to a sort of javelin

or si)e>ir.

JEdible sortsx>f coarse greens;

'

the southem-wpod (Artemi-
j

A'te»' sla), 'the gooeefoot or pigwieed
j

(Chenopodium), spinach (Spi-
;

tMcia), and even Sidiim, are all
|

called ] ^, and distinguished by

various adjectives ; .spinach is usu-

ally intendp<l by the single name.

WL 1 ^ '^^'^ spinach or pigweed

;

goosefoot {Chenopodiuvt).
'

^] I
prickly spinach, a sort of

goosefoot.

Wi § 1
purslane (Portiihcca) ;

applied also to a sort of Sedum,

and a long leaved spinach.

Uien'

Mud, mire ; a great embank-

ment.

The bright sun or light.

1ft ffl I* Jia 1 H ^ liow

the glorious sun iUuminates

this dark world ! — applied
\

also to sages.

Tliis cb.iracter originally repre-

sented yv wan over pj a mor-

tar ; it is now superi^eded by the

next, and used chiefly as a pri-

mitive ; also read (k'an, and to

be distinguished from '^yuo ^
to bale.

A pitfall in which to catch beasts

;

to insnare ; a hole in the gi'ound

made to serve as a pestle.

j^ I
a pit, a trap for beasts.

J^ 1
a tiger pit.

h'ien'

From place and pitfall as

honetic.

tlie

IiHen' To fall, as a wall ; to sink

;

to drop into or descend; to

throw into or pitch down ; to cap-

ture, to pillage, to sack, as a besieg-

ed place ; to lake a city from the

emperor ; overwhelmed, betrayed,

ruined; to involve, to beguile, to

lead into sin.

] ^ implicated unjustly ; led

into a scrape.

1 K" or
) lit a trap or pit.

1 ^ i 4^ '" ''^^ P'' ;
"""'• sunk

into the lowest vice.

^ 1
to entraji.

] ^ whelmed, drowjied ; to pitch

down and drown ; reprobate,

given oveii lost.

^ ]
fell down, as a cliff.

] A ^ ^ to seduce men to do

. wrong.

] ^ jpj to sink in the quicksands

;

they are very dangerous in Ki

cheu §f ^ in Hupeh.

] IP to lead others into crime.

] ;iK ^ it submitted to Li.

^ ]
the city has fallen— to the

rebels.

] ikM^^ will go to hell ; may
you be punished in hell I

U ]
the location is low.

¥ 1 -ffi ilt or ) :^ to mire a
cart ; to get into the mud.

HI M -?• 1 ^^^ unapproachable

by craft.

From to eat and a pit/aU.

The core of cakes or dum-
plings ; the fruit, meat, or

sugar put in pastry ; met. a

secret, a hidden tiling.

6f 1
or

l/i <5 1
pastry cakes

with fruit, (fee.

Jjlj ] to hash up and make these

dumplings.

^ ]
-^ to mix up dumplings.

H ? 1
or H ] -y fniit pies.

^ ] 1$ 1$ meat patties.

7 ^ ^ f^ S 1 ^ I ilon't

know what his intentions are

;

I can't tell what he is driving at.

!^ ~r I 5i the fruit has come
out— of the dough ; the secret is

out. {Pekingese.)

m From place and perverse ; occurs
used for the next.

A limit, a boundary ; a restric-

tion; an impediment, literal

or metaphorical ; a threshold

;

a few of; a short time ; to limit, to

impede ; to set a time, to assign ; to

moderate, to restrain ; to appoint,

to contract for, to adjust.

;^ ]
a few, a limit ; not very good

or strong, as cloth ; it is modified

by what follows.

W 1 65 '^ot very dear ; not

enough, not mariy of them.

'^ I fi'^ ^ there are not many
items, as in an account.

^ 1 fllflorW I
^^there

is yet a little time.

^ 1
it is hard to restrain him.

I ^ Q how many days do you

set?
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fe 1 Si J? a wonderful run of

luck, no end of his good fortune.

^ I
to extend the time,

j^ j overpast the time.

] j£ a stint ; an allowance.

j {^ to limit one's eating ; to diet.

] ^ a restricted, fixed measure.

] M to set a time ; to place limits

;

to restrain.

jfC 1 ifiF J'i 'lio great limit is

near at hand ; i. e. you are not

likely to Uve long ;—a fortune-

teller's-phrase.

] -^j^ a legal restriction ; a re-

straint

f^ I
illimitable; abundant, un-

limited, exhaustless, infinite.

IBI 1 J: ^ a, vast variety of

wonders and sights.

From door and perverse; tbo

first and common form is usnal-

> ly read kan' and resembles 'M»^

[^ empty ; both are interchang-

ed with the last.

A threshold; it is often

mad& jialf a foot or so high.

han'

P^ ]
the door-board, the sLU.

^4- Al^M \
tlie well-brp.d

man does not stand or step on

the door-way.

P^ ] ^ a house tax once levied ac-

cording to the number of doors.

From a shelter or wood and
perverse ; the second form is

unusual.

A threshold ; the high board

formmg the threshold of a

door, which is movable in

large gatewa}a .

,hHen

,ck

Old sounds, kit, hip, hik, k!p, and kik.

ngut, and bu ;
— in -A

and

) From wood and to respects

A summons to war, anciently
^c/u yvritten on boards two feet

long ; it alluded to the so-

vereign's call to his vassals for aid

against rebels ; a proclamation call-

ing to arms ; to give orders to the

people; haste, urgency; a repri-

mand to lower of&cials ; a branch-

less tree.

I
'^ a warning proclamation ; an

official summons ; an exciting

placard ; irritating talk.

^ ]
an urgent call, as to arms.

m I
a flying dispatch, a press-

ing order.

^ ]
a sort of safe-warrant or

passpiirt.

g^ ]
a declaration of war.

f$ 1 M S ^^'len the dispatches

arrived, the thing was decided.

^ 1 !a fit *° ^°^ °'^^ * press-

ing call, — as for troops.

A tiger skulking from fear of

man ; alarmed, frightened ; a

sort of spider, called also

451 ^ the fly tiger.

^ 2^ j I
awe-struck at

the thunder.

^ mil.
/n Canton, h&t, k'ip, ngip, ngfit, yip, and sheug ; — ta Swatom, kio, hip, k'ip,

oioy, h6k, gok, hip, k'ip, and gdt ; — in Fuhchau, htk, k'ik, k'^k,

;
— in Shanghai, bill and yuk ;

— i« Cliifii, bib.

From to see and a wizard.

Ij A witch, a sorceress, one who

cM fasts and worships the gods

to get their aid ; a necro-

mancer.

] 2^ usually denotes a wizard,

•fg ^ I
to believe in witches and

seers.

The sound of laughing ; like

) the next

] I 3J the sound of mer-

riment.

Mh

•X^f From to breathe End happy.

pt/V' To rejoice, to look pleased.

ihHh
I I

10 laugh and be jolly.

] t^— ^ many persons laugh-

ing at once.
*

From JSL blood, repeated for

200, and ^ rule, leferring to the

popular mind under a sense of

wrong ; but the primitive seems

to be better explained as denoting

a sound, as of people chaflng at

oppression.

Grief of heart at wrong, as of

the people chafing at the tyranny

of their rulers.

.a 1^ ^ 1 1^ <& tlie people

were all sorely grieved at heart

From to wrangle and a child. I

Domestic quarrels, litiga-

/((' tions ; mutual contentions,

animosities, resentments, in-

cessant recriminations.

] ^ causes of strife.

1 'IR mutual hatred.

^ ]
sighing and grieving, under

undeserved wrong.

] ^ family litigations.

5t ?& 1
"3^ ^ brothers quarrel-

ing in the house.

From mouth and up to or to

collect; the aecoad form ii

rare.

To draw in the breath, to

inhale, to make an inspira-

tion ; to imbibe, to suck in

;

the second also means to

attract, as a loadstone.

P ^ draw in a long breath.

^, 1 jJC the fishes breathe water.

] -^ ^ M to attract and lead

one's heart— into vice.

] ]^ to suck the dew, as a cicada

or gryllus is thought to do.

^ P*! 1 ?M ['"^y yoi soon]

meet the waves from Neptune's

Hall ;— J. e. be a i%j».

1-
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1 W- A^ [not!ii:ig left me but] to

drink Jew,— so pi)t)r am I.

1 ^ ©*<"
1 S ••<* KUQoko to-

bacco or cpiti'.a.

I*? 1 'te jfi
'^'^''' ^''^^^'s ^^ accord

;

i. e. the expirations and inspira-

tions iritercbaiige ; applied too

to a telegraph.

In Canfonese. To talk at ran-

dom ; to rave, to var.dcr, as wben

hil? clelirions ; worthless.

1 H ] nS to talk without aim.

1 $u '^ IS mibtaUea tbe sen-

tence, as ii' reading.

-— I 1$ fj a second rate work-

man, a poor artisan.

From breath and united ; occnra

used for tbe next.

To snuff at ; to turn up the

Dcec, as in disgust

] tbo sound of waving trees.

j|g the brilliant crimson of eve-

ning clouds.

5g to collect and scatter ; to

gather and disperse ; to shut and

open.

Bead sheh^ The prefect city or

bead district of Hwui-cheu fu ^
ji\ )^ in the Eouthwesi of Ngan-

hwui ; tbo name has existed from

tbe Clieu dynasty.

^^fm From tmiiga and united.

^^ ) To collect, to reassemble, to

hV caile; to : ai.se; to har-

moLize ; abumiding, full

hi^

1

1

mil.

]
ij^ to shut and to open.

^ ]
at peace, made up.

^ t$ &C 1 tbe brothers are all

ill accord.

^ I
ji: g- only lolling out its

tongue.

I ^ joined ; reunited, as diver-

gent streams.

The noise of flowit)g water

;

running, murmuring, gur-
' gling, as a brook; used with

the last in
I ] # ^

now they agree, and now
they defame one another.

To heat, to bum ; to roast.

] ^ to smother to death.

1 ?^^ ^ meat thoroughly

roasted.

In FuhcJiaiu To steam ; to cause

warmth by covering, as when

taking a sweat.

^r/ Strong breathing through the

^)\-) ncso ; snoring or stertorous

hi' breathing.

HIN.

m^V Fiom ^ to ajitate and 'Y ten

J
or many.

Sounds spreading and pro-

longing, as that of bells, or

a BODghing among trees
; buzz of

gnats ; reports going abroad.

^ ]
stalwNirt ; the name of a

man, Pih Hih, the commandant
of Chung-mea in Tsin, in Con-

fucius' time.

Xf-^ From water and air altered ; tised

J t j -\ for the next and for <t» ]^ nearly.

hi/t Water dried up; to shed

tears ; dangerous.

From x£. to travel and "V air

^ altered ; occurs interchanged with

/I'h, p£ to extend.

To reach in time; finally,

even, till, up to, at last ; to extend.

1 ^ ^^*-''^ '^-'' ^° ^^'^ ^^'•

1 -^ or
1 1^ -^ ^^^^ tin now,

up to this day.

1 ^- J^ J& to the last he did

not accomplish it.

S/-*

This is sometimes incorrectly used

f / -^ for ioA, 3h 'I'* ann-pit.

" ' The stcnmm or breast-bone

;

one says, the body shaking

from fear.

s
From Joor and to asaemble.

The spears or scythes, which

in ancient times were fas-

toned to war chariots ; to

contaiti ; to stand in a menacing

attitude ; to shut a door.

] r^jh 021*^11 to stand firmly

and look at attentively.

1 1 M M ®. the gargoyles

spurt their drippings fast.

Read t'ah^ Soft hair or down
near the skiiL

] ff; a valley in Shensi, where

t!;o river Han hai ita source.

Old Mounds, h:a, kin, b!m, ant/ Urn. In Canton, jin ; — iu Swatow, hien und tiii ;
— in Amoy, L!m and hfiu ;

—
in FuhcAau, b&ng, hiiQDg, and hing ; — in Shanghai, liiang ;— in Chiju, hin.

From to breathe or heart and
an ax i the fust is most used

;

t'ie second is ihe district.

Laughing from joy; do-

I'r'il, happiness; pleased at

doing or getting something

;

merry, elated, jolly.

Sfe 1
joyful, glad.

] ^ to readily comply with.

] ^ elated, jocund, happy.

1 ^ wholly SiUisfied ; solaced,

anxiety removed.

1 I fi^ ^'t'* pleasure, readily.

] j]\ a department in the north

of Shausi.

I ] fi'l $k. sprin^ng up vigor-

oasly, as tjowers after a drought

;

or revived, as people from star-

vation.

1 ii t i5'*>^"y''^«''^'^^

M ;p ]
"^ with tho utmost alac-

rity.



tis^ipiata^̂ ^^^

m

HIN.

The eifulgeiit, burning sun
;

the garish heat of midday.

From sun and an ax.

Ji'iii

The morn, the dawn ; early

daylight.

-jjf^ I
too early to .see plain-

ly, yet dark.

^ I ^ WL^^*^ drum calls them

at early dawn, as scholars.

\ ^^ ^ ^ morning and night

he was diligent at his post.

An ulcer beginning to slough

or show proud flesh
;

gan-

Jh'ii grene commencing in a

wound ; among furriers, used

with
3||t to denote the fur on the

neck.

^ ^ j a kind of ibx-skin used

for collars and jackets. .

Also read (i'in.

. _ To dress up and prepare

J' " chariots for going out ; to

begin, as a time by the

band; a sort of musical in-

strument ; to stop up, as a

sewer. •

HIN.

-^t From to breathe aad sound.

The gods gratified with in-

Ji in cense ; to accept the fumes

of sacrifice ; to taste, to en-

joy ; to conceive, to quicken ; to

extol.

] §^ the grateful odors.

J: ^ g I
the High Ruler ac-

cepted the sacrifice.

]
i^ to long for, to desire earnest-

ly-

I
;^ to be pleased with, as an of-

fering.

S 1^ ^ ^ 1
she stepped on

the Ruler's foot-print and was

quickened.

tl C^ To see indistinctly, as near-

c p/ 1 sighted persons when they

^h'in

ft'in'

look at

joyful.

anything fixedly
;

^ spirits under R to

hete defined a sacrificial

From
ar/se,

t^esse(^ and y^ ^^ divide ; con

tracted like the next.

HING. 20.3

crevice ; a cause of quarrel, an of-

fense, a grievance; a wrong between

iiatioDS, a pretext, af 'handle for a

quarrel ; a presage, an omen ; to

excite ; to fumigate ; to oil one's

self for the ancestral worship.

^ ]
to give cause for oftcnse, to

irritate.

1 ^ * pretext, a slight, a mitf.

^ ]
to stir up strife, to excite

acrimony, to embroil, to foster

trouble.

I ^ to perfume and wash, as

enchanters do.

1 fi °^ M \ ^ defect ; an of-

fense, a charge against.

^ ]
to seek occasion against.

m

To ofter blood in sacrifice ; to

smear the veasels with bkxid ; to

consecrate with blood ; a flaw, a

It
h'iu'

) From b/ooJ and hal/; much u«ed
for the preceding from its having
fewer strokes.

To smear vessels used in

sacrificing with blood; to

cover afms with skin so as to

protect them.
j

The flesh of an ulcer exserted

and becoming proud flesh
;

to swell, as an ulcer, thought

to arise from cold in it.

h'iiit/'

Oid sounds, lung, hang, king, king, aarfging. Jn Canton, hing, ying, anrf hSng

in Anioy, heng and keng ;
— in Fuhchau, hing, heng, haing, and keng ;

and ang ;
— in ChiJ'u, hing.

in which sense it often forms part

of names of places, peoples, and

firms.

I ^ to arise, to get on, to flourish.

Composed of ^ to lift up in

both hands, and [^ united in-

side
; q.d. to do with united

strength ; it is easily confounded

with tH" 5^ to give.

To raise, to elevate ; to rise, to get

up ; rising, gi-owing ; flourishuig,

prospering, the ojipsite ci'^ when
applied to a state ; to make to

prosfx^r ; to be in demand, fashion-

able ; to move, to put in motion

;

to originate, to give rise to, to

start ; to maintain, as in oflttce

;

promoted, expanding, abundant.

] ^ busy or restuig ; in active or

private life ; in motion or quiet.

1 € $ft Jfi I hope you keep in

good health and are prospering-

] 32 ^o commence work.

] -^ to raise or move troop*

fl^ )
in the fashion.

^ ^ \ rather out of date, not

now in vogue.

; — in Smatow, Ling and k^o ;
—

in Shanghai, ying, h'iing, , ,,'

n:&^^ms^ 1
if my

friends were reverent, would

these slanders arise ?

^ ] a new style, just come in

fashion.

^1 i /t» * great bustle of

masons and carpenters, — a.s

when building.

1 K or
] I^ prospering, success-

ful, flourishing.

] f^ to begin a thing or job,

^ Hn 1 l^ow quickly it has

started ! — as the grass.
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FJ3 ] to repair, to renew, to fit up.

1 ^ flourishing, abundant, as a

commerce.

] ^ to mulliply, to issue forth.

AU 1 1^ ^ '" order to begm the

coming ycttr.

'^ 1 ^ il y°" employ them,

which gives them power — to

do wrong.

^ I jy ^ since the army has

been called out or employed.

^ ^ tI? 1 th<^ country is pros-

perous.

1 /^ ^ district in Tai-yuen fti iu

the center of Shansi.

Read Mng^ Joj-ful, elated ; to

take delight m ; a resemblance ; to

desire ; an appetite, a passion ; ex-

cited, as a gambler by his evil

habit ; a furor or inspiration.

^ ]
highly pleased with, in good

spirits.

] 3|5; ^ a passion for, mad on,

addicted to.

;^ ] ^ ui fine spirits ; eager,

f^ ]
complaisant in, pleased with.

:5C E fp? it fi 1
his ancestors-

goodness has caused this pros-

perity.

1 BM or
] 11^ 1% ^ a joy-

ful time, a merry-making; a

great bustle.

;§ ]
pleasurable, as an uiter-

view or party

^ ] risings of desbe, sexual ap-

petency.

^ I
disappointed in, no joy

with ; disheartened.

From § fragrance and ^g.

sound contracted.

Ji ing Odors perceived a long dis-

c^ '" tance ; the sweet incense of

sacrifice.

] § sweet savor. License ; fumes

of ofierings ; a good reputation

;

virtue.

^ ] the perfume of flowers.

^ C* "fi 1
[^he gods regard]

eminent virtue as the best in-

cense.

* It (i 1 # Jpa he never

thought of presenting any lir-

ture as a sacrifice of sweet savor.

^ ^ It ]
yo'i'' ^"iands are fra-

grant ; J. e. good enough for a

sacrifice.

m From sword and even

used with the next.

Punishment by ofiicers, legal

pmiishment ; torture ; to pu-
'

nish, to castigate; penal,

criminal, as laws ; inimical to, des-

tructive of, as one's destiny ; a law,

an invariable rule
;
jurisprudence

;

behavior; a mold, a pattern; to

imitate ; to sacrifice victims.

I P^ or
] H to examine by tor-

ture.

^ I
a light punishment.

IB 1 ift 1& threaten him with

the question.

gfe
I

or ^ ] illegal punishment

;

to torture cruelly.

^ 1 to whip one through the

streets.

ify \
or ifW \

to carry a sen-

tence into effect, to punish.

] -^ the Board of Punishments.

] j^ the criminal bureau in the

lower courts.

1 ^ ^^ * ^ort of legal comi-

sel in the local courts, who is

applied to in criminal cases.

1 W^ capital punishment.

J, I
the five legal punishments

;

viz. bambooing under fifty blows

and under a hundred, transpor-

tation under 500 li, exile for life,

and death.

A ^ 1 M *he horoscope is in-

imical.

] ^ ^ ]
would that

were no pimishments !
—

the halcyon days of Yao.

] !^ to kill the victims.

S "F ® 1
''he goo<l man res-

pects the laws.

^ I JE ^ his conduct and

habits all conform to the rules

;

— are such as one likes.

] •J' 5S ^ it wiU be imitated

by my wfl'e ;— said by a pruice.

there

•as in

From earth and /aio ; occurs used

with the last.

Ji'^iriff A mold of earth or sand ; to

mold ; to ser^'e as an exam-

ple ; a statute, a formulary.

Sf.
I

a precedent, a law.

] ^^ a mold used in casting metals.

^
1 ^ ^ his manners were a

model to his descendants.

ii A whetstone ; a square stone

(J for sharpening tools.

Ji^imj
] if ^ 'o get out a

whetstone and make a new
trial.

] ^ a valley wherein Tsin Chi

Hwaugti ordered melons to be

grown in winter.

3tit Name of an ancient princi-

c/)|) palily. now Hing-tai hien ]

^h'iuff J fjf,
in the southwest of

Chibli, near Shansi ; it was

given to Duke Cheu's son as a

fief

J^ ^ ] ^ all the grass or rushes

iu Tsiang and IJing.

4-fflI ^ ^^ °^ J^ resembling a

(J/l 'J
skillet or tripod, in which to

cook the
I ^ or fragrant

broth offered in sacrifice.

] set out the dishes.

I J^ a copper tripod used for the

same piu-pose.

^h'ing

iW.

From man and law ; occurs.used

for the next.Mi
fking A thing finally formed ; a

law which ought not to be

changed ; a figure, a form, a

body.

C^
From pelage and even ; occurs

used for tlie last.

J^iiig Form, figure, shape, con-

tour ; the body, as distinct

from the life or soul ; material,

bodily ; maimer, visage, air, style

;

site, aspect ; a landscape ; an ap-

parition ; to give form to, to

imitate, to appear ; to make mani-

fest, to show, as the bones in a

lean man.
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§ the countenance.
1 la «>•

1

I ^ ;^ to give shape to it.

I ^ til 2j5 L'he actor] expresses

tliat cliaracter well.

I ^ the outline, as of hills ; the

aspect, as of graves ; a display,

as of troops.

I H or
I
(^ the substance of,

^ the resemblance, the person of;

a likeness, an image.

] 1^ geomancers. . ,•

}^ I
and ^ I

are opposites,

natural and supernatural ; real

; and spiritual ; evident and un-

founded.

;|^ -^ M 1 has a form without

substance, as smoke.

I 1 ^ ^ ^ [only my] body and

^^^ shadow to encourage each other

;

,^ met. I am alone ; friendless.

1 ftj! Pj j^ I am in doubt about

his face and manner ; I don't

•'' quite like his looks.

*"
1 ft IR ^ ''* image is on the

paper ; i. e. it is written out.

>!^ 1 tU S. '^"^ original form then

appeared.

t
I 1^ alone, one ; solitary, by

f myself.

^ ^ ^ 1 j^ you need not grasp

Ik its shadow ;
— the thing is of

no great importance. ,

^ ^ ^ 1 •? fe neither joy

i nor anger appeared in his face
;

impassive, imperturbable.

M 4' 1 ^h sincerity will surely

manifest itself.

•

J5^ ]
the exhibition of a form;

, their shapes are completed, as

the hills.

I # ** .t ^ the body is the

- tenement of the animal spirits

or the soul.

,^ ] ^ ^ one who is intimate,

as-a friend with whom ceremony

can be waived.

Xffpt A tall, personable woman

;

cKzH stylish and haiidtome.

fKing
] ^ was the name of an

office held by women in the

Han dynasty, A. D. 50, in

reign of Wu-tL

HING.

A synonym of J^ the dragon

fly, called fj* 1 '
'*• *^ known

also as the ^p j^ or gauze

sheep, from its wings; and

•^ ^ toil-bearer, from its un-

tiring flight.

From place and path ; it is also

read king^ and used with f2 *
path.

A declivity m hills, an

abrupt descent ; a defile, a

gorge, a pass ; names of several

hills, one of which is in Ping-

yang fu ip [^ jjj in Shansi.

^ I
a niche near the fire-place, a

place where the kitchen god rests.

^ I
a noted hill and pass in

Chehkiang.

^ I JlJ^ a district in Ching-ting

fu JE ^ ii5^
in the south-

west of Chihli south of the

E. Hu-to.
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m Composed of --f one step with

the left foot, joined to "X" one

^h ing step with the right ; it forms the

l-14th radical of a group of cha-

racters mostly relating to motion.

To step, to go, to walk ; to act,

to do, to direct, in which senses it

can often be rendered by kt, for

it serves as an auxiliary to the

ne.xt verb, — as
] ^ to teach,

] ^ to do good ; to transmit, to

send oflf; denotes imper-ial when

preceding" a noun, showing that the

thing is going or being carried on

a journey by his Majesty ; to ap-

peal a legal case ; a road, a way

;

a step, a manner ; motion ; in

Budhism, a half year {ayand) or a

march ; also one of the nidana or

causes of things denoting idea (sam-

skara^ or illusion.

3£ 1 the five elements which give

motion are metal, wood, water,
]

fire, and earth.

1 i^ o"" tij 1
to go in the road,

to travel, to go abroad.

] ^ ]
will you do it or not?

can it be done or not 1

I ^ i^ to walk a mile, to walk

to and fro.

f^ j to walk, to travel afoot.

] ^ a traveler ; an envoy or spe-

cial agent of government

] |g to tell to.

1 if <& '" practice good works.

I
-^ the running hand.

1 Jfil '° ^'^'''
i

to observe the eti-

quette ; to salute.

] ^ to worship at the tombs in

the spring.

^ I
to travel, to journey.

] § the Emperor's traveling

lodges.

^ 1 ^ "i!? the Emperor who has

just gone the great journey ; i. e.

the recently deceased sovereign.

I^ 1 ^ 38 '^^' doctrine is

widely speiiding ; his great acts

are known.

] ^ to follow illegal or danger-

ous courses.

1 '^ o'"
1 f$ ^o trasniit ordere

to inferior officers.

j ^ to act in another function

in addition to one's own official

duties.

1^ 1 M 1*3 a ceaseless practice

of asceticism, as the Budhists

teacli.

j ^ to infonn [an equal] offi-

cially, by
I ^ sending him an

official document.

f^ i 15£ ]
I t"'g y«" *'''l fa^O""

me by acting in the matter;—
said at the end of a petition.

1 1 B. jb interrupted, irregular.

I
and jj^ are opposites, as moving

and resting ; but when joined

are synonymous with
] ]^

actions, conduct.

I :^ to do unwillingly; to sub-

mit to circumstances.

Read ^fiang. A row, a line ; a

series or order ; a class, a guild, a

trade ; a sort ; a company of a hun-

dred, or a squad of 25 ; in Canton,

a store or warehouse of several di-

visions ; a mercantile establish-

ment, often called a hong by foreign-

ers, from the Canton pronuncia-

tion.
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1 ^ a guild ; a corporation ; it

bas a ) ';§ or bead manager, a

cbairman.

1 ^ the subscription to the guild

;

the funds of a corporation.

\ ] to enter a company by pay-

ing the fee.

1 S goods made for general

market ; ordinary.

(^1 or
I ^ of the same craft

or firm.

1 3iE
°''

1 JS ^^® custom of the

craft, the rate of exchange, the

current price.

1 f^ pfc
expert in markets, sharp

in dealing.

] 3^ the commission for selling.

^ ]
to sell by wholesale.

i^ 1 ^ '•'^^ hong-merchants, for-

merly at Canton.

]
^ a trader in a guild.

^^S l.i'Sfe ^vbat calling

or occupation has he?

'J;^ ] to commission goods to a

firm for sale.

^ ite -^ ^ S ^ S 1
as he

grows older he will doubtless be-

jfc come better versed in the rules

of the guild.

^ ] skillful, versed u), accustom-

ed to.

^ ]
a bungler, a raw band, a

lubber.

] jS, a soldier ; the army ; a band.

1 (£ Hi ^ rose or was promoted

from the ranks.

—•
I

)(^ one row of trees.

. ^geese ; but J]^ ] wild-geese

rows, also denotes a series, a suc-

cession.

^ 1 -ffi M or
1 ^ which num-

ber [of your family of brothers]

are you?

-- Bead Aanff'' A firm manner;
etrong.

^ 8& 1 1 4n 4 Tsz'-lu had a

decided and energetic way.

Bead /«n^'. Actions, condnst;

the motives of men.

g"
] the words and acta of a man.

pp

KING.

^ ]
good works, virtues.

I
disposition, character, wheth-

er good or bad ; a man's ^ | is

his usual habit, his temper and
ways.

M, 1 ^ skilled in Taoist tricks

;

clever, experienced.

^ ] to destroy the character.

^ ] snappish, crusty, curt.

fg I
honest, reliable, trustworthy.

1 ^ iC" ^ ^ actions proceed

from the heart.

5P j
to act perversely, dissipated

;

to act as if jxwsessed.

In Cantonese read Jionff. To
support on, to rest on ; to baste.

Also read hdng' Tense, taut,

drawn tight, as an umbrella or a

drum.

I i^ ^ raise it a little higher,

as a box on a trestle.
j

1 iK M to baste clothes.

(fi^^-j; Defined to be the backbone

c^ J of an ox near the rump ; but I

Jhity the PSn Ts'ao makes it to be
|

the femur of a bird, speaking
|

of it in the pelican as good

for pipes or horns.

KING.

m To blow the nose with the

fingers.
j

7('iViy
I ^ ^ clean the nose. '

'King

Very, exceedingly,

j Bit excessively precise

and unbending
;
grouty, par-

ticular on trifles.

fArfe, A watery expanse.

«"t' Wi 1 ^ vivifying efilucnce, a

'h'itig vapor or aura which i)roduce8

things.

j g, to draw on one's self.

From heart aod lucky.

Anger, vexation ; much dis-

^"9 pleased; captious, quarrel-

come.

] ]![ stiff, punctilious.

11^ enraged, looking very
j

cross ; xiroud. i

f

"^̂ ^ Originally composed of gf? op-

I
* posing and ^ ominous ; used

'King "'''' t'le next.

Fortunate, lucky, prospered

beyond one's deserts ; blessed ; as

an initial adveib, luckily, happi-

ly ; to rejoice at ; to love tenderly

;

to wait or hope for; an emperor

doing something or visiting a place,

wliich his acts or presence are sup-

posed necessarily to bless
; pleased.

] ^ happily succeeded in.

^ I
is well. I will be pleased ;— a

phrase used by shopmen in a bill.

^ P^ -^ 1
domestic affliction

;

family trouble, as the death of

an eldest son.

^ f# H 1 I deemed myself to

be very fortunate.

^ ]
inordinate liking, as for a

concubine or female.

fpj I jftO ;J^ what could be more
lucky than this

!

1 M or
1 ^ very lucky ; a sud-

den good fortune.

'f^ 1 4* .;^ 1
t^heerful amid sor-

row and misfortune.

1 ^ ^ ^ luckily it did not in-

volve life ;
— I was not quite

killed.

1^ ]
glory, prosperity.

j^ I
an emperor's progress.

^ ] the women in the Imperial

hareem, of whom there are four

ranks.

^ 1 @ ^ 5E ^ I'O" sad that

he (Yen-tsz') died so early 1

) g an imiierial minion, — ireu-

ally intimates that the person

is a eunuch.

) From man and lucky
"x it is a

modem alteration from the la£t.

'King Unusually fortunate, lucky;

to get withoiit any ejort or

right,

in 1
'° S^'' acoidoutally ; a good

chance, a windfall ; a fortur.ate

couicidencc.

^ ] fawning, sycophanJa ^^'

I % I fortunately eecsapcd at

avoided it.
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m'
An aquatic plant, called

I m^ with {X'ltate floating

leaves, red beneath, and

having slender stems, which

are iise<l to steep in spirits

to improve the fiawr ; the

roots are sometimes pow-

dered and eaten ; another name is

^ m ^ golden lotus ; it is pro-

bably a LeiiutoHtJtenmm or marsh

flower.

^^ From /^
contracted.

tret and Pf

^'ini*' The apricot fruit is
] ^,

but the name includes the

sorts of Prunug generally, almonds

and plums ; the flower is also call-

ed ;^ f| ^^ '• *• flower of the

Hanhn, from its beauty.

I {^ almonds; also apricot pits

from which the ] tl ^ an

emulgent, milk-like tea is made.

^ I
"silver apricots," the nuts

of the gingko or Salisburia ; it is

aij))lietl also to the tree.

1 3 "r " apricot altar," was

the name of the place where

Confucius had his school.

] ;|iJt a \ariely of plum like green

gage, common at Tientsin.

] 1^ a .sort of dark plum.

I
^ a i»etical name for the second

moon, when the apricots flower.

— £
1 ?E ifl + E the apricot

blossoms redden the country for

miles.

1 Bfi ^ S" [s'le has] apricot eyes

and ijeach cheeks;— a pretty

girl.

From 1^ Jiesh and M cuhn
contracted, alluding to its thinness.

The shank or shin bone;

the bone of the leg below the

knee in animals and birds

;

the tarsus.

] >^ the shin bone.

I ] ^ ^ stiff; a commanding
presence.

JK ^ PP ^ 1
[Confucius] rapped

him on the shins with his staff

— to teach him manners.

From^esA and to rise.

A painful swelling coming
/( my'' Q^t o,, t^g body ; to swell,

as a boil.

^ 1 ^ Si t'le l»"l ^U
soon discharge.

Old sounds, hak, kak, gak, and hiak. In Canton, liok and yeuk ;
— in Swatow, liak and ngiak ;

— in Amoy, liak and hiok ;
-

in Fvhchau, liok, oi, kauk, k'iok, oiirf iigiiik ; — t« Shamjhai, ok, yfek, and kok ;
— in CliiJ'u, liioa.

Jiiuo

The original form was com-

posed of 5JC to teach under
| J

a waste place wliere ignorance

reigns, and p3 a mortar as tlie

plionetic, combined ; at present

the ^ is omitted ; tlie con-

tacted form is common in

cheap books, but not given in

the dictionaries.

To learn, to receive instruction
;

to practice, to imitate; instruct inn,

learnuig ; a science, a study ; the

science of; the school of; doctrines,

tenets ; a school, a place of learn-

ing ; as an adjective, like, similar.

] P5 *" learn, to examine into,

to ascertain ; acquirements.

]
Jg to practice an art, to carry

out what has been learned.

^ I
or ^ ] to become a siuts^m.

_t ] to enter school, at about

seven years old, when the lad

takes a
] ^ or ^ ^ by which

he is known through hfe.

I 53^ to learn tactics or military

science,

1^ I
the science of numbers,

mathematics.

] i^ the tenets or school of a

teacher ; but | ^ or | 1^ or

] ^ is the title of the provin-

cial literary chancellor.

I ^ a P"l''l) a scholar, an un-

dergraduate.

] ^ the sclnH)l-roora.

5^ I
to play truant.

1^] ]
to play tricks in school.

^ 1
"*"'

Jit 1 * private village

school.

1^ 1 ^ * governmental school

in a district.

^ ]
to travel for information,

f^ j versatile acquirements ; very

learned.

^ ]
learning ; he is at his studies.

M 3ti[ 1
a charlatan, not a tho-

rough scholar.

;^ 1 i cabinet ministers, mem-
bers of the ^ I^ Inner Coun-

cil, of whom there are four prui-

cipal and two ^ ^ i^i ] ±
secondary ; the term is derived

from the ;;^ I
or Great Learn-

ing, whose principles they are

supp<xsed to follow.

^ ^ ] a guide, a teacher who

can instruct pupils ; an old pro-

fessor.

I gj5 the teacher or guide of the

undergraduates ; he is under

the 1 ^ or superintendant of

district schools.

^ 1 f^^ f^ I'll do it as you

do ; I'll follow your way.

] ^ at Canton, denotes a man
from Swatau or Ch'ao-cheu fu.

^ \
a free school ; they are mostly

supported by the gentry.

1 115 ^ )R to study without dis-

likuig it ; to lo^ e books.
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Stiff hard clay or rocky stra-

ta ; a hard-pan lying under

the surface, which prevents

the water percolating ; bowl-

ders on hills ; a crack in a

jar.

From water
tracted.

and to learn con-

A rivulet, dry in winter and

running in the summer ; the

noise of a torrent ; rivulets

led off from the K. Wei.

] ^ disturbance, confusion

;

angry, provoked.

. > From birri and to learn contract-

ed ; it is also read uh)

A small bird of the jay fam-

ily, resembling the mag|)ie

in its contour; it has red legs and

bill, a long tail and variegated

plumage ; it is reared for fighting,

and can imitate the cry of hawks

;

if its song is heard early, the wea-

ther will be fair ; if at eventide, rain

will come ; it may be the Pica vaya-

bttiiJd, but is more probably a sort

of Gdniiltix or ttirush.

1 i^ •"* small sjjecies of pigeon.

^fti To vomit ; the sound of vo-

^/^) railing, which this word

/no seems to imitate.

Pg I
vomiting.

From words and cruel.

To laugh at, to ridicule ; to

play and jest with, to make
sport of, to mock, to tritle

with.

j|^ ]
to play tricks on ; to haze.

^ 1 to jest and frolic with.

1 M ^ ^ ^*''*'' scornful words

and jeering smiles.

1^ ]
sportive tricks.

1 1 ^ trifling, jolly, mockingly.

S jife 1 '^ how clever he is at

a repartee and raillery.

3^ ]
profane or obecene talk.

^ I
name of an important po«t

on the R. Han in Nan-yang fu

in the sonthwest of Honan.

^%1^ Tromfeather> and high.

*^JJ The glistening white pin-

s'"" mage of cranes and other

birds, as they are seen fly-

ing; the reflection of the sunlight

on water.

6 .ft 1 1 the bright sheen of

the white [egrets, or otherj

birds.

>ll^ Dreading, as when suddenly

)^§) brought face to face with

jA'f'o danger.

5gf ]
startled, terrified.

Read laooh^ Hastily, sud-

denlv.

^ ¥ 1 ^.m-^mm Yen-
tsz' hurriedly gathered up his

dress and made an obeisance.

^

Old sounds, hn and kn. In Canton, yau and hiu ;
— in Swatow, hia and h^in ; — fii Atnoy, Mu }'"•

•n Fuhchau, hiu ;
— in Shanghai, h'ii ; — in Chi/it, hiu.

I
^ to repudiate or divorce a

wife, and give her a 1 ^ bill

of separation.

I ^ asked leave to resign on

account of health.

^ >& S'l 1
*'"' liearts are now

at rest.

] j!ft to stop and wash, refers to

an old usage of officials vacat-

ing their seats once in ten days

to bathe, &c.

I
^ favorable verifications, such

as show a good government.

I ^ to leave off work.

] ^ or
] ^ fortunate, excel-

lent, propitious.

fp^ ] ^ to ask what the luck

will be.

jtl'- From man and tree ; q. d. a man
•n^^ leaning against a tree and resting.

jA'iu To rest, to cease for a while

;

to spare, to deal gently ; to

(^ist; to repudiate, as a wife;

to resign ; to enjoy ; to congratu-

late, to commend, to praise ; to

release, to let oflF; excellent; pros-

perous ; blessuig, or a sign of pros-

perity ; as a negative, stop, let that

alone, don't, quit that.

] jt to desist from.

1 ,§. to cease labor on, to rest

1 j^« -ft jJfc I ^'^ here now.

^ "H ^ ft 1
if you will not

consent, then that finishes it.

] ^ removed from o£Sce, but

allowed to retain the rank.

S # ^ T 1
I swear that I

will not cease — till I get the

case.

1 ® ® don't mention the sub-

ject.

M |g j^ ] unbounded, unend-

ing, as happiness ; may yctx

have unlimited joy.

]g :^ ] ^ don't rake up old

sores.

I j
frugal ; to restrict outlay.

S. i 1 1 the quite and serene

scholar ; a good officer.

1 Sc ^ "T ^^^ 1^ J"™ get

away.

Si ] ^ ]
although he wished

to rest, he would not

1 tfi 'fiH. y^^ neeA not fear him.
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1 ^^^}^^m^^he
favorable, O Imperial ancestor,

aiid preserve and enlighten my
humble self.

^ ^ I
unceasing enmity.

M ?E ^ I
only till death comes

wiU I stop; but |1 ^— lij U
^ I

when Wu-chang (death)

comes, every affair then stops.

refuse, you will risk your life.

In Cantonese. To move off, as

a table ; to hitch up, as a waistband.

I ^ to move away.

] ^ 1^ pull up yonr trowsers.

M

Krom ft shelter and to cease ; oc-

curs used with the last.M '

,/<'m Shade, shelter, which uivites

to rest
;

protection, kindness

from superiors ; to sustain, to

protect.

^ I
your great favor.

T^ ] divine care and aid.

^ I
your holy favor, is said both

of the gods and of the Emperor.

% W. ^ 1
I ail deeply indebted

for your protection.

ffl ^ 5c 1 ^y lli*'se means to

await the blessing of heaven [in

sending snow] ; i'. e. by thanks

and prayers.

® Wt 3S 1
>nay youJ" ^ally joys

long continue ;— a phrase used

m closing a letter.

ri iJL To call out clamorously, as a

c r 1^ crowd of people talking and

,/('i« crying confusedly when jeer-

ing at one ; a shriek, a groan.

P^ Pft 1 1 '^® '"y o*^ agony.

^ >^ A I ^ ^ crowd of Ts'u

people laughed at him.

Used with the tiro last, to praise

and to clamor.

j/i'm Excellent, beautiful ; felici-

tous, happy ; amiable
;
good

;

mmute, fine ; exhalations or

steam.

Read Jtxao. To decoct, to boil

;

to fumigate.

J^ ]
to swagger ; to take on airs.

A ferocious beast, the |^ ] ,

fabled to devour tigers ; it

is drawn like a leopard, of

which it seems to be a varie-

ty ; the term is applied to a valiant

general or brave troops.

A sort of owl, whose hoot re-

sembles laughter ; the ^ ]

or homed owl, which is re-

garded as a bird of evil omen,

as it frequents ruins.

A fine war-steed, a cli.irger

;

name of a famous horse.

.hHu

./iHu

M
'f From hri'ir and irood ; tliis cha-

t^ rafter was once wrongly written

,/i'iii
7^ from a similarity in tlie pro-

nnnciation.

A varnish of a red or mauve
color, approaching purple ; to var-

nish a. red color ; to put on two coats

of lacker.

1 W m h"^kered-ware of a dark

red color.

'^ From y^C ivoad or ^ bnd and

3^7 shUli'U contracted ; the so-

, -_.--.* ' coud oM form is unconnnon.

S^T Kotteii wood ; decayed, pu-

Vi'm *''''' 'loisonie, putrescent

;

failing, forgotten j out of

^ mind ; worn out, superan-

nuated.

1 ^ <"
1 IS spoiled, decayed

;

rotten, as timber.

J^ ]
putrid, decomposed.

^ ] I, a poor useless old man.

] ^y* unserviceable, as an old or

inert ofiScial ; superannuated

;

emeritus.

1 /fC yJJ Pj" ^ decayed wood
cannot be carved ;— met. he is

a worthless fellow.

ig ^ /p I
his name will endure.

•^ ^ ^ ]
li'S virtuous fame will

never be forgotten.

^ 1& ^ 1
[real merit] is not

forgotten in myriads of years.

?C flO -^ 1
[their words] die,

but do not perish ;— said of the

ancients.

|g^ ) From nose and stink ; nearly sy-

RrtB. nonymous with tlie next.

Itiii' To smell anything with par-

ticular care ; to snuff up.

"^•^ \^ 1^ ^ 'Sr when near

a proud man do not snuff at

things.

Also read cA'ew' ; it is like the
last.

lit a The mournful note of birds

;

to smell, to scent, as dogs do.

H 1 ffi f^ [Confucius] smelt of

it thrice and then rose.

] I ^ to smell of anything

{Sltanyhui.)

GS ' Composed of P mouth, with a

\ y nide representation of the ears,

ft • , head and legs, and tracks of a
beast ; it is now superseded by

^a domestic animals.

Animals which put the mouth
to the ground when feeding ; do-

mestic animals pasturing on the

hills.
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Old sounds, hi'm and kun. In Canton, fan
;
— in Swalow, hun and hun — in Amoy, hun

;

in Fuhchau, hung and bong ; — in S/tanphai, hiurg ;
— i« Chifu, liiun.

Composed of ^ 6/acifc and ^M
to spruut ; the second and un-
usaal form is also read tungi'

meaning a great smoke ai.d

blaze ; this and the next are in-

terchanged.

The smoke issuing from

fire; the fog ascenduig from hills;

steam, emoke ; exhalations, vapor,

miagina ; to scent, as tea with flow-

ers ; to fmnigate ; to smoke, as

hams ; to grill or broil ; to heat, to

parch ; to offend, to becloud ; even-

ing time, dusk ; balmy ; agreeable.

1 J& * warm southeast wind.

] ) uneasy, fidgetty; pleased,

harmonious.

] ^ to dry at the fire.

S '& in 1 ™y heart is mournful,

or unsteady as smoke.

] ^ smoked black, as by lamp

smoke.

] ^ tooanterize.

] ||_ to smoke out rats.

j[g I
Boot; the smok,; blackens it.

^ I
to steam.

I ^ steam, hot vapor rising up.

] ^ to smoke pork previously

boiled ; a ] ^ or smoking

frame is sometimes used.

Bead kkin' To suffocate

injure by coal gas.

^ \ M T ^'^ ^^ ^ti B'-ifled

(or made senseless) by coal

gas.

] ^ suffocated, as by carbonic

acid gaa

From plant and vapor ; often in-

terchanged with the last.

A fragrant labiate plant

which opens a new flower

every morning, and its savory

smell is thought to expel noxious

influences ; fragrant plants ; odor.

perfume ; to perfume things ; fra-

grant ; to cauterize ; to embalm

;

to becloud.

] ^ fragrance of plants.

1 I^ a general name for plants

like lavendar, which are burned

to expel miasma or insects.

1 3!c ^ to put catcphor or [xr-

fumed plants among clothes.

I ^ fragrant or stinking ;— op-

posite tenns tised in speaking of

plaula

^ ^ 1 '{j* avarice and lust be-

cloud the heart.

.h'un

From sun and vapor.

Twilight ; the reflected light

at sunset

] ^ the evening gloaming.

j reflected rays at sunset.

ill i® ] R^ the hills are tinged

by the setting sun.

Pt

m
Ji'iin

A tribe of Scythians in the

Hia dynasty, the
] ^ who

invaded the dominions of

T'ai Wang, and drove him

south near the Kiver King ;

they were after^va^ds known as

Hiunfj-nu.

A bright red produced by

dipping the cloth thrice into

,ifl/» the dye; alight scarlet tint.

compared to the monthly

rose.

1^1$^ [one with a] red robe

and an elegant pelisse ;
— nmt.

a gambler.

Intoxicated, drunk ; smelling

of liquor.

^ 1 1 &5 foolishly tipsy.

1 1 ^Jol'y from drink;

fuddled, boozy.

^ ^ I I
he came to the ban-

quet and got drunk

From strong and vapor:

contracted form is common.
the

Meritorious effort put forth

lor one's king ; loyal merit

;

to acquire such fame.

] g a patriotic states-

man.

^ \ fk ^ everybody knew his

great services.

1 ^ o""
I ^ honors conferred

for loyal and distinguished ser-

vices.

^
I

unparalleled services.

"^ 1
an epithet of Yao from Lis

great acts.

1 S'; ^ ^ ''"!* honorable record

is loijg and glorious.

^ % 1
O'-^ "^^^ aided in

founding the dynasty, and there-

fore has
I ^ long establislicl

merit ; the last phrase also moaus
that such services were formerly

rewarded.

do you all go on with one pur-

pose of heart, and the work will

surely be accomplislied.

From Jire and prince ; it occurs

used with ,^ vapor.

A blaze ; odors from cooking

flesl], whether fragrant or un-

savory ; fumes from sacrifices.

^ 1^ ft' the savory odors and
bad smells are very rank.

> From words and a stream ; q. d.

when teaching, words should flow
like a stream.

To lead in the right way ; to

instruct, especially women

;

to teach and persuade ; to caution
;

doctrine, instruction, precepts; de-

finition; instructed in; explana-

tions ; to follow, as instruction ; to

approve ; according.

JJC ] to teach, to indoctrinate.

1

li'iin'
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] ^ to drill ill the manual or

any military art

^ Ji m ] m m I-npcrial

Heaven .li^proved their ways.

1 ^ $$ $$ ''"*^ "P"" ^'^'^y P''^-

cept upon precept ; reiterated

warnings.

HJ ^ j^ I
to g() from home to

gel an education

-^ ] the leaisous of antiquity;

tradition

] 1^ to instruct, to bring up.

|§ ] jj; I request direction, as

an orticer asks liis su[)erior.

] ^ tlie second ofiicial superin-

teiidant of education in a pre-

fecture

j^ I
female education

] |j^ to explain ; to comment on
;

a couniientury.

I ^ moral maxims, old and wise

sayings.

In Pekingese. An adjective of

comparison, an intensive adverb.

] If very sweet.

In Cantonese il is also written

^ lo distinguish it as a colloquial

word, but it may also be an altera-

tion from gj dull eyes. To sleep

{

to rest.

^ ] sleepy.

i1» 1 M yo" ^^ sleepy.

Old sounds^ hiong, kiong, and giong. In Canton^ hung, hing, and k'ing ; — in Swatow^ hiong, him, and li^U ;"—

•tt Awotf^ bong and hiong ; — in Fu/ichau^ hiing, hing, and hiaug ;
—

in Shanyhai^ Iiiiing and yuug ;
— in Chi/n, hiung.

Jhiing

From j\i man and M month
above it

, q, tl. iis if tlie senior

lias the right to instnuec ; occurs

used for ihivaiiy fJl sorrow.

An elder brother ; a senior ; a

siii)erloi'; used after names as a term

of resiiect, like Don, Seiior, or Mr.;

to act as an elder brother.

^ 1
or ^ I

or
I g your

honor ; Sir ; venerable Sir ;
—

terms of direct and respectful

address.

/^ ]
yimr elder brother.

1 ^ '"y ulili'rs, is like f^ ] my
kind or respected frieiKls ; —
Ixjili used in addressing any re-

sijeclJible person.

^ ]
my elder brother, — used

wlitu si)eaking of him.

I ^ my younger brother

^ I ^ kindred of the same
surname

; ^ ] |^ cousins of

a ditlerent surname, whether on

the father or mother's side

|p] ^ ] 1^ a uteruie brother.

^ I
a wife's elder brother.

^ ] as'ister's husband.

^ 1 1' y""' senior — tell you;

said by an old man.

liS ] a fellow workman or priest

who is older

Ift fS 1 1
'*'^^ could better

tieat him as a brother ?

Iff 1 or jp j ati adopted bro-

ther, a sworn brother; the usage

of the two terms is however

unlike.

'S.'^M \ M Mr. Wang Chi-

siaiig; but when speaking to him,

^' ] my brother Chi is proper.

;^ I
great Sir, — is used chiefly

in writing.

JL ^ I
the brother with a square

hole ; I. e. a cash.

1^
JiUmg

Intended to depict [J a /"' witli

sometliiiig fuUen ii.io it ; it ,is

constautly written lil^e the next.

Unfortunate, unlucky, the o\>-

posite of § ; lugubrious, finieral

;

adverse, unha{)py ; calamitous, like

a judgment on one ; sad, unpromis-

ing ; malignant, cruel, injurious,

in which it is like the next.

J^ ^ I
the crow croaks bad luck

] ^ ^ 1 don't know whether

it is lucky or not.

] ^ a bad year, as one of

drought.

] ^ a baleful star.

I .fg
an evil or unfavorable con»

dition or aspect.

I
^ bad news, as of a death.

1
wore four brigands in the

days of Yao.

] ;^ an unlucky affair ; also

mourning and fmicreal matters.

^ IS 1 ^ ^li'S sickness is very

dangerous

<|2
Jixnng

From )\j man and |)y unlurky;
q. ft. one who )ihs t'iiUcn into

ruin : used with the hist.

Malevolent, inhuman, cruel

;

malignant, dcsix;rale, truculent

;

harsh and unmerciful in treatment

of others ; to excite fear ; fearful

;

a cry of terror.

I ^ wickedly cruel, as a | ^
;jg. ;^ an unscrupulous villain.

I
i^ vicious, cross-grained, in-

tractable.

1 ^ fierce, unscrupulous and

cruel.

TO ^ fr ]
employed his power

to act savagely ; to act like a

brigand.

1 ^ a cruel disposition.

] .^ a murderer, one who has

compassed the death of a man, a

homicide ; one who ff j j^

Jl; acts cruelly and kills will-

fully in defiance of right.
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J^^-|
Timorous, nen'ous ; to start

-J 1^ up frightened, as from a

Ji^iilng dream.

From ^ flesh gnd ^ the

breast ; the first and now ob-

solete form was intended to re-

present the thorax enveloping

the heart ; occurs used for the

next.

The thorax ; the breast, the

h uiiiij bosom J the feelings^ the

heart ; the affections ; clam-

or ; brawling.

I ^ the feelings, the affections.

1 t|» or
I

5^ near or in the

bre.ist; on tlie mind.

] pg ^ j^ a slrictnre or weight

in tlw diaphragm, indigestion,

hoart-buni.

1 '^ the breast, the bosom, the

front.

1^ ] to beat the breast, as a beg-

g:tr dots.

1 ^ IS ^ *'''^* *"*^ embroidery

stored in the breast ; met. learned

and accomplished.

j^ ^ ift 1 he is quite suffocated

with rage.

1 JBt #S ^: not a mote in iiis

breast ; i. (. light of hearty in-

considerate, n« anxiety.

'J' A 1 1
I't^'*^ minded men

are disputatious and clamorous.

f^ ) a protruding breast, caused

by disease in the breast-bone.

1^1^ literal-mindfid, magnani-

mous, considerate.

tft 1 ;^ ^ *" clasp the bosom

in one's deep anguislv

1 JK ^ $ ^6 carries an arsenal

hi his breast,— so brave is he.

^ ] be easy in your mmd ; a

tranquil or liberal mind.

] ^ the Hmis, i. e. the clamor-

ous slaves; the name dates

from about the Han dynasty.

From words and breast ; the

second form is least used ; oc-

curs K-rittea like the last.

(pi^ J To speak all at once ; to

J^iung brawl, to scold; to com-
plain agamst; to litigate;

Jlil

full, as of trouble ; a great cla-

mor; threatenings.

^ "F 1 I
everybody is railing.

^ jlfc ^ I
these disorders and

miseries were sent on them—
for their sins.

V t—I From water and breast.

'»w The forcible ni.sh of water,

Ji tiing g^ along a beach ; the bub-

bling of a spring ; tumultu-

ous, clamorous, as a crowd.

1 SI '''*^ lasliing of waves ; the

gurgling of a fountain,

I
1 the reveille of drums ; the

din of men and instrnments,

as at an audience; met. excited,

as ^ 1 ] m ^ ^ 5i
their angi r became so very out-

rageous it could hardly be

surpassed.

From bird and the upper arm.

A cock bird, the "father

JtUitny ijij^i
. " (l,e ,,^^16 of insects

and small animals ; tl»e best

;

maseiilinc, marlial; brave, heroic.

1 »th l""l?' *•"' strciig,

}4 jfil 1 '6 •'"""^e yonrself,

scre^v yonr coiiriigie up.

\ ^ 'I *M'^ ct)ck.

]
"^ -)\, 91^ a ma.stcr hand at t

stratigy and schemes, a good

contriver.

^ £k "Q "^ legions of brave

soldiers.

I ^ —-"^ to seize a region by

force.

I 5^ the |MU"est part of
] ^ or

liartall.

}|^ It^ I
to lest the leadership.

'"Sfpf From ^ flame and flg able,

IR5? but the etyrooJogists give no ex-
',, ... phmatiou.

The bear, called g gc the

hybemating animal ; it is coimnend-

ed for its clean lair, notwithstand-

ing its ugliness ; clear white suet

called
] ^, envelopes the heart,

a good medicine.

j J^ a bear's paw, considered to

be a delicacy.

} ft bear's gall, which it is said

by the Chinese moves into tlie

head, belly, and legs according

to the season.

ill 1 in !^ [brave] as brown and

white bears.

1 A or ^ ] the brown bear,

nnicU larger and fiercer than the

^ foj 1 or small, white-neck-

ed htax tralwed to perform feats.

I 5- lil •* '''?'' P'^"''-
*'e<>r Lu-

slii hicR Jj ^ I,?,
in Hoiian,

where Yii began bis gur\ ey
;

there are two high green p4)inte(l

sunnuits resemWiug Lear's ears,

whence the name, which is now
extended to the range making

the watershed between the Yel-

low Eiver and the River Han.

^ 3£ 1 1 the glare and bright-

ness are very great.

§ ^ j^ 1 liis lucky dream was

all about a bear.

Crinit From words and a desert space.

p I • To give information abont
^hiiing places ; to spy about, to pry

into and make intelligent

observations upon; shrewd,

clever.

y
f^ sharp, quick.sighted.

rfj
I

a clever talebearer or gos-

sip ; a spy, one who
| ^ seeks

out and hunts np information.

H^ I ^ ^ *o watch current

events, to- keep the tub o£

Also read hiiig* and Aue»'.

Preeminent, superior in abili-

UHiing'' ties; to ahn at high success;

to scheme to reach ; to go far

away.

1 ^l^iLor \ ^ W ^ he

stood alone and peerless I high

and exalted he stood above all.

1^ g ] I
to struggle and labor

the whole day.

1 * H ^ there's no place com-

parable to the capital

In Cantonese. A bunch, a clus-

ter, a handful d flowers.

^^ ] ^ a bundk of plantains.
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HO.
OU tvwufs, h«, ko, and gs. Jn Canton, ho ; — »n Swatow, ho and o; — in Amoy, h and h5 ;

— in Fuhchau, bo ;
—

in Shanghai, hu and u / — in Chifit, hwoa.

M—Y From month «nd can ; it is inter-

H Ml changed with 'o f^ and tlie next.

^J>o To expel the breath ; to

scold, to get angry at ; to

please ; to interrogate ; a final sound

in assent. '

^T 1 iC to gape-

^ ] or
I ^ the noise of yawn-

ing ; to yawn.

j 5^ f^ ^ warm [your fingers]

with the breath to write easier.

^ j 1^ 'Ull^
do not be too offi-

cious.

Bead Jul. To laugh, in imita-

tion of the sound,

j ]
the sound of laughter.

1 1 ;f; 4^ a fit of loud laughing.

:§ f® I I SI 't' '^^ '^'^y a forced

laugh. —

^-T^ From words and can ; j. d. to

"ip^PI t«U what one ought to do,

Jio To blame, to speak harshly

. and reprove; to upbraid, to

talk loud to one ; to ridicule.

1^ ]
to traduce by ridicule.

1 -^ to blame, to find fault with)

as a servant.

IS 1
"6" A to disparage and de-

cry the ancients.

1 ^ ^ M to find fault for trifles.

I jg :^ 2^ to , browbeat and
order about one's underlings.

1 ^ or
I ^ 5^ an astringent

nut of foreign origin (as the name
rather indicates), used for the

toothache ; the fruit of the Ter-

minaUa chebula or myrobalanus.

^Stfif ^ ^°''*' '^^ sea-blnbber. In

fg|PJ Canton, the p^ )^ \
is a

\hd large fish resembling a sciae-

na, and shaped Uke a shuttle

;

at Fuhchau, the name is applied

to three or four kinds, one a small

yellow sort, the ^ f^ ] or yellow

tough perch.

, From piants aud can as the pho-

rj I
netac.

Ju) Small plants or grass •,
petty,

troublesome, vexatious ; small,

trifling, minute; unimportant, as

an ailing ; to reprove, to criticize ; to

vex, to aniwy, as by interfering;

to molest uselessly.

] ;gl] needlessly severe,

] ^ to tire one by asking,

] 3^ a dangeroiis disease, one

which is critical.

I i& ffi ^ )^ an inquisitive

government is more savage than

a tiger.

1 ^ ^ ^ even his trifling itch-

ing affects me; t e. I feel a

sympathy for his small troubles.

/p # II i^ 1 Iffi
I cannot make

a partial decision, being harsh

to one and lenient to the other.

^rjY A river, defined as " that into

ci J which rivnlets flow;" when
jAd used alone, it denotes the

^ ]
or Yellow River; it

sJso occurs in many geographical

names; in the northern proAinces

rivers are generally called Jio,

and JAing ^ in the southern

;

a canal ; a sort of wine-vessel ; in

physiognomy, the mouth.

] ^ the great bend of the Yel-

low River in the Ortous country.

H ]
denotes north anel south of

the Yellow River.

P ^P J^
]

his mouth is like a

tumbling river ; i. e. he talks like

a mill-race.

^ ]
and ^ ] are names for

portions of the Imperial Canal.

—. J^ llj I
the hills and ri\ers

— of China ; met. the whole of

a country.

g ]
the stars p 6 \n Bootes.

] ^ qnd ] pfj
the stars y and

/3 in Hercules.

1 ^ Jl along the river's bank.

m
,ho

Also read jjt'o.

A sort of lizard, the
| |Jf

J"" which frequents damp places.

1 ilfe tik.
a trailing plant

resembling the honeysuckle, found

near K'ai-fimg fu, having yellow

flowers ; the young plants are used

for food.

/—f From man and ahh ; niso read

\\*\ '^"j ""•' "5*^ f"'' ""B next,

^ho An interrogative /M'onoim, who
which, what ; as an adverb, how,

wherefore ; to bear, to endure,

jgH 1 in what way 1

1 lK wherefore? why?

] ^ what business have you ?

]
why, what is the reason ?

^ I
for what reason *

Ijft ^ I
in no tong time ; sudden-

ly ; few of that sort.

, ^ it ^ fic 1
he can do (or it

is) nothing to me,

I ^ .p. ^ why did you not

come earlier t

1 j^ what is the meaning or rea-

son*

1 iJJ' in jlfc
"'hat need is there of

this 1 i. e. it need not be so.

1 iil how can it be ?— implying

a negative.

1 b!i
why, pray I

fm i. 1 B'J RT 't can be, if that

be so.

^ ®! in 1 "** '^"c will dare to

do that ; let him do as he likes.

M^ 1 >& B^ «ell, what are

your real ideas 1

f^ ]
well then; it is only for a

moment.

^ pj" ^ ]
tliere is no help for it.

^ pf p§ ]
what help is there

for it

«

1 ^ -i •& why don't yon go?

^ ^ ) ^ what is your opinion

ofitt

^ '

I
to bear, as an evil or a load.
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1 W 1 ^ all the same ; whether

or no ; rather immaterial.

^ ^ ^ I
there's no resource

now 1 what hope is there ?

I''

From plant* and
phonetic.

what as the

The small leaved variety of

the water-lily {A^duiiibium)

;

the name is also applied to some

kinds of asters and mallows, from

their resemblance to its flowers.

] Q a pnrse, from its likeness

to the shajie of a lily leaf.

B^ W 1 $ "' the marshes the

lilies are in full blossom.

] ^ the broad lotus leaf.

1 ^ tl'6 water on a lotus leaf.

^ j^ ] ^ the marsh flower (Lim-

miiit^teiiium.)

I
^ a door butt in Peking ; and

this leaf is ofteu used as a name

of things.

] Jg, a pleasant breeze, especially

a mild, south wind.

] ^ a poetical name for the

sixth moon.

1 <.^ ® '*' name for Holland.

] W^ Irish potatoes {Cantonese.)

Kead 'ho. To bear, to sustain

;

to carry on tiie back, or hanging

around the neck ; competent ; to

be obligt^l for; indebted to, ob-

tained of.

•^
I

to carry ; competent for.

Jfjj ]
I am pleased to get.

I ^ to wear a rain-hat.

^ 1
to lift on the back.

] ^ ic <!• J *™ thankful for

your great kindness.

M 1 ^ '^ duly sensible of your

great consideration.

^ ]
for wliich I will thank you

j— a closing phrase in letters.

3&9

3
Vrota preciout and to add.

To congratulate, to felicitate

at festivals or other occasions
;

to send presents when wisli-

ing one joy ; the presents

thus .sent; to carry.

^ ]
with my respectful congra-

tulations ;
— often written on

presents.

W^
J

to congratulate; as | :^
denotes the new-year salutations.

^ ]
to send presents; as ] j^ is

a terra for the articles sent

] § or pf ^ pf 1
joy be with

you, as when a friend meets

with success.

^ ] a general levee, as at a co-

ronation,

j^ to carry a spear, to escort.

-^ 3jS 1 felicitations will

1

n
come from all quarters.

] H [I| the Ara-shan Mts., lying

north of Kansuh.

Old sounds, liat, gat, link, title, gak, Imp, gJip. tieic, gek, Tiwt, g.rt, liiap, piap, ngap, mid wap. In Canton, hot, hok, Mk, hat,

hop, aWliuk; — in Siralou; hat, Iiek, hiaf, ho, k'ap, sip, hnp, and Ua ;
— in Amoy, hap, »p, hat, k'ap, hek, hdfc,

kek, gtat, and gut ;
— in /W/./i.ra, hak, liaik, kak, ak, hok, and k'aiik ;

— in Shamfkiti, hob, yoTi, heh,

h;;k, h()k, ngok, liih, niak, and ha; — in Cliiju, hwoii, ha, and ka.

jlpj
¥rmn mowtlt and why; inter-

j ^ be quiet, stop yonr fighting 1

|J^j changed with the Uat. — as fellows in the street.

ho To call out aloud, to shout ^ 1 a sobbing wail of infants.M
Froin to sjienlr and Uy to

lte(/ ; as u primitive it seMoiii im-

parts any of its meaning to the

compound ; occnra used for the

next.

An interrogative particle, why,

wherefore ? why not i to stop, as by

a question ; to intimidate ; to, hoot

at.

] ^ ^ why not use itt

I & what is the reason?

] pf it will not be proper.

I ^ l|^ J^ why does he harass

our peojilct

1 ft #, HT ^ ti: wliy does he

not treat him respectfully t

] ^ ;|jj ^ I shall certainly carry

with me [the remembrance] of

your kindness.

out, togriuit at ; a reprimand,

an exclanialion of reproof; a gur-

gling, guttural, sobl)iiig, or choking

sound ; to sip, to ilrink, in which

sense it is synonymous with Ic'oh,

[g, and is not spoken of animals

drinking.

] J^ to clear the road, as lictors

do ; to bawl.

P^ j to order about, to find fault,

j ^ "J*
to get dnnik.

] ^ to separate people who are

quarreling.

1 '^ to set on, to egg op ; to shout

an order, as an underling does.

^ j
_ ^ I heard a scream.

I 15 or
I ^ to applaud ; en-

core ! fine !

1 W ^b M pike a] sip of the

northwest wind— are my wages.

over to whoring and gambling.

Jp I
i^ the cicada chirps on the

willow.

From hair and why; used with

the next.m.M A felted woolen fabric like

pilot cloth or coarse baize,

called darma by the Mongols,

and made in the northern provinces

;

embroidered or stitched leather ; a

light grayish colw.
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HI 1 a sort of pilot cloth, coarse

woolen stuff.

^ I
worked or ornamented lea-

llier.

iT 1 ^ lie has singed the baize
;

i e. he is disappointed in at-

taining a degi'ee.

Clothes made of pilot cloth
;

J coarse woolen, such as the

/id poor wear ; hempen socks
;

poor, miserable ; a gray color,

like that of camel's hair or

unbleached hemp.

^'
J

to wear coarse cloth ; as a

I '^ l**'"''
'"'^" does.

^ ] to throw off country gar-

ments ; !. e. to become an oflicer.

^ ] ^ Ig he put on his wrap-

\>CT and threw his arras about.

^ I
.^ a oartinan in Peking,

wliere this coarse serge is worn.

utim 1 1^1 w 2fi a with-

out clothes and wrappers, how
are we to get through the winter?

^ BR ^ Ji 1
when traveling

have plenty of wrappers.

A stocking or shoe.

] \\l a kind of turban.

J^
] red buskins.

5^ ]
name of a tribe of

nomads, whose country is

said to produce gems as

large as chestnuts.

Composed of ,% bird and >f§
. ff''"!/ contracted, from the pre-

valiug colors.

A variety of Reeves' pheasant

(Pkisianus superhus), considered to

bo a very pugnacious bird, and

used as an emblem of courage ; its

long tail feathers are worn by act-

ors ; the plumjige is black, yellow,

and gray ; it has a crest.

] ^ a plumed cap with ^f f^ ;^
in them, as these pheasant's fea-

thers are called ; lictors in thea-

ters, called ] 53) J- now wear

them.

\ 3k ^''
] 3.'^ ^^ °^ thrush or

nightingale, which sings at night

ao if c.illing for tlie dav/ii.

From insect and why ; this is

often eiTOneousIy used for hich)

the scorpion.

A grub found in trees which

bores them through ; to eat

like a grub ; met. hists which

destroy one.

^ 1 the nmlberry grub.

1 'M.
g''"l"^ ^"d larvse of all kinds.

1 :^ fll) 7tC ^'^ when grubs mul-

tiply the tree decays.

y/^^ From P mouth and -^ tlie

\ I ) contracted form of ^ to asxem-

To shut the mouth ; to join,

to unite ; to shut, to close ; to fold

np, as a pocket foot-rule does ; to

coalesce ; to pair ; to collect or

convene ; to deduce from, as an

antecedent in logic ; accordant,

agreeable to, suitable ; harmonious,

in unison
;
joint ; to preserve in

harmony; the first note of the

octave ; to reply ; to correspond,

to match ; to meet, as shear-

blades ; the whole ; together,.with

;

a pair; a classifier of diverging

streams, of doorways, and other

thuigs made up of parts ; a kind of

millet.

1 $lt is it best ? ought I to do so ?

if it be right.

1 ^ ffi '* '^ J"^*"
what I needed.

1 "M- '' ^"'^^ ''^^
'

agreeable.

] p^ to close the door.

] fM 4 S i^ partnership.

;fg ]
agreeing, fitting, correspond-

ing.

^ii ] to betroth, to pair.

] "^ ^ to compare the horoscope

jf two children.

] ;^ or 1 ^ like the pattern

;

suitable.

1 p to match the openmgs or

lines.

^ ]
often hitimates disapproval

of a proposition or pruiciple ; iis

^ 1 ?^ S unreasonable, un-

just.

ji 1 fpj
to settle an agreement

;

to make a contract.

] ^ to join a stock in trade as

1 ^ joint partners do.

I ^ the whole prefecture.

1 ^ tliG entire family.

-
1 ^ :ib-.l ^ ^ one

branch oi the river flows north,

the otlier flows south.

I ^ f^ to agree and make out a

contract.

3'C f^ ^ 1
a match made in

heaven.

^ \ -k ^ "lay [Heaven]

bring great peace to all people.

^ -^ j(J' ] loving union with

wife and children.

1 Jil te ?J5
'^'''''g 'li*^'" together

;

to join, as a mortice and tenon,

or persons in partnership.

] ^ side by side, as things.

]
~-

^J ^ to calculate, to see

if there be money enough.

^ ^ ]
two windows.

/^ ] are the four points of com-

pa.ss, with zenith and nadir, and

thus denotes , the empire, the

whole land; which is also ex-

pressed by
I 5t J® 1^ 'h®

co\ering sky over all below.

I
dh or dfc

] all, the sura total,

the aggregate.

I j^ m Cantonese, to close up, to

bring all together ; like ) ^jj—^ §2^ all at once.

1 tS III ^o shut the eyes and

doze.

In Fuhchau. Cheap ; to break or

snap.

Read koh^ A dry measure like

a gill, the tenth of a ^shing ^ or

pint ; it holds ten choh^ ij or

spoons ; in common use, the quan-

tity one hand will scoop up.

it/^ A woman who is agreeable;

\S^i fair, handsome.

jAo ^ ]
beautiful.

^^ ] the concubine of Duke

Siang, li.c. 540, in the state of Wei.

•2H
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II
jy. A school of fishes ; a fish's

Krt 3 mouth ; used with the next,

ho a sip ; to taste, to take a swal-

low.

] ^ to drink by sipping.

#T 1 ,1. to gape.

Eead Jia or Juco ; as
] 1 ^

the sound of hearty laughter ; a

horse laugh.

Kead ka^ in ] 5$j for kara, i. e.

black, and now used at the north

to denote Russian woolyu cloth.

I
j^ Hamil or Khauiil, a town

near Barkoul in the west of

Kansuh ; it was once the capital

of a kingdom of the Turks.

j^Lp, To sip, to drink ; to suck in,

tly^) as fish; to take a mouthful

j//c» or draught ; to bring together.

P j f^ tIC to take a sip

of broth.

From to envelop and united.

To environ ; everywhere.

^ I
stone.s piled upon each

other.

] a dull smoky atmosphere:

a warm mist.

Name of
] p^ j^^^ a district

in Tinig-clu'U fu adjoining

the Yellow liiver in the east

of Shensi ; the name dates

from the Han dynasty.

From /iciitl und to Jul ii ; it is used

witli 'liaii jjfl the cliii).

The bone under the ear; the

end of the jaw, the jowL

From iflii'ul and to tug as a
phonetic;.

Wiieat in the kernel, not

yet ground ; broken kernels

found in chaff,

i^
I

bran or gi-its.

From dish ami to unite, aUiidiiig

to tlie mode of construction.

JiO A name for such boxes or

dishes as have covers fitting

on, as gallipots, hat or pill-

,fiu

M

M̂L^
,/«-

boxes, caskets; they are often

nefirly splierical in shape; a co-

vered platter; a case for articles,

especially for sending presents.

—
f@ 1

or ] -^ one box.

^ ijll^ ] a card-case.

^ 'Jtg ]
a snuff-box.

^ ]
a partition box for sweet-

meats.

^ ]
a covered box to send fruit

in ; the bearers exjject to receive

] j^ a box gratuity.

—
' 1 JSs 'l^ *^"^ ^'^^ '^^ ceremonial

presents ; it is fitted with trays.

From dish and to ffo ; it was
anciently written like the se-

cond form to indicate a dish

covered ; it is not seldom er-

roneously used for hti' ^ a

coverins;.

jnL)

To unite in order to attain

one purpose ; to cover ; an interro-

gation like /w/i, .^ why not? inti-

mating an allornative.

1 ^ b" WJ id? "''J' floesn't each

of you speak his mind ?

11^^^ will it not be best to

go home?

1 ^ let us go.

] ^ a depreciating term for one's

self; .?«'/. am I not a callow

youth ?

iJJ ] ^ to collect one's friends

and ask them, as Haman did.

From door and a cover'

with the last.

used

,/«- A leaf of a folding or double

door ; a two leaved door; jill

witliin the doors, a family ; to shut

;

used for /lo/i. ^ all, the wliole ; to

uiiile all ; occius used as an inter-

rogative why not? a thatch.

1 ^ ^ ')' •''*' entire establish-

ment.

1 P'j
or

I ^ to close the door

;

also, the whole household, all

within ihe door.

^' ] to trim u thatch.

1 ?r> 5V -^ the whole depait-

ment luiites in this public notice,

— as to rej)air a temple.

] ^ to close one's cottage ;
— to

retire from pubHc life.

1 iS J^ 'n I liope your excellent

family is well,

mi I Jg, a jwetical term for a wes-

terly wind, an evening breeze,

supposed to blow from the gate

of paradise.

1^.
From mouth and to cover.

'jBL) Loquacious; often used for

''"' P^ to sip, to drink.

I ^ laughing, talking.

]
— ^ ^ take a cup of tea.

] ]
the noise of many persons

conversing.

^ I
the 2 1st diagram, which

represents something crunched

in the mouth as it is closed, and
liierefore the lot denotes eating

or consuminar. .

_ Originally composed of altered

y tk^ :> forms of '^ flume and an old form

t''^' of [g a window; q. d. flame and
//(/' smoke blacken the openings ; it

forms the 2()3d radical of a natural

group of words relating to black.

Black, a hue which was the

lucky color in the Hia dynasty ; it

belongs to w .-iter and the north

;

sooty ; dark, obscure, cloudy, dull

;

evening, dusk, night ; wicked,

malicious ; dark designs.

^ ]
or ] g, black.

1 ^ 'jy ('"• I') "'gi>t-

1 & il ^ good and bad are

n<jl easily distinguished ; he has

no fixed principles.

-^ ] it will soon be dark.

1 TC it is dark now ; while dark.

:j[g ]
in the nighuime; a dark

night.

] P§ dark, not well lighted ; dim,

dnskj'.

ii ^ 1 5i <*-'<*l'"g for it in the

dark ; hard to find.

] ^ a black sjwt, a mole ; a lit-

tle bit.

] |j^ an outline, a pencil sketch.

1 ^ ^ *'^^''y 1'1'»<"1^' "^ l"*'')

quite dark, as the hour.
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1 )K ^.or
] 15^ «t early

dawn, still daxk ; dark as a pock-

et. {Pekingese.)

1 H '5" an unprincipled fellow.

I
j[ji villainous, black-hearted.

1 M opium ; it is also called

I j^ black earth.

1 M ^l" 14 ^^s unregistered

lands are entered to pay taxes.

1 jJC * '^^'e'' forming one of the

headwaters of the Eiver Yang-
tsz', the Murus-usu.

I §1 t[X. '1'6 Amoor river up to

its jwiction with the Songari

Eiver ; also the commandery of

Tsi-tsi-har in Manchuria.

In Pekingese. To dote on, to

long for, to desire.

B.S tt 1 ± a f@ T his eyes

are fi.xed on this thing to have it.

Formed of yp carnation dou-

^ bled ; occurs used for the next.

"'' Bright, Imninous, gleaming

like a red hot fire, as the

composition of the character uiti-

mates ; a red color
;
glorious, bril-

liant; elegant, clever; majestic;

to glisten, to scorch ; to frighten,

to terrify.

I ]^ fearful anger. '

1 Wl bright and glorious.

] ]
bright, glorioas, awful, as a

manifestation of the gods ; fiery,

as the sky in a di-ought
;
great,

as a fame.

I ^ glorious, grand, as a general

in his skill.

5t ^ fc^ T W 1
when the

emj)eror comes among the peo-

ple it is with majesty.

1 in ll ^ ['"y *'ace is] red (or

flushed) as if I had been rouged.

1^ ]
it is brightly manifested, as

dignity or power.

1 W( [*h*^ g™l] brilliantly mani-

fested— his power ; in Kiangsu,

this phrase is also applied to

lightning, in allusion to super-

natural power.

Read sJdh^ Quick, rapid.

m\.
/ha

Krom month and illustriouft as

tlio phonetic ; it is also read hiii'

and used for the last.

Anger ; angry tones ; to

threaten, to scare, to iutinii-

date, to alarm ; that whiili

alarms ; a superlative.

I J^ "y ^ t'J scare the demon

out of one.

1 5E A to scare people to death,

jig I
to browbeat ; frightened.

Pf 1
to hoot at ; to threaten.

] ^ one who pretends to power,

one who refers to authority

to bulfy another.

] 1^ to alarm others deceitfully.

JS ] to idly arouse one's fears.

1 ^ ^^'-''^ scared ; terrified.

] ~X ~^Wi it g^^'e me a great

fright ; it scared him dreadfully-

I ^ is a superlative, as ^*
fjf ^

I
jjS^ to be intimidated or

browbeaten by a rich man.

^ ^ ^ 1 ^ extremely poor
;

[Shangfmi.)

t^)f From X fart/i and 'fr valh;/

with 1^ to }>nl on.

A bed of a torrent, a deep

gully or wady ; a \alley ; a

pit, a fosse ; a conduit ; a

pool.

^ ] the ocean.

M 4* 1^15 1 ^^ ^^ '^'''s and ra-

vines in his breast ; i. e. he is

obstinate in his notions.

^ ]
a ditch, a moat ; a puddle.

^ |S ill i: Jtin to arrange a

hill and pool in fancy rock-

work, as is done in fine gaidens.

§gf ] a gully, a ravuie, a valley.

H jK ^ 1 an abrupt precipice;

a road impassible from gulches.

From ']£. n liird getting o;;t in-

to the
I J iri/tif ; its use :is n

/i(j'
primitive is mostly phonetic.

A bird flying high, as the

crane does.

Read kio/i

lioos mind.

ho

All aspiring, ainbi-

^^ ] f^ now, the first diagram

Jcie/i ^ denotes exaltation.

PVom hlrd and high, because it

carries its head so erect.

The crane, regarded as an
/«)' emblem of longevity, from the

notion that after 2000 years it

turns black, whence ^ ] means
thousands of years; the name is

. ajiplied to several species of waders,

and often used in proper names.

^ ]
the white egret (Hcrodias

modesta), eaten at Canton ; the

district of Hoh-shan
] \\\ in

Shao-k'ing fu to the couthwcst

of Canton gets its name from

this bird.

;^ "U ]
the red crowned crane.

^[ll ] the Manchurian crane {Giiia

inontignemi) called the fairy'i

crane, because paper images of

it are carried at funerals, on

which the departed spirit rides

to heaven ; it is the official in-

signia on the court robes of civU-

iaiis of the first grade.

^ prfj ] a sort of gray ' crane

foiiiid about Canton.

1 ^ |pI :^ ™*y your lifc be as

long as the crane's.

I ^ ft ^ he has hoar hairs but

a youthful face.

1 JL 1^ If [he excels them all]

as a crane standmg among
chickens.

J5^ 1^ the crane's knee scrofula,

is a .swollen knee-joint.

^ Jc
1 ?!l troops drawn out in

regular Kle, — as cranes fly.

1 *§* ^4^ ^ [like] a crane's bone

and a pine's figure ;— very lean.

]
^ijl the god of cranes — is an
inducky god.

'fS ^ 1 ? ** poetical term for

wife and sons, derived from a
poet who chose the flowers and
birds for his family.

] 1^ "f ^ 7§l the crane screams

in the middle marsh.

] ]g a long crane-shajjed but-

ton worn by siut^ai and IcOjin

graduates.

1
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m

m.]

made from

any vege-

Sonp or broth

meat, without

tables ; meat tea.

The second character ako
means to smoke with horse-

dung ; the smarting eye and

obscure vision resulting.

TTie first, from water and^nn,
allude; to the hard caked earth

I left when the water has dried off

;

>t.|& j the second form is pedantic*and
y^MO. I obsolete.

hi)' Dried up, run out, exhausted;

in need, at extremity.

^ ]
thirsty

;
parched by the snn,

as land ; met. needy, out of fluids.

^ ]
to help one in distress.

3jC j(a 1 *'^^ water is drying up.

^ \ loss of virility.

^ * ± ?f: 1 pT Jt ^ when a

stream has no lasting fountain,

one can wait for it to dry up ;—
fame without merit is soon for-

gotten.

ji 1 ^ i: 1^ lil^e giving life to

a fish in a dry rut ; help at the

last gasp ; alluding to the goby,

which sometimes jumps on land.

^-±* From tcords and hiyh ; it is

Him) nearly synonymous witli

ho'
^hiao.

To slander, to vilify.

'iff 1 ]
he is always bac

biting and railing.

Bead Mao' To bawf, to roar.

A'^ Name of a small lake, called

•4^3 J Hoh-hoh hu ^ I jiffl in

M

Fl'

I-hing hien in Cliang-cheu fu

lymg m the east of Kiangsn.

From a hcast and tach^ because
it is common.

hip An animal akm to the bad-

ger, but the description makes
it also like the rate! ; it burrows
and sleeps much, gets its food by
night, has a sharp nose and thick

reddish fur ; it occurs in Tibet.

] ^ badger's skin robes, though
wolf skins are also include*!

ft" ] ^ lethargic, sleepy.

— J^ H '5'
1

'" 'he first days

[of the moon] the badger— is

himted.

2K 1 ^ Jf Jm jg when the fox

and badger are intimate they can

biUTOw together ;
— as thieves

can as.sociate.

Read moh^ and confoimded with

|g the tapir. The name of a wild

trilje in the north, whose speech

Confucius said was rude ; hence

I j^ means the principles of

savages ; still ; a raveled thread.

^j^ An animal resembling the

^/5 ) fox, prone to sleep, which

JiO some authors say is the same

as the last, but it is probably

nearer allied to the

confound it with the tapir,

^ ]
a sort of mantis.

%^i A sort of grass or grain re-

XFT) sombling spiked millet, but

h.ii'' smaller; it is probably a

kind of panic grass.

I.A/ Water drying off and show-

J.'Pl) ing the firm land,

/w'

Name of an ancient place,

J called ] ^ in T'ai-yuen fu

ratel ; others

hi)'

hcio

in Shensi ; and of another in

Fu-fimg hien^ Ji, 0, north

of the River Wei in the west

of Shensi ; now used as a surname.

Read sWi^ To plough.

] I
to turn up and loosen the soil.

"^tM From wing and a sacri,ficial ves-

}^W\f •'«'; occurs used for §S the hol-

, low legs of a tripod.

The barrel or root of a fea-

ther ; a quill ; a pinion.

^ ] rapid pinions ; i. e. high and

firm resolution.

^ ] a quill-feather of the wing.

^1^1^ [the roc] shook iU

pinions and went on high; —
met. rapid promotion in office.

From strength and a horary cha-

racter.

.At* To judge, to examine into

;

to search out the merit or

otherwise of ofiicials ; to impeach,

to prosecute or accuse one ; to res-

train ; diligent in discharge of duty.

] ^ to impeach an oQlcial.

^ ]
and ^ I

an impeachment

and the reply to it.

^ 1 S K '^o inquire (as a judge)

into the real facts.
'

] ^ to accuse in a memoriaL

SSI ilk ^'^ accuse one's self

of incapacity; this is sometimes

done to stave off a trial.

] ^ and
] jj^ to examine of-

ficially into cases ; the second

denotes a preliminary inquiry.

Also read hiah)

\*iUi The ends of a fringe ; tassels.

^
] @ ^ tribe of the Ouigors,

-' mentioned a.d. 757.

In Pekingese read koh, A knot

^ ] ||^ a hard knot.

^ ] ^ a bow knot.

rt^ To bite ; to gnaw, as a rat

;

PJ(^, applied to the peculations

ho' of public property.

From to cover and to beat ; its

form somewhat resembles yu/i ^
to reply ; and it is nearly synony-

mous with huh,^ to search into.

To put aside all coverings

and glosses, to learn the real con-

dition of things; to examine

thoroughly ; to pare ; to cut or en-

grave ; the reality ; truly, verily. .

I ^ to rerify, to search and see

^ 1 01 1^ I
to inquire into an

affair.

^Ij j
to question by torture.

^ j
wheat still covered, ». e. un-

thrashed.

W. \ ^9 ^° ^'^"^^ *"*' ^^'^

names and facts.

The sting of an insect or its

J poison ; the pain of a sting

;

to poison by stinging.
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Old sounds, hu, kn, gn, wu, mo, ngo, kut, and gut. /« Canton, u and fn ; — in Swatow, flu, h6, ti^h, o, ond n ; —

,

•B Amoy, lio onJ o ;
— tn Fuhchau, ha, u, awr/ Iio ;

— in Shanghai, u, liu, and vu ;
— in Chi/u, ha«

,h.u

From month and the breath go-

ing forth ; occurs used for the

next.

An expiration of the breath

;

to breathe out ; to call out to, to ad-

dress, to speak to ; to bhirt, to cry

out lond ; to invoke, to call upon.

] ^ breathing.

—•
I
—• ^ one expiration and

one inspiration.

?| 1 ^ ^ T *J»8' ^^^ lio^v

sad it is.

] 1^ to call out, as to a person

some way off.

1 SL 1^ M '^'^ ^''^^ f*"" wind and

rain, as jugglers.

I
-^ to call for, to order.

] Jffi 1 Jfij [you think people

will come and go, as when] call-

ing a dog or a cat.

1 ]''&''§ calling and scolding,

not pleased with anything.

] VJ^ to bawl at, to call rudely.

I 2)5 ?^ jfe calling here and

ordering there ; inconsiderate,

undecided.

] P^ to call out, at a door.

H 1 G. S '^'i" three salutes [to

the euijieror] being finished.

iM ^ —
' 1 h^ waved his hand

and cried out.

?S 1 ;^ A be is. styled or ad-

dressed as ta-jin.

1 1
"'

1 ^ •'1"' ^'^ViTih. hot hell

{rauram) of the Budhisls, where

life lasts 4000 years, each day

being 400 mundane years.

nj^
From mouth and to roar ; it is

i^ nearly synonymous with tlie last,

Jm
Wid also used for the next.

To menace, to howl at ; to

boot.

P ] to insult by a rude call, to

bawl at.

] ^ to caB out the dawn, as

Chanticleer does^

From tiger and a sigh ; it re

sembles tlie two last and ^, am!
is occasionally used for tliein.

The scream of a tiger; an

interjection of regret ; a sigh or

excliiination.

1^ ]
alas I alack 1 well now.

^ /}? ^ ]
does not the Book

of Records say so ?

;1|-^ A1.S0 read A«' and improperly

C 5/^ "^^*^ "' another form of i% to

. intimidate ; read thiao when uscl
'

for 1$ to call.

To designate, to call out to
;

to sigh and lament one's sad fate.

^ 5S S 1
^^^ demons wept as

if calling on some one.

jlj) 31^ ^ I
looking upward he

cried a bitter cry.

The bank of a stream ; name
of a long river, the

| f£ JpJ,

which rises in the northeast

of Shansi, flows southeast into

Chilili and thence into North Lalco,

whence it runs northeast into the

Pei-ho just above Tientsin ; it re-

ceives the River Wei |^ jpj from

the south of the province, and is

itself sometimes called by that

name.

'^sh To blow with the breath, as

(/?A when warming the hands

;

Jm to breathe out strongly.

] ^ to breathe on and

From flesh and without as the

H^ttitl
phonetic

.hti Meat dried in slices without

bones
;
jerked meat.

^ ]
to oflfer a slice of meat ; or

as some say, a dried fish.

Read 'u-ti. A rule, a law or

guide ; fertile
;

generous ; liffge

;

] j fine, hearty ; elegant ; sub-

stantial, fat.

.^ is I 1 *^ tbe beginning of

the Chen dynasty the «)ujitry

was fertile.

J5 SI 1^ 1
though the i)eople

hud no guide.

m m m ^ m u] it hu
ix;tty relatives could not be put

in fat offices.

lll^i^ From nnplcin and without as the

IJJjHjr phonetic ; occurs used with <wu

/in ^ uncivil.

To cover over, as with a

winding sheet
; great ; arrogant,

rude to ; large.

M 1 M UC <^° *^*>' ^ <"'08s or

arrogant— when playing.

^ 1-^ The original form rudely repre-

JTEir sents the stripes on a tiger ; it is

(/^^ the 141st radical of a group of
(''" characters referring to the tiger

and its attributes.

A tiger standing over its

prey ; the stripes on its body.

M FTom flesh and old as the phonet-

ic ; as a primitive it is chielly a
. - plionetic, and is not seldom

j/iU wrongly used for tome of its com-
pounds.

The dewlap of an ox, and as

the Chinese add, of an old wolf

too ; an inten-ogative particle, why,

what, how ; long, lasting ; used in

epitaphs for aged ; distant ; a term

for the Mongols, Huns, or other

tribes of Central Asia ; foreigti,

Turkish; often used erroneously

for i^ confusedly,— whence it has

in some parts come to mean care-

less, reckless, lying.

I jig a loafer, a ne'er-do-well, and

yet not altogether a worthless

fellow.

^ ^ 1 JSR '^ y<"i don't work at

it, how can anything be accom-

plished ?
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\ ^ in jlt how is this so ?

& \ 1^ ^ wlio is that person ?

1 >^ a cosmetic of white lead.

] A llie Tartars, the people of

the West, as far as the Caspian

Sea, whose writing is descrihed

as beuig horizontal.

j |g the Tartar and Mongolian

languages ; barbarous tongues
;

unmeaning words.

^ j
Eastern Mongols or Ton-

giisian triljes
; | A '^"t' ] J^

Mongols and Montjolia.

I ^ cakes with flax seeds in them.

"U ] a tonic medicine, a shrub

whose root tastes hke ginseng.

^ ] a bitterish sudorific resem-

I

bling gentian.

] fg eternal happiness.

] ;J^ a sort of three pronged spear.

] [^ is often wrongly written for

H^ f^ a side street or lane in

Peking.

1 fr HL ^ t^o go on ^l any risk,

irresijective of the' hazard or

bad road.

3E S 1 ;® when will this long

delay come to au end ?

T^tt A vessel to hold grain in ira-

(^flQ ijerial sacrifices.

1^" fflS ]
'i^s pi'^k coral, the

precious kind, used for official

buttons of the highest rank ; a \>oe-

tical name for summer.

^ JJU I
false or imitation coral,

used for beads.

•M f^ M 1 * seven-foot piece of

coral ; i- e. a man's body
;
your

worthy self.

An animal found in Yunnan
and Annam, the ^ ] which

resembles the duoc monkey,

but smaller; it is described

as having a black body and belly

with a band resembling a :girdle

;

it probably belongs to the genus

Semnojnihccvs.

]^ ] a variety of it whose des-

cription assimilates it to the

proboscis monkey.

,hu

From plants and disUntt ; used

with the ue.\t.

j//(( The bottle-gourd, the ] ^
/JjL, called also the calabash

(fMijeiMria), and everywhere

cultivated ; the large garlic.

1 |.J
garlic and leeks.

^ t^ fi! 1 M imitate the gourd

in its .shaije and marks ;
;'. e. make

it just like the pattern.

1 i^ rtax, also called ^J "g

il^ f^, as it gi-ows only in

northern China ; the linseed oil is

u.sed by house painters.

] ^ coriander seed.

fii-^ m 1 'M. m if m n «i'«^

medicines have you in your

gourd for sale ? met. what ha\c

you come here for ? .

:*|ir Used with the la.st. The

< 3aJw calabash when-dried is
] ^;

j/itt there are several sorts ; the

- dried shell is used for dippers.

spoons, and ladles.

] UD a frame for grow ing gourds.

"S ill 1 ^ her teeth were like a

row of seeds in a slice of melon.

A lake ; a large pool Raters
collected withui an embank-

ment.
m
Jut

^ ^ 1 to travel much.

1 JpJ the old province of Hn-
kwiuig, now divided into

| ^
Hui:an and ] ;jb Hupeh, i.e.

north and south of the Tung-t'ing

Lake.

J^ ] the five lakes, are the Po-

yaiig 15 i^ '" Kiangsi; the

Tuug-t'ing 51b) j^ and Ts'ing-

tsao ^ "^ in Hunan ; and the

T'ai ;{; and Tan-yang f]- pg in

Kiangsu ; the Yuen topogJai)hers

enumerated five diflerent ones.

^ 1 iF 1^ a great traveler;

applied too tc strolling moun-

teb.-.nks.

^ 1 :^ a brigand ; a fortune-

teller ; a sailor ; a jack of all

trades.

W 1 ^ West Lake scenery, i. e.

beautiful as around Hangcheu.

j ^ Nanking raw silk ; from

Hu-cheu fu in Chehkiang.

3L 1 f# '''! 'l>e empire.

5. 1 '^ is a small dinner

V ith fi\ c bowls and four platters

on the table.

] f^. a sort of playing cards, per-

hai)s first brought from Hu-

'^ifl*'
^ ^'^"^ street at right angles

dP/jJ ^^ilh an aveime is called

Jill
] ^ in Peking; the word

is of JIanchu origin, and its

I'.Re is nearly confined to,the

caiiilal.

^ ] ^ a closed street, a blind

alley, no thoroughfare.

jLjkt Paste ; sticky, glutinous pre-

C'yFjrj parations ; to paste, to stick

Jut together ; to seek a li\ ing,

for which the next is also

used ; foolish, nonsensical, incoher-

ent ; careless, untrustworthy.

1 7jl
'^'' 7^ 1

paste made of flour.

IS I
to paste or mount, as pictures

;

to ]).aper, as walls.

1 ^ ^ ?1^ fiwlish, ridiculous talk.

] S f^ ^ carele&s, confused,

foolish, addle-pated.

1 ^ or 1 ] ^ ^ or 1 5
1 ^ fivl

muddle-headed, dolt-

ish, reckless.

^ iU 1 P nothing to live on,

no regular employment.

1 f^ confused ; not perspicuous.

^ 1
^^^^^ page (or printing)

is obscure or blurred.

Interchanged \vith the last.

Congee, tliick gruel, porridge;

to seek a living.

1 P P9 ;# to go about

looking for a support.

I |g rich congee, rice gruel.

The second form is unnsual.

A quiver made of hide is

I |g ; archers usually carry

il under their left arm.

Jul
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S4-tf
The oily scum which floats

v'J "'i boiling butter called
]

Jill 9^ ; it has a rich taste like

that of butter ; it is the quint-

essence of milk, or essential oil' of

butter.

^ f* SS 1 D''^ emperor's] holy

virtue is like the elaiue of milk.

lJ|-H3 A butterfly ; the PapHionidw,

ci^B'i *''°^'' \\\\Kh tly by day.

/'" 1 ^ '* butterfly ; the name
is applied to many flowers, as

the fleur - de - lis, tiie Uanhinia,

heart' s-ease,«fec.; also to things re-

semliling it.

1 ^ $$C broad butts or hinges.

1 ^>l /£' shops on each side, as of

an iiicade.

fil f^ dj 1 K it- lias flown up
like wliito butterflies;— .said of

burning paper money.

5i§ 1 ^ fl'i«n like a butterfly ; i. e.

sold off quickly. {S/ianff/iai.)

A web footed bird, the ||, |

or pelican, which is expert at

diving in deep water ; it has

a crest, and a long red bill

with a pouch,

a fabulous sort of bird allied

to the widgeon.

*£

_gj^ l-'rom hair iu\d foreiijn ; the dic-

."^B tioimi'ies do not sauctioQ it, and
P/J its use i.s cliielly at the north.

The beard, e.speciitlly that on
the checks.

I ^ the whole beard.

^ ]
to shave the face.

/^
I
-^ a man with a beard;

whiskered.

tS kP 1 i^ a very thin beard'.

] f^, the whiskers.

1 jS ft '"^ continuous, flowing

full beard, not common among
the Cliiuesc.

i t^ 1 ^ 'i^*-' P"tL'hes of beard

•Mid mustache.

R1 # Di 1 "? t^^" whiskers on
llie face.

&t'f']~P' "" actor's beard ; to

deceive ix;ople or dress up.

,hu

Both of these are unauthorized
characters, and used in flie

north ; they resemble (Isiao ^,
singed.

Tobum food in cooking • the

skin which sticks to the pan

;

bm'ned, singed; blackened,

because the fat or water is gone.

ff i^ ^ 1 imfi the cake

has burned in toasting and is

bad tasted.

Ji 1 6^ m it^ §i i-oll an allu-

mettc and singe the end,

1 .^ ;^ T i' '** 1"''<^ burned t«

a coal.

?f? iffi 1 J® the congee is burned

to the bottom of the pan.

H^ I T boiled dry, so that it has

been blackened.

Tlie original form rudely depicts

*rfh| a vase with a cover; it much re-

,/m
sembles 'Lw'uii ^ a corridor.

A pot, a jug, a tankard ; a

vase with or without a cover ; one

ancient kind was made with tubes

each side of the mouth, and a com-

mon game called ^ ]
^vas to pitch

reeds into the three orifices ; a cup

made of a gourd ; the calabash

gourd.

^ I
a wine-jug ; a tankard.

f^ ]
<i spittoon, a cuspidor.

J^ I
a hot-water tankard.

^ ]
a wine-pot with a bale ; a

cup bearer.

^ ] ^ ^ bring the pot and

pour out a cup of wine,

a tea-pot.

—.
I ^ a pot of tea.

^ 1
'"'

•iS 1
'I "rinal; a cham-

ber-|)ot.

S 1 ^ in '^'^•i'' ^s ice in a gem
cup ; met pure in heart ; chaste

;

ingeiuious.

/n JB ^ 1 '1 hmidred jars of

clear spirits. . .

^ ^ -^ 7jC 1
your retired de-

votees are like people fidlen^ into

a jar of ice.

] P name of a gorge in Ping-

yang fti through whieli the Yel-

low Eiver rushes.

,pt
I

A trowel, a tool to pfiisfcer

I
walls ; to daub, to plaster.

^irl
I

Read hwa^ A double edged

IJ \/ J
hoe ; two swords so made as

j/iu to go into one scabbard.

Jm A

rom bow
plionetic.

and ifiehn as the"

Jill

A wooden bow; a stretcher

on which a crescent shaped

flag can be displayed ; in mathe-

matics, an arc; curved, arched.

^ ]
a semicircul.ar shaped flag.

J^
]

a natal day ; so called from

a custom of hanging a Ijow at

tlie door when a .son was born.

]^^m&, ^ny the

empire can be kept in awe only

by the bow and dart.

] 3 ^ a spheric triangle.

\ ^ the stars 6 i] k, in Canis

Major with some in Argo.

From iloff and wc/it/i^ but etymo-
logists say tlie primitive is a con-

traction of ^011^ an orjiban, because
tliis be.ist is always seen alone.

A canny animal that can

change its own form, or be pos-

sessed by spirits, especially of wo-

men ; the fox, whicli the Chinese

belie\e to be rather ii brownie or

urchin than a wild beast ; suspi-

cious, mistrustuig.

1 31 the fox. -

I

1 ^ i'o.\ skin robes.

I M fn'
"'' M 1

«!' elfi" or ur-

chin like a fo.\ ; he is addressed

as
1 JiJ] ^ my lord fo.\, aiid

worshiped' as a kci j er of seals.

1 ][Ij
as described, .'viiggests the

repentant jteri or culprit fay, of

western books.

I jjH an enchantress ; a bewitch-

ing woman.

^ tJ^ gl j
bothing about here

but reil foxes.

1 'fi!* ^ J^ the fox borrows the

tiger's terror ;
— said of oppress-

ive lictors and undiilings.

Ii. ^ 1 ^ tlie fox nioinns when

the hare is dead ; met. liypiicrisy,

crocodile's tears.
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^ ] iJj a sort of gray fur very

thick and firm, from Kansuh.

1 M '^''
I ^ suspicious, distrust-

ful ; to doubt, to mistrust.

I* The Shwoh Wan describes this

( Jt word as an alteration of 'ij't

^ wliicli is an endeavor to depict a

i iigh or querulous tone of voice,

the breath rising or extending ;

it is often printed so as to be

taken for ip'ini/^ i)eace ; as a

primitive it impaits uu special

meaning.

A particle of varied uses;

an interrogative adverb or inter-

jection of doubt, admiration, or in-

quiry, placed at the end of a sen-

tence ; it is often a mere expletive

;

after nouns it denotes the voca-

tive ; after negatives and adjectives

it forms the comparative degree

;

when it follows a verb, it becomes

a preposition meaning to leave or

reach a point, at, in, towards,

to, from ; in consequence of, or in

quality of, and thus becomes a sign

of the ablative.

^ 1 A it dutifully regard an-

cestral spirits and the gods ;
—

or (in some cormections) demons

and gods.

^f ]
can it be done ? how then ?

;g pj" ^ j can we possibly get it ?

t Jfi 1 ^ can benevolence be

so far off ? — «. e. so difficult.

^ ifl* 1^ 1
"^ '* "<*' ^^'y pi**"

sant?

^ IS P I W I liave concealed

nothing from you.

& I 'S ] *^ 1^ fight to do so

or not t

ft 1 ^ jit to act as becomes a

rich and honorable person.

B 1 # pX ^ then it perhaps

can be allowed ; here ^ | an-

swers to / think.

fj^ I
about, nearly, probably.

^ I Jlfc
that agrees with this.

^ 1 jtb it <liffers from this.

fis 1 S to preserve the people.

^ r^ 1 ^ there's nothing higher

(or greater) than heaven.

^WLM:k 1 :! there is no

greater indignity or disrespect

than this.

jt 1 ^ 4 eh I ah I so? it is

used sometimes as a phrase, —'-

it is all moonshine ; bosh 1 it is

useless to try ; an idle effort ;
—

these four particles having no

meaning of themselves.

.^ I
consists, is; that is its func-

tion.

:T^=& 1 Jlfc ^ I fiJt
it does not

consist in this but in that.

&. ] Jl ^ his place is on high
;

or, he who is on the high place.

^ -ffi I jlfc
that's neither here

nor there; regardless of ex-

pense ; I don't mind.

"ffk 1 *1» ? ^1^ you P*'^'' hoy 1

^J^ ] for instance ; fancy I

StPg^iP <^ 1 :g I venture

to ask you, Sir, in what excel-

lence consists ?

ti'^W:^ 1 J£ food and rai-

ment thereupon became plenty.

i¥ ff" ]• how vast! immense

indeed I

^ 1 ^ jSl ^o you understand

or not t

f^f From /E » tiger's strips and )\t

till a man 's legs ; it is thought to re-

if present the animal about to leap.

The tiger, called the [Ij gi

jj^ g king of wild beasts; the

wind accords with him ; brave

:

fierce, awful ; cruel, truculent

;

dreadful; it occurs in names of

places and plants, and often used

as a term of comparison for sol-

diers, and painted on their shields

and accoutrements; it holds a

high place in geomancy, and the

bones and other parts are taken for

medicine ; a urinal ; made of tiger

skhi; applied to some kinds of

insects.

^ ] or jj ] a tiger ; the fierce

tiger.

] |g|[ ^ '^''uel government.

1 E or 1 >lf dauntless officers,

brave soldiers.

] J^ ferocious looking, stem.

It^ ^ ]
an epithet for a meddle-

some virago.

I J^ warlike ; stem, dreadful.

1 IB B;t It to glare at fiercely.

^ .^ Bl ^ 1 a paper faced

tiger; t. e. a braggart.

] IK ^ "tt '^ savage, Molfish dis-

position.

^ 1 M to seize a tifjer's whisk-

ers ; or
I Hi JE 1^ to catch

a louse on a tiger's head ;—
courageous, daring, dangerous.

H I H^ a savage quarrel, a furi-

ous fight between two persons.

I i§ !^ troops with tiger-faced

helmets.

S ^ ^ 1 one who looks after

a house or workman with careful

scrutiny.

tC ^ 1 5i '0 assume the res-

ponsibilities of the house.

1 ^ "0 A a hundred of the life-

guards—in olden times ;
— their

captain was called
\ gj a tiger

officer.

] ^ a tiger's shoulder, denotes

the right side of a grave.

^ I 5i to guess riddles ; to pro-

pound conundrums.

] P^ the Bocca Tigris at the en-

trance of the Canton River ; so

called from a hill, called
| fig

the Tiger's Head, which bears a

remarkable resemblance to an

elephant.

^ \ the white tiger— on the

right is very unlucky ; a geo-

mancer's rule.

] ^ |g a famous pass mentioned

in the San Kwoh Chi, which was

in Sz'shui hien fE ;JC ,1^ in

K'aifung fu, gouth of the Yellow

River.

From gem and tiger.

'J^ A signet shaped like a tiger,

"" and made of veined stone;

the ] Ij^ which gave its

bearer power to levy troops ; a kind

of goblet.

j ifl amber, said by the Chinese

to be transformed from resin.
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m
/m

From words or mouM and tiger

as a phonetic.

' To intimidate by boisterous

talking; incoherent talk.

llH I
to cry at in a loud

violent tone, so <is to alarm.

From worship and ancient.

The favor or protection of
'"' heaven

;
prosperity ; liberal-

ity ; it was flic personal

name of the emperor ^ ^ of Han,

A. D. 107.

^ 5C ^ 1
Uessed by heaven.

^ (S ^ 1
ni'i'»y are his Majes-

ty's blessings.

C^J^X* From ivater and to promise as

yzTT* the plionetic.

'hit, The sloping bank of a ri\cr

;

a slope or easy descent to the

water-side ; an old name for the

R. Hwai in Nganhwui, or for some

of its headwaters.

I ^ 113 a station near Suchau

where is an excise office on silks.

3
"I
From a door and a peek iiiea-

\ sure ; tlie verb is properly writ-

( ten in tlie second form.

» E? ' To bale out water ; to

1/~T J raise water by working a
"" bucket in slings ; a baling

ladle. •

] tJC _L H to bale water upon

the fields, a mode of irrigation.

I ^ a bucket for lifting witer
;

it is susi)ended between long

ropes held by two men.

1 ^ to biile out and float —
a vessel.

Tlie ancient form represents one
leaf of a door, half of the cha-

racter miin f J ; it is tlie 62d ra-

dical of a small group of charac-

ters most of which relate to doors

and spaces.

An inner door, a chamber door
;

a door having only one leaf ; a

hole, an openuig ; to screen, to

protect ; to stop progress ; the

master of a house, vcs.sel, or shop
;

a person, an individual, who is in

a certain calling ; a household
;

the nidus of a larva.

;^ P^ I
a distinguished family,

a powerful house.

PI ]
a family or household.

Jig ]
iK'opIc who live afloat;

boat-pcoj)le.

]^ ]
or gj ] a shopman ; also,

the shop.

1 P the ixjpulation, the hoiuse-

liolders.

1 pIJ means the Board of Popula-

tion and Revenue ; and
] |^ is

the record of the census, the lists

kept by the govenunent.

^"Y ^ \ 'o inquire into the

people of ten households, as- is

done by the chi-hien; they are

under the care of a (jp f^ who

is resiwnsible.

I
'^ the re\-enue department in

a prefect's yamun.

® ^ 1 rejjort it to the rich fam-

ilies.

^ ^ 1 Mn ;g every family

and household does that way.

ES "^ I
a decayed, beggared fam-

ily ; a miserable spendthrift.

PI ] 4B IH' tl*® ^•^^o families are

of equal rank, — and can in-

termarry.

S ^ ^ 1 ^^^ dormant insects

have come out of their chrysal-

ides.

^ ]
the poor, the common peo-

' pie ; also called f^ ^ ] fl'5
the

families with one door.

"^
I

custodians of granaries, the

underlings who deliver the grain.

(Pekingese.)

'\ 1 From bird and door ; the next is

another form of it.

A bird regarded by the

Chinese a.s akin to the quail,

and of which there are several va-

rieties named according to the color

of the bill ; it feeds on bisects ; the

^ ] is most common, and seems

to be allied to the hawfinch or

Java sparrow, but the others may
all be varieties of the sni[)e or quail.

f
) Fiom door and a city.

To follow in a suite ; a retinue,

a cortege ; to act waywardly

or irregularly, as hunters do

;

a broad but not high hill ; to cover

over ; name of 'a small state in the

Hia dynasty in the present Hu hien

t3 %% >n S'lensi on the K. Wei
near the Yellow River,

g^ ]
to act violently, to behave

improperly or rudely.

] I
broad, va.st, extensive.

^ 1 ^ V followers in a proces-

sion or
] ^ retinue, such as

accompany officers.

^ ] were nine fanners in ancient

tunes.

1^ I
an insectiverous bird, ap-

parently allied to a kind of haw-
finch, that lives in nnilberry

groves ; it is also called ^ R^
green-beak and ^ ^ grease

thief, but its affinities are not ex-

actly known ; its name is a term

for a retired .scholar.

'> A fine napkin.

] ^ a lady's neckerchief.

i From hand and to follow as the

plionetic.

//«' To distribute ; to impart to

others liberally.

;frp ]
to act perversely or recklessly

;

unreasonable.

5i Im -flj 1 yo" must give them

out methodically.

m From wntf.r and to follow, or

perhaps from the ne.\t contracted.

/«(' To fish by stakes, or placing

weirs in the tideway, which

detain the fish as the tide runs out.

1 ^ or
I

a name for Shanghai,

derived from the ^ ] one of

the branches of the Hwang-pn.

\ 'i% 11 ^ 'ct us praise the

equity of the river magistrate at

Shanghai.

I ^ town and stream of Hii-wei

at Tamsui in Formosa.

29
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Fishing weirs made of bam-

boo, on which cords are

hu' strimg so as to entrap the

fish at turn of tide ; they are

common on the canals in

Kijuigsu.

The
1 lH or pelican, so call-

ed because it scrai^es around

/itt' tlie marshes, and gets fishes

into its bill ; another name is

j^ }^ the searcher of rivers.

I4|»^ A red colored wood fit for

^lS arrows and darts, obtamed

/,«' from a thorny plant, probably

one of the genus Cratfegus

;

fragile and inferior articles.

1 A^ arrows made of buck-

thorn.

i A medicinal plant, the Beh-

|> mannia Chinetisis or foxglove,

hu' called ]^ ^ earth-yellow,

or
Jtfe ^ffl

earth-marrow, and

other names ; it is common
about Peking, and is gather-

ed for its roots.

V.

fc_» ) From /lcar< and oM. '\_^

IM To look to for help ; to rely

A«' or lean on, as a father; to

have a support ; to presume

on; a father, a parent, a help

er.

^ ]
to lose a father.

] i^ 'f Bfc even to the last he

did not amend.

\ ^ M M "^lio^ w^o offend

purposely and repeatedly, punish

them as brigands ; i. e. capitally.

If ± 1i B* 1 a llirough all

the western regions they con-

stantly relied on him.

^C "S^ 'IrI 1
^^'^'^t ^^ill ^^'^ parents

have to rely on?

1 ^' ^ A to oppress people by
arbitrary acts of power.

hu} me

hill covered with trees and
egetation ; some define it to

mean a barren, naked hill.

» ^ ® ] '^ let me ascend
,3- that woodetl hill.

S^l?} Name of a district in Si-

^^P rigan fu in Shensi, lying

/(!«' south of the E. King, form-

erly the small state of Hu
^ in the Hia dynasty.

X»^> 1 Graceful, beautiful.

iM^* 1 t'^
handsome, good.

how haid it is for jealous

and beautiful women to live

together

!

hu'

^-J^) From words and to measure.

Pl_^ To protect, to guard ; to aid,

ku' to deliver, to save ; to succor,

as a god ; to patronize ; to

convoy, to escort ; and hence, the

flank of an army, a division that

supports a corps, a reserve ; to act

officially for, or attend to duties

for another, and used chiefly for

officers of a high grade.

^ ] to give protection, to guard

;

whence ] BjB the protecting

evidence, »'. e. a passport, a

safe-warrant.

gjj ]
or

I 1^ to guartl from

danger, as a garrison or protect-

f ing spirit.

1 Sft
'" ^ 1

'o rescue and help

;

'i to succor and save ; to assist.

\ $( ^ ^ charm, an amulet,

what will screen the body from

harm.

I ^ ^ a powerful protector.

1 IjE to shelter, to screen.

] ^ safely sealed, — as a letter.

] -^ to escort, as with a guard

;

to accompany, as a
] j|| cha-

riot guard does the emperor.

] ^ a covering or supporting

detachment or corps, outposts.

"& S2 1 M *•" screen defaulters,

to cover over others' shortcom-

ings, to connive at wrong doing.

] ^^ to countenance Budhisni.

^ J^ jk 1
father and mother

are the greatest screens— of

what is done by their children.

] |{^ to Ix! responsible for, as a

head-servant for the rest.

1 Jsl jpf a city moat, the fosse.

] ^ a brigadier-general, among
the Manchus.

] ^ an envelop for papers; a

portfolio.

b5 1 3^ 1^ the officer recently

in charge, the one who acted for

the proper incumbent.

® ^ 1 8 tem|30rarily acting

for another.

—r^ J The original form represents the

fj fingers interlocking ; as a prinii-
' * five it imparts someuliat of its

hv} meaning to several compounds.

Dovetailing or interlocking,

as serrated edges or cog-wheels
;

fitting into each other ; inter-

changeable, reciprocal, mutual,

blended ; responsive ; with, to-

gether ; a butcher's skewer or

meat-hook.

^ ]
blended, united; in rhetoric,

a continued antithesis.

I
/{g ^ a mutual lovej to cot-

ton to each olhec

] ^ interlocking animals, said

of shells like tiie Area with

crenulated edges.

I
mutual regard, a coramor

care for.

^^ \ ^ the former and latter

do not tally.

S^ jlfc 1 '^ ^ that and this de-

j)eiid on each other.

I
^ to confront, as witnesses or .

the parties.

] ^ a region of bad repute, a

bad neighborhood.

I 'te ^ "^ to dovetail together.

1 'te ^ ^4 coming and going,

constant intercourse.

] tt SI M tl'ey screen each

other ; mutual collusion, as in

a ring.

A^^> From Jamiooand nmtnal ; ori-

f-» ginally Ofed with the last.

hu' A windle or reel on which to

wind silk ; a bamboo hook

or skewer on which to hang

meal.
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hu

] ^ a sort of ])aniboo sprouts

found ill Ngaiihwui, which arc

prepare<l with fire and salted as

a delicacy.

A sort of febrifuge, the
] ^

more commonly known iis

"^ jlj, the name by which

all such remedies are called
;

kind is obtained from the

woody roots which arc sliced, and

is exhibited in chills and fever as a

tincture.

•v'^ i Covetous.

"3C* 1 [Ig avaricious, greedy for

/*"' brilxis.

this

From ice or water and mutual

;

tlie first is commouly used.

Frozen, congealed, ice- /((*'

m
hu.

bound ; chilly, cloudy, cou-'

cealing the sun ; a glassy,

icy apjK\irance.

HI 1^ 1 S cloudy, freezing

weather.

Ji[ Jjjt -^ 1
''"^ rivers and pools

suddenly froze.

1*5 niq

lahistrades or a kind of tour-

liqutt placed across the im-

luC jKirial roads, or near encamp-

ments, to prevent people intriiding,

called
;f^ ] ; a. kind of railed in

circus, or corraL

> To kneel on both knees.

) ^ to kneel down to the

ground.

fj 1 |§ to perform the ce-

remony of kneeling.

Also read tsuhy.

A sort of creel, shaped like a

cowl, used in Hunan for

catching fisii, woven of bam-

boo ; when made of twigs, it is

called ^ ]
or brier creel.

in ^ 1 -t .f. T> t& fl ai
like a fish once in the basket,

which then cannot make its es-

cape ffom it.

Ji'it

XIXJ.
Old sounds, liju, kiii, VU, and kbp. In Canton, liiJ ;

— in Swatoio, hi and hu ; — in Amoy, \m and u ;
—

in Ftihchau, hu ; —in Shrmghai, hu ; — in ChtJ'u, hii.

ifg
] g p he was conscious

j
iu 1 R^ '^ "^''''^ I ^^V ^ ''^^'

that he merited punishment. let the penalty come on me.

1 ft 3^ r^ *" ^^'''"^^'* o"^'** '''"'^!
•

"^ I
'''^'^ ''''^ quarters or spaces;

ailed 1 ^

Composed of /^J tir/ir's striprs

and 5> " Iviiuhs or harrow.

A neighborhood of 144 jk'O-

ple ; empty, vacant; untrue,

not authentic ; siumlated ; unsub-

stantial, inane, unsatisfactory ; sus-

picious, sensitive ; deficient, scant,

as a mea.sure; titular; humble,

pure ; emptied of passion and able

to receive quiet ; a vacant, abstract-

ed, contemplative condilion of the

mind, such as Budhists aim to

reach ; space, the firmament.

g ]
empty, like the vault of

heaven ; deserted, unoccupied

;

in rheturic, a hyjx)thesis.

•^ ]
the great space, the heav-

ens, also called | '^ emptiness.

i ?^ nonsensical, vague.

] ^ visionary.

] 1^ unfounded, idle prating.

^ I
humble-minded, uncimbi-

tious.

1 jj^" ""prejudiced, gracious to;

^^^
iJH" 1 ""^'>"s apprehensive,

doubtful about.

I
otherwise called | g a vani

I

passing.

!

I ^ in fframmar, particles, ad-

\erbs, (fee, reckoned to be chiefly

these seven, ;t ^ ^ •& ^ il
^ though there are many more.

1 ^ iU frP
'"^ vacant seat awaits

you.

^ ^[i -^ 1
^'^'^''^ '** really noth-

ing true in it.

] ^ a false account ; a legend,

a made-up story.

i^M K y^ 1
liis guilty con-

science ever fears danger.

1 ^ 3x i'SS
''* ^ absorbed into

nothing, to enter nirvana.

1 ^ 1 ^'J
^''"" '** fame, empty

are riches ; a Bndhist proverb.

1 ^ weak, decrepid.

,

I Ig a delicate constitution.

'^ 1 ^ fx ^"^ '^°'^^ ^'^^ exact his

suljjects' labor for notliing.

1 S "T A humbly to abase

one's self below others.

JHl

everywhere.

] Ms, the eleventh of the 28 con-

stellations, answering nearly to

Aquarius ; it always marks a

Sunday in the calendar.

n \ ^ M ''^^ 1''"'* ^"'^ empty

palace ;
— the moon.

A moth; others descrilx; it

as tlie silkworm just hatched.

1 "F :^ M '''^ young of the

moth are tender silkworms.

To blow with the breath ; to

breathe softly ; a respira-

f" tion ; to speak well of, to re-

commend ; to puff.

1 tK 'o suck up water.

P^ ]
to breathe on

;

say a good word for.

] ^ to expel the breath,

belch.

Ijif ] Pj hiccuping and eruclat

ing.

to

to
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*-|JU Tills Is sometimes interchanged

HlA ^*'''' **" '''*' """^ "*'^''
I

j/j'« To blow with the breath;

to warm a thing with the

breath ; to look smilingly or ap-

provingly.

1 J^J^^° engage in a thing with

Balisfrtction.

HtmPittli^iSliisbeam-
ing face showed Lis i.lcasure,

and he began to dance about in

his overflowing joy.

|^£> To blow hard throngh the

c JSfi/V ""^^ j ^'^ Biiuffle ; to blow and

JiU snort, Jis animals do when

afraid ; alanncd.

1 ^ sig^'i'S ''"'I breath-

ing hard ; to sob and sniffla

tt-fl From P tbe mouilt and ^ the

H 1^ breath going out.

,/«'« An inteijectiou like tigh 1

expressive of diilike and dis-

approbation ; and <ilso of grief, alas

;

woe worth the day 1

1 ^ *"'
1 ^ -^ 'in exclamation

of wonder and sorrow.

1 :S iSl5"4 fudge 1 why did

you speak of it ?

1 i^ !U ^ ^'^ I it is very

strange.

iH 1 *W^W±ll>eking
Baid, Ah I come all you princes

and fiefs.

querulous man, a hypochondriac.

IJT^ I'rom eye and in;' also written

(U J m9 '"'' ""' commonly.

'A'a To open the eyes wide, as in

doubting wonder ; to g-.ze at

surprised ; to raise the eyebrows

;

to hoi^efor; doubtful; vexed; name
of a river in Kiangsi.

tft 1
joyful) pleased.

P^ 1
a twinkle of joy in a fool's

eyes ; to ojx^ti the eyes wide ; a

stupid apjiearancc.

1 Upf S?. » district in the northeast

of Ngaiihwui near Iliing-lsih

Lake in Sz' clicu.

Htr.

] y staring about, as if undeter-

mined what to do.

1 ^ !^ 1ft *'° ^^'^^ an inquiring

and sagacious knowledge of the

world.

^-r* Occurs used for tlie last ; alio

HT~* read hii^ aad to be distinguished

Uil f"'"' '^'^''j ^X to reprove.

To brag, to boast, to ex-

aggerate ; deceitful, vain boasting
;

large big.

1 1^ 'o glorify one's self.

I ^ ^ & ^^'^ important laws

and fi.\ed orders.

J'l ?? I 1 S"**' streams and

lakes.

Read ^hu. To cry and sing with

outstretched mouth, as a bird.

From tporda and the •merulian

hour.

Vi'jJ To grant, to allow, to let;

to acquiesce in, to permit

;

to accede to, to accord, to be con-

tent with ; to promise ; to betroth

in marriage ; to enter, to advance

;

to flourish, to revive, to emulate

;

more than, an excess; as an ad-

verb, very ; an ancient feudatory of

Chen, now
]

ji\ in the center of

Honan.

M <i 1 ^ you promised it to me.

^ j"§
I ]

only a promise ; it is

all talk.

] ^ very many.

I ;X a io"g i'Wa.o, imusually long.

3; I ^ :^ did your Highness

believe it t

equal him ?

] ]^ to accede, to yield, to make
terms.

is f?* 1
^%*-o arrange a betrothal

over one's cni*.

^ 1 a very little, as in ^ving
niedicina

^ ] fl^ ^ don't let him come

here.

/p ] to disallow, to forbid, to re-

fuse ;
" thou shalt not"

EG.

•fc 1 W 65 perliaps it can also

be allowed or assented to.

I ^ to make an agreement with.

I 5^ Jl a promise never intend-

ed to be fulfilled.

] ^ to make a vow.

1 @£H ^ •-" assent to a felici-

tous or promising offer of be-

trothal ; one whose horoscope is

lucky.

W @ ^ 1
^^"' fixtures are

similar.

^ ^ I
more than three thou-

sand.

1 I? or H^ ] to promise certain-

ly ; to assent entirely.

1 *S$ 1 §& ^'^ make vows to the

gods or Budha ; used irom'cally,

don't break your promises to

me, as you do your vows.

Bead 'hu. The noise of fal-

Img trees.

-f§ /fC ] ] like the cheering

cries of woodchoppers.

In Fulichau. That ; so, thus.

From words and to fly.

High-flying, boasting talk

;

'A'e to talk of everythuig ; wide-

spread, generally known, as

virtuous acts ; to display ; ener-

getic, bold, full of activity.

^ M pf 1
foppish and boasting

;

a vainglorious exaggeration.

fi^a 1 /4 ^ the king's vir-

tue will reach over hia whole

realm and influence cll things.

^ \
moderate, mild.

^ I
everywhere.

^ I
brave and gentle ; one who

can rule and be moderate.

A sort of oak that bears a

blackish, soft acorn called

hHl _^ 5{- or bUick cup ; it grows

ill Kiangnan ; soft, pliable
;

flexible wood, easily bent

-M'M%mm.1^.'^ 1
how the

foalhers of the wild geese rustle

as thev settle on the oaks.
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I 1 § ^ pleased ; happy in at-

taining one's wishes.

^ ^ 1 1
hopping and capering

about ; flitting here and there

like a butterfly.

'^'tJtA A sort of precious stone;

J^'44 name of two or three noted

Vi'w persons ui history.

C riA-» From mouth and warm steam.

> » » » To report to Superiors ; to

'h il \)\o\\ or breathe ; to smile

upon, to soothe ; to laugh

;

warm, genial.

Pjij ]
to puff' and blow.

1 1 © IE smilijig and chuck-

ling.

1 ;^ ^ ^ he pacified them as if

they were chiltlren ; said of an

emperor of the T'ang dynasty.
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t«/--| Also read AiP

M "J The sun rising and diffiising

h il
iiisj genial warmth and glow

;

warm, pleasant ; an ancient

name of a district in the present Hai

chuu ^ 'y\ nortli of the inoulli of

the Yellow Kiver in the northeast

of Kiangsu.

From Jire and the sun's heat ;

not the same as chuo' fl^\ to

illuminate.

The genial, brooding, stimu-

lating warmth of the siui ; to boil,

to heat ; to mature ; hot, vivifying,

nutritive ; kind, gracious ; a red,

carnation color.

j^ ]
genial, wann, as the wea-

tlier
;
placid, kind.

1^ ] to make warm.

1 H a genial warm day; the

warm sun.

1 ^M^ ^ '" vivify and stimu-

late nature.

1 1 ^ t '• 'S chiefly a pretense

or assumption of benevolence ;'

1 ]
also means gracious.

^ \~t From ^ a co/i'contracted and PJ
P^— a breath,

" " A sort of cap or literary bon-

net worn in the Yin dynasty
;

it was flat topped like a

Cantab's cap ; to cover, .is a

cap.

"Jt )]^ It 1
tl'cy constantly wore

the hatchet-pictured robe and

sacrificial cap.

xitj-:]^.

Oid soundsy li\va or hwc.

From hide and to chanr/c or

Jiotcery ; the two are synony-
mous, but at tirst the secoml

and ancient form was described

to be a sort of boot-leggings or

buskin now disused.

In Canton, Ir'i ; — in SwatoiVy hia ; — in Amoy

in Shanihaiy hue ;
— in Chijtij hue,

— fi

JHid
A boot, msde of silk or

leather ; it is made to servo

as a convenient pocket.

g^ ]
officiHl boots ; they are also

called
"fj UM \

square toed

boots, and should always be -^

j or satin boots.

—
' fj ]

or — ^ ] J- a pair

ol' boots.

yji ] wet weather boots ; the soles

arc often guarded by big nails.'

^ I
boots to put on a corpse

;

the soles are made of paper.

^H 1 fi^ **" ^^^ '^^ accomplice in

swindling or forging.

1 ^ ^ Jlll^ ? ^he boots can

always I'i-ct the sock ;— a master

can always prove the servant to

):e in error.

^Jfjf-t Handsome ; also used as a

tW} synonym of ^^t'^ a mother,

"lia but without good authority.

1 jl^ elegant, graceful.

1 1 M ^ greatly delighted and
laughing aloud, as two or three

cronies meeting.

J From spirits and vnlvclcy ; it is

frequently pronounced ^hiung^

from following the primitive.
/('m'

Mad with drink ; raving

drunk.

^ 1 "f iS ''fi^d drunk ; he has

the delirium tremens.

1 ?S ^ y drunkards make
great trouble, or produce confu-

sion.

From mouth and
also read t^hii.

sentence ;

Iht' To breathe uixin ; to warm
with the breath ; to gasp for

breath ; to sputter and gasp, as fish

do in shallow water ; to call out.

] ]
gentle, kind words ; in some

places it also denotes a rattling,

wheezing sound, as from phlegm

in the tbi'oat.

1 is ^ § '^^ '^''^ ^'^'^ muTor and

obscure the real sight.

hia ; — in Fuhchau, kw*6 ;—

^ \ mourning boots.

1 3^ o"" ] IS ? '^ pocket-book

for pajxjrs, because it is usually

carried in the
] ^ boot-barrel

or loose top.

1^ 1 i|v ^ [it will be as ineffec-

tual as] scratching your sock

through your boot.

;^ ] ^ he spoils [other people's]

boots ;— a cunning pettifogger

;

1^^' also used to dissuade from gouig
'

. to law.

^ii=«=
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Old sounds, hiet, kiet, and giet. /n Canton, hut and ut ; — in Stcatow, hn4, hiap, and hwat ; — in Amog, bkt ; —
in Fuhchau, haik and Uiek ; — in Shanghai, huih and yoh ;

— inChi/u, liuih and luoh.

From jm a dish and ^ or -^ a
stroke, representing sometliing

flowing into it, as the spurting

blood of a victim lield over it, to

which the liissing sound of the

character may further allude ; it

forms the 143d radical of a few
characters relating to bloody
things and uses of blood.

Blood, ilefined as ^ ^ ^
^ tbe essence of the yin principle

by which life is kept ; bloody ; near-

ly relatetl, ties of blood ; met. money,

property.

I ^ the stamina, the constitu-

tion ; the flvsh, the aniiual feel-

ings and desires.

1 ^ ji H ^^^^'^ brute force, in-

sensible to re.ison or decency.

JL'fi ] ^ ^ »1I '•'^^ I'-i^e feel-

ings, — t. c reasonable beings.

^ ]
to reduce the sjTstem ; deple-

tion.

{ij ] bleeding, as by vomiting.

]5J ]
to bleed one.

I ^ the hair of the head.

^ ]
to strengthen the system

;

to take tonics,

^ I
blaxl L-ft in butcher's meat;

coagulated lilood.

^ ] extra\asatetl blood iii a bniise.

I "l^
carefully, attentively ; ear-

nestly.

1 14 SI ? * warm-hearted, en-

thusia-stie jv.'rson ; one in earnest.

1 ff fi^ M w.iges earned by the

iiardest to'l.

] ^ a I)l(x),l letter,— an applica-

tion fur relief at the last extremity.

1 11 P''le, "liite-livered.

fi 1
IJO'gn^int distress ; to weep

blood, iis at a parent's death;

it is written on fimeral cards.

1 Bifi
related by blood ; race, stock.

Jj^ ]
a sort of borage that furnishes

a red root like alkanet, called

also ^ ^; it is used in small-

' 5»x, and is probably a species of

Tourncfortia.

IS 1^ •§* 1 affectionate as own

brothers.

the heart's blood came

J. e. the thing came to

mind suddenly.

] Jg dragon's blood, a sort of dry

red resin used as a pigment, ob-

tained from the fruit of the Die-

monorojjs [Calamus] draco, a sort

of palm found in Sumatra.

1 ^ capital in trade.

1 IS f# JK after a bloody fight,

he got off.

*& 1 m
to court

ki

Composed of t^ a shelter and

yV to enter; it forms the 116th

radical of a large group of cha-

racters mostly referring to pits and

holes.

A cave; a hole in the earth or

side of a hill,— they are used for

dwelluigs ; a den, a grotto, a cav-

ern, a pit ; an open grave ; under-

grotmd holes, a lurking place; in

anatonu/, a sinus in the body; to dig a

hole, to dig through ; empty ; among

geomancers, the location of a grave.

] ^ to live in the ground ; trog-

lodytes.

1 /tC M ^ [this bee] bores into

the tree and lives m the hole.

^ ]
to bore a hole.

^ ]
to dig a hole.

^L 1 a cavity, a recess, a hole.

5£ (^ ]
they are buried in the

same grave.

^ ]
the hole where the coffin is

laid ; a vault. •

I M iff a lucky grave-spot.

S|5 ] to point out a good burial spot.

—>
] [ll a single grave. (Cantonese.)

] j^ the underground channels

and influences which affect the

health and luck of a region ; the

spots for the acupmicture ; a vital

part of the body.

^ ^ ^ I
to destroy (or bum)

their dens and nests, as robbers.

] {fj winds its way out, said of

water running into springs.

.cituh

To sip, to make a noise when

drinking; to whistle; to

make a wheezing noise.

Empty, vacant, as the mind

of an anchorite should be of

worldly cares and desires.

1 ] in -tfei
pure-minded,

weaned from all passion.

hUk"

From wnter and hole ; it may be

easily confounded with jcA'an JX
deep.

A stream flowing rapidly

from a hole.

] ^ vast and void, like the em-

pyrean.

]
dissipated, depraved and reck-

less.

h^iie'/i

Deep set eyes; to look or

glance at, as a falcon after

his prey ; to spy about.

ffl [® 1 T - 1 take a

sliaro lojk at it ; use your eyes.

m^mn 1 m H he was

glancing around at the things,

—

as a pilferer or shoplifter.
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HTJEIST.
l^ese characters are qflen heard pronounced hiuen. Old sounds, hl6n, kibn, gidn, Wn, anrf kin.

/ In Canton, hun and On j
— tn Swatow, hien, li"ui, and sitaa ;

— in Amoy, Iinn, hian,

and swan ;
— in Fuhchau, hiong, hung, and hieng ;

— in Shanghai,

huen, hun, yo", and hiien ;
— in Chifu, huen. -x

M
h'iien

From mouth and to pronmlye ;

it is interchanged with the next

;

also read hivan'.

The incessant crying and

wailing of infants ; a glorious

majestic character, as one of stem

virtue ; a holy man, whose appear-

ance hushes men ; to fear.

f^ ^ ^ \
'"'^^' majestic, how

dignified I - -

M
Ji'ikii

From mouth and to promulye

;

it is near]}' synonymous with the

next.

Clamor, noise ; the hubbub of

many jjtople talking ; to voci-

ferate ; in Corea, the incessant crying

of children.

] 1^ brawling, confused noises,

which are forbidden in public offi-

ces.

1 1^] altercation ; boisterous mer-

riment or wrangling.

1 5c is i& they mingled heaven

and earth with their Jin.

^)i.» Used for the last in ] Pf to

c flH» hawl out to one ; fallacious, de-

J^iten ceitful, — in which sense it

is the same as the next, and

not much used. •

1 ^ ** frighten yae with noise.

.^/tX Occurs nsed for the next two.

fB^^ Deceitful, false ; to imix)se on

;

J^iien to forget.

f^ 1
'yi'ig imjx)sitions, cun-

ning stratagems, sharp prac-

tice,

i^ ^ rT I '^ "e shall never

forget him ;
— our prince.

interchanged with the

.13

Occnrs
last.

To forget ; to dislike.

1 Bff»
wise and intelligent.

1^.

Jt'iwu

From plant and promulge or

ruler ; the second form is unn-
snal

.

A species of day-lily, the ITe-

merocallis fframinea, called

tS S ^ because it causes

one to forget their sorrows

;

and ;^ ^ ^f£
or deer's onions

;

a mother, because it is .said that if

a woman carries it she will bear a

son, whence another name for it is

g ^ ] ; there are several va-

rieties.

I ^ your mother ; a jwlite digni-

fied term.

i^
1 3fe ^ both p.trents are in

good health.

Genial, pleasant, as the warm
smishine on a spring day.

(//urn Q ]
warm sunshine; (he

sun warms.

^ 'S .fiJc 1 *^^ <'*'''' g'®"* (<"

valleys) became warm.

Resembles tlie last ; the first

clinracter is the most common.

h'iien

The bright shining heat of

I

the sun or a fire ; to parch,

-' to dry by either of them

;

clear, brilliant.

] 1^ to smoke or jerk meat

j ^^ to smoke fish to cure them.

1 "Jl ^ ^ splendor that all can

see.

B JU 1 J^ to dry a thing by the

sun ; the sun parches it.

f-^
Another name for the ^hwan

P. i52 or badger, which occurs

^h'tien throughout the northern pro-

vinces.

it then that we see the badger's

skin hanging in your hall?

411
4-^^ ment of music, shaped like

I
--» r an egg, made of porcelain

;

JPfi it had si.v or eight holes, and

was blown through the apex,

making a whistling sotmd.

Ad 1 An M '"'^^ ^ P'l* ""'^ ''"te

;

i. e. loving brothers, w liich these

two instnmients symbolized.

fS JS 5iiC 1
t^'6 seniors played

on the iwrcelain concll.

Jnt The reddish larvie of niuske-

toes found in wells and pools

^h'iien called j^ ] , which doubtless

includes several .species of

larvre, and probably some of

the smaller leeches ; an insect

crawlmg.

A woman who is rather care-

less of her appearance, and

^h'ueii yet careful of propriety; so-

litary.

1 1 -ffi ^ '*^' '6 I ^^^ ™7 ^^
distress.

rh'uai

TJij first form, being the per-
' <nn\ name of the Emperor
Kanghi, has now generally giv-

'^ en place to (lie second, which
has been substituted out of res-

pect, even in compounds where

it is a primitive ; "JJ^ in the sense

of black, is nlso occasionally

written for it ; it forms the 96th
radical of a few incongruous
;haracter3.

Dark, somber, like the deep

ether in the sky ; a blackish, dark

color ; dun ; deep, still, silent
;
pro-

found, abstruse, subtle t. heaven
;

applied to names of gods to inti-

mate that they deserve praise and
worship ; to manage, to direct.

Jl ] heaven, tlio empyrean ; a

name for the heart.
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] ^ blackish.

] ^ black dresses.

1 ^ an old term for the sw.allow.

I
^ or

I
^ abstruse, mysteri-

ous.

] ^ incorporeal.

1 |@ somber spirits, a quaint

name for water.

] ^ the ninth moon.

1 ^ or
1 5C ± ^ th« god

of the somber heavens, the god

of the North Pole.

] PI the still garden, a TaoLst

name for paradise ; as
] ^ is

for fairy laud, a region in' the

north.

] ^ a Taoist term for a level,

good road.

1 ^ ^ skillful contrivance.

] and 'Jfl^ are terms used by

Lao-tsz' for immaterial spirits,

and for heaven and earth.

1 W ^ glauber's salts, sulphate

of soda.

I ^ silent and sedate, like an

anchoret.

It-X.^ From eye and dark ; tlie verb is

Hy^ also read /lUen'; it is often wrong-

hUien
'^' "*®'^ ^"'^ *^ '° ^''"^ ^^' ^'"'"

Confusetl vision, dizzy ; eyes

wandering here and there ; out of

order, in confusion ; mistaken, de-

ceived by, as one deluded by a

mirage, or thuigs at a distance

;

defective or distorted vision.

1 "J* ^ W '"^ confused tlie real

and unreal, the nominal and

the earnest.

] ^ nervous from the effects of

wind ; made dizzy or distressed,

as by medicine.

] ^f« fell down from vertigo.

^ ]
' to confuse, to make dizzy.

Bg ] eyes swollen and sight blurred.

]
' ^ suffocated to death.

M'>"rom water and somber ; also

read 'Auen.

Jt'iien Glistening dewdrops, or the

sparkle of dewdrops in the

sun; falling tears; deep flowing

water ; name of a river in the south-

east of Shansi, a branch of the

lli\cr Tan m Kao-p'ing hicn 1^
^ JH; which flows into the Yellow

Kiver.

[^ ] a vasty deep, a wide waste.

^ '

]
glittering dewdrops.

8 1 ?E -t '^*' ^^'^ sparkles on

tlie flowers.

] ^ a spirit of the water, an

Undine ; a naiad or nyx.

1 f&^ % ^^^ tears feU like

dewdrops.

From heart and attached to

;

occurs interchanged with its pri-

mitive.

To tie to and suspend ; to

hang in view, as a prize ; to

promise to ; to be anxious ; in sus-

pense, undecided, precarious, inse-

cure ; anxiously ; unlike.

] ^ ^'^''y unlike.

5c ilk 1 fS '^^ ^^'"^® apart as hea-

ven and earth.

] ^ to sununarily decide a case.

] §[| to anxiously hope for.

1 W S K I offered a great re-

ward— for his capture.

1 ^ ^ dpI
(double entendres,

ambiguous expressions.

] ||[> to hang up, as charms to a

lintel.

^ ] to hang upside down ; to be

in sus^)ense; an unfinished af-

fair ; a Budhist term for the sus-

pended state of souls in hell who
are waiting to be relie\i'(l by

priestly prayers, as at the ^ '^

^ or All Souls' Festival.

}S ^ M 1 hke relieving one hung

up by the heels ; i e. very joyful,

greatly relieved of his anxiety.

5H 1 'l^ ^^'^^ 1''*' '"^^'^ ^^ " heam
— as an ancient student did,

lest he should fall asleep over

his book.

1 •f-l' IS exceedingly doubtful, no

certainty in it.

^ 1 ^ S^ the case is still in

doubt or not yet settled.

j ;§ to bear in mind.

1 ^ ['*' '* ^ ^^] suspended in

nothing; unfounded, no evi-

deuce.

1 1 -^ ^ .& he very careful

of me.

I J; a jilacard, a broadsheet.

H ^ * llZ IS 1 3^ the cost

of jwngee, compared with that

of satin, is very different.

AJ*.> Ears or rings on the side of

^Ejl * trijxxl by which it can be

'IHkn carried.

^A^^
ata

^]

From wood and to promulye
\

the second form is unusual.

/hien'

A last for making shoes or

boots called | 5^ ; to form

on a last or molil ; met. that

which supports the external

figure ; to turn in a lathe.

U to fit a shoe to the last.

J[ to turn or cut out round in

a
I ^ or lathe, as a pipe

mouth-piece.

m
Kueii'

To strike.

Read Jiung. To wave off

with the hand.

JL#_^) From sitk and a decade as the
nnttl plionetic ; occurs used with (Si'iin

Silken pouches or fobs a foot

long, hung at the girdle for orna-

ment, and worn at levees ; styhsh,

adorned ; colored, variegated ; fleet,

quick.

] 5^ elegant and adorned ;
gar-

nished.

^ 1 ji% flowered and colored.

I
-^ to hasten, to hurry on.

^ JW ^ 1 ^ I'ow fi"<^lv the

white sets oft' the coloring.

>|.-») From to go and somber ; but the

original form had g words in

hUieii'
tlie middle ; also read ihuen.

To sell one's self ; to brag of

one's qualities; to display for sale;

bragging, vain-glorious, vaunting.
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] ^ a woman who seeks praise,

a coquette,

g ]
to recommend or boast of

one's self.

f^ ]
self-laudation.

1 i ^ 'B *o '^ff®'' * g^™ ^"r

sale ; met. seeking a market for

one's talents.

self off as a trustworthy person.

' The brightness of fire; lu-

minous, refulgent, shining

;

to dazzle, to lighten.

1 5t brilliant, splendid.

] j;^^ j|[ the lights illuminated

the road.

1 A 5 @ to confuse people's

senses ; to make obscure.

I M ^ A to throw a light on

a man, as in the night.

/hien'

Good and elegant clothing.

I flU fine raiment, either

of a black or yellow color.

A horse with a dark or iron

gray mane.

lif fft ^ 1
get on that

stiong horse with the iron

gray mane.

See also Hwuu /or other similar words. Old sounds, hok, gok, hut, gut, and mut In Canton, h6k, hit, and kw&t ; —
IB Swatow, hek, ii6k and kut ; — in Amoy, hak, hut, and kiit ;

— in Fulicfiau, hSk, hftk, and piik ;
—

in Shanghai, hok, \veh, and hweh ;
— in Chiju, hu anil hfti.

From a peck measure and horn ;

occurs used for the next.

.hu To measure ; a dry measure

shaped like the frustrum 'jf

a pyramid, the Chinese bushel,

holding ten 5j- pecks or a picul,

according to some authorities ; but

the common tivble makes it to mea-

sure 5 pecks or half a picul ; at Pe-

king it holds 25 large ^ pints,

or 5 5f pecks, and two of them

make a ^ or picul; between

Tientsin and the cai)ital it varies

more than a quart ; its capacity is

b\\ litres according to the regular

table, and tliis makes it equal to

90.C4 pints or 2^ bushels, which

is rather larger than any ; at Shang-

hai, the huh for rice holds only

2.05 pints, and that for peas 1.80

pint; the Budhists use it for a full

picul of 133^j lbs. av.; but the Hindu
drona, which the huh represents,

weighs only 7 lbs. 1 1 oz. av.

^ I
to test the accuracy of the

bushel measures.

I ^ a clever hand at giving bad
measure.

5|*
I

pecks and bushels
;
parasitic

orchids are so called from a fan-

cied resemblance hi the shape of

the flowers.

liu,

A small orchidaceous plant,

with hexapetalous and white

flowers of the habit of a I)en-

drobium, growing in Kiangsu

and south thereof, for which the last

is most used ; the leaves are used in

cooking tisli, and tlie culms dried

as a tonic for weak ehildrrn.

^ ] a tonic medicine (Dfiidro-

biumceraiti) gi'owiiigon the rocks

in southern Ciiina ; the name is

applied to stwral snuilar or-

chids as the ^ I
and ^ ] ,

which turn yellow when dried;

the culms of other plants resem-

bling this epiphyte are probably

included under this term.

.^^ A bdmhnn bushel, as the cha^

J^'Ti racter indicates ; a large box

(Au adapted for holding rice, call-

ed ^ ]
or bushel box.

From loood and bushel, referring

to the shape and cup of the fruit.

j/iu A small timber tree, a spe-

cies ofoak whose acorns have

roughish cupules, and are used

to dye black ; the leaves are

long, rather obovate, and deep-

ly serrated ; the wood is used for

posts.

From horn and

for Si a bushel.

hollow; used

A kind of goblet with ears ; a

sort of quiver ; the top of the

foot ; a hoof ; unkind ; trembling
;

insufficient, meager, poor,exhausted.

^ -^ M. \
the dress reached to

his foot

] J§ poor, emaciated from ilhiess.

I fH thin, meager; lean.

Read It'oh^ To compare, to match,

to contend with.

5S II ^ 1 ;^ the strong and the

weak should not measure their

strength.

From to blow and tiflame.

3 Suddenly, abniptly ; moving.

Jtu flitting, like a will-o'-wisp

;

to blow on, to simff up.

i^ ]
going to and fro, undecided.

] ]
)^ a roaring noise, as of the

blast in a furnace.

1 1 M IS shaking, quivering.

] 5S to breathe quickly, panting.

In Pekingese, pronounced 'chw^a.

A gust of wind ; an exclamation of

dissatisfaction, as if one throws

down a thing as useless ; a sudden

noise, as of bursting.

30
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,hu

iK

From Jfre and valley as tbo

phonetic.

Flame ; the blaze of fira

] ]
a flame crackling as

it first catches,

"ff 5i 1 1 ^ tJis furious

flames shot ujjward.

F rom uocd and a lior::ry charac-

ter ; ns ft verb, hohy^ is nearly

synonymous.

The kernel or pit of fruits,

the inner nut or seed ; the

seed as distinguished from its potl or

pulp; hai'd himps in a soft body,

as ganglions in flesh, or nodules in

clay ; the nucleus ; the facts, the

real circumstances, the gist of, the

pith ; to inquire into the facts ; to

severely scrutinize a matter, as a

judge ; truly, thoroughly, earnestly,

sincerely.

^ ;^ ] lichi stones ; and also of

ail ^ ]
fniit-stones, as the

peach, walnut, &c.

^ ] to have a hard lump grow

up, as on the neck.

J&J 1 >fciS ""^ excessive scru-

tiny ; to oppress by examining

into details.

1^ I
to thoToogbly examine.

3S; 1 >S ^ investigate thorough-

ly, to asKLrtain ihj nominal and
the rcr.l of a qutstioii.

] ^ Jl ^ 't "'•IS examined last

year.

] ^ to c.\a:iiino and decide, as a

case in court

Like tljela^t, andaupersededbyit.

The stone, pit, or kernel of

fruit; a nodule, a lump, a

ganglion.

M
^ ] 5J.

apricot stones.

From bird

phonetic.

and lione^ the

A migratory bird, the
| jj,^

larger than, but resembling

the crested lark ; it has a short

tail, black plumage, and a fine

song ; it appears in the spring ; an-

ciently designated an ofilce ; also

a sort of glede or pigeon hawk,

which is trained to seize birds.

ffi II 1
^e*- *^^ ^^^^ o"' "f its

cage.

iS 5M 1 * poetical name for the

bamboo partridge. (Bambusicola).

9t ^M. 1 OS ^ kite's head and

hawk's eye ; — i. e. a violent

tempered man.

^ ]
a sort ofwai^anoe anciently

used in Kiangsu, which could

not sink.

1 ^ Uij 2jS pouncL'd down upon

;

he came hero without knowing

the reason wliy.

1 ^ i§ g'>'"S from one thing to

another ; desultory, careless.

In Cantonese. Dirty, filthy,

grimed with dirt ; — for which per-

haps the next character is better.

I
JB^, To dig for ; to muddy, to

^ ) roil, to confuse, to mix ; to

fiu exert one's strength.

1 1 f^ ^''^ Sreat force

I f^ to make turbid.

From water and to dig.

Dirty, muddy water ; con-

fhu fused, disordered ; exhausted.

I ]
to open a channel for

wiiter.

To see obscurely, as on first

) awaking; early morning, at

,//« dawn.

I ]
to behold.

^]ff I
the secretion from the

eye, smegmatic pas.

Old toundt, hong, kong, gong, hang, and gutg. In Canton, hung, kw&ng, wang, andviiDg ; — in Swalow, bong,

wang, and h'ni ; — in Amot/, hong, heng, eng, hian, and hang ;
— in Ftihcliau, hing, 6ng, hang, haag,

bwang, and haing ; — in Shanffhai, hung, hwing, wang, lung, and jiuig f~ in Clii/u, hung*

From three chariots racing,

which then make mach noise.

^hunff The rumbling of carriages,

muttering of thunder, or

roaring of cannon ; to blast, to de-

strjy with guns ; to blurt out, to

hoot at ; any stunning noise.

f^ ] the crash of thunder.

] ^ to blast rocks.

??!l ?!l ) 16^ ^^ boisterous ; a

dm, an uproar ; irascible, apt to

scold.

] ]
roaring, deafening.

1 ^ JdJ drive away the dog.

1 ^ ^ "^ his fame echoed

through the land.

jK its 1 i^ *° °P^" n^KXi it with

artillery.

I ^ blown to mhis, as by an

explosion.

*& i[ 1 65 - S he blurted

out his rago in loud tones.

J i^ T M 'h® ^"'^^ came down

with a crash.

In Pekingese., To whip Uft to

beat.

^i^ ifr- 1
let me whip [the

donkey] for yoa

Jiung

From ^ to die and ^ • dream
contracted.

The death of a prince or feu-

datory; to die; like a swarm,

many, numerous, as descend-

ants
;
quickly, suddenly.

I ^ demise of, departed this life.
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A.fet The roaring sound of rushing

: » Rl waters.

Jiuiig ] 1 roar of a cataract;

dashing of waters.

HUNG. 235

J^ J^ J 1
™*f'y people laboring

at a work.

I I
the hum or buzz of a swarm

of insects, appHed to descend-

ants.

fkMM ] \ ^ [may your des-

cendantsj be as numerous as

the flying locusts ;
— a wish like

that of Laban, Gen. xxiv. 60.

From Jire and ail or work ; the

lirst is most common.

A flash or flame ; fire rising

high ; to bake, to roast ; to

dry at a fire, to kiln-dry.

fli 1 ^ %%^ warmed my-
self at the brazier.

I § -^ warm up the room.

1 iSS ^ portable furnace, a stove.

I
ijiv to dry thoroughly.

] *^ warped by the fire.

In Cantonese. To scorch, to

bum or dry up in cooking ; browned,

burned.

^ JlJ ]
done brown, done to a

crisp.

] its B '^ look cross, to scowl.

Jiimg

U I cond form, composed of sound
From inoutk and ivork ; the se-

cond form, composed of so

i and a//, has become obsolete.

^jj^ The bawling and din of a
l^"> J market-place.

' '""•^
I ] ^ the clamor of a

multitude.

/~> | From g word.i and ^ even

J tj f contr.icted ; used with the next

, two ; as a primitive, it imparts
^ J' Bomethint; if its nieaning to most

of tlie compounds

A crashing, stunning noise as of

drums or Ix-Us ; the roar of a cata-

ract ; the stammering cry of fright.

1 i?F; M 1^ trembling from the

thundering somid.

Tjfet Like the last. The noise of

C p RJ stones striking together in

^Aunff the water is
| 5^ as wlien a

torrent rushec down a gorge.

M
'>i* The sound of rocks falling is

fS
] ^, applied to such as

.htmi/ are thrown down on })eople

;

or rolling from hills, as in a

land slide.

^hung

A ringing in the head is

1 ] , regarded as a sign of

a cold or slight fever

;

a

heaviness in the head.

From tilk and work as the pho-

netic.M
Jiung A red color ; reddish, fiery

;

lucky, pleasant, because red

or vermilion is now the fortunate

color, and used for marriage sedans,

highest oflScial buttons, or ofiicial

seals, and othor things connected

with rank ; rosy, ruddy
;

gentle,

pretty ; the blood ; the menses.

1 ^ red; vermilion is the standard

tint.

] ^ ruddy, fair, as a girl.

•^ ] rising, prosfierous.

^ I
a public notice from the

people, because all such papers

are written on red paper.

{JJ :^ ]
to issue a notice, as of

a lost child ; when it is found,

"K -j^ 1
^^^ reward is paid,

j^ ]
lieated to redness, red-hot.

^•.^ ] '^ 'lo y"" think this is

a fortiniate thing t

tK 7C 1
'''® ^''** ^^'^ wine.

] ^ a visiting card, because it is

on red paper.

I ^ iZl ^ a pleasant and a me-

lanclioly affair, usually denote

a wedding and a funeral.

1 jft^or 1 #^ Aayoung
lady, so called from the rouge

;

one who exhibits herself to show

her dress.

1 5fi o""
1 T SB T ^^'^^ *"^

blue eyes ; met. fisticuffs.

:j^ I ^ scarlet.

^ I
rose red, a iiight Termilion.

^ ]
a deep red like sealing-wax.

1 H !^ 5C "'e emperor is heal-

thy; when the emperor was

strong.

;f; ] ij!^ the great red flower is

the shoe-flower {IHLkcus rosa-

dntnm) at Canton, where it is

also known as
] ;^, a name

elsewhere applie<l to tiic saflron

{Crocus sati'm), and to the saf-

flower (Ca»//«/TO«s tinctmia), bolh

used as dyes ; the latter is also

known as
] j^ :^ or red-blue

flower; and the former as ^
k'^

or Tibetan red flower,

or red goods ; the term is

sometimes given to red dye-

stuff's.

^ 1 "'^ ^ 1
'^o ^^^e a men-

strual discharge.

1 IH ;^ A a grandee of the first

rank.

S 1 T SS he is quite entranced

with it— or her.

j51 M|5
I

to add red to blood;

useless labor, unnecessary.

iSP 1 6'5 fresh, ruddy, new.

Read ^kunff. Female employ-

ments.

^ ]
women's skUl, women's work.

^hunff

(iKI terclianged with pi to litigate
;

in Peking, it is pronounced

kian(j' and for it many write S$
an unauthorized character.

The rainbow, which |^ R^ fRj

^ is seen when the rain reflects

the sun ; it is supposed to be the

result of the impure effluence of

the vapors, and to be composed of

munite uisects; any colored h,il(i

or parhelion, or vapor on a hill-top
;

connected together ; old name of a

district in Fung-yang ia^^)^
in Nganhwui.

5C 1 °M l«)r 1 fc^or
I <^

the rainbow ; the last refers to

its bridge-like shape.

— J^ ^ ] one full formed rain-

bow.

^ ] a reverted rainbow,— is the

reflected shadow of an arch.
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>& 1 ^ ^ ^ ^^^ °^ great abi-

lities and merit.

] ^ the vault of heaven.

5c J& 1 H^ heaven and earth join.

^ ]
a dragon.

»,»t From water and all ; occurs used

V-Ul for the next.

^himff An inundation, a flood ; the

water rising ; water rushing

over rocks ; a torrent overflowing

its banks
;

great, vast, immense

;

but some authors define it not as

an adjective, but as an exclama-

tion of wonder when beginning a

sentence ; used by the Triad Society

in a cabalistic way, referring to

the Ming dynasty.

] iji. the deluge of Yu, B. C. 2200,

regarded by most scholars as dif-

ferent from the Noachic deluge.

\ jfS vast happiness.

i 'It $4^4 A amazingl I

only a mere child

!

^ ]
an irregular pulse.

% 1 )^ M liberal-minded and

very kind.

1 ^ ""'^^^ ^'^^ waste, as the world.

MM 1 ^ jS but you were ex-

ceedingly lawless.

1 jpj an important branch of the

Kiver Hwai, wliich joins it at

Sin-tsai hien ^ ffs I|J^ in the

eastern part of Honau.

] ^ or the family of
| ^ the

first emperor of the Ming dy-

nasty, is a name for the ^C Jife

^ or Triad Society, still exist-

ing in the Southern provinces.

1 M IS?
'1 to^vn on the River Fan

north of Fing-yang fu 2|i ^ JjJ

in Shansi.

(*>'

From bird and river ; q. d. the
river bird, as it frequents marshes.

^hung A swan or large sOrt of wild

goose, considered to be of the

same species as the fj^
yen, but

larger, and is perhaps really

another bird; the >J» | is smaller,

has white plumage, and is more
like a widgeon ; met. a letter-car-

rier ; as an adjective, immeasurable,

large, vast ; learned, profound ; al-

together.

1 m tbe wild goose, also called

^ ]
the guest gooee ; from its

migrations.

] ^ strong, greedy for the whole.

B tij ] ^ the sun rises through

the vapors,— and dispels the

diirkness ; the phrase denotes

the confused mists of chaos.

] ^ an expression on an enve-

lop; soil, open this [in peace]

from the postman ; whence ]

"Hg means to send a letter by a

friend.

] JH vast felicity, — two words

placed opposite doors as a wish

or prayer for all who pass

through them.

The name of the mountain

Tsung-hung ^ | in Yun-
nan which furnishes copper

;

it lies in the prefecture of

Yunnan.

, From plants and red.

in\JU A marshy plant, the -iJC ] ,

^huiiff a sort of smart weed {Poly-

gonum amphibinin), or a kind-

red species of that genus,

having reddish leaves and

flowers.

From ^ yellow and I

coutracted.

; to learn

^himg

1

The
] ^ was a college «r

gymnasium in the Han
dynasty, a.D. 128, built by Shun-

ti; it had 240 rooms and 1850

dormitories, and was designed to

accommodate 30,000 students.

§ students' rooms in ancient

times near the temples to Con-
fucius, now applied rather to

the latter buildings, as the

colleges are disused,

i ] § to enter college as a

mutual.

f^ ^ i * s'l'ts^ci, one who
has re;illy earned his degree,

and not bought it

From ivood and yellow ; it is

also read hung^ in some phrases.

Jumg A cross-bar, anything placed

transversely or at a right

angle to the main part ; trans-

verse, crosswise, athwart, the op-

posite of shiC g upright
; per-

verse, unreasonable, luidish ; dis-

agreeable, grim ; unexpected, un-

locked for ; uniu<:ky, untimely;

disrespectful ; to go athwart, to

cross ; to lie on, as clouds on the

hills ; the narrow width of a thing.

I p^ a side door ; a back door.

I ^ a cross presentation at

birth.

^ 1 agreeing and disagreeing;

by fair or foul means.

i^ and ] along and across ; down
and crosswise.

I ^ ^ to buy underhand
through another.

] 1^ an unexpected calamity.

Jr 1 iS^ ^ '^° perversely riiin an

affair, to act mulishly.

1 ff ^ *^o act obstinately

and oppress others, to force out of

^ ] X au evil, truculent fel-

low.

] J; to measure across.

1 /^ iS ferry-boats.

1 12 M i^ ?fll I D^ust under any
circumstances cross the river.

1^ I
to anange things across —

as a room.

1 ft T 'o bar, to withstand ; to

arrest ; to stop, as a thief

I "X H ^^ passed over three

houses.

] ^ criss-cross.

] Ig exactly at right angles.

] ItS to levy blackmail, to take

by violence.

I P^ sudden good luck, a wind-

fall ; underhand gains.

I 1^ ^ a diagonal line across a

square or rectangle. (Shanghai.)

©1 ^ ^ ^ iSr ^ «be clouds

indeed rest on the Ts'in Mts.,

but where is my family t — I

have none.
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ff I
lay it crosswise.

I
' J^ or^ ]

> unbending, obsti-

nate ; imperious, arrogant, tur-

bulent

^ I
' violent and disobedient.

^ ]
' cross; to sliow a sudden

dislike or perverseness.

1 'ii" 1 '^ oross, perverse, one

with whom nobody can get

along.

1 1^ ^ '^y '' crosswise:

3^ ] eight stars in Cassiopeia or

near it.

jpti To fly about.

i/V^J 1 1
flying anJ buzzing

^hunff about, as a swarm of flies;

humming, flitting, as bees.

^ 4t 1 1^ ^1^*' musquitoee come

in buzzing swarms.

Jt-l-» To measure, to judge of, to

(JL/bt estimate.

Ihunff ^ I
-jt fg Si a ft M

ix ^ if y°" ™"^ make

your felloes so thick that when th.o

cart heel's a heavy load the wheel

will not break.

{

From ear and fore-arm as tha

phonetic.

^hunff A noise or drnmming in the

ear; to speak into another's

ear bL-cause of his deafness.

^ 1^ 1 1 ^ prolonged increas-

ing sound, as of distant thunder.

The gate across the entrance

c |4^J of a lane or its bar ; applied

Jiutiff to the gates of hsaven ; wide,

vast ; vacant, as a garden.

^ 1 vast, infinite, as the firma-

ment.

] J^ waste and limitless, as a

Bteppe or prairie.

§ ]
the great gate, as of the

palaca

J5II ;^ ] to ascend to the heavens.

] ift ^ ^ to freely employ

one's stores of learning for

another's use and pleasura

] ]
beautiful and ppacious, as a

mansion and grounds.

Jhung

The Brst character is common-
est.

The cord or band which

I>asses under the chin to

keep the cap on the head
;

a string on which musical

stones are hung in the

wind ; to connect, to fasten ; the

rope which springs the net upon

birds.

/\ ] tho eight ties, which reach

to all sides ; everywhera

1 ^ the band and tassels of a

cap.

J|
A * Similar to the last.

c X^^ A large mansion ; a vast balL

^Jiung
j ^ a wide house in which

there is an echo, a large hall.

From a sheller and theybre^orw;
/» * interchanged with the next.

^hung An echoing noise in a spa-

cious hall ; vast, large ; am-

ple ; wide, as a prospect ; to

enlarge.

profits in our business ; — a

shopman's wish.

I ^ an extended business.

^ ]
you are well able to drink ;—

a iK)lite phrase.

1 j^ long standing, as a custom
;

very prosperous, as a firm.

^ J^ 1 ^ fit for a high post.

] ^ title of an oflBcer in the

Cheu dynasty, the Minister of

Works who guarded the mar-

ches.

M.
From bow and private ; also read

ihwang ; this character Is often

nsed for the last, because it was
^hung tha personal name of the emperor

Yungching.

The twanging of a bow-

string ; flapping ofcurtains ; large,

vast, expanded ; liberal, largely
;

to make great, to give full develop-

ment to ; to act generously and

with largo views.

"& 1 5fe ;^ vast and glorious, as

the heavens.

A tM m # Ji ] A man
can act according to tliu great-

ness of truth, but the truth will

not enlarge for him ;— t. e. truth

is greater than its disciples.

S' %i 1 % death and disorder

everywhere increase.

] ;;^ ^ ^ he magnifies his of-

fice.

75 M 'li 1 I it is yours to

make the king great

M The sound of a bell.

P§ ]
the ringing of bells

;

Jmng the clamor of a market-place.

riHf
'^^ lowing of an ox is 1^ ]

cr5*^ intended probably to imitate

^hung the moaning of the animal.

»r| I
From water and vast.

('i|/t£^ Still and deep, like a clear

^iung pool ; a stream near the site

of a famous battle during

tho reign of Ching-kung of Sung,

B. c. 638.

^ ?i "^ 1 ?S the flying cas-

cade comes down into the deep

pooL

H 1
is applied to two streams in

Shensi.

SI @ in ~ 1 I* ;^ her beau-

tiful eyes were limpid as a clear

pool in autumn.

A movable board placed in

front of a carriage for tho

Jiung rider to lean on as he stood.

cover the dash-board with leather,

and make a cover of tiger's skia

ilii^* A glorious, lofty hill, as the

character indicates ; high,

Jiung prominent; majestic, digni-

fied in bearing.

[Ij ^ |@ ] the lofty peak seems

to aspire to the sky ; applied to

imposing sights.

^ li^ ] ]
^ grand palatial edi-

fice.

%,^^ \ ^ dignified and im-

posing manner.
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From water and work as the

phonetic.

'hung The ore from which qnicksil-

ver is obtained
;

quicksilver.

1 # or ?JC ^ # calomel,

j^ JH- ^ I
to smelt cinnabar

and extract the quicksilver.

Original form of the last.

^^ Also, a vast vapory appear-

'hung ance ; whirling about
;
gyra-

Img, as water in an eddy.

] \^ limitless, as an ocean.

}^ \ chaos, the confusion before

the vapors were dinded.

] ^)^ at the dawn of things, before

created things were arranged.

c
rr/F" '^^^ lowing of an ox ;

but it

r*"! is mostly used for the last

'hung syllable in the Chinese form

of the Budhistic exorcising

canticle Om mani padmi /lom.

C|^7«i A song ; to sing ballads
;

MB occurs used with the next.

'hung f^ ]
to sing and beat on

cymb;ds in unison.

1^ 1 ;)§ a theatrical hall,

a musical lialL

(^»|» From ttiouth and all.

i^V The hum or din of a crowd
;

'hung the indistinct noise of sing-

ing ; to intimidate ; to cozen,

to deceive ; to falsify, to be-

guile, to tempt.

I
1 a din, a clamor.

U^ ^ ] ^ the laughter resotmd-

ed through the hall.

I .^ ^ induce him to come.

^ ]
to scare by loud tones.

] P^ to browbeat ; to biulger ; to

hoot at and turn one out.

1 |g or ] ^ or
1 If to cheat,

to swindle one out of; to

deceive, as in the price ; to take

one in.

] ^ pli^yiog and screaming,

making a jolly uproar.

1 d^ "F to soothe a child; to

play tricks on a simple, verdant

man.

1 ji fll ft^ }K H to trick him

out of his things.

In Cantonese. To smell of; to

test by the smell.

> 1 From door or to ffo and all; the

tirst is commonly used as a coii-

^1 y traction of the next, but the dic-

y t>_ J tionarres regard it as another

V^ form of hiang'>^ a lane.

A road through a village ; a

narrow street in a city.

1 j YT + ^ A ^ ten families

live in every lane.

1 ^ ^ ??- it # t""^ *" ^^
mother-in-law in <Aery lane and

liall ; I. e. officiously polite, obse-

quions.

From to ,fifiht and all ; often con-

tracted like tlie last.

The noise of fighting; the

yells of men entering battle

;

cries of a mob ; to fight

;

wrangling.

I p^ the clamor erf" a quarrel ot

biittle.

] ^J( a battle cry ; a roaring fight

i ^ ^ H the day «rf the battle.

hung''

In Pekingese read Jiung. To
brush flies from a horse with a

chowry or fly switch ; to push

aside ; a cry of ordering ; a sliout.

—•
( 1 flO "Si they scalttred at

one command.

< 1 ^ to open out, as a crowd

parts by ordering and pushing.

ttl ( 1 c 1 fi'5 * confused noise ; the

din of many clamorous appli-

cants.

« 1 Hi '^ make them all go out.

.^i-j*.) From words and irork; occnra

f^ I written Rt but wrongly.

hungr rj^g
denoimce or implicate

officials ; to insiimate against

persons to their damage ; to litigate

;

to make confusion, as rebels do

;

domestic squabbles; internal dis-

cord, revolution.

1 m rebellious, seditious.

I ^ a ruinous defeat.

S ^ ft 1
['hey are like so

many] devouring grubs which

destroy men's minds.

Jl^ Pii ft 1
opposition from with-

out and feuds within.

ft* > 1 Tlie .second form is applied

^til I

>'a'l*i' to the shrub and sprout.

^j r Flourishing; a vegetable

t I that keeps green in the win-

^ J tor f.nllpfl ^f ^ 1 . wlli(!ll

hung'
ter, called g ^ ] , which

may be a sort of moss ; an

old term in Chehkiang for

budding and sjwouting.

A ] & small shrub found in Ho-

nan like a honeysuckle in fo-

liage, with the leaves in fives,

and bearing white flowers.
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Old founds, liwa, kwa, kap, kat, gat, and gap. In Canton, fa, wa, and wak ;
— in Swatow, hue, ho, ue, and hwa ;

—
in Ainui/, hwa, kwa, and k'o ;

— in Fuhchau, hwa, wa, Iiek, wah, kw'a, ««</ hwok ;
—

in Shanghai, hwo, wo, and wah j
— in Chiju, hwa.

11 * From plant and to transform ;

^J^ the next was the origiual form.

jiwa A flower, a blossom, a

X (X, corolla ; to make flowers, to

carve ; to spend, to lay out ; varie-

gated, flowered, ornamented ; to

exaggerate, to talk flowery ; vice,

pleasure ; in trade, raw cotton
;

motes in the eyes, muscae volitan-

tes.

— ^ 1
or — ;^ 1

a single

flower.

—. m ]
a nosegay, a bouquet of

flowers.

1 ^ or 1 ^ the pistils and

stamens of a blossom.

^ ]
fine, ornamental flowers.

I
^ flowers, plants, the vegetable

world.

I ^ a nickname, an alias, a

soubriquet ; but
] ^ 'QQ is a

roUster of clerks and employ^

in a yamun, and the word

here means miscellaneous.

^ ] ^ needless expenditure
;

pin money.

1 ^ or 1 "^i lo squander, to

spend recklessly.

] j£ an actor who i)ersonates

women.

^T 1 ffi *" P^i"*- fo*" acting.

JJ ' ] to love flowers ; addicted

to dissipation.

I |§ exaggertition ; figui'es of

S[x:ech.

] 15^"?* spendthrift, a rake.

1 /p|c flowers and trees ; met. a

brothel,

is 1 "W ^ •''' place for dissipa-

tion, a brothel and smoking

room.

] ^ to spend money ; expensive

;

to lay out funds.

1 1 1ft !? * thoughtless age.

] ^ an illuminated street ; one

dressed with flags and festoons.

1 ^ OT^ 1 -y a beggar.

1 1 J§ J§ chequered, irregular

;

higgledy-piggledy.

] ^ oniamcnted lanterns.

1 ^ a district lying north of

Canton city.

1 1^ or
1 S *"""' Pf'^tty, as a

girl.

"^
] fSi M [}^^ '^^^ ^'^^^ ^^1

the flowers come down from

the sky.

5^ I
the small pox ; whence

in some places
] Jg j/^ denotes

the goddess of the small-pox.

{fj I §J to have the small-pox.

j
^' colored cottons.

— 'Q 1
£k bale of raw cotton.

^ 1 ^ ^ obscurity of vision,

arising from disease, or multi-

plicity of objects.

] ^ "J* the money is all spent.

ro -^ Jt 1 ^^^ moon hides her-

self and the flowers blush— at

her presence.

to stick in the flowers de-

notes one who succeeds in his

degree, or has married his be-

trothed, from a custom ofputting

flowers ui his cap.

1 life
florist's grounds, public gar-

dens.

1 5i E or 1 I » florist.

S^ ]
the pen of a good scholar

;

accomplished,

j^ 1
or ^ ;fi 1

pith-paper or

artificial flowers.

] ^ or ^ 1 ^ the ground-

nut. {Arac/iis.)

The oiigiiial form is designed to

represent a plant covered with

flowers ; it is niucli interchanged

! witli tlie last.

J
The beauty or abundance of

hwa flowers ; flowery, elegant, as

a garden ; splendor, glory
;

m

^

blooming, charming, beautiful ; ac-

complished, virtuous ; a term for

China, intended to describe its

ci\ilization and literature ; ornate
;

to divide a melon ; the flowers or

efflorescence of lead ; often occurs

in proper names.

^ I
glory, grandeur, effulgence.

I 1^ beautiful, showy.

^ 1 llff ^ tis years are waxing

old.

1 "M" hoar-headed, white hair.

^ ]
brilliant, fine, bright, as a

show.

I 5t ^^^ god of Fire ; at Can-

ton, he is called
| ;)£ ;^ "j^

the Effulgent Great Emperor,

and worshiped with much jwmp.

I
j^ finely colored, variegated.

U U 1 M ^'8 sales' rooms are

beautifully arranged.

] JJi to quarter a melon.

1 ^ a term for a state umbrella

;

also four small stars between

Cassiopeia and Camelopardalis,

which are supposed to exercise an

influence over people's fates

;

whence the phrase fif ^B 1 ^
his fate has offended the flowery

canopy, denot«a becomuig a

priest, because unlucky people

often turn priests, or devote

their sons to the priesthood.

1 ^ ^ ornamented pillars be-

fore a grave ; some of the finest

resemble the triumphal pillars of

the Romans.

^^
1 S or

I g China; it de-

notes rather the territory than

the people or the government.

1 _^ an old poetical name of the

pheasant, from its variegated

plumage.

^ \ ^ f flowers in the spring

and fruit in the

gradual progress.
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] <H| a district south of the

Eiver King in the southeast

of Shensi.

M 1 W bright moonlight.

/J» 1 -^ 'fh 'ititlier gaudy nor

coarse, in good taste.

1 '
\\\ one of the Five Mountains

;

it lies in Si-ngan fu in the south-

east of Shensi.

] jjj a bark from which withes

can be made, probably a sort

of bircL

A^fe A spade nsed in making

(
JrJS ditches ; to open the giouud,

^/nva as a ploughshare docs ; a

ploughshare.

1 ^ a hoe or shoveL

From horse and Jine

,

cond form b imuauaL
tlie se-

JlWlX

A fine, shapely chestnut

colored steed.

] ^ or Beauty, was the

name of one of Muh-waug's

eight famous horses, (n. c.

980,) which was harnessed on the

right side.

lijl From I'nife and ajiear.

tAiJ To pole a boat ; a pinnace;

j/jwa a scow, such as soldiers use

^ J-..
to cross streams ; a bill-hook.

1 .^ a scow, a punt, an open boat.

1 lis a lorcha, such as are used

at Macao.

#1 ^ 1 ± ^ get a punt to

go ashore on.

<D

?P
.hwa

Clamor, noise, hubbub ; the

confused noise of a crowd

talking and bickei-feig; din-

some, noisy.

^ Jt Ifi ]
all '""'1 talk-

ing is strictly forbidden

— in this yiimun • a notice

suspended at the door,

don't make snch a noise.

I ^ a general hurrah.

*ll 1
<"

1 IJfe * disturbance, a

squabble of voices.

m 1

Read ^wa. To change.

1 \%. Pggs "ot yet hatched.

From /oot and reaL

The ankle, the external mal-
'Uwa leolus, called ] -^ ^, while
"^^

1 KS denotes the heel.

] 1 it f? ''J hurry on alone.

In FuIkImu. An irregular gait

;

to shuffle, to limp, a gait caused by
a tight shoe, a boil, or simUar cause.

it
luvd'

^ From li the old form and A
viiin prefixed, intimating that
which inHueuces man's actions.

.(1^ To alter, to influence ; to act

upon mind, manners, or nature so

as to change them ; to transform

;

the operation of nature ; to convert,

to influence for good; to repeat, to

reform ; to digest ; to transmute, to

melt ; to pass into metempsychosis

;

to barter ; to resolve doubts ; trans-

formed by ; an alteration ; muta-

tion ; metamorphosis.

^ I
changes caused by the sea-

soiKS or air.

?i=f 1
iligi-stion of food.

^ ]
indigestible, disagreeing

with one.

jM;
]

to instruct and improve : the

good effects of example; a

change of heart, for which ^ j

is also used.

Jg, ]
g(X)d manners, improvement

in morals and habits, by ex-

ample or warning.

1 ^ to refonn the people.

I ^ produced by its own change,

as the metamorphoses of hisects

;

used by Budhists for birth with-

out parents {aniqxipadakay as

Bo<lhisatwas are when they ap-

pear on earth.

^ I
the changes of nature, crea-

tion, production, and destruc-

tion ; fate, nature.

if 5^ 1
good luck.

^ 1 royal civilization, the best

of principles.

] ^ a district in the southwest of

Kwangtung near the sea.

1 f^ a? PI be took the form of
a Shaman.

^1 H jff bis virtue daily in-

creases.

J^ 1 * visible change in the ap-

pearance.

|§ j
to melt metals ; to dissolve,

as by acids.

7^ ]
"j^ the ice has thawed.

] _ JQ the operations of nature in

the seasons.

1 i^ "' ^ 1
to beg for Budhist

temples or priests.

\ WLOT 1 IR or
1 ^ 5 to

bum paper and mock money at

the tombs in spring.

I ^ a fate that caimot be resisted.

C j >& "T transformed and
gone ; dead.

] ^ to bum a priest's corpse ; it

also expresses the power of trans-

formation {nirnianakaya), which

every Budha possesses, a sense

which is also expressed by^ ]^ a body capable of trans-

Jinmation.

mi "tt in 1 't is hard to go

against nature.

1 B 5fc 5£ ''^ the sun lightens

up the heavens, said of peaceful

times.

^'^f^^ ] From words and tongue ; an-

ttrt
I

otlier form has 'q' the tongue
I thrice repeated ; the second form,

5>^,> competed of words joined, i. e.

g^ff
I

to unite good words, is obsolete.

/jjca' Words, disctmrse, speech,

\ff
Q^ conversation ; a language

;

to talk, to tell ; to narrate, to speak

well ; to talk loud ; to put to

shame ; to regulate.

|ft ] now it is said, now let us

say ;
— an initial phrase tised in

novels.

^ t$ 1
^ don't understand the

words, I am unacquainted with

that language.

^ 1
-g it's a long story.

/^ ^. ] f I *'>U not speak of it

] ^ JlJ jffc
<ion't speak of that

now, don't bring that up.
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fifc ^ S ^ 1
""liat do«s lie say?

1 ^ ^ ti yoi talk wild, yon

don't talk to the jx)int.

I
gl] a farewell

;
parting words.

^ ]
a lie, a brag, a big story.

^ ]
talkative, iiiipfrtiiiont.

;^ ^ ]
it makes no sense.

/f» f^ 1
improper talk, blarney,

billiiigsgato, bidderdasli.

1 f}» ^ ]
he does not yet tell

it all out.

?* 1 '0 grumble, to mutter at.

1 ^ to talk over old times.

^ ffi ] \entriloquism.

— 1j) 1 "'"^ expression, a phrase.

i 1
'"' fff ]

l"''^! ^^ vulgar

talk ; a patois ; colloquial.

^ ] A to laugh at one.

1^ I
innuendoes, whisperings.

1 ^ OT prosy talk, repetitious.

1 ^ or
I ;(C a topic for con-

versation.

tU 1 ^ ^ the words you speak

are not to the point.

-7" lit J^ 1
I "^o ""*• k»ow the

English language.

In Cantonese. A rumor, an

071 (lit ; a final particle, expressing

doubt.

if ^ feK 1
'* i^ ''aid there are

many robbers.

From pp a jield inclosed and

^^ pencil ; q. il. a field that lias

' been traced around ; the con-

tracted form U common in cheap
books.

pa

nwa ^ picture, a drawing ; a

1
,(30'"~ painting ; a mark, a line ; a

division
;
painted ; to map,

to mark out a plan of.

"~*
h'J 1 °^^ picture or drawing.

tlj 7|C 1 landscape drawings.

1 IE o'" 1 l£ painters, such as

color walls ; the first also means

drawings, elaborate painting.

^ ^ I
to love lo bedeck one's

self; fond of fine clothes.

1^ ]
foreign pictures, engravings.

^ I
photographs, daguerre-

otypes.

lU fe in 1
'li^ ^i*'^^' 's I'ke '^

picture.

1 4£ K^ .£ to draw a snake with

legs, ('. e. exaggeration.

^ '{^
]
you nuist now restrain

yourself; or limit your desires.

] J^ the gray tlirush {LeucocJiop-

teron siiiense) a common song-bird

in southern China ; as is the

^ 1 ^ or white eye-brow

thrush, a sj)ecie8 of Gdrrulox.

1 fifli
•' good painter, an artist.

^ I
a master schemer.

1 ©f il ^ ^ picture cakes don't

satisfy hunger ;
— promises are

not enough.

1 ^"P
""

1 ui^ '" '^'g" one's private

mark or cypher.

1 1^: 1 ife 1 1 # a tiger's

bones are not so easily painted

as his skin ;
— it Ls easier to

learn a man's face than his

heart.

Read hiuah^ To draw a horizon-

tal line ; to mark, to linm ; to line

off, to divide by luies ; to [)aint,

to sketch ; to draw a plan ; to

limit, to devise.

—
I

a line ; in writing, a hori-

zontal stroke of the pencil

;

also, to act by one rule.

^ ]
— incongruous, nut up to

the mark.

1 ife S P,B to miike a rule or

limit for one's self.

1 ^ to contrive, to lay a plan.

1 ;j!2 to draw flowers.

^ I
to designate, to .point off

;

to trace with the finger.

1 jt to draw a line, to stop short,

to go no further.

^ >i? ] how many strokes are'

there — in this character ?

Hi J Frequently written without the
radical on top.

hivd' The western of the five cele-

brated mountains in China,

to and on which sacrifices were

anciently made, lying in Hwa-yiii

hien, ^ [^ j^ southeast of the

capital of Sliensi ; on its highest

peak, called ^ J^ White Tiger

Mt., there is a [K)nd or tarn where

the longevity water-lily grows.

j) Fiom wood and flotcery as the
phonetic.

hwa' A tree found in Manchuria

and Mongolia, a foot or more
through, of whose thick, resinous

bark links and bands for bows and

caps are made ; the wood is curled

and takes a polish, and is em-
ployed in cabinet-ware ; it appears

to be akin to the birch ; in Honaii,

another tree of this name fur-

nishes a bark of which sheds and

houses are rudely constructed.

I ^ Wl'B- birch bark shop.

;} From hand and to measure ; it

i must not be confounded with

', hivoh, 55 to seize.
lava

M/oK ^ trap or pit in which to

take animals ; a gin ; a

noose laid over a pit to catch

wolves.

1 I'S ^ ^ + 1^® f'^ll '"to the

pit.

^ ] a spring-net for birds.

i^ 75 1
*li"t

'^P y°'ir g""^-

Read hwoh^ To seize or hold

by the hand, to secure.

out.

Read hu' To divide, to spread

hwa^

Same as the ,«"«^ or mud-

fish ; a large kind of silure

or cat fish havuig c'uri on the

mouth, and a white pro-

tuberant belly.

.31
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Old soiind, liwnt and gwat. In Canton, wat and wak ;
— in Swaliv

hwak and kok ;
— in Shanghai, wch onrf wah ;

kilt ; — in Amoy, kut ;
•

— in Chifa, hwa.

in Fuhchau,

m.
From icaier and ionc

;

written like tlie next.

hwah Sinoolli, slippery
;

polished

;

*

wet and sludgey ; soapy,

glassy, glairy ; oily and sbiiiing

;

ciiiiiiing, kiiavif;b, flattering; con-

fused, as turbid water ; to slip up.

1^ ]
a slippery (cr wet) patb.

] ^ jii. A [l'''t-] tbasing a man
on a slippery walk ;— you will

not get your debt out of me.

IT — ^ slipped down once.

^ \ brigbt, shining, lustrous, like

a pobsbed surface.

] j^ steatite, soapstone.

I ^ glossy, as a rouged face.

1 |yfi
'' ilistrict ill the north of

Honan on the River Wei.

JJ ]
artful, cunning, tricky.

] P flattering, cajoling; delusive,

as talk ; to gloss over.

1^ j deceptive, to lake one m.

"iS 1 fi^ slipijery. as ice; oily,

soapy, glairy.

1 jfl) keen, sharp, deceitful.

I
;jg a knave, an unscrupulous

fellow.

1 m «
I U ''"^-y. 'iiwddy.

] ii ji or
] }5fc tic slipi^eiy,

niuddv, as the walkin;^.

?lt Vf "1 -^- «
jtf, 15j ] ^ a

smooth-tongued iJlow.

] ]
tl;e appciirance of flowing

water,

j^- JiJ ]
grind (cr rr.b) it i:a:coth.

njir.i,j I

CD (,b:Krv;u.t cvl-.

:}[!
I

the feet do not liavc

^ 1 i "^ an unscrupulous ras-

cal,

fjil 0M 1 Iffi
bedizened and dress-

ed up very gaily.

] ^^ fawning and sycophantic,

as a flatterer.

] j^ to rub smooth, to scrape

clean.

In PeLivgssc. A puliy, f.uch as

is used iu drawing water ; to

wrench, to turn, as a door-knob.

1 _L fill
'•"''" t'l*^ handle.

] ^ a bolt, a thing that acts by
turning in a socket.

In Fuhchau. Free and easy
;

to cook in boiling' water like a

roly-jjoly.

From dorj and bone ; it is often
written like the last, to wliidi

it is 6imil.ar.

rni ijotir.}'.

Jitva
Disorderly ; uncivilized, as

barbarians; artful, cunning, trea-

cherou!', unreliable ; clever, smart,

lying, a.:, children ; to disturb, to

cause trouble, especially internal

commotions ; ibc allusion is to the

I
^' a boneless animal which

i.i fi.bled to get into li.o'ers, and
devour tbcm.

Sjj ]
iirpudent and tricL-y

; a
bhar|;er.

1 Ti'j 'iSi
l'<5 's ^<-''y luieert.'iin

; cs

a Slippery knave.

j^ ] traiUjrous, disloyal.

]
[Iiy; !i scami), a glib ra.scal.

^ '?i 1 Ji ^''" sonthem taraijcs

dit-turb [the kingdom of] Hia.

7 Its
,lnca

rom ^ stone and J^ .slippery

contracted ; sometimes used for

its primitive.

A mineral, talcose slate or

soapstone ; lard-slone, polstone,

steatite.

] ^ J- ^ kind of feldspathic

mineral containing magnesia,

used in the porcelain manufac-

ture.

Jiwa

Also read hwoh.

Obstinate, perverse, in which

sense it is the same as fJ

;

stupid and mulish ; to mis-

match ; a cord or rope.

^ ]
disobedient, opposed to.

1 ^a 'o ''^ together (or ally) wh.il

cannot agree, as n cow and a

camel drawiiig a plow.

1 %MW])K It tli« tilps aie

broken find the ico is melted ;
—

all is o\er.

lixva

The noiso of tearing silk,

] ftjf
~^ S ''* ripl'i'ig sound.

]
Pj!^ cut open his lip, as Iv

a fall.

$1 ^ tr Ji 1
^'<5 •'»" agaii'.st

a iinil and ripped a hole in his

skirt.

JSI^ A rcptilo with four feet, di;-

ni [^ D scribed as found in inai-sbfc.4,

,hwa resciTihling a snake and hav-

ing Nvings, which feeds oa

fish ;
tills brief description m:iy

obscurely iiidic::to an animal akin

to t!io I'tcrodactyl, but the basilisk

lizard is more [)robably ijitended;

it makts a noise like cli-yu.
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Old sounds, bwa and gwat. In Canton, wai j
— in Swatow, hwai ;

— in Amoyr^*^ > — "» Fuhchau, hwai ;
—

in Shanghai, wa and we ;
— in Chi/u, hwai.

^"m

%

From heart and to hide in ; the

contracted form is common in

clieup books and writing.

To cherish kindly in the

heart, to dwell on, to think

i"^!'^'^ of ; 10 embrace ; to come to,

as iu returning to a parent

;

to cling to, as one's home ; to pnt

in the bosom ; to cany in the

womb : to comfort, to favor ; to lay

by, to board, to store up ; to harbor,

to bring on one's self; to remem-

ber against one ; to ba tranquil

;

tranquillity; the affection:', the

heart, the bosom, the lap ; wounded

feelings ; selfish, private ; occurs hi

the names of many places.

I ^ to think of, to long for.

] ^^ to think upon vhtue; to

esteem virtue.

] A to remember o:ie.

] )}n
or ) ^ pregnant ; to be

with child.

^ 1 f§ fC t-o tl'ro"' 'iff care and

take a jolly cup.

'^
I

to relax the muid, to forget

care.

] ^^ a letting us hear their

fine notes ; — an konical phrase.

] ^ to carry or hug, as a nurse

does a babe.

^ -iS 1 ^ to esteem, to cherish

kindly.

] m, to seek selfish ends.

Hi%JS^#.i ]
at three

years it can leave its parents'

arms.

^ ^ 'f' ]
yt>u placed me in

your breast.

can he be called huuiano who
keeps his pearl in his bosom, and

lets the country go to ruin ?

1 nid 1 ftii
perfect rest, sorrow

all relieved.

J^ •=
IJlJ 1

I think of lum and

am grieved.

1 "IK to cherish resentment, to

bear iUwill towards.

^ 1 'PJ ifj
l"" carried (or con-

cealed) a sharp knife.

'C* 1 ^ ^fti
'"5 cherishes evil de-

signs.

W 1 'jv llf ' ^^^'^ nobody to

unbosom myself to.

] JSJIJ to reach, as home ; to get

back, as to a family.

fSj J£ ^ 1
what's the use of

thinking of him f

^ ^ S 1
there is nothing it

does not embrace or contain.

M 4*' T" 1 't measurably meets

my views.

'5* 1 "'' JJ^ 1
the bosom, the

feelings, the aftections.

1 16 Sb to conceal a dreadful

secret ; to scheme evil.

ii M 1 ^ I watch every wind,

anxioasly thinking — of your

return.

From 4PC clothes and ^ all or

jls demon ; they are both ori-

> f;inal forms and synonyms of the
last ; in tlieir only use as primi-
tives, they impart somewliat of

their sense to several of the com-
pound characters.

To carry in the sleeve, or hide

hi one's bosom ; to hold under the

arm ; to wrap, to conceal ; a sack,

a fob.

tjiwai

Jiwai

An umbelhferous plant,
| §

of which the leaves are fra-

grant ; it is a species of diU

or Anetlmm, and also called

^ |j^ m^ the sweet thread vege-

table ; it is also written '^ ^, and

ill the Pan Ts'ao is described more

like fennel {Fceniculum)
;
probably

both dill and fennel are included.

From wood and devil, but the
jilionetic is explained as denoting

1^ to cherish because tliis tree is

remembered by people.
Jitvai

1

A leguminous tree, common in

the northern provinces, a sort of

locust (Styp/inolobiiim [or Sophora]

Japonichm) grown for its wood and

shade ; an ancient ruler heard com-

plaints under it ; the blossoms are

used to dye imperial yellow, and

mixed with other things to make a

green ; the seeds are enveloped in a

juice, which preserves them from

freezing, and the jiods remain on the

tree till the new leaves sprout ; at

Canton, this name is given to the

Cassia alala, which resembles it in

general appearance.

^ ] three oflBcers in the Oheu
dynasty.

a tree whose wood is de-

scribed as able to produce fire by

friction, and therefore called the

I
>^ the fire locust

;
perhaps a

kind of ebony.

J^ ]
the Robinia amara, whose

roots are used in dysentery.

I ^ a poetical name for the fourth

moon.

1 ^C ^ dried hops, so called in

commerce.

1 ^ ^ ft ^ It when the

locust flowers, students are very

busy — with their examination

at the autumn tripos.

From water and good.

A lai'ge stream which drains

the provinces of Honan and

Nganhwui, flowing into Hung
tsih lake ; its waters now reach the

Yangtez' Eiver through the Grand
Canal ; an even, equable flow, like

this river.

1 ^ 2l^ ^ we came seeking the

tribes on the Hwai.

^ ]
the region between the Yel-

low and th(! Yangtsz Elvers in

Kiangsu and Nganhwai.

Jiwai
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i
hum

From earlh and hiding.

Going or gone to rain ; to

spoil, to injure, to perish, to

destroy ; dilapidated, broken

down of itself, fallen into ruins

;

ijijured, spoiled, rotten, useless

;

hence in Canton, sometimes heard

as a slang word for dead.

^ I
dissipated, vicious, gone to

the bad.

igjt 1
broken, useless, unusable.

] S '& •'•' depraved, seared con-

science.

]
j' spoiled; bad, as a" worn out

harness.

1 -J* or
I ,5p an ill-mannered

child.

^ I
rotten, carious ; dead-rot.

^ ^ 1 /ti I iiay t>e likened to

this decayed tree.

JK; ] a clu-onic diarrhea, an incur-

able bowel complaint.

J^ ] worn out, broken down ; in

ruins.

j(J
and ] are opposites, good,

bad ; useful, nselcss.

^ 1 mildewed ; broken down, ut-

terly ruined.

fijt 1 ^ ^ you Lave si^iled my
aflairs

;
you are a mariJot.

^ I
to injure by meddling, to

put out of order.

] fr o""
1 l£ con-upt actions,

evil thoughts; depraved.

<^ >&^J Also read waP

J^ A wide room.

hwai^
] ]

high and light, sr a

palace hal].

Jitvan

Old sounds, bwim, kvnm, gwan, kon, and gon. In Canton, wan, fiin, un, and On ; — in Swalow, hwan, wan, bwam, man,

and 1°
;
— in Amoy, hwau, wan, hian, and kw'an ;— in Fuhchau, hwang, kwang, kw'ang, wang, wong, and

hang ;
— in Shanghai, hw6°, kwe", wo", and wi° ;

— in Chi/u, hwan and wan.

] f^ the clamor of the market- XtS -A wild beast with claws,

place. cTa5^ which has a row of bristles

1 "K a cry ofjoy, a cheering cry. Jiuxin along the back like quills,

1 IfJE^ to cheer and cry out <J'e
1 It, a sort of por-

to the passengers.

1 ^ acclamations and greetings.

i'rom a breathing and flourish-

ing ; it is nearly synonymous with

kw'an^ fli pleased.

Joy expressed by the voice
;

jolly, merry, glad, frolicksome,

jocund
;

pleased, gratified ; to re-

joice, to gladden
;
pleased with.

/^ ] to entertain, to make merry

with friends.

ft' ^ 1 #. ^ '^" yoii I'ke him?

how do you like it?

]
jj^i a inerry, gleeful heart.

] 5c ^ Si extravagant joy and

rejoicing.

) ^ a happy face.

I H or 1 1^ or 1 ^ highly

delighted, merry.

] fQ the Earl Joy ;
— a poetical

nam'^ for wine.

1^ ^ 1 T ^^ horse runs very

fast.

1 # UL I* 6^ liopP'ng and

scamjx'ring about for joy.

/^ ] ^ "^ they are now not

on speaking terms.

5"djf To bawl, to vociferate; to

cp*^ rouse, to stimulate by the

^hican voice or cheering words

;

pleasing, joyful tidings, in

which it is like the last /

fhwan

A badger, the ^^ ] , which

is found in Shansi, Sz'ch'uen,

' Chihli, and elsewhere ; it

has dun colored, coarse, long

hair, and the skins are u.sed

for cushions.

Ig ] a blackish colored, and

perhaps another variety of the

badger.

j^ ] a name applied to beaver

skins, but the animal is not cer-

tain.

^ ^ I
an animal "able to rise and

.: fight on its haunches, which,

^-' when forced to do by its foes, the

^: Indian badger {Miles collaris)

• will do.

ta^^ A gentle, tractable horse ; a

()*9^ horse frisking.

^/lwali \ ^ ;t Si liaPPy' peace-

able people, — as they were

in the days of Shun.

]
I® a noted criminal, Hivan Tfu,

who lived in the days ot Shim.

cupuie found in Shensi, which

the Chinese assert to be herma-

phrodite.

I j^ an old name of a district in

the eastern part of Kansuh, a-

monjT the nomad.s.

From to go and to stare at ; tlie

contracted form is not sanctioned

by tlie dictionaries ; also read

i^lian and s/i">, when used as an

adverb or conjunction.

^hican To return, to revert to, to

j/kw come back ; to recompense
;

to repay, to cancel, as a

debt ; to regard, to look at, to give

attention to ; to look back ; to sur-

round, to revolve , a return ; agile,

light ; as an advefb, still, further-

more, even to this ; now, forthwith
;

as a conjunction, and, also ; when

repeated, answers to either — or.

1 ^ <"
1 ^ '<' return home.

] ^ to repay a blow, to strike

back.

]
jpjl to thank the gods.

1 o'' fit 1 ^ indemnify, to

make good a loss.

fig-
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m 1 W Afc<6^'4ifyou
had come into my house on your
return, my heart would have
been relieved.

JJ^ ]
I have received them back.

•^ ]
paid up in full.

Ji fS ] ^ f$ again another
shower

!

I S H f@ tbree more are wanted.

I
.^ they are still here.

1 ^ ^ If why did you not

come sooner ? why has he not

yet come ?

10 1 M tlie king said, Let us
go home.

) ;j£ it is yet extant ; be is still

here.

^mm 1 :t 95 # is it to be
done this way or that way ?

[g ] to return whence he came.

-f" i \ ^ what a nimble fellow

you are '?

1 IK *-^ &i^® "• price, to make an
offer for.

] ^ to return a visit.

which do you prefer, the elder

or younger brother "!

^ 1 to answer, as a letter.

WH^ 1 ^ I shall have better

luck next time.

1 $ b" jS the return chariot

will go on.

I X 01"
1 H to pay "P a debt.

I M '° verify a sum or account.

1 ^ ?^ lie is very tardy, be
still has not returned (or arisen).

>b^ ] ^ *ii< M -1 for heart

ailments you nuist apply (or

turn to) heart remedies.

1 ^ ^^K double-dyed clothes.

f^ M ] <& nobody will ever
regret him.

;^ I
and >j» | refer to the

solstices.

1 ^ or
J li •§ 5|c restored to

health
; come back to life, as it

were.

In Fuhchau. To bid, to offer a
lower price for ; to yield.

Bead ^siilen. To revolve.

j^ 1 ^ 3^ they revolve by
their apjwinted rules ; the first

two characters referring to a

circle.

"I^PH From yem and to stare
; it is often

cjtj^ interchanged with iwan J^" a,

'
hivan

^^^"^1 ^^^ occurs used for the
s last and next.

Originally a stone ring cut

out for an armlet ; a ring of any
sort, a circlet, a bracelet ; an open
punctuation mark ; a sandy beach

;

to enckcle, to surround ; to go
around.

[gl
I

an ear-ring ; as ^ j^ 1

may be applied to an ear-ring of

three links.

] ^ to encircle, to environ.

HW^ 1
round and well turned

as a ring ; — said of polished,

courteous speech.

^ ]
to run into the noose, to

hang one's self

Ul ?K 1 IS the hills and streams

encircle the spot.

I 1^ to look around.

1 f^ ^ district a^ong the moun-
tauis in the east of Kansuh on
a branch of the River King.

1 Jl PT Pf tlie ringing giidle

or chatelaine ornaments
;
juigles.

^ j^ I
the chain and bar puzzle.

^ i^ ^D I ;p ^ his feelings

(or heart) is hke a ring, and
will not alter.

3^ S M 1 heaven's law works
itselfaround in time ;— scil. the

mills of the gods grind slowly.

|tt|
^ Like tlie preceding.

An iron or gold ring; a

^ I finger-ring ; a link. The
second form also means an

ancient weight of 6| taels, a

^ or ten ^, used in the

Han dynasty ; a hundred

Jiuxin were at another time

reckoned to weigh only three catties

or 48 taels, which shows its varia-

bleness.

m
Jiivan

P5 I
a ring to close a door.

^ I
bracelets, bangles.

^ ^H 1 a gold finger-ring.

S f^ W 1 fined him a hundred
Jiwan,—about a miiee in weight.

kpu l From a cirruit and to gaze, as

( \^\ '^ refen-ing to the canopy or body
- ! of the heavens ; it is like the
^Moan last two, and often read ii/uen, and

used for U a ball.

To revolve : to encircle, to

environ, to go around ; to start, to

look alarmed; a chcle; a ball;

round, complete.

1 l§ P^ he inclosed the bridge
gate.

1 i a prison wall.

I f$ to circulate around a center,

said of tlie stars.

1 a a term for a copper cash.

5C T 1 M M )^ the whole
mass of people will rise and look

around in dread.

•'t^! A wall around the palace ; a

iS^ circuit ; the emperor's domaui
^/nvan or park.

I
^ the world.

I ^ in the emperor's.jurisdiction.

;g I
the palace or its inclosuig

wall.

1 j^ an old name of Ma-yih hien

•^ &M '" the northern part of
Shausi in Ta-tuna; fu.

A wall aroimd a market place

;

the gate to it.

ji I ^ W throughout all

the entrances and thorough-

fares of the mai-ket.

W[ When read (hiien, the name of a
state.

Jiivcm Ingenious, expert, nimble
;

clever at contrivances ; in

very early times, name of a fief

orsniall state.

] "[4 expert, ready at.

I ^ alert, li\ely, nervous.

U^MM 1 ^ Ah, you wish
to honor me as a smart fellow !
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L

Like tlie iast in the sense of

i^nf liasty, quick ; a short flight,

hwan like a sparrow's.

] fj^ ^ ^ ^ see its quick

jerks ; bow the kingfisher then

flies off I

^PP Anything to bind with ; to

(/|j^ bind around, to cord up, to

^fiwan tie ; to environ or gird ; the

rope of a flag to tie it to the

staff.

•ISt ] © ^ l^c go* ii'" * noose

and finisiied (hung) himself

fel is >^ 1
''t*' rainbow encircles

the heavens.

Jt^ A wall in front of one ; an

c4;^!j inclosing wall.

Jitvan 1 JJf >f ^ the four walls

are quietness itself; viet. utter

poverty, destitution.

,M^ To dress the hair in a knot

i^S^ on the top of the head, as the

Jiimn ancient Chinese did, secur-

ing it w ith rings to the pin ; a

tuft, a knob, a knot, like a Tao

priest; met. li ill-tops.

j[g ]
the distant misty hills.

^ ]
the bright green lulls.

^ I
falling tresses.

ii ] a a)iffiire done up in style,

as a lady's.

gg I
a maid-servant who has

been bought ; a slave girl.

1^ ] a flowery, ornamented coif-

fure, y

•rtj Also read syuen.

^By^SC The murrauring noise of a
Jiimn rapid cuiTent.

Jg ] the flow of a stream

;

water flowmg, as in a sluice.

^—^ From woml and to fill ; occurs

('P^l used for |^, the soap-berry.

fican \ jjgj; iiaving lea^•es like the

willow and a white bark ; the

Sapindus, or its hard black seeds,
|

used for beads ; sign-bo.irds upheld i

by stone posts before a hong
;

pil-
}

lars or stone tablets before a grave

;

planks and posts put inside of a I

grave to prevent it caving in

;

IX)sts to steady the coflin when

lowering it ; q title applied to de-

funct warriors and statesmen of

renown, who had great ix)wer;

mournful ; name of a king of Tsi,

B.C. C85, who reigned 43 years, and

swayed the empire under the em-

peror Hwui wang ^, J of the

Chen.

1 ^ tablet pillars erected at

the graves -of great men.

] ]
martial valor ; sorrowful

^ ]
to get on with difiiculty;

^"'' ^ 1 ^ ~r ttic^ns conver-

sant with, at home in.

K 1 M ^ remain a few days
— and look abont you ; a Pe-

king phrase, where it denotes

resting, tarrying, to visit.

1 ®. supports for a prince's cof-

fin when interring it ; — an old

custom.

lll"^
A high hill, when compared

hwaii

with a small one neai- it, or

as seen beyond it.

f t' A vegetable allied to the ce-

( ^J. Icry, whose root or leaves

Jiwan are used in preparuig a de-

tergent to clean the face or

hands.

Fiom gem and to offer.

A sort of tfiblet or scepter

^xvcm anciently held by dukes as a

badge of r.ank ; trappings of

a liorse.

M

\ 1^^ From a covering and original i

.[ » iis !i primitive it is mostly used as
^l" a plioiietic.

ii-an

To finish, to conclude ; com-

pleted, finished, done well,

and thus often becomes merely a

sign of the past tense, though it

occasionally pn-cedes the verb;

paid up, settled ; finally, wholly,

entirely ; used up, all gone.

] @ well-made, strong.

] A an estimable, perfect man,
a finished man.

] ^ all is made ready.

I 32 the work is done, the job is

finished.

I j^± closed, settled, as a law

case ; similar to | f'^ com-
pleted, not to be reopened.

^ ] they are all used up.

] ^ all is brought to a conclu-

sion.

1 ^ the account is balanced.

]
"j* done, ended, got through.

1$ I
sjx)ken ; I've no more to

say, I've done speaking.

fe ?§ ^ 1 uiy clothes are short

and worn out, I am in great chs-

tress.

In Shanghai. Used as an ad-

verb of intensity when follow ing an
adjective.

^ ^ K 1
'"s face is very \v\\c.

^ ] disagreeable, as a person

;

unpleasant, as an aflair.

i
ti^ Lime and varnisli nii.Ked and

TC ground up for lacker or paint

;

^ivan the name of an ancient im-

plement for weighing.

Jiwan

X

From horse and ten, a combiiin-
tion which the etymologists my
should mean a Ijorse ten ye.irs oM,
and they therefore derive it fiom

.^ liorse and $1^ io fetter con-
tracted.

A colt one yeai- old, or in its

first year.

To be distinguished from J\i, all,

«itli wliich it W.1S at lirst synnny-
nious ; the form refers to the

""""
ease witli which round tilings

are rolled about,

Anythuig spherical or that can

be rolled ; a pill, a jiellet, a small

ball 5 forced-meat balls ; a bullet

;

a nodule.

^ ]
a metlicinal pill.

j^ ] to swallow a pill.

1^ ]
pills inclosed in wax, as is

done with those containing fra-

grance.

^ 1
a ball ; whence gf 1 jt ife

a little region, a small spot, a

mere dot.
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^ 1 ^ or JU ^ 1 a to roll

pills,

jfd j to concoct pills,

j^ ]
lumpy, concreted ; to form

lumps.

fe ffi 1 1
'li** I'i"*-'^ '"""^ ^'^^

grow symmetrically, alluding to

their boles as seen in a row.

^-t-f To shed tears abundantly.

i/vL m ] m M w m ti^e

^tniii tears coursed down like

rivulets of rain.

^ Jt From silk and a pill as the

phonetic.

White; unsullied and lustrous,

as white silk
;

plain, not

figured ; fine, close, as a

fabric.

1 ^ silk fans or screens.

I
'^ ^ '^ a fellow with white

silk breeches, a rich fool.

tJC ] fine, evenly wove ;
— a weav-

er's term, alluding to the uni-

form te.xtnre of ice.

jit' A sedgy plant, called | '^,

y*L '^^ whoso leaves mats can be

^u•ml made ; it seems to be allied

to the Iris or Orchis, but is

doubtless different from the

next.

It^ A tough kind of sedgy grass,

([ijil fit for weaving into mats in

j«t(« the month of October; this

and ^ may denote the same

plant, but this is probably rather

a sort of JuiKus or Cyperus, as it

has no blossoms.

Read ^clhii. Luxuriant foliage;

ai)plied also to a labiate plant.

^f|CI^ Another form of ^ a mat-grass,

U /l^ but it is not much used.

'Itiran ^'(j smile; looking pleased.

(^t^ Krom hand and to finish as the

^-fT phonetic.

'Jiw.iit To rub or polish as gems

;

to work in stones ; to strike,

to beat

V7t
c »,

'/avail

To wa.sh and cleanse ; to

bathe ; to purify one's self

;

a decade, be''au.se in the

T'ang dyna.sty, this bath

took place tbrici; a month
;

the feet ; the fir.sl is speciallj"

the name of a • ti earn where

the beautiful Si-shi "pf jfjg lived, the

1 t!'" M'" Chchkiaug; also of the

smaller ] ^ -^, and of another

river in Sz'ch'uen.

I ^ to wash clothes.

] jjjc to bathe.

I Jj^ to purify, to cleanse the

heart.

tf^ ) 'fji asbestos cloth, which

can be cleaned by fire.

pfi ] the middle decade of the

month.

(fctitf^ Bright, as as(ar; arrived at

RTC maturity, as fruit ; smooth,

'wan even, as a well-planed board
;

a fine rolling eye ; to look

around ; beautifully formed

or molded.

BS 1 S )^ the clear, melodious

warble, as of the oriole or mainab.

] ]
to look at carefully.

] ^ ^^ brilliant that Herd-

boy shines

!

W 1 S IK [the russet pear]

with its fruit so bright.

C >>J» Like the preceding.

J-yii Bright, lumhious, as a star

;

"'"' the ancient name of Ngan-

king, the capital of Ngan-

hwui ; there was a small fief

of this name during the Cheu

dynasty, so called from a Ml.

Hwan
] [i| near it ; sometimes

applied to the province, in the

terras
] ^ and

1 J^]^, which

denote the region south and north

the Yangtsz' Eiver.

C|-«^X» Nearly sjnionymous with the

'wan Light, luminous ; clear, pure,

as water ; al^o (rroneously

used with the last, as tl;e designation

of Nganhwui province.

(^Jt/ From si/k anil c.onnectiny as

•v^^t: 'he phonetic.

'hmm Slow, tardy ; leisurelj-, lax
;

easily, gradually, gently; in

a safe or easy condition ; to delay,

to dawdle, to neglect, to let things

take I heir o«n \\v,\ ; indifferent

to; to retard; to tie things loosely.

1 and ^ are o])] osites, slow—
fast ; adverse .— prosjjerous

;

the good and the evil of

1 ^ iti 5S hel[iing one another

in straits, as shopmen lending

to each other.

^ nj" ] it admits of no delay;

voii must not jnit it off'.

JE ] needle.ss delay
;

procrasti-

nating,

jg ]
remiss, late, behindhand.

T&.^ 1
'^''® '^OP^ ""^''^ '^^^'^ enough,

/. c. « ill not be injmed.

1 i^ ?J^ T ^'^ '*' Ift'overing slowly,

it is reviving again.

^f, 1
la>!}', negligent.

^ \
to feel easy, self-indulgent,

not s'rict.

1 $ '^ $ 'o "'''Ik slowly, and

not tile yourself more than if

you rode.

^ ]
not pressing, easy with ; to

, act kindly towards, as a debtor.

1 1 flff fr leisurely and care-

fully, as in walking.

I
£ ;^ f-j'

contiive to delay the

apjiroach of the troops ;wif?. to

gain by delay, as in paying a

debt.

Cy^|r^ 1 Vromfsit and tasi/-</oin(/^ alhid-

ing to its .'Ingjii^liness ; the first

form is comniuiicst.SlTt

'hwan

A sixicies of tench, with

dark green fins, and stout

ventral and dorsal fins,

the Lcuciscns .'del/a.

'., 1 another s];eeies (Leuciseus

piceus), has no cirri, and the la-

teral line is white.

. ^ I
the red fin tench (Z/«t-

cisciis ciirriailuf), has jagged fins,

a tapering head, and a green

body ; all these species are com-

mon at Canton.
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1 i From heart and to stri/tt) on, as

w-rJ cash ; but the etymologists give

'""
, Pd, which is another form of Bg

nwan clamor, as the primitive, refer-

ring to distress penetrating the

heart ; occurs nsed for the next.

Evil, tribulation; distress, misfor-

tune, grief, affliction ; sad ; vexed

;

feartnl ; to sorrow for or with ; to

be afflicted, grieved for.

jjig ]
a calamity, an affliction.

^ ]
subsequent misfortune.

1^ ^ ]
to escape future evil con-

sequences.

] ^ a distressing malady ; to be

taken sick.

I 3^ St| iHf ^'^^'^ *^^ ^^ fi* '^^

on liim.

jg I
to escape impending evil,

to avoid calamity.

1 H ;i 4* i" ti"^ ™'*^'' °^ •liffi"

cullies.

1 •?§ 1 ^ hard to obtain it and

hard to lose it, — as money.'

>& 1 '^ my heart sorrows for them.

(pj' ] j^ ^ why do you lament

iti

S ^ ^ 1 Pi'^e] rearing a tiger

to make yourself trouble.

^ 1 ^ © 1 ^ ^ ^ don't

sorrow because you have no

rank, but because you have no
fitness for it.

fi From wood and sorrow as the

plionetic.

Name of a tree, a species of

soai)-berry or Sapindus, whose

black seeds are used for rosaries by

priests to drive off demons, which

are believed to fear its odor ; their

pulpy skin is used as a detergent.

^1^3^ soap-berry beads.

^^> >
"I
From a slietler and an officer ;

^5
I

'''* second form is obsolete.

^ - ^One who serves; a servant

4|m I

"'^ '^'*' crown
;

a dignitary,

ll-I*^ J cither real or titular.

1^ I
officials ; statesmen.

^ j one of the gentry, a
village ruler.

1 ^ "f M * scion or cadet of an
honorable family.

f§ 1 or ] ^or
] 1^ eunuchs,

Z^ who are palace courtiers, cham-

j^ berlains, or domestics.

] ^ ^ ^ his official perquisites

J*
are insufficient.

ft 1 fr ^ the temporary resi-

le dence of a government function-

k ary.

] ^ an officer who goes from

home to his post.

') From disease, and excellent as

the phonetic; the dictionary reads

it twan^j but the usage has
/iwan^ changed.

Sick, ailing, looking ill.

HI ]
partially palsied ; numbness,

as in torpid circulation ; incipient

paralysis, especially in the legs.

From a pig and a phonetic.

To feed pigs and dogs with

prepared grain ; to bait ; to

befriend, to make presents in

order to get friendly favor
;

to bribe. •

I ^ to rear; to support by

charity, as foimdlings ; to help.

_y TfJJ I ;^ allured him with the

hope of some advantage.

gifts and food to our neighbors is

simply to support them— against

ourselves.

^ ]
grass and grain, i.e. domestic

animals ; the first word refers to

horses and cattle which oat hay,

the latter to pigs and dogs.

,#^-* ) It was originally supposed to re-

' ' present two triangles in'.e. looked.

hwari

n
hwari' Mutual deception ; what im-

poses on one, sleight ofhand ; ma-

gic ; a trick, a dream or apparition,

whatever deludes the sight ; deceit

;

deceptive, unreal ; to transform so

as to deceive ; changeable.

^ ] empty appearances.

] ^ magical arts, like table-

turning.

^ ]
visions, dreams ; mirealities.

^ ^ ^ ] to lie and brag is the

part of a trickster ; to impose

on by tricks.

1 fk. changes, as of nature

;

signs, tokens, as of a storm.

1 1^ visionary things, like dis-

sohing views.

I ^ magical changes, metamor-

pliosts.

jtf;
'[j!f ^ ]

the world is as a

cliuiigiiig show.

I-^I > From inc/osure and a pif/ in it,

\^\w referring to its use.

hwuii' A sty ; a privy, a retiring

place.

J From to yo and officer as the»^3 Fn

JIM.
>•'••

hwMi' To flee, to escape from ; to

avoid.

] ^ to run away.

?i ^ pT 1 y°" cannot elude the

laws.

f^ ^ i^ Pf 1
J'ou cannot es-

cape [the just reward of] your

misdeeds.

Eead hvan' To go, to reach ; to

revolve, to change and turn around.

' Composed originally of ff to

raise the hands placed nnder ^
hwan' preeminent contracted ; its use

as a primitive is mostly as a

phonetic.

Gradually growing larger
;

excellent ; at ease, leisurely ; co-

lored, gay ; to take one's pleasure.

B^ j bright, lustrous.

il ^ 1 iS ^°^* beautiful and

accomplished, as a lady ; how de-

lightful 1 — as a garden.

W \ ^ M ^ ramble about

when you are at leisure.

-^
] ^ ^ a beautiful, spacious

room, much ornamented.

PJ|'
From month and excellent ; the

last was once used for it.

hwan' To call out, to hail one, to

call for ; to invite ; to bid, to

order, intimating a certain degree

of authority ; to name, to designate.

Pj
I
or PJf 1 to call, to order.

^ I
to send at a call, to employ.
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jljj^ ]
"^ the pigeon cries for the

rain, as its cooing is greater

before a shower.

] gg a barber's clang ; it is a long

steel fork made like pincers,

and trilled with a nail.

^ I ^ ^ a head-servant, a

butler.

1 ^ ^ the beauty's call, is a

hand-drum with rattles, which

flower-peddlers twirl.

^ 1 H i^ her name is called

San-t'ao.

1 fife jh ffi 'ell him to stop.

1 S Ms ^ '° awaken men from

their delusions and errors, as a

preacher should.

»' Elegant, colored.

] j/^ variegated, omament-

hwan' ed with colors, as an embroid-

'ered robe.

> Resplendent, brilliant ; the

brightness of fire.

hwan' ^ I
brilliant, lustrous.

] @ agreeable to the eye,

view.

I ^ it ^ X ^ how elegant

it is I in fine style.

^ ^ —.
3|)f

how new and fine it

is I— as a new suit of clothes.

1^ J From hand and excellent

phonetic.

the

kwcui . To remove, to change about

with the hand ; to exchange,

to interchange ; to barter ; to com-

mute; to move and alter, as in

arranging the things in a room.

1 f|l to transpose ; to exchange.

] ^ altering for the season ; i. e.

changing the olBcial uniform

twice a year, about the first of

May and November.

I
to send back, as bad silver.

^if ] to swap ; to exchange even.

Q ]
I agree to change it— if

bad, as a dollar.

^ ]
changed as wanted ; a mo-

ney-changer's sign.

|ffi ^ 1
I'll not take it back,

ffl PI ^ 1
or ;f ^ 1

it will

not be exchanged after you have

, taken it away.

^ -f- ^ 1
gold is exchanged

at fifteen — for silver.

^ ^ ^ 1
to exchange gold

and silver by weight.

] ^ change [this dollar] into

copper cash.

1 M to exchange cards — and

become sworn friends.

] >^ a thorough change in one,

as at conversion.

Bfc I
to make in another style.

I ^ to make a betrothal, by ex-

changing horoscopes.

1 PI i^ *•" change one's profes-

sion or calling.

fii ^ la 5l ^ ^ 1
gold can-

not seduce the repentant prodi-

gal to retain to vice.

t*^i
The knee-jomt.

TC 1 "M* ^^^ bones under the

hwan' knee-pan, the joint.

i^ * ^ small upper branch of the

\jf>i K- H"ai in th« east of Ho-

himn' nan, south fi'om K'ai-fung fu,

which flows first mto the

River Wo; to spread abroad, to

expand, to dissipate ; dispersed

;

sweUing waters ; the 59th diagram

denoting dispersion, as of wind and

water.

^ jJC 1 1
the rivers are full.

^ ] I
.^ their waters are broad

and swelling.

1 in elegant, variegated.

^ J® ^J 1
^^^ connection seems

as if severed, referring to the

prosperous omens of the dy-

nasty.

'p^y To put on armor; to brace

on, as a helmet.

hwan' ^g ^ 1 ^ to prepare

one's arms and put on mail.

Read men. To strip.

1 ^ ffi A # 8£ lie rolled up

his clothes and exposed his legs

and arms.

ring•a;.^S,' From ^L carriage and

Jt^i coutractod.

hwan^ Tho ptmishment cf pulling a

criminal in pieces by chariots

drawing him asunder ; it wa« once

used in Chinai
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Old sounds, hung, knng, and gnng. In Canton, wong and fong ;
— in Swatow, hwang, kw'ang, and kwang ; — «n Atnoy,

houg and k'ong ;
— in Fuhchau, hwong and wong ;

— in Shanghai, wong and hwong ;
— in Chi/u, liwang.

Jiwang

From \\\ streams and Ci ^^^t ;

it is now merged in tlie next,

and used cliieHv as a primitive
;

it occurs interchanged with '|%

hurried.

A watery waste ; to reach,

to get to.

Xifmiii^^ 1 i, Hea.
ven created a high mountain

/or Tai-wang to go and occupy,

referring to his fief of Pin ^])

in Shensi.

, , ,^ From plants and a watery waste
l|j* as tlie phonetic.

^iwang WUd, barren, waste ; unpro-

ductive, deserted ; neglected

;

without restraint, reckless, with

neglect ; very ; empty, void ; un-

ripe, blasted; a jungle, a moor,

wilds, heath ; a famine, dearth of

;

to overshadow, to magnify ; Xn)

nullify, to frustrate.

1
a wilderness, a

with

1 Sf or

desert.

] ^ aborigines, wild tribes,

] 3ffi bushy, overgrown

brushwood ; weedy.

I ^ to fall into disuse ; to dis-

regard ; old, in desuetude ; in-

termitted, as a busHiess.

^ ]
out of practice, forgotten it.

] ^ incoherent, incredible, un-

trustworthy, deceptive.

I ill obsolete; to neg^ct one's

duty.

1 ^ a year of scarcity, dearth.

7 ^ ^ I
you need not, be

anxious about the means of

living.

] ^ utterly empty, as a deserted,

ruined house.

1 ?^ JS JC lo totally neglect

public duties, as by hunting
and following women.

3^ 1 5i '"general, the purport

of, a synopsis.

] ^ to set aside, to frustrate.

Wi \ "Ht ^ he neglected his

duties for his pleasures.

] ^ to make important.

^ 1 iJl "fit
^''<3 times are [as

peaceable] as the wastes were

after the flood.

^ iS 1 t ye*'' *^er year I am
so unfortunate and ruined.

Similar to the last.

Grain not ripening ; it, is

immature and therefore emp-

ty-eared.

g"
H-g* 1 all the fruit is

blasted ; none has ripened—
this season.

Jiwang

Ml
.hwang Silk tangled, which is to be

drawn out to find the clue.

From silk

phonetic.

and a waste as the

FiomJlesh and to die,

f I J The space between the heart

Jiwang ^^^ diaphragm ; the vitals

;

it probably refers to the re-

gion of the aorta.

^ ^ ^ 1
the disease has en-

tered the vitals ; this expression

usually indicates an incurable

consumption.

~1 *_^ Blood ; it is used in connec-

fJjJL tion with animals, an omen
hwang is mentioned ofa sheep butch-

ered that had no blood.

I ^ the blot)d-|x>ol ;
— it may

denote the aorta and vena cava.

Originally composed of g self

and ]J to rule, meaning the

Jiwang self-ruler or first rulers, referring

to the ^ 1 three rulers, (Fuh-
hi, Shiu-nung and Hwangti) who
ruled by their own virtue ; it is

now composed of Q white and

T. ruler, and is defined by J^

resplendent, as J^ f^ i§ j^
perfect virtue is glojiously res-

plendent ; it occurs used for j^
and tho two next.

High, great, exalted ; supreme,

heaven-like, honorable
; imperial,

august ; an autocrat, a sovereign,

an emperor, who owes allegiance

only to Heaven, as the Chinese

think only their own ruler does
;

he alone combines in himself all

power in civil, military, religious,

and judicial matters, and there

can in the nature of things be only

one such vicegerent acknowledged

on earth ; it was assumed first

by Tsin Chi Hwangti, b. c. 227
;

heaven ; applied to deceased

parents and to Budha ; excellent,

superior; to put to rights, to act

right ; to go and come ; bright

;

rapid
;

grand, admirable.

1
l&or

1 ±0'-^ 1 "r5c 1

His Majesty, not used hi direct

address.

1 ^C ^'S^ Heaven, the azure

empyrean ; often used as a

petition. Good Heavens I

] ^ Jl "i}?
the imperial Shangti,

or 5. 1 _t ^ Yuh-hwang
Shangti, the highest of the gods.

^ ] imi)erial Earth,— worshiped

by the Emperor; also, the pa-

lace, the Forbidden Citv, inside

of 1 4(15 Peking.

JJ5^ I
how imijerial I

1 ^ ^l"^ ("' our) imperial dy-

nasty.

1 ^ and
] JJj;

'a deceased father

and mother.

iiC _t 1 llie emjieror's father,

said when he is alive, as in

Kienluiig's case.

?C 1 ^ ^ * name for the north

star, which is worshiped by the

Taoists.
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^ ]
a genial spring breeze.

I§ IB 1 1
^"^^ ^^^^ *'"^^ beautiful 1

^ fB. :§: 1
majestic are our an-

cestors.

] ,§. imperial favor.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 6^ ft .«V
have such unseemly talk '! i.e. is

this the rij^ht talii for coroneted

men and courtiers !

Pg g ^ ]
the four Btates all

dread you — Wan Wang and

Wu Wang.

The female of the phoenix or

g, I , a fabulous bird whose

^hwauff appearance indicates great

prosperity to the land.

E .1 ^.%Z-^ phoenixes

alight only wliere jevyels are

found ; i. e. he only comes where

money is to be made.

^hwang

1

1 1

id*

From heart and emperor
;

q.d.

as if one was startled when he

saw the monarcli.

Fear, hesitation ; respectful

dread, tremor, apprehension,

scared, terrified.

alarmed ; fluttering.

fearing, trembling.

r dreadful doubt, afraid to act.

perturbed, excited with great

fear.

A
Jt^ From man and emperor; inter-

^i changed with the next two.

Jiwang Agitated ; in a state of un-

certainty or consternation.

?§ {& 1
*^® whole country

was confused and doubtful.

/p ] no leisure ; not at ease.

A^ Doubtful.

tTBE ^ ] ^ ^ in doubt where

Jiwang to go ; no fixed place.

^ I
vacillating, going back

and forth ; irresolute.

>»&( From to go and emperor., as the

-f-^^ phonetic.

.hwang Leisure, vacant time ; dis-

engaged, indifferent to ; to

waste time in trifling.

^ I ^ j^ I have no time to

take my ease.

^ St ^ 1
I dare not idle my

time.

J^ T> 1 as :^ the day is

closuig and 1 am too busy even

to eat.

Un^ \ 1 a: fpj ± >^iiy

are you so much pressed ? where

do you wish to go ?

L^ A great blaze ; splendid,

c A^F^ bright ; luminous, as stars.

Jiwang
\ ] exceedhigly resplend-

ent, said of the emperor's vir-

tue, or of the glittering stars.

K ] j|5 JiE ^'^^ street is shining

brilliantly, as at an illumination.

/^^ Dried pastry, cakes made of

t^^ wheat flour and sugar, but

Jucuiig having no meat or fruit.

^^ A kind of dispatch boat ; a

jj^ ferry boat.

javang
jjj,^ ]

a cutter or fast-sailing

boat.

From Jish and imperial or yet

low ; the second form is not

common.

ffi^S*
I

The fish for the emperor,

'Mjfs J the sturgeon, which is found
Jiwang

jj^ ^^xq Yangtsz' ofgreat size
;

it is brought frozen to Peking

from the Amoor River, as a

tribute or tax from those re-

gions.

S8 1 ^» ^^^ sturgeon.

1 ^ ^^ a kind of gurnard found

about Canton.

.^^V Bamboo sprouts which are

( —K't too old for eating ; a sort of

Jiwang bamboo, very hard, with a

whitish skin ; the largest ones

are used in building boats, and

the smaller culms for fifes ; a

clump of bamboos.

^ I
a thick grove of bamboos.

^ Name of a concubine of Yao
1^ in ancient ttmes ; an old

Jiwang term for mother in Hunan.

id ^ The locust ; the god who is

c]R^f^ invoked to drive them away is

Jiwang called f|J JJ jf| or
] J^'jH

J^ in the central provinces.

^ ]
drought and locusts.

1 ^ M ^ the locusts have be-

come a plague.

J^ I
the migratory locust, which

appears at times m the southern

provinces.

From place or ground and im^

perial ; the second form is un-
usnal.

A

dry moat or fosse under

city wall ; a dry ditch.

^ I J^ the wall and moat
temple is the municipal tem-

ple in e\ery walled city, where

officials worship the tutelar or pal-

ladial god, who is called the ^
^ I

and in the Chinese Hades,

answers somewhat to Rhadaman-
thus of the Greeks.

J^ f|[ ^ 1 the walls were close

to the moat.

1/^ A river in Kansnh, a tribu-

{|^g tary of the Ta-t'ung and

Jiwang Yellow Rivers, that runs near

Si-ning fu ; whence a portion

of the department was formerly

(Sailed ] j^ and ] tfi ; also a

branch of the North River in the

northwest of Kwangtung, which

joins at Fu-kang ting ; cold water.

\^ I
a turbulent torrent.

(I ^ The cry of children weeping

;

(f*2£ clamor; the ringing of bells.

Jiwang ^ fi ] ]
their sobbing

and weeping were distressing.

M sS 1 1
^^ \>^^ and drums

rung out in concert.

y^l^ Interchanged with the last.

c3^i Also a sort of triquetrous

Jiwatig blade fastened at the end of

a lance, and covered with

tiger's skin when sheathed.

S^ B^ ^ 1
^^ lances were home

before the chariot.

1 1 It It clanging and ring-

ing, like bells and drums.
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- "g^ Originally composed of Q a

ij?^ Jleld, and an old form of 3C
Jiwang bright^ to denote that the earth

is yellow, which in fact is the

hue of the loess that forms the
soil of half of the country north

of the Yellow River ; it forms
the 201st radical of a small
natural group of characters relat-

ing to that color ; as a primi-
tive used phonetically, and inter-

changed with some of its com-
pounds.

The color of earth, ochreous

;

it belongs to earth; yellow; the

imperial color, nearly a lemon yel-

low ; it is used by his Majesty, be-

cause it is the central color of the

five, and sometimes when alone de-

signates him; it doubtless has been

derived from )
ij^ the Yellow Em-

peror, who is said to have ruled

B. c. 2597, and was so called be-

cause he had affinity to, and ruled

by the power of the element j^
earth ; imperial ; hurried ; the har-

vest ; applied also to lamas, one of

the Manchu banner corps, and to

those who are
] ^ ^ yellow

girdle sons, or connected with the

imperial family ; in medicuie, used

for biliary and other calcidi from
the color t)f cow-bezoar, the most
common sort.

j £, yellow ; the standard color

is ^ I
apncot yellow.

^ ] a light ivory yellow.

1 P ^ ? a suckling child, an
infant under four ^ears, to

which age women often nurse

their young.

•)Z ] rhubarb; also a kind of

cross-bow.

^ 1 a medicinal root grown in

Honan, perhaps allied to cum-
frey {Si/mpldtum), and used as a
febrifuge.

] -j^ a Canton name for the

earthworm
; the mole-cricket is

elsewhere so called.

1 5t the ecliptic; but | Jf Q
y is a lucky day.

S 1
yolk of an egg.

) ^ cadaverous, jaundiced.

rj»
I

the emperor's private trea-

sury or privy purse.

1 ^ 3^ "K yellow silk boards

in which imperial orders are

forwarded.

|l5 ) to cover a dispatch with a

yellow envelop ; it is also ap-

plied to the notices pasted at

doors, showing that the person

has obtained his degree.

] PI "^ palace servants or eu-

nuchs in the Han dynasty.

] J|| llf a yellow tabard or

jacket,— given to high officials

as a mark of special honor.

I ^ a very old man, his hair

being often tinted yellow.

I J^ the whampee or yellow skin

{Coolda punctahi), a fruit of Can-

ton provii>ce.

I
_ffi^ a kind of herring (Chatoessus

vutculatus) at Canton.

4'^ ]
a medicinal name for no-

dular iron pyrites, thought to be

vomited by snakes.

ff 1 ^ ilc
^^'^ green and the

yellow have not yet joined, the

new crop is not yet come in.

^ 1^ 1 T ^'^® affair has en-

tirely miscarried; referring to the

yellow color of the djing leaves.

^ 1 ^ f6 so irresolute that he

can undertake nothing.

I ^) f^ ^^'^ yellow cotton jacket

— a poor man's name for the

winter sun.

] -^ the eventide, twilight.

J Jflf
the Yellow River, so called

firom the ochery color of its

waters.

] ^ three lucky papers hung on

door luitels.

Jiwang

From water and yellow,

A lake without an outlet ; a

pool ; a dyke, a dam ; water

that sparkles, deep and pure.

f^ I
the milky way.

^ ] the cushion on which jewelry

is exhibited.

"h ^ ^ 1
"!«''« outside show,

living beyond one's means.

^ ] a rivulet flowing down slopes.

j Jqf the Sira-muren Eiver, or

River Liao, a large stream that

drains the eastern slope of the

moiuitains north of Chihli, and
flows into the Gulf at Niuchwang.

3i. I
'— 1^ of the same imperial

generation, in which ^C 1

denotes exclusively the emperor's

family ; the term is probably

derived from J^ ] ^ the stars

H S' a near •^ in Auriga

Read Jiwang' To dye paper,

mostly of a straw or light brown
color.

]
' ^ the vast expanse of water.

The yellow disease, the jaun-

dice or icterus, also known as

hipang |fS ^ ^' from the hue ; forms

of dropsy seem also to be

included in this term.

^|t^ The yolk of an egg, which

cjff)!^ the comjjonent parts of the

Jiuaig character, yellow and hxtsk,

somewhat indicate.

Y:#J A jade gem of a semicircular

cj-^^ shape, hung up as an oma-
Jiwang ment, called ip |^ or half

signet; it had two stones

hung from it which tinkled when

struck, and it was supposed to re-

present winter.

m
Jiwang

To exert one's self, to bustle

about.

I
] a brave, warlike ap-

j)earance ; to spread out

things, to make a fine display,

as in a shop.

The metallic tongne in tubes

of the s&ng or reed-organ

;

Jiwang the reed of a clarinet, trom-

bone, or melodeon ; a spring,

a catch in a lock ; anything

very delicate in a machine.

^ ]
the wards of a look.

is happy indeed, his left hand

grasjjs his reed organ.
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^ ] a reed-organ and its mouth-

piece.

^ ] drumming and fifing ; to

flatter with fair speeches ; to

excite by caHards.

^ I
the hair-spring of a watch.

artlul words, dulcet as a reed's

notes, show how unblushing are

their faces.

1 P W Sb mumbling gibberish,

like a witch's incantations.

"ITS^ Its composition of etone and

c »}^^ yellow evidently has had an

^liwang influence in luniting this word

to ^ I
or sulphur, for which

alone it is now used.

3^ \ ?L brimstone pits in For-

mosa, where the crude article is

obtained.

^ y^ ^^ 1 to select and superin-

tend the saltpetre for powder

works.

Eead Jcw^ang. The ore or

gaijguo of metal, especially iron in

copper, for which ^kw^ang ^ is

now commonly used ; hard, obdu-

rate.

J.-if;; A green beetle which makes

cil^^^ a noise with its wings.

Jiwang ^j \
the leech.

leech fastens itselt to the

egret's legs ; met a lickspittle,

a spiritless sycophant.

From napkin and bright.

_ A curtain ; a shoivsign of

'hwang wood or other things, which

particularly indicates the na-

ture of the goods sold or occupation,

and not a mere painted board ; a

sort of ornamented cap.

I ^ a flabdlum or screen to

shield from the sun.

^ I
a screen in a school-ioom.

] l|i§ curtains, screens.

^ I
a money-changer's sign, a

carved wooden string of cash.

J^
I
-^ take in the sign.

flf ll§ 1 ? diamond shape, so

called from the form of plasters

drawn on a sign.

tt {")> 6^ 1 "f y*"^ ^'S^i i" m^""^

show ; i. e. you are not fit to

trade, you are a sharper.

In Cantonese. A gust ; a whkl

of wind.

r.f-fci Similar to the last.

fj^i A sign denoting a tavern,

^hwang which in former times was a

flag or banner.

From Sim and light aa the pho-

netic.

'hwang The full brightness of the

Sim ; to dazzle, to come out

bright ; a flash, a ray of; quivermg,

as a sunbeam.

1 M t)right sunshine; brilliant.

^ ] ]
glittering, as a suu-beam.

'M. ] ^^ bright and fragrant,

like a flower garden.

-—
1 Si 6^ X ::^ "1 a moment,

very quickly.

P ;)^ ] I]g the light dazzles my
eyes.

%%~ \ a flasli of dazzling

lightning.

5c ^ 1 P3 ^^ ^'^ ^^ '^°™®

out bright again.

^ J^ 1 1 fi^ quivering, shun-

mering
;
gUttoriog, like sunlight

glancing on the water.

'hwang

The first is commonest ; the se-

cond occurs written ^ in the

Book of Odes.

Wild, mad ; disturbed, flut-

tered, unable to collect one's

thoughts ; sorrowful.

] ft delirious; out of one's head.

] ^Jt irresolute, unready, as when

one has mislaid or lost some-

thing.

Ufor 1 ]tt 111 talf right, not

certain ; confused, as a witness,

under croES-examination.

^ 1 t^ T I 'lid not get the

idea clearly, I did not get the

right sense.

C .IJjf" From heart and a waste I inter-

I ni '^^'i^S^i with the last.

'hwang Apprehensive, nervous ; ob-

scure, indeterminate ; to scare,

to alarm; aa a superlative, very,

frightfully.

^ 1
or

] ft agitated, lost his

presence of mind.

^ I
frightened, as at a sadden

start.

'& 1
o"" 1 5S trepidation.

^ ^ 1
don't be in a hurry.

^ I
you frighten mo ; I'm quite

alarmed.

1^ ^ I
he runs very fast

In Pekingese. To shake, to toss

the head, as a fop when he struts

;

to roll or waddle, as a heavily

laden mula

^BSI ^^ ^""^ ^°''' ^ '^ ^^^ midst

PJlu of summer.

'hwang

C^-jM* '^ From words aud a waste

;

first is commonest.mi

IE.

the

To talk in one's sleep ; in-

coherent, raving ; exaggera-

'hwann tion, fibbing ; to lie, to mis-

lead by wild statements.

•^ ^ 1
^t is all a lie.

^ j
to scatter fibs ; to deceive,

to lie to.

]
"= nonsense, falsehoods, raving

talk ; legendary tales.

^ I
to deceive by falsehoods.

^ 1 ^ tfi ft 13 ^ liar only

fears a truthful witness.

] ^ untrue, mendacious, fabu-

lous.

it 1 fft I& the whole is a made-

up story.

^ ^C 64 1
you brag much ; the

price is exorbitant, yoa charge

too dear.

jl From heart and bright as the
ip >y- phonetic.

'hwang Clearness of mind
j
perspica-

cious.

]
ij'g the mind unsettled.

I ] ^ suddenly ; at times
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'hwang

hw'anff^

From water and elder brother
;

now mostly superseded by the

next two.

Cold, icy water ; to lead ; to

compare ; to overflow ; then
;

to confer on, to bestow.

^ ]
a sort of five-stringed lute

or IjTe, placed in the temples

of Coufncius.

Jj5 1 to come to a place to make
a judicial examiuatiou ; to pay

a visit.

From two (or ice) and elder hro-

tlier ; used for the last.

'^hwnng An adjective of comparison
;

ku^ang' more, moreover ; now ; fur-

thermore ; to come to ; to

bestow ; to grow, as plants
;

a time, a period.

JpJ j
how much more!

] ^ still more, in addition to.

1 ^ suprisiiigly and wrongly.

1 S. or 1 fg still further, ad-

ditionally.

] -^ it is just that.

^ 1 'jSj' 4n liow do times go
with yuu ? how do you like your
work I

J6i^ I -^ Duke Cheu did not

JFully exhibit the virtues of hu-

manity and wisdom, how much
more then our present ruler.

] 1^ relish, taste, character of,

savor, quality.

In Cantonese. To thrum.

] ^ to play the lute.

) Used with tbe last.

himing'

kw^ang'

To give, to bestow ; to con-

fer, as a largess or bounty.

1 iS '" gi^e freely.

1 ^ 'o grant to, to confer

on.

5C 1 W f* virtue is the gift of

heaven.

] ^ a present ; the recipient re-

plit^s ^ ^ Jp I
I heartily

thank you for your generous

gift.

5c 1 ^ ^^^ airing clothes' festival,

on the 6th of the 6th moon.

m To look at; it is used fre-

quently in proper names.

htcang'
] j^ to examine carefully.

ic&,^ -^ cord ; to cord, to tie with a

/p_^ string.

hwang'' \ |i| halliards, with which
to hoist a flag, a sign-board,

or a sail.

I
A window screened with thin

silk ; a book-rack or lectern to

/iwang' support a book when reading.

J,r^:) Similar to tbe last ; it is also read

'Tmff /twang and used for v^y^ a screen.

hicang' Something that will screen

off' or keep out the wind ; a

term for a passage, as a porch, a

verandali, or door ; a strip ; to join

things ; to reel silk from the cocoon.

.1B ^ The blaze of fire.

J^yQ ^% 1
effulgent, blazing ; a

hwang'' bright, dazzling light.

1 B.S iin
fla^^Iing to the

eyes ; it blinds my eyes.

A bright expanse of water

illuminated by the sun.

The sound of bells.

hwan^

.ho

Old aounda, ha, lea, ga, hwa, and kwa. In Canton, fo and wo ; — in Swatow,

h6", and he ;
— in Fuhchau, hwo and hwi ; — in Shanghai, hwo, hu,

] ^ unhiilled rice, paddy.

hwa, hn^, and ho ; — »« Amoy, h6,

and u J
— in Chijii, hwoa.

The original form is composed of

/fl tree and K^ pendent con-
tracted, alluding to the bent ap-
pearance of rijje grain ; it forms
tbe H5th radical of a natural
group of characters relating to

grains and their uses.

Growing grain, especially pad-

dy in the southern provinces, and
wheat in the northern

;
grmn, com

;

crops ; occurs used for the next

1 ^ growing rice.

§y ]
to reap the grain. ;

% ] a fine crop of grain.

^ ]
to watch the fields. {Can-

tonese.)

1 M' :^ S!l
the grain grows well

over the acres.

— ] ^ ^ nine beads on one

stalk — in a good year.

1 1^ the straw of grain.

J^ ]
the early or first crop at

Canton ; also, a grain that ripens

early.

1 A * gru^ or worm like a

Nereid, used for food at Canton.

From mouth or musical pipe
and f/rain ; the third is an an-

tique and rather erroneous, but

not unusual form.

Harmony, union, concord,

agreement; conciliation after

a strife ; to become mild

;

('^^ kindly, agreeing with, as a

medicine ; bells put on the

cross-bar of a carriage ; inclined to

;

to be at peace, to make friends ; to

fit, fitting ; to work in and mix up

;

to luiite, to harmonize ; to com-

pound, to hush up ; to go with, to
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join, to confonn to ; as a preposi-

tion, with, together, to,— and thus

becomes a sign of tlie accusative
;

a small reed
;
gate of a camp.

iji
I

even, as a pulse ; mild, as

food.

'5" I'S ^ I
cor'ii*'' *n<i gratified

feelings.

~~ H 1 ^ cordial harmony be-

tween them.

1 ?^ well-flavored, delicately sea-

soned.

I 15 ^ ^ the bells on the

chariots tinkled menily.

Sf:^ 1 B. ^ harmony and peace

will bo la.sting.

ISI I'E 1 -S "" ^^ instruments

perform in harmony.

•j^ \
peace generally prevails.

M M K^ 1
''i® wind and rain

coiuc in their time.

] H^ amicable relations.

fSt 1 BM ^'^ ^'® ^ peacemaker.

1 BM proper ingredients, as for a

soup. {Sliangkii.)

1 Jl^ complaisant, accordant.

f&jl"3 ^ ^ 1
they don't agree

;

incompatible.

1 M 1'^ •& a pleasant, benign

countenance.

/V ^ 1 1^ the instruments all

keep in tune.

] ^ a compact giving peace ; a

treaty of amity. ,
,

,-

^ ]
to treat of peace.

^ I
to make up a quarrel, to

become reconciled, like two op-

jx)sing armies which yet do not

fijrht.

% fS 1 ^ do not destroy the

present harmony, do not wound

good feelings.

^ 1 ^ an eveii tempered man.

1 Jj2 31 to work over the mud,

as a bricklayer does.

1 (& it ^P^^"^ to him.

1 1^ the transoription of the

Mmchu title hwo-sJiwui, mean-

ing the ofHcer who stands at the

corner ; used only by the

highest princes.

^ 1 {4^ i w® ^•''1 ^th go.

^L 1 A fif to hush up a homi-

cide, to secretly compensate for

killing a man.

1 ^ M [^ to sleep in one's

clothes.

] f^ or
I ^ a Budhist priest,

because he should be a peace-

maker, as some natives assert;

but the priests explain it by ^
^ g(5 a self-taught teacher; it

it is probably derived from the

Sanscrit upa-dhyaya, of which the

sound hwah-sMe is the equiva-

lent in Kashgar.

tB S 1 ^ called a princess to

pacify the tribe, — by marry-

ing her to its Hunnish chief;

done by an emperor of the Han.

Bead Ao\ To accord, to make
rhymes with ; to sing a second ; to

keep in time and time ; to mix, as

tastes ; to conciliate ; assenting.

1 tl n'5 ^ verses which have

proper rhymes.

^ ^ Pfi I
he always agrees to

what one says.

] ^ to mix properly, as a cook
;

well blended.
,

^ it 1 ™^ '^ '^°"' equal

parts.

"" 'h "S^ I
one sings, all follow

;

a leader of a band of music.

^ ]
few assented to it ; «'. «. only

a few agreed.

From many and real as the

plionetic
; q. d, many men come

together ; interchanged with the

'hwo ne.Ht.

Numerous; a band, a com-

pany, a party ; a comrade, a part-

ner; colleague, accomplice, crony,

or messmate ; a classifier of bands

of men.

1 ^-j" a companion, a fellow ; this

phrase in Cantonese is the

word foky or fokee by which

foreigners often call all natives.

I ^ or ;^ ]
a name for the

chief mate of a vessel ; but ;^

] 52,
usually means one set,

this company, all the fellows.

] ^ a partner in business.

^ I
how many t— as coolies or

sailors.

»]» ] -^ a yoimg man, a youth,

up to about 25 years.

^
I

a partner in, an associate,

a pal.

] ^ bandits, fellow-thieves.

—
1 ^ A 3. company of friends.

1^ ] to join a company or part-

nership.

^ ^ [^ 1 to turn evidence, to

tell of one's accomplices.

1^ 1 or
] ^ ^ to start a

company, to form a partnership.

^ "f^ S 1
the [criminal] cases

are very numerous.

'^ ^ 1 §i all are together;

the whole posse.

] §B two or three concerting to

cheat one.

fii '1* I
to trade, or act for

one's self, when agent for an-

other ; to make something pri-

vately.

'¥i'i
From man and Jxre ; an unau-
thorized word, interchanged with
the last and next, which seems

^hwo to have been deiived from the

phrase "r A @ •"- ^C ten

men make one fire or mess.

Goods ; furniture, household

property, gear ; a comrade.

j^ ]
tools, articles, furniture; a

set of things, a complete set out.

m I
to move into a house.

] ^ stores, supplies ; daily food

for the table.

^ 1 and JH ] denote the chief

and second mates in foreign

ships
; ] -^ mates.

^ ^|J ] in Cantonese, well-pleas-

ing ; but iromoally, mean, badly

done.

'A
)The character is intended to re-

present an ascending flame, and
in combination is contracted to

four dots ; It forms tbe 86th ra-

dical of a large and natural

group of characters relating to

^hwo heat ; names of boys are often

selected from it.
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Fire, flame; to burn, to consume,

to annihilate by fire ; among phy-

sicians, exciting humors, full habit,

fever; one of the five elements

belonging to the south ; one of

the six magazines of nature ; ur-

gent full speed ; lustful.

] ^ a flame
; ] ^ £1 spark.

^ ]
to put out a conflagration.

^ ]
caught fire accidentally.

^ I
to cover or bank a fire, as

with wet coal-dust.

I
^ OT ^ ] fire-armB and am-
munition.

—'^ ]
a fire, a blaze, a tongue

of flame.

1 Jt, ^""^^ ^''

\ ^ ^ chalk powdered.

] ^ burned, as a priest's corpse
;

cremation.

1 ^ those who bum corpses.

M> 1
"' M I

*^''^ ^^^ ^ ""'• ?
^°

put out the fire, as in a stove.

in ] ^'l ?!l like a blazing fire.

^ 1 or ^"
1 or iS 1 or ^ 1

to make or light a fire.

I ^ an urgent dispatch.

^ j
feverish ; febrile.

i5|$ ] bad humors.

] ^ heat, caloric ; temper, anger.

^iW ] M don't get angry.

1 ^ :^ testy, irascible, furious.

^ SlS 1 14 ^ yo" have no ani-

mation, as an opium smoker,

1 1^ a BcuUion. {Cantonese.)

/p j^ 1 they light no cooking

fires,— but get their meals out-

side.

1 fi%
exjjen.ses ?

1 ^ jS ^ order the troops to

advance quickly.

] f^ a comrade ; — \ was for-

merly the term for a mess of

ten soldiers, whose cook was call-

ed
] 53H soldiers' fire-boy.

3, aJ? what are your table

C" 1 ^ or »& S B 1
bis

temper is up, he is fired with

rage.

1 ^ a poker
; | f^ tongs.

I ^1 a match, a sun-glass, or

other thing to ^ | strike a

fire.

g ^ ]
a lucifer-match.

'f& \ Wi burning with lust.

I ^ the planet Mars; but the

^ ] in the Shu King denoted

a star then near the heart of

Scorpio, the culminating star at

dusk on the summer solstice,

but now the star a Hydra.

^yj > From to worship and a tory

||||m| viottlh as the phonetic.

hivo' Evil, misery, the opposite of

T^ ; calamity, sufiering, ad-

versity ; woes, judgments, espe-

cicJly those beyond one's control

;

unhappy ; to send down woes ; to

bring calamity on others ; to curse,

to injure,

jg ]
to avoid calamity, to escape

impending wrath.

s^, ] to bring on, or invite sufier-

ing.

1 iS> or ] {f^ calamities, adver-

sities.

] /p ^ ^ misfortunes never

come singly.

1^ >^ jft ]
wticli brought this

calamity on met

:R 1 .W !^ all are destroyed by
this burning.

1 ^f^ttiaS ^ disgrace

or promotion (sorrow or joy)

will follow one of the two
courses.

JS ^ 1 ^ [heaven] blesses with

goodness and chastises with evil.

j^ \ -f A to implicate others

in one's crimes.

] ^ A to injure people deejily.

] ^ i il^ the horrors of civil

war.

1 ^ ^ ^ trouble is not far oflT.

1 % W I'® lias been long

laying up for these troubles.

^Ij ]
to meet an unlucky thing.

fsH ^ j
to run into mischief to

meddle to one's hurt

In FuJichau. Dropping, as ofrain.

«'\^i From pearls or property and to

change ; q. d. things for changing.

hwo^ Gfoods, wares, merchandize,

whatever can be changed or

bartered ; to deal in goods

;

to bribe or fee.

] ify goods, stock in trade ; an

article of merchandise.

] ^ produce, goods.

|y ]
to go with, or escort goods.

] |§ bribes to oflicials
; ] ^

^ ;^ he bribed the attendants.

^ ^ 1 fi, all descriptions of

goods.

1^ ]
to monopolize an article, by

buying it up.

~" iK 1
goods brought in the

same trip ; and g^ ;JC 1 denotes

their best quality.

J^ M 64 1
genuine goods from

that place.

IS ^ ^ 1 P# do you fancy

that these are first-rate goods 1

^ ]
and _t I

to ship ofl' and

to land goods.

[JJ I
to take delivery of goods.

^ ] Pj ^ it is a rare article

;

met. a remarkable man, a sort of

wonder, an eccentric man.

1^ I
poorest kind of goods ; the

garblings.

^ I
poor goods, cheaply made

;

met. an adulteress.

^I% > From dish and grain or harmony
'jiT" as the phonetic ; it is used wiUi

To mix and season, as a

cook ; dishes for mixing food.
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Old sounds, hak, kak, hiab, hwat, gwat, kwak, and gwak. Jn Canton, fok, wok, t:'it, fit, and wak ; — in Swatow,

k'ak, wak, hu, wa, and hok ;
— in Amoy, h6k, ho, hwat, hek, and hat ;

— in Fuhchau, hwok, wok, kwak, ,

'hek, and h6k ; — in Shanghai, hok onrf kw'ok ;
— «n Chi/n, hwoa.

'kwo

From rm« and beautijui, often

interchanged for the next.

Speed, celerity; fleet, agOe;

the cholera.

fjl ]
to fly swiftly.

1 ^ suddenly, as when the clouds

disperse.

M ] extravaganf, wasteful ; also

frolicsome, gamboling, like birds

or animals.

] [Ij a lofty peak in Hunan,

same as the ^ [Ij, also called

3^ ^ llj or Atlas of China.

1 ill 1^ "* district in the west of

Nganhwui on the River Pi.

j ^t| an inferior prefecture in the

south of Sliensi on the River

Fan ; anciently the appanage of

Ch'u, the brother of Wu Wang.

^ I
a contemptuous look, a

disdainful glance. {Cantonese.)

Mostly written like the last.

The rapid disease, the Asiatic

cholera or
| ^ ^, describ-

ed as attended with vomit-

ing, spasms of the tendons,

gripes, and depression of

spiiits.

Leaves of a legame used for

fodder ; bean stalks which

invo' are fed to camels
;
greens

;

clover; a fragrant plant of
* the mint family.

^ § betony or bishopwort (Lo-

fihanthus rugosus), used in head-

ache and colic; others apply the

name to the Bctonica ojjicinalis.

"^ ^M 1
['lie colt] can eat

the bean stalks on my fields.

^ :^ ]
the spinous leaved a.spen

{Popidus spinosa), found m Shan-

'9. ]
^'W legumes, pea vines.

iH 1 j^ ^ ^ ^"^P °^ simples.

hwo'

|3 To recall one with the hand

;

t) to move a thing back, or as

hwo' when using a fan ; to strike.

j^ ] to make a fool (£

j^ I
to whip, as when driving off

a c*owd ; to flog.

I ^ to motion off; to gesticulate.

hwo'

From ^ a sedge grass and 3C
the hand, meaning to measure with

a reed; also read yoh ; as a primi-

tive it merely imparts its sound
to the combined character.

To measure; to calculate, es-

pecially the weal or woe of men ; a

measure.

.J^ ^ 1 <& * foot-rule is for

measuring.

A measure ; a marking-line
;

to adjust by a hne, to get

hioo' the dimensions by a rod.

^ 191 1
a marking-lme.

a square Ijke a carpenter's.

From grain and to measure as

the phonetic ; this and the last

look much alike.

kwa
To cut grain in the autumn

;

to reap the crops ; a reapuig

;

liarvest ; to treat harshly ; to

gather the roots and stubble

for fuel.

^ il M 1
[the literati] do not

plough, and yet they reap.

Xlj 1 to reap, as pulse or grain.

^ W ^ 1 ^ ^^^^^ shall be

young jjrain unreaped.

:§; 1 :S iSi \}^^ crops] were reap-

eA and stacked on the fields.

Similar to the preceding and the

next.

hwo' To split with a knife ; to

rend, to separate ; to pry up.

1 ffi -^ T ^'^ '^ ^1' known
;
pub-

lished generally ; to divide as-

sets, as of an insolvent.

I ^ ^ do it at any risk, fear

nothing, go on.

] 3t ? to rip open woman with

child.

] ^ to dig up the ground, as

when planting a tree.

From knife and to mark; it is

nearly synonymous with the last

.hwa To rive, to split open; to

dig ; to car\'e open flower

work ; to engrave ; to cut glass ; to

mark off ; to deface, as a writing

;

a catch or mark in writing ; a

burin, a stylus, a graving-tool.

] f^ to wound, to deface.

1 ^jij cut it open ; mark it with a

line or cut ; to carve out ; met.

to digest one's ideas and set

them forth.

^ to sharpen a reed— to write

with.

ilfe Jfe i*^^'
scratched open

the skin.

Jfe J5 •^ to mark the spot for

a prison.

to cut out and insert, as a

patch in a garment, or a correc-

tion in a document.

^ ^ 1 T —" l* ttiade a crease

with the finger-nail.

I
—. ^ ^ I've said it once,

Tve not two— prices for the

thing.

Wk ^ I ^ to consider a matter

;

to see if the ends will meet.

hwo'

From water and a vieasure.

To rain profusely ; water

pouring down after a rain

;

the dashing of water; to

cook, to boil.

^ ]
dashing and rolling, as a

torrent.

] ^ an old name of Yang-ch'ing

^ hien in the southwest of Shansi.

33
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Kead /;«' To diffuse, as rain

spreads itself over tlie land.

@ ^ ifP 1
'''* instructions were

iiiiiM rsally dift'iised.

^ ]
ii j^rcHt joy to the empire,

said of a sort of general festival

Oi' T'ang the Successful.

The veitnilion measure, a kind

1^) of vermilion or red ochre; it

was a kind of mineral paint,

probably prepared from cin-

nabar ore.

hwo

II

A tree, the ] ^, whose

leaves are shaj)ed like the

hwo' elm ; withes can be made

from the bark, and dishes of

the timber ; it is a sort of

birch.

^ ^ I ^ do not soak the fag-

gots of the birch.

To bawl out, as when in a

friglit.

hwo'
) P'a loquacious, boisterous,

talkative.

M-^ To bawl after, to cry aloud

r_SL) when calling for one.

hwo'

A#ti From metal and a measure as the

rCiJiS the phonetic.

hwo'> A flat boiler shaped like the

segment of a sphere, and

generally without feel ; a caldron
;

an iron pan ; a graver ; to bore or

cut in.

1 )'?, .i JflJ ^^ punishment of

boiling to death.

^ ]
a large caldron or boiler.

^ I
an iron pan or boiler.

•fijt ^ ^ 1 y" ^^^ ^^'® ^ hoop

a boiler ; i. e. very smart ; an iron-

ical phrase.

1 &^ M [black] as a boiler's

bottom.

^ ^ 1 Wi^° *"'°^ * great din-

ner ; in Canton, it sometimes

means to have a clan fight.

jS tK 1 ** steamer's boiler.

,^ ^ij ] to wheel a great pan, a

tumbler's feat.

A kind of wild beast ; to take

hi hunting; to catch, as a

hwo' thief; to get, to obtain; to

hu' find opportunity ; to receive

;

to hit, as the mark; an epithet

for a slave. •

] 1^ to commit a crime ; to sui.

;^ W ^ 1
^® ^^ ^®" ^^^y

successful
;
gotten much.

^ 1 arrested, apprehended.

] fSSI he has seized the chief

criminal.

]
^Ij to make money.

^ ^ 1 ;^ it is caught by the

hound.

] !§. to obtain favor.

3( I ^ >& h^ j"st suits my
wishes.

^ P.ft 1 ^ ^ {§ do not oppress

and dishearten the poor and
lowly.

^ it ^ 1
^^^^ attainment comes

only after the toil; similar to

per aspera ad astra.

hwo

The noise of waters roaring

) and dashing.

Read kw'oh^ A small stream

which formed the border of

the state Ch'u j^g in olden time

;

it is a small brancli of the River 1

in Tang hien |^ j|j^ in the south-

east of Shantung.

From valley and to injure.

A, wide, 0{)en valley ; to

understand thoroughly ; to

penetrate the meaning ; to

open as a window ; liberal,

magnanimous, generous.

] ^ intelligent, good tact, far-

seeing.

1 ^ S j1 I thoroughly under-

stand it

1 J& B.S '*' expand the iftind, as

by travel.

^ I
vast, empty, as a palatial

hall or deep canon.

1 ^ to play at raorra.

1 % iS SfS to remit the land taxes.

Ji A 5g g3 1 fi^ tl"s is a re-

markably intelligent man.

,hvjo

From wnter and tongue ; but the
|

ancient form, instead of tongue, I

has& to stou the mouth.
JlWO " '^

Name of one of the head-

waters of the River Chang in the

southeast of Shansi in Hu-kwan

li'*^" %. ^ M i
riuining, bubbling,

like water; living, lively, active

bright, cheerful ; to live ; to vivify

life, motion ; the germ of life

open, as a thoroughfare ; movable,

not fastened ; work, livelihood, oc-

cupation, a liNing ; applied to some

drugs to indicate their efficacy.

] "J"
reviving, resuscitated.

i^
I

to revive, to come to ; a

resurrection.

^ I
ahve ; to be busy, employ-

ed
;
getting a living.

1 jpl^ the living God ; a foreign

term.

g ^ ] -^ a western living Budlia;

vxet. a merciful, generous man.

] ^ a verb; it is also applied

to movable tyjjes, and ] i^ is

being printed with them.

1 fI 1 ?S I'^® J"*' "°^ ^^^"

a live dragon ; — as an inventor

of stories says.

"^ ]
joyful, pleased, merry.

1 "^ an employment ; lit. an ever-

clianging plan ; a calling,

j^ ,?}j ^ I
he weaves for a liv-

ing.

^ .^ 1
<^o*s needlework for a

living.

I JJ handy, Icose, miivaJ>le;

spry, agile
;

good, as credit

;

active, as trade.

Jg I
a kuid of angelica root.

•^ ] daily expenses; bright, as

prosjjects ; constant outlay

;

one's living.

I J^ ^ a living, striking resem-

blance ; life-like.

] ^ ^ ^ better to adapt your-

self to circnmstaiices; it will be

best to do as exigencies demand.

1 M IS ambiguous promises,

slippery talk ; double-tongued.

m 1 jlfc ^ '^^ "^ accommodate

this matter ; be tractable.
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Jl ]
that will easily turn.

ocean-like waters ot the Ho flow

northwards ia their majestic

course.

^ ^ ^ J
heedless of conse-

quences ; reckless of life ; be

has no idea of things.

1 ?^ lively, as a fish ; bustling,

generous-hearted, kind to.

1 ift g'^'"g li'«5 lo people ;
said of

physicians.

S 1 T "'' & 1 "T useless, un-

serviceable ; said of people.

1 JE apparent, a,s if alive ; to

manifest, as a ghost.

^ f# 1 ^ "ord painting ; des-

cribed to the life.

1^ 7K iU 1 fij give me some

water to revive me.

] 7j(C living or spring water ; run-

ning streams.

^
I

to work at a job.

^ I
irregular work, odd jobs.

] 1^ results, consequences, effects

of bad courses.

] P an antagonist in a law-

case ; a defendant.

m To lade water witb a bucket

) and pour it on fields ; to take

/two np refuse, to scrape up.

jt:^t^ To unite ; to act with united

I PI ) strength ; to tug at ; to as-

Jiwo semble, to collect ; to in-

clude the whole ; to reach.

1 ] tugging at altogether, as

sailors at a hawser.

Tf Q Z^ M ^1 ^ ^ ]
some

day or month perhaps, but when

then will it be done ? i. e. it must

be attended to now.

~—tA The ripping sound heard

^^" ) when tearhig the skin off an

,hwo aniuiaL

a
./two

liwo'

Dashing waves are 2|3 ] >

referring to the roaruig of

breaking billows.

|[g ] name of a stream issu-

uig from a western valley.

Composed of dart^ mouthy and
one place, denoting a spot which

needs to be guai'ded, or whose

safety is in doubt
;
yih^ J^ lias

since been used for it, and this

occurs interchanged with tlie

next.

Doubtful, uncertain ; a pre-

position of doubt ; moreover, per-

haps, i^ may, perchance ; a certain

person ; often occurs m classic

writers for ;^ having, there is
;

when repeated, it forms contrasts,

as either - or ; now - then ; here

- there ; sortie - others ; this - that

;

when it follows negative adverbs

it intimates a reservation in the

assertion.

^ 1 ^ li never hesitate to

admit the difficulty.

* ?P 1 :7 ± ?e do yoi go or

stay '?

I
some one has said.

1 fi I ^ comes and goes ; to

and fro ; unsteady.

1^ ] '^ ;^ see whether there

are any?

I ^ \ perhaps there is some

one.

] J^ ^ j@ if we serve them with

wine.

1$ "? 75 1 W whatsoever I have

said.

1 ?^ 1 /S '^^'"^ '" groups, there

in pairs.

iP 1 in jlb them perhaps it is so.

] fp]
.some one made the inquiry.

1 S or 1 ^ perhaps, probably.

1^1^^'*^ "'*y ^ ^ or

not.

^ '?» ® 1 ^ ^'^y '^^J'*' never

fail 1,0 you some to succeed.

. r». From heart nud doubling a» tlie

hwo'

plionetic.

To lead into errors, to delude,

to blind the mind ; to excite

doubt, to unsettle other's opinions

;

suspicion, doubt, unbelief; blinded,

led astray.

^ I
suspicious, in doubt of.

^1 A >i> to dishearten by sus-

picions, to beguile out of the

right way.

J{5[ j
imposed upon, fooled.

I -fg;
to deceive mankind.

^ ] befooled ; to inveigle into

;

to lead into evil.

^ ] instigated or possessed by
the devil.

^ I
.^ can you still doubt?

there is no suspicion.

IS "a" 1 ^ ^'Id rumors lead

astray the multitude.

like the last.

r?V> Deluded.
'^wo

j I
3 deception; guiles,

tricks; the noise or act of

splitting.

This is described like a

J) species of lizard, which fre-

,hu30 quents the bamboo.

1
© or

I 5^ a common
sort of perch at Canton (Cor-

mui grypota), which is dried like

stockfish.

The ghost of an infant.

j a gust of wind pro-

pelled by demons, called ^
^ M' which is supposed to

wrench people's lips awry.

, A curtain to screen from the

^J^j wind.

Jiwo
] ) ^ slapping and flap-

ping, as a flag in the breeze.
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Some of these characters are heard wwti. Old sounds, liwc, gw6, kw6, kM, g^t, and kek. In Canl»n, fui, ui,

foi, and wei ;
— in Stvatow, hue and hi'ii ; — in Amoy, hoe, liui, 6e, and k'ui ;

— in Fuhchau, hwi, hwi,

hui, hwoi, and hoi ;
— in Shanghai, hwe, kwe, and w^ ;

— in Chi/ti, hwei.

,/iwili

Composed of y^fre and X. *''«

//««(/ ; q. d. fire which can be ^

handled.

Ashes, embers ; ashy, ash

color, gray ; soot ; lime ; diist ; to

plaster ; to turn pale, to faint; to

sink from terror ; disheartened.

<fj ] wood ashes ; ashes of any

kind,

j^ I
charcoal dust or ashes.

^ ]
stone lime.

1 3h ^° plaster a wall.

^ i® 1
red betel-nut lime, eaten

with the siri leaf ; it is burned

from shells.

Sfi_
I

quicklimft

^ ^ 1 'Ji or JS 1 reduced

quite to ashes, buniea to a coal.

/p ] >K * fire-clay furnace.

M 1 a sort of bitumen.

^ "B* ^ 1 °^*y ^'® bones be

ground and their ashes scat-

tered ! — • to appease ray hate.

]§ f
] kaolin or quartz powder

us^u in porcelain or glass-mak-

ing-
,

1 i or
1 ^ dust.

5£ ] useless for making ashes.

'^ /^ 5E 1 "tterly dead to ; no

inclination for, like a decayed

tree which will produce no ashes.

^ ] -^ an ivory or sepia color.

Bl 4' iS Jfii <& ft ^ Mis
eyes ran blood and his heart

turned to ashes ; in utter despair.

1 ~r <& or i(^ ] disheartened;

no desire for.

j2> ^ 1
my lieart's wish is not

yet fulfilled.

^ ]
utter desolation, as after a

rebellion.

^ 1 a -white powder made by
calcining paddy chaff ; it is

used for sharpening knives and
aa a dentrifice.

m
,hww

i

An ashy color ; a light black

color

From /!re and army ; interchanged

with tlie next, which la more com-
mon.

The effulgence of fire or the

sun ; bright, glorious ; light, as an

illumuiation.

1 5t brilliant, lustrous, illuminated.

] ^ bright, luminous, splendid.

] ^^ distinguished virtue.

From an army and bright ; but

one etymologist thinks the sound

was derived from xc^i Js '<> "^O"

tion ; used with the last, and has

rather superseded it.

Glorious, like the sun ; reful-

gent, glistering.

] ^ very happy ; spruced up.

] ^ exceedingly glorious, very

bright.

^ \
brilliant, refulgent.

^ .^ ^ ]
[if you come,] my mean

abode will be made brilliant.

.hwui

<P1

Used with the last two.

Bright, splendid ; a ray of

Jiwxd the sun.

I
sunlight.

J^ ]
slanting beams.

^ ]
a ray or stream of sunshine.

^ 1^ f=| ]
your pleasant face is

far away.

From hand and army.

To move, to shake ; to rouse,

Jiwm {q animate ; to move the hand

briskly as in drawing ; to wield

with skill ; to sprinkle, to scat-

ter ; to throw away, as dregs.

\ ^g to brush away the tears.

1 ^ in i *^o spend money like

dirt.

] § to wield the spring [pencil],

to write newyear's inscriptions.

1 ^ to flourish the brush ; same

as
I
"^ to write.

] j^ (o spend liberally ; to sprink-

le ; not constant at a thing.

^ ^ —
I

one dash of your

fine pencil.

^ ]
to point or direct with the

hand ; title of an oflicer like a

major in Peking.

1 ^ to disperse ; to dismiss, as an

assembly.

] the six lines [of this

diagram] animate things.

^ "H^ jg lie motioned the

troops to go forward.

7n It

Whole,

entire, unbroken.

Eead Jiwmi

1

M

From hand and to do ; it is inter-

chauged with the last.

To split, to rend ; to point

out ; unassuming.

] to order about rouglJy.

^ to show quietly; an unas-

suming, humble manner.

Also read ^htrun,

A peg to hang clothes on a

^hwiii wall ; an upright clothes-

horse or shelf ; the crooked

handle of a plow.

From ^ wings and^ to wove

contracted.

^hwui To fly swiftly and with noise,

as a pheasant does ; a power-

ful rapid flight ; colored, va-

riegated.

1 ^t a name for the Tartar phea-

sant, on account of its beauty.

M ^ 1 1
^^'^^ clapped their

wings and flew away swiAly.

in 1 Rf ^ beautiful as the flying;

pheasant.
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From hemp and hair,

A signal flag, a marker, a

standard ; to signalize, to

beckon, to make motions with

the hand, to wave ofl'; quick,

hasty.

j^ 1
a signal flag, that intimates

orders ; it often had a leopard's

tail on the staff.

1 J^ IE i ^^ motioned to him

to leave.

^ ]
to direct with a flag.

1 j^ ^ ^ motioned to him with

his arm.

1 Jf 2{5 "i^ ^® waved off the

messenger ; — refused to receive

the order.

1 "F Si '^ -f ^^^^^ y"'' excellen-

cy's orders ;
— spoken to a high

general or commander.

Jiwui

From ^L/ine and ^ silk.

A cord of three strands ; a

string; garments worn by

queens ; honorable, excellent

;

beautiful, adorned ; to beautify, to

set forlh the goodness of; the stops

on a lute ; the tone of an instru-

ment ; a sort of pennant.

\ ^ sweet, plaintive music, as of

a lute.

I 1^ ink from Hwui-chen fu j

jHI M ^^ ^^^ south of Ngan-
hwui ^ ]

province.

] ^ excellent, as one's thoughts.

I gJi good services, high reputa-

tion.

I Jg quick, urgent, as a horse

ridden post.

± I m f"-
f4*> 1 ss ^iiat is

your honorable stylet said to

old men ; the
] ^ was a sort

of flag.

B^^ From p^ indifferent to, V^

C'^J>T heart and A. "inn ; it is like aii.

hwui ^" some of its senses.

To break or tear in pieces
;

to destroy, to overthrow, to throw

down, as the defenses of a city ; to

dismantle ; to raze.

I ^ or ] Uj; come to nought;

di.sused, obsolete ; destroyed.

^M \ M '^''® safeguards of law

and morality are cast down.

— ^ 1 M W ft rT ^ onefaux-

pas will make people suspect

every act; like Ec. x: 1.

/jfl f^ \ )\^ do nothing that can

wound your honor.

^ 1 T '6 ^ ^™ rather mortified

at my attempt.

tU^ From man and bird.

( I P* Ugly, as an old hag.
,hwui ^ j

homely, ill-favored.

TfJ? The grunting sound of pigs

r i vi\ rooting; the sound of quar-

^hwui reling.

la 1 ^^S^ words; alterca-

tion, bickering.

.0
M
Ml

The character is intended to re-

present a thing revolving on an

axis ; the two last forms are

fanciful.

To revert to, to revolve ; to

recoil, to go to its source; to

turn back ; to turn aside, as

thwui to error ; to- rebel, to disobey

;

repenting, returning, chang-

ing one's mind ; a time, a turn, an

effort, a revolution ; a brochure, a

livraison, a chapter in a novel ; the

Moslems ; and hence in some
places at the north, foreign.

] ^ or
I ^ a written answer.

^ ] this occasion.

y. — ] the previous time.

^ 1 S ^ again and again,

repeatedly.

] ^ to turn around or back ; to

revolve.

^ ]
send it back, as a present.

1 )& ff S '^ relent ; to change

one's opinions.

]^ ] ^ the wind is veering to

the south.

S f* -7 1 ^'^ virtue was unim-

peachable.

] |1| lost its savor, said of over-

ripe fruit. {Cantonese.)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

35

\ % *i? how much [of the

present] will you decline to take?

H'M-^ K ij endeavor to

make Heaven favorable, and

put forth all your own efforts.

or ] -^ a reply, an an-

swer, either verbal or written,

^^ to return a visit.

P^ the first visit of a bride to

her parents.

5^ P^ P 3' framed gateway,

one with carved border.

^ /S fi ^^ doctrine (or ad-

vice) seemed better on reflection.

^ a fire, as of a house ; the

god of Fire.

j coming and going ; come

and gone ; there and back.

j ^ to return ; in colloquial it

also has the force of ^ ^ in

many phrases; as
j ^ |||^

we will discuss that afterwaiils
;

1 ^ i 111 settle that after

going there ;
— at other times it

is equivalent to presently, in a

little while, as
] ^ ^ .^ I'll

move it away shortly.

I
to send for ; to come or

bring back.

J]g ]
or ] j^, to reflect on, to

turn over in one's mind.

1 SM ^ ^ turn and there is the

shore ;
— there's yet room for

repentance.

^ ] ^ *}^ M. ^°^ many miles

is it round there and back ?

I ^ to look behind ; also met.

to regret an action.

1 ^ 8Jt y°^ cannot retract from

the engagement now.

jigi ^ ] ^ the vessels have all

gone away empty.

i^ ] transmigration (sansara), or

human life as subject to it.

I ] ^ the Ouigours or Wigure

;

applied also to all Moslem coun-

tries.

1 li o"" 1 ^ Mohamme-
danism, Islaniism.

^ the Moslems.

;^ -^ in foreign style ; — a

northern phrase.

ii
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M
.hwtii

1

Interchanged with the last.

To curve, to bend around

and return, as a stream ; to

double, as a fox ; revol-

ving ; intricate involved, as

a pattern or figure.

1 Sfe ^ a" eddy,

j^ get out of the way 1 retire

aside ! — a notice given to the

crowd ; to skulk, to avoid one's

sight.

] j^ surrounding, inclosing, as

hills do a valley.

^ I

§ ^ continually revolving.

I ^ a corridor or verandah on

the outside of a range of rooms.

] ^ U a kind of ode that re-

quires the line to be read over

and over, each time beginning

with a new character, to get the

full sense.

From a step and a turn.

To pace to and fro, as if nn-
fhwui decidefl ; to hover about.

^ j
irresolute ; back and

forth, not advancing.

itrJL Water flowing round and

ctlnj round; a back current; an

^ha-ui eddy, a whirlpool ; name of

a lake in the southeast of

Honan ; indistinct, as an
eddying stream.

1 i^ [tbe tide is] turning; the

recoil of waves ; an eddy in a

stream, also called ] ^ a re-

volving pool.

E^ 1 tS ;2l I was cogitating

how best to reach you-, he deli-

berated much how he c</uld get

at it

t"It
An nnanthorized character,

Pj though it is found in the PSn
; Ts'ao, and was perhaps changed

i from yiu g^ the mud sturgeon,

to denote this variety.

A fish belonging to the

salmon tribe, common in the Yang-
tsz* about three feet long, resem-

bling a small sturgeon in its snout,

transverse month, and four short

barbels below it ; the adipose fin

is very large, and three large ser-

rated spines protect the pectorals

and first dorsal, which has six rays

;

the skin is smooth, slate colored

on the back, and white under-

neath ; the eyes are placed behind

the mouth, and are the size of peas.

^ YS ^ ^ 1 ^. *hen the

bamboo is just sprouting, then

cook the sturgeon with it.

"I
From ijisease or insect and turn ;

I tlie third form is the commonest

m
Jiwid

I A long, intestinal worm, the

I
tape-worm,comnion in north-

em China, and named tJ"

"k i. and ^ :t ^ by the

people ; common intestinal

worms seem to be also fre-

quently referred to under

this name, as they speak of

|J£
I

vomiting worms.

The second form is also used

for ^ in the proper name of ^
I

Chi-yiu, an ancient rebel in

the days of Hwang-ti, probably

a mvthical being.

11.^ ft*^ E ? « 6^ ]
^wi'o

is the tape-worm in your belly t

why have you not told me of

this afiiair!

' P
From heart and turning.

Disordered ; indistinct.

'*"'"''
1 1

^^A-fcteisin
doubt which side to take.

- , . Fennel or caraway.

c im >I» 1 § a fragrant seed

^hwtd like dill {Fenicida dulcis).

^ ] ^ the star-aniseed.

An unauthorized character.

i' I H-f A large tree found in Yunnan
hwm and Hunan, whose hard,

heavy wood is used by boat-

builders for rudders ; the fruit

grows in clusters at the end of the

branches and is red ; the pod is tri-

quetrous and pointed, containing

many seeds shaped like orange

seeds.

' 0n* I'rora ;x.earth and j^ rice lirok-

J-Jk *" '" * "'ortar contiacted ; used

'hwui
^i'l' tho next.

To break down ; to level, as

a house ; to shed, as teeth ; ruined,

broken, dilapidated, fallen ; abolish-

ed ; cist down ; to slander, to vilify,

to defame,— for which the next is

better ; to put way, to dl-^.ini ; to

deprecate calamities, as by prayer.

]
§ to shed theteeth.

^ j sick and thin, as from grief.

iJj ]
or ] ^ to pull down and

clear away, as a building ; tocost

away.

] ^ destroyed Iterly.

1 S injured, defaced, worn out.

and wound — this body, which

came from my parents ?

I "J" ^ destroy them dl I

^ ] failing in strength, as at the

age of sixty.

S "a" 7 ]
*^'^® doctrines are

never lost.

h6

'hwui

From words and broken ; inter-

changed with the last.

To slander, to vilify, to de-

fame ; to upbraid.

I |3| to backbite, to blacken.

] ^ to vituperate and to

praise ; to curse and to bless.

6 ?^ 1 M A lier mouth is al-

ways scolding and jailing

f Lftit From^rt and to (/esfroy.

Al^v A fire, a blaze ; flaming,

'fiwvi blazing ; bright, splendid.

^^ ] a furious fire.

£ S ^ ! ^^ palace was splen-

did as a blaze.

j^ ] or
] J^ burned up

; quite

consumed.

Also read 'lui.

To swell, to enlarge or bulge
-**«a' out.

QJH^ ] a boss
;
protuberances

like those on the plates of a
tortoise.
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Disease in trees which causes

protuberances to grow on the

hwui' trunk; woody knobs out of

which no branclas grow.

^ ;j^ ^ 1
'^'^ o^^ '''"*'® produces

knobs.

*"ff|f| This and iyufn Jc seem to be

) \'*^j confoiiniled witli eucli other by

(, some autliors.

A venoinons serpent, which

baa a big head and small neck ; to

dream of it foretokens the birth of

a daughter ; jaded, ailing.

t% 1
a viper.

^ j
a sort of.boa found in Yun-

nan.

H 1 ^^ it [my dreams were of]

cobras and of snakea

jl^ ] a sea-serpent.

1 1% fagged ; spavined, said of a

horse.

] 1
jt ^ the rumbling of distant

thunder,

i 1 it * venomous snake in

Kiangsu, which is said to have

no eyes, and eject a w( b from

the month to feel its way.

hivui

From ^ planls and y^ sprout-

ing or growing about ; it is

. usually contracted to the first

form.

A general term for plants,

herbs, &c., especially small

ones.

:^ ] flowers and plants.

g'
] all sorts of plants, the vege-

table world.

1 7JC ^ jb '^^^ plants and trees

grow well.

^ I ^ § all plants strive to

come out in spring, — except the

aster. /

From r»cAe» and haring,

Riches, wealth ; cloths, silks,

hwM oj whatever constitutes pro-

perty ; to give property, and

thus bind people to do cer-

tain things ; to bribe ; hush-

money.

^ ]
to take bribes.

•Jg I
or

1 [^ to bribe with

money.

B^
]

presents or douceurs ; advan-

tiiges afl'orded, instead of direct

bribes.

ffl 1 or
1 ^ to bribe in order

to get a thing through ; to dic-

tate or buy a favorable decision.

y:xm^%n^ i 51 come

witii your carriages, and I will

remove with my stuff.

1
From box and eddy or water

I

and box ; the dictionaries favor

I tlie first, but tlie second unaii-

f thorized form is now most used.

j A sort of vase or box ; wa-

hwui' lers gurgling and eddying,

ninning to one spot,— and

referred especially to the swirling

waters of the River Han where it

joins the Yangtsz' at Hankow

;

a place to which people converge

;

to stagnate, as a pool ; to deposit,

as money ; to advance money ; a

check, a draft, a letter of -credit

;

to draw on, as for funds.

I j]^,
a fountain.

^ ]
quicksands, like those near

Hangchau Bay.

m 1 ^ ^ fi S ««^ ti'*' «^t

the streams unite to make the

P'angli, — a part of Poyang

Lake.

pg ^ ] ^ an edition of the

Four Books with all the com-

ments.

] JlJ or
] 1^ or

] ^ an or-

der for money ; a bank check

;

a letter of credit.

^ 1 ^J when this drafl is pre-

sented.

W i^ 1 S ^ W if yo" have

any way of drawing an order on

the provincial city.

] ,g, discount for cashing an

order.

^ i^ f^> 1
- ^ M ^ ^ I

will draw you a draft for a

thousand taels.

] 1^ fr or
J ^ ^ a bank

;

a discount office.

'%

'/twui

From heart and each.

To repent, to change; to be

dissatisfied with one's con-

duct ; indignant, repentant

;

grieved with.

] l^ remorse, contrition ; vexed

at one's ill luck.

] IP to repent of sin.

^ I
to recall one's promise.

] >f5«
compunction, regret.

] his virtue was not to

be repented of.

j j^ to acknowledge one's error.

] 24 to reform, to amend,

j^ ] ^ ]^ repentance will then

be beyond your reach.

^ j
poignant sorrow for.

1 ^ j5 y"'' repentance is now
too late ;

— a phrase sometimes

placed over prisons.

^^ ] M ^^^y ought not to be

thus angry.

«fi

hwui'

From to tiivine and each ; usual-

ly regarded as another form of

le last.

To repent ; a name for the

^ ^ or upper three lines

in any one of the diagrau)s
;

the under three or ^j ^
are called ^ or lucky.

The last day of the moon
;

in"glit, obscure, dark ; misty,

hwui' as from fog ; unpropitious
;

unusual.

1 ^ night and morning.

^ ]
dark nights, no mooiiligfit.

•^ ]
obscure, dark ; not clear,

as a writing.

Jg, Hf ] S obscured by the

tempest.

J|^ I
dark days ; unprosperous

times.

jg I
unlucky ; fortune is going

against me.

1 f '^ an ill-omened fellow.

I ^ W, how ill-starred that is

!

you are a bird of ill-luck.

{Co7itonese.)

] m, ^ M ^ bom under an

unlucky star.
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& ] ^ -f really I was un-

lucky 1 I could get no redress.

1 ^ Jft [this character] is very

unusual.

^ ] not to use, to avoid ; to keep

dark about.

^ ] W ^ not to speak of one's

parents' — affairs or names.

From words and constantly.

To teach, to admonish ; to

reiterate words of instruction

;

to urge upon, to induce to
;

inviting, urging ; instructive

;

counsel, instruction.

^ ]
to instruct diligently.

] A -7 fS I ^^ ^^^ weary of

exhorting men.

1 M f? p| or (Tf PS
1 ;t I

would instruct you constantly
;

give them line upon line.

^|| ]
to inculcate upon.

jfl^ ]
to receive instruction.

Ka ^ ] \^ ogling looks invite

to wantonness.

hwui'

From )[j> heart and ^ single

contracted
;
q.d. the heart having

one object.

Kind, gracious, forbearing
;

compliant, complaisant, ac-

cordant; benevolent, liberal; to

give ir charity ; to give, to bestow
;

to sympathize, to be kind to ; to

adorn ; to obey, to accord with
;

benefit, grace
;
presents, charities

;

in epitaphs denotes one who was

gracious to the people; a triangu-

lar-headed halberd formerly carried

before officers.

1^ ]
I am obliged for your kind-

ness.

fg f* 1 ^ E IS he could kind-

ly protect the people. / \

^, ]
grace, favor, mercy.

:^ ^ J? 1
thanks for your

many great favors,

g 1
or ^ ]

I am thankful

for your compassion.

1 ^ benevolent, kind to all.

1 ^ S ^ 1*6 ^^ often been

kind to me.

1 M 'iP ft kindness need not be

e.xpensive.

^ 1 I am filled with your favor

;

many thanks, as for a letter re-

ceived.

1 ^ "ft" ^ you ^% agreed

to come to me.

^ ^ ] to get some real aid ; sub-

stantial hel)>

iD«£ 1 ^>m^ liifyou
will kindly grant this, J shall be

for ever obliged, — said by a

borrower, or a shopkeeper when
duiming.

^ ]
a mere show of kindness,

empty promises.

A synonym of the preceding.

Especially used for compli-

hump ant; obedient, as to a ruler;

loving.

^ fJE ^ 1
they would not obey a

just government when enforced.

^^' A clever mind, full ofschemes

|}^|^> and shifts ; to examine close-

hwui' ly ; able to discriminate ; sa-

gacious ; obedient, accommo-

dating, in which it is like

the last.

A'^' An insect, the
J j^, which

•H'Utk I'^'es but six months, and
hwui' therefore only knows but one

season ; it appears to be a

sort of cicada.

'

Ĵ^ -A. fragrant species of marshy

VS* orchid, called ] '^, having

hwvi' many flowers on one stalk
;

the name probably includes

several sorts, as Angraecnm,

Cymbidium, &c.

^ I ^ ^ the flowers are alike

fragrant; said of two brothers

reaching degrees.

g ] the snow orchid of Yunnan

;

it flowers late.

' Composed of W to add and Cft

a contracted form of ^ to as-

hwui' semble over it ; as a primitive its

. use is chiefly a phonetic, and it

is easily confounded with (tsang

"W adding.

To collect, to convene, to as-

semble, to bruig or meet together as

equals ; to visit ; to make an agree-

ment ; to associate those of the

same rank, views, or powers ; to

communicate with, to let all know
;

to understand after being informed,

to know how,— and in tliis sense

it becomes a sign of the future

when preceding another verb; ex-

pert, skilled in ; apt, likely to cause

;

joint, united ; a blendhig ; a junc-

tion, as of rivers or roads ; an as-

sociation for any purpose, a club,

a union, a society, a fraternity,

a cabal,— and hence discouraged

by the Government ; a church or

congregation ; a joint-stock com-

pany ; an occasion, an annual reck-

oning ; a meeting, a time ; a seam

in a cap.

^ I
to visit and make up a

quarrel ; also used for ^ ] to

become a ] ^ or member ; to

enter a society or organization.

] ^ to receive and see a guest

;

to visit.

I
j^ to assemble, to hold a meet-

ing; the collective body,

f^ ]
a meeting of Budliist priests.

] j§ — ffi I liave seen him once.

"^
I

a literary club.

&>'% \ ilk. friends imitmg in

some literary scheme.

I
& to assemble troops ; to mus-

ter the forces.

^ ] ^ ^ to give an entertain-

ment.

m ] to get up a procession, usu-

ally idolatrous.

^MB 1
(or .^ ^ ^ from

Sanscrit ulamht) a kind of All

Souls' day, a Budliist festival

held on the loth of the 7tli moon

for api)easing hungry ghosts ; it

was introduced into China about

A.D. 733 by Amogha from Cey-

lon.

3 -& 1 the Triad Society exist-

ing in southern China.

^ ] and J(^
I

to form a com-

pany and to wind it up.
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I "M* or ] B^ or
I ^ the ma-

nager of a club; a cliainnan.

] ^ banditti ; a junto ; a clique

of conspirators.

H ^ -^ 1 a festival held three

days at full of the 3d moon in

Shaugliai, at which women pray

for sons, or to be changed into

men in the next life.

] ;& a gay procession. .

j(J )^ I
a good opportunity ; a

tine chance.

^ j|J5 ]
a sort of associated thea-

tricals.

I ^ the funds or subscriptions

to a company, for which ] |^
share tickets are given.

^ Itg ]fp I
to meet unexpectedly.

% M 1 ^ ^^^ ^^^ g''"S ^^^

call them together.

1 ^ to understand ; a combined

idea, as when the radical and

primitive indicate the sense of

a character.

j^ j
to coinbhie an initial and

final to make a third sound.

^ I
to comprehend ; to man-

age.

1 ?l ^^'^
1 :ft ^^'^ compilations

of state regulations and records,

made by Government for its

officers.

'T* ;/C 1 5i "''* * great while,

presently.

—
• ] §i

"—
1 Si from time to

time ; now and then.

^ ] or ^ I
to report to a su-

per-ordinate officer.

M 1 ill Jlfc
I hardly thought it

would come to this pass.

I 7jC to dive ; also the junction of

streams.

1 ^ ^ joint examination, as of

two officials.

t^
]

a, provincial capital.

] f^ ^ 1 f^ do you know how

to do it ?

^ ] then learn how.

®E 1 ~F M '* ^^''^ *h^" ''*'"•

] ^ ^ it will probably make
you sick.

34

In Caiituiiese. To simmer, to stew.

1 ^.%" Wi sitewed birdsnests.

Also road 'hwui, and .sometimes

written 1I§ to distinguish it. Ex-

pert, skilled in ; a sign of the

future.

) From silh and to assenihie ; oc-

1 curs used for the last.

To embroider or adorn in co-

lors ; to draw, to paint, to

sketch ; to make a plan ; colored,

painted ; in conjunction, as the sun

and moon.

] ^ to draw and paint.

1 ii!l B to draw a map.

1 fli to paint portraits.

] ^ ^ ^ the limning comes

after the outline ground has

been prepared.

HifcJ From s

Q**-^ used wi

sun and a besom ; occurs

ith the next.

hivui' Small stars which cannot be

distinguished clearlyj star-

dust ; fine, miimte, but distinct.

tt^fcJ A shrill, stridulous sound, as

H-^- of a cicada ; a soft, low melo-

hwup dious voice ; a quick sound

;

in harmony or tune, as se-

veral voices or instruments; fine;

delicate but distinct, as the stars.

1 I ?D 'ift
the two birds sing in

concert.

1 Si >]» M *h»t pretty little

star ; said of a girl.

1 1 ^ * sweet melody, as se-

veral flutes or small bells.

-^ 1 ^ ^ brilliant are its

sparkling stars.

^Ji } From heart and a comet as the
''
\I phonetic.

hivui'' Perspiciicious, intelligent ; in-

genious, clever, quickwitted
;

adroit, sharp ; wisdom, sagacity

;

in epitaphs, denotes one who re-

ceives reproofs mildly.

^ ] discerning, sagacious.

^, ]
or ^ ] lucid ; an instant

perception of.

W 1 "tt
h^ ^^ a bright mind.

>]< ] dextrous, skillful, handy,

^i M I
beautiful and witty.

] ;j^ iii Budhism, the organ of wis-

dom in the soul {pradj-nendryu).

I
"jj denotes its power (j/tmljiui-

hda).

^fe'' Hag<?> anger; to hate, to dis-

>(ii> like ; to l)e angry at ; irri-

hwiii tated, indignant, angry.

1 'K "figry and hating one.

1 ^ hi a towering passion, i

Jfi .^ M 1
I'S beat the bed

in his anger.

c|) A hill bare of trees and grass

;

^ a barren, rocky hill.

Imnd'

A^ft ) From water and honorable as the
' —' phonetic ; occurs used for tliem next.

A stream o\'erflowing its

banks, or rushing through a

crevasse or waste-weir ; to separate

;

dis|)ersed, broken ; a flight, a rout
;

defeated ; driving surges ; enraged,

hasty.

1 \% dashing waves.

] fli the river banks are burst

;

mi.scarried, unlucky ; defeated.

1 IK: ffe ^ the disagreement is

ineconcileable.

^ |}> ] ^ completely routed.

j^ ]
soaked, so as lo be spoiled.

^ ffl T> 1 ^ ^ it will not

meet your ex^iectations if you

u.se it.

I ^ not in order ; seditious
;

raging, as a mob.

^^Xi > 1 To wash the face ; one adds,

TlM I

^'l**^" "lying-

J j I 75 #fe 1 >K ll'e prince

then washed his face.

From gate and honorable.

The outer gate of a market

;

the street leading to a ba-

zaar,

i If! ^ 1
llie thoroughfares

tliruugh the market.

hivui'
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ft-ffi.' ^ woman, ;^ |
of ancient

j(^^ times wlio bore six sons liy the

hwuP parts being ^ fij rent and

cut open, by the Ciesarian

operation
; (?) she is said to have

been the younger sister of ^
;^ J^ of the Tsu country.

j

f i To open a sore ; broken, as

an ulcer.

hwui' ^ 1 the boil ha.s broken.

•J fe
I ^ the whole body is

covered with running sores.

rttt*.^ Eyes nearly gone, dull sight-

Dpr ed ; scarcely able to see, as

hwui' very old people.

g ]
sightless.

^ ]
dim vision, sight blur-

red and weak.

) From mouth and /«'//•

^ A beak, a bill ; a snout ; to

hwui" pant, to breathe hurriedly.

1 ^g, to rest and breathe.

m ] wearied, as a dog from run-

ning
;
panting, as from heat.

Jit S 1 :^ startled and panting,

— they fled.

|tt 1^ ^ ]
there's no need of

putting in your word ; i'. e. what

can you say that will equal him ?

:i.Jfc) From loords and refractory as

jlKi the phonetic.

hwvi' To shun ; to deny ; to avoid

using from a sense of res-

pect for, as the Jews did from

mentioning the ineft'able Name

;

to honor by concealing their faults
;

io hide from ; to keep a respectful

silence upon ; name of the manes

in the ancestral hall, given it by

the eldest son, and used when the

family sacrifices to their ancestors
;

forbidden, tabooed.

<^> 1
piohibit or shun the use of

sacred names.

JQ ]
to heedlessly use sacred

names.

1 ^ ^ ] j^ respect another's

given name, but use his sur-

name.

_y ] ;^ jji^ worship their manes

by their posthumous titles.

^ H ^ 1
I'i'le the errors of

your relatives.

^ ] to cover a fault by not bruit-

ing it.

^ ] not dead, still living.

] ^^ rules for applying names to

deceased i)ersons ; sonietimcs

made in great families.

Ill Ife 1^ 1
I ^'^g ^ ^^^^ )'°""'

official or honored name ?

Ill fiS ^ 1
<^°"'*' <^'*'"y' confess

it all ; make a full disclosure.

{!)*> ^ :5C # 1
what is your

father's temple style ?

]
= forbidden talk ; not to be

mentioned.

j^ ]
avoid sacred names, as the

emperor's^
|

personal name;

this is strictly observed, and

often extends even to characters

where it occurs as the primitive

;

this practice during the course

of Chinese history has modified

only a few characters, and most

of them unusual, but it has al-

tered the meanings of many
which were substituted for the

sacred name ; when the dynasty

is changed, this respect is no

longer observed.

The following are the personal names
of the eight Muncliu sovereigns, with

tlieir cliaiiged fonns, or tlje words which
have been substituted ; the first was
formed of diaracters so much in use

that tliey were left unaltered.

Shuiichi, fg ffr was left unaltered.

Kaiighi, '^ jt^ was altered to

Yungchii!g, j^-[ jjj^ was altered to

Kii'iilinig, ^ )§ was altered to

^ m
'

Kiak'ing, ^gj J;jj was altered to

Tnokwang, -g; ^ was altered to

1. ^ or
If, ^

Hieni'mig, ^ ^'y- was altered to

1^ was altered to

^U^^ 1 From moht/i or words and year;
'*-*^

tlie Krst is usually read yueh^

i but is regarded as a synonym of

-^jt*) f tlie secouii wiien read hwuV.

Mc??C J A prolonged sound, as of an
hwia approaching carriage ; the

hum of many people; spa-

cious and light, as a mansion

;

one says the beard or the jaw.

I )
cries of j)heasants, tinkling

of horses' bolls, rumbUng of car-

riiigcs, etc.

] 1
-If. S the farthest corners

of the house wore light.

> The sound of a phoenix

;

the noise of a flock of birds.

lav id'
I 1 ^ ^Jj [the phoenix]

clapped its wings.

lU^
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See also hch for other similar lounds,

hut or hwut ; — in Fuhchau.

From heart ani pennon ; q. d. the

1JV-, mind like a flutterinf; streamer.

Jm To forget, to disregard, to

slight ; to exhaust, to ter-

minate; as an adverb, suddenly,

unexpectedly, abruptly ; instantly,

all at once ; in notation, the fifth

place in fractions, the hundred

thousandth, likened to the tenth

IKU't of a floss of silk.

1 W A 2j5 just then a man came.

^ ] to make little of; to treat

cavalierly, to slight.

S: M S 1 [''* sacrifices werej

abolished and its existence end-

ed ; said of a state.

] i5§ forgetful of; careless.

1 ^ Of
1 ^ Tn^ suddenly, in a

moment.

1 ]
— iff. bow quickly the year

has come and gone.

I
BJJ ) jj^ it appeared and dis-

appeared (juickly.

1 >C' .S 'IS totally careless and

forgetful ; absent-muided.

iPif. 1 J^ B^ the minutest space;

an instant of time, a tvvinldJng.

Old sounds, mot and mat. In Canton, f&t ; — in Swatow, h^t j — »'» Amoy,

hw5k ;
— in Shanghai, hweh, weh, and feb ;

— in Chifn, l_i.

,hu

From hand and abruptly as the

phonetic.

JlU

To slap, to tap ; to bale out,

to clean up ; to push.

] jjc to bale water, to, dip it iip

] ^ a dust-pan, a dirt-board.

Abstruse, inexplicable ; HjI-

uute, preventing tl;o mind

from deciding, m a subtle

point in meiaphysics.

"bt ] ^ 16 fl anything fine and

"bscnre, so that it cannot be

cliscriminated ; the mind so

startled that it cannot clearly

discern and decide.

whole, said

From baml/ov leud B square with

lines, afterward altered to pennon.

,hu

Jm <& complete in

.1 1

Eound, entire

J of fruits.

1 i^orf^^mJ
all its parts ; in syntax, the

summation of an argument

S 6^ ^ flS ^ "<^^v> complete

suit, such as a child first puts

on.

1^ ^ f he swallowed it whole,

— as a date ; a careless, rough

way of doing things.

A taalet iiewly three feet

long, made of ivory, gem,

wood, or bambix), held before the

breast by courtiers at audiences, even

down to the Ming dynasty ; it was

first designed for taking notes on.

^ I
or j£ 1 to hold the tablet

;

i. e. to be a statesman.

in this family ; — we have ucver

held office
;
plebeian.

^ ] ivory tablets ased by T;ioists,

In Fuhchai. A cake or bhwk
of ink

; ^ — ) one cake of ink.

Fine silk gauze or open-work-

ed silk.

] m a sort of woven gau/.e

of corded thread, crossc'l and

knotted, so as to resemble milh.'t

seeds on the surface.

# 7j»C HJt ^ the placid water

ripples into silken lines.

^ \
heavy gauze.

^ I
thin, coarse law.

ku'

Old sounds, hwun, kwun, and gwun. Jn

hwong and hung

;

^3& From p sun and ^ descend-

C f4 iny contracted to J^ a name
;

Jiwuri one old form is compcsed of

sun placed below Sil'eople, as

if intimating cessation of a day's

work.

Dusk, twilight, which is called

•f^J
H^ or substituted brightness

;

the sun below the hoi-izon ; to be

dark ; benighted ; evening ; obscure.

Canton, wan and fan ;
— in Swatow, hun ;

— in Amoy, hun
;
— »» Fuhchau,

— in Shanghai, hwang and wSng ;
— in Chifu, hwun.

confused, dull ; ui disorder ; to ob-

lige one to do ; to marry a wife, for

which the next is used ; a wife
;

affinity ; relatives ; to die before

bemg married.

^ j
the gloaming ; dusk.

finite talk is like a misty mir-

ror.

] |I^ dark ; late ; cloudy, dull.

] ^ in confusion, as from a mul-

tiplicity of affaire ; dim, as the

vision ; disordered.

^ I
or

I
Ij^ night ; very dark

I
3!t motes in the eyes ; imiacm

voli(ante&

] H a despot, a tjTant ; a nig-

gardly husband.

] ^ addlc-pated, dull; disliking,

vexed at, but saying nothing.
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1 M^^^ mndcUed, forgetful.

1 ^ glowing ckirk ; unintelligible,

as tallc.

] j§ very old, siiid of one who
leans on a staff.

/p ] f^ ^ don't exert yourself

beyond yoiu- strength.

^'J '^^ 1 S''^"i ^"^ bluided his

better judgment.

^J ^ I 'i""
avarice and passion

blind the heart.

^WM 1
. 1

'"'^^ yo" j'^y o"

your raariiage.

1 1 HE ^ sleeping soundly,

ft 1 ^^ morning and evening

inquire after — your parents'

health.

I* 13 ] 1
dmnk all day long.

JjC(^ From wonmn nnd dusk ; because

T|^V ai ciciitly the wedding took place^^"
ill tlio eveuing, "when the bride

^iiwiill came to the house.

A bridegroom, a husband

;

to marry a wife, the opposite of

; a wife's connections ; relatives.

jQ marriage ; matrimonial af-

fairs.

^ 1 , and J^ 1 , and ^ ], de-

note successively to compare the

horoscopes, to e.\change the pre-

Bcuts, and to consiuumate the

nuptials.

Jfc ] to marry relatives.

^ _t ;^ I
an emperors marriage.

] ^ the marriage contract, said of

a girl whose first betrothed died.

^ 1 "'^ ^ 1 ^ •* second wife,

who is herself a widow.

^ ] to purchase a marriage al-

liance ; it is often merely to

advance funds for the biide'a

trousseau.

I* I
or

] @£ or [^ I
to con-

tract a man-iage.

^k ] k^ :h& •'"» officer who
arranges the Emi)eror's mar-

riage and those of his immctliate

relatives.

^ftU.]^] <o betroth children

I.'-lore birth; the practice is

kn.own in southern China.

Jiwun

From Iieart and obscure ; the

second form is preferred.

The i)erception8 confused

;

stupid, forgetful, dull.

i^ ] forgetful.

I ^ lost his memory, old.

1 ^ grieved and vexed at, but

unable to express one's self.

1 ^ ^ S 'lull-headed ; incoher-

ent. •

Dull eyes ; mind set on one

ff object and unable to apprc-

Jw:un ciato otii'^rs.

^1 ^^^ TflJ don't dole

on power and gain.

From gate and dusk as the pho-
netic.

Jiwun To shut the door at eventide

;

a porter of the palace.

PP ]
to knock at the gate ; t. e.

to present an urgent petition.

I A a gate-keeper to a prince or

grandee.

] ^ or ] -^ eunuchs who keep

the palace hareem.

jB 1 JBi PS *" oi"^"^ 'l^" £''''' ^^

morning and shut it at even.

y rfl The dimness of death com-

(y** g^ ing on ; dim-sighted ; to kill

fhwuH by taliing gold ; to die with-

out fame.

m Unsettled.y
] ]

unstable ; also applied

f/ttoun to muddy water.

From plant and army ; see the

next.

Jtwun Strong smelling vegetables, as

onions, leeks, rue, garlic, <fec.,

which, with five kinds of meat, vk.,

that of the horse, dog, cow, goose,

and pigeon, are all forbidden to

those who fast ; all meat or vegeta-

ble food not included in the list of

fast-day didies is so called, and ^
is the terra for other kinds.

J|> ^ 1
[when fasting,] do not

cat meat

1 |g strong odors, as of cooked
meat.

~
] §^ small eating shops, little

stalls for selling food.

;^ I ^ a restaurant for selling

spiiits, meats, <fec.

55 'A ?Sl §a ^ Pfe 1
^vher«'s

the cat that don't eat meat ? —
everybody seeks his own in-

terest

9^^ Used with the preceding.

-5^ Meat which most not be

Jiwun eaten on fast days; strong

flesh.

•)^ 3i 1 '''6 fi^® kinds of meats,

that of the horse, ox, dog, pigeon,

and wild goose, which are re-

garded as strong.

From water and arviy as the
phonetic ; also interchanged with

'
hwun ^^"""^ ift " ^'"' senses.

A roaring torrent ; the noise

of many waters ; vast ; turbid, pol-

lutetl ; sordid, dirty, and used as a

term of reproach ; chaotic, confus-

ed, blended ; the whole, the mass,

entire ; even, imifonn.

1 ^^M ^ celestial globe.

] j§ turbid, foul ; whence the

Yung-ting R. near Peking gets

its common name of | {^ or

Muddy Eiver.

1 ^ uiy wife ;— a depreciating

term.

I
j|t A *^"^ ^ho feels his incom-

petency.

] A a stupid lout, an owl of a
fellow.

1 :^ ^^ ™y whole body is

chilled tlrrough.

J;p I
imdistinguisliable, as a

fcetus a month old ; formless,

undeveloped.

1 fife
conl'used, disordered.

]
'^ simple and unlearned, as

the [jcasantry.

1 % '— ^ confused vapors^ aa

at the creation.

5^ 1^ ~~"
1 the empire was un-

der one sway.
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I ^ confused, mixed up, muddy.

1 ^ 5'C 91 ^"^ '** <l"''c muddled,

his miud Ls inilwcilo.

1 ^ — Jl all is now as if new
;

limes will now prosper.

I -fjj
careless, not paying much

attention to.

] J^ in the gross; lumping; no
order or completeness.

Bead Iw^un. To cu-culalc, as

good.s ; to roll on continuously.

It K 1 \ ia ^U riches

flowed in on him like a rmining

fountain.

•Ji^J An appellation of a woman.

(Alp
j ^ my wife, my good wo-

^hwun man.

S^^
A sort of marmot {Arctomys

ijl. raarmorta), also called ^ ^
Jiwttn the yellow rat from its color,

which sits before its burrow
in wann weather ; it rubs its neck

on seeing people, and reenters its

hole, from which habit it is called

^ ^ the bowing rat, and jg ^
the ix)lite rat

A fine stone, a pretty gem
;

this character is often used

for given names.

^ I
a green serpentine.

From wood and mixed or army
as the phonetic.

Flat or round balls of pork

called
I 1^, which arc

fried in a gravy of fot, so}',

and onions, then rolled in

flour and steamed ; a sort of

fritter cakes ; the second also means
provisions for soldiers on a march

;

to present a sheep to one.

K - H \%t^m.%-VX
Jl ^ OS ^5- '^ M ^^Ulike a

man whoj eats all but one in a

hundred fritters, and then asks

what they are made of; — so is

he who does a job, and then asks

how ; an incompetent, conceited

man.

thwun

Jmun

/*i^ Completed, brought to an end.

Jmun We certainly do not sec why
Our uncle was so finished.

.nwuii

rom demon and vapor ; the Tid-
ing rebels changed this character

into Is in order to purify its

meaning and elevate the idea of

soul.

The shade, the manes, the

spiritual part of the ghost which

ascenils, and is supposed to proceed

from tho yang principle ; the

Taoists Sity that there are three

ghosts 3 ] 1
proceeding from the

feelings, the breath, and the spirits

;

the mind, the wits, tho faculties.

I (jjj^
tho manes, the departed

soul, which then becomes a ^
dat'iov.

^ ]
he has lost his wits.-

51 1 o"" tS 1 to uivite the spirit

to come ; this is done when one

dies abroad.

^^ ^ ] to hook live ghosts, is to

invoke demons ; it also refers to

a custom of placing a corked

v.is'j in a bridge when building

to prevent it ever falling.

] ^ I dreamed of seeuig a ghost.

^ 1 the spiritual soul ; — a

foreign terra.

1 ;?; ^r- -& o>^
1 :i? ^E # be

is out of his mind ; he is terrified

out of his wits.

jp$ 1 Hi ^ bis ghost has ap-

peared.

1 S^ ^ ^ M 'be soul is not

coiifined to any place.

il$ 1
or JUL ] an orbato spirit, one

which has no one loft to worship

it.

% 1 ;f:,t.or^l;p^thoun-
revenged ghost will not be quiet

;

n',;'.rder cries for vengeance.

IeI ] the sold returns to the tab-

let — l)efore the 49lh day.

^ i'i5 T 1 5i y<"J bave seared

nit; out of iny senses ; a bogie to

fri;;liten children.

H ii'il f^ \ 1
the vast variety of

crciited things.

.
^
~^ 1 Tho mind full of sorrow

;

c iS I
melancholy, vaporish, out of

J:» (
spirits.

cl^J 1 rS Fiil Hi a thick-headed
"
hwwi "^"^t who has no feeling.

i

Yrovajire and confused; it is also

read fjcioun.

'hwwt Fire, the flame of fiire ; bright.

1 M WaBbig-

iK ] 1 I'd -t ^ the lambent

flame curled upwards.

CA^J Fi-om water and con/used; it is

J HjJ often synonymous with jAioan flfL

hwan' ''"'1 the next.

Turbid, roiled, cis a torrent

;

a chaos of waters and sky

;

fold, mixed, ill-assorted ; disorderly;

heedlessly, promiscuously, dark, un-

derhand.

] [^ confused clamor.

] -jB; i^ a troublesome world

;

this and | -jg ^ also mean a

fellow who does nothing for his

living, a ne'er-do-well.

^ 'A \ ^ ™6'* ^i*! women
mi.xed together.

] ^ a nickname, an alias.

1 |i£ or
I ] fife ^ all confu-

sion ; unintelligible, irretriev-

ably mixed up.

1 ^ •? or ] g ^ roughs,

rowdies, loafers, street Arabs.

^y ] to.coiifuse ; to do slighting-

ly, to slur over.

] ^ to do out of order, to iutnule

into another's duty or post.

1 I^ !^ W yo'i foolish thing

!

you piece of stujjidity 1

I 1^ a ligmarole; foolish talk.

•^ JflJ ] p^. to confess anything

from tear of torture.

] IM 'o implicate others by false

statements,

i^ 1
or ] '^ to deceive, to

throw dust in one's eyes; to

simulate.

^ ]
inconsiderate, careless.

I ^ a bath-house where the

great unwashed bathe.
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I
^ -^ he went without an in-

vitation.

I ^ — ^ the three original

powers unitedly acting.

In Cantonese. To make game
of, to overreach, to diddle ; to

importune, to trouble.

^ ] ^ don't play oflf your fun

on me.

In Peldngese. To resist, to

throw off, not to yield to ; to

work ; to do.

1 BB 5i *** strive against drowsi-

ness.

pa ff9 - i^ 5i 1 *^ "e •'^'•«

engaged in work at the same

place.
^

^^^) From triitrr and as/y; itissimi-

7HJ lar to tlie preceding.

/nctm' Confused, dirty, turbid ; im-

clean, as animals ; filthy,

foul, as a sewer; a privy, a

Jakes.

iS ] tH l^^" times are in confusion.

1 g^ unclean animals, as dogs

and hogs whicli eat garbage.

^ ] to roil ; muddied.

t|i 1
disordered, confounded;

obscure, as one's perceptions.

B'J 1 ® a" '^°"'^ rudely interrupt

people.

^ I
a retiring-place, a spot fenced

off.

To push with the hand ; to

take up with tongs or

pincers.

From icorjs and army ; q.d. Ion-

army talk.

Vulgar mirth, low jests,

broad allusions, sportive tri-

fling.

^ ] to joke, to dally with.

1 ^ a harlequin dress, a robe

with obscene drawings.

1 "= scurrilous jests.

^ ] a jester, a buflfon, a court fooL

J ~| From mind
phonetic.

and a sty as the

J j
To incommode, to excite, to

.^'J disturb ; to dishonor, to dis-

."^
, sraee, to distress, to mortify,

to bruig reproach on one
;

grieved, ashamed, mortified.

j§ ]
to incommode.

/f> Si 1 ^ I dare not disobey

his orders.

i ^ ] ^ the host must not

niortiiy his guest.

i& 1
^' # '"y g""^^ '* unbear-

able.

I ;g to dishonor one's ruler.

connnon custom n)akes it to

be regarded a.s not disgracefid.

ft

m The same as, similar; to

make alike ; to inlay, as with

liivuii' i\ ory; to combine ; to root up.

I ^ connected through-

out, as a suite of buildings.

'Old aounds, i, it, ik, ngi, ngit, Ip, ai, at, and ap. In Canton, i, ngei, wei, yei, yui, and ai ; — in Siontow, i, i", I'li, ngi,

gi, goi, ngai, hia, and chi ; — in Amoy, i, i", o, gi, ki, and ngai" ;
— in Fuhchau, i, c, i.;, ngi, ngie, ngc, mi,

yo and he ;
— in Shanghai, i and ui ; — in Chi/u, i>

^ ]
or ^ ]

to dress ; to put
1 ^ ^ Si D"" »''« "» ^'''"'

on clothes. better tlian] a dres.sed up beast,

1 ^ -^ If '" ^i*" embroidered — so cruel are you.

Tlie original form is designed to

represent two tnen under a cover ;

\ it forms tlie 14.5th radical of a
f large and natural group of cha-

racters relating to garments

;

wlien written at tlie left side as

in the second form, it resembles

^ the contracted form of the

113th radical.

Clothes for the upper part of the

body; garments; a cover, a husk,

as on nuts ; a case of any kind.

1 M *"'
1 ^ garments ; a dress.

—^ (or — ^1] ) I flR one suit

of clothes.

\\\ ] or ^ I
inner garments.

;^ ]
or ^ ] outer garments.

robes he goes by night ;— said

of an over modest but thorough

scholar.

^ j
or ^ I

shaping clothes.

^ ] black jackets ; a term for

lictors and official runners.

^ ]
commoners, scholars who

have not yet graduated.

M ] ^ beggared, suffering;

wasltful, heedless.

] ^ ill full dress, cipandall;
i'. e. « ell-dres.sed.

^ j ^J^
a tailor's shop.

1 T> IS tl # ;^ iJ^ 4 g'-"--

ments which do not befit one

are the body's misfortune ;
—

clothes cannot adorn a villain.

1^ I
a uniform ; Chinese soldiers

have characters on the breast

and ))ack to .show tiicir corps.

j^ 1 gji
festival of Burning

Clothes, tlie g I
. for wander-

ing ghosts, is litld tiiree daj's on

the middle of the Vlh moon, when

they are supiKJsed to Ix; thus

rescued from suffering.
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Bead «' To dress ; to wear ; to

cover another with garments.

^ ] ]
' ^ take off your coat

and put it on him.

]
' 1^ ^ |Ip| to dress in brocade

and over it a plain dress.

"rom tium and clothes ; q. rf.

clothes lean on the man.Mi ''"'

jj To rely on, to trust to; to

conform to, tlie ojjposite of

^ ; to accede to ; as a prejymtimi,

according to, as ; like ; imagery,

illiLStration.

^ ]
compliant, willing.

^ 1 ji); 1 cannot agree witli you.

1 W ''*'* y^^ ^'*y )
according to

the expression.

] ^ —
• j^ hi the same way, as

usual, as before.

I ^ ]§i; ^ I am just in the same

place ; I am the same old fellow.

] i^ similar ; very nearly the

same.

\ M ± f^ shortly, in a little

while ; nearly exact.

1 ^ "ES ^ the resemblance is

consider.able.

IR ^>'f 1
or ^ I ^. ^ nothing

to depend on ; no resource, as

an orphan.

I Ig according to tlia consulta-

tion ; let it be as it was dis-

cussed.

1 1 ^ ^ unable to part from
;

I cannot let.you go.

BS 1 fli T fon'lly looking up

to, as a child does to its mother.

^ 1 ^ ^ he did not care about

complaining to the rulers.

1 ^ /^ T ''^^ habitat is under

trees, as a plant.

ji|
]

illustrations, metaphors.

Iff- Ws '^ ]
he regards nothing

but ills virtue.

iS> ^ 1 A '^ fondly regard one.

k^i \M 1 1
'''** swaying willows

are young and green.

|tt ^ ]
no evidence to go by,

nothing to depend on.

1 Jf Wi undoubted ; the report

can be relied on.

In Cantonese. An adverb, well,

just.

I ^ well then ; supposing, if he

likes.

<^
Fiom man and Jaith/ut ; occurs

used for the iie.^it tuu.

,2 A jjersonal pronoun, he, she,

it, that one, — mostly used

along the valley of the Yangtsz';

occasionally used impersonally for

I, the party sfjeaking ; an initial

particle, becau.se, that, only.

S 1 ^ ^ 1
's '•' ''*= o"" not ?

/if pi 1 A tliat \ery man of

whom I siiake.

1 t^ S |Sl what was it that

man said '.

\ ^ they, those.

\ ^\^'fi tliat place. {Shang-

luri.)

\ if that year.

'k 1 4a i? [I te'l yo"] I am
quite intimate with him.

1 >S presently, soon.

] ^ I Yin, a famous minister of

T'ang the Successful, B.C. 17G0.

I^ the province of Hi or Chi-

nese Turkestan.

^tA A stream, the | ^ or }
J

C » 1/ >!fC a branch of the River
l

jt Loh, six)ken of in the Shu I

King, which rises in Shen
j

cheu, and flows northeast about a

hundred miles, joining the main

stream at Yen-shi hieu fg 6i5 jj!^

in Honan fu in the west of that

province.

XttA The sow-bug (Onisciis) found

cK 1/ under stones and in damp

jt places.

11^^^ t''« sow-bugs

have got into the house.

11^^^ his hum never stops

}

— he studies all the time.

i Ifl'^Bf al^ick! alas! dread-

full

tt^& The tone of regretful indig-

•i© nation, surprise, or pain

;

ji groaning, moaning ; for

sliame, jilas! to belch.

I
Pg to eructate.

I p§ admirable ! used as a word

of earnest exhortation, and also

ironically.

A ^ ) ^ the breathing of

nature — is termed wind.

Similar to the last.

If
The sound of giddy laughter

is ] P^ ; the first when

"read ^/it, means to moan.

Pi 1 II na -'>«! i!"'si'-

ter ;
dalliance, Iritling with

> To dislike ; a cry of pain,

grief, or anger.

] Ig the name of a bird

found in Hupeh, for which many
synonyms are given, and whose

brief description seems to denote a

sort of goatsucker or night-hawk.

^-jff- Excellent ; to admire a thing

()v^i- for its beauty; precious, rare,

ji like a pearl.

pf/V From earth and a screen as the
|2Sa». phonetic.

( I '.-

ji Dirt, dust
;
particles of earth.

ISc.^ i'romyeathers and a screen, de-

S^y noting the purpose and material
;C^^ it occurs interchanged with the

,' next.

A fan or screen made of

peacock's or pheasant's feathers,

a flabellum ; to overshadow, to

screen or intercept; a thuig that

intercepts, as an arbor ; to seclude

from observation ; to keep close, to

repress ; to destroy : a dimness in

the eyes, like that caused by ptery-

gium ; trees withering away ; a gay

colored bird like a phcenix.

^ I
a dense shade.

1^ ]
to hide away.

|t^
]

to screen off.

— ^ 1 ? '"* filn" over the eyes,

jjjljj I
a target for archery practice.

I
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Ill Cantonese. Feverisli, Lot

;

Bultry ; hurried or iistlimatic breath-

ing ; a stricture across the lungs.

] ^ hard of breathing.

M -f ] f^ the body is hot and

feverish.

M' f

.

' From sun and one ; it is also

Hi^^ leiul i/f/i) and interchanged with
(H-BL tlie last.

The sun hidden by clouds;

windy and cloudy ; to obscure

by clouds.

^ ]
obscure, gloomy.

^ 1
a gusty night.

?^ SI fl. 1
t^''^ wintry winds

arc blowing and the sky is dark.

S. S 1 H 3fc
'^l'<* ^^'"'iy clouds

intercept tlie sunlight.

] 1^1^ cloudy and dark is

the sky.

From spirits and sryfen ; it is

very often wroiifrly contracted to

I the second form iu cheap books.

To heal, to cure ; a physi-

cian ; healing ; medical ; to

drink.

1 ^ "
1 i ^ doctor,

a skillful physician,

a fashionable doctor,

to promise or assure a cure,

i^ liealing medicines-

j^i 1 ^% A charlatans kill people.

^ I ^ the Medical Board ; its

head is the court physician, who
is ] 0j5 a medical grandee.

1 fn '^ ^ tlie treatment pro-

duces no good results.

JE
I [^ xi t^" invite many doc-

tcrs will effect no cure.

1 ^ ">
I p^ the medical pro-

I.

From silk and screen.

In classsical use, an interjec-

tion ; a reddish black or blue-

black color ; a case for a

spear's head.

] 1^ a child's bib or apron.

W W #.it 1 f? ® ^ you

have slill a mother to nourish

;

alas ! I have none left.

From bird and screen.

' />fx/ A bird resembling the tern,

i' with blue and white plum-

age, that frequents the shore,

and foretokens a storm by flying

inland ; a sort of duck, which flies

in flocks ; used with ^, denoting a

fabulous bird of great size and

beauty.

'M 1 iflt ?M '•1^^ ducks and widgeons

are on the River King.

The solitary wasp, the
] j^

or sphex, probably so named

from the hum of its wings
;

the (Jliinese have the idea

that it rears its young from

worms.

Name of a plant.

I ^ luxuriant herbage, .is

plants growing in a jungle.

Hjt->
The hesitating sound made

/\ by many speakers before say-

i ing the next word, half a

stutter; a sigh, or short

breath interrupting the word.

fession.

U ] to practice medicine.

I ^ or 1 |g a hospital.

]
to practice medicine.

] a family of physicians.

^ ] a veterinary d(x;tor.

^ ^ ] there's no medicine to

Ileal — sucli a runagate.

1 ^ ?j5 incurable.

iii:

sJlJ^ ~] From doq or to Itreathe and re-

yrl^? markahle ; it is a s^yiionyin of

f V J
. ^j ^0(1 tlie Becond fo; in is un-

c MX'V J
-^ fierce, robust dog ; to de-

,1 jiend on, or be ne;!r each

other, as two horses draw-

ing together ; to pull aside ; an in-

terjection of pleasure, bravo ! good I

well I extended, continuous.

\ 'M.Wi % ^'^hold the high

banked chariot

!

1 ^f Hor
1 ^^ .MjAh!

how fine that is I how idinplete

and elegant I

I.

] ^ an interjection, like alas

for! ah!

I J^ M. a district in Pu-chcu
j

fu in tlie southwest of Shansi on I

the River F&i. j

Read ^wo. Pliant, as the mul-

berry ; limber, lithe.

1 H it ii lie folded and bent

the twigs.

H^ ft 1 ]
how beautiful and

fresh are the green bamboos 1

kl-^^ Also read fi'i, and used for the

,2 A large ox with divei^ent,

awkward horns ; to rely on,

to help ; "long, extended ; to

bestow, to give.

1 ^ -i ^ one side helps the

ot iier ; they keep each other in

countenance.

^ ffi 1 ^ sit iu the oomer.

\p^i The ripples or curling lines

c»vSj made on water by a breeze,

jt which are compared to bro-

cading it.

1 Jl ?i ^ rippling and curling

as it flows on.

-^^ The tremulous waving of a

i/Jpj banner is
] j|a j '"^Iso applied

ji to the easy motion of a girl,

or the sailing of clouds.

]t^'i^Mt '^I'e pennons flutter

lo the breeze.

Projecting, as a headland.

PJ 1 ^S rugged, steep, like a

cape.

I ^ PS tlie flyke of the I

family, a a illage in Yoli-yang

hien -/^ ^^ J||,
in Ping-yang

fu in Shansi.

From b/ack and nmny.

(mC^ Black and shining; a black

' sort of wood, probably a kind

of ebony.

I /SJS
'"^ <listrict north of Hwui-

cheu fu in the south |)art of

Nganhwui, famed for its ink.
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This character waa originally

comiwjsed of f^ a coi^ert over

" —• one^ with ^ innny between
them ; the second is a common
form, Had retains most of the ori-

ginal shape.

That which is of itself reason-

able ; fit and right ; harmonious,

accordant, compatible
;

proper, it

meets the conditions, just suits
;

ought, should, and is often merely

a form of the imperative mood ; to

order aright ; to make fit ; harmony,

accord ; name of a sacrifice to

earth ; occurs used for i* jj fit

;

frequent in proper names.

] ^ ^ ^ orderu^ well her

house and home.

M ^ 1 i 1 w fc m I >viii

dress tliem for you, and when
well done, we will drink.

y(* ] ^ IS- ^^t "<'*' angry pas-

sions rise.

01' 1 *"' '01' '^ convenient, ser-

viceable ; .according to circum-

stances ; at will, as in ^ ]

^ ^ to do as one pleases.

ifS 1
' cheaj), low price.

'S, 'I'' M, ]
' to covet little ad-

vantages, to want more than

one's [mi-t

1 ^ ^ ]
is it right or nof?

will this do t

1 jlfc
proper ; fit for this use.

M ] W ^ you ought to rever-

ence him.

^ f^ ^ ]
each one in his place.

/^ is 1
unsuitable, unfitting;

not his place.

•^ ]
well done

;
just ; suitable,

as a disli for an invalid.

^ -^ I|^ 1
old fashioned; a fogy

;

behind the .age.

1 Jt :^ 4 [the d.ay] is a lucky

one for that affair.

^ W 1 A 'lie [green] willows

and flowers delight people,

j ^ may it always be spring

weather, or genial times with

you ;
— a phrase before doors.

S it 1 A bis wife has been

made a lady of the fifth rank.

From carriage and child M the

plionetic.

ji The center of a yoke ; a

cross-bar to which the ani-

mals are fastened when drawing

the carriage ; this and the |J[ were

similar in use, but the latter w.as

the smallest; they served for the

whippletree.

^ ;^ ^ ]
if a wain be without

its cross-bar, — how can jt be

drawn 1

yt r^ From dop and child ; in Fuh-

^ vF chau, this is used metaphorically

forlX precise, excessively strict.

j«t A fabulous beast like a lion,

the ij^
j , which can devour

even tigers, and go swiftly, 500 It

at a jump ; it has red eyes.

A fawn ; the last is also writ-

ten like this.

^^ ^ 1 ^ plain garments

and deer-skin robes.

Mt
An insect like the cicada,

small, and of a greenish-black

color ; used for the next, be-

,ni cause the rainbow is thought

to be composed of insects, but

strictly applied to the inner and

secondary bow.

jg j
an insect that lodges in the

ears of deer.

^„ir» From rain and child as the

^^ phonetic ; interclmnged with the

^-^" last.

,ni Colored clouds shaped like a

dragon ; i. e. the rainbow, —
specially the secondary one, called

the female ; variegated, colored.

^ I
the rainbow.

W * 1 ± M [I long for yoiu-

face,] as we hope for rain clouds

— in times of drought.

^ ]
variegated, as the cloudB.

1 S M jh '^^ ^^^^ stops when
the rainbow is seen.

as hopeless] as looking for a

rainbow in dry weather.

<»irt

1g ]
a cliip of thunder.

I ^ ^ ^ ornamented dresses

worn by ancient court musicians

in the T'ang dyniasty ; now ap-

plied to certain songs.

^Xt ^ tributary state of the Cheu

cyjjj^ emperors, also known as

$''' 1 ^) it was situated in the

present T'Sng hien in ^ ,^
the south of Shantung near

the Grand C.inal ; an envoy from its

ruler came to court in the days of

Confucius.

From Jish and child, because it

is said to cry like a child.

jt A hairy marine animal, a

jdt species of diigoiig or laman-

tin, which the CJhiucse siiy can

climb trees, and in times of drought

hide itself in a nest near the bank

to catch birds that come to drink
;

it is also called A ]S, the man-

fish, from its likeness to human
beings.

1 III minnows, small fish.

£u ] a whale ; met. an oppressor,

a Verres, a big fish which swal-

lows little ones.

KJ^ From man and child; it occurs

f I j\ J used for ** Pjc ^° peep.

' . Little, feeble like children

;

i the young and delicate ; a

limit, a verge, the edge ; to

benefit ; to distinguish ; to

glance at.

^ 1
to look .askance.

Jg I
embryonic, the beginning

of; the least point, strict to a

hair, exacting ; decorous, grave.

R S J^ I
he sent back the

young and the decrepit.

3^ I
the verge of heaven.

^ ]
;g'

I
he glanced to the

right and left

J^^ To cut teeth in old age.

<^>TC K S 1
^ the hoary head-

jt ed man has cut bis second

,ni teeth.

35
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SlJl
Arrack ; sweet spirits, clear

iH; and pure ; to drink ; a sort

.1 ol'broth strained from congee.

-y-
I

sweet wine.

^ ]
cakes made from bean

iloiir and fried.

From grain or to go, and many.

. Shoots leaning on each

other;' to transplant ; to

move, to shift, to transpose
;

to change the place or direc-

tion of ; to transmit, to

dispatch ; to convey, as an infection;

to migrate, to remove ; to graft ; to

praise; to display; great

1 g^ move it off ; move aside.

1 •£ or j Jg move it nearer.

1 "^ to forward a dispatch.

] ^ M 5£ ''° nio^6 nearer for

convenience ; to accommodate

one with a timely loan

^ I
to move

borrow a thing.

1 3g to invite a friend to an

entertainment.

1 ^ '^^ get the loan of, to borrow

money.

-ij- ^ 1^ ]
I cannot get away a

step, — I am so busy.

/P tfe l£ 1
'* cannot be altered.

1 -?2 ^ /t^ '•° S'"^^'
flowers on a

tree.

1 SS f& A to shift a charge to

another, to secretly Lay a crune

elsewhere.

1 ® i!r ft? m # nkm^o
improve the public morals, there

is nothing better than music.

\
pi to lay a corpse at another's

door, — in order to involve him.

/P ^ 1
not a great while.

^M\ M ''<'"'' neglect that

affair.

— ^ I
^ to pay [a debt] over

to a third through a second

person.

JUI ^ ^ ^ it will take ten thou-

sand years to wipe away the

disgrace.

JP I
•§ I will not alter a word,

I adhere to what I said.

^t

1

h

From door nnd many

;

written like the last.

,1 The bar of a gate, which is

sometimes a, great beam in-

sertwl into the walls.

do you forget wlieu I boiled

my last hen with the door-bar

for firewood, — to give you a

meal t said ol Peh Li-hi's "g" ^
^ wife, after he had risen to

office ; it is now used as a me-

taphor for extreme |X)verty.

A side diwr by which people

conveniently went in and

out of a large court or palace
;

it had a covered porch.

[ ^ ;f|}
a side gate and a

winding passage.

^ A fruit tree with whitish bark,

^ the 1^ 1
or ^ 1

{Aronia

i asiatka) ; it is allied to the

apple or crab, and grows in

Nganhwui.

] if^ a variety of the aspen or

poplar ; as ^ ] is the name

of another kind, the Popuhistre-

mula ; both are found in Hupeh.

From a rece.ptacle and a dish ;

it was tirst tlie primitive aloue,

hut that having come into use as

jt a particle, the radical was added.

A wash-basin with a tubular

handle to let the water run off; a

dish with a partition into which the

dirty water runs.

B;
] a vessel contrived for heating

spirits ; it is a sort of portable uni

with fire beneath ; a wine heater.

* :^ I
he presented the wash-

basui.

^ I
a large wash-bowl.

An arrgoant self-sufficiency,

like that of one who knows

it all ; shallow-minded ; to

look down on, to brag over,

to insult ; verbose.

^ g ^ overbearing, assuming.

^ I
proud and mean.

1 ] i.M.'BM fiatoneand
air of perfect satisfaction.

cpffi

MA gradation or series rising

one above another, as of

ji weights, hills, st*)reys, ge-

nerations, Ac.; to advance, to

promote, to reward the worthy; to

superimpose ; to move ; advantage.

1 1^ 'o present
;

gifts, as from the

emperor.

3^ ] ^ ^ distribute the things

according to rank.

g ]
to uicreiise by steps or seria-

tim.

—
I

one grade ; one strata.

I ^ ^ f^ ennobled his ances-

tors for three generations.

cS
An obsolete word, used only as a

primitive iu combination.

It was originally applied to

some of the wild aborigines

of Kwangtung.

^ ]
name of a king of Wtii ^

about A. D. 530, who reigned in

Shensi.

^ft| To go at the side ; to walk

fJlM awkwardly; extending, reach-

,1 ing, as a road.

^ ]
self-sufficient swagger,

j

1 M "f ^ *^° ^^^'''^^ "" ^''''''K

along for thousands of acres.

1 1^ gO"ig south ; towards the

south.

lIl^S^
A long and low ridge is 5]]

<Pl/rffli 1 ' applied to it as one sees

.1 it from a distance.

MJJU From «un and to change.

<H/fB The course of the sun in the

t» heavens, as it begins to go

down.

fj ] ]
the sun is now

dechning.

From wood and to change as tlie

phonetic.

ji A clothesi-horse or frame.

must not use the same clothes-

rack.

^ ]
to put the night-lamp on

j

the stand.



\/t^ Name of a river in the soiith-

c|/ I
oast of Siingtiing, which rises

-i in ] jll a part of the T'ai-

shaii range near tiie center

of the province, and runs south in-

to Lake Lon-ma in Kiangsu, and

thence into tiie sea.

1 i^ M ^ prefecture in its val-

ley, which was the scene of

many historical events.

»—

t

A small tributary of the

cf^lt Eiver Han in I-ching hien

I ^ ^ ^^ in the northwest

of H upeh.

Read sfiP or i'l' A town,
|

^ formerly in Yun-yang fu ui

Hupcli, now called Fang liien ^
H^ lying on the River Fan, a

branch of the River Hau.

Read jcM. A bank or dyke.

Composed of ~r » child placed

above jt '"> «'<>/', and an old form

s'
of yi '''"'' '°'' '''^ phonetic

; q.d.

children are often undecided.

To doubt, to suspect, to

gncss ; to surniLse ; to fear ; to dis-

like ; doubtful of, hesitating ; cor-

rupt, perverse, tricky.

] jj^ similar, periiaps the same
;

doubtful, unsettled.

IK ] a fo.K's doublings, fearful

;

unci?rtaiii.

,§. I
to sus[)ect ; suspicious, doubt.

iS ^ 1
f*v<'i"l suspicious acts.

1 i^ ^" eusixct ; in doubt of.

|tt 1 plain, undoubted.

] ^j^ irresolute, hesitating.

IS 1 -L ^ *" "'f'""'" the authori-

ties of one's suspicious about

others.

H jffc 15: 1
it will therefore pro-

duce surmises.

1 IS ft^ •$• * ^^^7 mysterious

and suspicious affair.

S 1 ^ 1^ ^'^ ieare are not yet

cleared uj).

S ^ I j^ there is not the least

ground fur hesitation.

;^ I
to decide doubts, as by

throwing the divining-blocks.

1 l^- ffi fife # -t ™y suspicions

rest on him.

1 iS ^ ^ ™y hesitancy is not

removed.

^ A ^ 1 southerners are rather

suspicious.

From hili and doubtful.

A name said to have been

i* given to the ^ | li|, on the

west of Shansi, whose nine

summits were so mnch alike as to

be doubtful ; they form part of the

range between the Yellow River

and Fan River, and are noted as

the burial place of Shun. •

S f^ 1 1
'"'^ eminent virtue is

loi'ty as mountain peaks.

^ iik ^ \
ability and wit like

a mountain top ; said of a smart

child.

cfio

From precious and you ; it 13

nearly synonymous with the next.

jt To hand down, to bequeath

;

to leave, to communicate to

posterity ; to give to ; to induce,

to bring on one's self; caused by.

I P^ to leave to, as a legacy;

to make a parting present.

I M ^. li^
to pl"" wtat will

benefit one's posterity.

] ^ to involve others.

1 'I'M ^ A to mislead after ages,

to propagate error.

1 'JSi ^ CL to give to an inti-

mate friend.

1 ^ l^'jj ''' would make even

an expert laugh — to see such

bad work.

] j§ to transfer to those who fol-

low.

»* ^ ?fi ^ 1 m ^ m the

gods come; they confer many
blessings on you.

iPP
Like the last, and used with it.

Also to deceive ; to ridicule

;

to act so as to be despised.

I j^ to hand down, as one's

good name or property.

^ M 1 IS '" send remembrances
[to friends] from afar.

^ ]
to send a delicacy, to pre-

sent food.

S 1 fi* >^ he brought that eWl
on himself.

S f W iJ 1 U^ may our
prince maintain his goodness,

and transmit it to his posterity.

Read V'rti. To defraud.

^ 1 to insult.

# I^ -fB 1 relatives cheating
each other.

Read jtaj. Weary of ; remiss,

negligent.

BJ\
To look straight on, to gaze

P at fixedly.

j« @ 1 ^ ^ to stare at with-

out stopping.

il»^ From /leart and gou as the phonet-

C I IIj
ic ; not tlie same as lui' ^ idle.

i' Haimonieus concord ; mulu.'d

pleasure in each other, as

among brothers or friends;

joyful, satisfied.

] '(^ taking delight in, pleased at.

] ^ delightful harmony, tree

accord.

"F ^ 1 fi to repress the feelings

and appear happy,— as when a
parent errs.

1 ^ S f^ happy and satisfied.

I 1 ^D -tfet
so delighted and cor-

dial, as brothers.

<PFJ

1

Sweet cakes made of rice and
fried ; clarified sugar, comfits

like barley sugar ; a delicacy,

a tidbit ; to feed,

i rock or mmeral salt.

I
3^ or -y"

I
sugar-plums, sweet-

meats.

M a" 1 PI smooth words and
pleasant counsel.

^ ] wild honey.

^ ] sorrows and joys.

^
I ^ ^ feeding sugarplums

and playing with one's grand-

child ;— the pleasures of old age.
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>E
This character originally rudely

represented the face and project-

ing chin ; it ia now superseded by
(I tlie next, and occurs only as a

primitive j it nearly resembles

jc/i'in E an oiEcer.

The chin ; the neck under the chin.

m The preceding was the original

form, and the radical waa added
afterwards.

.' The chin, the jowl, the

chops; name of the 27th

diagram, denoting to feed

;

deep ; an initial particle.

Jjl ] red cheeks.

^ ] very old ; a centenarian, who
needs to he fed.

1 ^ in # to order one by
shaking the chin at him.

^ A 1 lo nod the head, as when
assenting to a thing, or intimat-

ing that it is understood.

^ ^ ] to roll the head from

side to side, as the Chinese often

do when interested in talking, or

in thinking what they shall

write.

li
The fat over the stomach or

spleen ; the caul or omen-

tum ; the flesh on the loins.

] -^ soap ; the coarse kind

used in northern China,

made from the hog's caul.

] ^ U a soap-chandler's

shop.

The fresh . water or white

porpoise, the |^ ] ; it is also

^^ known as the ^ J^ or river

pig, and by other names ; at

Canton it is called ^ ] , and
avoided by the fishermen ; its back

is less white than the belly ; "when
angry it runs against things ; its

liver is deleterious ;" it seems to be

confounded with the trunk-fish

{Tetraodon) by some native authors.

.r
iia.

Hoarfrost and snow cover-

ing the ground.

15 § -^ J^ ] how abun-

dant is the frost and snow I

I ftW snow white.

>, *.* The northeast comer of a

< |t?. house, where the food used to

ji be stored ; met. to nourish.

) B^ a hole in the lattice,

where the sun shines in.

] ^ the genial stimulus of spring.

j_r] From earth and se/f ; it is not

fj.\ J the same as <y)'» J^ to destroy.

s' A bridge ; some say it m
rather the bank that supports

the bridge.

1 tf H M ® ^^ t^''^ offered

him the shoes under the bridge.

Composed of tJC Wee and yf^

tilk placet] above 7] two hands
raised, as if making offerings in

the {.ncestral temple, with 5 "
hog^s head above all for the pho-
netic.

Cups or vases of a cyathiform

shape, used for libations ; a con-

stant rule, an invariable principle,

assented to by all ; regular, con-

stant, usual, conuuon ; addicted to.

I \^ the social relations.

^ ^ ^ ) the moral sense of

mankind, that which the con-

science approves.

^ I
sacrificial vessels, such as

are used in the imperial temples.

1 ^mmmnm. ^i^ct

yourself by tliis rule, and you

will go on in the path of virtue

to perfection.

An uisect.

^^JU \ 4lt ^ garden snail or slug.

Eead ^^\ A reptile, the

] J^, resembUng the iguana,

which lives in marshes.

From man and right as the pho-
netic

jt The usages of mankind; a

rule, a rite ; etiquette, decorum,

of which nine classes are recorded

;

presents or fees required by custom

;

form, figure ; the external appear-

ance or deportment ; correct, pro-

per, just, what ouglit to be ; regular,

decorous ; to imitate, to study how
to effect ; to reckon, to judge ; a

7B

principle, a power, as in nature

;

good, or to do good ; a pair, a

match ; a machine that exhibits or

measures a thing, as a globe, a

sphere.

^ I
a present sent to one com-

mencing a journey.

5^ If ] an avmillary sphere ; an

orrery, or whatever shows the

movements of the heavens.

^ ]
deportment, air ; visage.

] ^ style, particular etiquette

suitable to an office.

^ ] heaven, earth, and man, the

three powers of nature.

J^ ] heaven and earth ; also

applied to the sun and moon.

J^ j a dignified carriage ; an

imposing escort.

f^ ] a present of money.

1 '$'] ^ the master of ceremonies

or the Bureau of Ceremonies,

where usages and forms ] -^
are attended to.

35, 1 the five ranks of nobility.

^ 1 ^ ^ when I try to under-

stand it.

1 ^ O'' IW' 1 * present
;
an

acknowledgment ofsome service.

I
vj^ the style of one's house, fiir-

niture, or things.

1 l£ rules of propriety.

2{i ] etiquette among equals.

] ^ imperial attendants ; the

out-riders ; those who manage a

cortege or procession.

] P^ the side-doors of the second

entrance in a yamun.

M 1 .
o"" # 1 .

or ^ 1
money

or offerings sent to mourners, to

assist them in the expenses ; the

l,"«t kind consists of incense, <fec.

^ ^^ ^ ] neitlier doing wrong
nor good ;

— said of a daughter.

From yZ great and ^ bow com-
bined, referring to the weapon of

the eastern tribes.

To squat ; even, level ; or-

dinary ; to equalize, to arrange ; to

feel at ease ; to wound ; to kill, to

destroy, to exterminate ; to push
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k

out, as a shoot comes up ; to cut,

as grass ; to class, to sort
;
good

living ; ample, contented, pacified

;

colorless, as tiie Taoists say reason

is; enters into the apjjellatives

of many gods ; distant, remote,

and therefore unacquainted with

Chinese literature and decorum ; a

tribe on the east ; name of a branch

of the River Han in Hiipch.

^
I

an old name for Corea.

1 ^ a foreigner or barbarian, i'. e.

one who is ignorant of Chinese

literature and civilization, just as

the Greeks used j3dp(3apoi to

denote all who spoke other

tongues ; it is applied to tribes

in Sz'ch'uen and towards Tibet,

and has been extended to all

foreigners.

] ^ foreign ships.

^ I
gradually decaying, as an

imperial tomb ; and by 7iiet. the

power of the state.

] ^ ]^ he destroyed his whole

race.

^ jl^ ^ ]
nobles and plebeians

of all grades.

5^ J^ ^ 1 ''« asked, Who would

not be pleased ?

] ^ to sit cross-legged ; otherwise

75 1 ^ he squats at ease, j. e.

he shows no reverence.

IS ^ JS M I^ IS ?L 1
having

such great dignity, these gieat

blessings would naturally come
to him.

^ ] the SCtth diagram ; it belongs

to earth and fire.

iJ^M. ^ ]
the great road [of

truth] is plain.

\^ I
and ] 1^ are names of

divinities ; the latter is a goddess

worahiped by sailors.

A tall timber tree found in

Shansi ; the wood is gnarled,

jt tough, and reddish, and suit-

able for cart-wheels ; the

bark thick and whitish, the leaf oval

and small ; it is probably akin to

the beach.

f

I

To sit on the heels, a com-

mon posture for all Asiatics
;

to crouch.

I Ig to squat down ; it indi-

cates contempt for one, if

it be retained while another is

speaking.

] J^ to sit and wait for one.

A noted hill, called ^ ] ,

lying towards siuxrise, to

which the Great YU sent his

astronomers ; also written

iJg ^, and said to be a peak

in Tiing-cheu fu in Shantung,

though others think it may be a

mountain in Japan.

A wife's sister, distinguished

as ^ j and >J» | for the

,t elder and younger ; maternal

aunts are distinguished as

1
#or 1 JHor 1 J|for

the elder, and gj | for the

younger ; a maid-servant.

^ ffl 46 1
a Suchau girl, a

handsome woman or maid-ser-

vant.

^ I
a mother's female cousins.

I ^ oi" 1 :^ or
I ^ an aunt's

husband
; ] ^ his daughters.

ffi 1 :7 J: i* ^P^asister-in
law should not live at her sisters

house.

A wound or bruise made by

a stick ; an ulcer, a sore ; to

hurt, to wound.

^ 1 ^ ^ his bruises and

sores are not healed.

Pleased, well satisfied.

f? »ii< ai) 1 my heart is

now fully gratified.

From water and grntijied as the

phonetic ; it is also read <V, and

interchanged with ^ tears,
ft

Snivel, mucus from the nose.

I ^ tears and snot.

/p ® P^ 1 don't blow your nose

in company.

^ ]
name of a marshy lake in

Shansi.

4
^ A class ; sign of the plural

;

y^ a corpse.

ji' H ]
the class of philoso-

phers ; the literary class.

I ^ the pall or shroud which is

placed over a corpse before it is

' coffined.

From to go and tliat which gives
value; occurs used for the next,

and much resembles ^k'ien jj to
i'' send.

To leave, as at death; to

will, to entail ; to leave behind,

to forget, to lose ; to neglect

;

to emit, to lose unconsciously;

plucked, as at an examination

;

escaped ; to throw a largess to ; a
will ; a residue, a surplus, leavings

;

supererogation
;

posthumous ; a

form of the passive.

1 5B dying commands.

I
"^ bequeathed ; left to me.

] ,^ forgotten ; long out of mind.

] <^^ or
I
§ his dying words,

final orders.

I ^ it was left behind ; lost or

dropped, as when walking.

J ^ lost, gone, no trace of it.

] ^ a testament, a will.

I f§ the body given or lianded

down — by my parents.

] ^ of infamous memory ; de-

tested, as a Nero.

1 ^ 5i * souvenir, a memento,
a remembrance.

Jl "6"
1 M the memory of its

goodness has come down.

f ] inferiors, attendants.

^ I ^ to examine the scholars

who entered once but did not pass,

jg ] ^ to hand up a father's

dying or last memorial.

I ^ the overplus, what is left.

] I
tortuous, as a road.

I j^ to urinate when asleep.

ij>
I

a medical term for urine.

]
"]»" — -^ he left one son behind

him, a
] ^ -^ posthumous son.

Eead wei' and used for |f to

give a present. To send a present.
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To semi presents to a friend

;

to exchange tokens of regard.

^J ;S II I
njitual gifts

among friend&

A small species of pheasant,

the 1^ ] ; the bird is not

clearly defined, and may
perhaps denote a kind of

jungle-fowl or grouse.

r| XV Yes ; it will do ; let it go.

- y In Cantonese. Poor, inferior,

' ungarbled, deteriorated; not

to speak out, timid ; dumpy.

1 ^ a poor quality of goods ; an

inferior article.

Altered fioin the second form,

wliich is comix)sed of Ci
. ah'i;ndij twice joined, to indicate

tlie tliouglit uud action already

done.

'j To serve one's self with, to

use ; to aid ; to place ; occurs

for ^ to have, to possess ; as a

prejmsilioi), by, with, because, for,

in ; lieing, acting as ; although ; for

Ihiit, to tlie end that; by means of,

in order to; using, taking; and,

next, at ; according to, thus ; when

it precedes a verb, it niarics the

manner or instrument; and the re-

sult or intention, when it follows a

verb ; a rea-son, a cause ; to do ; to

resemble ; when precetled by
Jj/p,

wherein, therefore, that by which,

thereby; when followed by ^,
deeming, considering, by it make

;

to judge
;

preceded by pj", could,

can be so, how ; it is a synonym
of g^ in S£ ] or else, if not so, —
but this phrase also sometimes

means a negative ; a common sign

of the accusative, from, to, in ; as

] {H ^ )[ji be cherishes human-
ity in his heart ; or of the infini-

tive, as
] 1^ "gf j^ to supply all

the ceremonies
;

preceded by Q
from,

] 3j$ becomes a form of the

pluperfect or denotes time past, as

9 fill 5E 1 3j5 since the time of

his death.

^ Wi 1 "^ A I will not presume

to tell any one.

jft ^ 1 ^b '' is none of my
business.

^ I
therefore, since,

l^" W 1 •& tl'^re must be a reason.

employed in the business of the

prince,

(pf I
how, by what? wherefore,

whereby.

pJ" ] '^ ^ it can be need, it

will do.

] ^ ^ % looking at the sky

through a tube.

^ iSu ] "B^ before he mounted
the throne.

W. ^ fJl 1 mark what he does.

J^ I
for this reason, wherefore.

^ ] M i ^ have nothing to

give him ; — implying, I decline

to give him anything.

^ 1 l§ !& "s*^ P^''"! words in

counseling him.

1 ^ fS fy g«t gai" honestly.

1 1^ JliJ<.-0} tl'**}' reckoned that

they had done a great exploit.

^ 1 ^' It lie '•i<i >'ot think it

was slianicful.

^ A I _L rather abcn e tlie com-

mon run of men.

1 iS ^ ift
'" h(.'m\ the crtxAed

M'm^U I
^^#yo" jeo.

pard your pjiicni.s by your pas-

sion for (piarnhng and scrapes.

w w^ a 1 It 1 Mg""i.v
blows the east wind with clouds

and rain.

^ ^ 1 M he did not take us

I can do nothing great because

you hinder me.

Name of a plant

^ ] the piantago.

1 tIS ""•
1 jf t pearl bar-

ley, which the Chinese make
from the seeds of the Job's

tears (Cow'), and other kinds

of grasses.

E

c-tfe-

Tliis cliaracter like 'ki ^, is

supposed to represent that tlie

breatli or energ\' has all liecn ex-

pended ; they were originnUy tlie

same, and are now diiftinguished

bv the back of this beiu'; closed.

A verbal particle ; used before a

word implies when an act is past

or finished, and thus serves as a

sign of the perfect tense ; it is also

placed after the verb
;
yes ; truly

;

as an adverb, now, already, just ; to

terminate ; to decluie, to havedone

with ; to reject, to lay aside ; when
used as a Jinal particle, it denotes

an e.xcess of, no more, enough.

m 1
(or

1 ^) S T it is writ-

ten ; the writing is finished.

I
-^ he has gone off.

•fl ^ ]
I can't help it ; inevit-

able ; obliged to do.

j ^ hereafter, subsequent to.

] ^ an extreme, too much ; as

^^ 1 S all that is far too

overdone.

^ i 1
^i^<i badly maltreated

him.

I ifjj
that's all, it's all said ; much

the same as | ^ ^ that's the

end of it ; alack ! is that all t

H 1 i lie thrice rejected him.

I ifD ;p ^ it ^ this is it, but

J don't know its nature.

W T> tg S 1 ^ 4 I am not

at liberty to deny him— or to

yield the post.

I i§ ^ it's all over
;
gone by; you

are too late, as to see the show.

I* I in it mm ^m it i'«^

come about just as you said it

would.

n Fioin the hands raised and «/-

ready as the pliouetic.

To retire, to stop ; to raise

;

•an interjection expressive of

doubt and wonder, how can it be J

implying that the thing should be

tried again.

(rI ^ 1 ^ is it possible* is it

so f well, but how can it be *

1 Sitii: pT 75 a«enthen,try
him, and that will be enough.
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* if of CoiBbiiwd of ^ to «/y on and

1^^ >[j> /car< contrncted to mouth.

' The sobbing which follows a

fit of weeping 5 tb.e wall of

condolence with nioiiriiers.

5S "Pfi ] weep but >vail not

;^ ?/; ^ 5S H ^ M 1
when

weeping for a parent, tlw three

kneelings and wailiugs shwild

be done,— as a tnounier enters.

% From •^C " <?'"'' with ^ tlone

altered tor tlie plioii^tic'; q- il.

the thought has hit the niark.

A final particle denoting that

the sense has been fully express-

ed, or tliat the intention is very

strong.

jjg glj •^ ]
^^'^ ^^^ is just that

•^ I
certainly not

31 ) ^ 1
a superlative, meaning

tlie very best or worst ; nothing

can exceed tliat.

jjff 2i 1
certainly so ; and that's

enough ; nothing more.

^ ^ ^- 1 what a jplly, hai)py

thing ho is ]

m To walk awkwardly ; awry,

crooked ; a<3joiiung, connect-

'i ed 5 conterminous.

EB fii ] S t^'cir fields lay

next to each other.

g^ ^ ^ 1
lif^ wished them not

to inarch obliquely.

To hide in the dress; to con-

ceal, to screen, as woods do

I a house.

j^ ]
to shelter from view.

From man and unustial; it is a

rtl »ynonym of^^ to lean.

'»' To rely on, to lean against

or on ; trusting in, to depend

on ; to engage one to do ; in-

clined, leaning ; a support, a ful-

crum.

1 i^ '^''
] ^ '^ depend on, aa

on a husband.

Wl f^: iU 1
qtiit'^ impartial, not

the least unfairness.

] ^ to engage one to do; to

ask a favor ol!

] J^ ffiJ D^ to sing in time with

a lute.

tfi jl^ 'jfjl ^ I
lie slaixls perfectly

erect; met. candid, unprejudiced.

1 i^ W # immediately ; i. e.

while waiting on Iwrseback.

]
^fhii held it fast ; I held

on ilrmly.

1 j^, to carefully estimate.

] fH ^ $^ ^ hcxij of troops in

reserve.

I
^ or

] ^ to rely on ; to show

as evidence ; to take advantage

of, as an ofiicer's seivant to

extort in his master's name.

^ 1 m ^f B^ MA m I'e "o-^ded

assent as he smilingly leaned on

the balustrade; met. pretended

knowledge.

From hand and ioiusual ; it is

|-|l
also read *-ki.

'i To drag an animal off by
one leg, or lead it when tied

up ; to issue ; to draw forth.

"^ /JC I
^ drag away the timber

when it is cut

1^ ^ ^ I
set tlie gin so that

you will not draw it empty.

<i-^ A sort of wood suitable for

'fpij cabinet-ware and furniture

;

'e the confusion in the synonyms

of this tree is great, the

conclusion bcuig that the four

names given denote the same tree,

which is probably cither a Catalpa

or Rottlcra; a. chair, a seat, a

couch, a fauteuil.

— 56 I
or — j@ I

-^ one chair.

I ^ or
I ^ a chair-cover ; it

is usually made of red cloth.

^ j^ ]
a chair without arms.

Jt i£ # M i^ ± 1 a tiger's

skin should cover a scholar's

seat ; — a metaphor for office.

;JC 6i5 1 a grarid state chair, one

fit for a statesman.

J^ ^ ] a camp-chair, a folding

chair.

] ;{£ pliant, lithe, as a switch.

CA"^^ From metal and unusual ; it in

tC'jJI' also read »' and ji't.

H A spider or iron frying-pan

having three legs ; a boiler

or pan ; a stand for bows in an

armory; a chisel ; a pick to dig out

holes.

|!i^
I

unquiet, unsteady, not

standing firm,

gjl ]
stands for epears and bows.

ik \ IX"^ t'lere were both kel^

ties and pans.

^ ^ I
w splintered our chisels

^^'Ac Fragrant, odoriferous.

0^ 1 ^ ^^ agreeable pleasant

'i smelL

<±^^ TIkj sides of a war chariot

* HJ where the soldiers plant their

'i spears in the sodsets; the

sides of a carriaga

From inner door and garment as

the phonetic.

A silken screen anciently

placed in the audience cham-

ber between the door and window,

called ^ ) , because it was or-

namented with hatchets or ax-

heads.

To moor or tm-n a boat's

head to the bank ; to run

the bow on shore ; to set up

a polo as a signal.

^7^^ 113^ the sailors

tried to run their empty

vessel ashore.

A high peak, irregular and

steep.

llj lit 1 lln 3: ?4 the wa-

ters are rushing down from

the high steep hillsidea

From insect and right, "ants,"
as the Chine68 say, "having the

distinction of prince and minis-

ter."

The ant ; it includes all the

genuB Formica, and a few other

insects resembling the ant ; a de-

meaning term used by the people

when addressing their rulers, the
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same as, " we, the petitiouers ;" or

" I, the suppliant }" the common-
alty, the masses.

1^ j
the white ant (Termites.)

^ ] an ant, a general term.

^ i^ I
a small red ant

I i5 or 1 ^ we, the people.

I 1^ collected like ants, as ban-

ditti

ji^
]

the scum of liquor, the

spume on water.

iSit M. \ ^^ hempen cap and a

somber garment ; — in mourn-
ing dress.

1 11. or
I
^,or

I £, or ]

^ an ant-h;il.

1 ^ ^ ^^'® ^^''^ c'ose their hill,

•— as when the rain threatens.

^ j
flying or winged ants.

]
p^i the lines of ants.

^JjiH Like the last, but specifically

S\3» ised for a large winged kind

'i of black ant ; though the ac-

count of its habits indicates

that the name includes some kind

of dung-bettle, if indeed it refere

to an ant at all.

'I-MTI a still and respectful man-

ner ; decorous, joyous
;

pleas-

ed and quietly happy.

From liand and to doubl as the

phouetio.

To compare, to consider ; to

guess ; to decide as a judge on

a trial, after full examination

and sifling; to estimate;- to intend,

to purixjse ; figure, form j similar

to, hke.

/f9 I
resembling each other.

1 ^1 to thuik over, to form an

opinion.

J^ I
to compare in order to a

deciKion.

] ^ IP to sentence to transpor-

tation.

] § to sentence and report —
the case to the tlirone.

] fp to sentence, to fix the

punishment

] j£ to detefmine ; to decide, as

a suit

I § "jpf A whom had we better

promote to the place f

'^ ] the former trial, th^ original

purpose.

loterclmnged vith the last and

with i^^ to doubt.

To compare ; to assort

]^ ] an obstinate, Btnpid

manner.

Read hai' Foolish, in the

phrase ^^ ] a silly look.

Flourishing, vigorous plants.

]
growing luxuriantly.

>^ ] ]
the millet and

sorghum are growing finely.

^5Ci^ To consult, to deliberate; to

Pjlj^ impose on, to consider doubt-

'i ful ; to delude one by pre-

tending to consult ; foolish,

stupid.

From eye and child as the pho-

netic.

i The glancing of the eye ; to

look askance, to glance the

eye, as monkeys do; tho slanting

lays of the sun.

n 1 ^ ^ the Sim's beams are

streaming through the grova

^ ]
an angry look.

^11 j tt lie held the baton to

giance at tho pillar — through

the hole.

In Fu/ic/iau. To examine close-

ly ; to scrutinize.

From ^ sheep, which one says ia

a contraction of ^good. above^
/; }. d. I am a good man ; it

is often synonymous with c *m.

correct.

The rule of self-dignity and

respect, " that wliich enables tho

heart to rule itself, and things to

be in their places ;
" rigiit, equity,

that which is proper and just per

ae ; it is reckoned as the second

greatest virtue ; righteousness, up-

rightness, high moral feeling, con-

forming to what the heart ap-

proves; common, free by publio

contribution or government appro-

priation, as
] ^ a public well

;

patriotism in defense of one's

rights; public spirited, as ] &
or

I ^ patriot volunteers ; su-

perior, sm-passing, excellent, as

I j^ an eminent scholar
; | ^

a faithful dog;— in i:)lace of, pu-

tative, as
I
^ an adopted fiither

;

mafte up, compounded of, as
| ^

a composition ink ; meaning,

intention, as
f^| ] of the same

meaning or synonymous ; a

cause which engages the aid of tho

people.

I j^ a public granary.

I ^ a faithful servant.

1 ^ honorable, right-minded

;

ever the same.

1 i^ or
I [1] a publio or free

burial-ground.

1 S! in ill l^is integrity is firm

as the hilla

'^m$^m^i. 1
a love of

lucre is incompatible with a

mastci'.s rectitude.

1 -7 S ^ justice admits of no
excuses.

tt 1 i^ ^ 1'® distributed (or

used) bos property in a good

cause— or for worthy ends.

^ 1 ll^S 31 1m deemed it un-

patriotic to be king.

] 'M'iSi ^ what can he mean
by that t.

1 S * ^^^ head-dress, a chignon.

] ^ an adopted daughter ; tUo

term is applied to female slaves.

From words and right ; it is

often synonymous with JbI 'o

decice.

To deliberate, to discuss in

council ; to consult in order to de-

cide on the best course ; to blame,

to criticise, to find fault with ; to

arrange ; to select ; deliberation,

consultation ; laws, rules.
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^ ]
a public debate, a free

discussion.

& JSi ^- 1 '1^6 people must not

discuss— politics.

lU ]
a personal consultation.

] li^ to deliberate on.

S& ffij ^ 1
to speak about and

yet not criticise,

gj ] to call ill question, to discuss

a decision.

^ ]
to meet for discussion.

1 ^ ^. «' council chamber; like

tbe Senate House in Macao.

1 ^ ^ ^ to iseek to select the

best men.

I j|5[ ^ a prince-regent— of the

empire ; it was applied to Prince

Kungin 1862.

/V 1 eight honorary ranks or

privileges conferred on distin-

guished men, answering to the

toedals and crosses in the West

;

members of these ranks, called

^ ] ^ have special privileges.

^ I
to confirm a decision or

opinion.

^ pU ] ^^^^ *^6 ^^^ ^ refer-

rc(.l to the proper Board to con-

sult uix)n and decide.

^ 1 ^J pM- street gossip, public

rumor and notions.

^^*-») From wonls and correct; inter-

gn cliai;ge(l with the last two and

*^ t'M. right.

That which is suitable ; right,

proper or fit, for the time or person
;

the relations of things ; friendly,

acquainted
;

putative, in place of;

adopted, as by the exchange of

cards
;

goodness ; order.

:fj' ] to act justly and right.

^ I
the year's acquaintance, as

officers or friends ; to exchange

cards of amity, as by persons

who graduated the same year.

^ \ sons of those persons who
have thus adopted each other.

^ I
Oiends adopted as

brothers ; a fraternal reg.ird.

, ] or ^ 1
relatives ; kind re-

gards paid to relati\'es.

-^

From a case and dart ; this cha-

racter is much used as ii contrac-

tion of f^ mediciue.

A case for arrows ; a sort of

quiver.

A species of pepper tree

(Xanthoxyion), the seeds of

which are used in cooking

mutton or beef, and to give

soup a relish.

H ^4 ffl 1
'^ cookuig the three

meats (pork, beef, or mutton),

use wild pepper ; the people of

Sz'ch'uen Savored spirits with

the seeds.

^ From sun and^ jieiinon, re-

ferring to the quick changes of the

sun and the moon ; others say it
'

is formed of sti« above iHoo.i, show-

ing that as one goes tlie otlier

comes ; the original form is liken-

ed to a house lizard ; it some-

what resembles /lo/i, § who.

To dress a field, to clear waste

land ; easy, the opposite of ^

;

not difiioult, done without care or

nicety ; remiss, iudifi"erent to, negli-

gent ; disrespectful, inattentive ; to

deal lightly with ; easy, at case
;

pleased ; minute attention to.

W^
I

rather easier.

2E 1 easy and plain, as wisdom

is to sages.

^ ]
not hard to do, easy, facile.

1^ ] or ^ I
careless, disregard-

ful, trifling with.

1 )K ^ easy to rid out of hand,

as saleable goods.

I ^ -^ ho will do it with help

;

it is not very hard.

^^^ 1 JU ^ ^ tne prince-

ly man is quiet and calm as he

awaits his lot

5j^ ] ^ B^ the grain is well tend-

ed over all the acres.

1 JK ^ ^7 changeable in senti-

ment, fickle-minde<l.

1 S EB 1^ to clear up the fields

and lots.

] -fg credulous, trustful.

& 'T* ! pJd
[Heaven's] orders

are not easily— preserved.

S

Eead 1/i/i, The mutations or al-

ternations in nature, as of the sun

and moon ; the theory of penuuta-

tions ;md combinations shown by
the sixty-four diagrams ; to change

;

to barter, to exchange ; a market.

f> ] to cast lots.

^ j
immutable.

^ !^ ] ^ change this for that.

^ ]
to change and alter.

^ 2Ji g ]
a fair trade.

M ] M ^ how easily the sea-

sons slip Ijy

!

I
to e.whange commodities.

^ik I HI will not let them
iwrpctuato their seed.

I ^\> the symbols of the changes

in nature, which constitute the

I
i^ or the science of these

combinations, which are given in

the
I ^ or Book of Changes.

1 m m •§ ^ it will be just

the same even if you change

your location.

^ W» 1 fS" to modify and better

their manners.

To change, to speak lightly

of; to treat irreverently.

f^ ] to act rudely to one.

£3 1 $1 Bll changeable,

vacillating, rapid'ly aitering.

Composed of Ba to confer on

contracted, in combination with

71 two hands ; q.d. presents are

assorted according to the reci-

pients, and superiors get theirs on

a different day from inferiors.

To divide, to separate ; ditlerent,

diverse ; not home-made, foreign
;

sundered ; admirable, unusual, rare,

extraordinary
;

perverse, bizarre,

heterodox ; to marvel at, to regard

as foreign or strange ; to ojjpose ; a

difference, the odds.

•3:^ \ A liow can they be

strangers ?

] ^ a different surname.

1 |i3 special m imusual news.

}
another day.

^ ^ )
I will not be forced to

change ; I dare not differ.

t

86
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;/c 1^ 'i' 1 ^^®y ^® ^^"^y much

alike.

J^ 1 rarities, curiosities,

ig
]
monstrous, as a lusus naturae.

] ^5 foreigu states.

%. 1 ^&l^ D*"''
perhaps] very

unlike what the Lord of the

Roads should be.

•jpf ^ ] -^^ what difference is

there between them f

1 JIl sectarianism, heresy.

jt 1 >^ i^ *° esteem what is

strange as being superior on

that account.

1^ 1 *[!> *° cherish hard feelings
;

to bear a grudge.

• I

.

» ) From bad ani once ; another form

is composed of y^ and ^, but

it is uuusuul.
I'

To kill by a single shot, to

shoot dead at once ; to exterminate

;

to prostrate, to overthrow ; to

overshadow, to overhang.

1^ ^ ^ I
the enemy was

entLi-ely cut off.

^ 1 W f^ S '-^^y ^^^ raOT&

than a lunidred li.

1 jlfc ^C 5£ ^e shot this great

rhinoceros.

^Jfc? > From to eat and one ; it is inter-

3RI clianged witli yih, Ijg to choke.

' Cooked rice or other food

which has become damp and moldy;

a sour, harsh taste, such as spoiled

food has ; to gag with food ; a sob-

bing ; to catch the breath.

^ ] it is altogether spoiled.

^ I
moldy food, a sour dish.

-±i>

fl

Lean, poor, cadaverous.

An old name for the fishing

cormorant {P/uilacfocorax)

;

it is also known as the^ jjc

^ or old water crow.

The air full of dust ; a dull

murky atmosphere, arising

from cIoudB.

J J From earth and intermission of

disease,

A retired place ; to throw on

the ground, as in worshiping

the dead ; the gods of the streams

or the moon; to gather up the

sacrifices ; fine.

S ] to pour out libations to the

gods.

l7^/% ) From eye and a quiver,

^i A film in the eye, a cataract.

i' .&41fi) 1 — @ theem-

press had a cataract in one

eye.

] B^ " cataract ; a film over the

sight.

m From strength and to forgive.

Labor, toil ; afflictioii, dis-

*' tress ; to be weary, to endure,

to labor in.

^J^ ^ 1 y*'" ^^^^ ^o\y what

I have endured.

» |I|,J From water and age ; it Is also

\ UL a synonym of sieh^ iSi. to leak.

^ A small tributary of the Eiver

Hwai in Nganhwui; to dis-

perse, to spread abroad ; to scatter

;

easy, graceful.

1 1 ^ 3^ 1^"^ graceful and

slow is its flight 1 as a flying

pheasant.

§ ^ 1 1
•^ see the crowds

picking the mulberries 1

^ ^ 1 1
do not be BO leisurely

in your movements.

It

Occurs interchanged with the

last ; the first is the most com-
mon form.

Loquacious, garrulous; un-

ceasing talk.

%^ \ \ there is no

need for so much talking.

A long oar.

Head sieh-, An utensil or

gauge for adjusting a bow

called §g ] , a sort of frame

for bending it

t
' To give a paper saddle for

burnnig at a funeral.

Read ^eh^ The saddle flaps

made of leather; a saddle-

cloth ; a strip of leather near the bit

to lead the horse.

The first is derived and altered

from f^shaii v^ to isstie^ and is

least used ; the second specinlly

refers to taking in the hand
;

they are also read yeh^; in col-

loquial, a difference is made in
* the second cliaracter, which wljen

written f5 is read chwai' and
means to drag.

To trail, to drag after one
;

,

to pidl ; to leave a trace ; to saunter

along leisurely ; to lead oflT, to take

up by the hand ; to raise up.

] ^ to wag the tail.

U; 1 easy, flexible.

^ ]
to flirt, as a fan ; shaking,

as branches in the wind.

^ ¥ 1 :^ M ^ he threw off

his armor, and led away his

troops.

|4 I
to drag along, as a vessel.

] j
an easy, slouching gait.

I j^ to go on tiptoe ; to drag the

heels in walking.

^^ ] to trail after one, as a lady's

train.

.^ "^ ]
he drags along the

w hole ; said of a man who sup-

ports the whole family.

] ^ ^ to put in a blank page

by mistake in the essay sent to

the examiner ; to turn over two

leaves instead of one.

:trfa J An old name for very white

*^Xi ''ce was j^ ] ; it is now

i' disused.

From heart and sound; q. d. if

you examine the words, you will

'^ know the thought.

A thought, intention, idea ; the

inclination, will; a sentiment, an

opinion ; the motive or purpose ; the

meaning, as of a word.

I Jg, the feelings, the intention.
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^ i? 1 iS. disreputable ; disa-

greeable, ;is to refuHC a favor;

ashamed at.

f f- ^ I ,^, what does it mean 1

what docs lie wish about it?

fjij' ] what is the meaning of it?

^ i ] undetermined ; no deci-

sion.

^ I
and j^ ] metaphor and

irony
; comparison and double

meaning.

(•^ ^ ?p 1
'^^^ ^'^ y^^ ^^^

not thought of.

] ^ a sentiment, a view.

® i^ 1 to tell rumors about, to

convey hints upon.

^ ]
I am thuiking about it

;

3'ou must bear it in mind.

] $f> unexpected, not reckoned

upon.

^ ] ~f careless, inconsiderate.

/p ] tf»' unintentional.

^ I
got his wish, gratified.

^ ^ I
curious, cunning, odd,

extraordinary ; also used as a^

exclamation of admiration.

^ j a rough sketch.

I
obstinate, willful, opinion-

ated.

M 1 IE li^ ^ fi'^ed purpose and
a guileless heart.

^ ^ I
to follow a business.

j^ 1 ^ i; ^ ^^'" hardly take so

much ; I am vastly obliged to

you.

3|f 1
or^ ] a fixed intention,

a strong desire, singleness of

purpose.

JP I
exceeding my wishes.

1 1 jS' iS> I prefer not, I am
rather unwilling to do it.

jjfjl ] thoughtfully ; special care

about

^
I

or ^ ] combined or taken

meanings, a term given to cha-

racters whose component parts

somewhat indicate their mean-

ing.

^ RT £i 1 jfij
^'S deagn is in-

scrutable.

P ]
purport of one's remarks.

1 i?| jC" 3S ^^^ ^^^1 '^ ''^^^ 8

horse s, and his heart like an

ape's ; met. inconstant and strong.

f^ I
specious, pretending.

^ ]j| jjg ]
he thinks of stealing

on seeing the goods.

•^ -^ ill 1 ^'^y everything be

as you wish.

^ > Tlie seeds of a water lily,

fyrf. smaller than the common
t' lotus.

S 1 tI^ pearl-barley from

tnc Co 'x ; sago is sometimes so

called.

The train of a dress which

drags after one.

i' 1^ I
streaming, like a

pennon.

>
"I
The second is the original form,
composed of n c/orf and (o jra-f/J,

referring to agricultural pur-

suits ; tlie additions in the first

and cominon form were subse-

\ quent, and the other forms are

seldom met.

Aptitude, skill in doing a

thing; pkillod, cunning ; ex-

pert ; ability in v/orking ; a

J ' craft, an art, a calling ; an

accomplishment ; to cultivate

the ails ; to discriminate, as in

articles; the last character parti-

cularly mean.'j to cultivate plants, to

set out tree*; a limit or extreme

point.

^ I
the six liberal arts — are

propriety ^, music ^, archery

^j-, chaiioi/cering |^, writing ^,
and arithmetic |^.

"^ ] litoiaiy jxnsuits.

]
'^ an indenture to teach a-craft.

^ ]
or ]|g ]

ability, talent

^ ] a handicraft

j^ ^ j
good workmanship ; he

is skillful.

^ ] \ a clever artisan, a skill-

ed workman.

J^ ]
skilled in a fine art, as

painting or carving.

] ^ to distinguish the sorts of

presents.

J^t 1 to learn a trade.

1^ ) tactics ; all military accom-

plishments, as lifting weights,

archery, &c.

^ 1 S P to plant and till

crops ; agriculture.

"S ] kia~ ] ^ better to

be skilled in one art than to be

a jack-at-all-trades.

^ ]
varied arts and accomplish-

ments.

] ^ ^ M pla"' '"' with horse-

beans.

'M. W< f^ ]
his ambition is

boundless.

^ t^ 1
acquainted with machi-

neiy ; an engineer.

5^fc-> To talk in one's sleep ; to

P;^ talk behind a covert, or in a
i' retired place.

^ I $ to murmur or talk

ia one's sleep.

rt^fcj Like the preceding.

r-gr^ Talking and laughing ; snor-

ing and muttering in one's

sleep.

P# ] |'l|I Pf snoring and calling

out

.5 The rubbing of branches

against each other by the

wind.

f*
The sleeves of a robe ; those

of a lady's dress are wide and

I' the cufl' embroidered.

^ ]
the sleeves of a gar-

ment

»j Composed of a cover, a lied'

and a law.

V To talk in one's sleep.

] g§ to speak when asleep^

' Name of I, the prince of

Kiiing ;|q ^ ^ ] a famous

i' rebel in the Hia djmasly, a

migh'.y archer, who drove

T'ai-k'ang beyond the Yellow Ri-

ver to T'ai-k'ang hien -^ ]^ 0,
in Honan, about b. e. 2169, and

kept the power till his death.
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\]

Flora garments and to stutter;

or, as one saj», from garment
aud a part to represent a skirt

;

/^ the second form is obsolete.

I

The trcoin or skirt of a robe

;

its lower hem ; a border, a

frontier ; an extreme point

;

descendants, posterity.

gg 1 ^ J^ the remote borders,

4000 li from the capital.

^ 1 or "^ ] descendants ; one's

race or remote jxisterity.

g^ ]
a direct descendant.

^ ]
the family is extinct.

^ 1 ?l B ^^ r^*'^ "s widely

extended.

^ ]
rude, wild bands or races.

I ]
flying or walking about.

H ] ]
like the fry of fishes,

as a crowd running together,

f^ S Si 1 * prolractefl soimd.

JS ] a Budhist term for the

Brahmins ; it is a translation of

Brahnatc/iwi.

The surface of water rough-

ened by the wind.

\^ 1 water raised high by

the wind, surging billows ; a

mob is likened to iu

From weapon and an angry boar,

that ruslies al everjthing.

Undeterred, firm, resolute,

intrepid
;
patient, enduring

;

forgetful of one's self; stem, wrath-

ful; fortitude, resolution.

^ 1
gentle and brave.

] f^ resolute, intrepid.

Pill ]
unappaled, not afraid of

danger.

9t 'P pT £1 '^^ ijA ] a scholar

cannot succeed without great

resolution.

] 'fj enduring effort ; unwearied.

^ ]
inHexible, fixed in purpose.

1

X
^ enduring and brave.

Tlie character is intended to re-

present the Mades of slieai*s ; it is

interchanged with tlie next.

To cut grass ; to govern, to

regtdate ; to bring into order
;

to aid ; clever, able ; orderly.

^ ] at peace, a.s a country.

M ] -S; "BT '"^ ''^*^ a^'® '^^^ ^''''"

tuous men to till office.

^ j
fully satisfied, as a pet^Ie.

6^ I W ^ lliey preserved and

regulated tlie empire of Yin.

,^ 1 1 ^ To cut gra.SK, to mow ; to

^IJ reap ; to kill, to cut ofli".

j' g" ] ^ ^ he then said,

cut the stalk down.

I ^ to reap and get in crops.

^ ) From napkin and a mortar.

A law, a wav.

X fpl 1 jy i^ ^ T M ^
<i '& S "°^'' ^^bat nuxle

liave you to govern the comi-

try and influence my heart .'

^il J
1 To cut off the nose, as the

yX^ I component parts of the eha-

j£. . , f racter indicate ; it was done

^.N in ancient times, but is now
''^j -' disused ; to torture.

1 5iS ^ S^ '"^ mai'ned or

destroyed all, leaving none.

] Wl) 5 S< 1"^ tortured and har-

ried the people of Hia.

^J^i From icorrf aud the emperor's

i' To reach a place, to repair

to ; to go, as to a tryst ; to

meet at a place ; to wait for.

^ j I went there ui person.

j^ 1
'''^ 5 1

I ^^^ wait for

you.

]
"^ to make a visit, to repair to.

J§ ] a name for the mole-cricket.

5^ I
to make great proficiency in

learning.

p'rom silk and advantage.

To strangle one's self; to die

by hanging ; to restrain or

halter an animal ; the wasp.

] ^ to put to death by stran-

gling ; to bowstring ; to bang.

3 ] suicide by hanging.

1 9B S '^ ^16 triced up the ox.

1 ^ to kill by a baiter.

From willful and one as the pho-
netic.

Bent on one thing ; mild, be-

nign, virtuouS ; admirable,

admired, esteemed, as an accom-

plished woman, and applied es-

pecially to an empress.

I ^ eminently virtuous ; excel-

lence that is a part of the nature,

as a goixl mother.

] g the virtuous will ; «. e. her

Majesty's commands.

] ^ worthy of confidence and

admiration,

j M. .^'""f accomplished relative.

] ^ an example worthy ofesteem

!^ ^ 1 ^ the gu-ls take their

protty bitskets.

[' Obedient, compliant, as a

\)Qj woman ought to be.

kindly is a woman's virtue.

From a stylus and a final particle

as the phonetic ; this must be dis-

tinguished from sz' ^ to spread.

To practice and become skill-

ed in a profession ; to accustom

one's self ; to sene assiduously

;

toil, distress
;
pain ; lender sprouts

that shoot up from a stump.

1 ^ to learn a profession or

trade ; resident graduates who
live in the district college ; now
merely a nominal privilege.

] ^ to i)ractice, to get skillful

j^ ]
tender shoots or twigs.

^^ ^ 1
you don't know what

pains I have taken to learn it.

From to jcarship and to hope

;

some regard it as an altered form

offH, which is itself a s^nioDym

of .sz'> ]|Q to sacriKce ; but others

consider it to be unauthorized.

The years of the emperorls

life or reign.

g ] the emperor's reign.

^ 1
great prosperity and dura-

tion, as of a dynasty.

M :ft S ?l 1 I wish your Ma-
jesty a long reign.
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,:liati

arA.3sr-

Old founrl, iiien. /« Canton, in and im ;
— in Swatow, jinn and jiam ;

— in Amoy, jian, jiam, and lam ;
—

in FiiAchau, yoiig, y&ag, and nieng ;
— in Shanghai, w ani/ni* ;

— in Chi/u, jen.

I :^ .J5 .^ is it SO or not ?
'Tlie original form was composed

of ^7^ ihij and |^ fiesh to -which

y{ fire was afterwards added ; it

is iijterchiinged witli cyc" i^ iii

forming adverbs.

To simmer, to burn, for which

the next is now used ; .in adverbial

particle, implying yes, certainly,

truly, it is so ; when it comes after

verbs or nouns, it turns them into

an adverbial phrase ; as a di'jiuic-

tive co;y HJtfJ, on, but, if so, but then
;

tbuy, iu this way ; then ; however

;

often used to add force to the sense

by making a pause at a word.

^ itJ" 1 probably not so, very un-

certain.

& 1 W 1 !*• comes (or is so)

of itself; easily, readily, natu-

rally; underived, self-existent, as

God.

ZJE I
or ^ I

suddenly, unpre-

meditatedly.

^ ] truly, certamly ; the name of

tlio proboscis motikey; for which

the next but one is better.

JJ!j> 1 thus, ill like manner.

I ^ or ] IJo however, mean-

while.

I <(fe(
just so ; well then.

^ I
on the contrary.

|g I
plaintive ; mournfnlly.

I ^ ^ ^ wo shall afterwards

'

know that it is so.

^ ^ 1 6^ IS ^ explanation of

a thing
;
giving the reason.

^ ] :a # 1 # if that be so,

how then can it be ?

in ^ I
if he say it is not so.

^. ] ^ ^ he kindly consented

to come.

^ I i. i^ its natural properties

;

such a course is what ought to

be by all means.

iU >S 1 "S" ""^ y*"^ regard it so

or not T

1 1§5: IS ^ @ Ht tiierefore this

is the reason why the i^eople do

not want for resources.

^ u' n ^'
1 a ^ [ti^e

princely man] has neither love

nor hate, and that is the whole

of it.

TJf ] f ^ it will presently

snow.

^ ^ 1 M 1
it- '^^*™<5 ^I'l't^

unexpectedly ; I had not hoped

for it.
j

ft 1
[the teacher] replied,

saying, Yes ; he answered it was

so.

^ I ^ the Lord with the Hand-
fiome Whiskers ;

— a name for

Kwanti, the god of War.

^ I
a long beard.

g^ ] a beard rather short and
thin.

S 1 'ffi 3^ * grisly beard and
hair.

Like the last. The whiskers.

H •& W 1 a dark com-

plexion and black whiskers..zfian

Interchanged with the last

To burn, to light, to tire ; to

boil, to simmer.

I
']^ it has caught, it is on

fire.

] M ^ ^' urgent ; in my utmost

need^ as if my eyebrows had

caught fire ;
— said by a needy

borrower.

A sort of monkey, ^ | the

i'irt proboscis or long-nosed mon-

jj&tn key (Niisalia larvatus), which

constantly strokes its black

beard, — or a variety of it with a

recurved nose ; it is gregarious, and

uihabits the forests of Siam and

Yunnan ; tha name is said to imi-

tate the cry.

Eed alk ; that which has

S*\'» been dyed a bright crimson

^zlmn or scarlet ; silk threads all

tangled together.

From hair ana to advance as the

phonetic ; it is used with the next.

The hair on the face near

the ears ; the whiskers ; the

beard.

m
.zlian

From insect and stealthi/ ; others

derive it from insect aiirt tlio !iist,

saying that it lias hairs between

the scales.

A large serpent found in

southern China, described as fifty

feet long, which can seize deer for

food ; it has long teeth, and a

bright variegated skin, which is

cured for coveriug guitars ; it car-

ries its head close to the grotuid,

whence it iS ca'Icd ;R| B^ 4"^ ; the

gall is reputed to be useful iu

curing consumption ; this descrip-

tion doubtless refers to a sort of

boa like that reported to be found

in Hainan Island.

] J^ a tribe of southern savages.

,1ft
.zhcai

A hem or broad band on a

woman's dress, esi)ecially at

the bottom ; a knee-pad or

stuffed wrapper to protect the

knee ; an old term fcr paddijig the

knee.

^ A iH ] black knee-pads for

women

.zhan

A caterpillar, like that of

the tiger-moth, called ] JJf,

whose haira inflame the skin

when it crawls over it ; its

chrysalis, called ^^ ^ or the spar-

row's jar, is found on the pome-

granate and mowtan.
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'zhan

Tlie character is intended to re-

jiresent tlio liair just growing on
ilio body ; the first is the usual

form and a little resembles tsai '

!^ !!;;aiii j as a primitive it im-

pa' ts only its sound to the com-
pounds.

Tender, weak.

] j
a gradual, but imperceptible

advance.

3t [^ ] ]
your suns are gradual-

ly going down, your years are

passing away.

] ;^ also called ] •^ a favorite

disciple of Confucius, who died

Jjcfore liira.

From plants and tender; occurs

used with the last.

'ihan Luxuriant, tender herbage

;

by turns; successiveiy, grs^

dually.

jft £( 1 1 '^^ fresh, vigorous

grass.

^mr^ \ J3 ia ^ ligbt

and darkness take turns, and

the sun and moon follow each

other like the swift shuttles.

'than

From ^ a twig or petal and 7J^
water ; others say it is formed of

/fw madder wood and tL nine,

because the dipping must be re-

peated nine times.

To dye , to tinge ; to steep

or dip in dye-stuffs; to taint, to

infect ; to catch, as a disease ; to

soil, to spot ; to imbue ; to vitiate,

to render vile ; soft, pliant ; dirtied.

^iS I
or

I g^ to dye ; to dip in

the dye.

^ I
to infect ; uifectious ; to

give a disease.

^ ]
to leant vicious ways,

j 5^ to catch the small-pox.

1 ;2^.,"^ 1 4&. or
1 IJfia

dyer's shop ; the third phrase

means one who dyes blue.

PP I
to dye by brushing, as fur

dresses are sen'ed

1 ^ soft, yielding.

] ^ to stain the finger red ; to

taste by the fingers, as » cook

;

met. to stick to the fingers, as

a perquisite.

] J^ 'o S^' * '^^ name ; soiled,

dirtied, as a dress.

^ I
to finish up and adtrfn, as

a picture ; to revise, as a com-
posilion

; said of a present by
its giver, that it is trifling.

5i life 'Tf j there is some impro-

per dalliance between them.

Old sounds, nia and aim. In Canton,

jin, jim, and jiam
;

yan, yim, ngan, nam, ami ying ;
— in Sietitair, jin, jin;, and n«ng-;-

— in Fahchaii, ing, ning, sing, ^ng, and ncng ; — in ahaaijkai.

in Amoy,

A
JL
^zhdn

The character represents the ter/s

when opened ; the second is the

form it takes in cotnbiuatioii on
the left side of a cliaracter ; and

^ the tliird, representing tlie lower
limbs of the body, is placed under
the primitive; they form the ninth

and tenth radicals of two groups
of characters, the first of which
relates to man, his names, con-

ditions, and functions.

A man ; human beings, the

human race ; the third of the three

powers in the universe, defined by
the phrase ^ ^ J^ "Jt

f-lie spirit of

heaven and earth ; human, belong-

ing to mankind ; to make a man
of; to ascribe personal existence

to a thing; foUowuig other nouns,

often denotes a laborer, an artist, in

that ()ccui»tion, as JJ^ ] a labor-

er
; J| ] a farmer.

—
f|3 ] o:ic person, whether a

^ ] male, or ^ |
a female.

Ji, 1 or ] ] everybody; all

mankind ; the world.

^ I
my wife.

^ ^ 1
yo"^ wife.

or — ^ 1 . or — ^ ] each

denotes a crowd, a group, a par-

ty ; a knot of people.

^\^ \ oi'y ] a boy, a waiting

lad ; official menials.

>J» 1 /p ^ IE ^^^ mean man
does not understand the prin-

ciples of human actions.

JS 1 '^ he is now of age, t e.

over sixteen years.

^ I
a prince who came to his

sovereignty while yet a minor.

5c^ 1 5cil 1 heaven 'produces

people and finds food for them.

I i^ men of ability, the talent in

the country.

] p^ a man s disposition.

the great thing is to

ba a man.

^^fik 1 e, tlon't be parlial

to yourself over others ; treat all

fairly.

] (^ men, people ; men of mark.

^ ^ 1 ^ * family of culti\a-

tion and position.

1 i£ iO ^ man's life is like a

dream.

^ 1 ^ venerable Sir
;
you. Sir.

ft^ 6^ ^ 1 ^ yonr resiKctetl

father or mother.

® ^rI 1 ^ "''*'' <>*" he do?
why mind that man?

^ "^ W \
how can he look

after another man ?

\ 4* t-he upper lip or rather its

raphis; the Chinese say, if it

curl up, the person is likely to

be shortlived.

^ I
^ to be an emperor.
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] M people, folks, men, mankind,

the world.

] ^ ] make men of these fel-

lows ; 1. e. of priests who avoid

their duties in society.

IE W Hf 1
'^ adapted to strike

terror.

tt ^ :^ 1
^'^ '^°^* ""* f®*"" '"^'^

'

it is without fear, as a docile

. bird.

1 Wi ''' '"a"'s favorable presence

or inrtiience ; the cause of his

fate ; his luck.

i© B # 1
I "I'^'^ys 'bear t^^at

man pleasantly in mind.

IS ^ 1 n ''' traffic in human
beings, as girls.

^ I
the peaceful pereon, — the

address of the wife of one who
wears a red button.

?* 1 •? '"y sons, referring to

those grown up.

_J2 ] my father, my mother.

^ ] ^ an excellent deed, a

worthy action.

^ ^ ] to scold a man as a poor

stick, a ne'er-do-well.

I
-^ the Son of Man, Christ ; —
a foreign term.

In Fuhcliau, \ is added to other

characters to show that they are

used phonetically, as W ndnij, \^
doll, or ^/Ji 'ny, in which the radical

indicates a change in the sound

;

this usage is known as far south of

that city as Ch'ao-cheu fa in

Kwangtmig.

A
t A From man and two, because one

ought to love another, or two

persons united as one from both

zhaa loving.

Humanity ; regard for others,

the first of the constant virtues

;

fulfilling one's sojiial duties ;
" the

foundation of right and the embo-

diment of regard for ;" unselfish,

having regard to the public weal

;

humane, benevolent, kind, merci-

fid ; a kernel, a pit ; a small seed
;

paralyzed, numb.

] 1^ charily, kindness ; humane,

j ^ a just judge.

tender-
1 ^ compassionating,

hearted.

1 ^ jfe ^ the fullness (or vast

reach) of luimanity and justice,

gg I
the pupil of tile eye.

I jf^.
kill Iriess out of a pure heart.

^ 1 -S :^ malevolent ; no con-

sideration for.

/p ] also denotes unkind, short-

comhig ; rude con<hict ; in me-

dical use, palsied, slitt, no use of

an organ, as .^ J§^ ^ |
the

limbs are insensible; stiff, para-

lyzed.

H ] the pit of a fruit ; the seed

inside the nut.

;^ I
the seeds of a flower. {Can-

toriese.)
.

1 51 "•
1 " kind Sir 1 used in

addressing others.

if devoted to your parents, you

will then regard the people

kindly, and from that come to

be considerate to animals and

all things.

..+A
The rafters or laths on which

c'l/y the tiles are laid ; one says,

than the spaces between them.

—^^ The character is defined as a yV

( I ^ man standing on tlie Jl earth,

^i/iciii the earth denoting the business

of life ; otliers say it represents

the genn in the womb ; it re-

jembles ting* ^ in form, and

as a primitive is often inter-

changed with li sincere.

The ninth of the ten stems ; it is

connected with the north and

running water
;
great ; full ; to flat-

ter, to adulate.

•f^ ]
a book of magic respecting

lucky days.

^ ^ ] to lay a plot. (Cantonese.)

•& Jii it S W 1 W # when

all the rites have been performed

grandly and fully.

why should he fear one of fair

words, smooth face, and great

artfulness 1

M
,zh&n

From woman and t/er/n ; the J3e-

cond form is most in use.

" Pregnant ; used only of wo-

men.

^ Ig 1
to be with child.

;^ I
to conceive.

/5{ll A sort of man-Jish or mer-

cHj/y man ; it is described as resem-

.thdn bliiig a human being in its

head, with the addition of

soft fur and long hair or maiie

;

and probably refers to the dugong

{Ilalkore duyong) of the Indian

Archipelago.

C - 1 "I
From heart and a cutting wea-

'JJ
I

pon ; the first form is com-
iL^' j nionest.

f jfrrt 1 Fortitude
;

patience, endur

I f^ J
ance ; moral hardihood, as^

^zhdn siirance in a bad sense; able

to sustain ; to bear or sufler

patiently; to repress ; to allow, ti

give way to, as anger ; harsh, hard>

hearted, severe, inflexible.

1 M patience, etpianimity.

^ pj" 1 -ifei
endurable.

1 14 patient; long endurance.

1 ^ ^ ^ restrain one's anger

by not speaking.

1 flff
— 1^ wait awhile, don't fret.

] ^ to keep one's countenance.

•^ ]
to curb one's feeluigs.

@ ] to bear in silence.

] ^ ft ^ cannot bear it.

^ I fl'5
unendurable.

1 iC" 1^ S ^o harshly violate

propriety.

1 ''R ^ fft.
1*''® ^^ disgrace in

order to revenge the insidt, as

a violated woman.

<JJ W 1 75 W ^ yo" ™"st ex-

ercise patience before you can

accomplish the object.

^ ^ ] ]
his feehngs will not

suffer it

I j!f^
g" to forbear speaking.

]^ ^ I
-^ how can they endure

to have me thus?

^ ] resolute endurance, un-

I

flinching fortitude.
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I ji| The ancient name of a dis-

liii, trict called jSj | 0, in the

'^/uhl present Kwi'i-cheii fu in the

eastern border of Sz'ch'uen,

now Ynn-yang hien ^ P^ |^ so

named from certain insects.

To season and cook meats

very thoroughly.

^n-r i'^ 1 ^ :^ ^« '^''"^^ °"*

H-j-* eat overdone meat.

<-/ '
1 ^ cooked through, well

roasted.

^ ] rich soup and meats

;

met. a sumptuous entertain-

ment

C ft K^ Liko the last.

/J>1»4> To gormandize
;
good tasted

;

z/idii thoroughly cooked; mellow,

rip.

] ^ well-cooked.

In Cantonese. Soft ; muggy,

dampish, aj weather ; kind, good-

natured, amiable.

I ^ very good-natured, placable,

c;iisy to bo iutrcatcd.

] I
^"5 a kind att'nblc person.

5^ Il'Jf I
humid, daii;p.

Pg \^ \
not soaked through.

^~iijt A kind of large oily boan,

\j^ as big as Windw)r biaus

;

'zhun kindhearted, gentle ; flexible

;

name of a place in the king-

dom of Chao, probably the present

Jan-p'ing hien ] 2g |1^^ in the

west of Shantung.

1 ^ large beans.

i^
]

an oily seed of which ducks

are fond, <and gather in flocks

to eat it when ripe.

1 ^ M -i^ we have gradually

come to this day.

€. M IfO f^ 1 he was stern-

,
looking, but h^a kind heart.

] H^ tough and eiaslic.

] ^ one name for the Elaiococca

veiTucom, whose seeds furnish a

painter's oil.

men plant trees of soft wood,

easily worked.

A kind of jujube or date

J>2a (R/iammis), called
| ^

'ihdn whose taste is insipid and

slightly acid.

In Cantonese. The caram-

bola, called ^ ] and § ] is

sometimes thus written.

Eead Vidn. A kind of tree,

probably the Pride of India {Melia).

C *-;^^ From heart and to sustain; it is

'1-^-' also read ninK

'zhaii To dwell upon with satisfac-

tion ; to consider, to think
;

delightful ; as an adverb, thus, so,

in this way.

] i^ in this way.

^^16^ since it is so.

C^^/V From r/rain and to think on as

\t\ '''* pl'0"6tic.

'^tltaii Grain which is fiUly ripe ; a

Victra harvest or season ; a year

;

laid up, accumulated ; matur-

ed, practiced in; familiar with.

;^ ]
or ] :^ a good year.

3l I
fi^'e harvests.

^ ]
hoarded up

;
great store, as

of grain or provision.

1 ^^ \ery bad, apt in wickedness.

1 '^ ripe and abundant harvest.

113 .^ 1 ^ much six)ken of.

Bja 1 Bt i * "''^ ^™ ^^° ^^^

secret hoards.

] 5^ a northern terra for sorghum

which has the mildew or ergot.

'— "fil 1 ^ •'^ know the whole

affair thoroughly.

"I I
)

"I
The character represents a swm-d

'J I
I

with a stain on the blade ; the
^ "^

I second fonn is not usual.

/jj * A strong and well-tempered

yj^ J weaix)n ; edged weapons
;

than the edge ; a knife or sword

at the end of a spear ; sharp

pointe<l ; to kill, to slaughter.

75 •^ ] ^ ? killed her own
child with her hand,

jffi 1 ro ^ [it will be as easy as]

to open (or kill) it with a blade.

^ ] warlike weapons.

] ^ to slaughter and skin Ixjeves-

y] \ 5i the edge of a sword.

I^m-^^J] 1 J: the outlay

on a sword is at (or for) its edge
;

met. use your money chiefly for

necessary things.

] ^ ^ ;^ wounded the chief

man or leader.

#> From man and weapon as the
U I phonetic.

zh&n* A measure of eight cubits or

about ten Enghsh feet ; to

fathom ; full ; to fill.

% \
^t^ filled quite full.

^ I
high, tall, as a tree.

^ jL^ \ the precipice is of

vast height

From carriage and weapon ; it is

interchanged with tlie last.

zMn} To block a wheel, to chock

a carriage ; a catch, an im-

pediment ; a length of eight cubits

;

to embamoss.

^ I
to remove the stop, as to a

wheel ; to unlatch, to start, to

begin a thing.

JS ^t ^L 1
''"^ 'l"g the well more

than nine fatlioms deep.

y^m \n nil ^ he^ blocke.1

the wliecl of his Majesty's chariot

with his head.

iLrt > To stuflF, to fill up ; crammed

*|jy full ; the yellowish color of an

zhc'ui' old sword.

W ] solid ; stuffed hard.

^
\ ^ i^ oh 1 how full of

fishes jumping about.

MJ Tough, not brittle ; strong

but flexible, like tendons

;

zhdn'' tenacious, like wire.

|Jj ]
flexible and tough.

1^ ]
iron is tenacious.

] J^ a piece of tough skin or hide.

bS 1 'H' 3£ tough sinews and

hard bones.

I jjIJi ^ an oUlurate unfeeling

disposition.
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In Cantonese. A sediment ; silt.

i^ TJC 1 let the sediment settle.

.:ftl,—^) "^ Similar to the last, but especially

lr£ll|
I

referring ro hide ; the second
I // I form is oomiiioiiest*

+t-rt* Soft but tough, like catgut.

^/J J Wi 1
I'li'i"'' but strong ; soft

t/idii^ and firm, like fine parclimcnt.

««V 'ffe^'^ 1 tihe is always

just so crabbed and self-

willed.

j^-j»> To thread, as a needle; to

^*/J join fibres together, and make

tkan' a thread ; to sew ; to stitch.

1 — ^ take a stitch.

1 1^ m JW ^ M string

on the autumn orchids as a

memento.

] jg^ to make floss or silk fibres

into thread.

1^ ] to mend or sew a rip ; to sew

on or together.

-*-|-|> From words and a sharp sword
=2>fl as the phonetic.

ekan' ^^""^ "^ speech, unready
;
to

hesitate, lest one speak un-

advisedly; cautious, well-consider-

ed remarks; not glib of tongue;

benevolent.

] $§ disjointed speech.

t ^ S W -Ife* 1
tlie "'ords of

the humane man are carefully

considered.

I |g it cannot be readily ex-

pressed.

] 1^ slow of speech; stammering.

^rfti From worth and patient ; the

'^Af last is sometimes used for it.

zh&n'
"1° know well, to discriminate

between ; to recognize, to

know again ; to acknowledge, to

confess ; a mark, a criterion ; a

recognition.

] IP to confess one's fault ; to

apologize ; to own up to a crime.

1 l«l ffe I recognize him.

/^ m I
it lias a mark to know

it by.

^ I
a surety ; to enter into re-

cognizances.

37

fiJ*^ 1 If ^ f@ ^ J" yo» know
that character ?

I
-^ I know this very well.

^ I
to pretend to know or

cliiim.

] ^ scrupulous care in one's

conduct ; to act in reference to

the truth.

I ^ X '•*' '•^ke one man for

another.

] i^ til 3?S I s™ "ot sure whe-

ther I know it or not.

1 ^ iW *"
1 ^ H I flicl not

recognize it (or him) certainly.

J8 I Q fi^ ^o confess to a

charge, to plead guilty.

ffl 1 tN * poetical name for

spirits.

1 ft (& ^asMG an eye on him.

] ^ •^ I know him well ; I

know that it is he.

] W /p I
to give the cut direct,

to see and not acknowledge.

iLtX^ To lay the warp of a piece

;

Jp PI to wind off the threads for it

;

ihdn' to weave ; to make a pat-

tern with threads,

j^ ]
to weave.

i^ I
the warp.

From garment and to hpnr as

the phonetic ; tlie second form
is not mnch used.

Iff
eftdn'

The lappel or flap in front

of a coat, which is buttoned

under the right arm ; the

skirt ; a single mat ; fasten-

ings on a coffin.

] W ^ ^ the pleasures and

contentment of peace.

P9 ] ^ the four points of the

skirt ai-e even ; met. to indulge

in four kinds of excess.

S 1" It J
I respectfully salute

you ; said by a woman.

^m S:n 1 ^ ^ J: raise

tliis people lo I lie enjoyments

of plenty and contentment.

1^ 4 1
'^'^ '^"'" tribes whose

jackets buttoned under their left

arm.

In Cantonese. To dip; to rinse.

] P^ souse it in, as a garment.

A-^ J From nifrit and a hnrnry charac-

^ I
• ter, wlncli last gives its sound to

'""^
all but one of the coin|jound8, in

zitG.it wliicli this piimiiive occurs.

Sincere, sure, trustworthy

;

trusted, relied on ; a liust, an

office; a duty; a burden; that

which is imposed on one ; friendly

confidence ; to bear, to sustain, to

execute ; to undertiike, to be re-

sponsible for ; the incund)ent, the

acting official.

I ^ to eng.age, lo employ.

\ m %^^^ liope all will

turn out as you wish.

I
^^ according to one's wish;

may your desiies be attained.

I ^ a responsible trust.

jifc 1 or '_[; ] to enter on an

office ; to reach the post.

3^ ^ -^ 1
to degrade and yet

retain in a post; sometimes

done in order that the incum-

bent may repair his misdeeds.

iS
I

to take the seals of an- of-

fice.

^ ] to confide in one ; close

fiicndship.

^ ] to be security for.

]^ I
tlie person now in office.

g^ j
the former iiicumbcnt.

1 ^ St >^ to give loose to one's

passion, to act recklessly.

^ ]
to take upon one's self.

t Jl^ ^ B 1
humanity is to

fulfill one's duties.

] A ^ ^ to become the head

of a family.

^ 1 S :^ there are very im-

portant duties.

) jH to allow to be done, either

from confiding in or imjxitence.

1 ft> ^ It :^ t& ^ .«e I

don't cire if it is you, the thing

' cannot be done (or allowed).

I
'14 ^ :^ to act recklessly in

gratifying one's revenge.

^ ^ ^ 1
he is not fit for the

post.
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1 •^ (<)» '^^ ^ y**" please.

f^ ] to dismiss from office.

Read j./rffn. To be able to bear

;

equal to a duty ; to endure ; artful

;

name of a district in Shun-teh fu

in the south of Chihli ; occurs used

for j^ pregnant.

^ 3^ 18 1 "<> <">« coold stand

their wrath.

] f^ a uame for Corea.

7 Si! ^ ^ 1 "S I cannot equal

myself lo that man.

f'l' Jt 1 .H enduringly faithful

was the Lady Chung.

fS 1 IS H I take care of my
own folks (or jieople).

] "14 kind ; sympathizing and
charitable.

1^ fi A X M S ! A honor

the virtuous, trust the good,

and discountenance the artfuL

An ancient feathered or or-

namented head-dress made
' from the crest or plumes i^f a

bird of the same name, which

by its description seems to

refer to the hoopoe.

,

~

I
to wear feathers on tiie

head ; these head-dresses, called

Wi ^ y^re of several varieties,

and seem to have been made
in imitation of a hoopoe's crest.

Old tound, n!ang. In Canton, yinng and sinng ;
— in Swatoir, jihng and siSmg

;

Fuhchau, yong and nong j
— in Shanghai, zang, siang, and niaiig

— in Amoy, jiong and abng ; — in

;
— in Ch'ifu, yang.

From grain and to effect as the
phonetic.

The culm or stalk of grain
;

grain in fruit ; luxuriant,

abundant, fruitful ; in mathe-

matics, a term for ten billions.

|g ]
the blessings of plenty.

^ jj@ ] ]
Heaven gave them

uiiiiunibered blessings.

^ I
abundance

;
prosperous.

] §, the ancient name of Ting
cheu g(5 ^t|, a small prefecture

in the southwest of Honan.

From hand and to effect ; it' is

also read jang^ and used for ^^
I to c«de.

~

To push to or from one with

the hand ; to appropriate, to seize

without a clear right, to retain

possession of ; to reject, to expel;

to bare, as the arms.

j ^ to seize and hold on to.

] ^ to bare the arms.

] 3^ to Seize a stray sheepi.

.3 j — iS [l>e only] poached

one hen in a month.

] {J^ to drive off evil, as by in-

cantations.

54* 1 ^ it *'J expel the barba-

rians from the country.

J

Bead 'jang. To stop ; to embroil,

to cause confusion.

^ ~F S '
1

l^he country was
thrown into disorder.

Aygja From water and to effect ; it is

j[jE also read nang^.

^zhang The name of a river in the

eastern corner of Sz'chu'en
;

also the old name of a district in

Nan-ning fu in the south ofKwang-
si ; an abundant, heavy dew ; mud-

dy water flowing, or water stopjied

in its flow because of silt

i'^ 3c ^ 1
til* water flowed in

a constant stream.

^ ^ I I
the heavy dew Btood

in drops.

To fast and pray as the

Taoists do in order to avert

^thang calamity ; to deprecat6 evil.

1 SS °'"
1 ill 'o ^^^ t"

avert calamities.

1 fi^ flt y^ t" have prayers for

averting pestilence.

1 M iS ^ intercede with one's

natal star and reverence the

Dipper,— for better luck.

^ An old form of jjin @ be-

p§ cause, for; — now become

^ehmff obsolete.

.1

^E-ls Urgent ; walkiiig fast.

(^^/j ^ I
in haste, huriied ; to

^zliang assist one in need.

From melon and to effect ; also

read ^nang.

^j'ang The pulp of a squash or me-

lon ; the pith or whitish pulp

of plants, as of the elder or pith-

paper plant; the second film or

coating; a corn-cob; the fleshy

kernel or pit of nuts; the nasal

cartilage.

;^ ^ 1
walnut meats.

^ ] jOl the melon's pulp is poured

out ; — emptied ; exhausted, as

one's energy.

y^ JK 1
[I'k*^] the p\ilp of a

squash ; said of a flaw in a gem.

J
-^ a letter or dispatch, as distin-

guished from the
J|Jj

or en\e!<)p.

fj- ] the pellicle inside of the

bamboo.

A plant found in Kw«iichan,

growing in the shade of tn-es,

^tluMg called
] ^, whose stem

and leaves resemble gingir

(Zimibef titioya); its root is ar<v

matic and crisp and removes wonns

;

the drawings an<l de.scriiHion assi-

milate it to the common ginger.
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The hair dis'Heveled and un-

c^^g combed.

.thaag '• '

| the hair in disorder

from neglect ; unkempt.

%
The character is not authorized

bv the dictionaries.

*zliang To make a clamor, or cry

out ; to scold and bluster.

glj
I

don't bawl so, do not

nake such a noise,

ill 1 'S ''•4 * great clamor and

b nvliiig.

Pi' 1 ® ^ what are you scold-

ing about 1

crf^g A bow bent and make ready

'zluing

Soft, loamy, rich earth with-

out clods ; mold, humus, soil

;

'zljung earth thrown up by moles ; a

place, a region ; land ; a

country ^ a plat
;

productions ; a

mound, a hillock
;

good, lovable,

as a fine child; an ancient game;

disarranged; sometimes used by

the Budhists, for^ ten billions. I

^ ] the cover and ground ; — '

heaven and earth.
i

^ I
are the ilirce qualities of

i

soil whicli regulate the amount
i

of tax laid on land. 1

$t> I
and p^ ]

tlie outer and

inner limit of the sun in an

eclipse.

^ I
an ant-hill.

^ ]
manure, poudrette.

0^ ]
a rich soil.

I
-^ a healthy, fat child ; one

doted on.

1^ I
of the same place.

^ ] or ^ ] adjacent boundaries.

$ 1 llO ^ to thump tlie clods

and sing ; met. a lime of general

peace ; a sort of game is here re-

ferred to by thumping clods.

5c 1^
1 1

^^'^ crowds of people

in the empire.

ffil ^ I Wi ^^'^ presume here to

offer tlie production of our lands.

3 4p ;/<; I
a good harvest in

three years.

zimiitf'

Kroin ivvrda and to tjfjTcvl ; it

ocoiii-8 intercliaiiged witii ^}^ to

pusii.

To cede, to yield, to give w ay

to ; to esteem others ; to rt'ccde

from one's rights, to wjiive ihem in

favor of others ; to reprove, to re-

criminate; (o cheapen; complai-

sant, retiring, courteous; polite.

^ I
humble, unprewnuing.

4S 1 each one yielding.

I '6l 'o g'*'c up.one's seat,

fr^ 1 S& the travelers yielded

tlie road.

^ ]
to blame one, to reprehend.

jg I
retiring, refusing ;ui l.i no.',

t^ 1 Ifil ^ lie bowed and yielded

the way, and then went in.

•# 1 fi -i S hu'U'l'ly is the

basis of virtue.

] ^ >}f how much will you take

off the price ?

^ fli '^ 1
<lon't decline to drink

after receiving the cup.

^ :tK-&\ ;tWfS;q»a"ei-
some people are never satisfied,

but the yielding have an overplus.

Old sound, ning. Tn Canton, ying ! — in Swaio:r, jong nn(' j'lonp ; — «n Amoy, jeng ;
•

in Shanyhai, sang ;
— in Chiju, tsang ani ling.

• in Fuhchau, Ing ; —

,

^zhtliig

From man ana then.

An arJverhial particle, as, ac-

cording t<), as before; how-

ever, still, again ; usual, or-

dinary
;
just so, in like manner,

irims ; in imitation of; a, conjunction,

and, rind also.

1 ^X ''till is so.

I ^ as of old ; usual, customary.

1 fui yt '^' ^till, the same as

before.

1 ti? -fi fix lie Gtill will go there.

1 fl ia :!: it '« y«t again so.

^ ]
the son ofa great grandson.

1 ^^^. ^^ continues at his

old [)ractice.s.

B I ^ ^ he is no better in

his ways than before.

] ]
imdecided ; very bashful or

hesitatin<j.

1 li ^ it i! W let him stay

tliere and not ]ia.sten his return

to the provincial capital.

a To drag or lead along ; to

urge along ; to toss, as a ball

;

^zhang to pusli, as a cart up-hill.

Read Jang. To throw away,

as a useless thing.

] 1^ to throw stones down.

] J^ 1* he threw it away ; he

di.scarded tlie man.

1 ~r fi throw it asid&

The pattering sound made

c P"5^ by jiestles and beaters when

^zliCmg rearing an adobie wall.

] I
many, a crowd.

^Tf Happiness ; to approach to.

f/lrj If ^ "&
1

to implore every

^zh&ng blessing from heaven.

^zh&ng

From y^ p/ants and yy as con-
tracted.

Old roots, stumps
;

plants

cut down ; shoots.

1 :f ^ a ^ ^ these old

stumps will sprout agaui iu the

summer.
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.zhao

plus,

Old toands, nio, niok, no, sok, not In

nieu, ngieu,

From to eat and eminent as the

phonetic.

Plenty to eat ; abundant,

satisfied ; aflBuent, an over-

wbat is left ; exceeding

;

liberal, indulgent ; to throw in,

as in a bargain ; to favor in a sale

;

to excuse, to forbear, to spare ; a

region east of Poyang Lake where

porcelain is made.

^ I
abounding in, ampla

^ I
richly supplied.

^ ]
to act leniently to criminals

or prisoners.

fc # f4*> M 1
I '"•1 intercede

for your forgiveness.

1 tft ? one or two chessmen

given to an opponent.

] ^ hold up, no more fighting ;

to let an adversary get Ihe

game.

) ^ to spare life.

^ 7 ft 1
'^s ^^^ *°'l moon

never yield (or delay) for each

other.

^ I
to own one's ofiienses, to beg

pardon.

1 ^ superabundant.

] § liberal-tongued, wrangling,

disputatious.

] ^ ^ ^ I surely am unable

to assent, — how much less an-

other one.

1 T ^^*^^ ^™ °^ ^^^ ^® i
^

forgive an oifense.

6 I /fi -jiit
the man throws in

what is worth nothing, as pitch-

ing a bucket of water into the

sea.

1 A j^ B. ] A when you
Itt a man clt; then do it fully

and frankly.

^ ;^ ]
a most productive year.

] fS T §! please do forgive me I

1
— 6Al lo &'V8 *" extra act in

a play.

'#

Canton, in and nso ; — in Swatow, ji& ;
—

and nao ;
— in Shanghai, zo and nio ;

— in

Ift^^ From woman and eminent.

c?\^7C Pleasing, fascinating, witty,

^zhao graceful ; said of females.

^ I
slender, airy, lady-like.

Eead 'niao. To make a distur-

bance ; to play tricks with.

^ I
the shade of a murdered

man ; imps who baant a place.

From wood and eminent i

commouly read nao'.

it is as

A short oar or paddle; to

row ; crooked, distorted
;

bigoted, prejudiced, nnjust ; to

wrench, to pervert ; weak, lithe,

flexible, slim ; to disperse, to dis-

turb ; to break.

I ^ to paddle a boat.

1 ^ ^ ^'"' scattering things —
there's nothing like the wind.

He I *H' ft * slender person, a

graceful figure.

] gj; broken, ruined.

ii 1
perverted, unjust, as a judg-

ment.

^•^^ your, fine oar ; ;'. e. a pleas-

ant row.

^ji^ Grass, rushes ; stubble or

< ' *''
' thorns cut for fuel ; to gather

^z/tao stubble.

^ j
kindlings.

^ ] ^ those who collect stub-

ble for fuel.

^ 1
faggots and grass, brash-

wood.

1 ^ * pl^"' resembling the heath

in habit, probably a Pcuserina

or sparrow-wort.

Ef^^ The covering on a scabbard ;

i^yxl i'' '" made of cloth or strips

^zAuo wrapped around.

1^ 1 thecoveringof asword

more commonly called ; it is

jgij ^ the Kword's glove.

in Amoy, jiao and giao ; — in Fubcham,

Chifu, yao.

Short worms foimd in the in-

ISBc3);7lj testines ; a squirming motion.

^zfioo
] J0 wonns like the tape-

worm, which infest the bowels.

To wind around, to go
about ; to environ, to make
the circuit of, to compass

;

to be entangled in.

g| ]
to surround, as hills

"environ a town.

^ I
to cord up ; to bind,

as a \ iiic dots a tree.

llj f^ "M I
^^^ ^* ^^^ ^^^^ sur-

round the place.

] S^ or
] 5^ ^ to make a

detour, to go round about.

] ^ ^ to play hide and seek,

to have many wiles and tricks.

From hand and piti/ul.

To give or bring trouble to
;

to incommode, to embarrass
;

to confuse ; to infest, as

banditti do a region ; to rear ; to

train to obedience, tr pacify ; mild,

courteous, agreeable to.

^ I
to trouble needlessly, to

bother.

H j
or ] II Jife ;^ to disturb

the peace of a coruitry, as rebels

do.

] ^ to make a region nnsate

;

to unsettle people's minds.

p^ I
the six domestic animals.

^ I
to disturb, to annoy.

1 M ^ w'l'l •'""J yt-'t brave.

I jj^ ^ he pacified the peopla

W 1 W ] or
1 |g Tve given

you much trouble for this meal

;

— a polite phrase to a host

I^ A ^ 1 tormented by a devil-

seer ; or inveigled by a wench.

£/tao

1
A docile, tractable, well-train-

ed ox
;

yielding, obliging,

c/iao accommodatuig.
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Old teandt, nia and niak. /n Canton, y6 and yai ;
— tn Sieatow, jit orji ;— «n Amoi/fjia and }i6'k ; — in Fuhchau, tab ;

From heart and driedplants.

To provoke, to irritate ; to

excite without an adequate

cause ; to produce, to elicit

;

to induce, to attract, to bring

on one.

] K5 to bring evil on one's self.

] iK')^ M i}^ '^ ^'^^] taking fire

and burning myself.

1 ^ 'te J© '*^ sets me pondering

seriously.

/f, 1 ^ ^^ do not excite needless

trouble

»n Shanghai, za ;
— in Chifu, yeh.

?£ 1 ^ the flowers draw the

butterflies.

^ ] to provoke one another.

1 ^ aggravating, irritating.

1 "fifc ^ ^ I am unwilling to

provoke him.

] ^ to make trouble gratuitously.

§1 ]
to tempt, to incite to eril.

] A ^ to mock at, to deride.

'rt-H^ Respectful language
; a word

r/pl used in replying to superiors,

'i/0 for wliich «o/jj |^ is now

commonly substituted as more cor-

rect.

1% 1
(used for ^ J|) to make

a profound reverence with the

folded hands, in the Chinese

manner.

An exclamation used in light

composition.

xfio'
] ^ an expression of sur-

yi- prise, intimating a great size,

a large, monstrous thing ; the phrase

is merely a phonetic one.

1 ^ 6^ ¥ ^^^ * l^ig carriage !

i

^»»>)

IA>

Oid sounds, niet and nit. In Canton, it ana yat ; — tn Swatoiv, jwa or jlet and jit ; — in Amoy, jiat and jit ; —
in Fultchau, j'ek and nik ;

— in Shanghai, nili ; — in Chifu, x and yeh.

The sun, described as j^

zh&

From Jire and skilled, or to

grasp ; the first is the most
common ; it is liable to be con-

founded with s/ia/i, ^ ripe.

Hot ; heat, caloric ; feverish,

restless ; fever ; ardent, en-

ergetic, warm-hearted ; heat-

ed ; to warm.

jfil ^ 1
or fg, I

tepid, luke-

wann.

^ ]
or j^ ]

hot, fervid, as the

sun.

^ I
feverish ; having a dry skin,

as when
] ^ a fever is coming

on.

1 ^11 :^ tS [I ^^ "^ I'o' as if I

was Bitting on a still.

1 ^ ^ A the weather almost

roasts one.

1 ^ bustle of a fair or a feast

;

n hubbub
;
great excitement and

show.

ttt '^ ^ 1 ^^0 '^*" t*^''® "P °'

hot thing t.

3i '& 5S 1
la™ very very an-

xious and nervous.

"^ ^ ^^ 1 it is quite indifferent

to me ; also, he cares neither for

cold nor heat, — in his zeal.

1 ^ij>
or

1 <5 B§ warm-hearted
;

zealous ; affectionate.

5$ fl$ I
hot weather,

pi^
I

or jl^ ] sultry and humid
weather ; hot and close.

I m or Zbchol, the summer re-

treat of the Emperor northeast

(f Peking.

] J^ to have a sunstroke.

M m An% 'K ]
the two

men are mad at each other, —
have quarreled till the fire came.

0.
,z1ah

r

The original form represents a
circle, or wiiat surrounds, wiih
onr inside of if, to denote that tue

Bun is incompariibly the greatest

circle : it forms tiie 72d rn' ical of

a nafunil f^ioup of cliaracters re-

lu'ing to tile ann and time.

j^ j^, the energy of the male

power ; worshiped in India as a

god under the name surya, and as

1 5c regarded by the Budhista

as the cLva in the sun ; a day ;

daily ; days, times ; daytime ; in

the time of; the day for a thhig,

as an anniversary ; in casting lots,

means the emperor, his palace, day,

or reign, as in the phrase | "f
under the sun, — i'. e. near his

throne, as if ho was light

*"*
f® 1 'T o°^ ^^Yi from morn

till e\ ening.

I §5 the Sim's light or heat ; in

the sunshine.

^ I
dawn, very early ; by day-

light ; daytime.

^ j or
I ] daily, every day

;

constantly.

YA h "r ^ 1 .
Of to 1

on

another day ; in fatatre ; aft«r

t'jis ; l.y and by.
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^ I
to^ay.

P^ I
or

I P^ yesterday, two or

three days ago ; recently.

^ 1
'"' ^ 1

ci'L'loug, in a few

i!;iys ; in less than a day

;

(quickly.

] ]^ the sun's disk.

^ I
day after to-morrow.

^ ]
io-'jiorrow, i.e. the bright day.

^ )
or ^ I

a while ago.

] ^ persons who divine for days.

] ffi
'"

] |& daily needs or ex-

penses.

] ? M ''^* '^^y* •'>'''' short now.

1 ^ "•
1 ^ W su'iset ; sun

going to the west ; it is getting

late in the day.

] Jll
— ] he is daily becoming

worse.

fij 1 ,§ ;^ when can I forget

them t — i e. never can I for-

get.

] ^ ^ ^ * ^^1 is worth a

thousand pieces of gold ;— time

is priceless.

"^
1 W R2 before the day is

over it clouds up ;igain.

1 @ i ?JC '"* ^'"'^ round the sun

indicates rain.

JEH.

] '1^ a solar iclipRe.

•JJ ] /p ^ not for d.iys nor for

months ; iuuefinitcly, no time

fixetl.

] 1^ a daily exercise or lesson.

j^ ] jjj. to cherish loyal feelings,

referring to the clouds which

ajipear to bear up the sun.

1 ^ daily renovated or im-

proved.

BS ® «fc 1 ^ '"°^ "P t" ^•'«

cloutls and approach the sun

;

— to draw near to the palace,

jg ;^ 1|^ ]
I have idled away

my days; life has been vainly

spent.

^ •^ ^ I
we shall again meet

another day.

] ^ the high protuberance seen

on the crowns of some Budhist

saints.

1 Tji P Japan or Nippon.

] ^ is sometimes used for Q ^
£ ^ 55 Hispania or Spain.

^ jS ] "• fortunate, lucky day
;

lit. ,aii ecliptic il.iy.

I «t ^ 'ItF
[w<""k a.s] th.! sun

and m(K)n gra<lually rise ; i. e.

be diligent at your calling.

1

10

out sounds, nio anil not. In

From wood m\d s/ff>nr ; xt occurs

-__—_ 1186(1 for the next, aiifl as 11

.
primitive exercises some influence

^iheu on tlie comixmnds.

Flexible, elastic
;
pliant, like

twigs ; the opjiosite of ^l] stiff;

tei\der, as budding pl.ints ; soft,

yielding, as wool ; fawning ; mild,

kind ; soft, meek : limp ; in mtmc,

a flat note ; complaisant, conde-

scending, bland to ; to show kind-

ness, to subdue by kindness, to act

gently towards ; to give rest to.

1 Ut n>iW) as speech ; soft, as »
feather-bed.

JETJ-
Canton, yan ;

— in Swatow, jin and nul
;

L and niu ;
— in Shanghai, zu ; — in Chijti,

I H gentle and weak.

^ '^ ] ^ never fail to act

mildly and correctly.

Hii ] ^ ^ temper firmness with

gentleness.

1 j^ A be gracious to strangers,

— and thus cause them to live

quietly under you ;
— was the

advice of TsJlng-tsz'.

^\^ M- courteous and sincere.

tS 1 W f^l 'euicmbcr the duties

owing to the gods.

^ jm 1 + S I subdued for

brought over) China by virtue.

J

JEU.

From ^fire and dead frees as the [

pluinetic.

To burn ; to heat ; to set

over a blaze ; to sear, as with

an iron.

ia.B^fl 'X ]
*t. burn it (the

tortoise-shell) before a bright

fire to divine by it.

Ill ^ J[y ji $t S bum the

mulerbrush to drive out the

wolves.

^ tea heated a second time.

From clothes and daily.

) The clothes which are worn
,j«w every day ; common gar-

v\^ ments.

Bead vih^ A woman's under gar-

ment, a chemise.

wore only her chemise to show

her contempt for the court.

X^fX To soak or dip in sauce or

J y^Ci liquor ; to sop, as in soy or

^zliii vinegar.

'n.[^ ] -f- fit (lip it in the sauce

or [)ickie.

Head Jwtin. To pnsh ; a syno-

nym of
J
jwan IPI to move things.

— in Atnoy, jiu j —in Fuhchaa,

yiu.

ft ,^ 1 If a simpering, mincing

gait and manner, as wanton

women have.

From hand and pliant ; it is also

nead 'nno, and interchanged with

> the preceding and the next.

To bend, to twist, to work

about, to contort ; to make pliable
;

to make wood supple by heat ; to

bring under one's sway.

I ^ to rumple in the hand ; to

bully ; to scold and lord it over

roughly.
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1 )p^ to twist to pieces.

1 ^ to roll a ball in the hand to

keep the fingers supple ; a com-

mon practice with elderly

people.

1 jft ^ ^ ^° subdue all these

countries.

1 i^ '" yield *<' ^"y "sage
;
cra-

ven, fawning, helpless.

M
.zheu

Like tbe last

To bend wood by fire or

steaming.

to make a plow-ban die.

Vrom foot t^ni pliant i

netic.

the pho-

To tread out grain ; to tram-

ple over, to tread down; to

dampen grain in order to free

it from cha£

JOH.

I j^ trodden under foot, as in

a rush.

I J^ the crowded trampling of

animals ; met. oppressive and

harassiug exactions; the devas-

tations of troops.

1 'i lit t^ '* winnow away the

chaff.

3>i^ Occurs used for the last two.

:^ The felly of a wheel was
jz/ieu once known in Shansi by this

term.

f? llj f? K 1
['" making carts]

for traveling in the hills, put

hard wood into the fellies.

Wj ^ ^ ] in the second diagram

tieii, the straight and the crook-

ed alternate.

Soft, well dressed leather,

like chamois or wash-leather.

.zheu

I

JOH. 29.5

(iu-jd meat, fat and juicy;

excellent, abundant ; an aflfa-

z/wu ble, pleasing countenance.

Occurs interchanged with j^
to bend.

^z/ieu To bend wood by the appli-

cation of fire or steam.

Mixed, as grain of different

kinds, or as feathers ; to eat.

'i/ieu
l^j ] 2 ^ the gems and

stones are all together.

r - » - The
|X%| ed tc

' -» a ro

The original charocter is irtend-

to reprcbent the impression of

_ rounded foot like a fox's, the

Sneu upper part denoting the liind toe
;

in explanation it is said tlnit

wolves, badgers, and foxes are

ashamed of tlieiv paws, and step

lightly; it is used as the 114tli

radical of a few unusual cha-

racters.

A step, the track of an animal's

paws ; to track, to step

Old sound, nok. In Canton, yink

pipl The character is thought to re-

51^^ semble the shape of trooked pe-
^'^ ^ lage, like the long curled hair

2ho of some lambs, represented by

;^ dovibled on a body ; others

say that the character depicts

two ^ elephants contracted.

Pliable, slender, fragile ; weak,

feeble, languishing; infirm of pur-

pose ; weakness ; ruined, decayed
;

frail, fading, dead ; to despise.

1 ^ ^ young man of twenty.

^ 1 decrepid, no stamina.

^ ^ ]
infirm of purpose.

^ ]
having no strength.

•^ ]
much wasted away.

] ^ weak, thin in substance ; a

gentle disix)8ition ; tiiet. a young

lady delicately reared.

; — in Swatow, jiak ;
— in Amoy, jiok

;

in Shanghai, zak ;
— in Chifu, yoa. |

Ji ii lis 1
lithe, graceful and

sprightly, as a girl.

|E 1 pliable, like a twig.

®
I

without energy
;

gross and

weak, morose ; imbecile minded.

] 7J1C a fluid between air and water,

found in fairy land.

^ 1
help the weak.

^ IS -?E 1
^h'^n the spring is

cold, the flowers are stunted.

1 ^ 1^ S too weak to wear a

coat.

^ ^ 5S 1
what is the use of

quarreling t let us have done.

A sort of water plant, the

J cat-tail ru.sh {Typha), whose

, tender shoot.s, called ^ ]

are good for foofl ; mats

— in Fuhchau, y6k and nioh j —

are woven from the mature

plants.

2^ 1
a vegetable whose roots are

eaten.

^^t Formed of three hands, refer-

\f\/ ring to the ancient custom of
^-^i joining hands to sliow their unity

iho^ of heart, and principle, and mu-
tual confidence.

Obedient, accommodating
;

united.

] ^ a divine, Self-existing tree,

which grows in Fu-sang ^ ^
the land where the sun rises.

m t,

A small feudal slate, silii: f< d

vilhin the present dislri<t of

c/,o' Ich'ing hien g ^^ ||, in

Siang-yang fu in the iiorth

of Hupeh.
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I
t^ From plants and tlie 7'i(/ht hand

~ /^ with which to select them.

ihd' To select plaiils, to pluck

plants ; to accord wilh, to

follow ; to arrive at ; a conjunction,

as, same as, like ; followed by a

noun or pronoun, then, as to ; a

conditional particle, if, perhaps,

should it be, supposing ; and

;

occurs used for ^ jou, tiie second

person or the iierson spoken of;

this, the one ; as that ; when du-

plicated, it answers to either— or

;

a euplionic particle ; name of a

marine deity.

^g ]
if, as, since, it seems ;

—
used as an initial phrase.

1 f& ^ supposing he conies.

^ \,otJ^ 1
,or:g

I
,it will

be best ; tiie better way is ; no-

thing better than,

fl^ ^ 1 a seasonable cold ; it is

tiie cold usual at the season.

W 1 IS topos.sessasifnothaving.

fl^ ]
if so, if it be.

I ^ of such (or the same) sort.

/jfl I
similar to, probably.

Jg I
is like }g ^, si ill, it seems

proper; he ouglit

.S ® 1 ^ J£ " e people still

have not enough.

1 J5 &) ^ as to the people, they

wire pleased.

1 S /f» R if you delay, you will

not be there in time.

] j^f
how then ? then what ?

)
it was reported ; some one

said.

1 ^ 1
^oftbe old and young

—

scores died.

1 it fpf 3}£ where then did you
come from ?

W ^. ^ 1
you are then my

grandson.

C ^ 1 3^ '•'« character ^fany
is re;id like f/'inff-

^ 1 ^ ?C ie> erfntly comply
with Heaven's orders.

nm \ ^- w m Is m i:
whether the priitces were obe-

dient or not, Chung-Shan fu

iniderstood them.

I
^ s\ich a number, so many

;

indeterminate and yet large.

^ ^ 1 A tbe finger is not worth

the whole man ; but
] A al«o

means a certain man, this fellow,

such a one.

§ ]
truly, just so ; self-collected.

:© 1 ^ lift ft U Prince, wait in

Kiiih-kih.

^ ] ) the ends of the dispatch

napkin hang down ; it is wrap-

ped in yellow silk and carried

across the neck.

^ ^ 1 5E although sick, he is

not yet dead.

ij^
I
name of a plant like turmeric.

I ^ 1 Jt -g* RT :^ 4 either

this way or that will do.

1 75 S BH SE H now then, if

tiie clouds clear off, we shall sec

the sun.

I f^ if we speak of this, ifcc.

I ^ T> iff «£ ;p M if it be

not a good one, then don't buy

it.

^ I ^ A. ^ ah ! such a wo-

man as this 1

1 ^ 1 M ] fS^JE^tt
enjoying the fragrant flowers in

the moonlight, and a cup of

wine, surely ought to satisfy

one's feelings.

Read 'je. Dried plants ; hay

;

a Budhi.st word meaning clever.

HSL ] B.& ti**^ eye of Budha, which

can see the heart and motives.

^ I
adroit ; wise ; unitation of

the Sanscrit pra/Ijmi or wisdom,

the highest virtue, which is the

means of attaining to nirixina.

^ S |g m ^ $ tbe Pmdjna
J'unainki, a classical work of

the Maliayaoa school of Budhist

philosophers.

^ I
a retired still place, fit for

meditation ; a hermit's cell.

From bamboo and if as the pho-
netic.

An old name for the cuticle

of the bamboo ; a slender

variety of the bamboo about four

feet high (Banibusa latifolia), much
cultivated for its broad leaves ; they

are u.sed to weave into boat-sails,

and hats called ^ ] ^ ; to wrap

rice-balls in when boiled, or to line

and cover tea chests ; women put

them in the soles of shoes ; and in

old time, people prepared them for

writing on ; the culms furnish

ppnril ^l.^n<^les.

1 Q Jin " ^'""^ of gj'psy-boat in

Ki:ingsn, whose inmates have a

bad rei)ii(iition for kiilnajiphig

and tliicviiig.

I 'Pa lli S [} ai" now wearing]

a leaf l^it and rush sandals; —
I am retired from office.

] JJ mat sails of bamljoo leaves,

woven between splints.

In Fuhchau. Many, how many

;

an interrogative of quantity.

i-^^ A kind of fruit called | i^,

%~^i which resembles a plum or

zlw' bullace ; the unusual efficacy

of all gigantic trees, which

causes them tnbe worshiped.

J
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j-xr.
old sourtdSf no, not, onti uiok. /h Canton, yQ; — in Swatow, ja ; — in Amo^, ju; — in Fuhchau, O and su ;

in Shanghai, so, aQ, ani2 na ;
— in Chi/u, yti.

Jn
From woman and mouth, to de-

rote that a daughter or wife at-

tends to the orders of a father

fZnu pr husband ; as a primitive its use

la chielly to give sound ; occurs

used for JX y°"-

A conjunction of comparison, as,

like, as if, according to ; if, per-

haps,— and thereby Las somewhat

the force of a future in it ; and,

also ; aa initial word, regarding,

but as to, then ; seeming ; to allow

or permit ; to become as, to equal

;

to go to ; after adjectives, it often

has only an intensive force, as an in-

terjection ; a personal pronoun, you.

I jj{;
thus ; like this ; also :^ \

^ and this is its purport ;
—

expressions closing an extract.

] ^ now, at this time.

~ ^ ]
yf^ two into three make

six

^ ^ an old term for the second

moon.

^ ] nothing like ; 'tis the best

way, it will be better ; and cases

occur where the negative being

involved, J0 alone is used ;
—

as ^ 4t - ^ ni) 1 m. m
if you like gray beards you had

better follow them.

SI <& 1 ^ ™ay your heart's

wish be accomplished ;—in this

phrase there is a reference to

a common ornament, the
] ^

{lit. as you wish,) which Is often

given at marriages and to friends

for good luck ; it is of Budhistic

origin, and is usually called a

scepter from its probable early

use as a mark of royalty in In-

dia ; it is one of the mpta ratna,

or seven precious tilings.

] 'jiif how ; then how 1

] ^ if there be. If any one has.

f^ ] ^ i^i
eould nothing be

done with him 1 — then there's

no help for it

S S 1 •{&• really nothing at all.

M M ^ \
just where my

thoughts go.

1
:^^t^ifitbeso.

S 1 ?S JSl w^U what are yoa
going to do to me about it f

W ^ 1 S t''® S""^ls ^^^^ 11""

merous as clouds.

^ ] ^ ^ he suddenly came ia

SS W ^ 1 ^ if you tave it,

that's better than being without.

# 1 if ^ P-l ^fe.
all

!
what a

fine question you've asked.

1 ^ "^ tiie Thus-come Budha,

is the translation of the Sanscrit

tatd-ffcita, one who exhibits per-

fect hiunan nature, one whose

coming and going accords with

that of his predecessor ; it is the

highest appellation given to

every Budha.

From plants and lihe astlie pho-

netic.

^zfiu Intertwisted as roots ; inter-

laced or entangled, as roots

are with the stem ; to receive, to

take ; to eat much, to gormandize

;

to covet ; to feed, as cattle
;

pliant,

flexible ;
putrid, as fish ; dried, as

vegetables for keeping ; to die, to

wither away ; to conjecture, to de-

liberate.

^ ]
a great appetlta

^ ^ ^ 1 *"" Pi^' the roots np

with the grass.

^ ]
to quaff greedily.

;^ flj J^ I
1 cannot guess -what

it is.

] ^ ^ jfil *" ®a* *^6 hair and

drink the blood, as savages do.

§ ] a fragrant plant {Eschscholtzia

CTistata), allied to the vervain.

1 ®. Si 41 stuiking fish brings

flies.

1 JS * ^"'^ °f madder (Rubia),

grown for its dye.

•P I ^ don't eat gross food.

\ ^^M. fasting and praying,

as a good Budhist.

^ '^ 2j5 1 consult about [the

rulesj and consider.

I? A bird resembling a quail,

which is thought to be pro-

^ztiu duced by transformation from

a mole ; it is also defined a
pigeon, but it is probably allied to

the quail, godwit, or stone-curlew.

A*>^ The tender epidermis or

CJ^IJ scurf skin of the bamboo; it

jj/m is sometimes gathered to use

as oakum m calking, and oc-

casionally exhibited as a sudorific.

jf^ I
bamboo oakum, used also

to scour vessels.

From man and necetaari/ as the

phonetic.

Persons who understand the

principles of things, phi-

losophers, literati, the learned

;

scholars, more especially those who
pretend to follow the teachings of

Confucius, in distinction from Bud-

hists and Taoists ; mild, accom-

plished, as a scholar should be.

1 ^ Confucianists ; the literary

class.

1
^01' 1 i *"

1 ^ a scholar,

a man of letters.

^ ]
an indigent scholar.

)k ]
o' ^ 1

or ^ 1 a cele-

brated scholar.

] <^ an officer, analogous to a

director of graduates ; there are

two in each district over the

siuts^ai.

J^ I
a made-up scholar, a pre-

tentious pedant, a scholasticus.

I ^ a learned physician.

i}-\ J^ 1 a hypocritical man, one

who stickles at trifles in doctrine.

] 3M elegant, stylish ; lady-like.

88
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From water and necessary ; it is

also read s'rA, ^sii, no', nwan',
i\llU and 'jwan, in its various uses and
i^hu names.

To immerse ; to moisten
;

thick, viscid, sediment-like ; damp,

wet
;
glossy, fresh ; mild, forbear-

ing, patient, enduring ; to urinate
;

to soak in.

I f|| to scald a fowl to remove

the feathers.

^ ^ 4B 1 ^^ ^ * lamb's wool

coat.

g- ] patience; enduring.

^ i JS ;t )6 I have no

patience with him.

ik
] soaked ; to macerate, to

immerse.

] ^ obstracted, flowing slowly
;

, embarrasjed, undecided.

I ^ immersed in ; to dip, to

souse in.

^ ^ ^. 1 Ifc the ford though

high will not wet the axle.

^ ] @ ^ he has soaked ears

and tinted eyes ; he is an expert,

he knows all about it ; a mel-

low scholar.

I ^ old name of a river in Yih-

cheu ^ 5'H if Chihli, and

another in the east of Kwangsi.

rit^ Chattering ; the indistinct

cH{fl| hum of conversation.

^ehu ^ I
much talking

;
queru-

lous, a hesitating speech, as

when one is afraid to tell

out his sentiments.

^j^& From garment and necessary as

^f£J the phonetic.

^zlm A short coat ; a soft, close

fitting spencer ; a jerkin.

^ ]
an unqtiilted jacket, one

without wadding.

ff ) an under-shirt, an absorbing

garment.

JU ]
a sort of round-al)out.

1 ^ jacket and trowsers.

8^& Generous, rich spirit.

TD IB ^ J^ 1
uew wine (or

fzhu must) is rich and well tasted.

ijJ-^ A sort of Boletus, or similar

I'fff^ kind of fungus, known as

,zhu ^ ]
(or sometimes written

@ ^ ^); the decoction

is used in dog-days as a cooling

drink, and a remedy in cholera
;

this medicine has been identified in

northern China as the Esc/ischoltzia

cristata, but probably two dissimilar

plants are referred to by confound-

• ing two homophonous characters.

I
Composed of ^ to incubate and

r i a period ; the explanation

'zhu given is that the ^ ,ft hlack-

bird or swallow, as soon as it

comes to its nesting ground in

spring, prays to the plum flower

for young.

Milk ; milky ; the breasts
;

the nipple, — Wfin Wang is said

to have had four ; to suck ; to

nurse ; to brood upon eggs ; to

grind fine as paints ; suckling;

shaped like nipples.

] ^ the milk.

I
-^ a wet-nurse.

I f}^ to triturate in a mortar.

1 ^ liquid gold, used in painting.

:^ M ^ ] the lamb kneels to

suck
;
quoted as a proof that

nature herself teaches filial piety,

fj" ] tabasheer.

JjJ U ]
stone-bell teats ; i. e.

stalactites, from their shape.

^ ]
to wean a babe.

/!|i
I

'g^ a cake of curd, a cheese-

cake.

1 .y or 1 P^ to suckle ; the first

is an infant at the breast.

,B|
j ^ H mai-e's teat grape,

the long white Isabella grape.

41 lift M # 1 ^ tbe fly lays

her eggs in the caterpillar's body.

5c 1 M '^'^^ ^'^''^ a w in Serpens.

]
^olibaniim or incense; thegum
resin obtained from tlie Boswellia

.p<ipyrifera, and gum sandarfich

;

the name alludes to the drops re-

sembling nipples; boththesegums

are included under it,and both are

oiten contained in the same mass.

C J^f. From water and woman; it is

jfpi^ interchanged with nii 5C y""-

V/i« The personal pronoun, your,

you ; name of two tributaries

of the R. Hwai ; one joins it above

Ch'an-chen fu ; the small feudal

state of this name is retained in tlie

inferior department of Jii cheu

I ^"H situated on the river near

the center of Honan ; the other and
larger stream, whose basin includes

the department of Jii uiug fu

] ^ jjSf flows southeast of it,

and joins the River Hwai below

Sin-tsai hien
3|f ^ |f, near the

border of the province.

:§; 11^ 1 ^i ^D 4 J'"" do not un-

derstand lliis tiling.

1 ^ ^ -?• fo "io yon try to

govern them for me.

WlM 1 i A do you tell what
I say to yoiu- master.

m Cakes baked of rice tlour and

honey, used for desserts, and

zhu made in many forms.

b. Shoes.

(-^Hft From child and necessary as the

tf^^ phonetic.

'zliu A child still at the breast,

a suckling ; a tender or

weaned child ; attached to or de-

pendant, as a child ; intimate with.

K P 1 "T * <'i"ld still nurs-

ing ; used in reference to King

Ching in the Book of Records.

] -f :^ ^ my young son, can

you be partial t

jfp 15* JJ_ I
a plea.sant friendship

and attachment, — as the in-

fant with its mother's breast.

I A ^^'^'^^s of officials of the 7th

rank ; when a commoner's wife

dies, her son worships her as

if this rank had been conferred

on her.

1 SE i 'K 'hese are my humble

opinions ; — used in letters.
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To stain, to dye ; to dip, as

into sauce ; to put iii brine

;

to hold up a tiling in the

hands as when worshiping
j

to raise ; to rub the hands.

1 Wf iiS A when the heart is

imbued with a subject the

speech is sincere.

Eead neu' in ^ ] not to un-

derstand an affair.

zku'

m

i From water and lilce as the pho-

netic.

To become moist, to soak

in ; to dampen.

f^ old name of a river in King-

cheu fu ^ij j^ J^ in Hupeh,

joining the Yangtsz'.

^ il ) in those low, oozy

banks of the River Fan.

• SB ^ •Sic 1
^''^ '^^'^^^ ^°°°

becomes soaked in a heavy mist.

iA«'

thu'

Poor, worn-out garments, fit

only for padding.

If W ^ 1
tliey used the

silk sehege — to stop the

leaks in the boat.

The wrapping which is

wound on the ends of a

bow to strengthen it ; a largo

napkin ; an ornamented

streamer hung in houses.

Old sounds, nip and nok. In Canton, yilp,

in Fuhchau, ik, iik, and nuk

XTho original form is Intended to

^ represent the junction of _ll and

zhu^ \
gci"g i" **"*! o"* '•> it forms

the 11th radical of a small and
incongruous group of characters

j

it resembles pah) /\ eight and

fjan TV man, but their similarity

causes more care in writing eacli.

To enter, to go into ; to enter

upon ; to penetrate ; to become a

member of, as a sect ; to enter a

family ; to incroach on, to usurp ; to

recede from view ; to take in, to

receive, as fees ; to progress, as in a

course of action ; to put into; in-

come, receipts ; according to, in

which sense it becomes an adjec-

tive ; an entrance.

1 P K iuiports, goods arriving

from sea.

B^ ] & *^® ®ys takes in objects.

J{j[ ]
to have in hand, to receive.

^ 1 Mf "'>*• making anything;

no revenue or interest from it.

1 ^ i^'' ^^ wishes to make your

acquaintance.

[1} ] outlay and expenditure ; out

and in ; here and there
;
going

and coming.

^ ] the six organs of sensation

(shada-yaUma), the eye, ear, nose,

tongue, bxly and mind ; a Bud-

hist term.

I ^ to try for the M-jin degree.

yik, and ya ; — in Swatow, jip, jok, and nok j — mi Amoy, jlp, jih, onrf ji6k
;

; — tn Shanghai, zoh, z6k, ni6k, and nii" ; — in Chijit, yu and tsa.

j A BM '''^ '^ affable at first.

{Cantuttese.)

1 Ij^ at night ; night is approach-

^ /fB 1 incongruous ; they do not

match.

] ^ put it in the account ; reckon

it in the number.

tk ] A IP to charge a crime

on one.

] \')^ to become an affiliated

member, as of a club.

'^ A 1 |p] tlie men of Kii came
submitting themselves.

] iHll reasonable, proper.

] 1^ to confiscate.

j^ ]
a term given to courtiers

who daily see the emperor.

I fg" credible, worthy of trust.

] ;£ -i ~r a Bndhist priest en-

gaged in his devotions.

^ 1 S ^h when I came homo
from abroad.

fi 1 .tt ^ ttJ estimate your

income in order to see what you

can sixjnd.

^ 1^ ^ 1 ^® went on improv-

ing even without admonition.

1 ]^ ;^ = excellent sayings,

words of wisdom.

1 ^ ^*1' enough ; done well, as

a piece of work ; capable, ade-

quate for.

zhu'

From ^ time and "tj" an inc'.

or rule, because the farmer who
passed the proper time for sow-

ing, was executed on the border.

To insult, to put to shame; to

dishonor, to bring reproach on ; to

mortify ; to rail at, to pour contempt

on ; to defile, to debauch ; shamed,

degraded, disgraced, defiled; UBed

in polite phrase for. You have done

me the honor, — but in so doing

you have disgraced yourself.

\ ^m M bedaubed with filth-

jg, ]
patient under obloquy.

•^
I f^ ^ to save one's life

disgiaceluUy, as in battle.

~" § Jt 1 ^^ berated him
shamefully.

1 ^ ~r 'fill
y°" reproached him

;

you rather scolded him.

Jg ]
you have submitted to dis-

honor, — as a host says when
another comes to visit him.

^ W^ ^ you have demeaned

youreelf to honor my hovel with

your presence.

] jg; i§f you have honored me by
an answer.

^ I ^ ^ not- ^° reproach his

prince's orders,—by doing aught

dishonorable.

;§ ^ iW 1 ^ the prince did not

trouble Iiiujself to give mo any
ordere.

1
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JJl I
to defile a gem ; i. e. to vio-

late a girl.

] J^ to expose the person ; dis-

graced bimself; to do menial

offices ; sold to infamy.

^ 1$ 1 ^ 'lie army was demo-

ralized and the comilry disgraced.

I
Damp, muggy ; vaporish

;

steaming, close ; hot and
zhu' reeking ; rich, savory ; name

of a river wliere Muh wang
ig 2 drank (b. c. 1000).

^ I
poor fare, meager living.

f^ ^ /p 1 don't eat or drink

what is very rich.

I -J-
humid, hot weather, as near

the summer solstice.

\ ^M M t'^o muggy vapor

steams upward.

'H' ^ '^ ] the woods are always

damp.

To pity ; name of a tribe of

'i Scytliians iu the Handynasty.

zkii^ ^ I
a kind, compassionat-

ing look.

Adorned, beautified with co-

•) lors
; gay, pretty ; lustrous,

zhu' as a gem ; elegant, ornate ; to

reckon with, to collect to-

gether.

^ ^ ^ I
thickly studded with

precious tilings.

<& 1 gaily variegated, as a robe.

In Cantonese. Sleek, smooth.

]^ ]
soft and fine, as fur.

From clothes and to ditgrace ;

tlio next is sometimes used for

this.

A thick, Htafi'ed mat ; a felt

or thick cover ; a mattress, a

cushion, a wadded seat ; a

palliasse.

] -p a mattress.

i^ \ chair covers falling over the

back.

^ ] a cotton mattress.

JUH.

^ ]
a coverlet and bed.

,^ I
a saddle-cloth to protect the

horse's back.

^ ] a carriage-cushion.

^ I
a bed mattress.

Bead «o' A child's dress.

Occurs used for the last.

-J Suckers, shoots ; sprouts

springing from an old root

;

rushes for making mats ; a

silkworm frame ; name of an ancient

petty state somewhere in the present

Shantung.

j^ \
a fungus growing on the

bamboo.

] ^ to eat while lying in bed.

mature in autumn when they

can be gathered ; hence ] j{j[

has become a term for harvest.

^
I
a thick greensward, a cushion

of grass, a green lawn.

^trf 1 '^^B original shape of this cha-

j^^l racter is thouglit to represent a
I " ^ > slice of meat ; in combiuation it

;^ I

is usually contracted like yueh^

'j \ \ Jf the moon, and resembles ^cheu

zheu* JS" " boat; it forms the l"Oth
1 ) radical of a large natural group

of characters relating to meat
and food.

Flesh ; meat ; iu the southern

provinces it usuUy denotes pork

when used alone ; the pulp or eat-

able part of fruits ; the rim of a

cash ; fat, fleshy ; corporeal, fleshly.

I ;^ or
] jll

pork or meat balls.

^ ]
beef; ^ ] mutton.

5^ ]
poultry, birds, game.

] Y^ slices of meat.

] 1^ •^ a butcher's stall.

^ I
or ^ I

fleshy ; in season,

aa fruit or fisli.

jg, ^ ]
the wind chills me

through.

•^ M 1 JS the strokes are vigor-

ous and their lines broad,— said

of well-formed characters.

JUH.

M 1 ^ ^ [I would] cut off my
flesh to burn as incense, — to

show my gratitude.

^A 1
[i-his wind] does not chill

one
; met. you don't spend any-

thing
; it's not a serious matter

to you.

1 ^ ^ US a glutton is a despic-

able fellow ; the epithet is often

applied to ofiicials in reproach

because they eat meat.

»^ I
bones and flesh ;— met. bro-

thers ; children ; sisters ; blood

relatives; ^ >§- | refers only

to parents and children.

— ^ ]
obese, fat, corpulent.

I ^ this mortal body.

I ^ B^ 4T J'""'' ^esh itches for

me to thrash you, — as an irate

teacher exclaims.

•f; )
a marine animal like the

Medusa or sea-anemone,

f^ ^ ^ 1 treated him like a piece

of cooked meat to get his money,

j^ 7jC 1
pork not water-blown.

1 0.B ^ ^ a fleshy eye has no
pupil; — used when one does

not appreciate another.

^ ]
lean and fleshy.

1 BR .^ li ^ ^ 1^ fleshly

(sordid) eyes cannot appreciate

a real hero.

J^ ] sloughing flesh
;
proud flesh.

^ I
and ^ ] tender-loin ; the

last is used at Canton, because it

is tender like new willow leaves.

Also read nierf; the second form
is used in books.

" Two tens combined making

twenty ; a score.

zhu' il 1 'K l»at bim twenty

strokes.

] ^ A mora than a score of

people.

^ W H -t 1
— he does not

know that 3 times 7 make 21

;

— the silly fellow.
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Old sounds, nni, nal, n6t, and nap. In Canton, yui ;
— in Swatow, lui, jai, and jai ; — in Amoy, jui, ani, lui, and'jba

\

in Fvhchau, y6, wi, and Iwi ; — t'n Shanghai, djiiS and 8u6 ;
— in Chifu, yoh and tsui.

From «i7i and to dejmte ; some
regard it as a synonym of sui

a fringe.

A fringe which hangs from

a cap on the back ; throat-band of

a cap ; to bind ; a part of ancient

bridal apparel, which was a band
covering the sides of the face, to

denote the wife's dependence on
her husband ; anciently, a mihtary

standard made of yak's tails.

^ I H Jh a pair of throat-

bands.

A low, thorny bush, called

1^ ] and 1/uh^ Jjj^ whoso

fruit is edible, and likened m
shape to an ear-pendent; it

seems to be a kind of scrubby date

like the Ehamnus utilis.

From^ to bear and^ a hog
contracted.

Prolific Uke swine ; luxuriant,

as flowers bearing much fruit.

From plants and proltjic i occurs

iutercbanged vvitli tlie next*

Pendent twigs of trees, droop-

ing leaves or flowers, as of

air-plants; ends of a fringe or

band hanging down ; soft, delicate.

^ ] ]^ a red flag or scroll hung
among flowers on the 3d day of

the od moon to encourage them

to opeiL

^ ^ ^ I
a cloth cap has no

fringe.

] ^ a metaphorical name for

the filth moon, meaning prolific

guests, in allusion to its flowers.

p^ ]
the fragrant spikes offlowers.

^ ] also called ^ fj", an emul-

gent sweetish root, used in

throat disease ; it looks like orris

root : the first term is applied

also to a Polygonum or knot-

From plants and heart or to

stop re;>eated thiice ; tlie secjnd
form is nuusual, and derived
through the seal t'onn.

The stamens or pistils of a

u'tui flower, the pointals ; flow-

ers in spikes or busby heads,

opening in succession ; a leaf-bud
;

Viet, a virgin ; sap, juice.

^ ]
the buds are starting.

;j!g I
the stamens of a flower.

;|fg ] 5^ an unojiened bud.

^ I
the common lichens on

stone, as Pur.nela and Lecidea.

V^fx' 1
t^e j"'ce of the jwppy.

I {^ glutinous or viscid juices of

plants, as of spurge. {Euphmhia.')

j^ ]
the lighted wick of a candle.

m 1 U^^m^fSi when
the tender bud is opening, then

the wasp of a go-between comes

asking for it.

'zhui

Like the preceding.

The inner organs of a flow-

er
;
plants growing thick and

pendent.

^ I
'^ one name for the pas-

sion-flower.

From silk and stamens as the

phonetic.

'zhui Hanging down like the ends

of the girdle, or the things

attached to a fan.

. , - From plants and within*

|'\| Small plants budding ; spring-

zhuP ing ; a bank or brink ; the

ihongs of a shield.

1 M%Jk ^ district in the

department of Kiai cheu in the

southwest of Shansi, the ancient

feudal state of Jui ; there was a

Baron of Jui ] f^ in the Chen

d3'na8ty, whose fief is referred to

Chao-yih hiun ^ ^ 1^!^ near the

capital of Shensi.

m

] ] soft, small leaves, like those

of some rocky plants, as the

saxifrage,

1 ^ ;5l iP "1 'be region beyond
the Eiver Jui, — a branch of

the Eiver King in Shensi.

1 jIl or 46 I
a species of knot,

weed. {Polygonum viullijlorum.)

From tuater and within, alluding
to the junction of a small stream
with a larger one.

zhui''

Name of a branch of the

Eiver King in the southeast of

Kansuh, near the town of Hwa-
tmg hien ^ 1^ 0,; a bay, bight,

or shallow part near the shore

;

junction of two rivers ; north side

of a stream ; winding of a stream.

^ ]
btach of a bay.

M S8 j™ 1 junction of the riveiB

Wei and King.

m

m
z/iui^

The handle of a chisel ; the

haft of an ax or cutting tool.

1 S ^ A the haft and

the chisel, if separated,— are

both unserviceable.

A musquito, a gnat ; a kind

of venomous snake.
" ^ ]

musquitoes or sting-

ing flies ; water flies.

Ill I
flies that swarm upon

corpses or sour thiiigs.

2/tui

Composed of @ the eve, |^

a hollow in a boue, and ^ val-

ley contracted phvced between
;

denotinj; that as the eye receives

light and a valley echoes Eound,

BO does the mind wisdom ; the

second is most used, as the first

is a sacred character.

Perspicacious, clever, bright and

quick of jxTception ; shrewd, dis-

creet, astute ; able to detect subtle

causes ; the divine sagacity of sages

;

profound.
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] § intnitive wisdom.

^ ]
divine perception of tliing&

i© H 1 ] if M reflection can

be called wisdom, and this wis-

dom leads 10 an intuitive know-
ledge of tMngs.

t ^ ] .^ ^ '^^ Hnmane An-
cestor, the Emperor Discreet

;

his reign was called KLak'ing

;

A.D. 1796-1820.

m
zitvi

i From metal and to change.

Sharp-pointed, acate; peaked,

piercing, lance-like ; zealous,

ardent; valiant; quickwitted,

subtle, keen, shrewd ; resolute, ear-

nest in ; small, insignificant, as

a spear's point or a peccadillo.

Jj
well drilled troops-

and pointed, as a

1
:^or 1

] ^j sharp

blade.

^ ]
crestfallen; dull.

~^ A W M. ^ I
<"'® ™aii with

a conspicuous helmet took the

front in the fight ;— as Henry
rV. at Ivry.

] ^ ardent, fired up, ready for

a fight.

j^ ]
skilled in, as a workman;

ready at, as in repartee.

P ] talkative, glib-longaed, pert.

^ I
sharp-pointed ; met sar-

castic, biting.

^ I
keen, as in argument.

1 ^ 'i §fe A a zealous man
rushes forward to save another.

1 ^ '^^ RT SI ^^^ determined

spirit never yields or fails.

From words and to bendt it is

also read r^> and w&'.

zhui' To implicate others, to lay

blame on one ; to shirk one's

work ; to give over one's duty

to another ; to apologize and de-

cline.

^ ]
to evade and shove oflF; to

retract, to draw back.

I 1^ to ceremoniously decline.

I f^ to implicate others.

•fpf 1 ;^ |fij why do yon demur
at it so ?

] |£ to intrust a thing to one

;

to devolve on another.

m
.~hun

From eye and leap-vaon as tbe

phonetic.

Old tmmit, non onf nien. In Canton, ynn ; — in Swatow, jdn;— in- Aaoy, Jmui, Init, andjbx ; -> th Fuhchau,

song and 4Qsg ; — in Shanghai, z&ng ;
— in Chi/u, jnan.

] :^ a birthday coming in a

Jeap moon,

j^ ]
add a little extra

I ^ an intercalary moon.

't* 1 ®—^ seven intercalations

make one Metonic cycle of 19

years, the saros of the Chaldeans.

The eyes twitching from a

nervous or muscular affection,

which physiognomists carefully no-

tice ; a palpitation of the flesh.

Read shuv? To wink ; to blink

frequently.

To move; to wriggle as a

worm ; to squirm.

] nil tbe tortuous motion

of insects.

1 jf^ a red snake fomid in

southern regions.

From door and king, because in

i^^l olden time tbe kin^r sat in the

I -• Joor of the ancestral temple in

zhun tbe intercalary moon.

The intercalary moon ; some-

thing extra, as a sixth finger

;

to intercalate.

] tJ the intercalary day in leap

year ; — a foreign term.

5. isS ?!• 1 i" 'i^'c years there

are two intercalations.

To moisten, to bedew; to

enrich, to fatten ; to benefit,

to increase ; the increase, the

fat of, as the profits of a

business ; moist, rich, shining, sleek,

in good liking ; to imitate, to

follow ; name of two rivers.

W 1 ^ ^ to benefit or do good

to the peopla

I f-|>
smooth, shining ; slippery.

© 1 Mfi 1
# wealth benefits

the house, virtue the person.

1 'C* 31 HR 'o comfort and fatten

one,— as with good cheer,

j ^ a douceur for writing ; a, cup

or feast given to wish a candi-

date success at the examination.

^ ]
to share good things.

1^ ]
[the weather has] turned to

be mgist.

3^ HI H 1
round as a pearl and

polished as a gem ;
— a finished

composition, a perfect article.

}@ I
soak it through.

7K 1 T' water is that which

soaks or flows off.

^ BS: ^ 1
divided the profits

according to the shares.

I j[+j an old name for Chin-kiang

fu in Kiangsu.

1 ^ ^ 5i 535 follow me a little

behind ; also, to pattern after.

^ M. M 1 ^^^ complexion is

fresh and florid.

zL 1 Ji^ ^ when the earth is

soaked, hot weather is on us

It
zhun'

A kind of wingless insect or

grub, calletl
| J^,

which once

was found in such quantities

in the present district of

Yun-yang g i^ M " *-^'^ *"^''

of Sz'ch'uen, as to give its name

to the region in (he Han dynasty.
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Old sounds, nang and niang. /n Canton, yung and nnng ; — in Swatow, j&ng ;
— in Amoy, jiong, yong, and long ;

in Fuhchau, Qng and nbng ;
— in Shanghai, zang, yung, and niung ; — in Chifu, yung.

.5^
From ;?§ ft s/)ear and ^ armor
contracted ; as a primitive, it is

mostly merged in its next com-

pound.

A weapon, arms ; soldiers

;

military, warlike; brutal, violent,

like those who use weapons
;
great,

respectable,— and used as an ap-

pellation of military oflScials; a

war chariot ; a personal pronoun,

you or thou ; to assist or pull out

;

ancient name of a region in the

northwest of Yunnan and farther

west.

I fj the troops drawn out in Hne.

— ] ^ [it is as easy as putting

on] a military dress or arming

one's self.

^ I ^ ^ ^ even if he could

not prevent some great disasters.

1 ffi.
or ^ ] the army, the ranks.

^ ]
all kinds of weapons.

# W K «) ?^ <& ^ 1
ii'e

friends thougli good will not

afford the least help.

] ^ distinguished for martial

bravery.

|g ]
his excellency the major-

general.

^ I
a great or the leading cha-

riot ; met. a general.

] $ It i^ ^'^^ war-chariot is

now yoked for going,

j^ ]
or ffl ] to begin hostilities.

1 ^ /f» j§ war has done its work,

yet he stays not—his hand from

evil.

,tS§ 1 ^ jo'ii t-^^ army, to volun-

teer.

1 ^ ^T ^^ ^'^® troops drawn out

for battle ; martial array.

1 Bih'^M^m.^ though

you are as small children, your

work is exceeding by great.

it ( or g
I

the wild tribes in

Turfan and west of China gene-

rally.

^^hung

From silk

plionetic.

and weapon as the

Floss, fine silk carded out ; a

nap, as on plush or velvet

;

punk ; down, fine silken hair or

feathers; egret or pubescence on

plants ; woolen cloth.

1 i|^ M * ^°^^ ^^^ thread shop.

13 ? 1
velvet, velveteen.

^ I
twilled cloth, kerseymere.

I
"j^ a sUk reel.

^ ]
tinder, punk.

1 *^ characters of velvet put on

scrolls.

^ I
to make artificial flowers of

velvet.

>]« ] flannel; Spanish stripes;

habit-cloth.

^ ]
or jl^

1
broadcloth.

•j^ I
foreign velvet.

^ ] [U to work chain embroi-

dery or the mandarin stitch.

5^ I
narrow native flannel.

1^ P^
]

heavy woolen cloth.

I '?ti ^ ""^ °^ ^^ names of the

Acacvi julibrissin, or silk tree.

^ 1 ?£ ^ species of Centaurea.

^zhung

One of the six tribes of the

Si-jung "g 5^ living on the

west of China, which are de-

scribed as having three horns,

-— a feature probably derived

from their head-dress.

^ihung

Fron do(f and iccapon ; but others

say from dot/ and floss contract-

ed, from its soft fur ; occurs used

for ^ warlilce.

A species of large and very

agile ape, also called ^yiu ^, found

in Sz'ch'uen and towards Annam
;

it has long yellowish red hair, suit-

able for making cushions and other

uses ; it is probably the entellus

gibbon {[lylobates entelloides), or an

allied species ; the fur was worn
in the Sung dynasty as one of the

insignia of high rank; met. violent,

fierce.

A horse described as eight

chih in height ; martial like a

war-horse ; valiant

% ^ ij \
truly he had

great prowess

^zhung

Read ^mng. Fine fur.

^zhung

^zhung

~^ft. A malvaceous plant resem-

c y^(i bling the Hibiscus ; also a

^zhung sort of pulse, called j ,^,
that tastes like millet.

I 1
thick, abundant.

From hand and weapon ; like its.

primitive, and interchanged with

To aid ; to help and coun-

tenance ; to oppose ; to push

away.

Similar to the next.

Fine, soft ftir ; the downy or

short hau- next to the skin

;

felt, felted; tilings woven of

camel's hair.

] ^ felt shoes.

] ^ felt nigs ; hair rugs.

The fine down on birds, or

the close hair on animals

;

downy ; full of featliers.

^ 1
the down of storks,

used to stanch blood.

^ a chicken just hatched.

^^ down
;
pin feathers.

1 or
J ^ the fine, soft hair

below the coarse

my own feathers don't keep me
warm ; but though I clap my
wings, what good will it do t

met- your skill or knowledge

cannot serve me-

1

1
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From Pf plants and ^, inteUi-

^ J I
gent contracted.

^chwiff The luxuriant growth of

plants ; collected thick to-

getlier ; to jjush ; a deer's horns

;

soft, plushy, downy, like yotmg
antlers.

j^ ] ]
thick rank grass-

^ ] degenerate, base ; not fit to

bold an office.

if if & ^ 1
the new sweet-

flag shows its rosy shoots.

^ ] ^ & rocky herb, like the

Utricularia, with quajrifollate

petioles.

^ I
crowded thickly, as planta

M ^ 'M 1
t'^® fox-skin robe is

disordered or ruinpled.

1^ j gj a puiplish fur robe.

^ ]
the young antlers of deer.

I ^ hartshorn jelly or glue.

] )y horn shavings ;
— are more

valuable than the ] ^ base

of the horn.

^ ]
a roe's boms.

J^;$ Disheveled, unkempt hair

;

c^gp in Canton, the people apply

^zhuiiff it to the lank, slovenly hair

of Manila men.

it.~Hc Fra^ant, the aroma of rice

;

(^-^* others say, the tops of grain.

f/thung
] ^ ;|^ a. tree resembling

the locust, {Sophora,) found

JUNG.

in north of Honan, having leaves

like the Lignstrum ; it bears small

white flowers, and a green fruit

;

people scald and eat the leaves.

From heart and ordinary ; it is

often readi^n^.

^zhung Indolent, easy-going, care-

less.

jl^ ]
heedless and lazy.

] ^ lazy, good for nothing^-self-

indnlgent.

1 M RS * sordid, slovenly coun-

try-woman.

1 m S ^ seeking one's ease
;

idle, and without energy.

1 Jfet ^ * disheveled and frowzy

head-dress ; slatternly hair.

M
From clothes and to cultivate;

also read inunff.

^thung Thick, wadded clothes ; well

clothed.

I J^ well-dressed, richly clad.

i^f Sfc 1 ^ how comes that fel-

low to be so finely dressed ?

From cover or residence and
vian midemeatb

; q. d. as when
, a farmer I:a3 nothing to do in his

fields ; Hie first is commonly
used.

JL

'zAung Scattered
;

gone home, as

officers off duty ; furlough

allowances ; a calling and its du-

ties; affairs, duties, occupation;

JWA.

mixed up; hurried, perplexed by
calls ; without fixed abode, gypsy-
like, squatters.

j ^ a sinecure.

^
]

your official duties.

1
^' ^ great retinue.

S I
public matters.

1 "l^
<»'

1 £ officers who are

off duty, those who are shelved

or retired; the first term also

denotes a supernumerary.

«^ 1 mmori^:^m 1

I am hampered by my business
;

my private afl'airs are trouble-

some, — and take all my time.

J^ 1 JE i& houseless wanderers

;

tramps, vagabonds.

^ 1 "iu^ ^ I laJd aside my work,

and have come to see you.

1 S -^F pf ^ ^S Imustreduce
these extra expenses.

^-f::tt: To push ; to beat, to pound,

g.tl* as in a mortar ; to stuff, to

'ehung fill ; to receive.

j/X. Also read '/u; and sometimes

!

I J written 15 with the same sense.

'ihung To push a cart back and
'/(« tip up the body, so as to

occupy less room ; to push, to

thrust, to crowd.

1 :^ ^ ^ to take a tumbril

and carry refreshments to a

friend before he alights.

%
Oli soimd, na.

From grain taii deputed ; it is

like the next, and is also read

t/ut.

In Canton, ya ;
— in Amojf, jn ;

- in Shanghai, sC£.

Four handfuls of grain ; in

Shensi, to push, to crowd on one.

In Pekingese. Enmpled, wrinkled,

full of folds.

Ite 51 *P 1 7 this paper is

everywhere creaeed and rum-

pled.

(^/<V Like the preceding ; it is also in-

/p/^ terchanged with j/o f|^ which
( . last also means grain heaped up.

In Hunan, a name for four

handfuls ofgraia
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3"V!rA.l<T.
Old tottnds, awaa aitd nioan. In Cairton, Hn and ; — in Saatow, nilng ;— in Amoy, jian, joaiif anc? jeng ; —

in FuhchoH, niong ; — in Shanghai, niu" ;
— in Chi/u, yung.

To rumple a thing; to rub

<jF^ between the hands, aa in

^zhujan washing ; to push back.

Read jwo, and used with ^
To rub.

] Jj^
to rub the palms.

^TK| The seam of a garmeut; the

ffYy^ selvedge or binduig on the

^zhwan border of a skirt ; coarse

cloth ; to plait or braid.

Read ^nwan. Short drawers

or skirts.

From earth ot Jield ani increns

ing ; the &rst is most common.

Land near a river's bank
;

the vacant space inside the

wall of a city ; an interval

between a high inclosing

wall, and next to an inner

fence or lower wall ; the space

between a temple and its

inclosing wall.

^ the spare ground between

walls at the side entrance of a

temple.

From whishcr aud large; its

nie.Tiiinga apjiear in several of its

compounds.

ii

,zhwan

fZhwan
To increase froin-emaU begin-

nings, as growing hair ; soft, weak

;

to withdraw and then increase.

& 1 It -o fit it is owing to my
weak decrepid body ; said by
Sz'ma Ts'ien.

1
A palsied leg, a diseased

foot ; upper bone of the arm
zhuoan or the humems.

Bead ^nun.

with the bonea

Meat piekled

%

zhwan

lithe ;

Timidly ; fearful, cowardly.

^ I
timorous, apprehensive.

zhvoan \ II tlisheartened and weak.

] 1^ hesitating; nervously

timid ; having no energy.

From cart and to uwe or soft

;

the lirst is mostly used.

Muffled wheels, such as are

luuig to go easily ; soft, de-

licate, weak, tender; ductile,

the opposite of ^ stiff;

pliable, yielding ; limber,

no fixed principles, infirm of

purpose ; to limber, to stretch.

1 Sip a soft leg ; i. e. a ninny, a

rich simpleton.

] ^ teeth set on edge.

^ ]
flexible, pliant; kind-heart-

cl; no grit, no energy.

] 11 infirm, debilitated, feeble.

^ 1
'"' '?& ]

soak it soft

^ ] "fQ f^ he imposes on the

weak, but fears the strong or

violent.

%I ] conciliatory, ready to ac-

commodate.

|{g ] delicate and soft.

] ] ^ one without much in-

fluence
; gentle in manner.

] ^ light refreshment, as congee;

soup, gruel.

I j^ ^ a silk robe.

3- 1 'i'' fS aand perplexed at

the diOereat stories one has

heard.

] ^ lissome, supple, as an acro-

bat ; having a jointed body, like

a puppet or dolL

i§ ^ ]
richly dressed.

# 1 ® % H t" stretch one's

self, and get out the cramps,

as after a ride.

A species of the date plum

or Ziziphus, called M^ ^
^zhwan or black date ; it is small and

dried for use.

Eead j'r/j. A synonym of jf^
the boletus or fungus on trees.

A synonym of ^jun J^ to squirm.

The crawling or wriggling of

worms.

1 3^ j^t ^^^ to move, as

%

zhwan

gling

I I
name of a horde of Huns,

given them in contempt

A variety of opaque, whitish

quartz like massive chalce-

dony, with pieces of cornelian

interspersed in it, which can

be worked into ornaments

;

for which the second form is

used.

± M 1 3K flff W II i^
the literati wore cry.stal at

their girdles on silken cords.

^ ^ 1^ Wk "^^fv® the quartz into

a cup.

•^Tfil
' ^'^% ductile silver.

JtC 1 €< ^ JS bullion with ten

thuxxii' percentage of alloy in it.

»<!>
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Old sounds, kai, kak, kap, and kat. In Canton, koi, hoi and k'oi ;— tn Swatow, kai, k'ai, and koi ;
— in Amoy, kai

and k'ai ; — in Fuhchau, kai and k'ai ; — in S/ianffhai, ko and ye ; — in C/ii/it, kai.

Jcai

From words and a horary cha-

racter ; it is interchanged with

J.jj
and the next.

Kules eetablished in tbe army,

a military code ; an engagement

made at eiJistment ; to connect, to

belong to,— and thus is used as a

euphuism for to owe money ; to

prepare ; fit, just ; what ought to

be, or is right; desei"viiig; necessary,

permissable, or convenient
;
proper,

that which it has to do ; what was

spoken of, the aforesaid, the before-

mentioned, that thing, the one

;

behooving ; deserving ; all ; the

whole ; abundant

1 ^ prepared, ready.

1 ® ^ "P ^^ow much shciJd he

payt

] ^ it belongs to his fanctions
;

he has the control of if.

"jj^
I

it belongs to me ; it is in-

cumbent on me (or him.)

^ I
it ought to ha ; it is proper,

it behooves,

i^ ] it must be ; doubtless ; really

should be.

1 5E ^'^ ought to die ; he is to die;

an exclamation, alas I dreadful I

] 56 65 '*'^ epithet, like You
scape-gallows 1

1 ^ °''
1 S§ * ^^^^ 5 *" ^'^^

<!§ ^ ] I am sorry for what I did.

PJ^ ] 1^ it is not proper ; like P§

j at Canton used for I beg par-

don; I ought not to have done so.

] A the said man, that person,

— used of inferiors
; | ;^ E

the said magnate, would be used

by tbe Eraper^r.

^ ^^ 1
everytliing was ready.

/p ] in jlt it should not be so.

I Jl unlucky, blundering.

j •^ the proper Board, the one

to take cognizance of this case.

1 '^ 5E you ran a narrow

chance ; what a rare death you
would have had I

,kai

From sun and a horary term ; it

is also regarded as an unusual
form of the last.

The bright light overspread-

ing the world ; all, the whole,

prepared.

to thoroughly meditate

on.

I
all is weU done; all pre-

pared.

W;

cl
,kai

Like the next, when denoting

the name of an ancient tune,

played as a warning to guests

in olden times, lest they drank

too much ; it seems also to have

marked the time and step of the

guests.

A step, a terrace ; a grada-

tion or succession, as in steps;

a kind of music used in the

Hia dynasty, to denote that

the feast was over.

— Jg 3 ] an altar of three

terraces.

^ I ;^ J2 above the nine ascents;

i. e. iu the highest heaven, even

above the
-jl, ] or imperial

palace grounds or domain.

* j name of an ancient ode,

setting forth the duties of filial

obedience.

^hai

4sfe' ^'Also read fkiai; it is interchang-

with the lait.

jtee A boundary, a circuit ; a

step, a terrace ; to strengthen

the hmits or frontier ; a cardinal

number denotuig a hundred mil-

lions.

] -^ a degree ; a step or ledge.

^ ] all the limits ; i e. tbe wide

world.

]
|S^ a limit, a frontier.

I "Y a place in the present Pei-

hien ^ fj^,
just north of the

Yellow River in Kiangsu, where

Liu Pang obtained the victory

A hill without grass or treea

pj" Y^ ] ancient name of a
place among the Huns iu

ancient times.

M
rijii Boots of plants.

c^i^J i^ ]
the roots of

,A«i
JJ|5 1

perverse roots ; ?. e. evil

principles or doctrLaes.

\^ ]
floating plants, like the Hip-

puris.

n -4^ The great too ; the hair on it

;

c/J_^ the articulation of the jaw;

Jmi the jowl ; occurs used for f^
to prepare ; an enlisting con-

tract

^ ]
the cheeksL

•^
I

a book of tactics ; a military

code.

m
,kat

From bone and a horary term ; it

is also written J^ and read hieh).

The shin-bone or tibia ; the

bones of the body.

Ig^
"§

] the four limbs and
all parts of the body.

"y^ ] the head, trunk, and four

limbs.

^ I
a corpse.

^ ] >^ to beg the bodies, as of

the victors after a battle; but

alone,
| ^ means a skcloton.

1® J^ 1
forgetful of self, devoted

friendship, self-abnegation.

From pearl or man ana a horary
term; tbe first is most used.

' To give, to present; nnusaal,

rare, uncommon.

^ I
extraordinary.

] ?^ a rarity, a curiosity,

an nnu.su.d afiliir.

it is als<i written iu.

] ^ it involves several meanings

or references.

j^ ^ ;^ ]
he laid the basis of

this great prosperity.

1
%

I %
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>]

From knife and how.

To nib or sharpen a kuife

*lcai c:irefully ; a blU-hook ; assi-

duously, diligently, fully

;

to influence, to move.

1 © ^ IE 'et all you people

clearly understand this ; — a

phrase common in edicts.

1 S .K '6 *" ™o^e the peopla

^'Zi^-f From 5« seffani Jc to strike;

L<j^ q. d. to knock off one's errors.

'kai To change, to alter; to re-

form, to amend ; to correct, as

a composition ; to exchange ; to

make as new ; it sometimes has the

force of a disjactive conjunction, as

^ 1 but then, on the other hand.

another day

1 j^ to mend one's errors.

1 i^ to change, to put another

in place of ; to exchange.

1 ^ P'J fS to change the door

;

— J. e. to prosper, to rise in rank.

1 jg to rebuild; to make over

new, as old garments by dyeing

;

to amend and add ta

1 jS l^ P^ ^" carry a case up to

another court.

^ ^ ^ 1
^'^^ deportment

always proper.

] ^ to do better ; to alter.

^'h 1 ^ the locality has been

entirely changed.

1 JR ''K
to improve one's luck,

as by changing the family

sepulcher, or the front door.

^ 1 "ilf ^^ you must reform from

your old errors.

j ^ to many another husband)

or a second betrothed.

H 1 iH 1 iE '^'W you please

revise my composition.

1^'

late

The first form is now most used

;

and must not b© confounded

* with ^mif.n *^ a wall ; the se-

cond is composed of ^ to wrap

and C lost, intimating that tlie

man is utterly destitute ; and is

very similar to (hiung ^ the

breast.

KAI.

To ask alms, to beg ; to request

;

to give ; a mendicant.

1 •? o"" 1 ^ * beggar, a sap-

pliant.

?)C ^ 1
^to P% tl»e fl"te and

beg for food ; as was done by

Wu Tsz'-su IS -? W of the

Cheu, after whom one of the

gates of Su-chau is named.

1 iE ft S distributed some to

the poor people.

^
I

a mendicant.

] 1^ the chief of the beggars, one

who is held somewhat responsi-

ble for them ; each ward of a

town has one.
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m
kai

From wood awi finished ; occurs

used for k'ai' fU generous ; the

two forms are tlie same.

A striker to level off grain ;

to even, to adjust ; affected

by ; a summing up, a re-

sume ; a sacrificial wine-cup,

for which the first alone is used.

=J. I
a striker, usually called

Bj- JlJ a bushel-scraper.

—
I

every sort, the whole, alto-

gether.

] -^T fff ?£ ^1 ^re forgiven and

set free, — as by the emperor.

^ ]
on the whole, generally

s[)eaking, most probably.

] [pj all are alike.

l^^l&or~lllOl*all
are included in it ; we speak of

the whole.

jg I
profound, dark, as a place.

1 -^ all is settled.

if Sf ^ Isl ^ 1
Jie ^^ not

reform (or change) for any altera

native.

Jg, ] a courteous manner, an easy

way of doing things.

\ %)k^ thoroughly ingenuous.

^ ]
pompous ; resolute ; for which

* ] is nearly synonymoas.

] ^ ?|l "fr 't ^"^ "o longer be

allowed, as the sale of poor salt

without paying the excise.

]^ ]
"0' A the whole were about

a hundred men.

From water or hand and done ;

it occurs used for its primitive.

Name of a river in Liao-

tung ; to lead on water for

"',':., irrigation ; to roll on like a

torrent ; swashing, inundat-

ing, flooding ; to rub clean ;

to scour utensils, to wash bright.

^ I
gently flowing.

m I
to lead on water ; to irrigate,

to water.

^ ] to Bcour and scruD.

JUL

jnL

kai'

Trora plant* and to cover; tlie

second and third forms are com-
mon ; it must he distinguished

from hah) ^ to cover, for which
it is sometimes used.

A kind of coarse grass used

for thatching ; a covering ; a

roof, a canopy, a vaulted

covering ; a cover ; to roof, to

overtop, to overshadow ; to build,

to put a roof on ; to include, to

embrace ; to be, is ; to screen ; to

conceal, both literally and figura-

tively ; an initial particle, for, since,

for that, now then.

h ] a hotise, or whatever is erec-

ted on the land.

I J2 I
-^ put the cover over it,

^ 1 M M to build housea

^ ]
the roof of a house.

|j^ ]
a dish-cover.

I {3^ or
I
^ a covered-tearcup.

] ^ ^ P'^^ t'^^ coverlet over.

] -j^ ^ to veil the face ; to hide

one's feoluigs.

] ^ to lay tiles.

5c in IB 1
the sky is likea

round canopy,

jg I
to shade, to screeiL

I 5E J§ IH [please] cover this

pagoda [with a] top ;— i'. e. help

me out wilb a last subscription.

^ ^ ^ 1
'^''* fa'Ults cannot be

screened or huslied up.

1 'I' T li l|i6 'b^ shame can no

longer be conceaLnl.

fit O &E « 1 5 Bf -^ our

expedition being accomplished,

we then said, we go home I
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~^ \ a thatch of grass.

1 Q because that.

] ^ since you are here ; having

come.

I
Q now it is said.

ilf 5c 1 ^ •'^ y°" speak of hea-

ven, it is high.

^ I
to screen, to hide from.

] fl^ at that time, then it was.

Jj^ I
edible toadstools, agarics.

J!J 'S 1 "ift
liis merit overtops

that of all others.

S€ ^ 1 Si *'^'* kaee-paii, from

its movable nature.

] ^ now I have heard.

^ )
tlie emerald cover,— a name

for the lotus leaf.

1 W ^ ^ ' 's on lliis account.

Outer garments like dusters,

which may be used to protect

the dress.

Old sotmds, k'ai, k'ak, and k'at. In Canttn, hoi and k'oi ; -in Swatow, k'ai and k'n! ; — in Amoy, fal ; —
in Fuhchau, k'ai and kw'i ; — in Shanyhai^ k'6 ; — in Clii/u, k'ai.

.k'ai

tute;

From P^ door and Jy level.

To open, to unfold ; to ex-

plain; to reveal, to disclose;

to enact, as rites ; to insti-

to begin, to start, to initiate
;

to clear, as land ; to dig out ; to

write out, to particularize, as items

;

to sepai'ate, to unhxwe, to liberate
;

to favor ; in rhetoric, to digress ; a

digression ; to heat up ; boiling, hot.

] 5^ to open a shop.

I
^ the asking price ; to state

a price.

1 Jifi
*"'

1 ^ '** weigh anchor.

1 J)f tf 115 *" compound old

debts.

1 ^ or
1 !JS to vivify an idol

by marking the black pupils, the

last act before it is worshiped.

j :^ or j ;^ newyear's day.

] ^Jj.
to amuse one's self, to divert

one's grief

1 )& Ml I^ perfect sincerity ; I

am strictly honest.

] |§ to make a new road ; to

clear the way for the ghost.

] fS^ to oi)en out the meaning ; to

console one.

1 3i^ to open intercourse with

;

clearly explained.

I ^ to enlarge upon ; to resolve

the difficulties, as in a text ; to

free.

I ^ ^ tlfe
to spread out the

heavens and earth ; creation.

^ in 1 ^ that matter cannot

well be bujught .ibout.

^ ]
get out of the way ! — as to a

crowd stopping the road.

^ ^ I
I have no time to get

away.

1 Hff ^ ^ explained indeed, but

not fully comprehended.

I
-^ an appellation for a priest

;

who j jj; explains and enforces

the tenets of Budha.

1 P ^ in M P If.
it is safer

to keep silence than to speak.

] ^ to slate the items ; and
| ^

to pay them ;—said of accounts.

] TJC bubbling, boiling hot water.

§l| I
'y the pan is ready heated,

as for the rice.

] 1^ to ()[)en out, to free from
;

name of the star f Mizar in the

Great Bear.

] ^ to open the tripos for kujin

degrees ; to begin to assess taxes.

^ ]
to digress and explain a

point, to adduce nn illustration.

^ ]
to assort, to place each kind

by itself

] ^ A one who instructs others

in morality.

iy 1 S ''P®" *nd let me see it.

] ^ to instmct.

1 ^ J^ the capital of Honan
province ; it was the metropolis

of China in a.d. 907; and again

in the Sung dynasty, a. d. 1000

to about 1120.

'khti

Many ; numerotis. >

'/c'o

Armor ; mailed armor, as a
cuirass, a hauberk ; a defense.

# I
or ^ 1 a helmet.

] f^ armor, plaited mail.

'^ ^ S- iS 1
Ihe priest's

surplice is a defense against in-

sult and wrong.

'k'ai

From heai't and liow ; it is iuter-

clinnged witli the next.

Joyful, contented
;

gentle,

balmy
;
good, kind.

I ^ benevolent, kind towards

one ; happy.

1 "^ S "F * l^ind and urbane

official.

/V 7C A 1 the eight ministers

and eight secretaries of Shim.

From stand and Aow ; it is iiiter-

clianged with the Inst and next.m
'k'ai A victory ; the triumphant

return of an array ; the joy

of peace
;
gentle, soothing; excel-

lent ; balmy, as the wind.

^ ]
to celebrate a victory.

1 ^ to return in triumph.

the rapping of tlie whips on the

golden stirrnijs was hoard with

the people's pagans of victory, as

they returned.
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<^j& Used for the last in the phrase

fflR
I Jg, the genial balmy

'/c\ii south wind.

To open ; to set open, to un-

loose; to desire ; an archer's

'k^ai thumb-ring.

] ^ ii ^ I'e benefits

others greatly ;
— said of a god

or a man.

^ I ^ t\j> ^ now fully under-

stand the matter.

CVJJLI From stune and how ; also read
(ij'^j ifrt' and 'haiui.

'A'at An instrument for breaking

stones or other things to

pieces ; a mill ; to triturate or

break ; to accumulate ; solid.

^ jpj ] I
a sharp sword breaks

them easily.

c I |XJ A high and cheerful spot ; a

X3^ knoll good for a residence.

'k^ai |[| )
a pleasant location.

"!t ji i: I'l 1
a residence

near a spring of good water.

) From heart and done.

Generous, noble-minded ; ho-

':'ai norable ; loving integrity

;

loyal, hearty in a cause.

\^ I
difiinterested, above all mean-

ness
;
generous ; magnanimous.

fjL I
loyally supporting a just but

failing cause.

3S li I
'^ * 'n^i" of talents who

is kept in private life.

I ^ how sad ! what a pity !

^ ]
fervent, as in a good cause ;

devoted to.

j ^ impulsive, warm-hearted.

^ ]
pained at a wrong act

Pfinl' To sigh after; unarailhig

§t regret.

k^ai''
] ^ mournfully.

^i^ \ ^ everybody re-

grets it.

I ^ 151 ^ sighed out his una-

vailing regrets.

In Cktntomse. The sign of the

possessive citse, equivalent to ^ or

6'5f ; '"'' personal pronoun, mine,

yours, its ; for, iastead. to use for
;

at the end of a sentence has the

force of a possessive adjective.

^ 1
§' my book.

^ AG 1 ^- ^ 1
do you Wish

the fat or the lean t

i% ii 1
for killing musqnitoes.

if
k'ai'

> The top of the skull

5c ^ 1 the fontauelle.

Old sounds, kau and kam. In Canton, kon, kin, lion, and kom ; — in Swaiow, kan, kam, k"a, ant/ ban ;
— in Araoy,

kan, kam, ban, k'aui, and koiig ;— in Fvhchau, kang, kong, and haug ;
— in Shanghai,

ko°, ki", kii", k^°, and ht" ; — in Chi/a, kan.

Joan

K««

The original form is composed of

yV. to enter reversed, and ^~
one drawn across it ; it istbeOlst

radicalof a few unnssoi ted charac-

ters, many of tliem primitives
;

it is interchan;;ed willi the next

two, and must be dicitmguished

from ~X' in, and 1* a thousand.

to provoke, to draw on one ; to try

to obtain ; to sjek ; exposed to ; a

shield, a buckler ; inet. those who
cairy them, soldiers ; arms, defen-

sive armor ; whatever fends off or

protects, as the bank of a stream

;

a boundary ; a rivulet ; oflFcnse,

crime ; occurs used as Skpreposition,

for, concerning ; the consequences

of; resulting ; stems ofsmall trees
;

few, one or two persons.

^ ] or -f- ] tlio ten celestial

cyclic characters, with their dual

combinations, and the eIoniL;!its

and planets they are supposed

to act on, are given hi this tabic.To oppose, to offend against

;

NAMES AND AFFINITIES OF THE TEN CELESTIAI. STEMS
ASTROLOGICAL DUAL COREE8PONDING

NAMES. COMBINATION. ELEMENTS.

Kiah f
Yiieh 2, Ilf ¥2- ;;f;Wood.

Ping i?g

Ting T m ^T tX Fire.

Wu ric

Ki e, m mi ^E. i Earth.

K5ng M
Sin ^ m^ ^ Metal.

Jan i
Kwei ^ i^ ^ Water.

BINARY EXHIBITION.

Fir, as the ytmff,

Bamboo, as the yin.

Burning wood, as the yang,

Lamp flame, as the yin.

Hill, as the yanff.

Plain, as the y:ii.

Weajx)ns, as the yanff,

Kettle, as the yin.

Waves, as the yanff.

Brooks, as the yin.

PL A NETS .

7^ ^ Jupiter.

>X M Mars.

i M Saturn.

4^ ff Venus.

jJC Mk Mercury.
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TLe ten sterms are used in geo-

metry to denote angles, sides, and

figures ; and enter into many geo-

mantic and astrological calcidations.

] ^ arms, munitions ; troops.

ffl|
I

;i^ to take up arms, to go to

war ; strife, hostilities.

•

] J£ to break the laws inten-

tionally, to sin boldly.

] @ A a witness.

/}> ^ ]
of no serioas moment,

no matter to either of us.

1 {^ "f consequence.

I ^ or ] )^ involved in ; com-

promised by bad results.

^ /P 1 ^ ^ ^*^* "** concern in

that affair.

^ tS 1 ffe ^^^^ t° ^^^ dissuade

him ; to convince one it must

not be.

^ 1 how many T so much.

M i.M i: 1 -^ he puts it on

the river's bank.

^ WL ^ 1 SM how can you

attribute such a crime to met

T' 1 e. V '> ^ 51' if yu
wouW only look itlttr j-our own
business, you would have less

trouble.

1 ^^ "a I& in seeking dignity

huw self-jKisses-sed

!

1 ^ "S ^ ^ wheedle rich

pv.-^ndees.

1 V^ '" seek for emolument

^ 1 a fencer's staff, an acrobat's

[wle.

^ I ^ :y it was not my doing

;

it does not afli'ect me.

I 2t ^ *''''' * serious matter to

me.

5JJ 1 J^ those few persons ; or

—
I ^ a crowd, a group of

people, a p;irty.

fll ff? X ^ - 1 A tl'ey are

quite another sort of folks.

^ 1 life "? * narrow strip of

(lowered edging sewed on a liem.

^ ft 1 ^ to l>e able to arrange

(or quiet) a dispute.

,
In Sliuvz/Jaii. A child j a thing.

3^ )
how many children t

m

Jam

m 1

n 1

}S 1

«

1

m

>J» 1 . ilJe child.

;fg I
a play-thing.

j ^ more than one.

From bamboo and stem ; the se-

cond form is unusual.

Ihe culm of the bamboo; a

slender stick, as a staff, cane,

rod, shaft, or pole ; a handle
;

a clothes-horse.

~-
I fj" one bamboo cane,

shaft of an arrow.

beam of a steelyarda

a fishing-rod.

to stick in or set up a pole,

handle of a pencil.

H H 1 the sun is three rods

high ;
— i.e. it is nme o'clock.

From i«ooe/and sUm ; interchang-

ed with the last, and 'kan ff a

]^fl stem ; it resembles syii fj" a tub.

A valuable tree, good for making
the shafts of spears, or to ward oflT

attack ; a club, a staff ; a high

post ; a classifier of guns, pencils,

pipes, Ac. ; to drive together, as

sheep into a flock.

)^ ] a ship's mast

]^ I
a flag-staff.

—
' 1 tl' one spear ; one match-

lock.

^ ] a walking-stick.

—
] -^ one man alone, by him-

self. (Shanghai.)

"^iZCt •^" inferior gem, which re-

cJ^ I sembles a pearl.

Jc'in J_^ I
a sort of corol, or the

ornaments made of a branch-

ing corol like the genus Isis.

]E^ 1 tfli a fine ti'i-'e in the Kwau-
lun Mts. or fairy land.

I Tr^ From heart and stem ; it is some-

( I I
times wrongly used for han^ ^

I ardent.
^kan

Much disturbed by ; concern-

ed with
;
good, worthy.

^ ^ te j it gives me no anxiety.

^ ] J||p ^ I cannot well venture

to interfere in this present affair.

.fff
,htn

From JI.esA and steiii^ because
the liver is tlie viscera of wood,
and therefore rules the h\stem.

The li\er, which is descril)ed as

having three lobes on tliu left and
four on the right, and to ^ ^
contain the feelings ; an umber or

liver color ; intimate ; met. pas-

sionate, irritable.

] ^ ^ a pain in the liver.

1 iK M plenty of liver-fire ; i. e.

apt to get angry.

ib 1^' >5» 1 he is as my heart

and li\er ;
— as myself.

1 ^ "sf ^ My liver and bowels

are cut into inches ; — I am
greatly afflicted.

ffll >& 1 ^ ^ he has a bad dis-

position.

1 BS ^ ^ his entire energies

were exhausted — in the service

of his country.

I ft W 13; ^ S a fullness of

liver produces anger.

^ I
^ a dark brown color, like

pig's liver.

f^ ^ ^ I JH he is very auda-

cious and brave.

1 /fi ^) J)^ ± the woody liver

neutralizes tlie earthy stomach,

— therefore I have no appetite.

~^i£m From bird and stejn ; it is smne-

(TTJ^ times used for yen' ;^ the wild

Jean
6°°^"-

A name for the magpie is

] fi| ; it is reputed to know
what is coming, and its cry indi-

cates that a stranger has come.

Jean

From IJ viouth and —* one in-

side; q. d- the mouth has one
taste ; it forms the 99th radical

of a few characters relating to

sweetness.

Sweet ; sweetness, one of the

five tastes
;

grateful, relishing

;

pleasant ; agreeable to the taste or

feelings ; to eslcem to be sweet

;

happy, . dtlighlsome ; winsome
;

voluntaBy ; refreshing, .is sleep

;

name of a pl.ice in Hu In'en ^5)fj^
in Si-ngiin fu in Sheusi, where the
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groat battle of K'i with the prince

of En took place a c. 2194.

I ^ luscious, sweet

I ] ^^ rather sweet. '

1 ^ a timely rain.

1 ^ iS ^ like a sweet pear

was the remenihratKc of his love

;

— said of a kind ruler.

1 ^ sweet and bitter, prosperity

and adversity,

]
=• a kind answer, soft words.

^ ^ 1 ^ ^^ <io^*' ^^^ relish

his food.

] j^ a willing bond, a voluntary

agreement.

1 )& pleased, contented, resign-

ed ; also used ironically.

] g savory food, such as is given

to aged parents.

J ^ liqnorice ; also written like

the next.

] :^ a smooth-tongued fellow.

5£ .(^ ] )jj now death will be

sweet,— for I have obtained my
desire.

] )||[ to stamp, as when delighted

or Ii;ilf drunk.

© I ^ P,§
I am contented with

poverty and reproach.

]
^' the province of Kansub,

so named from Kan-ciiau fit

I j'I'l J{f in its northern part
;

"and Suli cheu J^' jl] ; in A. D.

510, this prefecture and a large

region south of it was named
Kan chau

] ^'l-j, and afterwards

used for part of the name of the

province.

1 jl + r ;^ ^ ia Kan Lo
[of Ts'in, B. c. 220,] was made
premier at 1 2 years of age,—
and died at 15.

In Cantonese, read kom', and
usually written pjj-, which is pro-

perly read ^/kih, meaning to carry

food in the mouth, as a monkey
does. An adverb of quantity, so;

Buch; an exclamation.

I ^ such a quantity I

] J^ so early I

ifg ^ I ^ such an ugly face

!

-4-1^^ Liquorice ; called ] ]^ or

r f—I the sweet plant ; Chinese lier-

hin bidists say "it cures all com-

plaints of the breast and

bladder, and corrects the bad in-

fluence of other plants ;" the Pan

Ts'ao puts it at the head of all

plants.

t^ll From tree and sweet ; it is also

(»^H interchanged with si-'ten Stj a bit.

Jcun The loose jacket {Citi-us mur-

garita), called also the coolie-

mandarin orange, is ] .^ or

^ ] ; at the North, this name
denotes the bitter orange, and in

some places is even applied to the

Budha's hand.

] ^ orange peel.

^ I ^ to bet on orange seeds,

by guessing their number.

^1 1^ 3^ t-o bave one taste

after dividing an orange,— i. e.

to share a pleasure or delicacy

with another.

M

.bin

Water in which rice has been

scoured, called tJJ [ jjc,

and used for washing sores
5

to boil thick, as gruel.

J \^ watery ; fuIL

jijl A disease of children, arising

c/ R fro'u bad treatment or in-

fim digested food ; atrophy.

1 •§ venereal ulcers.

^ I
a gum-boil ; canker-sores

;

infants have the *^ ,|| ^ ]

galloping canker, or canct-um

oris.

] ^ an infantile marasmus
;
pot-

bellied ; it is applied to several

forms of disease.

.kun

A bait ; others say, a sweet

cake or dumpUiig.

fc|i* Hoar-frost, or as the charac-

< y " ter indicates, sii'eei TOi'rt ; it is

^kan also used for dew in the peti-

tion i^ ^ 1 ^ may we
be favored with copious

ghowers and dews.

From Cj "'6 power of nature

and ^ snii/i(//it ; the form ^
/^,,n is nio.^tly used for tliese senses.

Dry, exhausted ; to dry

;

clean; all gone; entirely; dried,

cured by drying ; adopted by a

sworn contract, as is often done by
persons lia\ing cliildren to get com-
pany for them.

) j^ clean, limpid.

J I ^ all are sold; cleaned

out.

^ I
dried apricots.

] 1^1 clean, airy, dry.

fi?. 1
— ^ '° tlrain the glass,

to see the bottom of it.

I J^ a sinecure. .

^ ]
to dry at a fire.

] ^ a defalcation, use of ano-

ther's goods
;

t)eculation, under-

hand gain.

I HI fR to report falsely, to

make up a story.

235 T «t 1 1 Si 64 I got no

refreshment at all when I reached

his house.

•^ ] Hi I sent him a present of

dried fruits, cakes, &c.

^ ^ ] ^ the heat has dried

it up.

] ^ feverish, heated, dry, parched.

1 fh ^ persons who have bound

themselves fraternally, as Jona-

than and David.

\ ^ -p im adopted child, but

one who cannot succeed to the

inheritance, and does not change

his name.

] Jg so the child calls its adopted

mother.

Read J,?ieii. Heaven, the power

or agency of heaven ; the first of

the eight diagrams, meaning that

which goes williovit ceasing ; a

sovereign ; a lather ; firm, stable,

enduring; untiring, diligent; su-

perior; on the compass-card, de-

notes northwest.

1 ]7G litaven.

j it^ heaven and earth ; tbe cos-

mos; Viet, male and femala
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^^ n 1 1
diligent all day long.

j^j ] ^ '1^ continually showing

prudeiice and care, — lest be

went wrong.

^ I
to embody beavenly prin-

ciples, as a g:)od prince does.

1 * ff n m ft im » ^l'«n

the boy's betrothal card and pre-

sents have gone, the girl's card

is immediately returned.

1 PlE j^ 13 Gandhara, an old

kingdom in India.

In Cantonese. To lift off, as a

cover ; to take off, to turn over, as

a leaf; to pull up, as a coverlet.

C ~t.JL, The original character is compos-

HJf ed of 'jC to hold on from above

'/iOn """l below, and p old altered in

combination.

To walk up to boldly, to dare'

to venture on
;

i)re8uming, bold>

intrepid, rash ; saucy, offensive to

good manners ; how can, ought

I, — in polite language, I cannot,

I may not

^ 1
or ^ ] "^ I do not pre-

sume ; I ought not — to receive

such a compliment

^
I
how can I do it I ie. I am

mtworthy — of your regards.

SS 1
"! Si f(S4

^'''«'' daring, im-

pudent; how brave 1

1 f^ 1 /^ afraid of no difficulties.

I
gl] ^ decidedly bo, no doabt

^ ] valiant, decided.

^-71® '"'^^ *°y *''i® ^'^ ^
resist ?

i^
or

] ^ really, certainly it is.

5£ •J[^
a fearless, daring soldier.

^ ill 3£ 1 11^ venture to ask you,

Sir, to come.

ffi 1 lit Bft I Ijave used boldness

in plainly stating my case ; — a

phrase in complaints to a ruler.

In Cantonese. An adverb of

manner, so, thus ; in this manner
;

an interjection of surprise.

^ ] stop, well 1

1 fS 'f yo»i say so ;
if 80.

1 ilK^ this will do ; enough.

The Chinese olive or | ^^
the fruit of a species of Caiia-

''kun rium, a fine tree of the Tere-

binth family, which is com-

mon in the southeri\ provinces

;

there is a wliite and a black sort

;

it is also called ^ |^ from its

green color ; and J^, ^ the loyal

fruit, or |^ ^ the remonstrant

fruit, because like expostulation, its

taste at first is harsh ; another

name is [MI ^ returning flavor,

referring to the after relish.

1 ft^ * condiment made firom

salted olives.

^if^ Insipid, no flavor; to wash,

4.t[j^ to clean.

'/Mn j^ ] ^ J£ to wash the

hands and feet

] f^" Kanpu, the old Canfu, the

port of Hangchau in Chch-

kiang, during the Sung dynasty

and earlier.

C'6~Tr^ To unfold or spread out gar.

'tan

ments ; to smooth clothes by

the hand.

'/can

From heart and all.

To move the feelings, to ex-

cite
J

affected by, acted on

;

influenced either physically

or mentally ; indignant, moved ; to

touch.

] J@< grateful, filled with a sense

of kindness.

Hi^ M exceedingly grateftiL

1^ sorry, mournful.

H 1 ^ lift ^ do not take my
kerchief.

i^ moved by another's earnests

ness ; the response of the gods to

a prayer of faith.

'Hi A *5 to move the heart;

to reform ; to convert ; regene-

rated

1^ to move, to influence; the

emotions acted on.

M StM affected by the wea-

ther.

^ j
reciprocal influences, as of

the dual powei-s ; conception.

I
^'(15^ supernatural conception.

] Htfilr* obliged for; I thank

you; the word manshaw is de-

rived from the Amoy pronun-

ciation of this phrase.

^ 1 £ ^ it is graven on my
heart ; lasting thanks for.

I m an appropriate recompense.

1 •^ ^ I ^'^ deeply thankful for

your goodness.

From Jlsh and darinij, alladiiig

to its ferocity and gluttony.

A fish three feet long found

in the Yangtsz" Eiver, hav-

large mouth and yellowish

greenish on the b.uk ; no

fish can live peaceably in the

stream with it, whence it is

^ ^ or bachelor fish ; it

to be a sort of pike or pickerel.

From _fish and all ; said to be a
contracted form of the last.

'lean

ing a

gills,

Other

same

called

seems

'han A kind of mud-fish.

1 .^. o'^'^E 1
asilureofadus-

ky green color, with serrated

spines, the Piniclodus giittatus, com-

mon at Canton in the spring months.

C|*Q 1 From yraiii and drij or s'ajjf

;

JlqJ the first form is commonest ; it

> is interchanged witli ^a« J^ a

^iZCl staff, and the neit.

I I J The culm of grain ; straw

;

**"' stubble ; used as a classifier of

spears, gtms, &c., but not

properly.

] A an effigy, a figure made of

straw.

] ^ a rice broom.

5J^ ]
paddy straw.

1 B§ roots of grain, stubble.

— ^ I
a sheaf of straw.

CJ>Q In the dictionary read han\ but

^Tj usually used as a synonym o( Jean

,, fl" a pole ; and sometimes of
*""

tlie last.

A staff, a handle, as of a

spear; a lever; a classifier of

spears, gims, steelyards.

—
1 ft' on® spear ; one musket

—
I 1^ one steelyard or dotchin.
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'kan

From to go and a sticlc^ as tbe

phouetic.

• To cock the tail and run ; to

chase ; to pursue ; to hasten

to a place ; to hurry, to do

quickly ; to drive, as sheep

;

to expel ; to strive for, to

emulate ; urged by, in a Lurry, busy,

punctual ; hastened, stimulated.

I j^ to hurry on , to go faster.

] ^ in a hurry.

] {ij to drive out ; to expel ; to

dismiss, to turn away.

1 M M '^'' ''' ^l^'ok as yon can.

] ^ to expel, to eject

1 ffil 6^ * donkey-boy, one who
runs after tbe carriage or horse

;

a betto, a syce.

fg 1 PJ fiJX I'll catch up with

you.

tide.

] J2, ^ tS *^ hurry through a

job, — and slight it

1 f^ to hurry on to the post-

house, as when traveling.

] fff to display goods at a fair.

I
|M ^ S^ driven to a corner

;

no sliiii, no resource.

I •p _il I canno* catch up to bim.

I jK; to repair to a post imme-

diately.

1 -^ its 3$S y"U rwisX, get up early.

j^ I '{^ Jl we shall get there in

time.

1 ^ #: ffi ^ 1^ spry and take

them out, — to dry in the sua

1 ill SB ii# "§1 '^'y ^ ^ ^^^^^

at the time ; be pimctuaL

To stretch out anything- with

the band ; to open out, as a

'/tan scroll.

''/^jf^
A slender variety of bamboo,

^-p fit for arrows.

^kan iSS 1 the shaft of an arrow.

1
ll;

a kind of pearl-barley.

4b 1 lU ^ moiuitair in Tsing-pu

hien, about oC mUes from Shang-

hai.

^kan

A cheap box or trunk woven

of bamboo splints, called ]

^, and much used in travel-

ing ; a lid } to cover with a

lid.

Head Jcung. A cup.

H ] 1|^ ^ shut down the lid,

and keep it seciu^Iy.

•iA^ From -f a shield and ^ mn-
P-p light; this is sometimes incorrect-

kan' ly used for ^kan ^ dry, and is

interchanged with the next.

The trunk of a tree ; the mate-

rial of, the original substance of;

skillful, capable ; to give money

for, to intrigue for a post ; to attend

to business ; affairs, business ; to

follow a calling ; a well-ciurb.

^ ]
public affaira

1 ^ ;5: S 'o follow a father's

occupation.

] ^ or
I ^ f^ to do business

;

to manage affairs.

Pi &, \ ii :k'^ capable of

doing great things.

*&
I

or
;:J'

] ability, talent.

It* ] to bespeak aid in order to

obtain a situation.

I y|j A to seek to be made a

headman.

'ff 'I'll ft' 1
^^''^ ^ y^*^" business

with me t

] ^ an able officer.

'^ iL 1
nothing can bo done;

no resources ; no one helps me.

I
'^ a clever player ; a man of

ability.

the style of a man, his size

or strength.

#> :^> 1 ?M 1
if yoi «a«no' <««

will not) do it, I can.

IR 1 ^ »i«
collect together in

pursuit of trade.

M ^ 1 'H' I '""'*' select the best

timber — or talent

1 ^ 5c ;Ac y wicked deeds

done without a thought of Hea-

veu ; reckless villainy.

%

lot
kan'
T"

> Black spots or streaks on the

face, as from age and half-

starved faro with exposure.

jftA.) The root of a tree ; a handle

;

^4V a well-curb ; an old name for

kaii^ the sugar-cane; boards used

in making adobie walls.

lT>^:^.y^3X;Ef strength,

en [me agauist those] princes

who absent themselves, and thus

assist your sovereign.

^ I ^ _tl on the well-curh,

i^
I

branches and trunk ; also a
ridge of hills and its spurs.

^"^^'^ :h1k 1
the branches

cannot grow largerthan the stem.

5S 1 II -li * stifftrunk and weak
branches ; a wise father and
foolish sona

j

^ From /£/V a banner contracted and

yV 3. a head 1 it is used only as a
primitve.

The dawn, the red blush of

morning.

B ^ j ]
the sun illumines the

day.

From sun and shield as the pho-

netic ; not the same as hcai' ^
dry.

Sunset, dusk.

1 'll' M ^° evening sun

docs not shine.

BS li^ 1 1
abundant, luxurious.

H 1 ^ 4 .S :^ the emperor

forgot his mc'd at evening.

1 iL '^' flaily labors, the toil

from dawn to eve.

kan

Iff
kan'

#

kan'

A violet or purple color, call-

ed | ^, which it is 8.iid the

good man does not wear, as

it is appropriate to women's

apparel.

To shut one's mouth ; to

bridle one's speech, to restrain

one's anger.

Water leaking into a boat

;

mud ; to sink ; a superlative,

very ; name of a small stream

in Sin-kan hien
5gf j

|[|l a

district in the central part of Kiang-

si on the River Han, just south of

Lin-kiang fu ; also used as another

form of the next.

w
kan'

kan'
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) ") Interchanged with the next, mnd

I

sometimes contracted like the

[ last ; the second form is also a

[
cotnmou contraction.

J
The name of the central

hm' river of Kiaiigsi, the Eiver

Kan
] J3C which fJows from

the Mei-ling range north into the

Poyaiig Lake, and with its branches

drains the province ; it is navigable

for boats to Nan-ngan fu, about

SOO miles from the lake.

Formed of^ and ^ combined,
the first being part of Yu-cliaiig

J^ !^ tlie old name for Kiang-
si, and the other denoting knmj^

j^ a name for the river Kan
;

It is nsed with the Inst.

A region south of Poyang
Lake, called Chang-kung ^ ^
in the Han dynasty, and altered

to Kan cheu [ >)\\ in the Sung
dynasty.

1 i]\ M ^ \aige. prefecture in the

soirth of Kiangsi, and sometimes

used to denote the whole pro-

Read kting^.

offer tribute.

To present, to

Read hung^. Foolish ; stupid.

jHn^^ The tibia or shin bone ; the

^fl sides of the body on the ribs
;

ia»' any bone in the body.

1 ^ \xn\B ou the leg.

ou founds, k'an and k'ani. In Canton, hon and hom ;
— in Swalow, k'an, k'am, ban, f'of, and k'ang ;

— in Anmy, k'am and

k'an ; — in Fuhclmu, k'ang and hang ;
— in Shanghai, k'u", ko", ho", tsie'i, and ko" ;

— t« Chifu, k'an.

<flJ

"^ From sword and obstinate ; the

I

second form is now synonymous,
I tliougli it was once read Isieu'.

:^lj
I
To cut, to carve ; to engrave

t'' J J blocks for printing ; to erase

t""" or cut out from blocks ; used

with the next, to hew, to

chop.

1 (^ to cut blocks.

1 ^'J ^ ? ^^ prepare blocks

and carve characters.

/p 1 ;^ ^ an original uiimn-

tilated (or unaltered) edition.

1 ?^ jt -5^ lo carve and set up
stone tablets.

^ ] ^ Wi his talk is insipid

and seiLseless ;
— ». e. it is -not

worth carving.

T'. i'. Used with the preceding.

f^Tw To blaze the trees in order
^k an iQ ^^nQ^y ijjg j^^^ jq ^ forest

;

to notch trees.

M \^ 1 /ti t" go over the hills

marking or blazing the trees.

and very ;

he next.
izU- From earth

nfij^ nsed witli th

,^Vm To sustain, to bear ; able, ade-

quate to ; worthy of, fit for ; a

projection over a lioUow
; a covering

let down to protect or overshadow;

the canopy of lieaven.

^ ]
unfit for ; intolerable, can-

not be borne.

] ^ useful, serviceable.

1 ti fit for a post ; able to sustain.

] ^ heaven and earth, one cover-

ing the other ; scil. the chariot

which bears man and his fates-

] J^ ;5fc ^ " geomancer, one

who chooses graves.

1 1^ satisfactory, suitable.

•(^ jpf jy I
how can I ever re-

pay your kindness 1

^ ^ ^ 1
how can I bear this

suffering ?

1 IP '^ ft he is fit for any re-

sponsibility or station.

T Hi ^ 1 * v'^® wretch ; I

can't bear him I

^ 1 ^ ^ 18 ^ *"" unequal to

the many troubles in the state.

1

To pierce, to stab ; to con-

quer ; to kill ; fully to sus-

tain ; equal to, in which it is

like the last, and seldom used.

^ to suppress a riot, to put

do«n an insurrection.

] ^ to win and )ose ; victory

and defeat.

] £, self-mortification.

] & W ^ f"l'y estimated (or

settled) their achievements.

it
Jian

li
Jhin

,k^an

An earthen vessel ; a sort of

crucible which holds five

^shiny ^ or pints.

A rocky bank, precipitous

ledges; irregular.

[Jj I
a cliff, a steep ledge.

] |ll^- mountain ridges.

] J^ uneven, as a moun-

tain defile ; a rugged sum-

mit.

Fi'om a drayon and io join*

To receive or contain ; to in-

close ; to take ; a niohe, a

shrine to hold images or

ancestral tablets, sometimes mo-

vable ; it is made in imitation of

the room under pagmlas where

the god sits ; a receptacle or jar

for the aslies of priests ; it has a

high cover, and in Kiangsu, a dy-

ing priest is placed in it, and the

cover closed on liim ; in this con-

dition he is called ^ ] ^ fpf a

priest waiting for death, and is

buried in it ; to overcome ; a soiuid.

] ^ to contain, as a shrine does.

^ ] an incense-box.

Ji^ I
a priest's tomb.

^ A 1 fi binnacle in a jinikj

it usually holds an idol.
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C
I I

The original was intended to re-

I
I present a receptacle, the bottom

(•^ line denoting tlie level earth ; it

tc an is the 17th radical of a few cha-
racters, some of them analogous
to it, but it is never used by itself.

A vessel to put tilings in,

and still unfilled.

'k'an

To take things by tho hand

;

to bring or take.

In FuhcJMU. To carry by a

bale, or us a bundle by its

string ; the bale of a bucket.

j-j. Composed of '(g or ^B truth and

flVi )i\ flowing streams.

Plain, unvarnished speech
;

faithful, upright, plain-spoken, as

Confucius is said to have been.

^ |& 1 1 ill ^ Tsz'lu (a famous

disciple of the sage) was very

brusque and stern.

1 1 M M converse with sincerity

and directness.

From earth and tooire or a pit.

A pit, a hole; a cavity; a

dangerous place, a precipice;

to dig a pit ; tofall into a

snare or danger ; a hazard
;

a critical time, as of life;

noise made in striking, a rap, a

smack, a crack ; a wrench ; the

bridge on a luto to support the

strings ; a small vase ; the second

of the eight diagrams, and refers

to water.

1 i^ or jjg I
to dig a pit.

^^1 I
the pit of the stomach.

T 1 f-^ 1® chop ! chop I the ax

sounds, as the toak comes down.

1 1 SS ^ rub-a-dub go my
drums.

1 ^ ^ -fe"
rapping so on your

ei'.rthen jar.

] iiU uneven ; irksome to do

;

diiBculties in Ufa

I pg to set a pit, as for beasts

;

to mvolve a jjerson maliciously.

:S IB 1 5b ^^"*'° "^ * difficulty

in getting on that road ; it is a

critical time — with the disease.

'i'au

In Cantonese. A classifier of the

trunks of trees, or clumps of stunted

trees.

— ] :^ 5^ one head of taro.

In Pekingese. An innuendo, an
enigma, a doublc-entoniho ; often

used for 'hien :g a threshold.

PJ 1 5i ^'^ ^''^^ making a pun.

< T^yt* From stone and to owe ; occurs
ft Jl interchanged with the last.

Van To cut, to chop, to fell ; to

cut oflf; to stone, to throw

stones at ; a mortar or small vase.

yi I
cut it in two.

] f^ to wound by a stone.

] ^3 'o split open.

^ j a mortar for mixing lime.

I gi g cut off his head.

i fij to fell trees.

I
"|» ^ it is cut down.

1 ff 52) ^ waistcoat, a vest.

1 ^ Jfj I can cut it.

^ I
a largo mortar, like those

used for hullino; rica

'-tFj^ To eat and not be satisfied
;

'Y5.K ''o* enough to eat ; dissa-

'k'an tisfied.

'k'an

From liunil and to owe ; the
second and unauthorized form is

used at Cauton.

To f.ti'i'ice, to knock ; to run

against, to throw down ; to

stone one.

] {j| to make a notch in.

^ ^•> \ %i ixircelain may not

batter pottery ;— I'll not con-

tend witii him.

] ^ii or
1 ^ to smash ; to throw

down and break.

^•^53 1 3hI throw a stone at

the dog.

Read '<«'. To comb, to dress

the hair.

'^t Fron. .0 oice and a pit, it is also

read ^t'an, to covet.

'k'an Discontented with one's self;

dissatisfied because of imper-

fection ; humble, but energetic ; a

sour look, son'owful ; to strive for.

S Sji 1 M lie felt that he was

imperfect

fl

'k'an

From carriage or earth and
moved by; the second is unusual.

' Impeded ; hard to get on

;

no luck ; always losing.

] fpf
going slowly, ex-

periencu)g difficulties, no Op-

portunity ; unfortunate, un-
successful in life.

f 3 1 Like the next, and not so much
used.

To spy, to watch, to try to

find oat ; to look down at.

k'an''-
'

•®» 1
open-eyed, like a fish.

1 ^ i)j]l
f^ [a thousand

carts] came into the city.

1 ?L ? i: C ^fc lie watched
when Confucius waa away from
home.

From door and to presume, refer-
ring to the spying.

k'an^ To peep throjgh ; to look

down or towards with ex-

pectation ; to come to ; name of an
ancient city in Lu ; a paviliou.

.$i $t 1 ^ * ^"^^'1 i^ ^Pyhig his

house ; — said when one thinks

he can do an ill deed unknowa
to any body.

Read 'han Angry, irate ; a,

tiger's scream.

1 ^n iiS jfe
growHng like a

savage tiger.

> From strength and very.

To compare evidence ; to in-

k'an' vestigate a case ; to personal-

ly examine, as an officer the

place where a crime was done ; to

collate ; diligent, able, adequate.

||^, ] to go and investigate, as on
an inquest.

S 1
or ] ^ to examine, to

cross-question.

] ^ to take evidence and decide.

S ^: 1 ^ ^ revision of the case

showed no error.
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k^mi

|g I
to criticise closely ; to ferret

out the facts.

?S 1 1^ to walk over and

examine the boundaries of fields,

as in a litigation.

] ^ or ^ ]
to compare, as

papers or texts.

In Cantonese. To straighten

out ; to replace.

1 J^ to pii' ^ip * bedstead.

1 M P'^' i* ^^^'^ properly.

From earth or slone and ade-
quate ; it is often wrongly

' written lil;e 'chtin $5 " Uock, or

fkan J^ worthy.

A dangerous bank ; a pre-

cipitous ledge on a river's

shore ; a' cliff; the shelter

under a high bank ; a diked bank,

ij^ ^ I
to build a stone bund or

sea-wall.

] jj the edge of the cliff.

Ul 1 Tifjpi that cliff will soon

fall

^ I
edge or brink of a well.

P^ ]
the door-sQl, of which some

are movable and others fixed
;

the .^ ] -^ is the upper

stone step near it.

In Cantonese. A short break-

water running out into the stream

or sea, as a ledge of rocks.

x^T2."*> From to yo and oi«<ino/e.

• 14 Pleased ; contented ; to go
k an joyfully, to be happy j sincere,

truthful.

1 £ settled, at ease.

^ ^ Jit 1
to feel happy after a

feast.

1 ^ UB ^ lie sat down content-

edly.

c/j'i('icn

Pg^) Name of a bird, the
] g|

-ft^ which is probably akin to

k'an' the robin ; it is said to I'e-

semble a fowl, and to sing

night and day.

|g^ ^ A small covered tub for

\f^ holding ice, in order to pre-

serve sacrificial meats from

becoming tainted during the

hot weather.

From ei/e under^ a hand

;

the second antique form has

gone out of use ; this character

somewhat resembles choh.^ Tg
to cause.

To look at, to see ; to desire

to see ; to examine, to regard

carefully ; to practice ; a graiumati-

cal term, having the sense of taken

for, similarly; likeness ; equivalent

;

aspect, manner ; what is for show,

a dummy; after some verbs of

sensation, it denotes present time.

ij ]
or *^ ]

it is good looking

;

attractive

I /p ^ I don't see it ; I cannot

see it— clearly.

1 ^ _L B.B I ''""'t ^^!^^ to see

it ; the sight is repulsive.

i^ to practice physiognomy.

§ to read silently ; to skim

over a book.

T^ seen through it; the trick

has been foimd out.

1^ -^ to watch for a good

opportunity.

I /p {ij I cannot perceive it,

illegible ; not recognizable.

^ ^ 1
smell It

; U St )
try

to do it. (Shanghai.)

1 ^ ;S A W -t I see my
friend in yoar face, — and will

say nothing.

] ^ look at it.

IP ]
ugly looking, repulsive.

j J$ lit -(^ acquamted with life

;

worldly wise.

] ^ m I saw it ; I knew it.

] ^ to regard with contempt

;^ j|g 3|JS 1 read it and let me
hear.

1 S i^ :^ consider all the cir-

cumstances.

^ ~ PO fife. pT 1
ask him once,

and see (or find out).

f^ A ^ i
't has the meaning of

the character \ man.
" '^ 1 fi ^''^e the Same look

;

identical in object.

I ^^ I must see how be is

doing that business.

] ^ ^ bring in the lea.

^ I
to make a visit.

1 ^6^ ^^11 1 lE a doctor

must first feel the pulse.

Id ^m \'M a skaiful

groom ought to Imow how to

tell a horse.

Read ^k^an. To watch, to look

after, to see to ; to examine ; to take

a careful view of; to keep an eye on,

as a guard over a suspicious fellow.

(fg ] a mutual look or watch.

] j^ to watch cattle.

I ^^ to behave to one 5 manner
towards a person.

1 P^ A * doorkeeper, a porter.

91 fS ]
'

. 1 1
' please let me

have a look at it

] U a night watch.

^ ] to look at alone, as an em-

peror does from his seclusioa

1 St & ^'^ avaricious fellow;

an old niggard.

K 1 A ^ B? I sea that every,

body is drunk.
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Old toundy ken. In Canton^ kfia ; —in Swatowj kiin ; — in Amoy^ kun ; — in Fukckau^ k&ng and kfing ; —

•

»n Shanghai^ kang ;
— in ChiJ'u^ kan.

m From wood and obstinate as the

pliouetic.

Jain The roots of plants ; ori-

gin, root, beginning, cause,

foundation ; a base, as the lower

part or substruction of a wall

;

thoroughly, fundamental ; a classi-

fier of trees, sticks, and pieces of

wood, such things as are long and

stiff', and even of ropes and haw-

sers ; among the Budhists, an

organ or faculty of the mind,

and also of the body.

— 1^ ]
one root, often denotes

that a man has only one son.

1 ^ evidence; cause; radical;

parentage.

^ ] jjc baseless ; no proof o*', or

power to do ; singular, unreason-

able.

1 i£ bottom of a thing ; the

cause ; origin of a thing.

^ I
beginning; first influences.

^ I /£ of ^ e,oo(!L family or

stock.

gj sg^ ^ ] a baseless rumor.

] ^ the root and spray ; altoge-

ther, throughout.

|§ ] at last, finally; to retftrn

to its first condition.

] J^ mode of origin, circumstan-

ces of its beginning, details of

the affair from the first

^ I 5fe J!R *^° make a thorough

investigation and sift it to the

bottom

% \ i.M [he is no better than]

grass without a root ;— unreli-

able.

1 ^ ^ IS ''he root is deep and

the branch tough ;
— it is a diffi-

cult afliair.

^ ] to eradicate ; to do away
with utterly.

/^ I ^ he has much vigor,

said of a child.

il£ T 1 52. T P"l^ '^^ "P en*Jre-

ly ; his family is extinct.

^ ] and ^ I^ j are poetical

names for the bamboo.

ff. I
among Budhists, the five

organs {iiidri/a) or powers of the

mind, which produce ^ ^
sound moral life, as f= | the

faculty of failh, <fec.

/^ 1 M ^3? h'^ faculties are all

in perfect quiet (or comatose)

;

— I. e. he is near his absorption.

From /bot and obstinate as the
phonetio

The heel ; to follow ftt one's

heels ; a servant, an attend-

ant ; to follow up, as an inquiry
;

to imitate ; according to, following.

IBI ^ 1
or iJ 1

the heel.

] Jj£ a lackey, a footman, a ser-

vant, a valet.

1 A ^ do it as he does.

1 '"hJ 52.
before you

;
one in the

presence ; to be with, as a friend.

1 ® PP 'o follow bad examples.

1 ^ or
I ^ i^ he came with

me ; come on.

] ?^ R ^ W following this,

there was also some rain.

1 "il^ t^o follow the clue : i.o trace

it up.

.hen

j)\] 1 ^ don't tag after me.

1 ?S Mi ^" assenting word.

ffc :S ?6 1 -fl^ fi^ lie is my own
child.

^ ] 5j- to slip and fall down.

] |§ ^ ({^ under what teachei

did you study ?

M. 1 M ^ery near, familiar with
;

to bo next to one.

I ^ a runner to a sedan.

'SH To speak with diSicnlty ; to

'kdn

wrangle, to act perversely.

Read 'Mn. Disobedient
;

unwilling to listen.

kdn'

i Tliis character was originally

fonned of B ege and Jj to

coinjiare ; g. d. disobedient ones

will not meet your eye ; it is the

138th radical of only five charac-

ters ; it resembles iliang ^
good, and is much used as a

contraction of (,yin Wt silver.

The third of the eight diagrams,

corresponds to mountains ; a limit

or bound ; to stop ; hard, perverse,

obstinate.

I {§ a kind of hard stone ; stony,

hard like stone.

I M ?i^ the diagram ^E resem-

bles an inverted cup.

m-
- 3 From plant and perverse, allud-

ing to its virulence.

Mn' A wild plant, the ^ 1 a

sort of butter-cup or crow-

foot, the Ranunculus attricomis,

which is regarded as poisonous.
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Old sound, k'en In Canton, b&h andngaa
;
— in Swatow, k'un; — tn Amoy, kun

and kanng ;
— in Shanghai, k'ang

;
— ta Chifu,

and gfia
\

k'Sn.

• in Fuhchau, k'ing, ngung,

From heart and to root ; the pri-

mitive is interclianged with it.

'k^dn To beg, to ask earnestly ; im-

portunate, truly, earnestly.

I
-^ very urgent

I ^J to feel for deeply.

] ^ to supplicate, to intreat of.

j 1^ to beg ; to ask for.

] ,§, to beg a favor.

I ^ ilS ^ I ^S y°"* to believe

me.

M Bfe 1 1
°^^ ^^ I beg of

you — to help me.

From earth and to root.

To open new land ; to plough

^k'^dn new soil ; to commence til-

lage ; to work energetically

BO as to injure ; to break up, as a

plough does.

%\i 1 H Jfe to clear land, to pre-

pare virgin soil

^ I
to plough new land.

] ^ to plough and bow.

1 ^ ^ duties on newly cleared

laud.

^ij \ \& broke it with all his

strength.

1 \h ^ W-^^ encroached on the

[limits of the] grave by tillage.

From beast and obstinate ; inter-

changed with the last two.

To root up ground, as hogs

do ; to bite at, to gnaw.

From ^ teeth and jft roo< con-

tracted.

•i'dn To giiaw, to bite on ; to bark,

as a tree ; the crimching noise

made in eating.

] ^ a gnashing sound.

1 ^ '^ to clean an apricot -seed*

I
*§" to pick a bone clean.

Read yM The giuns.

} From stone and obstinate; this

character is often wrongly used

k^An
for: W^ vermilion.

'k'dn

A stone with a crack, flaw,

or seam in it ; the rumbling noise

of stones; loud noise of bells.

] S ^ock crystal. Cantonese.

1 ffl" i ^ the rumbL'ng of roll-

ing stones or grinding.

A stone or gem marked with

•fPC vems.

¥dn^
1 JIE the stone has a flaw.

Eead ^yin. A stone much
like jade, probably resembling ser-

pentine.

•-^|—
I } An unauthorized character.

^P^ A seam like a garment.

k'^ ifl5 1
or ^ ]

to sew a

scam.

] i\\ a B.'nall scaiu.

Old sounds, kong and kung. Jn Canton, kong ;
— in Swalow, kang, kang, onrf kung ;

— in A may, fcong
;
—

in Fuhchau, k6ng and kaung ;— in Shanghai, kong j
— in Chi/u, kang.

M
fkanff

From 111 a hill within^ a net

;

it is easily confounded with 'wang

@ a net.

The backbone of hills ; a

water-shed ; a peak, a stony hill ; a

range; a summit, the culminating

point ; a hillock, a heap.

^ ]
a dirt heap.

ifil ] the bloody wales left after

a whipping.

lU 1 "? peaks and fiummics among
the hills.

in 1 in 1^ [l^'s goodness is en-

during] as the bills and ridges.

1^ 1 5i * steep pass or road over

the r.'.ouiituiiis.

f/canff

g\ H ]
Wo-lung Mountian in

Sz'ch'uen where ^ ^ ^ was

bom.

] ^ jg^ a side wind.

From kniji and hill.

Hard, solid, unyeilding; ri-

gorous, firm ; in music, a sharp

tone ; constant, enduring, in-

trepid ; an adverb of time, recently,

now, just, momently.

1 i^-i he has just gone.

1 fij or
] 1 $i ill they have

just arrived.

1
~ ^ he has just been here.

] ^ courageous, valiant.

* resolute, firm in purpose

1 Ji^ irascible; overbearing and

willful.

] ^ hard and soft; energetic

and easy
;
positive and negative

in electricity.

] g and ^ H the odd and even

days in the moon.

1 "14 or
1 ^ vicious, pig-

headed ; stift^et.

1 jE "pright, firm in principle.

I ^ resolute in a purpose ; noble-

1 li 4* JE constant in rectitude

;;^ ^ 1 the four guardians of

the gate in Bndhist temples, for

which the next is more correct.
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1P^ A large star ; the god who

cJE. lives in it ; the Bndhists

J;ang reckon thirty-six 3'c 1
'"

the large stars, but the four

stars which form the bowl of the

Dipi)er are specially called the ^^

I
, and the fom- guardians put in

the gateways of Biidhist temples,

called E3 :^ ^ I , are the gods

who reside in theiu ; they have red,

green, white, and black faces.

m
M
Jcaiiy

From earth qv jar and a penh ;

tlie third form is most conimon.

A jar ; a glaze<l earthen ves-

) sel to contain water, lotus

flowers, fish, or manure;

they are large and coarse,

have bulging sides and wide

mouths.

] ^ earthen-ware vessels.

^ 1
or

TlfC ]
water jars ; the

squat shaped ones are called ^
fl'J 1^ 1 I

refening to the thighs

of ihe temple guardians.

—- n ^ ^ffi
I

one gold-fish jar.

^ ] or _^ 1 a public retiring

shed.

^ .Q'
] a seven picul jar, a very

large sized one, big enough for

a cistern.

A trailing plant, the
] ^

c|H-lj or Vitis Jicifolia, which bears

Jcany white flowers and small

grapes that are said to re-

move stupidity.

] "^ said to be a variety of

squash.

4
Jca)i(/ used by a king of Lu in sac-

rifice.

A red bull.

§^ ] a bullock which was

.jp-w* A cross piece, as on the legs

('1_|_, of a bed ; the thills of a

Jaiiiy sedan
;
poles of a bier

;
yards

on a mast; Ix'am of a flag as

the Chinese fly it; a ridge or line

in cloth ; a foot-bridge ; a cross-bar.

^ ] a bedstead.

^ I Jg^ the foot-bridge is finished.

jE

From hand and wyrk or hard
;

the second and third are unusual
forms.

To carry a burden between

two on a pole; this is the

meaning in Canton, but in

Peking, it means for one to

carry a burden on the back

or shoulders ; to lift ; to hold

)ip ; to manage ; several men lifting

a thing.

] ^ to carry a sedan.

I ^^ to carry with or on poles.

3^ ;/j ^ I
to vigorously throw

ofl' an essay or sketch.

^ V f^ 1 iiS 2!j5 I ca» manage
<n- bring about that afiair.

il W. \ ^ ''e is able to lift a
trijKxl in his hands.

tf-|- The large intestine or colon,

f /j-L I P^ the rectum.

Jamy ^ J
fat, bloated.

J^ 1
a protruded intestine

;

blind piles.

fr-r^ From metal and worh ; also read

^ I
ikmiy in some of its meanings.

J:ang The iron band on the nave

of a wheel, through which

the spokes pass ; ornaments on the

beam which ran around the hall,

and resembled golden hub-rings
;

the barb of an arrow ; a lamp-jar,

a sconce.

^ ]
to trim the lamp.

4^ I
an ornamental ring carried on

the girdle, which jingled.

J^ I
or^ ^^ I

a globular jar

in which lamps are suspended

;

used also for gold fish ; the

Cantonese make large ones.

^tet From ^ metal and Pfj hard
^V0W\ contracted.

Jcany Iron hardened by the fire,

J. e. steel ; hard, as steel

;

strong, able ; to sharpen.

^ I
steel ; and |jg ]

pure steel.

1 yi to strop a razor ; also, a well

tempered sword, which can
-^JJ

M iD © ^ ^ cut a gem just

as it can cut clay.

1 7]_m'^^^m%mzK
an innocent person has no cause

to fear the sharpest knife.

] Mil vigorous, lusty.

^ 5a lis ,^ lig li ^ 1 aspi-
ritless boy is like dull iron that

has no steel in it.

g~^ A large kind of bean, the
\

-L g shajjed like a kidney, and
^kang used in renal complaints; it

has red and white flowers,

and the pod is two feet long, round,

and contains many seeds, with a red

hiium or eye.

^nzt The large rope which binds

f*|R| *'^® meshes of a net ; a re-

Jcang straining bond or institution

of society, a great principle,

to which human affairs are respon-

sible ; control ; a controler.

J^ ]
the chief bond.

—

.

[ the " three net-ropes," are

the personal and relative duties

of a prince, father, and husband
;

the bands of human society.

] ^ constant obligations of mo-

rality.

J^ I
to deduce a principle ; to

sum up the matter.

] @ a general outline ; the sub-

ject and predicate of a sentence.

1 ll^ lli ^ to liave the entire

control.

:t % mi- nif n \o
happy prince, whom the four

quarters [of the realm] lake for

their regidator.

j ^ a chronological view of his-

tory, a narrative; annals.

] $£ principles, as of government

;

fundamental; to control; to

spread.

] ^ — "S let open the net £of

the law] a little.

] gg the leading points, the scope,

the argument.

A hard, well tempered blade
;

j

to harden iron by passing it

kang' through the fire.
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Jc^ang

Old sounds, k'sng-onJ k'ung. In

in Fuhchau, k'

Tliia ;haracter«eema to be deriv-

ed from J^ ibe t/tur and Tjt rice

combined, in aUa«k>n to the liar-

Test.

Joy, peace, ease, repose ; the

feeling of vigor, a healthy body and

quiet mind ; delightful, excellent

;

broad, as an avenue ; to quiet, to

seciu-e the repose of ; stability,

repose ; a name for Sogdiana.

] !^ health and peace, the third

of the five happinesses.

] ^ or
] 5^ robust, hale, strong.

j ^ living quietly.

^ S 1 SI your peraon will be in

perfect tranquillity.

] ^ the reign K'anghi (a. d.

1G62—1723 ; the copper cash

then coined are now selected as

gifts for cliildren.

From grain or rice and peace as

Canton, k'ong cmd hoiig j
— in Ssxctow, k'liagxmd kang ; — tn Amor/, k'ong j

—
ong and k'aung ;

— in Shanghai, k'ong j
— in Chifu, k'ang.

Empty, unoccupied, vacant.

] ^ a vacant house.

the phonetic

;

last.

occurs nsed for the

Chaff or skin of grain ; blast-

ed grain
; ixx)r, chaffy, de-

k'ang gpicable ; troublesome ; in

epitaphs, denotes being re-

miss in duties.

^ j
petty, insignificant ; what

is hardly worth doing.

m ]
or TJC ] saw-dust.

^ ] wheat bran.

•p "P ^ my bran

wife cannot come into the parlor
;— alluding to a man who rose

to office from great poverty.

I j[. ^ ji§ he has not even bran

to give ; — famishing.

] "jl^ :^- a northern name for the

heads of fungous millet (,SeUiria),

used as a diuretic.

In Peh'nyese. To become soft and
spongy, as pears and turnips do in

the spring, after the winter's storage.

^ ] "T >& ''^'s pear is unsound.

Tall, above the usual stature,

j^ I
tall in person ; it is

also appUed to garments

which are too long, or which

do not fit the persoa

From heart und peace.

Firm, decided in a good

cause
;

generous, magnani-

mous, public-spirited.

it A 1 m # ^ ^at a nobl^

hearted man he is I

k'ang

1%
Froru heart and a

similar to the last.

neck ! it is

k^ang'

Hanq' Excited by disappointment,

grieved at ; roused, disquiet-

ed

\ ^ in high spirits.

1 ^ '^ .©• highly annoyed as he

sighs out his regrets.

The original form is composed of

y^ great contracted, and two lines

denoting the large veins in the

neck; it is interchanged wi'h

some of its compounds, to which

it gives a portion of its meaning.

Overbearing, unbendiug ; strong

;

to shelter ; to oppose, to attack

;

an error, mistake ; very, exaessive,

applied to dry weather ; the second

of the 28 constellations nearly

answering to the stars l k X }i p m
Virgo, .also called ] ^ f| from

an idea that they cause drought.

] ^ domineering, violent in tem-

per.

7{i ^ /{i ] he is neither obse-

quious nor arrogant; well done;

discreet.

] ^ four small stars near Arc-

turua

Read Jc^ang The neck or throat

of a man.

k^ang'

¥rom Jire and neci, as the pho"
netic

; used with the next.

To dry ; to toast ; to bake

;

to roast on a spit ; dry ; a

drought ; to spread out to dry be-

fore a fire ; a brick bed or divan.

ff^ I
to dry at the fire ; a fire of

coals ; embers.

] {^ or ] ;^ very dry wea<<her

;

a hot sun.

— U ] the brick bed used in

Northern China to wann rooms.

1 j® •? tJie flue of the k^ang

;

also the baking furnaces of

traveling cakc-peddlers.

^ I
a warm l^wig ; to light the

fire under a k^ang.

] 'M the flue for the smoke under

the tiles.

" Tn Cantonese. To run a

ashore.

] ^ to ground on the sand.

boat

k'ang^

Like the last ; but properly

denoting the divan or wide

couch, placed at the head of

the parlor, and wide enough

for a low table in the middle, on

each side of which the host and

gnest are seated; tea itad cakes

are served on the
] JL **

I ^
•^ the divan table.

] JH to hide away, to conceal an

article, (Shanghai.)

k\xng'

From man and neck ; interchang-

ed with the next two.

To compare ; to match, to

pair ; a married pair ; to com-

pete with, to oppose ; to dislike ; to

store; straight, blunt, sincere.

matched and hannonioas, — as

a husbiuid ana wire.

I |g the courtesies of equals.

1 8ic ^'^
P^''

against, to compete.
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-+-JLi} To raise with tbo Land ; to

X'w oppose, to resist, to rebel

Jc^ang'' against ; to screen, to pro-

tect ; to rescue ; to set up

;

steep diffs on the east and

west of a hill.

j ^ to disobey tbo Emperor.

] '^ to oppose tbo government.

I
>^ stift-necked ; seditious.

^ -^ ^ I
the great target wns

set up.

I
ffi to stand in opposition.

] ^ to enliven one's spii-its, as by

nuisie.

1 S .i A an obstinate, stift-

necked fellow.

] 1^ to refuse to pay the land

tax.

1 ^ /P •fife
to resist strongly.

^ ]
to rebel, to resist lawful rule.

^ ^ I ^ to settle precedence

— without strife.

] P ^ * barrow-man, a coolie.

{Pekingese.)

\ ^ to keep up tbo market-

price.

) From gate and net ; ocunra used

with UI, to matoli.

JSang' A high gate is
] ^, like

that at the entrance of a

palace.

7j-JL»5 The sound of stones striking

p/U 'Tgainst each other

k'ang' ^ |g ^ ;i 1 if the thun-

dering sound which struck a
chill of terror.

v^-JLa) a fierce strong dog ; a

Q)^ hedgehog ; hi Siara is found

kktng' the j |^, a short and small

animal living on trees, re-

sembling a gibbon, of a fierce dis-

position, with round yellow eyes; it

is said tliat iieo[>lo there train it to

catch the hornbill, get elephants'

tusks and rhinoceros' horns for

them, and reward its success by

giving it fish and arrack.

Old sounds, kang.

Jcdng

Tho origlnnl form represents two

hands receiving a tiling, as at

autumn wlien all things are full.

The seventh of the ton stems,

answers to metal in tho form of

swords, and to north-east on the

compass ; to change, to alter ; the

reason or cause of; age, years; to

restore ; to bestow or reward ; a

path or course, as of the stars.

|pj ] of the same age.

I
^ or

] li^'
a card contalnuig

the horoscope of two persons

betrothed.

^ ,1 /\ ^ the eight cyclic

characters of a horoscope, two

each for the year, month, day,

and bom-.

A 1 fJ ii?
«r ^ ^- # 1

what is your respected ago ? —
said to persons in tho vigor of

life or under fifty.

^ I
Venus or Hesperus, tho eve-

ning star ; old, aged.

^'
] }^ to beg for aid, as in ex-

tremity ; lit. to bawl north and

west.

Jn Cantdn, king and kang ;
— in Swatom, k"6 and kwamg

- in Shanghai, kang and kang ;
—

One name for the m^ngo-
bird or oriole, is ^ ] ; it

refers probably to its yellow

plumage and black stripes
;

it is also known as ^ ^ and

^ Ml ^y southern people ; it is

also written without the radical.

keng, kaing, and kang
;

Jcang

m
Jxuig

Jcftng

filing

kcing'

To carry on a song ; to en-

core ; to connect in parts, to

join the harmony.

75 ] il ife Iw tlien took

up tho song.

emperor] proclaimed his merits

to tho land, and inscribed his

name ui the Hall of Worthies.

Composed of I?3 a horary cha-

racter and 5t. " 'c(T(, ill allu-
' sion to tho -watch ; the second is

not an uncommon form.

To change, to alter, to re-

new ; to substitute, to re-

pair ; to act for emenda-

tion ; a night watch, of which

there are five from 7 o'clock

— in Amoy, keng; — in Fnhchau,

Chifii, kang.

P.M. to 5 o'clock A.M., or twilight

to dawn, each of them two hours in

duration, and divided into five

c/i'ff«//' n^ or beats.

1 ;^ or ] ^ a watchman.

] ^' '1 watchman's drum or

liauiboo.

'M 1
*" 1& 1

t*^ ^^* ^^^^ watch.

^ I
or tyf I

to keep watch.

I lilj ono-fifth of a watch, or 24

minutes.

^ ]
to relieve the watch.

]
"^ to change the dress.

1 j^ to alternate.

I ^ entirely ditlerent ; all are

changed.

I
^ many times, repeatedly.

lit fS 7 1 ^ ™y ^'^'•1'' ^lo ""'

change.

21 1 i^ Wi '* courtier, one who

stands in waiting at dawn.

1 iS to change, to make proper.

] ^IJ
to replace by a better one.

^' /fi I ^ this yonth cannot act

in the atlah, — or attend to it.

41
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Kead Mmf An adjective of

comparison ; more, better, still

;

moreover, again.

I ^ better ; that is preferable.

j ^ still more proper.

1 -S 1 ^' still more so and

more remarkable.

\ /^ —' 'j^ there remains one

more thing or point.

m.
From rice or tjruin anil to alter

the tirst is the coinmoii fbriu.

Rice which is not glutinous

;

" the kernel is white ami long
;

it is known as
) ^ and

1 Jjll ; one variety called

^ ] ^ is .somewhat fra-

grant when boiled.

-^ fit 1 -)^ "Pl''""^ Tice,

thus distinguished from the jrfj |Q
1 tJJ or water grown rice.

m
Jcilng

Jmikj

KXNG.

From plow or field and a well.

To cultivate, to till; to

I

plow ; a plowing, the time for

J
plowing; to be diligent, to

follow up fullv ; to labor at.

1 ^ or 1

' H A a far-

mer, a plowman.

g-
I

a teacher ; to teach for a

living.

^ ^ ^ ]
•''ttcnd too to your

plowing,

g ]
to read umch.

^ 1
to write or copy for a living.

I
the green grain just sprout-

ing after plowing.

i3 1
to l)egin plowing.

1 if^ agricultural pursuits.

1 jiE '1^ JE 'f )"" '^^'^^ ^^^*^^ virtue,

you will be virtuous; a Budhist

phrase.

w

^kumj

Composed of ^ a lamh and ^ TtLl
/;<;H«///«/foiitr:tcted

;
imotlier ori-

; ^o^
gin is from jE a lumb and

yruel altered.

A thick broth, soup ; a sa-

vory jx)rridge with flesh ; a spoon
;

a small ladle.

jM 1 Wl tlai'i'-ies ofTered to hung-

ry ghosts.

^ ] fish-chowder.

^ ]
a delicious soup; met. har-

monv between states.

t- ^4 'ft 1 K ?IJ( 0* ^ ti'«re

are alsc) well-seasoned sou{)s,

already mixed in due propor-

tion.

;j;^ j broth ma(Te of plums boiled

with sugar.

—
|j^ I -Jgj

a bowl of good soup.

^ ]
a te.vsjxion.

iil 1 ,
-^r ^ 1 , "M t

often made of jH)rcelaiii.

iS 1 i Is [notliiug better than]

dust-soup and mud-rations ;
—

said of a pretentious ajjpearauce;

a plagiarist.

^ f^ ft 1 m\t^m »« 5f

I was making a well-scaiioned

80up, be you to me as the salt

and prunes.

'kdiKj

A sluice or channel to lead

water on the fields ; a shallow

tank for irrigating.

From ivord and to (titer.

j^ sjxx)ns ; i

A spinous tree likened to an
'Im)i(j e]„,^ and fit only for fuel;

some say it is a species of

Enjthiiia ; thorny ;
to prick as a

thorn ; straight, strong, willful ; sick-

ness, distress ; to ward otl' sickness
;

to obstruct ; a resume ; a stem, a

petiole; the midrib of a leaf.

] jj^ on the whole, generally

speaking,

in. P4i 1 ^ '' '* ^ Buccint view

of the matter.

1 iS! "l"''o'*ti honest, unsophis-

ticated.

^ ]
obstinate, perverse.' '

gg ]
fierce, violent, imperious.

j; ]
apparent, counterfeit.

of the shoulder.

1 "14 ? o* "" obstinate, cruel

nature.

who reared these evil stair-steps

which liave led to the present

distress T

KANG.

In Cantonese. Fixed, finished
;

certainly so; made of one piece,

. the whole of.

1 Wi '- '' 'o° '"'•'' f*"^^
!

'^^ cannot

be changed.

5^ ) I
a stifl' neck.

^ .^ 1 ^ '* '^'^^ so made

;

irremediable.

Disease ; a sickness.

'kani/ In Cantonese. To stick out,

to press into or on ; to cm-

bos.s, to inchase.

^ ^ ]
to get a stone bruise.

1 -ffi
'o emboss, as silver-ware.

] )^ disturbed, as by bad news.

A stoppage in the throat ; a

rising gorge ; rage or grief

causing an impediment in

talking.

] ^ unable to talk.

3 or 1 1 PH PH sobbing and

'kdny

1

stammering, as from weeping.

<^"^J A well-ro[)e.

W, 1 ^ T^ W f5 m if the

'kdny rope be short, it cannot draw

the deep water.

iS "6" ^f fl^ 1
to tniderstand the

ancients you nmst have a well

trimmed rope, — i'. e. a critical

mind.

'kany

To stir up by a stick when

feeling for something in the

water.

^ ft 1 >& bring a bamboo

and feel lor it.

11

In Cantonese. To reel, to wind

oft' thread ; to wade.

]
^' to retl cocoons.

1 yK j'S iwl to wade the streams

and cross the rivers.

Fish-bones ; l)ones or other

things sticking in the throat

;

iniyieldiiig as a bone ; slift',

brusque, blunt, plain Bi)oken.

•kana "^ 1 ± B officers who
^ 8|)eak their mind ; incorruuti-

ble.
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1 ^ ^ ^% ^''° ^"""^ ^^o"'^ go
down ;

— /. e. you cau'l impose

on nio.

]![ ]
finical, critical, blunt, ini-

sant,hr()[iic, querulous.

'IpjU Froin If. cm- n.i.l ffl ijvV;/,^

W/W conti'iicted ; iiiiotlier J^iiys it is

'LdlKi coniposed o( frr mhX 'ji^holi) 3^
contnicteil.

The cars rcacliing to tlio jaw,

which is tlionglit to be indicative

of nobility or long life ; bright

;

constant, sincere, ingenuous ; some-

thing that saddens the mind,

restless, ujclanciioly.

] ^ uiiriglit, high-iiMnded.

1 1 ^ ^^ **" dis<inictcd that I

could not sleep.

J ^ dazuling bright ; to illumine.

K'aNG.

^ m ,3SC I ^ 1 % n"'l there-
|

liy display tiie blight glory of

^\'i1n ^V'ang.

>& >& 1 1
'""^ upright character

;

a loy.'d and incorruptible man.

1 lit '" ^ go"<l sense, firm, correct

;

also, misanthropic, — for which

the last character is most proper.

The stalks of the taro or

Cuhtdiinii and Kiin/iile ; one I

defines it the culm of grain.

jl^"
] the young stalks of

|

tlio Euryale fcnix. i

1- 10111 . . two willi JfJ- .1 }>o(it

or y\ vioon insi<le, referring to

kdin/ ^''*^ crescent stiajio of tlic niooii jit

" tier quarlerings ; it must not be

confouHiled eitlier uitli hn'> Jj or !—
tsiicn H. revolvinj;. I
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SL

A border, a limit ; the extreme

j)oint; to fill, to reach everywliere,

univci-sally ;
— for which Jiaii;/ '|'|i

is also used ; relics ; the crescent

moon.

I
"^" — ^ the man who fills

antiquity, — (Confucius.

1
"6" 3S "^ *^''""' o' '^''l I'll "O"'-

k> 1 iC =T- M '"«»>' thousand

miles away from here.

•fvJrt'
The path leading up^to a

J'jfl scpulcher ; it is often lined

iMni/' with stone statues and tablets

in honor and to guard the

dead.

IpJ'
To thrum the threads of a lyre

|tl rapidly, so as to endanger

kdiuf breaking them.

OM soiimh, k'ang, k'eng, nm/ k'ltiig.

k'en<^ ;
— in J'\tJic/iau, W

M From eaA/i ami a iiec/.;

I

A ditch, trench, pit, excava-

i^i^"ff tion, or hollow, either natural

or artificial ; a gorge, a gulch
;

a quarry ; a pit to entrap animals
;

to throw into a pit ; to involve, as

in a snare ; to injure, to wrong.

I j^ a pit, a hole, a trench.

] i^ a sewer, a drain.

^ I
a coal-pit.

jJC 1 -J* a puddle, into which one

steps in the road.

jlj ] a deep ravine.

I ^ to endanger, to injure grie-

vously, so as to hazard Jife.

^ !K 1 to fall into a fire-pit, —
to meet great calan)ity, to be in

very sad case.

j^ ] manure cakes.

) A to damage another.

1 ^ [Tsin Chi Hwangti] buried

the literati in a pit.

In Cnii/nn, hang and kang ;
— in Sioatow^

;ng and k'ang ;
— in Slianr/hai, k'ang ;

—

I f^. 2{!L ho killed the soldiers

uho had submitted.

1 'IS t'' o\erreach, to defraud.

JI 1 ^ ffl iT ± ••">• '^i'«l «'

dirt will do to fill a pit,— i.e. do

not be finical in your diet.

In Cantonese. A row of tiles on

a roof.

1^ +f ~ I
[the house] is twenty-

two rows broad.

I> t ^ A synonym of the preceding.

{| /w A valley, a pool ; a tuunilus
;

^k'dnff an opening ; to beguile in

order to destroy.

I ^ a valley.

] ji J5 ruine<l his people.
{

^ I
a name for the eastern sea.

j

i['nT The shank bone of an ox's I

Anl leg.
I

'/Jdiiff tIc ] a certain scholar, 8ung

K'rmg, in thedaysof Mencius. I

k"'c and king ;
>- in Anini/^ kcng and

in C/tiy'iij k*an nnii k'ang.

S/» 1 From -sVowf and /tath ov Jirnh

\ The tinkling of stones
;

stones dashing against each

_^ J
other.

/'""y
1 1 ^>J« A$ij«i'"t-i
mean, tinkle-tinkle.worthless

sort of a fellow he is 1

thjr* From fianil and Jinn ; also read

"jPa^ (/'len, and used for ^p to drag.

^kVtiiff 1',, thump the head ; to

knock on, to rap; to butt

asauist.

From niiliil and Jirni.

The ringing of melnlR ; a
^L dni) nietallic soimd ; a hacking

sound, as in coughing; to

knock on.
. |

1 f'l ifil 1^ tlic jingle of bangles 1

and gongs, thumping and filing; '

— all kinds of noises, a din.
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3JiW^^]M pa'ising while his

harpsichord was a twanging.

] ] ^ iheding-dor.gb-yandof a

bell.

] 0j to strike a bell.

'-JS* The original form is made of ^
p^ Jlesh surrouudsd by

| J a cover-

ITie flesh joined to the bone
;

the attachment of the uuiscle to the

bone ; (o assent : to permit ; will-

ing, acquiescing ; \olniitary.

;^ ^ ] ^ [these jKople] refuse

to treat nic civilly.

Jl^ ] to allow, to con.sent.

"^
] ^ H, he bowed the bead

tw ice ; — entire assent.

f<)? 1 /p 1 are you willing or

not?

consent to come.

] *H 5C B §§ iC". he voluntarily

pointed to the heavens and swore.

tfi ' ] all is agreeable to my mind.

] ^ willing to exert one's self or

spend money.

1 tH 1 ^ ''' ^" following out

his father's plans ; — a refcreneo

to^^;^f,
1 ^i-ji 1 m

if the son be unwilling to raise

the hall, how much less will be

willing to roof it I

(

J

.|lH From hniiil and willinij.

4 r* To oppress, to extort from
;

it an to vex ; to detain or take by

force ; to obstruct ; over-

bearing, arbitrary, with a sense of

illegality.

1 ^ to levy black mail ; to extort.

1 ^ to catch the band, as when
rubbing a thing. /

5^ ]
to force from.

1 P EJu nS ^''1^> «ibusive talk.

I j^ to interfere and prevent the

rcdi'mption, as of a projjcrty

mortgaged.

ffi © I ^ 10 *ak« all the shares to

one's self, as in dividing an estate.

CrtjJi Rs.id shih) ill tlie dictionaries,

H Q ''"' '"''' geuerally read 'k'ani/,

'sit/t To bite one, as a dog ; to

gnaw ; to wear away.

M W Ift ^ HI ^ j^ W ^
"f 1 $ft -f the boot can wear

out tlie sock, but the sock can

ne\ergnaw the boot ; — I caunot

contend with bim at all

The original form is thought to

represent one looking from a
liigh terrace ; it forms tlie 189th
radical of a few miscellaneous

characters.

High, lofty ; elevated, as a

place or condition ; height, eleva-

tion ; loud ; eminent, exalted ; ex-

cellent, noble, a high degree of;

old, advanced ; high priced, good

quality ; answers to tlie personal

pronoun 7/oiir in direct address.

I 1& V^ "!>'*• 's your surname ?

1 ^ y*"" "pinion,

j ^ lofty, high, as a house ; m
good proportion.

^ ^ 1 iK cannot nicely dis-

lingni.sii between them ; there is

not nmch diflerence.

] Jf^' pleased, elate<l ; a show, a

festival.

m- aS I
aspiring, ambitious

;

has lofty views.

^ I
high-priced.

Jmo

Old sounds, ko and kok. In Canton, ko ;
— in Sivatow, kao and ko ; — in Amoy, k6 ; —

.

in Fuhchav, ko ;
— in Shanghai, ko ;

— 1« Cbi/a, kao.

5^ 1 ^ pU it** '"s^tc is the most

delicious of viands.

1 ^ 7 ^ 5£ "'c ^'S »'»l Jitlle

don't sort well together.

^ 1 i^ ,K ^«'''""e<l and talented.

B^ '^ \
su{)ercilious, disdainful

S 1 <^' & -^ y" "ii'^l \xgm
at the bottom when rising.

] ^ forgiving ; skilled ; able.

J^ ]
ambitious ; setting one's

self a high aim.

^ \
aged ; and ] * what is

your age 1 are said of and to

people over fifty years old.

] ^ a great name ; also, your

name.

G. 1 ^ 51 trying for ll'« Ji'S''

branch, ambitious.

1 iB. * great-great-grandfatlier.

^ >i; ] how many poles high is

it?

] ^ a great reputation atul in-

fluence.
,

^ to be promoted.

^ [^ a state of the Oiiignrs,

perbajis Khoten.

^ Corea ; this name first

denoted the northern pari, of the

peninsuhi.

A tall bamboo, or pole with

which to push boats along.

^ I
to push off a boat;

to ]x)le boats,

j^ ]
poles for poling a boat

From flesh

l>hoiietic.

and high as the

Fat, grease ; ointment
;
pre-

. i)arations which l(X)k hko

grease, as gambler ; fat expressed

from meat ; blubber ; rich food

;

greasy ; fertilizing, rich
;
genial

;

anointed; to anoint ; to enrich, to

lubiicate, to grease.

^ M 1 -i '^''o genial rains have

fattened it.
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^S 1
*>'

1 fiff
clarified fat or lard.

1 ^ '' plaster ; but Sg
|

is

pve[)aved opium.

1 ^ rich fare, sumptuous living.

^ 1
green dye wafers prepared in

Chelikiang.

] >Ai fat and fire, a term for a

scliolar's stipend.

I ^ fertilizing dew

1 ^ sleek, fat.

,§, ] rich favors.

1 )]£ fat ; fatly, greasy.

1 jy Bh grease it with fat.

I ^ ^ ^ a rich man's son, a

useless spendthrift.

From g uildtc and^ len men ;

the second fonu is liow more
common than the original.

To stand ou a high place

and praise or bless ; to an-

nounce, fo harangue ; to

whine, to drawl out ; high, emi-
nent ; a marshy bank,

JX ] a river's bank.

I P^ a palace gate.

I ^ a term for the fifth moon.

]- I
disorderly, stupid ; inso-

lent
;
plain diet.

1 J^t ^ tiger's skin.

From Iree and eminent orfault ;
the second form is unusual, and
also used as a synonym of kiu'

fM the tiillow-tree, in both
cases apparently, from a eonfn-
sion of the phonetics.

Name of a tree.U ) a well-sweep
; they

are n::,<(ch nsed in irrigating lands

near rivers in tlio northern pro-

vinces ; also a water-wheel worked
by the feet

From baff and %- error as the

phonetic ; it resembles r'o/i, ^
in form and meaning.

A case or sack for arrows, or

for armor, attached to a chariot,

similar to the drawings found at

Nine\eh ; a wrapi>er for a bow
;

to put up a bow.

y

] "^ cases for bow and arrows

^ 1 M A. lie put down his

qin'ver and came in.

(j{ 1 ^ ;^ he has returned the

bows and arrows to their cases.

'—Ip.^ From 3p a s/ieep and^ to slioiv

C>»» contracted.

<^™ A lamU

1 -7- or :^ I
a kid.

8u 1 & unycaned lambskins.

^ 5^ 1
curly-haired lambskin

or astrakhan.

^ I )^ black lambskin.

^ 1 H }@ a stewed lamb and
delicate wine ; — a feast.

jl;-X£. From ria; and lamb as the ]iho-

7K—Ll netic : often written like the next.cluw
^kao Cakes, pastry ; a dumpling

made of rice or wheat flour

and raised very light ; it is cooked

by steaming or baking, according

to the kind of flour.

g'
|g ] fruit dumplings.

fJ I
lea^•ened cakes of rice flour.

^ ]
dumplings of glutinous rice

made for new-year.

^ )
sponge cake.

] ffi|!j cakes ; a dessert.

I ^ a cake, a bolo.

jpi^ ]
large cakes offered in wor-

ship by the emperor on the sun's

festival on the 2d day of the

2d moon, and presented to

officers whom he honors.

^|X^ Interchanged and i

B_Ll mous with the last.

nearly synony-

Jmo Steamed cakes ; a bit, a bait,

a nice morsel.

I Wt rice flour.

From </>•<»« s.ni fault,

A large drum, twelve feet

long ; it was in olden times

put on a cart, and struck to

arouse workmen to resume

their labor.

\ M%B tlic roll of llie great

drum did not drown — the

hum of their labors.

»̂̂
'/MP

^ 1

From f/rain and hi</h ; the se-

cond form is commonest.

' Tlie culm of grain, straw ; a

first draft of a j)aper, a

sketch, a minute; the ori-

ginal copy ; a proof, as of a

printer,

rice straw.

jljl 1 to prepare a statement, to

make a draft.

1^ ]
to have the whole subject

in one's mind.

"i^
1

a first draft ; the rough copy.

^]* ] to take a proof, as from a

block.

1 i^ '"'
I ^ the head clerk, who

keejis tliC record of cases.

,^ 1 ^ theme, as for a composition.

35^ ]
a draft of a paper.

1 ^ ^ ^ 1 M let the docu-

ments in the case remain in the

record office.

g 1 [fj JE keep both the draft

and tlie fair copy.

] ^ a mattress or bed made of

rice siraw rolled in wisps.

E >& S ^T 1 •? to think over

a composition before writing it

out.

*-i^ Dry, rotten, as wood ; withcr-

||ij ed, as grain ; a tree resem-

'X((o bling the chestnut, though

others describe it like tiie

tallow tree; desire gone; no re-

source ; to accumulate,

j ^^ dried fish ; stockfish.

^ S 'tS 1
attenuated, thin;

forlorn-looking.

1
"^ Vi ^ '^ ^I'T '""1 useless

Kticlv ; met. a shiftless fellow.

] i^ a plant like water-hemlock

or eowbane {Cicvta), whose seeds

are used as medicine.

I'lom plant and deenyed ; it is

iiilcrchanged with the last two.

7.((y Straw good for thatching;

decayed wood ; a draft, a first copy.

] ]^ a straw mat ; a bed of straw.

j ^ the original documents.

§ I
blasted straw.
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f^i-if A scabby itcliiiig disease.

''"^° P n W 1 ^M I'e sells

itch ointiiicnt with clo.sed

doors ; met. he (the clerk)

trades iii a jjiivatc way.

'kxio

t

Fiom tree ami s«« over it, as
tlie Sim appears in sight.

The rising suu shiniug o\ er

the trees ; clear, high as the

sun.

1 1 Ul B tlie rising sun shines

brightly.

1 ? in ^ ^ 5C '> rises glo-

; rioiis in the heavens.

From sun or while and hiyh

;

tlie second form is most common,

. and is synonymous witli /iffo' Hi!f

luminous ; there are otlier forms.

m Clear
;

pure, white ; hoary,

.IS hair.

1 Jfr ^ JE, "iked and
- .barefooted.

1 i^ ^ "^ truly a venerable

I white head,

f>{r-^ A kind of thin' lustrous silk;

'I^IrI 1'1'1'n white or inidyed silk;

'too simple, unornamented ; to

^ boil silk.

] ^^ rtl white thin silk gar-

ments and gray kerchiefs.

1 ^ white caps, woni i)i old times.

I ^ plain white sillvs.

-^iN alt

cm ^ i/reat and /\ eiylit

altered in combination.

sky.

M\ KfM the skyey

vajwrs enter the abyss.

_^i-» J From jHOulh and au ox,

, *, To "ore, to butt with the
Lao ,

°
.

iiorns; to announce to a su-

perioi', to inform by petition

or praj'er ; to impeach, to indict

;

to tell of, to advise of; to ask, to

request, as in courtesy ; to procLiiui,

to order, to decree.

1 Wi to accuse before a court ; to

bring chaiges against.

] jj^ an indictment.

I 3M to sue for a debt,

jf^ ]
.the plaintitl'; |g ] the

defendant
; ^ ] the parties in

the case.

] |fp to tell another, to inform,

to speak to ; also, the .iccusa-

tion and defense.

1 TJi to proclaim to all ; an official

proclamation.

] ^ a notification, a placard, an
authoritative declaration.

_L 1 or ^ I
to appeal to the

higher court.

1 T fiJ^ ^ ^ ^^"^^ entered an

accusation against you.

^ ] a deputy or pleader who
appears as proxy in a case

;

women and old j^eople are re-

quired to have one.

^ ] to infonn a superior or any
official.

1 S ^ P^ ^ '^'^^^ "° resource

to help myself.

B J^ 1 l^ the suu and moon
forebode evil.

^ I
no one to appeal to ;— the

Iieljjless and weak.

] m to infonn one's ancestors—
by prayer.

1 ^ or j JsJ^ to announce that

a thing is finished.

olHcer have made tliis song to

let my complaint be known.

1 M to get leave of absence.

I ^ I am alxiiit to take my
leave, said by a visitor.

1 $l[
to give an officer his seals.

] f/fc
to renounce office.

1 il^ ^ to resign and go home
to wait on one's parents.

Bead fai/j, To tell one's pa-

rents.

i^ 1 ^ "^ l^e must inform bis

parents.

^klA } From words and to announee.

P|r| To enjoin upon, to order

Icao^ those under one, and thus it

is the opposite of the pre-

I

ceding ; to signify one's

wishes ; a patent or seals ; a

decoration.

I ^ credentials, a commission.

1 ^ :^ A a patent ennobling

an officer's mother.

] ^ H fti ''^ ennobled three

generations of his ancestors.

^ 'ffi 1
tlie patent given to an

officer's wife.

] ^ a scroll from the Emperor,

j ^. ordere given to combatants.

M.^ \ M 1"** Majesty of the

Ts'iiig dynasty conferred these

honors ; — a phrase in epitaphs.

kuo>

An ajipanage conferred on

WSn Wang's son, now com-

prising most of the depart-

ment of T'ung-ch'ang fu [p|

^ J^ in the western part

of Shantung.
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Old sounds, k'o. k'ok, and k'ot. /« Canlon, bao, k'ao, and ko
;
— in Swatow

in I'u/ichau, k'o ;
— in Shanghai, k'o; — in Chifh

From hod;i and
buiie added.

nine, or with

Tlio pnil bone of the spine,

the OS coxaid.cis ; ihe sacral

extremity ; the rumi) of an

animal.

^ ]
the black riiinp, — a

term for the heron.

") From ^ eld and "7 iiit/enious

contracted ; ilie seccuul .incicnt

form is pedantic.

Aged ;
long(ivity ; ancestors,

especially a deceased father

;

completed, as bis life ; to

complete ; to have long life :

finished ; to examine, with reference

to office or enlisting ; to question,

as canelidatcs at a competiti\o

,

examination; to strike on.
j

1 ^ a triennial examination of

officials.

1 M ^" examine for dcgi'ees.

1 M ''* M 1
triennial examina-

tion for shitshii, to sec if they

maintain their scholarship.

)\\ \ or j^ ]
the annual pre-

fectmal examination for shits^ai/

-)^ 1 the triennial examination

for Liij.'n.

1 M "M"
*li<' fi''^t °" *'^® '"*' ^^

siuts^ai.

I
A y passed his examination.

1 ^ or ] ^ to search into

officially ; to ferret out a matter.

I ^ to finish a work.

1 j^ I will see that the mat-

good
ter is accomplished.

44 mT ?S 1 there is no

evidence for it.

iij 1 pp to give an opinion as to

one's fitness for a place.

] ^ to beat a drum.

j K to search out by diviiiation.

^ \ vay deceased father.

*. ] very aged ; a wish that one

may reach old age.

'/.'ao

From hand and to question, re-

fen'ing to the tortuio ; occurs

used with the last.

To put to the question ; to

extort a confession ; to snatch,

to grab.

] Ul, to examine by torture.

] )!il! IIK to beat one's ankles,

jf/, JflJ I
Jfi[ to bamboo or torture

one without a warrant.

1 i^y to bamboo .ind force a con-

fession ;
to torture for robbery.

1 ffll "H'
to rob like a footpad.

{C(int07iese.)

H 1 ^" 'S^
a^ter the third con-

fcfcsion, endorse the evidence.

A tree producing a kind of

varnish sap ; it seems to refer

to the Ailantvs t/kmdulosci

by the synonyms, but may

al:o denote a kind of Rhus, {Jiliua

fotimis '/) whose sap i.s u.seful in

making wood paints, for which the

Ailantus is not employed.

1 ^ mangrove bark {Ji/i.!;opI,om),

used to dye canvas and cotton

a brown color; it comes from

Siam.

1 $lfi I'onget! dyed umber,— with

this bark.

] jj^ a well-bucket made of osier,

lattan, or other twigs.

'k'ao

From Jire and to test

;

unauthorized character.

it is an

To toaat, to dry at the fire

;

to fry, to grill ; to char, as a

beam.

1 |§ |ig make Komo toast

] Tfc to bend a stick by beat.

j :^ to warm the hands.

] ^^ burned in roasting.

j ^ to bake a cake,

j
— ] warm it a little.

(ii ^ 1 el '" <log-day3 we

are all roasted by the snn.

'I

, k'ao ana ko ;— in A mot/, kft j
—

k'ao.

From ^re an3 dried or high;
apparently the original forms of
tlie last, which has supplanted
tliem ; tlie first is also read liao'

and ihiao, fiery ; and /loA, hot.

To dry at the fire ; to grill

;

to toast ; hot, stifling; radia-

tion of heat; burning.

^ ;lf 1 1
the heat is oppressive,

— and there is no way of relief.

] l^]
to loast meat.

MiK% ] m 'It (« ^varm) it

over a gentle fire.

Ic ao

'h'c'O

Interchanged with the last.

Hot air ; a dry, burning at-

mosphere.

Uao

From ox and high, perhap.; re-

ferring to the entertainment.

To feast victorious soldiers on

their return ; botuity money
;

to reward workmen with a

treat.

I
'^ to confer bounties ; batta

money.

] _X *'' entertain the workmen,

as on a building.

] ^ offieial largesses to farmers.

i/C 1 H ^ '"'' great largess to the

army.

n^' ]
^- to give a feast to laborers.

A> From not and to inform .- i. e.

stating that we will not agree.

L\io' To mutually oppose ; to lean

against ; to rely on ; to dej^nd

on for support, connected with

;

occurs wrongly used for hth^ fj
fetters.

f^ 1 *"'
1 ^ to lean against,

literally and figuratively ; to

depenel on, to trust to.

1 tfc ^^ ^'^^^ "'^ * pillow.

1 >^ warmed ; looking to the

fire.

] 1^ ^ a high-backed arm-

chair.

J
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1 lljfelll 1 >K Pfe 7K a "moun-

taineer must depend on the hills

for his living, and a waterman

on his fish ;
— i. e. every man

must look to Lis own calling for

a living.

I jlb ^ ^ dependent on this

for a living.

•f:§ ^ ;^ I
a continual reliance,

as a widow on her son, a wife

on her hushand.

] in ^^ confide in, to rely on.

1 "^ {i unreliable; not to be

depended on.

] [Jj abutting on a hill, as a

grave or a fort ; met. a dernier

resort, « resource.

^ ]
trustworthy; reliable.

k:etj-
Old sounds, ku, kot, and kop. In Ciiiilon, kan ;

— in Swa/oic, knu and ko

;

ill J-'u/irhau, kail, ken, and kaiu ;
— i« S/iiiiv/lial, kii ;

—

leu

Originally a contracted form of

kii' 'p] a sentence ; and some-

times used for the next two.

To mark off and reject, as

items in a list ; to divide off a com-

position into sentences, to entice,

to invite ; to enveigle ; to hook on,

to connect ; a hook ; in (/coiiiclri/,

tiie short sides of a triangle.

I
}^ to mark off the names of

criminals to be executed.

~- ^ 11^' *" cancel an account.

1 1^ to reject, to mark out.

] 51 to entice, to lead astray-

1
"^^ a scheme; a job; underhand

doings; illicit connection.

m ^ f;n fiti # 1
^' "l>o can

tell what job you are hatching

now ?

1 J\h is*
*^oying with women ; lewd

dalliance.

1 ^ ^ fishing for custom.

]
sS'^ojoinin a plot; privy to;

drawn into a scheme, in league

with ; secretly connected.

] |}5t
a hook to indicate a para-

graph ; the two short legs of a

triangle ; met. trigonometry.

1 ± ll ft^ <& ^ ^ you ha^«

anticipated my idea.

W A ] m \ 1. Ttlietwoare
engaged in an illicit intrigue.

1 ^ S't'
'o invite the Blade God,

f.e. to worship an agricultural

deity, whose image is broken

to pieces about new-year's day

with the clay ox.

PTtf -Another form of (l.ii ^iij to .seize,

pAI but this is nsually read </''", and

, used with the next and last.

To collect, to get ; to join

together, to clasp ; to grasp ; to

restrain.

] ^ to unite, like a chain ; to ,

rabbet together. I

1 !l§ '" check an account as

balanced.

] -^ to nab ; to seize ; to lug ;

along. I

In Peh'iiffeS'

m the wall.

T^

To point bricks,

point the bricks

From inctalmifl hooh or sentence;

used with the hist.

A hook, a barb, a claw, a

fiuke ; a sickle, a bill-hook

;

a crooked sword ; a hasp, a

clasp ; a catch on a sword

hilt ; in pemiuins/iij), a liook to the

right ; to hook ; to ni.nke crooked

or hooked ; to detain, to influence

;

to tempt, to entice ; to search into
;

to consider.

|fj ^. 1 a fish-hook.

1 tii ?JS Imook it up or out.

|||^ ]
a bed-curtain hook.

] ;fgf
a hook for hanging things

on.

1 {i T hooked or linked together;

detained, as if by force.

1 i^^PH ft )5f
beguile him to

come here by some means.

— tn A moy, ko, ho, and kan j
—

i« C/iifti, ko.

1 jh or
] -^ to detain, to keep

;

unable to get on, as for want

of money.

1 Sf« SI Si to search out the

princi|.lc's of a thing.

\ '(M f^ 'M-
'o consider the

abstruse and search the remote

results, as in philosophy.

^ ] tk ^ was c.iught on the

barb, I've been t.akcn in.

liS ] to hook up by feeling for.

^ 1 ^ j^ to have coiidjulors

inside ; to be leaguetl with people

oul.side.

1 ^ to fasten the girdle.

A sickle or bill-hook.

^ ]
a crooked blade used

by grass and faggot-cutters.

IlX-u

The bank of a field raised

above the level, on which

vegetables are grown.

From silk and jinnce.

Cord used to wrap the hilt

of a sword in order to grasp

it better.

^ ]
a hilt wrapiXKl with grass.

d^f From water and connected as

rjdttj the phonetic.

ken A water-course in a field ; a

drain, a ditcli ; an aqueduct

;

to surround, as with a moat ; a

current in the ocean ; used by

Budhists for ten billions, for which

the primitive alone is .also written.
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P I
field drains.

^ I ^ a filthy sewer.

^ 1 S ^.1 ? [like] a duck in

.,;
a gutter,— the cook eata a little

' of everything.

— ii 1
or — ta 1 Sa a sew-

er, a gutter.

^ I
the dry ditch, a name for

the hollow in a horse's back.

^ I ^ to open sewers and
driiius.

^ •^
1 ^ [t'le people] died in

the ditches.

^ 1
gutters between the tiles.

^ 7K I
or ^ ] the black

current or sewer, a name for the

kiiru-dwo, or gnlf-streaiu along
the Chinese and Japanese coasts.

A bamboo frame or hamper
for drying clothes over a fire

;

a chuuffe-lit ; a sort of basket.

i§ ] a lamp shade or

screen.

1 hI » bamboo drying frame, nsed

by Wiishermen.

Single garments with narrow
sliaight sleeves; plaits in a
dress

VI" 1 a sort of gauntlet

or cuff drawn over the sleeve.

I A kind of ]c;i(hern vani-

hnice or vanthnicc, cilled

^i ] , use<l by archers to

strengthen the arm.

From plant and a iook.

Plants, herbage ; wayward,

to the right or left; im-

promptu, inconsiderate, off-

hand ; illicit, adulterous
; as an

adverb, carelessly, imjjroperly ; as a

conjunction, if, if so ; but, neverthe-

less.

] -^ illicit intercourse, fornica-

tion.

] ^ to get unfairly.

] ^ T ^ careless in doing; to

finish off a matter anyhow ; to

huddle up^

f^ ^ ^ I
to manage a busi-

ness properly.

1 ^ ^ if it be not so.

J 'Sb AB ]lt y<^t if it can be done

in this way.

] m to oftend inconsiderately.

^ P to
1 ^ do not desert a

cause when it is danger.

1 jU a ledge of rocks in a stream;

a stumbling-block.

# i'f 1 M f@ A a hireling, a

baseborn mercenary, who will

commit crimes for money.

A bill known as
] |||g [Ij,

situated in Hang-yang hien

'keu ^ [^ 0. in Hunan, where

the tablet in honor of Yii

was placed.

C yjf/|» From bamboo and hook.

'keu

A conical or cylindrical trap

made of bamboo for catching

shrimps and minnows ; it is

dragged along the bottom.

C ifli 1 a weel without barbs

;

met. a heedless, inattentive man.

Wi. 1 S8 a kind of boat at Canton

used by travelers and fishermen.

# ?f ?5l 1
don't disturb my

fish-traps.

, A high tree found in Sz'-

j"j cli'nen, resembling an aspen
;

kea the long sweetish seeds are

prei)ared for preserves ; the

Japanese apply the name to the

Ifofenia diitciK ; crooked.

1 %%. a spinous species of barber-

ry (Berleris chinensis).

I 4fi seeds of tlie Bcrbeiis lydttm,

and of the last, used as a febri-

fuge and collyrium.

1 \1k (•"
1 H a' Canton) a

small orange (Citnis higarmlia),

full of small seeds ; its spinous

branches make the shrub suit^

able for hedges.

''^Jht I'"™'" "^ '% "'"i 'P] I'ook, a

vH# contraction of ^ loose; but

ken others say it is used for k'e«^ PP
to call, as a dog guards by his

bark.

A dog
;

petty, contemptible

;

a term applied in contempt to m-
fatits and children, a puppy, a brat

;

it is used in the names of many
living things, insects, fish, <fec.

] "T*
or — ^ ] one dog.

1 til a IJetty theft, done by a |

^ jiillerer.

] 1U|- or 1 pj^ the dog barks.

1 S o""
] M. a flea.

^ ]
a term for gentlemen's ser-

vants or waiters in offices.

iP"? 1
or E 3£ I

Peking

lai^dogs, the pug-nosed sort.

[Jj I
rustics who cut grass or

watch graves. (Cuntanese.)

1 M "f*
(log's legs, a nickname

for police-runners, from their

greediness for money.

^^ I
another name for a species

of seal ; used for the fur.

^ PI I
or ^ pij

]
a door-

keeper, a porter.

^ ]
[you are like a] mad dog

;— an abusive terra.

TJ; ] a climbing animal resem-

bling tlie racoon ; its fur is used

for garments ; also a term for

manacles.

] Jj!. the stars tp and x 'i Sagit-

taritis ; and | ^ are the stars

0) a b c in that sign.

5^ I
a star in Argo.

'keu

From ^^ old and "pj a hook,

wliich is regarded us really used

for the next.

A face looking as if grimed

with dirt from very age ; senile,

very old, decrepid.

I ^ infirm, superannuated, in

second childhood.

]55 1
or ^ I

very infirm ; ex-

treme age.

I j^ f^ benefits of age and ex-

perience.

than I am.

amn 1 SI & fe^
te

prays for the very aged, those

with hoary heads and bended

backs.

42
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From earth and jueen.

f\X Dirty, filthy ; scnrf, dandruff,

keu' the dirt grimed in ; sordid,

disgraceful ; immorality ; a

stain, a reproach.

Vt \
'^^

\ W> ^^^^ "" *^^ twdy
or clothes ; filthy, unwashed.

glj ] scrape off the dirt

^ I
slovenly, dirty ; met. infam-

ous or disgraceful conduct.

^ j to wash away filth ; to re-

form.

^ I
to get dirtied, covered with

dust ; disgraced, lost Lis good

name.

^ ] stainless, a Bndhist term

(mani) applied to one of the

sapta ratiici, a fabulous brilliant

pearl, used as a symbol of Bud-

ha and his doctrines.

Atff^ The crowing of a pheasant.

H/ff 1 "^ U. "!'' "'inie of a dis-

keu' trict in the present Siienhwa

fu in the north of Chihli.

^ 1 f^§ ?L *li° pheasant crows

and the hen broods,

j^W 1 ^it "O"' tliere was a

crowing plie&sant

f(>
The ends of the yoke which

fy press on the -sides of the ani-

^Iiit mal's neck.

Read ^keu. The projecting

end of an axle ; the hub.

] ^ a small ox.

] J^ the chariot used by the

empress in the Hia dynasty,

having bent axle-ends.

J 1 A sense of shame ; to re-

I proach, to rail at, to shame

, I

one ; to taunt ; outrageous,

J
unprincipled.

1 S- or
I ,1 to vilify, to

curse.

4H I
to abuse each other.

^' ashamed, a feeling of mor-

tification.

]5« to speak angrily at one.

i^ ^ IW sentiments of shame
and thankfulness.

1^
keu'

i?J ;^ iS.^ 1 1 will not bear

his mortifying me.

^ P^ W 1 £ he barred the

door and railed at him.

/l^ To pair, to copulate ; to meet,

fj to encounter; name of the

keu' 44th diagram, referring to

union.

^ ] union of the dual powers;

coition, sexual intercourse.

1 ^ in % make it as good as

at first.

M
^) From woman and to connect ; it

k resembles the liut.

fett^ A second marriage, as of a

widow ; to wed a kinswoman ;

fondness, affection, love ; conjugal

embraces.

1^ ]
a second marriage.

/p 5^ :!£ ] she did not recipro-

cate his love.

^ ] a go-between.

f) Occurs used with the next.

To buy ; to hire ; to procure

keu' for one's self, to induce, to

bring on one.

I K *'0 purchase.

I ^ to manage purchases.

anotlier.

g 1 ^ fft,
to bring down deep

hatred on one's self.

From hand and to connect ; oc-

curs used with the next.

To pull, to drag ; to plot, to

stir up, to implicate ; to reach

up to ; to put a thing high np.

^ ] ^ M ''^°y formed a very

close connection, as an undying

enmity or friendship.

1 ^ to contract a dislike.

] ^ at war ; moving troops.

1 <§• to thmk upon,

j jp^ to bring evil on one's self.

] ^ ^ I can't reach up to it

see if you can get that basket

down from the tree.

keu'

i From wood and to connect, as in-

terlacing beams ; used with the
preceding.

To roof over with beams ; the

truss of a roof; to construct ; to

unite ; to copulate ; to burst forth,

as fire ; completed, finished.

] ijf^ to take fire.

:y g, ] the matter is now done

with.

^n ^ A H? [^ W ther«

is no need of invidious remarks

from by-standers.

] ^ the procreative principle

;

sexual intercourse.

I ^ to mix glue, as in a paint.

^P ji ^ I
it is like what I once

did.

'Li To met with, to happen ; to

come upon one suddenly ; ac-

cidentally, unexpectedly.

I j^ a chance affair.

I jH to fall in witL

IRW 1 S ^ no sickness ha«

befallen me.

) Interchanged with the last.

To see or meet one suddenly

;

to occur ; to finish ; accident-

ally, unforeseen.

1 ^ to encounter one, as in the

Street.

SIf ^ 1 W seldom do I see one

who matches you.

^ ^ M ^ -f- 5 1
do not

say, No one sees me here, it is

not an open place.

I J^ ^^ finished this business.

^ ]
rarely met with.

^, j
readily infected with, as

maJaria ; occurs easily.

The original fomi is thought to

represent the timbers in the

_ frame-work of a house, as they
keu interlock and cross each other

;

many of the compounds «how
traces of this meaning.

A high number, t«n billions, for

which ^ is .also used ; a room.

»J» ] ^ =• words spoken in the

closet or hareem.

keu'
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^rty' From boiD and a shell or husk;

jP?T> used witli uext.

^„5 To dr.aw a bow to ito full

stretch ; bowmen, archers

;

full ; enough, adequate, for which

the next is more common.

^i ^ tt 1
archers can draw the

arrow to its head.

^ I
not enough, inadequate, un-

able.

^ ^'
'iJ" JS 15^ 1

scholars should

exert their faculties to the utmost

\ I
the string is on the thumb

;

i. e. the thing is all right ; it suits,

it matches.

i^r^W 1 Mm are you able to

do thatt

keu-

From much Riid a hook ; it bas
almost superseded tlie last.

Enough, sufficient ; adequate

;

satisfied ; filled up, to the

brim ; thoroughly.

1 ^ ;{^ too much by far.

/p ] 4^ not tlie original cost ; ue.

I shall lose on it.

£, ^ If^ 1
"t^ 'S '"y wish ; I shall

be sorry if I dou't get it.

^ I 19 or -^
I

not enough,

insufficient.

] ^ that will do ; we'll stop now.

I
-^ singular, unusual

] yp I 5S is there enough?

] ^ 6vf
impracticable ; one can

make nothing of him.

OM sounds, k'u, k'l'ip, and k'i'it. In Canton, k'au and bau ;
— in Swarow, k'ao, t'

ko ;— in Fuhchau, k'au, k'eu, and k'aiu ;
— in Shanghai, k'u and

From hand and a store-room.

To raise, as the skirt ; to

feel for with the hand ; to

lay away, to store.

I ^ ^ ^ lifted up his dress

and ascended to the hall.

1 'iP Hi ?j5 you can't get it back
— or out again ; as money that

has been spent.

1 ISE ^^^ return, as of harvest.

Eead ^ngeu. To strike.

In Cantonese. To dilute ; to

mix ; to adulterate.

] ^ mixed thoroughly or evenly.

1 ^j; adulterated with sand.

^ I
mixed in equal parts.

] ^ mixed without order, or not

in proper proportions.

To pick out with a knife.

I Ifl] to cut out or dig out

through a hole, as a fruit

without cutting it up.

A deep sunken eye, such as

the southern Chinese often

have.

^ ] sunken eyes.

keys' eyes are very deep set.

wui

Jc^eu

'pdj

Meu

The notch or catch at the end

of a bow, to which the bow-

string is fastened.

1 ^ l^''^ tliumb-ring used

by archers,

i I ;^ j|-^ an old game common
in Iliipeh, of hiding the ring

ab*»ut newyear's time.

<?t

'P

From plant and hoUow.

A species of onion ; its hollow

culm.

] yj[- a medical term for an

irregular pulse, which is

tlioHgiit to be hollow like an

onion stalk.

Tiie clitiracter is designed to

represent tlie moutli ; it forms

tlie SOtii radical of a natural

^roup of cliiii-acters relating to

speaking ; and is often added to a

character to show that it is to be

read plionetically.

The mouth, defined to be " that

from wiiich words proceed, and at

which food enters ;" an entrance,

an opening ; a hole ; a rip or tear
;

a gorge, a pass, a gap or notch in

mountains ; end of a street ; a port

for trade ; a gate in the Great Wall;

to mouth, to reilerate ; speech,

utterance ; a classifier of swords,

I.

u, k'a, ko and k'6 ;
— in Amoy, k'o and

hio ;
— in Chi/u, k'6.

persons, cannon balls, bags, hatches,

screws, boxes, a fill of a pipe or a

draught of water, <fec. ; verbally ;

by word
;
pronunciation.

^J ] talkative ; specious.

^ j
persons, individuals.

^y ) ;^ a good utterance, fluent

iU ^ 1 ^ when he was able to

feed himself

j3
I

the population ; a family.

M ] ^ untrustworthy.

•^ I
the rim on a box which

receives the cover.

1^ ^ 1 'JtH
smoke two pipes.

—
I 1^ a dose of physic,

j ^ sheep-skins or lamb-skins

from Mongolia.

^ I
-^ denote husband and wife.

5S 1
or ^ I

open your month.

\
{fj> outside of the Great M'^all,

meaning Mongolia and beyond
;

extra-provincial China, and even

in foreign regions.

^ J
an estuary, a firth.

f§ ^ 1 a great brag ; to vapor

and boast greatly

^ 1 or
] ^ a port for trade.

A \ ii ^ ^ family of eight

IJersons.
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^ I
a vicious appetite, a preg-

nant woman's longing.

1 ^ 'H'' ^^ '^'^ beart is wrong
tiioiigh lie speaks well.

^ A J^ ] J^ to confute another

for his l(xiiiacity.

JJX T 1 Si T ''^^ ^^^ ^^ healed

up.

I |5 to dictate to a writer.

I pj^ a mimic, a ventriloquist.

] f^ a vocal signal ; a cry as a
signal.

Wi M \ 'P ripped open a hole.

^ 1 sevur.al persons.

J ^ tliat which fills the mouth,
uiatter for remark.

I ^ a phraseology
; a disputa

1 |g rations, allowances.

\ M. ^ ^ living to gratify his

palate and belly.

^ jS 1
'""1 old horse or mnle,

alluding to the difference in the

teeth.

]
The fii-st form is most common.

L A domesticated »nimal, es-

pecially equine ones ; an ox

/P J
with its head awry, for

Feu' which the second is nsed.

i^ 1 an animal fit for

workc acrifice, as the camel, mule,

ass, horse, dog, <tc.; they are also

called :^ § or the six animals

which are reared.

'IP

-l-rt ^ 1 From hand and mouth : the

pjY j
to rap on,— in which senses

ifc'e

secoud form is rarely used.

To ;trike, to knock against,

' only the second form is

used ; to de<luct, to dis-

count ; to hook on, to link

in ; to buckle ; to rein up a horse;

a skein ; a deduction, a discount.

I p^ to rap on a door.

] iJf to take oflF, to deduct.

1 ^ to reduce an account

I M to button.

1 ^ to buckle the girdle.

^ £. 1 to reduce to ninety-five,

to take off five per cent.

K'EU.

ilt it S. ] ^ take oflF one-fifth

per cent.

I ^ to subtract ; to strike off, as

a name from a hst.

] Is] to deduct from wages till

the advance is all paid up.

I S3 o'' 1 jJC the discount.

] -g to hinder.

^ ] ^ a slip-knot,

•f^
—

I
one skein of silk.

—
* 1 ^ ? °"® opening or two
folds of a document

] M ffiJ M he stopped his horse

to expastulate wilii him.

] gg to knock on the gate ; met.

to enter a country.

I Ip a narrow kind of cotton
;

it is eight t^un wide.

^A»_|) From metal and mouth ; nsed

TRLI ^'''' '''® ^''

Bti(? A gold or silver rim on a

cup, enchased on the edge

;

to engrave ; to enchase ; chased or

filagree-work ; a round or chased

button ; a butto^, a clasp ; to but-

ton ; to make a din.

1 p a button hole.

U ]
round button.:, .

^ I
brass clasps or links.

SB ] a great clamor or noise, as

when beating gongs, &c.

* An unauthorized character, pro-

bRbly formed to indicate the dif-

ferent material.

A button, differing from the

last in that it is made of thread or

cord, wound like a ball ; to fasten,

as the hasp on a door by a nail

;

to loop, to tie up and fasten.

1 Jl ifi ? loop on the button.

4_?»* ^ From yQ to Jlnish and Jt to

7^ beat.

0eu' Tyrannical, cruel ; riotous;

to rob, to plunder ; to act as

a robber; to do mischief; banditti,

thieves, highwaymen ; an enemy

;

a local tenn for a flock.

1 ^ or ] ^ iusiu-gents, out-

laws iu armed bands.

K'EU.

*t jS 1 ^ to put down robbers i

and oppressors.

f^ ]
pirates, dacoits.

jjl I
an enemy, a mortal foe.

^ ;t * M « ^ ^ 1 the

people are unsettled because of

the robbers who plunder them.

^ ) an open robber, a Eobin

Hood.

^1 I
in ancient days, the Minister

of Crimes, a criminal judge.

I ^ an abundance, said of birds.

[> The reed or slaie of a loom,

made of bamboo.

'^*"' ^ 1 the slaie through which

the warp runs.

^ I
to make a slaie of

bamboo splints.

Mi
k'eu'

A term for the seeds of

cardamoms and similar spicy

fruits.

"h" I
'^ the mace or flower

of nutmeg.

^ ]
and ^ :t. ] the nutu.eg.

!& M. 1
the whole cardamoms

{Ainomiimcai-damomum), or the

cluster cardamoms, growing in

Kwangtung.

3^ JL ) the round cardamoms

(Amomnm ylobosum), found in

Kwangtung.

1 "& ff£ the cardamom bud
;

met. a blooming girl.

k'eu'

From hird and sheU^ referring

to the recent exit of the ciiick.

Fledgelings which must be

fed by the parent bird, like

the young of sparrows or

swallows.

I ^ chirp of a newly hatche<l

bird.

®i flp M I
^^^y ^''^ wombed

among the winds and fed under

the showers ; viz. the birds of

the air.

.l/-|' Silly and inefficient, but

I Kj good-natured.

*'«*' ] ^ dull, doltish, stupid-

looking.
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Uev?

From mouth and sea/; it is said

to have been originally written

pP from words and mouth, and
tliis last is explained by a refer-

once to a man who distinctly

statos his object when he aslis

for a wife.

To ask; to tap, to strike

Mghtly; to knock the head on the

ground, as in worship ; to raise the

hand to the forehead and bow low

;

prostrate, humbly, respectfully; to

exhibit ; a kotow or prostration.

] ^ to earnestly ask for.

I
"^ the ceremony of kneeling

and putting the forehead on the

ground.

Zl ^ ^ 1 thrice kneeling and

nine times knocking the head;

the highest act of reverence ; it

is paid to the Emperor, to Con-

fucius, and to ancestors.

m tt I ^ 85 [Confucius] hit

him on the shins with his staff.

] ^ to humbly petition.

+ 1 ^ M :ft. ^ g3 [out of]

ten raps on a country gate,

nine of them did not open it

;

— persevere if you wish to at-

tain an object.

] ^ to visit a superior.

fi 1 # ffi ?8 W Jg ^ I made
known the cause and effect of

this in the fullest manner.

J^ 1 B'l 'J» "A ^ slight rap pro-

duces only a slight ring;— be

earnest in asking.

Old sounds, ki, kit, gl, git, kiii, and koi. In danton, ki, kei, W, and lcw«i ; — in Swatow, ki, koi, and kti ;—
in Amoi/, ki, ke,k'i, k'ai, kou, and kiii ; — in Fukchau, ki, kie, kwoi, k'ai, hi, andk&; —

in Shanghai, ki and djl ;— in Chi/u, ki.

'cM

Composed of Xa minute and ^
a (fuarU of soldiers on the fron-

tier
;
q. d. provided against the

first approaclies ; it is intercliang-

ed with tlic next, and others of its

com|x>unds ,

Subtle, hidden, like the unseen

springs of motion; the interior or

recondite parts of a tiling or sub-

ject ; moderately ; a few ; as an

adi-erb, nearly, about, rather, some-

what ; the time for, the chance

;

having stated periods ; to approxi-

mate to; a sign of; to examine

into ; to expect.

^^ ]
if, yet, for all that

;
probably,

it is likely.

^ ^ ^. 1
we will tiy the

viands, and see if they satisfy.

h^W SSiD I^ 1
they

allot you all blessings, each one

as expected, and sure as law.

] :^ or ] ] ^ at the point

of, not far from.

^ ^ # 1 ^ one should mildly

remonstrate with his parents.

R 1 ^ t''® nioon is nearly full.

B S j5| ]
[the emperor] daily

attends to every kind of affair.

^ pj"
] ^ no one can equal

him ; he is unsurpasslble.

] ^ subtle, incipient, atomic.

Read 'ki An interrogation, im-

plying quantity ; how much t little

;

nearly, a part, several.

] ^ how manyt

] flif 2jJ "J"
when did he come ?

^ ] which number ? which one ?

I ^ almost ; only a portion

;

not many.

jS 2jS 1 f^ how much farther

is it?

A ^ ] j^ how long is a man's

lifet

^ H ^ 1
the days to come are

not many ;
— 1 am old.

1 ^ several myriads.

^ (^ ^ I
almost the same.

M ^ ^ \ M l>"t who and
what are your followers ?

% \ ^ fi yo" '^''11 "ot see

each other lonsr.

M
•r n Changes, motions ; the origin

c I / L J or spring of, the moving

IFrom tooml and subtle; it is in-

terchanged with the last ; the
. I contracted form is very common.

,chi power, as in a machine; a

principle, a natural cause of;

a catch, a contrivance ; a loom
;

a machine rfjth complicated parts

;

a secret, a titralagcm ; secret, occult

] '^ an occasion, an opportunity,

a chance.

] |g designs; the intentions of;

the power or spring in a machine.

— lis 1 or ^ ;j|i 1 a loom.

I M * weaver's shop ; a cloth

manufactory.

M. 1 M f^ do it at the right

moment ; mind and improve

your chance.

jpl^ ]
skilled in judging.

^ ]
lost the right moment ; de-

feated, thrown off.

3^ I
the natural bent of a mind

;

fate, destiny, decrees.

] ^ an artifice, a clever dodge.

1 ^ undivulged, secret ; occult

causes.

] j^ an ingenious contrivance or

machine.

] 3^ ^ 1^ crafty and full of

dodges ; a slippery device.

1 ^ f^ ffll
"" miscrnpidous, cle-

ver fellow ; siirewd at guessing
;

a neat machine.

1 ^ councils of state.

^ ) )^ the General Council of

State.

I ^ a name for the star Vega.

ffi ^ >& 1
using every power of

tlie mind to accomplish it.
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I

Occurs used for ihe last.

A barb on a hook, a fluke.

] -^ or j^ 1
* catch, a

Bpring, <TS in machinery ; the

motive power,

.ffi ^ a machine shop.

] i, ^ ^ ^ook -withont a

barb— catches no fish.

ir^ An auspicions prognostic

;

</\y^ also an omen of evil ; felici-

fC/ii tons, opportune.

Bead ki ' To bathe, and then

drink as a precaution.

^ ]
to take the bath cup.

tJ^^ Stones or ledges in a stream

cKn>(i producing a ripple; a pier

fChi or jetty to protect a boiik,

which is a good place for

fishing ; shallows ; an eddy ; an

obstacle, an obstruction; to rub;

to impede, to grata

jS ^ PT 1
i' ^'^ "<*' do '•* 'ap-

pose them.

] ^ a breakwater, a jetty, a

mole; a headland jutting into

the ocean.

A pearl not quite globular

;

a large mirror.

mU^] his belly is full

of pearls ;— liis knowledge

is exten^dve and useful.

5^ 1
the star y Phad in Ursa

Major.

•j^lfe The demesne which in an-

(Wxi '^'*^"' times perUiined to the

^chi Emperor; it measured a

thousand /;' on each bide, the

court being in the center ; the

court ; a limit or border ; a high

threshold, shielding the inside of

the door.

^ ]
the imperial domains ; the

court.

•jl, ]
the nine tenures of appana-

ges lying beyond the demesnes.

1 16 fi ilk the capital, the re-

gion near the palace.

^ 5t # it ^ jg ^ 1
only

»

little way did he go with me
from the doorway.

D^y
A sound.

^'C 1 1^ i^ S *'*" obscure dis-

^chi ease, which 'Uiffles the doc-

tor's skill

To slander, to speak of, to

ridicule, to mock, to joke ; to

blame, to reprove ; to exam-

ine into, to test ; satire, con-

tumely ; machinations.

1 IS ^ E *** satirize officials.

] ^ to ridicule, to laugh at one.

1 $( pasquinades, gibes ; to in-

sinuate, to jeer at, to caricature.

I |g to scoff at, to deride.

I ^ to insiject; an inspector,

whose duty is to mark traitors

and spies going into oout.

Among the southern tribes a

ghost or demon which bewil-

ders men ; devilish ; in Can-

ton, ^ 35 1
to meet a

brownie, means to see a foreigner,

because they have usually shrill

voices as these elves are supposed

to have.

From to cut and moderatrhj ; a

distinction is often made be-

, tween tlieoe forms, the latter be-

ing confined to bodily hunger.

Dearth, scarcity ; failure of

tb(! har^•est; famine ; hungry,

famished ; necessitous ; to

starve.

I ^ a time of dearth.

Jj" ] 5g in distress; wantmg

supplies ; borrowing money ; also

to pretend to be in want ; to act

as if starving.

1 -g; a starved, cadaverous look,

j ^ ;p ^ famine has done its

work, but he goes on— to no-

thing good.

] 5£ starved to death.

1 {§ J^ E^,
in the midst of Sore

need, at the last extremity.

Jit 1
or ] H hungry, famishing.

1 '^ a dearth of crops, a bad

harvest

S3 ?E I& i: 1 ^ a»«l the naked

and starving along tlio roads.

.chi

From feth and seat.

The flesh or firm muscles

mider the skin ; the meat on
the bones.

1 1^ Jii robast, muscular, firm-

fleshed, brawny.

] fg the body.

] £, the virile member.

^ ] the tender loin.

% \ 3E # or 2 I
clear com-

plexion and fine limbs ; said of

a girl.

^ I
a viscid preparation among

the Miao-lsz', made by chewing

rice and spitting it into a vessel,

where it ferments before it is

drank.

The bit on a bridle ; to re-

strain or check a horse.

it was like a man trying to

rein in a horse which shied

and run.

.chi

From lird and why ; both forms
are authorized, but the first is

most used.

(.y\\i^
J
The bird which knows place

jC/ii and time ; the cock
;

galli-

naceous birds generally ; a

symbol of the hour "g*, from

6 to 7 o'clock p. M.

1 5^ or ^ ] a cock, a rooster.

# 1 or 1 jl a hen.

I
•^ or — ^ I

a fowl.

ill ] a pheasant (Phadanva.)

JgJ I
a capon.

m ] or ] ^ chickens, pullets.

1 R^ or
I >jf cock -crowing;

early dawn,

g^ ]
or j 15 cock-fighting.

jg, ]
dead fowls preserved ia

winter with their feathers.

^ ]
the golden pheasant (2/i«a-

malea \^Ptumanus\ pictus) ; it is

embroidered on civilian's robes of

the second rank.

:;^ I
or H 1

the frog.

fj ] a species of partridge. (JBam-

busicoki.)
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.i#

^ I
Pallas' eared pheasant, the

Callipogon Peldnenae ; also the

Canton name of the turkey ; and
given too to tlie moor-hen {Galli-

niila chloropus).

^ ]
the sand-grouse of Chihli

{Tetrao [Syrrliuptus] paixidoxits),

a bird like the dotterel.

tt ^ I
'•'^^ medallion pheasant.

{Lophophorus Impeyanns.)

4^ ^ I
the peacock pheasant or

Phasianus torqtiatus.

j^ I
a francolin pheasant in

Chihli.

1
or

II?. ^ 1
tlie silken

cock with black bones.

^ ]
Formosan silver pheasant

(Enplocomus \P?ta!daniis\ Swin-

hoii.)

j^ I
-^ the albatross {DiomecUa

nigripes), found near Formosa.

^ M 1 *^'^ goura or crowned

pigeon {J^phyrus) of Amboyna
or Papua, as the name tries to

indicate.

^ ^ I
the Nicobar ground

pigeon. (Colwnba Nkobarica.)

m I
a boatswain's whistle.

^ 1
mushrooms.

^ I tJS to have corns on the feet.

3|^ 1
the whimbrel or curlew (iVii-

meiiius), common in Chiidi.

1 ^ ^ the cockscomb flower or

Ce/osia.

] ^ fj{|
a cook's name for the

omentum of a sheep.

^ 1 ^ a northern name for a

skin-flint, a stingy fellow, from

whom nothing is to be got.

% I
'^ M '^^ ^®" governs the

hour ; — i. e. the wife bears rule.

51 i^ ] the cock which leads the

manes ;
— a white cock which is

carried on a cofiin to its distant

tomb, under the belief that this

bird alone can guide the ghost

to its destination.

"4 5^ 1 P, |?."^I^themea.
dow lark has nothing but its

long bill, and no meat on its

body ; so is a talkative fool who

can do nothing.

V ^ f From a ht and mouth ; antilogous

, |-l I' to (chen (3 to divine.

,chi

u

To ask the spirits to decide

doubts by some token ; to

divine by lots.

From ^ primal and [j to <^<«s'

iols ; similar to the preceding.

,cM To divine ; to seek counsel or

aid of spirits by a stylus ; a

willow twig or peach stick, used

to write charms in the dust ; there

are several modes of placing it.

1^ ] to ask the spirits.

^ ]
the spirits have come to the

table.

^ ] to write a charm on a table

covered with dust or ashes by

allowing the hand to move itself.

] jil]
to consult the fairy, which

is done on the
] ^ or divining

altar ; the one consulted is usual-

ly Lu Shun-yang g |i| ^ one

of the eight genii.

"^A A crooked bnrin or chisel,

cBj'J called | ^l) , nsed to gouge

jc/ii out the deeper parts of the

block.

1 W] J5 ^^^ guild or calling of

block-cutters.

^.^£ From ^ grain and ^ iimre,

C^ 1^ combined with g the will.

« To examine into by comparr

ing documents, facts, or cir-

cumstances ; to hunt up, as a

quotation ; to study out ; to in-

vestigate, to deliberate and ar-

range ; to agree with ; to detain,

to embarrass ; to reach to ; to

cultivate.

] i^ to hinder greatly ; to defer.

] ^ to search, as cnstom-house

oflicers do ; to investigate.

^ 1 i M uiifo'mded talk ; idle

a.ssertions.

K § 'te 1
mutual bickerings and

envies.

\^ ] crafty, specious; one who
can gloss or lie.

W I fllf ** procrastinate.

] •^ to detain ; to make one

wait,

m I .^ b" ^ ^ '^° "ot^ receive

doctrines for which there is no

proof.

Eead 'ifc'fc To bow down on the

ground.

1 ^ or ] |§ to prostrate one's

self, as in worship.

n^ 1 -t m I ^ 5^ folding

my hands and bowing my head,

I present these before the King
and your Grace.

X-^Y' From wood and level.

c I / I A tie-beam connecting two

posts or supporting the roof;

it is a short piece of wood

morticed on the post, and into the

beam or ridge-pole to strengthen

the truss ; the ends usually project

beyond the post.

xhi

M From bamboo and level; often

contracted to the second form.

,c/d

A broad hair-pin laid across

the back of the head, so as

to bind on and support the

coiflfure ; marriageable ; a

girl at the age of fifteen or

sixteen ; to do up the hair.

\ jj§ the ceremony of putting up

the hair ; the presents sent by

relatives on the occasion

^ K 1 she is now marriageable.

§ll 1 '^i]B ^ complete head-dress

and ornament— for an empress.

f' jS. flff 1
[girls] can be married

at fifteen.

Composed of ^ a net over ^
ijji^ to tie contracted, and ^ /n<le

(./li
showing the material ; used for

'
the next.

A halter ; to restrain, to pull the

bit ; to bridle or liold in ; to detain

in durance; to arrest; to econo-

mize ; tufts of hair or floss on the

heads of horses ; a coiffure, a girl's

tuft of hair.

I ^ or ^ ] a lockup attached

to a yamun.
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I
•^ to stop, to seize, to take in

custody ; detained, as at an inn.

M & \ ^ ^ was detained by

my business.

^ jj/f ]
unoccupied, leisurely.

1 ^ ^^ restrain ; to keep quiet,

as 11 garrison does the frontier.

] j^ to tie a horse ; hampered,

fettered, as by business.

^ ^ !^ 1 L'" ^'"'ient times,]

the men's hair was done up like

a horn, and women's like a halter.

An inn, a hospice, a caravan-

iW sary, a tavern ; to lodge.

'/» 1 1j^ a wayfarer, a sojourner,

one who is not a native.

I ^ a guest at an inn.

1 ^ the discommodities of travel-

From Jrclil and odd ; used with

its primitive.

jC/ii Land left after marking out

a square
;
poor land ; odds

and ends, an overplus.

^ 1 a picket or atlvance guard

of an army.

I
'^ bits, refuse, fragments.

J 1^ a list of wandering jjeople,

siicli as the tauka people at

Canton.

] ijk A. one w ho depends on cul-

tivating the corners for his living.

From to tap and odd, and wood
ur hand and to send ; all the

forms are ratlier unusual, but

tlie last is commonest, and also

read k>c& ; it also means to

carry on the head.

To take up anything with

cho[)sticks or pincers ; in-

clined, uneven, not upright,

a sense confined to the first.

] irregular and distorted.

] ^ ^ Pfc take up some of it

and eat it.

From woman and the neck.

* The name of Hwangti's fa-

cM niily, derive<l from the ] jjj

or River Ki where he lived
;

it was tiie surname of the em-
perors of the Chen dynasty.

^

L

KI.

Read j'. A handsome girl or

woman, a Hebe, a houri ; a queen

;

an imperial concubine.

I
.^ a beautiful concubine.

beautiful and chaste lady can

respond to you in a song.

c^
From earth and it as the pho-
netic.

jCAi The foundation of a wall ; a

dyke or bank; a basis; a

point-d'appui ; a beginning, a start-

ing-point, that on which a thing

depends ; fundamental ; a patri-

mony, a possession ; founding; to

foimd, to establish ; farming uten-

sils ;
a waiting-place iuside the

door, an ante-room.

^Ij
I

to lay the foundation, as of

a family.

jf, ] to fix the rules for, or basis

of action.

^ I
or ^ j

to commence an

undertaking.

^ I
to ascend the throne, some-

times termed 3S 1
"" '^''^

great patrimony.

1 it foundation of a walL

] § a tlyke, an embankment.

] ^ a family possession ; iulicrit-

ed honors.

5gf j
new land, as that gained

from a river.

^ ]
a burial-place, which one

prepares for himself.

] J^ a basis, material of; the

quality of a thing. {Cantonese.)

f^ 1 to prepare a little house

over the coffin, in which it is

raised from the ground, and

filled in solid up to the roof.

This charactei is to be distin-

guished from (fi ^1 and is

i used in mourning papers ; the

•* |i j second and unusual form in-

•jr W" I dicates its etymology', meaning

,chi

J the return of harvest.

A full year of twelve or

thirteen moons ; an anniver-

sary.

I ^ ^ a year of mourning.

,chi

KI.

J f^ one year's mourning.

] ^ a return of the same month.

^ £ s T> m :s 1
I ^aii

not see him again at the return

of the year.

From bamboo^ a basket, and a

stand underneath ; it is regarded

as the origiual form of its primi-

tive.

A corn-fan or winnowing

basket ; a sieve ; a refuse-bjisket

;

to spread out like a fan ; a tough

wood used for quivers ; the seventh

zodiacal constellation of the stars

y and 6 in Sagittarins ; met. rain,

because it forebodes rain ; the slrise

on the fingers' ends, whitli are fan-

cied to resemble a corn-fiin ; an old

name of Liao cheu j^ •}[{ in the

east of Sliansi.

^ ]
a corn-fan ; a winnower.

^ ] ^ I who h.ave received the

basket and broom ;
— i. e. the

wife or concubine.

1 ^ 1ft H to continue the

family calling or profession.

1^ PJJ 1
=|. look carefully at the

linrs on his fingers, — wliether

roiUid or square, to giitss his luck.

^ ^. ] when seated don't spread

out your legs like a fan.

1 (6 Jixjlus, tlk- god of Wind.

1 -^ the Viscoiuit of Ki, who
was made prince of the region

east of Yen towards Corea by

Wu Wang, after his conquest of

the Shaiig dynasty.

J^ ^ ^ 1 b^^^^ twinkling

points] may be made out to be

the Sieve.

The stalks of pulse ; the ten-

drils of vines.

] ]^ a kind of aquatic

grass, which is woven into

quivers and other things.

^ a species of edible fern;

perhaps a variety of Fteria.

An iron implement ofhus-

r^^ bandry, called ^ | , which

jC/ii resembles a large hoe, with

a long blade.

1
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'chi

This cliniacter is coimecteil with

the center of ix thlug, as it is

ccnsi'lercd to bo niteietl from f')
nnd beeiiiise it is the sixth of the

ten stems, and witli )}(, belongs

to earth, autl to central, and to

the belly
; it forms the -i'Jih ra-

dical of a few incongruous cha-

racters, and is to be distinguished

from sz" Q ""tl '•' El '>y its

open mouth.

A personal pronoun, one's self;

I, my myself; it is placed before

the verb Avlicn it is the suliject,

and after when it is tlie comple-

ment ; self, added to pronouns;

selfish, private, personal ; special

;

used for (be next, to record.

fcS 1
(or

1 '«5i ill Peking)

I myself; in Fulikicn, ^ ]
is

used in the same sense.

(<)> ^ ^ 1 y°" *"*^ ^ know each

other.

^ 1
or A 1

Iiu and I; that

man or thing and I.

^J^ \
selfish ; to appropriate to

one's self.

t^
I
self-respect : personal welfare.

^ ^ ^ \
'^'^ niind one's own

special duties.

^ 1 ttl; A to yield one's wishes

for another's good, or to his

judgment.

^ A ffii ^ 1
to prefer others

to one's self.

^ ] :^ jflj to deny or conquer

self and return to rectitude.

A ± W ^ ^ 1 W i if

othcre have talents, they can

ser\'o him as if he had them

himself.

^ ^ 1 I am not the one to

decide ; I am not my own

master.

M From silk and self as the pho-

netic.

'cM To sort threads ; to arrange,

chi ' to separate. ; to narrate ; to

ascertain, to write down

;

to rule ; to exhaust a subject ; a

history, annals, chronicle ; a year ;

a period or score of twelve years,

and a longer one of 1440 years, or

twenty '/>'«
fjj

of 72 years ; a

skein of forty threads ; a decimal

series of numbers ; space between

the peaks of mountains ; name of

a small feudal state, in the present

I-sluii liien \Jy y^.M '" ^^ south

of Shantung.

^ j
a jxjrson's age ; as j^ ]

is

to ask how old he is.

Jt. I
the five divisions of time, viz.,

Lours, days, montlis, years, and

aons or ages.

] i^^ lionor.ably recorded — by

tii'e Board of Civil Office.

] Jd recorded for merit.

I
:^ to make a note of.

!&' @ ^ ] regulators of the

southern states ;
— said of rivers

which define their limits.

lit M H 1 I ^^M'o already been

in this post three years.

i^ ^ — 1 added twelve more

years to his life,

j y ^ 5fi to write a narrative

from first to la.st.

i^ ] ^ To] to be well acquainted

with trade nnd its afl'airs ; also

a broker's calling.

W 1 ^ ^ there are adits and

plateaux — among the hills.

\ M ^i: M oi'tliiies and argu-

ments, as of an essay.

7L
The character represents a stand

to lean on ; it forms the lOtli

radical of a few characters relat-

clti ii)g to stands.

A bench or low table, which

could be placed on a divan to lean

on, or when sittuig on the fioor, as

tlN3 Japanese do; a side-table.

^ 1 a tea-poy, a stand ; a small

table.

"^ ] a study table ; imt. a stu-

dent.

1 1 Iranipul and self-composed.

1 ^ a large long table with the

legs framed in.

RE ] a low table on a divan.

T^f
I

quietness; composed.

^; 1 Ifij 01 '"^ leaned on the

table and slept.

^ ^ ^ ]
for some of them

stools are provided.

'chi

Used for tlie preceding, but more
frequently as a contracted form

of Jci {^ a loom.

A tree likened to an elm ; its

ashes make a good manure.

From Jeer and a stand, refer-

ring to its cry of Ki-ki ; the se-

cond form refers to its ,c/« ;3g
or delicious fat.

A large sijccies of deer found

in Kweicheu and westerly,

having long tusks and fond

of fighting ; its feet are said to re-

semble the dog's ; this animal is

probably a kind of musk-deer, and
under the name of |^ ] or silver

deer, jjerhaps describes the Moschus

kucogaster, or white bellied musk-

deer ; in Kiangnan, the name is

applied to a small deer resembling

a fallow-deer, with a white belly

and large spots, the antlers having

four prongs.

] ^ a term for venison iu Fnb-
kien.

From \ a shelter and ^ cle-

ver, the contracted form being

most used ; itisalsoreadstoVj,

and then regarded as a synonym

of (X to worship the five moun-

'clti tii'is.

A pantry; a cupboard or

repository for keeping valuables; to

put aside carefully ; ihe second also

means to bury things on mountains

when worshiping the gods.

1 ^ ^ l^y away the eatables.

] ID a press or safe for storing

precious things ; a depository

for records, applied to the im-

perial books and writings.

A nit, a louse ; a small in-

sect, such as an Aphis or

Ftinus ; the Budhists use it

for liksha, an infinitesmal

distance, the hundred-millioi th part

of a yodjanu.

] g^ lice, nits.

a leech

A synonym of |^
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'c/ii

ti;'
c/u'

To treat well, and wait for,

as two friends at a meetiDg.

From irords and tm, explained

as showing that ten persons make
ft complete number or party, and
gives opportunity for full deli-

beration.

To plan, to consider and devise;

to reckon, to calculate, to compute
;

in formal documents means to

inclose, to append or annex, refer-

ring to accompanying (schedules

;

a scheme, a stratagem, a plot ; an

assembly whereat merit can be

discussed ; a comrade, one who is

joined m the same plans.

I ^ to count the number.

jJJ ] to reckon mentally.

1 _t >& ^ to think about a

plan, to conceive a scheme.

^ ]
— "g ^ J£ it all amounts

to jiist a hundred taels.

^ 1 to get a living.

^ j
fertile in expedients, slirewd

and rather unscrupulous.

] Jg or
I ^ a book of estimates

or accounts ; a balance-book ; an

account opens witli | ^ the

reckoning begins thus :
—

1 ^ to scheme, to contrive.

^ 1 meausof livelihood, domestic

outlay.

1 ^ * P'^"' ^ strat'igenj, as in

military movements.

1
?||J Jg to forecast contingencies.

W IhI 1 © what plan have you

to propose to meet this 1

] UJ! /J^ JiJ it cannot be effected ;

you can't raise the loan.

tj»' j to fall into a sna.e.

^ ] ;^ i^ the fine or cute

scheme did not succeed.

B§ ]
a dark plot, an underhand

practice.

1 P Ho ^ liG cultivated as much
laud as he had mouths to pro-

vide for.

IS 1 6^ ^ ^ '^ hundred ways to

get a living ; many schemes to

press a business.

IS 1 ^ ^ he is full of under-

hand schemes.

fife B fi ;t ^ 1
let the past

go, let bygones bo bygones

] ;fg an ancient ofiicer like a IokI

of the treasury.

ffi ^ j noted at the great reckon-

ing, which is made triennially of

(he standing of all officials.

, > from plants and to cut open.

rji^lj A general name for thistles,

chi' as the Cnicus, Cardims, and

other large kuids.

J^ ]
a high great thistle.

] jH'j a small department in the

northeast of Chihli, the ancient

capital of the state of Yen.

t> Vrom silk &ui continuous.

To connect, as with threads

;

a line of succession in kin-

dred ; to continue on, as one

taking the duties or place of an-

other ; to adopt an heir ; to follow

after ; succeeding to, successively
;

hereditary.

] -^ a ste[>-mother or adopted

mother, one who is
] ^ brought

afterwards into the house,

] ^ hereditary rank.

j^ I
-^ to adopt a son.

I
^ to carry out a fatberVplaiis.

jg ]
to pass over a son to a

brother or clansman.

'fi ^ 7 1
inadequate supplies.

] |§ to continue; following on-

ft 1 M ^ they came one after

the other.

in ^ 1 Ifff from the first and ever

after ; at the beginning and so

on.

"g" a benevolent association.

A tree or shrub found ui

Kiangsi, which produces white

flowers like the honey-suckle

in form and growth ; the leaf

is ovate and hispid, and

when chewed serves as a

styptic.

Violent, crafty, overbearmg.

1 ^ proud, like a truculent,

chi ' villainous ofBcer.

From hair and lucky ; the le-

cond and unaathorizad form is

common at the south.

The tufl or coiffure of a

Chmese woman's hair ; it

has many names and fashions

among females of difierent

places and ranks in the country

;

that at Tientsin, for instance, is

called ^ \ I
the beauty's head-

dress ; but it is often named from

the town.

^ ]
to do up the hair.

T ft ] a term for children un-

der five years old, when their

hair is trimmed like two horns.

lij in ^ 1
*l*ese hills look hko

a spiral head of hair.

ft ^ I
the bamboo-siwout tuft

;

— a nickname in Canton for a

procuress.

1 ^ or
I ^ a back hair-pui.

3^ ] the first time of shaving a

boy's head when a month old.

^ ] the fleshy tuft, — a protu-

berance on the cranium (uttmi-

slia), a distinguishing mark of a

Budha.

'bS' ' From ;|t north and §^ another.

-^. ."^ To hope, to desire ; eager

for, desirous ; to expect ; one

of the nine divisions of Yii

in ancient China, comprising the

present Shansi and the part ofChihli

north of the Kiver Wei, reaching

east to the River Yaloh near Niu-

chwang ; the capital of Yao and

Shun was in it, at or near Ta-yuen

fu the present capital of ShansL

] jl+l a town and inferior depart-

ment in the southeast of Chihli.

] ^ to wish one good luck, to

hope that he will succeed.

cW

#

From horst and to hopt>

A steed of noble blood, great

speed and good points, per-

fect in all respects.

I
the bay Bucephalus, one of

Muh-wang's eight famous steeds.
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^ ]
the white steed, a name for

the CUT]) in Sliantung.

41 Fft 1 ;! l" follow like a fly at

a steed's tail ; i. e. to tag to a

great man's train to get on ; to

beg to accompany one.

I yj\ ^ ")] li fine steed is not

reckoned by his strength alone.

AJl» > From water and sel/; it resembles

^y /<fi' ja tears.

c/ii' The broth of boiled meats
;

thick soup of meats ; fertile
;

to reach to ; name of a river.

From a covering and odd.

To lodge, to remain awhilo

in a house ; to confide to, to

hand over or to deliver in

charge ; to put under another head-

ing or list, to transfer ; a rcsixinsi-

bility ; a message ; the east.

j ^ to visit, to lodge at ; a name
for the hermit crab.

] ^ to send a letter.

I Jj5 to receive from.

] ^ an epiphyte, a parasitic

growth.

] '^ to send for sale, to put on

commission.

] |§ or 1 P fa to send a ver-

bal message.

] ^ a rented or temporary re-

sidence.

I JH to convey one's feelings, as

by a metaphor or present.

I ^ a visitor, a sojourner.

j f^ to confide a thing to another.

•^ 1 a great charge, as an office.

] |£ to lay on one, as a duty or

obligation.

I JK 'o l<?ave with another.

^ $t is] I am like a wanderer.

] ^ to send on [paper] trunks

— to the dead, by burning them.

Supposed to represent a hog's

snout tunied upward as he smiffs

or looks ; it is the 58tli radical of

cM' a few characters, mostly relating

" to swine. -

A hog turning up his gnont.

m ' Hard soil, or the clay which

is used in making pottery.

I

|t{|^ ^ From to see and liou:

j iPy To covet ; to long for inor-

chi dinately ; lucky.

1 ffiS
^0 w'^'l' lo'" nrdcntly.

] ^ to- hope for a stroke of luck.

c/tP

chi

' Composedof^ torcro'/ nml •=%.

brenlli, thus aliered and con-

tracte<l in combinatiuii ; it is not

the same as wn yQ "of-

A rising in the stomach, re-

sulting froui indigestion; a hiccup;

eructation, belching.

' From yC 'r.iUgestion and p^ to

enl contructed ; us a primitive, it

imparts nn idea of completeness

to many of its compounds.

To finish a meal ; to exhaust,

to finish ; to lose ; an udcerh of

time, when, since, already ; a sign

of the past tense, and nearly sy-

nonymous with P 2,1 1"'' "5 placed

liefore (he verb; all, entirely.

1 ^ I saw it ; seen.

I ^J passed away
;

gone, ended.

1 ^Ji^o^ I ^injtt:i^'i"g
so, since it is so, whereas.

1 ^ the end of the month.

1 M 1 'i^ seeing thiit the rain

then had past.

•¥"
1 if; W ^ .i I 1"»" cooked

and eaten it.

2!C I 1 H Jh ^VSn Wang has

labored earnestly.

@ ] 2^ j|ff
the state is even now

iipproaching destruction.

jT' 1 £ Jh <fl^ 1 li Jh let n>e

have seen him and have met

hiui.

-^ li *5l 1
^ '^o^^'l eclipse of

the sun.

ifi .1- ^ 1
I «l"'ll 1^ uifinilely

obliged to you.

fArt^> To plough deep for sowing

;

^J|] plants set out close ; rice or

eld* grain thickset ; an'cicnt name

of a place near Nanking.

g^^' From SL viorning and it al-

p=t_ ready.

r/ii ' The Sim peeping out ; the end

of; to reach; an extreme

degree of; to give ; as a conjunction,

umX, also, further ; together with,

ill id often followed by ^ all ; exact-

ly; just.

1 -^ up to this time, just now.

] j^ to send respects to one.

'i^ ^ ^ 1
the whole (or rest)

cjuiuot be told ;
— this jjhrase

and the last occur in letters.

1 I
strenuously ; daring.

^ ]
without end.

in ^ I ^ do you Hi and Hwo.

1 R together with, and.

tpj W 1 M 'lo J'ou considl one

with another.

1 A m « ^ )* ^ I'ird^S

beasts, fishes and turtles, all and

each where so happy.

From earth and already as the
phonetic.

chV

^^^ # ^ ?|s 1
yon

To plaster and color a wall

;

to stop cracks in a wall ; to

gather, to collect ; a rest, a

breathing spell ; displeased.

—
I ;^ ^ a short resting time.

tK fi 1 ^ '" ^-l"^ shallow basket

gather them

forget the olden times, and are

now angry with me.

^ I
to plaster, as a wall ; to

fill in ti)e holes with mud.

15 .i fti 1 tlie t)eople found

their rest— in him.

Grass growing thickly V to

reach, to arri\e at ; nanio of

nn ancient place in Sliantung,

whore a compact was made.

® tS ^ 1 it is to be feared

that he will not come at all.

Comjiosed of -J" child and ^ a
young tiling contracted.

Tender, little, the yoimg and

immature ; the least or hist

of a series; the voung-
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est of brothers ; inferiors, subor-

dinate ; a season or quarter of the

year ; the end of a time or close of

a period ; in the southern provinces

it is Hsed for a crop, or half of the

year, when speaking of rents

pg ]
llie four seasons.

T*" ]
or B^ I

the second crop

;

tlie last half of tlie year.

] ^ ^ the tiiird moon of spring.

-jEr (l|l
I

a scries of three, applied

to the three months of a season,

three brothers, three qualities of

goods, like.

] ^l^ the last generation ; a wan-

ing age or dynasty.

] i^ the little finger.

M M, 1
''O^^' 'i'a"y brothers are

there of you ?

] jfifl small, junior.

] ^ an elder-boru miele.

] :^ Sif fL tl'is young lady is

sufl'ering from hunger.

# H ^ 1 n^i^ rnj n,o-

ther says, Alas! my child is

now away on public duty.

'~'
1 "? ^tj ^ W >* thing used

during only a part of the year,^

as a fur pelisse or a straw hat.

.) From heart and young.

Uneasy, perturbed ; a sudden

start ; shaking, like the loose

ends of the girdle.

3S 1 ^ g""'"' ''"gilt-

1^1'^ I"'' girdle ends hang-

ing so jauntily I

m > Lil;e the preceding.

Frightened, nervous, uneasy;

c/ij' starting, as in sleep.

k) Regarded by some as the same

fish as the kw'i'P ||{.

A delicate fish, common in

the Yangts/,' K., about a foot

long, with a pointed nose and small

scales, beautifully marbled like the

garoupa ; it is called
| |^ |gf.

at

Nanking, and :^ \
^ffi at Shang-

hai ; it resembles a {)ereh, and is

probably allied to a Si-iana.

^ ] a small kind of silnre about

a loot long witli formidable jag-

ged dorsal and pectoral spines,

with which it is believed to

make a noise ; the back is dark

marbled, and the belly yellow.

From vet and a slight wound;
occurs used for the next.

chi ' A kind of fishing-net or seine

made of hair.

^ I
a small felt rug made of

hair, probably from the yak.

\) Simil.ir to the hist.

A coarse carjiet or felt rug

made of camel's hair ; it is

like sliag, and comes from the

Si Hu 15 559"'^ Western Tartars,

jirobably the Turfan tribes.

E)
From worth and set/ ; it is also

used witli jpQ a record.

(7(1 ' To remember, to recollect

;

to record, to register, to note

down ; a record, a history, a me-

morial of; a style or name; a

mark, sign, or signal, which is to be

Iwrne in mind, and thus becomes

a classifier of strokes laid on a

culprit ; it is used .ifter names or

signs, intimating that tiiey are to

be remembered ; the Budhists em-

ploy it in the sense of prophecy, or

an account of the future fate of

saints.

Tl 1 "tt ^ remembrance of.

if 1 14 " goo"^ memory.

f^> 1 m^.l l# P^ do you

remember it ?

,§ ]
forgetful ; to forget.

1 ^ ft ^oxi'i forget it. {Sluing-

hai.)

] ^ a mark, a sign ; the name
or style of a shop.

^ I
'(^ make a note or memo-

randum of it.

^T fD 1
'° stamp a mark on

;

but ^j "j* H "f* ] weans he

got lliirly blows.

1 Wi 1'1''^''-'<1 o" ihe record.

] ^ charge it in account
^

1 M ^° remember fondly.

I
^ to keep in mind ; to recall

to mind.

1 ^ in S '^ '1" ^^^ distinctly

remember it.

1 hM remember it carefully ; keep

it in mind.

5^ ]
to rack one's memory, as

in trying to recall a thing.

] ^ a record office.

^ I
annals of a state, archives

of a govenunent.
'— BIf 1 ^ fe I cannot recall it

at this time.

chi
'

ous.

From heart and self.

To fear, to shun, to avoid

;

to be cautious of, to keep .it

a distance ; to dislike
;
jeal-

for which the next is used ; a

superstitious dread of ; to keep

aloof from ; to dislike trouble, to

shirk ; distasteful ; antipathy, a

dislike or shrinking from ; a final

particle.

1 H or ] ^ the dreaded day

wlien a friend died or an em-

peror ; the days wlien each of

the Manchu emperors and their

empresses died, in all 29 days,

are still observed at court,

j^ ]
or ^.

I
to keep the anni-

versary of a death.

horses are slow, and he shoots

seldom.

^ ]
or j§^ ]

resix;ctfuliy avoid

the use of, — as the emperor's

personal name,

[g' ^ ^ j
nobody forbids yoii

;

just as you please.

] ^ ::}>' •gg to dread Smother's

ability.

] j^ to evade, to keep shy of. .

] ^ he has many dislikes, he

is very unlucky or crotchety.

5^ ]
to avoid doing what will

mar joy or impede luck. _
] "1^ to bate with a ] jjji or

loathing feeling.

^ ^ I f^ he has no resjiect

for anybody ; reckless and irre-

verent

^
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m

ft

From woman and to avoid; used

witli tlio last.

To envy ; angry with ; the

rage of a woman, because of

th-j conduct of her husband.

I ^5 jealousy ; envious of.

To kneel a long time, to bow
on all fours, a moi-e reve-

rential act than kiaeP ^ ; to

feel dread ; awe-struck, trem-

bling in the knees, discom-

posed.

] a resix-ctful dread of.

: 1 ^ ilh A IS i: It to

kneel and bnioe (he arms on

the floor is the obeisance of

ministers.

J From man and a branch ; it is

similar to ^//t 7^ clover.

Talent, ability ; cleverness.

1 J5 'fgeuious, skilled, as

a mechanic

] f^ astute, cunning.

^ flll 1 fb '"^ 1''"^ "O other capa-

city, he is fitt for nothing else.

un^ m m.^\ 1
tiie

buck is fleeing, but his steps are

steady and quick, — as if wail-

ing for his fellows.

Read ^i. Agile ; also an extra

finger or toe.

~I|H> A variety of the wator-cal-

^y^ trops {Trapn indsa), having

chi ' three or four prongs on the

fruit ; it is not so much cul-

tivated as the Jin</ ^ or connuon

sort, but the l«o characters are ajj-

plicd to both plants.

] ^ caltrops and lotuses.

dip

From woman and a hrnnch.

A courtesan, a singing girl,

one who earns her living by

singing and vice ; Han Wu-ti

is said to have begun the practice

by getting women into his camps

to beguile the soldiers while away
from their families.

] ^ a brothel, a bagnio.

1 ;^ " prostitute ; also another

name for the day-lily.

@ "t* W 1 >ii« + »; ]
tl'e

whores were indeed in my sight

but not in my heart ; said by a

virtuous sage.

"> Injurious, fatal, ixiisonons

;

to teach, to instruct ; to in-

stitute.

From disease and contracted ; it

is also read cA'P.

da' Wild, incoherent ; agitated,

nervous ; mad, as a dog.

] ^nj a rabid dog, or one which

lias fits.

I {^ convulsions ; fits of young

children.

Old sounds, k'l, gi, k'ui, gii, gel, k'it, git, and ki'iit. In Oanlon, k'i, k'el, anrfhi; — t« Swalow, k'i, ki, fe'a, hJ,

and k'oi ; — tn Amot/, k'i, ki, k'c, and kia j — in Fuhchau, k'i, ki, k'a, k'io, and k'u ;
—

in Slian(jhaiy cli'i and dji ;
— in Clii/'v, k'i.

7^ ] the stream in Tai-[)ing

hien iu the east of Nganliwui,

where Twankay tea grows.

1 ^ boats made to rim on shal-

low rivulets.

I ;JC freshet waters, the risuig of

the hill-streams.

From vxiter and why as the

jilionetic.

A rivulet running into a

river, the headwaters of a

stream; a mountain streamlet; it

is much used in Fuhkien and

Chehkiang ; a creek, a side runlet

;

iMt. what has been handed down.

^ I
a clear brook.

^fj ] to fish in rivulets.

ifc ! J|?«
•'' district in Yenping fu

in the nortli of Fuhkien.

] ^ jl!, a large beetle found in

rivulets; it resembles the stag-

beetle, and is probably a Dyh'sciis.

^ ]
to ^ the clear stream

[of truth] will not be roiled.

^diH

Inlerclianged with the last.

A valley with a stream in it

;

a gorge and the rivulet that

runs through it.

^ ] a deep canon or gulf.

1 -^ ^ an ancient region

in Yunnan.

^ ^ the risks of traveling

among mountain passes.

From bii'd and rionht ; i.e* the

Ijird wliicli frequents streams.

A bird with variegated plum-

age, found in marshes, w hose

tail is likened to a rud-

it is called
] ^j ,^ because

it goes in regular tile, anil ^^ FJ»

^ j^ order in the stream ; other

names are, the red nunidarin duck

it is common in eastern China, and

its description assimilates it closely

to the pied duck ; it is embroidereil

on the oflicial robes of ladies of the

7th rank ; this bird has sometimes

been referred to the leaf-walker or

jacana, but probably not correctly.
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M From to oice and this.

To cheat, to impose upon ; to

^r/i'i deceive one's self or others

intentionally ; to insult, to

upbraid, to abuse, when in power

;

: to ridicule, to befool ; to fail in

one's duty, to disappoint another

;

deceived; hardened from self-

deception.

] ^ to oppress, to insult.

] ^ to rail at, to blackguard.

1 f§ to ridicule, to mock.

^ g ]
allow no self-deception.

] ^ to make fun of, to jeer.

] ^ to laugh at, to banter.

\ \ an impudent rascal.

] A :J; iS to cheat others with-

out the least scruple.

] ;§ to deceive a ruler, to fail in

duty to him.

] ^ to overpower, as the sun

does a taper.

] <^> lo harden one's heart

1 ffi to grind the weak ; to over-

power and put down, as the

poor.

3^;.^ From branch and odd i not tbe

jPli^ same as ,i» §5 to nip np.

^chH Not standing even on it* base,

tipped up, incUned.

I ^ ^' ^ leaning vessels

easily upset

/f'fx, •^ ^"* bridge ; stones laid to

('j [tj step across the water ; to step

^ch'i out and stride, as when cross-

ing water ; to stand up.

From hill and odd as the plmnetic.

A Steep rough path along and

over mountains; precipitous,

abrupt, sheer,; a cape, a pro-

jecting headland.

I
jig a dangerous hill-|xitli ; a rise

and fall ; knolls and holes, such

as arc left after an iiunidation

;

irregular, as a stony road ; met.

disquieted and anxious.

In Fuhchuu. Steep, inclined,

sloping.

.chH

M^^i^ Fromyoot and oild as tbe phonetic.

cjtPJJ Having only one good leg;

fCh'i crippled, halt ; an incomplete

thing, a defect ; single, alone,

as the tluead on which a spider lots

itself down ; the shin-bone.

] J£ lame, baiting.

1 fel ^ gate ajar, and a person

within talking with one outside.

tfc/v An insect, -^ |
the long

c,«- Hj legged spider whicli runs over

^cK^i the house, a Mjrmecia 1 a

kind of cicada.

] j^ a variety of the leech.

From li&rn and odd; it occurs

«sed with its primitive.

One horn, as of an o.t, ele-

vated, and the other depressed
;

single, without a match; to

obtain.

^ ^ an inner or reentering corner.

I ^ a dream which comes to

pass.

1 ffi single and paired ; unequal

and equal.

1 4& ^ R ^ "ot a «'"gl« car

returned ; — an utter defeat.

A stiff bow, too stiff to bend

easily.

] % ^ ^ a stiff bow and

springy arrow.

>^V Uneven, like the leaves of

(^^ the bamboo, which the cha-

ch'i ractcr is intended to represent

j-M-t IVoin 7(C tree and ^g pleased

jM*HI contracted.

^cVi A tree whoso habitat is near

the streams, and flourishes in

damp grounds ; it grows up iu three

years, and people find it a useful

tree around (heir villages ; it may

be a si)ecies of the willow.

From mrrii and to cheat.

c ITCV To act aa when tipsy and

,',/< J boisterous; to walk unsteadi-

ly, to reel like a sot.

M ^ 1 1
'celing and gambol-

ing without stopping.

,clii

A demon of an ugly shape,

the
] g^, which has two

heads and four eyes ; in olden

time it was personatetl by

men to drive off pestilence.

Tliis is considered to be a contrac-

tion of <J;i 3K a fan, its original

form.

A relative .and personal pro-

noun rofen-ing to the person, place

or thing spoken of; he, she, it ; bis

they, their's ; the, that, the one,

the thing ; wherever, whoever ; an

ndverh of place, there, the spot ; a

final or .in.xiliary expletive ; it is

sometimes put between a noun and

a verb to emphasize the former, as

^ 1 jS ^, the heavens, do they

revolve? also a sign of the vo-

cative and impcrati\e, as 3E ] U
("^ O Prince 1 never forget ; as a

conjunction, if, premising; then,

therefore ; stands for fhi ^ as a

relative or sign of the genitive, —
a use common in Fuhchau and

northerly towards Ningpo ; it some-

times has a future sense, as ^ |

^ ^ j^ I will thus greatly re-

ward you ;— or a hortatory sense,

"8 ^ $5 1 at ^ tl'e eraP^

rcr said, I will then try him ; let

nic try him.

] A 1 B }^ T> £ ffi:
this

man and these words :;re alike

unworthy cf credence.

] f3; the rest, what h over ; fur-

tfiLTuiore.

£ I 15 is it he? ^.] 4 it is.

^ ] fi -2? '=» this thing his? ^
1 U -di y<^s, it is.

] ^ the ne.\t

1 ^U as if-

] ^ if it be !50 ; supposing that

to be the case.

] rj» in the center ; the center

;

therein ; among them.

if-} 'JrJ 1 ^ 1'"*^ exuberant are

thtss (lower; I

^>. ^ 1
" T' ^ 1 :^ I «"iy

know one of iheui, but not the

other.
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^ id fSj ]
how is it by night 1

lias a heart at all like yoiir's,

Fling I

:§•
I ff ^ Prince ! wait for that.

fc 1 ®: ^ fi I ! how dare I

demand the throne!

f^^ A napkin ; a bandage.

^chU

From wood or stone, and this

as the plionelic ; occurs used

for (Jci ^^ a base.

' The game of chess, called

^ ] ,
played with thirty-

two men, of which Wii

Wang is said to have been

the inventor, b. c. 1120;

anotherg aine, called ^ | ,

played with 300 black and white

pieces, to represent a year of day

and nights, on a board of 3C1

sqnares, is ascribed to Yao ; fox-

and-geese, checkers or draughts,

and other similar foreign games;

checker-wise, in sqnares, starred.

•— ^ I
a mo\'e in the game.

1 M °'"
1 W ^ chess-board.

— ^ ] ? •'' ^^^ of chess-men.

^ 1 , or ^ \,ox%
1 , or f

I
, to play chess.

^^m^~Wl 1
the affairs

of life are as changing as a game
of chess, — bringing mankind
into many relations.

jU I
to take a man.

— ^ 1
"r — ^j 1 a game of

chess or draughts.

1 "f ^ triangular pieces, as of

wood, meat, &c.

JT 1 ^ 'o *^''y '" ^"l^e a chess

problem.

'— ii? 1
<i move on a board.

j^ \
a good foundation.

1 -?1j very thick together, as vil-

lages ; a kind of wafer cakes.

1 "ill M H ''«' squads arc scat-

tered over the plain.

] 1^ a book cf chess problems.

Z'Vh A tributary of the Kiver AVei

c'|;^>f ^f m in the north-east of

(C/('i Houan ; near their junction

lies the old town of KM liien

1 /?/?.
''1 ^^^ department of AVei-

hwui fu ; name of an affluent of

the Eiver Han in Siang-yang fu in

Hnpeh.

1 i^ the island of Kee-ow off

Kumsing-moon, north of Macao.

11 fiS 1 M '""l^ ^^ those little

co\es along the K'i.

From silk and this ; occurs inter-

changed with its primitive.

A dark gray color, the na-

tural hue of some silks,

worn only by women ; variegated
;

shoe latchets or ties ; strict ; an

adverb of comparison, very, the

highest, the utmost of.

1 WL ^''^•'y strict.

1 i; Hd i' 1 >]> W C so the

great reigned and the small

died,— in the contest.

variety of edible fern, the

I
or^ ] which grows

in Kiangsi ; the drawing re-

sembles that of an Osmunih,

where the seeds are arranged

in a spike. /^

Fortunate, lucky ; felicitous,

(/IJJ;^ composed, tranquil.

chH }S^ ] yf ~^ ™ay your pros-

jjerity soon be more than

usual.

^ I
happy contentment.

j!^ I
increasing prosperity and

peace ; may you soon be pro-

moted.

very happy. . .

-|^Uk Used with the next. V

c»o^\ A valuable stone of a white

s™ ' color.

I J'^ an inferior gem ; it is

also applied to a kind of coralline

tree in fairy land.

3^ ^ 1 ?£ perennial grass and

unfading flowers—in fairy land.

Gems set in the leathern caps

c«»;<|\ or coronets of rulers and no-

.cft'i bles as ornaments, so as to

resemble stars by their luster

and color.

^ I
cap gems; they were pro-

bably made of jade.

J^
I

star-like ornaments.

m
.ch't

Often used for tlie next, and both

this is theseem to be correct

;

commonest.

A small land crab, the ^ ]

found in rice fields.

y^ I
a white slimy gnib dug out

of the ooze for food ; it is perhaps

the larva of a Dytiscus.

% 1 or ^ ]
the blood-sucker.

H' ] a worm like the gally-worm

(Jultis), of perhaps a Nei-eis.

^ ]
an edible worm of a greenish

color found in fresh water.

m.
Considered to be another
unusual form tlie last.

and

^cUi To crawl along is
J J ,

spoken of rows of insects,

ants or caterpillars.

^ \
or ^ is the long legged

spider common in houses,

in I fr f 1, they stop to take

J
breath, like a row of traveling

* insects ; said of women.

nplf A dappled horse, marked

(R^Si ^''^*^ ^ chess-board ; a fine

^clH looking horse, of a deep

black color ; s|X)tted like the

skin of the a.xis.

^ 1^ IE 1 "^y horses are piebald.

S ^ ^ 1 his cap is of that

spotted skin.

^ -^ EJ 1 hi his chariot drawn
by four dappled horse*.

pj-tt* The stalks of beans ; the

{iJ^X stems of pulse ; camels are

.c/iH fed on them.

m The tracks of a horse

;

;^^ footstep ; to cross the legs.

fCh'i
] ^ to sit cross-legged.



3H K'l.

Kroni tiiooit and t/iis ; it is not

(yjyJ exactly the seme as <i>^ nyear

^c/i'i A set lime, <i fixed period, a

day agi'eed on ; then, at that

tunc ; times, seasons ; to meet ; to

expect, to wait for ; hoping th<tt

;

to engage to do ; to fiim at ; a

hundred years .-Id ; reached his

time, full of years ; used for ^ as

a linal particle.

P I
the set day.

1^ ]
the time is up, the set pe-

riod has come.

J'J 1
*^' JB 1

^^^ "^^y ^^^ com&

J2 ] in advance of the date.

3^ ]
beyond the- time.

4tf. jg ] uncertain, no fixed time.

^ I flO '^ an unexpected in-

terview, to meet without pre-

vious arrangement.

Jf if'te '(hI 1
really, who are those

people ?

1 f^ liiglily probable ; I may
venture to promise.

^ j during the whole period,

till the completion.

!^^ , I
to make an engagement.

jlj^ ] at the time.

|i^
]

to limit the time.
"

'^ 1 >iJ f± I tl»n1i lie will go.

I ^ to aim at what is suitable.

^ )
flourishing times.

^ ^ xf^ Pj" 1 I dare not look

uj) to the Court.

M 1 ff' f^M lo punish in or-

der that there may be no [need

of] punishments.

Bn 1 ^- * promissory note, pay-

able at sight.

i£ 1 IS ? ** not'C of hand, pay-

able in two or three days.

A thin and

cake.

sweet kind of

A kind of small wDd goose

;

or more probably a bird like

a sheldrake ; the name is also

applied, strange to say, to

the horned owl.

<//?>

K'l.

From banner and tliis as the

phonetic; the second form is a

common contraction, and is also

defined as n pennon with bells or

jingles hung to it.

.ch'i

1

1
a marker, a ' —

A flag, a standard ; a banner

with devices or tiles on it, a

tribe or corps under one banner.

/\ I
the Eight Banners, imder

which the Manehus are mar-

shaled ; they are distinguished by

four plain banners, J£ ] , the

yellow, red, white, <ind blue ; and

by the^ 1 or bordered banners,

which are the same colors with

a margui of another color.

nf or
1 A Bannermen,

cithtT Manchu.s, Mongols, or

registered Chinese.

gg a signal-flag,

telegraphing flag.

i&* ^ I
^to casliier a man from

his flag — for misconduct.

) 4V a flagstaff-; the ] ^f =1-

is the frame near tiie top.

I 1^ a flag bearing an inscription.

.^ ^ ] ] each of them led liLs

company or division.

^ j
or J[ I

hoist the flag.

"^ 1 furl the colors ; lower the flag.

j^ j^ ] a banner careied to clear

the way in processions.

;^ I ^ a common name for the

United States along the coast,

derival from the spaiigletl ap-

pearance of the flag.

*T * A ^ 6^, 1 Sg to fight

under a man's flag ; to take

another's banners, to fight under

false colors

L

A fabulous, auspicious ani-

.^ mal, which appears when

jC/j'i sages are born ; the male of

the Chuieso unicorn ; it is

drawn like a piebald, scaly horse,

with one horn and a cow's tail, and

may ba\e had a living original in

some extinct equine animal.

] 8^ ii llj g| f&" 7K. tlie uni-

corn passes over the hills [scat-

tering fire], and the dragon

chums the water,— to put it out

K'L

X-tP- Ugly, ill-looking ; to criticise

cps;^ sarcastically ; to chaflT one.

^ch^i r£ ] Jt ^ he ridiculed

the composition or expression.

>^
"I

From ffrent and able ; the second

'i»Y form is common, but somewhat
- ".| l pedantic.

"-^^ Extraordinary, rare ; surpris-

c PJ J ing, monstrous, remarkable,

^ch'i out of the common way,

unnatural; new, strange, un-

expected.

] ^ wonderful, startLng.

[fj ] unusual ; it excites surprise.

] ;!' remarkably clever.

] j^ an unusual good chance.

^' perverse, crotchety, mulish.

—

.

] or three essentials, are the

^ semen, ^ vital energy, and

the jjtt^ animal spirits.

I !}^ unequaled, unique.

1 Wi ^ pl<?tisant meeting ; unusual

fortune.

] J^ distinguished meiit

] ^ a strange or iinpromisiug

countenance.

] ^ rare books, or fine editions.

] & a reserve ; Hers in wait.

] ^ extraordinary, as a lusas

nalur* ; amazing, bizaiTO.

] ^ -J a smart lad, a tieror

lx)y.

1
ptj rare skill or art, as of a

geomancer.

Read fU. O.lil, a single one;

a surplus, a remainder. i

^ -f- ;^ ]
there are over thirty '

of them.
j

] ^ "'' ^ 1
^'^ numbers. i

1 ^^ an odd, few tenths.

]
the odd days in a month.

i

.-» I> From flein and remarkable as the

~r^T phonetic.

^cltH A valuable stone ; a curiosity,

a raritj', a pl.-iything ; large.

] 3t valuable, as a stone.

1 !18 o""
I K ''' valuable or un-

usual article.

JJC 1
* toy, an article of vertii.
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To stride a horse ; to ride

on ; to sit astride ; ca^'al^y,

horsemen ; a rider ; an ani-

mal to ride.

,^ to ride a horse.

I
light-horse ; hor.senicn for

scouting, or a body-guard.

1 !p! or
I ^ cavalry ; horse-

men ; lancers.

j ^J mounted archers.

^ I
a good horseman.

I )i li T ^ # I'c «ho rides

a tiger has need of gre.it skill

to dismount.

—
I Jl ^ ^ with this beast

1 shall get to Chang-ngan (i. e.

I'ekhig, or the metropolis), re-

ferring to the capital in the

T'ang dynasty.

iom hill and hranclt ; inter-

changed »'ith tlie next.

The state or appanage where

the ancestoi's of the Chou

dynasty lived, in the present Finig-

tsiang fii ]^ ^\ /ff in tlie soiilh-

wcst of Shensi, not far from the

River Wei, and so called after

1 lU *"" ^ ti Heaven's Pillar in

K'i-shan hien
| [Ij |,f.; an in-

dependent state existed here b. c.

904-924 ; a hill witii two jjeaks ; a

fork in a ro.ad ; a headland ; high,

as a peak; to diverge; ambiguous,

double dealing.

^ I
two modes of action, two

views of; whence M I w '^

double entendre.

^ 1 !^ ^ the hill is both pro-

minent and rich in foliage.

iS 1 K '^"^ '^ ''*' &^ physician
;

I. e. he understands the
| ^

^ a vade-mecum of repute.

From to stoi> aud. brnneh ;

lar to tlie last.

^clti Forked, bicuspidate ; a spike

with two heads, as wheat some-

times has ; diverging ; schismatic,

different ; unlike ; a discrepancy.

] ]
rapid running, of a man.

] !§• a fork in a road ; a diverging

path ; erroneous conduct.

'U" H 1i!l 1
'''^ vaxnii fixed on

;)ue object.

W^ Jft 1
tliere should be no diver-

gence, — as of opinion.

in pfi" (S IT '^'"^° differing

views are both exagger.ated

;

tiiat expression has two mean-

ings,

^ ffe I 9Ji W.^ l>ave been de-

ceived by his vacillation.

rt-|-» Vvom/ool and branrh-

^Jtyv A foot with six toes ; the
jC/i i crawUng of insects, the pro-

gress of au animal.

Read i-'i' and used for j^.

To stand on tiptoe ; to sit with the

legs hanging down.

I gf ll g^ I stand on tiptoe

waiting for you.

I fJ to crawl ; to walk.

1 ffij ^ y^ to follow aad over-

take,

1 1-^ Also read '<» and ss/ii.

i I ^^ To respect ; to esteem,

s'^" '
] ]

to love one ; to meet

one in a cordial, friendly

manner.

From tcomhiji aud name ; it was

originally the same as ^rhi jli^,

but is now written without the
cli

i'-" ' dot.

Rest, re[K)se : great ; the god

or spirit which animates the earth.

J)^ I
Tcrr.'i, the earth as a divi-

nity ; tlic productive energy,

in wliich it is used Ulce Cybele

or Hecate among the Greeks.

woidd come here once, it would

make me at rest.

M ] j]^, no great regret.

^ |l^ Jiji 1
heaven is God,

earth is Goddess.

jp^ I
a term for the gods of the

land.

1 Is} H or
1 Ma monastery;

any place where Budha stop-

ped ; the term is derived from

Jela-vaiia, his residence at

Sewet.

^^Tf ^'' ''**'" ^^ worship aud c»/_y, refer-

lT||j ""K "> tl'8 olil city of j'k'i hieu

.;'
I M ill tlie south of Shansi.

Full, abundant ; very ; large

;

numerous; at ease; leisurely, grace-

fully ; in the language of epitaphs,

constant ; multitudes.

'^^'i& i. in the

crowd of virgins followed her

like a [beautiful] cloud.

5f< !^ 1 1
tl'c crowds collect

the celery.

1 j^ a district south of Pao-ting

fu in Chihli.

^ 1 ^ '^•' coldest time in

whiter.

® M 1 I
tbe rain falls very

geutiy. ^

J^|7 The name
\ is an old

c 4i/)l|J term for the scorpion ; also

jc/i'i called j^ f|^ ^ the clerk's

bug, from an old story about

its having been brought to Kiaug-

nan from the north by an enthusi-

astic man.

"T*K* J'"™™ worship and hatchil, but
lljl| some regard the primitive as a

-'I,/! contraction of tlie next.

To offer a sacrifice and sup-

plicate the gods for happiness ; to

state one's case to a god ; to pray,

to invoke aid ; to recompense ; in

polite language, to request, to beg,

to trouble, to intreat ; multitudes.

2i5 IS 1 1
they come hi crowds.

Isi 1 M '^ I P''*y y"" drink that

cup.

1^1 beg [the goils, and] hope

— for your happiness.

^ ] I urgently beg of you.

1 ^ to beseech.

1 5C :^ ^ '^ ''^'^ fo'' eternal life.

1 Tj^ a printed form of prayer ; the

suppliant writes his name, date,

and object of desire, &c., and

kneeling burns the form before

the shrine.

1 ifS ?C i t** pray to the Lord

of Heaven.

44
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,cli*

1

To seek for, to beg, to try ; a

bridle.

1 3£ K A to endeavor to

come up to another, to try to

equal him.

^ a district in the north-east

of Hupeh on the Yangtsz' Kiver,

below Hankow ; it produces a

yellow venomous snake, called

the
I J£, which has short

Loms.

^ a species of Artenvsia found

in K'i cheu, from which the

Chinese moxa, used in cautery,

is obtained ; it is also applied to

cure ulcers, and used as a tonic.

^ a low succulent weed in

Kiangsi, whose thick, fleshy

leaves are covered with white

hairs like flour, which the people

apply to boila

J^
A fierce fly which is con-

iJj/ I stantly rubbing its head
;
per-

jcA'i haj)s a Tabuntis, though one

name given is applietl to the

rice-weevil.

] ^ a species of mantis.

^ ]
a green grasshopper or TfU3>-

ulis.

|*-z^ From Itead and hatchet.

yl ^\ Tall
; ixjrsonablc, elegant

;

jClH erect.

] -g tali, as a tall man.

I I f^ how tall and graceful

!

llead Mii'. E.\treme ; to fetl

kind to another; hard; a few of;

BwalL

] Jf^ enduring ; hardened and set

to tear sufteriug.

J.|^ From carlh and halclicl ; it wns

Jj~jr rofiarded as luiotlier form of j yiii

.(• jj< a </y/.<?, and is now inter-

clmnged with (ki ^ a domain.

A border, a limit ; confines
;

the frontier ; imperial lands.

^. ] illimitable, boundless.

I ^C a terra in Iho Cheu dynasty

for a master of the liouseholJ

troops, tb« minister of war.

^ This character seems to bo con-

{ ^-Vi founded with fChi^ and (Shi ^
it^ in some names.

A medicinal plant, a kind of

lungwort, of which three or four

sorts are sjwken of

^ I
a yellowish root, with a,

thick rind and pith inside, used

in asthma, supposed to be deriv.

ed from the Pturmica Sib'rica ;

the flexible roots of the Sophora

tomentosa are referred to under

the same name ; they resemble

liquorice.

From hair and oid man.

A horse's foretop or mantr;

the dorsal fin cf a fish.

/t^J/t Lil^e the last,

aSH The spines in the dorsal fin

jc/i'i of a fish ; a spinous (lorsjtl

fisli ; a species of sea-blubber

which furnishes a condiment

^ 1 W S? 't bristled its dorsal

and fletl with glancing scales

;

said of a passionate man.

•jg&^ From ^ old and g divine Kill

("^^F contracted.

jc/i'» A man of sixty, one who
should advise others ; old,

aged, superior ; strong, to bring

about, to direct, to adjust ; to pro-

mote ; a scar.

•^ ]
the gentry and elders.

] ^ old i^eoplc; the elders, the

seniors.

j
"^ an instructor or professor.

1 !£ W 5^ when you become

old in the ser\'ice, your merit

will be rewartled.

Ijj ]
!icar on a horee's back.

d iCk The wooden platter on which

(/J/ 1 the tongnc and heart of the

jcA'j sacrificed ox or sheep was

placed ; to reverence.

^^5"M it to present the

sacrificial tray with all the ac-

companiments for the feast

1 i. ISM -tfc the sense of jiV

is to reverence.

7*^^ A craggy shore ; winding

iP Pj '"^'kI stony banks ; a stone

jC/iV bridge or jetty.

I ^ an uneven ridge or

precipice.

fr^
F'rom chariot and name ; it is not

^\l the same as '<i |l£ rear of n cart.

jcA't The long axle end which

projects from the hub ; in Pe-

king it is eight inches long, and

called 1^ pg 5J l'"b l>ead.

$5 1 ^ ftf
the leather-bound ax-

les and ornamented yokes.

ItL From Jti. tt dish and Jiiie

(_ Vi^^ contracted.

jCA'j An interrogative particle,

how ? what ? — imjjying a

mere negative, but usually witli a

stronger meaning than ^ or ^ ;

can it be ? how can 1

1 I& '^"^^ ^''"'® I
'
— * pol'te ex-

liression for I caunot, I beg

you not to say so.

] ^ it is batter, it is preferable.

I K J!ft -^ ^ liow can Lo be

more worthy than you ?

^ ] fS, /Jil 4^ "'" I only a

bitter gourd ?

I ^1^ it is so, it is nothing else.

I ^^ ^ is it not ? I. e. it surely is.

1 PT in jHi ''*^^* *'''"' " ^° tliis

wav ?

] dl^. ^ will it b2 so ?— No.

I ^ :§; ^" ''*^*^ '^''"^ it be so?

1 /^ 49 (p) *^^'y '"^ they not the

same? i". e. they are identical.

] ^ US ^ how can he alone

rejoice I

1 % jffc Si whence such a rule ?

«'. c. there's no such ]>riuciple.

1 ^ tk ^i ro JL «t t [ti>«

rulers] nut only taught [the

people] courtesy, but furtlier

they promoted humanity.

Head '/;W, and used for ^ and

"I^ to rejoice. Delighted
;
joyous

;

to sing songs of victory ; to ad-

vance, to itsc-end.

?L iSi 1 ^ easy and joyful we
have our grand feast
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From to ivalk

phonetic.

and self as the

\h'i

up

To rise, to stand np ; to be-

gin, to originate ; to raise

to take (he first step ; to un-

dertake ; to build ; to produce ; to

give occasion to ; to ojjen the

meaning of; to aid; the begin-

ning, origin ; in rhetoric, an ex-

ordium, a proposition ; in collo-

quial, it shows the beginning of an

action or the present tense ; after

a verb, it is an auxiliary, like go-

ing or being, denoting that the

action is going on ; a classifier of

cases in court, a number of [people,

vessels, carts, animals, <&c.

] ^ to rise, as from bed ; to

start, as on a journey.

] J^ let us start ; to get up the

horses.

] ^ stand up ; standing.

I ^ to put hand to a work.

^ Jl^ j ]^ when does the bride

start ?

]
t}^ to catch fire ; this in Hang-
cuaa denotes a rocket, which in

Peking is termed ] :j^ to raise

a flower.

] 2js to rise ; it expresses an action

going on, as ]g ] ^ he be-

came angry.

^ I 2^ he burst out laughing.

@ 1 2jS I j"st remembered it.

fe 1 JB> i^ '^o suddenly raise the

wind and waves ; — to make an

excitement by false rumors.

^ or ] H^ the commence-

ment, first ; to begin.

] jj^ to long for ; covetous.

1 'M' ^^'^ ''^^'* "''> ^^'^ notion.

] J^ rising and sitting, i. «. un-

der all circumstances.

—
1 fi'J A a company, a crowd

;

a party of not less than three.

—
] ^ Jj* ^ come in all at

once and see it.

] ^ thus set agoing, begun on

this account ; a raolh'e, the men-

tal view of.

1 T^ cause of strife.

1

1 -f* ^ ^ -^ lie who can bring

out my meaning is Shang.

] ^ from beginning to end ; the

rise and fall or finish of.

] ^ prospering, starting well.

XI ^ 1 ^ l'-"'' ^'^ prince be

zealous in his duties.

j ^ to raise troops.

fS ^, ffl ^ 1 6^ I am quite

unfit or unworthy of it ; inade-

quate to.

j§ I
to remember.

1 ^ to prosper, to get rich ; to

send oflT, as goods.

1 ^ ^ :^ to behave strangely

or uneasily, v

1 ^ 1^ ^ permit to clear cargo.

In Cantonese. A sign of the past

tense, equivalent to "j* ended.

% ] written; -^ |
done.

frtr^ An old name for I-ch'ing

Dm liien % M M on the Kiver

^chU Han in the northern part of

Hupeh near K'i hien
] J||<

over which there was a prince of

K'i.

C_^rt An acid fruit, the
^^rJ 1 or

'TC< seeds of the barberry {Berberis

'ch'i lycimn), used in diseases of

the eyes; atree which the

Chinese liken to the willow, but is

more probably an alder.

1 ;|^|j a tree out of whose wood

bowls can be cut ; it is perhaps

a large alder or birch.

] g a small feudal state, now

K'i hien ] j|]f,
in Honan, lying

southeast of K'aifung, of whose

people it was said ] A S ^
the men of K'i grieved lest the

utcy should fall on them.

' %^^\^ \
<3o not break and

1 trample down my osiers.

c-f'Tl A stone ornament, intended

to be hung at the girdle, as

a chatelaine.

^•jfi^ A plant with a bitter taste,

•^Ci gootl to cure gunshot wounds

*chH and cuts.

f
IIjlI

-A. hill without trees or grass

;

plUt a bare, bleak mountain, such

'ch'i as a hermit chooses.

^ 1 Ilt& U it ^ li« "«-

ccnded the hills K'i and Hii (in

Sbantnng), increasing his regrets
;

i. e. his .sorrow at not seeing his

];arent3 was added to the toil of

t lavel.

From hand uni branch ; also read

hi' and used with fj^ agile.

c/ii ' Skilled ; ingenious at making

or contriving ; art, dextoi ity
;

talent, ability.

] ^ mechanical arts.

I ^ very clever ; wonderful.

1 3^ ingenious, quick ; having a

gift for mechanics.

P ]
apt at imitating soimds, a

good singer or mimic.

] ^ military talent.

^ ] sleight of hand ; dexterous.

m
'dii

'chi

A variety of succory (Cic/to-

rium), the
| ^ whose leaves

are milky and can be oaten
;

also a kind of white millet or

panic seed
;
grass ; a kind of prickly

tree.

From J^ to open and ^ '"

ttrike ; the first is correct, but

both forms are common.

To explain, to make clear

;

to open, as a door ; to tell

another, to report to, to make
known ; to state, to inform

;

to reveal ; to instruct ; to publish,

as a book ; to divide, to separate

or distinguish ; to uncover ; the

van or left wing of aa army ; a

clear sky after a rain ; to begin, as

the spring.

fj^ 1 ^ or -g ] ^ I beg to

ttate ;
— an opening phrase in a

letter; the first is most respectfiJ.

1 ^ to teach the ignorant or

young.

] j]g a horse with a white ibre-

foot.

^ i^ 1 ^ T've not time even

to latie a rest.
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^ ^ 1 P (or
1 ®) it is not

easy to speak of it, 1 am em-

banasseil about mentioning it

5c I n» A Heaven revealed it

to men.

^ ^ fH T' 1
Confucius

said, I do not explain to one

who is not eager for knowledge.

^ ] m.iy you open it in peace ;—
a superscription on letters.

1 M ''° 'ook pleasantly, to smile.

1 R] 'o open and to shut.

1 P -g- A li it is hard to

awaken the sympathy of people.

f^ ] an inclosurc in a letter.

) jA ^ A to nndcceive or to

point out to others the true way,

to disseinjiiate truth.

] B^ ^ the morning star, Luci-

fer, the harbinger of brightnes.s.

] ^ to memorialize the Throne.

I ^ to remove the seals.

'( 1 '^ ^ ^ centurion's clerk,

wlio writes his letter, &a

A signal flag or board like a

semaphore or marine signals.

I ^ an embroidered stream-

er on a lance, sent by way of

credence or borne in state.

*^ A scolloped or embroidered

banner borne by an aid or

'c/i't escort; cover of a lance-head

;

to fold silk.

1 US j£ Ea 8^ the banners com-

ing in the distance.

Bead 'A'iny. The articulation

of the tendons and bones.

•^
I

the place where flesh and

bones unite.

< A-^^ i'lom silk and mid as the phonetic.

/I^PJ An ojien worked, variegated

'c/i'i kind cf silk, with criss-crcss

figures, called ] ^, used for

summer dresses ; its wear was once

reg^ilatcd by sumptuary lawa

Wi 1 '^ ''"•t*'i from its silk cover.

] ^ fiuo silk garments ; viet.

tl. gaut apiwrel.

^—^ J The original form of the no.\t,

~~t supposed to represent curling va-
yi pois rising; it is used for theStth

C« l' radical of a dozen characters,

mostly relating to vapors, and

"Q to beg, because prayers as-

cend to the gods.

Cloudy vapor, aura, effluence.

^ > } From vapor and rice.

^^T\ Fnme or vapor ascending

ch'i' from heat acting on moisture

;

steam, exhalation ; ether, the

serial fluid ; breath, air ; a halo or
j

cloudy vapor ; the vital i'orceor lluid,

the primordial aura, nervous mat-

ter or the stamina of a being ; spirit,

courage, temijer, or feelings of men
or animals; asjiect, air, influence,

attraction ; a convenient and mobile

term in Chinese philosophy for ex-

plaining and denoting whatever is

supposed to be the source or primary

agent in producing and modifying

motion, as if it was animated air

;

it is more material than j/j ^ and

too' ^, more external than ^s.'u

jjji, Jind is restrained by the ^fiint/

y^ which confines it, so that it is

said
I ^ |5g the vital fluid has

limits ; chili, ^ is opposed to it, as

r aJ 7/ or spirit is to the body it

animates ; to smell ; to irritate ; an

apparition ; a serai-lunar period
;

after some nouns it has the force cf

like, or makes the noun adverbial

^ ^ 1 don't get angry.

^ ] Jl. plump, healthy, frcsli.

if ]
& * pleasant countenance.

] 1^ air, bearing, carriage.

31^ ]
weather, temperature.

~
] the dual powers, or yin and

yang.

Ji 1 the five agencies or vapor

* c^*M r^i"' •^'^9 ^ sunshine,

y"^') ^ ^'^t, Jian ^ cold, and

(fwtg Jgl, wind ; these proceed

from the live elements.

^ I
the dual powers, wind and

rain, light and darkness.

JSi ] or j; j climate, miasma, air.

1 Wt spirited ; high toned ; sen-

sitive.

W 1 M. ^"eracioas, honest.

^ ]
a damp, musty smell.

^, ] energy, nerve, vigor.

^ I
^- a fortune-teller.

1 ^ A to vex one, to exas-

perate.

^ I
or

I ^ J to be scolded

;

I have been blamed.

^ \
to ease off one's bad feelmgs.

{IJ ]
to vent one's spite.

I ^ exhausted, no recuperative

power left ; dead.

T fin 1 Bd ^^^^ your anger,

don't you get excited.

1 1^ or
]

times, seasons;

the twenty-four terms.

1 ^ ap.nihilation ; total absorp-

tion into another form.

M f] 1 M. tlae vitalizing fluids

in the earth, which the Chinese

say produce minerals and waters,

causo vegetation, and act on

healtU.

{^ I
to luJd the breath.

^ ] to imbibe enei^, as by
gulping morning an- according

to the Taoists.

[5 ^ ]
to divine by the clouds.

^ ]
don't smell things nidely

;

don't snuff at if, don't get cross.

iS" 1 elevation of mind.

i^-''^ 'M \
you are in good luck.

iE 1 ji ^ i'lJ liis (Kwanti's)

rectitude filled the universe.

^ I
a revengeful spirit, as a

sense of injustice .seeking redress.

M Wl 12 1
*•" impede the re-

spiration.

BS ^ S S" 1 % present him
with a solt purplish curtain, light

as a cloud.

"^ & ?L Hi ]
[tlie brothers] are

all of the same sentiment.

•j^ \ original or mherited con-

stitntion.

— Sx ] 5£ f^ T l*^^ tis make
one vigorous cSbrt and finish it.

^ ]
to vajx)r .iboiit, to dress

fine, to pnc on airs.

^ I
to imitate another, to ape

his dress or gait.
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*/* Another form of tlie Inst ; usetl by

^ i%\ *^*® Taoists in writing clmnns, to

I' J denote the powers of nature.

Sk ] and "^
]

noxious

and fortunate iutiiienccs.

—• ] "ffc ^ f^ at one afflatus

he transtbrmed the Three Pure

Ones ; — done by the Taoist

creator.

/^^^ To unloosen the collar of a

J^^ coat.

c/i'i

'

is 1
to march or stride

, with regular steps.

1 1^ {St M ''" "1^" bosom

and rolling collar.

' 3 The original form is composcil of

!)"P /ilants and ^^ /lowers inodi-

.if> tied in combination, iiieaning to

lilucic and throw away flowers.

To push aside, to reject; to

break or throw off; to relinquish,

to renounce ; to forget, to abandon,

to discard.

]
-{jt to leave the woild, to die.

IP I
to disdain, to dislike much.

] ^ to waste a patrimony.

I ^ cast it aside.

§ [
to abandon good, to throw

one's self away.

i§; 1 to forsake, as a friend.

Jl 1 J!ft A to feel despised by
men.

iJli 1
'''' ^ 1

to throw a thing

away ; to fling oft', as a good

name,

/p ^ JH 1
do not discard me

because I am far away.

1 ^ JyJC M to leave a literary

coui-se and become a trader.

1 ^ Bf IE to leave the hereti-

\ cal and embrace the orthodo.x
;

, to reform, to mend one's ways.

] Tff to abandon business, to

retire to one's home.

Formed offour mouths of vessels

and a dor/ guarding them ; tlie

second form is common tmt

unsanctioned.

A vessel, a dish ; a tool, an

implement, a utensil ; a

thing formed by molding or

cutting for use ; a finished thing

;

an officer ; to use a man where hi.=i

talents are applicable ; ability ; use-

ful, meritorious ; lx)dy or substance

as opiX).sed to ^/n'liff ^ form or qua-

lity ; in which sense Id' ^ is also

put in contra.st.

1 JU a dish or utensil of stone,

earthen, glas.s, or metal ; those

of wood are called ] M. in

common usage.

1 ifefi
"'

:l^ 1
niilitary weaixjns.

^ ] a man of talent.

ij»
I

an impatient, little minded
man.

^ ^ 1 6^ :^ W ••" inefficient

man, one unfit for a place.

1 M ^ ^ "fi he is not well

versed in public matters, or fit-

ted to manage them.

^ -p y(\ 1 the capable man is

not confined to one thing.

1 S life
regard him with great

respect.

] ^ utensils, implements ; also

usefid, eapctble, available.

:h ] ^ ^ ^ great vessel Ls

slowly made, — a talented man
slowly matures.

jR ^ I
^ try and see what he

is fit for. s
>

yv^) From man and to s/op.

> - To rise on the heels and look

f/i'i ' for ; to stand erect, to stand

and l(X)k at ; erect, i^rjjendi-

cidar ; steep, precipitous.

1 7 IB 't 'loes not stand firm.

1 1^ to stand higher.

j^ ]
high and steej), as a hill.

] ^ to expect c'lgerly, to look

for anxiously.

fj \ ^ W ""certain in all his

ways.

1 fl B I shall look for a re-

ply.

1 M. '^ }^ ^ have been to yonr

liou.se, — but did not see your

face.

] (:§ tired from standing.

]
jTp to Ux)k up to. I

1 jL to stand erect ; stand up !

_|»_4) From liii/e and eleijniit, lefor-

i/l ''"o 'o 'I'e fine work of tlie car-

jff,
^'^1' wlien making records on

Clt I bamboo or wood ; it is now used
only as a primitive, the next two
liaving superseded it.

To cut a notch in a stick.

From great aud a notched stick.

A covenant, an figreement

or bond intended to be en-

during; quijKis were ancient-

ly used until suiierseded by writ-

ings ; to compare the parts of a

contract or check ; to join ; mourn-
ful, distressed ; scared ; adopted,

devoted to a god or person ; a spit

used in scorching land torloise-

.shelb for divination.

J $5 " ^^ritten contract, of which
tl'e $n 1

lias ail official seal,

and the ^ ]
has only the

signatures ; the former pay the

^ 1 official fee, and are more
binding and legal.

^'
I

documenls, deeds, contracts.

H I
°'' M 1 '^'eed of a lot or

house ; a bill of sale ; a register.

I
'^ bound together, united,

sworn.

] jpi^ devoted to a particular god.

f^ ] to exchange cards and be-

come sworn friends.

]
^ one who is served as a

father ; he answers somewhat to

a godfather.

"ff, ] ^ to draw up a bond

in evidence.

1 1 ^ Ife I watch mournfully.

] JJ coins of the Hiin dynasly,

B. c. 100, sliajied like a sw'ord.

^ ]
a pupil or adherent of a

great scholar ; also my worthy

friend, used in direct address. j

j ^ an adopted daughter.

] -^ an adopted or devote<l

child, esi)ecially so consecrated

by parents when sick ; the 13ud-

hist priesthood is chiefly re-

cruited by such children.

] ;j^ to a.sk the protection of the

[i:!/""y W haniaii] tree, a com-
mon custom in Canton, froin its

long life.
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^ 1 ?S 11. tl'<=''0 lie began to

singe our tortoise-sliells.

] 'i'i^M Kitaiis wlio ruled northern

China, a. n. 1118 to 1-235, tin-

der the name of the I{,'n Ch'ao

^ ^1 or Gulden Dynasty ; the

name is supposed to have been

given them from their tattooing;

it Ls the original of the Persian

word Cathmj applied to China.

Read kkh^ To sunder; (sepa-

rated ; unlike ; uneven.

^ ?E 1 ^ '""^ f'"'
''P''"''

»** life

and death.

Kead sielt, One of the five

celebrated statesmen of Shun, the

progenitor of Ch'ing T'ang ^ )^,
the foundcrof theShangdynasty ; he

was the minister of instruction, and

niler of Shang "(§ as his own slate.

ch'i'

-pBr
c/i'l

'

To carve ; to cut, es[)ecially

characters.

Eead /^ich, To cut ofif.

] ]
grieved, afflicted ; cut

up.

A vessel entu'ely emptied of

its contoiiLs.

jfS 't' is 1
tl'e wine is all

gone from llie bottle.

Old tounjs, ka, kap, ana kat.

tn Fuhchau,

X^f\ From strength and mouth ; ex-

jflll plained by tlie continual addi-

,. tion of words wlion conversing.

To add to, to place upon, to

p" '' superadd ; to confer upon
;

to advance, to promote ; to m-
crease ; to inflict ; to charge, as

interest ; accelerated ; that which

hastens motion ; unpulse ; addition

;

over and above, extra.

I i§ to add to ; to superimpose.

1 ?f!l
^0 punish, to inflict punish-

ment.

] ^ to put on the cap, i. e. to

como of age,— like wearing the

' toffa virilis ; marriageable.

i^
to doubly envelop a letter.

^ beyond expectation.

] 1g^ to rise in office.

] ^, to confer favor ; increased

kindness.

-^ g"
] ;^ when yonr arrows

and line get — the birds.

Ef fS 31 '1^ 1 ^ "I'at more

should I have to do with him ?

fS^ I ^ EL tl'ere is no limit to

the increase.

1 "— iSl '•o *"''l'e out a tenth

;

to charge ten jjer cent, a-ruonth.

1 .6' y\ M **i^
P^'' ^^^^- interest

per mensem.

1 ^ ^^' '^'^'^ ftr"l subtract ; to

increase and diminish.

.dm

Ill Canton, ka ;
— in Swaiow, kc and kia

;

ka and kii ;
— in Shanffliui, ka and kia ;

—

j J^ the rules of addition.

^: ii^ iU. 1
^^^^''^ w'll ^ "0 '^^'^^

[good hick] again.

] ^1; a nominal rank, a titular

dignity.

m^^mm 1 fif
the price

is double what it was last year.

From wood and to add; it is not

the same as /eta' >iS a stand.

One stick added to another,

as a flail ; a canguc or a

wooden collar, in which minor cri-

niinals are pilloried, called in irony

7tv M m t'"' wooden neck-tio
;

there are several shapes and sizes

;

to wear the cangue.

1 ^ the sentence written on the

cangue; to wear it, called ^
1 and ^ 1 ill some places.

^ 1 ^^ t° carry the cangue

and be manacled.

] ^ to sentence to the pillory.

35 E 5E ^ ^ 1
who knows

what punishments the devils put

on the dead ?

Tf. j small board stocks for fas-

tening both bands.

:^mm \ U \
gthccar^n-

tcr made a cangue and wore

it ; met. bis violent dealing came

down on his own jwite.

ifrn
^ '''

c4VJ|I with

— in A mot/, ka, ko, and kak ;
—

in Chi/a, kia.

A flail, ill which it is used

the last

fh a ^ ]
a flail ; the fly is

iLsiially a bamboo stick-

vJ||| Ornaments attached anciently

(^(({J to the hair-pin, or hanging

^chia loosely on the liead ; a kind

of fillet or head-band, worn

by women.

I ffi a marriage head-dress.

Jj^A^ A small whistle made of reed,

(^iJ without holes for the fingers,

ckia used among the nomads

;

some descriptions make it

more like a flageolet.

IS 1 1^ B 1^1"^^ ''"5 whistle to

aid in singing tlie stanzas.

]|J ] -f- A ^0 'lie Mongol whistle

has eighteen fxiunds.

;fiX% A coarse description of sleasy

C^^ camlet.

^</iiu
] ^ (in Sanscrit kisfnti/a,

i. e. a colored garment), the

clerical dress, a gray, black, or

leaden colored stole or surplice

worn by Budhist priests when ofli-

ciating, called ^^ or poor jacket

by themselves, and ^ & ^ or

spoiled color garment by others ; it

is made of thin cotton.

] ^ ;]|]' muslins.
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Jp

m

Tli(! scab or Bkin wLicb grows

over a sore.

^c/iia ^^ ] to form a scab ; to

Ileal over.

<1Jh m ^ w a 1 mm t^o

jC/ii'a men turned up the green field

after tlie April rain, — tLe

tt'rni from April 20 to May 5.

1 ffl ''^ I'lo^ fields.

ttljrt To sit with tlie feet under

cJ^M ""^ > to sit cross-legged.

^c'lla J^§ ] Hij :^ to double the

legs under one and sit down,

— the proper posture when medi-

tating on Budha.

1 (^ to sit in state; now nsed by

the Budhists lor a solemn sitting.

Read /liuP. A synonym of '^

in tlie phrase
| j^ to meet acci-

dentally.

A word used for Sanscrit ^a

or kill, as karanda | '^ |5^

^chia the cnckoo.

#1 ^ 1^% Sakhya-

Muni, the founder of Budhism ; it

is defined a* meaning the solitary

one {le tnoine ftovo^ the lone) of

Sakya, the family name ofSud-dho-

dana his father, the king oi Kapihi-

tastu
] M. i^' '"^ birth-place near

the present Gorukpoor in Northern

India; this name is defijied by

^ f^ M '^''y "^ wonderful virtue.

] 5^ ^ 1^ the name of Ka^ya-

matanga, who brought Budhism

into China, a. d. 64.

'fc!^ From 710 to "'i'J and a land of

f-Ah music Btanding; a, character
,. much used iu names.

cilia

Good, excellent ; fine, deli-

cious ; what is Iiappy, especially a

marriage ; to commend, to enlogize,

to praise
;

pleased; to please ; to

rejoice in ; to bring about what

is admirable, to take a wife,

1 5^ an excellent idea, a good

object or suggestion
;
your pro-

per remark.

pj ]
commeudable, praiseworthy.

1 Ib K°*f^ manners ; fine pre-

sents ; a term for a wedding.

^ I
to commend, as a historian

docs.

I ^ a happy union.

] l?l ^ "? •" gratify one's so-

vereign.

] 3^ to encourage and praise.

1 75 3S i^ admirable are your

great achievements.

§? ^ 1 t^ worthy of all praise,

very estimable.

1 US M t''^ P^^s at the extreme

west of the Great Wall, leading

to Barkoul.

] ffi^ a species of barbel (Barkis

deuuratus), which makes nests

in the tanks; it is named from

its use as presents.

I ^© j^ lies in Wu-chang fu

above Hankow, on the Yang-

ts'z River.

] ^H'j an old name for the present

1 ^ fl^
in the north of Cheh-

kiang.

]
2|i ^ the twelfth moon, so

called from the terra given to

the winter Bacrifice in the Shang
dyn<isty.

^ I 1 Jfc ;A: #15 ^ •? when
King Wan would take a wife,

in the large kingdom was found

the lady.

tt^ From fle

JTL The nip

,tsa

esh and child.

pple ; a teat ; a pap
;

an old name for it in Hu-
kwang.

<J ^ 1 5£ ['•''" hifant] sucks

the breast.

ytti From yv man and gg a court
, l-f^ baton ; it is often confounded

c/iiu with (C/ii(i ^E , which it much
' resembles both aloue and in

combination.

Beautiful and good of its

kind ; superior, nice, excellent

;

beauty
;
goodness, excellence.

I ^ a pretty woman.

]
^- good news, as by letter.

] f^ a fine composition; elegant,

as a sonnet or essay.

^ ]
first rate, exceeding good-

^ ® 1 H »ot very elegant,

common, not in good taste

;

dowdy.

] Sf elegant j)cnmansLip.

^ ^ )
I don't like it; it is not

very attractive.

^ A. 1 ^ I gradually see the

beauties of this region ; Met. to

learn the delightii of a study

or art.

] 1^ a g(X)d time; met. a wed-

ding day; an assignation, as ^
] JJ the time for the meeting.

^•1;^ From pJantavi to horrow ; oc-

curs used for ^k'id j)\[ brinjal.

^chiu A bulrush or reed like a

Phragniites nvArundo, before

it has flowered ; a musical pipe can

be made of it; old name of a

stream in the south of Chihli.

1 'gj' a simple reed or pipe, used

by herdmen in leading flocks.

I ]^ water grasses, rushes.

I ^ the seventh moon, when
this plant is in seed,

tj^
]

(he shrill pipe.

l^fH"'- 1 t-fI§JcH'eashy
reed down is flying about; vnx.

winter has come.

I >I'f| a district on the Yellow

River iii the extreme north of

Shensi.

Read Jda. Wrongly used for

^ the nelumbium leaf

3^ttJ A boar.

<^X^ ^ 1
''* debauch another's

^chk^, w.Te.

"^ ] a black young boar,

an old term used in Corea

and Chihli.

'^^r^" At first this was formed of *•

ti^V. a ''ic^'er and three J^ pgr^ons

ehia under it ; now the primitive is

I iged to ^K a pig, which
one says is a contraction of

the preceding, and imparts the

sound.

What is within the doors, a

household, a family, a dwelling;
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borne ; a bouse, a building, aud in

some parte involves the idea of a

village ; domestic ; domesticated
;

title of a busband and of some

dignitaries ; tbe country or govern-

ment ; to dwell ; to live in ; one of

tbe viscera or regions of tbe body

;

a sect, a profession or class ; a

suffix to nouns to denote persons,

as ^ ] cbidren; or sometimes

as an expletive.

—- ] X •''11 ^^ connected, only-

one family.

] A a domestic ; retainers, bang-

crs-on; tbe 37tb diagram.

] ^ ~p ^ slave, oncj bougbt witb

money.

g ]
I myself

ffi I
or ^ 1 5M ^^^ °^ "^

^ I
an opponent, an enemy,

flilf I
Ibe,lungs.

5. 1 ^ i/^
I '"I "11 <>"'' °^ sorts;

feverisii and sick.

2l Ji 1
tlio fi^e great families

denote five animals, tbe fox, tbe

rat, the ^ ^ |g or pole-cat,

tbe snake and the )^ ^^ or

hedge bog, wbicb are impish.

^ ]
onoof tbe same clan or «in^'.

1 & *'"'" '^1''"' ^I'lfi'" or chief; the

master of tiie bouse.

^ ] rich [jeople.

] ^ busband and wife.

^ ]
an allotment or advance to

support tbe family.

1 ^ ""y father; paterfamilias.

"fi" I
or j35 ]

the entire family.

I ^ for family use, usually de-

notes a better quality of goods.

A P,S 1 e'Dl't peret'us having no

home;— nothing toeat, destitute.

^ 1
gathered to bis fathers

;

to return to the old homestead

when old, to come back from

a long sojonrn..

^ ] to take a wife.

^ ] ^ I have a family.

] [£ courtiers
;
[Ksrsonswho follow

tbe fortunes of an officer ; clan

aid*.

^ ] tbe whole, all of us (or you)

together; :^ ] ft^ may you

all bo prosperous.

^ ] >]> j5 rich, and poor toge-

ther, as tbe bouses in a village.

~
-f- ^ ) more than twenty

dwellings.

^ ] at home, in the boose.

^ j or g ] the emperor ; our

sovereign.

-{tf;
I

an ancient and bonorable

family.

^^^ Hi 1 ^ become a priest

^ 1 Si *^'"W I
yo""" retainers,

your household ; the clerks.

M^y M~ 1
'Pg'"^'^ '11 man-

kind as one family.

@ I ^ because I wish (or am)

dwilbng here.

S A |§ "F W 1 *1''S man im-

derstands everything ; bo is a

universal genius.

An unanlhorizcd cliaracter,

formed froui tho last; q.d.

what the iiMti supports his
^c/au family with.

Tools, furniture, family things.

— S'J 1 ^ " complete set

of tools. (S/KUiffhai.)

\ ^ °^ ] ^ household gear,

fixtures, furniture ; all things

belonging to a craft.

A buck, a male deer, wbicb

eheds his horns in summer.

stag's hair becomes busby

From old and to horrow ; ib is

also road 'tu.

Great felicity or prosi)erity
;

propitious ; distant ; large

and strong; stable, to bless;

be who blesses.

UJ I
to implore blessings.

^ ]
the blessings of heaven.

^ ] unalloyed happiness.

From ditteaae and to borrow aa

the phouctio

'c/aa A disease of tbe bowels, aris-

ing from cancer, worms, or

concretions ; a disease of tbe lungs,

difficulty of breathing ; cronpy ; a
flaw, a defect.

I 1^ to breathe bard ; asthmatic.

jl^ I
short worms in the bowels.

] m^ to cough distressingly.

Eead ^hia A female complaint.

From man and to borrow

;

Pj? occurs used for fkia j^ fine.

'^chia False, fictitious; illusory;

feigned, hypocritical; unreal;

a pretext; to pretend; to avail of,

to borrow, to get an accommoda-
tion ; to dress in costume ; as a

conjunction, supposing, if, because;

for instance, to suppose; great;

equitable.

^ ^ J^ 1
I <lon't know 'f 't

be true or not.

lii%or ] in. or 1 -g, or ]^
|I3 granting that; if; supposing.

] ^ for instance.

1 ^ Jlf^ A t^o put into another's

band ; to transfer to.

'^
I

simulated, not genuine.

I ^ an alias, a feigned name.

) ^ 1^ a counterfeit officer.

1
it's all humbug.

\% \
to falsify, as goods; to mix

inferior sorts.

] ^ to borrow, to ask of ; to use

as a substitute ; a met.iphor.

1 |5>'ir^ to dress up like police-

men.

^ 1 S M heaven gave him the

chance ; be ran a great risk, bo
had a narrow escajje.

] j^ a false bole, a name for an

unlucky grave.

3K ] J^ ^ tbe fox borrowetl the

tiger's roar.

1 B^^ 5c ^ how sublime are the

decrees of Heaven I

] SI ^ ^ 1*0*^' 'loes he (or by
what (show his kindness to us ?

1 H^ spurious, byixxiritical.

g ]
self-elated.

j ^ an affected regard for
;
pre-

tended love.
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Read to'. Leave of absence,

usually for a brief period ; a fur-

lough.

•^ ]
to apply for leave.

jJJ ]
to give a vacation.

^ I
to extend a leave.

^ I
Lis furlough has expired.

|i; ] a leisure timej^n. vacation

'^[S From^ a measwre placed un-

--T~* der HM to cail out as when in-

CfAA voking,witli|j')or(7er between
*i::a|' to represent tlie object.

^cJdu A small gem or metallic cup

or tripod with ears, of a

graceful shape, used in the

Yin dynasty to receive libations

before the gods, and drinlc out of

;

it contained six ^ or gills, and

was ornamented with carved stalks

of grain.

SE © ^ 1 '^^ washed his cup,

and [the guests] put theirs

down.

^ 1 'M '^ ^ '^*^® washed the

goblet and await your coming

;

— a phrase on an invitation

card.

A tree of price; a small

evergreen shrub like a Gar-
' denia in size and appearance,

whose leaves furnished a

bitter infusion, and without

much doubt denoted the tea

shrub ; the second character, is by

some taken to be. another name

for the ^ts'iu jfl^ or Calalpa Bungei

of the north, but the trees are

doubtless different, and the second

is the proper form for it ; the

second gathering of the tea leaves.

discards the tea and oil trees,

and c^lti^ates the thistle and

thorn;— i.e. he consorts with

the vile and neglects the good.

f) From man, and 'price as the
phonetic.

g/jj-jj' The value of a thing; the

price.

''cilia

TS 1
or

flif ]
the current rate,

the market price.

1 it tK :S: (or ^) the price is

exorbitant.

^ 1 .
Of H 1 '

«"•^ 1 '
or |g

j the asking rate, the nominaJ

price.

^ 1 1^ a prices-current.

|ffi
I

no sale ; no price.

ISI 1 H priceless, inestimable.

^ 1 M ?& sell ^when yon can

get a good price;— «. e. wait till

your merits are appreciated. '

fUSi 1
or ^ 1 or !^ 1 a falling

market, a lower rate.

1
^or

I 1^ 1g g a'reasonable,

moderate price.

K 1
or ^ ti^ 1 ''the'real price,

not a false or (put on) value.

* # -r ^!l "F" ^ 1
an hour

of spring is worth a thousand

taels.

^ 1 ^ a high responsible oflBce;

also an honorable spirit

g ^ H ] we mention no two

prices ;— a shop sign.

) To build a house ; to roar a

dwelling ; a Louse.

cMa"

•i'^VTom. horse and to add as the
phonetic.

chia" -A- horse in the harness ; to

prepare the carriage ; to har-

ness a horse ; to yoke ; to drive or

sit in a carriage ; a chariot ; he who
sits in it; to ride; to mount; to

ascend, as on a cloud ; to go in, as

a ship; to embrace, to avail of; a

title of respect, you, Sir.

I
•^ -^^ pompous, lofty, arrogant,

assuming.

1 _h or -^ 1 or j^ ] are terms

of address, as Sir, Your Honor,

Respected Sir,— as if speakuig

to one in a chariot.

^ \
the emperor's chariot; his

Majesty.

^ 1
his Majesty, his Holiness,

his Godship, applied to the em-
peror and to gods when speaking

of them.

5^ $ K I
the general's carriage

is liariies.sed.

]
= f7 /|^ we yoked up and

went to the hunt.

Jjfe 1
the emperor's car ; now used

as a polite term for priest,

^i® 1 ^ 'o mount the clouds

and ride the mist,— to becorao

one of the genii.

I ^ to be or sail in a ship,

jg ] to return home, to get back.

1 il{j 6^ ^^'^ hands or sailors, the

crew of a ship.

^ ]
you have done me great

honor ; lit. bent to honor me.

glj
I
an aid or deputy to an officer.

i^ H E. 1 ^ g*^' i"'o l^e car-

riage, it is read}'.

^7 1
or

jjjg ]
to

\
start on a

journey.

^ ]
followers in an'idol proces-

sion ; the honsehold guards.

^ ]
to step the car— «. e. to

excuse one's self to a visitor.

1 IS 'o present a joint complaint

to a magistrate.

Tu FulKhau. Divining blocks.

H 1^ 1
'^rce lucky throws.

Ji '
I

Not the same as ^kia ^jj the
1 cansjue; tlie second foim is

J j_^ ? nnnsaal, and confined to tho

-rVl' noi'.n.

'^^ J An open frame on which
'^

to place things; a stand, a

waiter, a rack, an etagiere,

a case ; a frame-work, staging, or

scaflblding ; to lay on a frame, to

put up ; to support, to uphold ; to

ward, (o fend oft"; to avail of; a

classifier of screens, pictures, clocks,

ladders, pier-gla.sses, and other

framed articles, bedsteads, balus-

trades, &c.

^T ] to fisticuff; to come to

blows, as with sticks.

Jg j
to resii-t, (o head off, to

oppose an attack.

I ^ to support a thing.

-f- ^ ] a letter
-f- ten frame, a

cross, a crucifix.

\ ^^ to ingraft.

I
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^ I
a book-rack, a lx)6k-oase

wiibout doore.

—
1 ^ onti framed picture.

^ 1 .^ a fo|)pisli fellow, one

wlio puts on sihs
;
proud.

1 M fifc^ '"y
".

'"''g" ^'"" ^"'?'

to pass, help liiiu out of his

trouble.

loft.

^ ^ 1 or :^ I
the truss which

supports the roof.

1 f^ ^ ^ '-'* ''®''*P "P ^<'*'"™-

iiions cliarges.

'^ ^ ] -p ^ eleaned-out case, a

iainily with more show than sub-

stance ; a pretentions, unreal

man.

j^ ]
-y he has nothing but a

frame, said of a miserable, paltry

shop-keeper.

I ^ jjf^
to make a cat's paw of

another.

^ I
-^ a frame-wearer— a swag-

gering ignoramus, one on his

high horse.

A ^ 1 ? * '0^^ involving life.

1 fe t'> pi'op "Pi ''s a box on

trestles ; or a beam on forks.

c/«a'

From (pomon and hounehold; q.d.

the woman goes to lier family.

To m.nrry a husband, t<3 send

a bride to her Imsband's

honse; to impute to, to im-

plicate.

^ ] to escort the bride.

1 ^ '^'' tH 1 ^" "'^'^ •"* lii'sband.

] ^ to give one's daughter in

marriage.

1 M '"
1 tI^C '^ (lower, a dot.

!^ ^ ^ 1
^^''6" •'' S'''l 's of ^D^i

she should be wedded.

Bfc 1
or JK II 1

^o

second husband.

1 MM A to bring

another malicionsly.

1 ^ to feel a grudge.

Bi I T 5K * waiting-maid given

at marriage ; also called ;^' ]

bride's follower.

1 iS ^ iH if you marry a cock

follow a cock ;— a woman must

follow her husband's lot and

position.

j^ 2jS 1 rf! ^ Jin came to be

married to the prince of Cheu.

>^ A f^ 1
^o prepare a bridal

outfit; to do others' work.

take a

evil on

-yj*»> Prom jrrain and household; q.d.

/kjD^ sowing is the business of a

''^Z, househokl; it is like marrying a
chia daugliter, something will come

of it.

To sow grain; farming; wild,

self-sown
;
grain, cereals ; the spike

of grain ; a sheaf

^ j the full grown grain.

] ^ to sow corn or wheat ; done

by dibbling.

^ I
to learn husbandry.

T> ^ 1 1^Mm you don't

know the hardships of sowing

<ind reaping,— i. e. of getting a

living; said to a spendthrift son.

^ ]
growing grain ; the crops,

harvested l<y ^ 1 J^ stalwart

harvest-men.

^ I U I^J
our haiTest is all in.

'i' M ^ ^ 1 '" November the

sheaxes are all gathered.

J.

t) A tree, whose fruit resembles

U^ a sh.iddock, with a very

c/ua' thick skin, and furnishes a

wood useful in cabinet-work;

a lever ; manacles or gyves.

^ 1 I? !^ to raise a thing with

a pry.

c/t^ia

Old founds, k'a and k'ap. In Canton, fa and yaj— in Swatow,
\

in Shanghai, k'aj — in Chifu, k'ia.

prostrate one's self; toFrom mouth and to go.

To gape ; to open the mouth,

as if in stupid wonder.

Pretty.

gg j the mincing motions

of a girl who thinks herself

to be beautiful.

« 1 &0T(^Um in Can-

tonese) simulated, pretending.

if L
^chHa

M
^chHa {g| 1

hiding one's face from

view, as a bashful child.

To w.ilk, to step.

Ifi j the motion of walking,

'c//'«i but making no progress, as

when drilling soldiers; it is

also used to intimate reluc-

tance to act

$;—in Amoy, k'ia ;
—

li^) From heart and guest.

J'^ Covertly hiding.

cZt'ia'
I ^f hiding away, as child-

ren in playing hide-and-go

seek; bashful and keeping

out of sight.

m
chHa'

) The i^lvis bone; the haunch

bone.

^\
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Old sound, kap, gap, and kat. In Canton, kap, ki'p, kit, and at ; — 1» Swatow, hiap, ka, k'iat, and k'ak j
— in Amoy,

ka, kiap, k'iat, k'ai and siat ; — in Fiihchaii, kak, kek, hiek kiek, and n<rak ; — in Shanghai,

'cfiia

The original character ia des-

cribed as composed of /fl wood
with a cap over it, representing

the first motions of tlie sprout

in spring ; others say it is a
man's head which ought to have
a cover on it.

The plumule or scaly covering

of a growing seed just bursting

;

cover ofa sprout, a bud ; the first of

the ten steins, belonging to wood,

— hence, the first, the head, the

best ; number one, from ils coijimoa

use in ordinal numbers ; to begin,

to excel, to get the start of; armor,

a cuirass, a corselet ; a soldier
;

military, and hence at Peking, in

the main city, it denotes a ward or

beat, which the troops guard and

keep watch in ; hard coverings, as

the carapace of turtles, elytra of

beetles, scaly plates on crocodiles,

gurnards, <&c.; the finger nails.

'{|( ] a tithing, a hamlet ; its elder.

kah and yiih ;
—in Chifu, kia.

] ® the chief- of a ward or

street.

] 2» ^^^ "sed hypothetically for

persons, as the one, the other
;

as John Doe, Richard Roo ; as

A. B. in geometry ; 1st, 2d, &c-

^ ]
literary men

;
graduates who

have passed, and not bought

their step.

I
'^ head-constable of a ward,

a village elder.

^ 1
jinglingscales, such as actors

wear or peddlers use.

^ 1 or ^ ]
*:l'iws, the finger-

nails.

lE^M^E 1 the third ward

of the plain white Bannermen.

"^
] Ji'f' the richest man in

the world, a Croesus.

H ffif 1
the highest throe on the

list of hmlin or tsinsz' graduates.

1 2^ veteran soldiers.

] |j(^ tlie general's markee.

I J^ an armory, a depot of mili-

tary stores.

1 ilf * sprout, a bud.

&
I

military equipments
; |
&

met, armor and weajwns.

1 ^^ '^''
I fSi.

"^ medical name

f(^ tlie operculum of snails.

1 S the class of scaly animals, as

snakes, reptiles, turtles.

] ^, tortoises {Trioui/T), also

called Hf a name for marsh

tortoises.

IS ^ f^ 1 ^^"«s his ability

exceed mine ?— he is not my
superior.

^ ^ ^ j he has attained to

higli literary rank ;— the names

of liyin and isinsz' graduates

are written on yellow paper.

^ .^ ]
a kind of chain armor.

•^
I

the gravid uterus.

>^ + ife 1
tlie sexagenary cycle.

TABLE OF THE 8EXAGENABY (3YCLE

¥^ ae. ¥^ aw ¥ * a a f ^Sas ¥ M aw ¥ ^ a *
1804 1809 1814 1819 1824 1829 1834 1 1839 1844 1849 1854 1859

1864 1809 1874 1879 1884 1889 1894 1899 1904 1909 1914 1919

Z.i m^ Z.^ M m r. H M M 2. * m ^ Z. B m^ z. w m *
1805 1810 1816 1820 1825 1830 1835 1840 1845 1850 1855 I860

1865 1870 1875 1880 1885 1890 1895 1900 1905 1910 1915 1920
1

n% ^* ^^ * B m ^ ^ W ^ * ^ a i^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ .*S
1806 1811 1816 1821 1826 1831 1836 1841 1846 1851 1856 1861

1866 1871 1876 1881 1886 1891 1896 1901 1906 1911 1916 1921

TJ?Ii i * Ti i^ T ^ i M T W i n T * i^ T B ij*
1807 1812 1817 1822 1827 1832 1837 1842 1847 18.52 1857 1862

1867 1872 1878 1832 1887 1892 1897 1902 1907 1912 1917 1922

f^M: «w jtn ^ * f^ ^ ^ B Jbg J* ^^ J^ * ^a )^^ m^
1808 1813 1818 1823 1828 1833 1838 1843 1848 1853 1858 1863
1868 1873 1878 1883

1
1888 1893 1898 1903 1908 1913 1918 _1923_

This is the only mode of reckoning years employed by the Chinese. Their records state that Nao the Great y^ ^g was
commanded by his sovereign Hwangti, in the 61st year of his reign, to examine the relations of the five elements, and form
a cycle to name the j-ears; he did so by taking kiah, the first of the ten stems, and joining it to Uz', the first of the twelve

branches, to denote the first year of the cycle ; the second characters of each series were then joined to form yueh-cheu, and
soon, going through the ten stems six times, and the twelve branches five times, as shown in this table. This ia Bupposed to hay*
been in the year E. c. 2637, which according to Hales was 518 years after the deluge. The Chinese have never kept up a serial

numbering of tho cycles, bnt the 75th ended in 1863 with the 4600tb year of their annals ; there were 44 before the birth of

Christ, ending A. D. 3 ; and there have been 31 cycles since that date, up to A. D. 186i. This mode of naming tho years is

followed by the Coreans, Japanese, and Lewchewans, and has done much to simplify and preserve their chronology.
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m.
The side of a liill ; a steep

place btitwecn liills.

jC/«a $ ill 1 SS can'iages an<l

i(f\'fi liorses following ou in a line.

0. T

X

Vrozn flesh and scule.

he part under and between

the shoulder-blades.

Ki^<'

Fromy^great snpportcd hj two

J J\ men ; otliera consider it to

ckiu ^® formed <}f two vten liolding

up one by the elhuv:i> ; it much

resembles 'nhen 5v' '''"' '^

interchanged witli its next three

compounds, as also with kiah^

jQ lined, and cliuh^ ^QJ shears.

To take or press inider the

arms ; to carry secretly ; to succor;

to wpieeze; to take up, as with

pincers ; to press between two ; to

aid ; to take to'one's bosom ; to

insert between; to keep near to;

doubled, lined, as a dress ; as-

sistants ; near, connected, as a side-

chamber or recess; boards for

pressing; slieai-s with the Luigc at

the end of the blade.

I
it ^ jp] [the peoplej occupied

the Hwang Valley.

j ^ to carry or secrete in the

girdle.

1 ^ ?i»S ^^ smuggle with one's

baggage.

1 'IK hoards for pressing or sup-

]K)rting the sides of a thing, as

the chocks of a mast.

1 M J5n
foreign rigged sailing

vessels ; the term seems to be

derived from the wor<l captain.

] ^ mixed in, ill assorted

;

foi.sted in.

^ 1^ ^ I
is it a single or

double—^jacket 1

IH" 1 "'P 't "P ; to delude by false

statements.

] ^ councilors ; aides-de-camp.

1 j!C to attack on both sides.

1 ^ "
1 ii. l'"^^'> '' tigiitly-

0P llS 1 •' iieedle-case, a house-

wifi; or hussy.

^ I
bfjnrds to retain Chiiie.se

books in order.

^ I
a portmanteau, a carpet-bag.

M 1 M 1 B^ "«'' t''« sycee

shears to cut it open.

1 ^ P"t it inside ; take it under

your arm.

J^J^ From hand and to press ; it is

IJJr^) also a synonym of hieh^ '% to

fihia assist, and the last.

J^ie To clasp under the arm, or

1 '-p between the legs ; to pinch
;

to hide away, to [)nt in the bosom
;

to appropriate ; to help, to support

;

to cherish, to protect; to assume,

to presume upon ; to extort, to

squeeze ; to bring together ; to

store up.

I ^ to assist, to protect.

1 ft *" presume on one's ratik.

1 ^ S :^ great ability to man-
age atfairs.

]
an interval of ten d.iys or so.

1 icor 1 'tRor
] ^ to cherish

hatred, to hold a grudge against.

Is 1 ?^ :^ our arrows are on

the string.

I
^ to oppress, as by |)reventing

an appeal ; to shut out from ; to

force to a course by threats of

consequences

1 :iC Ui [you might as well try]

to tuck Mt. T'ai (in Santung)
— under your arm.

^>
chia

.Hie

From nw.n and to pn^s ; it is

also read hich^ aud sometimes
used for the last two.

li«>f

Generous, noble-mindyd, pub-

lic-spirited ; bold, zealous for

the right : ready to maintain i

another's cause.

1 ^ disinterested, magnaniraons.

j
ji'l ardent and brave ; resolute

to maintain her cha.stity.

1 § or jgl) ]
a friend in need;

a supernatural aid or advocate.

a 1 /^ ^ ho has a name for

equity and energy in a cause.

^ I
a man of moral courage

and power, a hero.

^ 1
to roam and wander, as a

fairy does over the world.

JKlif A kind of nippers or chop-

^yV) sticks ; the irregular veins

jC/a'a of wood.

I ^ a machine to tortare

the ankles.

Yrom i^lants and to squeeze.

J Pods of leguminous plants;

legumes generally ; seeds

;

PP
the sheath on the leaf stalk

of grasses
; a clasping petiole.

^ I
elm seeds.

1 ^ small light coins used in the
Han dynasty.

^ I
a felicitous plant fonnd m

Yao's courtyard; also called

J^ ] from its curious growth.

A district in Jii cheii ^ ^j^
'> in the center of Honan on a

^clda branch of the River Hwaj.

L-Qp 1 S5 an ancient place in

the north of Hupeh, where Ch'ing
^'ang ^ 3£ eslablishe<l the Cheu
dynasty, about b. c. 1100.

] ^ a hxlge over the city gate.

mA
,chia

'rom head and to press; q.d.
he jaws receive and press the

food.

The jaws, the sides of the

j^"'* face ; the cheeks ; utterance,
' articulation

; a side.

^^, I
the chops, the jowl.

^ 1
pe.aeh-bloom or rosy cheeks.

1 $ '"
1 # Ihe jaw-bone.

1 G M' Si a Pekuig term for

the chin.

^ I
to guard, to be at the side

of.

^ 1 ft it to use metaphors, to

bring lar-fetched insinuations.

^ 1 the red jowl,— a j)oetical

name for the stork.

ms A [)air of pincers or prongs
to hold a crucible o>er the

fire ; to take up with tongs
;

a double-edged sword.

>Aj ]
a jjair of tongs.

W ] MWi [^''""g Hwang] went
about thrumming on his sword
and singing.

chia
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m

From clothes and joined; occurs

interchanged with kiah) 5s *-°

assist.

A lined dress without wad-

ding ; lined, doubled.

] ^ n lined dress.

1^ 1 ^ M swingle and double

garments.

Read kieh^ A kind of collar

;

a lappel.

il ;p ± ^ 1 T> T ^ ^ '!«

not look at [xjoplu above the

collar, nor below the girdle.

I ^ the second chariot.

From eije and united.

Eyes dim and tired ; eyes

blinking and dull ; sleepy.

1 Bfi fiS nodding, sleepy.

{Cantonese.)

A close cuirass or breast-plate

of bide; an under-shirt made

firm and hard so as to ward

oft" blows, and often plated

with metal.

] j^ a leather cuirass or

jerkin; it was doubled over

the breasU

cilia

i. A. A knee-pad of leather ; a
*
PI } white narrow sash or girdle,

^cliia worn by mourners.

C^ A kind of cake or bait.

fihie

y

c/iia W'X \

From prain and aUo(^'ther or

happy ; it is also reail 'h'iai,

, and occurs interchanged witli

tlie next.

The straw or stalks of corn

or hemp; grain still in the

straw, but with the outer

sheaths removed ; clean ; to weave

into hassocks to worship heaven
;

usual, customary.

H "S 1. ^1^ 1 M. I'O pa'"! tlie

usual taxes on 300 U.

yfjl :(^ \
cotton stalks used for

fuel.

Said to be composed of hun-

dred and >Q spears.

A lance, a long spear ; to

spear; uneven, jagged ; usual,

as rules or ceremonies.

j H R| Jjt liis spear struck the

sounding ball.

I jp§ usual rites, accepted usages.

fC/da

^(ra

^ ^ ^ I
the intractable must

come under (or be judged by)

the great laws.

] ] ^ how he hesitates in say-

ing it

!

From mouth and lance ; it oc-

curs in many proper names of

foreign origin fur the sound ,/.•«.

The chirping or singing of

birds is
] ] , apparently

an attempt to imitate the

chatter of a magpie.

In Pekingese. Loud laughing.

1 1 Cl^ ^ '"* Jjllj) ri'igii'g la>'gl»-

^77 '^'" scrape otT the rust and

^^) dirt; to brush and clean.

,<:/f
f<WP(T

-4>|l From knife and lucky.

|H IJ ) To brand or tattoo the face

^chie as a punishment ; to flay the

skin from the face.k:^-

Also read kia'i*

An indifferent heartless man-

ner, shown when others are

sad ; want of sympathy.

1 ^ light-hearted, flippant,

thoughtless, careless.

Old sounds, k'ap and gip. In Canton, hap and k'ap; — in Suiatow, k'ap and ki'p; — in Amoy, k'ap and kipj —

«

1)1 Fahchau, k'ak ;— in Shanghai, hah and kali ; — in Chifu, kia.

*fcA»
From hear J and joined.

,

| pj" very suitable.

^l]
]

3f5 '* 's just in the nick of

time, not too early or too late

1 1 ^ Pif?
'^'^ parrots are cry-

ing kUah kHah.

[pjj Seasonably, in good time,

ch'ia' luckily, opportunely, fitly; to

the purpose
|
just, exactly

;

to apply the mind to.

] j^ happily met.

1 *f or
1 ^ just the thing,

fitting, all right, fortunately.

] fy or
] ^fl just so, much alike,

nearly.

ffU 1 ^ M H A the rude

boat would just hold two or

three persons.

cfiHa'

,cUia

A synonymous form of /c'd/i,

^J to cut.

To pierce, to stab ; to cut.

From to 'breathe and guest.

To emit vapor ; to send forth

breath.

1^,
c/i'ia''

A scholar's cap, used about

A.n. 300, like a military cap

withoutcorners, todislinguish

the literati of Wei.

S^.
To stumble; to fall or jump

back ; to stammer in speakiiig.

chW ] ^ to stumble or sKp down
bask wards.

b" "B'T S S'J ^ 1
consider well

what you are to say, and you

wii! not hesitate.

Read khe/t^ For, uistead of.
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m
.ch^v.

From hand and pitfalU

To dig the nails iuto; to la-

cerate, to claw; to grab, to

pinch, to twist; to tear up.

] ^ "^ Jm ^ clawed Lis nose

and burned his eyebrows and

head.

1 ^ 3¥ J}» reckon them up on

the fingers.

] I^ f^ to twist braid for straw

hats.

HE 1 M ^ * mischievous dis-

pos'tion, liking to play jokes-

KIAI.

1 til ifil
t-o ^orcQ the blood out.

] ^ J^ to pinch the skin to re-

move spasms, — in children.

^'^ 1 A. ^ to bite [the lii«]

till the blood comes ;— irritat-

ed, indignant, mad at.

1 ^'' ^ unequal, uneven.

^ I ^ to twist the fingers, so

that ihe middle uno stands up-

right ; the Budhists do it wbeu
praying.

1 Pi -^^ RK 5i t^ g^a^ one by
the throat.

KIAI.

Tr*-| Occurs used for the last.

f3U> '^o •''S t''^ n?a\s into; to

fCh'ia pinch; to enter, to go into.

1 ?K 5i '^ plu^k a flower;

to tear into strips, as (lie

edges of paper; to imll to

bits.

^1^ 1 A felicitous plant, the^ ] ,

R/A) 1
which ap[x;ars to denote a

J;'t
I

fern resembling the common

^^j J
brake, but not yet fnlly ex-

OWr-iounda, ka, ha, ga, kak, and kap. In Canton, kai; — in Hwatow, kai and koi ;— in Amoy, kai and kej •

ill Fuhchau, kai and ka ; — in Shaifjliai, ka unci kia j
— in Chifu. kiai.

From ivhite and to compare. i

f I—I All alike, things of tiie same i

,chie sort; an adjective of number

denoting people ; used after

two nouns or a series of items, for

the whole all, altogether; but often i

simply a sign of the plural ; all at
j

once ; manifold. I

] ^ everybody knows it.

I /ft ^ no one came up to Lim
;

unequaled-

^ <|; I ^ old and young are

all here.

J^ f^ I ^ all he'does is in the

same style.

j jpj — ^ we are all of the

same rank.

1 ^ *^' a*^ *''^> "'^ correct.

^ I
>— ;^ all are alike.

\ :kWli^ a" -ire -ilike hapi)y

— when in presence of Budha.

IS^ ] ^ the couple have grown

old together.

JS, 7|i; ^ 1
[as amicable as] the

fish and the water.

1 1 dt ? '*" "l^'e vigoroiuj

officer.

?l ? 1 -fr I ^^'" g" '^'th you.

M ^ *tJ ]
'noniiiig and night

he must consort with tlieni.

ift ?S ^ ]
P'lrity and impurity

cannot coexist.

m\
From place or earth and all

;

there is a trifling distinction

l>etween these two cliaracters,

tlie second being restricted to

literal steps.

,c/tie

<1t
.clue

To act bailly is :^ ]
;— the

manner and reason for it to

be determined by the con-

text.

<n

From man and all ; it is similar

to the preceding.

jA'i'e To accompany, to tike along

with one, as a parent his son
;

jointly; all at once, together, with;

a joint, vigorous etl'orl ; robust

1 ^ with my son ;— a phrase

used on cards and tablets.

From mouth and all.

Tlic harmony of birds ; dis-

^clde tant music or melo<ly, as the

sound of bells or drums ; the

soughing of the wind.

1% '"ft 1 1
their sweet concert

was heard afar.

it ® it 1 tlie whistling of the

northcni wind.

>.^ The rippling sound of water;

c-JQ incessant rain and wind.

,c/«e f1^ ;JC 1 1
the murmuring

waters of the Eivcr Hwai.

Steiis, especially those lead-

ing up to the gate ; the

asoent to a hall ; a grade, a degree,

a rank; to emulate, to rise; a

source, as of an evil ; that which

helps to rise, as an elementary

treatise, a gradus, an easy lesson.

1 iK -5 the outer stone stetie-

] 1^ four or five steps, which

lead up a landing.

] ^ a parapet or balustrade on

the sides of steps, to put flowers.

] 15 -I" oflicial griide.

^^ 1
to walk the golden steps

— or palace, the privilege of the

three highest Hanlin graduates;

also called 3g ]
and "^

\

the gemmed or heavenly steps.

•^ ]
your house or mansion.

] J^ at the top of the steps, higli

in office-

jSC ]
literary office or degree.

^^^^^nmn \
con.

fwius readied the summit of

excellence only step by step.
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W IS iU ;^ 1
there should be

progressive steps in a discourse.

m, ]
steps ofdisonler,b»d govern-

ment, corru])tioii.

^ ]
to rise in office.

] ji\ an inferior department in

Kansuli on tlie Kiver Kia-ting.

ft ^ ^ 1
* *^'^ successive pro-

gress of advancement or decay.

-jlfi* From )i!(!)i( iind dait.
Ha-tr

(Sipl '-Tlie stalks of tlie northern

,c/ii/ or Abutilon hemp (Sida tilicv-

/olia), which are dressed for

ropes and cordage ; straw stripped

of its leaf sheaths.

An intermittent or tertian

ague, the
] ^, which comes

on every other day^

A cock quail that proves to

be cowardly, is
j |,^, and

is soon sent to the cook.

From 't~X to go and ^£ a baton.

A thoroughfare, a broad

I*"'* street, an avenue ; a place

which leads to the four

points ; a place where markets are

held ; out of doors, abroad, in the

street.

yj I
to walk abroad

;
gone out.

] ^ a street gate.

—^ 1 or — ^^ ] one street.

^ l{l I
a noisy thoroughfare, a

bustling street

] J^ the street, a neighborhood
;

the neighbors ; also used some-

times as a compellation, as |

^ f^ Neighbor I— in Canton,

the householders of three or four

streets, forming a kind of ward-

;?fe ] an ornamented or illumi-

nated street ; a street of play-

houses or courtesans. •

g I
to patrol the streets, as the

^ I 64 watchmen or police-

men do.

1 ffll M ^ went through all the

streets, as a procession.

^ ]
the pulse of the femoral

artery ; a medical term.

^ ^ 1 S^ street rumor, gossip.

t

3^ ) the stars k v in Taurus

)

the phr.ise is also used for the

Milky Way in 5c 1 ^ £ ^S
in a^ ['" ^'"^ seventh moon]

the Gula.xy at night is clear as

water, — so that the Hcrdboy
and Weaver can be seen.

In Cantonese. The town; a row

of houses.

^ I
to go into town, as from the

country ; to go abroad.

-t 1 "''SI 'o go ashore.

Old garments.

^ $\ f^ 1
sharpen the

Vi'i'e needle to mend the old

clothes.

j^ I
to cleanse old soiled clothes.

From horn^ ^nife, and ox ; q. d.

euttingopenahorn; tbe second
form is common ; it is inter-

c&yj!^
I
changed with some of its com-

pJ^E I pounds.

'c/tie To open, to take off or

apart; to extricate; to dis-

joint, to sever ; to dissipate,

to scatter ; to dispel, as sorrow ; to

explain, to understand, to make
clear ; to stop ; to do away with

the effects of; to release, as from

bonds ; an explanation, a commen-

tary ; a trace of

] ^ to unloosen the girdle.

] ^ to nentraliie, as the effects

of a poison ; to propitiate or

exorcise noxious influences.

I
"^ to make clear.

it£ ]
*n explanation, a comment.

m I
to preach on, to expound,

lis 1 ^ there's no way of escape

from it.

I |§ the explanation is wrong.

] ^ to alleviate sorrow, to dis-

pel grief

I ^ to urinate.

I ^ to raise a seige ; to settle a

quarrel.

j fp let me explain my error; I

beg your pardon.

ing drinks.

1 ?^ ^ quench thirst.

1 ffi '<^ retire from oiBce.

I"^
1 *& 'o ^'"g * cheerful ballad.

]
1^' to succor, as in extremity;

to rcHevo one in straits.

I
i^ to set at variance ; annoying

interference.

1 ^ to explain away, as a diffi-

culty ; scattered, as a crowd.

^ ]
to discriminate.

Tj^'^vl\l really can't under-

stand what it means.

] ,§,. or
1 ,ft, or#|i 1 i^

to make up a quarrel, to settle

amicably ; to explain the diffi-

culty and become friends.

I JH to take off the shoes.

p \
magic arts of the Taoists,

who pretend to vivify a corpse.

1 U to l«t go; to free, as a
grasp; to let oft"; to escape, as

I'rom punishment.

I JK -S or
] JK a B«dhist

term for self-liberation, or the

state of liberation {vimoksliu), of

which y^ | |^ eight enfran-

chisements {ashtaii vimo/^/ias)

are enumerated, being as many
intellectual states through which

their writers say every ar/ian

passes on his road to nirvatw.

Head /.!(«'' To transmit, to for-

ward, to hand over or up to; to

conduct ; to transfer an officer to

another post ; to e.xclude.

1 311 to deliver over a j^risoner.

1 iM to forward, as a culprit.

I |§ to forward on, as boxes.

] H^ to send on the duties— to

Peking.

i? 1
or

] ^ the escort or guard

of a prisoner.

] ^ to remit a case to a higher

court.

I ^ to forward with a report

1 TC t'"' ''"'t of the higin gra-

duates at a tripos-

Read /««!' in the sense of |§.
Idle, remiss-

^ I
'
-J; & not carelessly oc-

cupying his post.
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) From shelter and to forward as
the ijhonotio.

c/iie> An apartment adjoining or

in a yamun where persons can

Etay, or visitors be received ; a sort

of Lospice ; a lodging for subordi-

nate officers.

5^ 1
o>- 5^ Hife :^ a pnWic

office, a\vay from the chief ya-

mun; a magistrate's lodging, or

where he temporarily holds his

court.

chie'

From ;J§ a «pear and 'jy to hold
^lp with both hands, as if to

alarm .in intruder ; occurs used

for ^ a houndari/, and tlie next.

To warn, to caution ; to guard,

to watch against ; to beware of, to

refrain from, as wine ; to observe

a regimen ; to inhibit ; to wean
from the use of ; to inform ; to

prepare for ; cautions, injunctions,

precepts, inhibitions ; a limit ; a re-

gion.

I P to be careful of one's diet

;

to fast, to live sparingly.

•|J ] most carefully guard against.

] 'M'fi ^ prescription for curing

opium smokers.

1 ^ 'M quite cured of the habit.

1 ^ avoid killing animals

] j^ rules to be observed.

^ IM It 1
having the seed and

also seen after the utensils.

:^ /f> H 1 ought we not to warn

each other daily 1

|g ]
or ^ 1 to urge to break

off, as a vice.

] ^ to abstain from wine or

spirits.

jy 1 tI? ^ '" <»""ier to deter

others after them.

{^ I
the river's limit.

^ 1 7 j$ se<1ulously guard
against all hazards.

^ j
to take orders, as a priest

or nun ; it is done by burning

moxa on the head in many
places.

1 "^ S IS carefully observant

of and fearing to ofFen<l, as a

disciple.

ii'

] ^ ] ^ guard against it

!

beware of it ! — similar to
] ^

take care I

^ \ 'f' iK ^"'^ '^°^ guard against

the fire ;— an accidental con-

flagration.

I ^ a ferule ; a foot ruler.

1
^1' a finger-ring, explained by
some as worn by or presented

to people, to Lint the necessity

of restraining anger.

From words and ii'nrning ; it is

often used with the last, and is

sometimes mistaken for ich'ing

^^ truly.

A rnle of conduct ; a precept,

an injunction ; a warning ; to deter,

as by a pen.ilty ; to deliort ; to

prohibit.

^ ]
•to forbid

;
prohibitions.

-f- ] the Ten Commandments

^ ]
rules of conduct, things to

be avoided.

^ ]
to teach and warn.

^ ]
to lie under a prohibition.

^ ] an injunction of importance,

fl^
—

]
"5^ to rebuke one warns a

hundred— from transgressing.

chie

chie'

c/iie'

To enjoin on, to urge one

to obey ; to charge.

Bead b'h^ Hasty, urgent.

Bead ixh. Headstrong

;

alarided, fearful of.

The old form resembles J^
scales, but is composed of J^
•man over /\ eight, for every
man has his limit ; interchang-
ed with tlie next two.

An assistant, an attendant, one

who announces visitors ; to assist,

to wait on ; to border on, to enlarge;

a limit, conterminous; firm, immov-

able ; armor of mail, a cuirass

;

the carapace of tortoLses, crabs, &c.;

a privy ; because, for ; small, petty,

trifling ; alone, one single person

or animal, and used as a classifier

for a person ; icicles on trees
;
good

;

great ; to bo or make gieat ; re-

solute ; to act or represent.

-
1 ;r: .W ® l# A be would

not take a straw from anybody.

I A .i ^ because of human
aflection.

$1
'— 1 JC ^ 1^ *™ o»ly ""i sol-

dier.

1 ^ :^ fS ra^y ''e enlarge your

high happiness.

S? 1 iR the scaly and shelly

tribes,— in zoology.

^ )
ix'tty, unimiwrtant.

)\^ \ a valet, a wailing-boy.

IJJ ]
well principled ; firm.

1 !i!f^ M pT 't ^^" apptitaiu to

(or border on) either side.

/J; ] or^ ]
trees covered wiih

ice, — like mail.

^ ]
an agricultural assistant.

jy ] ^ ^ to comfort and cherish

your great age.

JUj ]
or

I ]
earnest, upright.

/JJ I ;i§ j^ I do not bear any

grudge against him.

^ 1 ^ ;^ it is of no consequence,

it is immaterial.

JV ) From majv and J5ei<!/ ; usedwitht the last,

chie'' One who assists, a waiter

;

good
;
great.

IB 1
"V'lnt-couriers.

;^ I
or /^ I

your servant

1 A 'll¥; iS '^'^'b'
'* good man can

be a protector or fence.

J From jilunt and petty.^ The mustard plant, including
'''"* also other pungent crucifera;

unimportant, trifling, ixjtty

;

a mote, an atom.

] ^ mustard greens. (Siiiapis.)

1
Ijj^ ^ a coarse vegetable com-

mon at Canton, like a cabbage

or Brassica.

^ 1 ^ a long white turnip,

grown in the northern provinces.

1 5|t or ] -^^ pulverized or

ground mustard

^ 1 a hirsute species of gage

{Salvia pie beta), used in medical

preparations.
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yj^ I ^ kinds of cress, like the

Sisymbrium iria, Eruca, and

similar plants.

mm^^
I
^ #. the turnip

has a son while the mustard has

a grandson ;
— it grows so fast.

I ]^ a bit of grass, a sliver, a

mote ; a contemptible person.

I
^ unimportant, like a fish-bone

in one's throat ; of no note, a

matter that need cause no alarm

;

aence | •^ a mustard seed, is

used by the Budhists for a mea-

sure (sarshapa) the ten-milliontb

part of a yodjana.

-IfA ^ To walk irregularly ; to walk

}v\i awry.

«''««' WL 1 y If to go on doing
- things at hap-hazard and

making little progress.

T|7V' a small tablet, the ] ^,
^)\ made ofjade; it was over a

cAi«' foot long, and held by offi-

cials in olden times when in

court as an index of their

rank.

*J From disease and petty.

\\ A scrat<;h, a little sore ; an
c/tie ' itching place ; the itch ; to

scratch.

^ I
an itch sore.

^ ]
a variety of lepra or scab.

] M i. M ^ "^efe scratch, a
trifling sore.

'^
\ fl^ to have the itch.

^ 1 .i »S> ["** '"''"'^ serious]

than a ringworm or an itch.

I (Ig l)U8, matter in a sore.

} Fromfield and petty ; the radical
is sometimes writtenat the side;

, occurs used with its prlmitiTe.
diie

A division between fields to

mark different owners ; a limit ; a

boundary, a border, a terminus, a

KIAI.

frontier ; to limit, to draw a line
;

to sunder ; to sow strife ; in JBud-

/tism, a world, a sphere, a division,

a condition.

\l\ I
confines of a grave (Can-

totiese.y

I ^ a boundary stone.

^ ]
a frontier ; to border on

;

adjoining.

J^
I

the boundary, the frontier.

1 KB **'
1 M restricted ; a limit

hi time or place.

] -^ the edge, as of a lot.

.y j^ ^ 1
decorum must dark

the limit.

3^ ] the world of thought ; a

Budhist term {manodgatu) for

the mental faculties.

jU ] this world, the age, the times;

society, people, men, hence,

If ] the lower regions ; and

_^ cfi "1^ 3 1
'he three worlds

heaven, earlh and hell.

] ^ a rule with which to measure.
"

\
the upi)er, middle, and low-

er worlds,— heaven, man, and

earth, over whi<h gods are

placed; the Biidiiists call them

the world of desire, form, and

void or formless (tri-hkya).

A red si>otted lizard, the ^

KIAI. 3C1

I
six inches hmg, with

c/a«' small scales ai along tail,

common in damp places; it

is considered to be transformed

from a swallow, and is employetl

as a tonic or aphrodisiac ; this

name is usually applied to the gecko,

but the description answers rather

better to a species of chameleon or

Aiwlis.

r>^^> Facings on clothes, or the

^)\ stripes on a uniform; long

chie^ robes.

Bead hiaV. Coverings for the

knees.

clde

JS
Che '

%% \
broad knee-bands, made like

wide garters.

The sole fish or plaice ; the

flounder; it is called ^ \p
M '"""l ^ P in Canton

;

®- }^ ffl
in Amoy

; f| ggf

^^ or II § ] in Pekuig ; and

ib @ .^. '" other places

.^' Hard, like stone ; rocky

;

1 1 firm, immovable.

chii '
1 in ^ ^5 firm as iron and

stone,— as an obstinate man.

' I From ]r corpse and an old form

of lio'di'^ clod contracted;
(/.(J. tlee body returned to a clod
of earth, or placed on clods,
and got to its end ; the second
form is most used.

To reach to, to arrive at in

time or place ; a limit ; the set

time ; termination, summit.

] ^ punctual ; at the time.

5^ ]
the horizon.

M 1 SI ^without limit or end;

— said of curses.

iK 1 M M ''• '• "<"" the summer
solstice.

|ft j§; (|fi I
there was no place

[the virtue of Yii,] did not

reach to.

Ri ISl ^ 1 nobody knows where

they reach to ;
— said of moun-

tain wild*

J From ox and to injure.

lit A gelded bull ; a strong ani-

chie' mal, as castrated ones usually

are.

I ^ the punishment of cas-

tration.

Jj '> Plants growing up in a con-

- 1" fused manner, which the

chie' character is supposed to de-

lineate ; it is not the same as

J'aiu/:^ easy.
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OM sounds, ka. J» Canton, k'ai <mA hai ; — in Swatow, k'ai ;— in Amoy, k'ai ; — in Fuhchau, k'ai >—
in Shanghai, k'aj— in Chifu, k'iai.

j 1^ to wipe the face.

1 ft *" ^^^ against one, as in

the streets ; to elbow one's way.

From hand and altogether.

To rub, to wipe with the

hand ; to brash, to clean

;

a kind of long drum or

sounding-board.

% ^ '"h'^ [''i® slioes] clean.

|g to deface by rubbing; to

rub and chafe ; to scour oflF.

]^ ^ rub it against the wall

;

{Cantonese.')

fr >S 1 ^ A to brush by one.

fXJfc Name of a straight, graceful,

^^ and durable tree which grows

*c/iHe on the grave of Confaciug

;

a m(xlel, a pattern, an ex-

ample.

^ ] a mold; a precedent; a

rule; an exemplar.

] ^ the square, elegant style of

Chinese characters, mostly nsed

in printing fine books.

1^ -S ^ 1
y^i'' penmanship is

very regular.

^ ]
a precise and firm dispoN-

tion.

<A,U^ A local name in Kiangsi form̂
chHi

pore white iron ; strong firm.

Old sounds, kong and kiung. In Canton kong and keang ;— in Swatoxn, kang, Iding, and kian j
— in Amoy, kang,

ki^Dg, and kdng ;— in Fuhchau, ki6ng, kong, kaang, hdng, kang, and hang ;— in Shanghai,

kong, ki^ng, k'ieng, and kong ;— in Chifu, kiang.

fhutttg

From water and work; it i3

etymologically explained by 35
and J[, a river being the place
where all waters flow, and on
which revenue goes.

A river
;

p<ir excellence, the

Chang kiang^ ]
orLongBiver,

also known as Ta kiang ;^ ] or

Great River, and in Kiungsu as the

Yang-tsz' kiang^ ^ | , the river

in the province of Yang, one of

the nine provinces of Yii; met. a

country ; a province.

S ] formerly denoted Kiangnan

and Kiangsi, and now includes

the three provinces of Eiangsu,

Nganhwui, and Kiangsi.

1 Ui " 1 ^RT ^^^ empire, the

coinitry, the land.

^ 1 ^ ^ goods from every

province.

>5 1 51 I& brothers in affliction.

] tJS a name for glutinous rice.

:*; 1 ^ S Sa « the Great

River does not reject the little

stream ; — liberal-minded.

1 ill in ^ the prospect is like a

picture.

Ft 1 Wi peddlers, sellers, of

nostrums, jugglers, tramps.

^ ] nine affluents of the Yangts*'.

1 ^ ^ itijierant traders or pro-

fessional men ; hence ^ ] jjj^

is a man who knows a ruse, a

tricky fellow, one who has seen

a thing or two ; a traveler, a

well-informed man.

] ^ or
] ^ a porpoise found

in tlie Yangtsz".

] ;jgf
and

I ^ the soath and

north sides, or right and left

banks of the Yangtsz' River.

{j|» ] ^ a northerner, one from

beyond the river. (Cantonese.)

1 j /^ ^ X •i the water came

and went by the river;— «'. t.

be wastes money as fast as he

gets it.

] g a star near the Milky Way,
which helps people across the

water.

^ From irofnan and sheep ; q. d. a
shepherdess ; it must be distin-

% . " gnished from Je'iang 9c* tribe.

The surname of Shin-nung

jif J§, derived from
| pj^ the

river of this name.

] "^ Si ox
I -J" y^ ^ famous

general, n. c. 112!! ;
— when his

name is used as a charm, the

phrase ^^jl^He is here, is added.

^ I
a river, supposed to be one

of the headwaters of the River

Yang-tsz'.

To lift up, in which sense it

is a synonym of Jsang ^ to

carry on a pole.

From man and boundary ; it is

nearly the same as the next.

fhiang To lie down ; stretched out

;

stiffened, prostrate ; to push

over.

I -fl*
to fall ; fallen, prostrate.

1H 1
to get vexed with, to oppose;

to be willful.

^ ?$ 1 T li^i^s stiff and be-

numbed with cold.

] g\ to recline, as if asleep;

stretched at full length.

]gj |g j
willful, immovable, set in

his way.
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.?

'f^ From death and a boundary

;

Trf used with the last and the next.

^cMang Withered, stiflF; dead, but

not corrupted; lying as if

dead, senseless; no feeling, as the

face in a freezing wind ; stolid,

unmoved ; rigid ; scirrhus, as the

skin or a gland.

I
pi a. corpse ; a body in a trance.

I "fj
immovable, no feeling.

||[ I ]
stretched out stiflF, as

when in a fit ; also actually

dead.

11^'? ""* ^^° never changes

countenance, impassive, imper-

turbable.

] ^ silkworms sliflfened, which

they do just before weaving the

cocoons.

tt Eg" Silkworms turning white and

ri^ W, dying from weather or bad

^chtung food are called ] ^ ; they

are used medicinally.

From j2 *'<'*'' ^^^ ^S. «troni)

;

the second form is the primi-

^ ^ tive, and intended to show tlie

EF3 partitions which divide two

f gjl J
fields.

fildang A limit, a bwind.ary, a

border; to draw a limit; to

bound or define a fiontier.

] S. a limit, a border ; the

fronlier.

1 1^ '-'16 marches of a country

;

the limits of a prefecture.

^ ]
ilimi table, boundless,

{ij I
to go to another province

;

to emigrate.

^ ]
*"" 1 i *'^® ^^'^ fr^Jitier,

denotes Turkestan, conquered

by K'anghi and Kienlung.

^ ] ^ the field of battle.

^ 1 ;'c © *^® ^^^ officer in

charge of the frontier.

From sWk or leather and to

limit ; the bridle keepa a horse

bounds.

fJ5 j A bridle ; but particularly,

is.-' the reing of a bridle, made
^cUartff of gjjij „r leather.

] jjf
bridle and reins.

,i;

M 1
"^ M I

''"i ift 1
to

loosen and draw in the reins
;

to slack off and restrain.

# .'^ ^ ] ^ ^^'I'l) unbridled

horse : a runagate, a demirep.

^ I
a bridle, a headstall.

%MM \
[llje Emperor] allow-

ed him to use a yellow bridle.

"g' The handle or helve of a

1^^ hoe ; another term for the

^chiar^ ^ ^ Tf; i. e. the everlasting

wood, used for bars and parts

of carriages, especially pins

and wedges.

] I
vigorous, brawny.

") From plant and a limit ; the

second and full form is now
I mostly disused, but the third

I
is commoQ, though not correct.

Ginger ; applied also to

other plants of the same

family as the Alpinia, Amo-
^Idang mum, Curcutna, and those

in which the aromatic taste

is perceptible.

^ j
fresh ginger,

preserved ginger.

.1 yellow dye, turracric.

31 r#"'« 1
#*^eurry-

powder.

pS f^ 1 t@ to invite one to drink

ginger wine— after a birth;

hence in Canton, where the cus-

tom prevails, S3 ] denotes

having a child.

? 1 "'-^ 1
or

1 ^ ^tender

ginger ; the small ginger roots

;

their color is reddish.

H 1
fT 1^ K 1

gi'langal root

(Alpinia galam/ci); it comes

from Kao-cheu fu in the south-

west of Kwangtung ; its fruit,

known as galanga cardamoms,

is used in medicine.

1 jiE S'^ W g' "8'^'' t'xhilirates and

clears the system.

^ ] Silked ginger relish, a con-

diment.

^ I
to toast ginger by throwing

it on the fire wrapped in wet

paper.

I

I
6a. Gravel, small stonea.

W.
1 Ifi l^ JSt the pebbles in

^chiang the shallow brooks.

^H; A leguminous plant, (^Cassia

c^OlI tora,) whose seeds called ]

^Chiang £; ^ Bfl are used in eye

diseases ; they are small,

bean-like seeds, black and
shining.

—J-|» 1 From p^iUe and work ; theHI second and nnnsual form is
*-"

, also defined a Mongol bean.

R^ A beautiful variety of small

'^"T.^ kidney bean, common in
jC uat^

northern China, a species of

Dolichos withvery longpods

;

the beans are called ^ ] ^ and

W 1 S' Lxjth green and white,

representing two species ; the poda

are eaten as |g ]
or string beans.

I ^ ^ •? a cue like a bean-

pou.

a From etonesaAwork; it^iaused

with fhang /fC a epar.

iChiang A bridge of stepping stones

;

a stone foot-bridge ; reliable.

^ I
a way-side or foot-bridge.

f* /? fo 1
J^'S virtue was great

and his words sincere.

8§^ ]
to stride across the stonea

From words and crossing beams;
i. e. speech blended harmoni-
onsly.

" ''^ To converse, to speak, to

narrate, to explain ; to un-

fold; to discourse, to preach upon;

to investigate ; to plan, to discuss
;

to confer together ; discourse, ex-

planation ; speech, conveisation.

j^ j ^ disagreeable; not well

tasted ; inelegant.

] ^ or
1 §S to inqiure into the

truth of; to analyze, to search

out, for the purpose c/ teaching.

1 3^^ ^ exceedingly fine, aa

a dress; splendid, fine, first

rate; delicious ; a term of praise.

I i^r
to tell the old stories, to

talk of old times ; to preach (he

Gospel is sometimes bo termed.
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) ft to propose peace, to talk

about a settlement.

j ^ to practice, to get accos-

toined to.

I 1j?^^ to lecture on literature.

/^ ipl I
DO need of speaking

more, I know all about it.

I >(^> boiieet talk, a real opinion.

1 W ? •*" 8"*'*^ terms with ; to

suy pleasant things.

) % ] W to carp at this and that

j ^ ~y all is agreed upon j

finally arranged.

] ^ a smooth-tongued salesman.

I ^ to attend to business ; to

si)eak or request about a matter.

] U to speak ; set discourse

;

talk, speech.

jU _g_ /J^ I
we will not speak of

that now.

I
J@L ^ a great talker, a chatter-

box.

ci^^ To plow, to cultivate the

/f».^^ soil.

'chiar>^ MTSTIS 1 ifewben
the (ain has moistened the

ground, then plow it up.

Ct|r}tt -^^ unantborized character.

/ivK '^^" ^^^^ ^^ become hard

''Chiang on the hand and foot;

callous skin ; a com.

•^ ] ^ to remove bunions.

From iplav-t and to force.

Small roots ; the branches of

'ekianff roots.

j^ I
roots of trees, those

which are near the surface.

M^ 1 ^ A an untrustworthy

man.

fj" I
bamboo canes ; whangees.

I 7[£ a white day lily, a species of

Hemertxalib.

<H

m
'Chiang

A swathing-cloth to carry

infants pick-a-pack, or which

serves as a cradle for them.

I ^ the cloth which con-

fines a child ; it is sometimes

a wadded sack, others make
it square with corner cords.

I
-^ to strap infants on the back,

to carry pick-a-pack, like a

papoose.

f^pXj Money, coin ; the cord which

jmj runs through a number of

''claaiu/ cash ; a string of a thousand

cash ; to thread cash on a

cord.

^ I
paper ingots burned to the

dead.

^
I

silver in bullion.

Us 1 E ^?'® ^^^ myriads of

money in store.

<>^t^ From travel' and a Jane as the

XuC phonetic.

''Chiang Streams diverging as one

ascends a river; a rivulet

entering the sea; the entrance of a

river ; a port ; a reach, the channel

in a stream ; a firth, an estuary, a

ford, an arm of the sea.

Jjj[
I

to run in for shelter, as boats.

I P a port, a mart.

M I Jig pilot boats ; tug-boats.

;^ ] j^ native junks, those

which ply only on the river.

^ 1 ^ products of every clime.

j|g ]
an anchorage.

IJH 1
jjSj t§ the reedy creeks where

the fiihermen's lamps— sparkle

as they tiah.

1 ]^ tl'e ewbonchure ; a port.

1 1$ AS'
'''° "^^ name at Canton

for ships from India.

^^ A. 1 •»« tal^ ve^'y rea-

sonably.

Bead hung'' Vacant.

I ^ empty caves ; those which

open into each other.

w Unsubmissive.

f\^ ^unsubdued, as letjels

;

Mang^ contumacious.

) From u'Q ter and to descend ; uted

for fhnng p^ a flood, and also

cUang' """^ '''""•»

Water overflowing ; a stream

not keeping to its banks, and run-

ning over the country ; an inunda-

tion; name of a tributary of the

old Yellow River, flowing easterly

from Shaiisi across through Kwaiig-

ping fu to the liiver Wei.

1 ?!K ^ i^ the inundation fright-

ened me.

1 ?H .ii iS a reckless, dissolute

age,

—

scil. like a shoreless seiu

' A deep, red color like ibo

petals of the shoe-flower or

cMang^ Hibiscus rosa-mieitiis ; rosy,

crimson.

] J^ the dyer's art.

I ^ a purplish or deep rose color.

] ^ a small inferior department,

and
] 11^ a district, both in

the Southwest of Shansi on iho

Yellow River.

Wt 1 Ifll JW ^ ^ to display a

red curtain and gel scholars,

—

refers to a noted scholar in llie

Ta'ng dynasty, and has becouw

a term for starling a school.

.A? > An unauthorized character

1^^ used in the North for ^huHff

chiuny^ J[ the rainbow; it has been

composed to represent its

common sound, and oflers an in-

stance of the use of a phonetic in

the formation of new characters.

w From a place and to descend ;

the second ancient form is now
only used as a primitive.

^fr I To descend from a higher

'I •' level; to come from the sky;

the world, as Christ tlid ; to

send down, as from the gods or

the sovereign ; to confer, to inllict

on ; to come to, said to another In

politeness ; to ilcgradc, to reduce

in rank, as an oflicer, or as a
prefecture to a district ; to subject,

to reduce to submission ; to spare,

to deal leniently.

) ^ to descend, as a hi rd or snow.

] ^ to be born into, to become

incarnate.

I
-{^ to come in the world, at *

supeniatural being.
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I ^ to bless, to send happiness.

1 Rj 4i >0i *-" 8° down the steps

to meet a gnest.

1 15 '@ ft *'0 (degrade in rank

but retain in office, — in order

to give the officer a chance to

do better.

ft> M fli 5K 1
when will you

give uie the light of your pres-

ence t— a, fulsome phrase.

^ ^ "jT ] how much trouble

you have taken to visit me.

W ^l" Bif 1
api'arent promotion

but a real descent—from power,

as when one is shelved to a high

nominal post.

] |)j^ to reduce and transfer to

another post.

15 1 ^ ^ Heaven has sent us

a great genius.

] § or ^ I
a resinous wood

like cedar, burned by the Taoists

at worship.

^ M 1 T ^ " ™«'eor fell.

] <^ to reduce a fever.

Read ^hiang. To submit; to

return to loyalty and allegiance, to

throw down arms and give in ; to

reduce to terms.

^ I
to give up rebellion.

1^ I
to return to lawful rule.

1 & troops coming in to their

duty.

] ^ to exorcise or bind the de-

mons or efreets ; one furious-

looking temple guardian bran-

dishes a
] JS ^ '''' rtstrain-

ing-demon club.

1 fl {^ i^ ^® reduces the dragon

and humbles the tiger;— said

of Yoh Wang or the Chinese

Esculapius.

] ^ a star in Aries, which brings

fair weather, when it is on the

meridian iu the fifth moon.

1 Wl '*' surrender to rightful

authority.

In Canto)iese. A perpendicular

line.

^ ] to erase or mark out a pas-

sage ; also to fire at a picture

of Shwang-kiang shSn H |

|l|i in October.

}
"I

Starch ; to starch.

I 1 ^ or 1 IS! or H 1

A-jHj
I

starch ; congee used fo.

Chiang'' ff | .^ to starch.

1 f^ fljft
? *> face marked

with the small-pox.

M ^ \ ^ ^^^^^^ '"^ slightly.

XJ^^ To hate, to dislike.

\^h ?fe 1
willful, unaccommo-

chiaiig^ dating.

^ ]
disobedient ; to resist

parental authority.

K:'=ijft.Kra-.

Old sounds, k'ong and k'iang. In

in Amoy, k'idng and k6ng

Trom ^ a, sheep and \ a
q. d. a shepherd, the dis.

^hhang

man
tinotive features of the savage
vrestern tribes being to rear

sheep; the first is the coinnion

form, and sometimes wrongly

used tov ikiang gg a surname

;

tlie second is used for Jiiang

^ ginger.

An ancient tribe in Tangut,

shepherd nomads living from early

timeswestof Sz'ch'uenand Kansuh;

they are commonly Icown as^ ]

and
1 ^, but the name oaacnt

yet be identified with Indian «•

Scythian tirbes ; some think it

denotes the Kurus of Hindu

legends ; contrary, strong, obsti-

nate ; educated, elegant ; an inter-

jection ; to return.

Canton, k'eung, keung, and hong ;

;
— ill Fuhchaxi, k'idng and ki6ng j

and jieng ;— in Chi/u, k'iang.

] ^ or j A tribes on thfc west

of China.

^m&\ ^m^33S.:^even
from those li-k'iang tribes they

dared not but come with their

offerings.

1 ^ jiS 2» A-h ! he excused him-

setf,—in order to employ others.

Read Jd<ing. In want.

] ^ famished and helpless,—
said of fledgelings.

in Swatoit, k"ie, klang, and k'bng ;

in Shanghai, ts'i^ng, k'ieng,

MjC >"

A term for such coleopterous

CA/X,/ insects as the Ateuchui or

••Hiang Scarabeus, which lay their

eggs in duug.

jl^ I
a small species of Scarabeus,

to whicli an .npothecary is some-

times likened ; it is also called

^ jS(^ the pill-roller, a word
like pilularia in its application.

1 !ll^-ii£-ffi^«:lttl'e skill

of the tumble-dung is seen best

in rolling its ball.

The sobbing of infants, the

unceasing wail of children.

^chHang

From flesh and empty ; the se.

cond form is unusual, and con.
fined to tunes, but is inter-

T^pA* changed with tho other iu

|-t-^- certain senses.

^ckHang Hollow, vacant, puffed; a

hollow bone ; a horse's flank;

the breast or throat, when the

head is gone ; a tunc, the air of a

ballad ; the patois or brogue of a

place ; vain, pretentious, puffed up.
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I
.y ^ pretending, ostentations.

I
'^ a tnne, a singing tone ; dear

enunciation, distinctly spoken.

1^ j
unreal, specious, assuming

;

aflFecting to speak in falsetto.

T^
j a northern stylo of speaking-

ft*' S5: iS 1 2}S yoi ™"8t alter

your tune— or conduct

^ '@
I

to do eye-service, to

slight things.

H fl 1 *"<! ^ ? 1
terms for

a drawling and for a high key in

singing on the boards.

^ 1 ^ ^ '^^r breast was filled

with bitter griefs.

JV ] •? a headless neck.

Sc 1 ^ tfl 6^ 5°" ^^^ make
the tune and instrument harmon-

ize;— met. to work in accord,

to get along well.

H^ ] treble notes, high but not

falsetto.

S 1 SI play-actors from Suchan

}$ 1 5i y°^* *"'e fooling me ;
I

think you are a humbug.

1 P i? ^" excellent tone or

diction, in singing or reading.

j^ I
to rise in one's demands, to

strike for higher wages.

^L)A> Interchanged with the last.

<yjCL Tlie ribs or skeleton of a

fhHang sheep ; a sheep's tendons ; a

classifier of sheep, after they

have been butchered.

— ] ^ one butchered sheep's

carcase. {Peldngese.)

Read k'wtg'. Dried mutton.

Mjj^ An impediment in the throat,

tP T*.. as phlegm or a swelling ; the

^diHang sound of coughing.

vjj^ A disease of the throat like

<.{f^-^ quinsy, or as if something

fihHang was sticking in it ; empty, as

a valley.

B/ftj The bone that' is errq)ty or nse-

f JQ less, vii the end bone of the

fCh'tanff spine, the {|[ ] or os coccygis.

,3J

From wood and empty.

'tT^ a kind of hollow wooden
chHang'' image, or gounding-board,

smaller and similar to the

chuh^
;^Jt and used to mark music

by running a stick across the ridged

back.

From ^ a how and {( a bor-

der ; the first form is tlie most
, common, and considered by
some to be not altogether

synonymoos with the other.

chHang'' A black bug or weevil in

rice ; a strong bow ; violent,

headstrong, determined, firm ; the

violent; violence; boisterous, surly,

overbearing; relying on force, or

regardless of right; sturdy, brawny,

full grown ; met. laborers ; in

ui'ithnietic, a remainder, an excess;

a term of comparison, better for.

1 -^JC
acids, as {§

I tJC ni'ric

acid ;
— a foreign term.

^ to beg with threats.

Mi *"'
1 i vigorous, hale, in

the prime of life, forty years old

;

met. sturdy troops.

flfc J^b ^ 1
''e '** <^leverer than I.

I ^ strong and weak, robu.st and

puny.

^ ] 1^ to wrangle ; try who is

the St longest

I ^ or
] ^ trncnleut, peevish.

] ^ * robber, a highwayman,

a bandit.

1 S Bi ** ''"'e improved, stronger,

better, brighter.

5£ Ip :^ 1
the five divisions of

an army.

I y to compel one to sell ; a

forcible sale.

§ ] double-tongued.

Q ]
enduring, persevering, firm.

^ ]
violent ; boastful.

^ .^ 1 1
^°^ decided and

valorous are the magpies I

that will be better ; that will be

more agreeable.

K BS W ^ 1 ''e gave him

more than a huiulred thou.saiid.

1^3© how firm in his energy I

its 1 ^ ^ 1
li>8 will is strong,

but his fate is against him.

m ^ >JJ I
though weak, he will

get stronger.

PI] ]
strong and willful.

ii? ^ I in B? to drink little is

better than to be drank.

In S'^n^/iai, a synonym oftsien*

Ig for which only the firet form is

employed. Cheap, low-priced, to

think cheap.

ffl i^ iC 1
*^^« ?"<'« " too cheap,

:^ 5i ^ & 1 a young man
ought to control himself.

]|[ ]
very cheap.

Read 'k'iang, but confined to

the first form. To compel, to

force ; to invigorate, to strengthen
;

to try ; to prevail on against the

inclination.

^ I
constrained to do ; to force

one's self to do.

I ^ ^ ^ yo'' can't obtain it

;

you can't get it out of him, as

wisdom froa a fool.

1 Wi ' '•"'^d confession.

1 Ifij ^ rT "t first lie was un-
willing, but afterwards lie did it.

^ I
foi-ced to bejir; springing

back ; resilient ; ela.sticity.

I ^, nened himself to bear it.

I ^ set in his way ; answering

back.

'i^ ^ ^ ] ^ rich and honor-

able men should not seek it by
underhand ways.

1 % ^ to set one to do a thing

for which he is unfitted.

] fj forced to do.

7fC I
stiff as a stick, mulish; can't

be forced.

Si 1 IB iS ^ it though I try,

I do not recall it clearly to mind.

To urge on, to exert one's

strength ; to pursue after, to

ch'iatig^ resist forcibly.

kh£'> A trap or gin set in the path

|> to catch animals ; a net for

c/t'iang^ birds.
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Old sonnds, kio, kok, kot, gio, and gok. In Canton, kac. and kiu;

—

in Swatow, kao, ki5, kie, k"a, and kue;— in Amey, kao,

kiao, and hiao;

—

in Fuhchau, kau, kieu, hieu, kdu, ka, kao, and ki6 :— in. Shanghai, kio, ko, and jio; — in Chifu, kiao.

V -^ 8aidtobeohangedfrom^jreo<
, ^\^ to represent the appearance of

"Zu; ^ man's legs when crossed, or

t the crossing of lines in writing.

To blend, to unite, to join

;

to deliver up or hand over to, to

communicate with ; to pay to, to

exchange ; to copulate ; trade,

Ijarter, dealings with ; contiguous,

conterminous; intercourse of socie-

ty, friendship ; intimately ; the part

of a garment that folds over the

breast
;

placed before a horary

character shows that the. hour has

just begun
;
prefixed to other verbs

denotes a ])resent action, as
] ^

traiismiting it;
] f£ requesting

him to do it.

] J2 to deliver over,— as a shop

to another.

1 f^ iff /^ '" \iiind. everything

over, to get free of the job.

] ^ to hand to one ; a trading

constituent; also hand to hand

fighting.

1 "^ to dovetail ; to interlock.

] ^ interlocking, like the crook-

ed frontier of two countries ; to

pass around, .-iS a wine ciip.

1 ^ sexual commerce.

jjj* I
a cordial friendship.

I {^ or ] j^ intimate with,

connected, on good terms.

^ I <lfe» iU iil ''is friendships

were likewise reasonable.

1 ^ to join battle.

I ^ to cross the legs,

j ^^ to receive and entertain^
a visitor.

1 ^ -S .K his friends are scat-

tered far and wide.

^ ^ ] ;&II rain and snow ming-

led.

^ j
a slight acquaintance.

I 55ni to pile on each other.

^ I
to dissolve friendship.

1 /p i|l ^ I cannot come up to

your standard.

] "f^
pleasant intercourse.

] ^ trade between two ; to bar-

ter ; to swap.

I
i^ an arm chair.

Pg I
;^ to drink the wedding

cup.

1$ ^T 1 tE ^^^ '^^'^ is ^^'^ to

get along with, a dangerous

comrade.

] ^ fl^ J'^s' tlTee o'clock p.m.

\ ^MWt. ^f'*'' tl'e term White
Duw begins.

51 ^ -^ I
'ast of the fourth

and first of the fifth moon.-

1 1 K <% '^^ yellow orioles flit

about.

lll^ The dragon of thickets and

(Wj^ morasses, which has scales,

^c/iiao but no horn ; the description,

size, and figure are intended

to denote the crocodile, which has

been nearly driven into Siam from

southern China, and is now re-

garded as mythical, the gavial

family ; the popular idea contained

in the n<ame 4,^^ | or ant-dragon,

that it is gradually produced in

the earth by myriads of ants, is

curiously like the snakes that are

found in ants' nests near Bahia

in Brazil.

i^ I ^ ^ [he will become] a

rising dragon and soaring phoe-

nix,— t. e. a great scholar.

1 ft ^ ^ a "^^ i^ l>ow can

a cr<x;odile be reared ia a fish-

tank 1— met. how can a Gsesar

be kept in a village t

Dried grass, fodder ready for

storing ; a kind of jointed

^c/uaa marsh grass cultivated for its

celery-like stems called |

^ at Canton,
] ^ at Shanghai,

and 1 JK at Peking ; the roots or

rhizomes remain in the soft ground,

and the young shoots when boiled

arc white and tender like the early

bamboo shoots; the leaves are

brojvd like Jub's tears (.Coi.K), and

the seeds blackish.

] ;^ 3^ a water greens obtained

from the stalks (d a small wild

grass similar to this.

I
^j^ to cut grass for fodder.

(U 75 ^ 1
prepare tlie forage.

1 M ^ the township in which

Whamjwa lies.

-*J | » From i-egioH .ind adjoining.

(y>|* Waste or forest land near the

^chiiio frontier; an oi)en common
beyond the city, <* suburb; a

place proper to have a sacrifice; a

suburb; an altar ; the worship of

heaven and earth at the solstices,

anciently oflFered to the 5^ ^^'''^

Rulers, but shice the Ming dynasty

(a.d. 1369), confined to Shangli.

] 91> remote wilds, savage lands,

not yet reached by civilization.

1 J^ temple to heaven.

] ^ imperial sacrifice to Heaven.

Jg I
farmsteads, villages.

1 St 4: i® Jf iU * ± ^ 4.
the ceremonies at the solstices

to the heavens and land were

in worship of Sbangti.

yS;^ A long legged bird, tho
\

t^Sy t^ described as having a

c/iiao mallard's body, long legs, and

a reddish feathery crest ; tho

color is dun yellowish ; it nestles on

high trees, and makes its nest in

their hollows; tho young bite hold

of iu wings, and are tbug carried

down to get their food of fish

;

another name is ^ | fish ibis ; it

is probably the egret, or a bird

akin to the ibis.
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j dH also called ^^ ]
and gg

I
is another sea-bird, more

like tiie cormorant or smew.

&yi2 A large sbark, so called from

(jg^^ llie blending of its stripes, (a

cMao Scyliium ?) whose skin affords

go(xl shagreen ; the descrip-

tion resembles that of the vi-

viparous sliark.

1 &f} a skate or sting-ray of im-

mense si»e ; a kraken.

1 ^ a mermaid, said to weep

pearls.

J|| 1 ^ the mango fish (Pohj-

neinus xantho)i£iiiu«y common at

Macao, from which some have

erroneously derived the foreign

name of the town.

From ivoTnan and eiirved ; it is

much used for famale names.

chiao Beautiful, delicate, comely,

graceful ; dear, lovely ; an

elegant, affected manner ; a stylish

figure ; to jx;t, to bring up deli-

cately ; indulged, petted ; to cry for.

1 'Mi dainty, delicate ; a high-

born lady.

] ^ to spoil by over fondness, as

to wink at a child's vices.

j ^ the distinguished guest, i.e.

one newly married into a family,

a son-in-law.

1^ ]
teasing, crying for, as spoil-

ed children do.

1 ^ a kind, winning voice ; a

high, querulous tone, like a wo-

man's voice.

I ^ my dear wife, my dear.

1 Si ^y P®''' ™y 'darling daughter.

Jl I
the yellow beauty, i.e. wine,

Bpirits.

I ^ lady-like, genteel.

] H fresh, beautiful, a Hebe.

] ^ bashful, retiring, modest.

if I can get Akiao for my wife,

I'll keep her in a golden hoase;

Viet, doting love.

I ^ sprightly, winsoma.

1^ ]
delicate, as a tint

I
j^|seductive,faiicinaling.Biren like.

1 f£ vivid, lustrous, bright; gay,

as flowers.

^ I jf^
calls the handsome girls,

the Uiimo of the racket used by

artificial flower peddlers.

f^^ A horse six cubits high ; a

c>»w|P| wild, restive horse
;

proud,

^c/iido haughty, presuming on ; un-

governable; disdainful, self-

confident; to glory in, to be

proud of.

1 ^ overbearing, haughty, proud.

I f^ or
I Hf presumptuous.

1 $ ^ 05 pride, extravagance,

lewdness, and idleness.

I
i^ willfully conceited.

/[fi ] impetuous, testy.

1 M g''^*'' self-assurance.

From heart and curved ; resem.
bles the last.

A low-minded man flushed

with success ; bragging ; self-

indulgent ; kind, compassion-

ate towards the sad.

,chtuo

A

Jt^ From bird and ctirved.

flFiJiW -^ species of long tailed

^ehiao pheasant, probably allied to

the barred tailed or Reeves'

phea-sant (Syrmatious), named
J

] from its cluck.

1 ^ t'le long tailed or Tartar

pheasant.

To do, to act ; intent on.

] ^ lucky ; beyond one's

chiao deserts or expectations ;
pros-

perous ; this phrase is written

^ ^ in some books.

fAf,
From heart and gliding; likeW the last.

^cMao Lucky
;
prosperous.

I ^ to honestly.

Head Hh^ Hasty; a quick

temper.

Name of a river; a vast

[ffospect

1 }g fS ff illimlUble ; vast

and dreiiry, as the ocean or

a b.irreii pampas.

.ehiao

From water and emine^it:

fJTti To sprinkle, as by hand ; to

^chiao irrigate, to moisten ; to dip

;

illiberal
; perfidious.

] ^ to water flowers.

] jg| to dip candles.

1 % .^ ^ diligent in dressing

a garden.

] Jg, an infamous custom, bad
reputation of a country.

] ^ unfaithful, ungrateful con-

trary to.

Eead fiao. An eddy, a place

where the water whirls.

I^W The screaming of a cock, as

(r^ when he is caught ; boasting,

fhiao bragging, bombast ; alarmed.

m RS 1 1
the fowls are

crowing and cackling.

Eead fiuo. Talkative, garrulous.

1 ?B3 verbose.

1 1 iSI ;ft ^ 4 te boasted

and talked about all his plans.

From flesh and flijing high

;

oocurs used witli the next.

cliicto Glue
;
gnm, such as exudes

from peach trees; glutinous

jelly; to glue, to cohere ; to deceive

by sticking to one in apparent

friendship ; viscid, cohering, as

pol,ter's clay; sticky, ji)ined or

sticking together; obstinate, per-

tinacious, stupid, set ; intimate,

compacted, bound by a pledge.

^ ^ ] clarified glue.

^^ I
isinglass, fish-glue.

^ ^ )
wheat-flour and lime

mixed for joiner's work.

1 ^ well-boiled glue.

1
li^toglue.

jg j an old name for a kind of

prefectural coUe^.

1 1 iS fi '^ ^^^^ "^^ ^°*
fusion and turmoil I

is £ S ^ f^ ^ ?L 1
.«h«n

I see the princely man, his vir-

tuous fame draws him close to

me.
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] Wi '^ the power of colicsioi).

] 3^ banded for one purjiosc,

cither good or bad.

1 i^ -te S united as gUie and

varnish, very intimate.

in 1 ^ ^ iwialterablo love.

^ A 1 bandoline nscd by wo-

meVi in dressing the hair.

3 111) ] " medicine of tortoise-

shell, deer's antlers, and tiger's

bones boiled together.

|!jj ] a medical gliio liamed from

Tinig-o hien % PHJ j|^ i» Slian-

tung, where the Glue Weil
| ^f

furnishes water possessing pecu-

liar properties in which ass-skin

is boiled seven days ; it is taken

as a tonic.

j iH'l a maritime district on the

southwest side of Shantung pro-

montory.

] !^ unsteady, irregular ; to off-

set and confuse, as in rendering

accounts; used with the next.

?I Something indistinctly seen

c-J^'^^ in the distance ; confused.

^chiao
1 |§ /p Jl^

the accounts

are confused ; the mode of

managing tho affair is perplex-

ing; the reference is to a row of

spears on a chariot f;lancing in

the eye; it is applied to offset-

ing debts, or transferring from

one account to tho other, so as

to jnggle and confuse them.

I ^ burrows of marmots, said to

bo .irranged in regular rows;

these cannot well be wild hogs,as

the native dictionary describes

them, but maybelike the Syrian

coney, the Htpxix or daman.

f> From white and ernssing ; the
second and ancieub form is

, similar to tlio next.

The bright, while fjice of

tiie moon ; an immaculate,
/uao

j,„[.(j white ; effulgent, splen-

did, as tho sun.

I ^ clean and pure.

]
clear daylight, sunshine.

] j
spotless, unsullied white, as

a thing, a reputation, or a colt.

moonlight filled the gay hall.

IM

.if
.ckiao

.

Tho second form is disnscd,

tliougli deemed to l)e most pro-

,
per for tho name of the plant.

A medicinal j)lant, the ^
1 found in Shan.si ; it is

one of the Acanthaccifi, and

supposed to be allied to the

Indian Getularussa ; it has leaves

like lettuce, which grow as a tuft

from the top of the short stem

;

thread can be made from the root,

which is also used in rheumatism

and jaundice.

Eead fViu. A remote wild;

the lair or form of a wild beast.

I 5f a waste wilderness, a barren.

Similar to the last.

Whito and brilliant, like a

'ci'iicio fine gem, as the opal.

I ]
tiie sparkling stars.

[if you doubt me.] tiiere is

[oni.'] above like the bright sun

watchu)g me.

From silk and to cross as the
phonetic.

^c/ticto
'^° '^'"'^ around, to wrap; to

strangle ; to twist ; to turn,

Jis a crank or windlass ; un-

ceremonious, blunt.

] ^ to twist ropes.

1 M ^ * turban, such as the

Fulikien sailoi-s we;..r.

] ^^ to spin thread.

;£ j ||| a threefold cord.

I i^ to strangle one's self.

] ij;§ the windlass used to hoist

boats up the sluices in the

Grand Canal ; the stake at which

criminals are strangled.

Pu] ]
to condemn to be strangled.

1 5E ""
1 311 '° strangle a cri-

minal.

'jj|[ ] blunt and severe, as a Cato.

1 $ll A ^^ to pick at and expose

. people's faults.

Read ^/liao. Silk of a bhieish

yellow color; a sash, a bandage. •

C VJL* From dnrj and to cross.

yj)^ Crafty, black poodles with

'chiao large mouths, such as aro

reared in tlie northern pro-

vinces, though other descriptions:

assimilate the animal designateil

nearer to tlie genet; wily, crafty,

as the doublings of a fox ; wild,

maddened ; cruel ; siMicious, cun-

ning.

j ^ a wily chap, a sharper.

1 © '""
I Ilk

tf'cky, fraudulent.

I pf a wily plan.

] l"^
cunning, deceitful.

1 M '"S'"o' uugovcrnable, per-

verse.

] -^ a young rascal, a street

Arab; a clever lad.

] J{j
to force a creditor to take

less than his due.

] jf^ a fraudnlent villain.

] ;^ a bl.ick Peking dog.

1 J& H ^ [l^c is like] tho clever

rabbit with his three burrows
j

met. don't trust him.

Frequently used for tlie last,

but referring rather to females;

, the second form is unusual,
and also read j/iiuo.

Handsome, pretty ; clever,

''cliiao intriguing, flattering ; arl-

fnl.

1 ^ tit ^ ^ petted, indulged

youth with an overbearing, will-

ful disposition.

1 ^ beautiful, winsome; capti-

vating.

] T|B attractive, desirous to please,

coqiietXsh.

j ^ a pretty and petted lad.

hI Ifff M 1
^<^ ^o\c& [iiis concu-

bine,] who makes a fool of him.

Read ^hilo. Lewd, dissolute;

amorous, in love.

1 'ff
a youth in love.

^ I
in love, passionately .iltachcd

to {Cmitoneae).
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c /-A2 Like the last.

j^^ JIandsoine, beautiful.

'chiao
I if fair, as a ] A or

beauty.

1 A ^ '^ how fair and grace-

ful—is that lady!

iJjSa. A rope made of bamboo

"^J^ splinths ; a rude musical in-

Wiiflo Btrument, called
] ] , with

sixteen tul)es, made on the

principleofthe pandiean pipes.

1 5M "^^P °'' •coarse matting

woven of bamboo splinths and

lined with leaves, used in the

South for awnings and roofs.

Long leathern drawers,
j

iJ worn by fishermen when

''chiao wading througli the fens and

rivers in their calling, to pro-

tect them from wounds and cold
;

tliey are often made to reach to the

arms.

Wrappers to strengthen the

legs, and prevent varictise

^clam veins ; used by jwrters, gedau-

bearers, and travelers.

A metal handle or ear of a

vessel; to cut cloth with

'c/jiflo shears.

\ %W^W "'t '-^^ ^'^^^ »"

two with scissors.

Prom liVii aud gliding as the

phonetic.

'c/dao Leg wrappers ; to reel ; to

wind around, to bind ; to de-

liver up, to hand over ; to sur-

render, as to an officer ; to pay a

mulct ; to act violently.

] ||^ to wind thread.

] ^ to hand in an essay.

1 S to hand over to, to transfer.

1 fA to deliver up stolen goods.

^ ]
everything has been handed

over; paid, settled.

1 j1 to pay back.

IJ 1 ^ ^ to wrangle and

brovvbeat another.

Kead choh^ A threitd tied to

an arrow to draw it back after

shooting.

Kead fe/i. Tape bound on the

hem of a garment.

(5^2 Wordy, verbose ; to make

jifnj known.

'c/dao ^f ] A p to divulge the

faults of others ; to tell on
;

to complain against.

1^5 Uneven or distorted horns

;

I fqj to raise one horn higher than

'c/uVw the other ; crooked.

^ ] a horny covering on a

scabbard.

115 it g 1 ;Jt 1^ he glared at

him and raised Lis horns, as a

bull.

Cjll^g A species of ant ; to wriggle;

SIrJ to stretch out; the writhing

'c/dao of a snake is ^ | , applied

also to its stretching the neck

out and drawing it into the

hole.

From dart and curved; it occura
.- -- interchanged with the next.

'c/dao An arrow issuing from the

bow ; straight ; to bend to

;

to straighten, to rectify, to correct

what is wrong ; to falsify, to sim-

ulate ; to usurp, to exercise undue

authority ; martial, strong, obsti-

nate ; a dissembler ; deceitful.

] ^ to feign orders.

1 ^ to force the unwilling ; ex-

orbitant, unreasonable, uncon-

scionable.

I
^ vigorous, brave.

1 IS Jl 51^ falsely asf5uming the

sanction of high Heaven.

1 1 )^ E '^'^ ^°''^' n5''''ti'''l

leaders.

] "^ to lift up the head.

I ^ }§ f^ to do hard and soft,

«'. e. to itct for one's interest, to

put on as exigencies suggest.

I j^ one who pretends what he

docs not feel.

1 ^ to make pretense to, as

knowledge or acquaintances.

From hand and curved ; it is

- ---|. interchanged witli the last.

'c/i!((0
'^'^ '''^'' "P '^^ ''^""^ ' '"

grasp; firm, unyielding;

feigning, false ; to straighten ; to

twist ; to bend, as by fire.

1 ^ PI'J Iff ^^ ^'1' hieak before

he will bend.

Read Icicto' To take a little, to

select ; to pry open, to raise with

a lever; to stick in; to obstruct.

] §1 to pin together.

I B9 tC «* spendthrift ; one who

can carry off' (or spend) a field.

1 B^ Hh ^" eyesore, one who

sticks in ray eye.

1 ffi J^ SS '° prevent the horse's

legs, to hinder, to interfere ; to

argue against.

] jjf
to break in prying.

i h '^ i«"y '•• "P-

"S"
I
^ If ^ T ^"S *<'"£"*' "'"S

Btift' and immovable.

In Cantonese. To rub ; to wipe.

] I^ to wipe the month.

] ^ the arms akimbo.

Ci^J-^g From fish

H'EC to its Ilea

?* PU turn up.
'c/iiao

From fish and curved, referring

head and tail, which both

P-

A fish Culter and Pseiido-

cultcr found in frcsli, clear

water, and perhaps allied to the

pike, otherwise called ^ |S^ and

^ ^ 'S white fish; ene, it is s.iid,

lea{)e(l into Wu Wang's boat when

he was on his way to destroy Sbang;

its belly is thin and white, the

back blackish ; the lower jaw pro-

jects and turns upwards ; it is

sometimes four feel long.

<*^3 A small boiler or kettle ; to

j^L stir up water and make it

'cAiOo muddy ; to roil.

^ H 1.
— 1 8tir up the

sugar a little.

I ^ 1^ to leach ground sesamum

seeds with hot water to separate

the oil.

] 5fe ^ f it is mixed very

equally
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From hand and to rouse.

_ To stir up or about ; to eon-

*c/iiao fuse, to disorder ; to beguile

into doing evil ; to annoy, to

incommode ; to excite, to make dis-

contented.

] gL to make a disturbance, to

raise a row ; to throw into dis-

order, as banditti.

fT 1 i'F'^ ''^^'^ incommoded yon,

Said by a visitor.

] ;§ I ^^ to dispute warmly.

flS 1 ^ *ti» designing only to

l)erturb my mind.

B 1 ^ 1 tionstantly doing evil,

as thieves and gamblers.

t^ ) impudent interference.

] ^ mixed evenly.

1 ^ to annoy and provoke.

I ^ a blackleg, a baleful star.

1 S '" embroil, to stir up, as

sedition ; to stand out against

otbe;fj, as the single juryman.

*^S^ To roll np many things, or

mi\ tie them fast ; to tie round

'^chiao and round.

1 75 "T" t'® '^'^ spears fast.

^ 1
'"' ^ 1

'•'^J "P 'igl'tly. as

with cords.

* Jli* A colic with grii)es.

7 I ] M"#l''e Asiatic cholera.

V/hVm
] Jj; gril'ing pains in the

bowels.

Tj)

From carriage and curved.

^ A small covered chair, such

cAiuo' as can cross a mountain ; a

palanquin.

1 ^. or ~ H 1 -, or - ^ 1 ,

or — ^ 1
""<^ ssdan, one

chair.

f^ ] a bamboo sedan, the cheajv

est kind.

] i(i. sedan poles or tliMls.

"^
\ or ^ ]

a bridal sedan.

-^ ] to ride in a .sedan.

^ I
-^ one who is pluckjd at

cards by his fellows.

I

I J8 the short pole used to sup-

port the ch.iir.

I ^ or ^ ] 0^ chair-bearers.

^ 1 or jfe 1 or 1^ I
tip the

chair, so as to receive the sitter.

/\ ^ I
a sedan with eight

bearers, as a governor's, but the

governor-general's 7\ ] /V f§
has eight bearers and eight out-

riders.

S.I %% 1
•* >n"le litter.

1^4 1 "• ''g''' chair, otherwise call-

ed j^ ^If I
a mountain chair.

j^ 1 ,S| hum his sedan and horse

— I. e. he is dead, these pajjer

things being fired the inst<int

the breath has gone.

5 The ridge or watershed of a

f^ high peak, where the water

chiad' cannot st.iy ; a hill-path.
j

^ ]
a lofty hill in Punglai

I

in Santung, one of five where

the genii dwell.

^JL ) Uneven ; rough, as a path
;

m|/^ uneasy, mind not quiet.

c/««o' fj jfl^ ^ ri 1 lie I a'so

went along the level road,

stumbling and toddling as I

stepped.

n)^
From viouth or words and twin-

I

ing or a peck; the Bocond form
is now the most in use, and tlio

>-kVt J I
third is obsolete.

nil' !^

I To call to or npon ; to cry

5 \\> out ; the cries or voices of

\t^\ J animals .wd birds; to send

clduo' for ; to name ; to command,

to tell to do, to persuade ; to

sing, as an insect; to induce, to

cause, in which sense it is often

only a sign of the passive voice;

by, with ; named, called, termed.

] ^ to invoke the spirits of per-

sons who have fainted, or are

in a fit.

1 M ?iC T *'^^ yimJi blew them

about.

^J ^ 1 A ^ t-lie bright moon
leads people to go abroad.

^ 49 1 ^"^ 0'* speaking terms.

—
1 ®£ pj he comes when he is

called.

I ^ ^ to cry Thieves I

] ^ ^ to cry out for help, to

cry Murder

!

1 4 215 (O''
1 ^ 535 '" Shang-

hai, or
I

'jg I^ in Canton,)

call him here.

1 Wt *" ^^^^^ o"t, to yell to, to

call loud.

^ I
only the name of; nomin.il,

like a sinecure.

j fiS[ P n^ t" ^'"^wl one's self

hoarse.

] '& ^^^ what is it called ?

what's the name of this ?

^ |p 1 1
^^'^ ''"™ °^ much

talking.

||fir) Similar to the preceding.

cJiuio' roar ; a classifier of horses

from their neighing.

\ 5S crying and sobbing.

^ I ^ don't bawl out in reply.

I ]
a deep tone.

j ^ to call out.

i!^ n ^ 1 two thousand horses.

) From a step and gliding.

To go around, to take a turn,

chiad' either to ward off or to ob-

tain ; to assume ; a sort of

defensive palisades across streams

to prevent savages landing ; a

narrow road ; frontiers ; end of.

1 ij!'
mysterious, hard to under-

stand.

] ^t^ beyond the limits.

] ^ ^ ^ to go on circuit and

put down or prevent robberies.

TJcad Jciuo, and interchanged

with \% To desire; to pry into;

to seek; lucky, fortunate; to

follow, to imitate.

m 1 Ja ^ *|f ^.I didike

those who make their wisdom

to consist in prying.

] ^ to seek for happiness.

I f$ succeeding; happily, as ia

answer to prayer.
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cldad'

Bead ^yao. To conceal or sup-

press, as when one is quite exhaus-

ted, and will not own it.

'J A long white crook-necked

sqnasii, having green stripes

'cidao rnnniiig lengthwise, the |

/JS^, which is hashed raw with

mutton, and made into a dumpling,

called IJ ^ |g at Peking.

From cave and to announce or
a horary character; the Be-

, coud form is aniisnal.

A bin or room in the ground

for storing grain and other

things; a pit; a vault

JX I
«''" ice house. /•

1 JjC ^'^ '^"*' °"'' store ice.

ife I
a cellar, a souterrain, an un-

derground store-room.

] ^ stored up, laid in the cellar.

1 ^ profound, deep, .is in the

heart.

1^ ^ _t 1 P"* ^^^ winter cab-

bages into the pit.

S 1 iCl 64 M ? handsome as

a new tiled bouse.

SS •/j 1
salt pits, like those near

Ciiapu in Chehkiang.

tit 7}C iS 1
1'*'"'' *"^ water and

[see if we can] dig up the trea-

sure

J In Cantonese. An unantho-

f^ rized character, side creeks

cAi'oo' which cross the country

;

canals orsmall water channels

serviceable at high tides; the

mouth of creeks ; it occurs in the

names of many places.

JlSf iS I
'^^ ^^^ •^'"^ S" "P ^^^

creek.

:)zM \
^ ^^^^ ^^ '^^ ¥ Sf %

^ or Tee-totum Fort i;ear

Canton.

-J Originally described aa com-

posed of £ to heal, -r a child,

chicui' I*"*! .SC to iniitate ; but the
common form ia now made of

c X to f"*"* ""wl q^ filial duly.

To instruct, to teacli ; to show
bow ; to order, to command

;
pre-

cept, doctiine; opinions, tenets ; the

l^eople who hold them, a religious

or jxjlitical sect, for the Govern-

ment prescribes the opinions and

ritual of its snbjects ; a school,

those who hold similar opinions ; a

party, a class.

^ ]
to be strict in teaching.

if 1 a good method of instruc-

tion.

] f^ a school-house.

I
J^ to teach a school.

|1J ] to excommunicate ; to turn

one out of the priesthood ; to

leave it.

] ^ the superintendent ofejuca-

tion in a department.

I 1^ the overseer of schools in a

district.

35. 1
the five constant virtues.

H ffl >^ ] S'**" would not regard

me as your teacher.

] flj to influence by teaching ; to

civilize ; to change the heart.

2jS ® 1
I liave come to receive

instruction, i. e. to make a call,

to visit you.

^ era 1 ^ liave not yet asked

your name.

] 1$ to instruct, to indoctrinate.

1 gjj or
1 ^ a professor, a

teacher, one who iiu[)arts his

knowledge, as in archery, me-
dicine, pugilism, <&c.

H j
tl'e three sects in Cliina,

^ ]
Confuciaiiists (who call

themselves the ;^ ] ). fife 1

or ^ ] Budhists, and j^ ]

Taoi.sts.

] P^ disciples, adhereni-s ; but it

usually denotes
| or Moslems.

] ^ a Christian disciple, a con-

vert, one who^ ] has received

the doctrine.

^ I
to teach religion, to propa-

gate tenets, as a
j gjjj mis-

sionary doea

^ I
a bishop in the lloman

Catholic church.

3^ j^ j the Koman and Greek
ohiirclics.

HP $$ 1
f'e Protestant church.

Read ^iiao. To cause, to in-

duce, to make, to enable.

I f;); ;5f
this [medicine] will

make you well.

^ 1 ^m^A^ avoid all

excuse for the vagabonds stay-

ing in the country.

From spirits nuifiUal duly.

Leaven, the residuum left

after distilling arrack.

|ffi
1 yeast cakes.

I
to raise, as dough ; to ferment

I
levened barm, or yeast,

which is usually the J@ ]
or

cakes made from the mash of

spirits.

c/nao

m

From to eat and adjoining as

the phonetic.

''cliiuo A meat dumpling.

I 15 or
1 ^ kneaded

flour paste boiled in water,

and made in a triangular

shajje, containing a bit of

meat ; they are also called

J^ ^ from their shape.

h^^Ci' l''™ts on which a door turns

;

J^^ a hinge, a joint ; a clamp, a

^Ukto hasp; to inlay metals; in

some places useil as a verb, to

clip, to shear ; to cut, as hair.

~ ftj 1 M '"^ 1'^''" °'^ sheara.

I ^ the pin of a hhige.

^ ]
bolt of a Chinese l<x;k.

1 ifft -Si ••<* cut out artificial

flowers.

Read Vaiw. A slender knife,

tlie
I y] ^, witii which barbera

cut tlie hair in the ear and nose.

) From carriage and adjoining;

nscd with the next.

c/ciao^ To compare ; to measure

strength ; to try the accuracy

or worth of; dissimilar; rather,

somewhat more ; in general.

]
^' to see which can drink the

I

most ; but | ^-^ is to com-

]

pare measures,

i Jt 1
^^^ compare ; to argue.
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]
"^ compare thtir weights ; also,

the lic.ivkr.

] ^J tiials of arcliory.

1 i^ like to measure or giiage.

] Jjl sooner, earlier, quicker.

1 ^ compare them.

^ ]
generally, on the average.

I f^ glittering, bright.

I ^ ()er[ilexing discussions ; en-

tanglements.

Head L-ioh^ A sort of curved

iron braco on a carringe, like a

horn or ear; the boot of a carriage;

to butt with the horns ; to contend.

Used with tlio preceding aud
next.1^

''c/dao To compare ; to collate, to

revise books; to reeomjxjnse;

to examine, to jiidgo of; a

pen for beasts ; stocks for the feet

;

a lockii[) ; to oppose;, as when spar-

ring ; to join battle.

] U^ M KJ; I have compared

them and fonnd no error.

311 M ^ 1
though wronged ho

did not seek revenge.

] pj to revise, as for publication.

I j£ to correct, as a proof; to

make accurate.

^ ]
to adjust, to carefully com-

pare, to scrutinize.

ff I
to compare accounts, to audit.

Re.id hixio' A building for a

school in the Hla dynasty ; a high-

school or gymnasium in the small

towns ; an inclosure for horses, a

corral.

] jg^ an officer over city gates.

!^ ]
a school-house, a seminary.

] A '1 ro-i" ''I'o keeps a j)on(l,

but the term .seems to have been

applied too to purveyors and

bailiH's of the menage.

1
^" ^ •& '^''c '"""' ii>d>c»te

(or are for) teaching.

m• > Like the last two, but less used.

To compare ; to criticise, to

chuU)^ discuss; to measure with; to

choose ; to oppose a superior;

confused ; disturbed by ; irritated

.ngainst.

1 Vk yh ^'^ ^'^ criticise others'

doings.

Mli ^^X> 1
'^° ""' oppose

the will of prince or father.

J-Aj)
A pair of stones of a hemi-

y^ spherical shape, which are

ciduu thrown on the grotnid by

w()rshi[x;rs to divine the an-

swer to their prayers ; they are

c.illed
] % and

] J|, and are

now made of wood, scollop shells,

or bamboo roots ; if both conve.K

siiles turn up when thrown, it is

^ I
negative; if both plane faces

it is [^ I
indilTerent; if one of

each, it is j^ ) or ^ Jj.,
and

the most propitious.

Old sounda, k'io, k'ok, gio, and gok. In Canton, k'iu, hao, liiu, and keuk ; — in Swatow, k'a, kl6, k"a, k'io, and kio ;
—

in Anwy, kiao, k'iao and k'ao ;
—

- in Fuhcliau, k'ieii and ugieu ;— in Shancjhaiy ts'o and djo ; — in Chijn, k'iao.

From/oo? and cnrred ox emi-

nent; it is also read kiolif

To raise the feet, as when

sitting ; to lift them high, as

when climbing ; to march
;

prancing, caracoling; tickled,

pleased; to collude with.

iS; 1 to play into another's hands,

as sharpers do.

M
I

straw sandals or spiked

shoes in which to ascend hills.

1 .£ f# -lii
''* 1'"'' "1' '''^ f*^^''

(as on a stool) an<l wait patient-

ly; — i.e. I ara in no hurry.

1 ] mart-al, noble, as a chargei'

;

putled up, as with pride.

#« H $4 6^ 1
y°" ^^^^ ^^^"

riding my footsteps, you have

been playing me false.

1^70 floating, unsettled.
|
"^

1 nm L 4i.,. 1 ii 1... ' ^ '*y?,
1 Ml '" cross the legs ; the stroKe

to the right in writing, like

that in -^ or ^ ; the surn.ame

Jjji
is thus called

] M f& "^

cross-legged Ch'ing.

In Puhchau. To take ad\an-

tage of another's ignorance or ne-

cessity ; to speak in irony, saying

one thing and meaning another.

.1*
From wond and down ; the se-

cond form is unusual.

A sledge or s!:pport for the

feet, shaped somewhat like a

winnowing-fan, on which to

be drawn or slip over the

mud ; a mud shoe.

From stone or carlli and emi-

nent ; the iiist is erroneously,

, hilt commonly used for i»(io

jt^ soda.

Stony or arid soil
; poor,

gravelly land ; upland ; dry

fields.

"

] jf^ thin soil.

ife "^ BE 1
''"^'e '"c both

fertile aud barren lands.

From toheaf and hitjh; it I'escm.

bles 'hiao ^j to roll.

A short club, a baton, a

beater; to pound hard; to

strike sideways; to tap, to rap

on ; to rattle on ; to take, as aman
in chess ; to mark time.

] U to mark or tone the rhythm
of poetr*^
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1 M 1 ^li3^ISf^ifyo«
rattle your chopsticks on your

basin, you'll starve for aye.

] p^ to knock on the gate.

1 M. ^ fifii
'•o '^l'""'' prayers to

Budha, while
] jfc ^ rapping

on the womlen fisli.

I ^ to clrnm.

] ;j^ to smash, to break in pieces.

3^ ffe 1 5E I would like to see

him struck dead.

paltere on the window.

i^ ¥f \ ^m^ M the racket

ot'tlie ixjstles and washingboards

obscures the moon in the alley;

— a conceit of Li Tai-peh.

'^^t^ Composed of ^ weird and |^

,
|r|l Aij/icoutractedj itisintercliang-

,,. c(i with some of its compounds.

.'J
High, stately, lofty; curving

•^ and open, like the highest

branches of a tree ; rising, as sjiears

in seiTied array ; crooked, curved
;

idle; discontented; proud.

1 7fC ^ stately trees, a class in

Chinese botany.

]
^' a hook on a B\)eaT.

1 llij 5f FouJ a»d very rude.

] J§ insolent

] ^ ^ ^ congratulations on

moving iiito a stately {i.e. new)

residence.

^ I
:{^yourfather and Lis family.

From wood and mrved ; occurs
used with the last.

rianks laid acros.s a stream

;

a bridge ; a cross-l)e<im to snp-

^ IV, ix)rt a frame; a stand with

arms, anciently usetl at weddings

to hold the bride's basket of dates

and millet ; tlie cross-piece of a

Well-sweep ; a saddle-tree ; a via-

duct
;

j)erverse, disrespectful ; a

stately tree, whose branches all

point \ip, as a cypress or {wplar ; to

warp ; to bend up, to curl.

— Jtc 1
" — 'M, 1

*'"<' bridge.

1 ^ Jl" ig T the bridge has

been swept away.

P^ ]
the lintel of a door.

55, {^ 1 or 35. gg ] a five arcbed

bridge.

J[ ] the rainbow.

/fit 1
or ]^ 1

a footbridge.

J5 ]
a suspension bridge ; a rope

by which to pnll a ferry-boat

across a stream.

] j^ or
] Jg buttresses or pieis

of a bridge.

iS 1 114 MoM» ^) ^o take

in the plank (or split it) after

crossing over;— i.e. to leave

one in the lurch.

J^ ] to bend a bridge ; met.

gigantic slrenglh.

^ ^ 1 '" P"ss '-^'^ iron bridge—
into paradise.

going to get me to cross on a

bridge with a hole in it?— are

you hoaxing me 1

1^ -J^ .^ the lofty pine looks

np, but the Rottlera bows its

head, anil thus they are likened

to father and son.

M M ?^ I® 1 T '•• ^'^ become

war^Kid in the sun and weather.

yfc^ An inn, a lodging-place; to

c IirJ lodge, to sojourn ; temjxjrary,

^ch^iao transitory ; stately.

will serve him for his home.

1 ^% ^^ this lofty tree

interlaces with the sky.

Agile at climbing; robust,

vigorous ; to lift the feet.

1^ ] nimble; light and

skilllul in clambering.

I ]
walking fast and step-

ping firmly.

From fiower and curved ; often

interchanged with the next.

Kuckwheat is ] ^, called

2 ^ ;5j^ or three-cornered

rice in Canton ; it is pro-

bably indigenous in China,

fi^ buckwheat flour.

1 ^ 1^ "7 buckwheat grits or

coarse meal.

* JIucli used as a contracted form
of the last.

cWiao ^ tliiJrny kind of mallows

;

'/.' J it has greenish red flowers,

wLich are edible and slightly bitter;

one drawing resembles the hol-

lyhock.

M W im 1
1 1^'"^ y°" ^"""^ ^

[handsome as] an Althaea.

1 ^ IbI H the sunflower turns

toward the sun.

! K'^.f

iTOL Loi

From wings and eminent.

c7t21 Long tail-feathers, which

^cliHao turn up; to elevate ; to raise

V^lVJ the bead, to lookup; higii,

elevated; a kind of alarm flag;

excelling ; dangerous, suspended
;

distant.

I
"^ to raise the head

] ^ to look for hopefully.

] ]
stately, as trees ; InizardouS)

as a falling ledge.

^ ]
spring bursting forth.

1 ^ Ji^ elevated his thoughts.

^ ]
to cock up the tail.

^ i
a feather coifl"ure.

j^ ] a medicine, the oval car^iels

of a species of Aiicliiisa.

"^ \
stilts; often written ^ J^

high legs; the ;^ ] -f-
or stilt

holiJ.iy lasts in the North for

three days in the third moon.

To fly downwards.

] 3^ to soar and sail round

.cliHao and round, as a falcon.

From "—"one representing an ob-

Btacle, and air as it undulates

;

the original form of the next.

Air striving to free itself.

From work and air stopped j the

last was the old form.

' \y>

''ch^kio

^chHao Handy, skillful, dexterous;

ll 1 C ingenious, clever at ; adroit,

talente<l ; wily, crafty, intriguing

;

subtle, shrewd, witty, acute, apt;

opportune, equal for an emergency

;

pleasing ; ingenuity, mecbanxal

aptness, genius.

j ^ fine work, well done.

I
i^ an ingenious modeor pattern
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I |£ or
1 ^ a skilled work-

man, a cunning hand.

1 a ^E'^^t fine words

and a smooth bearing seldom

indicate virdie.

I
^ artful smiles ; ogling ; affable.

1 ^ 1^ ^ what dimples, as she

artfully smiled !

^ ]
a fortunate opportunity.

^ ]
specious, tricky; assifflaed.

1 iM Sood at repartee, witty.

I W in ^ his speech is alluring

as a (lute.

^ I ^ ^|jj this great genius acts

like a simpleton.

ifr ] ingenious, complex, as a

machine.

1 II ^ i^MliJ * IK a clever

wife is usually mated to a dunce.

I ff a fine plan, a shrewd device.

1 H the seventh moon, — when

women ^ ]
pray for skill in

needlework.

jS 1
"• 'fa 1 J"®' ^^^^' '' i^''^

happened at the time.

1 "b ^ in IS jE siwcious words

are not equal to correct prin-

ciples.

The clever bird, as the parts

^ of the character indicate; the

'chHao tailor-biril, {Sylvia sutoria.)

\-f(\0 known as the | ^ ^ or

dever h'jusewife.

LJ
Of tho three modeB of writing

this character, this is the com-
mon one.

A turned-up nose, a nose

retrousse.

] 5^ ^ the retrousse shoe, hav-

ing the end much turned up.

Jb^b^> From cave and yliiing,

^^ A hole, an orifice ; a pore or

chHao^ aixjrture ; an interstice ; a

/'-' cavity, a hollow; the mind;

the heart as the physical organ

of thought ; the accent or rhythm

of a language.

^ I
the nine pa.ssages of the body.

— 1 /^ 51. '"> is thoroughly

stupid, not a hole is oj^en.

^ I
of the same mind.

^ j
the seven openings— iii a

sage's heart.

^ ]
I see how it is.

ft I
clever ; sprightly, acute.

g"
I

all the pores, as in the skin.

Jlk^ 1
-1^ llj ;il the springs in

the hills are the adits or pores

of the earth.

of the mark.

jj I
"^ sudorifics and sternuta-

tory medicines.
,

^ ^ IJt 1
'"^ '''''' ""t a goo<^

accent; he docs not sec it.

jJJ» ] the intellect, jx)wer of com-

prehension.

m
c/t'iao^

To whip, as a horse;

screen ; to lay hold of.

to

) From hand and down ; it ia

interchanged with }£ in some

cA'jflo' senses.

J,;
) L^ To pry np or open ; to raise

by a lever or crow-bar.

^ tr •? 1 j|C 2{S pry out the

nail.

I P^ to pry up a door; >n«t a

thief.

] ^^ a crow-bar ; a handspike. ^

] /^ JJ it will not move ; it

can't be raised or pried open.

] ^ to make an opening with a
spike, to pry open a hole.

1 '^ T '^roke it in raising it np.

In Cantonese wrongly nsed for

Hi- To coil around, to wind.

I ^ to coil the cue on the head.

Composed of eminent repeated.

High, elevated, turned up at

ch^iao'' the ends ; i-aised or curled

tiiJ above the level.

^ W M 1 W^ l^oth ends of

the bow curl up.

iZ 1
tipped it up by stepping on it.

1 BM I& '* fi***^ °^ ^i'" 'I'ice family,

with a recurved mouth.

1 ^ ? '^® ""« is turned up

;

he is dead. {NaiMng.)

cliue

Old sound, k'a. In Canton, k'd ;
— in ISwatow, kie;— in Amoy, kaj— in Fuhchau, kil;-

iyi SJiavghai, ka;— in Chifti, k'ie.

From flesh and a scah ; used
with the next.

A disea-se of tho hands and

feet, which curls and cri[)-

ples them, preven'.ing their

full use ; to limp, to halt.

I
-^ a Lime man.

fln ^ 1
congenital lameness.

^Jlj Analogous to the last and inter-

^1^ changed with it ; hoth are also

^J^^ pronounced ^c/i«i.

A malformation of the joints

causing a contraction or stiffness

of the limb; a congenital halt, a

limping leg-

JJg ]
a deficiency of the limb, or

a stiffened muscle, that prevents

its free use.

yfflrt
^ '"0^^ adopted by the Bndbists

C yj\i for the sounds ga and ha, for

,chie' which (fcia 523 's also used.

1 m 1 ;

a monastery

or nunnery, from the Sanscrit

sangharaina.

1 ^ ft * Chinese name for Bud-
ha, and sometimes also applied

to Kwanti.
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1^ ] ^] a bill where Kwanyin

dwells.

1 ^ Gayali, an ancient cUy in

India, where Budlia lived seven

years ; it lias a famous monas-

tery, wbiub is slill visited-

1 ^ an elephant, pcrhajw derived

from the Sanscrit word ki.u'noth,

a tusk.

1 ^ -T a #^ ^ I'l'-'i" I'e^'is

uKule of fragant woo*! like lign-

aloes.

M From plant and to add.

The stem of the lotus, as dis-

jC/j le tinguisbed from the stalk and

leaves ; a general term for

the t«raato, egg-plant, raaiulrakc,

nightshade, and some kinds of

squashes.

] -^ or •^^
>{J» ] the egg-plant or

brinjal {Solanum vielongena),

also called in Shanghai ^ %]&,

an older term.

^ ]
okra or gumbo {Cantonese).

^ ]
mad-apple, dwale, or bella-

donna, the Solanum insaitum,

and similar species.

1 iSr % unripe egg-plants, used

to make sweetmeats.

^ ] the tomato, a southern term.

^v}' Q )
the bottle squash.

35, 1 '1 medicine, probably made
from the ^ | bittersweet or

Solanum dulcamara.

^ I
to grow upside down,

{Cantonese).

OM sounds, kit, kip, and git. In Canton, kit, ki'p, kit, and k'lt j — In Swalow, kat, kiat, k'iat, and kiap ;

«» Amoy, kiat, kiap, k'iat, kiat, oiui keh ;— in Fahcliau, kiek and kak ; — in Shanghai,

kill, djih, and tsi ;— in Chifu, kie.

^c/ue

From silk and happy^

A knot ; a skein, a hank, a

knob; a knotted button ; to

tie, to fasten ; to work or

weave in knots; to crochet; to

braid, to knit ; to make a contract,

to bind by an .ngreemcnt ; an

engagement, contract, or bond

;

united, banded together ; fixed,

engaged; lianiix:red ; curved; im-

portant; to induce, as ill-will; to

stiffen, as cooling lava ; to decide,

as a case ; to set, as fruit ; to form,

as a friendship or partnership

;

sometimes a sutti.x to a verb to

show that the action is finished.

1 H or Jj- ] to tie a knot.

—
1 $$ 1% '^ skein of silk thread.

] -^ to knit or crochet a net

1^ 1 ~f the fruit has set.

^ ]
to coagulate, to congeal, to

freeze, to stiffen.

1 § t«ngnc-lied, unable to sixjak.

J j(g to pay up or on an account.

] T^ settled, made up, as a quar-

rel
; paid all.

] i^ t<i coutmct a marriage.

by and by ; he will receive re-

tribation some day.

I ^ to pledge or form a connec-

tion, like sworn friends.

1 ^ the affair is finished ; ended

;

results, event, out-turn.

^^T ]
to finish up a case

anyhow, to decide needlessly.

{ij ] to give security, to endorse

for one, to give Iwnds.

1 Wi to t'nter a plea, to present

the evidence on both sides.

) ^ to decide a cause.

^ ]
finished, as a case at law, a

contract or affair.

[^ #P *& P|J 1 » fellow-towns-

man who certifies to an officer's

standing.

I
friendly intimacy ; to bold

communication with.

j ^ firm, durable; lasting, fast.

1 i^ to tie together; a close miion.

] "^ the last words.

I ^ a gixxl S[X)t for a grave.

] ^ the twelfth or finishing moon.

S^
I

to wind up, as a discourse.

1 :4 it ^ I'd finish your life at

a stroke;— used in angry talk.

C l!l 1 ] (l^ troublesome,

li:u(l to <1(>
;
grievous, a labor.

>& ^ 'M .^ ^ ^ 1 Ji niy

heart in it-s sorrow is as if bam-
IK;red and bound.

^

E 1 ^ ^ lie is diligent in bis

business,

1 I® Ho fp lie made quiiws and
ruled the state, <is in early

Chinese history ; to strike a
line and plan work, as a car-

penter.

From hand and happy, but the

etymologists explain it by ^^
^i;- ^g" J5? f^ 4 Laud

and mouth both busy.

Occupied, laboring bard ; to

seize a plant firmly to pull it up;
to press after, to pursue

] j§ embarriissed, as a trader

for funds ; hannjcred, iierplexed.

From wood and happy ; it is

used in the south as a contract-

chie
^'^ form of lih, fj an oi-ange.

A water-wheel or bucket

worked by a pally ; a small onange.

;^ ] ;^ to work the water-wheel,

oithtr by a winch or by the feet

on trcddles.

] f^ a common medicine for

Coughs, the root of the Platyco-

don grandifnlium.

] fj.
the small orange called looae

jacket at Canton.
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From strength or sword and to
|

take away.

To take by violence, to

plunder ; to rob openly ; to

Bualcb ; hurried pestered ;

a Hindoo kalpa, an aeon or

cycle, an era ; suffering.

1 ^ '"' fT 1
''' plunder, as high-

waymen ; lo rob.

] ^ robbers, guerillas, banditti.

j ^]^
— ^ made a clean sweep,

plundered everything.

I
^ to ravish women.

] ^ long gone to oblivion, un-

know, turned to ashes.

^ ]
the palace stej>s.

j^ ]
to avoid hell ; to flee una-

voidable luin.

^ a fatal calamity, one not to

be escaped ; ordained fate.

] importunate, eager.

^ ^ to intercept rovenua

^ 1 ^ W ** Myriad ages [of

suffering] cannot atone for it.

§ j the unavoidable ills of life.

j J^ a ialpa or Bndhist age of

millions of yeara, of which there

are ^^ ] and
>J» j

great and

small kalpas, having periods of

increase and decrease, or per-

fection, contiiniance, and de-

struction ; the maha kalpa lasts

1344 millions of years.

I
^ cotton in the boll, (from

Sanscrit kurpasa,) when it is

ripe for picking.

In Cantonese. Astringent; to

pucker the mouth, like alum

;

bitter; sleepy.

^ "f" :5h 1
tbe tea is very bitter.

31 1
sleepy, dozing.

The first is also read (i'ii, mean-
ing a toad.

' A sea .animal, called ^ 1

and J^
I

, likened to a

tortoise's foot ; or, as one

says, a tortoise-shaped thing;

it is the sea-anemone, which

is described as producing flowers,

and spreading itself out like a crab's

claws.

m
xhie

KIEH.

An iron hook or strap fasten-

ed to the girdle.
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,ciae

xhie

The character is supposed to

represent a man who has lost

his right arm, being redaced

from feis'' •-f' a son.

Alone, one only, orphan-like;

a remnant ; short ; one who comes

behind or la,st.

^ \
a halberd.

1 :^ Jl 1^ left alone, no one to

help, friendless and solitary.

^ — J^ left quite alone.

^ I S4 ^^^ ^ solitary man
(not half a man) will be left

;

said of the effects of a drought.

j
the larvae of musquitoes;

preeminent, as a flagstaff.

From water and a marking-
line; occurs used with the
next ; the second and less used
form is also the old name of a
river in the south of Shensi.

Clear, limpid, pure ; free

from sin or defilement, cere-

monially clean ; neat, trim, tidy

;

untainted, above bribes, pure-hand-

ed ; to purify, to correct.

j^ 1 pure-minded; clean, limpid.

1 <& ingenuous, pure in heart,

single-minded, unsullied.

1 d ^ 5V upright in attending

to public duties.

7K iS IE 1 P'^® '^®] ''^y crystal

and pure gem ; irreproachable,

undefaced.

M ^IM ] ^ preserve one's in-

tegrity and purity.

1 3i §! §5 I have cleaned my
cups and await your coming [to

dinner] to have a chat.

Formerly used with the preced-
ing.

A marking-line ; the end of

a hempen thread; pure, as a

sacrifice; to rule, to measure;

to test by law; to repress, to reduce

to order; to bring within bounds,

as waters.

1 1^ to adjust, to limit.

] fj ^ ^ our oxen and sheep

are all pure.

chie'

\ ^ tranquil.

] ^ :t'M 'lie rules of JQBt re-

straint.

] ^ to regulate exactly,

] ^ to prepare a plentiful repast.

jjrMi A. hen-roost; a stick or perch

^IT^j for fowls to rest on.

jC/iie

From wood ani perverse ; see
the last and next.

^ckie A- hen-roost; cruel, savage;

harsh, truculent; high-spirit-

ed, courageous, one of a thousand,

— for which the ne,tt is now used
;

to lift, to carry on the shoulder

;

name of the last monarch of the

Hia dynasty, b. c. 1818, detested

for his cruelty.

] ]
luxuriant, as growing weeds.

f^ I
a hen-roost.

^ ]
a form, aspect of.

1 ^ proud and domineering.

'li^lPI?^ 1
but the crimes

of Siieu exceed those of Kieh.

Jt^^ A hero, one eminent for

|7[V ) virtue and prowess ; heroic

;

^c/lie proud, self-willed
; a tender

blade of grain ; to raise up.

^ I
a hero or heroine

; a valiant

man, a Chevalier Bayard.

^M'^ 1 -ili^ thrifty blades are

growing long.

^ I
a famous leader, as Csesar.

] -f^ like a hero, well done; finely

written, as a composition.

^ ]
a sui)erior, leading man;

said of scholars.

-JL^ From wood oyerfire ; sometimes
.^|V- used with the last.

fphie' 1^ 1 * famous statesman

and general of the After Cheu
dynasty, a. d. 956.

From hand and roost or per-
verse; the first is also used as a

, synonym of the next.

To measure with the thamb
* 5 J and forefinger, lo span ; to

measure an ell ; to nncover.
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Prom ha 'd and why.

f > To lift up or oft", as a cover

;

'^d« to ferect ; to raise, as the

skirt ; to lift np, to bear, to

carry off; to bring to mind ; to

borrow ; to make known, to state

to Buperiors; to drive rapidly;

npro<jted, as a tree by force.

] \ rank growing, as sedges.

Mf'P'^ 1
when a tree falls utterly.

] 1^ to borrow money.

j ^ or ] !^ a promissory note,

a certiticale of indebtedness.

1 S **''
1 ^ borrowed capital

;

the debts of a firm.

jg 1 '^ ^ when the lips are

ojiened tlie teeth get cold ;— if

you go away, I shall be lonely.

1 i^^ a pasquinade, an anony-

mous charge, a placard.

I ^ to take the seals from a

door; met. to drink, because jars

of spirits are .ilways sealed.

] ^ to publish abroad, as an ac-

cusation ; to i)ost pne.

] ;|^ or
I ^ to publish the list

of successful graduates.

^ glj 1 in shallow water raise

— your skirt to the knees.

] ^ or ^ 1
*•" uiake known

others' defects, to find fault.

1 ^ ^I iti ^^^^*' '^•'® '^'^ ^'^'l' —
a wedding ceremony.

A board put up where a

fj [lerson has died, and been

jCAj/ buried on the highway, slat-

ing his nauie and other

particulars ; a wooden instrument

to mark time.

I 5. * sacrificiiil platter.

^ ]
baldheaded.

1 ^ a ticket or slip nailed on a

door of a house which has bc«n

sealed up or confiscated.

cchie

From sheep and why.

To castrate a ram ; a deer's

skin.

) ^ ancient name of a

place near Wu-hiang liien |^^
jK in the southeast of Sliaiisi,

which derived its name of Weth-

er House from the Huns who
settled there about the fourth

century.

I
^ a gelded goat ; a wether

;

there is a discrepancy in this use,

however, for in Ciiihli | -J- i^
is a ram, and |jg ^ is a wether.

j^ I
a Scythian word for warrior.

]» I M w fi ^ lo i^-'-'t ti'«

deer-skin drum to hasten the

blossoming of the flowers.

A round or flat stone pillar

fJ or tablet ; a high, isolated

cide peak ; an aiguelle or sharp

high rock like the Skillig

Rock near Ireland ; the
j ^ in

Lin-yii bien on the coa.st of Chlhli

is a noted one; the fluttering of

birds.

TfjL 1 the square and round monu-

mental pillars.

^ !{§• ] a stone guide post.

From man and why ; it is some-
times used for the next.1^'

J.J^^^
Martial, brave ; to exert one's

jyr,> strength; vehement, hasty,

as chariots racing.

1 1 >^ ^ diligent in thp prac-

tice of right.

g| $ 1 ^ not for the swift

chariot.

Read fa' An enigma or

ajjothegra of the Budhists; motions

which the priests make with their

hands ; sign language, like a token

or grip ; a conundrum ; a charade;

to rest; to idle away the time.

^ ] to recognize the allusion

;

to take the cue; to understand

the sign.

fel M IS 1
to tell riddles and

talk g>)ssip.

5g 1 IS or gHlfe I
to explain

the Budhi.st stanzas, i- e. the San-

scrit yalha ^ % ot
| ^ a

verse or stanzas.

In Cantonese. A hinge; a

catch in a door ; a spring; a joint

of the finger.

From to stand and ii-Ay ; it is

sometimes iutevclianged with
',' the last, and is not llio same as

fChie tlie next.

To exhaust, to carry to the

utmost; to sink away; wanting,

exhausted ; used up
;
gone, finish-

ed, as the power of one of the ele-

ments, to be succeeded by another,

— or as a revolution, that then

recommences; defeate<l, weakened.

spring drying up is only because

[no water] rises in iL

'fj j exhausted ; to give out, as

a laborer.

\ -fj
to do one's best, to exert all

the sirongth.

^ 1 ^
_i"y

_—_ ^ Ifjl ] at the third drum-

roll they will be quite dislie.irt-

ened.

1 ^ energy quite gone; with

lull pnrj)Ose of heart.

I j^^ wearied out.

1 IR JW ^ exerted his utmost

strengili to reach.

] 1^ 2js S. ^ have come to see

you in full sincerity.

J.g From to j'l and why.

^1^> To go and then return, as a

fC/iie carriage ; to turn about ; a

brave martial api)earance.

|fc J; /g" j all the escort ofiicers

bore tiieuiselves finely.

P, ;^ I have pirt forth all

ibililiis.

From heiirt and tchy; it is also

read li'

"c/iie To rest a while, to stop; to

hohl up; urgent, in ji hurry.

j^ ] to lodge, to sojourn a while,

^ I
'^ Dllj stop an hour or so

and rest.

?£ pf )J» 1 perhaps they can get

a brief reix)se.

Read /»//, To desire, to long for,

I ^ to love life.

7 t^ 1 ^ who would not like

to get— ander it t

Bead £oA, A mutnal fear of

one another.
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-<l|- This form is more antiqne than
|3[} the last ; it is also read /a'.

j^j-g' To rest, to take breath ; to

repose, to lay a thing down.

I ,^, to rest; a stop.

^ ] to hold up a little; to breathe

and rest.

^ ] to take a rest and walk ; to

ramble or take a walk.

The first form is regarded as

tho moat correct.

' A very fmgraiit plant found

ill Su-cheu fu in tho north-

west of Kiangsii, the
| ^

or
1 15 §, it is cultivated,

and grows among the young

rice.

From word and shield ; occurs

used with Jg to lift off, and

much resembles (hii(f to boast.

To charge one with a fault

;

to brmg another's misdoings

to light ; to reveal, to discover

secrets, to tell tales ; to di-

vulge.

^ ] to accuse one to his face,

or before his master.

1 ^AiSor 1 AM;gt»
blazon people's faults.

^ I
or -^ ] to bring charges

;

to denounce, as the people do

bad rulers to the higher officers

or the sovereign.

W 1 Ji;l;^liL#I''ate those

who denounce others to raise

their own reputation.

tf
From insect and to compress ;

y referring to their wings ; others
*' say that the allusion is to tho

jCAl« way some speoiea sun their

wings.

A butterfly ; the
| ^ a small

species, like the cabbage or sulphur

butterfly ; the name, however,

seems to be of general application.

From fish and knife referring

to the fishwife's art.

g/j;e' To split and prepare fish for

drying; to open; to cut apart;

to dissect, as the faulte of

people.

iTt A pack-saddle frame-work or

*i\.J slings,

^chie

on which loads are

bound when prepared for

mules or camels to carry.

In Canttmese. A camp-stool is

,1^ ]
; a folding chair.

I {Uj ^j to sleep on the side.

-f_!_» From dress and fortunate.

^pl) To pull out or hold up the

-c/«e skirt, as if carrying some-

thing in it.

1 ^ -h ^ from the skirt up to

the breast or lapel.

m "^ 1 ^ now we will put [the

seeds] iu our skirts.

chHe'

is:'=iBia:.

Old sounds, k'lt, k'l'p, k'iep, and k'am. In Canton, hip'and hap;— in. Swatow, k'iak, and kiap;— in Amoy, kiap,

kiap, and k'iat;—m Fiihchaa, kiek and k'iekj

—

in Shanghai, oh'ih and chiah;— •«, Chifu, kie.

Prom mouth and to rob. i^iSS -^ sickle, a bill-hook ; used

A sound, like
] ] one re-

sembling creaking ; a rustling

or whispering noise.

From heart and to go.

Timorous, fearful, cowardly,

dreading, careful against.

) J^ bashful, bhishing;

trepidation.

^ 1
'^^ »& 1

flattering, weak-

hearted, timid.

] ^ afraid to go into battle.

1 Jg,
careful of the draught, as

an invalid.

\ ^ weak of puqwse; vacillating.

^ ^7(% ] <lo "ot be abashed

when you see great men.

^ ] ] lean and strengthless,

one of no account for anything.

Weakness, strength all gone

;

J lassitude, languor, debility ;

cAHV infirm.

M-H.

ch*ie->

From hand and to carve; it

sometimes occurs used for ^
a bond.

To raise from the earth ; to

suspend ; to hold ; to assist,

to help another; to put in order,

to adjust ; to singe, as a shell.

^ I
to raise and carry; to re-

commend.

1 Hi /L S raised him above the

vulgar world.

Eead /;'»' Exhausted, failmg;

wanting • to record on a board the

offenses of criminals.

chHe

with choh^ ^^ to cut off, to

amputate; to carve; to ex-

terminate.

\ M'^ ^M. [Chen-sin] cut

oflF the leg-bones of those who
were crossing the ford.

I ^ to oppress, to maltreat

^J ]
to engrave, to carve.

1 tit
*'' letters and news

have ceased to come.

#^

^chHe

Harsh, malevolent is ] ^J,
referring to a vicious dog.

Read haili' A mongrel dog,

] ^, a nondescript beast

resembling a tiger, which

leaps suddenly on its prey. •
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To lean or loll the head, as

one does when wearied out

From heart and together:

Happy, contented, as when
c'hie one's wishes are gratified.

^ I
I am much pleased.

] Jg, fully satisfied.

1 ^ great alacrity.

M ] -ff^ ^ nothing pleasant to his

nostrils ; he is always snuffing

at things, always dissatisfied.

Bead Vien. Enraged, angry
;

to gnash the teeth with vexation
;

to dislike, to cherish ill-will against.

/^^

From a receptacle and to press;

the second form is niost com-
, moD, showing the material

.chHe

A trunk to contain books

and writings ; a porte-feuille;

a chest, a dresser or pannier

;

a carpet-bag, a satcliel, a
reticule; to put away in a box.

^ I
to strike on the chest when

entering school ;— an old cus-

tom.

) ^ a scholar's satchel.

fx 1 a traveling-trunk or box.

I
-^ a case for holding papers

or sewing materials.

^ I
a case for books.

^ ] a bamboo hamper ; a clasp-

ing clothes-box.

S 1 H ^ the money-bag is

all cleared out.

Ji|Xr The mind pleased ; cheerful,

||2^) satisfied; ready, prompt.

^c/iHa |J|
I

joyful, in good spirits.

# 1
or j i{J» a conU'nted

mind.

IS V 1 i^ everything was ar-

r.ii]ged satisfactorily.

7f\ ] ^ ^ the principles are not

the same ; I do not agree with

this notion.

] ^ convinced, satisfied.

Old sounds, kin, gin, ki'm, kien, gien, kiem, giem, and kan. In Canton, kin, kan, kam, nam, and kim ;—m Suiatow,

,
kian, k'ian, k"oi, kan, kam, and kiam ;— in Amoy, kian, kiam, k'iam, giam, han, kan, and kam ; — in Pahchau,

kieng, k'ieng, kang, hang, keng, kiong, and kiek ;— in Shanghai, ki", ken, and dji" ;— in Chi/a, kien.

.e/uen

From j^ earth and
contracted.

' virtuous

Stable, immovable, firm, hard,

strong ; durable, wears well,

lasting; stout, hale, in good liking;

well-made, sound ; constant, deter-

mined ; resolute, unwavering ; to

establish, to strengthen ; to confirm;

to harden, to concrete ; in epitaphs

denotes one who screens his faults.

] @ immovable, firm ; durable

;

substantial, as a family or a

mercantile house.

1 9 solid, strong.

*& 1 or
] ^ resolute, a fixed

purpose
;
persevering.

] ^ obstinate, pig-headed.

] jg, firm endurance.

] fa to establish in faith ; tlie

rite of Confirmation.

I ^ congealed ; hardened, as

lava ; solidified, as rautal ; curt,

as a style.

iJJ[ I 4^ f* ^ it confirmed his

belief.

1 1$ ^i^^^^ rite of confirma-

tion ;— a foreign term.

] JJt hale, robust, said of old men.

tp
I

the main or center of an

army.

1 ^ tt i% really his confession

was not true.

^^M ] the more [Confucius']

doctrines are tried the more

convincing are they found to be.

# ^ SI fi^ £fe
having fixed prin-

ciples.

1 SS 'j' ^ firm and unyielding

;

unbending in a good sense.

Wi^iSi 1 ^^ grasped his spear

with the firmest resolve.

j# A fish described as like the

i ft'unff §1^ but larger, and be-

^chien longing to the same family

;

it is perhaps the bonito,

which is common in Chinese waters,

and much consumed by the Ja-
panese fresh and preserved ; but

the Chinese description assirailatos

it rather to one of the mullet family.

.chien

From flesh and inner door ; bat
the original form is thought to
resemble the shoulder.

The top of the shoulder ; the

scapula ; to take upon, to

sustain
; competent to ; firm, solid

;

a beast when three years old.

1 BM o""
1 3? t^e shoulder

; ]

W M Inroad shouldered; in-

fluential from having friends.

] |j§ the fleshy part of tho arm.

J^ ] compared shouldei-s, t. «.

equal in merit or rank.

3fe 1 W ^ to walk abreast, to

bu an equal or friend.

^ I
an oflScial cape laid over

the robe and made of silk ; worn

by graduates.

j^ j a vest or waistcoat.

U ] a kind of mantilla or vic-

toriue worn by bridea

,|[, I
to withdraw from, to desist.

P ;JC 1 a bib for a child.

1 ^ ^ M hard, toilsome labor,

peeling the shoulders ; hard-

worked.
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-ff ]
to take charge of; adequate

to, as a duty; its burden.

—
] J8 ^ to take the whole

charge of; to carry a business

through.

1 ^ i fS *-° carry on important

and responsible duties.

1^ ;?^ 1 if ' K We will not

employ those who love bribes.

tn 1 52.6^'''' bearer of burdens,

a coolie.

1 ^ ^ S ^ huckster's occupa-

tion.

i-^*^ 1 ii§ 6^ I have got a

capable man for the business.

'"^^ From woman thrice repeated ; it

>^^^ is interchanged with the next.

chien -A^Mours and intrigues among
and with women ; illicit in-

tercourse, as adultery, incest, rape,

fornication, for the word does not

distinguish ; to debauch, to ravish
;

wild, horrid, brutal, ogre-like ; ap-

plied to genii and spirits, villainous,

wicked.

]
J^or

] ^ to defile; fornication.

§g I
to force a woman ; a rape.

tS 1
°''

'fil 1
consenting to

adultery.

jj I
criminal conversation.

I ^ an adulterer.

] ^ villains and traitors; to act

like a traitor.

1 iSj to seduce and carry oflf, to

kidnap.

] ^ an illegitimate birth.

|.-|* From woman and to offend;

TfTy used with and for the last.

cUen Inordinate, unregulated de-
'

sire ; to violate decorum ; to

offend against propriety ; crafty,

plotting, unprincipled ; traitorous
;

malicious ; selfish ; clandestine
;

corrupt, adulterous.

1 1^ false, fraudulent ; to cheat.

] g a traitorous oflBcial or vassal.

I
|tt a sanctimonious traitor.

^ ]
a disaffected Chinese ; one

who has intercourse with foreign-

ers is often so .stigmatized

I ^ a villain
;
you traitor !

KIEN.

] ^ or
I

Vj double-faced, de-

signing, specious.

] 1^ or
I }^ artful, deceptive;

said of cunning children, who

love to make mischief.

I j^ a spy, an eaves-dropper.

] ^ a traitorous cab.il.

1^ 1 Is^ lookout for the smug-

glers and seize thieves ;
— a

notice on custom-houses.

1 ^ ?S i?' y^^ craftily deprive

me of what I love.

] ^ a slippery inWovi.{Cantonese.)

U^ From door and the sun shining
rrtl through ; the authorized form ia

flip |^> but usage now confines that

A crevice ; a space, an inter-

val; between, during, while, in the

midst of, among ; to make room

for ; to set apart ; a classifier of

houses, buildings, rooms, gardens,

&c.; at the North, a division of a

largo room made by the framework

of the house ; but in the South,

where a different mode of construc-

tion prevails, it denotes the room

or apartment.

^- ^ ]
a whole yea:, within the

twelve months.

jE 'ffi ^ 1
while I was examin-

ing him.

<&» ^ 1
suddenly, just now.

p^ ]
in this world ; during life.

^'^^ \ a little while; during

the time of a meal.

^ ]
that affair ; this time, this

business.

fg ]
heaven and earth.

— ^ ^ ] three rooms in one

house.

^ M 1
^^l^ch house is it ?

^ j
a house ; houses, buildings,

pfi ] ^ a midsman.

Ji\^^ \ ^Jlfcfithereisno
such law in the world.

Eead Hcii' To sunder, to put a

space between ; to divide, to inter-

rupt ; to intrigue, to part friends,

to slander ; to interfere in ; to

alternate, to intermit ; vacant, un-
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occupied, as a road ; far removed
;

to bear with ; a tale-bearer

;

mixed, as colors.

] 38 to set apart ; a partition

;

to intermit.

^ 1 A "n<5 who separates people,

as a busybody.

\ ^^ ^ supposing it to be bo;

what if there be ?

^ ] to make counter stratagems;

to deceive an enemy.

1 i5'J M: A separated for a long

time.

1 M. 6^ P*!* *'^^'o rather wider

apart.

W( ^ ] M *'^® "^'^ *'ii "o*

supersede (or estrange) the old.

^ 1 »§* 1^ to sow discord among
relatives.

^ "h 'te 1 the sounds alternated

with each other.

1 jS fi'f removed.

1 fM ^ crack ; an offense, a

grudge ; to set at varianca

1 mW^ov ] ^6^ next

door neighbors ; those in the

same yard.

^ 1. MM fi^ 1% ^ it B in the

adjoining yard or garden.

M ^ 1 ]^ iti the space between

the two.

-§ I W ^f- H to try to reconcile

differences between people.

J.UJJ An unauthorized character used

TlHI ^°' "^° preceding in the South-
f • I. eru provinces.
,cMen ,A room, an ajiartment; a

classifier of houses, and used mostly

in deeds or leases.

^/^MM 1 <^'^'itle off the

apartment by a board partition.

MA climbing plant bearing a

fruit of a pear shape, red as

^chien a cock's comb, with a scaly

pit, and fit to be eaten raw.

1 ^ a well-known fragrant plant,

reckoned among the orchids in

consequence of its perfume ; it

grows in ^ ^ 'j^ in Honan,
where it is found in marshy
places and called ^ 'j^* or

marsh orchid, and ^ ^ § or
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the perfume from Tu-liaiig dis-

trict; the plant, from the Chinese

drawing .ind description, is

~ probably the Valeriana dtoica

or an allied species; the roots are

called ^ ^ earth shoots ; the

leaves were gathered in spring

to ward offmiasma, and preserve

clothes from insects.

± 1^ :^ *^ 1 ^ tl'e gentle-

men and ladies then carried

bouquets of valerian.

jttt From^ pei-verse and ^J sticky

.gSjJf earlh altered, referriug to tbe

"Y^^ diflBcnltieB of turning over the

Land that is hard to till

;

whatever is difficult or toilsome
;

to inflict hardships; distressing,

sorrowful ; origin of.

I ^ miserable, wretched.

I ^ difficult and dangerous.

] J^ thanks for your trouble.

I
'^ in unhappy circumstances

;

hardships ; to realize the hard-

ships of.

5c ^ 1 ^ Heaven is now in-

flicting calamities.

ness goes hard.

I ^ the food of toil,— as from

agriculture.

M 1 '^ $!! '"^ '8 ''''' ^^ome ob-

serving the mourning— for bis

father.

] ^ seriously obstructed.

^ ^ ^ 1
'^'^ "°' undervalue

tie difficulties.

1 ^ ^ ^ I have been through

all kiuds of griefs ; I've tasted

sorrow.

^ »& ?L 1
'^'^ ™'^'^ '" f"" "f

dangerous devices.

lAn^ A.180 read jtoon,

(StjL To plate, to overlay with

^chien silver; to inlay silver in other

metals, or in leather, as is

done on housings or saddles.

1 fi* # l'> pla** ^^'t-li silver.

^15.^ plated with gold and

inlaid with gems-

I'rom plant and officer.

c I

—

f The stalks of a coarse grass

^cMen resembling an Imperuta.

whose fibres, after rotting,

become white, and are fit for mak-

ing coarse cloth; they serve too

for thatch or mats ; name of a

place in the state of Sung.

& 1 S^ ^ mats are made of the

white flowered rush.

4
From ox and to establish as the

phonetic.

^cMen A gelded bull, an ox; a strong

ox ; a fabulous monster, half

leopard, half man.

I ^ !R * district in Kia-ting fu

in the center of Sz'cb'uen on the

Eiver Min ; during the Han
dynatty, it was a prefecture

near Cbingtu.

ft^
A case for bows nsed by

^^ cavalry.

,c/iien ] ^ a horseman's quiver

to hold his bow and arrows.

^ft? From JSL '^ f^and grasping __^
C.^|V two stalks ot grain, as 'ping yf^
cfnen represents it holding one.

To comprehend in, to em-

brace witli ; to absorb ; as a con-

yuTif //on, moreover, and, along with,

and also ; together with, in addi-

tion to ; additional ; equally ; to

join several togellier ; to attend to

many things; connected.

"g ]
or

I ^ still there are more;

there is another matter.

1 ^ to imite various ingredients.

5i? {H 'ftJ 1
many colors con-

trasted.

] ^ to coalesce, to bring into one.

] ^ both (or all) complete ; full

cHiciency.

1 A ;^ fi' * trencher-man, one

who can drink double what an-

other can.

I ^ or
I ^ to manage several

duties, as a pluralist.

Tfi jft 1 ^ applies to both cause

and effect.

] ^ to love all equally.

1 a. ^ ^J^ &1 moreover, I

have no leisure,

j
i^ to adulterate or mix in, as

goods.

] -a] both or two decides.

Zl^ Z^ Pi ^ 1
yoii cai...bt,

however, have them both.

Ill CaTUonese. To squeeze

through, as a crevice ; to force one's

way through, as a crowd.

] \, .^ push through and get in.

A marshy plant, which ap-

pears to be a, tall kind of

f/Uen sedge, tlie
] ]^, perhaps

the Ph'agmites, on which

cattle thrive when it is in seed;

people in the north of Kiangsu

make door-screens of it.

1 ^ ^ ^ ''^fi "^'ly grasses

are now a dark green.

1 ^^ H.i^ [like] .tl^e nish

leaning against the precious tree,

— so I have confidence in your

power or friendship.

From silli and united as the

phonetic.

chien ^ ^^'^'^ ^^ thick levantine,

woven with double threads

and close so as to shed rain ; it is

like the kiien'' |g or taffeta.

I i^lQ a variegated silk ; met. fine

writing.

^'M.^ \
fi"e and beautiful

colored silks.

] ^ iS 7K '1'^ lutestring bags

transported the water, alluding

to a story of Ts'ao Ts'ao, who
filled bags of it with water,

which when frozen enabled him

to defend his camp.

Described in Chinese books

as a strange bird like a duck,

^chien the J^; .^ J^ or paircd-wiiigs

bird, with one eye and one

wing, affiliated to the plaice iu its

structure, and so made that two

mu.st unite for cither of tliem to

fly; the spoonbill {P/atalea mujor)

found on the cocists of Formosa,

and regarded by the natives as an

anomaly among birds.
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cSit S
From fish and united.

The plaice or sole fisb, also

^cMen called J:t g JB^ or paired-

eyes fisb, said by tbe Chinese

to swim in pairs, clasped to each

other, as each has only one eye.

'\ To walk lame or in a stuiu-

5 I bling manner.

^ f I Jij^
walking in an irregu-

lar lunping manner, like a

^Men staggering horse; at a loss

what to do when affairs go

wrong ; nonplussed.

4^ To grasp a

r'j/llv chopsticks.

morsel with the

^chien Kead /!«?»' To strike a drum-

TvKjJ From heart and soliil as the

I
IjlZ phonetic.

^cliien Sparing, parsimonious, stingy

niggardly, avaricious; saving,

to use very carefully; to reduce,

to economize ; to spare.

] ^ close-fisted, grudging.

] ^ miwilling to spend.

I ^ to diminish expenses, to re-

duce the outlay.

I S '^ ^''"'' "P tbe purse strings.

I
-)j saving of strength.

I J^ saved the trouble, spared

the outlay.

] i^ closefisted, sparing, frugal.

Eead Ken. The experience of

an old man.

m
,chien

m
.cluen

A pig three years old, a full

grown, strong hog.

m \ f^ [the farmers]

offered a hog to their ances-

tors— at the ingathering.

Also read nyeh.

Another name for the ^,| |||

or egret, a siwcies found along

the coast of Chehkiang ; also

called tbe ^ ^ or grass hen.

From knife and firm aa tho

phonetic.

i/»e» To cut off: to castrate an ox.

From silk and all; sometimea
wongly written as the next.

filiien Cords used to bind a cofBn

or hamper; to tie up, to sew

up, to bind; to close, to seal; to

fill up cracks ; a letter sealed.

] ^ to seal, as a letter.

1 P ti^ a" *** '^^P ""^'s mouth

shut.

I ^ firmly sealed.

^ I
a letter envelope.

§ ]
a letter, as from a son.

I gli to keep silence.

i^ SI H 1
1'^™ esteemed favor

hiis been received.

1^ ] a confidential letter inclosed.

C f |3p- From wood and all ; it is some-
AKU times erroneously used for tho

J

I'y'* last.

A casket, a box ; a cup, a

wooden bowl ; to allow.

I Of a dressing-box.

From tvater or ice and altoge-

ther ; the second form is the
most common.

Todirainish, todecrease; the

opposite of Jtsdng Jg and

Jda Jp; to take away a part;

to contract, to abbreviate
;

to lighten ; to retrench ; to make
less do ; name of a river in Ghihli.

1 *fJ to take off half.

I fX or ] ^ to cheapen, to

lower the price ; cheaper.

1 a^ !^ to abbreviate a character,

to write short-hand, or with

many contractions.

^ ]
wearied out, overworked,

poorly.

] ^ laconic, plain ; nothing su-

perfluous, as ] i)^ ^ i^ less

will do, it does not need so much.

-^^ ]
you can sell it cheaper.

j
i^ too few, deficient.

I ^j to keep back, as rations or

wages.

I ^ to prejudice or disallow the

rights of others.

1 T? 1^ (® '•'' ftbate somewhat

from the legal punishment.

^ ] I thank yoa for the abate-

ment.

^ j to alleviate, to make easier,

to lighten.

® ^ ^ 1 ^ ? its taste does

not yield to that of the peach.

From ^ silk Si, worm, and Hk
to cover contracted, to denote

The cocoon of tbe silkworm,

which is like a canopy to the larvae;

the silky pupae of other moths.

2 ] a silkworm's aurelia.

] ^ an undyed, coarse, durable

pongee.

g ^P j
pongee from Kia-ying

cheu in the east of Kwangtung.

'

] I
a low mournful tone.

j^J I
to weave the cocoon.

I ^ the cocoon worm; a fur

moth.

^ I
cocoons which are buried to

delay their hatching.

From clothes and cocoon.

Silk wadded cotton clothes,

''chien especially those lined with

fresh cotton.

1 ^ ^ [))nt on] double wad-

ded garments and then a fur

robe,— to protect you.

From hand, and to dbridijc.

To Select, to chose; to dis-

'chien criminate ; selected, chosen

;

elected, picked out

] ^ to select, as from a lot of

good ; to choose, as a day.

1 ^ to choose, as proj)er persons

for a duty.

I ^ to garble goods.

]
|t|] what ic 'eft after garbling,

j '^^ .sorted clean, as tea or fruit.

1 1^ ^ /^ to select and practice

upon, so as to imitate and relisli,

as ci)m|K).sitions or models,

j j|a 2j$ picked it out; he has

.selected it.

1 ^ ^ lU to select and pur-

chase [teas] from the best loca-

lities.
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Composed of^ to bind and /v
to divide; it is an old form of,

'c/den ^"d •* often interclianged with

the neit ; it resembles ftun-j ^
east, when written badly.

To select, to oondease, to

abridge ; a visiting-card ; a classd-

fier of slips of paper.

1
fA or J^ ] a common red c.ird.

^ 1 a five-leaved card, used at

weddings,

j^ 1 a note and card sent with

presents.

ffi ] a horoscope card exchanged

with the proposals for marriage.

I jg J^ jjn^ to husband one's

strength.

iU-WW 1 ''*' ^^^ letters, as by

a postman.

(..ifsii^ From bamboo and an interval;

used with the last.

'cAic» A slip of bamboo used for

making notes on ; an ofRcial

writing ; documents ; to abridge, to

condense ; to choose ; to examine,

to mark ; to treat negligently or

rudely; unrafiBed, not excited;

lacon''c, terse ; discriminating

;

great; sincere; hasty, curt, im-

petuous; a classifier of folios or

sheets of paper ; sound of drums.

] |[|^ to abridge; a 8ynoi)sis, a

resume.

I
^'^ or

] IS to treat impolitely

;

I fear you will deem me rude

;

— a polite phrase.

^ ] an ivory tablet.

j|j[ 1 ?S }^ 'o show some leniency

in punishments

^ ]
wild and nide, not yet

tutored ; said of a lad.

^^ 1 \ ^^^ loud resounding

drums.

^ jlb 1 ^ "* feared those

wooden missives.

5 ifi 1 ^t 3E J^ in tbe days

of Hia, [officers] were chosen

and promoted to the royal court.

1 |0[ 6^ concisely, in short;

direct, the nearest road
; plain

B]x>kei<.

] j^ of less importance, said of

certain districts or offices.

1 -l-L
or ] ^ an official docu-

ment.

J{^
I

specially selected— for this

pest.

1 I ^ ?fc glibly, readily.

] ]
an easy manner ; abundani.

as blessings ; loud and sweet,

a.s music.

1 i^ shortly, exped'tiously ; l<v

conic.

15^ 75 yfC 1 ^ are you not quite

too brief 1

] ^ to examine, as essays ; to

review, as troops.

] ^ s[)ecially commissioned—
by his Majesty.

]
j{l| a slip, a memorandum, a

billet.

£. ?lil -7 1
^^'^ fi^'^ punishments

do not meet the case.

1 \% ^ register, a record-book.

t§ h' 1 jK 'o request orders to

select a man to send to the post.

1 ffl IS ^ a brevet major-

general.

The embroidered plaits hi

front of a lady's skirt, a plait

;

'cAi'en a furbelow on an officer's robe,

attached to the back ; it was

common in theMingdynasty.

^ ]
flounces on the skirt.

^ ]
a plait on a robe.

^ ]
toplaitatrimming or flounce.

From J£ a foot and ^ cold

contracted; ocoursinterchanged
« I with the next two.

Lame, halt, weak in the legs;

feeble, inadequate to; hesitating;

difficult, unfortunate ; afflicted

;

crooked ; lofty, prond ; to pull up
;

name of the 6lst diagram, denot-

ing ill-luck or danger ahead.

'^
1 fllf $ the times and fates

are against me.

4' ^ ^ 1
found himself thrown

out or str.inded, in (lie middle

of his days ; a dead-heat.

1 ^ twining and curling around.

1 ®t crippled, unfittedf or work.

p f^ I fl^ that he may become
a Kien-siu, the upright minister

of Fuh-hi ;— a good wish.

£ S 1 ] the prince and his

officers anticipate great trouble.

From man and lame.

Used for the last in ^ ]
^ckien proud, haughty.

From wordsand cold contracted.

To stutter, to speak with
''claen difficulty; to talk out boldly;

8traightforward,correct words;

to beg, to intreat

I p^ faithful ; tmth-telling, as a
statesman.

^ #J ) I
to hear many honest

truths, as from subjects.

I 1 fi. W plain, honest words

;

warning words.

1 W IS ti to intreat one with

much embarrassment.

The men whose duty is to

strike the cymbals or stones •

"^chien name of a woman.

''chien

From Iwrse and lame.

A lame mule or ass.

:^fi 1 SI Kt [he wished]

to find a lame mule to strad-

dle,— as it would not throw

him.

From to inclose and child ; the
character dates from the T'ang

,- . dynasty.
chen

, ., , „
A child of one s own ; in

Amoy, used mostly for a boy

;

but at Shanghai ^ |
i« a girl,

and ^ ]
a boy or son.

1 ^ a vailet, a menial, a boy in

waiting

>J, ] the children in a family.

ClW A bamboo tube or flume to

^/U carry water ; to mn tlirough

"chien a sluice; a wooden peg or

pin ; a covering for a coffin.
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C .-fr*/.
' From !>a»ii6oo and to see; nsed

f^ wiih the last.

'chien ^ bamboo spent or flume to

bring water on fields.

'm
Callous hard skin on the foot

or hand, a blood-blister ; a

^c'/iiev sore on the foot.

•g
I

thick hard skin.

Jg I
a corn ; hard skhi on the

foot caused by work.

Bead i/eii' The cloven hoof of

an animal, which is well adapted

for going up hill.

the horn or nail of the hoof.

From naltish and altogether

;

tlie first is most ased.

The impure carbonate of

soda or natron, which is col-

lected from the saline lakes

in Mongolia by lixiviation,

and extensively nscd for

a nitrous efflorescence on

the earth, such as is common in

Chili and Bengal, and that called

tequesquite \niiex\co; barilla made

from seaplants; Raltisli incrastation.

^ jp soda in powder.

^ I
soda made from the natron

lands.

] j£ shops where salt provisions

are sold.

/Q ] hard soda ; or crude soap.

1 i^ 'ys lixiviated from soil.

^ The first is an unauthorized
character used at Canton, for

which apparently the second is

the correct form, though it is

defined saltixh in the lexicon.

*chien

soap;

^c/iien
^0B.p • barilla ; soft soap.

^ \ scented soap.

§ ]
foreign soap.

j ^ the sediment in lye.

I tJC lye ; any liquid from ashes,

nitrons soil, or sea-sand.

From wood and all; it is inter-

changed with the next.

'chkn -^" envelope ; a case ; a title

or label on a book ; a rule,

a model, a pattern ; to sort, to

arrange, to collate ; to compose, as
j

a book ; to examine ; to pick np, to

come across as a purse in the street.

I j^ an example,

jgj I
the magistrate of a «e' or

townihip, who is subordinate to

a chi-hien.

] ^ to label, to mark on a name

or contents.

1 ^ to examine, as a comer ; to

hold an inquest.

i^
I l^lil

to keep all things in

order, to take an account of; to

diB[X)se orderly.

:^ C^ HI 1
*-''^ gilded precious

note, the name of the billet of

a Hanlin informing his family

of his success.

^ ] 2 ;:^ iS * prince-examiner

of the candidates coming to the

imperial and last examination.

I "X 2j5 be was taken up.

1 llS 1 Mfi '°°'^ °^^ ^^^ count

them carefully.

-t lU ) ^ *^° gather faggots on

the hills.

^ 1 fll fel
to carelessly disre-

gard rules and limits.

From hand and all ; nsed with
the last.It , ^ ^^chien '° coerce, to repress; to

gather ; to revise, to collate

and sort ; to hold up in both

hands; to examine.

I y^ to restrain, to keep in check.

] j^ iin officer who arranges and

collates the books ; also, the

secretary of a prefect.

I ^ to criticise or revise a book.

^ ^ 1 SA I ^^'^ '*'e'7 bungling;

to be disorderly or careless.

^•* Composed of @ eye above )\j
a man ; it forms the 147th

'7/,^) radical of a natural group of

characters relating to sight.

To see; to notice and know what

it is, which ^ does not always

involve; to observe, to perceive by
tlie senses; to visit; to feel, as snow

the sun's heat ; feeling seeing,

observing, impressed by ; appear

ance of; an opinion, a mental view;

before another verb, ft sometimes

forms the passive voice, and la

other cases the past tense.

] }^ I saw it ; 1 have seen it.

I /p ^ I did not see it.

^ ]
I heard and understood it.

^ j
an interview ; to see one.

;^ I
M [^ I wished to call on

you, bill had no way.

1 W li lb 53 ^ a personal in-

terview is more agreeable than

to hear his fame.

1 fi^ J^ ^ ^" h)oked it through
;

I know him well ; I've seen all.

1 5C 5'J '"^ comes every day.

W 1 Wi I'lcase let me know it.

I ^ as good as new, looks as if

it were new.

] 4i| it is laughable, you will

smile at it;— a polite phrase.

n a^it}^
I ^ how do

you know that he will be killed?

I J}t j^ I feel very full in my
stomach.

^ fnj ^ 1 what is your opinion ?

^ j^ ]
'^ how can it be ascer-

tained ^

1 IM .K extensive experience or

knowledge.

M ] '^ ^ their views entirely

agree.

^ pT 1 ^ 5^ 'ts quality then

can be seen.

] 5flJ profitable ; beneficial.

1 ^ M iSi to improve a good

opening; sagacious to see his

interest.

1^ 1 or 51 1 to be admitted to

an audience.

] jji§ rules of politeness, etiquette;

the ceremonies of a bridal pair

before ancestors and relatives.

^ 1 -^ I do not think it is first

rate.

j ^ suspicious ; doubtful.

S ^@ 1
^^ ^e'^s his own des-

truciion ; shortsighted policy.

] SE ^ witness, a surety.

] ^ rejected, as a present ; dis-

satisfied.
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Bead hien', but for which ^' is

now mostly used. To manifest, to

come out; to see one, to appear

before, as a prince to his people ; to

introduce to ; the morning sun.

S *C»M 1
'"'* conscience pricks

bim, hi£ bettor mind is return-

ing.

1 Bl ii ^^''^ 'dragon has ap-

peared in the fiekls ;— i. e. the

harvest is ripe.

^ ^ 1 .^ [Confucius'] disciples

introduced hiru.

nothing clearer than vfhat is

hidden (i. e. the conscience); and

nothing more manifest than

what is intangible (i. e. its

promptings).

In Cantonese. To temper.

] 7jC lo harden iron ; to temper,

as tools.

H ] >^ it mnstbe tempered again.

#) From man and ox, because an ox

is big and can be shared.

cMen' '^'^ divide, to jiarlake ; to dis-

tinguish ; a classifier of very

wide application, used to denote

a, particular article, subject, or

affair, and applied to dress, food,

occurrences, law cases, &c., like

item or thing; often corresponds to

an, one.

~ ] "^^ one affair.

A ^ ^ 1
" case involving life.

1 1 '^ ^ ^® \\a.\ei everything
;

all tilings are ready.

^ B3 ~-
] ]

arrange each one

by itself.

— 1 ^ ^ one garment.

4^ ]
an index, a list, a schedule,

fj^ ^ !^ 1
a great many things.

1 ] ^ '^ exiJCit at all sorts of

(rades, adequate to anything.

^ ^ 1 1 f!l ^ every article

is here, all are complete.

;fv A 1 51 S/i »6 • complete

collation, a tine tiffin.

pb ~
I

two inclosures are in —
this dispatch.

KIEN.

'^ From J^ to journey and ^
a standard contracted.

chien'' To establish ; to set np, to

erect, to constitute ; to con-

firm, as laws or institutions; to

build ; occurs in names of many

places ; the length of a moon as

fixed by the imperial calender.

-if_ to establish.

Jfj to act bravely, to deserve

well of one's country.

^ to found a capital.

3^ M S *" \>\{\\>\ houses.

1

1

1

1

M 1 ^ 1^ '"^ frequently formed

admirable plans.

1 ® the stars v ^o-np in Sagit-

tarius' head.

] ^-l
a name of Fuhehau fu and

its vicinity in the T'ang dy-

nasty.

a long or a short one 1

) 1 From i)io» or step and to

establish ; the second is an
unauthorized, but not uncom-
mon form.

Strong, robust, vigorous,

ehieti' hearty; persistent, indefa-

tigable ; unwearied, as the

heavenly bodies in their courses
;

difficult; to raise, to strengthen,

to invigorate.

^ -jj \
& bold handwriting.

] strong, firm, as a musculat

arm.

gg I
in the prime of life; sturdy,

able-bodied.

j^ \
feeling well.

^ fj I
the stars are regular in

their courses,— so slionld the

princely man be in his practice

of virtue.

good health?— a jKjlite inquiry.

] 2$1 able-bodied soldiers, who

should be }[£ ]
hale and brave.

1 60 >S strong to endure, as a

hard.ship.

ffJSS 1 gi ^ li he is one who
thinks persistency in litigation

to be a mark of talent.

KIEN.

H-^^) From /oot and to establish.

jt^^ To walk ; walking ; one says

c/iae?t' SS 1 is to kick, as when

children play shuttlecock.

A thing to kick, as a shuttle-

cock or foot-hall.

chien' i^mM%l3i l^wben
the aspen and willow are

dead (or leafless), then kick

the sliuttlecotk.

From metal and to establish.

The bolt of a Chinese lock,

chien'' called ^ ^ or beard of the

lock ; a do<.>r-bolt ; a nave

or hub.

] ^ the two parts of a Chinese

lock.

^ ] the spring or catch of the

bolt.

ing or important doctrines of

the work ; also applied to a

case in law.

3^ ] g the star v in Scorpio.

i-Ttfj.) Like the last.

X)^ The bolt or bar to fasten a

chien gate, usuaMy the outer and

greater gate.

^ ]
to push in the bar ; to stop

a water-course or sluice with

mud.

Bead kiien' A horse going

slowly.

) l-'rom word and a slip.

To point out the right of a

cMen^ thing, to remonstrate, to plead

with a sovereign ;— it shows

his sn[)eriority if he listen to it

;

to urge to relbrm, to advise, to re-

prove, to awaken to duty; to testify

against ; a remonstrance, advice, an

oxhortaiion.

I
"g' or ] E advisei-s, counsel-

ors; a censor, a hisloriographer.

^ I
satirical reproof, as by an

innuendo.

^ 1
good counsel, fortified by

sound arguments.

^ I
unpalatable reproof.
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3^ ffl ^ 1 °" *'^'^ account I

use strong remonstrance.

1 Jt *^'^ Jelioit, to urge a change

in one's conduct.

] ^ ^^'^ olive, so called becau.se

its first bitter taste afterwards

becomes pleasant.

] 1^ to urge one to mend bis

evil courses.

y '$C "fi^ H 1 t*"-' remonstrate

thrice with one's parents,—and

weep if they still persist.

]![ I
plain, personal remonstrance,

— the fifth and final reproof;

if it is ineffectual, an officer

should resign

'JHH ) From vjater and interval.

iV^J A rivulet or torrent at the

chieii' bottom of a gorge ; met. a

valley ; nameofa small stream

mentioned in the Shu King, which

rises in
-JJl ^ |j^

''""^' ™ds south

and east, joining the River Loh,

west of Honan fu ; a Budhist term

for a hundred billions.

\[\ I
mountain streams.

^ I
brooks, runlets, rivulets.

j3^ 1 ^ 4* "P llirough the valleys.

> From to see and interval as the

phonetic.

c/iie?i' To spy, to look carefully

into; to mix up, as millet

and other grains in spirits

at offerings.

IvUH) From metal and interval.

51^ The iron inside the hub to

c/ii>»' prevent the axle fretting it

;

a kind of triangular trun-

cheon or heavy rapier.

"^ ffi ffi H 1 to brandish a pair

of truncheons, as actors do.

^fe' Composed of ^ to sleep or J^
till- to c-ome to contracted, and JH,

chieil' hlnod, or JU a dish to hold the

^chien Wood, explained as referring to

the ancient mode of taking an
oathby mingling tlie blood of the

parties when the gods witnessed

it ; interchanged with the next

;

the present distinction of tone

in this character is modern.

KIEN.

To examine carefully ; to revise

another's acts ; and office, a bureau

;

to control by inspection.

I
*^ @ ^ he purloined what he

was set to guard.

] ^ to oversee, to take an over-

sight, as a collector of customs

;

in foreign use, a bishop.

] ^ to examine, to investigate,

to inspect, as an official.

] ^ to lie awake ; to pretend to

sleep.

I ^ or ^ j a literary degree

between the first and second

grades, usually purchased.

^ ] to enter the Academy.

] ^ or ^ ]
an eunuch.

1 i^ :* [Shangli] looked

down over the kingdom.

^ ^ ]
the Board of Astronomy.

S ? 1 ^ M '•'''' »"g"'' °f ^^^

National Academy, the one who

pours the libations to Confucius;

he is the first Hanliu graduate.

Read Jden. To look down upon

or into, as a god or Eovereign ; to

look upon and study ; to visit sub-

jects ; to oversee ; to take charge

of, to suijerintend ; to compel, to

force ; a jail, a prison ; a halo ; to

imprison.

^ ^ 1
a turnkey.

1 Wi '^^
1 ^ * prison, a place

for condemned criminals.

I ^ or ^ I
in prison.

JJ^ I
to put in prison.

1 IL '"'^ overseer of workmen ; a

boss, a head-contractor.

] g^ to superintend examinations.

^ I 3E •"*'! escaped prisoner.

I ^ to keep in custody.

/?» rT 5S 1 y"*^ cannot force him

to do it.

] fi); JiJj:
I will make you do it.

I ^ a resident in a subdued

slate, appointed to watch it.

I 5^ to oversee work.

1 SS ^ Jfil
''^ superintend an

execution.
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a

From metal and to look down
on ; interchanged with the last.

A large dish in which the

moon is reflected ; a still,

glossy surface which reflects

the light ; a mirror, a spe-

culum ; an example, a pre-

cedent ; historic events ; whatever

can serve as a warning or rule ; a

precept, an admonition ; to revise,

to audit, to examine for approval

;

to survey widely ; to reflect light

j^ ] the sacred glance,— his

Majesty's approval or revision.

B3
1

prespicacious, to examine

clearly ; a clear apprehension.

) or m )
for you. Sir, to

see ;— an epistolary phrase.

1 "tJ^E to heed previous examples.

^ iO tK 1 t^> examine a matter

with the greatest clearness.

pIj pI iU 1
'•' "''^8 ^ bright that

you could see yourself in it.

j6 1 3^ A I* 1 a: * "i^y

can't you see into men as clearly

as into the water ?

^ ^ pj ] her hair was so lus-

trous you could see your face in

it ;— said of a beautiful woman
in the Tsin dynasty.

^ ]p ;^ ] there is the example

of the head carriage ; met. you

can see what you will come to.

^ I
or nil I

a general mirror,

historical aimals.

S Si ^ [Heaven] oversees

the universe with power and

equity.

constant thought of my peoples

suSerings I even forget to sleep.

,J From man and all.

Moderate, temperate, frugal

;

*chien economical, the opposite of

^che ^ lavish ; close, saving

stingy, thrifty.

j^ ] overfrugal parismonious.

) ^ to treat one meanly ; to

grudge another.

1 ffiorm 1 orig 1 careful

and thrifty.

1
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^ ] /^ If a decorous and plain

style is giwd taste— or manners.

/J» 1 ^ ft the evils of a want of

carefulness.

j^ j
parsimonious.

Iff ^ ^ I
do not be stingy in

years of dearth.

] ^^^ Bi Jis' enongh is all

we want.

I ^ self-restraint.

1^ # ^ "tfc W I
economy is

better than such waste as that.

>^l| ' A two-edged sword, a rapier,

^ IJ a straight sword, a claymore

;

chien' a blade, a trusty weapon.

^- ^ I
a straight sword,

a jwniard.

I SS °''
1 $S * scabbard.

^ ] to fence, to brandish a sword.

K'lEN.

] ^ th»art of fencing, the sword

exercise.

Miimi^ \ m [let an offi-

cer's] sword-point be humanity

and equity.

^ 1 J§ ft' a tongue like a sword

and lips like spears ; biting, sar-

castic.

^ ] a student's rapier.

Jin I ^ IS be grasped his sword

and glared at him.

^ g ^ the seven starred sword,

was Kung Ming's blade ; the

Taoists exorcise with one like it.

] jllj
a fairy stiletto,— which

would kill when ordered to.

^^ I
a mandarin-duck sword

;

—ithas twoblades in ouesheath.

L "M" 1 an assassin's dagger ; the

handle and blad^ are at an angle.

K'lEN.

From to owe aud all; it is oftoo

read li'ien.

chien' To eat without being satiated;

scanty, deficient ; to co»'ct,

to desire ; dissatisfied with or at

;

discontented, bashful.

] ^ a year of dearth.

] J|^ a bad harvest.

^ ] much displeased, very grouty.

^ I
I feel my deficiencies.

] 1^ a deficiency and an overplus.

j y timid, irresolute, afraid of

not succeeding.

1 IK regretting, as when unablo

to keep an engagement.

J^ :fp 2 1 ^ ^ in plenteous

years gems [are dear], but grain

in years of dearth ;— a meta-

phor for able men.

Old lounds, k'in, k'ie*, gien, k'lem, and giem. In Canton, k'in, k'im, liin ami him ;

in Amoy, k'ian, gian, kiam, k'iam, k'am and ham;— »>v FuUchaa, k'eng,

•71 Shanghai, ohi", dji°, and k'c" ;— tii Chifu, k'

] ^ dragged into an aftiiir

;

criminated, implicated.

Supposed to represent an ox
and a halter attached to it.

^h^en To pull, to haul along, as an

animal by a rojie ; to pull, as

a cart; to guide, to induce; to

connect with, to deduce ; to influ-

enc« ; dragged into ; in suspense.

I i^ to track a boat.

] ji^ to implicate, to compromise
;

coimected with, as one subject

with another.

^ S "ft 1 their feelings only
provoke them wider apart

] ^ held in susi)ense, undecided.

] is to pull one along by the

hand.

j!^ I
lugged in, as an irrelevant

topic ; incongruous, as a meta-
phor.

] ^ to stretch the silk — when,
twisting thread; to pull the

floss, as a spider its web.

t^ ^ 1 fft confused and illogi-

cal arguments.

^# 1 ^fT(^^ scholars should

attend to all they he.ir.

1 ^ to lead an ox
; ] ^ ^

:& ^ tt ^ the Herdboy and

Weaver see each other from

afar— across the milky Way.

Nearly the same .is the last bat
not much ubed, and also inter-

changed with,4'aii<7f^to thump.

To ravel up, to wind around
;

to strike, to grasp; thick, firm.

From silk and to drag ; also,

road k'ien'

^c/tHen To unravel silk; silk which

Las been spoiled; a towrope;

the cord which works puppets; one

who connect* an affair, or brings

parties together in a bargain, is a

^ch^ien

m

— t)i Swatow, k'ien, k'an, and k'iam ;
—

k'ieng, kieng, and kang j
—

ion.

] ^, but his ix>sition differs

from a broker.

^ ] to act as interlixiutor

] ^ the tracking-yoke.

^ I
boat-trackers.

] ^ a tow-rope, a tracking-line.

&. ^ 1
the string in a show-box

Name of branch of iho

Kiver Wei in the west of

^chHcn Sheiisi in Lung chen near

K'ien-yanohien
\ ^ %;

water forming a pool, a lake

ha\'ing no outlet.
|

A noted hill in the nnrlhivtst

of Shansi in Fung-tsi.mg

fh'ien hien ,11. jEg || also cnlliil

^ ^ where the prcccdiiifj

river rises, and which is also used

for this mountain, on which ibcro

are two or three summila.
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_- -^ A medicinal plant, the^ ] ;

(y^TT >* ™*y ^^ allied to the

^ch^ien Scutellaria.

>^V^ Prom heart and muclt.

it\U\ A fault, an error ; a mistake,

^ch^ien a peccadillu ; failure ; a nox-

ious disease; to go beyond,

to be in error, to overpass; to

chastise.

I ^ passed the appointed time.

I 'jf2
a crime.

I
||ljj a venial offense.

^ ] a transgression.

1^ ] to draw a line so as to show

shortcomings ; to repress one's

errors.

/jp 1 /P ,^ I am not in faulty

nor have I forgotten it.

A belly-band, a surcingle, a

girth ; a horse diseased in

jC/i'iera the l)elly ; to fail, as in busi-

ness ; to be disgraced ; nim-

ble ; failing ; injured.

/JI 1 /p ^ neither failure nor

ruin ; never waning or falling,

said of the moon and hills.

1^ 1 T you've risen quickly.

I f§ disgraced, fis in reputation.

^^ ) ]
rude and supercilious,

as when entering a room.

From hand and cold contracted.

To pluck Up, to snatch or

^Nien take out; to extirpate; to

take hold of.

I j^ to capture a flag—
in battle.

From garment and cold con-
traded; the second form
seldom occurs.

,chun

Inner garments, as [jetti-

coats, trowsers, or drawers;

to plait ; to tuck up.

1 S# !'i raise the skirt

when crossing the brook.

Jjjj* A fire-fly, the ^ ] , which

j»77 is thought to be transformed

^ch^ien from rotten grass-

filiHcn

Composed of two T^ shieHa of

the same height placed side

by side; the second form is a
common contraction for it

when used as a primitive.

Even, level ; to raise iri both

hands.

^ ] were two families or clans of

the Kiang ^ tribes in Sz'-

ch'uen.

To j)eck at a thing, as a

bird does when getting its

y^k^
I

food.

cmMJ ^ ^ T* ^^^^ sparrows]

ch'ien ^^^^ pecked it through,—
as the pajier-window.

fte ^ 1 6§ [my foot feels as if]

a fowl was lacking at it ;
—

said by women.

1 -PjS tI^ [''!•* fowls] pick np

the broken rice;

^i; Generally regarded as a sy-

1^)^ nonym of the last ; also to

desire ; things thatch'ien suit ; to

match.

From mouth and all ; like the

last two, and uied with the next

ijr' and for ihien, ^ to cherish.

The pouch of a monkey or

marmot ; to peck as a bird ; not

filled, as a measure ; deficient ; to

hold in the pouch or chops.

1 ^M^ :7 a"so disturb-

ed that he said not a word the

whole day.

1 ^ f* deficient in virtue.

] ]^ the bu-ds peck the grass.

From words and altogether ; oc-

curs used for the laat, and 5Wen.

..It ^ to diilike,

Eespectful, retu"ing, unobtru-

sive, unassuming
;
yielding ; mo-

dest, lowly, complaisant; to think'

little of one's self; to revere, to be

respectful to others ; name of the

15th diagram, referring to low-

liness.

) H to cede, to yield kindly,

to give way.

I ^ humble, lowly.

1 ^ or
I Jp modest and suicere.

j j^ retiring, keeping in the

back-ground.

] ^ respectful, reserved.

•ffil flf ic I
"I'y ^^^ yo" «<' ^'^'y

retiring and modest 1

I £, f pj^ [Confucius] conde-

scended to ask advice of

common people.

vfC 1
or i^ I

quite too bashful

or unassuming.

I I
;g'.^ an unassunnngscholar.

] p polite, courteous Linguage.

.«
From hill and perhaps.

A deep vale among hills; a

c/i'ien^ grotto in the side of a hill

;

to fall into.

] ^ dangerous cliffs.

Read k'ie/i To incbase, to

inlay; to infix.

I
to set, as a jewel.

1 ^ IS * jeweler, a silver-

smith.

I'rom hand and sweet ; nsed
ith tho next two.

^<l¥ien I'" P'"<="> "^o nip; to grasp,

as with forceps.

] ^ to seize firmly.

1 p to hold one's tongue, to

keep silence.

I § an agent for selling things.

A}^ From bamboo and to nip; sinii.

Jt II* lar to the last and next.

Ich'icn
Tweezers, nippers ; to gag

;

to lock, to fasten or clasp; to

forbid, to put on tho screws-

] gg to interdict free opinion,

to stop j)eople's mouths.

,^ ]
the bit of a bridle.

/»|t_ From metal and sii-eet; inler.

rRtr changed with tho last two.

icWien -^ pair of tweezers; pinchers,

nippers, tongs ; a barber's

twirl ; a ring on children's necks ;

a sort of collar put on prisoners;

to clasp, to pinch, to gripe; to

injure, to hate; in Himan, to rail

at, a term of abuse.
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3J5 I
carpenter's circidar pinchers.

] p to gag by a cross-slick.

^ ]
iron forceps.

t^^ 1 a crab's claws.

^ I
fire-tongs.

^ ] manacles, gyves.

jig ]
a variety of neck-ring or

torque worn by children.

^ P 1 * S^'^ enunciation.

{Cantonese.)

1 ^ griping, grasping, like a

Shylock.

I
!^ convicts, prisoners.

All From metal and nouj'; occors

^K^ used for the last.

^chHen -* '^^Se wooden plough ; a

kind of door-lock or latch

;

axle of a wheel; to use a seal ; an

officiali stamp ; a spear handle or

haft.

j IE ** wooden seal, used by in-

ferior magistrates, as an inspec-

tor of boats.

I ill * door-lock.

\ |f|.
a large plough, or more

properly the share.

§^ ]
two stars w in Scorpio, used

by astrologer* 5 ihe are con-

nected with obedience, filial

duty, and brotherly love.

chHen Bi^i^i ^ ^^ ^^^ > ''^^ pro-

vince of Kwei-cheu ; to hold

fast, as a bird its prey by

the beak.

] ^ Llackhaire<l people.

j
"^ black heads ; a name given

to the Chinese in Ts'in Chi

Hwangti's time, because they

wore black caps or kerchiefs.

] t|» an ancient name for the

region west and northwest of the

River Siang in Hunan, because

of the black tribes who lived

there.

1 fl />«• 1 15 a gfxl of the

Taoists, one who is said to create

or transform all things.

'5^1^ Ae stones have

grown mossy.

jCA'ien

From hlack and now; occurs
used with the last.

From tiger and lett^s; it is

often written so as to resemble

ch'tt? j^ a place.

The firm step of a tiger;

attentive, correct
;

pious, devout

;

inflexible, determined ; ingenuous,

sincere ; to respect, to venerate

;

to seize, as prey ; to take by force,

to kill ; to cleave, to hew; trifling,

of no moment.

I ^ clean, pure, guileless, sjwt-

less; unsnllied integrity.

I >JJ»
attentively devout.

I
.§ or

] JS to respectfully in-

form by prayer.

"J] Wi -^ 1 ^^ reverently hewed

them square.

] 1^ truly sincere, unaffectedly

devout

1 fll ?!i ^ H he has forcibly

ravaged our frontiers.

^k^ To remove a criminars hair

t-^J*' and make a wig of it ; a dull

iXihHen- purplish or dun color, which

may have been given to ar-

tificially dressed hair.

J^4^ Uneasy.

I

ci^^
1 f^ or ] I

discontented,

^cllHen anxious.

From hand and jlrm.

To lift up, to carry, as on the

iPh^ien shoulder ; to raise ; firm,

stable ; to settle or mark off

a border by stones ; to run a

boundary ; to bar, to close, as the

course of a sluice.

I @§ to raise the fins ; to frisk,

as a fish.

jJU> An unanthorized character

I'iSt ^'''*™ earth and heaven, alludiug
- "• * perhaps to the horizon.
^c)Clen

In Fuliehau. An edge, a

border, a shore; a bank, a margin;

eaves.

P I
the verge, the border.

jJC 1 Ite water's edge.

The insertion of a muscle or

the tendon ; a large muscle
;

jcA'i'en to twang a dried tendon.
<l

From to go and a, fragment ; it

resembles 51 ^ to leave, in its

"cl^l general form.

To commission, to depute, as

a government agent ; to send ; to

let go, to send oflF, as into exile ; to

send away ; to chase.

^ ] to dispatch, as an envoy on

state affairs.

] 5^ to drive off, to expel, as

disorderly people.

I
fi^ a messenger, an envoy, an

emissary.

1 A Ft"1 IPI h*^ ^^"'' " ™'''" 'o

salute him.

[ ;^ to send one's carriage to

accompany a funeral ; this

custom has now given place to

sending a servant with a card

and a small douceur to defray

expenses.

I ^ to exile for crime.

] ^ to send on a message.

f^ I iS ;S^
to throw off the cares

and toils of life, as at a watering

place.

^?6^ 1 l§l
^

'^K
don't let

the flowing waters carry away

the peacii blossoms,—lest people

find out that we are here.

From door and wood ; it is also

regardedas oneform of^a door.

'ch'ien A little door inside of the

house ; one says, the high

board laid across the thres-

hold in gateways.

From/e«?» and nil ; it is often

contracted to the second form
from the similarity of the

phonetics, but that is correctly

read liiiih, and is an obsolete

, ,
word for beef, though usage has

Cli ten made it a synonym of the first.

The flank or hollow part of

the rump or loins of an animal

;

the meat in a dumpling.

I ^ the flanks, or the hollow of

the thigh in an animal.

I JlJj
a term used by furriers for

the fur on (he breast and flanks.

jj, j the part above the hip bone.

^ f^ I
the yellowish and whitish

fur of the fox.

'I
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*'u^t»
To eat insufficiently; luisatis-

P^ ficd.

'cA'j'en

Bead 'foi, A dessert, n

lunch ; soraetbiiig brought on after

the meal ; the meat in a dumpling.

A. hamster, or pouche<1 lem-

ming with largecheekiwuclies,

'cUHeu in which it retains its food.

1 ^ a person who stuft's his

mouth in a rude manner when eat-

ing, like the hamster.

i A slnbbom ox which cannot

be led ; obstinate, pig-headed.

From 7»an and ali.

Lo wait on, to accompany.

c/t'ieii'
I
\ an aid, an attendant.

From man and devout as the

phonetic.

c/iUen' Ti) follow on, as going by
the track on an Indian trail.

\^ I
a crowd or row of

people going along.

A board which lies cross-

wise ; name of a tree.

Joined inseparably ; attached

to, as waiin friends, or as

chHai' bad men in a ring or cabal.

1 V^ parasites, unscrupulous

retainers; a camarilla.

1 1^ M ,S I *^'*" never forget

our close friendship; the allusion

is to a case securely corded and

sealed.

n *tfi > From words and to send.

W& To reprimand, to find fault

cl^ieii' with; displeased at, to scold,

to blame angrily ; to sternly

question.

] fp to charge with a fault.

1 I'S ••" 1"i'''t down, as one out of

breath.

^ iftH J^ I
I ^^'" "°'^ condemn

him too severely.

I ^ to reprimand, to blame, as

for dt-rdietion.

"T* 5^ 1 ''" '^'*'^ provoked the

displeasure of Heaven— by his

crimes.

m-ftt A leathern girdle, a belt.

Jl^ ) The original form is intended to

y^ represent =^ the breath above

chHeii' )u man, denoting gaping,
|

breathing; it forms the 76th !

radical of characters mostly
!

relating to motions of the mouth.

To yawn and stretch when
weary ; deficient in strength or

spirits ; insufficient, wanting ; to

we money ; to be short of.

] ^ or ] 4g out of sorts, ailing,

indisposed ;
— always said ofor

to others.

tf \
^f ff M 1

to yawn.

1 J^ or
I f^ to stretch.

] ^ a debt owed by a | ^
debtor.

] ^ a list of debts.

1 M "" % 1 « ^'^^ <^ebt.

i& 1 I-" S'^e pledge for a debt, to

give collateral security.

I J^ ;/ij I a very prince at owing

money ; i. e. one deeply in debt.

I
J^ the sums owing, liabilities.

1 i^ UH immethodical, no care of.

] 5J± ^ slovenly, untiJy in dress.

1 ^i deficient in.

] ^ imintelligible lot perspic-

uous.

1 S M ""t reliable, untrnst-

worlliy.

J A water plant allied to the

w.nterlily, (he/?M»-yrt/eyer(xr

chUen^ called also f| g^ or cock's

head ; it has round spotted

leaves, and is cnltivated for iis 1

^ seeds, stems, and roots, which
contain nnich starch ; there is a red

and white sort which must be
boiled before eating; « decoction

of the leaves is given when the

after-birth is retarded, and tlie

meal of the seeds is made into a

coarse biscuit ; as a verb, to stir

in, as flour in porridge.

^•J 1 ^ islir in some flour to

stiffen iieni, as meat cakes.

Kim.
Old sounds, kit, ki'k, ki'p, gik, gip, and gak. In Canton, kafc, kap, kik, and kek ; — tu Swatow, kit, kek, k'ek, ki'p, k'ip,

and kia ;— in Amoy, kiat, kek, Iclp, k'l'p, ajiiJ kiok ;
— in Fuhchau, kek, kik, ngek, and k'i6k ;

in Shanghai, ki'h, chih, kiak, yih, and kick ;
— in Chifu, ki.

From mo«(/i and scAoJar; g. d. a
scholar should speak what is

suitable.

l"'ortunate, lucky, felicitous

;

gainful, advantageous, prosperous

;

hap[>y, auspicious ;
good, as pro-

moling or indicating success ; fine,

elegant

]
a lucky day, auspicious to

begin an undertaking on.

i£ ?J5 ii^ 1
I I'ope you've been

well lately.

j f^ fortunate, a happy omen.

\* ] to divine for a lucky day.

I A * prosiwrous man.

:h, 1 ^'J rfl a gootl chance for a
speculation.

1 is "t your convenience, when
opportunity oflfers.

^ ^ 1 tlfe
the imperial tombs.

1 fa "•
1 ® a family letter; a

private and not an official letter.
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^ ^ I ^ many admirable

courtiers you bave, King.

i§ ^ ^ I
let great prosperity

attend tbe opening — of ibe

shop at new-year ; a pbrase sten

on sbop-doors.

1 M ^ M may prosperous stars

sbine on you.

^ j
the first day of a moon.

1 ^ tbe beavy tramping of

leather soled shoes on a floor.

I ^ ^ If with happy auguries

and purifications the oflerings

•were presented.

1 _^ or^ ^ an Indian name for

cotton or some of its tis.sues

;

iu Sanscrit karpasa or kapus.

,chi

Bobnst, strong; exact, cor-

rect.

irf? Black six)ts on tbe slcin ; tbe

blackness of the skin.

tt SE 1 ee 1 B. r^i

the four war-steeds seem

strong, strong and trained

for the fray,

A wife or chief concubine of

[pl, Hwangti.

jcAt'A 1^ ] a woman of tbe state

Ching (b.c. 670), who dream-

ed that a spirit gave her an orchid

flower, telling her he was Pob-yiu,

her ancestor ; an officer explained

the dream to foreshow that she

wonld rise like her ancient name-

sake to high Bosition.

^-t^ An animal described as a

^ Pt > monkey with a short tail, a

jC/h7i black stripe down tbe back,

and yellowish with a bback

face ; it is very lively by night,

and sleeps in tbe day ; it is tbe |

38 '^'' iSL @ yi\ni\ fox, an animal

like a lemur, and allied to the Lorii

tardigradus of India.

^X^ Earnestly, with determined

,chi

purpose;

In Slianglmi. To get tbe

seeds out of a pod.

1 '^i ^ '° &*" cotton.

^K^ From g word and —<, air con-

rt^^ tracteil ; it is iuterchauged with

chi' 'i;)«''j 3i& to reach.

To close or desist ; to stop,

because the end b<ui been reached ;

to finish, as a speech ; to extin-

guish ; to clear otf, as an account

;

up to tbe time, till ; entirely, all

;

ended, finished, wound nji, termi-

nated.

1^ ]
tbe examination or inquest

is finished.

W&
I
[the accounts] are all settled.

1 -^ till now, even to the present-

j ;^ -g- to the last be did not

tell him.

jpj I
3g ]f[; bow has it come at

last to this ?

^ S ^ 1
^^^^"^ '''^ letter in

reply bad gone.

^ I
already done.

^ I
the account is cleared off.

fif I
stamped, settled, as a bill.

^ p[J ]
it having been stamjied.

M ] j^ do not engrass all tbe

sale of grain,— or binder tlie

traffic in it.

The mustache, callwl
| ^

because it is divided into two

parts like a halberd's head.

From I^Q spear and |$ a staff

contracted.

A lance with two points, a

kind of halberd or partisan,

with a crescent-sliaped blade on tbe

side ; wooden ones are now carried

in processions.

^ ] swords and siwars.

^ I
to grasp the siiear, to take

up arms.

^ ] ^ a halberdier of the im-

perial giiard,— in old times.

9[' \ ^ lance ; lances and spears.

It j ^ H ^ til ft if if I

bit tlie balbi'rds point, then

Yuen and Liu must make peace

;

so said Lii Pn.

,chi

J.' *• Interchanged witli the last, and

Jg-Iy used to distinguish tlie plaut.

tQj^l A medicinal plant, the ^ ]

a species of Eaphorhia ; an

infusion of tbe tender leaves is said

to be drunk, at first tbe taste is

bitter, then pleasant ; the mot-

Stocks are a purgative.

From y^ a t}u>rn repeated ; it is

not the same as 'tsao^ a date.

Small species of tbe genera

H/iainnus and Zdi/phus,

nseful for hedges ; tbe jujube tree

;

thorny bitsbes, brambles, spinous

thickets; troublesome, like thorns;

earnest, prompt; to be urgent;

j)erilou.s, tliorny ; swift.

^ to roast dates with a rbam-

nus bush, what an extremity of

enmity ! — like a brother de-

stroying his brother.

BI 1 S ^ not that he wished to

have bis desire.

in :^ ftf ]
'''^^ *^® rapid whirr

of an arrow.

^ ] ;^ t|» among tbe brambles

;

mtt. in prison.

^ I
the outer halls of a palace.

I {^ spoons of jnjnbe wood.

^ ^ -^ ] wherever [ray eye]

strikes, it is all thorny ;
— i. e.

I know few of the characters.

tH I >|^^ [like] the phoenix rest-

ing on a bramble ;
— a great

mind in obscurity.

The collar of a coat ; the part

) which envelops tbe neck.

^ il. \ ^ she makes a

waist band and fits the collar.

From ^ a $ho«contracted and

3c t-o <jive.

A patten ; a wooden shoe or

•) 1 sabot, used in rainy weather.

<^''"' 3fX >& 1
"^-top pattens.

;f; I
a wooden shoe.

^ I
an open-heeled galoche.

1 tif RJ ^ =^ tlie patten's

points leave their denta on the

yellow mesa
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m Composed originally of __. tivo

lines representing heaven and

earth, and J\ man in the mid-

dle, with P mouth and X
hand, denoting that the farmer

cshould promptly act withmouth
and hand to avail himself of the

times which heaven gives, and

of the good things v.hich the

earth yields j it is sometimes

wrongly used for the next, and

wrongly written like fhan |^
a letter.

Haste, si)eed; prompt, ready;

irascible ; to Lurry on, to urge, to

hasten; troublesome, hurried; often.

1 t^ ^ ^ l'° *^^'*^" ^®"'' ^™
many delicacies.

njuch haste.

] ^^ it is now necessary-^ to do it.

1 ^ urgent ;
quick as possible.

&C 1 .H S. *''^® °®^ '® urgent.

"fi" 1 |W- ^ '' i^ ^^""y important

to inform you.

From tree and prompt ; occurs

PK written like the last.

^ The ridge-pole of a house

;

'
the utmost point ; an apex,

a verge ; a degree or place ; an

intensive adt-er J, very, extremely;

the utmost of; to search to the end

of; to serve as a model or law ; to

urge to it ; the end ; to reach the

end, to exhaust; weary, languid ; to

let go, as a bow ; to take ; applied to

the moon when in ^ or the north.

] ^ plenty ; rather too many.

^ i
admirable; how excellent.

P.Bi ?§ ^ 1 * ^^^^ annoyance, a

great obstacle.

^ ]
truly ; it is so

;
just right.

tt ^ 1
overwhelmed with work.

pg 1 the four quarters ; of which

the ^ 1 is the south pole or

axis of the earth, and the ^\^ |

the north pole and north star.

-^ 1 the four quarters, with the

zenith and nadir; .ilso six

calamities that happen to man,

vii., early death, incurable dis-

ease or crippling, grief, poverty,

hatred, and utter weakness.

~.
I

heaven, earth and man, the

Chinese trinity.

$1- M.^ 1
"" ^^^ 8^*™ ^^"<^

towards the Pole ;— applied to

officers at court.

J5l 1 the five virtues.

/\ ] the four points of compass

and their halves.

^ ]
the principles of the sages,

moral axioms, real ixsrfection.

1 itfe
or

] ^ completely ; done

his best.

jE it ;^ ]
when will it come to

an end?

I ^ ^ he completed his de-

signs.

I ^ the best sort, the highest post.

^ ^^ ^ I
you went everywhere.

1 ^ ^ ^ extremely polite,

obsequious. {Sliangltai.)

=^ ^ 6'5 1 ^^^ acme of misery.

1 ^ iS I?.
'Ije al^otl® of perfect

bliss,— in the Budhist heaven.

•^ ^ I
an illimitable vista, as

on the ocean ; unknown, as the

future.

H S ^ 1 '^® highest rationale

of rectitude and reason.

^ ] the primum mobile, the ulti-

mate immaterial principle of

Chu Hi and other Chinese phi-

losophers ; i t issometimes describ-

ed as synonymous with Shangti,

an animated Heaven from which

emanates the ^ ^ or dual

powers, that produce all things

;

it is the 3§i or fate that acts by

laws, but ditfers from the ^ |

which {^rvades the universe,

and approaches to the idea of

a universal mind or spirit.

M.
,chi

From evil and prompt.

To put to death or punish

by perpetual imprisonment;

to leave to perish ; to kill,

to destroy,

further in severe punishment,

and kill you.

M H'J 1 ^6 Kwun was kept

a prisoner for life.

^ %̂- Fromiji* heart and ff^reaching

^|»/^j above it ; q. d. the point whero
/./> opposing causes meet.

Hasty, impatient, anxious

;

hurried, uneasy, solicitous, urgent,

hard up, needy, wretched, at ex-

tremity ; to urge, to straiten ; to be

zealous for; to hurry.

f;J; ^ j{J» ] don't be in such a

hurrry.

^ ] out of breath, breathing

hard ; choking from angtr.

"^
I

the matter is urgent; no

time to lose.

Pf I
to relieve one's necessities.

^ ttS ] ^<^^y, quick-temiiercd,

irascible.

^ I
anxious about, pressed by.

] I
impatient, in a hurry ;

—
the word chop-chop for be quick,

is derived from hip-kcip, the

Cantonese sound of this phrase.

1 5E *''
1 ^ nonplussed, at his

wit's ends ; hurrietl to death.

1 ^ quick-witted, of ready inven-

tion, fertile iu expedients.

I ^ zealous forthe public welfare.

^ I ^ be prompt, do it now.

^ ;^ I
it don't flow off fast

enough.

1 »& urged, forced, impelled.

^ ] to report to a superior the

danger or necessity one is in.

^ ^ :*: it ^ 1 m ^vhy are

you so anxiousabout this matter,

which can easily wait ?

I J(g
a virulent disease.

gg I
to request [leave on account

of] urgent affairs.

1 19 or ) fl I want it very

much.

All From si!i and to join.

Ipi^j To receive, to be the recipient

'chi of; to allow one the oppor-

'he tunity ; to afford ; to give out.

] ;^ rfi a class of under-

secretaries in the Censorate,

divided into six Bureaus ^,
one for each Board.

^ ]
to confer upon, as a rank or

a present.
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j
daily needs.

P I
eloquent, ready at talking,

but not at doing; of a ready

wit, prompt to reply.

Bead 'ke. To give, to supply,

to provide what is necessary; to

issue, to put forth, as an edict ; to

affix, as a seal; as apreposition, for,

instead of; towards, to; a sign

of the passive.

IS I fO^ ^ let me write it for

you.

1 f? ^ •(& ^P^^^ to him for me.

IS 1 ^» ji BI 1'" l^ttock bead

to you.

1 ^ fi g"'e it to me.

I JE &'^e him enough.

same whether you give it or not'.

^ j
to supply, to furnish food.

1 li^f^^eib at whose house

do you work *

f^Wi'f, 1
^'^'^ "*> time to attend

10 it for him.

Read Viefi, Loquacious ; earnest

words.

^ )
a ready, glib tongue.

1/0 Derired from X hand or hav-

j(^^) ing, and yV a man ; q. d. to

,C /(•' follow a man till he is taken.

cA«' To effect, to reach to ; to ex-

tend towards or stretch on to,

to influence at a distance ; to com-

municate ; to connect ; to impli-

cate; effected, done, and thus be-

comes a sign of the past tense ; as

A copulative, and, with, also; at,

to ; about, conceniing ; used with

a negative, denotes unavailing, im-

practicable, unequal to, deficient,

not up to.

^ ]
we have spoken of that.

3jc^
1 Icandoit;or>Jc^

J

1 can't do it. {Sluingliai.)

] ^ seasonable, suitable.

!^ ]
involving other jjcrsons.

Jl^ ] also reached that, as one
houia caught fire from another.

jg ^ ]
I could not catch him.

I ]I[j concerning this.

-jf, I
ready at ; tact ; repartee.

J^ jib 1 SK to get to this by
that, one step leading to another.

1 ^ or ] ^ come of age ; a

Iwy at 18, a girl at 10 years.

1^ 1 f^f -^ what are you discuss-

ing?

^ 'i§ ^ 1
there will then be no

place for repentance.

^ ©P 1 ;^ the si.\ hosts follow-

ed close on.

I ^ the highest steps, denotes

the three first scholarships in the

empire.

) -^ ill jpj how is it getting on ?

tJIF ] agj he is nearly here, or he

will soon come.

J:[; ^ I
it is not so good.

Si jlfc 7 49 1 this does not equal

the other.

I P^ at the door ; a disciple.

,|| /J» I
a horse could'nt catch

him.

t^tp Empty, unsatisfying.

|/)v> 1 1
unreal, unsatisfactory.

jc/ii JL 1
the grandson of Con-

fucius, whose style was Tt>z'

sz' :?

Due Medium.
,g[ ; he wrote the

A sharp, lofty [leak, which

,^ soars far above the rest of

fChi the range ; hazardous, im-

minent ; unsteadv.

] 1 -^ % Sj 1">^^' dreadfully

hazardous it is

!

\'Tt From water and reaching to.

\J[}^) To draw water from a well

;

tC/«' to draw forth, to lead ; to

drag; to imbibe, as doctrine

or example.

] ?lfC oi"
1 ^ to draw water in

a bucket-

^1 1 ^ ^ * don't Ije too

eaper for riches and honore.

1 ^1 ^ M to imitate or emulate

his high example.

1 %% the prefect district of Wei-
hwui fii in Honan north of the

Yellow River.

j&jT A box or satchel.

i^V* ft I («g ge to take the

jcZ/j satchel ai id follow one's teach-

^ er, as Su Tsin did, who
afterwards became a minister.

Threads arranged in order >

) a scries, a gradation, a de-

^c/^i gree or gfradus in oflSce, or

honor, or merit ; a step in

a ladder or stairs ; a storey

in a pagoda ; classed, sorted ; a

classifier of decapitated beads; in

music, a scale of the notes.

;^ ]
a step in a stairway.

^ I
a grade in official rank.

^ I
a sort, a doss, as of officials.

Jh~' ]
advanced onesteporgrade.

—- S
I

•^ an <x:tave in music.

—
1 1 Jl I'e rose gradually to

high office.

>ta "f^ ) l>romotcd ten steps, refers

to honorary mention recorded in

the Board of Civil Oflice.

"^ ] one head— of a criminal.

i^ 1 ^ JE, '"5 rested as be went

up stairs.

'b 1 I? H * flagoba of seven

.storeys.

S M 1 M iiow many stejjs are

there to the topi

Use<l with the last to denote

k) stei>s or stages.

iC/ii i^
] ^ S go "P the lad-

der slowly.

The hinder skirt of a robe, a

) train ; a coat-tail ; the part

c/ii which lies under the collar ; a

!.'iJK.l.

• y. Tile name of a plant, the g
3C} 1 or ^ R, which is an

^c/ii orchideous plant like the

Ct/mhidiuin, with pink flow-

ers; its roots are mucilaginous, and

are employed to rub on the ink-

stone with vermilion to fit it for

writing.

^ ] a plant growing in Ycsso,

from whose bark paper can bo

made.
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.cfii

Fromg white and ]5PC to hosgn;
it IB used as a priuiitiTe, and
imparts its meaning to a few
compounds.

To respect ; to beat

Bead yoh^ A bright, pleasing

Bigbt, as a fine landscape.

From water and to heat.

) Water impeded in its course

chi by rocks ; a breakwater ; a

dike to tnrn the current ; to

impede, to lead aside ; to set back,

as water ; to rouse (be feelings, to

excite, to vex; to beat on ; stirred

tip ; excited, either to gratitude or

anger.

e;

your kiudnesa

] ^^ vehement, exasperated, rous-

ed, as on hearing of injustice.

1 S '*' excite to rebellion.

) ^ worried to illness.

] j^ angered irritated.

I ^ a noisy, fretted current.

^ Ift If 1 misused and per-

secuted by the world.

1 ^ exasperated, boiling over.

engine itself.

I ^ ,§ I can never forget

[Hj Fromtoaifoclandnioit^/i.others

|JS"i# say from spear and chariot,

To jostle and bit, as carts do

when rushing by each other;

to rub or brush.

] j^ to clean by beating, as a

cushion ; to rub.

I ^ a S[)ear, twelve or more feet

long.

Chi'

An old form of the last, denoting

jost ling c/iario^« and spears now;
used only in combination.

To attack.

Read /h' and used for ^. To
belong to, to connect ; to nourisli

or rear animals or st(x:k.

^ftl From earth and to attack.

^-^> Unburnt bricks.

fid J^ 1 a small hand-stove or

brazier.

From hand and to knock against.

> To tap, to beat on, to knock

;

^c/^i to rouse to action, to attack,

to rush on; to run against

or contray to ; to impinge,

as parts of a machine.

U I
killed by lightning.

1 ^ to kill ; to attack furiously.

1 ^ ^ SC '•'' arouse stufiid

sciioliirs, as by punishment.

] ^ to drum.

f^ ]
to rush against, to make an

onset.

^ ]
to see myself.

jSj
I

to charge on a foe.

1 tilt *•" break by st.riking; to

defeat, to break the ranks,

j ^J to strike, to beat.

^jl To increase, to add to ; un-

^^'J ) happy, and ; an adverb of

c/ii^ comparison, more; very, a

great degree of; troublesome,

annoying; to triHe, to sport;

a comedy, a play ; a trifle.

3^ I
to skip and play ; to divert

one's self.

^ I
plays on the stage.

i& 1 \n I'll ^ 1"''^'' agreeable

l)lace.

— ^ ^ ] miserable all his life

long.

^ ]
a distressing malady.

^ ^ I ^ you were more fool-

isli than I.

5S^ fo 1
tl'fficult and trouble-

some to manage, as affairs in

a yamun.

K:'=iia:.

Old sounds, Vit, k'l'p, and k'iak. In Canton, hat, yiip, kwik, and k'eak ; — in Swatow, k'lt, k'l'p, kilt, k'ia, and k'iak ;

in Amoy, k'lt, gut, giat, k'iat, k'lp, k'iok, and k'ek ; — in Fuhchau, k'ck, k'eiik, and k'l'k j
—

in Shanghai, chih, chak, chiek, hih, and kill ;— »» Chifu., k*i.

This is said to be a contraction

f J . of ^ air.

chi' To beg, to ask alms ; to in-

Ireat ; to pray to humbly.

{1^ ]
to humbly beg.

] ,@, to ask for mercy, to implore

i vor.

] ^ to earnestly expect.

] ;^ to beg food, as a priestly

mendicant ; it is a sign of an

arhat, that he chooses a monas-

tic life and renounces the world.

j ^ a mendicant priest, of which

the ^ ] and ^ ] .'ire two

classes.

1 -^ or
] 5i or

I
i^ a beggar.

^ I
to supplicate.

1 ^ JJ» '^ please inform me.

] ^ or ] /§ to ask for leave.

] J5 **^S ['•'^eWeaverQoddess]
for skill in needlework.

Read i'l" To give.

1 ^ give it to me.

fft-^ From mou<fc andto bej; occnrt

niTj ) "sed for ';i/i> fff to give, and for

, ,
.
, the last, but oftener for the next.

^cJt'th
'

To Stutter, slow of si^eech ; a

dilBcnlty in talking ; a sign of the

passive ; to let, to allow, to [lermit.

P ] to stammer.

I ^ to hurry, making haste, as

on a journey ; in strai;«, as

when one cannot meet expenses.

] $ an impediment in speech.

1 ^ 1&^ cannot afford it
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'C>

J I
tUe sonnd of giggling and

merriment.

1 1 "Ij 5|I
** suppressed girlish

giggle-

n 1 /P s" ""'• fluent, hesitating

in speecii.

IS 1 ^ iS this is not very fresh

or savory; I can't eat it— as

a nauseous dose ; I can't pay

that price.

] ^ very arduous ; laborious.

From mouth and a deed ; it is in.

terchauged with tlie last.

^eh^h To eat, to drink, to swallow

;

to suffer, to bear, and thus

forms the passive voice.

] jg to drink wine.

I |g to eat, to take a meal.

1 ^ '^ uneatable; can't take it,

as a chessman.

] ^ eatables, fare, victuals.

1 My*" urgent matter; in-

stantly.

] ^ suffering ; los't money on it.

1 S *""
1 ^ injurious if eaten

;

injured by improper food.

] f^ suffered the loss; injured;

losing.

1 T ~" 38 >?• >J»
I *^*s alarmed

in no small degree.

yfc^ A tribe of Miaotsx', the ] ijf

,

Cu) whicii name seems to be a

^c/h foreign word ; they still exist

in Kweichau, and have many
strange customs ; one is to knock

out the two front teeth of brides

on their marriage day, under the

belief that this will prolong their

, husband's lives; another tribe cut

their hair short like the Siamese.

] ^ ^ a ground squirrel found

in northern China.

*y f. ' A fragrant plant or grass,

'^\^) the
] ^, also called |g ]p,

eh'i' which is said to be common
in Yunnan under the name

of^ j|[ $ wild sweet grass, and

much used for offerings in autum-

nal festivals ; the drawuig resem-

bles valerian or mint.

Vl

i

From water and to stand.

To weep silently, as for a pa-

cA'i' rent's death
;
grieved, heart-

broken ; lamenting.

] ,g, to think of with grief.

1 iL ^ PI to «'eep bittw'.y

and prostrate one's self to the

ground ;— a phrase written on

funeral cards.

1 ?K "ff "F ts**^ coursed down

her cheeks.

j 1^ to narrate with tears,

'fi' jtW 1
long I stood weeping,

j ^ ^ a poetical name for a

large species of Gryllas.

Read //A, Impetuous.

^ ] rapid, swift.

^'if^ Damp; juicy, as meat; dark.

"» B > ic. 1
^''"''^ '""^ dank.

chH>

In Cantonsse. Sticky or oily;

muddy, slushy ; to stick things

together; slow; tough, sinewy; in-

disjx)sed, ailing.

] in dilatory ; stuck in the mud;

Wt 1 1 ^^^y muddy.

] j ^^ ailing, out of sorts.

1 M indisposed for a few days.

From >J» small repeated, and

thd p sun coming tliroagh a

crevice; the second form with

place is tlio one in nse.

A fissure in a wall, a crack,

a chink, a cleft; a gap; an

interval, leisure time ; a pretext, an

occasion or cause of dislike ; dis-

cord, suspicion ; a quarrel, a grudge.

I 7^ ] cracked; at variance, resent-
'

ful ; he has a bone to pick.

I ^ ]
to commence strife, the

j

begiiniing of a quarrel.

' ^ "fifc 'if ^ 1
I ^^^^ * quarrel

I with him.

i
A^ in 6 SSiS 1

man's life is

\

like a white colt passing a crack.

^ ] to seek occasion against, to

raise points of difference.

^ I lio ^ be seized that pretext

and entered— or began the taw.

ch't'

1

From t2( town and {} valley ;

both forms are nseil for the

> last, and the first is a surname.

Name of a city belonging to

Tsin ; to look up to ; the

intimacies of relatives, illus-

trated by the junction of

bones and flesh,

interjacent countries.

/JJVli From tiger and crevice; it is

-HiE also read ts'ihj

g/,-,> To terrify, to scare ; fright-

ened, as when treading on

a tiger's tail ; a species of leaping

spider which catches flies.

M ^ 1 1
to he terrified at

thunder claps.

Laughter; to laugh bois-

j terously and incessantly.

c/iH'

//yp Labor, toil; exertion in a

|p)/) meritorious cause.

<'/''' Si 1
to be ill-tised; wrong-

ed; languor, weariness.

J^JU From sillc and valley.

/plJ ) A coarse fabric made of

chH^ threads of the DolicAos

formerly used for towels and
handkerchiefs.

^ ]
fine and coarse hempen

cloth.

3j | « From loordand/ortunoJeaa the

g^ phonetic.

c/j'iV '^o demand, to ask with

authority, to investigate; to

judge, to blame, to inquire about

faults, to set to rights, to keep in

order ; to restrain, to prohibit; to

reduce the seditious to order, to

punish.

] ^ ^ to reduce refractory

states or vassals.

] P gt to take depositions.

1 ^ intractable ; cacophonous

or harsh, as sounds.

1 Ife ^ 1^ 'o judge and punish

the rebi'llious and intractable.

] ^ to examine culprits.
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^ I
to jiulge a thing, as an

ofliciiil ; a severe trial.

]^ ] 3^ ''1 "'<1«'' to restrain

[tlie people of] all regions.

1 4H "'"
1 -R- '"-morrow morn-

ing ;— qd. I will ask in tlio

morning.

ch'i

Beetles of the families of Co-

pridcB and Scaral/ei, 'ncliid-

ing some dorr-beetles.

\ ^ the dung-beetle or

Geolrupes, including also

other allied genera.

i^ ] a tree grub.

j^ ]
parasites fonnd on crabs,

an inch or more long, whieli

cat the crab's eggs.

•fS M ^ 1 ^''" summer rains

bring the paddy-worm, — a

caterpillar which eats the ker-

nel of the grain.

Old sounds, kin, kim, and gim. In Canton, kua and kfim ;— in Swalow, kun, klm,

giQi ;— 1)1 FtOichaii., king, k'ing, kiing, keiing and keng;

—

-in Shanghai, kiun;

chine for weighing ; the Chinese

pound or catty, which was at fiist,

perhaps, confined to dealing out

*

I

Said to be composed of
| J a

harder and 1 depending from, in

imitation of a cloth hanging
from tlie gii'dle; it forms the

50tl» radical of a largo group
of characters giving the sorts

' and uses of clotli.

A napkin, a kerchief, a neck-

cloth ; a bonnet which the common

people anciently [)ut on when of

age, as a token of carefulness ; a

cap or tiubnn folded square; a

cover of clotli; a curtain.

•^ I
or ^ ]

a kerchief, a h.aiid-

kerchief; a towel.

BB ] a turban ; a cloth coiled on

the head.

^ 1 a girdle napkin.

^ ]
the literati.

^ .^ ]
a cap fonnerly worn by

yoiuig noblemen.

1 $ an orn.iraented carnage; a

kind of royal equerry.

1 ^ife •*" ornamented tiara or cap.

.g 1
a scaif.

^ U 1
°'- W M 1

anytlih.g

to protect the shoulders, as a

fihawl, a mantilla, a cape.

The original form is designed

to represent an ax with a splin-

ter under ; it forms the 69th

radical of characters mostly

relating to cutting; the second,

composed of horn and strength,

refers to a vigorous horse, and
is now commou in accounts

for the weight.

To chop, to fell timber ; an

ax, a hatchet; a test or ma-

.]fr

Ml
,c/nn

medicines ; it should ()ro[)crly con.

tain sixteen t.iels, but differs in

•various localities according to the

nature of the article, from 3 to 21

taels, the highest being the weight

by which coal is .wld in Honan,

the lowest the catty oftea in Peking,

— discrepancies which arise from

an effort to equalize an apparent

price at the expense of the quantity

given; by treaty a catty is fixed

at 1 g II). uv. or G04.o3 grammes.

Read i:in^ To examine into.

II ^ 1 M ^^'•'"'' '" "« weight?

^ 1
a short catty; and J£ |

a full cattj'.

^ ] 5|- measure its weight by

pecks.

^ ]
axes and hatchets.

IS 1 ^ Q ''"' iiii'iiher of bags

of salt was one thousand.

Jj* ] 5f to turn somersaults, an

acrobat's {^erl'ormanccs.

^ 1 SS ''® ^"^ Eaise a thou-

sand catties;—a man of ability.

I

'

I

' .it Bfl critical and clear was

their intelligence; the phrase

I ] also means humane.

From metal and ax ; also read
'ijin, arid occurs as a synonym
of the last.

To smooth ; to chip, as with

an iicle ; to carefully remove

and kin;

—

in Amoy, kun, kim, k'lm, ami

g, djang, and uiung;— in Chifit, kin.

the marks of the ax, as with a

shave or draw-knife ; the point of

a tool.

1 18' 'i|>'J 5^ smooth and saw the

wood to tit k for use.

] 7^ to hew timber.

Head i^'i. An ad«.

^ J
a.ves, adzes, and such like

toola

/^^-^ I'romiamioo,fleshandstrength,

Bfl because of the strength of bam

.chill

m

boo splints and cuticle.

The tendons, the sinews; ap-

plied also to the veins and nerves
;

*inewy, stong; related to by blood.

jtj. 1 "^J
brawny, muscular.

^ -ji^ ]
a very lean ix;rsoii.

^ 1 'ft sagacious, prudent ; can

be depended on ; ho is of my
bone and flesh.

jjjf !^ ] cobbler's ends of threads.

j5j_ I
the veins, blood-vessels.

] tough or rolled out dough.

1 ft fS •"* 'i'"'' l-oothed bamboo
comb.

1 ife£ ^ fl^ [•''s tlose and grip-

ing] as if his tendons weiu

pulled out.

'^ A fine largo variety of bam-
boo with a wiiite skin, from

^c/iiii Kweicheu, having the joiiils

near each other ; the culms

are used to pole boats, the twigs

furnish pipes, and tlio tabaslicer

and roots supply medicine.
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/V Formed of^ a triangle, or ^
I ~| tiianand—*o)ieindic!itmgnmon,

c/tfn and an old form of Jt "P '", in-

timating that all past dui'ations

have centred iu the present.

An adverb of time, now, at

this time, presently.

^ ]
or g )

now ; riglt oflF.

1 P or 1 5^ to-day.

^ 1
till this time.

I ^ this morning.

1 ^ or & 1 fla ^ henceforth,

from this time.

jfc ] up to this time, hitherto.

] ^ this world, the present exis-

tence.

^ I ^ _L ^^^ reigning emperor.

1 ^ ^ 13 times are not now

what they were then.

] ^ the next day; lit. the

il.iv winged on to-day.

vatcliiiig the night lomp in this

moonlit haH, we think of old

times and sorrow at the present.

1 fS /P ISI ^^''y should we not

make merry now 1

.1^
,chin

From silk and now as the pho-
netic.

A sash ; a t.ape or string to

fasten thedres8;a kindofsilk.

] ^ old men and gentry.

^ {"rom <lres$ and to forbid or
now ; the setond form is most
used, and is not the same as

^k'in ^ a coverlet; both are

like the last.

A gannentofa single thick-

ness; the lapel or fold of

a coat, which used to distingttish

the gentry as the gowned class ; a

collar ; to tio with strings ; the

IjoBom, the feelings*.

^iM 1 »coatopeningintliemiddle

f^ ] an ancient court dress of

fine and coarse cloth.

1 51 ^ * brother-in-law; the bus-

bands of two sisters call each

other ^ 1 or connected lapels.

^ ]
a large lapel.

1 S^ ^ '^ lady's watch.

,c/im

] ^ the feelings.

ik 1 M *'^^y> ''"•giving, liberal.

^ ]
a single covering.

^ I
[tears] bedewed his g.trment.

^ ]
aterin fur S!H<j- '(II graduates,

who wore a blue-black gown.

^ ]
relying on their buxjled

gowns,— they op])ress others
;

said of the literati.

1 lU ^ M the winding hills and

girdling streams.

In Cantonese. Firm, lasting

;

ablQ to endure; well placed, settled

in a stable manner.

I
•j^ durable; it will last long.

1 '^ "ffi
in'itable, testy.

1 ^ 1^1
good-tempered, patient.

The original form is said to be

composed of j^ earth under^
floir, as metal comes from the

ground; it is the 167tU radical
"^ of a natural group of characters

describing metals and their uses.

Gold, the metal par excellence;

metal, one of the five elements and

belongs to the West; mounted or

•ornamented with metal
;

gilded
;

a weapon, arms
;
yellow, golden

;

metaRic; firm, hard; a coin or piece

of gold; money; during the Han
dynasty, a catty of gold ; musical

instruments of percussion; to make
AS precious as gold

;
precious, true

;

imperial, royal
;

perfect, noble,

honorable, as api>lied by the Bud-

Lists to their gods.

1^ I
silver ; -gjp j copper.

§
I

a hundred pieces of coin

;

anciently they weighed as many
catties.

^ ]
gold ; whence ^ ] ife is

applied to a temple as the abode

of the gods; also to a good

stand for shop, a desirable

spot which is worth gold.

^ ]
your daughter.

^ ] j^ to make clothes of sword

and shield, i.e. to lie nnder amis.

3£ ^ j J^ [reach the] gemmed
hall and gold horse ;

— high

literary rank.

] ;j§ arms, warlike instrnments.

3l, j all metals; the five are gold,

silver, copper, iron, and tin.

] ^ g'lkl-sheots, thicker than

the
] ^ gold-leaf, and used as

bullion.

J£ 1
pure gold.

f^ I
spangled gold, a poetical

name for the stars.

f^ ]
bits of gold-leaf on cakes.

I §j^ ^ yellow needle greens,

lliu dried blossoms of a Liliuiit

and llemerocaWs, used to give

a relish to fish and flesh.

^ ] to take np and re'inler the

ashes of the dead. (Gutitonese )

I ^ or gj ]
the planet Venus.

j g ^ iron and copper pyrites-

1 ?E brass-leaf ornameuts mado
like flowers, nsed in oft'erings.

] ?2 SS ^ '"^ go'^J'^s answering

somewhat to Juno Lucina, wor-

shiped at Canton.

1 ^ your good health, said to

superiors.

] 2£ ^ = your precious words,

— aie honest as jade is real.

1 ,^ the golden crow ;— the sun.

j HI the golden pivot;— the moon.

^
I 3^ ^ "h do not make news

[from you as rare as] gold and

gems.

1 ^ t^''^ golden burial-gromid,

a name for Nanking, derived

from King Wei of Tsu, who,

it is said, buried gold there.

:A; RS ^ 1
gr<^''>t revenues of

the southern metals,— of gold,

silver, and copper.

] f^ a sure promise.

I
^ a yellow color

;
golden.

j ^ the golden terrace, a name

for Peking.

^ I ^ a pill of great virtue

conferring immortality.

1 Hll ^ i tlie diamond warrior,

or if. gt 1 ij 4^ he who

grasps the diamond club {vuilj-

ru), a Budhislic name for Indra

{mdjra-pani), as the defender of

the faith.

1 M 5i '*'® gol*l™'"g (O/'ioro-

ipiga 3ivica)so called at Peking.
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1 »^ PI «^ te"n for tbe Haiilin

College, frora a bronzo horso

placed there by Han Wu-ti.

^ 1
the gold dressed, a term for

an idol.

) 49 '1"' Gulden dyna.sty of the

Jii-chi, which ruled the north of

China, chiefly at K'ai-fung fu,

from A. D. 1115 to 1235; it

was established by Agiitha M
•^ ff, and endured 120 years

under nine princes; the people

were the ancestors of the Man-
chus.

From gold and silk goods, in-

timating that much labor has
i .

.-- been bestowed on it.

A kind of thin brocade pecu-

liar to China, like tapestry, and
nsed in ornamental work ; embroi-

dered, worked in colors ; elegant,

figurative writing ; flowery, diver-

sified.

^ ]
dressing in embroidered

robes; I. e. noble ladies or gentrj-.

1 M figured pongee.

1 M elegantly colored,^adorned;

figurative, as style.

^ I
Aeautiful embroidery.

i^ 1 % -S^ painted chinaware.

I
'^ fine writing, a flowery style.

'^ ia ] these flowers are like

tapestry.

^ )
roseate clonds.

^K 1 -S fir 'o ^^ear brocade by
night;— 1'.«. to be in high renown
away from one's native place.

^i ^ \ ^ tlon't feel so anxious

about me.

1 ^ ipi '^ ^^t'l' « splendid em-
broidered coverlet

!

^BMU 1 m%n I shall

certainly get the tapestry flag

and como back here;— t. e. I

shall rise to be chwang-yuen.

From £, self under ^ to

receive; or from 3. a, platter

under^ steaming ; the first is

commonest.

The nnptial nine cup, in

which the pair pledge each

other; it was made of half a

chin

KIN.

cocoanut or gourd, and even of

fiher or pewter, but a porcelaui

cup is now used.

S 1
o"" "^ I

'0 pledge the wed-
ding goblet.

C5HU* From words and tenacious clay.

Raa Diligent, careful, vigilant;

'c/iW serious, attentive, respectful

;

to venerate; to sedulously

watch against, to heed ; to make
otiiers take care; to give the whole

mind to ; to prohibit.

I
"^ circumspect, watchful.

] 12 careful to remember.

nmmmyix i mm g^ve

no licence to the wily and obse-

quious, that the evil crowd may
learn to take heed.

] ^ to send presents to one.

^ :A:^ ^ IB 1 clo not be too

finical when yon have a great

object before you.

1 ^^ carefully look out against

thieves.

fj^ )
to respect carefully.

IIF 1 ^ ^ carefully observe the

warnings or will of Providence.

] ^ to carefully obey.

iU J f^ H to watch against

wicked men.

^ ^ From ^ silk and ^ worthy^ contracted, explained as refer-

'chm "°^ '° '*^'"'l'°g silk close.

To bind fast, to jiress tight

;

a cord
; urgent, prompt, pressing,

on the ix)iiit of, instant, diligent;

confined, strait ; swift, as the flow

of water; tight, as a pair of shoes.

I ^ urgent, necessary, will not
bear delay.

^M ] ^ not so very importenl.

^ I
waiting for, needed now.

1 ^ trouble, hardships, in extre-

mity,

g ] fj do it carefully.

^ 1
in present need, hard up.

^ I
tie it tightly.

^ I
the water runs swiftly.

I 1 ^ ^ it is very securely

shut.
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'M

^ fS S 1 military affauB are

very imperious and urgent.

flR 1 a good memory of persons

one has seen.

A treelike the rose mallows,

which blossoms and fades in

'c/«M one day ; met. human glory,

transient beauty, fleeting

prosi^erity; it has several names,
and is cultivated for hedges; a
handle.

^ I
the Hibisctis haniaho

?Jl ] the Hibiscus syriacus.

Composed of J; earth, A man,

.
and ^ yellow combined and

''chin altered
; others derive it from

jr earth and ^ hide; it is now
superseded by its derivatives.

Tenacious, adhesive clay such
as is deposited by streams

; yellow
loam or loess, which covers large

portions of Northern China, said to

be sometimes eaten; to daub; a
time, a season ; few.

^ ] lU ahill inFung-hwahien,
nearNiugpo, which once produc-

ed tin.

*) From earth and day ; nsed for
the last.

To daub, to plaster ; to stop

up, to lute with mud, as the
solitary wasp does its nidus; a
path over a drain ; to cover up a
corj)se, to bury.

^ |pj I ^ stop the holes of the

windows— towards the north.

frW 5E A 1^' ^ 1 ;t on the

path lies a dead corpse, some-
body will bury it.

y-H*) Interchanged with the last.

y.^« To die of starvation on the
'c/ii« roadside ; to cover a corpse

by the road.

From man and clay as the pho-
netic.

chili' Exactly, nothingover, hardly
enough ; scarcely, almost, a

little short; just missed, as a fall

;

only, nothing more.
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'cAt'n

I
pt uolliiiig to spare.

1 1 S!t J9 barely sufficient for

what is wanted.

I 1 ffl '{1= I ''*" ^^^^ '•' *^° 5

a little scrimped.

] ^J ho has just cotae.

^ f^ ] ^ hardly enough for

the outlay.

1 J£ H 3^ just able to meet

expenses.

1 J&l 'T' S^»
barely examined it,

only just looked into it.

] J^ just had a little-

]
^ ;^ ^ I luckily jiist escaped

unharmed, — as from robbeis.

1 ^ JE. ^ I have had enough

of his trouble; I am quite

supplied.

^ From shelter and clay ; the

two are regarded as different

, by Bome, but their definitions

are too similar; used with the

last.

A small house, a hut,, a

hovel; a lodge of one or

two rooms, just big enough

for a shelter
;
just enough ; diligent,

careful ; a surplus.

^ I
a rustic cabin.

1 ;& or ] iR thoughtful of;

anxiously.

1 lIB ^ ^ with care you will

be able to avoid error.

] J^ rather narrow, cabined.

From plant and earth; it is

primitive, and some say it is

'c/dn another form.

A plant like monk's bane,

also calldrl ,^ Jt^ or crow's head,

and is poisonous, it seems to be the

field violc't {Violu) common in nor-

thern China, though the water-

bemlock may be meant.

1 ] Ijl a wild flower in Kiangsi,

whoso seeds fructify like the

nightshade.

^ I
a Japanese name for the

Corydalis iimm, and a Dieb/tra.

1 ^ in fo '•* violets and sow-

thistles [were sweet] as dump-
lings.

KIN.

^Hyh> A dearth of vegetables; three

p35 years without a crop.

'chin fll, ]
famine and dearth, no

crops.

.

The brilliancy of gems,

which is intended to set forth

'v/tin their luster, hardness, and

fijie texture ; it is much used

in names of men.

the most brilliant gums, defects

are still found.

1 If^^ 5fc ^^® g^™ "''^ '^'"'*' ''^

rays ;— genius will show itself.

IS ] S fis be is a man of great

clearness and sagacity.

From to see and clay as

phonetic.

the

'cAm To have an audience with

the Emperor, especially in

autumn ; to look towards the

North, or his throne ; to see a su-

perior; to grant an audience.

^ 1 or ^ 1 jf I to see his

Majesty.

75 H 1 -ffi- § 4Jc •'« '^ai'y

gave audience to [the rulers] of

the Four Mountains and the

crowd of oflScers.

From hide and an om as tbe pho-

netic.

chin' A sort of martingale ; a kind

of ornamental plume under a

horse's neck; firm, strong; par-

simonious ; to restrain ; to take ; to

ridiciJe, to put to shame.

] $!! S ^ '^^ martingale im-

pedes his progress.

ij|ij> ) From to proclaim and a forest.

'

^J-Z To prohibit, to warn against,

c /«;»' to forbid ; to stop the comple-

tion of, to regulate ; to re-

strain, to keep off; to impose

restrictions ; forbidden ; imperial,

governmental ; a cup or tray for

wine ; an instrument of music.

1 fi^ o""
1 3S prohibitions, laws,

restrictions.

] ^ contraband goods.

KIN.

B3 ] to aimul or remove restric-

tions ; to abrogate laws.

I ll^ or
I

rfi his Majesty's re-

sidence, usually called ^ | ^
the Vermilion Closed citadel.

] ^ secluded, forbidden places,

such as belong to the emperor.

I ^ or
I

-^ a turnkey, the

iowfst grade of jailer.

^ I
to disregard the prohibitions.

^ ;p j
irrepressible joy.

^ ll^ 1 j|[ be was jwwerless to

prevent it.

1 M M>^*-° ^^P off '^® ^'^'^^

and cold.

"Ef ^ 1 «& iiiere is nothing at

all to be afraid of, there are no

unlucky things.

1 >&M ^Q ^^^" '"^ *'''""°> *^on't in-

trude— into an iufected room.

Eead '6a To bear, to endure,

to withstand.

^ S ^ 1 ^y sufferhigs are

intolerable.

/P ] i^ ^ be won't stand any

fun, he can't bear joking with.

I
*' S

Considered to be anotlier form
the next.

c/JiV A disease in a cow's tongue

;

to be silent.

one honest direct introduction

for him will put to silence a

thousand crafty words.

m From mouth and to forbid as

the phonetic.

c/iiii" Unable to speak from lock-

jaw, mumps, or other disease

;

to refrain from sjxiaking ; si-

lent, as from utter grief

1 P ^ dysentery and difficulty

of swallowing.

Ill Cantonese, read Cani* To
deceive, to play a trick on ; an Im-

position ; to try.

I ]
(Tp try it once.

"^^Mik" 1
''l "o' ^'^ imposed

on by you.
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f4fl(»)
From heart ami to forbid: also

cliiii'
Dftermiiicd, resolute.

)iJ»
—

I
my ilecisioii is made.

viv^' Colli, cliillcd ; afloctccl by

«;g> cold.

cAi;t' ^7 }jf ] lo Lave a cold

sliiver.

l^lj* A kind of musical instrii-

|::^ uieiil ; to look up and follow

c/iiit^ auolhcr up-hill.

^1 1 M :^ US tli« rest

came following after witL

their heads up.

jy;'5> T» gnash the teeth in rage;

fji^ debilitated, exhausted, all

c/ii;j' energy gone.

1 IM ^^ gnash the teeth in

rage at one.

Ir A^) From woman and notci as tlio

iJ-f pliouetic.

chin' A wife's sisters; a sister-in

law on the wife's side.

] Jfi
'' sister-in-law.

^ j
women who help and direct

tlio bride during the three days

of wedding.

Wi 1
<"

I 51 1^ '•^° husband

of a wife's sister.

] -^ a maternal annt

Keiid ^citin. Laughing ; the

JDyons merriment of girls.

rom to walk and ax as the
ouetic.

c/i//*' Near in time or place ; re-

cently, lately, soon ; to bring

near, to approach, to close npon,

to draw dose to; to touch ; to like;

familiar; according to, like, con-

sonant; adjoining, conterminous,

next to ; in official papers, denotes

that an officer is stationed as near

his parents as the law permits ; in

Badkisiu, those who are near or in

attendance ; assisting, as a priest.

I H or ] I|^ these few days,

lately, these times.

}j^ j
about to be, presently.

I ?§ maritime, coastwise.

1 2j5 ill H 1'°^ ''''*^® 3'°" 't)^^"

recently? how do you get on?

Jlf. ] the distance is not very far.

1 JE ^''
1 81 reasonable, not far

from right.

1 flifi Wi near-sighted.

iU 1 '^ f* '^ associate with the

virtuous.

^ ]
near one ; neighboring.

1^ I
go near to him, join him.

pj" ] it can be approached.

^ B!C 1 "B^ 1^6 '^'d "*'' venture

to come close to him.

^ gl ]
[I have failed] in visiU

ing you so seldom.

%\^ \ intimate, to be familiar,

near one.

1^1^^ [reason] should bo

taken to one's self, or assimilated

by the mind.

{19 ] made familiar to the mind.

1 M ^ — ['^ I'ope you are]

every way happy these days.

^iLf?i\ the natural bent will

soon manifest itself.

1 ^ 15 '""^
1 ^ 'A ^^'^ ^^'^

female attendant devotees (m^m-

saka, upasika), denote the lay

members of the Budhists.

royal Uncle, and protect the

south country.

^ I
atQoining, as a house.

chin''

Great strength brawny.

y(* 1^ ] nothing to rest on,

no leverage.

^ \ Jfl PI I ponnded the

door with all ray might.

his whole body rc'invigoratcd

and refreshed for action.

^ ?4 — 8^ ? II have spent

all my strength for you.

Old sounds, gi'in, gi'ii, and k'ini. In Canton, k'iim, k'un, and yaai;— in Smatoio, k'im and k'lis j — in Ainoy, Vim,

k'un, and gim;— in Fuhchau, k'lng and k'uiig;— in Shanghai, ohang and djiang;— in Chi/u, k'iu.

X/t'tit

Krom hrealhing and gold as the

plionetic.

Ono stretching and yawn-

ing ; to respect ; that which

commands respect or ought to bo

revered; specially that which comes

from the emperor; to regard as by

or from the em(x;ror; inn^rial,

governmental ; majestic.

1 8S '1 gift from the Throne; by

royal grant.

1 M °^^ ^°'' '" represent the

emperor ; an imperial commis-

sioner.

1 -B 5S SC e*^^*^*^ *^ *''^° capital

by the Emperor.

I ^ respectfully received, as a

mandate.

I ^ when prefixed to names

of books, shows that they are

printed by or with the order of

government.

1 jifc
or

) ^ respect this, im-

perialize this ;
— i. e. let this be

reverently regarded as from the

Emperor.

I I
longed for sadly ; the mea-

suri'd tone of bells and drums.

I
^ every one joins in reveren-

cing him, as a loyal statesman.

] i^WS W t" raark off the so
lected academiciaiiSL

I ^ by imperial command.

:>!
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From hill and to respect as tho
phonetic.

js/iin High peaks shooting up aloft.

|Q§ j
sleep |)eaks.

1 1
gaP"ig. yawning, oix!ii-

iug the uotith wide.

A severe chill

great shivering.

or ajjue

;

From clothes and nmn; inter-

changed with h'iii' j^ as tho

verb.

A coverlet, a large quill ; to

cover a thing, as n dish ; to pull

the coverlet o\er one ; two cover-

ings of white and red cloth laid

over the cor|)sc in its cofiin.

^ I
a lied-qi:ilt.

^ 1 J^ ^ wrapjKjd it) thu qnilt

and cloliie.s; — j. e. married.

] j^ 4lt '^ no i-hanie inider the

quilt's shadow ;
— consci(jiis in-

nocence

$^ 1^ 1
the eniperor"s btd-qiiilt.

chily coveilet;— no bedfellow.

From pj a, paw's trace joined

witli ^ now as tho phonetic

i

Aih^tn used for the next.

Birds; the entire class Avcs;

flying and feathered creatures; un-

impregnated birds.

^ ]
chanticleer, a cock.

^ ] to make and send tho be-

trothal presents.

i^ 1 an egret, also called @ §
snow guest in Chiliii.

lllj 1
"f

flu 1 ^ poetical name
for the crane, whicii is regarded

""^
1 ^ ^ '1'<J fl'i^f "' I'i'il*

1 SK Ijirds and beasts; animals.

] g civilians, because their in-

signia are mostly birds.

.1 From ;io»i(i and bird or gohl

;

occurs written as tho lasD.

To seize, as a hawk doe? ; to

clutch ; to grasp, as by tho

collar; in rlicloric, to Imld

by the literal sense; a rigor-

ous adhesion to terms.

^ I
to take alive.

.c/i'm

I
:^ or

I
^or

] ^ to seiio;

to arre.st, as a thief.

down rebels, their leaders must

be canglit.

1 )^ ••" n'asp a tiger, as a filial

boy did to save his father.

31 31 1^ lla 1 il tl'e orang.

oiitang weeps and then seizes

—

its piej' when near.

j 3£ ^ ZE '^'^''"^ " '''"o and get

him to ni.ike yi^u king— "twill

condone the violence.

't 1 :£ H WS'ig Hwoh, a chief

wlio was arrestetl seven times.

A species o( P>/)-us, called ^
] coniraon in northern C'lii-

^c/Yin na, which bears a small red

apple, rather insipid, known

as i^ ^ or sand fiuit, and ',{^ jfj^

flower-red; the blossom is uliitc,

tha unripe fruit is boiled iu green

tea as a cooling drink.

A spider, tho ] J^, having

VI ry long legs, probably a

siiccies of Phaliingiuin ; the

name is usually applied to

si>iders without webs.

An unauthorized character.

To hold in the mouth, as a

bird does a twig.

H I
— M ??fe

ll>e dragon

holds a pearl in its month.

Brave, intrepid ; deep com-

p.nssion for ; careful for.

1 m^'^^ ^vilh care

you can avoid trouble in fu-

ture.

ifi/ttn

om slrmgth and tenacious

!/ as tho phone, ic.

jc/i'in Laborious, diligent in one's

post ; to toil in or for ; sedu-

lous, attentive to, kind; to stir up,

to assist, or excite to exertion

;

laboriously.

1 ^ A ^ a diligent and frugal

man.

M-M ] M lovingly, toilingly.

I ^ diligent and careful in at-

tending to business.

j X, ililigent workmen ; to work
well.

1 ij "•
1 ^ laborioue, faithful

in work, imtustrioiis.

1 ^ JJC ^ exerting one's self

to look after the household.

I 5E Jicalous in serving one's

prince.

:^ ^ r^ 1
''cl' 'people _^have

need to be careful.

j^J ]
very attentive to.

J5I 5i- ^ 1 l>'ike Chen exhorted

all to bo diligent.

3E. 1 II i^ ^ *6 » sympatbiz-

ing, earnesi, iniwearied heart

— such as a ruler should Lave

(7VU> 2ea

fom heart and dilifent,

alous, earnest.

,jC/ri« ^ ]
anxious about one's

duties, persevering under op-

position; no rest; bowed down.

"f- I* Formed of two pearls and now,
^JBJ^ but the original form was in-

- * tended to represent the shape.

The Chinese ,lute, or harpsi-

chord, having seven strings, which

are drawn tense by nuts ; lute

strings ; to control one's feelings

;

to restrain, because its notes quell

the passions; foreign musical instru-

ments ; a singer on a kite.

I -pf ^ the lute is out of tune
j

met. disconcerted, unexpected.

] i^\ a motive, an intention,

j
^'yom- bar, your coart— said

of a district magistrate.

^ 1 or 5f ]
or^ ] to thrum

the lute.

^ ]
an organ (also called ^

] ) ; a mehxlion ; a seraphine,

an accordion ; also applied to

tho jingling stones Imng in the

wind.

J^ ] a thoorbo or virginal.

J^ I
a four-stringed guitar with

a roinid Itelly.

•J^ I
a lute, consisting of thirty

copper stringsrunning across two

bridges, struck with hammers.

1 p -i |!fe
'yfe and lute strings,

met. matrimony.

\
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/V^ ]
or ij> j^ I

a music-box.

mfiif'^iamm] loving

union with wife and children is

lilte tlie harmony of kites.

fi" ^ Si 1
t" 'lira™ l^e lute to

a buflalu

;

^- to cast peails before

He

From plants and ax.

Celery or parsley ; applied

also to similar plants, as cress,

pimpernel, honewort, and
water-hemloclc.

] ^ water-cress.

I
to pluck cress, to become a

siats'di; .illuding to the lines^
sant is the college pool where

we pluclced the green cress.

1 ^ celery.

1 2$ or ] g^ a festival cup

given to graduated bachelors.

^ Ail 1
[itwillbeplite,if]

the vilLigers offer some parsley.

1^^ A general of cavalry in Lu,

i}—j^ named ^ | -J^ about b. c.

720, spoken of in the Tso !

Chw'en.

fh'tn

• Lf -* From pJant and now.

c --^ A salt marsh plant with lan-

jC/i'i/j ceolato leaves like a bamboo,

and creeping roots, whoso

seeds are eaten by deer and cattle
;

it is probably a panic grass or a

Cyperus.

^ I
a yellowish colored medi-

cinal root, common in western

China, the Scutellaria viscidala

or skull-cap, used as a tonic.

'i^
c/H/i

A pit.

§] A^ 1 J^ the foresters

dug and built up a well.

-JvA»' To press down, to settle or

^^^ adjust with the hand; to put

c/i'iii' the hand on ; to lean on.

j ^ press it down.

I ^ to lean on the table.

] j^ j0 jjc bold on to the ground

wiifu yon swim;

—

met. have

soinelhing to depend on.

^ gj I J^ roll it and flatten it;

met. an easy disposition.

In Cantonese. To cover ; to pull

over one.

] ^ draw the quilt over you.

1 ii cover it, <•« a dish.

1 7K ¥ ^ work a fire-engine.

OUl souncU, king, kang, and ging. In

and geng; — in Fuhchau, king,

From horse and to reverence as
the pltouetic.

A sliy horse ; to terrify, to

ware ; to fear ; to make
confusion ; afraid, apprehensive,

alarmed, perturbed, astonished ; to

api)rehend.

] 55 to excite, to arouse ; used as

a polite phrase for troubling one.

] Jj^ afraid, much startled.

] jQ to fear ; much alarmed.

Jg I
to Euppres.s as alarm ; to re-

move sudden frights.

H ] frightened, as by thunder.

I 5E A frightened to death.

^ ^ ^ 1
neiiher footmen nor

dii\ors created any alarm.

] Bk •'>f>'aiJ of *he wind or a

draught; convulsed; fits, such

as children have.

Jic i^ 1 M ''*^'' waist w.TS small, as

if a brealh of wind would snap it

fi Wi '& ]
quivering and shaking

with fright.

I 1^ marvelous; strange, frightful.

Canton, king and keng ; — in Smatow, keng, k°ia, k"e, and am ;— in Amoy, keng
k'lng, keng.arwi keng;

—

-in Shanghai, kiang and djiang; — in Chi/u,, king.

1 ^ Of
1 ^ "f''"''! of the

public gaze ; bashful.

% ] 'f the horse shied or bolted.

1 ^;^ T frightened out of his

senses.

] A str.inge words that

•istonish people.

^m

^chint/

From plant and to puntsh, be.

cause tliiH thorn waa once used
to beat people.

A bush found in Hnnan,

slender, lithe, and thorny ; spinous,

jtrickly ; brambles, furze.

tlB 1
or

] ^ the dull thorn ; «. e.

my wife.

^ ^ Ijj ] I h.ive only just made
your acquaintance;— i.e. just

learned that you are like a jade-

stone from
I jlj where a pure

piece was found.

^ ^ 1 j^ tl'is affair proves to

be very vexatious.

^ T^jk ] ^ ••••i^'e "ot before

seen vou.

1 M m tl'e

stems
I j^

baskets like those of the osier,

Vitex incisa ; its

r are woven info

M 1 -ffi
aiot^ier species of Vitex.

]
i\\ one of the nine divisions of

Yii ; it comprised all Hunan and

most of Hupeh, with part of

Kweicheu ; it constituted the

kingdom of Tsu, sometimes call-

ed
I ^ during feudal times

;

1 ^H /^ King-cheu fu on (he

Yanglsz' Eiver was its capital.

© ] {.he Cefcis siliquCKtrum a.uA

Chinensii, two vaiieties of the

Judas tree.

1 0:5i •fli -^ she has a boxwood

hair-pin and cotton skirt; t. e.

poor and well-behaved.

] Ij^ thorny ; useless, aunoying.

*-J|^ The original form is composed of

j.^!^ 1^ /ii'(7'iand | a line indicating

7

.

height.
^chtng "

Great, exalte<l ; the faighest

point which men can reach ; a

high peak; a mound ; a capital

or metropolis, where the sovereign
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resides; fine, excellent, from tbe

capital ; in aritlmetic, tlie eighth

place ill decimals, denoting ten

luillions.

^ ;^ H ] he has no equal.

^[li£]iD 1 likeislets and mounds;

said oF descendants.

75lgT^ 1 1 giSiifhethen
belield the grand elevation, a

lilateaii with room for many.

5>C> j 1 the grief of my heart

is intense.

h ] to go to Peking.

1 fg the Peking Gazette.

^*
] Nanking, the sonthern capi-

tal, the metropolis of all China

during two reigus (a. d. 1368-

U03).

4t 1 Of
1
^/i^king, the north-

ern capital.

Tlie following listexliibits the princi-

pal cnpitaUof tlie Chinese rulers from
early times, with the approximate dates of

occupation; someuf the shorter dynasties
are not given.

DY.NASTV. CAPITAL. PRESENT NAME.

s

n

m

B.c.2180i:^S|;

{
170C ig

m

m

2«o m m

< 1129 El -$
I

13C8 iS :^.;|

1403 41:^,
I

n Honan.

J""^'
If ll=;i^

ill Honan.

near the capital

of Sheusi.

in Honan fn.

near W^ ii^f

in Sheusi.

in Honan.

now capital of

Sz'ch'neii.

in Honan,

now Nanking,

ill Shensi.

in Honan.

in Honan.

""^v ;K M B
ill Chi'hkianj;.

ill Ciiiiili.

""'" WM!^
ill Kiangsn.

to tile present

time.

] ^ a capital, the metropolis

] J^ Peking fashions.

1 He >i good kind of pencil.

1 ^ J^ •-^^ capital of Oorea;

also a metropolitan board of

magistrates.

Eead Jdang. Sorrowful.

'C* ] ] '"J sorrow grows in-

tense.

From deer and j/reat; rarely oo-

( jfcj-- curs with g as the primitive.

^chiju) A large deer, described as

having one horn and a cow's

tail, perhaps referring to the nyl-

ghau ofIndia ; in Canton, the ^ 1

denotes a small deer, a sjiecies of

muntjac(Cc?'fu/Ms) and the delicate

chevrotain(3/«sc/;««) or mouse-deer.

] ^ ^ a leather fob.

^Fkt From silk and a jjar/i as the

Jftiji phonetic.

china '^^^'^ w'arp of a web in the

loom ; what runs lengthwise,

as the great or straight veins or

arteries; the meridians of longitude;

lines; to pass through or by, to

cross; what has passed, and thus

often becomes merely a sign of the

past tense ; as an adverb, already,

then, at that time; to manage, to

plan, to regulate; tiie person who
manages a business ; what is regu-

lar, orderly, or standard ; law.s,

canons, religious maniial.s, classical

works; the sutras of the Hudliists,

and %<^ denotes their shasti-as ; in

silk trade denotes organzine or

thrown silk.

1 if^ warp and woof; lengthwise

and crosswise.

1 i^ 3S ^ 'o attend to every-

thing methodically.

I ^ to speculate, to trade, to

pLui for a livelihootl ; to map out.

I
J^ a broker, an agent.

I 3^ the head clerk in a custom

house.

] ^ chief secretary in a prefect's

office.

I Jg a clerk who ascertains the

statistics of a prefecture; to

examine thoroughly.

—
] •fill a S£ 2l«

.-IS Boon as

he is washed he will return.

/j^ I
.^ it did not go tlirough

my hands.

mijifm] ^^0;^ while my
back retains its strength, 1 must

everywhere plan and labor.

# ^ 1 ^ they never fail in

their regular cour.-;es, as the stars.

1 ^ f^ 1 did it with my own
hand.

"&
1 ^ j'^ I ''^^'6 already seen it.

I § it passed before his eyes.

1 ^ passed, over, gone through.

^ 1
or fS I

to reixjat prayers,

to read the liturgy ; to con the

Classics.

] i^ blood ves.se]s of all kinds,

divided into main or straight,

and lateral or small.

^ 1 ^ .^ A a» inexprienced

hand;^
|

also means unclas-

sical, heretical, or non-conformist,

in the minds of Confucianisls.

] tK °^ fi I
t'"^ menses.

^ ]
canonical books, the classics

or Budhistic ; also applied to

the Bible and Koran.

] ^ current outlay.

^ 1 ^ it is out of my jurisdic-

tion.

I
'^m what is regular and necessa-

ry in morals, tlic basis of society.

M Jjc ] 1 ^c tried i t several tiijies

;

I have often been there.

know its dilliculties till you've

tried it.

1 ^^ JS "icn of deep learning

can save the people.

1 ^ '^'"' highest principles of

nature, the rules of morals.

a I
the Budliist canons; Bnd-

ha's own words are termed ^
] or documents.

IE a ^ 1 '"• s'ltra, the Lotus

of the true Law {Sadd/iarma-

puwUtrihi sutra), the standard

classic of the Lotus school.

Read king'' To kill one's self.

© 1 ^T" ^ t5[
'o commit suicide

in a ditch;— a disgraceful end.
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Name of a large river wliicli

t-i^ii '''''t'S 'I' Kansiili, and drains

filing its eastern part, joining the

Kiver Wei in Slicnsi, near

S//-ngan fn ; it has very clear

water, and gi\es ils name to several

j)laoes near it; alt^o a river near

AVu-lm, and one in Annani; to run

throngli or straight aeross ; a creek

which j )ins places; a fonntaia.

] jj£ to How straight througli.

•3 '^
] -fy quickly go those

boats on the King.

^/y From \\\ .sfrcams nmlcr ^^oj)p,

c 1_^ icprcsuutiag tlio earth, and "xT

^chiiiij contracted to HI wi i.V.

Streams running nnder the

ground ; a quiet flow of water

without waves ; name of a stream

and of a place, for which the next

in now used.

7?^ R ^ village in Kao-mih hi

clCl* ife^ *!• S b'"g i" tl'e e;

len

list

of Sliantuii Lai-chen fn.

Konncd of Tti brother .nnd 3f.
riiioruas, liotli repeated, refcr-

< " Ijrc'tlncii agreeing ; it is similiir

to 5ji ia ap^'Miaraucc and sound.

To feai', to forbear from, to re-

frain ; cautious, solicitous lest a

thiui;' miscary.

I I
waiy, respectful; strong, as

m l'«""*](°i|l 1 1
tremblingly

ali\e to; wary, very anxious for.

] 111 dreading, apprehensive of

consequences.

1 1^1^ feeling the peril and

alVaid.

^^|^#V Fi'oni a apcar and now.

CJ ~f '1'''6 handle of a spear; a rod;

^citing to compassionate, to pity, to

feel for ; the pitiable ; con-

cerned for, regretting; to attend to

earnestly; careful, sparing; boast-

fid, elated, conceited; to rule one's

Belf ; to respect, to value.

I
"^ to commisserate.

p["
] worthy of compassion.

Jg ^ P5| j
I then should be in

pitiable misery.

I 1^ bragging; to vapor, to talk.

^ ^ I ^ to respect, as a model.

] M ^'I ^ fi'"! '^"'' "ot quarrel-

some.

S 1 £» -^ ''' S^od opinion of

one's self.

1 iR '{4 ^ to feel for and help

widows and orphans.

^ ] ^ ^ to disregard small

affairs.

.^. 1 S? M ^f ^ tl'e fish close

their scales and huddle under

the ice.

I ]
vigorous looking, said of a

flock of sheep,

•fiij A /?> 1 which of them was

not wifeless,— and to be pitied *

C^^3 From su» and cmijient; occurs

K^ used for ^ying ^ a sliadow.

''ching Bright sunlight ; brilliant,

illuminated ; illumined by

the sun; a fine view, a good situa-

tion or pros[)cct ; figure, aspect

;

circnmst<inces of a place or thing
;

a rarity, a lion, a curiosity, a sight

;

a resemblance, fancy, imagining,

form ; a styh;, as of dress ; to re-

gard kindly, Jonging for ; large
;

a shadow.

1 <® '1 vista, a prospect ; a \ iew.

^ ]
circumstances, pnwpects

;

character of; peculiarities; a

landscape, appearances ofnature.

^ ]
to display rare things.

jft ] disreputable, it has a bad

look.

^ 1 neat and well arranged.

JW 'ih 1 JfS '*>' this we try to

increase our great liappincss.

-Q? ] or ^ ] fine scenery, a

good site ; easy circumstances.

if B% 1 a good sky at sunset;

it all ended well, as the honor-

able end of a toilsome life.

jl^
]

pleasantly situated.

^ I ^ 'IW
cautious and di.«crcet,

able to judge men and tbiugs.

) f^ a statue ; a portrait.

^ j
the prospects of the year.

1 ff ' fr Jt t*^ ^''^ •' lU'Tk and

strive to i-cach it, to act up to

principle.

] ^ the look of the country, a

landscape.

I|^ ]
signs of the times.

) llj Pi-ospect Hill in Peking.

] ^ the luminous doctrine ;
—

so Christianity is called on the

Nestorian tablet.

7\ ] the eight sights, the lions,

the remarkableobjectsofa place,

'g'
f|r. ] stereoscopic \icw3.

I ^^ tlois(mni5, enameled ware.

^ ]
an old i>erson, an old

resident, but yet able to work.

yL i/L -Jt 1
their shadows went

dancing on the stream.

C^KJ^ ' From man or mords, and to re-—

^

* spect as the pliouetio.

' To warn against, to caption,

to threaten with a ])enally
;

'china ^'^ '""""se, to urge to reform
;

to set judgment before the

mind, to alarm the heedless.

I
-jit to arouse or warn the age.

1 ?^ 1^ ?^ to caution against

doing it again.

] •!§• to startle and put one on his

guard.

I ^ to caution the [jeople.

^ —
I

"0 executing one man
deters a hundred.

j^ 1 made a warning example of.

1 J^ to stimulate to exertion.

C _I.-T^ From earth and end as the

V')E3i pIioui?tic.

''citing A limit, a boundary ; the

marches; a place where one

lives, abode ; a region, place, neigh-

borhood, district ; state, condition

of life, position.

1 ^ frontier, boundary, limit.

"^
\

your place of residence.

M M llll 1
'i'-ioist fairy land,

j^ I
on the border.

A 1 R"] v»^ when yon cross tbo

border, inquire what are the

prohibitions.
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^ I
\ icinity ; the neighborhood.

jg j^ 1 1$ ''• 's '''""^l '<* ^ '"

slraitciiwl circuinsl.inces.

] 5^ condition in hfc.

1 Jiit ''"* neighborhood temple.

1 f:Jh
'*-'*^^ '*'" ^'^^ Ii-'vied for this

teniiile.

^151 ] alloviatiiig circnmstances,

some coniiKjusatory tilings.

^1 to go around (not through)

a lot or country ; to get beyond.

'Tltlt
'^'^ *^"'' ""^'^ throat

;
to cut

;j:lj off the neck.

From ^\ head antl

coutracteil.

a stem

The neck, esi'^cially the

front part of it ; the throat;

a narrow jiart of a thing; an

ibthiiins; met. the temixir.

^ \
irascible, testy.

] ^ or ] .^ the neck.

j ^ "
j rjl '"^ neck-ribbon, a

neck clolli, a neck-tie.

^ 1 ^ lit '"••i'Da'-e friendship.

^ ] 5^ lumps growing in the

neck, ganglionic swellings.

A gem, a fine stone used in

jewelry.

chhiif''

From "^ to tap and^ careful,

diligent, but tliis isi regarded aa

diHeront from '^ careless;

their original forms are unlike,

and this is derived from 8heej>,

to wrap, and )iiou(/i, with to tap.

Reverent, sedate, attentive,

resiiectful; that feelin^of the heart

which springs from self-respect and

a due regard to all positions; to

honor, to show respect to ; to

worship, to venerate, to stand in

awe of; to watch one's self; self-

poised ; reverently ; that which

honors one, as a present; a douceur.

] fl|l to venerate the gods.

1
4|'Sclf-tr.iining;tobestadiously

careful of one's conduct.

f |g to present a glass of wine.

^ ] I have offendetl, I beg your

pardon.

KING.

pj ]
p]" ] admirable 1 surprising!

1 ta ^^ respect written pajier

;

when added to handbills, means

'•Do not deface or tear thjs

down."

1
^#<"- 1.

:^#I-hore-
speclfully inform you; the firet

sentence in a letter.

JE. 4il ^ 1 -iL fit'^^'^ ^^ secure

resiiect.

/f> )& \ ^' this is an incomplete

res[)ect to yon ; — said by a

host to excuse bis feast.

^P iU ® 1
^*^^ '' '^ " ^^^^ °^

resjiect.

1 f= devout faith ; reverence and

belief

1 jf; ^ attentive to business.

i^ i 1ft 1
'"*" decorum consists

chiefly in respect.

Iji ] a present to a teacher, or to

the examiner at the three great

trifws ; it is also termed ^ ]

the charcoal supply, and glj
]

a parting present, and other

names.

] H' to hold in esteem.

^ I
a generous present,

j^ ]
grave and reverently.

^ ^ jy ]
I respect tends to

make one virtuous.

M ]
—' ^ let me give you one

glass.

^^y ^ Trova^ sound and Jl^a, man

;

9rj 9- d. a tans or soug carried

To exhaust, to finish, to go

through a matter to the end ; at

the close, the end, the utmost, the

termination; end less; asi an adverb,

and usually succeeded by a nega-

tive, at last, finally, then ; only,

nothing but.

] ^ — "s ^'^ never said a word.

1 ^ /^ li ^ won't he come

at all then '?

] § •5^ "J"
still you went.

1 ^ ^ If after all he did not

comprehend it.

] ^ endless repose.

^ I
to the last, after all.

KING.

4t ] illimitable, vast expanse.

1 ^ iu jJfc
•"'

'
'* '^ ^^ '

i j^ — fi S ^ ""'y se"^ ""«

empty box alter all.

*j^ 1 thoroughly examined, sifted

to the bottom.

C» ^ 1 '•''•^ name of the last of

the eighteen heavens of the

]5udliists(((i«ni's/rf«), that which

is the limit of the world of desire.

i A feline animal which is

[^ charged with eating its dam

dang'' as soon as liora, anil is hence

called ^ ]
owl-cat.

fiS I
or ] ^ the nuintjak tiger

(/•'«/isi;'ac/«/«/'Ms)ofManchiiria.

K^^) Froir. metal and the end as the

3^t3 phonetic.
»-Ki

, ,

c/iiiiy' A metallic mirror; a look-

iiif-glass: any reflecting sur-

face, as tiie sea or moon ; often

api)lied to books which reflect

knowledge; to brighten ; to illus-

trate ; bright ; lustrous.

^ ]
or^^ ] a looking-glass.

^ M 1
*'' '•<-"l'-'S''"i'<?) ^ si)y-gl:iss.

gj^ j a mien)SC(.pe.

yX 'K \ ^ sun-gla-s.

] ;f(j;
a toilet, .1 dressing-case.

M # 1
'"^ ^ 1

*'' 1''«'"-Sla«8,

a large mirror.

I ^ picture frames.

"5 ?2 1
" sconce, a reflector ; a

kaleidosco^K!.

BJ} ] ^ Jg it is clearly reflected

in your view ; said of an astute

officer.

PJ) 1 ^ J^ he clearly illustrated

the holy law.

^ ,J^> ] a sort of cuirass or

breastplate.

3£ iS Pft 1
ne-ir-sighted or con-

cave spectacles.

;?J;
I

conve.K glas.scs or lenses.

must be rnbl>ed up with Looks,

— to be intelligent.

the reflection of a flower in a

mirror, or the moon in a iwol.
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m
From man or step and streamlet

as the phonetio.

A bye-way, a foot-path ; a

short cut ; a narrow track,

a diameter; a radius; a

bridle track or goat-path

;

direct, straight
;

prompt,

quick ; to pass by.

1 S§ » nearer way, the shortest

path; ^ I
is a circuitous way.

^^ ]
smart, trioky ; the opposite

of
I

"^ straightforwarij.

fr ^ ^ ]
^""''' S° i" ^-lie

bye-ways.

]
^ij to go directly to it.

^ ilA i{^ ] in mechamos, tho

radius of gyration.

j^ j
a quick way, an easy mode.

*>t£ ) Interchanged with tlie last.

31
J^ To pass by, to approach ; to

c/anff' How by, as a river near a

town ; to go up to ; a short

path ; directly ; across.

;^C 4fl 1 ^ ''''<'y '"''' ^^'y unlike,

or far apart.

1 ^^ ^ would at once mention,

I bfg to inform you now ;
— an

oix;ning phrase in a letter; in

some cases this phrase is em-

ployed where f|^ .^ ^ would

be more polite.

Strong, robust; stiff, hard;

unyitlding, overbearing, pre-

judiced
; muscular, as a

pugilist.

J^ I
a stiff breeze, a chilly gust.

1 t^ "'«11 matched foes.

'Bi 1 6^ J3U .S " congenial friend,

one with whom you can easily

get on.

A kind of limber resembling

pine, but harder, jxirhaps a

sort of larch or spruce; a

roller used by silk dyers to

Btraighten the silk.

jEni* Original ly formed of g words

/^/Ci aboTB J\^ a man repeated, to

_£,_£^j
' denote tho bickering of people;

^Zl it '8 sometimes reduced to the

ptft J second form, and bears a

clang resemblance to ,^ wary.

Strong, violent ; eraulou.s,

envious, pragpnatic, bickering, tes-

ty, diotrephian ; great ; abundant

;

to emulate ; to do vigorously ; to

struggle for, to contend, to force
;

to be quarrelsome; to rival in leal

for.

P^ ]
to begin a fray.

^ ]
to wrangle, to contest ; ex-

citable, captious.

{i{ A BH 1
to excel, a head

above others ; distinguished,

i^ *& ^ 1
i'laiiimate, unambi-

tious.

/p 1 ^ ^ neither quarrelsome

nor remiss
;
ferlina lante.

]
plain-spoken; honest and

earnest.

^ ]
great strength ; herculean.

Old toundi, k'ing and k'iang. In Canton, hing, k'ing, and heng j
— in Swatoti, k'ang, keng, k'in, oftd kw'ang ;

—

'

in Amoy, k'eng and keng ; — in Fuhchau, k'ing and k'eng ; — in Shanghai,

itprt From credentials^ given to an

<yp|'' officer and ^ an object which

Ch'illf' ''" ^°°'' towards; it is very

easily mistaken for fhiang jpp
a village.

A noble, a lord, a high officer,

one to whom men look ; a term

of respect applied to courtiers by

the prince, and by gentlemen to

each other ; intelligent.

1 ^ a grandee; a cabinet mi-

nister.

^ ] ;^ ^ noblemen, courtiers,

officers.

] ^ our ministry.

] .^ a young lord, an officer's son.

I ^ (for ^ ^; propitious clouds.

chang and djiang ; — t)v Chifu, k'ing.

1 i J'oble officials, high civi-

lians.

^ ]
luy deceased wife.

^ ] my loving concubine, my
dcjir girl-

^ ] the si.\ Officers in tho Chen

dynasty were similar to the 5^
^ six Boards of the present

day, and were named after

heaven, earth, and the four sea^

sons ; before this time, they do-

noted six imjjerial generals.

j£ ] and >jf | are the presi-

dents and vice-presidents of four

lower courts, vit., the Ta-li S»',

the Tai-chaiigSz', Tai-puh Sz',

and Kwang-luh S»' ; they wear

blue buttons.

From carriage and stream as the
phonetic.

^ch^ing Light, not heavy, as an emjv

ty car ; to think lightly of, to

disesteem, to disregard ; to slight;

levity; dissipated, frivolous, paltry;

gently, lightly.

I ^ light and heavy ; unimpor-

tant and serious ; to despise and
to esteem.

^ ^ I g; of no great account;

mediocre, common.

I ^ light and thin ; disrespect-

ful, impudent ; a prostitute.

) ^ dissipated, light ; harum-

scanmi.

1 W SI w ''o'lti incoherent

words, half witted talk.
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1 ^^ 1^ unsUble and volatile.

gfc
1 S ^' •' '^ "'^'' ^^ '^" *"

easy matter.

P I
or

]
l^heedlcssof bis word

or promise.

1 ^ lightly laden, as a cirt;

drawing little water.

1 ] M^^M'h A yo" may
be uncivil to a noblo man, but you

must be polite to a mean man.

if ]
young, under twenty.

] ^ lie disregarded it.

I "pf
or ] 3^5 portable, light

1 1 ^ ^ nimbly, agile, cleverly.

1 ^ to risk life without diuse
;

audacious, venturesome.

] ^ himself alone ; to lay aside

dignity and condescend to the

lowly.

P (^ g| 1 the results are really

serious.

] ^ calomel, so called from its

delicate api)earauce.

1 ^ ''S''t horsemen, cavalry.

Read LUttff^ Quick, fast.

M From man and an instant.

The Iiead leaning one side
;

jCA'my aslant, inclined, falling; en-

tirely, the whole of; to over-

turn, to subvert, to waste ; to

squander ; to assjiy, to test, to

smelt ; to debate, to compete, to

wraiiglo ; to pour out, as tea'from

a spout.

^ ^ inclined his car to hear.

{I) inclined ; leans on the side,

j^ fallen over.

gij subverted, prostrated, tum-

bled down, upset.

] ^ utter imbecility, as of a

ruined country.

] ^ to impoverish the family.

1 ^ ^'^ run over, to overpass,

j ^ J^ to cotnpete on a trial of

abilities.

1 IR JSS
'"* crucible to assay silver.

1 S ^^B Ht 'le gave him all his

purse.

] ^ to drain the glass, so as to

tnrn it up.

1 JS fi *" '""y which can drink

tlie most.

] ^ defeated, dLspersed, beaten.

1 Hu* ^ Vi ^° submit cordially,

to repent unrcservedlv.

~m ] mnM ]
'^ one of

her glances would subvert the

city, and another would overturn i

the empire ; said by Madame
Li ^ ^ A the concubine of

Han Wu-*.i, for which she was

degraded.

;;^Jjl^ From nand and respectful.

(Sj ^ To raise on high with the

fCh^iiiff hands, to elevate; to lift.

] ^ to elevato the folded

hands, as in making a salu-

tation a Id Chinoise.

^ ]
to raise on high.

] ^ to lift up, to raise.

1 5C tt a P'llar which bears the

sky ;
—met. a statesman who

upholds the country.

] ^ to receive respectfully.

In Cantonese. To settle, as turbid

water by alum ; to freeze, to curdle,

to coagulate.

^ 1 iH ''''' '' settle clear.

1 ^ to stand till dry.

A stand for a lamp or wall-

light ; a frame to set a bow
in when stringing or adjust-

ing it ; a stand for dishes,

jl^ ]
a wall-lamp.

I
-rp a bracket or stand.

From ttrength and great.

Strong, violent.

1 lifc a powerful foe.

From Jish and great as the plio-

_,.- uetic, alludine to the fish.

fh^iiiff The whale, the largest of sea

monsters, fabl'^d to be a thou-

sand It lonf? •. enormous, v.ist, over-

whelming.

1 ^ to gulp or swallow all ; to

swindle completely out of.

^ ] _tl 3^ to ride a whale to hea-

ven, as they say Li Tai-peb did.

Ml

1 Jlx :^ ^ the surging billows

have not yet settled down ;
—

s lid of a rebdion.

fcrlJtk \ From Hack or Icni/e and great;

;3ifp the second form is also read
S.v>'* J' I. lioh^ when used as a syuouym

for Jjl to lob.

To mark the faces of crimi-

nals with black B|iots.

) ^ to brand tlie face.

^ ]
to tattoo the face with ink

or pigment.

f^ I
to cut marks on the face.

vi. From j|ij(i hemp and 5? a taper

contracted.

''ch'iiiff A grassy plant, five or six

feet high, of whose fibers

cloth can be made.

] Aifc
the abntilon hemp (Sida

tilicefolia), cultivated in the

northern provinces for ropes and

cord.ige.

trt!^^^ From a itordand Sp fone eon.

p=i. tracted.

ch^mg'' To cough, to hawk in the

throat ; a slight irritation or

hacking in the throat ; to speak

pleasantly ; the sound of a swing-

ing bell ; a man's name.

I J)t clearing the throat, deemed
to be indecorous before a ruler.

1 ft^ ^gp to converse pleasantly

and in a whisper.

^gJJ From /ire and tone contracted.

J/^ Heat withering up things;

ch^'mg'' hot, feverish.

5|[ I
head hot, as with fever.

Ill Cantonese. To toast, to dry
• at the file, to roa.st.

^>X 1 ft -fg dry it thoroughly

before the fire.

^^3V> From jar and tone contracted

^cr^ for the phonetic.

Minn^ E.\hausted, as an empty

vessel; to empty, to dri.in, to

exhaust; entirely; stable, strict.

^ ]
an empty purse.

1 ^^ [thisjar] is wholly empty.

^ IS 1 jljE I cannot now detail

the whole.
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^ ^ ^ 1 '"y bonso is like an

empty j.ir hung up ;— «'.
e. I am

very poor.

I Pj; Zji ^ let me tell you every-

tliMig about my life.

] j^ stem and self-possessed.

1 ^ I'lite used up ; it is

.ill gone.
fflfi§

m A. stream flowing from tbo

side of a bill ; to pour out

ch'iny^ wine or any fluid.

•^^H«) Prom stone and f07ie, or as

^f g
another explains it from ^sJo«e

cUviq' '"'' S^ '" strike contracted.

Sonorous stones or plates

wliicb are suspended like a bell on

a frame and struck by bamraers;

tbey were of cVtierent materials,

and are now made of bell metal

resembling a triangle or a carpen-

ter's square ; the tinkling of these

• stones; to bang up; to give the

reins to, to gallop; a sort of

dulcimer made of glass or stone

;

pictures of this instrument are seen

carved on the ends of the antefixoe

or beams under the eaves or on

lintels, as an emblem of the next

character, which has the same tone.

^ ]
to strike the musical stones

these two characters are some-

times turned into "^ ^ io

denote a wish.

I (Jf
to stoop very low, alluding

to the shape of these stones.

^ I ^ j§i now lie gives loose

rein, now he pulls in ; this is

also applied to the rapid or slow

playing on the dulcimer.

1 j^ ^ A bung him like a

forester.

^ I
a thin copper, kettle-shaped

bowl used in temples in chant-

ing, and accompanied by the

^1 ] a small hemispherical

bell, struck by the priest when
at worship.

1 n :^ turablers^or cups which

do not flare.

^ I
to clash ; to exasperate one-

Composed of <£> heart, Sfl^ fol-

loioinij one, and^ a deer con.

cl^itw'* tracted, to denote the practice
of presenting a deer's skin on
festive occasions; it is sym-
bolized by the last.

Gfood, excellent ; to congra-

tulate, to console ; to bless ; to

present, as on a birthday with good

wishes and gifts; happy, joyous;

joy, felicity ; the path of righteous-

ness
;

lucky,

1 ^
1

1 «

an interjection, LappUy,

to congratulate, to wish joy.

lucky and blessed.

^ to rejoice with.

^ ] extra happiness, an overplus

of luck, such as virtuous families

have.

] ^ to confer on.

1 ^ J""y> 1 '^ely, <* great festivity.

I ^ joyful, merry.

j 't* ^ to snjoy the mid-antnran

moonlight— on the 15tb of the

8th moon.

n̂
ehicM

Old sounds, kak and kiah. In Canton, kok and keuk ;— in Swatow, kak, kiik,

and k'ak;— in Fiihehau, kank and keuk;— in, Sha7ighai, koh, kitSk, chiek,

This character is described as

formed of jj strength and ^
flesh, and supposed to resemble
a horn ; it is the ItSth radical of

characters mostly relating to

the uses and forms of horns.

A bom; a corner, a point,

an angle ; a headland, a cape ; a

protuberance;horny; adorned with

horns; horned; a wing or skirmish-

ing party; the tuft on a young

child's head; a pod; hard; a quar-

ter, and now in use for a dime,

or the tenth of a dollar; to gore, to

butt; to dipute, to test one's

strength with another ; a wine-cup;

a constellation ; third note of the

ancient gamut.

5C iS J^ 1
''emote lands, the

corners of the seas.

] ^ to drive, as cattle da

I g|] to spar ; to wrestle.

^ ilf A 1
to go through (or

box) the compass.

M 1 US tbo sign of fair weather,

when spiders spin their webs.

] 5§ to wrangle, to dispute.

] ^ the first of the Chinese

constellations, comprising the

stars a (Spica) and 4" iii Vkgo.

]
an angular field.

/\ I
star-anise, a spice, the Illi-

ciani amsatum.

] § the tones of some musical

instruments.

B.S 1 IW fw '^^ og'®' ^ glance at.

^ I
a cornet or trumpet.

P 1 ^ ^ bickering is odions.

and k'a;

—

in Amoy, kak, k'i6k,

a?}(ikiah;

—

-in Chifii, ki6a.

^ \ ^^ when I was a happy

girl ; i. e. had tufted horns.

1^ ] to borrow money. (Cantonese.)

&
I

black horns, the pods of the

G[editsc Iliasinensis, used to wash

with ; another kind is a dye.

H 1 P3 :^ thirty-four cents.

j ^ a quarter chest— of tea.

—
] 25c S' o>"'e official dispatch.

J^ \ a right angle; ^ \ an

acute angle
; ||| ) or ^ ]

an obtuse angle
; |^ ] angle of

incidence ; and (gj ] angle of

reflection.

1{^ ] a projecting {X)int ; wing of

an army ; this and |g | also

both mean the comer inside of

an angle.
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I >* Used witli the last.

l™j To seiic by the homa; to

^cltiie stab; to lay hold of an ani-

mal to stab it.

^H j
to stab, to bayonet,

ig ] to seize by the boms and

feet, as a deer.

In Pekingese. A corner.

tt -ffi tiSf 1
' **''''"'^ ^^'^'^'^ '" '^^

corner.

I /^ Rough land, hilly and rocky;

r/^i barrens ; a heath.

^c/Uie' J^ j
a rugged country.

I'Vom wood and horn aa the pho-

netic.

diiic A- rafter, the strips on which

the tiling rests ; the ends of

the ;^, the ante fixes or projecting

beams supporting the eaves; a

mallet ; a handle.

I
1^ lathing for a roof; shingles,

fe 1 '^M °"'' P'"® l^c^tns were

large.

m.
(From flesh nnci to throic aside;

referriug to the leg hanging
back when sitting ; the first

form is commonest.

The leg, the shank, the foot,

fhiie but is usually applied to the

^chio last two ; base of a hill

;

'chiito stable, firm ; a profession, a

calling; cleverness, skill;

workmen, laborers.

] Ofi tl»e ankle-s.

I ^ stocks for the feet, things to

torture the ankles.

^ ^ ] to rest, to stop walking,

1 St or
]

g|tliecalfof the leg.

] ]^ traces, footsteps ; evidences

of an act.

] ^ a coolie; one to wliom ]

fi5
*""

1 ^ porterage is paid.

•§3 ]
to detain one.

1^ ]
spiritless, placable.

j^ % \
trustworthy; well esta-

blished, as a firm.

JT 1
o'" ^ 1 fi^ a chciropodist.

1 E T M ft 5£ I& ''"""nany

brothers younger than you 1

I ^ journey on foot.

I
£, profession, occupation, life

;

antecedents of a person, rank.

_t i? 6^ 1 £) "" excellent man
in his way or line.

1 ')] :^'iifluential,ofhigh repute.

1 K PO""" goods, inferior sorts.

^ ^ ]
to write a devil's foot,—

is to decide by drawing a lot.

^ f^, I
to clasp Budha's feet—

wlien in distress and danger-

:h^'h 1 65 A an extravagant,

wasteful man.

jfj ^ I
clever, sprightly,' lucky.

^ ^ ]
to do tricks of legerde-

main.

^ ^ /g" ] the beauties of spring

have feet, — and soon flee,

m I
ixiddlers ; retailers.

^|£ j
actors disguised as women,

who wear the small shoes.

Ig j
a sticky foot, a hanger-on,

a sorner.

IS ffi .'^ 1 ?$S the secret is out,

the trick is known.

^ ]
to seduce to evil courses.

f^ j the rain coming down in

separate showers, as seen from a

distance.

gj; ) or
;5(J I

barefooted.

'^
] J§ he has a powerful pro-

tector.

^ *P "^ \
^^^^^ '^ ^^^ freight

on it'?

^ if U ^ 1
fi"' •»»''« minute

inquiries as to the chances.

^ ira ^ I ^ see well which

rojjc you got bold of;— lookout

what you say.

rtk^ Loud laughing ; the lolling

rj^?) ^"^'^ panting of animals after

^chiie running.

lil ^ :^ 1
immoderate

laughing and talking.

^ I ^ throughly drunk, maud-

lin.

5^ 1 ftt If opening the mouth
aud lolling, as a dog.

pQ ]
boisterous laughter.

From ^ to see and qp to learn

contracted ; the second form is

' rather pedantic and unusual.

To understand, «o perceive

;

cMao' to notice, to advert to ; to

jc/rto feel ; to bring to light, to

manifest ; straightforward

;

correct; grand, exalted; intelli-

gent ; wide awake, aroused ; con-

scious ; in Budhism, innate intel-

ligence.

I
divniged, brought to light.

^ 1

] m
^ 1

% 1

inattentive, oblivious.

it hurts; I feel pain.

Ml S lofty are its pillara

^ ]
the first foreseeing

and the others anderstanding,

as a sage and his disciples.

M 1 fi It' ia^« it people

in all quarters render homage to

upright virtuous conduct. '

I ^ aroused to a sense of. w

# j^ ^ 1
stupid from grief,

heavy from amazement.

^ ]
to perceive; perception.

^ ^ \ ^ yon, Sir, are intel-

ligent.

] -Jg
to manifest to the world.

1 ^ ® IS E I feel rather

languid.

^ ^ ^ 1 f'J T I "^a^e got

here quicker than I thonght I

should.

^ )
Budhist name for a dagoba.

] 2 a term for Budha, denoting

his innate intelligence.

'ti 1 ^ or ^ I j^ are seven

sections of degrees of intelligence

(Bod/iycmga), belonging to every

Budha.

^ ]• alone intelligent, or
||| ]

wholly intelligent, terms referring

to persons who become Budhas

in hermit life (lyratyeht Budha),

and who cross samara withont

attaining perfection.

] ^ a Manchu word, Gkioro Qt

Golden, the surname of tho

reigning Manchu family, pro-

bably derived from the Kin J^
dynasty, a.d. 1115 to 1235.
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Read ii«o' To awaken from a

dream ; to wake.

1^ j asleep ; to sleep.

IS ^ M 1
I "oiil'l sleep and

never wake more.

In Cantonese. To hush.

J ]
'

j a lullaby for babies.

^sf* A slight drawbridge in olden

times where the government

levied toll on spirits brought

over ; a foot-bridge, a plank

over a stream; a fruit like

the pumclo.

1 Si' ^^^^ °n li<liior.

^ I
a toll bridge, established to

levy duties on produce.

.chile

if^tj* Name ofa celebrated general,

|'^£j ^ 1 mentioned in the San
^chue Kwoh Chi, who helped Tsao

Ts'ao, and was killed by

him.

Wooden soled shoes or clogs

f|p5> made of twisted hempen
'cAi'oo "cords ; a kind of patten.

,c/iiie

The raphe or line on

upper lip ; the meat on

the

J upper lip ; tiie lueiii ou the

chii' cheeks and lips, as of hogs;

sausages made of kidneys

and tripe ; dried or frozen birds.

3^ IS fl^ 1
delicious aud fat

sausages of tripe and meat

B*
Two gems laid side by side

;

^ ) this character occurs used for

jC/ii'o names.

X^M From ^ do'j and a| to catch,

^'^g from its readincsa to seize people.

^chUe A species of large ape or hoo-

luck, found in Western China,

<ind said to be six feet high ; it is

figured as an old combination of

ape and deer, aud many strange

things are said of it ; the color is

brown, and it can walk like a man;

it probably denotes the great gib-

bon {HylobaUs), or one of that

genus.

1 M pour-ced down on it, as an

owl on a mouse.

Old sounds, kak and k'iak. In Canton, k'eok, hok, and li6k j — in Sioatow, k'iak and V-aV; — in Ainoy, k'ak, k'iok,

and hak; — in Ftihchau, k'iok and k'auk ;
— in Shanghai, cWek, k'ok, kick, and djii ; — in Chifu, k'ida.

chile
'

ch'to"

knot aud .^ theFrom fi
roof of the month, which has

become reduced to -^ to go, aa

giveu in the common form.

To curb the desires, to

decline doing or accepting

;

to refuse, to deny ; to re-

tire ; to look up; as an initial

adverb, adds force to the assertion,

like really, truly, certainly, — and

often needs no translation ; then,

thereupon ; as an interjection, oh !

behold 1

] ^ or
I •f^

evidently, the fact

is.

] ^ 2JS eh ! have yon come
again ? — behold, again 1

,^ ]
I really forgot it.

1 ^ ^ IpI I'u'- why so, pray ?

"j*
I

to reject, to finish ofi'; to

disdain.

^ 1 to decline, to put off with

excuses.

$ ^ ^ I
^ shall be glad if yoa

will not decline.

1 ;5: v^ ^ ^ to decline it will

be disrespectful.

] fj to walk backwards, to go

away; but
] /p ^ is an ad-

versative phrase, by no means
;

no, not at all.

I ^ turn we now to say ; truly

it is said.

] 5§^ to disappoint another.

1 ^ — # ^ ^ «li
'

^li'sl's a

fine affair.

j^ 1 ^ ^ to flee luxury and

vauity.

ch'iie'

ch^ue

m

ch'iie

From the heart as seen through
a shell ; it is much the same as

the next.

Guileless, upright, ingenuous;

conduct that is thoroughly

honest.

From stone and high.

A rock rising prominently;

hard, firm, solid ; as an ad-

verb, really, certainly, indeed,

in truth ; resolute, fixed.

] even so, in fact.

] f^ surely ; certainly so.

1 ISf or
1 ] M M verily;

there is no mistake.

] in substantially ; trustworthy

reliable, as evidence.

1 M pi'oved to be so ; evidence

is certain.

1 ^ M M"^ •'« really is able

to manage the thing.

] .^ I am not sure about it ; is

it so really ^

)-l* From hand and high; it much
resembles ts'iii Jg to trace out.

To knock on ; to beat, to

cudgel; to peck; to ridicule;

single, as a garment without

lining.

I to pick or gouge out the

eyes.

^ 1
"6"

'v' tf cite the ancient

and modern books.

j^
I

to ridicule, to bestow epithets

on.

I |g swollen up, as from a blow.

] jdSL ^ to eat dried melon seeds.

dbHi Am egg-shell from which the

c^BX chick has emerged.

,4'<> ii ffl M 1
the chick has

come out of its shell.

1
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-fcj* 1 From to strike down on and

^^& I
screenMke, as given in the third

•^fc'Vl form ; the other two haTe now
I -"

I
superseded it.

JX^ )
I

The busk, skin, or covering

-j-rtj
I

of fruits ; the shell of eggs

;

Oty J J
the exuviaj ofsnakes, insects,

^tQ chrysalides, <&c. ; the shell of

c^'io' mollusks ; a hard enter co-

vering; bark, crnst; a ladle or

dipper; among weavers, a skein or

knot of raw silk ; an old hollow tree.

^ ]
a soup ladle.

y^ I
a dipper, especially ofgourd

or cocoa-nut.

ijlg ] a hat without a fringe.

^: |g I
a mask.

^ ]
a tortoise or terapin's shell,

used by diviners.

^ ] an empty husk ; a charlatan,

a pretender, a humbug.

] ^ lime burned from shells.

^

s
ch^iie

A common bitter medicine,

called :^ | , which are pro-

bably the dried skins of a

spiny kind of Citrus, likened

to the pumelo but smaller.

To strike the head ; to pass

crosswise ; to throw a thing

across.

To dry anything at the fire,

or in the sun ; dried tho-

roughly.

From spirits and a fleet animal.

To contribute to a fciwt ; to

club together for a picnic or

great dinner.

-H iU ^ »E 5i 1. f: :^ ii'-'ving

nothing to sacrifice with, they

jomed their funds for a good

feast.

£^ j ^ half the contributora to

a picnic get drunk.

ch^iie
'

ch'ue
'

A hill covered with large

boulders ; crash of stones

rushing against each other,

or of water dashing over the

rocks.

T^-4^ Firm, solid; abruptly; hea-

HFIj vy.

^chieh
1 ^ ;^ f!|

it is far too

heavy to move.

1 ^ W ?j5 lie arrived

very suddenly.

[^ Weary, tired, as from walk-

) i'lg-

cA'io' ^ iff ill 1
I am all at

once utterly fagged out.

To take trouble about.

'> Head kih Exhausted, wea-
c/''**'' ried.

m \ tiiedout, needing rest.

KlITJ-
Old sounds, ku, gu, k6k, and gut. tn Canton, kanj— tu Swatotv, kiu, k'iu, kao, and ku ; — in Amoy, kin, k'iu, and ki }

—
in Fuhchau, kau, k'au, kin, k6, k'eu, ken, and k'eiing;

—

in Shanghai, kiu and djil;— in Chifu, kio.

JU^ ]
a book name for the black

dronge.

Prom bird or to envelope and
nine ; the second form is limit-

ed to the verb in its meanings.

The turtle dove ; a pigeon
;

c/iu
'*' '* regarded as a stupid

bird, because it makes no

proper nest ; from the re-

ferences, the cuckoo, or a bird

with similar habits, seems to be

Eometimcs intended by the name

;

to assemble, to call together, to

live quietly, to rest, to sojourn ; to

collect in, as a subscription.

•^ 1 a grey black pigeon; the

name alludes to the iridescent

neck, and is widely applied.

^ ]
the fire dove of Formosa.

(Turtier humilis.)

^ ] the Pescadore dove.

^ I
a name for the grass warbler.

SI 1 the sand grouse of Mongolia

{S>frr/iaptes.)

f% \
the cuckoo, also known as

^ 1^ in imitation of its note.

^ 1
golden dove of Formosa.

(Chulcophaps /ormosanus.)

(JH ] Jg j^ the cuckoo came and

lived in [the magpie's] nest; said

of people who espel or supplant

others.

] U5 to flock together, to assem-

ble.

^.m ] ^Ut^'S: ah!

you foolish dove, do not surfeit

on the mulberries.

] ;^ an old man's staff, refers to

an old custom of giving a staflF

to an octoginarian on which a

pigeon was cut.

) ] ^ the noise of wrangling.

j ^ to live with or on one ; to

reside, as a bride in her new
house.

1 ^ J^ ^^ pacified his seibjccts.

] P the pubes, a medical term.

] J[^ to collect or invite work-

men.

1 ^ & ^" ancient name of Wn-
hu on the Yangtsz' Kiver.

1 ^ i^ I& to collect money to

repair a road.

From to contest and a torteise

because the carapace of tor-

, toises is used in sortilege ; it is

wrongly read fkwdi by some.

A lot ; a ticket or b^ot,

^c/iiu made of paper or wood ; to

draw, as lots.

^1^ j
to draw lots or ticketa

I ^ to divide by drawing lots.

M
chm

A disease ; a sharp \ySMX.

1 ^ -^ 't will prove

fatal at last.
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.*

From wood luid tofiy high,

< {'^ Twisted or distorted branch-

^chiu es; pendulous, crooked twigs;

to twist ; crisscross.

I j5JC to roain about aimlessly.

^ § 1 /fJ '" ^^° BoutU are

droopiii!? trees, perbaps referring

to trves lifte the weeping cypress.

From hor.'i and tnjly hijh.

To Btranj;lc, to put to death

chin by hfiiiging; to inquire into.

1 ^jE-1^^J31 who by scarcbing

can tilid out Heaven's doctrine?

Kead J.M. to bind, to tie tight

liead Jdao, To curl np; to

tie up.

5C ffl ^ Ho 1^ ft 1
when the

rain foil on tlio plants, aM their

leaves curled into each other.

Read Vw. Confused, mixed np.

^ 3^ ft \%mT) ^ life

and death are indissolubly link-

ed, all creation being bound iip

therein.

I I
Tho character is inteutleil to ro-

' I* prcBent creeping plants twilling

J ." over tho wal I ; now superseded

''y *T' and this is nscd only in

combiuatiou as a priniitirc.

To catch hold and join things,

as creepers do ; connecting.

Tho cliaractcr is intencled to re-

present tlie winding, trans-

orming mutations of (be yan'j

principle, as exhibited iu tho

courses of rivers.

The numeral nine; to collect

together ; many ; the best or tbe

highest, from nine being n square

number ; deep, to tbe end of ; tho

higlwst
;
perfect.

1 1 or ] |§ arithmetic, the

rules of reckoning the abacus.

1 1 & iHr ^ multiplication

table reaching to 81.

1 ^ ;^ "f down to the nine

fountains, to tbe lowest depths

;

in hades, in the grave.

\ ^ il ^ ['^ hopdess as to try]

to melt a4l the iron in tbe land.

1 ^ nine lustres;— the snn,

inoou, and 7 stars of tbe Dipper.

<Jf Tl

y *• fo
'cAl'tt

I ] Ig cabalistic tables.

I
-^

-{J:
the mother of many Bon&

1

1

I

1

nine gifts of investiture be-

stowed upon high officials.

-^ tbe fox elf, a god adored at

Fubchau ; an attendant of Ten-

to-wang.

§ tho emperor's palace ; this

rol'eiB to the
| ^ or nine

ascents to heaven.

-f- ninety ; -\-
| nineteen.

] j^ ]
;^' it is ninety-nine to a

hundi-ed ; — «'. «. it is most likely

that it is so.

1 jS. i: # Oorself; I the

Emperor

1 'p' aS 1^ ^^ '^''" ^^^ princes !

and noiilemen together. \^

3 I
three noven^rieg of days

]

following llio winter solstice; i

the belief IS ] ^ ijlg gg that I

when nine of them have passed,

flowers open, — about tho lOth

of March.

^ ]
ninth day of the 9th moon.

] jl'I'l
the nine divisions of China

in ancient times ; 'net. China.

TL''y were :

—

I.—^ W included Shansi south

through Honikn to the Yellow

Uiver, and north to the

Desert, ond east to tho River

Liao.

II. —^ ^ Included the north of

Shantung and middle of

Chihli.

jl+l
included Shantung

I'romontary, over to Liao-

tung and Coita.

IV.— ^ 'Jtl
included the south of

Shantung, Kiangsu down to

the Yangtsz' River, and jwrt

of Nganhwui.

V.—^ ^ included tho rest of

Kiangs'i, all Chehkiang, and

to the mountains on the west,

probably most of Kiangsi.

VI. — ^ jUi included Hunan, most

of Hupeh, and much of

K»/elcheu.

VII. — ^ jWJ included Honan, aid

a small part of Hupeb, and

borderd on all the other

divisions except Ts'ing Cheii.

Vni.—^ % mcluded all of S«'-

ch'uen north of the Yangtsz'

Kiver,and ihesonth ofShensi.

IX. —^ ^ included tho rest of

Shensi and Kansuh to tho

Desert, and west indefinitely.

lll.-t

From gtm and long ; it is used
as tlio complex form of tho last

in accounts.

A valuable stono of a black

color, but not regarded as precious;

it is probably smoky quartz or

cairngorm stone.

^i.Jt),M 1
I returned a 4"p

ornament cf smoky quart* for it.

Some say it is a contracted form
of tho next character, while
others descril>e it as something
following a nmu's logs.

Enduring, lasting; to make
or continue a long time.

^ 1 Ji ^ a long, protracted

affair.

I ] 3|$ ^ come ^in often and

sit awhile.

jl}: I
a good while.

'^ ^ jjl I
the color is not lasting.

^ ] or Q ] for some years

;

a long time.

:g :& 1 1
for ever.

1 )5'1 ^^ 1 ^ ^'^ t^ve long been

separated, said by friends on

meeting.

1^1^^ ^^ve long looked

up to and thought of yon.

] M St i I ''ave long known
and still respect him.

1 ^ J91 -S ^^e'^ °^° ^ '°"S
been sick, he knows all about

the dsstin.

c i^^ From jlre and long as tbs phft-

>/\f netic ; it leaemblea cA>h>^ to

'cMu '""'''•

To canterize; to raise blisterg

by burning moxs, or tbe

dried tinder of the ilrfemmo^

on tbe skin.

J
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'cfttu

fQ ^ ] tbe actaal cautery;

moxa is always burned.

^ ^ I
to apply tbe moxa.

] ^ to make a sore by borning,

as a counter-irritant; it is

(lone mostly on tbe scalp.

vice] was jiist like a skillful

needle and a healtby cautery.

(Formed of ~* one denotiug the

earth witli^ not above it, in-

teuded to represent the ap-

pearance of the growing loaves

of garlic; it forms the 179th

radical of a few incongruons

characters, but is nowsupersed-

ed by the second form.

A^ plant which grows a long

Sine from OBe fCyt, perhaps de-

noting especially the A/liuln sc'
'-

eeunt or uliginosum ; scallions or

chives; a salad onion, with fistular,

ligulate leaves and minute bulbs.

^ M iK 1
c""-'"g ^^^ scallions

out in the rain.

fl§ ^ 1 1 eo*''"^''* '"'^ chives;

they are sent to a mother by

her parents on the birth of a

child, symboUc of their wishes

for its long life.

,fe ] black chives, a name for

the 5 §^ stone hair, a species

of split moss {Andrea!) found

under trees.

arc in many ways nourishing,

but they greatly injure the eyte.

^ \ Yii's chives,— is a synonym

of the ^ f^ §, a s|)ecies of

AUiuM like the bulb^bearing

tree onion, which produces bulbs

on tbe stems.
'

r_L|fe From to walk and twining as

'^EU- tbe phonetic.

*chiu To carry the head high
;

to

act with martial vigor.

1 1 1^ ^ '^ martial and gallant

soldier-

^ I
energetic, wise and firm in

action.

1 (S a dragon stretdiing its neck

on high, and moving it mena-

cingly.

^1

'chili

KIU.

From tilk and twining; it is

Bometimeawrongly written* t'tn

i^; the second form is anasaal.

A threefold cord ; to twist

or wind up ; to collect, to

bring together; to cabal,

I to combine for niJawful

purposes ; to head a sedition ; to

place in .order, to station, said of

rebel posts or pickets ; to examine,

to bring to light, to inform; to

raise, to prohibit.

] ^ to examine.

] 1^ mutual destruction, as

among clansmen.

] M Si*^ announce to the world.

I
'^ [H ^ to join hands with

robbers.

1 ^ to head the populace.

I ;^^ jl^jA tcisfortunc will result

from connecting and leaguing

these together.

) ^ involved, tangled, perplexed.

] ^ to exhibit evil courses,—
and thus to reform one.

1 1 ^ JS *'''^'' "P*" worked

grass-cloth shoes.

1 tr ^ B^ two fellows twisting

each other's cues, as in a quanel.

From E3 mortar as the phone-

tic, and J§ a male.

A mother's elder brother is

] ^, and her younger

brother is -{^ ]
or ||g | , mater-

nal uncles.

^ ] a wife's brothers.

1 i§ formerly a phrase for a hus-

band's parents. ^

ij» 1
Of fin 1

•"• 35 1
a "'«'»

younger brother.

1 I dH ^<^ overbearing assertion

or reason.

^ I
relatives of one's wife and

mother, those of another sur-

name
; JQ ]

great uncles.

^ I
old term for a wife's father.

^ I
a wife's elder brother.

jm ^ |§ 1 in o'^^^'' ^^ hasten

the arrival of my uncles, i. e.

the princes of another surname.

KIU.

0) The character is intended to

depict a mnrter; which was
anciently dng iu the groand ; it

C fau is tbe 134th radical, and is often

confounded witli p3 ^'''•j to

cross bauds or interlock the

fingers.

A mortar, either of earth,

stone, or wood ; applied to bowls

and deep or broad dishes ; to work

in a mortar.

^ ] drawing water and pounding

in the mortar;— women's work;

the name of a wooden hitch put

in a jar's mouth to let it down

uito the weH.

^ I
stone seltzer water bottles

{C'aiUcitese.)

P^ I
a socket for the door-pivot-

¥F 1 ^ ^ ^^^ proceeds of the

pestle and mortar— help the

people.

m > From wood and murtar ; in

Canton it is sometimes written

hn ' irw "* ''^'^ n.imo of the tree.

The tallow tree (EjK<ecaria

\Stilin(jici\ sebif'ira); also called

.i 1 © or
"l ^ ^' '^<=-'*"'«

its leaves are used to dye black.

1 jft f^ ISiS candles are made

of vegetable tallow,— from the

jljj 1 wl«ch is the cxteiiiial co-

vering; the oil expressed from

the seeds by pressure is ^ jjjf,

used in lamps and cooking.

H ]
the tallow trroe, because

crows like the seeds-

From mo rtar and a sort of o wl

;

Vtio contracted form is in com-

, uion use.

IH ' ^^^ "^°'" °"' '
formerly,

IM ^ anciently, as of yore; passed
"*" away, defunct ; long before;

venerable, venerated ; the

old ways ; long kept, long stand-

ing; curdled or spoiled; turned,

as luilk ; soured, as paste.

1 IHf or
I

in former days,

tK) olden times.

] ^ an old customer or friend.

^ I
bygone, olden, ancient,

/p ,-f: 1 ^ do not remember

old wrongs.
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] ^ last year.

j J^ an old servant

fore ; make it like tbe old one.

1 'M Wt 'cli'^s of former pros-

perity and fame.

1 i^ "''
1 fi °^*^ things or

goods.

^
1 ^ a" olil intimate friend.

I 'f^
an old grudge.

%^ fS 1 ^ don't injure the old

friendsliip.

31 ^ IS 1 '" ^^'l' "^^"^ •'^'^

times at your house.

ill 7K 'S^ 1 '•''^ scenery has not

(.hanged.

^ ] still the same; .is before.

^ ]
the same thing oyer again.

> From to dip and to aslc as the

ptiouetic.

/j,,j> To Stop, to canso to cease;

to assist, to rescue ; to save

from evil, to liberate ; what a thing

scfiis naturally, as the habitat of

an animal ; to protect, to defend
;

to prevent from going wrong, to

prohibit; salvation; relief, rescue;

that ivhich saves ; a tassel.

1 fK°^ 1 M-^ ^° P"'' °"''

*

^^^

] 1^ to help out of distress.

] ^ to save life.

1 ^ Ull "T '^'^s rescuing lord

has come.

] -j^ to deliver the world ; whence

comes { -J^ ^ the Savior of

the world.

^ i ^ 1 '" ^°°^ ^ ^^^ ^°'^

for salvation.

ff I
to haste to the rescue.

1 ^ lo I'^ise a siege, to relieve

the hemmed-in force.

] ^ to succor and relieve.

1 ^ ^° deliver and protect.

^ ] to save, to get out of misery.

] iH to rescue the emperor.

1 ^ ^ '"'- qi'ickly restores to

life— or strength, as a pill.

] H to appease hunger.

^ y^ 7f% I
not to rescue those

in mortal danger—is criminal.

I ^ it affects the wilds, as a plant

found growing on the hill.').

^ pj I ^ they are beyond help

or remedy.

1 ^ ^ * society for rescuing

drowning people; a life-boat

company.

Sj^' Composed of ^ each anrl A
7)10)1, misfortnno and man being

cMu^ opposed to each other.

A fault, a defect, an error;

a misdemeanor ; wicked acts ; evil,

criminal ; unfavorable ; ajudgment,

a providential calamity ; to blame,

to criminate.

gj; ] to reform.

1 ^ :^ Ifi the fault is^charged

to the proper one.

3^ ^ ^ 1
'"* beaven sent cala-

mity.

P5 fjc 1
to consult fortune-tellers

about — one's luck.

{^ ] calamities ; unavoidable_mis-

fortune.

IS fi ^ 1
let past faults go.

their ftiults.

1^ i^ ^ ii
I

who will venture

to take the responsibility on

himself?

m brnmm^. ityouhad
divined and cast the lots, and

the response was not unfavorable.

' The male of the || or elk.

] WtMW elks and stags

c/«m' have short necks.

ij!l-«> From cave and nine as the pho-

'ZVf uetio.

c/«'it' To examine into judicially,

to inform one's self about,

to search out, to push or examine

to the utmost ; to lay bare ; to

scheme ; to hate ; an examination
;

deep, profound ; as an udoerb, after

all, finally, at last ; in the end.

j^ I
to follow up the investiga-

tion, as into a crime.

^ ]
thoroughly investigated,

profoundly versed in.

] ^ to examine, as a criminal.

chiu'

jgj ]
to strictly inquire into.

] ^ to prosecute .and punish.

^ ]
to inquire into a matter ; to

hunt up, as a topic.

1 JS 'o ^"ok into a plan ; to

examine the schemes.

I ^ even then, after all, at last.

^ 1 ^ ^ ''*'• '''•St we rested at

home.

^ ^ Jl 1 '•• '3 "ot '0 be found

out so quickly.

@ ^ A 1 1
you act'towards us

very unkindly.

M ] ^ W- t^o examine ex-

haustively, to the very bottom.

M M ^ ]
without limit, with-

out end.

From shelter and to finish a
meal j the first is most used.

A Stable; a stall where

horses are housed.

] ^ the stalls in a stable.

] gg a large stable, such

as officers have, or an army.

-jrljEj ^ From Tfl wood, L a case, and

I |li y^ a lony time, referring to the

c/iiu^ coffin.

A corpse laid in a coffin ; a

coffin with the body in it.

jg j
to accompany a funeral ; to

carry a body to its ancestral

tomb.

^ I
to take a body hotne ; to

carry torches with it.

^ ] a coffin with the corpse.

JJfe ] coffins of i)eople who die

from home.

^ I
a coffin still uiiburied.

j 5 a hearse.

yj I
to carry out the coffin.

W^' To destroy ; to demolish ; a

personal pi-i/noun, I, me.

'""* In Cantonese. A lump, a

clod ; a piece, as of dirt ; a

loaf. •

—
j ^ one stone.

9 S ~"
1 cuddled up, from cold
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!"*-•> From disease and long ag the

J"Af pliouetic; interchangecl with
X-^V tho Lext.

A chronic disease; ailing,

(lislieartened ; to distress ; ruiscry.

I ^ wicked, incorrigibli'.

• 1^4 I
^" ci'iJcmic.

M *& ?L 1
'"'" incurable sorrow

distresses us.

;j5^ I
ho is still sick.

^ tiio wist! mail tlioref'oru

e.\ainiiics himself that lliero he

nothing wrong in his will.

^ > ^ } Like tho preceding.

^7^ Pour and diseased ; to live

chill' long hi a [ilace.

4^^ J From heart and to save as the
•'Ivv phonetic.

c/«u'
'^^ ^ pleiised

; diligent,

attentive.

Old sounds, k'li, gn, and gtik. 7n Caii^on,

kill and k'iii

:

,£:1

xJnu

The original form is intended

to represent a mouuil; it Ib

' formed of ^^ one wliicli ropre-

senla tlie earth; and ^Q ""i-lh

abovo it; tlie firdt is not nsiMl

commonly ; it is intorchanj^od

with the next, and lnok.s a

little like ping <?; a soldier.

A. natural hillock; a hill with a

hollowed or level top tor worsliijieis,

a high place; to collect, to heap

lip
;

great, empty ; a chtssitier of

parcels of laud. The first is read

JHfu'and used for^ out of respect,

to avoid saying the book name of

Confucius, for which it staii<l.s.

•^
I

tho tumulus over a grave.

J^ j
a sloping mound.

—
1 jj^ a plat of land ; a lot.

BI 1 ^ 1
""ound and square

emioences for worshiping heaven

and earth.

H I
hills where the fairies dwell

in the eastern seas.

] J^ a small village.

^ I
the nine divisions of Yii.

1 ^ t^ 'H' ** ''^'T e-'ir''' over

the coffin, as when making the

barrow.

I
•^ a brick vault for a coffin

above ground, in which it is

kept till it can bo carried home.

Nearly the same as the preced-
ing.

A place ; a tamnlus ; met.

to aflfect, to appear to have.

ihCl From.-.

(KlL Thecoi

.eh'ui

k'au aiiij yaii ; — in Swaioic, k'iu ; — in

— in Shanjhai, chu, djii, and li'iii ;— h

Bijf ] M [
'''' g'*'" "P office,] and

return to one's home.

1 JhI '' '''»'' 'I'ound
; met. a

H.islefiil or u.seless tuil, lil<e rais-

ing a lii^Ii mi. 1111(1 i)f earth.

u 1 m ^ 1^ ^ T t-> ""'i^-e

useless tiouble in tho country.

1 Jj^ a disfrici in Lin-tsing cheu

in SlKiiitiiiig.

—
I
— ^asiiiall place, a pretly

spot, a hill and :i pool.

^ M 1 S ffe '• '^ "^l- necessary

to try to pleasu him.

nscct and hillock.

common earthworm, the

^e/('i(i Lniiihricits.

1 %\ ('"• lUl it the curling

eel) the eoimiion wnnn ; it is poeti-

cally called PJ^ 7^ the singing

gill, from the Ijelief that it sings

under groiuid at night.

The next was the original of this

character.

chHa '^'^ '^'^' to implore ; to beg,

to supplicate ; to search for, to

seek, to aim at, to wish for; toinvite,

to call out; covetous, earnest for;

very desirous of; to class, to sort;

an object ; information ; name of

a disciple of Confucius.

S 1
*"" ffi 1

to imjilore with

tears ; to intreat.

1^ j
to imjiortune, to demand

peremptorily.

1 II') Vi i. ''" "sked and got it.

®f 1 to pray for.

. Amny, kin, k'in, and hiu ;
— in Fuhchau

I Chtfu,, k'io.

'^
I j^^ ask and yon will receive.

I
jy- to aim after gain, to seek

advantage.

J 1^ to aim to surpass.

]^ I
to petition a superior.

I fyi
to request tho hjan of.

'^
I

to be compelled to ask.

I ^ to suggest a plan.

I ^ to strive for reputation.

W \ Is i^ 't 'W"st be got with-

out blame.

^ -f" :t 1 ^ ^ the Master's

way of getting information, or

what he seeks.

From clothes and to seek; it is

regarded as the original form of

t ho last, and represents the hairs
of far lying on each other, the
radical clothes heing afterwards
aihlcd to restrict its applioatiou.

Fur garments ; furs made np
;

to wear furs ; to maintain a family

reputation, alluding to handing

down fur robes as heirlootues.

]^ I
fine fur dresse.s.

^ I
1 collect jwltry— for tribute.

•=^ ^ I
a name for sable furs.

J[ Si Ho ^ 1
[wear] linen in

summer and furs in winter.

HU I
fox-skin garments.

^ I ^0 in '''^ lamb's skin is

glos.sy.

mm mm mum 1
to exert

himself carefully to maintain

the reputation of the family ; as

to carry on his father's calling.
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The virile member ; a medical

'JC term.

fh'iu

Used irith the next.

A hard jaspery kind of stone

jC/j'tu hung up to tinkle in the

wind; the ringing of jade

ornaments.

S JH 31 ^ 1 ^ the gentle

tinkling of the gems that hung

at the girdle.

1^.^ From gem and to s»tk,

t^^^ A sonorous kind of jade ; a

fh^iu ronnd gem, once used as

a token of rank ; a ball, -

a sphere ; a cluster, as of

grapes,

j^ ]
the earth, the globe ; a

terrestrial globe.

^ ] a celestial globe.

^ 'I» 1 ^ 1 '^^ received the

small and great signet balls.

^-Jv Used with the preceding.

'JV^J A ball, such as children play

iChHu with
;
globular ; a festoon, a

knob; a balloon; a bladder

blown up ; tlie scrotum.

^ I
or^-J- 1 to play with balls

;

to pliiy billiards.

J^ I
to tick balls,—a game with

iron or leaden balls.

^"2 ]
a bouquet of flowers.

^ ]
a corded cap-knob.

JJ^ ^ I
to throw the embroidered

ball,— /. e. to choose a husband.

I j^ a racket-court, a fives-court,

a bowling-alley.

^ j a chandelier, a candelabra.

S I 1^ the snow -ball or Fi'iur/WOT.

W^ \
'^ the Hydrangea.

^ I
the sugar plum, a name for

thes/ia»-c/iaorhaw. {Cratagui.)

H^ Crooked, like a buffalo's

c/J*!^ horn; strong and crooked,

^c/iiu like a bow of horn.

^ ^ it ] they pull their

horny bows to the utmost.

^ ^ S 1
the carved tripod

goblet of rhinoceros' horn.

J
The seeds of the ^ M or

c^V .S<)ymta, oneoftheXanthox-
jc/i'i'a ylons or wild pepper-trees,

which grow in clusters.

m A single headed pick or ax;

a description of stone chisel.

^c/t'm %" ^ f^ I
w» spUntered

our chisels.

A From precious and to seek as the
phonetic.

'fihHu
'^'^ pervert the right, to swerve

from rectitude; to <eek in an

underhand way ; to solicit ; to

bribe, to suborn ; a consideration
;

corrupted, bribed.

1 Hf to bribe, to influence by
presents.

S 1 te ^ to take bribes and
turn aside justice.

] ll^
to beg favors by gifts.

m A sore ; an old name for the

spider-millipede (Cermatia,)

fpV-iu is ] J§, now better known
as !g| Jfi, or the ^$^

cash threading insect ; it is also

called S !^ ^ or the rain-cloke

bug.

J--^ The cupule or cup of an

c^'J^ acorn; a raft; the cap or

fhHu, shield of a chisel.

if^ ] the acorn's cup, a

botanical name.

^ I ^ old name for the haw.

X-^ A cap ornamented or em-

f 1"^ broided in any way; to

jfilMu wear a cap.

] ^ to wear the manly cap.

^ .^ I ]
wearing his cap so

respectfully and grave.

* 1^ From to go and to seek ; nsed

^^j^ with the next ; it is also written

"V^"?"* 'P^ when used as a surname, but
i tiiafc is usually read jc/i'tiit, an

enemy, and ^kii, to decant.

To collect; to jrather at; to pair,

to match ; to seek an alliance; to

join two in marriage
; wedlock, a

union
; pressing, urgent.

I
<^ persons pairing.

;g -^ jtf ' ] our prince desires

her for a partner.

] ^ to match ; betrothed.

iii.^ S<i \ make [the place] a

gathc-ring-spot for the i)eo[jle.

^ ^6 ^ c 1
the guest draws off

the liquor.

.>_p. Interchanged with the lasl;.

</p^ Particular about ; to ask, to

jcA'iu seekfor; testy, jjetulant, gruff;

pressing.

]^ I
an asylum for old states-

men in the Cheu dynasty.

rtj. Formed of nose and nine i. e.

chHu "^^^ ""'^ stopped upas when
one has a cold ; a cold in the

head ; snnffles ; a catarrh.

I
P^ catching a cold, as shown

by sneezing ; the phrase seems

to imitate the sound of sneezing.

|t|l ^ A young dragon without a-

cltJlJ I horn, though others say with

t(i I L I

""^ ' *" writhe, to wriggle,

fjH^t' J
tosqiiirm ; a quick, wriggling

[c/iHu motion.

1 ^ curly whiskers, like

Kwanti's.

§
J^ ]

a name for the shell-

bark pine of the North.

ft From tree and nine; occurs used

j^TTi forj{|[,aaenemy,and(Stadish.

jC/j'm A tree resembling the bnllace,

whose fruit is like the haw.

i IL A tree is called
| 7|c when

c**| its branches droop or grow
^c/lHu downward like the willow, or

the locust (Sop/ta-a) when
trained to droop.

-ft. 1 -^ spearwhose head has three

c-^Ij* 1 edges like the beech-nut

;

,J#
I

vapor rising high, the breath

c'czj J 8°'"S "'*'•

jc/i'i«
I Jg old name of a district

in Suh-tsien hien^^ jK'i^

Sii-cbeu fu, near the Hung-
tsih Lake.
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'chUu

From rice and Btinlcing.

Boasted or parched rice or

wheat; rice grits, or grain

broken coarsely.

] ^ cured dry grain.

I f§ a sort of rice cooky.

I U cakes of parched rice, fur-

nished to troops.

Food broken and spoiled,

which consequently is offen-

l^r From words and nine or long.

^ VJi To laugh at to urge on by
*chUu raillery; to play or chaff with.

^ A turned up nose, retrousse

and short, like the nose of a

eh'iu'' Peking dog.

Old soundt, kun, gun, and giim. In Canton, kwan and kw'au ;— in Steatow, kdn, k'un, and kin ; in Amoy, kdn, k'un,

OTidun;— tnJ^hchau, kung, k'ung, king, and king;— in Shanghai, kiin and k'ttn ; — in CJiiy«, kiun.

.chiun

From tJ mouth and^ a direc-

tor giving out his orders.

One who is honored as a

prince or chief ruler ; a so-

vereign ;honorable,in high station;

presiding, taking the lead ; exalted,

superior, one who influences others;

a term of respect, and when used

in letters and direct address after

the name, answers to gentleman
;

to rule ; to lulfill the duties of a

ruler ; to honor as a ruler.

] ^ the princely man, the per-

fect gentleman, the wise man
;

the beau ideal of goodness; the

artsman ; in direct address, good

fjcople, noble Sirs
; 1 ? ^

noble dames, LigL-born ladies.

^ ]
the sovereign.

] ^ to rule a state.

] 1^ t'^*^ ^'^ "f ^ monarch.

^ ij» ] I, the-empress or queen.

jjj ]
and -^ ] in epitaphs, de-

note a father and mother.

3fc I
my deceased father.

^ ]
my husband.

j^ I
your father.

] ^ .§ do you, Sir, know or

not?

^ ]
the head of the house.

J^ ] my wife.

I
'1^ to commission one to go as

a •^l I
or envoy.

^ 1
'"

jiil 1 LaotsE*, the founder

of the Taoist sect.

3^ ]
the mind, the intellect

^ I
the bhick prince, a poetical

name for the heron.

r|i ^ ]
a term for a pencil.

^ I
the blinded emperor, a tenn

of reproach to him ; also, an im-

kind husband ; i. e. you are as

bud as Cheu-sin, the vile prince,

who was so styled.

1 1 E E 'et the prince act as

a prince, and his ministers fulfill

their duties.

A lacustrine plant, growing
in the deep waters of canals,

^clmu having the leaves in whorls

;

the Chinese class it with the

Confei vce, but it is a Hippuris or

mare's tail, and one name is ^ ;^
j^ or cow's-tail bundle; it is used

to nourish gold fish.

I ^ 1^ a coarse kind of cabbage

at Canton.

<l^
A soldier's dress or uniform

;

it was put on of plain black

^c/ittin when the Ts'in dynasty was
destroyed, about b. c. 206

;

plain as a dress ; common
soldiers.

^ 1 ilU reddish plain dresses, worn
in the Han dynasty.

From earth and equal; q. d. to
level off the gronnd ; occnrs
nsed for the next and the last

.ckiUn
A kthe for molding pottery

or tiles; equal,just ; in similar

parts ; even, level ; what b<ilances

or makes level ; a collective ad-

jective following a number of items

all, altogether, all these; to hit, as

an arrow; to equalise; to adjust,

to harmonize; adjusted, well in

hand ; an earthen musical instru-

ment by which time wa« marked.

I ^ impartial, equal.

] W ^ JE all is regular and
proper throughout

3EL 1 A ^ the five tones and

eight sounds; i.e. music and
musical instrumenta

"S IN 1 ;ffi
grief and joy are

equally allotted.

^ M \ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ equal

portion.

—
I

altogether, in mass.

] fj^ martial dresses or armor.

] ^ uniform,— in thickness.

1 fll in mathsmatios, a term for

allegation.

#1^ 1 '^S ^1 merchants will

then be benefited.

great ofiScers are unfair, and f

attend to aflfairs as if I alone

was meet.

J^&^Ml^J^ ] they are

not anxious lest £their people]

be few, but lest they become

discontented.

Similar to the last ; the second
form is nncommon.

To equalize ; to classify, to

metho<lize ; important, just,

and used politely for what

comes from another person

;

an equal ; a weight of thirty

catties ; a quaiter of a ^ or stone

;

a potter's lathe.

iCldiin
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1 Wt yo'"' orders, your wishes.

I Q your letter, your report.

1 f^ ^ ^ '''^ biirmimiied all

tbeir voices.

^ I
or ^ )

the Great Framcr

or Potter, the wheel of events;

heaven, Providence, nature.

ij &&,^'S 1
1"^ •« able to

lift a hundred stone.

'j^Hj From ]S war chariot and 'Q

J ^l^' to envelop contracted.

jlhiWi An army, troops; a legion o'

12,500 men ; the emperor

could have six, great princes three,

and smaller tributaries two and

one ; the headquarters ; an in-

closure, scil. that restrains men;

military, warlike ; awe inspiring,

martial ; what pertauis to an army.

1 ^ a camp ; an intrenched

camp.

j^ I
the main body and the five

supporting divisions of an army.

fj 1 t^ )tf t" moye troops and

appoint generals.

] _g jj5^ a military sub-prefect,

placed at important points with

civil jurisdiction ; there is one

near Macao.

^ ^ H ]
the bravest of the

brave, the first in the army.

^ ]
to enlist troops.

] ^ military merit-

^ I
banishment to a garrison.

M 1 ^ ^ tlie two armies threw

up defenses.

] ^ discipline of the army.

j g landa set ofi' for soldiers or

exiles.

ig ]
to intrench the forces.

] Ig the etiquette of force, the

ultima ratio.

;^ I P^ I, the general or admiral;

— used by the chief of an army

or squadron.

^ I
to call the troops ; a term

for a trumpet.

1 IMi ^ depot of military articles,

ammunition, arras, una.

The skin chapped and wrink-

cip^ led, as from cold, disease, or

^c/iiiiit neglect.

^ & ] ^ their hands and

feet were chapped and sore.

From deer and n pen or grain;
the second form is not very
common.

.chiiin

A geneml name for small and

loriiless deer ; the muntjak

{Cervalus Eeevesii), which

the Chinese confound with

musk ; it is figured like a large musk

deer, and is said to fly fi'ora its own

reflected image ; also the river

deer (Ilydropotes^^ and sometimes

given to the roebuck, to bind, to

seize ; to collect in crowds.

1 ^ banded, leagued together,

said of seditious people.

MM. 1 ip4 the banditti herded

together.

*+ 1
^^l§it#.asthe

muntjak saw her form in the

water, and tied suspecting evil.

1 89 dried venison.

if •§ 5E 1
''^^''^ ^ * ^^'""^

deer in the woods.

From cave'and a prince as the
phonetic.

'chiiing Afflicted, enfeebled; in ur-

gent want of, straitened ; no

way out of ; to harass, to distress

;

to persecute ; still, as before.

I jIi.
to molest, to egg on and

provoke.

j ^ miserably poor.

1 ^ in the utmost need.

I p M "g said nothing— owing

to conscious guilt.

IS A .i il< 1
to look on men's

miseries— with pleasure.

^*
1 1^ M ''' '^^ embarrassed

by a soaking rain.

Wl" 1 '""" 1'1'Uis are all null.

'-l^» To pick up, to put to rights
;

J/B to complete.

^chiiin
j ^ to sort and collate

;

to pick out.

claiiii'

From region and a prince aa
the phonetic.

A place of resort, as a capital;

an old political division,

whose extent has varied at different

times, from a province or princi-

pality down to a district ; in the

T*ang dynasty, it corresponded to

a province ; a princedom,

jjj I
a department, indicating

the territory as distinct from

the prefectural city.

] 2 a regulus or prince of the

second rank, the grandson of an

emperor.

] ,^ a king's brother-in-law.

] ^ and
I ^ the daughteitl of

a first rank prince and a peile.

] -^^ |g chief city of the region.

"^ ] first prefecture in a province.

iH M ] JH •? M the region of

Ts'ing-in [was the primitive

seatj of Chang Tsz'fang, .— the

head of the clan Chang.

The mushroom ; mold on

bread or piiste.

wii' ^ ] to grow moldy.

J^ I
the toadstool; mush-

r:)on]8 of all kinds.

5 ] watery tumors in the ear.

] ^ .1 sort of fine quilled cassia.

^ ]
fugiicious plants, such as

come and go in- a morning like

a mushroom.

I ^ fragrant, toothsome plants.

^ .flC 1
branching mushrooms,

an edible species of Clavaria,

like the G. carntculata.

^ ^ ] an edible fungus found

on willow trees, like the Agari-

cus [Pleurotus] ostreafus.

^' 1 To vomit; to feel sick at the

I stomach.

J
I

In Cantcnese, the second

J is read Jnn To gnaw ; to

c/«««' lie uneven ; rumpled, not

lying flat and Smooth.

1 "H" W, g""wing a bone,

i
15 t 1 P? I" hesitate ; to stam-

mer in talking.
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Old sounds, k'un and gun. In Canton, kw'an j— in Suiatow, k'un and kun j— in Amoy, k'un and kdn j— in Fuhchau,

kung and k'iing;— in Shanghai, k'iin and k'iiin;— in Chifu, k'iun.

From sheep and prince; the

forms are identical.

A flock of sheep, as few as

three ; a herd ; a concourse,

a company, a multitude

;

all men of the same kind
;

friends, equals, companions;

a form of the plural ; the whole

of, entire ; to sort with, to agree

with ; to move in unison.

—
] q^ a Hock of sheep.

IS i|B ?L 1 ^'^ mailed team

kept step.

] ^ all mankind.

j J^ all the princes or feudal

states.

1 ^ clans, cliques ; a mess

;

parties, various clubs.

IK 1 J^ St * rascally, oppressive

set of fellows.

—
] 52. a party of children.

I ^ a crowd of courtiers.

1^ ]
of the same sort

] ^y* men of talent.

^ ]
lost from the company

;

strayed away.

tS "?
1 '!» I "'" disliked by all

the petty underlings.

] ^ the irreligious, besotted

world.

^ 1 ^ i§ *" 1^*^^ °"^'8 ^^^"

ciates (or line), and live alone.

^ I
excelling, surpassing others.

^^ 1 MiaX 1 31 all the

houses with the walls.

I ^ a flock which <Toes in regu-

lar order, as geese, or fishes.

From dress

prince ; the

obsolete.

or napkin and
second form is

,cA'«rt

The plaited skirt of a lady's

dress, which is sometimes

embroidered ; rim of a terra-

pin or tortoise's shell
;

part

of a priest's attire (cintara msaia),

a sort of under-waistcoat.

1^ ] or 1^ ] an apron, a bib

;

a plaited skirt.

^ I
an embroidered silk apron

worn by oflacers.

] 8P /N^
^*»ili"g-iii''''<i who comes

with the bride.

tj> ] or j»j I
a ],)etticoat.

J^ ]
a damsel, a young lady.

\ ^ ^ M "ear relatives of

diti'erent (uruames.

^ ]
a skirt with jingles.

TS fS ] ^ plaited skirt

1 "F M i^ a pair of hooks

(small feet) peeped from under

the skirt.

^ TJC. ] he wears the wooden

apron, or counter;— a shopman,

j ^ a fringe or things hanging

from the girdle, which are over

the skirt.

From to surround and grain.

A granary of a round shape;

a ])en, a bin ; spiral, screw-

like.

] contorted like roots ; spiral

;

growing in an involuted manner.

3^ ]
a group of stars in Cetus.

In Fuhchau. A stack, a pile

;

a heap, as of stones or earth ; to

pile, to heap up.

j _ j^ to pile a heap.

A fine sort of black bamboo
used for arrows; bamboo

^hSm shoots; in c/ieas, to cry

Check!

E::'=Iu3^T<^•-

Several of these are read k'ung. Old sounds, k'iong, king, giong, and ging. In Canton, k'nng, k'ing, hang, and kwing ; -

in Swatotv, k'idng, kw'ang, kwang, and kcng; — in Amoy, k'i6ng, kidng, k'eng, keng, and heng ;— tii l-'uhchau,

k'iing, kiing, king, k'ing, and heng; — in Shanghai, djiiing, kiiing, a7i<I chiing ;— in Chifu, k'iung.

From cavern and a bow.

< »—^ Lofty ; high and vast as the

^hHiinj sky ; empty, spacious ; emi-

nent: to stop the entrance of

;

a chink which needs to be covered

or closed.

] ^ the azure canopy, the em-
pyrean, the abode of the higher

Powers.

1 ^ 1^ M '^ smoke out rats by

stopping their holes.

) ^ eminent, lofty, as a

fKiiing

From a cavern and hody ; the

second form is the oldest, but
has been mostly superseded,
though the diotioniu'iei adhere
to it-

Brought to the last degree ; all

exhausted, at one's wits end ; im-

poverished, abandoned ; the poor

;

to render helpless or poor ; to

exhaust ; to search out, to investi-

gate thoroughly, to probe
; pover-

ty, termination of, the end ; old

name of a region south of the

Yellow Biver.
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I ^ utterly straitened, no

strength or resource ; the dis-

tresswl.

^ I
poor, reduced, in needy

circumstances.

] ;j§ at the end of, as one's re-

sources.

^ ^ to j its relisli is inex-

haustible or perpetual.

?Jc ^ ilj 1
"o ^^'^y op®"' ^^^

road shut up, headed off on all

sides.

S& 1 i@t exhaustless.
>ii» I late

] H ? I must go without food

to-day ; supplies gone.

^ to thoroughly examine.

j^ pursue everywhere.

^ ^ a. poor scholar.

^ the road is closed ; I am left

penniless.

^ 5t I jj longevity and prema-

ture death, poverty and success

— are all opposites ; ] and jj
also denote lucky and unlucky

in a horoscope.

|bJ ] unable longer to answer

(or argue) the matter.

] g a small fief in the Hia dy-

nasty lying near Tsi-nan fu in

Shantung, in the present Teh
cheu ,j* >}^, whose ruler Prince

I,^^ opposed T'ai-kang, b. c.

2180.

^s^ A reddish root, called "^

c^^ j
brought from Sz'ch'uen,

jCA'i&jj' which is furnished by an

ninbelliferoiis plant allied to

the Levisticum or Angelica; it is

used for liver complaints and head-

aches.

I ^ a plant cultivated in Kiang-

si, also called
^jjf

"^ ; it seems

to be allied to fennel ; the stalks

are eaten.

-+|f The seeds of the ^ ^, a

(^|J bulbous plant, considered in

fCA'iiiiiff ancient times to be highly

felicitous.

^ pS^ ] the day-lily grew on

Yao's steps.

^O^ To reap grain when ripe

;

c^f^ grain fully ripe and ready to

(s/i^iiitiff cut.

Lrtf A tree allied to the coir palm

'TP (CAamcBTop*) accordingtoone

^hHiing author, and to a willow by

another ; at Canton, it usual-

ly denotes the tallow-tree.

't\^ Name of a river ; infirm, ail-

c^l^ ing, poorly, weary ; trouble-

fCliimg some ; in distress ; a mound.

3^ J ;^ ] such are only a

trouble to the king.

1 ;;&' ^ ;^ on the mound are

beautiful plants.

1
jH'l

name of an inferior de-

partment, formerly called ^ )

situated southwest from the

capital of Sz'ch'uen.

£^^ A variety of bamboo with

c^|5 many large knots, fit for

fChiiing making a staff for an old

man to ^ ]
lean on.

1 ^ ^ bamboo walking stick.

IOne
name for the cricket

which sings in walls ; a

sjiecies of locust ; the exuviae

of a cicada.

fmng 1 ".I *H B? "36 chirping

cricket sings in the stejjs.

1
I

a monstrous animal

resemblingthe griffon, wbichis con-

nected with the ^ or jerboa in its

habitat, and dwells in the Desert

;

also to be hungry.

^1 1 M 1i M ^ his heart

is weighed down, and he re-

gards them all so kindly.

JH 1 ii Sf the flying locusts fill

the wilds.

lU 1 ili o"* name for the CermO'
tia or spider-millipede, or per-

haps a large Julus.

] B^ the crickets are chirruping.

-4:^ From inifflct and all; ifc seemB
to bo intended for the last.

oltUing ^ cricket, which keeps in

its hole by night; it is very

testy, and when it sees an-

other, attacks it.

;XHi The eye of an ax or hammer
;

c -^fe the lower blade of a halberd

^c/iiiinff "fj \
a square hole.

^ j
the hole in the head

of an ax.

T^^ft A carnation or red stone,

cJt^^ considered to be valuable,

^cliiiing and is probably a sort of red

veined marble ; excellent,

pretty, beautiful ; brilliant, as a

gem.

1 :j^ a kind of Horfensia, a rare

flower with which the emperor

Yangti of Sui (a. d. 603) was

charmed.

] 3^ beautiful, lustrous, as a gem

or precious stone.

1 ^ ^ poetic name for good wine,

j j^ the red branch,— a name

for precious coral, alluding to a

beautiful and gig.intio stone

tree in fairy land.

I ^ a magnificent terraca

n ^yiX 1 ^ ^ Hff and the

beautiful crystals hung from —
his girdle.

I jltj ^ the prefecture of KiUng-

cheu or Hainan I., so named

from its red breccia marble.

jk^ From § labor contracted and

i^f\i )iall.

fhHung To fly back or return quickly;

alone, desolate, unprotected,

as a lone orphan, or one who

is helples.s.

I ^ forsaken, friendless, childless.

1 1 M -^b. I have no friend to

whom I can open my heart.

1 \ ^'M ^^^^ desolate in his

sickness.

From Q eye and^ a rohe; it

is interchanged with the pro-

ceding, and in composition

abbreviated to the second form,

iu which it is alone used.

^iHung Gazing at in great fright,

as Belshazcar did at the

writing ; alone, without help or r».

source.

] I
sorrowful from loneliness;

nobody to help ; nucared for.
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|,fc* Like the la

"5^ Mone, hc'li

last two.

J |-J-* AKJiie, nc'lpless, without re-

^lUiinff liitives.

M '& 1 1
uioiirnfnl aiid

sick ut heart

S jlb 1 ^ alas, for these helpless

aiul solitary people !

*tJ compare.

Itead and (j or ^Q to

*c/iUn(/ The head inclined or awry
;

to incline ; the largest of

Cliinese land measures, equal to a

hundred meu, 15.13 square acres,

or 6.11 French hectares; shallow,

as a basket; an instant, a moment;

just now, presently ; a glance ; in

epitaphs, denotes respectful, trem-

bling ; iind at other times, to hor-

rify,

gj ]
a short time, presently, in

a moment.

] ^ a brief glance, a cursory

reading.

] ^ I have just heard.

1 ^'J ^ ^ ^''®y ^^S""® "°' *P*"
rated for an iu.stant.

) !EP M ^ P>'t your ears down
to heir.

ij/
] ^ \ifi wait an instant.

1 B^ $ ^ how many acres are

there 1

"M 1 iS ^ '"' iiiiliniitcd expanse

of w.iviiig w.itcr.

^ S 1 'S ""y shallow basket

was not filled.

1 <& ^3 P'^y attention strictly

to what you are doing.

A plant from whose fibers

cloth is m;ide; the Abutilon

hemp
1 ^ (Sida tiliaifolia)

is sometimes so written, but

another plant was probably

originally intended.

tjCttj The noise of men marching

1^. along; the sound of many
''ch'iwiff stamping.

I heard the tread of jieople

tramping on, and I was glad

Alii)

c>

From heart aud sick of; the
second form ib common bat
unauthorized.

Apprehensive, anxious, agi-

tated, alarmed ; suspicious

of; to doubt, to suppose, to

imagine or reckon upon;

jxirhaps, supposing, if it should be

;

thinking, believing.

^ j
don't think so.

] "15 tremor, fear of.

I "fQ
or

I ^ fearful lest, sop-

posing; I am afraid it will be so.

I ^ frightened, alarmed ; with

great respect to you.

1 ta fifc ^ 2f5
I tl»ink lie will

not come.

A single garment, one of a

plain color without lining ; a

cloak, a mantle ; to drag

one along quickly ; a jerk.

broidered silk pelisse, I have

put a single garment.

From to go and a void as the

phonetic ; it rcaemblea ^kunfi j[Q
in meaning.

Remote ; waste, desert ; void,

as a wild ; bright, lustrous, splen-

did ; a superlative.

1 1^ ill 3^ places wide asunder.

® tIj 1 -^ /^ the look of thuigs

in so entirely dilferent, — as an

old man returning to bis early

home.

] M b5 fl^
very unlike the form-

er days ;
— i'. «. better.

1 B']
^*^^y dissimilar.

^ 1 ^ ^ everythhig there was

totally different from my own
town.

cliiiing

cidmg

n
'^ The first is intended to repre-

sent a void waste, and is the

I

13lh radical, bntthe.characters

I under it mostly relate to caps;

P I ^- the second is an old form of the
'*

I

third and common form, and
c I l~Tt also of the preceding.

J-|"Jj A wild, remote from towns;

^c/du)iff the edge of a forest, a desert,

a border prairie, the remot-

est bounds of civilization.

m
'cMu/ip

'0

g\ ] a prairie, a steppe, a pampas

ffi 1 4S I? out in forest wilds,

fiir remote.

iKi^ 3\ 1
*-^'^ fire has burned

itiielf quite out.

Hot ; bright, clear ; severe,

like fire.

•W "3 1 3fi '" order to

illastrate the rigor of law.

I j
clear, lucid, as an able

examination.

M ® 1 1 iO * a both eyes

sparkle like stare in winter.

H ^ 1 1
the brightness of tbe

[gods'] eyes shines everywhere.

The second is the common
form, altered from the other,

. and defined as a synonym of
the preceding ; the first is sup-
posed to resemble, aud was in-

tended todepiot a window, with
the light shining through it.

A small window or lattice

to let the light in.

-^ tt W 111 *^^ moon shines

out brightly through the win-

dow.

^ I
the title of the 26th chapter

in the Siiu King, called the

Charge to K'iijng. i.e. j"^ | , a

statesman who flourished under

King Muh, about B.C. 1000.

yfrfh^
Small, diminutive, dwarfish;

I
pJi\ to bend, to crouch to, as

'cKiwig when supplicating; to live

in a mean place.

1 € PiS ;^ cuddled np and

crowded into a miserable

hole.

^,^) To question, to ask
; prolix,

pi^ wordy.

ch'iUng''

In Fuhchau. To drawl in

singing ; voice, tone ; utterance.

^ ] a drawling tone.

j^ \
a fine voice, sweet Bin|;-

ing.

') To press down with the hand,

so as to steady a thing.

cUtiing''
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Old tounds, ka and kat.

k:0-
In Canton, ko, and oj — in Suiatow, ko, k'o, and kai; — in Amoy, ko, and k'o; — in t'uhchau,

ko ; — in. Shanghai, ku, and kak; — m Chifu,, kwda, and ku.

Prom breath or n'oi-ds and«Wer
brother as the phonetic ; the

. aecoud form is not common.

To sing ill a reuiUtive or

chanting style, tbe common
modo among the Cliinese;

to sing verses, to carol ; to

sing to music ; to make a song ; a

song, a ballad ; a rhapsody, in

which the lines dift'er much in

length, and the rhymes recur at

intervals.

^ f^ ^ ]
I have made this

song about you.

] ^ the sound of |ig
]

or sing-

ing.

I 2jC a song book, a music book.

1 ^'^^ ^^^ clear souuds of

sweet music.

I ^ to sing when playing ; to

lamixjon in verse; a kind of

second-sight ditty, intimating

coming events.

presses thought, and singing

prolongs its utterance.

I 1^ to sing and beat time or

step to it, as mummers do.

1^ I
the merry song of those

who transplant rice,

pg ] local ditties.

^ ]
a ballad sung by people

on stilts in the North.

glj ]
a chorus ; a fugue.

^ I
an old name of Wei-hwui

fu in Honan

The original form of the last,

composed of Pj can repeated,
in imitation, and to denote the
prolonged sound of singing.

An elder brother ; a term of

respect, and sometimes of sneering.

p^ ]
the Emperor's sons, as ^

p3 ] tho third prince im-

perial ; it is of M:inchu origin.

] ] or ^ ]
or

I -J my elder

brother.

^ j
venerable Sir.

] ^ ffl the brothers; the friends;

all the company.

^ I
an older cousin on the mo-

ther's side.

^ ^ ] a spiritualist medium,

one who calls up souls.

/^ ] a singing bird (4cr!6fo<Aerfs

cristatellaa), known at Canton.

1^ ^ I
a white nosed fellow,—

a rascal, alluding to the custom

of actors whitening their noses.

A wild or tamed goose, pro-

bably a local change in sound

from ^ngo ^ ; a parrot.

From wood and can aa the
phonetic.

A helve, an ax-bandle ; a

stalk ; a large branch fit for

a handle ; an agent or cause, a

means ; a go-between.

^ ] fl^ ] to seize one handle

to cut down a second ; to use

another's agency.

f^ A ^ 1
to act as a match-

maker.

—
I ^ one head of greens; one

root, as of celery.

^ ]
an ax-belve ; an agent

Sometimes written like the last.

A painter to tie a boat; an

extensive region in the Han
dynasty, named after the

I J^, which flowed through

m
.kS

M

its southern part.

»±fc

cVpT

From water and oppressive ; it

is often wrongly written y^,
which is the name of a sort of

tnrnip, and a duplicate form of

^ the lotus.

Name of an ancient lake or

marsh which wag drained by Yii,

now preserved in Ko-tseh hien |

^ J^ a district near Ts'ao-chen

fu in the southwest of Shantung.

X ^ S ^ 1
eastward it

(the Kiver T»i) flowed further

to lake Ko.

'n

'Ao

From con and to add.

Excellent; to be well off; to

commend; may.

1 ^ ^ A ^ jifc !:? jg
well ofl are the rich, but

alas for the poor and unas-

sisted.

1 ^tt's well enough it is if

we can speak such words.

A large galley or transport

;

a barge ; a lighter.

I )Jg a large traveling boat.

< j!t^ The shaft of an arrow ; the

IJJ name of a place.

'*^ H* i58 i: 1
the slender

culms [for pencils] from

Fin.

From bamboo or nian andyirm;
the first is not common, and the
contracted form, which ia sup.
posed torepresent the three last

• leaves on a twig of bamboo, ia

much used.

The culm of the bamboo,

for which the first character

alone is used ; a classifier

of very wide application,

and used for thing, piece, or article;

it is applied to human beings and
animals, to coins, schemes, periods

of time, furniture, globular or com-
pact things, as boxes, fruit, <fec.; an
individual or thing, as ^ | that

Of", JJ ] this one; to multiply;

multiplied into ; a demonstrative

pronoun, this, this one—but not

always susceptible of, or needing

translation.

m ] m^ or \ ] ^:^
each one ot them has some

^ Z!^ I
the second, the next.

M 1 ^ several boxes.
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•^ ^ ]
t|» A yoi are one of

the craft;— i. «. you can ap-

preciate tlie case.

] ^ I
you can change one

for the other.

—
1 ^ ^ "T every one has

gone.

-f* I TV /V "f* ten multiplied

into eight makes eighty.

4^ ] each one.

K'O.

1 # or
1 fid that one, that

thing.

— 1 ~"
1 &5 jfe tliey went one

after another.

In Cantonese. After a n^a-
tire, often used to denote a transi-

tive sense upon the individual

spoken of or to.

^ 1 i don't go.

Old sounds, k'a, and k'ap. In Canton, to, o, and ho; — in Swatoto, k'o, k'o, k'ue,

k'o, wo, and kw'o; — tii Shanghai, k'u, and k6; — in

m
'fc<o

From^ grain and a^ peck, be-

cause the latter measures grain.

A class, order, or series; a

rank, a gradation ; a rule, a

line; to class, to estimate; a hollow

in the trunk of a tree; practice, as

in medicine; the examination for

the two highest degrees; a classifier

of herbs.

^ I
to begin the ex.imination of

Idijin graduates.

I ^ or ]^ ]
are six departments

or bureaux in provincial ywnuna
which attend to tlie ciurent

business.

^ ]
six bureaux in the Imperial

city which manage its internal

aflairs.

1 @ m ^ *<* ge' office by merit,

— not by purchase.

IP
I ^ the alternate third years

when examinations tike place.

J§, ] extra examinations.

^ ]
and ^ I

clinical and

surgical practice.

I i{^ an extra tax levied in an

emergency.

] Jjj
to levy the proportion each

one is to pay.

] 63 l>*reheaded, nnhelmeted.

] ^ grade ofscholars ; a literary

degree.

^ ^ (p) ]
their abilities are

not the same.

I g a hamper carried by students

into the examination, holding

dishes, writing materials, <fec.

crimes of the . same sort deserve

the same punishment.

S 1 flff ^ ii «Hen weU teught

then you can lake the prece-

dence.

iO fil 1 fP '^o^' *'''® crime should

be estimated or punished.

I j^ the exiiminulion, the arena

for tile tripos.

1 51^ two classes of secretiries in

the Censor.rte, the former over-

see the Six Boards, the latter

the provinces.

R A I
to give away or transfer

a sore or an ulcer, as by writing

a charm which is then burned,

and the sore spot rubbed as if

thrown at an animal.

#ill^ 1
^aj^m-iidyou.

Sir, pass the exaiuinatlou when
you got your degree 1

and lo ;— in Amoy, k'6 ;— «n Tuhehau,

Chi/a, kw'da.

j ^ pure gold, or some kind of

fine alloy.

Ji| 1 IS <'""e shells or cowries

o:»ce used in ornamenting bridles

and horse-trappings.

From insect and a grade.

The tadpole is
] jj^- 1|, but

in Canton it is also called

® S ^, or thunder-fish.

M
%0

A quartjtose gem of inferior

value like white chalcedony,

or flocculent qtiartz-crystal

;

a sea-shell (Conus) of differ-

ent colors.

1 ] a red legged bird with

striped plumage, that is said to

consort with foxes.

M6

K'o.

% 1 7f>'f^yi^'yi» not angry at

such things!

In Shanghai. A sign of the

genitive. 1

.A 1 W fl< the human face,
j

^ 1
that person, his; ^ ] i

this;^ li ] it is his; ^ ]

ye%I wish it; (g |
your*.

Wheels on their axles

;

wheels connected with each

otlier.

U ] carriages dragging

along; impeded, disappointed.

;£ I
the infantile name of Men-

ciu&

From planU and to pats ; also

read Jca'o in some places.

Plants, herbage; a hungry

look; large.

1^ \i, 1 that large man with

such a nonchalant air.

From cavs and real.

A hole ; a nest made in a

cliff or underground; a bur-

row; the roost of a pheasant;

hollow.

M lib 1^ 1
™''^ *"'' ^"^^ '"

the bame nest; i. e. they are all

villains idike.

^ I
a wasp's nest
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the serjient and scorpion are in

the same burrow, they are really

dreadful.

In Cantonese, wrongly used for

^Q crape. Crumpled, wrinkled,

creased, corrugated ; shriveled, as

withered fruit.

fW The pelvis or hip bones ; the

>J^ acetabulum,

^/t'o
I ^ ^ the knee-pan or

patella.

Read kica^ Uneven in stepping.

1^ 1 M {^ to walk awkwardly,

like one whose legs are unequal.

|||Tr^ From head and real,

(^^ A little kernel or clod ; a

k'o classifier of beads, bullets,

pearls, cherries or similar

fruit, and small round things.

—
I 1^ one pearl.

31 1 ^ ^ myriads of lustrous

[Kjarls.

there '?

] ;^j^ ;^ Jj^ not a kernel have wo
harvested— this season.

^ ^-%t From P mouth aud \^ a sign

J-l I
of breathing, alluding to a cuu

k'o
sent given without words.

To Ik! willing, to permit

;

free or able to do ; to tolerate

;

tolerant to ; sign of the potential

mood, can, may ; convenient,

proper, worthy, comj)etcnt; used as

an interrogative, and to soften the

sense ; at the beginning of a

sentence it is like a hypothetical

particle, then, if so ; in regimen

with a negative, it becomes like

a relative pronoun, as f& ff ]

'\f^
he did nothing that he had

need to regret ; it also forms, verbal

adjectives or gerunds, as
] ;*!J

excusable.

1
^' despicable, disgusting,

] 1^ to compassionate; pitiable;

sad ei!Ough

!

1 iU JSi "J^ '' 'S allowable, it can

be done.

/f> ^ I
ho has nothing to do

with me.

1 J^ y^^t i' <^^" ^ allowed.

^|£ jpj )J> 1 by no means a little

thing, it is of importance.

^1^1 why not, what forbids?

f!j; ] ^ are you cold ?

1 ^ ^ lilC •'* '' "ot most lamen-

table I

M
] lift ^ I

as you deem it to

bo convenient.

) P palatable, toothsome,

j .(^ it will just do.

1 St Bife T '*• '* "*"' ''"' ^*''®-

] ^y it sliould be done.

1 ] tiK ~r '• ^^'1' only scare him.

>^ ) a very little.

] ^ will it do or not 1

I
\ capable man.

1 'T' :^ ;^ to 'jo sure it is ; can

it be?

1 iil ^ {2" ^^^ absolutely neces-

sary.

^ ^ ]
how many of them are

'k'o

Uneven, rough land ; unfor-

tunate, not getting on.

Jt^ I
rugged paths; met.

disap{X)inted, always in trou-

ble, ne'er-do-well.

^J^L A range of hills in the north

WJ of Shausi, called ] J^ ; they

'k'o have given name to RVj-lan

cbeu ] J^ jH'j in the north-

west of Tai-yucn fu near the Yel-

low llivcr ; it is saiil to produce

\ery good horses.

real the

k'o'

rikfl ) From words and
rl-5j^ phonetic.

An example, an exercise, a

lesson, a task; what comes

in order ; a series, an order ; to

essay, to try; to reckon, to see

what the issue will be ; literary

pursuits ; to counsel, to exhort ; to

examine, to levy taxes on salt.

•^ ]
to compete in writing essays.

I
'^ to criticise compositions.

j ^ to settle the rate of taxes.

^ 1 ^ '"'" allowance to students.

^ j
clerks or overseers in the

salt dep<irtment.

X 1 a day's job, a set task.

) ^ the literary profession.

^ ]
a monthly trial for compos-

ing essays.

H I
a d;iily lesson or task.

H 1
or

] ^ the salt tax.

g||| ]
to explain and teach.

I ^ the set time for writing

themes.

j^ 1 fl^ a diviner, one who cal-

culates matches.

y^^ I
the book or rules for

deducing good or ill luck.

£M ' A mare is commonly called

m^ 1 .^. and
I IR is a she-

iV mule.

Grain deprived of its husk

;

Ihe grain itself; a name for

wheat in Shantung.

^ ]
a name for oats.

Clouds of dust filling the air

;

a lump or clod of dirt.

M 1 M ® ^ [tl>e wind]

raised clouds of dust, filling

jKJople's ears aud eyes.

k'o'

kW

k'o

To thump ; to beat or pum-
mel slightly.

1 fr ^Sk ^° knock the

Iwdbugs out of it.

j ^"J* jtH ^ to knock the ashes

from the pipe-

1 1 J^ ^ T ^^^^ 't till it "
quite clean, as a box.

1 M W T *"1'1 them all in a

lump.

^^L^) From sniirfand rani 't is usually

I^J written koh, ^f^ and is now ob.

/ . ) »olcte.
h

To ground ; to run a vessel

on the shallows, to put her ashore.

I }^ struck on the bank.

] ^ /|§ Jl she ran on a snag.

I|fc-T*> To crack with the teeth, as

|u|hJ a dog docs.

^'o'
1 IS arranged like teeth, as

the seeds are in a slice of

muskmelon.
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Old tounds, kak, kat, kap, kit, hit, and Dgi't. Tn Canton, kok, kak, kot, h6p, oik? yik; — in Sivatow, ko, kak, hok, k'ip,

kok, kat, aiwikwa;—^iii. .4nioy, kap, k'ap, kok, kok, k»fc, and gut; — in Fahehau, koh, k'o, kali, kaik, and
kak ;— in Shanghai, kok, kak, kak, koh, and koh j — in, Chifit, k<r6a.

] Jg Ibe itars de$v^on in

Cassiiijieia.

iS 1 TH :h1^^ warm ball is the

great shrine,— such ag is built

np to receive the chief gotl, as

Kwanti.

From door and lojoin ; it is ofteu

used with tha iiext, aud is also
* read lich.

V^IipTA door by the Bitle of the

great gate, or a small door

Icadiug through a side passage into

the court-yard.

^ j to see the Emj)eror in his

cabinet.

^ I
the door leading into the

harem,

j ^ a sort of forecastlu in stale

barges.

1 & * name for the region of

Tang-cheu fu in Shantung.

r^j L

From door and each ; occasional-

written like the preceding,
aud used for the next.

M)
y/ ]. A d<x)r screen which

vents passers-by looking

pre-

n ; the

\c»\s supporting a gate ; a balcony

;

a belvedere over a gateway ; a

{wrcb, an ante-room where guests

can wait ; a vestibule, a corridor

;

female apartments; a council-

chauil)er ; the oflicers assembled in

it ; tiie court ; a book-clueet ; a

cupboard, a'safo for catiibles; to

lay by or on.

^ I
the Inner Council.

j ;^ a courtier, a cabinet minis-

ter ;— the old word Gulao is

derived from this term.

\ Tp your honor
;
you, Sir

; your

Excellency.

^ ]
to become a cabinet minister.

^ ]
wailing in the hall, denotes

the seclusion of a girl three or

four days before marriage.

j(^ \ Jl he is ujistairs.

5^ 1 ^ ^]a summcr-lioase over

the water.

ify ^ \ \
'•'« frames [for the

adobe walls] were one on lop

of the other.

M

An unauthorized character, for
which the last was once used

;

occurs interchanged with k'ot

T^ to grow.

To lay on, to put down, to

place carefully ; to hinder, to ob-

struct; to strike, as a vessel on a

bank.

1 ^5- Sr»S where shall I put it ?

It 1
or

I ^ fo delay, to be

impeded, to put difficulties in

the way.

at a place.

|£ I
to procrastinate an affair.

S ^ |l^ 1
placed it on a iiigli

shelf; I.e. paid no more attention

to the matter.

1 1^ ^ ,S g to lay down the

pencil and think over the matter

carefully.

^ \ }jf Iht vessel went on the

spit.

1 ^ tt unable to leave off".

From month and to follow ; q. d.

following and calling after ono
" o hears not ; it is ofteu care.

lessly written to resemble itniny

^ a name.

A distributive adjective, each,

every; all; wherever; various,

separate, apart.

I J^ each man.

1 W ^ ^ each one has bis own
gift.

1 & £ aU sorts of goods.

5c ] —;fr each one has his sky;

— we are world wide apart.

A* Froi

C^>r folk
*-* > who
X»' lessl

1 A 1 Hi ^^'^^ one to his ta:it9.

\ '^ •— 1^ each has his own
story.

I
~ A to each [post] one
man.

fill S 1 % :^ he sat alone by
himself

1 iS everywhere.

In Fufickw. Strange, unusual;
i odd.

m.
From wood and each as the pho-

netic ; occurs used for ^' an

The spreading and rising of

the branches of a high tree ; to

reach, to arrive at the end ; to make
to reach to ; to examine, to sift

thoroughly; to influence; to affect

;

to attack ; to cha?ige, to correct

;

reformed, corrected, to grow old

;

a line, rule, a mark by which
one writes ; a limit or pattern, a
statute; a frame; intelligent; ex-

cellent ; unusual; obstinate, stiff";

all years which have the branch ||
in their cycle name; a wild onion.

]
{r|> beyond the usage or law;

extra, as kindness; unusual;
very great.

^ I
to draw Hnea

PP ^ I
a ctipy-slip.

*f fii ^ 1 #ia ^ ffl the gods

quietly come and reward with

their great blessings.

] t^ to inquire inio the nature

of things, to philosophize.

] ^ a muster, a pattern.

intluences of spirits cannot be

reckoned upon — or calculated

when they will come.

1 ^ presence ; carriage.

^ ] temperament, habits, cha-

racter.
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yt ] moved i)|joii, as by the

Holy Ghost.

] ^ ^ ^ '''^ recusant will

lioL be iJiiiUoiied.

] ^ inanslaugbter, bomiciile.

^ lifc # 1 '""'^ »^*'''" ^ ^"*

bones, narrowly watch liim.

I J^ come here, you Shun 1

14 1 ^ HI "* hroad chin, a heavy

jowl.

] -f ^ ^ to influence Heaven

itself.

^ ] regular gradation of officers.

^ ^] — ] not rising by regular

grade— in office.

j ^ ^^ )[5' to coneot bib vicious

licart.

-lAK 1 ig *iJ i^ ^ "H->e

is no ditficultv about it; I can

go througli it perfectly.

(S»W 1 ^ may tlie people have

a lenglhening of life.

-t I ^ ^ [the mind of man]
can ascend and S[ieculate on

things in the heavens.

\At "1'" strike, to attack; to Ihjx;

^'H ) ''1 fi''"l <'rt". to ward off a

jlw blow
; to fight with beasts.

^ I
to l>reak a blow.

] 1*^ a brawling row ; fisticntis.

] ^ 0K lo practice bo.xing.

I ^ ^ the science of pugilism.

a// a sjiecies of beetle.

I»TT) S 1
'""-' "^ the names of

^io the nnlii(iede (J(/?«s).

^ ] an unusual term for

the mole-cricket or GrylloUU'

pa.

A sjiecics of wild onion, hav-

') ing a Kmall stem and largo

JJJ ligulate leaf; it is known as

the
1 ^ and Budhist priests

are forbidden to eat it.

Short sleeves covering the

'} armpits, are | |^, used in

^ko warm weather.

Read loh. A bib for children.

rt^. An unanthorized cliaracter, for

tfcf . J
wliich (ff is wrongly used.

Jiff To jolt ; to come down with

a thnd; an impediment, a

1
hindrance.

^ JE& ] gf to go jolting and
thumping along.

tjj>l^ From hnne and each ; naed witl

Mo

the next.

The skeleton of a man or

beast ; dried bones lying on

the ground ; the tibia or shank

lH)Me.s of quadrupeds ; lean,

t^fe 1 ^ H5 cover up the bones

and carcasses.

I Q^ the ai m from the shoulder

to the wrist.

fl^.l

*t
Mi

An unanthorized cliar.icter,

whicli lino superseded llie last.

] 3§t •'' ^^'^i
'""'' which the

last was perhaps at firet the

correct form.

A horn with branches, and

no llesh insiile.

1^ ]
a hook to suspend

things on, iis a deer's antlers;

a kind of tree.

^ From jlesh and each or hreaflt

;

the third is iiriautliorized, and
the second is wr^)ngly used, aa

U^ I
it is properly read hi/i,

Ti CJ) The armpit ; the side.

I
1 Hi '^ "•

1 )1JJ E the

)j armpit, the part of the body

Lo covered by the arm.

1 \% the arm, the npper

anil.

1 1^ A '"' rank snieiliiig man.

1 Sf iff l£ «i 51 a "'« «"»

is hid in tile sleeve ;
— the fees

are included iu the iirice.

Ill Pel.ingese. A stain, a Daw,

a blemish.

"^
] ^ there is a dirty spot on

it.

'-^ Also read ti'

i 'J f^j A pimple, a boil, a sore.

^Xx' *.^
] ^ a sore has come

out.

)3? ^ j ^ an irritable disposi-

tion, fretful.

WL ] '^ " '''^'^'' '"'^ broken out all

o\cr the body, as the washer-

man's rash.

Head yi/i^ Bewildered, foolish,

out of one's head.

ifc^ Discontented, not liking; to

) /

/

} like, to rejoice.

/v

mM

I fg- uneasy and angry at

;

not relishing.

FromjjJdce and earthen vase;
it is also frequently contracted
to its primitive in cheap books.

A partition, a bulk-head,

something that divides oft";

apart; a shelf; a bar in music; to

obstruct, to interpose, to separate

otf ; to strain or filter; next to, se-

parated, neighboring.

] ^ to intervene, to put asunder.

1 — W-y}^ '"* stream divides the

places.

~^ iK :t. \ wi'Ie waters roll

between them.

] ^ left over night, as a dish of

meat; to spend tiie night.

1 8'1 ^ ^ J ''''^*^ ""t seen liiin

for many yeara

^ I ^ a case with three shelves.

1 EI ?|5 come on alternate days.

'1 JlE S2 a filtering dish.

jl^ ]
to embarrass, to iiiter[x)8e.

] Ig to sns[)end ; to cut off, as

intercourse.

^ M 1
'* "'ovablc portico to

screen from the wind.

1 St -^ tfe to live next door,

j ^ a partition, a bulkhead ; to

block up, as the way.

P^ ]
a door or window frame.

I ^^ j£ ''^'y '"•"' -T^'t-

1 ^IJjt ^ [it's like] scratching

a sore through the partition ;
—

useless indignation.

^ iS 49 1 as unlike as elysium

and tophet-

1 Wt ^ folding screen.

^ I
a bar in music

; ^ alone

denotes the measure or strain.
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Yf From wood and partition ; occa-

aioually wrongly used for tlie last.

^^<> The yoke of a waia or cart

;

1, y interstices of a lattice window

or net : a kernel.

^ ] a muslin or gauze

screen.

5* From 1^ fleali and^ partition

telj coutracted.

j/U» Tlie diaphragm ; any thin

membrane in bodies, or pelli-

cle in plants, which separates parts;

the breast, the mind ; inability to

eat, want of appetite; a bell-frame.

] )I^ the midriff, separating the

thora.Y and stomach ; something

which hides or screens a thing.

^ T 1
°'' 1 ^ food disagree-

ing with one.

^, ^ M \
*1°"'' ^^^P l^i'ikiiig

of it all the time.

^T 1 12 0'" #T 1 5i to hiccough.

The cackle of a jimgle-fowl

or pheasant ; to vomit ; to

I i^ to vomit ; colic and

vomiting.

] Pg unable to swallow.

Tho original character is

thought to represent the look
of a raw skin as it ia stretched

jW out, and when the hair has been

l^al^ sci-aped off; it forms the 177th
radical of u natural gi-oup of

characters'relating to hides and
their nscs.

To change, lo renew, to molt

;

to skin ; to degrade from office
;

musical instruments made of skin,

as drums; a skin; a hide; defensive

armor, leathern ; human skin ; a
wing; reins of a bridle.

I ^ strike oft' his name from the

roll.

] fx ""
1 iS *" 'I'smiss a man

from a yamun.

1 JS "•
1 IH to degrade from

oftice ; to cashier.

) (^ to mulct the salary.

ir. ) military armor.

5C Jtk 1 Hij ffl l|# ^ the heav-

ens and earth change, and thus

the four seasons arc completed.

] j^ |£ If to leave oB" old habits

and reform.

gjj ] to alter, to mend and ciiangc.

] i$ a war chariot.

jJfc fef jM 1
•^''8 usage then died

out, or was suj)erseded.

j^ ]
<t{i /l{i the ends of the reins

dangling.

) j^ notice of dismissal put up

on an oflice-door.

I |@ to break ofl' from drink, to

keep sober.

1 W Sb >& t" ^'^'" t^'*' ^^'^ ^^^

wash the lieart; m<<. a thorough

refonn ; to turn over a new leaf

From hird and to join, referring
to its constant pairing.^1.

ik.0 A general terra for doves;

domestic pigeons ; its young

are called ^ | , and the old ones.

J^ ^ or flying slaves.

1 •?<"!& 1
liouse doves.

;j^ ^ ] to let tly tho white dove

;

I. e. to lose one's loan by kna-

very.

1 M ^B ^^^ carrier pigeon takes

letters.

1^ ]
a wild pigeon.

^ I
a fancy name for the canle-

lope melon.

|& 1 BB "^"^ ^^^0 scowls at the

poor ; to lijok down on one.

AdHi^ A frog; a lizard; bivalve

"•ff r shells, thin and marked, are

j4<5 called ifc:^
I > a general

j//a name for those like a Unio,

Tellimt, or Domx; a mussel

a claiu.

"^ \ ribbed shells, like a Cardium
or Area.

\\\ ] a large kind of yellow rep-

tile found in rocks, which lives

on air and drinks the dew ; it

probably denotes the tree-frog.

Q )
and ] jS^ names of the

frog.

1 !tf^
>'* fed spotted lizard ; but

the
I

li!^ is applied to the gecko

in the Archipelago, though the

two names are interchanged.

1 iU ^ species of clam {Vtmts)

with a thick shell.

1 in WL IxJ'ir'ls halved at the

edges for rabbeting.

AJtS^ To bring together, as a com-

I Ft ^ pany of one's comGodes ; to

JJJ take.

^^1 From hnife and to injure.

O !j > To cut, to gash, to wound
;

^tj> lo di\ ide, to cut in two ; to

[lj^\- deduct, to take oft'; to injure;

to cede, as territory ; to turn, aa

a debt over to a creditor ; a£9tc-

tions, calamities.

] ^ to cut apart.

] f^ to sever friendship, to break

oft' intercourse.

] ^ to slice off", to divide.

] ^ to deduct part of an account,

to force to take less.

] ^ to reduce the price, because

the goods are infer'ior.

] ^ to reap grain, usually means

rice,

1 I M 'o •'"' '''6 wages, to

deduct from them.

] ^jj[
a flaw in a gem or wood.

^yY-if 1
t^'e "oo*! injured it

much.

li J!^ 1 ^ I ^^'on't part with

the loved— thing.

1 mM m^D^^y "se a

cleaver to kill a chicken?

] "}& to cede territory.

1^ ]
obliged to part with.

From plant and why.

) A creeping, ediblo bean, a

j~" species of Dolichos (probably

V^i^ D. trilobus), of whose flbers

. cloth is made;_the culms are some-

times eaten ; a creejjer; relatives,

posterity, alluding to the long

vines.

^ I
the mealy taro Pachyrhiius

trilobus), a long shuttle-shaped

tuber used for food.

] ;j}l a sleazy, coarse, yellowish

summer cloth, made of this fiber.

j ^ ^ ^ ''"^* t''« dolichos

vines stretch themselves outj
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^ ^ JS-- 1 'S tlicre any relation-

ship between ns '?

g ^ J^ 1 I Iiavc not tlie least

alliance (affinity or frientlsbii))

with him,

] '^ vines, creepers ; met. a nu-

merous progeny.

a hanger-on : a needy,

lesouie fellow.

I
very fine grass-cloth.

The noise of .scraping or

filing ; the rubliugor grating

of wood ; to manage.

The appearance of spears

and chariots drawn up in

martial array.

1^ ] a line of glancing

spear.s or bayonets ; mixed

up, confused, precipitate ; in

a hubbub and muddle.

Old sounds, k'ak, ^at, and k'ap. In Canton, hak, liiik, k'iit, hop, hot, kak, and krrak; — in Swatow, ke, kek, k'ek, hai,

kat, kwa, kut, and k'ap ;— iii. Amoij, k'ak, k'ap, k'at, and k'ek ;
— in Puhchau, k'ah, and k'aik ;

—
in Shanghai, k'ak, keh, k'ah, kiik, and chifck ;— in Chifu,, kw'oa.

Reverent and attentive to the

duties of an office, as a sa-

cristan should be ; to respect,

to feel awe for ; reverently,

vigilant.

^. 1^ ^ 1
those who serve [in

temples] should be reverent.

1 ^ 2< K '"* sedulously attends

to his official duties.

^ ]
very respectful.

1 *»J^ S IS '" carefully maintain

the rules, to hold to the old ways.

%
k'6'

From shelter and earh ; q. d. a

person sheltered in an inn.

A guest, a visitor, an ac-

quaintance ; a dealer, a cus-

tomer; a stranger; a squatter, an

alien ; transitory, visiting, as an

officer ; foreign, from afar ; to

lodge.

1 A or A 1
'"^ visitor, a gentle-

man, a stranger.

1 M '"' guest-chamber.

] M '-"^st year.

ij 1 1h '' cordial reception-

;^ ]
teamen who come in from

the country.

I ^ inferior goods ; foreign pro-

ducts.

^ ]
a lady, a gentlewoman.

^ 1 host and guest ; shopman

and customer.

% \
a guest.

] J^ a trading place.

^ ]
footpads, highwaymen.

I
& foreign or subsidized troops.

1 $ °' iW 1
"^ '^''P'

mistress

;

the second term also denotes a

factotum, an under companion.

^ ]
a respected guest.

^ ] ^ ?'J
retainers or parasites

in large crowds.

Wt 1
•'' peacemaker.

1 ^ respect or ceremony paid

a visitor.

] J^ to make a visit.

1 j]^ an inn, a hotel,

f^i ] to m.ike a visit; to call.

1 tiS warehouse for taking goods

on storage ; a lodging-house.

I ^ \ tile Hokki [jeople {i- e.

squatters) from Kia-yiiig cheu

^ /PJi '''H
'" tl'6 north-east of

Kwangtuiig, wiio emigrate to

other parts of that province.

From month and guest ; it is

now aaperseded by tlie next.

k'o' The noise of coughing ; to

'^ch'ia cough, to retch

In PeLi/iffese read 'c/Zw. To
gag and strain to get something

out of tiie throat.

In Cantonese read Uik^ A final

particle denoting past time, and

intimating that a thing is done

without recall.

^ I
he's gone.

ii'o

From moii-th and hreath and a
horar\i charactei'j it ispropcrly
read ]c'a<? but is now sub-
stituted for the last, as that is

mucli used in Mongolian and
Turkiali names; the second
form is little used.

To cough ; to retch, but

without vomiting ; to hack, from

irritation in the throat ; to cry out,

to bawl, to eructate, to hiccough.

] ^ to cough and expectorate.

Ji, 1
a <^i'y cough.

5K tfl 1 IR ^" 1'™ ^^'len fear-

ful.

] t^ the time of a cough, a mo-
ment.

I 5^ to throw up phlegm.

Pji 1 '" R'''g' "'^ horn food enter-

ing the larynx.

I nj; to cough and spit.

Eead k'ap or luiP 'j'he laugh-

ing smile of a child ; a cry of those

who bear burdens ; an inteijection

^ 1 n^mm ti'<=y i'a»i«i

and shouted like the clanging

of bells

^,
E.xcessive exertion, which is

like a bloody sweat ; to

fc'd vomit blood.

the man of Cli'ing had the better

of me, but I skulked under the

bow-cases in the most desperate

resistance ;— and the drums never

ceased.
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To l.iy buld of forcibly, as if

to detain or take away.

] yj -^ drag Lim away, as

.chitt a tliief.

>^J From water nnd ivhy,

\w^i Tliirety, dry ; to tbirst for,

jc'ii desirous of, longing ; to pant

after ; sudden ; to dry up.

P I
tbirety.

^ ]
to qiiencb tbc tbirst.

Ilf 'fS -it 1 !'•' nientionetl plums,

anil tbtir tbirst ceased.

] ^ suddenly buried bim.

] ^. 'o '""g '"'
5 ardently pant-

ing for, as an absent friend.

1 <S"
*•" '^"'^ ""' '" cberisb fondly.

jjj I
tbe water bas dried up.

1^ ^ ^Q ] to relisb rigbteous-

ness as a tbirsty man does water.

]
J^ I greatly long to see you.

BE ^L ffi 1
I ^''^ ncitber bungry

nor tbirsty.

1 # 1i' fC 'I'e tbirsty man fan-

cies all waters sweet. •

;:^.| From knife aui a horary cbarac-

^'„> To carve, to cbise) ; to sculp-

ture ; to cut out ; insulting
;

griping, oppressive; tbe eigbtb part

of a Cbi nese bour or lifleeu minutes

;

a little wbile.

Hjf; ] to engrave, as wood-cnfs.

I
tji or f\\ ] to cut cbaracters,

as on blocks.

1 "h" ^ »& [your kindness is]

griiM'U on my lx)nes and in-

scribed on my beart.

Jljf ] incessantly.

p^ ]
tbe set time;

1 "F 3t ;?; '•''8 present state of

aflairs. Ibis \iew of tbe matter.

*}/ I
a little space.

^ ]
to reduce by arbitrary order,

as rations.

— 1 6^ X :^ a little wbile.

] m to oppress, to insult and
barass.

] ^ a clepsydra.

;^ ]
a second edition.

t'6'

From knife or inch aud to sus-

tain ; it occui-s UBeil with the

last aud next.

To subdue, to o\'ercome;

to exorcise, to repress ; to

deny one'» self, or to yiebl

one's riglits lor otbers ; to

save or limit; tbe cberaical action

of acids and re-agents; urgent; a

set time; to insist on.

1 ^^ KI JJ't
t° ^^^^^ ""^ malicious

demons.

] -^ to lord it over ; to dominate,

as one acid will anotber in elec-

tive affinity ; to restrain ; to

prevail against.

jft ^ ft 1
reciprocally produc-

.ing and destroying eacb otber,

as tbe five elements.

] Sfl 115 S 1'** "*'*"><' "' the ap-

pointed time.

{£ (3f
I ^ bis tenacions fate will

be too mucb for bis wife.

^ ]
to exercise a secret or baleful

influence over anotber.

BT HE 1 B$ tbe liver is too active

and injures ibe spleen.

In Fuhchia. To crowd, lo

press ; incommoded, as in a crowd.

] tk beatcnl by tbe jam.

L̂'6'

1 jfji to curb tbe ap|ietite8.

excel in virtue.

|§ ]
extortionate tax-gatherers.

I m 1 ^ ^'*"7 <l'ligent and

stingy too.

j^^ Sleepy from fatigue.

IjnL) ] 1^ dozing ; asleep from

Jc'6 sheer weariness.

] B^ the eyes sleepy.

^T 1 iJ "'^dbig, sleepy. (<S/w«y-

hai
)

To get to suddenly, as a Iwat

striking tbe bank ; lo gronnd

;

^k6 to lean against; to reach.

±'0
iDL)

From tad and to cover,

with the Inet.

used

The or'g^nal form is s.aid to re-

present t he carved Ijeanis wliicli

sustain the roof and contains ao
alUision to the lielp given to a

man by }iis shoulder to sustain

things ; used vritli the last.

To sustain ; adequate to; to

attain to, able for; to subdtie, to

prevail over; to repress; crossing;

subduing ; as an auxiliary i-erh,

can, able ; and often used merely

to give eflicacy to tbe next verb.

^ I
to break through an oppos-

ing or besieging force.

1 S to govern one's self.

] 'g^ fit for, adequate to.

^ 1 H j£ be is not fit for the

post.

) f|[ to recover, as a captured city.

/P ,g; /p ]
don't be envious or

overbearing.

1 M ft? tilf
to mortify earthly

atlections.

To coii>ply with ; to die.

1 ^ to yield and depart

— on the long joiu'iiey ; used when

speaking of tbe death of states-

men.

A cave or grot in a hillside
;

to store awav.

To strike ; to take or gather ;

to pat or beat with tbe hand.

1 Tf^ to sraitsb to pieces.

] Jig to flatten.

Read ngoh. To cover ; also a

dinig-barrow.

A wooden cup or bowl to

'JUL), hold spirits; a creeper.

.'-•''> % \ ^^ l'« lifted the

mug and took a drink.

Tbe sound of stones striking

together; to hit against, to

run against.

1 f^ tbe ceremony^of tbe

h'tow, to knock ibe bead on the

ground when saluting tbe emperor.

BX ;& 1 ^^ there are hindrances

or obstacles in the road ; difB-

cidlies in tbe way of success.

1 'j@ ^ to kitock out the ashes,

as from a pi[H;.

IJDL)
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tssr
To Beam ; to form tbe] woof In Cantonese. A loop, a biglit A cave or hole in a bill; inW f
for a pifco in Ibc loom. of a rope; to loop up; to stroll, tlie Indian Archipelago,

|

,t^o
] l)fe

tapeslry wliiili lias to go about. ,i'o j i.s a term for country- liorn

tbe figures woven in with the tT "" f® 1 ™*''^ * uoose. Cliiiiosi', whose fathors wero

woof.
1 '(i'j^jioose him, lasso Liin. immigrants.

m
J:u

,ka

Old «oun(J«, ku, kiU, and kiip. In Canton, ku ; -

ku, k'a, and ko;

^^\t^ From son and a melon,

(iJtlk A yoinig son whose father is

Jiu (lead ; fcitberless ; alone, or-

phan-like, silitary, no pro-

tector; applied by ihe emi)eror to

himself as i)eerless, uilequaled

;

imgrateful, not tlierishing a sense

of kindness.

\ ^ alone and neglected.

1 ^ ^> 'he emjKjror.

^ I
diminished and reduced, as

a chieftain ; friendless, iu a

strange land.

] i^ a negleeted, orbate spirit.

1 Wl iloi'^'i "o brothers or sisters,

or relatives.

f^ I ^ living alone ; lit. no

partner at the lamp.

1 ^ Sf tK ''" orphan rejoining

his own family shrine ; this is

done after a prosperous life, by

officers who may have been

adopted by others.

\ ^ ^ the afflicted orphan ;
—

a pbr.'ise on mourning cards.

^ orphaned, solitary.

|g to disappoint hopes.

^ M ^ detached buildings,

houses far separated.

I |)^ ^ [n^ an unpolished scho-

lar of limited op[K)rtunities.

Jfc ] to comfort and help the

destitute.

iC ] to confide an orphan to the

care of a friend.

EThia iTgembleB meh^ ^ the

paUe.

JiM Corpulent, large bellied.

1 M J<.M ol^ese, very fat

ICXJ-
in Swntow, kA, ku, and k'u; -~ inAmoy, ko, and k'o;

— in Shanghai, ku ; — in Chifu, ku.

in Fuhchau,

From im^ecl and o Id ; the second
character is imauthorized, and

, ia usually appUed only to Ihe

cicada.

The mole cricket is called

^ 1
•""1 tS I '

bnt the last

name also denotes a grass-

hopper or cicada, small and short

lived, called in I'eking ^ ^ |

in imitation of its note.

From horn and nielov,

A wine-vase or goblet used

in village feasts, holding two

or three pints; angular,

cornered; an angle, a corner; a

law, a rule; a plan, a kind of

writing-board.

I ^^ tactics; lit the rules for

cornering.

] ^ j
the wine tankard has no

corners now; ». e. things change.

)^ ]
a sword hilt,

lit 1 ^ A a cunning man of

strategy.

^ ] to grasp the table; «. «. to

begin school.

A corner ; angular, trian-

gular, or ootangidar; sea-

going triangular sticks which

hold up a cornice.

A large fishing-nel, such as

is dragged between two

smacks off the southern

coasts.

—
] ^ a clean hanl ; we

took them all.

1 \^\^ splash went the net

into the water I

.ku

1 iF

7e

From bamboo and to bind or
melon ; the second form is not
much uKcd.

A hoop; a circkt, a fillet;

to hooi) ; to draw tight, as

a belt ; to surround, as by

a wall.

fy ]
to hoop a bucket

or -|jt
I

a hoop.

think of] building, don't call

a cooper to do it;— the means

should suit tbe end.

^ 119 1
a golJ headband or

fillet worn by Tao priests.

— ] ^ a faggot of firewood.

f*)^ pT JU 1 ^^ '>r« you smart

enough to hoop an iron boiler?

'^
I

a garland of flowers, a

wreath.

4£ 1 M '''® snake coiled around

his leg.

] 1^ a muzzle put on animals to

prevent them eating.

1 i^ the hoop has broken.

f^ ]
to batter the hoop down

to its place.

t
From plant and orphan.

The core or tender stalks of

^ku a water grass with broad,

lanceolate leaves, cultivated

in ponds throughout the central

provkices; they are eaten liko

celery, under the name of^ |^,
both raw and cooked ; the reddisb

seeds, called ^ ^ are shaped IJlce

oats, and furnish a fxior flour used

in pastry.
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From plant and damsel; ire-

fluently used widi the last.

.*« A kind of tuber.

Jg ]
.1 water vcgotaUe, the

Cahidium or Sjf/itturia, ciiltivatecl

for its tubers.

^ 1 and + ] edible varieties

of the mushroom allied to the

More Ilia.

^ ]
or i!ji^ ]

the puflf-ball or

Lycoperdon-

"W 1 or ^ ]
edible mushrooms.

lli^ 1
orllj#:^atulip;/iV.

the kind damsel of the wilds
;

also a Sijccics of AmarytUs.

From jilanl and melon; probably
auollier form of the last.

ku The ancient name of an

aquatic grain whose seeds

resemble rice, ha\ing stiff stalks

;

the seeds riiJened in autumn, and

a spirit was distilled from them.

I ^ a water pl.int producing

rhizomes in autumn likeachild's

arms, which are cleaned and

eaten with fish.

A^ An ancient trumpet, or a

( n^ kind of musical instriunent

Im blown at the end; a whistle

iu a whip; a bamboo good

for switches.

Mi
From tuoman and old as the

phonet ic.

Jcu A polite term for females,

especially young and unmar-

ried ; a wife calls her mother-in-law

^ I
, while^ \ and i\\ \ are

names she gives to her husband's

sisters; to tolerate; lenient, yield-

ing; for the time; just, merely.

Si 1
or p^ j(g, a lassie, a girl.

1 S6 '^ yo>'"g lady, a damsel ; a

belle; an old term for a paternal

aiml.

1 # an'^ 1 ^ '1 father's «nd

grandfather's sisters.

\i 1 village girls.

] 1^ a son-in-law, so called by

remoter relatives.

1 IS sisters-in-law.

H 1 /A ^ disreputable women,

thieves, and procuresses.

] ,^, indulgent, easy with.

1 H IS IS ge"''y; 1*-'' '' ""est

awhile; take it easy.

(^ ^ 1 ^ certainly no indtJ-

gence will t)e shown.

] -^ indulgent towards, feeling

kindly for.

1 3SSl to forbear with.

Name of a river in Ts'iien-

.Ift cheu fu in Fuhkien; in Chih-

ku li it is applied to branches

of large rivers, especially to

those of the Pei ho and Peh-tang

ho; to trade in, to buy and sell;

to abridge, to lessen; unworthy,

trashy, coarse.

1 jg to deal in spirits.

^ ]
to sell by retail.

1 ^ ^ sell it at once 1

1 ^ to fish for praise, to vaunt

one's self

1 i^ ¥^^ articles.

^ I
Takoo at the mouth of the

Pei ho, one of five towns near

the embouchure, iiU • of them

trading places.

ku

From ffirits and old ; used with

the last.

M

To deal in spirits; liquor just

made and kept over night;

a wine shop.

^ .K 1 W [IJan Wn-ti] forbade

the iKjople dealing iu [ free
]

spirits.

K
I j^ ^ an inn or e<\ting shop.

•^mn^^.m i
is^hen

I have fpirits I strain them;

wben I have none, 1 buy them.

A partridge, S^ ]
(pevdix

cimrea), common in central

China, and supjwsed to have

affinity with the pigeons; one

name is '^ ^ from its turning

southward when is rises on the

wing; and in Kiangsi it is called

3^ ^ chasing its shallow ; it is

descril)cJ as having white spots on

the breast, and many markings;

ha

the birds call to each other, and

their cry is jfij ||^ f^ ^ keu-clieu-

ioh-tse/i, when they stop.

I*
,ku

A wheel, ] ilH apjilied to

the heavy wooden ones found

in northent China-

^ \ name of a hill.

From litter and old as the pho-

netic.

A fault, a crime, a failure

of duty, a dereliction ; sin,

guilt; to hold to be guilty; to

hinder others so as to monopolize;

to engross an article ; to dissect or

examine a sacrificial victim ; ne-

cessary, must

§l£ ] 'jt ffi ^^ compromise the

guiltless.

^7^/{\ 1 it is no crime to kill

[a robber] by night.

I ^ they will be clean, said of

the rains in May.

] ^ a classical name for the

eleventh moon.

y^^n\ i^^ P^ix- g"i"y

are punished in order to save

the iimoceut.

1 M f!j*^ 6^ i® disregarding your

kindness.

1 <!• Til ^ ungrateful, thankless.

to 1)6 guilty.

] 1^ to monoiK)li7.e an article;

generally speaking.

king said, AIms ! what crime is

now chargeable on us ?

eS^ ra # JB If: 1
[tl'o f""' of

states] can always be traced to

their crime in using spirits.

J^-t-^ A short javelin, called ^% ]

c^Pt anciently made light to use

ku as a spear.

From mouth and ten ; q. d. tli.it

which has passed throiigli Ion

generations, and may bo regarded

as a tradition.

Ancient, old, antique; former,

of old ; to grow old, practiced in,

old, accustomed to; antiquity;

olden, hoar.

'iu
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I
A ancient and modern.

] ] ^ old-fashioned, ancient.

1^ ]
ig to tell a strange story,

j^ ]
permanent.

1 A or^ ] the ancients ; one's

ancestors.

1 TfC "^ Sft ''^'^ crows resort to

the old trees at sunset.

] J^ relics ; sacred places ; heri-

tages received from old times.

1 2S^ ancient writings ; the classic

style.

|§ I
gathered to the ancients

;

»'. e. dead.

A it5» /p 1 man's heart does not

grow old ; men are not now the

same as of old.

1 ®l| ^ ^ '^^ lessons of anti-

quity are his pattern.

U I jj -^ versed in the writings

of all ages.

I 3^ 5C ^ antiques, curiosities,

old articles.

~_
I

the three {leriods of antiqui-

ty, viz., of Fuhhi, B. c. 2850 ; of

Wan Wang, u. c. 1120; and of

Confucius, a c. 550.

< >f. To estimate, to reckon, to

I Pt guess ; to think ; to set a price

'itu on ; value, worth, price.

itu' ^ /p I
very unexiiected.

1 5 ^^ suppose, to give an

opinion.

ifp' 1 ^t*'
yon have guessed aright.

1 If to reckon the number.

^ I^ fi)*» 1 M ^ "m not going

lolump these articles to sell them.

^ I
to force up the price.

I ^ old, second-hand clothes.

Blf 'fiS 1 M ^^^ market price for

an article.

From net and old ; it is the same

kind as the ,tit f^ drag-net.

'ku A net for birds; a drag-net}

involved, as in a" net ; a net

full.

H jIt H ]
I fear I shall be im-

plicated in the crime.

—
] ^ altogether, at one haul

;

lump the things.

^ 1 M fl'i''i»g smacks,

j^ ]
tishing nets.

Q ^ te take the net and

hunt the game.

1*]

rtj
"I
From flesh and to hill or old

;

thosecoudformisnot regarded

, as quite correct.

Tlie upper part of the thigh,

the haunches, the rump ; a

strand in a rope ; a slice ; a

share in a concern ; a di-

vision a detachment, a squad ; in

geography, a portion of a country,

a hay or a peninsula ; a proportion,

a quota; in inatliemaiks, the long

side of a right-angled triangle; a

chapter, the head of a sermon ; a

period, a proportion
; part of a

wagon-box ; stable, firm.

ceur.

^ I
^' the head partner.

Jg ]
this portion or share.

<^ I
share the assets.

—
1 ^ ^ one share in the

business.

j ^ W "S* knees shaking from

fear.

—
1 t^ ^ a puff of hot air, a

spurt of steam.

/\ ] eight heads,— as of an

essay.

Wiii 1 M Ot"" highest officers

;

lit the emperor's legs and arms.

^ I j^H a threefold cord.

~
1 H :^ o°e strong pulL

^ ^ -ffi 1 '^^ red knee-covers

were on their legs.

f »L-I^ A bull ; the male of quadru-

*\\X peds, especially of domesti-

''ka cated ; it is also defined a

heifer ; a cow.

•^ \
a buffalo of a black color.

;^ 1
a bull ; in some places it is

used for a steer.

fM 4^ 5? ^ D'H playing the

lute to a bull;— he does not

appreciate it.

J\j 1
An old name for a ram or

J5^ I ewe, as used at different

cjt_Lk
I

times ; a sheep of black and

•fvX] white color; the sheep in

'it«
Cliihli generally Iwive black

heads and white bodies.

^ ]
a ram.

i. \ i'i-M. t''^ 'ord of the five

sheep-siuiis, refers to a story of

Peh D-hi
"S" M m B. c. 6G0,

who asiced his sovereign to ran-

som jxjople with them.

^ ffi fi 1 *-o make you produce

a (hornless or) young ram, —
which is an impossibility.

'jtp^ A coarse, earthen utensil

rrrt. made in the north of Chihli,

'ku. called | ^ or ^p \ .^,
for boiling meat and vege-

tables ; it is the cheai^est kind of

pottery, and like the kedjeree-pots

of India; in other places it is made
of copper.

] a copper tea-kettle.

From hI salt contracted and
^ old.

*" A salt pond situated in or

near I-shi hien ^ J^ jjj^ in

the southwest of Shansi, near which

there is a deposit of rock salt;

temporary, not lasting or durable,

for the time ; slackly, carelessly.

i ^ ^ I
the king's affairs

must not be done carelessly.

Nearly the Bamo as the last.

The sluice or ditch through

'ku which salt water is led on the

vats, or where it is evapo-

rated.

»f
Yiom fiesh and drum; an un-
authorizedcharacter; it ia nearly

€L„ a synonym of chang'*^ dropsy.

Dropsical, swollen ; tumid

pudgy, puffy, bloated.

^ I
flatulent; the bowels distend-

ed from wind.

I Ug a swollen belly.

^ ] abdominal dropsy.

1 B^ i^ ^^ 's much bloated.
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C^^ From worms and a dish.

5iS Worms in the belly, which

'*u are thought to be the cause

of clro[)sy ; a venomous worm
used to poison jieople ; a slow poi-

on ; to disquiet, to stir up ; to

harass one witii doubts, to pervert

the mind ; an unquiet ghost ; the

18th diagram, referring to occupa-

tion.

1 fl^ <"
1 IK l-^e dropsy.

I ^ poisonous, noxious.

1 % deluded by superstitions

qualms, to cozen, to bewitch.

^ I
poisoned

;
posseused, infa-

tuated, bewitched,

ij
1

to poison, said to be done

by women in Kwangsi.

^ ] flies from worms in rotten

grain.

1^^ j^ I
to hide a father's faults.

^^ ] j^ possessed by a goblin,

elf-shot.

From S a band of mnsioians,

and 3t t° stretch out, or 3t to

strike, or ffC siin ; the second
• is regarded as the correct form
for the rerb, bat all are used;
it forms the 207th radical of
characters relating to kindsand

J noises of drams.

** A drum ; musical instruments

made of skin ; earthenware

dmm-shaped seats; drum-shaped

or sounding like a drum ; bulging,

like a barrel ; an old name for a

f^ or measure of five pecks; to

drum ; to excite, to arouse, to en-

courage ; to urge, as a fire by a

blower ; to dilate, to bulge, to swell,

to protrude ; to warp ; the round

spot on a bell where it is atmck ; a

watch of the night ; to play on the

lute, bell, or other instrument of

percussion,

^fl I
to dram very fast.

— Si ] 1^ ^ b^"^ of musidant.

^ j ^ pipcis and drummers.

] ^ instrumental music.

1 ^K ~ M'l
flrums, gongs, cas-

tanets, itcc, usually eight kinds.

m

j ^ to clap the hands.

:iC ^ 1
or Jg ] tambourines.

^ I
a knobbed gong.

^ ]
a side drum.

apa^Tf-.ni^ 1
;2:witha

piece of iron placed across the

orifice, it makes the quivering

sound, — speaking of the reed

in an organ.

^ |£ ] to strike the watches.

I
P^ a great uproar, a hubbub.

^ I
earthenware seats shaped

like drums.

I
tf^ to urge a fire.

] ^ to melt metals.

^ &. ] ^ you sit in a drum

;

I.e. you have not beard the news,

j JPy to stimulate to efibrt.

1 fM. big-liellied, fat; having

enough to eat, as the people in

Yao's time.

n^MUS Un ]
I can myself

paddle and drum,— I am inde-

pendent.

^ ]
a kind of tabor used by

Taoists, made of bamboo two

or three feet long.

] ^ diligent, earnest, to exert

one's self.

] ^ to excite, as the growth of

• things.

] ^ an insect like the water tick

or Hydraelma.

Ipf ] the stars a jiy'm Aqnila.

I ^ JjS filled out, as a hose by
the water driven through it.

In Fuhchau. To roil by stir-

ring ; to stir, as a boiling kettle by
a ladle.

From eye and drum, alluding to

the skin over the cornea.

An eye without a pupil, or

closed pupils, or those having

a film over them, as in pterygium;

blind ; a musician ; those in charge

of the court music, a band-master.

1 @ A 8 blind man.

I @ ^ an asylum for the blind.

1^ ] imperial musicians.

*£M.fi.iln a li^.l to

talk of its color before seeing a

thing may be called blindness.

I HJI the name of Shun's blind

father, given to him late in Kfe.

M 1 '^ ^ one blind man lead-

ing another.

From precious and a canopy
above.

A shopman, a resident or

settled trader, as disdingui-

shed from "^ a traveling one; to

sell, to traffic.

I Tfl
'"^ bazaar, a market.

1^ I
merchants, traders, dealers

in general.

^ ]
a wholesale dealer.

^ ] ^ a local tax levied on

shops, usu.'JIy exacted to defray

a special exigency.

) ^ to purchase.

in 1 Hfe:&^^a'«if
the princely man would have

any knowledge of a trader's

300 per cent.

Read 'isa. The price of a

thing, for which kia' ^ is now
substituted, and this character is

used as a surname.

c^-^» To explain the wardb of

ftp) the ancients, as its compo-

''ku sition intimates ; to comment.

] Jl^ ancient tradition.

# 'p] 1 fi| to illustrate and

teach each sentence.

P^ ^ ]
to adduce proofs and

illustrations.

) From to strilie and old ; occnra
used with its phonetic.

The cause or reason of a

thing, that which afi'ects a

result ; what is purposed ; the

occasion, the pretext ; an illative

particle, because, for, therefore,

on that account ; on purpoK

;

that which was of old, long in

possession ; the ancients, forefathers;

formerly, forgotten, old; to die;

death ; an affair.
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before.

1 ^ ''^y native village.

] :y an old affair, a Icgeud ; old

ways, antiquated.

] m a presumptuous sin, a willful

act.

^ I
the death of parents.

J^*
I

or i^ 1 deceased, departed.

1 A or ] ^ an old friend ; a

deceased friend.

j^f ] what's the reason ? why 1

] Jl(; therefore, on this account.

1 ^ purposely, intentionally.

1 ^ old, long used, out of date,

unfashionable.

^ ] causeless, unreasonable.

^ ^ IB 1
a trifling matter.

1^ ] crafty acts, guileful.

:1 1 ^ li BJ ^ 1 from this

we can infer the recondite and
the intelligible.

1 S*lic«:giJT>*4oid
tried servants should not be

dismissed for trifling errors.

W ^ ik 1 moreover it is only

on your account.

^ j a sudden change of views
;

an important change, as one

caused by a death.

^n^m ] i^- mmi^ was

certainly Heaven's ordination

which tied up this silken net—
of marriage.

In Shanghai. A demonstrative

pronoun.

\ M ^ ^ tljat tl^'"g-

1 ^M ^^'
] % there, in that spot.

] 1^ that place.

|4^| FromaiiincJo,?«)eandoWasthe

I PI I phonetic ; used with the next^

tu^ Shut in on all sides, shut up;

strengthened, fortified, imper-

vious, firm, constant, pertinacious,

fixed; chronic, asdisease; assuredly,

firmly; vulgar, rustic, rude; to make
firm, to defend ; to render stable.

1 fS^ surely, without reserve.

1 ^ ^ jE immovable, deaf to

reason, [jcrverse.

1 5- in jlfc
it certauily is so;

these are the reason*

S 1 or ^ I
lasting, well-made;

masterly, i. e. the master would

do it.

I J^ it secures the city.

] 5|f assuredly so.

1 RS ll^ ^ rustic and unlettered.

-& ? 1 ^ the princely man
retains his dignity in {xjverty.

PQ I
to conceal from, to shut up

closely.

I ^ will defended ; to carefully

guard.

^ « S l» 5S*' IL ;t 1
Hea-

ven has protected and settled

you ill the greatest security.

S H ^ 1
the imperial realm

is well guarded.

m 1 M'^j^mmm c^re-

fully strengthen the outposts,

and the security of the whole

country will be assured.

From dUease and ^rm or old;
used with the last.

A chronic, incurable com-
plaint, as leprosy, gout, pal-

sy, <fec.

I ^ a long standing or

chronic complaint.

> To run metal into cracks ; to

close or stop securely; to

Au' interfere and prevent.

^ ) to stop up a way, to

restrain ; to prevent, as good

men getting office ; to keep,

as one in banishment.

ttj > The maw and entrails of fish

;

\i*\ a freshwater fish, about a foot

ku^ long and an inch wide; the

scales are small and the belly

white ; it is so fat that it furnishes

a yellow oil used in lamps, whence

its name of ^ ] JB, often er-

roneously written j^ •3'M ^^ y^'"

low boned fish; it is ascertained to

be the Gutter exiguus, a kind of

leuciseus or roach and is much
used for sauces ; another name is

ka'

11
ku'

Bound up with frost, as the

composition of the character

indicates; to freeze hard.

From hird and door or with
man. added ; the second is the
common form, but it is un-
authorized, and is interchang-

ed with the next.

To hire for a price ; to en-

gage one's services, but its

use is rather confined to

things ; to call or procure for a

temporary use, to borrow on time.

] J2 to hire laborers ; hired

workmen.

j ^ to hire a cart.
'

1 ffll :^ 1^'''6 or call some coolies.

I
•g to rent, on a lease.

S 1 Hf X to be engaged as a

laborer.

Read hu' A synonym of J^ a

hawfinch.

) 1 From head and to hire ; it is

interchanged with the last, and
, the contraction ia well known

To turn the head and look

after ; to attend to, to care

for, to itigard ; to reflect on,

to consider ; corresponding,

consonant to ; to assist by counsel

or custom; to consult; to patronize;

as an initial cot\junction, but, on

the contrary, on the other hand
;

a petty state mentioued in the Shi

King.

^ ]
on the contrary.

] ;g: to remember, to consider;

^ 1
inattentive ; to care little

for ; overlooked it.

] ^ to reflect on the conse-

quences ; to lay np, as money.

"M" >% "te I
the beginning and

end correspond,

] ;4^ careful of one's capital.

9 1 /p IS I have not even any

leisure for myself.

] ]^ careful of bis reputation.

^ ^ \ I am obliged for your

custom.

/F 1 P^ .P to disregard the ere-

dit of the house or family.
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m 1
or ^ 1

to give custom— a" ^ 'fB 1 ^^ words aiid works E9 ] W Ul ^^^ S^'^ ^"^ ^'^

to a shop ; to patronize. agree. every side.

] ^ a customer, a steady pur- "M* 1 JS T ^"'8 '^®*<'' °" ^^^ o'-^*''
1 75 ^ examine into your vir-

cliaser. hand, hung down. tue.

1 ^ ^ tB i'ls*^ remember that
1 ^ 5C .^ ^ *& ^® seriously MB \ Ji [Heaven tried! ^

I have 110 wine. studied the lucid decrees of stir up that man who would look

1 iO ^ ^ 's it then so, indeed? heaven. towards it ;— i.e. bo worthy.

Old sounds, k'u. In Canton, fu and k'u; — in Swatow, k'6, and k'u;— »» .Anioi/, k'o;

k'& J
— in Shanghai, k'n; — in Chifa, k'u.

t/v Fuhchau, k'n, ko, orei

.+fi
,*'«

./t'tt of

From iuooij and old.

Kotten ordry wood;decayed,

patrid, rotten ; arid, wither-

ed, sapless ; dried up bogs.

] ;^ decayed, attenuated, cada-

verous.

1 ^ olil dried bones; soft bones.

^ iU^ 1
't '>•'* gradually dried

up and withered away.

in JS 1 ^ 0- ''*" ^^'^'''t them as

easily] as I can pubh over a

rotten stump.

Tile bones of the body, as of

the skeleton ; the lower end

of a thigh-bone; the ehoul-

der-blade.

] >^ the knee-bone, under the

l)atella.

1 M SM •' ^l'""> ''1'^ '""'d withered,

in 1 ^ to compassionate and

quiet the ghosts— by masses.

To crouch down, to cuddle

up ; said by the [xjople of

Hunan of living at large, or

roaming about as a tramp.

From ftnj/e and boastful.

To cut open, to cut in two

;

to rip oix;n, to rive ; to cut

down.

] ;jj slice off the skin.

1 /fC f^ E3 to scoop out a block
of wood for a mortar.

1 M'J ? ^ to rip up pregnant

women.

I j5" ^ make a clean breast

l.!r

m

From plants and old as the pho-
netic.

Name of a marshy plant

which becomes sweet when

frozen ; bitter, one of the five

tastes ; unpleasant, troublesome

;

painful; painstaking; urgent, press-

ing ; afflictions ; to dislike ; to

mortify ; to feel grieved for ; morti-

fying; used ironioilly for joyful,

contented ; the sow-thistle.

3^ ] or^ ] laborious, distressing.

jnj ] why so much trouble?

•juj ] ^ ^ why take it up so

seriously 1 why be so particular?

1^ distress, trouble, calamity.

^ a bitter and acrid taste.

^ a hard lot.

P faithful but uspleasant

advice.

P 'fJ JSS ^ the medicine is

bitter, but good for the ailment,

extreme grief, bitter sorrow,

to mortify the desires ; re-

solved, firm in endurance.

] ^ ^ I urgently implore

you to help me.

^ jj* 5jS after the bitter comes

the sweet.

Wi \ f^ '^ ^ ''^v^ ^" through

all these troubles.

1 ^ urgent ; I cannot wait.

/i> B^' 1 ho can't bear any trouble.

] B the gall-bladder. ± ] %
to die of sorrow.

1 *& 0' 1 ^ *^ AS I dislike

going to sea, or sailing in boats.

] ^ to urge pressingly.

^M
I ^ there are no unseason-

able rains in autumn.

] ISI ^ ;^ the trouble and re-

ward are disproportionate.

I g( the ancient name of the

birthplace of Laotsz' (born a. c.

CO-1), now part of Luh-yUi hien

^ g, jg in Kwei-teh fu, in

the southeast of Honan.

^ ^ >fC I
the poison [of my

lot] is too bitter.

1 M ^ S bitterly cold winds

and rains;— the discommodities

of travel.

Aj^ ^ A variety of bamboo ; a

1^ basket or net for catching

k'u' fish.

From shelter with a cart under
it, referring to its uses.

A Storehouse for carriages

;

an armory, an aisenal ; a

storehouse, a shop ; a depot ; met.

a lexicon,' a thesaurus ; a maga-

zine ; a treasury, or belonging to

one.

19 I
the national exchequer.

^ ] a treasury.

j ^ the sub-treasurers in the

pa-chiiiff s«' department.

]
"^ a counting-room ui a yamuii

or monastery,

gg I
the customs' revenue,

j^ j a government granary.

j; ] a go-down, the basement

story of a house.

khi



k'u.

j^ ]
to burn a grass or paper

house full of paper ingots to the

(lead.

1 ]g stores in the treasury.

j5 ] an arsenal.

1 ^ 'ffi
* treasury auditor.

Tiic stalk and flower of the

onion or garlic <is it rises and
k^ic' blossoms in the spring.

flower.

Kit.

t)^ Fvomoarments&nia storehouse,

or from It^ to stride contracted,

referring to their use; the first

and common form is nnauthor-

j
izcd, and the last is rather uuu-

I

sual.

Covering for the legs ; trow-

Kt > scrs, pantaloons, breeches.

^ ]
overalls, leggings.

— •j^ I
or

I
.^ a pair of trow-

sers.

—' ipg
I ^ one pair of panta-

loons.
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I ^§ short riding breeches.

^ I
drawers, the garment next

to the legs.

^ 1^ ] short breeches, worn by

laborers.

iij t3^ 1 4* concealed it in his

trowsers.

M^ ^ \ ^^^'^^ jackets and

wide trowsers.

] -^ -^ ^ they wear the same

trowsers ;— they are very inti-

mate friends.

KltJ.
Old sounds, ko, kot, kilt, kip, kuk, kin, gn, gut, and gnk. In Canton, kii; — in Swalow, ku, ka, and ki;— in Antoj/,

kn, k'u and u;— in Fuhchau, kii, keii, and kwoj — in Shanghai, k'ii; ^in Chifu, kii.

1 •^ goods kept back to raise
] ^ in childbed.

the price, or make a comer. 1 A jp she easily brought forth

j ^ being respectful. her son.

.chii

I

~1 From hody and old or seat,

1^,^ I
which as oueexplains it, denotes

/I—• to study the ancients; the second

El form has gone out of use, but
) the third is not uncommon.

To dwell, to live in a place,

1 to reside ; to remain sta-

*-^ tionary ; to fill an oflice, to

fulfill a condition ; the virtue

or capacity fit for it ; dwellings, fn-

milies ; residence ; the settled parts

of a country ; to si t down ; to hoard,

to collect ; to engross, ng a market

;

merely, only ; tranquiHy ; retired

from public life ; to desist; to consist

in ; to be, or acting, in which sense

it makes a present participle of the

next verb, as
| ^ in mourning

;

1 IK H "i*
'" jeopardy.

^ ]
to live in retired ease.

] ^ to live at a place.

^ ]
to stay for a time ; to lodge.

1 J^ those who live in a locality,

tiie denizens.

;^ ]
a tea-shop,

ji^
I
my snail-shell of a house.

^ ]
the people's dwellirigs.

M
] ^ lie well knew the manage-

ment (or economy) of a house-

hold.

I jgg a residence.

J^ ]
a house-warming.

jjfi ] acting and resting ; condi-

tion of
;
qualities, circumstances.

P^ 1^ fe 1 ^° inquire after one's

circumstances.

I ^ personal habits, disposition.

] 1^ in office ; he holds a post.

] -j^ •> retired scholar ; out ofoflSce.

1 ^ widowed ; still a widow.

g ]
self-jKJssessed.

] j^ unsociable, reserved
;

pre-

suming on ; contrary to ex^Kicta-

tion ; easily.

1 5^ i^ ifit
I'c is really honest

and fair, and 6i)eaks truthfully.

I
•{2 to be benevolent.

1 *ii» ^ ^ ''•s heart is bent on

dissipation.

H ] H JH he would neither rest

nor take his ease.

:^ SC ^ 1 <^a''e we stay settled,

J. e. remain inactive ?

MM i^ 1 ^^lia' can be the

meanijig of it?

•(lij ] wherefore ? what's the case ?

J^ 1 $ ^ JSS 1 ^ tte chances

are great that it will be done.

^ A :t^ \
planning liow to

protect and domicile the people.

•g ] ;g ^ he has readied the

highest rank.

Wi ^ M 1 ^^ knows and well

considers their relations.

1 ^ /P S '^ seemed most cer-

tainly to be so.

B 1 >^ ^ behold the Bun and

moon 1

] t^ 4* mi<ldling,mediam; in the

middle. (Fuhchau).

From hand and to dwtll: lued
with the last.

c/iii A spear handle ; a disabled

hand ; a position or place
;

emliarrassed, restricted; honied ; in

need of money.

1 jy^^ ho prides himself on

las hautenr.

I f^ accordant to the laws ; legal.

•^ .^ |§ I
with my claws I tore

and placed— the grass for my
ne.st.

I ^ 1^ P unable to express

one's self from trepidation.

In Cantoiiese. The grip of the

hand between the thumb and

fingere.
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^rt A tree, the ] ||f, full of

(^/^ protuberant knots ; Ibe sticks

^chii are used for stafis by old men,

and for whip handles.

I /fC a timber tree like the elm,

growing in Kiaugsu, used for

furniture, carts, <fec.
;
probably

the hornbeam (Curpinusy

^±JHE^:fi3t 1
thetamarix

and Ktave trees were thinned and

cleared out.

Ornament^ girdle gems.

^ I
bijoux, precious orna-

ments worn on the person.

1 Wi girdle trappings.

«.^^3t 1
I returned

for it a fine girdle clasp.

From dress and dwelling ; used

(• [7|-M for kv?^ proud.

jM The tail of a coat, the skirt

;

a robe ; a lapel.

^ ] a long train.

^ A Ml I
ho is a man of little

pretension.

tt^ The dried flesh of pheasants

cHJ/jS *"'! poultry; long duration.

,c^ S .^ 1 ^'^ dried poultry

in summer, — as it does not

become offensive.

M A beautiful, elegant sea-bird,

the HI I
which has a white

breast jlhese birdsgo in flocks,

and are probably akin to the

sandpiper.

1^1 ] is the eastern jackdaw (LycM
dauricus) also tailed i]> ^ ^
^ at Peking.

To store property, as the

composition of the character
' intimates; to lay by property

in a guarded room.

] '^tokeeponhandforsale.

Name of a high, snow-topped

peak in the northwest of

Sz'ch'uen ; this and f^ [Ij

are situated near the source

of the Biver llin.

I ji[ the old name for Snng-pan

'^"g ^ ^ & ^^^ district in

Sz'ch'uen where these peaks lie.

P^t From man and prepared.

f I^J A collective adjective ofnum-

jC/iii bcr,denotingthing8orpeople;

all, the whole ; altogether, at

once, and placed after the nonn

;

both, together with ; fully supplied

;

all right.

I ;^ both [parents are] still

living.

] ^ all are complete, as a set of

tools.

] ^ all is ready, as an outfit

;

all kinds are kept on hand.

i^
— ;§! all are alike.

jj ^ — )jji all then resolves

itself to one end or purpose.

Bi 1^ \ ^ whatever he does is

good.

1 ^ ^ B^ they were only de-

ceiving him all the while.

-Vf » From hand and a sentence ; it is

^ni also read t^eu, and is then a

cAa
synonym of Jg to join.

To grasp so as to detain ; to

stop ; to grapple with ; to restrain,

to moderate, to repress ; to adhere

to ; attached to, bigoted ; bent,

hooked ; to hook ; to take, to re-

ceive; to collect.

7 1'^^ tl'ere is no limit to

your proceedings; come and go

M you please.

I jj@ very formal ; too precise.

] ^ to seize, to arrest.

1 ^ '^r
] ^ obstinate ; fixed in

one's views.

] ^ to restrain, as one's subor-

dinates-

^ f^ ] don't be formal; don't

put yourself to much trouble.

] ^ /P jj obscure, involved, as

a stylo ; slow to understand the

relations of things.

/j^ j immaterial ; no restraint

;

not to insist on.

] ^ or
] ^ to hold in custodj

.

rest the whole of them and aend

them to me to Ohoa, where I

will put them to death.

I& lifc 1 ft T I "M [«> to

speak] forced to stay.

m
.chii

The feet useless or benumb-

ed by cold ; stiftened, chilled.

I j^ to lean or skip about

on one foot, <is when it is

asleep ; the hands and feet

benumbed.

HI ] the feet curled up.

•^jti A crooked back, a curved

cyHf spine ; a hunchback.

,cA«
I
^ a humpbacked dwarf.

] -g an old man bent with

age.

(»

.chii

A colt under two years ; a

fine colt ; strong, spirited
;

a small horse, like a Shetland

jx)ny.

^ I
a fine horse,

^f- H ]
a swift pony; a term

for a sprightly lad.

\ % ¥j T& the bright racer

quickly disappeare;— met. time

gone cannot be recalled.

^ j^ $£ 1
roy horses are smart

as colts.

^ M jS @ 1 ^" "1<J horse still

thinks he is a colt.

:|^ I
a rotten stump.

chii

From a peck and a man's name

;

it is regarded as a synonym of

ik'iu ft, when that ia read ,t»

to decant.

To remove from one vessel

to another ; to lade.

]g j
to decant liquids.

-t_I^ From luind and to beg.

(1^\ To fill a hod or basket with

^cAd earth, as in building adobe

walls.

1 i B5?KI 'he hod-carriers came

on one after the other.

Read ,<:'iu. Long and curved
;

to lengthen, like a horn ; to protect

or defend ; to stop.

y^ 1 ^ ^ it has crooked boms.

^ 1 5C ^ long and curved [like

a rabbit-net] is the constellation

Hyades.
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V/iU

1

Composed of 51 '"'"^ ''"^^
a fta7Kj contracted, denoting

two men raising a thing ; the

contracted form is common iu

cheap books.

To raise with the hands or

between two men; to elevate

to raise in public opinion, to recom-

mend, to introduce to; to rise or

fly lip; to rise in one's esteem, to

venerate; to praise, to speak of; to

promote ; to begin ; to set abont

;

to strilce up, as music ; to confiscate

;

a proposition, an aftair proijosed for

deliberation; all, the whole, said of

persons ; it sometimes indicates the

present action of the succeeding

verb, as
]

f){drii iking; an ancient

weight of three taels.

I ^ ;^ to nominate (or promote)

a village worthy.

^ ]
put forward by the public.

1 Ift ^ .© I ^''1 "*''' forget you

through life.

I ^ to recommend, to give one

a good character.

7(if^ ^ |. he is not worth bring-

ing forward.

I ^ to raise the hand.

1 it ^ ^ * good deportment.

1 it ^ confiscated his goods.

1 >^ J£ _L ''® ^"•^ promoted

over all the people.

1 ^ to promote the good.

I ;^ ^ I don't believe a word

of it.

1 Wi g^''"''''^! actions.

—
1 ^ ^ passed to his degree

of Is^in.

^ I
a just act ; a public spirited

proposal.

S /p ^ 1
'^^ visitor should

not begin the conversation.

S -ff 'Ml 1 ^ reform one's own

conduct.

1 A o' 1 "? * promoted man,

a graduate of the second degree;

each of the first eighteen U^in

on the tripos is allowed to put

up a tablet over his door with

^ j^ or village leader on it

;

otheis write ^ X *" literary

senior.

khU

^ *^ >® i 1 *"y undertaking

which is deemed to be proper.

see no relatives.— as a stranger

in a strange land.

A small tree with pinnatifid

leaves, the leaflets like a chest-

'c/iM nut, and flexible willow-like

branches; the intervals on the

stem are slightly winged like the

orange; the flowers are reddish.

] \^ a s[)ecies of willow whose

wotxl serves for boxes ; it grows

in the central provinces ; the

people call it ^ ;^ or the fat

willow.

From wood and great ; a syno-

nym of the last, but now also

used as a contraction oijcwdi' flg
a case.

A large leaved tree likened to

the willow, of whose bark a tea can

be made; a vessel for catching drip-

pings ; an old town in Shantung.

C-4-H' An old name in Tsi for the

f^^ arum or something like it, of

'c/iU which cordage could be made.

1 ^ a petty, short-lived

state, now Kii cheu ] jJ+1
in the

southeast of Shantung on the ^-^

^ River Shuh ; seven rulers are

mentioned between b. c. 600 and

518; it was absorbed by Tsiiin 431.

T 5 ^ 1 "SC ^ Tsz'hia was

governor of Kii-fii,— a town

in the eastern part of Lu.

A round osier basket holding

nbout half a peck ; a bamboo

'cA« basket ; to put things into a

ba.sket.

jj^ 1 four handfuls of grain or

.a small sheaf.

^ I
a hamper for rice.

M ^ I ^ put thera into the

various kinds of baskets.

The betel pepper, for which

Jin 1^ is the correct form,

but this has taken its place

and sound, and is no longer

read ^kU.

I ^ a kind of wild aram.

'c/*a

From arrow and great; others

describe it from 31 worfc in a

*C»^ yf square, and an ^ arroiv

that hits it.

A c.irix;nter's square; a rule.

a usage, alaw, a custom ; a pattern;

strict, exact, constant, .is a law ; to

adjust, to square ; an angle.

/f, ^ ]
[Confucius] did not over-

step propriety.

M S 1® 1
carefully conform to

tlie rules.

the prince has a principle by

which lie can square his conduct.

^ 1 i H l'''e a car()enter'B

marking-line, a rule of guidance.

fipr A variety of the paniclcd

^|~A millet, (or perhajjs of the sor-

'cMl ghum, for no species ofMilium

now cultivated has black

seeds as this is said to have), from

which was distilled a fragrant

spirit anciently used in sacrifice.

^* ?Q W 1
there were rice and

black millet.

Plumes which have become

crooked ; a horse whose hind

'c/j« feet are white; the feather

on an arrow.

c HtlJ 1 From/oo*ormenand 2oose;the

Ir^n second is also read 'yil.

C l-gj
I

To walk alone, unsociable
;

||J^ I a stately, undaunted gait

;

'c/iii morose, sulky.

^ fr 1 1
wiilking alone

;

I am going nnbefriended ; to act

independently.

1 ] }^ }^ ''' self-reliant manner.

i-l H The edible fruit of the Hove.

^"^^ nia dulcis, whose taste is

''c/iU likened to that of a plum; it

is also called ^ f^ ^ gold

hook plum ^ !^ H the Vifru-

vinn scroll fruit, ^ ^ crooked

date, ^ Jf^ -J' cock's claws, and
other names ; the fleshy peduncles

are steeped in ipirita to flavor the

liquor; fancy dishes are sometimes

made in imitation of them.
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M ^ Derived from ^precioiui above

3?>^ TV t° jjresent toj it is inter-

c/iS' changed witht^ in some senses.

Prepared, well arranged ; all,

all at once, tbroughont; to be all

preient; placed together in order;

written out properly ; to present, to

furnish; to amass; an utensil, im-

plement; common, unimportant.

Q I
carefully arranged, as a

present.

^ ]
all is ready.

591 ^ ^ I
as yon know the

name, I omit it.

^ ^ ] my name is written in-

side.

1 ^ jiS fi*»
I gi^'s *'^®™ '° y°"-

^J I
implements of punishment.

I
^ 1^ they all cry, We are

wise folks.

^ ] an old man's staff; an iron-

ical term for a coflBn.

^ tt H'J 1 y°"^ victims have

abundant provision.

^ ] a set of smalldrawers for hold-

ing nice articles, stationery, <fec.

] 5C *" oflBcial paper.

IS >§ 1 X regard it as a mere

form, as a public duty; look

upon it as unreal ; merely talk.

] j^ ;^ ^^ one into whom the

spirit of the god had entered.

I m to make all fit and ready.

^ I
entirely prepared.

] ^ to send in a plea.

5£ ^ &E 1 ^mS.m 'vben

your brothers are all present,

then be joyful and harmonious

as children.

cha'

i From earth and prtpared; it

resembles pa' J^ in both form
and meaning.

An embankment to restrain

water from overflowing a town ; a

shore.

:^ ] a bank to restrain the water.

^ ]
to build a dike.

J£ 'M. ]
['•''^ boats] reached the

shore or jetties at Tung cheu,

—near Peking.

IB ' A furious cyclone, a whirl-

wind; a tyfoon, common
c/i«' along the southern coasts of

China.

1 # or ] Ji, ^ prognos'.ics of

a tyfoon.

tT S" 1 '" "'***' ** tyfoon.

Apt' From P viouth and J|- to

flJ spread ; it is ofien synonymous

chit' ytiih 2^ when it ia read fkeu,

but tlio two are now carefully

distinguished.

A step in r«;ding ; a full

period, a complete sentence; an

expression, a phrase ; a line in

verse; a classifier of phrases; to

write or compose.

5h 1 ^ mark it off into sen-

tences and clauses.

MA 1 ^ 35 punctuate'and divide

it into paragraphs-

] Wt ^ if^ M ^^l^en he had

written the sentence, the gods

started with affright.

% j^ ] the sentence is incom-

plete ; it makes no sense.

—
I IS*

—
1 P$ °^^ sentence,

one stanza.

3^^^ 1 ^ a be has no half

sentences or unmeaning words

;

— he is truthful.

]^ I
to polish a composition.

^ ]
a fine sentence.

1 1 *t* IS ^'"^^ sentence hits

the circle ;— i.e. your remarks

are quite correct.

{g I
to write a line, as for a

tablet or album.

^ ^ I
a period composed of two

evenly balanced parts.

Pg ^ ]
an unequal sentence, not

considered to be elegant.

1 ^ )|$ a district 90 It south of

Nanking city, famous for fur-

nishing barbers ; the name dates

from about B. c. 200.

Head tfeu, and formerly much
used witii ^ a hook. Full, jis a

bow ; crooked ; a corner ; to em-

barrasa

SC^it 1 their bows were drawn

to the car.

H>~1 From heart and the timid loofc of

g a bird ; the first ia the common
" form,

i ' H. v.To fear, to stand in awe of;
•^^

I

to regard with reverent awe,

RB '

I

apprehensive, fearful ; trem-

ILlil J bling from awe, as when be-
c/<" fore a superior. •

jj§ ] mortified, chagrined.

1^ I
trembling from fright.

jS 1
<" 14 ]

afraid of, cowardly.

f^ 1 i fi 'o stand in awe of

the laws, as good subjects do.

^ M ] IQ reckless, he is afraid

of nothing.

Jgs I i^ i§ to scrutinize one's

conduct carefully.

] ^ to be afraid of one's wife.

I—I The old form iscomposed of JQ
-»—* I'jori and ^ a hand grasping

cfui' it; it looks somewhat like ich'Hn

Ea a statesman, and occursjused
with some of its compounds.

The chief, the great one
;
great,

vast, mighty ; large ; very ; how t

1 ^ myriads, innumerable.

] ^ the thumb ; met. the leading

one.

I X * fi"8 performance, said of

an essay.

1 ^ powerful insurgent.

^\M 1 n stretched his month
wide ; he told a big story.

^tj) From words and great.

ppi An adversative coryunctim,

chii' how, in what manner, im-

plying the op]X)site of what
is said ; as however, but then, to

my surprise ; startling unexpected-

ly ; to reach to; ignorant of.

I ^ who would have thought it t

unexpected, tmforeseen.

I
-^^

jjfc ^ bas it come to this t

]
^i|. surprised at.

1 S or
I $p. is it so 1 how not t

ckU'

Cakes or krallers of rice

flour, made in the shape of

rings, and steamed.

) tiii^Mh '-•''kes and pastry

of the finest kind.
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Atf > Great ; hard, as iron ; fierce,

iH|i iiuplacable ; obdurate.

c/td'>
I ^ the Emjieror ; a title

ol' high respect.

%\L P ^ ^M ia 1 il if

you offeud liis dignity, his wrath

* will be olxlur.ate as iron.

<

.t|^ } From lieiirt aud great ; some re-

'j tl| gard tin's aa a corriiptiou of

(/«' t'.ii.''i'»i/ '^ vvhicli it resembles.

l)isr<'si>ectful, liaiighty to-

wafds one ; to fear ; apprehensive

of.

1 1^ ) Used with the next.

^^ To ward oft' with the hand
;

cAii' to obstruct, to withstand, to

fctop ; to reject, to oppose a

plan ; to statid out against ; to

prepare for resistance.

j^ ]
to resist by force.

•jj ] strenuous opposition.

] |g to reiiel utterly ; to break

off intercourse with.

1 IS *&' ^ lie opposed and

wounded the troops.

1 tt *'*' '^'-T """ >
''^ defend one's

self.

;|:g ]
to resist ; to stand out

against.

] ^ to resist an arrest.

From /not and (treat ; it is inter-

changed with the last.m
ch'i' A spur, the dew-claw or hal-

lux on birds ; the warts on a

horse's legs; l,o go to, to reach; to

fitaiid over against ; border on
;

opposite, conterminous; the dis-

tance between, distant from ; to

skip over, to oppose ; to stab from

behind.

^ I
a cock's spur.

j|g j to leap over.

f^ ] to obstruct, as a passage.

/(> I 1^ -fj do not resist Our

proceedings.

1^ W 40 1 '^'"^ distance from

east to west.

1 ^ '@ ^ I iiave gouo over all

the country.

^ I
to resist.

\^ ] Mf& [llie rebels have] es-

tablishetl themselves in the city.

Si 1 ^ ^ they daro to oppose

til is great realm.

m Tore,
c/iii'

le last.

each, to go to; a high

hill or iwak.

XtJ^ A torch of reeds, a link made

/%\^ of old bamboo withs cut up
;

c/<m' to burn, to light.

^ ]
a painted candle.

tf^
I

a torch, otherwise calletl

I
j^ or tire-twig.

•fj ^ — ] he threw it into the

riaiues.

candle has burned to ashes, its

tears are then dried up ;—
violent grief soon dies out.

I
' t^ ) Yroui plants aiudj reat; used for

p-y the last.

(;/j,i>
A small rush ; a vegetable

;

succulent plants allied to the

chicory, lettuce, endive, sow thistle,

and similar species.

1 ^ ^ nnmo for the sesamum.

y^ I
to bind rushes for links.

1^ ]
lei t uco ; a hairy sort.

llj i^ 1 or wild lettuce, the lion's

foot. (PreiuiiU/ies
)

^ 1
*"'

1 M ^ chicory and

endive {Cic/iorium iiUybus and
6'. endieia), aud probably the

sow thistle.

^ ] ^ cultivated in Kiangsi,

and lesemblus a coarse sort of

LMlnca.

J^p^' OiTspiiiig of a stallion and

t!»||li. she-uiiile, according' to the

c'li^ dictionaries.

1 ^^ •* "'I'l fquino animal

like a inule, whicli loves the gras.s,

and carries olT the jerboa on its

back whenever it sees the hunters,

as that will show it where pasture

is, and the je« boa loo escapes thus

on the onager's back.

/Ir|> From vian and dttielUng in;

ffi^ occurs used for the next.

c/ffi>
To stand or sit carelessly ; a

free and easy way, noncha-

lant, haughty ; a bold, assuming

gait ; strong.

I ^ tusks, strong teeth.

1 # haughty.

gg I
imperious, domineering.

To crouch, to squat ; to sit

im^iolitely, with the feet out.

c/i«'
] /^ to give no attention.

^ 1 ffij ^ to sit on the

haunches, like a seive.

1 ^ to squat one's self down, as

in the best seat.

^ ]
to sit impertinently.

J^ 1 ?jC iK I shall forcibly oc-

cujiy all east of the Yangtsi'

River.

1 A saw ; to saw ; to divide, as

by a6a\f ; to mend crockery by

ci'iiP joining the edges of the pieces

with copper c!araps;to reduce;

serrated, toothed, like a saw.

I ^ the teeth of a saw.

^•^ 1
I® the leaves arc seriated.

] ^ he cut his throat.

7J 1 ^ i&n 't '-annot be divided
;

met. he is not to be executed.

1 M "'•
1 J^ M cheaiien the

price a little.

] 7t» Of Ji 1 to saw wood.

1 W "'
1 M saw-dust.

1 ^> ^^ "M 't '*' ""t tlamped

securely.

I J^ to mend dishes.

From cave or shelter

lasso.

and to

Unceremonious, rustic ; sor-

did, miserable; in want; to

./;,j intrude.

1 A •? ^" indigent man.

'^ 1 JQL S poor and withal in

gnat straits.

] Wt '^ f;l*''''w pad for the head

when carrying burdens.

Head Ve». A narrow gore of

land.

5a
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V/lM

From ^ a shoe contracted and

a lasso-

Bandals; poor shoes woven

of the dolichos fiber ; shoes.

"^ ] cheap cloth shoes.

^ j
to put on shoes.

shoes in a uielon-patcl) ;— avoid

the appearance of evil.

^ i^ ± 1 JS ^ «'">^« fi" "P
his doorway,—he is so popular

;

it was the old custom to enter

barefooted.

Ash,inicd^and basbful
; much

alarmed. ^

c/iW j^
I

chagrined and bum-
bled.

iJt-f ) From boar and tiner, because
F^r? these two beasts arc hard to so-

'^^ parato when fighting.

A wild boar; name of a doubt-

ful animal reserablitig a yellow and

black baboon, which butts with its

head, and is very rapid in its mo-
tions; it is said to be fonnd in Kien-

pir.g mountain 5^ 2ji [1| in Ngan-
hwiii ; fighting, tussling, wrestling

The part of the face of an

animal above the moulb, the

c/iU^ upper lip.

M^im ]
the delicate

lidbiUi were tripe and Yum.

Ktt.

To lay the band on ; to fend

off, to maintain ; to occupy

c/i«' a place ; to lean on ; to have

form or substance ; tangible,

evident ; testimony, evidence, war-

ranty ; a.s a prepositicm, according

to, conformably to ; it a|)i)ears that

;

and is often a sign of past time.

22 1 ^ ?S te has now replied,

saying, ....

I II ^ IB. to withhold the rent

when in {x>ssession of the shop.

^^ \
to encroach on, to appropri-

ate by fraud.

1^ I
to usurp by force.

I
«^ to guard vigilantly.

I ^ from what he says.

'^ "(bI 15 1
^^'1'*'' proof is there "i

^ ]
reliable proofs.

1 IK '^ ''^'' y^'"' confidence be

in virtue.

] '^ g^^ each subject must be

taken up by itself.

li jJfc >^ 1
'^^''s agreement is

made as evidence.

S$ <^' 1 $S the go<l8 will surely

comfort me.

I have brothers, I cannot de-

IX'nd on them.

1 ^ E. ^ I ^^^'^ f""y examined

the petition.

I ^ ® S according to what

your letter says.

K'e.

> > From to go and scuffling em the
phonetic.

chic' Hurried, rapid ; agitated,

trembling; suddenly, instant-

ly ; swift, urged on ; to dispatch, to

forward ; to send on, as a post ; an
express, a courier.

^ j hurried, urgent.

j ^ I hastily saw it, I glanced

at it.

ft 1 .;i S a government courier.

2jt 1
<"

I ^ or
1 fj suddenly;

without notice, no intimation of,

unknown to.

] ^ in i *" '"'' ^^'^^ ^^ struck

him.

5g j
flurried, frightened.

k 1 M ^ JE IL I'c is so fluU

tcred (or nervous) that he gets

confused.

t> A padded stick to beat a bell

or drum.

Read ^k^u. An ancient table

ntensil of silver or gold ; a descrii)-

tion of ear-jewel or ring.

Composed of two eyes ; it is an.

other form of k'u'^ to look.

To look to the right and

left ; to look, as if seeking a

trail.

] a statesman of the Sung

dynasty.

chii'

OM sounds, k'o, k'op, gio, gop, and giot.

and hu j— in Fuhchau, k'ii, kii,

In Canton, k'ii and hu;— in Sicntow, k'u, k'u, and kfi j— in Amny, k'u, ku,

hu, k'o, and k'cii ;— in Shanghai, k'it, kii, and chi ; — in Chifu, k'ii.

From [^ to conceal and jip
many sorts inside ; occurs used
with the uc.tt.c/m'

A place for storing or con-
cealing

; a dwelling, a hamlet ; a
petty locality ; a small store-room

;

to dwell; to soit; to assign to its

own pl.ice or rank ; a line, as of

division or boundary ; a measure of

four caps.

I
glj to discriminate proiK-rly, <is

between two similar articles or

stiitemtnts.

I 1 ^ »& ^y pf'vato feelings

or regards.

self.

1 \ :t it mj petty region ; a

small state.

] & ^ ^ living in small quar-

ters at great discomfort.

^ ^^M ]
don't regard mo

as the standard.

1 jyj •"' outlying region, a far off

S],X>t.

^ & /i ] * p'***^ °^ great con-

course.

S ^ 1
'-^ I ^'•''ve ft gooil plan

for it.
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^ ] heaven and earth.

I ^ to hide away.

/p lij" — 5S I ^''^T cannot all

be ulassetl alike.

A rugged, steep mountain
;

a difficult ascent np a peak.

K^ I
a rough road.

c't'ii

ff
The body, the person ; a

body or substance.

^ch'li ^ 3 |§ 1
to offer one's

self for his country.

1^ ]
<"

1 ti ''• ^ 1
^'"-' i^o'iy.

the physical man.

#, f^ - 1
a" effigy of Budha,

like those cut in rocks.

^ 1 ^$^ ^ g an official

who cares only for himself, his

wife and family.

^~^ Prom horse and a place or to

Inn 0" ! '•h® ''•s' '^^° forms aro
I

—' 1 obsolete, ihougli the second is

tf-(^
I
employed for a horse's speed.

('9*^
I

To turn animals out of a

I^t I field ; to drive them into an

,
|H^j inclosure for a battue; to

fi/i'u drive on, to lash, to whip

nj) ; to urge, to animate, to

e.xhort ; to order people into their

projier places; fleet, racing; the

length of the road, the journey or

course.

^ ]
the vanguard.

^ I
the rear, the reserve.

1 ^ to expel, to drive off ; to

turn out, as loafers.

lop fast.

] !JP to exjH-'l no.\ious inflnences.

1 •^ to urge by force.

]
J^ BO M '** ""S** troojw for-

ward, to drive them into the

fight.

From earth and empty; it is fre-

quently contracted to iyii tf »

dike, but the two are distinct.

A mount ; old mausolea or

burial wastes ; a deep gorge ; a

neglected spot, an old fortress ; a

wild ; a fair, a market ; an open

area where fairs are held.

^ ) the oyten country, the fields

and woods, places to ramble in.

^ I
gone to the tomb ; buried.

1 ^ ^ 59 among tbe old tomba

M fl?F 1 ft9
"lien is the fair to

be held ?

& ]
°'' M 1

to go to miirket.

1 ^ ^''*^ l*'3ce for the fair.

I p[j- p^ as noisy as a market-

place. {Cantmiese.)

^-t* The sleeve, the cuff; a wrist-

cj\2^ band, an ornamented cuff or

,c//m udging, such as ladies wear

on sleevv^s.

^ ^ ^ i: 1 -^ I I'old you.

Sir, by the cuff'.

jy i$
] I

stout, lusty, carriage

horses.

I?^!^ To inclose a pen or yard for

<p^\ keeping the cattle and fowls,

^c/<'« especially one near the hills-

tL M M P«t tl"! streams

make the bomidary of the

inclosnre.

M 1 3il iS the whole circuit sf

the corral was surrounded by a

ditch.

From worship and to depart

;

as tlio phonetic.

^cA'ie To dissipate or expel noxious

influences or malaria ; to

avert ; to disperse.

1 M -jfe 6^ to expel wind and

bad humore.

] ^ to dis[)erse ; to alleviate, as

pain.

] ] strongly built, as a carriage

g-H The floui

J\ fish ; it is

flounder, whiff, or sole-

is said to resemble a

^cVii cow's tripe, and has minute

scales; an animal descri'bed

as resembling an ox with a snake's

tail, and wings on its side*, which

|x!rhaps denotes a seal or duo'ong.

^ ^ 1 1^ the serried schools

of plaice and flounders.

From hand and to (jo as the
phonetic ; it is also read Ic'icA,

To feel for a thing, to lake

away ; to hand up to ; to

lade out ; to lift ; to grasp

;

to carry off ui both hands.

The side over the ribe ; the

flank, .13 of an animal ; an

oijening in the side ; to ojien

as a cirpet bag ; to throw

down ; to discard, to reject.

^ i^ 1 ^ ^ ^^^ minnows are

strandetl on the sands.

^ ]
the right fl.ank of an army.

11 A"! Strijis of meat cut from the

c/j Kj flanks and dried in the wind

;

jc//« to offer dried meat in sacrilice.

I 1^ cutlets.

I M i*^'''^'^*^ slicesorcollopsofpork.

U^ ] l^j
a district in Tsing-cheu

fu ill the north of Shantung.

M From lahor and
the phonetic.

a sentence as

jC/i'M Anxious solicitude, labor, dis-

tress; toil of a severe kind,

in obedience to duty,

I ^ grievous toil, as the j)angs of

childbirth or the care of parents

for their children.

#1 ^mm'B corporeal toil

is not to be compared to the

sufferings of a prison.

1 ^ rJ^ fjF we toiled grievously

in the wilds.

m Thread or cord used to or-

nament shoes ; a band once

used to fasten on shoes ; the

blunt figured toes of shoes,

which are likened to a head

and robe.

I j§ the blunt toes of shoes.

A species of thrush, re.nred

as a song bird, the maimt/t

(^A cridut /teres cristatellus)

called
] §1 or /V ^ the

eight brothers; its plumage is

black, with a crest and a

while spoton thesecondaries.

Ul ||g greasy-white spots seen

n argillite inkstones.
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From TjC ii'uteaudan old form

<^I^ of jiQ, a ralei occai-s used for

A [A.iCi: for water to run into, I

a cess-jMwl ; .a Uraiii, a gutter, an

aqueduct ; the filly or rim of a
j

wheel ; a canal
;

great, ample,

wide; tbe chief one; gradual; a

personal pronoun, now superseded I

by the next.
j

j^ '^ ^ H M 1 1
lie assigned

j

us a wide and spacious mansion.

^ ^ 1 &ll ''" seized tlielr chief

and leader.

^ I
the scallop shell (Peeten),

regarde<l by the Bndhists as

among precious things ; it is also
'

called f^ ^ sea-fan, in allusion

to its sliape ; others think the

raother-o'-pearl shell is intended, i

] jj^ a district in Shun-king fu

near the Kiver Pa in Sz'ch'uen.

1 From«!a»i and canal; the first

is an alteration of the last, but

, the second and contracted form
is alone used.

That person or thing.

In Cantonese read ^k'u The
third jjersonal pronoun, he,

she, it, they.

*
] ^ '"s, her's ihcir's.

^ '

I
ask liini.

WL %' \
't is lie

;
tliat '8 it.

^ *
1 IS '^^ '•"^'^ 'li'^ about it.

^j^ The water-lily, tlio ditch

<^|^ fiovxr as the name indicates,

^h'iX called ^ | after the blos-

som has opened.

45 ^ ^ 1
splendid as the full-

blown lotus.

^ I
a mineral like pumic«, found

iloating on water.

i^B A veined stone resembling

tlti^ pyropljiltile, the %% \ , \ised

jC/t'ti for the opaque with buttons

of officem of tbe sixth rank.

^1 A water bird, the g| ] ,

cpj^ whose description allies it to

^ch'U tbe ibis or egret ; it has many
synonyms.

From two ejjea and a !<irii ; q. d.

the restless, eager glance of a

hawk pecking its prey, a sense

fuuud iu several of its coui-

pouuds.

The timid look of a bird; to

examine hurriedly, to glance at; to

stare at wildly ; heedless ; spaiiug,

economical.

]R dr 1 I
'•'"' "Pi'ig'^'' U'*" is

anxiously thoughtful.

5(J 1^ I I
these rattle-brained

fellows are awed.

] IS ^" '""^^ frightened.

I ^ alarmed, drawing back.

I ]
startled, disconcerted.

1 S a term to imitate the name

Gaudama, the priestly name of

Sakya-muni.

1 BB ^ or
1 pg ^ Go-dhan-ya,

one of the four continents of a

universe, whose inhabitants, ac-

cording to the Bndhists, have

circular faces.

FromJlesh or disease and timid;

the second refers rather to dis-

, ease, causing loss of flesh.

Thin, emaciated ; cadave-

rous, ghost-like
;

ghastly,

lean.

^ § iS 1 '"^ aspect is

very emaciated.

»& 12 M 1
f^^^f makes

one become lean.

•l-SA A rake with four teeth ; the

<Tn& twisted and contorted roots

jfi/i'ii of great trees like the banian.

From to go and timid as the
phonetic.

c'h''il' ^ '"°^*^ where many ways
meet ; a highway, a main
street, a thoroughfare ; an

avenue.

5J ]
a public broad way.

5t 1 the equator ; though others

say it is the Milky Way.

i^ ^ 5^ ) to get on to the equar

tor ;— J. c. to see the emperor.

^ I
a high literary degree.

] jHi ^ «'» prcfectiH-e in the south-

west of Chehkiansf.

A square mat, calleil
| ^,

('KU made of hair, which was

^c/t^ci anciently spread for the em-

peror to sit on when worship-

ing Shangti ; a variegateil

carpet.

^E^g A kind of coarse, strong

tJi^t. bamboo matting, used for fish

sc/i'ii weirs and palings.

I ^ trays for silkworms.

1 ^ decrepit, bloaled, dropsical

anil ugly, a term derived from

the appearance of a roll of this

matting.

mm ^^ 1 « T> s^ a

genial pleasant male was sought,

and lo ! this \icious, decrepit

fellow.

"jS^ A vegetable resembling the

cj^^ sweet basil {Lopfianthus) ;

fUil also a synonym for a plant

akin to the chicor)-, other-

wise calletl^ ^ or bitter mallows,

which is probably a Sconimera or

skirret.

''»L^ A species of Trkicum which

cl^K resembles wheat, but has no

iC/i'M eatable kernel.

j ^ mushroom or agaric,

of a dark gray color, which grows

on rolton plants, and is eaten fresh
;

several spring from the same root.

11^ encouraged, as from a

favorable ilream.

A synonym of f^ an ear-

ring ; as a surname, used with

the last.

J^ \ a celebrated general

and statesman of the Wei
state.

> /-* The west branch of tlie Peh-

(^llJJ tang Kiver in the cast of

c/('it' Chihli ; it rises lieyond the

Wall, and runs near San-lio

hien 3 ^ %% f^'r which fg ]

was an old name.

', Read Jceu. The murmuring noise

of wa?,er.
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iih-Sim Dtifective, rotten teeth ; tbe

Cliiiitse iiseribo tliem to

w(jnijs, wliieli cause iLu

tootliacLo
; the toothache; n

thuiiig Set of teeth.

] Ilf'j carious, as teeth.

^|) )q xii \
I" tilt away the lips

111 order to cure toothache, — is

very great folly

t5 A iuythical cekstial animal,

llie f|§ ]
which ha.s a deer's

V/i'ii heail on a dragon's body; it

was carved on tlie supports

of beil.s.

1 H H 1^ »» '!'« bell-posts was

tlie lootlied front-board.

t fi^ Posts carved with dragons.

/^E forming part of a bell-frame

'c'/('(( in olden time, so called be-

cause they supiwrted (S)
the bell, drinn. or cymbal.

zfe
Formed cf J^ xiei'verse and y^
fjreat ; others derive it from y^

cli ii great and 1_J a receptacle, all

c/t'ii' modified in cumbination.

To leave, to depart from ; to

quit; to lay oft"; to dismiss, to

conceal, to hoard ; to remove.

^ 'f# (i ilil \ ± he could.lot

do otherwise than dismiss him.

] 'S to dismiss or to retain, as

an ollieial.

^ .1 ^ i! ^ E ^ I'c ••'i'*"

wished to send away the ram he

was to sacrifice to the new moon,

j ^ to expel the badness ; i. e.

to reform the conduct.

Head /t'«' To depart, to se-

parate ; to go, to proceed ; to pass

on in a regular coiuse; to go out

from or throngh
;

past, gone
;

former, following; to discard, to

repudiate; following a verb, it ini-

l>lies its action or completion ; de-

parting, prolonging, as a sound.

1 ^ o" <i"''iy ' be off

!

^ I
take it away ; carried oflF.

I ^ a finished act.

5^ ]
to enter

;
go in.

] ^ ^ I can't go ; it is impos-

sible to go there.

— ] /?> IhI once gone, never re-

turns.

1 ^ or ] ^ last year.

I
-jit; dead, gone.

] ^ the departing tone.

^ ^ ]
I c.iimot sell it.

^ ^ 1
yo» can go that way

;

passable, as a road.

)& M ^ ] ^ cannot sufficiently

thank you.

^ I
cverwhcrc ; universally

;

Continued ; again and again.

'&
] ^^ P"»t alhurs.

i^^ ] MM ^"'"^''^ '>'«
)''" S"i"g

;

1 ?f- ^ ^ ^ :"" goii'g out to

p;iy a visit.

I 2j5 7JC/£ it is uncertain whether

he goes or comes.

?!c ®> tU 1 1 intend going out —
of the house.

^ T> # ] a fifc
I "as ob!ige<l

to go and see.

-te 1 ^ jis they are not very

uidilie, or far apart,

it 2!« it 1
talking this and that,

tautology.

] "^ to retire from office.

]ii M 1 ®E to go or remain at

home ; to le;ive or take office.

] tJ^ the dispatcli forwarded.

1 ^ ^ to ttirn priest,

it /p 1
it should not be said

;

belter not said; iiiipro[x;r.

1 *t ^> ^ do not think it indif-

ferent whose service (or which

side) you take.

J^ ^ I
Heaven repudiated him.

J^ M ffSC 1
the birds and rats

would soon depart, — because

they found no nest.

S ^-C 1 2)5 ^ hiwii been to see

the tlowers.

cliiie

Old sound-t, kit, ket, git, and ket. In

kwat, kw'at, k'lieli

in

From 5^ to breathe, and j^
adverse contracted ; its com-

pound 5sB^ and other derivatives

have now superseded it.

To hiccough ; in Hunan there

is a tree whose sap cures

hiccough by causing sneez-

ing, to dig out; to expand
;

to put on.

fHf I ^ a fit with fued eyes,

and frothing at the mouih.

Canton, kiit, and kwat ; — I'lt Swatoiv, k'iat, kue, kiok, kwat, and kut ;— in Amoy,

, wat, and kdt ; — in. Fuhchau, kw'ok, kwoi, kiik, and Icuk ; —
Shanghai, kiiih, and djiiih ;

— in Chifii, kiieh.

I^f An old form of the next, but
-Qt* now disused ; tlie second form
•^•1 ^ , only is employed.

Short, as a dress ; a gar-

ment reaching only to the

hijis ; docked, curtailed ; a

man's name.

^ ] ]
very short— and rather

unseemly, as a dress ; stumpy,

as a queue ; lopped, as a horu

;

short, as a broom.

c/tue'/,'

fhue

tide

From a cliff and to hiccough

;

occurs used for the next.

A machine for throwing

stones like a balista; a par-

directing attention ; a per-

sonal pronoun, he, she, it, its, some-

times used for the second jierson,

and a synonym of j^ when u.sed

for the accusative or genitive ; that

one, that man; these; short; to

bow the head.
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1 ^ ^ )® this malady is incur- '

able.
I

^ t% 1 )i^ l><^ >!: 'x^'t aslianiod uf

tlie oftice.

] ^ they, those persons.

jini 1 ^ A 3E tl'e kings who

arose .nftcr lliein.

Jft 1 ^ ^ •' J"" ^'1' "<^'

hearken to this.

fli 1
"& ^ sowing all our sorts

of grain.

The liiccongh ; a disagree-

fl\i nient in the humors of the

^vMe gysteni, called ^ |
and

^ ] , which is thought to

cause paralysis.

^ \ couvulsions, fits.

^ ]
foaming at the mouth, as

in epileptic spasms.

4
A gouge, a graver, a small

) chisel.

carvers and block-cutters use.

From foot and to hiccough aa

tlio phouetic.

c/iiie'
''''' Stumble and nearly fall;

to slip, to leap ; to push

down ; to miss one's footing ; to

kick up the heels ; to move, to

incite; a hoof.

j^ I
subverted, turned ni«ide

down ; dispirited.

^* 1 ^S#:E^4f'«"
when a man stmnblcs or runs,

it is from his determination.

^ ] it came crashing down.

1 "3* if|4 fS ^^o""J''J liy a kick

— of the horse.

3SCI 1
jR^WrmWangstimu-

laled their natural virtues.

Read iiw' To go quickly

;

spry, alert, quick; diligent, careful;

to play with the feet.

^ •j; 1 I
the conscientious man

is swlulously careful.

] f^ suddenly, sprightly.

1 1 <i^ •$• *^" °^^' "P one to Lis

duty.

J£ # 1
do not kick your feet

about

A large platter anciently

) used ill Kicriliccs, whose

single leg had a cross-piece;

the wife of the Great Yii

used it.

Head i.fc'j' A hill suddenly

rising up.

A post, joist ; a stanchion
;

) a pile; a i)ost in the middle

ic/iiie of a gateway ; a stake to

tether an ox ; an axle ; the

bit of a bridle ; a button to pull

open a door; a i>eg to hang things

on ; a lever ; a drumstick.

] j^-\^ a, slake, a post.

1 ? a peg ; a bit.

j^ ] ^^ [like the] sudden turn

of the bit, — which c.iuses loss

or misha]).

In Cantonese. A block ; a

moiety, the half of a thing; a

large piece of it.

^ —
•

I
cut oft' one half— of the

heigh*.

^ — ] saw oft' a piece.

m
0i

Encrgetu;; to urge; to use

pres.sure to get others to do

;

' to stimulate, to push on ; to

comjiel.

1 i;f T lo ^"^^^^ off-

From iloij anJ to laccough aaiho

(./„itf'
Insolent ; on the rampage.

Wi 1 "'"'"b'' ferocious
; dis-

obedient, seditious ; fierce, as

banditti.

A fern whose tender sprouts

'j can be used for food ; the

^chue root is likened to a tortoise,

j>nd the farina
| |^ is "sed

as a starch ; the name includes

probably several s[)ecies of ferns

like ihcf Pteria csculeiita and A^e-

plirodinni esciilentiivt, whose tuber-

ous roots furnish it.

up th.-»t southern hill and gather-

ed tha tartle-foot fern.

1^- All animal found in Siiaiisi,

*\) likene<l to the rabbit for size;

/wii it has short fore legs, and the

natives say that one must

help to carry another, whence its

descrii)tive name of J^t^ ^ ">u-

tual-shouldcring beast ; it is the

mongolian jerboa or helamys

{Dipiis aimulatus),!mi\ its common
name is ^ |^ or jumping hare.

1 ^ " ^^'orni found in wells, the

legless larvK of a kind of fly, or

perhaps a species of leech.

The end of the backbone;

the bones of the tail.

,c/iue

iihiie

To skip, to jump; a horse

stumbling in his paces.

fCfttVt

From metal a.m\ hiccough; it ia

nuaiitliorized in tliia form, but

in K.inglii's Dictionary lias tlie

radical at the bottom, and

defined to grind.

A pickax, a pick ; a hoe ; to

turn up the ground.

] iin i® ^ ^^^ V^*^^ '" ^"^ '^'gg'"g

the earth.

Pi,
tf-hite

.chiie

An unaulliorizod cliamcter.

To pout.

1 ^ !^ ^ ^ ^ '«

jxiiit and look gliuii.

A hog rooting tlio ground :

a pig turning over the soil,

and seeking his food, com-

monly calleil
3t[- ig i^ Vhc

pig lifting the earth.

From tvord^s or heart and to pry

a liolo in.

Wily, timeserving; feigning

ill word, or agreeing with,

ill order to gain an cud;

to impose on ; hyixwrilical,

false; counterfeiting.

] Hi) ;f iE aa'-eeing with but

still di.siiigeniious.

1^ I
deceiving, guileful.

j^ I
to delude, to gull.

^ ]
treacherous, untriKtwortliy.
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A3P Ijand fillcil up or regained

"l*y> '''^'o '"^ river ; islets raised in

^chti the stream ; to bubble, to

gush out ; water flowing ra-

pidly ; name of a small branch of

the liiver Wei on the west of Si-

ngan fu in Shensi-

)t^^ Fluttering, terrified as birds
;

^jrij) to Bcampor, to stampede.

you can domeslicato the

phoenix, you may then bo sure

that other birds will not run away
from you.

/;3P The tongue of a ring or a

Jwl' buckle; the clasp or latch

I

which fastens a trunk; a

[ J
ring with a tongue to secure

^cm ^ '*^''"P i ^ buckle.

^ I
hasp of a padlock.

I 1^ a ring on a coi'riago for

tying the reins to.

@ 13 ^ 1
fasten the clasp se-

curely.

XJf^ Fror

1A> To

rom hand and to siretch.

dig, to rake; to pluck

{C/ii<e out, to snatch ; to twang a

bowstring ; to castrate, said

of boiirs.

] 5^ to stretch a bow.

j|-fj^ An archer's ring worn on

5/V) '16 right thumb to aid in

jcAwe shooting.

A broken or half a ring, once

',-, used to indicate disrupted

^chiie frien<lship, or that an officer

was cashiered ; a semicircle;

an archer's thimble; personal or-

naments.

1^ 5£ ^ a fine quality of ink.

a bowman's thumb-ring.

]
girdle-rings or chatelaine.

JThecharacter represents a catch

or nicP. to mark a thing ; it forms
,' the 6tli radical of a few primi-

fpliM tives, and is superseded by the

next.

To mark oflP; a mark on the

left of a column to dent)te a new

paragraph ; a barb, as of a fish-

hook ; iu pcmnuiiship, it is read

lifiM as if it was JpJ a hook, from

its form.

55 ] to mark criminals' names for

execution, as is done by the

ennxTor at the autumnal as-

sizes.

From ifaler or ic« and to

stretch; occurs used witli the

next and last.

Streams diverging; to lead

streams in channels ; to dis-

perse ; name of a small af-

fluent of the River Kan in

Kiangsi ; to decide, to settle ; to cut

off; to pass sentence; an adverb,

doubtless, decidedly, certainly,

finally ; an iircher's ring.

j ^ it is positively so.

I ^ quite certain.

I I ^ certainly, positively.

1 /P ^ a" ^ certainly will not

retract my words.

] ^ to utterly renounce.

1^1 must have it ; indispen-

sable.

1 1S' ^ '& ^ "''^ determined not

to go.

1 ^ *° decide finally, as a judge,

jjl^
I

to sentence to death,

^^ jf§ ;p 1
'l" "°t tiecide against

the rules.

] ^||i
to take out of prison,

ife 1 to execute a criminal im-

mediately.

^^ I
the annual execution of

state criminals at Peking, ten

days before the winter solstice.

J^m 1 ^iJJ Ire :1V it stands

to reason that there has been

nothing of the kind.

l.lim*Hljmj5feifyo"Iead
it easterly then it flows east.

^ P^
I 1^ [the crane's] sharp

bill snaps up things quickly.

JpJ I
the Yellow River Las burst

its banks.

Jj5 ] ^ the ear-shell or Haliotis.

I
"i^ Occurs mostly written like the

^f^y last.

^cl^ue A medicinal plant like senna,

the
I

BU(C'<:«s!((<ura), whose

seeds are used in diseases of the

eye ; there arc two sorts, one of

which is called J^ |0 j Ufl or

horse-hoof cassia, whose leaves are

edible.

] BjJ ^ seeds of the Cassia tora

and (J. ahsus, and tjrobably of

other sfxjcies.

'^a^ From s" wnrds and^ to decide

H/^) contracted; it is interchanged

fClme with its primitive.

Parting or dying words; a
farewell ; to take leave ; an art, a
rule; a mystery, as of the pulse;

esoteric, occult doctrines, as the

precepts of Budha ; a trick, as in

legerdemain ; hidden, occult, ab-
struse.

^ & i, \
"lies for attaining

immortality.

1 fi •''' transmitted rule ; the

secrets of the craft.

I %\\ to part from a friend.

] 1^ to remove doubts.

S 1 ^ what is the mystery of

the thing?— as of the tele-

graph.

^ I
last dying words.

^ I
inviolate secret, as in a

trade.

s" I* ) ^ there's no end of his

t.ilk or his promises, as a maun-
dering, undecided man.

P ]
gibberish, mumbling.

^ I
recondite instructions, hid-

den meanings.

'

1 t^ farewell advice.

^< 1 or ^ I
an eternal farewell.

Jpl ^ -Ig: I
parted from his

mother

m.
From horn and to dispart ; oc-
curs interchanged with the pre.
ceding.

xchue

Grievously disappointed in

one's expectations, and therefore

angry; to expect impatiently
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(1is6<itisfie(l ; deficient, wanting; to

criticise and tell another's faiilla

J^ ]
to disclase.

] g^ to impatiently hope for.

g Ig ] ^ I am nut at all satis-

fied in my wishes.

In Cantonese, souietimes written

yueh^ 1^, but this form is better.

To make one end higher; to sit

upright, to perk up ; to cackle ; to

order off.

1 ^ 113 ^'^ stand on tiptoe.

] J^ ti) curl up, as a dog's tail.

1 1 Ml '^'^
''""l' '" walking.

ft -If A s.lirike {Lanius). for which

^/\) fij} ^ is anothtr name.

ic/'"« ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ A I'is talk

is like the chattering of the

Eontheni savages.

From man and to stoop.

Obstinate, set in onc'.s way,

iChic^' grouty, perverse, opinionat-

ed ; hard to jjleasc.

1 551 ® ^ lie is just as sulky

and intractable as ever.

^ ^ ]
a crabbed or particular

fellow ; <in exacting man.

In Cantonese. A dull edge, a

broken or blunt ))oiMt, abrupt, in-

elegant, as a slyle or expression
;

stopiKid, as a highway ; a cul-de-

sac or blind alley.

Ufc IS 1
rude, abrupt siwecli.

7J (f jff- I
this penknife is very

dull.

Rising abruptly like a lofty

I) peak; eminent.

f/iiie ^1 $ ] [ii
•'' ^•'s'^ terrjcc

ri.siiig up by itself.

1 ^ disunguishetl, as a single

brother who gains the honors;

exalted above his fellows.

1 jlfi JS^ IH FuT ''« iltaine.J to

these higli positions from being

a mere farmer.

I-'rom 'land and to stoop; occurs

nsed for tho last and for JQ

,c/md
'^''°'«-

To dig into the ground, to
j

scoop, to excavate, to hollow
i

out; eminent, extreme.

] ^ to dig a well.

I j,ji
to ojxin a pit or drain. 1

] ^ to prepare a tomb. I

1 iM ak t" 'I'n' ^ fosse.

t^-^ 1
laJihedung-chafTer works

its w.iy out of its hole.

1 M 'M ~' ^ '"^ opened tho

grave and [learned the] first

caise — of his death; refers

to a device of Han Lin j||; f^

j

to bo avenged after his death.

! P^IL '^''^ quick p.ice of a horse;

|jt/V) swift, sjieedy ; to gallop; to

!
^c/tiie' paw, as if anxious to go.

J

^ -if 1 ^ [tl'« "-aeer]

j
throws out his fore feet, and kicks

up the dust with his hind feet.

1 3§, S<t "'^ ™"S'' gallop on

fast ill their tracks.

A bird which sings at the

) equinoxes, and thus marks

the seasons, called JQ^ tho

working sparrow ; it is tho

tailor bird, though the Chinese class

it among the owls ; other names fer

it are ^ |g the female iirtisan, and

the J5^ ,% the cunning-wife bird.

^1 ]
(also called ^ jjg or the

rule-child) is a synonym for the

goatsucker

Old B0un4s, k'it an4 k'efc. In Canton, kut and hiit; — iii Sivalov), kue, k'lii, and kial ; — in. Amoy, kw'at; —
in Fuhchau, kw'ok j

— in Shanghai, djiieh ; — in Chifu, k'iieh.

From dnor nnd to hiccough;

uBed with tho ne,xl.

.cli'ue A passage through the great

gate ; tiio gateway, or tiic

lookout tower above it; the gate

or city of imperial [tower; a fault;

a blank ; a deficiency; defective,

lost; to erase, to txpunf;o; to

dig; to miss, to err; disresj^ct-

ful, wanting in; In exercise reser>'e;

to l>lame one's Sflf

1 P^ "•
] J£ '''s Majesty's

palace.

^ ]
the golden gate— of para-

disc.

f^ ]
tlie waning niooii.

^ j
the capital or I'cking.

^' ] — ^ the book lacks one

leaf.

I
'^ a deficiency or hiatus in

tho text, a lacuna.

^£.^ ] ^ at the lookout tower

on the wall.

^ j^{ *}/ ] 'lot the least pari

or bit is wanting.

g! 1 fJ 1^ I look towards the

pal.ici'
j
from a distant province],

;iii(l iiiJike my obeisance.

^ ]
waging and waning; full,

tiirn deereusing.

1 )& S :^ '"-' *'"6 ^^o"" I" '''"

water.

1^,

^ ]
the meaning [of this word}

is lost.

the .sovereign's shortcoinir\gs

only Chung Shan-fii can supply.

B'lom ® 1 dish and tjk to dis-

Xmrl contracted.

/I'ue A broken or defective vessel

;

short, deficient ; defects; no-

thing said u(x>n tho point ; to

\acate, as a po.st ; the duties of

an oflice, of which three classes

arc made, as ^ ] an easy |)ost.,

t^ ] an ordinary post, and ^ |

a (roiiblesoine post, and their s.^Ia-

rics are projiortionate.
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^ ]
to supply a vacancy.

g^ ]
or [ij I

to resign, to take

leave, to make a vacancy.

^ j
a good office, a lucrative

situation.

1 S or 1 >J? or ^ I
wanting,

incomplete, not the full tale.

I
y^ to affect or reduce the prin-

cipal.

J^ ]
to give way, or break down,

as a dike or canal bank.

1 Wi "' gr"ivance ; a grudge at.

{J ]
cracked ; a bit chipped out

^ I
deficient, as a set of things.

I f^ [one] corner is knocked off.

&cm^^!SL 1 fS i^ we
have broken our axes and splint-

ered our chisels.

R3 'C* ^ I
I am conscious of

doing no wrong.

B^ >^ m I
the moon is a little

beyond her full.

M ] 5c ^1 t'»« lightning flashed

across the sky.

I ^ deficient; imperfect; dis-

appointed in, as in the qnahty

of goods ordered.

] ^ nothing said upon the point,

either from ignorance or no dat.i.

From door and a horary charac-

ter.

ch^ile To shut the door, to close

the office, as when a case is

judged or quashed ; to stop, to

rest ; done ; terminated ; to prohibit

;

rested, pacified.

1 ^ " curly-maned horse.

Wi 1 '" '•'} aside mourning,

^ ^ I
to sing several tnnes.

^ ]
the music ends ; the band

has stopped.

^ ] I|$ J^ not resting for times

or moons; injceasing vigilance.

^-Tia^n^tl^ 1
ifg"od

men will lake it, the people's

hearts will be pacified.

From feathers and bent over.

) Birds with short feathers,

'c/i«e/i which come out just after

moiling.

JK 1 T ['^''is ^"'^ '"*s] its pin

feathers just growing.

) 1^ "j* curled feathers.

The characters nnder this and the next syllable are frequently heard kiiJen and K'liJKN. Old sounds, kien, gien, k'in,

and gin. In Canton, kun, and iin; — in Swatow, kien, kang, and kwan ; — in Amoy, kwan ;
—

in Fuhchau, ki5ng ond kwong; — in Shanghai, k(l° ;
— in Chifu, kiien.

xM'ten

From woman and roimd.

Beautiful, comely, elegant

;

pleasing, sprightly, graceful

;

subdued, calm ; somber.

] ]
flitting easily, as a butterfly;

swaying gracefully to <ind fro.

3ip I
lady-like and pretty.

1^ ]
arched, crescent-shaped.

^ ]
light, sylph-like in one's

movements ; buoyant.

1 1 ^ ^ 1*^6 clear,'calm moon-

light.

From insect and roitnd ; occurs
used for the last, and is also

read jj/nen.

^chuen

Little re<l worms like mns-

ketoes' larvae, found in puddles ; to

disturb ; to agitate, to stir about

;

sprightly.

1 1 ^ tS the caterpillars were

creeping about.

li fff ft ^ 4f 1
ll^e pretty

lively cicadas in the shady bam-

boo coi)se.

ii

|.|-| From 7iand and round ; it reaem -

jH^^J bles '««n J^ to injure, and is

^chiieu
"'^^ '•^'"^ "•'«™-

To reject, to throw away ; to

renounce, to leave ; to part, as at

death ; to offer up ; to disdain ; to

subscribe ; to contribute at a call

from government ; to buy title or

office ; a benevolence levied for a

state exigency.

gg ]
to open a subscription.

1 ^ to subscribe, to give for state

use.

I ^ to subscribe and pay a call.

1 i^ 'o [''"^y '" *•" government.

1 ^ "r
I ^ to purchase a title.

I
"^ to buy an office; an officer

who buys his post.

] ^ to hiizard ; to cast away

;

to die.

I Jg j|t^ 'ic preferred death

to disgrace.

]^ jff I
a tax levied on shops

and markets.

;g ^ I
a tax to supply the fuel

for troops.

] ^ throw away life.

In Cantonese. To examine care-

fully ; to pry ; to stoop ; to make
a hole ; to gness right.

1 >S i '" wriggle through or in.

1 I
to squeeze through o. hole.

Tiie traces of a harness ; a
soablianl ; a crup[wr ; long-

liH)luMg ; the reins, for which

alonethe second form is useti.

c/iiieti 1 I MJ3 like long dang-

ling gems hanging at the

girdle,— so is one who takes

the salary and does no work.

m]
ml

m
1

From eye and round.

To look at with displeasnre
;

to look at askance ; with dis-

like; reciprocal dislike.

I W Ws. '•I'ey all began to

laro at him and grumble.
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JQ A murmuring brook; a small

t^lpj rill which swells as it flows;

ehien nameofa ilver in Shantung;

pure, clear ; to cleanse ; to

select ; to exclude.

I
•§ to choose a lucky day.

I ^ to expel miasmatic evils.

:^ 1 1 M :ftn it 'lie spring

bubbled and began to flow uff.

1 \% water flowing around.

M ^ Ui 1 1
''"' '^''^'" ^''^ washed

the hills so bright.

.1
The goatsucker {Caprimulgus

Ijjijl stictoiuus) whose song in-

chiten dicales the time for sowing;

it lays its eggs in other birds'

nests ; it is called i^ | and

"? ^' *"<'''^'"' "'irae ^ 1^ al-

ludes to the mournful cry which it

is fabled to sing all night till blood

comes into its eyes, singing for its

mate to hasten home.

so named from its blossoming

when the goat-sucker is heard.

The stalks of rice or wheat

:

wheat straw.

chiieii

xhUen

From ^i7isc<:f, p eye, ^ad-
vantage, and to 'J cover, show-
ing its worm shape.

A species of glow-worm or

phosphorescent grub, produced in

rotten vegetables ; bright, pure,

shining ; lustrous, as ghized paper

;

to clean, to maintain pnrity ; to

regiird as innocent ; manifest ; to

exclude, to excuse, to let off; haste.

1^ ^ ;:^ ]
exclude whatever is

impure.

j fl to remit, as taxes.

] ^ to excuse from paying an

account

I ^ to clean np.
,

*
1 >^ llf '^'''* happy auspices

and washings, the sacrifices are

offered.

±^T^ 1 I^#JKffiShangti
could not hold them guiltless, and
visited Miao with calamities.

Earth or wall inclosing a

grave ; a limit.

''chikn
I Q a round walL

C A/b* From metal and to roll.

J^^ To bend iron
;
pliable.

soft, it can be bent ; but if

hard, it will snap.

C ^SrJ^ From plan t and a roll ; altered
from its primitive.

'c'/aien A common wayside plant,

the
j 5, which, if the

synonyms do not mislead, is the

bnrweed (Xantliiuin strumuriuvi),

and is common in northern China

;

its leaves and seeds are sticky.

3c $R ] 5 we gathered the

mouse-car.

From hanH and a roil as the
plionetic ; occurs used for the

^efiuen
"^^'' "^'^ iorJc'Uen^ tlie fist.

To roll up, as a scroll ; to

seize, to gather ; to pack up ; to

whirl about; spiral, crisi)ed ; rolled

up ; to exert strength ; vigorous.

] ^ curly hair.

JP, ] ^ the wind swirls the rain.

1 ilS ^ """l' 't "P. as a curtain

;

whirls it aloft, as dust.

^1 lU /'I ^e seized on the whole

region.

] ] ^ what great strength I

^and
I

areopposites,'— to open

out and roll up.

^ 1 HD [ihe robbers] made a

clean sweep and went off.

M 1 ^ S [passed away] as the

wind rolls away the clouds.

^- From P a seal and^ to /ia«d
up a dish of food ; it is inter.

chuetl'
''^*°&^'l with the two last, and

*chiien
^''^ (fc'"«m ^ the fist.

To cut around or crookedly

;

a roll, a scroll ; a book ; a section

or division of a work ; ruled paper

for writing essays on ; to roll up

;

elegant ; indented ; having recesses

or adits ; curved, curled, as hair
;

elegant ; a classifier of books, rolls,

maps, and such things as roll np.

^ ] to open the roll, to begin

to read.

I ^ a satchel, a bag for papers

hung on the neck.

^ ^ ]
he has begun his studies.

^ ]
rejected essays.

^ I
a spotted or dirty essay,

which is thrown out.

^ I
or§ ]

accepted essays of

the candidates for kojin.

^ ]
book?, manuscripts, <fec.

"*
' 1

"^ ^ % ['''® mountain

far ofl' looks] only like a stone

for size.

^ I
a long picture on a scroll

;

a map of a country.

^ ] the papers concerning a case

in court ; the records ; archives.

] ^ JB H their chignons curled

like a soor[iion's tail.

] § the star v in Perseus.

M 1 #Pnf.lima^i"'othe
recesses of ilie mound came the

whirling brecao from the south.

;» ) From man and roll as the pho-
netic.

cliuen'' Tired, fatigued ; to desist

from labor.

0jf I
tired out, exhausted.

H 1
fagged, knocked up.

^ 391 JK 1
''"5 's indefatigable.

Jg ;^ ^ 1
1^° "lind fixed on

its purpose.

I
i^ tired enough.

^17^ wearied out ; I can

bear no more.

^ ijf S j
listless, tired of a

work; it is distasteful to me.

Sa ) From tlie eye and to roll as tho
]ihonctic ; used with the next.

c/tHen' To love, to care for, to regard

kindly ; those whom one

loves, kindred, family ; related to

;

gracious, fondly lovingly ; fine, as

goods for family consumption.

^ ]
your family

;
your wife.

1 i0 1^ y"'^*" wife's rej.itives.

1 JB <'• ^ ]
a family ; one's

household.
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^ ^ ]
unmarriocl.

1 5H to regard affuctionately ; to

SCO to carefully.

^ 1 lit A Heaven's gracious

regard for men.

I tI^ family or best rice ; that

given to soldiers.

^ ]
ihe women are witbin;—

a

notice put on the door of inner

apartments.

1 ^ ,§ unalterable affection for.

^ to Set tLe lieart on.

^ llie emi)eror's regard ; his

kindness to olber.s, or friendly

tbougbl-s.

75 1 w m ib B n ^
[Sliaugti] turned his kind re-

grads to the west, and gave this

abode— to King T'ai.

^ 5C 1 'te '''k'' Heaven gra-

ciously protected him.

th^ ) Almost llic Baino as the last.

To turii the eyes back n[X)n

e/tiien'' fondly ; lo remember kindly.

il ig 1 ]
looked back

after him with longing eyes.

I 1 ^ ^ unremitted care, not

taking one's eyes off.

^Xj a bag holding three B[- or

pecks, wiili the bottom made

chiieiC of board j to slap or turn

down the cuff's.

1 It iJ SS t'> r<'ll 'lown the

sleeves and bow reverently.

A/^^ Wafers, thin cakes in which

P'^y meat is rolled.

cliuen^ ^ ]
thin dry wafers rolled-

§ I
meat hash rolled in

wafers or flapjacks, and

slightly fried.

Ml?^
An ancient place in the king-

ly dom of Wei, in the present

chiieii' ^ jllj in the north of Ngan-

hwui, near the Kiver Wei.

.^|l|) From silk and round.

7|»Kl A thin, sleazy, cheap sillc

chuen'' like lustring or taffeta, woven

for linings, of which there are

many sorts used for fans, toys,

lanterns, pictures, &c. ; applied to

some kinds of pongee ; a bird-net;

a target.

] ^Ji cotton-like lutestring.

^ I
gauzy lustring.

^ I
yellow silk; met. an im-

IMjrial order.

I
-^ a silk handkerchief.

I
glazed lustring for paintings.

From net and rouni or taffeta;

these two are not altogether
identical.

To suspend ; to hang up,

to bind with a cord ; for

which the first is pro})er; to

entrap by a noose; to en-

tangle in a gin, to catch in

a net; a bird-net.

] J^n caught in a net.

iJ3)
A lodge for policemen or

pj followers; a prison for women;

chiieii' a sort of arbor or pavilion.

chuen

m
chiieW

Also read liien.

Angry, irritated; distressed

;

' impetuous, anxious.

4* *& 1 1 ™y '"'^y heart

is torn with grief

^ ] angry, excited to wrath.

iS"M"jfc 1 1
stood scratch-

ing his head in his anguish.

Hasty, prompt ; light-mhid-

ed ; frisky, as a dog; tijnid;

a modest man of probity,

who is not talented, and

must be guided.

1 #^;5!f ^^4tbe
cautious man will keep him-

self out of wrong.

1 ^ ^ Sfc fr -llL
*^« laodest

and careful man will never

venture on doing anything.

From ring and cow or ii;ood or

uphold ; the first form is com-
monest, and the third ia deem-
ed to be erroneous.

W
j
The ring thrust through an

^^
I

ox or camel's nose by which

J it is led.

fCfitien
I ^ to ring buffaloes.

Bead ,i'wn. A wooden

bowl or dish.

Old sounds, k'fn, k'ien, gien, and gin. In Canton, k'iin, and hiinj — in Sioatoio, k'ien, kw'an, and kung;— in Amoy, kwan,

kw'an, and k'iau; — in Fuhchau, kung, kw'6ng, kw6ng, and k'eng; — in Shanghai, chii"; — in Chifu, k'iien.

From «i cioswrc and a ro/J. I

f l"l A small circle; a full stop
|

ch^iien or period in grammar; to
j

chHlen' punctuate ; to encircle, to
|

surround ; roundish, curved.

] to draw a circle.

/p ffi ] -f ^ '1" "°'' *'^^'"

I the ring; to bring into order.

I ^ to mark the tones of charac-

ters at tlieir corners.

pj"
I

pj" S^ this should be ringed,

and |x)inted,— »'. e. italicized or

marked for its importance.

{J[j j to publish the names of the

successful siuts'ai; they are

written in a ring or round robm.

1 JK '" cancel ; to erase, by draw-

ing a ring around.

±'1ifc fi^J 1 ^ I was caught by
his ring, I fell into his snare.

tr f@ J^I 1
Jraw a red ring

around it, as is done by officers

on parts of a iiroclamation.

] U a rocking-chair.
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Bead fcteji' A coop or pen for

a-.iimals ; an inclosnrc, a prison ; a

snare ; a cup of wood, for which

tlie next is better.

J^ 1
'"* horse-shed or paddock.

i^l^ Small wooden bowls or cups

< r& niade in a lathe ; they are

iCh'iien much use<l by Mongols.

:^ ]
a wooden cup or por-

ringer.

Read kiieii', and used for 1^
The ring or stick which is run

through a cow's nose.

A^i^ From iotd and toroH contracted.

( i-^ A part of a crossbow ; two

fh^wn rattan rings suspended so as

to permit the archer to put

his arms in them as lie begins to

learn to draw the bow.

S 1 ^ # '"*"g "P *^^e rings

•nnd practice your archery.

<Hfe Careful ; to stop, to desist

;

c 1''^ mournfully.

fph^uen
I ]

attentive, earnest; ap-

plying one's mind ; intent on.

tfV From hand and to roll np.

The fist; to double up the

iPh^utn hand ; to grasp in the hand

;

boxing, fisticuffs ; athletic,

vigorous-

I Bg the fist.

1 ^ 0j5 a teacher of boxing or

gymnastics.

ii 1 fi '" ham boxing, so as to

^ ]
box and spar.

g ]
empty-handed, as when

beginning life.

^ )
or |!|| ] to play the game

of riioira.

% 1 il t$i: ^ two fists are

no match for four Iiands;—
don't quarrel wilii your su-

periore.

^ ^ 1 I
[I received it] with

the utmost ru8[)cct and care-

1 1 /)R ^^ to carefully clasp in

the arms.

^' 1 ^ ^ itching (o liavo a
fight, to strip and go to blowa.

j|g ] very thoughtful and atten-

tive.

^ 1 ^ H without energy or

courage.

^ From insect and to roll.

The squirming of a snake

fh'^ikn when trodden on or not pro-

gressing ; the convolutions of

a snake coiled on itself.

S(5fe
The legs contracted or dou-

^ff bled up; to pull the legs

fliiien under one.

)
8J§ contracted and stoop-

ing, as persons exposed to tlie

cold ; cuddled up.

1 ^ M ? ''"gs drawn up, as

when asleep.

A fine head of hair ; frizzled

^ or curly hair.

f¥u(n ^ A ^ B. 1
[tliu'i" mas-

ter] is [personable and has

fine hair, referring to the whiskers

or beard.

M
From wood and a water-fowl for

the phonetic.

^IMkn The weight or balance on the

steelyards ; a weiglit ; direc-

tion, authority, power, intimating

that the man acts by rules of exjie-

diency,or as the jiosition he is in de-

mands; influential ; circumstances,

position ; to balance, to equalize
;

to plan ; meanwhile, temporary

;

contracted ; a kind of yellow veined

wood.

I Jg^ under the circumstances;

the exigency demands.

;^ I
comply «iili the ix)sitioii

of things, to act as the exigency

,> requires; deviating from strict

•, rules.

1 1^ ;^ weigh it well, estimate

the pros and coiis.

] ^ to ada{>t one's .self to the

times.

] E a poweful officer.

5^ I
the star 6 Mcgrez in UiBa

Major.

] ^ awo inspiring, as one hav-

ing authority.

Jn ] military power.

] i^ influence, power, force.

1 f^ intriguing, to trim one's

coiwse.

1 flic
to plan on the instant,

quickwitted, having tact.

2p I
to equalize.

1 ^ to weigh justly, to deliberate

equitably.

] ^ temporarily obliged to do.

1 "? ^ ^" g*-'t interest on money.

] f£ a substitute, a deputy in

oHice.

.^^^;FiS 1
^unhappily

he did not go on as he began.

ifi. 1 ^ ^ to act as occasion

requires.

* 1 fl^ ^ ?r the leading di-

rector, the heatl manager.

I 7fC is given .is another name of

tlie /fc ^j[ or Hibiscus syriacut;

its bark is used to cure the tet-

ter, and the. white flowers are

sometimes eaten.

S^
The check-bones.

K 1 *B* (^ M^ 0"° who has

fCUikn high cheek-bones— is cruel.

M 1 .i^i^*7J[awife]
witii higii cheek-bones is a

liusband-killin}' knife.

.X
The original cliarncter is thought
to bear a riulo resemblance to a
dog; it is the 9 tth radical of a na-

t/< iten tur.al group of characters relat-

ing to wild beasts, and is some-
times prefixed to words denoting
an enemy, or one of anotlier na-

tion to show cpntenipt or spite.

A dog, especially a large one ;

it is a met.iphor for wickedness and

treason.

] -f"
niy son, a depreciatory term.

]
•;jjf

a whelp's aliiiity
; my [wor

services.

^ 1 .^7 ;i ^ .W #a I will re-

•piite [your kindnes-s] with the

zeal (if a dog or a horse.

Jft <& 1 W lic ''»« » villainous,

wolfish heart.

I :^ 4fl Ih it winds in and out

like dog's teeth;— 1.«. has.lsAny

defiles and passes.
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] jg a dog's kennel.

1 *3^K t-''^ '1°S watches at night

^m^^^ 1
mtl-e tiger

Las got down oil the plains, and
is laughed at by the dogs.

M + Jl;. 1.
Jfij^EE»'tl'C'-e's

no mastiff in the village, any cur

may be king.

J^'icM^i] •? how can a young

tigress mate a puppy ?— keep

to your own class.

From field and dog or stream ;

Ihe first form is most used.

A small drain between fields

a cubit deep and wide ; a rill

V/w/j running in a drain ; to flow,

as a current; to be diti'used,

as gootl instruction.

I
1^ furrows or crains in the

fields ; lands, farms-

]
to divide fields by ditches.

] ^ :^ 5^ 'et the great princi-

ples of reason be everywhere

dift'used.

I
j'^ sluices and ditches, such as

drain off fields.

/fy^i Bound with silken cords;

confederate ; connected, <is by

c/i^Ucn' friendship, or as parasites.

g I
bound up, strap[x;d.

iU S i|jt 1 '" or*ler to caution

the parasites.

] ^ a leathern strap or gorget

for the neck.

) t\om kuife and roll ; q.

cut with a knife.

. a roll

ch^iieii
^ bond, deed, or contract,

anciently made on wood, of

which each party retained a serrated

or notched half; a section; written

evidence as such papers are.

I J^^ a bond ; the contract.

^ 1 a sort of ticket for a feast.

^ I
an agreement; a deed, as

of a house.

j^ j written tiles placed in graves

as proof of {wssession ; a custom

of the Ming dynasty.

M ] flff i^ hold on to the deeds

and you are sure of the land.

JU 1 SU ^o bring up old scores,

to rake up former evil deeds.

^ ^ I
he took the left half of

the bond.

]
precious bond; — is the

bank bill of the Kin.

1 legal documents in a case.

] volumes, pajxirs, documents.

^ a certificate, as of payment.

From strength and a waterfowl
as the phonetic; the contracted

, form is common.

To exhort, to advise, to ad-

monish ; to encourage, to

praise ; to assent -willingly,

to acquiesce; to take advice;

to be stimulated ; influenced,

as by arguments.

] 1^ to remonstrate with— as a

superior.

] j^ to encourage to diligence-

1 ^ to inspirit, to incite.

I flj to urge to reform ; to ch ange.

1 )^ ">•
1 ^ o'"

1 ii. t" ex-

hcrt to peace ; to urge people to

make up their quarrels.

I
-jit ^SC writings to reform man-

kind ; moral tracts.

4Q I
to admonish and inspirit

each other.

] f^ to exhort people to subscribe

to the government.

Old sounds, kok and kot. In Canton, kok, and kwat ; —• in Sivatow, kok, kut, and k'ok ; — inAmoy, k6k, kut, k'ik, and

g6k ;— til Fuhchau, kok, kiak, and kauk ; — in Shanghai, kok and kweh ; — '« Chifu, ku.

^i^ Composed originally of ifs water

Y-\ ^ issuingfroma P mouth or o\>en

'iu

iug in hills; it forms the 150th

radicaj of a small group of cha-

racters relating to gullies and
ravines ; and is sometimeswrong-

ly used for the next.

A ravine, a gnlly ; a gulf, a

gidcli, a gorge or channel be-

tween hills; a wady; the bed of a

torrent; an empty space; to nourish,

to sustain ; impracticable; diflicnlty,

embarrassment ; a bamboo sprout

;

a gap or low ])lacc in hills.

P^- I
and ^ ]

the places of

sunrise and sunset.

jlj ]
a valley ; ravines, gulches.

1 S'l' 'iP ^E to nurture the soul,

so as not to have it dissi|)ated

or exhausted.

ifi is "^ 1
't is equally hard to

advance or to draw back.

S^ H ^ 1 completely exhaustetl

and hemmed in.

m^m \
^^^^JCgetting

out ot the dim gorges up on a

lofty tree ;— rising in the world,

his prosix^cts are improving.

] IBi l^he east wind.

I ^ the hollow space behind the

ankle.

1^ I
a house dug out of a hill

side, as iu Shantung.

ft^ 1 -IS^
"*" echoing valley.

From rice or grain and a hol-

low ; the first is tlio commoa
form.

Grain, cereals, com ; the

seeds of cereals ; real, sub-

stantial, well-oft' ; to be hap-

py; good, virtuous; lucky;

goodness; a succession; to continue,

to connect ; emoluments, income,

salary, living ; to live, while alive;

to bless with plenty, to nourish

;

to be deemed worthy of having a
salary ; iu medicine, fecal matter.

Jt I
all kinds of grain.

I ^ a granary ; a bin.

1 /fn ^ a species of Eleocharis,

a grass used in eye diseases.
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] •^ the spiked millet {Setaria)

when growing; its grain is calU

ed t]t ^ or small rice.

MfM] ^W. ^ may the

prince keep his goodness and

transmit it lo his heirs.

"g
I

grain ; vegetables and fruits

generally ; the cropa

^ I
to lay np provision.

] J^ the fecal passage.

M 1 3fe ^ liie clerk in a prefect's

office who manages the revenue

and assessor's department.

I
i^ the awn of grain.

^ ] the unworthy one ; i.e. I

your servant ; sometimes used

even by an Emperor.

1 W '" luring up, to nourish.

S 31 Hi h S tlil «k 1
I take a

handful of grain and go out to

divine how I may be good

1 B_ a lucky day.

] j^ a salary, which was once

reckoned hi rice, as it still is in

Ja[>an.

^^f\d From n-'jnd aud a hoUoK ; not

jtjijt "'® same as the last, but easily

^^T^^ confounded with it.

Kll

A variety of the 'c/iu ^ or

l)aper mulberry (liroussoitetia), es-

l)ecially a sort with white bark.

^ ]
name of a fabulous tree;

when used as a charm, it helped

people to keep the right road.

^ T Ife I
beneath them were

paper mulberries.

Poh are fortunate mulberries,

but all the paper trees grow here

in the palace, — and are like

useless courtiers.

The nave or hub of a whetl

;

^} a carriage, a wheel.

'iw H 1
or 1 ^ a wheel.

^ 1 to push on the hub,

i.e. to recommend one.

^ ] followers carrying screens

over a general in his chariot

;

such as are seen in Assyrian

sculptures.

i^ 1 ;i T ''' <>' "^'"' tlie court.

^/tt Tlie top of the foot ; hind

^^) iivl of cattle
;

plain, not

^ku particolorcfl.

^IJj^ From Vi flesh a,ni\ fl a cariiv,

t^ . referring to the hollowncss of

«i. bones; it forms tho 188tli rad cal

of characters all relating to

boQCB.

A bone ; anything hard inclos-

ed in or connected with something

soft, as a seam, a kernel, rib of a

leaf or umbrella, seed in cotton,

<tc. ; the figure, the person ; when

contrasted wiili fle.sh ^. it often

moans hard, resisting, difficult.

1 t8f ^ '^ I'lrge, gaunt man.

— glj I
J^ a whole skeleton.

p ]
dry bones.

copper and bones of iron ;— a

very Samson.

i^
I

heart wood.

M ^ I
he is regardless of his

promise, he has no backbone.

J^ ]
lo crack the joints.

^ ^ \ ")] the characters are

vigorously written.

I!f 1 SM .^'*^" baseborii runt

!

] ^ finical ; particular, one who
is hard to please.

^ ]
a fine figure.

1 ^ is ^ 1*^*" >*"'' ^"y *s a

stick.

llj ^ ] the rocks show on the

hills.

^ ] to re'inter bones after dis-

integration, for good luck or

other reasons.

^ I
to turn against one.

"IS A 1 ^ I'is hatred goes to

his marrow.

^ (or Ig) ) f^ to play domuioes.

I ^ drank so as almost to kill

himself

^ j fossil bones ; asbestos when

it resembles a bone.

A sort of silk like sarsnet;

J tied up, raveled, knotted.

i^'-^ i& ^ J^ 1
'lie mind much

,

disturbed and straitened.

A fine-grained wood, white

^ J as bone, which is good for

flu making arrows or handles.

jl^B^ The mind perturbed, all in a

r H > snarl.

'^" >& «a 1 ^ ''"^^ distressed

and desolate is my heart 1

v|_l From 3jC u-ater and ^ dark

\
I

I
J

contracted ; the primitive is of-

'it« ten wrongly written ^ n-hite.

The noise of waves ; to con-

found, to mix, to let flow ; to un-

stop ; to float, to rise
;
pervious,

confused.

1 Be ^ ^M° confuse right and
wrong.

] ^ to rise and to sink.

1 S S £ ^ lie confused the

order of the five elements-

1 ^ •"" ^ f^ '"y distress and
anxiety were all at once removed.

@ ill 1 1
unceasing discussion

and talk.

Read mih^ Name of a river, tho

1 ^ iL "'I'cli flows into Tung-
ting Lake on the southeast, in

which Kiih Yuen J|g )ff^
drowned

himself about b. c. 314.

From wood and to announce.

'|f| > Manacles, handcuffs ; a wood-
en collar like a bow ; fettered,

restricted.

i^
I

fetters, gyves.

^ -^ I tj he was involved in

disloyalty and revolution.

Read AwA, Self-restrained ; ac-

tuated by good principles.

>lrti» -^ shed, stable, or pen for

*)'
|2t ) cattle and horses; the animals

lit' inclosed in such a place.

] ^ a jx-n or corral.

^ It Ji -^ 1 -^ .^ «e must

now let out the cattle and

horses from their folds.

r|/U The cluck of a Tartar phea-

Hh*) *^"' ; *-^^ ^'^y "^ ^^*' pheasant.

to'

ka
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From bird and to tell, in imita-

tion of its note huh kuh.

A target made of concentric

rings of leather, the inner one

of which falls when hit ; name of

a large web-footed bird, which is

called 3^ J5| or aerial goose, from

its high flight ; it is described as

white and the plumage soft ; it is

perhaps the snow goose (Atiser-

hyperhoreus) ; there are the yellow

and reddish sorts ; hoary, venerable

like an old man ; an end, a design.

J|J ] ^ to hit the target.

K'UH.

] ^ to stand on the lookout like

a wild goose ; said of sentinels,

or in letters when expecting an

answer.

5^ ] small species of crane, the

paddy bird, at Canton {Munia
minima) ; and given too to the

ortolan {Euspiia aureola.)

I ^ ^ '& P'*!^ and sallow and

lean as a goose.

\ M.'TtWi, ^ grayhaired man
with a fre.sh countenance.

lllj A ^ ^ 1
the genii ride on

wild geese to heaven-

k'uh. 455

^!l 1 ^ 38f [^^ '""'^ to] carve a

swan, but only made a duck ;—
a viiin attempt.

PkB « ^ *P i?l 1 ^ 5i what

can swallows and sparrows know
of the feelings (or designs) of

wild geese and swans T

It,
To nib, to clean.

1 ^ tt brush and clean

up the fine altar.

Read lieh^ Sprightly, antic.

f^ capering about ; active, as

from a happy heart.

,t'tt

Old lounds, k'ok, and k'ot. In Canion, hbk, fat, and k6k;— in Swatow, k'ok

k'ok
J
— in Fuhchau, k'6k, k'ok, and k'ak j— in Shanghai, k'ok, kw'eh

P,W Composed of Ptf to bawJ and^ TsB ffi T J^ ] M 'M ^ ^nly

rushed out of the tiger's den to

get into the dragon's pool.

^ ] a rat-hole.

^ I& H 1 the cunning hare has

three holes.

1 M •'' I'o'*?) «"*" opening.

•^ ]
to make earth dwellings,

these
I ^ are mostly in hill

sides.

^ j; j^ ]
the hovel of a poor

scholar.

ll^ 1
o"" ^ ]

the full disk of

the moon,

is 1 'J» ^ •'* pilferer, one who

Composed of PW to hawl and^
a prison contracted.

The noise of grief or pain ; to

wail, to cry, t.o scream and

groan; to weep bitterly; to

cry to, to bemoan.

1 tko^U 1 '^'y'^^g' Bcbbiug.

^ ]
crocodile's tears.

^ I
crying bitterly.

^ j
lamentation, deep sorrow.

1 ^ wailing for the dead, as is

done by nionrning women.

51 1 Jji^ PK [""w only is heard]

the wailings of demons and

moans of glioBts,— in the waste

places.

•f- \ ^% the sage bitterly

mourned for him.

1 ^li liK S ''^ '^ "" "^ '^ *"T

abont it.

] ^ ^ the wailing mournful

music around a cor.pse.

From cave and to bend

;

with the next.

nsed

.Vu An underground chamber,

a cellar; bolus in tlie ground,

01- side of hills fitted for dwellings,

such as are common in Shansi and

Honan: a hut.

I'u

digs holes in walls.

S fr iil 1 * corridor or pro-

menade in a monastery {cliang-

kramana), where the priests per-

form peripatetic contemplation.

From earth and to hend ; like

the last.

A cave used for a dwelling

;

the hole of an insect or small

^
animal,

abodes dug out of the hill-

sides.

{^ ^ i^i 1 ^ the soldiers were

hid in the cave houses.

and k'lit ;— in Amoy, k'ut, gfit, and
and djiiih ;

— in Chifu, k'n.

The term ^§ ] seems like

) a local word imitated, and
uliii from the description to denote

an animal akin to the loris

;

it gets its name of j|[ .{^ from the

trick it has of feigning death when
hit, and of reviving by gasping for

breath; it is found in Kwangsi,

and is not difficult to tame ; other

accounts refer it to Tibet, and des-

cribe it as nearly hairless, except a
black stripe of bristles along the

back, but this probably refers to

another animal.

From flesh and projecting or to
hend ; the second form is most

^ ' common.

.k\i

The seat,

the nates.
I

the buttocks.

Mu

Hilly ; a ronnded low snm-

} mit near a high hill.

1 |lpC a line of hills, a range

of low mountains.

Deep water, as in a pool.

iJ ^ •;§ 1 M ^ Hi there

was no flow and no deep pool,

still the spring flowed out.
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From earth and hand ; this is

most commonly nsed as a con-

traction of shing'^ holy.

Ill Ilonan,
] ] is to toil

in farming, to hoe and dig

with the utmost strength.

From ^ to inform and ^ to

learn contracted ; the second
form is seldom used.

1 1^ J
To inform quickly ; an nr-

kW 8'^"'' commnninication.

^ ]
the Emperor K'nli,

the father of Yao, who

reigned seventy years, and died

ahout n- c. 23C6, or "90 years after

the deluge.

J^rti Superior, mellow spirit; ripe,

f^|ft> as grain; hard-hearted, inhu-

Jli'u man, tyrannical, said of offi-

cials; an adjective denoting

the extreme of; the hitter feeling

arising from having suffered wrong.

j fi cruel, unjust laws.

^ "ir 1 S avaricious rulers and

cruel policemen.

I ^ fierce, oppressive.

] ^ exceedingly hot.

^ \
cruelly severe, callous.

iiK^mm 1 ismowing
to the fire having destroyed his

all, he cherished the most bitter

hatred for the crnelty received.

1 ^ ^ A t^Q ^°^ A>>' sd&ea

one; the bad smell is very

offensive.

TjA^ Fatigued ; to fag at ; hard

PW) ^^^ strong.

<*'" 1 1 SS ^ ^''^ livelong

year I am toiling bard.

From cave and to issue ; it is

also read ch'uhy

kV Something just appearing in

a hole, as a mouse peeping

out ; a hole.

B, I iU j|c tlie rat peeped.

out but did not rush by.

/^ ] the son of Shin-nung or

Heu-tsih.

Old sounds, giok, giot, and kiofc. In Canton, kok, kwat, and kiit; — in Swatow, kek, ki6k, andkft; — t» Amoy, kiok,

kiat, and kwat ; — in Fuhchau, kw6h, kdiik, hwoh, and k'ek j — in Shanghai, dj6k and kuih ; — in Chifu, kQ.

dL From P amoMfTiorsqnare in-

'f\J > side of /i a ciibit, referring to

chil the squares on a chessboard.

A game of draughts or chess

;

an order, a rank; the body confined

or cooped np ; coiled, contracted,

bent; curly, as hair; narrow;

mean ; debased ; aspect, appear-

ance; an affair, an undertaking, an

enterprise ; a committee to oversee

it ; a company, a club ; an associa-

tion of a legal nature ; the place

where their proceedings are carried

on ; a dei)6t, a wholesale store ; a

place where things are manu-

factured or guarded, as a mint, a

foundery, a manufactory ; agaraiiig-

shop ; to delude, to put out a bait

for, to enveiglu; complete, as the

squares in a chessboard.

] ^|» j^ A •'' looker-on, one not

concerned in the plan.

'^ 1 ^^ the dullest are those

who are playing the game.

^ JSli 1 *" unfinished game or

affair; a flash in the pan.

2|s ] —^ a fair, even transac-

tion ; both sides satisfied.

sn«

^ t^T I
y°" ''*"'* ^"ng that

about.

^ A ] ^ I'lrt' '"fo ^ house of

ill fame ; a stool-pigeon.

nicely, to play one's card well.

^ ] appearance, physioffnonay,

hearing.

1 S W 'I*
'"^ mean-spirited fel-

low ; an old fogy.

H^ I
a dis^ieusary.

^ ] a mint ; bank owned bv
government.

PP "J: ] a printing office.

IM ^ 1
'* ^r'' "*" soup-honso for

the poor.

^ I
to trick one.

Jj^
I

to be taken in ; cheated.

/?« A 1
't '^ "o' suitable for

him, he is not up to that

style.

1 # E JS the matter is all

arranged.

] ^ tlie position of a game ; the

situation, as of two armies.

^ ^ I
it was a great imposition

on their part.

IS: V ia t^ 1 life is like a game
of chess.

^ ]
the best interests or plans of.

f^ j
to play cleveriy ; a trick.

-^F St ^ 1 I cannot but stoop.

^S & i^ 1 * provincial commit-
tee of supervision.

•f M & 1 ""y l^air is in a wisp.

In CaiUomse. To bake, to heat

under cover; to make tea.

I ^ i;JC
to sponge cloth.

j ^ a covered tea-cup in which

to
I ^ decoct tea.

1 >£ •''" "v*^"' " baking-dish.

Small, narrow; pursed np,

as a tone or sound.

] {£ cramped, no room lo

expand or act ; cribbed.

Trom foot and cramped.

To bow the head, to bend

down, to humble one's self;

crooked, bent; contracted for

want of room.

I ^ to hobble, to limp, as a

fettered horse.

1 m legsuneven or bent, cramped.

sphii
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^pj To bind or hoop a

fj^y "'"' iron-

,chii

k(Jh. liiiii. 4.57

thing

The part of <a spear where it

/R/j '*' ''•-'W; •' harrow or cart for

ja/i'j carrying dirt.

To drive iron spikes in the

/R/j shoes, to prevent slipiiing

jc/i« when ascending a liiil or ice,

as was. done by Yii when

draining the country in old times;

a kind of canteen pnt in carriages.

=±±t A great cart for carrying

dirt, offal, or manure.

From ^ to envelop and /jt

n'ffl, as oue does in taking up a

double liandful ; hnnd has since

been added, and the second

form is now common.

^c/tu To hold or grasp in both

hands ; a handful ; the two

hands filled ; the cavity made by

both hands.

;j; ^ — ] not enough for a

handful.

1 MU to swell out the

cheeks in anger.

^^pT ] very much pleased wi th.

1 7K ^ 3^ [l>e 's able] to take

a handful of water and raise it

to the sky;— i.e. to manage

the affairs of llie country.

In Caiitomse. To urge on, to

encourage to extra effort.

1 ^ ^l to incite to effort.

In Fulichau- Coagulated ; curd-

led ; excited, angered.

Syngencsious flowers like

the Aster, Pyrelhrum mary-

gold, daisy, &c , with a broad

disk.

^ % 1
t'lo marygold.

1 ?E ^ spirits with petals of the

China-aster steeiied in them.

^ ]
to enjoy the beauty of a

bed of Chrysanthemums.

1 _^ a name for the luutli moon.

I j|i M l/J BE '-''s^^ ^<^g'" 'o ^
fat when the asters bloom.

"Iiii

II,
.clui

A leathern ball filled with

i)
hair or chaff; or blown fnll,

and used to play with ; it is

like the next.

From/oo< and a handful; like

tlio last and next.

A stuffed football made of

leather, or a bladder.

HJ I
to kick a football.

From hide and a handful; like

tlio last, and occurs used for the
next.

A ball ; a large chaff or

bran ball; an awl; to nour-

ish ; to bear, to bring np ; to rule;

being, life ; a child ; to bore into,

to investigate to the utmost; to

exhaust, to push to an extreme

;

to inform ; to address, full, much,

j
"^ to rear, to nurture.

I
^ a ball to pl.ay with.

1 ^ a stripling.

] ||5 to bend the body.

1 Il5 ^ ^ Ijc g''*v6 himself en-

tirely to the public.

f^ |j|j 1 j^ he drew out his men
and addressed them.

^ W iSi W 1
'jeforetime it was

to be feared the means of living

would be exhausted.

•Jtj: ^ 1 -JJs
my mother, she bore

and chSiishcd mc !

W 'It & 1 i 'Sr y"» ""ist your-

self just fairly look at your own
troubles.

From leather or leords and
noiac ; tiio first is sometimes

, erroneously written for the
lust, and oven occurs used for iU

To investigate a case judi-

jC kii cially ; to question acriminal

to get out the truth ; to

oppress; reduced to extremity ; the

fiuther bank of a river.

^ 1
or

I ^ to examine and

judge a case.

I ^ jffe IE all exhausted arc the

chiefs of the people.

I ^ reduced to the very last

;

in extremity ; searched into tho-

roughly.

A bird, the *5 | or lark-

|,i»»/'
'""•'' '=""^k"o (jjentropus ajjl-

^cliii Ills), a name probably given

in iuiitation of it* note, W-
ku, ht-ku, or Mt-kuk ; it is suppos-

ed by this note to say ^ ^ haj)py

grain, and thus announce the time

of sowing grain ; another name /fU

alludes to this. .

H^ A shrike {Lanlus scJiah), also

^^, called
fj^ ^: uncle Troidjje

;

^clm colhiquially called J^ f^ ^
hii-pci laat Peking; when it

sings in the summer, its note in-

dicates the time for spinning ; it has

the repntation of eating its dam.

1 ^ "!•
\ll itl ^ tlie hntcher

bird; met. an undutiful child.

't -^ II 1
file shrike is heard

in the autumn.

^ I
crow shrike is the black dron-

go (Dicrurus cathoecus).

^f A crooked spine arising from
TTV 3 disease ; a bent back.

The ripples made on- water

^5 by the wind ; the bank of a

stream.

.||-ji Extravagant and imperious

|//C) ''^ one's acts; angry ; stupid

jC/i(< looking.

1 i^ very angry ; irate.

] ^ furious and unreasonable.

From vjood and to hore into ; it

is contracted to ti/ijfj in tho
southern provinces, but without
any authority, to distinguish
the sorts.

An orange ; it comes nearer the

generic term than any other word.

I J' a large bitterish orange or

bigarade, common in tho north.

^ .

I
at the North denotes tho

Citrus amuntium.

1 & or ) ]^ tho dried fibers

of the orange ; orange-zest.

] ^1 the carpels or sections of an
orange.

^ ft\
I

an orange or its i)eel

hung on the lintel.

.^a
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^ ] the knraqnot orange. (Citrus

madureniis and C. Japonica.)

^ j -^ ^ a dear little fellow, a

darling. (Lantimesc.)

^ # 1
^"^ tn) ^^'^ mandarin

orange. {Citrus nobilis.)

K'tlH.

^ 1
(or ;f§) a nutmeg orange.

^ ^ ]
a gold nutmeg orange.

I ^ a comfit of oranges.

1
("' In) ff ^''o ^'^oss skinned

orange at Canton.

•^ I
or |g I

FuhcUau orange.

k'Ch

1 ilt dried orange skin broaght

from 11wacbeu {(^ j^l ''^ Kwang-
tung for congbs.

Lame in the feet ; to run

rij) about wildly.

liti

Old $ounda, k'iok, and k'iot. In Canton, h6k, Vbk, wat, and kwik;— in Swaiow, kak, ki6k, k'i6k, and k'dt;—
in Amoy, k'i6k, kut, k'ek, and hit ;—m Fuhchau, k'eiik, kw'oh, OTid k'dk ;— in Shanghai,

djdk, choh, and hiieh j
— in Chifii, k'u.

1 )& 6^ thoroughly deceitful.

1 ti BR to sli^cp cmklled up.

^ ]
village iwtois or brogue.

The original form represents a

cavity as a dish, and the upright

strokes a 3i ("""' 'y'^K '" 't

!

others dcscritre it as depicting a

silkworm curled np ; as n primi-

tive it seldom influences the

meaning of its compounds.

Crooked, bent ; a bend ; schem-

ing, false, tortnous ; to oppress, to

wrong ; bent ; forced, obliged to

do ; wronged ; songs, lyrics, dittiee,

ballads, or {x)pular verses ; they

are of difl'ercnt metres, and now

often include dramatic composi-

tions ; a carjientcr's square.

^y ^ ] W. ^^ discriminate the

merits of, to set things straight.

j ^ crooked and straight, wrong

and right

g| ]
distorteil, perverted, as evi-

dence.

5^ I
tricky, underhand.

1 ] -fr crooked paths; to act

in a mean underhand manner;

double-dealing.

^ ^ j
I have been deceived

;

greatly wronged ; imposed on.

*& 1
or ^ j the corners of the

heart;!. e. tli<ingiits, ideas.

r& 1 tosing ballads accompanied

by instruments.

/^^^ \ jjf
man hasmany criif-

ty devices,— t. e. "crooks and

bends," excitements, or tricks.

^ I ^ J^ to seek to make np

a difficulty.

}{|| ] meandering, not straight.

't ^ A 1 ** crooked round-

about road.

c/*=u'

^M3
cA'"'

ill.
.ch'u

'^ A bamboo frame called

having its surface mcide of

thin splints doubled in bows,

to furnish silkworms more

surface on which to spin their

cocoons.

A. coarse tray made of rushes

on which silkworms feed and

wind their cocoons ; it is u.sed

in Kiangsu, and is doubtless

similar to the preceding,

made of a diti'erent material.

The common ^ earthworm,

callf'd
]

t|fe, which the

Chinese affirm can sing, mis-

taking it for the mole cricket.

In Pekingese. The cricket.

1 1 to fight crickets.

licaven, barm ; the mother

or slime which collects on
' vinegar or liquors.

I ^ balls of leaven.

1 §^ cakes of yeast used

in fermenting liquors.

jg ]
distiller's grains or yeast

jpt^
I ^ a decoction ofa common

medicine for colds brought from

Chiuchew near Amoy.

f^ \ or
I ^ a kind of upland

rice which reddens the dishes in

which it is cookeil.

fh'&

,ch'u

From ^ a tail contracted and

pj to issue, intimating a tail-

jcss thing.

Bent down or awry ; to stoop,

to crouch, to kneel, to bend over;

to submit, to give in ; to subject;

to make in accord; to adapt to

circumstances ; to invite; grievance,

wrong ; afpictions, evil fate.

Ifb 1 1^ fl^ '^^ '^'*" either stoop

or stand.

ia ^ ^ 1 ^^^ fingers cannot

count them ; very numerous.

] ^ I invite you, Sir;— t. e. you

will bend or demean yourself by

coming to my house.

1 jffc ?1^ SI Bubduing to Limself

all these vulgar people.

^ I
oppression, wrong ; helpless

against outrage.

^ )
outraged, oppressed wrong-

fully,

bend the knee than the will,

j gj to crouch before, mean-spi-

rited.

1 fl to bend by force ; crooked,

devious.

»S :^ ^ I
the loyal and brave

will not basely yield.

] ^ to kill wrongfully, to kill

an innocent man, whose death

too was a blunder.

] ^ to bend down ; to lubmit,

to yield to, as suffering.

1^ — 3^ reckoning by the

fingers.

1 t£ oppressed, ill-treated.
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Like the precediug.

Forced to <ict against one's

will ; to conceal; to stammer;

to rumple; a fold, a wrinkle;

Btntteriiig, any impediment in the

speech ; to stoi), as ninsiu ; to ex-

haust ; to remove from office.

g3 ] t" hesita(e.

m ^ pT 1 # 1 f? fS if yo"

do not pervert the Iriilh, what

harm is it to bend your body ?

1 JSk stopped, cut off.

X^% 1 ^g :R: do not violate

|>ropriety, when before the noble

and rich.

E$ ^ ^ I
to smooth the folds

ill garments.

^ Vi:WiP^ 1 # practiced in

looking down and up, in conceal-

ing and expressing ;— i. e. un-

derstanding all the duties and

customs of a place.

From insect and to hend ; used
Bometiniea incorrectly for chohj

,c/,'a iifi'^ spider.

Grub of the carpenter bee ;

worms which cat plants.

|{# ] a large grub wliich bores

into trees; tlie locust (.So/)/'o/'a)

is infected and destroyed by it.

An unauthorized character.

) In Pekingese. A stanza, a

tcot/t sentence, as tlie charac-

ter denotes, one which is

short ; a ver.se of four lines ; ^ clas-

sifier of verees and plays.

'J» [Hi — 1 '"'^ short ditty, one

nursery rhyme.

—
I ^ an act of a play.

— 1 ^nj a single j)salm ; a verse.

From dog and eye, referring to

a dog watching, and barking

when he sees a man.
.cn'ii/t

A species of ape, with thick

lipg, said to be of a greenish hue;

liawks opening their wings.

1 .1 ^ t^ Hi l'« si>ook his

wings and then tlew away.

M^ Said to be another form of

yy^) ^'«/', ^1 the shrike; but one

ch^'t/i' autlior describes it as resem-

bling a pigeon of black plu-

mage ; a legend says that when a

wife is badgered to death by her

molher-in-law, she is clianged into

this bird, which then cries ihi-lc'u

'-^ ^ to denote its grief; it is pro-

bably the cuckoo.

To live alone ; unoccupied
;

I
3 still, quiet.

] ^ silent, alone, solitary

;

^ « i3 1 Jt IS A l>e

spied over the empty house,

and saw that nobody was in.

icTJisro--

Several of these are also read kiOng. Old sounds, kong, ki'ong, gong, king, and ging. In Canton, kung kwang, kwing,

kwong, and king; — in Swatoio, k6ug, kang, kw'aug, keug, and kiung ;
— in Amoy, kong, kiong, k'eng,

eng, and kwan;— in Fiihchaii, kung, kong, king, kung, keung, and kwi>ng; — in Shanghai,

kung, kong, kwong, kiung, and kiiSng; — ill Chifa, kung.

>V From }\ eight, here defined to

C J^ turn the back on, and X» selfish

kung or private.

Public, common ; 0{)en, equal

to all, general ;
just, equitable; a

merit, a service ; a term of resjiect

and dignity added to names; the

first of the five ranks of nobility, a

duke ; in olden time, the prince of

a fief; a lord, a master; the male

of animals ; a husband.

1 ^ a town-house ; a public hall.

1 *& * public company.

j |5 '"* <1'>'^«)
1 ^ my lord duke.

1 ^ at first the son of a feudal

prince; then officers, gentlemen

;

now a young gentleman ; ^
1 "f"

your son.

^ 4B 1 >* *«''" f*"" atldressing a

Lead servant or the first brother-

;fg ] a young man
;
play-actors

;

in the South it is a term of re-

spect, as lionorable Sir ; but in

the Nortli it has a vile meaning.

] 1^ the emperor's daughter, a

royal princess; the original term

seems to have been ^ ^ the

iT.ler of the rear palace.

] ^ the imperial family.

^ ] or
I ] a husband's father;

the second term and $[» | also

denote a maternal grandfather.

^ 1 'uy grandfather ; an old

man.

3^ I
a certain gentleman.

^ ]
Mr. Lo; — only used when

speaking of hiiu.

^ I
all you gentlemen.

1 SB. ^C A •'' title often given

to a prefect.

n^
]

your honor, Sir.

11^^ his kingly merit

was luniiiioiis.

(^ 1 ^ the pair, the man and

wife ;
— spoken of them."

] three honorary guardicins of

the heir-apparent; also three

stare between v d i] in Virgo.

] ;^ public funds or articles.

] »C» public spirited.

^ I
mean, unjust.

1 ?Ml '"'
] ^ '^•*"'' equitable.

*^ 1 1^ '^'' ''"' general use.

^ F^ 1
the head of the shop.

(Ciintonese).

\ ^ i. WL leisure from public

duties.

] P^ a public office ; a teacher

or sage's school.
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] ^ it court, a ball ; ibe room

for meetings.

S ^^ I ll^ to get the public sen-

tiiiieiit as to the iuerit£ of a

question.

1 jf/i piiblic and private
;
govem-

luentnl and personal ; fair and

mean.
—

" ^ S 1
l''® utmost equity in

managing tbe aftair.

] jtH tlie best opium, a term

derived from
] ^ tbe old E. I.

Co., at Canton, an api)ellation

tbere given also to otber goods.

In Cantonese. A toy.

] ff a pn|>i)et, a doll ; a picture,

a playtbing.

lll^ An insect ; uscil in many
«*CX% descriptive terms of tbings.

^uny ^ ]
tbe cenlipe<le, com-

monly called "0^
J£ or tbe

bundred legs.

Read ^sung. A grassbopper-

] 4S ''^" nnnsual name for tbe

Truxali) or green grassbopper.

A name for two or tliree

(itf}-^ I
large Sf)ec;es of skate, but

Alj\
I

tbose baving slender spinous

W^J tjiils {Mijliob'ites) seem to

huKi l"^ more particularly refer-

red to ; tbe back is reddish

or black, iind tail as long as

tbe body; a common name is f(§

J^ ^ '"' l"*'-tlc cover ; anotber

sort bas a sbovel-nose snout, with

tbrce spines on tbe tail ; a stingray.

.^1

m
Tlie originnl form is thought to

represent tlie arm ; it has been
snjjerseded I>y thesecoud since

jlesh was added, and is non-

only used as a priuiitire.

Tlie upper part of tbe arm,

the humerus ; the arm f viei.

an officer, a support to tbe ruler.

] ^ tbe arm.

waved his arm and tbo whole

fl(x;k came an<l went up— into

tbe fold.

employ your limbs in constantly

cultivating your millet and sor-

ghum,

f^ US: 1 *6 W be as my limbs,

my heart, and my spine.

From ^ disease and fli colon

contracted.

Tbe prolapsus of tbe rectum.

J^ ] bloody piles
;
prolajv

sus ani.

JiUny

ITlThe original form is supposed to

represent a compass and rule ;

it is the 48th radical of a few
Jaing heterogeneous characters.

Ingenuity, work, skill ; a

laborer, a workman ; an officer, as

of agriculture ; an artisan ; service,

duty; a job, a piece of work ; labor ;

art, an ornjiment requiring skill

;

able, skilled ; a work.

] A lalxirers ; a hired workman.

] ||£ artisans, mechanics.

1 ^ "•
1 ^^ or A 1

wages.

Jl^ ]
or gg ] to begin work.

Jj^ 1
I" **t"P work as at night.

^ ]
or ^ I

finished the job.

i f^ skill, quality of work.

"gf^I^?^ 1
the Miao are con-

luniacioiis, and rcfitse their duty.

^ ]
troublesome work.

^^ ] to mend the river's banks.

^T
I

at work ; to work for an

employer.

— {@ j
a day's work.

A 3^ ^ ^ 1 ^*orks of art may
even surpass nature.

^ I
or ^ I

or $f I
job-work.

^H. 1
"f

ilfi 1
poor, slipfbod work

J^
I

or ;^ I
iine, .skillful work.

] ^ ^ ;^ niiich work, varied

calls on one ; at tbe North ap
plied to low manual labor ratbei'

than occupation, as in the South.

\ f^ literary or superior employ-

ments:— not luaniral work.

^ :^ 6^ 1 ^ "•»' •' '''''''
P""^'-

sently, before long;^^ j ^
to fail in an undertaking; the

affair miscarried.

^ -^ 1 ^ ^ have no time ; in

Cantonese, I have nothing to do.

"MP
~* iB 1 *^ work in my place

one day.

^ ]
constant occupation.

Q I
to engage to do a job-

li^ 1
reckoned by the job.

•i?i 1
'"* 'I'^f'st; one wiio makes

flowers;— but ^(^ \ /{i »p
may mean, the tine labor uu

this thing is great.

it I W '^ tile Milker and Pre-

server of things— i.e. Heaven

and Eartii.

•j^ :ffi ] ^ too expensive or

tr'oublesonie.

1 ^ ^ iii Bl the character X
bas no head;— ?'.

e. a workman

cannot become a ^ boss-

"fill tl W 1
•'« iindei-stands all

sorts of work.

^ ] beads of clans, the honored

ofticei-8 ; as g'
| is a cbissical

term for all officials.

1 ill5: ^ the skillful [priest]

announces it.

^^ ]
the ministers and officers

of the empire.

1 ^ 3^ -T ^ llu tlie workman
is seen in his cunning work.

Wi JiiT 1
''e set to work repairing

the baidcs of the river.

,JJ
From f^frevt/tli and work as the
phonetic ; its rosomblaiice ill form
.^iiii sound sometimes makes this

^KUiiy to l)e confounded with tlio next.

Actioirs that <ieserve praise,

honor or rewiird ; work done,

achievements; rtieritorious; worthy,

virtrrous; a goiKl service or affair

which will i (ling reward ; tbe virtue

of a medicine.

] -Jj
merits ; efficacy, as of a

medicine

M 1
"' 1^1 I

study diligently

;

to work hard,

g^ I
to recoi'd merit.

] ^ merit ; earnest, meritorious

labor aird devotion.

^ ] a finished work.

] U5f ;^ a great stock of merit.

|§ ]
boastful of pne's doings.

/^ I
meritorious ; reportetl of.
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1 ^ a ii [f'e priest's] gojcl

works aie all now complctetl.

to ] umlesei'viiig; no merit.

^ ]
nine months' mourning, as

for an nncle ; it is made of coarse

cotton.

ij, ] five montlis' mourning, as

for cousins or a great uncle.

w^'j^^tf 1 ^'^ ""t^ reckon too

nnicli of tlie toil in trying to do

riglit.

^M ^ i^ ]
tliis was clearly

proved by their works.

^ llil Ifi 1
t" <•"'• •'t IJi't to get

no advantage.

] ^ honor, merit, rank.

3^ I
eye-service, work done in

view of reward.

tIIF 1 H IP t'J expiate faults by

[iil'ter] good Service.

1 ili ^{S j^ no merit can wipe

out his crimes.

1 fiO W ^ your goodness has

[as it were] made me new.

remedy is very great.

Q 4^ ^ 1 1"^ mMh it his own
work or ali'air.

rom !iior/; and to strike ; its form
somewhat resembles the hist.

kuny To attack, to assault, to fight

witli ; to put in order; to

set to work at, to apply to, to take^

work in hand ; to rouse by reprov-

ing ; to stimulate the vital or men-

tal powers ; to be made strong

;

the lu'gency of desire, temptation
;

strong, enduring.

in battle, to set to.

] ^ to study liard.

m oi ;^ 5 "sr ill 1 31 ti"*

stones of that iiill may be used

to polish gems.

— (& 1 Z^ fk " crowd of

lusts attack the heart.

] A .1^ iS to reprove the man's

faults.

# 1 A ^ ^, tlon't bruit out

otlier people's faults.

] 1^ to take ; to capture, as a

city.

£1^1^ remove the boil by

medicine.

^ ¥ Is 1
""r carriages were

equi[>iJed and strong.

higher point to draw off the

regard [of his followers], than to

take the citadel.

] g| to re])ress banditti.

BR ] ^J- U )^ i, 'I'e

people heartily undertook the

work and soon completed it.

^ 1 A -« # g ^ one who

likes to scold jjeople is not a

princely man.

1 t^ ^ Jl. ^ that is the superior

mind which can see through

•another's craft.

I Intended to represent a bow ; it

I j> forms the 57:h radical of a na-
^ "^ tural group of characters.

A bow ; a catapult; archery;

bow-shaped, arched, crescent;

a cover of a carriage ; a measure of

five or six cubits, of which fifty

make a bowshot, and 300 a /// the

Budhists nseil it for dhanu, or the

40iX)th part of a yodjcma; to

measure ; to pull the bow.

I ^ bows an<l arrows.

ii i^ 1
to draw the bow to the

head.

J5& ] aspring noose to catch a tiger,

1 \jl^ a lest for an archer's arm.

RS
filE ]

''" draws a stiff' bow, he

can manage people.

1 i "'
1 ^ '"^ '^vooden sqnare

for marking off land.

] ^ an arciier ; a tidewaiter who

measures vessels; an underling

who measure's land.

1 J£ or
I lid a woman's feet.

R|S ] a bow with a circle in the

string for a clay ball.

5? t^i 1
'' ^"^^^ '"r Hocking cotton.

ik. i^ 1 Si i'*' vainly drew the

bowstring ;— i.e. a failure, a

Hash in the pan.

^ ]
a singer on a kite.

gg 1 ^ jK 9J to stretch the bow
without shooting the arrow ;

—
empty threats.

.

'I
A medicinal plant, the

] ^
c' ^ whose decoction is used to

JiHung pnrify the blood ; the root is

like tormentilla or strong orris

root, and it is probably a s()ecies

ol LevisticuM, aUied to the Angeli-

ca root in its effects.

j^ I
is one sort, but the )]\ ]

from Sz'ch'uen is the best ; it is

probable that two or three plants

furnish this drug, one of which

is an Angelica.

Ml
Jcuny

From hody axiA.^pinal vortebrsB,

bat tlie second has now become
f tlie common form through tho
power of the phonetic.

Tho body ; one's person or

body
;
personally.

^ ]
the sacred jwrson.

^ j the bended body.

I the Emperor ; Ourself.

] ^ ^ ^ to work at or do a

thing personally.

2 I ^ f^ you must protect the

royal person.

^J* I
to make a bow with the

hands joined, and then raised

over the head.

jR 1 © FtO tben just ask yourself

— what is right.

] :^ "7" ^ personally worshiped

it.

^^ A bar or latch outside of a

f/JHj door; to bar a door; a board

ehiung or frame in front of a chariot,

to hold weapons or to lean

on ; a dashboard ; an ear or

handle

I

pij to bolt tue gate.

1 ^ to close the e.Kamination.

np 3£ 1 to knock at the gates

of paradise.

i^? ^ 1 Pfl
the dtwrs are con-

stantly closed.

Read 'i«H(/. To inquire into.

*

I

'
] a fidl investigation.

Ul A large horse in good condi-

"J lioii ; a paddock for horses.

^chiuay
\ 1 JfJ; ,^ fat and stout

arc the slailions.

Cil*
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M Analogous to JH and also pro-

noiiuced like it.

^chiung Vast, .is water; distant, ex-

tensive.

] ff a wild pasturage land in

liio statu of Lii.

] j^ distant, waste and stretcliing

I'ar away.

Ll^ Fiom }iearl mill all as the plio-

V|W iielic; it somewhat resembles

. 5c/i'(( ^ when badly printed.

Tlie t'xliK ition of respectful

fei'liiig towards one ; to treat with

a Kedate cotirti'ous air, to venerate;

to revere ; collected, complaisant

;

alValik', decorous, polite; devout-

minded, rovfrent; resix>ctfulness

;

as an wlivvb, very, liiglily.

j ;^ I resi)eclfnlly wislj you joy,

as at the newyear.

1 I lit SJc''*^^'''^"''^' s'"6>'*t''''^'e

in doing, as worsliip.

1 i'R ^'-'^y submissive.

IS 1 in Sffl
^''0' F'''te, accord-

ing to etiquette.

1 ^ congr.itulat<)ry words or pre-

sents; congratulations.

1
!fj

to careliilly execute orders.

1 M "wT T '^ await vour onlers.

fn?r 1 UZ^ia'm^ <'i^«-

dicnce has always been iield to

be better than courtesy.

] A wives ofoflicere of the fourth

rank.

j^ J^ Jt
I

harmonious and re-

verent, said of guests.

] IM fi5i ^ I '''^^'' ••(-•spcctfully

cojiied [the rescri[it], and now
send it Tor your information.

#ll» From drajon and oiZas the plio-

nJt netic J it occurs used for its pri-

To place before, to lay ont>

to ofter to ; to supply, to provide

with ; to succor, to give ; to con-

fess ; to give iit evidence, to declare

before judges
;
grain for troops or

reventie in kind.

fIJ ] m -ffe
I accuse Lim, I tes-

tify against him.

P \ verbal testimony.

^ I
to sign one's deposition.

ffl 1 I bS STr 5t 7T< ^ I P--*^-

sent [these giltsj to the King to

iiid in his prayers to Heaven for

its long abiding decree.

] i^ he deponed, saying. . . .

1 ^ to confess on trial.

^ ]
to retract one's testimony.

Jif j A interpreters for witnesses,

who are necessary in all courts,

owing to differences in dialects.

^ ^ ^ I
to extract evidence

from liis own lettera

j ^ to assume an office, or re-

sume its duties after a tempo-

rary absence on a special service.

1 *& I'' P*y '" one's share to the

Conip.'iny.

1 5^ to tell of one's accomplices,

to turn state's evidence.

] ^ to offer up, as to one's an-

cestors or the gods.

^ I
to provide for superiors ; to

pay the dues of office.

Sfc ^ 1 I& ''"^^ *'''"* ^ hesitate

to furnish you t

^ J!lJ jE 1
*'"^ usual revenue

sent to the imj)erial granaries.

1 P /^ -h there is not half

enough to eat.

Read kitng^ To nourish, to sup-

jiort ; offerings, presents.

I ^ to sustain, as one's parents.

Jl 1 *" 1 IS '** ^^'''' '" '*''"'

fcliip.

1^ I
to arrange the presents.

In Cantmiese. To eat to ejcccss,

satiated.

^ 13 1 I'*'-' ''^"^ plenty, eaten

quite enough.

^7 JI3 I
to have a fight, to try

a bout.

^^^ From man and all as the pho-

^^^ netic ; it is interchanged with

I
^^C" the last two.

To give, to present to ; do-

corous, reverential ; an old name

for the southeast part of Kwangsi,

now known as Sin-cheii fu f^ )i[

J^ lying south of the West Kiver.

kUHff

From *'* a shelter with ||5 body
contracted underneath it.

A mansion, a building, now
confined to iraijerial private

residences; the palace; an ancestral

temple ; .'i district college ; the cir-

cuit of; to sm-ronnd ; to geld ; the

ancient name for the first note

in tlie gannit, but now the nixth,

fur which 32 is also used.

1 ^ palaces, balls, slate edifices.

1 ^ "f
I sS ^^"^ seraglio.

IF 1 the empress ; her Ma.jesty.

] is f^""
1 ^S imperial concu-

bines, of whom the odalique is

called ]^ I
or east palace,

and the one next to her is called

JJ ]
or west palace.

] ^ castration ; /it. the punish-

ment of the p.ilace; hence ^ ]

denotes a eunuch.

^ ] the moon palace; the bright

moon.

^ I
a college in a prefecture or

district.

fj ]
an imperial lodging house.

^ 1.^ ^W 1
yo'"" M ijesty

dutifully receives the orders of

the two Empresses, i. e. the

^ ]
or Empress Dowager, and

the "g
] or Empress Mother.

y^ I
the heir-apparent of a feudal

prince.

^ I
the warden of the palace, a

poetical name for a lizard.

i^
I

the cold palace where

discarded concubines were for-

merly sent ; also .ipplied to a

neglected wife.

^ ] emperor's ancestral tablet

;

in medical books, the vagina.

^ ] the thorax ; a inedic.il term.

I
^ a title by which a Guardian

of the Heir-apparent is address-

ed ; it resembles the old French

term o( muire-da-palais.

^ ^ I
like the court of heaven,

said of a fiue house.

To fasten a prisoner's hands

in a board, like putting them

'ktinff in the stix;lis.
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''kiiriff

Formed of •^ /laiiiZ repeated, or

of jM a sprout and 5C a htmd ou
tlie right; it is the 55l.h I'adical

of a few unassorted cliaracters,

and used only iu conibiuatiou ;

it uiucli resembles !/(i"jj* twenty.

Tile two hands joined and held

np, as when prcseuting a thing.

Tlie first is composed of i
liihor and ^ I'fting a thing;

tlie second iias taken its place,

and it is used only as a
primitive.

To embrace, to fold in the

arras as when carrying a

thing; to push from one; to pruiis

njxjn, to scronge.

kuiig

To bind with thongs ; to

strengthen, to bind securely
;

'kuiig a thong ; firm, strong, rigid

;

stiffene<l ; well-secnre<l, well-

gnardcd against attack.

] ^ to slirink or dry at the fire.

^ 5C ISI T> ^ 1
l-ig'' Hc'-'ven

IB able to strengthen everything.

] Jljf^
a district in Ho-nan fu near

the entrance of the River Loh

into the Yellow Kiver ; it was a

Bm.ill feudality in the Chen dy-

nasty.

I ^ ^ a prefecture in the

southeast of Kaiisnh, famed for

its musk and other deer, where

the Kung tribes once lived.

]
well guarded, as a city.

1^ 1 ^ f [like the] strong

mailed men-at-anns of Kiieh-

kung state j met. well equipped

soldiers.

~r*^ An unauthorized charaelcr.

^\ To squirm as .a worm or

''kung maggot; to wriggle iu or out,

as a weasel through a crack
;

to bend, as when squeezing into a

bole ; to work at in order to get

into, as a thief through a wall.

1 ?L *° 8" '"'<' * '^"'^' "^ * snake.

ground.

] Jj< ] -^ dodging in and out,

as people through a crowd.

firf^ The awn on bailey, whiat,

'f^ or other grains or grjisses
;

'Lumj unripe rice or paddy.

1 ^ a variety of wheat

with a long awn.

ffi Fierce like an initamed dog;

furious, desperate ; rude, un-

•cuny civilized.

1 1 3i i£ ''e "s very diffi-

cult to ap[)roaeli.

jl^ ^ ] ^ the government has

altered those savage customs.

From metal or stone and broad;

it occurs incorrectly written

i^ i tlio second form is used
mostly for the mine.

''kuiig
The ore of iron, lead, gold,

or other metals ; the lode of

metals ; a cangue or matrix

of gems or fine jade ; a mine

whence ore or coal is taken ; the

bed or vein in it.

^ ]
iron ore.

] ;|;f»
metallic ores.

j2j 1 to work a mine, to get out

ore or coal.

B9
I

to open a mine.

I "J*
a miner, a collier.

1 ^t* a pit of coal, a mine ; the

shaft.

^ I
the Budhist name for the

red kino made from the sap of

the Butea frrnvdosu \n India.

c.XU' To place the bands before

^^\ the breast so that the thumbs

^kuiig- come together, as when mak-
ing a bow ; to reverently

bold or take with both hands;

arched, bowing ; an arch ; to en-

circle.

I
:^ to bow with the LanSs

raised even with the head.

]
glj to bow and take leave.

] §1 to res[iectfully await one's

coming.

] j^ semi-cylindrical tiles.

^ j
to drop [the raiment] and

hold the hands.

] ^ to guard ; to uphold, as a

wall does the gateway.

]
^to stand ill a reverent ^)oslure.

] Jjpl
a dome, a cupola.

] \|| a matted [wrch or entrance,

Bomctimos arched.

Is M 1 II?.
"•'•y ''''I'ry ^'^^s

sliine all around you.

] [13 <* round or arched doorway.

4b 1 M li [looking towards]

the north, I reverently bow to

the Imperial Court.

jGL + H 1 i^ " l)i'<'ge in Su-

chau fu, with fifty-three arches.

f-i-lL A post, a prop, a pillar; a

^^•\ king-[M)Rt over a girder or

'kuiiff tie-beam in a roof.

] ^ or 5f ] the capital or

head of a pillar; a kind of frame

on top of a \Msl to support the

r.,fters.

fTf-Jf' A stone scepter or ofKcIal

J-^\ badge ; a precious stone.

^kung 31 1 ^ statesman in the

T'aiig dynasty.

] jjll^
a district in Sii-cheu fu

in the southwest in Sz'ch'uen,

south of the Yanglsz' lliver.

] 1^ a very large piece.

fl4I* 1° ^^^^ '"""i tremble, as at

^^ calamity.

"kung
jJJ, I M /p ^ my heart

is so alarmed that it cannot
'*^' bo quieted.

To be roused and appreciate

a thing; to be excited upon
;

V/wny to understand; distant; to

appear far off.

I ^ to perceive, to appreciate.

1 e*?t5^jjs)^fis!?it.^viii
arouse those aborigines on the

River Hwai, and they will come
offering us their gems.

From y^fire and tft suddenly;Mly^.^\ it is interchanged with Jffi

'kung cloudy.

The brightness of fire ; bril-

liant ; imperfect views.

I* .S 15 S ;P ffi ^ Ho not

brood over your many griefs or

you will never get out from

your gloomy views.
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f-f ^, The luster of a gem; bril-

liiiiit; often iisctl in jxireonal'JS
'o/iiiii/

I'loni preci'ji'.s and ifo)/; as the

phouetic

Toonbr to .ileig(; lord lliings

for siTvice; coiitiibutioiis

from fiffs to tlit'ir proixir nik-rs;

taxes in kind levied in early days,

now applied mostly to tlie gems,

peltry, provisions, &c..scnt to Court

from Mongol tribes
;
presents from

foreign nations given in homage

;

fit for presents or tribute, tlie best

sort, superior; to announce; to go

forward, an offer of service, and

hence merits, worthy actions.

^ ]
or j|3 1 to otter presents,

to send things to Court.

1 ^ articles of tribute.

1 ^ the tribute-bearer.

^ JW S'J W 1 -f # m '^o not

you let Chao proceed to do

tilings from wrong motives. .

1 ^ the provincial examination

hall, in which the graduates are

supposed to nfjlr their talents

for the country's service.

^ I
to pay taxes ; as of silks.

ffe ] to .issess land taxes, done

by the chi-Men.

] ^ a tribute-bearing ship.

I j|g presents sent to Court.

ith 1 the siuts'ai graduates Bo-

lectcd to send to Peking; there

are five ranks of them designat-

ed from the circumstances of

iheir apiiointment ,§, ]
or ex-

tra-favo'' examination students.

glj ] those sJM/s'rtj who nearly suc-

ceeded as iiijin, and were placed

at the he.id of the second list.

^ ] those siutshd who have tried

ton years to get the next degree.

^ I
selected or best graduates.

1 ^ })rescnted siuts'ai, includes

the four preceding grades.

lAjfl-f ^ To fly to a place ; to reach,

/I^jL to arrive at.

'a,pf 1 5^ P^ ^ S'-'e' '• soars

away to the gate of heaven.

-l-l'» ' From"[l' Ituentij and 71" '" ii'se

1 ^ up -.'q-'!- all taking it together.

hini/'' Generally ; all, altogether, in

all, collectively ; in fine, in

short, to sum up; and, with, to-

gether; the same, alike; to include

in, to live willi ; to discharge one's

dulits; an ancient name of Hwui
hion jjif Hg in Woi-hwui fu in ibe

north of Honan.

fi- ] altogether, taking the whole,

in all

] J^ the whole, altogether.

] ff reckoning the whole.

^ I
—^ we cannot live in the

same house.

under the same sky— with hig

parent's murderer. ,

^ 1 flj; ^ let US take a drink

together.

im »£> 1 .& ^'"'S of I'le same

mind.

iife ^- 1 -i "l"* will befriend him?

^ I ^ have no dealings with

him.

Read ''kiinfft and interchanged

both with ^gt to give, and ^^ to

bow. To superintend a work
; to

jirotect, to hold f.ist; to encircle;

to turn towards ; to give ; offer-

ings ; old name of a place in Kiang

cheu ill the south of Shansi.

-^
1 ^ JpJ so as to hold fast to

the wise laws— of the former

kings.

M it- Jh c I
tl'ey do not fulfill

their duties.

^ &' 1 A I reflect oil those

l>eople at the court.

^ it ^ M ^ M 1 ;t pike

tlie pole-star,] which kee[)s its

place, and all other stars turn

towards it.

Some nf these are also pronotmced

k'ong, ami k'ong ;

^ ^ From eave and u-orh as the

-^J*- phonetic; occurs interchanged

tuns "'*''' "^^ * '"*'''

All opening or crevice, show-

ing iin empty place ; a hole, a tun-

nel, an oiwiing; void, vacant,

empty ; tiuie, leisure; unemployed,

standing still, as a lix)m ; the ex-

panse above, the firmament; wot,

broken ; unprejudiced, able to

k'idxc. Old sound, k'ong. In Canton, ni

— {n Amoy, k'ong;— in Fuhchun, k'ling,

171 Shanghai, k'ung; — in. Chifu, k'ung.

•appreciate ; abstraction, ecstasy,

emptiness, torpor of the faculties,

as understood by the Budhists;

tliey also use it for sanj/a, the im-

re.tlity of all phenomena, compar-

ing them to dreams, shadows, light-

ning, (lew, bubbles, <fec.

) ^ an cmiity house.

] ^ empty-handed.

] jt •'"1 empty stomach.

:ing, aiK? hong ; — in Swatoiv, k'ang,

k'iing, and k'dng j
—

1 ^ •'* vacant spt

] 1 ihl -ifj*
entirely empty.

1^ I
moneyless, [wor.

ft ^ R^ - 1 t'.'ey l>lnn'lercd

the house of all its contents.

—^ 1
''" Sonc, everything lost.

] 1^ unoccupied, no employment-

tic 1 8S ® 'Bf '^I'Pty tli's box.

I Jli a hollow, a hole, a cave.
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] 't'
'"'

>5l 1 ^^7J lieaven ; also a

Peking name for a hummingtop.

I ^ ^ ^ I have lost all my
pains.

1 P pII
to speak without evidence.

] ^ f^ {^ bowed bimself to the

ground.

1 2©. ''• v'apid wish for.

^ I ^ ]
to speculate on the

rise and fall of prices or in stocks.

superintendent of works.

] P^ the abstracted cla.ss, i. e. the

Builhists
; 7^ I P^ to become

a priest or devotee.

W,"" 1 "^I '° r^'g''*'''^ everything

as nothingness.

Sfli PJ 1 1
''' revert to nothing-

ness ; annihilated, as ice ap-

parently is on melting.

—
jJJ» IjIl ] all the faculties

reacliing a state of entire inani-

tion and indifference.

] t^ disinterested, loyal, humble;

nothing sinister.

Zji
] J^^ all is without any i)roof.

^ I
to come while he was absent;

took advantage of their unpre-

pared ness.

Kead k'ung' To separate, to

leave a space between ; to empty,

to depauperate, to exhaust ; a

deficiency ; a deficit, a defalcation

;

4o make room for.

I ^ wfinting a thing; im-

poverished ; empty ; no funds.

I
BH ^ write it after the space.

M PP 1 I& previously stamped in

blank ;
— a note put on official

papers before the newyear.

^^ 1 5i " '''''*''^ "" tivaQ, I am
busy.

^ S il 1 5i when was it?

jl5 1
to take time for.

^ a 1 fS ^ >' 's not right

for us to be so reduced and im-

poveiished.

A/^ A description of wide lute,

/ •^rr. the ] ^, ased in ancient

J^^ung times when worshiping; it

was pressed against the breast

when played, and thrum-

med like a guitar.

lIlMjr^ A famous monntain in P'ing-

(Pljf^ liang fu in the eastern part

Jc'^ung of Kansuh,
] j||, in which

the Kiver King rises ; another

{leak of the same name lies west of

it in Kung-chang fu ; a mountain of

this name is supjwseil to uphold

the Dipper or North Pole.

"tJif^ A mineral, called
] ^, which

fJ -Tf^ 's brought from Chehkiang,

khing and seems to be an ore of

copper, or perhaps copperas;

it is used as a medicine ; the

sound of stones falling.

X
I\^*-P From heart ani empty aa the

^\ phonetic ; like the next.

/c'luii/
Ignor-'^nti rustic-looking ;dis-

'
satisfied, as from ill-lnck or in-

competence ;smcere, guil

] 1^ truly sincere.

1 1 liO /f» fii
simple-minded and

yet not confiding.

'1^
Interchanged with the last m
some senses.

k^ung' Eude, clownish; careworn,

pressed.

I
'[[^ ignorant, raw • doltish.

^B \ 1& ™y l'"^"'"**" affairs

have been urgent and many.

''k'utig

From child and hird ; the oom-
bination alludes to the time of

pairing.

A hole, an orifice, a cave, an

opening; hollow; an adverb of

praise, excellent, great, superior

;

very, highly ; through.

j
i^ the peacock, particularly

the Malayan peacock. (Pavo

tnuticus.)

\ ^ openings, pores ; the inlets

of knowledge into the heart.

I j^ a thoroughfare, a way,

I
•^ great perfection.

1 H3 *itlely known, as a doctrine.

^ ]
pores of the skin.

] 'Jj
the holed square ;

— i. e. a

copper cash.

1 Wi "'geut> Much needed, busy.

3^ i^ I 1^ the war chariots are

very large.

^^ 1 fllf
'^'S serious demeanor

was just what the occasion re-

quired.

1 •? <"
1 ^ -f the sage K'ung,

or K'ung futsz', i. e. Confucius
;

his birthday is kept on the 27th

day of the 8lh moon, when all

the butchers are forbidden to

slaughter animals.

1 "F 'f' Ib t^ Confucius would

not speak of the weird.

-**) From hand and empty.

-f. To pull as a bow ; to rein in,

k^ung^ to check; to accuse, to in-

form the rulers ; to impeach

;

to maintain, to hold up ; to claim,

as indemnity ; to eject, to suppress;

to beat.

] -g- to accuse ; to bring charges.

^ ]
to accuse falsely, a trumped-

up chaige.

J^ 1 to carry up an accusation
;

to take it to a higher court.

^ I
to petition the high officers

directly.

] ij^ ;^ ^ complained of it to

the leading state.

1 M W n^ '"^ reined in the horse

1
§3^' + ^ ^ I'e I»eld his

legions of cavalry well in hand.

Wjr*5 A bridle, or the reins to hold
'

~I^^ a horse.

k^ung'' ilti 11 M 1
''<' grasped the

bridle and stopped him.
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.twa

old sounds, kwo, kap, and kat. In Canton, kwa, wo, and wa;— in Swntow, kile, wa, o, kwa, and kw'a;— in Amoy,

kwa, kwa°, and wa ; — in Fahdiau, kwa, and w6 ; — in Shanghai, kwo and wb ;— in Chifii, kwa.

^ I
a pickle made of 1^ |

or I XKi A garden shig; a smail

;

young ciicuuibers. uffjf'J small, low and poor Lute;

i^ 3^ I 10^ [like] long lines grow ^ima hovels.

the gonixls ;— applied to nu- ^^ ^ | ^ the land snail (^e/iar),

nierotis descendants.

The original form is designed to

represent tlie weak tendrils of

melons; it ia tlio 97tli radical

of a natural group of cliai'.actei-s

relating to the parts and sorts

of gourds, &c.

A generic term for cucurbi-

tiiceons plants, as eiicinul)er, me-

lon, gourd, squash, including also

the brinjd and egg-plant; the

follicles of milkweed {Asclepiits)

and similar seed vessels.

gf \ the water-melon.

'^ ] the time of melons.

^ ] is applied io two or three

fruits, the C'licumis longa, and a

hairy kind of egg-plant.

^ 1 or 2 ] the common
cucumber ; the second is an

ancient name.

^ ] a large coarse squash. {Be-

iiincasa cerifera.)

^ ] ^ a long oval face, ugly-

shaped ; not like the 1 -^ J^ oi"

melon seed shaped face.

j|C I
the quince; in Canton, the

papaya.

^ I
a hairy kind of brinjal.

1^ I
a sort of orange-gourd, with

a thick rind.

^ ] a small yellow squash

;

another name for the pajiaya.

^ ] the bitter gourd, a cucurbi-

taceous plant, {Momordica bul-

aamina or c7wrn»j/iV(,) whose ob-

long, shuttle-shaped fruit is

covered witli warls ; it is uuich

cultivateil in southern Cbina.

§ I
a nniskmelon, a cantelope.

I
Itg j^ ^ wait till the melons

come again,

—

i.e. next year;

for which
| f^; has also be-

come a common exjiression.

^ I ;^ theic is some relationship;

I have an nndei'standing, or

business relation.", with him.

M ^ 1 ^ the country is divided

like the slices of a melon.

Jcuu

Yi-

^ j
at Pt'fo'))^, the crook-necked

squash, thought to have been

brought from Japan.

Kf' \ tlio cucumber guard, I.e. the

plant lice which eat its leaves.

^ ]
a wooden gilt bludgeon with

a head like a melon.

From hand and melon, and also

read ,imi ; it isnowconfonnded

with tc/iao ^^ to grab, and read
^chwa ; this having generally

superseded the rightcharacter.

To load, to drag ; to strike
;

to dutch, to grab ; to take up.

) — ^ take up a liandrul.

U ^ ] ^ 3^ [lie 's fii'gering

things,] like a cook of green

vegetables.

) ^ to pick out of the whole,—
as is done by a child a year old

at liis birthday.

—• ^ ^ he could not grab it.

The Chinese Pandora called

2^ ]
(also read ;/«-(««,) who

^tea is said to have ^'S.%1^
Vyy fli 5c "'*-''lcd fine stones to

repair tlie heavens, and inventeil

the oigan ; some think the name
alludes to Eve, the Chinese say she

was Fuh-hi's sister, had the body

of a serpent, and a human head,

with the virtues of a sage ; others

deny that she was a woman at all.

A yellowish, cream-colored

horse with a black mouth.

^ I
name of a scholar in

the i-eign of Win Wang.

From knife and melon ; itis now

usedasanyuonjmofcJt'u^ to

slice.

1 »& 1 If [my grief is like]

cuttingoutmy heart and liver.

'kiva

so called in allusion to its

horns or pcdicillate eyes.

] •^ '"y snail-shell of a house.

] '^ fMTi [lil''-' tl>e] finpty re-

putation of a conch's sound.

TliL-s primitive ia thonght to re-

present a distorted mouth when
crying; it is now used as a
synonym of the next.

A wry mouth, whether born

so or diseased.

''kwa

To cut a criminal in pieces,

as is done at the disgraceful

execution, by slicing off his

lips, cars, eyelids, and limbs.

p!) 1 >^ IP t^»e punishment of

cutting to pieces.

1 *i gU ;Jfc fit *: if yon cut

my lace and .'jpoil my skin, I'll

do it ; — regardless of ridicule.

^ 7J ^ I
"l' '^''^ '"'o small

])ioces ;— the extremity of tor-

ture.

^^ \ %Jl lewdness is a knife

which will cut the bones.

^kwa

From month and hnife, and re-

gardoflas ananoient formof the
last two ; now lused as a primi-

tive, and .-iomelimes written like

'"';/' :fy another.

To cut the llesh from the bones.

1^

,Eil
Mva

^^^^ A .shallow sp.int tray com-

||^ nion at C.inton ; a spool for

'kwa winding silk ; it is placed on

a st.ind (called ^) with

stioks on the four corners, and the

spool in the center.

I g shallow b.-isket trays for dry-

ing tea leaves.

^ Jj — ] j
spread cot tha

trays singly.
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*'^^^ From **• a covering and JS^ to

'^J^ 3^1-'^ largesses, each one rcceiv-

"kiva i°e a little.

Few, little, moderate; easily

satisfied ; Seldom, rarely, iimisiud

;

solitary, friendless; .alone, deticieut,

short, and lience coiius to mean I

unwortliy ; tlie regal We, Ourself.
|

^ ]
mucli or few ; Low many!

|

1 ^tinifi^ f*-'^^ can't stand them
;

all ; I am no niatoL for so many, i

I (j3 little experience.

]
= tacitmn ; of few words.

I 5£ I> your unwoitliy brotbcr.

^ ]
or 1 ^f a widow.

I "f^ ^ ff having little feeling

and slow to act ; Gallons.

1 A /§ ^ I tl'e king Lave a

younger brother.

JfJ ^ ] ^ his example was a

pattern to his nnequaled wife.

] ^ I, the rnler ;— i. e. the

princewho is alone or une«iualed.

> } From words and a baton; occurs
used with the next,

kwd' To impose on, to deceive ; to

make another miscarry ; to

fail in one's promise ; to disturb.

] ^ to mislead.

1 ilL '^ distract and confuse.

1
J An impediment, an obstacle

;

to fall into a snare, to hinder;

kwa" not at ease, aa a bird in a

net ; to think of.

] jg to hinder, as a snag stops

the sailing boat, and impales it.

m\

]
;gr to think of much

^ ] to rush against the obstacle,

to fall into the net.

^ I
much afraid lest some ill

has happened.

>& -!--_> The coarse silk obtained from

/p-^ refuse cocoons ; a knotted

kidi' cord to fasten u horse ) to

stop, to im[K'de, as by a net.

»6 ^a \ Hij /f> lii?
I "'» so anx-

ious that nothing can enliven me.

S§ 1 M ih be fastened the horse

and stojiped.

J+L) ] To suspend, to hang up; to

\X\ dwell on or prolong; in sus-

I

pense, anxious ; to distin-

gnisii; to remember, to note,

to make a minute of; to

divine by straws ; to lay by

out of use; collcKjuially used as a

classifier of things usually hung up,

as necklaces, bridles, &c.

) S8 to keep a list of names, as

a tax-payer ; to enter names in

a record.

] ^ hanging on iieoples lips.

1 |g to anxiously hope for.

1 >& or 1 ^ an.x^ious about.

j _|^ to hang up; put it on a nail.

] j^ to call by ; only a name.

1 ^ undecided ; in suspense.

1 ^i^ strii)S of dough niado by

stretching them on two slicks.

I 1^ tv) lea\e otljce.

I y^ to record one's debts.

1 |SJ^ to suspend work, to knock

oil', as a gang from rain or want

of material.

^ ?S 1 3&I to put gilt flowers in

the cap and hang on the red

scaif ;— a joyful occasion.

i^ ^ ZL \ two bridles.

your griddle;— out of business.

•"a 1 ii to sing ballads.

1 ife 4" to hang curtains,

^j I
a paiTot, from its turning

over and over.

1 1^ to put up for one— night,

as begging priests do at tem-

ples.

1 ^ ^ ''" "'''" bangs up the

crimson dress,— the abbot.

rom p to divine and ^ a

aton, or the last contraotcil.

6

kiva' Diviiu"ng marks; to divine,

to cast future events; a sign.

\ '^ % ^ •'"' astrologer.

ij ]
or (^ ] or ^J ] to divine,

to cast lots ; to draw.

^ Wi-ti \
tt^elh chattering with

the cold.

j P3 ^ '''*' ^''^t was just, Le

guessed right.

g| ] the luck has changed against

you.

f\ 1 the divining lines ordiagrams

said to have been invented by

Fuh-hi in remote times to serve

a.s a kind of abacus to philoso-

phize with, and indicate by

their combi natioi is the mu tations

and aspects of nature ; the first

eight diagrams were definetl

to represent the interchanges of

elemental forces and their re-

sults, as follows :

—

8

N.W.
U c a V c n,

Yiinjr, the
ccioetial
p ! o d u ccr

;

ether; hu-
midity.

Water,
vapor as-

cu iidlng;
fouii tainp,

pools ;Hght-
UC88.

S.

Firc;light;
life, beauty,
giviug heat,
actuating;
power;
warmth.

E.

T hundcr,
i K u c o u B

cxhalatioup,
mover of
things ;tjtiff-

uces.

S.E.

Wind; va-
porPjCiicrjiy

of expanse;
flexibility.

N.

Water. li-

q u i d cle-

meuts; rigi-

dity, cold.

N.E.

M o u n -

tainf?,i?olidB,

what 8U8-
taius m o -

tiou; quiet;
gravity.

s.w.
Earth,Yin,
tho tcnus-
trial reci-
pient of
corruption;
drought.

These were subsequently multiplied to sixty-four double ones, and on them are based tho spocu lations of tho Yih King or Book

of Changes, composed by Wan Wang aboatB.c. 1109, which amount to nothing better than a mechancial play of idle abitraotioni.
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j fl5f ^RT ^ "' the diagrams were

seen the in.ap of the rivers ; aii

aiicient legend.

In Cantonese, also written p^
A final sound indicating a doubt

;

or probability of a thing.

i^ # #5 1
I ""alhcr think it is

so.

tfl •§ iM 1 I am really afraid

it is not 80.

) From dress and to divine ; an I

unauthorized character.
j

kmi^ An outer jacket or robe

;

when it has no lajiel, it opens

in the middle.

^ I
ceremonial robes, cither long

or short.

^ 1^ ] a coat which ojienB at

ihe side.

Hg I
a soldier's uniform.

JB| ] a riding jacket reaching to

the loins; a description of dress

overcoat, of which the ^ J^

] ^, like the caftans given

by Persian kings, is conferred

only on high officers.

^ J^ 1
'''''S lo"g sleeves; the

last often has very short ones.

1 ? '" ;^ ]
a [K'lisse, a robe

reaching below the knee.

n

Old sounds, kw'a, and k'at. In Canton, kw'a;— in Swatow, kw'a;— in Amoy, kw'a;— in Fuhchau, kw'a, and

k'ie ;— in. Shanghai, kw'd; — tn Chiju, kw'a.

ytL\^ From y%, ffi'eaf and fj^ in ; now
{ f^ superseded by the next.

^kw'a Prodigious ; magniloquent

;

bragging, conceited talk.

1 ^ @ >'C hoastiiig and vaunting

one's self.

^ ® 1 PJt flo "ot boast of your-

self nor Hatter others.

To boast, to biag of one's

performances; to exaggerate

;

laudatoiy ; conceited, grand-

il(xjuent ; arrogant; wide,

fine, ample, said of a dress.

I
p-or

I
ng- vaunting, boastful.

S 1
or ] ^ self-laudation.

1 SB '*' overpraise.

I f^ bpasting of one's ability.

:^ M ^ 1
great, but not vain;

modest, self-[wised.

] ] earnest, really.

1 ^ ample
; spreading out wide,

as a robe.

if>^
'I'u think highly of one's self;

f| V self-complacent; dissatisfied

/»«'« with, captious.

*& + S 1
t'> fe^l satisfied

with one's doings.

Head Jul. Afraid, timorous.

ItJj^ Like the two last.

< I V I'resumptuous, disdainfnl, os-

Mw'a tentatious.

m
Jcw'a

1

It

m

Vain, conceited, as of one's

looks; pretty, neat, good; a

mincing, ogling, manner.

] ^ elegant, stylish deport-

ment ; decorous manner.

f^ careful of one's appearance,

fastidious.

Eead hit' Finical, particular.

] dissolute, loose, wanton.

Tlie bones of the pelvis, and

used nearly like the next.

Fromfles/i and brayijinij ; occurs
used for the next.

kw^a' The thighs ; tiio crotch or

space between the legs ; a fat

appearauce.

] ^ a term of contempt for one

who is cowed or yields cravenly.

^ 1
the forearm. {Cantonese.)

§ ] "f ^ J^ to be disgraced

by crawling between one's legs.

^ ] ^ large fat thighs.

To straddle, to bestride ; to

step across, to pass over, to

surpass, to excel ; to border

on two countries, as a chain

of mountains ; the thighs ; a

stride, the stretch of the legs.

] ^ to excel ; to pass over ; to

supersede.

Jcio'^a'

^ ] d± |g do not incroach on

his territory.

1 Wi *•" bestride a horse.

1 Hi ft ^ to stretch out the

.irms.

1 f^^T^M^i:^ a scheme

for engrossing liie em[)ire and

curbing the princes.

Bi 1 ^ ^ a ''''^i"S robe or

archer's dress, which opens in

front.

1 A *•" incroach on the grave

of one's ancestor, by burying

behind his tomb.

] ^ to sit in a straddling manner.

I ^ lie bestrides the fire-place;

met. he e.xcels his father.

] .y a long and naiTow traveling

boat, usal on the upi)er j^irt of

the Yangtsz' lliver.

] ^ 5i a side-room in large

houses, one set off with its own
court.

In Fuchiu. Overbearing, in-

solent, riding over one.

1 fi^ i^ I've gotten the victory

over him.

kw'a'

A riding dress ; overalls to

protect the trowscis from

chafing.

] ^ an under-shirt or small

vest.
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Old sound, kwat. In Canton, kut, and kwat;

kwak, and kwah

;

— ill Swatow, kwak, and kwat;— tn. Amoy, kwat;

— in Shanghai, kw&h; — in Chifu, kwa.

• tn Fuhchaii,

^d\ J*"™"i knife and tongue, but tho

"KJl primitive was first written hwohy

I W* 'o ^'op ^^^ mouth.

i/^^\\\ To pare, to scrajxi off, to

.abrade ; to plane, to sbave ; lo rub,

to burnish ; to brush away, as leaves

are by the wind ; to even off, as

a bushel of grain; to extort; to

raze ; to run against, to scra^Mj by,

as two carriages passing.

I
'^1j to scrape, to trim ; met. to

oppress.

] 'j^ to stiffen cloth by starch.

] B[- a striker, used by millers-

1 ^ iik j^ to level the ground
;

to raze a place.

1 @ 49 ^ t*^ 'ul^ one's eyes

and treat respectfully ; to regard

one highly.

!^ 1 W ]
borrowing right and

left ; sponging on people.

I 7^ to plane boards.

M f@ If 1 •? to ^ox one's ears.

] ^ to erase a writing.

1 W 3£ 1"^ cut off the light of

his face ;— i. e. lost his good

name.

1
'^"j M M •" V^'^^ <^own or de-

duct from the price.

I ^ ^ to sprinkle and brush

clothes.

1 S^ [lookout, or we] shall hit!

— said by cartmen.

] & '^^ >"" against, as two horse-

men.

In Cantonese. A quarter of a

dollar or a pound, in imitation of

the English word quarter.

To inclose in a bundle, to

envelop ; to tie up ; to em-

brace, to include ; to compre-

hend ; to meet ; to arrive at

;

to place an arrow on the

string ; to brush.

i to coil the hair in a knot.

S 1 P9 ;^ liis ^ag holds the four

seas ;— he knows everything.

^ I
ingenious mechanism.

^M ^ ^ 1
[I wish that one of

such] -virtuous fame would come
to me.

] yfC to bale out, as from a boat.

tide the cows and goats come
home from the hills.

gj j to bundle up, to contain

;

to have an understanding of.

m.
From ear and tongue; it looks

like the next.

^ 3

A clamor, a din ; very impor-

tunate ; bothering, distracting;

to stun one; toinjure an affair

by talking.

] ]5' to din or croak in

one's ears.

I ^ clamorous.

1 ]
inapt, ignorant ; others say,

a continual din.

M 1 jI ^ tlie frogs kept up

their croaking the whole night.

kiva'

m

at angrily ; dimTo look

eyesight.

1 W,M A ^0 glare at a

A kind of frame or measure,

called^ I
used by masons

in marking chords and

angles when building.

Read ktvai''. A tree allied

to the j'ew or juniper.

] ^S the roots of the bryony {Tri-

cosanthes) arc so called by the

medical faculty, perhaps from

a fancied resemblance to the

'IS l!^ or mole-cricket.

Read tien^ for the firet character.

A pipe to blow up the fire in a

cookuig-rauge.

Aic<i

S,

,kitu

Interchanged with the last

;

and probably more correct.

' A bitter plant, the
] ||,

otherwise called JJJ, ^,
whose fruit is used by the

Chinese in conglis ; it is

nearly round and has a soft rind.

The spawn of frogs.

1 ^ ^^^ garden slug or

Linuec, called at Nanking

J^ 3^ ^ t^o insect that

follows, and ^ % || or

snivel worm at Canton.

I the mole cricket.
1 \

hwu'

Fleet, hasty ; to hnrry one.

I ^ to drive on ; to hasten

one to act quicker.

The hair unpinned and dis-

heveled, as when in mourning.

hi-a' i A 1 S la tlie chief

mourner, should have his hair

undressed, and wear a single

garment.

A species of wader, allied to

the crane.

^ I
the black crane, so

called from its plumage, and

cheeks, and is described as having

nine tails from the maimer in

which the tail feathers tnrn up

;

tho same name is given to a strange

bird with nine heads, perhaps de-

noting a crested variety like the

Balearic crane.

^ I
a crow, in imitation of its

croak ; in Pekimg, it is tho

Japanese raven.

To cut away the proud flesh

from an ulcer; to rcmovo

the pus and blood.

The butt or notch of the

arrow where it is placed on

the string.
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.Lwa

From wind and tongue.

A gust, a fliirry wLicb whirls

about the dust ; to drive on

or sweep up, as a whirlwind

does; to blow fitfully and

strong.

I ^ J^ "J*
"-''^ g"sts drive them

rajiidly, as clouds.

1 )l& JS 2iS * lushing bliist arose.

1 m - 15] l£ 5 ^ I l'«ve

only heard a slight inkling

of it.

#« ^- S JS a 1 ^^ ^vhat

hicky iviiid blew you here'?

\ U^^M [ll'e dust] was

idl blown sky high.

1 jp §3 !§• ' "'"'•' "''' ^'"^^

away — the clouds.

Old sounds, kwai, kai, ami kat. In Cant^m, kwai; — in Swatoii', kwai; — in, Amoy, kwai ; — in Fuhchau, kwaij —
171 Shangliai, kwa and kwe j — in Chifu, kwai.

Wi ~T i^ pushed him down~lp'^ Tlie original form is described as

^||2 made up of a ram's hea<l and
^ I

. horns, which the middle part de-

/twai piots, and the two side portions

are from |^j to scrape modified

;

another etymologist says it de-

picts the backbone and ribs.

To turn the back on
;
perverse,

cross-grained ; strange, sulky ; cun-

ning, crafty; unlucky; to contra-

dict ; at cross purposes, untoward.

] 315 '^''yj tricksy ; knavish

;

full of deceits.

] ^ old in bis way, intractable,

eccentric.

1 P glib-tongued, plausible.

I ^ to pervert all reason.

f^ 1 f^ fH ingenious, clever at

devices,

f^ -^ j to trick one out of, to

get a sharper's advantage.

I
i^ or

I j^ mulish, intracta-

ble, bad temfwred.

M ^ \ M ^^^'^'^ "1 n»>"cky

catastrophe I have met with !

1 ^ "F ^ pert, mischievous child.

In Fuhchau. Good, amiable,

pleasing; a lullaby.

C J.tt From hand and to scrape off the

J^ flesh.

^kwai 'r° deceive, to swindle; to

seduce, to decoy ; to entrap

persons, to delude in order to carry

them off; to twist, to turn, as in

following a road.

!^ a kidnapper, a raan-Rtciier.

^ A §Sc ^'^ elope with a man's

concubine.

I
.5^ to decoy and carry off.

wilh bis elbow.

I ^ J^ ff to entrap and sell a

man iis a coolie {Cantonese).

not change the note in ray

mouth,— as in whistling ; i'. e.

I cannot whistle a tune.

Mf^ \ 1 »i * g" along by

the wall and turn the corner.

''kivai

fS'1
kwai

A p'„aff for ohl men, usually

made to resemble a crutch,

with a crooked top.

] ^ an old man's staff.

1 •? ii^ " truncheon or quarter-

staffused in fencing and fighting.

From heart and to till the

ground or in ; the second form
, is not very common.

Strange, marvelous ; bizarre,

portentous, monstrous ; su-

pernatural, weird; curious;

to dislike, to bear a grudge

against; to blame, to find fault

with ; to deem strange ; surprised

at ; sometimes it biis the force of

an adverb, very, unusually.

^ I
surprising, unusual.

] j^ an apparition, a monster.

^ I
ugly, horrid.

^ ^ M. 1
^°'^'^ ^^^ ""ST

;

don't get annoyed at it.

1 ^ to reprimand, to berate.

^ ) {)? lie blames you without

cause.

1 ^ jtb a* "'!"'' strange talk !

^ ]
no wonder ! (Ca?i/(?nese).

I j^ fi^ harsh-tastod.

1 ^ ^ 't •'' not surprising.

ST 1 f'BT^^B.Iitisuseles.s
to shut your eyes when you've

seen ihe sixx)k; — you must

meet the crisis, face the music.

'^ A ^ I
to bring blame on

one's self.

] Vi ^ "f-
unfounded talea

I
don't be displeased, ciise

your wrath.^ 1 ^ tfi I ^'^ taa^li

frightened at hearing it.

A I 1^ bliimed by people.

j 'M (^ scalding hot.

^ W> ff 1
'^'* delight in secretly

doing odd things.

: ^ ] rare and new things.

From 31 the Aanrf and a tlnng
passing through it; it is easily

mistaken for ,i/an<; ^ midst.

Parted, as streams; differ-

to pull or flow different

ways ; certain, a^>solute ; name of

the 54th diagram, denoting what

is decided, stern, or settled.

Bead tiie/i^ and interchanged

with ^ an art. To place the

middle finger pointing upward

within the knuckles of the others
;

l)e()ple often do it when alone to

frighten away the bogies.

S "ir 1 " guardian image often

seen in the door of Budhist

temples, having a knotted club

in one hand, and the middle

finger of the other sticking nix

?c&

s

'kwai

ing
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Old sounds, kw'ai, kw'at, oik! kw'ak. In Canton, fai, kiii, and kwai ;— in Sioatou), kw'ai, ko, and kui ; — in Amoy,

kw'ai and kwai ;— in Fnhchau, kw'ai ; — in ShangJiai, kw'o and kwa ; — in Chifu, kw'a.

il

1

From hand and an eddy ; also

lead'iiiai.

'l«-V/t To rub, to smooth ; toscratch

;

to carry with one.

] ^ to scratch an itching place.

]
pjlj to absorb or wipe np water.

I ^ -? to sting a basket on the

arm.

I ^ J^ to cut one's acquaint-

ances.

1 T S 1i^ ig ber nails left

five scratches.

A kind of rush of which

door mats can be woven;

sandals and wisps are also

made of it.

1 ^ straw ropes.

^ straw sandals, such as are

worn by mourners.

1 ^ 'M '^'^^^ wound around the

hilt of a sword.

I j^ coarse rush mats.

From heart and disparting.

flow of sj)irits
;

glad,

kw'tii^ cheerful
;

pleasure, cheerful-

ness ; alacrity, promptness

;

quick, hasty, rapid, speedy ; used

for ^ just on the point of, almost,

about to be; sharp, keen, as a

blade.

] 1& a little quicker, hurry on.

] Ul happy, in good spirits.

I fg delight, joy
;
pleasure

; ]

fg ^ A •'I cheerful happy man.

1 .?! $: ^ luring it quickly

t. e.— like a courierwitha letter.

1 J^ * courier, a fleet post.

j ]
quick, smart ; instantly.

] X * keen, efficient man.

•1*T

SS 31 .'^ 1
^^'^ '^'"*'f detectors

in a magistrate's ofiice.

] JjS "f he will soon be licre.

I fi4 2j5 come back quickly.

]
^Ij sharp, keen ; smart.

M S 1 "^ the wind is swifter

than tlie clouds.

]
^- " nimble lads," i. e. chop-

sticks ; for this meaning the

radical fj- is often added, making
the correct form, and showing

that the literal rendering of the

common name was not the

original idea.

1 "fmor] H ? a fob for

the chopsticks.

/^ ^ I
indisposed, out of sorts.

1 $t policemen, thief-catchers.

— IS^^ I
something which de-

mands instant attention.

y^'C 1 "3^ 1^ yon rejoice my heart

greatly.

] ^ a fast-boat, — at Canton.

] ?^ it is getting cold.

( ^ i' ^vill soon be done.

B 1 ofUfivl^ 1
grnid itsharp.

Used for the last ; it is also read
Ixiich,

A sprightly colt that ii] a week

can beat its dam at running;

swift as the wind.

1 j^ ^ racer, a fleet horse.

1 ^ in ft tJ its waters are

swift as an arrow.

From mouth and united.

To swallow, to drink with

avidity ; voracious ; an im-

pediment in swallowing ; mea-

kw'ai'

ger ; clamor.

M ^ M 1 ber beauty has gone.

1 1 -jt jE cheerful and pleasant

are the front rooms.

The place where the girdle

is joinetl, or the collar fas-

tened ; a loose sash, or the

girdle put on loosely.

kw^ui'

From earth and demon, which

has been altered from j^ earth

insido of U a pit.

A clod, a lump ; a fraction, a

piece of ; doltish ; used for I in a

demeaning manner ; a classifier of

things thin or flat, or in pieces, a,

boards, panes, slices, lumps, coins

<fec., rather shapeless and squarisii

—
I ^ a slice of meat.

—
] ^ a piece or lot of land

;

a clod.

—
I §£ altogether, all at once,

lumping the whole; used to

indicate a union or joining of

l)eople or things in one spot.

ij^
1

to break the clods.

]^ ^ 1
['be peasant] offered him

a clod of earth, — i. e. to Chung-

'rh, the son of the Prince of

Tsin, when passing as a beggar

through Wei in great distress

(b. c. 539); he afterwards got

his throne.

^ ^D S 1 ™7 beart is like a

pile of clods ;— i. e. in great

distress.

^ I
creation, the globe ; nature.

] f^^jSi cloltish and ignorant

1 ^ "•
'Hi

be is a blockhead,

just like a clodhopper.
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OJd sounds, kon, and kwan. In Canton, kwan, and kun;— in Swatow, kwan, ancJ kw°a j— iii Amoy, kwon, kw'a, and

wan ; — f » Fuhchau, kwang ; — in Shanghai, kwe°, we", ami wMi ; — in Chifu,, kwan.

<B
,kiv(tn

Ira.

From *^ a covering and ^
many, which etymologists also

regard as a contracted form of

^ip an officer ; this character is

often dissected as meaning two
tnouths under a roof, alluding to

the mendacity of officials; it

looks like hivan'' *£ official.

An officer of government ; the

magistrates, the authorities; rulers;

an officer; the government ; official,

public ; a public court of law ; a

business ; a title of respect or adu-

lation, placed after the name ; firet

rate, the best of.

j^ ]
in office.

1 ;s=o'' 1
^o--

1
^of

1 w
officials, magistrates.

1 3ffi the best kind of birds-nest.

] an honest officer, a pure

handed magistrate.

7^ 1 or ^ 1 to confiscate.

] ^ T^ 'I public sway, a republi-

can or democratic rule.

] ^ a highway, a public road.

^;j* ] y to carry a case before

the authorities.

1 ti or
1 ^ official dignity

;

stately, awe-inspiring.

1 :% ^ A 0"e of the rulers.

jSl^ ^ J^
I

dignitaries in the

civil, military, and literary de-

partments.

5?? ] the six Boards in ancient

times, called 5^ | , J^ | , ^
\,M.\>m 1 ,

«'>d ^ 1 ,

answering respectively to the

present boards of Civil Office,

Revenue, Rites, War, Punish-

ment, and Works.

IE EO 1
^^'^ officers of the re-

gular grade, i.e. not being de-

puties or of particular apjwint-

ment ;— they are the district

magistr.ite, the prefect, judge,

governor, and governor-general.

^ ,^ ] of what rank are you ?

1 Wi officer's boards ; t. e. money,

coin, cash.

] g ^ his star appears, he will

soon be in office.

jfj^ ^ I JjjJ
an untrustworthy

ofiicial, a muddle-headed fellow.

;fj I ]
a pet name for a lad.

] X o"'' '" office ; a term of re-

spect for a husband ; an epithet

fur prostitutes.

?^ 1 ^ trusting to official power.

Ji_ \ the five senses are tbe ears,

eyes, mouth, nose, and hoJ"t,

which rule the body.

I ^ old women who are apjwinted

by the local magistrates to re-

deem repentant magdalens, to

stamp the papers for sale of

girls, or aid in punishing female

prisonere at Canton, women
who are sentenced to be sold for

their crimes.

S5 1 ff '"
A"* 1 ^" appellation

for a young man.

1 pS conit or -mandarin dialect.

^ ] Mr. Su, or Su-qua as it is

called, adopting the Amoy pro-

nunciation faf'^a, which sound

the people at Canton often write

5J5, not knowing its origin.

"%
\ %'M ""y Heaven's Ruler

bless yon ; this refers to the god

who rules the |^ ^ in the skies.

;^ ^ ] a man who swaggers

along ; at Suchau, a term for

one's eldest brother.

I §2) '•'^'^ granary-keepet, is a

local name for thedwarf hamster

[Cricelulus gi-iseus), from the

grain it stores away.

The emperor's charioteer or

master of his chariots ; an

assistant in an office.

"^ tft 1 A he would then

order his groom.

Two birds singing in re-

sponse ; to coo to each other,

as doves do ; or answering,

as two orioles.

t

m
Icvxtn

m
,kwan

From wood and ruler ;q. d. that
which socares the corpse.

Jiwan A coffin, that which closes

np all affairs; the inner of

two coffins; to encoffin, to

close np.

j ^Jjf a coffin.

jg ] totakeaparent'scoffinhome.

Jg ]
or |§ I

to give coffins ;
—

a religions act.

^^ 1 # a crockery coffin

;

met. a hard hearted man.

1 ^ '^ great pall or catafalqae

carried at fmierals.

1 # 19 said of one dangercnsly

sick or very old.

1 i^^S " coffin-chisel, an epitnet

of a petty rascal ;— yon body-

snatcher !

1 ^ l'^ {fi ^ li's hand comes

out of his coffin ;— i'. e. he is

grasping to the last.

§^ 1 a golden coffin ; at Peking,

it is only used for a prince.

.kwan

From ;^ fine threads repeated
over the shuttle, throngh which
they pass in weaving ; it is the
primitive of the next, and now
nsed only in combination.

To run the threads through

the web.

From door and to pass threads
through a web; the second
form is commonest.

To stop a gate, to bar the

door, to shut up a doorway
;

to fasten, to stop a thing or

road for a while ; to guaal, to place

a post at ; the cross-bar of a gate ; a

gateway to a market; a front ier-

pa.ss ; a ford ; a ix)st-house, douane,

custom, or excise house
;
govern-

mental ; a limit, a boundary ; a

crisis, a Rubicon, an imjwrtaut

point in one's life; to bear upon,

to effect, to belong to or concern
;

to .allude to ; involving, having a
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relation to ; consequences, results
;

to pass by or through ; to pene-

trate, to pierce.

1 p^ bar tlic gate ; shut in for

the night; shut the door!

Jfe 1 a luarino custoin-hoiiso.

1 ^ administrator of customs,

who writes of liiinself as ;^ ]

^ I, tiic collector.

1 P a pass, a place where cus-

toms arc paid.

1 l5t
'"* !'"*'• °'" station of guard.

1 IDS ^''^ middle pulse in the

wrist, connected with the liver.

fO^ ^ 1 *& you did not pay at-

tenliori.

j^ ] to pass free of duty.

1 ^ the Cliiiicse Gml of War,

nnme<l I»rd Kwan
] ^ a

noted hero of the Tinee States,

A. I). 210; also called
) |g

the holy Kwan, and
] ^ J^

or 1^ •? t'le martial Sage

Kwan, and other names.

^ 1 ^y ''' '*' "^'"^ of my busi-

ness.

^ 1 ?$ independent of, dis-

connected.

^ JE fl^ 1 Itfl
a matter of life

and dcalh.

1 ^!$ Ij9 iS '""y '''"' ^"'^'s "f l''s

danger be gotten tiiroiigh safely

;

— written on children's ca])s to

ward oft' ills. .

I ^ ^ 1
'''*-' ''"° l^etween rea-

son and passion.

1
.fj^

or
] ^ consequences, re-

sults ; what comes of an act.

I
t^ to defend bravely — the

pass.

] »|» a term for Sliensi .ind tiie

adj.-icent regions lying west of

gj ;gi
I

iu Hoiian.

1 ^ Manchuria, the region lying

east of the jlj f§ | at llie end

of the Great Wall.

I ^ covert assistance of; the

circumstances of.

is 1 15 '•'^ 8'*'*' '^""1'' f"'' under-

liand aid.

1 *& W^ f-l '""'' '''^'-''' '*• ''''*''*^'

full/.'

*

5^ ^ 1 ^ I «''"'l ^ obliged if

you will look after this thing.

E3 ] -^j; a sneezing jwwder.

I ^ a proposal for engaging a

teacher or secretary ; and ^ |

is the money sent with such an

application.

j^ J^ ^ H 1
''"ee means per-

tain to study, —• !. e. seeing,

hearing, and talking.

] |5]^" the official seal.

1 R5 IpJ pi "'^ '^^'^'^ '^'^'''^ ^'^''«-

U'u-fii whicli oversees the mar-

riages, funerals, and allowances

of the Imperial Clan.

fj^ ] to stop the passes ; to shut

up the douanes.

1 *? ITD ^i to pnll the bow and

shoot.

1^ jj 1^ 1 ^ ^^ "''^^ '-''^ ^^^^

motive.

© fiJIi f!^ ]
this [jertains to the

country's revenue.

] 1 (lie scream of the osprey.

/{j [ silting in the pass, »'. e.

inside of a laticed bo.f lined

with spikes ; Budliist priests do

so to e.xoite comi)assion, and get

people to buy out the nails.

.^{nt A huge fish, I'ound in the

fiwfC Yellow River, and reported

ku-iiii to be large enougli (o fill a

cart ; the story is that it can-

not dose its eyes and never sleejs,

whence the name is a[>plied to a

widower, or an olil man who has

never married, Ix'cause they cannot

sleep soundly without a bedfellow;

alone, unattended.

1 ^ ^ wiilower.

1 ^ to live alone.

g 1 1 W :^ ^ restless and

unable to sleep,

pfefe 1 to l>efriend tiie lonely.

^ ilfc 1 S also pity the widowers

and defenseless.

1 ;^ ^ -f a lonesome fellow,

having no kilh or kin.

ii 1 S T E # ll'or« is a

bachelor among the people

w ho.'ic name is Yu Shun.

Diseased, infirm, incompe-

(/>»-|> tent to fulfill the duties of

;

Jcwaii incapable ; to distress, to

make void or useless.

I
'^ an inefficient, idle official.

^ 1 ^!E fS ^° ^"^'^
S''*'"''

solici-

tu<lo and anxiety for.

^ M 1 'S: "^'"^ "'^^ *''® '" obscu-

rity and the incapable in office.

SMlIf 1 Jil* [if y'«'ii'"s '•«'*•]

the offices will in lime be all

made of no ettect.

jl> l^ The district of Tung-kwan

f y|Jj[ ^ ] IJ^
in Kwang-chou fu,

Jcwaii lying along the eastern side

of the Peail Kiver above the

Bocca Tigris ; also au old name of

Ishui hien flf y\i. fj^
in the south

of Shantung.

Read ''kwan. Mirshy plants

like the cat-tail reed or sedge ; of

which mats can be made ; the

Ju)v;us ejf'usus is one sort ; a

coarse grass mat ; to sralo.

1 R? flff ^ [the sagej then smiled

and laughed out.

.^ ]
a native medicine

;
perhaps

the seeds of the Etwnymus.

f-^ju From ^~* to coMcr, ^JC '^e chief

l/\^ or head, auU ""J » rule.

jcivan ^ conical cap or bonnet,—
applied now to the Taoi.'st cap

;

ca[>s with red silk ; any proper

covering for the head ; the crest

or comb of birds.

ai ^ ]
the ancient flat topjjed

crowns of the Chinese.

fin I
to cap a yoimg man when

ho has /^ ]
come of age

;

f<irmerly done at twenty.

] ^ the sheldrake.

Ira fl" 1 l''^"''^''
remove your hats;

— said to guests.

% ^' 1 "" '"^'''^ of wearing your

hats and roljes ;
— in undress.

1 152 ^ ^ deprived of every

oflice and rank.

I ^ with strict etiquette

and decorum.

scS §1 i^ 1 ''® "•''* ^° angry tbat

his hair lifted his cap.

^

GO
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JE i 1
* P'icsl's cap; a small

squaiisU hut of one or two rooms.

"]?
I

wattlos on birds.

i jjS a district in Tung-chaiig fu

in Siiantung, lying west of tbe

Grand Canal.

Read kican' To cap a yontli

at Lis marriage, an oltl usage,

equivalent to putting on the togo

firHis; to promote in ofiice to the
i

highest post ; the chief or head ;

'

able, suiicrior.

H I ^ 1^ the bravest [of the

brave] in three legions.

1 ^ excelling all competitors.

yj^ ]
a bachelor, unmarried.

1^ ]
immature, not yet reached

full strength.

® 1 'K W ''° '"'^^ raised to lie the

head ofthe Board ofPunishments.

^ From to see and a vjater-foiul

;

the oontraction is very commou.

• To look at carefully ; to

contemplate ; to observe, to

travel and see ; to manifest,

to display ; an evidence of,

proof; observt.'d, manifested,

the appearances of; a 8[>ectacle,

sights; many.

1 CT to idle about ; to look on
;

as ^ ^ I §2 '^*^" ^'^'^ y"" '"*'•

simply to look at it—but buy it.

1 ^ one's fii-fet entrance into the

examinations.

1 S t"* test tlic literary 6i>irit of

a place.

^ ^^ a lady's man.

^ 1 a fine view ; a good action.

1 — ] M^fi M ^""'' '^•'''''^-

fuUy at his features to see what

they indicate.

af 1 a fine front ; beautiful facade.

-^ 1 a great porforraancc ; some-

thing seen from afar.

-^ ^ 1 B8 *-" '°^ ^'"^ regard of

others by inulignified maimers.

Kl 1 to stroll about sight-seeing.

j&'ti'^ 1 i»tl'''ig worth seeing

there.

] 1^ "''
1 ^ "^ '^'"' ^'y''^ "^ ""*"

address to the intcndanl ofcircuit

Jiuxin

^ ]
a rare event.

^ ]
the deixirtmfent ; the style.

^ j pg ^ looking down upop

this lower world.

1 5'C iK astrology, star-gazing.

M I 1 M Yueh-wang looks

after I lie bore— at Hangchen.

:jfe ] ^•g ^ very soon we shall

See tlie sickles at the grain.

IMS the Obser\atory at

Peking, where the | g ^^
or astronomers worketl.

iS B" 1 ^ while they looked.

1 ft t" j'^lge physiognomy.

^ 1 B Is m Kwanyin, usually

called Cioddess of Mercy, a Bud-

hist deity ; the name is a trans-

lation of the Sanscrit nvalokiie- \

sieiira or Hearer of Cries; oilier

names are
] -jg § g ^5: ^^''^

sovereign who reg.inls the

prayers of the world;
j ijt Q ^ !

the ruler who regards the world;

Axv\ -Jt \^ % illuminating the
j

sounds of the world ; slie is also :

termed the i; i|§ ::|c ^ '^''«

j

Merciful and Cirtupiissionate; the
:

Bex has changed in course of
'

time, and it seems to have been
|

at first a Chinese native g(xl, on

which ihc Indian deily was

afterwards foisteil-

Kead LwutC A temple of the

Rationalists ; a hermitage, a secure

retreat ; a gallery ; the 20t,h dia-

gram, meaning to make known.

] ;^ a gallery, a belvidere.

^[]| ]
Taoist temiiles.

^ \
monasteries and temples.

'ktvan

Similar to the neit, and used
for it.

Tho rope by which bells and

drums are susjK-nded ; to di-

rect; a iii[ie; a key; a shuttle.

^ ] Jj^ )f^ the dulcimers and

tlutca sound their harmonies.

1 IS # tl" ^ ''« n'ai'ag^l

every dep<irtment and recorded

events.

CAjf^ \ From bamboo and a rider; lh«
^—* contracted form ia common in

, cheap books.

A tul)c ; a reed, a gliort jiipe

or fl.ige<;let, haviiigsix lnili«.

and sometimesin formerdays

two tubes to one mouth -piftoe.

like the ishcpherd's pipe of the

Arabs; a classifier of fifes. Botes,

pil)e8, guns, quills, and other tu-

bular things; \n (iiuUomy, a duct

or passage, for which the next is

more suitable ; to rule, to control

;

to have the government of, to

sway, to dominate, to influence

primarily.

1 ^ <,r 1 ^a butler, a steward,

j :^ ^ a pantry, a buttery.

1 "V to rule over.

i
;i shop-boy or a coolie, at

Canton; elsewhere, the sales-

man, the hea<l of the shop.

] g£ the tube through which to

see tilings.

I 3g to manage, to govern.

^ ^ ] ^ I think m oti the

whole, it is my imperfect opinion.

1 ^ •""
1 Wi '•'"'' book-keet*r,

the money-keeper.

S #. 1 Q g"verue<l by ; I am
nniler his rule.

1 :?; ft <"• ^ I fiii
I'o '8 ijc-

yond my control.

H 1 m let him Udk ; talk on.

M 1 '& ^^ '""''• ^"^ doats

j^ 1 to suiK'rintend ; a head-

iiilcr ; an overseer.

^ ]
tube of a pencil ; barrel of a

quill

3^ I
the ducts of the five viscer.v

1 i-J "? ^ iMXjtical name for a

pejicil.

g^ ]
stringed and wind instru-

ments.

—* 1 -$ f& '*"•' pistol, a revolver,

p^ |I||
] ^ how shrill ihu piiies

SolMid I

® ^!i # it ^ 1 •& ^''«
:
'•»

of [Hjrfect virtue is lxingguide<l

by reason,

ffi ^ ] I
as there seem to be no

s.iges, y>)U have no guiding men.
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If
Trom JJesh and ruler or Jinish-

6d; the preceding is eoDimou-

\y used for it; the secoud also
(||^.L^ iiieuus tlt'sh, marrow.

/JTC J '1 '"^ (es()|)li.'igiis, lliongli

'kiiKin aii.'itouiisls dufiiie it as tlie

ji.irt of tlie buwels near the

jiyloriis, wliitli tliey divide into

lliree parUi ; also the huyiix, tlie

ureter, or oilier ducts; the core of

a boil.

ifil
I

arteries, blood-vessels.

{1^ I
a niiiiiiiig ulcer.

^ ]
the uiellira.

flj^ ]
the larynx, the wiiid[ii[>e.

^ I
the jnlonis i^r the cardiac

orifice, both being included

under the same term.

Ut 1 ^ " pill which will extract

the core of u boil.

TO ""I

tube of stone made into a

lliite ; a siglit lube att.ached

''kwcn to an azimulh or thecKlolite ; a

beautiful pebble ; to burnish

nietals.

j^ ] the tube which holds the pea-

c(x;k's fealiitr on an ofticial cap.

H I # 2j5 fi Jt p 1
[after

yhiin began to reign] liieMotiiir

of the Fairies came ofil'iing him

a white j.ide.

From heart and officer as tlie

pUouetic.

Sorrowing and sad.

I I
friendless, having no

'A«iirt one to rely on,

M \ 1 i: Ji <?. "tterly

abandoned, totally friendless.

1
'
;g: sad thoughts.

Exhausted, worn out, weaK;

sick from g^ief or dishearteii-

'kwan ed by failure.

<tt 1 1
'^'"^ '^^""' ''°fses

Were worn out.

1 %^ )i|
dangerously sick.

t l>-^ B^om luiml and ruler ; it is often

•J
H rc.\d wah,

iuHiH To lake up, to lift ; to take

out of; to rescue.

I flj(
to lake away.

From to eat or a cottafje and
officer; the second and common

, form is unauthorized, and has

probably arisen from the simi-

larity of the radicals.

'/.(«(» An inn, a caravansary ; the

hotel of a feudal prince; a

lodging-place or club-house erected

in a town by the jieople from an-

other town or region ; a council-

room, an €i.ssembly-hall ; a hall, a

room for public use ; an exchange,

au oflice or coiinltng-room ; a sa-

liHin, a restaurant ; a school-rix)m
;

to lodge, to stay for a short period
;

to build temporary lodgings or

booths.

^ ]
a government hall, a publfc

room.

fi' 1 or J^
]

a college, a scliooi.

^ 1 mercantile or literary club-

roonis erected for public pur-

poses, generally by the ix;ople

of one [ilace or ward,

i® ^ ;i 1 -^ we will go up tp

your city house.

^ ]
a liotel, a tavern.

] -^ a hired hall ; hired lotlgings.

nS 1
•'' g'""bling place, a hell.

is 1 '"-i&i^i 1
"r^

1
an eat-

ing-hoiise, a restaurant.

^ I
a cnstom-house.

.^ ]
a hos|>ilal, a dis[x;nsary.

] j)^ a post in .in olTlce; an ojien-

ing for emiiloyiuent.

JU 1 akiiulof lock upin ayamun.

g^ ]
and ^^ ]

to open a school

and close it, — as at the terms

j{)j(
1 thieves' nests, the places or

houses seized or occupied by

relitls or banditti.

the good and brave in the

country.

^ I
brothels, b.ngnios.

f}J 1^ B? 1
Hanlin graduates

placcvl on the li.st for promotion.

It
The iron band placed on the

hub of a wheel to prevent it

'X(«(/t from splitting.

From a measure and sunriainy

;

it is also read wah, or woh.

^Liniit A handle, a wheel by which to

turn a machine; a striker to

even off grain ; to revolve, to ttiru

around ; to circulate, as commotli-

lies ; that which causes a turning ;

to superintend ; in rhetoric, to ex-

phiin, to oj)en out a text or topic.

^ ] to revolve, as the seasons.

ducts of all countries circulate

as a wheel rolls over.

») From pcarZ or property and to

string.

twun^ A string of a thousand cash

;

to run a thread through, to

string on; strengthen, as a piece

of board by au iron band; to

connect, to traverse; to implicate,

to involve ; to penetr.ite, to go

through ; to bear with
;
[pervading,

associated with, linked to.

—
] ^ a string of cash.

I* ] the origin or parentage of

a man, au account of which is

required of candidates at the

cxaininatious.

I fit^^ I S6*' through this plan,

ill ^ 1 5 [your fame] has

pierced my ear like thunder.

1 3? ^" S'^'- <'" °'' ^f® through
;

to run on a string.

pn ^ 1 ^ this expression is

iriele\'ant, the idea is not cou-

tiniious.

1 ^ passes through, as water in

a tube, or ideas through the

uiiiid.

4h »'S 1 '''" l^y^'lty c.in Dear

the RUiilight ; — i. e. he is uuiiu-

peacliable.

H ^ 1 ^"A
'"'"' '•'"ec years you

liave been through— our grain
;— said of rats, i. e. ollicials.

^ 1 ^ lit •"* ^'Cfy ri*^'' ">*"

I J^ to wrestle, as an athlete.

Mi Ql)
1 ^ when he sboota, his

arrow goes right through.

W 1 M e ^ tl'M>r.icticed ex-

pert finishes his work up soon-
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m From heart an<l to go through;

q. d. tho heart gets accustomed
to the llioiiglits passing tliroiigh

ilVttH' it; used Willi the next.

Habitual, expericncod, accus-

tomed to ; addicted to, practiced

in; inured to; tlje customary way.

] ^ iiseil to, e.\ix)rt in, babitiial.

^ I
I often liave been tlier»

^ ]
iniiised to, nnKkille<l.

•jjl^ ]
well practiced in, capable.

^ I
addicted to gambling.

I
1^ a veteran in the ware.

^ pf ^ ] don't be too lenient—
to tbe boys.

] ^ "I*
be is quite spoiled,—

as a ix;tled child.

^g 1 Tfllittl"">'lgetwed-
ded to bad liabils.

^ ]
acciistomeil, skilled in.

•I'^> Like the last two.

X^* To be familiar with ; to take,

livuii^ to lift; to let drop ; to putb

over.

1 J^ ^ to tlirow down the

divining-blocks.

I }R ^ fi^ to treat the gods

irreverently.

1 ?£ ife T pushed him down.

In Cantonese. To stumble, to

slip.

1 ffil
— S slipped down once.

R I
playfid.

From worship and real ; i,ccnr8

terchangcd witit the uexl.

twun^ To iJOtir out libations before

the dead ; to pour out and

drink wine.

I ill to ofler a libation of spirits.

] ^ to pour out a libation.

^j|^> To run or flow together;

I'^B to discharge, to disembogue

ttvan^ into; collected, assembleil
;

to water, as flowers ; to give

one drink, to force one to drink
;

luxuriant, bushy, as trees; much;
used for the last, to pour out a li-

\

bation ; to jwur into holes to iiil
j

them ; to run full, as a mold.
j

I 7|C trees with dense foliage ; a

class in Chinese botany compri-

sing the Altltea and Morns.

1 Tt ^'^ water flowers.

] 1^ they made him drunk.

] ]^ a Bttdhist term for a kind

of baptism or holy unction by

sprinkling,which conferred good-

ness.

] Ji to flow into, OS rivers into

a hike.

] ^ to pour liquid mortar into

the holes in a pavement, or be-

tween the bricks in a wall.

^ ^ \ ] the old man is truly

honest.

•
] i;JC lo Wow water— into pork.

I Ij^ to force one to take physic.

^^ ) Composed of a dish nnder water

\mf >Q a mortar.

hvan' To wash the hands before

worship ; to wash in a basiu.

I J5b 'o ^ssh clean.

] ^ to wash and comb, to make
one's toilet.

] p^ having washed, I read—
your note ; intimating the re-

spect i)aid to it.

A jar, a galliiiot, a crock

;

a mug, a cruse ; a pitcher or

)
j
jar having no spout, to con-

tain water or oil.

pJC I
a pitcher.

:^ ]
a tea-canister.

^ I
little pewterjars for carrying

honey.

%_\ T>S|l^±i5[ the earthen

jar will get broken at last at

the well, — so a soldier will go

to battle once too often.

) Like the last.

A water jar, a bucket to hold

X.«'(/«' fluids.

;jJP 1
a bucket made of

osiers or willow-twigs.

> The name of a valuable stone,

a variety of jide, which was

iiciot' used i:i making the ^ or

ancient oflicial batons-

k trail'

) From heart and heron aa tho
phonetic; ic is usually ioter-

hvaii'
changed with ^ hwan.

Joyful, pleased.

] >JJ»
an approving mind, hearty

congratulations.

1 ff :^l^ B ™y pleasure or gratifi-

cation is extreme.

Read /cicaii. Grieved, desolate.

] ] t^ t£ '^^t 'l"wn, like one

who has no bosom friend to

complain to.

Read (hwan, and interclianged

with ^\ to rejoice, glad, happy.

To set fire to a thing witjj

the sun's heat, as Sui-j3n-shi

did ; to light a fire or bea-

con ; hot, bright.

^ I
an ancient officer 'who

brought fire in this manner.

^ ]
to worship the discoverer

of fire.

' A general name for herons

of which there are many
Livau' Sorts ; in north China it

denotes the stork.

1 1^ ^. i? l'"^ heron screams

on the knoll.

1^ I
the lesser white heron or

coK\.(E(jrettit alba), which nes-

tles on trees; it is in Chihli,

the common stork, as M 1 is

the black stork.

^ ] the common heron {Ardea

finere), having an ashy plumage

and a black tail.

jjtt^ Another and older form of

"^±2, the last; a small mug or cup.

^(t'ti/j'
I ^ a creeping plant which

exudes a while juice.

|II| ) The two tufts made in dress-

yy iiig an infant's hair, called

kinin' gii f^ ^ at Canton; the

character is intendetl to re-

semble theui.

^ ^ ] -^ bind up the two

horn-like tufts.
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Old sound, kw'an. In Canton, fun; — in Swatow, kw'an; — in Amoy, Irw'an; — in Fuhchaxi, kw'ang ;
—

in Shanghai, kw'e°; — in Chifu, kw'an.

From '^ a cnrering and "^ a

f^nj soiiM-Uoraed large goat.

i"-' ''" Large, spacious, ample ;gentle

with, forgiving, wisy, benig-

nant lo, ik-nient, iniliilgent; bIdw,

lax; gentleness; to make tjentle;

lo extenuate; to widen, to enlarge,

to relax ; lo forfiear.

1 Wi ^^'J^S broad ; ample for the

purpose.

^ ffl 1 ^ more than enough

Ibr the occasion ; profuse outlay.

1 ^V '"'
1 iffi"

l''j'"i''''li indulgent.

1 ^ '' I'lcasiiig face
;
gracious to.

I fjj an abundance, an ovcrjilus.

1 M ;'v M ';"f?''. '"""'y '4«ft-

nii-nls ; a s[iaci<iiu house.

] ?£ iife S5 gentleness was well

IcMiin-ivil uilli scverily.

1 ^' '" forgive, to n^mit.

t'jl J^ yX \
to soothe the j>eople

by clemency.

I
'M to let pass, to overlook.

] IjJ!
lo connive at, tooca.sy with;

heedless of (me's duties.

"M.
I

the affair is not urgent.

1 H'J JS ^ kindness will win the

hiTirts ol tiie people.

1 'jS to aiieviato one's grief.

^ I
be gentle, act forbcaringly.

1 ^ to forgive, to p.ass by.

f^ 1
'^ %h I'l'ik'-' it ^ litl-l« wider.

1 .

—

)^ one foot wide.

RS ^ 1 " l'l'-''''sing view, a cliarm-

iug i.riis[H'ct.

1 % W- % ''"" magnanimous

and gentle 1

I
i6 M '-^ ''* *"- f'>'"l'e-iring, to

be considerate and l)atient.

1 P.^ "^
1 ^ ^" e-xteud the

r^jiit of time

] ,@, courteous, condescending.

I ^ to cheer up; sympathizing.

] "U to take things easy.

J3,«^ The hind quarters of an ox.

< ft^ 1 §$ the first bone of the

Jcw'un leg, the femur ; the thigh.

From wood and end ; it ia some-

iuies wrongly used for'ii'aii^Jft

CI t a bowl.Kw ail

A sm.iU foiir-legged copper

stand used in sacrifices ; fuel

cut up iu faggots ; naiue of a tree

likened to the oak, whose fruit is

edible ; <ind of nnotlier like the

Tcrminxliu ; a branch.

%%

From to hreathe or lonj^ for,

and tiiat wliich satisfies tiie

longing ; tlio second ia tlic

common form.

Souiething desired but un-

/(»'i(;» attainable ; sincere, true,

single-hearted ; to venerate,

to respect, to treat well ; to

knock at, to reach ; to repay ; to

enumerate; a memorandum of;

inscriptions, such as are on jars

showing the date of raanufaclure

;

a proof stamp ; a kind, a sort, an

instance ; a paragraph, an affair
;

an article, .-is of a treaty; a circum-

stance ; a style or fashion.

1 ^ to treat courteously.

I^f] ]
[x)mpous, haughty.

—
] ^ one affair or incident.

^ I
iU) autograph.

^ ]
and 1^ ]

the inscriptions

on an autograph, with or with-

out the name of the one for

whom it was written.

i£ 2J5 1 S Ji it aff^'ra liave

latterly all gone against me.

^ ] or
] ]

every sort, all sorts.

) ^ a sort, an article ; a style,

a manner ; habit, iw of a plant.

] ^ according to the exigency,

m I
to repay a loan.

itJ ^ ^ 1
^^^ '""'*t consult on

tlie ways and means.

] U ^H -jnj what is his condition^

how is ho getting on 1

1 1 j^ 'onging for what is im-

practicable.

1 M "h ''•"•"gl'ty, difficult of

access.

3^ ^ 1 IS tlic jar has a record

of its maker.

^ ^ ^ 1
tl'e inscription on the

jar is the Ming dynasty.

1 1 ^ fyi'ig 'I'^l flitting where

it likes, as a dragon-fly.

1 1 't' 158 wholly loyal and
sincere.

] © to detain a visitor.

] § a small root used as a tonic

;

but
I ^ Y^ designates the

dried flowers of the hxjuat

{Eikihottya) • the tea is used in

coughs.

.
Hollow, like an empty vessel

i^^ or decayed tree ; dried up

;

^iu'iiii inexijcrienced, ignorant ; an

empty pate.

^ an uninformed mind.

I ^ an empty hole.

] § a v.ncuum.

4* *& 1 W '"y lieart is like an

empty casket ; — i. e. I am
totally indifferent.

'

) A branding-iron ; a kind of

gridiron ; to solder.

kw'an^
1 ^ '•*' brand or burn in.

1 H to seal the seam, as a

letter with wax.

V
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.3^

Old founds, kw'ang, and kang. In Canton, kwong and kwang; — in Sivatoio, kwaag and kw'aiig;-

kong; — i?i Fuhchau, kwong; — in Shungltai, kwoDg and liwoiig; — in Chifit, kwoug.

iit'Amoy,

The original form was composed

of j\j a Diaii with ^ fire above
it iutimatiug tlie brightness of

Light, luster ; brilliant, illus-

trious, brigbt ; honor, glory, eclat

;

the |ireseucu of a distinguished

)>ersun; nakeil, smooth, bare, bald;

as an adverb, only, barely, solely;

about, simply, to illuminate, to

adorn ; to reflect credit on ; the

lenses in spectacles.

Q )
daylight.

1 S^ smooth an'd new, as a dress.

\ 5^ bald ; bareheaded.

^ ] a pearl.

^ ]
the lord of light, said of

the sun ai\d of the gods.

1 ^ splendid, brilliant ; said too

of one who is just sbave<l clean.

] ^ a sunbeam, a gleaui of lights

]5^ ]
brilliant, sparkling, as a gem.

] ;§; state of affairs, aspect of

tilings, circumstances, exigen-

cies ; a landscape.

+ fS A 1 :^ ji'st about ten

men were there.

^ $J» ] too bright.

^ ] a cornscition like an aurora;

theaureolaondivine personages.

[H I
the copper nimbus on an

image of Budha.

]|([ I ^ a glow-worm.

jll ]
I await the light— of yonr

presence.

^ ]
to borrow another's clothes

or finepy ; to ask one to yield

the path ; by your leave.

1 ^ fli jB. ^" luaku one's an-

cestors illustrious.

1 M ^ ^ came alone, without

any baggage.

^ j^ I
it is all eaten up, a bare

cupboard.

1 1^ itl l!l
ll^e day goes like an

arrow.

] fj( he iacrease<l the set number.

1 ^ fli Q '" "P*^" ''''Jj
hefore

all the world.

/'X 1 ^ ^ ^^'^ bright horizon

at &ea.

] ft^— f@ A only JO" •'^'0 •*^'"t,

you alone.

^ ^ fill
- Ifi I

I l'«vc not

made a cent, I have taken no-

thing.

^ ^ i^
I

it is clean gone, noth-

ing at all left.

3^ I
J|l at early dawn.

^ I
give me the pleasure of your

company.

g^ ] be kind now; oblige me,

—

and give me better coin.

I
tlickering of a lamp.

^K S 1
^" sparkle, as a star.

The bladder, calleil J§ ] ;

the second character refers

to its breadth.Jcwang

ctTL

Also read htcany''

Water glistening and spark-

Jcicaiit/ ling in the sun as it bubbles

and foams ; a small ri\'er in

Shantung ne.ir Yen-cheu fu, a

feeder of the Grand Canal ; wide
;

distant, angry.

1^ ^ ] I
how martial the

warriors looked !

^ 1 '^ tS yim are cold and

angry— towards me.

M%
Ardent, valorous.

1 1 J{|^ ^ •* conrngeous

^hvuiiff leader ; a general with mili-

A cn|> made of rhinoceros'

horns holding five gills; any-

thing crooked resembling

such a cup.

kwaiiff ) 1 obstinate, determined.

Uw»' v I #^ a great ram.

fS.*ig^a5£ 1 1 «ill just

fill np that wine-cup— for a
drink.

i^ From a shelter and yelluw.

Broad, txteiisive, wide, spa-

Huviiff cious ; large, ample ; stout
;

the breadth of, as of a room;

to make broad, to enl;irge, to ex-

tend; to diHiise; enlarged; a squad
of fiftwn chaiiots ; occurs in many
names of pl.ices, but when used

alune refers to C.uitou city or

Kuangtung province.

I fj everywhere made known

;

to propagate.as to teach doctrine.

] ^ ''"g*^ •''S a va,st place
;

pro-

found, as deep le.Trning.

] ^ ^ T circulate it throngb

the empire.

1 ^ to diffuse far and wide.

^ I
able to drink much ; kind

and lenient to others' faults.

] ^ an extensive acquaintance.

^ SH ^ ]
his experience is very

limited.

] A^ tif "''•''' 's tlie breadth ?

] ^ the area of a region, its

dimensions ; the superficies.

1 K g"o<ls from Canton.

1 :^ Aor
] ^ ff Cantonese.

Fi'om wood and bright as the
phonetic.

Licuvy^ A cnt-tvater; a kind of palm,

the ] j^^ belonging to the

geiuis Caryota ; its wood is highly

prized at Canton for sedan thills.

ij^ I
the beam of a loom.

Fine floss not yet sorted
;

silky cotton not spun.

) 1^ unsorted cotton,

jj^ j refuse silk left after

s|)ooling.

mmB. \ ^^^" l"«keU

cont.nined tine silks and soft floss.

H ^ Ift I
the soldiers had quilt-

ed garments.

JH 1 i: R5 near death, (lying;

floss is used to test the breathijig.

icany
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In Ctmtonese, A loop ; to latch

;

to fasten two doors with a string

;

to brii»li against, to run over one in

ihc Etrcct.

] P^ fasten the door.

) Ji^ tie up tho dog.

^ I
look out, [lest I] run over

you I— a chairman's cry.

ptt I

From ivords and wild.

iicolicront, wild talk; to de-

jcw^ang hido by it ; to deceive, to

mislead.

1
-g- wild talk.

^ ] to impose on, to make a

fool of.

^ S 1 $S '^o"'' miblead me.

KW'ANG. 479

;^^^'IS^ 1
children never

dulndo anybody.

S ^ ^ ] tl^cy rantually fooled

each other.

1 IS ^ T y°" °'''"'' '"'^^ "ic,

that dodgo wont go down.

1 '^ Slf I '^^s taken in by
him.

Old Kunds, k'ung, and gnng. In Canton, kwong, kw'ong, kwang, hong, and fong ;— in Stiiatow, kw'ang, k'eng, and
kang ; — in, Amoy, k'dng and kong ;

— in Fuhchau, kw'ang and kw'6ng ; — in Shanghai,

kw'ong and hwong; — in Chifu, kw'ong.

> .
' From a receptacle and king ;

IJi occurs used with tho next ; as a
^1 * primitive, itoften imparts some
,*'" Wig ofitsmeaningtothocompounds.

A square box to hold cooked

rice or mitlet ; regular, square

;

correct ; to rectify, to direct ; to

.assist, to deliver ; deflected, not

upright.

1 ^ to rescue.

I j£ to reform, to put in order.

1 "fj
regular, placed properly.

It 1 :k ^ery 'ame.

^ t Is fi yo'i lia^'o been cor-

rect and sedulous.

£1 1 7 jiS '^o ""'' impend all your

income.

1 M *" sustain, as an aid does.

jy 1 i S in order to rescue

the royal kingdom.

—
•

] 3't~F''^""'''*-'<l and rectified

the country.

1 j^ an old name for Yun-nan fu

in Yunnan; and also for Ta-

ming fu ::^ Bj] JiJ in Chihli.

] A 4t in -^ fpj
what can the

people of Kw'ang do to mo ?—
some say that this was a town

ncir tho present KVfung fu,

others put it iu tho state of Lu.

^5i A li.iskct of a square shape

( 13^ without .1 cover or bail ; a

liw'anj general nnnio for open b.is

bets; the bottom of a bed;

to put into baskets.

1 6S "P*'" baskets, such as pre-

sents are sent in.

I j{|^ a basket bed, a basinet.

—
I ^ one hank of thread.

j^ ]
largo baskets or bins,

jtg ft 1
tl'G lantern, as distin-

guished from tho candle in it.

The end or head of a coffin

where it can bo opened ; a

kwhiiig' bordering, like that which

liolds a pane of glass ; the

frame of a thing, which defines or

defends it ; the skeleton or frame

of a lamp.

I \^ a 8.ish, as of a window ; a

frame, as of a door.

From door R.n<\ square;
changed with tho last.

inter-

^kw^ang The frame of a door or win-

dow which is set into the

Willi.

P^ ]
a door-frame.

f^ ]
a wall which incloses, or

frames the opening ; a sur-

• rounding wall.

^ ]
the wall around a yard.

r—f One of the headwaters of the

j^ River Siang in tho south of

^kw^aiig Hunan near the mount.iins,

in Kwei-yan<Tliicn -^ ^§ |^
called Kwei shui ^ 7JJ or Cassia

Water.

I

|~^ From heart at

|i To fear; aj

and squared.

iprehensive lest

Jcwhwg one will not act aright;

timid.

^1 1 ^ Itt @ oil. Iww I am
scared I who can stay here ?

^ ^ 1 M no"e of them had the

least fear about it.

From ;7C dog and ^ sprouting

contracted to i king.

ikw^avg m^j, raving, wild, incoherent,

insane, crazed ; unable to

judge of things ; cruel, irascible
;

eccentric, enthusiastic, mad on

;

rash, excitable, impudent ; a term

of disparagement, as, he is daft on,

has a mania for; a mad fellow.

I ;;^ a mad dog ; an epithet for

a conceited person.

] ^ vicious, extravagant, raging.

fg 1
silly from drink.

?* 1 ""' "^ ''i** lioad.

^ I
pedantic ; a bibliomaniac

;

one who loves to scribble.

1 i o"'
I frt^ * conceited fellow,

a pcJaiit.

\ Jjji light minded, eccentric.

] ^1; headstrong.

^ j
delirious, wandering.

1 S5 stolid, dumpish, lethargic,

gn
] outr.ageous, violent, louJ-

talldug.

I a* b'-"S '"'»''^ ; iionscns*!.
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1 ^ id JS '"' •"'^'•-•nt man lias

ciitorctl oil llio coiiiso ot"study.

1 M, :h. i^ " f'"'i>iis gust came
rusliiiig down.

I
f)( [only] a mail tlog'.s bark :

— /. e. a smlilen passion.

1 fi -^ 1 4 B. "''. )»" fo"!

of all looli.sli icllows !

jile ot'Htt blame mc, but tliey arc

all like liasty, cipliuiis cliildreii.

75 M 1 (fl I'll 1 SCO lliis madcap

—
K

' ^'W> b''"g '""^ intended to

P|r^ mislead ; to lie to, to deceive;

Jcwhmg to cheat.

] ||g to swindle, to jockey.

> The frame of the eye, the

ej'e-sockct ; the corner or

kw^iiiig' canthns of the eye.

^ I
sunken eyes.

B.R 1 ^ proud, supercilious.

^ J^ 1
Icam filled his eyes.

^ HS 1
'' careless look ; one who

thinks little of the price of a

thing.

I ' Zcalons, prompt ; an ajipella-

tion of the first rank of the

kw'unff Ik'ilo _^ ^J princes among
the Manchus.

] Wi quick, iu baste ; an emer-

gency.

I ^^ ) From to
;

! ff't To ramb

rjo anil wildly.

^ ___ ramble, to wander about

;

ktv'wiff^ to visit and see a place; to

go to and fro, to roam with-

out a particular object.

^ I
to take a walk.

I
— ] to go out for an airing.

^ I
to go on a pleasure excur-

sion ; to go siglit-sceing.

1 ^ to stroll through the streets.

1 )^ '" ^'"''^ ^''*' temples.

1 Cl^ M ^ ^'*« walked till my
legs ache.

Jtyt-^l I'lom man and wiUl.

I^i Abrupt, quick, sudden ; to

Lw'ung'' gii far oft'.

M \ 1 W f& iiE ''** «^"'

has gone far down to the Boulhcrn

regions.

iJ From carlh anid hruad as tlie

]iliunetic ; it is sometit"*"" e*"~

, , ) ucously used fiu •kunrj fm

The vault o pit under a

tomb, in which .ue bodies are laid
;

it is some'-jies entered by an un-

dergroiind brick passage at the

side ; a grave, a sepulcher ; a

tumulus or mound grave ; a soli-

tude, a desert.

] 5f a wilderness, a seuulchral

wilderness.

1 is * "'''1 region ; the concave

vault of beaveu.

yj I
to be buried outside of the

great tomb.

j^ I
to make a tumulus over a

coflin; to put it in a vault ;^
both modes are common.

) From (foi/and bz-ond; used with
llie last.

kwhwg'' Vacant, empty, waste ; spa-

cious, extensive, far distant;

leisurely; relaxation ; of long dura-

tion, olden; to leave empty.

1 is " 1 i^ '•" sunderetl.

^ 1 ^ *& "" useless placemen

ill the ollices.

] W to waste the day ; otium,

lazine.'is.

^h ^ 1 :^ there were no unmar-

ried men abroad.

^ ]
a vacant waste.

^ ]
to occupy wastes and wilds.

'
"XJl to neglect one's duties.

] ^ ^ to abandon the quiet

dwelling.

j^ j ^ unusual favors conferred

by the emjKror.

To hate, as with impotent

malice.

kw'a»(/^ ] fft to abbor, to be^r deep

dislike to.

Head kunff.^' Violent, imprac-

ticable.

I "l^ scornful, haughty.

Old aoundu, kwci, kei, kiii, kek, ket, and kut. In Canton, kwei, kui, and fiii';— in

— til Anwy, kui, k'ui, hui, and k6e ; — in Fuhchau^ kwi, kie, and koij

kwe ajid kii ;— tii Chifu, kwei.

From jijc to stop with ^ a

wife contracted and ^ as a
•—* [ phonetic ; q. d. the wife stops

|l—J
I

ut. home after marriage; the

y —4 ) J contracted form is very com.
i«f i moil in cheap books.

To return, to go or send back
;

to revert to the original place or

state ; to Ijccome loyal ; to restore,

to betake one's self to, as for help

or shelter ; to end, to terminate
;

to depart from ; to belong to ; to
| ^

go home; to return, as a di\orcail
I

wife; to marry out; gathered to
!

one's husband ; to send a present ;
'

]

to promise ; to unite, to assemble;
|

a terminus ad quevi ; a home, a
]

comitry, a refuge ; in mal liemattes.

to divide by one figure.
f|

\ \ makes part of. belongs to, :

inserted in.
1 ]

Swatoie, kdi, kn, and kwai;

— in Shanghai,

i ^ I ^ '''e leaves fall back

to tlioir root, — so one returns

to his iiome.

1^ or ] 1^ to submit ; to

yield, as rebels.

^ to bring the fault on the

right one.

'; ]
hurry home ! a name given

to the cuckoo.

jg {;); I senil it back to roil.
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^ PJi 1 without a home, no rest-

iiig-|il;(Ci!, no refuge ;— said of

wandering ghosts as well as

boiiseless mortals.

]
"6" '""

I Ift 'luad, departed.

I
^ a bride's visit to bcr pa-

rents.

1 ft M '"
1 'if' i. returned

to dust, to hii buried.

] [g to resign and go home.

I ^ to ri'sign oil aecount of age.

i in 1 S tile gentleman its to

bring lioine liis bride.

1 Hi; ?i rules of aritiimetic.

^ iL 1
'"""l >J> "hi 1

division

and addition,— on the abacus.

31^ 1^
I jjj» the country looks

to tiie.

1^ /I? W 1
who vfiJl go west

and give in their allegiance 1

1 int to be annihilated.

1 i^ tbe end of a career, the

winding-up of an affair ; np-

sbot ; a composition to creditors.

^ 1 /^ ff ^o analyze and bring

out the original constituents.

Ui 1
gone home; •(^'(g^ |

send him lionie (Cantonese).

\ i, ^ ^ where is it to come

from ?— a.s money to pay you.

?^ 1 i^ i tlie thing must revert

it is tirst owner.

]
^l ] iE let us go home, go

home I

1 iFL ? ^ ''^^ 8*'® Confucius a

P'g-

!^ ]
roots of the false sarsaparilla

or spiicenard, {Avalia edult's),

miicli used as a tonic by women.

•& a ^ ^ 1 -^ # ^ on the

laiisc of a century, I shall go to

my husband's .abode.

A||^ From uhile and to return ; used
Hlu alone by the Budhistg in the
f*V^ sense of the preceding.

Jcwei

To conform to law, to comply

with.

1 fife ^ fi ^o attend to and fol-

low the laws of IJudha.~
1 to follow Budha, the law,

and tlie [iriesthood.

Jcwei

Jewel

A group of small hills, which

look as if they had been

brought together.

1 Jp ^ ^l''g'i ''nd grand-

looking, as a pile of buildings.

Kead iveV Solitary.

] ^ alone, by itself.

The character is intended to

represent the general appear-

, auce of n, tortoise, tho top de-

picting itssnake-hkc head, be-

low which are drawn the shell,

feet and tail; it is tho 213lh
radical of characters relating

to chelonia ; tho contracted
form is usual.

The tortoise and terrapin, re-

garded as the chief of mailed ani-

mals, and employed as an emblem
of longevity; the shell; applied to

some kinds of beetles; ornamented

;

to advance.

] ^ arched over like a tortoise's

back ; a kind of hexagonal or-

nament.

1 ^ a tortoise's carapace.

I 1^ the breast-plate or plastron.

^ I
a small species ofiJm^s, whose

shell has28 [i! ateson it s edges,and

therefore much used i 11 divination.

] Jijl
a sea anemone.

jfC I
a sea-turtle.

^ ]
the land tortoise, so called

from its occurring in Shensi.

j^ ^ ]
the green-haired terrapin

from Sz'ch'uen, on which a spe-

cies of conferva grows.

] 1^ long life.

I ^ a coin, from an old use of

shells or cowri<'s.

^ ^ ^ I
[fates] may be dis-

covered by the straws and shell.

^^ ] j^ [made with a] dragon's

top and tortoise crouching,— re-

ferring to the official tablets be-

fore tombs supported on tortoises.

1 H (pI ^ ["'^y y""""] days be

long like the tortoise and crane's.

|g ]
the penis, referring to a

tortoise's head.

1 ,flt
or

] ^ a procurer.

In Cantonese. A pie, from its

resemblance in shape.

rfetf An ancient district lying on

(^|-) the River Wei in the present

jL,wei Ts'in cheu ^ j{^ in the

south-east part of Kansuh
;

there was a
J;_ ] j^ and a "^

|

||§ in which some noted battles

were anciently fought.

. |
.* "1 From

' lT tion o:

f—»-' I terial.

1 earth repeated ; the addi-
nf gem was to show its ma-

.iwe'i

A small stone scepter or ba-

ton, anciently (riven to nobles

as a sign of rank, and held

in Ijoth hands at levees ; it

was a tablet with a rounded -lop

and square base, and made 9,7, or

5 inches li>ng, according to its

bearer's rank ; one sort was also

carried before the king like a mace

;

a nominal measure equal to a pinch,

orsix grains ofmillet, though otiierg

say C4 grains, or what three fingers

can grasp.

^ I
to hold the baton ; having

political rank.

!& 1 -i l# t^''^ ode of the White
Scept(!r, — a reminder to be

attentive, referring to the ^ ]

^ Jfi flaw in the pure jade

baton.

t^_Jt*. From dress and a haton ; it is

,MH—t* unlike /^ a robe.

Jiwei The upper gown or robe of

women, which was thought

to have some resemblance to

a baton ; a sleeve ; a lapel.

^ S5 ^ ^ 1 ^ Sf Bfl her

head-dress was magnificent, and

her robes bright and new.

)A^^ From door and haton ; the shape

Rpl of the door resembled the baton,

'I -J| and it stood alone.

Jcwei

The door which separates the

pubUo rooms of a house from the

private; the women's apartments;

unmarried girls ; still at home

;

female, ladylike, feminina

•^ a virgin, a young lady.

PI or
] ^ the door to the

inner apartments; the females;

shrinking from view, modest
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§J I
a lady's cbamber.

^ I ^ an official register of

scholars in the Han dynasty.

] ^ an educated girl
;
girls.

^
I

the flowery boudoir, a cour-

tesan.

^ ] ;^ an old maid.

S SS # 1 a retiring young

lady.

li
One name for the fresb-water

while jiorpoise ; its liver is

Jiwei reckoned to be unhealthy,

and the Cantonese avoid

eating it.

] ^ an old term for flosh and

vegetable diet in Cbehkiang;.

Read ^u-a. The
] ^ is a

Taoist god, represented as a child

two feet high holding a sword.

J^^ A sojall species of blackcap,

t-y^ff? with white on its shoulders,

kwei called ^ 1 5 '' 's common
at Peking, and resembles a

miniature magpie.

X^ The name of a river, the
]

lH^ ift
'"1 '^® ^^^ °^ Shansi, and

kwei of a place near it where Shun

obtained his two wives from

Yao ; crafty, artful.

1 j^ an old name in the T'ang

of Yen-k'ing cheu ^ ^ ji\ in

the north of Chihli, near Siien-

hwa fu.

-ft'pC To raise the head ; a strap

(X^ of silk which retains the cap

^kwei on the head ; it is put under

the chin, or hangs down be-

hind.

/&
] 3f^ these with their leatli-

ern caps bound on, — who are

they?

dlH From ^ to see and ^ a man ;

t^JHj some say that ^^ an arrow was

ikwei the original form, but this arose

probably from ^fi being under
that radical.

A pair of compasses ; a law,

a regulation, a bye-law; custom,

usage ; a fee, a douceur, a vail ; a

rate for taking a farm ; to rule

men by law ; to line out, to draw

a line ; to regulate, to plan ; the

disk of the sun or moon.

] ^ a regulation, a law.

] ^£ or ] ;^ usage, regulations.

^ ^ I
the moon at her quar-

tering.

Jj^ ^ ] received the monthly fee.

U 1 official perquisites paid thrice

a year to superiors.

^ ]
to settle upon a rate, to

close a bargain.

^ I
a fixed fee.

fj I
bye-laws of a hong or guild.

1 IE ^ admonish others.

;fg I
mutual remonstrances.

?i^ RS 1 to receive illegal fees,

intimating that it is disgraceful

to take them.

1 J^ to pervert or evade the laws.

] ^ to remonstrate with a su-

perior.

] ^ to draw diagrams or lines,

/p j§ I
do not overpass the law.

.I4tt To cut out cloth for gar-

<7>9u n^ents ; to divide by a pat-

Icwei tern.

From woman and rule or see-

ing; also read '<s«t, while hien'

is another sound of the second
form.

CA/\U i A graceful, elegant woman,

Jcwei esi)ecially one with a small

waist, was anciently so call-

ed in Shansi ; the fashion of

tight lacing was once com-

mon in northern China.

A fish shaped like a tadpole;

it seems to refer to a species

Icwei of Knn-fisih {Ortltagariscus), or

perhaps a Telraodon; it is

called the J^ ]^ or river pig, and

"can inflate its belly and float;

it has no gills or gall-bladder, and

when it hits against anything, it

makes a noise."

] ^^ a local name for the Yang-

tsii' porpoise.

yt^ffl
Atree whose wood makes

cTAJu go(xl bows, called ||| ]
; a

kwei kiud of indelible ink is made
by steeping the bark in water.

^jft A perfect pearl of a reddish

{•*y& tint ; rare, extraordinary, ad-

itm' mirable.

^ 1
a variety of jiearl ; a

kind of red breccia marble.

I S^ J^ •?? yo"'" just ideas and
admirable actions.

ik 1 '^ ^ If a tea of red roses

soothes the liver ;
— quietd the

temper.

fk. 1
'^ ** purplish red, or red-

dish brown color.

Formed of u demon's head on a

man's legs, witbX» <^ajt\i added.

«t " to denote its guile ; it formsi
the 194th radical of characters
relating to devils.

The spirit of a dead man
before it is enshrined in the hall

;

a manes, that which the soul turns

to at death ; a ghost, a goblin, an

apparition, a specter ; a devil ; a

horrid repulsive olject, a sordid

wretch ; foreigners are so stigma-

tized, because (so the Cantonese

say,) their blue eyes suggested the

malice, and their shrill voices re-

sembled the plaintive cry, of ghosts;

foreign, as a lock, or any other

thing made abroad.

i^-^ ^ 1 li^ li*^® yoo 8e«n a

ghost? what are you afraid of?

1 F^ Ml * whirlwind, an eddy

of wind.

^ )j: I
a besotted opium smoker.

I 1^ a suspicious person.

^ ] |j§ empty words, false com-

mendation ; to whisper, to lisp,

to speak with aside.

] jif the gods, both good and

evil ; supernatural beings.

m ]
under demoniac inflaences,

^ I
to exorcise a place, to drive

off evil spirits ; it is annually

done about new-year's time by
the Board of Kites.
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I J^ a name ft)r the ringed crow

{cori-iis targuittus.)

] j)^ f;J;
you are possessed.

# 1
,"r 1 •?.<>i-|^

1 :^, an

opprobrious terra for foreigners.

] ^ tlie 23(1 coiistell.ition, an-

swvring to lliu stars y d 7/ i9 in

Cancer.

^ I
the unavenged si)irit of a

murdered maii.

^ ] PI ^ he lias entered the

door of the demons ;
— dead.

1 ^ M consulting together

privately, so as not to he under-

Ktood. (S/uinff/iai-)

S Ih 1
actd on by an ogre;

bewitched.

I jfj ^ two villains joining to

swiiidle a person.

'J> 1 iR " peuurious man.

(S/ianff/iai.)

^ ^ ]
a heedless booby.

j tf^ will-o'-wisp.

i^ A I
demons who devour men;

the Badhist J^
^|J

raksJiasa,

the original cannibal islanders of

Ceylon; also a class ofdemons of

both sexes invoked by sorcerers.

I
J^ a goatsucker {Cctprimulgus

stictoiuus.)

1 SM 1 9^ to hide and seek ; to

peep about.

I :^ I
a logne caf,chinc{ a rogue.

W^ ^ ] 'Jj [^^"^ indignation

against you] extends even to

the demon's regions.

P^ 1 the catch in a door bar.

|»
I

or
1 P|p Pfl)

to whisper to

one aside, to speak mntteringly.

^ 1 ^ ^ Jfl? t-lie family imp

has injured the family god;—
thejunior has deceived the elder.

The original form is like two
sticks laid across to represent

water flowing into the ground
*iwei in all directions.

The last of the ten stems,

whidi belongs to the north and to

water; to consider; to belong to.

Vf J^ I
tocall out the watchword.

5^ ]
3g arrived at puberty, said

of a girl.

""kwei

To destroy or demolish a

wall ; dilapidated ; a ruinous

wall.

'kwei

^kivei

To duplicate) to add on ; re-

sembling, near ; short posts,

small stanchions; used for

the next, to deceive ; simu-

lating.

^ ^ 1 ^ tliey "rged each

other to pretend to be for him.

From words and dangerous.

To deceive, to cheat, to de-

fraud ; to vilify, to defame

;

to oppose good things ; to

blame, to reprimand; malicious,

[lerverse ; odd, uinisual.

] f^ crafty, fiaudulent, cunning.

M ^ ] '^ don't hearken to

cunning tales.

1 f^ b''"g ; t'eacheroua

j ^ to oppose Heaven.

1 tt^

[I drove] for him so as to cun-

ningly meet them, and in one

moniing he got ten — birds.

1 ^ uncommon and doubtful,

strange, wonderful.

^ if 1 ^ (Ion'!' gi^e way to

wily and obsequious people.

1 s5 6:f
'*-'* **" P"' ""' "" make

believe, as a boy's sobbing.

To change, to alter, to re-

pent ; standing alone.

] ^ to alter and trim, in

order to entangle another.

1^ to adapt one's self to exi-

gencies; to lay snares for.

pf ^ Jg full of Bchemes.'and

'kivei

1

C—*_L This is regarded asa synonym of

l||Vf jK ""'1 ?S though seldom used.

^kwei To worship the five moun-
tains by sacrificing upon

them.

I
If.^ to worship the protecting

mountain calside of the court.

Water dried up, as iu a foun-

tain or well; water exhausted.

'tivei ^ ]
the spring is dried up.

»./jr-» From covering and nine; it ia like

^ l^ kiu' y£ to examine in it> form.

''kwei Traitors ; schemers, villains

;

an oflicer who plans se<lition

when pretending to be loyal; to rob.

^ ] traitors and enemies, in and
out of the court.

^ ^ ^ ]
I'e was in league

with the traitors inside.

'kwei

From carriage and ^i^ie;'it oc-

curs used for the last.

A rut, a tr.ice ; an orbit, a

path ; a vestige ; a law, a

rule; to imitate; to hatch treason;

the hub of a wheel.

^ I
unconformable, aberrant,

irregular; seditious, lawless.

] ^ -I constant path, an orbit

;

to follow rules.

the ruts at the gate of a city

made by a suigle two-horse

carriage alone?

1 ^ "'
I ^ * "''^

) ' mode
like a rut, which is not easy to

follow, or to get out of.

'^MZ-M ]
'••'e <""11 f""^ "ill

not wet the axle of my carriage,

A spring issuing from the

side of a hill.

^ ^ij
] :^ these cold waters

flowing from the spring—
let them not ^oak my faggots.

A box for papers, a casket

bound with metal and fit to

hold seals ; to box up ; to

bind around with cords.

€J 1 If ^ [they brought] the

caskets wrapped ui sedge and

rushes.

From fj" lamioo, JH dish, and

^ good between them.

^^'"^ A round shaped basket or

vessel, woven ot fine splints,

used for holding grain at sacrifices,

made square within, and reckoned

to hold twelve J^ or pints.

] j^ a large dish or platter.

j[^ ^ 1
"'"6 platters ; —an en"

tertainment, a complete set-oat-

,kwei
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jIj I
wooden dishes to contain

the grain offered at the semi-

annual worship of Confuci\is.

JSS ?J ^ # :t 1
I'e then

gave us four dishes at each ineal.

^ i 1 C^'^" "'"^ Shun] ate

from earthen platters.

( t—-t From day and fault, because
^^Or the gnomon notes the variations
'—k in the sun's course.

A gnomon or the shadow

which it makes ; a dial ; day-

time ; the day.

] a sun-diaL

H ^ tK 1
'I'® sun's shadow

goes over the bright dial.

^ V "^ 1
'"^ burned tiie candles

to eke out the day, or lengthen

the sliadow, as Han Wan.

^ ] the flying shadow; time flies.

.^H*} Formed of^ precious and ^
^^t a basket, which was an old form

liivei' "^ ^* " £""'*' 2-f'- pearls in a
basket.

Not mean or cheap; honorable,

noble, exalted, illustrious ; digni-

fied, good, — and hence in direct

address used as an apj)ellative, yon,

your ; dear, high-priced
;

precious,

valuable ; honor ; to give dignity

to, to esteem, to honor, to desire

;

to value.

] Jg dear — cheap ; noble —
base; patricians — plebeians;

your— my.

jgl ] A* ^^ S[)ecially honor and

respect the virtuous.

j ;jg a noble, ingenuous face.

1 1 to honor the noble.

1 ::^ A or
1 :^ E yo""" Excel-

lency ; honored Sir.

] ^ what is your surname t

^ I
precious; priceless, as a

medicine.

I ^ and 1 A terms for two

grades of imj)erial concubines.

/P I -^ jJb 't cannot exceetl thi.<!;

not to value this.

^ I
a darUng, a little pet

/^ (nj ]
§{s what is yonr business

with me t

iSf ® 1 ^ what is your calling?

I f^' ^ or :g ]
very dear, ex-

orbiliint.

^ ^ ] ^ lift up your hand
;

pleiise let nie ofl'.

1 ^ elegant manners ; delicate.

] 1^ precious things said of

children.

1 '^ JK ^ I'e wished to form

a league with Ts'in.

V 1 iK 'IJ
t^^'"' origi'ial inten-

tions in the affair; their real

desire.

1 S ^ f'l^ ^ '''"^ article.

^ 1 M ^ ^" ""t unduly value

strange curiosities.

7F 1 ^ 'lit in government, be

consiteut and constant.

.1 W,* Troubled, anxious; harassed

j ^^ and perturl)ed.

hw6i
j I

vexed, confused.

I ^ all in a maze of doubts.

•^ ]
stm^efied, dazed, 9a when

suddenly scared.

J From tree and haton as the
phonetic.

7?,"' ' The tree which produces cin-

namon and cassia, the Lau-
rus cassia, Cinnainomum arumati-

cum, and other sorts; the Chinese

Olea fracp'ans, a fragrant plant,

used as a metaplior for literary

honors; it is often difficult to dis-

tinguish which of these two plants

is intended; spotted, figured.

1 J^ cassia bark.

I
^ cassia buds.

] ^ JUj cassia oil

1^ ]
thick cinnamon bark.

^ I ^ immature flowers of cin-

namon, dried as a drug.

1 V(' f(f *'"* capital of Kwangsi

on the
I j^ or Cassia River.

j ^ the Olea frat/raris.

?•^^ 1 '^'^ hand has plucked

the red olive ; — met. he has

become a Ilanlin.

1 •ThS ^. l''s l)osterity is famed
for literary honors.

«SUf 1 offlf 1 1 to break
the oJive twig in tlie mooii, —
the picture is ihouglit to be
most di.stinct in autumn ; met.

to become a iujm

^ ^ ^ ]
""'ce was like pearls

and fuel as cinnamon,— in the

fauiine.

1 ^ ^U figured calicoes.

] [J dried longan fruits.

In Fulichau. A classifier of

things strung, as beads or keys.

'It'
Ashamed, abashed, discon-

certed ; bashful, shrinking
' from notice ; to feel ashamed
when detected ; remoi'seful,

hwm' conscience-stricken.

^ I
shamefaced, modest

•g ]
conscious of guilt

1 ^ H :t" I am mortified at

my stupidity.

/f» 1^1^ neither ashamed nor

discouraged.

^ i& ^ 1
^^^ yourself if yon

have any regrets.

/p 1 rJt A lie is not ashamed
before men.

^ ^ I
I am perfectly inno-

cent.

I 5E excessively chagrined.

) From feet and dangerous.

To kneel, to bow down when

hwe^ reverencing another; a crab's

legs, because they are bent.

I
T? kneel down.

^ ]
bow and kneel as in

worship.

1 f^ to kneel on chains.

I J^ knee-pads, or garter-fronts.

] g| he knelt as he bade him

good-bye.

1 1 :^ 'J»
four of the legs

are large and four small, as

the claws and legs of the her-

mit-crab.

] ^ kneeling and holding in-

cense — in worship, or as a

truant scholar.
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) Tromfish and stiff, because this

fish cannot easily turn ; also

,.j read fci' and kueh,

,.. , A general name in books for

' varit'gated perches, also called

1^ ,1^ and ^ |j JB^ a rock bass

;

one kind has a broad belly, large

mouth, small scales, tiiick skin,

flesh firm and sweet ; the body is

striped with black bands and the

fins are spinous; abundant in Cheti-

kiang, and resembles the garoupa

(Sen-anus) of Canton, but is nearer

a Scicena; the natives say it buries

itself in the mud in winter.

peach-blossoms fall on the water,

the marbled perch is in prime

order.

t^ty
To hold np the dress when

IP^ crossing a ford.

*"'«»' Read Meh^ To hold a thing

in the hand ; to throw down,

to strike.

Jl^ll' To wound, to cut open; to

gH^IJ injure.

tiw'j' T^-, \ J5|^ ^ do not violate

justice.

1 « ± ^ t^J ,&. M JF «fter

you feel the hurt, then you

begin to think it is best not to

handle the knife.

g iP J:b fi ^' 31 it W T> 1

the wise man regards virtue as

a gem, and will on no account

wound his principles.

*||J To cut oflf, to amputate ; to

jlj decollate; to cut in two.

kwei' \ ^ OY
I

-^ ^ an exe-

cutioner.

,) From man and to asuemHe; it

much resembles fWiijif^ a priest.

/fciftt" One who acts as broker to

keep up, or settle the price of

goods; to give the w)«ik to.

ff| I
or :^ I

one who studies

the markets, and acts as agent

ID sales ; a bull or a bear in the

stock market.

1 )jj» to communicate by a nod,

to teM by a sign.

An out-house for grass or

fodder.

kweC ^ I
and | ^ names of

two groiilJS of stars ; the last

is near the Pleiades.

> Very sick; a grievous disease.

^ Read ^wei. To halloo.

/i^wei
] I

to ijmvi alter; used in

Kiangsu.

In Canionese. Very tired, worn

out, exhausted, weak, weary ; like

the next.

i^ ] no strength left

m I
weary from walking.

^' Strength all given oat

;

wearied, exhausted, as from

kwei^ a war.

^ 1 ^ S *''« P«opl« are

entirely exhausted and we;dcned.

M -^ M & ] ™y liu'^^s are

wearie<l from the long travel.

J-^w' A tree like the juniper or

i^3 cypress, whose durable tim-

ktvei^ her is prized for coffins, boats

and oars; in Japan, the

stately Japanese cypress {Reiini-

spai'a obtusa) is so called; a sort

of catapult.

] ify the Chinese cypress.

^ 1
ornaments on a coffin.

I ;f^ ;^ ^ oars of cypress and

boats of pine.

ft^J
From pZace and to assCTnile J it

j\ was also once written like the
I' last from the cedars which grew

kwui' there.

Name of a small ancient

princip:dity, and of a city, now

Yuug-yang hien ^ [^ «|^ in

K'ai-fung fu in Honan ; its limits

varied much at difl'erent perioda

V^A. ) From wafer and to asse^nhle.

iQ Streams flowing together

;

kwei' a gutter or drain in a field
;

a great tank for irrigating a

thousand fields; a reservlor, like

those in India.

^ I
a sluice, a ditch.

^3 1'' brook, a rivnlet

) Jpf the nortliern branch of the

River Hwai, which rises near

Kwei-teh fu in Honan, and

joins it at Wu-ho hien 2l ?SI SS
near its mouth.

I ^ an old name of Yih-ch'ing

hien g ^^ 0_ in the south-west

of Shansi, derived from the
] \v^

a tributary of the River Filn

which flows by it.

' Crafty, cunning; one who
stirs up strife.

^^*<'^'' }k 1 deceitful, a seditious

plotter.

A flag or banner with which

to signalize; a machine Bke

kwep a catapult, made of sticks so

placed as to throw stones

when sprung.

] ® (fiJ ^ ^^l^en the flags

moved the drums were sounded.

From/fesh or fish and to as-

semble-

' Flesh or fish hashed fine

;

living fish are often thus

treated ; a meat salad ; to

mince fine; to hash up.

] ^ hash up meat and bake it.

'S
I

a fish salad.

^ ^ 1 ilM *''®y ^^"^^ roast

terrapin and minced caip.

1 ^ ]k ""^ :^ H£ .^. ''"' Chinese

white-bait {Le.ucosoma argen-

tea), tlie ^ f^ ^^'^^ Canton

|i5 ^ g. of Shanghai, or ^
^_ Kilver fish, so called from a

legend that it was transfofmed

from some hash which the king

of Wu threw overboard when

saiUng on the Yangtsz' River.

"]»' f^ if|. 1
put it into the pan

and mix it up again.

From worship and to assemhle,

referring to the grouping of

all blessings.

kvsui'

kweP
To pray that the shades of a

man may not harass one,

but be cut off from the house ; to

call on the gods ; to pray alone.
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1^)^ From hnnorahle as the phone-
tic, added to tvnod, cane or

metal, denoting that valuables

are stored away ; the fourth
contracted form is common,
aud also read kii*

ku.-ei''

A case will) drawers or a

door ; a prens, a closet, a

lockefj a chest ; a drawer ; a

J treasury ; to store away ; the

second foim (read kidei^) also

Dieauis exLaustetl, wearied

;

to fail in.

^ ]
a bookcase.

^ ^ 1 '^ wardrobe, a bnrean,

an aliuirah ; a cabinet.

^ ] a de|wsit given when rent-

ing a house.

^ ] a clerk who aids the mana-

ger ; a jiniior partner.

jf^ I
covered water jars, a street

jirecaniion against fires.

^ ] M ^ the gomls of the firm;

our stuck.

^T ^ 1
* niachine for bolting

flour,

j^ 1
-^ a case for storing books,

food, or other things; a pantry.

] § or ] ig. a counter in a

shiip.

^ ^ ]
chronicles ; archives of

state.

H ^ /J^ 1 •'i« 'l-'i'ly allowance

was not deficient.

] ^ a drawer; an open chest

or ~box.

an unceasingly filial son, honors

will ever be conferred.

kwei'

A sudden pain in the loins,

a stitch in the back ; a

shooting pain across the

back.

] ^ my back pains me
much.

"J A fine kind of bamboo grow-

ing in Kwangtnng and Cheli-

kwe kiang ; its sprouts are not

eaten ; and a woiuid from it

isdangerons; the joints are two

feet long, which makes them much

in demand for opium pijies ; and

the fine long splints are prized for

weaving; the leaves are small.

ISM" ^"® covered basket

used for sending things.

1 ft I& bamboo opium pipeij.

Old sounds, kw'ei, gwei, Vui, k'et, k'ek, k'lt, and git. In Canton, kw'ei, and

in Amoy, k'lil, kui, h6e, and k'6e ;— in Fiihckau, kw'i, hwi, k'i^, kie,

kw'e, hwe, and ku ;— in Chifu, kw'ei.

^ ] T"- M [ni^y yo"' country]

never wane or fall.

fp^ j{^t 1^ ]
I am conscious that

W
I'rom a kind of bird and breath

issuing.

Viu'^t Shortness of breath; to pant;

a failure; broken, lacking;

a deficiency, a defect; diminution
;

waning, as the moon; to injure; a

grievance, an aft'rout; wanting, not

enough ; to trouble one; owing to,

in consequence of.

] "^ fij; I thank you much.

1 ^ to annoy, to trouble an-

ollier.

1 *& i A an ingrate, one lost

to all honor.

pfr
I

or ;^ ]
made a mistake

;

forced to stomach the loss ; ill

need ; I lost on the venture.

I
•^ deficient in, as in recom-

pensing for mercies received
;

ungrateful.

1 ?S "6* timely aid. (Sktnffftai.)

1 ?^ a" In owing to what I said.

^ ^ M'J 1 ^^^ moon waxes and
then wanes.

j ^ >>ot up to the tale.

I am not culpable.

I ^ in arrears ; debts.

] § a defalcation, a deficit.

DO duty, your mind will be

composed.

1 ^ deficient, short ; it has lost

in weigl.t, as camphor by eva-

poration.

^ ] a lucky hit, a fortunate

chance, a pleasant contingency.

] ^ loss of capital, drawing on

the principal

ijil ] his blood Las lost its

strength; debilitated, weakened.

From demon and a peck, defined

as the demon who bears aloft

the peck, referring to the Dip-
per or Charles' Wain.

The head, the chief, the

highest ; first of a class ; best of

a sort ; monstrous.

ful }— in Swatow, k'ui and k'fii ;—
ki, ond koi ; — in Shanghai,

] "^ he who bears the palm,

first of the Mjin graduates.

yQ I
the first on the list; the

head of, as a band.

jft. ] the five who head the list.

"^ ] the literary chief ;— borne

on a tablet placed over the door

of a kifjin,

35 1 one who missed gelling

his degree of ts/m; also those

graduates numbering from six

to twelve on the list.

^St ^ I
the best composition.

j[Q I
the best tobacco ; and by

a figure of speech intimating

that its seller is the corypheus

of his class.

1 +a 01"
I ^ of great btatnre

;

gigantic, a Goliath.

^ Hfe I
"" arch-heretic, the ring-

leader of a sect.

]^ ;Pt ?i 1
lie killed [only] Ibeir

chief leaders.

) ^ he is the best hand.

tS 'ft 1
^^^ plum flower.
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pj- ] iho Dippor, which is re-

garded a& the ^ ^ ^ palace

of the God of Literature; he is

siqiposed to h:i\e once been a

mortal, wliose s|iirit wiis deified

by Yeii-yoli of the Yiiei i dynasty,

A. I). 1311, and is now wor-

shiped by Btiulentii ; the picture

of this god represents him as

standing on one leg holding a

pencil, and is called
| ^J^^

Dubhe kicking the Dipper.

r*> / * From words and ashes ; inter-

^f^y^ clKUifjed witli 'U '[jg. to jest.

JiuMi To play with, to langh at,

to ridicule; to jest, to dally.

I 4^ to make game of.

1 Wi '•" gs'iihol with, to sjx)rt.

1 PJp) to rally, to retort on ; a

repartee.

I 1^ to jibe and jeer with ; to

quip.

4'7^ Great ; liberal ; to enlarge
;

c \y\. to esteem great, to magnify.

^k^|^el i^ fl 1 ^ liberal-minded

and great.

\ iU.W.^ ^^ recovered

the city— from the rebels.

From dish and ashes.

A helmet, a casque, a mo-
rion ; a defense for the head

;

a basin, a porringer; a block

on which caps are ironed.

I ]
a plated helmei

S mail armor, both helmet

and cuirass.

From door and rule ; inter-

changed with the next.

To peep from behind a door

;

to observe, to glance at, to

view stealthily.

] |g to spy at; to secretly

mark.

g| f^ ] ;^ to steal a look at

one, to slyly peep at.

JL 1 W 5^ '^^ looked up to the

azure heavens,— and reflected,

j m to peep, as at a door.

(i'i'A't

From a cavern and rule ; like

the last, and used with fS^
to step out.

To peep through a crack or

hole ; to spy, to keek, to look fur-

tively at ; to observe on the sly

;

to put the left foot forward.

through a tube, and measures

[the sea] with a clam-shell ; met.

a slight examination of, a narrow

view of things.

looking into.

] (^ to see what each other is

doing.

I y to wait for and see how a

thing will turn out.

By^
In opposition, as the sun and

^ moon at apogee ; distant

fkw'ei from ; separated, absent.

1 ^ H ^ '^^'^ stars have

been in opposition many days ; t. e.

we have long been separated.

1 K'l
"" -^ separated a whole

month.

sundered ; far removed.

From great and a haton, or

excellent; the second form is

unusual.

The stride made by a maa

I
ij§ the I3th constella-

tion, answering to Mirao

(J s f ?/ /* v 77- in Androme-

da and part of Pisces ; it

has sixteen stars imagined to re-

semble a i)erson striding, and is

called |g the Wolf by the Chi-

nese ; it is regarded as auspi-

cious to students ; in A. D. 967, the

five planets met in it.

] 5fi ^ " 1'''>11 fo' worshiping

the God of Literature.

] j^ to hop along on one foot.

A cast in the eye : a dull,

lifeless eye ; to look at an-

grily ; to stare
;
placed out-

side of; unusual, strange.

£ an outcast.

] all eyes were gasing

Jcw^ei

,kwhH

MU 1

at it.

^rl To cut open and clean, as a

(iplj fish
; to butcher victims for

^kw'e'i sacrifice; to stab, to put a

knife into.

Very deaf, unable to hear

when the ear is close to one
;

fonnerly used in Shansi, aud

westward.

5 I
deaf, hard of hearing.

A majestic horse; the stately

gait of a thorough-bred
;

si-w'et strong, untiring.

53 ^ ] I
the four stallions

From plants and a horary cha-

.5_-^.^ racter ; occurs used with the

-^O: next.

' The sunflower ; a term for

some malvaceous plants, as

the Malva, Althea, and Hibiscus,

it also includes other large leaved

plants ; to measure, to estimate.

I ;j^ the Althea rosea.

^^ ] the Hibisaus manihot and

esculentis ; ] ^ is the color

of the latter or okra flower.

^ ]
-^ seeds from the Hibiscus

abelinosc/ms.

1p] H 1 or Ija, a I
the sun-

SlOV/bt (HeliatU/ms), whose seeds

are called in Shanghai, § j^
•^ fragrant melon seeds.

most respectfully,

—

i.e. like a

sunflower ; a phrase in letters.

1 Wi palm-leaf fans; made of the

broad leaves of the
f(jj | or

Livistona, cultivated in Kwang-
tung.

I
^ thatch, attap, awning; thatch

made of palm or bamboo-leaves.

I
^ a letter, because the talipot

palm leaf was used for paper.

1 Jt te if ;!$ S f'e sunflower

acts as if it wished to shield its

root

-fc j;^ 1 3^ S'"tl'e seventh

moon they cook okras and pluse.

] ^ an esculent mallows.

^ .^ ] ;^ the emperor scans

[their merits].
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To conidder, to gnesE, to cal-

<jy^ ciilate ; to wirmise, to weigh

jtio'A in the mind ; to examine and

conclude.

g ]
a high statesman, a general

supervisor ; an ancient ofBoe.

1 M ,^ SI t*' estimate tlie bear-

ings of this principle or motive.

] — to reason in the same man-

ner, — as tiie sages have done.

] ;2! jy H ^"^ determined [its

loailion] by the sun.

VJfrh A halberd, with a waved

t^^ J5 jM)iiit like a Milnyan kris.

j/lw'rt — A ^ ^ 1 one man with

a coronet held a lance.

3L ]
a noted descendant of Con-

ine! IIS in the 38lli gtneratio-.i,

who lived in the T'ang dynasty.

^-1^ A [Jace where four roads
«"1j^ and other bye-ways meet ; a

^kwei thoroughfare.

] ^ a name of a place in

the Ln state.

1^ Sr ^ S 1
'^'^ *'''i g^«^

enter the cloudy roads, — i.e.

fly very high.

From hetid and vine; q. d, tlie

center of nine roads ; it resem-
bles the last, and is used for the

next.

The cheek bones ; side of the

face; high ; a center of travel.

^ I
a hero of the T'ang dynasty,

now deified as a protector

against demons, drawn standing

on one foot and brandishing a

sword.

:^ PI P ^M 1
[yo" liad better]

hang np Chnng-kw'ei at your

door, — for no one will come to

this cheating shop.

tft ] a species of mushroom.

The component parts are Q^ to

pursue under two J^ horns,

^0 a face, and two 3C ^^ds
much modified, to represent
the dragon.

A one-legged monster, resem-

bling a dragon, an ox and a man
combined; name ofan ofl^cer whom
Shun made^ ^ Director ofMusic.

1 1 ^ "^ '"^ liK)ke<l grave and

awe-struck ;— said of Shmi.

1 jW iJ^ a pref<dure north of the

Y;nigtKz' River in the eastern-

most part of Sz'cli'uen ; during

the Chcu, it was a small fief.

Great, gigantic, i>art man
part devil; monstrous, as am

'itc'a meteor or an eruption.

A ] a herm;iphrodite.

^1^1^* great and amazing

convulsion, a.s an earthquake.

] ^ ® jil 1'*^ was altogether

wiliiout an equal.

1 IS Pi'1'l-ete, called ^^Jg at

CanloM ; Punch and Judy.

I? ^ I& fi^ f^ 1 ia I" not be

your pu|j[>el or servant,— and

work for nothing.

fn+j^ To advance llie foot, to step

JI^C "It the left fi>ot; a stride,

''k.w'ei half a ^ or pace, reckoned

to be three cubits.

1 ^ 7 ^ fr I '™ "o'' ^^ *o

take a step,— I am so busy.

Bead sieh^ Weary from great

effort; great exertion.

}^ I
utterly weariitl out.

To breathe heavily, to lament

and groan.

1 ^ Ho 1^ he sighed deeply

and moaned.

Agitation of mind.

] ] ooucemed and anxious.

A basket, a wicker hod for

carrying earth ; bamboo ar-

rows.

he has made a mound nine

fathoms high, and still it

lacks one basketfull ;— t. e.

complete a work before prais-

ing it ; do not reject it for

a trifling flaw.

From to tut and }u)W>roi>l» as
the phonetic; similar to the next.

Provisions, food, viands; a

present of food ; to prepare

food and present it ; to attend to

the kitchen.

P
ku/ei

m
kw^ei'

kw'ei'

1

] A » king's butler.

] ^ to offer food.

K 1 A M I arranged my viands

and the eiglit baskets.

Read tui. A sort of cake made
of broken rice and honey steamed.

Nearly the same aa the last.

To oft'er in sacrifice ; a pre-

sent of footl; to ofier it to

one.

^ meats and wine, presented

to one leaving on a journey.

3E 1 ^ Iff ;i; ^ the king offered

him gold but he declined it.

® 1 § An '^''8 valuable presents

were duplicated.

' j^i* ^ A basket or straw hamper to

^^^ carry earth in ; a vegetable

kwei' like the blite or Btrattl>erry-

spinach (Blitumy having a

red stem, and resembling the goose-

foot in its habk ; name of a liiH.

one carrying a straw basket one
day passed Confucius' gate.

Tf-ffi.' Theloopwith which garments

T,^ are fastened
; loop and but-

kirei' ton ; colored, embroidered.

j» t^i From silk and honorable; occurs

/p^^ interchanged with /ni'ui, J^ to

kw^e,^
draw.

Thrums left from weaving

;

red threads used in adorning hats;

to color, to sketch, to limn; to

embroider.

] €' ^ ^ ^ ^''^^ '"^^ P^'"^
beautiful flowers.

S-y The fillet or ribbon for se-

curing the hair in a knot;

kwei' curly hair.

] ^ a band for the hair.

.1 W,> A small tree full of knots,

*^J the ;j;g I
which produces

kwei' good walking-sticks; another

species, known as the ^ §
7fj vigorous longevity tree, is class-

ed with the oil-bearing Elceocoeea

or Jatropka.
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Old tawid, ka, kwo, and kai. In Canton, kwo; — in Swatow, k'o, tu5, and lo ;— in Amoy, ko ; — in yuhchau,

kwo and kwi ; — in Shanghai, ku; — in Chifu, kwi>a.

Id

Prom -\J an arroto and "^ one,

to denote the cross-bar on a
halberd, whicli it rudely repre-

sents
J

it forms the 62d radical

of words relating to spears and
arms.

A kind of lance with a hook

;

a javelin, a spear; weapons; war.

"if* 1 ^ shields an^ "peais

everywhere arose ; ie. civil war

ensued.

till morning.

•^ ] 40 |pj 1'6 turned his force

against his master.

^ t5c ^ 1
lie has recalled the

shield and spear ;— a time of

peace.

A clay crucible used by

PJ goldsmiths.

hvo ^ 1 a crucible for melting

silver.

Read t^o. A bit ; a little spot.

""
] ^i% just a small patch of

ground ; an inch or so.

The prattle of children.

] ^ the questions and an-

Jcao swers of children.

A skillet or iron pot used in

rJ^lPj cooking; a boiler like a deep

Jcwo pan, the upper part being

made of earthenware; a vessel

to hold fat; the iron ring inside of

the nave to protect it from the axle.

j^ ]
a copper heater to warm

spirits.

^ >||^ ] an iron pan, a saucepan.

] g^ a small boiler, a frying dish.

From TfC a tree and a knob on
top to represent the fruit; it is

interchanged with the next in

some sense, and in Mencius is

once used for J^ to wait on ; it

resembles t<«n(7 ^ east.

The Sruit of trees; seeds; with

a covering and pulp; really, truly,

indeed; results, effects; to over-

'iica

come ; to surpass ; to conclude, to

see the end of; reliable, or to do as

one promises; determined, courage-

ous, hardy ; i)erfection among the

Budhists ; a cliissifier of plants,

trees, stalks, &c., in which cases

the radical -^ is sometimes errone-

ously added, but for which ^Lo i^
is more proper.

g'
] all kinds of fruit.

j Tfc fruit trees and other kinds,

^t
I ^ ii^ I have finished his

life-fruit;— said of one killed.

] f^ certainly, really.

] ^ to decide finally.

1
^'. courageous, daring.

^ 1 retribution or reward, as

for one's secret deeds.

]
cause and effect; conduct

in a previous Hfe producing its

results in this.

j|£ ]
reformatory actions in this

life earning a title to happiness;

j)erfectiou.

1^ j£ I
to reform one's conduct,

to enter on the path to perfection.

in I
or ^*. ] if, should, suppose.

in 1 ill # 'f '* ^« •'^''^^'y ^o.

l^'^/f, I
the thing failed ; his

plan did not mature.

/f» ] 2^ ''^ '^''^ "^ot come accord-

ing to agreement.

^ ] the beautiful fruit, a Budhist

name for the madalJca or Basaa

lutifoKa.

^ ] the pickled Chinese olive

(Canartum), from its color.

— ^ '
1 '•"'® ''omen waited on

him,— on Shun.

From pZofli and reaZ; nsedwith
the preceding.

Edilile fruit, and thus distin-

guished from the last ; fruits

with a nut or kernel, especially

edible fleshy fruits.

] ^ kinds of fruit, such as are

set before idols.

] -^ fruits, berries, nuts, <fec.

^ I
to bear fruit.

1^ I
imitation fruit, used in wor-

ship.

%^ ] the fruit has set.

fl^ ]
the fruits now in season.

|§ ]
sweetmeats, preserved fruits.

1 ]6t^'"''^ on trees, like plijis;

and on vines, like melons.

7i. ] the fi\e fruits, are the peach,

apricot, plum, chestnut and date.

^ ] sugar-plums, with flour inside.

''kwo

From nian and really ; occurs

used for Jo ^ naked.

Narrow-minded
;

petty.

^ ]
low-lived, mean.

The second form is antiquat-

ed ; the first is also read hii'o'

and ^hiva.

A pot hung at the axle to

grease the wheels; the s(X)t

which is greased.

IK 1 mi ''e can grease

an axle and carve a dragon ;

—

i.e.

he is very persuasive and eloquent

in speech.

From metal andrcaJ; also read
'kw'u, and used with the last.

'iO«'o

hi' A grease-iK)t for carts ; an

ornamental appendage to a

girdle; bullion; paper money.

^ — ] an ingot of silver, from

one to five taels weight.

jg 1 ^ o-- Ji 1 IS to bnm
paper ingots for the dead, or to

the gods.

^ 1 an ornament for the girdle.

^ il$ 1 * small ingot with a

coil on its top.

Used with its primitive.

Courageous, brave.

1 S ^ :S' ''® courageously

put himself forward.

1 Ifc
or

I ^ daring, regardless

of danger.

''kwo
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c^Jrt The proboscis monkey, the

^kiVu cus larmtus), found in An-

nam ; tlie name is given be-

cause its cry seems to say ^ ^
Yes, really, — when it hears its

fellows coming ; the Chinese say

the tail is bifurcated, and nsed to

stop up the projecting nostrils when

it rains; the hair is soft and long,

and used for ornament ; the Mian-

ts«' are contemptuously called
]

by the Chinese, especially those

tribes living within Ta-ting fu in

Kweicheu.

'*

'kux>

fp Tlie solitary wasp or SpJiex,

TfC including the genus Pefo/JtEUS

kwo or diit-daubers.

] ^ the wasp or dauber

which imprisons caterpillars in its

cell to feed its yonng-

the caterpillar has young the

sphex carries tliem off,— and

as the Chinese believe, turns

them into wasps.

To bandage the foot.

I ^ to bind up the feet of

girls.

From garment and real; this

and OiJ inside must be care-

fully distinguished.

To wrap, to wind around

;

to bundle up, to envelop ; a bun-

dle; fettered ; the receptacle of a

blossom, the place where the fruit

sets, as a paccit.

1 3S 6^ ^ -T » ^^ecoy pigeon,

a stool-pigeon,

fir ] to wrap np, as a parcel

] gt a stomacher, a wrapper ; a

baud for the belly.

^ I
to wrap up, as a corpf« for

burial.

1 ± 64 i@ II »" engagement

made jxirsonally without a go-

between.

] IK fl bundle up [their rations]

of jerked meat and rice.

1 Ifij 31 81 rolled it np and then

strapped it light.

'kwo

kwo

To cleanse rice ; rice diet

;

rice cakes boiled in oil, or

'ktvo steamed, and then laid upon

each other.

%> ffi 1
''i*^® cakes in layers.

^ I
steamed cakes with sugar.

Read 'hwa The best of grain,

which has been hulled.

Cakes made of wheat flour;

confectionary, biscuits.

' -^ 1 IS '^ tea-house, an

ealing-shop ; a restaurant.

1(0^ ] an olio of cakes and

fruits

I
presents of cakes, &&, sent

after betrothal.

From to go and a wry mouth ; I

also read ^hiuo ; the second
form . is common in cheap
books.

To pass by, to go beyond

or up to ; to exceed, to over-

pass; to si)end, as time; to

transgress, to violate propriety; an

imprudence, an error, a fault, a

transgression ; a sin of ignorance

;

beyond, further; a sign of the past

titne or the plujjerfect tense ; an

adverb of comparison, than, more,

too, the rather ; excessive ; to ap-

proach ; to send to.

I ^ passed, gone ; to go by or

over to ; the past Budha is so

named.

/F 1 H f@ <">'}' ''"*e of theiu.

I ^ ^ impassable
;
you can't

go that way ; I can't manage

it ; I don't see how it is to be

done.

^ ]
too much.

] ^ excessive, overmuch.

^ I
a great blunder.

;p|. ^ ]
he has gone again

i 1 ^ I'^'"^ l^een ll'ere.

^-
1 ISfS Ill's is IJt'tter than that.

^ 12, 1
I '"'^e never seen it.

^ 1 i"^ :S this motle will be

the Kst.

@ ^ ^ ]
lie thought he had

excelled him.

S^ ]
passol by ; done ; over.

]
to pass the day.

I ^ or
I -jU deceased, dead.

1 S' /?« 'i ^ ^^^ quite mistaken.

^ 1 4^ Bfc reform when you see

your errors.

^ ] I have tried it.

] ^ passed the time; too late.

I m to change the lading into

another boat.

] /P ^ I can't stomach [that

dish] ; this place disagrees with

me.

] ^ the season is past, as fruit;

dead.

] ^ — ~ give me a little

credit.

] :jg to pass the night

^ ]
liard to get by or over.

1 ^ '** remove the bad taste of

a medicine.

1 7 ^ RB intolerable ; I can't

suffer it.

1 ^ •'* pccadillo, an offense.

1 ^B a crime, a misdemeanor.

^ ]p}\ \ '^ ilo 'lot punish exces-

sively.

"j^ ] faidty, delinquent

1 36 to gloss over, to make a

vain sliow.

1 "H^ Wt ^ '^^ l^ep' tiiach too

close or private.

1 SS '*• o""* "^'' the head ; very

much ; at C.-intoi), nsed for a

common superlative ; as -^ ] J^
it is much too large.

^ ] or >J> 1 are the 28th and

62d diagrams.

^ ^ I
she would not come

near us.

M 1 lli W "'"'"t'''' '^'"^ ''''•''^ '^ °^er

the hills look green.

lu Cantonese. A particle like

then ; in that cise.

[^ ] ^ then ask him ; also, I

have asked him.

In Fuhehuu. To do over, to

repeat a [)rocess; the turn or crisis

in a disease.

1 ^ ^*' hesA over in the pan.
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Old sounds, kwok, aii<J kwak. In Canton, kwok, kwik, kwak, and fok ;
— in Swatow, kwak, kile, and k6k j

—
in Atnny, kdk, k'6k, liek, and keh ;

— ill. Fnhchau, k'iok, and kw6k ;— in Shanghai,

kwok, hwok, and kdk; — in Chifn, kwoa.

From to (?ii circle and a horder;

tlic coutriicted form is met
with ill cheap books.

A state, a couuliy, a king-

dom, ail t'lnpiru; a. region; a

nation, ajieoiile; a dynasty;

national, governmental; the

rulers or government; to maintain

tlic dignity or independence of a

state.

^ I
all nations ; the k.ngdoms

of the world.

] -^ the empress-dowager.

] ^ the reigning family, the

sovereign ; the state ; our coun-

try, our ruler.

] i'"^ 1 i '"^ '"ler, a sovereign;

a deix;ndent prince.

^ ]
and ^ ] A foreign lands

and foreigners.

Tlieir inimber varied at different periods of the Cheu
dynasty, and as many as fifty-five are enumerated as

e,\isting altogetlitr ; but there are only twenty named

during tlie period embraced in the Clhm Tsiu, extending

from I!, c. 7i2 to 481, and this number diminished after

this date, till all were conquered by Tsin Chi Hwangti

before n. C. 222.

1. Lii ^ the most famous of all, occupied the south of

Shantung ; tlio capital lay near the present Kiuh-feu

hien [S] ^ jj^ cast of the Grand Ganal.

2. T.sai ^ in the southeast of Honan; its capital was at

Sin-tsai hien
jfjf ^ |^ southeast from Jii-niiig fu.

3. Tsao "^ in the s(HUhwest of Shantung on the Yellow

lliver ; its capital was Ting-ten hien ^ ^ )^ iu

Tsao-chen fu.

4. Wei ^j ill the north of Honan on the Yellow River;

its capital was Ki hien \S. fH just north of Wtii-hwui

fu.

5. Tang ^ a very small stat« not much larger then its

old capital, the present T5ng hien
||^ j{^ in Yen-cheu

fu, in Siiantuug.

6. Tsin ^ a powerful slate in the south of Shansi; its

capital was Yih-ch'ing hien ^ ;^ |£ in Ping-yang fn

on liie liiver Fan.

7. Oiling §5 •'"' important state near the mouth of the

River Wei in the southeast of Shensi ; its capital was

Hwa cheu ^ 'j\\ south of Tung-cheu fu.

8. Wn ^ a largo kingdom in the south of Kiangsa; the

cajiitals were Wu-sih hien Jffi ^ ,|^^ and the present

Su-cheu fu.

9. Tsi ^ a large and important state in the north of

Shantung ; its capital was Lin-tsz' hien ^ iln j^
north of Taing-chcu fu.

10. Tsin ^ the largest, and final conqueror of the others,

lay in the south of Kansuh; its capital was Tsing-

ehui hi( n J^ tJC 0, north of the River Wei in Tsiu

Cheu.

1 ? S 'l^s academy at Peking

for educating youth for office-

5^ 1
the kingdom of heaven ;

—
a foreign term.

;fg I
a minister of state.

] ^ the national treasury.

?!) 1 IK 1 the contending states

in feudal times ; the separate

feudal states from B. c. 460 to

220.

11. Yen ^ a wide state in the north of Chihli; its capi-

tal was Ta-huig hien ^ ^ j^ now a part of Peking.
12. Tsu ^ a powerful state on both banks of the Yaug-

tsz' River; its capital was Kiang-Ung hien ^ ^ jy^
now the prefect city of K'ing-clieu fu in Hinx^h.

13. Sung 5|5 was in the east of Honan, south of the

Yellow River; its captial was Shang-kiu hien ^ J^ Ifjf.

now the prefect city of Kwei-teh fu.

14. Ki j^ a very small state southwest of the preceding;

• its capital was Ki hien ^ )|^ in K'ai-fung fu.

15. Chin ^ a small state south of the two last ; its

capital was Cbin-cheu fn ^ ;l'ii /j^ i" the east of

Honan.

10. Sieh ^ was the smallest of the twenty stiites ; its

capital was Sieh ching ^ ^ near the town of Tang
hien in Shantung on the Grand Canal.

17. Chu ;^ a small stale north of the hist, occupying

most of Tsao hien ^ ||^ south of Yen-cheu fu in

Shantung.

18. Kii ^' a small state along the seacoast in the present

Kii cheu ^ JfJ in the southeast of Shantung.

10. Siao Chu jj, ^ a small short-lived state in Slian-

tung ; its capital is supposed to have been within the

limits of Yeu-cheu fu, south of liie prefect city.

20. Hit 1^ a small state in Honan, Bn(iposed to have

comprised the present Hii cheu g^ y\ south of K'ai-

fung fu.

Beside these, may be mentioned five others sunong the

most powerful subsequent States.

Han j^ which occupied the south of Shensi and western

part of Honan.

Liang ^ whose capital was at Nanking.

Yueh ^ in Chehkiaug, south ofWu (No 8.), and reach-

ing to the sea.

Chi<io ^ in the north of Shansi ana west of Chihli;

the capital was Chao-ch'ing hien on the River Fan.
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"
] the tliree State wbicU divid-

ed China from a. d. 222 to 2G5.

The leading one was Sbiih ^,
which Lad its capital at Cb'ing-

tii, and comprised all the region

west of K 'ing-cheu fu ;
— the

next was Wei ^, whose king

Ts'ao Pi -^ 35 ruled at Loh-

yang, and swayed most of the

region north of the Yangtsz'

River ;
— the third was Wii ^,

whose king Sun Kiien Ji^ Ij^

was invested by the preceding

iit Nanking, and ruled all the

eastern provinces.

;^ ]
my country ; this kingdom.

1 ^ tlie realm, the state.

DQ ]
to found a state.

S ? IE :§: 1 A tlic princely

man recti lies the people.

^ ]
fatherlfiiid, the old country;

said by emigrants.

] ^ national aftairs.

ill 1 and
_f; I

a liilly and a
level region ;

— geographical

terms.

i^ iil^ ]
liow can the majesty

of tlie state be upheld ?

:k ^ I tl the credit of the

kingdom will sutler greatly.

I
,kwo

i
,kwo

kiVO

Troublesome loquacity.

51 1 1
her tongue goes

clack ! clack !

m
Aico

t

A herai)en cap or kerchief

worn by women inmourning

;

a woman's headdress which

conceals the hair; females.

rtl 1 Ji J§ tlje disgrace of ker-

chiefs .'uid caps;— i.e. a pol-

troon.

] H insurgents who wore red

turbans.

The second form is unusual.

To Elap the mouth or face ;

to strike with the fist ; to

bo.\.

]
—• jg a slap, a cuff.

1 ® % yo« "eed to be

awakened with a box.

kivo

The iwpliteal space under

the knee; the calf of the leg,

Jj^lg ]
the calf of the Icg^

A small frog, of a green

color, having long thighs, the

$J ] ; it is applied also to

a brown toad found among

rocks ; in the Nortli, this name is

applied to the mole cricket.

I ] in Chihii a large kind of

cicada called scissor-grinder from

its sound, having short greenish-

black wings, and a. short flight.

^1^ From e« a city ami to sar.

^pl)
J

round repeated and contracted.

kwo A place where jmople intend

to dwell ; the second wall

inclosing the gate of a large city

to defend it, and make an enciente

that is often protected by a temple

to Kwanti ; it is called ^ J^ and

^ IS' ^^liether within or without

the niiiin line of wall.

I $I> wastes outside the city.

^ ] the defenses of the city.

]|| I
the rim of a cash, the raised

edge of a coin ; a felly.

ife llj ^ 1
l^t t^^e l*''ll serve as

the city wall.

The outer coffin, the casket

or case which incloses the

coffin ; to estimate, to

measure.

^ ] a stone sarcophagus.

1 J^ :T^ t& •-''" casket in-

closes the coffin.

kico^

lll"^
A celebrated hill in the

|l|-^) north of Shansi, neiir the

kuxi' Great Wall, from which

Kwoh hien | J^, a district

west of Wu-tai hien on the River

Hu-to, derives its name.

To broaden a bow, to pull it

^SK> '"^ '^® ^"" stretch
;

quick,

ivij' agile.

1 1^ cavalry bowmen in

the T'ang dynasty, famed like

Parthian archers for shooting

as they fled.

could ride the dust and pull the

wind, thou I shouiJ be as

quick as the lightning'.'; flash.

The rim of tlie ear, the outer

l/^j part of the lobe.

From two eyes of a hird in tlie

/ui!uJ; q. d. a fviglitencil bird

.
• struggling to escapo from the

fluoh hand ; also read /sio/i,

To look right and left in

alarm ; to glance the eyes about

in trepidation.

1 ] to look scared and seek

escape.

1 SS 'iJ '"" 'I'l*! look here and

there, as in a fright.

1 Ik ^ ^ ^ 4 what a smart

robust old \\\.*\ you are, Sirl

to look hastily at
1

tPH To seize with the claws, as a

J^^j cat or an eagle does its prey.

kuxP \ J})( to seize by force.

1^ 1 1^ the falcon seizes

the hare.

A large hoe or pick used by
farmers ; a sort of bill-hook

fihioh or partisan used by soldiers

to clear away abattis or

thickets ; to cut down.

•ft 1 Iff shouldered his pick and

Blade.

A short quick step, deemed

to bo a rcsjxictful gait in

.chioh the presence of suixjriore ; to

leap ; to bend ;is if ready to

kneel.

I
-^ to walk with a long and

quick stride.

] ^ to leap, jump across.

& \ fSi iU [Confucius'] limbs

seemed to bend,— as he re-

ceived guests.

% ^ Wi \
^'1'^" t^^ mallard

bathes, the prawns jump out of

the way.

M ^ \ IP lift the dresa so that

you can step quicker.
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From a tiger and to pinch a,

Cngcr-fuU.

The marks made by a tiger

when seizing his prey; name

of au ancient feudal slate, after-

wards combined witii Shen ^,
and now Yiing-yang bien ^ |^ ||^

in the center of Honan, south of

the Yellow Kiver.

kwu''

To cut off the heads of the

slain and of stubborn pri-

soncrs taken in bat Jo; and

then lo t",ke tlioir left ears

.'IS evidence of victory.

Spjf 1 tS ^ ho cut"off the

bcails of many rebels-

I )||( ]
he then brought in and

offered him the ears.

leisurely cut off.

^ ^ 1 'S' t" cut off the ears of

the living as proof— of capture.

& From mouth and fitrname ; as a
primitive it is ofteu contracted

, to sheh, a tlio tongue.

To stop up the mouth

Old sounds, kw'at and kw'ak. In Canton, kwok, fok, and tat; — in Sivatow, kwat, kw'a, and kw'ak; — injmotj,

k'ok, k6k, and k6ug; — in Fuhchaa, kw'ak and kwolxj — t» Shamjhai, kw'eh ; — in Chifu, kw'oa.

kw^olt'

From door and living ; tlie

second form is a common but
unauthorized alteration.

Broad, open, wide, ample

;

sundered, distant; long part-

ed ; liberal, lavish ; able to

afford rich things ; to widen,

to enlarge; dihgent; a separation;

perverse.

1 '^ capacious, am[)\(i ; liberal.

Jjlc 1 ^'^"o separated, as friends

;

1 jg; far apart, as places; ojxjn,

as interstices.

^ ]
to enlarge, to make wide;

indulgent ; spacious.

jj ]
anyhow; vague, wide of the

mark.

^ ]
while long separated, ;is

friends.

^&m\ n^/jJiiai'ving
or dying, however separated, to

our wives we pledged our word.

5R A tS 1
l'"**^ ™'''" ''^ ''"'^'' '"'

elegantly dressed.

"MpM. 1 t'Si ^o '"'''''' '''^"' things

in general.

8^ 1^ 1 ^ g<nerous minded, noble

person.

i^
1

the breadth of a thing
; |

] ;j||j wide sheetings; a shop term.

^ ]
reckless, disobedient.

Wide and empty; open, as a

'^|*> region; to enlarge; to make
kw^o/t' more spacious

;
great, as a

stale; vacant; to augment

;

to pare with a sword.

^ I
to enlarge ; to develop.

] f^ J^& ''" "Pcn field and no

favoritism.

1 ^ ® € 1'^ stood, as it were,

unequaled.

If -Jt yC 1
lie disliked al! those

great — states.

t4 J!£ "K 1 1"S desires arc un-

bounded.

i
-|f'-Jl4.

kif'o/,'

Skin from which the hair

has l)een taken ; soft, well

curried leather ; bound with

leather ; chamois-leather
;

^ ] red leather, once u.sed

in covering carriages.

}^ ^ i. 1 '^" ^^'^^^ "^ ^'S^™

and leopards.

|_I_| Occurs wrongly i;sed for the

referring to the indistinct-

ness of things in it.

From rain and a uall; tlic last

is somolinies wrongly written
fur this.

The clouds breaking away
and the rain ceasing; the

snow nicUnig.

M it S 1
^^'^ '"" ''•''S stopped

and tlie clouds dis[)erKed.

'Mi^^& 1 Ik I ^^-W
energy (lieason) began in ch.u.s,

and chaos begot the visible

universe.

From hand and broad; in such
combinations as this, ihc radical

' seems to have been added us a
klo on means of distiugu'shing the verb

To Stretch a thing till it

becomes large ; to expand, as the

mind.

I M jE yi if raised higher, ho

will (ill the [losl ; — extend

your views to higher aims

;

develop and complete it, as a

phui.

^i ] ^^ apply this princii'le

further.

J^ll To cut off; to trim, as a

J55J> sapling of its br.anclus ; to

kiv^oii' make a post ; to unfold, to

lay oi«n.

(
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,*«.•'««

kiv^uii

Old sound, kun. Tn Canfon, kwSn

• ill I'lihchaii, k'ung, kung,

From B day and XQ to com-
pare ; 7. rf. ail (Inys arc alike;

used with tlic next.

Alike, comparable ; of the

same time or race ; together,

siibsequeiil, afterwards; futurity;

brotliers, tlescendaiits; many, a

mnUitiidc; fine, sujx;rior.

1 1^ ""'
1 W I'r^'liers.

^ i
(lescendaiits.

ft^Mfi 1
^(<"-

1 f'i'>ovS 1 HI)
bow many brotbers liave you 1

From iH.sect and ?im)iy ; the

second form is not usual.

Insects generally, but tbe

lenn
1 ^ or g ^ in-

cludes also crabs, lizards,

newts, and other small ani-

DLtls, as well as insects

[)roi)crly so called.

A ix-ak beyond comparison ;

a high mountain, tbe ] -^llj

iu Tibet, said to contain the

sources of the Yellow Kiver;

it is now usually applied to the

almost unknown range of the Koul-

kun Mis., lying about lat. 35 deg.

N. between the Desert of Gobi

and Tibet; it is, like Cauca-sus

among the Arabs, the fairy land

of Chinese writers, one of whom

Siiys its peaks arc so high that

when sunlight is on one side m(X)n-

light is on the other.

5 Hi ] ^ gems are fcnnd in the

Kw'un-kang jK'ak.

Jftin 1 lU )rH it is lik« ^

gem from tbe Kw'un-lun ; as a

fine ess.iy.

jftj Pulo C!ondore I. in the

China Sea, in imitation of the

Anamitic name Conon or Koh-

noong.

A Btonc resembling a i)earl,

ptrhajw tbe cat's eye or mo-
jiiu'ttn ther-o'-jx;arl.

^ ] a fine stone.

- in Swatoxv, k'un and kun ; — in Amoy, k'un, hiin, and kan ;
—

in Shanghai, kw'ang and kwangj — «»i Chifu, kwan.

fishes iust *3fe*

c

and kvr'an

;

and kong ;

-

' A|H The young of fishes just

<MjtJ liatcbed ; a sea-monster, like

/iW'llll

Jcw'un a kraken or sea-serj)ent.

,ffi *S
I Ijll

when fishing

don't take the minnows.

] fli >^ 191 *''*^ leviathan was

changed into the rokh.

§jj, ]
little minnows; small fry.

A kind of gjillinaceous bird,

larger than the cock, whose

'<.?p'((n cry is plantive ; it is ))erbaps

the heath-cock, or a bird

like the capercailzie, jungle

fowl, or a kindred sjiecies.

From ^ garmeiit and Si
public, often altered as in the

' second form.

M A kind of red steel, called

] Jg from a mountain where

^kw^un the ore was found; the swords

m.ido of it could cleave irems:

a ring on a wheel.

kwun

I

1

From clothes and army.

Drawers or loose trowsers.

j 1^ breeches, which do

not 0{)en behind.

j^ I
waist breeches, such as

laborers wear.

^ shirt and trowsers in one.

C
I

The 2d radical ; it is used only
I in combination.

'kwhtn ^ line which joins things per-

pendicularly, diverging from

the middle up and down.

From fish and band.

A great fish ; the name of

YU's father, in ancient times.

is 1 ^ what, thai wan
Kwun

!

V„wun

To heap earth around the

roots of planls whoa set out;

'ttmn to mulch plants ; to blaucb

by earthing the stalks.

^^^ ]
Iwl'' weed and

hoe them all.

^kwun

*ktcu

Robes used by the emperor

when honoring his ancestors,

and by high princes ; they

were embroidered with dragons

and in different styles ; royal

;

court robes ; coiled, convoluted, as

a serpent.

1 M, * ''""'^ *"^ crown ; a royal

suit.

I ^ ;^ an imperial robe.

1 ffl^ ^ ^ defects in tbe royal

duties.

1 ^ M ^ embroidered robes

and royal apparel.

] ^ a black border or edging

on a dress.

Water flowing in a rapid

bubbling manner; boiling;

welling up; to boil anything

till it bubbles; to stir up; to

roll alwut or over.

I tK boiling water.

^ jJI ] ]
my capital must be

circulating ;
— a shopkeeper's

phrase.

I
5^ to come rolling along.

j ^ to muddy the water, as by

rolling in it.

1 ] ^ ^ like the surging floods

rolling eastwards, — so go our

days.

1 ISl
'" disarrange ; to throw

tojisy-turvy.

^^ — I
to roll over, to turn a

somerset, as when fencing, or

{ks a nude rolls in the dust

1 it or 1 fl. ^ be off! begone,

the whole of 3'ou !

] 7|C to wliiri tlie club, to resort

to force.

coursed down.

1 itfi M. »& '"y ^'^^^ '^ j™' "

hot whirl of troubles.
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fi'i^ 8iisb
;

embroidered or woven

__ ,
to sew ; to stitcb ; a

^kwnn cord ; u ribbon.

1 ^ '* l)'"<^t.ty flowered sash,

such as a child wears-

tt PB 1 Bi ^"""'^ f«st to the

bamboo frame, as a bow.

To roll, as a cylinder ; the

rapid turning of the spokes

of a wheel ; a rolling, rota-

tory motion.

!$ -i jE quick as the turning

oi the spokes.

] -^ a lemon-shaped stone roller

dragged aftei' a drill to roll in

the seed.

^ 1 M '"'li"g' unsteady, as a

vessel ; reeling, vibratory.

I JJ a rotatory motion. I

kwtiit'

1 i

kwun'

Confused, disturbed.

1 Si »&V yf"! disturb my
thoughts; you put me out-

From wood and alike as the
plionetio.

kim.ii' ^ fencing-stick, a quarter-

staff, a club ; to bind u|)

reeds or sticks, as when making a

hurdle or wattled fence ; a sharjier,

a knave.

If ^ 1 .bJt
practices makes a

thing natural.

^ \ a fencer's wand, a balanc-

ing pole, a single stick.

3t 1 or
] H a bare-stick, a

blackleg, a rascal.

3t ] 5i ^ bachelor ; a man who
lives alone, a single resident.

^ ]
a pettifogger, a shyster.

] !j^ a pestilent fellow, a villain-

1 ffil
"* dangerous fellow.

] 4@ to wheedle out of.

I
:j;^ a sliillelah, a club.

^T Tti 1 *" fence, to play broad-

sword exercise.

i& 1
rowdiesof the place, roughs.

1^ BK ] a kind of flail used in

figliting.

S -ffi 1 ^ l'''"'^lwl stick used to

smash the clay ox.

fc' To muddy one; to spatter.

,PC 1 j5 ^ ilR 'o dirty or

kicuii' spatter the dress.

5fi^^ To take in one, to run a rig

0^^ on ; U) sport, to play a trick

kwtni' on one.

Old sound, k'uu. In Canton, kw'iln;— in Sivatow, k'un ; — in Amoy, k un ;
— in Fuhchau, k'oug, k'ung ami

k'aung; — in Shanghai, iivi'ang

;

— in Chifii, \ivi'aii.

m
-t.-J-v

to stretch out

j

is pedantic,

for names.

From earth ai]

tlie second fo(

and used ohi'

hj-t What is iufe^or and should

'rii J be obedient ; l^id especially

Jctvuji
(,f Jim earth to heaven, and

Jam applied to the moon, to a

wife, and to statesmen, who

owe a correlative obedience; tho

second or eighth diagram, denoting

tl:is kind of compliant accord;

faiorable, compliant; on the com-

pass card, southwest.

•^ ffll It 1 "^*' remarkable

talents have you ?

•S 'Bi -^ I
'"'''y y*""" ''''^ ^ coeval

with the duration of the world.

] Ji[ dames, ladies ; a lady.

1 sS '"^ g''''"s horoscope.

To shave the head, a punish-

ment anciently substituted in

fw'un tho pal ice for castration ; a

pollarded or leafless tree; a

man's name.

^ZfU

^
j i^ \ From P an inclosnre with walks

fig^ and walls within it, which the
f it lower part rndely depicts ; it

resembes Au' 5E a pot.

Paths and corridors between

and among the palace buildings

and grounds, which intersected

each other.

1^ I
a virtuous damsel.

1^ Mj through all the paths

of bis palace, the prince shall

always move ; while dignity

and posterity shall for ever bo

granted to him.

P^ ]
a path leading to the door.

From heart and confined eg the
phonetic.

Single-minded, sincere; real

feelings, genuine sentiments;

unadorned, clear, .is a stylo.

1 1 lit ii:*hja;&^ in every-

thing I sincerely undertake, am
I not wholly loyal 1

m
'ktv'tin

I fg earnest and sincere, as in

a pnrpo.'ie.

ffl tf" tt 1 ^ ™°^'' respectfully

express my views.

§ ^ ^ ]
1 cannot sufficiently

thauk your kindness ;-p episto-

lary [ihrases.

] ^ unalfeeted, single, guileless.

^kii^iin

To bind, as a sheaf or bundle

of sticks ; full, well provided

with.

1 ^ nil ^ tliey returned

home well l.iden — with sheaves

;

met successful in business.

%
To plait finely, to bind

evenly, as a whip handle is

'/,i«'«« corded ; to work at and make
fine by beating; to pound

firm, to join securely, — in which

it is like the next.

1 ^ to make fine and thorough.

] )S ^ ^^^^ shoes.
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'kw^un ^ border or band on the

edge of a dress; to finish up

quickly.

c t|T| The movable sill of a g.ite-

4*^3 way, which can be taj^en

^kto'an up when a carriage passes
;

arranged in order.

] ]
to approach the end of a

thing.

1 ^ ^ -^ affairs outside of

the camp ; frontier duties.

C^iT-| From silk and confined ; used

riMJCl with the preceding.

on ; to plait, to braid ; a

border or trimming on tiie edge of

a garment ; to hem ; to put on a

band ; a coil, a roll ; a bundle,

as of straw, rattan, faggots, &c.

I ^ to bind the collar of a gar-

ment.

1 3^ to cord, to tie tightly.

1 f^ "^ M ''^ ''^^™ *" "P *^*'"

gether; also ] — ] often

has the same sense.

] ^ to bind with rattans, as a

box.

"^
1 19 ^ coil of rope, a ball

of twine.

^ \ to put on a band or edging,

as a trimming.

{::J|Yl Vtam clothes B.'aA inclosed; like

the last.

From gate and conf/Md

;

with the last.

used

A threshold ; the door-posts

;

a gateway or a small door

inserted in a birire gate ; the door

leading to the bareem ; females,

feminine ; inner apartments.

1 ^ \?^^ ""^ *] Pattern of

female decorum.

^ ^ H 1
<l<>"'t gossip about

women's affairs.

] [^ and ] ^ place for females

and males; within and without

the palace, the court, or the

country, «fec.

^ ]
the gate of heaven.

From an tncJosjii'C and a tree;

q. fl. a plant fading tor want
of room.

An old ruinous tenement

;

confined, cribbed; exhausted,

disheartened, weary, jaded; needy,

insufiicient, wanting, beggared

;

diseased ; to weary ; to distress ; to

cripple, to render subject to ; to

impoverish ; victimized by, enslav-

ed to, oppressed with, distressed

about ; sorry for, afflicted ; to put

forth toil ; flustered witli drink
;

the 47th diagram, meaning dried

up as a pool, or unable to attain.

/p J^ fS 1
don't let drink get

the better of you.

fr $ 1 S neither baggage nor

funds, as a traveler.

'^ ] extremely ill, laid up.

ID'
kw'un'

I ]|5 ^ ;^ to study it earnestly.

] ^ to restrain, to disable; hem-

med in, hampered, surrounded.

] ^ imperiled ; in extremity.

] Igj }g HJ pent-up beasts will

figlit, — so will people living

too clossely.

1 s^»6 «jf a: m_Wl\^
when men are chafed in mind

and thwarted in their ways,

then they will surely act.

] ^ poor, without resources

;

helpless, as an environed force.

1 ^ beggared ; at extremity.

^ I
to hem in, as a band of

rebels in a city.

^ I
inclosed, surrounded, shut in.

3^ ^ ^ 1 S IS fi wine and

women have entangled many
brave heroes.

;;:}; ^ ] ^ do not neglect the

poor and oppressed.

^ M 1 ^ Duke 1 do not put

me into tliis dilemma.

\ W- ^^ heart cast down with

grief.

1 ^ wearied out, exhausted.

m
kw^An'

All unauthorized character

formed from the last ; q. d.

wearied eyes.

In Pekingese. To nod, as a

watchman on his post; to

take a nap, to sleep.

3^ 1 ^ "T I'e is half asleep.

]
—• -^ take a short nap.

Oli lOiind, la. In. Canton, la; — in Sicatow, Idi; — in Amoy, lui ; — in Fuhchau, Iwi j — in Shanghai,

ni&h ;— in. Chifu, la.

1 ^t h^ccl'^^; careless about

appearances.

] ^ clay not well worked ; dirty.

/ - >j|» From pZa»it and ft Tieap of stones.

;g^ Uneven, rocky,— alluding to

*la the way stones are piled up.

1 ^ ^ ® the roughened waves

scatter the pond-weed, — as it

is drifted on the rocks.

» I ^ I

«
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Old sounds, lap and hit. Li CdntDii, luji, lilt, and lai; — in Sivatoiv, la ; — in Amoy, liap, la, and lat

;

lak atui la ;
— tit Shanphui, leli; — ill. Chifu, lah.

- in yithchaUf

From Iiiind ami to ^favd ; q. d.

oue stops wliou tug^iiij? at a
^ tiling; tho hooks read this clia-

^M meter as /«/>, but it is oflcuer

prououucetl in tho tirst tone.

To fnill, to drag along or mi to

ono; to bfiid, us a bow; to lug,

to broak ; to Icatl ; to seizu with

tbe talons or tiiigyrs ; to force; to

burrow, to buy on cro<lit ; to get

out ill any way, where ell'ort is

iiupliod, as coal from <a mine; to

ainiicniriate, to embezzle; the Bound

of tlie wind.

di'taiii.

4fe ] ^ to take one's band in

walking.

1 fJJ-
to saw, as a log with a

doiiblc-lianded saw.

) J§f lo haul or track a boat.

1 'fil K '^'^ y'' Ji""'^'-'*
"" eiedit.

] ^ ] Ijji
no one will trust me.

I f[jj
2[i -^ the account is now

even ; the matter is settled.

]
^ to break tlie rilis.

1 ^ eom[iletely defeated,

j /p Hi I C'tn't pull it out.

1 fiil ^ P"" " "'""») ** "* Jiorse

by a halter.

|§ I
to help him.

1 it ''^' P"" > *" ^^ l'"' •'''^"''

)

to work into each other's hands.

1 ^jl finally, after all is done;

no more need be said; to quash,

to hush up ; that's the cud of

the matter.

I
^ to get out coal, to work a

coal miue.

In Slianghai. A sign of the

past tense; a preiiosition, at, in,

to; used alone or with j^ as a

dissyllable.

i^ 1 _t ^ ^® 's "°'' '" Shanghai.

jj ] .g are you well ?

?

^j ^Vjf ] ii(3t in ; they are not at

home-

to him.

jl li if^
. 1 (i I present you

with gifts.

Dissatisfied.

] ^ unsatisfied, as when

one has not eaten enough;

to eat greedily.

The cracking sound of things

breaking is
] {H; applied

also to a, stony appearance, as

a field covered with boulders.

^ Vvf)\n jleah and a hristle or the

I

DitlichoA; the second character
^

I

is also reatl kohj and the oon-

tvacted form is properly «i7i,

,1a

3a>j

tt-ilf I
^>"'

fl'^^i To sacrifice to the gotls three

days after the winter solstice;

to dry fiesh in the north

wind ; dried meats.

] ^ cured meats.

1 M. ^ ^*^ J<"'^ '"«"'•

] ^ a name for the twelfth moon.

] IJj| dried ducks, common at

Canton.

Taoist sacrifices, made on the

newyear and the fifth day of

the fifth moon.

^ I 3 Cambodia or Tsiampa.

From insect and hristle; tlie

contracted, form, also read

, c/ia', is in genei'al use, and
sometimes incorrectly used for

the last.

Wax, especially of bees >

wa.xy, glazed, varnished ; a

candle.

1 "Ki P'"* o-'^ted with wax.

1 t& gl'ized or marbled paper.

1^ ]
insect wax, depositetl by

the Coccus pe-la on the
] j^

Frcmtms cMnensis.

] jgf yellow or greasy quartz.

] /^ •^ a [lair of snuffers.

SS 1
01'

li^ 1 i^ light the candle.

1^ I ^ -^ ashen sticks used

fur spears.

] ^ fine waxed paper used for

scrolls.

K 1
"'' i$ 1

'beeswax.

]
tapers curled in a fiat coil.

^ I
fossil copal, or a mineral

resembling it.

^ itft 1
swealing or guttering of

a crtiiille.

] %%l% tlie hawfinch or Cocco-

Ihraiitites meUumra of Canton.

1
i;^ a large, gray, blackheaded

waxbiU from Kiangsu.

1 ^9 -?£ Japan allspice or the

C/iimoiMiit/ies j'rKyraiia.

To exceed, to pass by; to go

} ahead.

/«' j ^ mixed up, unassorted
;

confuseil ; sweepings, rubbish.

] ® "•
I ^ 1 ii 64 slovenly,

filthy ; neglected, dirty ; walk-

ing along.

1 From hand and hristle; the
unauthorized coutractiou is

'
, used at Cautou.

To hold and manage ; to

5 •' lump, to take together; to

draw up, as hair off the

face ; to take up a number

of things in the arms ; to pidl at,

as a thread.

] )^ M Ijfi'sh aside your curls.

] I
noise of branches breaking

in the wind.

I ^ mixc<1 ; odds and ends,

i S i^ the bend of Pootnng at

Shanghai.

Head fe/^, To snvooth, to

straighten out, to arrange orderly,.

1 S '•'' stroke the beard.

] ^ to smooth a cap fringe.

/({'
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lu'

Mean apparel ; that wliicli

is put on awry, or docs iidI

fit.

1 S poor, dilapMatod

garments.

Tin ; tlic old name |^ | , is

) applied to wbite coi)iH;r and

jHjwter.

Chapped skin, very common
j

in northern Cliiiia.
!

^ ± m^' 1 4* '"y •'""'^'«

arc badly cha]>ped.
j

]^l| To ml) to jwwder ; to grind,
'

^^) <is paints.
j

*i|, .'

From )} knife and y^ to hind ;

it is often written wrongly like

/((> U'z J^4 a thorn.

Iiilitnnan, harsh : i)ervrrso,

intractable, wicketl; to cut in two;

to mangle, to hack.

] ^ to mangle a corpse.

^ ] cross-grained, intractable

1 "K cut it off.

1 J^ unkind, wicked.

] 1)^ cut it in twain.

i^
] to stretch, as a how ; the

twang of a bowstring.

In CwUonese. A row of things;

a lot of articles.

a ga — 1 1
l'l''"t '•''^m "I

o|>en rows.

^ ^ ] a dovetail in carpentry.

•>]»IJ ) indicating certainly, or liav-

Ja 'At ing finished ; ihe j>ennission

of an act.

|l^
]

rapid utterance.

M. 1 S^' ""''.V ' ]>egone I

I ] ^ {i; chaltering, loquacious.

]
|l/\ a long pi[K! or Irumpel.

ig P^ P)ij 1 PA [like] a wry mouth

[living] to blow a trumpet;—
a ban-faced demand or scheme.

you'v(^ ju^t fmnid out that a

trumpet is made of brass, eh?
— ;. e. you now know that I

was in earnest.

1 K9¥ a lama, the yellow priests.

The eye distorted from any

) cause; a cast in the eye.

la

M
The second is the proper, but
the tirst is the most common
form.

To grab at, to clutch ; to

turn over or pull about ; to

slip or shove; to carry off

in the moulh; to tear or

spoil ; to rob or scrape wiih the

iiand.

1 i§ ?1S 1'"" it i'<^'-c.

1 ii t" 1'"" '^''' •''** '' finger-ring.

J
-^ a wine tx)ttle. {Pciingese.)

^ ]
to move a thing by pulling

or turning it; to sift over, as

dirt for nails, tbc.

From hitter and to hind.

, One of the five tastes; a
biting, pungent, acrid, or hot

lasle, as {)epper or turmeric

;

severe, grievous, as punishment;
injurious

; ungratefid.

%. I
poignant, sharp.

^ ^ 1 •? a desperate rascal.

^ I -J a iwisonous caterpillar,

f ] ^ to come down with a
heavy haTid, to punish severely.

^ ^ 1 ll'e strict prohibitions.

"B 1 f^ 'S^
i liave been through

many troubles.

1 !!^ "f '' species of gray finch

which eals Cayenne pepper.

tt Severe, grievous, as pain.

'Jj ^ ] ^" ^^'^ ^^^^ for dan-

la/i" gerous drugs ; wounds.; in-

juries.

1 IS '^'''^ ' smoollj-l'eaded.

when the scald-head goes by
moonlight, he gets double light;

— good luck.

In Cantonese read (s^ik^ becanse

the primitive is there usually writ-

ten ^J. A fullness of thestomach;

twinges of pain, rheumatic pains.

B^ ]
nervous headache, neuralgia.

^ JE!l fli 1 lie laughed till his

sides ached.

iji I
sorry for ; deeply grieved.

*=|J» The s«nid of rain.

*jj!£j M ^ 1 ]
tlie pattering of

lalC rain.

m
Jui

Old tounds, lai, lat, ami lak. In Canton, loi mid lai ;— tii Swntoic, lai and nai j— in Amoy, lai and nai

;

in t'uhchau, lai, li, and loi;— tit Shanghai, le and la;— in Chifu, lai,

:> From c'tiM and yi)mhed,denot.
k ing the tinal.

In Cantonese. The last

child ; the son born to an old

man.

^ the last one of a lot.

^ the youngest, the Benj.-imin.

] JK. the small or late melons.

&m ^M m ^ ] ^ i>o"

ha[i|iy he is to have a son in

his old age.

1 B. ^ not only a son but a

pair of twins, — cheered his

age.

flat

The ancientform is derived from

^ to hind a sheaf, and C2
' u tins of wheat in it, to intimate

that t ho grain comes from hea-
yen ; interchangeci with the two
next ; the contracted form ie

common.

To come, to reach ; to bring,
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to get ; to eflfect, to bring about

;

to obtain, to induce ; coming, aiid

tbiis makes a form of the future

;

joined with -^ it denotes coming

and going, here and there, repeat-

edly ; after ^, it is a form of the

pluperfect ; after other verbs, it

often indicates their present action;

if a negative comes between, the

inability of the first verb is implied,

as ^ ] bring it liere, ^ ^ 1
I

cannot bring it; after ^ and [ij,

it shows the commencement of the

action indicated in a previous

verb, as ^, ;p ^ ] I cannot

recall it; used for ihe substantive

verb, or for euphony ; to make a

j)ersonal application ; the coming

times, posterity ; wheat, which cawie

down from heaven.

^ f} /f, 1 I don't know how

to do it ; I shall not come back.

)jg jj^ I ^ their hajipiness and

dignity are complete.

^ P ] ^ ] ^ ''"^ I^ersonators

of the [deceased] noble, feast

and enjoy themselves.

^ ffi ^1 1 y**" "''' Income sick.

jjW ;p I
it is impossible.

done ?

1 'ffe S^i'^S '*"<1 coming ; way-

farers ; intercourse with.

I
to-morrow ; by and by.

j
^ the dispatch now here, or

under reply.

] ^ the bearer, one who brings

a thing.

1 B^ a source of.

M ] the original condition of a

thing.

j!^ 1 ^ jlfc 3 ''"'^ t''*^"'® ne'^er

was this mo<le, or principle.

1 ^ cause, reason of

P5 ±t
] i^ he asked the reason.

;&
] Jg ihere is proof of the an-

tect'dents ; an origin or history;

prestige, jx)siti»n.

Ji^ I
"j* he has arrived ; he is here.

flb ^ 11$ 1 «''«> W'" lie

return ?

~
I ]

common, second rate.

—' ] ~
I

firstly, secondly

;

now because— therefore.

^ /p tU 1
I'e don't express

himself, as from fear.

^ 1 'T* ^ I could never get a

sight of him.

Ji§ 1^ fi I
courtesy requires to

be reciprocated.

IS -i 1 •^ this going and com-
ing !

I ^ a grandson's grandson.

Read li/i^ and liV and used for

^. To receive one, to meet one

coming ; to encourage.

'MA^^m^Z> 1
the

men of the east are summoned
to toll without encouragement.

^ ^ 1 ^ console and encourage

him.

A tree found in Kiangsi,

sometimes written like the

last ; it is regarded as the

same as the ;|;^, and bears a

plum-shaiied fruit called ^ ^ ^
winter-green fruit; the timber is

used by wheelwrights ; the bark is

prickly, and the leaves resemble

those of the persimmon.

Jai

^ A river in the southwest of

c-»/|V Shantinig, a tributary of the

j/u! Yellow River ; .ilso a small

branch of the Pei-ho in the

west of Childi, which gives

its name to Lai-shni hien |

iH^ 11 iu I cheu.

fg 2{t ,ff ]
our fields are all

left as a marsh or a wild.

M ] ^ ® weeds and brush

cover the pathways.

-Tj'.- A thistle ; wild herbs like the

(p4^ sow-thistle or the Trihidus
;

ji(i waste untilled land ; to clear

up jungle.

jg ]
a fallow-geld.

] Jf to clear off underbrush.

1 ^a vegetable found in Yunnan,

like the turnip, from which the

people obtain a red dye.

] j^ a sow-thistle {Sonchus.)

thti

^

1 W JU a prefecture in the north-

ern part of Shantung Promon-
tory, said to be named from the

aborigines
| |^ who anciently

lived there.

I* A local and ancient tenn in

Shantung for wheat, said to

hii denote the grain that c<ime

down to man ; some suppose

that the grain here referred to is

rye, but that seems not now to be

cultivated in China.

A m.ire seven cubits high
;

a powerful draught horee, fit

for the farmer's use.

1 4fc H ^ '"s tl"'<*

thousand tall mares.

]
great horses brought from

Bactria in the T'ang dynasty.

A peak in Sz'ch'uen in the

range of the Min mountains,

near the confines of Shensi.

An ancient city in the coun-

try of Cli'ing ^ in Yung-
yang hien, now a part of

K'ai-fung fu south of the

Yellow River.

1 ill
•"* l^*k •" Sz'ch'uen.

A fish belonging to the eel

family, probably akin to the

conger eel.

A variety of bamboo.

In Fa/icliau. A kind of ham-
per or oj)en basket without a

bale, having cords, and used

by coolies.

Obese, gross ; excessively fat.

] 3^ ill-looking; gross, as

an unwieldy hog.

7ui'. A pimple, a small

^lai

flai

m
Jai

m
/at'

Read

blister.

To tie a cord to a hook to

[g tish with ; to angle for.

ftj^ A sound in singing ; one

c^l/Jv a large rnoutli drawn

,/<(i' |IM 1 the tune or mel<

; one says,

awry.

] the tune or mehxly of
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] Tlie first is read jZai, the name
I
of a }iill in Ln; the third is also

read cli'ih, as another form of

order.

1^
I
To \m] HC6 one to come ; to

I meet one, to encourage ; to

J treat strangers kindly; to

^tai warn.

I Sic :^ to get laughed at

for a biiniiikiu ; one whose dress is

ridiculous and bizarre.

tB 1
"0 ^ '•* encourage people,

as to settle on vacant lands.

Bjjf) To squint; the pnpil of the

|t/|V eye distorte<l ; to glance at

^"' pi^
1

to \<x>k at sideways
;

a glittering eye.

^ ^ B^ 1 ^ thank yon to help

me a little.

Bf) jl^ ^ 1 to glance about with

a tiliarii look.

^> To confer on; to bestow on

an inferior; a largess; to

Aii' promise, as for a service re-

ceived.

^ ]
to rewar<l for services.

1 ^ .© .fiSt
*^'^ realization of onr

hopes is given to us.

^^ ]^MM^ dreamed that

the High Ruler gave me an

honest as.sistant.
j

^ 'fiij ] Y^ I will reward you.

] S M ^ I will thank you to

send (or take this letter) to

Peking.

'"\ From _^ precious and $'J
harsh; the second form is com-
mon but unauthorized.

To depend on, to lean on
;

. .,* J to rely, to confide in ; to as-

sume; to act on a false

basis, to trump up; to profit, to

get advantage ; to calumniate, to

accuse an innocent man ; to deny,

to ignore, not to recognize.

U, \ :t^0T ] ^H loafer, a

suspicious chap, a lazy fellow.

1 ^ A or
] glj A to accuse

wrongly, to implicate another.

^ j
or ^ I

to repose trust in.

]jj I
to cry for, as a s^Miled child.

LAI.

1 ^ jlfc B- ^ have this to de-

jwnd on.

f")^ U 1 A yoti •''re '> malicious

accuser.

1$ 5S 1 'ft
trusted to his impu-

dence an<l denied the debt.

4t ^B M ] a liMp-hazard life;

no dtpindence on; unprofitable.

1 « T> iU 1 A ^^ 'o evade

one's debts is not so risky as to

fail in one's res|)ects to a man.

1 W- fi^ /^ '"*" intimate friend.

1 M to slick to a house, as a

tenant who canimt be evicted.

In Citntonese. To leave behind'

to forget ; to omit; to pass over

;

tired, indisposed to.

M 1
*3* ^ my back aches.

I ^ to forget ; I left it.

1
""

f@ ^ ^'^ omitted a character.

From disease and depending;
the second form is rarely used.

A virulent chronic blotch

or eruption, like scabies or

leprosy, anciently regarded

as .-I reason for divorcing a 1

wife; its application ditfers in I

places, and it is now useil in the

southern provinces for itch, im- !

peligo, and other chronic skin

diseases
;

pustular, rough, as the

skin.

^ ] to have the itch.

?S 1
"'' 1 W ™""'"" ulcers,

impetigo ; scrofulous sores.

^ )
the itch.

Jjljjc I ]
lough-skinned, said of

the lichi.

] Jid
a fellow covered with the

itch.

] :k i^ '"^
\ M tl'e l>'g lep.

rons belly, a name for the to.id.

jg I
to infect another, or pass a

complaint over to him.

Water flowing over the sand

;

a shallow reach ; rippling

over stones ; a branch of the

Ca&sia River;|^^ inKwang-

si, near P'ing-loh fu.

] a stream in Shantung.

lar

lai

LAI.

^^J A musical pipe with three

^^\ rtfds ; the tubes of an in-

/t(«' sfrument ; an ingenious ar-

rangement of n)nsic.d tnl>c8

like an organ ; a whizzing, creak-

ing, or moaning sound.

^ ] § P,^ Heaven's piiies (or

music) sings of its own acconl.

jf'^f
1 the crei.k'ng of bamboos

swayed by the wind.

"M ] ^.M •*"
l''!"''*

^TC still,

no sound of any kind.

Remiss in sacrificing; to

destroy ; to fall into, or

involve in ruin.

1^ I
to curse.

A species of fragrant labiate

plant allied to the ho.whound,

which was burned in wor-

ship ; to shade, to cover.

1 shady, umbrageons.

^ a fragrant leaved plant

having whitish leaves, and many

branches.

1
"• .H ^ caiX)or cntchery,

(or kiifour-hitchri in Bengali,)

the aromatic roots of the Iledy-

chitnii spicatum brought from

India ; a tuber from Fuhkien

powdered to use in plasters.

> A small kind of goby, com-

mon about Macao, called

jfj ] from its red body,

which looks like raw meat

;

it is the TrypaucJien vagina, and

lives in the salt ooze where it

burrows.

> Insects with stings, like the

wasp, sphex, bee, or scor-

pion.

From spirits and to take np with

the finger ; also read tUehf

To pour out ."i libation on the

earth ; to sprinkle. ,

] to pour out spirits.

]
;/t to sprinkle flowers.

] ^ to make a libation.

^- ] a sprinkling, ati aspersion.
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Old soraids, Ian and laui< In Canton, Ian, Iain, and l&m ;
— in Swatow, lam, Ian, nam, ani^naa ;

— in Amoy, Ian

and lam ;— in f'uhchau, Inng ;
— in Shanghai, 16"

;
— in Chifu, Ian.

From P^ door and ^ to choose ;

intercljaiiged \vith the neict two.

A door-screen ; to shut in

or oft'; to seclude; to sepa-

rate ; late, evening ; failing, ruined

;

exhausted ; rare, few, in limited

quantities ; nimlerate ; a wristlet.

without a p.as3.

j^ ] late in the year.

M ^ ^K 1
veiy lato at night,

nearly dawn.

'JB 1
*" 'Ifiiik moderately ; the

feast is about over.

j|E ] a porch or screen ; an

obstruction ; to screen from

\ lew.

I P^ in aiiafomy, tlio caput coli.

I
From wood and a screen ; used

for tlie preceding.

^lan A railing ; a balustrade for

support or defense ; a row of

posts ; a den or pen for animals ; t(j

rail in, to cage, to shut in.

] ^ a wofxlen chevaux-de-frise

placed before a yamuu.

] ;jff a railing; a baluster; the

eye-socket ; obliqne ; crosswise

;

also applied to flounces.

W) 1 * corral, a horse-pen,

^ I
a cattle yard.

']»'
] ^ cash given to servants

and iwrters.

^ 1 i»} a tree found in Japan

{Trochodendron aralioides), akin

to the magnolia, so called from

the whorls of leaves growing

like a balustrade.

ft f@ HI 1
'^'^''^^^ •'* circle around

it.

In Cantonese. A bazaar or

row for the sale of an articlij ; a

market.

^ 1 ^ &>^^ to market

^ I
a fruit market.

Jan

m
Jan

To stop with the band, to

hinder, to embarrjiss ; to

obstruct, to divide, to se-

parate, to screen oft'

I pj_ to stop, to interfere with.

I SJ to stop an officer's cart

or sedan, to give him a i)ctitiou.

1 IS' !l 45 t*^ W"«l^ tl'« '"^'^ '»

order to rob.

IJK %U 1
nothing to prevent it,

no impediment.

] ^ to hinder ; to cut off one's

way, as by banditti.

]
gij to interfere, to part.

Swelling waters rolling on in

continuous surges ; billows,

waves ; dirty water in which

rice has baen washed.

^ I
gicat bilk)ws.

] '{^ successive showers ; driving

rain ; scattered.

^' M ^ I
to quiet [the people]

everywhere by restraining the

overflowing waters.

iJJ. ^ 4t 1
y"" ought to look [at

the water] when surging high.

From di'ess or napkin and a

screen, ns tlie phonetic.

An ancient kind of literary

dress called
] ^^, a sort of

doctor's robe ; a suit of

inner and outer garments.

Unintelligible talk, gabble.

1 P$ llf ^ gibberish, con-

fused talk.

A general name for orchi-

deous plants, like the Mcu
Ian laxis, Epidendrum, Vanda,

&c. ; and extended to other

gay and fragrant flowers growing

on single peduncles, or alternately

in a spikelet ; adopted, sworn
;

pleasant, joyous, delightfiJ ; ex-

cellent.

] J^ many grandchildren.

i^a ^ ^ 1 to adopt ono for a

brother or sister.

] jfjj, an adopted brother.

1 ^JJ an adopted sist«r.

I [^ a maiden's boudoir.

1 •& 3i ^' ^ # the frsgrance

of the orcliid is royal.

I J^ 1^ )\l^
beautiful in form but

a villain at heart.

;^"
1 M, ^'Jk t''« f'agranco of an

orchid ; uitt. a dear friend

^^ 1
to shed tears.

""
J^ ]

the spring beauty, the

Orijcophrat/inus tonc/ii/otivs at

Peking.

JE^ 1
^ small iris. (Ma pumila.)

3^ ]
the C/iforant/iici incon-

spicmi?, used to scent tea ; a

name for certain kinds of tea,

chul.in hyson and scented caper.

f{J ]
or Jl. ] air plants.

^ ^ ]
the Aylaia odorutn.

2^ I
the Maymilia yulin.

1 i'll M the capital of Kansuh.

A mixture of colors, like

the stripes on animals,

s'"" ^ ]
striped, brindled

;

orn.imented with bands.

A wooden quiver for carry-

ing a cross-bow on the back.

fe ^ M 1
grasp your bow

and strap on your quiver.

1 Jl/?
''"' '"''^^ name during the

Han for Chang-yeh hien in Kan-

sub, towards the western end of

the Great Wall.

To defame, to calumniate

;

to charge a thing falsely on

another.

] fig to accuse falsely.

1 ^0 0g^;g;?E£nMB:to
accuse is said of criminals who,

fearing death to themselves,

charge others with crime.
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ii
.liin

To oveqjass, to step over;

to creep, to twiiio around.

1 J^ to pass over.

] ^ to climb over, as a

viiie on a frame.

] jijj
to mil, as a melon vine.

From jihmt and to survey;

occurs used for llie next.

.hti

ŵ

A iflant iiscd to dye blue-;

blue, indigo blue ; indigo.

] •^i a blue color.

j^ I
foreign blue ; foreign indigo.

^ I
a blue-bLick color.

"^.
I

a deep l)luc ; navy blue.

] P3 a famous place near Si-

ngan fu tlic old capital of China,

now Lan-tien hion ] P3 jjj^ in

Shensi, noted for its jade.

^M^t 1 "" t''« >nwiing I

gatiier the indigo flower.

{H -J- I
the light blue conies

f 11)111 dark blue ;
— met. doctors

had to loam their alphabet

i^ 1 the greenish blue produced

by locust {So,)fiOi(t) flowcr.s.

'^
I

the indigo plant. {Tndigo-

/i ni tinclor.'a
)

1 ^ or [\- ] (lie woad or Tmi/i's

iinctortiu

] "^ seems to bo a species of

^ I
a .s|X!cies of tinart-wced.

( Pufiit/oii urn tinclniium.)

] ^ essays written on thin

[taper for lazy •fitudciits.

i^ {SP 1 111" »^o^le of Budha and
his priesLs, (Sanscrit saiif/arama)

the- house of reunion ;
—

i. e. a
temple and its bhrine.

TtK^ A aiiiglo covwlet; ragged,

^TWt tae!^n garments, without a

Jau lining, a collar ; trimmings.

] m tattered, dirty clothes

;

shabby.

^^ T'liin, a mere surface; bonl-

t SiT. <lers, rocks.

I'a/t 3^ S 1 ^ 'I'e l"sl9 and
desires [aio never satistiud

;

i they are like] a deep cave.

,lau

Baskets of bamboo or rattan

cjm, or straw, made with a bale,

Jan, and often with cover.

] g baskets of all sorts.

^ ] wire baskets m.ide of flowers.

^ Pi^ I
a partition-basket made

with trays.

j^ I
a long shallow basket carried

into the examination halL

Long and abundant hair.

] ^ disheveled hair ; heed-

less, slovenly ; this phrase is

written several ways.

Trom/einale anijbrext, explain-

ed ns referring to llie tricks of

gamblers.

Covetous, greedy of money
;

to desire ; scheming for gain.

^ 1 close-fisted ; avaricious.

^ ] hoards got by e.\.tortion.

I ^ to oppress and harry people.

»||4-» Greedy for gratifying the ap
ci?f^ petite; to have a drink all

jA'Di around, and finish the bottle.

Like the hist two.

^ I
gluttonous ; covetous ; !

this us.^ is found in Shaiisi.

Read J.ii. Cold.

1 t^ frigid, chilly.

/^f^ I-'ioin rrt«'« niid aoalcliig.

(VtI^ -^ '"^nB continued rain.

Jail M tJC 1 iiU 'Iw rain [lOured

mcessantly.

l"rom hill nnd winJ, but the pri-

mitive \i n contraction cti ^lau j^
, wind inovinf' tlie irrudb.

Jait " "

Vapor or mist on a hill top;

smoky vapor.

[Ij I
mountain mist.

5^ ILf 1 ^ r^ as the evening

mi:,t covers the earth.

j[g ]
smoky vapor on a hill top.

1 /'!vS
* district named from the

Lan-ki i)eak ] -^ jlj within il.s

Iwrders ; it lies northeast of

T'ai-yuen fu in Shansi, and

west of the lliver Fan ; the

region is faraeil for its horsL-s.

Jan

To go quickly ; to stride

over, to step across ; to omit,

as in reading.

1 iS 'i ^''-'P
^''^^ it, as a

ditch. (Ccmlonese.)

'km

1 !

Jan

Uaii

To toast or roast a cake be-

fore the fire till it becomes

browned.

] — I toast it for a while.

r to brown, to toast slightly.

] ^ ^ ii^ to roast taro in the

ashes.

] Bit ^^ toast cri.sp, as cakes.

^ From to see nnd to survey ; the

second is tlie complete form but

the tir^t is nioft used, nnd looks

like ihien ^ worthy.

To take .i \ icw of, to inspect;

to bsliold from a distiuice

;

to uiiderstaiiil, to perceiva

I
for you. Sir, to see.

j^ ] to look around, to inspect.

—
I ^ ^ understood the whole

atfair at one look.

1 fS *•" examine, as an inspector.

1 M "^ 1&" •'"' extensively read

man.

^^ S IS 1
I respectfully send

llii.s lip for your M.ijt'sty's iii-

sjx-ction.

] ;* I have learned the whole

niattcr.

^ ] to make known judicial

decisions.

\% 1
•'' general scholar. •

"^ I'Vom hand nnd to inspect as the

phonetic.

> To grasp, to carry with a

firm hand or in the arms;

to interfi-ic with; to engroNs;

to monopolize ; to hold tlio

market, to make a corner
; j

to bug up tloso; gr.xsping; en-
j

grossing; au.ii'mful; to clutch, as I

in reaping.

] ^ to .seize all ; to take up.

!^ ^ ]
to write a contract to |

take gooils.

] ^ iS '-^^^^ t" g''l one's arms
around it.
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] 1)0 tlic luad of, as a guild.

^—
I

ail amjfiil of wixxl.

fi!4 ^ /U 1
''" ^^'" ''T '^'> '11'1'iagt'

it all ; lio assuiues llic direction.

] ^ tbo last on the ILst of hiijia

gnuluatcs.

1 10i^^ engross an aiticio.

'J» AS 1 Mt '''o K"**'- Ijrings the

boat lip in the wind.

€J 1 M ^ *•" hecornc Biii'cty for,

or to manago tlio duty.

y^ "jj ] reap tlio grain fiister.

The Chineso olive, ^ ] or

] -^ has two varieties, the

1^ ]
or largest sort ( Cana-

rittiti album), iwCi ihii ^ ] or

sweetest kind {Cunuriam piincla)
;

the first is better known at tha

North as ^ ^ the green fruit.

f^ I
salted olives.

] 1^ a resinous exudation from

the Canariuin tree like c/aine.

5^ I
llie Adam's apple.

M. 1 ^ carved olive seeds.

/fv ] to suck a wooden olive

;

— to keep still about a thing.

(Canloncse.)

From water aiid greedy.

To pickle fruits in brine ; to

divine by dropping water

through a tortoise-shell.

[A
"I

Fire burning furiously ; a

hot raging firo carried on by

'il'^ft
f

'^''" yi'm*!, and not to be

P^i J
quenched ; to scorch, to

'km heat, to singe.

S^.i'C 1 ilT beat it over

a lire, as a biisin of milk.

] i !iP ^ singe off the pin

feathers.

Disappointed, repulsed.

J^ j
lost one's aim, unable

to attain one's object.

1

^

'laii

A two leaved clasping net,

which springs together as it

'tun incloses the fish, and holds

them from escaping.

From Itcurt and (o lean to.

Lazy, listless, sluttish ; re-

miss ; sleepy, heavy j averse,

disinclined to.

^ ]
to .shirk work.

I
^^ liizy, unwilling to work.

-k'k \ '^ lazy glutton.

^ ] lazy, inefficient.

ftll ] to ga[X3 an<l stretch.

"^
rS" I

'3" incurably lazy.

goiiig back to see the (lowers.

] t^ to slur over, to slight work

1 U" Wi 3^ '•°" ^'*^y '^ ^''^^ ** '^''

— or a linger.

From water and to view,

A freshet, a rising of water

;

iiici'oachiug, overflowing ; in-

truding on ; to float ; to soak;

profuse, excessive ; lawless ; irre-

gular ; time-serving ; addicted to,

beyond bounds ; unsettled ; wet,

oozy, like land recently overflowed.

jrfC j or
I \^ it overflows.

] {Ij ^ tl"5 water runs over.

1 Jfy
illegal punishments.

] ;^ to write without regard to

facts or order ; to scribble.

] H to wMste ; too profuse.

^ Sic j2 1
['1'° tl'ko] has suddenly

overflowed,

te j no excess 5 about enough.

] 153 ^ @ t-o make out an ac-» i

count loosely ; to salt a bill.

1 is '-'^ S° '**' security carelessly
;

to recommend without full

knowledge.

] ^ to associate with low people.

^ f!l ^ I
r^l'o k'»gj si'owed

neither favoritism nor excessive

punishment.

gJJ \ insatiable of your kindness :

— a polite phrase.

^ Vi, \i 1 •" avoid needless

trouble and tmnull.

] ^ to needlessly memorialize

the Throne.

^ I
an ''"icious busy-body.

^ 1 !^ Ji to assume great

bravery to one's self in tll6 war.

> A rope, a hawser, a twisted

cable ; a painter ; to drag with

km' a rope.

^ I
to drag the rope.

^]"
I

to twist hawsers.

;)i|g
I

or ^ ]
to track a boat.

^ ]
a cable, such as the ^ 1

or bambtx) cables.

^ ]
twisted wire ropo for rigging.

^ ]
to weigh anchor, to start on

a voyage.

] jEg. a tracking-path.

In Cdiitomse. To bind on with

a cord, to tie on.

1 M ^ '''^ *^" * mourning cap.

f»B/:^
Greedy of good eating, cove-

Jnl tons ; longing for ; strong,

Im' halo.

^ ]
to desire good things

to e.it.

mmi ^'^° gruel made thick and

'y^ alulinousL
km °

AHH> The luster of burnished metal,

w]^ especially of gold.

lull' ^ 1
brilliant.

The luster or chatoyency of a

gem ; its quality of reflecting

tun'' light.

Jl

n
f ) From fire and to

I
phonetic.

hut in M the

To cook thoroughly, bright,

splendid ; brilliant ; tattered,

torn ; dilapidated, dirty ; worn out

;

rotten, corrupted, over-ri[ie ; run-

ning, as a sore ; old, ruuied • very,

exceedingly.

1 nS i§ blear eyed.

^ I
boiled to shreds.

^ M W 1 ^1^° bright stars are

glittering.

^ j
phosphorescence of fishes.

^ ]
broken down ; ragged, worti

out ; smashed to [tieces.

Si 1 it .K '*" oppressed his peo-

[ilo ; l(. made a
;^

'p of them.

^ 1 J^ 1
to carry to the bitter

end, to dare the worst.
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^ ± 1 ^ ::}; IS the road is

iiisuHcrably miuldy.

] 5^ dead drunk.

iT 1 to break, to smash.

1 9^. ^ M ••" '"o^'y gi^"" c'^^''

and then s^ie one for the pay.

] % very many.
I

i ^ ^ P'J ''"'"g l^'e S-'ite with
I

a gorgeous crowd

I
^ a hard lot ; sufl'cring.

i SIfi 1 ^ lie docs nothing but

cat and sleep. (Cantomx.)

] {f a rascal, a loafer. {Cantonese.)

JJ I
worm-eaten.

1
I^ or j Pa blaekguard.

1^ pS 1 ^ he talks like an old

hand. (Cantonese.)

Old tound, lung.

From E( place, and ^ expert

to give tlio sound ; as .i i>rimitive

it often drops the radical.

A place or summer-house

situated in Lu ; a term of respect

for officers and other jK?rsons ; a

man ; a gentleman ; iu Fuhkieu,

a common word for a person.

/^ I
your son.

f^ ] a bridegroom.

I ^ or ;^ ]
my husband, said

of him
;
your husband.

)^£ ]
a beggar, from his tatters.

^ I
a gentleman.

I?i in jlb 1 ^" [I ''»^o seen] no

one cijual lo this man.

ft ISj 1 4* '"^ •^'^''^ '" ^^^ Inner

Council.

1^ 9K ]
the while lieaded lad, a

bird. (I'l/cnonotus occipitalis.)

In Pekingese. Used after some

nouns to denote a.quaji'.y.

n)J j brightness.

^ I
hardness.

From a shellev and a gentleman.

A verandah ; a porch or pas-

sage on the side of a house,

like a corridor or gallery
;

chambers adjouiiug a halL

^ ] a covered w.iy connectuig

buildings.

nS" 1 l''c piazza Luilt in as a part

<;f llic main room iniionses, while

Df] ) is an open piazza or ve-

randah.

§ ]
porches.

Ih Canton, long ; — tn Sieatoie, lang ;
— in Amoi/, long ;

— in Fuhchau, long and laiiog j

in Shanghai, long ;
— in Clii/'ii, lang.

j ^ a side gallery or piazz.i.

j^ ]
a watchman's lodge or

[wrtico.

1 M ii' distinguished talents or

position, as a, statesman.

Jatiff

Jktnj

A term applied lo s:;vernl

trets in Ilonini, having ser-

rated leaves like the elm, and

producing great mnnljcrs of

tliis from gaM.i ; the ^ ]
and

i^ ] tlie Ijclel-nut.

"ffl 1 ^ 1''''" catechu or gambler,

because so generally eaten with

the nut.

Used witli

reclly.

tlie last, but uot cor-

^lani/ A siK;cies of palm likened lo

the Arcca, from whoso pith

sago flonr can be made.

jj^ \
a species of PrM»(M found in

Kwanglinig.

n,^
I

a kind of rattle used to

drive fish into nets.

^ I
an old name for the drag-

on-fly.

An insect, tho common
mantis ; an ineffectual cftbrt

is likened to J^ ] ^ $
the mantis trying to stop a

carriage.

j^" ] the common tumble-

diiMg, a species of Aleuchus

or Gcotntpcs.

il 1 UH iK l''e dragon-fly (aji

At/iian) dips up the water.

Janff

Janj

A whitish stone, prized as

an oni<iment.

] J^ a kind of necklac^;.

] Jf white coral of a firm

te.vture, branched like a

Gor//om'a, but not su.scepti-

ble of {K)lish.

] ^ your jjwil of a letter, i. c.

your valued favor, alluding to

the rarity of this kind of coral.

^ ]
tinkling of gems or stones.

1 Jffi ?'!> '"' ancient name for tho

ea.'jlcrii part of Shantung, in-

cluding Tsing-chcu fu ; during

the 1'. in ^ dynasty, a. d. 350,

] M 31 "as a title of tlie

heu"-ap[)arenL

m
flaii<j

Interchanged witli the laft.

A kind of lix;ket or clasp.

^ ] f^ a g<jld chain for

the neck ;
— 7tiet. somcliiing

grievous to hear, but which

caiuiot be avoided.

Tiio sound of stones or waves.

^ ]
sound of a drum.

j&Hiy
I I

hard, strong, as a

rock.

1 \ ^ W. ^'o"'^-'* *"'! rocks

crashing aiid mmbling against

each other.

An empty deserted house,

lii ^ ^ 1
li>e place was

utterly sileia and deserted,

as if banditti had robbed

it.

Jiang
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From do(f nnd erpert, because it

is said to bo clever ut diviiiiug

where it eliould go.

^lar^t/

A beast whose bowl scares

ottier animals ;
" it lias a deii, and

its hind legs arc tbo shortest
;"

the wolf; cruel, w<;liisli, furious,

oppressive ; very, greatly ; to in-

jure ; to deceive and liarm ; occurs

applied to snakes on account of

their venom.

]
>^i unmerciful, cruel.

I ^ savage, truculent, merciless.

'^i 7^ 1 M ''"^ S>'»"^
'^ very

plentiful.

' more than enough, scattered

about.

^ ^ ]
the weasel, so called

from its yellow belly.

^ /||} ] a venemous snake found

in Kwiingtung.

^ I
the star Sinus.

1 ^ 4t 49 tho wolf spruigs for-

ward on his dewlap ; — said of

a very aged one.

A nseless grass growing in

rice fields, much resembling

the grain, but which one

native author describes as a

species of DigitarM, a common sort

of panic grass in northern China,

and not improbably intended.

I ^ darnel, tares.

^ ] ;p ^ he is neither grass nor

tares ;
— met. he is good for

nothing.

^ St ^ ]
^^ water overflows

that tussock of grass-

A"rt' Tall ; as the component parts

^^% of the character, body andfine

Jang were perhaps intended to

Litimate.

I 1^ a very tall person.

|1|"H
Name of a hill, the |^ |

<hI^ behind which the smi goes

^ng dowu at the winter solstice-

ilang

LANG.

/^^ Young bamboos; a basket;

<^S5^ a screen for carriages.

Jang ^ ] f^ tender green bam-

boo.

^1 1 lU * range of peiiks in the

west of Sii'ch'uen, north of (he

Ta-tu Eiver.

1

1

* Also read iliang-

c^^; A species of reed or marsh

j^lanff grr.ss ; a kind of dye-stuff.

1 ^ ^ plant resembling

scamiuony, which produces deli-

rium and giddiness.

^ ]
a dye-stuff like gambler,

made from the juice of a plant,

and used at Canton to dye silks

umber brown.

§ 1 RSi BS I'e is ^s "gV ^ *

lump of dye-stuff. {Cantotiese-)

LANG. 505 I

long'

m From moon and expert.

Clear, as moonlight ; bright

;

'liwg luster ; clearness ; a distinct

utterance.

^ ] bright, as a lamp.

'M 1
l''iip'^l) pure, transparent.

1 IIil to receive or ask aid of;

blessed of.

^ ]
bright moonUght, moonshine.

1 1 pS i^ to recite the liturgy

in a distinct voice.

^ ^ j M y^^' ^^' miderstand

this thing very clearly.

In Cantonese. To rinse the

mouth ; to stir or ruise in water in

order to cleanse, as a plata

Fire 5 the bright blaza of a

fire.

'king

From eartfi and bright ; an un-

authorized character.

Hang In Cantonese. A bank raised

around a field ; a terrace

or raised plateau, walled up

from a natural slope.

> Waves, billows, surges ; pro-

fligate, dissipated ; wasteful,

extravagant ; rude, imj^er-

linerit, lawless, as a wave
seems to be ; the mind not settled,

undecided ; a drum.

^ 1
or Jg, ] billows ; waves, as

they rush on shore.

] ^ a sjiendthrift.

^ ]
the wind undulating the

growing grain.

I ^ a [irodigal use of.

It ) unmannerly; indecent haste.

;S 1
" S 1

^^'^^1 unpohshed.

I in YE b" fool'sli
; lewd talk.

Pg ]
seasick, squeamish.

y^ \
audacious ridicule of.

] 1^ inconstant, fluctuating ; va-

gabondish

tt'g ' To expose to the air to dry

;

P^ bright, clear.

lang'

lang'

To sjieak distinctly; idle,

ridiculous talk; a double

entendra

king'

lang

A desert; a tomb, usually

ui lone places.

Jj^ ]
a burial-place.

^ ] a wild dreary waste,

a Btepps.

A high door ; vacant, unoc-

cupied ; wide, as a desert

^ 1
a lofty gateway.

] ^ fairy land.

jl^ ]
a wild place.

] ]
extensive and waste, like

the pampas.

1 ^ '^ ^ * nisn of remarkable

talents.

1 ^ M '^^"^^ district in Pao-
ning ill, on tlie river Kia-ling

in Sz'ch'uen ; it was formerly

called
] jffj, and comprised a

large region in this valley.
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OW $mmds, leng, ling, and lung. In Canton, ling, lang, and lang j
— ta Swatow^

in Fnhchau, ling nni/ 16ng ;
— irt Shanghai, lang and lang ;

—

Intercliangecl with the next.

A comer, an angle ; a classi-

fier of fields; the awe or

influence of a god.

1 a kind of rice.

j^ 1 the majesty of a god.

M 1
'

ffl
'*'*^^ many fields are

there?

1 ^ a right angle; a Kquaro

corner.

H 1 ^ * '^'"'' °^ triquetrous

sedge (Ci/peitts), fit for making

riiiu-cloaks.

From wood and hi(/h as a tumu-

lus ; used with the last and next.

Squared or hewn timher, such

as is used in buildings ; a

beam iii a roof or piazza which pro-

jects beyond the post ; a sleeper on

which a board rests; to mortise

things together ; a corner ; four-

cornered ; to raise up on trestles, to

support on a frame or on sleepers.

^ j
the turned up comers of a

roof; the peak of the roof.

iS
I
^ one who never decides

;

a trimmer; a time-.server.

f^ y 4^ 1
^° waver in one's

view,s, to .act hesitatingly.

fi|lj
I

domuieeruig, intractable.

Anciently the same as the

List, but now used by the

Budhistsfor the Longa Sutra,

one of their celebrated classics,

the ] -^ j^ containing the tenets

of Bodhi-Dliarma, a teacher and

successor of Sakyamuni, a. d.

520.

1 ^ Ceylou 111 Budbist books.

^fiiig

Hilly, uneven country.

] Jl^ the undulatuig ai>-

pcavaiice of u hilly region, as

the eminences succeed and

rise in the distance.

J^ ] a lofly iieak, which

ejfccls othera

To look ahead.

1 Bf "f
1 B? i*^ ^'a""*"'

to look directly at without

moving the eyes.

1
^' P.R Bw t" fi" o™'" ''y^^

on angiily.

The old name for spinach,

^'
] ^, the seeds of which

were brought from Ni-po-wei

or Nipaiil, by a priest in

the T'ang dynasty.

From ice and an order.

Cold, chilly, icy ; aguish ;

indifferent, frigid ; cool, miff-

ed ; still, clear ; lonesome

;

unusual ; to cool, to chill.

""
or j ^ quiet, comfortless,

I m
lonely.

] j|^ distant, cool, as friends;

insipid, as a book ; dull, as trade

;

to quiet down, to let a few days

pass and cool ofl^, .as parties in a

brawl.

^ I
t') have a chill.

A ira ] BS people's feelings are

changeable.

1 JK ^k fol'l •''s ice.

] IS M snuffling from flic cold.

1 ni Ki fill
I" 1"°'': »i *"o^y

;
^

regard with doubt.

1 ^
1

1

m

leng and d6 ;
— in Amoy, long (

—

in Chifu, lang.

] •^ sleet, fine icy rain

I 1^ 0^ one name for the t'aer-

luometer, now c.ilied ^ ^ ^
more frequently.

chilblains.

^ a cold heartless langh, a

.sardonic grin.

*^ an uiuisual char.octer, one

seldom met with.

] .^ an unlocked fpr event

;

a sudden mishap.

1 -T* l?$
'"'' '^"^^ ^'^^ know who

is watching him.

1 fij 5S "* condensing engine or

reservoir ; — a foreign term.

] Jpf the cold river {sita) or the

headwatere of the Yellow Eiver,

which the Budhist fable says

runs underground all the way
from Sir-i-kol in P.ainer to Lfike

Lop, and thence to the ^ 3§

^ Sea of Stars.

1 1 "}h ifl
quiet, as a street at

night; very still.

] ^ the still palace — where

his discarded women are kept by
the emperor.

fg mocking words

;

suspicious .allusions or innuen-

does.

1 JSk 1* 6^ alone, no companion,

as when the crowd has gone.

Deathlike
;

ghostly ; similar

to the next

1 j^ exhausted by sickness;

comatosj ; dying.

To go as if tired out.

]
f^ completely wearied

out; strength all gone.

1 S
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0!d sounds, lo, lot, and lok.

m
,lao

From 'fj strenr/th and ^
brilliant contracted, explained

> as alluding to the energy of fire

in burning itself to exhaustion
;

the contracted form is common.

T?o toil, to labor, to fag at

;

to exert one's self for an-

other; to trouble one, as with a

commission ; to distress ; in dis-

tress ; careworn, distressed, bur-

dened ; services to the state ; toil,

exertion ; meritorious deeds, worthy

actions.

] jpijl to weary one's self; wearied

of, tired.

m ]
to be diligent.

.K t^ 1 jh the people are indeed

grciitly burdened.

] ^ toilsome labor j distress.

1 1 ?^ ?^ wemicd and dis-

tracted.

^ ^ J& 1
unparalleled merit

and efiort.

] ^ excuse me, Sii-, for the

trouble I give you ; — scil. I

beg pardon.

W I f*)^ 'C* oUiged for your kind

thoughts.

i^
]

unrequited labor.

] 5^ /f> ^ I cannot tell how
careworn and weary I am.

the employed live on their em-
ployers, and these are anxious

now do feed them.

^ I
rf; If pauifully toiling in

the open wilds.

1 ^ ""^ B$ 1 '* douceur, a re-

ward for services ; the person

who gets it, a day-laborer, a

coolie.

Jli ^ ^ -S 1
I'^-e only had

my trouble for my pains.

1 A ^ ^ the troubled are in

gerat sorrow.

1 i&Aor^ I ft^ffJi^ish
to engage your aid.

^ I
anxious for.

XaA-O.
In Canton, 16, lao, and lia ;— in Swatow, lao ;

— in Amoy, lb and liao
;

lo and lau ;
— »n Shanghai, lo ;

— in Chi/u, lao.

Read foo' To reward labor, to

recompense services; to console;

to aid.

^ ]
to animate by bounties.

] ^ to reward soldiers.

Wi 1 H') ^ li® made obeisance at

the king's commendation.

Ili^ A kind of univalve shell-fish,

hjtf perhaps the hermit crab, as

lao it is said to occupy many
sorts of shells.

^ ] a small whitisli cicada,

common in Chihli.

J^ I
a spotted spider.

|t*fcfc
From hand and toil as the pho-

lao To drag for ; to scoop up, to

grapple from a deep place ; to

dredge for, to hook out of

the water ; to mix and stir up.

] ^ to liaul up ; to grapple for.

1 ^ to search or diag for a dead

body.

?lfC I& ] -^ clutching the moon
in the water, as Li Tai-peh did

;

— met. inelfectual eflbrt.

^ IS 1 ^ dredge for a needle

in the sea ;
— vict. useless pains.

'U*
1

,lao

in Fuhchau,

From mouth and ringing.

A great noise.

] P^ a hubbub, a din

;

make a bother.

to

Jao

it is not always easy I

.,„',. .1....:...,.,to gratify one's desues.

1 iM '" ^'^^^ f"'' tilings in the

water.

] ^^ to scoop out fish, as by a

dredging net.

I
7^ stir ui some sugar.

1 J^ ^ to dredge for oyster-

shells. "

1^

Li Cantonese. To mix up, to

put in disorder ; to hash, to chop

up ; to bother.

] liB to som on.

I ^ to confuse ; to cause disturb-

ance.

] ^ ff a clever, shr ewd chap

;

a l)lackleg.

» i

From ox and a shelter, which is

regarded as a contraction of ^
the winter, which the cattle are

to pass in tlie pen.

A corral or stable fcr cattle,

esi)ecially sacrificial animals ; an

aviary ; a granary ; a jail, a prisQii

;

domestic animals ; firm, strong
;

to know or do certainly ; securely.

^ I
an ox ; because it is offered

to Confucius.

i^
]

a sheep. .

I ft .5l S [the two braces ]

firmly rest on each other ; met.

it is wholly trustworthy.

^ M ff ] ''« took a pig from

the pen.

I fl It * scheme to catch one.

] gj secure ; strong.

1 ] ffl IB to have a distinct

remembrance of

M 1 ap'ison.

^ ]
the emi)eroi's prison, a

special room in the Hoard of

Punishment for ofiicials.

4\f
I

imprisoned; in jail.

] ^ Pj tt ^''° pdson can't bo

broken ; — i. e. the thing is cer-

tain ; unalterable custom.

,lao

m 1

'I'o talk without meaning or

coherency.

1 WJ loquacious, gabbling.

|li ] \^ Pi unintclhgiblo

talk, like that of foreigners.

] the swalIow.s twittering

4^
,lao

— as they fly in and out.

Spirits nii.xed with sediment.

J^i ] muddy spirits, lees

stirred up.

g^ ]
generous wine.

I
sweet, pleasant spuits.
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<.JjfJ Composed originally of yV man,

^\^^ ^ liair and u to compare, be-

'lao cunee at feventy a man's hair

changes to \vlii:e ; it foniis tlie

125th radical of a few characters

mostly relating to age.

Aged, venerable ; a term of re-

spect and bonor used before names,

and resembling Sire ; liis honor,

Scuor
;
prefixed to names of rela-

tionship ; an officer j to treat re-

spectfully, as an old man should

be ; old, out of date, used a long

time ; old at, skillfid ; to grow old
;

tough, as meat ; stringy, as vegeta-

bles; inert, not zealous; b.icking

_ out ; as an adverb, really, decided-

ly, very; sect of the Eationalists.

1 W. "? "" "'^ "''""'
'

'^ husband,

my husband.

] ^ and ] 1^ a Imsbaud and

wife (Cantonese.)

] [^ one of the samo age.

] 3£ Mr. Wang.

^ I
the old ijeopli', our seniors.

\ \ ^ this old gentleman

;

you. Sir ; this man ; my parents.

] ^ ^ and
] ;^ A titles of

respect given to the aged.

]
tj^ the old and young.

] .^ ^5 very early ; too soon.

I Jf honest, trustworthy; real;

gentle, tractable ; an euphemism

for witless, simple, gullible.

1 ^i; ^ 1^- I really don't want

it.

1 ^ ^"^
1 .^ ^^^'11 learned in.

] Wi [J
i*™] "'il "'*'' stupid.

I fj ^' an old customer.

] ^ /p ^ you will not live to

nee it.

] ^ the old prhice, or ] •^ the

old boy, tho name of Lao-tsz',

founder of the
] J3t ..^ fi; or

Rationalists, whence ^- alone

sometimes denotes tho sect

] -y your father, or our father
;— used in a family like tfie old

man.

] J^ ^ ^ I have not seen you
lor a good while.

] 1^ tho old and weak.

P ]
a nobleman who has served

three sovereigns ; a poetical

name for liquorice.

] ^ ]
my old folks I treat with

resiiect.

^ jf* jg^— ] be could not bear

to leave one minister.

] ^ ill }^ I> ^" °'^1 "^'''" [speak]

with entire sincerity.

^ ^ ^ 1
may he have the

rare felicity of a green old age.

\ >% ^ iS the aged should

avoid many cares.

I \X fS)
'in old traveler.

"fill 1 ^ Se ^'^ won't bear- mo
any way.

( rt Jjfc. A tone, a noise, a final soudJ.

'too In Slianghai. A word placed

after nouns to distinguish the

members of a sentence ; and,

also ; a final particle completing

the sense.

^ 1 I^J ^ '^ ^^^^ ^ '''^'^ "'"^

meat too.

S. M. -^ ^i 1
I'^e already sdd

,it.

c t :it Confused.

I 'ui t? 1
perturbed ; very much

Hao disturbed.

'If
A basket or hamj)er made
of Ohiers or bamboo splints,

which turns up and forms a

kind of box with trays.

:f^- 1 a bucket; ;dso a La-

iiaper or basket in Btories.

The okl disease, the itch.

^ Jjg ]
to have the itch.

An ancient name for tho

Laos, or some tribe of Miao-

Hito tsz', the ^2 I
part of

whom are still found in

Kwcicheu, and divided into many
tribes ; some are very brutish, live

in holes roofed over like sheep

cots with logs and thatch, or poor

hovels; others, as the 7^ ] in

Kwei-ting hien, more resemble

Chinese in their habits.

Also read ipii.

The
] ^ or siri leaf used

with bctcl-]iut ; a term com-

mon in Fuhkieii instead of

^ ^ the correct fonu.

The short rafters which snp-

^ port the caves of houses over

'too tho piazza, and are some-

times curved ; a sort of bow
over a cart.

] \^ small rafters in a verandah.

M 1 iU S to carve rafters to

cook with.

From loatcr aud
read iliao,

a blaze i also

A great rain ; or the overflow

which it produces ; a puddle

left by rain ; to macerate, to

soak ; careless, neglectful ; name

of a rixer.

^
I

the puddles made by rain,

or lell after a freshet

] ^ drowned.

] ]
tangled, complicated.

]
jig overflowing; brimming.

^ ]
[either] a drought or freshet

^ @-J Si ^ 1
bring from afar

tho water loft in the pools,

j ^ i.nmannerly ; not trained,

asi.'Juniing.

] ;^ T ^ to slight work; to

lump for mere .appearance.

iSB ffi 1 ^ the lake is too wide

to see across.

lao>

Like the preceding, aud inter-

changed with it.

A torrent ; name of a river,

and of a rapid
;
great waves

;

to macerate ; floods, an over-

flow.

] -te i% the flying waves

scrape on each other.

~)^)ji' Toil among pluuU ; to weed

^p^ the ground.

'""'
1 M. * species of wild bean.

.!.<lpJt' To be sorry for, as when one

j Jj has made a mistake,

too'
"gl I

to regret, to reiwnt of.
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From disease

plionetic.

:uid toil as the

Wasting away from toil or

•anxiety ; atrophy of the vis-

like a consumption of the

bowels, marasmus; poisonous drugs;

to produce atrophy or wasting.

I
a wheezing sound, re-

sulting from a thickeuing of the

glandsof tha throat

cera,

a

I ^ pining away, phthisis ; ema-

ciated and consumptive.

I 1^ the pain of a sting.

'^ ^ 1
•'•' t^lironic cough and

leanness ; applied to people wlio

manage to live above beggary.

1 A ;^ !\^ " tl""g which poi-

sons people, as arsenic.

I ^ sprained, injured, as by an

immoderate lift.

1

From woman and lojly high.

To dote on, to hanker after ;

lustful, lecherous, given up

to whoring; to be jealous;

envious,

f^ lovesick, enamored with.

^ a lover of Tsin Chi Hwang-
ti's mother, a term for a Ubcr-

tinc, as Su: Francis Chartres.

I ]
a paramour.

lic/i'

Characten mtler this syllable are often

lek ; — in A moy, lek, lek

From man and strength for tho
phonetic ; occurs used with tho
next.

A fraction, an overplus ; the

tenth of a thing, but others say it

is a third.

^ J^ ^ ^ i. 1 mourning oc-

cupies parts of three years.

lieh' A

rom vwuml and strength as the

'lonetic.

A sewer obstructed, and its

watere forcing a passage

;

the quality or strata of the earth

as aftected by tho springs and
channels in it; geomantic veins;

the diameter of a circle ; a fraction

of; a third.

life 1 ^ fj the channels of wa-

ter cannot flow.

^ ] to wear out or injure the

good luck of a place, as by
tuese veins drying up.

it
From hand and strength;

used with the next two.

lielt' A word used in Shansi, to

(jtU bind ; to divine with fifty

straws placed between the fingers

;

they are firet reduced to 49, and

sorted at hazard into two parcels;

from one lot a straw is taken and

put by the little finger, and four

others are put with it, and the

rest distributed between the other

sounded like lue'i. Old sound, lek. /« Canton, lak, lut and lik |
— in Swatoiv,

and lilt ;
— in Fuhchau, lok ;

— in Shanghai, hik ; — in Chi/u, li.

to bmd ; to strangle ; to cut in

stone ; in peimmnship, a horizontal

stroke.

1^ 1
tl'o Wt of a bridle.

I
& to environ a force so that

two fingers ; the other parcel is

then divided in the same manner

in tho other hand, and tho k>ngths

of the two compared with the 61

diagrams to find tho luck, or to

tell when an intercalary moon
will occur ill the next five years.

1 /l?>
•''•" old name for P'ing-yuen

hien i^ ^ 1)^ in Shantung.

From plant and strength, tho

primitive being substituted for

M thorns.16'

Spines on plants; prickly;

very hispid ; a species of spinous

tree found near Annam, good for

palisades and very durable.

Wi ® 1
''^° Gardenia spinosa.

U ]
a roughJeaved fragrant

plant allied to the sweet basil,

foimd in Honau.

^ ^ ]
a prickly grass at Can-

ton {Spini/ex squarrosus), used

to stuff rat-holes ; applied also

to the Argemone mexicana.

From strength and hide i q. d.

hide is strong to ciurb a horse.

lo" ^U A bridle, the reins, a head-

stall ; whatever binds the

head by which to lead the animal

;

to rein in, to restrain ; to force,

to require of, to oblige to do ; to

* exact unjustly ; to vex ; to tie up,

It cannot escape.

Jh, 1
riistrain from doing.

1 /^ to uisist on ; to force com-

pliance.

] ^ to extort money, to compel

assent.

] J£ to strangle.

-^ \
or 1 J§ to ill-use, to

disturb.

1 ^ ?§ -t li6 carved his name
on the tablet.

I ^ to force an ofiQcer to vacate

his post.

^ M 1 H '^old in the horse

when you come to a dangerous

place.

-^
I

a woman's fillet or head-

band.

jfj^ I
to score out parts of a

pajxjr by tho magistrate ruaning

a red line through it.

i'rom flesh and strength^*

The ribs ; the side of the

body.

] j^ >§• a spare rib ; one rib.

^ or ] p^ the side,

the ribs
; ^ ] tho false ribs.

1%

1
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Read j^-.n, and used witli

A tendon, a sinew.

t| 1
["ily] «"» fowl's tendon ;

—
met. a useless thing or fellow.

From water and reins ; y: is also

read /<7i>

/d* ^ To split rocks ; the cleavage
(^iKv Qj. veins of rocks; to split

open ; to clarify or settle, jis -sugar-

syrup with eggs ; to write.

^ I
the dcavage of a lock.

^ ^j ] my name is written

elsewhere ; — i. <?. njy card is

inclosjJ ; — a phrase used in-

stca<l iif signing tbo name.

m m )< !S^ .IS 1 n M your

cnnyl.iwt l.iti<lne.ss .ind grciit

favors arc indelibly engraven on

niy heart.

5 '(i Ji'jf ffil 1
rocks often split

asunder.

i I^ St I
I. Wang Yang re-

spectfully- write — this letter.

Prfa. A sonnd, such as is made by

^p') an instrument ; the note or

l!e/i' tone.

IjjT In Cantonese. Morose, cross;

disjjosed to annoy ; troublesome

;

t(> talk out of proper place or

order.

1 ISd disarranged ; confused, as a

style ; involved and obscure.

1 )Ib *& pS 'o attempt to talk

mandarin.

8^ ] Eullen, hard to suit.

The characters under this sijllahk ar« often read LUi. Old s unds, lui, lat, andluU In Canton, lui ;•— tn Swatota, VA ;
—

in Amoy, lui and M ;
— in Fuhchatt, 16i, lai, and Iwi ; — in Shanghai, 16 ;

— in Chifu, lot

From rain and Jield, but the pri-

uutive Is regarded as a conlrac-

tion of rei>ciitedli], refciTing

to the reverberations.

Thunder, which is produced

by^IiJKigyfM 1
"ti'o

yin and yang coming into mutual

collision ;" a deafening, thundering

noise; to imitate, to do like, to echo

— §1 1 a clap of thunder.

^ ] or ^ I
to thunder.

]
^or

] ff the god of Thunder.

1 fS '•''*' Thunderers's whip, «. e.

a streak of lightning.

I [^J
to reiterate, to hit uiwn

another's performance ; to steal

his thunder.

2ji J^ — Wt- 1 * sudden suiprise,

a clap out of a clear sky.

1 ^^^ V^^^ of thunder.

] ^ to beat a drum.

a.'j if the fire had caught.

ig ;^ ] Jg' spiked logs and hol-

low stink-i)ots, used in defend-

ing city walls.

tn 1. 1 rl ± ^, pray abate

your great wralh.

^ 1, T> S ^ If ti^c i-i'-'p <--^'>"'«

before one could cover his ears

;

— idl. sudden as lightning.

IB ] or
] j[ij struck by light naig.

I ^ ^^ tadpole. (Cantonese.)

^ 1 tS % i^" may Heaven

sirike you dead with its bolt!

] ^ the marks of lightning.

] ^ the tlunidcr-pill, a species of

truffle, the MyUla kipidesccns

found in western China.

a torpedo to blow up ships.

To rub fiiie, to triturate,

which makes a rumbling

J.ji sound ; to treat haithly ; to

drum ; to precipitate.

1 M ^4 '" g"'"^^ paints.

1 fji * pestle for triturating.

] 51^ to rub Hour for starching.

I ^ ^ jH three rai* on iIk-

drum, as in a yumun

An edible, saVt water elam,

common nearthe Bocca Tigris

J4i and in Lintin Bay.

m

A carved wine-jar made of

wood, bronze, or porcelain,

with looped ears, having

clouds painted on it to show

its inexhaustibiKty ; a sacri-

ficial bathing-vessel.

the pitcher is dry the jar foels

the mortifioiition.

1

From silk and to bind; used with
the next.

To bind with ropes; to

secure, as a criminal ; a black

rope.

^ .^ »4* in bonds, bound j a

prisoner ; ui custody.

From sllh and Jields ns the pho-

£» netic ; its orip;in is similar to jf^
.'. to bind, and it is interchanged

I * with iho preceding.

To join in a series, to concen-

trate ; to place on, to add to ; to die

or be condemned when innocent*

to involve ; to creep, to wind about

;

to bind ; to arrest ; the hooks or

ties in armor ; sa ancient weight

ns'jd in reckoning weights of coins,

c<iu<'il to about four-fifths of a

drachm, for which the next perhaps

has been substituted.

11* ^ 1 -i tl»c sweet gourds

cling to them,

^i H \ ^ tl'e tendrils of the

U.ilichos cling to it.

$ ^ ] I
connected, like a

string of beads.

] ^ boiuid, as with a cord

;

intricate, entwined.

] li^ ""K" fife
•'' fi"<^ filagree work-

ed bridid crown.

] ]
forsaken, lost ; discontented.



^35 A pot or jar ; in the Indian

cj^ Archipelago, denotes the

jfe'i small copper coins ih circula-

tion, as doit, pice, fanams.

] ;j^ a pumelo or shaddock.

^ ) a bronze jar of the Han
dynasty.

Jet

A trailing raspberry.

I ;fg
a basket hod in wliich

to carry dirt.

^ ]
full baskets

From sheep

animal.

and a monstrous

Jet

Lean, meager, emaciated,

fallen aw.ay ; feeble, infirm,

debilitated ; entangled 5 turn-

ed over.

I ^ very thin and lean.

] ^ ^ caught by his boms.

^ ]
old and cadaverous.

1 ^ j^ turned the jar bottom up.

|_|-| From three Jielda parted or laid
^ -— out ; as a phonetic it is often

contracted to ona Jield.

Fields parted off by dikes

;

the space occupied by a field

or plat.

To injure each other ; to

mutually destroy, as in fight-

ing.

^ ] to rout, to discomfit-

g 1 ^ ^ he only injured him-

self.

"

m 1

box.

in conflict

IS
'lei

a Punch and Judy show-

the two armies are

C ^^ From earth aniptied np ; nsed

q|5 with f^ reiterated.

'lei A military wall, a rampart

;

to pile up, to lay on each

other ; a pile, a heap ; reiterated
;

a row of graves ; robust, strong.

^ ] an fntrenched camp.

1 5P ^ ^ in such iinminent

danger as a pile of eggs — is of

being broken.

high fortiJication.

l6i

1 1^ W * starry region including

parts of Capricornus, Aquarius,

and Pisces.

® 1 ^ i a vigorous, brave

soldier.

^ iJC ] ]
^^^ multitude of

graves out in the wUds.

—
] 5 a heap of stones.

A heap of stones ; to throw

stones into a heap.

'lei 1^7^^ ni'''" sui^erior

to the common run.

1 1 ^ ^ °™ *^^ great abilities

;

having clear perception of
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'lei

From plant and piled tip, be-

llscr.use fis involved growth forms

, a thicl<set bush.

A creeper like a melon or

a i)ea.

^ ;^ I
a kind of vino or

running bramble like a rasp-

berry, said to prevent the hair

turning gray.

^ ] the Eubus Thwibergii, a

kind of trailing berry found in

Honan.

A flower-bnd ; flowers partly

ojjened.

"^^
I

a flower-bud.

^ I
many buds and open-

ing flowers.

pa
Uei

:^»^g Small pimples or blisters,

/EfJ which smart much.

'lei "^
\

prickly heat ; nettle

rash.

From bird or dog, and reiterat~

cd ; llie last two forms are old.

The flying squirrel, (Pie- i

romys) called
| M ; it is

j

considered to be medicinal.

A ^* ''*"'^' ''''*' Chinese regard it as
|

y,^ ^ allied to the bat in ils habits
'l^i

and structure.

1^ To swell ; to biUge or pro-

From words and a plow ai th«

phonetic.

To eulogize the dead ; to

write epitaphs, or confer the

temple title ; an obituary ; a

eulogy
;

praises of the dead,

prayers.

] Jjg to narrate one's virtues, to

write a biography.

1 38* eulogistic prayers for the

dead, which are usually burned

for them.

!'^ ^ ] Ik '^^ ignoble must not

make eulogies on the honored.

1 J^ to narrate one's great deeds.

1 )K e ^ ± T JJi* lit "'

the litanies it says, you should

pray to the gods of the heaven

and earth.

TO
A tr.ay or box with partitions

in it, used for fruits, comfits,

(fee. ; a fleshy fruit ; u-on

spiked shoes for going up

hills

ject as a barrel ; a buJge, a 1

boss.
I

"m^ 1 Bil [^''6 sea-turtle's]!

back has protuberances on its I

shell i

( ]^^ Considered to be a contraction

y$^ of s^ and of the next

'lei Now used chiefly as a weight

equal to ten millet seeds, or

one tenth of a ^s/lu |^ or the 88th

part of a drachm avoirdupois ; to

add to.

^ M 1 J£ to shrug the should-

ers and cross the feet.

^ tn From^ silk and^ fields cou-

y|!i tracteil ; it is interchanged witli

'l^ 'Id j^ repeatedly.

lei' To bind ; to tie together ; to

repeat, to accumulate, to heap

on ; often, repeatedly.

^ ]
to tie or unite persons.

,

1 ^ i^ ^ month by month the

years pass on.

] ^ often, again and again.

Read lei '. To involve, to com-

promise, to implicate, to put an

affair on another which gives him
trouble or responsibility; depend-

ent on
;

iJerjJexed with many
affairs; embarrassed.
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^ j or ^g ]
or 3^ ] to involve

iini,lLcr.

^ ^||. I
I am not anxious about it.

1 2i A I'*' 'S implicated in it.

^ If ]
1)0 is troubled how to

support the family.

1 5ff eraban-assed with, as a

child trying to carry tlu-eo big

apples.

^ ]
involved in.

1 ^ an embarrassing affair.

j ^ verbose, much repetition

;

wordy; tiresome.

^ ] to Buft'er or make amends

for another.

1i
fit' Lnjiy, shilling work ; tired

out, worn down.

1 # m "'
1 ^ fit q 'i^"

fagged out and sick.

1 fi^ ^ I'rti
1'" ^^'^ wearied even

to panting.

] "jf
— ^ I have weaiied out

rav whclo life.

^ ^ lutercliangeil with }p to rub.

J To beat a drum, to call the

tattco ; to roll stones.

] ^ to drum-

^f to rub ink on the stone.

] ^ 5Jl to play morra ; — lit.

to rub the knuckles.

j[ ] fi'j,
to beat tho reveille and

liro the gun,— when calling off

the watch-

I
Jfl

> To roll stones down hill ; a

Qjjj rocky rough appearanca

^'«'
1 ^^ ^ tl"' rolling rocks

Btruck each other.

^ ?S 1 ft ji [^^« oysters] grow

irregularly one upon another,

like stones piled up.

] {^ falhng with a heavy thud

I
.HE' From wooJ and thunder an the

'tit plionetic ; interchanged nhh the
til last.

lei'

Name of a tree; to roll down
stones on an enemy approach-

ing a city wall.

Wl ] ^ y:Xmf&. P^parc the

stones 80 as to resist the enemy.

'ici

LEI-

* Combined of jf* «-'ood n"<l ^
easi/i to represent the crooked

liandle of n plow ; it is tlie

127tli radical of characters per-

taining to tillage
i
the cliaiacter

Jai 2js to come is often thus

contracted.

To plow ; the handle and beam

of a plow ; a i^ow, of which Shm-

nung is the reputed inventor; its

description shows that it has since

undergone very little modification

;

old narao of a river in the south of

Hunan, one cf the headwaters of

the River Sifing.

] |g a plow ; — met. agiicultnre-

Composed of 7^ quick and 7v
a dog, which is altered to JC "

woman in most cases.

Good, unselfish, excellent ; a

blessing; a species, a sort, a

kind, rather less than a ^
and more than a Q, like class,

genus, species ; to assimilate ; to

class with ; to become equal with
;

to discriminate between things ; an

ancient sacrifice to Heaven, not at

the wmter solstica

[^ ]
of the same sort

J^^ ^ 1 y°" bearing and

presence does not comiwt with

your station.

] -(^ amilar in kind.

/f, ^ I
unsorted, unlike; can-

not be classed together-

^ ]
the good ; moral people-

^ 1 domestic animals ; a term

of abuse. You brute I

^ ]
others similar to it-

A # ft I A ?^ ginseng root

resembles a man's figure.

^ Pf Jt 1 ^^"^y cannot be clas-

sified or compared.

jg. jgg jj: ] each one after its

own sort.

^ A lit 1 ^ covetous man tries

to iiijuro his equals.

I JJ,
to appear at court on suc-

ceeding to a father's estate or

title, — in feudal times.

-^^ ] '^ [the curlew's] form

assimilates it to the ^ret.

LEI.

] ^ collectanea, miscellanies-

^ ] jT; _L ^ *" sacrifice to

Shangti, which was done by the

sovereign-

] ^ be like me, make one of us,

— as the solitary wasp is

thought to 1«11 the caterpillar it

kills tor its young.

Read li ' An animal resembling

a fox in shape, and marked like a

leopard, formerly found in Hunan;

it is a kind of civet, and those who
eat i(s flesh wiH, it is said, bo cured

of jealousy.

Knots ill silk thread ; a de-

fect, a flaw ; incomplete, as

lei ' the moon in its various

phases
j
perverse, harsh j out

of sorts.

^ ] morose, crabbed-

Ijijg ]
defective ; it has flaws,

^ ]
no incompleteness, perfect.

imperfect, and remove what is

uncouth.

) "j From water or unffovemable and
ei/e ; the second form is least

used, tliough tho most consonant

) ^ to the meaning.

J
Tears ; to weep ; to cry ; a

lei ' dropping like tears

H^ I
pearly tears.

I 5K traces of weeping.

|g ]
to rain tears; to weep much.

1* li 1
or iit 1 or -f ]

to

ery.

S? 1 M S'l
they brushed away

• their tears and parted.

^\ o*" I5C 1
to wipe away tears-

1 ifi ^ **-'''^ bedewed his coat.

•^
I

tears standing in tho eyes.

^ ]
mourning and weeping.

] ^ ^4 tears wet his cheeks.

^mmnSLM ]
drops fall

from tho wax candle guttered

by the wind

Read li.' Water flowing rapidly.

^ ]
a cold, comfortless look.

m
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LEXJ-
Old tmiuls, lu and lit. In CaiUoB, ku ;

— i'« Sicatour, lao and 16 ; — »n Ainoi/, lo ; — in Fuhchau, leu, l»o, and

laiu; — in Shnnr/hai, lu ;
— m C/iifu, \b.

A loft ; a staging ; a lower
;

the upper floor or story cf a

Louse ; the framework or spaco

of a door; in stories, storied;

an upfXT room ; a chamber ; a large

fine shop, as au incense shop ; a

porch or raised imrtal ; a layer ; to

assemble.

-^ ] the chief hall in a house.

I Jl up-stairs.

1 T ground-floor; down-stairs.

_t ft 1
^'^ go to an eating-room,

which at Canton, is usually uj)-

stairs.

Il ^ ]
'"'O storied.

] J; ] stoiy above slory, or

more stories; a gambler, if ho

wins, says ] Jl ] I shall pile

story on story ; but if he losfies,

says j^ Jl iS I shall pile grief

upon grief

^ ]
or ^ I

brothels ; the fii-st

term is from a woman's name.

^ ] a tower over the city gate.

^ ]
a bell tower

; a belfry.

J^ I
a poetical name for the

shoulders.

] |>^ the sleepers on a floor.

15 ]
a watchman's loft.

•^ J^ 1 '' corridor ; a vcrandidi

which goes around the Iiousl'.

gft ] a sentinel's watch on u wall.

§B I
a lookout, a high terrace,

an ujiiier porch.

}^ ] the highest peak or kou.se.

] i^ a kind of movable watch-

tower.

] J a staguig fur peiformanccs.

^ J\ ] a belvedere on top of a

mosque.

1 ^ a skvlight.

M 1 'Mk'^'^± honorary

portal.s stand by the wayside all

along the road.

In Fultcltau. Cheap, low-priced.

,i:u

Tlie original form was combined

of 5C '"o"'"", "pj mother, and

•p within, intended to denote

empty ; as n primitive} its use is

cliiefiy plionetic.

To trail along, as a dress ; to

tie or las.=o, as an ox ; troublesome

from repetition, annoying, frequent;

simple, stupid ; a tumulus.

] ^ the sixteenth zodiacal con-

stellation in the head of Ariea

^ ]
a man mentioned by Men-

cins, ivho had good eyesight.

1 if?.
'"* 'listrict in Sung-kiang fu,

soulhwct of Shanghai.

^ W} WL 1
"^'"^ '^""'^ '"""' I'^rees

are all tetiiered.

5^^- ] 1^ they thus become more

(roulilesomc anil overbearing.

'T W -^ m% %% ]
yon

have dresses and robes, but you

will not wear them.

1 A X urgijig him to buy.

In Cantonese. To throw or wear
over the shoulders ; to bang down,
as a shawl.

P tJ: ] a child's bib.

1 .W rfl to ^vear a shawl.

A small dibbling cart, the
]

;^ or
] ^, which makes

a furrow and drops the seed

as it is dragged over the fields

;

one common name is ^ ^
or seed hod.

.leu

I
A small loi-,g-necked jar,

shaped like a bottle, called

'-^\
] ; it is u.siially made of

earthen-ware.

$
Fromnicttth and words and nn-

iioijitnj ; tiie second is net com-
, men, and restricted in its niean-

^n A' J Loquacious: troublesome and

s"'" talkative ; a tone in singing-

1 2i£ ] ii to talk much.

Pjjl ] the prattle of an infiuit be-

ginning to talk
;
gabble.

^ 1 i^ M '* thousand inqjer-

tinences.

] 11^ "^ guerilla troops ; banditti
j

the men under an enemy.

I
1';^ the chattering of birds.

To drag or pull ; to bring

together ; lo embrace, to hug

;

Ji:h to carry off, to drag away.

Hcii
] ^ to hold by the arms.

] ^ to fall on one's neck.

I J^ to detain one, as by locking

hi:i arms.

1 J^'k ^^ cloiw with a girl ; to

carry off virgins.

] K ^ %j dunning him to go

out, — and take a stroll.

A .skull without skin or flesh.

IS 1
or%

1 ^ a skull;

Jea the upper bones of the head.

The mole-i-ricket (Gryllolal-

jia), which is thought to help

j/c'(t devils and spirits in some
way, an<l is killed by those

who meet it by night ; it is called

1 ti& ""^' i JhJ o"" earth-dog.

31^ ]
a kind of bat.

j; ] a four-horned fabulous goat.

1 Ji1^'B.:K^e^enthemolc-
cricket and ant also desire to live.

,ku

îl/:a

A sow in heat.

It S 18 1
%• it is I'lain

that you are little less than

an old sow ; — said to a

lewd womaiL

Diligent, respectful ; couteut<-

ed, jiyous.

j 1 ji »J|j>
sedulous and

attentive lo orders.

Jcu

Continuous.

never intermitting, like the

passing of people in a street.

inieccisingflow
j

05
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A vessel with high poop

galleries ; high tops where

mariismeii were pUnccd.

I j|§ a warjunk with a great,

and high stcra

A largo horse ; uome define

it an ass, and make it a

synonym of ^li^ J|2 tlit^ ai^-

To pliuider.

^ I
to plunder and forage

on people, as Boldiers and

guerilla bands do.

A small tumulus or mound

is J§ ] ) often raised over

^Icu, graves in the northern pro-

vinces.

A i^eak, the d^ ] ^ in the

Hang range in the east of

Hunan province, whereon

it is said that the Great Yii

set up a tablet.

A hamper or basket for

carrying coarse articles j an

'ku oil-basket woven of wilbes,

and covered with layers of

paper pasted inside and out

— ] ^ a crate of coal.

^ ]
Jin oil hamper; some of

them will hold 150 catties.

J^ ]
open baskets for drying or

scenting teas or other things.

^ ] an osier basket for carrying

provisions.

Fruin metal aud Irouhlesume i

like the uext.

Hard, pure iron ; a graver

to cut iron with ; to engrave,

to cut character's ; to inlay ;

a frying-pan, a boiler.

1 !^ 65?B ^ opeiigcarvedwork,

as on A Irame.

^ 7 191 ] ^ 1>^' artido, no

carving ou it.

I,EU.

j^ 1 or
I

^Ij to engrave nicely,

^ij ^ 1 ii\^ [your love is] cut on

my bones and graven on my
heart.

]^ 1^ I ^ a tiger-skin bow-case

adorned with inlaid work.

I> To bore into and carve; to

cut out flowers ; to hollow

out ; a graving tool.

I
to carve flowers in re-

lief ou wood-work, common in

ornamented dwellings.

] is* fft ^ hedug out an orange

to convey his letter, — refers to

an incident in the life of Yoh
Fei of the Sung dynasty.

A swellhig with a hard core

in it ; a purulent tumor, a

running nicer.

^ I
the bleeding piles; an

anal tumor.

] 511 1'loers breeding worms.

glandular scrofulous swellings

on the neck.

I
]

ulcere which result iiiom

opium smoking.

) From watif auJ to leak i but llio

]>Uonetic, by its compo^ilioii of
liouse and rain, sbotrs tbe idea.

leu'

A clepsydra ; to drip, to

leak, to sipe, to ooze out ; to drop

on ; to lose ; to disclusc, to blah
;

to forget, to lose sight of, to let

slip ; to let in, as a light ; to moist-

en ; a crack, a leak, an aperture.

^ I
to mend a crack.

^ ]
to ciitch the dripping water.

^ I
to forget; to lca\e behind,

f^ I
it leaks ; a dripping.

1^1 omitted to put it in llie

account.

Jft f@ }|§ 1 no such lucky thing

has leaked down. {Cantonese.)

51 ]
a clc[)sydra to mark time.

LEU.

] ^ to escape the net ;— i. e. to

cvacj? punishment, or the conse-

quences of a crime.

^ 1^ ]5^ M 1 do not be ashamed
bslbre the light which comes
into your house; — met. act ho-

nestly even iu private.

fiS :^ ^ 1 6^ A a frugal, care-

ful man.

] ^ hush-money ; exactions.

?^ I
to let out a secret.

bM i^ I
'J6 ''Tcful how you

overlook things in your work.

?^ ] ^ IS •^ disclose heaven's

pur[)oses, — usually refers to

calamities.

^i'J jH + fll 1
iiitisrather

late to stop the leak when the

boat is in mid-chaiuiel ; — bs

forca-cing iuid prudent.

V " -* ) I' rem a hiding place *ud one of

|Hr| the teu steins ; k is only us>ed as

ku'

leu

a piiiiutive.

To retire into obscurity ; to

go away from the world's

gaze ; a kind of sieve or fan.

I'l'oma tumulus aud to bide away.

A narrow dirty residence;

a vile place ; a strait ; low,

rude, rustic, vulgar; ill-fa-

vored, sordid, griping; unui-

formed ; ignorant.

] ^) vile looking, detestable.

-fl; 1 ^ '" '"y mean lane ;
— an

aUectcd phrase. I'eferring to the

place where Yen Hwui dwelt,

'^
I

alone and ignorant

] ^ a country ab-jde.

j!j^ I
horrid-looking; deformed.

^ft ^ 1 ^ to follow vulgar usages.

^ f}^ Hf fii 1
recommend one

among tbe intelligent, or pouit

out one among the obscufo and
lowlv. .

^
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Old sounds, 15, lei, lai, lak, lap, and Int. Jii Canton, li, lei, and tei ; — in Swatow

and 16 ; — in Fultchau, li, Ifc li-, and lie ;
— in Shanghai, li

] ^ a jwetical name for llio

oriole, from its black and yellow

plumage.

A vitreous, translucent sub-

Fi-om ^ millet and ^ profit
contracted ; as a primitive, iis

use is chiefly phonetic, and it

occurs interchanged with the next
two.

To prepare ground for rice;

glutinous rice; a black or dark
brown color ; many, numerous.

] B^ early dawn, still dark.

1 J£ or II I
or

] ^ I.*

multitude, the people ; the black-

haired people, I. e. the Chinese.

1 A or
I
.^ certain tribes of

aborigines in Hainan I., resem-

bling the Miaotsz' ; the name
Eeems to be retained in Li-ping

fu ] 2[i ^ in the southeast of

Kwfcicheu, because of its re-

lation to the same races.

1 MM * district in the south-

east of Shansi, the place of an

ancient small state on the u|)-

per waters of the River Chang.

^ ^ W 1 tliere are no black-

haire<l {i. e. able-bodied) men
among the people.

] ^ a small black bean, found

on a trailing vine in Kiangnan,

a decoction of which is drunk to

remoiie night sweats; the'crickeUs

begin to chirrup when it flowers.

In Cantonese read ^lei, and usu-

ally written ||g. To come ; to be-

gin ; used after verbs like ^, to

denote the present tense ; able.

W 1 W -i coming and going.

jg ] come back.

1 ^ ^ to play card.s.

1 ^ *& 86 ''•'^ 1'® 'o'"*' y^t

'

M

From blaci: and profit ; inter-

changed with the last and jS^
a plow.

A blackish yellow color; a

dark dun color, as of many oxen.

1 H ^^^ Chinese.

] ^ a sallow yellow, as of a face.

^J> 1 stance like stras.s, the Jjjg ]

which resembles glass and

porcelain, but is different.

^li ^
]

glass.

J.'it 1 "S •* tictlstead with
• glass at the sides.

From plant and mimerovs.

A kind of herb whose young
leaves are edible, and the

mature stalks fit for canes.

1 !3S '^''^ white hellelwre. ( VeJ-a-

trum.)

1 >K * ^^^ "*^ ''y olJ men.

?£ 1 Vi W. ^ confused multitude

around.

^ W iS 1
"-''e jaspers juigled

from the beams.

To rive or split through from

one end to the other, as a

log.

From ^ ox and ^ Hack con-
tracted ; occurs used for its pri-

mitive.

A. plow ; to plow, to prepare

ground for sowing ; dark, obscure
;

a piebald ox ; applied to the Huns.

] JJ ^ plow.share guard of iron.

— ^ I
or — 5M I

one plow.

ifc 1
or ] to plow fields.

& 1 A '* ploughman.

] £, swarthy, tawny, sun-burned.

1 ^ ± •? falf of .a brindled

cow ; — mft. a good son of a

vile father.

~-
1 ^ M "' ^^'® first"plowing

look lor the spring rains.

ft ^ 1 ^^^ 'jss rejected and

discarded the sires, — time-worn

and useful men ; the reference is

to an old plowman.

From tree and profitable at the
phonetic.

li, loi, and lai ; — in Amoj), li, 14, ni,

— ill Chifii, li.

Ji A i)ear, called also "^J^ the

jolly fruit ; the terra inc'udes

several sjiecies of Pyrus.

!l 5i 1
or g 1 a russet

l)ear.

^ I
the white juicy pear of

Peking; it resembles a billiard

ball in size and shape.

^ 1^ I
a soft juicy yellowish

pear.

ft^:^ « It & 1 6^ you are

just like an autumn pear, —
which is rotten at core; an
tintrustworthy man.

^ ]
the strawberry pear of

Chihli, so called from its taste
;

the \^ \
resembles it,, but is

coarser.

Tip \
an insipid pear common L)

Shantung.

J^ I
a frost pear ; — met an old

man's face.

] ^ ^ sugared pear jam dried

in cakes.

^ ]
the pine apple. {Fufichav.)

1 ® "F ^ play-actors, so call-

ed from a pear garden where

they were taught by an Eihperor

of the T'ang dynasty.

'^
1 /t» ro8ewo<xl. (Cantonese.)

"^ ]
a small sjiecies of dragonfly.

^ ] a small coarse [lear ; also

the seeds of the mountnin-asli

or rowan, and of the Orew.'a

elaslicri.

^ ^ I
the fruit of the Hovenia

(fiilcis in Chehki.ang.

;||
From insert and profitable for

>|l the phonetic.

j/( A kind of clam or Maetra, the

Jl^ ]
found on the coast of

Fuhkien and pickled for food ; the

shell is smooth and white, with

reddish edges.
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Jl

^ft A inucli esteemed flower, the

c/r'J !^ 1 ?ti
°'" ^^''''^ jasiuiiift

,/i /<' (Jagiihimm s'lnihar), cultivat-

ed for its frngraiice and for

8ueiiting tea 5 the blossoms are

woven on wire baskets called ^
1 -?C ^ *" I'l'ice in rooms ; the

name f f a well-known song.

^ ] ^j- a kind of hair-pin, with

a head Bha[)ed like an nnopened

jasmine, common at Shanghai,

tt 1 twigs fit for making baskets

^^y^ From ) a contraction of /£ a

V r//^Hn<i;£a stroke, willi^jc

/, 716/ ; it 18 used only as a primi-
'

five.

To split, Jis a ripe fruit docs

itaskhi; to rivo ; to chap.

v^{^ 1 From M a village and the pre-

</^̂
j

ceding ; or /~ a cliff ns its con-

M traction ; the seconil form is also

i. read ^rjicn, and defined a market

I
phice, but it is now nic^tly used

fur the decimal, of whiclt the

third form is a common contrac-

J y ^ J tion.

fli To subject, to cause to siilr-

mit ; to regulate, in which I

sense it is used with ^ ; domestic

joy ; in arithmetic, the third terra

in fractions, a hundredth ; the thou-

sandth part of a tael, nominally

equal to the copper mill, or nat've

coin called a ca.sh by foreigners,

from cuixa, the Moorish name for

ibo tin coin found at Malacca in

early day.s, coined in Malabar lie-

fore a. n. 1500 ; in long measure,

half a >{- or inch, the smallest

di\i.sion of the 'U; a very little, a

grain, a hair-breadth ; an extra

tax of a cash on a quantity of

g<xids or the projierty in a place,

aixording to an assessment ; a pair,

twins; to give, to liestow.

ing tile various otiicer.s accord-

ing to this, all the [year's^ works

will be well done.

^^^^\ ;^^ he ordered

the duke of Pih to protect and
govern the eastern frontier.

1 UJ ^ •;t * heroic wife is

given to you.

LI.

31 I W^ ^ the king ha.s given

you perfect rides.

te ] jfl
not the Iea.st ase.

^ ]
paid it to the l.tst cash.

^ ] ^ fa just; exactly, to a

hair"s breadth.

] ^ a pro-raOi extra assessment.

'ft 1 ^ *o l^'^y the li-Lin tax, a

levy on gowls for defending the

region ; there is also a ^ | or

house tax, and
] Jy or extra

assessment on tare and tret of

certain articles.

^^ I
a lucky spot.

] ^ twins.

] ^ ^ ^ very minute, can't

bo reckoned, — i. e. between a

ca.sh and a caudarcen.

From water and to split ; also

read shi' and j/ni, and inter-

changed with the last.

To float with the stream

;

name of a river ; water <ill

run out; drying up.

I ]
the mucus on a fish or

eel's body ;— applied to good

liquor.

From liair and to sjilit ; used
with the next.

A horse's tail ; a chowrio

;

stiff haip ; long, mixed hair

for felting ; small, minute.

^ ]
o'' ^ 1

•* cow's tail, es-

pecially of the yak ; a fly-whisk.

the magnitude of this hairy ox

was like a cloud which covered

the sky.

Also read jmoo.

The Tibetan yak, sarlyk, or

giuuting-ox (I'oiplmyttsyrua-

iiicns), of whose tail chow-

ries aro made.

A widow.

>
] i@ 3 woman who has

lieen left desolate.

"Il^ ] to relieve the widowed.

my husband, are martyred for

yiMir patriotism, what liann in

my lieing a widow 1

LI.

tM '"1™" Wi !» "f "lid 'll^ l,u/ ; it

t*PB& resembles ^ a net.

i" Sorrow, grief ; to encoiitiler,

to liapiien to ; to incur.

1
4t KI ^ I snfft-red his

deadly malice. '
"

^ jft ^ 1
"'"^ •"6 meeting with

all these griefs.

. 7& ^ 1
"ly miseries have all

jiassed away.

9 1 !^ § *" i"'^'"' grave

piuiishmenf.

IK :5C # Ibi 1
[daughters] are to

cause no sorrow to their parents.

^ ^ -^ ]
I only am miserable.

TC^ff Favorable, lucky prognostics.

SPi SS 1
"> 1 ^ good omens,

Ji happy signs.

^|if AVater dropping and soaking

ilPj into the ground ; the patter-

i/i ing of rain or hail; to instil

by drops ; thin,

r^ 1
dripping rain.

^ ^ ?# 1
'''*'' letters fell rapidly

from his pencil ; — rapid com-
posilioii.

-3 j^ 8portivo talk
;
jokes ; to ban-

cpi^ ter, to chaff; deceitful talk.

(/'
I m to make fun of; to

ridicule ; exaggeration.

From ftilk or dress and a hogie ;

the first form is most used.

An ornamented girdle which

was put on a bride by her

mother ; a [lerfume or scent-

b.ig ; to sew shoes.

3^* ^ I
the mother herself

lied her s.i.sh.

II 1 M. ^ ''•'d on with cords.

Read ^chK Sharp, cutting, liko

I he cold wind.

k| Wildpears, orlho.se whichgrow
ill neglected phtces, and gra-

Ji dually liecoiiie harsh, aredi.s-

tinguished by this term from

the ^ ciiUivate<l pcar.i
;

proliably

a kind of service-tree or sorb is

intended, and not a true pear.
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Tliin, i)oor spirits; weak li-

quor or the dregs of the still.

^ I
to sip the lees.

1 Bff dregs, fecnlenco.

J,-^! Also read ^li'i.

J'

lAl To stretch ; to spread, as

U wings ; to exhibit, to display.

] 3f to take a pen in hand.

1 iK iP S S '''^ composition is

as full of beauties as the spring

is of flowers.

Altered from 1^ n Urd, but the
etvmclogists disagree about its

construction ; it is now mostly su-

perseded by tlie next.

A weird beast, a bogie ; bright

;

elegant ; to sc.itter ; to oppose.

?^ S'^ i 1 ^'^ appearance is

very much altered ;
— ;'. e. old

or sickly.

Krom birj and weird; it is inter-

ch.inged with the primitive.

A yellow bird of brilliant

plumage; a fairy, an elf ; to

retire, to disperse; to dismiss, to

yo from, to part, parted, absent

;

to cut in two ; to an'ange or divide

off; scattered; vis-a-vis, paii-ed

;

to meet, to get into ; to be in ; to

pass through ; the 30th of the C4

diagrams, or 5th of the eight dia-

grams, referring to elegant things

and briglitness; in rhetoric, a di-

gi^ssion caused by a similar idea,

or a verbal allusion carried out

;

drooping.

^ ]
employed on, engaged in

;

attached to.

1 if)
parted ; to put apart.

1 ^ •"* sister's grandchild.

] ^ to disperse ; scattered.

1 X')
^" V^^^ from, to bid adieu.

X- \ Jk% C^l'e parrot is yet]

nothing but u bird.

13 ] |i3 'tl'
to sow dissensions.

1 ^ 1 i£ to sit or stand in

pail's.

^ ] ^ ^ no certain dwelling-

pi aiTs.

1 % ^ig how far off is it t

] ){5. to wean people from you.

^ ]
to dispose in order.

j^ /f» 1 1^ the horse is always

saddled ;
— met. I am always

busy.

Hi 1 ^ M *** escape the law of

transmigrations in consequence

of great austerity.

] ^ a bill of divorce; it is

usually sealed by an impression

of four finger ends.

.e. «q ± 1^ -ftS m 1 i. ti^e

net was set for the fisli, but a

wild goose got into it.

^ 1 .'f S did I not remain in

[my motlier's"] womb ?

•fife ^ 1 1 \.^^^ ^^'^'^ '^"'^ "''^^''

heads drooping over.

® 1 ^ "§ " ''*^^ passed through

cold and heat.

Read /('
' To leave, to withdraw

ffom, to retire; retiretl, withdrawn;

distant, as an interval.

I ^ to leave home,

j ^ —. ^ they are one foot

apart.

^ ]
keep far from, as bad men.

] ^ to leave the company.

1 ^ <"
1 ^ to get up from

the table.

From bamboo aud to y^fl.^s off

;

occurs ii.'ied witli tbe next, but

not quite correctly.

A fence or wattle of bamboo;

to fence, to inclose ; a small baskel;

a skimmer ; a tray.

fj" ] a bamboo fence ; also a

kind of tray. -

^ ]
a trellis for peas.

4'f ^ 1 t^ villages and f;trm-

steads.

^ ]
fences and hedges ; the finst

is made of posts, tlio second of

interlaced splints.

^ W T> ii ja 6^ IB ^^i-c'-e'^

the hedge that will keep out tho

wind ?

jK ] 1^ & ''* poetical name for

the Cliina aster, a bed of which

a poet once made into a fence.

y^A A skimmer used by cooks

;

c |3t»J it is sliaped like a scoop,

s'* ^ 1
•'"' "l'^" worked skim-

mer made of osiers, wire, or

bamboo ; ui some places the blind-

er , and also the muzzle, on a mule

is so called.

^ ] a bamboo skimmer to lade

out from soups.

lAjA From pltinls and to separate;

j// A kind of darnel grass, or

iwrhapa a Careac, which in-

jures the growing rice.

\X I
water grass, sedge.

tp5* "1 From a covering or net and to

^Hff separate; tbe two are nearly
5 Pap* 1 identical.

fxxa >

l^tf A kind of white straw hat,

- jr' J the ^ I
which was adorned

' with egret's plumes and

feathers, and hence called'

^ ^ Jl^ the white egret girdle

;

it was formerly worn by the people

of Kiangnan.

I
A rope to Ctstcn a boat ; a

painter.

'" '«' Ift 1 ^ i tie it with the

painter.

^ S3 ^^ i 1 1
I"-*"' a Pretly

cord of the long leaves of the

Bweet vernal grass.

Bead 'si. A well-woven gauze

with square checks, used for ker-

chiefs.

^ I
a sinnll skull-cap made of

gauze.

] Ijj
a head scarf of gauze.

1 ^ ^ J^ people going on, or

traveling in a crowd.

Read Wii. Long.

1^ 1 dangling and flapping, as »

sleeve which is much too long.

A fresh water eel, the |§ | ,

of wiiich there are -several

sorts ; it is tliought to be voiy

pugnacious, and the Chinese

say its dried body preserves grain

and other things from insects.
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A beautiful yellow songster,

the ^ 1
'"' "'iole (On'ohis

Chinensis), coraraoii in cen-

tral China, and known at the

North as ] -^ ; .it is sometimes

called the mango bird, but that is

the Oriolus Icundoo of India.

From horse ami elcyattr as the

phonetic.

Ji

1

A fleet horse ; a charger ; a

black horse ; to drive a span

of horses.

^ a carriage and pair.

] an iron gray horse.

^ j
a fleet racer, like Eclipse,

which ran a ihonsand li in a

day ; one of Mnh Wang's eiglit

fomons steeds.

Jb ^ K 1
^'^^ matched were

the four black steeds.

1 M ^'''^ name of Fu-ning fii ji^

^ Jj5f
ill the northeast of Chihli.

M
Ji

A beautiful woman of Hnn-

nish origin, named
| ^.

mentioned in the history of

Ts'in, B. c. C70, who wan

captured from the
] 5^ a tribe of

Scythians then living in the present

Shensi; pretty.

M

m

Grain growing in rows, as

when it is in iho blade.

lul grain on tlio green prairies

spreads out in many rows.

From wild beast or dorj and r.V-

laije, because it lurks about vil-

» lages find haralets.

A tjamo for the fox, and

including also other small

animals like the wild cat,

racoon, loris, sonslik, &e.

] an animal resembling the

wild cat.

^ j the house fox, — »'. f- a cat.

^ ] a neal, found off Manchuria.

^ -^ I
an animal whose habits

are like the ratcl ; it ia gootl for

ffjod.

^ 1
or ^ I

a civet.

m-

<M

1 -^ a spotted wild cat found in

Kiangsi.

^ ] the silver fox.

JH ]
an animal found in Kwang-

si, wIio.se description ass'milates

it to a loris.

Ui IR ] M M ^ a fo^ brownie

(or vam[)yre) posssssss him.

To blare at, to look at an-

grily.

Jjg I ]
to gazG at fixedly.

-g ]
a long fixe<l gaze.

A place in Lu now the south

of Shantung, where a battb

was fought a c. 059 ; a region

in the present Nan-y.nng fu

"^ ^ }{f
in the southwest of H<j-

nan, near Trmg cheu ^ ^I'j, along

the Ri\er Han.

[|5

"i Bi "^ basket or h(Hl fo

<T;^i ing earth ; a spade <

ior rcmov-

! or narrow

mattock forshnveling in cartli

;

also the name of a tree.

Oiiginally compo-ied of _fieltl

and _x eai'il' combined ; it forms

'ij llje KiUtli radical of a few iiicon-

griious cliaracters, and occnis

Bsed for the ne.\t.

A place of residence ; a neigh-

borhood ; a village of 25 or 50

families ; a lano in a town, a close

or wynd, where there is a gate at

each end, and the residents exer-

cise a supervision over it ; a short

street; a place; mournful; the

Chinese mile, rei;koncd to be SCO

paces ; — it has been of various

lengths, from 1158 to 1894 feet,

but now usually measures 1800

cAi/i or 1804.12//. English, mak-

ing 27* //equal to ten miles; the

geographical li ia 1458.5.'? feet, of

which 250 make a degree, and ten

a French league.

^ j
a ne:ghborhcx)d.

—
1 ^ one //distant.

M \
^'^ W- \ '^'^ country ; one's

native place ; the first phrase

can Iw used in addressing one,

like ^ ] |f9
neigl.lx>r I

/^ /^. ^i 1
'"'"' ""'•ly is '"y "'i-

tivc village.

Sft i5(fe 1
''' return home, — i. e.

to resign office.

^ ] 1^ •* courier or post-boy.

] A <"i<5 "f this place.

5r in fiiT 1
I •''*'^' *^''y •'*™ ^ *'

Rorrowliil ?

^ ] relatives by marriage.

] J^ residence, a place of uImiIc.

] ^ the oldest man in tbo vil-

lage.

'^hffl
'^'^

l'''*yj
pi Liable; afflicted,

|5E sad ; infirm, invalided.

'' Read ,iwt'/, and interchanged

with ,^^ to laugh at To
talk niucl) ; to jest with.

tftlTt An adx'erbial particle, de-

H-^ noting excessively, nnrea-

7( sonably.

I5t j|e * tjj :g 1
tliey

talked a very long time.

In Cantonese read Je'. A final

particle indicating certainty, doubt-

less, suivly ; so, the manner of

doing; pronounced *//, it sometimes

indicates a question.

•^ ]
it is s;>

;
yes, it is really.

^ /p -^ ]
it is not at all early

in the day.

2j$ ]
come here.

^ i
gone ; let ns go.

certainly is so.

In S/ianf/Iiiii. A final to an in-

dicative proposition.

^ ]
not yet, for some time.

^ ]
not yet, wait

if li) f@ 1
i*^ ''*" ^ ^^'^

jf; 11^ 7)^ ii ]
"ot yet for a long

time.

From it'owoii and village.

-^ Brother's wives ; sisters-in-

7/ law.

^ ] (lie wives of several

brothers, abio called ^ -^ in some

jjlacefl.
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( jftft Vrom man nnd lillar/e.

|3t, Uiipolislicd, low-bred ; vul-

'ii gar
;
gross, ribald ; a villager,

a rustic, coiinlry-iicoplo ; (o

protect, to support ; sociable, talk-

ative; a trust, a resource.

§15 j vulgar ; tTic canaille, coun-

try rowdies, rougbs.

)
"q" low cxi)ressions, coarse talk.

^ PJi \ ^^ ''»ve iiotbing to

look to for belp.

I
-^ rustic songs anj ditties.

] ^ a village doctor.

r'rjm naphiit niid villaijc ; nu
* uiiuiitlioii^cd cIi;iiiujtoriibod moat-

ly about Canton.

A mat Biil
; any sn)all sail'

Hn 1 ^"P •^"' sliuldiug-siiils.

] ij^ llie lialliurds.

Jt I
hoist sail.

Jl^ ]
take in sr.il.

] ^Q tbo foot of the sail.

li aS I
go ofl" under full sail

;

viel. exert all your power.

From ijcm and vlll'i'jc ns tlio

plionetic.

'Li

Hi To work a gem like an agate,

according to its veining ; to

polish, to buruisli, ns gems ; veins,

striae; to govern, to manage, to

look after ; to RgLiIalo ; tlic go-

verning principle, that wbicii i.i felt

to he right or suitable {^ fM ^
3'I -ifei

•'S the Chinese express il),

and deijcnds not on force; reason,

right doctrine ; rule of action

;

among Chinese philosojihei's, the

principle of organization by which

matter is presjr\ed, or the Power

that inheres to direct it, otherwisj

defined as god jjil^, or animated air

^ ; to rectify, to adjust according

to principle ; to depend on ; to think

of, to regartl ; to meddle with ; a

go-between ; following soir.e \erlis,

il shows that they are or should bj

w;ll-done, as ^ ] to repair.

/j^ ] to live by lawful calling, to

do business.

5^ ] Heaven's reason, i. e. a re-

tributive, overruling Providence.

LI.

^ Jlfe 1 * geomancer : cno who
chooses sites.

fjfj. I
to manage well.

jijJJ ]
the rules of healing.

i$r ] pure reason ;
— aBiidhistic

term.

to it.

] tk ^'^ debate, to reason tiiwn.

;^ ^ 1 i* n I a'" far <r"ni

depending u[ion the mouths—
of men.

] ^ to aHeiid to an afi'air.

] -^ to comprehend, to regard

kindly.

iiJ" 1 # S ~~
'fO yo" must at-

tend to that expression.

]
§^lo dress the hair.

1 iS wi tII I •'"" ''g''' »"<^ '"y

purposj is flrni ; I am conscious

of having a good cause.

] ^ the recondite reason of; to

BCltlo or wind up accounts.

^ ]
^ij- I have nothing to do

with it.

/^ I
reasonable ; as it shotdd

be.

fii*> 1 (M "'
f^» 1 ^ yoii «"'e '1'

the wrong.

i^
I

veins or streaks, as in wood.

] "^ it is all right, I am as I

wonl I bj, doif t urgo me ; — a

polite expression, declining an

invitation or courtesy, or an-

swering the inquiry if one lias

dined.

] Fr ^ ^ ^vhal ought to bj

done ; in good taste or time.

5S S^ ^ 1
I" distort the right

and talk .s[)eciously.

J: M It 1
^^i^ /•"•« S»i"il t"

Peking to talk of our rights, —
a banner of the Taipings in

i8i>a.

KiO!n clothes and vlUatje ; the

fii.'it form iicui'ly rcsoiublcs 'Ictvo

^a to wrap.

Alining; the inner face of

;i garment ; inner, inside;

within ; to the left, as in

passing a cart.
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.j^ ^ I
at home, in the Louse.

1 '(^ coarse cotton lining.

* 1 l^ffl*?;T>l!l I "nder-

stand all about il, the in.side aud
out, the fine and coarse too.

1 ^h '^ ®C enemies on all sidee,

wiihin and without

JJt ] in the stomach.

5^ ] formerly, a while ago, once

on a lime.

1 ^ '^'•"" "' g** ^^ ^^ l^'ft
5 — *

cartman's cry.

It 1 fSJ K] t« steal a little

breathing spell in my hurry.

X^iL>l^ 1 illi£# 1
Il>ave

not lbrgot(en it, but I dislike to

do il.

'wBt '^ ''"'" .®. J''-^' "'"1 SI "«'«'«,'/'

lUlp contracted, said to bo (Vom tlio

tj^ resemblance on tlie scales to the

figure ~Y Icn.

The carp, which includes

other kinds of Cyprinidce, as the

bream, sucker, <fec. ; it is regarded

as the king of lish, and is fabled to

turn into a dragon.

JL ] the name of Confucius' son.

^ ]
the yellow carp.

^ ]
fire or red carp. (Ci/piinua

Jl'.iiamans.)

HI ]
green carp {Cypriims viridi-

vivhiveiis.)

ij^ 1 ''''" 1"^'"^ cai|>. {Cjipvinua

ruliro-fiisc.is)

^ ]
the clog carp. (Cyprihm

scutponcaliis.)

S^
I

thy black carp. (Ci/prinus

(Urociren;)

^ ]
a lottcr, so called from the

shape it was folded, while others

say that anciently a pair of fish

was sent with a letter, a trace

of which cnstoiu is still kept up

ill t'apan.

1 -ffc gi "'•
1 ® m m PI ti'«

car[) has become a tlragon, or

has lea^Kid the dragon's gate ;
—

r.tpid promotion in getting de-

grees.

J^ ] a lug struck for uieals in

Budhist relectories.
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^ From wooil and son ; it niuuli

rosemblei Li'^ a season.

Ui A [iniiic or gage ; a plum

of a red or yellow color ; to

get ready for a journey.

] ^ a plum.

]^' ^ I
a yellow gago at Canton,

porluips tile same as tbo ^
J^ ] of Fuliehau.

^ ]
salted prunes,

^fe 1 ^ § tlie i)eacli and plum

emulate each other in spring,—
wlileli sball blossom first.

^ dr in t^ 1 '•° recommend a

scholar is like a peach and plum
— ilowering and fruiting, for

one can not tell bow be will

tui'n out,

lHoS'ig''! IjagKage ; tbif
-fT

term is explained as referring to

the things that arc proper ^
on a journey, making it like a

pun on that word.

From boJi/ and to stej) a(jain.

That on which the foot restw

;

a leather shoo ; to put on a

shoe ; to walk ; to act ; acts

;

action, conduct ; tbo body, the

man ; a living, a salary, a sub-

sistence ; the personal name o''

T'aiig the Successful.

^ ]
shoes, covering for the feet.

] & ll"' solo of tbo shoe.

J^ ] to tread in another's foot-

steps ; to step on.

iP 1 i^ ift 't is liard for me to

walk ; an idler's cxcu.se,

] fj' the conduct ; to walk.

] )g a record of conduct ; stato

ment of one's antecedents.

1 "tl ^o do humane acts.

is ] M xR L'J"^ ^^ cautious] as

if treading on thin ice.

3^ 1 H -f" ^ tlueo thousand

guests with pearly shoes ;
— a

compliment to rich friends.

Pj .m j
^* one can walk on the

hoar frost in Ibem.

1 ?J^ ?f •^ *''>'J treads iii my
steps, and then she's away !

Sw 1 $S .^ the salary will coin-

fort him.

LI.

f ptJJ A contracted form o( (,/untj w
I *

"

abundant, coni|)Osed of a (tish

(. and p/cnli/y tlie next is now used,

and tliis occurs only as a primi-

A vessel used in sacrificing.

C.i^|}(| -1 From xcovsliip and a sacrificial

l|ljE4 vase; tlie character '/'» '^ body

'Y* I resembles it j the Contracted form

'Trl
I

is common.

I Lj J i\ step, an act, particularly

^' acts of worship^ jji^, which

will bring happiness; pro-

priety, etiquette, ceremony, rites;

the decent and the decorous hi

worship and social life ; decorum,

manners ; official obeisance, wor-

ship ; courtesy ; offiirings, gifts re-

^
quired by usage, \ ails.

I 1 j^ or ] ^ rules of society,

usages, politeness, ceremonies.

1 1 |& g'^'*'^ manners ; courtesy.

] ^ gentlemanly conduct.

1 -^ a present ; a courtesy ; while

5%- j denotes the gifts or obei-

I
Banec made in return for it.

\ ^^ M. c^'cy forni is accord-

ing to rule.

1 ^ or ^§ ]
money paid at a

betrothal-

1 ^ very formal, too obsequious.

k

'^ ]
the usual etiquette ; cus-

tomary.

5ig ]
to send a present.

^ 1 git S ^1 i W # when

all the rites have l)een lully and

grandly performed.

|tt ] and ] ![^ money or other

presents sent on festive or fiuieral

occasions.

^ ]
unreasonable, barsh.

1 i.%%i1^fi. g"0'l feeling

is the most dcsiraUu thing in

eti(iucttc.

1 K "F dt ['"^ prince should bo]

com'teoiis to the worthy, and

condeix'cnding to tbo l<;ai'ned.

18 1 ^j^ ^ master of ceremonies

in a temple, as when adoring

Confucius.

1 Jif;
'" district in 'lie southeast of

Kansuh on the Kia-liug lliver.

LI.

1 JJj) the Board of Rites.

1 'fj the t'fiico in a yaiiiun which

attends to the ceremonies.

ff ^ 1 '*' make the great [iros-

tration— at cuurt.

^
I
and ^ ]

polite and impolite;
|

courteous and rude.

^^ 1 ^J a" '^"" * ^^^^ i' >"•'

can't say what is right.

1 ^ obeisance, reverence, thus

used by Moslems for religious
|

service, and now applied to all

foreign worship.

]
^' ^T ^vo'"ship is over.

I ^. ^ a church, a chapel.

] ^. ^ a mosque.

't: H — fi 1 # seven days

make a week.

^ iS :^ 1 ^ S ^ -ilJ.
i" tl'ese

later days, men are accomplished

in rites and music.

In Cantonese. To tiun, as the

head ; stiff, as the neek ; to accuse

falsely.
,

] ^ jg gave it to him uchintl

bis back.

\ ^ ^'M ^'e'll take less if

pressed.

(||gd^ Sv/eet or newly distilled

p^A spirits ; must, new wine

:

7.' sweet, as a fountain.

^ ]
an imperial feast.

jj"
]

good wine, luscious beverage.

1 ^ P"''e fountain water ; a term

for rich liquor, derived jirobably

from the district of
] f^ jjff.

in

the Bouth of Shensi.

ig 1 spirits of all kinds, used for

lib:itions.

^ m fi.^ S. £i K 1
[tl'e

spoil] will be ottered to the guests

with the goblet of sweet must.

'%V© *^"e of the largo aflluenls of

i]^ tlKJ Tung-ting Lake, the ]

'U 7^ which drains tlio norlb-

wcst pBition of Ilunan, and

comjirises a basin of about eight

thousand square niilcv..

] 'j^'l
a jirefccturo lying near the

mouth of this river.
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To walk on the side, as of a

road.

jjI I ^ J^ the passengers

come and go along tbo sides

of the road.

A iisli of the mullet family,

1^ also called -ti M .1^
'"

Ui Canton, which has seven

spots on its body, thought in

their aiTangeraent to resemble the

Dipper, to which the fish makes its

obeisance; the liver is sweet, but

priests do not eat it ; this fish most

probably denotes the Op/iicep/ialus,

as well as a kmd of mullet, for one

synonym of it is ^ ^ffi, or black

fish, by which the former is com-

monly known at the North, and

supposed to be transformed from a

snake ; other synonyms evidently

refer to the eel, by which it is de-

fined in Japan, and the two are

externally somewhat alike.

.®. 1 rf M i* 1
ti^« ^^ P«^

into the weirs, bream and mullet.

Insects in wood ; a wood-borer

like the carpenter-beetle; a

variety of ring-worm; used

also for the last in | ^
one name of the OpJiiceplialus.

^ ] Wi ^^^ northern end of Po-

yang Lake, which in early times

was said to be ^ 1 It ^ ''""-

fined to its proper limits, and

probably denoted the whole lake

;

the name was perhaps derived

from the clams found in it.

Read ^li. A calabash.

SX 1 iU'J \% ^^ measure the ocean

with a gourd.

1 1 to go in regular rows, like

platoons of infantry; placed in

. Unes.

Read jfo A volute shell.

] 4$ Pfl ^ the periwinkle and

clam both shut up their doors,

— so the wise man will retire

within himself.

Read li ' To partition.

^ ] to cut off, as a portioaof

territory.

m From Jj a sword and ^ har-

mony contracted, beciuse gain is

.
, tha result of mutual harmony.

The edge or point of a knife;

sharp, acute ; advantageous, useful

;

happy, fortunate, beneficial
;
gains,

profit ; cleverness, siirewdness

;

greedy for gain, covetous; smart,

slippery ; interest on money ; to

benefit, to oblige ; to nourish.

1^ ]
to grind sharp, to sharpen.

] iff prosperous trade, a good

market.

^ ^^ 1 ''- worked to the dis-

advantage of the people.

1 3§ edged tools, arms; cutlery.

I 1^' *'''
1 M interest on money,

ilfl 1
<'' ^ 1 ^ '" P^y interest.

^ ]
unlucky, unsuccessful.

] P fluent of speech.

] ^ gluttonous ; mean.

I
^ convenient, at hand.

cent, a month.

^ ]
keen-edged, sharp.

] ^:k A liappy 'f y^""" Honor

notices me.

2 1 S ^ the two pursuits of

letters and trade.

^ ^ ffl 1
1^<5 is always pros-

perous, afl goes as he wishes.

1 ^ iS ^ talkative and

specious.

IK ^ 1 1
agreeable and accom-

modating.

^ '^
\

an unsuccessful attack.

*1> A J[U # ^ ]
''be mean man

will sacrifice himself for gain.

1 ^ fi ^ [this boat] is for the

convenience of those crossing

the feny.

] ^ severe, injurious, painful

;

used as a superlative, |^ ^ ]

^ [the photograph] is exceed-

ingly like him.

1 S& prosperous.

j M S*i"' advantage.

^ ] ^ ^ its sharpness will

cut metal.

jjlj ] a marine tax-collector; he

Is under the district magistrate.

'tiji Sound, noise ; a final word

!] used in Budhist books, in-

li ' dicating the end of a thing
;

talkative.

"~ 5H 1 n talking about dus

and that
;
gossiping.

Ill Cantonese. A final particle

implying .in order, or the finishing

of an act ; the tongue, .so called

by contraries, because the sound

of ^ in that dialect also means

to lose ; when read ,/(?, it means

careless.

f^ ^ 1 ?"* °^^ y"'" tongue.

] ^ a furred tongue.

I ^ a final particle.

^ I
they have gone.

slovenly.

ll
) A dysentery ; a flux ; a diar-

'Ij rhea.

It' ^1 severe diarrhea.

3fl 1 or Jl ] bloody flux,

dysentery.

|&
I

a rumbling flatulent diar-

rhea.

^ j& 1 * chronic diaixhea.

^ P ] a cholera and loss of

appetite.

,,) From man and advantage as the

II phonetic.m
li ' Clever, talented ; trim, neat

;

showing skill and accuracy.

f^ ] ^ J5 ingenious, clever

;

quick, iictive.

ft' 6^ (& 1 '* '* drawn very

neatly.

> |l From Jiian and to compare as tlie

II phonetic; it looks like the last.m
li ' To classify, to adjust, to ar-

range ; to compare ; to make
a precedent of ; laws which are less

stringent than the ^ or statutes

;

rules, regulations, bye-laws, direc-

tions ; custom, usage ; the order or

disposition of things.

j^ ]
to transgress the laws.

^ ]
to make a rule:

j^ I
it has become a custom.
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li'

^ ]
or j£ I

a suttli'd usage, as

,'i Hx«l miinber or style.

I|B ] legal ; cu.stomary

.

W ^ fit I
••'^*'' soumls are un

liuniiDuion.s.

1 ^ ?? '"'*- •'recording to usage.

^ •^ ^ 1
that is not the way

to do it

] ^ the rules (orbid it.

'X /^ 1^ \
don't malje this a

precedent ; don't come again.

01] ] rules of the Boards, as a

tariir or a ritual.

^ 1 jIb '' '* ^'^^ '-'^ ^^ taken

as a precedent

] ^ ordinary outlay, constant

exjjenses.

' From gg^ a recori/fc and—^ c"ie,

nnplying iiiiitv of purpose in the

mind of rulers ; it needs to be dis-

tinguished from it.s primitive.

An officer; magistrates; exccu

live, as a subordinate, a deputy, or

a secretary in offices ; to rule.

I %\^ the Board of Civil Office at

Peking ; its branch department

in each province is called ]

j^, and
I ^ in the districts,

and each of them superintends

the appointment, salaries, and

movements of officials.

j^ I
completed his cleikship

^ ]
the government clerks and

copyists.

^ I
or ^ ]

head- writers

] g the deputy or undcr-secre-

tary in a prefecture.

] ^ official altcndanis, subal

terns.

*& iS 1 ?n rules for magistrates

^ I ^ a department or bureau

in a Bojird ; there are four or

live of them.

J^ ]
a dirty handed, covetous

official.

^ ]
an active magistrate

5^ -p J^ I
the emperor's minis-

ters.

%UmWiff] ^ ^he black-

legs will hardly escajje the sharp

policemen.

\i^. y From words and to entangle in a

l=t
ii' To scold .ibout; to grumble

at ; to bluuie one, to rail at

] J^ to disgrace one by scolding

biiu.

^ ;fi g ]
though angry he did

not rail.

] g^ to slander and backbite.

]
,S^ to vituperate, U) swear at

^ ? IS '2ie ^ Ui 1
Wapi-i'ice-

ly man breaks off a friendship,

but bo never descends to abusing

others

^ rT ^ 1
^^^^ turning their

backs, they show their skill in

reviling — the good.

th A ?J -^ 1 ^ the lower

classes murmur against and re-

vile you.

|teS> Irritating, useless talk; un-

1 PI ceasing fault-finding.

li ' j \^ useless reproach.

From plant or icatf-r and a seat;

the third form n unusual

From piiinix and i^frf itt/th tri-

pled : the original character

somewhat resembles a bunch of

1
The sound of running water;

water grass or rushes ; to de-

scend towards, to arrive at

;

to overlook, to see abou*.

;

to enter upon, as an office
;

'

the seat of office, an officer's

chair, the liench

] -^ to exercise an office.

1 .K to govern the people

] ^ to attend to official duties.

T^ ^ )is w 1 * 'If m ^i^h

out study you face a wall, and

your management of affairs will

be full of trouble.

] ^ the place of judgment

^ ]
§ :^ ill the midst of offi-

cial duties.

] ^ to rule, to govern.

1 ^ i ^ [the clii-luen] rule

this region.

a U\ Jh S $ H ^ vvlien

Fang Shuh took ccnnmand, his

chariots were three thousand.

1 1 T i® '^'^ noisy waters rush

down the rapids.
j

> sumeu'ua

3
I

berries.

J A fruitfruit found in southern

li ' China, the lichi or laichi

(Nephelium lic/it); a species

of celery.

1 ^ IS the lichi, of which there

are eight varieties common <at

Canton, the @ ] ] ^ Iri^m

Hiangshan, with a small seed

is a good kind, but the ||| ^
i^ with a withered seed, is con-

sidered the most delicious

1 i|i # fi » I'g''' "luber, or

deep purplish brown, the color

of lichi pits.

d^ ] j^ the Stauntonia, whose

berries are eaten.

^ ] j^ the custard-apple.

^ ]
a trailing climbing plant

like ivy

^* From ) a sheltering f^!^ and^
a .\-//'«7 contracted, though others

ll' say ^ Pw.ipacoi" it IS interchang-

ed Willi its next four compounds.

A whetstone ; to sharpen, to

grind; to discipline, to insf)irit ; to

oppress ; to chide ; to commence
;

severe, harsh, stern ; majestic ; fu-

rious, excessive ; evil ; disorder
,

ugly, cruel ; dangerous, as a disease;

conscious of peril ; to wade with the

clothes on ; a deep ford.

^ ] severely strict, awfully ntern

] 1^ to oppress the i)eople

%% W} 1 ^ to gi-oom the horses

and drill the troops.

] ^ a discontented orbate ghost

^ ^ flff ] excessively long were

their hanging girdles.

^ gl) 1
if the water be deep, I

will cross 111 my clothes

^ ^ ^ M "'" "^t "•'"shly

put men to deatli.

government nowadays is op-

pressive beyond measure.

^ jifc ^C 1
these great calamities

are inflicted on us.

1 ^ M S" to talk very boister-

ously.
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) 1 From water and to oppress, or

stone ; tlio second form is iinusu-

, al, and both arc like tlie last.

To cross a stream on step-

ping-stoiics, or when fording

it, as the composition of the

secoud character shows.

J A coarse kind of sandstone
;

^ gritstone ; large mitrimmed

li ' stones good for pavements

;

whetstones.

^ I
to polish, to sharpen.

] ^ coarse sandstone, graywacke.

S ^ iSS 1 Mutual oversight and

reproof, such as friends should

give.

J^ .1 ^ ^ Ji tlie whole out-

side wall was built of rough

ptoncs; — i. e. in cyclopean

style.

>^ ^ TIC S 1
the waves rub

and grind the shells to pieces.

^ To animate, to encom'age

;

to incite.

li'' fS 1 to rouse to effort.

^ j to urge to exertion.

^ ] ^ P to stimulate others

to help the coiuitry.

I J^ to stimulate one's self, to

resolutely bend one's mind on.

A pestilential malaria ; a

plague sore ; virulent ; foul

ulcers; swelhngs and sores

caused by fresh lacker; to

encourage ; to kill, as birds.

] ulcers on the skin.

] a plague ; epidemic.

1 ^ 1^ '^° "°'' '^•'l fledgelings.

) From rice and to oppress ; it is

also heard pronounced ,&.

li * Coarse, as grjiin ; busks and

grain mixed; unhnlled or

uncleaned rice,

I ^ coarae food.

li. 1
poor quality ; rough, as

the harsh taste of unripo Indian

corn.

j^ ] fine and coarse.

> Kock oystera, as distinguish-

ed from the agglomerated

li' kind, are called Jj£ ] be-

cause they arc all regarded

as males, thus showing that the

hermaphrodite nature of this

moUusk has been observed by the

Chinese.

I ^ dried oysters.

I ^ oysters in the shell ; also

the shell, regarded as medicinal.

^ ] oysters and clams ; — an

old term.

Vicious ; bad ; to fear ; timid.

^ I
wicked, depraved ; a

cruel disposition.

> The cry of a heron.

W. 1
o'' IS 1

the scream

li ' of a wild goose.

> From door under wliich a tlog

crouclies to get out ; occurs used

with the next.
li'

To stoop, to bond, to crouch
;

to offend, to reach, to come to ; at

;

detennined ; to stop, to quiet, to

settle ; set ; crooked, distorted

;

perverse, rebellious, ungovernable;

guilty, impenitent ; calamities,

tribulations.

IP I
wicked, hard-hearted.

^ ]
outrageously vicious.

^ j
perverse, restrained by no

law.

] /S eiTor, crimes, sins.

. J^ ;^ ^ ] the people are not

yet settled ; they do not ac-

quiesce.

•^
I

a grave crime.

* ^ ^ 1 :^ ± T I am not

sure but that I have offendetl

[the Powers] above and below.

^ ^ I
^ it soars to the

heavens.

M Bi ih ] there is no way of

stopping or remedying [these

troubles].

« A i: ii ^> iH *f 1 the

stupidity ot the clever man is

because ho does violence — to

his risht nature.

Composed of j^ to lead and fjj^

a chord, both contracted, refer-

ring to tying a person's linabs till

the blood starts ; like tlie pre-

ceding, and used for the next.

Incurable ; violent, as a dis-

ease ; extravagant ; truculent, per-

vei'se ; to oppose ; a green color

;

a thick skin.

I ^ an unreasonable man.

1^; ] an audacious villain.

] ]^ a labiate plant which fur-

nishes a green dye, said to grow

in Shantung.

^J A dark dull green, made by

using a dye derived from the

^ j ^ which grows it is

said in Shantung ; during

the Han dynasty, seal ribbons

were made of this oolor.

Hhfr^^ A stiff grass resembling a

yy^ Sedcria ; the awns are stiff,

li ' and the spike of a brick red

color whou ripe ; the loaves

are suitable for weaving into san-

dals ; another kind is called by

this name, whose leaves are used

to dye a dull green color.

gf > A black dragon-snake, which

can bring rain or clouds,

li ' called H ] and |^ ] , and

goes into the deep at a jump
;

this description probably al-

ludes to the watcr-spout.

m u
Sad from fright.

] looking very sorrow-

ful.

li

From hand or wood and per-
verse ; the first is also read lieh

to twist or tie ; to bend.

Coverings put on the nails

to protect them when
thrumming the guitar ; to

twitch the strings, to thrum

;

to snap asunder ; to guide, as a

helm ; to twirl, as to whirl a spoon.

, ^ ] obstinate, willfaL

]
j"^ to steer, as a boat

] H ?i to play the cithern.
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From to reach and a bullace;

others derive it from ^ body
altered.

Attached to; belonging or

joined to; underlings, ofiScial at-

tendants ; menial, ignoble, abject

;

vile.

^ ) slaves, retainers.

1 ^ the square plain style of

writing Chinese characters.

] A a vagabond, a menial re-

tainer ; such cannot compete at

the examinations

^ ] lictors who "^precede an of-

ficer's retinue.

7 1 ^ ^ he is not under his

control.

gil I
attached to, as a fief to a

prince.

^ ) i^ an inferior department

whose magistrate is directly res^

ponsible to the provincial gover-

nor, and not to the cbifu or

prefect

li

^ From^ deer aiid an old phonet-

ic form ; a deer ruus to its pas-

ture-grounds on seeing them ; it

is iutercfaanged with a few of its

compounds.

Elegant, graceful, as the step of

a stately stag ; fair, beautiful, orna-

mented
;
glorious ; fond of display

;

luxurious, extravagant ; flowery
;

bright ; to pass into, as a net ; to

couple ; a pair, for which the next

is nsed ; a number ; attached to, as

clothes to the bo<ly ; to depend on

;

relying, what belongs to a matter,

the particulars ; to hit, as a mark

;

to tie ; a be.im ; a boat.

J^^m'fMii, 1
he would

not promote the resources of the

people.

^ ]
magnifical, adorned.

^ ]
beautiful, in good tasta

'te PS 1
proportional ; correspond-

ent, as guilt and punishment.

] ^^ ^ lavish in liis dress aod

Uving.

] ^ a well-expressed sentence.

5^ I
elegant, as a fine composi-

tion.

f^ ]
dressy, bedizened.

^ 1 ^ U than- numbers did

not stop at laklis.

Jjj; ]
grand, as a building

] ^ enhvening, refreshing, as the

opening spring.

H ^ ^ if ^ 1
they would

not e-icauiine into the details of

the criminal cases.

\ tL f^ ^ large department in

the northwest of Yunnan,

through which the Yangts;?

River flows.

I
[' A pair, a

^
panion, a

couple; a corn-

mate, a fellow;

i ' conjugal union.

^ ] conjugal fidelity.

^ & 1 iSt * P^"" °f dressed

skins and a roll of silks ; — an-

cient betrothal presents.

Old sound, liaog. In Canton, lioug

"l—i" The original form is described as

(Jj^ altered from § filed with and

^ion(j C ^0*' combined ; as a primi-
tive, it needs to be distinguished

from kaiO ^ perverse.

Good, gentle, considerate, mild,

benignant; excellent of its kind,

valuable) natural, uistinctive ; a
term of praise; freeborn, in dis-

tinction from ^ mean or slaves

;

loyal, obedient ; skillful ; not vi-

cious, as a horse ; very

degree.

I A my goodman ; my goodwife

] ^ virtuous, good, pure.

] jjji concientious, desirous of

doing right, devout.

^ ] jQ" heartless, ungrateful,

hardhearted.

^ JS '?» ] to harbor sospidon?
of another.

I ;X a good while.

a high

Li-A-isro-.
;
— in Swatow, Uang and nio ;

— tn Amoy, liong ; — in Ftihchau, liong
;

in Sliatighai, Uang ;
— «h Chifu, Uang.

] :^ late at night; a wedding-

night.

I H a fertile field.

1 J£ loy*l people, as tax-payers

1 ^ or ] gg very, exceedingly.

] ^ •§ H a lucky hour ; now's

the time for it

^ 1 ^S '"'* better heart has

asserted itself, he is reforming.

1 fi *" equitable law.

^ ] j^ unable to effect

] f^ natural instinct or skill.

] J^ a gentle horse.

] ^ innate knowledge or genius

;

bom to it

^ & 7 1 l^c has suddenly

turned imgratefnl

1 W Jy •& »' is chiefly on tliat

account.

1 Jm or ] j^ it is just for that

reason.

IS
^hang

From foot and goods it resem-

bles (X-a/i 1^ lo follow.

To jump.

j^ j
to hop and skip about

Read king' Ready for a start.

1 fe^ urgent to go, but unable.

1 1 ^ ^ to hurry, as when
escaping a shower ; to press on

rapidly, as when belated.

From rice and goodor measure

;

the second fonn is the most used.

Rations, soldiers^ pay; food,

provisions ; taxes in grain

or kind.

_. ) ^ an army paymaster.

^ 1 ^ to be a soldier.

^ ]
[xiy ; salary or rations from

government.

Ift ^ 1 to pay taxes or their

ccmmutation.

flkmg
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,/Jjl

^Uang

^ ] -J buckshot, small shot.

{Pehingese.)

]^ I
provision for a joirney.

^ ] or ^ ] to pay out rations.

]
'^ rations, fodder ; eatables.

j^ ] to forage, to make a raid.

P \ victuals, stores.

^T 1 ^ '" ^^"1"^ tl'o harvest.

^ ]
rice, as it forms tho greatest

part of the grain tax.

1 ^ the commissioner who col-

lects the revenue of a province.

1 1^ M ^ "" abundant supj)ly

on hand.

--!-• 1 From ice or water and a capital;

the iirst is most used.

' Cool, fresh ; refreshing ; cool-

ing, as refrigerant niedicines

;

distant, cool towards; hypo-

critical ; in need, straitened

;

sparing of, a little ; to trust

in, to assist.

] gS, a cool breeze.

^ ]
to get a cold and sweat ; to

get a rheumatic cold.

] /S having small virtue.

f3 ]
"r ^ 1

Of ^ 1
to enjoy

the air
;
take an airing.

] |fj or
I ^ cool, refreshing.

I ?^ S f^"
^'^ ^^^^^ ""'' coldly.

^ I
cool autumnal days.

Si^n^m 1 _ .

disorders of the people are ow-

ing to those hyixjcrites who so

bkillfuly prevaricate.

tt ^ i^ 1
ll'e deportment of

mankind is now fervid and then

chilly.

1
IggP^lJ^^iftliisgood
physic embitters the mouth, it

benefits the ailment ; — so does

good advice.

I gl the names of several small

short-lived states in northwest-

em China, which existed from

A. r. 400 to 420.

I ^ /jj a large prefecture in the

western part of Inner Kansub.

^ ]
devastated, pillaged, as a

region by robbers.

1 S^ SCi ^^ assisted Wu Wang.

^ the vast

C^,

Used with tbe last.

(/J^vJi A cold north wind.

lUatig
I l^.^ the draught blows

very chilly.

4'-i|' A small tree with a rough

cj /^ bark, the ] -^ /fC found in

fliaiig KiangJii ; the wood serves for

axles and hubs ; the fruit is

picturetl growing from the trunk

on short stems ; it is black when

ripe, has a sweetish, astringent

taste, and goes by the name of ^
tf 3£ or wintcr-groen.'

h%
Compassionate

;
pitiful.

U 1 :^ IS melancholy and

^lianif sad thoughts.

fil ^ d 1
wli**' ^r*^ y""

so grieved about ?

^|i|' The strings of an ofiScial cap

;

*'^ the tbroat-elasp.

^liang

jtdt^ A kind of sleeping-car.

^/jS $fi ]
'* hearse ; one descri^)-

jiang lion had closed sides, the

other was qu-n ; a hearso for

the sovereign.

^liang

From rice and tbe next contract-

ed, wliich some say was given to

it fi-om the region near Sz'ch'uen,

where it was early grown.

The common spiked millet or

canary-seed {Sctm-ia itcdica) ; the

only difference between it and the

suh^ |g is its size and the awns on

the spikes, this having the largest

grain and longest awn; this dis-

tinction is not now maintained, and

tho application is disused.

"M 1 sorgo (Soighum vulgare), the

Barbadoes millet, Guinea corn,

or dana, of which there are se-

veral varieties.

^ 1 a grass which resembles tho

sorghum, but useless ; tares.

1 ^ *"' i© 1 ? sorghum seed,

used chiefly to make ^ ] fg
strong spirits.

W 1 i:P [J"^'J a body of fat

and grain ; — said of a rich

gormand.

From /|C wood, JJ< water and

yj» wound ; it somewhat resem-

^lianij bles ^ to dye, and tbe last.

A bridge to cross a brook, a

foot-bridge; a ridge-pole or plate

in a roof; a beam, a sleeper; a

lintel ; a dam, flood-gates to hinder

a current ; a support or seam in

a cap ; curved end of a carriage-

pole; self-reliant; aggressive; the

principal ; the chief reliance.

I* I
bridges ; the timbers or ties

of a bridge.

. ^ I
a pond banked in a ravine

in order to make a ^ ]
or

fish pond.

5^ I
overbearing, atrocious.

j^ ^ ^ I
he made a bridge of

the boats.

JKI I
a frieze in the eeihngs of

Chinese rooms, often highly

carved.

^. j the bridge of the nose.

1^ ] tbe double seam on top of

Chinese shoes.

^ ]
to ride the beam ; i.e. to in-

volve another by falsoaccusationa

) ^ one of the nine ancient divi-

sions of Cliina, lying south of

Eiver Wei m Shansi. and thence

down to the Yangtsz' Eiver and

weet of the River Han, including

Sz'ch'uen and Hupeh.

>J> f^l If^ 1 the rascals can [orjiy]

jump bridges, — and need not

be feared.

SM M' 1
[L' ^''0 ff^stcued his

head to the beam, — lest he

should fall asleep when studying.

I
i^ the Liang dynasty, which

existed from a. d. 502 to 55G,

under six princes ; its capital

was Nanking.

XAj* Used with the las'.

c'p^ The mast of a boat ; met. a

Jlktng statesman.

^ I
a ridge-pole.

;jl ] a girder, a beam.

_t 1 ;^ '§ let good luck come
on raising tho ridge-pole ; — a

phrase written by house-builders.
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^ \ ^ \ii'
great lalents and in-

fluence ; the one who is the

country's dependence.

^ ^ ^ ] a great man, one

who is the stay of his country.

1 -t S "? * thief, a burglar.

V^u ^ ^"' '^^ B^^'t^^ i ^ string for

'Hang

Hang

Hiang

tying shoes.

A naiad, called ^ ] which

inhabits fountains ; it is de-

scribed as a purple child tlu-ee

years old.

Originally composed of ff\ two

entering |J a cave, denoting

equal division, to which ~" one

nns ndded when it was applied

to a weight ; the third form is

used only for money ; occurs

interchanged witli the next.

Two; a pair, usually inti-

mating some likeness or re-

lationship ; doubled ; both ; twice,

again; dual ; a classifier of chariots

;

a weight, originaMy "24 |^ grains,

now the highest one usetl in Chi-

nese money transactions, and by the

Portuguese first called a tael from

the Indian tola, apparently because

both these weights were the highest

money terms known in Bombayand
Canton ; the tola weighs 180 grs.

troy, and the standard Hang 579.84

grs. or about IJoj. ; its weight

varies little in comparison to the

catty, but there are trifling discre-

pancies all over the empire to the

extent of even forty grains ; it is

worth from $1.38 to Sl-47 accord-

ing to its purity, and is visually

reckoned at Os. 8(t/. sterling.

1 fE9 A twoitersons.

S 1 (@ •!&« y<^ 'l'*""'-' ^^''e twa

I
^' ^ divide it equally.

-^ 1 10 ii tliere were tliree or

four. {Shanff/itii.)

] ^ heaven and earth.

A ^ 1 FbT ;t + •'lan <Jwell8

between heaven and earth.

1 id on^s parents.

] '^ 40 SS ^^® J"*''
nii'ssed see-

ing caeit other.

1 Pf i R9
'^ '"^ "• ** dilemma.

1 iL ''**^ ^^'^ Riverine provinces)

i. c. Kiangnan and Kiangsi.

"I" 1 ^ ^ ten taels ( f silver.

% 1 mK^^mm^K^
I f@ ^ "H °"<^ ^^^ ^^''^ willing

enough, but the other side would

not consent. (Shanghai)

1 ^ \io\h sides.

Kead liang^ A chariot.

"&
1 tRF J^ a hundred chariots

escorted her.

;> h. pair oi wheels ; a chariot;

a classifier of carriages, carts,

liumj wheelban-ows, and wheel car-

liages.

¥ H 1 three carts.

ffi
} From man and tivo ; q.d. as if

no ctlier could match him.

Hiang Clever at, skilled.

'La W fpT fi 1
^^lia'are you

skiUed in ?

In Pekingese often abbreviated

to 'Ha. Two, as persons ; it is

occasionally applied to money.

PI ffl 1 A we two.

1 H f@ A two or three jxirsons.

^ ^=t. From '^, heavy and ^flf sitt/(/e«-

Nrt ly, both contracted : others dc-

liiliiq' rive it from the sun above

^lang *''« E'"'''' — M. one li.

To estimate, to measure, to

judge; to keep an account of; a

measure, a limit ; cubic or solid

contents; a determinate jxiint or

quantity ; appetite, ability to drink ;

longing for a particular kind of

food ; an enlarged liberal mind
;

good feeling, an opinion ; capacity,

jwwere, calibre.

TS 1 S ™y ^'bility to drink is

small.

^ ] J^ a i)oor capacity, medio-

cre talents.

IM ] ^ il? what is the limit ?

^ ] ;f; ^ a good presence and

high abilities.

^ g ]
an over estimate of one's

self.

^ jy ;§ ] a month was the

limit.

JT 1 ^^ giicss, to reckon.

'te JB IS* 1 ^^ ^'"'^ da^n no

limit for his drinking.

IrI f-^ J^ I ^ he made unifonn

the stasidard lubes, the measures

of length and capacity, and the

steelyards.

^ £ ^ ^ ^ 1 -ifc
il '8 all

the plainer tlien, that he does

not know his own capacity.

Bead ^Hang. To measure the

quantity or size of; to deliberate,

to take counsel \x\tvin, to think over.

1 jS) *" nieasure ; to consider

how much.

^ j
to measure (he area of

I 7J5 to measure out rice.

^ /fJ ^ 1
'' will be best to

consult carefully.

t^^ Composed of ,^ a capital and

Jf^^ y^ not, intimating tomething

Han'j' ''*'' °'^ untoward in an olliccr
;

occms used for the next.

Clear, brilliant ; bright, as

the moon ; lustrous ; tidy, neat

;

transparent, illumined ; to dis-

play, to illustrate ; to aid ; to be-

lieve in , sonorous, as a voice.

1 ^ transparent or shming

gauze.

% 1 daylight

f^ ^ ]
bright moonL'ght.

] ^ an open sedan or chair.

^^ ]
musical notes, clear and

sweet

^ ] neat, clean, as a room of

dress.

^ ] light up, as a room.

] ^ ^ ^ glimmer of light;

bright, as the reflection on the

water.

563 1 Ift yu lia^e helped to

make four reigns illustrious.

M "f T^ j «S ^, ^ if the

superior man has no faith, he

will refuse to take hold — of

principles.
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^^' Sincere words, faithful ; to

P<J» accredit, to believe; credii-

liancj'' Ions ; to suppose, to guess
;

to aid ; to know certainly
;

to oversee.

j^ ]
to assist, to support.

^ I
to excuse, to liope for the

best.

•7 fu .S. 1
lio is inexcnsablo;

lie must bo kept to Lis work.

I X> ^\ 1'$ '*' yoii "i" "ot t'li'ik

straugo of me.

1 iSJ iO jtt ^ ''*"' pretty certain

of it.

^ !£ S 1
^^'^^ ™"®t reckon his

own resources.

^ I
or ^ I

to be considerate

of others, to estimate their diffi-

culties
;

put yourself in his

pltoce.

LIAO.

^ 1
friendship with the sincere-

:if -F ^ llij ^ 1 the princely

man is firm from principle and

not fr>ni opinion.

n^%P.:{> 1 A K « ray

motlier ! Heaven 1 can you
Tiot ut) lerstand me ?

/ji^> Di.stant; to search into tlio-

|/J\ roughly.

'"'"9' Road Idany' and used for gg.
^Vraugling, harsh, violent.

^ >& ^ 1
they follow a good

end without rivalry.

LIAO. 5l>7

linns'

The incessant crying of in-

fants ; to weep witliout

making a noLse.

P^ ]
children wailiiig.

H-i^} From sun and a capital as the

Ht3 phonetic.

Ikmy' To dry in the air ; to hang
out to dry, but not in the

sunshine ; to hang, as clothes on

a line.

]
—• ] air it awhile.

] ^ to spread out to air.

1 ^ drying in the air.

1^ ]
drying in the shade.

•ffi "fS ^ 1 ^ the butterflies sun

their wings on the flowery spray.

Bg ]
to dry in the sunshine.

Ill Cantonese. To place a thing

on trestles ; to rai.se it from tlie

ground; to put on a frame; to

shore up ; to dash against.

1 i^ f^ ^"^ '*' ^ ^''''''^ higher.

Old s'.unds, lio atul lot.

Jiao

From to (jo and kindled wood as

the phonetic.

Distant, far off.

] g to see afar off.

j& 1 1
[that hill] is .really a

great way off.

] 1^ a broad expanse, as a

prairie.

tE ^ 1 ^ the road is a very

long one.

) ^ the leaves of the broad

bamboo used in weaving mats,

bats, ifec.

] ^ the region east of the River

Liao
] tJC which empties into

the north of the Gulf of Chihli,

now known as Sliingking.

] @ the designation of tlie Ki-

lans between a.d. 937 and 980

;

it was revived again by a small

tribe in a. d. 10G6, during the

decadence of the Sung dynasty,

and continued with various for-

tunes and changes until extin-

guished by the Mongols in A. d.

1201.

In Ginton, liu ;
— in Sicatow, lio ; — in A moy, liao ; — in Fuhchau, lien and l«o ;

—
in Shunylmi, lio ;

— ta Cliifu, li.io.

From man and kindled wood as

, ,_ the phojietic.

A companion, a colleague.

an official associate ; one of

the same class or rank ; to labor

or hold office together ; a kind, a

class.

(HJ j
officials, compeers ; those of

about the same rank and time.

^ ]
fellow-officers.

g"
] the magistracy ; the ruler?.

—
I JV one profession of men.

Read 'liao, and used with j^
pretty. A courteous manner; a

gentle, leisurely, affable manner.

1^ A 1 -^ how lovely Is that

beautit'ul woman.

Interchanged with the last

A fellow-student or officer

;

to study iii the same room
;

a sm.iU window.

I ^ a room in an office like a

tea-room, where officials meet

In Gmlonese. A stjill ; a cabin,

a board or attap hut, a shanty;

dwellings of the ix)or, like old

bo.its shored up and roofed in.

jk
I

aquatic jieddler's boats.

5^ ]
brothels.

^ ]
a wooden hut.

^ ^ I
thatched hovels used by

boat-people.

A clear note, as of a bird at

night ; the wailing cry of

pain.

] 1^ a shrill wail or scream.

Pg a cry, as of a wild swan on

ligli.

From hand and kindled wood ;

used with the next, and when
menning to b.iste, it is sometimes

written ^ bnt that character is

unautliorized.

To take hold of, to pull

about ; to manage a thing, to

regulate ; to pl.ay with ; to pro-

voke, to pick a quarrel with ; to

i:icite to evil, to seduce into sin :

Ji<m
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to assist, as in walking ; to tickle
;

to brush away, or jerk off, as an

insect ; to stir up, as mud in a

Btreani, or to take up Irom tlie

bottom ; to biiste, to sew togetlier.

] ^ to con'ri\e bow to reach

an.aim ; intriguing.

iS'l A 'o pl'iy jokes on ; loving

to interfere.

1 ^ fi^ tickle bira to wake him.

1 Wi M' !K^ excite one's wrath

-ffi 'M ] tw '•1*« Bowers and wd-

lo«s e.vcite the feehngs.

j ^ to challenge to a battle

1 A tX IS ^^ *^^^ °"*^ ^° '*

fight.

] >^ to stir up the fire.

j jp^ A mischief-loving boy, who

likes to play and break things

] ;5 to tickle or brush the ears

I J^ to pull and haul, as in play

a basted edge.

to sew a seam, to hem.

Similar to the preceding, and

used witli 'iJk good looking

To triHe ; to dally ; to play

witli
;

pretty, good looking,

winsome

] ^ boisterous ; annoying.

Reatl 'lao at the North.

] I
a maternal grandmother

Jiuo

The virile member ; a term

used in Shantung _

A bamboo trencher, the fj |

on which the beef w;is placed

by tlie sacrificial officer, and

the blood in another dish,

during the .state worsliip in

the Chen dynasty

fi U -Jt- S: 1
get ready the

dishes foi the blood and flesh

|ljV5^ The cicada; it is often in-

t-MA terchanged with ^lao ^ to

j'lno denote the |g ] a small

whitish kind fomid in Cliihli

||3 ] a variety of the mole-cricket

'

LIAO.

^lA Small birds like the wren,

c^S pipit, tarin, or tomtit ; a

Jiau grass-warbler.

jUl ]
the little tailor-bird

of southern China, but also applied

to other small birds as the sedge-

wren or blue-bird.

6 1 a butchei bird or shrike.

m 1 M'f'Mm u^^ •-*] "it's

nest in a miusquito's eyebrow

;

— J. e. excessively small.

The fat or tallow covering

the intestines ; the omentum.

® S jSi I
Uke out the

blood and caul

] hard tallow.11^

Jmo

From (loff or beast and kindled

wood , tliese char.icters are also

used for 3? tli6 name of the

Laos tribes.

To hunt at night by torches,

as in deer-stalking

I Pg a night hunt.

Artful words.

I ]
inces.sant altercation

and gabble

1 pM deceitful talk.

Silver of the purest kind
;

a furnace w'th a flue to it

;

a fetter ; to fetter, to secure

1 -J a cook ; an old term

^ ] manacles for securing

prisoners

From ear and i horary character .

occurs used with thi next, and is

also read '/ik.

A ringing in the ears; to'

wish, to depend op ; to guess
;

to considei ; a support ; an initial

particle, implying a diminution of;

careless of, anyhow
;
perhaps, then

1 1 ^ ^ not much, not many

] ^ ofl-hand ; readily
;
perhaps

1 J^ >^ He then let us consult

about it.

^ JU 1 ^ nothnig upon which

to live ; no employment, as a

farmer during a drought

is* waste ; heedless ; rash

.f

LIAO.

1 J^ fr I *i»k I had better

travel over the state

\ %^UB ^ I am half

inclined to go and live with her !

IS 1 ii m. -A''' t'^^e i^pifcr

seeds !

1 M /??. tlie district in the city

of Tung-chang fu on the Grand
Canal in the west of Shantung

Used for the last.

To trust ; to depend on, as
j/i«o fr,]g jj,jj pgg^i . j.,j,.g^ anxiety

for ; impatient.

IR .^ 1 iS nothing to look to,

no resources.

Read 'Hit. To pity, to coramis-

serate.

mFrom wings above streaming
, .,_^^

liair, representing the look of a
- —r '"fd "S 't darts on high.

The continuous blast of a
gale IS

I I
, applied also to a

steady breeze

Read liu'' The darting of a
lark, as it soars on high

Deep and clear like the deep

sea

f^ ]
limpid ; still depths.

as in a lake.

Jiao

Jiao

From a covering' axiH tajly\i\^\.

Empty, void, silent ; vacant,

solitary; v.ist ; unoccupied,

leisurely.

] ^ deserted ; unoccupied, idle

1 J@ boundless ,- vast, hke the

heavens.

-St J9 1 1 reduced to a very

few ; there are indeed not many
as the neglected and poor-

® J£ ii aj 1 1
a few of the

troops and people got out, and

escaped— the crash

d^ To run, to get away, to es-

c^^^J cape a danger ; to cross the

^hao legs

I 9^ begone I clear out I

] JJ ^ he has been away a

good while
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In Ciinfouese .naf\ ^imtu, ami

soujetiiijes wriileii ^|J Tosiloii (lie

lieuls ; to jx;rch, tc, roost ; to thiiiuj).

1 J® squat down.

1 0!l /^ s<iuat you down tlieru 1

ri^/y In.) poiiit out ; to select ; to

c/'ty^ sew, an

Jiiao order.

iid put in complete

-^1 7i ^ W '•-I"*''"
"^'"1

carefully look after yonr

mail and behncts.

/-W From mail and ohi as tlio jilionet-

Jiu) Largo, great.

I ]
of huge profxjrlions,

gigantic.

In Cantonese. A man, answer-

ing to (]^ in llie court dialect ; a

person, <a fellow, rather a demean-

ing term ; one of a class, and not

nnfrcquently added to the name of

his calling, as ^Ij g^ ] a barber.

^ ] an elder brother, i

J|j8 ] a younger brother

#P T 1
or #P E ]

a villager,

a clown
I

^ ^ I
old fellow.

I

fig ]
that stranger ; that man.

^h JH 1 •* Northerner.

C—H^ From p/anl and to fly liigh.

^^ *

^5»- An acrid herb, the seeds of
'Itao ^vhich fly about ; usually ap-

plied to the knot wort, persi-

cary, or smart weed (Polygonum)

;

met troubles, griefs.

ifl 1
^^'^ prnice s feather (PoIjj

(/onam orientale
)

7K 1
or >J> I

the water jx;pper.

(PolijgouiLm per/oltatum
)

"J* X. ^ "f 1
la™ brought

among the smart-weed ;
— t e

into bitter trials

M ] or 1^ ] a small sjiecies in

Kiangsi, with bright red flowers,

and the lanceolateJeaves mark

ed with many black spots : the

roots are used to boil with per-

simmon seeds

5^ ]
the water jjersicary. {Poly-

yonum umphihiuni.)

^ ] the liaiiy smart weed {Poly

(jomiia harhalitm), or an allied

species with thick hirsute leaves,

also called ^ ,^ |g| the white

horsewhip

Read luh. Luxuriant growth.

1 \ M ^ Ijow finely grows the

Artemisia.

'Ituo

P

liao

The proper name of the small

slate, for which (he last is

often written ; it lay in the

present Ku-chi hien [g ^- 0^
Ml the south-east corner of Honan,

ou a branch of the River llwai.

To bind or wind around ; to

^•"1'
;

gyves; fetters ; to

manage ; the leechlines of a

sail ; anciently, a sacrifice to

the emjjeror's ancestors.

1 U to wind or tie in a ball.

1 j^ 'o saunter ; to go about and

» look, as at a fair,

I
-^ to wind or wrap arciuiid, as

' when bandaging a limb.

1 ^ leechlines along the edge of

, a sail. V
.|^ ]

slack oft" the sheet;

RB 'ffi 1 ^ the eyes wearied with

looking ; amazed at what I have

seen.

] jg ^ to wind the cue around

the head.

— j ^ the hair coiled in a tuft

III Cantonese. To lead a horse

about to cool, for which ^g is more
common and correct.

C .Ld^ From Jire and kindled laootl; it

'IrGh' 15 nearly syncnymous witb its

'^f*'* pnmilive.

To burn ; to set on fire ; a

blaze ; to illuminate ; torches place<l

on stands ; a link, a signal light
;

fuel ; to enlighten ; brilliant, as fire

P^ I
E door-light, a hall-lamp

1 in ^H ^ plain as pointing to

the palm.

1 ^ M a ^^''' '" ^^ woods
; a

burning )ungle

^ % 1 '* '^ '^1' written out

l^*m^^JJ«i:abIaz-
iiig faggot may perhaps be easily

put out

I ^ blazing faggots.

/^ 1 i tIj ^^ torches are blaz-

ing in the court yard.

^ Bi \ ^ which the people

bum for fuel.

Bright.

llj I TJC ^ the clear hills

'liaij and pictiiresiiue waters.

I ^ M 0JJ bright and

splendid

A clear, bright eye; far-

1^ sighted ; distinct vision.

Uiao B$ •? 1 v^ Ibe eye clear

and honest ; an eye of con

scions integrity.—
' @ I ^ I can see it all at a

glance.

*E& Tall.

'liao

1
'liao

The etymologists describe

character as -f^ '

out arms, rgferriug

zontat stroke

"f son ,

i
»ya

or
] 1^ a tall lank

man ; one who walks unstead-

ily, or on his toes

Intelligent; cheerful, lively,

^ discerning; empty; to sym-

'li((o pathize with, to think on

;

empty.

1 11 ife il ^ I am greatly

grieved at their sufferings from
' cold and nakedness.

this

f child with-

to the hon
ou the charactii

it, somewhat resembles

Y a fork

Fixed, concluded ; intelligent

;

knowing how to carry a thing

through ; to bring to an end
;

finished, done; after a verb, it

forms past time , before a verb,

very, fully, wholly
;
preceding the

negative /f,
it forms the sui)crlative

;

between two verlis, it has the force

of one action ; as^ ] ^ he laugh

ed once.

jS
I ^ jg burned all the houses

f.7
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3* -7 Ifu ]
^^'' matter caiinot

Ix! done.

^ I
washed.

— @ 1 ^ **"" ^^^ ''"% under-

stitiul it at a glaliuc.

] ^ ^ exceedingly, matchless;

— either gootl or bad ; no help

for it ; how sad !

] ^ that's the end ; now it is

finiebed ; he's dead.

I 'f^ ^ the job is done

1^1 it cannot be done or

brought about.

-tti 1^ ^ E I
m'-'^'s <-••' >'' "*

inrisible, as ice or a mist

1 fjK P)J 1^ to understand fully.

. ^ ] 1 saw it, I'\e seen it.

^ ^ 1 ^ ^" ^^'11 tl'^'n liave

been bought

] ^ a consequence ; hi irony,

can you ! Low so ! estimable.

}§ ] ^ an exdaraaiiou of sur-

prise or pity ; how dreadful

!

) ^ clearly, fully.

^^ W fS 1
"'^'' '^ ""^y <''" '''^™-

pletion.

^ ]
enough ; that will do ; let be.

cning.

1 1 -tfc ^ finished? is it not

yet done ?

1 1 1 KS>^~®t6'lone!
BO it is, but I vc some lear of it.

fO^ -i 1 if 1 y*"> '!»<' scarcely

then gone.

^ ^ Mi-f-^ 1
'^^ J"^'' "°"^

of your business.

ihM \ 1 :A; * >Z\ ^ «hen

a child is very precocious, he is

not so certain to be remarkable

when old.

^ ^ 1 W ^^^ wattled grackle

from Hainan. (Eulabes indieus.)

] ^ a species of blue grackle.

] -^ ^ a singing grackle. {Eui-y-

stomus orienlcUis).

>| ) From a peck and grain, — one
*" is measured by the otber ; it

liao'

l^ A ebort leggings, suca as are

worn by fishermen.

?^ 1 ^^ggings made of cow-

hide to protect the legs and
foet when fishing or wading.

nr

looks a little like (k'o }|^ a rank.

To estimate, to measure, to

judge of ; to take a census ; to

reckon ; to dispose properly, to

give out orderly ; to reflect ; to

rub, to smooth the hair ; materials,

stuff
;
provender, grain, and hi the

North, csi>ecially denotes pulse for

animals ; strass, a vitreous sub-

stance imitating stone, uswl for

making rings and cups ; colore<l

glass ; an employe, one who is of

service, a useful man ; his ability,

skill, cleverness ; a peddler's dnim

with two rattles, because it emits a

distinct sound ; to pull ; to set a

s;iw.

^ I
to overtee and dhect

1 ® to manage.

exactly.

1 V io M. ^ ^^'"^ y°" *''' ^^^^

it to be so.

^ 1 7 lib ^ think that I can-

not do il.

M JtU jM 1 '*' t'a'ino'' l^ foreseen.

Kl ] who would have thought it?

^ 1
or f(J ^ 1 unexjxictedly

;

unforeseen.

] :^ ^ pj a contingency I had

nut thought of

^ }U ^ ]
it is what I rather

exiJecU'd.

^ J^ ^ ]
a statesman ; a

worthy loyal government officer.

J^ ] a cai-elc«i wasteful work-

man ; a ne'er-do-well.

J^ 1 * provender of pulse.

] ^ strass, in imitation of tiloiie;

the ^ 1 is the best.

] ^ window glass.

J^- ] jjasto or priming made of

pig's blood.

] Sfy materials, stuff; the raw

product

•f^ ]
materials (o make a thing

of, as spices, sugar, &c., for the

cook.

IS ^ X 1 reckon what the

work and materials will come to.

H ] manure," fertilizers.

~ j M^<^ )r «M the '"gre-

dients of the medicine weigh

two catties.

] ||^ to set a saw with a ^ |

or vice, so as to widen the kerf

t'> A surrounding wall.

1 ^ J^ S surround it with

a wall.

'> To heal, to resist the pro-

1^ gress of disease by proper

liao remedies.

1 ?i practice of medicine.

I ^ to cure sickness.

1 fl t« ap[x;ase hunger.

'ffe ^ ^ 1 S ^^^ sneds cure

no jxwr folks.

) Destroyed, defeated, ruined
;

:<^ in Kiangsu, used for badness

;

liao' badly, wickedly.

tB 1 '" slander.

^ I
leanung bad habits.

MT^^M i^> 1 though he is

not dead he is still badly defeat-

'J A small ancient town or

slate, probably derivetl from

f^ ] a sou of Wan Wang,
who had an appanage in Tsi

I or Shantung.

' Derived from y^ fire and an

ancient pjrm of "^ sincere, both

liao' contracted, intimating that in

sacrificing to heaven, faith is tlie

most important point ; it is now
used only as a primitive.

Fuel used, in sacrifices.

> To cross the hind legs in

walking, as a donkey does,

liao' and sometimes as an ox

;

weak in the legs, as an old

man or a spavined horse ; to turn

back tho hoof, as when kicking,

j ^ to toddle along ; to crawl or

drag the legs, as wlieii weak or

IKilsied.

] ^ -^ a kick by a hoise.
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From K sword and a contracted

form of the next or flowinrj water.

Old tounds, let, lep, lit, and lip. In Canton, lit, l«t, surf lip ; — «'« Swalow, l!et. lip,

in Fuhchau, Uek and lak ;
— in Shnnghai, lih ;

— in Cliif,

•gj ] Jiiid^ j
onr mpritorioiis

predecessors.

^ ^ ] ]
sliivering, sliaking

from cold.

] ;^ a woman who prefera to

die rather tbaii to marry again.

\ I
majestic ; mournful ; blazing,

raging ; ardent.

% /($ ^ 1
we have roa.sted flesh

ami l}roiled to otfer you.

f'f' W 1 5lj admirable was their

majesty and elegance.

I ^ a patriot, a noble statesman.

^ 1 OJ ^ Ilii t ^ Yihset

lire [to tlie plants] on the hills

and marshes and burned them.

To separate, to distingtn'sh
;

to arrange or state in order;

to place according to rank or rule

;

each, severally ; regularly, seriatim,

methodically ; a rank, a series ; a

file, as of soldiers ; a class, as of

officials.

^ 1 ^ ^ write out the i)articu-

lars clearly, as in a bill.

1 Rl or fj ] troops in rank;

drawn up in array, as for battle.

^ ]
to set out in order..

-^ !^ -7 .file 1
'f ''lie drums do

iiot Bound, the ranks cannot lie

forme<l.

]^or I^Vor Ifi^^you,
Sirs; Friends; all you Gentle-

men 5
— used in direct address.

1 ^ -^ c^ each one sitting ia

Jiis place or rank.

From \i\ sireamx and ^ nil,

the lost being a contracted form

«V °^ *''* preceding, and often fuv-

tlier contracted to ^ e.venini/ ;

it is only used as a primitive.

The motions and looks of t\[)-

pling water.

m. Frorajfre and to arrange as the

, . phonetic : occurs used witli the
"*>»»> next.

Burning, ardent, hot ; violent

as a wind ; impetuous, energetic,

enthusiastic; daring in a good

cause ; fierce, cruel ; meritorions,

high principled ; eminent in any
way ; chaste ; merit ; energy

;

fame ; brightness, vigor ; majestic,

imposing, dignified ; cold, bleak
;

to broil ; to set fire to.

^ ] a fierce fire.

^ I
irritable and violent.

fjS I
inflexibly loyal ; j-igorously

chaste, as a widow.

I 1^ an eminent ancestor.

lieh

tieli

A cold air ; harsh, raw, chil-

ly, as the weather.

Jg, ]
a freezing wind.

^ ] ^ gl cold wells and

cool fountains.

W 1 i^ J^ the cold rivulets glid-

ing from tlio spring.

Used for tlie last, bnt not qnite

correctly.

Pure, clear.

|g ] limpid, clear wine.

Read /«' To da.sh water about.

\ a, bubbling rivulet

Sedge ; rushes, useful to make
brooms.

;|.^ I
a [jeach wood used by

necromancers to expel de-

mons.

1^ ] a plant used in dyeing.

From tree and arranged ; it is

also read li'

1

licit'

lieh' Trees in rows; a tree like a

chestnut, with a hard grained

tough wood ; the serrated leaf re-

sembles the elm, and the nuts are

coarse ; it is called ] ;{g, and the

wood is used for carriage shafts.

^ iH ^ 1 ^^^^'' ^"^^ ^^^^ i"

the rows.

II, antlXa ; — in Amoy, Mat andliap ;
—

'«, lieh, and lie.

The chatter of birds ; a final

) particle expressing certainty
;

lieh' occurs as a synonym of ^
frr the imperative, as f^ )

eat it.

I ]
birds qnarreling and chirp-

ing.

Iff ] ho is quite drnnk.

/E ^ 1
it is jnst fixed ill that.

^jl The woodpecker, of which

»^^> five species are mentioned, a

lii'/i' hirge, a small, a variegated,

and a gr;iy sort ; another

kind is greenish black with a red

crest, and called ^ ^- i}]| cr red

crow ; a sort found in Ng.anliwiii

is fond of wallowing in the dust.

lieh'-

Not progressing.

> tX 1 @ *" '<l'"ul>'*', t" stall)

one's foot, but not to fall;

to slip.

ytf|| From garments and separated.

y^^i Cuttings, leavings, remnants,

lieh' cabbage ; to crack ojjen, to

split ; to tear ; to slit ; a

crack, a fissure ; a flaw, as in glass

;

cracked, se.amed, creased.

Q ^ I
it Bplit open.

^ j
broken, fractured, as ajar.

— jl^ 1 iljt °"® crack.

JE 1 1^ tS angular and irregular

carvings with flowers.

] ;^ to tear or rip the clothes.

] ^ riven, split, fissured,

jj^ ]
heedless ; blundering and

raalingering, as ofiicials do ; to

gubvert, as a custom.

^T
I

to break, to cnack ; cracked,

gl) 1 or j^ ] ripped, riven ; toni,

as clothes.

A violent gust of wind ia ]

^, referring to its sudden-

Ae'j* ness and fury.
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Kobust ; having a long beanl,

|,j not common among the Chi-

nese.

] I
tall and strong.

^ 1 ^ ^ i. ^^^ °i'i *"^ ^'"

gorous heli)ed him.

From Ks streavis and 21 *1>8

fontanelle, referring to a horse's

' nmne, and its bristly appenrance

iiko a ^ rat's legs ; the second

form is the commonest.

Stiff hair on the head ; a

mane ; bristles on a hog

;

dorsal fins, esj)ecia]ly those with

long flexible spines ; bristly, stiff

hair.

^ 1 the stiff-bristled,:r—a poetical

name for a boar.

^ ]
a long beard.

M 1 the tumulus of a grave, which

at first was made like a ridge

resembling a horse's neck.

W 1 ^ ^ '^'^ shakes his mane
and raises his head,—as a war-

borae.

LIEH

WimU^ I
the ml bristles

are sporting amidst the green

grass ;
— said of gold fish in a

tank.

From dog and bristles as tlie

phonetic.

Yieh^' To hunt wild animals ; the

chase ; field Sfwrts ; hawk-

ing, gunning ; to pursue earnestly,

to get with difficulty ; to hunt up
;

as a quotation, or select phrases

;

to strike with dread

tT ]
or fg I

to hunt; to go

sh(X)ting.

] JnJ a iwintcr, a hunting-dog.

]M[ 1 to unleash the dog.

] J5 huntsmen, foresters.

] ^ ^ $ lie searched out their

elegant extracts.

To stride over, to leap over

;

to overstep ; to go out of the

licit' way ; to tread.

P 1 1ft i!f lie had had ex

-

jjerience of worldly affairs.

t,eh

LIEN.

I }f^ to sit rudely or out of

one's order ; to occupy a wrong

seat cit table.

^ ^ I ^ do not overstep the

regular order when learuiug

From fish and Imst/i/, alluding

probably to the spinous dorsals.

A general name at Canton

for fish with spinous fins like

the [lerch, wrasse, gilt-head,

.tc

lie ^ 1
l''" st'ftl'Pl^l perch

(Pii.stiponut yiainmopacilum
)

^ iJji 1 the gold thread wrasse

{C/iy>/-<"p/i>'ys cmthiiitlis.)

J;^ >^ I
sea-going c.irp {Cijprinus

ocuminutus )

^ 1^ ]
the sharp-nosed sun-fish

(C/in /(uliiii moilestn^.)

M. ^ ] the black [lerch. yllople

gnulliiiS /(isriiitiin
)

•j^ [Ig )
the big-eyed perch {Pri

ocaiilliiis tiiijeims
)

j^ I
red perch {Pat/rus unicolot

)

M
CKd sounds, lien and liem. In Canton,

kiani ; — in Pufichau,

From to i/o and a mrl, referring;

to the continuous track made by
wheels.

Jien »

To connect, to continue ; to

join ; to unite, as in marriage ; to

compromise ; to stick to ; contigu-

ous, annexed, reaching to; a succes-

sion of, a junction ; a lumping ; con

nected, following, attached ; at the

beginning of a sentence, it forms

an adversative conjunction, even,

still ; elsewhere it is a copulative,

and, also, with, together ; applied

to drugs obtained from I he root.s of

several plants of the genus Justicia,

each of which has its s|K.'cific name.

jj ]
joined, as by a thoroughfare.

1^ ] banded together, us a ring

of peojJe.

lin and lini ; — «n Swnlow, liam, niam, lien,

:, lieng and leng ;
— in Shanyhai, li" and ni'

4B ] close, next, .adjoining, con-

terminous.

I ^ or ^ ] to implicate, to

involve ; compromised.

] ^ allied by marriage.

] ]
unceasingly, again and again

I 1 ^ ® fA^ incessant light-

ning.

5 "f 1 ^ his five s<-iiis became

b'ljin one after the other.

] H successive days.

tK 1 3^ the water meets the sky.

— its at sea.

^^ j ^ ^ 1"^ '^ continually in

good spirits.

] J^ ^ with the other accounts.

1 l§ •& 'T' Sfc 1**-' Joes not even

wash bis lace

and noi , — in A mot/, Han, 11am, and

, —in C/ii/u, lien. »

1 i^ -7 ^ '*• "ever stopped, as

the ram

I ^ ^f a plan that effects two

objects

^ 1
*" ^ iH * common medi -

cine hirnished by species of

Lcontice and Justicia.

1 Si ii plants whose roots con

nect.

1 3§ f^ mutually resiwnsible (or,

an<l leagued together.

S^ fU H 1
"'>' f^'efe "'e bitter

as woriuwo<xl.

1^31 ^ 1 IS ii ^ I'f

wages are "),000 ca.sh which

includes the c«sl of his food.

I ] ^ an inferior department in the

northeastern part ofKwangtung
'

1 ^ a flail.
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^^^ The wind raising ripples on

<lJ^ the water ; unceasing

Jien
I yjj^ baLuing water

^ fi 1 1
lier tears flowed

unceasingly.

1 Jl ^ river m the south of Hu-
nan, in Kwei-yaiig hien

M yK 'M M. ] iM ll'f^ f'^er flews

clear and rippling

A'^ A species of snake or red li

<1WS iiard, the »X^> ] , found in

j<'(e« Chehkiang, wliicii is attracted

by a ligiit ; it eats sparrows

and mice, and is regarded an

dangerous

^ ]
a serpent coiled up

Jj^ The lotus {Netumhum specio-

(."lipFl sum), the flower consecrated

^lieu to Budha ; much used in

names of people and places

] ^ the lotus flower or water

lily, of which ihere are numer-

ous varieties

] ^ or \ ^ lotus nuts

] -M "^
] W ^^^ seed-case or

torus of the lotus

^ ^ ]
the nasturtium.

; 1 iH <"
1 M ^1>*' ^o'"s seat, a

nam'! of Kvvanym.

^ ] jjig
a pleasure-boat.

'Q' -^ j
the Agapanthus^ a

showy liliacecas flower

] ^ •^ a pmkun purple color

/f; ] a species of hg (Ficus jiunula.)

^ 1^ 1 " P'^n*- ''ko the arum
(Caladmm xunthoruum.)

^ 1 a damsel ; a nun

^ ]
golden hlies, a term for

women's small feet

\ ^ a. lady-hke step, a fine gait

1 -?2 ^ name of a common song

From wood and connected, inter-

changed wit'u ^ a vase.

Men A side apartment, oi closet

adjoining- a large hall ; r.

kind of latch or crossbar on a

door

I -f- the loose skinned orange

(Citrui margarUa)

^^Jj From dress and connected ; an
^AJh unauthorized character.

Jxeti A pouch, a waist -bag

^R
I

a purse or pouch at-

t.iched to the girdle ; it is like a

bag slit in the side, and is chiefly

worn at the North

Unrefined lead or tin ore ; a

chain

^iieu ^ j
a l,x;k and chain.

m )
to kneel on chains

;

a mode of torture

J;^ ]
wind i( up, as a watch

] ^ "]" the chain (or watch) has

run down ot out.

Fiom Jliih and svcressUe,

cause It goes hi shoals. ,
•

be-

, hen

Two species of bream, the

Abrumis hraiuitlu and tcr

minaUs, called J^ ffi^ or flat fish

at Canton ; it is applied also to a

plated fish like a gurnard ; bui at

Nanking the ] ;6S is a silure

[ -^ a species of tench of a

whitish color, about two feet

long, much reared in Kiangsu
;

it is one of the gifts to a bride

by her parents as a wish for

children

Baked cakes made from

fresh oats, called |^ ] > '^

coarse kind of food

A term for white rice and

green grain ; nee which is

no*, glutinous and does not

stick.

Derived from ]y. ear and $$
silk altered, t > indicate the con

,
iiectioc of the ear to the cheek

Connected, joined ; associat-

ed, united j a term for ten hou.se-

holders acting as a neighborhood
;

to combine with ; to make alliance

with ; to assemble to joiu m a

regular order

^\ )
parallel sentences or dis-

tiches : they are written on

scroUii. or inclosed in ] ^ i

% frames, to hang upon walls. ^ I

^ ] scrolls fitted for hanging

on pillars and doors

^ I
or ^ I

funeral distiches

hung up during mourning j the

letters are white on a blue

ground

] ^ to form cabals

] ^ to dwell together as in <i

row or terrace, where the

houses are built in connectioa

I ^ a union of ten families.

j ^ united strength.

] f^ to crowd together ; a flock

1 '!j> '^ f^ '-o do with united

purpose

] :2 to subscribe names, as to a

petition

] -^ mutual security

] ^ united public opinion as

on a grievance

] ^ 1^ a federation of states,

like the United States or th>^

Genu.in bund

I <IS
~" )t '" combine parts

into one whole, as n; com[X)si

tion

1 ^ adopted brothers of thvi

same siiniaiue

In Caiiloiiese. To b.^ste ; to

stitch together

1 iK Wl to l>aste clothes.

From great and dark rorner

A lady s dressing-case ; a

perfume or toiletbo.x

I ^ money given to -i

bride

£^ I
a dressing-case with a glass

SI Bra M 1 ^^ resijectfully reque.:t

you to come and see tiie bridai

o.itfit ,
— an invitation to a

wedding

From napkin and cave.

A flag or sign of any kind,

showing where wine is rcld
;

m Shantung it is a blue

flag abon* two feet long

^ 1 a grog-shop, a, tavern, a

spirit dealer's stall

P^ ]
clq'h screens hung outsid:

of doors.

^hen
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lieu

The quick jumping run of

;f some animals is ] !}|^ said of

Men a monkey running up a tree,

the leaping of a hare, or a

dog st;ampering in his play.

From heart and iynis Jntuus as

tilt) plioiielie.

To eommisserate, to have

cbari'y for ; to sympathize

witii

1 if(> •'' l"'y "'"^ lit'lp

^ 1 -i <& a •o^''»g lieart.

^ Jg ]
.inworihy of pity

[p| ^ 4S 1
affl'fted people feel

pity fi>r each other.

j^ ^ ^ ]
I earnestly look for

your [lily

pj 1
^-^ 'M -k P'ty "i« j»st

one cash. {PeLinyese.)

From J^ a shelter and j^ to-

ifc'her

A corner, an angle; by the

side; nuMlerate, e«>noiuical,

sparing, frugal
;

pure, dLsinterost-

ed ; to discriminate, to examine

candidly ; discrimin.ition.

^ I Jit uiodest, shamefacetl

humhic minded, reputable

^ I
avaricious, too close

•Jl 1 SI *" anti -extortion .iliow

ancc,— a legal addition to the

salary of officials ; it is about a

thousand taels to a c/ii-Men

I
BD to examine aiid judge equi

tably.

T^ ] incorruptible, honest

I ^ a corner
;

particular, strict,

as a corner is inunovable

^ ] affected modera'iou in re-

fusing money.

1 W sparing, frugal.

M 1 M ?^ ^ delicate flavored

and cheap.

f^ ifO ] easy with, but sagacious
;

one of the nine virtues.

^ I
six virtues belonging to the

wise officer, his pur'ty in ^
goodnes.s, ^g ability, j£ recti

tilde, ^ reverence, j^ regard

for law, and ^ equity in deci-

sion

From bamltoo or napltn and
frui,al: the second form is often
restricted to cloth screen!).

A door screen of CiOth,

ma'.tirg, oi bamboo splints
;

window-screens; curtains.

ft 1
*" ?Jk 1 bamboo blinds.

^ I
a cloth curtain

/fC ^ 1
Venetian blinds

^ I ^ roll ip the blinds.

^ ] a gr.iss Woven screen.

] p^j at home, private, secluded

^ I 1^ deputies appoinleil by

the chancellor to read the essays

^ 1 ^ i^ to let fall the screen

and hear jxilitics ; said of an

empress regent or dowager

) jj:^ a curtain screen, as between

rooms

i^ aa 1 'I's crysUil screen; — if
a w.iterfall under which one sees

the sun.

^ ^ —
1 ['lie Sim

I

biiglitens

the flowers oh the screen

ATK a rivulet falling in a sheet of

ci^K water from a clitl'; thin ;

j/if/i |xx)r

ri iKl 1 J^ a pretty cascide
^" near C.intoii

] ^ a stream in T.io clicu J^ j^
ir. the sonth of Hunan

1 TJC a term used by the Chiiiese

:u Manila for Chiistiau bajjiism

.*db^ Interchanged with tlie last

S »TN To stick ; to adhere lo, as
^lieli ,muj (^ wheels ; thin ice

;

cold, icy ; water lying still iu

a pool and just ready to

freeze ; unsavory,

* 1 ] MM^ ^'^r in a

pool and skimmed over with ice

^ i^ % 1 <^eep mire does not

stick

M
Jieti.

Used with tlie last.

A thin sheeting of ;ce.

PlK ® W 1 ^^^ water is just

skimmed over with ice.

E B r^ 1 ^^^ thin ice melts in

the sun

An insect thought to smell

'^'IN ^'^^ g'uger, the ^ | , found

j/«'« in the grass during summer;
it is also known ^ $ i6 or

fragrant damsel, and probably be-

longs to the Cimex family, iliough

one of Us .synonyms, j^ ^ or

sm<x>th bug, is now applied to ibe

cockroach.

8^P The calf of the leg; the q)'een

7]^ ill animals

^llea ^[> ] <^ iLe shin bone,

gi I
the leg

1^ 1 3fi a liog's spleen oi

milt.

A sickle ; a reaping cr bill

liiKik

; ^ I
or ^ 1

a sickle.

Pj ]
u priiuiiig-lio(jk.

'''"'
I fll §?.

''"""« "' a sickle

^ nn ] 7} ll'" new
moon is like :i sickle

der case with .steel and H'lit

"114^ A coarse kind of re<l sand

'n-llV stone, not line enough for

^/icu |H)lisbiiig, hyjMK'rilical spu

tious ; reiUlish

1 ^ feigned benevolence or

kindness

An unauthorized chaiacter. •

A species of siluie or mud-

t''-" fish {Anns falcwius), coui-

mo:i at Canton, of a dull

gfreen color, stout jagged spines,

and large mouth with six cirri

,

other s<jrts have four cirri

<^>&iV From -
5t *" '"/' lid ® "">
often wrongly writteu like

«'""' W[*° ^S< "'"' interchanged

with /len' ^ to enshroud.

To collect, to gather in, as a

harvest , to amass, lo hoard up, to

husband ; to concentrate ; to de-

sire ; to give ; to enshroud ; in

to neutralize, to tepreus;

iiering ^,

^ ] to |ii t into a v^flin. ^

.4
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J|j^ ] to harvest, to gather in

crops.

1 fl$ 2 /Pi [t^o ruler] concenters

ill himself llie five liappincsscs.

fp5 ] to lioard, to lay by ; to get

by griping.

1 ^ or
] Sjj:

to stay at home

;

to refuse to go, as to a place or

on a visit.

] ^ to sleeve the hands, to de-

cline.

) ^ JW ^ ^ t» g«t F«P1"'8
hatred you deem to be a virtue.

] ^ bo patient with ; don't

ineddie with tlie thing.

1 jfe to lay up littlo odds and

e;mall suras.

?Jt i^ tt 1
'"^''^'' ^""^ neutralizing

;

they repress heaX.

Bead lien' Exactions; the ait

of gathering.

ffl X. ^ 1
*'''^ goverument uses

hateful exactions.

In Cantonese. To lick, as a

dog.

Used for th« tut.

To withdraw the hands into

Hien the sleeves ; an apron.

1 -Ift ^ i sleeve my hands

at my lapel, and pay my respects
;

— a phrase on a lady's card ; the

hands are put one above tho

other.

From flesh and ths whole.

The cheek ; the face ; repu-

'lien tation, honor ; countenance,

character.

I Jg_ ^ the face, the cheeks;

the countenance.

^ I
shameless, brazen-faced-

jll^ ^ ]
a face that shows dif^ust

and displeasure.

^ ]
to disgrace one's self or an-

other.

^ ]
dishonorable; bad-faced.

3g; "g I
an ill-tempered sullen

^1 or i^ <^ 1 fi<J
disgraceful,

reproachful. ,

§ I
ruddy cheeks. .

^ j
to give moral support, to

keep in countenance ; creditable,

praiseworthy.

^ I
to commend, to countenance

;

to visit at [my] house.

"WM 1 «t T» I^ i' '""keg all

tlie diftereiice whether it is my
back or my face, — how you

do your work.

^ I ;fg j^ to meet one with a

smHe.

5^ ^ ] cast down, out of humor.

I
'^h to interfere to make up a

• quarrel, to urge to peace.

W T> ± m X ^ S 1
y«»

neither go ahead about your

work, nor do you let your face

apix'ar ;— you are neither useful

nor respectable.

] ± #: ^ ^ really mortified,

much asiiamed.

^ ^ ] a siiver-tlish face,— i. e. a

lOuver friend, capable and kind.

Read ^t^ien. A dish made of

fish and vegetables spiced, given to

the poor.

iieii

The Becoud form is unusual.

A medicinal plant, the ^^
] ]^ or Siegeabeckia orieii-

talis, a syiigenesious plant

of a milky nature ; also a

Bijecies of scaUions or Allium.

3^ 1 .^ the berries of a species of

wild vino.

^ j
the white beny or grape

(Anipelopsis seriaiuej'oliu), found

in Chihli, and used in medicine.

From ^ carriage and two yi
men to draw it along.

A barrow or hand-carriage,

shaped like an easy-chau: and

pushed by men ; tho Emperor's

chariot ; the court ; the sovereign ;

to transport ; to take up.

1 "K at court, at (he capital.

l£ ^ 1 IJ ^ T appointed to

reside near the imperial govern-

ment

^ ft ^ 1 ^^ took up our loadn,

we trundled our barrows.

1 ill P'ttl's within the palace

grounds.

jjf ] tho metropolis.

jy $ 1 -^ he took his mother

in a carriage.

1 ^ household or body-guards.

3£ 1
'"" ^ ]

the emiKsror's

chariot.

^ ]
her Majesty's carriage; the

car of a goddess.

'lien

A vase or plat« used to hold

tho rice of a sacrifice in the

imperial ancestral temple.

3^ ] ornamented vases cm-

ployed for this purpose in the

Ilia dynasty and later.

t4/\ Am -
A ram or deer with three

curls in its horns, is called

3 OE 1 ' *• * thrice rolled

horn.

'lien

1

1

1

To transport, to remove, to

tako a thing in a barrow ; to

change places, to move about

;

to pick up and arrange.

7^ ] .^ to take back and

forth.

^ to take out of.

jg /^ take H to the man.

Wi W, ^^^ t\^6m out and sun

them.

^ ^ ^ a coolie's toil.

\M,]iJiifm ^^'^ fpliex-wasp

brings mud to make its nest.

) From evil and all ; sometimes

written^ but this form ia right.

lien' To sliroud a corpse ; to lay

out a body in its best clothes

for coflSning ; the shroud or band-

ages.

J|^
I

to put in a coffin.

'^ ] and )], ] a pompous funeral

and a plain on&

I ^ bandages or scarfs to wrap

the body in.

>&L) Water overflowuig ; crests of

iJj^J^, waves.

lien'*
1 fSi *•" overwhelm ; lo-foll

and tumble, as billows.

kSi
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^-db') A tree bearing I'Jae flowers,

fy^^ llie jVdia accdei-adi or pride

Ikn' of India ; the seeds sliake in

tlie pod like a bell, wbencc

one name is ^ |$ J- ; tbe

phoenix likes it, but the dragon

abhors it, say the geomancera

;

white ants keep away from it.

jt ] 'Hi '' fiaial\ le.ived sort found

in Honan ; a bitter medicine is

prepared from the leaves.

) From silk and to separate

;

occurs used with the next.

Urn' To boil raw silk to soften it
;

to experiment upon ; to prac-

tice, to drill in ; to select ; a bright

white color ; a piece of silk.

^ ^ to practice at a thing.

1 ^ i^ dressed silk, that which

has been prepared for weaving.

1 fl^ 'o select a day.

7K 1 water polica

JS & 1
•"* species of magpie with

a very long tail.

^ ] lo drill and exercise troops.

] 1^ the long tailed bine jay

(Urocissu ccrulea), also called

;^ JS H J^ long tailed damsel

.jy-j^> To boil raw silk wlicn pre-

lieii'

paring it for weaving.

1 I& i& " ^l*"!' *°'" whiten-

ing raw silk.

From ^re and to separate ; in-

terchanpred with the next.

lieu'

lien

To separate dross by fire

;

to test character, to disci-

plino the mind.

] ^ to refine the pill, — and

become immortal, as the Taoists

jjretend.

X \ ^M ['••0"] ^7 long puri-

fying becomes steel, — so a man
improves by affliction.

Fronr vtetai and to separate ; in-

terchanged witli i^ ore and the

last.

To smelt ores, to refine, to

forge ; wrought, as iron ; to work

over thoroughly ; to discipline ; to

mortify one's desires ; to act and

reiict on, as the five elements mu-

tually do ; expert, matured, expe-

rienced, practiced ; a chain.

'g'
] thoroughly refined.

^ ] becoming religious, as a re-

cluse or an ascetic.

1 illl t" become a | gjj or vir-

tuous doctor of the Hationul-

ista by austerities and medi-

tation.

^ I
to chasten the passions.

] i ^ /fC it is the nature of

earth to produce wood.

1 SS "'^'' worked, as a metal

;

matured in.

^ ] solid in texture, durablti.

^ I
well hammered, as iron.

13 In jfn 1
'"'''11 "jlioscn and

lucid seiutences.

'— 1 ^ 't ^Ji •"" seven seeds

on one string.

^ I
to put a chain on a pri-

soner's neck.

HSL 1
*"' ^ 1 1^0 tmchain.

fV^ To pound a thing with a

X hammer; to beat a thing

lien' firm

I ^ JS fg to hammer out

gold l«if.

J) From Hion and to conned.

A pullet or young cock.

] -J twins.

\
^chickens.

^
Old sound, lik. In Canton, lik, lek, lak,

liap, and chek j
— in

i The original form represents tlie

tendons, for these direct tlie ex-
ertion of strength ; it is the lOtli

/l' radical of a natural group of
characters relating to effort of
any kind.

Muscular prowess, bra\vTi, force,

strength ; mental energy, spirit

;

nerve, tlie actuating power ; di-

vine succor ; full use of an organ
;

assiduous, smart ; the properties or

strength of a thing, as tho stifihess

of a bow, vigor of a style, severity

of disease, or tenacity of a wire
;

to labor at ; among Budhists, the

energy of a faculty of the mind, an
emotion, a power.

lap, nap, and Kit ;— in Swatow, lip, liap,

Fuhchau, lik and lek ;
— in Shanghai, lih

^ ]
or {IJ ]

exert yourself, be

spry, work harder.

^ ]
the help of Budha.

J ^ a trial of strength.

^ ] a forcible style ; a heavy

hand in penmanship.

j^ ^ \
talkative ; ordering peo-

ple about.

^ ]
influential from his wealth.

Si — W il 1
lend a helping

hand, nfibrd us assistance.

] P to work at farmiug.

5^ I
sliarpsighted, good eyesight-

jifc ^ M fi 1
how much does

this bow's strength measure ?

lek, le, and lat ;— in yl moy, lek, lip,

i
— in Chi/a, li.

1 ^ vigor, ability, aptitude.

§ 1 M fr ^el according to your

powers or skill.

^ ]
assiduous hi study.

^ ] resolution of forces ; dis-

tribution of powers ; as ^ ] is

the composition of forces in me-

chanics.

^ ^ '^ 1
*1*® place can thus

be made effective.

Jt. 1 the five balas or negative mo-

ral powers among the Budhists

;

— i e. faith, energy, memory,

meditation, and wisdom ; which

prevent the growth of evil.

] ;^ to practice earnestly.
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1

1

From hmiihoo and strnnpth or to

cttf ; the second form is common
at Cauton bat not authorized.

A scrubby variety of bam-
boo, full of spines, and there-

fore good for hedges ; bam-
boo roots; spines or thoriLs

oil pianl^i

^fi a thicket of thorns, like the

Ehamnus ; a bramble, a quick

set bush

fj" spinous bamboos.

'TT* Fromgrowmgyra'n ^repeated.

J , Bare, seldom met with.

M.
Tins has been sMperseded by tlie

- ._i next, from its iuiviiiii: been tlie

tri ^ itcisoual nainc of Kieiiluiig

I*
. .

The heavenly bodies, cliiefly

the sun and mix)n, which

are apix)inted to divide and note

times and seasons; the course and

changes of the spheres; to calcu-

late, as an ecli[)se

] ^ an almanac

^ ]
the imperial calendar.

1 fi ''^"'^ **' astronomy

1 ^ astrological fates or calcula-

tions; Heaven s will ; the calcu-

lations of the calendar.

1 ^ ^^^ asjiect of the heavens.

I ^ iistronomers

MXow used for the last.

J To pass o\er, by, or to;

It ' pa-s-siiig away, as generations

;

to experience, to pass Ihrougli;

to transgress ; arrayed in order,

orderly ; next, successive ; wide

apart, as the teeth ; si^parated ; dis-

ordered, confused ; to siiy all that

is needed ; to exhaust ; silent, seclu

eive.

] f^ successive dynasties.

I 2j5 from the first, hitherto ; con-

tinuously.

Jj5 I
antecedents of, notices of;

annals, historic events.

^ ^ ]
passed, gone, as times.

I ^ yearly, for a series of years ;

year after year.

1 1
"^ ^ every particular can

be proven.

] ^ long since, years ago.

1 1 Pf ^ ^ *^" t^o'i"'' ^ ^
this time.

) © to go out of one's seat or

place

1 (3 successive days.

I [jj a hill lying thirty rt south of

Pii cheu
jjlj ^+1 in Ping yang fii

in Shatisi, where Shun plowed.

1 iiJ t" undergo kuljjas ot sut-

fnng.

^ •ffe 1 ^ ^ confused appearance

of masts

1 ^ 1^ ',^ ^ ^ ^^'"^ passed

through all trials.

1 4& M TJ ^ ^1" B^ :g I l^^ve

fully declared lo you, my people,

all my views

] \ those who pass (or harbor)

criminals

^ I
to pass through, as trials;

to experience

E^il To cut H[) or open, as an aui-

n^? A noiseVf .splitting

l^atlJ I 1
* tnicklnig. crashing

h' sound, like ice breaking up;

the scream of wild geese

,^ ^ 1 ^ ill® ''''Is '"'*'^6 ^

great diu

te^ From tvuter and s-acre^vire.

tf^t A drop, a little left in a cup
;

h ' to dill), to trickle ; to dram
out ; to filter, to strain

f^ ] bamboo Mp, regardea as a

febrifuge

t^ ^ #. 1
Jra'ik it to the last

drop

] iSl to shed one s blood : blood

dripping.

] fll ^ ^ I humbly (letition with

the most earnest feeling

I ^ pitch or gum wh'.ch exudes

from trees, as 'he cherry.

] ^ ^ to urgently lepresent, as

to an officer.

In Cantonese A row, a line of

things

13 ""
1 o^n a furrow.

—
I ^ one row of vegetables.

|V^ From rlifienvp. and succrssire^ a.s

jI^C if Mlluduig to its hereditary cha-
//It^ > factor

Large, scrofulous swellings

on the neck ; struma ; humors on

the ganglions of the neck.

$i PjC ^ Wi 1 '''^ mosquito bites

have raise<l pimples

^ I
hard tendinous swelling.

^ ^ 1
scrofulous humors and

swellings on the neck.

A clap of thunder

U I ^ the splitting sound

of thunder ; the god of Thiin

der

A black goat is U | ; its

skiu is used for gJirments

from carriage una s'KV.CJ.si-.-e .' }.•

tlie j^honetic.

Th«j path worn by carriages •

to crush under a whec.

] $lS ^ carriage rut

A plant like the cress, ^ |

l^^j said to intoxicate i)r kill fi.sh
;

// ' It IS perhaps a species of Lc

piJiiifi. like the L pincidiitm

which has this proi^erty ; the red

•lish mucilaginous seeds are iise<l

to relieve asthma and hoarseness :

the same name is given to tiio

Si-iyiiibriuin utrorirens, a cruci'croiis

plant whose seeds are laxative

tiji The enduring tree, a sjiecies

[IjEa of '>ak, which may be the

/;
• same or nea.-'.y akin to tlie

next ; it bears etlible acorns ;

a stable

1 jM sticks or frames to torture

the ringt.rs by squeezing.

^ j
frames on which silkworms

spin their cocoons.

Wj 1 '" stable, a horse- pen.

^ J^ ^ 0C 1 '-*'® "^-^ coursei

is tethered in the pen.
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From wood and pleasure; also

read /oA,

W A species of scrobby oak,

(Qitcrcm terrafat) the wood

of which is so hard and tough as

to be deemed nnfit even for fuel,

and bonce employed as a deprecia-

tory terra by officials for their un-

worlhiness; any useless unservice-

able luaterial ; a black striped bird

with a red crest.

lU 'fj ^ ]
<"* ^^^ mountains are

the bushy scrub oaks.

From pejii or white and pleas-

ure.

The luster of a pearl.

3<J )
brightness of a pearl

;

A bright, shining form.

Small stones, gravel, sbingle

;

) coarse pebbly sand.

li' -^ ]
an ore of quicksilver

like cinnabar.

^ ]
jxjtsherds, broken pottery

and tiUng.

To strike ; to choose 5 to al-

) low ; to exclttde j the utmost

degree of.It'

Like the last.

) The trace or rat of a wheel

;

li ' the creaking of a cart ; to

c'.nsh under wheels.

SE ¥ M 1
'^® furious chariots

ran over the course.

m I
the creaking wheels.

^M ] ^ £ ^^ attendant oa a

carriage, an outrider or runner.

A step, a pace ; to move, to

) go
i to step on.

li' —
] one step or jump.

mm- 1 ^ n ^ '-^ ti^«

finest steed even cannot get

over a thousand paces at a

jump ;— every ceremony must

be duly observed.

Eead loh^ To exceed ; re-

markable.

^ ^ ^ ]
unusual ability, ex-

traordinary talents.

% From hill and strength as the

phonetic.

A high range or hilL

1^ ] a Cordilleras.

y The original form represents yZ
'I M. t great used for yv >»an, over —
/('> one denoting earth, to show that

he is fixed ; it forms the 117th

radical of characters mostly re-

lating to position and posture.

To Stand erect
;
poised, set, es-

tablished, fixed, upright; to rear,

to found, to set up, to institute, to

establish ; to be settled in princi-

ples ; to succeed to, or to seat one's

self on the throne in place of the

legitimate heir ; to appoint, to

agree on ; to settle terms, as when

drawing up a contract ; to fix

;

reached, arrived, as the seasons;

to place in order, to arrange ; as an

adverb, just, now, soon, presently,

while one is standing ; at the

time of.

j^ ]
stand ap j to erect.

1 iSlI
<l"i°'^ly> instantly, now.

] ^ in a twinkling ; very soon.

] i& ««'
1 # resolved on, de-

termined.

I J[j
to establish one's fame.

cannot go out, for I have no

rain-crest, — alluding to the

feathery crest on the egret.

I ^ to t.ike a concubina

j PB or
1 A IIP reformed his

habits, sown his wild oats.

1 ^ to take a wife ; to rear

buildings.

1 £ ffil
^i^ f*^' "^ ^'^ 5 '• *• ^^

has agreed to stay, as a work-

man.

1 ^ ^ pi the regular excise on

tea and salt

:?; i^jg ^JW 1
if you do not

learn etiquette, you will not

know how to act

H "P" IfD 1 *' thirty I was set

in my principles.

j jJC raining ; to rain.

^ ] to be in great want, naked

and poor.

I g^ to adopt an heir.

3S ^ ^ 31 I
principle and

passion cannot both rule.

3S[ 1
|tt gfj to stand alone or

nncountcnanced ; no backer.

JjSj I
established in life ; married

and in business.

1 ^ 1 5E ^'^'' of the blows;

died during the beating.

1 ^ ^ J£ who maint^ned our

people with grain, — said of

Heu-tsih.

] ^ ^ to establish rules and
regulations.

/^^ A rain hat of bamboo leaves

\l\ j or splints; a conical hat of

ft ' straw ; a hamper, an open

crate or basket ; a cover.

— II 1 .
o"" — H ^ 1

one

wide rain hat.

^ —• ] I
each basket of coal

or charcoal.

fpf ^ fpj I
wearing rain cloaks

and umbrella-hats.

^ ]
a fiat straw hat

i|^ I
a basket to carry rice shoots

when transplanting.

1 M&W ^^^ P"*' on J^'S hat

and pattens and went to the

tryst to make verses.

SI # fJf t'^eir splint hats

worn so neatly.

In Cantonese. To cheat, to

hoodwink ; to pull wool over one's

eyes ; an imposition, a cheat

] ^ humbugged, imposed on.

1 IS IE deceived, taken in.

— ^J .^ ]
a pair of gloves, in

imitation of the English word.

1 'fife ^ put on your gloves.

, , Like the preceding.

> fit A pen, a yard for pigs ; an

ft ' . open basket for carrying pigs

or game.

^ I
a pig hamper.

K ^ ^ ]
it is already in the

pen.

1^ ]
orris root
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From /li/l and standing.

Hilly.

I ^ mountainous ; lofty

ridges of hills.

li'

From rice .and to stand

;

rice supports people.

;. il.

A kernel, a grain of wheat

or rice ; a classifier of small

things, like grain, beads, pellets,

buttons, pearls, itc. ; foofl, eatables.

—
] tI^ a gi ain of rice

^ I ^ not a morsel to eat.

~
1 ji one bean.

M 1^ ^ "° kernels or seeds

are gathered ;
— it is a year of

dearth.

^ _^ ^ I
all the people had

grain to eat.

A small species of green

r 3 kingfisher, called 7]!^ }p) and

1 ^ water dog or tiger,

which burrows a nest in the

banks a foot or more deep ; it has

a red bill and white breast, and

is about eight inches long.

A mineral used as an antidote

»L> to poisons ; the sound of

li ' ringing stones.

jLV^ A species of green winged

|^/|^, locust, the J^ ) , which has

/i' a long flight; the name is

thought to resemble its note

From /t* wood and ^ fruit

} hanging down, contracted to H
li * west : it resembles suAi |^ mil-

let, and occurs used with the

next two.

The chestnut, including also

some kinds of oak ; the wood is

deemed to be suitable for ancestral

tablets ; firm, durable ; full, as

ripe grain ; strict ; to overpass,

to exceed ; to respect j cold.

^

h

1?

1 ? °'' SL 1 * chestnut ; the

second name refers to the mode
of dryhig it m the wind.

^ jijf
I
to roast chestnuts in sand.

^ 1 or j^j Ijji
a variety of chest-

nut, smaller than the last, com-

mon in Kiangsu ; the wood is

used for making carrying-beams

and cart thills

y^ ] nuts of the Alevntes.

^ iS I
alfable and yet dignified

7JC ] fruit of the water caltrops.

Jlfe 1 *'^^ water-chestnut.

fj I
a tree which serves as a

guide-j)ost.

^ ^ ] ] the sheaves were

massively piled up.

^.^]Wr [l''« gourds] hang
from the chestnut branches

§^ ] an evergreen species of oak

in Hunan, with many acorns on

a stem ; the leaves are small,

yellowish underneath, hispid,

and thick ; the cupules bristly,

and acorns sharp pouited.

ff[| Cold, as a north wind

TfCj I
i?lj chilled by a cold

V ' wind ; shivering

5[t ®L '^ 1
the north wind

pierces me through

"^ t^ ^ 1
'^ow hot and then

shivering.

Afraid
;
pale and trembling

;

J majestic and dignified.

Hg I
quaking with fear.

jl^ ] trembling at

1 1 ^ tS all in a tremor of

dread, like one afraid of falling

5g ] awestruck and fearful, as at

a horrid sight.

K Ancestral tablets made of

fc) chestnut wood on account of

* its durability ; they are not

now made of it.

i]

J

A small stream in the south

of Kiangsu, giving name to

1' ' two districts, Li-shui hien
]

y^ H, and Li-yang hien
]

II M. lying south of Nan-
king.

^

] ^ an island in the Yangtsz'

Kiver near Wuhu

Bamboos used for S[)ears or

to pole boats ; a musical in-

strument like a long flageolet,

mournful in sound, and used

to call horses together.

[fi| To rub in the hand, to pull

y\i) through the hand ui order to

li ' smooth

1 li' W( *•<* smooth a skein

of thread.

0!.
T!ie original form is thought to

resemble tJie moutli, belly, and
crooked legs of a three footed

caldron or kettle, tlie upper line

being tlie cover, it forms the 193d
radical of a few cliaracter-s relat-

ing to boilers and food cooked in

them.

An incense caldron of iron

having hollow feel, holding six

pecks, used in temples ; a handful.

Bead kek, and used as a con-

tracted form of 1^ to sunder. An
earthen pot ; to close ; to grasp.

•^
] a large earthenware jar

with upright divisions.

^ I
an ancient statesman called

to power from being a seller of

salt-fish.

^A-fl
^atei" dripping down, and

/I// 3 the streams uniting as they

It ' flow, as when a roof leaks, or

rills run down a hill-side.

Wind and rain driving on

-J
furiously

^t ' 11^ driving blast.
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Old towds, Um and lin.

From tree repeated to indicate

many trees togetlier.

In Canton,

in Fuhchau,

jftn A forest, a wood ; a grove,

a clump of trees ; luxuriant,

abundant ; one's village or native

groves ; home ; fully attended to
;

a group, a company ; a place where

men assemble, or a special commo-

dity is sold ; a poUection of, as

words or extracts.

j^ ] a forest ; groves, copses.

]
']!' ^ ;^ an opulent retired

officer.

^ ] the literary body.

^ j the highest or ripest scholars.

^ I J^ the imperial guard.

^ ;^ ^ 1
l'^'"g '" * retired

8JX)t.

1^ ] llj a famous mountain in

the southwest of Hupeh, an old

resort of banditti, whence ^ ]

§ denotes robbers.

iS 1$ 1 f ^ leave office and

return home.

"il M i. \
scholars, educated

men.

i^ 1 B% M *'"' evening snr

gk'ams throHgii the grove,

i^
]

a Budhist temple.

^ "f^ ]
the red bamboo copse,

name of the foreign settleineut

lit Tientsin.

'JQ 1
«"* tobacco-sliop

^ I % the stars drvx'^'^
<fec. in Aquarins.

W Jiil gS g W i W 1
when

every rlto has been fully and

minntely performed.

® Tfi ^ ^ 1
one tree does

not make a forest : you alone

cannot do nil.

In Cuniomse. Asi unopsneil bud
;

to cover ; to bend down ; to slope.

^ 1 6'j sloj)e it somewhat,

) 1 ^ *^ hooting owl.

SS 1 if * S"^ ^^ '^8 streets.

c.^

Ilm and Ian ;
— in Swatow, Urn, nim, lin,

ling and lang ;
— in Shanghai, ling ; — in

Dropping, as water from the

roof; water running off; to

jft'n moisten, to soak ; to souse

;

to cause to drop drops.

] :^ to sprinkle flov» ers.

lU ?^ 1 1
'''^ torrents rolled

down from tlie hills.

1 Wi ^^^^ through by the ram.

^ 1 VM lioneyed drippings ;
— a

kind of sweet wine

iB g^ ]
water pouring down on

one, as in a shower bath.

I
—. ] I got well drenched.

W 1 iU ^ fC 'f Pl>« flower be]

squeezed the drops are drink-

able, or will make a wine.

^q^» Interchanged with the last.

c/^vfv A continuous rain of three

^lin diiys ; the rainy season.

j^ I
a mildewing rain, one

which deluges the land

H* ] an opportune rain.

.fe i^ f^ 1 M e^p^oy yoii ^^

bring a plentiful rain ; — met.

to diffuse great benefits.

] JiiX &C ^ rain is the remedy

for a drouglit.

;LMSHH.ma:§l araia

wliich lasts for three days is

called ^lin.

Y'U' A valuable utone mentioned

i^Tr among the articles of tri-

j/i« bute with the ^ in the Shu

King ; it was brought from

the west, and was probably a

variety of veined jade.

] p a country lying near the

Caspian Sea which produced

topazes.

jr^TT A disease of the bladder or

<At1^ ureter; gravel, stone i straii-

Jin gury or dysury.

i'p 1
gravel in the bladdec

(fil ] bloody urine.

^ I
calculi 5 the stone.

Jin

and lien ; — t'n Amog, Vmx and lin ;
—

Chifu, lin.

3i 1 fivesorts ofurinary ailments.

^ ]
strangury.

^ ]
stringy or ropy mine.

^A^ A variety of lender bamboo,

C/|5lV the ] ^ whose young
j?in shoots are very sweet; the

leaves are long and thin, and

the poles are fit for flag

supporters.

A plant resembling the Ar-

temisia in fragrance and ha-

bit, but which is probably

a species of Vitex.

P^ seventy-two states of the

Turks and nomads submitted

to the Arabs of Constantinople.

Rpl Composed of g\ sleeping and pq
thjlrt a sort, which gives sound.

Jin To behold with care and

concern, to look down on

sympathizingly ; a superior regard-

ing or visiting an inferior ; to bless

or curse by coming to ; commenc-

ing, at the point of, about ; dur-

ing, whilst, time of meeting, and it

thus often makes the present parti-

ciple ; like, to imitate ; the I9th

difigram, meaning great ; an an-

cient engine used in sieges, pro-

bably a kind of movable turret

1 ^ or
I ^ when dying, near

deatli.

I ^ to rule the peopla

]
-({t or ] J{, to come into the

world, as Jesus did.

^ ] ^ I went and saw it my-
self.

] ^ I am just going.

1 M # ^ ^ when getting rich

do not become unscrupulous.

1 ;j^ at nightfall, eventide.

I ^,1^ to imitate a copy-slip.

] 1^ to examine a disease.
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] 3!fC A ^ neighbors living near

the same pool or tank.

1 Jllf'l!^-^ when the time came, he

hindered the afRiir, as by delay.

iS\ 1 ^ iJi'jl
"S if standing on the

brink of an abyss.

] ^ or
I \fl hurrying onu's self.

^ I ^ -^ you honor my ham-
let, — by coming to see me.

1 ^ '" ^'"1'^ * levee.

I P-^ jS i^ t" skulk when going

into battle, to skedaddle.

I ^ ^ at a great emergency.

From ^ a Jlanie altered to ^
rice and y>^ unluclcy; the secoud
is tbe common form.

' An ignis fatuns, called ^
>^ which is seen hovering

on old bitttle fields, and sup-

posed to proceed from the

blood of men and horses.

.& ^ 1 1
will-o'-wisps flitting

here and theiie;
| ]

is also

applied to fire-flies.

To pare off the skJn of a

fruit.

A veined api)earance, like the

.strijB in agate or marble.

] 1i^ beautifully marked

and inlaid.

. ^ ^ ^ 1 1
the golden

chargers and plates looked bril-

liantly as they were piled up.

AJ^- Water flowing over stones

;

to grhid or abrade stones

;

^li^^ thin ; shingle.

M ^ 1
you caiujot rub

that si one thin.

^ »^ I ]
bis poor bones stick

out

Bead

j:n

^ling. Lofty ; eminent

flows

dn

Pure water, such as

from hills.

li i 7lC ^ :& 1 ]
amidst

the fretted waters the white

gobbles arc plainly seen.

, ^ ] ]
the carriages went

rolling and rattling along.

Like tlie last two.

Name of a river ; clear water

rippling down rocky ravines.

4^ I
a place in Annam.

1 ^ J^ i^ a vast expanse

of piue water.

lom iilace and ignis /atuus ;

e second form is considered to

be rather incorrect.

Near, contiguous ; connected

^l'?fr J with; supporting, assistuig,

i as a minister his prince

;

ueighboiing; a neighborhood,

a group of five families ; to make
affinity with.

] ^ the neighborhood.

i
"^ or 1^ I

or ] ^ the next

house ; a near neighbor.

j^ ]
near by ; the next hamlet

1 ^ conterminous states.

^ 75 1
keep on good terras

with your neighbors.

7> ^ H S ? ;^ 1
it was a

sad day when I became your

neighbor ;— said by a wife.

^ it' S 1
they call in then-

neighbors.

fH ^ St >fcJ W 1 ^on't keep its

virtues to yourself, — let your

neighbors share them.

From carriage and ignis Jatuus
aa the phonetic ; occurs inter-

changed with the last.

The rumbling of wheels; a

threshold ; abundant.

^ ^ 1 ]
the chariots come

rumbling and rolling.

^ I
a doorway ; used in Hu-

kwang.

A path crossing a field, and

yJf raised above the level in order

^lin to retain the soil, as at the

base of hills-

Strong, fierce, enduring; a

name for the scaly manis or

In pangolin, and perhaps this

character imitates the last

syllable of its J.ivanese name pan-

g'Mng ; used for ^ in the phrase

^ I ]
the dog Ln yelped and

bark(Ml.

il.-^^ Precipitous ; lofty- peaka of

|l|^^ mountains.

^lin
llj # 1 IJhJ

this abrupt cliff

is the beauty of the hill.

;5[^ A piebald house ; a horse

IT^ with black lips.

flin m ] a whitish horse mark-

ed with spots like scales.

The scales of fisli, defined

as smaller and softer than the

^lin ^ or plates ; repeated, over-

lapping, like scales.

^ I
fish scalea

I
!^ all scaly animals, as snakes

and fishes.

I ^ fishes, the fiiniy tribes.

®i $B 7j*C 1 1
the gentle breeze

raises the scaly ripples.

] P^ in orderly rows, Uke trained

bands.

Jg P $B 1 big mouth and fine

scales ; a delicious species of

Labrax found along the coast.

^ I ^ a species of perch {IIo-

locentrum albo-rvbrum), having

five spines on the gill covers.

^ ] or green scale, a kind of her-

ring with a small mouth. {Cltipea

tsinglecna.)

^ ^ ] a green herring with a

small mouth. {Clvpea nympInBa.)

J^, j \ ^W'f' ^'^^t a number

of fishes he has sent me I

From deer and ignisfattius; the

second form is not much used.

The female of the Clunese

imicorn, which is drawn with

a scaly body ; it is consider-

ed to have some influence in

aiding parturition ; the first form

seems to have also been intended

for a large elk.

IK 1 -ffi Jlfc
the unicom is here.

] St M ^ may the unicorn's

hoof bring you good luck ; —
may your sons be many.

|g j ^ 4^ when the unicom

was caught, [CotiAicius] threw

aside his jiencii.
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. To stoop in walking is ]

^*l, applied to round-should-

'lin ered people.

^ From grain tmi storehouse or

bin ; similar to the uext, and not

... to be confounded with ann ^&
*''"^ a petition.

To give grain to the poor

and to students j to provide food

or pay } to nourish, to provide for.

it 1 ^ -^ these stipendiaries

attend to public business.

] ^ salary, stipend.

From shelter and granary.

A government granary; a

depot for rice or food used

in sacrifices ; a grange ; to

give grain to students.

I
a state or public granary,

j^ a sliijcnd formerly given to

I ^ or those selected siuts'ui

who were not yet kiijin.

•gs one of this degree who
introduces a student to the

lowest examination.

I ]
to be placed on the list of

stipendiaries-

Ashamed, abashed ; shamefiil.

t
1

1

From heart and to providef used
witli tlie next.

Fear; respect for one, be-

cause he is dangerous; to

heed with profound care.

^ ]
aching with the cold

)J5»
—^

I
I was quite startled.

W ^ 1 1
''is people are awe-

struck ; they stand reverential

and obedient.

1 ^ tft ^ tremble at this!

attend to this ! i. e. carefully

beware of these commands ; — a

closing phrase iii edicts and war-

rants.

'ling

Shivering with cold ; an

awe-inspiring manner ; trem-

bling, as in the presence of

rulers, which the latter try

to compel.

] ^ a trembling respect for;

scrupulously obedient

1 ^J piercingly cold, catting one's

face.

^ JSl 1 1 " 8'^™ awful man-

ner, with a degree of menace.

m
\'tys

Hin

From wood and granary; the

second contracted form ia com-
, men at Peking.

The beam or plate which

rests on the wall and joists,

and connects with the gir-

ders to sup[x>rt the rafters.

] ^ a plate or purlin.

A tree found in Kianofnan,

"-*p the ashes of which are steep-

lin' ed in spirits to use in bowel

complauits, and the bark as

a dye ; the name ] /f; is applied

to the Primus spinulosa ; a door-

sill was once bo called in Hunan,

and men said demons woiUd step

on the heads of whoever elept on it.

From mouth and letters ; tli8

other forms are seldom met witli;

it somewhat resembles ^t'un ^}
to swallow.

^t\
j

Stitigy, covetous, sordid

;

JV*^ spaiing of, close ; to dislike

'^ J to part with, parsimonious

;

tin' ashamed, regretting; sorry

for.

] "l^
to hold on to, close-fisted.

1 ^ '"'iggardly, screwing others^

^ I
open-handed, liberal, gener-

ous.

^ "F ^ 1 lit *''* princely man
does not grudge his wealth.

^ ]
stingy and avaricious.

] <^ afraid of one's steps.

|§ I
to regret, to repent of.

lin'

^ ] ashamed of, mortified.

^ ^ 1 3E I ^ope you will not

regret yoi'j steps; — a phrase

used in an invitation.

Fivm insect and wilh>'-wisp as
th« phonetic.

A fire-fly.

H I
a fire-fly, a lightning

bug.

To go or do with diflBculty,

to choose, to select, to do-

lin' signate
;
grasping, covetous.

] j§ to carefully choose.

] ^j' to choose talented men.

^ RT iil ] ^'^ "ot make it di-

ficidt.

] A ft S appoint a man fit to

attend to the affair.

A rush, the leaves of which

can be used for making mats.

''"' »^ 1 ?B * species of Ins
or fleur-de-lis.

] ^ stones placed to throw down
on besiegers from a wall.

The rut of a wheel ; to run

over one with a cart, to drive

lin' against one.

^ ]
to trample down, as

a field by hunters.

To kill, to beat

In Cantonese. To pde up,

to lay things on each other

;

a group, to go in a crowd

;

to soothe ; to soften what is harsL

] J& P'^*^
them up.

I ^ tH to pile up tea-chests.

] ^ lay them even.

] j^ to Lay biicks.

] ^ to smooth the hair-kiiol or

coiffure.

] i^ jl^ ^ rub down his tail,

smooth his harsh expretsious.

^ ffi A ] to bide in a crowd

of people.

li,l>
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OM tounifs, ling and leng. In Canlon, ling and leng ;
— in Swatoio, leng and nia ;

— in Amoy, leng and IId ;

—

tH ttt/ic/iau, l:uig, leng, Uang, and ling ; — in Shanghai, ling ««</ ling ;
— in Cki/ii, ling.

Composed of rain-drops and

S an enrJtnnter^ tbouj^h ^
WAS tli« orii^iiial form, because
f/fi/ts are offered to tlie god-

;

the contracted form is couiuion

ill clieap books.

The spirit or energy of a

being; that wliiuh acts on others

to produce effects ; its anima or

soul as exliibited in any way,

tlie ;^ being the substance ; spi-

ritual, etherial, intelligent; that

which is elHcacious, as the virtue

of a remedy ; the majesty of a god
;

ftUcitous ; ettective, powerful
;

mysterious ; unseen, obscure ; a

disembodied agency ; divuie, super-

natural aid ; whatever can hold

converse with the unseen ; a coffin,

as it contains the departed spirit

;

the highest type of a class, as man
is of created beings ; lucky, oppor-

tune ; subtile, ingenious ; marvel-

ous, showing genius; astute.

1 ;^ a curious effective contri-

vance..

] jp^ an efficacious god ; one who
answers bis worshipers.

] |g a divine response, an effec-

tual answer.

E9 I
or gg ] i^ the four types

of all hairy, feathered, scaly,

Mid shelly beings, vu., the uni-

corn, phuinix, dragon, and tor-

toise.

;$tj 1 one's ancestors.

1^ I
ghosts ; the dead.

] ^ the human soul ; the depart-

ed spirit.

] ^ the mind, the reasoning

powers.

i^ ] smart, apt, clever (Cantonese).

?S Jpl^ S 1 ^^ purified his soul

and quieted his spirit, — by

turning recluse.

^ ^ 1 ^ continually manifest-

ed his supernatural wonders.

^ 1 ^ lie has no versatility.

IJ^ ] smart, intelligent, quick of

apprehension.

1 m «i S very quick at per-

ceiving ; very imjwrtant, as the

pith of a machine.

J^ 1 [)^^ god's] awful efficacy.

] f^ a much needed shower-

] ^ the ante-burial tablet, which

is Isl ] brought back to the

house from tlio grave, and ^
] burned at tho expiration of

mournuig.

] ){^ the ancestral wooden tablet.

^ ]
to go with the coffin to the

grave.

^ ^ I
to reverence and pour

out a libation on the right of

the coffin.

^ ]
the sun, moon and stars

—
1 ^ M ^'^ """^ '^^ *'*" *'''

on many,—as a god who hears

many worshipers at once-

^ ] inefficacious, as a pill or a

charm ; no response, as from a

god ; stolid, dull of apprehen-

sion.

"p^
I

the great Spirit, a Taoist

term for what comes very near

to the idea of a Creator or

original Cause, but is commonly

applied to the god of Mt. Hwa
near Si-ngan fu in Shensi.

^ ] the Holy Spirit, a foreign

term.

&> ^ Wi ] "'t'ch thus showed

his marvelous power.

^ I
all animated beings.

not matter how deep the water

is to make its dragon efficacious.

spprt
Jiiug

From rain and scattering voices,

which last indicates the drops of

rain ; it is another form of ^
scattering, and occurs used for

the last.

Drops of rain ; to fall in drops

;

to fall down.

'^
^liui/

A winding reach in a river
;

the ^ ] a reach or rapid in

the Yangtsx" Elver east of

the Ma-kan gorge, is cele-

brated for its bold scenery.

A rich kind of liquor, called

1 fiS- which was made in

Hang-yang hien ^ f^ |,^
in Hunan.

A district in the sontheastern

part of Hunan on the Mien

River, \\^ yjj^ a branch of

the River Siaiig.

ihny

From ire and tumulus

,

;;lianMd with the next.

inter-

Ice ; an ice-house ; to insult

;

to shame, to treat vilely , in

jurious; shameful ; aspiring

;

to advance ; to exalt.

H to oppress, to maltreat.

M to put to shame ; to de-

flower, to humble.

^ trying to reach the clouds
;

ambitious; high in rank.

^01 1 1^ an ice-house or

pit.

^ peering above others
;

pre-

eminent,

j^ the ignominious slow pu'

nisliment of quartering a crimi-

nal.

A monnd ; a tumulus over

a grave ; a hillock, now con

fined to the mausolea of em-

perors, as if they were their

citadels ; to aspire, to aim

high ; to usurp ; to desecrate;

to insult.

.^ 1
"'' ^ 1

°'' 1 ^ imperial

tombs.

^ ] a raised mound, a Budhist

term for a tope or stupa, where

the relics of priests are buried.

1^ ] the warrior's tomb, — an

old name of Hangcheu.
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C_
]

a barrow, a hill.

^^ ]
to invade ; to usurp.

-J- ^ I
the tombs of the Ming

emperors near Cb'ang-p'iiig cheu

m ^ ^^^ "0''"i of Poking;

each one has its own name, as

follows:— -

Yuiig-loh who died ad. 1 424 is j^
Hnug-hi „ „ 1425 is

Siien-leh „ „ 1435 is ;^
Clnp.g-t^ing „ „ 1449 is i}^

Ch'ing-hwa „ „ 1487is;S|

Hung-chi „ „ 1505 is ^
Ching-teh „ „ 1521 is ^
Kia-ts'ing „ „ 15G6is .^<

Lung-Wng „ „ 1572 is ag
Wan-lib „ „ 1619 is ;£
T'ai-chang „ „ 1621 is^
T'ien-k'i „ „ lC27isf^,
Tsung-ching „ 1644 is Jg,

1

Occurs written like the last.

A trace of j to run over ; to

accompany.

] U a rambling carriage.

^ a chariot rut ; an outrider

or escort was called | ^ ^^ one who went by tho rut.

.1
ilinff

-htt

A sacrifice at tho royal

tombs ; the blessing of tlio

gods or the ancestral manes-

An aquatic vegetiible, the

^S^ 1 ^ or buftalo-honi, the

^linff water caltrops (Tmpa bicor-

nis), whose fruit is eaten.

5JC ifl 1
the best sort of caltroiw.

] ^ flour or arrow-root mnde
by grinding tho dried fruits.

] ^ a poetical term for a me-
tallic mirror.

I
Damask ; thin silk with one

glossy surface, like satin.

Jirtff j^ ] lastings.

:^ ] damask, figured sar-

cenet.

^ ] thick glos:?y damask, like

satin.

^& ] jSc pasto on an edging of

saramet.

Ĥ

To curb in a horse ; to rein

him in tightly.

Interchanged with the last.

Old name of a river in the

sonth of Shantung ; to pass

over quickly, as a horse gal-

loping, cr a swift vessel ; to

travel across.

i?l f§ 1 lU to roam over the seas

aiid cross the mountains.

] f^ to tremWo; apprehensive
j

afraid.

A fresh water fish, the diice

or tench.

+ j ^ a broad species

(Leudscus molilorella), reared

in ponds.

j^ ]
the yellow taH dace.

{Leudscus xanthiirus.)

1 lli tlie pangolin, or ^ llj ^
which tho Chinese regard as a

carp made to go on dry land.

yit\. A small aflSuent of the

ci "p Yangtsz' River in the dis-

^livg trict of Tan-yang hiea in

Kiangsu ; also the. name

of three other streams.

] ]
tho noise of running water,

or of the lisliig tide, or of tho

wiiid.

1 Mi^V^ -'iisant breeze.

1 7|C a stream in tlie soutli of

Hunan.

] j5^ to wet by sprinkling.

Cross-pieces of wood in win-

dows and lattices ; liutel of

a door.

^^ I
a window-sill.

] the plate under the eaves.

J^ gate of a temple to Con-

fucius, or of a college.

FrorD man and an order,

c ["fi Alone ; to employ, to bo em-

Jitig ployed ; a droll, a mime or

nuunracr, a posture-maker ; to

pl.ny, to perform antics; cle-

ver, sprightly.

] 1^ master of tlie musicians.

I
•^ a servant, an attendant.

] j"J*
lonely, going away by one's

self; disconsolate.

] m lithe, active, as children.

] A '1 mummer, a musician.

I
^ shrewd, cunning

;
quick to

observe and imitate ; this phrase

is written in various ways.

The gentle tinkling of sonor-

ous gems.

I iH finely carved or cut

like grottoes ; bright ; witty,

smart ; ornate, as style.

From an inc/osure and an order,

A prison, an incloaure for con-

fining men.

i^ M ^ 1
. "" mid-spring

examine the jails.

ili'iff

fling

^jT A long necked jar or ampho-

c'jT/^ ra ; concave tiles for roofing.

iling
] ^ a water jar with ears

to put a cord through.

_L/^ From hand and an order as the

Jf-Ft ilioneiio; probably tlie same col-

-J I lo(juial sound at Shanghai which

i'''ig ij written ininyj^ in Cantonese.

To dangle a thing ; to hold

a thing up to look at or play with

;

to carry in one hand, iw a buck-

et ; to lifl, to take.

] fe ?K — tf) 7K ^""g '" a

bucket of water.

) # ife 1i I can take it.

I ^ ^ I can't lift it {Shanghai.)

1
1^ II ill ^ # it's a job as

bad as raising my scalp, — he

is so particular.

1 lifc
~" tC I ^^^ ^'® ^"™ *

helping hand.

i iV Ail evergreen tree, the Eurya

cX^p jiiponica; the ashes from its

^ling leaves are used as a mordant

in dyemg ; the wood is pret-

tily veined.

AA* A kind of bamboo tray car-

C^f^ ried in carts.

ilii'ff 1 ^ ^ small basket or creel

used by fishermen.
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%

A^ A boat with windows ; a boat

(Jq^ fif'td up (o receive visitors.

^liiiff ^^- ] ^ a small covered

boat at Canton propelled by
nvo roweiB standing with their

faces to the bow.

From s'leep or deer and spirit,

so iinmed because it is snid tliat

beiiij]^ afraid of man it Iiangs

ilself ou a tree to sleep.

A deer like a sheep, having

small horns, which are prized

as a medicine ; the drawings

of it very much resemble the An-
ti/ojie cn'sjia.

I ^ ^ stag's horns, used as a

stimulant like liartehoni.

t^V From ear and order as tho pho-

Jinff To hear, to try sounds; to

pay attention toj to Esten

;

to obey.

B- SI 1 1
^°"t<5 bearing.

ffi H or ^ 1 fili: I

shall be happy to receive your

instruction ; — a polite plirase.

5 I jC" 'K *'^^ ^^ '"^'^ mind are

both charmed, as with music.

-M^ A tuber or underground fun-

^linff ^ I
the Yunnan root.

^ ]
a tuberous fungus

found growing ou liquidam-

bar roots above ground.

I 35 a sort of truffle or fiwgus

used for food.

|lr£v An insect with two wings; it is

cKJ} a kind of mosquito, and seems

^ling to be akin to the Ceralopogon.

^ I
a venemous fly in

Chihli usually called a mndfly

(a Simulium f) • it has round white

wings and feathery antennae.

J^ I
a dragon-Sy {Libeliultdce)

;

the species have many names.

4^ 1 @ kingdom of the dragon-

fly; — a poetical name given to

Japan, the islands Kiusiu and

Rikokbeingsupposed to represent

the wings, and Nippon the body;

A plume or pendent tail

c I^J'J feather, like those on tho pea-

Jiiiff cock, argus-pheasant, or bird-

of-paradise
;

pheasant's tail-

feathers were anciently worn by
warriors ; a single feather ; feathers

worn as ornaments ; the feather on

an anow.

^ ]
iieacock's plumes, used as

an official badge only since the

present dynasty.

^
;j!J- I

to wear a feather.

^ ] a plain plume from the raven

H flB ^j^ 1
a, tlu-ee-eyed feather,

worn by high nobles.

iS ilft 7i ]
a two-eyed feather.

^ ]
to take away the feather

;

often done to mark official dis-

approbation

^ ]
the feather on an arrow.

] f^ the tube to hold the feather.

^ ] ^ a dress-sword.

A^ A round hollow ball like a

c^lJ sleigh-bell, hung on horses or

Jin// flags to announce approach
;

a bell with a clapper.

^ ]
a brass bell.

J^ 1
horse-jingles or bells.

^ ]
tinkling bells hung under

eaves to jingle by the wind.

1 it {U 6^ i" '^'ops
;

globular,

like grapes.

^ ]
tinkling novels, light lite-

rature unworthy of credit.

^ ^ 1
capsules of the bladder-

tree (Kolreuteria), used as a me-

dicine.

1 §i !^ ^ Mue harebell, common
in Chihli.

j ^ a pike or halberd.

In Cantonese. A tinkling sound

;

the clap of a belL

1 ] ^ tho ring of coin.

jJ^» The 1/ist drops of a shower

;

C^^ small rain ; what exceeds a

Jing round number ; a fraction, a

residue, a remainder ; in nu-

meration, a cypher showing that

one denomination is not used.

1 ^ Wi broken bits of silver.

^ how much

.ri ffi 1 -^ ^ tl'ree taels, no

mace, and two candareens.

1 M M'
1 _S !^ W miscella-

neous, fractions, odd ends.

— 'g'
] — a hundred and one.

^ ]
no remainder, nothing over.

] ^ stripped of leaves, standing

alone ; scattered or rid of, as a

population.

] "J* an individual by himself,

solitary.

I ^ sold by retail ; retailed.

1 ^ >}f ov
]

(or many) are there over?

] ^ sold by the yard or cut.

"Y MA 1
^^^^^ *'^" o'clock.

] fjj!
a superfluity, what is over.

I S ?^ '^ the sparkling dew so

briglit.

A||| A general name for birds of

c^^j the wagtail {Motacilla) and

Jing lark {Alauda) families.

jg'
] the ihick-billed lark

{Menalocorypha mongolicd), a sing-

ing bird higiily prized by the Chi-

nese.

^ I
a laverock, the sky-lark, a

crested lark {Alauda calivox),

also called •^ 5tM mid-heaven

flyer.

SIV
From leetli and an order as tlie

^ phonetic.

Jiny Tlio front teeth ; tho ag».of a

person
;

years.

]
Q' infantile, very young.

^ I
sixty years old.

jg I
gi'ayhaired, very old.

^ ]
in the flower of her age,

sixteen or eighteen years old.

>|?
I

young, over ten years.

Jlji
I
a minor.

From head contracted and an
order as the phonetic.

Hing The throat ; the collar of

a garment, a tie or neck

wrapper ; a bib, a vaudyke ; a

classifier of upper garments ; to

manage, to put in order, to over-

see ; to receive from, to take ; to
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be charged with, usually indicating

gorernment acts ; to record ; to

clear goods at a custoin-liouse.

1
^«r

I
l^orja 1 a throat-

band, a clioker; a close collar

or neckerchief.

—
I ,^ ^ one i)elisse.

JJ^ I
or ^ ]

to receive.

] ^ received with tlianks, — as

a present.

^ ] I an] much obliged.

1 ^ to be instmcted; to wait on

one ; it is as yon say.

] '^ to receive orders ; to asent

to a request.

^ ] I've taken enough, as wine.

jJJ ]
deeply indebted for.

^^ ] I cannot think of taking

it, as a present.

] j^ collar and sleeve ; — jnef.

a headman, a leader.

1 |i{ 5^ '<' g<> *"•! receive.

^ ] a captain of 150 Banner-

men ; a deputy resident holding

office in the colonies.

^* "^ 1 ^ ^° assent to every-

thing, a promise given in one's

cups.

] ipl "j^ an officer who manages

aflairs, — now applied to a fo-

reign consul, and l^ ] ^ ^
is a consul-general.

"^ ] a head officer of any kind.

1 ^ fi to ^® baptized.

^ I
a superintendent.

] ^ to restrain the wicked.

1^ ]
a commander-in-chief.

/p ] A t^ "° sense of gratitude.

1 •^ SS ^ *^<' assent to goodness

and discourage evil.

& B3 IS 1
go to the officeand

clear the goods.

f§ ]
to lend to; a i«ceipt or

ceitificate of the loaa

From hill and collar ; q. d. n
girdle of hills.

A break or pass in a moun-

tain, a road over a [jeak ; a

ridge or sierra ; a mountain

range.

1 BM " 1 ^ ^ '^'S^'i o'' the

highest peak.

jlj 1 mountain ranges.

ff . 5'J la ii 1
tifiven to the

jum[)iiig-ort" j)lace ; — no way of

retreiit.

^ I
the MiM-ling or Plum Pass

in the nortlioa.st of Kwangtnng.

1 ^ [}^*^ region] south of this

pa.ss, denotes Kwangtung and

Kwungsi provinces.

]^ I
the Onion Mis. or Eara-

korinii Eange between Ladak
and Tibet.

%^
Inner garment.

^ ]
a bride's apparel.

jQ^' Composed of C^ or g to ossein-

I* hie and P a seat of authority,

""y A law, a rule, an order ; to

enjoin upon, to command, to

warn ; one who orders, an officer

;

to oblige to do ; to occasion, to

cause ; a cause ; a period of time,

or that which marlvs it ; good,

worthy of regard ; to make or reach

good, and thus forms the optative;

m direct address, u.sed for your

;

your honored ; insinuating, £awn-

hig.

1 ^ your father.

] ^ or ] ^ your mother.

1 S& or ] ^ ^ your daughter-

jgC ] an imperial order.

fl^ ]
divisions of time ; times and

seasons.

|1^^, ]
the district magistrate ; it is

used too when speaking of them,

as^ ]
the magistrate Li.

^ ] a stringent law ; to govern

strictly.

H ] ffl H' repeated orders and
iiijiuictions.

^ I
a forfeit in drinking.

1 i^ % s. '"•''y their virtue

sliine to old age.

^ -?* 1 '^ every one worthy

and courteous.

1 fiil 3jS bring or get him here.

1 Z " goo'l name.

^ I
a written order.

1 A ^ ^ it will make people

angry.

] ^ a triangular headed flag on
a dart; it is put in a bag to be

taken to the cKCi/uticJU ground,

or at times given to messengers

by the govc^rnor to show his

urgency.

1 ^ i ^ I '><i''9 heard your

fame; ;;nd wished to see you.

J5 b" 1 fe guileful words and
insin'.iating looks.

|~J ) From math and strength.

^J Dwelling or living apart

;

ling^ separate, by itself, distinct

;

another, besides, furthermore

;

to divide in two.

] g by itself, isolated, apart

] $j» still, again ; in addition to.

fil 1 U ^^^ "''-'"'' off alone.

] JlJ* he carae alone.

I y another day.

1 W ^ ii? ^°^ many more are

there '?

1 B.R ft ^ to regard with par-

ticular attention.

^ 1 i iSi '''t ^*^'^ "io his own
work.

^ ] ^ my name is written

elsewhere; — a plirase at the

end of a nota

I ^/ — ^ lie can do still better

;

there is another better way, or

another dodge.
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m
Old toimd, Uak. 7b Oaalon, Unk ) — in Sivatow, Uak, 16k, and Ua ; — tn Amoy, liok ; — in Fuhchau, liok )

—
in Shanghai, U6k ; — tn Chifu, Uda.

I comprehend it 8ome-

•^j i

liao

Itle'h'

From yield and each/ it occurs

used for the two next.

To mark o£F fields ; a boun-

dary between them ; to

share with others ; to plan,

to counsel ; astute, shrewd

;

to diminish, to abridge ; a

resume, a sketch, a digest of; a

little, in general, rather, slightly
;

to disesteem, to slight ; a path, a

rule ; to offend ; to go on a circuit

;

to sharpen ; to take, to kill.

^ I
the radical or important

parts of.

] ^ only a few.

^ ] foreseeing, clever at devising.

1^ ] 55 f to [politically] divide

the empire.

1 ^
if '

1 S A very apt to seizeand

sell people.

I ^ — ^ I understand it a

little.

^ \ for the most part

^ ^^ rather too many.

1 1 I
what.

] m an account of ; a sketch.

] I^ much alike ; very similar.

] pj" it will perhaps do.

3 1 three degrees of cleverness.

1 tE principles.

^ •=
] hia words were impor-

tant.

1 ^ t<^ visit a place, as an ofBcial.

;g' ] ^ |g havmg sharpened

their plowshares.

] TfJ advantageous.

To sharpen, to grind.

MM^ \
#iftlicfiwoid

lue/i' be dull, sharpen it.

1>J

From ^ hand and gJR to plan
contracted.

lOe'h' To rob, to plunder, to take

openly and by force ; to in-

vade, to make a raid ; to

punish with a stick ; in jiemncmship.,

the sweep stroke to the left, more

frequently called —
jjjj^ a dash.

/R ] to snatch.

1^ ] to seize and confiscate.

^ ] to make a foray.

] ^ to seize food ; to forage.

] ^ to bastinado.

lOe/i'

liao'

liieK'

To commend ; to exclaim in

admiration of a thing.

^ I
name of a noted man

of the Sung dynasty.

To take by force or strength.

In Pekingese. To cast aside ;

to throw off, as an insect from

the hand.

I ^ :^ to cast out of the

hand.

\ f lay it down, put it aside

im'>

Also read loh.

To look aside at ; to glance

at ; to ogle.

XilTJ-
Old souttdi, lia, Iiut, and lok. Tn Canton, lau ;

— tn Swatow, lin and lau ; — in

lau ;
— in Shanghai, liii ; — in Chifu, liu.

1 j& /p '^ I could not detain

bim.

I jg to keep for future use.

J^ ] to stop, by holding one's

ann.

] ^J to retain in office, but usua-

ly under disfavor, and that the

man may retrieve liis character.

1(1 1 i^ don't trouble yourself to

come out ; — said by a visitor.

^ ] ^ no brigands remain.

^ f^ ]
not to stop ; unceasingly.

1 '^ ll& leave him some ground
;

don't press him too hard.

1 is to detain todinner.

From P fk field and an old form

of @ the hour of swiset ; the

second form is the commouest.

To detain, to stop a guest

;

j?!M to keep back, to hold on to

;

to lay up, as a record ; to

delay ; remaining ; dilatory,

slow ; a long time ; leisurely ; to

engage or get the refusal of an

article.

1 X'l * Parting gift, a keepsake.

] ^ or j 1? handed down, as

from one's ancestors ; relin-

quished ; to leave behind.

/p \ |{J inattentive. .'.

Amoy, liu ;
^ in Fuhchau, liu and

I j^ ho is doubtful whether to

go or stay.

7 I J^ do not procrastinate the

decision of cases.

1 M '-o ''^^ve the gates open.

/p 1 "t^
unselfish, guileless.

1 i& ^ ^ ™'"^' vvhat you are

about.

1 iS ^ ^ leave it here.

The pomegranate, introduc-

ed from the west of Asia,

and said to have been so

called from its resemblance

to a goiter ; met, a crimson

color.

I'U
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^ Jgf ) the flowering pomegran-

ate ; ihc Camellia is also called

>£f 1 ^ Ifo™ '^ li*u"d nais.

§ ^ ]
the guava (PsiJium.)

^5 1 B9 ^ P '-'^e pomegranate

displays its smiling mouth.

R H ^ \ & ^ pockmarked

face.

I ] a variety of the fox

] ^ a poetical name for the fifth

moon

|^A| Tliis and the next are ofteo in

f*©H tercbaiiged.

"
l„( A bay horse with a black

mane and tail

^ I ,|| a sorrel horse having

a black mane

j?J5r| Dftscrilied as a kmd of ro-

(V Em '1'^"'' ^^^^^ '^^^ "" bamboo

Jill sprouts ; the ^ ] is the sea

otter, and their skins come

to Pekuig from Tibet or Koko-

noor ( '.) ; the same name is given

to the beaver skins from iiussia

In Cantonese. A monkey ; a

]>cTl fellow.

i% 1 ff a monkey's cub ; a nick-

name for children
;
you little

monkey 1

^[kn A tumor, a wen ; an excrcs

C/P3 ceiice or swelling

Jut 1^ I
a fleshy tumor.

jfil_ ] a vascular tumor

^ ]
swollen muscles in the neck

arising from anger

til te f@ 1 * swelling caused by

a blow

jfyjiH A S()ecies of owl, called ^
<H)^ 1

''''® large horned owl,

Jill noted foi its ugliness and

ominous hootuigs

A pretty animal as large as

_
<i rabbit, called fj" ] and

ft M frequent in the

central provinces, the Hhij-

zonujs sinensis ; it feeds on

the bamboo sprouts, near

which it burrows ; its flesh is

likened in taste to that of a duck.

Jill

Jill,

LIU.

A pearl or something very

precious.

] ^ a vitreous, strass-like

composition, used for cups,

bangles, and colored glaze
;

from the Sanskrit vaidurya,

or lapiS'lazuli, as this enters

into the finest blue kinds ; a

smooth, glazed surface ; applied

also to a quick tact at seeing

things

1 ^ S g'^^cd yellow oi blue

tiles ; encaustic tiles

SA 1 ^ ^'S^^ ''^'^ water lamp

;

11 is a cup holding oil on water

1 J^ ^ 'ail. fragile, not very

durable

1 ^ @ Lewchew Is ; ihc iuha

bilauts. are said to have black

hands, remove their beards, and

keep the skulls of the dead in

their houses

The sighing of the wind

j ]
the motion of the air,

as when wavuig a fan..lia

Vg^ From to go nnd stopping ; tins

(1^3 IS interchanged with Vn 'i some

Jill
cases.

Lingering, delaying ; to !ead
;

to saunter.

§ ]
lurking, loitering, hang

iitg about when ordered ofl

1 .11 1« lead a horse np and down
to cool.

] ^J ] Jj* to ramble, to take a

stroll

A sort of halberd used in old

times ; to kill ; to arrange, to

set out in ordei ; to wish an

other's death ; leaves falling

in autumn.

1 ^ 3R S5: to <lispose troops so

as to alarm the enemy.

S f; J£ IR ^ 1 lie showed

compassion lo our people and
' would not have them all die.

&M,m.M:^M ]
tlie bleak

winds blow, and the trees are

bared of their leaves.

# ^ ^ 1
[the tree] will be

stripped tilt it diet.

LIU

iffti Clear, limpid, deep water
;

cigt*! the wind blowing in gusts

;

Jut the soughing of wind.

] ^ a clear air.

] 'j(^ the fitful autumn<il gusts

] 1^ ^ an affluent of the River

Siaiig in Hunan, on which

Chang- sha fu stands

1 ^ M ^ [the WeiJ shows its

deep clear stream

J^^ Also read </i« and (kiii,

(K^J The tortuous curling motion

Jill of a snake is i^
]

alluding

lo Its writhuig as it moves.

Read liao' A cicada, and used

for J^, but not rightly

Pure go!<l ; the bridge of a
crossbow

^ what will even a liiiiidred

bars of pure gold do to as-

suage your hunger?

1 fijij g'-'l'l wiouutings on a scab-

bed

Ji^& A s[iecies of lark, which soars

'^>W early to meet the sun, sing-

Jtii ing and flying as it rises into

the clouds ; it is called -^

which calls on heaven, as well as

the ^ 1 i
''•'' ^''^ee is hke a fife,

shrill and sweet

m
liu

Jilt

From i/n/d and tajloio ; used for

tlie next.

Pure gold
;

pendent gems

on a crown

] ^ pure gold.

Fiom n\ flail and fft to flow
coiitriicted llie second is a com-
uioi. contraction.

Tho strings of pearls which

anciently hung before and

liehind crowns; their length

and number indicated the

wearei s rank
;
pennants on

a flag

; ] streamers, called also ]^ ^
attached to a banner

] crown gems ; they are now
Been only on images of idols

ItOM J
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Im

m
dm

Tho original form of the

next, and now used only as

a primitive in combination;

the lower part represents the

pendents, and the upper the

cap, but others dispute this.

Fiiom water aud a pendent as the

phonetic.

The flowing of water ; to

pass, to go from place to

place ; to circulate, as news ; to

difl'use itself, to spread, to make

known ; to look askance; to become

reckless, to cast off restraint ; to

contract bad habits; to abscond ; to

transport criminals ; to shed, flow-

ing out ; fluid ; to select ; to beg,

to intreat ; a class, a set ; a fluid;

roving, vagrant, shifting ; an old

term for eight taels of silver.

) f and ] Jl tide ebbing or

rising.
*

] jJl_
to bleed.

M 1 ^ J&. [Jesus] willingly shed

his blood.

1 R^ M '^'^ ^'^'^ ieaia-

1 J£ vagrants, gypsies.

— ] to ^ I have never been

sick before.

^ ] eveitiowing, as a cnrrent.

1 M 1 v'J
^^''^ impulse of fluids.

1 Si ^ ;^ without a liome, va-

gabonds.

1 ^ rivulets ; headwaters ; the

branches of a stream.

~*
] A •"* class of men ; a call-

ing.

•j[j 1 all kinds of employment.

^ womankind.

mid-current ; — said of a high

statesman.

I ]g|, or ]
Q* a heareay; a report.

] ^ a crime punished by trans-

portation 3000 li.

] % prodigals who cannot re-

turn ; squatters.

f ]
the vulgar.

1 # ^ l£ it will vitiate the

people's habit*.

] i^ shifting s<ands.

^ j
unceasingly ; no stop to it,

as a practice. (Cantonese.)

] jj a free flow, as of water ; ui

general use.

3^ ;J^ ^ I
small streams [should

flow softly] to flow long ; — be

economical.

Sulphur is j $^ ^ ;
brim-

li stone is ] ^; and ] $j^

liu gg tJc is sulphuric acid.

To scorch ; to put in the

blaze ; burning ; heating.

I ^ -^ to burn hair.

Pfe® 1 ^g| to singe the

beard when blowing out a lamp,

as a liear-siglited man does.

I ^ ^ to singe woolens or furs,

as when drying them.

$ Uff ^ 1 ['1'® ^'^^^ is bitter

but not heating.

,Uu

t
ijiu

Benumbed with cold.

] \^ hands and feet frost-

bitten.

To burn over tho stubble

and grass on a field is 10],
as when preparing the ground

for planthig.

The willow, which is much

cultivated for making char-

liu coal ; a groove ; striijed
;

brindled ; arched, crescent-

like, alluding to the shape of tho

leaf; slender, wasp-like; pleasure,

dissipation, because these trees are

planted about houses of gaiety ; the

24th zodiaca\ constellation, or the

stars de^jjOpawin Hydra.

^ ilife 1 ^ delicate long-leaved

wiilojv.

^ ^ ] the tamarix ; a broth of

the leaves is given in small-pox.

1 1^ willow catkins.

I ^ an arched eyebrow.

1 ^ J|»
a sylph-like figure.

1 i^ ^ striped cottons.

^ I
make a groove. ( Canioncse.)

] § the valley or place where

the sun sets.

JE 1 Jfe !36r
places of dissipatioa

\% ik 1 i^ tlie peach's bloom

and willow's green ;
— met.

licentious pleasures.

1 ^\ M ^ prefecture in Kwangsi

on the Kiver Liu | ^, a

branch of the Pearl Biver.

fi rtlt -^ heaEse ; a large car used

Hiu

carry the coffin.

'irfll
'^" cover, as a drum ; to rub,

jJ/j-l to feel with the hand; to

Vr/{ touch, to lay tho hand on.

c ^^ A line of stakes across a

"gg stream to entrap fish ; a weir;

'liti an oval coop traj) for taking

crabs.

^i M ^ 1 the fish rush into tho

weirs.

H M "ffi 1 three stars [are seen]

in the weirs,— but no fish.

C/Lf^L From silk and crime,

fYpH A skein of silk containing

'lilt, ten or twenty threads ; a

knot of a hundred lengths in

tens ; a fob or pocket

^ Kf M 1
lookout for tho cut-

piu-ses

!

In Fulicliau. A classifier of a

beard or wig, and a lapel.

To dislike, to have a gruclge
;

I^\ to bo grieved by ingratitude

the moon is shining in its

beauty, and ^Ihis fine lady is as

beautiful too.

Read ^liic Sorrowful looking ;

] ^ sad, moumfal.

t^Zi ^ Tho beam in the eaves of a

/^^ roof; the middle haU of a

liv? house.

A(l)5> Rice well steamed ; the

ppf steam of boiling rice or other

liu' dishes.

^ "J* H ] — \ if it has cooled,

then steam it again.
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U Interchanged nith g£ to Row
,

it is also read (/i«, and inter

(ju changed with jg to idle.

'"' A river in KwangsL ; a cur

rent ; to issue forth, as a

fouutaiit ; edge of the eaves
;
ghd

ing about, scouting, prowling
;

smooth, glossy ; to float.

^ ]
a cascade.

til P^ 1 ff S*"** *'"' **" * ""^^

or ramble.

jf- ] slippery, glairy; ciiiming,

tricky

yK 1. ] M glidJug over the ice,

as in skating

lllh M 1 fr ;^ ll>e vessels were

drifUng down together.

I ] ^ to take a constitutional

after dining.

jg ] dripping eaves.

LIU.

] ^ to skate.

] S^ fi^ a fellow prowling alxjut

in the gloaming to steal or

mark tbuigs.

— ].*a 51 * T 'Kv ^ere

off in a cloud of dust, as race

horses

^1 1 3i£ ^ '^^'^ water flows up

into the sluices.

LO.

^ A beggar's clapdish to re-

^^ ceive the food given himm
bu' i 1

*" earthen clapdish.

JP A steady monsoon wind ; a

breeze ; name of an ancient

liu' state

1 ) fi^ JSi ^" equable

stiff breeze

I J^ a boisterous wind, a gale.

rat/1 and to remain,

dripping from the

+

i From

Water
eaves ; the eaves of a house.

SI ^D M 1
be slobbered

like the dropping eaves.

I
catch raui from the eaves.

] j|^ an ancient god of the

earth ; his slirine was placed in

the uiiier court, but as often in

a skylight in the hall ; it an-

swers nearly to the ancient

Boman peuates

-UjW' Properly read c
'/<"'<«, and regard-

T l|J ed as an old form of iJH to select.

"" In OtiUonese To toss in

the arms, as a baby ; to toy

with, to fuss over

1 'K. i^^^ make a fire.

1 ^ Is shake them up thoroughly.

LO.
Old sounds, la, lat, and lap. In Canton, lo ,

— in Saatoic, lo and lua ; — in Amog, 16; — in Fuhehau, lo, ho, and lw4 ;
—

in S/ianyhai, lu ;
— in Chi/'u, 16a.

Composed of net, silk, and liir{l,to

indicate its purpose, it is used in

Budliist words for / and )•, aud
interchanged with some of its

compounds.

A spring -net for birds; a kind

of fabric woven like a net or gren

adiiic in knots, with interstices like

gauze ; oi)enworked, lace like ; to

spread out, to arrange orderly ; a

sieve ; to bolt, as Qour ; occurs iii

many proper names.

— 7£, ] one piece of Uiw, as this

kind of silk is sometimes called

] ^^ nette<l woven hempen cloth.

used for curtains,

gjj J^ ] to bestow a red sash ; met.

to order a man to strangle

hiinself-

1 it's Jt ?ft alone and cold in the

curtained bed, as a deserted

wife.

] 1$^ a bird-net; nets for fish or

l)irds

1 $4 M !§ the constellations all

follow or are placed in order.

] ^ ;|g the arbor-vitfe. {Thti-

jopsi.<.)

1 ^ IS 'b'' Romish tonsure

;

some Budhists wear it

^ •? * 51 1 ft yo" should

right away try to raise some

money ; but 56 ] also means

to attend to other duties, as ^
^ 2j5 ^ 36 1

you must look

after the guests when they come.

^ I
the great net, i e the sky.

1 ^ or ] ^ the compass.

1 § a small ancient state near

Tungting Lake, in the present

Ping-kiang hien, ^ .^ |^ in

the northeast of Hunan.

I ^1] or rakshas, the denrans in

lludhist mythology.

+ A 1 iior|5Pl"l ^ the 18

arluins, wliats, or ruhans, the

personal disciples or worthies of

Biidha ; the term is defined by

Ig^ deserving worship, and ^
^ destroyer of the enemy, i^ e.

passion.

] 1^ ] Rahula or Lagnla, the

son of Sakya-muni, who founded

a school.

^^ ) ^ to arrange people in

rows around a room.

] I
tlie Lolos or Laos tribes now-

living in the north of Siara

j^ I
, the last syllable of which

name probably refers to these

people, once possessors of much
of Yunnan and Kweichau ; in

writing this apj[)ellation the
\

radical dog is sometimes add-

ed, as ^ ^ to show contempt

for them.

PI 1 tt a ^ * this family

has produced men of great ta-

lent.

^ 1 '§' ^ to cdlate and com
pare records.

] ^ the star v in Capricorn.

7^ ^ \(\ ]
the autunmal sky

resembles figured netting.

] ^ a frame tor bolting floor.

I §g humpbacked.
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Jo

/W[ Clever, sharp.

c |)p^ ^^ I
resorting to force,

s ^ 1
tliP braves among ban-

ditti ; rebel troops.

riBfl A note or refrain in singing
;

c H^jE the prattle of children ; an-

j/o noying, ve.ving

] ^ tronblesouie, fretful.

disiii>pointing

In Coii/ouesc. A final, pro-

bably altered from Mi, 1^, to ex-

press the end of a sentence.

I
yes ; it is so.

The horse chestnut or buck-

eye, the
;j;j^ ] fonnd in the

western regions.

j^ )
a tree in Hunan whose

wood is easy to ignite.

] ^ a stake fence.

A river named j'0 ] ^
flowing into Tung-ting Lake

on the southeast ; it is a

small stream, and joins the

River Siang near its mouth.

From bamboo and net.

Deep and open baskets with-

out covers or handles, some-

times made with holes to

run cords through ; they are chief

ly used to hold grain, or by thi;

pddlers ; a sieve.

HI Bfl a peddler.

I ff small baskets. {Cantonese
)

^ ff I
P<^J''l'i'g baskets

^ ]
a basket -si Iter, — denotes

a criminal taken out to execu

tion {Cantonese )

^ I
a corn-basket.

5^ 1 W T ^^^ whole lot is sold

od

Used with the last.

A basket, eR|>eeially one like

a ho<l for carrying dirt ; it is

interchanged with ^ o pile

up earth

SJ ^ S 1
^^^ basket was filled

with the noses which had been

cut off

From planl and itet, referring to

the habit of growlli.

/y Parasitic plants like the Epi

(fendruin, or those which

twine around trees like the Wtf.

terid, are called -^ \ ; those like

dwlder are called ^ |Jj> ; whence

the phrase ^ j^ ipjji ] the vines

and tendrils have interlaced, to

denote a marriage iilllance

1 S a turnip, or roots like it

1 S ft "" ^K 1 ^ •* radish

Ifl 1 # •-»'"' ^ 1 SJ "•""'^^s

given to the carrot or beet

\iX 1 p fi^ >^ •I'^art as big as a

turnip ;
— i- e generous.

M '&
1

''"^' l''"*^'
(^'aiil/ii's)

to entwine around

A gong; a brass drum used

to announce approach or give

the alarm ; soldiers use them

for wash-basins,

to Iwat the gong

I ^ pg ^ the gongs and drums

resounded to the sky

^T SM 1
•''"'i'"^ l'*'' '"^'a'l gong**-

us when an officer comes

'.^ 1 '& !^ collect the people by

the gong

<^
From /lor^e and to invo/rn ,- the

second IS the orijiiual form but is

now sehloni met.

"^^ A mule, the ofl^spring of an

'.IJ^'w ' a-ss and a mare

i'" 1 .^ '"
1 ? * mule.

] 1;^ ? '''*-' '"a'l "f mule

1 .^ JW fU f 1 I'oi^ toJ. '•«l"it*i

you as with the service of a

mule or horse

A baked wheaten cake, call-

ed ^ ]
having fruit in

side

From inftecl and to invi'/re.

A term for spiral univalves

like the Lymnwa. Valuta,

Mitrex, <kc. ; spiral, screw

like ; a conch.

I
conches used for sounding,

when summoning people to resist

Q ]
fresh water gnaila

1 $1 fr '"•
1 M » screw.

] ^ a s[iiral headdress

] ^ univalve shells in general

I ^ the operculum of snails

1 ffi a living fish

P^ •/§ )
blow the sea-conch

'& .^ & 1
^'"" ^^'"'•e conch with

wlioils turning to the right, is

a large rare shell kepi at Peking

and lent to envoys going to

Lewchew to insure them a safe

voyage ; it is probably a Bucci-

nnm

tt Jjt The fine marks and lines in

(/|||t| ilie palm, by which ones

j/(j forliiiie IS determined

have no striiu ; — you let

everything shp

In Cantonese To wa.ste or mis

ap])ly a thing ; to apply it use-

lessly ; to throw away as pearls

before swine ; rotten, as -eggs.

^ I
Hasted, as energy

1 ?? '" ^1"^'' an afl.tir

T<} look aliout

1

I 1^ carefully, repeatedly ;

ill a particular and detailed

manner ; tautology ; a iieri-

phrase.

] ;^ the order of words in

a sentence

A .sleazy woven narrow cloth,

resembling bunting or coarse

worsted, made m Tibet from

yak's hair

From r/ol^es Oi liyli/ and real.

Naked, unclothefl, bare-
' backed; the naked ; to strip,

to iiiichrthe.

^' ] clothe the naked

] @ the iipjx'r part of the

body naked

^ ihe naked animal i. e man

H _1^ II he threw ofl liis dress

and railed at the rascal

^ nude ; having no clotheB.
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C a^^ I.ike tlie preceiling.

S^V U'lL-lotbetl ; fruits witli Lard

•lo shells.

1 -fr S^'I'd about naked.

] Sj^ namo of a beast like the

caracal.

^ ]
a long roundish gourd, the

fruit of the Tricosant/us anguina

and paliiiata, which are gene-

Killy known as enako gourds.

A contraclecl form of tlio last,

and now used i
' '

ns a pvimitive.

£^ and now used only in combination

Naked-like animals having

very short hair, like Iho ele-

phant, tiger, or leopard ; a fabulous

monster like the tapir.

f £53 Interchanged with 1^ a shell.

.flWw The solitary wasp.

'" S^ 1
^'^ sphex, or dauber

wasp, supposed to be trans-

formed from caterpillare.

The grebe ^ il is cidled

the ^ I
in old books ; the

1^ I
is an old name for the

tailor bird, but perhaps also

alludes to the preceding.

. . From grass and melons.

i^}\ Fruit which ripens on the

'lo ground as melons, tomatoes,

'two ground-nuts, pine-apples, &c.;

those having no kernel.

^ ]
fruits of all kinds.

To manage ; to arrange, as a

dress.

1 5^ to comb and dress the

hair .and arrange the bands

aiid filletfi. as the ancients did.

Eead to\ To take, to get, in

which senses it is used with the

next ; to put one thing on another

;

to lay nicely in a pile ; a lot of

things, a parcel, a load.

^C ^ 1 ® pile up these books.

1 M ^ ^^'''^ ^"^ *"' *iii-c^i other.

To split, to rend ; to select,

to pick out

In Pelcingese. To rub off, to

wipe.

] fP "'P'' °ff ''^^ sweat.

In Cantonese. To get, to bny, to

procure for one ; to vex ; to injure.

•ft*> 2j5 1 ^ yo» come and get

the money.

] ^ to vex one's life out ; be-

witched.

1 lK ff '^ ^-'^'''^ *^*'' *^'** early,

before be can recompense his

parents.

] @, to fish ; to go a fishing.

1 |h1 'ft'
bring the answer back.

fT'j.f Stones piled up.

^Mj ^ I
a pile of pebbles or

16' gravel ; — viet. prominent

talent, distingui.shed parts.

i^i ^ P 1 "" '^•"' interlacing

branches suj'ported each other.

The king's evil ; strumous

/^l-^ enlargements.

1 5^ scrofulous swellings

;

the first are small, the second

large, and the two follow each

other like beads ; the swellin^rs from

masquito or flea bites are some-

times so called.

Embarrassed ; to miss one's

footing.

1 1^ to walk slowly ; not

to advance, either from weak-

jiesa or inability.

To cruise about, to patrol ; to

miike a circuit; to spy; to

insjiect, as a guard does ; to

screen, as hiUs do a glen.

j5^ ] to go around examining.

11^ playing about, in and

out.

^ -^ ] «^ to set a guard to

watch the place.

S lU 1 i^ '^'^ green hills shelter

the spot.

j^ I
to spy out ; a scout

I ^ the ciipital city in Tangut

orTiirfan.

lo'

Also read ^to and '/on

To droop, to hang down

;

extensive
;
generous, thick.

m 1 m- it ?t m )is
ti'e

oriole's sweet note is heard amid

tlic drooping willows, and the flow-

ers come out in their beauty.

lo'

OU sound, lafe. Tn Canton, lok ;
— in Sieatow, 16k, lak, and lo ; — tit Amoy, lok ;

— in Fuhcliau, Idk ;
—

' tn Shanghai, lok ;
— in Chifu, 16a.

T'uDg-cheu fu 5 the glare on water.From water and each.

) A famous tributary of the

Yellow River, rising in the

S.E. of Sliensi, flows easterly

about 250 miles, and enters it west

ofKai-fimg fu in Honan ; another

liver in Siicnsi, about ?>50 miles

long, draining tlie northern third of

the province, which flows in near

I ^ capital of China in n. c. 770,

and often afterwards, till razed

by the Kin, a. d. 112G; it lay

west of Loh-yang hien in Honan.

] ^ ;^ a comfit made from the

loose-skin orange.

1 ^^ ^ flower like the Cary-

opfnjllits or myrtle.

From ice and each; also read

I
lo'

lo'

ho,

] ^ frozen, bleak ; icy, like

a glacier or fyo7.cn lake.

To trim off the knots on the

bark of wood.

I iS i5 S ^'^ ''cinoved all

the grasping ofliciala
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f*J^ From mouth and each.

r^fi Wrangling, disputatious; to

/o' contend ; a final particle,

denoting indeed, certainly
5

so ; used for ~f done, finished.

Wt ^ 1
''""'' ^^'1^ answer.

:! 1 fg^llT it is so, I

know it.

^ ]
done ; all over ; ended.

^ I
yes, indeed. {Cantonese.)

Bead koh^ The cackling of a

fowl ; to cough and spit, to clear

the throat ; to hawk.

^Ji^jt T" \)\xm in, to brand; to

/*^-> toast, to spit or roast in cook-

fao' ing ; to bake ; a branding-

/o' iron ; red hot.

^ ]
[ip to brand in a mark,

1 ^ * branding-iron ; a sort

of flat-iron for smootliing clotL

I PJ j^ i*' '^ roasted brown.

] '^ a fried wheaten cake, a de-

scription of flapjack hke short-

cake.

1 ^ ^ to iroJi clothes.

Ornaments for the neck.

^ ® 1
brooches, necklaces,

lo' and other ornamenls for the

neck.

^^ Silk or hemp not yet reeled

7j»Q) or rotted; the fibre or staple

too' ofcotton
;
joined, continuous

;

/»' to bind, to tie up ; to encom-

pass ; a net for carrying

boxes, rope slings; blood vessels

which diverge from the great veins

or arteries.

^ ]
the puls&

I M M to l^^^tor a horse.

\^ ] the dried strings or chalaza

in the orange.

] ]^ ^ a name for the cricket,

alluding to the hum of a spindle.

<^ ^ 1 ^'^ pericardium, as it is

supposed to be a fatty kind of

strap iixlosing the heart.

'— ^ 1^' 1 * P^^ "^ rattan

slings.

fj^ 1 net or rope slinga

70

] 1^ a kind of sarcenet

S A 11 1
duped, taken in.

^ ]
tied together, like a line of

camels ; to asaist each other.

J^ ] unspun hemp.

] ^ ^ ^ ail unbroken line,

closely linked.

^ I
-^ a fan-case, hung on the

girdle.

Cream; dried milk; racky

) from mare's milk ; fat, anc-

lo' tuous.

] ^ cheesa

^ ]
an emulsion of apricot seeds

or almond&

] ^ butter, thick whey ; the fat

of meat expressed.

;JL j
a kind of milk porridge.

1 W.^M^ ««ld somff sugar

to (he cream.

A water bird, a species of

) kingfisher (?) having a short

foA' neck, reddish plumage with

white spots, and greenish on

the back.

Read koh^ A synonym of the

white owl is |^ ]
so called from

its screeching voice.

Id'

rom bird and e<wh ; occurs used

in names of places, and
also for the next.

A kind of bird.

1 1 ^ afraid.

1 Wk an old name of Han cheu

^ ^^ in Sz'ch'uen.

[^t A white or cream-colored

fp ) horse with a black mane:

io"
\ |l^ a camel.

] Q a place near Annam.

^ J^ ^ 1 "^y w^iito horses

have their black manes.

•tj?» The fall of the leaf or of

f^f-i rain ; to scatter ; to fall ; to

too' tumble in or off; to let fall;

lo' to descend, to come down
to ; to gather at a place to

make a settlement ; to lay a thing

down ; to enter, as in an account

;

the place to which one falls or

goes, one's gathering place or

abode
; fixed, settled, arranged ; a

preposition, at, in; in colloquial,

often merely adds to the force of

the verb.

] 3jJ come down.

# 1 or 415 ] a village; ham-
lets.

I j§ the price or rate has faJlea

-t j ^ ^ ™ay yoo suffer no
harm going up or down stairs.

I ^ reduced in property, decay-

ed, pix)r.

I ^ the job is dona

B 1 W lljor^l^
I

theauu
is setting.

] ^ be smart, stir about I

] ^ no energy, spuitless.

] ^ to pay earnest money.

] ^ to put pen to paper, to be-

gin a work.

] ^ to become a priest or nun.

] ^ to mix in sand.

1 M to g° aboard a vessel.

1 S export cargo.

|gt 1 Jlij
he fell down.

h-^M% 1 Ji 'n what spot

do you livo ?

^ ^ 1 it is all settled, every-

thlng is arranged
; ^ | also

sometimes means married, set-

tled in Ufa

||t "f I
I have no certain know-

ledge of, I don't know about iL

I 1 ;^ ^ perspicuous, forcibly

stated.

1 ^ <"^
1 iS ill rejected essays.

1 1 IB "^ °"' views are quiie

difierent.

\ ^H "^ where has it gone ?

where has it been put ?

}S A 1 :»fC to prfl one into the

watt;r, to impose on one.

^ \ ^ "jj where is your dwell-

ing, where's your house ?

1 1 JKB ''^'' "^ ""^t °"r legs.

In Fxtlichmi. A suite of rooms

;

a building, usually with front and
rear courts.
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IS-,
Large boulders on hills ; an

inferior stone.

to' ^
] ^ ^ peaks rising

over peaks.

1 ] hard, gritty, as amygdaloid,

or the kinds of rock not easily

workeil

»/|A Tlie oriffinal form resembles the

^V^ onmiiieiited f'miiie on which a.

^T^' bell or Ji um IS hiiiig. the drums
lit' on tlie sides aud the bell in the

tfue'
mUJle-

y" Pleasure, quiet, ease; to

y . rejoice in, to take delight in,

to esteem a plea.sure ; a joy
;

dissipation
;
good, as a year.

1 <& contented.

I yi ^ S^ to accord with hea-

ven's decrees. j

^ ] ^ a portrait.;

•f^ 1
to make merry.

fpf 1 iD ^ where shall I be

better pleased?

f")^ fSJ ] lift jlfc
what pleasure can

you Ind in this ?

1 jpf iO •& where will you be

happier than here f

(^ 1 ;^ /^ Ah ! what pleasure

is there here 1

JUJ ^ ^ I
to take pleasure in

virtue.

] A jljj 1
to rejoice with those

who rejoice.

1 ?i64or 1^ ^ how lucky!

jii-st the thing ; hit it exactly.

^ I
joy and merriment.

1 -S !7C ^ '° '"'•'^ ^^® in-coming

year with joyful music.

Read 7/oh^ Music, one of the

^ ^ or six liberal arts ; uistru

ments of nmsic ; met the refine-

ments and elegancies of hfe
;

musicians.

^ I
great music, a term Dy

which ancient writers seem some-

times to have obscurely intend-

ed to express the working and

harmony of creation, music of

the spheres.

] ^ ii>usical instruments.

1 ^ ^6 staff ill musical notation.

f^ I
or ^ ] to play on instru-

ments.

^ m ^ ^ 3| # ^ 1
there

is notliing so good as music to

reform the manners and change

the customs.

I ^ the Board of Music, a

bureau in the Board of Rites.

] .^ ^ ^ the musicans all go

in to perform.

Read ffao' To take delight in
;

to choose and use or enjoy.

^ W ^ 1
"^'^^^ ""^ 'i** ^

own hobby or pleasure.

] ]
pleasurable, delightsome.

^ ^ 1 ?lfw
clever people are

charmed with water scenery.

1 JE A i # to rejoice in,

and speak of others' goodness.

Read ,fao. A man's name in

olden times. Earl Lao fjQ ] ,

famed for his knowledge of horses.

A river near the city of

Tsi-nan ui the north of Shan

lo' tung ; a bank ; an estuary.

*H'Ji From ^ an ox and ^ loil con-

/-t-*-", tracted.

lo" A brindled or speckled ox
;

manifest, open, patent

^ ]
to excel

;
preeminent.

IJ I
a particolored ox.

I {^ hard and level, as a road.

I
1 clearly understood.

OU sounds, la, lut, and I<A.

From M. dish witli ^ a pan

above; it is often contr.icled toj"-*

in combination, and its compounds
Iinve nearly superseded its use.

A vessel for containing rice

;

a pan to hold fire ; a grog-shop
;

black ; a wild tribe that occupied

anciently some parts of Hm)eh ; a

kind of hound.

JSB 1 ^ ^ * boisterous laugh.

1 ^ a black bow.

1 <^ .^ S A ^ B. t the

hounds tinkle their collars ; their

master is handsome and kind.

^ I
a dram-shop.

M

In Canton, U and lo ; — in Swatow, 16, lu, and lii}, -

Vu, lio, 16, ai'd tio ;
— in S/iani/hai, lu ,

— t« Chifn, lu,

One calling to his pigs, cries

] ]
, but the phrase is

j/m written several ways.

pf . j to laugh

To take hold of; to spread

out ; to lead ; to select.

1$ 1
to gather, as a har-

vest.

Black, stiflF clods, not fertile,

aud not yet broken by the

harrow ; a shop.

^g I
a wine-shop.

]^ 1
ray cottage.

^ ]
yellow clods, the grave, hades.

Ja

in Amoy, 16 : — in Fvhchaa,

Used with the last and next.

A vessel to warm spirits ; a

censer ; a copper brazier ; a

furnace.

^ I
a grocery, a spirit sho^v

^ ] a hand-stove.

_- gl] § I
one set of incense

censers, of three or five,

fl- 1 a cnicible.

^ ]
hand censers, carried in

processions, and before the go-

vernor-general.

I ^ a tripod in temples.

M ] M ^ ^^ called them to

sit around the brazier.
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From Jire aud black; the con-

tracted form is in common use.

' A Stove, fireplace, grate, fur-

nace, chafing-dish, or other

place for holding a fire.

'"
iffl ^ 1

a refining furnace.

^ ]
a swinging oven.

Jg^ ]
a portable furnace, often

called fo-gong, a word corrupt-

ed from ^ ^ or fire-plac&

] ^ a mint
;
governmental assay

siiops.

^ j '^ a stall to sell boiling

water.

B^
I

an uncovered fireplace.

J^ ]
an oven ; a bake-pan ofany

kind. (Cantonese.')

I ^ a set of censer and vases,

usually of metal.

] ^ the draft and coal-hole in

a k\ing, where it is warmed.

A variety of dog, the '^
\

which seems tolse a largo

shepherd's dog.

A short post over a g^'der
;

a king-post, which upholds

the roof, as a peduncle does

the flower.

]
;jij the Canton name for the

loquat i^Eriobotiya japonica), the

iJh ^C ^'" Chinese medlar.

^|.j I
a species of D.'trvilla or

Wiegcla found in Japan ; also

applied to a fine timber.

A river in the northeast of

^*/ial Kiangsi in Lu-ki hicn | -^
^lu jjl^S which borders on Cheh-

kiang.

1 j^ <i prefecture in the south

of Sz'ch'uen along the Yangtsz'

Piver, where the ] ?]< flows

into it, and sometimes gives its

name to the main stream ; the

region is said to be mahvrious.

A gourd.

^ ] the bottle gourd or

I/igenaria.

^ ] a jar shaped like this

gourd.

S.
,lu

^Itt

LU.

A valuable gem, called ^
] whose description allies

it to the lopaz.

From jar and hlach ; it is some-

times used for §g^ a brazier.

A wine jar, short and wide

mouthed, made of bronze or

porcelain.

] @ fj!f
to take the jug to

get grog.

A kind of ulcer.

]
pot-bellied, as child-

ren from bad food.

Black, painted, or varnished.

] i^ black bows such as

were given.to princes in oldeu

time.

Hempen threads ; to hatchel

and dress flax or hemp, and
prepare them for weaving.

^ £$ I
his wives dressed

the thread.

¥romJlesh and bfack as the pho-

..,.— netlc.

Ju The skin ; the belly ; to ar-

range in order, to spread out

;

to state ; to convey orders, to inli-

mat'j to, to transmit.

j JlJ to state seriatim, to set out

crdeily.

] ^ to make out a list.

1 Wi ^ ^^ speak of the good
qualities [of an oflicialj among
the people.

^ J
^ the Court of Ceremonies.

Jlf j the fourth in rank of the

Hani in.

A stout, square built boat,

tit for transport ; stem of a,

boat where the trackers work,

but others say the stem.

A small rush like an Arvndo,

from which baskets can be

made ; a large basket with a

handle or bale ; shaft of a

spear.

^ baskets of different sizes.
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1

Water rushes ; applied to va-

rious sorts of hollow stemmed
grasses, as Phragniitca and

Ariindo, used for mats and

awnings, or to repair dikes,

^faggots of i-ushes.

^ rushes.

1 jS ^ '•'^^ yellow rushes

the house ;— a ruralenviron

abode.

1 ^ ^ juice of hellebore, used

to rub on tho hair ; tho name is

also applied to an impure ca-

techu or terra japonica.

/t* ?Jj 1
wooden floats tied on

bnat-cliiklren at Canton.

] 1^ taxes on reed lands along

tlic banks of rivers.

Jlj ]
a variety of the cactus.

] ^ the sweet sorghum (.5. scu>

cliarutum), grown over central

China.

A windlass ; a pulley ; a

snatch-block.

s?« Sfi 1 a, slieavo on which a

rope runs to raise thmgs.

From fiird and Ihtck.

Tlio ] ^1 or fishing cor-

morant (Phalacrocorox carlo),

also- poetically called ^ ^
the black devil.

jlj f|§ I
a name given at Canton,

to a species of thrush (Garriilax

perspicillatus), reared for its

vivacity.

Yrom Jish and blaci:, from the

spots.

A Canton name for perches

of tho Lahrax family ; it

includes tho gilt head

Jj ] the spotted wrasse. {Lahrax

Japonkus.)

^ I
the white perch. {Pristijwrna

pihloo )

5^ ]
red headed labrax. (Pi-isti-

poirui Icuukan.)

1^^ \ the spotted perch {Piis-

• tipoma tuigeb) is the best sort

:

it is made into | |^ or fish

salad.
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Ju

LU

The pupil of the eye ; to see.

j^ I
a clear bright eye.

The skull of a man ; tiso

forehead ; bones of the head.

'

SM 1
'^® skull of a man.

;|^ ] ^ a decapitated head,

a dried skull, often lefl on

the execution-grdund.

The character is thoiight to re-

'

present a spotted nitrous efflo-
^

rescence ; it forms the 197th
j

radical of a few characters \

pertaining to salt.

Rock salt ; salt licks ; land from

which salt or nitre is obtained
;

barren, saltish land ; rude, uncivil

;

violent, insolent

) ^ meat corned with spirits.

] ^ saltish ; nitrous.

I
fit a steamed wheaten biscuit

at Peking, with or without fruit.

LU.

f^ ] barren salt lands.

I ^ order of the emperor's tra-

veling equipage.

•
] ^ Hippant ; rash or heedless,

in speech or act ; abrupt.

] !^ careless, as when writing.

Very similar to the last.

Salt land, such as occurs on

the coasts where salt is eva-

porated ; earth from which

salt can be leeched ; a salt pre-

paration, pickle, brine.

1 5!K * pickle used in bean cord.

] § spice for a pickle.

I ^ ^ ^^^ '" Mutlon boiled

with salt and soy.

I
the leecbings of salt earth.

From stone and saltish.

Gravel, shingle ; fine stones

'" on a beach. —

LU.

Violent, ready to resort to

[iw) force ; movable, swaying.

V«
In Feh'ut/ese read ,/w, and

used with fo' }^. To strip

off; to wipe away ; to rub down,

as a groom his horse.

J ff to wipe off the sweat.

"~
1 PJ ;S stripped of all — his

honors, as an officer degraded

to private life.

From ^^xk sauce and white, both

contracted.

Stupid, slow of speech ; blunt,

not intelligent ; untaught.

] i4 '^"'^ **' understanding.

f.H. ]
ri'Stic, coarse.

I fl^ dull and heedless, a little

pig-headed.

^ I
unassiuning, plain, honest.

] ^ an ancient state.

m
'la

This state has been'rendered famous by the sages Confucins and Mencins, and their disciples. It was granted to Chen Kung

Tan ^ 5» S- <" T*"- '''® Duke of Cheu, about B. c. 1122 ; but his eldest son Peh-kin fQ "H first made liis capital at Kiuh-feu

W .^ about the year 1115, and was called Duke of Lu "^ ^- A successor Duke Viu ^ ^ was killed in 1038, by bis brother

Duke M'ei fj^ 5V' ^bo has the infamy in Chinese history of being the first regicide. In 838, Duke Wu jp^ ^ made a feudal visit

to the court of Sueu Wang ^ i to render him homage for his fief. The Annals of Lu, called Ch'unts'iu C'h'uen ^ ^ flf or

Spring and Autumn Records, by Confucius, commence with the reign of Duke Yin ^ 2J' the son of Duke Hwni ^, ^ in the 49th

year of P'ing Wang ^ J u. c. 722, and end with the accession of Duke Tao 'P^ ^ in the 39th year of King Wang ^ -F i

B. c. 481 two years before their author's death. Their names and reigns, as here given, are constantly referred to in Kaug-hi's Dic-

tionary in quotations from the Annals.

STYLE OF REIOS.
PERSONAL ACCESSION AND

' NAME. LENGTH OK REIGN.

Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke
Duke

Yin H p
Hwan )^ 5V
Chwang '^ ^
Wan m 'A
Hi it ^
Wau % ^
Suen -g^ ^
Ch'itigjt a
Siang ^ ^
Chao Ba ^
Ting ^^
Ngai & S-
Tao -1^ a
Muh f|.

jV

*&1. 722

^ 710

m 692

ma 660

* 659

m 6-26

m 608

^.m 590

^ 572

w 641

509

m. 494

^ 467

Probablv the grand

n
18

32

2

33

18

18

18

31

32

15

27

OESEUjOOY. COTEMPORANEOCS EVENTS.

Killed by his brother.

Brother of the last

Son of the last.

Son of the last

Brother of the last.

Son of the last.

Son of the last.

Son of the last

Son of the last.

Son of the last.

Brother of the last.

Son of the last.

Son of the last

722 Sbalmaneeer takes Samaria.

716 Romulus murdered.

696 Manasseh, king of Judah.

672 TuUus Hostilius of Rome.

641 Amon, king of Jiidah.

621 Josiah dies at Megidda

601 Daniel at Babylon.

594 Solon at Athens.

588 Jerusalem destroyed.

536 Cyrus restores the Jews.

508 Darius conquers India.

481 Xerxes invades Greece.

460 Pericles rules Athens.

445 Nehemiah builds Jerusalem.

Not much is known of tbe state after this period. In the year 255, the king of Tsn removed its prince to KO, and in 249 he

bolislied its separate >xi.stence, after a duration of 873 years from the investiture of Duke Clien. During this long peiiod, its limits

•hanged but little, and included the southern and eastern parts of the present province of Shantimg.
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From wood or honl Hnd a pho-

netic ; the first is most used.

A turret of wood used on

walls ; a movable w(M)deu

- tower for archers ; the pro-

pelling scull on Chinese

boats worked on a pivot on

the taffrail.

1
^. the scull-pivot

^ I
port the helm

!

^ ]
push the scull, is starboard

the helm.

^ ]
to scull.

I
a lookout on a fortification.

The noise made in calling

pigs is 1
] ; it is the sound

usually heard in the North.

From a tiger, to run on a string,

and strength ; the second is the

form in common use.

To capture prisoners, to seize

men in battle
;

prisoners,

slaves taken in war ; devot-

ed, addicted to, enslaved by

1 ^ 'o take alive.

tg' ^ I
a slave to money, a

miser.

1 A Wl IW *° '^°''^ captives to

r.iiisom.

] J^ a kidnapper ; to catch men.

From foot and each ; 7. d. in a

road each one goes liis ovji way,

and leaves his own traces.

A road, a path, a way where

peojjle go and make it plain ; in

the Mongol dynasty and before, it

denoted a ^ circuit, and it is still

nsed occasionally for political divi-

sions ; in vtec/iaiiics, a space,

an extension ; a way of du:y or

action, an opportunity
;

grand
;

loud ; fallen ; to travel, to journey
;

used for the next

3 ^ 1 Joi'^'^S °f *"'° roads.

-J- tS^ ] cross-roads.

1 ^ 'M. fj 1*0 thoroughfare, a

cul-de-sac.

fr ?^ 1
to go in bye-paths, to

act improperly.

f^ ] to ask the way.

^ ]
a land journey.

LU.

7K 1 to go by boat ; water com-

munication.

^ P^ ]
nothuig to do 5 cot of

work.

I _t on a journey ; on the road.

—*
1 S ^" the discommodities

of a journey, the weather and

travel.

] '{^ the road is slippery,

lit I pj ^ no alternative, no
resource or work

;
penniless.

M 1 i§ to pay black mail.

^ ]
to make a road ; to clear

the way, as for the lares.

^ ^ ^ ]
to become a Iciijin.

-^ j to hurry on, to hasten one's

steps.

^ ] a shorter way ; a cut-off.

]p ]
a carriage road ; in tne-

chanics, the plane in which a

machine or part of it works.

ffij 1 ^ fpl S ^ -i $ ^vhat

chariot is (hat ? it is our leader's.

^ I3( 1 ^ I know the way (or

places) well.

i^>h ]
to go by a side path.

In Cantonese. To pour out, to

decant.

I
—* iM fBl to I»ur oil from a

standard jar, — in order to

save weighing it.

J A chariot, a state carriage
;

the traces of a cart.

'"' 3i 1
the imperial carriage.

] ,^ a large cart to sleep in.

From property and eacJu

To give a present, to bribe,

lu' to corrupt ; to aid the state
;

a vessel used in ancestral

worship.

1^ ]
to bribe, especially an offi-

cial.

^ \
to send presents to officials.

y^ 1 ^ ^ heavy contributions

of southern metals.

f'^'fe*
A slender, lithe sort of bara-

^ boo, fit for darts or arrows

;

lu' it anciently grew in Yang-
cheu.
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/i'

W

' A beautiful gem, hung as an

ornament from the girdle.

)S in ^ 1
the [frost on]

the roads [glistens] like

strings of gems.

A river in Lu-ngan fu
|

^ jj^ in the southeast part

of Shensi, flowing into the

Yellow River ; also a river in

Yunnan ; and a branch of

the Pei-ho flowing near

Tung cheu.

*> From rain and rooA

The dew; mist that forms in

lu* dro{)8 of rain ; to bedew, to

bless ; to disclose, to mani-

fest ; to expose, to show through
;

to exhibit ; disclosed, apparent,

naked.

I 5^ op^'i *" the sky.

1 ^ ^ the drops of dew.

^ ]
ruined by betrayal.

I ffi i^ li the horse's hoof

shows ; the thing is divulged.

1 ^ exposed teeth.

/P 1 W "^t to see a visitor.

I ^ to see the real shape.

1 ^ M ^ sleeps in the dew and

dines on the wind ;
— miserably

poor.

:jfg 1 jjC cologne water.

US ^M 1 >^ the cat is let oat of

the bag.

]
^- his bones show, emaciated

;

the evil deed is known.

1 ;}^ to publish abroad, as gene-

ral orders.

M ] ^ .K to relieve and soothe

the people.

•;^
\ ^ don't tell of it

^ ^ M 1
the corpses and bones

were left uninterred.

•^
1
1^ I^ the sweet dew de-

scends from heaven ; the "y*
|

is regarded as the ambrosia of

the gods, and priests sprinkle it

for ghosts to sip.
'

% ^ ^" ff3 1
'^^'^^^ and honors

[fade] like the dew on flowers.
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From ^ bird and ^ dew, be-

cause wlieu it comes the dew
falls, aad it is warm weather.

A wader common throughout

China.

1^ 1
or 1^ 1 !^ "^® ^^^^ eg-

ret heron {Egretta [Herodias]

garzttta); it is embroidered on

LU.

the court robes of officers of the

sixth grade.

^ ]
a ru&set headed small white

heron or paddy-bird. (Bubuktis

russata.)

] 1^ arranged iii order of prece-

dence.

] '{^ a stealthy step like a heron's.

LU.

I P^ or
I ^ a poetical name

for Araoy from the .sea-buds in

its vicinity.

>•> To plug or stop up, as the

holes in an iron boiler.

lu' ® 1 II to mend a boiler

by Bolderiiig a piece in.

0!d sounds, Iti, lio, lut, tmd lot. In Canton, lu and lau ;— in Svmtow, lu, lu, andM ;— in Amoy, lu aniVy;—
in Fuhchau, IQ and \kn \ — in Shanghai, lu ;

— ta Chi/u, \u.

I
iJ

A thatched hovel, a hut ; a

cottage ; a choultry by the

roadside ; a laborer's lodge in

the field; to erect a booth;

a term for one's own house ; to

lodge, to pass the iiight

^ ]
ray house.

] ^ a cot ; my lodgmgs.

^ ]
an attap hnt; a thatdied

mud hut.

^ ]
a pure cottage; — a Bud-

hist tenu for a monastery.

•^ fl$ 1 ift.
'**^''° *''*^" booths for

people might bo biiiit.

^ ] a cabin in the fields.

A plant called ^ ] , like

madder iu that its roots dye

a red color ; it is a species of

Rub'.a, and is now mostly

superseded by sapan-wood.

I ;j£ Pjg the madder grows

on the slope.

From ,?| horse aud Ba the belly,

because its strength is thought

to be in the belly.

An ass ; its skin furnishes a

highly prized glae.

^ -^ a donkey.

^ ] a wild ass.

] a jack, from his braying.

^ ] a slow or limping ass-

] ^ '^ an ass's foal.

|g ] a castrated .tss-

.Iii

^

^

1^ ]
a jenny, a she-ass.

>J» I
a species of squirrel

1 # 7 fh^ !5l t^^e donkey's

lips don't match the horeo's

mouth ; — the two statements

do not at all agree.

I J^ obstuiate, mulish, said of

children.

n^ From yale and the sjnne.

|f5J The gate of a village; a

Jii hari;let of twenty-five houses;

a habitation.

P^ I
a dwrlliijg.

{/^ I
leaning against tho gate,—

as a mother who longs to see

the loved child reUUTi.

^jlj ]
fairy land.

] ^ a side lane or alley conlain-

uig A few bouses.

From jiiuHt and ijatcjfai/ ;

often written like.the last.

it u

A plant whose stalks, when
old .ire used to thatch tem-

ples, and Gilled '^ ] in conse-

quence ; the name is applied to the

Siphonostegia chinensis, but must

also denote another plant

I
ffi a species of euphorbia {Esu-

/alatifoliaf) ; the milk thistla

A palm (the tret of tho vil-

lage-QOie, as its composition

denotes,) common in tho cen-

tral provinces ; the round

with deep fis-leaves are frhiged

sured points.

;}^ I
the coir-palm. (G/iamarqps),

from whose fibers ropes, mats,

and trunks are made.

?£ l./t: ">• ^^ ^ tK a fine-

grained, reddish cabinet wood
brought to Cantonfrom Aimam

;

rose-wood f

IK
Krnni ,^ horse and J^ to travel
contracted.

A post-hoase keeper.

I ^(^ post-house

•^
I

the courier who carries

lettcis for government.

lil 1 W' Si '''° '""^r w^ sent

on by tho post^-faouse.

Also read j/eu; from plant and
la.iso ; the two are not exactly
identic.ll.

A plant used to flavor cook-

ed fish ; it resembles parsley.

] jg a kind of celery.

A I ^ baclielor's button.

] ^ the room where pregnant

women awaited parttuition after

the seventh moon.

I ^ betel leaf, for which the

second and aberrant form is bow
used with ^ at the South.

^ ]
fresh betel leaf; the best

comes from Hai-fung hien ^ ^
|yj5 near Swatow.

] ^ the skill of a species of bry-

ony, used as a purgative.
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IS' I t seeds from tlie Tricosanr-

thes j^ I
used as an expec-

torant.

'/Q A companion, a mate, a fel-

IPl low-traveler ; to associate

'la with, to keep one company

;

to mate togetlier.

fj- ] a traveling comrade,

jj* 1 to agree to travel together,

fl- I
a comrade, a chum.

^ ^ 1 -fr tlie unicorn never

herds with other animals.

•^
I

our whole company.

pSt ] one who lives among his

own peopla

shall I do f 1 want a compa-

nion who understands music.

<J- |l| A supporting btam, called j^

Tf-I S '" Peking, running under

'lit the short raftera at the eaves,

outside of the plate.

^ ]
the turned-up corners of a

Chinese niof

F'rora miff aud anxious.

Indisposed to act ; no en-

ergy ; heedle.ss, indifferent

1 1 t^ careless about, easy-

going.

] I
.jt y he cares nothing for

this aft'air.

C |—I From two »«okMsjoined to repre-

f^\ sent the spinal vertebrae, for

•la
^vhich the next is now niso used.

The back-bone ; tones ii)

music ; a kind of sword.

^ ] six flat or |^ notes.

>\J 1 .i E * loyal, devoted mi-

nister.

(^ 1
keyed tones, not a natural

note.

I 7^ © Spain ; so called from

t]\ \ ^ Luzon, or the island

of Ln5onia.

] ^ 1^ St Ignatius bean ; the

Stnjchnos ignatia.

I ^ the empress Wn Tseh-t'ien

of the T'aiig dynasty.

bis dirk.

CJM^ From fleet and guest ; occurs

Y if interchanged with the next.

Vit The backbone, the basis of

one's strength.

I "tj i^ J^ he excels others in

strength.

f^ Sx Wi. i\j- 1
he exerts all the

energies of body and mind.

IS
'lu

From /7/^ a banner and fX ™en
who belong to it ; occurs used for

tlie last.

A regiment of 500 men

;

forces, troops ; a visitor, a guest, a

sojourner ; immigi'ants ; many, a

company ; the multitudes ; bro-

thers ; to travel, as to other pro-

vinces ; to sojourn at ; to be arrang-

ed ; the imperial sacrifice ^ ] ,

offered to Shangti on t'le round

hillock in time of calamity ; a

path ; to arrange in order; to dis-

play ; self-sown grain ; the SCth

diagram relating to trade.

f^ ]
a traveler.

1 ^ o"" 1^ 1
traveling mer-

chants.

^ I
victorious soldiers.

] ^ set in order ; by ranks.

] J^ a lodging-bouse.

1 •?£ § 1^ wliilo in the inn I

indito my son-ows.

^ 1 ^ ^ military affairs.

^ 1 E officers sent to the pro-

vinces.

^ 15 '^ 1
the younger sons

of princes and their children.

M^ M 1 ^ IS I am ashamed of

my comrades.

1 "Jj 'fj M ^^li^e my backbone

is still strong.

C—ife Used with the preceding.

/ili\ The emperors sacrifice to

'la Heaven and the hills.

1 Jt "fi?
'^e worshiped

ShanglL

^X/:£ A tough kind of wood suit-

,yJX able for arrows.

'lii
I fe a name for the Abies

firina, or Japan lai'ch, which

probably furnishes this wood.

Also read ihu.

Hunchback ; stooping ; curv-

'lu ed, distorted in the limbs;

njet. crouching to, humbled
before one.

^ ] a crooked back.

1 ^B flu ^ to bend the fingera

and reckon up.

1 1^ or
] Jla an ill-made, dis-

torted person ; ill-fitting clothes.

A drizzling, incessant rain;

in Honan, ability to drink

much without becoming in-

toxicated.

I 1 ^fe,
the rain conthiues

incessantly.

Eead 'leu. A sewer or conduit

I iPJ a branch of the River Li on
the northwest of Tungting Lake.

Hempen or silken threads

not yet spun ; a hank or

knot ; a forfeit of cloth
; to

arrange facts in a statement

;}{l ] coarse cotton ; but | 7(^ is

to state in detail.

—
1 iff> ''"^ '"'"' ^^ ^'^^•

/jp fg ] Jjt unable to tell the

whole, too many to detail.

1 # 3c T ^^'^ threads are all

straightened out.

'^ S( 1 ^ I do not venture to

annoy you with unnecessary de-

tails.

% ^ 1 Btt to bring up each

point in order.

1 1^ the tender-loin. (^Cantonese.)

Used with the last.

The lapel of a coat ; spoiled,

sordid clothes.

^ -^^ i^ 1
thirty and torn

garments ; ragged in dress.

From " body and ^ a number
contracted ; the radical was add-
ed to distinguish it.

A number; frequent, often'

reiterated ; successively, constantly,

continually
;

prompt ; to do over

and over, to keep up.
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^ ^ many times.

] r^ for a series of years.

I
^ very many times.

] 1^ he has often experienced it.

1 ^ ;^ ^ I have repeatedly

enjoyed your great kindness.

1 M W^ "^ 'f you constantly look

after your driver, — you will

not upset.

^ I
again and again.

] ^ ^ successive good harvests.

] gj ] ^ as often as you try it,

you will find it serviceahle.

p^^* From ,§, to think and /§ tiger

/JSS which gives sound.

lu' To care for, to feel sad, to

think upon anxiously ; to

devise, to cogitate, to turn over in

one's mind ; to plan ; concerned

for, suspicious, doubtful about,

anxious ; thoughtful for.
'

,§, ] serious thoughts of.

] ^ to take thought for the

morrow.

] ^J forecasting, precautionary

plans.

^ ] anxiously thinking on.

[^ ]
a general plan ; without

particularizing.

—'^^ 'S 1
'^ P'*"! ^^ whole

in detail.

^%m^^ 1 %m n'er-

ciful Heaven, quick with terrprs,

how can you have no fore-

thought, no plan f

*t| ) From strength and sad.

»U To give one good advice

;

to help.

] Uj to aid heartily

is 1 ^ 5V. 'o attend to the

atfairs of state with united

energy.

^ > To filter ; to strain liquids

through a cloth ; to wash, to

la' purify.

1 :^ M <''
1 ^ » strain-

ing clolh.

\ i; "(M.
strain oflF the sediment.

Jl

m
lu'

The second ia an unusual form.

, A file, a rasp ; a iwlishirig

tool ; to burnish, to give

luster to ; to refrain, to re-

strain one's self.

|g ]
to polish.

55 S 1
''° '^^P °'"*''' body under.

] j^ ^ it has worn a groove.

Deceitful ; to deceive.

^ ] a man in the Sung
dynasty, who is perliaps the

origin of the god Wu-hieu

^t IS ^'I'o ^8 worshiped at

banking to heal children.

Ml

1

Mmif persons jyroiumTKe these characters i.iOeh. Old sound, liet. Jn Canton, Ifit

;

loat ; — in Fu/ichau, U<ik and Iwok ;
— in Shanghai, lih and loh

From strength anrtyem. LT»i From earth and a pinch.

Infirm, feeble, inadequate
;

hmnble, p<jor, insiguiticaut,

used in speaking of one's

self ; barely, scarcely ; unpolished,

rustic ; vile, degraded.

] ;!j^ my inferior abilities.

I ^ the oppressive gentry, who
tyrannize over the villagers.

^ I
exceedingly bad.

] 4^ those poor fellows, as siuts'ai

who cannot pass examination.

,f^ a vicious horse.

(^ little ability
;

perverse.

Jj^ ^ ^ empty-headed, very

ignorant.

] best and worst, talented and
stu[>id ;

— terms of comparison.

^ a bad reputation, as from

A low dike dividing fields

lieh' to mark the limits of fii^lds

banks of a pool or lakelet

a sort ; alike.

:J' ft ^ 1
their talents are

much alike.

J^ I
a corral for horses.

lieh'

lieh'

16'

»>
I

former crimes ; old follies.

] truculent, unreasonable.

Froir. X a hand altered and J^
claws.

As much as can be grasped

with the fi\e fingers, espe-

cially of ears of grain.

From hand and K, pinch.

To clutch in the fingers

;

to rub or draw through the

hand ; to stroke ; to bright-

en ; to scrape off or thin ; to

bare ; to pull off.

] ^ to stroke the beard.

— in Sitalow, I '.at ; — »« Amotf,

;
— ia Chi/u, liieh.

^ ] to peel off, as leaves from a

twig.

1^ ^ ] ^ to rub (he fists, as

if eager for a scrimmage.

] ^ to scrape the crust from

a boiler or pan.

I JTJ to milk, as a cow.

] ^ j^ to clean up, as rubbish

with a shovel.

I ^ to take by force or fraud
;

petty extortions.

^ ^ ] ^ the rushes which I

got in my claws.

J
—• i|^ to pile together, to

amass.

] 'J^
to scrape or pick ofi" the fat.

J9 ^ 1 iW pee' the fat till it is

lean ; — met. fleece the rich fel-

low till he is pooft

fH g"
1 ^ now we rab ont its

seeds
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kh

A sound ; a note on a musical

iiistruineut-

III Cantonese. Morose, cross
;

Jisposetl to annoy, trouble-

some ; to talk ; out of pro-

per order.

^ ] sullen ; hard to suit

] !^ disarranged ; confused, in-

volveil, as a style.

1 te "^ flS ^" ^^^^ ^^^ ''ourt dia-

lect.

leh'

An ancient weight, now dif-

, ferently estimated ; some say

it was 20 taeLs, and that a

spear's head should balance three

of them, and a heavy sword six
;

many authors assert that it was 6§
taels, or -18,000 grains of millet

;

but a few maintiiin that it was

six taels, though the same aa the

1^ a ring weight

LXJE1^T-
Many persons prnnonnre ihexe. cknrnrters I.iOEV or i.wan. OU xonnil, Ion. In Canton, lOn ,

— »ti Swatow, luac
J
t-

iit A iiioy, Iwim ;
— in Fultcknn, Inang nnd liong

;
— in Shanghai, lo" and li" ; — in Chi/u, Ian,

,/ WUII,

From u'onU an.i sr.lk, so.ne regard

it IIS fliiot'iisr form of ^' t tinkling

bell.

Juan

To tie or bind together ; to

rule, to manage ; confused ; to put

hi (lisorder ; interminable, as talk.

^ I
former name ofa district now

Kii-luh hien in the southwest of

Chil.li.

1 t^ the chief ruler of one of the

principalities in the time of Han.

From hand and to connect pro-

perly • occurs used for ^ and

tli9 next.

To bind or tie in any way
;

bent or contraci-e'', as the

fingers by palsy ; crooked, wind-

ing ; lo crook ; to drag along, to

take hold of; to dote on, to think

of lovmgly.

] llil
crooked, curved ; winding,

devious.

hunchback ; a curved spine.

\ ^ curly hair.

J^ I
to bend ; warped.

IJ^ 1 bandy-legged.

1 ^ij cramped, as a burnt tendon-

] ;Ji ^ J£ forced his limbs into

d storied jjosilions.

^ BM fSj 1 T fiiigers stiffened,

as with cold

A contraction of the hands

and feet, as when palsied
;

J,wan thin, emaciated.

4fij
I

bent, doubled, as the

fing'ers when paralized.

Jwan

Flesh cut into slices or

minced ; to jerk meat.

—
I 1^ a slice of meat.

] ^^ a piece offish ; a fish's

stomach cut into strips.

m'^^ \
C^l>e chief] looked

upon us as merely fish and fiesh,

— only to be eaten.

fA^^ Handsome, beautiful, as a

J$<^ woman ; to follow, to obey
;

^Iwan to long after, to love.

M '^ 1 ^ how bewitching,

how charming

.g 1 $ ^ ifi ^ I t'-'^ight of

the young beauty far away.

I ^ uiunanly, effeminate, aping

women.

7
X\

lien'

Iwan'

From heart and to connect ; tha
second form is a oom^jDn joa-
traction.

Ardently loving ; to long

after ; to dote on, to hist

after ; to hanker lor.

] ^ lecherous ; a lecher.

^ I
affectionate.

1 ^ strongly attached to.

I j@ hankering after drink.

1 1 ^ /S '" constant tender

recollection.

I ^ ambitious for ofl^ce.

^ ] ^ name of a pojjular tune

^ ]
mnlual love, as brolliers.

1 i 1^ ?l I <!«> ""•• «a"t to

leave my native soil.

To cook congee very thick

into a kind of porridge.

?j I i^y thick congee or

rice soup.

71
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OLjKmud, lok.

>^\,

/n Canton, 16k, lut, ant/ l&t ;
— ia Swatow, lek, luk, lak, and tek

;

luk, Ink, hik, lioli, and luk j
— im Sliangliai, 16k and lib ; — i

\ M ] ^ ^ It on tbe sixth

of the sixth moon see if the rice

or millet ••ire in flower.

Composed of 7V <"!.'/*' ""<' ^
to eiiltr over it ; the second is

the (.oiuplex I'onn used on bills.

Lirg— Six ; it belongs to the eighth

' "?^' ' diagram of earth.
""

] ]
thirty-si.K.

^ I
the sixth, number six.

1 ^ the four points, zenith and

nadir ; all over, e^•ery«here

;

also the -f-I^j^ when paired off.

] &i Tj ^ tlie six divisions

(the whole array) followed on.

] ^ the six places or abodes of

sensation (ba/ii/a (lyitcnvi) ;
—i.e.

the organs of sense.

f^ ] double-sixes— on the dice.

] g the six states which com-

Vnned to resist Tsin, B.C. 240,

were Sung, Tsi, Liang, Chan,

W('i, and Tsin.

^ 1 ifl t-^ throw the six reds.

I ^ ^'H '" *''"' ^^^^^ °f Ngan-

hwui. noted for its good tea.

1T1 ¥ WiUt^lil^.f^the
gods L'.ditiiig and Luhkiuli can

move racuntains and empty the

sea.

From place and a clod.

High dry land, terra firma;

land, in distinction from wa-

ter.

I
to go by land.

] |§ & land troops.

^ S^ -flt 1 ^"^ vesiis his hut on

the iiigh plat.

1 ^ ff JiJ- [''« 's strong enough]

to sad a l)oat overland.

I @| nigged, niixeil, uneven.

1 i® ^ ^''*'y 'iTived successively.

At 1
"'"' W 1

ll'e stars Q
Aquarius and Pleiades, because

they are central stars in the

northern and western regions

of the sky.

tJC 1 3fe )^ ^^ ^'''"'' ''"•I ^*
forces pressed on— to the fight.

n

lull'

lull'

From 32 earth repeated ; it is

tlie original form of llie preceding,

and only used in combin.ation.

A clod of earth ; dry land.

A small marine bivalve,

called ^ ] with smooth

shells, marketl with reddish

lines ; it may be a species of

Telliita or Maclra.

Frozen rain, sleet ; cold.

lull'

lu'

drain sown late, which yet

ripens early in the season.

^ ^ S 1
^^^ panicled

millet rifiened early, and the

sorghum late.

The original form bears a rude

resemldance to tlie liorns and legs

of a stag ; it forms the 19*jtb

radical of a few characters relat-

ing to cervine animals; in pictures

used as a symbol for (|R einolu-

vteut^ by a pun upon the sound of

the latter.

A deer, especially the males
;

stags which have horns, and yet

are timorous.

1 ^ and
I ^, deer's antlers

and tendons, two aphrodisiacs.

^^ 1 or+i^E 1
tlie spotted

deer or axis.

1 1^ ills cassowary^ so called in

the Archipelago.

^ j the house deer ; — a (xietical

name for the rat.

^ 1 J5 ,^ to call a deer a horse,

— impudent ; this phrase refers

to an anecdote of Ts'ao Ts'ao,

who asked his attendants wheth-

er the stag was a horse or not,

in order to ascertain who of them
wo uld be subservient to him.

in Amoy, liok and lok;

—

in FuhdiaHf

n Chifu^ liu and lu.

] J the deer-king, a title of

Shakyannnii (luriyuUi), because

he had been a deer in a former

Ufe.

To move ; to roll as a ball,

(f2) t" rock ; to rattle, to shake.

/(«' ] J^ to roll a ball.

1 ^ Ilk r"""*! over and fell

down.

I Jjlj] to roll the ground smooth.

1
— 1!t 1 ilj }«• 'le has been

well p<)!ish'.;d for a long time ;

—

you'll not deceive him.

1 ?j5 1 ii rcwking (or rolling)

to arul fro

] ^ to roll ink, as .a printing.

] ^J^
a rattle drum, used by ped-

dlers.

) It puney,

fcond cl

name of

la'

The rut of a wheel ; a roller,

a pulley, a wheel ; the se-

.•haracter is also the

)f a nut-bearing tree.

•1^ 1
' spinning-wheel.

]
i|ij| a windlass ; a caster.

[ I
a wheel, and ] ^ a wa-

gon or han<l-cart. (Cantonese
)

;€ A small lifting net made fine

) to inclose minnows and young

fish.

A box for cosmetics, a dress-

ing-box.

^ j
a high pannier hamper

for carrying fowls.

: 1 a book-kisket ; — a term

for a i>edant.

Name of an affluent of the

Kiver Siangin the northeast

of Hunan; to ooze out, to

leak ; water drained off;

dregs ; to cleanse water.

1 it ii it ^'>^" ''"PPings

sprinkled the ground,

deep, pellucid, as a pool.
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^-Stf, From dhh and carving ; occurs

»f«,V used for tlio lust.

JUL)
la' To let a thing drip ; to cx-

baii^t, to crjpty; 1;) strain cU";

a casket for holding a seal.

l]l2 ]
a bat-case.

jijlj ^ >J» 1
piit tho eeal in tbe

Rmnll box.

From Jeef nud forest ; it wme-

wliat resembles li.' ^ beautiful.

The declivity or base of a

hill ; a copse at the bottom

of a liill
;

places from which the

water soon riir.s oft".

j
t^ tbe royal forester or ovcr-

s'-'cr of the woods.

Ift -f: ic 1
?:J M ® M * -as

when sent to the great sloi»s, be

(Shun) never went wrong amid

violent wind, thmidcr and rain.

A species of cicada that has

many appellations, of which

i^ 1 is one.

Contracted from /^ a horn, as

if an antler had fallen.

Some define it, a wild animal;

others, a surname.

In Cantonese. To let go, to

loosen, to take oBF the grasp ;
to

sneak off; conic off, parted, slipiied,

severed, fell apart.

1 ^ let go your hand ; to sepa-

rate, as friends.

I ^ tbe bottom fell out ; rmned.

|5^ I
-^ take it down,

j^ I ^ be is smart enough to

take off your cue.

^J ]
broken off.

1 E3 slipped from tbe mortar
;

». e. divulged, como out.

To follow, as in a train.

1 iG. * concubine of tbe

hi' monarch Chwen-Iuih ijj| JK,
B c. 2^00 ; ono defines it,

"that which cannot be clear-

ly established."

From a sarri/ice and carcinrj ; it

^jC) '' often .eymbolized by^ a deer,

I > from tlie identity of their sounds.

The liappiiicss conferred by the

emperor ; official emoluments,

salary, rations, pay
;

prosperity,

enjoyment of a thing or income

;

dignity; to salary; a sacrificial feast.

^ ^ \ ih. I'^G imperial tablet

set up in temples.

1^ I
salary from government.

^ 5c "&
1

yo"^ receive every

heavenly favor.

;!: fc ^ 1
I tli'"k of ray un-

provided condition.
^

^ ]
to live on a salary.

Sit ] ;^ I have no salary.

^ ] ono who died before enter-

ing office.

^ ] ^ the Banqueting Office.

^ ] /fj J5^ food and raiment are

insufficient.

I !^ ^' ^ ho etjjoyed aii income

of a Ibcupand nigols.

i^ 3^ Ifii 1
I'O unluckily was

bunit out.

^ 1
'-'"' second or after feast at

an aneicnt worship.

"F 1 la ^ bow sc!f-ix;sseBsed

was be iaseekhig dignity !

] fji salary and dignity.

•^tt From si/i and curvinr/, nud Uot

TkISKj to bo confounded witli iyum t^
, 1 a reason.

III' A green color, the hue of

leaves'; things which pro-

duce green ; a kind of pretty

grass.

^ ]
color of fresh grass.

jljl ] dark green.

;g' ] or
I ^ malachite.

1 M^ green vitriol.

g J^ I
a turquoise color; a kind

of green dye.

1 3K 61) ""* promising student.

I
i^ green covered sedans, in

which statesmen ride.

1 If ^ prairio, a steppe.

M 1 fi^ ^^""y g^'cen, bright green.

1 ^- tho dye-stuff called sap-

green, liiado ebiedy from the

bark of the Rkimnvs infccloruis.

^ ]
invisible green.

la'

1

!^.

t

A green colored stone, green

} jasper; rough, stony ground
;

toilsome, laborious; small; a

chunk of wood.

] rough; unimportant

1 M. M. trudging after through

wind andduKt; wearying effort

abroad to get a living.

] unwearying, painstaking

;

met. the result of toil, tired,

wearied.

] |y) a log of a tree.

j
or

] ] J^ A **" ineflScient

drnd-ro. a useless fellow.

^t* Tho >k\\\ shriveled.

la' dried and looking badly, as

in leprosy.

lit'

la'

SI

A kind of lentiljs or pottage.

1 ii i^ haan sprouts.

] ^! an licrb of which cloth

can be made.

I
^ maize ; so called in

Niiigpo.

A pLa.sant kind of spirit,

) known as j^ ] mado with

water froui Lake Ling in

Ilri:ig-cbe;i fu in the south-

east of Hunan.

S^) so

L'o move, walking about ; to

go up or down, as stairs

;

hi" resicetful.

1 T ^.- g'' <i"^^'>-

1 5'J i^ IH g" "P '^ '''^ '°p '^^

the pagoda.

^J"
—

fl3 § 1 ^ *•"'" * somer-

sault. {Skingliai.)

\.ti' To go carefully.

?3i) ff B') 1 1
to go with a

lu' crowd.

1 ^iS M fi to go off with-

out a definite aim.

f=f^ The oi iginal form is supposed to

»|V^ rescniblo an engraver's stippling
^4^^ o.n wcu I ; it is now written liko
la' tl.e no.\t.

To c.!t Oil wood, to carve.

»» i> . ,;... • J.WIL.VJ.'? -«w ' fJL

"
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From metal and to carve,

i,> A metallic luster or color

;

be strjic on shells, veins in stone

;

to copy, to transcribe ; to

record, to make a note of ; records,

.innals ; lectures, summary of doc-

trine ; an index, a series, an order.

1^ I
to copy off.

I ^ to lake down evidence.

1 tB ^ to jotdown, towritaout.

@ ] an index ; table of contents.

"g fj ] record of one's acts, a
biograpLy.

^ ]
the authentic records of an

Em[)eror'8 reign.

^ ]
to be selected as worthy of

a degree.

I ^ to detail an affau-, a narrator.

— ^ J£ I
something worth re-

cording.

fU 1 -f" ?^ recorded ten times,

as wortliy officers are in the

books of the Board of Civil

Office at Peking.

^ ]
the list of successful kujiTi.

] ^ a family register, one's

lineage.

;^ y|'
I

tho triennial report on
officers. ,

i^ ]
a resamo ; a summary.

] ]
ordinary, like the generality.

W.^ 1 JS '° select and record

men for employment

I 15 ^ ^^ lelcase prisoners.

^ ] and ^l] ] arc cla&s&s of

Budhist books, like lectures

or synopses of doctrines, and

treatises on particular subjects.

/tt'

A famous steed named
] 5

^j one of eight belongmg to the

emperor Mah-wang about

B.C. 1000.

From bamboo ana a record; occurs

used for ]^, a pannier.

lu,) A map, a chart ; a nota-bene,

as of events, recipes, &c.

1 S ^ agnet, a seal.

m ] a chart of a country.

^ ] a talisman on wood, a ma-
gic writing.

^ ^ ] list of successful kujin.

From a spear and to ^i/ high ;

occnrs nsed for the nest.

f^j 1 ii -1^ utterly destroy the

rebel soldiers.

^ ]
ruthless slaughter.

In Cantonese. To scald, as a

fowl for plucking ; to steep in boil-

ing water.

I SI ?K * ^^ *°"P '"^ chowder.

1 ^ ^ scfilded his hand badly.

Used with the preceding.

F ) United strength.

] ;/j 49 ii joined our forces

and made a combined attack.

lu' To kill in war, to massacre'

to slaughter ; to be put to

death ; in danger of deatli

;

to mangle and insult ; to act

foolishly ; to rnin ; to exert.

^ ] to put many to the sword.

] Q to kill prisoners.

\ P ^ 7^ to mangle a corjjse

and expose the he.id.

51 ® ®t 1 '"^ bared bis neck to

the sword ; — ho met liis death

bravely.

JfJ ] to execute capitally.

/(*'

1^

To disgrace, to bring con-

: > tempt on ; to act foolishly.

i§ ^ T ^ 1 w get the

derision of everybody.

] feeling ashamed and foolish.

A stone roller,
] {]| ascd

} for smoothing gravel walks

and paths.

5
^ Gravel

^pj I {J ^^^^ ^^'^ rubble wash-

lu' ed down by floods in a

dangerous way.

P"rt Im[)eded, as when carrying

it]^^-) «* burden.

'"* ] i^ making little progress

;

cmbarriissed, as when lead-

ing a child in a crowd, or when
in a hurry.

lu/i> 1

Old tomd, lot In Canton^

'rom a »tep and pencil i occurs
used with the next.

To divide, to distingnish be-
tween, to govern, to regtilate

by law ; a sUtute, a fixed law, an
ordinance ; to be a law to ; a mili-

Ury regulation
; used by the Bud-

bists for discipline, ascetic rules ;

and for the vmat/a or works relat-

lot ; ^ in Sioatow, lut ;— m Amoy, lut and tail
j

in Shanghai, lih j — in C/ii/uy lu.

ing to them ; a stanza or distich
; ]

therulesofversification ; tost.iteor

put on record : to adjust, to weigh

tho merits of ; to trim w. s hair

;

]

standard tubes used Jis pitch pipes

*. in ancient music ; steep, as a i)eak. jy

i& 1
a code.

'
1 lift

commandments, prohibi-

^ \ tions.

i

— in Fuhchtttt, lik ;—

^ the statutes and rescripts;

the former are regarded more

fundamental than the latter.

^ or
] j^ law books ; tho

law.s.

1 5 ^ 1 A I'e applied tho

same rules to himself that ho

did to others.

] a uniform mode, entirely.



litJH.

^ ^ 1 '1 goo^^ 'unc, a good

ihyiae.

—- "If" ^ 1 flf a beptameter verso

of four coupluls.

•y^ ]
are the Bharijcd |^ musical

notes.

^ I
an old term for a pencil.

^ ]
according to law.

X 1 5c fl^ 'o determine the sea-

sons or times.

I ^ ascetic Budhists, those who
follow the strict rules of Budha.

luh'

A sharp, high j)eak.

j^" [Ij ] I
the steep clii&

of the southern hills.

lyi # ] ^ magnificent

and loftj summits.

LUN.

From hand and to distinguish.

, To separate tho dregs of a

LUN. oC5

lUh' liquid.

From silk aud cord i occurs

wrongly used for luh, ^| a roller.

A bamboo rope or hawser

for tracking bouts; lines for

pulling up ores irom a mine.

] ^ to lower a coffin into its

grave.

] |g a puUcy or windlass.

1 1 ^ M ''-''' '' *l"wn without

upsetting.

~*i-*^ Seeds beginning to genui-

ii^pi) nate, tho plumule showing

luh'' above ground.

Bloody

gods.

flesh offered to the

lii/i'
] ^ the fat on the inwards

of a sacrifice, anciently burn-

ed or roasted in worship.

A black horse with white

hind quarters.

•^ 1 W .^ tliero were black

horses aud cream-colored.

From plant and mle, because tlie

hispid stem restrains trespassers.

hi/i> The wild hop, ] ]^ ofwhich

the Humulus juponicus is the

most common, and fomid over tho

northern provinces ; one common
name is ^^ ^ tho pulling vine.

-^Jt

t ml
Aun

I

m

LTJISr.
Old sound, looi In Canton, lun ;

— «'« ISwalow, lun ;
— •'« -Imoy, Inn ;

— in Puhchau, lung ;
—

in Shangliai, lang ;
— in Chi/v, liin.

ViS:3 Finished; ^ ]
complete;

tJMJ entire in all its parts, as a

jlun dress.

^ pT 1 ^ i§ «^o "ot

study without carefully understand-

ing it ; — /. e. do not slight your

studies, as one bolts his food.

Composed of^ or "^ to collect

and iJIj' archives; it is obiefly

used in combination as a phonetic.

To thuik, to arrange ; to

unify.

] the canopy of the sky,

spherical and concave.

From man and to think.

Constant, regular, that which

lun is acknowledged by men as

proper ; natural relationships,

affinity of things by classes and or-

ders ; a species, class, sex; to choose.

J[ ] or ^ ] the five human
relationships, — of husband and

wife, father aud son, brothers,

prince aud officer, and friends.

] ^ a series.

5c 1 J^ ^ liie happmess of a

family gathering.

JI& ] it violates human obligations,

atrocious, unnatural.

^ I
surpassing others ; unsur-

yjassed.

^ J^t 3t 1 "" °"^ ^^^ '^*"

compare with him.

jlan

1

Tho long range of the Koul-

koun Mountains, lying on the

north of Tibet; also called

the Aneuta Mts.

jwaks of difterent

heights ; Alps o'er Alps.

A. "\ From hand and thinking as the
"^"^

' phonetic ; the second form is

common but unauthorized ; oc-

curs used for fj^ io wheel.

To choose fit persons, as

for office ; to select, to pick

out ; to come in turn, to take

by turns ; the second form also

means parsimonious ; to walk with

difliculty.

] ^ to select fit persons.

] ;:J'
to select talented men.

1 % -^ S «liooBO this as tho

very best.

1 ^ i^ #T ^° ^^^ ^^ fis'

and gave him a blow.

A ripple, or "white caps,"

^IttU which the Chinese liken to

iluii wheels or circles ; an eddy, a

whirl in the water ; turbulent,

chaotic, as waters ; engulphed, sub-

merged ; lost in perdition, ruined,

damned.

J5j^ ]
lost for ever.

1 t^ ] ^ ruined ; lost, as a

dynasty ; extinct.

] I
cwling ripples following each

'^•>
other.

I ^ sinking down, as in vicious

courses.

Y' ] jE an eddy, undertow, chow-
chow water.

^

; ij^ ] turbid, roiled up ; chaos.
]

^ In Pekingese. To dash on, as

^ the rain driving agsunst a window

;

'

' to wet and spatter, j ^
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,lun

Silken threads; to twist silk !

fit for «e.'»ving ; to wind silk
;

',

to conipare, to distingiiisli,

to classify ; to adjiisl ; to

know ; to bind or cord.

^ ] 5c "T '" oversee the affairs

of the country.

j^ I
sorted silk ; met. fine or royal

j.lans.

14 ^ Jife 1
^"^ li-'uvo literary

puiBaits.

^ iii ^ 1
his'words are [smootn]

as silk ;
— said of the sovereign.

] ^ silken sounds ; i. c. his Ma-
j

jesty's words.

] ^. the palace or court.

\^MW^ \
fuUof just thoughts,

eloquent.

] ^ i^ I adjusted his fishuig-

lina

^ I
a pervading doctrine or

principle ; natural principles.

^ ]
a fish-line>

Bead Icwan A cap called j

fjj, worn by K'ung Ming Jfl, BQ a

hero of the San Kwoh Chi.

.lun ra

To squirm ; a large snake

ike the jj^, that can bring

rain and clouds, is called

tfl 1 ; applied to the crawl-

ing of worms or snakes ; a frog

big as a shoe, otheraise called

m ^ or field fatlicr, which cats

snakes, because they devour the

small frogs.

The bow of a vessel, or tlic

timbers forming the bow.

] ^ a kind of boat

Krom cart and to ihiiik as tlie

phoneiic.

A wheel with spokes; a

wheel, a disk : a round face

;

a revolution, a circuit, a

turn ; to rotate, to take in turn

;

to roll around ; a symlwl of Bnd-

hist doctrine
;

gi'eat.

] tt to revolve, to turn roinid

and round ; the revolutions and

changes of the ages.

] PI '"^ B" '^o'" ^^oor to <^oor.

clvn

dim

'-/- 5^ 1 pj -fiil
it is his turn to-

^ ~
) Ig to fire a salvo of

artillery.

5 ]
(he rim of the car.

1 ^ ^ *>f t" stand watch in

rotation.

.A.

day

^ :^ 1 to lift the [stone] wheel

;

— a trial of strength.

1 ,^ the return of the wheel, i. e.

transmigration; this IJiidhist term

answers to the Sanscrit swisant,

the ^ 3^ ;^ f^ or grer.t sea

of life and death, human cxi:j-

tence which must be crossed to

readi nirvana.

^ ]
the breadth and circuit, —

/. c. the area of a country ; the

latitude and longitude,

j $^ wheel and axle.

^ I
the moon's disk.

] Ul to curl around and u[).

K in 1 ^ may our goinls cir-

culate like a wheel ; — a shop

inscription.

] JfiE llie reliefs ai)pointed to act

in rolfilion.

] ^ the king (;f the wliccl, or

H ) g 3£ tlie holy kiii.£? with

the revelling wIkcI a Undli.i

who hurls the cliab-<i er spiko

wheel against liLs enemies, aiil

Ifecom^s a gre.'.t conquDror {c.'ial;-

ravijrtti >(ij(i.)

W i^ 1
to t'""" '^''c wheel of the

law [danna chuLru), to preach

Budhism.

Rocks (landing in a danger-

ous position.

To bind grain in sheaves ; a

sheaf; t6 plough.

From limrt iinil an egj as the

pliouetic

To ret heedlessly.

|||[ ] to act regardless of

strict rules, to be grossly negligent

;

one Eiiys, to compare and rate

gouds.

Jan

Ann

'Inn

From words and to think as the

Ulttl
plionetic -, also rend ^/iw.

Inn' To discourse upon, to con-

sider, to discuss ; to criticize,

to find fault with ; to reason, to

think over; discours?, counsel : .-»

train of reasoning u[)on a subject,

a full account of a matter ; a pre-

position, by, accordin;^ to, s|)eaking

of; used by the Budliists for a

sfnu>tra or theological treatise, and

for works on metaphysics, c?ille.l

ubielhanna in Sanscrit ; unison, as

of instruments.

g^ I
to converse.

1 i$J 1 -i '" ''*1'^ ""> proIong?-l

disouss'on.

j ^ to talk about peojjlc.

]K 1 ^ ^ how accordant were

tlij driniis and bells I

^ 1 dti ;§!i
I'C talks upon a mut-

ter intelli''entlv.

] 15 discourses and dialogues

;

ublo-talk ; name of the Gonl'ii-

cian Analects.

^ I ^ il? no matter how

many.

^ "ii %\ 1
each one maintains

his own view.

f^ M. 1 to write a treatise on

diseases.

^ ] supiwsing, if wo admit.

^ I
it is immaterial ; no matter.

Hf I
to argue, to contradict.

M j]g jl^ ] it is needless to bring

that affair up again.

1 )^ to talk about

1 2^ to speak on a matter.

1^ ]
to speak upon critically.

—

I

method.

1 ^ 1 iiS to estimate the merits

and demerits of oflicials.

1 '^ ^ 2j5 thousands have come.

1 -115 — M S •? you "uiist

cerUvinly change this pair of

shoes.

f^ ^ I
to fail in convincing a

man.

^ ]
to uifer, to deduce from.

pjj 1 ^ ?^ to discourse without
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Old sounds, long and liong. In Canton^ limg ;
— in Swatow, long, leng, and lang

in Fvhchau, long, li5ng, ISng, leung, lioiig, and Iwong ; — in Shanghai

1 ^ ^ Jf^ ''° ^'"^ ^^'° vigor of .1

drasjoii or a horse.

Composed of^ a lad contracted

for the phonetic, ^ Jlesh, and

ffZ to .Ay altered to represent

Hying in a gyratory motion ; it

forma the 212lh radical of a few
tmiised characters referring to

dragons; occurs used for 'cli'ttng

^ favor, and the next.

A dragon, the chief of Bcaly

beings, and invested with sapema-

tural power to change its shape;

used as an emblem of imperial

power and awe ; the emperor's

person ; imperial, dragon-like ; by
Budhists, used for nagas or snake

gods ; to pervade ; to bud ; in

matters relating to betrothals, it

is often used for a man ;
gracious,

kind ; much used by geomancers

to embody those terrestrial and

occult influences and positions

which act on and determine hiunan

prosperity ; figured with dragons.

] 1^ the class of lizards, dragons,

serpents, <fec.

gE I
a poetical name for a deer, the

axis, because it plays with dragons.

I jlg a dragon boat, so named
from the carved figure-head.

I ^ the ancestral eflSgy at wed-

dings. {Cantonese.)

I ^ the throne.

] ^ the reigning emperor.

1 ti ^^^ emperor's person.

l£ a :& ^ ;!^ 1 iS 36 now
that I see these noblemen, I

understand their favor and

brightness.

6 1 "' .^ I
poetical names for

the dog.

1 ^^ t'^® longan fruit (Nephe-

tium longan.)

1 ® :^ "S '»s majesty was

greatly pleased.

] )}^ the imperial tablet, reveren-

ced by officers.

] Jg the ornamented shed for the

tT Ifi ^^ Canton.

^ 1 3l Sja-dragon king or the

Neptune of the Chinese ; he is

Sagara, a mtgu or dragou-king,

whoso glorious palace is at the

bottom of the ocean, north of

Mount Morn.

] Wi '^'^ dragon's pulse, the subtle

geomaiitio tokens and influence

of a locality.

^ 1 SA 5^ 'o ^^"^ ^^^ dragon

and point out his den )
— i.e. to

fix on a lucky spot.

^ ]
to get married.

1 M. tfi
betrothal cards.

1 M -^ ^ decrepid, old.

^ ]
an earthworm.

J/\ ] scrambling dragons, i.e. boats,

at Canton that paddle very fast.

^ 1 JS ^ ^° ^^^^ '** '^'^O" and
hold a tiger ;— imt. very clever

and brave,

fil 1^ 1 P^ the caip has leaped

over the dragon's gato ; — met.

rapid promotion.

]
j^l^ the gods of waters and

springs ; a general term for the

niling powers of nature, and

their worship.

] ^ § ambergris ; tliougli it

seems to be also applied to the

paint called dragon's blood.

1 M. M .isparagiis.

;^ ] J^ a typlioon, a cyclone.

1 B^ ^ Baroos camphor.

] the dragon is pleased ; /. e.

the waters are quiet, the stream

runs in its bed.

Regarded as an old contracted

form of the preceding.

Also to rise, to issue forth.

^ j
in heat, said of dogs

;

piiitiiig, r.s birdd.

^If j^ I
a place in Yunnan where

arc nine steep mountains.

^

— in Amoy, Hong, long, nnf/kong ;
—

', King ;
— in Chi/n^ lung.

LJt-Vl A species of water weed (Po-

( Sb ('Ifjonmn amp/iil.'um), other-

^Itiiig wise called Jx '^, and often

written like the last.

6li W 8(^ 1 '" l^''^ marshes grows
the spreading smart-weed.

1^ ]
overgrown with weeds, con-

cealed, obscured by something.

Eead 'Itmg. To collect

1 ^ o'"
1 3 brought together,

to collect in one.

^^^ From I^ to descend and ^ to

f Hfcff* (leor, denoting that what i» born

luiii/
"'" ^^ '"°'' ""'^ Sreat.

Grand, eminent, surpassing

;

high, like a peak ; exalted ; abun-

dant, fertile, opulent, overfilling;

glorious; to glorify, to exalt; to

magnify ; the irritation of great

heat.

^ ]
prosiJeroua

I f^ generous— mean.

^ ]
highly honored.

]
f^ affluent ; wealthy.

^ M 1 1w '" receive raiiny

favors.

Ift, M 1
f'-t "'"^ liearty looking.

1 ^ I'lf M wmter; cold weather.

I ]
.a tliinidering noise.

\ ^ yoiu' valuable present

K^/M ^ I
•* fatlier is the

eminent one of the house.

tjle.* Tho vault of heaven is ^
c |J^ I

reFernng to its arche<l ex-

^lurg patise: a cavity, an orifice.

^ I
a hole.

M 1 M ^ to dig out a cave for

a dwelling.

J^^t ^''firm; weak in the back

<y||^? from ago.

i,fii-'J ] ^^ old and useless, bent

over.

] pfj costive, torpor of bowek
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A.i|i A stream in Lo-ting cbeu

i^HS JH J£ iltl in 'lie west of

flung Kwaiigtung, called ^ | ;

a river or town in Kansuli.

/AB Elide and incomplete.

1 IBE 1 f|p|
"npolislied, like a rude

Jung rustic ; long and straigbt.

The tbroat, the oesopbagns.

P^ ] the gullet.

^- P^ ]
a veiy loud voice.

An insect found on the olive

in Kwangtung, the ] j^
probably a species of walking-

leaf. (Mantis.)

] ^ a fabulous monster.

§^ ]
a goblin like a child two

feet long found in the sea.

jj^ ]
a crab which gets into pearl

oysters.

ttAK The rising sun obscured.

vr»% PM 1
break of day, the sun

^lunt; not clearly seen.

The risinw moon.o

^ I
dim, obscure, as the

beclouded moon or a dirty

glass ; the mumblings of one

half asleep.

J^B T Often used for the next.

H H ttl I A pen for animals, like a

"B[^
f
corral or stockade ; the bars

c^>^ J or slats of a window, a ja-

jluny lousie.

Pg ]
a cage for prisoners.

^ j
a blind over a window,

«^ jS J^ 1 '^'® moon shines

through the open lattice.

I
-^ the bars across a doorway.

I
to screen off by a blind.

A cage ; an open basket for

carrying birds or animals ; a

quiver; used with 'gg to

monopolize or cngros;) the

market ; to cover, to rest on.

^J j
to entrap birds.

>)^ I
a frame to hang clothes on

to dry over a fire.

^ I
a bird-cage.

1^- ] :^ the Nepenthes or pitch-

er plant.

?^' 1 ** pig-basket.

1 J^ an open basket to cover

fish ; to ii.cliKiO alL

] ^§ the key to an essay ; its

scope given in a sentence.

sions, to make an indirect ap-

peal.

I 3^ a snare, the noose ofa trap ;

to insnare, to inveigle and con-

trol.

^ A ^ 1
taken in by others.

'JtS 1 ^P ^^*^ Ftnoke rests on the

willows.

1 \i.%Wi catch hold of that

horse.

jf ] to stand in the cage ; a

cruel mode of execution.

A gem cut in the form of a

dragon, and placed on the

altar when praying for rain.

J^ ]
tinkling of gems ; the

sighing of wind ; bright.

Earth built up on which to

grind grain ; a wooden mill

;

to Bbar[)en ; to grind to

flour.

1 Sii '^ ''"^' grain.

jg ]
to gruid down ; to

fag at study.

^ ] a wooden hand-mortar.

] jfij to sharpen, to rub bright.

ijj To reap grain and scatter

the handfuls to dry ; smut in

Deaf, hard of hearing; un-

pcrceived or hidden, like a

thing covered up.

ilS
I

a deaf person.

and dumb.

arc not silly and deaf, 'twill be

bard for you to be an old bosa

^ /& ]
totally deaf

^A'B The leggings or overalls

STWtt ^^"''n ''^y ^^'^ Chinese in

J.ung winter.

11

J.ung

l$1 From leather and dragon, or
ratlier a mije, referring to tlia

shape ; tlio second form is na-
us-ii:il, and is also interchanged
wiih the next, to buy up.

A halter.

,^ I g^ a headstall, a hal-

ter.

-g„ A barrow, a grave or mound
S^^ over it ; a pile of earth ; to

Huny monopolize goods.

^ ] a tumulus over a

grave.

I ^ undulating, as a road or

country ; to speculate ; to buy

up goods.

55^ I -J a scollop ; shells like the

Area or Pccten.

_ Used with the last.

PP a dike to prevent water

breaking in ; a classifier of

rows of tilea and growing

grain.

—
1 SL " •'"^^ '^^ '"'^^ *^n a roof

;

one gutter.

iM \ M ^ (he yellow cIoikIs

[of waving grain] fill the fields.

1 t5I .i |13 among dikes and

fields ;
— busy at farming.

] "gj an old name for the west of

Shensi, now compri.sing part of

the eastern side of Kansiih

;

probably derived from the

mountain sources of the River

Wei.

^ 1 S 13 having got Shensi

he wanted Sz'ch'uen too ; —
met. unsatisfied ambition.

f/^K To walk awkwardly.

"1 PE 1 t^ t'* walk straight ahead.

'lung

To grasp, to seize privately
;

to drag; to attack; to as-

semble or collect ; to e.\ert

one's self; to work on, to

operate ; to act with ; to push out



LUNG.

or througU ; to visit, to call at ; to

bring near, to tlraw close to.

1 S ^ to put tho hands in the

sleeves. {Cantonese.)

1 ^ -MJ ^S ^'^ conceal in the

sleeve.

1^ I ^ gathered together.

fS t^ 1
•-•'in you finish this?

I !j^j P^ to eall in at the yamun.

1 Mi ^^ T '^'^"y ^'^^^ ^'1 coinc

;

everything is here.

] ifi;
t" bring near : to near, as

a boat.

1 ^ '" plunder, as a highway-

ni;\n.

t& 7} 1 fSi l'« covertly stabbed

him with a knife.

1 f^ to ehargo at the enemy.

] /^ to lie along shore.

] Wj to bind tho hair.

J4 ] to drag up to one.

] IJ f§l Wi ^^^'^y '*'' came for-

ward and urged them to cease,

— or to part.

c^tj * A hole, an aperture ; a wide

'luiiff low.

^{] I
n)ako a holo.

A. K iJt 1 ^^ '^'"'^ entered the

clay hole ; — met. he is buried.

JL j
a hole.

^ ]
holes are in it ; bored.

^ I
empty, contents all run out.

1 fj^ a cleft, a crack or crevice.

^ >jvj ]
an empty grave, an old

tomb.

•fill fi^ H I i: ^ ^'"^ schemes

for taking people in are very

many,

i^^^mm ] mitm^^<^ yon

tiying to deceive mo? — t. c.

are you trying to get me to fall

through tho hole in the bridge ?

LUNG.

An iinautliorizeJ character, said

to bo altered from ^g a cage.

kani/' A trunk, a box; a basket

shaped like a jar ; a valise
;

any traveling case to carry clothes.

jjf ]
a leathern trunk.

;f§ ]
a coir trunk or valise.

i'k. '^ 1 ^ case for eatables.

^ jJU ]
a clothes' trunk.

In Pekingese read htng'. A
Corcan ream of 100 t]uires of 20
sheets each ; tho frame on which

coffins are carried,

te 1 Pf- i^ •" get into an alter-

cation; to bandy loud words, as

coffin bearers are apt to do.

] ^ an undertaker's shop.

In Fuhchau, partly used for ;^
a pole. A carrying-ljeam ; thills

of a sedan ; a classifier of loads

borne by two ; a set of boxes foi

presents.

^ ] and '^ I
tho fore and rear

thilla
J

met. the cbair-bearers.

From jX ha'ids folded and ^
a 7ew, deau'.iug to play wiili

Huny'' To trifle and toy with ; to

use badinage, to treat with

undus liberty; to do; to handle,

as a tool ; to make, to feel, in which

senses it sometimes merely indicates

the action of the next verb j to plan,

to try to get by scheming.

^J^ 1 to sport with, to dally.

I J^ and
I )^ to bear a son or

daughter.

^ ]
treat with indignity.

1 Wi ^*^ ^^^^'^ food.

1 ^ )R M ^(> f"'fi" w^at ^8
pronysed in joke.

1 i^i *" f-po'lj to put out of order.

'ff. 1 ^ IS to fsl^ow off one's

cxijcrtuess.

LLTNG. SCO

I tK T thoroughly practiced in.

^ ^- 1 Sil T '^""''' tip it o^er,

don't spill it out.

1 S'l' 1 ^ to make much ado
about the gods.

I :^| to abuse power.

^y ^ 1 ^ lio suddeulj'' moved
up his forces.

-7 ffi ti^ 1
I Jo not know how

to do that.

I ^ S ^Ifi
the pretended exfiert

turned out to bo a fool ; he

thought lie would do a smart

thing and got into trouble.

1 Uj ^ ?J5
to ha\o a squabble,

to get into a dispute.

I W'l' iS I '"'^o given yon a great

deal of trouble; I thank you.

{iS/iaiiff/iui.)

I /iS or
] ^iji to decei\ e another,

to cheat.

Tlie first of (lie;e is regarded
as the correct form.

) ( Stupid, foolish ; unablo to

understand readily
; to make

iiiiig'
' ' 'ool of.

^ ] ^a ± ^' ho took

me in completely.

1 ^ A to impose on a simpleton.

Stupid, foolish ; unablo to

understand readily.

lung'

flBE.^ The note or Eong of a bird.

rJT P# 1
to chirp.

lu"9' .4 1 # Tb the birds' music

greets tho spring.

P^
I

a hum of many voices, as in

a school-room.

pAg^ Walking.

it«w 1 S^ the imperfect attempts

luvg' of a cliild to walk ; a child

stepping.

^ ] 5SJ5 to draw another toward

one.

72
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Some of Ihesc (Jiaraclers are q/len pronounced LiiEH. OIJ sound. Ion. /« Canton, lun ; - in Swatow, li'ian;'^

• in Amoy, Iwan ,
— tn Ftihchau, Iwang j

— in Shanyhai ; lo°

A small inalvaceoiis tree,

calleil
] ^, having yellow

flowers ; a slender tree with

yellow wootl and reddisii

branches which produces the
]

^ij

a medicine ; some say tlie
] /^

is the blatlder tree {Kab-enteria

^Hinicul'ilu), but this is erroneous

according to the Pan 'IVao ; the

two corners of a bell.

I ^ j}]^ in the southwest of

Chihli near the Hu-t'o Kivtr.

!^ A 1 1 -^ the earnest mourner

has worn himself thin.

:|^ ]
well trimmed bamboos.

J^ ]
a Japanese name for the

shaddock.

The peaks of a hill ; a line

of ix)inted suuimits winding

^lwan along.

^ 1 fi ^ '^6 successive

peaks and multiplied [fields

of] emerald grass.

S[)herlcal ; round.

)
globular ; round, as

Iwan the moon or a tambourine.

A=^ A cord of silk.

Iwan waistbands.

m
Iwan

From metal and connected.

Little bells formerly hung

from the phoenix that marked

the royal cars ; imperial,

roy.'il ; a t<Tm of resjiect.

^ jj I ^ I shall await your

arrival ;— a phrase used on a

lady's invitation card.

^ ] the royal chariot.

^ ] 1^ the palace, or strictly the

hall of audience ; the court.

^ ] ;^ an old name for the

Hanlin college.

^ I
and ] his Majesty's

departure and return ; also ai>-

plied to the movements of a god.

,/wan

1 ^ ^ the imperial guard ; it is

the office at Peking which ma-
nages the escort of the Emjjeror.

1 ili ^^^ em|)eror's carriage or

sedan ; also, his gcxlship.

] [^ tinkling bells.

I J^ an idol's shrine to carry in

ajjrocession.

A fabulous bird, descriljed as

^ ^ the essence or

seminal [)Ower of divine

influence, and regarded as

the embodiment of every

grace and beauty ; the | f^ or

argus pheasant seeius to have fur-

nished the tyjjc ; this is the cock,

the hen is f|j ; hence the phrase

] M. fU ''li^ 111" phoenixes sing

harmoniously, to denote a mar-

riage ; small bells hung on bridles.

\ M^ 'M tl>e sound of their

tinkling bells draws near.

1 ^ m ^ the marriage papers

of a bride and bridegroom.

5ii ^ 3^ 1
elegantly adorned.

] 7J ['"^ holds the] knife with

the jingling bells.

.Iwan

catching pigs

small ground

Jwun
shwan

— IB Clii/u^ Ian.

A net for

and other

animals.

1 iJ flff # ^ ^>ten the

pig sees the net laid he nins

away.

To How drop by drop.

] fpj a large river in the

northea.st of Chihli flowing in-
[

to the Gulf of Liaotung, near
j

whose mouth is
| ^ a small

towu.

To bear twins ; to suckle

two children at once.

1 ^ or
I fl; 5i twins.

) ^ to have twins, two at

a birth.

'J'lie eli.iracter is designed to re-

present tu-o eggs.

'Iwun An egg ; the roe of fish

;

testicles of animals.

^ I
hen's eggs.

1 ^ oviparous.

S 1 -^ ^ like the danger of a

pile of cg:^s breaking.

1 ^ the testes.

I ^ to brood, to cherish.

^ in IS 1 "'y power is like a

bird setting on her eggs.

From ^ one and a phonetic
nieaning to govern ; tlie second
form is in common use.

A I
J
To bring into g<x)d order

;

Iwan' '' state of order ; to confuse,

to throw into disorder ; to

7uislay ; discord, confusion ; insur-

rection, anarchy ; out of place, dis-

arranged ; tumidtuous ; raveled ; to

ferry over ; the end of a song.

f^ ]
to rebel.

] [fO ^ having tact at ruling

and yet reverent.

# ?1 1^ 1
he crossed the River

Wei by boats.

^ I
to raise a revolt.

1 E + A [Wan Wang had]

ten ruling statesmen.

I
^ seditious otiicers.

^ I
great commotion in a state.

)JJ I
disturbed in mind.

I PS great clamor, a hubbub-

I ^ to sit without resficct to

rank.

^ [5^ ^' ] Heaven has visited

us with death and anarchy.

I
-^ to talk wildly or without

any order.

1 ^ r<iveled thread.

^ ]
to disarrange, as papers.

1 B -S lioarchy daily increases.

] ^ to play truanc
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Old tounds, ma and Uiok, In Canton, ma

in Fuhchan. ma and mwal

in Swatttw, ma, mo, mua, ««</ bo ;
— in A moy, mo, bii, and b6 ;

—

,ma

In Shanghaif mo ;
— in Chiftt, ma.

Composed of jf^ flowers and J^
a shelter, referrinj? to the labor

bestowed on the fibera ; it forms
the lOOtb radical of a small in-

congruous group.

Hemp, jjarticularly the female

( Cannabis) plant ; a plant fnrni.sli-

ing textile fibers, as the CannahiK,

Bcphimria, Lmiim, J/ibiscus, anil

Sida, which all bear this name

;

the linen of the Chinesoj hempen;
Hackcloth or mourning apparel ;

ixx;k-marked ; a kind of drum ; in

colloquial, used for ' B| sprightly,

lively, quick.

f^ ] the IlHiisctis cannaJiinus or

an allied malvaceous plant that

furnwhes fibers.

I :f^ hemixin fixbrics, grasscloth.

1 -3^ ile^ fe planks of a heavy

wood like teak.

] 1^ linen thread.

1 fli ffl ^ clad in coaise hemp-
en ;

—- very frugal.

it Mi in 1 "^y Hiifl 's troubled

like tangled hemp.

1 1« "'
1 Mfl fH quick-wit-

ted, clever, ready ; cxprt.

] ^ " hamper for holding ^" ]

or hatclielcd hemp.

^ I
the Sida or abutilon hemp.

1^ 1 Hid ^ ]
old terms for

imperi.'tl rescripts or gazettes.

jlj IS JS^ 1
llux, grown iiiCbihli.

49 1 fHl
linseed oil.

HI 1 ? pockmarks, from a man
named Wang who first liad ihem.

In Otiitonefe. Occasionally
;

unimportant.

1 1 (l^ of little moment, let it

pr,ss.

1 1^ obscure, dim, badly lighted.

In FahclMu. Msan, defrauding;

troublesome, indistinct, iiicom-

jJete ; obstinate ; lively ; scarred,

disfigured.

A common but unanlliorized form

of the last.

Sesamum ; the hemp ]ilant.

^'
1 ift sesamum oil.

1 ^ ground sesamum seeds used

by cooks.

^
] fjfj

castor oil.

1 # ^ ^ [like] a staff of

hemp; — useless dependance.

^g ]
to rot hemp.

J^ jj^ ] ^ coarse gray or un-

bleached grasscloth.

A disease of children, the

mea.sles or chicken-pox

;

numbness; paralysis; the

torpor of the tongue

ta-sting hot things-

] ^ the pits or scars left

small-po.x or chicken->)ox.

[ij ] to have the measl&s.

J^ ]
my foot is asleep.

1 "Ml lepro.sy. {Cantonese.)

] ^ inimb, no feeling.

5^ 5^ I
a hot jieppery taste.

?1 1 lo feel benumbed ; to have

,r,ui

after

after

no taste of things.

To look at long; eyes weary

and blurred with looking.

Hg I ~f indistinct vision.

An obstruction in speech.

] ^§ to speak with hesita-

tion ; stammering from mal-

fonnation of the organs.

A frog.

^^ ] a striped fr<^, used

for food.

Read moh^ A species ofgnat.

A bird akin to a wild goose.

1 %, (oftener writ ten ^)
a sparrow.

ji| ] ^ a email species of

lark.

The yak is called ] -^ in

the 'Rh Ya, but the namo
ona has now become obsolete.

Krom viillel and Iiem/i.

A kind of grain allied to the

jianicled millet ; a spikelet of

tlie head of this millet ; a
part of a panicle.

The original form represents the

'' \W l*endf mane, and lerjs of a hoi'so
;

***-/ it forms the 187th radical of
7HU characters relating to colors and

([ualities of equine beasts.

A horse ; warlike, spirited ; ca-

f valry ; the white knight in clifss

;

quick, jvs a liorse; emblem of ^
noon, the .seventh of the twelve

filoms, and of heaven.

^ ] a gentle horse.

I)J ]
or ^ )

a stallion.

1 Jl ^- I want it immediately.

^ ^ ]
a racer ; a swift courier.

5f ]
a wild horso; a column of

dust flying over the desert.

mz^ m^ ] 11^ ^ n-y

golden horse has not brought

forth a mule's colt;— I've made
nothing on this venture.

] M '^'^ ^ M ^ landing-place,

a ferry, a jctly for boats.

K. fi 1 BM ^° Btopa horse's

head,—^so as to give a petition
;

to hinder another.

1 ^ * groom, a syce ; it strictly

denotes one belonging to an

ofllicial or grandee ; he is also

ca'Jed
] 3i "^ '1'® south.

]||| ] an attendant who rides

ahead.

] ^ doctor's fees.

1 ^ IDt 5i '•1^® hoKe is capering

and curveting about.

1 is ^ camp-chair.

^ I
to saddle a horse.

^ f ] I have just arrived.
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ta m 1 \t 5A t% tl^e best riders

know best what falls are.

"f I jg a dinner given to a new

an'ival.

1 iS '"* close-chair j it is changed

perhaps from
| jj horse-dung.

^ 1 5j5 come very quickly, as

a racer.

] M'"' \ ^ " '"''*^^^-

I 3ijf a horse's boof; also the

water chestnut. (Eleocfiaris.)

J§ I
a seal, probably tho Fhoca

equestris ; the Hippocampus.

^ ]
inspector of cavalry.

^ lH
'— 1 I'll ser\e as a liorse

and go on foot.

^ ]
a war horse.

— pC
I

one horse.

] PJ JyR J(> '• ^'11 1^ arr.inged

in a moment ;— ». e. as if done

by a fast horse.

In Cantonese used for \^ To

clamp ; a stretcher ; to plant the

right foot firmly forward.

] ^ to clamp, as a broken dish.

iy ] ^ a firm standing.

] M Is ^ IH ^'^ 1^ "'y ^^
coiled-up cue.

{fir; From woman and liorse ns the

TljE phonetic.

'ma A mare; an old woman, a

,«!« dame ; a mother ; a waiting

woman, a duenna.

^ ]
a grandma. (Cantonese.)

$^ ] a maid-servant, a nurse.

^ I
or p^ ] a nurse; an old

dame; the Ifanchus so call a

mother.

] ]
mother I— so children cry.

t-^toj Interchanged with the next.

4In^ Weights for money or goods;

Siui in Canton, an English yard

(imitating the word) or a

French metre.

1^ ] or 1 •^ money weightA

^
I ji^-

sixteen tael.s to a cafty.

J£ pj 1
full weights.

1^ ]
counters used in games.

/Q I
a water dam of .stones

across a stream.

lu Batavia. The farm of taxes.

f@ 1 ff or jg I
-^ the arrack

farm.

The agato ; vemcd stones.

] ^ a name given to quail/-

'mn ose minerals having lamina;

or colored markings like the

cornelian, chalcedony, opal, jasper,

or agate.

1 ^' X angular lines like those

in fortification agate,

m ]^ ] ?^ mos.s agate,

g ]^ ] i^ lamp-wiclr agate, a

bcantil'id variety with white

spicule.

Sr bloodstone.n

1IM

A leech ; a locust.

] ^ ^ bloodsucker.

ant would carry oil Tai-

shan ;
— an impossibility.

Pr.awns.

Jll ] a small prawn ; it i.s

also called ^JlJ
,B|; the Ia.st is

•also the name of a species

of water spider.

From net or vmn nml Iiotse ; tlio

second fonii is obsolete, or is

only used in chess as the name
of the black kuiglit.

To rail at, to scold ; to abuse

with vile language.

IJJJ ]
to curse; malisons.

] ^ j^ P his mouth was full

of riiiling.

J^ ]
to vilify, to scold harshly.

^ ]
to ridicule and scold.

^ ^ ] be won't bear a scolding.

^ ^ 1 & <!<> "o' ''cold him.

nj|'
Used for the la.st.

To berate ; to scold.

Read ,ma. An interrogative

requiring an affirmativo answer

;

when there is an alternative, it

ends the first clause

is that pancil yours or his'/

jg I
to g.abble over one's wine.

j^^ ]
is it not so ?

ifc ^ T 1
1'"^ 1^6 ^o'^^ ^

jfi ^ :i: 51 ^ 6^ 1 does not

that belong to Mr Chang ?

;^ A sacrifice offered to the

J god of War or Mars, when
ma' reaching tiio borders of the

enemy's country, in order

to propitiate a \ictory ; it was

offered on horseback ; worship to

the da rite when traveling.

iS® :§: 1
^l^'^y worsliiped Shang-

ti .anil Mars.

•^ )
a paper painted efligy or

substitute for other gods, which is

worshiped in houses at Shanghai,

and then burned.

In Cantonese. The day after

the full and new moon.s.

5^s I
the 2d day of the 1st moon.

•^ s ] to ob.ser\e these days.

i Bi ^ A head-board, that stretches

^>>>i? from the lx;d-posts to secure

iim' them ; to stretch a thin

boiird between two things;

to clamp, to j;)iu by clamping ; a

stretcher; tome say that ,^ ;f^ a

close chair, is more correctly writ-

ten ] \^ than the common way.

-i. PB f@ 1 "F ""'1 "" * couple

of slats, — as on a pile of logs

to prevent thefts.

i
dp 3 A southern name for a mon-

f^ key.

ma-' 1 "^gf ^ Monkey Island off

Macao ; in Shantung,
] ^

denotes a wolf.

P

Also read 'ma.

/»>/ Advantageous, tiseful
;

pro-

»««' filable, clever, skilled ; to

pile up, to lay in regular

piles, as bales or books.

1 Jl ^% P''" "i' *''** bricks.

^ fU 1 # 5lf ns ll'i^k here aa

piled-up hogs.
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oil sou^iil, mit. Ill Clinton^ mat and mi'it ; — in Amoy, biet ; — in FriTic/inu, mak and mwak ;
— in Shanghai, mak.

W^
llUi'

Kioiii hiinJ anil secret.

To Strike.

From iiifin aud secret*

IJiawuy.

] ^ stout, strong, able to

carry much.

wo
me'i'

From nujikin or ctothpfi niul tlie

end ; also read w/o//,

> Low socks or other covering

for the feet, luatlo of clotli.

I ^ ^ garter, often pretti-

ly embroidered.

Read meV ' A n<ipkin, a

handkerchief;, a girdle or

s(oniaclier worn over the breast

like a corset ; to bind on.

1 ^ a Kllet worn by women

I ifl ffiJ ^ [the northern |)eoi>le]

wear tnrlians and dress in skins.

1 Jit l^' 1^'"'^ "•' strap the waist.

I ^ §;. a bridal pluenix head-

band, oflen seen oa the stage

OH aotuid^ ma!, ma, and mat. In

in Fu/ir/itttt,

» Ijf From cnrOi and rillni/e,

t«^j£ To secrete, to cover, to con-

^viin ce;d ; to lay by, to hoard ; to

liarlxir ; to bury, to cover

over without regard to the rites.

] ^ to inter, to put into the

grave.

] ^ to hoard, to lay up in

secret.

] jj^ to conceal ; to take another

t'.ame ; !<iih tvsu.

] i)i ^ ^j to dis^Kise the forces

in ambush.

1 ^ to Ijc'' ft gT'i'lgo against.

Jj^ ]
to lay by safely,

^ ]
to falsely accuse.

1 ^ Pll Bi\ to retire [from office]

and hide in the country.

^ ^ ] ' ^ to take an alias and

secrete one's self.

1 ^ A <ii>
to disappoint one

anil not carry out his plans.

In Cc^iitoneae. To connect with'

to annex ; to crouch ; to congeal'

to set, to curdle ; to harden ; fol-

lowing other verbs it denotes up,

in, with, at, to, ir merely a form

of the past tense.

] ^ or 1 ^ to go .ashore. >j /

^ ]
done, finished, all over.

] ^ oome near to me. ,

'

Canton, mai ; ^ in Swalow, mai nnd boi ; -

mai mill mi ; — in Shanyhui, ma ;
— in

^ ]
to throw aside. |

tX t^ 1
agreeable, fit.

[fj ] to furnish mcins.

] ^ to begin a job. 1

fj I
— ^ step aside a little.

Jg ]
to .abridge, to make small.

te ^ I
nothing .at all to give.

^ ^ /p ]
it will not harden iji

warm weather.

Regarded as another form of tfie

last.

To bury ; to store away.

, f^ ]
the place where sacri-

fices arc offered at graves.

Read Ji. To stop up.

^ ]
to close, to stuff'.

Read ,wcV. Filthy ; to make

dirty, to defile.

not dirty a mhror ;— conscious

integrity cannot be defiled.

M
,mai

From rain and afox.

Sand or dust storms, com-
mon in northern China ; a

misty, foggy sky, arising

from dust or fog.

I ^ ) ^ the storm obscures

everything.

- iM Amoy, bai, mai, and mai";—
Chifu, mai.

ifi^ M Ji 1 the winil brings up a

dnst-stonn.

i^ 1 H 5c '"^ brushed aw.ay the

mists to see the sky ; — sjiid of

a clear writer.

t LuJ From iiroperli/ and a net, wliidi

^^ the etymologists explain by Men-

< (ills' phrase ^J Tff ^ to net
^ the market gains.

To buy, to purchase ; to obtain.

U. 1
X^tr.ider.

I
'^ to buy real estate.

] A to pui'chase. v^

] 7j(C to buy water at a parent's

death ;
— a .southern usage.

^ -^ ]
to buy by retail.

] ^1 a comprador or butler ; a

piu'veyor.

1 /)E .S'li" ^^ ^^''" I'eople's hearts.

^5[ 1
"6' 5C curiosities bought in

here ;
— a shop sign.

] 58 to suborn villains to inform

against ; to bribe one to obey

orders.

] \^ to buy fear ;—to give hush

money.

<AUJ One of the headwaters of

^^ the Mih-lo River }g jg ^
'mui which rises in Kiangsi, and

flows westerly into the

I Tungting Lake.
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The bleating of sheep.

t£ From /i/nii( and to bay.

A name for several milky
'"'« plants, of which the j ^

o"" ^ 1 ^ ''* '-'"5 chicory

(Cir/ion'iiiii), and ihe ilanflelion

{Lrotitodon); and also a sixjcies of

sow-thistle (.SV)///7/w.<).

7K ^ 1
* small annual growing

in damp places ; applied to a

Veronica and an Irteris.

^ ]
a wild kind of greens like

lettuce, probably a chicory.

s
To give all one's strength to

a thing ; to exert it.

energetically.

1 ^ f* '" if'h'lo'isly cultivate

virtue.

s
' From ^ to hui/ anil pj ffoiiii;

oitt c-ontracted.

To sell, to vend ; to lietray,

to inveigle ; to make game

of, to mock ; to vaunt, to show off. ^^

] ^ :^ a salesm.an.

1 T '»
1 tiJ ">•

1 * «"1'1-

{ij I
for sale.

I f^" to prink one's self out ; to

show ofl", an a woman.

] B^ ^ to gabble, to talk glibly.

I 3§ to give another the leprosy.

j ^^ "l^
to set oft' one's cliarm.s,

meretricious adorning.

I @ to Iwtray one's country, to

•. serve the enemy.

1 -fj to do jobs, to hire out.

] 'pi 5t to keep up ap{>earances

;

eye-service.

I jji '" ''"' prisoners get aw.ay.

] ^ ^ 1^ to betray the king in

order to get high station.

1 A fS ^^^
^""J' ^^ curry favor

;
to

act officiously.

ket]— into foreign servitude;

a Canton phra.se for cof)lies.

1 55 to act for j>eople's amuse-

ment.

] A P to sell people, as girls

for brothels. '

) Kroin to ffo and a myriad.

To p.^ss away, to wax old
;

""" ' to surpa.s.s, to exceed, to go

lieyond ; energetically ; to

depart ; to travel far ; to make a

royal progress ; .senile, old.

^ 1
agK'l-

^ I
over sixty years.

in &* ff 1
I'ke any one going

astray.

] ^ ^ ff '>* then marched

himself oft".

^ It 1
the days and months

Hy away.

1 ^ ^ ¥ '"^ surpassed them
all, a fii'-i'e priiiceps.

7 lib I t^ he could not move
a step,

la fJ ] ]
he thinks of me

without regard.

])^ ] it ^ he was then visiting

his deiKjndencies.

^"Jty> To brag, to f(M ten t/iou-

P r3 •'!'""' things ; to speak an-

mai ' grily.

1 -^ g ^ he does not

know he l)iaf{s.

OU sound, num. /« Canton, man and mi'ian ; — in Swatow, man, mun, and miia

Id h'uhchau, mang and mwang ; — i« Slianyhai, me" and mo" ;
—

^^jk. From insert and to connect.

A large snake found in the

south ; ancient name for bar-

barous tribes in tlie south of

Cliina, unrefonned by Chinese ci-

vilization ; the southern regioas

;

extern.il, barbarous [wople ; tierce,

brutish, trusting to strength alone
;

unreasonable, beyond reproof

^'
I

an old term for people so\ith

of the M 'i-ling and in Formosa.

] ^ savages, wild tribes ; south-

erners are still termed ] -^

by the northern Chinese, as they

were in M.irco Polo's time.

1 tt ungovernable.

^]* j Ul you talk like a savage.

I
"jj herculean strength.

] ^ rubble stone.

Z<]
I

passionate, willful.

his ancestor ha<l received a

clhirge to regidate all the wild

southerners.

I ^ or
I ^ uncivilized regions.

] "1^ valiant.

In Shanghai. An adjectice, ob-

stinate, unreasonable ; an adverb of

comparison, very, highly, exceed-

ingly.

;
— f'rt Amoy, ban and bian ;

—
in Chi/u, man.

] [^ an obstinate child.

I if ^'ery good, first rate.

1 & pS '"^ sjieaks fluently.

1 M iJ? clear and distinct.

jiS' 1 p£ unreasonable opposition.

Meaning and sound both lost.

In Cantonese use<l for; ;«»»^
To pull or take down ; to

push, to turn over; to work a

scull; to bring down as pride.

j f@ f^= ^ g**^ Aown that article.

1 fp to contest with one.
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^_H ItHTge coarse garments such

<'p^^ as tlie iioniades wear ; trow-

^tlull^ sers made close are
]

|§' '|^,

referring especially to the

seat not heing split.

MlJeautifuI hair
;

garments

;

head-gear ; wreaths or front-

.iiuiH lets; fringe on caps, like thiit

on ortlcial hats.

M ^ ^' ^ 1 ''"^ '^""'^' '^'''"o

hailstones to make a beaiiti.'iil

wreath ; — said of Budha.

^ ]
a IJudhist term for a rosaiy

of linger bones.

ift ^ 1 ['''"^ ^*''j" wears] a pure

gold coirt'ure,— was Kanchana-

niala, wife of Kiniala, noted for

her conjugal fidelity.

JlJ^ Thin, plain sarcenet; uiia-

cij^y domed, simple.

j»i<(« J^ ]
to play in tune.

] [g an unploughed field.

mmm^M.] 1^ tlie rosy

clouds roll up in lofty piles.

::i^J From worth .inj long ; inter-"

(rt^^ cbauged uitli Ij'g sfow.

^vuin To deceive or insult a supe-

rior ; unfaithful to a trust.

j "g exaggerated talk

ifi^ I
great disrespect.

1^ I
cunning.

^ I
to draw a long bow.

>^M Steamed bread or wheat<;n

IR^ cakes; bread of any kind.

^nut>l
] BM '' '"'*'^ *^f bread.

1 SH ^ * !"•" "" dumpling.

1 M M "' ^ 1 M tl'e dried

fruit of the Fictia stipulata.

A salt water eel, the
] 8^

;

there are black and yellow

sorts, with large pectoral fins.

^ 1 Si ^ l'"'ge species of

conger eel.

I
a brown eel common at

Shanghai, three feet long, allied

to the Opfiisurns.

] l§ eels of all kinds.

J3C
man

m

-JBt To covet; a ploughshare,

(fl^^ name of a thorny tree.

^mun
] ]

to smooth, as mortar.

f'A An empty shoe ; a bridle

/IQ thong ; occurs used for 'min

s"'«" '^ to pity ; troubled.

In Pekingese. To cover with

skin, as a drum or tambourine.

1 Si ;& to stretch a drum-skiu.

H-H* From eye and even.

f Pp^ -'^ "lat eye,one whose cantht or

^muii corners are nearly level with

the face ; didl, half-closed

eyes, as if dnnik ; to deceive, to ira-

[XJse on one, to conceal the truth.

^ I
to hide from.

Q
I

deceived, gulled, tricked.

^ I
to deceive, to pull wiwl over

his eyes.

jif ^ 49 1
I w'll keep nothing

from you.

] g to shut or wink the eye&

j ^ to cheat, to palm on.

;^ ]
a bridesmaid. {Pekingeie.)

m̂
nian

M̂
vuin

To jump, as over a wall.

1 US to leap a wall.

Kead ,/)'««. To limp.

I ^ to reel, to walk awry or

lame.

A large, full, romid face.

so set to do it 1

i;.seJ for i% to cover over.

To overlay with earth ; one

says, iron rust.

1 1§ li$ to lay or pave with

scjuare tiles.

t >-|t^ From water and even.

iFW ^'""' feplete, surfeited ; bul-

'nuin ging. Stuffed ; complete, en-

tire ; fullness, pride ; to com-

plete, to fill, to suffice, to abound

;

to finish a set time ; the Manchu
people; Brahminic writings (pu-
ranas), so called on account of their

completeness.

I
J^ the whole body.

] f^ full, as of cargo laden in.

^ ) or ^ I
packed full.

ffil 1
~— ft complete a term of

office.

] ^ the month ofa confinement; a

honey-moon ; to pull a full bow.

1 M <l"ite to my liking.

"

^. & 1 ilWrjm ^vhen he

is full of his own sufficiency, his

kindred all desert him.

1 5J M everywhere, here iand

there, all over.

I ^ 1^ ^ the time having pass-

ed, the gocKls were sold.

1 iffl A the Manchus.

1 P ^ ®L fluent and eloquent.

1 is tR ''"^ presumptuous bring

on (heir own calamities.

3)K 1 the whole, the entire circuit.

1 4K i^ Ift ""'y y" return home
fully satisfied.

1 ^ i^ i^ profomidly learned

and clever.

1 T" G ^ very fidl Ixiard.

] j^ ^ the son of complete com-

passion, a name of Pnrmi-niai-

treyani.puttra M ^ B Jb ^
a budhisatvva, once a disciple of

Sakya-muni.

JH^^ From ^ to J'eiyii altered and

^g^ X «.hand; it is also read (iiiaji.

Long, extended, like a vine

;

prolonged ; marked with fine

lines.

] fjj infinite, endless.

1 ft f& l^ft ['"ay the old fairy]

Man-tsien get a peach for you
;— a wish on an old man's birth-

day,

f^ ] ]
a long tedious road.

Read /ortd' Fine, personable

;

goml, well taken care of, as the

body ; without, not having ; also.

?L 1 JL ?i^
tall and fat, a fine

figure.

Zj5 :^
I ^ an even waist and

phunp limbs.

1 '# JW S H? with a fine apology

he exonerated himself.
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1*^
tmiii'

A curtain, a screen j tai)€6try

or browide hangings.

^ ]
sedan curtains.

i^ ] to screen ofiF.

|,^, ] embroidered screens.

li:

From woman aiid long;

cbanged with the next.

inter-

To despise, to affront; to

reproacb.

^ I
to vilify.

|g 1 to show contempt to.

iff 1 5^)14'^'^ despise the gods.

H I
to slight

Q; ) Iiitercbauged with the next.

1^2 Negligent, remiss.

vuui' \ ® stop a little.

fi- •? l: M ^ ]
tl'e wise

man acts leisurely but is not lazy.

From heart and long ; inlor-

cluinged with tlio last two, and

the next.

Indifferent, negligent, re-

miss ; rude, disobliging, sii-

Ijcrcilious, proud; to treat haugh-

tily ; late ; slow, easy, sluggish

;

dilatory, taking a long time for.

1 ] it^ \ 1 ^ go slower.

]g I
to insult.

^ ^ /p 1
moderate, easy.

(^ :^ ^ ^ I
he'll take his own

time for it.

I 1
<"

1 .H. slowly, easy ; stop

a little while.

^ I
to disesteem, to slight.

] ^ a slow band.

I JE in jffc
be careful bow you

speak thus.

5^ ^ I
you write very slowly.

] ^ do not speak so ; better be

silent.

?E§3 "{^ 1
*''s flowers aie late

iu blossoming.

3. I
stop a mituito ! wait a bit I

—
a call to one passing by.

] ^ 511 >ij>
to throw off the care.

In Cantonese. Light weight

;

as j<^ is over weight

1 /f^ Wt l''« stecl-yard falls.

From water and /ong ; also read
itiian, and occasionally iiscil for

, the last
i

tlio i>ccoud form is

rare.

An cx[janso <;f water; an

overflow of water, spreading

and ruining as it nuis

;

breaking bounds, like a tor-

rent ; diffused, sjircadiiig; boiuid-

less ; to set loose, to let go ; vague,

diffuse, as writing ; expaadiug, .is

clouds ; wild, reckless.

^ ]
all dispersed, widely diffused.

] ]
longand far, like a road

;

level, even.

?K 1 MS ^^'^ water overflows

the dikes.

] ^ to sow broadcast

If ;^ ] ]
a view as wide

as the east from the west

ff ]
illimitable, like the ocean.

^1 ^ »§• ^^ continual bless-

ings of heaven.

1 S^ sour eructations.

?1 1 ^ 1^ to give loose to one's

evil desires.

^ P 1 M 'o vociferate and talk

wildly ; to rail and swear at.

si si ;^ ^ "^e '^'g is very

dense.

IB ' To cover, as a wall with

jj^ plaster ; to pamt or ornament

•/w/*' walls ; to pave ; a trowel.

1 ^ to plaster walls.

1 it^^^ I''»y •' ij"''"<l floor.

Wi%i ]
'>« ''•ol'o the tiles,

iUid disligureJ the plastering.

y^^3 ' Intorcliangcd with tlia last.

yij^i^ A trowel.

iiuoi' Jjt 1
or

I ^ a trowel.

^ 1 52, tho obverse of a
coin {Fekinr/ese.)

n
Old sound, muu. In Canton, mun ; — in Sicatuw, mimg and bun ;

— in Ainoy, boan, imii", and buu ; — «» thkcham,

mw6ng and mong ; — in Shanglmi, raaug ;
— «;i Chifu, man.

Tbe oiiginal has two p leaves ot
a door face to face ; it forms tlio

IGOtli radical of a natural group"" ofcharacters relating to eutrunces.

A gate, a gateway ; an outer

door ; a house ; the family in it

;

an entrance, an oiiening ; a har-

bor ; a sect, a profession, a class

;

an occujxilion ; iu anaiomy, a
short duct or passage ; a classifier

of cannon and affairs.

] P^ tho bar or bolt of a gate.

—
• fia 1

a one-leaved door.

i^
I
a side or private door.

^ ] a circular entrance.

] P hi the door ; a gatevvay.

j<^ ] the great or outer gate.

my door of scantling 1 can rest

at my leisure.

]
"7" or ^ 1 6'5l » doorkeefK-r;

but ^ ] is the style for the

jKirter of a palace or grandee's

house.

/p y^ ] he'll never learn bis trade.

^ ]
to wait for one at the gale,

as at night

gj ]
to rap, to pound on the gate.

] f^ tbe god who guards officiiil

gateways.

1 'SI "? V^^ 'o bar and a'cure

the sho£)-shuttt'rs.

] J|^ the door-tablet, which con-

tains the names of the family.

•^ ] the medical profession.

^ I
obsolete, old fashioned, as an

old fogey practitioner.
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"f* 1 fi& **" cannon. ''

1 1^1^'"' kiiuwg a lilUe of

, aJl kinds of Iradoa. I

1 ^ JH *^"^ ""*• '" ^^^ trade.
'

^ 1 ^ S ** specialty, a single

branch, as an oculist.

I Jl, the rcputalion of a family
;

usagi'S of a liousehold.

seven things are absolutely ne-

cessary ill liousekeeping, — fuel

rice, oil, salt, soy, tea, and vine-

gar.

JfJ I
entered an office ; married a

husband
;
gone abroad, not at

home.

] ^ Jl "T ''''' '^'^^ '** locked.

^ ]
a small side door.

I Jl or 1 •? a gentleman's but-

ler or miijor-domo ; attendants

at a court.

+ ] P a noble rich family.

1 ^ or 1 A or ) ^ a pupil,

a disci[)lo.

1 )3 ^ ^j- the families are not

matciied, an unsuitable alliance,

j 5§ occupation ; an opening.

J^ 1
*"' ^ 1 * distinguished

family.

»& @i " ] * ''•y*^ ^'"^ virtuous

liousehold.

^ ]
"^ to acknowledge one as a

teacher or patron.

1
^or ] ^or ] gj^ fee to

the porter ; his penpii.sites.

4^ M 1
'^^'^ liarl^jr of Kum-sing

M(K>n north of Macao.

jS ^ -i 1
I'l" 1"'''^ of '''"''i

and right.

] 5j- attendants on a district

school-insijector.

^ I
and '^ ] the pylorus and

cardiac orifice of the stomach.

W ] the obstructed passage, —
is the ilio-ctecal valve.

MIQ From man aud door as the pho-

An °'"

7itdn '^^^'^ *'S" "f ^^'^ plural of

JXJI'SOIIS.

fl); I
you; often used {or

one person

^ I
we, who are together ; us.

Jp I
gentlemen, elders, uncles,

official attendants ; an honor-

able apiiellation for a husband.

Sp 5i 1 y*"'> '^''^' si>oken to the

last if they are older ; but if

equal in rank or age, -^ f^
]

I; a more jwlite term.

^ I
they, those people.

f^ 52, ]
the brothers.

Head )itnn' Plump, full-look-

] $ i°at and hearty, as a horse.

From hand and door as the pho
netic.m̂

man To feel, to lay the hand on
;

to touch, to examine, 'to

search for, to hold ; to cover ; to

draw a cover over.

1 iC> lay the hand on the heart

;

8elf-e.\aminali()n.

] ^J, to crack lice.

I ^ to stamp the feet in anger.

^.Bm^% 1
E^«»o"ot

say, It is of no moment, and

no one can prevent my sjieaking.

I ^ to cover a drum.

1 M P"'' '* ""^ t'oli'' ^ ^ cover.

]
M ^ a dark, unlighted road.

1 ife!'
'o put gauze over.

] ^ ^ to cover a book.

t^Art Also read ««'.

(/tJ^ a variety of millet with red-

^imn dish culms ; now applied in

Chihli to the glutinous grain

of the ^shtl ^ or panicled millet

(Mi/iiim), called ] -^ ^, and

used ill distilling spirits ; congee,

M. ] 1$.^ lljere '^ ''>e red millet

and the white.

]
jS? the red sugar-cane of Fuh-

kien.

A jasfiery stone of a reddish

color, prob-ibly a cornelian.

i"«'« S ^ in 1 1"S robes of

state shine like a cornelian
;— jierhaps in allusion to the

feathers on them.

nt'lJ* A species of fir ; the heart

<TPH "o<^'l "f tl'c fir ; a globule or

^num drop of gum oozing from the

fir.

1 H^ ""
1 /fC in Hunan, a large

kind of tir allied lo tiic Pixh-

curpiis, and like the \^ of Shansi

with which it is said to lie

identical ; tiie tree is also called

^liaiiy 1^ probably from a mis-

take in confounding the primi-

tivts.

WM^Wi \ 1 tl'e glim [of

the firj silently exudes in se-

parate drops.

m From heart and wilhoHt ; it is

also read ^man.

'iium Afraid, amazed ; out of his

mind ; suspicious ; only one,

unmatched, without a mate.

1 ^ <S -ft "a" 1'^ ^*''* ^ dis-

mayed he forgot what he had

said.

] ^ ft i^ reserved and dull of

apprehension.

From heart and dour or full

;

the tliree are nearly synonymous,
though the last refers rather to

cares, \vhile the former alludes

C to atllictions.

1

I

Sad, imhappy ; melancholy,

chagrined ; heavy at heart.

jjSf I
to dissipate sorrows.

^ I
distressed, grieved,

bothered and anxious ; im-

pertinent to.
•

1 -^ ^ very much cast down.

^ ]
to dissipate care, to amuae

one's self

W- 1 ^ )K l^'s grief is not al-

leviated.

>& 7 )^ 1
I'e became sorry at

;

melancholy.

1 {^ 1% l^erplexed, harassed

;

dull, eimuijd.

f^ I
to turn sick from faiutness

or heat ; a sickness at the sto-

mach.

Gruel or congee stiffened

aud cold
»^<J«'

78
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^iMl

i>tuxiig

1

1

It

^many

Like tlie last and the next

;

tLe first only means a rocli.

' A large rock ; bulky, great

;

abundant, numerous, mixed

;

generously provided for.

J£ ^ U: ) the people muU
tiiilied greatly.

iS T ^ 1^ 1
^^^^ towards the

inferior stiites as a strong horse

— bears its burden

fg ,§, 1 ^ 1 have received many
liijeral favors.

Krom horsf, and mixed;
vliunged with the last.

inter-

^numy

^nuiiiff

A horse with a white face

;

horses with white and black

hair mixed, such as the Huns once

rode ; mixed, as a dog's color

;

name of a savage tribe.

From mouth and dog,

A jargon of dialects and

sounds, such as is s[X)ken

where people from many
regions live together.

^ §
1 ^ ^^^^ speaks his own

patois ; a babel of sounds.

g"
] a confused jargon.

A-fe Water.

<»/& 1 f^f a small affluent of the
^nmng Yellow River in Hwai-k'ing

fu in the north of Honan.

From henrl and dtnd ; it is not

ttie same as ^xvang m,i to forget.

^matl(/ Busy, hurried, occupied, dis-

tracted with care, fluttered
;

no leisure
;

precipitation, undue

ha£te.

Tf, ^ ]
don't be in a hurry.

I 1 ^ |§ he went home in a

great hurry.

^ )
flurried, as by a sudden

arrival.

^ ]
urgently pressed.

I 5^ liuslle, confusion and haste.

J^i 1
<" <'}' 1 hurried overmuch,

loo much to do.

1 S ^ what are you so hurried

about \

1 1 5i« f^ ^^ bustle about

;

fluttering and distracted.

5^ ]
very much h'lrried at once.

^ ]
help one in his hurry ; to

lend one a hand in trouble.

'!% 1 f4 ^ I *"* overwhelmed

with work.

S Sf y^ I
the mDon drives past

tihe clouds.

I-H* Like the

c
I Li Hurriec

last.

rried and alarmed, as by
^maiitf a sudden danger.

\ m^.i^im^^ ^^as so

flurried, he did not know how to

act as he ought.

it
From water
form of the

and dead ;

next.

an old

.Viang Sudden, startling; wide, like

the ocean ; name of a valley

near the capital.

Oid tound, mung. In Canton, mong and p'ong ; — in Sioatoiv, mang and buang ; — in Amoy, bang and bong ; —

.

in Fu/ichau, mang, mang, and m6ng ; — in S/ianyhai, bong and mong ; — »« Chij'u, mang.

rf-t^ A brindled ox, having black

(•f/C and white stripes.

^mani/
]
i^ a bull.

1 ^ 52. ^ ** species of ge-

ranium g.ilhered for eating when
young ; it is also called gj |]i £»
or the woo<lepckfr's bill, from the

sha^x: of the seeds.

rom beast, dog, and pelage,

modified in combiuation ; the

second form is preferred.

A shaggy haired dog, per-

hai^s referring to the large

Tibetan mastiff" ; mixed,

^, blended, variegated, like dif-

ferent furs.

^ particolored garments.

^ confused, as the colors of

furs ; a jargon.

%^ 1 .fc E^ do not make the

dogs bark at you.

c

Vast and vague, like the ex-

panse of the ocean ; dazzling

and immense.

I ^ on a sudden, surpri»ng.

?& 1
dreary, obscure and vast

^' f$ 1 1
*^he world and its

care, — like a bitter shoreless

sea, as the Budhists say.

] 1 IS ^j illimitable and vast,

as creation.

I \ J'i\^ the boundless ocean.

II * From grass and extinct; used

I
* •• with the last.

^vMuy The awn or beard of grain

;

applied to grasses like the

Erianthus, Eulalia, or Iinpettift

;

a sharp point ; a ray of ligiit ; tail

of a comet.

^ ] a flash of light ; a shooting

star ; twinkling rays.

^ ] an acute [wint

1 ] iK ^^ ^^ '*""' "'de * crop.

It ^ ^ a 1^ 1
to meet a

wheat awn between needles'

points ;
— i. e. two individuals

equally obstinate and sharp.

I ]
great, crowded ; to become

great, as posterity.

^ ]
the ground pine (L>/cojm>-

diiim), from its sharp leaves.

^ * 1 1 1^ t T ± «hen
the boundless deluge covered

the country, Yii arranged and

divided the lands.

^ ] the clay man, who bears a

stick as if to strike the tlay ox.

^nuiny

The ridge-pole beam in a roof

] 1^ heavy beams in the

framework of a roof.

Farmers ; field-laborers who

have little education, and are

^maiiy rude in sjKjnch, as if they were

^ f^ dunderheads.

jy ffl M ^ 1
'^e 8atisfie<l the

l)easants with fields and villages.
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The edge of a sword ; a I

smooth, easy style.

^ ]
very sharp.

a? \ Wl i^ ^ trenchant,

animated style.

Name of a hill, the
jjjl ] jlj

near Loh-yang in Hunan,

where a great battle occurred

A. D. 761 ui the T'ang dy-

nasty.

To exert one's self; to en-

courage, to stimulate.

i* 75
J|: T> 1 75 IIV 'It

/(\ y^ ^ ifyou do not bestir

yourself, you cannot be of long

continuance.
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^tttang

,05
^many

m
.many

A mineral soil or shale

which furnishes, when leech-

ed, the
] f^" an impure

saltpeter, sometimes mixed

with nitrate of soda and

alumina.

-g.^ Sometimes written X^i but it is

fK\ li nearly identical with the last.

^laattg A crude saltjjeter.

] y^" a form of saltijeter, so

called from its acicular crystals.

1 IS lU '' noted hill, bare and
stony, situated in Tang-shan

hien j^ jlj ]|]^ in the northwest

corner of Kiangsu, famous for a

battle.

yTT" Hlasted gr.ain
;
grain turned

' Idacli as if with ergot or rust.
^illltnr/

°

^ y\^ From !)llj' //rasi repeateil with y^
<*|^ iiuij between, denotint^ a hounti

. pnrsuitiif a bare in the thickets.
III'OK/ "^

"

Thick grass, jungle, under-

brush ; matted ; confused, indis-

tinct ; rude, rustic, regardless of

etiquette ; heedless.

^ /ti 1 1
tangled, thick, like

a hedge ; boscage.

"^"
] ^ ^ a countrified officer.

I
!^ a plant which stupefies fish,

perhaps the llliciuiii religiosuni

whose leaves are poisonous.

^^ I
brusque and arbitrary.

] @ intrusive, disorderly.

] JJI an inconsiderate fellow, a

happy-go-lucky.

The sun obscured.

1 Bt '"
1 8^ ll»« sun not

'nutiii/ visible, cloudy.

'li
Perturbed, disquieted, and
therefore unable to attend to i

'many busijiess.

1^ ]
heedless, carele.ss ; in-

attentive and untrustworthy.

'm
From worm
jihunetic.

and t/ilci'et an the

•m.iuiy A large serpent, the 31 ]

or
I ^ a pytiion with yel-

low scales found in Yunuait and

Annam, twenty or more feet long.

I ^ ceremoni.al robes eanbroi-

dered or woven with dragons

having four claws.

1 ^ '* species of snake said to

eat leaves

] ll a horrible dragon.

E 1 ^ ^ [* weapon like] a

great boa, a thousand feet long.

I
jpl^ a class of demons, called

mahoraga by Hindti Budhists,

shaped like anacondas.

J4fe > Level and waste as a desert

;

t'y^ yasi, like the ocean.

iiMHij''
] Jg desert-like; a howling

w.iste.

M ?K ^ 1 '^''6 morning

light is still dim.

These ckaractert and those under XDNO are often sounded alike. Old sounds, mong and m&ng. /n Canton, m&ng ana'

mang ; — in Swatow, mk and meng ;
— in A mo;/, beng ;

— in Fuhchau, maing anrf meng ;
—

in Shanyltui, mang and mang ; — in Cliifu, mang.

m̂
))i(ing

From plant and hriyht as tlie

phonetic.

The budding of plants
;

sprouthig of seeds ; to germi-

nate, to shoot forth ; a sprout

;

fixed; incipient, first risings of;

the reviving of evil habits ; to plow.

] 3^ to sprout, to put forth roots.

•? 1 3^ >& ^® early cherished

these designs.

i&t i^ ^ j ^^ <^l<i desires then

revived.

] 1^ risings of discontent.

SK^ ^ 1 e^*** before he had

any idea of it.

SI
finally

Fiom dish and hritjlit ; but ori-

ginally composed of |mJ winilow

and Jfll liluod, referrinjj to tlie

mode of taking an oatli by turn-

ing towarib tiie north wiien call-

ing upon lieaven, after which

bullock's blood was smo.ired.

A solemn declaration T>efore the

gods, when l)lood was sipjjed or

smeared on the body, to ratify the

treaties mado among the princes

in feudal times ; an ailianco, a con-

tract, a compact ; to swear, to bind

one's self before the gods ; to make
a treaty of j)eace ; among the

Mongols, a chulkan or tribe.

^ ]
a marriage alliance.

I ^ to swear and bind it by

blood.

] ^ tlio form of oath ; the papers

signed by the [parties.

1 *& guileless, consciously in-

nocent.

] ^ a record or treaty office.

;?§ fl" ill 1 " contract wide as

llie sea and firm as the hills ;
—

marriage.

1 51 ^ sworn brothers, as the

mentbers of a lodge
;

persons

banded for evil purposes. ^

I ^ allied states.
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A Bmall grasshopper or lo-

JjBl '-"St, il'c :i^ 1
or i^ I ,

'vMiiy often cauglit by cbildrea to

hoar it chirp.

^ 1 a species of small frog.

] il', ^ small fly or gnat Cound

near kitchens.

P-
A small boat ; a pinnace, &

iJSL lung boat

S^ 1
i* gig, a junk's dingey,

which can go liko a grass-

hopper.

I I
large jnnks with a square

open framework on the bows,

securetl by transverse rails,

known at Cautoti as the West-
coast junksL

From hcititl ninl eminent ns the

m-
phonetic ; an nuautUorized cha-

j racter.

•' In Cantonese. To pull, to

stretch ; to pull to and fro, or up
;

to tug Jit ; to cover, to draw over

for shade ; coarse ; a strap.

1 s^ stretch it out
;
pull taut.

1 fi M P"'' ^''® punka.

^ ig^ to thbi out, as graui.

^ 1
a scull-tie.

I ^ pulled it oft".

1 ^ to gather wheat, by pulling

it tip.

J^ ]
gaiters used by women.

^ I ] keep it tight, as a hawser

;

also, hard pressed for motiey.

^ ] very ordinary and coarse.

~S\ y From son anil a di-^h to give the

3£ «.„n.l.

tiutuf/'' Great, eminent ; largo ; se-

nior, eldest ; the iir.st month
of a sea.<son or quarter ; an old name
for a woman's brothers ; to use

eftbrt; to bi'giii ; a beginning.

I fi^ ^ a trio ; the first, second,

third of a trine series.

I •gl
an heir-apparent when lie is

eighteen years.

I j^ exaggeration ; to boast and
vapor about.

I ^ -^ the s;tge Mencius.

1 -^ H^ the mother of Mencius

thrice changed her abode.

] ^ to exert one's self to become
learned.

.naio

The origiiml form is thought to

hear a rnde resemblance to the

eyebrows ; it fom-is the 82d radi-

ral of characters relating to the

uses and appearances of hair and
featliers ; at Canton, it is used as

n contraction of s/ioo ^ for a
dime.

Old souTtds, mo and mok. ^ In Cantoa^iab, mao, uno, and rain ;
— in Swatouf, mao,

ban, and mo ;— in Fuhchau, mo and man ;
— in Shanghai, mo

;

1 ^ 1
S^ahusybody; atricky,

lively, pestering boy ; a t«ase.

^ ]
to grow moldy.

^ ] a victim of mixed color

;

also, barren land.

^ ^ ^ I
he ixinetrated even

to the deserts or wilds.

"- ] /j; ^ [he's too stingyj to

pull out a hair for you.

'^ \ M ± [yo". my people,

who] eat the produce and live

on the soil.

^ ] a feather, a quill.

^ ^ JSf^ ]
am I not connected

with the hair — or life, of my
father?

1 ifil
fowls and flesh, — oflered

in worship.

W.%Wi 1
''o P"1'3 » feather

frotii every goose which passes

;

— lie exacts a fee from ea;h.

^ ] 4K '"^ urgent notice cr

warning ; — a while cock's

feather is fastened to it

Tlio covering of animals or birds,

as hair, fur, pelage, feathers, or

down 5 mold ; herbage, the covering

of the earth ; the nap of felt

;

tare of goods j to deprive of hair,

as by scalding.

m ]
the round haired, and J^ ]

the flat haired ;—«. e. quadrupeds

and birds.

'd' ^ i^ ]
our life [is light] as

stork's down.

^ I
the soft wooled ; — i. e. a

sheep or goat.
~

1 two sorts of bair — i. e.

turning gray, grayhaired.

] ^ a flaw, a defect in an article

;

a failing, a queer way, an idio-

syncrasy.

1 "M. weight of a case, the tare.

] ^ the barrel of a quill.

In Sftanghai. Rough, not smooth;

rtearly, said of a number.

bo, mo, DgiJ, and ban ; —in Amoy.^ bo,

— in Chi/u, mao.

From flag and hair, referring to
iis material.

mao A chowry or tail of the yak,

fastened to the end of .i high

staff", to give signals on certain oc-

casions, for which leopard's tails

arc now used ; an old ui.in.

] ^ the yak or grunting-ox.

jjif
I

a yak's tail on a staff, —
the insignia of a high grandee.

1 M J^ '" 'i'le, as an acrobat,

wildly but skillfully.

^ ^ I f!^ he returned the old

men and children who were

captured.

] 5^ a name for the Pleiades.

The hair on the head or fore-

head ; tufis on an infatjt's

head, trimmed up on each

temple, called ^: J^ |
• or

fili.'d tufts; eminent, excelling in

force ; applied to long hairs which

excel the rest

] -^ eminent, picke<l men.

^ I ,^ to mount a long-raaned

hoRse.
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Dnink.

] iU t'xceedingly drank.

The hmri/ ox, as the charac-

ter itself iiii|)orts.

] ^ a wikl yak ; it is

described as fotiud in Kan-

suh and further west, and

to be caught and tamed by

the people.

A kind of feather screen or

Habellnm on a carriage, an-

ciently used to i)rotoct riders

from tlie wind .and dust ; a

horse with Ion" hair.

. From pinnta .iiul a laiu-c.

cyj"* High rank grass like an

,iaao Ariiiidii, goo<l for thatching

houses ; iilso ap[)lied to a

whil« striped grass ; a species of

low palm resembling a Tlii-iiiix, or

perhaps a kind of scrub pine

;

thatched
;
poor, lowly.

j ^ a cottage ; my humble

duelling. _

]^ ) f i [1 am .-is] the least of

grass and stubble scholars ;
—

.' said on receiving an honor.

I ^ a hut, a thatched house.

I ^ quickset grass, thatch.

^ ) ;j^ roots of couch grass ;
—

a febrifuge.

j£_ ] the best grass, among
IJudhists denotes the Luja or

fragrant Poa ct/nosiiroides.

?}< ^ 1 S W^y ^" enlighten

my dull mind.

f^ I [Jj the incantations of the

Tao priests to relieve evils.

] ^ a pri\y, a jakes.

^^^ m mm'W ]
ti>e

light and brilliant clouds bedew

the rushes and grass.

^ ]
a tough, tall grass used for

thatching.

] J^ a poor country dwelling.

] ji\ an old name for Kii-yung

hien 'p] ^ JIJ,
near Nanking.

From iii.ter.ts and spear, alluding

to their mischief.

' A grub which attacks the

roots of grain ; any insect

which eats grain.

""" 5S ] a coleopterous fly

{Mylabris)', used in the na-

tive pharmacy for its blistering

qualities.

1 ftS 1 j^ [these evil men are

like] grubs and flies in grain.

I ijlBi "jl'l name for a large banner

which led the van.

From benst and sprout, ex^)lain-

ed as intended to denote tlmt

, cuts eat mice, the destroyers of

yout.g grain.

A cat ; the mewing of cats.

J^ I
a castrated cat.

1 ^ or ] §i puss.

1 Si BB •S ''^^ '^^^'^ ^J^-

[i| ]
the hill cat, {Fdis viver-

riiiiiis,) a species of tiger cat. •

] jg a striped fo.v.

U ] the wild cat ; and poetically

used for a fo.v ; in Peking, it

denotes the hare.

1 M IrI BS ^^^^ <='''• a"'' ^^^ 'a''

are asleep together ;
— i. e. offl-

cers and thieves are in league.

1 5i ^.S '* common s|iecies of

spurge. {Enpliorhia.)

jijg "^ I
a lazy cat ; — met an idle

lazy-bones.

JS 1
("' ""re correctly ^ ^) the

cantharides or a similar tly.

1^ I ] blindman's buff;

—

lit.

hiding from the cats.

^ ^ I
a store-room, a cupboard,

a safe to store in. {Peldiiyese.)

^ ] the civet of the Indian Ar-

chipelago, regarded as herma-

phrodite ; its scent bag, called§
1 ^jj, is brought from Yunnan.

1 5i '^ '* f*^1'"^^ wilt) is eating

constantly'.

Alt* An anchor; a grappling-iron.

c^[Q ^j^ 1
to cast nnchor.

i'""" ^ ]
or

if.5 I
to weigh an-

chor.

I 1^ or
J |!^ an anchor-buoy.

I ]^ a hawser or cable.

j^ I
an anchor.

^ E. ^ 1 ''"^ anchor is down,

— the thing is settled.

Tlie old form is like an open door,

said to be analogous to tlie

, springing up of vegetation in

Marcli ; it is defined hy ^ a co-

ver, as tlie earth is tlieu covered
;

the second form is ratlier in-

correct.

The fourth of the twelve

branches ; belongs to wcxwl,

and is design.ated by the hare ; it

stands for the hour from 5 to 7

A.M. ; and for east ; morning ; a

time, a day ; a term, an instalment

;

flourishing.

^ ] 5 o'clock in the morning.

JE 1 C o'clock.

] ^ the second moon.

I ^ the matin Ix'U in a mo-

nastery.

] £g the third and eighth days

of a moon ; i. e. the 3d, 13th,

and 23d, with the 8th, 18th,

and 28th.

3K; 1 to bamboo remiss [mlice-

men or recreant debtors.

^ I
to make the first payment,

•as of duties ; to begin to bauibix}

recreant [wlicemen.

S|!j ] to call the roll of clerks .and

einjiloyes, so called because once

the names were marked at that

hour, and the phrase
| ^

now denotes the [leriodical days

ou which the roster is called.

^ I
to apiwar and answer to a

summons.

1^^ ]
to fail at roll-call.

j§ ]
to pass by, to overdo.

|g ]
to answer by a substitute.

^ ] substitutes who sell them-

selves to be bamlwoed.

5^ I
time of death.

In Cantonese. The buttocks, —
perhaps wrongly used for j|M to

squat.

^ I
to be taken in ; to fail in a

promise.
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< ^3 The eighteenth of the zodia-

J^jJ cal constellations, answering

'vim to the Plei.iiles ; it is one of

the four tlict always marks a

Sunday in the calendar, and is the

center of the seven westeru con-

stellations.

c>j|rt A river in the southeast of

i"!* Kiangsu, in Sung-kiang fu

;

* iiMo watery ; stagnant water.

^

• >-^ An aquatic vegetable, other-

^1 J wise callod ^ ^ cl;xk nial-

'mao loTS, resembling the Ni/m-

p/ta-a or pond lily ; the raw

leaves are e<lible.

] ^ the water chestnut {Kleo-

iihans), so called in Hunan.

^ ^ ^ 1
we will ga>her the

mallows out of it.

* I Krom g white over JL ''"i", to

denote the expression or coun-

tenauce ; tlie radical was added

later, as a contraction of^ a

leopard ; tlie contracted torni

like j'lA 5I '* oiien used.

The outward mien
;

gait, style,

manner, form, apjiearance, habit

;

the visage, the face ; in definitions,

denotes the abstract quality of

things, or the act of doing some-

thing ; like, similar to ; to draw a

likenes.s.

^ j
the aspect of; one's man-

ner.

"jS ] the coniifonanre.

II ]
pretty, engaging.

1 M «gly, homely.

^ I
the outline ; figure.

if ITD 1
plpgant ; noble in con-

duct.

^ ^ ^ 1 f'""" M a flower and
lH.'autiful as the moon.

1 ^ Kf >& ^ ^ careful of

suiooth-faced fellows.

J^ -jj \
exerting his strength.

fif X 1 4a he bade the artist

paint his concubine.

S IS 1
t^^ feeling of sedidous

dread of offending.

^

K

From grans and hair, alluding to

the appearance.

To pull out, as the roots of

tangled plants ; overgrown

with grass ; vegetables ; to cook

or prepare for -eating.

I H soup of meat and greens.

^Q ]
water cr&sses or other water

greens.

& ^ 1 ii 0X1 the right and left

we made soup— of duckweed.

From old and hair.

An old man over seventy up

to eighty or ninety ; senile,

decrepit, in second childhood.

1 ^ a very old man.

^ ^ 1
he is becoming very

nfirm.

^ a centenarian.

A small pupil ; dim-sighted,

dull ; old ; boozy, bewilder-

ed.

f^ ] beside one's self ; irate

and confused, muddled.

heart be jjerverse, the eye will be

unsteady.

] g^ unsuccessful and turning to

drink.

F^l ' From a |3 covertng and eye

PI miderne.ith ; occurs used fur the

1 next two.

A covering for the head ; to

go on rashly, to rush on heedless
;

to assume, to feign, to presume

;

to overspread ; to venture on, to

brave out ; blind to, n-ish, reckless
;

to fal.sify, to counterfeit, to affirm

A falsity.

] ^ to assume a name ; an aliaa.

] IB, to willfully (or heedlessly)

offend.

fS ) 1^ Q to pretend to be a

{^XjJicemen.

] jj indiflerent to the rain.

^ 1 ^ Lj ** counterfeit a label.

] ?^ igiiorant aijd rash, head-

strong.

3iE ^ 1 ^ such utter rudeness

and frowardness.

I ^ to brave danger.

^5 1 ^ ^ ''^ exposed himself

in the battle.

"F i ^ 1 ['^^ s""] over-

shadows this lower world.

1 lii ?J5
eiii'ttL-d spontaneously.

M 1 SL ^ t'> t-ike a slight cold.

^ ]
not wishing to know the

truth ; desi^K-'rate, set in evil.

to willfidly insult another.

is is often written like the

miu' To rise and overflow ; to

leak, as a chimney ; to spurt

out.

TK I til ^ t'l'' water runs over.

] ^ the sap or gum oozes out.

1 i^ ft ^^^ steam comes up.

] j[g the smoke comes out.

1 Hi ^ tK '''*' water is leaking

throush.

Envious dislike at the ex-

cellence or pros|)erity of an-

other ; ill-will .111(1 jealousy.

1 M W I? -> i^i'e I'at^d

her with jealous dislike.

|I|^> A cap or head covering of

rH '""^y '^''*'^'
;

""''* **" imposition,

vuiu' as a price ab.)ve the real.

1 it a hat-shop.

^ ]
a summer hat.

1 -^ a hal, cap, turban, or bonnet.

3^j[ J^. I
a cap with a red fringe.

^ ] a winter cap.

.^ ^ 1
official cap of the Ming

dynasty.

^ ]
a cloth ho<xl.

if'j^fia^.l ^I'c loves to

wear the high hat ;— 1. e. he

loves praise.

§^ ] a jiencil cap.

$A Jk. 1 "J" ^ leather hat-shaped

target, three feet high, uhot at

by horsemen.

nordinate desire for, covet-

ous.
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M
Old sounily mi In Cnnfon, mi and mat ;

— in Swnlnn', nio and mi ; — «« Amoi/, h& and mi"; — in Fukchau,

mall, ini6, and mieh ;
— in Shanijhtti^ mi and mo ; — in Chiju^ me.

An unnntliOiizerl cliaractcr, pro-

bably derived from ^ /u-ccious

or ^ A'/e/-, and "X" cli'dd.

lii Ciintonesa. To carry a child

jiickapack, like a ))a[)<K)Sn ; to

back or slMuliIor aiiytluiig ; an

interrogative word.

I
^' to carry a baby on the back.

1 ^ •'' pack-wrapper.

1 _L ^ to take the respoiisibi-

iity of a thing.

^ ]
isitao?

From inonlh and sheep ; the first

f()rm is antique.

" Tlie bleating of sheep.

^ )
a sheep, kid or lamb.

] ^ the cry of sheep.

The eyes crossing ; squint-

eyed ; in the Western Hia,

)^ ] was a local term for

necromancers.

In Cantonese read md(^ An
interrogative pronoun, who, whatj

how ? before a negative, why,

wherefore ; a diminutive quantity

;

a person.

1U|- ] ^ what is its name ?

^; 1 A »ot many persons.

35 I
a term for servant boys.

^ ]
Mr. Such-an-one.

•^ ] PJg, what is iti

Sa ] M ^ '^ you must come
in anywise.

^ 1 ^ ^ fti why don't you
do it I

iiiiii

Old sound, mak. In Canton, m&k ; — in

^^^ Composed of ^ coining and ^
a .yirutit^ becau.^e it is sown in

autumn ; it is the 19'Jtb radical

of characters relating to wheat.

Wheat, or the grain with

an awn, of which there are several

sorts ; it belongs to metal.

M 1
<'r ;/»; I

barley,

ii^ 1
'"

jtti ] li^ oatmeal.

3 ^ 1
"'' ,^ 1

buckwheat.

I ^ wheat harvest.

] ^ wheat sprouts, used in

soups.

ij§
)

winter wheat

I iS ? or
1 ?i bran.

3^ 1
or gi] ] to reap wheat.

1 it ? wl^eat chaff.

tr' From beast and hundred ; occurs

i El >vrongly used for the next.

no' A tribe of ancient aborigines

on the north, in the valley

of the River Hwai, and after in
'

the Ortous country
;

quiet, settled

like a firm and just government
;

silently.

Swa*ow^ be, mc, and tuek ; — iti Amoy^ bek
;

in Shantjhaiy m«k ;
— in Chi/n^ mah.

I

m.^ \ ^%n^ although

]

llie barbarians of the south and

north may act so.

; 1 ;f ^ ^ ^ [like the]

ignorant savages, who do not

know the lules of a state ;
— said

of inexperienced people.

it ^^ '0 the fame of his vir-

tue silently grew.
1

R^

i

Sometimes written like the last.

The Malacca tapir (Tapirus

nuilai/anus), which the Chi-

nese say was found in Sz'-

ch'uen, and is still found

in Yunnan ; they describe

' 7' ' it as hke a bear, with a

black and white body, able

to eat iron and copper, and
having teeth that fire cannot

burn ; it has the nose of an
elephant, eye of a rhinoceros, head

of a hon, hair of a wolf, and feet

of a tiger ; a distorted figure of it

was anciently drawn on screens as

a charm.

— in Fuhchau, mah, mek, and puk ; —

Ytxt A rai.sed path going east and

I M 5 ^^est which divides fields ; a
mo' street going through a mat-

ket-place ; a road.

I _tl on the street.

^ I
a market-street.

1 5& A a rude fellow, a stranger ;

one who treats you coldly.

] ^ A a complete stranger.

IW.
The !£ I

is described to be

the offspring of an ass and a
mo'' cow

;
probably a misprint.

To get on a horse ; to leap

on a horse's back.

] j^ to spring over ; to pass,

like a Hash.

3 E 1 12 ^ — M »nder the

fieecy clouds see that leaf [of a

shallop] skipping over the waves.

Small rain ; misty dew that

^, soaks everything.

] ^ drizzling rain ; applied

to imperial favors.
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From flesh and dispersing

streams ; the other forms are

less cumiuou.

The pulse, Uio IJockI run-

ning ill the veins ; streaks or

veins in wood ; water courses

in the ground ; argument of

tiiougiit, the idea running

through ; a line of succes-

sion ; descent, parentage.

I
or ^ I

or Jg: ) to feel the

pulse.

] i^ philosophy of the pulse.

jpj ^ If ]
where did your family

ufiue irom t

IIIO'

r

uki.

1 (IS ft J^ '-'"^ veins run into

each other ; — met. the streets

all lead into one another.

5l!j ] to hit a pulse ; the Chinese

think an enemy can destroy

health in this way.

^ 1 signs and streaks in the

earth, marked by geomancer.s,

indicative of internal water

courses, which harmonize with

the crops and health of a place.

— j ifij 3!j5 ''n mibroken descent.

/^ ] to enter upon the argument,

to assume the point.

] P^ the pulse in the wrist.

m.

iitie/t'

UFA.

To look around one, to take

a survey of; U> look at each

olh( r, to ogle.

1 1 ^ 1^ l§ tl«fy looked

at each other, but could not

converse.

ylialliiw water ; sh.illows, ,

strands.

M 1 ^t ^K '''" mountain

stream.^ rii)ple over the stones.

Pebljly ; hard, solid.

] l^jf small stones; shingle.

Did toundtK, mci, mi, raai, mile, mit, anil met. In Canton^ miii nnd mi ; — in Swatow, bai, bue, mui, mue, mi, and mBn ;
—

in Amvy, miii", bi, bun, mo", uiid mai" ;
— in Fuhchuu, mui, mi, rawi, inwoi, me, ugwoi, and mciig ;

—
in S/ia»gliai, mc ;

— »« Clii/u, mci.

From tree and e'irh as the

phonetic.

„„,, A general name for plums,

prunes, and the the buUace
;

the flowering almond.

^ I
sour plums

;
pickled plums.

1^^ \
the tree strawberry or ar-

butus. {.Uijriva scipidu.)

^ I ^ a bubo, from the re-

semblance to the fruit.

I ^ the plum bumper, n.trae of a

cup drank after weddings.

\ ^ the Plum Kange lyiTig be-

tween Kiangsi and Kwangtung.

I JJ a poetical name lor the

tenth m(X)n.

^- ] marriageable.

) j
downheartetl, mourning.

) l5W t2 SS '1"^ I'l"'" ^'^"ds as

the first of flowers.

\ ^ suumier rain.

1 72 "^ 1^ lean as a prime Hower,

refers to a girl coming of age.

] ^ tlje Prunm lomentosa.

8^?f The meat on the brea.st, be-

^5f* tween tiie mouth and heart.

»'««'« It 1 l^ or 2lSl >6 ^ a

brisket of pork.

The cakes of leaven, called

fg -^ wine mother, used in

' fermenting the grain before

distilling; they are also call-

ed ^ ^ or the intermediate

barm, because they produce

the result of fermentation or

leaveuuig.

A general name for berries, as

blackberry, [xstentilla, rasp-

^wei berry, or other edible kinds.

] ^ moss or lichens cover-

ing damp walls.

jf£ ]
one name for the strawberry.

SS ?^ 1 ]
'•I"' green herbage

by the streams.

^ I
a kind of red sour rasp-

berry.

/fC 1 a berry like the raspberry

jit Fuhchaii.

jjfl* Summer rains, humid v/osstb-

r^^ er ; damp, moldy, miWewod

;

jWiei to mildew. i

'& 1 M '-''•^ ''"ins of July.

'

1 JH spoiled by damp and mold.
|

I ^ ruined from damp.

^ ]
turned moldy.

m
From ijem and veined.

The
I 3[^ is a bright red

sparkling gem, jjerhaps pre-

cious garnet, from whence

the red rose has its name.

1 i%i flil
•'*''•'' of roses.

Read jiwfrt or ^min, but only

written like the second. The strire

in an agate or jade ; an orange

colored jas[)er, called J|| | which

was once worn ou the girdle by

scholars..

m.

m]

A small tree, a shrub ; the

stalk of a shrub; a cane, a

switch or stick ; a gag ; a

classifier of rings, coins,

seeds, fruit, nails ; one of,

each.

a gag held inside the mouth.

|g I
to guess by throwing the

fingers, the game of morra.

^ ]
iiow many < — as plums.

—
I ^ one nail

1 1^ Jd E 'o ca.st lots among

the worthy officers.

1 ] cl(jsc and fine work, stud of

temples.
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From water and not ; it is also

t^yj^ used for jj^, and read ivi*

^mei Name of a stream ; and of a

town in the state of Wei
'

1^, now K'i hien ^ j^ in

the north of Honan ; indistinct

;

dark ; a small star near the Dip-

per.

to gather wheat in the norlh

of Mei.

Also read hwui ' To wash the

face.

The old form represents the et/e

and the /lairs above it.

jmtri The eyebrows ; old, aged
;

edge of a well.

B^ I
or

I ^ the eyebrows,

jj^ ]
arched eyebrows.

1 TS @ ^ beantiful eyes.

jWt
I

;;p ^ contracted eyebrows,

.scowling, rueful.

'
] ^+( a prefecture on the River

Min above Kia-ting fu in Sz'-

ch'iien.

^ ;§
I

Lao-t,sz' eyebrows, — a

kind of fine bl.tck tea.

i35
I
^ the crescent, or young

moon.

J5^ 1 ^ ^ 'f" ^^ much danger as

if my eyebrows were singeing.

] ^ eyebrows which indicate

long life, being bushy and long.

Jbi^ ] % that he might get

long life.

] ]^ beautiful eyes and brow.

^ 1 Pi ^ i" high spirits, jolly.

] 53 & S white hairs between

jthe eyes denotes the urna, a

mark of every Budha, out of

which light radiates through

every universe.

M From Kioorf and eyebroto. .

The lintel of a door or win-

dow.

^ \
a timber in the eaves.

^ 3^ f^ P^ ] to bear a daugh-

ter is like a lintel, — as it allows

e.xit and entrance into other fa-

milies when she marries.

A famous peak, the ^ ] [Jj

in Kiating fu in the center of

Sz'ch'uen near the Ta-tu

River, in a district of the

same name.

Like the next ; also read ju'^i.

Fine and drizzling, as rain
;

the bank of a stream.

1 1^ M * ^1'^"' drizzling

rain.

] ;)|fC
the edge of the water.

From water and eyebrow.

The brink of a stream
;
plants

growing thick and tangled

aloiio' the edge of a pool or

I \^ a lake in Hunan.

I J^ Ijl]^ a district in the center

of Kweicheu.

^Jr^i^ Al£7K^ 1
theman

of whom I speak is on the river's

margin.

rt|? A district town in Fung-

clpi* tsiang fu in the southwest of

j?/(<'i Shensi, lying on the River

Wei ; name of an old town

in Lu.

-l^S From "^ woman and ^ to con-

J j/tK^ •'«/' contracted ; occurs used for

.tm'i W obscure.

A go-between, an arranger of

marriages ; to covet ; a jjerson or

cause which produces an effect.

I ^ an old woman who settles

matches.

1^ I
to remunerate go-betweens.

] A <" f^ 1
a matchmaker.

^ I
an attraction, an inducement

g ]
to interfere, to thrusc one's

self forward.
(^

^mpm^i^Z ] 4fc he

who is praised and loved gives

occasion for sycophants to act.

The first movement of the

foetus.

1 Id ^ quicken ; a quicken-

ed womb. V

] ^
fat and strong, lusty ; ;

good looking. ,,^ I

m

iHS* '^°*''
'

''***'' charcoal, embers

;

i/s^C f^^ssil coal.

jWk'i tj^
1 S(K)t.

*K 1 ^ tinder, punk.

® 1 °'' •S 1
anthracite coal.

] ^ brimstone.

lis ]
or f^ ]

soft or bituminous

coal.

I ^ a coal-depot.

jt0 I
lampblack, collected to make

india-ink.

1 3^ coal balls ; made of coal-

dust and clay.

^ I
a pai)er match to hold fire.

J ^ charcoal ; it is burned from

chestnut and willow.

IS 1
<" J4 I

to dig coal.

1 'K -S J^'t ; fossil lignite.

^"H* A sacrifice or special worship

cj|ly|v held by the emperor in the

^me'i spring to supplicate heaven

for a son.

Also read jmio.

To cut, to pare off, to slice

or divide up ; to cut open, to

dissect.

] ^ p$- $$ ^ now most par-

ticularly admonish you.

A door-ring having two locks

bolting the door in it ; a

dog-chain.

^ "g
I

the double ring

on a shepherd's dog.

P^ ]
a door-ring; a lock

with rings on the bolt.

From black and sma/l as tlio

phonetic.

jWieV Moldy or black sjiots appear-

ing on things soaked in the

rain ; dirty, grimed s|X)ts on the

face ; spoiled ; to dot with ink.

^ jf: « m 1 1 4 oW farm-

ers are usually sunburnt and

have grimy faces.

]
^swarthy.

Similar to the next.

Ji\ A small delicate woman;
'm& elegant, handsome.

7i
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From ^p sheep aud y^ great

beneath it, tlie largest animal
being the b st.

Toothsome, delicious, savory;

beautiful, as a woman ; excellent

;

good-looking ; well ; happy ; to

delight in, to esteem ; to commend.

] A •'' F^tty girl ; a belle.

j %, well-flavored.

1 ^ rertllo lands.

] ^ a delicate dLsh, sumptuous.

] g, handsome, winning.

S| ] elegant, ornate.

|g I
to prai.se, to extol.

I
4* ^ J£ ^'* happiness is in-

comi)lete.

~* ^ 1 ^ * g'^od intention, a

kind thought.

"f^ 1 tj jlfa
'ly adniired man is

no longer here.

1 1^ ^ pT ^ e" inexpressibly

happy.

1 S or ;A; j @ America ) con-

tracted from :^ iS 1 3^ ^
-^ ^ P the United States of

America

» .^^ The original form represents the

"iik gr'iss springing in a tangled way.

'met A distributive particle, each,

every, each one, any one;

constantly, always j although ; to

desire.

I J||f each time.

] 1 in jit •'• '•'* "sually so, it is

ever thus.

]
— -jil: ;^ each att'air, or item.

yRl ffl 1 1
<'''^<=h field is alike

fertile.

1 ^ A ^ lie is always imjiosed

iijjon.

^ ]
all of us — who are here.

1 fl9 H jJC '^^'^^ o"o [.sells for]

three casli.

) A p'**"!* 'uai> ; every person.

From ice or water and do not

;

the second form is most used."^]
'i

' To defile, to foul, as with

dirty wat« ; it polite Ian.

guage, to annoy, to request, I

to ask a favor of. I

^ ]
to intreat of.

] J£ to be obliged for, to ask a

kindness of.

J§ II 1 f^ ^ lio"' c»n y*>" *!«-

file me ?

The second is also read ^lukn-

Flowing water.

JrI ?JC ] 1
the river current flows

smoothly by.

^i From wontnn and not yet.

JV A younger sister ; a sister ;

viei' an old namo of the capital of

Cheit-sin, now K'i in Wei-
hwni fu in the north of Ilonan,

still rotaineil in the vilhige of.
] ^

near Shansi.

>J» ] or ] ]
one's sister.

^ ] hiJf sister on a father's side.

51 1
brothers and sisters.

^ ]
a woman's marri£.ge ar-

rangements ; the last diagram,

meaning finished, ended.

^ I
your sister.

^ I
female cousins of different

surname.

1
^or

1
^or

1 ifu'yora
younger sister's husband.

In Cantoiiese. A girl; a woman.

1 fj* * girl, usually one bought.

^ ]
a servant-girl

j^ ] a blind songstress.

^ ^ I
the tanka boat-women.

pJU, Frh'rom day and not yet.

No smi ; dark, obscure, diffi-

.u!i ' cult to distinguish things
;

perfidious ; the mind not

clear about a thing.

^ I
clear and bright ; trans-

parent

I ^ and
I ^ dawn and dusk.

I ^ or ] t^io go against con-

science, to deceive one's heart.

3. 1 flt i)IC d^otes mental energy,

eliciting the real fire, and thus

repressing disease or pain ; — a

trick of thr Bationalists.

1 1 IS .S ;i I have deeply

pondered oii it

m.

) An ogre or demon brute of

tile woods ; a brownie, with a
man's face and f«ur legs.

/ i From demon and hair; similar to

y the last.

The manes of a thing ; a
gnome which beguiles people

into danger.

T(>rtoise-.shfll.

ifl ] '"'5$
I

the precious

lorloisc cr turtle shell; mjir-

liled, clmided, liko shell.

1 ^ SE .® the inaibled

garou[>a. {Serranus megachir.)

R-.-ad m to' A kind of cover

for a scepter or signet, used in

ancient limi.'s by llio monarch ia

some way to test the batons of the

princes.

•1 A kind of le.ither buskin of

soldiers ; a j)lant used lo dye
niei ' purple.

) Troni uo'iian aud eyebivw.

Smirking, ogling, smiling,

niiii' attractiva ; to speak soft

words ; to adulate ; to Uatier

;

sycopliantic; dalliance, blandish-

ment ; passionate glances ; to think

of lovingly.

K I
seductive, alluring,

g ]
to toady, to flatter.

& i. ] J' mSi ^.!^ the

ruler's favortcs go with him to

the chase.

]^ 'j fascinating, exciting love.

^ I
to stick to one for base ends.

JS 1 -3$ f$ t''Py ^•'"'k fondly of

their wives.

] ^ the mincuig gait of a pretty

woman.

In Cantonese. To close ; to

purse up the mouth ; to keep still.

From clothes and to divide.

A sleeve, along whose edges

ladies display embroidery

;

to draw back llie sleeve ; to

open out.

nwi
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^ ] to take leave of one.

J2 1 to seize the sleeve, as at

meeting a friend to detain him.

I

fucius] made his right sleeve

short, that he might easily at-

tend 10 business.

m ] to roll up the sleeve.

' From an old Ibnn of ^ to dream

and ^ not yet,

**' To rest from labor and doze

;

to sleep ; to lose one's ideas.

^ Hff '7 1
""easy- disturbed sleep.

M ^ •jS 1
rising early and late

to bed.

I 7jC .§ 3§ to (live under water
' and lay a wall ;— met, hard

' labor. {Cantonese,^ .

^ ] to dreaio^ I

|§ ] to nod, to pretend to sleep.

f§ ] :^ ^ I lie down undressed,

and am sighing constantly.

Fiom grain and black.

Grain injured and mildewed

by the rain ; smutty grain,

covered with black spots.

To feel with the band.

me'i

'

Anxiety causing illness

;

disease induced by care

;

' fading, as color of a dress.

m w B fs M n '& 1

as I longingly think of my
lord, it makes my heart ache.

] sick from vexation aud mul-

tiplied cares.
^

Dust ; dusty.

I ]
the air full of dust.

^M ^ iO 1 the misty

fog is thick as dust.

w
met '

Color blind ; unable clearly

to distinguish the various

colors.

j^ I
dimness of vision pre-

venting one discriminating

colors.

' Interchanged with //uA, ^ , and
more in nse, but the two are

somewliat unlike.
ei

The eyes growing long sighted

through age ;
to see dimly ; long in

time ; vanishing, passing off, as an

indistinct sight ; to eye askance.

I gff the morning light, when
one looks up and thinks.

Old lowtds, mn and mnt. In Canton, mau j — in Swatow, uiau, niong, mo, m''6, and boj — in A mot/, bo and bau ;
—

in h'ulii-han, mau, mou, mu, and maiu ;
— in Shanghai, vnit, 'ni, and mo; — in Chi/u, mu.

From ii'ords and certain.

A stratagem, a device, an
"*" artiticc ; to plot, to make

plans ; to obtain ; to ponder,

to deliberate, to consult with

;

to contrive.

1 § to plot against

^ ] a cunning scheme.

^ 1 or
1 ^ to plan how to

,
get a living.

1 R or
1 ^ to cabal ; traitor-

1 oils plots.

] Bg a plan, a stratagem.

If i£.A^:*:i£5;thepian.'
ning is with man, but the com-
pletion is v/ith Heaven.

] ^ to meditate carefully on.

]
'^ to be acquainted with, to

see or mark one's features.

] ^ to lay [schemes to get

people's wealth

I ^ to contrivo or compass a
murder. ^

^ A 1 to consult with others.

@ ] to contrive, to plan.

^ ]
the contriver of a plot.

1 j^ a clever adviser, like Ahi-

Ihopel.

A species of spider the jj-jj j ,

an Epeira, otherwise called

:^ !^ $^ or grass spider,

which weaves its nest on

plants ; its web is regarded

as no.xious.

^ The character is thought to re.

present a three clawed lialbord,

sucli as were stuck in chariots
;

'leu it forms the UOth radical of

1(10 characters denoting spears.

A lance with a narrow head

;

a spear.

TS "te 1 M the spear and shield

oppose each other ;— i. e. it is a
self-contradiction, a solecism.

5c ] star 13 in Bootes.

] It spears aud javelins.
\

»Aj From T~ ox and [J mouth above

(
'
\ V to represent breath ; iuterchang-

mcu fi'' *^'''' '1'^ °^-''' '""'•

To low, to bellow; to usurp,

to incroach on ; to surpass ; to

like ; to double ; a vessel in temples

to hold grain ; barley ; a weevil

;

the pupil of the eye.

I fIj to get gain.

] gj^ a fly which eats the blade

of grain ; met. thieves, blacklegs.

] l{^ to low ; the lowing of kine.

^ I
to usurp.

4* 1 Wk '" K'ai-fimg fu is the

old
I

jH"!, a small feudal state

in Honan.

5§ ^ JSJS ] conferring on us the

wheat and barley.

Barley ; also called J^ ^,
or great wheat.

meu
I ^ barley ; it can either be

cooked for food, or vinegar

can be made of it, or sweetmeats.

«*

-*•
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tt^ The pupil of the eye ; the I

iWr eye
j

j«(e« B^
] a bright eye.

'

I ~f tlie apple of the eye.

1 "F ^ ffi f§ '-'le ^y^ cannot

play the liyixwrite.

^#i^ ] ¥ Yao and Shun
both had a double iris.

^ I
a fixed eye, as when watch-

ing narrowly.

all parts of the body, there is

none more excellent than the

pupiL

Small bushy plants.

1 ^ ^ ^ liliaceous plant

meu found in damp places, with

eiisiform leaves and red

flowers ; the roots are warm like

sweet flag, and are made into a

ix)wder.

E% Equal, of the same sort or

class ; to accord with.

i>'ieu
] ^ to exert great effort

jS. 'if* 'te 1
'1"''}' ^^ utterly

dissimilar.

ja ^ -^ 1
'"J' things are not

made alike

^M AM ] M ^ the nn-

equiil ix'rtaiiis to man, bnl Hea-
ven has things in harmony.

Alfe* An enormous crab, called jig

iS'T' 1 > so big that it can nip a

jW/eM tiger
;

lierhajxs a gigantic

cuttle-fish is alluded to.

^^ An old name for Ting-yuen

( >^p* hien in the northern part of

^mea Yunnan wiis
] ;H| ; it ky on

a small tributary of the

Yangtsz' River ; this was one of

., the wild tribes which helped Wu
Wang against the Shang dynasty,

and perhaps the name has been

retained ui its old location.

An iron pan or boiler ; a
bin case or plating inside

of a cap to protect the head.

^ ] a kind of helmet with

« flaring rim. ^^.
'.

meu

'lliU

t -^j* . Krom KJOorf and 'reet, «n old

^?fc^ form of f^ the «oiir plum : tlie
|

(
!• contracted form Ulike .'j' J^ '

J^ j

private.

|

Sour fruit ; a certain person
\

or thing, used when its name
is unknown, or respect or cau-

tion forbids the use ; and also for I

;

used as a blank, by writing one or

more of the contracted form in-

stead of the characters which are

to be filled in.

] ^ ] 3 such a month and day.

\ M ^^ did it ; who did it ?

] A a certain jxjrson, that party.

^J* I
to emphasize a passage by

J
adding — ]^ ] a row on the

^ side of the column, equivalent to
' capitalizing it.

] (pj ^ ^ what does such an

one do 1

] A 2JS nobody has come. (Can-

tonese.)

•? # -^ 1 ^ ^*li'*=h [^I'sy *lo

you. Sir, like best ?

'ttS

m
fr*^f "\ From ffl Jie/U and ^ eac/i a)-

' A Chinese acre, which has

varied at different ages,

and now varies in diflFerent

im provinces ; it measures 2-10

square ^, which makes

733J square yards, or C.G 'meu

equal to an English acre ; but in

fact, it takes 4.700 jit Aiuoy, G at

Shanghai, and G.Cl further north;

the average is 6 to G. 1 'itieu to an

English acre ; fields, arable land
;

in the fields ; to mark out fields.

~
I ;^ an acre of gromid.

i^ 1
Uixable fields.

] ^ a cidtivated terrace.

K 1 ® H iay'"g o"t tl>e fields

and collecting the revenue.

^ BR P3 ] not to cultivate the

fields.

^ 1 :'5r |g jist a small half-

acre fish-pond.

3S ^ IBk + 1 the mulberries

stretch on for acres.

Kj*om ox and <^orth.

riie male of quHfirupeds and

H'C'i of a tew )ilanls. — .seldom of'

'//(« bird.< ; a bidl ; a stallion : a

screw or boll : pari of a

Chinese lock which slides in ; a

piston.

3^ I
female and male.

(^ IM ^ \
while I present this

itoblo bull.

1 fi^^-h^ large variety of the

camellia, so named from a like-

ness to the Chinese jjeony
I -f^

^ "^ ^ S 1
ll»e hen pheas^t

cries to her mate.

P^ I
bolt of a door.

1 W 1^ the four steeds were

strong.

Cl »jt 1 From liii liltorfoot and mother.

jHt [ i'he thumb; the great toe.

^ \ an odd or si.xth thumb
or toe.

;^ I ^ the thmnb.

To look at closely ; to go

with the hcatl low, as near-

sighted i)eople do ; to look

down ; dim, indistinct vision

;

disheveled, as hair ; dull,

ignorant.

^H 1 ^ '^ confound right

iiid wrong.

1 i& sight confused and wearied,

j j ^ timid, bashful, afraid to

look in the face.

^ @ B$ 1 '^Y^ obscured with

tears.

Read mtiJi, Hard to see at night.

^ I
night blindness.

The part of a dress above the

girdle, a waist ; long ; a

stretch from north to south.

7^ 1 ^R ^ he wears a loiig

gown.

^ 1
the entire extent of a region,

the four points of the comjviss.

5£ 1 ^ + M [the raomitain]

stretched along from north to

south scores of miles.

^
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- | I *-) Ki'oni i^lant aiidjloufis/thif/.

/Ji^ Exuberant, thrifty foliage,-

ineit' rtoiirishiiig. higbly developed.

w»ai<' a high rank or quality ol'-.

elegant, tiue, a term of praise

often used in names ; to exert,

to endeavor after ; healthy, vigor-

ous, strong; a group of five persons

:

used for grain when ripe.

I
^ luxuriant, e.Nuberaut.

] ^ or 1 ^ numerous, as pro-

geny-

] ^ fine, varied talents.

"fi ] W ^ "<'"^ y*'"' wicked-

ness is rampant.

^ I
beautiful verdure or foliage.

r" \ jE S. f^ he sedulously culti-

vated his virtue.

MEU.

l-^f 1 Vrnin /br^s' and dfi-l.

^^^ Lii.xuriant, as a forest: an

meu <ild name for the /fc iK. which

probably refers to the quince

rather than the papaya.

rY I - I Kni:ii tuxui-iuid and lieurl ; oc-

y^7^ ours interchanged with the last

i\U\ and the next.

men'
,

To exert one s mind ; force ot

pur|K)se ; to be or make great ; high

principled ; energetic ; to labor

strenuously ; luxuriant.

•f* 1 75 f^ ^ *"' convinced how

great is your virtue.

] fi^ earnest etibrts to correct

wliiit is wrong.

Jd 1 1 'K *" IJersoiis of great

merit, he gave great rewards.

l-

Old sounds, m.ii, mei, aiid mi. In Canton, mei, mi, and ui ; — in Swatow, mi, hi,

t« Fuhc/iau, mi, p'i, mo, and ne ;
— in Shanghai, mi ;

-

^J. ® ® M I& 1
[Shun] was

never discomposed in the most

terrible thunder storm.

From ^ bow and ^ a seal

contracted.

^iid A bow discharged ; to shoot

an arrow ; to reach every-

where, to [)ervade ; to prevent,

to close up, to stop ; to complete ;

full, universal ; an adjective of

comparison like ^ more, still

;

long ; distant, prolonged.
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? -il 1 '^ how skillful you are J

] j+l
K Iwrge prefecture in the

'

Jiorthwest of Sz'ch'uen on the

Riv.M- Min.

To barter, to exchange, to

deal ; to do business, to carry

«(«((.' on commerce.

vMo' ^ I
commercial dealings.

I ^ trade, interchange of

articles.

] ] obscure vision ; unciilight-

ened and callous.

15'
Name of a city and regioti

iu the Han dynasty, now oc-

cupied by Ningpo prefecture,

esjiecially the districts of

Fuug-hwa and Tsz'-yii.

From to <jo and rice ; it can easily
|

be confounded with shnh, jjt to

mirnite.

To deceive, to delude ; to

bewitch, to fa.scinate ; con-

fused, {M.'rturl»d ; stupefied, be-

clouded ; blinded, as by vice ; mad
after, infatuated ; besotted by.

1 W, Jeeeived by, seduced.

] eJIj pjjt infatuated by, fooled,

out of one's mind, bewildered.

i^
I ;^ ^ de<ad to all remon-

strance.

1 tS A P to bewitch and carry

off or induap [jeople, — as by

cozening and charms.

J^ ^ 2^ I
to depart utterly

from i,i proper demeanor.

I ^ S^ fir
^o carelessly mislay

a thing.

jl I
crazed, possessed.

1 i j^ j^ a '•hick shade ; over-

cast, cloudy.

I Jg' out of the right road,

it 1 ^ M' stolidly and willliilly

dull.

^ ] mad after riches.

i

and ni ;
— in Amoy, bi, bo, and^;^^

in Chi/u, mi.

I j
in a small degreeT

1 Mi ^ Maitreya, the expected

J5u<llja, who already controls

the Budhist faith, and is believed

by some to have been incarnate

in Ujetar ; his name is explain-

ed by j^ J^ the compassionate

] 5 very many,

j 5§; still further.

] ^ a month old.

] ^ to patch up, to disguise, to

screen from.

I ^ ^ jg the patch is too

small.

] j/^ to nxi charms or take pre-

cautions against evil.

•ffl) ;^ ] ]^ this doctrine con-

stantly' grows more exalted to

my muid.

# If 1 M 'i!i
may you [O king,]

complete all your years 1

M A plant called ^ | whose

leaves resemble elm seeds,

iiu growing in pairs ; it may be

allied to the Buuhinia; an-

other description says the seeds

are red and edible, and that a

pleasant soup can be made by

boiling the twigs and adding rice

to the broth ; the bark can be

made into cordage.
j ,

'--\

A vast expanse of waters.

jpj ;}C ] ]
wide aud full

mi is the Kiver.

jp ]
an ocean-like waste of'

waters.

;^ ] ^ P( the ford is fall to

overflowing. , ^^
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A she monkey.

] ^5^ a moukey of any sort.

""
1 ^t ¥^ 'lie monkey peacli,

a drupaceous fruit common in

Nganhwui, resembling the peach

in 8ha[>e and seed, firm flesh, and

rather harsh ; the leaf is like the

persimmon ; in Honan it is called

M S jg what is it like i .

A fawn ; it is also applied

til the new-born young of

other quadrupeds.

] ^ skins or furs of uu-

yeaned fawns or lambs.

^ ® 1 50 [in hunting.] do not

take the young or the eggs.

H From deer and rice or ^^ ^ *^^~

ccive contracted.

A large species of deer with

a short neck, that frequents

marshy woods in herds ; the de-

scription likens it to the elk ; a

grassy place on the banks of a riv-

er ; the plain brown deer (Jiusit

Swiiihoii ) of Formosa.

^^^ 1 '^^ cattle, elks, and

stags hid themselves — in the

wood.

\ ^ elk's horns, deemed inferior

to deer's horns in efficacy.

1
^astag.

IP ]
an ugly awkward person.

jg 1^ j^ ] like those who live

on the river's bank.
!

A kind of rose called ^ )

resembling the cumamon
rose.

ornament to autumn is the

Angelica flower.

Rice gruel, thin congee

;

macerated, dissolved by the

action of fire or water

;

scum ; entirely.

] 5P?
'<* boiled to congee.

1 in Iwiled to a pulpy mass

;

met. harassed, a.s by destructive

wars ; oppressed, harried to

death.

ML

] ^ extravagant waste.

@ ^ 1 {^ '^^^ ^^^^ i^ utterly

ruined.

^ 1& M \ ^ scum floats on the

top after boiling. ( Cantonese.)

/j» jj^ an utter destruction.

Used for the last.

Boiled to pieces ; entirely

macerated ; consumed, des-

troyed, as a people by op-

pression.
I

A halter for an ox ; to tie

up ; to ally, to bind to one.

^ 1 ^ i^ bound by a

strong alliance.

A kind of liquor, called j^
I
made from grivin by dis-

tillation, and drank without

straining ; it resembles dou-

ble-brewed malt ; the name is de-

rived from a small yellow rose.

\

m From P

'Tfi rice.

net covers things.

a net contracted, and

intimating the way a

Universal, around ; to enter

and go all about ; deep ; rash,

venturesome.

J^ ] a state in the Han dynasty

lying near the present Kokand,

1 iW Iwt 1§ "' ''"^ deei)est fear

and distress-

'* The character represents four

(/rains on the figure "x* ten ; it

forms the lltUh radic.il of charac-

ters relating to rice, its growth

and uses.

Kice after it is hulled ; small

grains of other plants, even in-

cluding millet, maize, and grass ; a

seed, a kernel ; food ; small things

like rice, as j^ ]
Sophora flowers,

or JU ]
dried prawns.

t]y J
or ^ ]

canary seed, the

grain of yellow millet. (Setaria.)

\ ^ rice flour.

Ji 1 ?g popped rice.

] ^ white sores growing on the

side of the nail.

H 1 or ^ ^ j saga

ML

^I ^ 1
red rice.

^^ 1
he's not worth his rice.

/J? ^ ] f^ he does not even know
the price of rice ;

— inexperien-

ced.

] ^ the Curculio or weevil.

^ ] '^ a nickname for one who
hulls rice.

— ^ ~
]

two kernels in one

glume.

%^ \ in ^ ['" famine] a grain

of rice is like a pearl.

^ \ % Bk ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^
spoiled.

] -^ a straw color.

clever wife even cannotmake con-

gee without rice ; the last three

words also mean gabble, blarney.

I |g allowance for table expenses.

@ 15 1
cochineal.

— (§ 1 one allowance of rice,

I. e. to graduates of the first

degree. {PcLinyese.)

Ill Cantonese, used for Do
not not.

f@ ^ don't do that yet

^ don't idle.

2j$ g wait a little, stop a

moment.

m From to laji and man or rice.

, To soothe, to pacify, to like

;

to settle, to establish.

1 $ 1^ © J!/ to rcBtoTe

II peace and [K;riH;tiuite the

plans— of my father.

1 ^ £ to quiet the seditious

trooi®.

m Sand or dust in the eye,

obscuring the vision ; the

nightmare.

] ^ an irritable tender

eye
;
granulations in it.

1 T ^ Bh ''' ^^'"'^ ^^^ "y*^

^ ^ ] g to winnow chaff blinib

ttie eyes.

E^-fe M ^^ ]
if yon get

to that dusty place, you cinnot

avoid getting your eyes blinded.
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From nol and hemp.

V^ Laid out, spread abroad,

'mi dispersed ; soldiers fleeing

and defeated ; to divide
;

overtunied
;

poured out ; not,

without, not having ; to implicate

in crime
;

profuse, showy, extrava-

gant ; small, i)etty, selfish.

] ]
slowly.

|ft
] ^ no waste of it.

1 H ^iF<S '" reflect on it each day.

5c & 1 *© the decrees of Hea-

ven are not fixed.

] ^ ^ SL to go with the fashion

of the multitude.

^ If} if 1 ^ I will divide it

with you.

1 S i^ $ showy and elegant

^ ]
prodigal.

\ ^ \ ^W% do not bring

your country into peril.

To feed an infantJjy baud,

-i^i-i to give it congee.

'?>

From millet and hemp.

^ A name for a variety of ^
^mei or small glutinous millet {Mi-

lium) of which spirit is made
;

it is now used chiefly in Chihli for

] .^ 7J5 the seed of the millet,

and is not so frequently applied to

the growing grain.

An important affluent of the

River Siangin Hunan, flow-

ing into it from the east near

Hang-shan hien ; it drains

a well watered region.

From fish and rice ; referring to

its granular appearance.

Fi.sli-spawn, called
| S^ in

some places, but more com-

monly ^ ^- or fish-young.

From shefp and breath issuing

fortb.

The bleating of a sheep,

now usually written fl^ ; a

famous man in the state of

Tsu.

C4I¥

35
P'rom bow and ear,

A bow without oniaments;

'mi at case, resting ; unbent, as

a bow ; to desist, to stop

;

to forget ; to destroy, to put down.

1 ^ ^ H ••" '^^"^P ^^OW'' ^^^

seditious and quiet the loyal.

?S 1 flt M ^^ remove the pre-

sent calamities.

] '^ ^ li'ilo .iround the moon.

Si. 1 .'^•1^ ^^'^ ivory-tipped bow
and shagreen quiver.

'5 ^ g ^ ;^ pt 1 .*§ ti'«

sorrows of my heart cannot be

repre.s.sed or forgotten.

] 5 l*"<li''ou.s ears.

^{^ ) From words and to mislead.

pUa A riddle, a conundrum, an
)«(' enigma ; to puzzle, to quiz.

] |§ a hint, a double en-

tendre.

tX ^S ]
puzzling writing put on

lanterns.

@ 1
°'' ^ 1 eoigraatical seji-

tencesL

Old sounds, mio .ant/ mok. In Canton, inin ;
— in Swatow, mio, ngio, Lie, and bio ;

—in-Ainoy, biao ; — tn Fuhchau,

miiSu ;
— in Shanghai, niio ;

— in Chifu, miao.

| I
* Vmm plant and afield.

c |i| The tender blade of herbs

jWiwo and grass, especially of grain

;

sprouts ; suckers ; descend-

ants, progeny; tlie issues of, tlie

outgoings ; an index, as the tongtie

of the health ; the emperor's sum-

mer hunt ; in Yuiman, IG cowries

made one miao.

1
^posterity.

^ ]
the pipe at the end of a

hose to direct the jet.

^ ]
paddy shoots.

I
-^ the Miaotsz' aborigines in

Kweichau ; they were anciently

described as men having wings

on their thighs, and ignorant of

all propriety.

^ I
are the s;ivage, and ^ |

the subdued, aborigines.

^ -J- -f" ] those ofiicers who
went to the hunt.

^"B
I

minnows, small fry.

J& E 1 |§ * worthy statesman

succeeded by his .son.

^ ;('{•
I

to lo^•e finery and dis-

play.

j^ Jtg I •j^ her style and figure

are both elegant.

^ ]
many ;

prolific, like shoots.

i^ 3 1
•'•'^'I'sli sprouts, used as

greens.

"S n >^ ^ 1 -i* *^''® "^"g"*-' '^

the exponent of the heart.

^ f^ I
unhappy, troubled,

grieved. {Shanghai.)

In Pekingese. The flame, as

of a Limp ; a blaze.

*K 1 >fe ^ t'^" '''™P
'^ '^ ^'s''-

^-H* To wind ofli silk 5 the friage

c'ppil attached to a flag.

J?/"'""
,mmo

HHh Light and beautiful, sylph-

like, bright eyed ; in Amoy,

^ \ means a strumpet,

but in Kiangsi the word has

.1 good meaning.

Silkworms just emerging

fiom their eggs.

1^ I
*"• iS & tlio worms

hatched out.

F] om handana blade t it is wrong-
ly used at Canton for tlie next.m̂

miao To trace, to limn, to draw
;

to design, to sketch, to out-

lina ; to copy paintings ; to strike
;

to throw away.
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W

] ^ to paint or sketch.

J ^ to gild ; to make pictures

ill gold, as on lackere<l-warc'.

^ ]
blue flowered, as jwrcelain.

] "M —• i^ take an exact copy.

1 f^ l" paint the eyebrows,

allmk's to conjugal love.

i& 1 ^ M Dl lli ^^« '"'"'• <=»"

dcliueale distant scenes.

1 ^ •>
\ ^ ^ ^" describe

well ; word painting.

, From et/e and/eio ; occurs used

1^ for j(^'' small.

*iiii(io One eye small or contracted

and deep snnk ; to look at

with one eye, or eyes drawn up
;

to glance at ; to t-ike aim ; small,

the fag end ; snbtle ; all, nothing

mnro or better.

] Ife Hi ^ one-eyed man can still

see.

1 $t "^y unworthy self.

I
»- g one-eyed ; a Cyclops.

iij ]
minute, very fine, delicate.

1 ^ W ^ most minute is this

single i»rson,— amid the vast

creation.

] ^ to aim at the target.

^ ]
tine, as the lines on a sector.

1 1 ^ 5|t >J» ? I ani insigni-

ficant, only a mere child.

t A rjX Occurs iiitercbanged with tlie last.

ff>9^ Minute, indi.stinct; dis.sipat^

'utiiio ing ; vanishing.

I ^ a notiiing, an atom.

^ JtS ,^ 1
l^"-' '"cense difluses

itself little by little.

*J|
r J From wnlfr and to glance at.

\*\/ The vast, dazzling, and in-

'luii.o distinct ai>i)earanco of the

ocean ; v.igiie, boundless .

] ^ confounding, misty ; hardly

the subject of proof, doubtful

and v.igue.

] ] :^ how boundless !

1 1 '^ ^ 18 ''"^^ inexplicable

are mv thuii<'hts I

C "^J-^ Formed of water thrice repeated.

Tj^^C The vastness of the .sea ; .sy-

'«;iV»o nonyraous with the last in

the phra.se
] ^ vast.

^M 1 H IP the wide sea is

not e.^silv crossed

'!'> t;

•"rom woml and/"

The tapering end of a tree

iitmo ur post ; a small branch ;

the limit of, the end of a
I year or season.

j^ ]
end of the year.

^ ] edge of the forest

I ^ ]
end of a branch.

] ^ the little end, as of a [XMt.

*1 .K The beard of grain ; minute
;

\^ a second in a degree; in tic-

'iiiiiio (iimi/s, a ten-thou.sandth, ne.\t

to /m-ii/i in a floffft.

i^ pt 1 .^ he counts the least

mite ; — avaricious.

'1'>

Read ^rVao

Small.

^|6 ] delicate, tender.

Alarmed.

.™ 1
frightened, as when

suddenly surprise<l.

From /)flint and nxpecl of.

A plant yielding a purple

'miao dye
;

iietty, contemptible,

small; far otf ; to slight, to

treat haughtily, to l<x)k down

on ; sur|)ercilious.

I jjg to dis(lain ; to look coldly.

i^ ] to disreg.ard, as a law.

:^ ]
to insult, to show contempt.

1 ^ to despise others.

1 1 ^A '^""' thiok-heiided ; also,

lieautifid.

EA A B") 1 i before a magnate,

one nnist rather slight him, ». e.

not lose one's self-possession.

From troman or somber and
Slim II : the second is used bv
Taoists to denote the profundity

) f of their doctrins.s.

J
An adjective of admiration

;

Witt'c' perfect, excellent, capital;

wonderful % subtle, mysteri-

ous, diflicult to fathom ; spiritual,

sniiernaturat ; to beautify ; to pene-

trate, as a spirit does what it is

supposed to inflnencc.

] y a fine att'air.

I 'If a capital scheme.

] ^ a fine thing, a rarity.

] ^ a skilled artist or physician.

] ^ a youth, a minor.

1 ^ •'* wonderful remedy, an ex-

cellent medicine,

jf^ ]
admirable, ingenious.

j ^ subtle or divine influence.

^ ]
surprisingly clever,

• -^ - "> From corerinff and to liave nn
aiulience ; tlie second is a coni-

inou contraction.

Frf^ ' I To honor the gods ; a t/>m-

/ftf J pie containing ancestors or

mitio' gods, a fane ; front hall of a

palace ; the Budhists u.se it

for the Sanscrit c/iuiti/a, and include

tombs, toi)es, and other objecls of

religioiLs worship.

^ I
or ^ 1

"" fincestral temple.

grand is tlie anci-stral h.ill,

wliieh our prince made.

^ I
the imperial ancestral tem-

ple.

jp^ I
an idol temple.

1^ I ^ ^ a ves-sel for a |ialacc
;— met. a likely, rising man.

1 ^ ;^ Jl (he government.

I ^ a bride's worship of her j

husband's ancesto.'s.

] Ut a sexton, a temple curator.

^ >Hj ]
a popular temple, one

uiuch frequented.

1 g^ the emiwior's temple name.

g ^ ^ ] the emiKTo'r's [lalaces

and temples.

^ I
to visit temples.

\ ^ temples of every kind.

In Pvkingeste. A fair, I)ecaU8e

thev are often held in temples.
,

to-morrow.

^ ]
to attend a fair.
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Old goundg, mit and met. /« Canton, mit ; — in Smi/ow, mi t anil bi ; — in A moy, biat ;"— »n Fuhehau, miok ; —
'i« Shanghai, mill ; — in CUi/u, iiiie.

Composed of gf /icnty et/es and

yj J^ 'lis ei-fiiin(/ liour, to inti-

iiticV ""''o t''9 sleepy feeling of a tired

laborer ; used with the noxt.

Not, without ; minute, worthless

;

to throw away, to discard ; to pare,

to scrape thin.

] jgg without manners.

^ 1 J£ Jif '^o ""* overlook merit

among tlie people.

1 .^' none at all.

A^- W\ 1 ^ wearied with toil

1 ^ to ^ he never uttered a

word.

I
If; uiiiiute stars, star-dust

A 'IB !5^ 1 '^'^ Inhabitants are

all extinct.

r* 1
*^*' yV .^'*^ mider tl»

VJjJ nicter xii/i, f^, d

From water and to dustrot/ ; the

original form, now disnsed ex-

cept as a primitive, is composed

;Iie Iiorary clia-

denoting com-

lilii'/l^
bastion going out at evening.

Destroyed by tire ; lire gone out

;

to exterminate, to cut otf ; to fini.sh

by destroying ; to put out, as a fire.

j iM. P''^ '*"'• ^^^'^ hmip.

^ ] tb« lamp has gone out.

^T 1
*''' ^ 1

^^^ °"*' ''^® '^''®-

^ ]
to exterminate utterly ; to

raze, to root out.

] ^ destroyed all the evidence.

S ® 1 C ^'® brought on his

own ruin.

^ 1 S ^ b*' extinguished the

whole race.

j^ ^ ] ]K the water was over my
head when I crossed the ferry.

\% 1 1
^'^^y i'lsipid. (Cantonese.)

I ^^ destroyed them utterly, as

banditti.

To pluck up ; to pull off ; to

(} j>eel; to rub, to work with
;

mieh'' to pinch.

V !^ P*^' ''**" ^^^ P'*P^''-

1 M 1^ t^o pinch the cheeks.

from the eyebrows.

Sand Hies or ephemera, call-

ed
] jj^ generated in damp

micli' places, and seen flying about

stagnant pools ; the sun de-

stroys them.

lianiboos or reeds split into

strips ; splints for baskets
;

mit'fi' hoop slats, splinters, lath-like

r(Kls ; skin of the bamboo
;

slim, as the end of a twig.

— 1i^ M 1
a 1'0"P-

ti" 1
""

1 W bamboo splints.

15 I
young bamboos when fit for

making paper.

I ^ coarse mats woven of bam-
boo.

] ^ a basket carriage.

1 )r 6^ § * ™*" ^I'o sorns, a

hanger-on, a lackey.

Wood or gore ; the nose-

bleed ; to defile, as by smear-

mieh' ing
;

jwlluted, desecrated.

g^ ] to calumniate, to as-

jwrse and blacken.

i§ 1 ^ ^ he vilely defamed his

ancestors, — or their hall-

j|[ ] to staui with blood

To beat.

] |fj irregular in any way,

wHt-A* as in morals, bearing, or

[wsilion ; badly done ; awry,

not square.

i

OW sounds, mien and min. In Canton, rain ; — in Sioatoia, mien, mi, and

in Fuhdum, niieng ; — in ShnnyhnS, mi" ; — in Vhi/u,

m
.mien

From !>ilk nnd pure silk ; Ibis

and the ne.\t are interchanged.

Soft, cottony, like fine floss

or raw silk ; a tloculence in

an otherwise lim|)id sul)-

stance ; drawn out, i)rolong-

ed, extended, ius a thread or

fibre ; lasting, uninterru[)ted, endur-

ing ; soft, rii)ening, as fruit ; weak ;

thick ; close.

] |g flos.;, soft fibres.

1 1 '^ IS continuous, unbroken,

as a genealogy ; said of creepers.

an army marching, or any other

a)ntinnoas .succession.

=•
|g ^ I

interminable talk

;

garrulous.

iljj; ]
refuse silk.

I
3^ delicate, soft-

I ^ j^ ,^ Iho warbling little

oriole^

W^ iO 1
delicate, weak as floss.

min ;
— in Amotf, bUn ; —

mien.

1 S 0t [" bard spotj like a

needle in cotton.

^ I
continued succession, as a

drizzling rain or of passers-by.

] ^ an inferior prefecture in the

north of Sz'ch'uen, in the valley

of the Kiver Feu.

] -Jj
uot strong.

] -f silk wadding or quilt.

Ji6 # 1 fi '"^y yo""" happiness

and life be lastingly prolonged.

75
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From wood and silky ; used witb

tlie last.

mien '^^'^ cotton plant, probably

so calletl from the reseni-

. blance of its fibre.s to tbose

of the native "/^ ) cotton tree

{Boiiibax ceiba); it \v.is calleil -j^"

^ or § ^ by those who descri-

bed it about A. D. 670, a name

probably altered from the Sanscrit

. Lwpasi.

1 ^ ''***' cotton.

] 1^ a wadded jacket.

] 3§ a cotton quilt

^ 1 ^ ^ like citling on a cot-

ton bale ;
— secure, stable.

eye antl peuple as tlie plio-

its resemblnnce to 'yen

the eye, often couftises.
^^mien

To sleep ; to close the eyes
;

to hang down the head ; the sleep

of animals ; dim vision ; bewil-

dered ; the molting of silkworms,

when they sleep.

1 Vfi- ^ sctt^Cj a bouch, a sofa.

i^
\

the drooping or pendent

willow.

\ ^ 1 _, a clccpiug oovi-'a form, is

regarded as a lucky spot for a

grave.

^ ] the long i.fcop— death
;

jiarticularly applied to the death

of a monarch.

1 ^M ^ y*" 'is« i^^ so much
room to sleep in ;— i'. e. enough

is all that is necessary.

, '^^ ^ I
I did not sleep at all

during tlie night.

12 1
the sleep of silkworms.

] jlj^ to play together.

» 1 . The dot represents a cover over
-* a s/ie/ler, sucli as savages make

;

'
. it is the 40tli radical of charac-

ifl^lft ters relating mostly to dwellings.

A shelter, more rude than a

cave ^ or a hole in a hill-side
;

or a mere leafy thatch, used before

houses were built.

* l|t-| To reflect, to consider ma- ,

I
|Pj turely ; to recall to mind. I

'iiu'en
]

^S^ ingenuous ; bashful. '

MIEN.

^yC^ A contraction of 5B " '"""?•

r ." To get off, to evade ; to put

away, to free from, to dis-

pense with ; to forego, to

excuse, to spare ; to avoid ; to

dodge ; escaped from ; to remove,

as from office; a negative, do not,

no need of

I ^ to take off the hat.

] IP to forgive an offense.

] ^ he need not come in, said

to a visitor.

] y{> T 'M ^ y" camiot well

avoid writing.

] ^J to elude the law.

] ^ don't trouble yourself, do
not put yourself out of the way.

] ^ to decline battle. .

] ^ he need not come.

] 7^^ to remit the taxes.

1 ^ lifc ^ saved his coming
here.

he spares no labor* 1 «#
or pains.

- - - ^

¥L

just barely escajjetl.

I
you cannot evade

(he hour of trouble by force.

^ ]
to escaix; from.

Read wan^ and like the next.

To bear a son ; anything new and
fresh.

^ ] disheveled hair, as a mourn
er's.

f^ ]
stale, not fresh.

<]^j^ To Ijear a son.

1/B ^ 1
or ^ ife parturition

;

'mkn to be brought to bed.

From siretiglli and to evade as

tlie phonetic.

mien To force one's self ; unplea-

sant to the feelings ; con-

strained, urged by circumstances

;

to animate, to urge, to iiersuade

;

to put forth effort.

] 5^ unwilling to do, by jcon-

straint.

] "jj diligent, strenuous.

^ ] urgont effort ; to stir one upt

HJ )
to animate by words. i

MIEN.

1 1 $( £ ^^^^ active is onr

king.

f /Zi To put down the head.

l/iU I
"^ I" hang down the

' linen heml.

1 !^ to stoop and peck.

f^A^ A yellow fish called in Pe-

wJu ^'"o ^ # .ffi, from two

'mien small white Ixines in its head;

it is brought from the sea

and Corean isles ; the sound is fit

for making glue ; it is probably

akin to the sea bass-

A crown, a coronet ; the

diadem of tlie Cheu cmix^rors

was shaped like a trencher
;

most ofthem had rows of pen-

dents before and behind, whose

number indicated the wearer's

rank ;each sort had its own name
;

its form resembletl a Cantab's cap.

^ S ^ 1
*" ''Bl>erial, noble

bearing.

Wi'^^W, \
it was finely and

royally done.

1^ ] a kind of linen mitre.

^ ]
a crown properly worn.

^ ] 1^ ^ yo"^ coronet has

been seen in many campaigns
;

said of a \ igorous ruler.

C ,1 *
_

The character is supposed to

J I / represent a wall to screen one ;

, not the same as kui' ~l to beg.

An embrasure or curtain to

ward ort" arrows; screened, hid,

out of view.

( ^JTCL Overflowing banks ; a flood

/-*^ bursting through barriers;

'mkn a mighty streaui ; a name

of the River Han near its
\

junction with the Yangtsz' River,

but more accurately of a reach or

lake west of the junction, which

gives its name to the two districts

of
1 1^ j^^ and

1 lU, situated

near it.

. ] (S* *IB S?, ? t» Lo'

this mighty current goes to its

audience with the ocean.
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( tin* '1'" ^•''1^ *''"'' tlie eye, to look

fl^ at askance ; to ogle, to cast

'iiiieu glances.

she cast her ogling glances on him,

and at once the city was lost.

lie )Sj 49 1 I'ley grasi^d their

swords and surveyed each other.

FiTie silk thread ; (o think

[tlj of the Jibsent ; to reflect ; to

tmeu imagine ; light.

] j^ longing for one.

1 JS or
1 ^ to remember the

absent.

] '^ ^ the kingdom of Biirmah
;

it is intended as iin imitation of

the first syllable of Myanma

;

Marco Polo speaks of Amien or

Mien as the chief city of the

country, called Ta-kung in

Chinese for Ta-goung, which

seems to refer to the town of

Pagban, whose ruins still attest

the power of their builders

;

it lies near the Irrawiuli Kiver

in lat. 23° 25' N.
,

^A^i:^ Sunk in excess ; flushed with

"i|H| li<iuor; drunk, intoxicated;

'mieu addicted to.

%J^ 1 mnm Hea^en

does not flush your face with drink.

SE 1 ,S -^ **" S'^'^"' t<' drink that

he liad lost all character.

I 1 1^ 1^ grand and general.

To stimulate, to urge on, to

excite.

'mien g)j ]
to endeavor after, to

encourage one's self.

ji *) The original form bears a rude

||j| reseinlilaiice to tlie face, having
M^ the eves in the center ofa profile

t/iit/i' and the forehead above ; it forms

the IVCtli radical of a small na-

tural gronp of characters. 1

The visage, the eoinitenance

;

the front, the lop, the surface; a

|)laiie, the surface ia which a ma-

chine works ; a side ; the forward

part, the side towards one ; face to

face, in one's presence ; the south
;

honor, character, reputation ; the

look of a thing ; to front, to face
;

to .show the face, to see one
;

per-

sonally ; a classifier of drums,

mirrors, and gongs ; following

words meaning portions of water, it

refers to their surface or e.xtent.

] 1^ the expression.

] g the \isage, the looks.

^' 4 pI "ffi it.l Yung has

virtue equal to ruling a kingdom

1 ^ 5^ ^ ^^ looked up and

examined the mind of Hea\en

to follow it.

"— 1 -i ^ ^ one-sided, ex-parte

statement.

] j^ the cheek or cheek-bone.

/\ I
the four points of compass

and their halves.

] ^ to give to personally.

1 InJ _L 1'^'' ths top bfi this side up.

S 1

« 1

^ 1

m 1

-
1

to lose face or reputation,

inside, the inner surface,

to his face ; facing, to face,

face to face, opposite,

one looking-glass.

] g, the complexion. j

I "U in sight, before one.

^ ]
back to back ; to his back.

I
M to state to the em[5eror.

^ I ^ 1^ I scarcely recognized

him.

UJ 'iJ ^ is 'iJ- 1
"'i'«" y°"

go out, tell your parents ; when

yon return, let them see you.

— j jj^ go and do it without

referring to me.

1 ife J? thickskiimed, barefaced,

g^ ]
displeased with, turned

against.

.tj
i

the surface of cont.-»ct, aa in

mechanics.

iff' yK^ ] ^ then go and look

for yourself.

while he pursues them closely,

and then again he is very slack.

. ] 1 ft M tliey all sUxkI gaping

at each other, — not knowing
what to do.

^T S?, 1 ' nw'cle him a visit.

^ H ^ 1
I hs^ye not seen you

for several days.

I ^ .i ^ ^ '*'ce friend, a casual

acquaintance.

] y^ facing the ea.st.

6 1 A a good-looking man,
one who has a fair face.

j^ ]ii^T> :)J
they made no

eftbrt to seize the pirates in

those seas.

tl>
To look towards ; to accom-

E| pany, to go with ; to turn

iiiieH' the back on.

From wheal andyiice ovh'ij; the

tlie lirst is the commonest form.

Flour made from wheat,

II buckwheat, or oats ; verrai-

J;^ ^ I
best whitt! flour.

] ^ or 1^ ]
wheat flour.

1 ^ P'istry, puddings, the dessert

of a dinner.

-
I

"Q or ] Ji^ a loaf of bread.

"M.W ^ 1
twice-bolted whit«

flour, the very best.

•
1 <^ o""

1 )nr dough in strips

or slices.

• ?^ 1
*** ^&^s/6 bread.

. ^ ]
shorts and middlings.

\ ^ slaked lime for plastering.

J§ I A to make little figures of

flour or putty.

*Hllt' ^ ^^^ expanse of water Is

in\l \% \ ' P'obably referring to

mieit' Lake Tien in Yunnan.

\% 1 ^ it like the vast

and open sea, a waste of

waters.
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Old totuuh, mlt and mik. In Canton, mat, mik, and miit ; — in Swatow, mlt anil bat |
— »n Amoy, bit a»J bek ; —

in Fuhchau, mik ;
— i« Siianyhai, mih ;

— in Cliifu, mi.

WI.
From s/iV/ and /u7^; lUe second

form is merely a eomnioii alt:;ra-

• tion of >iff ill writing.

Hills forming an amphithea-

ter, and surrounding a place

;

thick, close together ; tigh;',

as a wedge; fine, small ; hid-

den, occult, mysterious ; intimate,

friendly ; still, retiretl ; secret, con-

fidential, as an order ; to hush ; to

stop or rest ; to repeat ; to ply ; at

Amoy used in native almanacs for

' every seventh day, which coincides

with the still day or Christian sab-

bath ; the word is probiibly derivetl

from a western language.

] ^ intimate friendship.

^ I
constantly with one, nearly

related.

^ ]
hidden ; undivulged.

^

i^
I

a moving cause ; the real

power, as in a state.

^ close, fine interstices.

P keep silent ; hush I

g a secret
;

private talk.

] ^ be quiet about it. ,

^ the inner or rear house.

I |y^ a district near K'm-fung fu

in Honan, an ancient princi-

)

pality.

IB 1 •^ 7E very finely woven

cloth ; close texture.

^ :^ IS 1 ^ ^^^P diligently at

a work.

S ^ W 1 '<* meditate in quiet-

ness on the decrees — of heaven.

] \^ an ancient state in Kansuh,

in the present P'ing-liang fu, on

a branch of the River Wei.

From a alieller and certainly.

Still, silent ; rest ; to stop

;

quietly.

,^ 1
a sage mentioned in

the San Kwoh Chi.

I }Q the disease has all gone.

;j^»>

From tree and hidden.

A tree siiid to resemble the

Sophoni in form, found in

Cambodia ; when it is cut

down, and (he outer wood

has rotted, the solid heart

wood is taken out for its fragrance,

and called {Jl § liecause it sinks

in water ; the' lighter sort is calle<l

chicken bones f|| »§', and the j)oor-

cst common fragrance ^ji^ § ; it is

the Ccigle-wooil (AquKana or Aloe-

xylon) oi Eastern India.

The small rootlets of the Ne-

lumbium, which grow from

the joints of the rhizome.

Honey, nectar; sweet, su-

gary ; honeyed, flattering.

f> it I
"'' 1 5^ honey.

]
jij^ beeswax.

^ ^ 1 the jack-fruit.

0^ 1 confectionary.

were as honey, but his heart was

« like a sword.

I ® {it '^ sweetmeats made
with arsenic ;

— delusive words.

1 I '1'® queen bee.

A leather screen or canopy

for a cart, made of tiger's

' skin, and allowed only to

grandees ; the second also

denotes a coverlet or overall.

Siniilar to tlie preceding.

A covering for the froiit of a

carriage, of which the ^ ]

was made of white doic t'lir.

i5 >>

To plaster a wall ; to white-

wasii it.

i^ A JW fl* 1 ^ g ^
the mason fits up the walls ol

the shops, halls, and houses at

the proper times.

1|^>
From kerchief and oliscure.

A veil to cover the face of
III' ' the dead ; a curtain ; to veil.

1 @ ffl ^ the covering for

the eyes should be black.

^jfif* To speak quietly in a low

PJDL> tone, to whis[)er
;
quiet, still,

mi ' careful, attentive.

^ ]
solitary and still.

1 ^ ^ ^ how fwiiceful and still

!

^ ] iU "M t''"cs are as quiet as

usual
;
peace has returned.

From to see and not or dawn,
iiidicntiiig a searcli for ; an-

otlier says it was composed of p
.s/;rt with ^J not above it.

To seek, to go alwut search-

ing for ; to hunt up, as a

qiiotiition.

] •^ to set^k an apt phrase.

j Jg' to seek the right road.

1 ^^ found it.

1 '^ ^ "" ''^<^ lookout for a me^.

] ^ to demand, its a bonus.

M 5K 1 ^ to watch for a good

opportunity.

Tbe ancient form is intended to

11
- I epieseiit a skeiii of (Jos'! ; it forms

^U ') ti.e riOtli riiiiiciil of silken fabrics,

»«!' an.) is c.illed ific i^, i§ or win-

ding silk at tlie side.

Fine floss ; the threads from five

worms are reckoned to make half a

^ ; anything small, delicate ; con-

nected.

1 The first is the l^llh radical

J
I of a few characters meaning
' to cover, to overspread ; the

! second and third a napkin

) to cover fixkl ; to veil, to co-

, ver with a cloth ; the fourth

•• a covering thrown over a

I
I dish containing sacrifices to

t) -' protect them from dirt.

I ^ a waiting maid.
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Oil sound, mln. In Canton, man ;
— ik Swntoir, miii, mien, and man; — in Amot/, bin, bun, ban, ami sin ; — »« Fu/itliau,

ming ;
— i« Shanijhai^ ming flwr/ niang ;

— in Chiju^ min.

A net to catch pbeasanUs or

liarcs ; to angle..S
Saiil to be a synonym of flq

.yifouts, because tlie people know
no more tban so many sprouts or

I""" young plants.

The people ; the uninstmctefl

mass, who grow up as plants with-

out education ; the common multi-

tude, the unofficial part of man-
kind, of whom the prince is the

mind, they are the I)o<ly.

53 j the four cla.sses of society.

"f I
mankind ; the vulgar.

^ ^h S I
^^^ canaille, the de-

graded.

^ ]
or ^ ]

all our subjects

;

the masses, mankind.

^ ]
you my people ;

— said by
the ruler.

'M ] A ^ men of all classes,

soldiers and common ijeople.

^ ]
loyal people.

1 SL popular customs.

] ^ name of the Board of Re-

venue in the Sui dynasty.

I
'^ M^ ^ district magistrate.

^ I f^ {If he oppressed the poor

and beggared the rich.

1 ^ a census record, one's regis-

tration.

1 St o'' It mil'ti'i) volunteers.

I A in Peking a Chinese, not a

bamierman or a Manchu.

A I
mankind in general.

happily our leaders will not take

the ancients for their pattern.

In Cantonese. The limit of a

thing, the brink; the last moment,
just in time ; to go near the edge.

ife ^^ ^ ]
' he stand.s too near

the edge.

1
> ^ the hast of. •

^ 1
' iS M y°" go too near the

iHlge.

^J if ] Mt is trimmed or cut very !

clo.se, as a book. 'i

A fish-line ; a cord ; to string

cash on a cord ; to bind on
;

'till. to use garments as bedding;

abundant ; an ancient town

in the southwest of Shansi, now

Kao-p'ing hien ^ 2{i 0,.

^{j I
a ftsh-line.

] ^ to throw one's clothes over

the bed.

^ i^ — ] he tied a string of

cash around his waist.

Somewhat similar to the last.

To entrap, to hook ; ii net to

catch the hares, and wild

hogs, and does.

A range of mountains in the

north of Sz'ch^ien ; a spur of

the range divides the valleys

of the Yellov,' and Yangtsz'

Rivers ; it was the sceue of

Yii's labors.
]

'j'H
a small prefecture in the

8 juth of Kansuh.

^ an affluent of the Yangtsz'

River in the northwest of Sz'-

ch'uen.

.It

1

"I

From stone and mark ; q.d. tlie

I

viened stone ; the last form is also

often met with.

I. A fine kind of stone, clouded

alabaster ; the last is also

defined an inferior stone, a

pebble.

^ I
pure white alabaster.

I
'^ common alabaster.

3E jj^ ^ stones and gems all

mixed together, as among scho-

lars of varioiLS talents.

To force one's self to exertion,

to practice .self discipline;

desires unattained.

] ]
distracted by cares.

From day and a mork\

The autumnal sky a.s if it

regretted the fall of the leaf;

sad feelings ; to feel melan-

choly.

5C ^ M compassionate Hea-
ven' arrayed in terrors.

The skin of bamboo ; a mul-

titude, the people.

A 1 I Hff ;S ^ + see

what a mass of people, and

they are all imder the canopy.

From dvo)^ and inserts, allnding

to an old fable that the aborigines

south of the Moi ling were sired

'"* by a serpent.

A sort of snake ; the ancient

name of Fuhkien, and also applied

to its principal river.

^ I
the old tribes of Fuh-kien.

1 }$f i^ "& '^6 governor-general

of Fuhkien and Chehkiang pro-

vinces.

I ^ the royal aviary keeper or

poulterer.

From door and writing^ referring

to the obituary notices put up at

front doors.

I

J^

m

'n
To feel for, to mourn with

;

indisiKJsed, ailing; heartsick,

grieved ; to urge on, to encourage.

^" ] sick from sorrow.

I 1^ ^ y t-o animate one to

do his duty.

"] From heart and feeling ; or

I
thinking and people ; the second

I form nsually refers to grief for

t Q^ ( the state, and the tliird is unu-

J^)v )" sual ; used with the last.

if-fra "^^^ mourn for, to commis-

rTrtT serate the suffering of others;

r^'^' ^ lamentable, as a calamity
;

inui , -
concerned tor.

1 "biL
'o befriend one.

j :;f; g ^^ grieved that they

disregard the laws.
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1

m

'W

Water flowing gently ; a

watery expanse.

From lirancli or sironri and each; |

tlie second furin \» unusual.
j

' Active, clever, prompt ; ;::ri-
j

OILS, respectful ; witty, ready,

tlueiil of S[)eech ; ingenious,
'"'"

skilled in ; to be active in,

to be in earnest ; used for

shang "^ Che second of the

five notes.

1 ^ quick-witted ; celerity in

doing.

SS 1
*" IB 1

q'"cl^ ^^ catching

the idea or expressing iL

] "jj energetic, quick.

] ;J{
to earnestly beg.

1 ^ ready at answering ; an able

disputant.

»& S ^ 1 * lively mind and

quick hand.

] ^ clever and careful.

] IfD jif ' J^ he is very bright

and loves to study.

j^ ;^ }£ 1
the farmers are en-

couraged to diligence.

Used ill epitaplis for Hy to

mourn, and interclianged witli

tlie next.
HUH

^
Turbid, foul, chaotic ; died

early.

Read Jiwtin, and used for /^
which it r.'sembies. Disturbed ; in

siiBj)ense.

J|- ^ j-g-
I

I am undecided what

course to decide oil

From trnler and people j used

with tlie laiit.

iiiiii A va.st sheet of water ; to

flow oft' ; e.xhausted, drain-

ed ; destroyed, put an end to
;

di.stant, oliscure, confused.

] ^ anarchy ; utter misride.

^ S ^ 1 every state is going

to mia.

] J^ A-:i£. and forgotten.

I jjj no record or trace of.

1 I ^ ^ all in confusion ; dark

and disorderly.

% % 1 1
ili« spring torrents

roll on grandly.

I r-j |l From kni/e and people ; inter-

H^IJ changed with 'wan J% 'o '"P«.

'min To scrape off, to pare ; to

brush oft' ; to seam ; to turn

in, as a frayed edge.

jft 1 <" 1 -f >* narrow spatula

of horn used by women to put

up their hair or oil it ; .a species

of grasis, allied to the Erio<:IU(Mt

is called ] ^ !^ from its

resemblance to this thing.

Interchanged with

wipe.

«« \%

To feel and smooth down

;

to stroke with the hand.

I ^ to handle gently.

In CuntoMse, used as a synonym

of^. To pull up, as weeds ; to pull

out, as a hair ; to let down, to

lower as a cord ; to pull down, as

the dress ; to drag, to haul along.

1^

The outer skin of bauilxx) ; a

brush for smoothing the hair.

niu
] ^ a narrow hair brush,

u.sed to drm the tresses or

soften the scalp.

1 ^ ^ ^, I" 'nove the fingers

in playing the life.

A perch-like fish (Corrina

cahitea), of a spotted dark
brown color, two feet long

and coarse fle.sh ; it is com-
mon at Macao.

The second form is rarely used.

_
Strong, robust, able to per-

form things.

] i^ ;^ ^ the brave man
does not dread death.

Read jWJi're. Sorry, mournful

;

troubled, anxious.

Used with the next.

To act under constraint ; to

exert, to use effort.

1 ® great tft'ort, under

urgent necessity to do.

The character is supposed to re-

preseitt a timd willi its hi;; bellv
;

it is the 2l).'>th radic:)! of a few

iiiin obsolete characters relating to the

Jiniia.

To be constrained to do; to

exert one's self, to strive to reach.

1 M t!£ ^ I I'ave exerted u.y-

sell' to do my duty.

Read 'muiiff. A, toad, called

i 1^ anil !l^ 1 ; it ia a dark

striped species.

^mng

Old touHih, ming and mlng. In Qinlon, ming awl meng ; — in Swalow, meng and mla ; — in A moy, beng ;
—

in /•'tiAc/ioii, ming ;
— in Shunyhai, ming ;

— in Chifu^ ming.

From hird and moulk ; it is very

similar to (ii>« ^ to lament.

The cry of a bird or animal,

as its song, buzz, hum, yell,

Ac ; a sonorous note, as of a gong

or drum ; to sound, to cause to

yield a sound ; to resound, as one's

fame over the country ; birds call-

ing to each other.

^ I^P B'J ;lt 1 * heavy blow will

make [the gong] sound loud.

I ^ to beat the drum.

^ ^ H I
you can't clap with

one hand.

] % to cry out for redress, as to

otticials.

happy.

;?; il joj Pic ^ 1 <i ^ »» i«

just a fellow who can only bark

or crow ;— a boaster.
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Ayf^ A small stream near Kwang,

c-i^^ ping fu ill the south of (!hih-

j)«i«y li, one of the headwaters of

the Hii-to Kiver.

From metal and
pttonetic.

name as the

^yiiiny To carve, to engrave on metal

or stone in order to he. re-

membered ; to record for the pur-

pose of preserving ; to inscribe on

the memory ; a book of precepts, a

guide for the conduct,

j <Q> engraven on the heart.

1 ,^ £. f^ f ^^^^ ^^^'^ y^^ '"

grateful remembrance.

1 ]^ ^'1 imperial inscription given

to worthy people.

] ^ ^ ^ carved on trijKxIs to

be handed down.

Tfl^ \
an engraved epitaph.

From SK/I and moon ; others

derive the second aud obsolete

> form from yj the moon and^
a irindotv.

Bright, clear ; the dawn
;

plain, evident, open ; ostensi-

bly, apparently ; brilliance,

splendor
;
perspicacious, intelligent

;

ti) bi; illustrious, as in virtue ; to

illustrate, to shed light on, to ex-

plain ; to distinguish clearly.

m
^lainy

] ^ clear, api>arent
;

plain.

) ^ ~jf I understand it clearly-

iE ic ^ 1
upright a<'<l pure-

minded.

1 H or 1 5i or 1 5^ to-

morrow ; lit. the briglite.jing day.

1 5i f@ a I '^'" s«e you to-

luorrow.

if^ ] A a trustworthy man.

^. I f^ ^J very intelligent and

clever.

^ I ^ ^ to discriminate its

various cliisses.

1^ I
new and showy.

1 ^ (S 3E '^ crime done willfully.

1^ 1 H ^ '''' yu' ''lear mmd
examine the matter.

] 1 ^ f*)^ ''' ^^^ y*'u without

a doubt.

] 1 _L ^ the bright and high

Heaven.

] 1 iff T *l ISHE ± [the

gods have] full knowledge of

things among mankind, but

above is majesty and power.

] ^ ] ^ a fair, lawful busi-

ness.

"^ii lit 1 it is already daylight.

1 S the dawn is coming.

|§| ] hard to comprehend.

1

fi PS tS he says he wants to

go, but really he is too lazy.

tK (\^ ^ i .e. f^ ?E one

who roljs will bring retribution

ujxju himself.

' ^ a hall for discourses and

public deliberations adjoining

the Confucian temple.

1 ^ or ;;^ ] the Ming dynasty.

Its founder Chu Yuen-chang

/^'jti^ was a native of Fung-

ya»g *'u il. I^ /Ij i" Nganhwui,

and holds a high place among
Chinese monarchs. The first

column of this table contains the

Nieii Hao, or style of the Reign

by which the ruler is called in

life ; and the second gives the

Miao 11(10, or style of the

Temple, the name by which he

is worshiped m the hall of his

ancestors ; for instance, the

reign of Chu Ti ^ ;^ the third

monarch, was known as Yung-
loh ^ 1^ or Perpetual Joy

while on the throne ; but when
he died, he was enshrined as

Ch'ing-tsu Wan Hwangti ^ jjg,

3SC^ ^ our Perfected Ances-

tor, the Emperor Accomplished,

and is referred to in history by

this name.

EMPERORS OF THE MING DYNASTY.
STYLE OF KEIUS. TEMPLE NAME. PERSONAL ACCESSION REIGNED GENEALOOY.

NAME. A.D. YEARS.

Hung-wu m^ ^m.Wik'd^ xit 1368 31 Founded the dynasty.

Kien-wan mt. mmM^^ :fc*i 1399 4 Grandson of the last.

Yung-loh ^m ^la^a* m 1403 22 Uncle of the last.

Hung-bi iJt.Bi t-^.m^^ m 'Ml 1425 1 Son of the last.

Suen-teh 'Km g ^ -^ ^ * m s 1426 10 Son of the last.

Ching-t'ung m%% d5^ ^, # ^ * m ^ 1136 14 Son of the last.

King-t'ai ^.m ^.k^f^ f.l5ll 14,50 8 Brother of the last.

T'ien-shuu xm ^^.mit 1458 . 8 Restored from his captivity.

Ch'ing-hwa ^ft m^.m^i^ E a? 1465 23 Son of the last.

Hung-chi gf& # ^, ^i t * n\t 1188 18 Son of the last.

Ching-teh jEfM in
n^^m^^ m m 1506 16 Son of the last.

Kia-tsing ift ^: M k * W-f" 1522 45 Grandson of ('h'ing ska.

Lung-k'ing mm n ^^^k^ «ii& 1567 6 Son of the last.

\Van-!ih mm i* ^: ^ a i& mm 1573 48 Son of the last.

T'ai-ch'ang M^ ^ 5?, A a 15? 1620 1 Son of the last

T'ien-ki H^ M: ^ E -^ * 1621 7 Son of the last.

Chung-ching '^m -^ mmk^ * m 1028 17 Brother of the la.st.
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<^
From mtnt-h and evenintj^ because

nt dusk it is necessary to upcak to

be known.

^ '•' A n.ime, that wlik-b desig-

nates a i)erson or thing : llio given

name oF peoiJe, as ilistingnislied

from the dan name ^, or the style

or appellation^ ; a i)ersou ; fame,

honor, reputation ; a title ; credit,

merit ; faraons, celebrated, renown-

ed, well-known ; nominal, under

pretence of; to name, to designate;

the frontal sinus ; an order in which

the name is given ; a character.

1 ^ reputation, fame.

] g the name of a thing.

W ] or ^ ]
to fish for merit

or notoriety.

] gg or
\ ^ the name or style

by which a shop, person, or

thing is known.

^ 1 to pretend to; to assume

another's name, as at -the exami-

nation.

^ ] the Emperor's name.

H, j and #• 1 and % ] are

the infantile, school, and official

designations of ^K-ople.

^ ] to seek reputation.

SJjj 1 to call over the names.

^ 1
'>' t^ 1 * nickname.

@ 1 to forge a namo ; to simu-

late another's name.

jg I
to conceal the iiamo; anony-

mous, an alias.

^ ;j5^ I
T, it is really beautifully

done.

1 |Jj celebrated mountains.
.

1 1* IS3 ^ con-ect instruction in

established principles of action.

W 1 ^ K '*• ''* DK^f'^ly nominal.

^ j several persons.

A fe :^ ]
1 1''''*"^ Jo"g lieard of

your fame.

1 ^ iH ^ ''° "^ called a mi-

nister of Han.

/p U 1 regardless of one's re-

putation, reckless.

in ] anof1icer'scavd,avisithigcard.

Wit^ 1 >^ *•" "tir up the name-
less fire ; i'. e. to get angry, to bo

petulantj—a Budhist expression.

^|—
I*' From *~* to cover, p day, and

C>» -^ /^ six for sixteen, for on tbc

iwnq ^'''^ ^"-y *'''° moon begins to bo

obscured.

Dark, obscure, doleful ; dim,

cavernous recesses ; to render

obscure ; night-like, dismal ; mind

uninformed and immiiture, like a

child's ; the unseen world, hades.

I
heaven.

] Ij^ or
1 Ft3 liades, sheol ; the

underworld.

ffi 1 l§l TM '•' '® ^*'''^ *" fathom

the nivsterious and obscure.

push on a carriage, for its dust

will only blind you.

] fS the joys of elysium.

j M ^ M stupid, doltish, unre-

formable, heedless.

^ 1 S& to open the dark road,

—

to ring bells and pray for the

departed.

] ^ an agent or messenger from

hades.

Used with tUe last ; also read »ii7i,

T'ae wide boundless sea, the

deep ; a sea whusc waters are

black and sluggish ; drizzling

rain ; a fine fog, mist on hills.

>J,
S 1 ] a fine soaking rain.

:J[^ I
the arctic sea.

] J$ the unknown and dark sea.

1 ^ a still drizzling rain.

^ ] the illimitable ocean; this

name and '^ ]
have Ijcen ap-

plied to the black ditch ^ ^
or kurosiwo, the hot stream

which flows along the east coiists

of Japan and Formosa.

From eye and dark ; it is ncaily

synonymous witli ^mhn |K •<'

sleep.

^miny

m

mmg

To close the eyes, as in

death ; dull, indistinct vision.

"ti" >& 1 @ to cheerfully shut the

eyes upon this world.

1 ^ the blind st<itesman, nil a|v

{xiUation of Sz' Kv.-ang |jg m
ofTsin, M. c. 540.

.^, @ ^ 1
fishes' eyes never close.

] ]
dull sight ; to see and not

to jxjrceivc.

£« 'f' 1 1
peopio in love are

blinded.

^ ^ 1 Hfe
*-^^ medicine is not

efficacious.

A young wife of sixteen

;

clear and pure.

] I
small, undersized.

1 JT '° control one's self;

to keep one's countenance.

jM; A lucky plant, called ] ^
c ^^y^ which grew in Yao's iwlace

,

fininy a leaf grew every d.iy (ill

full moon, and then one fdl

off daily ; it was perhaps a bulbous

plant, whose leaves alternately

sprouted and died

1 ^ a poetical name for the first

moon.

Mi^ An insect which eats young

ciK^ grain, probably akin to the

fining hessian fly. (Cecidomi/a.)

I ^ j^ -p an adopted son.

] ^ a caterpillar which the sphex

is said to adopt for its Qwn.

i'^ 1 S^ drive off the cater-

pillars and young locusts.

I^tl From to see and ohsciire, refoi-

SB ing to the difficulty of under-

-'J' li standuig miimte things.

^m:ng
To take a look at, .is somo-

\ thing in a dark place, to ex-

amine what Is minute.

^ I
to cxiimino things in a dark

|)lace.

Read xi/Aj FlfViita gi'owing iu

bushy chimps.

The heart-wood or pith of a

tree; the ijiuue of a (rcj.

A bird from iho Inilian Ar-

chipelago, callid ^^ 1 dc-

^iiuiii/ m.liug its J^ nfj or scorcheil

brightness, ami considered

to bo r.llicd to the pliuMii.K ; it is

bcauiiliilly marketl, and is one of

tlrj pheasant tribe, wlnsj plumes

aro used by actors.
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C LI * From plant and famous as the

>4^ phonetic.

'mng The tender leaves or leaf

buds of tea.

^>
I

to prepare tea.

^ I
fragrant tex

Jit § ] a klud of white rose.

(Macai-tney's ?)

] j^ lofty, as a flowering tree.

A strong kind of whisky call-

ed ^ ] , made of rico and

^ming barley.

]
§) drank, very intoxicat-

ed.

m̂
rmn

The ancient form resemKed a

low fruit dish ; it forms the

108th radical of characters most-

ly relating to dishes.

Utensils and vessels used in

eating ; bowls, plates.

#^^ 1
"'^ s""^*^ ofdishes.

<l)g^ The thoughts kept back is

1^ 1 tS' either from unwilling-

'miiig nesa or inability to express

them.

Bead mih^ Extensive.

11
'mmg

mmg'

Tlio sun obscured ; night,

dark.

B^ ] obscure.

From to speak and a name>

To distinguish things by
their names ; to name, to

discuss the names of things.

>^^^ From P tnouth and ^ order as

PIJ the phonetic.

?«!W^' To order, to command ; to

charge ; to request authority

;

to consuk, as a god ; an ordinance,

a charge ; a rescript, a decree

;

behests, directions, requirements,

orders ; a symbol of power ; in polite

usage, a request, a wish ; heaven,

fate, weird, destiny, luck; an ap-

pointment from a superior power,

one's appointed lot ; the natural

habits of; limit of the life of be-

ings ; animated, living creatures.

jif j a happy lot
;
pleasant lines.

^ I
unfwtunate, luckless.

^ ] fate, heaven's decree,

ij!^
I

life, existence.

j|[ ] to calculate fortunes.

^ 1 j£ Jh ™y ^^^ draws near.

^ )
a long life ; — over f*ixty

years.

^ ]
the horoscope ; being, life.

I ^ a horoscope ; a ruling iii-

fluence over one's life, and its

correlative of a ruling character

over every five years.

1 jm JS '•1^6 natural bias.

^ ] to receive orders.

1 P^ the gate of life, a medical

name for the right kidney, or a

supposed passage between the

rectum and bladder for the

semen ; ki a woman, it is ap-

plied to the womb

] ^ a case involving life.

T. ] the death-warrant ; it is held

by every governor-general.

•^ ]
to give life for life.

JJ ^ 1
alone in the world.

~" ""* in 1 everything has been

done as required.

] -ifc in inf ^ow will his inclina-

tion then be 1

^ i^ -f-
~

j the three systems

ami twelve precepts of Budha.

1 j$ iD IS my I'lck is as thiu

as paper.

P
milt

niu'

IS/LTTT.
Old sotmdi, mlu Old took. In Canton, mau ;— in Swaiow, d!u and taok ;

— in Amoi/, bin ;—

i

in Fuhchau, miu ;
— tn Shanghai, miu ;

— in Chi/ii, niu.

From words and to_/fy high.

The extravagant words of

a madman; falsity, error ; to

deceive, to err ; to mislead
;

fallacious, misleading.

^ ]
a great mistake.

^ ^ M 1 ""'' ^^^ ^'^^^ '''^^''•

1 '[Ift an eiTor, a blunder.

^ I
fabulous, incredible.

iff 'ti" 1 *•" promise with no

intention of doing.

1 (^ it is all a false report.

^ ]
wild stories ; a canard.

From silk and to/y giving the

sound : used for the last.

Ten hempen strings with

which things can be corded

;

wrong ; .to mislead ; in error

;

to oppose.

M 1 :^ ^ the faggots of grass

are bound round and round.

^ A ^fi 1
good men take pains

to tcacli their deep thoughts.

Jit I
•TP'irently in error,

^i M ifiJ S j
[IUm one who]

fears it will rain, and hesitates

to go wrong.

Eead ^b'u. Mourning worn

loosely ; to wind around, to tighten.

^ ^ 1J 1 M ^}^ mourning

hung luo.se, and his hempen c;ip

was unbound.

Eoad lii'D' and used for ^.
Qou'ig around ; in league with.

1 ^ ^ Wi^^'^' carried the royal

banner around — the place.

I ]
silky, soft.

Read muh^ and used for ^.
The order of precedence in tlie

ancestral hall.

76
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I

Old somJs, ma o«rf mat. In Canton, rao ;
— in Swaton; mo, bo and b&a ;

in Fuhchau, mo and mwo ;
— in Shanghai, urn ;

— in

f^ I
to pat gently.

] ^ to toy witli, to rub.

1^ ] to pilfer, to steal like a rat.

I {fj"^ p^ lias the devil got mto

From sl07>e and hemp ; it is

sometimes intercbanged witli tbe

next ; the second und ancieat

form is now disused.

To rub, to polisb, to reduce
"'" to powder ; to sharpen, to

grind ; the rumbling sound

of grinding ; distressed, brought

down by affliction ; trials ; to ex-

amine, as by torture.

1 'fd "•
1 ^ ''° gri'id sharp.

I ^ ^ to grind colors.

^ \
to ix)lish.

] ^ to pass through, as afflic-

tion ; to fag at, as study.

^ ^^ ]
or Jff I

tried by mia-

fortunes ; harsh treatment

BB ] custodian of an official seal.

1 ffij to scan iu order to crimmate

the writer of a document.

] J® J>1 nS wait till encouraged

to act.

Read mo' A quern ; a mill for

grinding grain.

^ ] 10 torn the quern.

1 >iji pivot of the upper stone.

?JC 1 water-mill, used for pounding

V)amboo or hulling rice.

in ^ H 1
like an ant [trying

to] turn a mill.

In Pekingese. A classifier of

actions, deeds, Ac, mrailar to ^
or ^ ; a time ; the end.

] jg 5|K to turn a cart around.

^ * iS M 1 a I have gone

there twice.

-Jii^X^m\ a rest

several times in a day's work.

~f \ 5J the next lime.

To feel, to rub with the hand ;

to handle, to fed the texture

of; tomb together ; to polish

;

to destroy; to act upon, as

an acid does.

youl

] '^M.
operations of nature.

^ ^ 'fS 1 ^'^ elements act on

each other.

1 Ita P£ or MS fS tlie king-

dom of Magadha now Bahar or

Berar iu India.

1 JJ15 :^ A ^^li* Maya or Lady

Maya, was Sakyanmni's mo-

ther, called also
;;/(; ^ ^ Great

Purity.

Brahmin, a descendant of Manu.

In Cantonese. Slow.

fJ^ fx 1 1 y*"^ ^''^^ ^^^7 slowly.

The second form is unnsaal ; sim-

Bar to both jm> ^ and »!» fj-

To feed an infant by hand

;

to eat ; congee.

I ]
in Honan, steamed

bread loaves.

A cup for water ; a drinking

vessel, a basin.

From demon and hemp.

A malignant spirit, a devil, a

demon.

] ^ the evil spirit,

j^ ] a mischievous cfrit, a spook.

(§ I
delirium tremens.

Hf I
a poetic afJalus or frenzy.

^ IE l§ 1
^^ subdued all the

demons.

^ I ^ delirious, raving.

^ I I* he is out of his bead.

] j^ or Mara, the Budhist god

of lust, sin, and death, called

S W- i *'**' ''"'' •'•" ^^° "'"''''

of lust, and '{$ ^ ^ the des-

.mo

— HI Amoy, mo, b6, and mob ;
—

Chifu, mi.

troyer of good ; his attendants

are called
| ^ people of Mara,

O' 1 "? ] ^ soas and daughters

(Mara-lxiyilcas) of Mara

A sweet mushroom, the
| ^

common in northern China.

^ I
a creeping parasite

allied to the milkweed. {Me-

taplcxis cliiiiens's.)

Tbe second form is seldom seen,

and lias got into use from tbe

resemblance of tlie plionetic ; it

alone means mother.

A woman named j -(Jr,

who was Hwangti's fourth

concubine and very ugly ; a

mother.

In Pekingese, A wet nurse is

I ] , but one in the palace is

known as ] ^, from tho ancient

dame.

From hemp and small ; tlie con-
tracted form is very common.

Small, delicate ; an interro-

gative particle ; also used

ironically ; a sort, referring

to something seen.

jU ] this kind.

I
orff-

I
whatf

P?® 1 ch I do you call tltat good ?

fijt 3j$
"7'

I
ah ! have you comet

^ /JS ] has he come ?

i4^ 5HJ 1 ^ w'''^'' ^'^ y°" ^'y

J I ^ tliat will do ; so, this

is the way.

1 1 *!' 5i L'ontemptible brats

!

J^ ] trifling, insignificant ; an

affair beneath notice

why then have you brought it

to mel

: i Ano;ber rorij of tlie last.

>J> Small, delicate and minute;

^mo commonly used in Fuhkien.
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OU sounds, mafc and mat. In Canton, mok, m&k, milt, and mat ; — in Swatow, mok, buo, m6ng, mue, mo, miiat, bak^ and
mek

J
— ill Amoy, bok, bo, boat, be't, and mob ;

— in Fuhchau, mok, moh, mwak and mak ;

in SImnghai, mok, iieli, miili, and mio ;
— in Chifu, mii.

act;

The original form lias !)II|I plants

above and below B the sun,
indicating that it shines through
intervening trees.

A negative forbidding an

do not, no need of ; a particle

exciting a doubt, if, unless
;

per-

haps
;

preceding an ailjective, it

forms the superlative, nothing Uke,

incomparable ; an adjective ofcom-

parison ; to plan ; ample, great

;

tardy, late in maturing.

I ^ you need not come.

] ^^ makes a strong postulate, as

1 ^^ 1^ ^ unless you have

written it wrong.

1 ^^ fife '* '^^ ^ nobody else.

1 ^ <"
1 in nothing like it,

not so good as, the best way is,

better than ; the properest.

I yj» ^ it cannot but be so ; is

it not so ?

1 :;^ iSS 5c nothing greater than

heaven.

j ^ don't say it, wonder not

if ;
— a phrase implying com-

parison.

] f^ ^ it certainly must be

brought about.

1 !£ 't' 's quite uncertain.

I iS 1^ nothing more than.

1 ^ or ] f^ don't do it.

\ Q stop, stop ! {Cantonese.)

1 fi 1 2j5 there is no inter-

course between us.

^ J^ ^ ] seek the welfare of

the people.

SP :5: 1 ^ ® A Confucius

said, In literary ability, I am
probably equal to other men.

'

1 5i ^ )** iP W ** say not

there are no gods, for there are
' gods.

Read mu' Quiet ; dull, shady,

evening ; a sfjecies of sorrel, the

Rumex acetosa, which can be eaten.

I ?^ W ^ '" '1^6 ''"sk move
the troops.

S i^ 1 1
>.he married pair

were very quiet

I

Tlie two are nearly identical.

A curtain hanging down, a

screen ; a tent, a large

marquee ; defenses for the

mw' legs like greaves ; a mili-

tary secretary, a confidential

clerk or aid.

] }^ an encampment.

1 /S or ] ^ a private secre-

tary, the official adviser of an
officer.

f^ I
to act as clerk.

5^ I
the si.\ curtains ; «. e. the

universe.

^ )
a clerk out of employment.

:^ I ^ ^ during the silence

of night.

Moving sands, a sandy plain
;

dry ; a careless maimer ; in-

7no' different to, as pleasure.

^ ]
simple desires.

fp ]
the desert of Shame or

Gobi.

1 1 ^ ^^t *nd sandy, like

a pam|)as.

1 'iF 49 li of no consequence

to me.

ff ] ]
the spreading clouds.

Still, silent, as at night

;

alone.

^ ] no noise
;

quiet, as a

sedate woman's a[)artments.

I
J^ ^ desolate and alone,

like a hermit, or a man whose

family has gone.

Dust.

fine dust, atoms.

I
To feel for or aft^r ; to feel

and grasp ; to cover with the

'no hands.

'
1 iK 1 W feeling about for.

1 ^ ^ I J" not feel it ; I don't

know what to do, I can't say.

m .W tE 1 '• '3 impossible to

decide.

] — ] rub or feel it once.

1 ^ H :^ groping one's way
in the dark.

fl'^ I
to suppose, to reckon, to

think that such was the case.

m>
Sickness

; distress ; to cause

dise.tse by hard usage.

"'
1 it T J£ to distress the

[)eople very much.

SL SI 1 ^ scattered abroad and
made sick, as a people by ban-

ditti.

From sun and do not.

Dark, obscure ; one

empty and still.

says,

The eyesight obscured, as by
a pterygium, or a thickening

of the cornea.

The filmy skin between the

flesh and epidermis ; the thin

jxiel inside of eggs ; any thin

membrane or pellicle in plants

or animals, as the mesentery or

cornea ; to soothe, to accord with,

to submit.

gg ]
the sclerotica.

"— ff 1
"""^ thickness of skin.

5^ ]
the mesentery.

T ^ BB W 1
^^^e" ^e plays

chess, his eyes are skinned over.

Read jWio. To raise the hands

to the head in making obeisance.

1 # ifO S he kneeled on both

knees to receive it.

SWNl
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A rcarveloustwo-edged sword,

jj lilvO Kiug Arthur's Excalibar,

mo' called ] UJJ mentioned in

the Lieh Kwoh.

From to go and stijle ; when read

'miao, a synonym of^ to slight.

mo' To look at from afar off; to

disregard; remote, high.

I ]
sorrowful.

] ^ ^ RT, ^ ^ inecoverably

gone, too far to be regained-

^ I
far distant.

jf^ JMl !7C 1
'livine principles -are

deep and abstruse.

, I « From wood and one, referring to

"J|C. thfl end of a bongU ; it closely re-

> sembles wii • tK not yet,
mo '

The end of a branch, the

outmost twigs ; the end, the last,

no more of; finally ; ever, always

;

the least or meanest part of ; .actors

who personify seiTants, lictors, &c.;

the opposite of the origin or root

of a matter ; small, weak, insignifi-

cant; the remnants or last of, as

leavings, powder, dust, or refuse

;

tlie limbs; traders, who are the

last of the four classes of society

;

a negative ; after other words often

has the force of after all, then,

well then, what then ; after a verb,

frequently forms a question.

;^ ] the origin and end, the

fundamental and the accessory.

] -jfr or
)

end of the world.

^ § I
sandalwood dust

1 1 f 5i ''' '^^ '^'^ finally,

the last one or time,

j^ ]
the very last.

^ ] subtle atoms.

iW $B 1
grind it very fine.

] }(f I, the military ofiicer.

^ -ffi ^ 1 obtauicd the lowest

or last place.

m'^%Z 1 A -&e even if

I wisli to follow or do this, I

don't know how ; or I have no
means of doing so.

1 i -ifet Gi I would not go there.

] J]^ the last, the end {SluingTm)
I

In Sfatiff/uti. An illative par-

ticle between the parts of a sen-

tence, then.

do it well, I will pay you money.

^.
'mo

From hand and refuse.

To wipe clean, to rub out,

to obliterate, to blot out ; to

dust ; to daub, to rub on,- to

besmear ; to color.

] ^ to rub out ; wipe it off.

^ I
to wash and rub.

1 ^ (•^''
1 H$ ? '" Pekingese)

to cut one's throat.

] i^ to rub a table.

I ^ to wipe out an account.

^ 8li 1 ^ to use cosmetics and

rouge.

— ^ 1 j§ refused to pay a cash.

] "T 5 *ii'
obliterated all moral

sense.

In Pekingese. To change the

bills of one bank fiw those of an-

other, and not for coin.

rfall The word ] fj :^ for the

y/pVj jasmine, is thought to be

mo' derived from the Sanskrit

metati, introduced by the

Budhists.

^ ] ^ red jasmine, a name
at Peking for the fonr-o'clock.

{Aliraliilis jaiapa.)

A name for red socks.

) I |§ a tribe of nomads who
wore them, or from whom
they were named, living in

Koko-nor.

The old name- of a branch of

k.j the Yangtsz' lliver in Sz'-

mo' ch'uen, which formed a boun-

dary line ; froth at the month;

to drool in sleep ; foam, bubbles

on water ; to perspire ; to finish.

P£ ]
to sputter or spit out.

^ ] spume on water.

n ] or i^ 1 expectoration.

^ 1
for ^ ^ bathed in per-

sonation.

mo

S •^ ^ ^ I
it is not even

now finished.

jfJl ] a preparation like mosaic

gold.

f. fi From woman and last ; it closely

y^nS^y resembles mtfi'^ a sister.

mo'
I ^ the name of the in-

famous wife of Kieh-kwei |j|

^ of the Shang dynasty.

1 S^ sleight of hand or useless

tricks or arts.

m,i
The last of a fire ; a dull fire,

e. the Jirt's end, as its

component parts indicate.

i^'X.'^^ ]
' liWle fire will

not blaze brightly.

I5^j To

rom grain and refase.

To feed a horse with straw;

)io, fodder, rations, provender.

I ^ J^ he fed his horse.

liE i? 1 J^ he prepared his car-

riage and horses— for the jour-

ney.

^ I
grass and com for cattle.

] 1^ an old name for Nanking,

now a large town south of it

wheat,

mo'

Grain, as rice or

*-, broken small
;
grits.

] )^ bran and broken grain

mixed.

t=l From ^ to see and ^ to dare.

To nish out or into the pre-

sence of one suddenly.

From earth and black.

Ink, said to have been in-

mo' vented in the Wei dynasty,

A. D. 220, before which time

paint or varnish was used for writ-

ing; dark, obscure, black; style,

letters, writings; to brand with

ink ; a measure of five cubits ; a

mournful countenance.

— ^ ] one cake of ink.

I tJj liquid ink; shoc-blaoking.

W i% 1 ''' '^ ^^ lined and mark-

ed ; it is quite correct and pro-

l)er.
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PP I
-^ to strike a line, as car-

penters do. I

3!C 1 ^ A a student.
|

^P ]
tlie emperor's autograph.

]

^ ]
to put pen to paper. 1

^ "^ 1 i'X ''"^ *-'''' s '** ""' y*
begun.

|§ ^ )
to talk like a book.

K 1 ^ ^ tlie successful hijin

essays, v/bicli are published.

^ S 1
lugubrious, mournful

;

chopfallen.

^
]

greedy of presents.

]
^ffi^ the euttle-tish, from its bag.

] ^ ^ P^ about ten feet long,

more or less.

/j^ ]
a kind of bitumen from

Nan-hiung cheu in Kwangtung.

}?* 1 to write large characters.

] |g tin inkstand.

I ^ a blue-black color.

mo'

From black and dog or mouth,

ileuotiug a dog driving off a

iiiiin ; the second form is little

used.

Dark, cloudy, night ; still,

retired ; secret, internal ; me-

ditation, quiet retirement

;

not at ease.

] ^ to reHect on.

I ] ^ "g not speaking a word.

j jj; a silent or spiritual revela-

tion or iuipression, something

like an inspiration or afflatus.

1 ^ *" write from memory.

11^^ sulky and silent,

moody, out of temper.

1 IRj lil -i think it over and
you will understand it.

I
-^ to intuitively understand.

^ ]
in retirement.

] |§ secret protection, as of God.

||-H? P'rom mouth and (/o ko( ;
' simi-

II tj*. lar to the last.

mo'' Silent, still
;

quiet, settled.

P|i( I
quiet and undisturbed.

iS IS 1 1
grieved and keeping

one's self quiet, as when up-

braided.

1 f^ ""* saying anything.

i,^^ ^ ''ord of two or three

fVzH'i strands
; a string of hemp.

"'"' m^mi^^ iA 1
I'ap-

piness and misery are close-

ly involved.

[1 ffJ To speak erroneously.

r.^f^j 1 P^ '*" artful child, a term

mo' used in Hunan,

lu Cantonese, used in imitation

of the word marl: A direction ; a

mark by which a thing is known.

=*

Old sounds, mu, mot, and mok. In

4|» From uood and without.

J^ A tree that grew on Duke
^mu Cheu'a grave, which seems

to have been a tree like the

beech ; a mold ; a pattern, a model;

a form or guide to go by ; the rule

;

the figure.

1 .^ a model.

^ ] the iLsage ; ih-; rubs to follow.

^ I
or ] ;^ a pattern ; man-

ner, fashion, style.

ft* Jh 1 *^ make a sigri-manual

by pressing the inked finger on

a document.

] 1^ blurred, indistinct.

1 if^ S ^ he talks very ambi-

guously.

-JH-f' Smilar to the last, but not the

>gpy same as mole, T% to feel.

jinu To follow a pattern, to go

according to the rule; a

pattern, a muster.

Canton, mo ;
— in Sicaiow, mo and bo ; — in

in S/ifiiii/h<(!, mu and 'm ; — in Chi/u, nm.

Jg 1
to copy a thing by laying

the paper on it.

1 % to write by lining the letters.

\
'6' t" pattern after the ancients,

to copy an old style.

1 iS ^ follow the sample, to

copy it.

1 ia ^ 4 '" make a plan of

a house.

^"tt '' ™"' '" speak and do not

;

gj^i this character is said bv Kiing-
-H'^'V -hi to be used south of the Mci-

i ling as a negative for JJK, but it

j"'0 is not improbable that tlio collo-

quial word 'mb /ff used from
Canton to Fuhchau, meaning
none, nothing, hollow, is intend-

ed, a."^ tills well-known chtirac-

ter derives its meanij]g from
leaving out the two inner strokes

of ^ to lia\e.

Consultation, [matured plans
; [

instructions ; a well settled course
\

of action ; to imitate ; false, unreal,
j

^ ]
to devise plans.

Amoy, b6 ;
— in Fuhchau, mw6 ;

^

^ I
a fine plan.

{§ ]
counterfeit, a forged thing.

1 'J':> ^^ i^ S^ to practice

the maxims of ancient sages.

C Vrt^ Tlie old form is thought to re-

"TSr semble the female breasts ; it is

< distinguished from (K'M jf not,
'"" by the two dots.

''; A mother, a dam; she, or that

which produces ; earth ; the ten

stems ; met. a local ruler ; the

source of; inferior, small.

] ^ a mother ; one's mother.

51, ] a wet nurse, a foster-mother.

^ I
the principal wife.

^ \
»v -^ \

a. wife's mother.

. jK 1
'" ^ I

a step-mother.

' 1^ 1 the empress-dowager.

^ -^ 1
lieaven and earth.

^ and ] cock and hen ; the

'\ male and female of animals.
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7 1 m interest and principal

;

•^ ] b applieil to sorts, inferior

and superior, small and great,

the produced and producer.

^ ] initial characters ; alphabet-

ical letters.

JS . J. ^ 1 i.S'^ officers are]

ili'i parents of the people.

< f »jt
"\ The second is also re«d '/oo.

^im» I An elderly widow, who
(I -^ I

teaches female duties ; a

fl/^ J
schoolmistress ; a brother's

'mu
^'^^ '^ ** called by her ^

'lao
*" younger sisters-in-law.

^ ]
my sister-in-law.

1 Si ^ governess, a matron.

-
'fiS 1

or 1 1
a monthly nurse;

a midwife.

p|-
I

a Taoist gixldess supposed

to reside in the Dipper, who is

probably the Hindu Chumh or

, goddess of Light.

From binl and mother ; a sy-

noDjin of 1^ derived do doabt
from dialectical variations.

The parrot, r^arded as still

• bird even if it can talk ; many
varieties are described.

> From ktarl and do ml.

To think upon with affection,

to recall fondly ; fond of, to

long for, to hanker for ; as-

piring, ambitions.

1 fCMr affection for one's parents.

^ I
to love anleiitly.

^ j
to esteem,' to respect

1 ^ ^ longing for fame and
fortune.

m ^ ] ^ sighing and longing

for him.

From sun and Jo not.

The evening, sunset ; the

decline of life ; end of a

period of time.

Q ] sunset.

^ I
dark ; the glooming.

^ ) or ^ ] morning and evening.

) ^ aged.

] ^ the last part of spring.

) -^ a sunset sky,

M-^ \ & S° m \he morning

and return at even.

To exert one's self

^ $ 1 1 ^ study most

tnu' diligently.

|j

The ground which the filial

heart loves to thml of; a

burial spot, a grave ; a tomb,

a sepulcher.

I f| a tombstone.

^ I
to repair a tomb.

^ I
to open a g^ava

] 5^ the hole when open.

] Jg the limits or wall of the

tomb—are seven J^ feet beyond

the grave-

] IJ the epitaph.

^ ] 01 '^ \ to sweep the tombe,

— at the spring worship.

To call upon the people to

do ; to invite ; to enlist, to

;«u' give a bounty to ; to circu-

late a general call for aid
;

a public invitation.

^ ] ^ "J"
to enlist volunteers.

I Jg to respond to a levy.

1 & to raise troops.

] >^ ;g ^ to circulate a sub-

scription paper to repair — a

temple.

I ]||^ to ask subscriptions to get

up an idolatrous festivaL

OU tonnd*, mot aiul mok. /« Cwfton, mok und miit ; — i» Smatmey mut, mak, mV, ml bo ;— i* Amoy, bok aad \Ai ;
—

•A Fuhehnu, miik ; — in Shanghai, mok nnrf meh ; — ii ('*•/«, mil nW mah.

From water and to fo under it.

To sink in the water, to pe-

rt/ rish, to die ; to finish one's

»o' own prospects ; dead, gone
;

to enrich one's self by an-

other's loss ; to exceed ; a nega-

tive, implying none d, not the

least, utterly, without.

J ^ none, not yet, there is no-

thing ; after an a^ssertion, it

has the force of a question

••fJ^ W 51 ^ 1 W have

you a brother'

1 W if ^ quite insip"'*!
i

km^ as a book.

] ^^^ nothing ; unimportant.

I |{| myrrh, — the product of the

Ji'ilgamodendron mi/rrhu of Ara-

bia, a name imitated from the

Hindustani murr.

JH ] to secrete or keep back

another's things.

] ;g at extremity, not knowuig

what more to do.

^ and 1 are opposites, — profit

and loss, benefit and distress.

1 ^ f^ compelled to do, no al-

ternative.

] j§ ^ ^ to neglect courtesy

and come short of one's duty.

I 13 useless.

lU 1 ;S ^ appearing and dis-

appearing without any regular-

ity, 38 clouds.

M <@' 7 1 ^ *'*" °*^*' forget

vour kindness.

m.
Used with the bst in some senses.

To end. to die ; the dead.

1 1k W ^''*^ >" battle.

1 ift ^ .$. I "0"'' fo'g^*

you in death.

1 # ^ ^ the dead and living

will both thank yon ;
— said to

friends who aid at a funeral.
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M 2'Regarded as a synonj'm of the

and also used for j^l to bury.

iiwk' To inter the dead.

\^^m^y:xn i # t,,

contract iiiHlerhand liaisons in

order to let attairs go as they

list, will just buiy you in their

ruins.

/ > From hand b«low water ; it re-

Z)^ seuibles («J« X '" ^'"i b"* '
. oiilv used as a primitive.

tno ' ^

To dive for anything under

water.

^—

I

Tlie old form represented the

I
I pupil within an oval ; it forms

F^ ' the 105th radical of characters

imi' relating to the eye and vision.

The eye ; a director, a princi-

pal man, a leader ; an index, a list

or summary ; squares on a chess-

board ; meshes of a net ; the mind,

the perception ; a look ; to eye

;

to designate, to name, to particu-

larize.

I "f before the eyes, now.

^ ] unfriendly ; to cut one.

1^ \ numbers, the account of.

M 'ffc ^ 1
^'^'^ many are there t

{Shanghai).

ji^ ] a list of the articles.

^ ]
a theme for an essay ; a

topic.

merit, not purchase ; jf^ ] de-

notes the three highest literary

degrees.

] rji M ^ supercilious, very

haughty.

|J j M ^ Ji firet particulars

and then generalities.

"Si- 1 ^ '°"s ^^^^ *"<^ ^y^ ^

good detective,_not easily gulled.

ffl P? S 1
please tell me the

general points.

1 ^ fi l£ l'^ ^^^ "°'' regard

the laws.

] |g !^ I have named everything.

^ )
angry, looking displeased.

^ ] the barbarian eye, a name

formerly given to the English

chief at Canton.

1 '^ US 'J» A characterized him
as a mean fellow.

^ 1 -t ^ $h il A regarded

them all alike as foreigners.

From plants and eye ; it is not

J
the same as thh gf squinting.

mil' A cultivated plant, a small

leaf clover, or trefoil {Medi-

aigo mtiva), the
| ^ on which

horses are fed and the young leaves

cooked for greens ; when used as

a raaiiure it is called ]^ 5^, and

plowed in ; some have supposed

this name indicates a similarity to

the old Greek name madixa, i. e.

brought from Media.

t- The old form represents a tree

^^V striking its roots down and send-

' ^ ing brandies up ; it forms the
ntu 7')th radical of a large group of

,
cliaracters relating to trees and
wooden tilings.

Wood ; a tree ; what grows

on a tree ; wooden ; one of the

five elements ; met. the East,

which wood affects ; honest, un-

pretending, plain ; in musical books

used as a contraction of mok, ^
to strike the string when playing

the lute.

there ?

I 1^ a cai'penter.

\ ;fjj.
timber, lumber, stuff.

— ^ I
a 1)illot, a block.

1 § putchuck brought from

India ; the ^ ] ^ Ls a s[)ecies

of Aristolocliia ; at Ningpo a

species of Clemafts.

I ip^
inflexible, honest.

I ^ the class of trees in botany.

Pg ]^ ]
a square block ; met. a

stu[)id bl(x;k of a fellow.

] '1^ A a fellow like an idol, a

dunce.

1 M '"' )S 1
^^^ planet Jupiter.

^ 1 ^ to strike the wooden bell,

I. e. to pretend to have influence

with rulers, and take bribes to

bring about an end.

^ \
to fell trees.

^ ^ ^ 1
1^°^ many trees aie

ift ^ iU 1 ^ I'e presented me
with a pear.

S ^ 1 PI a stupid dolt of a

fellow, just a log of wood.

^JLa To wash the hair ; to cleanse,

|/|Vj to bathe ; to enrich by kind-

mu' ness, 1« receive favors, to

rule kindly; favored, blessed
;

to regulate ; a branch of the Eiver

Han in the east of Sz'ch'uen.

1 ^ °^ tSc 1 'o wash the body.

] }§' f^ 'f' Ij tte disciple who
have received favors— from this

god ; said by devotees.

1 ^ dl ^ I washed and then

carefully wrote thii^

Fine rain.

^ 1
a gentle shower.

^ 1 ^ ^ '0 hope for the

soft rains to cause the her-

bage to grow.

Certain leathern bands put

,) around the front of a car to

mu'' strengthen and ornament it.

Mallards or wild dncks,

but others say domesticated

ducks ; the former applica-

tion is the usual one.

caimot carve a snow goose, you

still may be able to produce a

duck ;
— try your best.

^ ^ ^ ]
the common people

presented a duck.

J F» From a com and to strike ; it

fpV^ must not be confounded with

'^' ,.t/«!« iKfc to recei^e.

To tend cattle, to pasture,

to put out to g^ass ; a shepherd,

a cowherd ; to superinteud, to have

oversight or watch of ; to get one's

living by pasturage
;

pasture-

grounds ; one in charge, as a ruler

or teacher.

55 I
the shepherd of Heaven

j

an ancient term for a governor.

I ^ a shepherd boy ; and 'wnce

I i 'If ''^'' pastoral ballads

or bucolics.
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] ^ to tend cattle ; a cowherd.

75 ^ S 1
lie is a hhefherd of

tlie people.

^ j
a head husbandman.

] pI an old term for overseer.

1 ^ '1 Cbristian minister or pastor.

}g I
nomads, as of the Desert of

Gobi.

] A ^ 1 ?^ ^ the lierdmen

oversee all the domestic .inimak

^' iii S 1 "°'' presumptuous

;

a humble demeanor ; to bo inild.

I 5J the pasture wilds, name of

the battle ground in K'i hien fp:

,^]^ in ihe north of Honan, where

AVu Wang defeated Sheu.

M M. 'i^ 1
^^^ wil*l tribes of

Lai (now Shantung) practiced

pasturage.

From r/rain aud siripeit.

I^Sfc) The waving, graceful ap.

penrauce of grain
;

pleasing,

beautiful ; majestic, inspiring

awe aud admi.ation, like a divine

or imperial power; cordial regard
;

to revere ; to gratify.

] ]
royal, admirable; exciting

wonder ; to be profound ; with

dtep reverence.

..X i^ Mohammed ; whence

the Moslems call themselves ]

Ijj, and say
] jjj for Mecca.

] -§' ;^ & to admire the prince's

mien.

^ ^ 1 ]
pi"ofo«nd]y respect-

ful and reverent, as in wonship.

\ ia'-^M. [let my song] gratify

him like a gentle breeze.

1 ^

A benignant, loving eye
;

) harmonious, affable ; concord

ma' among relatives, neighbors,

or nations ; to cultivate ami-

cable relations; to make or keep

peace with.

^ ]
united, neighborly.

ft 1 ^ t^ to keep i^eaee in the

villages and neighborhoods.

^^ A gust of wind is
] | , as

-=gf> it rushes by ; also tho atti-

mii' lude of thinking

;

the iiair

wet through.

To die early ; to come to the

end of life.

® 31 4$ 7 1 ^ is not

tho Prince of Tso near his

end when young ?

Old sound,

m
finunff

^

ntoilg. /r Canton, mnng and mang ;
— in Swatotc, moug, min, nmngi and meng ; — in A

bin, and eng ; — in Fuhcliaii, mnng, mang, m6ug, and m^nog ; — in Shimghaij mung,

mang, and mong ;
— in C/ii/u, mang.

PI ]
to teach boys.

I
i^or

] ^ 1^ obliged for your

taking [the goods,] or your cus-

tom ;
— a shopman's plffase.

I ,§, thankful for the favor.

j ^ kindly toll me ; I am obliged

to you for the information.

] "^ ^ a cap that envelopes the

head.

UM 1 ^ (or ^) «"r fox fure

are frayed and shabby.

^1 A fi'j iV& beguiling, decep-

tive talk ; chaff, jokes, quips.

] g|j rash, to act heedlessly, will-

ful ; uuinstructed.

] f^ dull, cloudy in mind, con-

fusctl.

1 ^ (^ ^ to gradually bring

hira on till he becomes a sage.

I 56 to expose one's self to

death.

^ \ 'A ^ gi'eatly obliged for

your undeserved kuidness.

I
^ij I was honored by receiving

your ordeiB ;
— said by an in-

I ferior to a superior ofiScer.

From plants and covered over, as 1

a pig under a covert. 1

A trailing plant, also called
J

2§j ^, the cypress-vine (Tpo- \

mea quamoclit); beclouded, dull, i

obscure perception of; ignorant,

immature, rash ; a child, a pupil

;

to deceive, to conceal ; to cover ; to

pull over one ; to behave rather

rudely, and from this implied sense,

it has become an affected terra

for thankful, obliged to, grateful

for favors ; to gammon; the 45th

diagram, denoting reciprocal ; name

of an ancient city in Honan, and of

a tribe of aborigines, now preserved

in Mung-hwa ting | -ffc i^ in

western Yunnan.

I "j^f A tlie Mongols, eaid to be an

imitation of noengel or celestial.

j^ I
to direct the first studiea

1 i ^''
I 'fS **" untaught

man.

I j!^„ many thanks for, I will

be obliged to you for, I bog the

favor.

moy, bong,

The first of these is often used
with the preceding ; and the

second is also defined Ihunder.

Small, drizzling rain ; foggy
;

names of several rivers, ore

of which is in the southwest

of Kweicheu.

1 ?ft M * «uisty rain.

I ^ chaotic, vapors ; nebuloiw.

1 1 'J» M * tedious, drizzling

mist.

t\ t 1 ^ ^ slight pain. (,h'uh-

tJtau.)

1 1 5S gloomy weather.

|l|^ A covering ; to screen off or

I'f^lt shelter ; to protect, as agaiast

ffii&ng the bleak rain ; to cover the

head.

^ ]
a screen ; to cover, to roof

J^ ^ I ]
luxuriant and beau-

tiful as hemp and wheat.

From sun and obscured.

The sun below the horizon.

^ 1 flM I'efo'o sunrise, early

dawn.

(m&ng
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ttjHj From mooi

H^ tll; liist 1111.

' 'J-vV primitive; i

From moon end oltsrured ; like

1111(1 iiitert^liaiiged witii its

\ uut the same as the next

The moon about to set ; to

deceive or cajole, to humbug.

^ fe I Bll ^^^'^ moon is clouded

over.

1 ^ 51 ''''' "''*'' l^'ush of dawu,

earliest dawn.

] ^ a misunderstanding ; not

clear, as a law • to mislead, to

gammon.

MFrom^ciiA and obscured.

Corpulent, large; fat

^mdny
] ||j full faced.

~

^ j
abundant.

Silk thread all in confusion,

raveled and tangled.

^ ]
raveled.

] ^ thick, like a tussock

of grass.

^ I
fitie and coarse together,

said of Hoss or thread.

rt^J Uimsighted, weak'eyes; un-

c P^C ftble to see from age ; blind

^indny from disease of the nerve, as

in amaurosis or gtitta serena,

commonly called ?f ^ 5t i
""'

learned, untaught, ignorant of one's

self.

HI 1
bad sight.

|§ ]
to enlighten another's ig-

norance.

^ the blind musicians

played their parts.

A fast sailing war-junk,

ailed
j
^long and narrow,

used in tlie I'evenue service,

and now known! at Canton

as a j|\g ^1 or scrambling

dragon,

] M jH S the g.illeys followed

e tell other like a school of fishes.

.fcl^ A tree like the locust {So-

c^^C phova), with yellowish leaves.

^iiMng
] ^ the mango, is some-

times so written but ;^ ^
is also met with.

jS* A shaly bole, called ^ ]c% ^, which seems to be a kind

finally of micaceous schist of a fine

quality, prescribed in cases
^

of derangement or fits ; there are ',

also varieties c.illed gold and silver

j ^, according as the mica is

nji.xed with other minerals.

i§/^ A dish filled with food ; a

(P^t lilentil'iil table.

^mAllg W 1 S ^ there was a

most abundant meal.

^^ A long flowing mane of a

c '^Sf^ horse ; the hairs falling along

^mdtiij the neck.

t-U^ A large lasso or net for catch-

c^T^* ing deer by throwing it over

^m&ny their horna

'itft* The poles or rafters which

t^J^ uphold the tiles; the jidge-

^indny pole.

M
Jt
^mdny

Fi'om people or Jield and lost
;

a synonym of imin ^ people.

Fugitives who cannot bo

brought together, those who

have become vassals from

other countries; the igno-

rant, imprudent country peo-

ple.

] ^ ^ ^ ^ simple looking man

of the people.

^ I
vagabonds, gypsies ;

house-

Il'ss wanderers.

I
lists or census of the people.

•Jk From ei/e and lost.

i f^ Blind from any cause ; an
^many gyy vvithout an intelligent

pupil ; blinded in heart, de-

ceived, easily (leludeil.-

1 0_| blind, as fr.>m amaurosis.

1 jfe a blind year is one which

has no jj; ^ term ni it.

?* ^ 1
'" '''*^''^ night blindness

1 Ml ''' variable gusty wind.

ifi 2< B'l 1
self-love makes peo-

ple blind.

I JS^ j[^i blindness of mind.

-^J^ Similar to the last.

? Si Dimness of vision ; dark,
^^ndny

,,t.scure ; to feel ashamed,
mournful.

^ I I
the sun and moun are

darkened,

j ^ looking mortified.

M Occurs used for the ne.\t.

A liliaceous plant, also called

^vMiiy ^ -J^, cowrie-mother, whose
roots are small ; the corms,

round like cowries, and ranging

from a pea to a marble in size, are

used in fevers ; it has white flowers

.and hastate leaves like buckwheat

;

it is perhaps a species of Uvularia,

or the Frililkiria timnhergia ac-

cording to Japanese books.

From insect and lost, but the

primitive is a contraction of 8C>
, and imitates the buzz.

A Stinging fly that infests

animals; a pretty plant, for

which the last is now used,

] a breeze or gadfly ; the fly

that bites cattle.

I ^ or !^'
] gadflies and mus-

qiiitoeS.

^ I
a horsefly.

jH I
a kind of barbed dart fired

like a rocket.

^ I
a fly that infests cattle.

/fC I
a kind of fly like a bee,

fothiil in grass and on trees.

= 5g rtt 1 I will gather the

iiritiliariiis.

tg j? An old n

tHal <lynasty, f.

name in the Han
"or part of Lo-shan

Yity hien || |lj ||, in the south-

east of Honiiii, south of (he

Kiver Hwai, at that time a part

of Shan chuii ^ j^ prefecture.

Fledglings of water birds.

) ^ a bird from Annam,
large as a peacock, having a

long heak, of which dishes

are made ; it is the rhinoceros

hornbiil (JJuceros), and is also call-

ed 1^ ]J crane's head.

77
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'ifl*^ EplifiTiera or sandflies; small

iR^C Hies over ordure or water.

'tii&ng .

] t:JS) dung-flies, midges.

1 ti wasps.

fy^^ Fioin iloij and Jirat.

iVSA, A fierc3, violent dog ; strong,

'nilmy Jeteruiined, resolute, brave;

iuhiniian, severe, cruel ; hot.

as fire ; biting, as the wind ; vio-

lent, excessive in any way ; to

niiiff, to iiisijirit.

>}^ ] a rousing fire ; too hot.

j^ ]
valorous.

1 ?Jl r>gi"^> fii™ ^"J stern.

^ I
awful, majestic.

I ^ a violent temjier.

5j« ^ :g ]
their meeting was

terrible, as two armies.

\ ^ Fi9
suddenly, startling.

1 |i^' an old name for P'ing-nan

hien ^ ^ %% in the east of

Kwangsi.

J^ ffij /p 1
dignified but not vio-

lent

MUNa.

rrom heart and hUnii.

Dull, senile, not intelligent

;

' vexed, perturbed
;

gri:'ved,

ashamed ; to cover, to blind.

1 tf forgetful, doubtful of.

^ ] ifj an old dolard ; a

forgetful lout.

1 ] ^ foolish-like, dull of com-

prehension.

1
I ^ ^ ignorant and dull.

1 IK 9.R to close or cover the

eves.

NA.

1^ 1

many'

From ^ evening anil ^ 'iim-

iiei-i contracted, tlie last form
often occurs in ite compounds.

To dream, to see visions
;

a dream, of which diviners

make six classes ; a vanity,

a phantasm ; obscure.

] ^ dreamed about it.

1 7f, Jl] my dream did not

come t') pass.

] ^ the nightmare.

I j^ nocturnal emissions.

] jg, empty hopes, day-dreams.

I
^Ijf a prophetic dream, one that

comes to pass.

*~% ^v 1
""'^ '*'"o dream ; niet.

this life, the world.

I 1 ^ i ^ » visionary aft'air
;

what was dreamed alK)Ut.

jlj; I* ) f^ are you dreaming *

f? ^ ^ 1
''f^ 'S passed like a

dream.

t£
I

communicated in a dream.

Wf^ \ I D'«= people] looking

to Heaven, all is dark.

] ?§ ^ -^f-
all of it is false, ly-

ing words ; — the reference is

to a character in fiction like

Munchausen.

•^ ^ ^ (g) ]
it would be pleas-

ant to lie by you and dream.

j^^' Just awaked from sleep, is

^mdiiy mind is not quite collected
;

it is the name of a mountain

in Wu-tai hien £ XM i"

Shausi.

-I

Old sounds, na and oap.

MS

From hand and a slave orjoin-

imj ; the second form is nnau-

tliorized but it is most common,

and tlie third is unusual.

' To lay hold of, to seize ; to

apprehend, to take ; to bring;

to get an idea of, to appre-

ciate ; a form of the accusa-
"

tive like ^ or }j$, placed

before the noun.

1 * ^ H iS m t*> fe«<i ^<i

clothe him.

\ ^ bring it here.

1 M ft ift '^ '^ firmly resolved

upon.

^ ] to arrest one.

1 ^ ^S ^ a™ unable to get firm

hold ;— I hardly understand

the matter.

3^TA..
In Canton, na ; — in Swatow, na ;

— »n Amoy,

in Shanghai, no, na, ha, and 'm ; — in Chi/u,

"""
ffi 3t 1

certainly, no mistake

about it; a death clutch of a case.

] ^ A a clerk who receives

applications, a factotum.

^ g I
nothing to hold on by,

or get a clue of ; also a nick-

name for a Budhist priest.

1 ffi 2)5 taken out ; abstracted.

j ^ 1^ to overcharge ; to raise

the price of.

] /P ^ I cannot seize (or get) it.

J -^ iSi 1^ ^ will see that it is

done.

1 fill 64 ^ availed himself of his

mistake.

na and V> ; — in Ftthchau, na ;
—

Tattered clothes
;

garments

which have been torn in some

way.

From city and weak giving the

sound.

'nu To point to a place or t huig; an

interrogative particle, which,

where ; the unauthorized character

\^ used in Kiangsu for you in the

plural number, seems to have been

designed to denote tfiat man, or

those men.

I |g ^ where are you going 1

1 dfe 1 ^ which year and month?

1 IM ^ ^ fife >iJ * how could

I know that lie would come ?

1 K in ^ how can I bear such

treatment t

j J _ m which one of them ?

j — /g ^ which man?

] 5^ ^ g<J where is it from ?
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Read net' A vocative, Oh I a

final particle drawing attention,

and implying certainty
; see, licre

it i.j ! lo ! a demonstrative particle

donoling the farthest oftwo things,

the opposite of ^ ; that, there,

then.

1 ^ ] it surely is there,

f;); ] 01), yen ! yoii. Sir ; a re-

spectful form of address, also

writ I en ^« \lf or
f;J; ^ and

otherwise.

1 >t'r 1 Si""- 1 ji 5itliere.

I fH that, as a man or thing.

1 S A llicse few persons.

W- tb 1
^'lio th™ is able ?

1 — ^51 ll^ere, that spot.

1 ^ 'tt:
t'"l^> t^i'it- ^vay.

1 # ^ 3c •lia'' kind will not do

E?ad <no. An ancient state in

the preseiit P'ing-liang fn ifi Jjf

jj|^ in Kansnh, called Ch'ao-no

^ I
; to )x:iiit ; to tranhfer, in

which sense |J has taken its place
;

lo rest, to terminate
; peaceful

;

much.

H£ ^£ H W 1 « ^ the

king is here, even in Hao, dwell-

ing in peace.

S Si ^ 1 to enjoy endless hap-

piness.

A colloquial, final particle

i used in replies, denoting cer-

la' tainty ; an interjection of pain

or Eurprise ; an interroga-

tive word.

^ ] there is nothing ; there are

no more.

Jnf it ^ I
Where's the difficulty

in it '?

is he here or there ?

Head toh^ or to\ The cry of

I ] made by people who exorcise

demons.

Read ^no. The name of a my-
thological character.

] PB ^ |>hantom man ; one story

makes him to have been foster

brother of the third son of Wan
Wang, and to have destroyed

Ta.ki's spirit when she return-

ed 10 heaven.

^J Rend ^Iso, tli6 last mother ; an

old form cf j^ sister.

na' In Cantonese. A dam ; the

female of animals.

^- ] a sow.

35 ]
granny, old dame.

] ^ * girlish boy, efiumiuate.

ta 1
a frog.

^ •f^ ]
mother and child.

Disease ; ill.

In Cantonese. A scab.

"" ^ 1
'"* ^"^ °^^ ^''''

^ ] to form a scab.

5§ ] the small-pox scab.

In Cantonese read ,/?a. With,

together with ; even, alike ; fu-

;

to join in, to take part with ; to

stick to, as glue.

?? \ ifr-^ rH SO with yon.

1 ffl l§ '^ cany them all at one

load.

I ^^ sticky, tmctuous.

^ 1 IS M M i"»o sl'avcd him

often.

Old sounds, nap, not, and nat.

From hand and a jiliim.

In Canton, nap and nat ; — in Swatow, nap ;
— in Aimi/, lut niul lap ;

•

nak ;
— in Shanffhai, nail and neh ;

— «« Chifa, na.

j>5\) To press the hand down
nah' heavily; in pcnwans/i'p, it is

the sweep to the right.

"" ^ — 1 ^^''^ stroke to the

left and one to the right.

J^ ]
a copper clarionet. (Canton.)

1 M to pull waxed-ends.

From Sl7^• and insitfe ; iiped for

tlie next, and also contracted to

I' its primitive.

Silken threads shrinking
;

lo enter, to collect, to re-

ceive ; to insert ; to enter on

possession ; to be appointed ; silk

put in soak ; to hand up, to pay

or present to government ; within.

1 A to pay taxes in kind.

] j|^ to pay taxes in money.

1 jfc to present a danghter to

the Emperor,

g ]
to receive, to take in.

1 ^ are you well ? may you be

happy

!

] 5^ to get the cool breeze.

I
to contain or take in

;

liberal, generous.

M Sf ^- 1
I '>0Pe yo" will

favorably take — luy gift.

:tt "g" /p ]
I cannot a.ssent to

liis words.

1 ^ in soiTow ; melancholy.

I ^ to purchase office.

ill pHhi:huu.

to take a concn-

^

]
^or 1

bine.

H; ]
to place carefully.

Hi 1 1^ ^ make known abroad
'^•iv ordere and receive all peti-

tions.

] ^ to send betrothal presents.

^ 01 1
respectfully escort

the setting sun.

] ^ a Manchu word for cere-

monies of marriage.

m>
From hand and within.

To put a thing in or nndcr

the water, to immerse or dip ;

to stain.

^
I

to put in soak.
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Zp~rir-f From chlhes ami wiih'ui,

Tl ^) 1'' patuL ; to line
; to over-

mi' lay
;
padded or quilted

;

priestly garments ; met^ a

Biiilhist priest.

7^ ]
a lined coat.

Wi 1 '' qiiilted lining

jjf ] a fur lining.

^ ]
or ] ^ I, a priest

^ /fl 1 to dress in a wooden

liaiiig, /. e. to be put in a coffin.

(Giintonese.) i

~TtTJrt To take a wife ; to get ; to

"I Jj go i"

u' Ja ]
a f='t I'ttls child, a

handsome chubby child.

A^ A rope or hawser made of

|>{| J bamboo wilhs to to'.v boats
;

x»*<.j' to mend a hedge.

^ I
a ))ainboo tow-roix!.

'^
]

to track a boat.

^ ]
links or torches made of old

bamboo hawsers. {Fuhclum.)

NAH.

$Lll 1 -A. kind of strijwd seal pro-

'^\jt\) I bably from Corea, described

^-« j in the Pan Ts'ao under the

^IJ J
"*™eoff§ JfiJ sea dog, as

jj^ji having iio fore feet ; it.s face

resembles that of a dog, its

skin a leopard's, but dark
;

it has horns and short fur ; it is

HOW unknown in that region, and

was brought to court in the T'ang

dynasty. One account places it

in Koko-nor, or among the Turks,

so that it may refer to seals in some

of the Tibetan lakes ; the testes

are brou'^jlit as medicine under the

name of ^g ^ ^ from the west.

71-* A synonym of the 5^ se.al or

i J J d"oO''g) which is considered

««' to be a turtle without a

shell; it is said to have its

mouth in its belly, and to ascend

trees in times of drought ; the

Chinese descriptions of it are so

contradictory, that it is plain they

'lave seldom seen the anuuaL

NAI.

V4t-| The inner ornamental reins of

j J) a team of four horses, used

»w' in olden time ; they were

tied to the carriage front.

Y^rt To sharpen wood, as for a

UJ 5> helve ; to hammer iron to a

mC jKjint.

In Cktntonese. To iron out, as

cl;)thes; to sear, to smoolli ; to

lay over, to press on ; to touch off,

as a cannon.

I ^ my Ixjnes and flesh

aro scarred and blistered ;

—

pressed out of measure.

] Jj^ to fire a cannon.

I [1^ ''» press on the eye to cool

it, as with an agate.

£#

,.^^ Name ofa fragrant plant

/vr3 ) 1 ? '''*' ^^"'1 '^^ ^ S[jecies of

liay palm, resembling the areca

nut ; tlie leaves resemble the

fan palm, but are smaller and

aromatic when dry.

Old toundt, nal and nat. In Cahton,

ii

i^ ^ " Similar to Jj^ weary.

WlJlJ AVeary, sick ; sordid, ill-

t'"" looking, exhausted, seedy.

"I
Tlie character is Jnlcnded to

' represent iiir curling ami i»;iiing,

wliich cannot be recovere<l ; .ne

otlier two forms are frequently

used.

An adversative particle, but,

it may be ; doubtless, for-

sooth; also, moreover ; Ix;-

"^
fore a negative, if ; also iLsed

for the sulist.antive verb to

round the rhythm, or as a connective

l>article, to wit, then, thereupon,

till then, if, Ac, and often needs

no rendering ; it occasionally stands

for pronouns, as yonr, yonr's

;

that, those ; such a one.

nai and noi ; — in Swatou-^ iiai ; — in Amoy,

Shanyhui, nC", na, and no ; — in Cliiju, iisi.

] ^ at this time, at this period.

] in or 1 ^ but as to.

5E IflJ 1 S he is dead and

buried too,

!^ ] M ^ H tl"8 w Cheu's

father.

] pf will then da

4l£
] ^ ^ if not, theil I will

not go.

M 1 Ji^f ?^ IpI Tf: ffi i'"w is

the prefect like a wooden statue '?

1 fflB. 1
'^ the grandfather with

the father.

4£
I ^ pj" :^ is it then quite

imi)0S8ible ?

IHf 1 ^ J^ that wag heaven's

rule.

flif 1 -S '' '^^^ y"'"" work.

nai" J
— t'n FuAchnu, nai and nh ;

—

] S 1 jj* 1 K 1
litbewas

altogether wise and divine,

brave and accomplished.

i^ Mli Si 1 >i^^
>"" '""=-t con-

stantly check that heart of

your's.

1 W '^ ^ ^ M ^^"^ *''"

are destitute of virtue and

principle.

'It^ 1 ^ W ""'y ^y J"""" virtue.

n From pl.inl.i and the next con-

tractetl ; i, is read ijunf/ in the

dictionaries, hut with a diiferent

jnimitive and meaning.

The small tubers which

grow around the taro called

^ ] and ^ ^ I
in

Shanghai ; they are not un-

like teats in shape.
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%
1

1

1

"I
From woman and you or is

;

I

tlie first two are not mtich used,

and the third is unauthorized.

L The breasts of a woman
tlie udder, the dugs ; iii[)[)Ies,

teats ; applied to the M^higa

grape ; to suckle ; miik ; a

I. ii.se ; a pet word for

mother ; a married womau
;

a lady. '

g^ the nipple ; a teat.

] cow's mill'.

4J| a wet nurse,

I
to nurse ; nursing.

^ cream.

I m M 'l""'*"^ ™'l'^ '^^^^ 5 cheese

:uade by the Mongols.

] I
a grandmother ; an old

laxly.

giS I
or

I ] madam ; a lady.

{Cantonese.)

^ j ] and >]>
] ^ the wife

and concubines ; as
| | -(pg

denotes all the married woman
in the house, the hareera.

>}? ] la bride ; the appella-

tion of the daughter-in-law in

the bouse.

^ i \ fi y"^ ladies ! especially

those older than the speaker.

:^ 1 )
anf' H 1 ) and ^ | are

tie compellations for the wives

of three brothers, or the three

wives of one man.

^ I
a siesta ; an ancient term.

III? I
nurse 1 ma I {Cantonese.)

'J* ^ i* ]
'1^6 child is weaned.

7/ 7 ^^ 1
I feel very weak and

*/«w exhausted.

In Cantonese. To tie np, to

fasten on ; to hang on or depend
on one, aa a family ; to belong to.

1 ^ M. fi^ten it astern.

] lltg ^ he pays for the fireworks.

^ ^ 1 HB 'o tag after one.

An iron tripod of large size

to burn incense in temples
;

it has t\"o ears.

S3 ft M 1
to keep the

country in order, as a premier

does.

nap

From tree or great and to ex-

hzb''t ; the second is the com-
monest form.

A kind of buUace or large

yellow plum, sour yet edible,

three sorts are described ; the

Budhists use it for the glo-

bular Vterries of the fragrant musk-

like Nytunthes, m Stinwcrit inal-

liha ; a remedy, a resource ; to

meet, to occur ; an interrogative

or adversative particle, how ? what

way ? but.

I jSiJ ^ you must be resigned to

Heaven.

] jtif
I fpf

what shall be done

now ? what next ?

{{J J5^ I
•jji} I must make up my

mind to it.

^ pI 1 •jqf
or H 1 fnf I could

not help it; there is no help for it.

W^'k 1 at IS. I would hke

to eat, but I am full.

] ^ ^ fnj what can you do to

help yourself?

] 1^ — 7J1C but the stream lies

between us.

1 7 S or
I ^ ^ you must

(do or) bear it.

^ M
I

no alleviation of grief.

ig 1 4 ^ ^. ^ I must needs

dei)end on him, but he would

not agree with me.

j§ I ipj' \^ [this road is as bad]

as the bridge over the Styx.

*5

i

I JtlJ'
the Budhist river Styx, so

called because the soul cannot

help crossing it
;
paper boats are

burned sixty days after death

to aid in the passage, otherwise

it may be drowned.

The original or second form is

made of liD whiskers and ::^

• pelage, and is defined to punish
by shaving tlie whisker ; the first

is now used instead.
^'

To bear with, to endure ; to

suffer, to forbear
;
patient.

I }^ it bears the cold.

If I f^ who can stand it? who
can endure — such treatment?

] j'^ I am well used to it.

1 ^ 11$ 'SI ^^""^ the present

times patiently.

^ tb 1 il^ I can't be so bother-

ed ; I have no time for it.

1 14 a patient kind ternjx'r.

^ 1 U "? a placid temper.

W \ ;t Jt W * 't is hard for

[the girl] to pass her spring-time

of life so vainly.

^ ^ 1
great ability.

Read jiiing. To be able, a

synonym of '^ power.

therefore the sages were able to

regard mankind as making one

family.

In Cantonese. A time, a while,

a period of endurance.

jly I
a long time.

'ff M 1
"°t a great while.

^ 1 6^ wait a little.

1 1 ^ IT* eome in a little while.

^.AtjJ Stupid, raw.

TBb \ Wt, ignorant of affairs,

mU ' _ una*;i]^uainted with the world.



r
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Old sounds, nam and nan. In Canton, nam and nan ;
— in Swatoio, lam, nam, Ian and nan ;

— in Amoy, lam and Ian ;
—

in Fvhchau, nang ;
— hi Shanghai, ne* and na° ;

— in Chi/u, nan.

Name of an insect.

In Cantonese. The bites of
"" gnats or fleas ; a sore, a

pimple ; to stitch together ; a cleat

on a box, to cleat or join together.

— •& 1 ^^^ ^'^y '^ covered with

eruptions.

j ^ jjg to baste clothes.

From ,^ or ^ a liird and |g
iliiy ; tliis cliaracter siigge»i»

wlietlier its iuithil and Hiial

ni.iy not have been joined, n-iao

au<l k-j«, to make the sound

iiin or >i(in ; tlie second is a com-

mon al>lirevialion ; occurs used

for aio H soft.

A species of bird ; hard, diffi-

cult, grievous, not easy or pleasant

;

seldom attained, as happy old age
;

irksome, fatiguing; to distress, to

harass, to force another tu do

;

fnll-leaved ; to be careful.

1 ^ hard to do.

j j^ hard to bring about

also used as an interrogative iis

1 jE fife T' ^ can you think

he won't come ?

1 'M ifr> .^> T '=»» y-'" ''»^*^

f )rg()lteu it !

1 it jlg.fi >vill he still think

of me '.

] ^§ liard to ;<-t.

] ^ ;^ to vex liim ; to injure one.

1 ^ repulsive, obscene ; hard to

see ; not funiliar with.

very hard to esca|)e tlie dislike

of men in this world.

1 Jy )H'l J!^)
''''"•"'^ ^ couipaheiid.

^ ^ W 1 '^® leaves are abun-

dant-

Bead nan^. Adversity, calami-

ty, trouble, difficulty ; to reprove,

to reprimand.

^ ] natural calamities.

^ /i "^ 1
Heaven is now send-

ing its calamities,

fell into trouble.

] I am unequal to

lliB many cares of state.

A ^ 1ft FbI 1
a <lolt always

thinks the world goes hard with

him.

^ I

'

t I ^ it is iuiitossible to

escape this affliction.

^ ]
the sufferings of childbirth.

ifk M °^ f^ 1
how can you re-

prove liiii birds and blasts ?

fi ^B ;^ 1
miilually obnoxious.

?E 1 ^ IS he died honorably

for his country.

In Sltnni/liJii. Now, at this time.

1 M\ ^ ^^'o\ii this time forward.

1 TJc then.

From field and strength, because
strong men are required in tillage.

The male of the human spe-

cies ; a man ; a son ; a baron,

lowest of the five ranks of

nobility ; a part of the doui.iins of

the Cheu dynasty.

] \ a husband, a man.

^ I
to baar a son. '

) -^ ]J| a high spirited man.

^ 1 a filial son ;
— said after a

parent's death,

f^ ]
[I came] with my son.

] •^ a baron.

1 ^ i)ertaining to the husband.

] 7^ men and women.

Tlie original form represent.'!

]'l:int.s vigorously bursting fortli,

an<l leaning towards the south.

The south ; it belongs to fire

and the diagram ^, and is the

re;^i()n of heat ami vegetation,

where things get nourishment ; to

fiw.e or go south ; .southern, austral;

summer.

the

) -^ the southern regions ; south-

erners.

pj -^ 1 W he can face towards

the south ;
— he can reign.

1^ I
southward.

1 ^ 5b first shows the south ;
—

said of the plum tree indicating

spring by its early blossoms.

[H I
changed to a . south and

moist wind. {Cantonese.)

^ ] a northern exposure.

ifU ] to clasp the hands in prayer.

1 J?;
from the Sanscrit tmnia ad-

oration, explained as ||xf^ hum-

bly trusting; t'j recite prayers;

a formula like the are of the

Koman Catholics.

1 ^ t, ("f in fill!
] 3i£ [JpJ ^1

I'b l"^!
ni'inii/i iiiitilahlia) lu

call over Budha's name.

1 ^ BiiJ or ]
'M.^^ at Can-

ton denote Tao [)rie.sis who isse

formulas and spells ; elsewhere

Bndhist priests are also intended.

Jik ^t ^ 1
he is there and I am

here ;
— we are iixr separated.

I K fS ''*' Peking, a shop which

St lis Canton goods.'

JrI 1 -S 1
'he odes of Cheu and

Cliao.

^ 1
gold ; an old poetic name.

] f§ the south regions, a.? Can-

ton, or the Indian Archipelago,

according to the sjjcaker's jwsi-

tion.

1 W K t'iii'ton city.

^ 1
'"* 'atuo'is Iiill near Si-ngan

fu in Shensi.

m
An even grained, yellowish,

tine wood, called ^|5 | nuich

u.sed for furniture ; it grows

In Ki.ingsi.

^ ] a fr.igrant wood now

brought from Annam, and

used for beads.

1 ^ a fine grained hard wood.
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Iiicfssant talking
;
gabble.

<»*|TJ |l|t, 1
^'battering

;
twittering,

,n«« a.s swallows,

E ti ;p 1 p ^ fij 1$
if ymi stii|) study tor three (lays,

thistles will grow in your mouth
;— continnal study is necessary to

attain rank.

I I 1^ a name given in the

Archipelago to the fruit of the

Cijnoiiietra cauliflm\i, the Malay
'puki-aiuJjing.

li
Like tlie last.

The noise of general conver-

'" satiou ; to sing out, to call

over ; to mutter, to perform

incantations.

] I
incessant talking.

] H^ to gnmible at another.

] j^ "fifc 3^' call them over in his

hearing.

L—^^ An nnaiitlioi'

IjljSl i>ose(l of in

tliorized clmracter, com-

sect and south.

immature locusts, whose

wings have not fully grown,

are so called in Kwangtung.

1 ?" or ^ 1
u'lflcdged locusts.

To boil meat ; dried meat.

inlonese. The flesh on

the belly of an animal ; a

fat abdomen.

8t 1 A a big belly.

To grasp with the hand.

In Cantonese. To measure
nan

j^y spanning the lingers; a

span, a tinger's length ; to thwack,

to beat.

Jg I
— ^ two spans make a foot.

1 '©1 to push down.

~ ^ ft 1
" IS A to lamm a

whole crew with one stick ;
— to

rail at a class for the fault of one.

ml In C.<

w

In Fulichau. To push out or

away, as by the hand or foot.

1 Wi to push open ; to push ofl^,

as a boat

From 5J> reil and ^ flexible.

To blush, to turn red, but

not with any desire to reform
;

a blush.

] ^ blushing.

J
to redden when detected.

' 1 W ^ mortified at heart

aid blushing.

m% 1 ^ '1^ ^ [can you see

tills,] and not blush for very

shame ?

^ ] ]
too salt. {Cantonese.)

'jH'^ To venerate, to respect; to

^}l\ be in awe of; reverence.

'nan "^ \ "^ \^ neither terrified

nor discomposed.

»5

jimng

OU tound, nnog<

From ^ a satchel and
praise, both contracted.

A bag, a sack ; a purse
; per-

quisites, salary, property ; to

put in a bag.

ff ] baggage ; a havresack.

^ \ the bag is empty ; 7net. poor.

j^ ] a leather sack.

Jl^ ] tO' open one's purse, to pay

money.

•g
I

oflScial income.

iS j Is $^ only a wine-bottle

and rice-bag ;— you lazy lout

!

1 ^ Hft^ they bagged the fire-

flies and reflected the snow—
in order to study.

In Canton, nong ; — in Swatow, lang ;
— in A may, long ; — i» Fuhchau, nong ;

—
tn Shanghai, nong ;

— in Chifu, naiig.

to :^ >& 1 " vulgar term for a corpse.

1^ \ M'^ [easy as] fceUng for

a thing in a bag.

In former times, daj's gone

by
;

previously
;

passsl by.

'ni.m</
\ ^ anciently, formerly.

] 3 on that former day,

lately, recently.

/P ;g: 1 :^ forgetful of former

times.

^ I
the crowned cock. (Gallicrex

eristaius.)

;> Muddy ; water dammed np

or thick, so that it will not

nunc/' run.

^ I
muddy water.

I

nant/

To fend off; to push from

one with violence ; to stab.

^ ]
to force one's way, as

through a crowd.

SSc fh 1 ^ to stick in the

needle and brandish the

thread.

^'^i') An unauthorized character.

TTi^^ In Pekingese. To speak
nang through the nose ; an uidis-

tinct, nasal enunciation.

] ^ -y a nose stufied like a
bag, as one who has a cold.

n Dust, dirt ; a cave.

nang*
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Old sound, neng. In Canton, nauj and niug j
— in Sivaloic, neng ; — in Amoy, leng •, — in Fuhchau, neng and ning ;

-

in Shanyhtii^ uang \
— in ChiJ'u, nang and ning.

A5i A strong animal reseinMiiig

c n 1^ tlie ^ bear, with deer's lioofs

.mlng and solid bones, — [H;rliii[is a

mouse; power, ability, skill;

apt, cajable, skillful ; competent,

tiilentetl ; duty, function ; capabi-

li'.y, as of a macbine ; serves a.s

an auxiliary, n\ay, can ; to bo able.

ffe fr 1 # ("^
1 ifi) ''«. ^-^

ability ; he is clever at business.

I ^ can it be done ?

-^ ] talents, power.

1 A ^ -^ 1
^'^ "^^^ ''*' what

others cannot.

!!f ® 64 1 f§ ^ * ^1^« ''^'"«

are able to walk.

1—^1^ you cannot do

that over again.

18 i^ 1 \k^pk li<"v can yo'i

presume to defame me so ?

IS ^ ^ 1 °^ ^ 1
almighty,

powerful, omnipotent.

^ I
incapable

;
powerless, unin-

tluenlial.

] ^ the actiou or function of a

machine.

In CinUonese. Unlucky, ill-

omened ; to walk on the heels ; to

tie up, to connect with, attached

to ; to accompany.

f'J CI < 1 t 1 '^ '"^^^ * ^<^ ^'^"^

at the new moon.
'

]
'

I
[Tj* limping along.

1
'

ft. 1e ^'^ '' "P' ^ * ^*''-

In Shmghai. An adverbial

termination Uke ly, following verbs;

just, nothing more, in which cases

it is an ex[)letive.

i^ 1^ 1
dangerously.

# # 1
very rarely.

^ ) that way, how ? q.d. what-ly ?

^ 1^1 .^ ^ 1
just like the em-

peror.

^mng

A tree, from whose Lark a

medicinal tincture i> made.

1 ^ if^ lemon syrup.

1 3^ a tenon.

To stuff the inside; to eat

to repletion.

Long hair of dogs ; fierce

;

repulsive, like the guardian

images in temples,

p^ I
clamor, loud conten-

tion, like the baying of dogs.

Hair in confusion is ^ ] ;

tlie same phrase is applied to

thickets, brambles, and any

tangled growth.

Distressed, weak, wearied.

^ l5S t^ 1
embarrassed and

sad on account of inability

— \o do things or fill cue's

post.

3Sr.A.O.
Old sound, nio, mio, mo, nok, and not. /« Canton, nao, no, and nau ;

— in

in A tiioi/. lau ; — iit Fuhchau, nao ami no ;
— in Shanghai, no and

Small hand-bells, which were 1 .JL* ''"'"oin mouth and slave ; used

c»|^Q used in the army to stop the '

^tuio music of drums ; a bullet

i^fC was hung inside as a tongue
;

hand cymbals ; the clang of brazen

instruments.

—• Et ] a pair of cymbals.

1 f^ a watchman's hook to grap

ple thieves.

^^^ Noisy wrangling ; conten-

tp;7C tious disputations, as among

|K(/ with the last, and aUo read ^na.

j*t.o Clamorous vociferation.

tjr-j p^ 1 the noisy bickering of

> people.

1 1 ^ •^ W babbling out

many thousand words.

] Ift "T" Jli a street brawl.

1 M « 1
tbey bawl, they

clamor ; said of drunken guests.

Su-atow, ngio, tiMi, lo, anrflau ;
—

nang ; — in Chi/u, uao.

From Jog and flexible, alluding

ao SL'ctanes.

' la 1
no'sy disputes.

1 1 « 5c T -^ Mi 4 ti>e

whole country was annoyed by
Uieir disputations.

m Perturbtition or confusion of

intellect, beclouded; boastful.

?Sl ^ ^ I
vicious desires

W*' ' becloud the mind.

.W ^ tP 1 •" order to check

those who brag and disturb.

& to its long soft liair.

jjwo A species of monkey, also

Nc.i called ^ -^yi ot gold-

thread entelluSj'havii-ig long yellow-

ish hair, larger than the common
monkey, and described as clever in

scratching the tiger ; it is probably

the entellus.

teach a monkey to climb trees.

m A mountain near the capital

of Tsi, not far from the present

northern boundaiy of Shan-

tung, famous in ancient his-

tory.



NAO.

^^M^mm^ ]
bov

skiJUul you are ! you met me

J

.1

going to Mt. Nao.

t Also read ^nung.

C A large and fierce watch-dog,

with long, shaggy hair, like

^ ' the Mongolian shepherd dogs.

I H banditti in Yunnan and
Sz'ch'uen, who do not shave
their heads.

ii I
long haired, as dogs.

] U a tribe of aborigints

still existing in Sz'-ch'ing fu in

the northwest of Kwangsi.

^ Fi'om heart m\i husbandry

.

C Disquieted and vexed.

"^
I

annoyed or disturbed,

as by untoward events ; to

deeply regret.

Eead ^nung. Pleased, glad.

A mineral,
| l^\), found in

the salt lakes in Tibet; it is

impure sal-ammoniac, with

traces of sulphm-.

Compose^l of f^ flesh or [j

spoon, \i\ which represents the

//«*/•, aiul ^ the tnedulla ; the

second form i» unusual.

The brain
;
glossy, smooth,

like marrow
;
gum camphor.

] ^ the brain.

1 ^ the head ; met. the mind rr

capacity ; the wits.

I ^ the skull or brain-pan.

1 ^ ^ IS'<
to see the jaws from

behind, — is a bad phrenological

sign.

|K g^ I
no head for the matter

;

heedless, stupid, imprudent.

i^ ]
gum camphor ; a northern

name, showing that it is from

Ch'ao-cheu fu in Kwangtung.

^ ] to scratch the head, as

when cogitating.

fUao

fit)

'nao

< AW/ From heart and brain,

1^̂ Something that vexes the

nao brain ; indignant, annoyed
;

K/^ hating, revengeful.
' g ] to get angry.

NAO.

I tft irritated at ; hating.

^ I
or

-gl ] disturbed, trouble-

some.

~ 3x 1 ^ a fit of anger.

I f;); vexatious ; it disappoints you.

From gem or stone and brain,
alhiding to the stria;.

The general name for stones

like opal, cornelian, agate,

onyx, jasper, <fec., is 3S§ ] ;

they are distinguished from
'similar quartzose minerals called 3g
by their veinings and colors.

NAO. 617

•«

NftO

From //««(/ and eminent ; sinjihir

to /'no' ^ and also teadjuo' to
' bind up ; the second is a vulgar
form, and used only in the sense
of scratching.

To disturb, to vex ; to dis-

arrange ; to twist ; to per-

vert, to distort ; to scratch.

j )J5»
to annoy the mind.

1 ^ :^ ^^ to pervert right and

wrong, as by malicious tale-

bearing.

] Jg to keep up one's pluck.

•p ^ ]
not to show fear

; give

no sign of faint-hcartedness.

^ ^ ]
a back-scratcher.

] ^ to scratch an itching spot.

] ^M '^'' ^ 1°^ what to do ; not

easy to effect.

^ I
an ancient statesman who

is said to have established the

sexagenary cycle in b. c. 2C37,

and whose name, some writers

have suggested, may be intended

for Noah.

From quarrel and market, con-

tracted to do-jr and markets

The noisy wrangling and

confusion of a market ; a

bustle, hum, tmnult ; ob-

streperous ; to scold, to rail

;

'VP)t. to make a disturbance, to

embroil.

^ 1^ ] a great noise, a great stir

and parade, as at a review.

I Jtc to play, to romp.

I J\, to scold one.

I y to make (rouble.

1 i@ a carouse ; a drunken rout-

:)<. I
~~ i% ^ great tumult.

ift Ih 1
always in some mischief.

1 *- W '" Ixtther with petitions.

^ i^
] ^ an enthusiastic recep-

tion.

ifg 1 to berate ; to talk harshly.

'^
] ^\i^ ^ great display of

lanterns, as on the 15th of the

first moon.

1 M ? a proud impracticable

fellow.

I ^ great parade and glitter.

] ^if a head-dress shaped like a
broom.

In Pekingese. To occur sud-

denly, to meet anything untoward
;

troubled by, particular about.

1 T - '# 64 7t IS "iiluckily

I got well spattered.

^ \ %^H 'here will be se-

veral lowering days.

I ^ ^ finical about his dress.

From water and excelling.

Mud, slush, mire ; thoroughly

wet ; a certain stream.

I ^ miry ; deep mud, as

after a long rain.

J£ 1^ 1 A fat meat disgusts one.

Eead cluio'. Harmony, as seen

in a well ruled state.

Eead cltoh^ Gentle ; delicate, as

a gill.

I i^ easy, graceful.

The ulna or outer bone of the

arm ; others say the hu-

merus

^ I
the fore quarter, as of

a bullock.

Eead j'lA. Hot and broken, as

overdone meat.

l^^) Also read noh,

"J^itf- To handle, to play with ; to

nao' prop up.

^'"^ H; I
to fumble over, to play.

S'J I ^ T 'lof''' spoil that by
liandling it. {Pekingese.)

nao

y:\

I
mio
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ft
> From ^ to en'«r and |j a bor-

der from out of it.

nii ' Within, inner, inside ; inter-

nal, ill distinction iioiu ex-

Old sound, md. In Canton, noi and avU

From to eal and gtable or to
j

ilejivie ; the second of these is

, lanst used, though most proper,
!

and is also read we'i> to feed.

Hungry, half famished ; to

'net expose to starvation ;
pu-

trid fish.

^. ] Ho 1^ fli T' ^ do not

eat putrid fish or tainted meat.

I jti3
rotten, spoiled.

># 1 ^ ^ -^ he exposed his

wife and children to cold and

starvation.

tk^^ Like the last.

S^ Putrid fish.

'tiei 3^ I
stinking fish.

, — in Swatow, lai and nni ; — »n Amoy,

in Shanghai, nci ; — in CAifu, nei.

ternal ; interior ; in the court or

palace ; in ; that which is inclosed

or within ; near to, personal
;

among, in the midst of; the inter-

nal organs, the viscera ; the uiner

rooms of a house.

] j,^ the Inner Land, China, the

secluded land ; into the country.

1 A or Jg ] my wife.

j^ ]
your wife.

I ^ jh ^ ^l^op at the female

apartments.

^ 1
or ;;A: 1

t^he seraglio.

1 S "ly own nephew.

W.M S. 1 deeply engraved on

my bowels ; i. e. affectionately

remeralxjred.

;^'
] :^ he h:is book learning ;

—
a mere theorist.

1 4* W M f® ^^^^^ ^^ ^0°*^

among; them.

I6« ;,— in Fuhckau, noi and nM ; —

^ -ffi 1 ''• '* "o*' included.

f^ I
§ an internal operation will

succeed.

] and jlf» are widely applied in con-

trast, outer and inner ; internal

and external; native and foreign;

home and abroad ; inclusive and
exclusive, <fec.

] ^ in which it is said, the

abovementioned.

1 i5 JH Oflice of the Imperial

Household.

^ j
it belongs to my post. ^

] f^ an internal injury.

W6ll'iJ^sg^ifitl)einthe
lieart, it will appear in the face.

Read na/i^ as a synonym of j^.
To insert in.

JSl -fS I JL to put a handle in

the hole.

Old sounds, nu, net, and nok.

A rabbit or hare was once

thus called in Kiangnau.

^neu
jjyjy] uiari'. Tiie n.ime of an

official
I

/+; in the Liang

state during feudal times,

about B.C. 303.

f^lti Also read A'a«' Milk; to

^f^C g'^'' "lilk to, to suckle, as

'neu was once done by a tigress

in the state of Tso.

1 iA Ml suckled by a tigress, a.s

was a child named Teu \^ when

oast out in hia infancy.

1>TEXJ-
Jn Canton, nau ;

— »« Swatoiv, no ;
— »a Amoy, 16 ;

— in Fuhchau, niu ; —

^

in Shanghai, nu ;
— in Chi/u, no.

From ptotv-handle or metal and
disgrace ; the third form is ob-

solete.

- A hoe for weeding ; to weed,

to clear grounds of grass
;

to study,

j ^ to root out weeds.

fjj^ I
to hoe and weed.

. i ^"J W li 5C T to teach

the people the advantages of

plowing and weeding.

: ^ ^ ) to plow with the

pencil and hoe with the tongue

;

— to be a pedagogue.

yfJ^J A snarling dog, a snappish

neu' j^ \ a servant of Earl

Tsao mentioned in history

about B.C. 630.

Read ^jii. A marine animal,

the ^ ] , having fins and a fox's

shape
;
probably a seal.

A kind of pine growing in

Kiangnan, the
| j^, whose

wood is suitable for cofl[ins.

^ I
a kind of bark used

in dyeing pink.
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See also under Ai /or similar soundf. Old sounds, ai, ngai, at, ngat, and ngak. In Canton, oi, ngsi, and ngol;—
in Sicatow, ngai, ai, and gni ;— in Amoy, ai, ga\,and ngai° ;

— in Fvhchau, ai and liai ;—
in Shanijhai, 6, nge, and te" ;

— in C/ii/u, ai.

- * » From mouth and clothes.

f-3^ To grieve for, to compas-

,"i siouatc, to feel for ; to sym-
pathize ; sorrow

;
grieving

;

lamentable, distressing, sad, wofiil

;

mournful, minor, as music
;

pity,

grief, coiiimisseration ; urgently,

heartily ; a lament, as for a dear

friend ; alas, alas

!

] '^ to feel for other's woes.

] p^ alas, how sad !

1 ,^ I urgently Iwseech you.

pj ]
lamentable I

1 1 ilS 5S bitter sorrow and

weeping-.

] to sorrow
;
grief

;
pity for.

] I Jl -^ with bitter grief is this

presented ; a phrase in petitions.

] ^ mourning clothes.

1 1 'K S^ alas ! my parents.

] ^ an orphan.

^ Jib T ^ 5fl^ ?L ^ 1
I'ence-

forth the common [leople will

be in a sad plight.

ft H 1 ft lif^ its tunes are

sad and its stops are few.

] ffij ^ 'K mournful but not

distressing ; said of music.

] ^ a sorrowful supplication —
for aid.

A signing, monrnful tone

;

an interjection of disgust or

regret ; a tone or word of

reply
,
yes, so ; a belching

sound.
' M 1

t*^ ^^ i" alarm.

] pj (^ oh, how sad !

] ]
huihaby I used by nurses.

From earth and a particU.

Fine dust, the particles float-

ing in the air ; in some pla-

ces used for dead as dirt, i. «.

stiff, stark, dust that no

longer moves.

.^1

A

1 ^ dead ; also dusty.

] ^ a grammatical term for a
noun.

M.\ ^~X the dust has settled on

it
; ^ I

is used by the Biid-

hists for the defilements of the

world.

1 1 ?^ f.a the dust fills the air.

tl|h 1 From dog ani how ; it is nl-o

read ^tai ; tlie second and eorn-

moii form is regarded as erro-
neous ; some say it is a contrac-

tioii of 'jmo 'y^ to protect
;

otliers, u sort of plum.
M
,tai A puppy not yet able to

t.ike care of itself; foolish,

silly ;
acting without an end, hav-

ing no aim or energy.

] ^ a silly, unready man.

1^ I
to feign or act like a fool.

^ ] stupid, doltish.

] 'f^
to linger about, to loaf in

the streets.

] jg ^ I |ij lie looks stupid,

but he has wit enough.

I ^ a silly laugh.

K R 1
to gaze in the doorway,

to idle away time in looking at

the passers by.

II
Whiteness, as of snow.

^311^ how white

is the glistening snow and

hoar-frost 1

to regulate, or order^r Able

c£pC atid a

i"' Ph 1 the second of eight

brothers of the clan Kao-

yang ^ 1^ li. c. CiO, all of whom
were statesmen.

C y . From viothfr and sr/iolar ; it

ItJ ' resembles ta/i^^ noxious.

'ai One who has no principle
;

,
given up to lust

] J^ a rake, a vile fellow.

Originally composed of 5c or

g)E above >l^i and contraoteil to

"i
'

tlie present fornij; tbe radical p^
was afterwards added to denote
tbeir action ; it is also read w^i*
in poetry.

The exhibition of huniatiity f^
ill the actions ; the utterance of

benevolent feeling ; to love, to take

delight in ; to think on affection-

ately ;
attached to, fond of; to like,

to desire, to wish ; love, kindness,

regard ; the object of afl'ection, a

beloved ; sparing of, to grudge
;

forbearing of, tender towards,—
a sense found in epitaphs.

^ )
friendship ; mutual love, as

of relatives.

] M^ ^ ^ love him but am
unable to help him.

/^ ]
your daughter ; in Fnhkien

tiiis sense is sometimes expres:-;

eil by adding ;^ to tiiis word.

fij" ] lovely, amial)le; d<-sira!ile.

^ i'P' j"S 1 "'•''".V thanks for y.'ur

great kindness.

] d» M 1 A yo" should 'ove

others as yoin'self.

1 f§ H "F sparing of time.

S| 1 excessive and blind love for,

as a girl or a child.

] ^ amorous.

] jg fond of drink.

M 1 ^ ^i I have not grudged

one of my [sacrifioialj cattle.

ifi'y \ ^ ^ you- want too much.

I
S^ jtf you shoidd imitate the

good.

In Cantonese. iTntuinent, near ,o.

] ^ dangerously sick, neaf death.

1

Like, similar ; appearing as

if; hard to sic; to pant, out

of breath.

1 ^-ft L S il looks like it,

it is very natural.
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iD S^ 3l JS, «^ ?L ;t 1
likegoii>g

, against the wind, wliidi puts

one quite out of breath.

m To belch ; wann, genial air ;

to grunt in a disapproving

tona.

1 1^ or 1^ Pj an exclama-

tion of surprise, heiya !

The snn hidden byclonds;

obscured, clouded.

j ]
moon behind clouds.

] ^ obscure ; careleas, un-

tidy; underhand.

Like the last.

Dull, hidden.

,

] ^ dim, as the clouded

moon ; not fuUv acquainted

with. .

'J Plants growing very luxu-

riantly ; hidden, ra by the

thick growth.

'11^ hidden, shaded.

Big 1
fragrant

2 ]
a fig common in Formosa

and the south, which grows on

a vine. (Fictis stipulata.)

"^ ^ ] Wf ^^^ grass and trees

are very thick.

] ]
hard to be seen.

• I l *> I'rom plants and to re.'/>.

_^^ Mugwort, artemisia, or any
»iya/' plant from which mo.^a, or

rather the punk is obtained

;

a general term for labinto plants

like mint or catnip ; old, fifty, from

the hair turning gray, like moxa
;

to take relaxation, to quiet ; to

finish, to cany out ; to stop ; to

nourish
;
prospered ; finished.

] 3^ moxa punk ; it is also used

with castor-oil to make red-ink
' p.nste for stamping.

] iJ5- ^" artemisia charm liung

ovej the door on the 5th of the

5th mooa.

] ^ mugwort, steamed to dispel

pain.

-^ 1 W ^ I will protect and
care for your posterity.

'^ ^ \ the night is not yet over.

^ ] a beautiful woman.

^ ] an old man

5^ T" 1 ^ ^'^ country is now
quieted.

1 ]K IB ^ tl'e mugwortstand-
ard brings luck ;

— a phrase

used at the dragon-boat festival.

I'rom stone and to hesitate ; .the

second form is mostly used.

To hinder, as a rock in the

road ; to embarrass, to o})-

pose ; to impede, to limit, to

stop progress ; to restrain, to

let, as one's conscience does ; to be

an offense to, to irritate ; an ob-

jection, a restraint, a hindrance.

/p ] no objection, that will make
no difference, no harm in it.

W 1 IJlft A '" offend one.

] P to hesitate in telling.

] .^5' a stumbling stone.

1 ^ injured by, stopped.

NGAN.

i|& -7 ] ^ ''"ss not at all inter*

fere with or impugn.

^ ]
a hindrancs ; there may be

serious consequences.

1 1^ jy H ^ [sages] restraitv.

ed the people by etiquette and
music.

^ 1 J«: K 1 JK ^ it is no

obstacle to tliis, but it vitiates

that.

M
I

:^ a BudhLst phrase

denoting four kinds of limitless

knowletlge {pratisa'mvid)t\ia,\, be-

longs to every arhat, who knows
every meaning, every law, every

argument, and every pleasant

discourse.

Analogous to the last.

To shut a door to keepothers

ngai ' out ; sbut off by a wall

;

stopped by, headed off.

|5g_ ]
prevented.

^ ]
hindered by an injury.

jt ] deterred, restrained.

JS M'J 1 til if wo go on, we shall

be stopped by the Lilk

1^ Thehenofthe^^giJllor
tailor bird.

tiffui'^

From to eat and mufftoort, refor-

ring to the odor.

Food which has become

tainted.

M' ^ 1 ^ in licit 'Weather

things spoil.

isrC3-A.3sr.
Old tcundt^ m, ngaii, am, oni/ngam. In Canton, an, on, 6m, iim, ngon, and ngam ;

— in Umatow, an, an), and ngai ;
—

»n Amot/, an, am, gan, and }en ;
— in Fuhchau, ngang, ong, and eng ;

— in Shanghai,

C°, 6°, a", and ngo" ;
— in Chi/ti, an.

make easy ; to place, to lay down,

as a cup ; to substitute, to put for

;

to put to rights, to mend ; content-

ed ; an interrogative, how t how
can ? where ? as a preposition, in,

during.

From shelter and a woman under
it, denoting peace ; it is much
used in proper names.

Still, quiet ; rest, tranquil-

lity
; i^eaceful, calm; at e.iss, not

fearful ; to settle, to tranquillize, to

I ISI joy, content.

1 ^ S- a mere man of pleasure

;

a term derived from the son of

Liu Pi, who took it easy »vhen

he lost his crown,

fij^ 1 itJ make yourself easy.
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^ ^ \ ii ^^ quieted the aged.

I
!!^ ^ ^ to enjoy the pleasures

of quiet.

\^ ]
to steal leisure, — i. e. lazy.

M 1§ 1 ^ after all he does as

he pleas-.s.

I ^j> conteiited witli one's lot.

in '^ 1 -jS where is he now ?

1^1^^ which is right, which

is wrong ?

1 .If.
to console, to soothe.

1 <^' @ S""i benjamin or Ijcn-

zoin ; by some referred to
] ,^,

g or Parthia, whence it was

brought; others suppose it was

so called because it was burnetl

in worship ; it also includes

stora.x, obtained from the Liqui-

davihty orieiitalis, and brought

to China.

I j^, g the Sabbath ; a foreign

terra.

1 S prepare all things in readi-

ness.

P,!] ]
to inquire after one's health.

I jly to wish health to.

15^ ]
Ourself is well ; a reply by

the Em[x?ror.

] If to set up a god in its shrine.

^ tl ^ 1
indisposed; I feel

out of sorts.

I ^ an allotment out of one's

wages.

I ^ a leisure time.

1
j^' @ Gochinchina, Annam.

] ]
naturally, without constraint

or effort.

it filr> 1 if T I ^g that you

will lix this, as a blada into its

handle.

1 ii jJiS S where have you put

it 1 {S.'uinffh'ii.)

1 ^ il jIE 'P] 1$ do not say

such a tiling ; do not talk so.

4 1 & jS '* i** made out of

whole cloih; a concocted story.

1 f^ "b ^ what character will

you put for it ? (Cantonese.)

1 IS[ iT o»'
1 -ffi P"t it »^^ay

carefully, lay it aside safely.

(Cantonese.)

From leather and ease as the

phonetic.

^n(jan A saddle.

^11 ] ^ take off the saddle.

<^ 1 ^m """i arched bridge.

1 Bd' 1^ ^ [I "ould fain be one]

to run Ijy your horse.

M 1 Jl »^ saddle and mount
quickly.

i
~ft. A burying place on a moor,

[5 such a.s is granted to the

,"rt p(«r for free interment.

Ji ->y^ An impure minded woman
;

cTS3 ^" adulteress ; dirty.

<"" 1 IS filthy ; occurs writ-

ten tiius, and like the next.

n^fi^ To boil tlesh ; to make soup.

^ ^ F* In Pekingese. Dirty.
'

] 3lf another form of the

last.

From wordu and sound.

an

Versed in, accustomed to,

skilled in ; to know about,

fidly acquainted with ; to

memorize ; to recite or chant

] ^ skilled in any craft or art.

'T* 1 1ft V ignorant of the world.

1 IS tf ?M '^'5 knows all about

books.

^ ) ^ ^^ deeply skilled in

strategy.

yf^^ From dish and wine in it ; also

read lioh^

A cover of a dish or tripod
;

to put on a cover.

^ 4L 1 * ewer with dragons

carved on it.

-jf*^ From bird and to conceal ; this

C 'Ej^ "'"^ §m "'* legarded as sjiio-

iiyiiis, but their descriptions vary.

The quail is | ||, but the

term is applied to two or three

species of Coturnix, of which the

Cotarnix ihctylisonans is one.

M\ 1 ?.^ to fight quails
; the

beaten birds, called ^ ]
are

eaten.

From shr/ter and to cover ; tha
second form Iins gradually come
most into use, but it originiilly

' dejioted a plant lor thatching.

A roun<l hut or thatched

("ff'in cottage ; a sheJter for a

guard ; a religious house ; a

reception hall, or small tem-

ple.

^ ]
to become a nun.

I ^ a convent, a monastery..

;g ^ ]
a nunnery.

[Ij ]
a summer retreat.

j jjj soldiers' huts.

,

1 JS ^ * '"'^"'t ^'^^ brought

from India ; the atnra or mango.

(.Miingi/era iiulica.)

Read ngoh. The bottom or

low part ; a pig-sty.i

This is sometimes read y«A,

Devoid of intc'lligence : not

at ease ; foolish gibes, jokes,

aillery.

'^fl/fe*-
'^'^ ^*^'^"' *'"^'^ ^''' ^'^^^ the

H »CJ; hand, after the manner of

'<(;* the Hindoos ; to hold in the

mouth ; used by the Mongol

Budhistsas the first word in their

incantation ] |||g gg ]i/\ ^ p|
Om Mini Padnu Horn.

^JH^ A personal pronoun, common

1^^ among uneducated people in

'an the north; I, myself; it is

also used in singing.

I ^ mine.

cl-JU From hand and sound ; it is in-

J Q terchanged with 'i/en Jg to close.

'an To cover with the hand ; to

lean on the hand ; to hide,

to screen with something; to put

the finger on ; to suppress, to ex-

tinguish ; to finger, as a flute.

^ ^ 1 ft cover your hand

oxer it.

1 iJS to put out, as a fire; to

quash.

] ^ to feel the pulse.
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1 ^ SS ^ '° '=0^*^'' ^ ''•^'"g

anil make one giiess.

1 ^ M $i rauffle the gong and

(Iriiin ;
— keep it quiet.

n^ > Tlie sun ol«curetl by clonds
;

P|^ dimly lighted, obscure, som-

an' ber
;

gloomy, not shining

;

in the dark ; clandestine

;

stealthily, secretly, unobservedly
;

unintelligent ;
private, mental.

M 1 dark, as a room.

5^ g, 1
a dark day.

. _.

.

I jg, to cogitate, to think it over.

] 1^ a hidden wheel, as in a

propeller.

Jr 1 liS '° g*^*^ ^ '""*' *" signal.

] p^ |j5jJ
:^ to do things in the

dark ; underhand doings.

I ^ to secretly injure.

] f^ in the dark.

j|f5 I
a dull, glimmering lam^k

1 ^ S '" '^® ''^'"^'

] ^ dull, obscure ; stupid.

1 bJ .K IW to secretly learn what

the [wople think.

,

I ^ or
] J^ a secret place.

Bfl §t li t 1 ^ II l» a"

open gun is easily withstco<l, but

the unseen arrow is hard to

guard against.

1 1 S without thought and

un|)reineditated, privately done.

{Sluinyltai.)

J7-J^) Like the last. 1

Y ^ Obscure, dark

an' 1 ^ how gJoomv and dim !

OH* To shut the door and witli-

I^J draw from society ; retired,

«»' dark, like a recess, badly

lighted ; undiscernible ; even-

ing ; dark : eclipsed.

1 PI ^ ^ t*^ rcluse one's si'lf

to one's friends.

1 ^ ffil ^ dark indeed, but

daily becoming brighter, — as a

g;x)d man's mind.

] -^ J]^- "ighi, in th'jdark.

I 1^ ignorant and irresfjlate.

jtfct) I'lom vooii and rest ; occasion-
^^^^. allv used for the iiext.

(lit' A table on which to lean ; a

table, bench, or bar before a

judge ; that which lies on it, a case

in law, an action ; an occurrence,

event, affair, spoken of judicially
;

a sentence, a decision ; to try, to

decide a case ; a limit or frontier
;

iu order, a series ; a cup, a goblet.

1 ^ or ] 35^ official records,

law papers.

] ^ the circum.stanccs of a case.

—•'!'[: ] a case in court.

] 1^ the merits of a case.

] ^ it appears from the records-

^ ]
to try a case. ,

^ ] to decide a case.

^ ] a case of murder or one that

involves life.

j^ I
to summon the parties, wit-

nesses and all, to court.

^ ] on record, is in court.

] ^ the room for records ; the

writers of dispatches, &c.

I
"^ at the bar.

13^ 1 or j^ ] to rehear or revise

a case.

^ ]
an old or deciiled case.

W= 1 ^ fm ^o lift the goblet and

conijiare the eyebrows; —

a

wedded pair.

JfiJ ^ I
•^ the punishment meets

the crime.

— ^l] ^ 1
*'* ^^^ °^ inceruse furni-

ture [ilaced on altars.

^ SM ^ 1 * "^^s® without evi-

dence ; unaccounted for.

iiljS] ]
to .appeal a case.

'

]
"^" first on the list ofgr.iduates

in a district or prefecture.

Ifj ]
to .slap the table.

I-^ ) Krom hand and resf.

To put down, to lower ; to

(///' stop, to desist ; to prevent

niovuig ; to put the hand, to

liold, to grasp ; to pull in ; to rnb,

to chafe
;
go .about .and to examine,

to try ; a preposition, as, according

to, by, in conformity to. ,

] J5 j^ JK to p.ay wages by the

luontli.

] :^i] ffij JjL '"^ gi'^isped his "eladj

and stood reiuly.

] j*^ according to law.

] 1^ to shampoo.

I
'^ to give security, to pledge.

^' 1 'ij* IM '" ^^y '''"^ h.and on

tlie heart, as in self-examination.

] £a to halt the troops.

I ^ according to the evidence.

1 ih stop it.

1 ^ RS to phiy on the keys— as

when testing tlie pitch.

1 ^ pI l^*^ crimin.al judge in a

province. ,

] i^- to rein in a horse.

4ii ^ 1 ^ ^° press the hand on

a thing. ^

Eead nt/o/i^ To
pFess, to press down.

then niiirshaled his troops to

stop these invaders.

repress, to

^fl M lie

ngan

an'

From f^ a steep hank and -y-

a fihiffht.

A shore, bank, or beach ; the

edge or brink of a stream

;

a high cliff; end of a jour-

ney, the goal, the object of effort

;

steps of a palace ; a high forehead
;

a valorous or eminent person ; a

prison iu the country.*

I J2 on the bank.

J;^ ]
to go ashore ; to disembark.

^ ffi ^s 1
Ijouudless and shore-

less.

nM >S 1 the .shore is just behind

you
;

you can mend your ways.

^ ] a fine-looking person.

ffli 1
'^e [ll'e lx>'it] to the bank.

M Bif Si 1
l^'l' ^"I'l'^s arc wall-

ed up.

j^ ]
the end of a doctrine.

1^ ] separated from that shore)

iR'vond the bank.

_fc 1 S IU"
^^''e" ^^ ^^ ^"

dragged ashore, he'll think of

gain,— as a man rescned-
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jail and some in another.

I^J ^ I
to reach that shore,— hy

crossing the Sansara, the equi-

valent of param or paramita,

which is tho 7^^ ^ or six means

cf passing over, of which the

last is pradjrui or wisdom, and

alone fits the soul for nirvana.

> A well dressed, elegant wo-

nffan^
'

l^^> Turned black, as ripe mnl-

^(•^ berries or spoiled olives

;

an' sudden, quick.

1 ^ M m 3i ^ how

suddenly tho lightning Btruck him 1

ngan^

an'

To restrain one's anger ; hard

to know ; largo clieeks ; a

bad temper ; a woman who
is partial to ona

A gust ; a hurricane.

blast swept over the sea hko
a clap of thunder.

Old soumf, eiu In Canton,

From /leart and because, iiitirant-

ing that tho heart has reason for

its love.

Favor, grace, mercy, kind-

nrss ; benefits, obligations
;

imperi.ll favor ; charitable, compas-

sionate ; to oblige, to enrich, to

show favor to
;

private, heartfelt,

partial to.

or J^ ] imperial favor.

5^ ]
divine, be^veuly grace.

^. 1

yan ;
— in Swatow, im ;

— «n Amoy, lin

in Shanghai, ang, ;
— in Chifu, &n.

^ ]
to show favor, lenient to.

I© 1 "^ ^ ungrateful and rei>

robato.

] iM Ifk \^ i^ ''is kindness

reaches to tho people ; — said

of a magistrate.

] 'f^
loving aficction, as among

relatives.

1 7II ifc #ft to requite evil for

good.

^ ]
beiK-fited ; received mercy.

— in Fubchtm, bng ;
—

^ I
feeling grateful.

^ 1 A;g,^ii:BIbowcanmy
benefactor turn to l)e my foe ?

^K 1 U '•' placard of the cure

effected by an idol ; they are like

votive tablets, and the thiinkful

devotee often vows to post hun-

dreds of them in the streets.

1 *flW^'-T^vith love and
with toil I nourished my young,

1 K gracious rewards.

3sro--A.o.
Old somds, Dgo, nga, and ngaf;. Jn Canton, ao, aii, 6, and ngo ;

— i;j Swalow, ngao, ao, t'ap, kao, and ka j— fa Amoy, ao,

ngo, 6, and kao ;
— in Fuhchau, ngo, ngao, and o ;

— in Shanghai, o, and ngo ;
— i« Chifu, ao.

From metal and deer.

To slaughter, to exterminate

;

(10 to fight and give no quarter
;

a copper pan.

] & destroyed all the troops.

1 Wi -k W a Woolly field of

battle.

] ^ to deceive, to impose on.

Fiom^Ve and antelope.

To warm or bake in a close

vessel; in Canton, it means

to boil or stew meats ; to

warm in water.

1 3^ to stew vcgctablca

] )^ to watch, to s't up nights.

1 5^ stewed thcrou<!;hly.

m A hollow in tho ground, a

cavity, a depression ; undulat-

ing, rolling, as land.

jjj ]
depression in the hill.

] ^ a little hollow.

In Cantonese. A turn, a corner

;

poor, destitute.

Hf ]
' turn the corner.

, 1 ^ ill great want.

Like the last, bat the cbnracter

is designed to depict its meaning
;

it is read (Wa jn the north cf
'0 China.

''^' An indentation, a hollow, a

bole ; a cavity ; tho undu-

lations in a ridge.

I
1^ charaters cut in bas-relief.

m

^ngao

g ]
a hollow, where rain collects.

I (^ ('('5 lost a httlft {Cantonese.)

Composed of jff, to open and Jjg

out contracted ; it is used for XvC
and the next three.

To saunter, to ramble

;

proud ; tall
;
pleased ; a stage for

pantomimes and mummers ; old

name of a region near K'aifung fu,

in which there was a noted hill.

^ ?!; ^ iS « I ja ji it is

not because I have no wine, and
might neither ramblo nor travel,— that I grieve.

^ I ]
a very tall man.

I& ^ ii 1 ''1 their intercourse

they were not proud
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To ramble, io divert one's

self; to trnrel for pleasure,

jfflo f^ I ^ *o roam over

llie world.

] J^ to go and see shows,

dj^
] JH, ^ to divert one's self

in tbe breezy moonligbt.

A vicious, spirited liorse

;

stubborn, plucky; indomi-

table and wilful.

^ I resolute ;
proud and

overbearing.

] ^ '^^ SB stubborn and care

less of consequences.

Occurs used for ^ pronJ.

C^^' A degenerate unwoitliy fel-

^0 low; needless, biirsli words

used by an officer ; to dislike

advice ; liigli.

1 1 ^;^SK Iiow exalted lie

is !— as Laotgz'.

I 1 ^ "'P cry of weeping

i and sobbing.

^^f It is often wrongly used for tlic

(Yi\\ next from coiifus-ioii of radiculs.

^ngao To boil, to cook by boiling;

to parch grain, to kiln-dry;

to distil ; to siranier ; to bre\V or

decoct ; to hanker for ; Io disturb.

I |j| to boil cakes.

I 1^ to decoct medicine.

1 -{k to waicb all night.

^ ^ I I
ihe people were all

perplexed.

] y^ ^ to long fov ; unable to

resist, as a drunkard his cups.

] ^ to seethe, as opium ; to

dimmer to a paste.

In Shanyliai. Offensive;

repellant.

1 ^ ^ disgusting, nauseous.

I ^ iS I can't endure it.

^^ A hirge dog, described as

<lZ/^ f''"'" fs®' ''ig'') fierce but

^ao tractable; it is probably the

powerful mastiff of Tibetan
shepherds.

jp$ I
a powerful massive dog.

•^^ Strong, brave

cfflO

I ijj great prowess, fear-

less.

A loud wailing; a mournful

'yi^ clamor, as of hungry beg-

jrto gars ; noi.se of many Voices.

P§ J incessant noise.

^ P I ] all are clamoring at

once, every one teases me.

^ P I
children crying for food.

^ H^ I I
doleful is the scream-

ing— of the wild geese.

J±L To shake, to joggle, to rat-

g^Jl tie, to twirl,

joo
I tl -jF to ring a bell.

I '^ ? *" throw dice.

I ^ to shake the lots, as when
divining.

! M' to joggle the table (Canton.)

] if^ to shake the post.

XMf ^^°^'<-'''' instruments in ge-e

Jyl\ neral.

^'^ 5? A 3^ ;i I .
to play on

the eight (or all) instruments.

^ ^ 1 the distant band is

playinof,

y±L A stony surface, covered with

SWi pebbles.

i>^ffao llj II Uff ifB ft see the
stony hills as if following one
another in a line.

From ear and phased.

Refusing to liear anothei.

(US')
I ^ disinclined to listen,

inattentive to wily words.

1 ^ noisy cries of a multitude.

A sea-monster allied to the

turtle, which bears up the

earth ; a krakeu which car-

ried off the Pnng-lai moun-

tains 3^ '^ where the genii lived,

into the eastern sea ; its legs were

used by :^ j^ J^ for the four

poles 1^ of the earth ; this fable

may veler to the ark.

^ I ^ iS [liko as] tbe golden

kraken rests quietly in the sea;

said of Lewchew.

NGAO.

•.^ Like tbe last.

A huge sea fish.

1 2%, a gargoyle like a

fish.

^ ^ . 1 W,^ cannot express the
obligation I shall feel.

SS l5 1 HM perched alone on the
whale's head; I.e., to become the
chwang-xjuen or first Hauliu.

I ^. * species of sconiaena

(Pterois)
; and the^ 1

,fiS, an
orange colored species (iS'eiasies

platycej)lidlus), are both found
at Canton.

t^
Thenipperaoplargeclawsof

3^ the crab, called also ^ £{f.
jao S 1 a shell like the Sjwn-

dylus; an immense bivalve,

which probably denotes the great
C/wjma, under which fishermen are

fabled to build a fire to open the
shell and obtain its ilesh.

BK The bnilding.s of a granary
;

?ZSJv a room or bin for storing

fio grain within a dejiot.

^ I the various buildii:gs

in a granary.

^^ The stem or cnt-waler of a

iyti" vessel ; also the keel and

fCW false keel.

An infelicitous bird, probab-

ly a species of owl, with a

white body and red mouth,
whosepresenceindicates ruin

to the state,

To fly like a Lawk, io skim.

I 1^ to soar to and fro,

to wheel around in the ait'.

lua From dress and hidden.

il'y^ A robe ; an outer garment
'ao to keepoff Ihecold ; itscuff.s

are not made like a horsu's

hoof, and it does not open in fiont

like the ^ ; a coat, a jacket.

1^ I a wadded coat.

^ ji$
I a lined coat.

/J I
a fur lined robe.
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c.Iaj^ Vexed, angry ; to regvel ;

13^ av/uioioiis.

'ao
I 'f^

(o liale.

I
"j^ irriiated, iinpalienl ; Ii(\-

M^^ 1 fi'lo brood angrily over

an aef, to clierisli haired.

1
'Jja

seli-rt>proacI),<obliinjeone'.'i

self, (o regret a thing.

A lafge and coarse kind oC

peitrh {Sci(ena}, hrou^iit to

Slacao in winter, weighing
Fometiniesa hundred pounds;

tlie Vianio i^i also given to a

species of eef.

ijr i"> From man and trifiing.

' Proud, arrogant, uncivil,

assuming; ptidc, rudeness
;

(o treat rudely, fo brave.

nijao' ,"& 1 '"2J fi-'il i^elfisl,.

^ 1 ariogant, supercilious.

j ']§ to scorn, to treat con-

tenjpl'uously.

^/^> A round, iron cooking utcn-

T^^ t-il, flat and .shallow; a grid-

ao' die.

gf I
a griddle.

1 iyi
'" ^'^

'
'^'^ g"G<-""s or cakes.

iV^

^
NGAO.

From yrcat au'i a bin, but the

etymologists derive it from *»»

a shelter and a dark corner where

two hamU are puttuig away
thin{;s.

The southwest corner of a ball

where the laies used to bo placed,

and' one can be quiet; retiitd,

deep; myslerious,ob3cure; within,

further than one has penetrated
;

an office; collected ; blended; ge-

nial, warm.

I
^abstrnse, mysterioBS, won-

dei ful.

^ j difficnU, esoteric, bard to

understand.

^ I
to vvorship the lares.

ikn^^nMlfl formerly,

when 1 started, the sun and
nioou were warui.
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i
ao'

yii'

m

^

• From toater and hidden.

A bank or high shore ; a

bay, inlet, cove, or bight,

which can shelter ships; a

dock for repairing ships.

^ 1 the ship camo into the

larbor.
pij ^lacao.

I
Keeow Island north of it.

J
Namoh Islandbelow Amoy.

Interchanged with the last; it

is also read yuhy

A piece ofground for build-

ing a house ; an even, flat,

nudopen plat, like a terrace

;

to retire into winter quar-
ters ; the inner apartments

;

in the water.

] |j^ the bays and headlands

along a coast.

P5 _g 1 the people are hyber-

natiug;— they keep in their

bouses.

I J It^ the fonr shores bave
been built on,—referring to

the deluge of IfU. -

j Assuming, haughty, lofty;

name of a man in the Shang
dynasty, son6f Han-tsnb ^
^J£ B. c. 2145 who was so

strong that he conld ^^
pull a boat on the land, ^^

-f^' To grind

Canlotiese. To reach np
(or out) to with the hand.

I ^ g^ reach out a little

further.

Jig
J ^ JiJ I can't reach it.

Old sounds, o, wu, ngu, ngot, op, ami ok

ill B'uhchau,

lljqp Respect ful, careful, attentive.

' 1 1—• In Pekhl/jese, read ngeiC,

t^" I'o excite, to irritate.

not avoid exasperating him.

Read Jxu. Stingy, mean.

I ^^ J^ excessively close and

having.

I^'T|' A howl, a deep cup.

'!^R< % I
an earthen bowl.

fill ^C j a wooden bowl.

'JtPJ I
-1 tobacco-box.

^ [ half a glas.Ojasof drink.

hi Canton, au ahd ngau ;

—

in Swalow, ao and ng6;

—

in Amop, no, 6 andngb;-

en and ngeu ;

—

in Shanghai, ii and ng{i ;

—

in Chifu, 6. ;

of

fiU

Deep sunken eyes, as

one wasted with illness.

j J'j
>. cast in the eye.

IS 1 c2l
* P''ojocting fore-

head.

I HS Hh '^ hollow, cavernous eye.

From ^ bird and J@
l)coausc it floiits over tlii

rides on tlie naves
white caps.

bubbles,

isca, and
like the

A gull (Larun), including

also the tern and other similar

marine birds.

^ I
or ^ I

a brownish gull

common near Macao.

;^ I 1,5 liU the white gnlls spot

the sands.

^t^ To sing local ballads in re-

c PJBH citative ; a song or ditty in

,eM the local patois.

J5J. I
Canton songs. >'

] g)c ditties; ballads, songs.

I 1^ or
I

P;^ to sing songs.

From to breathe and conceal ;

used for tlie next, and liable to

he confounded with the next to

that; it was anciently synony-
n-.ous with the last.

To vomit, to retch ; the noise

of retching.

m
fill
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1

To vomit ; the sound of

rctcbing ; to spit out ; to

^ disgorge, to give back un-

willingly ; a child's prattle

;

to quiet.

_ to spit blood, to bleed at

the lungs.

f^ ]
a disposition to vomit.

]
|l£ to puke ; to cascade.

] |j^ to spill cocoons.

P^ I ^ '^^ ^"^^^ prattled to her.

] III lU ^ to pay back money.

Bead JiiX Loving words ; to

be kind to.

=
|g ] ]

kind and consoling

telk.

OB.

'I^J

The second form is common iu

cheap books.

,«M

To fight with sticks or fists

;

to slap ; a cudgel ; to bully,

to wrangle ; to switch up,

to drive on.

1 ^ to maul as in a riot

] ^ to wound by beating.

1 J§ ^ ^ to disgrace a scholar

by a blow.

I H to beat to death, to kill in

a brawl.

C t\g\ From man and satyr.

|]^ An image, an idol, a statue
;

'^ngeu a pair, a match ; au even

number ; a corresponding

thmg or quantity ; double, paired
;

a companion, a mate ; to [)air, to

marry ; to accord with ; to fit

;

as an odverl, abruptly, suddenly,

unpremeditatedly ; for the instant,

for once, accidentally.

pC ] a married couple, a pair.

•g 1 a happy, and ^ ] an un-

happy pau-; a good and bad

match.

] J^ a wooden man, a dolt.

] j^ happened to meet him.

1 ^ <"^ 1 M 1*7 L-hance, %vA-

denly, unforeseen, casual.

^ ]
he has lost his mate.

] ^ to write ofl^-hand.

?f 1 ^ t*' worship idols.

in f^ /1^ 1 ''c is no better than

a wooden image.

I ^ to imitc, to pair ; nnion.

Similar to the last.

A pair, an even number;

'»^ei4 two persons plowing together

;

a fellow, a mate ; to match
;

to pervade all nature, tbo-

rongh.

^ ] to pair, to match.

^ 1 -j^ ^^ '"^ thousands of pairs

they weed — their fields.

in Confucius' lime) v.ere plowing

together, — and refused office.

1^ ^ ^ 1
"^'^^ ^ Di'*'® of your

Biiadow.

Old sounds, nga and ngap. In Canton, ngo ;
— in Swaiow, ngo, go, and ho j

-

in Fuhchuu, ngo, ngw&, and ngwai ; — in S/ian(//iai, ngu ;
•

The large rootstock of the

Nelumbium, \iscd for food.

'n^fM jH I
the water-lily root

|g ]
comfits of this root

I
i^ arrow-root made of it

1 ®r ^> j£ ^"'''P the lily root,

and the threads still join ; this

is applied to people singing in

parts, and to the faults which

geoinancers guess to exist in the

underground water veins.

^ ] to rasp the roots, — and dry

the water for the flour.

] ^ tapering fingers of a lady.

The time of great heat and

drought, when a sacrifice and

prayers were offered.

w To soak, to steep, to macer-

ate ; to rot or soften by
jigeu' soaking, as hemp.

] ^ moldy and spoiled.

] ^ dampened and spoiled

;

rotted by water.

I pj ^ soaked till it smells.

^ >^ 1
^delicious fragrance.

Eead ^ngeu. Bubbles on water.

}Q ]
frothy spume.

^^^ To gallop wildly.

In Cantonese. Stupid.

]
ja dull, heavy ; no apt-

ness or spirits for.

] ff a dunce.

.a)

^n

'\ From vords and to change or
do ; the second is least nsed,

, and often wrongly read ivi€i.

To lie, to deceive, to change

speech ; to transform ; to

rouse, to move ; to promnlge

error ; to move about ; unau-

thorized, as a character ; false,

erroneous ; a fabulous sphynx

that could speak and lie ; an ignis

fatuus.

]
"^ or ] g§ false stories.

4^ ] Jl^ ]
to propagate idle ru-

mors or fables.

would reform your hearts and

change all the states

^ {^ |K ] not a single error in

the characters.

1 K^ A i^ to extort money by
false pretences.

tn Amotj, ngA, bd, mti, and hia ;
—

- in ChiJ'ii, woa.

)& 1 1 in iS ii ™y mind
flutters like a dangling banner.

2JS ^ [§ ]
to arrange the trans-

formations of summer.

^ ]
superficial, erroneous.

To pare away the corners of

a thing and make it round

;

a ring.

1 J5" ^ m round off this

square piece.

m
i"0
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MGO.

Like the last.

'o move
; to influence ; to

civilize.

1^' ^IS ]
Otliat J might

sleep on and never stir !

^ S- m flE 1 Ji 1
Duke

Clieii marolied eastward to re-

duce and thus reform the four

» lies.

-Xfrti Good, beautiful, its mean-

ilsiAi iiiff in the Tsin ^ state.

i'^!/" ^ 1
imperial concubines.

I ^ the wife of Shun.

^ ]
lady-like, genteel.

^ ] the concubine of Prince I ^
in ( arly days, who stole and

drank the liquor of immortality,

and w.is translated to the moon
;

she repre^nts the Diana of.the

Chinese.

/tfi Suddenly ; a moment, mo-

c 17^ ment.irily ; falling, imminent.

i"!/'' 1 ^ '""
1 ^ suddenly.

I j^ a short time.

^Ij ^ ^ 1
''"'''' ^H^ awrv and

like to fall.

] f^ ^ a kind of spencer or

overcoat which buttons on the

side, while a iiui-hivu properly

buttons in front.

1 1 "f
1 il S/f 1 K>'«5'a-

To chant, to rehearse in

recitative ; to hum over to

' one's self

] f|f to intone or hum
verses,— a common practice

with literary men.

B^ ] to sing verses.

"I High, like a lofty [jeak ; a

!

comma'. iding manner.

1 'iS ill " s.iowy jieak in

Sz'ch'ueu neai' the junction

of the Ta tu and Min rivers,

which gives ils name to the

district, of Ngo-n)'''i.

•^ ]
1 of a commanding

presenc<'.

J^ ] j
they bore their liba-

tioa cups with gravity

M̂
ni/6

NGO.

A rocky cliff.
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. s'V"

i"J''

«f

[Ij Jfc
1 I

the aspect of

that clitf is grand ; a tre-

mendous high peak.

Ei The silkworm moth; a ge-

ciHjJ^ neral name for nocturnal

j«y<) moths, millers, and sphinges.

J|[ I
the silkworm moth.

1 M ^ ^lifi crescent moon, liken-

ed to the silkworm moth's

autennaj.

j^ ] a caudle miller.

In Pekingese. A disease of the

I hroat, like diphtheria.

j£j j ^ a white ulcer in the

throat.

'^ ^ I
his throat has a swelling.

Ki'om Uird mid /, because it car-

ries its head high and proudly.

fiigii The domestic goose, which

has a bulb on the upper man-
dible ; applied to large water birds

of similar habits; also to a disposi-

tion of vessels in a triangle for a

battle.

I^ ] the common goosa

jj^ ]
the pelicaiL

jk 1 '1 Fnguin.

I ^ j^ large Hakes of snow.

3^ ]
a crane, from its soaring.

7K ^ 1
'i'^'"^l "ftcal.

1 ^ 2^ a quill-pen.

uX 1 M '* stupid goose-head sort

of fellow.

I [}^ small cash, counterfeit cash,

biy as a goose's eye.

1 i@ Jpp ''"•' I"csenl of a goose

and j/ir of wine,— at a wedding.

# vb 1 i'i
I 'nys'^I'" leJ the

scpiadruii of ships.

'f^ !M 1
'"' f$ 1

'"^ white albatross

{/Jioiucdei 6rac/iJ/uni) ; the web-

bed feet are made into bags.

A small s[;ecies of arteraisia,

or mugwort, the | ^ whose

i'V/''
tend(;r stalks are edible

when boiled ; it is also called

i^ ^ M "^^ ^^'' <5''''wing resem-

bles the tansy-leaved wormwood.

wu

'ngo

l-'onned of ^ .^i sffear and ^^
lutnti combined, denoting tlie gra^p

0:1 a speur ; it resembles 'chuo -{X
tu e.\ciiu(i<^e.

The first [lersonal pronoun I

;

mill?, my, me ; our; we, us.

1 1^ ^ oui'Lu-J Ohaa.

1 $JJ
*-^'"' <lyfiasty.

1 fi'3
"r

1 % '"
1 W '^e a"-

j^ ] belongs or app.;rtains to me.

1 & Cl I myself.

1 |p1 fi^ -i 1 ^^'11 go with you.

{C intoneiK.)

^ ^ \ W- ^ \
who waa I be«

fore I was born t

] fKj mine, my.

te ^ 44
I

without others or

myself; — a Budhist phrase to

denote abstraction and repose.

^ ^ W \ no distinction be-

tween us, I'll treat you as myself.

] 1^ I
I l(X)k out for myself.

/> Starved, hungry, faint for

want of sustenance ; to fast
;

iiyiP death, famine,

o'
I
^ starving to death.

^ I
famishing.

1 ^ ^ E T Jfil tlie himgry gnat

h;is seen the blood ; — said of

one who snatches dainties.

] y — H fasted all day.

] [Ig a hollow, sunken eye.
,

] jJll
fallen down from hunger.

] ^-^ bodies of the starved.

^ ,g, 1 ^, the poor think only

of appeasing their hunger.

] ^ hungry ghosts, the rac3C3

of desolate families who aro pno-

pitiated on the loth of iio 7th

moon in a general fesiiva ,;, --A.

beings are divided by ',ho,-7!tl=ri-

into 36 classes, and era :^3-

presented as titans in ciro iVTih

mouths like needles' eyes ; this

condition is one of the six paths

of transmigration or gati, and

the demons, or pretas, are !jus

appeased ; they act as jailers

in hell ; also a t«rm of abuse to

self-invited guests.



CiS NGOH, NGOH. NGOH,

Old Mtmnds, ngak, ak, and ngek. Jn Canton, ngok, ok, ak, ak, ngak, and ngak ;
— in Sicatow, ngak, ngiak, ek, 6, at, and hia j

—
in Amoy, gok, ok, gek, lek, at, and ek ;— in Fuhchau, ngauk, ngok, lok, ngao, ngiali, aik, and ak ;

—
t« Shanyhai, ak, ngok, ok, liok, ngek, and uli ; — in Chi/u, uh and woa.

m,
m

6'

Used with the next two.

All ancient principality lying

on the Y.inglsz' River in the

present Hu[^!i, and often

a|)pliecl to lliat province;

aa old name for Wu-cbang fii ; a

boundary.

] 2 Prince Ngoh of the Sung

dynasty ; his tomb is at Hang-

chen.

From heart and rfytnnsive ; tlie

SQt:oiid fonn is seldom used.

' To shudder ; startled ; to

wonder at ; to op[X)se ; to

loathe, as food ; to hinder
;

a iiindrance.

1 ^ frightened, startling.

ttTV' tk 1- he was so

thnnderslriiuk that he could not

Honeet, blunt words ; sin-

cere sentiments of the mind.
' ^ I

abrupt remarks.

|i[ ) to speak plainly.

^ A i. mm y[^ ia

~ ± ^ I I
t'»e syco-

phantic assent of a thousand

persons is not equal to the un-

biassed opinion of one si:h<ilar.

Intended to represent two persons

sinj^ing i" iilreinate strains ; oc-

curs used for the last two.

m

o'
To strike the drum in in-

terludes ofsinging ; to startle.

^ "K i^ 1
some of them were

singing and some of them drum-

ming

In Cantonese. To lift up, or

Btreteh out the neck.

1 r^ 5M to perk up the head.

The receptacle of a flower,

including also its persistent

calyx ," called also '^ Jg
or the flower's support.

nifo

ngo'

If,

A clifl", a precipice. j

^ I
a steep ledge.

J^ ] a beach or slope at

the foot of a cliff.

Stones piled up in a dan-

gerous way.

I ^ '^ lies on the head-

waters of the Meikon River,

south of Tsu-hiung fu in

Yunnan.

The sharp point of a spear,

edge of a sword.

^J ]
the t)oint of a sword.

1 1 ?'J 5'J '^° peaks and

aiguelles,— as of mountains.

Fiom ,% hird and Y^ scared,

q. d. because of tlie terror it

causes.

The csprey or fish-eagle ; also

called ig^ m harpy hen and

•ffi ^ fisii eagle ; the term

is applicable to all birds of the

genus Huliatus.

I jj[ to patiently wait, as this

bird does for its prey.

iK ^ 1 M '" '^'•^ autumnal

examination he became a kiijin.

I ,^ ml ^. the osprey has spread

his wings and th;; rokh begun

his journey ;
— met, a successful

graduate.

The roof of the mouth, more

usually called P Pi H

;

those of swine are esteemed

delicacy.

^ ]
the mouth.

J^ ] the roof of the mouth.

\g^ ] the gums.

White or washed clay iisacl

for porcelain ; colored earths;

whitcvash, plaster ; t^) plas-

tei ; a ivall which has noli

been plastered.

From mouth repeated and king ;

no etymoloijy is given ; occurs

used for i^, startled.

A grave and serious man-
ner ; startling, awe-struck.

I ^ a dceadful dream,

f^ ] a term for the five years in

the cycle with "§ in them.

i^y
o/i'

From words and each ; occurs

iucorrectly used for the last.

Hiirsh, scolding words ; se-

vere orders, stern injunc-

tions.

] I
his manners and con-

versation were repulsive and

harsh.

Ycoxafish and alurmli.g, ta Aa
plioiietic.

' The crocodile and the Qan-

getic gavial ; the former is

said U> have formerly e-xisted

in the K. Han near Swatow,

whence they were exorcised

in the T'ang dynasty ; met. rapa-

cious, cruel.

1 # ^) M m it n ff the ra-

pacious gentry and unscrupulous

undeiliiigs make a worthy union

of rascals.

] ffi an alligator, cayman, or

crocodile ; it seems to bo some-

times wronj^ly ap[)lied to fresh

water doliihii.s.

From head and i/wen/, or each ;

the two are not altogetlier iden-

tic':il, the second bving the ad-

verb.

The forehead ; the fr<«K. or

what is before ; a fixed or re-

gular number or quantity
;

wliat ought to be or is set-

tled by law ; incessant.

1
I

the creaking of a cart ; nn-

ce.^sing.

] jii^ the forehead.
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K

j ^ tlie temples.

] ^ over and above the fixed

amount; low military officials.

] ^ the legal or settled number.

g
]

a tablet, such as are placed

over doors by graduates.

] fji suddenly.

3|ft ^ ]
there is no vacancy in

the number.

"^ ]
a liberal allowance.

1^ ffi ^ 1 1
day and night he

unceasingly acted thus.

Jii ^ IjfH ]
^<*

P''''^
^'^ forehead,

— delighted at the good news.

The root of the nose, the

;^ ) frontal sinus ; a saddle,

"i"'' ffl 1
^'i animal resembling

the lemur.

5K "M' S 1
^° droop the head

and knit the brows, as when in

pain.

1 From I cliff and \* a seal,

or a door and one ; tlic first also

, npecially means a knot in a tree,

and the second a small inner

door ; both are like the next.

o' Impeded, cramped ; in diffi-

culty, distressed, ill-used
;

that which is fated to harm one

;

a ring fastened to reins near their

ends.

g ]
miserably off.

^ ] in danger.

1 ^ UO ^ IS poor but light-

hearted.

& j^ ?lK 1
his fate will be to

experience jeopardy by water.

I p^ From mouth and impeded ; also

i Ij^j written at' 5'& to <=">'*'•

ti' The cry of birds.

I PS 'be cackling of a hen.

] ]
the note of birds.

From carriage and hankered.

,> A yoke ; a collar on a horse

;

6' a restraint, » conscientious

principle.

*P ± £i # 1 P"' a yoke on

him.

] -j^J
to restrain another in his

actions.

P.

m>]
From place and impeded, as an
army by a dalile ; it is also rend

, ai' and used wiih |i^' a pass.

A dangerous obstruction ; a

51 dsfilo or pass ; a limit, a

hindrance ; to distress, to

impede ; hazardous, urgent.

1^ ]
calamity, utter want.

^ ] brought to great distress, at

extremity.

I 5^ a defile, a gorge.

^ I
to guard the pa.sse8.

py ]
in great straits.

In Cantonese. To deceive, to

impose upon.

u.

IE

VffO'

From inetni aoi impeded; an un-

authorized character.

A bracelet or bangle.

1 ^ gol*! wiistlets.

I
an anklet. {Cantonese.)

] a plated or inlaid ring.

Straitened for food ; famish,

cd ; 0110 says, it is used with

IJJjJ' to hiccough or belch.

Putrid meat ; flesh that has

corrupted by hanging too

long.

A crack in a wall.

gg 1 1c stop a crevice with

ciay.

JlffO

Eead /l.e//, BiQc clay.

^ ] a levee near the ancient

cnpital Chang-ngan in Shensi.

^i From to ffo and ic/li/.

To Stop or bring to a stand-

still ; to reach ; to. cut olf, to

teniiinate ; an unforeseen

obitacle.

M^ ] ^ ^y "o means stop the

sale of rice.

1 ^ H '' i^ hatd to curb one's

lusis.

] ^^ ^ ^o repress the wicked

and encourage the good.

||[ ]
to erabaixass.

>& S 1 ^ ^ow then c^n I feel

depressed 1

1 M *o out off, as a way.

1 1^ "H^ A 5K to neutralise (or

eclipse) the fame of the ancients,

— by not emulating them.

From door and in ; used with tlie

last; it is also read t/iu'>

To sliut, to stop; to obstruct;

to prevent superiors knowing

;

to hoodwink ; at ease.

I
to hide from, to keep snug.

] to stop the flow of water

;

to prevent a thing coming to

another's ears.

] ^ the years of the cycle which

have m in them.

]
01 an old name of Ho-.shun

hien ^ J^ 0, in the west of

ShansL

Eead ,1/cii.
] J^ the Hiung-

)iu term fcr a princess, used in the

History of the Han dynasty.

.^^1 An ornament in a headdress

JSOj} worn over the braid.

"5^ ^ Jl^ \ M llio l^catl or-

naments are made of feather

work.

To encounter, to meet an-

other when it is undesirable

;

Bu iniwclcome meating.

M.^Z-vi] >§-Ah!iho

honors oi life I never can

meet again ;
— said by K'iih

Yuen in his Ode.

To seize, to hold fast, to

grasp ; to keep down or

cover with the hand ; to

drag.

1 ^ to get the control of

From Itand and impeded ; they

are nearly the same as the last.

To gripe, to clutch ^ a

grasp ; to have the hand

over.

Wi 1 *o grasp a handful.

] ^^ ^ ^ '^eld him by
tho wrist a long time.

ij t^ 1 )}t ^° throttled a tiger

by main strength.

JlffO
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Old sounds^ m and nit In Canton, ni and nei
",
— in Swatow^ ni and jii ;

— in Amoi/y ni, bi, and jl ; — in Fuhckau^

ni, ne. ajid no ;
— i?i Shanyhaiy iii ; — in Chifu, iii.

1

To hide away.

In Cantonese. To keep quiet

in a place, to keep secret

;

perdue ; to secrete.

I
jg or

I ^ hidden away.

^J ^ ^ keep yourself closely

hid.

M From body and a spoon, explain-

ed ns a person following ; the two

uext are sometimes used for it.

' To follow another ; to accord

with, to agree; near; a nun.

1 ^^^ 1 ff' '•' °""
'

^""^^ "^

the former do not shave their

heads.

jiji ] the infantile name of Con-

fucius, taken from Mount Ni
]

^ to which his mother prayed,

and which her son's cranium

was said to resemble.

Bead nih. Near.

1 ig ^ ^ all i.s quietjboth at

home and abroad.
I

ill

t| The name of the hill,
] ^

<jl|/ti in Lu, where the motlier of

jMi Confucius prayed ; the pre-

ceding form is now gener-

ally use.l.

M

L_

A twittering sound ; a mur-

muring, humming sound ; to

^ni speak low.

II- pp 1 ^\ ^'^ whisper in

the ears.

Read ,'ii. An interrogative

particle ; a particle implying doul)t,

and used in the prota.sis of a con-

ditional senter.se ; an affirmative

particle ; a common sound in Bud-
hist boo!;s.

1^ % I
woolen cloth ; usually

ci^iiiriiLtsl to the last word, as

''^- ."^ 1
broa.loloth, and t\\

j J ersayuiere.

€ '^ fh ^ ^ 1
what i* tl8

p^ I
is it not so ? {Cantonese.)

fill 7i fife. w*j m^'ifM
^ ]

is he going east or west '?

iB ^ ^ # 1
''"^'^^ tlien is aiial

piety '?

is not dead but asleep.

^ni l.«t±lt^ifhei3
well, let him go to the shop.

In Cantonese. A relative pro-

noun ; this, the nearer of two.

I f@ this one, this thing.

1 d^ this
; I ij^ here, this place.

m

M

A slave girL

<J» I
-^ a. maid of worki

To blush, to color.

.

'IS: ] * feeling and look of

shame.

tK W 1 '6, he looks as-

h.amed.
|

Vrom fiesh and difficult.

Meat pickled with the bones.

^ ] a sauce made of liver

and brains. „^, -.ij^.-c

Used for the next in the

plira.se ^% \ \ heavy

dew ; also plants extruding

their roots above the ground.

From water or earth and nf,ar as

tlie phonetic ; the first is gene-

riilly applied to mire, and the

third U pedantic.

Mire, slush, mud ; dirt, clods,

e.'uth, soil ; to daub with

mud ; miry, dirty ; adhesive.

— ^ 1
a lump of dirt.

] j-_ earth ; soil.

1 ^ fe * pinchbeck color.

] 5$ adobie, mud-bricks used in

walls.

% 1 ^ ?K [as if] dragged

through mud and water ;— said I

of a bad stvle, '

M
M

I j^ adobie walls.

ifl $^ 1 ,^ to paste brocade over

the window.

] "^ to i>ut one's head in the

mire ;
— said by courtiers.

] ^ to seal or paste a letter.

I ]
grass W3t with dew ; soft

and gloshY, as leaves.

Read ni ' Bigoted, opuiionated,

attached lo ; doating on.

I JSft JS, 7|C a firm belief in geo-

mancy.

I A one lost to reproof.

^ 1 -^ iS.
'^^' '•'* S'-''^ hi his opinion

and beyond argument.

-f^ ]
stuck in the mud, mulish,

obstinate.

To adhere, to stick; adhe-

sive, gluey ; sticky, as un-

dried paste, or oiled hair.

] ^ to seal or paste a letter.

I ^ to harden, as dirt ; to

stick tight.

m
#
'#

Rice which was self-sown,

and this year has grown up.

From J\ man and ffi l/iott con-

tracted.

The second personal pro.

noun, thou, you
;
your's.

I ff5 your.

I Ip^
yo'i ; "sed for one or

more persons.

1 [ft ^ what is your surname ?

] ^ A M n'y good Sir; old

gentleman 1 used iu direct ad-

dress.

% 1 ^ /fB nf* it is no business

of your's.

Thb form of the preceding is

iLsed in Kiangsu for the first

person plural, we, us ; as ]

f@ ours.

,

] Q ^ ourselves. J
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, b'roM plant ami to JbUow ! inter-

J p>^ ohnnged with s^ raud.

'ni A wild medicinal [jlant once

called
1 ^ 1 I

but now

known as ,^ ] , a species of Pri-

mulaceoe (Apocfioris), the liairbell

found in Chilili.

A ^ I am so very much like

yon, as a hairboU's root can be

mistaken for ginseng.

] I
Iiixnrirtut

; glossy, as leaves.

i^tf Very fragrant

p/b fk 1 '^'^ agreeable smell

'ni (Cantonese.)

The flulteriug of flags in the

wind.

<jtt:| A chock for a wheel ; a tree

'I / li whose wood is hard and like

'ni the pear ; to inquire into, to

search ; a distaft-handle.

iM I ^ Hf '" inquire carefully

into his evil and trcachcroas

conduct.

I
A father when enshrined in

the ancestral temple ; an an-

ni oestral shrine ; a place near

Lohyang, the old capital of

Wei, in the north of Honan.

^ ] to carry a tablet homo to its

own hall.

Many, abundauco of ; rising,

overflow.

^ ® 1 1
what an array

of reins hanging down 1

1 ?£ ^ iK the floods rise over

the banks along the whole

length.

Read ^m', and similar to ^^.
A wide expanse of waters.

^lij Viomjlesh and tivy.

Greasy, fat, oily, mictuoiis,

smooth, glossy ; a mixture of

oil and brick-dust used as

priming by painters.

] ^ indigestion, uiicjwiicss in

the stomach.

^ ]
greasy ; oily, as rich gravy.

ffi 1
very rich, as food.

M ] ^ ^ notional, liuical,

Eccupulouy.

nC

Old sound, iiiuiig." In Canton, niung ;
— in Swatow, nii, niang, and jiaiig j

— in Amoy, Kong anrfjiong ; — in Fnlichau,

ni6ng and nJng ;
— in Slianghai, niang ;

— in Chifa, ninng.

From woman tva\good.

A gu-I, a miss; a young lady;

a female ; a goddess ; often

apphed to insects and flowers,

to indicate their beauty.

] 1^ a mother.

~ ^ ]
the younger sister.

^ ]
maid servants.

fl father and mother.

fj a mother and her friends,

f^ I
a bride, the newly-made lady.

15 I
a schoolmistress.

;^ ] the madam, used by concu-

bines.

I I
the emprtss Is usually so

addressed ; a goddess, and used

like Our Lady
;
as 5c ^ ] \

Oar Lady of tha-&tnall-i)ox.

a bridesmaid.

you, my good woman ;

i^ 1

m.
]

said to workwomen.

] i§ the goddess T'ion-heu, the

Amphitrite of the Chinese.

5 ^ 1
'"* poetical term for the

cockatoo, from its plumage.

] -^ J^ a female general, like

Joan of Arc.

5^ I
at Ningjio, a term for a

go-between ; they also act as

paranymphs.

1 ^ tny wife's family.

Used with the last.

Troubled, overpressed with

i^nianr/ cares ; fat, corpulent.

^ II ^ 1 5IT' a don't

you hear the cry of fathers and mo-
thers mourning for their children 1

many

To make liquor from boiled

glutinous rice with yeast

cakes ; to brew ; to stuff, as a

sausage; to mix condiments;

to foment, as sedition ; to breed

disturbance.

] j@ to ferment spirita

j@ ]
a sweetish kind of rice beer.

] ^ Jli a cucumber stuffed with

mince-meat,

ifej ] ^ the b^e works its honey.

1 jk 'k. M" '•° ^""o down a

great calamity, as on a state.

I ^ j|E jfi^ to excite suspicion

and create strife.

i
many

Mixed, blended.

1 ^ .^ ^1^ various fiorts of

gratii mixed together.
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Oli aom-'ids, nio, tio, not, and nok. Jii Canton, niu and nau ;
— tn Swatoa;

jiau ;
— tn Fuhchau, neu, cliau, no, ni^, and niu ;

— in Shanghai, nio
;

'niao
1

Tbo oiigiaal form has n resem-

ilnnee to a bird ; it forms tlie

ISotli riidical of a natural group

of characters relating to Lirds ; it

must not be confounded with '»«

,^ black.

The feathered tribes ; a bird.

^ I
a bird of the air.

j ^^ a fowL'ng-piece.

] ^ or ] ^ nests ; an aviary.

]St ]\\ ] a culverin or jingal.

^ ] a Bwallow.

^ ] seems to denote a night-hawk

or goat-sucker ; it is supposed to

receive the soals of the dying.

1 j^ a winding way.

] 1^^ a decoy, a stool-pigeon.

1 ^ fil 1^ beautifully adorned,

grand and spacious; — said of

a great mansion.

1^ ]
musquitoes.

m
'nao

From -jarment and horst oi bird

contracted.

' To lie a borso with a silken

halter.

|g ] a fine horse.

A climbing plant, the cypress-

i'>»V ^'"<^ ; •*r' epiphyte like the mis-

'niao Ic'too, was also once denoted.

t^' 1 IE .i ^ connected like

tlic cypress-vine and the Wisteria

;

— said of parties lelated by

marriage.

%
From woman and
second form is rare.

weak ; the

mao

'niao

'niao

tic

Delicate, girlish ; slender,

lissome, flexible ; a hum, a

variable, gentle sound.

] ]
curling, like smoke or

waves ; waving, as reeds.

^ a mincing gait ; wriggling,

squirming
;
graceful.

Small-waisted ; agile.

^g ]
tumblers, acrobats.

1 1 M fl squirming and

climbing, as a mountebank.

A long, flexible piece cf wrood'

In Cantonese. Small, deli-

cate, pretty ; tapering ; natty.

^ »g« t ]
delicate bands.

1
J

] ridiculously long.

\
' )]t attenuated, becoming small.

/V^
^v-

cb'i6, and}i6 ; — in Amor/, liau, nian, and

in Chlfu, niao and miao.

From afemale, between two males'

]J To play with women, to dal-

'n'ao ly with ; to bother and vex ;

lewd sports.

In Cantonese. Angry, annoyed
;

to scold, to be angry at.

^ ]
an angry lit

;
grouty.

] ^ ho scolded him.

] 3^ angry, displeased at.

) From tilo females beside a male
;

tlie character seems to be merely
a variation of the last.

""* To dally with women.

Ill Ci'-ntoncse read wit^ Joyous,

frolicsome, f-portive; irritating, as

smoko to the eyes.

^ 1 , is -I- I't'ither like him.

>XM \ Wi ^^« smoke hurts.

From liodi/ and water ; it is also

read ,stii', ,ind is oiherwise writ-

ten vif, in this sense.

TJiiiie ; to urinate.

I ^ a urinal.

1^ I
or 1^ ]

to make water.

^ I
incontinence of urine.

JS- 1 to wet the bed.

/W\AA>

Old sounds, niep, nit, and nap. In Canton, nip and nim ;
— in Swatow, niop and

i.iek ;
— in Skanghai, nib and niih ;

tn Chi/it,

.,f=| Composed of tbree ears, showing JJ^BT ^ A littlo warm ; a genial,

JJ^^
one ear coming close t^wo ears

; p-^^ I

j^^^^,y.jyg temDCrature, as

liam ;
— tn Amoy, liap ;— t/i t'ulichau,

nie.

. .) occurs used for slieh, ^ totalie.

To whisjier, as when putting

the mculh to another's car ; to

mix ; to lisp ; to take up, as one's

garments.

To vilify another; the un-

bridled grumbliiig of a dis-

' contented, lawless person.

1 PiS ^^'°''tly) garridous.

l^ I
Icquacious.

: (fro

nich'

agreeable temperature,

from the Eun or a fire.

furs are very warm.

To tread or step on ; to as-

cend ; urgent, hasty.

1 ^ to go up.

1 £f5f£±FBl inactive

service with tlio army.

1 S. 7 il^ "ot to move a step.

1 S^ 'o track, to pursue a trail.

1
to wear straw sandals.

Forceps, pincers, tweezers
;

JTj to pull out, to nip up ; a

nleh' kind of hair-pin ; a fish-

snare.

I
^ a pair of nippers.

I ^ to pull out hairs.

Used with the two lust.

,

, A small baskcv ; nijjpers.

jiiCi' ] ^^ ^ to tread on the

flying clouds.
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A horse with a quick trot or

) amble.

nieli' ] !||l a fleet horse.

From hand and to rememher

;

it is synonymous witli nnd is of-

' ten read JfJ jnien ; J^ is also

incorrectly written for both ; the

second form is rarely used, and

nicli> ^ "^ '"'* "'''>

'nkn To pinch up, to take a

pinch ; to take up with tongs

or nippers ; to filch ; a pinch.

]
— ] take a pinch.

—
I jfJ a poetical name for the

mowtan flower.

I ^ to snap the fingers ; a fillip.

^ I
a handkerchief.

] J^ to spin thread on a distafl^.

I |jf,
to shake out skeins of silk.

1 il °''
\ W, l^a'i'Js of filchers

;

marauding banditti.

it?S Ilif jft 1
^^^ lighted wick

draws up the oil.

Froiti Jiand and io Jill up.

. To collect with the fingers

;

to work or knead with the

fingers, as in clay ; to fabri-

cate, to trnixip up, to find

a pretext for accusing an-

other.

I j^ or ] fli to inform against

falsely.

gg ]
or

I j^ to involve other*

by groundless accusations.

] jt to knead the bowels,

j jg to insinuate against.

t^ 1 ft'5
* "o^'l'^r in clay, a

molder, one who | f^ makes

models of people in costume.

1^ Wrathful, abusive ; to rail

Id) at.

in->e 1 ^ in Pi It to mimic

people's tones of voica

Composed of i earth sometimes

,) altered to JC work, and fj
(We mortar conti'acted to Q day,

probably referring to lime-pits.

Same as the next, and now
used only in combination as a

primitive.

JM To fill up, as a hole ; to put

-~'' or go down.

^:\ Black mud at the bottom of

^t t poo's ; to defile, to blacken, to

nie muddy ; a river in the south

of Honan ; an old name for

Yii-she hien % ft ,^J,
in the east

of Shansi.

1 Ifij /P ^M though muddy, I am
not black ;

— /. e. my integrity

is unstained.

1 ^ the defiled vessel, i. e. the

world : also the Sanscrit nii-vana

or nighhan, the Budhist state of

beatitude in deity, explained by

8fl ^ i^ separated from (unaf-

fected by) both life and anni-

hilation ; indifl^erent to all joy

or sorrow.

PI,
From -^ a place and ^ to

damage contracted.

Dangerous, unsettled ; what-

ever causes dread.

^ j^ [5JC I
the distracted, dis-

turbed state of the realm.

To love ; to recite in a low

tone, as when humming a

lesson.

To fill up a hole ; to levtl up,

^^>^) as a bole where wild beasts

^nii were trapped ; to put the

hand over, as a hole.

1 75 ^ fill "P tliat pitfall — to

preserve the cattle from falling in.

^J^ To stop a sound ; cessation

P^i^^) of a note or strain.

Li * Worn ouf^ debilitated from

'yXXt ^g^) weary, as after work.

^nieh ^ ]
lost his energy ; said

V - of an officer,

Also read i'i'

J An empty and largo earthen

nieli' ' jar ; to bum in the fire, as

pottery is; cracked, having

flaws.

Wi ^ '^0 ^^'^o directs the em-
pire should always act in accord

with circumstances ; for if too

harsh ho will break things, if

too soft they will crumble away
;— !. e. the people will rebel if

tyrannized over, or will excite

sedition if not kept in order.

From inclosure, and to Aoi'e or

woman.

To take anything and hide

) J it away secretly ; to steal.

nie
j J^ to carry olf.

In Shanghai. The second form

is used to denote a girl, a lassie.

A short, coarse bamboo wisp,

used to scrub saucepans and

boilers of the food sticking

on them.

®,
,me

nieh''

I'rom pq a sort, each mouth
united to the others, to denote

loquacity ; to bo distinguished

from § or^ a clifiT.

To talk much, to quarrel.

] to have an altercation.

To overstitch a seam.

I ^ to tie up with a cord,

as Iho hair.

^ \ to bind a seam.
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Old sodndf, nien, Biem, and nin. In Canton, nin, nim, nam, and chin ;— in Swatow, nien, nmia, ni, an"<?ji«n ; — in Amoif,

lian Ham and tian ;
— in Fahchau, nieng and tieiig ;

— in Shanffliai, ni° nm/ uc" ;
— in Chi/u, iiieiii

.¥
Composed of ^ (jrain above t"
tlioasand, moililied in combina-

tion.
lien

.

A yecT, a revolution of trie

seasous ; the years one has

reached, but not used like ^sui '^

for the years of one's age.

age is twenty-four.

>]f ]
young; a minor.

^ ]
old, graybaired.

1 ^ :S' "g'^'^' growing old.

^ 1
or r,"] 1

next year.

^ 1
01 If 1

or on ]
last year-

I j
yearly

;
year by year.

I
or

I y^ elo.sa of the year.

I
r^'irat of the year.

r,l
I

new-year's congratulations.

•g ]
or \'X \

to perform new-

year's rites.

|!|^ ] [pj
about the same age.

[^ ]
f'j graduates of the same

year.

^ J||^ I
a prosperous year.

^ fS \ L( 'lirough many years'

duration.

^ ^ 5c 1 * premature death.

|g 1
for ever, perpetually.

1 T? ^ *'" '^*^ s&me aga

] ^ ;^ Jg I have vahily spent

the best of my days,

tl^^ ]
the age of gymnastics,

i e. 15 years old.

a proper

M From hand and to divine.

To take up in the fingers, to

lien pick out ; to pick up ; to

handle ; to carry.

] Hg to draw lots.

j ^ to otter incense ; to worship.

I ^ to catch by the nose ; — a

vain grasp.

1 i& 2j5 pick it up.

] §^ to \vrite, to take pen in hand.

^ I
to take much or more.

S$ 1
"" hS select me

rhyme for my ode.

11 1 tj-^ lai^y "1 P'ying the

needle.

I ^ to look over a book.

Ki om rice and to divine.

Paste
;

glutinous, viscid ; to

lien paste or attach to, to stick

up ; attached to a person

1 P.i'i ^ n> *" paste up an edict.

I ^ to cut out a word and paste

in clean paper on which to write

a correct character.

jifc ^ -^ I
.^ I will have no-

thing more to do with it.

] fg P or ] ^ to paste an

envelop.

^ fi 1 5c tbe grassy green [of

the hills] reached to the sky.

1 iP — Ift °™ inclosure or sup-

plement, such as are attached

to a document.

I ^ caterpillars that eat millet.

\^ 1 Jjii
'o drool, to drivel.

] ;j^ .^ to put birdlime on a rod.

In Peldnycse. To fade, to wilt
;

to wither, as flowers.

m Used for tlie last, and regarded

as tlie moot correct of the two.

Glutinous, viscid ; rice.

] % 3S ^ery sticky.

] tJ^ the common table rice,

of which there are many varieties.

From fish and to handle contract

ed for the sound.

nien A general name for the mud
fish ; a bull-head, whose pec-

toral fins are very stout, a

Pimelodus common at Peking, of a

dark greenish tint, with fijur cirri,

and about a foot long.

1 ^. M * trailing i)lant found

in Honan, with long tendrils at

the a.\ils, and the flowers in a

head like clover.

From hand and inif)€riaf car ; an
unauthorized character, for which
tlie ne.xt is suitable.

To expel a man ; to turn

him out ; to dismiss a man
summarily.

I ^ to drive him away.

I ^ 1* they have all been driven

away.

1 f& [ii -^ turn hun out of

doors. •

Xh^ From hand and truly.

Xm> To work over in the fingers,

'nien to fumble over ; to toy or

play with ; to make by fin-

gering ; to tread.

1 S ''•• fo'ii^lle the board.

1 ^ ^ fft
to wring a napkin

dry.

I ^ to felt wool.

] 1^ to twist led silk for a hat-

fringe.

1
- fa .=^ 1 5i roll up a slip

of paper, as for a string or an

allunulte.

1 ^ ^ while you can turn your

finger,— in a moment, instantly.

A st<ine roller turned on an

axle by a lever to clean iiusk

'nien from grain, or the seed from

cotton, or to make flour ; to

roll, to triturate.

I j^ an iron trough and wheel,

in which medicine is pulverized.

I
Tjl^ to pulverize, as paints.

] S a mill-room.

1 ^ the nether large scored

stone, and ] j^ the fluted roller.

] |g ^ the roller on a mill

'I
<^

'nien

From foot and /learls or truly

;

tlie second is most used.

To tread to jxiwder, to stamp

on ; to cast out ; to connect

;

to grasp ; tight ; urgent ; to

tread in another's steps.
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U^ Read (Icien in the dictionaiy.

7t5» To pursue, to run after in

'mm order to overtake or seize

;

to stoop the liead and run.

^ I
to hurry on after.

1 ^ -il ftfc J'O" cannot catch hiin.

^^/i\, Muddy, splashy; turbid; to

»>(£» dig out or dredge mnd

;

'nini smooth, flowing water.

In Cantonese. Sound, as sleep
;

to reiterate, as a throw of dice

;

slow moving, deliberate ; soaked

llirough.

^ ?fC 1
'''" '^^ spreads.

I ^ to successively take tlirees

at gambling.

J/J ] af soak the pencil full of ink.

Muddy water.

it'* Jfc
I

dirty and dmnk.
nkn

] ^ dirty, as from perspir-

ing profusely.

Bead 'jun. A branch of the R
Wei in the southeast of Shansi.

cy

Jti^i From heart nnd no'j;.

t\*l\ To reflect on, to ponder over;

men' to remember and consider

;

to regard ; to meditate

;

thoughts ; thoughtful ; to repeat

memoriter, to learn by heart ; to

chant or drone ; thoughts, reflec-

tions ; in Budhism, the power of

memory (smriti-balo), of which the

1 >fe
{smi-itcn-drya) is its organ,

and
] ^ are four objects on

which it should cIvveU.

,g. ] to think of.

1^ 1
" M ] '° reflect on, to

bear in mind.

] ^ ^ ]
to bend the mind to.

1 1 ^ »S '" constant remem-

brance.

1 ^ ^ ^ t" remember one's

parents.

I ^ to learn or commit books.

I ^ to repeat Budha's name.

I5fc % I P"!* away wanderuig

thonghts.

] if^ lirst notion of the thing.

J ^ It M tlii"king of n)y rela-

tives.

1 ^ -fl: 2^ fix your attention on

wh.-it yo;i aro eloing.

] n ^\i t-'J gi^o testimony, to

bear v.itncss.

~
.1 -!: fi/ij mT fJ 5c Jifc

0,10

sincere elesirc can move heaven

and earth.

\n Shanrihai. Used for ^•
twenty, iis

]
— tlio 21.stof tho

month.

I

\^'> 1 Tho painter of a boiit, a

^) tow-lino or triieking-ropo
;

A. J
I

some say, to calk seam."

^<il> 1 5f« '' boat-hawser.

nien'' \ -{^ to pull a boat along.

A^iy^ A small hair-pin ; a nail with

yi^\ a small head.

nim-> ^ 1^ ] ;^ j^# her many
colored flowers and pins make
a line effect.

Old sovnd-', iiik, niak, ngiak, nlek, and nit. In Canton, uik, jik ant/ nguk ;
— in

in Amoy, lek; — in Fuhcliau, iiik and nglk ;
— in Siianghai, luak

;

From to conceal and [f.

:t»> a big wine jar; to hide, to

secrete ; to abscond, to elude

search ; to gloss over ; hid-

den, clandestine.

] ^ anonymous, to give an ali.is.

^ 1
to hide away ; to keep out

of flight, as from creditors.

] Jjj to conceal a parent's death

and not put on mourning ; — a

crime in officials.

] jg or j^B ] to hide or nni

away.

^ 1
to lieep out of sight.

1 fcS Iff 2K ^ A I'c cherished

a grudge, and yet apjx^ared

friendly to the man.

To blink the eyes ;

shut the eves.

to half

m

l,i,

Pg,

M

Ashamed at what one has

done.

^ I
mortified.

^ ] chagrined and abashed.

A fabulous trec^ said to bo a

thou.sand feet high ; it flow-

ers once in a millenium, and

jjerfects its fruit in nine

more.

Sicaloii; niJk, nio, ngek, and cliit ;
—

— in Chifa, ni and i.

Read 'ni'. The shrine or hall

where the ancestral tablet is placed
;

vKt. the tablet.

The sun drawing near, time

near at hand ; familiar, daily

intercourse with ; favorites,

fauiiliar.s.

1 J^t IP A to 1)0 familiar

with rascals.

] to be hand and glove with,

p/, ] a familiar, a constant at-

tendant.

1 ^ ^ A come near to Us.

From irati'r and zceaL- ; tlic first

is also read niao' and tlio sei;ond

and v.nusual form is me.Tnt to

depict a man under the wa'er.

To sink, to drown ; to Ijc

drowned, to put under the

water ; to suffocate ; sunk

in any excess, reprobate
;
greedy

;

fond of, doating on.

] ^ lovesick, blindly dealing

on.

1 jjg inebriate, given to drink.

] j^ ^ >f'J
anihitious of fame

and wealth.

] ^ submerged, drowned.

] -^ female infanticide

FS 1 ^ J£ '^'5 ruined his people.
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mil

From worm and hid.

The disease of worms in the

intestines.

From insect and tiro ; it is pro-

perly rend (e/i, a synonyin of J^,
but it is read like tlie las,t, pro-
bably from tbe primitive.

Plant lice ; small insects on
Ipaves.

1 A aphides.

Carious teeth ; the toothache

In Cantonese. To mouth
one's words ; to speak thick

or indistinctly ; to make a
note of.

] ^ to speak with the teeth shut.

] ] ^ a little sour or turned
;

raw, not well boiled.

To grasp ; to catch hold.

) 1 Pj to provoke to battle.

'" ' |£ 1
to seize, as a bird.

In CavMtiese. To carry in

the hand.

1 1^ f^ carry it higher.

I ^ bring it here.

jkj^ Mournful ; anxious and care-

i\li\) worn from want of food ; to

«i ' long for.

1 Jgl to think of fondly.

1 in |I3 III sad as if he had no-

thing to eat.

1 i^ in ^ I sorrow and sigh

till I feel as one pounded — in

a mortar.

^ I
'f^ /^ to feel great solicitude

for.

IB,

r,

5h.
m

Putty, glue, or an adhesive

which causes things to stick
;

' a kind of papier-mache stuff

of hemp-tow, lime, and oil,

used to cover pillars.

Y I
.^p put on some glne.

^ ^ -7» 1
*lo no*- "^O"

ciate with unjast men.

Fonned from ti a bed and J\
vian, representing a sick person

on acoucli ; it is the 104th radical

of a very natnral group of cha-

racters relating to diseases.

Sickness ; to recline, as a

sick man.

From to go and to r'ise against ;

the next is the original form,

it is also read i/ili^

Kel)ellious, seditious, illegal
;

contumacious, refractory ; contrary

as the tiJ-! ; to resist, to oppose
;

to encouul'-T ; to go to meet ; to

receive, as an order ; to reckon on,

to calculate on or know beforehand

;

to comply ; in the Cheu dynasty,

to hand in a memorial ; among
physicians, fatal, not likely to re-

cover, as a patient with small-pox.

^ ]
willful, stubborn, froward.

I J- a disobedient child.

^ ]
or ^ I

to rebel ; to rise,

as insurgents do.

I ;^ a head tide.

1 ^ or ]
"j* I knew it before-

hand or already.

] fy perverse ; to go backwards,

as a mule.

^ ) outrageous, rude, violent,

/p I f^ he did not think of any

treachery.

] a ^ 15 [he will] start in a

head wind ; — he is heitdstrong.

1^ 1 3^ ^ [his majesty] respect-

fully complied with the orders

of Heaven.

,^,
=

] J^ to reject wholesome

advice.

!^ 1 'T» ^ thoroughly turbulent

and unprincipled.

I ^ a band of rebels-

From -|* a spenr and Ll <"«"''.'/,

intended to represent a forked
spear.

Disobedient, for which the

last is now used.

Old sound, n(m. In Canton, yim and ng&n-, — in Sioatoio, jim ; — in Amay, j!m ;
— in F«hchmt, 4ng and ing: —

in Sliiinijhai, niiing ; — in Vhi/ii, inin and nin.

To thread a needle
; to twist

i ^A/(t ''''"" '"^"'' "'"' *""

'

ifVJi a thread ; a c.rd.
j

^'^^^
_fl'o>i'-ed character.

^iliCui,
] %\ H %^_ vilie threaded her

j

needle to nioiid the garment. I

1 ^ m ilX i^ U I "-ill braid a
tiUet of orchid flowers to keep
as a remenibraiice ; — viet. I

camiot forget your ki;;d acts.

<4/ll To move.

1 m to try the strength

of a bow.

„,,j The second person singular

used in addressing suiwriors
;

Jind spoken to any one for special

respect.

)
llj (also written ^ j^,) your

Honor
;
you. Sir.

I f5 you. Sirs, is also used, but

not so frequently.

[n] ) Ift let nie tell all of you
ab<)ut it.

ft
Im

•^^ ) From }>recious and to use.

To rent, to lease ; to hire, as

a house ; to charter, a.s a

vessel.

yj I
to lease to another.

i^g, j to take on lease.

Jg ] to invite lessees ; to let.

^ ] a perpetual lease.

ft 1 :J5l^ A I a'» engaged to

work for them.
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nsriisra-.
O/;.' sound, ning.

S

In Canton, niBg and

uiii- iiging,

From ice and to susjiect ; its au-

thorized ?oiind of t,t/iii(/ has been

lotainod in the south.

ying ;— in Swatow, leng and ngeng ;— in Amoy, leng lin,

neng, and ngik ;
— t« Shanghai, nang ;

— in Chi/u, ning.

and geng ; — in Fahchau^

rang
To freeze, to congeal ; to

coagulate ; to turn, to curdle
;

frozen, stiffened ; fixed, finished,

settled ; abundant, vigorous, col-

lected ; accomplished, brought to

a close.

1 J^ "'
1 tt 'o freeze ; to turn

sour; curdled.

1 -9 great happiness.

1 it jS wS '^ '"^"^ ^^ ^'''^

fixed gaze.

] jjBf much felicity.

1 1^ gathering, as clouds in a

storm.

1 ^ ^'^'y col<J> freezing weather.

1 S stern, set, rigorous ; adher-

ing to old usage, as a martinet

;

unacconnnodating.

I p^ flouiishing, vigorous, as

plants.

^, 1^ Jt
I

thus all their duties

will be well done.

1 @ very precise.

I
^ lo accomplish the decree—
of Heaven in one's favor, as a

righteous prince does.

yi*^ ] Composed of r*» a shelter, and

( im.
I

(Li> heart nbovo M a di.th, in-

. ^ timating the fjratiKcation that

'i^il I, ''o"d gives the heart ; the second

^ ~J"^
I

fonn, having breath J tinder-

^ » » I
neath, is the common one, but

_jfrt
I

tiiice tlie reign Taokwang, it

'i J J lias been contracted to the third

:i:'iii/ form.

Rest, repose, quiet, tranquil-

lity, serenity of mind ; to

Salute ; to wish peace to, to bring

r('[iose to ; to soothe ; a bride's

visit to greet her parents ; to pre-

fer, as lief; how, why; followed

by a negative, it becomes a term of

comparison, rather, better, then,

more desirable ; enters into the

names of many places.

I j^ I had rather, I prefer.

^ I
quiet repose.

) ^ /J> J5 I prefer death to dis-

grace.

1 nm^^^n^i^ i^eh^d

rather wet his robes tiian quick-

en his steps — to get out of

the rain ; said of a formal of-

ficial.

I ^ tranquil times, as after a

rebellion.

S 1 'Id ^ its repose will be

lasting.

] ^ ^ ^ I had rather die than

go-

Is 1 ^ nothing like bebg hum-
ble ; but M

I
is sometimes

better rendered certainly, reallv.

1 5 fS S W ^ W ft s ^
it is better to believe that it

exists, than it that does not.

%my ± IT ^la/i^is
wasting and exhaustion of the

land, would that it fell on my
own person.

•^ ] the three years' official re-

tirement, when mourning for

one's parents.

1 7 ^ JH would he then not

regard me ?

^ IB iSr^- 1 K^m ttose

who disregard the orders will

certainly involve themselves in

my net — of penalties.

^ \ iS' 'f' ''o* ^^^ ^^^7 ^^
to have me thus ! /

To direct.

PT 1 ® Pft to charge

strailly, to enjoui upon, to

reiterate orders.

Plants growing thick and

like a jungle is ^ ] , applied

^ning to wild plants and shrubs.

^ I
a marshy labiate plant

of the habit of hoarhound.

(Marrubium.'^

To pull and haul about, to

throw into confusion ; to

puich, as a cheek.

J^ ]
to make a turmoil.

In Cantonese. To take in the

hand ; to bring, to carry.

1 ^ take it off.

1 R ^ Bi turn it end for end.

'nin//

The top of the head.

3^ I
the crown.

Ear-wax.

^ ffi IT 1 P'ct out

secretion from the ear.

the

m
nmc/''

>?/*£?'

nint/^

nmy^

Regarded as identical with 3f.j
but written in this form out of

respect.

A surname.

I Wi M Ningpo city or pre-

fecture, is often so written.

Miry.

^ ]
the slippery mud

which is made by a rain.

'ft 1 ^^""y shallow water.

From yV man, fg belief con-

tracted, and 3C v:oman, because

her confidence is easily won.

Eloquent, persuasive, insinu-

ating ; artful, specious, flattering
;

tart, ready in reply.

^ ]
treacherous ; subtle.

^ ^ j I am unready of speech.

^ 13 ] why argue with him ?

I ^ an artful woman.

In Cantonese. To twirl, to turn

with the fingers ; to whirl.

i|^ j^ I
a screw-driver.

1 IS BM turn your head around.

1^ ^ ] a weather-cock, a trim-

mer.

1 ^ to shake the head when

refusing a thing.
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OIJ «o»iiJ, nok. In Canton^ J'ouk ;
—

From /2 tiger and J^ claws

reversed ; it is also road t/o/i^ aud
rii/i.

Unfeeling, barsh ; cruel, ty-

rannical ; barbarities, outrages
';

to

maltreat, to barry ; troublesome,

rude, rudeness ; oppressors ; natural

calamities.

^ ]
to act savagely.

] ^ to maltreat the people.

in Swalow, Bgiak ;
— in A may, giok ;

—
nii'k and nok ;

— in Clti/u^ y6».

^ ]
to ravage; to misuse in-

luntianly.

31^ F$ ;fc 1 heaven sent great

calamities.

m.f^ H 1 i: 5fiJ ^ tiicy

just made the five punishments

means of oppression under the

name of laws.

^ fr ^ 1 ^"^ '*^ dared to be-

come a cruel oppressor.

»'« Fulichau, ngiuk ;
—- »;j Shanghai,

From disease and harsh i

read yoA)
also

no Fever,. especially a remittent

fever ; febrile complaints, in-

fluenza, ague.

^ ]
an irregular fever.

I 5^ an intermit tent or remittent

fever ; the cold fits are

or 4t 1 ; and the hot fits a!

^ ]
lit. male fevers.

k

ISTITJ,
Old sounds, nn, ngo, and nuk. Jn Canton, nan and iigan ;

— in Sicatotr, nlu and gu ;
— in Amoy, liu, jia, and gin j

-

in fuhchau, nin and ngin ;
— in Shanghai, nil ;^ in Chifti, niu.

The cry of a child.

I 5S the imperfect speech

of an infant.

JX^ he.

Tlio original form represents n

head nnd two l.trns with a tail

Leiiind ; it is the 93d radical of
^nlu cliaracters relating to bovine ani-

mals, and is sometimes read s^tu.

An ox, a cow ; a bull ; kine,

cattle ; to lead oxen ; applie<l to

some kinds of deer.

] S- fr 4t 1 a bull.

4fc 1
o"" # 1

a cow.

] ^ Ijeef.

^ \
a. buflalo.

^ ]
common cattle ; a bullock.

1 ifi % cheese.

1 jlji
butter.

^ ]^ ^ 1 we drove our wa-

gons, and led our cattle.

] 6L^-%^"- leather lantern

;

)'('/. a stupid fellow.

] ^ the ninth zodiacal con-

stellation, -r- in Capricorn.

& ^ ffl 1 ''6 goes from tli •

fchoep to the oxen.

1 U ^ ^ Venetian blind.q, so

nauied i'rom their resemblai:ce

to trijic.

^ ] a dolt.

^ ] -(^ I am used like an ox.

^ ]
die clay ox,— made in the

spring to propitiate crops.

] ^ cow-bezoar.

1 J^ o"" ^ ] the constellation

of the Herdboy, the stats a d y
in Aquila.

3^ I
an insect with long an-

tenna?, yellow and white spots

;

probably a kind of Cerambyx
beetle.

MWMM 1 7] ^'liy use an

ox cleaver to kill a chicken?—
you should proportion the means

to the end.

1^ 1 earth piled at the foot of

walls to protect them from in-

.i"~y- _^ )
-'g the lowbig of a big ox,

a Biidhist measure of distance,

a l.rosa, 01 eighth oi a yodjana,

a dislance of five //.

An imaatliorizeil character much
fl lised by the Manchus, probably

.1 corruption of 3Ji for whicli

it was formed.

A lass.

>J» I 5J a girl under twelve.

# A medicinal plant, called

I U^ or COW'S knees ; it is

three feet high, with spoon-

shaped, obovate. leavfe in

pairs opposite ; the nodes resemble

a cow's knee, and the spikes grow

above them in the axils ; the root

is light yellow, and when eaten

salivates one ; the plant is probably

an Ac/iyrant/ies or Atntirunlus, and

allied to the cockscomb family,

i 1 JI^ * species of Achyrunthrs

with oval leaves, exhibited in

coughs.

From metal and a horari/ cha-

racter.

'niu A knob on the top of a

Chinese .seal ; a button, a

knob ; a hilt or handle ; a process

by or on which one thing turns, or

connects with another ; the point

of attachment in a bivalve.

— fi 1 or 1 -^ a button.

I ^ or ] -^ a button-loop,

j^ I
a corded or knotted button.

^ I
ornamental buttons.

;(g ] seals and other official in-

signia ; a pivot ; met. the Dipper.

J]X " ] melons just set
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Tpt
TLo knot ; to braid into n

knob ; to tie ; a fastening,

'n:u li slipping-noose ; a point of

junclion, as the tie of a

girdle.

] ^ to fasten, so as to easily

untie ; a bow-knot.

I
gij very iinwilling to do, dis-

tasteful. {Pekingese.)

ti-jj A Ibick busby tree found in

^IlL marshes, which blossoms in

'niu April ; its leaves resemble

the apricot, the bark is red-

1 dish, and the branches aro very

crooked, but their wood is good

for bows ; another name is jfl^, and

^ Wi ^L everlasting branches

;

this plant resembles a Primus or

wild cherry, but its affinities are

doubtful.

Eead 'chku. Manacles, hand-

CU0S.

c_Irf» To twist, or turn with the

TIE hand ; to wring or wrench

;

'n'a to sprain ; to collar, to seize

by the cue ; to wriggle
;

griped ; cramjx'd, as one's muscles

;

lo reflect on.

] f$ to turn over ;
to dirt, as

with a fan ; to throw tho arms

about.

1 ?l' ifn ^ '"'^ clever at any

mischief.

1 SS perverse, testy.

] ^ a door-knob ; turn the iey

H ] a club-foot.

] ^ to seize a man, and report it

to an officer.

] ^ to wring dry.

1 ^ /f^ wood with a crooked

fjrain ; met. a cross-grained

fellow.

m >b Wi ^ 'If 14 1
^^ affec-

tlons are very inconstant.

] Jit colicky pains.

1 f$ )& 1^ l** reform one's

ways.

^ ]
to grab hold, as hi a tussle

;

lo clutch, as a thief.

f )fjt A dog which is sulky and

'QJUt needs coaxing ; a fo.x's foot-

'nw steps
;

proud, inclined to

evil ; to escort or giiard

;

familiar with ; doing repeatedly
;

accustomed to.

] ^ used to, versed in.

I jj^ ^ ^ practiced in guileful

tricks.

Like tlie preceding.

Accustomed to ; annoyed.

"•'" 1 ^ ^^^ '•! doingcvil.

f^ \
unwilling to do.

Read noh, when used for Si.
To be ashamed.

I
"[£ to blush.

'ffi

fllO

Old sound, na. In CantTm, no
;

in

From hand and to transfer ; it

was at first written tj^> but tliat

form is now disused.

_ 3SrO.;
— in Swatow, no and chut ;

— in Amoij, 16,

Shanghai, n6 and no j
— tn Chtfa, n6a and

\m
place or piu-pose of; to misapply lo

another use.

I ^ to move a thing aside.

] fg- to borrow of, to embezzle,

to approprir,te wrongfully.

j ipl to lend [a deposit] to another;

to hypothecate a security.

To rnb between the hands,

as pill-makers do ; to rnb

or burnish ; to rub on paint

;

to play the sycophant.

1 fjfl
^'^ ''"^ °" paint

] :^ to rub the hands.

1 nt i ^ '" cajole rich people.

] \p to clean the hands with sand.

From mun and affliction; the

second form is unusal.

' To exorcise the demons

which cause pestilence, to

perform a lustralion ; to

' walk with a genteel ctep.

liow her while teolli show in sinning,

and the chatelaine tini^les on her

girdle I

^ j
i)liable, as I wigs; to look

delicate.

]
^iji the gods of the pestilence.

/a||> A sound in Bud hist books,

c |aJ|* probably employed iov (he

^no letter Ji in transcribing linmen

In Shanghai read ;"«. A prc-

iioun, the second person you.

To slip down, as on ice.

,no

na, and no" ;
— in Fuhchaa, no ; —

16a.

(JjlJI? The elegant carriage of a

^(/IP lady ; affable, courteous, win-

'i.o ning ; leisurely.

jjij'
I

graceful, handsome.

^M^M \
^^J" graceful gait

appeared most attractive and
charming.

From grain and soft ; it is said

to be tha term for rice in jlp ^
\ Bahar ?

The grain of the glutinous

rico (Ori/sa glutinosa), also

called old man's rico ; it

is now used chiefly in pastry, and
occasional ly for distilling; sticky;

pereistcnt in.

1 /it i@ a sweetish kind of

spirit.

I ^ ^ epithet for a lazy man
who never stirs from his seat.
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m From heart and so/l.

Timid, infirm of purpose;

sluggish, imbecile ; soft.

hundred fellows, there is alwajra

one skulk.

1 :^ W jt iS the sluggard has

determined to do something.

rty6^^ A final particle, used in the

r^s same senses as iUa P|^ of

no' which it seems to be an un-

usual rariant

'

Old sound, nok. In Canton, nok, nut,

nok and

From words ami if.

A reply in answer to a call

7ioA' or order ; an assent of ap-

proval ; a nod ; to promise.

Ift'
I

to answer a call.

^ I
a rash promise.

—
'

I ^ ^ his single promise is

worth a thousand taels.

Bj;
I

to make a promise.

^ ^ 1
'^^ ""'^ '^'' ^h® night pass

without fulfilling your promise.

^ St 'T' 1
"^ """^ ^*^' *'''^*' t°

refuse his call.

^ ^ ^ 1 I am under great

obligations for your sure pro-

mise.

Pfl 115 ^ 1 answer [a father]

promptly, aud not with promises.

3>TOI3:-
and nxxkr; — in Swatow, nut, nap, and niu ;

— in Amog, lok andlat ; — in Fuhchau,

neuk ;
— in Shanghai, no and neh ;

— «n C/ii/u, noa.

m.
To step

down

firmly, to tread

I*V&

Read 'je. To step.

. 1 .^ "? * child just learning

to walk ; a toddling infant

In Cantonese. To work or tread

Svith the feet ; to mix up, to press

with the feet.

I [fj 5|f trampled out his bowels.

1 ife )]R to tread out clothes, as

a washerman.

M,
To bleed at the nose, sup-

posed to arise from fright

;

a defeat, a rout ; to be dis-

comfited.

^ I
dreadfully frightened.

] |j5t ]
a ballad prayer that

an enemy may flea

no

To speak cautiously ; not to

promise or si>eak hastily

;

slow of speech, sparing of

words ; to stammer.

P ] ]
to stutter.

:^ i ^ = he wishes to

restrain his words.

]
^- an impediment in the

speech.

P£ ] the wailing of infanta.

The second is also read naft.

To raise the voice, to blurt out.

1 - 1= P:^ IP ^ T ho burst

out in a loud voice, when they

all ran away.

] i;^
to pout the lips.

ffwt Interchanged with 'nlu j^ used

no' Ashamed, mortified,

j^ ] chagrined

Ma:-J^MT> 1
I am not as-

homed because nobody appre-

ciates me.

From Jlesli or iroon and inside ;

the me.inings show the uses of

two rtidicals, and the char.icter

1<l' is duplicated iu the dictionary,

but flP3 '^ given as a synonym
of the one under moon.

The new moon seen in the east

'^ i^ I , to be taken as an equi-

voque denoting great basta

5^ 1
very fat, or the shaking of

fat flesh ; applied to the testicles

of seal&

Old sound, no. In Canton, ab ;
—

JL-r* From wotnan and hand, because

TfV flaves lay then- bands to things.

jHu Formerly a person bought

with money, chiefly now those

sentenced to slavery ; an abject
;

a tenn of contempt ; in Fuhchau,

often used for I.

] z^ ycur slave ; used by only

Manchus when addressing the

emperor.

3srxj-
•« Sieatom, n5 and no ;

— in Amoij, lb; —
nu ;

— «» Cltifa, nu.

] •^ a bond-servant.

^ ^ ] a stingy ftUow.

^ ]
serving as a slave.

5M ] an otter; a domestic cat

f^" j a bamboo pillow.

;g: ] a courtesan.

j|^ I
a carrier jiigeon.

j^ ]
a candlestick.

^ ]
a hot water foot-warmer.

in Fuhcliau, nu ;
— in Shanghai,

^"fctf ^ 'o™ i-'ords and slave ; also re«d

^Blf {BO and s»ao.

jTJu Unintelligible gibberish, as

of a drunkard ; a wrangling,

a pother.

Ilf ] an inexplicable jargon.

^ Jij ] 5^ fuddled with drink.

gS 1 5SS their brawling disturbs

my ears.

Jjl ;J I
to brawl at angrily.
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m Great strengtli ; violent.

1 ij ^ ?& to strive

one's utmost effort.

with

From child and s/wt'e ; it U some-

times written ^, but tliat form

is now usunlly rend 't'anr/.

A child ; my children ; any-

thing weak and tender, which

needs to be soothed.

^ ]
wife and children.

I ]
weakly, as a woman

^' B'l 1 W>\k ^ ^''^ immolate

you with your children.

A weak old horse, a broken

down steed.

s«" \ In M ij ^ ''"'1 '''^" *

jaded horse, but will still exert

all my strength; — said by old

officers to the emperor.

c-^^ A crossbow, called |§ !^ ]

i^ from its inventor, Chu-k'oh

'nu Liang ; a ballista ; it is some-

times made to shoot several

darts, and is set as a trap for

animals.

-fe ] to shoot a crofisbow.

i^ 1 ^ ^ ^^^ t'^'' hovis were

discharged at once.

5?. 1 ^ 5ii [it >vas hke the]

strength of a spent bow ; — met

a great cry and little wool.

A kind of flint which is chip-

ped for arrow-heads ; they

are said to come from the

Amoor Eiver.

To exert the utmost strength

;

to agonize for, to strive for,

nu to put forth the last effort ; a

desperate, deadly struggle ; in

penmanship, a perpendicular stroke.

] ^ -fT ^ to do good with all

one's energies.

Vi-om Jlcsh .ind slave as the plio-

netic ; an unauthorized cliaractcr.

Granulations, as in the eye-

lids ; the healthy granulations

on a sore ; salt-rheum, pustules,

roughened skin
;
psora.

4 * 1 UZ-n ;j If a spe-

ciiil skill ill curing granulated

(or proud flesh), without using

the knife or needle.

:ft5t^
I'rom heart and slave ; this com-

^j, - binttion lias been aptly likened

••"• to the latin ;'a?!Oi' or passio in its

nu : etymology.

Anger, fury, ire, passion

;

vigor, spirit, mettle ; impatient ; to

get into a passion, incensed.

I
•g, flushed with rage.

1
^'^ J^ anger hurts the liver,

and by sympathy the eyes.

M 1
^"gry ; to express anger.

/p jS 1 "^^ "°t get angry with

those not implicated.

1
<fji ^ '" * great rage.

^ ] and {^ ]
arc opposites,

denoting outrageous noisy anger

and repressed indignation.

1 ^ 'I^ ^ liis rage even lifted

his cap.

; 1 @ ^ IS they eyed each other

angrily-

deeply reverence the gods, and

they ought not thus to be angry

with rae.

li J. W M ^ ] P^ay abate

your thundering rage.

J^ ]
sternly angry.

'ic

Old sounds, no and no. ^: In Canton,

The ori^al form is said to liavo

resembled a female, hut it is now
lost ; it fomis the 38tli radical of

'nw characters mostly relating to v,'0-

men and vicious conduct.

Women, females ; a girl, an un-

married woman ; a lady ; a bride, a

wife ; feminine, female ;
young.

I ^ a woman ; females.

] f^ my younger sister.

] a girl, about ten years old.

g- 1 a girl, a marriageable virgin.

] ^ females, women, the sex.

^ ] women generally.

j[]| I
a fairy, a sylph, an elf.

•^ j^ ]
"? ** daughter shall be

born to him.

ISTTJ-
nil ; — in Swatow, nrmg andm ;

— in Amoy, lu ;
— in Fuhchau, nti

\

in Shavr/hai, nil ;
— in Chifu, nil.

1 ^ ^ :^ * masculine woman.

] ^ the goddess of flowers.

5^ ]
a Budhist term for the ap-

saras, or wives of genii, from

which probably arose its poetical

use to denote a swallow.

j !^ the tenth constellation, the

stars f n &c. in Aquarius.

1 i^ J^ or
] # ^ a goddess

whom some think denotes Eve.

)^ ] the constellation of the

VV^eaver, the three stars a e ^ in

Lyra, worshiped by women on

the Vlh of the 7th moon, when
this and the constellation Aquila

are nearly equidistant from the

zenith at midnight.

1 ^ * Taoist nun.

] fi" :S * ^^^y superior.

j^ ] a custom of feudal princes

sending to salute their daughters.

Eead nii' To give a daughter

in marriage.

1
' ^ ^ ^ he married her to

the neighboring- king.

Bead 'j&, and used with
Jj^.

The personal pronoun yon, thou.

1 fi^ A ^'^° ^'e you ^•

] H'] ^ r3^ fi^ a'e yoij tlien, so

dili'erent from them '?

){f iS 3? H m ^ H 1
^JieQ

fear and dread prevailed, yon

and I were all in all.

6i
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m
nun'

] ]

OH sound, mm. In Canton,

(Delicate, small, young, im-

mature ; woak, slender ; soft,

fine ; supple ; tender.

^^ ^ 1
tender years.

1^ ]
flabby, tender llesh.

—
'ft 1 il a tender fowl.

^ a light blue. {Cantonese.)

\ lean-faced characters

nsTTjnsr.
niin ,

— in Swatow, lun ;
— in Amoy, Iwan ;

ill Shanghai, nang ; — in Chifu, Ian.
^

j^ \ fine and delicate, like sprouts.

f^ :S ^ 1 y" ^^'^ ^^""y yoiing

and fresh looking.

^ ]
fresh complexion ; delicate

said of women and colors.

^ and ] are opposites, old and

tender as a fowl ; dark and light,

as colors.

— in Fuhchmt, naung ;—

1 T ^ tender twigs ; shoots on

a tree.

1^ ]
timid, no self-confidence.

^j 3||5 ^ I
though old he is as

bashful as a young man. {Shmg-
kii.)

^ 6^ iC 1
[tliis egg] is not

cooked enough.

nsTTJisro--
Old sound, nong. In Canton, iiung and ynng ;

— in Swatow, long ;— in A may, long j
— in Fahchau, nnng and nOng ;

—
in S/iaiiy/ini, niimg anil mmg;— in Chifu, uiing.

From water and to culilrale.

Thick, a.s liquids ; heavy, aS

dew ; strong, a.s a decoc-

tion ; rich, seasoned, spiced
;

lowering, as clouds ; nervous, terse,

as style; kind, hearty.

] and }i^ are opposites, as light

and shade ; rich and thin ; strong

and weak.

] ^ close, tangled, as bushes.

] l^ deep sleep.

^ ]
a highly flavored aroma.

] ^ I hick eyebrows.

1 Jef nervous, as style.

^ 1 ^'1 A'J ''"' ''"'^ '^ ^ strong

as to be biiter. {Cantonese.)

1 {5^ a dense shade.

M ft^ 1 t^ ^ •'^'" indebted for

your great kindness.

-fe ,^-'. S* M 1
^^ bitterness of

uiy longing is stHl greater.

] lij:
a rich attire, as of a bride

^ ^ 1 1
the thick falling dew.

Like tlie last.

Thick, generous, rich, as

^nuny spirits ; liberal

1 iS higli flavored wine.

Bjl" ] sweet or oily wine.

§ ]
aromatic liqueurs.

] -^ ^ ^ be liberal in your

rewards.

^nung

,ps
^nuny

To gorge.

1^ ]
to force one to eat

against his inclination.

Full of talk but not to the

jnirpose ; irrelevant.

I ]
unintelkigible mut-

tering ; in S/t'inffhm used foi

so so ; it will do ; let it pass

ppy ]
indistinct talk.

jl; H # 1
vainly bawling all

day long.

1 1 5lC ^ passJible ; I will do it

;

— an unwilHng assent.

I

M
v.ung

Thick, close set, tike grain

] ^ luxuriant, dense, as

trees or corn.

-jpf ^ I
.^ what great luxu-

riance ! — as a jjoach tree in

full flower.

Composed of ^ timen, and fffl,

wliiuli was oriainally written t!

n mortar or
'i
^ ii ijmve alone, or

with l)y un/iickij in tlie middle,

all denoting tlie season for plant-

ing ; tlie second and ancient

form composed di plant and time,

refers to the same thing.

To cultivate the ground, to delve

and dig ; to break up the soil ; to

carry on farming ; agriculture ; cul-

tivated, tilled ; earnestly ; widely.

1 :^ '»
I A a husbandman.

nuiiy

j^ I I]^ do not pass over the

/ season for sowing.

] jjjjj
an old name for Wu-cheu

fu in the east of Kwangsi.

1 ^ iigriculturists.

^ ]
tillage on plains, hills, and

uinislu-s.

%^ ]
"• pb 1

the ancient monarch

who reigned b c. 2737 to 2697;

he is now worshiped as the god

of Agriculture and Medicine.

^ Jc. -^ )
soldiers are obtained

from among farmers.

S -f- it BJ] 1
hereafter I will

learn al)n:t husbandry.

1 ?ifi ^ i5 h« widely cultivated

the best kinds of grain.

Krom nnin and husbandry;
once meant a man.

^nitiiy The first [Xirson I, in which

sense it wa.s used in the

T'ang dyna.sty, atid is still em-

ployed in Nanking and Fuhchan
;

it is e-xpliiined as denoting that

when one is cvlled, it is as if he

answered ^nnnr/ ^ I can ; in

Kiangsu, it means you, thou, as

1 fi M >'>" yourself.

PrJ 1
I, luyself

^ ]
he; they.

"4 1 S£ ^ ^ told yoa ta come at

once.



NUNG.

J^S* A hiavy dew ; and used with

in this sense.

^Miiy
V.

In Pdingcse read ndng^.

Soft, miry ground, where

water has settled.

I T 1 ^ t^ t^be ground there

is very miry ;
— unsafe.

NWAN.

Pus, matter ; to slough away
;

to rot, as stubble or compost.

s""«y 1 7jC pus.

1 ifil
bloody sloughing.

jH ]
ripe for opening, as a boil.

JS 1 Uj Of
]!S 1

'o °P®" * ^'^•

Pg I
to spue pus ;

— to revile.

O. G43

[
) Krom nose and the last cliaracter

contracted.

„„„,,' A running at the nose, from

cold.

1 A ^ P i^; # a stufted-up

I

nose cannot distinguish fragrant

flowers.

1 ^ snivel

\^

Old sound, non. In Canton, nun
;

From sun and «/ ; the first is

most in use, and like tlie next.

^drfit I

'^''^ pleasant warmth of the

pl^Ji sun, as on a si)ring day

;

'nwiiii ^varm, warmed
; bland, mild.

^ ] a genial breeze.

PPJ 1 ^ to warm the hands with

the breath.

^ i^ ^'^ 1
it I'iis nothing to do

with cold or heat ; it must be

done.

^ 5c 1 65 :^ it is warmer to-

day.

- in Swatow, nimti
;
— in Amo)j, Iwan ; — in Fuhchau, nwang nnd nong ; —

in Shanghai, nu" ;
— in ChiJ'u, nun.

Like tlie last.

Ti) warm, to put near thb

'nwuit fire; warmed ; friendly, kind

] ^ warm vapor.

^ I
spring time ; balmy,

f^ ]
filled and warmed, well

provided for.

A IW ''^ 1
l^eople's feelings are

changeablei

I ^ a house-warming.

I 1^ a bridiil feast.

1 2^ "'
1 /^ ''" ''-'•''''t given three

days after a wcddiuH;.

'J^m'
From to eat and at.

m
nivuii'

mntnini.

i> Warm water ; the water left

f.'er b.ithinf^ ; old name of

niitttii' a river in Chihli.

I j^ hot bathing water.

Also read Itcan*.

To send a present of food to I )-^ Weak, unable to work from

•.'nwaii make a feast. nwun'' illness.

Old aouAds, 8, ha, and ya. In Canton,

^1 From a mound and can to give

PI the .sound.

A high ridge, the bank of a

streiim ; one side or end

higher than the other ; dis-

torted, prejudiced; near, leaning

against ; a beam ; to cringe, to

flatter, to assent ; an answer to an

order denoting assent, as aye, aye,

Sir ; beautiful, as trees ; who ?

what ? an exclamation, alas ! !

this character and ij[i are iLsed as

sounds before proijer names in the

south of China ; also in the phnise

] ^ the em[ieror's sons.

m ^ n ife*^^to
reply Sir ! or Ah 1 — where is

the great difference ?

O.
a and o ; — in Swatow, a and o ;

— in Amoy, o ; — in Fuhchau, o, a, and 1 }
—

Shanghai, u, ku, and hu ;
— in ChiJ'u, a.

1 i^ .^ ^ to servilely agree

^vith one.

] ^ a slope or hillside.

] 5|- the son of Liu Pi, a. d.

260, a confirmed sot ; ntet.

a blockhead and shiftless fellow.

I ^ asafoetida.

^ 4* W 1 li "lio is that in

the house ?

) J-t following another's lead,

servile.

I j(JJ
elder sister.

c?f ^ S 1 a ^i if ' though

humble, they would not flatter

their favorite's.

] 'M !''H
-I district in tlia southeast

of Yuiman.

] ^ mother I

1 -^ a fairy who helps Lei-kung

W •& the god of Thunder, to

roll his ch.iriot.

1 &» jfe
or ] "^ Asoka, the

groat king who favored Bud-

hism, B. c. 319.

In Cantonese. A final interroga-

tive particle, implying doubt.

^ ^ U ft> I
shall I send it

to you?

X"jrf'* Undecided, unstable.

(.% ^\ §i^ 1 "ot having a mind of

rt-T*-
[
one's own.

^^^j 1 ^1) fl'-"''il'^e, lithe, grace-

y ful ; delicate, like a girl.
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This is interchaiiged with ,ho PiiJ

to bre:iihe.

jO An interjaction of pleasure

or disgust ; an iiitcrroga-

Tvc iiarticle, iiniilyiiig no

(loulit.

fl^ i^i- 1
^^^ y°^ "*'' '

1 "14 i^ ^ Haiya! it harts

jns badly.

^fi ^ 1
^'" y°" ^"'"^ ^™'' ***'

1 n ^ to breathe as when

warming one's haiidn.

VT> ffl '6 i^ 1
ytoi ""ns' liear.

To case nature, chiefly nised

in the South.

] J61 to I'Jiss blood.

] ^ to nrinate.

Sickness; pain.

] j)pj a sickness; convul-

' sions in children.

P ] sores about the mooth.

^^ I
a slight ailment.

^' ^ ?^ I
l^'S sickness is

likely to r usult latally.

1 M^M ^^ ''clies and then I

scratch ;
— a close friendship.

Old sounds, pa, pak, and pat. In Canton, pa ;
— 1« l-iivntow, pa and pc;— in A moy, pa

;
— i7i Fuhchau, pa ;

—
»/i Shanghai, p6 ;

— in C/tiJ'u, pa.

r-rt Tlie original fonn is fiincied to

I
. represent ibo serpentine windin<»3

' "^* of the chief rivers whidi are iu

J^ the sonth part of, nud gave name
to Sz'ch'nen, or ihc squirming of

a snake itself.

An ancient feudal state in Sz'-

ctfuen ; a classifier of slaps with

the hand ; a clap ; to gather or

collect ; to adhere ; a clamp, such

as is used to mend dishes ; the butt

or head of a bolt to prevent it slip-

ping out ; a sign of the optative.

^ r^
]

slap his mouth !— said

by a magistrate.

] JS to attach one's self to a

rich or powerful man for one's

advantage.

1 ia ^J ? to hang on (or flat-

ter) one in hopes of a reward,

f^ ]
the crust in a boiler.

] ^ •?# '^ — M "0"lil tliat I

had just one tael

!

] ^ ^ a title of Manchu origui,

meaning a brave chevalier, and
' nearly equivalent to knight or

baronet.

1 ^ two ancient states, now used

to denote Sz'ch'uen.

1 ife * python, fabled to swallow

elephants; il.s tones made the

hills in ]
|i^ |G^ in the north of

Hunan.

I [g. the croton-oil fruit.

In Shanfjitai. About, nearly.

H I
about a mile.

^'^ 1 it is nearly midnight.

rtm Large mouthed.

p^ ]
Iho eryuig and wran-

j/jrt ghng of infants ; dumb.

^ ]
-^ a diunb man.

P^ I
.^ a stammerer, one whu

stutters.

^ I ^ don't make such a hub-

bub— or holhcry. as this phrase

has been imitated. (Cantonese.)

] g or ]
Java, a contraction

of V% IJ^ 1 Kalapa or Batavia.

cF'

A sow ; a two year old or

large hog ; dried or jerked

' meat

^ jS 1 <^''<-'*^ or cured

sheep's tails.

Disease of the joints ; a scar.

lyi^ 1 -5^ or 1 ^ a cicatrix.

,
pa the mark of a wound ; a

large scar, a ucevus mattrna,

or birth-mark ; the latter is the

vulgar phrase.

I 4B H. ^ distorted or scaj'red

eyelid.

ir- T * 1 B Id ^ "I'en t''°

scab is healed one forgets the

pain.

Hbt* A fragrant plant

c^ a plantain shape.

] j^ a banana.

^jya
I

j^fe ^ a cylindrical jar.

] ^ ^ a palm-leaf fan, — so

called in Nanking.

,/'«

A species of bamboo with

sjnnes or abortive branches,

used for hedges ; a fence.

^ ]
a bamboo wattle.

] 54" a conical basket to take up

rice in.

] J^ an inclosure hedged with

the bamboo.

X rrt' A sixties of Cypraa or cowry

(^L^ marked with lines, broad in

,p« the middle and tapering at

both ends, called \^ ] , and

iisetl for money by islanders.

Trom hand and to adhere as tha

phonetic.

'pa To take hold of, to grasp, to

seizs ; to hold for the pur-

jx)se of using ; a classifier of

things held in the hand, as a fan

;

a faggot, a bundle, or what is

botmd together ; a particle denot-

ing the cause, manner, or instru-

ment, and forming cither the ac-

cusative of (he Jioun following it,

"s
I P'J gS M 1'^" '^"•^cd the door

fast ; or the object of the verb fol-

lowing, as
1 ^^ m K whom

do you tako mc to be '? a preposi-

tion, with, the means by which a

thing is done; t.) regard an, to

take a thing to be, to consider as,

having, for.

>|l^ ] a link, a match.

1 >^ Jf; ffl ^ regarded him as

useless.
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^ 1 ;j^ we must have some evi-

dence ; something to lay hold of.

] ^ to hold on to, to control,

to take care.

—
] ^ one fan.

—
I

1^ one lip, a great talker.

] ^ A bailiffs or Serjeants in a

court.

] 1^ a high officer guarding the

customs and passes.

1 ^ ^ 13 push it aside with

your hand.

W M 1 •? there were several

follows, as hi a scuffle.

\ ^ J\, the housekeeper.

^ (or ^) ] J- adopted or sworn

brothers.

^ I
the grasp of both hands

;

all the things.

I i^ o.n ensign in an army.

5^ ] a handful of grain.

^ I X ^ 'I5t
<^o *wt waste your

hours of work.

1 -^ .i fl^ onr times of friendly

interconrso.

play tricks of legerdemain ; to

perform feats, as acrobals or

monkeys ; the allusion was pro-

bably originally to Pa £, or

Sou'-h S/.'ch'nen, to which the

rad'cal ^ was in time added.

with him '?

In Cantonese. Over, upwards,

an excess.

Iff 1 1^ ^ more than a hundred

dollars.

^- ) more than a thousand.

(Shanffhai.)

fg I J^ a month and more.

A drag, a harrow ; the se-

cond is also a war chariot,

' or the guard in front of it

;

a clamp used in mending

crockery.

^l
I

a harrow.

i^ -^ ] Ba ride the ox to

harrow the field.

^ ] to flourish the trident ;
—

kind of gymnastics.
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pa'

ZtTTt^ The part of a bow which is

5U gr

jxc

pet'

m
pcO

asped when shooting.

1 ^% fif[
tla™™"'", a sort of

pitch brought from Borneo.

The handle of a knife or

hilt of a sword madeof horn
' or Avood ; authority.

] ^ a handle, either ac-

tually or figuratively.

^ I ;P I have no au-

thority ; no power to act.

The part of the reins oj

bridle held iu the hand ; the

dash-board ; a target.

J
-^ a bull's eyo.

^ T^
I

to hit the mark.

From rain, hide and moon ; the

two first form the phonetic, but

the wliole indicates tliat the

moon appears on the third day ;

imcienlly contracted to 710^, f0
an eail.

To be chief among feudatories
;

to reign by force rather than

by law or virtue ; to make a high

prince ; to incroach on ; to hold

one in check throtigh fear ; a feudal

prince in ancient times, now ra-

ther a tyrant or usurper, like

Dionysiu3 of Syracuse ; one who

defies legal control.

i^ijUA-:^] lie who by

force makes a pretense to be-

iievolouce is a chief of the

prince?.

] 31 ^ valiant uilcr, but one who
is not legilimala or restrained

by liiw.

^ ]
a sort of prince palatine in

the Chcu dynasty ; there were

^ ]
iu the days of Confucius.

1 till
'^* infringe on another's

right.

^ ]
a viUago tyrant or Lead of

robbers.

] ^ i.udaeious, fearlesa

fj 1 7^ '" '''''• vigorously, as a

physician in practice ; to intimi-

date, as a sturdy beggar.

igL ]
—

'Jj
each one lorded it

over a district.

] ji] a district south of Peking.

Bead p'o/i, The moon just ap-

pearing, for which |^ is now
used instead; ^ ] and ^ ]

denote new and full moon.

T The .second form is most cora-

roouly used ; the otiier seems to

, Iiave been formed in consequence

of the change of sound requiring

a priuiitivo of the same louo
;

not tlie same as kii' J^ shore.

An embankment or dike to

narrow and restrain the waters ; a

breakwater ; it is given to many
towns on the Yellow Eiver from

their position near the levees ; in

Sz'ch'uen, it is applied to low

banks just awash formed by silt ; a

slope where boats pass up and

down, as in the Canal.

^ ] a series of dikes in Lih-

yang hien
-Jf ^ ff, which

protect the country from the

overflow of the Yangtsz' River.

^ I
to drag a boat up the slope

or lock.

^ I
the levee or dike has given

way.

^ I
to raise a levee.

] SM. * mart, a port, a factory.

^J ]
to build a dam.

i}i ] a hamlet beyond Kalgan,

so called because it is halfway

up the ascent of the jJateau.

•' A small affluent of the River

Wei, called
] ^ near Si-

ngan fn in Shensi.

J Kiom 7ict and able, implying
Q'Sy that the good are able to spealv

M ~" and deliver from false charges.

To suffice, to cease from, to

leave off; to discontinue, to finish,

to quash ; to strike work ; to tuni

out ; at the end of a sentence,

etiough, no more ; a final particle

indicating the imperative mood
; I

or an interrogative implying great

probability.

I
"1' very well, stop now.

] ^ to close a shop.
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^ ^ 1
to stop work.

f^ 1 tk ^'^^ "^ '^•'^''"° '^""^ talking^.

j j[^ to strike for wages.

I *f to foreclose an examination

by the candidatt-s refiisiiig to at-

tend.

] '^ to dismiss from office.

ife 1
or ^ j be off!

I
x^ "J*

it cannot be helped or

resisted.

Wj Wt 1
j'^"''' ^^'''•^ ''' tli'it's all-

Wi 1 ^ && 1^° '=^'"1*^' "o'' s'°P

though he wished to do so.

... 1 iS^ 1
will you have

it this way or that ?

^ A !ii P^j * T 1
l^«« not f'^e

visitor gone out ?

^U •^
] f^ why is the affair

stopped 1

Read ^p'i for ^. Wearied.

] ^ great fatigue and exhaus-

tion.

Road c/xiz. To escape from evil

consequences.

a terra for father in Fuhkien.

A father ; Mohammedans ad-

dress their mollaiis by this

term, as '^ | mollah Chang.

|$f ]
or

I 1
papa.

^ 1 ] a term for an old Mo-
hammedan.

IW 1 B W: -f ¥ S3 tlie daddy
lays up pjlf, and his boy en-

joys himself with it. {Cantonese.)

Also read ;'a7/)

Sound ; the mouth open.

U|)] j
a long narrow necked

tiumpot, made of brass, used

in camps or theaters, and at

funerals.

] ;j!g the whito stramony

(Datura) ; also the fo.\-glove

{Rchmannia), and other trum-

pet-shaped blossoms.

0/\

ya

Old sounds, p'a, p'at, p'nU-, b;i, andhat. In Ctrnton, p'a ;
— i« Utoatow, p6, p'e,

in Fu/icltaUi p'a and pa ;
— in Shanr/lia!, p'l) and p6 ;

—

From plant and uliile.
\
r^jt piom ^ a lute contracted, and

Tlie corolla or inflorescence

of a plant.

^
I

a flower bud ; elegant,

6aid of verse.

U jE fflJ 1 '•'^° verses arc correct

and beautiful.

^ ^ ^ I
the butterfly comes

seeking the rare flower ; — said

of young people.

^fa

A floating bridge, usually

made of boats, but Eomelimes

of spars.

A bamboo rake with five

teeth or mere, used to get

grass out of the mire, called

1 ^'or^-^Yr 1;'tis

easily wielded in cue hand.

Interchanged with fC' a liarrow.

A kind of beetle to break

clods in a field ; a rake ; to

feather straw.

lifc 1 tM loquat steins ;
— a

kind of sweetmeat

A woman's name.

] S^ the headdress of a

female done np double.

<;xi

£P«

G, to Cdilect as V.ie phonetic.

A guitar with four strings,

the ^ I
; it is pear-shaped,

and resembles the harp of Pytha-

goras ; to draw the hand in when

thrumming it.

MWi^ 1 shivering with cold.

In! erchauged with^ aralceaud

v'vh jA to paddle.

To sciatcb ; to crawl, to

creep; to claw, to rake up;

to climb, to clamber, to scale ; a

gridiron ; a pick.

1 Wi to eat with chop-sticks.

] ^j- to crawl, as a tortoise.

1 Jl to climb up.

^ j ]
to climb and scratch.

^ [^ ] a beefsteak, so named
from the gridiron.

J"^ 1
to scratch.

^ ]
an iron rake, used like a hoc.

M') "iC 1 ^ the village women
ra'cc up the chips.

1 Ui Jife
'"* ^^""'^ of li'l's

;
tlie ivy

;

a gia[)e {AnijKlopsis) that climby

like the ivy. {Pekingese.)

1 jlU ?j$ to creep up or ouL

lA

'0!

and p'a ;
— in Amoii. pa and p'a ;

—
in C/iifu, p'a.

An unauthorized cliaraoter often

used for the preceding.

sP'a To fall on ; to fall along, as

on the ground ; to burrow.

M^ 1 it itk T ''« ''-'^i 0" ''is

hands to the ground.

1 ill !S 1^ to roam over the hills

gathering simples.

The boms of an ox spreading

wide ; horns stretching out.

To walk without advancing

is ] Sqf ; to squat, to crouch

down ; to grovel ; dwarfish.

] fJ to crawl on all fours.

Used for the nest.

A bundle of clothes or roll of

silk; a kerchief, a coif.

^, ] a brocade napkin.

A kerchief, a veil for protect-

ing the head ; a stomacher

for children.

.^ ]
a liandkerchief.

j^ ^ ]
a foreign lady's veil.

yg I
a red veil, worn by brides.

Read ml/i^ A turban or fillet

worn by soldiers.

'p'a

m
pV

p\i'
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m Iiiterc'lian^^d with the last ; iiho

read iri/i,

pa' A turban to cover the head,

_ «hich the Fuhkieu sailors

til! use ; a napkin ; turbans of

different colors were used after the

Han dynasty to distinguish ranks.

"^ ]
a turban.

From /teart and white ; occurs

used for ^ the dark orb of the

moon, and Ij)^ the maiies of a

person.

To fear, to dread ; to appre-

hend, to suppose ; lest, per-

haps ; to think or fear that some-

thing may happen.

igs 1 ^ lest it fall.

] ^ afraid of death.

]
^l I am afraid of the ridicule.

] fill 2jS I daresay he will come.

1^ I
to frighten one.

^ ] ^ doii'i fear the dark.

^ ]
to inliiaidate.

;.^

A
Old sounds, pat and bat. In Canton, pat, pit/ and p'a ; — i« Swatow, poi ; in

pak, and p.".ik ;
— in Shanghai, pi;h ;

— in Chi/u,

The cry of a bird ; the noise

V !J J of a cockatoo, or some kind

T!ie original form repre^^ents two

tilings back to back ; it tbrnis

the 12lli rutlicjil of a few incon-

gruous characters ; tlie second

form is used in checks for secu-

rity.

?'

Eight ; to divide ; opening

out, Haring.

}
>jf. y^ flaring, slanting, not

straight sides.

4|' 1 the eighth ; number eight.

] ]
sixty-four.

1 + eighty.

~
] si.xteen.

,© 1
or 31 1 Sl -1 cuckold, one

who forgets all virtue.

I JJ to divide, alluding to the

competition of ^ to divide.

1 ^ ftft
'"""seed oil.

1 ^ instrumental music ; a band.

1 ^ jly a good horoscope ; those

are the cyclic characters for the

year, month, day, and hour of

a person to be betrothed.

Jt' 3t- ] ^ seven hands and

eight anus ; — agile, clever.

I
W the eight precious things,

which the eight genii ] j|J|

carry in their hands.

] 111] A ? ^^ "'^'agonal table.

1 ?t- .^ ^ intimate, friendly.

I ^ 5i f^ a " i^ §i ™t
the first stroke of the eight is to

be seen yet ; -— nothing at all

has been done.

] fj ^ Chinese note-paper.

of a parrot.

^d*^ 1 ^ 5!,
a '^'"J of pie

or blackbird found in Kiang-

nan.

Hair on the thigh ; the short

hair on the flesh.

hair,— from his severe toil,

also

iP''

From hand and to drag
road poh) and p^i>

To pull up, to eradicate ; to

root up, to extirpate ; to take

by storm, to assaidt ; to pull the

skin when ill, done as a counter-

irritant ; to elevate, to promote ; to

excel
;
quickly ; conspicuous ; the

barb of an arrow ; to exclude.

^ ] to raise to a higher post.

] y? to irritate the skin to relieve

a colic or cholera.

]
^ij to draw a sword.

— ^ ^ 1
^^ won't pidl a hair

;

closefisted, he'll give nothing.

]
"^ to pull up grass.

I -fj to exert one's ilrength.

til ^ 1 ^ eminent above all

his fellows. .

] ^^ to capture a city.

J^ ife 1 P"'^ "P ^^^ roots too.

] ^ ^ a selected siufJai, one

who excels the common rank,

and can be employed.

Amoy, pat and pwat ;— t« Fuhehou,

pa.

The demon of drought, re-

[jresonted as a naked or tat-

tered pigmy, having one oye
and fleet as the wind ; others

represent it lilco a bird with eyes

on its hands and head, and a red

sash on the shoulders
; perhaps

this fable is derived from the sum-
mer-colt.

1 ^ ^ the drought Ls very

severe.

An agricultural instrument

to level l)eds after the seed

is sown ; it is like a rake

without teeth.

iP"

In Cantonese used with paP

J/\.
A paddle ; to paddle.

1 M lij "^o trim the lamp-wick.

1 Z£ "S '0 paddle a dingey.

From plant and to /^y// up.

The ] ^ is a specie* of

j/)(« Smilax, the {,r."iliijg stem of

f^T which is hard aud sliflT, and
the root edible j 'ho same tciin is

applied to the vjaoxpcnded leaves

of brake.

It
A sacrifioo offered to the

J gods of tbe road at starting

^pa on a journey, where the roads

fA^ cross.

® IS H ] '^^^ * •*'" ^'"^
P'^''"

form tbo sacrifice to the road

goardians. \ , ^
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OU nonnds, pa, pat, ba, and hut. In Canton, i>ai and yx ,
— in Swatow, pai, f'oi, and pi ;— in Amoy, pai, poe, nnrf put ; —

tn Fulichav, pai and pe ;
— in Shanghai, pa, p6, and ba ;

— in Chi/u, paf.

'I

From hand and to »<o/>.

To spread out, to expose, to

piu arrange, to set m order ; to

move, to strike ; to strut ; to

get rid of; to work, as the scull of

a boat; an axis or balance in ma-

chinery ; tlie tongue, as of a be'.l

;

to sway to and fro.

1 ^ ft 1^ '^'^ '''splay articles.

J
-1^ or ] U to place, to ex-

hibit in order.

I
^fp jl^ to order him, to do him,

to injure him.

1 PJ^ !£. 10 parade troo|)s.

J ^ ^ to make a display, to

put on airs, a.s a rich or learned

man. {S/>anr/fui{.)

^ ^ ] )
to strut, to act the

swell.

] ^ ^ to arrange a procession.

] ^ and ] :(x
side off to the

left— or right ;— sail by the

front chair-bearer to his fellow.

J
.^ to warn off by the hand.

] ;^ ^j to dress out a street.

1 ^ ^ ? ^ needy man vajwr-

ing about his means.

1 S "'^
1 i§ i "^ '^'''y '^^^^

a stream. { Pelan/jeae.)

] 1^ U) induce, to flatter, to coax.

J ^ the pivot of scales, the

balance in machinery ; the axis

in a watch.

1 It P5 1^ ^' draw a long bow,

to gossip, to talk.

M 1 I^ "^^^^ ^""^ shakes the flag.

From two ^ hands dowu on the

ground ; others dei ive it from ^
hand and g* head to the earth.

To honor, to reverence ; to

kneel to, to make an act of wor-

ship or obeisance ; to visit, to sa-

lute, to pay one's respects to ; to

appoint to an office ; a salate, an
obeisance, a visit

pai

.j^ I ^ = Yu did homage to

his excellent words.

] jpi^ to worship the gods.

] J;^ to worship at the graves.

1 g£ to request, as a favor of an-

other.

[g| I
to return a visit.

1 ^ •-" 8" ^"•^ ^^ * friend.

I ;fg a minister of state.

1 ^ t" memorialize the emperor.

It 1 T S I willingly take

your lead, or learn of you.

:^ }§ 'P 1
lua^le I'im a low bow,

but did not kneel.

] ^ to salute with folded hands.

I ^ a card-case or envelope.

] D^ I acknowledge your supe-

riority
;
you do it batter than I.

1^ 1 fSl 1^ to what office has he

been appointed 1

^ M ^ 1
'^o"'' '^I'l' °^ ^^^—

the true.

PI'

m
M'

Imitated from a Sanscrit

word, to praise or chant, as is

done in Budhist temples.

From ;^ to strike or j^ to go

and ^ iveallh, denoting that

robbers >^ run away witli, or

destroy property ; the second

form is unu.;ual.

2)M
To subvert, to destroy ; to

nullify ; to ruin ; to violate ; de-

feated, dLscomtited ; broken, ruined,

as an affair ; those who destroy

;

ruin ; a defeat, a rout.

^ 1 broken, defaced, ruined.

] ^ -^ a disgrace to the family.

Jr 1 'fit
defeated in battle.

1 ^ rendered worthless ; spoiled.

— ] ^ J^ a complete loss, an

entire smash.

I M'M ^^ total defeat of the

array.

2>ai

"^ ]
"7* the affair is ruined.

1 P^ M '^ disgrace the good

name of the family, as an err-

ing daughter.

] Jg[, ftf to corrupt public morals.

|j^ I
tainted meat.

^ I
ruined.

Prom grain and smalL

Tares, cockle, cheat, chess
;

weeds found among grain

;

a kind of panic grass cultivat-

ed in Chihli ; dissemblers, hypo-

crites.

]
"^ damsl 5 filse grain.

1 H^ vicious books, fables.

I j(j( a huckster.

] "^ a low or supernumerary

official.

1 "^ if ^ contemptible under-

lings.

] -^ and 5E S 1 ? are ^^o

kinds of Panicam grown in

damp places for their seeds,

which are eaten ; the latter is

the Paiucuiii crus-corci, and also

Cidled j^ \
ivat».:r darnel.

w
pat

U.sed with the last ; denoting

only the grain.

1 "f ?® *'""r o'^ panic-rye.

A leather tube used to blow

and urge a fire, such as is

appended to a bellows.

From hnart and prepared.

Exhausted, debilitated, no

strength.

fgf j^ gg ] he is altogether

knocked up ; lie appears quite

wearied out.

] jf tired.

] ^^ ;}^ ^ utterly exhausted.

^ ] 1^ very rude, unmannerly

and rustic.
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iA
t^o-

> To eradicate ; to reverence.

Kcad j>a/i, To break ; to

/"* injure ; to lean against ; to

divide, lo cut in two.

Ill C'l'iitoiiese used with -^Jl- A
paddle ; to paddle ; to grab, to jiull

a lot of things towards one.

»— ;^ ]
a paddle.

1 ^H '" quadrate the cash in

gambling.

In Pekingese used for Jfg. To
crawl ; (o fall on the ground ; to

lie on or down ; to strike ; to put

the mouth to one's ear.

I ^ a rower ; a man in douanes

who measures rafts for duty.

m A raft or Hoat ; a shield
;

the taffrail of a vessel, or the

^i' _ timber at the stem ; some-

tiiiic;i wrongly used for '/eV )^ tba

hazel-nut.

X|^) (iood white rice, or millet,

'Y\ ""'' washed and hulled,

pai ' which is usually reclcoued to

Ix! three-fourths of the paddy,

but of millet equal only to three-

fifths.

SC i8! Sf- 1
t-''*'*"^ '^^^'^^ [likej

coarse, thes3 [like] fine— rice.

m
pen

Old sounds, ba, bat, p'a, and p'at. In Canton, p'ai ;
— in Swatotv, pai nnd p'ai ; — »'« Anwj, pai and p'ai ;

—
in Fuhchau, p.ii, pw'.ii and pe ;

— in Shanghai, p'a and pa ;
— in Chifu, ])'ai.

mFrom Jtand nnrl not ; often inter-

cli.inged with |^ to aminge.

To place properly ; to. make ^l^ui

a show ; to shove, to push

open, as a door ; a row, a set out,

a line ; the rank or place of a

person in his family.

1 5'J M fir
arranged in two

rows.

ai ] uniformly arranged, as the

entrances of a house.

1
I
^ seat them in rows.

I 1^ H^ Ijji to make up a diffi-

culty anil explain a misunder-
\

5,

standing. :

J^ ]
>^ mutton chops.

^1^1 am the second ii\ age,

as a brother or sister in compa- I

rison with tlieir seniors. !

•}<. \ 1 51 '' swaggerer, a lop,

one ignorant of good society.
|

* 1 to order about, to put in

their places.

1 ^ ifij /^. ^^ pushed open the

door and went 1

35
] jp^ of equal rani: or station.

^ f^ W 1 ^%^ dress with great

bravery.

I ^ to distribute types.

] ^ to cast out the iota

In Cttntonese. A time, a chance,

a while.

P)b 1 ^ ^ much sickness prevails

at present.

^ f@ ]
on that occasion.

Fi'om man and not ; it is some-

times wrongly used for 1;Jps7>c7

to walk.

Dissipation.

1 1^ theatrical shows
;

musicians or actors.

Interchanged with j^ to set in '

order.

To strike with both hands :

to throw aside ; to cnt off and

roa.st meat on hot stones.

From a s///< and mean,

A shield, a buckler ; a sign-

board ; a notification of go-

vernment ; a tablet, a me-

morandum ; a warrant, a creden-

tial, a writ, a token ; an official per-

mit of any kind ; dominoes, cards

;

a fl.it piece of iron struck for meals

in temples

^ j
an express.

1^ I
rattan shields.

] 'jjt the ancestral tablet ; aboard
with the names of gods on it.

]
"Bff a warrant to arrest one.

] 80 a eonmiission, a warrant.

"^
fil] i^£ 1 * P^ck of cards,

ifl I
a jHjrt-clearance, often call-

ed the grand chop ; the large

vermilion stamps give it a red

look.

) ifi
'""

1 ^ honorary gateway.

^ ]
a waist warrant, as of a

policeman.

JJl ] Hilt ear-rings.

^ m I
silver medals given to

soldiers.

)^ FR 1 '''c tiger-head tablets at a

yainun on which edicts are put.

tr 1
o' nil 1

^'^ gamble, to bet.

ff 1 ^M li« g-'^^'e orders to

his subordinates.

^ ] %^ Wi "^o divine the fates

by dominoes.

] to request an official permit.

From bain1>oo and a hoird ; fff is

often nsed instead in Ciuiton.

A raft of wood or bamboo
;

name of a river near Taii-

yang hien in Kiangsu.

fj" ] a raft of bamboo.

7(C ] S^ a market-place in Can-

ton.

'^ ^
p at

om hr,nd and to 7noce ; it is

50 re:i'l u-'ii ' and sometimes

written j^) made of two hands
diviUinij, an nnantlioi i/.ed form.

To pierce ; to open out a thing,

to separate its parts ; to snap in

two.

1 ^ to set a saw.

) PI) to break open or apart, tiS

a cake.

]
"j* —• ^ broke off a piece.

m
'p'ai

The noise of spitting or clear-

ing the throat, or of vomit-

ing ; another says, the noise

of snorincr.

82
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|—^ ) The original form represents the

llv headwaters of a stream joining
'^^ the main trunk ; otliers say it is

V "' altered from — one and i\K.

water, or from 1^ back and 7/1

timter combined.

To branch off ; occurs only

as a primitive iii combination.

».|-^ ) From water and dividing.

4/jK. I'o branch, as a stream ; to

" jj'ai'' ramify, as a family ; a branch,

a rill ; to appoint to a post

;

to distribute to each person
;

a tribe ; a classifier for all, a lot, the

whole quantity.

j^ j a tribe or clan ; to branch out.

Jji ] the name given to brothers

to distinguish them or their

generation from others of the

same sept or surname.

] ^ the marriage name ; the

part of the given name common
to several brothers.

]
* to distribute books.

[pj ] of the same generation in a

family.

~
1 ^^^ ^^thoj aie alike

white.

M — ] ikij ^*"'*'' a fine spot

!

1 fill filf -i ^^^ 'i™ on ahead.

^ I "f J^ i"y entire posterity.

J£ I
honest, upright.

—
1 J^ a" the whole is a made

up story.

^ ]
to appoint each to his place.

The sound of dashing waves
;

the noise of breakers.

P"'' isi 1
roaring biliowst

c»

Old sounds, pan and ban. In Canton,

pwau, and p'er.g ;
— in

T\h* From two^ i/eiiis and j} knife ;

/J^rf to divide a gem and give one to

^pan
eacli prince ; used with tlie next.

To confer rewards and places

on soliliers ; to make known, to

extend everywhere ; to place in a

series ; a rank, order, grade, or

class of persons ; a set ; a troop
;

a turn ; a classilier of groups of

men and of plays ; a manager.

P'J ]
door-keepera at a yamun.

^ I
a turn ; to take one's turn.

gj; ] it coraes my turn.

J^ ]
to take one's turn, and

"Y ]
to retire from it.

^ ]
torturers, the " black set."

^ ]
official raoseengers.

^ I
a servant in c-,)n8tant use.

jg I
dismiss the court ; to give

way to the next srit.

[p] ) Jl of the same rank or

class.

^ 1 ?!) ^ to seat each one in

his place.

j;^ 1 each one standing in his

place.

I ["} ^. ^ lo wield an ax before

Lu-pnn ;§. \ the god of Car-

penters ;
— met. to be conceited.

Variegated, striped, streaked,

{••^j. mottled; applied to mildew-

,
pan ed and spotted tilings.

jlj ]
pock-marked.

] Yi * mottled black kind of

bamboo.

] ,^p mixed lustring.

] -^ variegated.

] ^ theatrical costumes.

ff ]
pustules, pimples, white

spots.

] 35^ mottled, spotted.

Tike the last.

Veined, like agate ; marbled.

^pan \ ^ ring-stre..ked.

M

:e>a.i>t.
pan ;

— in Swntoti; pan, pw'a, pwan, p°oi, pien and peng ;
— in Amov, pan, p'an,

Fuhcliau, pang, pwang, pw'ang, paing, and pieng ;
— in Shanghai,

p^", be", and pe" ;
— in Chifu, pan.

^"J" ] U a children's game of

striking a taw ; it resembles

marbles.

1 ^iS ^^ return with the troops

after victory.

^ ]
a supercargo ; a manager

;

the head of a firm. (Cantonese.)

^f. ] to arrange in order, to give

each his duty.

] ^ a company of actors.

M fJ 5C "F '^° publish to the

empire.

'^ 9J^ 1 ^ tt ^ sent a sailor

up the mast to lookout.

An ufliuthorized character.

A blotch ; discolored spots,

^pan such as come before small-

pox breaks out
;
purple spots.

{ij ]
petecchioe have come ouU

^^ ]
to probe the spots.

JI&yL From jfj^ boat and j^ turning,

C/-t)\ here equivalent to ^ ; it is used

jxtn for JBE and for some of its com-
pounds.

To drive back water, as a boat

in turning ; to transport ; a sort

;

way, manner of ; an affair.

^ ]
many ways.

-p 7\ 1 ^^ the eighteen kinds

of military drill and fencing,

jj I
that sort, such, theoc, so.

—
] 5i same, aliko, as.

^M 1 l€ fl ^ after I have

entered pan nirvana.

•^•- ) or ] ]
or ^ I

all kinds

of things ; every vai'iety.

-fJtJti Tj remove from one place to

ijf'iX another ; to transport ; to

^pan bandy, Id) discuss.

1 M or ] ^ to move

one's residence.

1 g -f ^ take the good» on

board.
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] ^ I
^ to carry things here

and there.

I 5® )|^ f1^ to transport stores

for the army.

:§ I ^ ^^ he Ukes to move

right and wrong, — to compass

his ends; said of an unscru-

pulous man.

In Cantonese. To cleave.

1 is 6^ split it smaller.

A striped, poisonous fly.

1 ^ or 3^ ^1 Chinese cfm-

^ pan tharides or blistering fiy (My-

lahris) ; it is like a lady-bug,

andfeeds on the Dolichos bean.

jQ^ From head and to divide, refer-

o|H ring to fish with large heads
;

nm ^^^'^ *^'"' ^ '^"'^ ^''® °^^*"

To confer by the emperor, to

donate ; to divide among, to dis-

tribute, as a king does ; to publish

abroad.

1 6 ^ a gray, grisly head.

I ^ or ]
jjt^ to confer on, by

the sovereign.

?^ 1 ^ "i" Qlie fish] show their

big heads.

]
1^' to promulge.

1 j^ an archer's thumb-ring.

I gg imperial proclamations.

] H^ to make known.

Eead ^fdn. Numerous.

.^, "M" 1 ^ * S'^^ Bchool of big-

headed fishes.

t] -jH^ Like the last.

c/lT) To confer ; many,

s
pan /p 1 ^ they would not pay

tribute or taxes.

Eead ,/««. Big-headed.

1 fe§ fi^ * projecting forehead,

one which bulges.

'M'l
From wood and to reim ,i.

A board, plank, or slab ; a

'pan shingle ; a slip of ivory or

stone ; a block for a book ; a

page ; the palm or sole ; an instru-

ment of flagellation, or a stroke

of it ; things made of planks

;

the skill of a fur ; a winnowing

fan ; set, fixed, as a board ; obstinate,

doltish ; unbending, solemn ; the

board on which names were written,

a register.

— ^ 1
one board.

^T 1 "? ^° bamboo.

115 ] to keep the blocks of a book;

to print or publish a work.

|g ] blocks which have been re-

cut for a second edition ; blocks

retouched that have been worn.

ff ^ 1 to ferule the hands.

P|p] ]
castanets.

jiiE '1^ ifi 1 ^° P^'^ "P ^^^ planks

after crossing the bridge ;— i e.

to act like a dog in the manger.

^ ] a sliip's gig, a row-boat.

"^ \ /y B.n old fashioned man,

one not up to the age.

/^ ]
boards to inclose or secure

a thing, as Chinese books, when

lettering them.

^ ] ^ ^ a flying dispatch from

court ; it is put Ijctween boards.

] }^ stiff, not apt to take a hint.

! ^ ^ 5fi.
impenetrably dull.

^ ]
boards which support the

tiling.

•^ ]
grieved, orphaned.

-t ^ 1 1
Shangti has reversed

all his ways.

^ ]
manager of a company of

actors ; the head of a shop.

j^ ^ ]
captain of a junk.

] HS ^"^ ] S& * ^^^^ '" music.

•j^ ]
unbending, firm, precise

;

too solemn, very gi-ave, rather

gloomy.

^ ^ ra fSl ]
"^^"^ husband with

the wife.

] ^ it is certainly so.

] §J- it must be so.

PS i^ H & 1
it is not certain

;

not fixed, variable. (Cantonese.)

Synonym of the last.

A .schedule, a register ; an

insignia ; to divide
; planks

for building adobe walls.

^1 |§ to make mud walls.

pan

^ \ iii-M ^^^y ^^^^ tl>e planks

firmly in tiers.

] ® or
I 1^ a census or re-

gister of the i^eople.

^ I ^ "^ ho threw down Lis

baton and resigned the office.

3i 1
tinkling stones hung in the

wind to jingle.

] ^^j laws of planetary motions.

Tho lower or under tile made
flat for forming channels for

'pan the rain.

'pan

Great.

W i. ^ 1 M yo"i' coun-

try is beautiful and extended.

^^fc\' From /\ to divide and ^ an

I ox, (the latter standing for J(^

pan' " •liing,) which is large and can
he h.ilved.

To divide in two; a half; a

large piece of; tho greater part of.

^]- ] to divide equally.

^ ]
or ;;^ ]

the larger part,

the greatest half.

] :^ midnight

'^ i^ —' ] ^s old again as you

are.

^- ?lf 1 W about fifty years old.

1 lit A <* middle aged man.

1 fS I ^ in great doubt.

]
^ij a very little while.

] ^ a son-in-law.

1 A 1 J^halfdead with fright.

—
] /X "• piece of ice.

1 S''& ^ ^ to divorce a wife

.liter having her half one's life,

fly ]
to halve.

1 J^ W .^ 'o s'op halfway, to

fail to complete a thing.

] jM M '""• profile as of the gide

face.

1 'T* 7^ 5i "*^' half-way there.

1 W 1 ^; now it apjiear.'^, and
then it is gone, as smoke or

thin vajvory clouds.

w t„

A woman who is ceremoni-

iilly unclean ; anciently she

jjan' marked her face red.
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#'\) From man and bis hn/f ns tl;e

phonetic.

pan' A comrade, a fellow, an jisso-

ciafo ; to follow, to attwicl

on.

1^1 I
an equal, one in tbe same

position.

1 ^ fit 2^ ^ yo" "re very

happy in your r.imbles.

] fg to keep the manes company,

by sleeping near the coffin while

it i$ in the house.

Pl^ ] to accompany one.

] H^ * ^°7 who waits on a bri-

dal pair.

I ^ a bridesmaid.

^ M 1 ^ to ramble and enjoy

one's leisure.

^ 1 an old comrade ; — a plea-

sant term for one's wife, a Joan.

m
pan'

[\i i'Tom/eld and /lal/; interchang-

1 ed with tlie next.

A path dividing fields, a
landmark ; a side or bank

;

to resist, — as siunptuary laws res-

pecting dress.

^ ^ m ]
tbe farmers yielded

the landmark.

^ 1 a bank.

ipf I
a quay or bund.

1 ^ to reject insidious, seductire

le.idings.

] j^ side of tbe road.

From to turn and ha/f.

To rebel, to revolt ; to resist

and escape from the autho-

rities of a comitry ; brilliant

] j^ to rise in rebellion.

^ I
to con.spire against, to de-

sert from.

^ ] to throw off allegiance.

^ ]
to jilot rebellion.

1 il iJ? J^ beautifid and glitter-

ing, as llio fctars aromul tbe

north |H)le.

>ft/L' A lasso to catch horses; to

'r 1 * l-""*". to trip up a horse's

pau' l^s ; to .stumble, to stub ; to

pan

pan-

rcstiict, to hamper, to cnLingle

;

In trip ; a rcstraiut, an obligation.

j J^ ^ lo fetter a horee, as

whon training Lim to amble.

1^ 'M Pf{ ^ ]
restrained by

reason.

I ^ detained, as by business.

5^ ^ 1 16^ hindered in one's

progress, prevented in any way.

ffl ]
a button loop, — is often so

written.

] W^ lo stub the toes.

In Fuhchau. To brush away

;

to strike, as with a rope.

1 ® ^ to trush away mus-
quitoes.

yjK J Lilce the preceding.

'

I Eopes or traces to restrain

pan'* oxen drawing a cart.

) From criminals scolding each

other and strength ; it resembles

pien^ ^ to distinguish.

To exert one's self, to manage,

to attend to ; to prepare, to

provide ; to go on with ; to transact

business, to act as a factor ; after

other verbs often shows an official

act, as ^ I
to enqire into.

^ ]
to prepare for, to make

ready against.

1 fp to inflict punishment

] ^ to contract for goods.

] JB lo prepare an entertainment.

1 ^ *'i ofKcer's confidential de-

puty who manages for him.

] ^ to depute one to attend to

a case.

1 f-5- fif well inanged.

] ^ ^ it cannot bo obtained;

cannot be brought about ; im-

practicable.

1 S" "^ all is well arranged.

] '^i. to manage an afiair.

^ ] the lingering punishment

{Cunloinse.)

Ill Cantonese. A sample, a

m lister.

^ )
a .sample of tea.

"5J ] to comiwre musters.

iffTi' '^^'^ carpels or division of an

jji^^ orange; a slice, as of a nie-

pan' Ion ; a slip.

;j!J-
] the petals of a flower.

^ ] tbe scales of an onion.

fB 1 5i 'wo slips only, as a tract

or issue of a single play.

w From hanil and to divide.

To dress up, to beautify;

pan' to apparel, to disguise, to

rig out, as in a costume ; to

counterfeit ; dress, ornament.

^ ]
or ^ ]

dressed out, a gay
show ; to dress gaily.

] fe gay processions.

® 1 "ir ^ to simulate police-

men.

] iJJj ^ to dress up in the old

style, as in processions.

1 'ft: [S to caiTy children on

high frames in processions.

] Jj^
to dress as .in actor.

moner and inquire into affairs.

}Jf I
iced fruits or preserves.

Eead/a«* To seize with tbe

band ; to move.

] nil
to shake.

In Cantonese. To beat.

;j^ ]
]S take a stick to him.

P/t^
S_\Tionym of J^' a uoosB.

To tie up, to tie fast; a

P^"' band, a tether, a loop,

ijlg
I

a hat-band.

^ I
an oar-tie.

From water and together.

C. Deep mud made in the

jHiu' stit-cts, the mire of the roads

;

to get mired, to overflow.

— ^ ] I am muddied all over.

jIg ]
shisb, mud.

ii 1 W} '4i M Iwware lest there

arc thorns iu the mud ; — met.

take heed bow you injure the

feeble.

JS ^ 1
««wage.

] }p/ an unlucky star.
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Old sotinds, p'lm andUm. In Gmlon^ p'an ;
— in Swatoir, pw'aii, v'aii, pnn, ami

and p'ian ;
— in Fuhchuii, p'ang and pw'ang ; — in Shanrjhai, p'is", pc°,

From eye and luriiiiiy.

An eye wliicli shows much

white, turned up or awry.

I H^ a catar.icl-

pw'°:i ;
— 11 Amoij, pan, p'an, pw'aii,

and pe ;
— t« C/ii/u, p'an.

To grasp, to drag ; to pull

down or towards one; to

raise tiie hand ; to clamber,

to mount, as a tree ; to im-

iji'an jjlicate.

I ^ to heave one a rope.

] ^ to implicate.

] ^ JlJ I can't pull it down,

'•j^'i 1 ^0 inform against an ac-

complice.

] ^ to hold on for support.

^7 & 1^ 1 ^ cannot venture to

equal you.

SC 1 "a iH ^ presume to drag

you [to my house] ;
— a form

of invitation.

^ I ifj ;^ he has grasped the

red olive Uower ; — ;. e. has ob-

tained his doctorate.

I
^ to civilly detain.

1 T /^ P"l^ '•• <io^'"-

I. fv From hand and cap ; easily mis-

-nTl* taken for J^ to halve.

^p'(m . To brush clean ; to lay the

hand on ; to fly ; to risk ; to

disregard.

it 1 jm '^ I have made all ready

and wait for you.

] ^ to risk one's life.

1 ^ ^^
1 ^ 'o reject.

1 ^ i^ .^ tut it flew ofi[ as if

it had been a bird.

J.S (& 1 T ••" foUow him at every

hazard.

I ^ to speculate rashly.

I jtm to act recklessly ; to venture

any way.

^p an

m An aflSuent of the River Han
in Yun-yaiig Lien in the north-

west of Honan ; dirty rice-

washings used to scrub the

face.

\ ^ an old name of Meu-ming
hien ]9| ^ Jj^

in the southwest

of Kwanglung.

i//o«

Name of a tributary of the

River Wei, the ] -^ in the

west of Sliensi, whore Tai-

kung ^ ^ fished ; a kiial

of flint fit for arrowheads.

From ii.sect aud a Ivach •

next.

like the

^'•an To curl up, to crouch under,

to coil around ; writhing,

squirming ; curling around, wreath-

ing ; to commit to.

H ]
;j;g a cane with dragons

carved around it.

tl 1 l6^ fE ^^'^ serpent lay coiled

in the dirt.

] ]^ to encircle spirally.

] jfjg to occupy, as squatters do-

J^ ;gj
']i'

] it reaches from the

zenith down to the ground ; said

in exaggeration of the height

of .1 tree, peak, or house.

8 1 ^ Mi ^'^ clouds envelop-

ed the land.

1 ^ M ^c ^^^ of ^^^ *^^^

peach.

] ¥^ "^ ^'^"^ meeting of the gals

and genii to honor ]]£ -^ at the

tree of life ; her birthday festival,

on the 3d of tho 3d moon, is

much observed.

Kead ^fan. Sow-bugs and si-

milar insects which are found under

vessels lei't long in damp places.

li
p an

iP'

To hinder and irritate others

by abusive talk.

A cicatrix ; marks, pits, or

other scard on the skin.

•^ \
Ecar of a wound.

^fti l£ 1
pock-marks.

M
(jrdi

pan

From _/'eet and sort ; occurs hi-

tercliau;;ed witli the ne.\t ; the

seconJ is also another form of

jHmii |l|§ to jump.

To bend the feet uiider one

:

^

to Jump.

1 1^ HB :^ lo sit with the feet

bent under one.

jUrtj Occurs used synonymously with

(JO^ -''°" S "
''°"''*

^p'au A platter, a basil], a tub ; a

deep dish or vessel to contain

liquids or grain ; a press, frame, or

machine; a containing thing, like

tho pelvis ; a market ; a game ; an

affair ; curved, coiled, winding ; to

coil, to wind, as rope.

I
to transfer the business to

another.

Jj^ ]
to wind up an affair.

^# j
or gb^ ] a bathmg-tub.

] ^ a coil of insense stick.

j?^ ]
to open the market.

1 S or
1 ^ traveling expenses,

disbursements.

I
-j^- J^ Panku, reputed to be

the first man.

^ to examine judicially.

\ to finish a transaction.

1 ;!^ ft ^ B& *o go around by

way of the bamboo grove.

I |5 ^ to take a few days'

relax.atioti.

—
\ ^% one game of chess.

] ^ coiled up.

;^ «"« 1 JE *E ^ lli # 'i>e

crystal bowl {>. c. the water of

tho Yangtsz') trtily upholds the

Golden Island temple.

] P^ to interrogate.

^ ^ ] no fixed rate, no test by
which to try it ; the allusion is

to tho sale of grain by the mea-

sure.

ft 1 fS ffi
a'l ^^^ leading facts

of the case are presented.
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)$ ^ ^ \
^o""*! "P I'l^e a

roasting pig ; — said of persons

punished by lynch law.

] Ujg or
I 1^ to sit like a tailor.

Iq Fuhchau. To buy goods

for retaifag ; to retail.

I 5^ g I bonght them for re-

tailin<j.

Used for the Inst.

A tray, a waiter; a hot ; to

rejoice ; to turn arotoid.

^ ] ^E 1^ l>e is happyin
Ills hut on the plateau.

] a waiter to carry things.

^ to turn without going on.

Grisly hair, that which is

turning gray.

I iiK ^ the hair curled

roughly for sleeping.

^ ]
his hair is still black.!g

A large rock, a foundation

(^jg stone ; a conspicuous rock,

j/j'art like the Tarpeianj firm,

stable, immovable.

\ ^ ^ ^ peace hke a great

rock.

^1^ 1 :3* Ihe banditti are

leagued together.

^ llj jnj ]5^ ] ;5' his throne and

dominion are firm as a rock.

I
)^ unposing, as a gateway.

A wide sash of leather made

hollow to hold things ; a

purse.

jp^ ] a lady's silken girdle,

a mirror appended to the

girdle.

, ;^ ] ^ his majesty gave him

a fine girdle.

From slice and lialf.

A division, a half ; to join.

^ jsli \ the husband and
wife are now united in one

grave.

In Canton, the placenta

;

also called 8^ j| ; in Pe-
king, it means a falling

womb.
iPan

jllrt* Extravagant ; an old wo-

c^jS^ man.

^p'an
] I

going to and fro ; back

and forth.

1 1^ 5c * Eudhist name for

the Hindu Vishnu.

I 3I!3
to crawl towards, as when

showing great reverence.

I'rom Ictii/e and fii.l/'.

To divide in twain ; to halve

;

p'an'' to decide, to judge ; a deci-

sion, a verdict ; to join two

halves to sec if they match ; to

marry.

] W *" S^^^ scnlcncO.

^[; ]
an official decision, a verdict.

1 -^ to y>in in wedlock.

] '^ the Decider of Life in

hades ; he has a book in which

people's fates are written ; the

Chinese Atropos.

jj ]
a syndic in an inferior de-

partment, under a sub-prefect.

] ^ a check or seal divided to

serve for proof when compared.

-I>>di» ) l^rom hand and half; often used

T"
I

"
for (Tjf to risk.

p\in^ To separate ; to mix ; to

divide ; to throw away.

I ^ to throw a stone.

] 5^ bickerings.

1 ± :^ ^4 to mi.x the fodder.

] f^ to speculate rashly.

I ^ to m\K properly.

if
p'an'

Occurs used fur B^ and for tlie

next three ; it is sometimes writ-

ten like tlie third.

The semicircular pool before

the provincial colleges
;

to

melt, to scatter ; a shore ; an afflu-

ent of the Grand Canal near T'ai-

ngaii fu in Shantung ; used for

^ij to divide, to direct.

?S 1 ?& to pass [on the bridge]

to tlio college-pool ; — i. e. to

become a stuls'ai. I

] ^ the college of a prefecture ;

'

in olden time the slate colleffo. i

^ij ] to divide or spread abroad,

as the lieavens and earth.

/^ I
to enter the public schools

for becoiTMng graduates.

Wi i'J fj 1
thi^ mareh too has

its ishores.

\Ay i Used wiili the last.

*l To melt as ice.

p'an' ^ I
the ice has thawed.

ja ^'J ^ 1
before the ice

melted.

* Used for {]• » pool.

•> To manage.
p'an'

j g an old title for prince

or an aulic councillor, those

who shared in the adminislration

of the empu'e.

p'an'

pan'

w
p'an'

1 i

The banks of a stream
;

water flowing.

A loop ; a sash ; a belt or

liand ; a chin-strap ; to loop.

^ ] a button-loop or tie.

1 ^ a girdle.

lll| ] a hat-band

Not the same as hi' ^ stern.

A clear, piercing eye ; a

Iwautiful, bright eye ; lan-

guishing eye of a female ; to

glance at.

g to hope for anxiously.

] ]^ looking for rain,

i^ ^ '^ 1 I am deeply thankful

for your kind regard.

^ ]
to look watchfully.

il^ 1 fM "a I ^^'^^ earnestly ex-

pect your reply.

:r5 ^ M- ^ tl @ \^ i»«^

artful her smiling dimples, how
bright her beautiful eyes !

\s> Clothes suitable for summer

wear.

pi'ati' -1^ ] a long liglit gown worn

in summer.

Head ,/an- Plain, undyed

cloth, suitable for nnder-clothes

in summer, like coai-se grasscloth.
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Old soimrls, pen and bon. In Canton, p5n ; — in Sivatow, pun
;
— «;i Amoff, piin and p'uii ;

— i'» Fuhciaa, pw&ng j
—

in Shanyhai, p5ng ;
— in t'/i/Vi, p: n.

Ml

Krom three oxen in a fright, or

from the same contracted under

* y% i^n apparition.

Cattle scattering from fright

;

to flee, to run away ; to

hasten on, as a messenger
;

lo run about in confusion ; to be

busy with, to fag at ; to flee to and

subniit ; hurry, bustle ;
urgent ; to

marry without observing the rites,

to elope.

] ^ to scamper, to flee ; to hurry

about.

] ,||^ to hasten, like a courier.

] ^ to return home to bury a

parent.

1^ ]
a clandestine marriage.

1 5^ }^ to go over the world, —
as a trader.

1^1^ running about, busy.

] jg to drive out.

I Jg disquieted, uneasy as the

b'Uows.

]
ijj- an urgent report or notice.

I -^ ^ ^ toiling and moiling

ill the anxieties of life,

j^ j ^ to walk in a dignified

way, as in performing rites.

t% ^ 1 1
^^^ hurry-scurry of a

covey of quails.

These are botli regarded as

synonyms of the preceding, ap-

plied chielly to horses.

To run, to hurry oft".

•IPI .^ 1 .Ik ^^^ tw spans

galloped off rapidly.

An adze ; the helve is in the

middle like a pick.

To fumble things over, and

throw them into confusion.

In Cantonese. To braid ; to

swing ; to dangle ; to spriu

kle ; to fling oft'.

] ^ to plait the queue.

'pdn

From Tfl a tr e ami a —^ line

across tiic bottom to denote the

enrtii.

The origin, the root ; source,

cause ; the fundamental part of

;

radical, essential, what must be

first attended lo ; rooted in
;

the beginning ; and when used

before a verb, sometimes merely

strengthens it, as ] lt|j we origi-

nally expected, i. e. we did hope

;

native ; one's ancestors ; the direct

line in a family ; capital, principal

;

pro^)or, appropriate to ; used by

people, but more by otticials l)efore

their titles, for I, me, mine, our
;

this ; a classifier of books, docu-

ments, &c.

] and 5j$ are opposites, as (^ :^

] 5^ things nmst have a root

and <apex, an essence and qua-

lities.

] ^ my native land.

] ^ capital in trade.

Jjf ]
or •j^ ]

to incroach on

one's capital.

_tl' ] to petition the Throne.

^ ] !^ able, clever, capable.

1^1, the governor.

1 ^ I, myself.

,^ 1
'o foiget one's parents.

—
•

I ^ one volume.

1 ^ ^ @ the original expres-

sion, the natural form.

St ] no capital.

] ^, what is profjer, requisite.

1 Ilk A natives of a place
;

the

aborigines, those who live in it.

1 i^. Wi tJi ^^ square all accounts,

as at a banker's.

M 1
" in 1 *° ^^^ under cost,

to lose in trade.

^ ]
a visiting-card of an ofScial

sent to his superior.

^ ]
-^ a plagiarist.

TfC 1 7K W my root and foun-

tain, — i. e. those who brought

me up or patronized me.

1 J| '^ ^' it is truly worthy of

detestation.

^ ] ^ I'll attend to my own
duty.

1 )\j niy first intention.

g]^ I
a book of songs.

I ^ really is or belongs to.

:§ f af 1 1 j>-. ilff it ^ the

princely man attends tc> what is

r.idical ; and when that is estab-

lished, praotica comes natural.

A ^ I
Brahma as the creator.

{narayana.)

Kroni ga u'li.ile land and ^ an
q/Jicei; contracted in their com-

( , bination.

A basket or hod for contain-

ing earth, manure, or grass, used

by bricklayers and farmers.

fpf ] a dirt hod.

1 '^ »^ ^ the toil of a farmer.

From hantboo or Iteari and root

as the phonetic ; the first is most
nsed, and also means a ship's

declc.

^
pdii"

Stupid, doltish, dull of ap-

prehension, slow but honest;

sluggish, as a ship; dull,

not sharp ; the inner scurf of the

bamboo.

Wt 1 thickheaded.

^C 1 ^ * dimderhead,

73 1
a dull or useless knife.

ffi 1
''ude and untaught

] 2E1 an unskilled workman.

] _l^ on deck.

To walk or run quick.'

1 ^ fy fi^ running as if

fi)i dear life.

JS I
t<> g(> to meet or

one, \n order to get aid.

pitn'
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J
7) ciii

Old sotmds, ben and p'eu. Ja Canton,

in

From dish and to divide ; it is

intercbanged with iP'an ^ dish.

A bowl; a tub; a basin, a

cup ; an ancient measure for

grain ; a jar on which persons beat

time-

M 1 o"" 8b ^ 1 i* wash-basin.

iU 1
or &t ik 1 a bathing-tub.

^ I
parturition ; it is done near

a vessel of warm water.

^ ] Ho ^ I'e drummed on the

jar and hummed a tune.

^ ] the collar-bone.

^ -^ ] a chinaware dice-bowl.

~- 1 ;j^ a pot of flowers.

];;Kj^ Used with the last in |g |

c ^ntt. -f a species of wild xas\>-

^p'uii berry {Rulua idaus), grow-

ing in Hupch.

Read ^fdn, and used Ibr ^.
Fi-agrant, as flowers.

p'in ; — tft Swatow, p'lin ;
— in Ainoy, p'un ; — to Fuhchau, pwong and p'ong ;

—
Shanghai, p'ang and pang ;

— in Chifu, p'au.

A stream flowing into the

Yangtsz' River west of Kiu-

liiang ; water bubbling and

roaring, as in a swift cur-

rent ; to soak.

] }^ overflowing.

] ;^ an old name for Kiukiang.

Also read ifSn ; the first form is

mostly used.

k
J

To spurt, to expel the breath

T forcibly ; to snort, to hoot

;

struck, as by an effluvia ; a

pnff, as (;f steam.

^T 1 ^% '•^' snec2?.

1 ^ '1 watering-pot.

I ^ to snort violcnlly; an aspirate

or strong breathing.

^iiW. \ $} ^ *'''*' parterre of

flowers greets one with its sweet-

ness

I ;j^ fg to let ofi" a rocket.

P

p'v.ii'

\ ^ to spurt water over clothes,

as a tailor or washerman.

^ A 1 ^ it will make him

spurt out his f(jod, — as by
laughing; it is also used as in-

timating that the ijerson will

despise the gift.

fn n ]
'^^ blurts anything he lists.

] -^ to spurt water, as over

clothes.

] i}5* ^ '° spurt holy water, as

Rationalists do in exorcising.

-^ jfiL. 1 K^\^ -jt- P I'e first

dirties his own mouth who spits

blood on his neighboi-.

^ = ] )
to talk fast and thick.

From man and root; it is chiefly

now used as a contraction for </'»

flg body and is used with ^
etupiJ.

• Rude, coarse, rnslic, like a

carteror grave-digger.

Old sounds, pong and bong. Jn Canton, pong ;
— in Saatoir, pang and pong ;— in Amoij, pang and pong ;— t.i J-'tikcliau,

pang, pong, paung, and p'aung ; — in Skanyhai, hong and bong ; — in Chifu, pang.

-4^> From city and flcurishiiir; ; this

^|\ character formed jiart of the name

vj of Lin Pang glj #15 the founder
cF'"y of the Han dj-nasty, and re-

spect for him led to its disuse,

I g states and kingdoms; nations

r;en(.'ra!ly.

{^ if ^ 1 rcestablitih amity with

the tonli£>uons states.

and the prevalent adoption of !

@ as A synonym, and this has
gradually led 'o a modification

of its use in modern books.
|

A region contiguous to the
j

emperor's territory ; one which has
'

been conferred ou a person by i

patent for his merits, and still form- !

ing part of the ^ or demesne ; a 1

fief, a region, a country ; a region
'

beyond the frontier ; to confer the

rule of a region.

] 'M_^ ^ llie glory of our

empire ; the nation': fame.

1 W 51 Ri] Ji' »* state prospers

by observing righteousness.

y^ I
nations in amily with one.

1 I& '-"^ im[x;rii;l domain,

;^ ]
a subordinate state.

f/?; -it- ^ 1
^'^ protect his chvas

and states.

An unauthorized character.

In C'antoncsf. A braid hoc

or mattock.

I ffl to h(K! the fields.

" 5M 1 -1 lioc-

,p:wff

m sc

ame of a tree ; a wooden
cylinder used in a yamun or

temples to attract notice, or

by watchmen to strike the

watch.

I ^ a kettle-drum,

"^
] a watchman.

] -J'^^M denote a-stirccato

and a slow movement.

^ 1 ".I M strike the rattle and

sound the gong
;
give the signal

of alarm.

M A thing like a child's palm,

(hat came out of the ground

in Nganhwui ; it had no fin-

gers, and gave great strcjigth

when eaten.
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Tbc lining of a shoe; the

i^/y vamp or upper part of a shoe

^patiff or boot ; like the next.

^vf* Tiie leather heel-band of a

< qp^ shoe sewed in to strengthen

^jMnij the back when putting it on.

From napkin and to confer or

country ; the third and most
common form is unauthorized.

To bind the edge of a shoe

;

a binder, a support ; to

diore up a thing ; to help, to

succor, to defend ; to replace,

a classifier of fleets, of pick-

ings of tea, or lots of goods ; and

in some places, of guilds or classes

of people.

^ ^ I
the mercantile class.

] gfj to assist

I I \^ help him in his great hurry.

I ^ "^ a lieutenant^colonel.

] ^ to try to eke out a de-

iiciency, as in one's expenses.

I Ji ^ substituted policeman.

] P owQ who speaks for another.

] U a subsidiaiy drum.

1 ^ "•
1 SB t° patronize, to give

custom to, to employ.

—
I j|5 a fleet, a squadron.

IIM 1 ^ ^^^ ^'^^ gathering of tea.

^ \
to guard a lot of goods

•

the agent who goes with them.

In Cantonese. A huge haul, a

vast lot.

IS ;^ 1 Ht ™*^'3 a grand specu-

lation.

;^ I ^ a heap of money.

.^bJL Like the preceding.

(^^k To oppose, to withstand ; to

J
panj protect by surrounding.

To screen, to hide ; to propel

a boat ; to wrest from ; to

beat.

I J^ a boatman.

1 ^ Wc^^ ^° ^eat a man
thousands of strokes.

;j^ I
a club, a sbillelah.

8ft

m
<.pa"!/

PANG.

From mood aii>l side ,

used for tlie lust.

PANG. Go7

paiiff A siii>poit put o:i a bow

;

to pro[x.l a boat ; to beat ; a

splinter or slip ; to bamboo ; the

rule for choosing graduates ; a list

of successful candidates; to praise.

mmM\ ("5 m 1 ) 'o Placanl

the names of the tsinic' or /Jijin

graduates at the brealc of day.

^ ] the official list of these men.

[pj I
t^ fellow-graduates.

1 -ll ^ ^ '^''' name is not in

the list.

I B_g the "eye of the list," a

term for the second scholar in

the land ; the idea is that Ikj is

second in order, as the eye is

under the forehead.

] 1^ to rob with violence.

M 1 tU :^ •'* '*"*'' entering

office.

B^ ;(^i ] a list of subscribers, as

for repairuig a temple.

^^ ]
to praise, to countenanes

;

to commend for one's own ends,

to celebrate.

ftT 1 BK •'' ^™' standing when
drawing the bow.

fH M 1 ^ niakc a model or

drawing of that

I ^ what is your name ? — said

to a literary man, whose name
is supixjsed to have been or.ee

published.

] -^ a boatwoman.

Similar to the last.

Tablets or books on which

registers are inscribed to be

kept, as archives or records
;

a model for a shoe sole.

^ ] a board to inscribe the debts

at an eating-shop.

From bone and s!tk ; tliis and

c)^ "'8 often interchanged, and
tliis is also read 'ji'ang.

Anciently the pelvis, the

hip-bone ; now used for the

arm bone, the hnmtrus.

] the shoulder bone.

1
3^[- §2, the elbow.

'panj

'pang

c^jff^ To liind the cdgo of a shoe.

to heiu and bind

'pai:(/ siiocs.

CfJtfP Fiom r-ilh and countrtj.

To tic, to biiKl, to bandage
;

'pang a bandage.

^^ I
loosed the thongs.

I I? tic it tight.

1 M laggings or gaiters.

^ $lt \ \k. '"3 hand'j aro tied

bshind.

1 & TfT W l*'"^l »'"' '"'^o pli"

criminal] to the market-place,

— aiid execute him.

^rftl^J From icord and side.

^Jhf To vilify, to injure another's

IKimf good name ; to detr.ict.

\^. I
to slander.

1 % # to talk of other's faults,

to d^'amc.

] ^' a scuriilous book.

•fJI I
to vilify, to defame.

Wl 1 IE ^* to reproach that

which is good.

A double boat made by lay-

ing two .alongside and fasten-

ing them together ; this is

done when drifting with the

current ; to swim or float

I A a boatman, a waterman.

Thin nacreous, fresh water

mussels
(
Un'onida'), long and

thin slwUed ; large and thick

marine moUusks, as the Mi/a

and Osfrea.

I ^^ a clam or mussel.

] j^ the naiad in the oyster.

^ ] ^^ the old clam has a

pearl ;— an old man has achUd.

II 1 ^^WkA'^m when
the snipe and oyster nip each

other, tb.e fisherman is the

gainer ; — said of going to law.

A club, staff, cudgel ; a stick

to beat with, as a drum-

pang^ stick ; to strike, to cudgel

;

used to imitate the report of

a gun ;
— bang I

pang'
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i >JI^
I

a hot ix)ker— cannot

be grasped ac both ends ; met.

an unmanageable affair.

; ^ ^ ]
to teach boxing and

fencing.

'3^ —•
I
got a rap on the nod-

dle ;
— taken by surprise.

^ JiJ
drive him out, take a

stick to him.

\ ] ^ seyeral shots of a bow.

jJC Jl — 1
[useless] as slapping

the water.

] ^ Indian corn or maize in the

ear, from its resemblance to a
drumstick. {Pekingese.)

1 "F M i'ldia'i meal.
,

^ In Pekingese. A wing.

$1E- t^ ? * fowl's wing.

' •— ^ ^ ] a pmr of wings.
W 1

VromJlesh ttni flourishing.

Fat, obese ; large limbed
;

slices of meat.

^g, 1 corpulent

] \L swelled up, as a boil'

] ^ puffed, swollen, dropsical

arsh, unable to please.

fII perverse, cross ; bad
^ng tempered and morose.

,
Old tOHnds, p'ong, bong, and p'an. In Canton, p'ong ;

— in Swatow, p'ang ; — tn Amoy, pong, pang, and pw'an j
-

/> in Fuhchau, p'anng, pong, p'ong, and pwang ; — in Shanghai, p'ong ;
— in Chi/u, p'ang.

ii&t Grreat rain ; the noise of a

cy^ heavy rain, roar of running

iP^ang waters ; soaked with the

rain.

1 V*£ ;^ M * heavy shower.

•
] -j^ extensive, ocean like.

1 ?l5 copious rains.

^ Like the last.

or sleet ; the noise of a

driving storm.

^p-ang fg' g ^ j
thick falls

the driving snow.

H i^,
^11 1 the blast then drove

furiously on.

Read (.fang. Sleet.
'

1 @ IL ^ the whirluig

M
snow drives by in gusts.

fe The noise of stoues crashing

y down.

^
p'ang

] J^ to occupy great space.

In Cantonese. A pound avoir-

dupois, or a pound sterling, in imi-

tation of the word ; to weigh in

pounds.

+ H M JS ~- 1 twelve taels

make one pound.

1 ^ to weigh tea.
'

|[Jl 1 large weighing scales.

J
p^ang^

|3
To scrape off, to level ; one

, says a water-level
J
p^ang '

From vian and side ; occurs

interchanged with its primitive.

J
;/ony Near ; the side ; to depend

on, to lean.

I
Bj^ dusk, early candlelight.

^ ]
to lean against ; a rest, a

support, one to lean on.

1 A P^ ^ to depend on others

for living.

jj ]
approximating in quality.

2 ^ ] I
the king's business

is urgent.

.4 ^ ^ 1
^th the right aud

left sides.

^ ] j^ a mere ear rumor.

jH^ ] ^ stood waiting, as for the

procession to pass.

Composed of _^ Iwo referring

to dOors, and jf square luider-

neath ; the second nntiquo form
shows something of the original.

Great, extensive ; the side
;

everywhere ; lateral, side-

ways ; by the side of, near
;

following.

'l

the side.

\ J^ a, by-stander.

ife ^ 1 ffl
sprouts or suckers

springing up near the root.

] P'J
a side-door.

^ ft' 1 W <Jo°'t heed people's

talk.

1 M ^ fS the looker-on sees

clearly, as in a game.

iPanff

1

f§ ] the seaside.

1 ^ ^ A ^ if noljody was

near by him ;
— proud.

] 'iU i^ H. everywhere to seek

able men— to put in office.

® ^ 1 ji pursuing one sub-

ject, you will be able to appre-

ciate another.

tt ^ 1 ^ to sleeve the hands
and look idly on.

•IB 1^ 1 1
the four horses went

on without resting.

I -^ in confusion, from a variety

of affairs; crosswise; transverse.

1 j£ adjoining ; approaching.

To walk by the side of a cart,

as the driver does ; used like

p'ang the next in | ^ timid,

fearful, in a fright.

Fearing ; eariness.

] l^ scared, intimidated.

p'ang

A medicine, called ^ ] •y
whose seeds resemble sun-

p'aiMj flower seeds in shape.

From flush and sti/f ; it is inter-

changed with'f^ the shoulder.

phoig The region of the groin and

false ribs.

] |)^ the lower ribs.

1 Wi ^ inflammation of the

bladder.

J ^ the arm or shoulder.
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A kind of scow used in the

c'l-*t^ tentral provinces, called
|

iP'aitff Hi .1 lid
1 ^ two of which

could bo lashed togellier stem

to Etern, and sailed very slowly ; it

differs from ^' or boats liished

alongoide ;
— Lence applied to dull,

stupid things.

tl A/^ To swell, as with the dropsy

(/J^^ or a luiDor.

j/>'(777Y/
] 31 swelling; to tumefy.

tK 'E 1 T [^^e body] has

Bwollea in the water.

In Fuhchau. Dull, stupid ; fatly;

to cover close ; to line, as the

bowels with fat.

A crab, a sea crab ; met. a

hurpy.

iP'iiiiff ] ^ the swituming crab.

[Portunus.)

I

3
To go on hastily and wildly.

Jg j
rushing on ; urgent to

^ji'anff get forward.

MFrom dragon and a shelter,

A high palatial house ; filled,

J Ij'auff crammed ; confused.

M] ^.:t^> I am greatly ob-

liged for your kindness.

I ]
fat, lusty, said of oxen.

M ftf ^ 1 ^^^ customs thero are

orderly and moral.

Also read ji'atf.

Fat, hearty
;
jolly, as if one

had nothing to disturb him
;

the half of a carcase ; a slice,

col lops on the ribs.

>& M. SS 1 '"^ rami is enlarged

and his body at ease.

~ # 6-r 1 "l^ lie is all fat.

I
-^ a fat fellow.

Old sounds, pang, peng, beng, and bang. Jn Canton, ping and pung ;
— in Samtou,; peng ;

— in Amoy, peng, p'eng, and hong ;—
in Fuhchau, p6ng, p'eng, pnitg, p'ung, and ping ;

— in Shanghai, pang, ping, and fung ;— in Chifu, pang.

iPdnff

From hill ill and a Jriend 49
as the phonetic ; occurs used for

the next.

The fall of a mountain ; to

fall from a high position into

disgrace ; to fall in ruins ; to let fall

or loosen ; an emperor's death

;

infected, as sheep.

[Ij I
the mountain rushes to its

fall ; the state is ruined.

IS 1 ^ iH I fear that the em-
peror is dead.

Jfil 1
or

jSi_ |lj ] flooding at

childbirth or from disease.

;^ ] 114 a great ruin ; what a-fall I

j ^ to fall in ruins.

W ^ ?|5 iS T' ii :?; 1
your

flocks come, none injured, none

diseased.

^ y& 1 ^ knocked down by the

cannon.

] •^ to knock horns ; a euphuism

for the kotow.

5S 1 >Pc ^ *s if their horns

were falling off.

lu Cantonese. A fracture, a

flaw, a breach ; to nip out,

35 1 ?JC 'Si'
if a harelip plays a

fife,— he only loses his breath.

iP&ng

] p a harelip.

IS®'' breached the embank-

ment ; the rush made a crevasse.

An issue of blood, dysmenor-

rhoea.

^p&ng ^ jSl ] a miscarriage.

Read
5
p^ang. A puffy or drop-

sical swelling of the flesh.

To inter, to cover a thing

with earth ; the criishing

noise of a falling wall ; to

lead water on the fields ; an

archer's target.

1 i ii ^ t.0 fill up thcvgrave

with earth.

A stiff bow ; full, complete,

furnished.

1 't' ^ ^H * man of real

talent and fine person.

] ^ a strong bow ; ')net. stout

archers.

] ^§ the recoil sound of a bow.

From worship and square ; it is

often read (Jang.

The space within at the side

of the ancestral temple gate,

,pang

J)
iP&ng

where in early days the gods or

lares were worshiped ; a sacrifice

to the manes in this spot ; old

name of a town near T'ai-sban in

Shantung.

\ A cloth to carry an infant

on the back ; to bind, to tie

;

to strap up.

cTTW 'J' §i 1 * <^^<^ strapi«d

^p&ng pickapack.

In Cantonese, sometimes used

for p_^ or ^J to stretch or pull,

of the initialfrom the confusion

consonants.

In SJutnghai read mang, and

used as a synonym of ^. Close,

crowded, jammed.

From man and equal.

To send, as a messenger ; to

make to do; a convoy, a mes-

senger ; to conduce, to cause;

followfaig, according to, quick.

ffe 1 ^ fi'
^b*^y accordingly be-

came comrades.

] ^ to send a messenger.

I ^ iO '^ f^ make them work

with their associates.
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\0 Used with the last.

To raiise ; to grasp with

.pdnff povcr; to follow after.

In Cantonese. To set things to

rights ; to arrange ; to compare.

J j^ ;^ to sew a fur in style.

1 ffi f.^ S "^ ^*'<=^ ducks' eggs

artificially.

] jif to put in order.

vi» tfi tff 1 # ^°^'*' f^" break-

\ ing your iias.

] (Tj ? to giisge weights

1 I& A DP to weigh people's
'* merits or qualifications.

From Kilter and soldier.

A wet dock for calking ; a

side-creek or canal where

Ixmts can go; a wide creek in

which boats can find shelter,

j^ ^5 ) a creek at Shanghai.

] to leap a ditch, as in racing.

m
jHing

m̂
pang

To pull a crossbow to its full

stretch.

1 W T Pi'lled it till the

string snapped.

Plain, cheap fabric like sarce-

net or cotton ; to unite, to

join, to follow after ; to snap

a marking-Une ; to pull the

bow-string.

^ 1 ^ j@ may a numerous

progeny succeed you.

] 3R M to baste clothes together

previous to sewing them {Pe-

iPang

'pdng

iklA -^ screen or awning ; a shel-

1 m±y mmmm
under your protection I shall

be perfectly satisfied.

Urgent, impetuous ; the noise

of striking boards.

^1 1 fl^ very hasty ; to

urge too much ; vehement,

in a good sense.

Ornaments of gold or gems

on the hilt or scabbard of a

sword ; an emperor had gems,

a prince had gold.

t 1 W J)? his scabbard orna-

ments gleam brightly.

Luxuriant, full of leaves or

fruit.

the thrifty oil-trees and the

flourishing plants.

A loud laugh ; boisterous

merriment ; a big mouth.

vifc.*
To be scattered ; to expel, to

X/K. drive off ; to idle, to wander

pang' about ; to open, to crack ; to

issue.

] ^ to dissipate.

] ^ to drive away,

0^5^ ]
the people all run.

'"

1 l# ^ send him off to the

four wild tribes.

>ff ^S ] ^ the pomegranate

has split open.

ilti trr ^ rif * 1
^^he" H'e

willo\v.s along the bank have

green sprays, the sprouts of the

cat-tail show themselves.

] -^ to spatter. .„

A kind of bivalve, which

furnislies a long narrow shell,

used in Kiangsu as a ladle

or scoop in shops ; it was

apparently used in ancient

worship, and is probably a

species of Unionidtv.

\ jj[^ a long freshwater clam.

Au unauthorized character.

In Pekingese. To jump, said
pfing' of an animal; to rebound, as

a- ball ; to tly back.

1 fe >S 51 bounded up over his

head.

] Ijfe
to jump, as a frog.

Some of these characters are also read p'vug. Old sounds, p'eng, p'ing, bing, and bAm. In Canton, p'ang, p'ongana p'ang; -

tn Swatow, p'eng ; — in Amey, p'eiig, peng, hong, and ping ; — in Fuhchau, p'cng, pcng, ping, p'ang, pang, and p'ung ;
—

hi S/ianr/hai, p'ang, ping, pung, and bong ;
— tn Chi/ii, p'iing.

r^b^ From/r« and otlor of sacrifce
,

Y^ the upper part elune was the au-

<,P'''ing

cient form.

To boil ; to decoct for food
;

it once meant to eat, as Iwasls eat

their prey.

] ^ to make tea.

^ lis to mix ingredients, as when
boiling medicine.

^ I ^ ^ he burnt his own
fingers.

] ^ to seethe, as glue ; to de-

coct, as medicines.

^ ] a feast.

f& S ^ 1 'J' » to rule the

country is as easy as to boil a

little fish.

m
j>nng

Like the next.

The noise of billows is
) j^

] P ancient name of a

place in the south of Shensi.

From water and a drumming
sound.

The noise of da.shing waters.

I jj^ ^ the Pescadore Is-

lands otl' Formosa.

The crashing roar of a falling

rock is ] ^<, probably in

^p'Ctng imitation of the sound.

1 ^ in W * sudden

thundering noist».

] ^ abundant, numerous.

^p'ang

.If
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^I»7f\ Hasty ; warmhearted, earnest

< I I
' and impulsive ; ardent for the

tP'iiny right. ^
."fi. 1 faithful.

55 1 1 M :gl^ U I am so

indignant that I want to do some-

thing — to remedy it.

^ I
vehement, as for reform.

^HH '^^ TKnse of water.

<"»AJ/J 1 ^ 'be banging ofany-

,p'un(/ thing by the wind or waves.

2it1B ^ mineral.

( n/Uj 1 '6!' '•^^ sub-borate of soda

p^dng or natural borax, brought

from Tibet.

iijh The noise of striking boards

cTTX together.

^p\mg

Illicit intercourse with maid-

servants ; a fine of four taels

was anciently imposed for

this oifeose during a fast.

-I^i A coarse plant of which

(^^ brooms can be made, the ^"

^pi'C'ng
\ ,

probably hke a coarse

; kind of yarrow or Achillea

;

to cause, to make ; to have

oversight.

S W 1'
iiS" 1 5 ^ '^ some

of the [leople desire to advance,

but they are led to say it is of

no use.

^ -^ j 3$ I will not meddle

with a wasp.

'

Jf/J^ From plant and to meet. ""

c^J^^ A species of Rubus or rasp-

.p^diiff berry growing sporadically

among hemp ; others describe

it as a weed that the wind roots

up and drives across the wastes;

overgrown, tangled, as jungle;

waving as grass ; disheveled, as

hair.

1 ^ llll ii fairy land, an ely-

sium far froni man's abode,

whence
] ^ ^ ^ district in

Tilng-cheu fu in Shantung de-

rives its name ; some regard it

as denoting Kiusiu in Japan.

I ]
luxuriant foliage, as of oaks.

I § a baleful star.

I ^ to wander at will.

Disheveled, uncombed hair is

1 ^ ; 't '^ ^'^ applied to

.p^'dng the unbound hair of girls.

1 B^ iS ^ unkempt hair

and a dirty face.

TLe first is constantly inter-

clinnged witli IflflT and the se-

cond is used only for mat-sails.

Mats made at the South by

thino interlacing bamboo leaves

within splints to serve as a

roof or covering for boats,

stagings, &c.; attap ; at

the North, rushes and millet stalks

are used ; the sail of a vessel ; an

awning; a ceiling.

] ^ mat huts or shanties.

^ I
to put up an awning.

jH ]
the torus of the lotus.

<};
I ^ -^ to enjoy the moon-

light under easy sail.

^ I
to go on the other tack.

I i?p a grass hut ; my poor abode.

^ JiJ
I

to beat in sailing.

I |!^ the housing of a sail.

] •§ lid to gibe the sail.

^ ] ^ matting or awning on a

cart.

1 K|l ^ ropes to pull an awning.

jfjSg ]
to paper the ceiling.

^ ] an arched ceiling or cover-

ing ; a domed roofing.

Ip^ ]
huts for soldiers.

— ] ^ one state umbrella.

H, ]
unfixed, no settled abode.

cf):^ The noise of drums. ^

iP'a'iff

H * From />/(in<* and o//; it resembles

( r^J (hwan ^ an orchid.

^p^diig Grassy, luxuriant ; bushy,

like a fox's tail ; name of a

plant.

] ^ a long bushy tail. ,

^ ^ ^ If 1 1 « 1^ I am
going through the country,

through this wheat sp flourish-

ing.

Dust raised by the wind

;

to whirl the dust about.

1 ite -S i '' carries about

tJi the dust in clouds.

^p'^Cmg In Ganfon^&e. To fill the

eyes with dust or smoke ; a

classifier of walls.

—
I j^ 1^ an offensive smoke,

like burning hair.

—
I jg one stretch of wall.

jEQ 1 1
tlie smoke is very smart-

ing to the eyes ; a smudge.

ii

HH Now composed of two ^ n

i/4/4 but at first it was two |H,

rp'&ng nt^f, a bird said to draw all

others after it.

A friend, a companion, a

peer, an equal; one of I he same
views or school ; a couple or a s»t

;

to consort with
; to join in ; to form

selfish associations ; a pair of two

;

a set of fine cowries of different

sizes.

1 ^ an associate.

nM;t'P m :k*k I
that

htro is large and peerless.

] ^ to form a junto or cabal, a

clique.

1 it ^ iif to club together to

plot treason.

^ ]
a good friend.

ft 1 SS M li's guests fill the

house.

f^ I "l^
very friendly or polite to.

1 i@ ^ Si entertauied them
with two kinds of wine.

II ^ M 1 f^ they fly in flocks,

and crowds of them live together.

dtt^ A monstrous bird, like the

c/jfj'^ rukh or roc of Arabian story,

J
f/dtig and the simnrg of the Per-

sians ; the Chinese fable that

it was transformed from the levia-

than, and some think the extinct

j^pyortiis of Madaga-scar may have

been heard of and exaggerated.
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J^ 1 M ^ the roc has flapped

his wings; — said of a smart

man.

I ^- 1^ M '-'"^ ''™ '''"'^
o***-

'* "^y"

riad miles at one jump ; — said

I of those who early attain office.

A scaffold or staging for wed-

dings, plays, «fec. ; a frame-

,j)diiy work; a shed or banksal of

attap, for which it is inter-

changed with '^ a sail ; a booth
;

a mess of ten men among soldiers.

^^ ]
an awning,

j^ I
roll up the a\v'ning.

j^ I
a temporary theater,

g^ ]
a drying shed.

|g ] ^ jg take it down and

do it over ag.tin.

PS 1 \ W. ^^ corporal of the

head mess.

] S: people who live ander booths,

like woodcutters and lumber-

men.

5^ ]
an open staging.

] |£ an awning-maker!

Ig 1 a watchman's lodge,

d^ ^ J
to oj>en a free tea-lxwth

it is done v.hen a new shop is

opened, as a means of attractin

custom, and by devout people

near noted shrines for tho ro

freshment of worshipers.

^ ]
— ^ arch the awning.

] ^ a shed for storing things.

g :^ ]
a shop awning, a street

To associate with ; to assist,

^ IZ-VJ ^ help; to recommend or

J
p'Cuy bespeak.

i^ Formed of^ a dmm and 7p
( jAy/ form contracted in combination, i

^pCing To go, to travel ; a way
;

abundant j near, on one side

;

powerful ; to ii.K the spears in a

war-chariot; name of a stream in

Sin-ch'ang hien 5^ ^ jj^ in

Kiangsi ; an ancient city in P'ing-

liang fu in the east of Kansuh.

1 ^ full of one's self.

gl it ] do not stay by his side.

mTtM m^ 1
[Confucius

said,] I venture to compare my-
self with our old Pang ; —
supposed to have been a worthy

officer of the Shang dynasty

;

he is now called
] ^ and

] ^,
and the Cantonese say that his

wife weeps whenever a sudden

.shower comes up.

] Wi ^ district near the capital of

Sz'ch'uen, named after an an-

cient tribe.

] ] the exciting beating of drums;

numerous ; a crashing noise
;

handsome, strong
;
grand, as an

array.

] ||£ ati old name for the city of

Sii-cheu ^ ji\ f^ in Kiangsu.

£;[ ;^ 1 ]
[the horses] pranced

grandly in their cars.

n±^ Very fat ; bloated, like a sow.

?AjSy ] B? obese; puffed out,

J
p'o'iiff swollen.

^ ] O- flatulent; the belly

distended, as from overeating.

>j|Jb^ A land crab, common in

•^Jt/ the ricc-fielfls, or on seaside

J
p'dnt/ beadles.

1 tft •?. crali's eggs.

ISl /'It 1 tX ^ clawless crab ;
—

an inefficient, lazy lout.

£^ Loose hair is ] j^ when it

t J^^ hangs down the back.

5 ;/««y ] ^ the hair dressed in puffs

on the temples, and worn
over the ear ; a style common in

Canton.

j'Tt Same as }^ which has now su-

T'~r' perseded it.

'j>'(in(/ To receive in both hands
;

to beat ; to scoop up in both

h.ands ; an open handful ; to hold

a disii by the rim.

1 tK ^ ^o drink out of the hands.

] ~f —•
I

took up a handful.

Fragr.int.

] I
a sweet smell.

> -) From hand or stone and toge-

ther ; tl>e second form Is most
common.

jP^Cuh/

J.

To run upon or against ; to

bump ; to try, to see how a

thing is ; to meet unex-

pectedly ; a thump ; experi-

mentally, on trial.

1 y^ hit against him.

] ^ to meet, as in the streets.

] :^ -^ to make a trial.

] ^ to thump against. '

I jj ^ it depends on my luck.

I ^ ^ j^ when you get to the

cross street, then turn.

] ^ -^ to meet disappointment

;

a vexatious nonplus
;

got into

trouble.

1 SB ^ t^ *« divide the cost of

a meal equally among the eaters.

ffi ^ ^ ]
tl'ey ran against each

other.

1 ^ to play cards.

^ 1 ^ '''e ves.sels have col-

lided.

] /p ^ I have not come across

one, — as a book.

^^J A large bellied jar or ara-

t^ phora, containing a barrel or

p^anff'' more, used to hold spirits ; or

it is sometimes sunk in the

earth, and fniit sealed up inside

till winter ; a pitcher ; a small jar.
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Old sounds, po, p'o, pok, bo, bok, and p'ot. Jn Canton, p6 and pao; — in Stcatow, pau, p'au, p'ak, po, and p'o ; — in Amoy, «
pau, p'au, po, pa, and p'ok

;
— in Fulirhau, pan, po, and puk ;— in Shanghai, po onrf bo ;

— in Chifu, pao.

From ^ to infold txni Ci s^Z/i

representing tlie foetus inwinp-
• ped in the ^vomb ; tlie second

and original form is now used as

the *iOth riidicfil of a few incun-

grnous cliaracters, mostly relat-

< P^'^ iug to wrapping and iuclosijig.

To wrap up, to envelop ; to

contain, to hold, to be included in
;

to be patient ; to undertake, to

manage an aft'air ; to assume ; to

engage, to warrant ; to insure ; a

bundle, a bale ; a wrapper
;

plated,

as with gold ; occurs used for the

next, and in musical books for

,/.«" i^ to hook the string of the

lute.

1 X ^^4 ''^ ^^^^ ^ i°^ ^^^ fi"*^

the materials.

I ^11 f^ a shop that provides en-

tertainments.

I ^H I will change it if it is not

good.

1 i 1 S^a ^ am sure that it

will be accurate.

^T 1 to wrap iu a mat, as a box
;

to mat.

life 1 S Patient, forbeaiing.

^ ]
-g- he has no self-restraint

;

i:iipatieut.

1 0M ^ ii^^^U a headband,

j ;j^ ^ Ig it is included or

reckoned in.

1 {iH
^ **yreen, to countenance ; to

harbor, as a criminal,

i^
] -flj;

te :^ I assure you

there's nothing to fear.

] ^^ lii IpJ
to conduct a lawsuit.

1 ?ffi ife * wrapper, such as is

wound around bedding.

1 ^ a bundle ; to wrap up.

1 i^ ?K 'juudl'^ it "P-

^ ] P to strengthen a joint

with copper.

^ ] open the bundle ; to take a

contract.

^ 1 -S j^ what it includes is

very wide, as a proposition.

^pao

1

I ^yl to comprehend, to involve.

3 ] three bales, as cotton.

1 ^ M fli 'o f^"!! or contract

for paying the taxes.

J^ ]
a double purse or fob.

1 ^^ powchongtea.

] .^ a meat patty or steamed

dumpling.

The husk of grain ; a sort of

rush fit for making sandals

01' mats ; rank, luxuriant
;

food wrapped in mulberry

leaves for presents.

t ^j< g] enduring for ever,

ft 1 fe 7-^ luxuriant bamboos

and thrifty firs.

M % 1
'^ Z> K y<"i I'ave not

brought your tribute of fine mats,

g^ ]
to blossom.

I ^ presents of food, which used

to be wrapped in mats.

Vrom Jlcsh and to wrtt/i as the

pliouetic.

The placenta ; brotherly
;

uterine ; a fish's bladder

;

the crop of birds ; a \esicle,

a blister ; to swell up.

I ^ the after-birth.

1^ 1 3'd ^ uterine brothers.

^ ]
the bladder.

] j^ own brother's sons.

^ S [pI ]
[Confucius] regarded

the people as brothers.

# M -^Ji M 1
''\ "ill ^« ^^ell

to keep my child's secundines.

M
pao 1^" hs^'i *-° l^^ll

)
*" ^'^^

with water ; an earthen-pot

;

a saucepan ; a grenade.

] y^ to heat water.

^ ] or jl^ I
a coarse earthen-

ware pot ; a kedgeree pot.

^ tK ^ 1 ^'^ throw slink-pots.

—•
I ?]< a kettle of water.

(P^'O

From Jire and profectiun
,

unauthorized character.

^ I
to let the secret out. (Can-

lonese.)

^06 1
''y yoi"" 1^^'' chance

;

one more throw.

^ I
a copper skillet.

M ^ ^ # 1
try a pot through

the rat-hole first;— a thief's

phrase for using a decoy.

c

( P"o

Long robes, such as the

sovereign gives ; to set otl'

the beauties of, to admire

;

to laud, to praise ; in titles,

commendable, illustrious, se-

rene.

1 n£ praise and blame.

I
?% or

I
^ to extol, to magnify.

] if^ to salute again, in order to

show double respect.

— ^i, l^JK^ gone word
of ^[Confucius'] commendation

was more honorable than an

embroidered robe. ,

'«

S
From shelter with a ijem, pearl,
and vase underneath ; the se-

cond contracted form is common.

" Precious, valuable, as a jewel;

a gem ; a coin ; value, worth
;

a terra of compliment, as

honorable, noble, respected
;

'pao your; to regard as fine,

happy, precious, or good ; au

imperial seal ; to esteem, to value
;

a symbol of rank ; biliary calculi.

J§J ] the dog's bezoar, a medicine.

-jij; 1 S^ yfhai is your shop name ?

] ^ or -^ I
costly, rare, pre-

cious ; my jewel, my delight ; a

pet, the baby ; to esteem.

j^ ^ 1^ ]
goodness makes a

thing precious.

1 M. 2^ 5E '"y i'"i<' p^^' ^y
darling, my jewel.

^1 or ^ I
"^ Budba, law,

and priesthood {(ri-raiiia) ; these

theological abstractions person-

ified are worshiped as three gods.
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J^ 1 jewels ; valuables.

M f^ 1
priceless, invaluable.

^ jj ]
to guess the reign on

cash ; a mode of gambling,

g^ ]
to gamble by guessing the

number. {Shanglud.)

^ S pg ] writing materials.

] ^ to esteem the good, to ap-

preciate goodness.

value — of these articles,

g ]
worthy men of a country

;

the precious metals ; specie

il 1 ^ a ruby.

I
i^ emery.

^ ] ;g a sapphire.

] j|{ ^ ^ the treasury is filling

up.

^ ;^ j to mount the throne.

] ^ the throne ; any seat which

is specially set apart for the

Emperor.

1 49 -?£ a stock rose, red and

white ; the bush is about four

feet high.

] 3fc »" unusual brightness.

n'fS^^m^m 1
Iconfer

a great baton on you as a symbol

of your rank.

^ij
I

to distinguish or detect gems,

as when in the rough.

] j^ the Budhist name for the

amalaka, or fruit of the Myro-

halunus einblica.

rom hird and tithing-7nan,

cause this bird flies in tiles.

be

A bird allied by the Chinese

to the goose, but probably a

bustard with spotted plumage; it

has no hallux, and is said to fly in

crowds against its enemies ; a bird

that has no mate ; a white spotted

horse ; a cuckold.

M 'M \ M tlic bustards fly

slowly aloft.

^ 1 "f a procuress, from the pro-

tniscuous habits of the bustard,

-whose hens are said in the PSn
Ts'ao to breed with all other

birds.

PAO.

'-T^ From Jt to compare contracted

I to |j a spoon and "y" ten, be-

'pao cause ten tilliiug men go in suc-

cesdon.

Ten families made a pao or

tithing in the Cheu dynasty ; the

next character is now used instead.

C /tl From man and stupid, but some
/4j?^ say that the primi.ive is altered

,»
"^

from ^ to trust to ; occurs used

P^" for the next.

To protect, to defend, to

guard ; to feed, to nourish ; to be

surety for, to warrant ; to secure,

to keep safe ; a protector, a guar-

dian ; bail ; an advociite ; happily,

tranquilly.

] |{i to bless as God does.

] ^ to nurse tenderly.

H ] a watchman.

1 S :& fi *'° ^^^ ^^^ °^ *'°*''®

heal 111.

W ® 1 ^ ^° regard one's own
safety.

rji ] A a middleman.

St 1 :^ S their spirits tranquilly

enjoy their offerings.

^ i
a village elder or constable.

1 '^ * constable, a headman.

^ 1 IR ,^ *^ preserve it from

future injury.

^ ]
to get a neighborhood to be

bail for one.

] /^ to preserve entire, to place

in easy circumstances.

I
-$ to promote, to electioneer

for.

I ^ an endorser.

] ^ to insure against, as fire.

] Jig to secure ships, as the ]
"^

or hong-merchants formerly did.

] ^ a surety.

1 ;;j; ^ it is left unsettled or

insecure.

4- ^ ^ ]
chief guardian of the

heir-apparent.

^ 1 jHj to give written bail for

^ ]
•^ .y as one protects her

infant.

|g ]
a vintner,

gjj ]
a family tutor.

PAO.

From earth and to vrotect as tlit

|>honetie.

'2X10 A low wall for defense ; a
. 'p^u «mall earthwork or fortified

town ; a citadel or refuge

against robbers ; a post-house or

guard-station along the banks of

a river where dikes are to be kept

in order ; a hauilet that has giwvn

up near a citadel ; a division of a
«' ^ or township, larger than a

k'a/i, ^ or tithing, ruled by elect-

ed headmen ; a ward or parish in

some cities, derived probably from

citadels formerly erected iu them.

1 1^ •* defense, a wall.

I ^ ^ iji j)eaco bo within thy

walls.

A swaddling-cloth, a froth
;

it is made so as to stra[> the

child on the back, aiiil is

chiefly u.sed iu the southern

provinces.

^ ) H ^ swathe the

child in its bands.

in ^ •S^ 1 ^'<^ bas just thrown

ofiF his swaddling-clothes.

From plants and to pi-otect ; it

13 used with the four last.

'pao

JXIO Liuvuriant ; thick herbage

that makes a cover ; sprouts

of a pollardc<l mulberry ; even; to

store uj) ; to cover.

B^ lin ^ 1 ^''* ^^^ '=> touseleel

as a bramble-bush,

jjij ] to magnify.

] ^ 5'C H expand his natural

gift*

From to tat and to wrap, as the

phonetic.

'pao To eat enough ; satiated,

satisfied, gratified ; fiattere<l,

happy.

] ^ j^ A ** ''ery learned uiaii.

^ ]
or p^ ]

I have dined.

] J^ eaten too niucli.

] i@ fed and warmed.

^ 1 |i] A hunger and fulliies.*

are much as people pl-.-aso.
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m

principle.

I ^ — [gl 1 always wish to see

it, as the theater.

S (!)*> «^ 1
'I'e sight of you is

enough.

ifeAt) Dried oysters
;

pickled fish
;

iiHljl putrid or salted fish ; frozen

pao' fish.

I ^^ atoabe or dried fish

from Japan, chiefly shell-fish.

H B A ^ ^ iB A 1 .^. ^
^ living with the vile is like

going into a fishmonger's ;
—

you soon forget the bad odor.

From hand and to wvaji as the

plionetic ; occurs used for the

next.
pao

,p^ infold, to contain, to hold

in ; to carry in the arms

;

to grasp, to compress ; to feel, to

have in the heart ; to adhere to
;

the bosom, the lap ; an arm's length;

vapor rising towards the sun ; to

hatch.

^ ]
to think of, to care for.

I ^ to lullaby, to carry a babe.

] ^ stiU sick.

^ ;:J" ] 1^ to cherish and main-

tain one's virtue.

I "IR 1^ ^ I sh;dl feel angry as

long as I Uve ; I never can for-

get it

^ ]
the clouds encircle the sun.

^ .y :j5 I
a tender child in the lap.

I j^ ^ R^ to hold the knees and

sing away; — Uterary leisure.

1 jg. ^ one who pleads for the

plaiutifl".

1 ® "& % to keep one's wrongs

to himself; I can get no redress.

^ ] to hold tight, as under the

arms.

] ^ to mauitain the right.

1
't^

ashamed.

1 ^ ^ jl, a rarely-clever man,

one not of the common sort.

,1 ^ found fault with, to bear a

I grudge against.

] ^ i]5 willing for a quarrel,

ready for a scrimmage.

n
jtao^

The soeond and unusual form,

composed of enveloping and
f/ja/i, refers to the meaning; in.

terohanged witli the hist.

j
To incubate, to sit on eggs,

as a bird ; to hatch.

'^
I

'^ the hen is sitting.

^ 1 ^ [like] a hen trying

to hatch goose eggs ;
— he

cannot manage the atfair.

h_ht '
1 -^ plane ; to plane off, to

>|J [^ smooth ; to level oflT ; to de-

l-»,\i\ duct from ; to grub up.

|U^lj I I ^ a carpenter's plane.

;xw' J^ ]
a curry-comb.

1 ^'k
"I'

1 tI shavings.

] /fC to smooth boards.

) 'i^lj to correct, as a style; to

polish ; to arrange properly.

I ^ M to tlig a trench.

) ;{^ ] a box-plane for shaving

tobacco.

The t«eth exposed
;

protu-

berant, projecting.

pao' \ ^ projecting eyes, which

physiognomists say mdicates

a harsh temper,

g JdJ. ] a water-melon row of

teeth, at Canton denotes a man
whose projecting incisors enable

him to scrape a melon easily.

) From brute and a pinch.

A name for spotted felinse,

as the leopard, panther,

jaguar, cheetah, or ounce

;

the leoi)ar(l is the insignia of mili-

tary otlicers of the fourth rank
;

spotted, marbled ; as big or like a

leopard's spots.

^ ^ 1
'"

1 ? ^^ leopard.

{LioparJas japonicus.)

"^^ \ the tiger-cat of Formosa
(LeopanUi'i brcwhyurus.)

^ "? 1 ^ the princely man
comes out beautiful as the leo-

pard's skin.

1 fife
edged or ornamented with

leopard's skin, as sleeves.

^ 1 ^ ^ red panthers and

mottled bears.

JMO

^.

pao

W "t* ^ 1 y°" ^»y<i been gaz-

ing at the sky through a little

tube ; — met. you talk big.

1 91 in Bl-
staring fiercely with

open eyes.

Also written like the last

A censor who used to remain

2M0' on guard five days in the

office, called
] (j|[, because

he crouched in his post like a

cheetah.

' Composed of ^ sins and flR
to 3u/<mi7 contracted; occurs used

for hohi ^ to join.

To recompense, to requite

;

to revenge ; a retribution, a

reward ; to state, to inform, to tell,

to report ; a messenger ; a report

;

a gazette, a rejx)rt«r ; to debauch

a superior ; to unite.

W M' I »^' '^^^ ^^'l''^ receives favors

must requite them.

^ ]
a retribution for evil deeds.

I
-^ to revenge one's self on an

enemy.

BS Si 1 ^^ retribution has come
quickly.

^ I p^ 1 a secret reward, as

by the gods ; an open reward,

as from men.

jpj ] an answer,

jj ]
for general information •

a public notice.

I
the daily Court circular.

1 j^ a notice put up at doors to

announce an honor received.

^I ]5^ 1 ^ '° "^'"1 ** courier to

the capital with good news.

I
-^ a messenger; a hand-bill,

a placard.

i^ ife W ii 1
raay tl'e gold

sprinkled card s()eedily an-

nounce — that you have be-

come a high graduate.

1 t^ M 0"s ^^1*0 reports a thing
;

a newsmonger.

I ^ to plead age for retiring.

] ^ to recompense. ^ .

I
B| a courier.

1 'K 'o P*y duties on moving goods.

84
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^ I
I hope to reward your kind-

ness ; I shall try to requite you.

jg ^ I
met a divine retribution,

as when struck by lightning.

1 Tjs; jE i^' ^^. requite one's

ancestors by sacrifices.

fpf ^ ] ^ how can you repay

me ?

^ ^J ^ 1
I received my family

letters.

^ 1
'^ the Speedy Recompen-

„ ser, a deity in municipal tem-

ples before whom oaths are tak-

en with great solemnity.

M
pao

Originally composed of p sun,

pj emitting, 71* to receive, TJt

nee (or 7f» source), intimating

the effect of the sun in lipening

grain ; now contracted to p
sun and ^^ respect ; tiie second

and antique form is composed of

tiger and nuirtial, a lexigraph

bintinp; at its meaning.

A very dry or scorching heat

;

stormy, tempestuous ; cruel, vio-

lent, oppressive, fierce ; to strike
;

to waste ; an intensive particle
;

to bring to light, to discover ; a

plat six li square.

] ^ to harry the people.

] Jgl, a fierce wind.

1 J^ ^ throttle the tiger, as

Fung Fu did ; a fearless dare-

devil ; brave to excess.

] jgl a demon who kills one of

the successful graduates of the

tsinsz list soon after they are

gazetted.

5S 1 Ji 1^ *Ji unscrupulous

wretch.

] ^ very angry.

] ^ or 1 I
suddenly.

^ ] ^ ^ his savage conduct

was exhibited to all

3|^ ]
outrageous.

g§ 1
very cruel

\ ^ dangerously sick.

g ] g ^ to act violently and

throw one's self away.

^ j ^ |§ to punish the cruel

and quiet the peaceful.

Read puh. To dry in the sun
;

to discover, to exhibit, to proclaim.

—
' H 1 .^ '^ P"^'' ''• "' t^^ ^""

one day.

] ;^ "5^ J^ to show to the

people.
^

Also read pu/ij and used for the
last.

p^^Q To sun, to air.
~

] Hg to dry hi the son.

] ^ to dry books.

J^ A M 1
laborers must bear

the sun.

'> To burn, to scorch ; to snap,

to pop ; to crackle ; to blast

pao' rocks ; to chap, to burst or

shrink from dryness ; hot

;

sputtering, crackling ; to dry by

the tire. \

I
>)l^ a crackling fire.

1 fj" or ^ ]
a string of fire-

crackers.

] ^ coal that snaps.

1 ^ parched rice.

tS $01 1 "T '^^e hoops have burst.

Jig ^"2 1 H all lfln<l8 of fi<*-

works.

] ^ chapped, cracked,

j^ ::^ I
to let off fire-works.

5^^^ Passionate.

P^ 1 1^ in ® he flies off in

paAp a passion, like a clap of

thunder.

old sounds, p'o, p'ot, p'ok, bo, bot7 an;/ bok. /« Canton, p'aoonrfp'6 ;— >n Swatow,

f tn Fuhchau, p'au, p'a, and po ;— »n Shanghai, p'o and bo ;

-

,p'«o

L

To fling, or throw down
;

to cast off, to reject ; to toss

up ; to cut, to deduct ; in

mechmcs, to project.

] ^ to cast anchor.

^ ^ to abandon, to reject

]
glj to abscond.

1 ^ ^ throw the shuttle.

\ ^ ^ *}/ how much do you

takeoff?

1 Bl ® ^ to appear in public
;

said of women.

1 ^ to play or throw balL

1 ^ ^ # 'o leave one's parents,

to go from home.

I {$ 51 3E to spentl a brick to

get a gem.

^ ^ to spend recklessly ; extra-

vagant.

Used for ,pao ^ a pustule.

A bladder.

^ ]
an air-bladder.

^ ] the bladder.

^ the pellicle enveloping

M
«1

the white of an egg.

M A place for killing and dress-

ing food ; a cook-room.

1 A or j "J"
a cook.

] J^ a kitchen. ^_

p'au ;
— M Amo^, pau, p'au, and pauh ;

—
- in Chi/u, p'ao.

® fr ft: 1 .W Sit ^ we

must get a substitute for the

cook in order to carry on the

household-

To roar, as a lion or bear
;

to bluster ; furious, raging.

1 ^ to put on bravado.

1 B$ ^ ^ the angry blus-

ter of officials in the yamuu.

Used for the last, but mors oftea

for the next.

To roast ; to fry, as a hash
;

to exhibit violent passions.

^ ] ^ H roast-pig, hash, and

soups.

M
into

it
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7k ] 1^ 'f ^ ^ y°" ^^"'''^ 5'°'""

tii'ice will ill the center of the

tftate.

JL£rt From Jirfi and to envelop ; it i.':

( JLP^ erroneously used for ^^ acuiiiion

iP'ao To bake or roast in the

ashes ; to wrap up in clay

and roast.

] i, ^ i. roast it and toast it.

] ^ to mix ; to temper, as con-

diments.

I
, ^ to char wood for sacrifices.

] j^ to get angry, is tlxis writ-

ten for 1^ Hg the correct form.

1 ji^ i ?ltl
'he punishment of

climbing hot pillars— in hell.

P'^AO. p'ao. 667

f-lt From 1

|j^ a ;/ouril

yi, to envelop and ^'Ji

contracted.

J)"0 A calabash or bitter squasli.

anciently used for drinking,

or making musical instruments

;

a gtirglet shaped vessel.

1 JC a hard shell gourd.

] ^ a soup ofyoung gourd leaves.

^ \ ^ M *'''e bitter squash is

only worth picking— for a float.

|*T^-| Used with the hi.st.

(jUt^ A gourd ; drhiking utensils

jji'ao are made of the dried shell.

1 ^ ^ fk a calabash for

drinking.

f/-|

To work over hides or skhis,

r-*; and make them soft, like

fP'iio wash-leather.

Tt^~\ From dress and to envelop,

•'yvy A robe longer than a |^;
^p'ao a long inner garment whicli

covers the skirts ; a, quilted

or plaited gown ; the front

skirts.

j^ 1 a fur mantle.

IS © IbI 1
'h^y are so friendly

as to have but one mantle be-

, tween them ; i. e. they are of the

same calling, have gone through

the same hardships, as soldiers.

ISJ 1 ^ ^ '^ disrupt a dear

friendship. ^ p-

^ ] a Taoist's robe.

^ ^ 1 ^ the blue-mantled one,

J. i'. Heaven.

^ ]
defensive armor.

^ \ liti $j( tliey threw the yel-

low rcbe over me ;—said by the

fotmder of the Sung dynasty.

ft A small deer with s[X)ts like

J the axis ; it is a native of nor-

^li^iio them China, and affords fine

venison ; this animal is also

described as like the ^pitio J^, aii<l

as having one horn and a cow's

tail, which may refer to the nyl-

ghau.

PA| To run, to gallop ; to paw

fjtci the earth ; to prance ; to ride

'y/(((/ like Jehu ; to hasten, to travel;

to go or walk, a meaning

coiuuion at Shanghai.

] W) 'o canter ; to r;ice horses.

] ^ to run off ; to run hard.

I gl, a strong, fair wind,

j^ ]
to abscond.

"^ ]
go faster ; to hurry on.

1 ^ to journey.
I

] 3SC ft" a postman.

] 1^ a waiter at an inn or restau-

rant.

# To take in hand, as a hus-

bandman does his tools ; used

j//( o for ^ whether. ;

] ^ to till the land.

From words and violetit.

c^^' To cry out when in pain is

J
p'ao pU ] ; overcome by pain

;

to bawL

Occurs used for the next.

To harvest; to brag over

others ; to swell up, like a fish.

From stone and a griffon ; the

second is conmonly used, and

, often wrongly written ip'ao 'X^
to roast.

A ballista, with which the

Chinese used to throw great

stones; a cannon, great guns

;

//(/O

poo

an explosion, as of a gun ; fire-

works ; the cannonier in chess,

whose powers are like those of a

castle.

~ P^ ]
or — P ] a cannon.

] [i^ llie touch-hole.

— ^ ] ^ g"" *"d its carriage.

JK I
or g^ ]

to fire the gun.

1 ^ a fort.

j55; ^jf. ] a salvo of musquetry.

^ ft I
'"^ burn the flowery gun,

as wlien worshiping Ceres.

1 ^ " gunner.

l6i I jffi ^ ti> receive with a sa-

lute."
I •jH hour for two guns, fired

at noon in a governor's ofiice.

|£ ]
to fire a signaUgun.

,B^ ^ 1
one who fires after the

iiorse has fled ;
— an after-wit.

m I
the frog-gun, t. e. a mor-

tar.

]
|S^ a company of artillery men.

I
j^ a ballista ; a gun-carriage.

»/-»J FrFrom water and envelop as the

lonetic ; used with the next.

//((«' A bubble ; froth, spume
;

^p'^io water rushing on; a mur-

muring, bubbling noise ; to

soak, to rinse, to dip ; to steep and

soften; a river in Shantung; in

tiiedkir^, hot infusions as distin-

guished from
jl^

or cold infusions.

tJC 1 ^ water blister ; a bubble.

1 ^ to decoct, as medicines.

] \^ to wet, to dip ; wetted. ^

A in 1 \% a Budhistio term

for the unreality of all pheno-

mena, like the body changing

as the bubble on the water.

1 ^ to soak in tea, as a biscuit.

1^ j^ ] ^ scalded to death.

T M @ 1 "hen it rains, bubbles

are made— on the water.

^ ^ ] ]
as a foamuig torrent

iP # ^7 1 Ws [life i«] hke «

dream, a glittering bubble.

iii'S: 1 ^ let it soak long.

I ^ -^ 7* the froth has uU gone-
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^ # 1 ^ there's no bubble
;

j ^
met. my outlay (or trouble) is

quite ill vain.

^ ^ 1 BE '^ break a pimple.

In Pekingese. Light, aa a
thing ; floatable.

1 M ''o^' willowcharcoaL

pl:r.

From disease or skin and 6 n
veUyi,

' A pustule on the face ; a

blister coming out suddenly,

like chickeii-t)ox ; a blister,
pao' . , • '^ as troin a burn.

HI T - fi 1
I have

giade a blister.

PEL

± "^ WM ]
I '-ave raised

blisters on my feoi.

To strike, to chastise; tl.e

sound of beating, a clatter-

ing noise.

] ^ ^ M knock the dust

oflf your clothes.

ipei

This sound and pi qflen run into each other. Old sounds, pii, pai, pit, pat, and bat /« Canton, pi, pi'ii, ap.d p'ui ;
—

•a Sieatow, piii, pue, pi, and pwat ; — in Anioy, pi, p'i, p>>e, and p'ai ; — in Fulichau, pi, p'i, and pwoi
;
—

in Shanyhai, pe, p'e, bJ, and be" ;
— in ChiJ'u, p^i.

From hearl and negative or b«<!,

i.e. what the uiiud thinks is bad'

To commisserate that which 1 cb it g-S In. sm* a snake's

said ofis bad or distressing
; grief

for another's woe ; to he sad ; to

feel for, sympathy ; tragic, as a

play.

I j^ how melancholy
;

pitiable I

] ^ alas ! how sad.

\ 1^ to sigh sadly.

^ 1 <^ 1^ he all at once shows

I

much pity.

] i^ to lament the fall of the

leaf; met. regret at passing the

flower of life.

fi£ '^ 1 ffiC
parting and meeting,

tragic and comic ; as plays.

1 ^ .i '^ *° suffer with others'

in their griefs.

] ^ acutely grieved.

fS )& ^ 1 ™y y^e&tt is wounded
with sadness.

From wood or dish and not

;

first form is least common.
the

,K«

A cup, a vessel for drink-

ing from ; a tumbler, a glass

;

divining-blocks ased before

the gods, for which the se-

cond form is used.

•— '^ 1 or
] ^ one tum-

bler or cup.

I 3^ IS H 1 oSiered him three cups

I
of wine.

I ift ~ 1 tK 3J5
bring a glass rf

vater.

It

—
I

)|ijp ^^ his prayer was heard

at the fii'st fall of the blocks.

] + *£ f^ ^« sees a

shadow in the cup ;
—

a very suspicious man.

^ ]
a wiue-bibber.

S?. ^ -"
I

1*^' "^ ^^^ * ^""

bumper together.

] ^ a salver ; a waiter.

1
^" §! <^ ™y entertainment is

waiting ready for you to come-

^ ]
to change cu|»s.

In Cantonese. To coax, to flat-

ter.

I ^J ^ "g" irony, jokes, double

entendre.

fj; I ^ ^ you are only wheed

ling me.

Formed of ^ left contracted

and ^ first above; it is the op-

posite of c/iung' 2 weighty.

Base, low, vulgar
;
plebeian

;

mean, inferior, contemptible

;

a term for one's self; yield-

ing, respectful, humble.

] PjS vulgar, low-lived.

] ^ mean and cheap ; met. the

lower dasses.

] ^ I, the magistrate.

1 1 'iP J£ JE "o^ worth men-

tioning, t( o unimportant

1 i^ '^ M ^ v^'^ ^'^'^ worthless

— fellow.

^^ tH' ^ I
to attain eminence

one must start from lowly life.

5C ^- life 1
heaven is exalted,

eartli is lowly.

] )^ U ^k ^^^ inferior must

watch themselves.

.lb
,pe

iPet

^pei

A medicinal plant.

1 II :^ the castor-oil

plant. (Riciiius.)

1 ^ fjfl
"'' "*^*' '" "ia^">g

vennilion ink for seals ; the

second fonh is chiefly used

in this sense.

^ applied to Ke\xrnl pl.inls,

one of which, the fg ^X 1 ^
is a vine like the SiuiLix, wiili

cymes of purple flowers.

Bead pih, A rain cloak.

Handle of an ax ; a kin.l of

wine- cup ; a fruit, the
] ^

Vio'pyro-i ghitini/era, or yel-

low skinned |)ersimmon ; al-so

called the green porsimmon.

From stone and hiivhi,

A stela ; .stone t li'leJR. such ;is

are set up in lemplis or | nU-

lic places; a gravestone ; a

pillar to which victims wire an-

ciently tied.

"j^ ] a stone tablet of any kind

I
tJ^ an epitaph.

I& Jl fr A P fn 1
traveler's

words last like tabluts.
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M

I 1^ the inscription on a tablet.

] ^ a tombstone. i

] ^ carved on stone.

] ^ fuc-similes printed from

talilets.

P I
tlie public opinion of a man

or affair.

^b^ A basket or creel for fishing

;

( Mr . a bamboo float ; a basket to

^
pet inclose fish to drag astern

;

thin.

From jnoB and trifling as the

plioiietic.

'l>ii To cause, to enable ; to let,

'pi to allow ; to give ; to bene-

fit ; to accord ; to employ
;

an instrumental conjunction, that,

so that if, to the end that ; a form

of the accusative^ by, with.

I ^ ^ A li6 strucic the man
with a stone.

1 ^ t^ -S^
^'^^ '"" follow my

desires.

'^ 1 A fr (lo'i't let the people go.

'&
1 itl S'^'^ ''• '" ^"" {Cantonese.

1 W W.'^^'^ enable you to ful-

fill your official duties.

^ /p ^ )
they consented and

followed him without exception

;

— everybody submitted.

j ^^^ that he may be quieted.

< jirt" Low, unpretending, as a cot-

y-^-» tage ; humble, mean ; short

;

'pe'i insufficient; used for ^ tiie

nose ; a hen quaiL

^ I
a small fief which the bro-

ther of Shun governed, lying in

the southwest of ILunan in Tao-

clieu 5^ '}\\ on the River Siang.

g' ^ ^. 1 the halls and build-

ings are common and low.

S JS; ^ ^ Hff 1
'''"^ V^^P^"-'

were fat and well fed, but low

in stature

—H^/ > From flesh and north, intimating

f=t that the face properly turns to

I J the south.

.. The back ; the opposite of
*^

front or face ; behind, rear,

( the back side ; under side of

a book ; the north of a hall or house
;

rays of the sun ; top of a bow ; a

steep convex bluff near a stream,

from a fancied resemblance to a

Lack ; to turn the back on ; to cirry

on the back ; to be proved false ; to

feign ; to oppose ; to prevaricate.

^ ] back of the hand.

] ^ the back ; the backbone.

j >jj a vest ; a sleeveless jacket.

flt ^; 1 ^ ffi!
you bave there-

fore no one at your back or side

— to advise you.

^ ]
cuddled up with the cold.

f^' ] humpbacked.

[p] ]
front and rear, as of a house.

^ ]
to resist ; contumacious.

I ^ behind it.

I is " 1 ^ '" apostatize.

] j^ to discard treaty obligations.

1 P "a" ^ '^1'^ °^ °"e behind his

back.

1^ 1
or 1^ ] to have a carbun-

cle on the b.ick.

4B I
back to back ; opposition.

] ^ to carry on the back.

1 ^ or
I [U 5j$ to repeat a

lesson ; to say raemoriter.

1 [^ a shady s^wt not reached

by the sun.

1 ilk M: "'^'^^'^j •"* retired spot.

] '^ the obverse of a coin.

] %% ^ i^ to disregard one's

parents.

] ^ to leave one's home, as to

get a living.

] ^ :^ to walk with the hands

behind the back.

1 ^ the back side, the rear.

I -fjji "gtj"
= to violate one's word.

P-l r!^ 1 t^ many [fair] words,

but hatred behind one's back.

] j^ clandestine, underhand.

•In Cantoiiese. Uimsual, rare
;

secret.

-f- ;^ ]
exceedingly rare, as a

character.

|g ] 5§ to make signs to otie.

^ ]
hard of hearing.

In Pekingese. Unlucky ; to

mis.i a chance.

fO» A 1 "T y°^ ^^^ truly unlucky.

/J5^> From man and hack, '

I f4 To rtjject, to discard ; to

pei' stand awry.

^ ] jt do not stand im-

propeily.

^ ^ ] J^ the people do not

dislike their superiors..

m Fine silk of many colors ;

X-Jy' to paste paper hangings.

pei '

I

> From ciothcn and sliu.

The covering of a bed ; to

jje'i ' cover ; to put on or dress

one with ; to reach to ; to

protect ; to provide or prepare ; to

suffer, an.l thus becomes a sign of

the passive voice, showing that

what follows was suffered or done
;

a prqjnsition, by, from.

i^ I
or

] gj a quilted coverlet.

1 ^K i/<
s"ff-rcd by a flood.

] S 3'^ »§• lieavea's blessings

cam_' lo him.

t^ ^ I
a saddle-cloth.

1 A ^ M 'uisused by others.

] M. all is ready.

^ ] 13 ^ li'S glory reached to

all plivcas.

] ^ sheets, as for a bed.

1 ^ injured, misused.

{"£ H IK 1
a pa" with Budhist

prayers on it.

1 S& '""
1 IS " '^'^'ton wool quilt

without a co\x'r.

\ Wii ^ y^ the wind blew on

him.

fj ]
to condole with friends.

In Cantonese. A conjunction,

or, one of two ; a particle express-

ing certainty.

^ ] {^ is it a male or female '?

i% \
yes, it is.

] f|!j i^ then what t how will it

turn oat ?
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iW
]S,' To

From yv mau and ^ not al-

tered.

ivbel, to oppose au-

thority ; low, vulgar ; to

withdraw ; to increase ; a fold
;

a hu nilred times.

tK $» 1 ^ the water nishes faster,

f|j I
unseemly, vulgar, lowbred.

jjfl
— ] double it.

-f ]
tenfold.

] it ill 1^ '" leave the world

and its vulgarities.

1 J§ "tfi^ "{^ overburdened and
perplexed, as with varied aflFairs.

1 ^ ^'"'"y learned, good memory.

1 iJO'^M extra care in putting

it in order,

in H .H 1 suppose a trader

gets 300 per cent

i 1
i

To dry by or over a fire, as

tea is cured ; to hatch eggs

artificially.

>Hj I
kiln-dried.

\
to dry ; to cure by drying-

•
] "^ to fire tea.

1 H IS' ^ hatch ducklings.

^ 1 to make fretted work, as

with metals.

\ ^ to dry before the fire.

M. g^ ^ roasted till it is crisp.

I—I ) The upper part represents tlie

I I body of a cowrie, the inner strokes

tlie teeth, and the lower its feel-

er's ; it is the lo4th radical of

characters relating to values and
trade ; used wirji the next three.

A cowrie shell or Cyprcva, used

for money in China in early feudal

times ; its name ] "^ referred to

the denticnles ; a conch
;
precious,

valuable ; money, riches, prop(>rty
;

adorned with shells ; shell-like.

I f^ rich brocade.

]
*^ and

] ^ are Manchn titles

of nobility, beile and j)eisge, some-
what like baron and baronet

^ I
or ^

) mottled or colored

cyprajfis.

.] H •> helmet ornamented with
shelb, used in old tapes.

pei'

m

PEL

I ^ the peito or palmyra palm
;

it is also incorrectly applied to

the jiepul or Indian fig.

4 rt J A lofty tree in India and

^^\ Burraah, the Borassus or

/;/( palmyra palm, of whose leaves

books are made ; called ]

^ ^ in Sanscrit jxitra, and also

,§L JK^ ^ or the tree of reflection.

Ornaments of tortoise-shell

;

ornaments inlaid.

1"^'' ] fft tl>e round flat stone or

carving on a string of beads,

which hangs to it like a cross on

a rosary.

r> A bitterish expectorant medi-

cine, a kind of mealy bulb

«'i' called
I i^ OT ^-f^ found

in Sz'ch'uen and Cheiikiang

;

it is the root of a liliaceous plant

( Ut'ulariu), and used iu fevers and

ointments.

yt| > An animal allied to a wolf,

Q^\ called ^ I
with short fore

^x>i' or hind legs, or wanting one,

so that in order to get along,

one mu-st ride the other ; it pro-

bably alhides to the jerboa.

^ I ^ ff they are banded

together in their traitorous

schemes.

U. 1 tif +L ;2: ^ my fate is as

bad as a fettered Ltng-pei ;— I

am quite helpless-

A two year old heifer ; the

, first is also defined an ox

with a long body and long

legs.

From chariot and not ; the se-

cond and irregolar form is com-
mon.

A hundred chariots made a

squadron ; a long line of

chariots ; a company ; a

class, a sort, a generation
;

things, kinds ; a sign of the plural

;

to compare or class with.

^ I
our kind.

PEI.

11^ ^ — ] he regarded them all

alike.

1^ ] comrades ; alike, same sort

1 %, ^ 'I'ey are his senioM ; a
rank above this.

^ I
you all— i'. e. those older

than the speaker.

Sf. I
we all ;— i'. e. your juniors.

ijt
1 incomparable.

j§ I
to leave one's place.

^ ^J ,^ 1 traders, merchants.

'^
I

seniors ; those who have

the pas.

J6E 1 a colleague

— ] ^ throughout his whole

life, during life.

^ ] ditferent sorts.

^ gg"
I

one of the old sort, i. e.

an old [Hanlin] scholar, an in-

structor.

J From /nan, all, and nipkin.

Things worn on the girdle,

p'ei' as pendents ; to wear about

one, to hang on the gridle
;

to keep by one, as a souvenir ; to

gird on to carry, to remember.

] ^ to wear a sword.

1 HR ^ .^» I "ill ever bear it in

my memory.

M 1 ^ '!• I shall ever remember
your great kindness.

^jM &i 1
I greatly rejoice to

remember you.

1 0jf
to wear or have on the

persoii.

-* ^ 7 HE 1 wiU yield to

nobody el.se, I cannot give in

Lniy opinion] to the others.

^' 5^ ^ ^ ^ 1
when mourn-

ing is laid aside, wear all your
ornaments.

when I know thosj whom you
wish to have come, I will give

thorn of my girdle ornaments.

-f 13 ' (Jems worn by women, girdle

J/l|\ ornaments ; tinkling things

p'«' hung in the wind.

"^ \ m% the girdle ap-

pendages tinkled as he wont



pfer.

From flag and market ; the con-

tracted form is most commou.

A pennon or swallow-tailed

streamer attached to the staff

over tbe flag; to fasten on

a pennon ; to journey, to

take a frip.

1^ j ^ ^ their white streamers

fluttered brightly.

I ]
streaming out and flutter-

ing, like a banner ; or the long

tendrils of the bean.

M 1 fR ^ 'lie flutteruig flags.

P'EI.

^ I
to return from a long travel.

^ ] to go on a journey.

It is interchanged with puh^ ^^
to mislead.

To rebel ; to set one's self

agauist nature or usage

;

perverse ; contumacious, un-

reasonable.

] |g uncivil ; crabbed, as when

rude to friends, and civil to

strangers.
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'Xi. 1 ^ rebellious.

1 3 opposed to propriety.

R I W A # ] ITD [fj "I'JQSt

gains may come to one, but they

will as certainly leave him.

JL|^> A feudal city, or small r&.

•|L|-I gion ill the Shang dynasty,

pdi' mentioned in the Boolt of

Odes, lying north of the

Yellow Eiver in the present Ki
cheu ^ j^ in the southwest of

Chihli.'

<^

satiety ; surfeited.

From one aiid not ; occurs inter-

changed with ^ and ^§ as an
adverb.

Uncqualed ; first, distinguish-

ed ; to receive with respect,

as orders ; an expletive or intensive

particle, adduig elegance to the

style.

] •y the eldest son of a king.

I ^ ?S 'S ^'^ unsurpassed re-

putation.

^75 ] !^ li® lauded his great

merit.

I ^ ^ your great and illustrious

ancestors.

[•\ The noise made in spitting

or Looting ; to snort at.

J-T^ "1 A mound ; unburnt or-smi-

c'^zH dried tiles or pottery ; to

Ml
<.pt'

.P'i

<P<

,P'

A kind of b'ack millet, the

variety which has two seeds

within one glume, used in

making the Bpiiits ofi^ered in

olden time in the ancestral wor-

shi|) of princes, it being regarded

as an uimsnal thing.

etop a crack in a wall ; a

back wall ; the model of a

thing, by which it is to be

molded ; crude material.

^ ] unbiu'nt earthen-

ware.

1^ ^ I
to get out a rough block,

as for a statue.

] ^ a model, a rough cast.

] -j^ they had many sun-

dried utensils.

-
I
M±m^^nowonly

a clod covers the hero.

^ 1 bricks not yet burnt.

^ ] •^ rough stones for pijje

mouths.

^

Tliis sound and t'i o/ten run into each other. Old sounds, p'ei, b4i,~p'ai, p'lt, bit, and frit. In Canton, p'ui, p'i, and pi;

in Swatoip, p'i, pi, pii, pile, and hni j
— in Amoy, p'i, p6e, p'ai, and pi ; — in Fahchau, p'i, pw'o, piii,

pie, and pai ; — in Shanghai, p'6 and hi ;
— •'« Chiju, ii'ei.

From spirits and whether. t—m^ Sturdy, stout ; valiant, ro-

Liquor not yet strained
; ( | _L» bust ; many,

must ; eaten and drunken to jn^ei
'Ji, \ ill

'^ near the Yellow

Kiver in Wei-hwui fu, in the

northeast of Honan.

J[^ !^ ] 1
all are strong steeds

fit for the chariot.

'p'le/i

about Peking.

M
M

The luxuriant gay look of

plants in flower.

1 lHJ ^ species of green skin-

ned turnip, of a sweet taste

like the rutabaga, grown

A disease not yet developed

;

,
one says, the pain of dyspep-

j)'ei sia.

i'mmJlesh and not.

An embryo, a foetus one

month old ; an unformed,

mifinished thing ; misty, un-

t^/eV condensed vapor.

1 9^ pregnant.

^ )
fat, in good liking. (CctJttm.)

^ A 1 -J* a marplot, a dolt

jM

Idle ; fright'^ned, .alarmed.

^ glj
]

the weak will La

much alarmed.

clfif

From Olood and
used for the last.

not ; It occurs

of a darkCoagulated blood

red color.

# ^n 1 Jk :?i" ^ if liis face n
of the color of clotted blood, L

;

will die.

Et'ad < /eu. Another name for

oats i:3 ^Ij; ] , not now used.
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<P'"

,pei

A place in the state of Ln.

] jI'H
* district, formerly

called f I
in the noitli of

Kiangsu, near the Grand

Canal.

Going out with the hair di-

sheveled.

] jg^ a bushy beard.

Bead /«' The hair on the

head.

The second form is'Tnost-nsed.

, A cub, especially the
] |§|

or fox's cubs.

n:^m,mmw. 1 1

the trees were strange and

tangled, the deers and swine

sarage and wild, — as .it the

creation; the last two words are

also spoken of wild tribes of men.

A white and yellow speckled

horse.

] ] running along; hur-

rying on.

From clothes and not as the pho-

netic
i
occurs used for the next.

Dressed in long and beauti-

ful robes ; an old name for

Hoh-fi hien ^ Jg% in the center

of Nganhwui.

1
to go to and fro ; some ap-

ply it to wild people in Hainan

Idand.

All* From step and net ; it is some-

i^J^ times TfTongly -written ip'ai ^p
*

,
*

an actor.

IP's*

To walk.

1 'j^ flying and wheeling about,

like swallows; walking to and

fro; irresolute,

1 "iB ?E * variety of rose. {Roaa

ruffosa.)

J.-^ Fromi earth and§ not altered.

•
f-^ To add or heap up dirt ; to

iP *' hoe, as maize ; to cultivate
;

to asast, to add energy to

;

to dam up, as a sluice

1 §1 o"^ \^hfA^° invigorate

the body

] ll, to lay up bricks.

^ ]
' to heap earth around a sap-

ling ; met. to patronize, to make
a protege of one.

I j^ heap up the earth ; hence

1 ffl jfe ^ means that what

one was early accustonacd to,

be docs naturally, as the earth

develops the sapling.

I
"^ (55 raise it higher, as a root"

(
Cantonese.)

MJLk. From pbce and not ; used Trith

jl*jK? the last and jj^f to double.

jpVi To add earth to i)lants ; at-

tached to, subordinate ; to

assist ; to accompany, to fellow-

sbip ; to double ; to match ; to fill.

I fi^ Hi PI m S^ out with you.

1 ^ ^ ^'^ entertain a visitor.

] -^ to see a guest out, to escort

]
f^J a companion.

] ^ to associate with.

j]H \
to multiply, to add to.

] J^Jj to .".Esist, to take a part in.

] U a subsidiary officer ; a term

used by feudal prince.';.

^3 1
I beg your pardon.

^ ]
excuse my leaving yon ;

—
a polite phrase.

1 i? T 3S * servant-maid like

Zilpah, who accompanies a

married daughter.

^ f* 1 t to match humanity

by viitue.

] ^ a kind of double entendre

;

to praise or blame by allusions

;

to bring up an illnstration.

fc|-A^ To make up a loss, to indem-

cj^pt nify ; to supply a deficit ; to

jp'eV ofiijet; to confess; to cover,

as in gambling.

] jS *"
1 flt '° '^P^y j

to make

good a loss ; to compensate.

] iyi U.> pay, as a surety ; to

make up. as an ofticer the losses

of government.

] j^ to return a call.

] ^ ^ I own that I am in the

wrong.

1 ^ to acknowledge a fault.

1 S /£ iR to restore caniesl

money.

'fi ^ ^ \
"° repayment for

losses.

I "J* /$» 5i to lose one's outlay.

JiB ] to pay the value.

1 jS '** S'*'® '*"'' w'thont a return.

iC^. The feathers of the wing

cn|2i spread out.

sP'cV ] ^ a phoenix fluttering

and gamboling.

-t-f^ A flail ; to strike ; an elevated

c'j PI plank or stand for gazing.

sA'* S. I
^oTji^^ the

gall-nut ; they are produced

on a species of snmacli, the |§
^ ^ or Jihus semi-a/ ifii!', and are

better than the {^ ^ fp or onk

galls.

•^-ttf A flower bud is ] ^, tbu

^"^ ojx;ning blossoni.

'p'e'i ^ ]
a kind of flower.

^§ 1 |fB^ff;J^.«'hen
the D:iphne odora is blus-oming,

all other flowers are ashamed.

'J#^
'/«

/ei>

string of five hundred

pearls.

] .y- string on those

pearls.

a'
From @ spirits aud J|£ /irinccss

contracied.

The color of liquor ; a male,

a marrow, an equal ; a com-

panion, as a wife ; to pair, to mate

;

to put on the same grade ; to ac-

company ; to comp;ire to ; equal,

comparable; conjointly; to copu-

late, said of animals.

I ^ a married pair.

'^ I
to match, to fit ; suitable.

/p j unworthy of, incongruous,

not fit for, ill-assorted.

fife Z- 1 fSM W i-« « ""' fit

to live, — or be spared alive.

]
fi^ to match colore.

<fg ]
equaled, coupled.

^ ] to consent to a match.

^ ]
to banish.
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1 ,15 '^ saddle or harness a liorse.

] ^ to coiisutumate a iiiarriagB.

1 BEI ^ to put in the same rank

witli one's ancestors.

] ^ ^ ^ let him enjoy per-

petual felicity— in hades.

fS 1 5C ilfe
^'^ virtue equaled

heaven and earth.

I ^ J^ it maices no match to

that, it does not fit, unsaitable.

^ J^
I

that will match.

•', ^, .«Vi-, and PFrom J
mouth.

i/eV The reins of a bridle, vul-

garly called jlh ^ or hand-

pullers.

M 1 hold the reius.

•f{ I
six reins [in h^ud] ;— a

clever man.

~
1 BI m T ^ it how far

can you gallop without drawhig

rein 1

> A river in Liaotung, and

l one in Kiangsu ; copious
;

.'V
' liumid ; moving or enlarg-

ing if. any way
;

prostrate,

as a tree pulled up ; to run or

flow ; to irrigate, or to dam up wa-

ter for irrigation ; aquatic plants.

] ^^ kind, beneficent ; fertilizing
;

blessing.

j ^^^ a district in the northeast

of Kiangsu.

1 ^ T M ''^ rained copiously.

p'eu. C73

pei'

p'ei '

i 1 ^ ^ sudden confusion, in

a sudden emergency, imminent.

^ § ;^ vain-glorious.

3!{ graceful, blooming.

i 1 <^ lift ^ "> seasons of

danger, [the wise man] retains

— his virtue.

Copious rain.

^ ] sloppy, rainy ; drench-

ing showers.

] ]
raining and blowing.

A cape ; a mantle.

^ I
a woman's robe.

!i. S ^ 1
[to wear] the

phcenix crown and cloudy

mantle ; a woman's marriage.

I"=ETJ-

water.

) mm
drink a handful of

^ to give generously.

,peu

From clothes and mortar ; it

bears a resemblance to (Shwai^^
decayed.

To collect, to bring together

;

to diminish ; many.

j |g to add to.

] Jl§C to take from.

1 W'J »i Sfe ^^ brought the mul-

titudes of King together.

1 ^ S ^ decrease the surplus

to supply the deficit.

1 ^ i, 'M ^'^ answer fitting to

the time.

^ 1^ I ^ when collected on

the heights and lowlands.

Old sounds, pu, p'u, bu, put, p'lit, and but. In Canton, fan, pan, and p'aii ;
— t« Swntow, \n and p'6

;

in Fuhck<tu, p*eu and p'aiu ; — in iShuit;//tai, pu and p'li ; — in ChtJ'u, \to.

.^y* To take up in both hands,

( ^/y^ as when druiking water from i,"} p| To grasp, to appropriate ; to

^peu them. ^pcit take from; to get salt from

—
I jb a handful of earth. sea-water.

1 it tl= ^ 1»« ^^^ 'h« pits to

get the salt.

] 1^ to rigorously exact, as du'

ties.

1 ^ "f ift ftf I reject and drive

oil' worldly affairs.

• in Amoy, p'6 ;
—

^-\r.]\ I'o split in two with a knife
;

O'J t'C

p eii

^p^eu.

^peu

To draw in the breath.

^ \ to suck through, as a

draught through a doorway.

In Cantonese. Swollen, tu-

mid, puffed ; empty, deceptive

;

spotted and flakuig oft", as the

plaster from a damp wall.

#1 1 PR flabby, no solidity.

1 IS> glum, gruff; cheeky.

^ I
not firm ; soft, like flesh.

"" S — 1 a sinkmg and a
' swelling.

~

cut out ; to halve ; to judge,

to decide ; to lay open, to

disclose.

1 IB 'o rip open, to rive.

I ^'J to givy judgment.

] H^ to decide intelligently.

1 I'p "^ ® it clearly sets forth

the previous circumstances.

1 M. ^M t\j' to bring out the real

feelings.

] ^ to halve a cheque or evidence.

1 W^ IK lif * proclamation e.\-

plaining the minutest details.

tf H i^ ifU ^ 1
oysters are cut

open b^icause of their pearls,— so
for a chance ofgain much is lost.

1 jK. to cut up a melon.

A kind of earthenware Jar
or gallipot, to hold food.

% 1 ajar.

1 ] a copper pickle-pot

'p'eu

86
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Some of these characters are q/ten read p£i. Old sounds, pi, pai, pei, bai, pit, pat, and bat. In Canton, pi, p6, and pel ;
—

M Swatow, pi, p"i, p'i, p"oi, and piii ; — »n Amoy, pi, p'i, pe, and pit ; — in Fuhchau, pi, p6,

pie, and pik ;
— ti Shanijhai, pi, be, a«(/ pih ;

— in Chifa, pL

'ib
.
V'

L'sed with tg a comb ; tlie

second fonn is not common.

The colter of a plow ; barb

of an arrow ; a prolje used

by surgeons ; a skewer used

in a head-dress ; a lever.

^ j a crowbar.

Altered from tivo men following

each other ; it forms the 8!st

radical of a few nnusnal words,

and much resembles /'oA> ^li
noth.

To compare, to put in a class, to

sort ; to effect a union ; to equal,

to correspond ; an illustration ; to

bring into harmony ; to select

;

near to one ; a sign of the compa-

rative ; each, every.

] ffij to compare with.

\ ^} to pair, to match.

] S^^ over against.

1 — ] making a comparison.

\ ^ for instance, sup[X)se ; to

measure.

\ ^ M. ^ every household

visits and congratulates — at

newyear.

•^ )g ^ I
rendering a cordial

submission, and making a cor-

dial union.

^ A 1 '^ -fc ri° °'^6 ''^i- '^^^'

pare with him.

] ^ to class and compare.

] "^ these years, recently.

j ^ to punish policemen for a

dereliction of duty.

— W 1
— i«ii :^ each gust

blew harder than the last.

] ^ a metaphor, an allegory.

5. S^ S^ ] five houses make a

neighborhood.

] p§ a simile, an illustration.

fSi 1 ^ 531 ^e "^ more violent

than I.

1 1 ^ -fc everybody is just sa

Read ;m'' To harmonize ; to

sympathize ; according with, equal,

regular ; to assemble ; to be near

to ; to join ; intimate ; to wait

for; an account of; matched.

/p I
peerless, not comparable to.

1 £ *"
1 fl)

(Sanscrit bltihhu,)

a mendicant priest, though it

has now somewhat lost its first

meanhig.

I £ M * female religious, still

retained in the Japanese word

bikuni, a mm.

fj^ I
partial, mean, party-spirited.

f^ ] ^ ^ they assemble their

neighbors.

1 S. H ^ through three years'

service.

^ -p as to, respecting ; in regard.

1 ^ the triennial examination of

officials.

^ ^ $^ 1
it is consonant with

justice.

1 ^ R -ifc
when he had return-

ed ; wait for his return.

ii 1 ^ ^ - m -i I ^i^'''

because of him who is dead, to

altogether wash out this atfrout.

< LIK A deceased mother.

y>*Li jji, ] * deceased grand-

'^i mother.

|g ]
my departed mother.

make spirits and must for offer-

ing to our male and female an-

cestors.

'pi

The character delineatea a spoon

;

it is the 2Ut radical.

A ladle; In poorly printed

books used as ^ sign of repe-

tition as
1

for H daily.

] "^ a spoon ; a stiletto.

^ \^ W- \
l""g ^'^ curved,

thorn-like spoons

\ ^ chopsticks.

m
m
v«

fMl

Blasted, withered or un-

formed grain
;

grain that

has not grown to its full size.

1 1^ chaff, refuse, husks
;

aunoving, trifling.

m'^ \ m ^ dirty and
troublesome business.

m From ci/t/ and granary ; the
primitive is composed of mouth
a?id a rertivei', i. e. that which

V" takes in the giaia.

A frontier or country town
;

a border ; a place of five hundred

houses, and five such were at first

reckoned to be a hien district ; low,

country-like, rustic ; the lower

classes ; to despise ; to disesteem.

] ^ parsimonious, niggardly.

I ;^ a scamp, a mean wretoh.

-1 ^ brazenfaced.

p^ I
despicable.

1 r* to vilify. '

I
-j^ my poor notion ; in my
humble opinion.

I ^ he despises me-

I jM -i 6r1 ^ vulgar expression.

M 1 *h ^ don't hesitate at a

little outlay— to attain a great

object.

^ ] ^ Q a town on the frontiers.

(^ ^ ^ I
people who live in

luxury are often mean.

The |g ^ or nuts of the Tor-

reija nucifera, an evergreen
j

an old name for the pine.

From a step and skin. "

A distributive pronoun, that,

'pt those, there, the further of

two ; the other party ; to

exclude, to leave out ; following a

verb or adjective, often adds force

to its meaning.

I ^ him, indeed 1 don't speak

of that fellow 1
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1 ]|{j are correlatives, as that, this
;

there, here ; then, now
;
you, I

;

the two, both parties.

I j^ there, in that spot.

"^ \ ^ -jf"
that great man.

-ffi 1 4* tflf '^^""^ i" ^^® middle

of the rivers.

1 W h" iS ^^^y ^^^^ ^^^^^ s'^^

The pelvic bones of the thigh

;

the rump.

]
"]• the buttocks.

f!) ^ ;§ 1
he cut oflF the

riglit leg.

?^ 1 Mi"' '<*"''' P''' ^° restore ap-

petite.

^ 1
"Cheu's thigh-bone" is the

name of a mathematical treatise.

1 ^ f£^ he is fleshing up again.

A shelving bank is
] ^,

with a marshy place at the

bottom ; a sloping bank or

hill-side.

>

'pi

Ai^) The second form ia regarded as

acoitraction of the first.

A fine toothed comb ; to

comb ; a net or crawl for

catching crabs ; to lead.

] ^ to comb the hair.

] -J a fine-tooth comb.

] ^ a gridiron ; the basket

in a grate to hold the coals.

> Strong, robust, like a tortoise

which can bear gi-eat weights.

1 ^ great exertion.

j(J ] ipl in sorrow, cwrne

down by affliction ; unlucky ; sad ;

the allusion is to the tortoise bear-

ing its great burden. {Cantonese.)

-iil> Dried rations such as are

taken on a march ; dried food.

P'- « 1 Jy f# '* § to pre-

pare dates and cakes to pre-

sent to guests.

*^> A mean-minded but prosper-

ous person
;

partial to, blind-

pi ' ed to ; a favorite, a parasite
;

lecherous, depraved.

] ^ a favorite concubine.

] ^ or
I
^ a catamite, eu-

phuistically known as ^ ^ ia

some circles.

^ ]
a great favorite.

^ I
a loved companion.

1 •? S£ iSS ^°'" ^^^ ^^^ °^ ^^^ '^°""

cubines to be reckoned legiti-

mate,— is the beginning of ruui

to the state.

) From to go and a

phonetic.

ruler ai the

jii ' To flee from, to escape, to

avoid, to shun ; to dodge
;

to shirk ; to retire, to stand aside
;

to abscond, to hide away.

I j^ to avoid one's creditois.

jjg I
to stand aside, — as when

a procession pa,s.se.s.

Ml
I

/^ •§ to abstain from going

out,— a.s when dunned for debts.

] ^ to avoid hot weather, — as

by going into the country.

|tt to seclude one's self

j§ —' ?^ ^ he escaped the

danger this time. "

^ ^ avoid the appearance of

evil.

S St ® to shirk the hard

work and take the easy.

1^ to avoid the use of the

Emperor's personal name.

51 ^ 1 S to keep in complete

privacy.

I ^ to shun difficulties.

An herb,
] ^ resembling

celery or smallage ; it is also

one of the names of the Ficus

pumila in Formosa.

I f^ wild hemp.

Read p^oh^ Cracked, as a jar.

Du ' From n Jleltl or P9 from and

^ I JJ* a form of ^ this ; in com-
biiintion it is often written like

S^ low, and occurs interchanged

witli ^ to give.

To give, to confer on ; to dis-

tribute amongst.

^ ]
to grant, as heaven does.

pi

ffl la W I* * 1 5^ i^ let the

god the Father of Tillage gather

them (the worms) for the blazing

fire.

From woman and bitse as the

lonetic.

pi''

A maid-servant ; an unmar-

ried female slave.

I ;^ a maid ; the maids.

] •^ a terra used by women when

speaking of themselves ; a girl

;

a slave.

1^ ] women condemned to be^sold.

j^ ] male and female slaves.

> From disease and to give as the

phonetic.

pn ' Rheumatism ; weakness or

paralysis, arising from damp-
neas ; enlargement of an organ

;

numbness of a limb.

J^ I
my foot is a.sleep.

P ] croup, or some difliciilty in

swallowing.

^ j
aches from damp weather.

^ ] zip Cl ''<' aching and weak
as to be unfit for work.

dj^^ To look askance; the eyes

Ht^ glancing about ; to spy out

pi ' a chance.

. 1 IM ^i fJ yoir scolding

reflects on me too.

I Rii A a fault-finder, a prying

fellow.

The motion of a vessel ; the

pple of water ; name of a

2n ' branch of the River Hwai in

Nganhwui, which joins it

near Hoh-kiu kien.

] ]
flourishing, abundant, as

reeds.

^ j^ I I
the waving flags. .,

' From 5t, to strilre and pj broken;

occurs used for ^x closed.

P' Bad, unfit for use
;

poor,

unworthy ; vile, abject ; de-

feated, ruined ; tattered ; to stop,

to close ; a demeaning, respectful

term for my, mine, our.
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] ^f '"y I'*^"'"
village,

Q ]
self-ruined.

I
•^ our native cc'.toms.

] i3 i^i'icd ; lost

1 ^ ^ ^ many delinquencies,

great errors and inco!iipetenc&

Jl ] },5J
tbe jar leaks badly.

] "M '"y master.

1^ > T I'lom vi/c and folded hands or
fjrCAtt ; tbe second form 13 un-

, autlioi'ized ; occurs interchanged

wiih Its primitive.

Defeated ; distressed, re-

pi' duced to extremities ; cor-

rupt, vicious, tricky ; troubles,

mischiefs ; deteriorated, as coin

;

woni out ; my, mine,

f^ I
to impose on, to boodwink.

1 1^ \'K.
^liat <* Ijatl business I or

] Egf that's bad 1 {Cantonese.)

S^ ] worn out with fatigue.

^ ] to deceive, to alterunderhand.

j§ I
to point out deficiencies.

1 1 ^ '° S" *t)out, as a trader.

^ 1 ^ ^ * continuous series

of great troubles.

A single piece of silk ; things

sent ns presents ; wealth,

pi ' riches, — of which fine gems,

gold, and copper were former-

lyregarded as the three chief kinds

;

jade counters or tokens issued for

coin by the Mongols.

1 ^ **" ancient token or cohi

shaped like a spado ; it nas

issued by private pcrsonfs.

1 iti
presents, usually of sillc

J^ ] fine fore.

> From deatli and fpoiltd.

A violent death ; 10 fall

]>rosirate or be striK'k dead
;

lo kill
;
quite dead.

f(J ] drowned,

fj ] LefJldcid.

fij 1 ^ ^<3 los3 one's life from

a wcuikI.

A 1 ^y! "F thr-.'cnpon diwl from

liie bcaliug.

. ) Very jlmCar to tlie I.nst.

To fall down suddenly, as if

7)1* dead or fainting ; to tumble

down.

^ I^ ^ 1
6'*'^ it Uho poison)

to the dog, and he will fall dead.

tt|l*> To transfer, to paiss on to

^{J^ another,

r*' ] ^ to augment; to benefit.

m. \ ^ t^ to bring on i.i

onler.

] ^ to change or hand over to

another.

A frame for keeping a bow

in its right tension ; a catch

.>r bridge at the ends of the

bow to retain the string, so

that it cannot tlv off.

> » 5 T Krom iJirine. or ^rnin find invst

;

A/\ 1
the second form h most mpcA.

f
Divine, suiternatural ; secret,

V jirivato ; reticent, reserved
;

' inspired, possessed ; unac-
' countable; abstruse; scien-

tific, above tlio common.

1 fS privately handed down, as a

recipe ; secretly made known

1 ^ undiviilged, cIo.se.

] ^ secret archives } a myste-

rious or private book.

] ^ written in cypher; abstruse

Btyic.

J^ I
kept secret, not made known.

] S^ y(^ 'Jj ^ privately received

this infallible recipe.

^ I
a great secret.

]
(ft porcelain.

> Like tho lost.

A closed door ; to shut ; to

/>(' skulk, to hide ; liiddca,-close,

secret ; spiritual.

^. ^ ouciilt, very close.

^ ]
a secret afl'air.

1 (g to abscond or keqi out of

tbo way.

1 'ift yS ili ^^ ^'<"y careful to

keep it quiet.

] ^ In decline further vibits of

condolen''*, to slnit the coffin.

fc^5 Laborious, fatigued ; to warn
;

^JiS» admonitions ; lo distress, to be

;)«' distressed ; to guard against,

to foresee ; careful, heedful.

\ ^ ^ tK ^"^ *''° ''*'*'' ^"'''

bles out there !

M
I
^-

"[i^
do not grieve with so

much sorrow.

] .;y: ^ JS" *° prevent future

trouble.

!j I
diligent.-'1

> To strike; to pnsh away
with the band.

;"

Fioiii iloor nnd th« hnud used to

shut it.m
pi' To close a door ; to exclude,

to bar out ; to screen, to

shade; lo store, to lay up; to

stop, as a hole ; obstructed, closed
;

tho case of a Chinese lock.

] ^ obstruction of menses.

1
^stopjx-d up.

J^ ] ^ :^ ho has been secluded

for many years.

*^ ] to prohibit

1 F^ -S- iEl '^^^y ^^ bomo and re-

flect on your misdeeds, as guilty

officers are onlered to do.

]
to clase the cyea

lijjg ] to (leccivo ; to throw dust in

one's eyes.

] M M 1^ i, ^ her grace

causes the moon to hido and the

llowcrs to blush.

1 IK stored up or laid by, aa

nature is in winter.
*

1 ] full, plenty.

3^ ] spring and autumn or winter.

^^ I
to close, to bide ; to screen.

I I^ ^ jj to prevent c-ommuni-

cation by closing the pass.

] PI iS $ 11] PI -^ in if

you stay at home and make a

carriage, when you go out j'ou

should follow its ruts ; — be

consistent at home and abroad.

f' T> S( 1 ^ 5c I? M ffl I

dare not restrain Heaven's ma-

jesty as seen in its inflictions.
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*J From plant and ruined ; it is in-

Tiiji'iA tevclianged with tlia last and its

1''.'^ primitive.

pi^
Snjall plants, brashwood

;

delicate, small ; to keep out of

view, to repress ; to decide firmly

;

decided ; to sbade, to screen ; to

include; to cutoff, to prevent ad-

vance ; obscured, dull.

^ ] ^ clouds bide tbe moon.

^ ]
to conceal froui, as superiors.

— "g Jt^ ] ;J^ oae accoimt ex-

plained it all.

^^ ] ^ it expiates bis crime ;

to atone (or guilt.

5fij J^ -^ 1 covetonsness and lust

beclouded his mind.

1 K ^ prcTcnt the promotion of

good men.

> From a shelter and to compare

as the phonetic.

pi ' To sbelter, to cover ; to pro-

'
tect, as the gods do; to

lodge ; affording sbade.

1 j(i& divine aid ; to countenance.

^ 1 continual protection.

i^ 1 to give protection to.

^ I
iji ;^ to wish one full peace.

^ I
to defend against enemies.

?l 1 i^ ^ '""y I ^'^<' happily

under your protection.

^ Composed of Q self and ^ to

)jranl ; it is the 209th radical of

a few characters, all relating to

the nose.

The nose, which the Chinese

think is tbe part of an animal that

is first formed ; to bore the nose

;

nasal ; the first, original.

1 ^L or ] ^ the nostrils.

] j^ the bridge of the nose.

] ^ the end of the noge.

] ^ mucus from the nose.

1 ^ the cartilage of the noso.

1 !ta snuff.

1 xB, the first ancestor of a family,

i^ 1 or 5^ gl ] a Roman or

crooked nose, i- e. a parrot's.

] ^ to bore an ox's nose.

\ ^ the snuffles.

^ ]
-^ a slippery fellow, a

swindler.

JZf^^ From jl earth and SQ erfn,

|
- defined as heing the leveling rf

• , the ground in raaliing steps or
^ nscents ; now used a-i a primi-

tive, the next having ta.';en its

pl.ice.

To compare or match ; even

shoulders, /. e. to go together a?

equals.

) From j>lai:c and stej> as the pho-

netic.

To ascend high places ; the

steps to the throne ; or the

platform on which it stands;

aa'ent to a palace or court.

"K u»der the stop.o, where oi-

ficers stand to hear and report

to tho monarch, and hence to

speak to tho.se raini.sters came to

mean your Majesty, in directly

addressing him, /. e. we who are

before^ the throne.

^ to have an audience.

^ the audience-hall.

, I
the palace; tho Emperoi';

your Majesty.

] regular and numerous, as a

progeny.

ia^ m Up 1.
the

prince is the hall, his ministers

are the steps to it.

pi'

1

1

1

m

1

A

-tJ4*5 A wooden palisade or stock-

'l ~i'\ ade around .a camp, some-

pi ' thuik like a Maori pa/i.

j^ ]
a pen for prisoners.

jIi
t4»> An old name for long and

i^J.* narrow shell-fish like the

pi ' razor-fish (Solen) ; a mussel

found on the coast of Fuh-

kien dried ar.d eaten ; the large

kind is also called 0j "JJ or hoKe-

knife, but several kinds of shells

having similar shape, as the TelUna,

Mylilus, Anodonta, &c., are includ-

ed under this name ; one sort, foinid

in the Ic angtsz', is six inches long.

^ ] dried mnssek s

From M preciuus and 9t
Jiowers.

To adorn ; variegated, as a

parterre of flowers; elegant,

brilliantly ; the 22d diagram,

which belongs to fire.

] ^ !i^ 7fC beautiful as trees and

plants.

Read ^pSn. Energetic, strenu-

ous effort, as when sen'iiig tho state

at the head of troops.

Read , fan. Great ; a three-

footed tortoise.

JB S 2^ 1
^''^ ^^^^^ thusetilarge

our great inheritance.

From yV man and "^
nse ; the contracted

y very common.

a thmij

form isWis
in J

To prepare, to make ready
;

pi ' to pro\ ide for ; to provide

against • to retain ; to fill, ns

an office; ready, prepared; .suf-

ficient ; complete ; entirely, all,

wholly ; sonietiraes it makes a form

of the past tease.

?|| ] to be ready for.

J\,^i^ ] "X every preparation

has been made.

J£ ]
enough is done.

W 1 M iS- forethought prevents

calamity.

1 ^-MW.^^ )s.myis it all nii-

nutelj'.

] ^ to lay aside for investiga-

tion.

5M 1 ^ 'ffl^
prepare what i.s most

necessary.

^ ^ ^ ^ -^ ^ 1
the pruicc-

ly man does not look for per-

fection.

1 M ^ ^ 1'° knows both pros-

perity and misfortune.

*1 iV ^ ^^ S"^'" forth, .as a fountain
;

yX^ a rapid flow, like a torrent

;

pi * a river in tho southwest of

Honan near Pi-yang bien ]

IW/ i|^ which joins the River

Han.

] ^ t¥" i^ * rushing roaring

torrent.
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r^l^> From ipords

rt lit
pliouetic.

pi > To adulate, to flatter ; to

dispute ; to beguile with tell-

ing only half the truth.

^ j f/. li i, )l^
--^ heart that

tries to implicate another by

secret insinuations.

1 ^ ^ ^ W IS when one's

worfb are partial, I know how

[liis ideas] are clouded.

] ^ to argue for the wrong.

Krom Jlesh and ruiei'.

The fore-arra, the cubit ; also

p'j' includes the whole limb ; the

p'J' shoulder or leg of an animal

when butchei'ed; the strength

of the ar.n ; to stretcli out the ana

with power.

^ ]
the whole .inn.

:^ ] a leg of mutton.

Btrcti'hed out the Una moun-

tains.

p'r.

^ ~ ] ;^ "jj lend us a haiid.

arm to talk with him ; a bnt-

ton-liclder.

^ ]
to bare the arms.

^ ]
long arras ; the Chinese

speak of a country of such peo-

ple, probably confounding them

with the gibbon of Borneo.

In Cantoiiete. To decant.

1 5'J fn P^"'" '' °^ clear.

Not the same as j i^ a creel.

A round withe or ring on
^" which to place a boiler to

keep it upright, called^ [g
' the boiler ring.

ja ] a wheel which cannot revolve.

ti£' 'l
The first is a synonym of

the second in its meaning of

to harness a horse, to make ^
bim ready to caiTy bis load

;

but the latter is also read

/(tA, denoting a rest in front

P'l.

of a carriage, which was anciently

placed so as to allow tlie ridei' to

lean forward.

I fji^
a partition box to contain

arrows.

] ^j to harness a horse.

] ^ to saddle a donkey.

Also read niiA,

To look straight ahead
;

looking angrily ; humbled

or feeling ashamed.

RS JS 1
if yo"'' eyes are

tired you must look more ear-

nest! v.

m
pt'

J5S.'WOT

pi'

Originally from yi^ threat under

three § eyes.

Great and robust; fr) be

elated, but not by drink

;

angry at.

] :3" 4* IS [til*' people are]

angry at you in the Middle

Kingdom, — and it reaches

even to the demons' region.s.

Old sounds, p'i, p'ai, p'ei, p'it, p'ik, bit, and t.-.t. 7« Canton, p'i and p'ei ;
— in Swaiow, j/i, pi, p'iie, and pai ;

— in Amot/,

p'i and pi ;— in I'uhchau, p'i, pi, pi, <ui(Zp'ie ;
— in Slanghui, p'i, 1>1, and p6 ;— in Chifu, p'i.

k^ From hand and skin as the pho-

netic ; iike the next.m
To open, to spread out; lo

unroll, as a scroll ; to break,

as clouds ; to uncover ; to

rive ; to throw on, as a cloak ; to

oppose ; sleazy ; disheveled.

I ^ to throw on a rain-cloak.

] ^ hair is disarranged, i. e. not

braided.

I |jfj
to open, as by splitting.

] ^ a cuirassier; the cavalry.

;^ J a chair-cover ; a tidy.

] ^ to look at a book ; to make
running comments.

1 M ^ ^ I" t'loak one's self

with tlie stars, and wear the

moon
;
— to travel by night.

I ^ to open out, as a map
or letter.

1 \% to wave, as a flag.

!^ "If* 1 JH tlie army was tno-

roughly demoralized.

] IT M flfl ^ ^^'" oi"®" ™y h^'^''

and let the gall ooze out, — to

prove my sincerity.

^ S'! 1 i^ ** complete suit or

oiitlit of clothes.

I ^ a graduate's wide capd

Used with the last.

To spread out, to expand, as

,;>'( wings; outspread wuigs.

From knife and skin; the second

form is uncommon.

" To peel, to pare off the skin

;

to trim with an ax ; to di-

vide into parts.

] ;^ to peel an orange.

] ^ ^ to trim the nails.

\ §1j to scrape or shave off.

] ^ to split tip splints.

5^ ]
cracked open by the wind.

Both of these are unauthorized

characters.

> Dissatisfaction and contempt;

begone, get out I

1 -^i^i^beofflyou
talk too vilely I

A large needle or bodkin
;

a knife like a poniard or

bowie-knife.

) ^ a sail needle.

^\MM guards who wear

swordit

The fluttering of banners in I

the wind is
j(j5k jK 1 ^

alluding to the difficulty of

reading their inscriptions.

d"
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From hand and to compare^ or

c/ear ; the second form is the

oldest and least used.

To cuff with the back of the

hand ; to push from one ; to

pare, to [)eel ; to revise, to

criticise ; to assist ; to reply

officiully to an inferior ; to give a

decision or order to subordinates
;

to jwst a judgment, as is done at

the door of the office ; notice or re-

port of a case ; to lease ; a charter-

party, a lease; a gloss, a criticism.

] ?|| to assent to a petition.

I [11 an official reply, as to a

l^tition.

1 jji to publish a case.

^ I
notes in red ink.

] ^ to finally decide a ca.se.

I g^ a lease fee of a month's

rent in advance. {Cantonese.)

] ^ a lease of a house.

^1 4* fiJ* ^ "^"^ guess what

you've been at.

^ I
to take a lease of.

] B^ to comment on.

^ ]
to make a contract

] ^ criticisms ; to censure.

•? 1 ift ^K slapped him on the

cheeks.

^ I
side notes ; apostills.

1 5i ^^ reverse the decision of a

lower court.

^ LL S'J^ tassels or fringes put on

('PJ-L fl**gs ) * scolloped border

;

,/)'i sleazy silk ; silk that is spoil-

ed or rotted.

1 1^ faulty ; deficient, as a cha-

racter.

M The rent on land paid in

kind by dividing the crop

,pi with tho landlord ; an in-

come from fields ; one says,

the culms of grain.

An ore of arsenic.

] ^ realgar or tho red

sulphuret of arsenic ; it is

applied to ulcers.

] fg arsenic.

Wrong, mistaken ; erroneous.

From bodi/ and airily.

The vagina.

^f ] the vulva or female

organs.
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From wood and eqtia/ ; occurs in-

terchanged with i^ a fine comb.

, //! A fruit, the j'if'o or beiva \

:}.2, the Chinese medlar (Krin-

bo/ri/(Cjfi/jo)iwit)^ca.\\ed loquat J^ jj^

at Canton ; a prong or fork to lift

sacrificial victims out of the boiler.

1 |G tfB ^ barrel, which a little

resembles this fruit. {Canton-

ese.)

A musical instrument, the

I ^ Chinese guitar or viol

;

its shape often serves for an

illustration-

j g 1^ a louse, from its shape

1

e.

^- S/j? a species of ray. {Rliina

anciiloftoma.)

SS (used for ^ ^g) to push and

when thrumming thepull, as

guitar.

Q ?A IS \.^^^ "°^^ plays] ber

viol on the other arm ;
— said of

a widow married again.

P'rom i\\e fontanelle and Jt
/»/."e, and meant originally the na-

vel ; the second foj-nis are alter-

ed from it, and in common use.

Contiguous, as fields ; kind,

liberal ; substantial
;
grieved

;

to assist ; manifest.

] j^ conterminous.

^ ] a girdle of rhinoceros hide.

^ ]
flattering, cringing ; supple,

pliant, as in making obeisances.

] p^ an old name of Chang-cheu

fu in the the south of Kiangsn.

I .^ ^ a Budhist term for /jisa-

chci, a class of vampire demons.

1 i^ P^ ('• '' Wesamuna ov Vai-

sramana.) a king of demons, who
has a yellow color, and guards

tho north ; ho is v/orsMpccl as

the god of wealth ii many parts

of China. ..

*

M Broken wheat boiled and

c^liy dried is
| ^ ; it is used for

5
//i provisions on a journey.

a Interchanged with the ne.xt.

A thorny kind of niaUaceous

^p'i plant, the ) ^ or
jJJ which

may be allied to the Sida ; to

shade, to protect.

iit i"*l

s/'!

moth in furs.

a sort of large black

ant
; a reddish flower like the

Hibiscus, for which the last

is better.

sP'

Sometimes used for the hi-t.

A tick or louse, called ^ )

which infests cattle ; the

seeds of the castor-oil plant

are likened to it.

jig ] shrimp's eggs or young..

Derived from 5t 'I'" '"""' "'"1P
liodif contracted above it ; it is

th-j 107th radical of a natural

yronp of characters denoting the

C'.)lors and uses of skins.

The skin on the body, or when
undressed ; leather ; furs ; a sur-

face ; bark, peel ; a cover, a wrap-

per; the case around goods, the

tare ; a quartering in gambling
;

coated ; reputation, character ; to

cover, as skin does.

1 ^ ''is skin.

1 Ko-- 1
:^furs.

] 1^ the skin of a fur.

/P M H 1
regardless of one's

good name.

1^ I jj a tanner's shop.

jjy j •^ a clear complexion.

^ij
I

to flay ; to unwrap a oac3 .

(^ I
not including the case.

• \ \
{'*• wily, seductive

;
pander-

ing to another's whims.

1 Wi ^ '^"'' garment without a lin-

ing.

^ ]
regardless of reproof.

IJ ;f ^ ] ho did not ht tha

target.
""

] f^ tallow from tho taJIow tre&

1 S ®&SS coated with Umo.
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^ 1 ^ }fe
the extreme end, the

frontier.

IJ -^ 1 S lie '»'« shuffled oft'

this skill hag— or mortal coil.

H; ] a hlunt disposition.

^ ] ]^ a great reputation,

j ^ region of the heart.

] ;jg' the external air, dress, or

style.

S 1 iS -^ * dead-skin face

;

I. e. brazen-faced effrontery.

From sickness and skin as the

phonetic.

„, Lassitude, fatigue; loss of

strength.

j f^ tired out

1 W- life
wearisome and difficult

duties, said of an official post.

^ '[^
] ^ although we are

ashamed at onr weakness.

]
B| a jaded horse.

] ^ an exhausted population.

] j^ remiss, obstinate ; lazy and

reckless, as in discharging offi-

cial duties.

j

tlj^ The spleen, which lying near

c n2E» the stomach, assists to digest

iP^

near

igest

the food, and is supposed

to open into the heart ; it

belongs to earth ; the digestion
;

the temper ; the whimsies of a

character ; to stop.

] ^ the stomach.

] j^ languid, feeble.

^ ] cells of a bee's comb.

] ^ the ruling desire ; the^tem-

per, disposition.

iH I ^ ^ to clear the Btomacb,

as by an emetic.

»P''

I

Yt 1^ Used for the last

t/J^Q The manyplus or stomach of

a ruminant animal ; the navel

in man, which is supjwsed to

communicate through the mammae

;

substantial, important.

I ^ tripe.

1 fl? entrails of birds ; the latter

character refers to the gizzard

particidarly.

y'

A savage feline beast or
] ^

resembling a leopard, refer-

red to Liaotung ; it is some-

times pictured on flags ; the

ground color is nearly white, and

therefore others describe it as like

the next.

iO JJu iU I
^^® tigers and leo-

pards.

Ji'i ^ 1 ife
presenting his leo-

pard skins.

mm 1 KJCW IS :^ gather the

legions of your fierce soldiers.

From h1 J'':ed contracted and ^
. — a bear.

iP'i A species of bear spotted

white and black, found in

olden times in northern Cbuia,

and now driven into the mountain

ranges of Sz'ch'uen and Koko-nor

;

it is described as having a long

head, is high on its legs, and so

strong as to pull up trees ; there

are the yellow spotted and red

spotted kinds with white lines ; it

is fiercer than the bear. This

animal is probably the Ailuropiis

vielaiioleucus of David, an animal

akin to an Ursus, recently found in

the mountains of Sz'ch'uen ; it has

black head and feet, and the body
is spotted white and black.Mm 1 ^^i#^ [dreams

of] brown and spotted bears

are auspicious of sons.

:fr A i i^ 1 1 ^ m the

sons of boatmen wear robes of

the mottled be^f.

m 1%
s/'"

a rough country.

j^ 1 the base of a hill, or its

foundation ; — a simile for

security.

Small, said of caps or mitres ;

c !'+* inferior ; beneficial ; to assist,

J
pH to supply ; to reinforce, to be

pe'i * useful ; to give over to ; to

permit, to enable.

izi^ 1 M°^ great advantage.

I $§ to second, to support.

P'l.

] ^ an assistant or brigadier-

general.

] P^ to grant to.

I ;^ a little crown.

%'
] ^ fa ^ what aids in

the government.

|t^ A parapet with embrasures
;

c| "^^ to add a breastwork, or build

J
p^i a wall higher.

^ ]
the battlements.

^ ] to mount the walls.

^ I
one who guards the walls.

M'i
,ike the lust. .'

A low wall ; a plat of a

j//i hundred men; Hberal, ge-

nerous in feeling ; to add to,

to augment ; to be attached to.

1 iA a parajjet.

] W ^ i, shallow seas surround

— tlie Island.

^^ "
1 Ji ^ i» nianaging

tlie affairs of the state, all adds

to my advantage.

itUi^ I t& + ^ near the

low wall wa.s a bamboo hedge

and gigantic wu-tuny trees.

R'.'ad p<?l ' A low, damp place.

)^ ^ ^ j firs do not grow in

low marshy lands.

^^ A drum used on horseback,

c-B^ and beaten in battle near the

j/j'i general; to drum.

) ^ drum lused by mum-
mers.

flE 1 ii M the rolling drums

made the earth itself move.

m

To pair, to match ; equal,

paired, matched.

) ^ the two are alike pret-

ty.

An old town,
| ^ in the

Tsin ^ state, somewhere

in the southwest of Shansi.

] 10. a district in Sz'ch'uen

lying nortli of the capital.

I
'^ iS spurits from this district

which are put up in bamboos.
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I*

Pliant, limber ; having no

vigor.

1 II ^veak.

]~K
J Jfj- ^ 1 my bofly has no

iP'i tl'.ength.

In Cantonese. To lean against

;

to crowd, to press upon.

]
-

]
'
n]» it is rather crowding

u]X)n one.

1
' i^ Jik P'isbed it to the ground.

torted and twisted ; said

B IJC < f n limb.

'Hi
'p'i

-3t 'X SK. 1
i»« style is

obscure and involved.

Ti ) take leave of ; ugly.

Y/ A 1 ^ •* woman made
to leave her husband.

] \^ plain, as a woman.

A crack in wood ; to split,

as wood does in dry weather.

ft -J* 1 T •'I'" bamboo
b:is split.

'P'

A stoppage or constipation
;

a siitcb in the side, palpita-

tioii or sudden fainting.

1 i^ indigestion.

] j(^ marasmus, general debility.

I
Ml a swelling from olistructed

bowels.

1 H rebels or marauders who

interfere with the communica-

tion ; oUstructives, disturbera

^ ^ 1
""*' '"'1^'' thinks only of

gain ; a miser.

f |-!^ To regulate ; to prepare for

/^\^ presentation or for use ; to

'ji'i hand up.

C _t,—I From earth and self; it looks very

^Ij similar to s» JQ a fridge.

';)'( A bank broken in ; destroy-

ed, subverted, as from some

internal cause
;

prostrated, as a

wall.

^ ] overthrown
;
tumbled down,

as a ruined wall.

] ^ spent lavishly ; mined.

3/j ^ 1 W 1'" resisted my orders

in opposition to the feelings of

the people.

Used with the next.

1

*4^ A fierce animal, the | Jp
'p'i allied probably to the tapir

;

it is applied to a prison, and

its savage looking head is drawn

over the doors of prisons.

p^i^

Superseded bv the lust.

A place for confining prison-

'j)'i ers; a lockup.

f*'7* Great ;' name of a high officer

pi. in the Wu ^ state, meu-
'j)H tioned in history.

JH^fej From wordx and cliief.

To compare, to illustrate ; to

make a thing understood ; a

simile, a comparison, a par-

able ; if, suppose.

1 ISi? or ] ^ for instance.

5X 1 /J> jg! the comparison is not

far-fetched.

] ^ if ; like as.

1 M ^ a" ™y warnings are

good.

1 ISt Jfr S I '^"i ''1^'' * l^oat adrift.

] ^ ^% incomparable.

;^ I
I do not fully understand it.

m:

pH->

The second and obsolete form
indicates the meanmg more than
the first.

To break wind.

Jj; I
to fart.

M. ] MWt what stuff he

talks ; said in contempt.

] gg the buttocks.

Old somtda, pio awrf pot. /n Caiilon, piu ;
— in Swatow, pier and p'io ; — «'a Amoy^ piao and p'iao j

—
in FuJicliau, pin ;

— in Shanghai, pio ;
— «« Chifu, piao.

From wood and soaring ; it is

interchanged with its primitive.

,
piao The topmost branch, the op-

posite of the root ; a signal,

a flag or banner, used as a mark-

ing-flag ; the troops nnder one

banner, ;v corps ; a spear ; a sign-

board, ticket, or card ; a warrant

;

to make a signal ; to put up a

notice ; (o write, to inscribe in
;

to appear, to exhibit ; to rise

;

Lest, fine, beantifiJ.

iil ^ 1 ^ to sen'e as an aim or

example.

I ]^ to exhibit, or raise a flag.

tflt 1
t" P"t '^^^ * signal

I i^ 5^ i?^ to put up a notice.

] ^ the finest flour.

1 W^ very pretty, attractive.

H ^ ] ig to have one's name

in the list of graduates.

5 'fS 1 i$ t'' help each other;

log-rolling.

^ I
a stiletto, a dagger.

|§ ]
to swagger, to bully, to act

the swashbuckler.

fjf ]
to sell the tickets.

^ ] to get the highest prize.

^ ]
to draw the lottery.

J!J I
the governor's flag ; his

body-guard, his troops.

I j^ to record.

From ^ long and ^ pelage ;

it forms the 190th radical of

characters relating to human
hair.

Locks hanging down ; bushy

hair.

^ ] flowing locks ; — met. a

damsel.

5^K 1 1 '°°S '"^'1 g'isly locks.

fPiao
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From ^ (her nnd ^ Jire, or

I CJTiiT *P'"''5 "i'"S "bout.

fPi('0 Described as a sjjecies of one

lionieJ deer or unicorn, but

Is probably tbo < j/no ]j^ or s[)otted

deer ; to boe <ip weeds ; feathers

cbaiiging color, as in winter.

,!jfj -^ ] ] tbe mailed war-borses

looked so martial.

Hf' ^. ^ 1
P'llling "P the many

weeds.

J^tA^ Usel witli (lie last in tlie sense

^B£ "*' weeding.

,
piao To boe fields, to clear them

of weeds.

Read jwo. Empty grain, un-

filled seeds.

m People i>assing and repass-

ing ; a group, a company.

jruo ^ A ] 1
the people are

going and coming in crowds.

,;Jiao

Three doge scampering here

and there : spiral, whirling.

(P'''" 1 M ^ M ^ violent storm

of wind and rain.

1 More correct forms of the last.

A Strong whirlwind.

norther suddenly arose.

^ 1 IS il the wintry

gust shook the wall.

Read p'o/i^ A crowd of things.

1 1 # i^ «'i'l of '"^ thick fiight

of arrows, as at a battue.

] ]
fluttering, falUng down, as a

wounded bird.

B^f
Fat, gross ; very corpulent.

^ m] obese.

fPiao ^ ]
thick fat, layers of fat

^ ] a long strip of fat ; to

gain tlesh.

J^ ] very plump ; in good case.

^ 1
»'>d ± ]

to fall off in

flesh, and to flesh up.

PIAO.

I\i^^-
A streamer of silk tied to

, fyffi the top of the staff ; a pen-

jPJrto iiant above a flag.

An ornamented bit ; the

trappings on a bridle.

tPioo Ij^iU ] be reined in his

bridle.

IBm^ \ 1 « team of

fat borsis.

I
Sleet and rain falling fast.

cr!&s MSI 1 £ fli r^'

jmo tlie. snow tails abundantly,

but -when it feels the sun it

will melt.

Water flowing.

1 ^ 4b ^ the rippling

pond ran to the north.

] J^ a noted jwol h) Shensi.

From ^ drens and ^ hair

contracted, because skins are

worn with the hair ontside ; oc-

curs used for j™ a signal.
'piao

ex-

the

The tipper garments
;

terior, outer ; the borders

;

carriage of a person ; an externa]

manifestation ; to make known ; a

guide, a signal ; statement presented

to emperor ; a permit or manifest.

I ^ relatives of a different sur-

name from one's own.

—
I A ;^' altogether he looks

the clever man.

I ^ coat and lining ; outside

and inside.

1 S in "* ^^ heart and hand
are the same ; wholly sincere.

] 5Zi ^ maternal cousins.

a
stranger ! Sir.

flip M I
* ^^'^tch.

] m o''
I 3^ to make known;

to show through,— as at a hole.

W. 1 t^ ^ let an honorary gate-

way be erected to show bis

merit

1 ^ ^ represented it plainly.

1 "n or ^ ]
a term of address,

PIAO.

I ] ^ noted people ; renowned

personages.

] ^ a memorial ; a prayer burn-

ed before an idol.

] ^ ^ 3^ to send a minute or

memorial to the throne.

I ^ reraarkablo beyond others.

^ ] J^ a high peak ; — a geo-

niantic term.

1^ ^ 1
'— 1 l^ermit me to

make a, statement of it

Jif' 1 ]Id ffi :2: 't will surely

come to light at last

M- ] "i >IJ ^ now disclose my
earnest feelings.

•p J
not to speak of it any fur-

ther, as in a narrative.

t
'piao

^piao

mi
'piao

ptao

A prostitute.

1 ? o"" ^ 1 » public wo-

man.

1 ? 31 60 yo" ison of a

whore I

A peak rising high abore

others on the ridge.

^ S ^ * 1 the light

cloud capped the high peak.

To see carefully, to examine.

] "JT — Dfi I have taken

a look at it

To distribute.

] ^ dispersed, scattered.

1 ij& to give and send away,

as to beggars.

I;

A neckcloth, a kind of com-

forter or wrapper ; to mount

'piao maps or scrolls ; to paste on
;

to line, a.s a pictura

] ^U * picture-framer's shop.

I 1^ to pa.ste paper together.

1 i^ l£ one who papers rooms.

> A kmd of sedge grass, of

»»»* which mats for awnings and

'piao sandals can be made ; it is

perhaps aUied to a Scirpua.
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Old sounds, p'io, p'ot, bio, and bot.

in Fuhchau,

From wind and soariiii/ ; inter-

chaiiffed with the next.

j)^iao A spiral gust of wind ; noise

of tha wind ; swayed, whirled

or rocked by tbo wind ; a

whirlwind
;

graceful, easy manner,

like a fairy
;
projecting, as eaves.

1 ^ to rock, as a boat ; rolling,

nnlixed.

j^ ^ 1 SI ''<> 's 1'''^ ^ violent

wind.

] ^ leaves fallen from the trees
;

deserted, roaming, as a stranger.

1 M ^ ^ the wind is very blus-

1 i^ M ^ a deserted spot.

JPI, ] blown about by the wind.

^ ]
of no great weight ; light,

as a gauze dress.

^ blown down.

1 ^ fllj
^'^"^ motion is flow-

ing as a fairy's.

I.* W.^S i, M ws
spirit rose like a floating cloud.

Hj)
moved ; fluttering, us a flag.

In Canton, p'iu ;
— in Swatow, p'io, p'ie, and pie ; — in Amoy, p'iao and piao ;

p'iu and p'^u ;
— in Shanrjliai, p'io ; t- in Chifu, p'iao.

1

1 "(^ i^ M ''' ''^ined excessively.

k/^fi
Similar to and used witli tlie last.

~^' To float ; to dril't ; to be

5
phao moved, as by the waves

;

cold, bleak.

I }i& i£ iiS ''' travel over all the

countiy.

1 ^ or
] J^ to \oyage ; to come

over the seas.

I ^ /^ white shirtings.

Hi M ^ 1 J$ tossi-d about in the

wind and rain, as a nest.

1 ^ M ? * floating wave.;—
i- e. a dissipated vagabond.

J ]
soaring high.

Read p^iao' To bleach.

1 ^ !H ^ to whiten grass-cloth.

] li^ to bleach in the sim.

1 '^ M & to take out the color.

1 ^ ^ bleached > ery white.

A bird molting.

1^ )
a sea-bird resembling

the tern, which follows the

ebb and flow of the tida

1 a bird skhuming over the

water.

Name of a god who dwells

in one of the stars of Ursa

Major.

A carriage rushing wildly

along ; lawless, irregular.

] 1^ to sing songs.

%^ \ ^ not the lawless

rushing of a car.

From mefal and to soar ; it is

sometimes wrongly used for ^^
a watch.

i
p'iao

The ornamented mouth of a

scabbard, covered with copijer ; the

iX)int of a sword.

] $^ an iron-pointed spear.

Light, trifling ; flirting with,

wanton ; lewd ; a man given

^p'!ao to lewdness, to follow wo
men.

I § a fornicator.

^ ' ] lecherous.

] ^ a bagnio.

1 ^ ? ^ wlioremocger.

i^^Jtfk vessel

alabash ; or a drinking

essel made from it ; a gourd

^p'^iao ladle.

Uli 1 a cocoa-nut dipper.

—
] t)^

I I'ave only a gourdful

to drink.

^ 1 ft^ ^ [yo" will ^e re-

duced] to tlie fate of holding a

dipper, — if you are so idle.

(^f A chrysalis.

i^> ^ 1 tH '* chrysalis having

^p'iao a woolly envelop, like that of

tlie mantis.

^ 1 it a cuttle-fish bone.

^>*t From plants and floating as tho

,7ra. phonetic.

'pHao Small water-plants, like tha

Lemma or Pistia, floating on

fish-ponds.

^^ ] duckweed.

I ^ water moss.

To look askance or crosseyed;

one eye diseased or gone;
'j/iao small eyes.

] Pj!?
to see indistinctly.

'HW '^^'^ '^""^** '^^ * bullock or

fj'Tfi other quadrqied.

'/wo ] fl£ fat sides.

^-rUl| Interchanged with cpiito ^ to

j/iao To lay tho hand on the

heart ; to strike, to knock
down ; to fall, to throw down

;

to Iieavo away, to push oflF; tLo

pouit of a sword.

I ^ to signalize with a flag.

1 tij PI ^h sl'ow him out of the

door.

1 '^ ,^ T '^'^'"w it down.

1 W #? 'I'c plums have fallen.

^ ^? W I
awaking I beat my

breast with pain.

Eead ^picto. Defined by some
to issue a public notice ; to record.

Blue or greenish silk; an

|»?I>
azure or cerulean color ; a

fp'iao limpid tint; a .somi-trausija-

rent hue.

1 ]
buoyant ; rising and sailing

away like a phcenix.

^ ]
clear topaz color.

^ I
a pure leek gieen.

] ^ a clear white.

i p floating away, like a balloon;

vague and doubtful.

&^, ] W> FbI soared away into

the vast empyrean.
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J3, Clear limpid spirits.

1
p'MO

'pHao

From bad or jra»« and to hatch.

, To die of hunger ; trees oi

shrubs shriveled and dying

If W S^ 1
fie famished

dead lay in the wilderness.

w
p'iao'

Used with t]^ when meaning to

EB bleach.

j> !«y To molt ; to change color, as

feathers do when the bird

molts ; to whiten.

•^ 1 '^ when the birds are molt-

ing, — don't eat them.

From 4j\ to manifest and gS
west, but originally composed of

y^ fire below a character mean-
iuft to remove ; interchanged with

,^ a signal.

To rise swiftly like fire ; to

make a signal with fire ; scintillat-

ing, light, waving ; a mittinms, a

warrant ; a bill ; a ticket ; a certi-

ficate ; an evidence of authority
;

occurs in the sense of a job or

transaction.

Jf{ I
to issue an official summons,

as a {^ ] or subpiena, a ^ ]

policemau's warrant, or other

kind of orders.

P'lAO.

^ ]
pawn-tickets.

^ 1 or ] ^ a bank-Mil.

^ ] to give in tenders.

] ^ a wallet, a pocket-book.

] ^ a bribe to policemen.

^ ]
to renew a pawn-ticket.

M ){$ 1 * ship's clearance.

ij^ ] a dispatch sent in great

haste.

^ I ^ an exchange bank.

^ ] to issue bills ; to send a

warrant.

^ ] to exchange bank-bills for

other bills, and not for cash.

1^ j a pass^wrt ; a pass to cross

the lines.

^ I
a draft for money.

^ ] to transact banking business

M'
A small bell which emits an

acute sound ; to strike, to

p'law pierce, to stab ; to puncture
;

to rob; to cut off; swift,

alert.

1 It a spear.

1 \% to rob and kilL

^ I
or

] ^ nimble, like soldiers

"aatfLJ Like the last.

To seize by violence, k) rob
;

to plunder or take forcibly.

m
p^iao'

^pieh

part,

Old sounds, pit and bit. Jn Canton,

in Fnhchau.

From jj huiff and ^ In Hiles,

but the last is here a contractii ii

of 'kma ipj to scrape bone.s clean.

To separate, to divide ; to

to distinguish ; to leave, to

go off, to recede from ; different,

another ; unlike ; a separation, a

parting ; besides, moreover.

^ 1 :^ ^^ to discriminate the

merits of the case

^ I
to announce one's leaving

] ^ after we parted.

^ ] to see one to his chair.

pit ; — in Siautviv, pit, piet, <iiitl pi :

pek — in Shantfhai, pib and bih j
-

] ^^ another ; different.

] J^ another man-

I f-§ said something else.

^ I
to discuss the points of a

([ueslion.

^ ^ W 1
"'"^ sexes are sepa-

riileil by proprieties.

^]^ 1 a short absence,

1^ 1 H ^ we have long been

separated.

] f ^ ^ in some other way
he will do great injury.

PIEH.

gf^i To paint, to adorn, to orna-

7fi/ ment.

p^iao' ]
I

havuig tassels, orna-

ments.

*> Light, airy ; volatile, giddy

;

1^1^ careless of propriety,

P iao 1 ^ guileful, rude, artful.

._ 1^ 1 K impertinent

and proud.

jlS 1 TR) _t ?! '•'« smoke floats

away into the sky.

Uluj; To drv things in the sun.

"^
1 PJ to dry cri.«p.

A fleet and brave horse ; a

white tailed horse or cream-

p'iao^ colored.

I ^ a cavalry officer.

I
S a valiant horseman.

— 1 ^ I* Hi a '^''1>' of ''orse

suddenly rushed out.

j ^ a name given in the T'ang

dyn.osty to the eastern part of

Burmah.

^fffi ' J'he air-bladder of fishes

;

^7J^ the part from w hich glue is

p'ni'/ made,

1 )jf fish-glne.

ffi^ ]
the sluae on eels and other

fishes.

— in A may, piat and p'iat ;
—

•« t'lii/u^ pie.

^ ^ I
no great difference.

] ^ to leave office or literary

pursuits.

l6^ 1 ^ :$b ^ '^ su|)crficial

scholar, one who only knows a

character to be some other one.

{S/iaiiy/uii.)

1 W 5c ilk 'i®'"® isqui'« another

sort of life.

] 1^ to alter one's views.

I Ho |g ;^ to speak of them se-

parately.
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they all look imicli alike, tlieir

qualities (or tlispositioiis) arc

much unlike.

1 1 fi^ ^'^^ few such, unique.

In Pekingese. A negative, not,

ilo not ; equi\'alent to a contraction

of ;f g. ; as -flj; 1 ^ ^ don't

interfere with rue.

of this kind.

1 ^ ^ tlo"'t' get ^''Sry.

1 Bfi 7^ ^^""'t- stand in the sun.

Pi.
From words .iiul to divide ;i? the

plionelic.

To discriminate cause and

effect ; to analyze a thing to

neck its origin ; to search out

the hidden.

ifi 3 I^ 1% t-o scan the luck

of a place, and learn its oi)en

and secret things.

Ordinary, as ] \^, denoting

that one's garments are nei-

jiie ther very line, nor yet despi-

cable or shabby.

JGpty- Name of a great mart which

^ih*^ ) formerly lay north of Micn-

jno yang clieu jsg }^ % in the

south of Ilupeb, not far from

the Yangtsz' River; Hankow has

since superseded it.

it
A hasty temper ; vicious,

irascible ; sad, mournful.

] "j^ nervous, hasty.

^ ]
wicked.

1 Wi m % an irritable

temper and snappish maiuier.

] 'lli
vexed, annoyed ; unwilling

to do.

] p^ melancholy, mournful.

An ulcer or tumor which has

J l.egun to suppurate.

J>e j^ j
-7- a urinal.

1 3^ - Hi f ^ ft to

(lieri.sh one's griefs in silence.

{Pekingese.)

^» To strike or knock down, as

) in play ; to brash away.

P a/ 'J'o kick at as in playing foot-

Icr* > ^""' o'' "> tte game of kick-

pi'> iiig iron balLs.

] S^ to kick, as at a ball.

I ?A ^ glittering gem on a sword

J-Jdi > of state ; an ornament on the

]v ' end of the sheath.

^ J$ 5^ 1
-I baton and its base

;

seen in the hands of idols.

From /Olid or Jish and ^^ to

kotible. contracted, uUudiiig to

> it.s gait on laud.

A turtle, which the Chinese

suppose hears with its eyes
;

also called ^ jS^ the lumjv

fish ; a term for all marine

Chclonia', but seems particularly to

denote those with smooth shells like

the Emys.

JBI 1
<"* bloodsucker.

^ 1 a brown, si.x-legged insect,

about an inch long, resembling

the sow-bug.

"^^'iif 1
'^ **** turtle.

] A lishornien.

] g eonstel. of Corona Anstralis.

;i(f §ri ^^ 1
^iso a shrimp to hook

a Imtlc; give Jiim a present lo

get liis good-will.

j@ I
a winc-botlle, flat and shaj)-

ed like a pawner's flask.

1 the ur.opened fronds of

brake.
m

] ^ shell of an Emys.

j|^ ] a turtle without feet and

unablo to retract its head
;

perhaps tho diodon is really

meant.

^ y -f" seeds of a sort of squash

(Muricia cochinchinensis), used

medicinally.

A species of pheasant called

FJ 1 ¥kj "'tich is a variety

of the golden phca.sdnt, but

smaller in size ; it is said to

like to see itself in the water; other

names are |^ ^ variegateil fowl,

^ H golden fowl, and ^ ^ the

adorned fowl.

I ^ a kind of ancient crown

with these birds drawn on it,

because they were plucky.

,' Feeble and unable to fly

;

3 shriveled, blasted, as grain ;

empty, limp, as a dry hose

;

dried up, for which the next

is better.

M 1 >& nothing but a skin.

] dried and withered.

] distorted, not straight.

^ ^ emptied, as a bag.

[^ ^ one who has no teeth,

and his cheeks have fallen in.

'picfi

^

To dry in the sun ; applied

I
) to fruits and vegetables.

'pick ^ 1 ^ ^ dried grains,

raisins.

13 ^ fifi It 1 7 ^IJ" i-abbages

are dried enough.

Tho seams or fringe on a

i man's cap ; a pad for the

jn ' knees ; to stop ; a badge or

ribbon tied to tho ^ or

jado batons of ofiSce carried by
princes.
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^Oid sound Dit. In Canton, p'it ;
— in Swatow, bua and pua ; — »« Atnoy, p'iat ; — »n Fuhchau, p'iek ; —
in SImnyhai, p'ih ;

— in Chifu, p'ie.

is employed as the 4th radical of a

few common characters.

,
pHeh

To tap, to strike ; to brush

off, to wijje ; to skim off ; to

divide ; to lead
;

gently,

somewhat ; a down-stroke or

dash to the left in writing

;

iwrheturic, the figure of pre-

tention, or pretending to pass over
;

a cLossifier of mustaches.

M 1 ^ "F 'niistache with points.

1 M A ^ '^ dash of rain drove

in, as al the window.

] ^ to set aside, to push away,

to end a matter.

^ :g3: ] gj; do things promptly.

1 )^ BM t-o '^"''11 the horse's

head.

j J^ to leave off, as smoking.

— ] — ^^ one dash to the left,

one to the ri^t.

;,
,/mA

original form of the

e.xhibiting a stroke to

the left iu peumauship; it

Tlie

last.

Read j
'

the ground.

To reach down to

To pare off ; to cut.
^

'

—
]7J j PJ cleave them a-

part at one blow of the sword
;

Viet, settle the thing at once.

To lo<}k at slightly, to glance

at ; a nictitating membrane.

1 M. i"** '^**^ ''* ^'o'lt' of^ '

I m a momentary view of.

J
a hasty look at.

1

— ] ^ ^ a moment of time.

\
hth

To sport in the water ; bil-

liwy
;

pure ; to beat silk in

the water.

1
jjij light and brisk, like

da icing ripples.

Lame, halt, hobbling; to

, lean or walk on one foot

;

, i/ieh club-footed.

] J^ to limp, as in walking
;

others say to go round and round.

^^^ A species of large ant, the

^l^t=» 5 ] ^ of a reddish black hue.

^p'telt
1^ j

a newt or similar

small amphibia.

I J^ a small species of butterfly.

To be soon angry ; light,

tosty.

,^/'t'/i ) 1g irritated-

I ^ foolish, light-headed.

An niiautliorized character.

Iu Pekinijrse. A kind of bot-

e P "^^* tie, with alarge btlly and long

neck, used to hold spirits ; it

is sometimes made of paper, but

usually of pewter or porcelain.

FiEisr.
Old Bounds, picu, bien, pin, and bin. In Canton, pin ;— in Su atow, pien, p"i, md p'ien

;
—in Arnoy, plan and p'ian 5-

»,( Fuhchav, pieiig ;— » J Shanghai, pi" and bi"
;
— '" Chi/a, pien.

^l«e»

Fioin to 170 and obscurely seen ;

the contracted form is coramon.

A bank between fields ; an

edge, a margin ; on the bor-

der or side ; a place ; a

boundary.

1 |g the frontier.

] ^ beyond the frontier.

1 .^ ^t a frontier post.

1 fflj
or ^ 1

on the side.

] ^ to sit at the side.

] ;J^ a raised edge ; a rim.

^ ]
an embroidered or worked

border.

?E 1 ^ » milled dollar.

5^ j the horizon.

1^ ] §J that side, there.

:|[; ] un the north side.

||f ] an inlaid or veneered border.

^ ] at one's side ; hence ^ ] A
a companion, a concubine.

S'l Pfl 1 '" ^'ap^ To&is to make

hummers for a kite.

*J; I ^ a profile faca

^ ]
inside ; the inner face of.

] ^ the side mule in a cart.

Iu Cantonese. A distributive

particle ; where 1 which.

1 ^ S if wl>ich is the best ?

I
— ^ in what place?

1 % 2)5 ^^ 'lere did you get this ?

jte ^ ] ;^ don't go away ; I

(
pien

(
pteii

have liiit been anywhere.

t^ which province ?

A flat basket of fine splints

made like a dish with a rim,

to contain fruits offered in

worship.

I
\ the eunuch who brings in

this b.a.sket of fruit.

] S W 5S the baskets and

trenchers stand in rows.

The body bent ; squirming

or awry in any \vay.

1 IS ffi] fl whirling and

making antics, as mummers

do.
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^^5 Kroin silk and Jlat as the pho-

fW '"""
(

pk/i ^'^ connect with a cord ; a

ligature ; a line to join bam-
boo tablots together ; to ar-

range, as when preparing a book
;

to compose ; to twist, to plait
;

records, books.

^ ]
to edit a book.

I ^ annals, year-books, annual

registers.

] /^ to be enrolled ; to enlist.

] ^ fi reviser of books ;
— the

lowest rank of the Hanlin.

1 9i ^ M, ^° arrange marks or

letters in order.

] ^ to braid the hair.

I ?J|J to dispose things in a series.

1 i^ to brood over one's griefs.

] j^ to continue, to piece on.

tablets were worn out.

In PeLingese, apparently sub-

stituted for |g' by change of tone.

To deceive.

Pg ]
just a blind's man's story

;

it is all false.

= to trump up a story.
1 m

^pien

From insect and Jlat.

The bat
| Jg, also called

1|Ij

^ the fairy rat, ^ M fly-

ing mouse, 5c M. ^^V mouse,

and many other names.

iF^'«

From a hide and convenient ;

the old form, composed of /^
to enter and ^ * stroke, is

mors ideographic.

A whip ; a lash ; a cut or

stroke ofa whip ; to flog ; an

iron cudgel
;
penis of a horse.

tt 1 ;^ ^ it belongs to the

whip ;— ! e. an inferior business.

] ^ or ) ^ or
I ^ to chas-

tise, to whip with a rattan.

1 jj^ a walking-stick ; a whipstalk.

^ ]
a rattan scourge.

^ ]
an iron bludgeon.

^ 1 ^ ^ to drive a thing

through, to obey summarily.

J
pien

all

tCi-

—. 1 ^ ^ '^'^V iP. tlie light

is failing.

il| ]
or 1 •? a horsewhip.

] g ^ ^ that lash won't

reach him, though it is long.

5S ^ ^ 1
i 3m afraid he will

get ahead of me.

^^^ A bamboo sledge or car for

' '^^S* conveying earth.

[^y The bream {Alramis bra-

mula), of which one or two

species are much reared at

Canton ; the name includes

broad fishes of the carp family.

^ ffi ^Hi I
I "ever ex-

pected to get a fine bream

;

a fish by this name is found in

the River Han, which some-

times weighs 20 catties.

^ ) '^ a bream-shaped lantern.

T^u A. stone probe, used to punc-

r}tf^^ ture sores.

J
pien § j- ] acupuncture needles

;

to probe.

1 ^ to puncture and cauterize.

||A^ The hard skin on a laboring

(/Jyl" man's hands or feet ; loose

,
pien skin over a callosity ; cal-

lous, hard.

1 ^ !)R J£ horny hands and

tough feet.

From P door and ijtj'
s/i/ix.

A tablet hung over doors by
'pteii graduates, to denote their

rank ; flat, thin ; to flatten,

to crush flat ; low.

p ] to put up a tablet.

^ I ^ shoulder the flat stick,

to turn huckster and peddle.

W 1 W 'S ^ow thin is this slab

of stone.

Jg ] "J*
to press flat under foot,

m I
to flatten, as a dried fig.

Read ^p^ien, and used for |g
A skiff.

H — ^ ^ 1 :fr
to sail away

in a yawl no bigger than a leaf

pien

1 (

'pien

Like the last.

Flat, like a plate ; a slice ; a

board with an inscription.

^ — ^ I
to put up a,

tablet — over a door,

g or
){§ 1

'1 votive tablet.

From Iteart and Jint ; inter-

changed with the ne.xt.

Narrow-minded ; hasty, pe-

tulant.

1 ^ impertinent, irascible.

C^pi^ From dress and flat ; used with

'pien Uramped, contracted, nar-

row ; small, petty ; strait-

ened, as a territory.

^ ^ I ^ his mind is crabbed

and ignorant.

] >J» mean, scrimped.

I
>2i a craven, timid mind.

I piS low-lived and contracted.

] J*^
limited, j^tty, as views.

] M ^ ^ ^ ^'ttle side house or

f"/"^? To step on a horse-block

p/Hu when getting into a carriage.

'pien 3^K -^ I
a dangerous rapid

in the Han River near King-

m&n.

To parch paddy in order to

get out the kernel.

An herb found in Chihli,

the 1 ^ or
I fj", having

leaves like the oleander, with

small white flowers in the

axils of the leaves ; it runs over

the ground, and the young leaves

are boiled as greens ; it is the

I'oli/ffoniim hydropiper, or an allied

species, and known as f
j" ^S ^

bamboo-leaf greens.

A trailing bean (Pfuiseo/us

Itib/ab), also written ^ ^ ;

the seeds are like Lima
beans in shape, and con-

sidiJel as one of the best

kinds ; the second form is

seldom osed.

pien

pien
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From precious and wantinfj.

To censure, to detract, to

'jiiin disparage ; to diminish, to

abate ; to dismiss, to cJishier.

] f or j IS to degrade, to

humble, as an officer.

1 IP to disparage, to injure by

blaming.

] ^ to diminish.

^ 'fi ?L 1 ^^ ^^ liable to lose

our posts.

"^ i. \ ^=fnm one

word of his censure was sharper

than an axe.

] !g5 to deprive of dignities.

JIB K W ^ 1 ^^^^ goods are

not in the best condition ; or

they are injured.

*^^lfi
UseJ witli (^ to plait.

f* P^ To sew clothes, to make a
^""* seam; to lift up the dress.

<B^ The flank ; it is also applied

'pien
] ^ the ribs and flesh on

the side, taken together.

•) From Man and change ; q- il. to

alter one's inconvenient position.

men' To put at ease, to accord

with ; convenient, expedient,

opportune, advantageous; handy,

readily ; at hand ; accustomed to,

ready at ; as an adverb, then, so,

forthwith ;
just as ; thus ; that is.

Jg 1 to avail one's self of a good

chance ; to be convenient.

5^J ]
serviceable.

]
r^ suitable, fitting ; cheap, rea-

son.able.

^ I
ju-st and suitable.

^^ \ "M. ^°^ ®^y *"*^ *'*'"'

venient.

^ ]
tea is ready.

^ ] as you please, suit yourself,

wliLMi Villi like.

-fj \ that will be handy ; bene-

ficial
;
practical.

/jp ] unhandy, unattainable, in-

convenient, undesirable.

I ^ is just so, that is it.

] ^ at leisure, otiu)n.

1 4* ^ ^ ^^^ ^'^*^ '* inadvi-

sedly, blurted it out

^ I
I will be ready presently.

^ ^ I ^ money readily ex-

changed here; — a shop sign.

] "^ all right ; in its place ; con-

venient.

I ^ it will do.

M fl$ 1 T ^'^^'^ "'I^ i* ^ ready?

jS 1 M'J JS "^o it when occasion

serves you.

>]» ] to pass water.

^ 1 I* iO, 'lie bloody piles.

I |g at last, then it is thus.

] P^ a side door.

I 5K to lay aside one's robe.

] |g food at all hours.

1 1 M T> 11 M buy it if yon

like ; if not, then let it alone.

Read ji'ieii. To discuss, to

argue ; to describe.

1 1 S" *o talk of minutely, as

Confucius did.

] ;^ to curry favor by great re-

spect to one.

^ 1
^' one who seeks his own

ease or promotion.

I ** From r* *° divine, bat no ety-

I
' mology is given ; it resembles

pien'' '»"''> "K " V^-
Hurried ; to do a thing

smartly ; a law or rale of

action.

•Jij I
a great system of laws.

] g, an old name of Sz'-shui

hien fH JifCM 'O ^^^ south of

Shantung.

] ^ neat and alert.

JJ-*> To pat ; to clap the hands,

J P or beat, when keeping time

^iM with music.

1 ^ ^ rejoice at

1 jy >^ 115 to mark the stops by

clapping.

] ^ to encore and applaud the

players.

f1^'

,) T The second form is nnusnnl, and
also raesins the bright light of

^
the sun ; used with tlic last.

Delighted, joyous, pleiised.

pien- # ^ S^ 1 ''''PPy '" '^^

highest degree.

1 ^ S Ix yo" li'i^'e my sineer-

est wishes for your happiness.

;r1^
pien'

* A branch of the River Han
in Hupeh.

] ^ an old name for K'ai-

fung, the capital of Honan.

^ From ^ iirrid repeated, with

JJ hni/'e Iietween, to show tha

pien' bitterness of wrangling.

To cut asunder; to divide

or distinguish things or qualities
;

to dispute and discuss, so as to

learn the value of; to inquire into
;

supporting framework of a bed-

stead ; an ancient land measure,

one-ninth of a ^ or village lot.

] ^ to distinguish colors.

] -^ tc discriminate clearly.

^ 1 :S ^^ to separate the true

from the false.

7 1 flt IM lifi cannot tell the

true and counterfeit.

I S'J 1^ 'IS
to discriminate the

gootl from the cheap, the best

from the [xjor.

1 \^ to try the taste of

) From hiliir reiieateil, to denote

the .acrimony of a i1is|inte ; it is

an old form of the iie.xt, and is

pwn' now only used as a primitive.

Two criminals accusing each

other ; the passionate recrimina-

tions of ajigered men.

From nrriti recriminations and
icorils; it is analogous to the last.

l)ien' To dispute, to quarrel about,

to .irgue opinions; to criti-

cise ; to wrangle for a notion ; to

dispute a proposition ; to insinuate
;

artful, specious, sophisticated ; lo-

gomachy.

1 Si ''*' contradict

^ ]
to bicker.
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pieii'

1 ^% to debate.

"htkit 1 ^<> l**"^ ^""'^ ^"^

brow^^eat.

g2^ ]
to force a coiistrnction ; an

cx-parle argtiment.

either side.

] 1$ to cajole into a view of.

] B^ 1^ to show a matter clearly.

I jE 3^ iS to place a house in

its true position.

^ To plait, to braid ; to inter-

twine ; a cue.

^ ] or ^J ] to braid and

comb the cue.

@ ]
leave [some hair] for a cue.

^ J^ I
a loosely plaited cue.

1 ]|^ the hair left on the head.

1 ii ^ or 1 ){^ a false cue.

^ jg ] "fJ ^ °°rl the cue around

the head.

3^ 3^ 1 fi"^ silk braid, with

knots on it.

The muscle or flesh attached

to a tendon.

From j^ to hind and ^ a
stroke ; the contraction is much

' used.

To transform, to metamor-

phose ; to change ; a muta-

tion from one state of being

to another, or to the ori-

ginal condition ; a turn in affairs, a

fBvohition ; a calamity orjudgement

[*j; ]
to reform ; an alteration in

iilViiirs.

] jj accommodating, as a trim-

mer.

I i^ to alter one's view.s.

1 ^ to change, to alter thesub-

Mtanco of; to transmute.

jg I
to excite to revolt by op-

pression.

5^ ]
celestial phenomena.

^ ] a providential calamity.

j^ ] a change from expediency

or constraint.

1 W. 'o change countenance.

1 jiS ?i rules of legerdemain.

] ^ to change, as money.

S 5E 'I* 1 ^^' never change my-

views ; constant till death.

] "X ^ T '° retract one's word,

to deny a promise.

1 l8l
revolution in the state.

From to go or step anijint.

,
Everywhere ; the whole ; en-

tire ; to go around, to make
a circuit ; to pervade ; a visit

pien' or walk.

] ^ the whole body.

—• ] one visit

] I^W ^^ universally practice

your virtue.

1 1^ j^^ to travel to the ends

of the country.

;^ — I ^ recited the whole

book once.

] •||> to inform everybody.

iflH -

1 iife W W tl'c whole land looks

grccii, as in spring.

I -f" ^^ to visit all the tem-

ples.

•^^ A conical cap or bonnet of

_yf y deer skill or linen, worn in

pien' the Clieu dynasty; it was

close fitting, and r&sembled

the Pai-see turban, or a low miter

;

a kind of casque ; military officers

of a low grade
;
quick ; alanued,

hurried ; to wear a cap ; to clap

tho hands.

2!t ^ ^ 1
'ow civilians and

army officers.

':& ]
or ^ ]

the military cap

;

it is now disused.

IS iO 1 ^ regard [honors] as

no better than a hair cap.

fk^Wi 1
tlie whole multitude

clappetl their hands— in their

excitement.

] fr to go fast.

) From cave and warding.

To put a coffin into the grave.

pien?
^ ] ^ the things connected

with an interment.

S 1 it ^ ^ben the box was
Io^vered, he grasped the ax.

The original form rudely depicts
tlie five claws of a cat spread out
as if to seize prey ; it forms tlie

]()5tli radical of only a dozen
characters.

pirn'

\ -^

To disciiminate, to pai-t, to

sort out

Old soimds, p'in atid bin. In Canton, p'in and p'ing ;
— in Swatow, p'ien, pien, pin, and p"ia ;

— in Amot/, pian and p'ian ; —
in Fuhcliau, p'icng, p'eng, and pieng ;

— in Shanghai, p'i° and hi" ;
— in Chifit, p'ien.

Inclined to one side ; at or by

( l/ini the side ; deflected ; exces-

j)ien sive; a side; in pohto lan-

guage, by your help, as if

the speaker was at tha other's side

like a companion
;

partial, addict-

ed to, selfish ; hybrid ; bent on,

longing' for ; before verbs has the

force of must, will ; twenty-five cha-

riots ; fifty men ; one half.

57

] Wi & <& to have partialities;

favoring or disliking.

] ^Jt selfish private ends.

] ^ undue partiality.

1 ft willful, set in one'ff way.

] ^ a concubine.

^ 1 ^ ^ perfectly candid, no

favoritism.

—
I ;^ ^ a prejudiced opinion.

1 WT or^ ] I have already had
my own ; — a reply when asked

if one has eaten, and equivalent

to " I am well, thank you."

1^1 have sat and eatea by
your side at table ; — a polite

phrase.

] f^ to lean on.

^ 1 /f» ^ no bias, no selfish

end.

"*w^l«
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Wi 1 F1 ^ 3 >'!''=''
5
t« fo^'o^"

a despicable business.

] ^ I'll thank you to do this
;

please oblige me.

1 ] y{^ i^if^ ^ certainly can-

not agree with you.

I
/^ — 5^ i' leans to one -side.

I ^ a swollen testicle.

1 M JB '^ '' ™"s' ^ ^^^ ^^7-

M ^ 1 ^t ^^^ V^^^ 's very far

to the north.

1 M. * l'^''3''y> a side office.

1 Wl opinionated, stubborn.

1 Ife^ °''
1 ^ I ^^^ 1^^^° •*"

] j^ out of the right way, de-

'', praved ; rough, unused, as a
' path.

I
^ a hybrid conception, as in

' rearing mules of any kir.d.

The body half paralyzed.

]
^' a kind of spotted fever

with eruptions. ^.

From bamboo and a splint.

A slip of bamboo, such as

was anciently used to carve

writings on, and denoting a

or section ; one leaf of a

book ; books, publications ; a bam-

boo for punishing ; a red skinned

bamboo which produces delicately

tasted shoots.

—
j one leaf.

1^ ]
turn over the leaf.

g^ ffi
—

1 5r :k: lie '^ont on

talking very long.

^ 1 ^tk ^ lo"g and minnte

description.

~
1 # ^ PJ ^ I'e lias looked

at one book till lie is old ; —
partially informed.

1 ^ pages and chapters.

1 fh .6'r ^ J' ''** found iu poeti-

cal books.

'^ \ Hi ^ ^^ ""ose to office

through the tripos.

To fly about ; to run to and
fro ; fluttering ; bustle, run-

ning here and there.

1^ ^ 1 1
the butterfly is

hovering about.

page

<p'.'f»

I ] fluttering, like birds or a

row of banners ; or people bab-

bling and gadding.

I ) ^^ imposing and stately,

as a gateway or facade.

From free and flat,

C I ^mj A flat piece of wood, called

^p^ien ] -JU
or | :|ji|- anciently

placed under the cori)se in

the coffin.

^ ]
a short purliue on a roof

liear the eaves.

] ^ a species of soap-berry tree.

{•'^-apmdus.)

il"^ A aebu or Brahminee bull

;

c'J/Pq but the description seems to

^p'icH denote the cross between it

and the yak ; the character

means the hybrid cotv.

To walk lamely, as from

i^Tini '^sak ankles ; to drag the

,
p^ien feet, as a lame horse ; the

knee-pan ; to walk about.

1 MM M M going roiiid and
• round making bis antics, as an

.icrobat

Jtj'^J Occurs used for its primitive.

c^/nfl A flat-bottomed large boat

;

^
p'icn a lighter ; a shallop.

1 SM •'' punt or scow.

If JK. 1
a choi>boat at Canton

to take cargo to ships.

j^>/. Also read ip'ir.g.

Sjpj] A light carriage with screens

^p^icn for women to ride hi.

1 %% '^0 rumbling of cart.s.

^B I
carriages of all kinds.

^ ^ j
i^ the queen rode in

her curtained car.

hJVfc From horse aud equal ; it is also

cStT
"'^^''"'^-

5
p^icn A span of horses; to assocutte;

to arrive simultaneously ; to

join or clan together ; anything

redundant.

W M 1 H may all blessings

coxe lo you.

] \^ a double thumb.

] ^ an old name for Lin-k'ii

hien gfr
fl^ || in the north of

Shantung.

I ^ dissyllabic phrases ; cha-

racters made by divisible type.

Ij^ ]
to clan or go together.

A valuable kind of timber

tree that furnishes wood for

^p'icn cabinet ware; it grows in

Kiangnau, and resembles the

cedar in color.

dk^ 1 -fiS I ^ad hoped to retain

[his counsels, which I valued]

like cedar and sandal-wood.

X^ The red sand tick or ^ g|^

c!»»|^ is also called | t^, from its

5
l>^ien gyratory mode of working it-

self under the skin ; its veno-

mous bite makes it much dreaded.

Cjp^
ll

Also read { />ien.

/[fljlj Topare, asa fruit of itsskin;

p^ien'' to slice oflf, to cut thin.

1 HI to cut a fowl into slices.

1 |& ^ just take off a slice of

plain (utiseasoned) meat.

t^^y Artful and deceitful words;

a plausible account of a thing

1 A 6^ IS a made-up

fitory.

] f^-
smooth-faced and eloquent.

liiciic.^ 1
= .it is nothing

but a iine-spnn, skillful story to

take you in.

A hunting falcon of a red-

dish plumage, two years old.

^ ] a bird sliaped like the

raven, of a dark color, also

called 1^ ] when its plumage

turns whitish ; it may be

allied to the jays.

p^ien''

p^ieii'

Intended to represent a piece of

ivood cut ; it forni.i the 91st raili-

cnl of cliarauters denuting slif a.

Anything thin and small, as

a leaf, flake, strip, bit, chip, or slip;

a classifier of plats of land, space of

time, a piece of paper, or ijctals of

flowers ; a half, a section of; to slice,

to divide ; a statement, a paper.
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false, a mere rumor.

—
I H^ a slip of paper.

] 1^ a note, a chit, a billet

] J|^ a little while.

1
"g" half of the story, a word.

^ I
or ] -^ a card.

1 ^ a ^hort memorial, an expla-

natory minute.

2^ 1
"''

Fft 1
^ supplement or

indosiire in a larger document.

7\i 1 baroos camphor ; so called

from the glittering of the hard

gum as it is taken from the tree.

PIH.

^ ]
shavings of roots. .

—
) ^ ^ a long memorial.

^ ] broken potsherds. i«

•^
I

to slice, to shave off.

I ^ ^ M there is not the least

trace or evidence of it.

^ ^ I I
the flowers are all

falling.

M B® 1 <"^^''Py
cakes.

~-
1 ^ she Ls all gabble.

I a" Iff in one word from him

would clear the man from prison.

—• 1 ^ —
•

I ^ here it is green,

there it is white.

PIH. 691
I

From horse and aide ; the secoud
is rather restricted in its use to

leupiiig on n horse.

To take an advantage of, to

cheat, to deceive, to delude
;

p'u'ii'
t,j i[g to . iQ mount a horse

;

to vault into the saddle.

Mt 1 or gg 1
to defraud one ; to

impose upon.

^ ]
deceived, cheated.

] ^ a plan for cheating.

1^ ] fi)» *^ho ^^^ you in ?

I ^ to impose on one, to swindle

out of t

\ f -^ swindled out of.

Old sounds, pit, pik, Wt, and blk. In Canton, pik, pit, and pit ; — in Swatow, pit, pia, and pek ;
— in Amoy, p'4k, p6k,

and pit
;
— in Fuhchau, pik, p'cik, pieh, pik, peuk, and paik ; — i« Shanghai, pih ,• — «n Chi/u, pi.

From earth and ruler.

A partition wall ; the wall of a
^)j' house ; a screen ; an obstruc-

tion or defense ; a ridge ; a

dividing clitf or water-shed.

^ ]
a wall.

BB
I

a curtain-wall before a tem-
ple or yamun ; an opposite wall.

^ ] wall to screen a door from the

street, or a partition to separate

houses ; they are often adorned.

] ^ a species of flat spider.

^ M M I
a sheer, steep cliff.

Rg I
a partition-wall.

ff3 I fi^ "ext door neighbors.

^ I
facing the wall ; — i'. e. ab-

straction, hard study,

1 -fc ^ Ifl ll'c ridge rises in lofty

peaks.

] ^ the 14 th zodiacal constella-

tion of y in Pegasus and o in

Andromeda.

] j+l an old name for T'ung-kiang
''ii'X 51 tt 0. in the north of

Sz'ch'uen on the Kiver Pa.

^ ^ ffl 1 a family reduced to

four walls
;
— met. very jjoor.

! S — i!f "«w ridges rise be-

yond these.

Lame.

gj ]
lame of both feet, uu-

pi > able to walk.

Head p^ift, Upset, overturned.

The handle of a plow.

I ^ to sharpen a knife.

From silk and chief; occurs writ-

ten like ;<i7i, H^ to dress hemp.

A net for catching fish, hav-

ing a frame, which shuts

down and incloses them.

Clothes folded and laid in a
pile ; a seam in leather ; a

long garment.

^ I
the gathers in a skirt.

] 5^ the folds or plaits in a
lady's skirt.

\ ^ ^ ^ 7] ^ ^ some
armed headsmeji were conceal-

ed among the robed attendants.

A princelff gem, an ancient

jade badge of oflice, made
pi ' round with a hole in it, and

held in the hands at court

;

this and the ^ were a sort of
letters-patent ; to decline.

jS 1
" 1 -^ to send back.

I ^ to return [a present] with

thanks ;
— written on the card.

i^ 1 If M the original gem
will be returned ;

— the debt

will be repaid.

Wi iM '^ ] a priceless article;

one which money cannot get.

J1 "^ 1 the stars are propi-

tious ;
— 1. e. the sun and moon

rise together ; the phrase ^
]

refers to the junction of two

parts to make a whole, as a

marriage, a check compared

with its block, an interlinear

translation, or a seal and its

impression.

p''

From stone, gem, and white,

denoting its value and clearness.

Green jade stone ; some kinds

jiro blueish, and others green-

ish like the deep sea ; it is like

jadeite, and highly prized.

^ 1 S tl'e precious topaz.

] ^ fine serpentuie.

) ^ azure clouds.
*

1 ^} a coralline tree fabled to

grow in the Kwanlun Mts.

1 ^ the cerulean.
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Some say, it is combined of ^
> } a demon and Jp not underneath

;

pt ' others derive it from Q uJlelJ
and minute particles.

To finisb, to bring to a full

end ; over, terminated ; the last or

end of ; all, entirely ; a trestle

used in sacrifices ; old name of a

small dukedom near Si-ngan fu in

Shensi ; a bird-net « ith a long

handle like a scoop ; a document

;

the fifth gate of the palace in old

times.

] ^ after all ; at last ; finally.

] 3l ''icy ^^v*' *'l come.

^ ^ ]
the job is not yet done.

^ ^ ]
after the public business

is over.

] ijg the 19th zodiacal constella-

tion beginning at e Tauri an<l

including the Hyadcs.

Jj^ ]
all are received.

A cold wind.

A knee-pad made of leather,

worn when making prostra-

tions ; a kind of fringed

apron, wide at the bottom.

] Jj^ coverings for the knees.

Interchanged with tlie ne.\t.

A variety of pulse.

] ^ ^ the seeds of the

C/tanca lioxburghii, or long

pepper ; this name seems to be

an imitation of the Hindu word

j^pp'Ui.

1 W^ ^ cnbebs, including pro-

bably the seeds of the Cabeba

and Daphnidium.

dock or common sorrel.

A wicker hedge ; an inclo-

siire hedged in by bamboo.
'

] ^ a dray or cart k>

liaid fuel.

>1j PI 1 ^ ^ country cottage

with a wicker gate ;— a poor

hovel.

] ^ uii ioBtruraent like a flageo-

let.

Fiery ; the roar or noise of

: ) a great fire.

To warn persons off the

-} road, and thus make way

pi ' for the sovereign ; an im-

perial journeying.

^ ]
to order people to retire.

]
[Jn to reach the imperial stage.

^ ]
a great gUiird.

AW^ A delicate wheaten durapling

P'^^j with meat inside, called
| |§

pi ' because two persons called

JP and S^ were fond of

them.

f'^f
From heari and /«//.

f^i An earnest resolute feeling ;

pi ' oppressed, borne down with.

if^ ] sincere.

] ^ jjsg- If; distracted and op-

pressed with grief.

I
ip*' From uiodrf and J'u/l ; also read

PJ,
./•«/'.

pi ' A strip of wood, called
| ^

fastened across the horns of

oxen to prevent them goring ; a

frame for supporting darts ; a

place for drying fish.

From to go and Jtill ; the se-

cond is also nsed for ./«//, (!§ a
» buskin or light gaiter.

To crowd, to pres.s U[X)n, to

approach too near ; to con-

strain ; to arbitrarily urge
;

to ill-use, to harass, to re-

duce to straits ; to distend or

fill ; urgent ; imperious.

] ^ to ill-use so as cause death.

1 ^ bordering ; to draw near,

t ) crowd on.

] ^ to constrain another to do.

I ^ to browbeat, to put down.

A 1 ^ ^ a great press, a jam.

1 ^ fifc 3i^ '<' '*"'* * ^'•^ ^
marry another man.

I J^ a band<age bound around

ll»; legs by coolies.

^ ] overalls or leggings.

1 IS :^ ^ to egg the people on

to robbery.

I
? ^ ^ I am obliged to do

it ; no help for it.

I j|[ to compel, to urge on, urgent.

pi

p,'

Formed of /V to tlivide and "^
»j an arrow, uiid explained as mark-

ing oif the four cardinal points.

Minutely divided ; a stroiig

affirmative, certainly, must ; de-

termined on.

•jqj ]
why ? what necessity is there T

I ^ ^ 13 *^^ cannot do with-

out it.

1 ^ "r 1 /£ certainly.

^ Ti]" ] uncertain, doubtful.

Pj -^ 1 '^ i' •* not necesiiary

for mo to go. ^

I ^ doubtless so.

7f 1 ^ you may not want it

^ \
[wrhaps not ; not certainly so.

1 ^ '^^^^ ^" 't must be so.

1 4 IS ^ B& ^ if you have

the essential thing, why not dis-

suade him from appealing t

Wr "M ^ ]
there is no idea that

it must be so.

^ I
most surely, undoubtedly.

luterohanged with the next two.

To smell sweetly a plea-

sant titste ; to talk.

I fji ^ = very smooth-

tongued, talkative.

P,^
I I

twittering of birds.

Same as tlie last.

1 I^ long-ells, a kind of

woolen cloth.pi'

^^
Fragrant ; a sort of pot-herb.

,^i 1 ^ odoriferous
;

grate-

pi • fid to the smell like food,

for which see the next.

] 1^ a kind of Scirpus or sedge

with an edible rix>t; probably

a variety of the water-chestmit.

1 ^ <" it £ (Sanscrit, bhikshu)

a priest ; and ] ^ ^ (San-

scrit, bikshuiu) a nun.

1
^" # J(S fragrant has been

your filial sacrifice.
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J>/ The fragrance of food just

cju J cooked, which the spirita will

«.
pi-

smell and accept

^fl' ] ^ ^ the savory odor

of the cooked rice.

Perverse, self-willed, disobe-

dient ; resisting reproof.

Pill 1 3 S ^^ ''^ ^^ ^^y-

frU-

pi

Fron

hair

hniiiboo and a stylus or

the Krst is most common.

A Chinese pencil or small

brush ; a pen ; to write, to

compose ; style, con posi-

tion ; drawing, penmanship

;

a stroke in a character.

M ^ ]
or — j^ 1 one pencil.

Wi % 1 a quill i)en.

] ^ the shaft, | ^ the tip, and

j j^ the cover, of a pencil.

3^ ] a labored writing, and ^'
] a free hand-writing.

^ ]
your penmanship ; in good

large charactei'S.

^ ] ife |ti] pen and paper op-

posed to each other ;— a great

litigation.

^ 1 1 «i I wrote it with my
own pencil.

^ 1 iifc ''^ ''^y '"'^ pen '''^l ^*-

snre yon of its certainty.

^ ]
or 1^ ] to begin to write.

|g J2^
— ] write out a note of

the particulars.

1 ^ tt ^ to read a piece

straight through.

^ 1
or ^ I

an autograph.

"%
1 ^ towers or pagodas of

tliree storeys, dedicated to the

god of Literature ; they are

shaped like a pencil.

•^ ] the reddish variety of the

Mttynolit purpurea, referring to

the pencil-like tuft of stamens,

wliich are used in making a

kind of perfumery.

^ ^ '^ write it in a book.

IS^^t his ixfncil bears flowers.

^ HI it '^'S pen runs ofi"

ihiigoiis and snakes;— a beau-

lilul, tirm hand.

] '^ foes to a writer.

Wi T I
^'^ begin to learn com-

position.

IP ] and llj I
rhetorical terms

for the foundation arguiflfent,

and the opposing argument in

a discourse.

§ ] a species of wagtidl. {Mola-

cilla boarala.)

In Cuntonese. Straight, direct

;

lengthwise.

—
1 Jl ^ it went straight up.

j^ ] ] loose, like cotton-wool

To strain off the water or

gravy from a dish, as of rice

;

to squeeze out the juice.

^^Ws \ ^ drain all

the water from the rice.

/P M 1 1^ T ^ ifi do not pour

all the drainings from the tea-

leaves.

] J^ ^ j^ strain off the mother

— from the vinegar.

1 I^ drain off the decoction.

jn

'

A light-yellow, even-grained

wood, brought to Canton from

Kiangsi ; it is very light, and

used for carving statuettes.

A musical horn, 1 ^, used

by Tartars to frighten horses;

the boys in Peking make
them from reeds like a whis-

tle; the whistling sound of a

north wind ; a whistle or other

small musical toy.

P^
I §g^

to blow a flageolet.

1 fli ^ ^ '•I'e lively bubbling

fountain gushing forth.

m 1 a syringe.

~* ^ B 1 ^ during this first

month (November), the wind
' blows cold.

\n Cuntonese. Tender, as a shoot

] UJ 3!|S an oozing out ; it falls in

drojxj. J ^

Similar to the last. "^ '^

' > The bubbling of water in a

fountain ; a deficiency.

From 53 " strong Imiv with g
a /iui((Jnil between, wliicli is

clianged from an old form of

of the longue, intimathig that
advisers of a prince sliould be

neither obstinate nor supple; '^
is uied with it in this sense.

A splice on a bow to prevent

its breaking ; to aid, to guide, as a

statesman ; to shelter, as hills do
a site

; perverse ; high.

5 ] an able minister.

If I
assistants, near the throne-

j|§ 0^ ] a ship's bowsprit.

W JPJ 1 15; distinct penalties

assist the instructor,

is ^ l§ 1 this recess or position

£in the hilJsj is well protected.

A place in the state of §5
) Ching, near the present

pi ' Tsing-loh hien in the south

of Shansi. Bead pi^ Good.

^^ A species of trout with pink

>S!r* J
eyes, otherwise called |^ ^

;

ju' another sort, the ^ |
&

has a reddish body an inch

or two long, used in making a

sauce
;
perhaps a kind of pilchard.

>»i

2H

Dignified, grave ; to treat

otliers rudely when flustered

with drink ; full, filled with.

^m±mm] 1
"I'en

they are drunk, their dignity

and courtesy are all gone.

ffi^rf A strong and well fed horse,

>^ju, fat and sleek.

P'' 1 t^ ^ K ^a' and strong

is the chestnut team.

X^ A bathing-house.

t>P9> 1 ^ terrified ; stem but

pi'' agitated.

] ^ a public bathing esta-

blishment.

l"^ To dry by the fire.

rl^) In Cantonese. To boil flesh

P* till the water is gone.

1 i;^ 4^ 1^ beef is boiled to rags.

•^ ] ~f burned (or boiled) dry.
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OW sounds, p'ik, p'it, bik, onrf bit. /n Canton, pSt, p'ik, ant/ p'ek ; — i'« Swatow, p'it, p'ek, and pia

;

p'it, anJ pit ; — i« Fuhthiut, p'ek a«</ p'iali ;
— in Slianyhai, p'ih ;

— in Cliifu, p'ie,

of "^p acrid and [V

in Amoy, p'ak,

Compose'

for gp a ru/f, intimating that it

is tiard to observe laws, and fj
tiioulh, denoting their delivery to

the people ; it is interchanged

with the next, four, with ^f> and
others of its compounds.

A prince or sovereign ; a term

for heaven, and for a deceased hus-

band ; to rend or split open
;
grave

and pretentions
;

quiet, secluded
;

law, example ; to repre.ss, to pu-

nish ; a crowd frightened away ; to

perceive fully ; clear ; as ; to beat

the breast
;
perverse ; to open.

I ^ as, like as, similar.

;^ j
thoaevere punishment, death.

) ^ nominal ; false, a pretense.

1 ^ to exorcise.
^

^ I
my imperial lord,— so .a

widow calls her late husband.

^ ]
a queen, an empress.

] 1^" the em[)eror's hall for exa-

mining the Ilanlin graduates

;

it is one of the most artistic

buildings in Peking.

1 .W jh ] to punish in order to

prevent further punishment.

iaH'^% 1
=• ;p ff how is

it, high Heaven, that he will

not listen to just words-

•g| ]
subtle.

Mean, low-live ; base, licen-

tious, depraved
;
partial, pre-

judiced ; cramped, straiten-

ed, incommodious
;

private,

bye or secluded.

I
rustic, untaught.

5l 1 -^ ^ * desert, neglected spot

fj5 I
heretical, Hagitious, as doc-

trines ; depraved and insubordi-

nate.

1 S. prejudiced
; a partial view.

] ^ a side lane
; a private alley.

]K }^ (S 1 abandoned and re-

probate in character.

^ I
a covert or dark glen.

/«•'

1

;/!

1

pt
'p'i

pt

To cleave, to open, to rive

;

to beat the breast ; to drive

aw.iy ; to bend.

] g3 to break ojjen.

^ 5^ ^ to beat the breast,

wail and stamp, as for a parent's

death, or from vexation.

I ^ j^ bend the knee and

bow is the etiquette.

To burst forth, to disclose
;

to develop, as nature does

;

to open up ; to set in order
;

to retire ; to shun,

g^ 1 TV §1 he newly consti-

tuted eight cantonments.

— 1^ — 1 a shutting and an open-

ing, a decline and a culmination.

\ 1^^^ retired to the sea-side.

] ^ the germinations of nature,

production,

jg ]
to unravel a sophism, to see

through a fallacy.

To wash clean, to whiten;

to brighten, as knowledge
does the mind.

their occupation during many
generations was to bleach

cocoou-silk.

'p'i

$1

To work fibres of hemp or

grass-nettle into thread for

weaving.

] j^ to roll or dress fibres

between the fingers.

A small gregarious bird of

the crow kind, called
| jg|,

liaving a white breast; 5ie

) ^ is another name in

Nganhwui ; it is probably

allied to the blackbird.

A clap ; a sudden, loud noise.

1 '& $ the rumbUng crash-

ing noise of chariots ; a kind
of war-chariot. ,

'p'i

^p'l

To cut open ; to rive, to split,

to rend ; to tear asunder ; a

wedge ; wedge-shaped.

I ^ to break oixjn.

1 I^ 65 A '^ ^!^Tsh man.

] fJ the voussoir course in bridges.

] 7jC the spUt- water, or the long

bow-scull on big boats.

In Cantonese. To meet one

suddenly.

] 15 ^ ^ I met him so abruptly,

— as when turning a corner.

^ I Jg the first crash, the first

word.

Indigestion
; costivene&s ; any

derangement of the circula-

tion of the humors or blood,

givuig rise to boils, cancers,

&c. ; a morbid appetite ; a craving

for food, an inordinate fancy for

things
;
partial to.

^ I
a vicious appetite

^ •§• /^ —
I
everybody Has one

craving,— is mad on something.

"^ I
a propensity, a hobby.

1 ^ dyspeptic, hysteric, v

^ ]
doting on books. ' "

^ ] >fc S '^^ ^^ ^ mania for it

^ I
expectoration of phlegm

fix)m drinking. j

A prettily veined or glazed

tile made to resemble tortoise-

shell, and used in paving

paths and facing walls.

] fine or encaustic tiles. '

"

1^ ^ ] he made them move
tiles in order to learn to be in-

dustrious.

4* J^ W 1 ^^^ middle aisle

was paved with tiles. /

Oblique, leaning, deflected;

poor, mean,

i*''* \ ^^M. ^^^ poorest mud

\
M
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From f
- to conveai and /\

fi(//tfy because a piece of silk of

four jpt "*s folded eiglit times.

A piece of cilk, for wliich the

next is now used ; a pair ; a fellow,

a mate ; one of two who are, or

have been united ; responsive ; to

match, to pair ; a compeer, one

who is to be matched ; classifier of

horses, because they are so often

spanned.

—
I p'ji

a married pair.

1 S£ '^ 1^ ''^'^ ''^^ °^ marriage.

] ^ a husband, a man.

] ;^ ] ^ a common man and

woman.

ff^ !i^ 1
be ruled in Fung

.-/•cording to the pattera — of

h's ancestors.

i& ^ # 1 the world has not

his equal.

^ I
horses of all kinds.

] ,^ the raandarin-duck, which
is noted for its tidelity.

IB.

1

The original form is niiido of jh
to sloji with Ijum/n abore, or

more liVe x;_i enoiKjh ; otliers

maUe it from f^ and jE a rijUt

cover; it is the 103d radical.

A classifier of pieces of cloth"

I
^]i a piece of cotton.

1^ a dry-goods' shop.

J^ I
a whole piece of goods.

Iv'jad 5««. Sufficient ; to re-

cord.

Ecad 'ya for JJf . Correct, ele-

gant, exact ; cultivated.

^ I
and i]\ ] are two parts

of the Book of Odes.

R To blow water into meat to

> incre.ise its weight; gross,

'/>'i fat, as blubber.

A wild duck ; the mallard
;

also called jj^ gC by some
ixnthors.

H A ^ 1
*> countrytaan

takes a duck— as a gift.

A bird called ] ^| the

description of which answers

nearly to the brown grebe

(Podicepa), which is common
in Simtbern Ciiina ; it is also

called
j|{f

i|!?j the oily duck, ^
] , the smidi duck, and other

uames.

From
scure'

Old soimds, pin uiid bilk In Canton p'ao ;
— in Swatoic, \m\ ;

— in Amoij, pin ;— in Fuhckau, ping ; —
in Shanghai^ ping ;

— in (^'liij'u, pin.

ffi PI iin a :^C 1
when you go

abroad, let it be as sedately as

if you met a distingushed vissitor.

^ preoious and ob-
'

One who receivcD attention,

a stranger, a visitor who
comes willingly to pay his

respects, as !§ is rather a

customer ; the entertainment of i

guest ; to entertain, to act the host

;

to submit, to achnowledge ; t

)

come -nder civilizing influences.

I ^ u visitor.

j fl^ A fnend
;
guests and friends,

'g'
] a domestic tutor.

^ ] jy 5? the guests are ar-

ranged iacurding to their skill

— in arch'jry.

1 i guest and host ; servant

and employer ; lord and fief;

secondary and principal proposi-

tion in rhetoric ;
— according

to the context.

PS y§ 1 US all China submitted

willingly.

] Jjg to regard, to respect, to help,

to care for.

g| ] a fairy ""ho heliw students.

one article of trade from Persia,

and is not improbably damasked

steel of Arabian make.

ct/,

m.\

stream ; a i

a beach ; !

^pm

The bank of a

brink, a shore,

near, adjoining ; to border

on, outlying.

] ^ nearly dead.

1 &S >^C iH I ^^^ nearly

reached the ocean.

Fp5 bI ?K 1
^"^ '• "f tlie water-

i.
side; refers to K'uh Yuen.

\ H Bl 1 'i^
thKti sides [of Corea]

border on the sea.

I 1 W a superior district in Wu-
1 ting fu near the mouth of the

I

Tsuig ho in Shantung.

' fS 1 W fM ''"^ sounding stones

found near the Eiver Sz'.

±;t 1 ^#i E within

the sea-bounds all are the king's

servants.

A fine steel which

\ery sharp swords.

d^'» 1 m it is

makes

called

mentioned as

M From icoorf and ffue.it ; the

contracted form is unauthorised

.

The areca-nut, called ) if^

in imitation of the Malay

word penally.

\ ^ betel-nut money ; i. e.

postage.

I 2$ the nut and leaf prepared

for chewing ; the husk is called

;^ ^ ^ the big-belly skin.

^ ]
a hard astringent seed used

for the areca.

\ Hm "P *'be fruit of a s[jecies of

fig {Fiats stipulala), used in

poultices.

A small species of otter;

others say, a large kind.

] m a kind of otter, de-

scribed as having a head like

a horse ; but the two words proba-

bly denote diflFerent sexes or ages

of the otter.
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tP"*

i%

"i^^ Colored silks mixe>l ; a con-

'^^^ fused blending of colors;

mixed, crowded.

I m, confused, disordered.

1 I Ijj the varied embroi-

dery confuses the eye.

1
I

a melange of colors.

perspicuous.

From imect and a guest.

The oyster from which pearls

are taken, now found in

the Gulf of Tungking ; the

pearl is supposed to be the con-

creted semen of the sparrow when

transformed into the oyster.

] ^ a pearl oyster.

ft ^ 1 3^ g ,®. the tribes on

the Kiver Hwai brought pearl-

oysters and fish.

^ when you get where land

and water meet, you are at the

dressing-place of the frogs and

oysters.
j^ „,

From pelage and forest^ or

civil and militari/, denoting a
due mixture ; the second form
is cliiefly used as a surname.

Ornament and plainness

properly mixed.

j ]
neat but not gairish

;

the parts well contrasted.

55c K 1 1
simplicity and ele-

gance are in harmony ; a well

balanced mind.

^pm

m The second form b the name of

a . hill where many wild hogs

were found, as its composition

indicates.

' Name of a small principali-

ty in the south of Sheusi

ruled over by ;^ 5^ of the

family of Cheu, before they

got the throne, b. c. 1134.

I 1^ an inferior department in

the southwest of Shensi.

Tf"^f Ornamented with a mosaic

cJnfl °^ agate and ivory, or other

cP"«

jmt things inlaid, is
}|j| ] ; the

phrase is differently written.

Interclmiiged with the preceding.

li^i^ The brilliancy of a gena is

j«rt J|B ] , esijecially of the most

precious ; often used in names.

JXL. To divide, in order to re-

fTj^ duce ; to part, to make a par-

,
pin tition.

The original form ^ was com-

posed of grain and granary con-

tracted, because food was distri-

/""^ buted on request ; that is now

written 'lin ^ and this has taken

its place.

To make known one's case

to a superior ; to announce ; to

petition ; to ask of, and is employed

in courtesy to friends, and by ser-

vants to their master ; a petition, a

statement, a report ; to receive from

heaven ;
endowment, disposition.

1 ^ endowed with ; to receive by

permission.

1
or ] ^ to reply, as to

a superior or a friend.

]
J^ to petition the magistrates.

^ ]
to inform a superior.

1 ijl^ or
I 1^ an official state-

ment, a petition.

] ^ to decline the request ; to

announce one's departure.

] ^ to ask for leave to do ; to

report on orders received.

^ I
a prepared statement.

»^ g
] ^ to complain against in

person, to accuse before officials.

1 i|^ or ^ I
the temijer, one's

talents.

] 1^ to pray to the gods.

1 ^ to pay one's respects.

] P^ to state clearly.

The knee-pan, vulgarly call-

^
ed jg || (or ^) ^ from

its cup-like 8ba[)e ; to cut

off the knee.

j 31^ to cut off the patella.

1^^!^ I
he cut off the

legs of his enemies.

'

] to cut off the knee-pan ; a

punishment employed in the

Ming dynasty and previously.

PIN.

•y>±*> From hoilg and gaest.

y'/^. To encoffin a corpse ; to

jy'ti' carry out to burial ; to make
a funeral.

'& 1 ^° accompany to burial,

m ] to carry to the grave.

I ^ to put into the coffin,

j^ ] funeral rites at the burial.

I ^ to inter, to lay in the tomb-

k) From man and guest ; interchang-

ed with tlie next and its primitive.

To receive and entertain a

guest ceremoniously ; to honor,

to do reverence to ; to arrange

orderly ; to advance,

lUJlI^i.^ 1
^Slli^tliehllls

and streams are available as a

media to honor the gods.

1 ^ ^ S display your dishes

and trenchers.

] ^ to receive guests ; to respect,

as the gods.

] ;|g a court master of cere-

monies.

1 ^^ ^^^^ ^^'' ^^ ances-

tral vessels.
|

k) Used for the last.

To expel, to put out forcibly

;

j>m' to find fault with ; to receive.

] ^ to reject.

1 G ttj J^ drove him out of the

country.

I Jp to find fault with and reject,

as <in account or a workman.

1 /p 3g ^ to expel heresy.

^ I
an officer sent to the fron-

tiers to receive an envoy.

i4.) 1 The hair on the temples, or

side of tlic cheeks ; tresses,

' curls ; whiskers.

S
I

hair on the forehead

puffed out ; fine hair.

^ ]
the tresses; curls.

1 an olil man.

U \ ^M. d^"-'' ''^i' ^"'1 ^
clipcks ;

— pretty.

- * ^ ^ ffi 1 li^ I bave

done nothing, though my liair is

gray ;
— a regret of old age.

6

'n^^m^m^w^^
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OU sounds, bio and p'im. In

in Fuhchau, v'^^g

From wealth and to share^ inti-

mating that the share is very

little.

Poor, having a small part

;

^
poverty ; destitute, impover-

ished.

1 3^ pennyless, no resources.

1 RS ig'ioble and p(X)r ; base.

^
1 in ^ all cleaned out, des-

titute as if I had been washed.

1 5 destitute ; not enough.

1 1 ;t ^ ^ pT ."Sdonot

forget those who were your

friends in poverty.

ig
] ^^ no wonder he is poor.

^ J- ^ I
the princely man is

contented even in poverty.

1 l!n 1^ he is poor yet happy.

Composed of^ /cv/and "f^afrp^

but the last is rather a cou trac-

tion of J^ to /orJ, and this

is sometimes used for |^ a brink.

Urgent, pressing, like one

waiting <at a ford ; harried, preci-

pitate ; incessant, continually ; im-

minent ; a brink, a shore.

] ^ a covering, a shelter, as a

house.

] \ ^ unceasingly.

1 ^ 1 fi coming and going

repeatedly.

] ^ incessantly urging.

MMifr>ftli^ ^ agree to any-

thing you may do.

] ^ uninterruptedly.

^ I
an old name for the areca-nut.

Wi ^M 1 '-^^ doom of the state

draws nigh.

1 ^ urgently to hasten.

j^li A fragrant fruit, the
I ^

i l/>% {Sterculia balamjhm), used as

jp'i're a substitute for chestnuts.

1 H the apple or 2p |g is

^ correctly thus(written.

Con/on, p'iln ; — in Swatow, p*in anS pin ; -

anti ping
;
— in Shanghai, bing and ping j -

From ffrass and to urge ; occurs

used witli the last.

^pin A water plant common in

Kiangnan ; the four leaves

at the end of the stalks are about

as large as a cash, and are divided

equally so as to resemble the cha-

racter Q ; they are covered un-

derneath with a gelatinous secre-

tion ; the white flowers appear in

June, whence its name of ^ ] ; it

is probably a species of water shield

{Hydropeltis or Gabomba), and the

leaves are fed to animals.

^ ii }sX ] M stuff it (the fish)

with water-shield and duck-

weed ; these two plants were

once used in marriage rites.

^ ^ ] _^ m M ^hen the

water-shields bloom, I'll hurry

there to see.

^ .W 5B 1 she gathers the

water-shields.

To knit the brows ; to grin,

as when one fords a stream
;

to smile ; to simper.

1 ^ ^ ^ don't smirk

with everybody.

"MM"^ 1
[it is like the

miserable attempt of] Tung-

shi imitating [Si-shiJ in knitting

her brows, — which only made her

the more ugly.

^ jg to frown and look provoked.

] ^ to knit the brows.

From woman and guest ; i. e.

the accommodating woman.

j/)'m A handsome lady ; a regal

concubine of the first jank,

who waits in the presence, as a

maid of honor ; a deceased wife
;

a fairy ; to be a wife to.

^g, ] ladies of the palace hareem.

•Jl, j the emperor's secondary

j/J-OT

-tn Amoy. p*(n and {Al}''
— in Chifii, p'in.

] ^ bis late wife.

-^m^nn 1 ^ :^; [jin]

Ciune to wed the prince of Chen,
and became his wife at the

capital.

;« 1 ^ J5^ ^ the women made
many rows.

C kLf* From cow and a hille.

•fU The female of beasts, and
'/>'m sometimes of birds ; rarely

applied to plants.

1 ^ rI ;^ the hen rules the

morning; i. e. the wife wears

the breeches.

f§: 1 a valley.

] j3 the vulva of animals,

l^ ] to w.iih the body.

II1& .f". 1 tt [the eelj copu-

lates with other kinds of fish.

( |—t From three mouths^ intimating

|-||.* that when two peo|)le wrangle,

'p^in
one can preside over them.

A kind, series, rank, order

;

a sort out of a variety ; a rule or

guide to go by ; actions, conduct

;

a thing, an article ; a delicacy

;

to classify, to rank ; in music, a part.

1 ^ countenance ; the expression.

] 1^ temper, feelings.

\ 1^ carriage, air, or talents, of

a person.

^ 1 no character ; abandoned,

flg
]

a low class.

1& ^ ^ ]
he is a reckless scamp,

-jpj I 5^ what rank is he ?

i^
I

the highest rank.

\ % articles ; various things,

-t Jl 1 the very best sort,

-g ]
a good kind.

—' ^ 1
singular, eccentric, one

by himself.

1 .i :R _t ^ 't is reckoned to

be of the very best sort.

88
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I fj actions, conduct

~^M 1 ^ »* set of dishes.

] 2ji to classify ; to arrange in its

proper place.

^^ I
a trustworthy man.

] ^ different kinds of themes.'

INSIGITIA OF

^ '^A 1 to act virtuously and

establish a character.

J£ ] in mvsic, the air, soprano

;

T^ I
the bass ; and g|| ]

the alto ; foreign terms.

] ^ delicacies ; rare viands.

CIVIL AND MILITARY
Tlie distiagnishmg badges of civilians ara all birds ; they

ars worn on the breast and back of tb«ir official rcbes in a
•qnare patch of embroidery, as follows.

1.
j[l| f§ Manchurian crane (Grus montignesia.)

2. i^( ^ golden pheasant ( Thaumalea picta.)

3. ^ ^ peacock (Pavo muticus.)

4. ^ 0^ wild goose {Anser ferus.)

5. ^ ^ silver pheasant ( Euplocamus-n^cthemcrus.')

6. ^ ^ lesser egret {Egretta ffarzetta.)

7. )^ ^1 mandarin duck (Anas galei'iculata.')

8. ;||,
|Pj quail {Coturnix dactylisonans.)

9. ^ ^ long-tailed jay {Urocisso sinensis) • or magpie.

10. ^ gfj oriole (On'olus clu'nensis.)

The oriole is worn by the lowest grade of underlings. ' The chwang-yueti, or senior Hanlin, wears the egret,

of officials wear the same embroidery as their hosbands, bat no knobs.

The ranks in both services have been farther distinguished in the present dynasty by diBbrent colored knobs on their caps.

The first two wear red coral ; the third, clear blue ; the fourth, lapis lazuli ; the fifth, quartz crystal ; the sixtli, opaque white stona

or sdolaria ; and the last three, gilded yellow.

] -^ J a terrace ascended by
steps, as in the Temple of

Heaven.

•jlj ]
the nine official grades; they

are divided into J£ and ;^,

principal and secondary.

OFFICERS.
The insignia of military officials are nil animals, but they

are not so stiicily distinguished as the civilians ; they are worn
in the following order.

1. J|t 1^ the unicorn of Chinese fable.

2. 15 •^ the lion of India {Felis ko.)

3. ^ij the leopard {Leopardits japonicus.)

4. )^ the tiger (Felis tigris.) of Manchuria.

5. ]^ black bear {Helarctos tibetanus.)

6. f J[^ tiger cat {Leopardus macroceloides') ; the 6th also

7. 1 Wear the mottled bear ^ (^A'luropus melanoleucus.)

8- ^ J^ the seal (Pho&i equestris.)

9. ^ ^ the rhinoceros {Rhinoceros soiidaicus.)

The wives

Old a'omils, pang, ping, and bang. ' In

and pin ;
— t« Fuhchmi, ping,

From ice and water, contracted
to water and a dot; the third

is the form of the loth radical,

under which are grouped charac-

•teis referring to cold, freezing,

and ice.

Ice ; clear, pure ; icy, fro-

zen ; crystallized ; to freeze.

1 W- f''<'2en hard.

1 jJC ice-water,

to cut out ice for storing,

ice and snow.

1 ^ "K '^y •^o^'^j exceedingly cold.

] ^ o'" 1 ^ *° ice-house.

; ] i^ cold as ice.

^ j a glairy spot on the ic&

1 it or
I ^ an icicle.

] S St *''" '- '^ thicker.

1 !^ crystallized sngar-candy.

fg fl# M 3^S J^I 1
[as her tears]

fdl they congealed into bloody

ice.

^ ]

Canton, ping, pang, and pJing ;
— in Swatow

pifeng, and peng ;
— in Shanghai, ping, bing(

1 ifi * refrigerator.

' 1 Bh *'^^ ^^^ fat of animals.

•1 i^ H M A a pmre-minded

; man.

AM' 1 ^ the matter has long

.> been in suspense ; it has long

been unsettled.

1 A or fii 1 A a go-between.

] Hi .^ ^ chaste, unsuUied.

^ j^ 1 ^^ '* ^'^ y®^ married.

.^^ )t 1 >& chaste, irreproach-

able, gmleless.

1 III ^ RT ^ don't trust to

an ice-bill ; — high station has

its dangers.

^ ] ^ a hail-storm.

]
1" — "]!' cool it off with ice-

]
jB^ frozen fish.

)^5 ] ^ strap on your skates.

is melting.

,
peng, p°ia, and p*6 ;

— in Amoy, pfing

and pang ;
— in Chifti, ping.

Y^M. I'lom eii//it and a hi/loch ; but
1

1

« the original form is derived fi\-m

• jX two hands with an JT ax bc-
lP R kll.

tween tliem, or from J\ man, "jy

hands, and T^ spear,

A soldier ; troops ; a force ; an

army ; a weapon, arms ; military,

warlike ; to kill, as with troops

;

to fight, to use arms ; the black

pawn in Chinese chess.

IT"'' \ ^ soldiers, marines.

j^ I
to call out or marshal

troo[)K, as from a garrison.

^ 1
o'' US? 1

to bring a force

to the rescue ; to reinforce one

in danger.

^ M * ,^ ^ ^ ^ 1 «eo

after yoiir chariots and horses,

your bows and arrows, and all

tlic weapons of war.

1 ^ weapons, guns, artillery,

JjS 4" '1^* ^ 1
^<i is firmly re-

solved to conquer
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't ^ ^ 1 «^ ^^°^ *^'i' '^i™

tried to kill him.

^ ]
the maia body of an army.

I ^ spears, muskets, arms.

^ ]
swords, knives, &c.

{fj j to go out on a campaign.

— ;^ ]
one corps of the force.

{^ ]
an ambush.

,B|
]

cavalry ; the horse.

^ I
infantry ; the foot ; the line.

^ I
to exercise or drill troops.

1^ ]
a force sent to succor.

Jj!j 1 to call the roll ; mustering.

^ ]
government troops.

f3 1 'o enlist troops.

'

1 R M ^ '^^ troops have re-

volted and the rebels are ram-
pageous.

^ j to review troops.

^ 1 ia jfif he fights like a god-

) 5M a commander, an officer

;

Ihe governor of Hongkong or

Macao is commonly so called.

Another name for the Livis-

tarn or ^ f^, from whose

fPitt/ leaf sheaths coir ropes are

made, and fans and attap

from its leaves, is | ^^ i
i'' i*

cultivated in the southern pro-

vinces. -
mi

X Qtt A quiver ; to put the hand

<j'/J/J on the quiver, so as not to let

(
2)i7i(/ the arrows drop out.

*
I
I

I
Composed of ~~ one /H to enter

f^ and I J a receptacle or door
j

'pinff —
• represents the ^ principle.

The third of the ten stems,

which with
"J*

belongs to fire, and

refers to the south ; therefore they

denote bright ; a fish's tail, from

a fancied resemblance in the seal

character.

Tjr ] or ^ I
heaven ; a clear

sky.

1 "T iK^^^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^ ^"^"'

i 1 ^ IrI
facing nortU and

south, — as a house or grave.

m

In Cantonese. To burn.

M M ^ 1
^^^ houses were con-

sumed.

^ ^ # 1 "^'^'^ ^^ ^^^ 70<^

have read it.

m

'ping

'piny

piny

Like the last and the next.

Bright, light, like fire ; lumi-

nous, perspicuous.

1 ^D Q S '^^^^^ ^. noon-

day.

Bright and glorious, like the

sun.

^ ] the last emperor of the

Sung dynasty, a. d. 1278.

One name for the Lepisma

or clothes moth is 1 ©, so

called from its forked tail

resembling the character

^ ; another name is ^ ^^
white fish.

A city in the ancient princi-

pality of Sung 5^, now Sii-

cheu fu in the northwest of

Kiangsu ; also another in the

|state Ch'ing g(i near K'ai-

fung fu.

'ping

Sad, mournfuL

* £ « ^ S >5 I I

when they do not see their

prince, mournful sorrow fills

f their hearts.

C />l> From to eat and joined together

B/l* A cake ; a biscuit which

'ping has been baked ;
pastry ma<le

into small pieces ; fritters,

dumplings.

^ \ wheaten cakes.

1 % <Jry biscuit or crackers.

\ ^ pastry, cakes.

FI* i^ 1 or ^ 1
cakes made at

the full of the 8th moon, and

used in worshiping it.

j |g the stuffing of a cake.

« 1 ^ i? [to try] to satisfy

hunger with a painted cake;

a Barmecide feast. ^

<^ jj^ ] cheese.

I ^ presents of cake money.

•pmg

t^-f^ Thin plates of gold or silver,

Jy| shaped somewhat like the

'ping old Japanese obangs, em-

ployed in offerings to the

Five Emperors ; a certain badge

of office ; an iron boiler.

^^— 1 to cast a plate of

sycee ; they are sometimes so

cast instead of the shoe ingots.

Composed of ^ yrain and J^
a hand grasping it.

A handful of grain ; an an-

cient dry measure contain-

ing two stone yQ, or 160 pecks

^ ; to seize, to grasp in the hand

;

to have power, as Heaven grants

it ; to uphold, to maintain, as

principles ; decided ; maintained.

jj^ ] a sheaf of grain.

I j^ f^ H. to hold a candle and

, wait for the dawn, as Kwanti
did.

] ^^ ^ tt be just and yet com-

passionate.

— 1 S 5^ he acted most justly

;

the whole is very fair.

jj ]
to drop a handful.

]^ JK S 1
gave him 800 pecks

of millet.

^ ]
to direct, to oversee.

#^w^ 1 fi^a^itis
not that we of the House of

Clieu regard it best to make
you unhappy and harassed.

-SI 1 ^ iPi to ^''^y t^® scepter.

I ^ to grasp.

^ ] g 1=1 who really holds the

power in the state ?

I tJ ill ^ his natural disposi-

tion was incorrigibly stupid.

<-g^ A scabbard.

f-T' ] 1%^ ^ the sheath of

'ping his sword glittered with its

gems.

^ A bamboo mat or covering

behind a carriage to keep off

'ping the dust.

] ^ a cloth screen at the back

of a cart.
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J^'l From 3

y I I
above •,

^'

From JFf eoen with two J^ men

or from _^ A Jt <i»u

landing togetlier on the

same level ; the last two forms
are in common use.

I

Two standing or going to-

I

gether, a dual arrangement

;

^-^>
I

a copulative particle, alto-

gether, both with, and, also
;

ping^ moreover ; even with, united-

ly, at once ; used before a

negative, it enforces it, really ; to

compare.

\ ^^ by no means.

] ^ to sit together.

•ji); ] j^ do you compare them
togetlier.

] )] mutual assistance.

1 "M. equally heavy or important.

— ] all, the whole.

] ^ ^ not so at all.

K ;t *S ¥ 1 ^ E H the nn-

offending people will all be re-

duced to servitude.

\ ;§ ^ ^ he absorbed tbs six

states.

1 ^ jH '^^ lotuses on one stalk.

\ ^ united.

^ ]
to bring all into one.

J ^tj an ancient name of Ching-

tiiig fu JE ^ j^ in the south-

west of Chihli.

\ _2_ moreover.

%% \ ^ — M 5i tl»e leaves

.have closed (or curled up), as

,' the sensitive plant.

w
pmg

Used for tlta last, and for ip'ing

^ to reject.

On a line with, even, equal

;

to reduce to a uniformity,

to equalize ; to expose, to

endanger.

I ^ to oppose. ?•

] ^ carelew of one's life, as in

battle.

I ^ to rise up together.

1 /V pp ^ — pR he reduoetl the

eight l>ookH to one.

I *fi £, ^i renounced his own
private views.

PING.

) From disease aui fiery.

Sickness, illness ; longing for;

^«>iy' an ailment or pain ; vicious,

vice ; a defect ; sad, sorrow,

afBiction ; to damage, to render

worse ; to vitiate ; to distress ; to

dislike ; distress, misery.

^ I
maladies and ailments.

,f, 1 or ^ 1
or ^ ]

sick.

1 ^ IS a relapse.

1 1^ "T °''
1
"^ convalescent

^ j to plead sickness, to get a

furlough.

1 ^ is fi dangerously sick.

j^ ]
to cure ailments.

1 Si ^ tyrannically harass

the people.

g! he looks ilL
1

1^ ]
sick in bed.

] g to injure the state.

1 ^ ^ ^ distressed by the

drought.

] ^ BS yo"^ ^a.se. jaundiced eyes.

(Cantonese.)

^ ^ I& 1 t^ey ir.jured each

other.

^ a ja ^ f ^ # # 4i js

I g§ to reform themselves in

order to quiet the people, is

what even Yao and Shun were

defective in.

1 iS ^ ^ * principle that in-

jures the country ; a radical,

revolutionary idea.

^ ]
a sudden attack.

A 1 ^ ^ B- ''i*' e^'l ^'i'li ""SI

is that they will not seek —
the truth.

1 iSfc '1'®'^ f""*"*! sickness.

> Somewhat like the last.

To Start in the sleep ; drow-

ping' sy ; an old classic name for

the third moon.

The second form is seldom 'nsed.

. A handle, a hafl ; a crank
;

5 a source ; having control of

;

authorrty, power.

ping^ iC j o take by the handle.

te
>*>«

PING.

Ijj ] nothing to make ihe

8 ory plausible ; nothing to talk

about.

W ffi 1
powerful ; something to

rely on ; a basis of action ; an

excuse or occasion for proceed-

ing against.

—
I ^ a foot-rule.

^ ;^ ] to have the control of.

~
I

the two powers, i e. punish-

ment and instruction In ruling.

^ 1 ^ ^ the power of the em-

peror has passed out of his

hands.

^ J^ ]
to seize the authority.

^ ] handle of the constellation

called the Dipper.

^ 1 6^ S£ M •^'•e handless

meteor, — are two wooden balls

tied together ; applied to an un-

steady, misafe man.

fil 1 iff T ''^e crank is broken.

From j[t bench and ix to depend
on.

To lean on or against; to

confide in, to trust to
;

proof,

evidence.

^ ]
to rest on ; to look to ; a

support, a reliance.

I ;|p| to lean on the railing.

1 JL f£ 5S resting his head as

he leaned on the table.

^^ \ tX [like aj diy stick

near the fire, — so is going into

temptation.

1 .^ )IS ft ,© thinking of you

while leaning over and look-

ing at the moon.

^ ] to rest on or lean, as a wall

against a house-

J.W-'
"I

To drive off, to expel ; open,

^yi cracked ; to make a bad

pmg

1

' joint in cabinet-ware.

?f 1 fi^ 7t: 5g a l>«'«hed-

up article, one made of

pieces.

7^ to subscribe to make up

a deficiency.

In CidUonese. A crashing noise

1 • isit '^ "f smashing crockery,

or the din of an orchestra.
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- :p=iisra-.
Old sounds, p'ing, p'ang, bing, and bang. /« CantM, p'ing, p'ang, and p'&ng ;

— in

p'eng, peng, and pin j— in Fuhckau, ping, pnng, and p'eng ;— in Shanghai,

J iJi
From woman and impulsive ;

fftf^ used with (.fl§ marriage presents.

^p^ing Elegant, as a lady; to in-

quire.

I ^ graceful, lady-like
;

gentle

and beautiful ; sometimes ap-

plied to speech or tone of voice.

7j»fu From rock and ice.
'

cTi/J* The rushing sound of the

I pHng billows against a cliff.

1 ^ ^ f^ 'lie roaring

noise of the surf rushing under a

hollow cliff.

W

The crash of stones. ""

] ^ a smash, a breaking

sound, as of glass or crockery.

1 5^ 6'>l * •le^P rumbling

noise, like thunder.

^ 1 ^ t** give thaiiks with

great noise.

The noise of shutting or

opening a door ; a creaking

sound, as when a door turns

in its socket.

1
^or

From Ij or "f in aqd /\ eight.

Even, equal, level
;

just,

equitable ; common, ordinary,

usual ; uniform, equable
;

peaceful, undisturbed, tranquil ; to

tranquillize; to restore quiet, to

subdue ; to adjust, as weights ; to

harmonize, to pacify, to conciliate

;

to regulate ; regulated ; blended
;

plenty ; a plain.

^ \
jvist, fair ; equally sorted.

] ifii at peace ; it is all settled.

5^ ] a pair of balances.
*

\

] I ^ smooth, tranquil, even.

^ j a state of peace ; the name
taken by the Nanking insur-

gents in 1853 for their dynasty.

1 ^ smooth ground ; to level.

^ I
a plain ; a level place.

] Q daily ; commonly.

I fl^ common, ordin-

ary ; usually, constantly.

I f^ heretofore.

I
B^ the dawn ; very early.

] i^ or
I 1^ of equal rank.

\ S: '^ %^ the untitled and

common people.

j Ug to subjugate, to reduce to

order.

) ^ well, contented, prosperous.

j^ I
— ^ all are of the same

kind.

1 ilfe fe JS. iS to raise a need-

less disturbance.

I ^ equally divided.

^' ^ -T» 1 to desire to take the

part of the injured.

1 j£ fr uuiforra motion ; and

1 5&II j£ uniform accelerated

motion ; terms in mechanics.

I ^ the ji'ing slang or even tone,

the first of the four.

I 1^ ;^ i^ ^" °F"' 'e''*^ h.\^-

way.

] Jg no ground for, trumped up.

^ ]
habitually ; the tempera-

ment.

*& ^ 1
unreconciled, uneasy.

1 J^" ^ S^ '" discuss candidly.

^ ] J^ the twelfth moon.

] ] ^ ^ very ordinary, no-

thing remarkable.

£ xii 1 1
the royal road is

level and easy.

1 ^ "T to tranquillize the empire.

In Cuntonese. Cheap, reasonr

able in price.

1 6^ )li ^ ** little cheaper wiU

do.

f^ \
very cheap.

In Pekingese. To weigh in scales.

] ^ weigh it exactly.

if

iP'tng

A flat, level place ; a plateau

;

an area where people collect

Swatow, p'eng, pan, and p»e ; — in Amoy,

p'ing and bing ;
— in Chi/u, p'ing.

To make a board plane and
smooth, fit for playing chess

;

a wood suitable for tables

and footstools ; a chess-

board ; a game of chess.

I ^ a smooth, plane board.

I ^ or ;^ I
a gameof chess.

351^ From words and equal.

cprp* To discus J the merits of;

^p^ing to settle the order of; to

arrange ; to criticize a writ-

ing, to revise and edit ; to deliber-

ate and weigh.

J(; ]
to review a book, to make

notes on a manuscript ; to mo-
ralize on.

\ li comments, criticisms.

1 ffl f$ iX t*' review and cor-

rect essays and poems.

^ I
to commend a composition-

pp I
to estimate the merits of.

I
5'^ to discuss, to argue on.

] ^ to judge the merits of an

affair,

m ] to censure, to detract from.

^/I>. From water and even; like j^?j(

(•^ I
a rusliing wave.

J
p^ing A ravine, a wady, a gully.

^ j a roaring, as of the surf

rolling into caves along the shore j

also a dashing torrent.

Also used for tlie last.

The noise of water ; to wash
; P "y and whiten cocoons or silk.

1 m U ^ people who
cleanse silk.

-ri-4^ From plant and gully.

[•fY* Duckweed, such as covers

pUiig ixwls and fish-ponds, called

\'^
I

and ^ ] , including

Sjiecies of Z/emna and Riccia

;

wandering, floating about ; travel-

ing. _ ...

n'V
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1 ?|C^ ^ unexpectedly meeting

abroad, like drift-wood on the

waters.

1 Kl ^ j£ '' ^** uncertain where

he is now.

Sometimes interobanged with the

last.

iP'inff A species of succulent cress,

the ] ^ of whose sprouts

deer are very fond ; the stem is

straight and slender, and the leaves

greenish white.

•^ ]^ 1 ]
the fragrant grassy

herbage.

^ Sf .^ 1 C'^'^ ^^^''] ^^^ eating

tbo tender cress.

Bead j
p'j'en. A protection.

] ;^ a kind of war chariot with

a screen or sWld.

MFrom bodt/ and together.

A screen wall, built before a

jp'hiff door-way; a defense; orna-

mental tablets ; to cover, to

screen, to hide or keep out of view

;

to act defensively ; to serve as a

defense.

j Jg, a movable door-screen-

l|l^
I

a dividing curtain; a veil.

^ I
a folding-screen.

^ ]
a pier-glass in a frame.

I
iji^ a hanging curtain.

:j^ ]
back of a chair.

1 jt * guard or servant, i. e. one

who stands like a screen.

1 ?^ J^ E ^'1 officer on guard

on the frontier.

^ ]
a waist-cloth ; a fig-leaf.

^ ]
a scroll given to old people.

^ 1
or Jjg I

tabic oniamcuts

of small stone screens.

Read 'ping. To expel ; to

scatter ; to reject, to put aside, to

keep outside ; to Sfwil, as robbers

;

to remove.

] ^ to cease from, as smoking.

1 jB ^£ -6" to ^^P t)ack the

attendants.

] /^ ^. ^^ blamed him for Lis

faults.

] ^ to drive out.

] A S 13 to make people to

retire, — in order to be alone.

I ^ to hold the breath, as when

before a superior.

# ;> 1 ;> it ^ ^ ^ lie

raised up and took oft the dead

trunks and fallen boles.

A water-pitcher, an earthen

jug ; a vase ; a bottle ; a

gurglet ; a vessel with a

tubular neck, and usually

iP^wy without a handle or nozzle.

I^^r ] a jar for flowers.

fj^ ] a big bellied vase.

)£ 1
a wine jai'.

nf P ^Q ]
keep the guard over

your moutli as [when pouring

from] a bottle.

VK 1
" pitcher, an ewer, a jug.

mi

From heart or bench and a hcrse

running; it is similar io pinr/''

the third contracted form1^

is not uncommon

A stand for a stone ; to lean

upon, to trust to; confiding

in ; according to, as ;
proof,

evidence ; that which can be

proved.

] pf»
midsman, surely, a broker.

^ ]
there is proof.

M.
] ^ unfounded ; no evidence.

P ^ ^ifj
] words [alone] will

n()t serve for proof.*

j^ #; ^ 1
tliis thing will be the

proof.

W K' 1 a^ whatever you put

your trust in.

3: ^ 1 BE JL tl>c great lord

k'aned on the gemmed bench.

^ 1 an officer's commission.

A 1 jf'!' ^J "Jcn trust to the

power of the gods.

1 fT" e^ 't is as you say.

] l|!|li
a card sent as sign of having

received a thing.

] 1^ a receipt ; a draft.

ft 1 i".^ ^ '^ 'l'^ 't whichever

way is agreeable to you.

] -^ a stafl".

] W<^^^ current money will

be paid on presenting thi.s bill.

•it 17 An ancient place in the pre-

cTrl' sent Lui-k'ii hien ^ \^ Jfjf,

^P^inff in the central part of Shan-

tung ; this and ^} seeiu to be

. the same place.

Tf^ } From ear and im;/ulslve ; inter-

M^ changed with <Jlg pretty.

ping^ To ask, to inquire ; to send

messengers to an equal to

make inquiries ; to invite with a
present, as an ofiicer by a prince

;

to negotiate with a present ; to es-

pouse, to betroth ; the betrothal

presents ; a gift, a portion.

] ^ money paid at betrothal.

1 1^ to engage a teacher.

I R "F i to engage a worthy

Tnan to fill a certain post,

f ]
or 5^ ] il to send be-

trothal presents..

J^ ]
a generous dower.

;fj i]\ ] to send the first betrothal

presents.

1 H'l .^ ¥ * ^^''c is espoused by

presents.

3 1 tluice invited, as the ancient

I Yin ^^ was by his prince.

] *;g to answer the prince's call.

^ I
to decline the presents.

:^ I
to request scholars to serve

the state.
*

1
%" 4^ to betroth a virgin. ^»

^ ]
to a wait the presents ; to

tarry till sought for.

^ ^ If; ] we cannot send any

one home to inquire about our

families.

/^ > To repose confidence in, and

JT^T employ on messages ; to send.

p'ing^
I

•015 H :^ reckless and

dangerous in using power.

|g» } From thunder tluice repeated.

The sound of thunder ; a

jp'jHy thundering racket, like a sa-

lute or cannonading.
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1*1 TU-
old sound, bio. In Canton, piu ;

— ia Swatow, pivi ; — in Amoy, piu j — in Fuhchau, piu j— in Shanghai, pio ; —
in Chifa, pi\i.

less an animal common in China
;

some refer it to the Himalayan

leopard (Leopardus macroceloides

of Hodgson), a much larger anU

Frora pfjage and tiger.

The markings on a tiger ; a

g-oall beast, striped like a

tigc], probably denoting one

of the tiger-cats, but doubt- mal ; streaks, veins ; ornate.

2ilC 1 ^^ 1 'iS elegant composi-

tion
;
perspicuous in style.

f/ _^ j !5 »^ ""8 company of horse

antr loot.

*
^ ^^h exterual accomplishments.

Old souuds, pa and pat. In Canton, po ;
— in Swatow, po, p'o, and pfia ; — in Amoy, p6, p'6, and pw'an ;— »ij Fuhchau,

po, p'o, and pwai ; — in Shanghai, pu ;
— in Chifu, pi.

^po

Vtom water and slcin.

A wave, a ripple ; moved,

ruffled, as water by the

wind ; a glance of the eye
;

shining bright, as the glare from

water
;

glossy ; vast, wave-like
;

to communicate, to flow along

;

rushing waters ; a stream ; a river

in Shansi ; wrinkled, venerable,

as
] II my aged grandparents;

this [jhrase is also a name for father

among the Miaotsz'.

]
2ji jg ^ quiet smooth water.

,i. i fg *i a f# [yow excel-

lency's] kindness spreads over

tlie region as a \vS,ve.

^ I
briglit glances of the eye.

^ I
a tender glance.

^ 1^ ] ^ [the pigs] are wad-

ing in the streams.

^ ]
moonlight, alluding to its

reflection on the water.

1 ]^ the coming wave, the evil

will reach him ; to compromise.

?j< 1 %% ripples
;
purling, rippling,

as a current.

^, \ ^ ~X ^'^ ^'^^^ "^ ^^'^ *'''

count will come by and by ; the

remainder is not written.

^ 1 ^ ISt hurrying here and

busy there,— in the cares of life.

1 # ?SC S '''e kingdom of the

Brahinans, — or India.

3!C ^ 1 ipj the essay is very dis-

cursive or flgurative.

or enmities.

1

,po

^ g Persia ; but the name

seems to have also buen applied

to a part of Sumatra, in the ig-

norance of Chinese geographers.

1 jp ^' *^'i® jack-fruit.

1 ^ 1^ ^I'e pine-apple ;— »'. «. the

Borneo fruit.

] ^ an old name for Ngan-ping

cheu ^ 3p. >y\ in KwangsL.

In Cantonese. Used in imita-

tion of the word ball.

JT 1
^'^ P^^y hilliards.

^T M 1
'^ ^^^ nine-pins.

From jilinl and wave,

A general name for spinach

and other similar greens, like

the Convolvulus reptans.

^ spinach (Spiiiacia), a com-

mon article of food ; it is an

e.\otic, and also called ] ^ ^
or the Persian greens, from

whence a priest brought the seed.

A hill or peak, called
| ^

from its resemblance to a

tumulus ; it is in Liang cheu

in Hanchung fu in the south-

west of Shensi, at the source of the

Kiver Han.

.IS

'm
^po

An unusual name for the

toad
IJjjiI' ] , described as like

a huge wood-louse or sowbug

{OnisGus).

'po

To walk awry, as when one
foot is lame, or weak, or long-

er than the other ; favoritism,

unfair leaning to
;

partial.

] fb S t^^e IsxaQ can get on or

walk.

1 fcij ^ ^ S'Q unreasoning par-

tiality.

Read 'pi. Halt, lame, crippled
;

to stand on one foot, considered

to be rather indecorous.

1 im or ] M lame.

ijij ] one who limps ; and ] ^
lame in the hand. {Cantonese.)

1 {^ inclined ; not upright.

S A IS 1
^^^'^^ respectfully

and do not loll.

To sow seed ; to strew, to

scatter abroad ; to promul-

gate, to publish ; to disperse
;

to reject, to throw aside ; to

be separated ; to shake, as grain
;

to encourage ; to flee.

1
jf^

to scatter seed broadcast.

5g| I
to make known afar. •

1 ^ ''O winnow, as in a fan ; to

promulge.

1 ^ to act as runner or spy for

another ; to cozen ; to curry

favor.

] ^ to reject carelessly, to

throw oft".

J^ 1 "kj ^^\ ^^^ dread of him is

felt through the land.
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'tt
I
to disseminate, as a doctriue.

^ 1 # ^ ^ ^ -Ife.
he pub-

lished his wickedness to the

people.

In Cantonese. A final particle

expressing an intention, but often-

er indicating a certainty.

/F Pf SI ^ A I
it is not well

to believe everybody.

studying Chinesa

^^R>1 Like the last ; it is also wrongly

nnt used for (Jan j^ to translate.

po' To spread or proclaim

abroad ; to tell foolish ru-

mors ; reports, stories.

J^ ) an officer of the Empress

Wu in the T'aiig dynasty.

A winnowing-fan ; to win-

now or shake grain.

^ ) ^ <

] ^ Uke the

fan and separate the chaff.

1 ^ ^^ winnow grain,

an open basket for grain.

I
the ship rolled and

pitched.

] J^ to clean grain in the wind.

Old sounds, p'a, ba, and p'at,

in f'uhchau,

M
III

Jn Canton, p'o ; — in Swatow, p'o, po, and p'ua

p'o and po
J
— in Shangliai, p'a and ba ;

—
A declivity, a slope ; the TpfJ* A vitreous transparent glaze,

side of a hill, a brow, a brae
; cP^fji^ ] ^ or

] :^ glass (per-

a mound, a heap of rubbish, ^p'o ha[)s in imitation of the Por-

a hiU ; hills which contain tuguese vidro) ; also called

jjj ^ because it is ^ ^Q 7^

M in 3E ^1^*^ ''^ water and hard

as gem ; said to have been brought

from the west by 3 iS * eunuch

in the Ming dynasty.

^ 1 ^ foreign glassware.

]
${t broken glass, an article of

trade.

gems,

a terrace or ascent of a hill.

I
a gentle slope.

^ j
green hills.

T* 1 -p 'iS t^l'® ground at the

foot of the hill was shppery.

± 1
l&togouphiU.

jfo

From place and skin ; it is inter-

clianged with \fan \tm, a brinli,

which it resembles, and with the

last and next.

Uneven ; inclined, tipped over
;

a declivity ; falling down, dilapi-

dated.

Read ,
pet. A bank, a side

;

a rising shore ; an embankment,

a dam ; banked up ; to inclose

by dikes ; a pool

j
jlj^ an artificial pond.

1^ I
the roadside.

S ^ ^ 1
by t'le ^^^^ of

that marsh.

] |g a dike to inclose water.

IS ^ ¥ 1 ^ Si: tecaose of

the ups and downs of life.

—* Like the last, of which some re-

|4 giird it as another farm.

J
p'o Uneven, as a road ; the

side of a road.

\ P£ uneven, as a rugged slope.

1 ^ )t window-glass.

From woman and wave, but the

original form is made of woman

5C and SjC a sort.

iP'o
An old woman, a mother

;

at the South, a dame, a crone, a

gammer, a granny ; in the North,

it is rather like hag, virago ; mo-

therly, matronly ; used by Budhists

to express immortality.

1 ite 1 ^'" Sanscrit bhagavat)

a term applied to every Budha,

denoting one who possesses the

highest virtue.

j husband and wife, Darby

and Joan.

^ ]
my wife ; the goodwoman.

I J^ or ^ ] ]
an old lady.

^ ^jif 1 a humming, green cica-

da, with broad wings.

^ I
a mittchmaker.

^ ^ I
a midwife.

j^ I
fishwomen, fishwivett

a

; — »n Amop, p'd, p'i, and pw'an ;—
in Chifn, p'u.

1^ 0^ ) a stepmother.

^ ^ I
the boatwomen at Canton.

;fj ]
the legal wife.

"" )t 1 '& * motherly feeling.

^ I
a bed-warmer, a ....id of hot

water pan.

|ljl ] a witch ; a spiritual medium.

^ ^ ] a widow.

^ ] a god of the wind, once

known in K'ai-fung fu.

^ 1 ^ -^^'^ whose king once

received investiture from the

Mongols.

] j^ t^ ^ or Brahma, regarded

by the Budhists as inferior to

every Budha.

White, plain
;
gray, like old

men ; hair turning silvery
;

^po the white on the belly
;

abundant.

1 1 ^ ^ a venerable statesman.

1 E big bellied.

M IS 1 1 © y*"''" '*''*P^ss are

beginning to tura white a little.

A district in the north of

Ki.ingsi, Poyang hien
| |^

|y^ contiguous to the Poyang

Lake, from which it is named.

From nione and wave for tlie

plionetic.

Stones like flint or obsidian,

which can be used for sjjear or

arrow-heads.

iPo

m
iP'o
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Tlie head inclined one side

;

^ leaning, uneven ; somewhat,

^/>o a degree, a little ; an excess
;

rather doubtful
;

prverse,

one-sided.

1 pj" it will answer very well.

] ^ rather too much, a good deal-

] y^ rather too much of it.

1 ^ — ~ I know a thing

or two.

I ^ rather too long a time.

I
/^ can be used.

when officers pervert equity and

have favoritcK, the people will

overpiiss their phico.

I ] ^ ^ I understand it very

well.

I
i)artial, prejudiced.

From Pj can reversed ; it needs

to be distinguished from /cii' £,
' prcat ! the second form is cai-

ployed for the latter senses.

An adverb, do not, may or

can not, ought not ; then,

forthwith ; insufferable.

] ^ unworthy of belief.

I jj^ >J5> ;^ I can't bear so much
inconvenience.

1 ''^%i i. ^^ thereupon wished

to reduce him.

A )& 1 Jfl'J
Di^ii's heart is in-

scrutable.

: Jj-/^ An unauthorized but coiumoa
Ipj character.

'p^o A basket tray, about four

inches deep,
] |^ tised to

carry grain ia a cart.

> From stone and skin.

To rend, to break ; to ruin,

to defeat ; to take by storm

;

to detect, to lay bare; to

solve ; to explain ; spUt, tattered,

broken, injured ; detected ; ruined,

as a family ; understood, seen

through, as a plot ; to guess, as a

riddle ; resolved, as a doubt ; a

hard blow.

] ^ destroyed, useless.

] ^ smashed ; broken to shivers.

1 ^ cracked ; torn ; split.

If 1 W '^ar has split his gall-

bladder ;— i. e. lost all courage.

] ^J split it open.

^J* ] break it ; knock it to pieces.

1 Wc defeated, ruined.

^ ] "J*
detected, all found out

;

seen to be vanity, as the world.

] ^ to lose property, as by theft.

'-^^ is 1
tbo arrows went like

blows to the mark.

1 1^ l¥ ^ ^° explained the

sense most careftUly.

^ to waste, to spend recklessly.

--^»^H?EIspenta
dollar for flowers.

^ ?. ^ he is the ruin of the

family.

^ ^ a decayed family.

^ the case has lieen found out.

|g^ U the mirror was broken

and he has made it round again;

— said of a second marriage.

souls out of purgatory.

1^ to guess a riddle.

f-)'
to detect a scheme.

^ to match and neutralize a

plot or scheme.

1 ® to lay bare o;ie's heart.

^ I ft& M carried the city by
stom.

']» ^ ^ 1
notlii'ig is too small

to be discovered or reached, as

by the microscope.

IS i A 1 1 1 beg you. Sir,

to guess — my riddle.

From jilanl and a matron-

Luxuriant vegetation.

.1 ^ «"
1 1 ^ ^ flourish,

iug, exuberant ; bewitching,

as the way of an actress.

sP'o

S»me 0/' there are often- read peh. Old sounds, pak, pat, bak, and bat. In Canton, pak, pok, pak, put, and nrnk ; — in Swalow,

pak, p6k, pi, bwa, hwat, pek, and po ;
— in Amoy, pok, p'ok, pek, p'ek, pit, pwat, p'aoh, and p'ian ;

— in Fu/ic/tau, pdk,

poh, pauk, p'ank, paik, p'aik, pah, pek, p'ek, pcik, pwoh, pwak, p&k, and pwok ; — in Shanghai, bok, bok,

pak, p'ak, bo, beh, bah, p&h, and p'ih ;
— in Chi/a, pii.

From plants and extended ; it

resembles pu* f^ a book.

ipao Plants extended ; trees ap-

po^ pearing singly, no brushwood,

grassy ; thin ; attenuated
;

subtle ; a thin leaf or plate, a

I^Uicle
;
poor, unfortunate ; econo-

mical ; light, few; to diminish ; to

slight, to treat coldly ; suspicious

of ; to approach ; an initial particle,

ah, so ; to reach or extend over

;

careless, inattentive to, anyhow

;

trifling ; a curtain or screen.

I fp a slight offense.

J[^ and ] thick and thin ; lilieral

and stingy; iiitunate and distant.

] ^ unfortunate in life.

^W ] contemptuous, regardless of.

1 -e 5^ ^ 1 s W ± thus

we pick them ; now we have

them.

] fr A a heartless man.

1 IkT iSi essence of peppermint

'^ M. 1 ^ it is now twilight ; in

the gloaming.

] ^ the sun is partly eclipsed.

1 T^ shabby presents.

IS 1 -M T ''" '^^^ directly up
to the city walls.

] fjl no sense of gratitude.

A "T S 1 * few descendants.

Hi
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^ 1 ISm^m^'^in the

regions lying beyoml out to the

seas, I established five presidents.

^ Bii^ ]
"^ refuge, uo reliance.

Jifc ife 1 * sterile spot ; a po^•e^ty

stricken place ; a Bpiritless race.

Igj )^ ]
timid, retiring, bashful,

thin-skinned, craven.

^ j
woody thickets.

^ ]
to stint ; frugal ; dull, as

trade.

1 b" ^ lip every time that I go

I

and say a little, — he gets so

: angry.

I
.^ to care little for.

; ) ^ to gather, to crowd to ; to

form a squaa.

H ] ^ ^ the curtain was not

cared for ; — /. c. the women

were too public.

® M 'te 1 '•'^^ thunder and

wind struggled with each other,

j^ ip
] ]

trhe cries and din of

the jostling carriages.

Used with the last and the next.

3 A door-screen, made of splints.

^ ] a frame on which

worms spin cocoons.

^, ] small fishing-stakes ; a weir.

^ ] a screen made of rushes.

2)0'

Ig
A thin sheet

J mock-metal.

of metal

;»/*' ^ 1
gold leaf-

^ ] brass leaf, tinsel.

] tin foil.

I
silver leaf.

To spring upon, to seize ; to

wrest from, to strike ; to

clutch, to grasp ; to play, as

a lute ; to lay the hand on.

] ^ to strike.

1 Wl^° *'^*

J^ ^ I J^ he pommeled the

tiger with his fist.

A simple ancient game play-

-) cd with six sticks in twelve

j>oh' squares; it resembled the

game of fox-and-geese.

Vromjlesh and fhin contracted
;

it is often wrongly used for (pany

5^ one of its synonyms.

A slice of meat for drying,

a coUop ; the humerus, the upper

arm in somo places, but in the

southern provinces denotes the

shoulder ; to slice, to shred ; to strip

and mangle, as a carcase ; the

clinking of stones.

^ ] (|j a shawl, a scarf, or ker-

chief, worn loose over the
] S^

or shoulders. {Cantonese.)

^ ]
to shoulder.

^ Hij 1 n n ± they slew

and then gashed the bodies on

the walls.

]|5 I
to change shoulders.

:k^t ] M. ^ great brawny

arms. — able to box.

M 1 1 ii Pa [tbe e°<=ks]

fjpread out their wings and set to

with a scream.

From "I ten or complete, and

^ extended ; the second form
' is erroneous.

Ample, spacious, extended

;

universal, general ; intelli-

gent, versed in, learned; to

cause, to make ; to barter ; to

game, to play for money.

] Jft or
I ^ extensively read,

well informed.

'/£ ¥ ?L 1
their war^bariots

are very large.

] ^ learned and accomplished.

] ^ K a museum.

/\ 1 or ] 5?^ to play dice.

1 ^ * gaming-house.

] "^ relics ofolden time, antiques.

1 ^ lit 3it l^e taught me letters.

^ ]
—' ^ it v,ill amuse you a

little.

•iU K 1 K to barter goods.

1 ifc * professor in a college.

] ^ an old name for Liao-

ch'ing hicn J^p ^ 0. in the

west of Shantung.

I pf g^ ^ universal kindness

to the people.

po'i

Used witJi poo* j^ to bnm.

To crackle, to burst from

heat ; the crackling noise of

a fire.

A large bell ; others say a

small one, which responded
;

similar to tho next.

dibbling and weeding.

] S? Wi ornaments carved on

bell frames.

A largo bell used to mark

stops in music, or at the end

of the twelve Chinese houra
;

an implement of husbandry,

a kind of hoe.

OiXined out ; to repress ; t>

[J cram ; stuffed.

po.V ^ ]
filled ; vast, as tho

atmosphere.

^1 ]
to sit cross-legged.

A pillar in the wall ; the tio-

') beam that cOiineots the inner

po/i' and outer pillars of a portico.

1
^ g Said to bo formed of •^ and .

I I
J

contracted in combination,b«cause

, ta/iile is the color of the even
P^ numbers ; it forms tUe 106th
^pai radical of characters relating to

white.
,,

White, a color now regarded

as rather an unlucky hue ; clear,

immaculate ; bright, as moon-

light
;

plain, easy to comprehend
;

low, without rank ; freely, with-

out price ; disinterested, pure

;

un8tami)ed ; explicit, manifested
;

mournful ; obvious, amicular, as

in writing ; to state to ; to mani-

fest, to make clear ; easily under-

stood ; to redress, to vmdicate ; in

Canton, tho reverse of a coin ; the

white part, as of the oyo or an egg.

I
g^ a white color.

] ^ a loafer; a shari)er who
looks about while ho pretends

to seek a friend-

1 i^p ;\ pasquinade, a libel.

1 1 i^ f-)^
^ ""^'^ freely give it

to you.
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I ^ "j* I got it for nothing.

\ ^~f J- have grown old use-

lesaly ; I have done nothing in

life.

^ ]
the spoken parts of a play,

those not sung.

3^ I ^ words written by the

sound, as ^ for '^.

R 1 fS "r HI ± 1 he under-

stands the local patois.

^ I I
be could only see it with

his eyes ;— i. e. he could (or

would) do nothing.

I A or 1 ^ A or ] -J-
a

commoner, a man who has no

rank, or has been degraded

from office.

\ ^ the simple text.

) ^ ^ ^ to rise in life by one's

efforts, self-made.

] ^ a free meal ; a plain dish.

]
gjjl I had a look for nothing.

1 €. A or
I ^ an albino,

known as 5c :^ 32. '" P*^kiiig.

1 H or ] ^ in open day ; day-

light.

$£ 1 ^ lucky and unlucky

affairs, pleasant and sad events
;

referring especially to marriages

and funerals.

1 M ffi 5V 51'P
'"^

P'"'''"
family l'''»s

produced a high statesman.

!t 1
" H I got the better of

him in that argument.

^ ]
bright moonlight.

^M \ M gasconade, bragging-

j^ ] the planet Venus ; this name

, was given to the poet, Li T'ai-

pob, by his mother, who dream-

ed that she conceived him un-

der the influence of this star.

^ ]
snow in the first moon.

^ t& "hi ]
'•'''* already nine

years— meaning snows.

^ '& S 1
'o open one's heart,

to clear one's reputation.

] 1^ a medicine, corrosive sub-

limate.

JH ] to miss a leaf in turning

over,— which spoils the essay.

^ ] ^ :^ to wear white for

filial mourning.

^^%M \ ^ shall I not

redress those who have been

wronged ?

] "^ a name of Nanking in the

Tang dynasty.

^-t From ^ icliite or clear, and ~*

I I
J

one
; q. d. one round sun.

'put A hundred ; the whole of a

poll' class or sort ; many, numer-

ous ; all, everybody.

] pj» ^, — not one in a hundred.

I JQ all mechanics
; craftsmen.

I
"^ ^ thousands of thousands

;

— a vast number.

1 M 1
'4'' a hundred shots and

a hundred hits ;
— he's always

lucky.

1 ? ^ ^f* '•'^^ rocket rose very

high.

] J^ the centipede.

] 1^ all officials ; the rulers.

I ^ all kinds, as of speculations.

1 ^ ?S lily flowers, alluding to

the layers on the bulb.

1 'pI' ^ 4 all the various occu-

pations of life.

I .^ .1^ ifS everybody hates him

heartily.

\ ^ ^ Wl af'*'' death, a euphu-

ism.

] ^ a the surnames or clan

names of the Chinese.

] •^ the brain.

1 M ^ a district magistrate,

alluding to the extent of his

jurisdiction.

i"^ A hundred men, the leader

I P , of a band, a centurion ; a

po/i' string of a hundred cash ; it

is used for the last in writing

numbers for security.

g 1
^100 laels of silver.

#J^ From man and ivhite ; tlie word
'
I rj bey or bey f0 |^i» derived from

poh'' 'l*'' > oc<'"f* used for pa ^ a
tyrant.

A father's elder brother ; the

eldest of brothers ; a title of re-

spect ; a senior, a superior ; an earl,

the third rank of nobility ; aa-

^

ciently, also a constable of princes,

heads of departments, leaders, no-

bles, and chiefs ; to control ; term

by which a husband or elder bro-

ther is addressed.

'^
\ & 'f' ^ ^"^t come to my

help!

I ^ or ;^ -J^ ray paternal elder

uncle, called ^ $^ in familiar

address ; an old gentleman.

1 S" a great uncle.

] <K paternal uncles; used for

uncles on both sides.

I ^ an uncle, an elder, a senior.

] -{^ an aunt, an uncle's wife.

^ 1 an ancient rank, like a high-

priest.

] ^ the shrike.

1 f'j' iM^ a mode of calling

four brothers, answering to first,

second, third, and fourth. ^
From kerchief ani white,

3 Plain white silk, taflfety ; a

2](ih'' present of silk ; wealth, pro-

perty.

;j(jl j fabrics generally.

^ ]
paper money burned at wor-

ship.

^ ] to place long strips of pa[x;r

on graves, as at Ts'ing-ming.

^ ]
riches ; estates.

j^ I
a small present, a single roll.

3 1 three sorts of colored silks

used for presents.

M 1 M ^ 'lie Chinese Plutus,

or god of Wealth.

V 1^ From water and while ; used

yy with lH thin.

poh^ The glare on the water ; a

ripple ; to stop ; to fasten or

moor a boat ; to anchor ; anchored,

at leisure ; a marshy lake.

j^ 1
or ] ^ to anchor a vessel.

i!^ 1 S in frugal, contented,

with little.

j^ ]
unsettled, roving, as a

gypsy ; a vagabond.

JpJ ] 1^ the ho-po, i. e. the hoppo

or boat-master at Canton ; as

M 1
'^ is a harbor-master.
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. From to go and white ; thj 38-

'*-tI 1 cond and common fonn is xm-a authorized.

To urge, to insist upon ; to

,
j' •' vex, to harass, to provoke to™

extremity ; embarrassed and

driven on, as by an enemy.

^ 1 ^ J* flurried and driven

so as to make mistakes.

^ ] hurried
;
pressed, as by work.

^ ]
not a cash left, penniless.

^ ]
straitened ; in distress, as by

poverty ; overburdened, as with

sares.

J^ $^ ^ \ driven by circum-

stances.

1 "f jS^ ^ bound by a strict

command.

") From wood and ir/iile, referring

to its durability, emblematic of

' I purity ; the first form is correct.

Xrt The cypress ; the cedar
;

TO J •'
. large ; to impel, to crowd

P^\ on, to urge.

^' J^ ] the juniper ; the arbor-

a vitse. (Thuja orienialis.)

1 Jff
* governor's palace.

iff
I

bark of the Pterocarpus

flavtis, used to dye silks yellow.

1 § 'i^
the swamp cedar, used

for incense.

1 "? ?ft
°'^ from juniper seeds,

used in the red ink for stamps.

K 1 ^ chaste, refusing to wed

again.

*! 1 ^ ^ M ^^^ guests crowded

^ each other on the ground.

j^t/f A great junk fit to cross the

^fj) ocean ; a sea-going vessel

poll' ^ ]
aphip.

1 ff j|6 a junk from Tien-

itan or Siam. {CaiUonese.)

An embroidered collar or

cape, anciently worn over the

dress at court or state sacri-

. fices ; it was of red or differ-

ently made to indicate rank.

^ ] an outside cape.

^ ] to show outside, to indicate

by some symbol

To swell op suddenly, as a

Jg^) pustule ; the skin breaking,

puo' as from chilblains.

21 -^ 1 ;& *e skin chap-

ping in winter from the cold.

fll
From knife and to engrave.

'J J To flay, to peel, to skin ; to

2>o/i'' split ; to uncover ; met. to

degrade, as by depriving

of robes ; to wane ; to extort, to

fleece, to demand by force ; to

slaughter an animal ; the 23d dia-

gram, meaning to change from soft

to hard.

] ^ to skin, to flay, — it was an

ancient punishment ; to fleece,

to extort

J^ I
to exact sharply, as in cus-

tom duties ; to levy on.

iM. \ i. ^ good times have re-

turned, the worst has passed.

1 ^ to ];)eel the husk.

^ 1 ^ ^ kill and then cook it.

^ ]
to take without mercy.

Read puh. To strike, to knock

down.

/\^ ^ 1 ^ '" October, they pick

(or thrash down) the dates.

m
\ From

join ;

po/i"

home and to blend or

the first form is correct.

A piebald or particolored

horse ; a fabulous tiger
;

mixed, diverse ; to dispute,

to argue against, to criticise

;

contradictory, impracticable ; to

graft ; to tranship ; to thrust in,

to insert; to splice, to scarp on,

to piece out ; to continue, to take

up where one left off ; suddenly.

] p to find fault with.

] f^ to cavil at the price.

\ g, particolored, variegated.

] 1^ to graft trees.

] j|g| a boat which makes a con-

nection with another.

^ ^ to tranship goods.

1 jS. '&] IS ^ correct the expres-

Mons. ,^ ,5,

^ I ^ ?|| to reverse the decinoQ

of a lower court.

1 f^'h.lai ^® suddenly waxed

angry.

] JU to reject a petition.

] j^ to take from a cart to the

boat, to transport.

] p§ to browbeat, to cross-ques-

tion.

] Jp to expose an error.

^ I
to receive from another, as

goods.

^1^ ] a prolepsis ; to answer ob-

jections beforehand.

From rain and to wrap.

Hai! ; sometimes called ^
M M hard-headed rain.

] .^ a hailstone. ,,

"f ]
or ^ 1 to hail.

^ ]
hurt by hailstones.

The tramping noise made in

walking over stones,

gg ]
noise made by a horse

striking his hoofs together.

The original form is intended to

represent a man's legs stretched

out"; it was composed of two Jt
placed back to back, and gra-

dually contracted to the present

form ; it is the lO-Dth radical of

a few cbaractei's.

Two persons standing back to

back ; to progress.

From hand and to issue. ; origin-

ally like the last.

To spread or distribute in

their proper places ; to ap-

propriate or set aside for

;

to rule, to dispose ; to detach, as

troops; to expel, to root out; to

abrogate ; uprooted ; to get rid

of, to exclude ; to scatter, as the

wind does clouds; fluttering, as a

dress ; to flirt, as a fan ; to thrum,

as a lute ; to cut grass ; to sepa-

rate ; ropes for a hearse.

] ^ to draw the bow.

1 4i te drive off musketoes.

i i S ) "^^ ^^^ ''""S ruled

with vigor.

. imo

poh?
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I:

I ^ j[g to dissipate the smoke.

] ^ >/|^ to fan the flame.
*

I 1^ to reel thread.

^ j ^ "J"
to detach troops to

a post.

^ I
to allot each one his duties.

1 IS •'' great worker.

1 IM 1^ move aside the things,

make a way.

I
,B| j^ a lick-spittle.

[

\ tL U. ta ^ :^ ^ vigorous

ruler who can reform abuses, or

put down rebels to restore order.

j^ fl -^ \ it must first be up-

rooted.

] ^ altered, as for the better.

1 |§ — j^ to put oue side,

partial.

1 ^ ^ Q when the clouds dis-

perse you can see the sun ; met.

to dissipate error.

1 M * door-latch or knob. {Pe-

kingese.)

1 la i^ #:A B\ jg the thrnm-

mer on liis guitar has come

into the bedroom ;
— i.e. a mus-

keto is buzzing.

1 %Ki'^ I beg of you to let

nothing prevent your coming.

IS 1 iE please straighten it;

amend or revise it.

In Shanghai. An instrumental

verb ; using, with, by ; to give, to

hand.

1 «& ^ ftg * M J>e was re-

proved by his parents.

I Ji ^ give it to me.

A rain garment, made of

leaves or coarse gunny cloth,

called
] ^, worn by la-

borers ; a short jacket.

Yrorajish aud to exhibit.

A fish wagging its tail, when
swimming.

Designed to represent two men
inimical to each other, and stand-

ing back to back.

The north ; northern ; to the

north ; northwards ; the ca-

pital ; conquered and fleeing.

poh'

] -jj the northern regions.

^ ®f 1 ± to bid farewell to a

graduate going to Peking.

^ I
defeated, demoralized.

I j^ the north pole.

1 P ^h beyond the Wall.

ik'f:^^] ^mm¥f they

attacked those behind, wlio fled,

and the blood flowed till it

would float a pestle.

J^ j
to pursue the defeated.

) M M ^ to have an audience

with the Emperor, alluding to

his position as ahvaj's f.icing

the south.

I
T^ Peking, or the northern ca-

pital ; it has been chiefly current

since the Ming dynasty began.

Read pet ' To separate ; to op-

pose.

j^ ]
to turn the back on.

^ ]
parted, placed in divisions.

To walk through the grass
;

5 10 trudge, to draggle ; to

poh' travel ofl'; to presume to do

of one's self ; to stumble, to

slip; the end of a candle.

^ ] M ^ the old wolf steps

on his dewlap.

^ ^ ] i$ ^ '^'gh ofllicer has

gone over the prairies aud

streams.

IJE. ] the heel.

] ;4s the root ; the base.

^ j an addenda to a book ; an-

other preface to a new edition.

I ^ ^ ^ the discommodities

of traveling.

I Pl2 or
j ^ (Sanscrit, hltadrd)

virtuous or sage, a title applied

to every Bud ha.

] (J^ to stumble and fall.

1 ^ JpI the River Gunduck m
Nipal, called lliranya vati by

''

Budhists.

j ^ to tread down legal rights,

to threaten reprisals.

Similar to the next.

A large dish for eating from.

A-L» An open earthen-ware basin

i^T^) to cook in, common at Can-

Ci'Oh ton; a globular, narrow-

mouthed dish used by priests

for their alms-bowl, contracted from

1 ^ iH Of 'he Sanscrit patra,

a beggar's clap-dish ; a stone-ware

patera to grind colors on.

I 3£ » priest's dish, shaped like

a Hat globe.

1^ ^ 1 to hand down the

[priest's] robe and clap-dish —
to a disciple.

fs| H 1 a large platter dish.

[GuntoiMse.)

f£ 1 ?g
pij the Budhist profes-

sion.

] a tunnel

Tlie roots of grass ; stubble

;

.) a thatched cottage.

2mU'
I ^ a hovel or mat house.

j^ I
sprouting grass.

^ f -tf ':^ B fS ^ 1
under

this shady sweet crab-tree the

chief of Shao lodged. ^

Ali. A small bell, like a sieigh-

3^^) bell, used by Budhists in

(
poh chanting, or in music to re-

spond ; sometimes written ^^
and used in Siam for a tical.

^ ]
small cymbals.

mi The shoulder-blade ; the

scapula ; commonly called

RS 9 or shoulder-scale.

poh'

'*- The beaver, known as^ ^ ,

,, and also i ^ ^ ; it is |

poh^ found in Koko-nor in watery '

places, and burrows ; some
eat it, and the name denotes its

fatness.

A baked cake made of flour

confectionary ; comfits.

5JI 1*5 1 1
^^^^ biscuit.

J^L 1 ] to cook cakes.

1 1 iCl 6^ '"^^ sweet cakes.
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2)oh>

II,
poll'

FOH.

A name fur a wife among
the northern tribes ; a pretty

woman ; another form ofpu/i,

lis the demon of drought.

Fragrant.

# 1 1

good smell.

an exceedingly

A small tree found in Hu-
nan, producing a yellow

wood called ^ ] ; the root

wood is reddish ; the bark is

bitter and dyes yellow ; it

'

is like the pomegranate in

habit.

po,i

P'OH.

From hand and a chief'; it is not

identical with p'ihy Vn to bend.

To break asunder, to break

in two ; to open, to split, to

pull asunder ; to disgrace.

f*)^ 1 ^ P °P^" yo'"' mouth.

1 JC 3^ W '° make one's father

and brother blush.

[g ] the thumb.

] ^ to break bread.

] M *''' '^^ paper.

1 T S fS '^ disrupt friendly

feelings.

^ ^ ^ \ iL tl'c plastering!

has dried and cracked off.
'

P'OH.

In Cantonese. To throw a thing

on the ground ; to tiing it away.

m>
Resembles ,hao '

' down.

Name of
] ^ in Yiiig-cheu

P^ . fu in the north of Ngan-

hwui ; a term for the northern

part of that province ; an early

capital of China, b. c. 1760, lying

in the present Shang-k'iu f^ 55 '°

the east of Honan ; there was an-

other in Yen-sz' in Honan fu in the

west of that province ; and a third

near the first.
,

^ g 1
I began ray opera-

tions at Fob ; said by Chingtang.

Old sounds, p'at, p'ak, and bale. In Canton, p'ok, p'ut, p'ak, pak, and pAk ;— in Stoatow, p'ok, p'e, p'ua, p'a, pek, and

p'ek ;
— in Amot/, pw'at, p'ek, and p'ok ;— in Fuhchau, pw'ak, p'iik, pw6k, p'euk, p'auk, and puk ;—

in Shanghai, p'eli, p'ak, p'ok, and bok ;
— in Chi/u, p'Ci.

^p'oh

From water and to issue.

To throw water down, to

bespatter ; to drip, to ooze

out ; dissipated ; a dash of

water ; to waste ; bold, vigorous.

— 1 ^ a smart shower.

IS 1 1 6^ cheerful, in good

spirits ; unselfish ; to enhearten.

'HI; I
to use things recklessly.

] § a bold handwriting.

^ ]
perverse ; incurably evil.

1 ^ ^ S£ 'o 'ose custom, as by
rudeness.

1 ^ IS J|^ water thrown out

J

cannot be gathered up ;
— one

must abide the results of his

own acts.

, In Cantonese.

+ ^SI 1 I

taper prettily.

Slender, acute,

all her fingers

A sickle or hooked knife,

' sharp on both edges, to cut

grass; a small scythe or
grass-knife.

Grape-juice, not yet settled

or strained is ] ^ ; must,

^p'o newly made spirits.

p'oh'

From gem and white.

Amber is ^ ] , supposed to

be of resinous origin ; when

^ #* t£ it ^ rubbed hot

it will attract straws.

:^ ^ ] a yellowish red-amber
;

also false amber.

j5l ]
red amber.

^ I
clear, light colored amber.

The thud of an arrow; the

noise it makes when strikhig,

as if it was a hailstone.

I

An edible tuber, the
] ^

called at Canton ,|| J0 or

horse's hoof, the Kleochuris

talerosus or water-chestnut.

1 or horse's tuber, one name

for the puff-ball (Lijcoperdon),

some of which are said to be

as large as a pint measure.

i
From hand and a case for rods

;

' contracted like the next.

To lean or recline against

;

to flog, to strike ; to tap ; a

blow ; to impinge, to strike

against ; to flit, as a bat ; to flap

;J^ I ^ the flowers excite the

nose.

] ^ to clap the wings.

1 M i^C'" tread or slap out a fire.

]
"j* ^ they came rushing on.

--
1 ^ 'C" * fi^s'l design, a

settled resolution.

^ 1 ^^^^^ '"oth flits aboul

^ the lamp.

] j§ J!j$
to rush on one ; to close

tin upon, as a robber.

1 ^ 5|- ^ to brush away three

pecks of dust; — 7;te^ to render

perspicuous, to clear up.

|.f Iiitercbanged with the last.

^ I } To iBe a club or cudgel ; to

^p'u beat, to pound ; a tap.

1 ,l| t<J whip a horse.

1 f^ iic ?fil
''^^ *""'' "^ ^^^ punish-

ment in teaching.

]^ I
to push one over.

] ^ to fall down, as in a fit

From wood and a ease for bam-
boo reeds.

Hard, fine-grained wood

;

rough, scrubby timber ; the

body, as of an unfinished vessel

;

sincere, plain ; the substance, ma-

terial ; a body without appendage

or ornament.



P'OH.

I ^ siiiiide-minded, honest, rustic,

sincere.

I ^ ^ SL a family of unpre-

tentious, plain Labits.

^ I
Ecriniping, parsimonious.

1 ^ fiugal
;
just what is neces-

sary.

lit A M 1 ^ reform one's habits

and expenses.

P'OH. P'OH. 711

^=f
I

Used as n contraction of the last,

and ofyw* pf* to announce.

/j'oA' The bark of two kinds of

Miiyn&tia ; the ^ j is the

M. rubra ;- the other is the Mug-
nolia hypoleuca, called J!^ ] a

tonic of a bitterish pungent, aro-

matic lasle.

I ^ the dwarf nettle tree, the

C I'in (rrientnlia.

^ ]
the note to inform friends of

a parent's decease.
,

^ ]
paddy, unhulled rice.

The crust or gangue of a

:,
gem ; an unpolished gem.

p'-oW
1 35 a gem in the rough.

i^ ft fi I M 5lJ « Jg. Pien
Ho offered a rough gem [to

King Li of Tsu], who cut off

both his legs, — for his impu-
dence.

A clod of earth.

'*
1 ^ ** ^"'^P of dirt.

,/- An arrow-head of bone is

CL> # 1 ;
and

1 M «? are

j^oW arrows tipped with blunt

bone, so as not to wound.

To take out of, to pluck up

;

J to turn, is found in the Shang-

hai phrase
] ^ to torn over

or turn around.

//o'

B
3H4 The eyesight somewhat in-

^^j distinct, as from near-sight-

/)'o/»' edness.

g^ ]
protuberant eyeballs.

From man and thorn
,

bushman.
q. d. a

To banish, to exile or drive

men to live among tha west-

ern savages ; to drive into the

desert ; certain aborigines who
lived in Kien-wei hieii !}^ '^ J|,^

in Sz'ch'uen in the Han dynasty,

and are still found in Pu-iigan

cbeu ^ ^ f\ in the southwest

of Kweichau.

From to wrap and icide ; also

read y«/'v

/u/j' To fall prostrate, to crawl

on the hands and knees ; to

exert one's self to relieve an-

other.

^ 1 ^ /HS ^® ffi^ on and clasp-

ed the coffin.

^ ] ^ ;^ I even crawled on

my knees to save them.

A fragrant, white flower

called ^ ] ; a general name

for spindle-shaped roots is

^ ] , as radishes, beets,

turnips, &c.

r dt ffi 1
'"a"' carrots; to have

chilblains. {Cantonese.)

4;A Frolom ^ hand and H hundred
contracted, intimating many

( , liands.

,
p^ai To pat, to caress ; to .slap, as a

table ; to beat, as cymbals ; in

Peking, the projecting cornice over

a shop or house, which serves as an

ornament, or a protection to the

entrance.

1 ^ to clap the hands, as when

calling a servant.

1 M'hl^^^'^ slapped the tabic

in great anger.

] ^ to act as a peacemaker.

1 ^ Iffl ^ clapped their hands

and laughed.

8 ?K 1
^'^^^ foaming bil,

lows beat against the sky, — as

in a tyfoon.

1 ?i to play ball-

'§ 113 ^ 1
tlic notes accord.

\
] ^ to pat on the shoulder.

1 R ^ !^ '0 buy by bidding,

as at an auction.

] 1^ to strike the breast, as

when vexed.

jj^ j -^ a cornice made of mat-

ling.

^ff The grains of liquor.

THi fi 1
tlja' which floats on

p'^oli' the vat.

From demon and lohile for the

plionetic.

»'»/(' The animal soul, inferior to

the i^, and partaking of tlie

I^ principle ; it goes earth-

ward on death, and forms the

ghost ; the faculties, especially the

senses ; the animal spirits or ner-

vous i)erception, as distinguished

from the reason ; figure, fc .'m

;

the dark disk of the moon, that

which cannot be seen.

^ j
and fj 5g 1

the first and

second days of the new moon,

when no disk can be seen.

in 4 1
'l^^ sixteenth day of

tiie moon.

H sA -t 1
'l"^ three souls and

seven spirits of a man, the last be-

ing the action of the five senses

and limbs, which some persons

omit as not being really a spirit.

] Pfi H ^ ffl the p'oh is the

energy belonging to the body.

j^ \
bodily vigor.

^ I
body, form.

3 ^ B^ ^ 1 when the moon be-

gan to wane in the third mouth.

H 1 ^ 5fc
'l'^ moon begins to

brighten.

Kead <'o/i, and also written ^.
Desolate.

^ ]
disheartened, spiritless.

^ R '^ 1 * wretchedly poor

family.
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FTJ.
on sounds, fo, bo, pok, bok, pot, and hot. /» Ganton, p6 and fau ;

— in Swatow, pu, pA, and p'6 ; — ia Amoy, po, p'o,

axe/ Un ; — in Ftihchau, pu, pwo, and pw'6 ;
— in Shanghai, pu a«(/ bu ;

— in Chi/'a, pu.

From to go and ^-sf.

To rtee, to abscond ; to hang

in suspense ; to owe govern-

ment ; a defaulter, a pecola^

tor.

] ^ obligations to government

) ^ a debt.

] ^ to abscond, to escape iron)

arrest

]
to skulk and secrete, as

a fellow tieeing from the [xJice.

1 E vagabond, disloyal otficiak

to a

^jm

The period from 3

o'clock p. M., same as

the afternoon hour.

"Y ]
suiisetting.

Q ){^ ]
the sun is nearly down

H El 1 -^ al» 1 tbc sun is now

declining.

B 1 i^ ISl ^''^ ^^^^^ ""creasea

as the day wears away

A flat roof; the roof made

flat so as to be used.

I ^ the headman of the

roof, — a name given to the

headmen of Chinese emi-local

grants in Siam and elsewhere.

From to eul aiid .first ; inter-

clianged witli P§' to feed, and

erroneously used for Jfl' a shop.

To cat ; an afternoon lunch
;

a cake
;

gruel.

1 an evening or late meaL

j I^K ^ Soo<l ** nothing but

to eat and drink.

J[ ]
bean cakes ; food of pulse.

A vegetable garden, an or-

chard ; a place for recreation

;

to cultivate a garden ; mat

sheds erected by squatters.

^ ]
a gardener.

, M lg i® 1
in the mnth

moon, they beat smooth the

tacklng-floors in their gardens.

M̂
pu

'm
'ou

j^ I
farmers and gardeners.

g j
gardens of all kinds.

^ I
an elysium in the Ewtiiilnq

Mts. ^ -^ ill
where the Hea-

venly Kuler ^ ^ resides.

From ciothes and
used for the ue.'^t.

Jirft ; occur*

'pit

From words and pervading

;

interclianfred with the last.

'pa To repair, to mend ; to clos.1

up, as a breach ; to patch
;

to supply, to substitute, to mako

np ; to aid, to assist ; recruit,

to strengthen, as the body -, the

Insignia ofrank sewed on tho obe

;

a supplement or addenda • ia

arit/imelic, a thousand millions or

a billion.

I
M to strengthen the powers. ,

1 ^ tonics, restoratives. ^
] ^ j]g to patch clothes. "'"'

^ j5l_ ^ to recruit tlu ener-

gies.

J Ig the embroidered official robe

on which the ] -J or insignia

is sewed.

\ ^ ^ (or ^) U) supply (or

make up) the discount.

1 ^ BM 'o make up for light

weight of money.

1 M S 3E *'* reprove a prince,

that he may amend his faults.

;j; ^ jj> ] there is doubtless

some small advantage.

^-
I

to supply a new one.

] -g; to make it up to one, as a
breakage,

j S ^ ii <iU up this little

crack ;
— met. make this affair

work better.

^ /p I ig no merit can atone

for this fault.

patch an ulcer, — is utter folly.

1 Si a pntcli.

JE jS 1 jft " primus and secund-

us ; an appointer and his al-

ternative.

t. I

A list, a record ; a chroni-

cle ; a*treatise on an art, or

a history of its productions ; an

escutcheon ; a genealogical list ; a

3i)sus list ; a biographical work
;

insert in a register ; to put

in a proper place ; belonging to, as

a clan or rank.

^ 1 or
I
^ ^ family genealogy.

"j^ ] a clan register.

^ 1 to revise the family records.

^ I
book of games of chess-

^'
I

a treatise on drawing.

^ 1 historical anuals.

^ scientific repertories, notices

of antiques, and simihu- works.

, [pj ip 1
about the same age.

gl ]
a certificate of sworn bro-

therhood.

Wt IS ^ 1 ^^^ ^^^^ '^ unreUable

;

extravagant sj)eeches.

^P ]
a village census or annals.

^ >^ 1
everything has its rules

or usages ; there's a right way

for doing everything.

In Cantonese. Reasonable ; evi-

dence for.

}^ g^ I
rather near,

fj P ] 3J5
set an upset price

;

give me some idea of its value.

f » l ». An unauthorized character, pro-

,UU bably changed from iTfila reach.

'pu An open level place, an are-

na ; a port or anchorage.

S
I

plain at the base of hills ; a

level region.

^ ]
Whampoa Reach near Can-

ton.

1 p^ a mart, a place of trade on

the sea.

^ 1 If W. *^® distant sails can

be seen coming to the anchor-

age.
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i|'

In Pekingese. A measure of

length of five li, where a rest-bonse

is erected ; the house is called
]

"^ and contains a guard ; also a

neighborhood or part of a street in

the outer city, placed under the

direction of a |^ ^ or policeman.

From j^ earth and J^ n hil-

lock ; it is used with the last.

pu' A port ; a landing where

trad© is carried on ; a mart

;

an unwalled seaside town.

1 3% ^ W^ ; * marine landing-

place ; a mart, as for sale of salt.

^ ]
a grain warehouse.

|g I
a salt depot.

j^ j
to trade along at the ports.

^ ]
your port.

^ ] a great mart, like Shanghai.

5|f ]
tlie new port usually denotes

Singaixjre.

Fioin Jt to strip and y? a

lilile, denoting the rest between
steps.

To stq), to walk, to march
;

a strido, a step ; a pace in land

measOTe is reckoned to be five J^
3.035 square y.irds or 30.3234

feet ; in long measure five f^ is

nearly a fathom ; in geography, a

length of 4.05 feet, SCO of which

make ono ^ ; in Japan, a square

pit? is 3o square yards ; footmen,

infantry ; a way, a course, manner
;

a jetty, .an anchor.age for ferry-

boats ; a god that injures men and

animals ; to go leisurely, as by

p.aces ; vhat comes on surely, as a

doom, a fate ; to ride in a barrow
;

to train a horse ; a classifier of

situations.

1 ^ *-'"
1 fr to go .afoot.

] M '^ landing-place.

iE 1 ilk ^"'^'^ ^ position as this.

1 ife
*"'" iS 1 ^ doctor's or g-eo-

niauct'i's fees.

ff ^' \ to trayel much.

^ ] JjJ HI the ways or stejjs of

Heaven are difiicult to under-

stand.

] ^ an idol's .ittendants.

] ^ a measure of five feet.

] j^ a footpath, a bridle-path.

he'll take a st«p ; i. e. yield him

an inch and he will take an ell.

^ ]
not very dark, I can see my

way.

;^ ^ ]
he had not reached the

place.

—. ] — ] step by step, grad-

luilly.

^ W 1^ Ji 1
<1"n"'' P"sl» '"-''-

ters ; treat him so that you can

make it up ; leave some room

for gi'aoe.

13 j
fortunes of a state.

I
Jn foot-soldiers, infantry.

1$ ^ 1 Si ^ pr.ictice comes

gradually on one ; this w.iy is

attained step by step.

I ] iW( F5 he gradually rose

to eminence.

'fs ^ Jl" 1
'"'''y ' '''oublc you to

step in, — or do sometliing.

^ ]
your steps ; a polite phra,se.

jt ] or •^ 1 don't com;! out,

as at parting.

] a pall' of compasses or

dividers.

2^ ]
to ascend a throne.

] |[$ to move the army.

M \ ^ fr Plt-ase go first.

5^ ] ^ 1^ the true way to rise

to eminence.

1 ^ ^ f^ "I'i'f '•''^'"g •* 'e^

i^teps, a little wliile.

Su ^1 B 1
looi^ "'^''^ '"

y°"'"

'

steps. \ye careful how you behave. !

afoot '?
:

1 I? )^ M t^^° general-in-chief

over tl>e gendarmeiT of Peking

pii'

Composed of t]7 a kerchief and

^ father contracted.

Cotton, linen, or hempen fa-

brics, as nankeen, grasscloth,

longcloths, or calico ; to spread out,

to arrange ; to publish, to make

known ; to displ.iv, to dift'use ; to

infer ; a source, a spring ; to scat-

ter; oblong, flat coins of Wang
Mang, used as tokens for a thousand

ca.sh.

I ^ cotton clothed, i. e. common
people.

I 9 Prussia.

] ^ the crow-pheasant {Ctntro-

pus) of southern China ; .it the

North this name is given to the

hoopoe or jlj fu '{^ hill-priest.

] W % ^ "ell arranged, all

done properly.

I jjg charitable gifts.

1 1^ ^ the treasnrer of a pro-

\ince.

1 ^ ^ "F '^o publish in all the

provinces.

i'^ 1 HI ^ ^ l"gl^ "^^ foaming

cascade.

1 M &. ^ armnge everything

(or body) in its place.

]
gC piece-goods.

1^ ]
longcloths.

^[i^ 1
drillings.

g ]
summer cloth, grasscbtb.

^ :^^ ]
nankeens,

f^ ]
foreign linen-

^ ]
oiled or painted cloth.

^ ]
bunting,

j^ :^ 1
glazed chintz.

^^e 1
prints.

Jg ]
damasked, figured cottons.

^ ]
ginghams.

i^Ti il; 1
<l'tti't'"^s or qniltings.

^ ] and ~ ] large and small

needles. (Fuhcluiu.)

iK £< 1
doraesticR

_^ I
a thick leaved seaweed or

tangle, (lAtminaria) dried and

cut into long strips, and nsed

for fo<id.

) Used for the last and the next.

P To extend, to difiuse ; re.ich-

2m'' ing, spreading everywhere.

^ ] extending all over.

information.

1 15 an answer in return.

90
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X^' To open out ; to disperse, to

yflJ scatter.

] ^ scattered about, as2m

w
dust.

] to direct, to give orders.

From heayi and to spread.

Afraid, .surprised ; to fright-

pu'' eii ; alarmed, as from fear of

punishment.

t^ 1 il IS *» scare silly people.

^ I
frightened.

/fjtfti From bamboo and pervading ;

VPB. this and /jo/',^ thin, are liable

*'f to be mistaken for each other.
pit

A register, a tablet ; a me-

morandum book ; ivory tablets

anciently used at audiences ; a

blank book ; an account book ; to

record.

I ^ books and records.

^ I
keeper of records and ac-

counts in a district ; he is like

an under-treasurer.

M 1 or J\^ ]
account-books.

^ \
the records of a club.

S ]
or _tl ] to charge in ac-

count.

IB 1
a journal, a diary.

^ -^ 1 the blotter.

]j^ iJ ]
the cash-book.

P^ ]
a door-register.

"J^ ] an embroiclereT's pattern

book.

1 ^ ^ ^ to keep an account

of the specie and grain re-

venue.

lU^ I
a subscription-book for the

relief of Budhist priests, or for

repairs, &c.

Read poh^ A door-curtain; a

tray for silkwoiiBS to lay their co-

coons; to urge.

pu

S
PU.

' From E( a town and ^ wheth-

er altered ; it is sometimes used

'. for the last.

ihe go-

The sum, the totality or

entire amounfof; to take a general

control of ; a tribe, a sort ; a class

or division '.n a serial arrangement,

as a family in natural history, the

radicals or keys in the Chinese

language, the zotliacal constellations,

a region of the body in anatomy,

(fee; a tribunal, a board, a depart-

ment ; a public court ; the officer

in a board, or the one who holds

the office ; a division of a treatise

larger than a ^ ; a classitier of

books ; a Mongol clan, a horde ; a

colony, or separate authority; to

divide ; to spread abroad ; araoag

the Budhists, a school or sect ; a

part of a canon.

•^ ] the six Boards in

vernment, are the ^ ]
Board

of Civil Office; H ]
of Rites,

p ] of Revenue, Jc
| ofWar,

5pj I
of Punishments, and

X 1
of Works.

S^ 1 m M attached to a Board

waiting for ordera

^ the governor-general and

] ^ the governor of a province.

2, I
the five elements.

] "f under such an officer.

•^ fl3 1
yci'j the collector.

1 M "^^^ personnel of a Board.

^ 'fi ] & each has his own

jurisdiction.

] jjff a commander-in-chief.

^ ]
the radical or key of a cha-

racter.

1 ^ belonging to or within a

jurisdiction, as part of a state.

] ^ a commission of titular rank

issued by the Board of Office.

1

m

PU.

_tl ] and 'Y 1 iu medicine, above

and below the navel.

/S 9 1 ^ li'S fame was widely

spread.

—
I H a whole work; some-

times, a single volume of it.

^ ^ 1 ft follow on after my
brigade in your place.

^ 1 % J^ [let him be] deUvered

to the [proi)er] Board for trial

and pmiisbment

> To feed an infant with a

spoon, to mumble for a child;

'/«< to gi\ e to eat, as a bird does
;

to chew ; a mouthfid.

1 ?L *o suckle, to feed with pap.

p£ I
to disgorge and feed one's

young.

5^ P S 1 ['1^6 fledglings] open

their l)ills to take the food.

.'^ ^ .K 1
'^Tows disgorge to feed

their young.

^i To pursue and capture; to

.seize ; to search for .oiid ar-

'pu rest; to hunt, to fowl.

]
jffii^ to angle ; to catch lish.

] ^ to arrest thieves.

•1^ ] on the lookout, as for a

thief.

] ^ a ix)lice-office ; a superin-

tendent of jx)lice in a sub-distrii;t

magistrate's office ; a sort of

justice of the peace.

1 M "'
1 f^ "'

] "^ constables.

1 M U ;^ '•o chase the wind

and grasp shftdows ;— to foUow

visionary objects.

] ^ business of a policeman.

d-J^J To give thanks for a gift;

J»nJ '° S*"^ douceurs to people for

jni' services.

j ^ ji §^ give him BOUie-

thing for his trouble.

m
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OW sounds, p'o, '.o, pok, bok, and hot. /» Con<on, p'6 ; — in Swatow, p'u and

in Fahcfiau, pw'6 a«rf pw6 ;
— in Shanghai, p'u and ba ;

—

tP"

From «ie<a/ and ./fi's( ; it is im-

properly used for jj* a shop.

A door-knocker, made like

a tortoise or tiger's liead,

called ^ 1 ; to spread out, to

arrange ; to lay in order ; to make

known, to jjervade ; to marshal,

as forces ; universal ; tired, worn

out ; to sleep with ; bedding.

1 /f^ to spread a table.

1 JM *" niake a feast.

] ^ to put things in their places.

ff M 1
>nake up a bed on the

tloor.

1 IS ""
1 W- ^'^ ''^y '" order,

arranging.

ft* 1 ^ P"' 'H> ^^^ bedding.

1^ I
a bedfellow.

jffi ^ 3!j5 1 "*^ ^^'ere marshaled

against the tribes on the Eivcr

Hwai.

] Jl to spread a cushion ;— met.

to defray the expenses of officers

or guests.

•—
I )^ one settee or sofa.

1 '}i ^ M to extol and com-

mend one.

IB !^ 1 ^ the verdure spreads

like a carpet.

^pu

Great ; to reprove ; to con-

sult
;

people helping one

another ; to boast, to talk big.

The print of a horse's foot

;

the mark of a hoof.

<

Sickness, weakness ; atrophy,

wasting ; internal obstruc-

tion.

^ 1 ;?§ lie grievously

afflicted (poisoned and sickened)

the whole empire.

^ M 1 ^ ™y servants are dis-

abled.

Read/w'. To make ill

Broad species of the stingray

or skate, of the order Raice.

^ SA 1
yellow spotted ray,

with spines arranged like a T.

{Platijrima sinensis-)

^X li' I
* purple bellied ray,

spinous taU.

Tf; ^ ]
the wooden ladle ray.

(Nitrcirm lingula.)

& S 1 ^lie white fleshed ray.

( Trijyon carnea.)

^ ^ ]
the flying shoulder

ray. {Pkroplatea micrura.)

1 §|S a green colored ray, body

semicircular.

Used for the next.

A lucky plant known in an-

cient times.

1 ffl SSP,
a district in Hhig-

hwa fn, in the south-east of

Fuhkien.

From pliant

phonetic.

and rivulet as the

i/'
« The cat-tail rush or Ti/pfui,

of whose leaves mats are

woven ; the calamus or sweet-flag;

huts made of grass.

§ 1 and
] ^ are two species

of the cat-tjul, thougli the last

is also applied to the pollen of

the plant wlieu used as a drug.

I ^^ sweet-flag leaves, hung over

doors as a charm on the
| fjj

flag festival, or the dragon-boat

festival.

I ^ ^ or ] ^ :^ the dan-

delion ; it has many local names,

one of which is ^ :j!2 ill)
the

yellow gentleman.

"^ ^ grass sandals.

Q coarse baskets woven of the

bulrush to contain fruits, &c.

1$ ;^ J§ a cat-tail whip will

make him ashamed.

15P .i ^ the beauty of the flag

p*6 ;— in Amoy, p6, p'o, and hn j
—

in Chi/u, p'ii.

^ I S sitting on a rush mat, as

a priest when at worship.

^.tyKT>fMM 1
tl'eoirl-

ing waters will nc)t even float a

bundle of bulrushes.

I 51 fans woven of rush leaves.

] ^ a, Nanking name for parsley.

j?J^ Used for the last, when

c jl^ njcaniiig sedge grass.

^//u \^ ] an old name for play-

ing-cards ; they are described

as much used by swineherds and
slaves.

^S^ The breast, especially of a

?/Jm '*'"'' °^ game-bird, is ^ | ;

a cook's term.

To crawl, as an infant ; to

lie prostrate ; to strive for.

1 ^ ^ ^ to fall prostrate

and sorrowfully beg.

M

^p'u

and willow, — is transient.

The vine.

I ^ ^ a pni-ple color.

^ a cluster ot grapes.

1 ^ jg or
I
^- f^ juice or

wine of grapes.

] ^ ^ a sort of rose-apple, which

the Cantonese steep in spirits.

^ ] ^ or le|)rous grape, from

the warUs on its skin, is a rather

unusual term for the Momor-
dica balsumhiea ^ jR or bitter

. squash.

S-^
To drink largely

;
jolly, in

fU high spirits, as from drink.

sj?^'" ^ ]
to quaft'.

1 £, they drank for five

days.

5c "F .^ 1
the country is great-

ly e.xhilirated or joyous.

•J^^ Fodder for horses and cows

;

cT^J? dry grass chopped up.

iP'^ 1 ill tangled grass or hay.
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-Wf^ A tree, the
) ^ ^^ brought

t 1^ from MagaULa, the sacred

jp'it ho or pipul tree {Ficus reli-

giosa) of the Budhists.

] 1^ (Sanscrit, hodhi or /)«*) in-

telligence or Budba.

1 & m ^ an inferior Budba,

(Sanscrit, Jiudhisatwa,) contract-

ed to ] ||| and used common-

ly for an idol ; a god ; Deva

BudJiisaUca, a reformer and dei-

fied bero of the Budhists, who

was born in Benares, and died

B. c. 274.

] mi If] j|^ an idol's proces»ou.

^ I jm a living Budba ; it means

a, skillful i)hysician at Canton.

't 1 16 ^ ^""^ seven sections or

degrees of intelligence towards

perfecting a Budba.

H ^ ] P "^1 *^>i« Budbas, aU

the demigods.

1 1^ "JP raisins ; and ^ ) ^
sultana raisins. {Cantonese.)

1 % i^i'
macerated and varnished

grape or other leaves used for

painting the j <^ ^ leaf pic-

tures ; the same name is also

applied to a linden {Tilia argen-

teay, or an aUied plant, grow-

ing hi Kwangtung.

Read '/>'*'• Grass, herbage

;

matting ; thatch for a hovel.

( Vjfi* Sometimes used for the next.

fn3* Large, extensive
;
pervacUng

;

'/>'« to smear, to daub or rub on.

1 ^ yssl, as the sea.

•fi. ^ 1 ^ [God's] gracious

gocxlness pervades all.

^ 5 ^ 1 jHF We have received

the appointment in its widest

scope.

1 %i % ^ g^at is the injury

to all.

1 t universal benevolence.

'jdlEl F™m Q day and ^ equal, ex-
py^ plained to mean that when the

'»'m
'"" '' unseen, all things are

t^ alike obscure ; used with the last.

The son ondistinguisbed in

the sky ; a tiniform light
;

great.

P'U.

large ; all, throughout, everywhere
;

universal ; pervading, like light.

J ^ "j!' the whole world, under

the heavens.

] ^ ^ a ho^ital, a poor-house,

an asylum or retreat for invalids.

1 ^ ^ ^ she saves all living

beings ; said of Kwauyiu.

I j£ to disburse to all.

\ ^ M ^ prefecture in the

south of Yunnan.

] )S generally diffused, as air.

] ^ early morning.

J ;^ to get souls out of torment.

I ^ to promulge widely.

I PlS ill
'"' -ffiest's Island in

the Chusan Archipelago, where

Kwanyin is said to have lived

nine years ; the name is a con-

traction of pulala
]

p^^i^ jjg.

the ancient seat of Sakyauuini'a

ancestors near the mouth of the

Indus, called Pattula by the

Greeks, now TatUih ; it is also

applied to the mountain near

Hlassa where the dudai lama

lives, and to similar great tem-

ples.

] ^ ancient name of Chung-king

fit in the S. E. of Sz'ch'uen.

An ojien woven, thick woolen

cloth, about a foot wide, with

p' a a nap on one side ; it is calleil

I ^ and resembles coarse

long ells ; it comes from Tibet,

where it is called p'ruA and p uni

;

the Mongols call it chengme and

chalimi, and use it for saddle-cloths

and riding-cloaks.

A bank ; margin of a lake
;

a branch of a river ; a broad

reach, joining a larger

stream, where ve&sels can lie

a small outlet to a lake.

|g ^ ] a town near the banks

of the old Yellow River at the

outlet of Hung-tsih Lake.

^ a m 1 w Jib ^ ± «iong

the banks of the Hwai we can

examine the land of Sii.

P'U.

^ ] the river at Shanghai.

'fi' 1 IS3t
a district in Lien-cbeii fu

in the southwest of Kwangtung,

which produces pearls.

^ I
a deserted region.

From dish and a banl: as t^e

phonetic ; it is a synonym of (Ij
to feed.

The afternoon meal or dinner.
y<«

y«

A luxuriant growing plant,

eaten by fish ; an awning, a

screen ; a small mat ; a

cycle of 72 years, twenty of

which make one jjj^ like a Julian

period.

j
•§ the excess of days caused

by the intercalated moons.

] ^ a mat bouse or hut.

^ ] a medicine to kill lice.

fL) From cottage and Jirst as the

phonetic ; it is a common but

r s unauthorized form of ,M, and is

also written %fg but mcorrectly.

A shop ; a store or workshop

;

a league of ten or seven /i ; a ward

in a town ; in some parts, a small

town or market-place.

^ ]
the old stand.

j£ ]
the office or retail shop, as

distinguished from the ware-

house.

1 ? or ] |g a shop.

j ^ a row of shops.

] ^ shopkeepers, tradesmen.

I ^ fixtures in a shop ; the

goodwill of a stand.

] § landlord of a shop.

]{§[ I
to whid up a business.

^ J ^ ffi t'J sUy in a shop

and refuse to jay rent.

] y^ the moneyed partner.

] 5^ the working partners.

5! I ^3E SB 52,
"i^«"^ '^ y^"

shop 1

^ Jf ] a general or variety

shop.

^ ] a watchman's lotlge or sta-

tion ; a poet for a guard.
j
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This soKnd and poii it«n into each other. Old sounds, pot, pet, bot, bok, and bet. In Canton, pok, pat, and pAt ; —
in Swaluw, p'ok, p6k, put, «Hrf pwat j

— in Ainoi/, put, pok, and p'ok ;
— in Fuhchau, pok aW piik ; —

in Shang/iui, pell , bok, pok, and p'iik ;
— in Chifu, pu.

j» * The upper stroke origiually re-

^W\ presented heaven, and the lower
I ^ part a swallow or other bird

^
pu darting down.

An adverb, no, not, and is

placed before the verb, as
] |[^

cannot
; ] pj do not ;

— before

adjectives it answers to un, dis, in.

&c., in combination, as
| ^ in-

convenient
; 1 [^ unlike

; ] ff
disobedient ;

— when repeated

with ^, or following another nega-

tive, maijes an affirmation, as
|

;^ ] ^ I cannot but go ;
—

when placed between two verbs,

it forms a question, as ^ ) Jj5

will he come? — but when re-

peated before succeeding verbs,

answers to neither - nor, as
)

JB 1 M '' "either increases nor

diminidies ; — before ^ or jp it

is like ^ and makes a compari-

son, as
) ^ ^ it will be best

to go. I had rather go.

Ift "^ ] is a contracted altern*-

tive, where it has the force of

g ; ought it, or ought it not

to be so ?

I in ^ nothing like sitting.

^ ] 0^ ^ you cannot fail of

being understood.

^ I
is a strong affirmation, as

ftf 1 ^ ^ she is incompara-

bly handsome.

fi^ ] ffiC ^ can we do anything

but rejoice 1

]|
— not a few ; unlike

] ^- ^ uncertain ; unsettled.

]
erelong, not many days.

] ^ not at all ; on the contrary.

] ^ not 8o ; by no means.

I ^ J^ is not that it ?

;^ I ^ how can it not be so T it

surely is so.

MAW 1 ^ ^ both of then)

were wrong.

1 -S iif only tolerable.

I
tj^ need not ; there is no neces-

sity for it.

I ?^ ^ don't speak of him ; let

that p;i.ss.

I jjj; Id ^ will not that be plea-

sant ?

mm.Mn^,\ jst.
orxgu i

to be iieaten for that ?

1
~ Ho JS, a few more and there

will 1)0 enough.

] ^ ^ ^ he took no small

trouble ; 'twas rather difficult.

1 iP 1 ^{1 "either instantly nor

remotely ; j. e. reasonably, mo-

derately, a middle course.

1 J£ M iiiadeipiate for, incom-

petent, not up to the mark.

3R ^ f@ 1 .^ 51 <^oe6 he pre-

suine to disagree wllh me 1 i. e.

I venture to say no to that.

I iK" ^ ^ you 'i*ied not get

angrv.

-
] f^

-
1 f* well, I'm in

for it, and I'll go through.

^3^^ 1 JE, is it so or not?

1 — 1 E9 unsteady, neither one

thing nor the other.

not our House of Gheu illus-

trious, and did not the Ku-
ler's decree come at the time '.

]
"j^ ancient name of Wan-tang
hien TX S M "' ^^'^ ^^^ "'

Shantung.

Read ^pei, and used with ^.
An adverbial particle, adding ele-

gance or energy to the sense.

^&] W<S>-S5C there w.is

nothing less than a decree from

Heaven at the time of my birth
;

i. e. to assure me the rule of the

empire.

^ la 1 If ;'C ;g 1 a didn't

the coachmen make a noise ?

were not the kitchens full — of

game ?

Supposed to represent llie veins

in a tortoise-sliell as the heat de-
* velops them ; it forms the 25th

'pu radical of a few niisceilaueous

characters.

To divine by Lwking at, or

rattling coins inside of a tortoise or

terrapin's shell ; to guess ; to be-

stow on ; sortQege, divination.

I
]S^ a wooden block like a skull,

used by priests to Ijeat time

when chanting,

ff, ] to divine by blocks or a

toss-penny.

^ 1 # is I liave »ot yet

thought when it will come to

pass.

1 M fi Jh l>y tlie shell and the

straws have I divined.

j?5 1
to inquire of the fates.

:^ j ^ ^ to know beforehand

without casting lots.

^ H \m-mmn.m. the

prince says, We give lo thee

myriads of years without end.

From J\'man and
altered.

an entnle

p' ii' A vassal, a retainer ; a ser-

/j'o' vant or menial, one who aids

in laborious duties ; a chariot-

eer
;
palace officers, chamberlains

;

a junior, a term usetl by one's self,

as "your servant;" to follow, to

seive ; to belong, to appertain
;

attached to, as an order of merit

;

to hide.

^ ] domestics ; my retainers.

] g a vassal, a fief.

^ ]
master and servant.

'M 1 ^ ^' your humble servant.

] ji^ men and maid-servants.

1 1 JSiffi impertinent, trouble-

some.

^ ^ W 1 t''^ bright order is

upon your person.

^ 1 ^ the office of the Em-
peror's stud.
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pin

\ ^ criers or lictors in a yamun.

^ ] disciples, adherents.

] J|^ or ^ ] the driver of a

n ar-charii)t.

In Cantonese. To kueel or fal\

down on the ground before one.

Sometimes written like the last.

A kind of light dart.

I ^ raw or unwrought iron.

A river in the southwest of

yhantung; an ancient tribe

in Uiipeh, which assisted

Wu-waug against Sheu, and

j)erha[>s extended into Sz'ch'uea
;

an ancient district in Shin cheu

3J j^ in the sonlli of Chihli.

) ;|+j an inferior department in

the southwest of Shantung.

A cascade ; a waterfall
;

water rushing down a hill.

1 ^ *" ^ 1 * waterfall.

I
}(^ a cataract ; a moun-

tain torrent.

] j^ a tank or reservoir fed by

a cascade or torrent.

j/Zm/j

Read pao\

heavy rain.

Bubbles, froth ; a

%̂
puh

The mother on vinegar; a

mold or efflorescence, as on

leather or walls ; scum on

spirits.

S T 6 1 5i T Bkim

oil the white mother.

A kind of cowl or hood worn

by soldiers ; a kerchief for

the head ; the skirt trimmed

or braided.

] if^ a kind of square cap

or turban anciently worn.

a jib on a junk's foremast.

The slicks under a cart that

clasp the axle to prevent it

moving ; they are likened to

a crouching rabbit; the

common name is ^ f^ or

hook-clasp.

poh'

From child and sprouting ; also

read p^i' and interchanged with

the next^; it resembles ^«ord.

Plants suddenly shooting up

;

disobedient," intractable ; a change

of countenance.

1 ^ a comet, in allusion to its

sudden appearance and suppos-

ed malign influences.

A-lt Suddenly, hastily ; flurried,

•Jy } disconcerted, as when caught

iwli^ doing wrong ; to change

color, confused.

1 f^ "^ iSi ^^^ '^^ "'"* ^^ ^^"^

into a great rage.

fe ] in ^ ^ fiice suddenly

changed color.

1 1& 7 ^ ^^ thought how he

could injure him.

m
p'ei

Occurs interchanged with the last.

Full ; bursting, like a plant

;

poh'' copious, like a fountain ; sud-

den ; e.xcited at.

] \^ bubbling, gurgling.

^ M 1 1
^^'"7 valorous, boast-

ful, Falstaff-like.

j^ I
ijerturbed ; dispersed, as

clouds ; convulsed.

\ ^ name of a country, by some

thought to be Borneo.

An arm of the sea ; mist.

^ ]
a noise of water.

] i^ ^ an ancient region in

the Han dynasty lying along

the
1 ^ or Gulf of Chihli, be-

tween two rivers, the Pei ho in

Chihli and Ta-ts'ing ho in Shan-

tung; used for Shantung people,

and persons of the surname jSii ^.

^ A large trumpet or trombone,

J " 1 '8J'
sounded to bring

poh'

poh' the troops into Ime when

going into battle ; the sound

of blowing a fire.

Dust, a cloud of dost.

A wood pigeon with white

spots on its neck, called
] j^

from its note.

.AjjK A kind of flail, a stick to

^-^j beat out grain ; a small acid

poh' fruit, a variety of the quince

or Cydonia, shaped somewhat

like a medlar

5/i» Interchanged with />€> ' flS per-

P^j verse. \
poh' To mislead by fair speeches,

to stir up rebeUion by seduc-

ing talk; obstinate, disor-

derly
;
perverse.

1 Mt r>-'wlutionary ; sedition.

'f|;
] rude, giddy.

P9 ^ M /{^ 1 he knows all

kinds of matters, and yet he is

nowise obstinate.

^ 1 ft 'C" i* "^^y perturb him.

^ ]
wayward, cross-grained.

] ^ conspiring agwist.

arjK
The neck, especially the

^J') back of it ; the navel.

il^f' 1 tS -f the neck.

] ^ the umbilical cord ; a me-

dical term.

fj j -J IS to slap one on the

B J^i^aJUS 1 B!fet»»e stamina

of life comes through the navel.

as a tortoise.

The grits and bran of rice

after it has been hulled.

poh'

f:

from foot and sticks.

The web feet of water fowl

;

2)oh' web-footed.

In Cantonese. To lie down,

like a beast ; to lean on or over, u
on a table ; to turn upside down.

I
^ij ^ ^ he fell prone on the

ground.

] 1^ turn it bottom upward.

Composed of X A*""^ ""^ P *°

divine ; it forms the 66tb raidical

of characters relating to motions
• P"' and strokes.

A slight stroke, a tap ; to rap.
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OU sound, p'ok. In Ccutton, p'6t j— m Smatow, put ; — in Amoy, ch'uh ; — in Shanghai, p'ah; — in Chi/k, pPn.

Pffi.

From .s'«H and hsuintf,

I } Tlif sun not fully showing

/>'«/(' itself; the moon just rising.

B# 1 ] ^ B.S. ««- ti^e

sun is just showing himself I he is

just peeping out.

Read p'ei ' The sky beginning to

clear up.

To eat much.

] m eaten to satiety.
p'o'

;_ _» From rnin and to f/o out.

pt~{ > Cloudy, but breaking away.

P'»'^' mm 1 ^ ifO ^ ^- the

autumn clouils are scatter-

ing and rolling themselves

away.

Old loundt, ni and n'fp. /b Canton, i and n^ j — in Swatow, ji, h"i, jl, anrf no ; —in Amoy, ji nnd ji* ;
—

The origijial form is supposed to

represent the haii- on the sides

of tlie face, now written ns the

next ; it forms tlie llilUh radifiil

of a few incongruous characters.

The whiskers ; the bones of the
"

jaws ; a copula often used between '

verbs, and, together, and yet, and

then, also ; but more commonly a

disjuiu.tire conjunction, still, yet, as

if, contrariwise ; an initial particle
'

indicating a progress or causa-

tion, if, as, in consequence of;

when in regimen with ^, it

precedes the main proposition

;

when with ^, it has an adversa-

tive sense ; a final particle confirm-

ing the assertion or winding it off

;

used for you, your.

1 "^ 1 ^ now and henceforth.

] g still more, still again.

] ^ after that, then.

I ^ with still stronger reason.

1 H moreover, furthermore.

i^ jS- 1
'^ ®*^° without any

thought he got it.

1 g, a phrase following and en-

forcing the subject ; that is all,

nothing more, all has been done

that can be ;
as ;^ -jz ^ 1 S.

^ humanity and justice, they

are all

f£ ^ 1 ^ •' had been towed
;

the phrase ] ^ being a form

of the pluperfect.

^ ^ I g, nine men in all.

»/( Fvfic/taii, \, ngi, and ne : — in tShanghai, *rb and ni ;
—

i3^ it 1 6. ^ 'liis and nothing
,

more.

^ in ^ 1 the jaw bone (or

ma.xillary Iwnes) of fishes.

S fl# 1 a S R 1 ft; when I

the melons are ripe you can go
;

and at their next season, some

one will relieve— your po^t.

B ai 1 f^ H a" 1 S «hen

day, appears then work ; when

I

it is sunset, then rest.

I
# A SS ^ 1 T' K many as

the good may be, they will not

be disliked.
i

^ ?6 -f" ^ ^ 1
can you wait I

'

for me there, eh ?

#1 1 fli ^ i: lea''" and 'lien

constantly practice it.

/]> ^ 1 ^ ^^ governs without 1

severity.

ffl B|f 1 ^ to regard darkness

as if it were light.

I ^ ^ fiE your months go on.

@ J^ Zl + 1
— he taxed one

in twenty of all the gardens

and shops ; t. e. five per cent.

/>/»

in C/iifu, 'rli.

The sides of the mouth ; to

put the lii* to.

In Ciiiitonese. To shut, to

close ; the last ; small, mi-

nute ; to sip.

< I f|ft }S taste a little wine.

^ j^ , I
a fine still rain.

J ] the little finger.^^

'rit

A recent form of the last, de-

noting the whiskers ; hairy.

^ ] an animal bristling

up its hair or mane in anger

Boiled too much, overdone.

1 ^ St ^ i5 lie could

not boil the bear's paw ten-

der, or quite through.

Water flowing in diverging

streams ; warm water.

s
'''' % W.'^ 1 '^® ^^'^'^^ flowed

aixuidantly.

A queen-post resting on the

lop of a beam, to support

')•/( the roof; a small variety

of chestnut, the
] Jg or

;j;5j ] found in Kiangnan ; a fun-

gus, the Peziia or Boletus, which

grows on decayed wood, and

known as 7^ g tree's ears ; some

iire used medicinally.

A species of agaric or Boletus

the ^ \ which grows from

the ground and not upon

trees, though the distinction

is not always made.

The roe or caviare <jf fishes
;

a beautiful salt-water fish, per-

haps the parrot fish or Si'arus.

® *g II ] the fishermen

are forbidden to Uke fish with

their eggs.

li
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A car for carrying a coffin,

•:H|iMJ a hearse or funeral carriage.

A place south of ihe elbow of

the Yellow River, where 0f

^ aided to overthrow llic

Hia dynasty, b. c. 1760.

rom )\j "inn and the/onta-

( 'J\'_j iiel altered, to show that it lias

'
, , not closed up, it is often -wiitten

S
' '' so as to be mistaken for vino

^ form.

All infant, especially a boy ; a

child; infantile, feeble; a siiflix

iu speaking to denote that a word

is a noun ; a final particle indic;U-

ing tliat liie sentence is complete.

>J, ] or t\\ ] ? my boy ; I,

your son.

K _pj. ]
my pet, my precious.

1 ^; P">~terity ; children and

grandcliildren.

] -^ a finiall lad.

^ "ft ^ ] J^ he was not re-

creant (.) his high resolve.

^W.M \ W, <^on't look on this

affair as child's play.

^ ^ ]
^ the old man has had

a new set of teeth.

~ ilS ] '^^ ^H wholly correct.

•^ ] to-day, B3 1 to-mor-

row, and
"fl^f I

day before

yesterday.

i5t 'f
l" M 1

'liere's no wind.

Jg j^ ]
I hat side, there.

1 ^ cat; chn or cutcb, the terra

Japoni-:i, also described as ^
^ ^ or black teni, from the

Uinda name.

K »*-| 1 'inni horse and child.

c>5yui A small horso.

;'/' 1 ,!!i
(or Si .1^) a stallion,

KO culled in northern China.

To cut ; cakes or dumplings

uiad,! with meat and boiled.

'rh ^ ]
a flour cake.

^ ] ^ a common kind of

.sugar cake.

'U

Read ?«'
' Bait for fish ; a

temptation, an allurement.

to be cajoled.

7K S .^, '^^ 1
'1"* fis^ *""'* ^''°

when the water is cold.

m ]
to lay a bait for, as a

gambler does.

% Intended to represent the shape

of the ear ; it forms tlje 128tli

radical of a natural gronp relnt-

>'h ing to hearing ; i;i com posit ion

it is often written like @ the eve.

The ear, the orgasi of hearing
;

a handle, an ear ; a side ; a final

particle, used to int-nsify what

precedes, but more fi-equently a

euphonic sound to close the sense ;

used as a relative pronoun like ^
in some cases.

] ^ the ear.

^ 1 or||^ 1 orl^ )
or^-

]

to pick llie ears, as Iiarbers do

with an j ^ ear-pick.

I ^ l|lg ear-tippels ; ear-tabs.

1 jS Mi [''k° ^^ \\\w\ passing

the ears ; — unheeded.

] P ;i "^ ^ .S tl'o organs

of hearing and eeiing do not

think.

^ 'iS" jlfc 1
deiJend on me for this

thing onlj'.

jfe ] @ ^ "bT
ofiicers who act

as eyes and ears to the ruler.

3fc 1 ^ Sf car-plugs of bluish

jade; an ancient oinamont. '

M. Hi 1 "" attendant of Hvva-

kwang ^ 5ij the gotl of Fire

at Canton, who hears quick.

1 ?^. '^ great-grandson's grand-

son, a descendant who can only

hear of his antesto:-.

] ^ a side-room, a small room

added to a large ona

^€ 1 ^ ^ to cover one's ears

and steal the bell ; — to think

that others will not jierceive

one's craft.

] ^ ^ soft ears, oixni to all re-

ports.

] ^ credu'ons
;
jwying no .it ten-

lion to what is said.

ik^^KWi I ^ l>a^e you any
one's protection ?

I ]
f<>ft, pliable, said of reins;

complying.

P^ ] a door-knocker.

<Tf|^ Ear ornaments of any kind

;

•W-f a reflection or ring near the

''rh sun, like a parhelion or

mock-sim ; belonging to.

^ ]
hair-pins and e.ar trinkets.

c^y-nT A .small affluent of the Tel-

•i*\ low River in the northwest
' 'rh part of Honan in tShen cheu

;

name of a lake in the south

of Yunnan in Pu-'rh fa.

c^rt A famous steed, called m
^*\ \

one of eight belonging

' 'rh to Muh Wang of the Cheu

dynasty, n. c. 1000.

'^^^
"I

From t\'> small and ^ to

^J^ p»/ff>', but said to be formed of

^ ' ^!^to enter, | torfe.««r.(/and/V

^l * to se/mnilc, alluding to the

^J » dispersion of vapor ; it is a

common contraction of the next.

An emphatic particle, im-

plying a certainty.

I'rom 3C 'o 'i>i>l"te repeated and

I J inclosiire, denoting the in-

volvement of lines or influences.

•rh

'rh

The second personal pronoun,

thou, you; a particle of affirmation,

so, just so ; often makes an adverb

of the word b?fore it ; to re-

move ; abundant.

]
'^ or ] ^ you all.

] ^ j^ all you scholars.

^. ] ^ ^ pure indee<l are the

oxen and sheep.

I I
plentiful.

75 1
just that way, it is thus.

the same thing over again.

ilk 1 ill >^ '' therefore happened

in that way.

5: ]
just so ; and so forth.

5^ I
puriiosely.

jjS 1 accidentally.
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^v^hI ^''"^' '*'• '^''"'^^
I

close, as re-

iPrJ. laiionsliip; proximate.

*'''^' j^ 1
remote and nearby.

] 5J!-
hitherto ; recently.

^ I
ciH iterminous.

j^ 5^ -3; 1 '-''^ y^^ draws to

an end.

ffrf ) From month and ear.

Kt-| Tlie sides of the mouth, the

'r/i^ sp.ice between the mouth

and eai's ; to turn the head

towards one when speaking to

him.

£$ 1 M Mi turn your faca when
answering.

In Cantonese. To purse up the

mouth and hold one's tongue.

I ] P to pucker the lips.

m From Aair and ear as the phonet-

ic ; it resembles mao' ^ dim
vision, and is also read <«»'.

An elaborate kind of woven

feather and hair work, once made
into ornaments, and used on man-

tles ; a cliowry or feather-duster
;

the hair of the yak woven into a

tassel for bridles; colored hair

used on tiaga.

j^ifi^/ & 1
^ZllJCliegave

the princess two white chowriea.

Ill'

TTCif' The punishment of cutting

J^ Ij olf the ears.

''^''
^. ^ #!l I A you may
not of yourself cut otF the

nose and ears of a man.

> The blood of a fowl offered

in sacrifice ; to cut off or

r/i' pull out the hairs of a vic-

tim's ears l)efore killing it,

intimating that the officers wished

the gods to hear them ; to smear.

J^. ] blood of the ears.

»-|T»j Lilie the next.

\J^ A second ; an assistant.

'r/P -^X 1.
.^M^yo"'' ser-

vant again [reports that he]

is made an assistant in the silk-

worm house ;
— I.e. made a euiuioh.

Formed from —• one or heaven,

multiplied into itself, thus mak-
ing two or earth ; it is tlie 7th

of a few primitives ; the

forms are employed for

security in accounts.

"'
1 Two; the second; to divide

J in twain ; to duplicate.

•SS 1 the second.

g|

jP'J
I

radical <

%\l '
otlier f(

* ^
t securitv

'//;

I
-j- twenty.

I
^Ij in the second place, next.

1 ^ twice ; the second time.

|i!£
I

if^ifaithful.not double-minded.

^/^ S)f 1 ^ '" these two things.

I ^ ^ ^ il a,m aa it were] re-

stored to life.

mm^^u^m i a wten
at dawn 1 lie awake, I think of

my parents.

1 ^ ^ or
1 ^ li a woman

who has her second husband.

fi 1 EmnT>m «'hen the

zeal is wavering, the actions all

are unfortunate.

^ 1 S '& "^o not distract the

heart from its purpose ; be not

vacillating.

) ^ ® ^ JE, <^^en if you double

it, I shall not be satisfied.

»j Used for the last.

A substitute, a second ; to

'r/i' reit'srate, to suspect ; to

oppose ; to divide or share.

Sll 1 '^ ^ I'e did not decline,

though [the dish] was twice

offered.

ffi ^ ^ 1 "ion't suspect good men
when yoi\ employ them in offlce.

±f^^if(M 1 MtlJ- Shangti

is with (or among) you, banish

all doubt from your hearts.

L) An acid variety of jujube

plum (Rhamnus), found on a

'rW wild and very tliorny plant
;

the ^ ^ tl 'I kind of me-

dicine, is not from this tree.

Old aaund, sap. In Canton, sat, sap, chap,

in Fvhcfmtt,

A Sanscrit syllable introduc-

ed by the Biidhists.

^ 1 or BodM-S'itwa, (;'. e.

he whose essence has become

intelligence,) the third class of

saints ; snch a one has only to pass

through a human existence once

more before he reaches Budhaship.

Hf,
,«i

A contraction of j^ -|* or

thirty.

In Pekingese, used for ^.
Things (xiciirring by threes.

^ I
I bought three.

nnd sa ;
— in Swatow, sat, sap, and san

s:ik 'tnd chalc ;
— in Shaii'jhai^ soh ; — in

Xjf^ From It'ind and to spjt'trate.

3 fix 5
'^"" scatter ; to throw one side

^v ( and the other ; to set loose.

1 'M M to sow grain.

I
^ to throw back the hand,

to pay no more regard to an

atl'air.

] jj^ to scatter calamity, to send

down trouble, .is pestilence or

drought ; thought to be done by

the gods.

] g^ spread them out, scatter

tlieui ; to arrange amicably, as

a lawsuit.

— in Amoy, sap, sat, k'ip, and ob'ap ;
—

Chi/'", sah.

] Wt to waste, to spend recklessly.

I .^ ^ 3[^ to shake one's hand

of a thing.

I tI^ to feed hungry spirits ; also

to throw rice on a bridal chair.

1 JH to implicate another for a

triHe
; to trump up a charge.

] ^ to tell a lie.

1
]|J

to let loose, as a bird.

1 ^ ^ R very unexpectedly.

] ^ to make much ado about

nothing, to act impudently, to

bluster and demand of.

91
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m.ytn^ From hand and to kiU as the
" phonetic.

^liuh To give a backhanded blow
;

to slap one ; to disj)erse.

^ ) to extirpate ; to wipe out, as

a sum or statement. ^

^XfXi From rice and to ki/l ; occurs as
'

^f^ -. a synonym of ts'ai* ^ in this

"^^ sense.

To send off prisoners or

!

criminals, as one scatters rice,

to their exile.

eye and to scatter ; an un-

"yed cliaracler.

,«tt In Pei'.-int/ege. To glance at

] "J*
— B^ I just bad one i

quick look at it. I

j — I
take a look at it.

I

!

nlnf The voice changed from too i

'yin*j umch or too violent use ; a

^sa hoarse or gruff voice.

P§ ] to yell out, to scream.

?^ ] T ^ '^ ^''*^ '"^ * hoarse

ur shrill voice.

P PH j my throat is hoarse.

X"¥f From metal and at.

fj!/\t A spear or javelin ; to en-

^»l grave ; to inlay, to enchase on

metal ; to sprinkle, to scatter.

SAH.

] ^ to inlay with silver thread
;

to enchase on.

In Caiiionexe used for chah^ ^.
Money she-irs, having one catting

blade working on a bar to cut the

metal ; lo slice, to cut open.

|£ ^ I
betel-nut shears.

] ^ slice it fine.

] ^ or ] 7J syoee shears.

] ^ cut it o|)en.

nCTT Horses going irregularly,

^()\) without any order ; swift.

^m \ ^ capricious, unequal

;

name of an ancient palace.

] }g jg, to overtake the wind

;

very fleet

From y 00/ and <i( ; occurs used

for the next.

To step forward and take a

thing ; to tread on.

I H ^ open-heeled slippers. ,

j ^ ^ ^ to wear the shoes

slipshod.

SAL

-L^ The sound of the wind ; a

7^!hV) S^^^^j ^ sudden blast ; sud-

'sa ileiily, for a moment

Jg^ ] ]
the wind comes

fitfully.

^ 1 declining, going down, grow-

ing old.

^ ^ a multitude, as of horsemen.

1 ^ ^ ~r ''^ came suddeiJy.

HI g io it blows fitfully as it

Itsts.

ffi.

1l

Children's shoes ; a shoe

•) with a high instep, a half

na boot.

gjl ;^ ]
a low shoe, orna-

mented like scales.

«

From cliives and heacen ; used

only as a primitive ; altered some-

times to^ but not correctly.

Bad, wicked,— for which the

next is the proper form.

Inattentive ; bad, wicked.

^ ]
heedless, incautious,

disrespectful, unobservant.

The sound ofbreaking things

;

to hold a thing tight.

carry otf the refuse.

[ I
^ money paid for removing

sweepings or dirt

' Tattered, as raiment

•> f4 1
disordered, as one's

dress ; old, worn ; not fitting,

as a garment

OiU sounds, sai and lak. /* Canton, sen

From head nrflesh iindto think;

used with the next.

The lower part of the face,

HRl
J

the jowl, the chops, that

gjjj- which moves when eating
;

the gills of fish.

\ ^ the jaws.

^ f£ $ I
she leaned her head

on her hand.

M ^ E 1
to aee the cheeks

I'roni behind, — is a bad feature.

^ \^ I
the tears coursed dovni

her cheeks.

^ \
eaten to repletion.

S-A.I.
;— in Swatow, sai and sii ;

— in Amoy, m and sai ; — tn Fuichau, sai and twrf ;
—

in Shanghai, se ;— in Chifu, sid.

^ ^ ]
to puff' out the cheeks.

^ I
.scrofulous sores on the cheeks.

BE 1 M K ^*"' cheeks and a big

belly ; also a term for sand

banks in a stream, and those

mud banks that narrow the chan-

nel from deposits on each side.

^ The gills of a fish, or the

cfiS^Ui^ bones supiwrting them.

,<«i
] ]

alarmed.

1 ]ffi -I delicate species

of jMTcb or wriks-se. s|)Ott«<l white

and black, found in Ki.tngsu.

The fleshy column or mar-

row in some horns ; the bur

at the bivse of an antler, or

its velvety covering.

i a hollow horn like an ox.

fS

O-i

From heart and to think.

The mind not fixed in its

own conclusions ; to say one

thing and do another ; hesi-

tating.

To move or sh.tke ; to choose.

^ ]
U) agitaU' ; to shake.
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An unauthorized character used

for xe/i ^' to stop.

at In Pekingese. To fill or stuff

a hole, to stop up.

) .^ a cork, a stopple.^

] -^ ^ a corkscrew.

Little hair on the head.

<^ I
a bushy, heavy beard.

^' From ^ /le'trl and 3I to »'«'/'

«/' contracted.

*«i' ' To announce a thank offer-

ing, or report after present-

ing it ; to emulate, to contend

for, to strive for ; to rival ; to

thauk, to recompense ; contesting,

matching ; to try who can make
the best show.

] ^ to show colored or fancy

figures, to make a great display,

as in proceasions ; first quality.

]
|l^ or -^ I

to render thanks ; to

get up processions to thank the

gods for the crops, or to wor-

ship Ceres ; it is an ancient rite.

1 M ''^ ^^'^ horses.

I ^ to show ott" lanterns, the

feast of Lanterns, at the middle

of the first moon.

^ ] a match for a thing.

^ ] to wager, to bet.

] ^ its color rivals the snow.

M A ^ ]
"-I'ey are well matched.

1 M 5i 64 5S ^ it is almost

as good as the real pearl.

' Used for sth, ^ to oontine in

bounds.

ai ' To beat in the large game
of chess of 360 pieces by

confining an opponent within four

squares ; a fish-weir made of inter-

laced bamboos.

SA.3Sr.
Old sounds, san and sam. In Canton, earn and san ;

— in Stvatow, san, s^a, and sw"8 ; — in Amoij, san and sain ;
—

i« Fuhchuu, sang ;
— in Shanr/fiui, so" ; — in Chifti, san.

*
Supposed to represent the three
powers, heaven, eartli, and uiau,

> which proceed from —• or heav-
en ; the second comple:^ form
is used on bills.

san Three; thrice; several, se-

veral times.

] -f-
thirty.

^ j
number three ; third.

^ ]
again and again.

I
or 1 ^ three times.

— 1 "F y"" '^^^•^ '^^ ihvkx schol-

ars ; my children, my jjeople.

I ^ Q in two or three days,

shortly.

\ jt^U the three highest

graduates of each degree.

] IJ I^ ^ knots and grou[>s of

peo[)le.

1 ^ ^ (in Sanscrit, sanuid/ii.)

defined by ^ fixed, i. e. ^
'j'^ self-iwssession, or by j£ ^
correct tranquillity, and by Jja

^ listless stillness ; the highest

mortal state of extatic medita-

tion, when the devotee's mental

and physical faculties are in a

state of complete torpor, aud he

soon departs or consumes by
the fire of mmadlu.

] ^ ^ $ I should be happy to

be with you for ever.

1 ? ^ :^ yo'i cannot have all

the three ts;\— vie. Q ^ sons,

1^ •^ wealth, and ^ ^ a

beard. { Pehiiyese.)

1 ft 1 S. ^'e thrice held office

and thrice retired ;
— an incon-

stant trimmer.

$• '^ iS I
this afi'air must be

done within three days.

I fi, f^ an instrument for tortur-

ing the ankles.

] ^ ^ a, pickiwcket ; a shop-

lifter, from the arm being drawn
out of the sleeve when stealing.

i* *s M ta§ r 1 ;tt fi let

your virtue bj fixed o;i one

thing, and do not vacillate in

your loyalty.

A I ^ ^ three people make a
company.

1 ifi /\ ^ three maids and six

beldames
; /. e. strolling women

who wander about.

1 ^ I?3 ^ i" the 1st moon all

nature develops itself

Read mn\ To reiterate, to do
thrice.

I ^ to con over again and again.

1 (S Ho fr think thrice Ijcfore

you do it ; — take good advice

and then act

^S^ The hair in confusion.

(;^S;
] ^, disheveled, unkempt

nail. hair.

Long feathers, especially the

l(jng crests like those on the

head of the egret or de-

moiselle crane, which are |

1 f^ '"^"S ^'^^ elegant.

Ragged clothes.

^ I
tattered and torn ; all

at loose ends.

Flour cakes fried crisp.

] .y or J^ ] wheat cakes.

I ^ fine whcaten flour.

&$ Jfl^ 1
to requite the

gods with cakes.

I |J(
well boiled rioe.

The second form is disused.

Rice mixed in meat soup,

and boiled to a porridge

;

applied also to buckwheat

flour ; a hash of minced meat

and rice fried in balls ; mix-

ed, blended.

M̂
shaii

It
'It

'sail

%
ean
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] ^ food of thick soup.

IS 1
or TJS 1 a ri«e ragout

"IS ?S 1 jS *^^ willow calkinB

spread tkeir grains on the path.

1^ I
to boil congee.

1 ? 3^ congee of rice grits.

I
i^i ill separate grains, as rice

looks when properly boiled or

steamed.

C >6s^ 1 Cuniposed of men nnder a cover

"^W^ which is held op by a handle ;
i I the second is a modem form.

A shelter, a cover from the

sun or rain ; a parasol,

ffi 1
''*" "™brella.

j^ ]
ii round canojiy or

state umbrella carried in proces-

sions.

g ^^ I
a sun-shade.

^ ]
open the pjirasol.

yH^ J^ I
a testimonial lunbrells

[irt'sented to a iK)i)Hlar otiicer,

or others by appreciative friends;

sometimes gi>l up to his memory.

^iij l^.ffi Ii 1 '"''^ leaves are

tlu' ttslies' iiiiibrell.i.'!.

1 JSS ^ I3£
<"> retinue of inubrella

and Habellum bearers aud htffse-

SAN;^

^-Bv From jt to strike and ^/oc
^JL merly, and this is itself said to

'da» ^ changed from ipai^ small.

A wine vessel or amphorb
;

a medicinal powder ; name of a
;

song ; a musicd instrument like a '

lute ; slatternly, untidy ; tangled,

in confusion ; sporadic ; miscel-

laneous, odds and ends.

I JQ day-laborers ; odd jobe.

^T ] ^ break a string of oatih.

'1^ j heedless, indolent

1 i$ yit to have the trovvstrs

loose at the ankles.

\^ \
leisure, taking things easy.

jg ]
to grind to jxiwder.

— S'J M <,5[ 1
[it 's I'ke] one

doee of good medicine ; met it

is all cleared up, I understand

the matter now.

^ 1 A ,^ sent out men and

^
horsetuen, as in a search ; or

I
posted them in places.

! ^ ] "J* not to finish a thing, no

\ j)erseverance.

'^
]

missing, as papers; scutlur-

|j ed, as soldiers.

1 A 1 /tl useless people aud

\ timber.

SANG.

Read sail'. To scatter, to dis-

sipate ; to fall all apart ; to se-

parate ; to disperse, to break

up ; to apportion ;
— the leading

idea being that no external force

is used.

] j^ to sei)arate, as an audience.

1 |& to break up, as a company
or set.

I ^ to refresh one's self by a

walk.

J ^ to distribute («'. «. burn)

clothes for departetl spirits.

1^ I
to dissipate, as a cold.

^ ] A G tlie family is scatter-

ed or dead.

^ IW 1 T t^e aftair is spoiled.

"^ ] to S{)end recklessly.

^S 1 ^ b" to spread rumors, to

circulate hearsay.

] ^ disi^rsed, as clouds.

1 -i^ III] ? * certain fairy who
scatters flowers ; luU. a spend-

thrift.

W \ ^^% they collect or scatter

as they list, there is no order in

their movements ; said of ban-

ditti.

ITS have they .all gone t is

the meeting dismissed ?

, ? / -

r^'

OM utmvif. tmife. Tn Chnttm, •Onjf ?
•—

,^t From wooa and a tree like the

^^^ mulberrv, which grows where the
^^r^ sun rises.

^:<allff

The multerry tree ; to culti-

vate silkworms ; mulberry leaves
;

pe.ncefiil retirement.

1 "P "^r
1 18 ""

1 ^ nmlberries.

1 ^ i It vilhigo quiet and
riiial occupation.

1 t^ 3iF :§; l>eaceful end of days
under the nudberry and elm;
J. f

.
in one's own village.

*w f/i 25c 1 they strip those trees

which are tender,— or having
no fmit

I

S-A.ISTC3-.
tn Suatoiv, sang, gang, 'md (I'lang

,
— in A'Hog, long ;— M fnAcAou, sdog ; —

1. m Shanghai, «ong ;
— in Chiy'u, sany.

^ 1 4* 'i $5 '''"^'t intercourse.
!

] 1^ ;Jj
bark of mulberry roots,

a diuretic.

, ft f# ^ 1 ffl the sea has 1k-

oome a nmlbcrry field ; i. c.

great changes have taken [ilace.

^ I M ^ to revile the l.x;u.st

tree while pointing to the )iml- i

berry ;
— to scold one iierson

over another's back.

1 ^ ^ ^ the pickers of uml-

berry leaves are idling about.

^ ] )H| an ancient district in the

east of Sz'ch'nen, now part of :

Kw^i-chau fu.
'

I P5 the Shamans, (in .Sanscrit

sra/;*^™*^) an a.scetic, a recluse,

one who J^, tjj ijuicts his heart

^ The throat ; the larynx ; the

>^ glanders.

'^(1)11/ ftf ] -f B, gooil singer.

1^ 1 or 1 ^ qg the uvula.

] -p IVJ a lioarsi' voice.

^ I "F H^ M ^^'^^''^ "'"' '^'th a
loud and bitter cry.

1 ^ the glottis.

Jl^ il^ 1 -F «*t yoHF whistle,

take a cup of leii.

^ ] the larynx.
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In Cantonese. A dialect, a local

brogue, a patois.

^ I
the Ftking colloquial.

IIUJI ]
bu tallia tliti Cantoa

dialucU

l\cil with the Ittrt.

The glamlcTs in horses ; also

known as J^ ^ the horse

jaundice.

The forehead, the part which

^^ 8trike.s the ground in bow-

'Miiy ing.

S^ 1 a hroail forehead.

H I
to knock the head on the

ground.

^ 1 W tft ^"^ '^'''^" *** "''''

with persiiiration, — at seeing

his father's corpse.

To push off or over with the

hand ; to oppose, to sfu[) one.

sanu \ ^£ life T ^e %)ed it on

the ground.

m ^ _ ] pushed hun back

with his hand.

gling, as in a crowd.

'i

^%^se "^^^ stone foundation oi

rOiC. l''i"''i o' a pillar.

'may
|i;.j I

the underground briok-

wurk on which the phnth

rests.

] j^ the stone base to uphold

Uic pillar.

Formed of ^ to wcop and [^
dtad^ ultered iti cumbiiiatioa.

satir/' To mourn, to lament foz

xuiui one's parents ; a funeral ; ap-

parel or time for mourning

£ funeral affairs.

^g mourning clothes.

1 mourning for the emperor.

] to carry forth to burial

] to attend a funeral.

I
to mourn for a parent three

1

1

1^'
I

to wsul f«r the dead.

s^ 1 to watch with a corpse.

-jS 1 # ^'^'' '^*'*^ ^y ^^ ti\>^^^

son at funerals.

^ ] to officially report a parent's

death.

^ \ to bewail the dead.

I
'^ the berea\ed family.

}u 1 Ift *i <li"i'« mourning

sl.ndy Uie J).)ok of liilcs ; hence

pR S* denotes one ui rcliremuit

ou account of mourning.

Read sany^ To lose, to fail of

getting, tlie oppo.-.ite of ^5- t^" "''"

t^iin ; b-'reaved of; to pass into ol)-

sciu'ily, forgotten, out of mind ; to

Jet he lost, to destroy ; to liie ; ruin.

1 li)J blind ; losing his sight.

1 ^ he lost his kingdom.

I S 'ij'
^'^ ^^ ^^^^ ^ conscience.

J 4c ^ ^ ruined his family

1 *ll"' ?l^ ^^ *" ""' "'" '^'^ "i'imI.

1 M melancholic, l(X)king down-

cast.

1 |& S ^ ' 4 ^ ;^ '» moni-'i-

ing, deep sorrow is worth more

than minute observances.

*jT i^, j5^
I

why iire you so de-

(iressed at this ill-luck '

^^*1 ^)f5:4^vhi]eheavcu

does not let this doctrine perish,

— what can the men of Kw'ang

do to me 1— iiaid by Goufuciuu.

Old sound, »eng. In Canton,

From man and already, imitat-

ing the Sanscrit samja.

sAny A Budhist priest, one wlio

eats vegetables ; a lama ; the

third in the Budhist trinity.

1 ^ a bonze ; he is often address-

ed as _t. A l^'c e.valted man.

1 ^ tlie Budhist priesthood.

g I
1, a poor priest.

jlj 1 hermits, recluses.

\ ^ the clergy and laity.

^ I ^ ^ an old priest medi-

tating.

^ ] a hixurious, worldly priest

?i 1 "• scrupulous priest.

•s*
on

Bang ;— »n Stoatoiv, cheng j
— »n Amot/, cheng

in Shaitykai, sang ; — »n Chi/u, sang.

\ 'M ^^ I'll have nothing to

do with Budhists or Rational-

ists ;
— a placard on doors.

— fk ] l^° y°^ *^'"'^

that] I have asked you fto sit

here like] a priest 1 — «• e. to

idle and talk instead of work.

1*1 Biflf 1
^ '*™*' *"' ^°"g°l priest.

1 ftp
('" Sanscrit sanya or «am-

y/vi.) the assembly of priests.

] flu ^. M or Sanga Pala,

name of a Burmese priest, who

introduced into China the first

alphabet (a. i>. 506) for writing

Sanscrit words.

; — III Fukchaa, ohtDg ;
^^

^ jg a dwelling of priest*, a mo-

nastery, a saiiya-ramu
] fl|(] ^

or park and buildings with it.

1 ftp 15 the sanyhati, or double

robe of a priest, reaching from

the shoulders to the knees, and

tied at the waist ; it is defined

^ ^ ^ doubled mi.xcd dnss.

1 ^ rI
<"•

1 sNi3 ^ « i^'s''
"<-

ticial who governs his fellow

priests; there is one in each

district, to whom the criminals

among the priesthood are sent.

'^ Short hair.

II I
the hair in much dis-

I'my order ; tangled locks.
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OU sounds, to, Bok, and eop. In Oanton, sd and t»'b ;— in Swatow, asn, sao, and di'aa ;— in Amog, id ; •»

in J'uhchiiu, so ;
— in Shanghai, so and sii ; — >n Chi/'u, sao.

From hm-se and a^eo as the
I

piionetie.
'

To rub down a horse ; to

disquiet ;
perturbed, mourn-

ful, sad ; eccentric, uioody ; clever
;

sorrows, griefs ; to sweep.

M ] grieved, luLserable.

IK 1 the Dissipation of Sorrows
;

a celebrated monody by K'iih

Yuen of Tsu, b. c 280.

1 ] Liu-ried ; iu unseemly haste.

•^. ] bewitching, attractive.

] ^ tiiillering in the wind.

1 A M ^ * renowned bard.

I ^^ to aimoy, to harass.

1 M ffi ^ ®. ii^e •="•*''

f''"'^]
winds are coming from iEolus'

cave.

J], I
elegant ; clever, poeUc talent

1 Wi ^'^ ^^'^ ^l''

^,ij^ \
the land of Su was

disturbed in all its stages or

posts.

A general name for boats

and junks.

"" 0^. 1 ? '^ ^^^^ junk.

1 it ^ H if you wisli to

get over those billows, and cross

to the other .shore, you cannot do

it without usuig boats and oui's.

The sound of the wind.

1 Ml M '* dri\iiig storm.

"" gt E l.itiT IJfokeu iu

by the winil.

*& ^ f& S 1 1
n'y •"ear' 's

quite easy that I did not com-

mit the theft.

T>

M

M
From hand and Jlea as the pho-

netic.

To scratch ; to rub gently
;

to titillate ; to irritate, to

annoy ; the nails.

] )f5 t" scratch.

1 "M" P5 W ^ '" complain to

Heaven in a great dilemma.

1 # l?ft SB lie scratches his

head in great perplexity.

1 ISl J^ '" set i«ople at var-

iance.

Pi ^ 1 ^ [as well try to]

scratcli yourself through your

boot ; — t. e. a useless attempt

Similar to the last.

Moved, excited ; troubled,

('I distressed.

^ 1 morose
;

p,ain8taking.

^ "? 1 II h:\\e constantly had
von in iiiv mind.

M

The sound of washing rice

in an earthern dish.

Wi i, \ 1 '' rinsing and

scouring sound, as when

deaaiiig rice.

A large fish found in the River

Wei, in Shensi.

] ^^ a species of breaiu or

tench. (Leiicincas.)

From silk and nesl.

To reel oft' silk from the

cocoons ; a piece of worked

silk for placing a gem ou.

1 i|g to wind otf cocoons.

] ijf^
to reel off silk.

From ^esh and binls sinifin^i,

orajiea ; the second form is uu-

usual.

Rank, rancid ; strong, as

goats ; reeking, fetid.

ao ^ ] rank pork fat.

Jg ] noisome, offensive.

^ I
redolent of perspiration.

] ] rank smelling, like newly-

killed meat

I ff a newly bom infant (Can-

tonese.)

] 1^ at Canton, denotes a shrew-

mouse ; in the North, perhaps the

polecat.

^ 1 bad breath.

Ill PcUiigese, used for ^. Bash-
ful, mortified.

^ I
ashamed.

|:
I

braaen-faced, impudent-

From woman and an old person.

^
An elder brother's wife ; a
sister-m-law ; a womsn ; a
matron.

ao ^ I
sisters-in-law, one's

own sisters and sisters-in-law.

^ ]
I, the goodwill;.

35 I
the goody

; goodwoman ! a
term of address.

;;^ I
or 1 ]

Mailam ; lady.

;:^ I
or 5i ]

my sister-in-law.

;^ ] a certain man's wife.

^ I
a cousin's wife.

.ituo

^sao

«. 1

,sau

Wrongly wi'Uten like the last

A small plant like tlie chick-

WL'eil {Stellaria), also called

m Wi M chicken's gut.

1^ j )^ the fragrant root

ui a liliaceous plant.

From hand and besom ,- as a noun
aluo read ^sao.

To sweep, to brush ; to clean

\\\) ; to clear otf", to rid ; to

dampen, as one's ardor ; a broom, a

besom ; to search in order to seize.

—
}{J ] one broom.

1 $^ ^ sweep clean.

fH ^ )
a feather-duster.

^T 1 to sweep.

] |g sweepings of the hold, — is

the last lighter of a cargo.

1 JC M * star-sweeper ;
— met. a

slovenly, wasteful man.

] ^ j!§ ^ to sweep off the sea-

mist ;
— f. e. to destroy pirates.
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] ^ to disappoint one's hopes,

to take clown one's liilarity.

.1 >S ^^ '^^ '^^^'^^ t'"^ frontiers.

'

1 R^ if ^ '0 rid l^^^ govern-

ment] of the traitors.

1 S W # I ^^'^^^ ""^'^s ready

for your coming

—
I 5i ^ ^'^ swept away.

^ ]
to sweep aad worship the

tombs.

] 1^ to clear off an account.

^^^ Same as the last in its liter-

al meaning of a broom ; to

sweep ; a bank constructed

in with earth like an abattis

of bambix)s filled.

] a bamboo broom.

t'^M\^ 1
'^"^ brightly I have

sprinkled and swept—the yard.

IB I
a copper brush to polish

buttons.

^ ] PI li to keep the door-

way and hall constantly swept.

g| ]
a dike.

if

ti

ojm
m
aao'

Kiora //iree mouths origiii.iUv PPP
!wiJ Irce or moulli and liesom ;

tlie second form is most used.

T!ie cliirping and singing of

many Idrds ; the hum of men.

mih \ ^w ["•«-'"] the

crows come cawing home to

their roost in the evening,

— we'll go.
I

I
the chirping of cicadas. '

] \\^ magpies chattering for

fair weather. i

pi M ] '" g«"'"g tlieir
j

stipeiuls, [the soldiers] stirred
'

each other up to great clamor.

Like the last.

Tlie noise of a crowd ; a cla-

mor, a disturbance.

M \ M 1& tliey roused

them up with a great clamor.

f^ ] a hubbub, vociferation.

I m to rouse up and disturb.

] f& altercation ; a row.

.BL> Hardened iron or good steel

;

broken steel ; the scoria of

iron or other ores ; used with

^tf'^ao §^ meaning a spade.

A sore, a pustule ; an itch-

ing ; to itch.

s'o' & M ] i^ ^^'^ ^^^"^ itches

continually.

tt ' Dry, scorched ; chapped,

f5
parched ; to dry by the tire

;

aau' used for tsiio' ^ violent.

^ ]
dried up ; drought.

dries an<l warps things.

P ] a parched mouth.

^ I
autumnal heats.

I
^[J, tierce, ragiug,as with passion.

I ?i^ ^ jlii
'* rwiedy against

weakness and dropsical habits.

^ii> High, prominent, as a hill
;

[pJTj^ imposing, lofty, as a house.

aao' ^ ]
light and spacious.

Tieie characters and those under sheh ore often /tronoimceil ulike. Old sounds, shik, sliet, and sMp.

aik, and ait ;
— in Swatow, sek, sat, mid siap ;

— in Amoy, sek, sat, and sip

«n Shanghai, sak and seh ;
— in Chifu, su and seh.

In Canton, shtk, sh&t,

— in Fufichauy saik j
—

,

Composed of /V man and [V a

se,nl, and defined "the effluence

from the countenance," referring

to the change of color tn the face;

it forms the 139th radical of a

few congruous characters.

Air, manner ; form ; color, hue

;

complex iou, expression of the face
;

the deportment ; to look blandly
;

mode, sort, quality, kind
;

glory,

beauty ; lust, venery ; a show of

well dressed women ; in Budhit<iii,

oneofthesi.x outward perceptions,

that of (riipa) form.

] ;^ a color, the tint of a thing.

^ ]
particolored, variegated.

(IJ J AH*" officer above the

common run.

1 ^ form and substance ; aspect

and reality.

^ ]
famous beauties; noted

courtesans.

f'^ ]
to bridle up ; angry.

35, 1 are ^ green or blue, ^
yellow, :^ carnation, j^ white,

and M^ black.

^ ]
the touch or quality of

specie.

;p i; IE JW 1
[your virtue] is

not loudly tlaunted abroatl.

t8 1 iS ^ blandly he looks and

smiles.

1 tK is idloyed ; an inferior color,

said cliietly of sycee.

J£ I
pure, as gold or silv«.

;g ]
laughing, pleased.

^ ]
to dress up, as girls who

are carried in processions.

^ I
various kinds, as of goods.

1 88 in 5C heaven-daring in his

lewdness.

1 ^ a Budhist term for the or-

ganic body.

1 11!^^ every sort is kept on

hand.

j£ I
sedate, composed.

^ 1 ^ flj music, Ie\vdnes.s, pro-

perty, and gain, are four snares

to mankind-

ie 1 venery ; licentious.

^ '6 ^ I
I'll remember to find

one for you.

S 1 '^ g ;g he thinks more

of women than of friends.

1 + ^ ji * miserable whore-

monger.

ij* 1 o' 1 ^ libidinous, .';:i;i-

cioiis.
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jjj I -J to throw dice.

1 iP ^ S S iP 1
^1>'S world

is all emptiness, and emptiness

is liff

.

H W iiB 1
''*^ °^^^^ '^^'^y ^'^^

J

met. increasing prosperity or

iniproveraent.

^ ] a Biulhistio terra for

naiiut rupa, one of the twelve

nUhmts, or causes of existence,

which shows the unreality of

thought and material pheno-

mena.

in3K To hate, to abhor, though

• W > with regret.

3K. Composed of @ a granary ami

P?| J 2n to i-oiite botb contracted
; j. <l.

nc/i'
oiops co)ne iuto the storehouses.

ci^iU The harvest, which should

not be wasted ; to amass, to accu-

mulate ; to begrudge ; avaricious,

sparing, mean ; frugal, stingy.

] -^ an officer who oversaw the

harvesting.

1 b" spsiring of words.

^ ^ 1 M'P' ^^ '^ ^ closeflsted

fellow.

] S^ it is hard to get an account

settled with him.

1
stingy, mean, griping.

seh'

Xat-

m 1

m 1

Used for the last and the next.

To gather in the harvest

;

husbandry, culture
;

grain

ready for the sickle.

to get in crops.

2^ ^ the crops are all in

an evil case.

^mi. 1 wft';tm Heu-

tsih"s culture was on the prin-

ciple of helping— nature

] ^ harvesting, reaping.

!^ \
to be economical.

^ ] a name for Shinnimg.

'tM Used for the last tiro.

I^ ) A surname ; a harvest ; to

gather grain.

I ;^ a farmer.

Mm

T—
Rough, harsh, not smooth

;

corrugated, as skin ; -astrin-

gent, as a taste ; uneven
;

rippled, like water running

;p/,i over stones ; difficult of per-

formance.

8^ 5£ ^ 1 ^^'^ ^''® '^ ^^"7

astringent.=
f§ 1^ 1

1^'^ siwech is imper-

fect and rude.

^%^ 1 ^ it rfisps the hand to

rub it.

] {^ stopped, obstructed.

Tryrt Considered to he an obsolete form

l^fi« of the last, anil coin|ioseil of jt

sell
to stop repeated fuiii- times 10

show how rough a thing is,

Rough ; an impediment in

speech ; too shallow for a boat to

float ; hard to turn around-

AJili Unattainable, what cannot

lltiC) be reached or accomplished.

Read saA, To talk very

fast, to gabble much.

Frugal, sparing ; stingy.

^ ]
ashamed, mortitied.

.ve/('

>^/^T?^ From gems and mmtt ; but the

^^^ upper half is a eoutraotion of a

>IS^> musical instrument.

Ir^ \ An instrument like a large

lute, differing from tho ^ ia the

cords crossing bridges to tighten

them ; it had oO, 23, 15, or 5 silk-

en strings, according to the size
;

elegant and dignified
;

(lure, stern,

harsh ; massive ; to bj grave.

^ 1 IW ^ the lutes and lyres

harmonize ;
— conjugal union.

1 "^ 111 '^ grave and dignifi'^d.

I ]
a bleak soughing of the

wind.

U I
chilly, autumnal wiuds.

] ((J( 31 Iff ma^isive is the libation

gobk'L

In Cmlonese. To walk care-

fully.

I ] ITjI 1)0 careful how you go
;

said to a child.

.^Iiili

SEH.

Used for the last.

The rustling fall of the leaf

is
I I ; some say it is from

the sad strains of the lute
;

applied also to autumnal

flowers withering.

Read ,siao. To brush away.

Read suh^ To reach.

I

•'XX. Originally lilce its primitive.

y^J&ii The pure, bright look of a

sell' lustrous gem.

5£fln la^i: I ^4 come

near and see how bright it ii.

From 31 inxpct and jjj l^iek,

from its motions ; tlie second

, form is rarely used.

A louse ; a parasitic insect

;

small busfs or insects, like

flea.s, aphides, Oime.v, Aca-

rn,% and other wingless

sorts.

] -^ OT J^ ] a, louse.

fb ]
"I* i»i ] ^ tlea ; the last is

.also the dog-tick.

;^ I
a bedbug.

fj- 1 or JiS I
or |g J

to crack

lice.

gj? I
sand-bugs, sand-Heas.

J£ !^ I
to take occasion from a

little flaw—to accuse or reject.

From earth and habitation.

) To stop or fill up, to close
;

j>M( ' to obstruct, to hinder, to pre-

^su vent by obstacles ; to spike, as

a gun ; an important pass or

[wsition in a country ; when speak-

ing of strategetic obstacles of an

enemy's approach, ^ refers to a

gate or briilge, and this to a dike

or wall ; unintelligent, dull, hard to

apprehend ; sincere, honest.

I T A "? nose stopped, as in

a coM.

f^ I
closed, oOstructed, impeded.

^ '6 1 i^ her heart felt deeply.

] ^ stop it up.

] p to stop a hole ; to gag or

bribe, so as to quiet one ; to put

him down by argument.
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i^ I
to block up, as approaches.

H &') ^ 1 «'l '>'' once bis dull-

ness of perception was removed.

1^ ] to pass [a bore] on to an-

other pereon ; to give the cold

shoulder to.

5fe 1 3'C life
^" i^ervado and fill

the world ;
— as the Gospel will.

W jy I ^ to slur over (or trump

up) so as to prevent censure.

I I
agitated, disconcerted.

SEU.

Bead sai ' A boundary, a fron-

tier ; a limit.

] ^\> beyond the borders.

j§ ] the froutiere.

{fj ]
to pass beyond the borders,

as a princess did to marry a Hun.

In Pekingese, uswl for tseh, ^.
To fold under; to double in, to

tuck m ; also, to stop up.

t^M.^\ ji •^ fold this table-

cloth under.

SEU. 729

An ague.

J J^
]

chills and fever; to

' catch cold.

1 ^^ f^ tli'S chill comes

on at cveniiig.

Lt To fly Kwiflly; to clasp.

. i l.filM}^:g#Ae swift

seV flying birds arc hastening to

the deep forest.

Read shaJi^ Feathers used to

adorn a colliii.

See ntso under siiiic.

SEXJ.
Old sounus, su, sol;, and sot. In Canton, sau ;

— in Swatoie, «6 ;
— in Amoy, so aHdwb\\ ;

in Fuhchuv, «^u and sau ;
— in Shanghni, su ;

— in Chifu, no.

Ap[4 'J'o engrave on metal ; orna-

(^_^J^ monts on a horse's ears.

^seu ^ ]
to inlay ; to carve or

inchase.

] "fl" ifi
^o carve bamboo roota

* ]^[3 1 Comijosed of X " ''""^ or ""j"

_.>^ inch undei" fq i mortar ; tLe

( /.C-* I
third form is used more than the

jlf^
J-

otliers.

-y^
I

An appellation for an old

4^ I person; Sir.

1-^ J -^ j venerable Sir.

H 1
this old farmer.

] ]
the sound of washing rice

in scored pans.

^ -^ ^ ]
boys and old men.

1
t*

Occurs used for the last.

Blind from having no pupil,

as in amaurosis ; an old man
whoso sight is poor and step

feeble.

B^ ] bluid, but having eye

balls ; a term often used for

blind musicians.

|

Also read so^

To spur on a dog to attack
;

to incite, to stir up.

I JnJ to set on a dog ; to

wind the hounds.

From hand nud uumbe.r.

To shake, to arouse ; to re-

fresh.

^4 1 jfra St '•o ^''^^'^^^ "' **'''

up one's self or one's spirits.

A basket or bamboo vessel

to wash rico : a flat basket

;

an old measure of si.Kteen 5j-

pecks, ten of which made a

^ or tierce ; it is now
disused.

Used for the last.

A mRrshy preserve in which

game is kept and fish arc

rcaretl ; i'at, gainful, rich, bo-

cituse such places produce nitich

food ; a place whero jjeoplo gather.

W. 1 ^'"^ '^^&'^ of a hill.

^ ]
marshy edges of a hill.

^J I
a market ; an exchange.

5^ I
a wilderness, a waste.

I ^ a retreat for robbers.

^ ]
the bees r.re swanniiig.

jS .^ ]
a refuge for pooplo (or

criminals) to flee to.

The tirst is also read shuh^ to

draw in the breath.

To clear the throat
; to

cougli ; to expectorate ; to

sen'' hack ; a congh.

sh' :^' ] a dry cough.

^ I
to riiise phlegm.

Bff ^ 0% I
*^o give the signal by

a slight cough.

.r^pl:!) l'"ioin n-orda and to sccur,

fljj^ Angry or reproving words.

*'" Kead ^siao. To allure, to

induc3 to act right.

I ^- to urge to goodness.

1 WL ^ novel, a elory to commend
virtue.

J£ J!.^ 1 1j3 ^^"s '5 fame enough.

92
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Olfi sounds, bba, shal;, and sbat. Jn Canton, sha ;
— »« Swnteir, siia, sa, •aag, axd se ;

— t;i Amoy, sa and iwa ;
— in Fuhehau,

ga, sai, iwa, fln</ se j— i« Shanffhai, to and ea ;— 1» C!J>/i», 8a ani/ swa.

!l .«/w

From water and a ./cip ; q- d.

when t!ie water is little the sand

appears ; like the next.

Sand, gravel
;

pebbles, shin-

gle ; reefs, banks
;
granulated, as

sugar
;
gritty ; broken fine ; friable

and raealy, as fruit; frequenting

sandbanks and beacbes ; a sandy,

brown, or gray color.

I ^ common or brown sugar.

] Mi ^^
] f^ ^ sandy spit, a

spot where the still water allows

silt to settle.

I ^ larvae of musketoea

1 M ^ water filter of sand.

] ^ shallow sand-banks ; at

Canton, boats remain on them.

I 1^ the sand clasn, a species of

Mactra.

1 S 'J\.
'^loads of dust.

t]\ ] ^ a Budhist novice.

I p^ (or 1^ f1 from the Sanscrit

srcnmcna and Pali samana.) quiet-

ing of the passions, as ascetics

strive to do ; it now denotes the

Mongol Shamanism, though at

first it referred to .all priests,

BHdhists and Brahmins.

] ^ a file-fish. (Aluleres berardi.)

i ^ the dragonet fisli. (Plaiij.

cephilus ffultcUus.)

] fH a sandpiper or snii)e ; also

a species of loche. {Cobitis psam-

mismus.)

^ I
quicksands ; moving sands,

a name given iii the Book of

Eecorfb to the Gobi Desert.

] ^ *^li<5 desert of Shamo.

^ ]
tho Pratas shoaL

^ I ^ to learn boxing.

j^ ]
a fish like the sarduie.

In Fulichau, Skillful at, ready.

Used with the '..jt.

Pebbles, coareo sand; gravel

;

gritty, like sand.
B

Jf \ emery.

^ 1 Jfl a bright red.

^ 3£ 1
or ^ ^ 1

cormdnm

;

diamond dust.

f^ ]
to winnow hulled rice.

(Cantonese.)

^ I
the best kind of cinnabar

from Shin-cheu fu in Hanan.

tij ] .^ the pilferings of servants

or cooks. {Pekingese.)

] tl or "gf I \2. grains of para-

dise, obtained from tho Amo-
mum xant/tioides and the JUlet-

taria; the ^ ^ ] from Yang-

chun district in Kwangtung, are

from the Amomum villosum.

] jjj cowhide ; met. stubborn,

indocile.

2 ]
aethiops mineral, a sulphide

of mercury.

The largest sized buffalo is

called jJC 1 ^ in the central

provinces, and usually do-

notes the cow.

From disease and sand as the

phonetic ; an unauthorized cha-

racter.

The cholera.

^ BS 1
Asiatic cholera,

^ij \ to scarify for cholera.

I ^ % cholera pills.

ijS '^ 1 P * g'^'^ remedy for

cholera from Su-chau.

The first and coarse kind of

sugar,
I ^ (otherwise fi?|^)

,B!ia like brown muscovado.

A valuable timber tree.

brought from Tibet, whosu

fSha soft, berry-shaped fruit tastes

like .1 pkira.

] 3^J a rns.set pear.

1 /fi ^ sjiecies of pine from

Ngauhwui, which furnishes a

valnablo liglit wood, highly prized

for cofilas.

.sha

6

Gauze, thin silk ; reticulated,

gauzy, lace-like, transparent;

a fiber, an untwisted thread.

^ 1 craije.

I
white gauze.

JU I
Ipg to lose the ,^ |

lj| or

black gauze hat, is to be turne<l

out of office, — this having

been the official hat during

the Ming dynasty.

j^ ]
mnll, fine muslin, lawn.

]^ I
to lay the warp.

JJJJ ]
English camlets.

>^ M 1 j^ the moon shines

through the latticed window.

A surplice or outer robe of

a Budhist priest ; the second

character is used for a shag-

gy woolen surplice, woven

from coarse sheep's wool.

^ ] /^ cambric or muslin.

From fi!<h and sand, referring

to the gritty skin.

Tlie shark family, including

somo rays and skates.

I ^ (^ a bright slate blue.

1 Si &. sh-igreen.

^ ? 'Pi 1 hammer-headetl shark.

{Sph>/nui ci/'jana
)

^ ] the saw fish (Pristls), which

is s.iid to bo able to strike at

and injure vcssi-li

^ ^ 1 '^° spotted ray. {Rluui

ancylosiomi.)

Iffi 5i 1 **P'"<^'''S 8hark.(Ctf»/rati'o)»

^ UK ]
tho shovel-nosed shark.

{Rliinobiitus hynniccplitUus.)

1 fi a frcsli water fish, six inches

long, round body and big head

which buriea itself in the oozj

and spurts s-ind ; it may he a

kind of biill-lieadj as its dorsal

spines are dangerous.

1^1

,sha
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JE.^ Long fine hair.

<-*i^if ^ 1 ^^^ hair hanging in

^sha tresses ; disheveled or loose

hair.

'^'

c*,

'sa

the

steep

snow

From water and west or ele-

gant ; also read shai> and 'sa ;

' it is also used for jfJC to wash
;

the first form is easily con-

founded wifli 'tsiti {0 spirits.

To sprinkle with a liquid
;

to scatter, as the wind does

leaves ; to divide ; deep and

water ; respectful ; swift;

to cast, as a fisheiman the

net.

] ?|)C sprinkle it.

] \§i 5K ''^y clothes were wet

by the rain.

] ^ to cast a hook.

] ^ 5|JC
to whitewasli.

1 is to weep much.

'M'M \ 1 a contmual small rain.

1 f^ alarmed.

1 ^ ^ ^'"^ robes with speckled

embroidery.

M ^^ 1 T *''^'s "^^^^ spilled

over, as when carrying a bucket-

full.

Eead 'lii'u!. Lofty and new.

^ ^ /^ I
high and fine is the

pew terrace.

Bead siri* Shivering.

I 1 flif ^ shaking from the cold.

In Cantonese. A shed ; to

stretch out.

'^ ] the hen stretches her wings.

~— ^ ] an open shed.

] ] RsC '"J hang out to dry.

'/^ Foolish, thoughtless.

I^C 1 ? * simpleton. a care-

gJc ] doltish, silly.

] ^ t^ lio^ stupid that is

!

1 ^ ^ t palsied.

In Pekingese. Bather, an ad-

jective of comparison.

I ^ 6^ pretty good, it will do.

] f^ rather fine.

') From whisker and woman; it

resembles i/ao^ g^ to wish.

^shwa To sport, to play with ; to

trifle with, as fire-arms ; to

fence ; play, jollity
;

games.

I |g to fence with shillelahs.

1 Ti ^^'^ Pl'^y ^''''^ f°'i^ *"'!

shields.

] lH to sport and dance ; to

waste one's time.

badinage.

] ^ to gamble ; to pitch cop[)ers.

7(% -^ I 6'5l
I am quite serious.

'K T A ^ iSr ;?; :S 1
itisno

trifling matter to cost another

man his life.

] ^ ^ to create disturbance, to

provoke needlessly.

1 -?2 ^ *" bandy words and
angry talk, as a man and wife.

iji^
I

expert, clever.

1 §)c -f to chaff a bumpkin.

j ^ Jiil to act gymnastics, to

play the acrobat

1 K §t a toy-shop,

fji
I

playing, making sport.

In Cantonese. To waive off.

] ^ to shake tho hand to inti-

mate that a thing is not to be

done ; to motion away.

,' 1 The changing of the voice

;

I tho voice becoming hoarse

n'S"' f

''''""g'l I'awling.

[J»@» J 1 P^ a hoarse throat.

sha'' \ ^ a hoarse, gruff voice.

> To make an eyelet hole.

(]g ] small holes in a thing

;

skC cavities, as in porous iron.

probe ulcers.

»m

,sha

Old sounds, sbat and shap. In Canton,

ch'ap, and cli'iap ;
— in

Some derive tliis from ^t to hi//,
\

/fv a club, and X '"""' / b"'
i

its etymology is doubifiil.

To slay, to put to death ; to

murder ; to kill, of which

crime Chinese law recognizes five I

grades ; to die by famine or frost ; i

ix;nalty cf death ; death; to hunt'

and kill game ; to mow grass ; ;

to seize or get ; to ga'.lier up ;
a

i

form of the sui)erlative, fuiiously,
;

murderously.
I

shat, shap, and sap ;
— in StentOJV, sat, sua,

Fnhchttu, sak and sai ; — in Shanghai, sell

;

] p^ to decapitate.

] ^ ^^ Axis'^ off worms ; to kill

bugs.

] 3^ a lieadsman.

] ^ to finish an account.

] /J£ to butcher animals.

J^ M 1 ^ «" ^wM. dreadful

look.

1 A. W- '^c fought bis way into

their ranks.

1^ I "J'
scared to death.

and siap ; — in Amoy^ Bat, siap,

— in Chifu, sah.

^ ]
in great haste, in a killing

hurry.

] ^ i^ ? the cord is tied too

tfglit.

^ I A a comedian, a droll.

^ ] ^ in a towering jiassion.

^ ^ PM ^ 1 they are insepara-

ble, as two friends.

j ^ the very last.

& 1 willful murder.

i^
I

accidental manslaughter.
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T£-l»'
1 T:imAiJ 1

1} £ it' you lo^'e tljo child i

greatly, yet he is another's ; if 1

you feel that he is a ruined '

child, still he is my own.

^ ]
homicide, manslaughter. I

^ ] •(i^
to overawe ; to enrage

anothtr ; to force to comply.

*^75^B#Ir1^1 as you do

not cleanse your way, you shall

consequently be classed with '

those who are to be put to death, i

5C 1 6^ ^ ^ SS a heaven-con-
|

demned fellow wlio brings down '

evil on people.

Bead altai ' To pare off, to
'

reduce ; to clip or shear ; to bend !

down in order to eflfect ; to make

a seam or sew together ; part of a

shroud.
I

^ ^ pj6
I

his voice was broken i

and confused.

MMi. 1
^^*' lil«e a relative to

all yonr kindred.

sfia'

Another form of the last, but

now iisnally confined to nia'ign

and uoxioas intliiences.

To Strike dead, .is by the

sun ; to murder ; baleful, de-

trimental ; to injure by malaria

;

to end ; a twinkling ; an adverb of

intensity, often heard in Kiangsu.

I ^ sickly vapors, malaria ; the

active spunt of death, baleful

influences which destroy luck.

] ^ a malignant star.

|)y ]
deleterious, as a location.

•ft" ^ in 1 ™y ^^^^ carries evil

to all my family.

^ I
it wards off evil, as the /\

j^ eight diagrams, or the in-

scription /j5 j^ ^ of tlie Stone

Warden.

gg ] crises in life, which occur

triennially from three to sixteen,

modified by the signs one is

born in.

^ I
and

|pj ] back and front

noxiousnetjS, geomantic terms

connected with the position of

graves.

U /P ] ^ never-ending talk,

garrulona

5S ^ ^ 1 t^« robbers are very

numerous.

j^ ]
very near.

^X^ti The edges of a seam left

T'^JC') over which are to be felled
;

,.s/w to sew up the seam ; clothes

foldeil up.

A spear with a guard ; to

clip the wings of birds.

shn ^ ] ^ ^ong halberd.

I

bristling lances ot the troops

were crossed and blended —
as they marched.

Trom to mce and to /lierce.

kj To smear the sides of the

sfta' month with blood when

taking an oath ; it was done

in ancient times.

] jjl to sip the blood of a sacri-

fice.

I flO i§ lie quite forgot his oath.

An old and formal t«rm for

;) a fan, which Wu Wang is

said to have invented.

^ I
a beautiful fan.

] ^ to write in a rapid running

band.

]
Q'^ thin, fan-like collops of meat

dried for winter use.

A slight shower; a i)assing

;) rain ; an instant, the moment
s/ia'' of action.

—
] JIl a little whik

\ ^^ momentarily.

1 ^ R9 for a moment, on a

.sudden.

^ 1 HI the gle«ms dazzle tba

eyes.

^ Jg, ] ^ a gentle breeze and

slight .'<hower.

1 1 M ^ pattering of rain.

l^ Feathers used to adorn cof-

-) fins ; a great tlabellnra of

thin wood, ornamented with

clouds and figures, carried

with the coffins of dignitaries, and

set at each corner of the grave.

^ ] to set up the flabelli.

^ ]
a great fan.

To speak much ; loquacious,

talkative.PS.
slid'

SHCA.I-
Old sounds, shai ami shak.

m
.sliai

Jn Canton, shai and ahei ;
— i» Swatow, tCi mid sai -f-^in A mot/, su ;

— ui Fuhcliau, ni, Mi,

and t'ai ; — in Shanghai, aa and sd ;
— in C'liifu, sai.

The first form is commonly used.

An immense reed, a hun-

dred feet long .ind 25 feet

' in diameter, said (o grow in

the sonh, and usvil (or skiffs; i

a sieve of wire, bamboo, oi

thread ; to sift, to strain.

1 "P, or ] |K a sieve.

^ I
a flour sieve.

tt ] -^ ^ the bamboos intercept

the moonbeams.

1 ^ ;^ a board with grooves

for cash to drop in, so that the

coins can be shaken in and

couTited quickly.

1 ^ M '"^ mizzling rain.

1 ^ ^ shaking with ague.

] m, ^ ^ the sifting breeze car-

lipts the earth with moonlight.

To disperse and get lost
j

to

strike.

1 ^Ji^ to iHjat the gongs

.ind tap tl>e dniuis.

,slm
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SHAI.

The second form is unautborized,
but iu commou use.

To dry in the sun ; the

reHection of the sim ; to

ah- and sun ; to care in the

suuahioe, as fruit.

SHAN.

1 ft '^'y '' i" ^^ sua

^ ]
to dry fresh fruit.

1 ^ ;I1R to sun garmenta

] iS8
'"' drying-terrace or frame.

7 S 1 ^ don't get siuiburat

SUAN. I3Ŝ

th >6 1 p 149 T 'al^e care that

you dou't gL'l a .sunstroke.

I ^ J^ •''" ^"" <l'^>e8 not get

through, iis a eurtahi.

AWi \ FS i''« 'hicklingB are
Miuuiiig Uimijselve&

Old nunds, shan and sbam. In Carrion, shan aud sbam ;
— in Swatow, tv'a,

sian, (unl ch'ain ;
— in Fnhrhnu^ sung ;

— in Sluinyhtti, sc'n ;

I 7K 4a iS tlie liill and water

will yot meet ;— you will see

him a°rain.

The ori^^iiial form resembles

tliipe pertks ; it forms the 4tlth

radical of cliaracters re^^tinlT

to the names and fcrins of lulls.

A mountain ; hills, heiglits

;

a mound ; a range ; inicultivated
;

wild, not domesticated or subdu-

ed ; strong, loud, as a tone of voice

;

tile g.able end of a wall ; a hill site.

I Pf ^ ;^ he cried out aloud,

Your majesty 1

] ^ separate [)eaks.

^ ]
celebrated mountains ; it is

•ilso the name of Mount Hwa.

^ I
posted against a hill, as an

army

1 K wood and bamboo-ware,

basket.s, tubs, <fec.

] J^ wild tribes ; a mountaineer,

a hermit.

^ 1 i EH ^ confer on you hills,

plains, aud fields ;
— i. e. the

territory.

1^ ]
to retire into obsciuity.

I
-^ wild fowl.

Ml'— i% ^^^ ^^^ ^^ <*f the

liouse.

ti^'^ \
bo'h of the gable

ends open on vacant ground.

] tK spring water.

1 ^ ^ ^ pearls and delicacies

from the hills and seas ;
—

nice dishes of every kind.

1^ ^ a 1
the tapestried hills

and embroidered rivers ; — i. e.

our sovcreia;!i's empke.

i? ^ 1 M ;fC a prosperous

family.

^ ] a bare peak.

1 ^ '"'
I & 'h^ iirovince of

Shautuiig ; ii^
I W or ] ;^

denotes Shansi.

^ ^ ] the wonderful high

mountain, is M:)unt Meru, or

Su-inern ^ J^ of the Biidhists,

the axis of the universe.

In Cimtonese. A grave, which

in the south are on hill-sides ; the

country.

^. ] to worship .at the graves.

f^ hI 1 'o worship a dragon (or

lucky) grave.

] 5^ grave-diggers
;
grass-cutters.

^ ] to bury, to inter.

Good, beautiful ; to ridicule,

to laugh at, to gibe.

I ^ to make sport of.

Read (.«?>?». To go.

] ]
a slow gait, a stately manner.

Read soA, The trailing skirt

of a lady.

Uscil for the last ani the neirt.

To hobble or limp.

2S ] ^ "*!'' lamely, or as

if unable to go forward.

Precious coral, ] IjJJ th«

fine red kind, which is high-

ly prized.

1 iiSS ]M * ''^'^ ''oral button,

the hghest hi rank.

^s/^an

^ehan

ran, rrnitcr. • — •« Amov, san, mm,
— ill CltiJ'nj 6An.

is] 1
Spread abroad ; acattcred

about, as fallen flowers.

H M 1 1
'"s girdle chatelaine

made a jiiigliiig.

From /cirije and a rei/ister.

To pare ; to amend, to cor-

rect and expunge ; to edit

and settle a text ; to reject,

as an account.

1 Sfc to alter and erase

1 -i or
1 ^ to expnnge.

^ ] a stiff brush used by paint-

ers.

I If ^ jfl [Confucius] edited

the t)iles and settled the Kitiial

1 Wi, to abridge.

.Siuin

,sk()t

.s/ian

A siiecies of deal used for

boards.

] ^ -^ a joist; pine i)iles.

] 7JC deal
;

pine boards.

] ;^ is sometimes written

for 3 'is * ship's lx>al.

J ^ the coar,se pine {Ciinniiig-

liamia hinneo/a/ii) of Southern

China ; it also uicludes the

Cri/p/oiiieria.

1 /tC ffi )|^f
a 1'""' ancestral tab-

let, — is a worthless thi]ig.

I'roin clothes and peluge-

A garment for the body, as

a coat, shirt, or jacket ; it

usually refers to those with-

out a lining.

^ ]
garments ; body clothes.

^ I
an under-shirt.

^ I
a rol)e, a summer-gown.

^shan
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]^ I
to take off a garment.

]^ ]
a siiits'ai, because he goes tc

salute his friends in a blue robe.

^ A slight rain.

]
'^ a fine drizzling rain.

Tiitended to represent feathers or

long liair ; it forms tlie 59th ra-

< -^^ dic!\l of characters alluding to

^shtin stripes.

To adorn with feathers or

colored hjur.

A delicate hand, one with

fJ^» tai^ring fingers ; tapering,

s/iau small ; to pull along, to take

hold of.

1 1 !^ ^ * lady's beautiful

hand.

1 it ^ ^ ^ -^ I'u I'oifi yon

by the hand.

Kead ^ts'an. To mix together,

to mix in ; to introduce surrepti-

tious'y ; to feel or rub.

] j^ to mix up

] ^ to put together, as ingre-

dients in a dish.

] j|{ to adulterate by mixing

in other things.

From grain and tapering, allud-

ing to the four sleuder spikelets,

which are likened to dragon's
^s/tal^ claws.

|

A marshy grass resembling a

Pankwii, cultivated in Yunnan ; it

has large cla.sping leaves like rice,
1

a three-sided sl-em, and thick spike- !

lets, bearing a reddish grain like i

canary-seed ; it is probably allied
|

to an Eleusine; the flour is glutinous.

From plant or irni/e and to kiU.

To mow ; to cut grass or

herbs ; to root out ; a large

bill-hook, a sort of scythe.

1 Ji ^ ife t" "Jow the

grass and root it up.

] ^ 'f^ I's cleared away the

grass and the bushes.

To weep, to cry piteously.

1 ^ HJ ^ the tears flow-

ed freely.

M ilS 1 1 ^th her eyes

were streaming with te^8.

To move or manipulate with

dexterity; to make signals.

'*4<(« fi 1 to pii'k over and sort

rapidly and well, as tea is

prepared

Part qf these eharaetert are tometimes read shin. Old sounds, shim, shin, dim,

cli'in, anrfcli'am ;
— in Swatuu), sin, si.tni, sian, anrfsim ; — in Amoi/, sim,

seng, sing, and leng ;
— in S/iaiigliai, sang, zing, and sing ;

— in

^ [[j 1 ^!l th^ hills rise inFrom lliree trees to indicate their

number.

An abundance of trees, close

together ; overgrown with

wood ; somber, as a forest ; severe,

as laws ; to plant trees.

1 i^ rigorous, majestic, severe.

1 tJ; Chinese mahogany, the

timljtr of the ] ;Jg pride of

India. {Melia azederach.)

^ ] I ^ thick and shady, as

a green forest,

mf 1 ^ ^ thickly wooded and
grassy.

numerous peaks.

^ ^ I 1 the serried spears are

closi-ly seen.

From plant and btiter.

Name of an ancient place Gt

state in Shensi, not far from

the present Hoh-vang hien

^P ^ %%, on the Yellow R.

] )j^ a district in the west of

Shantung.

1 ] ^ ^ liJanerous, said of

camp-followers.^

;

SHAN.

A.!
I
> Fish jumping on the surface

;

\ |xl to snare tish in a wicker net

;

slian^ name of a river in Corea ; a
\

spit or jwint of a beach.

1 5^ the jwrt of Swatow.

i •© S ^ 1 1 the barbel are

ciUiglit in great numbers.

.^j-*-*! Rupture of the bowels, or

yW\ hernia
;
pain from hernia ; a

slum'' mode of the pulse ; swelling

of the testes.

^ \
angina pectoris.

] ^ hernia ; also a stricture or

retention of urine.

;jJC 1
or !|t ]

hydrocele.

^J|J To vilify, to slander; to

t)|L| murninr at.

tliun''
I |§ to backbite.

1 J^. '" revile superiors.

M W ^i 1
reprove without

railing at one.

1 ^ ^ A she .slandered her

husband,

1 W gfunihling slanders.

>^/'' A large bill-hook or sickle-

I
sluxnf

and slieRi. In Canton, sfa&n, shSm,

sin, and ch'im ; — in FuhchoH,

Chi/u, san and shin.

tails ; — said of fishes in a

pond.

^ \ i. W ^ marshy waste

place.

Read ,«», and nsed with its

primitive. A marshy plant with

yellowish green, thick oval ieavis,

like those of the birth wort (Ast-

nim), whose root is acrid, .ind

when dried used in rheumaiisni
;

it is called 10 1 , and is perhaps

a speci 8 of ffetei'otropa.
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A shivering hitfer ailment,

such as the ague induces.

I
.sMn

on

The oil made from hemp or

Si(Ia seed; it was used to

liglit the old year out by

firing fir sticks in a | ^
till the morning came ; the refuse

of Hour ; the settlings of gruel.

^ ] linseed cake which is left

after the ^ )|| fg| or linseed oil

is expressed.

Men and horses in company

;

a large crowd of people.

1 ] liE ^ "aany guests

and customers.

1 1 S ^ "i'«iy comiug

and going.

.1^

cpTL

,sMn

From words and Jirsl,

To begin a conversation, to

inquire of
;

public opinion
;

many talking about a thing
;

numerous, as a swarm.

^ HS ] ]
a numerous progeny.

^M M \ ] ^ ''^'^ locusts,

winging their way, what happy

swarms of them.

The second form is now moBtly

used ; it is also read (ts'aiu

The ginseng plant (Panax

schinseng), a name altered

f:om A 1 I
^""^1 ^^ called

from the resemblance of its

forked roots to a man ;
it is also

called fi^ "^ the divine plant, and

J^ 3^ earth's essence ; this term

is also applied to many roots of

a mucilaginous nature used by the

natives in medicine, and deemed to

partake of the virtues of ginseng.

IS ^ A 1
Manchurian ginseng,

deemed to be superior to tin

^ M A 1
or Corean ginseng.

^ J
foreign ginseng ; of which

the ^ 5 A 1 or f^ 1 M
is the crude, and ^J ^ A I

is the clarified sort.

^ ^ I
satfron, i. e. Dutdi gin-

seng-

^ ] biche-de-mer. {Holotkuriu.)

^ ] a weak sort of ginseng.

^ ] the bitter ginseng. {Bobima

amara.)

1 1^ ginseng traders.

1 Wi ginseng shops.

^ ]
a species of ConvoloulM.

^ \
the red ginseng, a species of

sage or Saloia.

-^^ Branches wida apart ; a

i^^f medicinal plant
;

pendent

^ihan branches.

1 i^ large and wide ; a local

phrase.

M The original fonn bears a mde
resembliince to tlie body walking

;

it is the 158th radical oi chu-
^shuil racters relating to the shapes of

the body.

The trunk ; tlie body ; the

main part of a thing ; the hull

;

one's self; I myself, and when

used in a letter, a petition, or of-

ficial document, it is often written

smaller than the rest
;

personal,

the presence ; one's cliaracter or

duty
;
pregnant ; the conduct.

^ I
my body ; I, myself.

^ \
naked, bared, stark.

1 ti or ] :f^ the person; the

body.

1? ] the privates.

{fj j to enter on office ; the origin

or early life of a person.

QU" I
given to drink.

^ t 1 ;^ ice Wo-jin is him-

self a high official.

^ 1 jpf Jifc
where can he now

go to bide his disgrace ?

IS 1 J5l Jife
suppose you were in

that pasiliou.

^ I
whole life ; the end of life.

i^ 1 $S ^ to reap life's results

— after death.

^ I
[I,] an old woman, — or

old man.

© 4t 1 careless of himEel^ as a
brave soldier^'^",

5R ^ ^'
i

iSe dres3 does not

"lif j
a formbr existence

tU 1 S ^ one who manages
the business.

] ^ rather tall, above usual size.

j'§
I

dead, passed from the body.

in rT !i ^ A W ^ I
could

he have been ransomed, we
would have given a hundred lives.

^ ]
pregnant.

W 1 ^ ^^ ^^ some property.

^ 1 ^ BS I ^^^^ "0 time to

attend to that.

^ ]
to go out to work ; to mort-

g.age one's person, as a coolie

;

peonage ; to sell one's sel£

^ I
to weigh anchor.

J5 I
to start, to go.

^ 1 SL S^ whole body shivering

with cold.

^ I
the first sexual act.

in what manner the obsequies

were attended to after his death.

# la 1 ^ *^ lis Kg he saw

tliat I was old and weak.

S2 JI 1 S5 # fg Ir keep the

muscles of tlie body in full ex-

ercise.

] -^ the body ; the separate

beads in a string of coiu-t

beads. (Pekiiiffese.)

1 ^' i^ h'S'^ '" ra^k ; a noble

spirit ; integrity.

trying to get me involved in the

scrape 1

^^%S^ 1
tl>ey ha<l no

need to choose words [to defendj

their conduct.

fe I
"'*"'l fi 1

*'"'''<5 Budhi-st tenns

for material and spiritual bodies,

the latter being regarded as

an embodiment of the law.

^
I

is also used for the triiine

body of every Budlia UriL\iy<t)

consisting of ^ essence, ^
reflex, and ^ use, wliic';i is

evolved to bis perfection in the

divioity, law, and priesthood.

1 ^ fl Sindhn, an old name

deaonug luilia ; or perha[)3 oi.iy

that part now known as Scinds.
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ii ^ I
* magic body (rkfdki)

which can iiisUntly transport

itself anywhere, and assume

any shape. '

From tvater out of a cavern.

Name of a river in tlie south-

^shaii east of Hunan; deep; pro-

j

found, abstruse ; intimate
;

ardent, as affection ; well read,

learned ; strong, as spect<icles
;

retired, inner, as an apartment

;

late at niglit ; many, as days

;

intense, as disliiie ; deep-tinted
;

as an adverb, very, extremely,

carefully, well ; to secrete ; a coat

and trowsers joined in one ; to

measure the deptli.

W ^ 1 ^K ''°^^
'''^''P "^ ^^ water

here I

/P ^ ] fj| I don't know the

depth ; I am not very familiar

— with that subject.

] Jl^ on very good terms with.

1 *§< great kindness.

] f;^ a profound bow.

1 ^ crafty, silent and scheming.

1 ^ S ft [your *'"'"'» are]

deeply engraved on my heart,

% 1 ?^ ^ from midnight till

daybreak.

) ^ deep research.

i ^ ^ ^ 't is very true.

© W 1 'ii* '"* i'ldeed has his

own deep purposes.

jlfc ^ •{& 1
*•'"'** ^^'^''fsxjter is very

complex.

] jtj an inferior prefecture in the

south of Ciiihli.

I ^ a deep blue.

S" ^ 1 is "f * reserved and
awful manner.

jpj S ^ .i 1 •& wl^'i'- a depth

of sorrow is his I

rrk Fonued of y a morlar and
|

c ff !

isluin

o join ; ot|]ers say the character
U intended to represent the back^

bone ; used with the next.

To extend, to stretch ; to reite-

rate ; to prolong, to increase ; to

State to a superior, or enjoin on

an inferior, for which senses the

next is also erroneously used.

] flijf
the ninth of the 12 stems,

the hour from 3 to 5 P.M., over

which the monkey has sway.

1 ^ the seventh moon.

I ^ [Heaven] has given [the

emperor] injunctions.

] 3SC a rejwrt to a superior.

1 |r^ to send up a statement.

1 gj to reprimand ; to enjoin an

official to behave better.

] j JP ^ easy, com[X)sed, self-

}x)sse.ssed.

] H^ to explain clearly.

I g a small, feudal principality

in the Cheu dynasty where

Nan-yang fu now lies in the

south of Honan, on the head-

waters of the River Han.

I fX.
Shanghai district, a name

supposed to be derived from

the preceding state by mistake,

as if it once belonged to it

;

but others more probiibly derive

it from ^ ]
;§ a prince over

the region in those days, who

is still worshiped by sailors at

his temple in the city.

1 TJi to promulge, as an order.

<#
I'-eit for the preceiliiig, and often

en'oneoush'.

^shiln To stretch and yawn ; to

dihite, to straighten ; to ex-

plain ; to re[)ort to ; to right, to

redress, to clear U|) a cause ; vin-

dicated ; worth, valued, equal to,

as ill [iricing things.

1 W. ^ t"^' stretch out the band.

] M lA ''' redress a grievance.

I
|S^ a statement to a suix;rior.

^ ]
to stretch wlien tired.

1 lit 1^ dead, laid out for burial.

J£ 1 -JM IS these fine sentiments

can l)e expressed.

] ^% >}f how much is it worth ?

] 1)^ to stretch and yawn.

] i^ to 'otret*;h or dilate and

retr.ict or shrink.

1 {ij ^ l'"sh it out.

,Pfjl

,shun

To groan, to lament ; to

read in a chanting way,

] P^ to recite or hum, as

Ijooks.

^ I ^ PJI whining and coin-

phiining.

1 ^ fl!l S '^'^ fiw^i the books

he reads— without understand-

ing them.

In Cunfoiieise.

whine about.

M^ 1 \ J
' don't

here whining.

To coinplain, to

come about

M
slu'iii

Trees that die of themselves
;

trees that wither away.

I5P ^ ^ 1
'^''^ willow is

not quite dead.

From silk and to e.fleud. .

A large sash or girdle with

ornamental ends; to gird
;

tliose who are privileged to

wear sashes, the literati, graduates,

officials, th(^ gentry.

1 ^^oi-m] o^
1 s^or ]^

the gentry, official jieople in

and out of office.

] '^ gentlemen and merchants,

the higher cla.sses.

M 1^ I
write it on the girdle.

^ 1 an oppressive man among

the gentry.

] -J;
elders and headmen.

.s/ictit

m

To make known.

^ ^ ^ j
his words are

reliable.

1 ^ t" state truly.

From woman and to moce or

hodij ; the first is sometimes

wrongly nsod in.stead of ip> and

then read ijin'', their meanings

heing tlie banie.

l^egnant, quick with child.

] the gravid uterus.

I JJ taken in labor.

] ^ conceived, pregnant.

.^ I
an abortion ; a miscarriage.

Ifi Sitnilar to the above, and

t\^ defined as 11^ ^ ^ $j[ ^
iShdn a spirit confined within the

body ; name of a god.
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A imiltitude of living things

(^(t-j_, moving about together.

^s/iaii(/
I ^ numerous, herd-like.

.«« mik^ n ] \ ^ Si
look into tliiit forest at tlie

herds of deer roaming there.

—1^ Also read (Isun.m'^Jtl A species of cinnamon free

.s/tiin found in Yunnan, the bark

of which is called |^ ;f^ ; it

is an evergreen ; the Cin/iamoiuuni

Loureiri has the same name ; the

name /fc ] is also applied to a

species of Andromeda, both Ijeing

evergreens.

From dinhie and to eulend as tlie

p)ionetic

That power or cause which

operates by its own energies,

r'itt'uT»d, forrr.bss, and inscrutable,

yet making things develop ; the

j^ powers above, as opixised to the

J^ or [^ powers below ; the

gods, the divinities, a god, in the

usage of pagans ; used by many

for the true God ; a spirit ; a super-

natural good being ; the human
spirit, the directing power of the

body ; the animal spirits, in which

senses the Taoists use it much

;

divine, spiritual, as being higher

than man ; supernatural, godlike,

wonderful, superhuman ; as an

adverb, very, exceedingly, myste-

riously ; to deify ; in the language

of epitaphs, nameless.

] B^ the gods.

1 ^ 1llj '86 gocls, demons, genii,

and Bndhas, — are the four or-

ders of beings above man.

"M. \ to serve the gods, as an

acolyte who presents offerings.

^ I
to worship God ; to adore

the gods.

^ I
to set up gods to be w oi-

shiped ; -to quiet the manes of

the dead ; to cheer one's spirits
;

to relieve one's ailments.

] f^ images of the gods

^ ] the lares or deitied spirits of

ancestors.

1 ^ the soul, the vital principle,

before or after death.

I j^ wonderfully efficacious.

] ^^' supernaturally clever, as a

physician.

^ ]
immaterial spirits, of Taoists.

^ I
to refresh one's spirits, as

by a show.

] ^j the name of a god-

'ij* Jft 1 ^ '''*' liesirt moves and

the gods know it.

^ ^ ] keep your wits about you.

] ^M^ tl"5 gods will then

listen to hira.

] ^ a shrewd guesser, a prophet.

] f* ;i ^ m}:i ^ m l^^^^
ancestral] spirits quietly come

and reward them with great

blessings.

i thi]ik of the toils of my pre-

decessors, those divine sovereignj

for your ancestors.

j t^ devout, religiously inclined.

i% ^ ^ I
out of spirits, low-

spirited.

*& 1 ^ l£ his health is not

very certain.

^ 1 fS ^- '^ o" ll»e lookout

for counterfeit bills.

m '^ \ ®. ^ i$ Kwanti's

divuie influences secretly pro-

tected him.

^ I
"^ S one's agreeable feel-

ings [at this landscapej are

like those when spring comes.

] ^ ^ mind not composed.

i B| H X W 1 HjJ only three

feet alwve you is a god. .

1 ^ Wt regard his words as

divine ; to deify hira.

Bjl ) a bright eye ; the eye flashing.

5ij 1 F(i ti ^" '^^'^ spirit has got

hold of you.

^ Pf JBI Jt ± pi 1 s^^" i«

that which cannot be fathomed

or estimated.

Sfe ] 6^ ^ witch, one who calls

up spirits ; an e.xorcist.

ffl 1 Si absent-minded.

I jj unusually quick.

^ E^ ) a sort of scarecrow that

is carried before funerals as a

pursuivant of the dead.

^ ]
angels in the Roman Catho-

lic usage.

^ ] the form or being a man
.^ had Ijcfore birth ; hi.s prototype

„ or protoplasm, j

,sMn

From words and ffrt/ or moi'p,.

Sincere, faithful; true, trust-

worthy ; to .speak hoQestly.

1 ^ fidelity.

not be certain that heaven

will always decree the throne

to me.

] ^ P a small state in the Han
dynasty.

stt
Both these are like the last, bat
the second form is rare.

^j »
I

Sincerity, especially its ex-

.^,~ J
pression in the face ; a good

sMh "'''*"
i

'lont's''
i

devoted to.

'[cKdn f3- 1
guileless.

.S "fi ^ \
a» oi^en and

candid bearing.

5C ii 1 ^ heaven will not up-

hold him at any any event.

f-H»
Similar to the last tivo.

pu To believe ; sincere.

^shcXii ^ I
fo retard ; dilatory

;

slow to believe.

Read Jdn. Crafty.

I ]
guileful, untrustworthy. '*

.shall

A brazier or portable fur-

nace, such as are used to

warm rooms ; some have

three corners,

/"it ^ I
to warm one's self at

the furuace-

The second lorui is also read

(<:haii, bat is most usually ro-

y garded as a syiionviii.

The berries of the mulberry,

called ^ ] , which Chinese
jSftcHJ authors fable will improve
tmn

j[jg iiarsh voice of owls and

kestrels.

m
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Used for and with the pre-

ceding, because of the deep

shdn' black of ripe mulberries.

Kead 'fan. Black clouds brbg-

ing rain.

S i# 1 flff }{$ M ^« lowering

clouds will soon bring rain.

1 ^ void of uitelligence, vacant-

minded-

^^-^f^ From t'"' a covering and ^ a

'tJ' time, which last is defiued as if

'sIlAll
'^'°"' ^B •" distingnish, i. e. to

get things together, and carefully

separate them.

To investigate, to inform one's

self, as a judge ; to discern between,

to discriminate ; to restrain ; to

weigh evidence; the mind settled

on a point ; a bundle often plumes.

' y
'J

to judge to ; examine and

decide.

] fa\ a judicial inquiry.

m 1
"J" $i 1 *" "^""y "P * ^^^•

1^ ] to confront witnesses.

I ^ a final judgment.

1 ^ to inquire by sortilege.

PJ ^ I
to open court for a trial.

3^ I
"^ ail officer specially sent

to try a cause.

1 6'5 ?S i' ^^^ ^®" '""'^y and ho-

nestly examined.

1 -^ to discriminate musical tones.

^ ] a severe investigation.

] ^ 4t ?^, trace it up to its

o-'.,i'i, find out the cans?.

1 I|f ^> IS ol)serve the times

and judge tlie occasion.

j^ ]
to stand a trial, to await

examination.

ij/af. A father's younger brother's

3(-pgf wife is jgl 1 ; a brother's

'shun wiie is ] -fg:, including any

sister-in-law.

gg 1
or 1 p or 1 1

a re-

spectable, middle aged woman

;

a nurse, a woman of all work.

^v^fei Gravy
; sap ; to pour Water

i'W '"''' * vessel.

'shan ^g ] to leak out, to dribble

away.

's/idn

X 1 From inouth aud meat or to lead
on,

^ To smile with a slight con-

teiupt; a sneering smile; to

look pleased.

1 ^ to smile.

if :^. 1 Ift I beg that you will

receive [this present] favorably.

^ I
to smile on seeing— the gift.

C^yC^ From words and to read.

fiia'* '^o consult carefully with

;

's/idii to make known one's views

to a superior ; to reprove,

to expostulate ; to hide away, as

fish in a covert.

)lf # 3!j5 1 shall I not think of

my mother ?

] -^ to reflect on.

1 It W S •idmonish him by
every argument.

j •^ to conjure, to nrge upon.

'^1

'ehdn

From durt and to lead, because
it sliows tlie purport of a sen-

^ tence, as a dart tlie way.

A particle that prolongs the

thought to another point

;

still more, how much more
;

still less ; to laugh iu a bois-

terous way.

1 in :§; ^ bow much more

then so !

1 0» A ^ ^ ^ ;S ^ ai.d

shall man not seek much more

to have friends '?

] g more still to say.

W 1

Timorous ; cowardlv.

'shdn he was so fearfully craven-

hearted that the officers of

the people were ashamed.

^ I
scared, afraid.

shdn""

) Also read ts'ln*

'-g' Bent, stooping.

] io bend the head for-

ward ; to stoop.

From TT sweet and fS to pair,

denoting »n increase of jov.

sh&n^ Social delights ; an adverb

denoting the aujjerlative, very,

extremely,— aud usually placed

before its subject.

I ^J excessively good.

] -^ too big, huge.

^ I
e.Kcessive in any way.

~ ^ 2( 1 '"'oc is quite too much.

1 ^ ^S !£ altogether unsuitable.

^ J§ 2i 1
^'i*^ disgrace is al-

ready at its utmost pitch.

]
i^ too many ; too far.

^ i^ S ]
do not go to excess.

1 ^ ^^^y rigl't! j'lst th« tiling.

] y or 1 in y what thing?

wliat affair 1

"f* f*)^ 1 ^ what is that to youT

,1. y-^. i From iMirt and true,

11^ To act carefully and seri

slu%ii> ously ; cautious, attentive
;

still, quiet, sincere ; consi-

derate.

1^ ] heedful.

^ ]
heeilless.

]
= careful of what he says,

guarded in sj)eech.

1 *^ circumspect.

^ p]" ^ 1 -ifi.
the utmost care

is necessary.

1 ^ iif» 1^ ^^^*^ \vitfi. and be

not idle.

^ "? 1 ® tlie princely man
is careful what he does when he

is iilone.

I^JC' ^'lom I^ ./''•••'' »"<• ^ north,

\=\ contracted, for wliich it is occa-

I ^ > aionullv Uiistaiieii.
shun

The kidneys, wliich the Chi-

nese connect with water, and make

to preside over wistlom and force
;

they call one of the kidneys ^
] and the oilier ^ f^, because

it is thought to secrete the semen,

and pass it to tl'.e ^\> ] or testes;

a gizzard ; to lead ; to harden.

] fS '•'^^ scrotum,

m ]
a duck's gizzard.

\ iK Wi incontinence of urine.

»6 M 1 9S i''e '""'ft »"'' "^''y-

reins and bowfls, — /. e. the

whole mind.
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From insect

ptioiietic.

aud lime as the A;^) To leak ; to run to waste, to

A huge clara, said to be

transfoniied from a fowl,

and perhaps referring to the

gi'eat Ghana ; a marine

monster which can change its

shape, or .appears in the rain.

1 ^ '"
1 T|f the mirage ; some

\

discriptii>ns assimilate it ralhc;r

to a water-spout.

1 !^ a road along which a coffin

goes.

] ^ ashes or coals of the clara

put in coiiins.

^'^ \ ^: exaggerated reports,

wild stories ; refers to a legend

about sea-fairies.

I H: the mirage land \ a native

name for Lewchew.

'^ How along noisily ; to .soa-k

*/«(rt' through.

1 i^' to leak.

flfc 1 newly Hedged.

I
^. a hole for water to nm
into the sewer.

I ^^ running off or flowing.

1 7^ llj ?J$
'h« water is leaking

out.

^m ] KB It whatever is

drank filters into tlie bladder.

In Cantonese. To sprinkle

over, as with salt or ashes, not

with water ; bad, inelegant, worth-

less.

'1 fi^ U 3ls sprinkle or spread

some salt on it.

From net ami forest.

/^j^ A trap for fishes, made at

tikuii" Canton by digging a hole

in a tidal creek, covering it

with slicks, and collecting the tish

at low water.

^ fg ]
clean out the trap.

I ) U8e<l .'o. tlie last.

^ LeaHcss trees, as bare and

skin'' tiiU ones in winter ; stakes

fur catching fish,

i^
I pj ^ how sad to see the

bare trees.

g ]
a fishing-weir.

® ^ A 1 ^^^ fishes seek the

cool pit-weir.

Read ,*•/«««, and used for ^.
To take, to grasp, to hold on.

The sounds 8UAN0 and hiaxo are eaath/ confonnde'L Old sounds^ simng a?id zhnng. In Canton^ shSung ; — ia Swatow^

eiang and 8i"c j — ia Amut/^ hioiig ;
— in Fuhchau^ &i<Mig ; — in Shanghai^ 6oag|

dzong, ::uiig, dzang, aud long ;
— in Vhi/'u^ ch^ang.

^ls/lall</

Composed of |bJ to shitter aixl

^ senfmces contnioteil , denot-

insr tli:it by words one's iiiiiei-

tliuiiglit, ate known ; not to be

confonnileil witli lili, jq enemy.

To consult, to ilevise, to de-

liberate, to arrange ; to adjust by

consultation ; to trade ; a merchant,

a traveling dealer ; the second of

the ancient five musical notes ; an

hour or so before sunrise an<l sunset.

^ ;fj ]
the old hong-raerohants

of Canton.

^ ]
or ] ^ a traveling mer-

chant.

1 jjg a merchant from another

province.

1 ^ the Shang dynasty, found-

ed by ^ j^ T'ang the Suc-

cessful, u. c. 1766, and des-

troyed by Wu Wang, b. c.

1122.

] @ an ancient state now in

Kwei-teh fu in the east of Ho-

naa.

^ I
a pawnbroker.

ES 1 a salt-merchant,
jiji. I

] Jd in iiuil/ieniatics, solid men-
suration.

1 M. '"'
1 K *" eonsult on.

® 1 ^ •§ the music sounded

again uuil agahi.

^ 1^ 5fi 1
general trade with

other countries.

Interclianged with the. last.

To consult, to deliberate.

1 f^< ffiJ ^ IS to estimate

his virtue and fi-V his standing.

1 ^ IT ^ *•" ':<""*"''• ^'id set-

tle the rnk-s of business, as a

(^ham!)er of Commerc(^

iif 1 ® ^ mcrehants collect

there from all quarters.

A kind of medical plant,

whose root, called "^ llj
is a

^iiltLuiy remedy for the ague.

I ^ a labiate plaitt, like

the T'.v.f or rliiste tree.

.r-̂
From A '««« «n<l SS 'o woona

to uive tlie .sound.

^shaay To injure, to hurt ; to wound

to grieve, to distress ; to

inourn ; to cause sorrow ; to

waste, to lavish, as the strength

;

sad at heart, chagrined, mortified

;

harm, objection.

I ^ to injure ; to take revenge.

1 ^ to catch cold.

ft| 1 ^ an internal disease,

such as spitting bliwd.

$4/5 1 ^ '"y ^*^^ ^"8 sad

and wounded.

jft 1 no harm is done ; it makes

"no difference, it will be no ob-

stacle.

\ ^ ii % crippled like a bird

wounded by the dart.

iH JU ^ 7l< \ ^ »^« «"^ ^^'^

I may not long sorrow.

^ I
what objection is there ?

Il SBc 1 1g I hnra and sing

with a wounded heart.
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^ ] a mortal wound.

I JJj-
to waste money.

1 >5> grieved at heart.

§ 3£ 1
wounded three times.

] P lii)S of a wound.

] ^ ^ txj violate confidence.

^1 filial griefat a parent's death.

W 1 M "ffc ''' ^^''" "'j^irs public

morals.

j^ ]
t<j damage : to wound

S& ] ^ ^ do not destroy old

friendshi[)S.

M M ^ 1 ^^ ^y^ tyranny is

jio injiuT, of no moment.

1 R. JC "^ '•° cause grief to

parents.

1 jji> ^ a bad business, a g^ief

U} ona

iC^ An untimely death, under

i/Jm nineteen years of age ; to die

(Shang before pubertj' ; to die.

ich^ang 5c 1
"'" M 1

^^^^ young.

^ ]
to wed the effigy of a

betrothed husband.

^ ]
manes of soldiers who have

(lied for their country.

^ 'IK .^ 1
unmourned youths,

those who die before seven years.

1 "T p it will involve the death

of one's children, as an unlucky

spot

^ 1 the child died of small-pox.

JbL/^ From horn and to wound.

</5^ A cup, a goblet ; a bumper

;

^s/tall.>/ a feast, a banquet ; to give

fcKany to drink.

jg ]
a wine-cup.

^ I
or J§ 1 to prepare a feast

^ ] to take wine with a guest

flf ] to exchange glasses.

^ 7jC ^ ] crooked streams flow-

ing into goblets ; — meU fine

scenery.

^ \
to drink to one's health.

jIt I
to exceed bounds, to over-

run. (

^>P 1 ^ fB to change cups ajftd

drink fa.st.

^ ] a oewyear's feast

^}fany

From IJJ nn/itin snil ^ mani-

J'f"!, reieriiiij? to the meaning of

the next, of which tliis was a

synonym.

Constant, ordinary, always,

ever, frequent, usual ; habit-

ual, long continued, in usage ; un-

changing; to keep, to maintain, as

a law ; to possess always ; a rule
;

a stint ; constancy ; a regular

principle or way ; a long spear put

in war chariots.

) Hlf
ever, always

2p I
usual, ordi[iary.

1^ ]
miusual ; few such ; extra.

St ] it hap[)en8 rarely, not often

seen.

] .^ I keep it always, as an ar-

ticle in a shop.

V^ ] customarily, according to

ilie routine.

^^M 1 ^ ™ay Pii^e l»ap-

piness be your constant lot

I Q the whole day.

] ^ an ordinary maa

^ 1 is ^ common meal

35, 1 the five cardinal virtues, viz-

\2. humanity, ^ rectitude, ^
courtesy, ^ knowledge, and ^
faith.

1 "1 ^ -'^ constantly bear it in

mind.

;^ ]
formerly.

^ ] i}^ variable ; no perseverance,

^g ] as customary.

^ ] ^ the Sacrificial Court

RT ® ^ RI 1
'* ''*" ^ done

for this time, but not allowed as

a regular thing.

^ ] % ^^^ g'"l "l^o ''"'•8 ^^
thread of lite, the Chinese

AtropoB.

j&tp From garment and to manifest.

C^^C 'J'''e lower garments which

^Hang conceal the person ; the

^lany skirt, the jHitticoats ; clothes
;

curtains of a carriage

^ ]
apparel, dress, clothe*

^ ]
fleecy clouds.

^ 1 fj" ''O'l^ t* hang clothes Oii

I 1 ^ * ^ ;» ^ ^ how
splendiii arc tlie dowers iu their

deep yellow.

it
^cl^'iiig

Name of a goddess.

^ M. \ ^ 'he goddess in

tlie moon ; she is also 3^ ^,
heaven's consort

^\\ Irresolute

^duMy volatile, playful, unsteady.

h^^ f lom fish and to <a«i«, alluding

InSii to its delicaov.

^c/uiiK) A large fish, described as

having a yellow body with

horns, and able to fly ; it is also

called ^ 1 ® and seems to be

a kind of flying gurnard, having

orbital spins'S and large maxillary

bones; but the synonyms rather

denote a species of goby or TamiOj

a fish which can jump.

(
l^l£> From wealth and to manifest.

^^ To give to an inferior ; to

^sluing bestow, to confer ; to grant,

as heaven does ; rewards ; to

make largesses ; to celebrate, as a

day ; to congratulate, to rejoice,

to take pleasure in ; to exhort.

1 ^ to celebrate the harvest-

moon ; to enjoy the moonlight

1 )l[f to delight one's self in.

j -^ to enjoy the flowers. _jf^

1 3^ t^" bestow a reward

,

j ^ ^ to distribute silver

medals.

lyi ]
to express admiratioo.

1 B^ t** ^^^^^ ^''"

j 1^ a scale of rewards.

j ij^ a placard offering a reward.

1 0U ??: ^I to pay the reward

ottered.

1
Jijl jg 1^ presented liim with

wine and meats.

|g ]
to commend and reward,

as a scholar.

1 J:J to give a present to child-

ren or serv'ant.s.

,g, I
imix'rial bounty.
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1^
'JutJIff

The ring placed vtyion doors

to US3 as a knocker.

Tlic raeal at iioontKle, and

that wlicn the sun is setting.

m\ my^ f#
^^ m .«''«

])reparcd a repxst, and waited

for hei^ husband's return.

From sun and toicards*

Noontide, meridian ; used for

the Manchti word deCfie, a

piece of arable land measur-

ing six »;<•«, or about H acre, set

apart for the support of the Gen-

flarmery of Peking, and for which

each man pays a land tax.

I ^ or
I

-^ 5c raitl^l^y-

"]i^ ;<}J
I

afternoon.

^: ] M g" ho w;i8 quite silent

for half ihc day.

J^ ^ ]
towards sundown.

J^. ^i \ forenoon; but )]» ] ^
is rather just before midday, 1

H

o'clock.

C
I

Formed of two parts signifyinft

p* ti.at ail affair or thing is above—L» the level.

'S/Utllff rj,^
g^ j^p ; to go to COUrt ; tO

write in ; to esteem, to exalt

;

to go in, as into a net ; to place

on ; to mount ; to send or hand up

;

upwards ; the ascending or second

tone ; the upper series of tones.

1 ??C l^o S*^ '^ Peking.

I ^ to go aboard, and ] ^ to

go ashore.

] /^ to send a report to court.

] ^ to enter school.

Mi ^ 1 T"' continuing [his ex-

ample] as I go up and down in

the court, — and reign.

1 A '^ '<>^ swindled or taken in.

f^ ^ 1 ;5 y°'* tl'dn't bear it

in mind

1 ^ IM *'° ™'"'' * watch-

1 ti ^ '<' go 0" 5 g" ahead

] -^ to honor supeiiors.

^ ]
—• J^ not .1 full month.

1 ilS 5i -ii ^^''*'''° '""^ y"" S»'"g ^

I ^ W^ '''" I'l'psi' G^'S'i 'O"'^-

1 'T' 3j^ ''c cannot come up.

1 ^ ^ '^ ^^ careful in going

up and down stairs.

] ^ or
] ^ to weigh, as money.

Rsad shall!/'' Top ; above, on,

upon ; facing ; high ; ancient, early

limes ; before, previously ; that

which is above or high ; superio",

excellent ; EU|)eriors ; honorable,

exalted ; Heaven ; supreme ; im-

perial ; ascending, rising; in rhetoric,

what goes before, antecedent ; <as a

preposition, by, on, near.

^ ]
lo fsum up, to conclude from

what goes before.

i I
or ^ ]

the Emperor.

] f above and below ; up and

down ; about, more or less ; on

the one hand and on the other

;

heaven and earth ; emjx;ror and

people ;—according to the scope.

51^ ]
in heaven.

1 '^ the sky overhead.

] g the other day ; the first day.

1 3SS '''<' Emperor was angry.

] p^ an imperial decree.

1 iff ^'^T g°*^> superior.

1 1 or JJ ]
the best quality.

;^ ]
in the street.

] ta ^ ^ '"•''y 1^° «l!" ^
careful.

j^ 1 -^ 3^ iS ^^'^y saunter about

by the River.

] ^ in remote antiquity.

& ] it is on me ; in my hand.

jp. ] early in the day.

j^ M ^
I

honorable beyond

comparison.

1 5K "P •liere; the head or chief,

jy ]
what is before,

i ^ the best room, a parlor.

to ffo in above it ; occurs used

for the last.

]
rjj the previous occasion.

] ^ forenoon.

1 A "pptr classes; it is used in

.addressing a priest, or speaking

of one's employer or parents.

^ I ^ it is said in tile book.

] fi a chief seat ; a magnate.

] and pj» and "^ are three terms

used for qualities or degrees.

/^I^ ^ Composed of JrJ towards ivith /^

slunir/^

To add to ; desirous of ; to

honor, to esteem, to adorn ; to

reckon good ; to like, to approve
;

to have the care of, to control, in

which sense it occurs in official

titles ; to ascend ; to marry a prin-

cess ; noble, high ; as .a conjunction,

still, but, furthermore, and notwith-

standing, yet, i)erhaps ; a fonn of

the optative, would that, may it be

that, pray.

I 1^ to esteem a white color.

1 J[ still, however.

] >|^ there are still somC.

] ^ ^ to wed a princess.

^ ^ ]
do not praise yourself.

/'\ n|) 1 & ''''° presidents or

controlers of the Six Boards.

^.' ] to prefer.

]^ ]
it J^ ambitious and pure

in spirit.

^fW^A 1 Scii;tado..d
mail lies in the road, and some-

body will perhaps bury him.

M ^ I
;> nothing can be su-

perior to it.

m^ 1 li .|fe ,^ tbough I am
old I can still ride to battle.

fS ] ^ ^ the world likes dash

and folly.

] ^* to respect tlia virtuous.

]
"^ at the end of a prayer,

Mayest thou enjoy or receive

this I Let this bo accepted !
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Old sontid, shing. In Canton, shang and shang ;
— i« Samtow, sang and s'o

;

saiig, seng, ch'aug, and sing ;
— in Shanghai, saug ;

— »«

The lower half represents the X
earth from wliicli y* sprouts

arise above it to denote growth

;

it forms tlie lOOtb radical.

To bear, to produce ; to arise,

as an event ; to grow ; to beget

;

to bring about the birth of,

causuig to grow, to excitt; ; to live
;

to come forth ; life, vitality ; the

living ; birth ; means of living ; un-

ripe, raw ; unsubdued ; unjwlished,

inelegant, as a bad style or uncouth

phraseology ; unacquainted } the

natural conscience.

2j5 1 the whole life.

1 ^ ^ ')J
^^ entire strength.

^ 1
or p^ ]

or ^ 1
a young

man, a pupil.

^ ] a teacher; a doctor ; a blind

fortune-teller ; an appellative like

Mr. or Sir, as ^ ^ 1
Mr. Li.

g 1
and ] g grades of the

^atiai graduates, who desig-

nate themselves as ^ juniors

in official papers.

g ^ ]
the first siuts^ai graduate

on the list of the district.

H|J © I
a degree intermediate

between a siuts^ai and kujin.

^ ]
literary men.

I ^ or ] g| occupation, busi-

ness.

1 ^ A Of 1 W * stranger.

I j^ not familiar with ; not to

• see one for a long time.

] S:^^ ^ ^''e Pfople ^'"

pre.st-Tve their possessions.

D£ 1 ^ W -tb ^ -^ « "ow,

your means being abundant,

you liken me to poison.

1 M' ^'^ S*^^
interest ; to make a

proKt, as by increase of herd;)

] "^ unripe fruit.

^ ] n preparation of raw fish.

jj ) to set free living things, con-

tiidered to be a meritorious iict.

1 1 ^ B age after age, un-

ceasing succession.

] ] g ^ foster the life of the

peoijle as your best work.

SL ^ T?] 1
disorder then arises

JfO ffi U 1 t^o secure abundant

means of support.

] :|§: ^ ^ made so by heaven,

a natural production.

1^6^ or
1 Ui 65 8P0"ta-

neous ; natural ; it grew so.

1 ^ »i M '^0 iHjwer of life and

' deuthT

I
a birthday.

•^ 1 and ^ ^ this life and the

next.

^ 1 animals, more especially the

six domesticated kinds.

] ^ to borrow money on interest.

pg ] four modes of production,

i'i:. viviparoas, J^' | ; oviparous,

^|J 1 ; by moistness f^ | ; and

transformed
-ffj ] ; tUs last is

applied to the ujiraculous birth

of incarnated liiidhas {anupa

piduh.1).

ig 1 doctrine of rewards and

punishments by a second life.

^ ] to save one's life, as by

treachery to a prince.

M ] to set light by one's life;

reckless of danger.

1 M to get angry.

] ^ an ulcer has come.

1 fl4 "F he bore a profligate son-

1
'iJij ^ ^ knew it when he

KiiSi born ; intuitive knowledge.

] ^ living things, the people.

1 -^ A ^ t'^e *'''g''t horoscope

characters.

$T ] ^ fS\
't certaudy is not

so.

5K _y jgj ] nothing to live by,

rt5a(ly in (lerisii.

] ^ jg |j| births, deaths, and

ri'iuoval.'j.

— in Amoy, seng;— hi Fuhrhau,

Chi/ii, sang.

1 E ^ >{t S fi^'e c'"**"* of

actors, JVC, scholars, girls, old

men and women, and fools ; of

tacii class thi re are various ranks,

of which
jt(| ] are military

characters ; jj£ ]
princes ; jj^

1 old statesmen ; >]» ]
youths

;

&o.

f\pn From to bear and a niafe.

c Jt/J Relatives of Other surnames;

^huiiy the sons of a sister, and the

nei)hews and cousins by aunts

and sisters, are ^ ] , who arc all

of a diiferent surname.

^ 1 4'h <* sister's daughter's hus-

band.

^ ]
children of a wife's sister.

U j
maternal uncles and cousins.

V'^' IE ..i 1
* i^i'^oe of king Fan.

»L»L» From ox and littlng.

era ^

"!/

Sacrificial animals, of which

there are si.\ ; victims.

S^ \ a victim.

1 p usually denotes draught

animals, or cattle ; but also in-

cludes fowls and sheep.

tr
I

poultry, pork, and fish (or

nmtton).

^ 1 the six victims, — horse, ox,

lamb, cock, dog, and hog.

^ ]
gl) ^ your victims are all

provided for.

A5'**' An instrument of the organ

(^4^ kind, a Pandean pipe, com-

^s/itiiij posed of 13 dissimilar reeds

inserted in a gourd bulb,

with a bent blow-tulie ; the music

is made by inhaling the air through

the reeds ; small ; slender.

] 1^ to play and sing ; met. pace

and plenty.

^'
s^« 5fe 1 thrum the lutes and

blow the organ.

1 il ^ '& 11"*'° relieves the

heart.
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An animal of the weasel

(tti-t-. family, and given by some

^illUll(J as the weasel itself; it is

grayish blaek, and called

^ |g from its destrtictiveness to

mice
;

iK^iioils are made of its tail-

hairs ; il is probably tiie polecat,

but others describe it like a I'te-

romi/s or tlyiiig squirrel.

Wealth ; rich, opulent.

'shdiiff

Used for the next.

To lessen, to circtimscribo
;

meager, emaciated ; a disease

of the eye, like a staphyloma

or film, that obscures the vision
;

a crime, a fault, an inadvertent

ofTense.

I ^ disease caused by demons,

a sort of black \uiiut or plague.

1 lik ^$- ik i'l'^dvertencies and

crimes from calamities might

be forgiven. ^

I |g a mistake, a fault.

1 5"^ calamity, pestilence.

1 y^. ^ tlie excessive raiiis

have injured the grain.

'shany

Froiri eye and /ew, but really

formed of /§ eyebrows and Jr^

s/iraut both contracted, intimat-

ing a close inspection of a subject.

A spot guarded for officers
;

a province of the empire ; to

diminish, to abridge ; in tofwgraph-

ical works, to erase, to incorporate

with or abolish, as a district ; to

US'? sparingly ; to lay by ; to

avoid, to spare ; frugal ; saved,

avoided.

^ ]
eTery part of the country.

1 ^ to avoid the trouble of, to

prevent doing over again.

1 # fi -ij i'' ^^^'^'^ '"y g'^'"S

there.

^ ^ to saved the outlay.

I ^ ,^ save one's self tr.ouble.

1 M M reduce the punishment.

] $5 to .ibridge.

I
^ terse, an abridged e.xpression.

I J^ reduce it, lighten it ; be

moderate.

vincial post.

I
M or

I
'^ a provincial capital.

•^ /\ ]
the eighteen provinces

or China Proper.

1 l!^ ^ i-o Jay ^y mo'i«y-

an umbrella to save yourself a

wetting.

In Cantonese ; also written p^.

To scour, to rub bright.

I ^ rubbed bright.

] ^ to whet the appetite.

] p to clean the mouth.

Read siny'. To examine, to

inquire carefully into, to ins[)ect
;

to discern ; to regard as good

;

a fault ; watchfiU; to awaken.

1 if^ to examine one's heart.

1 Q S j^ self-examination.

1 SS to investigate.

^ H H ] ^ :ft'
I ^l"''y examine

myself nn three points.

I ^ to keep the country quiet.

I ]
uneasy.

1 ^ S :g % T ;f? li to act

faithfully toward the ruler, and

thus avoid great trouble.

] ^ to be aware of

I fg. to arouse to a sense of one's

danger.

I ^ a wife visiting her parents.

NAMES, etc., OF THE EIGHTEEN PROVINCES.

PKOVIXCES.
ABEA SQUARE I'OP. BY CEMSUS

MILES. OF 1812. I

Chihli,

Shantung,

Shansi,

Honan,

Kiaiigsu,

Nganhwui,

Kiangsi,

Cliehkiang,

Fuhkien,

Hupeh,

Hunan,

Kwaugtung,

Kwangsi,

Yunnan,

Kweicheu,

Sz'ch^ien,

Shensi,

Kansuh,

urn
mm
M it

i^»r rr.

m ^

M it

»w
a-[t

m ill

58.949

65.1U1

5o,2t)8

65,104

44,500

48,461

72,170

39,150

53,480

70,450

74,320

79,456

78,250

107,969

61,554

166,800

67,400

86,608

I 1.297,999

DEPABT- DIS»

MBMTS. TRICTS.
CAPITAl.. UIOBEST OFFICERS.

27,990,871

28,958,764

14,004,210

23,037,171

37,813,501

34,168,059

23,046,999

26,256,784

14,777,410

27,370,098

18,652,507

19,174,030

7,313,895

5,561,320

5,288,219

21,435,678

If ,207 256

15,193,125

"366;279397"

I 17 144

12 105

19 94

13 103

12 67

13 54

: 14 78
' n 78

12 65

11 67

16 67

15 89

12 66

21 71

16 52

26 125

12 83

15 65

267 573

fJTc

±
il

it
if
w m

'MM

mM
'SiM
MM

Governor-general

Governor.

Governor.

Governor.

Governor - general j^
at Nanking, and Goveri

at the three capitals,

f A Governor - general f^i

\^
and two Governors.

( A Governor - general

i and two Governors

( A Governor - general

i and two Governors.

(A Governor

"^ and two Governors.

A Governor - general.

(A Governor - general

i and two Qoveniors.

lors

m

m

general ^

If
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DIVIiSIO N a. #c., OF MA N CH U RIA.
FBOTINOES. 1 CAPITAX8. 1 DISTRICTS. 1 GOVERNMENT.

Shingking,

KlHI-V,

PI*^
Heh-llsg Kiano,

Mukten, ^ 5c iij

Kincheufu^ ^ ^
Kiriu, -^ # ®
Pednd i^^lfim
Changchun ^ ^ i^

11 dists. and 13 posts.

4 districts.

8 garrisons, answer-

ing to districts.

Tsitsihar^^ 1^ ^ C commauderies.

Ruled by a tstang-kiun, who controls all

Manchuria, aided by six Boards, filled

mostly by Manchus.

Under a Uiany-ldun at Kirin, aided by

6ve /u-tutiiiiff at Kirin, Ninguta, PeJ-

ne, Sansing, and Altchnku.

One tsianff-kiun at Tsitsihar, aided by

three generals at Merguen, Tsitsihar,

and Heh-lung Kiang.

DIVISIONS, &e., OF MONGOLIA.
PROVINCES. KUAXATES

I
OOVERirMKKT.

Inner Mongolia,

Outer Mongolia,

^ M -^ lias

four khanates,

TSING-HAI ^ ^
Uliasltai.

Tuchetu; ± It H fp
Sain-noin, ^ ^ p^ M ff
Tsetsen, :^ £ fi

"Dz^-stV- -tl K-*; -^ !31 *c

Si-ning fu, S -^ /i^

Cobdo,
f.4 ^ ^ M

Urianghai, .1^ K f$

16 corps §§, divided into 24: tribes and 49 standards,

each aitnak or tribe being under its own chilli liii.

Overseen by a Grovernor-general at Urga or Kurun

I i$ li^ '!> the Tuchttu khanate, under whose superin-

teudaticc each prince rules his own tribe.

Divided into 29 staudai'ds, under a resident at Sining fa.

Divided into 11 trilxa and 31 standards.

Tribes are under 21 tsa-linff, and an aulian at Uliasulai

in Sain-noin khanate.

DIVISIONS, ^c, OF ILI OR CHINESE TURKESTAN.
FBOVUICES. CITIES AND DISTRICTS. GOVERNMENT.

SONGAKIA,

the Northern Circuit 5^

it jf& or Hi ^ ^. •I
(

Nine garrisons, ^ or districts.

Kur-kara-usu, 1^ % V^ i>^ J^
Tarbagatai, i§ fg £ P& B^

i§ m tP tk\

Eastern Turkestan,

the Southern Circuit ^ [Ij

f^ ifr> occupying the valley i

of the Tarim River, having
'

ten garrisoned cities + HI M ^

each the post of local rulers

under Chinese sway. I

V

Harashar,

Kuchay,

Ushi,

Sairim,

Bai,

Oksn,

Khoten

Yarkand,

Cashgar,

Yenjiisbar.

Under a military governor, two coun-

cillors, and 34 residents in cities.

Subordinate to the tsiany-kiun at

Kuldja or Hi, under local residents.

Under a resident and native begs.

The officer at Ushi rules over the

three next ; it is also called Yung-
ning-ch'ing.

The tmtng-kmn resides at Yarkand,

with general supervision over the

t«'n garrisoned cities.

Tibet If ||| is regarded by the Chinese as one of their de()cndencie8, and a resident constantly lives at

Hlassa ; the eastern part, called Anterior Tibet "glf ||J,
or Yuilia ^, is divided into eight cantons ; the western

part called Ulterior Tibet ^ ^ or Kaiubn J^, is divided into six cantons one of which, Ari fjij H occupies

most of its western half A jwrtion of the eastern part of Turkestan
?i3f ^ "s jwlitically included within the

province of Kansnh, which extends across the Desert to Unvnchi antl Barkoul ; but since the year 1865, the

Chinese sway over the whole region has been reduced to appointing nominal officers over its various districts ; and

the Southern Circuit has been completely lost to thera since I he Mohanime<lan insurrection in Kansuh and Shensi

;

these divisions are therefore likely to be superseded by others under a ditlerent rule.
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Ofd somtds, slio, Ao, shok, anJ thrM. /n Canton, sliiu and shao ; — in Swatom, sW, di, anf/ sao; — In Amoy, dao, MS^

an<i ch'iao ;— in t'uhchau, sin, seu, an</ sau ; — in Slianyhni, so ant/ dzo ;
— in C/ti/u, sbao.

From^e and emnent.

To burn, to ignite, to light

;

to burn pottery ; to roast

at the fire ; roasted, fired
;

hot, feverish ; to born over ; to oflfer

incense ; inflammable.

1^ ] a fire on the moors.

1 ^ ardent spirits, such as will

1 burn, sometimes called ^ |

", or thrice fired, whence comes

the word sanig/ioo through the

Cantonese dialect.

^ yi^ ] strong whiskey nuide

from sorghum.

] ^ on tire ; to set on fire.

] ^ burnt up, consumed.

) 1^ a roasted goose.

1 j]j to burn the grass on hills,

to manure them with the ashes-

ft ^ ?ii !
^'^ ^^ ^'^'^'^^ "* ''"'^

on hiiu.

P'i ] ^ i^ the fever is very

high.

I ^ to worship at the tombs,

when pajjer is burned.

1 !ta ^ (or :j!^) to let off fire-

works.

JH I j^ a concubine's child.

{Cuntonese.)

J |§ gg to worship Plutns ; — at

Shanghai also means to feast

with one.

] ^ a hog roasted whole.

^ j j^ a mode of torture among
prisoners to extort money.

] ^ a kiln.

I >Hj light the fire
;

put on fuel.

1^ — ^ 1 IS to put tip an

oven to roast at.

] ^ § to supplicate the gods

for a parent's recovery,

A drying wind ; sound of

the wind.

,skw ffl a 1 It let the dry

wind blow on it.

} ^^ it blows the leavec down. I

Coarse jungle grass in which

wild animals burrow, and

form a den ; the roots of

gra.ss.

^ ] ;^ ^ the holes of the mar-

mots run through the jungle.

•>K

!<hitu

/I>

To despise, to

to regard slight-

.shuu

i

The eldest of a number of

sisters.

Head sioh

disesteem ;

ingly.

To select ; to reject the

bad ; to catch ; to pluck or

brush away ; to move, to

take along, to carry.

1 ^, lo seize,

or ] ^ :^ to fold the^

1

arms.

1 -fi: ^ ^ ^o put the arms be-

hind the back.

|"J ]
a door-bolt ; a latch or

catch. (Pelmi/eie.)

1 ^ fi ^ to carry goods, as

in a ship.

1
to send a letter.

sliuo

Scallops or small tags on the

edge of a banner called

ppt ;^ ] swallow-tail scal-

lops, the number of which

ouca indicated official rank.

1& ^ I
the tags on a flag's

border.

1 ^ H ^ the wind flutters the

streamers finely.

.fhcto

,shuo

•The sn)all nxiflets of the

XeUtmbium, different from

the ^ or large rhtaomes

which are edible.

The ends of a bow ; a bow
discharging the arrow ; the

arrow leaving the bow.

The lapel of a coat ; the

waist-band of a pair of trow-

sers.

,s/mo ^

'

rom wood and resembling ; used
itU the ue.\t.

he end of a branch, a twig

;

a tapering leafless branch

;

a staff used by mummers ; small

sticks for fuel ; a rudder ; a sailor

;

to knock off, as a thing that

sticks ; a sort of harrow.

I ^ a Bteersman.

^ I
those who pole boats.

"^ ] a ship's crew.

I
-^ boatmen.

1 ^ small end of a thing.

] ]
small.

IfU ] a riding switch.

is 1 T iS to screen one's sub-

ordinates.

1 ^ ^^ j^. tall and portly.

(bahclma.)

*U Like tlie preceding.

Stern of a vessel ; a swifl

and small boat used in coast-

guard duty.

I JI a captain or master.

A painter

boat.

for fastening a

End of the hair. ; tuft on end

of a tail ; a comet's tail ; long

hair a[ipended to banners.

SM S^ 1
long hanging hair.

A basket t.r hani{)er, )
'|^

larger than a peck, and

used to hold cooked rice.

j^ I
a wicker or osier

bucket.

=1.
] _;^ ^ an ordinary i^erson,

" a peck-measure man," i. e. one

who knows chiefly about eating.

Similar to tlie preceding.

A small basket used in cook-

ing, which holds the rice to

steam it ; used

rudder or tiller.

for .tg

M
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^T* From sound and to call,

(^pl An ancient musical instru-

^s/iao ment ; the music of Shun
;

captivating harmony ; to can-

tinue, as Shun did the virtues of

Yao ; voices in harmony ; excel-

lent.

la 1 T> ^ ^ * [Confucius]

heard Shun's music, and forgot

the taste of meat.

] ^ s[)lendid but fading.

^ JS 1 7t I ha\e vainly passed

the prime of mj' life.

] ^+1 ^ a department in the

north of Kwangtunw.

'shoo

From i\y small, and J a con-

traction of^ iiii/iislu

Little, not much ; few
;

briefly, a little while ; sel-

dom ; ill a slight degree ; limited
;

to owe ; wanting, deprived of

;

to disparage, to detract.

1 ^ ^ unavoidable, very neces-

sary.

1 ^ ^ or ^ pI 1
i' is in^lis-

pensable, can't do without it.

^ ]
inadequate, limited supply.

;:p ^ ^ ]
I don't know how

much.

^ ] not a few, many, enough.

1 pj it is but seldom.

I ^ to be indebted to.

] ^ in mathenvilics, evolution.

] -jll
I haw failed in calling on

you ; — a polite phrase.

I ^ "' 1 ^ '" * \M\ii while.

there are many.

] j^ to underrate.

] ^ T 4 W #'IE^5i
I

there will doubtless Ix; sjme 1

, tie affairs.

] ® a little less, fewer.

^ ^ to owe ; to deduct from a
' sum.

^ ] altogether too few.

%m_i.^^>U 1 thepopu-

lation of the adjaining states

does not decrease. »

] ^ to cheapen, to reckon letis.

Read ahao' Young, juvenile

;

tender ; a youth ; to assist, to

second ; a secondary or junior.

] if young in years.

^ j
old and young.

] -f the youngest son.

] ^ a young gentleman
;

your

son.

•flr ] -^ to get a young concu-

bine.

1 ^ * young girl or wife, in the

flower of her age.

A 1
glj B ^ # a you»g boy

cleaves to his parents.

] ^ he treats me as a child.

From grain and small.

Grain gradually expanding

;

3, ^ ]
to reiwrt few when

'm ^
^shao gradually, slowly ; slightly,

partially, for the most part

;

even, small.

] ^ a ration of grain doled out

b/ government to pensioners.

] i]\ rather small.

1 tb or
I

pj" tolerable, it will

l)erhaps do ; has some ability.

1 W 'iP •^ '• is not exactly the

tiling, it does not quite match.

] ^ somewhat dried.

1 1 ^ # ^*'<^''i ^^^^^ •' ^0, let

it pass.

] ^ an unimjwrtant matter.

1 ISl ^ ^J T'ltlier unlucky.

) 1 From silk or man and to call;

'|-* tlie second form is rarely metM I with.

^ j
To connect, to join, to tie

M •' together ; to hand down, as
luiu

jj trade ; in co-relation with

;

to act in relation with an-

other ;
to imitate a predecessor

;

niassL'd or sui)[X)rting, as an army.

1 ^ one who serves as a medium

or aid between two principals.

you never think ofyour connec-

tion with the past, or carefully

study the forujer kings.

'

] fg to reestablish or maintain,

;is an inheritance.

] •0^ to succeed to a dignity
'

1

•^ ] to perpetuate, as the virtues

of a predecessor.

] }@ spirits from Shao-hing fu

I ^ Jj^ in Chehkiang, con-

siilf red to I)e of the best sort.

•^
I 75 iif continuing [the luiksj

to your chief.

M M ^ 1 ^^ '^'li keep up the

credit, of the family.

1 5c ^ 'o ^ P"t in relation

with the intelligence of Heaven.

'^ The crutcli of a pair of

trowsers ; a lajiel of a coat,

s/iao' |§ ] the seat of trowsers.

"TJA^^ From strenyth and to cull ; also

».'«<j' Effort, exertion ; to stimu-

late ; to take courage, to

exert one's self; beauty, excel-

lence.

] ^ to encourage husbandmen.

^ ]
fine talents.

^ )^ j^ ]
a distinguished and

unsullied name.

tfYli From seal and to call ; it is of-

ytlJ ten confounded with the last, and
Ml"* luuivs like the next.
s/uio''

High, as in virtue.

^ ^ f* 1 ^'^^ ^^ gi'eat-

ly honored for virtue.

-prtrt ) From cili/ and to call ; different

«|\ from the last.

g/i'.to' A city in the state of Tsin

^ now Shansi.

1 f^ a noted city in history, now
Pao-king fu in central Hunan.

'

1 SC )^ " prefecture in the north

of Fuhkien.

] ? 't'f ^ Shao knew the au-

guries of the gods. "
^.

|ft) From water and gradualljf* .

Water Jriven by the wind

shuo'' and dashing against things
;

wet by the rain ; to sprinkle.

Jg, I
'^ the wind dashes the

rain against it,

M 1 ?ii^ T soa'^cd by the driving
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j|>|>j From mouth and similar; it is

II }HL also read ts'itio^ in tlie senses of
" r* luqaacious; a wry mouth.
shoo''

A small or crooked mouth,

like that of a jug; loquacious,

gabbling ; cry of guards or lictors
;

a guard-station, which is connected

with a garrison or encampment

where a military officer is placed

to preserve the jxjace ; there are

four around Peking ; to patrol, to

walk about ; to act the scout ; to

sing, as a bird ; the mouth-piece of

a horn.

^ ]
or ] jJI to go about as a

patrol ; to cruise on guard.

Old sounds, sbs, zha, shat, zliap, and

,
sia and ch'ia ;

— in Fu

rt^^ From property and a surname

vFr^ for the phonetic.

^sho To buy or sell on credit ; to

borrow ; slow, remiss ; dis-

tant ; to defer, to put off, to

shirk-

^ g to buy on credit.

1 ^ to get a loan,

j ^ to get credit for goods.

j ^ credit.

^^/fi] better to sell for cash

than give credit.

m m ^ \ \ n^-m
:^ m'i$ {01 tK l«^t year I

trusted everybody till I was

cleaned out dry, and all ray

capital has run off like water.

W 1 trust me a little time.

1 ii hI a day-book.

tS ^ 1
^^'"® must be paid for.

~
;j|]J ^ ] no credit given for

anything.

i »i j^^ « From great and a person^

• C-^^l 1"<) spread out; wasteful, ex-

; j«&) travagant
;

profuse, affluent.

1 ^ ^^''dj unfounded hopes.

] ^ showy.

SHE.

] 1» stationed on guard.

^ ^ ^ I § "& all officers in

charge of garrisons and stations.

] -^ a local oiHcer in the western

provinces, who is a native of

the place.

] J^ a sentry.

^ ] and ^ ] a guard of honor.

^X I -J to whistle.

^ I ^ to W^ * whistle on a

dove's tail, as in Peking.

] ^ to spy, to scout around.

Pjj
I ^^ one who blows a conch

or horn.

] P a wry mouth.

zhak. In Canton, shi ; — »n Swatow, ela,

hcliati, siis ;
— in Shanghai, «d and z6 ;

—

J^ ]
proud and prodigal.

P^ I
a widower who has married

a widow.

jljJt^ The primitive was the original

Wt? form, representing a snake on its

-^W tail, and gradually changed to

4*^ it'o '£to carry.

A serpent, including some

lizards ; serpentine, crooked ; ma-

licious, treacherous, subtle ; the

constellation Hydra.

— j^ ]
one snake.

^ )
a venemous snake.

5^ in SI 1 1^'^ P®" makes dra-

gons and snakes ;— i. e. beau-

tiful writing.

^ ] P4l the long serpent evolu-

tion, — in military strategy.

IS BM 1
the two-headed snake,

an Amphishvna or Cecilia.

\ BM M BR * snake's head and

rat's eyes ; — wily.

^ P 1 i& good words but a

wicked heart.

m 1 » 1 25: ^ j^ jp¥ to

dream of cobras and snakes is

the token of a daughter,

flf 1 i^ >E 'o paint a snake and

is

1

SHE.

: an intrenchment.
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In Cantonese. To smear ; to

ramble ; teeth sticking out.

1 fft to grease, as boats in bream-

ing.

I ^ projecting teeth.

1
"^ 1^K -^'^^ 1*^" there once,

I've seen the elephant.

] jj§ to smear boats.

In Pekingese. The rate or value

of a lot, estimated in respect of its

rent.

± 1 6^ §t ^. a ^ery eUgible

stand.

I
add legs.

tk, ch'ia, ch*, and ch6a ; — »n Amoy,

in Chifu, shie and sie.

|A !^ ^ ] to beat the grass

for a snake; inet. to stir up

strife.

1 -?T ifO jS came by a winding

path.

1 ife ^ ?. * disease of the skin

like lepra.

^J iK 1
I^® got the snake by

its tail ; — a bad bargain, a sell,

a swindle ; I've been cheated.

] ^ or 1 tfc BI a strawberry,

from its resemblance to a snake's

head.

U ^ ] a gecko.

I
;g: ^ the snake [would] swal-

low an elephant ;— inordinately

greedy.

Read ,«. Easy, self-possessed.

^ 1 a swaggering, self-satisfied

gait ; sauntering at ease.

1 I "15^ b" easy, magniloquent

talk.

^V^ From man and to exhibit.

c j?J> This is not now regarded the

jsAt) same as jy« ^ I, and is only

used as a surname ; some say

it is a contraction of fp ^, that is

^ ^, which was a phrase in the

Sung dynasty for I, myself.
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Adopted for the sound of a

Sanscrit word, meaniug a

recluse.

1 1^ to l"!'" * priest.

1 |& a title of honor {acJiarya),

given to those who have fiuidied

their novitiate.

^ I H^ a Budhist prietit.

Read ,?«. A tower orJookont

turret over a city gate.

P§ ]
the upper gateway over a

city gate.

From hand and house ; used for

the next.

'slio To let go, to relinquish, to

part with ; to leave, to aban-

don ; to renounce ; to spend,

as one's energies ; to give alms ; to

impugn or reject, as the authority

of.

W 1 a^ charitable.

I ^ -^ left behind, as one's

friends.

] ^ to give a coffin, or the

boards for one ; a meritorious

act.

HI ] hard to part with it.

1-7^1 cannot part with it.

j ^ to abjure riches.

] ^ /^ ^ to leave one's fiimily

and become a priest.

^ I Ji!i
I beg you to part with

one cash.

1 K ^ iS: 1ft [Jesus] gave his

life to save the world.

I t^ "^J Wli to
P^'''' ""'ler strong

self-denial, to give up to.

1 ^ ^ to regret my pains for

him ; I am sorry I did it.

; (Shanghfd.)

In Cantoneee . Very ; imme-

diately.

1 i^ very best

j^^^ Composed of tonffue and man,

I t originally from -CS tlire* men
shii over jfl a spnut ti) repreuent

•** a dwelling, and |I| to represent

a wall : it is used both fur tlie

next and the preceding ; it re-

sembles ^hiln 2i to contain.

To lodge, as at a fair ; a stall

in a market ; to halt, to rest in

;

to stop ; to dwell ; a breathing-

spell ; a cottage ; a hospice ; a shed,

a booth; a stage of 35 li; lodg-

ings ; as a pronoun, my, when
speaking of one's junior relatives

;

to put away, to set aside ; to ne-

glect ; to let go, as a bird.

1 ^ to lodge.

1 ^ '^ IP Itft those criminals go.

^ I
to build a house.

g I
tenements, houae8>

I ^ my brother.

1 ^ ™y relative*.

] T* "' ^ 1 ™y readenoe ;
—

a polite term.

1 M' to rest awhile.

>j; I
take a short rest

ffi 1 l5fe ^ lie ^^D* 8nd dwelt

in a cottage on the border.

—
I

one of the 28 zodiacal con-

stellations ; a cottage.

jg ;§• ^ ] we were distant three

marches from you.

^ ]
a wayside inn.

I ^ to shoot an arrow.

]5^ ] to be benevolent

^ ]
to remit, as punishment

I £, 1$ A to yield one's opi^

nioii for another's.

^^71 to hold to and not

let go.

] g to conceal from.

1 'PJ ? ('" Sanscrit san'ra, de-

fined a.s i^' ^ b<jne particles)

I
sacred relics, especially of saints

or Budha, over which ] jf|J }§
' topes and dagobas are erected.

^ 1
or ^ ]

cells in the exa-

mination-hall ; tliey are num-
' bered by the characters of the

Millenary Classic.

'
] ^ to give up one's life,

j^ ] a Budhist term for alms-

f houses, dispensaries, and asy-

\,f
Inms.

'. 1 j|^ to halt an army.

7 '
1 H % they cease not day

or night

In Shanghii. An interrogative

pronoun, and usually written ^ ;

who ; what ?

] tj^ ^ what is the matter t

\ Bf -^ where are you going t

] A ^"lio is that ?

1 iP^or \ ^M what place;

where?

JjJ:^) From carnation and to strike.

/!>% To remit punishment ; to

slui' forgive, to pardon, to excuse

;

^ to .set aside ; to pass over,

to reprieve ; amnesty, pardon.

I ^ to forgive sins.

1 »S ~" ?^ I "ill pass it orer

this tiiJic.

;fj 1 3^ "]»' a general amnesty

or release.

3^ )
three days in the year when

heaven forgives sins.

1 % to pass by, to overlook.

^ flii ^ 1 "o pardon for relaps-

ed criminals.

^ I
act leniently towards One.

^ ^ mJ I
the law cannot remit

punishment

From worship and earth.

The god who rules orer a

particular spot ; the tutelary

gods or lares i~ustici • sacri-

fices to them ; the altars to gods

of the land, usually without roofs
;

a village, a hamlet, — and in For-

mosa, the cian or tribe living in a

place or collection of hamlets ; a

society or company of persons.

1 ^ go^ls "f the land and graii\

(also called ^ j^) worshiped

by officials ; the tutelary gods of

the state.

Si 1 M to set up an altar to the

gods of the land.

the empire have gone to oblivion.

^L \
pri^'^te lares, once forbid-

den to individuals, but now

seen in almost every street and

village in Kwangtung.

55 1 ^ J® the sacrifice to the

state gods.

s/iii'
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Q ] a hamlet of 10 to 25 honses
;

a field altar ; and hence ^
(ij I

is to be ejected from

one's home or village.

]
two festivals like the Roman

compitalia, for honoring the

lares ; the ^ |
is about the

16th of March, and the f( ]

the I8th of September.

I "ff a society or brotherhood.

^ ] the star ?/ in Argo.

^ ^ ]
a band of archota

From y inch changed from y^
dnrt or^ hand and ^ body,

intimatiag that arrows proceed

froiK the bow near t)ie body ; an
older form reseniblea a b^w with

an arrow across it.

To project from the body ; to

shoot out ; to spurt, to squirt ; to

issue forth, as a ray or evil in-

fluence ; to glance at ; to scheme

for ; a ray, as of light.

1 Tli A 2fS ''^^ sun shines in

here.

1 ^ to project a shadow, or

rejection, as the sua ia the

wales.

sho'

\ ^ to shoot arrows.

1^ ]
to counterfeit, to palm off.

1 4* 16. 'o 'lit '•''« tn'I's eye.

] ^ to joke, to try with words
;

to pun.

] ^ to counterfeit another's

trade-mark.

H I
a skillful archer.

1 ^ 1 -i darting here and

there.

1 "^ '^ jft '^'^ archery and

charioteering are faultless.

Jljl ] opposed to or overlooking,

like the gable or chimney of an-

other's house, whicli is unlucky.

1 ^ ^ I^ the archers acted

together.

j ^ a poetical name for the

musk deer.

P|^
1 a whirring arrow.

Read ahih. To point at and hit.

"^ ^ 1 ^ in shooting do not

hit the sleeping game.

Ready*' A lord's servant.

^ ]
his principal and secondary

servants, as v^det and fan-bearer.

Read yih^ To abhor, to dislike,

to loathe.

i^' 1» ** 1 I love you. and wHl

never weary of you.

^i RI 1 S ^^^ t^^ ™ore let them

not be slighted ; to be treated

slightingly.

In Cantonese. A time, a pay-

ment ; an issue, as of dividends.

^ ^ M ^ 1
^^'^ ™*"y *""«*

(or pliwes) do you divide it uito *

From deer and to shoot, because
the fragrance is so penetrating.

sIm' The musk deer {Moschus mos-

c/iiferus), found in Sz'ch'uen

and other western provinces.

I § musk.

jg I ^ adulterated muak.

] J^ musk bags.

The genius called^ ] who
presides over pleasant dreams;

given in the Taoist books.

A mare ; the term b^ now
become obsolete.

The tounda qfthe$e eharactert and those under seh run into each other. Old founds, sbet, riiep, shfp, and ahak.

ia Canton, shit, ch'it, and ship ;
— in Swatow, chih, eirt, siap, and niap ;— in Amoy, siat and siap ;

—
in Fuhchau, siek, nick, atui tiek ;

— in Shanghai, seh and zeb , — in Chifu, gu and sheh.

it j smooth-tongued. tf 1
to intrude one's remarks.

1 ^ thick of speech. M^^ ]
no^^y «*" ^'^ "7

C :imposed of M mouth nnder Tp
to try, because the tongue tries

wimtever enters the nioutb ; it

ibrms tlie ISSth radical of a few
cltaracters relating to the uses of ,

tbs tongue.

Tlie tongue,— in Canton caHed

jfj to profit, because the next word

of the same tone means to lose in

trade, which would be unlucky

;

a tongue or clapper of a bell ; a

valve ia a pnmp hook of a

clasp ; to speak ; talkative, wordy.

\ UK the tongue.

1^ ^^ P 1 to discuss politics

and tell scandal.

] ^ tongue plowing, t. ft to teach.

^ ^ a foul or furred tongaa

1 ^ tip of the tongue.

1^ P ^ ]
to mioHc «Qd mock.

^ 1 if a virago.

^ # ^ I 7(C the aroma of

the tea remains in.the -;(mth.

^ I
a witty fellow sharp at

repartee.

I 1^ to argue ; bickering.

^ ] to keep silent

lit ]
or |{^ ] to pat oat the

tongue ; to loii it.

tongue for me.

forAn unauthorized character,

which the last and fQi are alw
used.

In Cantonem. To lose in trade
}

to be imposed on
;
quick, soou.

] 7^ lost by the trade.

^
"j* ^ to be swindled.

To be well acquainted with

;

^ \ ^ jiZ ^^1^ skilled ia

archery.

^ I
to plot against ooe's

mler treacherously.
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r^fU From g words and ^ to H/l,

tjl^j Iiere deKiied to iiiijiel people.

sho' To institute, to establish ; to

spread, as a net ; to arrange,

to set up ; to set in order ; to sup-

pose ; as a preposition, if, suppos-

ing, for instance ; a squad of men
or their guardhouse ; large, said of

a sword.

I j)[ to establish, to opea

] ^ to make a feast.

] ^ to devise meana

^ I )^ be settled it in his mind.

1 sK ""^ 1 ^ suppose that, if.

^ ] to prepare, to set in order.

] ^fi " 1 ^ '*' ^'P^" * school.

— 1 one band, one picket.

1 #itl*)f?^-ifMl if you
were in my place, what would

you dot

I W/f* fflll
' appears as if the

scheme could not Ije fathomed.

j^ ] to estimate the number.

In Cantonese. A very little,

not nearly enough ; a bit

A fragrant plant, from which

tea or an infusion is made,

though it is not the proper

tea plant.

] ]
fragrance, sweet.

From hamlwHAtodivineat ptale;

tlie second is most usituUy read

, t'ieh) to fold.

To take hold of, to count

;

to sort off ; to grasp.

]
% to divine by straws.

t5f ]
sortilege.

] ^ to feel the symptoms of

disease.

."Ef From hnnd and whispering.

J To collect, to gather ; to

control, to inspect ; to take

;

to put ia order ; capable of

=4^
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directing ; skilled ; to act for ; to

pursue and seize ; to substitute

;

to record ; the hiss of a snake,

used in imitation of the sound.

I ^ to succeed to the throne.

] I^ to be associated in the go-

vernment.

] 5 the loadstone.

1 .^ ^ to take away another's

wits, done by the Taoists.

48^fe 1 1 JW^OS your

friends who assist in the service,

have done so reverently aad
properly.

I ^ to take up, as a thing to

carry.

^ ]
he also manages it ; to

fill several offices, as a pluralist

^ ]
to administer, to oversee.

] ^ to attend to the affair.

1 ^ ?f* ^ [Confucius] raised

his clothes when he went up to

the hall.

Bead nieh^ To pacify
;

peace-

ful ; used for j^^, to take up, as

from the ground.

^ T* 1 ^ when the empire is

pacified.

1 JR '^ •" '•ake up a thing.

I ^ ^ a brownie or ghoul, su[)-

posed by the Cantonese to wand-

er invisible among men, and in-

jure its enemy's life or goods-.

*_|fj^ From wnter and to step.

\^jrt To ford ; to wade ; to pass

sho' through, as the world ; to

spend, as time; to investi-

gate, to pore over, as books ; to

implicate, to concern ; to cross a

stream in a boat ; to tread ; ac-

quainted with
; having a tendency

to ; to attract, for which s/ii7j, ^
is sometimes used.

] -^ to wade across,

^ ] ferried oveK

SHEH.

1 IS A a man acquainted with

the world ; liberal, generous.

I ^ to intermeddle in a matter.

4 ^ T 1 I tad nothing at

all to do with it.

\ ^ M ^ [trembling as if ] I

was crossing on spring ice.

1 R ^^ j^ '' ts'it^s to indecency.

i IS # f^ to wade and hunt
through Iwoks ; to read much

;

conversant with affairs.

1 M a district in the northern

part of Honau,

K 1 ^ ® I am too tired ia

stir.

] ^ to plead in a case, as a
lawyer ; to interfere in it.

1^ I
already attended to.

,s/io

To draw in the breath

to snuft" up, in disgust.

1 %Jk '•'i® prefect city of

Hwui-cheu fu in Nganhwui.

s/io'

A river in Han-yang fa in

) Hupeh.

Read reieA, Watery,

j^ ]
misty, foggy, rainy.

Often pronounced liek, from tlie

primitive.

An archer's thumb-ring,

usually called JK ^ ; a

thimble for archers.

^ ? M 1 the lad carried

his thimble on the girdle.

^I^Jj^ Also read shi'

iAJ^j Name of a river in the cen-

s/ui' ter of Hupeh near King-

shan hien ; a bank deposit-

ed near the shore by silt, ou which

people can land.

i^-^M^ if^ 1 hoist sail and

let us pass along these banks.

^ j
were three ancient levees

on the Kiver Han near the

present Siang-yang Ai.
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sras^sr.

.slum

i

'J'lie rank odor of sheep or

goats ; frowzy.

^ I
or Jg I

fetid, rank.

I ^ inasty, goatish.

Vnixajii-e andyon ; used with IS'
to Ijegiiile.

^sllaa To make a blaze ; a blaze
;

to excite people, to seduce

to seditinn, to fan discontent, to

make a ferment.

1 iK A jU to agitate and incite

j)e()pl('"s minds.

I£ ¥ I 'fj J^^^^ beautiful wife

blazes, now in possession of her

place.

I
To briLsh off; to fan ; to

I strike, as with a fan ; to

^ikan agitate.

] tT to flog.

I ^ to move the air.

1
' f4t \% & I'" s'^i'i y°"' I'"

take your hide off. {Cantonese.)

] ^ to tlirt a fan.

Not the same as (I'inff Jg to

root up.

To lead on, to draw out

;

long ; to prolong, to delay
;

to slap ; to turn, as a key.

'fB 1 /^ Si 'o countenance each

other ill rebellion ; to egg on.

ib^ A strii)ed toad,
] {,§? or |

Cvly^ 1^. which is thouglit to be

^s/iaii loiij^lived ; this reptile is

^ch^an fabled to be in the moon,

and to swallow it in eclip-

ses; nut. the moon.

] ^ moonlight.

M M I HI '•'^ rao"" ^^ *""11«<'

many times — since we parted.

] ^ Diana's hall, the lunar

palace.

I 5ic ''1 1^'nd of venereal medicine.

Old sounds, shen, zhen, shetn, and them. In Vanton, sliia nn.! shim ;
— in Swuinm, fiea, ^i, and siam ; — in Amoy,

sien mill siam ;
— in Fuhclimi, .sieng ;

— /« Sliungltiii, se", «6", and t«u° ;
— In Chifu, ^hell.

Flora sheej) and identy or tlireo J-*^ A tree found in Kiangsii.

^^

./,,• the seco..d form is uu- J^^ produchig a small, iKar-shap-

jfi/«(« ed fruit of an acid taste.

which ripens late in the sea-

son.

m
.s/uin

<^
r/iitii

^g/iiiii

tck'an

To cover witli grass, to

thatch ; a nxat of straw.

^ ]
to make a thatched

cover ; to put on a rain cloak.

|g 1 tfc ^ to lie on straw or

matting, or to make a clod one's

pillow ;
— as in grief, or when

watching a grave.

I'Vom icorsfiijt und nionf. this

word changed it* tone when it

was adopted by tlie Budliists to

imitate the Saiiseiit juina, now
an Indian sect.

To sit abstractedly in contem-

plation, as required by dhyaiui or

abstraction, whence this word lias

become a terra for Budhist priests

;

contemplation, meditation ; the

Budhists.

1 J^ or
I ^ a Budhist temple.

I gjg the priests, who are su()pos-

ed to contemplate and pray,

pg 1 the four states of meditation.

1 ?i Budhism.

j^ 1 to sit and meditate; and ]

^ in fixed contemplation, are

Budhist ]K'rformaiice.s.

] 1^ Budhistie spells.

1 ^ reception hall of an abbot.

]
M the fabled palace of ludra

on Mt. Meru.

i^
I

to become a priest and enter

on a life of meditation.

Read shen' To level an area

for an altar, to sacrifice to the

hills and fountains ; to resign the

throne to another family, as Yao

and Trajan did.

^ I
to make a hill sacved and

worship on it.

] ^ to resign the throne.

m
M
,cll 11,1

The second cliaracter !>; like-

w i.^'» ii?ed fui- tlie preceding; ; and
is alio leiidt'"/!, >Uiiv, negligent.

Beautiful and graceful, as

women or grasses.

] j^ relatives.

I ^ waving, like the bamboo;

easy iu motion, as bamlxios

;

attractive, as fiowers ; transi-

torv, iis fallins' snow.

5ig To falsify, to distort

truth of a thing.

it in.iirl and jf^ to

the

l-"rom

tiin/diite contractei

Tlie cicada or broad locust ; it

is commonoverC'hina, andhas

many names, as ^ ] , or ^p ] ,

and ^ (,5> ^ the autumn cooler.

1 M. t''^ exuvi* of the cicatla,

used as a febrifuge.
.

1 I»S ^ P*'''
of sentences.

) ^ or 1 9^ the chirp of the

cicada.

1 Sf hair on the temples dressed

in puffs, thought to resemble

the cicada's eyes.

I
^j"^ or ^ 1

a horned or cap-

ped cicada, a variety found in

Sz'clruen; perhaps it is really

a six'cies of Fidf/om.

^ 1 U-^i,ili this plan is

just like the last, .is the exuvia

is like the cicada's body.

I
j[i;:j to coiinect or join.

] •}» ^ ^ a katydid knows

nothing of the snow ; — i. e. be

is a booby.

M Still waten

] j^ the name of a river,

a branch of the River Hwai,

in the east of Honan, in the

ancient state of Sung.

Read tan'. Lazy, self-indulgent.

I j^ vast and great, as an ex>

pautte of water.
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A
Manner, air, figure.

] I
easy, sans-souci.

_»'/«(/»
I ^^ irresolute, unable to

gel on.

( r| rt From door and a man in it.

PCJ To put one's head out of

Vi<//« doors; one crossing a door-

way ; to shun, to evade ; to

slip aside, to doilge ; to wriggle
;

glittering, rtasiiing ; transient
;

chatoyant, iridescent ; .adulatory.

ff I
to lighten ; to shimmer.

j ^ — ] a H.ish of lightning.

] ^ to tliiish ; on to throw a re-

flection, as from a mirror.

1 ^ — ^ to slip ivside, to

avoid one.

^ 5E 1 1
gl"''i<"'S' Jiizzling, as

an angel.

1 ^ S h1 o^' "'"^ •'"'^''
5

"'"*'*

out of the way a little.

I
3^ it dazzles or glares the eyes.

1 ^ changeable satin.

] 1 IS ftl df'l^iiig "' ani^ ""'>

as if afraid to Ihj seen.

I
@ I saw it for an instant.

•^ ^ "g
]

stpiirmiug and writh-

ing.

1 iSt '" a'bilate, to c.-vjole.

W t^. 1 j^ '"^ .i"'"i'
'"''"" *"'®

topic to another, to talk wildly
;

incoherent and untrustworthy.

cjyrtrt Water rippling and glinting

^|/»J as it tlows rapidly ; name of

'slum a place.

Kroni eye and a blnze.

To glance at ; to i)eep ; to

'Jhui dart, to fliish.

I
g to take a look at.

\ \
lustrous, glittering like a

quartz crystal.

g ^ ]
the glance of an eye.

To ba distinguished from hiahf

B^ narrow.

'sltan The region west of the Yel-

low River, now the province

of Sheusi.

I jifl in the west of Honan gave

its name to the region, which

is regarded as the cradle of tlie

Chinese; Tsin I 'hi-hwangti call-

ed it m Ft" because it was

easily <k'lended.

' y.' 5 Originallv composed of ^ a

I—I shteii placed between 3 repeat-

^/idli'' ed denutin;; uianylimj; it resem-

bles </ii -g- in form.

Grood from principle, virtuous

;

merit from good works, as the

Budhists teach
;

goodness ; emi-

nent, wise ; meek, dwile ; fitted

for ; clever, skillful, ex[x;rt, handy,

au fait ; to take to naturally ; in a

high degree ; to do a thing well
;

to expedite ; to ailuiire, to praise,

to appnrt'e.

] ^ good — evil ; meritorious

and evil works.

1 V '' good act.

^ ] to do right or benevolently
;

and then the ] fj' or good

deeds are known.

;fg ]
well acquainted with.

1 ji '""
] ^ '"* ^^^^'^^ scheme,

a feasible lilan.

1 /iC '"'
1 jf^ '^ [leaceful end.

1 Wj '' gtMitle horse, not tricky.

1 W 1 ^ good acts will be

Will rewarded.

•anxious.

1 -^^ ^ ;$ he likes to mix with

Ills friends.

^ fe ^ 1 "" ill-f'"'ore<l face, a

bud expression.

I
.^^ morality.

^ SC JW 1 M fM dare not

make virtue a bait for getting

gain.

*«^ 5E 1 j|[ sincerely attached to

\ irtue ; a martvr to the right.

'1
1 ?K I'D B' B ^ .l>e takes

to the gootl and di.slikes vil-

lains.

1 \ W^ ^^" '^"'^ serene, as

the sky.

] 55 apt at weeping; he cries

e.isily.

{^ 1 ^ hypocrites.

1 "i" f^ aI f@ I'e is skillful at

diiiiig lli.ii.

^ ]
I know him by sight,

] ^ to make gcwd or complete

what comes after, as bye-laws

.ittadipd to pre\ioiLS rules.

Mm \ ^ ^ S '<> "'•••ange

well the supplementary nego-

tiations.

] -^ '^ ^ well versed in lite-

rature and elegant acconqilish-

uients.

\ tr ^^ ^^ ^ ^ K
practice ;;oi)(.hK'.ss yourself, and

exhibit it Inwards others.

A ^ f;i tt 4^ 1
the nature of

man is origin.illy gcxxl.

1 Wi t" v:A\i~' elegantly, .is trees.

Ki'tiMi jliKlt or eiilitif/ and tjitoil.

Pro\isions dressed for the

table ; viands ; .savory food.

slrtln

ilelicaeies ; the richest fare
;

I UK'id.

.^ ]
breakfast.

^ ]
evening meal ; sup[)er.

^ ]
snp[)lies furnished to a tutor.

J^ I
savory fo.) 1, rai'e viands.

j ^ a king's butler ; the chief

cook,

•f^ 1 M ''^ rovid dining hall.

!U I
the tlcsh of sacrific<.'S.

^ ] ^ have you dined ?

> To mend ; to put in order
;

tl to brighten uj) ; to prepare
;

sImii' to copy, to write out; to

state correctly ; a scMvener

] ;^ to write out.

I J£ to correct and copy.

] ^ to transcribe.

) 1^ a li.st of things wanted.

^ I
to put in repair.

1 ^ ? an official paper.

|j£ ]
to put to rights.

^^&) An elegant person, a refined

l^j" m.anner.

sliati'
I

1^ graceful, lady-lika.

J
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From iRsec( and good ; much
used for tlie next ; the second

, form is little used.

The earthworm or ^ j ,

called ill Cautou ^ ^ llie

yellow dog.

^ I
the s(|uirrning worm.

ift 1 mm^Wi^j ^
when the earthworm sings, it will

soon be fair weather.

shall

if) ~| Iiiterclianged with the last ;

^ t the lust form i?. also read fan^
)'•«

uw I

The eel, es|>ecia!ly the small

] freshwater sorts ; the Clii-

I

nese siippo.se that eels, as

^tf ^
I well a.s snakes, are trans-

(•^li J fornied from the roots of

shall'' plants and hair.

] Jl a soup of stewed eels.

^ ] a small yellow mud eel.

J£ ^ ]
to snare white eels.

^ ] hawk-bill eel. (Cuiujrus tri-

ni.<iiiilatii.i.)

3^ US I
.wUow jawed eel. (Ophi-

mnUn .ranlhor/iuif/m.)

1^ M- 1 ''^^ brown eel (Aiii/uUla

(imotis), also called §^ ]
the

rattan eel.

^H it BU ]
if lie is not a villain,

he's a slippery eel.

m
shiii''

AVhite fine clay used to

plaster walls.

A level place at tiio base of

an altar, a smooth hard .sjwl

leveled otf for sacrifices; a

small terrace ; to level the

ground ; a wil<l or common.

Kroni J5 an inner ilow and ^^
Jin.i contracfeil.

»hiiii' A foldeil fan
; a round fan

or fire-screen; the leaf of a

door ; and hence applied iis " clas-

sifier to other things, a.s a shutter,

a screen, itc; to fan ; to wave,

for which ^J§ is also used ; to move

to and fro.

SHEN.
'

^X ] or gj I
to fan.

Jg, ] a punka or table fan.

^ ] a feather fan.

g I
it fans itself,—as a buttertly.

5^ I P^ a single leaved d(X)r.

1
•? or — ^ 1 a fan.

JSi j^ 1 IS Jd "''^" '^'"^ breeze

comes the fan is discarded.

7^ ^ 1
[useless as] a fan after

autumn.

^ I
a state Habellum.

1 SJ or 1 ^ 5J,
a fan-case.

>J' S M 1
[l^e 'S 'ike] a leaf

fan, — and stirs up strife.

^ I
and H 1 or H ] folding

fans, and round or fire screens.

—
I ^ ^ the screen before an

SHEN. 7.53

entrance.

m
ilmi

From words and to fan.

To seduce peoi)le by fair

speeches ; to wheedle others

into following one's plans.

^ I IS "a t" stir up ill-

will with false rumors.

From h'tnd and phlenu.

To ;ict as one pleases ; to

take the res|x)nsibility of do-

ing without orders ; willful

;

illegally, arbitrarily ; to assume,

to usurp ; despotic.

] i^ to act hastily, to usurp

powers.

1 § >§ to act out one's own will.

I 1^ to act unauthoriiiedly.

] j^ a desjxjtic use of

flS S( 1 fr l"^ ^^^'^ boldly and

without orders.

I
P^ ^ 1^ he had the impu-

dence to use the forbidtlen name.

igl>
To sacrifice to or worship

^ Heaven ; to yield, to abdi-

slmn' cate in favor of.

Ij I
to give up the throne.

# 1^ ^ 1
^h»" gave the go-

vernment to YU, who received it.

%]
shan'

l^
s/l-lll'

To geld a horse or ass.

I !fj^
a steer.

1 .^ a gelding.

i ^} to graft.

To work on, to trim, to cut

out ; to geld ; to manage or

arrange well.

lUB' T<j blow a fire and maku it

^iR bum brighter; to incite; to

6-/«(/t' bla/.e up ; bright, clear.

] >J^ to make the fire burn.

] ^ Jil ^'f
make ii burn with

some laggots.

^ ^ ijj ]
we do not need a

Kre in summer.

t* > From ffnllh and i illnil.

f^ To give, to supply ; to aid
;

shiii' abuudfuit ; lilieral.

I ^ to supply deficiencies.

) J|[j to help the poor.

^"^
I

I Iwtr there's not enough.

^ 1 A J£ abinidance of means

and men.

jJ^S' '^o walk (juicklv.

1W -1 H ^ S 1
I chased

6liiin' him as last as 1 could run.

"t ^5 ' To )K)lish a gem ; to ca-

ni^ lender cloth ; to slip, as when
.v/(r/rt' walking.

1
^'i^ A calendering stone.

I ^ I sli|)i)ed down.

I {jf-
to make cloth glossy.

y^&) White porcelahi clay ; cUy

fligf good for the potter's use is

slum' ^ 1 i, but it is of. an

inferior quality.

1
( ' From man and /«» : it is like (W
I ill some of its uses.

slmi' To excite, to iiitlamc ; ex-

asperation ; a blaze, a fiame.

tft ^> * 1
!»'* ^^y '•'»«'»

blazed up.

95
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Old sounds, shu, Aut, zhu, onrfshuk. In Canton, shau aiirf sau ; — in Siratom, dn, d6, cb'lu, andsb ;— »» i4mo{[^

»iu un<i so ;
— in Fuhchau, siu, feu, ch'iu, a/i(/saiu ; — in Shaiiglmi, sCi and lii ; — in Chlf'u. sliu.

ia/; or hand and to

the third is a coniniou

the first resembles

From to

wrap «/<;

contraction

">'•>•> ^ " slieplierd, and the se-

coiid is little used.

I I

To receive, as wbeu one

' ^^ •' nearly synonymous with ^;
' to gather ; to harvest ; to

irisnare, to involve ; to quit,

as work ; to bind, to restrain

;

to conclude, to bring to an end

;

to remove ; to close or wind up,

as a shop ; annoyed or moved by,

in which sense it sometimes merely

gives a passive form to another

verb ; a back toard in a carriage
;

a hat worn in the Hia dynasty

which received the hair-knot Uke

the Corean hat.

1 A. o*" 1 ^ *o receive and

open, as a letter.

] ^ to collect the fees.

] g J^ ,gi to ^vin jjeople's hearts

— by largesses.

] HtJ to reap the harvest.

/jp I ® it still thimdere. {Cun-

tonese.)

] 32 to quit work.

] 1^ to shut up sho^).

] 1^ Ji receipt for money.

] 5g to collect accounts ; on

which ] ^ received in full, is

then marked.

] ^ to make things ready ; bear

a hand ! sharp at it 1 also, to

restrain, to overrule.

] ^^ \if, I'll fix you oft- ! I'll pay

you buck ;
— as by a trick.

r^H i: 13 18 to gather up

the army and return.

T 5M 1 M '''^ m-AiA has been

taken as a concubine.

I J^ to gel in the crop or rent

of land.

1 <& -fi ^ t"^ withdraw the

thoughts from worldly affairs.

^ to recall troops.

] ^ to redeem, to get out of

pawn, to raise a mortgage.

1 Us °''
1 iH to put by, to lay

in store.

1 S ^ % curiosities bought

here ;
— a sign-board.

'j^ ^ I
one who spies the con-

duct of others.

Said to represent the As'; others

say tlie three lines depict the

hand, fore-arm, and arm ; it is

'shell the 64th radical of characters

relating to its uses.

The arm ; the- hand ; the fist

;

the fingers; handy, quick; to

handle with the hand ; the [)o\ver

of the hand ; a person, a baud
;

to grasp, to hold in the hand ; to

cuft'; to act; an autograph ; ac-

tions; skill; a quire or fold of

paper ; a handful, a lot,

— ^ ] one hand,

j^ ] a first rate workman.

] f under orders,

"f I
or ^ )

to begiu a work.

^ ]
unoccupied, no employment.

1 ^ '"
1 ^ ^ glove ; a mittcu.

j ^ "•
] »& tlie palm.

\ 3j^ hues on the palm.

] ;^ or ] ^^ visiting-cards of

ditfercnt sizes.

I J£ brothers.

] -ffe an art, a handicraft.

^ 1 or ^ 1
ex()ert at doing a

thing ; an old hand.

f\m^^WL^ [^^tat n.any

eyes see] and many hands point

to, is worthy of respect.

*r
I

hired athletes or men who

practice with bludgeons.

jfj f^ ]
elegant comixwition.

j'ii 1
to give over, to transfer.

I ^ the inner side of the elbow.

Ilf ] to shake hands.

& 1 ^ to do a thing off-hand.

] ;^ or
] pjj the impression of

the thumb or hand for a signa-

ture.

^ ] a great doctor or surgeon
;

also a champion chess-player.

] ^ ^' j$ 0{)en fingers — will

never hold money ; this refers to

the fingers lying clos;; together.

^ ]
a lazy fellow, an idler.

^jl I
a hard-worker, a dradge,

a toiler and moiler ; also, I

have given you some trouble.

(Pekingese.)

] ^ raw, inexperienced, new at.

/j"^ ] Budha's hand, the fingered

citron. (Citrus saico(lact>//ns.)

y^ ] ^ ^ folded his hands and

knew not whiit to do.

S ^ 1$ ]
^ery difficult to do

;

hurried and perplexed.

1 ^ penniless ; stingy.

1^ ] or ^ I
convenient, by the

way.

% ] 1A^^ fired the first shot.

t]t ] or 3 ^
I

a thief, a shop-

lifter.

^ ^ 1 ^ don't disappoint me
now.

|g ^ ]
to hire aid in passing the

examinations.

I Ijll
to talk with the fingers.

j ^ )glj W ji: he seized his

sword and stood.

I ^^ the hands exhibit respect

—
] ;^ a lot of goods.

—
I
1^ one throw of dice.

—^
J ^ a handful, i. e. five eggi.

] 2 out of funds, short of monejr.

^ ^ 1 R I could not attend

to them all.

I ^ M ^^^^ hands then b»-

gin to move.

^ ] ia ^ with my claws I

seized it, — as an owl.
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n^ The sound of driving away
'"-'^ birds or fowls.
^seu

mFroin ffniss and deril, because

this herb is sniiposed to strengthen

the blood ; interchanged witli {«»

jSe« ^ madder and tlie nexU

A plant wliose root is allied to

madder, and used in dyeing red
;

it is a sjMJcii's of Rubin fonnd in

Honan, perhaps the Unbia manjiMa

or mnnjith of Indi.i ; the vernal

bunt, when
] ^ ^ 4^ pregnant

animiils wore not to be taken ; to

assemble, as for a hunt ; to [)ri)\i-

sion cavalry for a war, to ord.r

troops ; to screen or liide ; to search,

to come across.

] ]^ to search out or read up,

as a subject ; to meet with aeei-

dentally, its a rare book, allud-

ing to one snaring birds i]i a

hunt.

^ ]
the spring hunt.

From Ifind and a senior or to

scour.

' To search a house, as [K)lice

do ; to throw thingsj aljout

when searching ; to inform

one's S(.'lf, fc.) search out ;
I'll _ , ^

'

to inquire into the meaning

of, for «hich the last is also used
;

liUrary researches ; the ide.is of a

multitude, i)opular opinion ; to as-

semble ; rai)id, swift, arrowy.

I
M to seek for, as secreted

tilings.

] Ijj to search for and seise.

1 ^Xl
"'

1 ^ ^ seaKch the per-

son of a candidate when going

in.

^C| ] ^ a cock pecking its fea-

thers.

^ ?t ^ 1
""'lli""'^ investigating

the attendant circumstances.

gg ] to [uirsue a subject to its

source.

1 f& to search for hidden thinaw.

]^ ^ Jt
I

how their swift ar-

rows whiz !

] j^. a search-warrant.

|Jj^ Used with the pre

cJLs^ To secrete, to

^
sJirll,'

eoeding.

to conceal ; to

'-'It search for hidden things

;

crafty
; hidden ; to examine

into, as a hidden meaning.

1 ^ l*> search for, as in a sus-

[Hicted house.

) A 3 kind of rector in the Cheu
dynasty who superintended edu-

cation.

A i^ 1 pj^ how can the man
conceal his character?

ftO 1 IS^ l^ t^» search out the

caiLSes of.

These two fonns arc sometiniea
re;,'arded as difl'erent.

The chilling sound of wind
;

noise of rain and wind.

] ]
the whirring of an

arrow ; rustling njade by
the wind.

JSi I tlr '1^ ^''" ^^'"^ makes me
•sliiver.

I J,;| a cold blast.

I ^ the chilling sound of a
driving rain.

Kice he«ted by dampne&i
and sp(jiled ; meat or vege-

.-c'( tables s(>oiled from heat.

^ I jf 'I"' ™« is cooked

too unich.

^^ I
the smell of [)crspiratiou.

To slice up, to make mince

meat, and tiii.v it with rice

j>t7t tlour and steam it.

] I
dried tish, stockfish.

DM # I
slices of meat with

the bones in them.

Jtii^ An old name for the Cer-

i%J^ iiiHtiti, or spider-millipede, is

^s/nu. J^ 1 ; it is better known as

|§ il a harmless, agile in-

sect ; two or three kinds of in-

.s<'ets seem to be included under

its synonyms ; this is described as

lia\ing si.\ legs near its head, a

forked tail like an earwig's, and

two long antennae, which all jwint

out a species of Jitlns.

SHEU. 7.)5

The
I p^ was the name of

a tribe of northern i)eoi.le

dwelling towards Liaotuiig,

which invaded the state Tsi

in the Hia dynasty.

^ ^ From a t-oecr and an iwrA, defln-

»| ed to re|ircsent 'g iijl-,i-il and

'sIkii fi '"/'•<

To keep ; to hold in order to

guard ; to have in custody ; to

ward off, to protect ; to keep vigils
;

to sinx;rvise ; to attend Id, to

njaintiiin ; to go on a round of

ins[iection ; a charge, a jio.st
; stead-

fast ; a jirefect.

1 1^ M '^'-'^P
'^'"•'^" watch over it.

1 \\n
•> i"aj<>r.

] IjjiJ
in mourning for a parent

;

the phrase is put up on the outer

gate.

1 gjj to remain unmarried after

a betrothed or husband is dead.

'^ ] to exercise an ollice.

) ;^ ^ to keej) to one's own
Imsincss : seU'-collected.

1 M i^ M '" ^^"'^'' and wait

fir the dawn.

] M W- ' "* ""' easy to keep an

estate.

j j^ the local authorities.

Yj' ] men who maintain probity.

I 2i self-control.

I JU. waiting for the wind.

^ ]
' a [irefect or [irince in the

times of the Han ; now applied

to a prefect, and sometinii's

n.sed alone as 'J^ | the prefect

Chang.

M 1
a garrison ; the command-

ant.

1 -;§ the warden said.

^ 1
'^ Jogs watch by night.

^ j
to stop, as a gate.

^ ]
lost the ride of, as a terri-

tory to rebels.

I ^ ^^ remain a widow.

'- The bow of a ves.se!, called

Hg ] on which a huge bird

was sometimes carved.
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n F''om ii'itter aiul a senior.

To soak meal in water ; to

^scu Btcuj) ill Wider
; id macerate.

I I
SDiiiid of washing rice.

] ^@ to make spirits.

Read j.s/((-M. To urinate.

] ^ to ruake water.

"H^ ^ 1
"'^('"'^I evauuat'ioiis.

C V^ ^ Siiid to represent tlie h'lir. fovp-

\~\ ht'td. and vijfii; it tonus the ISotli

I

—

9 radical of a few ciiuractets refer-

'sbea rin^' to tlie liead.

The head ; a chief, a leader
;

the heads of a matter ; foremost

;

the beginning, the origin ; to man-

ifest, to display ; sorts, kinds ; a

classitier of Hags, stanzas, and

corpses.

^ 1
o""!!

1 # to bow the

head in respect ;— written on

cards.

^ ] the head of all, the Emirror.

^ ]
acts as a leader.

m%n I !ia ^ 5t ;t the'^

is only one rabbit, bake it or

roast it.

] ^ the first or leading name.

\ ^ the leading man.

/] 3t ll'c first, most important.

^ I
first on the list of siutJai.

I ^ the very best, the head of

goodness ; applied to the metro-

polis.

ilE 1 S PI to dirty the head at

the palace door ; — to make
the kotow.

1 J^ ft II ^''^^ ^f'*"^ ^th ends

;

we must examine everything.

•^ '^ W 1
I ^^'1' '^ll yo" the

important points.

PJ PI 1
came to the street door.

J^ I
superior to all, one who

excels.

] ^ one who takes charge of or

leads.

1 5,1? 'lie leading district at the

prefect city.

^^ \ (S6' "o dificrence between
leaders and accomplices.

— H J*.
~

1 :i # every day
get a little out of the Books.

Bead sheu' To acknowledge,

to take upon one's self ; to confess

guilt ; to go first, to put at the

head.

] ^ to confess a crime.

1^ ]
to submit.

{U ] to denounce, to turn state's

evidence.

^ I
to give up, as a rebel.

^ ] to sleep towards the east

) From doij and to guard.

»r A hunting dog ; a hunt in

winter on grounds burned

over.

^ ]
the winter hmit

j^ ]
an imperial inspecting tour

on the frontier.

is/ica

s/ieu''

A

From "JZ dog and an old form of

^ domestic animals.

A wild animal, a beast, a

hairy brute ; a gamekeeper, a

forester ; brutal, violent.

I
quadrupeds.

[g ] t^ a. human face with

a beast's heart ; — cruel.

"jj 1 all kinds of animals-

^ ]
SIX beasts, — arc the musk

deer, deer, bear, moose, wUd
boar, and hare.

^ I
fierce beasts, as a tiger.

From O mouth and a 5c '-"'"ft

contracted.

sheu' To sell, to dispose of; to

trade ; to restore, to pay

back, to recompense.

ffi I
or ^ I

to sell.

1 IM price of an article.

] ^ the purchaser.

j^ ]
consumption of goods ; sold

off.

] J|^ ;2 H merchantable goods

;

met. one who rules the times.

>&t>yj The cord or ribbon on a seal

^lyC ^ carry it ; a tent or curtain

sheu' cord; ties for a knee-pad.

PP ]
ribbon of a seal,

^j], ]
silk bands and cords, such

as denote official riink.

^^Lf ^ Ki-ora '-^ to /'all as ripe fruit and

.^S^ j^ a boat contracted, for the

slieu" iiriuiitive.

To receive ; to acquiesce in ; to

contain ; to inherit, to succeed to

;

to endure, to bear, — and thus be-

comes a form of the passive ; sus-

ceptible ofj affected by ; a charge,

a thing to be kept ; one of the

seven senses of the Budhists, an-

swering to sensation or mental

conception.

^ ^ ]
tow can 1 receive it ?—

a polite phrase.

Wi^ \ ^ i& ^ cannot bear

this tonic.

^ ]
to buy ; bought.

^ ] to offset the use of money
for the rental of a piece of pro-

Frty.

] ^ suftering for a crime or an

accusation.

I 5f||
he has been punished.

1 i^ 'iP tS 't® receipts and

payments are muddled,

very patient.

I ^ docile, teachable.

1 {!t V^'^ i
willing to be poor.

i^ 4 li 1 or ik ] ;?; ^ thk

heat is hard to bear.

1 Wi f^ ^ ^ P^pi^ under your

instruction.

1 r»3 11 o"" 1 3JI to get the high

cap, to be fond of praise.

I m IJJ ^ a miserly wretch,

wlio stints himself,

j^ ]
to inherit ; to accept ; to

come into one's hands.

] j^ M ^ may you be blessed

in every way.

W .^ 1 i '^ ^^^ ^"i received

from a proper source.,

^ ]
to take in, as a guest; to

give in ; to refrain from, as re-

venge.

I ^ to be scolded.

1 A .^ ft requested by another

to do a thing.

>J» A /p Pj" :^ 1
the small

man cannot be intrusted with

onerous responsibilities.

S
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Kiora hand and to receive c£ the

phonetie.

sheu' ^'^ S'^'® t
'*^ communicate ; to

grant, to confer.

j^ I
to impart, as a reoij)"

;

to make known to aiio'.lK'.

^ 1 to make known a s.'cret to.

^ in ]
^^^

'{»
'"'-" '""1 ^^"-

wei] sliould not luucli ciali otluT

when giving ami taking l.hiii^s.

P 1 i& fi ^" orally deliver

rules ot' lite.

5c 1 A j^ beaveu anil man Ixjlji

conferred it, — i.e. the throne.

zjlA ^ Composed of^ .j/'/, frj t^, .«/;;'( /,

pTj* anil p] irnrit^ nircreii in nnnln-

a/ieu' nation; it is viujti'i to :<n unli

tniteil extent for ornnnipnt.ii j'lir-

po?es, and U aUo synilnli'.nd In

fi di.t-^niin resoi;ii.!ing rlioiab.s

interlu-ed endwise.

Age, years ; longevity, tlie (irst

of the five hai)piuess\s ; long !i!'.;
;

a long reigii ; a binhthiy; the

dead ; to endure ; to gra.it long

life to ; aged ; for ever.

1 ^k '"'
I li birthday presents

;

the lirst eoiiniionly refers to

those from the Emperor.

j: 1 and r^
]

and -^ ]
are

respectively 120, 100, and 80

year.i of age ; others place them

at 100, 80, and GO years.

W 1 "> ^ 1
to congratulate

one on his birthday.

^' Wj ]"•% 1
^^''•1'- '** yoi"" age?

I
'j3S .m oM man's birthday.

I ^ i» bi;.-ial dress, given by a

son when his father is over

sixty.

1 JS '-'''''' S'^ '''^ ^'7 "^•' pe'iple to

childrcii lor amulets.

j^ I
old, a;,Tid.

O SS 1 U H [»»«/ S''»y-] We
diuiie iu: you myriatls of end-

less years.

1 /tC
">

I #1 a <="*"

^ ]
the Emperor's birthday.

1 ^ 5V "r ^ 1 M <"•
1 M

:2V iV "'•
1 II ^- ti ti"-' S">i

of longevity ; the star Caiiopus

or
[fi ;j^ is regarded as his star.

I^ S5c
^'

1 ^^^sre are probably

no men of age and experience.

t ^ 1
''i"' Iwnevolent (pr placid)

become old.

I Zl "g' ^ [shields of rhino-

ceros, hi lo] will last 200 years.

] j@ a birthday entertiiiismeilt.

%\i ) Kioin diseane and a .ii-ninr.

yja^ Le^ni, poor, thin ; meager

s/ku' from disAise.

] §; leiiii .-,8 a ghost.

'^
I

lialehet-faced, [leaked.

"W" 1 in >J|
I'i'i bones stick out

like slicks.

%' %• i M lier tine face grew

thin.

1 0] [w>or land.

1 © fH -f^
the bright prnne

llowers.

1 K S^'Oih on which no profit in

to be made.

I 1^ lean meat.

Mjl^ ) Kioni initer and to stick in.

YyJ^ ^'^ rin.se the luoiilli, to scour

;

sea' to Wiish out a thing; to pu-

rify ; to gnaw.

] P to cleanse thi; mouth.

] iff 'K J?£ ''"^ watiT wears thf

rocks which impede its flow.

J j^ to scour and purify oub'b s^lf.

Old sounds, sbei, shni, slii, ztii, sliik

si aut/ sai ; — in .!

rTIie original form is designed to

represeiit a corpse laid (»iit Cor

burial ; it forms the 44th radic':il

^Sfi of cliaracters relating to jiatls

and posuions of liodies.

A cori)se, for which the next is

now mostly used ; an image or

efiigy ofan ancestor ; living persons

Were anciently dressed to personate

them, and then worshiped ;
inelK-

cient, corpse-like ; useless, like a

statue; to personate; to fill in a

sham way, to make a sinecure of

;

to arrange ; to superintend ; to lay

in order.

] a Wi ^ to neglect the duties

but lake the pay cf anoltici.

.sliit, shap. stiet, zhit, and zhik. In Canton, shi, shei, oh'l, and sz' ; — in Swatoiv,

mo;/, si. sn. cli'i, am/ k'i ; — in Fvhrlian, si, sn, sie, se, .siiu, cli'i,

i; and siii ;
— in Shangliai, sz' ; — in Cliij'a, shi.

U%3 1 m M be danced

and lioiiptid about from the ex-

cess of his rage.

5^ '^ ] do not sleep lying like a

e ir[iSB.

^ ^IJ ] sitting Stiff and motion-

1^ it ] ;^ who arranged these

s".'

g^ I
t:> parade idols ; also, to

fill a post uselesslv.

1 Hg g II fP \B A m ^^Iien

the impersonator had got up, the

prince ami his officers, four in

.nil, enjoyed the sacrifici

St ctiigv of an ancestor.

From body and de/td i it is like

the preeeding.

Ii A carcase ; but more espe-

cially a body that has been

mutilated.

35 ]
or

I ^ a dead body.

1 # ""'
1 ^ " corp.se.

^ I
to hold an inquest.

jy 1 Sis ^ to involve one by

putting a body— at his door, or

otherwise.

^ ] ^ the friends of a dead

person.

fa I jS ^ he has borrowed a

corpse and revived - from a trance.
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The turtle dove or wood-

c/ fi»a P'gL'on ; called ^]j ^ or ^
i.^/*' f^ from its note ami roost.

i *A <£ # llie wood pigeon

roosts on the mulberry

Alir Composed of ffl the whole, anJ

( HI|* a contracted form of J|| a heap,

gfi denoting coming together from
'

all parts.

The people ; multitudes ; r.

legion or brigade of 2500 men
;

part of an army ; troops ; to mar-

shal a force ; aphwe where people

meet, as a metropolis ; or a person

who leads them; a leader, a general,

one who orders men ; a model, to

take as a model ; a master, a profes-

sor ; a patron ; a sage, a pattern

to the world ; to teach ; to imitate.

^ ] ancii-ut wise men.

1 ^ patterns for men.

j f^ one skilled in an art, an

expert, a clever workman.

H ^ ]
to visit a learned schoI;ir

or one's teacher.

^ 51 a teaclier's son ; a chum.

1 ^ official secretaries in a ya-

mun, who transact the rontint'

of daily business ; there arc

seven chi^ses of them.

yj I
to march out the troops.

ItE ] to recall the army from

foreign service.

^ ]
marines, men-of-war's men.

jfc 1 C""* :^ \ ik. ^^'hen address-

ed) a priest ; also known as jj-

] and |S^
I

denoting tlieir

position as letuling teacliers.

Jj; I
a teacher of fencing and

boxing.

Sp ] a strategist who advises tlie

general ; inel. a guide, adviser,

or coiuliicl )r.

•j^ I
and ']/ j are high nomin.il

oflices of I lie prince's instruclois.

M ± I 1 i)li M Il'e n„bk-s

anti rnleis imitate e.ach olhir

in breaking; tile laws.

"^ \ and !^ | terms for the 1

S

under-exinniner.s. and 4 head-

exuniiiicrs :it the tripos in Pe-
king for l.-iittiii'.

Aj5^ A short tri

(^|ll|l lliver Hwai
.•,/«•

tributary of the

u\ the southeast

of Honau ncjir Lo-shan hien.

^jL. A floating marine plant

, ^rp which furnishes small seeds

^sh' tasting like barley, and which

ripen in tlie seventli moon
;

they are called Q ^ ^ siwnta-

neous grain, and ^ f^ '^ Yii's

extra rations ; it is [irobably a

kind of Zostera or SL'a-wrack.

N/J"-!* From heast and a It- nt'ir.

^^li been extinct in Oliiaa ; a slut

that has two pups.

] .^ a lion.

1 'T ^^ I'eking dogs.

^ ]
stone lions before a yamun.

^[^ I
a paper lion stuck over with

cash ; at Canton it is made for a

bridal present.

Wi M \ ^ you've just lwe.ike<l

tlie lion's nose ; i'. e. you've maile

him cross enough.

1 "f 'fL '''** lion's roar, a Biidhist

lerm {.-iiiff/iciii tc/a) for preacliiiig.

1 "jF <i ^ "'' ^I'wic siipjwrted by

carved lions, an insiguiuof a king.

I ^ gg the land of lions, Siu-

gala or Ceylon.

^ I
to play ma.sked lions.

JttfjTj^ k Murex'. Tiirrile//ii, or simWax

fJi{fll|J spiral .shells are teriue 1 jl;^. | :

^s/i' a creiuilatod sliell.

]
jy* an Aixfi, Pecten. or

other scallop ribl)oJ shells.

Jkjy* From iihint and old man.

(. p=| X sort of syngeuesioiis plant

^>/(" resembling tlie An'/ieiii'i or

mayweed, the Fkinnirti si'f/i-

ric'i, called | J|f vvhich grows

around Uonfiicius' grave in Kiiii-

feii, and as was done in ancient

time.'?, is still .sold there in parcels of

(14 stalks for divination ; the stems

wer.' once used for hair-pins.

^'
] a ilwarf sjiecies of Sop/ioni *

thought to resemble the preced-

ing ill its habit.

<•'/'' 'IM.,

rom ]^ a Jhir/ contracted and

nho, for the primitive.

The appe.arance of a banner 5

expanded, exhibited ; deve-

loped
;
granted ; to give, to be-

stow, to relievo, to aid ; to diffuse,

to distribute ; to do, and often mere-

ly aids the meaning of the next

verb ; to concede, to permit ; to

add to, to use ; to set, as a net

;

to move leisurely ; to arrange, to

set o:lt..

® 1 ^ fr they only occui.y

tiieir places.

1 ,'J.
to be kind to.

I fj grant that it be so, allow it,

let it be thus ;
—

• a phrase in

courtesy or petitions.

) ^ t^j^ ||C [the net is] set in

til? forest.

] ^ a benefactor, especially to

temples.

.

] ^ to bestow in charity.

] ^ to give a donation to the

poor.

] ^ to feed the poor.

I (J^ to expand, to do one's best.

)ii # ^ I I
he will come

along most pleas-'ii, or daintily.

] -f^ to boast, to vaunt one's self.

1 |# a HiJ T> S« jfl^ ^ 1 s
\ what you dislike others to do

to you, don't do that to them
;

this .sentiment is also expressed

hy e. fH T> &i ^/l ] M A
what you do not yourself wish, do

not give or do to others.

Read M ' To distribute.

^ fT M I
the clouds give dovm

their rain.

Read ch'i * and used for ^. To
leave to ; to remove ; to spread out

;

to let go, as a string.

I WMA^fft^ sl'e fur-

tively followed her husband's

Steps.

Rea<l »' To change; to climb,

OS a vine ; lu transfer to ; extend,

to stretch to.
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To decant and strain liquors

;

to pour out a libation ; to di-

vide, as streams.

1 }@ to pour off spirits.

] s jsiiio £ m v# Yu
marked out the five lakes and

put bounds to the eastern sea.

From bamliOu nnd xtraws.

t^\\ To divine with stems of the

^shi millfoil or mayweed.

j ^ a fortune-teller.

hi f^ Jh by shell and by wands

have I made the lots.

B' -^ 1 1^ let us try what the

lot will show.

|J^ Fi'om mouth and to divine.

f V^I? To eat, to gnaw
;
great grief

;

sAj' reaching to ; snapping at, as

a dog for a morsel ; an

initial particle.

:^ ] I
to grate the teeth.

1 ^ H ^ how can you bit«

your navel ?— an impossibility.

1 IS '^^ 2^^'' diagram, denoting

desire.

]
"3" J^ ^ if he would come

and ramble.

g^ ] to bite back, to revenge on.

From teeth or mouth nnd officer ;

it is .ilso read jcA't.

To chew the cud ; to ru-

minate ; at Canton, it is

called '^ ^g ]^ ox turning

the grass ; and at Peking,

gy fQ turning the cud.

A small fief in the state of

Tsi, now Tsi-yang hien ^
^ %% on the Ta-ts'ing River

ill Shantung.

] [Jj a hill not far Irora this

r^on.

From words and temple.

To express the feelings in set

rhythm
;
poetry, verse ; odes,

hymns ; a poem ; to receive

or take hi the arms.

\ to hum ovci o: z.v.g son^.

\ to writ' .'ises.

.s/l'

SHI.

1 ^ o''
1 A a bard, a poet.

^Tjn I Jm !|& I the

duke then wrote a poem which

he gave the king.

— "^ ] a verse, a stanza.

] g^ the rhyme of the verse.

j J^
= J^ poetry expresses one's

feelings.

1 1^ ^ l@<
^'erses, ditties, odes,

and songs, — the four .sorts of

poetry.

Jf{\ I
to match rhymes with an-

other person.

^ 1 to improvize a stanza.

M "A 1
^^""^^ ^^^^ *'^'^ be read

both backwards and forwards.

^ h^ Coarse thread for weaving

;

//p-H*^ a sort of sleazy sarsnet made

of poor silk.

From sun and temple; tlie se-

cond, from sun and sprout above

^ the earth, is an unusual form.

Time ; a season, an hour, a

period ; a Chinese hour ; a

quarter of a year ; an occa-

sion, an opportunity ; now,

timeous, convenient ; recent, in

season ; to time rightly, to take a

fit time for ; to be ; after a verb,

when, while, during, as, — or as a

copula ; at the beginning of a

sentence, when, then, at that time

;

sometimes.

~4- ^ I ^ the Chinese hours,

named after twelve animals.

Pg 1 the four seasons.

—
j inadvertently, hastily, rash-

ly ; on the spur of the moment.

-.^
I ^ ^ I want it at once..

] ^ or
j 1^ fashionable, in

demand.

^ ]
instantly, forthwith.

1^ ]
then, at that date^

^ j
or ^ ]

when?

1 ^ ^ constantly practice it.

^ ] at a good time, when con-

venient.

3^ ] weather ; a \ arable junc-

ture.

/fi j incessantly.

SHI. 7.59 1
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J ]
always, continually.

^ ]
before, previously.

1 ^ ^ itf unpleasant weather
;

a disagreeable day.

. 1 S C -ife*
[Confucius] mark-

ed when he was not at home.

] Q the date, the time of.

I ^ constantly.

] ^ times, condition of things,

circumstances.

^ 1 ^ 1
'* lucky and unlucky

hour ; a proper or unfortunate

moment.

•fl ^ ] not in fashion ; unsuitable

to the sea -.n.

^ ^ 1 ^ unacquainted with

the world.

/p ] •iP ^ [the sage] would eat

only at the set time.

1 •$!! !& ^a^' * good time,

then do it.

1 ^ 1 "1^ '" myriads and lakhs.

I 'M ^^^ry moment.

jft
~

1 (8t — 1 ti'nes are dif-

ferent now, things are altered.

^ —
I

a little while, not an
hour's time.

^ S 1 ^ everybody has now
become prosperous.

Jb H 1
it will, ho said, do to

build or stop there. |

--
1 ^ S j^ IS be could not

instantly weigh anchor.

M 1 liJ J"»t at that time.

Artt A small stream in Shantung,

t-4r*»r an affluent of the R. Sbing

i^/i ^ jpj, which is a tributary

of the Ta-tsing River.

From rice and season ; an un-
authorized character.

In Fuhchau. Cakes of the

glutinous rice eaten at the

winter solstice.

I |a dry cakes of this grain.

An open hen-roost made in

a wall, with perches placed

across it for the fowls.

^i^=f- \ thi; fowls roost

in their holes.

m
,s/i
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From plant and time.

c HtI* To plant ; to set out shrubs

.sk' or trees as a memorial of an

event or victory ; to set up

a pole.

] 1^ to transplant a tree.

1 j^ ? coriander i)r fennel seed.

] gg to put up poles or trees in

a field.

J.t|4« Like the preceding.

n'HT Erect, lofty, as a high tree,

i*'' 1 jt to set up, as a flag-

staff.

^ ^ I
like a lofty erect fir.

^ I
to put a door in its socket.

Ajrtfc The shad, {lit. the time-fish)

cJ^Hy* or Alosa reevesii, enters the

jsA' rivers in May, and returns to

the ocean in September ; it is

known at Canton as _^ |^ three

plow-shares ; the name also in-

cludes other kinds of the herring

family.

H ] f6^
salted or pickled shad.

tt |> From a ladle and to be,

'AJIm* a spoon ; a key, which hi

*" ' China resembles a spoon.
jC/j ^

j
jj tea-spoon.

li 1
or H 1

a key.

^ ]
a soup-spoon.

] .y a spoon.

] a door-key.

Regarded by some as the

(jiUH correct form of the last, de-

sh'' noting the hoolc or catch on

,
the end of a Chinese key.

Read ^fi. Point of a spear

;

" a vessel used in smearing blood

when takuig an oath.

Aif- A kind of bamboo ; a

ijj^ clothes-rack.

^s/l' ^ ] bamboos for hanging

clothes on.
^

Bead tik^ A spittoon.

SHI.

. .. A grassy appearance, like a

c>f-ft lawn.

jsA'
I 2p l]^ in Shantung, the

capital of T'ung-chang fu.

Read ^ch'a. To cut down trees
;

the sprouts growing on a stump
;

suckers.

's/i

Composed of 51 /lonrf grasping

tlie fp wijiirf/e of a subject
;
q.d.

tlie historian sliould be unlike a

partisan, and display his sense

of the right ; it resembles H'

5t "1 officer.

A narrator of events, an im-

partial annalist ; a history, espe-

cially one published by authority
;

a register ; chronicles, annals, acts.

g ]
records of the state.

1 "ir
"'" ^ 1 ^ historiographer.

1 la a history

^ -p- —
I

histories of the va-

rious Chinese dynasties.

1 ^ historical books ; name of a

compilation written about b. c.

800.

•£r 1 an ancient governess in the

palace ; now applied to any

literary woman.

^ 1 and /^ ]
the court annal-

ists,

-fr ] ^ a Hanlin graduate.

^ S W 1
y"'"" "*'*'® "''' ^^'

scend through the evergreen

annals.

From horse and offl'cial ; both

forms are authorized, but the se-

, cond is most used; in Fuhchau it

is interchanged with '^ to use.

A horse running swiftly to

^ sail a vessel ; to hasten

;

strong, as a wind
;

prompt,

speedy.

1 M ^^ ***'' ^ ^^^ °"" *^'P'

1 fi ftj )^ where are you

sailing?

I ^ rules of navigation.

1 i\) J& to beat with a head

wind.

1 J^ to turn the horse quickly.

I Ig ^ P to miss reaching

one's port.

'all

SHI.

An animal akin to a badg-

er or ratel, called
) J^;

it is likened to a dog, a fox,

and a monkey, and has a

resemblance to them all.

The character is designed to re

present the legs^ bristles^ and
-^ tail of a hog ; it is the lS2d

sh radical of characters mostly re-

ferring to swine; it is sometimes

written ^ in combination,

A hog, a pig ; it represents the

12th stem, and the hour from 11

to 1 at night ; it appertains to

the second diagram ^, and relates

to water.

ijj^ ]
a swineherd.

'^
]

domestic animals.

]
'^ a root resembling China-

root.

'^ Composed of ^ and ^ con-

tracted to resemble the barb and
/ ' feather of an arrow ; it is the

111th radical of a few similar

characters relating to darts.

A javelin; in inathemaUcs, the

versed sine ; swift as an arrow

;

direct, openly ; to arrange ; to

marshal ; marshaled ; to resolve,

to form a purpose ; to swear ; used

for the next ; a game of pitch rod.

— ] ;^ ^ a bowshot, a little

distance.

^ — 1 shot one arrow.

I jg straight as an arrow's flight.

I ^ to take an oath.

]
;tt ^ I* he displayed hia

virtue and accomplishments.

1 iS ^ ^ li® ^^ °<>' violate

his word.

,B|
I

horse-dung.

From body and rice; but the ori-

ginal form is composed of jFf

*slt plants and 3 'tomach contract-

ed.

Filth, ordure ; sebre£ion»

;

small stars near Columba.

1 i/L * piWic necessary.

] ;j^ a close chair.

I ^ a poor chess-player.

|g I
secretion of the eyes.
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Read ,/«", and used with the next.

A low moaning sound.

Si^if S& \
tlie people now

cigh and groan.

C rtr^ ^" obsolete form of tbe last.

/ Read Jii. To groan; to

jS/t' mutter.
'

] Pljl to grumble, as when
dissiitisfied.

From tongue and person ; the

other two forms are rarely used.

To lick, as

up

a cow ; to lap

;

with the pro-

'slt'

1

to take

boscis.

^ '^'
1 ^ the old cow

will lick her calf ;— met.

parental love.

I ^ to lick the piles ; met.

an abject sycophant.

IS ^ he licks sugared le.ives ;

—he flourishes on other people's

money or patronage.

From bow and also.

To ease off the bowstring, to

unstring a bow ; to cast off,

to relax ; to annul, to abro-

gate ; dissolute, unconcerned
;

spoiled, injured.

^ ]
careless ; failing, growing

old or useless ; obsolete.

f/^ \ to unloose, to throw off

restraint.

\ 'jj slack, remiss.

] JJI; to allay, to weaken.

5^ ^ B 1 ^^ regnlations daily

become weaker.

] *S to rescind a law ; to abrogate.

Vj'

< JffJ^ From woman and nolle.

^0 The beginning ; an opening,

'sli a start ; to begin ; the ear-

liest ; to be first ; as an ini-

tial, then, at that time, was.

1 fd o'' SB 1
"ic beginning;

the commencement • first

] i^ or ] 5JS first and last ; the

circumstances ; human life, the

whole period.

^ ^ ^ I
the outburst of na-

ture in spring.

] ;gij invented, first made.

SHI.

sell it

1 ^ ^ Jil ^'^ ''1'^" understood

the true philosophy.

^ ]
there is nothuig of the sort.

] jjl the founder of a family.

^ ] creation; when the thing

began.

C^Q From word^ and is ; formerly

S^p used with its pr-mitive.

'sh' Right principles ; right, pro-

per ; to examine whether a

thing is proper ; to discern.

^ ] to lay or compare things

together.

]
this day, now.

»H 1 5c ;^ .BJ ^ to inquire

into the lucid decrees of heaven.

C /rl^ From man and office ; in Can-

^/T *oneso rend 'sltai, because 's^'

, f, has the same sound at^ death.

To order, to command ; to

send, to employ, to commission

;

to cause, to effect ; to occasion ; to

permit, to serve one's self of; ex-

pense, use, service.

j 1^ to call, as a servant ; to be

at one's call.

1 ^ J^5 E3 ;^ 1'^ ^'Jis not per-

mitted to possess the realm.

1 ^ f^ unserviceable ; useless.

® fo xi: 1
'i'5 ^''i '"""^ts and

employs them.

pT iU 1 ^ '•• ^^''i answer ; it

can do.

1^ ] p idle talk ; he has only

to talk ;
— he does nothing.

1 A i^ ^ send a man into

Peking.

] ^ an outlay ; t4ie necessary

expenses.

1 .R iU Il# employ the peo-

ple when they have leisure.

f^ ]
supposing, if so.

1 W it ^"^^7' cross.

] ^ ;^ it will be expensive.

1 ^ Si to exert strength.

^ ]
to direct ; to allot to their

places or duties.

^ ] a public officer, an envoy.

SHI. 7C1

Read «/*'* A messenger ; a ser-

vant sent to inquire ; an agent

I ^ an envoy, a legate.

] -^ one who is sent

I {i{ a deputy.

3^ ] an angel.

— f@ 2}S 1 one messenger.

) Frtim man and court as the pho-
netic.

sfi' Near to, waiting on ; follow-

ing, as an attendant ; to re-

ceive, .IS orders ; to accompany.

] ;j*f
imperial guards ; their office

is the ] ^f J^ within the

Forbidden Citv in Peking.

peroi's] personal attendants and

oflicers.

1 ^I) ^ gentleman in waiting ; a

vice-president of a Board.

JIR ]
to wait on, to serve.

^ ] a eunuch.

^ ^ j ;^ to Btand respectfully

waiting.

I jy fH ^ be maintains his

humanity and rectitude.

] f^' followers.

] ^ persons in waiting.

From licart and court as the

phonetic.w
sh" To lean on, to trust to

;

looking up to for protection

or support ; met. a mother
;

to presume on ; dull, unintelligent.

^ ]
to lose a mother.

4ff. -^
•Jp[ 1 who shall I lean on,

now my mother is dead ?

{^ ]
to depend on.

] ^ to presume all one's jwwer

or station.

1 W ?• J£ ''0 '^'^''^^ 01* ^'^ ""1"

bereiifs or brothel's.

1 ^ to presume on being a fa-

vorite, and oppress others.

/iP J£ ]
untrustworthy.

] jy^ to confide in riches.

1 ^ impudent, audacious.

]§ ]
self-confident.

^1^ I
one's parents.
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sh"

From ""P ten and —
one, be-

cause a scliolar is acquainted from
one to ten, or with all things ; it

resemliles </'» J^ earth, and is

the 33d radical of a few incon-

gruous characters.

In early times an officer, a mi-

nister ; a warrior ; then a learned or

uprigbt man, a scholar ; a gentle-

man ; an able-bodied man ; a lins-

band ; in some cases, Sir, you

;

soldiers, statesmen ; one who ma-
nages a department, and hence tlie

duties of his post ; one of the aids

to the \Yhite king in chess.

i^ 1 the gentry.

] ^ ^ geutiyj officials, and

graduates.

:^ $ ]
title of first rank of

cabinet ministers.

] 2j£. a soldfer.

^ ^ 4t 1 yo** ^*^^ the strong

to depend on.

^ M 1 ^ there is given you a

heroic wife.

^ § ] a Hardin doctor out of

office.

^ ]
a stoat horscuian.

-S 1
*" (® 1 * private scholar,

a country gentleman.

5^ !^ ]
an astronomer.

HI •"' Hi 1 '^ valiant or strong

man.

li ^ 1 A « it S ^= its men
and women brought their bas-

kets of azure and yellow silks.

^ 1
a. student

1 -SX 1^ tlie literary or official,

agricultural, mechanical, and
mercantile classes ;— an ancient

division of Chinese society.

^ ^ ) sisters of charity ; female

teachers ;
— a foreign term.

it
3 From man and scholar as the

phonetic.

To fill an office ; to learn

;

to serve, to occupy a station

or iwst ; a public officer ; one of the

aids to the black king in chess,

jli ] to enter on office. I

it 1 or
jSj[J ] to rcbign a post. I

1 1^ i. M^^ honorable family,
j

^ ^ W. 1 ^° ^^'^^ office not for

salary and name, — but for the

good of the [jeople.

^ ^ ^ 1 ''<' neither inq\iires

[about j)eople], nor puts them
in office.

I ^ official affairs.

] )jj( a merit register of officials.

From door and court ; it was
once synonymons with its primi-

tive.

A eunuch ; a chamberlain,

an officer in waiting ; a court or

official hall

] _^ a eunuch.

HL ^ From p the sun and j£ exact

Aj^ altei ed to /E' denoting the sun

^^' on the meridian.

The substantive verb is, to

be, am ; it is so, it is proper, denot-

ing a quality of truth rather than

of mere existence; right, cor-ect,

that which the mind approv." •

when repeated, it has the force of a

contrast, and may bo rendered

whether— or, whatever ; after an

assertion
] .^ is used to enforce it,

like verily, no mistake ; a pronoun

tliis, these, that which,— in whicli

case it follows the subject ; before

a clause, it has often a passive

meaning, and throws it into the

past tense ; such, thus.

^ ]
no, not so.

^ ] ^ is it so ? iierhape.

I >JJ certainly.

1 6^ or
] ^^ truly so, yes

;
just so.

] on that day, at the time

spoken of.

1 &, therefore, by this meana

^ /p ]
partly wrong, in error.

'^ Wi \ ^ ^ hundred perquisites

were what he received ; — he

enjoyed all kinds of emoluments.

«•>
i m *T 4» S 1 fi^ >vas

you injured by his blow ? Yes,

I was.

1 '6^ 8S 5E "T 't was trodden to

death by him.

S 1 ?JC ;> tt Si how can that

be the property of water ?

1 IS 1 flt 's it false or true t

I
'^ on this account ; this is the

reasoii.

1 H'J "a" I
if it i)e so, say so.

1 ^ *^^
1 '^^ ] is it so or not ?

] •JSW '^ i^ it be deemed profx-T

or right.

M f@ 1 li f® RJb =^ 1
is tWs

your'.s or iiot ? {Shanghai.)

§
1 -ffi "IS [sad it is] that he

would have them in office.

— -^
I

^|i a great debate about

the rights of it.

] '^ in very truth.

«^ 1
or iif#A6^;p 1

to take another s iaults ; to bear

with people's errors.

whether among laic or clerical,

the three religions all have one

principle.

-^Q > -From dress and correct; also read

^fft i'h '"^^ 'o ^^ disiiugoished froiu

Fully and handsomely dress-

etl.

ifc J^ 1 ]
elegantly and richly

apparelled.

—t^' S'lid to be composed of [j a wild

I |4 and ^ to reac/t within it, because

gfl'i tilings reach a marl;et.

A square or open place for

barteruig; a market; a crowd, as

of market-people ; crowded, vulgar

;

paleable, marketable; to trade, to

bid or offer a price ; to encourage,

as talent

] f^ the market price.

1 ^ or
I BK «r

1 p a «

market ; met. the air or manner

of the market, vulgar.

•gl I
to refuse to iraJc, to with-

draw from the market ; it ia

often done to resist exactions.

^ 1
a great market.

^
I

a country-fair.

:g j or ^ ] to commence sell-

ing.

g 1 saleable; said too of one

who thinks too mnch of himself.
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^ I
the exchange or bourse

;

current rate.

•^ Jl 1
just come into market,

— as the first shad.

] i@. to g*;' people's goodwill.

] 3i (or 1^) market scales.

] ^ vulgar, unpolished.

] g§ billingsgate, low blang.

I ^ ;^ ^ a lowlived skinflint

^ ]
the fair of a township.

fr 1 IS M t^® market price is

rather going up.

J.-E..} From tree and market u> the

yittft phouetio.

j/j'> The persimmon or Chuia fig

{Diospyrus), of which there

are several varieties.

I ^ or ;|^ ]
dried persimmons

(called figs), prepared for export.

^ tf^ I
the ox-heart persimmon;

a small yellowish sort.

j^ >jj ]
a small red kind.

?JC ^ 1 * yellow persimmon that

is soaked to remove the astrin-

gency.

"J" ^ * 'he small cherry percici-

mon, from Nganhwui.

1 K sugar obtained from the

persimmon.

"B i&l 1
the tomato. {Pekingese.)

tf^' Supposed to be altered from )

w"^^ or ^ a cliff; as the original form

g/t' delineates a beetling crag ready
-

to fall ; it is the 83d radical of a

few incongruous characters.

A family ; one of a clan or

gens ; after a name, once denoted

the head of the clan, but now also

that the j)erson is a woman ; an

ancient title of honor ; after a

principality, denoted its ruler ; an

officer ; a person.

jP I
the clan or family of Lo.

^ P^ ^ 1
Mrs. Hwang nee Li.

^ I
the said female.

^ I
the Budhists.

'i^ 1 n^ %vl the ancestral hall of

the Chang family.

i p1 ^ 1
t'h^ ^^^S 8«d to the

chief of the Yin gens.

The last two characters are
rarely met with.

U . To .see, to inspect, to observe

;

UTTC j- to see and imitate, to take
'^ ' i knowledge of; to behave to;

H tC.'
j
to compare and regard ; to

J have a regard to ; to cause
^'' to be seen, to view as ; to

display.

5£ 1 Bfi near-sighted. '

^ I
Jt ^ he disregarded his

ottering.

1 M -T« H. ^ looked but did

not pay attention to it.

1 75 M MH. '^® imitated hb an-

cestor.

1 ^ in SS I look upon dying

as going home.

^ I ^ he is supercilious towards

me.

J'l ] to glance at sideways. I

1 M's M to see, to hear, to

talk, and to act— properly, are

four duties.

1 ?i ^ A to imitate the ancients.

] S ^ W observe their conduct

and act like the good. 1

£ I Sd ^ widely display the

record of their meritorious ser-

I vices.

1 A @ S to view others as

one's self.

1

] ^ to examine a case.

^ ] the hare in the moon.

I jlfc W 'S'll
it seems to be bigger

than this.

^1 ^ J^ iX do not regard it

as a trirtiiig matter.

^ |l| iP^. f£ 4- 75 5F I
it ^^as

formerly classed with silk, but

is now regarded as more like

mustard ;
— said of a kind of

hempen plant.

-
I
^ Composed of Jl or . above

^J^ and three lines below it to repre-

^ r sent the lii/lit of sun, moon, and

^ stars coming down to earth ; it

^^> J forms the 113th radicnl of clia-

gl'-)
racters relating to religious mat-

-» ters, and is often contracted to

the second form in composition,

when it is easily mistaken for

the contracted form of <^ gar-

. ments.

To show, to make known the

will of heaven to mankind ; to

proclaim, to signify to the people
;

to show to the sight ; an edict, or

notice from an official ; a mani-

festation or revelation ; a prognos-

tic or sign ; in polite phrase, an-

other's wislies ; a letter ; to see

into, to compare, and occurs inter-

changed with the last.

ffi 1 ^ He to issue an edict for

general information.

^ I
yoiu' answer.

|||| j
will you give directions to

me ? — said by inferior officers.

] "]« to let me know, an epis-

tolary phrase.

^ ]
your letter.

1 ^ to admonish the people, as

by an execution.

; ®f ^ 1 ^ I beg you will ac-

quaint me.

j^ I
to indicate.

Read j&'i, when used for jjg.

The god which animates the earth.

iH:
' From —* one under "nf or three

"T" tens, to denote the prolouga-
tiou of days to thirty years.

An age, a generation ; the

world, mankind ; times, hfe, sea-

sons ; experience of life ; here-

ditary ; successively ; to enfeoff

;

during the times of; from age to

age
;
perpetual ; in divination re-

fer's to the diagrams which denote

ones self.

—
I

one generation.

1 fii generations.

] ]
during the ages ; for ever,

{ij ]
to be born.

•^
I

or ^ ] or ^' ] to die.

.^ ]
or ^ ]

the present time,

this age.

MU \ U \ 1: punishments

and fines should be light in one

age, and severe in another.

:^< 1 ^ ^ all your life you was

filial.

1 ± A or
1 F^ A IJeople now-

a-days.
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the worlil.

] W- ^ ^ bad times, unlucky

ill lili', not getting on.

^ •£ I "III
he does not know

the world.

] ^. a calling, an occupation.

1 5t * friend's brother.

I
^ an old friend's sou ; used by

one's self.

] ^ friends of many generations.

^ ] ^ how many generations

has il been handeil down ?

] ^ ^ "^ a hereditary baron.

2j5 ] a liiture life ; the next trans-

migration, which contains the

of the West, the elysium of

common people.

|tt ] "f^
in no business, retired.

1 W- ^ tt^ ''^^ "P^ ^"'^ downs

of life ; vicissitudes.

i^ 1 M ^ ^ your reputation

will be known after you are

gone.

^ ] the whole life.

?& S 1 •& lie considers their

history and times.

7(\ ] ^ J^ unequaled heroism.

] ^ one honored by the worU,

(Sanscrit, loLndjijeshta,) an epi-

thet of every Budhii.

] ^ an old and honorable family.

^ \ ''k. yt ^^ ^ rescue the

country.

42" 1 M ^ t one generation

must i)ass before his humanity

will be appreciated.

|1E j f^ ]
to act one's part in

the world.

I ij^,
'^ i§, the feelings of peoplq

alter much; lit. are cold and hot

\ '^ ^ % '" Frpetuitj-, as

land kept in a family, orhe'j

in fee simple.

-|gjl Krom irealih and srorld ; abi

1^1 read slie.

slit ' To get cre'Zit for, t« bny oq

credit ; lo borrow
; V> show

] ^ to pardon.

tfj 1 H JDl t" let oat furniture.

1 is 'o get driak on the score.

] "^ to borrow.

*tj^) From to go and to &reait.

"if"
. To pass away, to depart

;

slii^ to go to, approaching ; lost

to life, to die
;
gone ; an ini-

tial and affirmative particle.

1 ^' in W siieh are the dead,

—

as flowing water.

^ I
or ^^ )

gone the long

journey, passed away for ever.

^ -"g g, ] my bosom friend

has gone.

g" ^ pj"
] ^ words are not to be

cast away.

1 ^ "6" J^ '^e certainly cannot

stay here as before.

From g words aiid ^ basin
;

tlie second form is au erroneoas

alteration.

sh''

lenity.

The results of virtuous con-

duct seen after death ; a

laudatory name conferred by

the Emperor after death, as

^ denotes one giveti in life; the

custom began in the Cheu dynasty
;

the posthumous title ; to confer

such titles, as Commissioner Lin

^i |l) ^ was called ^ -^ ,$,

by tlie Emi)eror ; a n.emoir or

eulogy
;
peace, as of the grave.

I j^ rules for honorary titles

for the dead.

^ 1 or 1 ^ or ] fg the epi-

taph name

—r_L. ) From pulse and to exhibit; to be

t/]7 distingtiished from 'ku ^ drum.

<//' Salted oysters, beans, olives,

'di or other fruits, dried and

used as condiments; the taste

of salt fish.

^ ]
Sillied beans.

^ ] s.ilted beans and flour.

1 fih
•"*>'' "" English word pro-

brd)ly ilerived from this name.

^ I
olives salted without the

stono.

1 Si ^ species of water l)eetle.

^ Composed of Jg^ and ^ write
if, contracted in combination, to

denote a record of events.

An affair, a matter ; busi-

ness, traffic ; an occupation, a

service ; its course or conduct

;

duties, functions ; to go at, to

take in hand ; that which is

done, an act ; a case in court

;

a subject, a theme ; to serve, to

obey ; to have business to do ; an

officer ; to manage a business..

^ ]
public business.

^ ]
itnportant business.

] |g rules or courtesies of a pro-

fession.

f^ jjji ] good natured, friendly.

f(f ] to give to beggars or to

charitable objects.

/^ ]
busy ; something going on.

j f^ and 1 ff master and ser-

vant ; boss and clerks or men.

{Cantonese.)

fi*> M -S ^ 1
^'^a' are you

doing ?

] '^ -^ io kelp one's parents.

1 1 JrI ^J everything is done.

7f, ] ] he does not attend pro-

perly to anything.

^.^ 'pi: ] a single affair.

^ ]
secretaries in the Boards

;

a graduate lower than a isiits^'.

^ ]
trotiblesome.

1 "^ or
I 1^ business, affairs;

the first also means employ-

ment, a place, a post ;— the se-

cond its duties.

1 ] iR M 'nay everything be

as you wish.

^ ]
"^ a senator, — in Macaa

1 i^ /^ K •''is is erroneous

/iP ^ 1
igiwrartt of life ; stupid,

malaprop.

^ ift 1
or Jg # ilfe 1

«e" *'«''sed

in worldly affairs, an old stager.

* M 1
sent on special business.

;:p 1 i§ 5g not use (or allow)

any further delay.

ISi 1?$ 1 + ^/l •>«"« " "^
lest some trouble grow out of

this.



sA"

|^|-« )
^ From door ri.J 8 horary charao-

t|r» ter ; tlie second is most used.

f
The pivot in a door which

rests in sockets above and

below, and tums in them

;

tlie projecting edge of a rais-

ed platform near the ascent,

where a sentry stood ; a wall . on

sides of a stairway.

A 2^ M P& 1
four men

ctood on each side of the steps

on the platform.

A small islet in the midst

of a stream ; a hummock in

a river ; water rising still

higher, and standing at that

point.

kt^:) From moutfi and an old man.

r^ To relish, as good living
;

sh" to take delight in ; to have

J
an appetite for, to indulge

in, greedy ; sensual, lecher-

ous.

'*» t^ '^ fu"d of t'lie table.

1 T^ not given to wine.

1 ^ ^ ^ unrestrained licen-

tiousness.

iO fti .^ 1 "^ greedy as a mus-

keto for blood.

] jtf ' 'o lo^'S) as a dish.

^ ] ^ g" to disrelish good ad-

vice.

From ivords and a pattern.

To try, to experiment; to

use, to serve of ; to compare

and find out ; to tempt, to

test ; to experiment ; to examine,

as the literary graduates ; a trial,

an examuiation ; disciplined, tried.

]
—

]
or

] 1 M ^'y °^''^

'

see how it goes.

®r 1 to taste, to make a trial of.

jg; I
to institute a trial.

] ^ ^ to try one's skill or

.
prowess.

1 St> ^'^ verify
;

see if it turn

out so.

] Ig to practice, to drill, to

test.

^ I
the examination for tgins^.

SHI.

^ I
the examination for hijin

;

and ^ ]
is that for Hanlin.

I ^, think it well over ouce.

5fi A ^ ^ -g f^ ^ 1 the

sons of the poor are the offi-

cers ui the public service.

I ^ or fH, ] try if it will do

;

take a look.

] J^ let him have a ti'ial, as an

expectant officer.

?flJT> 1 ifiJ i5 ^ag if punish-

ments are not reckless, the

people generally obey— their

rulers.

^1 P -gt let us see what he

will say.

1 flO W .i^ ^'^ ^T ^"'l '^'^"

speak about it.

From 5\i pattern and
contracted.

to kiU

sh" To murder a superior.

] ;g a regicide.

] •^ a parricide.

I ^ ^ he killed his m<wter.

;* Composed of P mouth and "flf

ruler ; not to be coufounded with

cA'' 1'^ '° <'™^'^
i ^ '^ "^'^^ ^"'' ''

H ' Only ; to stop at ; an over-

plus.

/p ]
not only, more thaa

•JtJ ] H -^ can it stop at thou-

sands and myriads ?

:7 1 ^ W M ± yo" "''U not

only not have your lands.

^ 1 iD g e, P HJ it ''^ 'lo''

merely his own assei'tion.

JS ^ ^ 1 :5C # "npfs g'^ate-

ful to him than to his parents.

^ ]
why stop"?

•THi '^^ '^^^" along ; to trail after.

s^'' #f ^ 1
^;l^e cut up the

faggots and hauled them

along.

I |{| .^ ;^ to move one's resi-

dence.

Read H^o. To lead, as water.

Kead 'i. To add to ; to sepa-

rate from, to leave.

SHI. 765

;^^) From words and to break.

pr| To take an oath, to swear
;

sld^ to bind one's self or another;

an oath ; a vow or binding

promise; it is peiformd by break-

ing an arrow, killing a cock, burn-

ing a writing, and otherwise
;

none are required by native ma-
gistrates; to caution, to order ; to

receive orders ; to contract with
;

solemnly
;

private espousals, re-

garded as improper,

f^ I
or ^ ] to swear.

§§ ]
to take an oath, involving a

penalty or sanction.

1 M 'o adjure.

^ ] ^ to burn a written oath,

as testimony sent to the next

world.

^ JH ] to swear falsely.

] i^ a private contract of mar-

riage.

] ^ .^ jt I ^"'ear it is not this

one.

lU 5i ^ 1
[a" unalterable oath

of marriage,] stable as the hills

and seas.

1 Bifi to get the loyalty of troops.

] ^ M ji I swear that both of

us cannot stand.

1^ 5c ^ 1 I swear it before

Heaven.

#i From strength and skill. '

""''

Power, authority ; influence
;

shi ' pomp, dignity, grandeur
;

strength, or that wherein it

lies ; resources ; virility of males
;

air, exterior, figure ; condition,

state of

] -jj strength, prowess, ability.

j^ I
-^ havuig great authority.

ij 1 SM * Soo<i omen.

1^ I
to scare, to pretend to

browbeat.

1 >f .^ A fawns on the rich.

^ ] in authority.

§i)
I

to castrate, usually refers

to man.

^ I ® BH v^T savage looking.

^ ]
the empire.
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I ^ 42« ^ -^ ^™ compelled to

: have it 80, it must be so.

] 58i
fierce, irascible, desperate

;

in excess.

^ ]
aspect, position ; mostly said

of places or bnildiiigs.

1 ~i'
figure, bearing, attitude

;

also, the male organ.

^ I
improve the occasion.

^T iC 1 '° *^^°^^ °"®'^ strength or

skill in boxing or gymnastics.

^J* ^ j to do tricks.

M^:t, ]
[i" fyr i'>J as when

one rides a tiger ;— there's no

backing down.

,§ ]
indifferent to the powerful.

f^ ]^ ] to use a tiger's power;

met. inexorable, severe.

_ _ _ SHCIIi.
Old founds, ship, sneK, ^hap, zliit, zliik, and zlmk. In Canton, sliap, sliik, sliok, sliat, sliit, ch'ik, and ship ;

— in Swatow, sif,

sip, sek, chid, and chap ; — in Amoij, sip, sit, siet, and sek ;
— in Fu/ichmi, sik, sek, sioh, soQ, and sich ;

—

i.-i S/ianr/hai, 8!>k, silk, zak seh, and zeh ;
— in Ch'ifu, shi.

fS/iih

Said to be formed of / a cVff

over ^mout/i, to represent rocks;

it is the 112th radical of a na-

tural group of characters relating

to rocks.

A stone ; rocks, called the bones

of hills; ledges; stony, as land;

made of stone
;

petrified ; hard ;

sonorous musical stones ; firm,

decided ; barren, as the womb ; a

Btone or weight of a picul, varying

from 100 to 180 and more catties,

in different places and for various

'articles ; a liqnid measure ; an a;ro-

lite ; a stone used to test strength

in lifting ; a classifier of coarse cloth

and hides ; in common usage, it is

sometimes written for ^ a picul,

and pronounced ,<an.

I 5H * stone ; stones, roclcs.

^ ]
soft stone, figure-stono or

; agalmatolito, used i'or seals.

'fill lli±lPrJWJJC3E^ve work

^ gems by using stones from other

r hills ; — each thing has its use.

,1 ^gypsum.

^ ]
pumice.

^ \ common granite at Canton.

HI °^ ^^] argillit« or shale,

good for inkstones.

iS ] or 3&! 1 freestone, rod sand-

stone-

1^ 1
greasy, yellowish quart/.

^ ]
to cut stone.

^ i^ ] blue limestone.

£1^ ^-
I

one who is; brought to a

wedding uninvited, as a make-

weight to the groom. {Cantoiiesa.)

M.& ] ^,J^D-^^ fable is,]

when tke wind blows, the stone

pectens fly away.

I |§ 1 paved street.

1 -ftf
°''

1 ^ lichens or fungi.

^ *f ]
a mossy stone ; knaves

{ire likened to it.

I ^ ^ it can resist the noxious

influences like a rock ;
— a

-. phrase cut on tablets to ward

oft bad luck.

3£ 1 '® ^ '^'^0 good and bad

were alike consumed.

— ^ I ;^ ^ as much as a fist-

full of stone ;
— a little.

^ , ] the amount or piculs of

rice ; rice in bulk.

^ }g — I
he can drink a jug

of spirits.

^ 1 Si!l BM '''° playful stones

nodded their heads— to Budha.

M SI 1 ''"' heaviest stone tried

by military candidates; it weighs

ceo catties.

In Cantonese. To calender cloth

wiih the stone.

1 imi twice calendered.

Also read »/i«A,

Great, corj)ulcnt ; full, riije ;

slii ' eminent, highminded ; to fill.

shwoh'
I ^ eminent, talented.

1 ^ i^ :f of "sol'd learn-

ing and great talents.

1 ;^ ^ flfl
of unequfiled ability.

"^
I

filled shoola, i. e. rijje graui.

] |j^ a high statesman, one near

the throne

Formed of -C> to co. . and ^
white, referring to a rv/iite kcrntl

of rice ; it is the 184th radical

of characters relating to food.

To nourish the b:xly by eating

and drinking ; to take food ; to live

on ; to devour ; a meal ; viands ; to

tako back, to retract ; to smoke ; to

be in the receipt of, to enjoy ; to

impose on, to fool ; to take, as in

chess ; a support ; f<x)d ; emolu-

ments ; revenues ; used for the next,

an eelipsa

] i^ food.

\>j^ ]
daily allowance, wages, sup-

,
plies.

I § S to find one's stlf.

] ^ drawing pay, on a salary.

"v" -ifc ^ 1 IKI ^ "ow nothing

is left at any meal.

B- 1 ^ -ffc
to hear and not at-

tend to or understand.

i^ 1 4; ^ during a meal, a little

while, a half-hour.

;;^ I
a name given to the Arabs

in the T'ang dynasty, and de-

noting the Tajiks and BiJgdad

caliphs.

] ZL J^ [tliis hoat] draws two feet

)J» ] a lunch.

1 A f^ I® ^ plagiarist, one who
pilfers his compositions.

@ ]
ornamental dishes ; to look

at wistfully.

Jjt ^ ]
"g" don't promise and

not jx;rfon;i.

1 PJ ^ 'o injure as it spreads,

as oil on paper.

1^ I
my fowl does not set wcH.
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j^ I
well-tastecl, delicious.

1^ ] ^ one who forages around,

a bnnimer, a sorner.

I ^ to eat flesh ; to feast on a

sacrifice.

f^ ] fi'iiit and wild animals, food

eaten without dressing.

1 K '^'"^ ^^'^ good.s
;

it some-

times answers nearly to political

economy.

^j-
I

husband and wife.

^ ]
a sacrifice.

1 ;5 to be a soldier.

^ 1 BE £< to eat one's self fat,

to grow rich out of others.

^ ] ^ allowance to servants

for food.

^ ]
a white patch in the skin.

Kead se" and used with f^-
To feed, to set food before ; to

rear, to bring up ;"] food, provision.

^ 5^ A ^ 1 men rear sheep

and oxen.

$fi ^ ] ^ give them food and

drink.

fi& A ^ 1 MA governors of

men are supported by men ;
—

rulers are fed by their people.

Rt:
Krom insect and to eat.

To injure gradually, to eat

jS/ji'A away, as a worm does ; to

incroach on.

]
and ^ I

solar and lunar

eclipses, so called because the

disks appear as if gradually

eaten away.

^ ] M M.^ gradually incroach

on and use up the patrimony

1 S damage ; to fritter away, as

an estate.

y ^ to lose money in trade.

] .^ to take, as in chesa.

From worship and a atone,

5 A .stone shrine placed in the

family temple to keep the

ancestral tablet safe in c;se

of fire.

j^ ^ /^ \ I enjoin on you to

guard well the stone shrine.

)

M'

From ^ to eat for the pho-

netic, and A with fJJ denot-
' ing /tersonal thiiujs ; the second

form is little used.

To adorn, to paint, to or-

nament; to set off; to gloss

over, to pret^pd, to patch up; to

excuse ; to make believe ; to wipe,

to brighten ; concord in music; to

dress a victim for sacrifice; a fac-

ing or binding ; an ornament

;

weapons.

^
I

female head ornaments.

^ ]
bedizened, tricked out ; to

impose on, specious.

# 1 5i ^ tl^e ^^^^ ""ere gloss-

ed over and colored ; it was all

whitewashed,

fl^ ] to adorn, to brighten up
;

to polish, as style.

^^ 1 /P 2!j5 his pretense did not

do.

5^ 1 ^^^ P"t on an appear-

ance — of sternness.

Jg ]
a martial look ; SMd of the

Emperor.

3X iS I ^^ he slurred over and

excused his crimes.

From to distingnish and to keep

at, referring to selecting and se-

parating.

To unloose ; to free ; to li-

berate, to put from one; to

explain, to open out the meaning

;

to relax ; to slight or let alone ; to

leave ; to melt or dissipate ; to soft-

en by soaking.

I p^ Budhist priests.

1 [gl to liberate, as from exile

or the sway of evil passions.

1 ]^ to let out from confinement.

]
'1'^ to hate no longer.

] ^ to unhand, to part from.

^ 1 %,f^^^^^'^ ^^ melted

and the tiles loosened ; met. to

remove or explain mLssUif-ements,

to allay fears ; to dissipate ru-

mors.

1^ ]
to unfold the meaning.

in 1 !S M [gl-''^] ^ one reliev-

ed of a heavy burden.

] M^X^'^^ a^o'<l 'lie difficult,

to attemi)t the easy.

I 5S5 J^ 1^ (Sanscrit, saha (leva)

ludra, known as |g ^C i ^^^

valiant Lord of devas, and re-

garded as inferior to Budha.

] ^ or
] J^ the Budhists, de-

rived from
] 5^ ^ ^ Sa-

kya-muni, the solitary, the monk
of the Sakyas, who died b. c.

543 ; defined by fg t SS i^
one who is mighty in humanity,

and dwells in seclusion and

silence ; also called Budha, the

most celebrated of the titles ap-

plied to him, because it is the

name of the religion he founded,

and denotes '' the learned or

awakened one ;" it is a simple

attribute added to the name by

which the prince of Kapilavastu

is known in the world ; he is also

called ^ 1 and % ^ )

even by the Confucianists.

1^- From "\ rlnrt and i work.

^\ ) A form, a fashion ; an ex-

shih^ ample ; a rule, a law for a

pattern ; to make or do like

a copy ; to imitate ; to respect, to

look up to ; reverently ; to mea-

sure ; to use, to serve ; to cause
;

thereby, thereon ; a cross-bar in a

carriage, for which the next is also

correct ; to bow to it ; and ; an

initial particle having the force of

a copula, or an illative particle.

\m 1^ l|g T> IS =^11 reduced

and [X)or, why do we not go

back home ?

1 ^ * pattern.

•t*' 1 "'' '^ 1
I'l^® ^^^ sample,

or to meet the standard ; as p|i'

I j^ i the tsinsc' graduates

who passed the examination.

I ^ I
P^ amid clamor and

bawling.

1 ^ -ffi
& lie regulates the po-

sition of the princes.

^ ]
a copy -slip.

'K ^ ;§ 1
taking your honor

as ray example.

^ I
a model.
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^ ]
form of address ; style, air

;

sort, kind.

^ ]
all kinds — of goods.

1 W in'i'posely.

^ ffl^ I
.1 copyist in the ]Joards.

shi'

t*.

A stretcher before a caiTiage

or in a sedan, to lean on when

bowing to others, called ^
^- ;[Jt

or leaning-board.

From hand and pattern.

To wipe, to rub and dust

with a duster ; to brush

away ; to cleanse, as sheep.

slu'i'
] ^ wipe the table.

iii 1 to wi[X3 and dust.

] ^ or ] ^ to brush away

tears.

] ^ to wash and rub clean.

From to ffo and origin.

J To go to, to reach ; to pass

s/ii ' over a long distance ; a bride

going to a husband's house

;

to marry out ; to bapiien, to occur;

to satisfy ; to follow, 10 accord, to

suit, to cliime in with ; an adverh,

suddenly, presently jast now, just

then ; usual
;
pleased, contented ; a

good degree, accomplLshed ; to sup-

ply deficiencies.

] ^ or ] lU suddenly ; acci-

dentally.

]
^ to marry a husband.

1 "M- ^'"'y ^^'^'' "^ S^od health
;

agreeable, charming, as a loca-

tion.

] [3 just because, then.

1 1^ ^ ^ where did you then

come from?
4lt

Jj/f ] ^ BO one to take the

direction of the aflfair.

1 Pn] just at that time, not long

ago.

1 ^ happened just right, oppor-

tune.

3f ]
pro[ieriy done.

^ A 1 ^ all the family blame

me.

1 ^ M '' meets my wishes.

1 W § 2K * visitor has come.

Read iih^ and u.sed for ^. To
direct, to take the lead; superior;

principal ; to be bent on ; to oppose

:

(he legitimate heir; an enemy.

^ ]
I am not set on doing it.

1^ ] ^ |j^ who will devise the

plans ?

1 i a fine scholar.

^ ] ^^ no settled purpose, no

grit

m^n I
^±I.Iliaveno

fixed opinion upon the point.

Read tseli, and used for p^. To
blame, to take to task.

40 'f' ^ I
do not punish nor

reprove us.

tl5

,sln

Frequently written like tbe next.

3 A small fief,
] JJ in the

present Sz'ch'uen, conferred

on a general in the Han dy-

nasty.

" East and west is
—

• one, north

3 and south is | descending, join-

ed they make "f" ten, and com-

plete a circuit ;
" it forms the

5;4tli radical of a few niiscelhi-

neoiis characters ; the ne.xt is its

complex form.

Ten, "the end of reckoning."

f^ 1
the tenth.

] — eleven.

I ^ ;> — one tenth.

1 M f@ ^^"^ ^^^ ™*"^^

1 2j5 f® there are nearly ten.

] Jg, complete
;
pure, as gold.

] ^ ten parts, all ; very, firSt-rarc,

perfect ; a common superlative.

j
Sp- !§• cros.s-roads.

]
-^ entire, as a recovery.

1 n^ 7 in :/L S l^etter sell

nine things for ready money

than ten for credit.

|. ^ — /^ ten to one he'll die.

1 JS^ tl' A I got eiglit parts out

of ten.

I
/{^ ^ all are incomplete.

^ — ^ ]
^^ perceives all on

hearing a little.

] ^ ^ S9 to lavish praise in-

di.scriminately.

i\

.IV From hand and to unite; occurs

pt
J

for xheh) }^ to wade, and mueh
I used for t!io hist as a complex

S form.

To collect, to gather up, to

pick up ; to clear away, as dishes

;

to bring together, to arrange ; an

archer's armlet ; to take tiuns in

shooting a bow ; to ford a stream

;

inclining to, gradual approach to.

1 il ^ to pick up.

Jit 1 ^. is I am goi'ig to lake

my fishing-tackle — somewhere

else ; i. c. try a new business.

]
"^ .^ take them away.

^ 1 '^ W to properly arrange

things.

^ ^ ] jg they did not pick up

what was dropped in the way.

1 iK flij S^ to lift up the dress

and ascend.

1 M 5? [easy] as picking up a

straw.

I ^ F^ W '^o '^^ean up the green

[grass], and tread the verdure,

as when worshiping the tomb.s.

it
From man and ten ; used for

verv.

f^shi A file of ten soldieni or two

files of fi\ each ; sundries
;

a tithe.

] ^ things, household gear.

1 li^ >h^ condiments, seasoning.

^ k ^ 1—4 the real

[proportion paid] was a tithe.

] ^ wliat? tliis dissyllable has a

wide signification, and is much
us(d after a ncg.ative like not at

all, none of, not so ; as ^ ^ ]

^ iE i^ pS "*''' at all the cor-

rect thii:g ill talking.

'It M 1 ^h '*^° '^^y "P any odds

and ends.

^ ] M'M'E who is that fel-

low ? what can tliat thing do 1

^ I
verses of ton lines ; book.s,

writings.

Jjj 1 "ft^
to roa'Jl fowl giblets.

T- ?11 T 1 )S P I l>avc done

no wrong.

I ^ the ccrporal over a decury, a

decurion.
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M-\ Composed of ^ hand and 2<
^/yTj curved combined.

Mi Without control ; to lose, to

mislay ; to omit, to neglect, to

disregard, to fail ; to err, to miss, to

jeopardize ; to leave behind ; to slip

;

to fail in ; to lose favor ; failure,

an omission, a fault ; accidental.

I
J^ to lose a thing,

j^ ]
an error, delinquencies.

I ^ to overlook, to forget ; ab-

sent-minded.

] jg to forfeit one's word.

I ^ to let slip, to drop.

one's foothold.

] ^ foundered ; upset.

]
"j* lost, as a thing, a dog ; but

] ;^ used after an assertion

indicates that it is erroneous.

] j^ disresi)ectful, rude to ; or |

^ wanting in regard ; — are

polite phrases for. You do me
honor ; Thank you.

] fl^
behind time ; to miss the

hour.

] ;^ lost the principal.

^ ^ — ] not the least defi-

ciency or mistake in it.

] ^ to neglect to inquire into, to

be careless in overseeing.

1 IE I forgot it.

-7 1 tK ifi "o error was seen in

driving — the carriage.

] . P speechless, dying ; mistaken,

spoke wrong.

] ^ sho has lost her virtue.

1 ff ® disgraced, luibecoming,

reproachful.

] ^ or j ^ lost his crown.

1 J£ *& forfeited the people's

aftections.

] ^ stvipid, inattentive, witless

;

— a term of abuse.

I
jfijl absent-minded; abstracted.

k- ^t- <i- 1
•^I'stressed till he gets

it, and then distressed lest ho

loses it, — as an office.

^ 1 ^' i? A yet he may be

regarded as good.

] >J\J
it caught fire, as a house.

,sM/i

I ^ lost by mislaying ; dropped

and lost it.

I ^ driven from their homes.

1 j6S Ifc Wl| '"^'' ^^° proper time

for instruction.

^ 1 "b ^ 1
A[tliewiseman]

does not misthno his words, nor

use the wrong man for his pur-

pose.

I ff lost the record of or use of.

iJ i^ 1 ''° stumble, as a horse.

From a covering over a sCrini)

ofpearls or is ; the first form is

commonest.

Eeal, solid ; full, compact

;

true, honest, sincere; fixed,

as a price ; hard, as a knot

;

the reality, the results; effects,

fruits, or facts of a thing ; fruit of

plants, harder and smaller than ^
fleshy fruit ; verily, in fact ; to fill,

to cram ; to put inside, though not

implying filled ; to be really
;
posi-

tively, exactly ; is ; the worked

factor in a sum, as the multiplicand

or dividend ; in rhetoric, a thesis,

an argument.

1 l£ or 1 "S* really, verily, in

fact.

1 '^ ^^^^ ^* certainly so.

1 1 "^ ^ securely, safely,

honestly.

] I
solid-looking.

^ ] U I speak the truth.

j^ ]
or ^ ]

the fruit has set

;

—met. the affair is done; too late.

^ ] J^ an honest plain man.

^ the fixed, actual price.

^ an actual thing or event.

] the facts of a matter.

t .R Mb :S [Yung-loh]

moved the rich people to Peking

to fill it.

1 ^ ^ M o""^ 'o'^ *r*' "•''' ^^''^^

] ^ ] ij ['lio grain] became

strong and good.

] iJi" -te S * ^'^^^ sincere friend.

1^ ]
military stores.

^ ]
in earnest, to set about

vigorously.

1

1

I ^ the full tale or complement.

1 7 Pfl {-^ I leally do not

deceive you.

.y B3 '^ 1
''* according to tlic

real facts.

^ ^. ^ jit « 1^ ;i^ p 1
I

am afraid fuUrre ages will fill

their mouths about me.

1 ^ ft :^ the real incumbent

of the ofijce.

] ^ the real amount.

/}> "^
I nJ: he refused to confess

or disclose the matter.

^ M ] i. ^ reputation is the

guc St of real merit.

AQ Limpid clear water, like the

»/iQ&> Uiver King in Shcnsi.

s/ii ' jE 1
'"^ sincere mind.

the King is muddied by the Wei,

but its bottom may be seen near

the islets.

1
From yreat and two hundred.

> To flourish, to abound ; to

^

color up, to flash ; a carnation

color.

] Shih, the duke of Chau,

B. c. lUO; he was also called

^ ] Prince Shih, and Avas

Grand Protector to King Ching.

i^ ^ I
red shone the state

carriage.

From insect and toforgive.

^3 To poison, to sting; venc-

shi ' mous ; the poison of a sling

;

jCto a sting ; troublesome, malig-

nant.

] ^ the poisonous insect, applied

to the scorpion.

^ I
a virulent poison, malignant.

] ^ stung, bitten.

^f 1
"j* the scorpion stung me.

^ ]
poisonous ; oppressive, as

bad laws.

A rain cloak, calletl ||| |

made of leaves.

*l^£i^ft 1
propriety

and right should be [as close

to one] as his garments.

dK->
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chiK

SHIH.

From words and marl or sticky

clay as the primitive.

To know by learning ; to

recognij^e, to distinguish
;

knowledge ; a mental power

or emotion, in which sense Bud-

hists use it for consciousness ; to

be aware of, acquainted with
;

versed in, exiwrt ; an acquaintance.

^ 1 '^ ^ I neither underetand

nor know— the reason of the

thing.

I
to recognize.

S 1 ig A lie is more clerer

than most men.

j ^ a counoisseu r of things.

1 ii ^ Bl I am fuUy aware of

his plaii.s.

^ ^ 1 an old «cqu»iutance.

g /}» ] "p he does not know [a

character as easy as]
"J" itlng.

^ I
intimate with.

|§ ]
iHjlite, easy in his manners.

7{> 1 ^ ^- I do not know whe-

ther it is so or not.

^ I
knowing evil.

^ ] a Budhist term for the six

viJjmtMis or mental functions,

of which ;^ thought {nmnaa)

is the last.

^ [^ ) of varied and great in-

formatiou.

(at'/te 1 Xlf 335 it seems

a.s if 1 recognized him, like a

swallow which has returned in

the spring.

Rcail clu^ and ui>ed with fj'
To remember ; to keep in mind'

H ft ^ I
at the third cup you

lose vour recollection.

./»/,'

Adhesive clay.

1 ^ 1
to mold in clay.

1^ I
to feel one's way with

a stick.

A leather sheath for a sword.

Jl \ a scabbard fur a knife.

SHIH.

From shelter and at; q, d. he has

reached the place where he stops.

s/<i7i' A place of rest, a house, a

dwelling, an abiding place
;

a mansion, as for a king ; a room

or inner apartment ; a wife ; kin-

dred, family ; a household ; the

royal family ; to marry j a nest

;

a grave, a last resting place ; a

case for a thing.

JE )
or ge, I

, and ^ \
terms

for a wife and concubine.

3 + W 1
at tliirty marry.

^ j
to take a wife.

-J^ I
an ancestral hall.

5^ ] a family ; house ; a house-

hold ; a state.

I J^ houses ; house, holds, {leo-

ple ; betrothal ceremonies ; a

palace.

^ j the palace ; noblemen's man-

sions.

^ ]
a quiver.

.^ I
an ice-house.

^ j
of the Imperial clan.

7i W . 1 ^M ^^lien his House
was in its prime.

?l* ^ ^ A ]
you have reached

the hall but not the chamber ;
—

you have yet something to

learn.

15 :5; ^ I
he was gathered to

his alxxle ; i. e. buried.

1 A ™y late wife ; also attend-

.-uits ; females in a house.

] ^ the 13th zodiacal constella-

tion of the stars Markab a

and Sheat I'i in Pegasus ; it is

also the name of Raivata, a
celebrated Biulhist leader.

From wafer stngnant and cover-

ed with earth ; the second form
is irregidar.

Name of a river ; wet,

humid, moLst, damji ; low-

lying grounds; disappointed,

dejected.

] >;)C M damaged good&

SHIH.

Jg, I
rheumatism.

iH 5t I :^ scorched art- the

moist places.

] ^ humid exhalations which

cause disease.

) ^ animals prodiic d in water,

its tish, reptiies, molhisks.

llH I
saline efflorescei.ee ; damp

;

met. vulgar talk; dirty, frowzy.

as clotiies. (Cantonese.)

^ ]
it hiis gathered dampness.

^ 1 JiM sent him a present of

food, — not money,

fjj ] stamp struck off and wet it_

7K i^ life & 1 6^ V a small

matter, it only wet the ground.

I I
glossy, iwlished.

^ I
dampened under cover, or

from not being aired.

^^ 1 #^ the chiU dew
wets the oleii.

'Cli

To lean on a staff.

> Read c/jV To throw into;

to hold, to grasp.

-H» L From

HT> Full,

s/iih'

ten and very.

abundant, said of silk-

worms ; to collect, or as-

semble.

From Jh, mouse and ^ freal

I

contracted
; j. d. tlie great rat

s/U ' A grayish yellow animal

found in hilly places, which

burrows, and is destructive to the

grain ; it has a bushy tail which

furnishes hair for pencils ; it oc-

curs in the northern and western

provinces, and from the description

seems to be the long tailed mar-

mot, akin to the loir of Italy.

Also read ?s'j'.

} A hard, coarse-grained wood,

shi ' fit for axles and naves.

1 ifli ? a species of haw-

thorn or CraUei/m, found in the

midland provinces-
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Old sounds, shiog nnd zhiog. In Canton, sliiiig and sheiig ;
— in Swalow, seng and 8°ia ;

— in A moy, song and sin ;
-•

in Fuhchau, sing nnd scng ;
— in •S/mngliai, sang and sang ;— in Chi/u, sliing.

\
—

\ To ascend, as the sun does
;

c y\ the sun in the zenith ; tran-

^slii'iii/j qiiil, [jeacefiJ.

ic H ^ 1
tlie ru«Wy sun

risfs ill ihe east.

1 ^ !«% is '1 tranquil and plen-

teous iV'K.

,n
Tlie original form is Uke that of

3j* a ;>ef/i, botii represeutinjj; two

tilings in a measure; iiiterchauged

with the next.

A Chinese measure of ten ^
and nearly equal to the Englisli

pint, or to l.Ool litre ; it is tiie

most common retail measure, and

was once made to hold a catty of

rice ; to complete or bring about

;

a skien of 80 threads ; the 4(itli

diagram, denoting advancement

;

to advance, as by its own power
;

to rise, as in office ; to accumu-

late.

—
] J(5 a pint of rice.

I jjfc E. S t^^ good or bad

luck of it is already fixed.

I 1^ to go up the steps.

] j§ to ascend to the distant

place,— i. e. heaven.

] ^ to enter court, to sit on the

bench ; in the outer hall.

^ I
a pencil-cup.

15 A « ^ I'l SI 1
if the

sexes are not kept apart, in-

cests wiU arise.

' In Cantonese. The thill of a

sedan ; a bamboo carrying-pole

;

to slap with the hand.

1 M ^ ^ slapped him several

times.

fj" I
a bamboo pole.

From mound and to ascend; used

with the last.

^sh&ny To ascend, as stairs ; to ad-

vance, to go up to ; to rise,

as in ofHce.

1 "^ promoted in rank.

] ^ 0{)en it in your hall ;—
written on a letter.

^ B ^ ]
'^^y y^^ ^^^ ^

promoted to a high post.

] jIlQ to fire a salute. ( Cantonese.)

1 J^ *^ B^* i"*^ '"* sedan.

] ^ promotion and degrailation.

M
n/tdni/''

From strength and a phonetic.

Adequate to ; to l>ear, to

sustain, and usually preceded

by a negative ; worthy of

;

to elevate, to raise.

the higliest degree of.

/jp pj"
I a" it cannot all be told,

it is bej'ond description.

^ 1 a inadecpiate to the post.

^ ^ ]
g" words caimot describe

my sorrows.

•^ 1 sS S "'i'''' mexpressibly

strange talk I

Read slang'. To conquer, to

get the victory ; to excel, superior

;

best, excellent ; to add.

^ ] H the seventh day of the

first moon, or ^ Q man-day,

when a flowery head-dress used

to be worn.

^T 1 M f^* '™i * battle.

Jp ]
to love to be first, Diotre-

[iliian.

^ ] victorious, conquering.

I ^ your fine thoughts ;
— a

polite phrase.

/[> 3)" ] M. "uilher had the victory.

] j^ A su[)erior to others.

\pI iljil 1 5i >*• »s ^ery well if

we are of one mind.

sluXny

Kioin 5- <""'' and ^ thikling
sfuncs contracted; the second b a
coiiiinou contraction.

A sound ; a voice or tone
;

a note in music ; music,

harmony ; the tones or in

flections of words in speak-

report clearly about

reputation for

ing, of wliich from four to eight

are indicated in \arious parts of

China ; a cry, a wail ; language
;

verbally ; reputation, celebrity
;

to speak ; to ntter sounds ; to make
known, to declare ; to praise ; in

epitaphs, to exhibit, to be au

example.

I ^ a sound, a noise.

I ^ ^ powerful, influential.

Zp
I
and ^ I

are the even tones

and the deflected tones of words.

low key, as in singing.

] ^ final sounds ui talking or

chanting ; drawling twines.

^ I
to hear a noise or rumor

;

to listen to your words.

] ^ to report to a superior, to

tell him what took place ; in

Budhism, a name' (srandu) for

the personal disciples of Sakya-

mmii, who listened to his ut-

terances ; now applied to the

lowest degree of saintship.

] fJ honored, in repute.

I Ijf to state verbally.

] miti
tills case.

1 «S « a

avarice.

^ ] ^ A 1^'S name is enough

to appal them.

f* 1 tSil '^^^^ ""'• ""'^'^ ^" ^""'•

*ff 1 5i * loud report.

jlfc ^ 1 -ife*
tl'is tlien is the sound

of autumn coming on I

] ^yf^H ['''e I>eople] will not

regard his admonitions.

W 1 ^ IS is there an answer ?

(Cantonese.)

In Cantonese. Careful ; steady,

as when lifting or carrying things.

j(f ] be very cautious, t.ake good
care.— _^
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i

shdnrf

From silk and a/rorj.

A cord, String, or line, espe-

^shCtnf/ ciiilly a builder's line ; a line

stretched taut ; to adjust, to

make right ; to mark by a line ;

to enforce conformity to rule ; to

warn and rcstniiu ; to continue in

succession ; to praise.

1 T' or — <^ ] a string.

i^ ] a line to go by ; up to the

IHiU'k.

twist cord.

^ ^;
I

to tie the red cord ; —
to bcti-oth.

"? ^« 1 1
'"^ continuous line of

descendants.

] ^ a marking-line.

1 it Sil S^ ^° conlinno (or imi-

tate) an ancestor's valor.

1 4}f to mark faults or shortcom-

ings.

Used with ihc preceding.

To carefully guard against,

is
] ]

referring to Infraction

of luw.s' or rules ; beware of.

A river in the state T.si, a

branch of the Ta-tsing Eiver

shunff ui Shantung.

Ecad 'mien. A town iii the

northwest of Honan,
] ^ ]|jf,

a

district o:i part of the Eiver Loh.

FroiM ^ til Ciller over gjj fx-:

CI lliiirj, licve referring to military

sliimij' '"'^^
; '' resembles '/"".'/ ^ i'

7, J, slienf.
fCuang

To ride, as in a chariot ; to

mount ; to avail one's self of, to

take advantage of, to seize the right

time ; to pti.t in order ; to drive
;

in arithmct'c, to sum up, to multi-

ply : to direct ; to calculate.

1 ^. ffij A L'l'e wind] gets in at

the crack.

] J|^ to improve the moment.

.1 *ltor 1 .Jtiffiff toseize

the opportunity ; to catch bim
unprepared.

tlio wind is fair.

] fiii
to fake a wife.

] j^ rules for mulliplieutioii.

I ^ Jl -^C '" ''^^'^ '^" '"' '^"'"^ ''^

heaven.

;^ _^ ] ^ years and itionihs

come and go ; time riins on.

^ in 1 ^ nothing like using

your advantage.

Eead shintj''. A s[)an ; a team

of four horses ; a cla.ssitier of ve-

hicles or sedans, and also of

machines having wheels, as a loom,

a railroad car, a mill ; a Budhist

term for the different means of

salvation, or getting across sansuni

to ni)-vana.

— 1
' ip one ciirt.

IS ]
' ;^ to shoot four arrows.

^ ]
' a family carriage.

^ J2 1
' he has attained the

highest position.

•ji^
I

the third degree of saintship

(inakt-j/ana), that of Budhi-

satwa ; such a one, like a great

conveyance, can transport him-

self and all mankind to nirvuna.

From Inife and to mnlliphj

;

the second foiin is unusual.

An overplus, a residtie

;

fragments, leavings ; what

is left, as a tailor's cabbage
;

lo retain, to keep back a

part ; to lengthen ; not only.

] there is something over.

T"' 1 $ ii' how much is left ?

]
~- ^^ one half remains.

\ M^Wi ^^^ family property

left to me.

1 ^ remnants of goods, driblets.

I {ii to put aside out of.

SI ^M IS '^^'^^ '8 ^'^^^ "'^"^'' "

meal.

^ 1 ^- '^i better to have an

overplus than to want ; — waste

not, want not.

!:/i'(hii/''

Also read (tsany.

To geld a stallion.

55: # Ii 1 ;> to "Frato
on the stallion is called to

gelel him.

,otS' a district in Shao-hing fu

in Chehkiang, lying south-

cJi&tiip west of Ningiw ; a noted hill

in the same region.

shunij

^J

From g a cover contracted and

r -^ ^ hX comjilete ; also road cli'inr/'.

shany'' ^ ,i[j;[i for hokUng rice or

other cooked food.

m
shdny'

A plant.

]^ ]
another name for the

sesamnm.

'M ^ \ ^ "''^^ creeper, an

evergreen species of ivy or

wild grajK!.

From i?<'.<;.';e/ and cotiiplete i q.d,

a dish lull of grain ready.

Full, abundant, plenteous

;

ii'.h^dng heaped up, exuberant ,• in

perfect condition, floiu'Lshing,

prosperous ; a term of praise, su-

perlati\c, excellent, fine.

1 i^ y^"'" ilwelling-place.

] ^, your great favor.

1 iifc
a prosperous time.

] y a generous action, a fine

afJ'air.

I 3^ the affluent capital, ;'. e.

Miikten in Manchuria ; applied

also V.I the province.

M ^ M 1
^^^ "'"''^ ^''cy '^11^

the more they have to say.

^ ^ ;// ]
just in the bloom

of lift'.

I ^^ :,ti!nch virtue.

]
and ^ are opjwsites, thriving,

declining; — robust, failing

1 ^ IS SlJ ^^ '^ ^^''^ ^ match

his fame.

I ;/s; very great.

^ 1 b" S ^"^ ''^ * strong voice

and sjieaks rightly.

^ ]
very numerouo, prolific.

Ecad ^ch'inj. A cup, a vase

for millet, once used iu worship
;

a ves.sel full ; to receive, as into a

vessel ; to deposit ; to contain ; con-

tained in ; heajMjd, as grain ; to bo

complete ; arrayed, in full costume.

1 ^ iS ^ 't wi'l "ot hold all.
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1 ^ 1i fS^ ^^ cannot keep a

Sforcl ;
he tells all lie hears.

I jg to till with spirits.

1 Wi ''""S °" the rice, as at the

em I of a feast.

^ 'j't 1 ^3 ^'>® apricots are in

full liloom.

I ^ raise it higher.

] JJU dressed in full robes.

1 -^ to pack or put in a box.

f^ 1 Z^'i'? M complete virtue

is never rude or familiar.

^P 1 'f' M. ^^ ^"'''^ '^''^ stands

with the offerings.

48 tfe ^ 1
^^'^ victims and

vessels of millet.

l''rom sun and complete ; uot the

same as j^ a disli.

shaiKf The brightness of the sun
;

light, splendor
;
glorious sun-

light.

^ H 1 ^ ''' bright and fair day.

;? B* ?i JS 1
tlie moonlight

glitters on the placid water.

sltdny''

From S^ ('(!• and ^to inform;
tlie coiiiino!!, ooiitraotod form is

also read k'lih^ to hoe.

C)Me who, on hearing a

sound knows the whole case;

the highest degree of mor.il

and intellectual powere ; in-

tuitively wise and good, and pc«-

sessing universal knowledge ; wis-

dom ; to be wise; holy, sacred, ami

unattainable by common mortals
;

perfect ; .sage, wise ; the emperor

;

im[x;rial ; the sage, i e. Confucius;

a tree of knowledge ; in epitapLs,

a condescending and liberal prince.

] A ''U'l S 1
til'' li^ly "''1"

and the most holy, are profane

titles of Confucius.

J P^ his disciples, the literati.

1 ± or 1 5C ^ oi- 1 ± the

Emperor.

] 1^ his Majesty's commands.

] ]^ a temple to Confucius."
] the three holy ones, are Yii,

Duke Cheu, and Confucius.

iJ5 ] the second sage, or Mencius.

] 2 Yao and Shun.

I \% [Kwanti's] sacred effigy.

JtU this is for the ii;

J^
shuiiij

red rice.

—
I

a patch of

See also SOH. Old sounds, shak ami sliot. /a Cunton, shok, shak, sok, siit, theiik, lok, anil yi'iik ;— i'« Siratoiv, ohiak, ehi'it,

siiak, s6k, aixl yiak ;
— in Ainoy. chiok, liok, sek, and siit ; — in /'ulichiiu, cl/ink ii/ir/ sank ;

—
in Shanijhai, sak, zak, sok, ti'ok, (tnd sfiih ;

— in Chi/'v, .shoa.

. 1

1

«. From flower and ladle; occurs

^-1 written without tlie radical.
^y

sho The peony {Pmonia albiflom),

^shuo whose roots ] ^ are used

as a tonic.

^ I
and^ ] are two varieties

of the dahlia.

It i: iU 1 ^ presenting each

^ other with white p;eonies.

Interchanged with tlie next.

J
Bright, splendid, brilliant

;

Like tlie hist, and .also read i/o//,
j

,
) To melt a metal ; to fuse it

for founding ; to urge ; im- '

pelled, as by another's in-

fluence ; lustrous, shining, bur-

nished.

] ^ to [wlish metals or gold.

1^ I^ ^h 1
[genius does] not

come from outward polish.

] g brilliant eyes.

a

.^.ri From moon and perverse,

^sho to glisten, to shine ; to em-
|J|
H „,,<., . ,,

"
, ,,.°,

j
yy] ) The first day of the moon,

n„ . . u 1 1- 1 i soli^ the new moon ; to begin

;

P5J ]
to reflect hght i

^^^,^^^, ^^^^^^

^ 1
glorious.

I jg I
new-year's day.

SR Tf: ^ ^ 1
the bright falling ^ \

\o announce the new moon,
leaves of the autumnal woo<ls.

^i,^,, „f^y ^ gjje^p was off-ered.

Read loh^. Dead branches of
] gj, ^ J^ the biting north

tree.s, withered twigs. ( wind.

.S0,/('

salt'

soh'

^ji ] "fi tn build a wall iu

tli'ise northern regions.

eongratidatioii.s at the new
moon.

A great s[iear, eighteen feet,

.such as Chang l''i wielded.
'

iS 1
to play chess.

:^ •^ ^ 1 he brandished

ills great spear.

Like the last.

A kuid of fizgig or harpoon.

7J ]
a pencil.

From water and a mp.

The gentle murmuring of a

brook over the stones is J^

1 , and also the sportive

leaps of fish; waves dasl.ijig

against each other.

forjuation of your M;ijesty's

iiitelligeiiee.

1 V^ ^ ^ tlie Iwl.V and .livine

[( oiifiiciiis] came from heaven.

':kfiiit± i,in 1
I'e is holy

wlio can make the greatest

things acconnnodate themselves

to him.

] H and
I g foreign terms,

used by some for the Holy
CTlio.st a!i(i the Sabb.-ith.

'ft U'^^^i^ 1
tl'e foolish by

thinking become wise.

i^ ' t The raised paths between

dirt'erent patches of grain in

' a large field, available for

walking.
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^^i
/«•«'

}

To smear, to daub.

Ji It fi! 1
to thrust right

and left with a spear.

A bird likened to a mallard,

with fine plumage and red

eyes ; it is regarded as a

felicitous bird.

• 1 the young chicks of this

phtenix mallard are so called

by some, but it may denote .-i

bt^autiful species of leal. {Aiuts.)

From hand and cord ; it was also

y.- written ^, but that being reaii

,, suiu the radical hand was added.
soh^

To feel for with the hand

;

to pull out, to select, to take ; to cx-

jMiriment upon; to seek out or

solve.

^ ] to turn over and look at, as

goods ; to finger.

I 1^ ^7 '^ to search into mys-

teries and do occult things.

] ^ to solve a problem.

In Cantonese. The natural di-

isions of an orange, pumclo, mau-

gosten, or other fruit ; a quarter,

as of a bird ; a pliice ; a part of.

^ ^ 1
cut it iuto three i>arts.

rf^ Iron threatl ; iron wire
;

small chains.

^ ] -J.
to kneel on chains.

^ ]
iron wire or tiiread.

To sip ; to take a ta.st« of

5j a thing ; to put up the lips

slioh' and tast«.

'so

so/i'

sholi'

A cricket, especially the

house-cricket.

SS 1 € M the cricket

lives in the wall.

IB j^ 1
to %lit crickets.

Ncime of a tree.

In Cantonese. A catch, a

fastening, a snick, a button
;

to button or fasten, to latch.

|"J ]
a movable jx)st which is rini

iuto lioles in the lintel tm>\ .sill,

itiiil iiolds the leaves of tiie door.

1 ^ g fasten it tight, as a

window-blind.

•^Ij I;ong and beautiful arms

;

,=j^.
J

small and tapering.

iok' !^ 1 lln iil the felUes are

.s-kio long and .slender.

sh:xj.
Old sounds, .ho, 7.ho, shin, shot, shiut, ami zhot. In Canto,,, sl.O and .*o; - in Su-ntow, m, chii, cl.'u. sue, and so

;
- in Anioy.

8u, so, tsu, ch'u, and jii; — «» Fuhchau, siJ, chii, ch'ii, sii, suii, s.i, sank, saA, sio, and t'Q ;

—

in Shanghai, su, SO, tsu, and tsz' ; — in Chi/", shii.

From to speak and # a
j

1 ^ a letter.

^ ]
dispatches on service.

^sha

sii/lii-i, but the former is rei^arded

as a contraction of ^ for ^ to

muui/c.-'l, sfil. with the pencil.

A book or volume, which should

properly ha\ e a soft or limp cover,

tiiough it is api)lied to all kinds of

kwks ; a record ; a letter ; docu-

ments, dispatches ; to write, to

com|)(>se ; tlie form of characters
;

characters jis the delineation of

ideas ; a clei k or writer.

— ;4i
I

".le book, one volume.

•— ^J ]
or — ^ ]

one set.

] ^ to write a petition.

1 jg a library, an office.

] ^ a book-cover of cloth,

gg ]
an engagement for a tutor.

Si 1
'" fi^ 1 * ^'" "' divorce.

I ^ money for school-book*.

] ^ a sol I ool -house.

1 ?fi
'"

1 ^ a book-store.

1 4 -i ii a scholastic, pedantic

mind

] ^ a scholar.

1 § -i ^ a literary family,

t^
] ;g a writing-pencil,

pg 1 the Four Books.

1 3^ tilerk in a yamun who writes

petition.s, copies edicts, ifec.

] ^ a boy who dusts a library.

:S. \ written with my own hand.

I jj 5i a l>edantic scholar.

•J* I
custom-house clerks.

"^ ] the running hand.

n ^ 1 the square characters.

^ ]
to learn books.

Ff« ] clerks in the Boards.

IK W f# 1 ^ S * I'is n"n<l

is full of classic lore, and his

manners show his parts.

^ I
to inform by letter.

1 J^ 5fc ^ the clerk in a pre-

fect's office who prepares docu-

ments.

M

.\lso read (to.

A tine gem ; an ancient

t.'iblet, the %yj of after times,

hel<l by feudal princes at

audiences ; it was made of

ivory.

J-"ioin Itouso and to 'jii'f.

To unroll, to ()|)en out ; to

<///( expand ; to disburden tiie

mind ; cxliilirated ; tranquil,

at ease ; la.x, easy, leisurely
;

comfortable; to k' remiss ; an old

tribe on the River Hwiii, retained

in the district of
] ^^ jj[J,

near

Lii-cheu fu in Xganhwui.

1 ^ '0 spread out, as a roll

;

large, spacious, as a house ; free

and eitsy.

1 3g ea.sy, in g<x)d health, happy
;

to give in to.

TT, \ ^ '^ [dur lord] does not

leisurely examine it.

] I .f^ .^ to do anything lei-

surely and orderly ; well done.

I f^ Toomy. enough and to spare.

] IS '" g""'' spirits, cheerful.
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<-t

.sfiii

] 'M l>^^^^^^^ spoken, in good

humor.

^ ] ^ ^ I shall act as I please

about it.

yf:^-k \ Wi really much too

comfortable.

1 f>|
a clue.

1 ffj'
~ f@ IS ^e stretched out

once at full length.

•^ ]
wholly at ease.

] g a small state in the present

Liu-ch'ing hien ^ ^ |l]| in the

north of Kwaugsi.

j ,^ a wild duck, one that goes

where it likes.

Intorokanged with the last.

Slow, remiss ; insensibly,

little by little ; to relax ; to

free from.

1 W. procrastinating.

JU 1 J5 S '^ remit the burdens

on the people.

^ ^ gl I
there is no remiss-

ness in their intercourse.

I ^ ^ i(^ to change one's wick-

ed conduct.

] jpj^ to free from calamity.

-Ij2^ From carriage and to assent ;

fflg// presents were sent np in a cart.

g/ifi
To rotate ; to send in, as

revenue ; to bring what is

due ; to submit one's self ; an

offering ; to lose, to be beaten ; to

exhaust ; to overrun ; ruined, de-

cayed.

^ I
skirt or flap of a garment

in ancient times.

] l|l^.to help one in sickness or

in need.

] j^ to pay taxes.

j ^ discomfited, defeated.

' ] ^ to lose money.
^

iJ 1 to get a thrashing.

] j^ — ^ I lost one game to

htm.

J^ ]
to subscribe to government.

1 ^T IR S '^ ^® ^°*es he will

thraah yon, and want the wager

if he wins.

] ^ to bet ; what will you bet 1

s
I

to send in the tribute

;

officers who superintend its

reception.

flg to confess willingly, as a

pri.soncr without torturing.

^ to exhaust.

^"C A kind of rug or mattress forMc llttW sleeping, or kneeling in wor-

ishu ship ; woven of horse and

other hair.

>fc|> An old name for Hia-tsin

cBIJl) hiun MW^B. inLin-tsing

^shu cheu in the northwestern

part of Shantung ; it reached

then into Cbihlu

From aE /liece and jf^, streams

or y^ a shea/'; sometimes used

for the next two.

Open, wide apart, coarse;

shu distant in space, time, or

^su relationship; sundered, wi-

dened ; sleazy ; remiss, free,

lax, careless ; to make passable

;

pervious ; to divide, to partition

off ; to part with ; to cut or carve

open work ; to discard ; to spread

or enlarge ; to manage ; a corre-

lative of ^ distant and near, as

relatives.

1 51. 8 JrT '° '''^^ °^^ *" °^^

river.

] f^ heedless, laissez faire.

^ j
not tried for a long time,

quite out of practice.

] f^ "hWi '" g'^e generously

and equitably.

1 5a "'"'"^ distantly related.

1 ^ an open lattice, a jalousie.

] B^ a crevice ; open-worked.

1 Wi ""t- ^^^ '^'" * '^"S Wme.

1 ,^ J'*^*'
slipped my mind.

1 ^ J^'s' ''^^'' ("'' mislaid) it.

^ ]
coarse iii texture.

1 iK |?5 la remiss about the rules,

heedless of the stipulations.

] ^ trees in autumn when half

stiipped of foliage.

1 /^ evils arising from remissness.

] j
full dressed, spreading robes.

Read «/»«' To state to a su-

perior ; to discuss, to lay before
;

a statement.

^ ]
a memorial.

^ :§ ] annual statement to the

god of the Furnace.

] ^ a clear rejwrt.

JlL 1 IS s^ an urgent memorial

and direct remonstrance.

A general term for edible

greens and vegetables is
] ^

u including pulse.

^ ]
table rice.

]
^' the coarsest kinds of herbs.

M S W ^ 1
^^^ mole's nest

has some greens left;— don't

eat all up.

] ^ a cheap oil obtained from

the seeds of a kind of comfrey

or Boixiyinca:.

\ i^ W M "M % water and

herbs are [the student's] daily

fare.

^ ] the black egg-plant ; so call-

ed at Siithau.

^ 1 ^ way j'ou die soon—
like gieens ; a curse.

Pfe 1 ^ ''*-' ^^^^ herbs ; i. e. he is

a priest.

i''rom y^ wood and ^|jC open con-
tracted,

A coarse-toothed and suigle

comb ; to comb.

1 BM *""
1 S 'o ^""ess the hatr.

— ft 1
'" 1 •? * comb.

1 ^ teeth of the comb.

] ^(£ to dress up, said of women.

1 fit ^ * trunk containing a

paper toilette to burn for the

dead.

^ I
to send a comb to put in

the coffin of a deceased fiancee.

(Cantonese.)

] i^ ;j^. a toilette table furnished

for a bride.

A coarse kind of grasscloth

or linen formerly made,

mixed with hempen threads
;

a variety of sackcloth.

,s/j«

.shu

J
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Formed of 3v '''' hand and Jit
a bejich ; not tlie snme as moh-^

5 ; it is the 79tli radical of a

few cliaracters, mostly relating

to striking.

A pole or spear twelve cu-

bits long, projecting before

a war-chariot ; handle of a spear
;

to kill with a spear.

] ^ a variety of running band,

a flail.

_i
' *r

"I
Krom p/anfs and nil or court ,

'shu

^shu

the second is the usual form; the

, lirst is also read fc/iii.

A terra for plants with tu-

bers ; a tuber, a bulbous root

;

the Chinese yam j]j ^
{Dioscorea batutus), cultivat-

ed in central China.

1 |S a whitish tuber, probably

the common yarn.

1 ff or ^ 1^ 1
Irisli potatoes,

.ft 1
or ^ ]

or # ]
sweet

potatoes.

^ 1
or JjJt M 1

^^^ y*"- (^"''^"

corea saliva.)

] ^ sweet-potato flout

From dead and red.

To kill, to cut ofl", to exter-

minate, to slaughter ; to

wound ; to dislinguish ; to

mark oft" ; differing, unlike ; to

exceed ; a sign of the superlative,

really, very ; it is often followed

by a negati.'e.

^1 — ;^ all these diflierent

things have the same principle.

1 ^ 4s V not the least ability.

^ 1 J' -4- rather over seventy.

] -jj various regions.

1 M fT 'tjl
it' is ^uly lamentable.

1 -g, different colors.

] ^ pT H? ^ really cannot

imderstand — your intention.

1 ^^ ^ '*' "* ^^'^ more strange.

1 ^ palace of the genii.

1 -^ ^ certainly not so.

1 -1p ^ ^ who would have

thought it I Is it possible ?

A small ancient silver coin '

an old weight like a scruple,

^shu equal to 100 grains of millet

(some authors rate it at 105)

and the 24th part of a tael ; blunt,

dull ; farthings, coppers ; trifles.

Ib ] ft ^ 'o reckon to the ut-

termost farthing.

j5, I ^ a cash of Wang-mang of

the Han dynasty.

^^zX To strain or decant liquids,

( ^T^ to pour out ; to take out

;

,s/(« to exclude ; to state freely,

to lay open one's mind.

^^ ]
a rice mortar.

1 ^ ^ to pull arrows from the

quiver.

] ^ to allay auger, to pacify.

From saw and this ; not the same

as^ an office.

Summer's lieat ; hot wea-

ther ; heat of the sun.

1 ^ dog-days.

^ Jjlf ]
|Nt sultry weather.

^ 'M' is 1
t" 8" '"'''' '^he dense

groves to escaj)e the heat.

4''
I

or ^ ) sun-struck, affifct-

e<l by the heat.

f^ 2j5 1 S '^^'^ "'''' heat suc-

ceed each other.

^ >^ ^ 1 "'y heart is affright-

ed by the heat.

The original form is intended to

represent the /icarf, teeth, tail,

and le^s of a rat ; it is the 208th
nhu radical of characters relating to

the liodentia ; used for the next.

A- rat, including the mouse,

weasel, squirrel, <fec.; timorous
;

thieving; skulking, lurking; mean,

rascally ; brooding over, mournful.

^ I
a rat, the black rat ; a

southern term,

f-j" I
the bamboo rat. {lihitomys

sinensis.)

^ I
held or meadow mouse.

:^ ]
or ^ ] a squirrel.

^ ] an ermine.

pg j a mole.

^ I
a bat ; the flying squirrel

s/iti

^ 1 IS ^ weasel.

I »© fi Jfil my thoughts pain

me even to weeping blood.

^ I
a shrew mouse ; in the

North, the If ) is a polecat,

or perhaps a moskrat.

jg I
a water rat.

1^ ]
a skulking thief.

] P^ timorous ; villainous.

] ^ fnj f^ pilfering and thiev-

ing, like rats and dogs.

"M" 1 M ^ irresolute, undecid-

ed ; looking two ways, as a rat

[peeping from its hole.

^.1 SS ^ 3^ ^ the rat fell

into the scales— to weigh him-

self; self-praise.

^ 1 ili H look out for the vase

wheTi you throw at the rat in

front of it ; — don't run too

great a risk to attain an object.

Sick from grief; moping,

a settled melancholy, a dis-

order of the mind ; fearful,

as a mouse in iiis hole.

1 W Ki W- '^y Pe"t up sorrow

makes me ill.

Composed of ^ yrain and flj
rain contracted, as it is sown

r when the rains come ; it is the

202d radical of characters relat-

ing to millet and pasting.

The i)aiiicled millet (.Wi/i'mhj

nigricans ox Panicum miliaceum)

when growing ; the grain is called

>J, M little wheat and ^^ yel-

low rice ; some varieties are gluti-

nous; this word in ancient times

probably denoted the sorghum.

^ 1 a preparation of millet also

called 'isuiiff ^, made from the

variety called ^' ^ :J|5
on the

5th day of the 5th uioon.

JS| 1 spoiled millet.

^ fij ]
don't peck my sor-

ghum.

§1 1 Sz'ch'uen millet, a variety

of sorghum with a clumpy head;

the grain is used for spirits;

but the 3i ^ 1
is Indian

corn or maize.
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The sow-bng or slater, the

It 1^1 {O'u'scus awl Poive/lio),

i/ia known as }|^ ^ ground

louse, and ^ ^ ground

chicken.

From;£ a lap and ^/reqaent.

To enumerate ; to count

;

^^'" to deal out ; to tiiid out the

^^ number ; to blame ; to reca-

pitulate, to discriminate ; an

art, as of numbers.

1 ^ ^ ^°'*^ many do you

reckon ?

1 fp y^i '*''*^® reckoned wrong.

S ]
—• 1 reckon it up again.

^ Jg pj ]
I can enumerate the

whole number.

1
I ^ look over and count it

carefully,

gg |g ] ^ to order the officers

to reprimand him.

I ^ ^ ifS'>
he is not to be reck-

oned with you.

Mi.1^ 1 'J' 1 4 «hess-play-

iiig is an art, it may be a small

<irt.

^ ] >^ ^ it will do
;
you may

do it ; I agree.

HI 1 they cannot be counted u[).

a^ 2)5 W ff '5 ^ 1 i «''«" t!»«

words of wayfarers can be dis-

ciirainated by the mind.

Bead shu'. An account, a bill

;

a number ; a list ; several, a few
;

a lot, destiny, fate ; a classifier.

^ I ^ not many years.

]
some days.

] ^ several times.

\ j^ final balance of an aocount

^ ] a dividend, a share.

1^ I
to compare accounts.

IB ] or _ii' ]
put It to my ac-

count

^f ]
to count.

JT 1
"''^ 1 '^ reckon accounts.

^ I
innumerable; the Budhists

use it for countless (mtiiiilcyeu),

representing it by 1 with 17

, o^iberB ai'ter it

Jj^ ] to collect accounts.

jg 1 to clear off an account.

] @ 1^ ^ the accounts are con-

fused.

5^ )
or ^ I

destiny.

-ffi 1 m iS y" cannot easily

escape your fate.

W S 1
'''* determined before-

hand ; it is a destined thing.

-f* ) f@ ten and over.

poor stick of a fellow.

Bead shoh, Worried, as by

many cares ; in a flurry or dilemma-

] ]
hurried, irreverent.

^ I
distracted with cares ; too

often, reiterated, it tires me.

^ ;^ I
to weary a friend with

expostulations.

Bead tsuh^ Close; as ] '^ a

fine net.

' To egg on a dog ; to set a

dog on one ; the noise made
in doing so.

> From loooil and to stnnd orect.

BJ ^ ''''''*'' » erect woody plants

;

sIm' plants in general ; to set out,

to plant ; to produce, as by

the trees planted ; to insert in rows

;

to screen ; to erect, to sot up, to

establish, for which the next is

better ; tall, stately, like a tree.

I ;^ trees, vegetables.

—
ISf 1 or 1 |I,^ 1

one tree.

] Hg or ] ;j§ a stump.

1 J3h
r^sin or gum of trees.

] ;^ a grove or forest.

^ ]
dwarfed trees.

^ I
or gj^ ] to graft trees.

1 S PI •*' l>"iW a screen wall

before the door.

I ^ to put up a screen.

1 '^^ tB JSL Ij'gli ^KiS invite the

wind; rich people .ittract friends.

] ^ rime, frozen hoar-frost.

] /^ to establish one's virtue,

to make a reputation.

1 S 1 .W ^ fr A to set out

trees to shade wayfarers.

] ^ the tree is made, i. e. the

scheme is effected or brought

to a head.

] -^ the c<.)nfirmed heir-apparent

of a feudatory.

1^ fix 4: g| ^ W 1 tt pleasant

is that garden where are the

laurel trees.

nil 1

1

J f the

J

and

Fiom 5i vessel or J|. to stand

and ^ virtuous contracted ;

the second form is most in use,

1 resembles (kien §£ stable.

A vessel on its base ; to

erect, to set up ; to stand

upright ; to establish, to render

sure ; upright, well-principled
;

chaste; jjerpendicular, lengthwise;

a page, an attendant, a low officer
;

short jerkins worn by servants.

1 j^ ^ to plant a flag-staff'.

] jj; to stand up ; to raise ; to

establish, as a name.

] j(^ a slave girl.

] ^ a servant, a waiting-lad.

] ^ a mean fellow.

^^ I
a herdboy.

S 14 @| 1
l>e pulled up and

o\enhrew the tree.

tl 1 :§: '^ ^ '^'"i*^'" '™y ."''11

do ; it coiues to the same thing.

From Innd and wi/derness,

^ A shed or lodge in a field
;

s/ui' a cottage, a house in the

country ; a house and a

garden [)lat.

M !'i )}'J 1
another lodge away

from the family house.

I Ij^ ' From !35 s/>enr and ^ man ; not

/-^^ to be confounded with sii/ij )^-

*''" To guard the frontiers; exil-

ed to a frontier post.

I ^ soldiers on guard there.

j^ I
sant to the frontier.

] ^ in * frontier customs' post.

] jjjf
a garrison.

j^ ]
the frontier.
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iep'
From heart and according to ; it

^|V,v is somewhat like nu' ^i anger.

sAu' - Benevolent, benignant ; ex-

cusing others ; tender, con-

siderate of ; reciprocal duties ; re-

ciprocity ; merciful, sympathizing

;

treating others as one wishes to be

treated ; to pardon, to excuse ; to

bear patiently.

\ H indulgent to others' faults.

1 ^ ^iP Ki excuse me for not

longer wairing on you.

]
i|^ don't think it strange, don't

be angry.

^ j
not strict ; mdulgent.

*» 1 loyal and humane.

I 2, 1 A excuse others as yon
do yourself.

1 ^ ^ jM. excuse me for not

going around — to uiy friends
;

a notice written at the outer

door by a mourner.

Jl tS RT 1 '^*' liowever can be

passed over.

J^ ] to pass by.

i& 1 3^ jf ^ j§ [if one prac-

tices] liis sincere convictions and
reciprocal duties, he is not far

out of the true path.

Bright ; the light of the ris-

ing sun ; dawn ; clear, mani-

fest

] f^ hmiinous, dawning.

] g in the morning.

'shu

|f|^' From ; skelter over 3C ejfal-

JrHT yent altered, denoting all the peo-

shu
pie in a house.

A multitude, the whole, all,

a great number; various; the

people, the ma.ss, the herd ; as an

adverb, if but, would that ; near,

nearly about, so, in this wise, it

may be, probably ; an adjectioe of

number, placed before the noun
j

£at and sleek ; a concubine.

1 mor 1 ^or 1 M^not
far from, almost, probably.

] .J a concubine's son ; who

says ] -^ for his mother, j

] ^ a concubine.

] |£ fg most probably it is cor-

rect.

] !^ all things, every kind.

^n\ \ iJaSf^C^vhenthe]
people of Yin had received their

orders, they vigorously did them.

] _g or ^ ]
the masses, the

people.

§
;J^ a Hanlin graduate.

^ very many.

A a commoner ; ordinary peo-

ple ; several classes.

In Cantonese, also written [^.

A place, a spot ; there, at ; — and

usually used after nouns.

;^ ] ^ he sat on the grass.

f@ 1
there; ^ ]

here.

Pjl I
he is here.

From net and that; q. d. all in a

net ; to be distingushed from ^
shu^

''«"*

A public court, an office, a

tribunal ; to place, to appoint to

an office ; acting, in the place of;

temporary, as an officer.

5^ ] or .f^ ] a court or yamun

;

a consulate.

I ^ an acting officer.

1 in to manage, to oversee.

^ ]
'^ I live near the yamun.

p6 1 ^ ^ ''i*' "lost capable

men of all wwe selected.

^ J
in court.

TJ; ^ ]
the office of the Hanlin

Academy.

1 %\ ^ 'he acting minister ; a

charge d'affaires.

situ'

Garments made of camel or

yak's hair, coarse and thin
;

worn by peasants.

1 IS /?» SS ^^'^'' coarse

clothe? were tar from being

whole.

/^J To stand ; to be erect, like

I V. a tree.

sliu? \^ ] ^ ^fr' to act boyish-

ly, to behave heedlessly.

Rsad Jteu. Fatigued, tired

out.

hanging the head

and nodding, as from fatigue.

Old tounds, shok, zhok, shot, zbot, and ida. In Canton, .shok and shnt ; — in Swatow, ei'it, «ok, chek, anS chwalc ;
^

in Amoy, siit, tsut, »iok, and siap ; — in Fuhchau, 8uk, sok, seuk, cht'uk, t'6uk, and sank ;
—

in Shanyhai, sok, zeh, z5k, and sok ;
— in Clii/u, shii.

m
ahu'

From -fx to I/O nui 7|£ a sprmtt.

A path in a town or field

;

the way of doing a thing or

eflfecling an end ; an art, a
plan, a trick, a hocus-jxK-na, a de-
vice ; a precept, a mystery, and
usually something magical or de-

moniacal
; the black-art ; a craft

or occupation ; to narrate.

^ ] or ^ I
magical ruks.

] -j^ a conjurer.

>j5> 1 a design, plan ; notions.

1^ ] similar doctrine, same craft.

E3 I
the four elegant accomplish-

ments, »•!>., ix)etry, composition,

^ ceremony, and music.

] ^ a trickster
;

people who
practice sleight of hand.

g, ] an ancient division of a

thousand families.

^ ] legerdemain.

^ ^ ^ ]
*^ diffuse abroad

good principles.

jgf I
sword magic.

Read suj' and used for 58*

An old name for a circuit of vil-

lages, containing 12,.5UO families.
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m
shu'

Also written like the next in

> the name of a plant, the ^
^ I ,

growing in Cheh-

kiang, which produces pendu-

lous tubers ; some refer it to an

Ariiomum, others regard it as allied

to the turmeric or Curcuma.

|>-i Similar to tha next ; the form is

III intended to represent growing
''I'"* grain.

sAu'

A glutinous grain ; a medi-

cinal, bitter vegetable liiie an ar-

tichoke, the Atractylodes Umcm,

riibfo, and other species ; in the ^
I

the root is fragrant ; the ^
] is a bitter medicine, .ind the

stalk is used ; both of them re-

semble putchuck in smell.

A sort of millet (Milium),

k) whose glutinous seeds serve

shu^ to make spirits ; in former

times this term denoted a

variety of the glutinous rice which

was used by distillers.

PU 1 dark red millet.

1 ^ sorghum or doora stalks,

used for fuel and many other

puriK)ses.

s 1 •? Si "^*'" ^^ ^'®*'' ^^^'

is a term for maize after it is

shelled.

A river in the southern part

> of Shantung.

«*"' 1 ^ Mi ^^ o'*l district

near the mouth of the Yellow

River.

> |X. From to go and a sprout.

;Jl4i~> To follow another's steps;

shu' to practice what another has

invented ; to narrate, to tell

the particulars ; to put into another

idiom or publish; to compile a

book ; a memoir, an essay.

1 H| to place princes iu their

rank at an audience.

what he said.

1 "^ t^^° ^^^ °^^ legends.

\ llO /f^ f^ he made it known,

but he did not invent it.

^ ] to revise a work.

1 A i "B relate another's words.

^ ]
to make known abroad.

I ^ to tell what one has hevd,

as news.

^ I
contrary, as to reason.

l-LjT From /fC wood and M mouth,

^\^~. meaning to inclose ; it closely re-

shu' sembles ts':'^ y^ a thorn.

soli' To bind many things to-

gether ; to tie in a bundle, as

faggots ; to restrain, to coerce ; a

sheaf, a bundle ; a classifier of such

things as are bouud.

—
I

once denoted 5 pieces of

cloth, 50 darts, or 10 strips of

meat.

& ii t ^ 6 ^ 1 ^ the fibers

of the white rush are bound with

the white grass.

I ft§ a teacher's wages.

^ I
to restrain those under

one's hand.

I ^ ;f^ ^ with tied hands

waiting for death ; — i. e. no re-

source, nothing further can be

done.

] ^ to cord up.

~
I ^ a faggot of firewood.

M ^ »f5 1
^'^ closely restrain,

as by explicit directions.

/p § ^ ] never let down your

self-respect.

I ^ IbI ^ to pack up and re-

turn south (or home.)

HE
fi:,

~] Tlie second of these characters

is sometimes read .ve«^ to cough;
the third is unusual.

To suck in ; to smoke ; to

draw in the breath, to hem

;

I

to inhale ; to absorb.

J ] ^ to snivel, to sniff.

] ^ to whimijer.

g^ it iuibibes the moisture.

P to hold water in the mouth.

iM 'f 1 W the babe sucks the

breast.

i@ iS ffi ^ 1 ^« poured out a

generous cup, and they

drank around.

1

all

From hand added to an alder

»wj» form of it.

g/,n To collect, to hoard ; a

father's younger brother, an

uncle of the same surname ; a

respectful term for older persons or

strangers ; a squire.

I ]
or 55 1 an uncle.

^ ]
the senior of the younger

uncles.

] ^ a father's uncle; also, a

husband's uncle.

>]» I
a husband's younger brother.

I '5C ™y uncle ; used in letters-

I ^ uncles and nephews; — a

father's relatives.

:^ ] ^ my father's old friend.

] ^ j^ -jjl;
a time of general

decadence ; times of decay.

^ ]
my uncle, speaking of him.

I
-^ a family friend.

1 ^ i^ ^0 Sir, Sir !

shu'

From man and uncle ; it is also

used as a synonym of t'ih, (W
free.

To begin, to do, to act
;

* good, fine ; to repair.

] ^ to commence, as agricul-

tural labors.

1 W:^ &^y great hopes are

after all quite frustrated.

VL-T^ From water and uncie as the

yEJ phonetic.

g/^^^,
Clear, limpid ; virtuous, un-

corrupted, correct, mostly

applied to females ; skilled in
;

fine, said of a banner.

1 A °'"
1 1^ ^" accomplished

lady ; the first is the title of

wives of the third rank of offi-

cials.

1 /* female virtue.

1 M, genial, balmy, mild.

1 "1^ heedful, careful, honorable.

^ ]
charming, gentle.

1 Pt^ in JSL he was as skilled

at questioning as" Kao-yao.

fine flag with it« feathery pen-

nons.
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Originally denoted probably,

J the soy bean, but has been

'shu extended till it includes

edible pulse of any kind.

1 tJC 5^ ®[ with pulse and water

[the poor] gratify their parents.

^ ^ ] ^ he does not know

the difference between pulse

and wheat ;
—

i- e. he is ignorant

of farming.

The original complex form de-

noted eating well dressed viands,

^ and was first used for tlie next.

s "* A pronoun, who ? which ?

what ? a large crop, a plenti-

ful harvest ; to exercise in.

1 6 1 3: which is the lightest?

^ JSU ] ^ I "io not know which

(or who) is right.

1 /P ^ Ji© *^'ho does not know

manners ? t. e. you and I know

each other well.

1 ^ fT JS> -ifc "^^^^ ''^®" '^"'^^

he not bear ?

] 1^ ^ M why then has he

come?

1 ^ :^ g -fi the best thing

will l)e to devise another way.

m.
From _fire and who aa the pbonet-

r,^ i', ic ; it closely rcsemblesye^) ^m
**;* hot

^sheu Ripe, mellow, mature ; well

cooked ; acquainted with,

perfect at ; skilled, experienced,

apt at ; intimate, very friendly
;

soft, pliable, iis silk ; smoothed

off, cleaned ; sound, as sleep ; to

Buccee<l in ; a crop ; the wife of

the eldest son.

1 .^ "' J^ 1
mellow, as fruit.

— ^ —
' ] one crop yearly.

1 t^ well acquainted with, pro-

found in it. >

^ I "J* sleeping sweetly.

] A or
I ^ handy, skUlful.

^ -t 1
it rii)ened on the tree.

1 ^ practiced till he was per-

fect in it.

] TJt to hull rice in a mortar.

ffl^ I
well cooked

<S> .^ 1 ^ •^0 t^'"'^ ^ matter

over fully.

1 ^ If ^ I shall return the

way I came.

^ ] intimate with each other.

^ •? Gi ^ 1 * finished scholar.

] |g 4£ ^ looked at it a long

time but could not make it out.

"t ^/i 1
y"'" I'^sson is not well

learned ; a teacher's reprimand,

jnj i^ /p 1
what fear have you

of not succeeding (or learning ?)

An ante-room or vestibule,

such as officials going into

.slut court used to meet in for con-

sultation ; study rooms let

at the examinations ; a domestic

or village school-room.

^ I
a family school.

1 IS ^ private tutor.

] p^ an ancient porch room.

From silk and to lodge.

To confuse, to disorder ; to

."0 retract, to draw in, the op-

posite of ^shdn /A ; to pull

in ; to collect again ; to coil up,

as a snake ; to bind fast ; to draw

back from, to back out ; to shrink,

to pucker up, to shorten ; to strain,

as spirits ; to condense, as steam
;

retractile ; fearful, tangled, snarled
;

straight, upright.

jg ]
to retreat, as an army ; to

draw back, as a snail's eyes.

I
:^ to pull in the hand ; to de-

cline to aid in an affair.

1 .^ ~~
ffl 'o cuddle up in a

heap ; to keep close.

] ^ to shrink up.

] jg to strain spirits-

1 ^ [}^^ ancient cap had] a

straight seam in front

^ "^ 1 BS- a peaked mouth and

shrunk cheeks ; lean.

t 1 J4 jy I& tb I would

shorten the distance so as to

express to you my affections.

1 SS iU ® the wall-boards were

bound tight to hold the earth,

— as in beating a wall

^ ]
confined, in close or narrow

quarters.

S R An ] I examine my own
heart and find it upright-

rtJj^ To shuffle along, to walk

irjQ) with short steps; to walk

jSO carefully, as in a narrow way.

Jg, ] ]
to walk and see

where one steps.

^SL From St iasecl under P eye.

i'V 5 A worm, for which the nextl
^s/iu

jjj jjQ^y yggij . ^ sacriticia

utensil or tripod ; a tribe

anciently living along the River

Min, near the present capital of

Sz'ch'ucn.

^ ] a striped horse, and proba-

bly refers to the zebra, of which

one may have been seen.

] g the western of the Three

States, in a.d. 221, all west of

Tung-ting Lake ; it was first

established by the kingofTsin.

£, 1 the province of Sz'ch'uen.

J ^ the Sz'ch'uen hibiscus.

Xtof The caterpellar of the sphyns

i^2|/} moth, green, and large as

js/iii the finger ; it feeds on the

mallows, and another kind

on the filbert. {Toneya.)

^ ]
a worm found on the mul-

berry ; the chrysalis is collected

for medicine.

From ^ the tail and ^ an

insect ; tlie contracted forms are

botli common ; used with chuhy

5j to order.

Attached to, as an animal's

tail is to its body ; belong-

ing to, connected with

;

depending on, pertaining

;

allied, related to ; kinship
;

subject to, under orders, as a

deputy; used for the substantive

verb, and indirectly also has the

sense of appears to be, I think it

is ; actual, existing ; a sort, a rank,

a grade ; nearly of the same kind
;

to enjoin on, to direct ; to be join-

ed to, in accordance ; near to.
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5 1 rf" S ^^^ ™*y ^ behiii3

the wall — to overhear.

?^ 1
or ^ ]

relatives of every

grade.

I
"^ inferiors at one's order, un-

j derlings.

'
1 i3E 4B if intimate, as friends.

Kf 1 W W ^° ^'^^ either way is

difficult.

]^ TJj ;^ 1
it is a sort of plant.

JjG^ 1 it belongs to the district.

] ^ a subaltern, a lower officer

] g feudatories, dependent coun-

tries ; colonies.

1 Itt ^ w ho orders you ?

^ ] ^ M '^^ ^^ '"^"o practiced

riding and archery.

* 1 ^ fr « -i* 1 -^ ^. I

I

have the direction of everything

which should be done.

] j£ to dictate and write.

J 1^ it is hidden, as a disease.

W I ^V ^ 't also seems Ixjth

just and legal.

'f' m 1 4B the twelve animals

that denote the twelve branches.

6 1
"" Jf 1

really is, truly so.

1 S ^ fi^ ^liat [animal] do

you belong to "?— referring to

the animal which sways the

year of birth.

I ^ guests, visitors:

-i-t From properlij and to sell.

^j To give security, to give a

^shii pledge for ; a pledge ; to

ransom, to redeem ; to com-

mute punishment for a fine ; to

atone for delinquency or failure by

subsequent merit.

I HI or j^ ] redeemed out of

pawn.

)ff Jjl 1 IP atoned for his guilt

by good actions.

i{5[ ] to redeem the pledge.

] §p to commute a punishment,

to give satisfaction for a crime
;

to redeem from sin.

"S ^ ^ ]
a hundred persons

would not ransom him.

I ^ to ransom one's self.

11

ffiuh'

^®.

h'tufi'

A dark ground with blue

spots on it, mottled or strifjed.

KiOtn fpC which and "j^ dog or

^ lire ; tlie first is correct,

llie second most coniinon.

Hastily, quickly, as a dog
ruiming off ; a change.

1 ^, suddenly.

1 W ^ ^ suddenly disai)-

peared.

^|nt 1 From (//•€«* and a/o«e or to »e//;

also read j/eu.

A tunic or frock reaching to

the knees called |^ ] , suck

as loose women anciently

wore ; also, short clothes.

Read tuk. To put up a bow in

its case.

WiW-M \ ^ pack the baskets

and put up the bows.

plj ft Also read cA«/i, and tuh^

^y^j A red billed bird, resembling

^slm a crow or chough ; also

another bird of this class with

a yellow body and red legs.

1 Ji "' !li^ ^ a water bird,

whose description allies it to »
rail, or the stilt-plover.

,shu

Ola sounds, zlmi, ship, zliip, ami stmt. In Canton, sbui and sui ; — in Swatow, sui, cliui, and sue ;
— in Ainoy, sui and soe ;

in Fulichau, sui, soi, swoi, and chwi ;
— in Shunyhai, sue, tsCie, and %z'\ — in Chi/a, swei.

It
.shtii

From icords and bird.

A relative pronoun, who ?

whose ? whom ? in writing,

it often precedes the verb it

rules, when the other nominative

is expressed ; an initial particle.

^ ]
who is that ?

^ 1 6'^ whose is thatt

1 1^ wl'o dares ?
'

I
•^ ^ who is able to do it ?

I 1 i^ wl'*' 's the sovereign

angry with ?

] "m f^ ^ long indeed has it

been thus with him.

J|S ^ ] fpj
what matters it ? who

is then to act ? — »'. e. do your

worst.

whose son he is.

1 J©> 6'5l ^'J ^^^ would have

thought it '?

I ^ ^ who does n't know it ?

I ^ 'M ^^y body can do it

]
|JjiJ who is .there 1

'^^^n^mn 1
if the

[prince of Tsij does not employ

me in this time, who is there

he will call to serve him 1

O/ft The buttocks, or their bone

c/J^ the OS aucrum ; an ^ancient

^shtii mound at |^ |^ in the

southwest of Shansi, in the

present Yung-ho hien ^ ^ Jf^

near the Yellow River, where was

erected a temple to Heu-tsih or

Ceres, on an enormous tumulus,

whose shape was likened to the

nates, and so called.

C jL Tlie original form represent)

^j\^ tliree ripples or currents flowing;
~»^ it is the 85th radical of characters

'shui relating to uses of water aud

^^^ names of streams.

Water, the first of the five

elements ; a fluid ; clear, limpid
;

aquatic ; a stream ; a tide ; a pas-

sage, a trip from one place to

another ; an iimndation ; dangers

by flood ; trivial, common, as

water ; unstable, gentle, easy
;

among geomancers, all low land,

because water rules such places, as
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the dragon does all high places ;

discount on coin or bullion; to

wet, to soak.

— jg 1
or — Ifi 1 a drop of

water.

1 j§g or ] ;H; the tide is flood.

j ig or 1 |g ebb tide.

1^ ] fair tide, and J|» ] head

tide or current.

] ^ a water-carrier.

i& ] to throw or jump overboard-

I g^ freight or passage monej.

i
:^ or ] ^ ^ a sailor.

Q^ ] lost at sea ; drowned.

*T ip ] to make equal ; to divide

fairly, neither party losing.

1 2S )k ripple-

jR •? In 1 ^° '*^® ^^ * discount.

/?> ^R I i ^^^ climate does not

agree with me.

+ ] |§ a ten days' passage.

M /t^f ]
pushed a man into

the water ;
— to involve another

in ruin.

\ ^ an irrigating water-wheel

;

a water cart ; a lire-engine.

^ 1
to boil water. (Pekingese.)

To weaken tea by adding water.

(Cantonese.)

1 i&: a light red.

1 -^ fllh "M ^ ^'^^ water increases

the boat rises ;
— good prices

bring good profits.

1 j|^ §£ fg water and fire have

no sympathy.

1 14 1© ifE ^ water disposition

and aspen flower ;
— unstable

' and specious.

••
I

1^ they are all alike
; ^ ]

and H ] first and second rate,

llie best kind and inferior,

g ] Ig to send a present of

eatablei).

\ m ^^ ]
gabbling Ups

will always Let out secrete.

SHUI.

] iSi aqnatic tribes, as fish, eea-

w.-ed, or mollusks.

1 ^ vegetables that ueed water-

ing, as greens, melons, <fec.

] g or ^ I
the planet Mercury.

] ^ Jg' JiJ
when the water falls

the stones appear ;
— murder

will out.

j^ 1
[gone like] the passing

water.

{')>'& 1 ^ tlo yo'^i know how to

swim ?

^ ]
[the boat was] detained by

the [iiigh or low] water.

— ^ ]
I am wet through and

through.

^ I
cross-wise waters, — one

name for rivers and canals

which intersect the country.

J From r/ftn nvA source of.

A flat stone signet or baton

a foot long, which was given

to princes on their investi-

ture as a sign of authority and

rank ; a favor, a keepsake ; a hap-

py omen ; felicitous, auspicious.

f^ ] a lucky sign.

] ^ auspicious influences — of

the emperor.

Jte 1
-^^ 5 ^ to distribute the

signets to all the princes.

] g Sweden.

^5 From eye and hunying down.

To nod or doze in one's

shut ' chair ; to sleep.

1 jl^ he is asleep.

^T 5^ I
to nod in sleep.

I ^ ^ be is going to sleep.

] ;j^ a lounging chair,

g, 1 or 1 B^^M^ery sleepy.

] /p ^ I can't g-v't asl.'ep.

1 3f T ^ -* ^ "^^ ^^P* ''^2

a log.

] ^ to :»wak8a

zhuC

n

8HUI.

^ I ^ to talk in sleep.

1 6^ ^ ^ ?S l"" sl^P ^as
sweet unto him.

§j| 1 or ^ ]
deep sound sleep.

\ ^ the marsh trefoil {Menyan-

thes t/'i/oliaki), ust:d as a seda-

tive to bring on sleep.

.) From ffrain and to weigh out.

The rent for houses or land
;

Bhiii' taxes in kind ; duties on

goods ; to bequeath, to leave

by will ; to put up at ; to halt, as

at a i)ost.

31^ ] to pay taxes or excise.

J[5[ ] to receive taxes.

(1^ I
to lose revenue by smug-

gling-

1 til
<"

1 ^ ? a custom-house.

I |g the stated or legal revenue

of a plcice.

1 P ?* a i>oint or station where

duties are levied.

1 lH to put up the carriage, as

at an inn.

] ^ the custom-house business,

under a ] ^ pi or collector

of customs.

^ I j^ to get a diminished re-

venue.

Read tai ^ To dress in mourn-

ing on hearing the death of a

brother at a distance ; to change

the dress.

Ruafl c/twen' Black, as clothes.

-^ A napkin hung at the girdle;

a handkerchief.

s/iiu '
ffl I

a napkin.

^ ^ fc 1 ^ fJo not in-

terfcrewith mv handkerchief.

^ ^ I'l ^ 1
-^^ P^ ^ «hen

a girl was born a napkin was

put on the right side of the

gate ; heuce ^ ] is a woman's

birthday, as ^ ^ is a man's.
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Old sounds, zbon, shon, don, zliun, and dun. hi Cantort, shun und yun ;
— in Sicaiow, suu, sin, ««(/ tun ;

— in Amoy, 8&n,.tun,

and cU'un ;
— in Fuhchau, sang a«rf song ;

— in Shanffliai, z»ng, sSng, and tsung
;
— in C/ii/ii, tswun anrf svnn.

From Jire and enjoyable.

Bright, fiery, blazing; the

iCh'wi

From mouth or ^es/i and /iour ;

the first, tliongh most common,
is least correct, nud is deflued to

be afraid.

The lips.

^ ] ruby lips.

P ]
tlie lips.

^ ] § to spend lips and tongue
;— loquacious.

^ I
protruding, open lips.

I (^ ^ ^ if the lips are lost,

the teeth will feel cold ;— if the

outlying states are taken, I am
in danger.

1 © ;^ ^ states that mutually

depend on each other.

fj 1 ^ or ^ P 1
a hare-lip.

5(5 I
fo rouge the lips.

*|^ From water and lip.

iVH 1^'"^ margin of a stream, a

fShtin steep bank ; a brink, the

sloi)e of a bank.

^ ] a sea^beach.

From water and to enjoy ; this

cli.aracter, being the personal

name of the present Emperor,
lias been altered to the second

foi m, which alone the people use.

Pure, limpid ; unmixed
;

genuine, honest ; to cleanse,

to wash ; to sprinkle ; salt-

ish land ; a double banked war-

chariot.

] ]
rippling, flowing on.

.81 1 fS ^ the manners and

customs are courteous and pure.

ll^ I
saltish barren earth.

I P ^ ^ honest and frugal

villagers.

1 iff
pellucid.

] j^ rich, fertile, as land.

1 jlt|
•1''' old name of Nan-ning

fu in the south of Kwangsi.

^ tt Ji 1
'"* r^r^ *"'! chaste

heart.

V--
i
.ch'un

M
From s/iiri/.i nnd to enjoy ; in- '

terclianged iviEh tlie I

next
J

tlie second form is rarely

used.

"joy : in- ' I,-:

Ian and
;

>l^
is rarely -' •

Generous, rich, as wine
;

^c/i'un thick, as syrup ; sliiglcmiiid-

ed ; unmixed, as a color
;

liberal, generou.s in feeling ; clear,

healthy, as a complexion ; subtle,

essential, seminal.

I ^ careful, observant of the

thing in hand.

] jp kind and placable.

] is S"*"! wine.

^-
I

rich wine.

mind rest in proper obiects, and

the affairs of government will be

pure.

It till

Pure .silk ; un.spotted, un-

mixed ; fine, best ; simple,

^ch'un guileles.s, whole, sincere, —
i

as the context indicates ; to

be decided ; determinedly ; an old i

measure of 15 cubits, Iii;e a rod.

1 •'^ ^ ^ # ''' certainly is
i

that way.

I
~- /P ^ uniform in color; a

j

single puv[X)se in view, earnest-
|

c

minded.

) T^ gentle, tractable, as a dog.
| j^.

1 fJU A a first rate man.
|

^shuii

i "tt 1 ^ tlic I'.aturc of the
i

ground was pure sand.

] ^ without any failing, said of

character.

] ^ simple, honest.

] ^ unspotted, as a sacrificial

victim.

tP^ N5 ^ 1
thoroughly learned.

] ^ pure or solid co|)per; it is

all brass, not an outside plate.

1 ,'& perfectly loyal.

Eead 'chun. The selvedge or

edge of a dre.ss or mat, made of a

dift'erent color.

color or glory of fire.

>J^ I
the blaxo of a roaring

fire.

Read /un. To scorch a tor-

toise-shell for divination ; obscure.

Ji. 'M ] 1 ''"* ^^^^ '" Argo
sliow dimly.

Read ^t'ui. A succession of

;

full, abundant.

5^ ^ ] ]
the war chariots rolled

on their thundering way.

_jjQ ]' 10111 ,^ bird and ^^uatUcided

''jF*'^
from its persistency in its habitat.

^cli'iin A quail, thought to be trans-

formed from the frog.

1 5K W ^n poor clothes with

many patches,— referring to the

quail's shabby tall,

j^ I
quails hanging up dead.

\ ^ ^ ^ quails are faithful to

their luiites.

1 F^ M, *" oM district in the

Jiorth of Shensi.

The first form is most in use/

A water vegetable of the

gentian fami!}', the ] |^,
whose slippery and tender

stalks are eaten in Kiang-

nan in the summer; it is a

n)arsh-flower {Limnantltemum), and

is also called -^ ^ water mal-

lows, and ^^.^M gold thread

lily-l(!af; another plant, of which

.?! 2^ i^ horse-hoof grass is a

synonyuj, seems to be a species of

edible sedge or Scirpus.

44
^cli tin

From ox and an old word for

who; also read ijun.

An ox, seven ancient cubits

high, yellow, and having

black lips.

'jL "f" S ]
ninety great oxen.
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m From wood and shie/il ; also read

/nil' and 'I'lin, and used with the

Iiriniilive.

The beam of a railing, which

supports the bars ; a bahister ; a

parai>et, a defense ; a light shield

used by muinmers ; to develop.

1
a railiii''.

51 1 m !f* * H m ^ [""«

principle] animates and draws

out all things into beautiful

forms and groups.

) To feel, to rub.

13 ^ ]
to soothe, to tranquil-

s/tun'' lize.

m From head and streams flowing

from it.

To accord with, to follow, to

agree to ; to obey, to comply

with, to yield ; to let a thing pass

and not hinder ; to be in sympathy

with; docile, retiring, compliant,

unresisting, agreeable, tilial ; con-

venient ; fair, as a wind, or as with

the grain of wood ; flowing, rhyth-

mical, as style ; easy, graceful, as

})enmanship ; among p/ii/sicians,

favorable, a mild form, as of small-

pox.

1 'M prosi)erous ; free, no trouble

with ; easy, as a ready market.

• 1 '^ favorable, condescending.

1 ] harmoniously ; working to-

gether, submissive.

f^ I P|» a little one side ; said

by sedan bearers at Canton.

^ ]
to agree to everything.

] ^ A ^ mild person.

] tJC fair tide.

^ 1 SL ]K ''^^ ^^ follows the

wind ; 7iu't. docile.

1 S& '\V ^^^ ^*y' tlohig it if con-

venient.

j and il^
are opposites, direct and

inverse ; fair and foul ; mild and

perverse.

1 ^ ^ to write off for another.

luck, I can't help it.

j
Por 1 ^IliaDttosi^k

heedlessly, to babble ; to let out.

j5^ ;g ;^ 1
a harsh style.

^^ ] enticing, winning.

15 1
to return to obedience.

] ;^ a nice thing, it happens at

a good time.

ifS ^ 1
""t accordant with

reason.

1 }^ T **!' 1^^ g**"® to the bot-

tom, all is lost, an entire ruin.

In Pekingese. A sort, said of

people.

— ) -J they are just alike.

* Composed of jWf obstinate with,

tangled fjrans above it.

uii' Thick, tangled brushwood
;

in epitaphs, benevolent, wise

;

ephemeral.

^ 1 £i"d J$ 1
the ancient mon-

arch Shun, who reigned b. c.

2255 to 2205, or nearly coeval

with Terah.

^ ^ 1 H ^^^ ^^ haJcyoL! days

of Yao and Shun.

^ jQ I ^ her face is li^e the

gay aithea.

:^'^^ Used with the last.

Name of a transient bloom-

ing reddush flower, the
[ ^

Jlihisfii.-i si/rkieiis. a tyi* of

shun'' transitory things ; it is also

called T^C ||| tree mallows.

I.) \ From eye and the transitory

flower, or a dentde ; but the se-

cond foi'ni is not used, and the

last two very seldom.

I To wink ; to flash, to roU-

HH ' / the eyes, to glance at; spark-

[s| ling eyes, as a child's at

j 1 ^) seeing a d.iinty.

m I ] ,g, an instant.

'i«m' — ] ,^ Ftjj
ill a twinkling.

tt 1 Jd ;^ ill a moment.

@ 1 in ^ eyes glancing every-

way like the lightning.

SA if you learn it slowly, you

will be able by and by to hit

the target.

Read ^hiien for the second only.

Dizzy ; a fit accomi)anied by in-

distinct vision ; brilliant.

1 i^ ^ ^ brilliant and elegant,

said of a headdress.

•t^j\ Flesh olfered to the gods of

l|PC ^^'^ '"^'"^ ''y ^^'^ emperor, and

afterwards divided among

iiis family ; sacrificial flesh

ofteced in a sca-sliell in the

ancestral hidl ; raw flesii.

U ]
name of a region.

S t^' 2^ gf 1
«'!''> '^'ja"? '"»™e

[to Lu] with a sacrificial ofler-

ing of tlesb.

m
shun'

OH sound, sbong.

From hand and to pound ; inter-

changed with its primitive.

^cHung To pound, to ram down ; to

rush on ; to run against ; to

batter on.

In Canton, dinng ; — in Swatow, cheng ;
— in Amoy, cfaioog ; — «• Fuhchaw, diOog } —

•n Shanghai, sung;— in Chi/a, tsimg.

1 ^ ffl jy :JJ lie rushed on)
] P^ 3 i& t« po""^ «" '•>«

and put the spear through his i gate violently.

throat.
i 1 ^ la knocked over, as by

to take a tooth for a tooth.
| ffi |f to smash the dishes.
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Old $ound, sbwat. In Cknton, shat ; — in Swatoie, sue •, — in Amoy, swat ;— in Fuhchait, sank {"

^shu•a

n
1

From knife or hatidand to !B(//e,

'le second form is unusual.

A brush, a scraper ; to

brush, to cleanse, to scrub
;

to wijxi out ; a card for

dressing cotton ; to rub ink

blocks for printing.

1 to cut and print books.

1
j^f

brush it well ; brushed

clean.

5J] 5f{j 1
to bite a paste-brush,

t. e. to have a big mustache.

in Shanghai, sell ;
— in Chifu, swa.

1 'dt ^'^ hrush and clean.

^ ]
to sweep up a room.

] Si: 2fc fj '-° ^ '1'*'' a"'ay dis-

gr.ice by reformation.

j& 1 to investigate thoroughly-

1 J^ to groom a horse.

I K 'o garble gootls.

jsr ?t ;j!c P 1 ItI H * the

river overflowed making a cre-

vasse, and washing away [the

bank] for three perches.

1 tB ijlfi to post bi'Ds.

—
j ^ a whizzing sound.

— ^G 1 ^ ^ brush.

IK I g^ JS to pick and brush oil

ollier"s secrets, — and tell thcin.

From month and hrush.

To preen feathers; a bird

preening and ari-angiiig its

plumage ; a slight taste of.

,% 1 M tl»'^ 'ji'J 'S preen-

ing itself.

.shiai

Old sounds, sbwai and shat. In Canton, shui and sat ; — in Swalow, 8wai, sue, Int, and chnt ;— fe Amoj/, sAe ;
—

in Fuhchau, soi, sauk, and seuk, ; — in Shanghai, se and sQih ;— in Chi/'u, swai.

From clulhi's and weak; it resem-

bles ,/<e« ^ to collect.

Wearing away like a gar-

ment ; diminished, cut off;

small, fading, growing old, — and

contrasted with ^ and .^ flou-

rishing ; declining, decaying, un-

prosperous; to lessen, to deterio-

rate; adversity, misfortune.

] li falling away, losing vigor,

j ^ dwindled away very much.

1 ^ ^ ^^ ^ *'S" °^ weakness

and poverty.

j -J^ a vicious, decUning age.

H 1 y^ BiE "ps and downs of

life, more good than bad luck.

1 ^ or 1 "J*
old and feeble.

1 'M foiling, decayed, as a state-

1 j§ all vigor gone, debilitated.

1 ]^ ^ '^ the fading trees and

chilly mists — of autumn.

1 ^ in mottlmmatics, a rule like

fellowship.

In Cantonese read ,««1 To
ravel, to fray an edge.

I P a raveled border.

^ I lU an unlucky chap.

m
.shwai

To pull over a thing.

1 fiS T P^'s'i^d it over and
broke it.

From hand and to catch'; it is

read tsuh) in the Dictionary, but

has now supplanted the preced-

ing.

To wrestle ; to push off or

down ; to shake, to quiver ; to shy,

as a horse.

I ^J* \^ \iX, shoved the thing off,

threw it down.

1 tt ? °"® ^^'^ "'""'^ '^'^ sleeve,

— a generous, profuse man.

] ^ to wrestle.

Jg, ) :g5 "J* P^ the wind broke

the door by slamming it.

J^ ] "P A 2|» the horse threw

him off.

I g^ ^ one who retracts his pro-

mise.

%VL 1 #± he grabbed up dirt

and threw it over him.

] ^ "j* to dash to pieces, as

holding a oat by its tail and

killing it.

] f| ^ to poach eggs ; to make
an omelet.

^shuvi

1 J

^lii';;:

An unauthorized character, used

for ^liu ^ to discard.

To throw away, <is worth-

les.s ; to discard, to reject.

\
throw it away.

1 & ^h 13 throw it outside.

p: ] ;^ Pj I cannot leave this

work.

I 5$ ^7 A to throw a brick at a

man.

I ^ to toss tiles up.

ni rfl a nujil'in and an old

orin of jy iinhiij, the kerchief

being put in tlie f^irJIe ; it much

resembles (-ihi ElB i"' official.

A leader, a conunander-in-chief 5

the black king in chess.

^ ]
or jjf I

a generalissimo.

M 1 the seal of this officer.

Read soh^ To lead on, to con-

duct, to be chief ; to follow, to

be led.

1 5c T JlJil t '^ control the

country by humane acts.

1 6i flE fij to lead an army to

battle.

^ ]
to command.

s/avai
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shuxii

shoh'

lu>

The origiaal form U supposed to

represent a aifki'n net on a han-

dle, such as birds are snared with
;

it is also read s/ioh^ and so/ii

A bird-net ; to follow, to

conform to; to aut in ac-

cordance to ; to lead, to com-

mand ; to cause to follow ; to ob-

serve, to direct ; to give free course

to ; to receive under one's orders

;

a leafier, a captain ; a mark, a

guide ; the most or first ; univer-

sally, for the most part, a resume
;

active, spry ; suddenly, hastily

;

from ; abng, about.
|

^ ^ 1 W Shangti ordered them I

(wheat and barley) for general

nourishment of man.

rjji;
] ip jlt for the most part

they are Uke this-

] ^ ^ ^ observing carefully

the old statutes.

\ MUM l-'^'^king the mUlet

sbout llie thrashing-floors.

1 ^^U '" bring a band of men
to take p'jsses^-ion.

^ ] an example, a leader.

^ j
carelessly ; inexact

] ^ to take the lead.

I "JJ
to adhere to one's opinion^

to follow one's fancies.

] & to lea<i troops.

^ ^ 1 ^ every one follows

bim.

1 S ^E '*' follow the usage,

j^ 1 to have general command.

I Sk ^o s[)eak the truth ; the

portrait is accurate.

^ he won't hear advice.

or
I ^ suddenly, hastily

;

^ 1

1 ^.
the first is used in tactics, to

bring up forces in a battle to

succor.

^ ] superficial, doing things on

the spur.

JbX :^ M ]
raake this the rule.

1 JR W ^ chiefs and subordi-

nates, each have their places.

H P >^ 1
three [lersous is the

maximum or highest number.

Read liih^ In nmtheviatics, a

term in a series.

Read lei'' To reckon, to per-

form arithmetical calculations.

] H an oflicer who attended to

the clepsydra.

Old sound, sbon. In Canton, sban and

in Fuhc/iau, soDg, swang,

From hand and aU ; also read

tsileh s at Canton, it is used for

the next.

ts'un ;
— in Swutow, chw'an and chw'^a ;— in Amot/, otw'an, swao, and wtn ;

^
ch'aung and chw'aiig ;

— in Shant/hai, si" and li° ;
— in Chi/u, sn-au.

^shvxm
To select, to pick out from

among a large quantity ; to

bind, to strap up ; to buy ; to

entangle ; to fasten, as a horse.

1 ^ to fasten with a cord.

] i^ to purchase a cart.

1 ^ ft 'C" ^^^ •^"'* l^^P ^^
mind fi.xed on it.

I ^ ^ to make a noose or knot.

Sfe A ^ ] IS 5i to stir up

strife between others.

] ^ ^ to bind a clay image to

a string around the neck, which

is thought to intercede for pro-

geny-

] '^ to strap on, as skates- ^

^
From dour and a tine ; or wood

^ (^
and bar ; the last form is ob.so-

lete.

The bolt or beam which is

used to bar doors ; a cross-

l)in or key-bar ; to bolt a

door.

shmni,
] P^ bar the door.

1 IS ^'^ ^''"t "P tlie shop.

) ^tUB
to shut the street gates,

g j
the upright post which fes-

tens a gate.

Bg ]
a secret bolt.

^ W ^ 1
to influence atl-

versely and secretly.

.1 A^ A wooden peg ; a pin for

(^5» suspending thitigs ; a cup or

^tuxin small bowL

^- jj|| .Uso read shwa/i,

|>ip'J To scour and wash out

;

s/iiiuii' name of a stream.

I ^ to s(jak and rot hemp.

^ 7^ 1
~"

1 hring gome water

and rinse it clean.

1 ^ f^ to wash with gold, to

gild metals.

1 I ;^ M 't 'ahis heavily.

M I ?S iB' the rain washes the

outer steps.

s/ucan'

shwan'

To wash ; to rinse ; used )

with the last.

1 Wi to scrub a horse.

To repair the axles and

hubs of carriages.

•»«•
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Old sound, shnng. In Canton, scung and sliong ;
— in Su-alow, suaiig and siiiig

soDg and sang ;
— in Shanghai, song ;

— in Chifu,

;
— m

swang.

From milt and iitutua/.

</f|::| Frozen dew, hoar-frost ; the

^aUlmn(J goddess of hoar-frost is -^ ^
the green woman, who causes

it and snow to descend ; rime, con-

gealed vapor ; applied to powders

resembling it, as quinine or soot

;

and to efflorescence, as the exu-

dation on the Bcniiicam gour<l
;

crystallized ; stern, severe, frigid.

] g IVost and snow.

^ — ^ ]
the hoar-frost is on

the trees.

^ ]
frosty, freezing.

;^ J^ ] a furrier's name i<x un-

yeaned Ianil)-skiii.

51 ''& 1
l"'ai'y temples ; met.

growing old.

'ft" 1l $^ 1 ^''8 orders and his

severity [are decisive as] the

autumn frost.

] p^ the -JOth term from Oct. 24

to No\ . 8 ; whence
) ^ j^ is a

name for failing mulberry leaves

] 1^ majestic, awe-inspiring.

^ 1 ^ 'fH as careful as step-

ping on the frost.

;|l|j ] a candied persimmon.

^Jv 1 ^ '^ ^ rigiJ adherence to

one's principles.

|5}- ] acetate of lead.

;J^ ] nitrous efflorescence seen

on the ground in Chihii and

elsewhere; it is impure potash.

Read s/iii'iiru/' To kill plants

by frost ; tlie radical yjj^ is some-

times added to denote this meaning.

T^jSrS An unauthorized character,

f n^B "''^''^ instead of the preceding

^g/twaut/ in the name 1^ ]
for

arsenic shale.

Jfg& Krom woman and frott.

(.aTb ^ widow.

^sliwan(j
\ ^ n, widow.

JB^ ] a lone widow.

^ I
to live alone, as a

widow.

tfjSF* A famous Bucephalus called

c'^Ib Si 1
l^elonging by ^ 1%

^sliimiiij Kwoh Poh of the Tsin

dynasty about a. d. 280.

A bird whose Hight indicates

the time of hoar-frost ; it is

S^t^ f
the turquoise kingfisher, of

ig^ a green and blue color {Hul-

sliawK/ '^V" sniyrnemis) ; its plu-

mage is used in feather work.

I J,^ " synonym for a hawk
witii a crest.

A kind of river boat, called

1^ I
which is used in the

j

^shinini/ centr<il provinces.

1

Atnoy, song ;
— in Fuhchau,

\ \ i^ ^ when two corae

you'll have a matcli ; — it takes

two to make a quarrel.

': Zl *}f I
it is rare to find the

duplicate of this.

1 ^ ^ they went along

l»y twos hand in hand.

"M* ^ ^ a" olJ hoary headed
couple.

M.

I'lom two birds in one hawl

;

the contracted form is common.

' A pair, a brace, a couple ;
'

a match of anything ; an !

'
as a mate ; to be doubled or

matched ; anciently, a plat

of four or five »ieu.

^ %?^ thick, firm ; said of cups or

glassware.

^ 14 M 1 ^® "^ unequaled, he

hits no com[)eer in the world.

] ^ one's parents.

1 ^ 5i 65 doubled, in folds.

j JJ two swords in one sheath.

] t"^ double sixes, i. e. dice.

/f» g^ ] 15 ^ it need not wait

till an odd or even mouth.

C ;>t^ I'roni sleazy cloth and amat.

"y^ To admit the light and
'tshwaiiJj make cheerful; light-hearted,

cheering ; sunny, delight-

some
;
grateful ; healthy, vigorous,

comfortable, happy ; impetuous,

noble ; crisp, tender ; to miss, to

in be error ; to change ; a defect.

1 "K i" g^'od spirits.

^ 1 dried up, not sloppy.

P ] ready to promise
;
quick.

I $^ jto fail in an engagement.

] jfl^ in good health.

— ^ ^ j not jjerfectly right.

5^ ]
brigiit, refulgent.

1 ^ ^ ^ too great haste begets

errors ;
— the more haste the

w.irse S2)eed.

I ^^ distinguislied virtue.

] fi]J
crisp and sweet.

^ ]
bright aulumnal weather.

1 @ 'Ift >& it pleases the eye,

ami gladdens the heart.

1 m I'olitly dressed, — and

ready for work.

I ^ g{j :^ it is something he

can easily do.

<A^J^ The strap whicli ties the

/p^Jj shoe on acros.s the instep,

'ahimiiij fastened from the heel.
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Old sound, shot. In Canton, shut, Qt,

and swoi ; —
Kroin words and to exchange.

To talk, to speak ; to stir up

shwo' one by conversing with him
;

thui' to say, to narrate ; to set

forth, to discourse upon

;

« promise ; words, speech ; sayings,

doctrines ; to speak for, to excuse.

] U to converse ; language,

sjxiech.

f/^ I
to explain words ; a com-

ment, an explanation.

j j^ I ^ to talk of gods and

demons ; lo pro[X)und mysteries.

1 Ifi ^' '^''*^' ^° divulge.

] 3l^ to explain characters, to

tell their component parts.

1 ^ f^ ^ ^'^U dreams; big

stories.

tM. Ji 1 id ^° '^'^ about every-

thing, vague talk.

1 ^ f^ "Ife
I cannot speak to

him (or about it).

] ^ to state verbally.

and eliui ;
— in Swatow, sue and guat ;

— in Amoy, swat ;

in Slianyhai, suU and sib ;
— in Ckifu, shiie and sua.

-in Fuhchan, siok, yok,

il[ W ?§ 1 t-liere is nothing to say.

] ^ ^ can say no more ; can-

not be described.

W ^ 1
it is all settled, the die

is cast.

1 & '^ ""M
"-o ^'"S ^"'^ ^^^ stories.

] ^ ~ip
I could not (or did not)

tell it all ; could not finish the

account.

^ ] well said, thank you ; often

used like— You are too kind
;

I beg pardon.

i\t \ novels ; story books.

H, ] we'll talk of that by and by ;

no matter about it now.

] ^ "J"
to retract a promise.

^ 1 hard to say ; I am not sure

about it.

^ ^ ^ j I wou't hear any

more.

"3^ •?* JS 1
t" ^^^^ (""^f wives)

we pledged our word.

Kead shut'' To urge one, to

intiuenoe and persuade ; to halt.

5^ 1 ?'J ^ he went around and

[iLTsuiuled all the states—to join.

] ^ intriguing men, persuasive

poliLiciaus.

S ffi /3^ 1
<^liao i'th rested a

wliilo — under tliis tree.

1 ^ ^ If I w'1 tarry i" tlie

country near Chu.

liead yueh^ and used with fj.
I'leiuicd ; to delight in ; numbers

or fate.

J6 1 ^ M tliii l^eople were do-

ligiited Ix-vond meiisure.

i$ It li Jh'fc *5 m 1
1-t me

but meet him, and my heart will

then Ije happy.

Read foh^ and used with
JJ^.

To take otf.

) SfS ilp ^ he loosened the outer

horses and gave them to him.

M
Old sounds, si, sei, sai, sit, and sat. In

8U, and cli'e ;
— in F

Tlie original form represents a

hird on its nest ; a synonym of

the next, for when the sun is in

St the west, birds go to roost.

The west ; in diviniition, the

region Ijelonging to metal ; among

Budhists, refers to heaven, and

occasionally to India ; western, at

the west, westward ; foreign, Eu-

ropean ; to place in the west.

^ ^ 6$ 1 '^'' ''^ '^'^'^ ""'^ gone.

IS'"' 1 ^ " private tutor,

because the we.st side of the

hall was the place for guests.

paradise of Budlia (Sanscrit,

sid/iiirdti), the ninwta of the

common people.

SI-
Canlon, sei and sai ;

— in Sivatow, sai, soi, si, sua, jii, and sii ; — in Aiuot/, se, si,

'tthchau, sc, cli'e, and sai ; — in S/iangliui, si ;
— in Cki/a, shi

1 A or 1 P 6^ A Occidentals,

men from the west.

I f^ A Europeans ; but in the

o|)en ports, it means only the

Portuguese.

Z^ ^"M 1 l^e is nothing ; !. e.

what use is he ? met. a useless

man.

^ ] §J a man from Shansi.

(I'etine/ese.)

Q £[5 ] the sun declines to the

west.

1 ^ i 1
west-southwesterly.

] :|t northwest.

3K — R||
I
—• ^ here a mouth

there a word ; — everybody

must talk.

M
Krom wood and «'{/c or west ;

tlie tirst is most used ; used fur

> c's'i^ staid.

To roost, to perch ; to so-

journ, to stay at ; to settle

cA'i down after wanderuig, to

rest ; to desist ; at jjeace

;

a perch or roost ; a sleeping-place.

f^ ] a hen-roost.

] i§ slow going ; at leisure.

^ fl# 1 tt ^'^^ ^^^ ***' awhile.

1 # 1^ ^ °<' ^^ dwelling-

place.

I 1 ^ ^ anxious and hurried.

this place to rest myself in.



bustle in the sixtli inonlli, for

war-chariots were preparing.

I ^ stopping here .and there, as

when traveling.

ilrfft
Troubled and angry; used

f j ^ for the last.

^si ] '[§ vexed, grieved.

W^] 1^:imwhydo
you wander about so much ?

The broken rice left in the

mortar after hulling is ^
'*;'

I
; but the connnon name is

Jj5 ^ or :p^ ^ broken rice.

l-ij I'rom ^ ox and ^ tail.

\ The rhinoceros still found in

<*' Ghin-lndia ; one kirid is

described as having the horn

on the nose, while the other has it

on the head ; hard, good metal, as

a sword ; a section or slice of a

melon.

I ^ a rhinoceros' horn, thought

by the Chinese to detect poison,

and often carved into cups.

y ^ the rhinoceros.

)& W M 1
— IS a =» '"'"''

acute as a rhinoceros; i. e. he

understands a point at once.

y jpj sharp and acute, as a rapier.

^ 1 a poetic name for the yak.

® in ^ 1
li^r '***''' ^^^^ '''^^

the seeds in a slice of melon.

From ivuod and a rhinorfros

unauthorized character-

A diminutive variety of the

Olea fragrans, with reddish

flowers, is the ;^ ] ; it is regarded

as more fragrant than the white.

The neighing of a horse ; a

hoarse, crashing, slashing,

or clattering noise.

] ^ the din of battle ; a

furious onslaught.

^ ^ a cricket's chirp. (Cun-

tonese.)

] 5^ j^ Jlil
Ibe horse neighs

over his pasture.

Ml
SI.

Afraid.

^ ] alarmed.

SI. 789

Bitn Also lead /»>.

J^g A wingless insect allied to

si the centipede, the Jg | or

'si

'sien

millipede.

From water and Jtrst ; it

also written but that form is

1

more usually read ^sha or < shau

To wash the feet ; to wash,

to bathe ; to purify ; to re-

form ; to wash out, to ex-

terminate ; to rinse ; a bath-

ing-vessel.

^ or ] ^ to wash the face.

1

1 ^ or ] -J^
or

] ^ to bathe.

I )& ^ cleanse or reform the

heart.

M \ ^ or J{S[ ] jg to receive

baptism.

1 M ^^ashed out the whole city.

] ^ wash [the child] on the

third day ; the midwife bathes

it in water having artemisia and

other herbs in it, and places a

slice of ginger on the fontanelle.

1 5^ avenged his wrong.

S JH: 1 # hereafter I'll do so

no more.

] 3 ^ ^, to hear with reverent

attention.

^ ] -^ a water-cup for ink.

] ^1] washed and brushed ; a

grammatical term for repetition

of expressions.

Read 'sien. To wash,

cially the feet ; to clarify spirit.

1 ^ a reviser of books attached

to the Hanlin.

jifj ]
the n.iiue of a tune or pipe

which was anciently played in

the ninth raoon.

S 1 JlH 15: ffl m to make spirit

clear and potent and use it.

Originally composed of j^ to

I/O and Jn to stop, altered to its

'gf jiresent form ; it resembles both

s'" {£ " disciple, and ^ts'ung

^ to follow.

To move one's abode, to shift i

one's things ; to exceed or over- i

pass, to evade.

^ I
to move one's itbode.

j^ I
to change about or move

elsewliere.

I Jg to live elsewhere.

j ^ moved to another post.

] ^ to change for the better.

] ^ to incroach on another

month.

] 1^ name in the Tang dynasty
for Ya-cheu fu JJf ^\\ J^ in the

west of Sz'ch'uen.

3fc # H I
Mencius' mother

thrice moved her dwelling.

In Cantonese read ^sai, and often

written pg|. To waste ; to throw

away ; wasted, used up.

Also read sa;,' and used for "T
All, the whole ; complete, entire.

^ ^ ]
uselessly wasted.

1 ^ .S. W (lisgraced bis family.

I ?^ £ '^s "^s more than is ne-

cessary.

^ I
' all are gone.

^ il§ ]
' I've seen everything.

^ ]
' none at all.

^ I
' let go all, as a rope.

^ Pg ]
' I have not written it all.

From hodi/ or fool and to move ;

the third form is very little used.

Straw sandals or slipperi,

t. worn by mummers and sing-

ers; shoes that have no

lieel-backs, like a patten or

_ slip-shoe,

s 18 1
to throw off a slipper.

'®S W. 1
[Slum renoun-

ced the empire] like throw-

ing away an oltl sandal.

^ 1 5ffl ^ went out to meet
his friend with his sandals turned

end for end ; — met. in a hurry.

Name of a plant ; to increa«e

fivefold.

j£ # fl ]
I think there

may be five tii»«« m many.
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A fillet to confine the bair

iiider the cap, when the hair

'SI is worn like the Lewchewans.

^ I ^ ^ he prepares the

comb, fillet, and hair-pui —
for the toilet.

1 ] ^ ^ coming on as people

do,—numerously and one after

the other.

m

'si

From />/ant and to think.

Afraid, shirking, looking ter-

ii rified ; biishful, excessively

timid; thrown off one's gu.ird,

showing the white feather.

g 1 abashed, powerless to act.

^ ]
looking afraid.

•^ W IS H i'J 1 ^y^ cautious

who are not used in courtier's

ways are terrified.

Oriftinally composed of jt
'^"'''''

and ^ thou, denoting the ruler's

seal, tlie radical now ciiaiiged to

The royal signet, the great

seal, now called tJ ; the im-

pression of the seal.

g ]
the state seal-

^ ] the halves of the seal agree

with each other.

From wood and ritised ; it is some-
times written with grass added.

The male nettle-hemp planb

whose fibers called ^, are

used for making cloth ; others .say

it is the female plant ; and a third,

that the plant is J^ and this denotes

the fibers.

] 5 (°'" ^ If f's given in the

Book of Odes,) the burr-weed

(Xanthium s/rumwe), common in

the northern provinces.

] ^ linen.

^M) From silk and _fif/'l, but the pri-

/Rffl mitive wasorigiiinllv @ tlie /u»-
• •7 tMelU.
SI

Fine, small ; the parliculara

of a thing ; delicate, finely made
;

soft, as a texture ; triHing, petty;

vexatious ; subtile ; carefully, tho-

roughly.

I
J|£ fine and coarse.

I t^ be careful.

f 1
°'' ff 1

heedful, attentive.

/J» f^ 1 •?? don't be too careful

about little things.

] y a small matter.

] IJ^ conversation ; to speak mi-

nutely or carefully about.

S

SIA.l>TO-,
Old sounds, rinng, ziung, and nlung. In Canton, sAung and ts6ung ;

— in Swatow, s"ie,

in Fuhchau, siiing and ch'iong ;
— in Shanghai, siaiig and djiang

;

1 i£ ^^^^ ^' ""' '''^U distant

;

not on very good terms with.M̂
sillily

L

From ei/e and leood; for, accord-

ing to the Yih King, tliere is

notiii]!^ more agreeable to the eye
than trees.

Looking among trees ; to

examine, to inspect ; to blend with
;

mutually, reciprocally, by turns,

from one to another; together ; often

merely a reflective form of the

verb, and also answers to the Greek

prefix - vv with ; the substance or

essence, as distinguished from the

accidents.

] |& acquainted with ; friendly to.

1 H *" ^> associated with for

:: while.

] ^ at variance, differing in views.

) fj^ much alike, a great resem-

blance.

^ ] ^ no matter about it ; no

difference which.

1 >® "fi^
I will trouble you.

1 ^ 1R ^ 1^ an» so^y to be so

late in seeing you ;
— a polite

phrase.

1 1^ 3^ }^ separated as wide as

the heaven is from the abyss.

1 <§^ ^ lovesick, deeply attached

to.

] ^ to thoroughly examine.

] ^ fine-looking, beautiful.

1 1 Si ^ ^^""y P'irticularly.

] f^ a spy ; to sift to the bottom

1 Wl niinute atoms, subtle; the

finest parts.

1 1$ fSi sycee silver;— the foreign

word is derived from]this term.

] ^ to mince, to cut up.

] >]» small
;

petty.

] ;^ a concubine.

From woman or scholar and to
help.

' A son-in-law.

^ I
a husband, so sjioken

of by his wife.

^ ]
my son-in-law.

g 1
a worthy son-in-law.

father-in-law and son-in-law.

y^ J^ ik 1 '"I excellent man for

a son-in-law.

gg ] two brothers-in-law so call

themselves.

In S/iaiiffhai. used for #,.

Fancy ; thoughts.

^1 ]
to amuse one's self ; hav-

ing no cares.

^ if^ I
diligently, cheerfully.

sil'iig, and cWi \
— in Amoy, siong ;

—
— in Chifa, shang.

^ rE ^ 1
[he is like] the

strength of gold and the beauty

of a gem.

1 i@l H * 'ed bean, the Abrua

precntoriits.

] ^ to agree with, uot to dispute

abouL

Read siang'' To assist, to help

;

to select; to direct, to encourage

and lead on ; to watch the times,

as a trader does ; to look at ; to re-

ceive an envoy ; a minister of state

;

the black elephant in chess, it

moves diagonally like the bishop

through twosquares; physiognomy

;

» I II jT .
- '- __
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the art of palmistry ; small stars

near Megrez (5 in Ursa Miijor.

I ^^ rules of physiognomy.

^ I
to tell the distiiiy by the

countenance.

^^ I
to take a photograph.

?g ] or^ I
a prime or high

minister.

1 flt M U act when it is a fa-

vorable time.

;4s 1 52i
original temper.

^ )
disposition ; real qualities

< of a person ; an old name for

a privy councillor.

g, ]
the realities of life ;—a Bud-

hist phrase.

1 i^ I? •5V fl^e princes and lords

assist.

^ tf^ and ] »f^ fire-prince and

fire - n)inister, — medical terms

for causes of sickness.

) ^ ^ 7jC look at the waters

of that spring.

^ 1 5V yoiuig or respected Sir.

Jt A ^ pT ^ I
'I'e sincere

man must not be lightly con-

temned.

] ^ a classical name for the

seventh moon.

] ^ the leader of a blind man.

'ora shelter and assisting! ; oc-

curs used for [^ to inlay, and
interclmnged witli t!ie next.

The side ro oms or building,

called
I ^ situated on the east

or west bides of the court, and sub-

ordinate to the large buildings.

1^ ] -f the houses over a city

gate ; the suburbs near the gates.

M ^ 1 ^b inside and outside of

the city.

1 ^ ^ Ihe bordered Yellow

Banner, one of the Manchu
army corps.

yj^^ A box, cofter, trunk, or cas-

t/I*!^ ket ; boot of a carriage ; met.

j.<t!u«y a cart ; a closet or storeroom
;

a granary ; a room, a side

apartment.

— ^ ] or — ^ ] one box.

^ ] to pack a tnink.

^ ^ ) a partition-box or tray

for carrying eatables in proces-

sions.

^ ^ ^ I
I tol<l him to his face

to go away. (Cantonese.)

\M 1 "P 6'5l * peddler of tapes

and needles. (S/tamy/iai.)

>tJt "S 1
a

P'"''* leather trunk.

t"! 1
<" M \T. 1

a paper trunk

for burning at funerals, with

paper clothes in it.

1^ 1 the upper small part of a

w.irdrobe.

iK 1 -fr^ trunks and baggage.

;^ 1 32, the botly of a cart,

where the passenger sits.

^ 'M Wi ]
thousands of store-

houses and myriads of granaries.

yj'tt A large tributary of the

fITfl Yangtsz' River flowing north

^suini/ through the eastern half of

Hiuian into Tungting Lake,

and giving its name to the ^
] three Siang and other towns

near it ; its basin measures about

39,000 square miles ; a lake in

Chehkiang; to boil and cook.

I iB. t^ the bamboo of Shun's

wife, which became speckled

from his tears for her death.

^yH 1 :tmiif^m here,

upon she Iwilcd it in her tripods

and kettles.

A light yellow color,

j g, likened to the bud-

^siant/ ding leaves of the mulberry.

^ \ a bluish yellow, as

of silks.

"i^ A medicinal plant, the Ce-

c^Q hsia argentea, whose black

^giaiig smooth seeds, called ^ ]

^, resemble those of the

cockscomb ; an oil is extracted

from them.

jA^ Componea of clothes and an old
-y**^ Avord for confused; it is interclian-
'^'^ god with some of its derivatives.
^iung

To disrobe in order to plough,

to remove, to put away ; to over-

top ; to overflow, as a flood ; to ef-

fect, to do ; to exalt as superior, to

praise ; to complete
;
perfection ; to

assist ; to bring about ; meritoiious

>alor; to yoke up; to saddle a horse.

J^ 1 the best riding — horse.

^ I
to encourage by praise.

I P^ /i¥ •'* prefecture in the north

of llupeh on the River Han.

^ ^ 1 -^ the affair could not

be brought about.

yp Pj"
I ^^ it cannot be excluded.

To inlay, to inchase, to let

in ; to insert or set, as a
jewel ; to veneer ; to coat or

plate ; to rivet, to clamp on

;

bordered, as one color on another,

for which
/|fj

is also used.

I ^ ^ to glaze a window.

1 "K ? '"laid chopsticks.

] 1^ I ^ the inlaid cup and
saucer— of cocoanut, used at a
wedding.

] ^ false teeth.

] -^ to let in, to emboss.

A tree in Annam, which

contains within its bark

white grains like rice, that

can be cleaned and [Xjunded

for food ; it may be a species of sago

palm, as it is also called slia-muli.

A spirited horse shaking his

head, caracoling and canter-

ing ; a horse with a white

hind leg; to hold the head

proudly ; remote.

II 1 % ^ [his step is like] a

dragon's gambols and a tiger's

paces.

^ ] capering and prancing.

A cord to hold up the sleeves

;

to pull by the arm ; to carry

^siang in the girdle ; a surcingle or

belly-band.

Like tlie lost

i.f-'Pe^ Ornaments on a horse ; en-

^sicmg chased hair-pins and head

ornaments ; a girth.

1 ?S ^ 6tl 11 flat hair-pins

embossed with jjearls.

c

^sMng

M
.sia

I
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^siang

Also read 'jang.

The fat of hogs is ] Jg- fgf

when taken from the animal

/i^g To stroll about, to ratable.

c]^^ ] ^ to go on an excnr-

^siangi sion, to saunter idly.

I j
to walk fast.

~Vtf' From to make known and sheep;

ifnf it is often symbolized by "^ ^
siWlQ ^^ lucky sheep, JJ» and n be-

'
'

ing sonntled alike in the North,

thus making a sort of anagram.

Happiness ; felicity or good luck

indicated in some way ; an omen or

harbinger of prosperity p:ranted by

superior powers.

I }g lucky signs.

§ ]
a good prognostic.

yf> 1 i ^JS ^" unpropitiouB

omen.

>]» ] and ;/j ] are the sacrifices

to a parent at the end of one

and two years, when the mourn-

ing costume is changed.

/JI ^ ^ ] regardless of the bad

omens.

^ A i S 'iP 1
'' ''^ "°'' ™^^''

to forget the kindness showed

to you.

From words and sheep ; it occurs

used for the last.

fOang To examine into and report

upon ; to learn folly ; to dis-

course or rea.son upon ; to watch

over, to pay attention to ; to mi-

nutely narrate ; an official minute

or report ; the detail, the ^jarticu-

lars, the arguments ; minutely

;

fully
;
good, skillful ; to feign.

] ^ to judge carefully.

1^6^ told every particular.

] ^ ask the real facts.

] ^ an ofiBcial report to a su-

perior.

I ^ a clear, intelligible account.

^ ]
to infer the consequences.

/P ? 3t 4fc I liave not inquired

:nij tho roiMCS-

ttH ] to report ou.

^ ]
a joint inquiry.

I ^ to minutely inform.

j^ ^ ^ ] I wish to hear all

about it

=" ;^ pj" ] words cannot fully

describe it

1 75 IS ^ ^ careful what you

see and hear.

•^^n To soar, to hover over; to

iy^J look back on ; to roam.

^siaru/ ] ]
dignified, severe.

pg ] risen to be a graduate.

^ pf» ;p j
in the house do not

bow so grandly, — i e. with

spreading arms.

]
to look back on — one's

native village.

W'P M \
"-^'^ '*^y °^ '^^ moves

on at ease.

fir^ From shelter and sheep.

(/-p" An asylum for old people ; a

jSi'any gymnasium or college in the

Cheu dynasty for poor stu-

dents ; to teach.

g, j
the graduates of a district.

^ ]
to become a ] ^ siuts'a.

$^ '^\] ^ 1 ^^ name is well

known in the Academy.

CJLQ From heart and to aid.

AfA To think on ; to meditate,

'siang to reflect on ; to plan ; to

hope, to expect ; to antici-

pate ; an idea, a conception.

t^ W 1 HM "° ^"P® of getting it

;

it is impossible.

{•}» 1 BH lie ^ y"' notions are

too grand ; how extr.ivagant

you arc

!

j^ ]
earnestly desirhig or think-

ing of

1 ^ 2ji or 1 ::p ffi
I don't

comprehend it ; I can't remem-

ber or think upon it

jS \
'^ consider, to reflect on.

1 ^ to recollect, to recall to

mind ; to ira.igiiie.

] ::^ pj or^ I
ifij I shouldn't

liiivo thought it ; no one would

have supposed that

] ;§ to think on.

I i^ ^ I think it will surely be

80.

S 1 G ^ ^^^ ^"*^ ^'^^1 hopes of

becoming great.

»&^ 1
I will think of it

] ;^ I fear it will hurt your

lungs.

^ '&^ 1 undecided, unreliable,

chimerical.

] — I
let me think a little of it

From JS^ fish and ^ fine ;

wliich some regard as a contrac-

' tion of ^^ tonouri*^; the second
form is most used.

Dried salt fish ; in Peking,

the
]

Jffi[ is applied usually

to the salted Trichiurus and perch
;

but in the PSn Ts'ao only the ^
"^ ;fi| or sea bass, is so called ; in

Kiangsu, the ^ | is one of tho

herring family, with very small

fina

The original character represent*

its four legs, ears, trunk, and
tusks ; used with the next.

stctnff'
The elephant ; ivory ; a figure,

form, image, because in an-

cient days the bones of a dead

elephant were found and put to-

gether to look like the living animal;

the white elephant in Chinese

chess, it moves two squares dia-

gonally ; the shap3 things take

;

emblematic auguries or fancies

;

to resemble ; to delineate
;
pictured

;

a resemblance, a likeness ; a law or

ordinance of nature, apphed to tho

change of the /\ ^ diagrams ; to

imitate ; acting, playing.

) :9^ ivory.

j |g the Ivory gate, the palace

1 SC elephant's skin, used as a

medicine ; india rubber.

^ ]
stupid, dull.

1 <|{{ a large district in the north

of Kwangiii,wherc elephants wero

found in the Han dynasty.

# 4^ 1 ^ each thing ciillcd by

its o«'u nnine.

I ^ the Budliist tenets.
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I j^ a mahont

!l^ ^ W 1
^^^^^ ^'"^ signs of a

plentiful year.

W "F I R ^ son should imitate

the virtuous.

5C I
*" ^ 1

celestial signs or

luminaries.

'S ® ^ 1
it comprehends all

nature.

7^ ^ IM ]
^o then minutely

di-line;ited his form,

fl 4t ^ ] immaterial, no form.

1 ))E :§: Jt ^^^ pictured robes

well became her.

1 M- BB looped holes to hang

I
things by.

fl

I

) From man and elephant

;

• with the last.

used

suity' Like, such, so, similar ; a

figure, image, likeness ; an

idol, a statue ; to symbolize ; to

resemble.

?^ ]
<" 11^ figure, form.

^ j to paiut jxirlraits.

jif I
or {g 1 an idol.

j^ ] a conception, an idea.

] ^ life-like, Bij a statue.

I -fy
similar to.

'^x
) ^ ill-looking, no comeliness.

f^ g^ 7 ] not made like the

pattern.

1 #[ 1 # 5i 6^ elegant and
stylish ; well arranged, as a
house.

The chestnut-oak (Quercus

Mntnsis), called | ;J5g
i^

siany'' which grows near Peking.

j ^ the meal of acorns.

I \^ ^ thecupules of the acorns;

they are used to dye black.

' > The elephant bird, ias

ch.iracter imports,) is

the

the

Buceros or horubill of Siara

•''e ] g^, of whose hard

beak the people make vessels and
carved ornaments.

Old sounds, sio, siok, and sok. J» Canton, siu ;
— in Swatow, si6, ch'i6, and ohio ; — en Ataoy, slau, ch'lau, and sau ; —

in f'uhchau, siii and cb'iu ;
— in Shanghai, sio ; — in Chi/u, sliao.

*i/l\ From umter and likeness; occurs

interchanged with the next two.

To melt, to liquefy, to thaw

;

to lessen by using, to do

away with ; to annul ; to need and

consume, as stores ; hence partici-

pially, needed, required, exigeant

;

to allay, as thirst ; to digest ; to

exhaust ; to eliminate ; diminished,

dispersed ; sold out, saleable
;

transpiring ; an ancient city north

of the Yellow Kiver, near Wei-

hwui fu.

1 -fb digestible.

1 }% ^ intolerable thirst.

1 M destroyed utterly, lost all,

as by fire.

?£ I ^ ^ not including the

fees to the porters.

] ^ to allay the fever.

T 3J 1 ^ play a game of chess

to pass the time.

I M- to transpire, as news ; a re-

port, a rumor.

\ Spl melted away.

\ p^ cheer up, dissipate your

grief. ^
1 i^ [^ ^ to remove judgments

and induce blessiiiKs.

^ ?4 1 ^ it has taken away
all my spirits ; said of extreme

joy or grief.

^m 1 1 *ail^^'*ittm
his temper has cooled, and then

talk about it.

] ^ wasteful

^ jJB 1 ^ lie has no enjoyment
of it at all.

] <pj' a branch of the Yellow R.
near Tsing-yuen in Kansuh.

] ^ to carouse through the

night.

^ ) only that, just needed only

that.

] f^ leisurely, quietly ; to become
composed.

From metal and
similar to the last>

to resemble:

To fuse metals ; to dissolve,

to finish ; to spend, as time
;

deficient, as in politeness ; to make
void; to cancel, as a check ; to ex-

haust ; to spade up.

^ I
to clear off, as an account.

I ^ to decide a case in court.

I fjt to cancel a certificate, to

give back a i)erinit.

I J^ to wash with gold.

] J^ to melt, as ores.

] H to carry an order or mes-

sage into effect, — and report.

] ^ to destroy what is no longer

of use ; to ruin ; to dissolve.

jifc 1fi ji 1 such hatred is hard

to appease.

— 3^ ^ ] the affair is quite

settled.

^1 ^ -^ to spend the years

in leisure.

^ I
to render an account of

government expeuditures by a

^ j
or memorial of outlays.

jll; 1 ^ If to deprive of an

honorary title for cowardice.

W 1 ^ '" great demand ; a large

stock, as goods.

Niter, or similar looking

salts ; saline efllorescence.

whether having a soda or

potash base; to use salts;

to tan.

^ a saltpeter de'p6t.

jfY I
crude glauber's salts, or

sulphate of sotla ; it is called j^
^ J^ when purified.

.SMO

1

100
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] J^ to tan leather.

\ ^ ^ a. chalky stone used for

marking.

j:^ ] foreign saltpeter,

jjj ^ ]
the leather creaks, as

after a wetting and drying.

I
Pg carbonate of soda from the

natron lakes in Mongolia.

^ ] a saline substance left when

lixiviating salt.

»^ ^ 1
crystals of niter,- cop-

peras, or other salts.

1 & 5lK "i'"c acid.

>rj[^ Night, in the night ; dark

;

c 1^ traveling by nigbt ; small,

^siao ffW.

] fj or
I j^ the glowworm.

3& 1 "J" ^ 1
throughout the

night.

^ ]
the full moon of the first

month.

11 ^K' 9T' ^ I flrpss before the

dawn and eat at noon ; said by

^ the emperor from his cares of
' state.

H ^ ^ 1 for three days and
nights.

^ ]
in the silent night

M Raw silk
;
plain stuffs like

lustring ; the woof of silkj

.«'«" i,]tiani^ blackish

silks are made into vests.

[^ ] a kind of byssus or silk

brought up by divers.

Read ^skto, and used with i(§.

To comb the hair ; a spar f a yard

to support ft siul or a flag.

From leather and likeness ; the
first form iscommou, and is alsc

rend (Shao, a ivliip, a cudgel.

A sheath ; the scabbard of

a sword ; a case for a knife

or other thing.

3gl| 1 -^ a scabbard.

7J \ii 1 the blade left its

case.

'H I
cases for revenue treasure ;

they are made of small logs

iron-boimd and hollowed out.

.siao

SIAO.

Jlt/^ The chrysalis or egg-cocoon

<li{ f^ of the mantis.

^siao '^
I

the aareAa of the

mantis.

Bead ^s/tao. A long^le^ed col-

der, the shepherd spider.

'*lt From M^ Jlsh and $3 a ahealh

coiitrncced.

A fi.ih found in the lakes

and the Yangtsz' River, and

along the coasts, with a body like

a whip and having a forked tail ; it

is probably the FMularia, known

at Canton as the J^ f^ ; though

it may be the gar- pike (Betone),

also common in the southern seas.

Excessive thirst.

^ I
a headache said to

^siuo come on in the spring.

^4& To ramble and saunter ; ap-

fJ[R. plied to the easy diversions

^siao of immortals.

jflj _t, ] ^ to wander along

the banks of the river.

1 ^ S 'fit
quite at leisiu* en-

joying a ramble.

From nun and likeness.

Misty snow or sleet, also call-

skio ed fj^ § which melts as

soon as it drops ; vapory

haze, fleecy clouds ; the empyrean,

heaven, the highest region of the

wr ; a halo or parhelion.

g 1 fleecy clouds.

]g| i^ I
to ascend to the pure.

vapors, to rise to heaven.

Vjf \
^j^i outrageous, heaven-

daring anger.

?^ 1 ?2 ^^^ trumpet-flowar or

JSiffnottia.

A lU I is a brownie with

one leg sticking out behind,

xio found in thickets, especially

in Ting-chau fu JJ jHl JJJ »"

Fohkien ; it tries to injure people,

but desists on calling its name; the

Miaotsz' in Kweichau worship it

at the new-year by a procession ;

other descriptions suggest that by

^(10

SIAO.

this name is meant the demon

which produces malaria, or ague.

Abundant foliage ; the leaves

falling in autumn ; slender

trees ; used by some as a

synonym for the catalpa.

An instrument of music like

the pandean pipes with 23

or 16 short, unequal tubes

inserted in a frame ; the

ends of a bow.

^|5| I
a bamboo flageolet.

^ I
to tune the pipes.

Pjij ]
to play on the orphic pipe.

1 hS 'h^ ancient pandean pipes.

^ I
the wind singing, as through

a crack ; Kolian music.

1 W M $ the p.in-pipe and

double-pipe begin together.

,siao

A long-legged spider, called

1 j'^" akin to the Pkilaii-

I ffiuiii; the name seems to

be applied to other long-leg-

ged insects, as the Tiptda

or era;: e- fly.

ti^' -ffi ^ '''" harvest spiders

are in our doors.

From pimi and to venerate.

f^ttwr* A plant, also called § ^'

.siuo and ^ ;^ ^, a very fra-

grant and common species of

artemisia, ab<vit four feet higli.

numerous whorls of leaves, and a

square stalk ; a small principality

near the Yellow River, now Siao

hien 1 jjy^ in Sii-cheu fu in the

northwest of Kiangsu.

1 ^ a bill-hook good for cutting

plants.

1 •^ lonely, desolate, poverty-

stricken, in extremis.

1 1 H ^% quietly neighed the

horses on their return.

1 3w .i ^ in imminent danger.

1 ^ ^ H pestered, troubled.

JH ^ I % the wind soughs fit-

fully through the trees.

artemisia

!
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Name of a river in Yunnan,

an iipiKT tributary ot the

^siuo West or Pearl River.

] tJc a brancli of tbe River

Siang, entering it at Yung-cheu fu

in the south of Hunan.

1
I

a driving wind and rain.

'

] \^ ^ M. ^^^ delights and

troubles of the world.

The ends of a bow, which

often turn backwards in Chi-

nese bows.

Also read tyiu and shuh) '

The rapid flight of birds

;

injury to a bird's plumage
;

quick flighty.

^ ^ ] 1 I am [like a bird

whose] tail is plucked ;,
«. e. in

a sad plight.

1 ^ Ifi S ^^ suddenly went

away.

C
I Forme.I of 7V to divide and J

^\^ appearing, i. e. a thing just bis

, . enougli to divide ; it forms the
"""' 42d radical of a few miscella-

neous characters.

Small, little ; trifling, petty,

mean ; contracted, narrow ; a de-

preciating term for what belongs

to me, my ; before proper names

often means junior ; inferior in

rank or quality
;
young ; unedu-

cated, vile ; a concubine ;
subtle,

minute ; to disesteem, to regard

as trifling ; to be particular, to be-

come small.

1 ^ a mean unprincipled man,

also, the common people ; a man

naturally ba.se and selfish ; used

son\etimes by a poor man for I.

1 ^^ 1, as used by a menial, seems

to be an affected change for

] f^, and is said by his bet-

ters in the same sense.

I
^ my servant ; my pupil

;

young men ; my children ; I
;

you, my son.

^ ]
many concubines ; they are

also called ] ^, and ^ ]

means to become a concubine.

^ I
wife and children.

I ;J my shop.

] j(jj a miss, a young lady.

I ijj be careful ; sedulously.

^ ^ \
h will suit, neither large

nor small, as a sock.

said by one's self.

1 pn ^ small vessel, a person of

contracted, mediocre ability.

M ^ W f@ 1
I ^^^^ •'"^ '^o^"

cubine.

tS -f- II 1
I am hated by all

the mean people.

^ I
contracted and small.

] ^ ^ a petty finical person

;

a trifling way of acting.

S ffl B'l 1 ^^ wl^" I'^^s within

hiinsclf becomes selfish.

1 ^ 5i K stolen things offered

for Side.

1 »6 1 St P«"y •'^n'l cowardly,

frightened at little things.

I ^ my house.

I ^ to cheat in little things to

pilfer, to overreach in trifles.

{Slianylm.)

Jjri^ From bamboo and branch ; it is a

'J^ synonym of , '^ a pipe.

'skio A dwarf variety of the bam-
boo, useful for arrows and

organ tubes, which grows in Shan-

tung and the islands lying near

;

the culm of one kind is said to be

nearly solid.

1 -^ |J£ ®; 'he fine and coarse

bamboos were presented.

£''rom bamboo and weird ; but as

this gives a forced meaning,

^ others tliink it denotes that

bamboo instruments make peo-

ple laugh by their joyous

so\mds ; tlie second form is in

iuio conunon use.

To laugh, to smile ; to be

pleased ; to laugh at, to ridicule,

glad, smiling, smirking, giggling;

jolly ; a smile.

pf j
laughable,

-f^ ^ ] a pure white rose.

^ ] M ^ ^ l»"g'^ outrigbt

with joy.

^ \ ^ a lawghed at by all

re8i)ectable people.

If 1
to laugh.

^. A I
t*^ ''ct ridiculously.

1 ^ I
to laugh immoderately.

1 mS a t" jcy at one.

1 ^ ll g'ggl'i'g »"<! smirking.

fU I
to smile at secretly

J^ ]
a forced smile, to grin a

ghastly smile.

W f^ ~~
1 * thing to be laugh-

ed at.

Wi^ ^ I
to dry up one's tears

and smile.

1 ® jSi ** deceitful smile.

^ ] 52^ to smile because another

does.

^ iE P^ flO ^ 1
to g»''eve and

cry, and afterwards rejoice with

one ;
— the pleasures of success

after a toilsome struggle.

y»£>jj i'rora flesh and siimll^

|~j To be like, to assimilate ; a

siao' likeness or relationship be-

tween parent and child, said

to be proveable by nji.xing their

blood ; like ; sraall ; dwindling,

deteriorated ; scattered and lost.

"^
I

not equal to or like it ; de-

generate, used by a son when
writing to his father.

] jj^ resembling.

] ^ a filial son.

^ 1
a little like it

^ ?^ 'III ]
their looK and form

are alike ;— a chip of the old

block.

From month or breathing and

to venerate ; tlie first is most

used.

A whistling, hissing sound,

like letting off steam ; to

scream ; to whistle ; to sigh,

to groan.

1 a tiger's scream.

I
gooil at whistling.

1 ^fe( ^ lie whistled and

then sung, — to divert his mind.

1^5*^ *'"S '" chorus.

A 1 ^ long drawn are her

moans I

SM/'

m
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si:6.
Old tounds, ai, zi, sit, and sip. In Canton, t&, ts£, and ts'6 ;

— in Swatow, sia and e

in FulKhav, sife and sie ; — in Shanghai, zia, sia, and si ;
—

^^f From a peck and /.

5*'J Slanting, inclined ; oblique,

jSw diagonal, criss-cross ; aslant.

ifcb From __ <tt'o and JIq /Ais; y. </.

pointing to tliis and then to that.

jS.e A little ; a sign of the plural

;

an adjective of comparison,

analogous to the termination er,

when following another adjective or

adverb ; shortly, partly, rather,

somewhat ; small in number ; short,

as time.

—
] a little.

j^ ^ — ] I have none at all.

jg ]
and J5 ] these, those.

W 1 /?> 5^ it is not very proper.

jB 1 >J» !^ these trifling matters
;

an unimportant affair.

^ I
quicker.

^^if 1
i' 's a little better.

^ T ^ 1 ^^ broke a good
many.

I }% trifling, a little of, a little

while.

R 1 ^ ,g. unintelligible,

{y -^ ^ ]
it seems as if there

were more.

^ ] 'f^ it I bave only a little

of it left. ,

>i? ] too little ; fewer.

j^! 1 ^ disagreeable, disgusting,

f^ 1 -S ^ what are you doing ?

1 ^ 6'J ^ I^ a very little dif-

ferent.

^' as Jg 1 f@ IS ^ there are

so many kinds of fruits.

Road so'. A final particle ex-

pressing regret.

JRl ^' L^ :^ 1 why alaa I does

the manes thus wander about,

— and not return to its home ?

]3>{| A plant, the ) ^, which is

<^*T I'robably allied to the Vitex,

^sie a sijecies whose leaves are

transversely veined.

Read ,y. To accumulate.

Read /«. An ear of grain.

not by the line ; distorted
;

irregular, scattered ; not level, as

a rising road. ;

I |g to look askance.

] Jg^ an unsteady or side wind.

1 IS cross-eyed.

] 1^ oblique beams of the sun.

1^ ] awry, slanting
;
perverse.

, I ^ an oblique street.

1 1 Si 6'5[ ^t '8 somewhat crooked,

g
I ^ the afternoon sun is hot.

{Cantonese.)

"^ ] lay one end of it higher.

] ^ a slope, a hill-sida

m From city and tooth ; it lias su-

perseded tlie next character, once

used with this meauiug.

' Deflected, inclined, swerving

from the right line, — the opposite

of j£ ; depraved, vicious, delud-

ing ; illegal, heterodox, heretical

;

corrupting, radical ; specious ; un-

sanctioned by law or custom, or

whatever leads away from the

writer's standard.

\ ^ erroneous doctrines.

] ^^ sorcery, unlawful tricks.

I
jjii^ illegal gods, false deities,

whose worship is unacknowled-

ged, or whose ritual is subver-

sive of morality.

1 Is -ffi 1^ tlieir buskins were
on below— the knee.

] |)|§
charms

;
philters ; black art

(jj ]
impure

;
plotting evil. ^ ,

1 \^ obscene, depraved.

Jf ]
illicit ; seditious ; malicious,

underhand.

6fc 1 I® iE forsake heresy and
return to the right way.

»S ^ 1
b'8 thoughts arc upright.

^ ; — »n Amoy, sia, ch'ia, and sde ;
—

in Chifu, shie.

^
I ^ possessed, mad, haunted by

;

malaria.

Read ^ye, and used for JJf and

JjJ. Name of an ancient place, Jj^

] lying in the east of Shantung

;

a final particle.

^ I
name of a sword or rapier,

so called from its maker.

Read jjii. An excess, as of days.

Read jsw, and used for ^. To
delay.

^M.-^ 1 lit igP, J. we can

no longer delay, it is a very ur-

gent moment.

From clothes and tooth ; used

with the last two.

A garment like a buskin

that wraps around the leg

;

awry ; out of fashion or not becom-

ing; vicious, lewd.

•^ ]
slanderous, lewd, uncouth,

said of common [people; a de-

preciating term.

From a shelter and a wooden
ciog ; occurs wsed for the next

;

tlie second form is vulgar.

To write, to draw ; to com-

pose, to write on a subject

;

to design or sketch ; to put

a thing in its place ; to make

out, as an account; to remove, to

put aside ; to quiet, to calm, as

one's passion ; to ease one's mind
;

to disburthen ; to dissipate ; to

found, to mold, as an image ; to

leak.

I ^ to write.'

1 ^ to write a letter.

1 ^ A a clerk.

1 '^ M written finely.

1 ffl 18 * subscription book.

"iZ I ^ ^^^y heedless ;
careless

how he does it.

1 IE "^ fS write the characters

out in full.

>^^
'sie
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15 1 jS rewrite it.

] ^ ^'> Jraw living objects.

I
i^- igj f^ lie writes evenly and

curelully.

^ _^ ]
JjS described it like a

picture ;
woi'il-painting.

•^ ]
to disburden, to let out

unci's mind.

^ 1 i$ f1^ tlie figure is drawn

to tlie lile.

^ '& 1 ^ '"y minU is quite sa-

tisfied.

I ^ ^§ ^ I ^'11 unable to

write, as from a sore.

UstliiiJy I ^51 tell

him that I wish to go on an

•Mcursion to relieve my low

spirits.

< ^fe A medicinal plant.^ ^ 1 OT^\U an umbelli-

'sie ferous plant found in damp
places in Fu-cheu in Kiang-

si, the dried tubers of which are

used for their diuretic properties.

c I tU '^''*"' ashes of a lamp or pas-

^11^^^ tile ; an expiring wick.

torch has burned out its

liglit, alas, how quickly 1

1^ 1 ® B^ the end of the can-

dle fiashts up.'

.) From words and to shoot arrows

as the phonetic.

To decline, to withdraw from,

to refuse ; to thank, to ex-

press gratitude, and rather inti-

mates that one intends to do so

witli money or something substan-

tial ; to acknowledge, to confess

;

to excuse one's self ; to diminish,

a.s strength ; to resign, to throw

up ; to stop intercourse with

;

thanks.

] or
I ]

many thanks for.

^ •§ to own one's faults.

^ I ^ the candle drips.

^̂

SIE.

] l^i§ a card of thanks ; a notice

of reward offered.

^ ] received with thanksl

:ifg ]
fading flowers.

] \§ to call on one after a feast

;

an after-dinner call.

I |g to break off intercourse.

I j^ to return a call.

] ^ a return present ; a doctor's

fees.

] ^ to decline a visitor.

1 "Ig to die.

J^ I
to feel grateful for.

^^ ^ ] I thank you with may
folded hands.

' An ancient terrace or arbor

with trees around it ; a kind

sie' of roofed altar whereon to

place sacrificial implements

;

a gymnasium ; a fencing

room.

^ ] a wooded mound with a

lookout or belvidere on it.

1^ ]
a military practicing room,

like a shooting-gallery.

4*rl^ From \'i a seal, Jtl to s(o/), and

**'"
T"* noon, referring to the time

sid

'

when animals are unharnessed~
from the cart.

To lay aside, to relinquish, to

leave ; to put off, as clothes ; to

vacate ; to dehver over to ; to take

off, as a load ; to unroll.

] y to throw up an aflFair ; to

vacate an office.

] ft or ] ft to resign.

^ 1 JPl? M ^^ 1°"^ exhausted

and worn out.

] ^ to deliver carga

^ff ]
to pull down, as a house

;

to take away, as an awning.

^ ] H^ the Howers are falUng oft'.

I jtj to deliver coal.

1 ^ M ^ to throw off armor

and flee.
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1 lH )^ t-o avoid evil, to escape

danger.

^ fj ^ I
to send to a hong

to deliver goods.

J^ ]
to undress ; also, to abridge,

to take the precis of a papnr.

J ^ to dismiss the go-between.

] ^ to let down a burden

] !$ to unharness a cart.

I ^ t» unload.

V^' To let water flow off, to

\7^ drain land ; to leak, to ooze
;

sie' to purge ; to eliminate

;

diarrhea ; slippery, as from

the rain.

JJj; ] a bowel complaint.

I 1^ a purgative.

]
tj^ to reduce a feverish feeling

by purging.

7jC 1 '^ watery stool.

I 7j(C to open a sluice or way for

water to flow.

] ^ y it has no foundation to

rest on, hollow.

Jr 1 ^ spilled the tea, — to lose

a betrothed before the nuptials.

] ^ barren, herbless land.

M pM, in 1 'M ^^^ sputters his

words out, as if he h.id a flu.x.

]
~ P^ purged twice.

ifl 15 ^ 1
spasms and gripes

with a diarrhea.

8& -t j-f 1 ~ ^ tte road was

so wet that he slipped down
once.

^ }^. M 1 ^^^ water swashes

up and crumbles away the

bank.

jSC# in >K^ 1 Jt a polished

composition covers the whole

subject as quicksilver flows over

the ground

i Occasionally used for the last.

A diarrhea, a purging ail-

ment ; to itch.
'

a 1
aflM-
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•ft and dp, /« Canton, sit, ship, sip, and tip ;
— in Siratotc, siak, siat, anJ si ; — in Amcy, siat and ssk ;

—
in Fnhchau, siek ;

— in Shanghai, sill ;
— in ChiJ'v, sKie.

A plant resembling the ~^^

a large marsh grass like a

7/»c; Carex or Cyperus ; it is found

in Ngauhwui and Shantung.

1 pj ancient name of a very small

state, lying east of TSng hien

13$ ^Ik "^ Yen-cheu fu in the

south of Shantung ; three rulers

are mentioned before b. c. 48-1.

'h'iie

To walk awry, as a club-

footed man, or one who is

lame.

^ 1 ^ t it came hard

for him to be kiiid.

A whis[)er.

] j to speak in a low

whisper ;
— a phrase whose

sound imitates its meauiug.

From body and likeness.

A fragment, a crumb, a bit
;

to powder, to break in pieces
;

to regard ; to take pains for
;

to regard as pure ; upright
;

respectful, diligent ; minute, trou-

blesome ; lightly, triHingly.

^ -^
\ \ Z- n ^ coming

and going constantly, and caring

nothing for the trouble.

^ I
triflhig, vexatious.

1 W Sf ni''»king trifling excuses

for his conduct.

^ ]
unworthy of thought, to

disregard ; to keep aloof from.

;jP 1 -i no need of going.

^ I
to depreciate.

1 ^ 3^ ^ ^° lightly set aside

the decrees of Heaven.

1 1 ^ G. ''^'^ armoying part is

not yet over.

7 ^ 1 Jl^ ')^ thinks I am not

fit to be with him.

i IS To push or pull ont a stop-

"f{jj,' per ; to niistop a hole.

If.

liJ
Kioh'

k UK'

The grits of rice or corn

which remain after hulling

or fwundnig.

1 5j$ rice grits.

^ ]
flour and grits.

wave.

I
to flutter as the skirts

oi a garment in the wind.

From ivater and to drag ; soiiie-

tiinesreal i' as a synoiiytn of ]l2-

ic' A Stream in Chchkiang ; to

leak, to dro[), to ooze ; to

drip and soak through ; to burst

forth ; to divulge ; to tell a secret

;

to desist from ; to reduce, to di-

minish.

\^ ^ ]
he is still angry.

] ^ \imI all its smell or virtue.

] i% divulged ; it has gut abroad.

^ I
it leaks ; to exude, as per-

spiration; to come out, as flowers.

^ 1
"

1 !& tl-.e attair has leaked

out ; the thing is known.

/p 1 ^ j'^ lie did not lessen his

fault.

^ 1 ~T Ml ^ '^'^ ""* I'^P *
breath of it.

1 "T Is the copy has got abroad,

A dysentery.

] ^j a bloody flux.

From ivoman and leaf; also used

with the next.

sie' To treat disrespectfully or to

insult females ; to lust after;

to outrage.

] J^ indecent trifling.

\^ ] lewd conduct-

t.
sie

1ft.
sit

'

Extravagant.

1 ^ iK ^ to spend in a

reckless manner.

m

*

I

From ^^ dress and ^ 'tjjf con-

tracted.

si'e" Undress, dishabille ; com-

mon, ray;ged, dirty garments,

fit for working in ; tattered ; im-

pure ; to revile, to treat irreverv;nt-

ly ; to dishonor.

I ^^ to profiine ; to blaspheme,

as the gods; to make ashame<l.

] "l^ t(} treat disrespectfully,

wanting in iittention.

] Jl^ in undress.

I
indecent, filthy, as a dress.

From sun and n/>t contracted
;

nearly synonymous with the hist

To treat disrespectfully
;

dark, obscure ; attendants,

chaniliarlaius, familiar.i.

1 lip <i S i'uperial eunuchs.

"& i}5c 1 ISl ""'y * groom of the

chamber as I am.

From budi/ and luiniiia.

The lining or stutting of the

soles of shoes ; a sandal or

wooden shoe ; to fill up level.

<^ ] ^ ^ put on your clogs

and let us seek a shady place.

The side-posts or heavy pil-

lars which i«)hold a gale

;

jSie a tree resembling the cherry;

a thorny juniper ; to fill a

crack with a wedge or reglet.

*I1
~ fa ;^ 1 ^ stop it up

with a wooden slip.

From hand and a deed.

To rub, to wipe off; to

sie ' measure ; to play with in the

hand, to fumble ; to stop;

queer, angular.

^ ]
irregular, not a rectangle

;

angular.

^ ]
to clean or brush so as to

injure.

^ i 1 :^ guess its length and

measure its size.
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In Pekingese. To strike.

1 JT 1 fl*
pound it in, as a tenon.

^|f| To tid up, to secure ; to fet-

^»5C) '^''
i
'e'l ; fetters, bonds,

sie' J^ ]
bound with cords.

S ffl 4' W 1 ^ ^ i»

prison Iwund hajiJ and foot so

that he cannot stir.

^ I
a bridle; tliat which res-

trains.

•^ -^ ^ I
my grief fetters me

like bonds.

TIi« firs'; is most used, bat both

are nearly syiiuiiyiuous with the

preceding.

A halter to secure an aui-

inul ; to fiisten with cords ; a

bow-ra«k ; to remove.

J^
1 If- ^ she removed the warm

(h'(isses.

IFj ] a frame to retain a bow in

pro{)er shape.

fTo walk.

, Si ]
to advance rapidly, to

aid ' walk fast, to get on.

From 5x yffy, B "•ordt, uid

) X a imiul.

To blend, to harmonize ; to

adjust properly, to keep in

duo relations ; to mature.

•S 1^ P§ to adjust the dual

powers properly.

^ to arrange equably.

] to harmonize forces.

'PJ ^ ^ he in accordance

[with the decrees] destroyed

the great Shang dynasty.

SIEHST-
Old sounds, sin, sim, sen, and zien. In Canton, sin and ts'im ; — in Sivatow, aiia, s°noi, cU'"i, s"ua, yi&n, sfen, and siam ;

—
»« Amoy, sian, siara, sim, ch'iam, san, ««</ swan ;

— in Fulichau, sieng, sing, cli'ieng, and ohieng ;
—

in Slniii(/liui, si" and zi° ;
— in Chifu, shien.

1 Ml -i ^ '•^'^ ^®" ''^ * prophet,

sagacious.

^ J^ ] ^ the teacher on the

table ;
— a euphuism for a

dictionary.

,%
From )\i a man and Z to 90
abme it; t. e. he who goes on, or

precedes others.

First, before; formerly, past;

to go ahead ; to regard as first, to

put first ; a cause; to begin; first-

ly
;
previous ; deceased, late, gone

before ; early, soon ; the ancients.

I ^ before and after, in time or

place ; first and last ; various

times ; several things.

I \^ light — heavy, as in weigh-

ing, when the beam goes up or

down.

1 S' o""
1 ^ "y '**^ father.

] ^ J£ a good constitution, in

full vigor.

^ ] in front; formerly, at that

date.

] 11^ before; previously, last time.

fj; ] ^ — ^ do you step ah .-ad

a little.

1 A niy ancestors; forefathers.

^ I
to strive to be first or get

ahead.

1 1^ a forerunner, an avant-

^ courier, a harbinger.

^ ^ I S? ^^ ^<=t8 as my spokes-

man or messenger.

1 ^ 3l« P:5 to be prepared be-

forehand.

Read sien'' To assume the pre-

cedence, to take the lead ; to put

first ; to be beforehand,

fB] ^ \ ^ perhays some one

will be ahead of you — and

s:ive it.

press on ahead of one's seniors

may be termed very disrespect-

ful.

A fine pebble, inferior to a

gem, such as red jasper or

rose quartz.

Common rice whjn grow-

ls called
I ^ in Kiang-

nan by tha people, to distin-

guish it from glutinous

rije ; anothar name is ^ ]

applijd to the grain.

From man and hill j o. e. those
who dwell in wilds.

An immortal ; human souls

endued with divine powers;

bemgs of benign nature in-

<4ill

ferior to gods, and having the power

of becoming invisible, like the Arab

jinnee; fairies, called jf|{l | and

] J\^ ; the Budhists use it for

sanctified personages or immortal

rishis, of whom they make five

classes, heavenly, spiritual, human,

earthly, and devilisli ; an angelic or

disembodied man ; an old recluse,

who changes into another form but

does not die ; to become immortal,

deathless ; anything puzzling or

curious
;
graceful.

E ^ J@ f{»
1 I am the genius

of the wine bottle.

5^ ]
angola, so called by the

Mohammedans.

1 ^ or ^ 1
to die; lit. to

ramble with or go to the genii.

1 ^ c'lyaium, fairy land.

I j(^ a fairy, an elf.

I ,|J{ ^ jg [the emperor] mount-

ed the fairy car, and ascended

to the far country.

{^ ]
to strive to become an im-

mortal.

] ^ the liquor of immortality.

] >^ lithe, slender, lissome, grace-

ful, fairy-like,

m 1 ?S '''- touch-me-not flower.

(Impatiew
)
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WLB,'^ \
sprightly as a fairy.

\ M Mf '^ mystic arts of the Ra-

tionalists ; iised for the sect, from

their constant reference to these

beings.

/\ \ the eight genii ; they are

deified mortals and regarded

now as the patrons of arts ; they

are of Taoist origin, and are

named as follows :

—

1. g }|^ ^ who carries a ^
Bword, and assists in fencing

;

he is woishiiKjd by the sick.

2- JH §1 p carries a Jg fan,

with which some say he fans

and revives the Boals of the

dead.

3- 1^^ fij carries a :j!g ^ basket

of flowers and a spade, and aids

florists.

4- m^ ^ carries a ^ ;^ gourd

and crutch, and helps miigicians.

5- W S M wears an official cap

and carries )Ui castanets; the

patron of mummers and actors.

6. ij^ ^ ^ has a bamboo pencil-

cup, and guides writers and

scholars to a good style.

7. H ^ ^ a youth playkig the

^1^' Hute, who hel[)S musicians.

8. •^ 1[1| ji^ a female standing on a

tioatitig ijetal carries a ^ ;jj^

lotus flower, chowrie and basket,

and helps in housewifery.

From man and to mount high ;

it is used for the last.

To caper and perform antics.

M M \ \ t'ley hopped

and capered,— the drunken

fellows.

The original form is composed of

^ to rixe nnd y^ y^'^', con-

tracted in coinbiiiation ; it is only

used as a primitive.

To rise high, as a bird ; to

climb a height.

To walk round and round
;

to amble or pace, as in a

|>antoniime.

JS ] to whirl, as dervishes

;

to wriggle and turn in a

ring.

.sten

J

Dressed.

^ ] the clothes shaking

when walking ; the dress flut-

tering in moving.

From leek and a /nclc or hoe ; it

is chieHy used as a primitive,

and altered in combination ; also

^fien read (tsien.

"Wild onions or leeks, with

which the shallot ^ is sometimes

confounded from tUcir similarity.

^^yX Small under-clothes ; a gir-

fT3©C ^^^
i

clothes of hair or fea-

c/tie' thers ; waving, as a flag.

S 1 ^ ^ her waving

girdle and flowing skirts, were like

fluttering pennons.

From silk and a slip ; used witli

the next.

Small, fine, like silken fibers
;

silk woven with black woof

and white warp ; ornaments hung

on the lapel ; tapering, delicate
;

mean, niggardly ; to prick, as in

tattooing ; in silken work, denotes

ten fibers of silk or other minute

threads ; atom-Uke, a millionth

part.

] 1^ fine, delicate ; all the mi-

nute details.

E Is S 1 ^^^ great and very

small.

j -ffj skillful work.

j ^ slender fingers.

^ fi& 1 -S '•' *^^^ "°' S«'' <^"sty

in the least.

] ^ a very little ; too small to

reckon,

M[t From woman and a ttip, as of a

garlic leaf,

^sien Similar to the last ; slender

and sharp pointed ; delicate,

slender, like a girl,

] jg to perceive fully ; be knows

it all

1 II ^^'cak and delicate.

1 ^ i ^ a bagatelle, a trifling

affair.

] ^ artful, cunning.

/\-f From metal and tongue.

f jE|I| A kind ofhoe ; sharp ; acute,

^sien fine pointed ; a fish barb.

] jpj sh.vp-edged.

] ^ [he has a clever] sharp pen.

] -^ llf i^ skilled at writing

poetry.

Read 'fien. To take a thing
;

to cut, as with an ax.

From day and to enter.

The increasing light of the

jSK'rt sun; rising higher and higher,

to advance.

1^3 the kingdom of Siam
;

the first word is an imitation of

the native word Sayam, which

Pallegoix says means a brown

reddish-ochery color, alluding

to the hue of the [)eople ; the

other word perhaps refers to the

Laos or Lolos people.

I >V From hei.rt and all.

( I jIj^
Disputation, skilled in argu-

,sie« ment ; sharp-mouthed, liti-

gious ; insidious ; flattering.

I ^ a smooth-tongued man.

"fe 1 fl$ ,S look at these poor

people ; i e. those who must

defend their own case.

To take, to select, to feel

after.

It is also read ^ts'ien.

To scald ; to boil in water, as

for soup ; warm, comfortable.

1 ^ to seal d the haur otf,

as from pigs.

From Jish and sheep, but flie

primitive is a contraction of ^
repeated thrice, and a synonym of

K meaning ./i-oit'sy; the second

t'orui is obsolete.

The strong smell of fresh

fish
;
good, caller, fresh

;
just

killed, as meat ; bright, new, clean,

in good order.

] ^ a fish jtist caught.

^ ]
marine delicacies, a dainty

fresh from the se-a.
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S. & {ft 1
CTerything was

briglit and new.

1 ^M 10i ^ ''^'^" "^^ goods.

] ^ new clothes.

1 '^$, a fine, fat fowl.

Ift ^ ffl 1 ^"'' '^he prince may
eat fresh game.

1 ?E "*^^ flowers.

t^ iW 1 1
frfish, nice, as game,

frnit, or fish.

] ^^ fresh tasted, pure.

The second form, composed of ^i^

is andy^yVf/', is rarely nsed; -^
is explained by J£ upright^ of

}- whom tliere ore few; tlie tliird

form of Jew and very is occa-

sionally met.

Few, rare, seldom ; rarely
;

used up, exhausted ; stand-

ing isolated, like lofty peaks.

^ I
the people are few.

1 5 impoverished, not enougli.

] >|? very few.

1 1^ seldom seen.

\ ^ iZ humane i)eople how
few!

who love me are numerous, and

my enenn'es are not few.

SI % K # f^ 1
tbe conse-

quences will be neither trifling

nor usual.

] JfL a race of Tungusic origin,

which came down upon north-

ern China in early times ; they

afterwards founded the Hao ^
dynasty, and were called Kitan

^ ^ in later years

Mosses on damp walls and

ground ; low, mos-sy vegeta-

tion growing in patches.

^ ]
moss and lichens on

trees and banks.

^ \ the green mossy covering

on walls.

] i|g a moss scar ; i'. e. a vestige.

; jj » From disease and neto.

Vm^ Tetter, ringworm ; scald-

'sien head ; scrofulous or leprous

sores ; scabby eruptions.

^ ] ho has a ringworm.

^ jj ] a kind of lepra.

^ jll ] a leprous patch.

& W 1 l^e white face.

^ ]
incurable morphew or scurf;

met. an intractable disposition.

From shelter and new as the

phonetic.

A sm<all storehouse for grain,

a place where it can be kept

clean and fresh.

^ \
gr.inaries of diflbrent sorts,

the former being the smaller.

A small bamboo broom,

] ^ used by cooks to

'sien clean the rice boiler.

15 I
a stout stockade or

abattis of halberds to resi.st

au enemy.

f-l U^ To take up in the fingers.

'sien the fingers.

^hf\\ A small chissel ; burnished,

$7w l)riglit, as metal ; ends of

'sien the rim of a rhomljoidal bell
;

a metal ornament at the

end of a bow ; chilly, raw, as

weather.

^ fife S 1
'•' 's gilded and pret-

tily adorned.

C-fllJ* From liitir and /irsl as the

'I /w phonetic.

'sien To molt, to renew the hair

or feathers
;
glossy, sleek, as

newly moiled birds.

(ft ^ ^ 1
'''^ birds and beasts

shed their coats.

From /ttot and Jirst : it oocnrs

interchanged witli (fg and J^
to tread.

Barefooted ; to w'alk without

shoes ; to put the naked feet on

the ground.

'^ 1 "HJ Sfi Jife
if yo" walk bare-

footed do not look down on the

ground.

M ^ 1 £ disheveled hair and

bare feet.

From^e and herd of swine,

A fire lighted on the moor

or wilds, to drive out the

game ; a fire ; fiery.

ii ^ left from the ravages

and burnings of troops.

j^ ^ & \ the soldiers have

clean swept the region.

'sien

^

From 1/Z (loij and
contracted.

signet

M

sien The autumnal hunt taken

by the ancient emperors ; it

was also the time of a yearly pro-

gress and assize ; to kill.

I fg a hunt.

From 7nelnl and to scatter ; the

second and unauthorized form is

now only used.

To castrate a fowl ; the first

is also read mn' and defined

the trigger of a cross-bow
;

a cross-bow.

] ^ a capon.

From silk and fountain^ or

small ; the primitive in the

, least used form gives tlie soujid.

Thread of any kind ; fine

cord or lines; a ;;lue, a trace

;

'^" needlework ; a way for, a

chance for, a hope ; a rem-

nant or relic, like an orphan to

continue a family.

1^ 1 silk thread.

^ j
to sew a rip or seam.

—• -^ I
a 3kein of silk.

U 1
'0 spin thread.

^ I ^ 'fj-
she gets her living

by sewing.

51 I
a fancy name for a needle.

I ^ j^ the stitches are coarse.

•f^ 1
to act the spy.

—
1 ^ 8& ^ slight chance for.

—
1 ^ :5C

a gleam of light.

^ [Jg I
to hire a spy.

B :M KS 1
"^o a l'''''le ™ore as

the days lengthen.

'^ 1 to get a slue of.

>)|J ^ ] a slow match ; a fuse.

^ ^ I
inspect her needlework.

101
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sien

— ^ I
a spool or stick of

thread. r

] f^ a kind of hemp.

' From ^ contracted from ^ to

lead, and j/J saliva.

To desire, to covet ; to long

for morbidly ; an overplus,

a remainder ; to laud, to estimate

highh'; this character, or with the

radical ;^ added, is used 'in Java

to denote the mango fruit.

^ ]
to praise very highly.

1 ^ or -^ ] too much ; a sur-

plus ; a profit

® 1 S fi he highly extolled

his virtue.

^ ^ t^ I
do not be ruled by

your likings and whims.

^ ]
to delight in.

jy 1 H <P JE. supply the defi-

ciency with what is over.

] P^ name of a genie in the days

of Tsin Chi-hwangti.

Pg 3^ ^"
I

all around there is

ease and plenty.

] ^ to long for affectionately.

Kead ^en. The path leading

under ground to a tomb by which

fortunate influences reach it.

sien''

)

From rain aud pcwJered or to

see ; the second fonii is unu^^tiul.

Sleet ; snow aud sleel fall-

ing, poetically called ^ ^
rice star snow ; Iretz-

ing rain.

] g sleet.

the snow begins to fall,

is first a little sleet.

] ^ a schismatic from the Bud-

hist sect, a schism among tlie

Budhists ;
— an Indian word.

M S iS 1
[it ^^ '11 ^ like] look-

ing up to catch the sleet ; — a

rain hope.

when

there

Old sounds, sik, zik, zit, and zip.

Bok, sip, a«(/ cli'ek ;
-

]• 1 1 » Composed of P sun and a con-

t~t > traded form of ^ Jtesh cut up

^si for jerking.

Dried meats ; old, a long

lime ago, anciently ; former ; the

previous ; the time of a night.

I J|^ olden, in former days.

] Q on a previous day.

] ^ formerly, whilom ; the pre-

vious case or person.

fi- 1 of old.

^ ]
yesterday and long before.

.^ ] ^ |b] it is not now as it

used to be.

^ —
I j^ ^ it was the space

of one night.

a T& « 1 ^ J£ W f^ from

of old in the ancient days, the

former men gave the practice or

example.

In Canton, sik, sek, and tsik ;
— tn Swatoiv, sek, sia, cha, up, and ch'ek ; — in Amoy,

in Ftthchau, sek, sik, and cb'ek ; — in Shanrjhai, sih and zili ; — »n Chifu, sM.

] A an officer who jerked game.

/^ H PJ 1 1^ [the Book of

Changes says] the sixth and

third diagrams require dried

meat.

I
si

From meat and old; like tlie last

;

it is also often read lah, for J@ a

candle, and used for jg to lay by.

Dried meat, or slices prepared

for a journey ; a long time ; ex-

treme, very ; to lay aside, to put

down.

I ^ old, ripe wine.

ft
Si

From heart and formerly as the

phonetic.

To compassionate, to regard,

to feel for ; to regret, to

scrimp, to be sparing of; close,

parsimonious.

pj"
I

lamentable ; how sad I

^ 1
stingy.

^ 1 1 4s reckless of labor or

money.

1 ^ 1% careful of one's time.

if the Great Yii cared for every

inch of time, we should regret

every line.

^ 1 ^ ^ 'o "o' dread a little

trouble.

j !^ careful of, not wasteful.

] ^ careful of one's self, not

exposing one's body or health.

^ 1 >J» 1^ don't mind a little

expense.

^ j
pained for.

m.
From day and to divide ; it is

also occasionally written like the

third form.

W.

, Clear, bright ; to distinguish,

to discriminate ; a pale or

white face.

^ ]
perspicuous, clear.

" ^ 1 to judge carefully,

to narrate clearly.

[o1 'H 1 ^ to inquire into

what is difficult and have one's

doubts resolved.

1 B$ 1 'S " clear eye and white

teeth.

^ B. ^ 1 •& l»er high forehead,

so white.

^ I ]
white; fair and beautiful,

as a complexion.

^,
From looorf and ax ; it resembles

chih, y^ to break, and tohi ijffi

a rattle.

To split wood ; to distinguish,

to discriminate ; to set ofiP or con-

stitute, as a new district from a

large one.

] H^ to cut up wood for fuel

[^ jg ] H to live together

but have separate meases.

^ I
to divide.
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1 ^ * poetical name for the

rainbow.

1 ^ to divide the patrimony.

1 j^ an old name for the region

where Peking lies.

-J^fi The shepherd's purse | ^
/^)X:> {Capsdla or Thlaspi), eaten

,«i as greens.

^ j
a kind of panic grass.

m From water and to split ; it re-

sembles c/ic/i, '^ in Chelikiang.

SI An affluent of the River Han
in the southwest of Honan

flowing by Sih-ch'uen hien
] Jl|

jjy^ in Nan-yang fu ; to wash or

scour rice ; the water in which it

has been cleaned.

] ^ the pattering of a driving

rain.

^ ] iId fj he took up the wash-

ed rice and went off.

] ^ to clean rice.

A species of lizard like the

f
Lacerta muraUs, common in

jSi central China, the
] ^ i. e.

the easy changing, from the

various hues it takes ; its skin

is thin, smooth, and livid, and the

head large ; it does not stir when

one approaches near, and is called

;g§|^ from its living among the

stones ; also J^ ^ ^ the sow's

snake, and in Canton is known as

JuJ WL K ^^^ s\\\t'& snake ; these

names probably include two or

three species.

Sorrowful is ] | ; it is also

defined to venerate.

ii^i

The character is thought to re-

present a magpie liopping, .is

people wearing clogs often liop

W from one spot to auotiier; used for

ts'ioh) 5^ and the next three.

A wooden shoe open behind,

to keep one out of the mire, or an

over shoe into which the other

liKiid be slipped ; they were an-

liuaily worn, and seem to have

been highly ornamented ; large,

said of beams
;
great reputation.

55f 1 JL JL ['^6 duke] was easy

in his red pattens.

j ^ ^ ^ ^ how glorious and

enduring I

A plant.
'-^' "^

^ ] an unusual name
for the purslane {Portulaccii),

because its leaves resemble

the sole of a shoe.

A^ liand which has been over-

-i^JSj) tiowed by the tide and thus

j«i become salt ; saltish.

^ I
saltish, as lands that

are overflowed.

I
M The stone on which a pillar

W^t rests.

« 5S 1 ^^® '^''*^^ °f a column
;

in Chinese houses it is solidly

laid in brick work, and intended

to support the structure ; when of

marble it is called 3E 1
'"""^

usually projects several inches.

A wave, the rolling of waves.

) ]
^sg the power and motion

sill of waves as they rush on.

^ WL 1 'M ^^'^ roaring

waves, likened to a dragiju's

scales.
i . a*

Kroni tiielal and change ; occurs

iiiterclinuged with and used for

/.vr'J j^ togive.

Tin
;
pewter ; an alloy hard-

er than pewter, like white

copper, whose constituents vary

much according to its uses ; a gift

;

to grant, to confer ; a fine,kind of

asbestos cloth.

1 MB pewter articles.

1^ ]
white lead.

p{- ] ami ;fg 1 are Straits' tin

and Banca tin.

^ ]
briglit pewter, a fine sort.

2 ^ ] ^ the monarch thrice

gave iiini his order.

1 !?j^ *^" "l*-' name for Yun-yang
fii in tlie northwest of Hapeh.

j^ ]
tin ore.

^ ] ^ 19 unending and illimit-

able — happiness.

^ ] or ^ I
or gl ) to tin a

copper dish ; to guard or bmd
with pewter edging.

^^J From dress and to change.

"0^-i To expose the breast through

jSi a single garment.

^ ] to bare the bosom in

bravado, to strip for a trial of

strength.

] ^ a thin jacket, wliich dis-

closes the body or the under

garment.

I ^ a sort of duster worn over

a fur gai'ment.

Read <'P A night-gown; a

swaddling cloth or wrapper.

Mt(.Z \
[tbe girl] will be

clothed with wrappers.

|g-| From heart and self.

f^y^ A full breath, a gasp, a re-

u spiration ; to breathe, to

respire, to sigh ; to rest, to

desist and repose ; to produce

;

offspring ; interest on money ; to

suspand, to put a stop to ; repose,

quiet ; a rest, a breathing-spell
;

a moment, a siiort time.

^ 1 an unusual smell.

— 1 {^ for a moment.

1 M rest awiiile, to intermit.

^ ]
to rest, to hold up.

•'1 ^ 1
'° '^''*^^ * ''^"S *^^^P ^'S^i-

fig
1 ;?; ff I can't stop panting.

W Hi 1 Si ^'*®y ^^'^ ''^^'^' useful

and profitable, — as children or

servants
; [ij ]

also means Iit~

tie perquisites, as shavings or

scraps.

.^ ]
children, posterity.

^ ] to bear interest.

] ^ to have no more thought or

anxiety about.

^ ] to over-indulge a child

] iS pacified, apiMjased.

] & to suspend military oiwra-

tions.
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«

1^ ] to ciitch the breatb, to sob.

jt I
to stop the breath ; iised by

Biulhists for sumadhi, the highest

degree of extatic conteiuplation.

Fioin Jire and to slop as the
phonetic.

To cover a fire in the ashes

;

to put out a fire ; to quash.

1 M. P'l'' out the lamps.

^ I
to knock out the fire, as of

a link.

ll^ Jffl ^ 1 •-'le rebellion is not

y.l [lut down.

M 1
I" quench

; to put down.

<li!c 1 ^ "§ is tbe fire yet put

out?

a. M ^^ \
'li<5 relics of the

[ancieut] kings are obliterated.

A polypus.

] 1^ or^ ] a nasal [Xjly-

pu3 or tumor in the nose, so

called because it interrupts

tlie breathing.

A place in the south of Tsi i

state taken from it by Lu

;

jSi anotlKT town was called

j0f ]
in coiisequence, lying

north of the River Hwai in the

southeast of the present Jiining fn.

^1^ The wife of a son, grandson,

/tE>> <" iie[)hew, is ] ^ or ^
jSt

I ; ill the northern iirovinccs,

it is used for the wifa of any

[)ersi)n, from the custom of regard-

ing her as a daughter-in-law.

Ij^ I
mother-in-law and daughter-

in-law.

if 1 ^ a bride.

^ to get married.

i

Ml

3 ] morning and evening.

1^ I
last day of the year.

] ^ a house out of line.

^ I
the 7th night of the 7th

moon, when women worship the

Weaver.

^ ^ f!^ 1
the morning cannot

secure the evening ;
— who can

know what a day will bring

forth.

4-
1. fnl 1 a Jt H A why is

this the evening [of my joyJ,
that I see again my goodman '?

^ /f The evening tide, night tide

;

i_/^) name of a stream.

5^* M 1 MUSCM I'je ebb and

flood beat ofi' the waves.

tfyij From cave and eve.

^^ J The long dark night of

jSi death ; the gloomy tomb.

^ 1 i -^ burial rites.

H
^1^ To draw the breath ; an

PiU^> ancient term used in Shan-

j83 lung ; to eat.

jk<. Intended to represent the half

^r
J
^ "lOon ; it forms tlie 36th radi-

. cnl of a few heterogeneous clia-

4 raoteis.

Evening of the day, dusk ; lat«

;

the last day of a month or year
;

aslant, out of the jwrpendicular.

M. '"

•"rem rn a napkin and 4s| peo-
le contracted, referring to the

courtesies paid to guests ; inter-

s'" changed with flie next.

A mat to sleep or eat on before

tables were used ; a table ; an en-

tertainment ; a repast ; to cover

with mats ; to spread out, to depend

on; a chair of a teacher ; rest, quiet.

\§ ] a banquet.

"gf ] an instructor.

^ I
to spread a feast.

jifc 1
or ^. 1

to sit at (able.

1 Jfe M ^ to mat the ground

and sit down.

[^ I
a fellow-guest.

] J^ ^ fire-crackers let off at a

feast.

•§i] )
to break with, to cut one

who was a friend.

—
] ^ a single remark.

1 ^ 5C "F ^® rolled up (con-

quered) the empire like a mat

1 ^ f^ ^ arranging his rarities

while waiting for ofiicial em-
ployment.

1 % 'til ff relied on their long

enjoyed favors.

Kiom grass and 7nal; now used
for the last.

A mat of any kind ; ample,

flowing, wide, as garments
;

laid up for use ; overgrown with

jungle.

^ ]
grass mat ; matting.

^ I
a rattan mat.

f^ ] to braid or weave mats.

] Q mat bags, as of sugar.

^ ] co.irse rush mats.

im'k ^] ^ this black robe fits

you well

!

—• "S 1 a roll of matting.

^,

lars

From <LJi heart and ^ to dis-

tinr/uish*

To investigate throughout, to

comprehend in all particu-

fully, altogether, minutely,

entirely ; every way ; both, uni-

tedly.

'

^ ] to acquaint one's self with
;

inform yourselves about it.

^ ] I know all about it.

^ I
I fully understa!id it.

I
— -^ knows all the details.

1 il li X yourself in every-

thing train the ofiicers.

From insect and thoroughly.

Uj>) The cricket.

,si #r 1 ^ or g| 1 Ji^ to

1:

fi;'iit crickets.

MFroir
su'd.

romjlesh and varnish, but the

r radical was pi joint or

The knee ; to gather around

the knee, as children do.

JH I
a kii.d of shield ; an enlarg-

ed knee-jo<nt.

^ ]
to bend the knee.

^ 1 i^ "^ to hold the knee and
sing away

;
quite at leisure.

1 M "' ^ 1
the knee.

1 -f or
1 -f 5i A »"«'«

children.

] f^ to CTeep.

^J i|; ] to bend one knee.

1£ 1 IfO M$ holding their knees

and tal!dn<;.
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] If ] f fj to go carefully, as

one in tbe dark. (Cantonese.)

] M.^oT
I
li#or 1 ^

J^ the knee pau.

An amaranthaceous plant,

the •^ ]
(or rather more

commonly ^ 3^ or cow's

knees,) a coohng medicii.e

nsed in dropsy ; it is the bitter

stalks of the Pupalia yenkulala or

Achyranthes aspera. both allied to

the amaranths.

t^ From wings and white.

3 ) A- continued flight ; to re-

si peat the same act, to prac-

tice ; skilled, used to, ready

at ; cnstom, use, habit ; rei)eated-

ly, familiarized to ; mellow.

& ] to learn about ; aippren-

ticed to.

] ^ habituated to, versed in.

I P q' to practice speaking.

1 tS J^ S ^ practice will

make it natural.

] (S 'K ^ I ^^'^^ learned all

their usages.

I ^ I learned to esteem him.

fm 1 ^ A '" thoroughly con the

classics and histories

blows the east wind, and clouds

and rain come.

] ^ corrupted by evil example.

I Ifil ^ '^ superficial learning

;

to leiuMi and not practice.

B 1 ^ fi i: A men who
counted idleness a virtue.

— 1 'S [the omens] were all

favorable.

'fU 1 J^ M Images arise from

everybody practicing them.

A noted momitain in Sih-

j ngo hien ] ^ |]g in the

south of Yimaan in Lin-

iigau fu.

I
A hard wood ; a weapon

J having this hard wood in it.

] /jc in Canton denotes

any hard wood besides pine

or fir, as olive, rose-wood,

pride-of-india, &c

l| The noise made by one shi-

[ J vering with cold.

] ]
the cry of one chilled

through.

Fi-om jilace and wet.

; J Low, marshy land ; a mo-

rass or wet grounds, whence

streams take their rise ; what

'grows in swampy spots.

jH'l
a department in the west

of Shansi, near the Yellow

River which includes the f^ ]

marshes near River Fta.

fg marshy fields.

^ 1 >^ '^^ measured the

marshes and low lands.

^ ;^ PqJ
in the marshes the

mulberries are beautiful.

Zf Q From silk and to change ; used

%^3 with %, a Bhirt.

(St Fine cloth of hemp, fit for

under-clothing.

From a property and blood.

To distribute largesses to

destitute people,

gg I
to give aid to the {xx)r.

] Jit to help the friendless,

— old or young.

From garment and dragon.

The lining of garments ; a

court dress ; a robe fastened

on the left side ; to line or

attach to garments ; collected ; to

invade, to make a foray, to steal

into ; to inherit ; hereditary, de-

scending in a family ; repeated
;

because ; united or drawn toge-

ther \ inherent ; attached.

1

1

&
1

m

flR ] a lining.

—
I ^ one suit of clothes.

I
'^ hereditary protection and

pension — for the merit of

my ancestors.

IS 1 ^ -^ * hereditary rank

having no alterations ;— it is a

special favor.

1ft 1 "? 'B * hereditary baron.

^ ]
to come into the dignity.

j^ ]
to pursue or surprise an

enemy.

I ^ to make a raid.

1 iS ^ S& to come around upon

the enemy from behind.

Jp[ ] :^ the air blows up the

sleeve.

^ ;(g ]
they do not correspond

or refer to each other.

] ^ ^ jflj this is regarded as

advantageous.

1^ ] ^ ^ to write another

essay on the same subject.

\s /f, ] § to divine because it

was not lucky.

1 ^ {'{C ^ the auspicious omen
has been reijeated.

f 31 K* ^ * 1 ^ A the odor

of the opium cluigs to him.

^ 1 "b" chilled to the bone.

&^'^ 1 ^° adopt a nephew

as my heir.

^ ^ —
I

one priestly surplice.

^ ^ 1 ® I availed myself of

the chance .and got the advan-

tage ; to seize on for a slight

offense.

From rain toii practiced.

A great and continuous rain.

^ ]
a heavy rain.

^ j a tribe of people liv-

ing on the headwaters of the

River Yaluh in Manchuria towards

Corea, spoken of during the T'ang

dynasty.
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SIIST.
Old sound*, »in, sim, zim, and tdm. In Canton, sun, san, sam, and UTim ; — in Sivatow, sin, sim, and cb'iin ;

— in Amoj/,

ain and chim ; — in Fuhchau, sing and seng ;
— in Shanghai, sing and zing ;

— in C'hi/'v, sbin.

<*
From — one and "7^ error, ex-

plHiiied as depicting the arms of

a man liolding up a tiling, and
""• referring to the sorrow one feeli

at winter coming ; it is the IGOtli

radical of a few characters relat-

ing to bitternesses ; occurs used

for the next and dp' birthwort.

The eighth of the ten stems,

which corresponds to metal and

the west ; a slightly bitter, sharp,

pungent, or acrid taste; whence,

by tnet. (because a peppery taste

makes the tears run,) toilsome, suf-

fering, grievous, sad ; the melan-

choly feeling iu autumn when vege-

tation turns sere.

] ^ or
I {$ workmen's wages,

a soldier's stipend, or courier's

allowance.

S ] 38 fi^e varieties of allia-

ceous vegetables.

^ S ^ 1 ^ I ^'U '*<>'• ^^''

for myself its painful sting.

1 it biting, peppery.

i^ I Si name of Ti-k'uh, b. c.

2435.

I ^ acrid.

] ^ the Magnolia yidcm.

I ^ sad and painful.

From ax and wood standing-

To cut wood ; to renew, to

improve or restore ; to add,

to increase ; to grow bet-

new, fresh, the latest
;

just

made, the best ; recent, late ; a

field tilled two years.

] A a'lfl
1 j^) * l5"de and

bridegroom.

is ^ \ S^ these river fish are

fresh.

1 K ^ a newspaper.

] ^ new-fashioned.

1 ^ •"
1 § the new y«ar.

f^ 'ffc H 1 '"8 virtuous example

daily increases — its influence.

ter

] J^ to improve the people.

S^ aS 1
ti^y * "ew one.

^ 1 !p|. f^ make it all over new.

] j£ lately, recently.

25; i§ § ] to reform and be-

come better.

J 1^ From plants and new,

(^j^f|* Fuel ; wood cut for the fire
;

jSi'/j brambles.

^ ]
firewood.

1 ^ grass for fuel.

'f^ St S 1 ""' tl"W" '^''•'*' "'"'-

berry for firewood.

^ ]
to carry faggots-

^ ^ ] yK 8'^^ '"'" ^^ living

every month.

\ ^ ^ ^ cut it down and

burn it.

The original form represents the

two lobes of the heart ; the se-

cond form is used in combination

underneath as in ?j,"f> and the

r third ou the side; it is the Gist

radical of characters relating to

the feelings.

The physical heart, coiisi-

iiii dered as the lord "^ of the

body, and regarded by the

Chinese as one of the five

senses and ruled by lire ; the cen-

ter, the middle, as a wiiik or the

heart-wood ; the mind or under-

standing ; the will, iiitoMtiou, mo-

tive ; affections, desire ;
origin,

source ; the fifth of t!ie zodiacal

constellations, answering to a An-

tares and r and t in Scorpio.

W A 1 6^1 he has human feel-

ings ; ». e. not like a brute.

1 1^ '"'
1 ?lK i^ ""* filanued,

imperturbable.

^ j i^ clear-headed, atlentive-

-ffi 1 ifc _t in the mind ; to bear

on the heart.

] ^ certain of, not mistaken.

1 ^ A a trustworthy man.

1 H "f
1 M design, intention.

1 1 -fB fP "ur views tally exactly.

1 ^ -ffi )JT absent-minded.

Ji M % ]
i^liaritable, gooti,

gratel'ul.

) ^ capricious, siispicioaa

/^ ] my view, my notion.

3^ ] meridian, the zenith.

Jfl ] f^ •« careful in doing it,

|iay attention to it.

1 '{E^ i" li^FS of, one's ex-

j)ectations blossoming.

/^ I
willful, designedly ; also I

have a heart, thank you, I am
obliged.

IU ]
to reform, to recover one's

senses.

^ ]
or jj ]

hollow, tubular.

^1 or -S: iA 5i 1 "^ ^^""y c*^
ful to roriieinber it.

>]> 1
T ^ 1 ^ careful.

1 nji S2,
tii« real intention.

if^''i&'^ 1 BM you are very dull

of [jerception.

j^ ] be easy about it

I p^ my heart receives it ; — a

form of declining an itivitation

or present.

1 ^ ?E ™y i"tention is not

given up.

m A W 1 ^ W M ^ «hat

tli(«e men have in their thoughts

I can measure.

W ^ ] ^ a credulous disposi-

lion.

1 1 li ,'|: or 1 ] ^,^, con-

tiiiual thought of, set on doing;

{wrsevering, energetic.

^ ^ ] ;^ ^ words are ttie

hearts's voice.-

] J^ fearful and trembling.

] p|) the heart's seal, a term for

the sicusta Lj^ when drawn en

an image of Budha.
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^ I
another's heart, a Badhist

term for parachitta djnaiia, the

knowledge of another's thoughts.

m ] ]^ 3£ it is as you hayo a

mind tor it.

m'• composition of the character

indicates.

Name of a small state, the

.mn

The axle of a wheel, as the

(j(y\j ] ^ existing in the Shang

,siV( dynasty ; its location is ua-

certain.

"^^i Kiora 31 work and P mouth,

C' v4* denoting confusion, with X a

Aonri above and "!J* »ncA below,

to indicate measuring.

To put things to rights ; to

search for, on the track of; to in-

vestigate, to seek ; to use or em-

ploy ; to continue ; soon after, pre-

sently; commonly, usually; tempo-

rarily, unexpectedly ; a measure

in the Gheu dynasty like that of

the outstretched arms, about a fa-

thom, called eight ch^ili.

1 ;?; ^ or 1 7C> %l can't

find it.

I ^ to wish more of, as a good

story ; to inquire further into.

] ^ usual, ordinary, common

;

said of expressions and articles.

] ^ to hunt after.

] ^ died suddenly.

I ^ to seek for.

"f" I <i iS ** thousand fathoms

high ;
— very lofty, up in the

clouds.

\ Wi%Mt to investigate tho-

roughly.

I ^ to study into the reasons of.

1 — j^ tt I bave thought of a

plan.

] t^ yesterday. (Cantonese.

,

] 1^ to try to kill one's self.

•^ ] to search widely for.

) SP to meddle with.

I ^m jj|^ a prefecture in the south-

east of Kwangsi.

I F^ H Q the guitar of Sin-

yang, a small stream near Kiu-

kiaug on the Yangtsz' Biver.

gg* The knob at the end of the

WL guard of a sword, called its

^sun nose ; the edge of a sword
;

a sort of dirk.

W' 1 ^ Wi ^^ ^""S ^ sword

over his bed.

] 5+1 an ancient name of Yen-

ping fu in Fuhkien.

^"j? A place called^ | in early

c^*P times, now Wei hien ^ 0,
^siin in the east of Shantung

;

another town anciently call-

ed ] tfi in the time of Cheu, is

now known as Kung hien ^ )|^

in the west of Honan on theB. Loh.

Also read jytn.

A large fish, with a long

nose, found in the Yangtsz'

Kiver, otherwise called |^
or the snouted sturgeon.

1 1^ ^, the sturgeon brought to

Peking from the Songari River.

From Jish and
its length.

fathom, from

.sun

From water and to seek.

A steep bank where the

wat'jr is deep.

The sturgeon ; it is often

written like the last, but the

fish ai-e unlike; in Peking, this

character is also erroneously writ-

ten 1^ from the similarity of sound

1 II fS the sturgeon at Canton,

where it is sometimes reared.

A marine swimmuig crab

{Pilumnus), called ^ •] or

^siin greenish crab, from the color

of its shell, which is rough

and hairy ; it is common about

Lewchew and Formosa. -^^

j>g& An iron boiler which sup-

c|zj5] ports a wooden tub like a

j»(n barrel in shape, with short

feet ; the cover was one third

of its size, and the shapes were

probably different ; some of them

were all iron
;
quick, speedy.

H tg ?^ .1 iE ;t |g 1
who

cooks the fish ? I'll wash his

caldroDB and boilers for him.

,i5

Au affluent on the north of

^1 the Yangtsz* Kiver in Sz"-

jS«n ch'uen ; interchanged with

j^ in the name of Tsien-shaa

hien | [Ij JCg, a district near, the

capital of Nganhwui.

>—*•- ' From man and words; q. d, '* a

^ ^^ man's words are true ; if tliey

I f-l cannot bo believed, they are not
SW man's words;" occurs used for

(shan yp to declare.

Sincerity, truthfulness, integri-

ty, fiuth; one of the 5. ^ ""^ ^^'^

virtues ; a man of his word ; to

believe in, to' confide in, to trust;

to accord with, to follow ; a seal,

a stamp, which gives ground for

trust ; a letter or note ; a mes-

senger ; two nights' lodging ; to

express or dei lare.

] ^ the envelop of — ^ ] a

letter.

^ ]
authentic, worthy of belief.

1^ I ^ ^ I cannot altogether

believe it.

yfi^ 1 •^ we cannot declare or

make good— our promise,

j^ ^ ]
credulous.

/p I
incredible ; faithless, doubt-

ing.

S^ ] to falsify one's word, to

retract a promise.

1 i^ -?T to follow one's nose, to

gad about.

1 P i^ b" to talk at random.

•§ ]
news, rumor.

I |g faith, belief

] 3^ a ready penman.

$ 1
or ^ 1 a pleasant letter

g ] a firm trust in.

] ;fj- ;g ^ a man of probity.

?£ 1 S * genial air that opens

the flowers.

] ^ a believing woman — in

Budha.

Jf I J- stopped up, obstructed,

as a pipe.
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J }Q arsenic in powder.

7^ ^ ] 1 to entertain a man
four days. ' -

.

.

] ^ a faithful agent. 1

{m JR ^ 1 it leemB worthy of

belief.

jH^ ||{ ] '^ a gunpowder match.

>-rt > From water and rapidflight ; it

JJXl di£F»ri but little froni/on> ?jl to

•/,.,^, float.

To tiprinkle ; watery, wet

;

quick, as a courier ; a guard-

house or post-bouse, placed about

ten 'i apart on the high roads.

I j$ to sprinkle and sweep.

jfZ I
a station along water-courses

or canals.

I
]i^ a station for guards.

~~ -K 1 " 8t*g6 of * league be-

tween the stations. (Cantonese
)

^ i¥- M ]
^^'^^ gtiard at the

various banks.

^ ]
a guard-house. '

*ji| ' Quick, swift, hasty ; to hurry
•JlTV like a wolf to its prey.

A'un' ] j^ fleeting.

1 I? quick as thunder.

^ ] vigorous and quick, zealous.

1 ® ^ ;5l *l :i:
«s a clap of

thunder which gives one no

time to stop the ears ;— a word

and a blow.

\ IP 'J^ ^ ^niTj your pace

after him.

> ) From words and quick.

To inquire into judicially, to

h^iin' investigate ; to examine ; to

wrangle, to speak sharply to,

to scold ; to accuse ; to direct ; to

move ; to cure ; to announce to ; to

admonish ; bickerings, squabbles.

1 P5 '° interrogate judicially.

^ ] to try in court, to examine

a prisoner at the bar.

^ ] to seize and take to trial ; a

l)earer of a warrant ; to wrest

people's words ; captives to be

questioned.

1 ^ ^ ^ asked about his deal-

ing and intercourse with him.

^ "^ ^ I
none are willing to

tell — the truth to the king.

^ I
a trial in open court.

] -gt oral testimony at a trial.

JJ |J5 1
to salute after the man-

ner of a Budbist priest, with

closed palms.

JfJ I
to interrogate by the ques-

- tion.

I ^ to try and sentence.

A mushroom or agaric, those

with a slender stalk to dis-

tinguish them from the thick

stemmed kinds or monceron
;

they are dried, and form an article

of trade under the name of
| |||^

or ^ fg, the last term being an
equivoque.

ik 1
ground mushrooms.

sin'

sing'

Tbe first character is intended

to represent the temporal stiture

before it grows up ; it is now
seldom used.

( The sinciput ; the calvaria.

] P^ the fontanel in a babe.

^ M Bl 1
1»'8 fontanel

has grown up — you can't

hoax him now. (Cantonese.)

] l|l§ the common skull-

cap, worn in China.

i»ing

Old found, sing. In Canton, sing ; — in

sing and seng

J From p sun, wliich is a contrac-

tion of BB crystal, and ^ to

bear ; explained tliat

siisrca-.
Sicntow, seng, s"6, onrf ch'"o; —in Amoi/, seng, sin,

;
— in Shanghai, sing and zing ; — in Chi/'u, shing.

and fim ;
— in FuheKmi,'-

' the semi-

nal influence of nature nscends and
arranges itself into stars."

A Star, a planet, a meteor ; a

spark ; a dot, a point ; spotted,

dotted over ; miscellaneous
;
quick

;

hooting ; the 25th of the zodiacal

constellations, answering to Alp-

hard a Hydra and others near it

;

a daisifier of lights, and applied to

isletB or whatever studs a surface.

— li I
or — |g ] one star.

SE I
or

] jft ;^ a shooting-star.

— ] ^ iK^ single light, as of

incense f*'"-'

] M ma. .^te.

I ^ the groups of stars.

] "§}; scattered like stars; sprinkled

over, as gold-leaf (m lacker-ware.

1 1 IlS SS a few only, sparse.

I ^ ;^ the sea of Stars, regarded

as the source of the Yellow River,

fj I
are the ^ ] five planets,

t"-^- ^ 1 Venus,
5|fC | Mer-

cury, tf^
I
Mars, /fC J

Jupiterj

and j^ ] Saturn,

i^ I
fixed stars.

I I
tbe stars ; stars ; starry,

^ spotted, numerous ; white hair

;

hence a **;
] ] g^ .^ one

who can count the stars, denotes

a careful accountant, a skillful

and particular reckoner.

] -j^ an astrologer, a fortune-

teller.

tf^ ]
sparks.

] ^ the positions of the stars.

^T ^ PM 1 ^^^ &Sair is quite spoil-

ed.

A St 1
beggared, as from a

lazy wife.

^ ] a Umely aid, a helper in

distress; as —• ft jjjj; | an

unexpected deliverer.

] jiU the milky way.

^ ]
marks on a steel-yard.

] ^ the starry dwelling, a Bud-

bist term for M.>q;adha in India.

I fit "^ ^eet courier who goes by

night.
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& ?? 1 ^^° **" * steelyard.

^ ] a robber.

] ^ the day set for a wedding-

1 ^ the zodiacal star that rules

the year.

fi ^ 1 to see stars, as when
one is bit on the eyes.

1 B£ flB the stars twuikle.

i]» ] my little concubine.

I£ H ^ ^ 1 "^y tliouglils are

all on my business.

1 ?K # life
*« 'f^^'el by night.

^ ^ 1 to brandish a fire-arrow.

1 s" M !^ 1^*= yoked bis carriage

by star-light.

IBl :! f@ 1 1 5i he is a can-

tankerous fellow.

1 JS 1^ M 'o fil' up *"4 nieud

the gap with star-light haste

;

t. e. as quickly as possible.

3 1 -j£ ^ Orion's belt is seen

in the door ; some think three

stars in Scorpio are meant.

A raging, hot tire.

From heart and star or to exa-

mine ; the second form is least

used.

Intelligent ; to consider, to

comprehend ; awed ; tran-

c«'"5' quil, still, passionless, im-

perturbable.

] '^ to recall to mind.

1 tE astute, shrewd.

jU ] ]
false, as a deceptive face.

1 1 it 1 1 a^mMum
a clever man feels for another,

as a brave man loves a hero.

From Jlesh and star as tlie pho-
netic ; similar to the next.

^sillff Small, ganglionic protuber-

ances growing in the fiesh,

pustules like rice ; measly ilesh
;

rank, noisome, strong, frowzy.

I 1^ a goatish smell.

] ^ stinking, rancid.

] ^ a bad reputatioo.

] ^ smell of newly killed meat.

^|S
I

odor of newly caught fish.

1^ I
a smell of meat ; new flesh.

Putrid, bad fish.

X P£; m X ^ 1
when

jS7«y you eat fish, lookout for the

bad ones ; — when you take

a chance, don't mind the

hazards.

/^^ The curtain of a cart is J^ ]

: /M=^ whether of cloth or not ; the

^s-iny phrase is also written ^ S.
meaning to screen from stars,

and exhibits the tendency of the

Chinese language to multiply syno-

nyms.

AQ ] From metal and born ; the first

Vpflp
{'jnu gets the phonetic.

' The rust of iron, called ^^ or dress of iron ; some
apply it also to verdigris.

it 1 ^ a miKty or rusty

taste or smell.

^Slllff

A
A singular colored ape, the

] I
a name derived from

^sinyi
"l'^ IS on account of its in-

telligence
;
probably the new-

ly discovered lihinopilhecus roxel-

laiM of David, found in Sz'ch'uen
;

it is described as having yellow

hair, sharp ears, and a human-like

face ; strange stories are told of its

ability to speak, wear shoes, drink

wine, and go in companies.

] I ^ a wild kind of Rbamnus
or jujiilxj plum.

I <&! fS small red hair rugs.

A red or chestnut color ; a

browu, loam color ; lusty,

^sing fat, strong.

Vi i^ \ f&. following with

a red bull — in the otferings.

1 1 ft ^ '^"^^ nicely adjusted

is the horn bow.

I _g_ ^ strong with wide horns.

Used with the last.

Lithe and strong, like a horn

^sing bow.

c»'

These two forms are consir irad

identical, but are sounded dmer-
ently j the second is %Cang^

A preparation of sugar

molded into forms ; cakes

with sugar in them.

1 ^ sugar cakes.

fn 1 sweet pastry.

1 ^ P*: ^^ R 1 H when the

notes of the pandean pipe are

heard, we'll then buy the soft

bonbons in the warm days

;

this usually refers to the wor-

ship at the tombs in April.

From wine and star ; but the pri-

mitive
,
is said to have been ^

Illy making it the same as ich'ing^
tipsy.

To awake from intoxication,

to become sober ; to rouse up ; to

wake one ; to incite, to startle, to

stir up one ; awakening, arousing,

as an appeal.

^T 1
o"* ^ 1

°'' ''4
1

to wake
one ; wake him up.

gjs
I

to get over a debauch.

I g to attract one's notice, to

catch the eye.

1 1ft .i "a" words to stiirtle peo-

ple, and excite them to thought.

1 ^ ^^ g'^" attention to.

1^ ^ /f; 1 calling to besotted

errorists who will not listen.

glj P^ 1 "ffe
don't make a noise

to waken him.

^^m'U^m 1
all are be-

sotted except me, who alone am
awake, — i- e. virtuous.

ft M H 1. ^ ^ A to arouse

the dreaming age as does tb«

matin bell.

jl»L) From heart and to leaf.

IjC Natural disposition, temper,

smg' spirit; a quality, property,

faculty ; naturally, uncon-

strainedly ; to enjoy from or by

nature the limit given by nature.

I j^ the disposition.

^ ]
obstinate, mulish.

Jt ^ ] flighty, unsteady ; no

perseverance.

102
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j^ IB 1
a good memory.

;^ j^ j
tender-hearted ; earnest

in doing things.

] ^ dull, as a stupid pupil.

5^ ]
natural gifts.

I ^ life, existence.

1 ? in iBl vihai kind ofa temper

has he ?

] ^, hasty, irascible.
j

|g I
:^ ^ the medicine is cool-

j

ing.
:

^ I
willfully, determined.

i

nWrnm l
« that yon may

'

fiiltill your life.

^ ^ ^ ]
to cultivate and de-

velop the true spirit, as the Ra-

tionalists do.
I

] ^ mental philosophy, meta-

physics.

>]«
I ^ testy, peevish, a quick

temper.

tt'
A surname of a family or

clan ; a clan ; to bear a son
;

siii)/' a man, one of that clan.

1 J^ the surname.

[3 1 of the same surname.

-g- 1 or 'j^
I

what is your fami-

ly name?

^ 1
or^ I

my poor or humble
'

name is Wang.

g ]
the people, whose leading

clan names are contained in the

§ ^ 1 or Hundred Clan

,

Names ; in the Shu King it

(xicurs for famous officers.

^ ]
people, mankind.

[f]
I ;^ ^ of the same sur-

name but not relatives.
j

IS 1 '^'^ ES 1 ^ conceal the name.

^ ^ I
to buy or bet on the

names of the successful candi-

dates ;
— a form of garabliag.

1 -S ^ IS what is his surname

n.uM'! and style?

M ^ ^ 1
^^^ '^™ ™®" 'l'^"'

and Lin.

{U I
changed his surname.

j@ ] ^ that man We'i.

^ ] a double surname, as '^ J||

Sz'raa ; in writing the j^ and

^ of the Ghiuese, the two

should properly be distinguished

by capital letters, as J •^ j|f

Wang Yiu i, or ^ A H ^
Wi'injin Iteb, not Wangyiui or

Wan - jin - i - teh ; in some cases

the surname and name are se-

parated by the title of an offic er,

as m ^'^ '^ Colonel Chang
Hwan ; the Manchus do not use

their clan names, and conse-

quently!their given names should

be written together, as ^. j^ p^
Muhchansw or Muh-chang-o.

Old sound, aink. In Cu»to/(. scuk

From knife and a Ukenest,

To cut or pare off, to shave,

lo scrape off; to erase ; to

extort from ; to despoil, to

seize territory ; to deprive

of title or rank ; impove-

rished ; debility ; a graver with

which lo erase characters.

^ ] to trim, to mend, as a pen.

#1.
stb'

'h'tie

SIOEC-
;
— in Sicatuio, aiak ; — t;i Amoy, sist

;

in Shanghai, si&k ;
— in Chi/a, sU4a.

gj; j to correct and polish.

] ^ to dismiss from office.

I ^J jH scraped very thin.

] ^ to seize territory.

^ 1 4 ^ ® liis [state] is al-

ready greatly impoverished and

reduced in size.

ff-ife± 1 ^ petty gains.

— in Fuhchau, siok and swoli ;
—

I

ig>
|g| i^ I could not make it

up if I scraped my bones.

j ] ^ to shave the whole head.

^ ]
sleazy, as cloth.

I ^
I

to trim down; to revise

and correct, as a composition.

] ^ ^ to lose the respect of

others.

] 1^ no traces are left.

SIXJ.
Olil sounds, »in, riii, sok, and lok. In Canton', san, yau, tsaii, and ts'au ;

— i« Sicatoii; slu and ch'iu

in Fuhchau, siu, seu, and wong ;
— in Shanyhaii, siu and ziu ;

— in Chi/u, sliiu.

ashamed, bashful, confused ; cha-

grin ; to nourish ; to bring forward,

lo employ ; conscious of demerit

or guilt, unworthy of.

^ I
to know shame, to have a

sense of honor.

1 J§ ins'ilted, disgraced ; feeling

guilty.

From ^ sheep and -^ one of

(lie twelve btancbes, meaning
to enter, i. e. brought in as an
olfering.

Viands, delicacies, savory

food, fcr whi?^ the next is also

need ; to present, to send hi or offer

Dp ; to feel ashamed, to blush
;

iu A ttioy, siu ;
—

1 1^ "•
1 i^ abashed, shame-

faced, blushing.

3^ 1
§ ^ all sorts of deheacies.

;^ ^ ] no feeling, callous to,

i)razan-facei.

'jff P ifH 1 he felt abashed after

he hita spoken.

-g- ] to redden, to blush.
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.If

Used with the Inst ; the first is

most common.

To present savory food to

itnotber ; to feed or nourish
5

delicacies.

1 M * present of food.

A 1 ^ mmM^oy,
can I look for these eight

kinds of dainties ?

] to send a toothsome gift.

From ^ Jiesh and ft 'kat ; it

is constantly interchanged with
the next.

Dried meat ; meat prepared

with spices; to pieparo; to

enlarge ; to play on ; an adverb

intimating difficulty in reaching, as

a place or time.

I ^* to set to rights, to govera

] ^ a teacher's wages.

1 ^ very far.

] % a very long time.

] ^ to make longer.

] ^ to show respect by eending

one a present.

ill Jll 1 I^ hiUs ancl streams in-

tervene between us ; — far sun-

dered.

/r^ From ft that and ^ pelage ;

t Y_^^ used with the preceding.

fSiu To adorn, to clean up or

renovate ; to repair, to mend
;

to adjust, to regulate ; to cultivate,

to practise, to study how to do, —
and often jsrecedes other verbs as

an auxiliary ; to chasten, to exiimine

and school ; to increase; long.

1 fife
to dress elaborately; to

beautify.

] 3g^ to rebuild or repair, as a
Louse.

'

] ^ to repair, to fit tip.

] gl to regulate.

I ^ to act correctly.

] ^ to write a letter.

1 ^ JiF| to do good privately.

] ^ jij bis virtue has availed —
to bring bliss.

^ "ir 1 M ''^^ ofBcers carefully

assisted — theipscvereign. 1

^ ^^ 1 be failed in acting

rightly.

tt 1 ;§^ ^^^^ ^™ steeds were

long and stent.

"f^ f^ ^ ]
k) act as the go-

between.

g^ ]
tho former worthies.

1 jtf nourish the good — that is

in you, as the beggars cry out.

fcTr-| From inc/osure and man^ indicat-

|/V| ing the purpose.

jSi'u To imprison, to confine ; to

(Ch'iu handcuff; imprisonment; a

prisoner ; a place of deten-

tion ; the accusation, the pica.

1 fS '^S^ ^^ carry prisoner."*.

I J5 a felon.

^ I
a jailer; to oversee prisoners

^ 1
a jail.

® 1 H A imprisoned for a long

time.

c^ 1 M^S.'y^ U examine

the evidence in criminal cases,

and reflect on it five or six days.

m

M From wnler tinA prisoner ; it is

also read often i^ytu.

jStu To swim ; to float.

fCh'iu H ]5f^ I
bold in swimming.

] :;|^ to swim.

I »S f§ to swim across the

ri^er. (Cantonese.)

A kind of gynandrous plant,

tho
I ^ which is regarded

as felicitous because it flow-

ers three times in a year.

fTjt Another name for the ^ §jg

|lJ| ^ffi^ a long thin fish of the

^Uiu pike family like the Thryssa,

which delights to gambol on

tho water ; its flesh makes an ex-

cellent condiment.

Also read ^tmt. A kind of fish

with spines on its be<id, which are

supposed to prove that it was

transformed from a crested bird.

Cj^4i. To put a cnipper on a horeo

;

/pp^ a crupper ; another says, to

'siu shackle a horse's fore legs.

Water in which rice baa been

boiled or rinsed.

s«'" 1 i^ iU ffi- *i wake it

slipi)ery with rice gruel.

\yj<^ From ^ grain depicted with its

Jft-t ripe head hanging down.

she Grain in seed, which then

bends in an easy, graceful

way ; to flourish, to grow beautiful

;

adorned, fair, comely ; accomplish-

ed, cultivated, elegant ; first, best

;

to fill the ear ; to seed.

]
"^ cultivated talents, i. e. a

graduate of the lowest grade,

a bachelor of ails.

\ •j^ an accomplished scholar.

# 5^ Jtk -i ]
[man is] the best

thing in nature.

] ^ delicate lineaments, fine

manners.

1 ^ green and charming, as a

fine g.arden.

® 1 S uuiisually fme looking.

1 £ pT tf ['t '8' **' ^^® '*'] beau-

tiful enough to feast on.

1 TfC H^ the beautiliil waters, a

'

district in Kia-hing fu in Cheh-

kiang.

] B^ embroidered eyebrows, a

tiny yellowish-green warbler (a

Sylvia), with a white ring around

each eye.

The rust of iron, steel, tin,

or other metals, called its^
dress ; an oxide.

^ T 1 or ;g I
rusty.

rusted.

fellow is very stingy.

^ I
verdigris.

that

The second form Is read 'teu ia

the Dictionary, and defined a
strip of cotton batting ; but it is

more frequently used as aa ab-
breviation of the first character.

To embroider ; to adorn with

needle-work of various co-

lora ; embroidery ; ornamented,

embellished ; variegated, figured,

beautified ; to illustrate a book with

prints.
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j :^ or ^ ]
to embroider.

j B a young lady's cliamber.

•3fe 1 ^ ^^'^ Hydrangea flower.

2 1^ the Jloi/a earnosa.

I [Jj
a worked Landkercbief.

^% ]
worked in gold or colors.

tS tl 1 m Qiandsome as] pic-

tured dragons and embroidered

pboenixes.

I§ ^ 1 ^ [Duke Chen's] ta-

pestried coat and worked frock.

^Ij :^ I* 1 'o stitch and em-

broider.

] 'gj to tattoo or mark the face.

1^ »& ] P a finishetl .and elo-

qaent scholar.

%
1

1

]

IVora clothes nnd hj or through.

The sleeve ; to draw up the

bands; to put a thing into

the sleeve ; to receive in the

hand, to pocket.

P the cuSl

I
a woraans embroidered

sleeve.

^ to hide the hands in the

sleeves.

BM " »^ S$ 1
**" official sleeve

or cufFlike a horse's boof; it is

a Manehu style of dress.

• 1 to sleeve ; to take a thing

with particular care, .is a letter.

j ]
a chief, a head, a chairman.

M 4* it? :^ ]
l'>e whole city will

make a good sized sleeve, »'. e.

store-room.

w

f,

A cavenicus cliff under a

hill ; a ravkie or gorge.

% ^\^ M J^ 1
^^ ^o ^i"* far

off glens and ciiffs through

the whidows.

: ] a sheer cliflF.

.) Also read '^lu.

r A coarse jade or jasper called

1 ^ 'ff' ^^"^ "^ making

pipe mouths.

1^ a variety of a whitish color,

used for ear-drops or ear-plugs.

SIXJIsT.
Old louuds, sia, zin, and dzin. Jn Canton, sun, »un, and ts'un ;

— in Swatow, sun
;

•

sung and ch6Dg ;
— in Shanghai, sing, dzing, tsing, and sung

;

— in Amoi/, sun and tsun ;
-

— i?i Chifii, sliifin.

- «n Fttlichau,

>g-| From H dap and^ to inclose,

t Ol which is regarded as a contrac-

.siin t'o" of ^ a time.

A decade of days or years ;

a complete or finished time ; all,

entirely ; in mourning, it is a period

of seven days ; a stated time for

reviewing lessons ; wide-spreading.

]
ten days.

^ ] the seven weeks of deep

mourning.

y^ j
sixty years of age.

—
. \ one month, divided into _t

I
and t^ ] and f |

or

first, middle, and last decade

H 1 § tkc guests sat do\Tn at

the tables in three sets,

j ;^ a full year.

2j£ 1 ^ ^ when [the princes]

have all come, then make it

known to them.

H* flJ ^ M 1
^'O"' niany times

have you reviewed them '?

^ H & ^ •; 1 a year has

300 day.s and C decades more.

A herbaceous plant,
] ]^

having a yellow flower and
red fruit, which fattens those

who eat it ; used for the next.

M^
<SMrt

A small and shortlived i'ewdal

state in the Chen dynasty,

under the Tsin state, now

Pu-cbeu fu
Jttf j^ ^ iu the

southwest of Shausi.

From water and decade; it re-

sembles jilj in form, and the

next in sense.
ittri

A branch of the Biver Han

ill the south of Shensi, on which

Siiin-yang hien
] f^ ,^^ stands

near its junction ; to weep silently

;

justly, re.-Jly ; distant ; even, equal.

] ^ to shed tears.

^ in it 4 1 mRt. tbey

are not like Shuh, who is really

admirable and humane.

] Jg really suitable.

pj JH I ^ alas, for our Etipula-

tion 1

Interchanged with the last.

Sincere ; respectful, stern

;

pleasing, kind ; to cherish

veneration for j attractive, as

virtue.

I ] his virtues were con-

:picuous.

1^ sincerely lionest.

Yfl Ircpjbliiigly attentive.

4<

(Siin

mn

From to ffo and all ; it is often

wrongly written |^ from the

similarity of their radicals ; and

occurs interchanged with it and

^ to comply.

All around, pervading every-

where ; a camp ; to follow, to ac-

cord ; to cause ; to employ ;
quick,

in haste
;

generally, somewhat.

I ^ quick, witty, bright.

I ^ to follow rectitude.

] ^ to fully and quickly nnder-

staiuL

] j5 to comprehend fully.

] i^ to uphold another, to stand

up for the undeserving.

-itrt A species of gem anciently

tJ-Rj brought by the tribes from

fSiin the eastward, called | Jf^

J^ which seems to have been

branching coral ; it is used as a

proper name.

From to spfah and all n» the

phunetic.

To inquire about, to inform

one's self thoroughly ; to

deliberate or consult.

] U to investigate fully, as an

officer.
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M]

] f^ to ask particulars.

] y ^ = to consult with and

hear what is saici.

] ^ ^ to ask about one.

1 M {ft.^ take measures against

ibe lands of your foes.

^ ]
to plan with, to deliberate

together.

lll'fel
^'^^ stretching beyond hills

;

cPI Fy abrupt, up and down, as hills

^s&n appear.

|I^ I ;f; II a grotesque and

singular hill.

From streams and to 170; tbo (list

is regarded as the correct form.

' To go about from place to

place in order to examine

what is doing; to go on a
'

circuit ; to cruize, to patrol

;

a course at a feast, to fill

up the gla3scs all around.

I ^ the governor of a provuice.

] 1^ a supervisor or judge in a

^Si' pI or township.

] ^^ special aids to the chief

provincial authorities.

] |£ on his beat, as a watch-

man, or a ] 1^ patroling police.

] ^ •'•^ g"* o" * ^''S'' of inspec-

tion.

1 ^ revenue cruisers.

^{ ] to reconnoitre; to Btaii ou

a cruise.

] ^ to secretly learn rumors.

;^ ] to patrol the streets lil;e ]

"J"
tide-waiters or policemen.

>«^ From to ffo and a shield.

ivfi '^'^ follow a leader, to revolve,

j«a« go around with ; to comply

with, to accord ; to go about

and examine, to perambulate ; to

soothe or console ; easy, docile.

] ]
orderly, leisurely.

1 ^ ffi ^S *^ accord with the

custom or law.

1 I ^ til '<* comply with good

influences.

1 a ^ observe the laws,

g I ^ ^ lazily hindering an

affair, dilatory and obstructive.

W .^ ^ 1 something that can

be depended on.

I ^ docile, conscientious.

5^ S 1 38 "'® disposals of Hea-
ven go on in their circuits.

1 tI^ M :^ ''6 ran along close by
the wall and got away.

c|jl| S
Fine silken cords for bh>d-

ings; tassels, ornaments; a
siun pattern or law.

I iUIL ^ boimd it with

many colored silks.

^ ]
spindle of a spinning-wheel.

(Cantonese)

^3. \
silk bands and cords.

Ki jMi >^ I
wako reason its rule.

a '1
'"rom horse and streams.

A tame, docile, well-bred

horse
;
yielding, mild, amia-

ble, mellow ; to tame ; to

attain to gradually.

^ ]
tractable, well-trained,

ijpl ] elegant, polishetl.

] ?g to reach gradually to.

I ^ tame trained animals.

i^ldp. To pat, to stroke ; to encoui'-

cg /3 ^o^> '° ^'^^'^ '"* sympathizing

^snn i\iterest iu.

^fj' ] to condole with, to

pacify by caressing.

From hamhoo and ii decade or to

rule ; tlie first form is common-
est.

The tender shoots of bam-

boo ; a sprout, a shoot, as of

""" asparagus; a tenon, a dove-

tail ; conical, pointed
;
pro-

jscting.

^ 1 or ] ^ bamboo shoots

;

the ^^ 1
from Chehkiang

are the best.

>/(J ] or 1 j^ split shoots dried

for export.

^ 1 if5^ 5^ to join every part

nicely according to mle.

^ I
salted sprouts.

^ ]
cone-shoots, the tenderstalks

of the Tlydropynim latifolium.

] H^ a peaked hill ; an aigueUe.

shun

1 ^ '^ conical, pyramidical.

•f^ I
to circumcise; a Moham-

medan term.

Read ii/un. A variety of fine

bamboo whose fle.xiblo splints make
fine mats.

From bird and ten ; the first

form is used in the classics.

' A falcon, kestrel, or harrier

;

a common bird of prey,

which is said to ] "(^ |^
spare pregnant birds ; it flies

swiftly, and is fabled to be

transformed from the pie.

] li<K»4'' *^^® falcon always

hits its quarry.

falcon.

The cross-beam of the frame

on which bells or drums are

hung in temples ; a species

of tree ; the first was an

ancient district in Fu-fung

hien ^ Jg, |1]^ in the west

of Shensi on the Eiver Wei.

*^ Dangerous; lofty, steep, as

mountains ; severe, stem, im-
chun' pctuous.

j^ ] exceedingly high.

^ I
precipitous, dangerous.

!S ^ 1 ^ lofty ideas and com-
manding virtue.

1 •^ ^ iiL precipitous ridges

and deep defiles.

) Early in the morning 5 bright,

clear.

clain''

\

Deep, as an abyss of water,

to deepen, to dig a channel

;

v^Jfci^j f toiegulate; serious, profound,

J^&- as regard ; abstruse, well

chiXii' ^^^ > *° ^^^ ""' fr**™) *<>

use part ; an ancient town
in Poh cheu J^ jH^j, in the

west of Shantung.

1 M * district in "Wei-hwui fu

iu the northeast of Honan on
the Kiver Wei.
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^ 1 H ^ nothing is deeijer

than a spring.

1 ^ to deepen a well.

•3» 1 very deep.

^ ]
to venerate,

i fic .W ^ lie took of mine to

live on himself.

1 S' ^ W [Shun] was botli

profound and clear-headed.

1 ^ W ^ *<* guide and enlight-

en the family.

A fabulous bird resembling

» golden pheasant, a phoe-

nix which lives in the sun,

and illumines the heavens

when it flies.

] ^ ^ ancient caps with birds

resting on them.

SWl

From had or doi/ or taaa and a'

aecade; the second is often in-

terchanged with t^ every nlieie.

To follow the dead to their

graves and be buried with

them ; to comply with, to

follow after ; to pursue an

object zealously or inordi-

nately, given up to, engross-

ed in, greedy for ; to exhibit.

] ^ to bury the living with the

dead.

1 JK S fe addicted to gain and

pleasure.

« ^ 1 Ht M ± I « the CO-

vetous fellow desires gain, but

the hero seeks for glory.

\ ^ ^ Si the people commit-

ted suicide to escape their mi-

series.

1 M "'"
1 ^•i favoritism, obse-

quious to other's wishes.

] g to lose one's life for one's

country.

I i^ subservient for selfish ends.

I ^ to seek after.

^ ^ 1 JE to he a martyr for

the truth.

^ ^ ^ I
he killed a sheep as

a sign — what would be done

to them if disobedient.

?!l ^ 1 ® ^" honorable woman
most esteems purity,— and pre-

fers death to its loss.

To go ahead, to begin a

quarrel ; a railing expression

MM^^ \ friends should

not strive to use the first

barsh word.

SO.
Old KMndtj sa, sak, sat, and sap. />i Canton, so and ts'o ;

— in Swatow, so, sui,

and ch'6 ; — in I'ahchaiL, so and soi ;— »» Shanghai, eu
;

From grass »niyading.

A cloak made of bamboo _ __^
gg A triquetrous grass, the ^or palm leaves, or of grass,

woven in stri^js and laid on

like a thatch ; to cover, to screen

from the rain ; hanging l(X)se, like

a ruff, or a goat's long hair ; in

Siam, the mango fruit

I ^ rain garments.

] ^ jig a white craiie with pea-

dent neck feathers.

^ <^ a leaf coat and hat.

^ ] ^ tK l"'' °" * grass cloak

and then help put out a fire
;— to run foolishly into danger.

1^ I ^ ^ to dress up in rain

clothes, — as a watchman.

Bead j«u/. Pendent, as flowers.

] ] banging down.

To rub in the hand

^ ] to finger, to toy with
;

to rub on.

Read ^sfut. To open.

^M .^ ^ ]
to open the han3.

From filant and sand; used for

tlie last and next.

] or
] ;^ a sjjecies of

sedge, or Cyperus ; to rub in the

band.

] ^ a species of grasshopper or

young locust ; by some applied

to the cricket.

1 iil ^8 the saul or saht tree

{Shorea rohusta), under which

Budha was born and died.

m A tree, the ] j^ the buck-

eye or horse-chestimt (vSs-

80 cuius cMiiensis), prized by
the Budhists, because they

think it to be the saul ; its nuts

furnish a kind of arrow-root.

To dance, to frisk, to skip

and trip about ; to play with

the dress ; to lounge, to sit

at ease ; sound of the lute.

ift W- ^" ''''e careless

world ; some say, unending

ages, long continued.

swai, and .sa ;
— in A mog. soe, sa, sA,

— in Cir.fi', soa.

^ ] to go sauntering along, to

gambol ; to display the dress

;

idle and dissolute ; among the

Budhists, to bear with patient

ly, as Kwanyin does.

] gjif a phrase (swaliu) like Amen,
used by Budhists and Brahmins.

|g ]
the galloping horse ; —

name of a palace of the Han.

1 IS I ^ title (stila-mja) given

to every Budha, meaning ^ Jj^

most victorious over vice and

passion ; the name refers to the

stately saul tree.

Abundant vegetation.

I ^ exuberant growth
;

also roots of planta.

From wood and to walk slowly.

A shuttle ; to and fro, like a

shuttle ; darting here and

there ; swift.

I
a long narrow punt.'

^ I
or ^ ] to throw the shut-

tle.
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Jl in 1 Ills days and months

tly liki' a shuttle.

'ffi ] a tish darting through the

water. *

m ^ I
the falcon soars about.

Read ^fimt. Name of a tree.

y^ A woman's name, in][)lying
*"

maidenly ; it is given to

so highborn virgins, who are

virtuous and retiring.

The prattle of children ; to

incite, to set at variance ; to

«/ iiii|"H)rtune, to dun.

] gj^ to stir up litigation.

1^ ]
or ^ I

to intrigue ; to sow

discord.

01 ]
or ] •g^ to instigate to evil.

I j^ t" enrage, to provoke by

sarcasm or dunning,

(fjg
]

the talk of children ; to

irrilate by implicating another
;

to involve.

m

J
A drunkard's reeling.

M ^'? 1 1 ^'"^y g'l'i'tx'l'i*^

and danced without stopping.

'>l^» The fimi-t thrice agitated;

'lj*>£i'
siisjicious, doubtful.

Herd 'jui. A sacrifice after

tlie grain bad lipeied, called ;fj

] ,
perrnnneil by ancient kings

;

used for '^ ihe stamens of flowers.

Cjfc/1» Coarse wheat grits ; unbolt-

p Y^ ed and coarse flour is | j^,
'nn also applied to other grains.

Krora nifta/ and jingling s/w/ls.

A lock, a clasp ; to lock ; to

fetter; to frown, to contract

the brow ; to detain ; to

envelop ; rings or chains for

locking.

] one lock.

1 ^ •* key. •

-^ m chain-armor.

^ ] to seal and lock, as an office

at the newyear.

^ I
or ^ ]

to turn the key.

1 1^ i SS '1'^ nierit of keeping

well the key of the country ;
—

|

said of a high officer.
'

] ^ to secure, as a prisoner, |

I

1

,1 or

m

1 r>^>ij_mM .tPj I cannot

li' rest ruined, tor my heart is

a,<^ile as sn <ape, and my thoughts

srtift as a horse.

1 M '""
1 K ''"^ inner toothed

part of a Chinese lock.

] /g to i<nit the brows.

I 1^ ^ the clouds cover the

bright terrace.

willows,

-jfiij Q 1
a [)adlock.

> Fragments ; the tuikling of

stones ; fine, minute
;

petty,

'so troublesome, annoying ; con-

nected, chain-like.

I
If/If.

trifling, impertinent.

] ^^^mm^J' people

drifted about, like fa^-ends and

renmants.

] I
broken fine ; fidgetty, petty

;

contemptible.

^ ]
connected ; following, like

i)cads in a chain.

] ^K rumors, tittle-tattle, on dits.

^ ]
troubled by petty cares.

^ ] a poetical name for the palace.

Old sound, sak. In Canton, sok and sok

Vrnm ^ silk and /^ wood or

i^ I ruliernnt growth above it
;

tiie second and third forms are

nnr.snal ; occurs used for su'^
jtuieness.

Stalks or leaves of plants

whose fibers furnish strings

;

in Yunnan, eighty cowries

was once so called ; a cord,

twine ; reins ; to cord, to tie

up, — and hence applied to some

plants that furnish cordage; to

get, to obtain ; to ask, to demand
;

a rule, an obligation, that which

binds the mind ; to search into,

to inquire ; scattered, parted
;

loosening, ruin, as of authority
;

disquietude, apprehension.

SOU.
;

— i"k Swatow, 86k ;
— in A moy, sok and sek : — in Fuhctiau, sank and soh ;

—
in S/innghiii, sok ;

— in C'hlftt, sou.

5d

1

1

]

1

1

;j^ ]
a bit of cord.

] sails and cordage. (Cantonese.)

J|^ to get a thing forcibly.

1 to delight to study a subject.

=^ to extort

I
to get by threats.

Jgv to comprehend, to think out-

^ to live apart.

•^ to involve one's life.

J§g ]
the tubers of a kind of

fumitory. (Coyydalis ambii/iia.)

^ and ] gg to sue or press

for a debt.

^11^ in the evening yon

should braid gra.S3 ropes.

•jj tension, as of a rope or strip.

'^'M ^ \
i"<J'cates the dissolu-

tion of the family.

A ^ JS 1
'I'e family cord is

used up ; money all gone, poor.

•^ 1 ^ f to seek for over the

whole empire.

1 tt f^ ^ T S I* p let us

stretch a pjint and finish it up

now, and then we can rest.

I ^ |ffi 5^ it is insipid by itself.

Read siA, To seek, to ask.

To select or pick a tLing

out by the hand.

Read sang"" To respect ; to

act on or move.

Read sAmA. To bind tight.

.soli
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Old sounds, to and sok>

From i7rai;i and fish, or U/e and
|

to chimgp. ; the second form is f

not usuiil ; used fur the next.

To collect, as a sheaf of

grain ; to rest or enjoy ease,

to cease from ; to resuscitate,

to revive, Jis wiien wilted or

from apparent deatii ; to breathe

a>;ain ; to rise from the dead.

J115lWgW#1ft^4 Jesus

is said l)y western countries to

save tile world of living— men.

1 W^ ""' "f^ sorts, tired, apathetic,

no strength for.

^ I
to revive; [as if] restored

to life, as wlien eased of pain.

] ^ to revive, as from a fit or

(lebauch.

STJ.
In Canton, sn, »lio, and so ; — in Hwattw, so, su, and so ; — in Amoy, so ;

— in'Fuhchau,

su and so ;
— in S/iaiiglai, su and su ;

— in C'hi/ii, su.

] ^ SiK-haii city ; also known

as ^ ]
fnrni its riches.

] /Jg' features of llie Kiangsu

|jeopIe, regarded as the come-

liest in China.

] "^ sapan or brazil-wood ; for

which the next form is also used.

,^j^ Kioiu /</««( and to revive; used

wTf for the preceding.

,su A siiecies of thyme, whose

friigrant, cinnamon smell re-

tn-shes and revives the weary

spirits ; to cheer up ; happy ; to

lake.

)S ^' it 1
^'^ "'"'" ''*'*''*'® when

our [irince comes.

J[J^
] J^ ^ to relieve the people

from llieir distresses.

^ I ] trembling and pai.ting.

1 ^ a s[«cies of Loph iiU/ius, (a

Pei-ilhi or Ocipimm'l) cultivated

in Chihli for its
] Jjjf

oil, which

is burned in lamps; the seeds

are fetl to canary bird.s, and the

leaves are eaten.

^ ]
sweet biisil. (Ocyinum.)

1 '^ frti
*"

1 "S* § rose-maloes,

a kiiKJ of liquid stora.x obtained

from tlie liquidambar tree and
the Altiiii/iu excelsit.

35 1 "r
I ff a new-born babe.

(CtintOHs.^ey

^ ] a Itx^l name in Kiangnan
for the egg-plant. (Sohmuin me-

lonongeita.)

.1

su

The
] \)j is sapan wood,

a word in imitation of its

Malay name sajMuc/.

To rub or feel with the hand;

same as ^so '^ '" ^ ] to

fumble, U) ru'j osor.

A convent.

Jf ]
a muuiery.

Sickness ; a caries or soften-

ing of the bones.

•ntf-^ From spirits and grain,

iPYf^ A preparation of curd like

su butter, which melts in the

mouth ; it is made by the

Mongols, who call it wuta ; flaky,

crisp ; short.

^ I
butter.

jfg
*

I
crisp sugar-cakes.

^ iJ5 1
cheese.

I ^ short cakes.

1 B^ 72^ crisply baked ground-

nuts.

I g§ kumiss.

^ ) From tilk

contracted.

and hanging down

Pure white silk ; unoma-
mented ; in the original color

or state; white and coarse, like

mourning ; empty, clean gone
;

simple, plain in dress or manners
;

contented in ; formerly, usually,

as at first, heretofore.

^ I
a diet of vegetables.

] ^ empty handed.

^ I
common food and

food.

lenten

^ ]
plain dres-sed and honest;

sincerely spoken.

1 ^ '•" tl'c njoumer to open

;

address on a letter.

^ I
to wear mourning.

Jil 1 ^ ^ "1^''<' «» blue-tinted

garments.

I
^simply dressed.

1 ^ -M JS empty-handed &n^
nothing to act on.

] ^ always poor.

1 ^ ^ ^ he does not attend to

his own bu.siness.

] ^ a uniform character ; one
always the same, whether good
or bail.

] 2 tlie moral king or Confucius,

so called because he exercises

sway over men without being

actual! v a sovereign.

tk S J- ^ A^ 1 g ^ that

princely man ! he would not

eat the bread of idleness I

^1 ^ S '1 frugal and plain

family.

1 # :ft ff ^ ^ ft when you
are rich act according to your

station.

2p I
or

I
commonly, usually.

1 ^ 49 1^ ^^'6 have not known
each other much.

] 2JS or ] :^ the first state of; it

was so originally ; heretofore.

Bead soh, and used for ^. To
search into, to seek.

1 ^ ff S 'o search into hidden

and strange things.

&cing, inclined

;

to one's proper

f^ Towards,

to attend

««' duties.

y^ 1 looking to the south,

as a house.



su.

a)] The crop or gizzard of a bird;

a fat, full crop ; in furs, tlie

'
skill on the tliroat of ati

animal.

is 1 -f"
^o retract a sale,

to get the thing back.

From heart and simple.

Guileless, sincere ; one's ho-

ne.st purpose, real intentions.

n mnrnwi^ \
let

me in a brief note inform you fully

of my real wishes.

Kroin earth and new moon or

sim/*ie*

' To m<Klel things in clay, to

mold into shape ; to make a

statue ; modeled,

j f^ to make au idol.

J^ ]
to draw and cjolor.

^ ] a cliiy image ; met. a dolt,

a stupid fellow.

]
—' ^ f^ 'o niake an image of

Hu.lha. {S/ianr/hai.)

5:^1* To understand, to thorough-

rt^fK ly comprehend ; a man's

su' name.

y(S|rI:^J Kroin to eat and simple.

p 7j^ To fast, i. e. to eat vegetables.

*"'
1 ^ plain greens.

^ ] to dine on vegetables.

W 3^ W 1
t'"^''*^ •*i'6 meats and

onions, and also simple greens.

The second form is unusual, and

the derivation of the first doubt-

^ fill, it iimst be distinguished from

To tell, to inform, to make
known ; to expose ; to reply

in one's defense ; to state
;

calumny, detraction.

^ 1 to go and accuse in court.

I
^ or

1 ^ or ] .^ a plea in

re)>ly, a counter statement.

1 Jlic
"? '''^ defendant in a case.

1 % or
I ^ to state one's

grievance or wrong.

I ^ to accuse another.

j[i> iU I ^6, he has made known
all his heart.

103
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^ ] to pass by the lower officer

and irregularly complain to his

superior.

1 1^ "•"
1 ^ *'° expose the facts.

1 »§ to defame.

.Jjifed ^ 1 Oripinnlly formed of jjll r.oiilra-

LZVi 1 rt/ and ?JC water^ now cliati^ed

J
f to (JO and new moon ; the first

is most common ; like tlie next.

,
* To go against the stream,

or with it ; to go from ; to

meet one ; to push up, <as to a

source ; to revert to, to carry one's

thoughts back ; formerly, long ago.

] ^ a head wind.

1 J0 t" n" ngai'ist the stream.

I j^ to go with it.

iS 1 ^ It i" generations past,

long ago.

j^ I
on reverting to that time

or occurrence.

1 f5fc flO ff to go agauist the

current.

] g since then,

j 5\- a pail for bailing a boat.

Jt.^t2) ^ Nearly synonymous with the last.

To trafce up to a source, to

go against a stream ; water.

] \^ clear, pellucid water.

su- j^ 1 ^ "1^ to trace up pre-

vious things to their origin.

] J0 to drive a current

back.

1 ^ to inquire into the reasons

or circumstances which origin-

ated a thing.

1 S £ <^ '*» appears (or it has

l)een ascertained) that since the

fifth moon.

SU. 817

m From door and ax ; the primitive

is said to represent the sound of

chopping wood.

q' To fell timber ; the place it

falls on ; a place, a spot where

houses are grouped, a compoiuid

;

a building ; a town, a inilitary

post ; a classifier of houses and

plats of ground ; at the beginning

of a sentence often has the force

of if, supposing, in reference to.

as to ; a conula or relative pro-

noun, that whiuh, the things whicli,

who, what ; it follows the sulijecl

and precedes the verb it rules

;

in regimen with ^ cr as
] J^,

it is usually separated by the

subject of the verb ; a cause by

which ; a lot or situatioti in life
;

to direct the mind to an act ; a

final expletive.

] ^fj"
whatever there is.

A 1 ^ what men like.

A A 1 |p| men are everywhere

alike.

] 1$ ^ :(: 7,^ why then has he

come ?

j J^ wherever ; where one lives

;

the place in.

^ ff f5 1 then shall we and

our places.

^ ] or ^ ]
a place, a locality.

M - 1 or ^ ^-^ 1 J

single building.

^ I
how mariy houses ?

f4^ W 1 ^ ^ yo" ^'^ ignorant

of some things.

M ] ^ ^ nothing to do, no

occupation.

1 JU wherefore, therefore.

I
JLU ^ for this cause ; the rea-

son why.

1 Q whence it comes, the cause

or origin of a thing.

I ^ the right thing.

.gt j^ 1 place where the govern-

ment receive or lodge students.

% ^ 1 nit Ah ! he has at last

obtained his wishes.

:§. ^ ^ 1 each is now in its

place.

^ 1 /f» tb omnipotent.

A
] ^ ^ it cainiot but be ; no

one can do without it.

(2" 'fi 1 SI-
'•^'•''^'^ '^ ^'''" another

view.

ja ^ ^ 1
'' should be thought

of beforehand, must be taken in

time.

sa s 1 .w ^ ^ 1 * «=«

what it serves and mark whence

it proceeds-
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fij TJi; I I
the sound of the

woodman's ax.

) M #. Iii '' 's * ^"'^'y serious
]

laatler (Cantonese.) \

1 m yf> ^ ^ those who are
i

called aadutifuL
j

ij' E S 1 Ifc [princes] prefer

officers whom they can t«ach or

iiiHiience.

M ^ 1 ll¥ ^' # 4 itishappy

if liiu state can, in this case, be

preserved.

^ M ^ 1 '' extended over

many years, that it did.

jlfc frM ? W H 1
ti'is i<'"g

street has three sets of shops

;

1. f. three well distinjjuished by

a ditierent style or size.

STJ.
Ol<l soun/ls, SU, zn, sok, sot, zut, ami nu. In Canton, sii, ts'u, and tsu i

— in .Smntow, su, cli'iu, and cli'u ;
— in Amoy,

SU an// u ; — in /'ukc/iau, su ««</ siiu ;
— in Sliaiiffhai^ sii, zu, sh, and dzi ; — Tn CMj'u, shii.

^g|^> From )-rtiu and still; q. d. to stop

fMJt for the rain ; it is intcrclianged
nij with the next.

Stopped by the rain ; uoiu-

l)elled to slop; to doubt, to hesi-

tate; fi.xed, obstinately bent on;

what is retjuired, needful, legal,

usual, or forced ; necessary ; the

fifth of the Gt diagrams, apper-

taining to water

1^ 1 supplies of rations and pay

for the troops.

g 1 aliitleof.

^ 1
it is wanted soon, urgent.

I ^ obstinately bent on, to get

anyhow ; to extort; to lew.

^ f# ^ ^ fl# -i 1
l'« ^vill

wait till such times as you want

him.

From head and A<nV / used witli

the last ; the second form \vitli

wilier is cominou but erroneous,

and is rightly read ^Itu-nij an-

other form of jg3 still vater ;

both resemble s/iun' jj^ coni-

|iliant.

The hair on the cliin, for

which the ne.xt is now used
;

to wait for, to expect ; to get what

is asked or required ; ought, must,

should Ite ; necessary, requisite
;

good for use, serviceable ; e'.ov/,

dilatory.

] ^ momentarily, for a little

while.

1 ^ necessary, needed for use.

jJJ 1
or

] ^ nmst be had, abso-

lutely necessary.

1 f# 1$ y*" """St wait awhile.

1 ?c '1* 'C* J'"'' need to be very

carefiil.

I JD jlt it >uast be (or let it be)

this way.

>^ ]
rather slow.

I ^ a waiting maid ; a star in

Aquarius.

^ I
it will be wanted.

fp 1 ?lc /S ^ *"^ waiting for my
friend.

1 M lU Su-Meru Mt., one of the

Budhist peaks.

1 M M # ^ !«•• tl"8 dispatch

come before him— whose name
is

JS 1 S ^ ^^'e liad better follow

the old way.

;i ^ a short time.

From hair and necessary.

The beard on the chin ; cirri

of fishes ; whiskers of ani-

mals ; long awns of grasses :

silk of maize ; the rootlets of a

rhizome ; bearded, hairy,

|?t ] stamens of flowers. •

$IJ I
to shave the beard. ;

•^ 1 to wear the beard.

^ I
to twirl the mustaches or

beard.

5Jj 1
puffing and blowing, as an

actor.

^ I
a stiff, flowing beard.

H ^ ^ 1
five long tufts of

beard, as Kwanti.

1 ^ }^ ^ a commanding, im-

posing man.

l|i j the tassd of a cap.

vB' A coarse white hempen ker-

t ff5 chief, ^ ] , which women

^sii wore at funerals in the Sung

dynasty ; end of a piece of

silk.

Close-woven variegated silk

like balzarine ; the selvedge

of silk ; the edge ; loose fring-

ed or raveled edges, frayed

out, which when brought together

would atford proof of the identity

of the piece.

The toothed-edge bolt which

niiis into a Chuiese lock tn

hold it ; also called ^ ^
and ^ 1^ or the beard of

the lock.

'Jt%^ From Jhsli and ft /liece,

( |M Salted, uiiuce crabs ; to wait

jWJ or e.\|)ect; to \\e\[>; mutu-

ally; all, altogether ; to store

up. to have ready on hand ; a final

particle denoting all who have been

sixken of; a writer or clerk hi an

ofMce, employes.

I
-g" all, every one.

^ ]
to accumulate.

]•& clerks who attend to tlio

cases or write paix-rs, and serve

in a yamun ; they do not go on

arrests.

^ \ ^ ^^ he had looked at

the region— he lived in.

princts are to be cu!i;;raiuliitfil,

they are screens to ail tlio st<»ies.
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From rice and to kel/i.

Rations ; fine rice used in

offerings to tlie gods ; income,

official salary.

] large perquisites.

1i fe \^Mi. carrying pep-

per and rice, we approach to-

wards— the gods.

Aj^^ From to //y and /.

'I^K -^ composed, dignified step

;

j«M to walk carefully and dain-

tily ; serious, grave ; slow,

tardy ; an ancient region along the

Yellow River, now the prefecture

of Sii cheu
] j^ in the tiorthwest

of Kiangsu ; it was one of the nine

divisions of Yii, extending along the

Yellow Sea, from Tai shan in Shan- '

tung to the Yangtsz' River and
westward to Poyang Lake, occu-

pying large parts of Kianguin and
Shantung.

tS ^ 1 I'l'te at leisure, easy.

lis JH 1 2J5 a pleasant cooling

breeze blows.

' f^ ^ ] ]
'^ai*' quietly for

itim a while.

1 ^ H :^ ^ go slowly behind
your superiors or seniors.

tK 'K ^ 1 nature has given him
a prudent mind.

Used with the next.

To strain spirits ; fine, pure
liquor.

] f@ excellent wine.

To put herbs or grass in a
basket or vat for spirits to

drip through, and thus be-

come clear ; abundant
;
pure,

limpid ; in droijs like dew.

^M ] ^ how limpid the sciit-

tered dew-drops

!

W t@ 1 f^ iin-nished me with
the best of wine.

i ^^J^ Knowledge, discrimination;

Pl^ iwssessing learning and abi-

'«M lity ; sage, prudent.

Zif 1 clever.

% 1 a good judgment,

^s

)¥

i.

sU.

1^ 1
deceiving ; untrustworthy.

mi^.m 1 ^:^^lif no-

thing is forgotten in the plan-

ning, it will not fail in the exe-

cution.

Kioin hill and to ffive,

An islet which has level

arable land at the foot of it.s

hills; applied to many islands

on the coast of Fuhkien.

; f% 1 Ku-lang su {lit. the

Drum-wave I.,) opiwsite Amoy.

. 1 M + /Ij tlw solitary islet

looks prettily in the stream.

) From a shelter and to give.

The east and west walls of a
,.' room ; short walls to screen

the private rooms in the pa-

lace ; seated on the east and west

sides, or right and left, as host and

guest ; a college or school in an-
|

cient times ; order, precedence, as I

in ages ; a series ; a preface or ar-

gument to a book, in which its
i

subjects are stated in order ; to fol- I

low in order.
[

?^ ] in regular sequence, seria-

tim.

f^ — ^ ]
to write a preface,

1 M '" oO by ages,

fi ^ W 1
seniors and jnniors

have their regular order.

^ I
and If ] in the Hia dy-

nasty, were retreats fijr aged

scholars within the palace.

1 ^ 3c 1^ to arrange every-

thing properly.

From -X. to tap^ or X hand

and 3^ / ; it is similar to, and
used with the preceding.

To arrange in order, to put

things in proper places ; ar-

ranged
; arrangements

; to

converse
; to discourse or

U[xin ; to employ according
to worth

; a series ; order, rank.

1 P^ "•
;fa ] to talk together.

1 p& to discuss in order. ' /

^ 1
to deliberate upon the best

way.

argue

SU. 8,D

)
jjjfc to quote from.

% 1 to talk with great

with a dear friend.

^ I
the five social relations.

] g to talk over old times.

11 I
to detail minutely.

A stream in Shin-chen fti in

the west of Hunan, the | -f^
a small branch of the Yuen
River ; it Hows near

| ^ |tg

Sii-pu hien.

From silk and that.

The clue or end of a ball of

thread or cocoon ; a thread,

a clue, a hint ; the begin-

ning ; a guide or rule for what
follows ; course of events ; what is

handed down in a family, a call-

ing, a patrimony ; -to succeeil, as

to an office ; to search out ; to

.&

jierfect what others began.

5^ ]
the beginning or cause ; the

clue to, that which is necessary

in order to understand what is

to be done, or what follows.

^ ]
to connect with what has

gone before or been done.

] f^ a remnant, an addenda

;

something unimportant to the

main thing.

] 7j^ ^ I cannot fix my
mind on it.

^ M IK 1 disapiwinted ; non
plussed, no means of elfecting

the object.

^ B '^ 1 'be afiair is likely to

be effected, the clue will be

found.

g ]
the royal power or realm,

§ y ] to find the thread of ihe

business.

From silk and as.

Coarse, refuse silk or cot

ton, left after the best is reel-

ed ; woolly, silky ; to stir

up ; compounded ; to reiterate, to

repeat ; verbose ; to pad or quilt.

!J^ I
calkins of the willow.

1 1 OT OT jabbering, loquacious'

clack, r
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^ ^ I
the north wind brings

tl)e curled wool, — i. e. snow.

] ^ do not stir up the soup.

)|^ or ) |g talkative, tauto-

logical.

^ ^to line with cotton.

S in ^ 1
^^^ fleecy clouds

are like the bowed cotton.

I
old or refuse cotton.

A SfxHiies of sedge (Carex)
;

used by some as a synonym

of 'ch'u ^ the coarse nettle

henip, good for cordage.

] 1^ a kiad of edible corn.

SitEH.

From earth and to lake.

To pUe up earth, to make a

wall of earth ; a |)ile of dirt.

] j^ ^ ;^ to pound earth

to make a wall.

From _fish and together, from its

_ companionable ways, but otlieis

1^"* say from Jish ami the next cou-

SiP traded, because of its Hue taste.

A kind of tench ; a large

coarse sjx-cies of carp found in the

Yellow Kiver and its sotitbern

tributaries.

S .^. £5 1 '•^•^ fishes iu it are

the bream and tench.

sOen.

A's
nil

From plant or wine and to give; I

tlie second forju has become com-
mon.

Agreeable
;
ple<i.saiit, as good

liquor, which has been well

strained.

K is W 1
I ^^^^ strain-

ed my wine till it is clear.

R'jail c.v'V. A fragrant plant

;

a tulier like the potato ; tangled,

weedy growth.

Jf
The walls of an inclosure

which lie on its east and

west sides.

Old sound, sit. /n Canton, sfit ;
— in Sioatuw, so and sok ;

— in Amoy, swat

in Shanffliai, sih ;
— »n Chij'v, shue and sLie.

»'» Fahchau, siok ;
—

'sueh

^3»5» From M rain and 3. contracted

" 1*1 from ^^ a broom.

Snow, t. e. congealed rain
;

at Canton, ice is so called
;

to whiten, to blanch, to make like

snow ; to wash clean ; to clear

one's self ; to wi[)e out, as an

injury ; to avenge, to be revenged
;

white, snowy, frosted.

] "^ Hakes of snow, falling snow.

1 5i: *•" **^'<^"g® 'lis disgrace of

an insult.

i^ ^ •h 1 a fi"e fall of snow.

PB 1 3t frozen to death.

tI^ >|5> 1 round sleet like rice-

I ^ snowy white.

^ — ^ ] to make a swow-ball.

] ^ to prove a person to be

innocent.

] []j snow capped mountains ; u c.

white in >vinter.

r& HI 1 tR t*' "''sh out one's

injury by revengiug it.

] ^ a purple color.

^
)

or ^ )
it snows.

1 M '"
1 Wi '^'^ '^^^ worm, a

kind of insect found in the

glaciers of the Ngo-mt'i Mt. in

Sz'ch'uen.

,siwh

A synonym of sioh^ ^ to

pare ; to scrape or shave oft.

To sweep away ; to rub to

pieces, to brush oft' or destroy

by the hand.

STJElSr.
See also under liuEK. Old sounds, sien and zien. In Canton, sun and sun ; — ia

cli' wan ;
— in Fuhehau, song and siong ; — »n Shanghai, si°, dzi", and

.a
.man

From a shelter and to revolve ; ]

'/. il. a place wliero the winds
evolve the energies of nature. i

To extend throughout ; to

perrade, to expand ; to publish,

to procl.iim to the peopb for their

obHcrvance; to summon, as a ru-

ler; to circulate, is tha wind;
extended, manifested ; ditfusive,

IKjrvading
; comprehensive ; slow

;

perspicacious, to fully understand
;

a bald crown.

I
IS*" summon, as to court.

1 JJ» ^'^
1 ^ '^ publish.

'& M ^ I
-^ think there is no

need to say more ;
— a phrase

in letters.

1 ^ Jl 18 ^ "^^d 01' •^e em-
lieror's order.

P I
to proclaim by the voice.

Suiatow, swan; — in .4 may, swan and

tsi" ; — in Chi/u, shuen.

] |§ an imperial proclamation.

] ^ to make known the princi-

ples of good order ; whence

Confucius is sometimes called

] g the Holy Or.e who dif-

fuses transforming doctrine!.

] jg ^ to preach the gospel.

SJ flO '^ 1 >' is a secret (or ab-

struse), and cannot be made

known.
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] ^ the palace.

1 'M^ 'K ^° ^^^^^ "ff collections

of stagiiaut waters.

-—

*

From two strokes representing

f-t heaven and earlh mid 13 between

"T"* tliem to show the revulcini/ of
,»oe»

j]|g jjjj. jjuj ,^j||j] . j( ij ,j3t (i,g

same as kamj'^ !i limit, and is

now superseded by the lust.

To revolve and return whence it

came.

t j|JL0 From hand and to iiifihe Known,

i*^^ To raise the dress or bare

j6U.'/i the arm, in order to wor)»

easier.

H ^ ] ^ to roll up the sleeves

ami t)are the hand.

J*i»
A stone insignia or medal

^ made of jasper, reseralJing

,»«fn the ^ ; it was six inches

aroiuid, and held by courtiers

in the Han dynasty, when attend-

ing at the imperial sacrifices to

Heaven, and formed part of tlie

offerings.

ttJi*, Shriveled, diminished ; to

(IJ^^ take from.

jS«f/i ) '^"ij i^ ^ to extort from

the [jeople, to exact nnjnstly.

diminish iti imrabers.

Read ^tsui. The privates of an

infant ; to move the mouth.

To prune a tree.

I
^ to lop off the branches

of a tree.

From SA a banner and 7t a

fhvt ; <j<t. tlie feet of soldiers go

round after tlieir signals.
.Siien

To wave a H-ig so as to sig-

nalize soldiers; to sliip, as stones

over the water ; to revolve, to

move in an orbit, to come back to

the same point ; to do a thing in

turn, as an officer who reports in

course, or replies to a dispatcli

;

then, next, forthwith ; readily,

quick ; curling, rippling ; a whorl

;

» spire, as in a whelk.

1 $$ to g*) round and round, as

a clock's machinery.

] ^ to revolve.

]
to wheel round and round.

1 M or 1^ 1
to return home,

to go back to one's villago ; to

retire from office.

1^ 1
a graduate returning horns

witli lionors.

4 1 'iff iSl tl'S ^^^^ ^^'^'^ ™*fi

wheels [the chario'J, and the

other pulls out — iiis spear.

^ ]
to see one after another.

JM 1 to oreet or sntertain several

friends ; to bring things about.

] up forthwith.

IpJ J|^ 1 S when will it come

round again 1 when will his

turn come ?

1 /IX <^"<'l"igi *s ripples.

1 ?§ 1 ^ he lost it as soon as

he got it.

Read siien' and used for j^.

Revolving ; to revolve, as on a

lathe.

1 ®L ''' whirlw'nd.

I ^ giddy, or as when sick at

the stomach.

All eddying fountain ; a

circling eddy.

] ^ a little whirlpool.

^ ]

" the undertow of a

wave.

A revo'ving gem, a valuable

stone, called
] 3^, worn as

an ornament by ancient mo-

narchs.

] ^ a kind of armillary

sphere or planetarium, fiir-

nislied with a gg ^ or tulje,

tlirough which ancient astronomers

noted eclipses, the culmination and

motions of tlie stars.

5^ 1
star Merach /3 Ursa Major.

The ] 1^ seems to denote

a species of land snail, or

l>erhaps a kind of Buiimus.

] 1^ a spiral univalve with

whorls, like a Lymnea.

C ^Qttj From to go and compliant.

Jjl^5 To select, to choose out or

'siien elect ; what is chosen, choice,

fine; to appoint good men to

office ; to dance in a ring ; an

instant, a moment ; an old word

for a myriad, applied to paces in

measuring land ; apprehensive, ti-

morous.

] ^ or
] f to pick out.

] jj^ to choose and appoint, as

to an office.

^ I
a coin of the Han dynasty

with a dragon on it.

^ ]
or ] p^ a little while, a

space.

i^* ' ) chosen.

^ ^ ^ ) a good cash out of

myriads, one of ten thousand.

^ I'l 1 ^ '"^ dancing so choice 1

ift 1 SI ^ generations have

approved your labors

Read siien'' To number, to

reckon ; to reckon with or take to

task ; selected for office.

^
I

expectant officers.

gP I
presently to lie appointed,

— said of expectant otticers

1 ffi
ap[X)inted to fill ihe vacancy.

^ ^ 1 ffl
take the first on the

list for the post

^ i m 1
do not go, lest he

talce you to task.

"^
1 pi uiider-clerks who select

tlie niimes for appointments.

1 m (cowardly, timorous.

!^j^ A revolving wind, as the

composition of tlie character

siien' intimates.

gg I Jg, a whirlwind which

carries the dust on high ; the peo-

ple say the gods iis'! such for

ascending and descending.

A long rojie with which

horses and cattle are tethered.

' 5 A snare used by hunters for

entangling the feet of birds

siien' or beasts.
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A metallic heater for keep-

ing spirits warm ; a copper

'siien* or |ie\vter tray ; a piilly or

windlass ; to cut things rounil

in a lathe.

1 JWJ ? '''® "b'BSal on a lathe.

n)t make it perfectly round by

hewing it.

t]\ ^ I §J a small wa.sh-ba3in.

B'
An osier basket for washing

rice in ; to bind the edges of

sin>". and baskets with cord.

] ^ 3^ to strengthen the

basket-tray or fan.

Oiil tounib, Bok and zok.

and sok

SXJU.
In Canton, sok, t»6k, and ts'ok ;

— in Swfitow, sok, sua, and cb'ek ; — in A mot/, siok.

suh

Fioin '^ A bamboo tulie over an

Respectful, reverential, as

when one is desirous to do

his duty fully ; fear, caution, dread;

religious veneration ; cold ; to ad-

vance, to get on ; to render severe

or majestic ; to inspire awe ; to

receive one courteously; in epitaphs,

a resolute will ; used at the be-

ginning of letters as an introduc-

tion, and thus comes to mean to

write a letter ; as /g^ ] I novv

write this letter.

1
I

decorous, stern and distant

;

quick ; severe, as an officer ; ad-

justed, as nets ; regular, as fly-

ing geese.

jig ] commanding, imperious.

—. ^ ] J^ at once make it quiet,

as a disturbed province.

1 ^ M A ^6 bowed in his

guest and then entered.

1 IS [nature is] bound up by the

frost.

^ ^ i?l 1 ''^ "**^®® *"* '^^^^^

and sweet,

jg I jgi :)ig in a lady-like, modest,

and respectful manner.

] j^ a city in the northwest of

Kansuh on the confines of the

Desert.

] fli an old name for the ^ [![

Jiichih tril)es.

in Fuhchan, suuk, sok, and suk ;
— i« Shanghai, sok nnd zok

A famous horse belonging to

]^ ^, of the Chen

suit' dynasty ; il is now applied

to a thoroughbred horse.

of birds

mh'

The sound

flying.

1 j ^ i^ the rushing

sound of wings, as of a flock

of geese going by.

The ] ^ descrilwd as a

matchless bird from the west,

whose feathers are used to

adorn or cover dresses ; it is

the turquoise kingfisher, whose

skins are brought from Burmah for

plumagery.

To strike, to pound.

^ ^ \ ^ with rapid

strokes they beat [the men]

with bamboo poles.

Mi>
and ^, toFrom y evening

grasp.

Early in the morning; dawn

;

early and careful attention

to business; among the Taoists,

belonging to or in a former life ; to

live retired.

] ;jg moraing and evening; early

and late.

1 ^^ S" *• earliest dawn she

was in the hall.

1 flir they were enemies in a

former life ; said by the Bud-

hists to explain casualties, as

when a mad dog bites one.

1 1^ they were former friends, i. e.

in a previous life ; or were be-

trothed by fate in a previous

existence.

Sir :^ JpL 1 in praying for a good

year, I was in good time.

] ^ ^ I heard of your fame

long since.

<^=?
^-y

suh'

in Chijit, su.

Tlie noise of rain and wind-

M M 1 1
'"'"' furiously

tlie wind and rain drive by !

From cnve and nbrupl.

To rush out of a den.

^ ]
to crawl on all fours.

] Jt^ :J^ a tope, (Sanscrit,

sthopu.) a tomb erected over

the remains of a priest.

] ^ ^ there is a rustling,

as of the wind moving things
;

a whispering sound.

From man and valley.

What the common people

desire or delight in ; inele-

gant, uneducated; common
;

vulgar ; the low and gro-

veling business of life ; the laity
;

the world.

I U' common talk, brogue, argot,

a conventional dialect difterent

from the book language.

W
I

manners of the times.

1 ^ BR * vulgar phrase.

j§ ]
to leave the priesthood ; a

priest then resumes his ] ^
^ ^ laic surname and name.

^ I
the busy world.

] \ a vulgar person.

iSJl ] ^ ^ both the educated

and common people are able to

profit by it.

^ ] a base custom ; unbred,

vulgar manners.

§ 1 5^ A constant habit changes

one's idea."!.

1 ^ 7 IS S base or inelegant

things do not please the eye.
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From rice nnd west, but the pri-

mitive is a coTitraction of a clia-

^ racter meaning pendent; it resem-

bles //A5 ^ cliestnut.

Rice in the husk, paddy,—and

much iissd in Fuhchau ; it was

a general natne for grains, and is

still applied to the spiked millet

(Set(ifi'j), and maize {Zea) • the

seed of panic grasses ; small sand
;

rent in kind, tithes.

] ^ Indian corn or maize. {Can-

tonese.)

] yffi
in nuithematics, a term like

rule-of-three.

^ ] seeds of the Olea fmgraiis.

M ] ihe rent or tax of a house,

m ] to pay grain as tax.

—' Q ] an ear of Indian corn.

A\ 1 1^ —' ^ six grains of mil-

let make a kwei.

ij ift !?• JK — 1
I can hide

the world in one grain of millet

;

— a Budhist comparison.

jf^ ^ ]
to buy a titular office.

m
tw

To mince, to cut into fine

3 pieces.

From to go and a sheaf; naed for

the next.

su' Hasty, hurried ; fleet, as a

j*u deer
;

quick, speedily ; to

call, to invite ; to urge to do

a thing ; lowlive.

j ] f\^ in haste, urgent.

iHC 1
or ^ ]

quick as possible.

1 i or ^ ^ 1
go quickly.

^ ] ;J^ ^ an uninvited guest.

I 3S hurry your steps ; written

to an invited guest.

/?» M tt 1
you need not be in

such a hurry.

15 1 1 W ;P ^ ^ I am by

myself, and he has no connec-

tion with me.

iij £1 1 $C if. wliy then did

you urge on this trial to me ?

Sfe 1 -7 ^ 'f yo" are too urgent

it cannot be effected ; — the

more haste the worse speed.

SUH.

A generalname for vegetables,

legumes, and kitchen herbs.

^ \
food ; any provision.

S 1 ^ H w^^at vianils had

he to eat ?

1 Ml M ^^^ cold whistling

wind.

1 3^ W ^ abjects as they

are, they will have their emolu-

ments.

SUH. 823

m To shake the head, as when
doubting or hesitating.

To start ; to tremble, as an

) ox at the sight of a lion.

^ ]
frightened beyond

measure, as a beast at the

look of a lion.

§• T> W, ^ S^ J
I can't bear

to see him so frightened.

A^ A ri

\y^i Shai

river in the southwest of

Shansi flowing into the Yel-

low Siver turouga Kiang

cheu.

Read seu'. To wash clothes

;

spoiled by water.

] P to rinse the mouth.

A low tree, a sapling, a stock.

kj ^ )
scrubby oaks, trees

su' suitable for posts in wet

grounds ; the plant is called

;||^ I
and is probably a species of

oak with smooth acorns, like the

Qua-cus serrata.

The contents of a boiler or

kettle ; boiled rice, pot-luck,

ii ^ JS. m 5^ Pf tte

kettle's feet be broken, my
lord's food will be poured out.

From silk and to sell; this and

^ were once used as synonyins-

To succeed to, to continue, to

join on ; to keep up, to carry

on what another began
;

attached to, tied together ; follow-

ing, continuous; a ring or coupling

which makes a connection.

I 0\ an adopted heir.

] i^ t-o join the gnitar string, to

marry a second wife.

^ 1 W ^ coming one after

another.

] Id he continued the ancestral

worship.

^ ^ Bl }i 1 M ^'fl tl'o "-est

of it afterwards.

1 IS -^ H extended his leave

of absence several days.

j j(^ to splice the rope.

^ I
to cany on another's work

;

to succeed to.

5W To arise, to get up ; to draw

P^C' "P' as the garments.

su'
] f^ to draw one's dress

around one.

I )
decided, erect ; stern, like

the wind blowing through the

pines.

,B|
j

a noted general of Wei, in

the days of the Three States.

torn man and early as tlie pho-
]

letic ; it resembles ji^t {^^ to

To be kept in a constrained

posture, unable to stretch.

IE, -

m.

niu

Hypocritical, sycophantic
;

one who watches the coun-

tenance and humors of a

great man.

A marsh plant, whose leaves

resemble purslane ; one sj'-

nonym is ^ ^, and the

drawing resembles an Ange-

lica in its inflorescence and I..1 At;

another name is -^ /^ or ox-lips.

] P or i^ ^ a medicinal plant

which resembles a cardoon.

(Ci/nai-a.)

miS-"^'n_^^ 1
»io"s

those bends of the River FSn
they gather ox-lips.

From a covering for a hunrlred

men; occurs used for J9v dawn.

A halting-place or choultry

at the posts, anciently three

leagues apart, designed as a

small guard-station and sometimes

defended by a picket of soldiers

;
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a stage where one rests for the

night ; a lodging-place ; a night's

rest ; to allow to remain, to keep

;

to pass the night ; to lodge, to

sojourn, to stay at ; early ; to

delay ; of old, former, long stand-

ing; damaged, old, kept over;

musty, turned ; to advance with

the cup when sacrificing.

•^
I

to detain one to spend the

night.

to their nests.

•—•
I ^ g a bed once and two

meals,— is a rule of hospitality

for travelers at temples.

^ ]
to ask for a night's LxJging.

1 'IR ^ 1^ the old enmity is

not appeased.

) ^ formerly.

RH 1 >J» ^ stale or moldy food.

;^ § I ]
the guest who tar-

\

ries over two nights.
j

tt 1
o' ^ 1 •« J'x'g* over night,

as at an inn. I

^ J^ 1 ^ to guard the palace

by night at the jx)sts.
j

1 l§ B^ sl-^'^ ("^ ^^*^ bread. I

] 1^ spoiled meat. I

] ^ an old scholar.

M ^ Wi W> ] "ce left over

night sours.

4t
1 pg do not delay to fulfill

your promises.

] ^ damaged goods, shelf-worn

articles.
j

] g an ancient state, now part I

of Fung-yang fu in Nganhwui,

] ] g^ rather musty.

Head mu'. A constellation ; a

night ; during the night.

^ I 6^ M ^^ slept the whole

night through.

1 I ^ ''"^ sports of the star

king, a Bndhistic term (n-'k-

shatni ntjit ril,rimot<i) for a high

state of fxtatic medit.ition.

M 1
" m ••J' A 1

l-'iy twtiity-

eiglit zodiacal ^* or houses ; the

names are given in the l^able,

with their corresponding animals

and elements, the longitude of

their determinant stars in \. n.

1800, and their approximate

constellations ; half of tliem are

lucky, and half are unlucky
; ^

pj-, ^ and ^, stand for Thurs-

day in a wcekl)' scries, which is

continued through the vears.

THE TWENTY-EIGHT CHINESE ZODIACAL CONSTELLATIONS.

1 %
kioh

2 %
3 ^

5 J\!>

wifi

hi

Jtc dragon

LONonuDE.
I

consti:llati()N.

M dragon

^ badger

S hare

M
I

jif
I

it.
'^'g®'"

I

^ leopard i

201° 3' 0" Spica, ? Virgo.

2 1 1 42 i I K A fi Virgo.

222 17 35
j

al3y 6 Libra.

240 8 48 (i6 Scorpio.

21.5 25
j

Antares, Scorpio,

I

253 27 15
j

e /t Scorpio.

j

208 28 15 i yd Sagittarius.

ANIMAI,. i LONGITUDE. I lX>XSTKU,.\TION.

8 4
tPU

9 4^
niti

10 ic

12 )g;

m griftbn

ox

27 7" 23'
G"

301 15 II

1

bat

: B
m

308 55 51

rat
I
320 36 16

I

swallow I 330 33 45

13

shih

14

pih

>^ boar 350 41 59

^porcupine 6 22 9

I A Sagittarius.

a [i Sagittarius,

e fi y Aquarius.

Ii Aquarius.

a Aquarius and

e Pegasus.

Markab, a

Pegasus.

Algenib, y
Pegasus.

ku'ii
|wolf 17 48 12

Mirac, H
Andromeda.

22 #
tsiflf/

* tapir 92 30 21 G^emini.

16 Jl Wl dog 31 10 39 a Aries.
23 %

ku.;i
S sheep 122 56 24 y d 6 Cancer.

17 g
art

^pheasant 44 8 47 Musca.
24 iJ

liu

i muntjak 127 31 4 (5 £ ^ Hydra,

18 Ji
7nao l-k 57 12 1 Pleiades.

25 1$
sing

H horse 144 29 44
Alphard a

Hydra.

19
p̂ih

-g^ raven 65 39 58 Hyades. 26 5g
chany

^deer 152 54 37 kX fi Hydra.

20^
tsvi

^ monkey 80 54 47 A Orion. 27 S
yih

<> snake 170 56 9 a Crater Alkes.

tsan
*apo 79 34 6 Kigel, Orion. 28^

ckaa
1"°™" 187 56 52 y e Corvus.
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jjt^ A clover gro\vB in the central

^1^ J provinces for fodder, manure,

su' and greens.

^
I

tbe Medicago scttiva or

lucerne.

^ "^
I

is of two sorts, and un-

cultivated ; one is a species of

- lupine, tlie otlier a succulent

trailing plant.

To step quickly into one's

) place on seeing a superior
;

attentive, alert ; to hurry,

j^ ] nimble.

^ M'J 1
%Ji' ^f"! active in

all his movements.

A fine sieve ; to sift ; close,

) thickset, as leaves on a tree.

m » ^ ^ SC 1 1
the

breeze makes the flowers sift

down like a red shower.

A tree considered to be alli-

ed to the ;|||, having a red

and thick bark, of whose

gnarled, tough wood felloes

can be made ; a birch ?

1^ ] a kind with small bifurcate

leaves.

li.

M.

5e« also under Hii and mjH. Old sotmds,

hek, liiok, and sut ; — in Fuhchau,

fVom water and blood ; occurs

J
used for y«/i, j°X swift flowing.

sii" A ditch or gutter to drain a

field, eight feet broad and

deep ; the moat of a city ; a gate

to regulate water flowing ; to emp-

ty ; overflowing, flooded.

^ il ^ ^ \ ^^^ 't'ira exert

themselves to open gutters and

sluices.

] ^ ancient name of a branch

of the Pei-ho in Chihli.

sit and hok. In Canton, hok and sut ; — in Swatow, hak, hi6k, and sut ; — »b Amot/,

liek, lieilk, 6uk, and sok ; — in Shanghai, hiok, huib, and sih ; — in Chi/u, shu.

Still, quiet ^ silent, as the

interior of a palace or a tem-

l)le.

SK § W 1 Pire and still

are the dim &nes.

Jj
Ji'ii

m.
From p t«n and tL nine, but
tlie primitive is defined as being
equivalent to tbe next, for na-

ture is moved at the dawn.

The dawn, the rising sun.

H j^ ^ at the day dawn
;

very early.

]
puerile joy at having got

one's wishes.

From^ head and ^ a i/etn.

5 Confiding ; to walk carefully

and erect ; the vexed air of

one who has failed in his

object.

W 1 1 M T» S m i: '& i^is

mind is perturbed and off its

balance,

ij^ ] a star in Aquarius, named
after the ancient ruler Chwen-

sUh.

a-
Ji'ii full

rom JP{ a horary character and

It,
/('«'

sil

From jJ strength and Q a
cap, arranged in two ways ; the

• first form is unusual.

To excite, to stimulate, to

urge to exertion.

1 ^ ^ •? exert your-

selves, O men I

* :g ± ,@. Ja 1 ^ A in

thinking of our deceased lord,

she stimulated worthless me.

|^k4^ To whistle ; to blow with

"/Ai ) the mouth ; to call a dog.

hhi'

one inside of it, denoting

fullness, for things start in iJi(^

and get ripe in J^, wlien the

sun's heat declines; it must not

be mistaken forsA«' JSJj to guard.

The eleventh of the twelve

branches; it relates to earth, and is

denoted by the dog ; nature fading,

as it does in ] ^ the ninth moon.

] fl^
the 11th hour of the day,

answering to 7-9 o'clock p. m.

To induce ; to allure, to

beguile by false rumors.

|§J ] to lead astray.

HI ] an introduction.

but let us make verses and take

a cup, and thus we will forget

our former troubles.

^ .S 1 '^ t'^e rumors of in-

snflScient rations spread abroad.

h'iC

From heart or seal and blood.

The heart's blood aflfected
;

' to feel for, to commisserate
;

to love ; to be anxious

about
;
pity, sympathy, sor-

row for ; anxiety ; compas-

sionate,

mutual regard for.

^M-. 1 ^ to relieve the orphans

and widows.

^ ] to give alms to the poor.

1 l|JC
'lelp given to the poor by

government.

^ ]
to help and pity, to give

body to one's compassion.

^ ]
to consult what is the proper

reward to be given, as by the

Board of Rites,

^li ] ^ a depot for relieving the

poor.

^ ^ I ;f: a hard hearted man.

] ^ regulations for honoring the

dead.

] ^ the house or room where

(he emperor mourns.

Another name for the J^ or

cone shell {Conns), which the

Chinese fancy to be a me-

tamorphosis of the eagle.

104
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STJI-
Old sounds, eui, zoi, acp, sot, zot, and zap. In Canton, sui and ts'ui ; — in Swatow, ani, sue, ch'ue, cli'ui, and bui ',

—

in Amot/, sui, tsui, soc, ch'ui, su, anrf bui ;
— in Fuhchau, sui, soi, chwi, sw^j, ch'oi, oiiii cli'oi ;—

in Shanghai, se, si, sue, and zue ;
— in Chi/u, sei.

^

Fiom ^ insect and V^ only.

A specias of ground lizard

;

"" an old name for the |^ ^
or proboscis monkey ; a con-

junction, although, if, supposing,

even if; to repel, to turn away.

1 ^ albeit.

1 nU i^ Pj -lb* J'°" *^*" ^'^''^ ^®'

cliiiu, even if he does invite you.

1 # a * ^ a s IS "^^'^^ i''

your eye can't prceive it, you

still can hear it.

1 WmM^ina^f® though

you have this, it is not equal to

that.

I cannot send him otJ, nor can

I bear to havo him go.

From eye aud a bird ; it is aa-

sily confounded witli (tsii Si a

pigeon.

To look upwards ; to gaze at;

a largo stream tlowuig into

Hungtsih Lake.

Si 1 r. superciliou* manner ; to

look at angrily or disdainfully.

1 ^ a district in thu northeast

of Houaa, ii\ Kwci-teh fu.

H^ 1 1 SI Sift H alltho

people stared abou', fur many

days in great terror.

From yreat and bird ; also read

sin' ; used as a primitive.

To spread th.> wings ready

to fiy off; to mantlu the wings,

as an eagla does.

The coriander (CorianJrum
sativum) is ^ 1 or

]§g ]

^su^ which last name is also given
" carawii> (C.i ;.-,.); they

are alsi» known as ^ ^ the
fragrant herb; both names are oc-

casionally given to ;^ Ij^ parsley.

(PetroseliHum.)

^m

From silk and stable; occurs

used for its primitive and for fa!
also read ^hwui and *Z*o.

sat

The traces to a harness

;

reins ; a strap or stick to hold

on by in a carriage ; to tran-

quillize, to give repose to ; steady,

quiet ; to retreat or decline a bat-

tle; settled, peaceful, firm ; a fringe.

] ^ to draw ofl' troops.

3^ ]
and ^ ]

military terms

for maintaining one's ground

firmly, and for a drawn battle.

^ I
to hold the reins.

g| ] to tranquillize, to treat

kindly.

^ 1 "o ^li * tappy omen of

lasting peace.

^ ® ^ 1
[I bope that] you

have been every way prospered
;

— a phrase in letters.

W SR 1 1
^^^^ lonely fox goes

about suspiciously.

1
I ^ how tranquil and placid.

1 £ to establish peacefully.

1 ^ ^ how peaceful is all the

empire.

Read Jut- Feathery orna-

ments on a flagstaff-top.

A/<\ A drizzling fine rain is ]

t\p/Q }SJ[ like a Scotch mist; also

^sui the name of a river ; muddy.

From disease anifailing.

Weak ; feeble-, as from long

sui sickness.

% 1 ;7 ^ he is so weak

as to be incapable of acting in his

office.

^sui

.ts'ui

Tlie original form delineates a

man dragginj; his legs ; it is tlie

.H.')th rjidicHl of a score of iinusuul

characters ; also read (t/i'iii.

To walk leisurely, as if weari-

ed out, or following another

person.

To spread out the wings
;

gamboling and fluttering

;

said of the phuenlx.

The name of a short but

c|-^ famous dynasty from A. i)

sui 581-618, which reduced the

empire under one sway, and

made a map of its divisions ; its.

founder Yang Kien J^ ^ altered

the ne.xt character tu that form to

denote hLs dynasty, but it ended

with his grandson.

^ ]
worship of the ancestral

efligy.

Read fo' and used for ^.
Flesh torn to pieces ; idle ; to fall

;

cylindrical ; conical ; a hollow place.

PA 1
to fall down or oil".

From 3(£ to go and I

contracted.

to /allm
jSMi To accord, to follow, to com-

ply with ; to let, to penuit

;

the way or us.nge of; like, as, ac-

cording to ; wherever, forthwith,

presently ; obsequious.

I g a small feudal state under

the western Wei |^ state, a.d.

250, lying on the lliver Hwai, of

which Sui cheu | <|{{ in the north

of Hupeh once formed a part.

1 BJf f^ '^^ 't '""* y"** have time.

1 iH "f 1 jS •''s you please ; very

well ; if you like.

1 ^ ^ ^^ y" '^ome after me.

1 TT 1 J^ it freezes as it falls.

1 ift .6h let him do as he likes.

1 J^ Wt everywhere talking

about it.

] gj) immediately.

got it.

crafty and obsequious.

1 IS ^^^^^ P"'*^
to official attend-

atits, about one tacl in ten.
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^ ]
a retinue, personal attend-

ants.

] ^ common, not remarkable.

1 -fr 1?! ^ ^^ S**^ ^'''^ '^™

everywhere, and stands by him

as he sits.

i§.
I ^ j{f' each one follows his

inclination.

J^ ]
to follow after one^ to tag.

1 ^' • 'PpH Hits in limb,

j^ I
to stand in a dressed line,

as soldiers.

1 •ft' ^ carry it on the girdle,

as a fan or a fob.

] <il'' .0f Hi J"**' "^ °™'^ fancy

suggests, as in ornaments.

1 ^ 115 ^ '^" ^^^^ ^^ ^''^ where-

ever one lives or stays.

In Cantonese. A smell, a stench

;

bad breath.

W fi^ 1 M- *^® *''' ^^ ^"^^ ^^""^i

there is a stink-

i&£ The marrow in a bone.

i)^ -^^ 'H* ] beef-saet.

's .' 1fi A "h" 1
revenge has

penetrated his very bones.

K ^ ]
k) suck his marrow.

®. 1 SI BT" 1''^^ * phoenix' mar-

row or dragon's liver, — j. e. a

rare delicacy.

^ l])L ^ 1
[y"""" kindcessl has

watered my midriff and wei my
marrow.

J^ ^ ]
hog's marrow.

< >K^ f^lippery, smooth, a term

iiyfi used in Tsi ; something

'stii which will make slippery.

^(^ ] rice soup or congee.

Cakes made of broken pulse

mixed with sagai'.

^____ Originally written ^, but hfter-

JfV* wards changed to tUis form to

, . denote this place.

Name of a prefecture ^ |

erected by the Sui dynasty in the

northwest of Yunnan, now Li-

kiang fu )g JX ^ «" ^^^ Kinsha

or ifangfaz' Kiver.

'sut

SUI.

* x From "ip to pace and SZ .A''-
ness, which is explained that the

year has paced throiigh the 5

planets, the 28 signs, and the 12

moons ; the contracted forms are

\ common.

MJ I A year of one's age ; to

*
I pass over a limit ; the revo-

J^i' ' lution of the seasons ; a

^^ J harvest, the year's produce
;

sui age, years; yearly; by the

vear.

i^> ^\ OT ^ ^ \
how old

are you ?

=f- ] a term for the heir-appa-

reiil, or a prince ^ under the

Ming dynasty ; anciently a

feudal prince.

^ 1 the Emperor, used in di-

rect address, and changed to ^
] J^ in his titles.

?jj the order of the year, ac-

cording to the cyclic characters.

SUI. 827

1

1
next year.

I
last year.

] to watch the old year out.

g ]
the year's settler, a present

of money to children.

] g the planet Jupiter, twelve of

whose courses through the zodiac

make the ^ ]
great year.

•fr I
a return of the same branch

character iu the cycle, or twelve

siderial years; the image of a boy

to represent the Chinese Cy-

bele, carried in procession to

meet the spring.

] ^ ;)Z '^ may you have a

prosperous year.

^ I
robust, vigorous.

I ^ a man's age.

] M in S *^^ months and

years run by Uke a stream.

S|
I

to wish the old year farewell.

] ^ acts or duties of the year.

i From silk and to be kind to ; also

|,^-^.
read hwui'

»ai' Fine cloth brought from the

West, open and loose in tex-

ture; perhaps a sort of Dacca

muslin, worn by mourners or for

coolness.

^ > From grain and claivs; q. 4. the

-JL^ grain which men seize ; it is an
yV^ unusual form of the next.

Si«' „ „ ,

Grain in its fullness and

beauty, when it hangs down in its

ripeness ; a term properly applied

to rice and panicled millet.

An ear of corn or spike of

wheat ; the head of a grass
;

a spikelet, a tufted ear ; ele-

gant, graceful.

1 a panicle or thyrse.

^ the New City at Canton.

' ^ \t \
"™® heads on one

stalk ; met. an abundant year.

: ] ^ grain filling out.

( ]
rank grain.

^
1 ffi iS ^^'^ ii^ of wneat

has two ears.

: W it * Jt W if 1
there

handfuls are left, and here ears

untouched, — for the widows.

1) Similar to the last.

The fine appearance of flow-

m' ering and ripening grain.

^ I
fine lookuig grain.

^ 1^ ] I
the rows of rice

grow beautifully.

From stone and dead.

To break to pieces, to smash

or pound fine ; bits, frag-

ments, pieces, endings
;
pet-

ty, troublesome ; broken in

spirit.

] or ^J ]
to break iu bits,

to shiver.

1 ^ retail goods, driblets.

ff- I
or ^ ^ 1 1

odds and

ends, remnants, cabbage, leav-

ings ; miscellaneous things.

] ^ broken silver.

»& H SS 1
tl'sheartened and

chopfallen. \

^ ] ^ ^ to lavish money

carelessly.

] ^ ^ a chatterbox.

\ {g cracknel-ware.

] X od^ j<^bs of work.

] ^ small views of scenery.

w
svx

5S
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> > Sometimes used for the last.

Pare, unmixed grain ; alike,

ti'ui' mere, all of the same sort.

i^
I

unmi.xed.

M ] containing no mixture,

uiiaclullerated ;
perspicuous, as

a clear style.

1 ffi) Ife S ^ he is so guile-

less tiiat he will not be injiu^ed.

HtA^ To scare ; to sip, to taste,

P-p to take a smack ; to chew
;

ts'iii' the noise of tasting ; to spit

out.

1 1^ i^ 'o spit phlegm.

] ^ —
• P to spit at one.

j 8f to smack good wine.

P^ I
babble, uproar, hubbub.

The revolution of a complete

year in the age of a person.

1

To vilify, to scold, to rail at

;

to impeach, to accuse ; an-

gry-

^ ]
to disgrace.

^ to vilify and abuse.

1 to abuse ; opprobrious lan-

guage.

^- 1 ^ ^ he raved and scolded

most disrespectfully.

A clear, bright, pure eye ; to

look straight at ; the angles

or canthi of the eye.

] 5c 'ho fifth of the nine

heavens.

\ 1& ^' MM his honesty of

heart appeared in his face.

and according tcm From to go
o/je'.v wishes.

sm

give

To accord with, to follow,

not to oppose or hinder ; to

loosa to ; an adverb, then,

next, after that, presently, there-

on, and so, forthwith, finally ; to

go through with, to do as one wish-

es ; to ai^ak of ; to complete ; a

moor.

^ ] to resist, not to comply.

] JS °*'
1 »& '"''' ^'"^ likes, agree-

ablu to one's desire.

SUI.

Jl^ ] condescending, no hindrance.

1 M iP jtfc
'f '•• 'hen be thus.

Ift f^ ^ I
forced to disregard

his wishes.

§ :^ 75 1
everything has gone

right.

>.. ] W "^ therefore, to-day it

is agreeable.

^ ^ I ^ what a mien I what

complaisance !

.^^35 -^ sluice (DC ditch between

"»3^) fields to drain them.

From _fire and to fulloiv as the

phonetic.

To get fire froaj the snn by

a speculum mirror ; to get

fire by friction tf woo5. is /fc ]

or f^ ] ^ >JIC boring for fire.

1 ^ J^ the Chinese Prometheus.

^ 1 ^W:M^ heacons are

lighted by niglit to give the

alarm of bauditti.

Like the last. I

A speculum or burning mir-

ror.

1^ I
a sun-glass or lens for

drawing the sun's heat.

A deep apartment far in the

rear
;

quite in the rear, as

.<»/' the banners of a rear guard.

j^ I
deep, far in ; abstruse,

recondite.

K + ^ 1 jt ^ truth it is,

the women's apartments are

very far back.

jM^' Gems hung at the girdle

JjJ^ mada of a certain shape for

sin ' good luck ; a chatelaine.

1^ Ih M 1
beautiful array

of girdle jewels.

From clothes and to follow as

the plionetic.

A shroud ; to present grave-

clothes to a family where

one has died ; money is now sent

instead.

] "H grave-clothes.

I:l-^

m. 1

^ 1

m 1

SUl.

A string to bang things to

the girdle ; a fringe, a tassel,

an edge of loose threads.

Ipl 1 a tassel on a cap.

lantern tassels.

] a tassel.

a knotted fringe.

a tassel on the cue.

^3 A path leading down to a

tomb, an underground pa.s-

' sage to the vault ; a side

pstli le.iding to a tomb; a

bye-path ; a tunnel, a mine;

to revolve ; to return.

^ 1 the road to a tomb.

til A.^# r'J 1
flo not use the

main path when going in and

out.

I^C JH W 1 '''S''
wuids have a

I)atb, I.e. come from the valleys.

]

liwui '

I a way, a road.

From 3. or X » '"'"<' grasp-

ing two Tj" bamboos, altered in

sao

combination.

A besom of bamboo switches,

for which the next is used.

1 a a comet, the besom star,

commonly called |§ '^ M "''

broom star.

liave a comet at noontide," is to

say, he has lost his opportunity.

Altered from the last to de-

note a bamboo besom, one

/iirui' with which to sweep fields

of their stubble.

1^ j
to sweep.

A spinning-wheel or
] ^

on which spools of thread

are reeled of a certain size.
It

m'
SHI

'

Foom 7^ omen and {li to «jr-

liibit ; not to be confonnded with

ich'uHi/ vjv honorable.

Calamities sent from heaven,

which men cannot prevent, as Tf^

refers to those which men bring

on themselves ; an evil spirit, a

ghost, a wraith.
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^ ] a monstrous apparition.

j^ 1 or ^ ] to exorcise or send

off a sprite by rites.

f^ ]
to act wildly, as if possessed.

jpj ^ ]
the rivers have oiiphes.

^ 5l 1 1
perverse, cross, de-

mented.

}f|5 Jl 5i 1 haunted by a demon

;

possessed by a goblin of an-

other, family.

A small coffin, called ] ijj,

made of wood and used to

send home the bodies of

soldiers killed in battle.

A whitish fruit like the pear,

but small and sourish, which

sui' has different names ; the tree

resembles the asjien, its wood

is fine grained and striped; com-

pliant.

BPi W ^M ]
''^'^ ^^''<' P^ar is found

along the bottoms.

sxj3sr.
01(1 sounrl^ son. In Canton, sun and sun ;

— in Swalo'c, sun and clmn ;
— in^Amoi/, siin ; — iH Fuhcliau, sung,

saung, and cluing ;
— in Sliani/hai, sang ;

— »b C/iiJii, san.

.Sim

From -y son and ^ n connect-

ing Htik; it occurs used for i^
compliant.

A grandson ; a grandchild
;

whatever is reproduced or grows

by suckers ; courteous.

I ^ a grandson.

•^
I
sons and grandsons, posterity,

W I
•"' S ]

a great-grandson.

£ 1
or ^ ]

a great-great-

grasidson.

Jl|^
I

a daughter's son.

j ^ a granddaughter.

^ ] a remote descendant.

"? 1 SS SS a goddess worshi[)ed

for children.

^ I
a second shoot of rice.

•^ I !^ §J a legacy, an heirloom.

~X^ A fragrant and very pretty

"Ij^^ purple orchid, the ^ | also

j«uw called ^ ]^ f^ or rock

sweet-flag, which is cultivat-

ed ; the drawing is like a Cymbi-

dium ; the fresh roots are steeped

in spirits as a tonic.

Also written ^ in some places.

f* A monkey.

Jl^ I
a small species of mon-

k^ i^Semnopithectis ?) found

in the central provinces ; it is also

called 3£ ] and j^ | in poetry.

,sun

To feel

hand.

or rub with the

mE^» From to ^ eat and y evening,

but the primitive is constantly

written y bad ; it is also used

for (ts'an§ to eat.

An evening meal, tea, supper ;

to dine, to eat ; the food in the

dishes ; cooked millet ; to soak or

separate rice in cold water.

ff 1 H i^ '* '^ ^ard to keep np

breakfast and supper;— poverty-

stricken.

^ * a ^ T> S( 1
.till the

prince has withdrawn his hand,

we (his courtiers) do not pre-

sume to eat.

^ ]
to pat or feel, to rub or

make sleek.

From hand and ojficlal ; it re-

sembles I kiten 3r to reject,

sun To diminish ; to wound, to

spoil ; to lose ; to blame, to

criticise ; detrimental, injurious

;

ill luck, damage ; the 44th dia-

gram denoting to spoil and lessen.

W S IS 1
't '^ altogether ad-

vantageous.

1 fS or 1 :^ to injure;

wound ; it is spoiling.

1 ^ broken, ragged.
j

}jg J3 1 a display of riches invites
i

misfortunes.

M 1 1^ III to peculate in *he

rations of the troops.

^y ] to damage.

^ ~M 1 — IS while it cures

this part, it hurts that,

] ^* to outrage morality.

'Hi
Fiomy?esA and to select.

To cut up cooked meat with

the bloody gravy ; to make
a hash of cold meat for re-

cooking ; to mix rice with meat.

'I

From wood andJalcon ; flie se-

cond form is not uncommon in

badly printed books.

To fit a piece o*" wood into

a hole ; a tenon.
""

1 •? or
1 M ^ tenon, a

dovetail ; a wooden pin.

I ^ a dovetailed edge.

] ^[J tenon and mortice ; a catch

on a carrying-pole.

P^ I
to mortioe in, to dovetail.

Wtp^T^M 1 ^n yo"'' talk is

contradictory.

JiJJ 1 or f^ :^ a Mohammedan
term for circumcision ; they

imitate a foreign word by the

characters ^ it P9> HfiS ^Jt to

express the same thing.

to i

'sail

siin'

From to go or heart and (jraud'

son ; the second form is unusual.

Complaisant, conciliatory
;

humble, modest, docile

;

retiring, respectful ; obse-

quious ; to afjcord ; to ob-

serve docilely ; to give in, to

yield to another ; to get out of

the way of ; to be lying bid ; to

deteriorate,

j J^ an obedient mind.

^MM I -^ ^ the old people

ui our households have with-

drawn to the wilds.
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^ ^ ] ^ the plum of course

jic-lds in whiteness to the siiow.

] g^ to cede, to yield gracefully,

to defer to.

jg ]
to give up, as one's seat to

another.

^ I
respectful, reverent.

'IM 1 ^^ ^ fl* ft a learner

should have a humble will, and

Btvive to maintain his zeal.

^ ^ ]
all the relations of

lil'e were utterly disregarded.

£1^:7

,Hi> From a, stiinJ having things ar-

ranged on it ; used for tlie last.

suti^ A stand ; the 5th of the 8
suit,' diagrams, and the 57tli of the

G4 diagrams, denoting the

wind ; and on the compass card

stands for north-east ; mild, bland,

insinuating ; to select ; to grasp

firmly.

I b" peaceful worda

lij W 7 1
to talk haivilily;

overbearing worda

] ^ to insinuate
j

to ingratiate.

] ^ «* IR W ^ § «'"»* means
what agrees with everything.

(IBq^ 1 To spurt out of the mouth.

r^ \ ^ Hs.^ squirt water in

'^BE^
I

which a charm has been

•»^^ J
washed, over a place, to drive

off evil.

^ JB H ] he drank the

wine and thrice spurted it

oat.

Sim

sxjisra-.
Old sovnd, soDg. In Canton, sung, tsung, and ts'ung ; — in Sioatow, song, eeng, and sang ;

— in Amoy^ song, iiiong, Jong,

cU'ioog, and ch'ong ;
— in Fuhcliau, sung, sung, seung, song, and suung ;

— in Shanghaf,

song and dzung ;
— in Cfii/ii, shnng and sang.

:jX From water ttuipine.

The river which runs near

Sung-kiang fu, and has given

name to the town of ^ ]

Wu?ung ; the preceding is now used

instead.

From wood ti.ai deie, itt)eingtlie

chief of trees.

^stin// The pine tree ; it is made to

include fire and yews, but the

word is not very accur.itely used ;

its sap is said to turn into amber

after a thousand years, and hence

it is an emblem of longevity.

1 # or 1 f9^ rosin, piteh;

also applied to a sort of mastich.

1
^and 1 .|^and ] ^ or ]

H^j pine leaves, seeds, and cones.

jjj ] ^ corky roots of cedar used

to luie the soles of over-shoes-

I ^ the Pinus siiie7isis, common
in southern China.

] ^ a fascicle of pine leaves.

6 ^ 1 ^^^ white pine {Pinua

Bungei), of northern China.

^ ^ j tlie yew. (Podocaifua

thuya.)

] fj* 1^ pine, bamboo and plum,

— are hke three friends, because

they keep green in cold weather.

1 i^ in tlie Songari River.

1 fL J^ ''^® department in which

Shanghai lies.

U 1 ^ st/ikenard, the perfume

obtauied from the Nardostachys

jalamami, called Icumtsi ^ ^
1^ by the Budhists.

1 Si S *" H^ 1 © turquoise.

^sung

From plant and pine as the pho-

netic

^siiny A general term for c.nbbage,

as the ] Ij^ which keeps

green all winter ; it is regarded as

the same as the |^ ^ or Brassica.

Wi ^ \
^^ turnip, so called

from its flower and the hardy

nature of the root.

From liair and pine as the pho-

; netic.

^sung Disheveled hair ; shaggy hair;

confused, disordered ; to re-

lax, to let go, to cast off; slack,

easy, loose ; flaky, flabby ; not

urgent, unimportant ; not care-

worn ; spongy, soft.

^ m^ I
her tresses were all

in confusion.

^ ^ \
the civil and military

officers are too remiss.

] easy about it, contented.

I 1^ elated, pleased, hilarious.

1 1 W Ml '*"''' "P * '''^*'®» ^^^
a whiie.

iii

] 3^ crisp and soft

>k jK 1 lawless, reckless.

] g^ s^ do it quickly.

1
^^OT

\ as 5i ease it oflF,

loosen it a little, slack it ; not

too tight.

^ ]
too loose.

] H^ no haste or urgency; in

funds, in easy circumstances.

1 i^ let go his bundle
; yielded

up all ; set him free ; untied it

^ I
not very urgent, give him a

little time.

] g a little less tight

From hill and hiyh or a ;>tfie ;

the lir!<t common form indicates

, the idea, the second has the

phonetic ; used with ich'ung ^
high.

The highest and central

peak of the 3i ^ or five

sacred mountains, on whicli

the ancient emperors worshiped

Shangti ; it lies in Ho-nan fu in

Honan province, on the waterehed

between the Yellow and the Han
Eivers ; eminent, lofty, as a great

statesman.

] Pf ^ ^ his Majesty is exalt-

ed as the lofty Sung Mt
1^1^^ liow majestic and
grand are the lofty peaks I

^smg
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m.
iSuvg

I'rcm ^ hair and (P( Jioss con-

tracted.

Fine liair of the head.

1 4^ velvety clotb, plusb,

cloth woven with a long nap.

li. Name of | J^ vhe second

f7^//\ concubine of Ti K'uh ^j^ ^
^sunf/ Ti. c. 2430, whose son ^

was made prince of Shang,

and was the ancestor of T'ang the

Succcssfnl, founder of the Shang

dynasty.

^' ] an ancient state mentioned

in the Book of Odes.

The second form comes from
niistaking the primitive, hut it

is now most in use at PeUing.

A l)rown*8parrow-hawk, the

t *"!>»/ J ] 5J reared in northern
^sun(/ China to calcli sparrows and

small birds; it closely re-

sembles the Accipiter nisus; the

best come from Mongolia.

M

(Sung

Intelligent.

IkS 1 -J*;
ftf educated and

clever man.

From standiny and a shenf.

To stand as if bound, stiff

'^s^ng and precise; to bring forward,

as good people for office

;

respect, fear ; to shudder ; the flesh

creeping from awe or terror
;

moved, horrified.

] ^ to incite to goodness,

j jl_ to stand trembling.

I nil
excited, aroused.

^ ^ ] ^ Ills hair stood on end.

1 li M i •& to t'ap (or start)

the wings and soar on higli.

1 ^ to gi'eatly respect.

f-tftji To fear ; to hold, to grip ; to

^j^ push forw.ird ; like the last.

'

'""H 1 $lt
to stretch one's-self to

% Sometimes wrongly read ch'uhy

the second form is rarely used.

a full height.

EMPERORS OF THE SUNG DYNASTY

Fearful ; agitated by hopes

jSlj*
J
and fears ; terrified.

swKj ] 'j^ tremblingly fearfiJ.

I ^ timorous, alert.

P^ 1 A ^ to slander people, to

make strife.

. ^i From a covering and timlier; q.d.

•JL^ timher made up into a dwelling.

sung' To dwell ; a habitation ; a

feudal stata

1 ^ Sung dynasty of Liu Yii

:^|J
T^ as it Ls sometimes called

from its founder, e.visted from

A. D. 420 to 480 under eight

princes.

^ ^t 1 ?JJ the northern and

southern Sung dynasty, founded

by.Chao Kwang-yun ^ g }^jL

and existed 320 years, under tlio

following princes :—

•

TEMPLE KAIIES.

±11

MEN IIAO OR STYLES OF EEIGX.
ACCESSION

A. I>.

m^^'^ T'ai-tsu

^ i^ T'ai-tsung

^ i^ Chfin-tsuug
I

iZ%^^ JSn-tsnng

»*• 6 '^

n^.

^ ^
^ r^.-

vn
%
¥
m
tfr r\-
."k ij»
=J*= rV
Ji* 7J»

^ 9^;

1^
^-'-

a*
a*

a*

Ying-tsung

ShSn-tsung

Cheh-tsung

Hwui-tsung

K'in-tsung

Kao-tsung

Hiao-tsung

Kwang-tsung

Ning-tsung

960

97C

998

1023

PEII SUNO, WHOSE C.\PITAL WAS iITAIFUMG

-mm.-'-, ii^Lm-^-^Wi%^

^¥'''=;^,a4;:fc4'*^^9;
^ m ' ; It m 1

I 1: ^U V
; fi ft 1 ; ^ %I 7

NAN SUXC, WHOSE CAPITAL WAS H
^ 01 1

; IB it 32

13,^.

liEIGNED

YEAKS.

T^'

Li-tsung

Tu-tsung

Kung-ts\nig

Twan-tsang

Ti Ping

MS,l-'';f3;£C;^.Ti3;^,^.4,

1064

1068

1086

1101

1120
ANGCHEU

1127

1163

1190

1195

1225

1265

1275

1276

1278

17

22

25

41

4
18

15

25

2

30

27

5

30

40

10

2

3

2

GENEALOGT.

Founder of dynasty.

Brother of the last.

Son of the last

Son of the last.

Nephew of the last.

Son of the last.

Son of the last

Brother of the last.

Son of the last.

Brother of the last.

Nephew of the last.

Son of the last.

Son of the last.

Collateral branch of

T'ai-tsu.

Nephew of the last.

Son of the last.

Brother of the last.

Brother of the last.
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] S a feudal state of renown, '

dating from Wi'-i-tsz' Ki ^ -^

^, a hrollicr of the vile Cheu-

sin of the Shang dynasty, n. c.

1113; the names of eighteen
,

princes are given down to b. c.

"285, when it was conquered by

Tui ; it occui)ied the lower part

of the valley of the Hwai River,

and its capital was first in Kwe'i-

teh fu, an<l latterly in Suh
cheu ^ ^ in Nganhwui ; it

gave its name to the preceding

dynasties. i

^^ff& Kiom tlie enr and buzzing sound

11^ represented by the phonetic ; it

* I is inlerelian;jed with the last two.
'siiny

Deaf, born deaf; to urge, to

excite, to astonish ; to incite, to egg

on ; high, elevated, ambitious
; to .

rise, as leavened dough ; to respect;

to alarm. '[

^ 1
lofty, high.

"^
I ]

immeasurably high.

] A 5 S '° arrest one's atten-

tion, i

1 M '"'S'*
shoulders, chnckle-

lieadod.

^ W 1 ^ his brilliant words

make one's ears tingle.

1 ^ '" si'urt out ; to emit ; to '

rise out of suddenly.

v^^W' Krom j^ to ijo and fff to esmrt I

J[3aC (I ttridt contracted ; it can be easi- '

l_v mistaken for tieh, Jg change.

To accomp.iny, to wait on,

especially a bride ; to see a guest

out ; to send a present ; to give ; a

gift^

1 fr to go with ; to see one off,

to escort.

ff ]
to bow one out to the gate.

I T ^ ^" shorten one's life.

3*JJ ^ ]
exense nie from going out.

I j^ to see a bride to her house.

sunt/

M. M.^ 1 '"^y yoii have a fmr

wind.

] 1^ ;g to give a man something

for his journey.

]
— ^ to go with one, a short

distance.

] j^ to send presents ; the pre-

sents.

] ^ the ceremonies on the third

day after death by the family

and priests, when the manes is

invited back, and the tablet first

worshiped.

g ]
t<) follow with the eye.

jfg ]
to meet [ a guest] and after

see him out.

I
^ to send the goods to the

buyer.

I -f* t^ to send [presents to a

bride] ten days after marriage.

1 1^ to hand up a prisoner.

1 Mt i'P' ^ S'^*^ this to you.

—
• ] a ride in a cart one way.

(I'ekinyese.^

I ^ Jl ji!i
to go with the meat

on tlie chopping-block ;—to run

into danger.

In Cantonese. The vegetables

or viands which are eaten with the

rice ; all on a table besides the rice.

.^ ^ ]
he has gone marketing.

1 % iill^ '^ g'"P'it variety of

dishes.

^3j' To hum, to read in a mur-

^Hj inuring tone; to chant or

sunt/'' sing; to croon over; a reci-

tative, droning way of read-

ing ; to relate or repeat to ; to dis-

pute.

^ ]
to recite memoriter.

1 i^S to chant tlie liturgj'.

] Wi to reail aloud, to hum the

words.

1 ^ to get by heart.

HJIi ] to repeat in the mind.

^*T > From words and public.

ft^ To contend before rulers

sunff' about property ; to demand
justice ; litigation

;
pleaduigs

or wrangling before the courts

;

law cases ; ntet. confusion in the

slate ; the sixth of the 64 diagrams,

denoting disagreement.

1 13 *" indictment.

^ 1
or ^ ]

to grapple one

and carry a dispute into court.

M- 1 to quash a case, to settle it.

I 4^ the court-room.

^ )
to go to law, litigation.

1^ I
legal cases.

g I
self-reproach.

1 ^ pettifoggers, lawmongers,

shysters.

^ ]
skilled in law cases.

/O^^ To praise publicly, to eulo-

A^ gize, to extol the virtues of;

sunt/' to laud ; eulogy, panegyric
;

a song of homage ; ballads

to explain moral teachings.

1 ^ to commend.

gg I
and ;g I

hymns and chant

refrains {(/eya and ffutha of Hin-

du canons) of the Budhists.

)g I ^ ^ I avail myself of the

occasion to wish you high ad-

vancement ; used in official notec.

I
/* to commend virtuous acts.

] i^ M M <'^'ery body landed

his great merits.

1 iJ H ^ '^^y you be pleased

in every way.

Read ^yunff, and used for jg.

The countenance, the face; free,

easy.

Ifjl^
I

at leisure ; in no haste.

V'fcV'
^'"ozen dew-drops or rain on

i ^Ift the branches of trees.

suiiij' ^ ]
frozen rime ; icicles

on twigs, like pearls.
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Old sound, son. In Canton, siin and tsun ;
— in Swatow, sang ;

— in Amoy, swan and chw'aii ;
— in FuhrMuu, song and

saung ;
— i» Shanghai, so" and tsiiig ;

— in Cli'f'ii, san.

From spirits and slowJy drawn
off ; occurs interclianged with tlie

next.
(('((/» ., ,, , ,.

Uue 01 the nve tastes, sour,

acid ; it belongs to w(X)cl,

and is said to nourish the bones
;

the tart, sharp taste of vinegar or

unripe fruit
;

prickling, harsh to

the skin ; irritating, distressing
;

grieved, afflicted ; debilitated, loi-

tering from weakness; acrid, fretful,

irritable.

I ^ vinegar.

Pg ] sour eructations.

] ^ pickles.

I ^ cold, shivering, snuffling

;

afflicted, sorrowful for.

fi is ^ ^ IB I
tlie grocer

never says his liquor is sour.

<2> ] to commisserate, sympathizing.

1 ^ ^ a sour smell ; a frowzy

odor.

^ ]
bitter sorrow and suffering.

] ^ acid dates ; an ancient name
of the present Yen-tsin hien JE
^ Jll. in the northeast of

Honan.

^ I
begrimed, sordid, loathsome.

Aching, painful.

% 1 rheumatic pains.

"»
1 ^ \ery painful.

^^ 1^ 1 my legs are tired

willi the walk.

1 1^ a prickling, aching feeling
;

uncomfortable, as the hand after

writing a long time.

A slight shower.

^>5» J
descn

A young lion, called
] ^^ ;

it comes from Tibet, and

d to eat tigers ; others

describe it as a fleet wild

horse.

From bamboo and to play with
;

both forms are common.

The Chinese abacus or

counting-board ; to cypher
;

to estimate, to regard ; a

plan, a calculation, a scheme
;

of wood like counters to

reckon with ; a myriad.

1 ^ to divine the luck.

^7 I
to reckon on it, to calcu-

late.

] f^ arithmetic.

1 ^ to tell fortunes, to cast des-

tinies.

^ ) to estimate rightly.

]
p|* a calculation.

^ ]
a fine plan.

j ?! A to counterplot, to scheme

.igainst one.

^ I
innumerable.

] J[g to calculate and estimate,

as the cost.

1 4g ^ or 1^ ^IJ ^ very

sharp ; close-tisted and cunning.

I ^ "fQ
I'll give in, I won't do it.

ifif ^T 1
'' fioo'l speculation ; to

guess right.

1 21$ 1 -i f"ll of scliomes, con

triving this and that.

/P UJ '^ ijlr 1
't turned out

iimch as I .supposed it would.

^ ^ A 1 it could not be e,\-

jjected.

1 ^ ^ is regarded as, taken as

] pf ^ wliile one was reckon-

ing ; one woidd have as.sumed.

il 'h 1 ^ '"^ "SI'S a little alja-

cus
;
peninuous, uarrow-niinded.

1 ^ ^ 'lo yo'i think I am
wrong.' — I. e. I reckon I am
not.

IS ^ "h 1 liwitcd the sum to

ten myriads.

^ _t 1 't does not pay.

1 41 3^ '-he abacus balls, to

which a .stupid fellow is likened,

as he goes no farther than he

is pushed.

±^'^ From jihmls and an old form of
the ht-st as the phonetic.

Alliaceous plants with li-

gulate leaves, called ^ |j|^

or rank herbs by priestly

people.

^ 1 fresh garlic.

I g| or ^|J 1
garlic bulbs.

1 ^ the flakes of the bulb.

ij, ] a native kind of garlic or

chives.

^ ^ ]
a plant like an asphodel

in its habit, with sweetish tubers

and yellowish flowers,

[oj In| ] a kind of butter-cup.

(Jiannnciiliis iernatiis.

)

^ ] )[^ hooks for a door-screen.

A bamboo case or hox for

holding the hats of officers,

square and covered; a basket,

a creel, such as rice is wash-

ed in.

a bat-box.m 1

^ 7J5 ] a rice-basket

m
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This sound and SUI or sh' closely approximate. Old sounds^ si, sei, siii, zi, sit, zit, zhit^ dit

in Swatowy sill and si ;— in Amotf, su and si ;— in Ftthchait^ si,

in Shnnghtii^ sz* and si ;
— %n Cki/\ szV

^ Also read ^shi and (*.From <l^ liearl and pa .AV/i/,

the primitive being altered fioiii

sin' 21 '''6 brain ; it is to be

distinguished from t"9'''> fS'

kindness.

To think, to reflect, to consid-

er ; the desire or thought of the

heart ; to wish ; tliiuking ; to

commisserate ; a tiiial or an ini-

tial particle rounding off a sen-

tence, and used occasionally as a

mere auxiliary.

I ;^ to reflect on, to think about.

I ^ thoughts ; to consider.

M ilJ 1
a g"od design.

] ^ to deeply meditate on and

trace out.

1 ^ t" think of one's family.

j ^ to recall former days.

you think I forget you ? but

you live far away.

M M 49 1
t'O think of each

other when far apart,

/p "pj i;JC 1 you cannot dive over.

\ M, % "il ^^^^ emperor has

many brave men.

^ 1 ^ ^ there were none

who did not submit.

Uead sz"'. Thoughts, ideas
;

pure-minded.

^ ] melancholy thoughts.

'T* iff iSi 1 indecent, disreputa-

ble, vile, impolite.

U I
a poetical Idea.

A FB *''"'" """' "'"^ '" 'A'1'5;'

c Jilii* To reprove ; to admonish or

,«;' urge, as a friend does.

•^ -^
1 ] faithful and

earnest with a friend.

Uead ^sai A heavy beard.

-3t A ^ ^ 1 this man is clever

and has a fine beard ; others

render this, — he is fine look-
ing and talented.

c>

Happiness.

ings and deprecate calamity.

^^ A movable screen placeil in

t\\ the passages and gateways

c' of a house

^ ] ^ think what you

are to say, as an officer about to

see his ruler.

A coarse kind of cotton

cloth, reckoned to have r.'OO

;;' threads in a piece ; silken
;

tine threadcil.

1 ^ flg mourning worn at the

finieral and three months after,

by relatives at a fourth remove.

ife ifD 1 DK ^ S? 4 .

ti'«

three months' mourning of the

fourth generation is the limit

for wearing mourning.

From wind and thought*

The tirst cool breeze of au-

tumn ; others say, a south-

west wind.

] a high wind.

I
a cool breeze.

A tree whose timber is hard.

'to 4a 1 ^ or * ,@. ^ tii«

se' red- spot seeds of the Ahrus

jrrecatorius, used for beads.

From ax and this.

To rive, to split with an

ax ; to lop off; white ; low,

as an office ; as a pronoun,

this, that, these, those ; any, such
;

an cuJvei-b, forthwith, presently,

then; a particle thrown in to su8[)end

the sense, like an interjection, or

at the end to prolong a line ; it

also serves as a copula of preced-

ing nouns ; formerly appended to

names of animals, as 5J or -J are

at present.

W,

^se'

M

, and sat. In Canton, sz', tsz' and ts'z';

—

se, sviO, and su ; —

] J|^ this time,

j y this affair.

1 :^ or
1 ] t. ^ elegant.

courteous, scholarly, polished.

1 X ^ ife ^'^ ^^ disgraced his

reputation.

^15'^] the morning and even-

ing at — his study.

iO .^ I ^ like a bird moiling.

^ f(J A 1 ''bat sort of a man
is that ?

1 5J ^ FbI
in a twinkUng.

^ i^ ] i. split it with the

hatchet,

fin 1 jS 1
"by then does he

oppose it ?

J\.fl^ in I
i' 's ''*'' the most

part so.

^ 1 J^ JU bis rank is low and

salary small.

^ ^ ] 5^ the bows and darts

are re<idy for shooting.

1 i^ ® 1
''here diil this man

get such learning .'

in ^ 1 /!S'
'"^ answers or comes

like an echo ; .said of a servant.

Bi, ] ^ ^ the stag is lumiing off'

From shelter or man and this.

'/^ifl A menial, a servant, an

attendant ; to divide ; a fo-

" rager or woodcutter; to feed

or take care of; to serve.

1 ^ or
] ff ^ melee, a

scrimmage ; broken, hacked,

split open.

$l\ I
my servant boy.

I
;^ servants who get the forage.

] §1 2jt a camp-follower.

^ ] a waiting-woman.

fil); Jg ]
you mean fellow.

V°tfC ^^*^^ written like the next.

(.iTyl To thaw, to melt and flow off.

,.»;' \^ ] to thaw the ice.
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Often used for (si Iffj to ueigh,

nnd the last.

,«/ To exhaust, to nm dry ; the

crash of ice breakiug up.

I jl^ to put out a fire ; also to

lose by throwuig or dropping in

the water.

"tVtC To die, to be no more ; said

'/^l °' enemies.

c*'^' 1 Ji %^ wtteriy destroy-

ed and rooted out, as rcbols.

From hand and to .yilil as tlie

pbonetio.

To rend, to rive ; to tear

apart.

I ^J to tear in two.

1^ I
to direct, as a tutor does

.

to nudge, to recall, to direct

attention to.

j Jj to tear and spoil

I 1^ t-*} ^^^ t'he iaxx, as in a

brawl.

1 i!l ^ ^'^^^> to rip.

^ ] torn or frayed by the wind.

l-ttC The smell of anything burn-

^AWi '"S ; scorched, as food when
,«i' cooking.

<"

m

To peep, to steal a glance

, at, to pry and see ; to get

ready and wait for.

^ ]
to furtively look at.

From /o /irince reversed, to

indicate that an oHicer serves

his prince out of tlie palace.

I"*

To control, to manage, to

preside over ; the oiBcer who pre-

sides ; to attend to, to give orders

upon ; a commissioner, a superin-

tendent, an otiicer; a court or

office ; a subdivision of a district

like a township, over which a jg
1^ presides.

;^ ] fjf a capable man, one who
can do and direct.

iJ *&
1 ^'> go to law.

JH 1 at Canton denote the com-
mipsioners of }|f ] revenue,

^ ]
justice, and || jg |

salt.

SZ'.

^ '^ Bi \
6*ch one has his

own duties.

1 M a jailer-

1 ^ St 'l^e god of the kitchen.

^ ] fiij ^ what department

does he superintend '?

] ^ writers in the Boards,

p^ "^ ]
involved in a lawsuit.

^ ) a public company, like the

old East India Co.; a mercantile

firm ; a managing committee of

officers ; a revenue let out by

government, as fil }y 5V 1
the

<)l)iuni farm in Singapore.

& it i: ^ #15 i: 1 it that

officer in th« state will hold to

the right.

B- 1 ^ tl'^ ®*"' tn<5s sounds.

'M'Vt From ^ a Jlber of floss repeat-

,«•:' Silk as it comes from the

cocoons ; silk in general ; the

fibers of nettle hemp {Jkehnuriu)

and other plants ; fine, .silky,

flossy ; small, mirnite : to reel oil

cocoons ; to sew with silk ; a cord,

aline, a fiber ; wire ; veins in wood
;

in deciimtls, a hundred thou-

sandth, or the hundredth part of a

cash; stringed instruments of music.

1 S *'!'» goods.

iiS 1
raw silk from Chehkiang.

^ ] to coil fine wire.

^ ]
Canton raw silk.

] ^ silk batting, used for linings

or in shrouds.

^ 1 JlB M a fi"s drizzling rain.

M ]
'" M 1

wandering or Hy-

nig .iilk, are streaks seen in the

sky, gossamer webs.

^T .^ 1
'" draw an ink line.

I^ 1
fine strija of meat,, as in a

fricassee.

^fi 1 or 1^ ]
to reel cocoons.

1 M. i. fol '''c least bit of, as

silver.

^ ]
cop{>er wire.

] ^ the gentry, well to do people

;

in old days, a sacrificial dress-
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1
g stringed instruments.

^ Jjf A medicinal [.'lant, ^ ] the

c/jt/^t dodder ( CtisciUa). whose seeds

jSc' Jire used <is a mild tonic

;

that found on pines is
|

deemed to be the best.

The silken bird, the wliile

egret heron, ^ ] so called

from its fine crest of silken

feathers ; it is common in

the southern provinces.

From tiger under a '/'i/T-

A wild beast, cilled ^ ]

resembling a tiger, having

one horn and able to go in

the water
;
perhaps an animal akin

to a sea-lion.

j^ ] an old name for Wan-ch'uen

hien TJj^ ]\\
|C^ in Sz'ch'uen.

Bead elm' Uneven.

J£ ] rough, uneven, as the ground.

Z£> From ^ gvaia and Jjt private,

r^J\ because the proprietor of a field of

s: firaiu was once called ] ^ J\
its private lord.

Private, personal; selfish, illibe-

ral ; to favor, to act selfishly

;

secret, partial ; underhand, trea-

sonable, nefarious ; illicit, contra-

band ; to take for one's own use

;

plebeian or below the throne ; con-

fined to a few ; members of the

family ; a brother-in-law.

^ ] to smuggle.

I "T W smuggled goods.

I § a smuggler. (Guntomse.)

I j^ partial, unfair.

^ y^ ^ ]
public before private

interests.

1 ^ ""y private opinion.

1 ^ personal effects, privati^ gear.

1 fn '^ '&' '"''^''' intercourse.

]^ ]
an old term employed by

officers, and by sisters for each

others' husbands.

]
|ijjj favoritism, to screen a friend.

] ^ to be selfish, prejudiced,

[f ^ 4£
] B8 the sun and moon

shine on all alike.
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1 Jtfe IS Hi }r a "Ot a word

escape.l liim [iiivately.

the salt ta\ the more the people

will smuggle.

^ female officers in the palace

during the Uan dynasty.

^ Original form of the preceding,

_ y V but is now used as a contraction
C ^^^ -ti«

,' of -^ certain ; it is tlie 28th
* ' radical of a few incongruous clia-

racters.

Private ; selfish ; used as a sign

of a l)lank to be filled in.

"JjC t roni ^ evil and yv win; i, e.

^f|^ the evil which parts men.

'si " The running out of the
;

vital energies, the emptying

of the breath;" death ; to die ; said

of young j)ersons, while old }«()- i

pie ^ come to an end ; dis-

solution : pale, ghjtstly ; dan-

gerous, mortally ; fearles.s, to the

death ; a superlative after a verb,

and in 8li<inghai after an adjec-

tive ; urgent, intense ; to die for, a

martyr for ; firm, fi.xed, not loose;

not open, closed, as a passage.

/p jgn ] reckless, regardless of

consequences.

jjji ] inditterent to.

I '5 5^ life
halving no other [)ur-

Ijose; single-minded and earnest

in the work.

] ^ a livid, pale face.

1 tt ^ Ci 6^"^" death won't

make him change.

1 f& a dangerous road ; an impas-

sable or closed way ; ntet. deadly

hiibits.

] ^ a cul-de-sac, a close.

1^ 1 "^ i "ne fearless of death,

as a brigand or a hero.

^ I J^ insolent, one who de-

spises another's anger.

] JL ^ ^ "ork to which one is

devoted.

1 jJC stagnar.t water.

^ ]
died of sickness.

] "^ ^^ ^ died by a casualty,

a premiiture death.

1^ ] scared to death.

1 W ^ V your crimes deserve

more than death.

MM ] f; 7 he disgusted me
excessively.

ff I
killed outright.

tJ ] ^a *-^^^ "^ * ^^'^ ^"°''

I /p P^ [the cause of] death does

not appear ; a legal phrase, when

foul play is suspected.

f^ 1
you'll kill yourself, as by

smoking opium.

$J ] ^ nailed fast, it can't be

moved.

:^ 4 ^ 1
immortal.

^ I
a peaceful death.

] <^ defend it to the hist, as a

fort.

:fj ] ;|^ the abode in hades of

those who have been kQled for

revenge.

1 '& ^ Ki ^^sdded to his own
way.

] ^ stupid, doltish.

1 i fS ^ lis revived when
nearly dead.

if 1 T ^ i§ in Jlfc
I'll have

it this way if I die for it ; he'll

stick to his notion to the very last.

W ffl 3|$ 1 absolutely necessary

;

I must have it. [S/iaiiff/m.)

m

1

1

3&

Krom O /our-squnre with /V
to divide inside, ». e, to separate

> it into parts : the second is the

complex form.

Four ; all around, every-

where ; it is the even num-
ber, and answers to earth.

I
the fourth,

I
the fourth of the month.

:^or
1
^or

1 T^ every-

where, all over.

^ or
] 3^ rectangular, cubi-

cal, square.

g [the length of] the four

sides.

A t& 1 J^ that man is hale-

fellow with everybody, he is an

agreeable man.

K ^ PI "" resource which-
ever way I go.

>»S

1 ^ 1^ unUke everybody ; a

self-wise man, so erratic he

never does anything well ; a

name <jf the Elephiirus ducidii.

I "ff ;ifc [he is Uke] a block of

wu(m1, — and goes no farther

than lie is pushed ; a dolt ; but

1 :fr ll9 5i 6^ A is :' s.iiiare-

built, stout man.

^ H ^ 1 neither one thing

nor another ; he is of no use.

1 ^ A a pregnant woman.

ft 1
1" M ^ "'e"' everywhere

looking around the place.

i^ 1 S 64 very neat and precise.

I ^ A f,|
vwy firm

; well done
;

no fear of a disappointnient.

1 jS /V 5^ "P*-'"S ""' "" «ii

sides, .IS a passage.

\ -k % 'Bc.oT ] ^ ^ four

demon kings (Sanscrit, /o/.« /<«-

las and clidtur iiiu/ue-nijn) whose

images are [)laced at the doors

of monasteries ; they guard the

four quarters of the world from

asunis, and were renowned kings

in their day.

' Mucus; a short rixer near

Tsi-ning cheu in 8Lantinig,

and a feeder of the Grand
Canal.

\^ 1 * place where (Jonfucius

opened a school ; hence him

or his teiichings.

1 ^ It {5fc
from l»w eyes and

nose streams ran down.

I
ji\ a district in Fung-yang fu

in the northeast of Nganhwui.

1 tIC $,?, a district in the south

of Shantung ; it was one capital

of Lu in early times.

A team of four horses.

1 ,^ $ a chaiiot and four,

a stage-coach.

I ^ a war chariot.

- W ©E Hi I .i H il when

a word has been siwken, four

horses caimot overtake it.

^ ]
four stars 3 6 tt p in Scorpio.

I ^ 7L -$• ^1'^ 'cam of rust

grays is in fine condition.

m
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From a pencil and lomj ; the

seoond form is seldom -.seti. and

, tlie first resembles i' ^- to |)riic-

tice. and is used for ^ '
I'uiir.

To expand or exert to the

utmost ; set forth, as a sac-

ritice
;
greatly : excessive, to

tlie verge ; reckless, ruinous, disso-

lute, unrestrained ; to be at ease,

to take heart ; a market-place, a

shop in a bazaar ; to display, ,as

virtue; to expose, to arrange;

to exhibit, as an executed carciis'

;

an initial particle, now, although
;

therefore, formerly ; abruiilly ; to

refuse.

i^
]

proHigate, disorderly.

I fj- M. ,^> he cares for nobody

in what he does.

1 ^ i* ± * t" ^'^'-ili"" I"

Shaiigli.

Tff ] a market-place.

jg ]
a wine-shop.

1 ^ Th' f9 '" t'xpose boilies of

criminals in the market.

ing Wu \Vaug, he at one charge

smote the Great Sluing.

Ji \ i^ M '•'« ^I'ig'i'Kls ravMgL'd

the r<gi')n.

&
]

profuse in spending.

1 tJ'
^° ^^^ ^^ violence.

] ^ to exert one's strength

I ^ to dispose in order, as goods.

1 P ;^ ,1^ I'e abused him out-

rageously.

1 ^ or pg •^ the four divisions

of the iS constellations.

#|>| ) From man and hi/.

\}(jl^ Like, similar ; .is, as if. as

az" it were, appearing, resem-

bling ; to have the aspect of;

tocontimie, iis by inheritance.

^ j
very like.

;|g I
alike ; resembling.

I ^ I
is it like him or no t

/P :{^ ]
not much like bim.

i iS! itfc E ^e '0°'' '^« '"'"'"-

tance of hia ancestors.

li H Kj 7 ^ i^ 1 i: t'-"*^^

and train yoiu' sons, and they

will become as good as you arc.

] >^ M |[^ li'^'^ the reality, but

not it ; ap|iarently so.

1 ^ '^ im it looks somewhat

seasonable.

M ] incomparable, unlimited.

W If 1 ^ 6^J
tliere are others

win) can e.Ncel me.

in 1 v\<. clt'-'"' as water.

1 ^ 1^ ^ as if he could not walk.

1 52^?^/^^ ''^^'"^ ^^" '"'^^

that before.

!^ I
^ ~f he almost regretted

that he had so many.

An elder brother's wife ; an

elderly woman.
'

1 $Jft
sisters-in-l.aw.

^^ ]
name of Wfiu Wang's

viiluoHS concubine.

iF tl ^ J§) ^M M i: ti'e

majestic cai'ital of our honored

(Uieu is going to ruin by Hz of

Piio, — tlic ab.an<loned concu-

bine of Q 31 I!, c. 781, who

c.-uiSLi 1 the ruin of the Western

Chen dvnastv.

9

(."7

Intended ori;{innlIy to repre.*ent

the ridnO['eio.s, wiiicli the ancient

foi-ui .-itiows more perfectlv, the

lo.'S .nnd horn appearing.

'I'he Mdayan rhiiioceros, the

] ^ describeil as having

a luirn tliree cubits long ; its

body is bl.ick. and weighs a thou-

sand catties; its skin is fit for mak-

ing armor.

] ^ a cup of rhiiioceros' horn.

H 1 H ^ ^^® ^^^ "°'' ""li'^oce-

ios(^s or tigers, — to be kept in

tlie wilds.

«̂"

' Kioni '•} an iiic/i and ^ to issue

r\ Hi,.

A hrdl or court from whence

laws are promulged ; there

are four at Pekuig; a council

chamber, a bureau ; an official re-

sidence, public chambers ; a mo-

nastery of the Budhists; Budhisls

;

a mosque ; a eunuch.

] ^ a clerk in the j^ g| ]

or Court of Appeals.

^ I
a [inblic office.

1 P'J
Budhists.

;^ ]
to visit the temples.

Js, \
to become a priest.

^1t <§• 1 t'**^ Porcelain Tower,

once at Nanking.

•g ]
a eunuch.

] 1^ temples, fanes, mosques, <fec.

?|»|I| ciei

e ^ ]
a kind of an-

ient ditching spade with a

foot-rest, shaped like a plow-

share or the Irish fac.

^

Also rend i*.

m

To dig a grave in a void

TrJj»> place ; a grave opened to

aT^ J receive the coffin.

\* H B 'rfS 1 H >»1 ilB *
dig the grave on the third

day, and have the funeral

in the third month.

From mnn of to stand and so; th»

second resembles tsiitii' t^ to

. stop.

To wait upon ; to expect, to

^ look ; to await ; to prepare
'-

for : until.

1 M"'^ 1
"'''itingfo'.

— j a little while.

] ^ "' prepare for death.

jjT
I

[b| § wait for an answer.

]
"j."

J^ wait till next moon.

;p 1 ,^ IIS It •^'""'t "'*''' t"
P'**"

pare your carriage, but go—
when the prince calls for you.

I"! m 1 1
*'™® rushing about,

some waiting together ;
— said

of herds of animals.

'Tl } From man and office ; q. d. a man
r| I sent from the office.

e" To wait upon ; to spy, to re-

connoitre, to carefully exa-

mine.

|ijj.

I -gl call the attendant!.

^ I
to privily spy out.

{^ 1 ^ ^ the servants refuse

to work.
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t^) Iioin P mouth, ^ records and

|1j ^ office ; q. d. to read tlie faniilv

^j'' records in the ancestral lialL

To connect, as a family ; to

Adopt ; to inherit, to succeed to in

a regular, lawful manner ; to con- :

tinue ; the expectant heir ; children,
|

heirs, posterity ; to learn fully, to
;

employ or labor with ; to practice ;

;

hereafter, till ; then ; the following,
j

^ ]
male descendants. I

M hF 1 he has no son to succeed.

Ig ]
their ix)Sterity is cut off

j

Jjt ] j^ an orbate temple, wlier.- '

tablets of extinct families ai

worshiped ; common at Canto ;

] -U to succeed to the throne.

] -^ an fidopted son. !

]
"^ the king who has succeeded

the new king.'

]
-^ to follow a father's profes

sioii.

S ] S'l i^ from other causes
'

following it.

1^ 5$ ^ 1
^^ posterity goes

through many generations.

J[U :^ 1 ^ '" "fder to usher in

the coming year. '.

] ^ hereafter.

The first is used at Canton for a
|

contraction of s^'ni^ table. I

The handle of a bill-hook or

sickle ; the first is also read

ji, the share or iron-bound ,

end of a plow ; the second

also means a sort of spear.

A hamper ; a square basket
\

or trunk.

H^ ]
learned, well read.

^ I
a clothes-trunk.

U ]
a portable book-case.

flt iK ^ -S 1
let the robes and

apparel be in tlieir chetits.
,

1 S S ^ ^''^''° t^fnnks were,

empty and the larder bare. '

From to eal and man or office ;

the radical is also used alone

with this tone and meaning.

To feed, to nourish ; to set

food before
;
provisions, food;

provender.

|g I
wine and meat.

iif- ^ }^ f^ \
men rear "oxen

and sheep.

] JJI ^ to breed falcons and

setters.

j jjj^ _y^ to set footl before one,

to sustain.

^ ]
to live on another.

I ^ fli # ''^^^ * ''g^'' '""^ ^^

will hurt you.

From property and to change.

To confer, to bestow on an

inferior, the opposite of ^
.•" and usually denotes from an

|

emperor or a god ; imperial
i

grants or favors ; a benefit ; used

by suppliants when asking favors.

K to reward.

m

at The original form represents a ser-

pent, the emblem of tliis branch
;

» it is unlike 'ki ^ in the closed

The sixth of the 1 2 branches,

and belongs to fire ; a horary cha-

racter for the hour of 9-11 a. m.;

and for the fourth moon, when all

nature is in full vigor.

J;^ I
the 3d day of the 3d moon,

I IR fl^ the breakfast hour.

SE'

^ ]
imperial favors.

^ I
to be rewarded.

1 ^ ^ he allowed the duke to

kill himself.

^. ] to return thanks for favors.

] Jffi
obliged for your patron-

age ;
— a phrase on bills.

Jg, I
his Majesty's kindness.

I J^ to send a scarf— for an officer

to strangle himself.
!

1 IM W, pennit him to wear a

button ; to reward without giv-
,

ing an office.

^ 1 Isl ^ I beg of you a reply.

I ^ to give orders.

Particular, scrupulous, petty;

thoroughly deceitful.

« 1 ^ ^ Ja ,S'
there

is no better remedy or otlset

against deception and villainy

than true loyalty.

[) From worship and hour.

To sacrifice to the departed

;

«-'' for one says, in explaining

the word, that it means if,

like, a«d is like meeting with those

who have gone before ; to offer

sacrifices to gods or devils ; a sacri-

fice, sacrificial ; to set up aiid wor-

ship a god ; in the Shaiig dynasty,

a year ; like, as if

] Tfjf
make ofl^erings to the gods.

I j^ to worship ancestors.

jIq I
the first ye.v of the reign.

IS + W H 1 15^ » ^
in the thirteenth year the king

inquired of Viscount Ki.

$ 1^ $ 1 '" the spring and

autumn [Confucius3 enjoys the

offerings ;
— each district ma-

gistrate makes them.

M
I ^ jjl nobody worships the

orphan ghost.

> The banks of a river ; the

embouchure of a stream.

j^ ] the bank, the shore.

j^ ]
banks of the Yellow Riyer.

At% ^ A stream leaving the main

^\^ branch, and afterwards flow-

«•-" ing into it; stagnant water.

] ^ a small river in Honan,

west of K.Vi-fung Ai, having

the town
] ^fc |1S o* ^^ same

name on it.
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W
Ua

Old sounds^ da, dap, nnd tang. In

in FuhcAau, ta,

From hiind and uian ; it was

once read 'liny in tlie pliiase^
I

to cudgel each otiier.

To Strike, to pound, to beat,

to maul ; to fight ; to pummel and

take blows ; to excite or do ; to

add ; to play on or with ; a blow,

a stroke
;
puiiishment by bamboo-

ing ; to buy spirits, oil, or flesh
;

to act on, to operate on ; to do,

to perform, and always used in

an Intransitive sense ; an au.xiliary

verb denoting action, or the pre-

sent time, not the future tense

;

a preposition, by, in, at, througii,

from.

] jjj to draw water.

1 jI 5i ^ g° ''y "^'^ P''^'^-

1 515 S ?j5 hy which road did

he come.''

] ^ to squabble ; a brawl.

^ &
I

the worms have eaten it.

1 Wi ^^ ^ blacksmith.

IM I 6^ made of iron.

1 JG 5\: or
I 1^ a to raise

the wind.

if 1 ^ elegantly dressed.

1 ^5 8H '° '^"' stones
;

to throw

stones at.

] •gf ^ ^ take a turn, make

him go a little way.

1 "(& — iP giive him a beating

;

I punished him once.

]
'^ it thunders.

^ ]
kille<l by lightning.

1 8^ '<' pi;rforate, to make holes.

] ~T ^ tK ^^^y ^''*' eaten din-

ner.

] PI "if i^ ?l-
I "'as passing

before the door.

1 T iir- m^m^^ I'll cut

off your donkey liead for you !

] ^ ¥- l^ informing himself

about military attairs.

Canton, ta and tai ;
— in Swulow, p'a, tai,

twai, and tai ; — in Shanghai, tnng and ta

I
^ 1 M "o'' *'*"'y hnportant.

I 1 ^ tK llie alum settles the

water.

] § j^f
to buy lamp oil.

] ffi^ to fish.

I ^ ) The original form was intended
'" /C~ to represent a man or kiny, the
•^ ^ greatest of earthly things ; it

tct fai'n)8 the 37th radical of many
oonunon and very miscellaneons

characters.

Great, big ; noble ; chief, dis-

tinguished
;

plump
;

prominent,

important ; as an adverb before

other adjectives, forms the superla-

tive, entirely, highly, very ; supe-

rior, best, as the quality of goods
;

the extreme or farthest ; to en-

large ; to exceed, to surpass ; to

grow large.

/pi
I

is often used in the sense

of Tf, % not much, as ;j^
| j^

not too high.

/p 1 ^- "ot very old.

^ ]
-^ not fully recovered.

;^ ] fl not just the thing, not

iuialagous.

1 -^ i^ '"^^y luilike.

] [^ '1* ^ ^'^'' ^^'^ lao&i part

alike, not very different.

1 13 PI M 64 '1" i' "i^li ."F»
gates, let everylxKly know it.

if 1 ^ y"" think yourself

rather an important i)ereon.

1 '^ "Ift W- '''^ great thousand

of the world ;
— i. e. its people

and cares.

] [5g the great limit ;— i. e. death.

1 :§• hi general.

^ 1 >]> wife and concubine.

I ^, §3 a grand plan.

1 j (ii Wi iC tl^e highest hap-

piness ; extreme bliss.

] ^ ^ ^ he enlarged his liver,

/. e. began to brag of his cou-

and t6a ; — in A mot/, tai and ta" ;
—

;
— in Chi/u, ta.

1 W ^ S ''^ '^"S made a great

gain, it will be very advanta-

geous.

] /p Pf totally impossible.

S 1 IS ^ [his doctrine] can-

not fa« surpassed.

1 ft4 or j Pf great howling, is

the name for one of the eight

hot hells or inaha raunwa, sur-

rounded by mountains of fire.

] if. year of triennial e.Kam illa-

tions.

1 ^ ^ ^^^ official address of a

prefect and lower officers ; also

applied to gentlemen in com-

mon talk.

I ^ a term for those higher in

rank, but also used in letters

and in direct address, like your

Honor ; a full grown man.

;fj ] ;^ to strike a good blow,

to make a decided impression.

^ )
or ^ 1 or

] ^ the big-

gest.

I JS '""'" ^^^ "^ost part, perhaps.

1 ^ or 1 ^ or 1 ^ we all,

the whole, people, men general-

ly, all of us.

] j^ and Zl. IS fii'st quality of

cotton, and second sort or in-

ferior cotton.

^ I ^ it is not much worn

;

not many wear it.

^ ]
an elder brother ; a com-

|)ellation for any respectable

elderly man. {Cantonese.)

Kead ^fo. Excessive ; as a

temper ; very
;
grand, enormous.

Read (ai^ An epithet of a dis-

tinguished i)erson, for which -jj^ is

now more common ; the chief of,

great, high.

1 ife a physician.

] ^ ^ a prefecture in the iiorth

of Shansi.
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In Pekingese read 'chica, and

probably derived from '
Jf^ a claw.

Tlie claws of a cat ; the talons of

a hawk ; toes.

y& JSI 1 ^'g^r'B claws ; a species

of fern.

y& I ^ P'S'* ^^^
)

pettitoes.

Kead id' A large cash, in which

sense it is a contracted expres-

sion for — f@ ] ^, referring

to the ^ -f'
ten-cash coin.

In Shcmyhai, used for ^. Se-

veral, many ; also a classifier of
rows ; a line, as of trees.

I
|BJ several times.

1 H ^ ^ you have not been
here for many days.

—
1 ^ a platoon of soldiers.

.(a

Old sounds, ti and t'sp. In Canton, t'a ;
— in Swatow, t'a ;— in A may, t'a' ; — in Fuhchau, t'a and to ;—

in Shanghai, t'a ; — in Chifu, t'a.

] ^5 his, her's.

H ^ I
who oversees him.

•J><^»i§| 1 don't interfere with him

ia J^ 1 !ifr
to live in anolhr-

distant place.

From man and abo.

A personal pronoun, he, she,

it ; tiiat, the other ; another.

j A that maH.

1 "ff?
tbey, them, j

^ 1 6^ ^ IS that's his affair.

^Ji,M 1
^^'^^ to the end of

life, she should not have another.

6 I ^ ^ let him go ; don't have

anything more to do with him.

OiJ uHindt, tat, tap, dat, and dap. In Canton, tap, tat, and t'at ;
— in Sxntow, tap, ta», t'at, and ta ;

— in Amoy, tat,

tap, t'ap, t'at, and t'an ; — in Ftthchaa, tak, tfak, and tan ; — in Shanghai, tab and dali ;
— in Chifu, ta.

®.
,tu

From bamboo and morning^

A coarse mat, used on beds

;

it is woven of rushes, or as

at Canton, of coarse bamboo
;

a coarse basket ; a stroke ; a star

seen in the daytime.

1^ j
flexible mats.

fj* I
heavy mats used for fences

or sheds.

j^ I
— 'g' gave him a hundred

lashes.

In Cantonese. A patch, a daab

;

a classifier of patches, spots, areas,

lots, &c.

Wi ] ili'H ^^^ ^p°t> *'^^^ p^
^ ^ ;^ ] tore out a large piece.

to'

Also read 'tan.

Moved, grieved, distressed
;

alarmed, shocked, afraid
;

urged by oppression ; to pity,

to commisserate.

UJ ] to feel for.

9f <& 1 1 anxious, heart-broken.

i^ V^ M ] why are you so

shocked and afraid 1

Ifi,
,ta

m.
.ta

Soft leather ; well dressed

leather.

1 $ ^ ^ make boots of

soft skin.

An infamous woman,
| g,

the concubine of King Sheu

iN" I ^^'^o caused the ruin

of the Siiang dynasty, b. c.

1150.
]

From sheep and great ; it is an- !

other form of tbe primitive of the
j

next character.
|

A lambkin recently born ; to
|

have an easy parturition,

like Shinnung's mother. i

^ ^ in 1
she had then a birth ,

as easy as a ewe when lamb- I

ing-
I

feL From to go and a small theep ;^ ewes are said to bear their yonng
^ without pain.

Ja
Open, permeable; to reach

all around ; to permeate, to per-

vade ; to see through, to perceive

;

to itiform, to make known to ; to I

give or transfer to ; to promote, to
j

bring forwarder advance ; suitable

;

all, every, everywhere ; intelligent
;

intelligible
;
penetrable ; successful

in life ; a small sheep.

I A a shrewd fellow.

jfi 1 V Si well versed in the

matter.

] ^ to inform the Board,

j ^ let him know.

^1 or J^' ] advancing in

office, rising as in degree or

fame.

1 /?> ^ ?E '" ^i* elevation [the

good man] does not depart from

right.

1 "Tl JrI [t^6 water] flows in the

river.

yj^ 1
~- ^' not yet learned any-

thing, not a line.

V '^ ^ I
the business is very

proper.

] 0, a distr'.ct in the northeast

of Sz'chij'en, in Sui-ting fu.

] -^ the Tartars.

'_tl 1 5c ^ to make known to

His Majesty.

^ I
producing, growing up.
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] ^ (Sanscrit, dharma) the law

^ or the ]5iidhistic canon ; also

j)erception of cliaracter, and the

god who personifies the first

j)erson in the Budhist trinity.

\ 1^ % % the Hindu priest

Dharina^nandi, who came to

CMiina about ad. 383, fabled to

liave come across the waters on
|

a reed ; he is reverenced in

Japan as the discoverer of tea.
'

An edible plant, the j^ ^
I 3jj| a root like beet or

mangel-wurzel ; the root and

leaves are both eaten.

^ \ the brinjal or egg-

plant t

All aiiauthoriitad olini'acter.

A knot.

] -^ a knot in thread.

i^^ilh^ 1
tie a silken

knot, for a button.

The
]
|B was a noraadic

tribe dwelling on the north-

west in the days of the

Kitan, in the ninth century.

] -^ or ^ ] .^ a terra of con-

tempt for the Mongols.

/fd^ From bamboo and joined ; often

-^^r contracted to the ne.^t alone, and
I—i ' .IS a primitive.

A bamboo hawser for drag-

ging boats ; an answer, that

winch follows a question ; to re-

tipond, to echo ; to recompense, to

feel an obligation ; suitable, con-

genial ; thick, coarse.

j fai question and answer.

^ I ^ J§. to requite the em-

peror's favors.

1 fife ^ 'o reply •« *»« re-

markg.

I Hi to answer.

i^ /}»
I

I would make no reply.

^ a" B'J 1
answer when you hear

the words.

W 1 ^D ?% he rattles on like a

babbling brook.

^ >Jl^W[ \ there is no need for

an answer.

:f^ I
a kind of coarse cloth.

I ^ to return thanks; to send

a return present.

LJ ^ Often used for the preceding.

p:| J A species of pul«e ; small

s^rt grain ; to sustain, to take

upon one.

^ 1 5c ^ '" appreciate and
carry out hejiven's orders.

•?}j 1^ ]
to lay iron spikes to

serve as a chevatix-de-frise.

S^ I
a concretion like the cow

bezoar.

All unaiitliorized character.

') A -sore, a boil.

('" ^ 1 i!$ T ''>e ulcer has

burst.

?£ I ^ ti a 'lifficult and my-
sterious affair.

To jump or stride in walk-

'S*) ing, as when crossing a

to rauddy or wet place ; to lay

hold ofanything to jump by.

From clothes and to reply,

'^) A wrapper to wrap one's-

ta self.

] ^ a wrap for one person.

I
"Q the band which holds the

purse.

i^ 1 %% foreign drills.

hard to cover the whole body

with only a tippet.

m From hand and to answer ; it is

j_|-
J

interchanged with t'ah^ Jig and
*"^

tlie two are nearly identical.

To place on, to pile up ; to

strike ; to join ; to engage a place

or take a passage ; to add to, to

suffix ; to suspend ; to carry, as on

the shoulder ; to lean against ; laid

on or made higher.

] jjjg
to take passage in a boat.

I § passengers.

I
\ii_ to stay at, as a guest ; to

sorn on for a room.

] ^ to make a scaffolding.

] $ additions to a manifest.

\ i^l^ Ui put up a foot-bridge.

) ^3£ ^ ? Jl bang it on the

line.

] S ^$ ^ *dd a few bits of

silver to it.

^ 1 § IS> to rub cosmetic on

the cheeks.

1 ^ It people connected with

the same house or business.

In Shangliai. A spot, a place

;

a copula, with ; and.

BK ] j^ ^ the sun and moon.

^1 ""
Jtfc life 1

^^^^
;
^^^ P'a««-

iSiC 1 •i ii go and live there.

1^ ^ 1 lis they will go with

you.

P^'t 1 A '" confusion, blindly

placing things at sevens and

eights.

^ ] m I do not make them my
friends.

The skin loosely hanging on
* the body.

M

Great ears, those which hang

over like a hog's or spaniel's.

1 ^ M <J'"agg'"g. go'."g

heavily ; slovenly ; applied

to a sentence that is not well

arranged.

rl:4^ From drum and together.

^^i The sound of little drums

or tambourines.

I ]
a great drumming in

concert, as in an orchestra.

Piled on each other.

^J> ^1^ Haft® the rocks

Ja and shingle piled up and

crashed over each otheor.

\ ]
piled on each other.

fKl The character chah' §l) is often

•SIJ wrongly contracted to this form.

fit A hook ; hooked, curled ; a

quire.

^ I
curly hair.

] ^pj a long hook.

— 1
-f- ite a quire of paper of

oO sheets.
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'^l^> From JJC water and to speak;

-m^^ a. d. the murmuring of water is

Uf

q. a. tne murmunng '

like babbling words.

Bippling water, the bubbling

of a stream
;
jabbering, prattling

;

tc joiii; a;; the sky does the earth

;

tc pile on: slnggish, remiss; greedy,

avaricious; to backbite ; foolhardy;

blindtbld.

] ] a murmuring sound
;
g.ibble,

loud talking ; dilatory.

Hi A H ^ 1^ ^ Jfi "l
the sun

ar.d moon when rising and set-

ting, look as if they rested on

the sky .ind earth.

] tJC a river in Liaotung.

In Cantonese. A division or

separate house in a long row or

hong ; to lay on ; to pile up.

—
1 M ^^-'^ house in a hong.

— ^ 1 oue division of it.

—
1 ^ a pile of paper.

] jfe P'l^ them up. **

Xr^t The noise made when a body

4 H > ^^^^ t° the ground, a thud ; I

t'a' to pile up earth or dirt. I

theX^»C The chapiter of a pillar,

' .^7 ' capital of a column.

^^|> To cover a thing with iron

^ 3 ) to protect it ; to shield the

UC heel with an iron plate.

] ^ iron-bound for defense.

1,-At A covering to protect a tent

TH ) or carriage, and keep out the

t(i' rain ; a large screen or tester.

] III an outer tester to a

large bed.

It.
fa'

Shoes made of leather.

!^ ] ^ ^ hide shoes do

not quickly wear through.

To idle.

Q) is 1 to neglect bosiness,

and idle away th3 tune.to'

The hair on an infant's head

when born, otherwise called

g^ ^ or womb hair.

To put the foot on tlie

ground, to tread ; Ui walk

and beat time when singing.

{^ ] to trample or step on.

to step on the green, i. e.

to worship at the tombs.

— HtB 1 M :^ a ''o"t "» each

boat ; met. two strings to his

bow ; or he has two wives.

] ^ broken by stepping on it.

1 K Jife ^ feel a firm treiid ;
—

1. e. look before you leap ; he is

trustworthy, you may rely on

him.

1 ^ ^ 'f^
to go over the snow

looking for plum flowers.

J£ I 31 i "^' y"" tread on is

still his Majesty's land ; i. e.

China is a vast region.

] ^ to carefully investigate, as

the place and manner of a mur-

der by an official.

Interchanged witli the last,

though tliey are not identical

;

tbe second form is little used.

To tread heavily ; to stamp;

to make a noise in walking.

1 i^ to kick a football.

]
\'^ to slip down.

BU 1 ffiJ S lIJ W Ws grass

sandles have trodden down the
|

green hills of Tso ; — a great
|

traveler.

] (^ to steal along the ground
j

in a manner not to be discover-

ed, when coming on the enemy.

These two are nearly identical.

To eat fast, as a hog ; to

slobber when eating : to

gulp with a noise.

H ] ^ do not eat soup

with a noise.

] ]
the slobbering noiae

made by pigs.

.I'll

M

A coat ofskin or fur, a sheep-

skin made into a coat.

] ]
sweltering, hot, as

from wearing many garments.

A cliisli.

] ^^ the noise of knocking

and pounding with sticlcs.

A kind of coarse woolen

serge, first called ] g| but

now ^ ^ and brouglit from

India and Tibet ; the diction-

ary regards it as similar to the

^ M-^ plush or broadcloth

brought to Canton.

.ta

m
.ta

/a

A window ; one sash or win-

dow frame ; it is also called

^ ^ the guest's door.

1^0^ the latticetl light

shines in here.

jl^ ] following on, as people in a

Im^

t'a

.^mt Eepeated ; abundant.

^, m ] mi.ved.

came trooping on together.

crowd,

A^ To dampen, to soak through
;

-i^^) soaked.

/" m \ 1 6^ ^ * a very

boggy, wet s(X)t.

fp 1 iS T ^ ^ the perspiration

has soaked through my dress.

1J^ 1 From hand or leather and to

I/|V pile on ; some use it as a »y-

* " > nonym of^ to rub.

-;Z|C A thimble used in sewing ;

H ' a skin cover for the fingers

''" when playing a guitar.

^ ]
a thimble.

1 |!| ti 'i'lii
'* ^^^ ^ rubbing

from a stone tablet.

To walk proudly; to step oflF,

as when one straddles.

I l^ (also written ^ \ )

thed, as from walking or tra-

vel. (Shanghai.)

^fa
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Olil soumh, t'at, t'ap, and dap. In Canton, t'ap and t'at ;
— in Sicatow, t'lip, t'a, t'oa, and t'at ; — in Amoy, t'at and t'ap ;

—
«« Fuhchau, t'ak and t'iak ; — in S/ianyhui, I'iili ; — in Chi/a, t'a.

To be absent-miiideil : in a

Jl.
.ra

*

To fall in ruins, as when the

foundation sinks in ; to

crumble down ; to slide, as

the earth on a hillside ; a

first ploughing; underground.

I g^ I
the house fell down.

?S SS 1 ^ hung its head and

folded its wings.

% '6 1 Jlk ^" ^°P^ 'S 'ost, in

despair.

^ f@ A ] ^ ^ tliat luan has

no bridge to his nose.

X ] J& R8 [as if] tlie heaven

had fallen and the earth caved

in.

^ ) to knock about ; to waste

uselessly ; to vex people.

^ ffl" ] "T i' 's '" rams ; all fall-

en down ; also applied to utter

exhaiLstion and weariness.

A door in an upper storey

Oldening on a terrace ; a

window in a loft.

^ I
a lookout loft.

hurried,

\
PI Disquieted in mind ; a low-

^^i minded brutal man.

t'a
I ]^ a stupid brutish man

;

sordid, mean
;

plel)eian.

I
t'a'

From wood and a rustling ^i<7/i^

of birds.

A long bed ; a couch, a

settle to sleep on ; a sort of

cotton cloth.

!:§ is. 1 * ^^f"' * '""8 couch.

breeze ; — at leisure.

— 5^ ] a couch.

] to go to bed.

] to lodge at, to sojourn.

1 a rattan-bottomed couch.

T

It,

ta'

is

The first means a mortar for

pounding and hulling rice

in ; to beat ; the second is

unauthorized, but both are

used at Canton for large,

brown, iinglazed jars to

warm or hold things,

earthenware jars and jugs.

» Hf To walk carefully

l^''*
J careless.

''a' )E 1 64 iR ^'^^y slovenly

I
in his work.

M f1 IS 1
^^'^ house is greatly

neglected.

1 #. i& $ t^o "'alk with careful

steps,

j^ ] 1^ :^ he attends to his

duties negligently.

] BfSo"' 1 ^4^- shoes down

.It the heels.

J 13 Depressed, lost to all hope,

I ^^) '" despair.

utterly cast down ; I've no

longer any hojie.

IW tt t^ 1
" nerveless, insipid

character.

fct Also rend h»/i,.

^Jj A synonym of the §^ or

t'ti' dugong, an animal of the

seal kind, also called S^
] ,

and strangely confounded with the

sole- fish.

1 ^ ^ ^l"" plaice or sole fish.

{Canfviiese.)

From wings and to .yisalc ; used

only as a primitive.

The rushing sound of wings,

as of a flock of scared wild

fowl suddenly rising.

Pi:, flurry, to lose self-possession
;

to lose a half of ; to lick or

lap, to sip up.

j^ bewildered, stupefied, as at

the loss of a partner or husband.

From earth and answer ; tlie se-

cond and ancient form is now dis-

used.

The sound of dirt or earth

falling down ; a pile of dirt

;

used as a contniction for the

Sanscrit st/ioupa, a tumulus,

to denote a pagoda or tower, for

what the English call a pagoda,

the French more correctly call a

tou7- or tower ; a dagoba or pile

erected over a relic of Budha, or

tope raised over a Budhist priest

;

applied to a tower, a lighthouse,

monument, or pillar
;

pagoda-like,

as the cone of a pine.

— ^ ]
one pagoda.

35^ ] a three-storied pagoda, de-

dicated to the God of Literature;

it resembles a writing-pencil.

^ ]
a dagoba or pagoda, regard-

ed as precious.

^ [^ ]
a cemetery of Budhist

priests ; a receptacle of infants.

^ ] ^ ^ he has written his

name in the wild goose tower,

— he is a tsin-s!', alluding to a

building at Chaiig-an ^ ^ the

capital in the T'ang dynasty,

where successful scholars wrote

their names.

] Jj;
a fearless raan {Cantonese.)

ivM>J
t'a

Ancient name of a stream in

north of Shantiuig, perhaps

a branch of the Ta-tsing

Elver, or on« of the streams

norm of it, as | |J§ 5,^ was an old

name of Tsing-ch'ing hien in that

region.

\^ ] rushing waters.

ta'

Used with %
sense Hlone.

to strike, in this

orth (

To rub over, to take an Im-

pression ofa writing on stone

;

a fac - simile, an impression ; to

echo ; to sheathe, to cover.

^ ]
impression [of inscriptiohs]

in the Sung dynasty.

] ^ to rub.
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£

•jr ] ail original copy.

I J^^ to levy a duty on produce

;

the present made to the gate

keei)ers or servants.

'^ 1 ancient fac-siiuiles.

I ^ stupid, easily imposed upon.

A leather cuirass ; it occurs

written |^ ; the clamor of

drums and tambourines.

to abscond., to

t'a'

ho'

T<j run away

desert.
I

tW ^ %
\ ^ how imperti- .

nenti rude and mulish in
,

disposition.
'

To punish, to chastise, as <

a parent does ; to reduce ; to '

fa' beat, to strike, as a warning
;

j

'til a slap, a blow ;
quick ; the

|

spot where the arrow rests.

^ ] to horsewhip.

1 iUlfi j51 whipped him that he

might remember it.

1 Hp the Tartai-s or Mongols.

^ I
to ferule. I

Sj 1 "f Tfl ^ •'S if bambooed in

tlie iiiarket or court.

In Cantonese. A dead loss, en-

tirely gone; to throw at; the re-

sidue ; to press down ; a flat.
!

1 ^ ^ '"^' ^^^ whole, cleaned

out.

I S ^ throw it against the

wall.

1 9^ @ !^ ^^^ account.

] ^ ^ to injure one's self, to

waste one's patrimony.

I ip ,€, the sole fish.

At^ Slippery and miry.

^'^i ® :^ i"^ 1
' '^ ^'^'y ™"^'

t'a' dy walking.

An inner door, a small door

) in a palace ; a screen.

fa' ^ 1
the door of the wo-

men's rooms.

^ 1 lit A op*" ^^^ '""*' '^o*'''

and go straight in.

<V

S§

^ I
door of the hfireera.

f^ ]
a niche or recess where r.he

bed stands; the recesses or

nooks of a country.

The feet slipping ; to stamp

on.

I ^ he slipped down.

] j^ to slip, to slide,

to revile, to slander, to de-

fame.

] W^ slipshod shoes. {Canton-

ese.)

)ij^ An otter.

^J^) ill 1
* fresh-water otter;

fa' applied also to the be.iver.

^ I
a seal ; the sea otter.

1^ ] a species of otter from Tibet

;

the fur is short and a bright

brick red.

1 J!^ M otter skin collars or

tippets.

7K 1 'fi ^ o*^'^"" ^'^'^ trimming

on a winter cap.

1 (J a boat-woman at Canton.

Old sounds, ta, da, tat, d»t, tak, and dak.

tai and t'ai ;
— in fvlicliau,

f'^̂
J'l'

From heart and a terrace ; it is
]

also interclianged with ^ngai j^TC 1

a common cliaracler, wliieli lias

taken the same sound anJ sense.

8il!y>Alarmed, frightened

;

acting like a fool.

1 gjj a silly, needless terror.

^ ) J- a pedantic booby.

j^ I
careless, dress out of order,

inappropriate.

The original form delineates cut-

tinij up bones ; it is the 78th

radical of characters denoting

misfortunes, deaths, corpses, &c

Bad, vicious ; evil, perverse,

in some places it was once

used for the pronoun I, my.

y^ ^ jif 1
be does not know

good from bad.

] A 'i bad man. .....•'*

In Canton, toi and tai ; — in Sicatow, t.-*!,

tai ;— in Shanghai, di-, t'c, ta, and t'e"

; he cherishes evil
'

>& 1g 1

thoughts.

^ A H
lain.

n # f^.

and evil.

that fellow is a vil-

lo make confusion

Krora^ to injure and ^ dif-

ferent; i.e. to divide things and

pile them on each other.

To carry or wear on the head

or face ; crested, as some birds

;

to bear, to sustain, to uphold ; to

cover, as the sky does ; to respect,

to honor ; to occur, to happen ; to

meet ; in epitaphs, to love the

jwople.

1 Ipl to put on a cap.

1 BR i^ ^ ^^' spectacles.

3J ]
to love and respect.

t'ai, t'oi, to, and tea ;
— in Amoy,

; — IB C/iiJ'n, tai.

M 1 ^ »§• '•o be deeply sensible

and grateful for.

1 M Hk. M. 'o "'^*' 'b® niooa

and wrap in the stars ;
— i.e. to

travel and peddle.

^ ]
to undertake for.

]^ ]
[allowed] to wear the knob

or button.

^ ] :^ ^ allowed to wear a

one-eyed peacock feather.

;^ ^ ] 5^ I will not live with

him under the same sky.

1 r^ 8 /? high aa the sky and.

tliic'k as the earth ; saidoflavors.

1 g place where the smi's rays

reach in the solstice.

] ^ an old name of Ch'ing-wu-

b'e" M St '" the extreme

sontli-wesl (ifShantmig.

] ^ imbued with virtne.
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!> Unskilled, inexperienced.

irj^ M ] -f ^ ^^"''^ '"""^
;
*"

ftM'V unpractioed stupid fellow.

>_|^ ) From to go and a court.

"^qP To wait for or on, to await,

to' ' to expect ; to treat, to behave

to
;
provided against.

] fl# W IS "'''' ^'^ *® "g'^'

time and then act.

1 |B to watch the price or rate.

^ j
to treat liberally.

^ ]
to treat rudely.

i* 1 ft § *'' ^*'*' °" guests as

they enter.

W 1 ^ j^ you must wait till

next year.

;|g ] to behave towards.

1 A J? j|[ *'0 ^^^^^ ^^'y kuully.

jS^ 1 ^ 3^ there is no occasion

for discussing and arranging

the matter.

if
m

Frora^^ gem and ^p jtoisonous^

, afterwards altered to JV, instead,
' probably for the phonetic.

Tortoise-shell is ] 3| ^.
fui' especially the precious sort

from the hawk's bill tortoise.

{Chelonkt imbricala.')

^ ] Jl imitation shell made from

horns.

/Jli' From J\ ""in and "\ javelin,

I ^ which is a contraction of I'ehi «yj

i^ll
> to change.

To alter, to supersede ; to

substitute ; to change ; for, instead,

ill place of; delegated, vicarious;

a generation ; a reign, a dynasty.

^ I
or -(tf: ] a generation.

] I
age after age.

2L 1 fp] ^ five generations alive

at once.

^ -® S 1 "^^ ^'^® Dynasties

(a. d. 907-959) trode down

the T'ang dynasty."
\ usually denotes the Hia,

Shang, and Chen dynasties; but

8<iraerimcs iho first throe mo-

narchs, Puhhi, Shinnung, and

Hwangti.

^ ]
posterity ; after ages,

i^ ]
successive reigas or ages.

] ^f to manage for one.

1 fi^ il I'll go for .yo"-

iy H. 1 * ^ # l«t me Tan,

be a substitute for his person.

"fj Si \ '^ their work as com-

mon people supersedes their

living on their salaries.

1 ^ 3fc ^ ^ fancy name for a

lantern.

] '^ an attorney ; a copyist.

I g. a deputy.

] pp holduig a seal for another

officer.

] ^ to labor for another.

Yf/L-" A short spear or halberd;

f^yi^ a defense or screen of sheep's

tap hide let down suddenly from

the walks to scare cattle or

horses earning into the town.

escorting officers have their

lancers and halberdiers.

tS'
to

From hill and reigii ns the pho-

netic.

The high peak in T'ai-r.gan

fu in Shantung, the ^ ^
or eastern and most famous

of the five mountains ; it was once

known as ] ^ but now is called

^ [Ij and is a place of great resort

by devotees who crawl to its top

and visit its temples.

M ^ 1 ^ ^ [Shun] came to

Tai-tsung, where he made a

burnt-ofieriiig.

From napkin or tlress and a
reign as the phonetic.

' A bag, a sack, a case ; a

pocket, a purse ; a covering

to inclose or protect things.

Jg, ] wind sail.

^ ]
or :^^ ] a coat pocket.

J^ ]
a fob inside the girdle.

4^ ^ I
a cartridge-box.

fS % US 1
'"•• *'"'' ^'^^^ *'^<^ '"'<"^'

bag ;
— met. a glutton.

^ I
a book-sack or satchel ; met.

a pedant.

^T @ ^ ] '<' pl*y "''•1^ sacd-

bags, as in a g.'vme of boxing.

^ I
a satchel carried by candi-

dates.

^ ]
a quiver.

^ I
embroidered fobs banging

to the girdle.

B3 "^ ] ancient name of a satchel

used in court by officials.

In Cantonese. A pipe.

^ I 'J[g
to smoke one pipe.

^rfC j[g ]
a hubble-bubble, or

water pipe.

4^^' To blacken the eyebrows, or

j^^ paint a black mark instead
;

t(ti' uinljcr, black ; an invisible

green.

^ ]
a dark color, as the hue of

(li.stant hills.

^ !^ I
the dark circling hills,

as around a temple,

jg ]
black eyebrows.

U ^ I ^ to whiten the face

and blacken the eyebrows.

; ' To lend on interest ; a loan
;

to intrust to another ; to con-

to' ' fer, to give ; to release,

fg- ] to loan monoy.

^ ]
to ask a loan.

^ vl ^ 1 1^® *'!' P""'sl» and

not pardon.

^7fy % \ ^ will not let him off.

Bead «'«/«, and used for j^.

To borrow.

_ i From heart and raised.

iuT* To treat harshly ; rude, care-

to ' less, impertinent ; superci-

lious ; to be idle ; remiss,

lazy; discourteous, inattentive, self-

indulgent ; idly ; to grow weary.

] ^ indolent, heedless of.

]
ij^ disrespectful.

^ Bt 1^ 1
'^°"'' liesitato when

the right moment comes.

] ^ irked and tired of a work.

I |g remiss, negligent, slow.
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'Jif'%^
Dangerous ; immiiient

;
peri-

yfj lous ; to endanger, to baziird,

(ai ' to run risks ; beginning, ap-

proaching, and thus liiie the

next, at, about, at the limit, nearly;

occurs used for the last.

;fj' ] to run into danger.

^ ]
hazardous.

^ ^"^j \
the peo[Je are now

amid their perils.

^i >]» A 1 fio ""' approach vul-

giir j)eople.

]
"^ nearly to, drawing near.

1 M ^^ (S nearly a whole yccir.

5t "T 1 nt ''^'5 empire is in great

danger.

An adverb of time, till, to,

even until ; when, and when
;

to reach, to come up with.

] -^ till now.

1 ^ till afterwards.

] M 4t Ji# "P ^ ^^^'^

l)eriod or dat2.

^ i'C tt 1
[""Congenial, as] when

water and fire come in contact.

^ J@' T I
^^^ emperor's kind-

ness readies to all.

^aE± 1 it •g'S- for those

gentlemen who seek me, this is

their lucky time !

1 HiZ^BM ^^ait till the

rains ceas.'.

3|^ I
to come up to, as a pursuer.

'

/p ] it cannot be affected ; also

deficiencies ; to bo deficient.

Head ^i ' Harmonious ; affable.

M ^ 1 I
his air and presence

were very agi'eeable.

) Onginal form of tile last, now
used IIS tlie 171st radical of half a

J
dozen characters; it U made from

>C hiiiiit or >!X reachimj and J^
faiVall combined.

To reach to, to overtake; a
surplus.

A dam ; n noleil water-race

in Shih-tai hien ^ ] |^
m the 8outhea.st of Ngan-
bwni, where the rocks inclose

the stream ; an inclined plane on a

canal, where boats can be passed

up or down by a windhiss ; to

make a lock or dam on a canal.

I Igf the scale of charges at a

lock.

;^ ]
an old name of the Flower

gardens ^ ^^ near Canton.

From clouds and reaching to.

Cloudy.

^S *S ]
the sky is cloudy

and dull.

) > Krom kerchirj' and a diagram
of clothet bound, intended to re-

1 present a girdle; the second form

changed with tlie next.

to'

A sash, a girdle, a belt

;

men's were of leather, wo-

men's of silk ; a compress, a band-

age ; a tape, ribbon, or scarf ; a re-

gion ; a zone in geography
;
places

connected with each other, as a

neighborhood ; a classilier of re-

gions of country ; to take along

with one, as if in the girdle; to

lead, to conduct ; to remind ; con-

nected with, implicated in, relat-

etl ; rather, somewhat, slightly ; to

latch, to close.

^^ 1
OJ" ® 1

<" :^ 1 '^ girtlle-

^ I
gartere; knee-pads.

W^ I
tg a ta{)e and thread shop.

iffi ^ t# 1 ^ '"g'» <-"*P *"^1 *
broad sash.

3^ tJC ] ,6, principal and interest

altogether.

Jl 1 -^ and ifl 1 ^ a sonj

of the yellow and red girdle,

denotes one of the imperial

family, and one allied to it.

] .^ to do by the way.

^ ] streamers or bands appended

to a scroll or flag.

llj ^ tK 1 the circle of the hills

and line of the river.

IS 1 A P to entrap and carry

off people, — usually children.

^ I ^ 3!)5 to dress in good

clothes.

] ^ involved in, implicated with.

'^
\ ^')j ^ region of country

;

a plateau, an expanse.

^ \
in rhttork, associated ideas,

a contiimous idea.

1 tK SI ^ pilot-boat.

51 ]
to introduce one, to guide.

Hi A 1 PI latch the door when
you go out or in.

41 ^ I
no cares on my mind.

1^ M ~'
\ whatever places are

under his jurisdiction.

^ 1 ^ 1 the officer in charge of

a force or fleet, and his deputy.

^ ] sea-weed, especially the long

Lamiiuiria used for food.

1 MiS SS 1^ be shows his sorrow.

y^ I
a kind of lady's fob; to

take along with one.

1 S' fn to take a letter.

M ^ I ^ I'is complexion is

rather sallow.

iS- ^ 1
the court girdle worn

by all who see the Emperor.

In (kintonese used fur ^. Over-

much, rather.

1 ^ 6^ 't is rather too hot.

J > From disease and rjirdle ; the
last form is most usually written.

tui ' A disease of women.

1 ?ffi or 1^ I
fliior albus,

whites, or leucorrhea.

^ ] a bloody discharge from the

womb, not menstrual.

Eead cki' A dysentery or bloody

flux ; a diarrhea of great violence
;

the head half covered with sores.

Ill at ease.

1 fj^ disturbed in

distressed.

mind,

tat

Interchanged with /»' iff a pe-

duncle; and used for the last.

The rootlets of herbs or

grasses ; unim|)ortanl.

m^ 1 ^israiii.^wi'at is

the use of being suspicious about

such a trifling affair T

To talk fast and oontinuuua-
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Old founds, do, dat, t'ai, and t'ap. In

1*81 and tai

^•^ From M "louM and ^ (con-

: I I tirated from Jti) %, occuis used

,t'(ti tor c^and the next.

Eminent, exalted ; used in

direct address, your honor ; vener-

able, old ; wrinkled, infirm.

^ I
great Sir.

^ ^ ]
exalted Sir.

^ <^ I
our district magistrate.

I
jl| your honor.

1 W y""" honored style ; written

in letters before the ^ name.-

] HB for your honor's inspection.
"

I
three stars « k A in the feet

of the Grreat Bear ; also applied

with ^ ^ to the three higiiest

dignitaries of the empire.

I j^^ /j^ a maritime department

in the southeast of Chehkiang.

Kead J, and used for '[j^. Pleas-

ed, gratified ; to rejoice ; in clas-

sical use I, me, when said bv ruLrs.

IM ']> ^ m It fi? SL it is

not me alone an obscure person,

who dares to act so as to call it

a rebellion.

S IP S in 1
wh**^ ^fs the crimes

of Hia to us I

[^ A globular fish, the Tetraodon

PI or g^ ] which can inflate

Jl'ai itself ; it has a white belly

and greenish back, wrinkled

and sallow, whence
] ^ (or -^

^) comes to mean wrinkled and

giowing old, like the tetraodon's

back.

^ ^ 1 ^ with hoary face

and wrinkled back.

|tfv J'Voni flesk and raised.

f\X\ Thepregnant womb; tocom-

ftai mence ; congenital ; a recep-

lacli;; a condition of; h-iving

a womb ; to run away.

HI ] or ;^ I
with young.

\ 3^ the placenta.

Cantvny t'oi and t'ai ;
— in SwatoiL\ t'ai and t'o . — in Amoyy t*ai ; — in Fuhchau^

;
— in Shanghai, t'e, de, te" and ta ;

— in Chifu, t':ii.

M. 1
°^ ^ 1 ^" abortion.

] ^ viviparous.

^ ] to compose or quiet the

womb, — and prevent miscar-

riage.

^ ]
parturition, to be born.

^ I
to quicken.

^ ] unborn fawns, used as a

medicine.

l|l| ) an official cap without any

fringe or button.

^x -<r» 3^ 1
'^'^ "'^t I''" pregnant

— animals.

] ^ born blind.

^ I
to make an abortion.

I
-^ the crane, from a notion

that it is viviparous.

FK — I
the first born.

j^\ I
the stage, the boards.

^ ill W I
the sedge grows on

the southern iiills.

j^ ] a lamp-stand.

^ ]
a marvelous tower ; among

Taoists, tile physical heart.

7J^ ]
[tw.ik, tinder.

P^ 1
a guard-place over a gate.

^ I
a flat roofed house without

tiling. (Pekingese.)

1 "Hif i" }'"'" presence.

1 m J'"'"'
"'orship.

fij 1 , the ^ 1 _,
the ^ ] , the

^ ]
and the jj ] denote the

five highest provincial officers.

J^ ] a censor ; the magistrates.

§ ]
the Board of Rites.

^ ]
a captain-general.

] 1^ a pic-nic arbor in a garden.

<^P
A small ancient feudal

state, made by Wan Wang,

^t'ai situated in the modern

Kien clieu |^ ^ in Shensi,

north of the River Wei.

m
M
J'U

J (II

n

From wood and lermne. ; the
second form is properly reiul .•<-:'*

but at C'antoii is the coniniun

contraction of tiie Hrst.

A woman's headdress of

false hair ; it is sometimes '

fancifully arranged.

From ^ extreme, Z '" 9" ''"d

f^ high altered in comljination
; BfJ

it is often contracted to ,-^ and —
used witli tlie next tln'ee.

Name of a tree ; a table

;

a theater; a stage, and then-

interch.inged with the List.

—
• ^ ] one table.

:^ i^
I

a desk, a writingtable.

H !^ 1
a sofa table.

^ 1
"> ^1 I

t"' -°«t •"» '-ible.

•Jg
a table full of \ iands.

A square and high open

terrace built up for a lookout ; a

turret ; a staging ; an observatory;

a fort ; a watchman's post over a '

gate ; a stand, a frame ; a title of

:

resi)ect to officers ; an underling,

a servant ; a kind of mar.sh grass.

|l|§ \ a terrace to dry things.

f^ — ] ^ to perform one play.

?i HI ga 1
when will the play :

begin !

^ — ^ iS 1
t" l)"'!'! « li'gli

terrace. i

:k 1 A an.l -
1 A

and his clerk.

partner

A servant or major - donio,

I
in an officer's house.

51 ] a farmer's help, a field

lalwrer.

^ ]
a charioteer.

^fe

,ttu

A triquetrous grass (Scirpus

maritiinus) growing in boggy

S[X)ts, of which hats and

cloaks are m.ade ; the flower

stalk of a vegetable, as of cabbage

or turnip.
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I
'M a culinary vegetable also

called
ffli ^ the Jintsska chi-

nenisis, or oil cabbage, grown in

Chehkiang, and eaten like spi-

nach.

] ]j^ dried slips of lettuce.

+ >& 1 m:t%^ the fleshy

center of its stalk [the Hydro-

pyi'uiti] is called ku s/ieu.

JM]

^10
Jul

From hand niiti elevated; the

contracted foiiii is also nsed as a

^ syjionvni n[ I'li' i ^ to lianiboo.

To carry between two or

more on a pole ; to move
;

to rai.se, to lift ; to elevate
;

put above the rest ; to praise.

A A 1 eight bearers to carry

his chair.

1 HM ^ characters raised above

the line.

^ ]
to carry on a beam.

iS 1 TfT S to ""!>*« tl'^' eurrent

price-

]
^' ^ to own one's error and

beg pardon.

I
'^ H^ we cannot carry it.

I ^ to advance, to recommend.

1 lal •i or
I ig 2ji; carry it back.

~h^^ Mo.ss ; al.so small plants like

I I liverworts, growing on rocks,

^t'ai confervie and crystal-worts

on water, and scale-mosses

(Jiiiiyeriiiaiiiiia) in damp places
;

moss-grown, mossy.

] ^ " species of alg;B used for

f<,od.

^ I
fucus on water

;
green mold

along the shore ; mo.ssy grow ih

on stones.

^ I
green moss.

1 'M l-i^ i^ tlie '""ssy "'arks

covered the green steps.

1 ^ [)atches of moss— won't feed

beggars.

^ \ ^ a moss-covered stone

;

Viet, a swindler, a slippery chap.

,^3^ A wearied or worn-out hack

Pt of a horse fieed of his bits
;

ijl^ai jaded ; useleM.

J^ ]
Jt fl; the horse has drop-

ped Ills bits.

] ^ unrestrained, vast ; the

joyous free appearance of spring.

] |i| free of restraint, dollish.

^j The soot or cinders from a

c JJ^ fire ; smoky soot.

s''<w f^K 1
ashes and soot.

] j;^ cinders.

P ^ I
.S the mouth and nose

blackened with the soot.

'P

^^ To sj)eak erroneously or pet-

Igj^ ti.sldy ; to mock.

fill
] ^^, to talk without cessa-

lioll.

'11
.t'ai

,fai

To sbar[)en or smooth wood

against the grain ; small

sticks usel by children to

play a game like quoits.

Silk thread raveled ; tiingled

;

dilatory ; to doubt, to jeer at.

B' ^^ ? :t }
t« hate

the young prince's ridicule.

;_* Composed of 7|C icaler inside of

^j* hoth hiinils and ^ i/i-eiil

t'cii
' cooiliined ; it is often contracted

to tlie next.

Sli[ipery, smooth ; exalted, ho-

norable ; large, extensive, liberal

;

superior in station or excellence
;

extreme, extrav.-vgant
;
pervading

;

the 11th diagram denoting vigor.

^ Ml ^ 1
'"^aveu and earth

vigorous and ])rodactivc.

1 ]iij -T^ ^ exalted without be-

ing [irou^l.

H 1 J^ '^ may the state be

prosperous ami the people peace-

ful.

] [Jj in the west of Shantung,

the ^ ^ which gives fame to

Tai-ugan fu-

1 llj
and j 7jC terms used in

3p(aking of another's wife's pa-

rents.

-^ and 1 are opposites, disorder—
])eace : misfortune — prosi)erity,

referring to their diagrams.

] j^ a ;iroH|)erous reign.

^ v'nntracled from the preceding,

hut the two ate not nsed alil^e.

till An intensive adverb imply-

ing an extreme ; too, very
;

excessive ; a term of high

respect.

1 ]
'"' ^ 1 1

an officer's

laiiy, Madam, her ladyship,

gg ]
a lady. {Cantonese.)

] ^ \ your mother.

] ^ the heir-apparent.

1 ?* 1 f^ senior g\iardian of

the crown prince.

] j^ or
] ^ too much by far

;

intrusive, froward.

I ^ too early.

1 ^ ^ 't ''^ quite insufficient,

will not do at all.

1 Jl jS S an honorable name
for Liiots/.'.

•fiif ]
M jjig why such great dis-

courtesy ?

] ZjS '^ the Pacific Ocean.

] j(J
better than, I wish.

] t\\ much too small.

1 i^W'^ a little too cold or

haughty.

MS 1 ffi S 1^' tl^e theme is

very easy.

I
"j^ in very early times.

ta 4 1 B^ S: T yo" said it

with too much severity.

/fy -^ I HI •'" "ot be too modest.

^_ ' Slippery, exces.sive, overpass-

i^ '"0 i
"aters swashing over

;

t'ai ' to wash and rinse, to clean

;

to correct, as style.

^ ] to scour with sand.

\M 1
to purify by scrubbing or

rinsing.

t^ai

'

t\:i'

The first form is also written fTj
and read sfii^, and defined to

> practice.

Extravagant, careless.

f^ 1
" S 1

wasteful,

profuse; dissolute.

From black and exceedingfy.

Very black.

^ I
excessively black.
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JjjJjJ A long narrow vessel having

f^ two masts ; some of them can

t'ui ' be armed ; they resemble the

revenue cutters at Canton.

In Cantonese. A rudder.

1 ;ff a tiller.

^1^ ]
to steer.

Tl^ I
to crane up the rudder ; to

let it go.

^ ]
to ease otF the helm.
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From /leart and a/ilt ; 7. d. when
tlie mind feels its ability to act.

^*^^ tlie body takes tlie iinpre.S3 ; it re

senibles ^hiunij f^ a bear.

Figure, form ; the gait, air,

habit, or attitude of a man ; the ex-

pression of an idea ; configuration
;

circumstances.

such an air ; it is insufferable.

^ ]
a haughty bearing.

I Jl^ behavior.

5^<a^ 1
a seductive, ogling way.

>]» A 1 tl'« nianner of a rascal.

^ ] exhibition of the feelings,

amorous ; the circumstances.

"K 1 !^ '.S
'^'"^ cordiality or cold-

ness of people.

iK 1 f^ f^ he lias gone back to

his old way of acting.

^ ]
art'ccted, pretending, put on.

Old sounds, tan, dan, and tain,

tan, tani, and t'an
;

T-A-IvT.
In Clinton, tan, fan, nnJ tarn ;

— in Siintow, tan, tain, t"s, and t"da ; — in A moy,

— ill Fn/ir/iriii, tang ; — in Shanijhai, to", ti" and de" ; — in Vlii/u, tan.

,t<m

The point is supposed to represent

tlie red stone, and the other pun a

5t /"', whence it (the cnmnbar)
is brought ; this character forms

the radical of a dozen characters

relating to vermilion, wliicli miglit

have well been grouped under it.

A carnation or cinnabar color

;

loyal, sincere, trustworthy ; medi-

cines decocted or distilled ; before

a metal answers to an oxide of

it , a pill coated with cinnabar ; a

remedy, a prescription ; to color

or paint red.

^ ] an efficacious remedy.

jM 1 to distil medicines.

] -fj
an excellent prescription.

j[|j ]
the liquor of immortality of

the Kationalists ; there were two

schotjls of them divided upon

this subject, called the 5h 1

and ^ ]
, one holiling for the

external application, tiie other

tliat the reformation of the heart

was itself immortality,

] j^ cninabar.

fS. 1
'"''''^ '^^^'' "iiniiim

— )y 1 ^C* entirely devoted to

one.

I g, light red.

1 ^ "
1 M ^ a chemist, an

alchemist.

ffl ^ 1 m i.1j U8e,l all the

strength he posseased.

I fQ in (tiiatoiai/, the pubic region
;

the base or power of the breath.

] SS "•
I A ^ fire-fly.

I jljt the pomegranate flower.

M in ?S 1
luddy cheeked, florid.

^ 1 ?£ '"^ '^*^'' ^''-' f^'^""" tenui-

foluim) common near Peking.

I
-^ a painting, because red and

blue enter into every painting.

m
Mm

To loll the tongue, as a dog
when heated.

S M 1 %t tl'e black bear

lolled his tongue.

m

Jau

Ears without a rim on the

lobe ; an ancient term for

teacher.

^ ] a name of Laotsz'.

From eye or body and Itvsitfitiny.

^ To look at a thing and yet

Ik: thinking of something

distant ; to obstruct, to pre-

vent.

] I
a majestic look.

J# |g ] I
(he tiger glares fiercely

on his prey.

1 ii fc ffl fi^ X he retards our

work.

1 5i§ '" procrastinate,

j '|^^ careless and neglectful.

.%
,tiin

Often confounded with the last.

I'endent ears, reaching to the

shoulders, considered to be

a sign of longevity ; lustful,

addicted to pleasure.

1 1 IS i: gloating over it

with his eyes.

^ l?l S. 1 excessive delight in

sensual pleasures.

^Z 1 ^ :^ Pj la 4 "hen *

lady goes astray, nothing can

be sai<l for her.

1 ^ Quelpaert I. near Corea.

Also read r/tiiit^ when used for ]J|
a poison.

Triven U> drink
; fond of wine.

1 "^ gluttonous.

excessively fond of wine and

women destroys the body.

Single, alone, isolated, by

itself ; a single garment

;

odd, as odd numbers; an

orphan, an indi\ idual ; thin,

poor ; debilitated, exhausted

;

one side of
;
greatly ; sincere,

credible, that which is the surety

of belief, — and hence a check, a

bill, a receipt ; to complete ; to

surround or wrap ; an adverb, only,

but, nothing but.

1 ^ or ] -f^!
merely, only that,

just.

Wk^ ^ ^ 1
""'^'^ wardrobe

gets scant at the end of the year.

1 ^^&M a single company

[trying to] hold the solitary [wst.

^ "^ ^ \ his army was in

three corps.

1 ^ only 0"e-

,liin

IQJ
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g^ _^ ^ ] .^ make out a bill.

Jj^
I

a receipt.

g ] a draft, a bill of exchange.

] ^ thin, not durable
;
poor

;

deficient ; weak.

^ ] an invoice.

j^ ] an order to pay money.

] ^ one alone ; as
] ^J to live

by one's-self, and not with the

parents.

^ ^ ^a bachelor; one who

lives or trades alone.

] H f^ do it on the odd days.

I ^ thinly dressed
;

poverty-

stricken.

9 2i 1 '^ I went alone.

7i\ 2!C jjfl. f* lo '^'^'''y o"*- the

virtue of your grandfather Wan.

I ] ^ only one, one kind,

unique.

Read ^shen. A famous chief of

the Huns, ) -^ about b. c. 2.5,

and used afterwards as a title like

Ihan or mjah ; vast like the deserts

these tribes lived in.

\ ^ the years of the cycle which

have ^ in them.

Read s/ien^ A districi,
]

|G^

in Tsao-cheu fa in- the west of

Shantiuig.

I'loin rf'ceplacit and alone. "'

A shrine where the effigies

,f«/j or tablets are kept in the an-

cestral hall

TJij ] ^ tlie ancestral shrine of

the defunct.

Kroni dead and ilorte at the i)lio-

iietic.M..
^taii 'Ihe extreme, last stage of,

the utmost; entirely 5 to ex-

haust.

] -jj with the whoie energy.

M^ 1 ^ '^e year has quite

dt'iiarted.

I ^ 10 thoroughly investigate

! ^ >& 'fevoted his whole mind
to it.

1 JSS^ deeply meditated on it.

TAN.

C^tltl From <i»"ess and stn'//e," it closely '

(^J& resembles (,sheii 1^ meditation.

^km A garment without lining
;

single, as a thickness.

^ ]
a sheet for a bed.

] ^ an under-shirt.

ff ] a shirt, a chemise, a shifl.

Also read ^t'an, and iiiterclian,i^ed

"ill' is "'"' ^ tlions'i llie lust

is raciier a contraction than a

synonym.

Disease arising from over-

work ; worn out, wearied with
;

ulcerated, vitiated, as the blood
;

discontented, angry.

^ # 1 S '" P''*'s<5 ^^^ S<^
and punish the wicked, — in

order to encourage the people.

i^
I

a bloody discharge to which

children are subject; strangury,

arising from debilitj'.

T' .R 2$5 ) the common people

are full of distress.

^ ]
jaundice ; sallow-hwking.

P^ ] an ulcerated throat, diph-

theria.

OTf|7 An old region in the south of

(.^»|* Chihli and Shantung, and

^taii I/uli-yih liien ^ g, J|!j^
in

iliu east of Honaii.

•^^[5
I ^ a dream in Hantan is

one like Mohammed's, in which a

life's vii>Tk is passed through in a

moment to show the vanity of life.

Read Jo. .\ region in llie valley

of the River Han, of which ^ g|
was made prince a. d. 149.

A small round open basket

of different sizes, for holding

rice when steamed, or after it

is cooked; a round hat-box
;

fine bamboo splints ; to put rice

into a basket.

1 ^ H ^ tl'*' piinniers and ca-

labashes were repeatedly empty.

— in the famine.

—
] ^ only one dish to eat ; —
l)oor,

S 1 lU t^ a begging priest

with a basket.

j^ I
a bamboo basket

.tun

m

TAN.

A blackish horse with yellow

or white flanks and forelegs.

.^ ] .^ ffi there were white

legged horses and those with

fish-like eyes.

Interclianged with the next.

Aload oftwo pecids of grain;

a long necked vessel for hold-

ing fire.

J
^iJI a large town in the north-

west of Hainan Island.

tan'

From hand and talkative ; also

contracted to the dawn., as in

the next character.

To carry on a pole across

the shoulders after the man-

ner of peddlers ; to bear, to

undertake, to sustain ; to be

responsible for, to go as security
;

to grab at ; to reduce on account of

defects.

1 $1 f@ ® ''^rry this box.

fi 1 ^)fe P,S can you lift it?

1 is 'o go ^ '^^^ ^o''
; ^ insure

;

to be responsible for.

I _t, ^ take it up stairs.

I 5^ one's bail or security. (Can-

tonese.)

I ^ g it's too heavy to lift.

(Shanghai.)

] J;^ ^ I'll take the responsi-

bility.

I jj adequate to the post.

I jp[ to staks one's credit on the

luck.

1 ^ ^ ^ h^ 's incompetent for

the situation.

uiKJerLake it.

%^ 1 ^ '•^® ^*^ grabbed the

pudding ; —: he did not take

the hint.

I
>j5i 15 tfi

*" ^ terribly alarmed.

f4*> ^ ^h 1 il ^, >"» iia™ o'"'e»

borne with my faults.

Read ta«' A burden, a load ; a

|)ecul of a hundred catties.

M ffi' 1 '^ ^®'y heavy load-

1 "P <" J^ 1 ^ colstafF, a car-

rying-beam.
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•^ it weighs a imeul.

a peculate levied by tiile-

'taii

-
]

1 m
waiters.

^ W 1 :5 * & ^' m -^ 1'
-.

a pecul of rice in tlie house, .lud

so are not yet ".iefr'.f.'ire(].

>—
]

'

< 1 take it ai u,.,; load.

Muclniseil fur lite last ns a noun
;

and also for I'au' j^ a duster.

Properly to brush off; to

exact, to raise ; a duster.

] ^ ^ to brush off the dust.

1 1 ^ DK '« 'l"st clothes.

^P ^ -^ a duster of tape or

strips of cloth.

^ tS Bt W . 1 i,f liis ideas are

comprehensive, so that he will

surely raise himself to fame.

A mineral from Sz'ch'uen,

described as having a liquid

'tan or juice like gall ; it is now-

used with the last for ] ^
or ^ I

blue vitriol or sulphate

of copper.

The gall ; the gall-bladder
;

courage, bravery, because it

'
is su[)i)oscd to be connected

with this organ ; fortitude,

endurance.

] 7J1C
the bile.

the gall.

']» "f
1 <^ timid, fearful.

•^ scared almost to

'I

'tan

1

J

m m
death.

] ^ ^ his gall has got hairs ; —
dauntless, audacious.

] ;^ and ] J^ are opposites,

courageo\is anil craven ; brave

and white-livered.

ff ]
liver and gall ; intimate,

unitually dependent.

1 ] ^ ^\. indomitable courage.

Tfj^ I
downhearted.

IS 1 J^ l)f [he has a] a drop-

ping gall and rent liver ; brave.

] j§ moral courage.

1 11^ intelligent and determined.

I -f^ ] ^ we are not afraid to

do as we plan.

^ ] fine lignite or jet. (Peh'iiffCM.)

si 1 J^ •' hitter [ilant used in

rheumatism
;
perhaps the Gen-

tiana usdepktdeu.

A "iiite and very fragrant

fiowor from India, the ] fij

which is called 5S g§ §
the cap of all fiagrances :

this is probably the champaca

{^[)clleUn chiiiipuv(i), also written

^ M 'M "* lju<lhist books ; and

calleil g 3i 1® ''""I ''s purity.

I ^ a limber tree, perhaps the

Michdia liheeJii.

'tan

'*
I

'Can

'tan

white

after

A silken fringe worn on the

sides of a crown, or on a

coronet in ancient times, to

cover the ears ; the sound or

roll of a drum.

Bide fringes on a crown.

The drawing resembles an

Iris ; the plant has many
names, of which ^ -^ is

the most common ; the root

is whitish and slightly muci-

laginous.

^ the dried water orris root.

An opening flower, especial-

ly those of the lotus and Ili-

hkciis muttihilis.

1^ ii 1 # fi i§ M ."'^'

lily gives out its scent just

cjrt
ll

To cut ; others say, to trim

TJIJ rsl

'tan

iar|)en a little, to scra[K'

off st)mewhat.

Unii

Kroni ^ prannrti contracted

ami n vtot'ninn.— '
I

Plenty of grain ; to trust,

sincerity ; really ; to render
1

sincere ; the name of Wun
Wang's grandfather.

] fi ^ ^- will you not find it

really so '

iS "c^ .ffl 1 veracity should be

in every proclamation.

^ 5K "f 1 y°"^ sincerity is not

real.

ta)i

'

-6- 5V 1 ^ ?j5 M\ * ^ tl'e old

l>uke T'an-fu came in the morn-

ing on the fiist horses.

1 Wi l"''>hably an island lying

southwest of Hainan.

A tribe of aborigines, the

] ^ who once lived south
' of the Mei-ling in Fuh-

kien and westward ; it was

a term of abuse, and derived

from a colloquial name for

egg, for which the first form only

is now used ; an animal's testicles.

'f^ I
a hen's egg.

fl ]
a duck's egg.

jJc 1
<"' "t» 1 '^Sgs preserved in

salt for e,\[>ortation.

] ^ the boat-people at Canton,

who Jire supposed to be allied

to the Miaolsz' in the north of

the province.

I
)5 boat-i)eople.

] ^ ^ a boat-womaii.

tun'

) From swi ;ibove a line^ i. ''. th»

liorizon ; it is often written care-

lessly lilve <(.s'i«' Jg. moreover.

The morning, the dawn

;

light, clear ; daylight; to be clear

seeing ; occurs wrongly used for

y^ a god ; actors who take the

parts of females.

Tf- ] newyear's day.

ly ?^ ^ 1 ^" watch through the

night for the dawn.

daylight.

—. ] in a morning, instantly.

Vt
I

those who act the parts of

women.

^T ^ 1 '*' personify female war-

riors.

^ ] jg^ a play of a love affair.

^ 1 ffij -TT "o will go in the

morning.

Heaven is clear as the rising

sun, and is near you in all your

roaming and dissipation.

fg ^ ] ]
we were clearly pledgvd

to good faith.
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iS.'
A disjunctive conjunction,

but, but very; .an tulrerh,

Uk' o'lly sim|jly ; whenever, as

soon as,—and usnaily begins

a sentence to add force, or serve

as an introductiou ; unrestrained,

set at liberty.

1 ^ ^ 'Ji't I tlou't know.

] Jl, but, however, whosoever.

1 M in JHI
I s""Pb' ^^isli it so.

] £ A llj A fS lie sees tlie

men like hills or waves ;
— a

vast multitude.

] !|^ ^ IZ5 ""ly ''"'*' "** niate.

1 :^ ^ fe^
you may sit down.

way.

I ^ ^ tfi
youie, speak out

boldly.

^ ]
how only ? not so.

1^ I
tt) deceive.

1 l£ !2: b" ' ^^as only empty

words
J

it all came to nothing.

was much vexed that at tbrcy

he still had no sou.

H [J ) .Mso read ^i/l, ami loh^

Hli To call t3 each other; to

tort' recriminate ; others say, to

ir.im. to sing low.

1 1
""" 1 'S *" 'tauiiuer, to pro- I

nounce badly,

J5^) Fi'^>iii stc/cuess tiiid moi'n ; similar

v"^ to i!s(L) but not to be coiifouiuled

tan' "'lb ((.«/ 5b. "" 'il^:er.

A disease which turns the

eyes yellow and the urine red,
|

and makes cue hungry and sleepy I

)| I
the jaundice. I

A sj)ecies of nightingale or
|

thrush, the g| ] which ^
B. waits for dawn with its

;

song ; this name is also writ-
I

ten Jg H_ thirsting for the sunrise
;

other names are ^ Jg[
guarding

]

the dawn, aud ^ ^ first or alone
|

in spring. '

3
From bow and alune.

A cross-bow to shoot bullets;

Ian' a bullet, a ball, a shot ; a

tan pill.

I -J a {XjUet.

] ;^ a bolus, a pill ; met. a small

j)iece of ground, a little country.

^J* ] ^ to shoot clay balls.

f§ ] leaden bullets.

its fS 1 ^ the fire-crackers snap

against one.

Kead ^t^an. To fillip, to thrum

on stringed instruments ; to snap,

to throw at ; to mark, as with a

line ; to decry, to depreciate ; to

accuse, to fiud fault with, as a

censor.

I tS ^ to bow cotton.

] ^ to thrum a lute.

] ^ ^ to strike a mark with a

line.

I
i^ to dye by sprinkling.

1 ""M '^' I'^^y *'"^ ^''^S
1"'^'' li''''^-

1 ^H I'M ^ ['''^e] a snap of the

finger, a brief moment.

I ^ to bring charges against,

to suspect and accuse.

J ^ to suppress ; to put down.

^ ]
to rei)ort against one.

] ^ an accusation against an

ollicei'

1 M 1^ "? tliu'up your noddle

and get oat the character.

1 7l£ Hi ft '" sn,ap the cap and
gi) U) take the oflice.

I ^ ^ ^ 'o open a sore is

painful.

Pff) To seize with the hand ; to

grasp ; to butt ; used for the

hot' last, to thrum, to play on
;

to hold with a .slight grasp

;

name of a country iu the Han
dyniisty on the eastern frontiera

of the present Burmah, along the

Irrawady River.

g|| ]
to take exercise, to stretch

the lirabe; to move.

Read ^c/ien. To pull along.

] ^ to drag or lead, as an

animal.

U) Quick, impetuous ; the whole

heart in a thing; urgent; to

tan' annoy, to move.

i4 ^ 1 ^ to "leet the

dire anger of Heaven.

[{t } I'rom heart and nloite as tlie

plionetic.

fan' To dread difticulty or pain ;

to shirk ; fearful ; worn out

with.

^$- ^ iC> 1
reckless, fearing no-

body or nothing.

y{\
I )^ don't be afraid of duty

;

don't tear a little trouble.

I
f^ disliking trouble.

'M B'l ^J 1 &i <^'°"'' liesitate to

reform when you've done wrong.

4M' Great ; large.

tan'

) T I'lom words and protmrted ; in

tlie soutli only the second form

is commonly used for ii liii'tiiday.

To boast, to talk wildly, to

brag ; to be disorderly
;

ftK)lish or unfounded, incohe-

rent
;

great, wid« ; to mag-

nify, to make great ; to enlarge
;

•'reatly ; to baar children ; to bring

up ; to Ije widely separated ; an

initial particle.

jA ] he is careless how he talks,

igl j
strange talk.

nmM^ 1 HD » ^ people

with sliarp tongues brag much,

but do not heed the truth.

1 % "% ")] be proclaimed it

abroad to .ill regions.

fer
I j^^ %• liow wide apart

are the joints—of the dolichos !

g I
a fabulous story ; to talk

wildly.

] .y to have a son.

1 % W Fi ^ complete the first

moon after birth.

^ I
or Jf ]

the birthday of a

god.

^ ]
Ui congratulate the emperor

on his birthday.

1 B "•
1 fli or

] ^ a birthday.
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^1^5^^ Oiirsolf has been
'

iiiiignified by receiving Heaven's

decree.

] H a birthday, the day in which ',

the person is magnified, and ,

therefore applied only to gods,

saints, and the emperor, whose

natal day is called ^ ] in

allusion to his appellation as the

son of heaven

_ A large earthenware jar,

^*** capable of holding a pecul.
i

tail'

Iiiterclinnged with tlie next.

Tranquil, easy ; contented
;

sense, jiidgiuent.

1 ^ ^ Sfc I'e is satisfied,

having few desires.

'J' 1 )^ 6^ '^''° wanderer is

so contented, that he has for-

gotten his home.

tan

From water and hot ; }. d. fire

thins or carries off the water.

Insipid, flat, tasteless; fresh;

weak, insipid, watery ; heart-

less, volatile; cold or distant, as

an offended friend; light, as color;

dull, as trade ; indifFerenl, to.

t(f I
no liking for.

A 1 in ^ he is remarkable as

the aster Hower, — which can

resist the frost.

^ ]
i»or, flat.

^ 8 ^'^ 1
l^iisiness is dull.

Zp
]

ordinary and inferior.

jg g ] ^ the clouds are light

and tile moon glimmering.

1 ^ IE iR simple food ar.d

coarse clothes.

1 j£ dispassionate, unbiassed.

] "^ dried mussels or clams.

1 1 J^ J§ insipid
;

profitless?.

m
tan''

Used for the last; the tliird form
which is rarely met, is read <lidin

at Canton, for which see |^ to
dare.

To eat, to shew, to uiasti-

cate; to entice, to hold out

lures ; a bite, a morsel ; a

bait ; a swallow ; wild, un-

founded.

to bite dates.

iG a mouthful of rice.

1 n-
1

] ]
to gulp or take all at once.

^ ]
insipid, not salt enough.

] iiX ^ ^ can he entice him
with the hope of gain ?

]5S ^ 1 Is gi^e [-1 poor beggar]

a bite of food.

^ ] a poor table.

Rtf^ Having no salt, tasteless, flat,

"''T insipid.
tan '^

Old sounds, fan, t'am, dan, and dam. In Canton, fan and fam ;
— tn Swatow, fam, fan, andt'ba ;— in Amoy, fan,

fam, and tam ; — in r,il,ch,m, fang and tang ;
— in Shanghai, to", te" and du' ;

— i» Chifv, fan.

From wealth and now.

To covet ; to worry for, to

fan desire inordinately ; ambi-

tious, bent on ; avaricious of;

a fabulous beast, drawn lilce a

scaly unicorn with cloven feet and

a large horn, which is painted on

the screen or vvall opposite yainuns

to warn officers against covetous-

ness.

1 i& ^ J£ the covetous man is

never satisfied.

1 ^ avaricious.

1 "tJ eager to get on.

] B^ the object of desire.

] fg fond of drink.

] A fli ^ liie covetous man
injures his fellows.

] ;{^ te jj[ not at all particular

what he gets, wishing everything.

1 Ji:tJJi ^ a J& lie covets

the merits of Heaven as his own.

From hand and issuing from

ciivern.

fan To feel for with the hand ; to

tail' feel and search ; to speculate

on, to explore, to soiuid ; to

try, to bring on one, to experience.

a ^ # in 1
'^j ^° «"'> '•»*"*

ni.an is evil is like being scalded.

1 ^ -^ J^ '° ''"'e (or bring on)

Heaven's wrath.

1 ^ K ^ '" ^'^e' ^'"' things in

the bag.

1 El ^ S t" investigate wh.it
i

is confused and deduce its hid- "tW*
den order. '

.
"*

^t (III

Read l\in\ To go in search
)

o^ to visit ; to examine, to spy
;

to essay.

1 ^ '" t'y *o hear about.

] ^ to ask after a friend.

1 .^ or ] -f a spy.

^J* I
to inquire about.

I g^ to explore, to search for.

I
— ] inquire a little.

] ^ to essay ; to experiment on.

1
— fl ffi ft try to get some

antliiMitic news.

] j!g the third of thts Hanlin

ac.-vdeinicians ; the name has re-

ference to the metaphor of

plucking the Bprig of Oleafra-

ffitms.

I j^ j^ to find soundings.

From earth and carnation as th

phonetic.

A bank or wall thrown down,

.as by water dashing against

it

1 1^ M ^ the wall has all

tumbled down.

] y «}i gj one face of the wall

has fallen ;
— a common occur-

rence during a rain from the

bricks \)eing laid in mere mud.
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J nil

i^

7}i W ITS ^^^ water has

Imvst the dike.

;jg I ^^ the tower Las fallen in

ruins

iU l?§ IS 1
t" g"'"*'! against

another breach — in the bank.

^ ]
a crevasse.

Krom iraier tind difficiillij or

"/««e ; tlie second form is un-
iistial.

Kapids made by a stream

rushing through a pa.ss, or

over a rocky descent ; the

obstruction arising from

rocks or sandbanks,

rapids and shoals.

I 1$ a pilot through rapids.

1 M *h M boatmen's songs,

bacchanalian songs

JE, l§ & S^ 1
'i® stepped across

on the white stones.

In Cantonese read 'tan. Beach

covered at high tide ; a Hat shore
;

reclaimed land lying along river

banks.

]
reclaimed rice fields.

— jig 1
'"^ strand

J^ ]
a rand flat.

^ j^ ] the river banks at

Shangbni.

fib _t 1
'"" ^^ boat ashore.

A numbness, paralysis, or

stiffness of the tendons,

thought to arise from damp
and cold.

I
•^ a palsied cripple.

38 1
"* 1 3^ paralysis, palsy

;

rigid muscles, as from rheuma-

tism.

] :^ a crippled hand.

From Imnd and difficulty.

To open and spread out, as

^fun for sale ; to spread out thin
;

tojrate, to apportion,'to share,

to divide amongst ; to pay instul-

ments ; to defer to another time, to

adjourn ; a stall or mat on which

goods are displayed in the street; a

dividend, a share ; glow, easy going.

1^ ] fruit stalls.

1^1 IS '"^ gesticulate ranch.

] ^ I ^ to spread out thin,

as a plaster.

I jj^ to assess, to proportion

rateably.

^ ^ ]
a fortune-teller's stand.

] ^ an allotment, a share.

H ] or ^ I
to bet on and put

down the stakes.

# 1 fl or
I ^ a gambling-

house, where cash are |/\ ] or

divided by four. {Cantonese.)

^ ] to shake dice.

I |§ to make up a loss by assess-

inenls.

I ^' ••0 pay a share.

m
ft'an

To hold a thing up, or carry

it in both hands.

ntt

,t'an

To breathe fast, to pant

;

horses snorting.

1 1 IS 1^ 'be black-maned

creams snorted and panted.

] ]
joyful, hilarious, as of many

people ; vigorous ; numerous,

said of chariots in full array.

Read ^chen. Slowly.

] Pb leisurely, at ease.

Also read (to.

Jaded, ill, worn out, as a

I'an horse.

Read 'shi. Reckless, vicious,

like a libertine.

From earth and sincere ; the

contracted form is occasionally

used.

An open altar on which to

offer sacrifices ; an altar

^tan before a shrine; a high ter-

race for worship ; an arena

for a concourse and trial, like the

literary competitions.

^ ] a hall for literary trials ; as

the ^ ] ^ }|^ or hero of the

hall is a /(idle priticepa among
scholars.

^ j the spirit is here.

g^ ] to begin the ceremonies of

the lemuria.

^ ]
L<j erect an altar.

^ ] to begin religious services

;

to set up the implements of wor-

ship, as the Taoists do.

Ill) ] fairy land.

^ ] an altar for sacrifices.

m
.fan

From wood and sincere as the
phonetic.

A hard tough wood resemb-

ling the rosewood, suitable for

axles; the tenn is not con-

fined to one plant, as the Cwstil-

pinia is sometimes so called.

^ ] 7^ a fine-grained, hard wood

like mahogany, used for carvings

and furniture ; it is probably a

species of Ixiurus.

^y ] the Pterocarpiis santoKnas

which furnishes a kind of gum
kino and a dye-wood.

I ^ 7JC common sandal-wood.

^ ]
a heavy wood like beech,

good for handles.

] or
] JH^

(in Sanscrit dana,)

are
] ^ the benefactors jj^

^ of a convent, the offerers of

gifts, who thereby traverse j^
the sea of poverty, dana being

the virtue of religious charity

and self-denial.

^{an

A rattan cord or string for

binding ; a bandage or inner

girdle.

Read ^ch^en. A single gar-

ment, othewise called ^^ ^ Uhe

cool dress ; to bind, to wrap.

] il^ a ligature or membrane

which Chinese physicians sup-

pose encircjes the stomach, pro-

bly meaning the mesentery.

' \ - Used as a synonym for 55 ''""•

i~ JT' A wild plant whose leaves re-

s' "" semble an onion or chives ; a

kind of marine alg:e or deli-

cate seaweed likened to hair.

1 j^ a vari(!ty of the nettle {Ur-

tica biilbi/eru), whose fibers can

be used.
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i

Fsum PI to torec, contracted

fioin [^ sii/l, and ^ tarlij,

' An enduring taste ; reaching

to, extending to
;
great ; vast,

spreading out wide ; long,

prolonged.

Spread out thin, like gold

leaf or a large sheet of pajjer.

^ ] a deep cave ; flat and

thin.

In Fuhchaa. Large rocks

;

bowlders.

1^ ]
a soft sandstone used in

making crockery.

^'3^ The name of a river near

(-{^t Tungting Lake; deep, un-

^aii fathomable ; deep [xxJs in a

river ; an expanse of water,

a vast pond.

^ ^ ] a noted pool near Peking.

^ ^ ^ 1
^'•"'y '1<=^P waters;

met. no end to the affair or

subject.

1 (!§• "F 3^ ^'^ ^^'^ kindness

readies to the lowest.

^ 1 J4|
§ my l)est wishes to

all vour I'auiily.

It H>, 1
"« ^^"» *i'-y •"• t'"

Macao Passage [near Canton]
;

('. e. you talk wildly.

] ^^•| an old name of Chang-sha

fn in Hunan.

S'

gff Sour spirits which have lost

^p« their flavor ; a rich taste,

j<'«» sweet
;

generous, like good

wine ; line, ;« music.

^ jjj. ] 5f:^
his wliolc heart is

|

pure and like generous wine.

HI \^^% ™"**'' Jel>S''ti""l
j

was the nuisic, aud its relish

still remains.

^1^ From words and bUj ; occurs iii-

pitJ terclianged witli tlie next, bitt

- ' I not as H surname..

To t.-.l': big, to boast ; con-

tented ; extended ; extravagant ; a

small feudal appanage lying east

of the present Tsi-nan fn in Shaa-

timg.

^ I ^ |g continuing on with-

out cessation.

if p ^- A M 1 they boast of

him lyicause he has long been

diligent in his post.

1 ^J- iS ^i the lord of TVn was

her brother-in-law.

r:ti|^ I'roni words and hot as tlie pbo-

^fun To converse familiarly, to

discuss ; to talk about, to

cavil ; a patois, a local speech
;

conversation, chitchat.

1 p&^ 1^ to discuss a thing

sensibly.

1^ ]
easy conversation.

-h ] the local pronunciation.

'^ \ loud talk.

J£ ^ llff 1 to gesticulate while

talking.
(

^ I
to play chess.

^ ] to talk playfulfy ; repartee,

dt
f;); I ]

let us chat awhile.

^^ P^ 1 a J1 let us give this

pleasant evening to chitchat.

]
&. to discuss the war.

ij)^ To pacify, to (juict ; at jjeace.

i\*K \ B^M ^ •"i' quits at

^Can rest abont the matter.

] ^ loving quiet and ease,

kee[)ing at home.

A smidl ancient principality

c.J/^l* occupying the present T'an-

^t'iin cli'ing hien | Jljj 0, in the

south of Shantung, which

was conferred on tlic son of Shao-

hao >}f ^ I!. «. 2560.

ck
I'lilegm, mucus from the

huigs.

5?a» 1 f^ slimy spittle.

^ ] an e.Npectorant.

Pj; ]
to cough up phlegm ; to

hawk and spit.

pfi' ] suftbcated by phlegm ; to

fall dead.

1 3! or
I iiil

'"^ spittoon, a cus-

pidor.

1 1^ JE l^ l''s disease is exiiec-

torating and shortness of breath.

1 f8 M f'f
1 ^ "' 'l>e death

rattle.

1 ilf -fi P4 -T T he cannot

raise the phlegm.

i&iJC To serve up food ; to enter

;

cpy'^ to eat; cakes done up with

j«'((/t meat inside, a sort of sand-

wich or ci'oquet ; to allure,

to bait.

fSL :^ .Bl 1
the disturbances will

soon reach this.

g^ ]
a meat cake.

] ^5 a bait, a teniptation.

To hurry and run, as |)e')"

pie do to see a show.

^ ]
to run together, to

crowtl up.

From ettrtltenivtu-e or eai't/i and
cioudi/.

Earthenware jars or jugs for

P y spirits, oil, or other liquids,

holding four gallons or less
;

they are inclosed in netting

with handles.

I
^- a cracked jar.

] ^ to throw up jars

and .catch them ;
— a play.

Jg ]
•^' a great wine sot.

From :(un aud ciuuU.

Clouds spreading themselves

over the sky.

] I
lowering, black clouds

;

overcast.

^ H f|§ the white scud

flies beneath the dark cloud.

Name of a river ; tranquil,

^ placid, like flowing water;

to move.

] tfj, to disturb the mind.
Tp

]
smooth and undisturbed.

1 Ji^
rippled water.

] ;^ satisHed desires.

The end of the rafters sup-

porting the eaves, also called

ifan a silkworm b?ater ; ashes of

the wood of a kind ofPrvnus

used in dyeing.
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Also read tsaii'.

To dry at the fire ; to scorch
;

to put in the blaze ; to singe

;

to warm or boil.

I
^ to bream a boat's bottom.

] 7JC to beat water.

1 (IJ^
^S warm a cup- of tea.

fire BcorchC'S the boiler, yon will

know what poverty is.

5.HH'] 1 WsWm every five

days she must beat water and

asli [her mother-in-law] to hatha

C-f^l* From toooland hot; at Caiitoii tah^

^l^C, H
|

is occasioDttlly used for this.

't'an Kugs, carpeting, or diiigget,

made of wool or Lair yarn

;

serge, ratteen.

^ I
coir mattuig.

fS — ^ 1 ?: spread down a

carpet.

2. ^ ^ I
a beautiiul carpet.

ife |S 1 ? y"^ carpets with

colors inserted ; need on beds.

Jf;j^ )
a bed-wrapper.

C I il^ From heart and /icri/.

\4C The mind much distressed,

'fan as though fired up ; to burn.

^ tlj- in 1 ™y lieart is

burned with grief.

in 1 iO ^ like scattering flames

and fire, said of a drought.

A species of marsh grass or

rush Uniperataf) >iseful for

making brooms.

M. \ % % *^*^ *""^^®'*

and eedges gi-ow rank.

Van

c-t^Jfjl The same as the preceding

/p^'J in tho Book of Odes, but

'tktn others apply it to tho ten-

der sprouts of a plant, used

to dye a brown salmon color or

grayish yellow.

( l^h From heart and Btekiny ; lik*

tV^St tlie next.

H^an Disquieted, anxious.

H'an

C |-» From heart and to rise,

i\^\ Disquiet of the mind, incon-

't^au slant, no fixed will.

1 3j liinoroiis ; tho conn^o-

sition of the phrase seems to allude

to a palpitation of the heart, or a

fluttering as when startled.

A sacrifice ollered at the

end of the twenty-seven

months, or the three years'

mourning for a parent, when

tho garments are put oft'.

] jJK to lay aside mourn-

From ffdriiiait and earli) i tbe

second form a ratber pedantic.

To bare thcarm to do work

or otherwise; to strip, to

'Can take o;f the upper g:u-ments

;

to disclose ; bared, naked.

^ ] an undei-shirt.

1 HD if: .i fl ^'" strijiped and

showed him liis back.

± rI 1 ifl: ® R superior offi-

cers screening their underlings.

^ 1 to help one when in the

wrong, or underhandedly.

^^ ] it is improper to disrobe,

even when suffering from heat.

1

'tan

Used for tlie last ; also for ^shen

¥m frowzy.

The sternal region or center

of the thorax, between the

mamma;, is called |
i^ in ana-

tomy, and Chinese physicians say

it is the seat of the breath ; they

probably intend to describe the

mediastinum, or membrane that

divides the lungs.

cJ.t| A plain, level place ; tran-

(TlIlL *l"il> composed, quiet ; a soa-

'^an in-law.

-^ ]
your son-in-law.

^ 3^ I ]
to go in a fine even

path.

] ^ ^ ^ a guileless, unsus-

pecting heart,

1 ^ IK J^ a 8on-in-law.

^ I
liberal-minded.

)& ^ ?? 1
happy and content-

ed, quiet and unconcerned.

I
2ji |5^ jjE§ a level good road.

Often interclianged witli ,^
weariness.

'tail, Disease ; to vex, to punish j

a ringworm ; an epidemic.

"F J£ $ 1
^^^ common people

at last got sick, — from the evil

deeds of their rulers.

From cave and a pit for beasts.

A small pit or recess in the

H'an bottom or the end of a large

cave, entered from the side.

A. "f" J^ I
it then goes into a

deeper pit, — said of cosmieal

and other influences of the ffin

and !/unff.

Salted mutton or pork de-

viled ; the meat is fried anh

then minced and mixed wild

salted soy ; the condiment

js used with bread and soy.

] M & M sauces and

pickles are furnished — to

the guests.

1*1m
Jm

'tail

The noise of many people

eating with hasto ; the slob-

't'an bering and munching of a

full table.

W 1 it IS [tlie field hands]

gobbled down their broth.

From hair and moving.

Tresses or curls on child-

l'(m ren ; a fringe of hair on the

crown left by the barber;

the hair falHng on tho fore-

head.

1 t& M ^ with his two locks

over his forehead, — he was my
only one.

^ , ] falling curls. {Cantonese.)

In Cantonese. A fringe, a va,.

lance ; ornamental carvings under

eaves ; a fathom.

^^ ifr^
5 ] curtain around a tester.

M ^ s 1
"^ ^'^^ many fathoms

deep is it f

] P the eaves.
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From ^y!re anil f^ bank con-

tracted.

Charcoal, charred wood ; em-

bers ; black.

]
or jfc I

charcoal.

I
burning coals.

] charcoal with the bark of

the wood.

^ Si ^ 1
everything, men and

beasts, were involved in the

calamities.

$1 ] ^ to make charcoal cakes.

5 1°''^] mineral coal.

^ ]
charcoal balls.

^ Wt \ ^ 'f' y^** seem to like

to wear a coal basket for a hat

;

— said of vain persons or con-

ceited fellows, who swallow

ridicub as praise.

1 2^ Si charcoal fragments.

tJC jf^ I
coke made from bitu-

minoas coaL

^) ^ From to hrpathc. or month nnti a
kind of (iird.

' The voice accordant with

the feelings ; to sigh, to

moan ; to praise, to applaud
;

some say, the first alone has

the first ofthese senses, the other the

latter and more unfrequent meiining,

but the two characters are nsed as

synonyms ; a drawl, a final tone in

singing.

-^ I
a long groaa

] ,§, to regret.

1
—' P ^ 'o heave a deep sigh.

^
]
how sad 1

^ ^ fi& 1
^'> ceased not to

bemoan and cry.

^ >l-~ 1 ^T^^ f? if the

heart grieves once, after ages

will hear the moan.

^ I ^ to bewail with compa-

iiions before marriage, as girls

in Canton often do.

:B Pf M 1
sighing and crying.

] ^ to admire and praise.

In Cantonese. Given up to vi-

cious courses, as to gambling or

drink.

1 ?]& )t victimized by opium.

^' ] lustful, licentious.

To feel for with the hand, to

take out with the hand ; to

seek out ; a swab, a duster.

\ ^ ^^ 1 ? * feather-

duster.

Out of one's head, foolish.

] \f^ silly, acting nonsensi-

cally ; Laving a foolish, fud-

dled look and manner.

From wealth and turning.

To ransom criminals from

punishment by paying fines,

as is doue in barbarous couu-

tiies.

fan'

m
fan'

(tariff

Old sounds, tong and dong. In Canton,

and taung ; -

From Jield and honor or value

set upon it ; na a primitive its nca

is cliiefly phonetic.

Wiiat is suitable, opjiortune,

convenient, or just ; adequate

to, competent ; to bear, to take the

responsibility ; to act as, to be

;

equal to, to match, to make, to

stand in contrast ; to meet or occur

;

at the time of, when, — in which

sense it is often a form of the pre-

sent participle ; used as <i particle,

as, then, or throwing the sentence

into the future tense ; to decide,

to manage, to mete out ; to with-

stand, to bear against ; to screen.

^ ^ 1
-^'^ assume the resnonsi-

bility, I'll bear the cost.

^ ^ ] I cannot presume ; i'. e.

you are too kind.

] ^ to be head of, as an abbot

;

to take charge of, to oversee.

] ^ to rule a state

TAJSTC3r.
toug ;

— in Swatow, taiig and ting ;
— in Avaoy, tong ; — in Fuichau, tong

- in Shanfffiai, long and dong ;
— in Chifti, tang.

j ^ to be a soldier.

1 ^ fi inadequate to.

I J|^ at lliat tiraa

] 1^ or j -^ or ] Ip just now,

presently, imtied lately.

^j in the streets, abroad.

^ out of doors ; open ; under

the sky.

] pft A to act as the niidsman.

^ jj/f I ^ etiquette requires it.

'^ ] convenient, suitable.

1 ^ "Si
an officer of government,

one who manages or fills tho

commission.

^ tt 1 .^ nothing could with-

stand it.

^ j it ought not to be ; i. e. I

ask pardon ; excuse me.

M ] insupportiible, irksome.

iij
I

to usurp another's place, a

job, an intrigue ; underhand.

] IP he then was punished for it

~* 1
Pm**^g3whena

real captain holds a pass, a my-
riad men cannot force it.

Eead tang'' To pawn, to pledge;

;

to consider as, reputed or looked

upon as ; to serve an end, instead

of, as, for ; to suit with ; suitable,

favorable ; safely, properly ; to

deceive, to swindle ; basis, founda-

tion.

] 1^ a l^alized pawnbroker's

shop, over which this character

is the sign.

:^ /fj 1 S tte concubine cannot

equal tho wife.

.^ ] or ] ]
to pawn.

^ IR 1 ?!fC
''* spend money like

water.

%'i '± •fill 6^ 1
I've been taken

in by him.

] ^ ^ A equal to many pergona

lOS
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^ ]
to get out of i)awu.

f^ I
a licensed pawiisliop.

I
S a p<iwn-ticket.

i^ ]
settled lirmly,.6ecure.

-j^ ) ^ 5^ he thinks I am a fool.

] f^ to use one thing for another.

^ B.P> 1 i^ ^ he •'••» money,

but pretends timt hi> h.is none.

I -f- worth ten [cash], — a de-

ba.sed coin iisad in Peking.

]
to-day ; that day, then.

g^ I
all right, proper.

I J^ IJ!^ ^ he thinks I've noth-

ing to do ; he regards it as a

mere trifle.

tfeV ^ 1
t" decide a matter

unfairly.

K 1 3 ^ a o"'y a passing

rumor ; a wind by the ear ; in

at one ear and out at the other.

Ear-pendents made in short

links of pearls or plates of

^taiiff jade
;
jewel like a chatelaine,

worn on the girdle or head.

]Pf ] an ear jewel in three strings.

^ 5^ 1 j"'g^^ swinging in the

wind ; in Canton, a silk-peddler's

gong also a kind of locket.

An ear whose lobe reaches

to the neck is called '^.
| ;

^tanij such are saen on images of

_ gods and avhan&, and regard-

ed as a mark of intelligence.

^A\ A species of bamboo, witli

{ 1^1 long internodes, the ^ ]

^taiig in whose joints is the like-

ness of a man ; it i)i said to

be found in Fuhkion in

Kien-ngau hiuu.

From garmtnt and tuitaOlt.

Breeches, trowsers ; cover-

ings for the legs ; the crutch

of a pair oftrowsers.

H" ^ 1
wide trowsers.

Hf ] embroideretl pantaloons.

W ? % 1
'h*''* trowsers are

fc)() strait or small.

iJ([ i
children's trowsers.

,to)y

^B.

fi^ The tall of a cart.

^ ^ ] :$ a I an whose body
'tdiiij reaches to the ond, used only

by grandees.

pg y?^ ] ]f a common cart.

(Pekingese.)

A^^ A lock or clasp ; a tripod for

(^^^ wanning wine ; a small gong

Juii;/ struck by jjeddlers; the

twang or tang of the instru-

ment.

^M 1 ^~^M I'le twang of

a barber's call ; it is like long

tweezers.

] ]
a hand gong like a cymbal.

c
1?^ A name of one of the sons of

y]^ Ta Yii of the Hia dynasty,

'/"«// upon whom the office of ge-

neral was conferred.

In Fuhcktu. A classifier of

packagt-F, as several quires of paper

or rolls of incense-sticks.

C^^U^ From black and high; it is often

tiyL contracted like the preceding.

'lani/ Not a few, not rare ; a vil-

lage of .500 hou.ses, or the

elder of such a village ; to aid in

conceiding or doing evil ; to club

together, to fraternize, to form a

cabal or union, — tho idea always

partaking of opposition to govern-

ment ; a faction, an association, a

league, a junto or seditions com-

pany ; associates, fellow-villagers

;

to intrigue, to side with ; to com-

pare ; to bring to mind ; a place,

a time ; a sort or class ; kindred
;

to expect ; to implicate.

^1 $i if ^ ^^^ ^^^^ '"^i >'

the village.

^ j£ a head-man or elder.

^ ? ^ 1
'^h^ S°^ ™*° '"•''

nut join secret doings,

te (g ^ ]
neither taking sides

nor cabaling-

(^ ]
of the same faction, i

-JJ: I
a mother's kindred.

^ ) my company ; our class.

{^ ] a band of robbers.

1

^ I
a company of thieves.

^ i^ S 1
'^^^ one holding to

his calling.

]
^adherents, partisans.

j^ ] to form cabals.

•fj 4B 1 *^o not join factions

;

not to follow the fashion — in

evil.

y^ ]
past times.

I ^ an old name for part of

K'iiig-yang fu in the northeast

of Kaiisnh.

Sometimes interclmti;eed Avith

(lie lu5t ; the secoiul i> iil.->» reud

tiinif^ and the tliird is Unauthor-

ized.

To strike ; to impede, to

obstruct ; to push ; to screen,

J
to cover, to stand in the

way of

^ ]
to obstruct

^ to prevent, to stop efl'ec-

tually.

1 BM ^ ^^^ vanguard of a battle,

ffl ^ I ffi brace it with your
' arm.

^ ^ 1 1
'' is easy enough if

you'll spend tlie money.

Ji 1 -^ fi you cannot with-

stand them.

] i^ a scoop to take fish oat of

a net.

:^ 3J5 T ^ 1
if '''6 enemy's

troops come, I will resist them.

JH ]
to embarrass and resist.

'^
I

to put off or aside ; to defer,

as a request.

I ^ to detain tlie carriage ; i'. e.

to receive the card and let the

visitor go, in order to sare him

time.

Obscure, a« the sun when

hidden by clouds.

1 ^ dull, cloudy.

Right words, proper adrice,

persuasive speech.

jg, ) faithful remonstrance.

# ]
good counsels.

IE "i" 1 S& ^'gli' *<*"""=«' *"'^

faithful talk.
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t

m
l,m,j'

tUmf

A wooden bench or settle

;

purlines on a roof; a tub;
' a cross-piece, <is a rung of a

ladder ; small sticks to

connect, as tbe slips in trellis

or lattice work ; name of a

tree whose fruit is pppery.

i^ ^ I
round of a chair.

CuH/oiiese wrongly used for

A heat on a course.

Wrongly used for the last.

To run across a doorway
;

the souud of a drum ; full.

From plant and hot water ; tlie

next and abbreviated form is oou-

stantly used for it.

Large, vast, magnificent

;

unsettled, vagrant, dissipated;

to overturn, to subvert ; to squan-

der, to waste ; agitated, uusettled
;

ready to spill over or upset ; in

rhetoric, an exclamation of the

nature of a comparison ; level, as

a roaJ.

Wi 1 ?£ \'U ^"^ waste riotously.

] ^ to sjjend an estate.

I ^ lost his way or reckoning ;

mislaid, not to be found.

] \ vague, vast ; incomprehen-

sible ; said of the greatness of

Shangti.

3E jE 1 1
Ihe royal road is

broad and long.

JLU ] P^ f^ they, become loose

and injure all virtue.

I§ 4 1 ""^ll nature is bursting

forth.

VJfc Sfi M 1
gadding about, no

Ji.xed employment.

r^l M M 1
iJle. loafing, doing

nothing.

•Jf )
or ] 2|i make a clean

sweep of it ; destroyed utterly.

iK 1 ^ ^kI It Ife heedless, rude,

no regard for decorum.

] M SS ^ lo violate laws and
overstep all bounds.

I ^ all spent, wasted.

^ JI 1^ i^ 1 ^ !'-' tli'Jse items

remain unsettled ; we will not

now take up that atfair or point.

till Iy'

From 1^ a shelter and the next
character contracteil ; it is mostly
used as another form of the pre-

cedin'^.

A covered way or gateway

;

a passage through a house.

^ ^ Jjfe 1 the style is very

parabolical ; to make an allu-

sion wiiereby to imply the real

meaning.

^
I

easy, mild, leisiu-ely.

I ^ the covered sewer, an old 1

name for places in Shun-k'ing

fu in the sontheast of Sz'ch'nen.

m 1

tuny'

I
^ ) From stone and expandiixj.

yj A beautiful stone of brilliant
\

taivf colors, with striie or veins *

running through it ; to over*

run, to exceed ; old name of a '

region liow occupied partly by
]

ill II; '" Sii-cheii fa in Kiangsn,

derived from '^"
] a hill in Pei

hien.

I f^ to overflow.

) An herb that is reputed to

stop the flow of milk, and

tany^ produce hysteria and deli-

rium ; its seed-vessels are

shaped like llie Tldaspi.

i^ K 1
°^ water scammony, an

acrid .and dangerous kind ; it has

roinid, glabrous leaves. i

i From heart and expandiny ; it
'

resembles (Vij j§ grieved.

fam/' Reckless, dissipated, protii-
'

gate.
{

) "j:^ wild and wasteful, as a pro-

1

tligate.
{

Read ^n/iany. To go ahead

without turning to the right or left.

. ] j
one intent on a purpose, like

a fleet courier.

From iri>»iaii and expanding i H
resembles si7ij)|§a woman's name.

Dissolute ; wanton in con-

duct ; ogling.

an old term for one's self

some parts of Sz'ch'uen.

From earthen and elevated; it

occurs wrongly used for 'tang "yH
a surname.

A large basin or bowl of

earthenware ; the lining or

wail inside of a well.

taiiy'

m

) Gold of the purest kind
;

yellow and beautiful, as a

t'^aiiy' gem.

A large species of reed or

bamboo whose joints, some

say, are six or ten feet apart

;

it was found in Yang cheu in

the davs of Yii.

From di-ih and hot water.

A tub for bathing; large,

great ; moved, disturbed ; to

shove a boat over the mud

;

to propel a boat by oars.

] to startle.

] to swash about, to cleanse,

to .agitate much.

Sll 1 ifil M lo i^tir up one's feel-

ings and spirits, as by music,

jlj^ ] to draw oft in a retreat, to

iall back in disorder.

^ ] the reciprocal influences of

the elements.

1 iS ^ '& compose your mind

and thoughts.

1 M, B © take a dram to with-

stand the snow storm.

M tS 1 4* Jilfc
t"'" ""''' '"*=" *•""

stem and cross the current.

In Cantonese. To smear ; to

rub over.

] ^ ^ to blacken one's face, as

for passing bad money.

] ^ to plaster.
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OtJ lounJs, t'ong and (long. Tii Cunton, fong ;
— in Swatoiv, t'ang and t'ang ;

— in

t'ong, tong, t'nung, and taung ;
— in Shanyliai, t'ong and dong ;

—

» tt From water and to expand.

c l.^f Name of a river in the soutb-

jiVwy west of Chihli ; warm water
;

broth, soup
;
gravy ; warm,

as a spring, and is found iu many

proper names in this sense ; clouds

passing in showers ; a scald ; to

bathe in warm water ; to remove

grievances ; repelling injustice

;

awesome, grand ; the founder of the

Shang dynasty, b. c. 1766, com-

monly called ^ ]
T'ang the

Successful.

] ^ a soup-tureen. "

1 ?lN S'^'^^Y'
trol-li of meat.

If ^ 1
a pork soup.

fk ] or ^ I
to boil a soup.

] ^ vermicelli soup.

'^ ] a sort of flour porridge.

jib 1 E@ i^ [not afraid] to get

scalded or burned.

^ I
boiling water.

ji.T>#inS? 1
regard an evil

action like putting your hand

in boiling water.

p^ 1 ^ slush, mire. {Pelingese.)

^0 1 ?& ^'j® everlasting and

awe-inspiring moats and walls

— of the imperial palace.

Read ^sharuj. Waves in motion.

1 \ ^"^ii %\ ^^ *•»« roaring

billows of the flood, how in-

jurious they are

!

y£ ^ I ] the impetuous waves

of the Yangtsz' and Han Rivers.

All unauthorized character used

in ('rtnton.

^t.aii<f To butcher, to kill and dress

meal ; to dissect ; to dis-
^ member.

] ^ to slaughter an ox.

1 in ""'P •' open.

Gp_
] to cut up alive.

1 ^ ^ * foot-pad.

»y f=». Kroin hand and warm water; in-

1
^- terohanged both with,^ and j^

,tun<j
to o[pi>ose.

To stop or brace up a thing

with the hand ; to oppose, to stand

against,

pffi ffi( 1 "fife
"'^'" dares resist him ?

ft^K« 1 1 w.-m "•>• if

you alone can oppose it, or can

do it.

To step in the mire ; to gel

wet or mired ; to go ahead.

[(an<j^ 7jc ii ;?; * p^ ij 1 m
you can't get over the water,

you'll have to wade through it.

]
— la 6^ ^ I got one foot

covered with mud.

1 M "T "'^'' """^ muddy.

Noise of a drum.

IG ^ *T 6n 1 fi^J .f
make a great clamor with

the drums.

,t auij

Like the preceding.

Noiso of gongs and drums

;

to bore through.

when (he iu.strmuenls uiKke a great

noise, the troops are inspirited.

A species of field spider,

named J J^ ]
which re-

sembles the burrowing spider

{Myyale or ActhiOj)iu<) in

the form of its nest.

fnmj

m
^i|^ From i earth and tt? honorable.

i .^t^ A dignified, honorable man-

i''""-J sion ; a hall, a place to which

steps lead up ; a court, an

official room ; a public establish-

ment ; the principal room in a

house ; a hospital, a church, a

chapel, and often applied to large

shops ; the ofticer who presides

in a court ; the persons assem-

bled in a hall ; to control, as with

Amot/, t'ong and tong ;
— in Fuhchau,

in Cliifu, t'ang.

authority ; honorable, venerable
;

to complete or build a hall ; de-

signation of relatives of the same

clan ; a household or family, be-

cause the
] ^ sept name is set

up in the ancestral hall ; a plateau

or glade among hills ; in Bud-

hist temples, the assembly - hall

and confessional ; a classifier of

trials and graves.

~" R3 1
""'—& 1 0"^ mansion,

one hall.

^ I
a hall-door or room.

s^ I
hall of audience.

f^ ] the Board of Punishments-

-f^ ] a shrine or oratory of Budha.

2 ]
the Hanlin Academy.

^ I
the court-room.

^ I
a district magistrate.

^ ] the prefect's office ; met. the

prefect himself.

IE 1 an'l ^ 1
and ;g 1 a dis-

trict magistrate and his two

deputies ; used also for other

officers and their aids.

^ 1 ^ ^ divided it in the open

hall, i'. e. fairly.

^ -^ — ] 1 have examined the

case once.

—
] J:^ ^ one grave.

] my parents.

]
your mother.

] a bride's worship in her

huiiband's house.

^ ]
the guest-room or parlor

;

a visitor's room in a temple.

] 51 16 cousins and second cou-

sins.

jH fp ] a church ; rarely applied

to mosques.

I ^ a lady, a madam.

4g 1^ ) 1
a stern, forbidding

expression.

t^ ] style for cabinet ministers,

members of the Nei Koh.

1^

n
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^ H^ pi) 1
I> I'le cabinct-ruinister

and governor-general ; used in

edicts and proclamations.

I ]
justly, honorably.

I 1^ the particular style or

braiK-h of a family.

Tfiji] ] an ancestral hall.

g£ f^i ] a bathing-house, upon

wliich ^ I
or this character

alone, is often painted.

Pjt ] a general laugh.

A species of sorbiis or crab

of the genera Pyvus and

CraUi'tjus ; certain boards or

bars on a cart's side to stop

its way.

'M 1 -/fi
^'"^ CijiJoiiia Jujioiiica

and J'yrus spectubilis w haccifaxt.

^% 1 tii} '•^"' crab-apple, culti-

vated for its frnit and flowere.

^ i% 1 '!"' Beijmiia discolor.

1 1^ ^ ^ a brother (or friend)

to rely on ; the tree here referred

to is probably the Corclionn

pi/rij'ormis.

1i' 1 ^ M '••^e shade of the

sweet crab-tree ; Diet, powerful

protection.

'^ ^ 'W 1 sugared crabs, made
by di[)ping the fresh fruit into

melted sugar.

ymm Jles/i and hal/.

Fat, plump, cor[iulent ; the .

swell or bellying of a jar ; the

capacity of a \ essel.

] the bosom : the breast.

] roof of the mouth.

J
=^ ;f; it has a great bulge ; it

holds a great deal.

Bfl 1 '•P'^" '^"^ crop.

^ I
the space luider the eye.

thjl l-roiM H iiivuth nnil j^ to tiller.

*y t-5 Boasting talk, gasconade, e.\-

/""'U aggeralion ; a Irailhig plant,

the dodder {Ciisiuta) now
calli'd ^ 1^^ or rabbit's silk ; a path

lip to an oratory or ancestral hall
;

the name of Yao's principality,

the PMng-yang fu in the south of

Shci;si.

Î
t (iiiij

^y^ 1 ^ I am going to gather

the dodder.

] ^ a famous dynasty which

ruled China fror.i a. d. 618 to

913, founded by Li Yuen ^ j^
its capital was at Ghang-an in

Shensi, and during the sway of

its twenty princes, the empire

probably was more powerful in

comparison with other natioijs

than at any other period.

] \l\ and
] J^ are used in the

southern provinces for China

.and Chinese.

MMK^Ii 1
ll>at man is

really talking nildly.

1 J^ ^ W ll'G halcyon times

ot Yao and Shun.

1 §1 a small state occupying the

southwest of Chihli; the present

T'ang hien | ^ near the ]

jpj was its chief town.

,11

/(Oil/

Tlie second form is most used.

Wayward : to stretch.

] ^ brusque, froward,

presuming, lacking in hu-

mility.

1 ^ "'
1 Jl to evade,

to turn one off, to decline politely,

to put a makeshift, to make pro-

mises in order to avoid importuni-

ty ; to make up for one thing by
another.

1 ^ ^ JB. li^ '« '00 stupid to

do anything.

warm, to toast.

j^ to put before Ibe fire.

,fani/
j ;^ ^ a tire-well or in-

Hammable spring in the

north of Liaotung, which gives

light in the night. ^

-trfj^ A pool, a pond, a tank ; a

c"*^S stagnant or artificial reser-

/wt(/ voir ; a bnnd, a dike to re-

sist the waters ; a post-sta-

tion about a league apart.

.§» 1
•""

Sil 1 * fish-pond.

H 1 iK >S "• '^ ''""^^ posts' dis-

tant.

jH I
a lotus pond.

^ ]
to drain a pond.

* :t ^ 1 a it « lo, the

frogs in every pool announce
the spring.

^ I
'g^ the provincial officer

over the postal department.

'^^ ]
a sea-wall of stone.

njM A stone on the bank ; a
-

! ^ strange, supernatural stone.

ill
[it A kind of cicada, the J^ ]

^•R/M which is common in the

/ang North, and called ^ J^ 5J
the crested bird ; by others

written J^ J^ but referring pro-

bably to another species.

Sugar ; honey ; candy ; su-

gared, prepared in or with

sugar ; sweet.

fjf ]
graimlated sugar.

I y^ molasses, syrup.

'^
I

sugar-candy.

1
^' o»' yC 1 '^ powdered can-

dy or pingfa sugar.

^ 1 brown sugar in cakes.

^ I
?• sugar-plums; bonbons.

I 1^ preserved fruit.

S 1
or {f I

to press the cine,
j

5^ 1 A 5i to blow sugar images.

7J ife Jl S^ 1 t*^® sweetmeat is

on the sword's point ; — met.

the risk is too great.

It* 1
barley sugar. .,^

,^l\ A mantis

If)
,t any

cSjS. 1 3lS the Mantis precatorius.

[iamj
1 ^ ^ $ [like a] mantis'

shanks [trying to] stop a

carriage ; refers to an old story of

prince J^ ^ of Tsi, mentioned

in early history.

C tf^ Interchanged with tlie next: •

|^^< An unforeseen thing; acci-

'iang dental.

1 * ^ !^ fortuitously

;

a thing which unexpectedly came

to hand.

^ ]
extraordinary, unusual.
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'fang

[^ From man and superior.

|Mj If, perhaps, supposing, may,

't'anc/ should ; unexpectedly.

I ^ if; premising.

] ^ /p fj then it will not do.

1 i^ "^ '?^ ^^ *^*" probably then

be done.

1 ^ /}> M 'f ^'6 ^ unwilling.

jjji ] I
an intelligent, liberal

mind.

1 tS ^ f^ if he will (or is able),

then it can be managed.

From cloth and slave,

:| A store of gold or precious

things, such as are offered

to or given as presents, by

the emperor 5 a treasury, a jewel-

house.

@ ]
"'' /l¥ 1 ^ national store-

house ; the treasury.

IS •^ 1 ^ to squander the

wealth of the country. ^..

] ^ a store-house.

Read 'nu, and used with ^.
The children of the legal wife.

^ IS Sf 1
rejoice in your wife

and child.

J^ 1
a bird's tail, which must be

looked after as if it was its

child.

C y\f^ From water and elephant ; simi-

^3C It to tmig^ ^ vast.

'Cau(/ Water roaring and rushing

along.

^ t§ 1 1 a rapid, surging tor-

rent.

'If^ ';:

.^n unauthorized character,

'o lie stretched out, to lie

't'anij down, to sprawl, unable to

I

get 14).

I 1 ^ ^ B^ I ^^** lyhig down

I

but not sleeping.

1 1 Mfc He lie down and rest a
i

I
while.

i ] ^ an ambulance chair ; a

kind of lounging sedan.

] "^ fallen flat ; he is down.

Crt Q^ From f'oot and wide ; not the

If^W same as t'ih^ t% to kick.

'fang To slip down ; to fail on the

face ; to fall along ; to lie

down.

|g 1 f 7 fell down flat.

1 T if -N^ ^ to lie ilown half

the day.

j^ ] to walk stumbling and

reeling.

I ^ f stumbled and fell.

^} Like the preceding and no.\t, but

different from tih, j^ far off.

faiiff' To pass by or miss ; to fall,

to miss a step and fall ; a

classifier of times, rows of charac-

ters, acts ; a heat on a course
; the

narrow road in which horses race

at the military trials.

S? 1 Sfi,
he was drunk and fell

down.

jjji ) heart palpitating. '

In Ccmtonese also written |*' A
way ; a course.

—
I ^ one street. ,\^-^i[.i

t anij

\

dt>> The iron covering of an axle
;

JPj used like ^ a time ; a classi-

fier of a journey or trip ; a

row ; a ruled line.

—
I ^ a row of tiles,

p^ an axle of a cart.

^ —
I

I went there but

once,

ife
"*

1
swept the ground once.

To separate, to sunder.

^ ]
to part, as jjeople who

are quarreling ; to settle a

dispute.

From Jirt and hot water ; i re

sembles its primitive.

fang' To wash ; to smooth or iron,

to rub smooth ; to scald

with boiling water ; to boil, as wa-

ter ; blistering hot, as iron which

will burn the hand.

1 "H Wl, ^^ i''0" clothes,

i 5f a chafing-dish, a flat-iron.

^ 5^^ I
"^

1
l^'l ^ime water

for it.

^ ^K 1 •? scalded his hand

with the water.

] "J* VS 51 * scald blister.

' i From iron aud hut water as the

phonetic.

(ana' -^ carpenter's plane ; to

smooth.

M iiX^ 1 to smooth (or lake

out creases) with a plane,

j^ I
to rub smooth, as a slab of

stone.

TJLI^^^G^.
Old sounds, teng and deng. /« Canton, tang"; — in Swatow, teng a*d seng ; — in Amoij, teng ; — in Fuhchnu, tcng,

ting, and taiag
; — t« Shanghai, tiing and dang ; — t;i Clii/u, tang.

Composed of 3, a vase with flesh

C TT^ I^ ia it, raised up by ^ the

Mna k'ttd ; to be distinguished from the
« ^ next.

Coarse sacrificial platters

which hold the soup or gravy of

oflferiiigs.

tS H 1 lay out three dishes of

sacrifices.

ffl S. 'f' \ the stands of wood
and earthen — for the offerings.

From ?* to stride and J3L a dish

tliat is stepped on ; unlike the pre-

ceding,
j

C-

To ascend, to step up ; to

advance, to go higher ; to attain
;

to commence, to start ; to rinen, to

complete ; to record, to note ; an

adverb, as soon ^'as, specially, at the

time.

] J]^ i)resently, immediately.

] .^^ charge it in the account.

I ^^ to succeed at the examina

tion.

] ^ to start on a journey.
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5,^ ]|^ I
the products of the

earth are abundant.

] UJ suitably matched.

I
"^ to ascend heights, a custom

on the 9th day of the 9lh moon,

when people Hy kites; to go

on a walk over hills.

1 fllf 1^ ^' ^^ incontinently

changed countenance.

1 fe "r ] •g to begin to reign
;

the first is restricted to the em-

peror of China.

1 til
'" record, to make a note of.

^ 1 '^9B they together

mounted the azure cloud ladder

;

i. e. became high graduates.

^ iL \ 1
['h*^ men] pounded

the wall in concert.

I ^ /(IP
a department on the

north of Shantung promontory
;

the city is about fifty miles west

of Chifu.

In Cantonese- To push oft" with

the foot.

^j' JBi 1 ^ gauze safe for food,

j^ I
to teach tlie laws of Budha.

f^ ]
a lamp burning before a god.

i
)Kroni five ami to elevate ; the

contracted form is common,
and is hUo read fting, a Hame.

A lamp ; a lantern ; laws or

precepts of Budha : moral

< •' lights.

— ^ ] one lamp.

1 H a lantern.

% \
or -^ ^ 1

the moon ; a

midstreet lantern.

^ ,^ 1
horse-racing lanterns.

l/j I
light the lamp ; but ^ ]

("iS J|$ 1^ means early candle-

liglu ui early in the evening.

fi^ ® 1
niatches.

P^
1

'*• iSS 1 P"' "''' the lamp.

^ ] a lamp not lighted.

] ^ or
I ^ a riddle, a conun-

drum.

3: 1 15 ® ^ 1
C""ce] on the

Fea.st of Lanterns, the snow put

out the lights.

I <(J ^ the Scirptis capsularis, a

grass whose pith furnishes lamp-

wicks.

^ ^ I
a glass lantern ; a name for

a crystal button of the ftftb grade.

^ A i)liiut, the ^ ] allied to a

c 'lfj'. Jtijpn-kuni or tutsan, alluJ-

itflinj ing to the sliajje of the flowers.

A long handled bamlwo nm-

brelhi ; a bamboo mat shade

or screen, like those used

by hucksters to shade their

stalls.

^ 1 M tE t" """'^ "n umbrella

and go Oil the roiid or journey.

Kroni huiiihou and a court.

A comparison ; to compare, an

'Mni/ order, class, sort, or quality ;

eipial, like, same ; a grade or

rank ; a sign of the plural for infe-

riors, for things, <tc. ; others, such

like; it often reiidiTS the preceding

verb a noun, as =|j Jsg ]
these se-

ditious persons ; to wait, to per-

mit, to let ; to graduate ; to class.

1 ^ ffl
't is instantly wanted.

1 —. 1 wait a little.

I -JH
waiting for one ; I am now

waiting.

1 # f4 :X I'^e waited long

for him.

1 lie if-
'"^t me do it.

1 tJC j'S m "hen there is water,

we will cross the river.

Ml ^ «3= ;$: :^ let each of

you attend to his own business,

[p] ]
of the same sort, without

(listhictioii.

ft ^ ]
day and night equal.

^ I
not to be compared ;

unlike ,

a variety.

']^
] inferior, the second-rate, said

of things or people.

I ^ ^ Hi ordinarily she did

not go out.

I @ <"
1 6 "<

1 MB ^"'^h and

such circinustances or words ; so

and so ; often winfls up a quo-

tation.

] "ff ift il I to arrange the

kings of all ages by merit.

From apear and stitr, alluding to
its sliape and notchiug

; it is un-
authorized.

""^ A small steelyard used for

weighing money or jewels.

1 -^ a money steelyard.

I ^ the marks on its beam.

|g to test its accuracy.

A bird resembling a hen,

called
] m, having long

legs and a red crest ; the

male is brown, the female

mottled, and has a loud voice ; it

is regarded as a variety of the ^
^, both of them being jirobably

marsh birds allied to the ibex.

^|>J A small feudal state, now
^\^ mostly occupied by Tilng-

tang' eheu ] ^, a district in

Nan-yang fu in the south of

Honan, on a branch of the River

Han ; the capital of the princi-

pality was near Siang-yang fu fur-

ther south.

From JXi a bench and ac 'o as-

cend ; the second character is

used in Canton, and resembles

^clt^iiinj \^ an orange.

A form, a long bench ; a

stool ; a settle.

] -^ a seat without a back.

"fj \ or 5|- ] a square stool.

tS 1 or ^ ]
a long bench.

M 1 orlJUf I
a footstool, a

cricket.

^ ]
a step-ladder.

H ft 1
•"* three-legged stool,

" wliich will let one fall ; a cheat.

In Cantonese. A stem, a petiole.

j^ I
the stem of the persimmon.

/)QJJ Exhausted ; to walk lame

)_2^ and wearily.

tdny'' \^ I
exhausted ; unfit for

work, incapable of exertion.

-jr jQ*> Like tlio last.

y*_2. Ready to perish.

tAiui' ji^ ] sick, moribund.

5^ ] exceedingly sick.

tiXiij'
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m:
td.'tf/'

Jt^> '] A ledge on a precipice ; Rtone

sUp;
;
projecting locks lea;l-

iiig up hills.

^ ]
a snsjjension bridge.

i)\ ^ 1
fli'"'i "P ^y the

li'dges.

^ I ^' $T '^'^ P*'^ winds np

the iiill-side.

1 jIl ^ 8 ''*'' ^vi'iding p'llli

cleaves the clouils.

1 VjJ) I.ike tlie last ; nlso read hu,^

,l_Q^ Stairs leading to a loft or

toii^' belvidere ; a slight or geiitl'

ascent; to g.i up such an

ascent; streamlets, ns they flow

> down.

2 ] j
the thumping sounds of

workmen pounding down a wall,

""
for which the iirimitive alone is

oftener used.

] ^ diverging rivulets.

' rjV?) yromjbol and to ancend. I

it.Q, To hurry lint not get on. to
j

/'hi;/ lose one's strength ; douht- I

i'ul ; to step, to tread.
'

?H 1 ^^'esficd ; at one's wits' ends ; I

not to attain the end.
|

^ ^ ?§ 1 disappointed in reach-
j

in" Ills honors.
'

... 1

III C iiitnitpxe. To pity
i

1 f^> IfC^ ^ "'" '^"''y *^"'' J"'"' i

luL'slbrtiiacs.
I

^5?^^ A stirrup ; occurs used foi-

,

J-K. -^ ^ caiKllestick.

*•'"></
}^,

I
or 1^ ] a stirrup.

M ^ f(I 1
I »"> willing

to hold your whip and stirrup ;
—

to be your servant.

A5QJ' Fo(xl ottered to the gods or ,'

I

p \f^ ancestors ; to hiccup. ;

'

^'^''^O' ^T PS 1
tol'iccup(A'(/rtW^»^.)

From y to thtnm contracted,

and ^K t" ascen'l.

'''".'/ To wake from sleep
;
just

opening one's eyes, or half

awake.

rtVjjj From e^e and to asieml ; it is also

H H pronounced ^ch'attg or ,rh'!iiff.

Mn(/' To Stare at, to fix the eyes

on ; to lo<ik one through.

I HI ^ gazing at fixedly ; to look

angrily.

m 1 fi^l^fpiSJiichiseye.
stuck out like sleigii-bells.

j jp^ ill a ti.xed gaze.

From fdtiifl and a fact: ; alto read
liiu'

To carry on the shoulders,

to bear away ; the straw

matting which covers a bag-

gage cart.

Mny'

Old founds, t'eng and dong. In Caiiton, t'Ang ; — in Swntow, t'eng ««/ tin ; — in Amoy, teiig, t'eng, and I'ong , —
i« Fiiln'iiii", teiig : — <« Sniin;/hiii, d-iiig ; — in C/iij'a, t'.ing.

1 Mi '•^'t''^" shavings.

^J" I
to bind with rattan.

I
rattan cordage.

^5^ The sound of drums is ] ]

r^^fc an imitative phrase like rub

a dub.

Water spurting oiit or burst-

ing up ; to open thu mouth

^^(}ii(/ wide when talking ; empty.

1 g name of an ancient

state near the present Su-chcu fu

in Kiangsn, and now given to Tang

hien
] Jjgj;

in the southeast of

Shantung near the Grand Canal.

1 P tit •& *" '""^ ^""^ *"^

fast.

A general name for liaiias,

vines, creepers, and trailing

' plants, es[)ecially the rattan
;

the word is jwrhaiw an inii-

fOm/ ta'wn of the Malay rotany.

I
^gamboge.

^ ] rattans, a.s they are known
in commerce.

I 0, a district in the east of
Kwangsi on the West River.

1 i^ "•
1 ^ split rattans.

A-Arl

j i^ a braided whip.
|

4t ^ ]
dodder. {Cantonese.) \

i'?e^m^ 1 m n>e oid|

creeper (or man) has entwined

itself around the fair flower. '

^ ]
the Wistaria or glycine.

fk ff3 ± ^ 1
tfiey have fasten-

\

ed their tendrils on him, — as

})estering duns.

§^ I
the hooked \iiie, ». e. the '

gambler plant. (I^auclea.)
|

ttl^ A serpent or dragon, the

(Jj^f I i£ which, though wing-

/dnr/ lejiS, is fabled to tiy above

the clouds and fogs ; it is

regarded as a demon who interferes

in good luck, coming to one.

Rea<l teh^ An insect which

eats young grain ; a kind of locust,

probably when it is wingless.

From ,^ horse and Jjg^ to spout

contracted ; tiie sccou'l and old

fnrm is now only I'ouiid in coin-

biiintioii as a primitive ; nt«d

witli tlie next.

,t f'liii/ To leap on, to mount, to

ascend ; to gallop, to run
;

to communicate, to inform.

in p& f^i 1 •* ^^"r'Jy discussion.

]
f^j to cover inares ; an old term.

W J'l fi^ 1 ''"^ streams every-

where bubble and overflow.

^ ]
to soar aloft.

] JM ^'^ prance, to rear.

?^ 1 W H yo" will erelong get

on 'jrospcrously.

In Pekingese. To move and

give place to another.

) ^ to move out of a house for

another to take it.

] ^ to move away from, as a

seat.

1 Hi i'Jt 1lJ t'^'" *>"^ the furni-

ture and things.
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Dark.

"WtW Ml 1 fri ^*'"'*^; P'"*^ '^'^•

^'""^
?C ^ M fflJ 3b ]

it grows

very dark before a shower.

U^g^ l"ro:n g* irofils and )^ J.

OJ^ To copy, to triinscribe ; to

i' ''"y trace a copy by superposition.

1 ^ 4 a copyist.

1 m )!R ^ '"''l^e " c<'P.V' <'rora

the original.

1 J^or
I j^ to copy exactly,

to make a tac-simile.

H4? or 1 3^ to copy off.

m ^ m m m ] n ^ to

write from liis flippant tongue,

is like seeking a bree:«e or seiz-

ing a shadow.

1 ^ a manifesto or address issued

by the emperor himself in times

of trouble.

1 ^ S H "'"r work- must be

deftrred two days.

rt»^ To bind ; toTasten, as with

(
/|J^ roi)es ; to cord, tc secure;

^fniKj bands for confining a thing

to prevent it warping ; cords.

jfy I
a sort of galligasking or

buskins, used by pedestrians.

^ J
the banded coffer or record

chest, & chapter in the Shu King

;

met. statutes, fundamental laws.

^ /j> ^4 1 mail-armor cannot

be tied together.

i|^ ] to secure the cords j t. e. to

guard the contents.

/j^ '^i*'! ; idl«i heedless ; sullen.

S Hr^ 1^ 1
l"ng> stretching up

;

^fdmj spindling, said of very tall,

slender people.

> I* I'lom sickness and ivinter us the

^f^ plionetic.

jt'dSny Pain, ache ; atfection for,

great regard ; to love, to

have a fondness for.

] ^ a dolorous pain.

] gj ardent love.

ig
] acute pain.

jjj, I
I greatly regret it, as some-

thing lost.

I jjg a painful swelling.

^ S ] it does not hurt.

if T ^ ?e S T 1
«»»en

the scab is well, then he forgets

J the pain ;
— a rich man forgets

the miseries of his poverty.

lUj- A 1
^^ gsts the love of others.

A kind of mailed fish, a gur-

nard or Scorpwiui, havin"

a greenish body and red tail

;

also a fish resembling a crab,

with red marks.

Fine eves.

-V heavy rain.

t\lnj-'

rtf^'i From wuttr am! /td'fe.

Little streamlets or drippings

fduff' running into a brook ; carried

away, as by a flood ; soaked,

saturated ; to settle, as sediment.

1 ^ ^ swept out to .sea.

] ^ overflowed and swept away.

] ^ j^ it has settled clear.

In Pekingese used for luh^ ^.
To drain of}'.

1 tI^ ^ or \Wl to arain the

water from rice.

] {f{ 3i)5
strain oft" the liquor, —

and leave the sediment.

I
S^ ^ earthen - ware made of

drained mud ; it is a cheap black

kind of pottery.

OIti smmih. to, do, tot, and dok. Tn

to 'mil

"m
I

Tlie old rorm represents a weapon's

J f hlaik and handle ; it is contracted

tu ij in combination as tlie 18tli

radiciil of chaiacters relating to

cuttiui;, &c.

Canton, to ,
— in Siratoiv, to and tau ;

— i« Amoy, t6 and tinu j— I'n Fnhcliau,
_^

t'o; — in Shanffhai, to and do ;
— »« Chi/ii, tao.

,tao

A sword or ciinetar ; a knite
;

a punt, a canoe, for which the nest

is ])referab-e ; a qnire it paper,

coriiaiiiiug f'ro;u 2C '.o IOC sLsi,^
,

a knife-shaped coin, first made by

Wang Mang of the Han dynasty.

~ ^ ]
one sword.

*J» 1 -T" or
I ^ a pocket-knife.

I P |f| the edge is dull.

) ^ back of the blada

.^ ^ I
a cleaver, a chopper.

^ ]
a rapier ; a short sword.

^ "jSl I
a two-edged cleaver,

such as is used by bean-curd

sellers ; inet. a double-faced sy-

cophant.

M ^ 1 a guard of swordsmen.

>5 I Vc,
''^ ''"'*^' 5

broadswoixl

exercise.

" ^ ]
a scullion or oook's-

mate. {Pekingese.)

^ ] a claymore, such as Kwanti

used.

^ 1 ^ ^ writers of petitions or

law papers.
^

1 -P, IM sword-wracks or banditti.

^ ]
or ^ ] a sharp knife.

I ^ 3^ 'A headsman.

It pi ?pI SI "i" ^. 5^ I
^^l'"

says the river is wide? it will

hardly admit a canoe.

1 !^ or ] ^ the point of a

m
Mm

K long narrow canoe or

barge; a load of 300 ^
bushels or 1500 5j- pecks,

probably because this sort of

boat would carry so much.

flE ] a passage-boat

100
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I -|-| From Icm/e in the hcurl ; it was

j /I once written like rjin '^i patience.

ftao 0\erwbelniei] with care;

grioved or cut to the heart.

I* ,© ^ A ^ J& 1 1
do not

think to win people far away,

for your aching heart will grieve,

null tiresome verbiage

;

garrulous.

From fish and knife, alliidlng to

tl.o row of sjiines on tlie belly.M
7(W A fish of the herring family,

tiio TUrysaa mystojc or an

allied species, common off the

Yangtsz' River ; it is about a foot

long, and has a prolongation of the

slender maxillary bone.s an inch

beyond thj mouth like a knife

blade ; the pectoral tins consist of

six separate rays six inches long;

the anal fin reaches to the tail.

1

too

Xm
'tao

IS 'S a kind of sucker about

ciglit ijiclies long, common in the

I'ei-ho.

From lii hilt and jlg bird con-

tracted.

An island out at sea ; /. e. a

hill on which birds can alight

in crossing seas.

\^; ] islets ; this term is chiefly

given to isles in northern China.

^ ?§^ llll 1
'''^ '^^'"' '^^ '''^ genii.

Like the last, but not in the sea.

.pg! A tumulus; a solitary hill

rising in a plain ; a butte.

From hand and age or isUt.

, To beat with a mallet; to

pound o* grind fine, as iji a

mortar; to ram down, to

make solid, as adobie walls
;

to lean on ; to collect ; to

misuse, as a woman.

1 ttj fi*
to squeeze out the juice.

1 JI3 ^*^ ^^^ 'o pieces or fine.

i§,Mili ] I sorrow till I feel as

if I had been pommeled.

1 i^ ^ the clatter of [washer-

men] beating clothes.

] y to beat down solidly.

] ^ to hull rice, in a racrtar.

C |—1-^ Also reii.l cheu'

'tao

I

^p^ Grieved to exce.>-8, injured by

tao grief and sorrow.

I IR ^ # my giief and

rage have no vent.

^ »& 1 I
^ *ni really heart-sick.

m
n

(no

l-'rom worship and age or around

;

the second form is rare.

To give utterance to prayer,

to make supplication or an-

nounce one's desires to the

gods ; to request, in the lan-

guage of courtesy.

] .!^ to make known to the gods.

^ ]
thus I intreat ;— used at

the end of letters,

^ ] secret or inaudible prayer.

sin against Heaven, there is

none [iiigher] to pray to.

5. i, 1 A ^ I) Confucius have

long since prayed.

^ f6 it 1
^^^ sacrificed to the

Fitther [of liorses], and prayed

— for success in hunting.

'fij

From vi'in and rerichinij tO : it is

:>imilar to the next.

'UM To fall over, to prostrate ; to

iuo'' sink; to tbrowone'sself down;

to pass over or transfer ; a

(li-.jiHiclive panicle, IjuI, why, afur

ail, well then ; still, then, indeed,

on the contrary; when followed by

^ its force is increased, or it indi-

cates the end of the matter.

^J 1
knocked him over.

ft" ^ 1
'^^'^ '^"' knock him down.

(it 1 ;^ ^ he went contrary to

his best interests.

1 /;j^ to take to one's bed.

^ 1 ^ fell dead to the ground

^ ]
convinced him, argued bim

down.

\ ^ unlucky ; a misadventure.

fj 1. T> § i§ fin 1 Wi^m
^ I have said nothing, but you

[irate as you like.

$g 1
very laughable, excessive

laughter.

1 fj the bankruptcy of a firm.

1 Ilk lii] ^M. D'"''' a '>"'• ""'ling]

on tke ground like a gourd.

1 j^ unfortunate, unlucky.

1 ^ ill ")<. M '''ire's nothing

like a heavv niin after all.

*CiS-T' l/tUi g'-'ve up the

shop to him ; sold its gotid-will.

1 f^ ^^'li.^'' 't is likt'i ^^-

^ H ^"iS 1 :^AaPS,IA?i>
as we have no wine U)-day, we

shall have to drink t-.a.

JjlJ SI M 1
<!""'' follow aflcr the

wind ; i. e. don't steer bv an-

other's compass.

#: ttJi!,:^ S -3| then that's

llie end of it, and I'll not sell it.

^ 1 he tell down.

^ 1
pushed it o\er.

^ 3^ ^j^ ] m m m he

was stupid, but lie now sjwaks

very cleverly.

^'mi^^ 1 ;p5f Iboughlsing,

yet you won't, play.

jlj^ 1 ^ ^|i to confound right

and wrong.

iir^^m M A] "^ tSt U
where are you from, for you

Sjxjak very well ?

1 i^ trowsers to pull over others.

Kead ft'o' To subvert ; to

turn over or upside down ; to pour

out.

1 ^ ^N li*'i'r out the tea.

1 ii rg m' A it i<K)ks a» if

you had Uiken otfense at him.

1 fir >^ ^ to put the hands be-

hind the b.ick.

] JJL ^i T "'I'"' l*^' '•• l"*^-

1 ^ .^ '^*^ ^''''' ^^'•'ch turns up-

side down, the love-bird of For-

mosa, {[jorieula.)

I ^ or
I p§ to chew the cud.

Jg ||£ 1 -g to confuse truth and

error.

® 1!¥ I jg as if the people had

been given up to every kind of

disorder and evil, or were be-

tween two fires.

In Cantonese, used for the next.

A sign of the past tense.

ij^
I ^g seized him.
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W
From & kni/'e aad to reach ,

with the Inst.

tissd

too' To .irrive at, to attain, to

reach ; to go or come to
;

ofteti merely a sign ot the past

tense, finished, completed ; as a

prepmition, to, at, up to ; from, of;

a disjunctive particle still, but, yet,

on the contrary ; when followed by

^^ its force is elegantly increased.

! j^ — ^ it 's everywhere the

same.

JijJ
I

he lias come.

1 j85 S 'i where is he going ?

^P -^ even till now.

ft

1

I )§, to the bottom ; after alb

finally, however, at last.

JS ^ 'iP 1
i' reaches every-

where, omnipresent.

1 ^^ ^ ~ "S" ^ borrowed

from him a himdred taels.

Jj^ )
received ; it has come.

I
j'§

"7* 1 tave been there.

] "J* t^ •^ has he come ?

^, ^ I
1 have thought of it.

^ 1 M ^ the matter is even

now pressing.

51 1 4 it ^ :§; "I'S is said

with truth.

j^ ]
complete ; all around.

^ I j^ not quite perfect ; still

some defect.

f^ /p 1
it cannot be effected.

;(f I 4t ^ the affair has reach-

ed its limit, it must be given up.

"^ ]
he will soon be here.

From to go and the head ; q. d.

being at I lie head ; occurs used
with the next and last.

A road, path, or way ; in

geography, a zone or belt

;

in medicine, anal and urinal pas-

sages ; a circuit ; the officer who
oversees a circuit or region ; a

principle, a doctrine, that which

the mind approves ; and used in the

classics in the sense of the right

path in which one ought to go,

either in ruling or observing rules
;

rectitude or right reason ; in early

times up to a. d. 500, the Bud-

hists callfd theinselv,-3
| J^ men

[seeking for] reason or intelligent

men, denoting thereby their as-

pirations after pu-ti (Sanscrit, bod.

(Ihi) intelligence ; the Reason or

Logos of the Rationalists, denoting

an emanation, the unknown fac-

tor or princiiile of nature, the way
it acts in matter and mind ; to

lead ; to direct, to follow out ; to

go in a designated path ; to spaak,

to talk, to converse ; as a pre-

position, by, from ; the way or

cause a thing comes ; a cla&sifier

of courses at a feast, edicts and

dispatches, gateways, walls, rivers,

bridges, <fec. ; a coating, a laver.

?P -^ 1 q. d. ^J> m l''J""'t

know ; lit. I am not yet up to

that, or not acquainted with it.

] ^ reason, propriety, what is

right evidently.

^ '^ I
unreasonable, uncon-

scionable.

] ^* virtue, virtuous.

m/^^^i^ 1 64 HI i^ ti'is

horoscope for a lady ?

m W 1 SWaJWflifthe
state be well govemetl, he is siu^

to rise by his wokIs.

] <iJ m ^ H'e principle of

right in the heart is small.

TF ] right reason.

] ^ Ttioists or Rationalists.

] iMpl°^ ] M 'I'e civil hsad

of the Taoists in a prefecture.

I
-j; a Taoist ; he calls himself

i]» ]
<"

1 5|c the little Taoist.

J I
the royal road, the perfect

way of the ancient kings
;
pub-

lic spirit or regard for the

general welfare.

gj; ] the equator.

^ ]
the rectum.

4S — ji,^ 1 lf& I t>"y to find some-

thing to do ; some livelihood.

^ ]
not to say.

1^3^^ everybody is talking

about it.

UJJ ]
to converse.

g ^" ] jS saith tko proverb.

?J j^ /^ 1
the six inner walls.

1
1'^

1 5^ * doctrine or faith

in favor and in disrepute, — as

when accepted or despised by
people.

I ^ an intendant of circuit or

laotai ;— he speaks of himself

to his superiors as ^ ] the

officer of the circuit.

—
'

\ ^ "A o"G public dispatch.

^ JW 1 ^ W 4^ r ^ aims

should rest in their right, and
words be accepted if right.

^ I
now in the road ; i. «. at

present exercising the power.

^ 1 SiS heretical teachers (<(>-

t/ta/ca)— who do not believe in

Budha

^ I
to bacome perfect and enter

wrmnd ; used by Budhists.

reasonable man will not for a

moment abandon his principles.

^ I
a roundabout way.

^ !^ H 1
weed it three times.

-t flM 1 ^ bring on the first

course.

^ ^ H I
put on two coats of

plaster.

,-^) From to !fa/i and a ^t!«(/; inter-

changed witli til* preceding.

lac' A street; a highway.

^ ]
the streets and ave-

nues of a town.

From an inch aud road.

To lead, to conduct ; to

point out the way, to induce

to do right ; to lay down
the way or plan ; to exhort, to

urge to follow.

51 I
to direct in right courses.

^ 1
a village guide.

^ ]
to undeceive, to show the

right way.

^ ]
a messenger, an avaiit-

courier.

|||| I
to teach easy doctrines, to

lead where people wish to go
;

a district mstructor.
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^'
Trom heart .'iiid excelling.

Wouiulcd in taind, afflicted
;

too' to grieve for ; to bear witb,

as an offender who is a

minor; to dread; to die early.

^Ij r^ H j when seven years

old he is called pitiable.

I 5S *" bewail and cry.

^ j
to compassionate.

] PJI to sigh for.

1 t f$ * monody, a tuournful

poeiu on the death of a friend.

^tf^ > From grain aud to lade out.

^P Eico when growing in the

too' field, paddy ; rice.

^ ]
to BOW rica

fi
I

early rice.

g ]
or .^ ] tI^ upland rice.

tJ: \ %, family rice..

^Y ] y to thrash rice on the ]

jg or thrashing-floor.

\tf^ From foot and to lade out.

To tread on, to put down the

too' foot ; to violate, to disregard

;

to tread in another's steps.

g ] j^ ^ to willfully violate

the laws.

feet dance and the hands gesti-

culate,— as in extreme joy.

1^' ] to travel far.

jK; j^j ] >)|J
to get scalded and

nm into the fire ; — heedless.

j^ ]
to walk on or along.

iJ From nojikin and uije ; nlso le.id

too' The everlasting cuiopy, i. e.

the sky ; a curtain, a veil

;

to canopy over ; a carriage screen

or partition.

^yf ^ ] there's nothing which

is not covered — by the sky.

^ 1 a plain curtain.

' * -^j Lika tlio preceding.

jm^ To cover over, to overspread,

too* as the sunlight ; to envelop,

as a mist or smoke.

SOL

too'

From M. a vessel and }^ au

old form of g^ spittle ; the
primitive is constantly contract-

ed to iJC a time.

A robber, a footpad, a high-

wayman, a pirate ; one who
robs openly ; to covet and take by
fraud or force; to feather one's nest,

to peciilat*} to rob, to pliuidur ; lo

appropriate aiioilier's goods or

couutry.

5^, )
a bandit.

'{^ ]
OT^

]
pirates.

I M *^''
;/c ] * highway robbtr.

>J< ] a pilferer, a footpad.

I
"«" ^L If '''" scotmdrel's words

are very plausible.

i^ If 1 fp to cover the ears and
talco the bdl i — to steal and
think nobody will know it.

] ^ to rob another's reputation

or name, as in counterfeiting

irade-m.arks.

1 ff night-sweats.

'ii; ^ B§ 1 ''» l*^' careless of

things tempts to thievery.

j'S 1
"'ayl'iid and robbed.

^f ) I'rom »i'ce and n u<j.

^^ To choose ; to remove iho

tao' husk from grain and make
it leady for fo(jd ; rice willi

si.i: .spikelcts.

1 ^^itSflt^litSitakeofr
the chaff that tho clean grain

may bo ready for usa

Old sounds, t'o, t*op, t'ok, do, dot, and dok. I?i Canton, t'6 j
— in Swatoiv, t'au, t'o.

in Fuhchau, t'o and to
f
— in Shanghai, t'o and do ;

—

m From mouth and knije ; it ia on-

lUte chao> XX to ca"-

To desiro food ; to love honor

or gratification ; to long for

;

addicted to
;
[inordinately ; in polite

phrase, to feel deeply grateful for,

sensible of, ashamed of having had

a strong desire for.

] ^ deeply thankful for.

] ^ earnestly desirous of your

favor ; ashamed of askiiig you.

$ 1 5c ^ ^^1 enjoyed tho care of

Heaven.

^ ] jXJ J^ addicted to cnielty

and lust.

1 ^ desirous of seeing you.

] ^ ashamed of so many favors.

IS ] ^ juf't 'fi the cat's mouth.

Head jtao. To talk or gabble

;

muddled, hard to unravel.

% n5 :> ftp$ \ m T i"«

affairs are very much involved.

From eat and to nij out ; its uae

is like the preceding.

.too gormandizingGluttonous,

rapacious, covetous.

] ^ to make a god of the belly.

] ^ ^ j^ he is a confirmed

gormand.

^It^i'V^'K] who can satisfy

his greed ?

m

and to j
— in Amoi/, t'o, t6, and tiau :

—
in Chifu, t'ao.

I -^-JJJ
To doubt, to suspect.

fPP 3^ tE ^ 1
lieaven'a doc

^Cao trines arc not to be suspected.

Fj-om :;^ silk and ^ siriiii;

contnictocl, or Q to Indc ; it in

' used witli the next, and tlio se-

cond form is unusual.

A plaited sas'u ; a band or

cord ; a frisiga of threads
;

silk gimi) or edging.

a silk cord or girdle,

fj^^ 6ilk braided in tho cue.

•^ to twist cord.

kI ^ 1 ? * notched or scolloiv

cd edging.
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A bow-case ; a scabbanl ; a

llag-bag ; a vaiitbrace ; to

' Bheathe
;

just, liberal.

)I1FPI|I JI^ 1 J|. a general

must know all about military

strategy.

] /^ put the bow in its case.

"y^
I

ancient b<x)ks containing

rules of war, written by the

Grerit Duka Kiang ^ -j^ ^
for Wan Wanj;-

,511
,fao

m
,t (HI

m
la

From heuvt and to ladt out.

To rejoice ; indulgent, ex-

cessive ; reckless ; to store,

lo lay up ; to treat badly
;

to do\ibt ; slow, lazy.

I I
a long time.

] y(^ reckles.s, careless.

I tyj
not hurried ; leisurely.

5^ wT ^ 1
Heaven's decrees arc

certain.

jy sjl I
-^ to conceal sorrow by

a joyful air.

^ iP ) ?^ ^^^ there be no inso-

lent dissolut^-ness.

/^ 1 To pull out by the band ; to

tug at ; to fumble for ; to

' draw, as a sword ; to knock

on ; to lay hold of.

1 M. "f •" erack a louse.

] -^ to take out some cash.

1 If B/^ 'o elean the cars.

1 ^ 1E 5i '^•'^tch the sparrow.

^c ]K' 'fi 1 '"^ presented bis

shield and drew his blade.

shan't fi id a big sea-crab in this

little hoi.; ; — your paltry shop

has nothing fit to biiv.

.t/<\ A tree resembling a 6'oy;/io/rf,

<Ty '"'t 'O' others classed with the

J'lci \^ or Catolixi ; it ia not now
certainly known.

»r{^ Kiom Wilier and to liule out.

'ipl '.I'he rapid continuous waters

/ '10 of a stream ; to overpass

bounds ; name of an upper

branch of the Biver Han in

Shonsi.

t'ao.

1 iS *•'' overflow and inundate.

1 1 ^ ii !& ^ rS 'I lias "ever

ceased to riow in this same great

current.

& M 1 ?C '''" waves touch the

sky, — at the horizon,

fi tJC 1 ]
tlie never-ceasing

River Wan.

] ^ the east wind.

1 1 « 5c T .^ -^ 4 the

will lie empire is in the same dis-

turbed state.

A If^ From water and an omen; inter-

CiyQ changed with cfffil to linse.

/<io Name of a large affluent of the

Yellow ]l., west of Lan-cheu

fn in Kansuli, (lowing near the town

of
I

jljj lying southeast of Koko-

lior; an ancient region in Shan-

tung ; to wa.sh.

j jj^ a lake in I-hing hien g ^
%%, '" Kiangsii, a jjart of Ta-lin.

\j^ to linse ; to cleanse.

PS I
a fonner name of Min cheu

in the north of Sz'ch'neU; where

is produced the ] ^ a great

goat, nearlv as large as a donkev.

t'ao. «89

•15 ih 1 1
tlie mailed team prances

proudly.

1 IE an ancient term for a dis-

trict superintendent of schools.

] |§ to melt ; to transform and

reform.

1 ^ j""y) exhilirated.

] ^ to relieve one's feelings, to

enjoy, to give rein to.

I 1 S ^ very well pleased

with himself and others.

;g" -^
I ]

my husband lonks

delighted.

M"^ \ tH \ 1Z 1'a"-fu 'n.ide

them kraals and cave-houses.

Read (!/ao. The upright judge

j
of Shim, named Kao Yao ^ ]

B. c. 2200.

•JJl The cultivated vine is ^
^ FH/ 1 ) tl'^ name is sui)po.sc(i

J (ifi to be of western origin, as

the grajie was brought from

the Caspian Sea in the Han dy-

nasty.

^ 1 'fe "? * grape-vine.

^ J75 ^ 1
white malaga grapes.

,*
Vonn iiriiit and ten i i.e. ten men
liigetlier ; easily confounded with

'/'«« /$• I'Oot.

To enter, to go in gladly
;
go-

ing and coming, in and out.

j/ (III

like

kiln

Fiom ^ a di.i/i and -^ apltiae;

tlifi piiniitive was once used for

> it, but luis now become obsolete,

and is jil^o sometimes regarded

as a synonym of ;i/f!o^ a mine.

A furnace for burnuig jxA-

tcry or earthenware ; a hill

a kiln ; to make like a

name of the domain of Tao
in Ping-yang, now Ta-yuen fu in

Shensi, whence be is called |

^ ^ Lord T'ang of Tao;
mournful thoughts ; to please, to

give vent to the feelings ; cor-

rect, straight ; usad for the next.

I A a potter.

IX '1 a kiln.

] fa t" ""i""" pottery.

^Jbl Dull, ;is a knife.

iStHf In Cfintonese. A saw, with

s' "" a didl edge to cut metal.

saws ; a saw.

jli^l
Happiness ; divine, spiritual,

- *, * pertaining to the gods.

To bind up ; to braid corii.

c/J^py to twist; a cord, a strand

t'mi ] 'U to tic up, as a dog.

W 18 ^ 1 '" the evening

braid the gr.iss ropes.

j^g ]
to secure fast.

The sleeve of a robe : a

terai used in olden time.
.Ia(j

From spirits and a Jisfi.

cFJ HV Drmiken, (ipsv.

'/"'> ^ ^ '^ a m mj
while lamenting the transient

flowers, he got tipsy and went reel-

ing about day after day.
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I'rom water and Kiln as the pho-

netif.

.tau 'l\i scour, to wash out, as

rice ; to sift, to stir about ; to

search for, as gohl dust ; to clean

out, as a well ; to excite ; to play
;

to fidget.

] tJS to scour rice.

1 ^ }^ to sift clean.

I Tjjf to wash sand or rubbish, as

to find things.

] ^ to clean out a well.

] ^ playful, tricky, mischief-

loving ; sprightly.

f* ;K 1 1 "PP''"S *va^ers.

In Suangliai. An adverb of

quantity ; altogether.

— ] one wash ; /. e. at once.

fl^ ^ —
j put them altogether,

# IS — 1 ^ go with me.

I'sed with the last, but not cor-

rectly.

Loquacious, verbose ; the

prattle of a child.

] to cry, to bewail, to weep.

From month and omen ; the pre-

is often wrongly used for

,f(io

TLe wailing of infants ; to

cry and weep.

H ] ^^ the noise of bitter

wailing and agony.

P^ ]
bawling and squalling, as

children.

M
.fao

A peach, a nectarine, consi-

dered as 5. JlifC ^ 5fg
the

best of all trees : it is usetl

as a metaphor for females

and nuptials ; a flower-bud, alluding

to its plumpness.

51 Ijg
)

the beaked peach.

^ 1 or Bd Si 1
or ^ ] or

j^ ]
the flat peach.

] -J a peach.

^ ^ ] the honey peach from

Khamil.

] •^ peach-meats.

^ 1
^^^^ white double peach.

1 $C peach bloom.

^ 1 '

T'AO.

j^ ) a walnut ; but ;|^ ]
>g' is

a terra for the ankle.

p^ I
the sweet carambola {Aver-

rhcKi); but ui Kiangsi, this name
is applied to the ^ f^ | a fruit

like tlie Actinklia or DUlenkt.

a cherry.

^ § ]
a kind of white peach

at Peking.

] R 1^ jJJ the cutler made
swords,

jlll I
a poetical name for a tig.

1^1^ peach leaf and root

;

i. e. a wife and concubine.

I ?L or
1 ^ Fach gum.

) ^ the peach bug ;
j.

' e. a wren.

§ ]
a lemon. (Pekingese.)

1 ^ a^ spring freshes.

] ^ the peach charm, hung over

the lintel about newyear.

i^ ^ ] flower bud of cotton.

1 il i^ ^ tliey (Liu Pi and
others) made their compact in

the pcacii-garden.

] J^ a poetical name for the

third moon.

^ J
Budha's peach, a fragrant

variety of orange which does

not become fingered.

fJL 1 A hand-drum or tambour,

7U 1 furnished with buttons tied

I

to strings on each side, and

J
twirled by i>etldlers as a

f„o '
fi-y

; it is called ^ ]^ ^l
and i^ ^^ by n;uuy.

From to i/o and nmen ; the .«e-

0'..iv. To. .11 lb cjtunM.i ',(.. rnrhe.'

, vi.ignr.

T'AO.

] jl^ to shirk, to hide, to skulk
;

to flee, as from the police.

] j^ a runaway slave.

] ^ ,% a wtll tramed bird.

1 3t fugitives, wandering out-

casts.

1 ^ ffi "i cannot get away, as

from the besiegers.

] j^ be deserted his flag, naid of

a Bannerman.

] ^ to escape, as a banished

man.

J^ I
to sneak away, to skulk ofl".

M4If "^ horse four years old, ac-

c»7/U cording to the Pan Ts'ao

;

^t'ao though some say a three year

colt.

Ji

,t im

To abscond, to elude .search,

to desert ; to flee, to escape

;

to liide ; escajjed, skulking
;

a vagabond, a wanderer

;

fugitives.

1 !& or ] ^ to run away.

] ^ to play truant

4g ]
to abduct, to carry off chil-

dren.

] A a fugitive, a deserter.

5c T M 1 i '1'"' chief of the

vaijaljonds in the land.

From wood and age. ~^ "

Psr A block of wood ; a useless

"" stick ; to stab.

I ;f% an inauspicious ani-

mal ; name of a noted bandit

spoken of in the Ch'un Ts'iu ; an

ignorant dolt, who cannot be

trusted or taught ; a history of the

'l\su state.

I ^ ignorant of, stupid.

Read ^ch'eu. Unworthy of a

mate, one whom nobody will con-

sort with ; a cottin.

A sort of fiabellum used by

tnunnuere ; a banner orna-

Uiciited wilh feathers, used

by actors, similar to llie |^
a fciitlior insignia.

] standards which distinguish

officei's.

y^ ^ ]
in his right hand he

holds his feather panache.

Great waves ; billows dashing

on the shore ; a river in

/ao Sz'ch'uen.

^ ]
billows following each

other, and dashing ashore.

;jg ]
the wind sighing ihrougli

the pines,

j^ 1 fH m s<'<'thing, foaming

billows.



'iao

T'AO.

From words and an inch ; g, rf. a

rulei's worda sliould be guided
by reiison.

To manage, to gos'em ; to

mako war on, to punish the

refractory, to vu-b the seditions
;
to

put to death ; to put away, to put

down ; to investigate, to search, to

ask for, to seek ; to bring upon

one's self; mixed.

] 51^ to extirpate robbers ; to at-

tack the foe.

] ft •"
1 M t" <!""•

1 fij to reduce to subjection.

1 f^ l^" SU''"'''''"'yj answerable for

1 M ''
1 M t" g''t Fople's ill-

will, to incur dislike.

1 Wi ^" "'^'^ ^^'^^ '*'' '""^

] 'j^ U I intercede for a criminal

] ^ ^ if I won't have it so

;

dou'l jiut it that way.

] fff
to toady, to cater to.

1 fIS iV jE I o"ly w'sli to get a

fair price.

^ I
a Hanlin reviser of low rank.

T'AO.

] ^ to exact, to demand and

take.

g ]
he. brought it on himself.

From great over long altered.

Large, wide ; what envelopes

t^ao^ another thing ; to enwrap ; to

add or superadd ; to include

iji the whole ; of general obser-

vance; to run one thing into another

;

to make a circuit ; to be tedious,

to talk prosily ; a snare, a trap ; a

noose or lasso ; a shell, a wrapper,

a case, an envelop ; a classifier of a

set of books, a suit of clothes, and

plays. .

^ ^ ]
^ did """^t fall mto the

trap.

—
] ^ one copy of a book.

] ^ encase the books.

] 1^ overalls, leggings.

—
] ;^ flg one suit of clothes.

5i I 65 or
1 ffl 65 generally in

use, commonly known.

[g] I
a noose, a snare.

TEH. ml
^ 1 !§ polite greetings.

I j^ cover it ; noose it ; keep him.

J^ j he escaped that snare ; also,

not to conform to the fashion or

current opinion
;

peculiar, puri-

tanical.

^ ]
a pair of gloves or mittens.

— -jij: ^j> ] an overcoat or outer

robe

] s' /p ^ no need of many
compliments.

1 IS blocks for two colors

~-
1 M Ji '^ conjurer's trick.

M 1 ^ ^ t''** '^end or cut-off

in the river dries in winter.

^ ]
\ ulgar or common.

—
1 ^ ^ ^k ^ complete set

of tools.

In Pelingese. To put on ; com-

municating by.

] ]^ to harness the cart.

~ jS
] |t3 the two rooms open

into each other, as by a door.

Old sounds, tek and dek. In Canton,

Mill

From ^ to go and [ja straight

and )\^ heart; tlie combined pri-

niitive is the ancient form of tiie

cliarfictsr ; as a proper name, it

is often written witliont tlie radi-

cal, 9.nd like the second form.

Moral excellence or virtue,

goodness; benefit, favor; energy,

virtue
;

quality, power, whsther

good or bad ; to show kindness
;

accomplishments , to flourish, i<s

the seasons ; good example ; .sensi-

ble of a favor
;
grateful

;
good in-

struction ; to improve, to increase

in ; to benefit others ; happy ; in

epitaphs, mild and yet just, humble

when reproved.

^ \ he in worthy. ,/

Jii.^±1 frJ^fli^Cl'is success]

is owing to the \irtuous acts of

his fathers.

tiik ;
— in Swatow, tek nnd tit ; — in A

Shanghai, tftk and dak; — in Chi/ii, to.

^ ] humanity, beneficence.
,

•jffi ] vicious qualities; the quality

of badness, wickedness ; a bad

efficacy.

Jljj ]
the energy of earth, as a god

manifesting itself in producing

thuigs.

^1^ ]
divine power, spiritual virtue.

tS^ fi^ ^ 1
correct theur [bad]

(lualities.

ffe J(( 1 to perform meritorious

acts, as a devotee.

SS ] or ^ ] reckless, to violate

right.

^C 1 ^ "ffi S"^*' ^'rtue converts

many.

^ W E3 1 females have four

accomplishments ; i-ii., ] chasti-

ty, = words, ^ manners, and

X skill

tnoy, tek ; — in Fuhchau, task ;
—

1 "Si
appearance of good.

] g, to take merit to one's self.

\ :t^ ^^ ever grateful for it.

•^ ] six virtues, viz., ft know-

ledge, ^ humanity, |g innate

goodness, ^ rectitude, 4* "'"

tegrity, and %J conciliation,

-te; ] to give in charity.

1 JH A* ^'i''t"*' adorns the person.

] -^ .-i cock, chanticleer.

J^ 1 used for hhadanta a title

like Reverend given to Bndiiist

priests.

3 ]
three virtues, vu.; jg Bt

even justice, P^lJ % stern rule,

and in % mild riJe ;
these are

the essence of the jl, ]
""le

virtues of mankind in all re-

lations.
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,toh

TEH.

From ^ to go and
• stac/e ; q. d. going

object be attained.

an ob-

till the

To attain, to get tlie object

of one's wislies ; to wish, to desire

covetously ; special ; between two

adjectives it is an adverb, very ; an

auxiliary verb, can, m.ay, iible to

be done ; after anotiier verb, ex-

presses the potential mood, or a form

of the past tense ; to do ; to become,

to gain
;

gain, a possession ; co-

vetousness.

/p ] unattainable, very difficult;

when it follows a negative, it in-

dicates inability; when it precedes

it, unwillingness ; as ^ /p ]

he will not come
; ^ | ^ he

cannot come
; ^ | "f there is

no end ; after El or ;{^ it in-

dicates desire, or the optative
;

as fJ E. T' ] M * I gr«atly

desired to come ; after adjectives

the highest degree of; as >|? /^

] uiiallibly, certainly enough.

^ ;^ ] ^ I am rather disa])-

)iointe<l ; inoilitied.

] 1^ W IS *" **'"' bribes to let

a thief escape.

TEH.

i^ W 1 ^ there is nothing to say.

1 <^ 3^ got it from heaven ; came

naturally.

I ^ or ]
"^ it is got ; I've got it.

.^ ] ^ I had a sight of him

to-day.

^ ] ^ I walked too much.

^ ffl T> 1 f ?i ="«! therefore

we did not iulvance on our road.

'^ 1 8& ± i/£ yon «'" thus

avoid the mire.

I ] J|j5
I came here on purpose.

^ ] g, cannot but, necessary,

not able to stop.

^ ] ^ I can see it ; it is visible.

j^ I
fgx how can he obtmn wis-

dom ?

JlSi U 1 W '^ P«oP*e who

coumiit [these] crimes.

^ ^ ]
I cannot wait.

^ ] or j^ ] very well, it will do.

I
— ^ —. got one and lost one.

J^ ^ -^ I
restrain yonr covet-

ousness.

1 •? 1^ ft fellow-workmen.

>JJi ]
you will get it.

1 jS 1 M exceedingly well sa-

tisfied, just what 1 wanted.

T*EH.

-IS -fi ft 1 they agree together

(or fit) very well.

1 S ^ "Sj what a fortunate man
I am !

M \ ^W how can it but be so ?

In Pekingese read te. Ought;

should ; required of

] M ^ tif how much is needed ?

1 S Jg SIf H i at what hour

must we start ?

n.
Often erroneoQsly written for the

last.

^tiiJi Water, watery ; the api)ear-

ance of water.

-Irt To strike with the fist, to

T'^^pj thump ; to crowd close up to

^toh. each other, to scrouge.

From precious and dart ; it is

interchanged with lai' ^ to
•* lend.

to'

To ask a loan, particularly of

the crop for future needs.

jg ]
to borrow.

he borrowed one third ot the

crop of the corn-dealers.

OM touriJi t'ek. In Omfcn, t'&k and

From ox and a court.

Vj*) A bull, a male beast ; a three

t'ci' year old beast ; a bullock

fit for sacrificing, three years

old ; a stallion, three mares were

allowed to one ; alone, single, se-

parately
;
prominent ; special, piu--

posely ; to stand forth ; to isolate
;

a mate ; a man eminent among
others

;
grain shooting up.

^ ]
not alone, not only; and

followed by fip, as :^ ] jg J^
BP ± ::*; :^ ifl^ A not only

did the common people believe

it, but the scholars also.

1
#or

I ^ single, specially;

a special design.

ti.
fo

t^ ;
— in Swatow, t'ek ; — in Avtoy, t'ek and lak ;

—inFuhchau, t'aik
j
—

•n Shanghai, t'ik ;
— ta Chifii, t'ii.

1^1 s{)ecially wish it.

I !^ a sacrificial bullock ; to

pair, to wed.

] 3j£ I came on purpose.

do not care for our old affinity,

and seek to please your new

mate.

] ^ to announce particularly.

] ^ or
] fjf

a. sixKiial edict ; an

order given for this single pur-

pose.

1 jt to stand up for bravely.

] ^ j^^ I write this to infonu

you.

] j^ a special notification.

Almost the same as the last.

Oiie, a single one ; special*

single.

% 1 ^ not alone to con-

dole • J. e. one who is a near friend

does not make a formality of tlie

condolence.

1 S 1^ ^ & specially spoke of

it at the same time.

Read chih. The margin or sel-

vedge of the dress.

From heart and dart.

An excess, an error ; to alter,

to change ; to err ; to doubt

;

as an adrerb, a synonym of

j^ highly, too, very.

fo'
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I 5& ^ ^'^""y furious-

^ ]
to suspect.

] t]\ too small.

^ ii£ 1 ^ ''» yo""g-

Q }|^ ^ 1
i^^^^'i is HO deviation

ill the seasons.

^ 3^ ^ 1 ^'o^ Heaven never errs.

"T -^ 1 Si T y°" ^^^ ^™ ^"'''^

loo liard.

Jfe ^ H 1 ^ "'lo is 't**e who
has never erred ?

1 W iW T 'oo refined and de-

licate.

In S/iani/Ziai. Instead of, for;

with, along with.

I ^^ WS" "'"d buy it for me.

] fjt — j^ -^ gt) along with him.

1 »^ ^M "' t*'" great haste.

t'o'

i\>

|.|»,l Foolish.

Kioin heart below under.

Downhearted ; timorous.

^ ® ji^ 1 he is always just

so cowardly.

From heart and to hide from ; it

differs from nih) }g[ mortified.

I'u' Secret vice and a depraved

heart ; dissolute, lewd; filthy;

noxious ; to gloss over vice, to

act hypocritically, to do evil.

|(^ I
tx} hide one's vile conduct.

^ I
profligate, licentious.

^ I
to put away evil habits.

^ I
local balderdash or ribaldry

—shoidd be avoided.

f^ I
vicious, depraved.

f^f^f^ I
do not let them act

out their evil.

ES 1 M W H ^^ conceals hit

\ice by tallying good.

] H^ M ^ abandoned io vile

practices.

^ j the moon seen after sunrise.

K ^ij JliJ ] to discriminate be-

tween the pure and impure,

ft IP §i 1
l^I^i^g punishment

to hunself and bearing all evil

;

— said of Shun.

•HI
tU>h'

Insects which eat leaves

;

J plant-lice or aphides, called

^ iti in Peking, and ^ g
in Canton.

^ ^'^ ]
[that thou mayest] re-

niove the grubs and lice — from

the grain and vegetables; part oi

a prayer to the gods of the land

Old sounds, tu, do, tut, dilt, and diik. In

tau, tcu, and

From ^ form and an old form

of ^^ blind, whiuli incloses it.

A kind of helmet or morion ;

helmet sliaped ; to carry in a

napkin, to make a loose parcel ; to

retain ; to get by crooked ways

;

to reach.

I ^ an iron casque.

1 fth
"^'' St 1 '' stomacher ; a sujj-

port to the breast like a corset.

1 T » ® :^ W he tied up

many things in his kerchief.

Mm ] f- ^ m [Shun] sent

Hwan Teu (a villainous ofiioer)

into confinement on Mt. Chung.

f P(5 ]
an old man's chin.

1 ^ repulsive, Hi-looking.

) fl 3)^ I came by a round-

about way.

j |f^ to dodge and run ahead.

fj, 1 a hood or cowl to keep the

head warm.

] Ij4 to keep wrongfully.

] IglJ I have got it.

TEXT.
Canton, tau ; — in Swatow, tau and to ;

— in Amoy, tau atid to ;

tain ;
— in Shanghai, til and dii ; — in Chi/u, to.

»n Fuhchttu,

.teu

In Fiilichau,. At, by; near in

time or place.

To lift up, to raise in the

hand ; to correct, to criticise
;

to retain, to control ; to get

hold of ; to seize ; to meddle

with ; to fit ; to bring near to.

] ^ to get commissions.

I ^ to engross, to grasp after.

1 Ift * percentage taken by a

house-broker from the nominal

price.

] ^ to lift aside, to raise and

put elsewhere.

^ 1^ pjC to take up water m the

hands.

J^ I
to fit tightly, as a shoe.

1 M '*'^® •' ^ carefully.

I j^ 1^ to tilt or lift the sedan-

poles, and thus causing the sitter

to go under them.

In Fuhcliau. To befriend, to

care for ; to fold under, to tuck in.

.teV'

A horse-trough or bucket to

give the animal drink ; a bai-

ket to muzzle it ; a classifier

of trees.

"^ 1 '^ one solitary tree.

Ill ]
the muzzle on an afg.

[Ij I
or ] -^ a mountain chair

;

a basket to carry things.

,teii

If
,teu

I'lom D mouth and yt, to throw

down contracted.

Talkative ; trifling discourse.

IS 1
^ery loquacious. ,

P|[ I
garrulous.

From eye and wine vess el ; it is

often read ileti.

Sunken or hollow eyes

;

deep-set eyes, arising from

high eyebrows ; unwashed

eyes.

BS I B.S Si beetle-browed eyes;

hollow-eyed.

^ISt 1 •? the sockets in a skull.

110
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The lower part is intended to re-

.—1-* present the handle of a gi'ain

I measure; it is the 68th radical of

teu a Braall group relating chiefly to

measures.

A dry measure of ten ^ or

pints ; one size, called "jff | or

-J- ^ ] holds ten catties of rice,

and measures 1.63 gallon ; a more

common kind, tbe j^ | holds 6|^

aatties, and measures S09.5V148

cubic ins. or 1.13 gull.; the ^ ] or

double peck holds 13 catts.; the j^

H ] Ls larger and holds about

14 colts.; ihs size used in the T'aiig

dynasty held 18.15 pints or 1.13

peck; a vessel which can hold things

like a peck 5 a simile of size,

small, contracted, or large ; the

cupule of an acorn ; a wine-vessel

;

a top on a mast ; the eighth con-

tellation, composed of the stars ^

}i. p. o T and & in Sagittarius ; an-

other of 0) in Hercules.

] ^ a little house.

J 1 i£ M ^ ^'*'''^® room.

^ I
-^ a body-snatcher, who

opens coffins to pilfer them-

] M S''^^ courage.

jJC 1 a dipper.

^ 1 or ] -^ a hod ; it is often

only a rag with corner strings.

*48 1 ft;?^prBifciii«ve
many of the common people

with me, more than can be

counted.

^ ^ A 1 * '"**" ofgreat talents.

^ I 5i a carpenter's markhig-

cup and line.

^ 1 3SC ^i^^ '''^ °'^- *^^ finger-

tips.

^ I
or ^ ] to worship the

Dipper — for long life.

4fc 1 the part of Ursa Major con-

taining the four stars a ^ y ^ in

lae Dipper, which is regarded

B& the chariot of Ti, and to

revolve in the center of the sky.

}i 5C S 1
the sky is full of

consiellai-ions.

1 ^ 5i composite characters,

where several parts are written

together so as k" 'ook Uke one

(_L>
J

To shake ; to shudder, to shi-

^'-^ ver ; to throw off; to arouse.

'ten
I "I* -^ shake it off, as

dust.

^ jft 1 ^ excited, ready for

any effort, iu prime soirits.

1 1 # ± fi^ 8 sl'ook off til*-'

snow from himself.

W- $^ ^^ \
he trembled all over.

Il 1 \ f^ ' "I'^^es up and

down; quivering, as a twig i:i

the wind.

Ill Canfanese. To toucli. to

handle ; to work in wood.

^ I
let that alone.

cji.*! The capital of a pillar.

i"! 1 ^ the square block on its

'teu top.

Bead 'chu. A long-handled

ladle likened to the Dipper.

^ 7^ ^ ]
use a ladle to dip the

hot water.

tJ.^1 From insect and dipper, alluding

roil* to the shape.

'ten A tadpole, a porwiggle

T^JJ. ]
'^ tadpole characters,

fanciful forms of characters in im-

itation of them and hshes, birds, or

other things.

JtiJ. The sleeve of a dress.

The slope of a hill ; a sluice

or drain for irrigation ; to

' stand ; suddenly.

1 ^. ^ * all at once he

'few became rich and great.

5t S 1 ® the sky was

quickly overcast

] ^ suddenly burst out or oc-

curred.

^ pf" 1 ^ at the triennial sur-

vey, he was abruptly dismissed.

llj 1 riD ;p |g ± the hill is

too steep to be ascended.

j P^ the openings of sluices for

irrigating rice-fields.

^ '& 1 ^ ^® '** perfectly fear-

less ; a dare-devil.

The tirst form rudely represents

two "j^ braves figliting find sup-

ported by their respective armies
int he rear ; it is tlie 191st radi-

cal of a few characters relating

1 to contests,, and is ofleu written

Uke j/na/i fg a iloor ; tlie third

form is the raost common, and
read '<eawhen used as a surname,
but the second is the correct one.

To wrangle, to contest, to

fight ; to set by the ears, to

make others fight ; to con-

tend for, to strive to excel ; to

play at ; to set, as types ; to discuss

sharply.

1 ^ pugnacious, balligerent.

^ ]
a brawl; to fall to and figlit!

] gj to fight ; to have a shindy-

to debate about.

1 i^ t" squabble about the

divisioiis of a thing.

I /p j'^ fi); I can't compete with

you ; I'll knuckle mider.

1 Sil 1^ to race horses.

] ^ to make merry with games

or trials of skill, as at a faxsL.

1 H U. '> regatta.

1 §J to dispute fiercely.

iK ill Itl /Jl 1
s't o" tlie hill and

see thehtiger.s tight ; — met. let

peo|ilc settle theii' own quarrels.

i? ^ 1 JS ^e likes to show his

pluck ; he will not yield.

1 ^ S? to play cards.

In Cantonese. 'J'o make things

or furniture ; to toucb, to play with.

I ^ (€ '"'' carpenter.

] ^ to throw mto disorder.

^ ]
don't touch it.

^ j J'^
I cannot bring it about >

it won't do or match.

*^ The character represonln n dish^

tJ the cover, opening, and legs mnk-
. *f * ing its parts ; it forms tlie 151st

tetl^ radical of characters relating to

vessels, but also to pulse, as it is

now chiefly used for tlie next.

A wooden trencher, a charger ;

a sacrificial dish
;

pulse, legumes
;

an ancient weight equal to 16

grains of millet, or the 144th ijart

of a tael ; to measure out ; a peck.
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^ ] ^ ^ matters relating tc

sacrifices and worship.

Tt 1 a wiwdeu platter.

m m MMn 1 ?L ^. tba

prssidtog women are still and

reverent, and prepare the nii

mero'js teays.

In Cantonese. A fathe? i . ^ 1 ,

a phrase said t come from : iius*-

pronunoiation of the northern term

^ 5^ or ^ Si ~F ^sed like '- the

governor."

^?'' A iecent charactSi constantly

f~^ used tor the last.

(f^' Legumes of every kind -,

peas, beans.

1 ^ or
] m string-beans

j
peao

in the pod.

^ J
green peas.

fk il
*"^ "t 1

groimd-nuts,

1 ^- S| <"f ^) beau-curd jeUy.

j^ ^ lenlileci.j also, the beau of

Ab?-m: pi-ecatorius.

1 ^ anci
];) ^ bean cakes.

"^j
I

a Bu<iliist name for lentiles.

^ I
kidney bean&

^ ] common bean (Fctba sattva),

from the fancied siiuilarity of

the iirruts pods to silkworms.

i;JC I ^ ' lacustrine plant with

thread-like lea'-ec., which produ-

cefi small edible nbers lik:^ «eaj.

^y^> Interchanged witli its primitive.

nTFi A sairificial vessel, that which

(eu' tiolda the wesi.

Liks the lagt.,

r >^- A wooden trencher to hold

ten' meat ; an old measure of four

J[ pints, less than half a peck.

^ I
bigli tree, whose fruit re-

beurbles colored bags, and 4«;

leave: brigh'; mirrors; perhaps

the bladder tree or Kwtruteria

piiniculiitu.

^ * *J JTom iiseas-: hi veik !

y VT. The small-pox,

tcu.'' \ ^ ths pustules.
,

] ^ 7acQine virus.

^ I
caught the small-pox.

{ij 1
"r {ij I

.^ *;he smallpox

has appeared,

jf^ 1
or Q ^ I

to vaccinate.

^ ^ I
took 'i naturally.

] ^ pock-marked.

I ^ the scabs.

) ^ a broken pustule.

the siuall-pox

•^j^ ' To delay, to loiter, to remain

')^~ without permission ; to stop,

tcv' to detain ; to avoid, as an

enemy ; to peer and peep, to

skulk around in order to es-

cape detection.

lie loitered by the way and

couM not go right to his post.

§1 ]
to beguile and lead astray.

] ^ to delay, to dawdla

a"^
> The neck, the throat." ^ 1 to break otf the neck ;

teiC as in hanging.

'j ^ the neck.

^ JU 1 1^; flogs croak through

(or in) their neck.

<^^' Tc set out food.

PS I IT *•"' !'<'"''• of a fe.ast

teii' which remains, and is sprea<l

for the servants.

:JL' lo distU again.

1^ ® "^
1 .i^ it must be distil-

ixu^ led once more.

^^S' From y\J cave and jjg disyrace-

\~'t ful contraotod.

teu^ A hole, aburrow ; s duct, an

aqueduct, a drain ; : waste-

weir ; an error by which some one

is disappointed ; loss, waste, dam-

age ; to dig a hole or channel

thiough a bank or wall.

-fjf, 1 X water sluice or drain,

^p] ] a kennel.

^ 1
"5 m fi'O"! a trifling error (or

damage) many bad result.s follow.

I J§ a narrow road, as in a gorge.

.^ ^ ^ ] we can assure tliein

that there will be no rem issuers.

^ J
to let down the sluice-gale.

In Cantonese. A rendezvous

for thieves and their phuider ; a

guet-apens.

g ] P to beset or watch a lurk-

ing-placci

old souiid-i fv/ ill, f'oi, and dut. /n Canton, t'lm ;
— in Swatow, t?au and tali ;— in i.moy, t'6, td, anri tau ;

—
sn Fuhchau, t'au, tau, and t'iiiii ;

— in Shanghai, t'i and dii •,— in Chi/u, t'6.

From nan and to answer i

originally written like {i/ii J

deceivr.

It was I

to

EemisE _ careless, t; as tc n-

cur loa. ^ stealthily, underhand
j

secretly disrespectfully ; to pilfer,

to steal f obtain unfairly ; to

undervalue, to despise

I ;^ to take one'.; oase, when ho

ought to 'vork ; zo let things

'^lide.

it S 1 fel *'0 shirk work even

when very busy.

I ^ to shamefully save one'- life.

1 i^ '0 pilfer, to prffloin.

] ^ '-' Ro silently, aii o thief.

j ^ tc steal and rob ; a brigand.

JdJ ]
"j petty thief, a shop-lifter.

esc&ped the frothy bustle of life,

; and am going ':o take a half lio-

! Hday.

U "j .^ to steal away j io slink

off.
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j J5 *'' ^^"* human labor.

] 31 ''^roiss, negligent.

] ^ to steal a look at.

1 Jl M f-^ to deceive in work

and stock ; dishonebt work and

scant materials; to peculate in a

job.

h,A^ An ore called ] jQ resem-

$p!l 'jl'"g pu'"*' copper, which

j<'eii comes from Persia ; it attracts

and ibrms an amalgam with

quicksilver, and is probably a rich

ore of gold and copper.

From leaf and platter.

The head, which is highest

^(eu on the body ; the front, the

top ; the chief, the first, the

best ; the end, as of a beam ; the

beginning of, the entrance of a

matter; a classifier of affairs or

acts, and occasionally of cattle and

horses ; it is added to many names

of things because they are romidish

like a head, or to make a distinctive

lumn.

1 ^ th- head, the skull.

1 JS vertigo, dizziness.

^ ]
a fillet or headband.

@ ]
to turn the head.

[j[J ]
to take one's part, to under-

take for, to interfere ; distinguish-

ed, rising.

'— 1 J^ ^ *'^'^ marriage afi"air.

J2 1 and "]•
] upper and lower

people, as master and servants,

the Ik>ss and lu's men.

"^
I

down-ftairs. {Cantonese).

1 K carriage animals.

] ^ a headman, the guiding

hand ; a clue, a way.

|tt
1 & ^ no cause for an ac-

tion, it is a doubtful case.

f^ V W 1 ^ ;i he begins a
thing but never finishes it

1 — f@ the leading man, the

first or most famous.

^ j
— 3^ the day before that.

1 ^ I
%i\is very best of.

|t g, ] no other way, no help

for it.

^ ] ^ 1^ no opening anywhere
;

I can find no occupation

1 1 m he can easily find

employment.

Hi A 1 Jfe he excels most men.

JJJ ]
to ikkI a.>«ent ; to bow.

1 ] f@ fl# *•'»' *irst time.

^y ]
^i\ni first time of doing

anytliing is hard.

In Shanghai An adverb, about.

1 n "g M "Ix^it 200 li.

^Ceu

I!e:ul like the last, and used only

as the StJi radical of a few mis-

cellaneous characters.

It has no meaning.

^ From head and wea/ioii.

(.j^^ To throw al, into, or down
;

jfeu to take or go to, to deliver;

to cast ofl", to reject ; to give

one's self up to ; to present to;

to receive ; to have recourse to ; to

engage another to do ; to intrust

;

to act with ; to join, to consort with
;

to suit, to agree on ; to raffle, to

bid for ; to conceal ; towards or in-

clining to.

1 ^ '""
1 ^ '^ *®'^'' * lodging.

^ I ifeK not pleased with.

{U 1 K !t^
to sell by auction.

1 B^ to bid for \'iva-voce or pub-

licly ; not j ^ to write a bid.

] ^ to give in bids at 3 raffles.

] '^ ^ to hand in dispatches.

j ^ to drown one's self in well.

1 ^ ^ itf ' to agree to whatever

.-mother likes, sycophantic.

^ fif 1 tS 'o ^'^ ^^'''i "^ "Pi-

nion, to coincide with, to bear the

same testimony.

1 ^ to take to, to give over to.

snare.

1 W going westwards.

1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^nd a peach and

get a pear in exchange.

] M or ] 1^ to submit and

return to allegiance.

1 !^ to enlist, to enter the army.

S fr 1
"^ he went and owned

his misdeeds.

m^ ] m^ ^ ^ half a

sentence is Um nmcb to say to

one whom we dislike.

IJIJV I'roni bone and weapon; it is

^ B 1? 5oTnetimes used for ^ht 5x « ^bxU

^t'eii l>ice are called ] ^ from

'slai their being made of tone

M: 1 ? or ^7 I ^p or

i^ 1 iP to throw dice.

'J'he character is designed for ft

nide delineation of a wine cup ;

nnd is now reduced to ^ a mea-
snre.

An ancient sort of beaker or

'feu

tlaa

( /j:^ Said to be used for the last, and
jfH detined to wash. ^
't'eu A small afiluent of the Yel-

low River in the southwest

corner of Shansi in Jui-ch'ing hien,

where once was | ^ a mart.

Cpj/^ From to breathe and pulse ; used

H^^ in Cantonese, and incorrectly

,( written J^ to shudder.

To pant, to take breath, to

breathe hard and sigh ; to rest, to

hold tip.

t\\ 52, ||J[ I
the child is very

passionate.

] — to rest for a day.

] ^^ to take an airing.

] ^ s^ hold up for a while,

j^l I
to moan and sigh.

] — ] rest a little while.

1 ^ to putt' tLa breath ; to pant.

<^{| To loot ; to carry off things.

^'T ] H^ to plunder, as lawlesn

't'«tt soldiers do.

^I Yellow, a dark yellow ; the

1 1^ ^^""^ ycUow cetton*(eu

flaps or tabs wliich hung from

the crown over the ears, intimating

that the king must not listen to

rumors.
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From ailk and peck ; it is used
with tlie preceding, and is not tlie

,,, eaiiie '/m jij ji corJ.

Yelluw ear-covers ; to inform.

„) From /o go and hfauti/ii!.

To pass or leap over ; to go

feu' from this to tliat ; to jjass

through, as light iloes through

'

glass ; to comprehend, to discern
;

throughout, thoroughly; an alarm-

ed or doubtful look.

1 in ^ «'
1 ^Wt ••> te" ""^''s

feelings, to make a clean hreast.

1 'fi* S ''" "^"^ "'"'' through, as

when driiiUing iced-water.

] :j|i[
or jj ]

to understand fully.

TI.

I 56 *" opening for light, a kind

of skylight.

I 56 ^ " transparent thing.

] ^ "F •' shrewd, artful, cWer
fellow.

j^ \
perfectly well, just right.

tW ^ 1 ^ do not comprehend the

subject ; it is hard to fathom.

1 "fii A *t to convert the heart.

M \ flfe fi^J <i H I ^ee tl"-o'"sh

his scheme.

^ ^ 1 JSi ''o no'' 'et' " lisp "f

it be spoken.

^ •^ ^ ]
not ripe, underdone,

not re.ady. {Slianghii.)

Wi 1 ~r ^^'^^ I'lite through.

TI. 877

14'
To deceive.

P"n 51 1
'o 1^^'i •"'o 6vil ways,

teu' to vitiate.

PI
feu''

From •^ 7io< and ^ /ori/, de-

nntitii» one woh hening some-
' tiling bnd, spits it out and lojects

it ; the second form is now only

nsed !is a primitive, i

To spit out.

Old sounds, t(^, de, da, t^t, di-t, and dek.

in Fn/icfuw^ ti, t'i,

tfVt From /ilace and right ; similar
j

l%E '" "'* "*"'

jrt To dike, to bank ; to prepare
j

against, to guard, to oppose

a barrier ; to stop, or Jill a le\ ee
;

a defense ; a causeway, a bank.
i

] 15? jj» A he careful of evil

people.

TK ?^ T 1
*'^^ water has over,

flowed the dilc&

iIQ
I>om enrth and riffht ; used with

[jpf tlie last.

^ti A dike, a bund ; a ridge, r.

barrier ; to divide by dikes
5

.to fix a thing on ks base.

^ ]
to build a causeway.

} ^ a bank of earth.

] ^ near the bank.

Skin shoes
;

plain shoes ; a

single thickness without orna-

j<i ment.

j JS l^uskins.

1^ |i leathern greaves or sliin

plates.

Pj ] an old n.ame for a region

near Koko-nor.

TI.
In Canton, tsi and ti ;— in Swatou', ti and

to, tie, t6, and t'c ;
— in Sfian^kaij ti and di

From man and loiv or mutual

;

the second form is pedantic.

' To bend or hang down, to

droop ; to incline ; to sink,

as money; in a low pLice;

below, down ; base, humble.

low ; under tlie standard ; ordinary,

vulgar, common ; the lower classes.

"^ and
I

with j and ^ are o[>.

positcs, high — low ;, honorable

.11
M

I ^ to hang the head.

^ ] cheap, low-priced.

yj ^ ] low boni, a humble origin.

tJ^ jn] 1 SIE water nms down-

ward ;
— the heart turns to cn il

JS H ^ 1
to kiiit the brows

when sorrowful'.

1 1 ^ JE ''^ spoke in a low

tone.

H ^ 1 ^ the gentl« look of

Budhist gixls.

I
—

;Jj^
put the line one cliarac-

ter or place lower.

1 ^0 ife S to revohe in the

mind when in sheer despair and

ready to kill one's self.

1 '& '"
1 S '" ^ low voice.

toi ; — in Amoy, ti, te, t'6 and t6« ;
—

— in Chifu, ti.

1 ^ counterfeit ; low, mean, as

a disreput.ible business.

^ ] H T ^ •"" "*" going

to submit to do everything.

B A mhjeral \ /Q used in dye-

ing silk bl.ick ; it may be a

ti sort of iron-alum or massive

ahun shale ; it occurs in the

southeast of Shantung.

Used witli tlie next.

A ram or buck ; a he-goat ; a

ti ram three years old.

I ^ jg ^ tlie ram butts

against the fence.

m 1 From ox or horn, and reaching

to as the phonetic.

' To gore, to butt ; to push

with the horns ; to strive

agauist; to push, as off a
"

shore.

I
jSE to push and drive with

the horns.

H ], j^ pushing and puUijig, an

ancient sort of wrestling.

1 M ^ ^ to resist heretical or

strange doctrines.

In Cantonese. To offer, as a
price ; to light, as a fire.

1 ^ ;^ the coal has lighted.

1 IS i^ to price a thing dirt 1

cheap.

I tX. M I'S'^t a fire in the grate
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m The sacral extremity, or the

end of the spinal marrow, by

'ti whicli it commuuicates with

the brain ; the os coccygis.

J .

^ ttl From ^ reaching and —• one

J^^ denoting the earth
; q. <I. one

,T^ tumbling down ; used for tlie

next, ixnd for (la to hang down.

The third zodiacal conEtellation,

consisting of a (i v 6 e ^ i fiv ^ o

in Libra ; to revert to; a foundation
;

fiindamcntal, radical ; to lodge a

night ; tlie bottom of.

^ ]
on the whole, generally.

] ^ a tribe in the Shang dynas-

ty which occupied a region ou

the upper waters of the Eivcr

Wei in Kansuh.

Read ^ti. To reach; to hang

down ; cheap.

^ ffl ] ]^ the price is low.

'U\
From a town and to reach ; it is

interchanged with the next and
last.

A hotel where feudatories

lodged at the capital ; a royal

residence, where courtiers repair ; a

lodging-house ; the basis, the siii>-

port ofa thing ; fundamental, going

to the bottom of; a stand for a

tablet ; a screen ; to arrive at.

] -^ a lodging-place.

^ 1 ^ 13 a firm foundation.

"^
I

a tavern, one's hotcL

] ^p the Peking gazette, so called

because it is supposed to be

copied out at the royal hotel.

] ^ to reach the capital.

f-ttp To op[)08e, to ward off; to

^Jlj^ rnsh Jigainst, to butt ; to hit

'li together ; to substitute ; to

forfeit a pledge; to aton'c

for ; to sustain, to bear ; to get what

one deserves ; to offend ; to reach,

to ariive at ; up to, reaching to ; a

pledge, a security, a lien.

1 iia l?§ i^' '•'' ^^ ^^^ conse-

(]ucufes.

j •(j; hold it up ; stop it, as from

fallinsr

1 -f# a. 't ^^'i^l .sustain it ; it will

not give way.

] ^^ to barter, (o swap.

1 fp to atone for crime, to beaJ"

the blame.

] 1^ to settle a debt ; to com-

pound for a money payment by
other property.

1 ^ ^ g'^^ "° equivalent for.

]
1'^' to make compensation ; to

pay a mulct, to settle an affair

with money.

1 ^ or ] ^ to forfeit one's

life ; to atone by life.

] jjc tide or current against one.

] ^ to gesticulate, to ilourish the

arms.

] JL *'' *^^P ''><' tabic, as when

talking.

4§ ] to give in return as good as

he gave ; to revenge upon.

^C 1 in general, for the most part.

Eead 'chi. To clap.

] ^ U5 M '^'^ clapjied bis bands

and said.

In Cantonese used for ^^. To
value ; worth, valued at ; cheap,

at a bargain.

^ 1 ^ fot worth much.

] ^ clever, skillful.

^ j£ P§ ] I was not up to-hiui,

I was taken in.

] # P-^ well worth it.

] P|t it was very cheap.

Also read '/;• and 'cAs ; the pri-

mitive is also written shi^ J^.

Disease ; sickness caused by

constipation ; afflicted, sor-

rowing.

IS © 1 ^ yo" will just make
yourself ill, — by brooding over

these troubles.

From cliff" and lot lorn ; it is not

the Bame as the ne.xt, but is con-

^'^ stantly used for it ; and for 'c/ii

^ a hone.

A soft Stone, like steatite ; to

come to ; to cause to approach ; to

fix, to settle ; to produce ; to ex-

ecute ; to reach ; a whetstone.

ISfc ] ^^- had decided on the plan.

MMia ] the highway is level

as a whetstone.

H ^J 1 SilM^ the three regiona

contributed their best sorts.

fS il. 1 iH ^ :^ _L uiir ancestor

rendered his deeds manifest in

former days.

From shelter and bottom ; to be
distinguishei] from the last.

'ti At the base of, under the

shadow of ; tlie bottom of;

below, underneath ; below the level

of; low, menial; a servant; to the

end, lasting ; to reach the bottom
;

to impede; to settle, assediracut; a

copy, a rough draft ; natural vigor,

constitution ; a conjancfion, but,

only
; in the" Sung dynasty and be-

fore, used for (j^ as a sign of the

possessive.

I
'^ the under surface.

^ pj ]
it don't reach the bottom-

ill 1 I^ JS M ^>^w will it turn

out at last ?

"f ]
down stairs, below.

I
"j'' under, underneath.

i]> ] servant boys.

is 1 P"' 't '•''*'> 8°^^ ^*^' 5 ^ ^^7

on priming in painting.

fi}^ :$fe ^T 1
^° y°" ^^^ broach

the matter.

^ 1 ? vigorous, hearty ; ofgood

ancestry, respectable parentage.

ff* ® 1 T' ffi # what was his

start in life?

BJi 1 ^ A he cai'es for nobody

;

supercilious, upstart.

^ ^ j^ ]
what do you think

wis bo tlie end of it f

^ ]
underground ; hades, in the

abyss ; the underworld.

^ ]
family possessions.

^ ]
behind, rear, List, after all

j|jB ] carefully,- in detail

^ B( 1 ill so *^hat there, is no

end or final rest

^ ]
you know it to the bottom

;

that's very wise, you sea the

whole thing clearly.

] ^ a draft, n first copy.
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<"|rp^ The famous bow of the em-

UJoi peror Shnn, which was redand

Hi ornamented with carvinga

C^tfl To vilify, to slander, to de-

pej^ fame ; to accuse wrongfully

;

'</ to blame.

] ^ to calumniate.

1^ ]
vile slanders.

or call it wrong.

1 ^ A JK IP to implicate one

ill a crime unjustly.

Eead tih^ Artful, crafty.

From ear and cavity ; also read

c/iiVi, and tuh^

Hi Hard of hearing from dis-

ease ; a disease in the ear.

I l»j J From ground and also.

jJJJi The earth, " the heavy gross

ti' particles which sank at the

time of separating the prime-

val ether ;" the second of the three

prime powers, worshiped as ^ )

Queen Earth ; a spot, a place ; a

territory
;
grounds } a space ; terres-

trial, earthy; in the ground; the

bottom, the support of; only, but,

merely.

] f on the ground.

'-^
1

t-'i^ whole world, the empire'

1 M or 1 "^j sl place, the locali-

ty, tho region ; a spot referred to.

1 S|l S @ tlie ground is firm

;

his friends are influential; the

firm is sound.

j
^or

1
g§or

j j^ constables,

police-men, headmen.

] ^ a landlord
;
god of a spot,

bis shrine is usually in the hall.

1 jfB.
ground rent.

%^7^ ] he is a man of substance.

>f^ I
the disposition.

1 &%-^-k^ Ite times are

very hard, the market is tight.

jJC ] ^ a native of a place or

country.

j^ ] to fall to the ground.

] ^ productions, produce.

^ ]
a gilt ground in lackerware.

^ ]
vacant ground ; a resource

;

a character or principle.

1 JR <"
1 S sweet potatoes.

|]§ ]
a dark room or spot; in

secret, sub rosd.

A 1 'fB S thaman and the spot

agree, he is familiar with the

place.

if ] ® a good locality or situa-

tion.

* ilfll 6^ 1 '^ I lia^e not

attained his skill (or standing.)

JIJ ffli M 1 ^'^ thooghtfi wander,

his mind iis not on the subject.

1 S geography.

In Cantonese often written |^.
A sign of the plural of persons;

used for ^ as a sign of the posses-

sive ; also read ^ti an adjective

denoting a little of, rather, a dimi-

nutive.

^ ] mine ; ours.

t|» r{« ] ordinary, poor quality-

Is 1 WL '^'^ money.

iif -^ < 1 * ''"^^ better.

tH ( 1 3A S^^® ^'^ ^ \i\A& more-

"^
t 1 ^ go quicker, hurry

!

XjC ' The root of a tree or the part

'\)oi of the trunk near the ground

;

ti ' the bole ; root, origin, foun-

dation.

^ ^i^ @ 1 ^ ^^^ ^^^ <^eeD set

root.

A white crab or small apple,

larger than a cherry, but

ti ' there is much discrepancy in

the descriptions of the plant

;

the ^ 1 is evidently a sort of

plum, and is known as | ^ ; it

is common in Shensi ; tliere is also

another sort described like a wild

cherry.

1 S^ -ffi
* yellow flower like the

Spinea in form
;

probably a

Kerria or Corchorus.

Read tai.' Mannerly, polished,

elegant.

jS fli 1 1
'I g^a^e 3°d highly

decorous deportment.

> Name of a stream in Lin-

\^ ch'ing hien [^ j^ Jflj^
in the

ti ' southwest of Chihii.

•^A ) Tho ancient form represents a
hfn strap rising by degrees as it is

^* wound around a stick ; used with
'' tLe next, and as a primitive inter-

changed witli s» 5^ ample.

A younger brother ; to act as

becomes a younger brother ; cou-

sins ; relatives ; a junior, a friend
;

easy.

^ 51 1 ™y wife's brother*

^ jj ] sons of a mother's brother.

i>r^ 1 51 M f@ how many bro-

thers liave you ?

^ \
your younger brother.

^ I
my younger brother.

JS 1 °^ 'J* I
y°°' unworthy

friend, your humble servant

35 I
a boj) a lad ; my boy !

yj glj
I

when in active life, fail

not to act the part of a younger

brother.

^ ] disrespectful to Buperiors.

P -^
I

half blood relatives.

f^ 51 1
to act like a brother.

i^F •?. ^ 1
'h® daughter of Tsi

is happy and unconcerned.

IjXfc) From heart and brother, to indi-

'IxK cate the feeling ; used with the

rf preceding.

To act as a younger brother

;

respectful brotherly ; indif-

ferent to.

^«f^ 1 #;t.^4 courtesy

and respect are virtues hof'orable

to all.

From bamboo and a »trap screw-

ing aronnd and ascending ; it is

often contracted to ^t't Jft "
"

grass.

A series, an order, a class, a

gradation ; to grade ; a consecutive

rank or place ; to make or arrange

in a series ;
placed before figures

it forms the ordinal numbers ; a

literary degree; a mansion, a bouse;

a conjunction, but, yet, also an

adverb, merely, however.
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) — number one, the first

^ ]
a regular order.

I
— fif llie best.

j M S£ wliieli number is it ?

i

~ ;^ or ] j^ another place.

^ ]
an ofBcer's bouse ; a iino

mansion.

^ j
be bas got a bigber grade.

^ I
not graduated bigber.

2^ I
.attained to tbe degree, as of

m ] a Uanlin doctor.

^ I
to confer a bouse on a de-

serving officer.

^ ]
failed in getting the degree.

\% 1 ^ i^ * ''"^ spacious esta-

blishment.

1^ ^ P^ 1 the literary profession.

'^^ 1 in jft ""^ nierely this way.

In Shanghai. A demonstrative

pronoun, this, that.

I f@ this.

1 M i? S& >s it good walking here.

I ^ this place.

I ^ this side.

migrate
;

toTo go off, to

leave ; a knife-case.

•jri|^ 1 tlie wild geese have

gone south.

From hair and also or to change.

Hair falling over the sboul-

'
ders, disheveled or imbound ;

women's false hair ; to shave.

^M 1 <|fei
Jo not desire false

hair ;
— you have enough.

j^ ^ ^ I
bind up tbe locks and

do not let them fall negligently.

1 "\ From insect and girdle or to con-

nect ; the first read t'ai' means
also a snake ; and the second

road c/(o/i, also means a spider.

The rainbow, .supposed to be

formed of small ephemerse

generated in the ether, which

^^m^i, mfX I'eaven

and earth's noxious vapors produce.

1 Ml ^ m ^ i KC it «iien

the rainbow is iu the east, no-

body ventures to point the fiuger

to it, — lest a boil grow.

if

ti'

A snetze ; a running at the

nose.

j^ I
snivel.

It 'iJ- S ^. A Ift $J
somebody is talking of me, for

I have been sneezing many times.

m
J

From enrt and great or <tog ; the

iirst form only is nutharized, but

the other two are met with.

, The lincb-pin in an axle ; to

put in the pin ; in Tso, a

wheel was once so called.

W£ 1 llD afe Ife & the

king of Tsi put iu his linch-

pin, and tbe chariots raced

off together.

Read fai ' A district in the Han
dynasty near tbe present Wn-chang

in Hupeh ; tbe marquis of Tai ]

^ was the title of the king's son.

IJ" > From wood and great ; occurs

^*/L used for to' St a scull.

<i* Standing alone, like a fine

tree ; distinguished, eminent;

flourishing.

W 1 -^ tfc ^ ff Jt A tl'ere

was a single spindle-tree grow-

ing on the left of the road.

At ? Fetters of iron ; to fetter.

Wi ^ SI ^12£ at those who
ti ' [illegally] made salt were fet-

tered on llie left leg.

} From woman and brother.

A younger sister ; a brides-

ti ' maid.

] ^ a younger brother's

wife.

1 ff or gg ] a waiting boy ; a

lad. (Cantonese.)

] jigl
brothers' wives, both older

and younger.

§^ ^ I
a slavo-girl born in the

house.

^1 t{§ i all the maidens fol-

lowed her ;— i'. e. the bride.

Y^^ ) A piece of whitish jade, once

J'l\l worn on tbe girdle as a

ti ' symbol of sincerity.

Mj

Ki om e.t/e aud brother or is ; the

second form is seldom useii.

' To gaze at, to stare, to look

at boldly aud disrespectfully.

^ S5( 1 ifl 'lo not presume

to stare at him

1 M ^ 1^ to look at without

recognizing, to cut.

^ 1 ^ X 3iC -5^ All 1 bowm
furtively she glanced, and then

smiled I

In Cantonese read 'fei. To keep

watcli of, to lookout for; to suppo.se,

to deem, to see, to Icwk.

^ 1 ^ W I think there are

some ; I guess it is so.

1 IE to watch, as a watchman.

] 'f^ used to it ; I've seen such

things before.

^ A 1 ^ you'll make people

laugh at you.

] ^ to .shroff money.

1 >S ^'^0 .seen it.

1 ff ^ 'ook carefully after it.

I P 1 ;! I'^"« Been that all is

right.

BS 1 1
iiot taking his eyes off,

staring at.

> Said to be formed of X (an old

form of _t) above and ^ to
jiierce ; but its composition is ob-

, scure.

To judge, for which the next

is now used ; one who rules by bis

own power, a god, a divine being
;

one writer, says
] ^^^i iti.

ti' is a lord of living things ; an

audacious designation of him who
rules the world, )'. e. China ; of one

whose virtue, being like that of

heaven and earth, is made their

vicegerent among men ;
— ergo, a

sovereign, a potentate or autocrat,

an emperor, of whom the world can

profwrly only have one ; Heaven

;

the Taoists apply it to heroes and

genii ; a deity supreme in one de-

partment or endowed with a pecu-

liar attribute ; as |§ | or ^ ]

the god of War ; 3fc ^ 1 the god
of Letters; and |^ ] or ^ ]

tbe god of Fire.
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h ] the Supreme Euler, the

highest being in the heavenly

pantheon, and now worehiiied by

the emi)eror alone, as the source

of Lis vicegerent power ; he is

known by other names, as ^
S -t ] ^^^ highest august

Shangti
; Jc 1 ^^'^ heavenly

Euler ; 5^ ^ Jb 1 heavenly

august Shangti ; and^ 3^ Jl

] bright heavenly Shangti ; the

nationalists have degraded the

term by making many Shangti,

among whom 2 ^ -t ]
tl^o

perfect august Shangti, whoso

throne is supposed to be in the

Dipper
; ^ 5t -t ]

'^"3 stim-

ber heavens Shangti, and ^ ^
J^ ] helping heaven Shangti

(Kwanti), are much worehiped
;

these have almost wholly taken

the place of the ancient divinity

in the minds of the common peo-

ple in China.*

-t 1 55 '^ Shangti is Heaven.

* There are strouj; rcnsoiis for the
inference that the early Bovereigus of tlie

Chinese worshiped the spirits of their

ileitied ancestors under this term, to

whom they looked for help ; one Jl |

was sullicient for the gnardian of tlie

empire, and continued on from one
dynasty to another, whatever family was
deputed to hold the throne,,and unlimited
dimity and powers were ascribed to him
while the monarch holding the seat would
include in his devotions and sacrifices all

his predecessors whose spiritual favor ho
desired. The idea therefore involves

many monarchs who have been deified,

and as tlie guardians of the throne they
once occupied, they have been and are
still all supplicated for their spiritual aid

by its actual incumbent down to thisday.

To understand many passages in the
Books of Odes and Records, they need
to be read with this understanding, and
no other so well explains them. See

especially the Odes called ^ ^ and

ae •^ i" '''6 Shi King, and the Chapter

5Sf Pa '" t''e Shu King. It is doubtless

true tliat the radical idea of ^ is a

ruler of the highest kind, but there is

not that proof that the designation Jt

I
ever denoted the true God, wliich

is required to enable one to use it for

Jehovah in teaching Christian truth to

the Chinese without great risk of serious

error.

I 2 the sovereign and ] ^ his

queen.

^ ]
the emperor.

3El 1 t-be five elected rulers before

Yii the Great, B.C. 2597-2255
;

also five gods of the Eationalists

which rule the four quarters

and the zenith.

] ^ the star [i in Ursa Minor.

liSS ^ Ifij 1 4 li««' strildngly

beautiful she is I

] -^ a class of beings like angels

or created spirits
;

genii.

^£^J From words and autocrat as the

gU7 phonetic.

ti ' To judge, to examine into
;

to fix the mind on ; to decide

between.

^ I
to mquire into a case.

^ I
careful attention.

E3 1 tio four truths {arja sati/ani)

whicli must be mastered by all

converts to Budhisni.

though he can investigate small

subjectSj he has not a wide reach

of mind.

ri^») From worship and autocrat as

jTtin '''° plionet'c.

ti ' The religious ceremonies ob-

served by the sovereign twice

a year in honor of his ancestors and

predecessors, both remote and near.

^ I
a great Imperial sacrifice

oftered once in five years ; it

was mixed with that of J^ ^jjf

,

and indicates that both were

directed to the saiuc objects, and

partook of the ancestral worship.

1 ia ^ ^ ^^'^ royal sacrifice

originated witli Shun.

yj^O 1'*> run by drops ; a drop of

"4 ||J water.

ii'
1 5S crying and weeping.

1 T 7!^ ^ to run drop by
drop.~^—

I
_^„^u bair,

a drop, a sand, an atom of dust,

— Budhist metaphors for mi-

nute objects.

> An indissoluble knot ; bound

*IJI so as not to be loosed ; closely

ti ' joined.

] j^ betrothed, engaged.

] ^ closely allied, as friends;

bound closely.

MW.^M^ 1
tlje smoke

curled upwards wreathing itself

into knots

It IS

3*
From j>lant and autocrat

also interchanged with ta? ijp

in this sense, and the dictionaries

uphold tlie latter, hut this has
supplanted it.

The peduncle or footstalk of a

flower or fruit ; the persistent calyx,

as of brinjal or persimmon ; stem

of a melon ; a root, a stem ; base-

less, unfouTided.

;^ ]
a flower-stalk ; the leafy

calyx.

^ ] jH a lotus where two stems

have united.

] ^ the receptacle of the flower

and calyx; it usually includes

the green calyx.

Jl ^ ^ I
nothing to sup^xirl

above.

JDi^ ^ fi'i 1 ^ yi^ica the melon

is ripe the calyx falls ; applied

to a birth.

High, exalted; tho highest

or best of; tired out, weary of.

M 1 lofty.

{^ ]
tho extreme of

Read c/ifu' A stout thorn |
"^

;

whence the simile 'Q' yp | 5{" I

have not offended a hair's breadth.

>tl?5 1 From to yo and a sc'caniiiig

tiyer, contracted to the second
form ; it is also road lai' to en-

iJ ( compass around.

To transmit, to send on, to

ti ' convey from hand to hand
;

to hand in, as reports are

given to a superior ; to exchange,

to alternate ; a jtrejiosition, for, in-

stead of.

f^ I
to send, as by poiit ; to

transmit intelligence; traditional,

handed down.

]
'^ to petition for another.

Ul
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] ^ next year.

}^ fij; ] 1$ may I trouble you

to send this for me.

to catch him so far off.

) jg H to change the legs over.

] f(J substituted for, instead of » I

takes the place of.

I j^ to exchange.

^ ]
gone a long way, — and not

returned.

) pj or ] 3g send ; has been sent.

1 ^9 Sfe jE alteriiathig, changing

about.

) 1^ to change, as the seasons
;

to pass from one to another.

1 i^ ^ ^^Q<} it to Die ; bruig it

here.

old sounds, t'ai, dai, t'at, and dat. /n Canton, t'ei ;
— »n Stoatow, t'i, ti, ati I t'ui ; — in Amoy, i'i, ti, t'i, and i ;

—
in Fuhchau, t'i, ti, t'i, t'e, and t'ai ;

— in Shanghai, t'i ami di'; — m Chi/a, t'i.

m From wood and brother as tlie

phonetic.

A ladder ; movable steps
;

stairs ; the steps of a stair ; a

means to reach an end ; to recline

agauist ; to scale, to mount.

— ^ 1^ ] '^ flight of stairs.

M 1 M ^ closet under the stairs.

iJSi \ P the opening of the stairs.

1 .^ a ladder.

"K I
or ^ ] a step-ladder.

151 1 a rope-l;ulder, scaling-ladder.

^ ] a ladder leading to the roof.

1 ^ '"'
] -P ^ the rungs or

boiirds of the ladder.

J^ ^ ]
to ascend the cloudy

ladder ; — to become a Hanlin.

j^ J^ ]
-^ a ladder of one rope

witli rnudles.

f^m^y:xn^ i
^on't oi>

pres.s the people and give them

cause for revolt.

Jl M O 1
to leave one in the

lurch.

1 JL ^ .S ''« leaned on the

KtMiul in deep thought

1 ii )fS A. tbey scaled the walls

and serainlded into the town.

,m
Jl

:l
Jl

J'i

From piant and to wreath around

;

it is often used as a contraction:

"( t>i f^ a series.

Nauu; of a grassy plant.

A Ijeut bone ; a wry nose,

j^ ) the spleen of a hog.

JjS 1
a crooked nose.

A species of grebe called

{^5 1 ; 't has a whitish,

.streaked |)luinage, very ftit.

aiid rather smaller than the

coinuion wild duck ; its legs are
|

placed so far behind that it walks I

with dittioultv. I

iJ^
"I

Tares foiftid among rice or

'T.^^ I wheat ; it is a species of panic

J » ..

I

grass, not at all like darnel

;

^Hft
J

^^6eds, cockles, tares.

when the tares are in the

field and growing together, it be-

wilders the eyes to distingiush them.

1 M a panic grass cultivated m
ChihU for its grain.

Interclianged witli the last.

Sprouts or suckers ; tares

;

leaves opening out
;

plants

starting ; a whitish grass re-

sembUng panicled millet.

^ iP 16 1 ^^^ hands were lik«

the soft white grass.

Read ^i. To cut down grass;

to root up weeds.

^ I
to cut up grass and weeds.

Greenish, thick plain pongee.

JH ailud given as presents-

] ^ a silk robe.

^ ;^' -^ I
he was clad in dark

silk-

A net for entrapping rabbits,

which was made by a bow

that sprimg and caught them
j

bv the leg. '

for the bare in the trap, it will

jump no more

!

The pelican foimd along the

Chinese coast

A*p^5cttii«p^ii-
can waits tor the fisli, never

hunting for his food, whence

bards have called him the old man

who trusts in Heaven.

Bead ^i, for the second. A phea-

sant.

I 1^ an unusual namj for the fly-

ing squirrel.

From hand and is ,

with tlie next.

oocurs used

a'i
To lift or take in one hand

;

to hold, to raise, to carry ; to

bring into notice, to suggest,

to bring to mind, to bring forward
;

to attend to ; to bring before a ma-

gistrate ; a kettle drum used on

horseback ; a Budbist syllable, as

in 1 ^ for deva, the gods of the

Brahmins ; unconcerned.

1 R to speak of, to refer to.

1 jg to bring to notice or mind
;

to suggest.

1 ^ to raise up, to promote.

] ^ to advance.

j ^ to take up in the arms, to

carry ; to nourish, lu help on.

1
^"i^ jpt

to rouse to action,

to reinvigorate the energies.

] tJj to carry [a jntcher] of water.

I ^ to watch .against.

j ^ a courier of the government.

I g to bring to mind.

1 ^ {g keeper in the Board of

Punishments.
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fl^ A I 1
''"^ wealthy person

moves about at ease.

1 3f!j
* provincial judge.

]
i^ a major-general, tuaiabal, or

captain-general ; the highest mi-

litary grade.

] 1^ a proctor or manager of col-

leges ; the overseer of candidates

at examinations ; he also has the

general care of the chancellor's

yamun, and marks off the names.

1 Sf ^ ^ ^" l^""g forcibly to

notice.

Iff ^ B- 1 t^* g'^'<5 orders per-

sonally with authority.

1 Wt '•*' P"'^ "P '^^ ^^ **^ ^^^

shoe.

^ I
the location of a dagoba.

Bead ,s/i(. To collect, to flock

together.

If ^ 1 1 ['•^'^ crows] come

flocking back.

The forehead, the front or

head; conspicuous; the title

or argument of a book ; a

subject for writing upon, a

theme, a proposition ; an inscrip-

tion 5 to compose, to write j used for

the last, to notice, to discuss, to

bring forward ; to praise ; to sub-

scribe ; to do or attempt ; to look at.

I ^ to compose verses.

I ^ or ] '^ the inscription on

a tablet.

;f; ] g an important matter, an

urgent order from high oflicers

to attend to a thing.

^ ]
the exordium or argument of

an essay ; it must be only two

sentences, and is followed by the

T^ ] or enforcement} there are

other terms of this kind in rhe-

toric, as {ij I
to repeat the

theme ; ;§ ]
a loi'g text ; and

2SC ^ ^ 1 '^ contradicts the

tlieme.

>J,
1 ;f; "f^ to mako too much of

a little matter.

] ^ f^ he has aroused me.

^ I
the name or purport of a

book ; a text or theme.

^ ft 1
or ;^ 1 tU P be silent,

don't say anything about it

;

don't let a word drop.

] ^ the title printed on a book.

^ ] § an undertaking hard to

do, a difilcult job.

then discussed his merits, show-

ing him to be an excellent person,

fjc ] ^ say no more, let the

matter drop.

itl"--^ \ fS M ^o y"^ I'roach

tho matter, or speak of it.

] BM ''" prompt^) ^ one repeatmg

a lesson.

)9I 1 ^ !i the tattooed-forehead

Annanieso, who anciently mark-

ed their brows with colors.

d,^ An insect

Jwe 1 if or 1 m a Ught CO-

jtH lorcd, small cicada, common
in the north of China.

Keadjs/ii. A bird, tho ] M.
or night jar.

Q Krom worship and is; slso read

^J^ ishi, and used for fchi J® but.m̂
iH Best, repose ; at peace, in ac-

cord with ; happiness.

I ^ great happiness.

I ^ in full health and prosperity.

1 ^ ;§ I got nothing but dis-

grace.

S^
From sjiirits and is. .

J^ Reddish, but pure clear li-

j«'i quor • the essential oil of milk

or elaine^ a liquid refined

from batter.

^ ] ^ ^ the rich wine is on

the bufiet.

1 fi^ <*"' unctuous rich liquor

skimmed from boiled butter or

ghee ; Jiiet. the beneficent mild-

ness of Budha.

X ^ At ease ; name of a woman.

cj>>^ ] ]
beautiful, wiiming as

" /i Si Shi JS M *^® beauty of

Wu in olden time.

Bead ,c/«. An old term for

mother in Nganhwui.

c7E2

M

fj A frisking, fine horse.

At i^ 1 " swift-footed palfrey.

'' * 1 ^ *" ancient place in tho

Han dynasty, situated in tho

east of Shantung.

Also read ishi.

A bird of the accipitrino

order, which is thought in

spring to turn into a dove.

From mouth and sovereign or ti-

ger; it is also written otlier ways,

• but differs from shi > @ only.

To howl and bewail ; to la-

I'j
ment, to ciy ; to crow ; to

caw ; to coo and call ; to

scream, aa aa apa or parrot.

] 5£ to weep and moan.

^ ^ a cock's crow.

^ jgj ] the third watch.

H ?£ ^ 1
constantly wailing

.and mourning.

n^M 1 mm% whemho
moon sets £near dawn] and tho

crows caw, tho hoar-frost fills

tho air.

I p^ the cries and calls of birds.

)dt From ybo< and is; occur« iuter-
"^ changed witli the next.

^t'i To tread on ; to step ; to

kick.

^ ^ 4B 1
[sngiy horses] tuni

back to back and kick each other.

] iJL 1^ M exhort him to be

just ; to urge one to practice up-

rij^htness.

^ ] to gallop.

A hoof, solid or cleft, either

of horses or oxen ; a horse ; a

trap to catch hares ; to kick
;

a leg of pork or mntton.

I f^ hoofs and horns, i. t.

horses and cattle.

^ I
pig's feet or pettitoes.

^ \ -f" 7K^-p the four hoofs

of an ox hare eight phalanges

—but they are so matched they

cannot unite ; i. e. we seem to bo

unable to agree upon this mat-

ter.
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joyous spring weather one likes

to gallop bis horse.

^^ I
elephantiasis. (Cantonese.)

gl \ a variety of red paper very

thin and strong

^ g ] a seven spotted [pig's]

leg ; — women often cat it to

increase their milk.

the paths made by the tracks of

animals and stepsof birds crossed

one another over the whole land.

^ ] ]^ the dock (Mumex), used

as a vermifuge.

f.1 i* 1 * sprawling duck's foot

;

J. e. a poor man who never wears

phoes. (Cantonese.)

Ml Z^'S ]
l"Jrses two hujidrcd

j

hoofs ; — (. e. fifty horse. i

Ajjy A newt or water lizard ; an
;

<\nv\1 t'ft
i
the name is ai>plied to a

j

/«' large carp m some books.

A vessel used in waking spi-

rits ; a sort of boiler.

The ilouds breaking and the

rain ceasing ; fair weather.

' These two characters arc

synonyms in the Pin Ts'ao,

'

b\it they are badly de8crit>

c<.l ; a common name for the

mudtish or silurc, of which
'

many species exist, and pro-

bably this denotes the broadheaded

bull-heads {Boffrus, iSilwus and

Pimeloduii); caps are said to be

made from their skins, which per-

haps led to the Chusan islanders

being called ^ ] A i" t"e Han

dynasty.

(HAI *"™'" **"* andwcrificial vessel;

'h^T i' '» coustantly contracted to T$
WJf* to tliiit the proper sound p'an' of

' ' that form is almost lost.

,. The body ; a frame consisting

of many parts ; the whole person
;

a solid, a cube or other sohd bo J/

;

a class, a body of officers ;
the im-

T'l.

portaiit, real parts of, the essentials

;

the substance, the capacity, which

is shown by ^ use or emanation
;

becoming, respectable, decorous,

influential ; to embody, to realize,

to represent in action the views and

orders of a superior ; to partition
;

fully formed, said of plants ; a

response to a sortilege ; complete-

ness ; attracted, related to, joined
;

to receive courteously ; a style for

writing Chinese characters, ofwhich

there are six.

-^ ]
'^ having a great reputa-

tion : honored and dignified.

I
the whole, all concerned;

in accord.

Ig ]
courtesy, iwliteness.

^ \ the four limbs.

^ j
or "& 1 ^"^ entire organiza-

tion ; the body complete.

t^ i^ 1
^" understand the highest

principles of propriety.

^ ]
imiwlite, rude.

j^ ] M elegant, fine-Lmbed.

] ijli^ to befriend.

^ ^ —. ] husband and wife

arc one flesh,

"^"^ Zl ] •"<> classes of civil

and military officers,

j ^ the general look, the efiect.

/fi 'fi' 1 ^ inelegant, as a bad

itylc ; unusual or outn-, as the

dress of a clown.

-g-
] j^ ^ I fear your good self

is indisposed.

JjJ ]
the frame, the asjKXJt and

).)0ily of.

^ ]
Z|i ^enjoying bodily health.

^ i
the Emperor's i)erson ; also

used by some for the Euchari.4.

— Mi. 1 ^ * resume of the

whole work.

fit ^ 1 J^ assimilate to the vir-

tuous, and you will have a love

for those wlio arc distant.

1 i^ if *•" "PP^rtion out the

state and mark off the territory

— to feudal princes.

1 Pii A >& billing to help an-

other ; sympathizing.

1 ^ decorous, befitting.

T'l.

^^^^ From a or ^ together con-

^3 tracted, and j^ white altered.

To abohsh, to reject, to set

aside ; to substitute, to change

for ; to supersede ; to wait, to stop

;

to intermit ; for, instead of, in place

of ; a sign of the dative.

I ^ a substitute.

] J2 one "'to takes another's work.

•ji g| [jg ]
hereditary titles are

not abrogated.

1 5E ^ •* criminal's substitute.

^ ]
without change, no abroga-

tioa

] ^ to change or rotate,

Anythhig that intervenes or

fends oft ; a bufler.

^ I
-^^^ a saddle-cloth.

]^ \ the drawer of a table.

^ ]
gauze over a window.

H ]
a bamboo steaming-

frarae oh which cakes are laid to

cook.

1^ )^ ] a rug of camel's hair.

Krom water and brother ; tlie

other two forms are unusual.

Tears ; the water from the

eyes ; to weep ; the second is

also read ji, and more pro-

perly means snivel, mu(^as;

J but the two are much inter-

changed.

fe
I

running from the nose.

1 ^ sorrowful tears.

From kni/'e or hair aad brother

;

the second form is aeldom used.

To shave.

I 5^ to shavo the head.

1 ^^ ^ shaved smooth

1 BI 6^ ^M BI it *

barber. {Cantonese.)

1 11 "''
1 ^ *^" "''*'"' ^^^ beard.

1 M ^ ff ^^ shave and tarn

priest.

] Ja to trim or dress the eyebrows.
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Consiilered to be wrongly
for tlie last.

iW To shave a child's liead ; lo

root u[) grass, to weed out

completely.

;te
I

burn ["the underbnisli] and

(radicate the grass, — tefi)re

planting.

^ ]
to clear off the weeds.

'#'
tt

TIAO.

An old name for a long, round

hair-pin, which women iisefl

to coil their hair on, and to

scratch the head wlien dress-

ing it ; it may have been like that

still used by the women of Lew-

chew.

JH S ^ 1 ^^ hung her ivory

hair-pin on her girdle.

TIAO. 8&5

I'sed for the last ; b\m read ch'i'

anil ;'<*,

To ffi away, to leave ; to put

away ; a coml)-pin ; to play,

to jxiint ftt.

S ^* ^0 iJS ^ I
1"^^ ii"'"gi" "^f

walking about, and not at all of

leaving ;
— he did not wish to

leawe the service.-

TI-A.O.
Old ROuTidx^ tio, dio, tan, tok, tot, ami dok. In Canton^ tin j

— in Swatow, tiA, t'io, t"i6, and cbau ;— in Amoy^ tian,

t'iaii, and fsan ; — in Fuhchau^ tin, t'iu, and ehan ;
— in Shanghai^ tio and di(»; — in Chifn, tiao.

M l^ike the ne.\t, and interclianged

witli it.

^tiao To engrave gems, to work

jade and other stones ; to or-

nament and ciirve ; a sort of fine,

gera-like stone.

From /•«;'/?, bird, or pelage, and
aroniid ; the first is also a syno-

nym of (^^ and the others are

interi'hanged with the next.

To engrave, to cut figures

on, to carve and adorn : to

{X)lish, as when finishing off a

composition ; to tattoo ; or-

namented, engraved.

] "^ to carve figures or pictures.

]
^ij to engrave, as blocks.

iik^ \ ^ the wall of the great

hall was adorned with carvings.

] 32 carvers.

«JJ ^ 3E A ] at i yo« must

employ a carver to work the geu).

^ttao

,tiau

From ice and alt around;
interchanged with the last.

his

To be exhausted ; injured

and lost its vitidity ; fading
;

falling, as the old leaves.

I
£11'"' 1 ^ fallen, as blossoms :

withered, as the leaves in au-

tumn.

;^ m ^ I
the foliage does not

witlier ; evergreen.

J5 ] ^ ^ he is debihtated ami

enervated.

] ^ the leaves are scatterwl.

^. ] to fade early.

M I'rom hird and all around.

The great sea-eagle, a large

Jiao and fierce bird of prey, call-

ed ^ I
plumage yellowish,

and whose plmues seen on the

ground .ire enough to make other

birds cast their feathers ; the name

is also applied to the Mongolian bar-

hut or bearcool, the Aquita alhicella.

1 ^ eagle plumes ;
— a name for

an arrow.

] ^ a fan of eagle's feathers.

— ;^ ^ III 1
wth one arrow he

pierced two eagle.s.

1 m%9mm^ ^^^ eagle

gazes at the clear clouds and his

weary eyes are refreshed.

A stone house, usually called

v\ /^ ^, common in the west-

J.iao eni and northern provinces
;

they are rude structures.

1 'M Szm ^^ t'>e stone

houses. ft)rts, and common dwell-

ings all fell down, — from the

earthquake.

^^rt From a reptile and to call.
'

(^pj Tlie Siberian sable (Musteta

^tiuo zihelviay of which several va-

rieties are known ; the finest

are called j^ j^ \ from the region

of the Songari ; the ^ JiJj; ]
is not

so dark, and the tips of the long

hairs are whitish; but not so white as

tlie ^ %\ ] which are longer, and

give the fur a speckled hue.

4^ I
undyed or reddish s;»l)le.

I ^ sables' tails, worn by mili-

tary men.

^ ^.W. 1 ^ '^"S's tail tacked

on a siilile;— incongruous, unfit.

] lj|| y!^ a winter hat trimmed

with sable.

^Jj
i]i 1 a kind of thick, short,

fine fur, like sea-otter skin.

<^
,tiao

Said to be originally the same H
"J] sword, afterwards altered in

the writing.

Perverse, recusant, seditious
;

cabaling, restless; unscrupu-

lous and aggressive.

1 JPi,
depraved manners, truculent.

I 1^ rabid \vritings.

1 M ^ S outrageous and bad

heyojid endurance.

] 5j- a soldier's cooking basin ; it

is sometimes used for beating

the watches at night.

] ^ barbarous and violent.

]j[J[ ]
dogged, unrejientant.

I
36 a knave, a perverse rascal.

] ]
gusty ; wind coming in blasts.

j£
I

dictatorial, overbearing.

1 S spiteful but trifling.

M An unauthorized character, used

for (han 'g" and probably altered

tiao from tl'ao 51 greedy.

To hold in the mouth ; to

suck, to seize.

fol 1
— ii -i*

thedoghi^esa

bone.

H ] ^ the hawk snaps the meat.
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The
I 3^1 seems to be allied

to the
j6i| ^^ or wren, but a

laiger bird, wbicli gets the

name of ^ij ^ or reed split-

frora its cutting open reeds to

the insects; also ^ ^ the

rush winder, from its rapid motion

from one stalk to another ; it has a

brown plumage, and the cock two

or more black feathers rising from

the eyes ; it is perhaps akin to the

ortolan or Eunpua aureola.

.5

j^ Also read j/ioi.

1^^ An ornamented bow.

^tiao 5S "P 1 ^ ^^ emperor's

painted bow.

Upright, trustworthy. .

I ]
going to and fro.

,<(00 ] ^ local, barbarous ditties.

] j|^ vicious, inhuman, ruth-

less.

Read ^t^iao. Slender wasted

;

handsome.

m
Mao

A boat.

^ ] a passagft-boat, used

on small rivers ; it is shape<l

like a scow, blunt and wide,

and carries 15 tons, or half

a dozen men.

^ I
boats of KiangiUu.

Trom body and pauiulous.

The peDi."!.

'tian

^
^

* > Composed of ^ a bow grasptd

by a yV man, because tbe
' watchers cf the dead shot at the

birds which pecked them ; only

the second foi-m is now usually

tiob' applied to a string of cash.

To condole with mourners,

to ask respecting the dead ; to wail

or otherwise assist at a burial ; con-

dolence ; to compassionate others,

to pity ; to aupend, to hang ; to

lift, hp, as by a cord ; to demand,

to ask for ; a thoasand cash.

^ I
not to mcDm with others.

I ^ to order a rehearing; to

revise a case.

and lament the dead.

^ ] to perform the funeral rites

before the burial ; usually the

previous day.

I 1^ to assist at a funeral ; the

friends often write
| ^ or mo-

nodies, which are burned.

\ ^ the ghost of a suicide.

] ^ to hang by the neck.

] :}^ a well-bucket.

—
I ^ a string of cash, nomi-

nally a thoasand ; also a bank-

bill representing the money.

1 ^^^ 1 IS '" ^^ ^"'l verify,

as a passport ; to request an in-

quiry into, as records.

j J^ to lead on tbe people.

^ ] a half fabulous, amphibious

animal in southern China, hav-

ing the body of a tortoise and a

snake's head ; it may denote a

kind of mailed triton.

Read tih^ To reach to ; to

move; to get to the extreme; in

good order,

jjj^ ^ ] ^ the gods have come I

— leaking of the fumes of

incense.

M ]g( ;:p I
be careful that none

are not in order. «

w
iim

From hand and susptnded ; an

unauthorized character, apparent-

ly altered from the last.

To take ; to carry.

Jl i6 1 H 65 he took up

his heart and carried away his gall

;

said of one iii excessive fear.

1^

^^) To hang up or suspend • to

^TJ tie up any one with cords.

> Uncommon.

] ^ unusual, not uniform or

regular.

iiac'' \ 1^ 5fi JM to tie up a thief

and beat him one's self

) From heart and ladle.

Sorrowing, cast down.

35 ]
mournful.

1^
Cao'

) From metal and ladle.

ijt-lf A hook, a fish-hook ; to fish

;

tiao' to liit, to set a trap for; to

use something as a means

;

to fish for, as praise ; to seek

S 1 i^ '(Si "hat are used in

angling ?

I
M to angle,

f^ ig I ^ to buy a reputition

and fish for praise.

] ^ a fish pole.

] ^ j^ to hook a sole-fish ; met.

to steal shoes. (Cantonese.)

fife ^ Jl #. 1
he don't toke your

hook ; he'll not be gulled.

? 1 W /?> JS9 Confucius angled

and did not use a net.

^ tff 1 ^ H^ ^ hook a golden

grampus with fragrant bait ;—
7net. to swindle one, to inveigle.

tiao*

The full, ripe ear of grain

hanging down; to hang up.

iiao'

' The boards of a bed ; the

bars which support them.

1 ^ benches for upholding

bed-boards.

ii From cai>« and a prognottic

Secluded, reserved, elegant,

t:ao' refined.

^ ]
delicate.

^ I
admirable, attractive ; said

of beautiful women, pleasing

landscapes, or spacious mansions.

I*'"
From word and an omen; occurs

Dterchanged with ^ tone.

tkuP To speak alluringly; to excite

by daUying words, to tamper

with in sport ; to woo, to court ; to

seduce ; suddenly.

] ^ to lewdly play with.

1 JiS
^^ entice to lewdness.

] ^ fornication.

IS "b 1% 1 ^he chords harmonize

;

clear, accordant sounds

il 1 -a- iU a ^ T if t^« 'WO

armies suddenly join battle in

the empire,— who will dare to

lead themi
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From cave and bird ; alluding to

their mode of concealing nests.

Uao^ Deep ; to go far into a recess.

1 ^ dark aiid deep, cavern-

ous.

.SIM 1 >i; ^ °"^ *'**' ^'^^ ^^'y

remote from the city, — and is

inconvenient to reach.

] ^ a seehided spot, out of the

way and hard to find.

] ^ far off ; to penetrate far into.

;g! ] /p pj" jgl] the cavernous re-

c*.ss cannot be explored.

In SkiwjlMi, altered in sound

from J^. A bird.

] 5^ a bird's nest.

] H a bird's cage.

5 Short clothes.

] ^ # Ig «l'ort gar-

nients are the best for fight-

ing in.

Uao

From hand and to exceed; occurs

incorrectly used for cAno' |$ to

row and tjri to clinnge.

To move, to shake ; to clash

or strike against ; to change, to in-

terchange ; correctly placed ; to ad-

just ; to row ; to change ; occtirs

used as an auxiliary verb following

another, as ^ ] to kill ; jSj | to

extenninat •.

'C" SW iA 1 Hi ^ '"'^'^ thought

of a wise step or a nice plan.

I g2 to strike stones together;

met. j)eople's opinions clashing.

) j]^ obstinate, )i)erverse. {Shang-

L,L)

] § to .speak thick or with an

inn>edunent.

] ^ to brace the arms, to stand

defiantly.

^ I
an indirect argument ; to

})rove by indirect means.

1 ^ to wag the tail.

Read 'tHao. To joggle.

] H^ to shake, as a table.

In Pekingese. To fall into or

down ; fell down, slipped off and

fell ; to shake oflF ; to come oflT, to

part.

1 ^E M T ^ j|E 335 !t !>««

fallen on the ground, pick it up.

^ ± 1 T ?J5 64 't fcU <Jown

from the sky.

*& "4* 1 ^ T Jf certainly shall

not forget it.

afe 1 # ± 64 f/£ shake the dirt

off from yourself.

] ^ a slippery fellow, one who
will play a trick on you.

tiao'

An tuiautliorized character.

Black-glazed earthen jars,

made at Canton ; they

usually without ears.

jJC 1 a water-jar.

are

.ttao

Old toundt, t'io, dio, t'au, t'bk, and Jok,

and siau ;— in fufichaii, t'iu

From hand and omen ; it is inter-

changed with bW '0 change.

To lift, to carry on the shoul-

der, or sometimes by a beiim
;

to mix, to stir about ; a load, or

what one can carry on the shoulder

;

sprightly, lightly, quickly.

^ ]
to carry a burden as a por-

ter
I ^ does, slung ou a pole

across his shoulder.

] ^ to make laischief, to set at

variance.

^ ^ to open, as a boil ; to clear

out, as a cbamiel ; to put aside,

to scatter.

1 ^ ^ ^ how volatile, how

unsteady

!

— ] .^ H^ the whole load of

vegetables.

M 1 SC ^ ^ peddle, to hawk
;

a huckster.

] /f^ j^ too heavy to carry.

In Canton^ t'iu and tiu ;
— in Swatoiv^ t'io,

I

tiu, tcu, and siu ;
— in Shanghai, t'io and

\ jg raise up the wick.

] 51 ;o lead into evil.

1 ^ l§ scratch-cradle.

1 ^K 64 ** water-carrier.

1 S'J ^'^ ^^^"^ *'*-> '" '^^^ iaxit

without cause.

Read 'i^iao. To provoke, to

irritate ; to jeer or play with, to

act trifiuigly ; to take away ; to

pick up, as a dress floating off; to

pick out ; to select, to choose.

I f^ -^ to select Manchu giris

fur the hareem.

;^ ]
— ^ the great decerini.-*!

selection of graduates for district I

magistrates.

1 ^ ""
1 ill 'o P'ck out.

^ i fH '" changing this bill,

there can be no choice of parti-
j

cular banks ; — a notice on bank

bills in Peking. I

ti6,'t'i6, and sio ; — >a Amoy, t'iao, tiaii,

dio ; — in Chifu, t'iao.

] H^ to disturb ; to excite suspi-

cion ; to sow strife.

I
:^ to embroil.

select.

] Hlj to challenge to battle, to

provoke a fight.

1 if 64 1'''^'^ " g'^wl one.

^ A 1 ^ ^ nobody has shown

me how to do it.

In Cantonese. To baste, to

sew in an edge.

1 'M "fr 'f sew clothes.

] :j5^ to embroider.

] To cut opeii ; to cut.

:'J 1 ^ T iH ^ to open a

/kio boil.

1 JE. ^ to hamstring ; it is

sometimes illegally done to

criminals.
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AlU Weakly, young; going un-

( i/U steadily, as if wary of the

,<'««» i)alh ; envious ; impatient of

labor.

1 1^ ^ SI ^''^'' ma'intrs and

usages are loose and impudent.

1 ^ -i Jd '° assmne the merit

of Heaven.

1 \ ^'f n '1& M n the

^ elegant gentlemen travel that

road to Clieu.

Eead tim^ To provoke ; to

regard lightly, to disregard.

^' ^ ] 3^5 I dislike his contempt-

uous way of depreciating others.

Read ^ao, and used for ^ a

vassal. Slow, dilatory.

r^t}t» F'O'u worship and vmeii.

f/jvCl '^'^ move or replace tlie fami-

j'itio ly tablets ; the earliest ances-

tral shrine, the founders of

the race.

^ I
an ancestral hall ; met. an

estate, a patrimony.

iM. fOi M ]
"*^ ^^'' °^ shrines

[of the chief] are our founders.

^ ] to guard the lares ; name of

an ancient office.

'— -J* M 1 ^ **"^ ^^1"^ inherits

two estates.

,< ;ao

A place that is not fall ; a

sinus, .'i cavity.

m'.
Vrom Jlesh and omen.

To offer flesh at a .sacrifice

;

/uio the flesh thus ollered.

Eead ^yao. Otood.

M'From metaf and omen
i

lyao and ^Is'iao.

also read

,Viao

•
i

To burn, as in a kiln ; a

pan with a handle ands])Out;

a warming ladle ; a bill-hook or

scythe ; a mattock ; a spear.

;S 1 ^il ^ l""g spears and sharp

military weapons.

1 IS ^ I'^Jle ; a warming griddle.

M )urnfnl ; to despise, to be

mean to ; to have little kind-

wjis for.

f^ JS 'i^ 1 <•" ""t '"ok

dovTi upon the people with

jon(<:uipt.

:^ttl From wc

SM To hari

vords and all around.

harmonize, to blend ; to

^t'icio restore the peace, to adjust

;

tiao' to niixor compound; to tame;

to temper, to regulate, to

moderate ; to intrigue, to induce ; to

tune ; to try a note on an instru-

ment ; to find the tone of a charac-

ter ; to spell ; to combuie initials

and finals according to tone, as the

ChuKse manner is.

1 ^ t*' harmonize, to put in good

tune.

] 5^ to spice, to season nicely.

I ^ a spoon ; to season soups.

] i^ or
I ^ to nurse one's

health.

I ^ to laugh a;.

] iM to revise and reiirrange an

artair.

^ ^ I
inharmonious ; a trouble-

some, ])eevish person. {Slianyhm.)

] ^ ^ to find the right note or

tone.

) ^ to assist, to speak in favor of.

] ^:^ to ttuie the strings.

^ t^ ^ 1
t''*^ ''''*' '"""^ h^^ •!"

not chord ; met. domestic discord.

1 Wt **' insult a female ; lewd

dalliance.

I 1^ ^ ]
* to haimonize the

nmsical chords.

] (^ to moderate and subdue the

piissions ;
— a Budhist term for

cinayd, or the diWsion of Budhist

dogma referring to the discipline

and organization of the sect.

Read tiao* A tune, a song ; a

ballad ; to move, to transfer, to sta-

tion ; us'jd for ^^ to .-«ek : to select.

— ii 1
a tu'ie.

tt "f B^ ] ** ballad in ;J certain

tnne.

] ^^ to transpose, to exchange.

I f^ to change about ; to put

end for end.

] 1£ to station troops.

] f^ to remove an officer to ati-

other post.

^ ] ^ many alterations and
changes, never satisfied.

] Jl 1 "p put this higher and

bring that down.

;^ I
clever, capable.

1^ I
to apix>int to a lower office.

1^^ <J» I
to sing street songs.

In Cantonese. A classifier of a
meal and a beating.

^T 1 1£ ^^ S^^® li'ii * thraslu"ug.

^ j X I ^^^ * go<'d meal.

JtitQ A cicada or katydid, that

cl^/Pj chirps in July ; another name
^t'iao ^ l^jf §J refers to its din in

autumn.

] m the exuvia of the cicada.

1 t¥ IS ^ to '"'l tl'e head from

side to side, as when suffering

pain.

H^ 1 ^^ the chirping cicadas

cry wi w'l.

iD 1 in 4$ [country all m con-

fiisionj hke the din of cicadas

and grasshoppers.

JL yfl "'^j 1
'''<' broad locusts are

heard in July.

/kS^ From Jf^ wood and toC hanying.

i l-'l^ A branch, a twig ; an old

s' '"" name for the pumelo tree

;

anything long and slender ; to

prolong ; a classifier of long slender

things, as a river, a cham, a string,

a towel, a snake, a worm, a rainbow,

a feather ; also of a bill, an item,

an article, a section or a law ; a

manner ; to strip a twig of leaves.

^ ] the hair-spring or mai.i-

8i)riBg of a watch.

~"
1 ^ ffl * handkerchief. I

] |g to strip the mulberry of its

leaves.

1 1 W S ®^®'T ^^ ^ thing,

or every section, has its rules.

^ I
bye-laws, or fLe sevei'al rules

of a thing.

_t 1 ^ sent up a lucid stateme:it

— to the Throno.

fg ^ 1 ^ only z "aw streete off.
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—
I ^ g one thesis ; a topic.

5^ 1
moral principles ; natural,

reasonable rules.

1 ® the northeast wind.

] I
thrown into disorder, no re-

gularity.

] ^J rules for procedure.

^ I ^ this item (or these por-

tions) is not well explained.

In Pekinffese. A rectangle ; ob-
long.

~
1 5£ i^ * ^'•"P of paper.

M
From ^s)i and slender ; the se-

cond is also read sym, explained

, by one author to mean a dark
color.

Small white fish, like dace

;

jf!«o long narrow fish such as the

Trichiurus or Thryssa, called

1^ ]
^ffi ; many sorts arc coTQmon

along the coast of China.

I
)S yj ^ the white minnows
sport on the water.

,1

From 3^ leather and j^ a. strip

contracted.

5<'('«y The reins of a bridle.

1 j5^ f ijj \'tj> the reins are

amply long.

MA general name for hard

spinous fishes like the perch
;

^fiao also applied to the sturgeon's

nose, with its indiarrabber

like flesh.

Clover, or a small leguminous

plant {Lathyrus ?) like a pea.

[^ ] a marshy plant, called

M ^ "'' ''^*'''* '^''> whose

leaves funii.sh a black dye,

and when boiled will blacken

the hair ; it is perhaps a

Bignonia.

^ I
a kind of leguminous

plant.

) 1
high, tall, like a spindhng

reed.

^^ ^ H 1 along the bank grows

the pretty pea.

nia flowers are deep yellow.

Like the last.

i/l g A broom made of reeds

;

^t'iao divining-blocks made of bam-
boo roots,

j ^ a broom made of the sor-

ghum top ; a coarse besom.

I7J 1
or ^T 1

or ^ 1
to tlirow

the divining-blocks, as is done

in the temples.

,1^ A lofty ijeak.

ff^iao how grand and lonely the

lofty peak stands out

!

^Tt From to go and to call.

fJM. Far oft", remote ; cut off from

ffiiao constant intercourse.

] j^ remote.

K i^ 1 jS tlio journey is nery

long.

rf", M 1 1
a thousand miles off.

The tuft of hair on children's

C-f^ heads; ringlets.

ft^iao
] j|^ or

] ^ young, under

six or seven years.

1 ^ M iS precocious in his

energy and wisdom.

JLkTl To shed the teeth; young,

(|u|m (^lii'dish.

^tHao ^'M-lWi l^fore I had

fihed my teeih.

1S ^£ 1 ^ IL Jt :^ yo» still

have your first teeth, and the

smell of milk is in your mouth
;

— ?'. e. what do you know ?

t-^ It is fancifully drawn to represent

1^1 hanging IrniC.

^fiao A tree laden with fruit.

the red cherries lianging from

this tree

!

^^J|> From body and omen.

^Q A tall man.

IB ii^ 1 5i ** ^^^i slender

person. [

'Viao

From moon and omen.

U The moon appearing in the

'fiao morning before sun-rise.

To leap, to skip, to jump

;

to dance, to hop about ; to
' palpitate, to beat ; to shoot

upwards, as sprouts ; to in-

trude on ; a board to pass

over; a plank to reach a

boat.

1 T« i^ jump down.

] ih ^ J'™P over it

.^ I
skipping about.

1 1^ ^S to leap a whitewashed

\yall ; — i e. to have an assigna-

tion.

W i. \ %L step on the plank.

l!ii T ~*
]
gave me a great fright

] ^ he bolts his manger ; — i.e.

leaves the employ recklessly.

il 1 5^ P^ the dragon has jump-
ed the heavenly gate ; — a rapid

rise in degrees.

iij ] my heart beats.

I ifl^ to exorcise or invoke spirits,

witches do.

] Jg to leap and skip, as a kitten.

Read j«'«(0. To raise both the

feet, or leap up on them.

1 ^ fS HI they all at once re-

appeared.

Hjt»' To look aslant, to glanc&or

P7C( peep at.

<V>w'
I H to gaze at from afar,

to look at.

«i i!f- flu 1 to gaze fixedly.

IL'^J From head and omen ; it is alsD

<|pn read <fu, to stoop ; like the ne.\t.

i'i'rto' High officers sent to court

[fa from feudal princes ; to have

an audience.

^ ] ^ Ef: when they enjoyed

the banquet of audience, tliu

gems or rarities were displayed.

[) From to«ee and omen.

To SCO ; to have an .ludience

tHati' once in three years, as feudal

princes, who sent presents by
their ministers ; to see afar.

] ^ to bring presents to the

emperor.

112
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tHao'

^ 1 A bamboo basket or | ^
in which laborers carry muck

' or produce.

jy tt ?Bf 1
carrying Lis

basket across Lis staff.

] ^ a local name for

chives in Kiaugnan.

Bead ^yiu, for the second cha-

racter only. Oats, a name mostly

confined to the nortL of China.

1 ^ growing oats.

] fi^ oat-meal.

P From y^ rice, \M to go out and

^ a Jungle fowl; but Jg by

duo' itself means riyc rice.

To sell grain, to dispose of

breadstuffs.

{fj ]
to sell graui.

] ;§ to sell rice.

Deep, profound as a cave

;

distant.

fiao' ^ 1
gloomy and lonely, as

a glen or shaded gorge.

1! ^ 1 JtUfM,5^ I se3 the dis-

lant paths winding along tho

silent glades.

^|*> A weed rcfiembling the helle-

/pF» bore ( Veratrum) ; also a kind

t^iao' of violet.

1 ^ * variety of sorghum

which grows very tall.

Read t^i/i^ A kind ofamaranth.^ I
the pigweed {Cheywpodiwn

album) with mealy leaves.

TIE.
Old tonnds, tla and tnp. In Canton, to ; — in Swatow, tia ;

— in Aiaoi/^ tia ;
— in Fuhchau, tie ;

—
in Shanghai, ti.i ;

— in C/ii/u, tl6.

b«* From father and many ; it is also

read (to.

(tie An appellation for a father,

fpf I
or

I ]
papa j daddy 1

1 Jft
or ] ^ my parents.

^ I
venerable Sir I addressed to

old men.

1^ ] an adopted father.

In Cantonese. Remiss, inatten-

tive to duties.

1 1 ^ ^'^'y lieedless and un-

trustworthy.

TIEH.
Old sounds, dlt, dip, and tip. /n Canton, tip, tit, and tit ; — in Sn'almr, tjat, tiap, t'a, niul ohai ;

— i;i Amoy, tiat, tinp,

and tut ;— in iuhchav, tiek and tok ;
— in Shanghai, dill, deb, and till ; — in Chifa, tif.

l^a^f From ^ old and ^ extreme,
' V*- J

indicating hoar years.

j<(t'/j Age of seventy or eighty, an

octogenarian ; aged, infirm
;

dun featured and colored like iron,

whence this and ^ aro read alike.

are not joyful now, the days will

glide on till we are eighty.

From silk and extreme.

Badges of coarse white bemp-
^lid en cloth, worn by the nearest

mourners on the head and
waist at funerals.

^ ] a mourning cap; it is like

a skull-cap without a crown.

3| ] mourning apparel.

To step, to put the foot down.

] J£ to stamp, to take firm

5?«,' steps ; a step.

,tie

A LigU Lillock.

S lU i: ** £. 1
ti''«

lofty Tai-shan [in Shantung]

is one in looks with this Lillock.

Eead chih^ An ant-hill, be-

cause in piluig it, tho ant though

so tiny, exerts itself to the utmost.

HI 1^ 'J* 1 ll'c cranes were

screaming on the ant-hill.

From insect and a slip or quick i

the second was once read siehy

A butterfly, the Papilio.

'^ 1^ tk \
Ledreamal

that he was a but^prfly.

the butterflies fl.lting in and

out among the flowers.

Jg ]
a late butterfly, one seen in

November.

Jgy ] a purple Vaiiisaa.

?
Kegarded liy many as anothffi"

fui-m of chch^^ to p'nit, and
often thus used ; also read sih >

rCho A double garment, but not

wadded ; used to jwolect

fro;n the dust.

M ^^ j
black overalls ; a riding

jacket or spencer.

] ^ double robes, lined with

thin cloth.

]
^ij a sort of buskin worn by

ladies around their ankles.

m From earth and a slip.

A battlemei.t on .i wall, Ivsr-

^tie ing embrasures j,^ P like a

parapet; to surround with a

parapet or breastwork-

i% 1 orjjg
1

a parapet.

] i% -^ M "^ Z m-'l^° •''

bieastwork around the pala':e,

and guard it
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A4H* Waves surgir.g along ; clever,

»7K' smart.

^tie :^ "K ^ 1
'^l'" '''"o billows

roll ill over each oilier.

Bm fl€ ^ ]
stupid and unintelli-

gent

Eead lieh^ and very similar to

f^. To ooze ; to desist ; dirty,

unsettled, muddy.

^ 1 ^ ^ don't drink from a

turbid well.

^ 1^ 7^ 1 ^*® covlii not stop for

joy-

.n-UI* Iiiterdmnged with tlie next two

^JtI i» some senses.

n Tv>
j^/a To tamper with soldiers; to

sound the minds of others;

to inform the enemy, to spy; a

minute, a paper.

a 2j5 F«3 1
("r

1 M) «•* secret

agent of another party, a spy.

I 1 ^'J P ""*" eloquent, constant

talker.

^ 1
'ispy.

nVS^ To chatter; loquacious, flu-

H;?^} ent ; to taste or smear blood,

^fie as when taking an oath

;

flowing blood.

] )
wordy.

P^ 1 2p 1^ [the ducks] are noi-

sily feeding in the duckweed.

U.'W' 1' rom hoard and a slip.

/PjC) Tablets for writing on ; a

^tw diploma ; a warrant ; records

of fiimilies ; official instruc-

tions, dispatches ; archives.

3^ I
royal genealogies.

35c 1
official dispatches ; an in-

dictment.

^ I
family records.

5^ I
a priest's certificate, entitling

him to three days' lodging.

f^ ]
boards on which orders used

to be written.

t.
From ei/e and sheep's horns t it is

often read tnu/ij but not correctly.

The eyes squinting or dis-

torted.

«
Used for t/eh, ^ in soma of its

s</e' The boards of a bed; also

the mat on it.

Ji^ I
the boards on wb'ch one

sleeps.

ISj ^ ^ 1
'o mvestigate an

aftair and send in « report on it.

JJ. A
,tte

rem stone and a. slip.

A plate, a dish ; a platter,

flat and broad.

;^ ]
lackered jilates.

^ ] bowls and plates, table fur-

niture.

Jf ]
a douceur to a waiter, a vail.

#il I orBijJfi 1 side plates

for condiments.

pg I
— ^ put four plates to

one bowl.

Read sheh^ To -cure or tan

leather.

1 M ® * country in the Indian

Arcl'-ipelago.

4ttk Vxwa fish and a slip; it is also

•r^ read I'ah,

^Ue A flounder, a plaice, whose

peculiar conformation leads to

the belief that two fish arc required

to clasp each other in order to

swim; other names are
] ^ ,ffi,

antl S J® ^. ^^ sole fish.

] g] an old name for Lewchew.

0^,
The sun beginning to decline

towards the west ; the hour

from two to three o'clock p.m.

The eye-ball very protuber-

ant, like some varieties of

^tie gold fish.

1 BH bulging eyeballa

Eead chih^ The eyes unsteady,

resulting from imperfect vision or

nearsightedness.

^A\ To forget ; to be mistaken.

nA> %fim 1
H^.thegate

^tie ot bca\eu opens (;'. c. thj

I'ouds part), and discloses

the clear firmament.

From melon and luft.

Melons or cucumbers just set

j/ie on the vines
;
gherkins ; met.

posterity.

^ Ifi S 1
in 'ong lines grow

gourds, — so do our people,

i^ jK. 'J» 1 ^bo large are melons

and the small are gherkins.

>k|A From to go and to lose i used for

JyA» ., J'/'j ^ to risk, and for j/ili, ^i
y,g' ease ; it resembles sunt;' jj to

escort.

To alternate, to change ; to

exchange, as places ; reciprocal

;

suddenly ; alternate, now this now
that ; rotation ; for, instead of

;

easy, lazy.

1 ffl ^ H'j
alternately employed

kindness and severity.

|£ ] to change places.

1 ^ ^ i they treated each

other as host and guest

] .^ I ^ now rising and then

declining.

] cJC ngain and again, repeatedly.

5$ & 'T* 1 unsuccessfully ran

for his life.

1 ^ 6§ i jS I bave no time

to ramble.

From foot and to lone.

J To slip <ind fall ; to fall o\er

or down ; to make .» false

step ; to walk quickly, to

stride unceremoniously ; to pass or

jump over ; to fall, as in price.

^T 1
0'" 1 i3 'ell *^lown.

] ^ fallen • he is down.

1 ^T M fft i"^""^ i^^^iy ^y ^ i"^!!-

1 i!$ cr
I f^ broken by a fall.

] j^ the price has declined.

] J5^ to stamp the feet when vex-

ed or nonplussed.

]
mBI-'^f>-'ll-

1
~~ t%^ l'"'*'^ ^ tumble.

1 M- M'a ""founded and wild

tali:.

%m 1 MT>^ ^^lien a thing

falls ho never picks it up, — the

lazy fellow.

flS ] -^ the fish jumps.

,>K
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rt I^ Like the last. •'^ '^

jt|5> To fall, as a bird from the

tie' sky; to dart down into- the

water.

^ ]|g I ]
the swift hawk darta

— on its quarry.

Kead t^ieh, To keep time with

the foot in singing and playing.

5? 3|fe 1 ^ she thrummed the

strings as she tapped with her

slipix?r.

Bead Uien. Lame ; to walk

limping ; to stand on tiptoe.

I mi 3E his leg is lamed.

1 mm-^^i^-m Btood

on tiptoe to reach clown the book

from the shelf.

fie/t'

ttoh

Tiie character is intended to de-

pict its meaning ; the original

ideti is derived from JMj a" "nt-

liill ; it i3 also read tufi)

Protuberant, jutting, anything

above the surface, as a wen, a boss,

a mole-hill ; convex ; that which

causes a convexity ; elastic, springy
;

a tenon.

] W( protniding eyes.

] ^ letters cut in alio relief.

1 !^ I!ll ^. pouting lips and flat-

tened nose ; — sullen, cross.

15 ^ ] 5J; a high breast and

capacious belly.

] \\\ extruduig.

1 ^ m 7J^ ^c it rise out of the

water 1 — as a whale.

] |{§ a rounded or raised road.

1 ^J aiid ^j I
-jj elastic and

inelastic ; both are foreign terms.

In Cantonese. An overplus

;

too much.

^ ] more than enough.

I'® 1 '" disgorge more th.in was

received, as a swindler is wade
to do.

Formed iirst of H da;/ repeated

thrice as UBt which were after-

wards changed to 15 with *M.

correct nnder it, referring to

successive official investigations

to get at the rif//it of an accusa-

tion ; the contracted form is

common ; it is interchanged with

tlie two next.

To redouble, to reiterate; to

complicate ; to fold ; to fear ; a

doubling.

fi S I 1
tii'csome reiteration

:

to pile on.

j P^ several times.

ji^ Ul ] ^ the distant green

hills rise one above another.

^^81 everybody was trem-

bling with fear.

Jii To pile on ; to fold over and

) over ; to gather np ; to sus-

jft'f/j pend.

^ 1
to fold together.

] M ^r ^- pile "P the luggage.

^ ]
pile them m the form of a

square ; fold it even.

Mi M^ 1 Vk inal^e the bed and

fold up tiiG bedding.

] g to pile u)> ; to put in order,

to clo.sc up a business transactioa

{Cfiitonesc.)

1 S '5 ?K ^^^'^ S'^'e yourself

anxiety on that point (Cantonese.)

From liair and doubled.

,i Very soft, whitish cloth of a

tie'i' finn texture, called ^ j

like silk in appearance, which

is woven from a cocoon-like fruit,

and was brought from Kao-chang

Ws ^ the Ulgm- country ; the

Tangut people have {^ | embroid-

ered go.-.t's h; ir clotli, v,hic!i seems

to ba something like Cashmere

sb.awls, but the eld ^ | brought

from thence is now called jfj |||^ (;r red pilot-cloth.

A short step ; a small pae:;.

;> 1 JE, to stamp the feet, as

tieh' when vexed.

^^U- A fine seivc or fan called

•^>|$> 1 ^ which farmers use to

tieh' winnow ijrain.

A punt, a shullop.

) 1 •? a canoe, a dingey, sncU

f ;(?/(' as poor people ua-.

mr\L m a^ i i-t ti.e

lotus flowers in the shallop.

^..Uk From ice and a sHrc:

»7K' Frozen hard.

</'•/<' ^ ] frozen together or into,

as water in a pitcher.

V&& '^^^^ ceiling of a room, which

^yl)^3 is often divided into panels

Ikh' and jiainted.

I ^ the boards below the

tiling.

4-iSfe
'^° hoard, to lay up, to en-

JW> gross.

tieli
] JU" fx R [^I'en mer-

chants] engross the stocks,

it produces poverty— among
dealers.

Read ti ' Lofty, elevated ; to

intercept, to hide from.

] ^ the starry banners

dazzled the view, — alluding to

their number and beautv.

Afraid, timid ; fearful of tres-

passing.

tieh' S >& 1 1
^'tl^ great care

and apprehension.

[~ From^ dart and^ to inform;

J
it is uow used only as a primitive,

^(g/(> and is altered to gjj when in

combination.

To scrape, to pick ; sharp
j

advantageous.

t,
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OU sound'!, t'it am] t'ip. /»' Canton, t'ip and t'it ; — in Swatow, t'iap, t'i. and t'iat ; — in Amoy, t'i»t anrf tfiup ;
—

in Fuhchau, t'iok and t'uik ;
— I'li Shanghui, t'ili ; — »n Chifu, t'ie.

«

From naphin and to divine.

Written scrolls ; writings

;

(li)Ciinients, manusc^ripts ; a

billet ; a visiting-card, which

has many soils ; a plaeard
; (

settleJ, decideJ.

a visiting-card.

jfl ^ ] a blank card.

^ ]
a single card ; and /^ ] one

of five folds, a more formal sort.

j*^ ]
black paper copyslips ; rub-

bings of inscriptions on stones,

{U ^ I
to i^suv! anonymous bills.

tB 1
proposals for a contract.

fx 1
"'' }^ I *'° *™'^ ^ '^^^- '

^j I
to send out invitations.

yi^ ] notice of reward offered.

I
?^ a card-caso or envelop.

^ ^ 3^ 1 *'"^ niatter is not

quite settled or decided.

^ ]
a bank bill.

^ ] a doorkeeper, one who takes

in cards.

^ I
themes for verses in penta-

meters.

A\ \^ Quiet, peaceable ; convinced ; i

|pj> resigned.

/'«' ^ i& 1 M quietly submis-
|

sive to, as to God's will. i

1 W appeased.

Head ^chen. Discord. i

\ '^ ^'m ''^e tones do not bar-
|

monize.

Hfi.
fie

Pi
fie

From mouth and to divine.
!

;, To taste, to sip. i

) Jfil ^ ^. to lick Wood
when swearinjf. '

Read ck^eh^ To whisper ui the i

«ar ; l«iquacious. i

To leave in pledge ; to throw
j

over one, as a cloak ; to su[v

ply, to make up ; to lean on
;

attached to ; adjacent ; to

paste up.

1 ^£ }|S Jl paste it on the wall.

] s4 attached to ; contiguous.

] ^ next to the body ; attached

to, as a servant or one's children.

j >^ intimate, fellow-feeluig.

] ^ under-writers ; copyists in

a yamun.

H I
to accommodate, to yield to;

to patronize ; to take up another's

cause ; on another's behalf.

1 ^ a wide hem or facing.

] ^ to make up what is wanting
;

to meet an exigency, by a dona-

tion ; to help, as by giving alms.

] ^ well adjusted, properly ar-

ranged. (Shanghai.)

at that time
;

just then.
1

'

Jill

From /land and a ali/i ; it is used

with ]s, to fold, and also read

she/ly

To fold, to pile up ; to gra.sp

divining straws in the hand.

^" to cast lots.

I
to fold, as paj)er.

From metal and ijreat, lost, or

ijood i the second form is very

common.

I jj^ rod iron.

.^ P I
or if- ]

or 1^ 1
tiu-

pliites.

^ 1
brass.

] -^ iron filings.

] 1^ a blacksmith.

1 'ff A a '"an of fixed will, a

mulish man.

1 af /?» ^ an unalterable writ-

ing, like a verdict.

1 i JS ^" "'''" ^^'"
i
a ''^ed rt-

.solve.

1 & iH or
1 a; % an iron cock

or iron jjear, denotes a mean and

stingy prig.

] ^ 5fi a man of hitegrity

and firmness.

] 1^ ^ a preparation for cyani-

zing iron with vin^ar.

i From horse and iron contracted.

Q, An iron-gray horse.

'iio .IB ] ^L, 4*- ''le team of four

iron-grays is ui fine condi-

tion.

3^
t le

J.

Iron, called ^ ^ or black
,

metal ; made of iron ; firm, !

decided, iron like ; without

doubt, really.

fie
I H iron tools. i

^J* I
to work in iron.' I

^ ]
cast iron, raw iron. '

1 ^ "f
1 1$ iron wire.

j

From to eat and exhausted.

Gluttonous.

^ ]
an ogre-like monster

engraved on ancient vases, a

head without a body, or merely a

belly on a basin, to represent the

vice of gluttony.

From man and instead of.

Artful, cunning.

] ^^ villainous, crafty, cruel

A kuid of burrowing spider,

called 1 15: and
) jfe ; it

resembles the Afygule in the

maimer of makmg its nest.

t Id

'Heh
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TiEisr.
Old satnds, tin, tim, ant/ dien. 7« Cantm, tin nnd tim ;

— in Swatcw, tiaai, tian, and t'ol ; — in Amoy, tian, tlam, cliiam,

and lUm ;
— in Fuhchau, tieug a«i/ taing ;

— in Shanghai, ti" anii di°
;
— in Cliifu, tien.

Men

From Aeiirf and ^r«e ; it is inter- I

changed with tho next three.

A

The top, the apex, the snm-

uiit ; the forehead ; the beghi-

iiing of ; to upset, to fall over ; to

overthrow, to subvert ; to die, to be

ruined.

] ]5[ the vertex, tho crown.

] ^ turned upside down.

V W 1 Jjc everything has a be-

ginning and ending; — there

is a right way of doing it.

1 IfO /p ^ lie li^ fallen and no-

body will help hiu) ; his fate is

remediless.

] ^ calamities ; distracted with

troubles ; to fall utterly.

^' ] devoted to, as to a particular

branch of art or science.

you to utter ruhi.

1 3^ trouble from anarchy and

rebels ; embroiled, as an aflair
;

at sixes and sevens.

From disaue and ixverted.

Crazed, deranged, the mind

overthrown ; road after
;

infatuated ; silly, giggling,

wild ; in conTulsions, fits
;

afflicted with.

^ ] insane ; delirious ; also used

as an objurgation, are you mad ?

] ^ raving mad.

1 M, hot-headed, rash.

^ § J5 ]
too great joy causes

madness.

] ^p] a mad dog.

^ m ]
ina'l ^ftcr money.

luteruhangied with its primitive',

To turn over ompside down.

1 'Sf ^ ^ clothes put on

wrong ; met. people in their

wrong places, things topsy-

turvy.

] i^f^ i, ^^^^ it end for end,

or top for bottom.

,Uen

^len

tun

A word indicatuig a high

degree of distance or height.

] jS >eiy far off.

] ^ extremely high.

The topmost or outer boughg

of a tree ; a fallen tree.

^(•n ^ ]
a species of yew or

larch.

Read ^chun. Trees growing too

closely, and their roots interfering

with each other.

To get one's wisdom teeth
;

the largo double teeth.

] :^ to get the last molars,

which in man the Chinese

place at 24, and in women
at 21 years of age.

The peak or apex of a hill.

[Jj I
the highest peak of a

number of mountains.t[cn

\:Ztm̂
tien

A lake south of Yimnan fu,

the ] }^, about forty miles

in length ; it is connected with

tho Yanglsz' River by the

Pu-to River ^ J^ jpf llowing

northerly iibout a hundred miles.

] @ a wide region near it, former-

ly occupied by Lolos and other

triljes ; and ]^ or "j^- ] arc

still use<l for Yunnan province.

Read ^Hen. Vast, full.

] j^ a wide expanse of water.

To go unequally
; to trot, as

a horse or donkey ; to jolt in

trotting.

,?| 1 ^ '1% this horse jolts

one unmercifullv.

,tten

,tten

To beat, to knock a thing

to pieces, as when throwing it

away ; to lead ; to spread

out.

1 "4 3^^ to beat a rub-a-dub

0.1 the drums.

lift
^ticn

i(n

To stmnble, to trip.

I -([> to fall down, as

weakness or fatigue.

from

j\ lierse with a whit© spot in

his forehead.

To weight a thing in the

hand ; to jolt or bob up and

LkLt r <lown, as a nurse does a baby.

jHTT
J ] JtiI

to cstiraato the weight

ticn of anythhig in the hand.

] J§ to shake in tho band.

1 \
%' ^ 'P M. I'ef >t »"<!

guess the weight.

In Cantonese. To lay up and

down, to lay straight ; directly

ahead, straight on.

mI' Pq 1
' cannot be numbered.

]
' a direct road.

]
' M # to bolt the food.

^T 1
'

ii to lay along.

Pg ^ ]
' I can do nothing, I am

headed off.

]
' ^ straight, a bee-line.

t l^ll I'rom I:lit /'e Riii to divine; nsrd

Plj withJi!?' nflaw.

'lien A nick in a blade ; broken

off or having a flaw.

^ ^ j^ ] an official baton with

a spot ; /. e. not a pure color.

tien

Originally writteji with _JL t-

slttnd now contracted to 7v eig/it,

with flB' records on it, denoting

the books of the ^ "flf placed

high out of res[)ect.

A canon, a standard or ritual

;

a statute or code ; written, authentic

documents, records ; law, rule ; or-

dinances ; statutory ; constant ; to

put ill charge of another ; to mort-

gage ; to consider ; to rule or ma-

nage ; to take oversight of ; to be

directed to, bent on.
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] 53 to mortgage land, as a |fj

I
mortgager does to a ] tfr

mortgagee.

^ 1 ""^ fK 1
^° mortgage for ever.

]
i^p to keep in charge.

t^ W 1 fPJ still you have the

Btatiites and laws.

I ^ books, records.

j^ ]
ancient records, like the

Domesday Book.

,@. 1
or :;^ ]

[your] great favor,

or bounty.

] 1^ a writer of the court, or a

clerk who has no grade ; an in-

ferior justice under a chi-hien.

35. ] the five social relations.

j[(5 J
a grant to deceased soldiers

of merit.

& f^ ^ 1
doing what is illegal.

ffl S A. 1 [such a style] comes

,
from the classics and savors of

the canons.

From ^ old end |g| spot con-

tracted.

tien The grimy spots on the face

of an old person,— defined

'>y ^ A S Jl ^ ifi something

like spots on an old man's face.

Occasionally used as another form
of the next.

'tien The name of a grass.

§ ] the father of the com-

mentator Tsangtsz' § ^ a dis-

ciple of tlie Sage.

( rrj 1^ -1 From black and to divine ; the

^gjtl contracted form is common iu
4iA|-l I cheap books.

P"! A black spot, a speck; a

* ^ * * J dot, a little, a mite ; a com-
''^" ma ; the stroke of a clock

;

an old name for the fifth

part of a night watch, or about 13

minutes ; in mechanics, a point, the

spot where the weight or power acts

or touches ; a particle ; speckled,

starred, dotted ; to punctuate, to

italicise with dots ; to nod, to bow

slightly ; to blot out, to mark for

correction ; to point out ; to prick

ofiF; to soil or spot ; to light, as a

lamp ; to nod in assent ; in penman-

ship, a slanting dot, a > which is

also read 'chu.

ia 1
to point out ; to show which

or how.

j BR to give one the wink.

^"J* ) to sort or arrange, to put in

order.

^ ] it what time is it ?

^ ] )J^>
to spread out a luncheon.

^'
I

designated to be a hanlin.

—
1 — ^ a point and a line

;

to write.

1 >S ISi made oat the list.

—
I ^ p[ a little vexed.

—
I j(f >JJ«

a goodhearted man-

" M ^ 1
or ^ ] ? a very

little.

^ — ] 5J a very little more.

-g — ] rather long.

§ ] to bring ridicule on one's self

] -^ to describe and illustrate,

as in describicg a region.

1 ^ -S ^ >t is beautifully

adorned.

In Cantonese. An inteirogative,

how, in what manner ? what 1

1 gg how is it then ?

] ^ how, in what way ?

1 'C* -^ vihat does he mtend

to do?

] ^ how do you know ?

] J|[ ^ which is the best way ?

In Pekingese. The iron plate

or ^ I
on which watchmen strike

when about to shut the city gate.

;s
t en

) From shelter and to divine.

A place to put goods; iu

Canton, it usually denotes

a shop, a stand ; but at the

North rather an inn or tavern, be-

cause of the abundance of apimals

and teams there.

^ ]
the old stand.

—
' ]M 1

one inn ; one shop.

^ ] a rest-house, an inn, an eat-

ing-house.

%• 1 or tfj ] a coolie, a porter

in a shop. {Cantonese.)

I ^ travelers, guests, lodgere.

J{j;
I

to shut up shop.

] S or
1 ^ an innkeeper ; the

latter term also includes servants.

5f ]
a rest-house.

-& 1
or Dc 1 or -f I

to stop

at the inn.

^ I
a winciflhop, a- grocery ; a

restaurant.

J, l>.-> An earthen table or ledge,

Xf^ used as a sort of earthen buf-

tieii' fet or stand, and indicating

rank ; it was placed between

two pillars at state interviews

among feudal princes.

;;f^ ]
a tray or side, board made

of eartli.

^ ]
to put back the cups on the

stand.

r^ i To bar a gate with beams of

/p5 wood or iron inserted in the

tien' wall.

I ^ to bar the gate by
inserting the beam into the

side-posts.

q|JJ*> A flaw or stain in a gem ; a

^l-t defect, a spot; to disgrace,

tien' to injure ; to split ; chipped
;

'tien disgraced.

] }^ to deflower ; to defile.

1 J§ to be disgraced ; debauched.

) ^ a defect ; deficient^ imper-

fect.

In Cantonese. To run against,

to hit unintentionally.

11^ I
lookout for yourself I — a

street cry of porters.

1 BK ^ to bump the head.

M 1 ^ ^ it is a good hit for

you.

j^p^ The fever and ague; inter-

7|_J mittent fever.

tien'' ^ ] tertian ague ; a fever

that comes on odd days.

^ ] one that tecurs on the se-

cond or fourth day.
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J:J^J From a lite and tabk.

^^ To steady a thing by put-

tien' ting bricks or otlier things

under it ; to shore up ; to

prop or raise in any way.

] ^ to steady by a prop^

] £^ even it off, ae tke ground
;

make them of the same level.

1 1$ ^ wedge the table's legs.

] ^ raise it higher.

tien'

An unauthorized character.

To remember, to think of,

as of the absent.

] ;§ to ponder, to reflect on.

] f£ to bear in mind ; to recaD.

^> A high and grand hall; a

palace ; the hall of audience
;

tien' a maui building in a temple
;

the rear of au army, as dis-

tinct from the van J^, or when
it flees in battle ; small luih'tary

merit ; fixed ; to preserve, to estab-

lish ; to protect ; to sigh.

—* ^ ^ 1 a royal palace; also

called ^ ]
the golden hall.

;)t Sg
)

the Resplendent Hall at

Peking, in which audiences are

held.

1 "F y""^ Highness ; said only to

the crown prmce.

^ f^ ] an old name for the im-

perial chariot.

':k M ^ ]
^^^ gran<J ^^ of

idols in Budliist temples.

^ j
the side halls in a temple.

] ^ to establish finnly.

] § inferior merit, as when
bringing up the rear in a defeat.

^ llO 1 'lie rear fled defeated.

1 ^ ^F :2: ^ to defend tfie

royal domain.

1 Bl <§• j!l your Majesty's bounty
is vast.

#|I|) From man and ^«/(/; occurs used

^JlJ for it'ten iSj hunting.

Hen' To till the ground ; to dress

fields ; to hunt ; to catch wild

animals.

] ^ farmers ; field hands.

I "J*
or ] ^ a. husbandman.

icJt 1 Jil M '^y hunting and fish-

ing

^ ]
government lands.

i^ I
graveyards, cemeteries.

^ ) From yield and to envelop! oc-

curs used with the last.

tien' Anciently, a royal domain

around the capital, extending

500 ft' each way
;
government lands,

measuring 64 square roods, which

furnished one war chariot, three

men-at-arms, and 72 f(X)tmen ; a

squad of this size ; to nile ; to

cultivate ; to extend ; to stretch

out ; to hunt ; frontier lands ; the

imperial domain of yii.

j^ ] the empire.

] /^ foresters.

l|JE-|) From tmect and domain ; it is

^ml ako often written ^ it'ien.

tien' Inlaid shell-work, made by

laying scales or powder of

thin nacre in wood, and filling it

up with lacker-paste.

^ I
lackered ware with shells

in figures inlaid.

tieii'

From ^ rain and ^ to emit,

referring to the collision of the

dual powers which produce it.

Liglitning ; a flash of lightning

;

electricity ; to glance at, to regard

with attention, as a superior is asked

to do ; to telegraph ; electric.

I ^ the telegraph wires.

1 ^ a telegram.

^ glare of lightning.

] a fla.sh of lightning.

U ^ •''•" electrical machine.

^ [please to] give this a

carefiJ look.

] -{j: the goddess of Lightning.

@ ?t in I
yo" will see it all at

one glance.

»& ^ ic <5 iP* i in 1
«'l»en

deeds are done with scoffing

hearts, the eyes of the gods no-

tice them instantly.

' From yZ great, altered from J[t

a nand, with "§ a form of JS
tien' spirits above it for worship.

Fixed and settled, as the hills

and streams ; to set up or enshrine,

as a god ; to oft'er Ubations ; to lay

or put down ; to discriminate the

qualities of

] Jg to pour out a Ubation.

1 i 'o put up the mound for

the terrainalia.

^ 1 oft'erings and libations.

I ^ the country is now quiet.

1 flS l-o pour out a libation to the

geese at a marriage ; it indi-

cates a promise of conjugal fide-

lity during their lives, and the

geese are often supported for life

at a temple.

I ^ or ] ^ an oflbrtng in

money sent to mourners.

] J^ M ^ ® lay it «lown and

then she will take it up, — it

being a nile for men and women
not to touch hands.

] ^ to consolidate an empire.

M) From earth and to grasp t

occurs used with the last.

tien' To sink into, overwhelmed

in ; flooded ; to place on, to

lay down ; engrossed with ; to ad-

vance money, to pay for another

;

to place under, to wedge so as to

stand finnly ; to buttress, to shore

;

a spring, as of a carriage ; a cushion,

i^
] a chair cushion.

1^ ]
rattan mats, used on dinner

tables.

1^ ]
a cushion laid on the divan.

I /p ffi
I cannot assist you.

] ^ to pay another's debt.

^ ]
a .steel rest or support ; the

spring of a carriage.

I gg to settle another's bill.

] |j| a cushion shop.

|g ] or ;^ ] a coir-mat frame on

which a bed lies.

^ ^ 1 I've no money to r.dvanca

] Tf; to advance money, as to

one opening a shop.

..^..i. . „A.
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•gi
I

overwhelmed by the flood,

f^ I
to pay for another.

|§ ]
to make up for a loss.

Read lieh. Ancient name of a

ri\er and district in Chung chen

& lI'H "• ''i® south of Sz'ch'uen.

tieii'

A synonym of the lust.

To descend, to sink down.

Read nieh. Advantage ; to

benefit ; to involve, to fall

into.

Read nien'' and used with J||. A
bank, a dike, and especially a le\ee

to protect the land.

^ I
a causeway to restrain an

overflow.

A fine bamboo mat, woven

from small slips or threads,

tien' and often worked with figures

;

a tall beautiful bamboo ; the

reed mouth-piece of a pipe.

] J^ fine variegated mats; good

ones come from Nganhwui.

^ i. 1 1 f!^^^ fpread it out

very smoothly.

T^± 1 ^^Kfliwitha
coarse mat under and a fine one

above, he can repose quietly.

'jr.^f> Jfom azure and to fix.

|l)Xt Indigo, or any of the blue

tieii' dyes found in China ; an in-

digo color.

j^ I
Prussian blue.

^ )
the blue dye made from the

JscUis.

I SE IE, it ;^ ffl & ^ ^
you can't get a white napkin out

of a bluing jar ; — i. e. a good

fellow will not be found among
thieves.

\% ] to rot the indigo leaves.

j^f ] best indigo.

] :jfg
the indigo as it floats on the

liquor.

tieii'

m

From mouth and to read-

To s\^ for; others say clear,

bright.

]
p#Ohl alas! to mourn over.

Shallow water.

"^
] a lake in Chibli near

Pao-ting fu.

^ ] a small jwnd north of

Peking, near which is a great Man-
chu Cantonment.

The roof of a hou.se fallen in

from decay, caused by the

damp earth and heavy tilee

uix)n it ; this often hai)pens

to neglected buildings which admit

the rain.

tien'

W An unauthorized character.

In Fuhcliau. Firm, solid,

durable ; hard, not soft ; ob-

tuse, stupid.

] ^ firm, strongly made.

] )[^ a hard kernel or center ; dujl.

T«=IE3Sr.
Old sounds, I'm, t'im, din, and dim. In Canton, t'in and t'im ;

— in Swatow, t'ian, tian, t'iam, and chan ;
— in Amoy,

t'ian, tian, t'iam, and chin ;
— in Fuhchau, t'ieng and tieng ; — in Shanghai, t'i" and di"j — tn Chifu, t'ien.

^fitn

From yZ great with ~* one

above it, denoting that it ia in-

> comparably the greatest ; it is

much used in anatomicRl terms
and names of places ; it resem-

blesjyno^weird, and the second
form, denoting the blue ether, was
introduced by the Rationalists.

The highest of things, heaven

both physically and divinely ; it is

defined, " the condensation of the

original ether ; it appears blue and

vaulted, having a shape but no

substance ; it envelops the earth

on all sides, and beyond it the sun,

moon and stars are attached to it ; it

nourishes all creation, going through

the four seasons ; it revolves on the

north and south poles as on an a.\is,

once each entire day in its regular

course without change ;" the skj', the

tit, the firmament, the heavens ; a

day, a season ; weather ; ages of the

world ; celestial ; the Power above.

Nature, Providence, Heaven,— and

though without definite personality

is employed more than any other

term to indicate God ; the emper-

or, who is Heaven's vicegerent ; to

regard or honor as heaven ; among
the Budhists, used for deva or gods,

and explained by
] ^ gods of hea-

ven, and by ^ I ^ or inhabitants

of the Brahma-lokas.

1 % A beaven, earth, and man,

the three raling jxiwers in crea-

tion

] f — ^ all mankind are one

family.

I B6 j£ Heaven's eye is near ; the

gods know it.

1 ^ i§ 'P'l'
Heaven is greater

than the gods.

1 "F "'
jfi 1 T '''"' empire,

the world, that which the | J
son of Heaven rules over.

1 M ^^^ emperor's face.

^ 1 and ^ I
the concave sky

and tlie chaotic sky, are two

ancient terms for different modes

of drawing the stars.

1 f!k
"•'iturally, of itself.

1 ^ ^ the ruler of the sky.

^ ] a Budhist term for strange Ite-

ings like titans, who are not devas.

\ ^ paradise, Heaven ; the term

is of Budhistic origin, as
] §

is used for dewt-loka, or celestial

worlds abo\e the earth ; they

also speak of 33 heavens (trai-

ya strimms), in which the city of

Belle-vue H ^ ^ the abode

of Indra, is in tlio center.

113
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1
^' i^ ^^ ^^ noble endowmenta

ifIS ] iHl ^ S*^ ^'*^ budhas

enough to fill Heaven.

1 ^ is Heaven has obeerved it.

1^1^ Heaven produced and

brought it up.

^ I ^ $ extraordinary talenti.

j(J ] fine weather.

f^ ifS ] fuU half a day, a good

while, an hour or more.

^ I
summer times.

1 ^ vapors, air, climate.

1 ]
<"' ^ 1

Kvery day.

PJU
-—

I
every other day.

] ^ ^ ft Heaven itself draws

jiictiir-s or landncapes.

^ fi§- 6^ ]
a clear bright day.

1 7C * ^^'^'^ ^^^ a system of mathe-

matical symbols like algebra
;

] and ^ are also used like .t

and ^ for unknown quantities.

•\ 1 7K K * passage of six days.

-^ I
to-day.

m \ J and ^1 T a hcv

reditary monarchy, and one

where the ruler chooses a suc-

cessor.

IS ^ I ^ 1
^^^ '^"g regards

the people as heaven.

1 ^ ^^*^ celestial dynasty, i. e.

the reign of the son of Heaven.

1 iM "''
1 JS ''^^ horizon.

j ^ nature's nobleman ; nature's

gifts, as humanity, jiLstice.

^ I
heaven's music.

1 6$ the head of the Tao sect

wlio lives in Lung-hu shan g|

^ ill near Nan-chang fu in

Kiangsi ; he is known as ^ |

gj from his family name, and is

invested with power to appoint

spirits to rule in all munici^ial

temples.

^J^^ From water and disgrace.

I itif^ To add, to increase ; to put

<' '"*
• in more, to throw in ; extra.

additional, more than the

limit.

I ^ put in more.

] ^ raise the price.

] "J*
to have an increase in one's

family ; also expressed by
| A

j^ P to add in another mouth.

] ^ add something to make it

enough.

] ^ '§^ to add to a clerk's ofiicial

duties.

In Cantonese. An adverb indi-

cating certainty ; really, too, exact-

IK ^ I
it has no meaning either.

;^ 'p^ ] it is coming on to rain too.

fft The character delineates the divi-

rrl sions of a field ; it forms the 102d
- "'' radical of characters relating

^tten mostly to fields and land ; as a

verb read /ten', and used with the

next.

A field, a spot laid out in plats :

to arrange for planting ; cultivat-

ed fields ; lands ; a plantation

of; to hunt ; to plant, to cultivate.

^ ]
lands anciently held in fief

which surrounded the royal do-

main.

"j^ ]
lands assigned to military.

jJC 1 fields overflowed, tidal lands.

1 'ffl.
ground-rent.

y I
fields whose rental is given

to scholars.

^ I
the field plowed by the

emperor.

-f- ^ ]
a field of ten [Cliinese]

acres.

[ •fj" ] a bamboo plantation.

I ^ the crown tax.

] IB, the god of Agriculture.

are tliere in all ?

'.

1 ;K * farmhouse.

] ^ farmers, agriculturists.

"I 1 ^ orderly arranged, like

? beds and fields.

gi^^^ I
^^^ I'lue sea ha.s be-

{ come woods and fields ; — met-

times have much changed.
'

^||[ 1 or glj
I

to hoe up the earth.

>' ^ "T" 1 Shuh has gone hunting.

Wf- $B. Wi 1
t" unloose the girdle

ami go homo ; — to resign oHIce.

|ffi 1
'

"Si ]
do not try to cnM-

vate fields too large.

^ )
imperial domains.

^ I
literary pursuits or wages.

'6 1 jffi Jlk tl^e ground of virtue

and happiness.

^ ^ 1^ 1 1
the lotus leaves

spread out like plats.

m From/cW and to sirikt.

To prepare a field for culti-

^tien vation ; to hunt for a living.

1 W, *° pursiie game.

I ^ to live by agriculture.

W ^ 1 W ffl you still culti-

vate your fields.

Mvf" M 1 '^'s occupation is to

roam and hunt.

Atrt MetalUc flowered or inlaid

(^Pl work made into headdresses.

^tUen |5( | two broad enameled

hair-pins or clasps, worn on

the sides of the head.

4^ ]
golden enameled gear.

^ )
the empress' headdress, with

feather work and jewels

Read tien' and used for ff^.

Inlaid shell-work.

] -^ a head ornament used by

Mancbu ladies coverijig the hair,

made with enamel, nacre, or

feathers.

± ft To caper or hop about from

Jf^f joy is
I J

expressing both

^t'ien hilarity and health.

V I* From water and peaceful.

ci IP The genlle flow of water ; a

,tHen

5i! .

,tHen

tranquil noiseless stream.

From earth or cave and true.

To fill up, to fill in ; to level
,

— ^, ,

the earth by filling in a hole

;

to stuflF; to supply a defi-

ciency ; to complete ; noted

for, characteristic of; com-

pliant with ; flowing ; a rambling

sound, like that of many drums ; a

long time ; to pay a debt ; to add

to ; a designation of the planet Sa-

turn.
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J jI S S' to pay back the

waste (ir outlay.

I ^ to supply enough.

1 M '° '^ake a new wife.

] ;^ ft [this officer is] noted as

superaimuatcd.

W 1 ^ ^" ''' "P again.

1 ^ ^'^ g'^'y o"e's life for another.

) ^ cancelled, paid up in full.

mmi^ ^<\j ^^ ^ 1 >&

study should strengthen the

nund, and not stuff it pedanti-

cally.

1 § Jg t<> note the age, resi-

dence, Ac, of officials in the re-

gister.

]
i])| to stuff and fatten ducks.

^ I :^ ^ to ante date, a docu-

ment.

) 1^ to stuff up, or fill in, as a

pillow with hair.

] Ijf the details and report of the

coroner at an inquest

Krom door and true ; used for

the last.M̂
t^ien To fill up, to stuff; the noise

of drums ; full, ample,

ift H 1 1
the noise and tramp

of a vast army or proces.sion.

j^ iSfS 1 )
he led out a great

troop.

ft ^ 1 P^ guests and friends

filled his doors.

Read tien' The name of a
country.

g=; I
now called ^ ] or Khoten,

a region north of the Koulkun
Mts., ofwhich Dchi is the capital.

S^ A wader, probably akin to the

<i^OT galli""le or water hen, found

^t'ien m the southern provinces, of a

black color with yellow stripes

and a large bill ; it frequents marsh-

es and feeds on fish ; its note is

said to resemble a dove's, or a man
vomiting ; one name is ^ {!: ,^
from the flies or musquitoes which

iiifest it, and which it is supposed

to vomit

^K' The sound ofdrums is
] ] ,

^t^ probably imitating the sharp

Cien' rapid sound of a reveille.

^It, From sweet and tongue; q.d, the

'Xpr tongua distinguubas sweetness.

J-icn Whatever is sweet or pleasant

to the taste ; one of the five

tastes ; savory, agreeable,

well-tasted ; to like.

I ^ oily, smooth, as old wine.

1 "b ^ TO smooth and honeyed

words.

I ^ sweet sleep.

^ SiS 1 ® ^^ small winnings at

first, pleased with a little success.

^ ] § sound asleep.

1 3!fC spring or sweet water.

'IJ'S The noise of stones falling

tni^ with a crash ; the plinth or

^fien base of a pillar.

%^^^\ ^te heard

llie whiz of the falling aerolite.

.m
From heart and sweet contracted.

Peaceful, contented; to pass

^t'ien life tranquilly.

] ^ tranquil, as after a

storm ; undisturbed.

jfi I ^ ^ ^^^ waves are now

everywhere quiet ; the rebellion

is quullcd.

jy I ^ j^ strengthen the reso-

lution by cultivating placidity.

51 SI 51 1 *^° '^ad [the people]

to enjoy plenty and peace.

M-* An herb with leaves like a

'?3>v' cabbage, having a slightly

ff-ien sweetish taste, used as a re-

medy in fevers ; it grows in

Yunnan ; flourishing, as a stately

tree ; luxuriant, as herbage.

c '^ *- From heart and heaven ; q. it-

^l)^ the heart implores heaven with a
*"'

feeling of self-reproach and inteu-

t len tion of reforming.

Ashamed, humiliated, stricken

with grief; unworthy of being or

doing ; to disgrace, to incur infamy
;

out of favor.

I ^ ft ^ 'o 1^« intimate with
;— a polite i)hrase.

1 J§ feeh'ng di.sgraced.

1 ^ unworthy of being used to

serve — as a guard.

1 'iP ^ ^ brazen-faced.

^ Bf 1 ^ dfe don't disgrace

those who bore yon.

^ ^ I ir?? "fi a want of probity

dislionors the diadem.

^ I M 1$ do not rei)roach the

office.

\ W^ W ^ am ashamed that

I have given you so much trouble

to teach me.

C y ' Regarded as representing the

1^1 tongue protruding ; it resemble*

't'ien
'/""' ^ ^'"^ '' ""^ superseded

by the next.

To lick.

I ^ J§ *''} I'cl^ the chops.

1 3I )^ to lick the platter clean-

Fiom tongue and reproach or to

eat; the second isalfo a synon;)'ni

of <ra sweet.

To Uck, as animals do; to

taste ; to hook, to catch, as

by tripping one's speech ; to

try with the tongue.

I
—

I
taste it a little.

1 fit 7 ^ iffi
[ll^e thief] licked

and thus broke open the lattice

paper — to look in.

^&,m 1 ;t 4 by his word,

catching some one, and thug

seeking an end of his own.

I Ig J^ licked clean.

From Jlesh and rule.

Abundance, plenty ; enough

'Cien of; rich, good, as food ; to Ix-

prosperous ; to go to exc»es
;

to forget ; a long time ; skilled at

;

to strengthen spirits.

1^ \
unworthy of receiving ; defi-

cient, indifferent

^ ^ ;j; ] his words are all well

chosen.

IS ^ 1 1 ^ spread out a rich

and bountiful repast.

j ,^ I've forgotten it entirely.

] ^ ^ thick-skmned, shameleM.

'{ien

m
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^'Adb Dirty; muddied; to sink in

i^ water.

't'ie/i
1 \^, filthy, sordid

] ^ defiled.

tX Mt Ashamed, bashful ; to feel

I
^^ disgraced or cowed ; to blush.

'tUe>. ^ 1 M ^ f§ slie first

blushed and then spoke out.

^ ^ ] pj ^ if you have noth-

ing to be ashamed otj can't you

doit?

From Jace and to see or rule ;

like the last.

' To show one's face ; to feel

ashamed ; mortified because

of one's plain features.

^ SI 1 ^flii A^m
if I am ugly, still I have a

man's face.

^ g to blush up to the eyes.

^%' \ ^ she colored deeply.

5i 1 « E ^ ^ SS i>« --"^ts

in the highest degree brazen-faced.

^ a A 5fc tS 1
she blushed

lest she should see a man.

'tien

m

.«|j»?
confusion, disordered, out

harmony.

f'«« IS li ^ * W 1
tbe ele-

ments (or the weather) are all

in confusion.

I
S opposed, counteracting each

other ; said of the forces of

nature.

Eead IP Stagnant or still

water ; malarious, injurious.

] ^ a bad air.

1 M '^ *^^*P ^'^^^ *" ^ stream near

a steep bank.

I'Jl
From body and spots.

Jî To terminate, to prevent, to

'Cien make to cease, to finish ; to

root out, to exterminate ; to

cast off' ; to waste, to use up;

good.

) ^ to destroy utterly.

] j^ to extirpate, as rebels.

C^ S. ^ ] ^°'"*5 "f ^^ [bad]

customs are not yet eradicated.

^ 1 ?C ^ to recklessly destroy

Heaven's gifts.

1 !^ to injure the herbage.

W^^WL \ fr.' [tl'e emperor

Slum said,] I dislike slanderous

s|)eakers, and those who destroy

right ways.

^ S 1 5$ tli6 countries are all

disabled and exhausted.

1 ^ to inflict death, to destroy

raaiiv.

M
'iHen

To stand in a respectful atti-

fien'

Name of a gem ; ancient

ear-ornaments attached to

' the headdress or cap, which

hmjg down and covered or

stopped the ear, as if to

prevent its hearing what was

improper.

5 ] ear-covers or plugs.

m

</«,.,,.
tude, waiting for one.

A poker made of wood, and

y|>i armed with an iron point for

' stirring the fire ; a club or

staff". The second character

fien' '* * synonym of the j^ or

larch, prized for its durable

wood ; it is also read kwah^ and

used for ^ in the name ] ^ the

bitter gouixi or Trico$anthes.

) From hand and disgraced; an
unauthorized character.

To raise, as a wick.
|

] 1^ to pick a lock.

^ push the wick out of the oil.

^ to rub the pencil on the stone-

5^^* To hesitate | one says, to put

p/^>> in a word, to interfere in

fien' another's talk.

] ^ luidecided talk.

-{•^g To loll out the tongue.

Jf.*^ ] § to P"t out the tongue.

.tih

Old sounds, tik and dik. In Canton,

iek, tik, and

From Q white and ^ a ladle,

but the original radical was Q
sun, intimating briglitness.

Clear, evident, as the sun

;

bright, clear ; real ; an important

circumstance ; a spot which shows

distinctly, as a bull's eye in a tar-

get ; a red spot on a woman's face

;

much used in speaking for |g£ below,

which was formerly employed by
the scholars of the Sung dynasty

as a possessive; after nouns and

Tin.
tik and tek i

— in Swatow, tek and tia

tiali ;
— in Shanghai, tih and dih ;

— in

pronoims, or betweep. two nouns, it

is a synonym of jj; and denotes

the genitive ; as ^ ] ^ ray book,

4* ^ I A ** Chinese ; after verbs

it makes a particijile ; a relative

pronoun, who, what, the one who,

— and answers to ^ making the

phrase a noun ; as J^ !^ ] he

who writes words, i. e. tue writer
;

after adjectives, it l)ecomes a sign

of comparison and qualification.

"f^ ] dearer.

;
— in A may, tek' ; — in Fuhcliau,

Chifu, n.

1^ \ whitish.

l]> 1 the smaller; I, your junior ;

— used by servants and infe-

r'jrs to denote themselves.

^ ]
really so

;
just that.

^ I
there is some.

I j^ evidently true ; certainly,

really, honestly.

f* %mn ] fi m who i»

that who spoke to him in reply '

] ^ careful
;
properly.
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^ g^ ]
a blacksDMth.

^ 1 ^ wrouglit iron.

gj ] loved, loving ; what is loved.

P£ /p i
I'e will not (or cannot)

eat.

1 ^ flff H C certainly tlie

[vile man] will day by day go

to ruin.

^ ^ f|»'
] to hit the bulls eye

in archery.

^ ]
the original cause, the root

of the matter.

In Cantonese. A small quan-

tity ; a diminutive.

^ I
-^ the tones differ slightly.

—
I

very little.

j|[ ]
come nearer.

1 Ptf B a liWle while.

,f.t

Reins ; a bridle.

^H 1 115 ^ he took the

reins and followed after.

From net and ladle.

To String fish.

S is 1 Ji to tie fish by

the tail and gills, as on a twig.

A bay horse with a white

ft^l)) spot in his forehead is ] 5^,

Ji regarded as an unlucky sign.

I ^ the name of Liu Pi's

steed.

i^
To lead with the hand; to

^, strike qnick.

'' Read ijofi. To point out with

the fingers.

n The coh>r of a bright peari

^, is 1 ^ to which the re-

ti fiection of the moon in the

water is likened.

Also read ^/liao.

The white seeds of the wa-

^ti ter lily, after the spongy testa

have been removed.

& M ^ \
tlie g""®*" capsule

(torus) and reddish seeds of

the lotus.

TIH.

'^H ^' <"" -'C '^"9 '"'*i ifC fii'^- bit

^/\~, "I's is said to be a contraction of

M 31' ''?''> occurs used for ('«A, 7^
distant.

Name of an ancient Scythian

tribe, the ^[j | who were savage

and fiery, tlio composition of the

character indicating their licentious

and lawless character ; the district

of
1 j^ j^ in Kansuh preserves

a remembrance of them ; a stag

or elk ; inferior offices ; menials

about the court in old times, pro-

bably men of these tribes ; to drive

off, as invaders.

even savages also regard modesty
as a virtue.

Water grasses with solid or

3 hard stems, like the sugar-

ti cane or sorghum.

31 I
water rushes generally ;

coarse mats are woven from some
of them, but they are mostly ga-

thered for fuel, or to make dikes.

H )
or

I ^ a variety of Arte-

misia, wliich in autumn gathers

a woolly foliage.

] ^ the sweet sorghum from
which sugar is made, grown on
Tsungmmg I.

Originally written like shi' §
J

but, and afterwards altered ; it

ti resembles 'shang ^ to consult,

and is used chiefly in combination.

The part on which others rest,

as a stalk or stem, a foot or hoof,

a root, &c ; the basis or origin of

T-l^m] ilD^]g|^hedoes
not care for the root, and yet

thinks to get leaves and fruit.

j^j^ The short rafters that support

TlRJ > '•l^e projecting eaves, the
j|J

5<i' ] '^^ ^^ -f]
which are paint-

eel ; a spool on which silk is

wound.

The barb of an arrow ; the

J head of a javelin.

V^
I

a whizzing arrow.

^ ] the sharp arrow-head.

TIH. 901

m>

1

1

M>

"\ From Ji/ot and Ijasi.i ; the se-

cond form specially denotes peti-

toes.

The hoof of a pig or horse
;

to travel ; to ha\a recourse

to, to join.

W ^ 6 1
there was a

white footed pig.

rf" St ^ I iim going to that

place.

Read chifi^ as another form of

. To stop walking.

1^ embarrassed, stopping and

going on, not settled what to do.

From woman and basis

;

occurs used for it.

also

The consort of a man, the pro-

per wife, called IE ^ or the

one in the main house.

j ^ and ] ^ the wife and her

children.

] ^ the mother of the house, said

by a man's children or the domes-
tics, when speaking of his wife.

1 ^ 5ij I& cousins genuan of the

1

same surname.

m.

\ blood relatives.

From water and basis.

A drop of water ; a very

little ; to drip, to oone.

I JJl to drop blood — into

water ; if the drops from two people

coalesce, it is thought to prove their

relationship.

1 3!fC ^ ^K the drops make ice

as they fall.

SrSfi 1 1
drizzling and dropping

as the rain.

I jg dripping slowly.

-
I fpl-t ii :^J^ [get drunk

here], for how can a drop of

wine get into hades'?

] ^ —
• S^ drop one drop more.

1 1 ^ " ^"'^'"' "'luii' of the

Ji S ?e "• ^ ^ ^ the

elecampane or Jnula sinensis,

with a head of yellow flowers,

clasping leaves, and milky sap;

an infusion of it relieves coughs.

fif. \ ffy
put in a drop or two of

oil. (Cantonese.)

^ —
I

take a little in a spoon.
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it
From to strike and basis.

) An opponent, an antagonkt

;

j<( a match, a competitor ; an

enemy, a foe ; an equal ; to

withstand, to fight ; to raatcli

;

to compete, to strive for mastery,

to be resisted ; to control, to super-

vise, as an outlay.

1^ 1
"I' ^ 1

inimical, opposed.

^ ] well matched, equal in force.

] gl the enemy's country.

1 ^ ^ '"^^^ ^^^^ ^ match him.

^ ] unequal, not matched.

] ^ a competitor, as in a game
of chess.

:k ^' A^.M 1 51 how can

one who has received great kind-

ness tnni to be such an ingrate ?

t ^ Is 1
''^^ humane man has

no enemy.

] '81 1^ ^ equally honorable
;
—

said of ii married pair.

I ^ the enemy's troops ; it is

never applied to insurgent forces.

^ -7 ] ^ the few can't with-

stand the many.

Ait A jar, like a fish-jar, called

/• ^ 1
having small ears.

i"

Tro\r,feathers anifowl ; it occurs

used fur J7C> a tribe of Scythinns,

and when denoting a bird, some-

times is written like the ne.xt.

The Tartar pheasant, whose

plumage furnishes feathers for fla-

bellums and other articles ; its feath-

ers ; a panache held by worshipers
;

dresses ornamented with feather-

work worn by royal ladies at pa-

geants; a feudal state near Gobi,

now Yen-ngan fu 5^ ^ K^F '" '^e

north of Shensi.

/ff ^ ^ ]
their right hands held

the plumes.

1 ^ ^ $ *" carriage ornament-
ed with feathers, used by court

ladies.

] ^ underlings about court who
taught the use of these plumes.

Jl 1
and ^ I

the wild phea-

sant.

Same as the last,

the bird.

applied only to

The Tartar pheasant, called

I ^ and
] f§|, reared for

its long tail feathers, «'hich are

used in many ways.

a fabulous and feh'citous bird

in the days of Yao, which was

probably based on this bird.

From fs ^''"" •'"'^ /v coming in.

> To lay in rice, to buy grain
;

hiu'rying.

I ^ to purchase rice.

^ jg ]
do not prohibit people

from buyuig grain.

]
quickly.

Long tapering bamboos suit-

able for fishing-poles.

with slender bamboo rods

fishing in the River Ki.

From xj bamboo and fQ from,
itUuding to the material ; the

second form is obsolete.

'^
I

A fife or flute ; it had se\en

' holes, and now has ten, one of

which has a skin over it

;

the Tartars are said to have

invented it.

fljij ]
.^ a flute player.

3g ]
a flute inlaid with jade.

^ j ^ ^ you cannot play tunes

on a whistle.

^ 1
— S A <$ ^S Ae trill of

a flute came from a m.-ui leaning

on the balcony.

m.\
From to go a,nA from or by ; the

6rst is most used.

To follow, to tread where

others have been ; to advance

in knowledge ; to bring for-

ward ; to direct in right

paths; to lead forward, to

develop ; to go to a place ; to inti-

mate to ; the right way.

Wi 1 ^ A t" set a good example

to one's descendants or otliers.

§ he will be blessed whof
1

follows the right path.

^ I
to admonish each other.

± \ ^ (g he fully foUowed his

virtuous example.

/fi I
unprincipled men ; also not

to follow, not to treat properly.

From to tee and to 6uy.

To see a person face to face

;

to be admitted to an au-

dience.

to see the prince alone; a

private audience.

H ^ /p I
he came not to court

for three years.

I ffi ^ ^'' audiences they gave

gifts.

1 ffi ft ^ 'hey did not recog-

nize each other at the interview.

u

From )vater and a sltp ; occurs
used with the next.m

(I To wash, to scour, to cleanse

vessels ; to clear, to purify ; to

refonn ; to dilute ; a stable or

pen for keeping cattle when
fattening ; arid, parched.

I ^ to wash away.

I Jl to wash oft' the dust

^ i§ I JS to nib off' the grime
iuid wash away the flaws ; —
imt. to reform.

) ;gg to scrub the uikstone,— and

be ready for study.

SE *i!l'' 1 ;^ to purify the heart

from sordid cares.

Arid ; hot air, a scorching

J
air ; used with the last

," ^ UE i; a 1 1 111 ;ii

the drought is distressing,

parched are the hills, and the

streams are dried up.

Read ^tsiao. Hills on which

the grass is dried up.

Yromfool and «ncle ; it is also

'/hX read tsuh., and used with ^ ein>
'• barri^sed.

To travel along a smooth

road.

1 1 il jt ^ :^ ^ :^ the

road to Cheu i.s ie\el and easy,

yet it is overgrown with weeds.
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Old sijunit, t'ik. In Canton, t'ik and

tiali,

ti|f From hni/e and to change.

^Jj To cut the flesh from the

/i bones, to scrape away ; to liew

off ; to pick or dig out ; to re-

ject.

^ I
to sort out and reject ; to

cut, as with a graver.

1 "Bl
'"

] ^ ^ pick the teeth.

I )^ 1^ a wire to push up the

wick ill Chinese open lamps.

iM i 1 .^ J"" liewed and thin-

ned out — the trees.

I ^ 1^ meat witliout bone in it;

— pork is usually sold with

the bone, beef and mutton with-

out.

I Q Like tlie lust, and not the same

/i To select and expunge.

In Cantonese. To lift up, to

bring with botii hands; to animate

one's spirits ; to excite ; to lay down
or on ; to put aside.

•—^J I
lift with all your strength,

— for it is heavy.

1 ^ i; ^'"fy off with it.

1 jS| to lay by.

\ ^ M M p"' '"^ ^i""" 'i"^''^'-

1 ite 'i"" ff ^" rouse one's spirits.

tek ;
— in Sioatonr, t'ek anil tek ;"— in Amoy, tek and t'ek; — in Fuhnhau, t'ek, ~

and chaik ;
— in Shawjliui, t'ili ;

— in Chifii, t'i. f^

1 ?^ A to kill by a kick.
A\

(From heart and to change ; tlie

second, from savage combined
with heart, 13 a form less used.

Respect, regard and fear for
;

to stand in awe; surprised in,

Ji alarmed; careful of giving

offense, and diligent to fulfill

duties.

"IjIv I
sadly cautious; to be alarmed.

^J fi :^ 1 ''• the morning re-

s()ectful, and vigilant at evening.

'& i^ 1 I
^^^^ heart afraid of

offending.

2ff M i|)]v 1
at the last he lost all

his respectful conduct

l-'roni man and ail ; occurs used

with shuh^ ijll to begin.

Not restrained ; no embar-

ntssraent ; a law to one's self;

worthy of promotion.

I
noble and kind, courteous.

] ^ recommended, as one fit for

high employment. _^

I'mm fool aad change.

To kick ; to kick up. ,

,

/' 1 ^ to play foot-ball.

—
I 1^ at one kick ;

?". ft lumping

the lot. (Cuntuneso.)

] H ^ or
I

pSt to kick the

shuttlecock.

] ^ to roll iron or stone balls with

the foot ; — a common game.

Read s/w/i. Excited, greatly

moved and fearful.

mi
From to go and to change or a
horde ; the first is mostly used,

and occurs used for the last.

To remove far away, to send

oft"; far, remote.

'"
fii 1 W ± get far away
from your country.

^ M sM 1 "^"^^ yourself off far

awav, as an exile.

Wl^'^ ^ \ 1
Alack! what

hard-fi.sted fellows these are that

have come here

!

] ^ it i& I's is tix) far, it will be

hard to overtake him.

i^B From ^ hand and jjg to meet :

J/S^i it is often written like chih., 3||[

^fi to fling.

To select ; to break up ; to agi-

tate, as by close examination.

Wif^_ 1 ^ iiil ft he discovered

traitors, and detected intriguers

with the sagacity of a god.

] M^^ [lie forbid] disturbing

^ nests and seeking eggs — in

^ the spring,

Old sounds, ting, teng, ding, and deng.

teng, ting, and

Originally wTitten with J\ man
|

above and J below it, standing
i

for tU the hearf; but others with i

more probability say it represents !

a bee's sting ; occurs used with

the next four.

The fourth of the ten stems,

connected with fire, and denoting '

that thhigs are perfected ; a sting
; j

a nail, for which ^ is now used ; to

lose a parent ; robust ; a full grown •

Tinsrca-.
Jn Canton, ting ;

— in Sivatou; teng and

tifeng ;
— in Shanghai, ting and ding ;

—
person, a yeoman, a workman, an

individual ; a brave ; to sustain, to

bear ; to order.

) If- or
I 1^ an officer raoiini-

ing three years.

^^ j a levy, a conscription ; to

call for soldiers.

A 1 a man ; used when indivi-

dualizing people, or sjwaking of

population.

t'ia ;
— in Amoy, teng ;

— tn fuAcAau,

in Chi/u, ting.

j^ I
he is now full age or 16 ; and

not )\\
I

a minor.

] ^ ;^ or
1 ^ 85 P a cross

street, or a corner where a cross

street ends in another street.

@ ^ fH 1
h^ ^"^^ ^"^ know a

single word ; i. e. not even so

simple a character as
"J",

•y^ ] a' god of the Taoists who

sways the demons.
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1 § -?S
''^^ ^^^'^j because its

Howere resemble
] ^ cloves.

^ ]
10 have posterity ; fortunate,

as a grave,

i^ j a workman who digs sand ;

a miner.

1 ^ a young man of 16 or 18.

^ 1 ^ |I5 I'^ther would I myself

bear it.

1 ^ j'"gluig stones hung in the

wind.

I
.^ a tadpole.

^ I ^ ifli the land revenue as

estimated in money.

Eead iCh&ng. The sound of

chopping.

flj /fC 1 1
merrily sound the

woodmen's axes.

A-i* Aloue, no protector or suj>

cTJ port-

,ftw^ f& ] !^ t-^'s b^y of Liiitui

northeast of Macao, so called

from the islet of this name in it.

JiS^ ] j
quite alone by itself.

To enjoin on one

;
J*.: repeatedly bade

him to take heed

] ^ to order strictly
;

friendly council from a su-

perior.

In Shanghai. Bitten or stung

by insects.

\ ^ — f@ ^ bitten in one spot.

I
— pi was stung onca

> » * From disease and naU.

(7 J Boils with a nail-like head

;

^tin(f a venereal u'cer, a buljo

;

syphilitic sores.

^ ] t<) have pox sores.

i^
I ^ a pimple, a burning sore.

^ ] a felon or whitlow.

p ] fever boils on the mouth.

-ir"|* Ths jingling noise of stones

<3^J hung hi the wind; a clattering

J'n(/ noise.

1 1
^ j"'g^'"g noise.

] ^ Boucid ofjingling stones.

^ ] a blind fortune-teller's gong.

I ^ a hand gong hiuig in a hoop

with two buttons to strike it

when twirled ; sometimes called

^ M il^ the beauty's call.

JtfY A synonym of jj^ the dr.v

(3$ J gon-fly, alluding to its nail-

^tinf/ like form

1 SS or in 1 * dragon-fly.

Re.ad ^ch'ing. The razor sheath

the J^ or Sokiu

Read ^ch'iing. A kind of ant.

A"!* -A- nail, a spike, a bolt ; to

(V^4 work metal into bolts.

itinff ^ ]
iron nails.

BM^ 1 a screw.

iU 1 1
'

'-i^
t-o nail A'"g** to-

gether.

1 ift nailed boots for wet weather.

pj p^'
I

hits the nail; i,e. admi-

rable.

:^^^t^
I

take out that nail

(or eyesore) from ray eye.

Read tiiiff' To nail together ; to

Innd, as books.

] i^ or ] ^ to nail securely.

I ^ a very important dispatch

to provincial officers from their

superiors.

1 S- or ) ^ to bind books.

•ti*^ To mend shoes ; to patch, to

f^J put on a patch,

(''y 1
^ to patch up soles.

ItJ W 1
to put a patch on

a rent or hole.

Tlie lower pnrt snil rides repre-

sent the le^s and body of a tri-

pod in wliich Kietals nre fusing,

' tlia contours being dep cted in

ihe contained eye ; it forms tlie

206th radical of a few cha-

racters.Umg

A caldron with tliree feel

and t%vo e:ir.s, a ti-ipod kettle ; the::

;

firm, setli^-d ; to secure, to establish
;

the 50th diagram, denoting new
;

the state.

5£ 1
or jlC ] to e<^blish a new

dynasty.

!^ j
abrogate the old dynasty.

] Sj ^ §^ three of equal power.

JH j to hft a caldron ;
('. e. great

strength.

3 I ^ the three liigh(^st of the

new Hanlin, referring probably,

to the three legs of a trijxxl.

H ^ I 1 ^ attend to the fu-

neral rites with deliberation and
gravity.

M W I ^J ^ humbly iiitreat

your powoiful inflnerice.

I g a high minister of state.

^-P M^ 1 ^ the eraiieror's

years were then many.

M "'^J 1 ^ ^*hen the bell sounds

the food comes from the kettle
;

met. rich and honored ;— the

expression refers to an ancient

patriarchal custom.

A ^ 1 ^ the clamors of the

people bubbled up, as a seething

caldron.

( From lea/or head a,ud nail.

I
The top, [leak, or sumnit

;

m
^-fi^ \

the crown ; a knob or button

JS J
adopted by the Mancluis, and

'ting worn on official cajjs to in-

dicate rank ; a classifier of

hilts, caps, sedans, and state um-

brellas; to carry on the head or

apex;toix)iut the head at; very,

superior, a forni of the superlative
;

to substitute, to put instead ; food

rising on the stomach ; opposing
;

ahead ; contradictory.

I B^ ®, a head wuid.

-
fia 1 ? or -- ig 1

an of-

ficial button.

j6[ 1 a red or coral button ; the

insignia of the highest rank.

¥ 1
or ^ ^ 1 il to degrade

an officer.

iC ® 1 ^ carried it on ha head.

] U baldheaded.

tB 1 or S ]
to invite offers for

a shop ; to sell the stock or the

goodwill.

1^ or
1 ^ to slily put worse

ill, as sliopmen do at. times.

J
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] 5c jt ii& °^^ whose crown

reaches to heaven ; — very ta-

lented.

] pf) ;|g I like it best.

I ^ adulterated sycee.

I ^J the very best.

^ 1 J& ™y fo"*! <^o^ lot set well.

W ^ 1 ^ 'o enter the examina-

tion under a false name ; a crime.

1 ^ ^ unable to manage, inade-

quate for.

^ ]
to become bald.

^ 1 flS ^ of the very highest

talent.

JH ] to sprinkle or wash the

crown, a kind of Budhist bap-

tism {mui-ddlia^bishikta) adminis-

tered to children, idols, &c.

SIS® from the crown to

the sole.

1 ii3 ffl 'o *P0'1 the market by

miderselling. {Cantonese.)

IS^ 1
to wear the bird crest, ». e.

to be a siuts^ai, alluding to a

jieculiar shaped button.

'viBl '^ Tivvlet or brook.

iTilc 1 W *''® iippearance of a

'thiff watery expanse.

fjiyfr A lacustrine plant like a

^fU. butru-sh, called ] |f whose

'l>ii(/ leaves can be woven into

sandals or withes ; it is pro-

bably a species of Scirpus or

Junciis.

ST
From spirits and a ««//.

Drunk : stujiefied with drink.

''".'/ Bti 1 |S^ .^ ^ too drunk

to know anything.

IT
'thg

The secretion in the ear.

I 1^ ear-wax or the dry

sciut formed in the ear.

> From word and nail as the pho-

netic.IT
fp„^ To arrange satisfactorily, to

settle terms ; to criticise, to

compare ; to edit, to collate
;

ta atljust, to equalize, as taxes

;

to fix on ; to loiter ; a meeting, a

consultation.

] ^ to settle cleai'ly.

] §§ to make peace, to promise.

^ )
or

I j£ to revise, to edit,

to prepaie for publication.

] ^ to set a time.

^ ]
to invite to a consultation.

T*"

) To set out a table handsome-

ly
;
plates arranged for show,

like the six offered to ances-

tors.

] ^ ornamental dishes for show.

%3. \ i.'X fancy, high-sounding

expressions, and not very sensi-

ble.

1 18 ^ fM T spread the hand-

some dishes by the path under

the pines.

> J ' From /-^ a covering and IF

^AC» correct (others say ^ wanting)

ttng' changed to aE a foot.

Tranquil, secure, fixed, steady

;

used after an expression to enforce

it ; really, certainly, absolutely
;

brought to a proper state ; at rest,

set ; in a trance-like state ; to fix,

to settle on ; to curdle or set by

means of an acid, as when using

remiet to curdle milk ; to decide,

to adjust finally ; to stop ; the fore-

head ; contracted, settled, determin-

ed ; the star a Markab in Pegasus,

80 called because it is a good

time to fix on a work when it cul-

minates ; in Budhism, a state of

fixed contemplation.

—
]

positively, surely.

jjj. ] it must be, certainly.

1 ^ to betroth.

j ^ to contract for goods, when

a
I 1^ bill of particulars is

drawn, and j ff^ the bargain

money is "]? | paid.

^ 1 or ^ )
uncertain, not yet

settled.

^ ] V^ nothing decided finally.

] ^ it is fixed.

] 1$ settled on ; all is arranged.

^ ^ ] I can assure you it is

not fixed.

^ j lost in abstraction, or mes-

merized, as Budhists pretend to

be ; a-etate- called
] ^ the wis-

dom of tranquillity or quietism
;

it has a particular organ {indrya)

by which it is perfected, called

] ^ sanuxdhi-indrya ; a pre-

vious state to this is termed
;g(j

^ I
wishing to enter perfection

{mma-patti).

1 WL 6^ made to order.

1 flff ;© Ife I? fijf the mind on

it without distraction, and then

you will quietly receive it.

M §• 1 ^§ ^t mom and eve salute

your parents.

] f^ to speak to the purpose and
settle the argument.

@ J& 1 © to promote according

to merit.

\ i^')j ^ Markab was then in

the zenith.

In Cantonese. A spot, a place.

W 1 i^ B6 's there a place for it ?

fi^ j
that spot.

Pq ^ 1
I 'lon't know the spot.

From stone and nail or to Jix

;

occurs used with tlie ne.\t.

Imy

' Ballast to steady a boat ; a

stone which serves to anchor

a boat ; a grapnel.

"F I
or

Jl^ ] drop the an-

chor.

1 ft ^ ® anchored in the road-

stead or offing

A platter or trencher with

feet, used ui sacrifices; an

tiuff' alloy of tin or spelter; an

ingot or shoe of bullion

;

often used for ^ an anchor, and

because anchors are often made of

wood, it is wrongly written with

that radical ; a medical preparatiin

made into hard round slides ; the

needle of a spinning wheel.

"f" M ~*
1 ten taels in one ingot

;

in Canton, this phrase often

means, the aftau: is certain, from

the usual weight of ingots.

%!S 1
or it ^ 1

paper ingots

burned in worship.

ILii- -r
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—
] ^ ^ an ingot of bullion.

—
1 ^ a cake of ink.

'^ 1 3i cosmetic of white lead.

j^ ] a candlestick of tntenague.

^ ^ ] a medical pastile used

to ml) on sores.

^ ]
to anchor.

1^ ] ^ a button on a door or box.

J^ 5$ 1 * hoof-shaped ingot.

U3 ] to paste hollow wooden in-

gots with silvered paper.

:^ ] a cake of vermilion.

It'
thirf

From hand and to fx ; also

read ^cliwtg.

To throw away or abroad
;

thrown down, as hail from the

sky ; to throw at ; to smash.

W. BM *° S'^''
'^"®'^ ^<i&^\ crack-

ed in a fray.

^^ :S ^- M •'O smash a tea-

dip when taking an oath.

] P no silver has been

put into his mouth ; i. e. you

cannot believe his word, alluding

to the custom of putting silver

in a corpse's mouth. (Caniomse^

\ ^g throw it at him. {Cantonese.)

] 5S ^ to thump a boy's head

with the knuckles.

^ Grain, as rice or wheat, stand-

ing upright and full eared

;

ting' the culm of grain.

^ ] 5J the stalk of wheat.

In Cantonese. The stem of a

fruit.

P p§ I
the adam's apple.

^ 1 "Sl^ ifi * pumelo with a bro-

ken stem ;
— a worthless fellow.

Old sounds, t'ing and ding. In Canton, t'ing and t'eng ;
— in Swalow, t'eng and t'°ia ;

— in Amoy, teng and t'eng
;
—

in Fuhchau, t'eng, t'iin|f, t'ing, and ting j
— in Shanghai, t'ing and ding ;

^ in Chijit, t'ing.

yli>

(fmff

From iP- ear and j^ correct

with J" as a phonetic ; the

contracted fomi is very com-

mon, and is also read lyin, to

smile ; smiling.

To hear, to listen ; to un-

derstand ; hearing
;

quiet,

still.

1 M ^ K *" ^^^^ ^D^l p^'y "°

attention.

) ^ I heard about it.

I ^ ^ I can hear ; I have

heard.

] :||i tfj I understand it all.

1 /J>
D^ 1^ I do not quite un-

derstand ; I did not hear well.

] ]^ one who wails, an attend-

ant.

j^ 75 1
think highly of what

you have heard.

Hf 1 ^ docile, obliging."
.

Eead t^ing* To receive, to

comply with ; to hearken to ; to

accord ; to hear and decide judi-

cially ; to be listened to ; to ac-

knowledge ; to wait for, to tany,—
and in this sense often answers to

according (0, .18, let.

^ ]
or ^ I

to learn the news

;

to inquire of.

I ;fij5 to comply, to agree with.

1 Wi ^^ determine a cause.

examination,

kindness

^ ^ to abide the

to stand a trial.

1 liL H tlJ as his

prompts, — let him act.

^ I
hard of hearing.

] ^C 6 fiJ' J"^'' ^^ Hea\-en de-

crees.

I fifc ^ ^'I't till he comes.

j f£: to allow.

j ;|^ g ^ let it be as it hkes,

let it go.

^ 1 ^ ^ l^o ^^^ O" the road

and talk of in the way ; i. e.

heedless of what he hears.

1 fpi to own one's offense.

In Cantonese. To-morrow.

] g next day.

1 ^ to-morrow morning.

From shelter and to hear a» the

phonetic.

A ball, a parlor, a saloon ; a

court, a place where cases arc

heard ; the officer in his court.

^ I
a drawing-room.

^ ] or ;^ I
a reception-room

;

a parlor.

P^ } the porter's lodge

•j^ ] a police-station.

jpf ]
the room for the orade or

shrine in a house.

/'ing

j^ ]
deputy in a prefect's court,

-j^ 1
the military office of the

captain in a district.

Jpy ] a superintendent of boats at

Canton.

pI 'W ] " ^^'^^^ of records in the

si.x Boards.

1 5i * policeman. {Pekingese.)

/Wff

A low spit or tongue of land
;

an isthmus ; a low, level bank

along a stream.

Yp ] a sandy beach.

1 jJ'H Jilf
prefecture in the south-

west of Fuhkien.

] j^ a small beach left by de-

posit.

it ifg

/ing

Also read ichSng and ich'Sng.

The sound of chopping tim-

ber ; to strike.

i^ ] the door-posta ; the

sockets of a door witli their

entering tenons.

I
an ancient place in the state

of Sung ^, now the novthern

part of Kiangsu.

A stand near a bed ; a head-

board of a bedstead, or the

board which binds it firmly

together.
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The straps of hide, the ^ |

which fasten and strengthen

the top of the trunk after it

is hx;ked.

The lliigh bone or femur is

c tfjl^ ^ I "^i but it is also ap-

^tini/ plied to other long bones.

"il^C. From J_. to 170 and fc !/oo<l ; it

(^^^« nineli lesenibles lyen JJ to ex-

I'niii tend, ami is used with the next.

The place where audiences

are held ; the court of the palace
;

a court-yard ; courtly ; correct,

regular ; erect.

^ I
the hall where audiences

are held ; the Emperor.

1 E pri^T councillors.

"JF W 1 P^ you have court-yards

and private rooms.

1 >tt
'*' ba.stinado a courtier, as

was done in the Ming dynasty.

] i|^ a dis[iatch sent by express

direct from the palace to the

provinces.

] lEf a palace officer, head of the

guard ; an ancient title.

I
>

f Fi-om shelter and a hall.

/ '«j^ The faun'ly rooms, a boudoir,

/ oig the rooms used by children

for study or work
;

parental

;

domestic ; to grow straight ; the

court of a palace, the hall of au-

dience ; to appear at court.

I PI parental instruction.

^ I
home, one's own residence,

a family seat ; one's relatives.

^ 1 Ul domestic enjoyment.

^ I
or Ij^ 1

or 5^ 1
or ^ 1

all denote the imperial palace,

esiiecially the private apartments.

I"J 1 ill iff '"^ door-way is lilce

a fair, speaking of an officer be-

sieged by applicants.

3f^ j ^ ^ a high .spacious fore-

head ; a term ui physiognomy.

j5 I
V"' y unlike ; greatly mis-

taken.

nS liE ^/ 1 he iMinished all those

chiefs who would not appear at

court.

j^ I
a father.

A dragon-fly.

J^- ]
a name for all Libellu-

^t'iiiy lidiT ; the common names are

^ W. ^'J '''^ water courser,

jj^ ^ the mantis' tail
; ^ A. the

retl soldier, i^ jjBg and otlieis.

Re.od 'f^ien. A kind of livid

striped lizanl, called i||g ] found

about damp walls.

f3P* Thunder ; the first clap ; the

c^JD nois'.' of many aniuials

j/m// 1^ I
rumbling thunder.

^ ]
a fla.sh of lightning.

^ I ^ ]fct thimdering mad, very

angrv.

thunder, so sudden that one has

no time to cover the ears.

in 1 in ® hke a clap and a crash

of thunder, — was the onset.

^:^ The culm of grasses ; the

i.y~f peduncle of flowers ; small

A'ino beams in a roof.

Jil 1 !i M t" hit a IkjII

witii a bhulii of grass ; ;. e. to use

\eiy inadequate means.

S 1 Bl :^ he raised the purlines

with tlie [lill rs.

^ ]
wheat straw.

:?{; j a flower stalk.

;f^'^ From ^ high contracted and j
*

.
"j «^ a nail, as the phonetic.

^flng A portico; an open roof or

dome supported on pillars ; an

arbor, a pavilion ; a shed for tra-

velers to stop at or lodge ; straight,

e\en, level.

"/f, ] irregular, awry.

:^ j a tea-bootk

Jcf ] or
:jfg j

a stimmer-liouse.

I ;^ or Jj^ ^ an old name for

policemen ; they wore black

clothes and a red cap.

y^ ^ I
an octagonal pavilion.

:j!|i ] a porch for a stone tablet

;

they are often built very solidly

with ornamented roofs.

^ H ]
he who sits m the dragon

pa*'ilion ;
— met. the Emperor.

1 I iff jfc exalted and lofty,

like an isolated peak.

^ B^
] a sort of porch or hall,

where the names of ba<l people

are hung up for exposure and

general information.

§ 1 an open, sedan -like stand, to

exhibit things in a procession.

/ * *̂ I'rom man at a she(L

( yr 1" '•'^'! 'o stop
; to hold up,

if^ny as when there is enough
;

well-arranged ; suitable, fit-

ting, honest, trusty ; to delay ; after

another verb, denotes the cessation

of the act.

1 It or
1 ^ to rest from work.

I jl^ to cea.se.

]
— •^ ^ rested once.

] ^ all arranged rightly, every-

thing in its place.

^T ^ 1 '^ well dressed
;

paint-

ed up ;
to put on a gay dress.

IW 1
'o part, as quarrelsome

jxjople ; to set to rights, to

arrange ; to cofijierate in attain-

ing an end.

"PI E. if ^ 'tl ahout seven-

tenths were defeated.

I ^ 5^ /£ stopped the carriage

at ih? roadside.

W 1^ H 1
'he three joints of

the arm were brawny and pro-

poitioned.

] ^ to put up a horse, as for

the night.

] ^ even, uniform ; well propor-

tioned, or corresponding, as the

parts of a thing.

J^ I
the water course has stopped

nmning.

] ^ "^ to lay out a corpse.

^ ^^ ]
it has stopped achiag.

5^ /p ]
she continues to weep.

\t-^ From water and arbor ; used with

(4*T* 'JT and the last.

^fing Water stagnating ; water

running back and making a

still deep pool in a stream.

* I * 14 ^ ^ to let the

stagnant water flow out to sea.
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IJ-^ A fluid arid fetid secretion

c^*^ from tUeear,

I
'^ a running ear.

/ing

^tmtf

Jf^ Lady-like and beautiful.

c5^ ^^^^m^m 1
Alas,

j/Vwy she did not marry that year,

the luckless beauty

!

"Hf? A peduncle springing from

the axil, and bearing many
flowers.

] ^ a plant found in Ho-

nau, said to kill fish like a

Lepidium.

I ^ a medicinal plant, allied

to the shepherd's purse {Thlas-

pi) by the Chinese ; the draw-

ing shows that it is akin to the

mustard, the flowers are yellow,

the leaves broad lanceolate and

obtusely serrate, and the siliques

long ; other descriptions confuse

it with other cniciferouB plants.

iT
Used with tlie next.

A raised {Mth through fields,

'I'iii^ such as are seen in rice

grounds ; a smooth place.

IB 1 ^ AH people are walking

tlirough the fields on the paths.

f^^--* Krom^c/(i and a naiV.

|M J A raised path or dike through

't'i»(/ or between fields for passen- !

!;i-r.s ; a piece of waste land, >

a Mcj^lected corner ; a lane, an
j

iilk-y ; a \)arcel of land.

g'l field-paths, fields.

I 18^ a bit of a garden.

^ ]
an old name of Lin-ugau fu

in Yunnan.

Read 'tien. A paddock, a park.

] BJ Jl^ jg our paddocks will be

like deer-parks ;— uncidtivated. ;

Front hand und ertcl ; uned lor
;

the next, and easily inietaken for !

To pull up or out ; to strain,
i

as at stool ; to lead out ; to rush
'

T'lXG.

or stand forward ; to push out ; to

relax a little, as with prisoners
;

straight, to straighten; to carry one's

self stifijy ; decided, resolute in

principle.

) ^ to stretch one's self np

straight.

] [ij to project or grow out.

^ 1^ to stretch and expand the

chest.

j US ^ >& to firmly adhere to

chastity.

lit 1 ] 6^ very stiff" and upright.

] JflJ to bear a punishment with-

out flinching or confessing.

1 '^ ^ not to give in, good pluck.

jy ] 1^ iJJ to use the stick as a

sword ; — I. e. to punish offenses

too severely.

] j][^ to stand stiff", as a grenadier.

In Pek-iiiffese. Very, greatly.

1 ffi 1 ^ 64 very coarse and

i bulging, as a water-jar.

1 ^ ^ ® * hard bit, as a nut

to eat. or a piece of tough beef.

A club, a stick ; a '- single
j

branch or stalk.

y- ^ "g". ] a hundrecl

stalks of sugar-cane.

"^
'l^ -$11 1

I can manage [the

enemy] with even a shillelah ;
—

a boast of a general.

$ 1 49 ^ lie grasped the staff

and drove him out.

1 ^ <2L A an efficient and

clever man.

From t/em and erect.

The name of a gem ; a flat

baton or scepter made of

stoite, held by the emperor in

ancient times as a sign of authority

;

some w!?re three feet long, others six

x'¥ii 1 * iE *& 5c T '»>«

c.n)x;ror took the scepter, and

strai};litway the realm was regu-

lated.

U mff

T'lNG.

Mjat which has been dried in

the sun and cat in strips;

straight, stiff.

+ 1 ^ 1^ ten strips of

jerked meat form a bundle.

I ^ a carp used in offerings,

j^ 1 Si give him fbur slices

of dried meat

A pimt, a canoe, a dug-out

;

long and small boats, such as

't^inff people live in at Canton, of

which there are many sorts ;

inland boats, small craft.

)]» 1 or
I j^ a small boat. ,'.

^ ] a fast-boat. 'f"

^ fg ] express or post-boats.

;^ ] flower-boats, used for parties.

] ^ boat-people.

~
tJC 1 a sort of lighter.

^ ^ 1
pwnts to gather caltrops.

A lK>lt or rod of iron or cop-

[jcr ; the hollow barb or bolt

g of an arrow ; finished, ex-

hausted ; to hasten.

M ;^ ^ to run away from

danjrer.

'tv></ A narrow head or

straight.

I ;^ a direct {)ath.

forehead

:

'«'"'y

V ,»</

From woman and a court,

A woman who has recovered

from disease.

gjj ]
to disguise one's feel-

ings ; stolid, imperturbable.

i 1 A ^ to rail at another.

Read itint/. Handsome.

I
fair and graceful.

fv

From i firth and yv a """«

but it is not the same as , fan ZC
as this usuiiUv' )ms tlie lower

stroke longest ; it is thought to

resemble sprouts coming out of flie

ground,

CtooA ; complete ; full ; to veri-

: whatever is the business of life.

L -
i-i7>-r.iit
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TIXJ-
Old »9«ncfo, till an^, tuT. /a Canton, tin ; — in Swalow, tin ; — in Amoi/, tin and piu ;

— in Fuhchau,

'.*u rnrf liu : — in Shanghai, tVi ;
— in Cki/u, tiu.

From —• one «Ed 55 ffonC, Ej;

'

I ratum.
r:C Fr

^tiu To cast away ] to rid, relieved

of 5 to cas'j off, to throw aside

;

to tbrow at, to pitch ; to leave, a:

« family when going from home.

1 ^ to put away ; to throw aside

;

not to mention.

j -|J :^ left it behuid.

I
"^ lay r aside, as for a future

occasion.

I
]!

;>JC
thrown into the water=

1 ^ JBt '^ he threw it down and

then ran ofl".

1 1^ °r
I A blasted bis own

reputation.

! "T "~* E 1^ l"^' ""^ ^ox^
\— straysd.

V ^ to rejfct, to discard finally.

j 1^ :^ don't do it ; let it alone
;

leave i)rt!

] /p 1^ I cannot get ii off my
liands ; cannot avoid tho ques-

tion.

1 01 fe to ogle.

] /p ^ you did not hit the

TO.
Old sounds, t», da, tap, and dap. In Canton, to and tii ; — in Swntoii; to and

in Fuhchau, to, tio, t'i6, and two ;
— in Shanghai, tii and du : -

,to

From " evening repeated ; q. d.

evening sfter evening.

An adjective of number, nu-

merous, many, often, and is

usually placed before the noun ; not

a few, more ; much ; mostly ; how

many? a superlative, very, exces-

sive, too ; to crave for more ; to

add ; to become many ; to praise
;

after a noun, it has in some places

the force of a distributive adjective,

as if. \ every year.

] ^ officious ; interfering.

^ ] how many ?

] >J? or j ^ how much 1

I ^ fj;
much obliged to you.

] jlU {jj; I thank you much.

Ji! "^ 1
''h'" '^^ ^^^ heaviest

Jij ] or 1^ 1
too much.

]
§ or ] ^ loquacious.

fl yp 1
nearly the same.

] ^ or ] ^ well informed.

n'MT-^^ 1 nn. tl'e set

time has passed, and he is not

here, to the increase of my sor-

rows.

] ^ a meddlesome fellow.

\ :h ^ %t h"^ oi'i ''•e you 1

# ^ 1 1 F^p ffe '"•'•^6 'ny It'est

respects to him.

I ^ to admire him ; to make

much of him.

^ I
not ovenuuch ; these will do

jjjj ^ I
to pray for the three

raanies, — i. e. sons, wealth, and

years.

|!^ ]
a Mongol or Ouigur word

for paiia.

1 iSI IE ^ charm-word (Sanscrit

dh Irani) used by Bndhists.

1 Pf^ ^ wl '1 will he coiuo ?

1 1 ^ % '''® '"°''^ [troops] the

better.

&£ .1 S it lie enjoys great hap-

piness.

^ * Jii ~ ig ± i: I
the

earth as now before us, is a mere

haudful of soil

toa ^
— in Ama^i to ami tui

i
—

— in Chifu^ toa.

I

^ ]/^ From 7fC wood and TJ ^r JL
to \'Q))\-Q6Qvvi pendent tilings above

'to

> It.

.1^
'to

A long sleeve, |g ] such

as were worn in olden times.

Branches hanging, with flow-

ers in bimches i cluster, as;

of dates or Uchis ; a head of

flowers
;
pendent things ; to

move ; to lead, as a child ; a clas-

sifier of clouds, flowers, and flames.

||j[ ]
to embroider.

"J^ I
the lobe of the ear ; for

which sense the radical ]^ is

often added, but the compound
is not authorized.

I ] § an orchid like a Cymhi-

dium with yellow flowers.

1^ .^ I ]
the snowy clouds are

piled upon each other.

""
\ it,^ sprig of flowers.

IS ^ 1 £S ai'e yu looking at

my chin moving — as I eat ?

"^
I

flowers; many blossoms.

—
I

>^ a flame.

)
'

] all sorts of flowers.

] ^ tlie side buildings in a \>a^

lace court.

I^L^^M- 1 f^M l^ecp your ears

open and hear all that Is said.

hub.

] ^ to miss every other row.

] J^ to utter a bon-mot

^ From Ktnrf and /Jc/n^e/ read (/Jiu \)

/, in tlie dictionary.

^tiu To fan : to move with the

wind, as the trees.

) ~r fl" ftp the breeze fanned the

priest.
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c l^fl^ A round targut made of straw

J./|v hung near a race-course, to be

'to shot at, by archers going at

full speed

^t 1
'" ^? I

^ straw target

.

M 1 n op'-'""igs iu the crcnulatcil

battlement of a wall.
'

M 1 "? l'"tt''es.sas to the wall.

I FK ^'^'^ rooms or galleries in
j

which to practice archery ; s"

called in Kiangiian

lU The body; to conceal ones'

self, to hide away, to skulk,

'to to secrete, to slip away ; to
]

escape. !

] '^ to shirk work.
\

] ^ to pl^^y truant, to idle .at books,
j

I Hj to secrete one's self
|

] g or ] jg to lie perdu, to be

out of the way ; to escajje from,

'^s J[^ P ] jS to seek shelter

from a storm in jwrt.

1 St to take leg bail, to evade

one's creditors.

] P5 to dodge out of one's sight.

1 ^ i^ you cannot shun him,

]
—

i -^ .^ be dodged him once

To walk.

] J^ to stamp the foot in

'to anger

^XyXj To guess the weight of, to

T'/T'J heft a thing ; to drop a sail,
j

Ho
I -f^ ^ 3^ carefully es-

'

timate its qualities or value.

C »—|J» From earth and/allintj.

J-Ht Hard compact clods ; firm

'to ground.

^ ] a mound ; a hillock

raised for any purpose.

To fall down, to come to

pieces; to tumble down or

'to l)e carried away.

ifo ^^.'^] the great bowl-

der threatens to fall.

-^ Hair which has been cut from

the head ; the hair left on

'to children's head.s when they

are first shaven.

J^i!) To chop fine, to hash with

TfC J
a chopping-knife, to mince

;

/o' to carve.

1 ^- "^ ''O cut up chops.

—
' 1 ffi S ^"t '' '" twain at

one stroke

] )jft "]p hacked or minced it line.

j ^ 1^ ^ hashed it into tine

mince meat ; used as a threat

Fiom grain and bunch,

A heap or stack of grain.

'o' ^*K ] ^ !*''<' "f '""^^

in ^ —
' 1 lieap it up into

a btack.

^ ;^ ] a dung-heap ; a pile of

comjwst

;j?t f^ I
a stack of wheat straw.

\t^^ Also read j('o, (iiid written jfe
but not accurately.

tn^ A rudder.

f/o I
^ a helmsman

^ ]
to steer.

^ I
a captain or mattager of the

crew.

] ^ the part of the rudder in the

water.

%. 1 "f II 1
to ix)rt, the helia

liS 1 ISS ^ rudderless, at the

mercy of the winds.

$|> ] starboard the helm.

*5 ill a '& # If 1
be careful

linw you steer when in the

Yangtsz';— be steady in danger

iT-^ The unsteady walk of a

,
young child ; to lead a cliild.

Read tai' To overthrow;

npside down.

Read ,c/»i, and used for |j^. Un-
steady ; undecided.

I 1^ embarrassed and vacillating.

J'Ai'' Kroin V^ heart and ^ to fuli

I
13 contracted,

to' The mind nerveless, flagging

and heedless ; indolent, re-

^*'^ miss ; rude, indifl'erent.

jg I
careless, never completing a

thing.

Ip >^ IIO ^ 1 ^ tell him that

he must not bs lazy.

as M 1 ^ m" ^ at SI the

members (or officers) are idle,

and all affairs will go to ruin.

Esi SJ 'T' 1 do not be negligent

at womhip.

^ 1 5i S •'' stupid, useless dolt.

1 ^ to loaf about.

1 ^ f^ they are careless of plow-

ing
;
— ;. e. they do not attend

much to agriculture.

P^> Krcm i earth ;ind 1»§ to/r//^

—t-"^ or an old form ^ wliicli repre-

<o' sents it ; used Iu. tire preceding.

To fall iu ruins ; to fall over
;

to hang down, to sag ; to fall, as

teais ; setting, as the moon sets
;

fallen, dilapidatetl, ruined ; decayed,

poor ; disuse<l, effete.

^ I
push it over

1 ,{§ fell off the horse.

PI ^ 1 ^ a decayed family

] |§ a miscarriage.

^ ]
to beg food, and throw the

morsels into a cla|vdish ^, as

Budhists do on begging excur-

sions.

1 ^ ^ to fidl behind.

2/fe' -^ jiwket without sleeves ; a
^p^ kind of long gown like it,

to' cassock.

An obeliscal aiguelle or peak

;

some say, the undulating

line of a range of hills.

1 UJ ji il the slendei:

luonntains and magnitic«nt

peaks.
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Old sounds, t'a, t'ap, da, and d»p.

in Fuhchau, to, t'o, t\v

_LlX^ 1 From hand and to bear; tlio first

Jf y^ form is most used.

4v*^
I

To piill, to drag along ; to

cglS J
(li-aggle ; to lead, to take by

t'o the hand ; to implicate, to

drag into ; to protract

1 ^ to track, to drag.

] ^ iiuolved. as in loss or danger.

1
~ f^.M to trail a stick after

one.

1 ^ jilf
to wear a peacock's fea-

liier.

I 1^ ends of the girdle hanging
I'W

; .m official girdle.

I i€ ^ tK I vvas draggled

through the rand ; met. tnrbid,

\-erbosc, as a style.

] § lift
a fiishing-smaok which

drags tlie net after it.

;/c 1
•* '•"ge smack.

) 5J ti I put off, to procrastinate.

M Tlie second is also used as an-

otlier form of jifti also read

^
^/i, (», and cliai>

To split wood with the grain;

f „ to break sticks ; to fall or

come down ; a kind of tree

whose wood is used for coffins, on

account of its durability.

] ^f^ an inner coffin.

W ^ 1 ^ when cleaving faggots,

follow the grain.

From tvlieat and to carry ; the
two are nearly synonymous.

' Cakes made of bean-flour

;

the ^ I
.y are boiled with

soy in little tin cuja.

i^i^ 1 ^ cakes of gbti-

niius rice mixed with flour.

I j^ a fancy wheaten cake in

three round stories, common at

Nanking, used in tbe worship of

ancestors at newyear.

^ tI^ j a cake made of bean-

flour and millet meal.

T=0.
lit Canton, t'o and tui ; — in Swatow, t'o

'a, t'i.), ii)„l swoi ;
— in Shanghai, du and

iJ^ ] -^ the clod of earth wrapped
around plants when transplant-

ing them.

n
Ju

Tlie second is also used for 'ch'i

154 .1 slide.

Steep and rugged paths

;

dangerous acflivities.

] j^ ^ a dhamni, a PjJ o''

magic formula.

fi? I
sandy steppes and wilds.

i^ T 1^ 1 ^^ hastened down
the steep declivity.

J*^ To slip ; to uii.s.s ; to stumble,

and t'iia ; — in Amoy, t'i and tit ;
—

t'u ;
— in Chifu, t'6a.

^ I
to carry on the back.

tt D I ^ let the animals carry it.

^ I
to'carry, as a pack ; to load on.

1 /?> ® it is too heavy to carry,

1 _L llj i carry it up the hill.

In Cantonese. To suspend, aa

from the neck or girdle ; to hang
U[IOU.

] 3t with child.

] ;j5t ^ BR liang it on the lapel.

Used for the last.

It.
j'o

cjFtS to misstep, as a horse.

/" ^ 'M^\ "" unlucky fate

;

missed ti>e chance.

ol<l horse, whose cars lop down,

has stumbled with me lialf way
on the journey ;

— referring to

missing an opportimity, or a su-

jxjrannuated officer.

m

oni man and that ; it was once

written 'Hi i the second is aC| U< wr
L synonym of the next, and an old

^X^ form of kE a snake.

(^ That, anotlier ; to charge.

I ^ humpbacked.

^ ^ 1 I
''i'^g^'it and easy in

maimers, as a virtuous dame.

B' -f IE ro ^ 1
the princely

man regards [their doctrine as]

true, and seeks for no other.

I ^ to adjust the hair.

Road <'(/' To add to ; to impute.

^SKWP^;^ \% lie re-

mits that man's crime, that I

may liave the more.

A cimel.

<f° I
-^ a burden.

^ I
to a carry on camel's

l.a,-k.

^ <^ rC 3! ''c who has seen

little, and e.\aggerates in describ-

ing it, is like the man who saw a
camel, and said it was a koise

with a swollen back.

A large gallinaceous bird, the

1 Jb which probably refers

fo to the ostrich, or to the cas-

sowary of the Indian Archi-

pelago ; it is also called ;^ J^ 'U
the large horse prince ; and | K
^ or ^ ,1^ camel fowl, from its

large feet ; it is said to be 8 or 9

feet high, and the wings spreading

ten feet.

%

»^*h I

''""" '^ horsp, and 7^ great ;

'f^J'V 1
*"' '''® second is the common^ form.

c W/V )
^^" '*"i™^l that carries bur-

dens ; to lade on, to back a

load.
Vo

A name for the beaver, 1

^, which is said to be found

J^<
in western countries, and

among the Mongols ; it re-

sembles the otter, and makes its

nest in the ground

ttgB A sort of wild horse ; a horse

c)W^ of a dark color with marks

t'o causing the whole to resem-

ble fish's scales.

W 1 'fj '59 there were many sorts

of dappled and spotted horses.
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•r*t~^ Often used for ^t' a rudder.

M Ui A tif-beatn or girder in the

s'^" framework of a house which

connects the large pillars;

under it is the ~ 1 or supporting

girder ; firm wood ; leaves falling.

— 1^ I
a pair of girders; a room

with such a pair is regarded

as having ^ ^ three partitions.

1 M ^ ft paiatetl beam-heads

or corbels wliich project outside

;

the Chinese often carve charac-

ters oil tlieni.

^ ^ lis 1 i'l a strong tide-way,

liinnor tlie helm.

Kroiii "Q to l/enr and ^ sheaf.

Pamiiers, siiddle-bags ; slings

used in securing the burdens

with which animals are laden;

to carrv on the back.

\\\^ Humpbacked
; having a dis-

cy-j^ eased and crooked spine.

J'" 1 "? " hunchback.

] ^ crook-backe<l.

&t^ The siuth-fish, as its name

UmU imixjrts ; a siiecics of bull-

j/'o huatl which burrows in tLe

sand, and spurts it out ; it is

also called
'i^l

|S or sand fish, a

name oftener given to the shark.

Bh^ From 3hi " /''"a "'"' ^ ulone

C Sl£ c'OJitracted ; it is apparently con

m

fuiuideil witli tlie last by some
s' " iiiilliors.

A large triton, gavial, or.

water iizanl, found to the south of

(!iiina, ten feet long, of whose hard

skin drum-heads are made ; its

grurt" voice is hearil at night and

indicates rain, whence the ])hrase

) ^ j^ j^ the bass roar of the

drums ; tlie animal digs a deep

hole in the bank ; its eggs are nu-

merous and eaten by itstJf ; the

flesh is prized, and served up at

weddings.

'K 3^ ® 1 to kill the dragon

and catch the gavial.

] 1^ to strike the watches.

Face flushed with drink;

cpj [^ rubicund.

gf ]
half drunk.

^ M 1 S ^*^^ ^^ ^^^'^ ^^
quite tlushed.

^^1 Water di

< » 1^ lets ;
a i

iveig^ng into stream-

lame anciently ap-

». »*
I

plied to small branches of

J jjg^ the Yaiigtsz' River in part

j'g of its coiu-se, esiK'cially to

one west of King-cheu fu

in Hupeh : an afiluenl ; a heavy

rain; falling teare ; forms part of

the naint's of nianv streams, of

wliich the Jpj an attluent

of the IVi-lio. is one.

tij ^ I ^ the tears fell like

rain.

j^ I
waves surging and foaming.

I ^ a branch uf the Yaiigtsz"

in the southeast of Sz'ch'uen,

near Lu-cheii ^j^ ^\.

it*-» A skein or

c/p j^ floss ; brail!

A skein or hank of silk or

raiding to ornament

j/'(( furs.

a^ IJ. 31 1
live braidings

[ adorned ] tlieir plain silk

dres-ses.

The t1:ird is applied to iron

weights ; it is also read ish^^ a

.short spear.

^ A stone roller ; a game call-

ed ^ If^. or flying bricks,

.swinging heavy stones from

hand to hand ; a weight or

ji'o ball on the end of conls :

the weight on a steelyard
;

a pilot's lead.

il ^ 1
*" s«ing weights,

jf^ ]
a steelyard weight.

1-^ Like the

(Ja To slir

he lost.

. S To sling stones, or heavy

,t'o weights from one to another,

practiced by athletes and

military men.

/{fg
I

to throw at.

In Pekivt/tie. Ho pile up, as

in stei)8.

It
A fabulous animal like a
ram, having nine tails and

t'o four ears.

1 iS BS broadcloth; and

1 M- W, ^ebet ; to-lo being an

imiUition of an Indian word, and

written in difterent ways.

.to

To deceive | to lie to, to im-

|X)se on.

Read ^i. Self-possessed.

I ]
satisfied.

From to measure and a foot.

To mea.sure anything by
stretching the anus out.

1 ^ iS J'^" eannot span

it, as a big tree.

— ] it measures one fathom.

f /"t^ From ^ quiet contracted to 5C

^^ woman and J^ c/uws ; q.tl. wliat

'I'd the claws have safely.

Secure, safe, stiible, firm ; to

seat well ; at ease, sctlleil, cjuiit
;

ready, prepared.—and often merely

a sign of the p:ist tense.

1 1!^ an exclamation at the end

of a sentence indicating the end,

that's right ; so ; well now 1

] 1^ or ^f j
everything right

;

properly done, secured.

tisfactorily.

W fi^ ^ 1
there is something

unsafe ; there's a screw loose,

i^ 1
<"

1 S very well, that's

jii.st right.

to quiet the ancestral manes.

gg ]
Hell said

j^ j
all correct, as well and safe

as it can be-.

'^
1 ^ HI) ;p «g ifi ^ ifti>«

thing is to be done safely, it

must not be hurried.

^ Anything round, long, and

slender, like a pi|ie, pencil,

Co or riKl ; a mathematical term

for cylindrical ; a tnlie for

holding salt.

] [Q l""o' si'"' *'"^ round.
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m
o

'm
Co

m
Wo

To clip the four corners of a

tiling tliat is too long ; to

lessen by clipping ; to throw

aside ; to cover, to feel over.

Full and ample, as a dress

where tlie skirt.s spread out.

^ M 1 till
'''""I'iiig shoul-

;

ders and ample sleeves; said
;^

of a beauty.

Fascinating, engaging, seduc-

tive ; not correct, heedless of

propriety ; idle. careles.s.

I dare not see his Miijeety

in the least dishabille.

tit'

1

From month and to drop ; the

secoud also means a port, a place

to land at.

To spit; saliva; to do a thing

easily.

] llj to spit in one's face.

I ^ to blow the nose.

] \%'^^ small spit-bo.v.

^ "^ to conipoM! off-hand.^ /p ]
do not spit when

gi\ing one a dish of foixl.

IH US 1
to heedlessly hack

up phlegm — is ill manners, be-

cause one can't well hear.

1 P tI^ 'o spit.

] ,^ to spit on and revile.

*^'
t'i)'

^ 1

1

From insect and to weigh ; it i»

also read («i' and sAm'.

Tile exuviae or cast-off skins

of cicada.s, snake.s, or crabs
;

to slough off the skin,

a snake's skin.

^ cast-off shells or skin.

- ^ t& It 1
""« •""^'"'"g I'C

siiddcM'y became an empty skin
;— bis spirit left the bodv.

i 1 lit mmil^^.\^ when

the kiitydid molts and the dra-

gjn transforms itself, it is like

my discarding the world and

going among the immortals ; a

Taoist sneer at life.

Old suuuds, tat, diit, and diik. Jn Cnnton, tok, tut, iind cliiit ;
— in Su'utow, tiik, tut, and tak ,

and to
;
— in Fuhc/ian, twak, chwok, tok, and t'ok ;

— in Shafi^hai^ toll, doli, and dok ;
-

— in Amoy^ toat, tok,

in Chi/'n^ toa.

From hand and to Jain.

To collect, to arrange, to

gather up ; to take up with

both liands.

1 ^ to gather.

1^ ]
to put in order, to furbish

up, to make as new ; to put to

rights.

^M "a ] ^ """' "e pluck the

ears — of tlie plaintains

to'

with the hist ; also re.idUsed
cho/ii

> To cut, to prick ; to cut

block.s, to engrave ; to cut

o|)en and rob.

I fX ''* Pri'it '""l publish books.

M
to-

To estimate the weight ofaiiy-

) thing by lifting it ; to eat

slowlv.

M f m ^ m '^•*» )'"»

guess it.s weight exactly ?

1^ ^ ^ a present of food, as

I delicacy.
I

m.
/-.'

To mend clothes.

B $t tn H 1
thread the

iieeiUo and ask him to mend
this.

From l/ird and connected ; it is

also read choh^

A small bird, the
| i%

whose cry is ti-ti^ found in the

northern deserts in flocks ; it has

a crest, a forked tail, and no liind

claw or hallux ; it is noted for its

tliieving, and one name is ^ J|^ ^
or Turk's sparrow, because it comes

down on the fields like the nomads

and devoiu^ the crops ; it probably

belongs to the grouse or plover

tribe.

Formed of y^yreat ^ liird and

TJ* inch, but the last part is re-

garded as a form of JC or ^
handf united with ^ to spread

tlie winifs, referring to the fowl-

er's skill in trapping birds.

To take by force ; to snatch
;

to get by striving or anyhow ; to
!

carry off, as when a prize is gaiiutl
;

|

to take away, as when rank is lost ; ,

to criticise or expunge.
;

1 I& '0 P"^ another on the road.
!

iP 1
to rolj boldly in banils. i

I "S^ to carry oft', as agauist one's

wishe.s.
j

I ^ to take the prize. I

1 ^ ^ J5- •' «"!'•'" P'I> *'i«t

will siialrh your life from death.

^ BJj If!) to contend for fame

and gain.

I ^ 5^ '" g'^t "iiy of the first

five pLices in an examination

for tsints:"

.

M 1 W ^:4 to catch and plunder

the jjcople.

] tt§ ^ to tiike the gambling

reeds; — a mode of playing.

5fc ^i I @ the dazzling bright-

ness blinded the eye.

'^ 1
Cljlu^se] examine and lop off

— what is improper ; a final

phrase in jietitions.

g^ I
to deliberate and then fix

upon tlie iHiints.

^ ]
finally settled on.

1 8n to drive oft' the soul of a

fetus and take its place ; averred

to be done liy old Rationalists.

] 'j^ discordant, out of phice ; said

of instruments in a band.

1 5f ^ 1"^ ''''S carried off all the

literary fame.

m=^J-\KWi W tl'e l-rince-

ly man does not covet what

others prize.

115
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n
.toh

)

Inttrchanged with the last.

To take forcibly, to seize ; to

rob.

] m to appropriate without

right.

j^ ) to plunder.

From melal and to peep,

A square-mouthed, oblong

jto bell, like a cow-beU, usually

made of iron, with a long

clapper ; a kind of jingle or rattle

used in the army to convey orders

;

one who arouses the age ; a limit.

TJC 1 * wooden-tongued bell.

JH, I
bells hung on eaves to ring

with the wind.

^ ]
a native priest in the Roman

Catholic chuwhes.

^ W i^ * ^ S ;tc 1
"^-v*^"

brings forth a sage to arouse the

world.

] U to indte to virtue. J '
,^.

t'o'

to

id,

to'

Ificle.s ; a more common name
is 7JC ^ ice pillars.

Formed of heart and limi; ; a

sjnonym of j^, to distinguish it

from J5L' 8 rule.

To guess, to calculate.

To cut and hew wood, a» car-

penters do ; to divide.

1 /tC to work ill wood, the

joijier's craft.

To delude by false repre»en-

talious.

f{^ ] to deceiie by false-

hoods.

A species of water-bird, the

SI I
which resembles the

rail; k is meetly found in the

Bouthera provinces.
j

r| rftj '^ Is" redd r.h'»h^

(1^, Eg to grumble.

and used for ch'a,'

to'' 'J'o gabble ; to talk incessaTit-

ly.

P I I
|tt Jg a constant stream

of talk flows from his mouth.

Qt^ To tread or step on ; to walk

jtyC) t'J and fro.

'"'
1 3j5 ] i to walk back

and forth.

ft ^ fi^ 1 *" wlk for pleasure.

j ^'^ v(2 walkuig inside of the

arbor.

A~f^ From water and stone; used for

J^[| J
'chi! ^ ocher.

io' To let down ; to drop, as a

line into a well ; to droj), as

rain.

jg ] to drip; leaking by

Old toandi, t'ak and t'at. In Cantos t'ok and t'ut ;
— in Swatow, t'lit, fak t'ap,

•« Fuhchau, faiik, tw'ak, and noh ;
— in Shanghai, t'oh, doh, and

From Jlesh and to arrange.

Jj^X^-) The flesh leaving the bones

;

^t'o emaciated, lank ; spoiled and

dis-solving ; to undress, to

Strip ; to let go, to escajie from, to

relinquish ; to get out of, to eva^le,

to a\oid ; to leave ; in rhetoric, to

touch on slightly, to allude to; if.

perliajis ; when following another

verb, often lieeomes a mere dis.syl-

lahic auxiliary, or a form of the

perfect tense ; as JIJ j to leak out

;

•^ \ to let go
; ^ I

forfeited,

lost.

^ ]
to let oft', to exonerate.

1 iSE ^ ^ perha{)s it can be

done.

I ^ to slip away, to escape

] ^ ^ to undress.

] jj^ to [H-'el ; to cast the skin.

)j| )
to deliver from, to rid.

^ I
to tuni over to anotlier

] 1^ liberal ; not exacting ; to

make a resmiie.

1 H to (seape trouble.

1 T 111 S sl'l'l**^' ""' "f ^^'^

} noosr.

1 ^ M S I got .iway, and was

^ not eiitiin^led.

' ] is elovaled. not vulgar: to

avoid the world,

j

|H 1 in giM)ci spirits, well, biiglit;

talented, clever.

1 ^ IS 1^ '" ^'' '^'"" "•* " horse,

— in the next existence.

cicada is planning how to gel rid

-' of its skin ;
— i. e. he is contriv-

'^ ing a way to leave.

g {JJ ] to sell, to part witli.

Read tui ' Leisurely.

j I llil .^ went off very slowly.

In Cuntonesf. A classifier of
''

suits of clothes and messengers.

and \.'o ;
— in A moy, t'oat and t'ok

i

—
t'ok ;

— i« Chi/u, t'oa.

^ ] A 3jS several men came

one after the other.

— ) ;^ IJK a suit of clothes.

ItV ."Similar to the last.

J/I^j To exclude; to remove; to

j<*o mistake ; to leave behind.

K ad liltui.' To rub and clean.

^ 1 ^ Ofe ^ ffi "" «iH"'g

down rub the liands. and then

j)our the libation.

iZi, Cunning, a

1>L> A ft ft

artful.

] men's disjKiei-

t'd tions are crafty and guileful.

j /^ Jljfr ^ education has much

to do with the character

II
Vi'ova hair and to/Utl.

, 'J'o molt the hair or feathers,

for which JH is now generally

u.sed.

\ ^ to molt, to shed the hair.
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^•y^ To loosen the neck-clolh or

^44 > collar ; to free the neck ; a

j<'o sort of knee-pad.

heaven and earth were spread

out, it was like loosening the

bands of the universe ; so the

Taoists say.

To open the dress for air and

freedom.

"^^ The original form represents lipo

"IT f/rain beiidingrlawn,with tlie stalk

7"' continuing into tlie root, nnd
j< entering the ^couMf/, this being re-

presented hy the horizontal line ;

another savs it represents (lio

plumule just opening above the

ground-

To depend on ; to engage oiif

to act for ; now written like the

next.

In Fuhchau. A thing, a mat-

ter ; articles, goods ; an idol, things

carried in processions.

"B* ^ I
worthless tilings, no

better than old bones.

^ I
to have an eruption,

^•^ T From words and a shoot ; the

second form is little used.

To charge with, to uitrust

to ; to commission, to engage

one to do, to ask ; to accept

a commissicm and its pay :

to trust in, to rely on ; to

make an excuse of; to use as

a pretext.

I ^ by your leave I am well,

thank you ; or in full,
| fi); :^

A ^ 6^ iH I liave availed

myself of your favor to bo hajv

py ; — a polite phrase, for which

] j|^ is another form.

I fj; f^ ^ I beg of you to do

this affair.

1 IfE ''y yo""" auspices,

^ pf I
not trustworthy.

1 A "1^ to engage another's aid

and kindni'M.

^ -^ ) ^ to commit a son to

another, an4 a.sk one to care lor

a wife, — wlien about to tra\ el.

AO

nn 1 7^ K i: at !f ^erc
lie a man who can be intruslcd

with tlie charge of an orphan.

I ^ to apologize for, to suggest a

reason for; to gi\e as a pretext.

± ± PT Jil IE only ^ ery high

minds can resist liisl-

4* dt ^ i^ ] S^ inferior ones

can carry out others' wishes

;

T ± RT iU 1 M and tlie lowest

can use others' projjerty honestly.

^ A il ]
I am engaged by

wpiue one to do it

] ^ to play on an instrument.

ft
Kioni hn nil nnf\ n s/iunfj thougli

it is refr:nrlcd as the niodilied

or derived forjn of tho sccontl
;

it h often erroneously used for

the last ; the second also means
to publi away.

To carry on the palm, to

bear up, to take on the haiul,

to take up with the hand ; at Can-

ton used for ^ to carry on tho

shoulder.

1 ? Of
1 ^ a waiter or tray

;

the first also denotes the satin

lining of a .sable robe.

1 ± Bf 01 shoulder it.

I 1,^, to lean the head on the hand

^ j
to equivocate, to dissemble

1 J§ ^ I the god who holds

the pagoda in his hand.

<§• ?lr 1 ]
'infavor.ible times,

lilslieartcned, luisuccessfiil.

^ ]
what can't be handled ; i. c.

gniel, porridge, ic.

1 ^ (;iiso written ^ ^) morti-

fied ; reduced to poverty

^Etj, I-ioni /fl wood and 31 ^"il

'^i^ modified, say some ; it resembles

j<'() M" M « case.

A sack open at both ends

;

a j)orte-monnaie or belt worn

aronnd the waist.

] ^ a tube through which to blow

the fire ; IxjUows used by potters

1 ^ rj kind of satchel for carry-

ing food and clothes.

ilC ;^ 1 1
'he contirmous sounds

>>r raniiucrs — were heard.

] §]2 the camel ; lit. a bag-carrier.

mm^&ff-^ T ^ a he tied up

dried meat and grain in packs

and bags. .

From horse an3 hag ; q. d. the

qaadrnped who oarries bagt.

The camel was once known
as

] |g, but the term is now
obsolete.

S^ ] a superintendent of camels.

tt
Jo

A bun or cake made ofwheat-

) en flour ; in some places, r.

cake of any kind.

|]j| 1 a tlour cake.

From mood and to rfnt-'< off ; but
originally the |ihonetic was tlie

preceding character.

A board with a Imle .•iiid short

handle, used by wati linirn to

strike the hours.

] to strike the watches.

j the watchman's clapper

Ol^ Negligent ; to di.sregard rul'-iR

)t/r} 1 iJife -^ i a" oificer who

t'o is remiss, and gives no heeil

to law.

I ^ heedless, indifferent tc re-

straint, like a bow unstrung,

which flies back.

Tho sheath which envelopes

the joints of the bamboo ; the

^('o first leaves of bamboo shoots

;

a shoot growing from the

roots, like a sucker.

^J S '^ i^ 1 '!"' I''"'' l^amboo

stullis growing rank with green

leaves.

/o

! Fallen, as leaves in autumn
;

Tj cracked, as the bark of some

plants, which jieels off.

-p _^ J^
J

in November the

vegetation decays and falls.

^ "f 1^ ]
only withered leaves

are below it

A plant allied to the sarsapa-

, rilla, the fg 1
or ^ jft

fo found hi Kiangnan ;
it f^rows

ten feet high ; the leaves are

large, and the pith very while ;
it

is the Atvlia ednlis.
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TXJ-
old sounds, to, tot, tok, do, dot, and dok. In Canton, to and tu ;

— in Sivalou),

in / ti/ic/mu, tu, to, and tok ;
— in Sfianghui, tu and du ;

-

.til

Kiom E< a ciVj and ^ this.

The place of the palace or

imjjerial ancestral temple ; a

metropolis or capital ; a large

city; luicler the Clieu, a region equi-

valent to four ^ districts ; a fief

granted to princes ; an imperial

city whose revenue was granted to

statesmen ; the suburbs of a capital;

the Stat"', the country ; elegant in

manners ; abundant, tine, full ; an

(uljective of number, all, altogether,

iwu.iUy used after the noun ; in

general ; also, ti^ether with ; still,

possibly, probably ; followed by a

negative, as
] /p or

| jf^,
has an

adversative sense, no. not at all; an

exclamation of pleasure, excellent

!

to occupy, as an office; to dwell ; an

islet on which birds collect ; in some

of the cities of Chehkiang, it de-

notes a ward or a police circuit

;

elsewhere it often means a group

of villages, arranged for fiscal con-

venience.

7R )Or ] JjJ
the capital of a

country ; the court.

j^ ^ J|_ ]
very beautiful and

excellent.

1 1^ — ^ '* ^'^ formed one col-

lection.

'&
\ ^ ^ ^ <\.on\ wish it even

as a gift.

fg ] ^ I will go too.

] ^ an old name for a ] '^ or

Mauchu m.ijor-general.

S'] 1 Wi '"^ brigadier-general.

— .tu ) I|i all were collected.

^ ]
the do\ible capiUd;— a term

for Mukten.

;^ 1 in ^ Aey are generally

like this.

#1 mi^ ^^ I personally

filled the jiost of iirime-minisler.

Ife il /T 1
**1"^' "'""I'i ""' ^

reckoned a great beauty.

] ^ .^ j^ I have not been there.

1 ^ ^ ''^e Censorate ; its mem-
bers are commonly called

] ^
J^ at Peking.

or in the navy, a commander
;

one is found in each prefecture.

In Pekingese. To grumble, to

nmtler ; to be unreasonable and

grntt'.

]
|ig or ] p^ to be dissatisfied

anil scold unreasonably.

m
111

'III

A paunch ; erroneously used

for a beetle or heavy mallet.

IIR 1 a big belly.

Name of a plant.

^ ]
a flower bud ; it is

applied especially to conspi-

cuous ones, like the rose or

pomegranate.

From to sec or eye and that.

To look, to olwerve
; i)er-

ceived, manifested.

@ ^ ^ 1 what eye hath

not seen.

Hfl ]
to be evident.

Jjl I
;> ^ 1 f£ what the senses

have seen and remembered.

1 WB ^ .^ to look and not ob-

serve ; absent-minded.

To otetruct, to .guard, to

close, to shut or ward off ; to

fill in ; to invest ; a waU

around a yard, a stretch of

Willi ; 50 cubits length of a wall ; at

pyace, quietly at home.

1 ^ to wall up, to close against.

1 ^ to smother to death.

1 p to gag ; to stuff the mouth.

|5J^" ] to defend, to resist.

1 S ••" g'lar*'' to '^"t "tt '*P
proach to.

<<«

to, tu, and chu ;
— in Atnoy, to ;

—
- in Chijii, tu.

|iji(
]

pelf, lucre ; — an old or

poetical term.

SS ^ ill ^ 1
the spectators were

like a wall around him.

j^ I
to patrol and guard, as ro-

\euue-cutters.

S:^ -$ ]
tl»e people were all

iit [wace.

g
f^ five hundred poles'

length of wall rose at once.

1 {i ^ PI P stopped the door-

way to prevent him entering.

In Fiihchaa. A panel ; a com-

partment ; an apaitmeut ; a piece

of wall.

f H4p '^" wager, to risk, to stake

;

y^ t" gamble, to play for money
;

'tu gaming, play.

1 ^ •«
1 %. -I gambler.

1 tu '^'"
1 ^ to play for stakes.

^ 1 ^ (*" M) t" OF" a table.

1 ^ try your luck ; it depends

on luck.

Jig ]
a confirmed gambler.

I
njji to take an oath.

] ^Blio'- .1 W8i a pledge

for a gambling debt

] ^ ti) risk life, as .soldiers do.

A 1 lis S ^ a gamester in the

long run never wins.

1 ^ 3ii[ to bat something, as a

dinner.

] ^ to tlirow up an affair in dis-

gust, to become angry at.

f^ I
to get gamblers together ; to

induce men to play.

1 8S ^ to get another to decide

upon the value of a thing ; or

between two as to its nature.

;jf^ ]
female gamblers involved

in a criminal case.

It
'<«

The morning, the dawn, when
the day begins to grow bright.

1
g," the blush of day.
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Uu

Prom Jlesh and ear/A ; the clia-

racler is raUier a modem one,

and is sometimes read tu'

tu' The belly ; the fstomach ; a

bellyfull ; a good deal ; the

temper or mind.

5^ I
or 5^ ]

a stomacher, a

corset.

)J, I
the region of the bladder

;

the pubic region.

W 1 -T'
pregnant.

^ j
the inwards ; entraik

^ ] ^ a looseness, diarrhea.

I
'^ the belly-ache

~- 1 i^ irascible, fiery; very

fe\"iTisli.

1 fM. ^k indigestion, heart-burning.

1 K '^ I& '^ * ''^^^ perception,

intelligent

*" 1 "f ^ angry and obstinate.

1 M, ^ ^^''y P^t^ent, forbearing,

t >|A^ From earth and to measure.

Xl^ To stop up, to stuff; to pre-

'tu vent water (lowing from a

sluice ; to obstruct.

1
-f^

stopi)ed, filled.

1 Si "? P to .shut the jar's mouth.

1 M ^ stuff it into the hole.

H^n \ ^ti^%^^ said what

stopped the other's talk.

tt>
From iLOod and earth.

A fruit of a yellowish-red

tu' color, called
| ^ ^, and re-

Uu garded by the Chinese as akin

to the crab-apple ; the wood

is used for blocks by printers, and

for bows by archers ; there is some

confusion about this plant, for other

details point to a tree resembling

the Euonymus, but the fruit of that

tree is uneatable ; to shut out, to

restrict, to imi)ede; to allay.

1 P^ ^ [ij to close the doors, and

remain at home — for study.

I |g 35^ ^ a deed in fee simple.

I
]^ "p tu suspend intercourse

with ; to cut

I IQ a scorpion.

1 il -?£ *^^ Azalea flower.

Pfl PI 1 ^ '" ^^"y oms^s self to

visitore.

] (Ji^ ifg to remove causes of strife

W t*C /i ] '^ s(jlitary spindle-tree.

^ ]
fijl H vino with black spotted

stalks, and leaves shaped like

those of the orange ; the bark is

infixed in spirits.

I
lijl the Euonymus japoni'ctts, a

tree allied to the spindle-tree

;

the bark is used in medicine.

1^ > Name of a bird,
| g| which

fl^ applies best to the cuckoo,

'tu but seems .also to uidude the

goatsucker or night-jar.

tx|l ' Formed of^ people contracted,

JlS^ and 51 » Aani/ under it ; used

'fu for tlie next.

tu' A measure ; a test, a degree,

a limit; a degree of latitude

or longitude ; an intenal in music

;

a rule, a regulation ; capacit)', en-

durance ; to arrange or spread ;
to

bring under rule ; to form by law
;

to pass, its time ; to foriL

]
Q to spend the day.

^ ffl >fi 1
^° sj^nA extri.va-

gantly.

] ^ certain times, periods, or

distances

] [^ to keep time in playing.

|k
I

illimitable ; no restraint

;

lawless, reckless.

fH ]
and )g 1

a major and a

minor interval in music

^ S ^ 1
l'l>eral-minded and

generous.

^ ]
courtesy, politeness.

®i 1 ^ special officers in the

Ming dynasty sent to see after

• the revenue of the provinces.

X ] the five measures of length

;

viz.. ^ line, tJ- inch, f^ foot, ^
rod, and ^| fathom.

^ 1 the six paramitas, or means

of reaching nirvana, viz., alms,

morality, zeal, patience, medita-

tion, and intelligence.

^ ]
economy, a definite outlay.

^ ]
capacity ; enlarged views.

Reail toh. To gue&s, to calcn-

late, to estimate ; to throw in. .as

diit into a caisson or wooden fiaine,

when raising adubie walls,

"f' 1"^ 1 ^ ^ '^'''" estimate him
fully.

;^ )
, to reckon the measure of.

MA] {ij *" calculate by what
conies in, how much to s[x;nd,

£i j& 1
'^ ^'^ revolve it in the

mind ; to consider and get an

idea of it.

From u'ftter and to measure ;

terclian";ed witli [lie last.

tu" To ford, to cross a stream or

sea ; to go through, as a road
;

to pas-s, as time ; to go from one

subject to another ; a ferry-boat.

] Jjjgi a ferry-boat ; a passage-

Ijoat.

1 01 "'"Ji 1
•I'en'y

1 M '" *'^"''' shallowsc

Ai: 1 ^.iD§ 1
f^tl.elife

of man is lil;e a voyagi-r cro.ss-

ing the sea.

1 "ffc A ft neophyte, a convert

to Biidhi.sm.

"l^ I
an ancient ford.

S8 I^ aa 1
to see the races on

the Dragon-boat festival.

Atfc> To gild, to adorn with gold
;

pTjy to plate.

tu' 1 — M ^ wa.shed once

with gold.

1 -^ ^ gilded head ornaments.

1 ^ f^ a goldsmith's shop.

tu

' 1 From 5C female and pi inner

door, occasionally changed to^
' stont, implying barrenness.

Jealous, as a wife some-

times is of her husband ; en-

vious of another in the heart

;

averse to.

1 j^ a jealous woman.

1 Si envy, as seen in actions.

^ 1 )& t<> ^*'' ^"''y against

® ^ ^ A 1 ;2; men envy the

high in rank.
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tu'

From Si insect and ^ /'in/

contracted^ tlie second fonii U
moro ideographic, but h verv

seldom met.

Grubs in wood ; worms in

books or clothes, like the

larvae of the j^ or various

genera of Tineites and Ptinus;

wee^'il-g^ub8 ; cheese mites.

I f^ the Lepisma ; worms in

bwks ; imt. a close student.

fft ^ ^ 1
heaped up grain

breeds weevUs.

] |g or
I
:^ extortionate rulers

or police.

] ^ ^ hairy caterpillars.

til'

From Jt 'f i^tnkr and -^ to

;'";'

To destroy ; to ruin ; fallen

in ruins ; to besmear ; to

smudge.

U I
ruined, dilapidated ; unsuc-

cessful.

^ 1 T i 't damages or de-

stroys earthly things ;— i. e. tlie

inhabitants— as a dronglit.

Read yih, and used for ^. To
discharge ; to dislike, to pnt away

;

to lire of, to weary of, to loathe
;

to put an end to. to suffice ; to

explain.

M i. Hk ]
^ •'•'ive worn this

garraeiit without disliking it ;—
iilludi.i^' to a concnlane of W5n
Wiing whom lie liked.

)j? I S ^ ''^^ explained it very

cle.irly.

^ S W 1 ^''^ drums and bells

fill the ear with melody.

Ui'

?J[1 ' Similar to the last.

y V To break ; to ruin, to injure.

1 i^c f^ 5t 'lestroyed and

s[K)ilcd completely,

•^f 1 "S ^ the matter was nearly

done when it was ruined.

<r«

Old sounds, t'Oi t'ot, do, and dot.

in Fuhchaii, t'li.

From Ll 'o surround and pf I

difficnlt
; q. d. how to escape li urn I

dilKcnlties.
|

T'XJ.
In Canton, t'6 ;— i7i Swntuir, t'u, ti'>, nyul t'o ;

— in Amoti, t" nnd t'o ;
—

tn, nnd t'6 ;
— in Shant//i<i!, t'u and dii ,

— in Cfii/u, t'u.

Apian, drawing, diagram, or

chart , to delineate, to sketch an

outline ; to plan, to scheme ; to

plot, to intrigue ; to reckon on ; to

remove ; to estimate, to calculate
;

to wish or try for ; forethought, care.

^ 1 to earnestly wish
;
greedy.

1 li books and drawings.

I ^ the idea or sketch of, a jJate

of; the contour ; to draw a form.

] § a private or personal seal.

I
T^ the motto on a seal.

1 ^ 'PJ '" pl*" '"''*' '<* ^ famous

and rich.

'!§ m ^ 1
he still cherishe<l a

ti.xcd resolution.

fi); ] ff- ^ what plan have you ?

3^ 35^ ]
a map of the stars.

1 WL plans, propositions, imagin-

ings, schemes.

1 l'$
•'' P'^'tnre of, as a god.

^ M IS I
•''"'" ^'''e ramifica-

tions wore not easily extirpated

^ 1 ]K ^ I have consulted about

your residence.

] ^ to draw pictures.

From hodi/ and lliis.

To l)ntcher, to k.Il and dress

^/'ii animals for the st.ill ; to ri|i,

to rend in pieces, an ancient

town near the capital of

Shensi.

] 5fe
'"

] j3 a butcher.

*6
I

or ^ 1
to prohibit the

slaughter of animals ;
— it is of-

ten ordered to propitiate the gods

in times of distre&s.

^ 7J Jil I
'"^ flourished the sword

and was about to slay.

A horse worn out by travel.

^ ,B|
I ^ my horses were

<iuite used uji.

•f^ P 2f£ ] my mouth was

all sore.

From to ffo and /; it i? also

used with the next two.

Ju

M
J II A road, a path

;
a pursuit,

a way of doing things.

^ ] a long way or journey

I jf^ a road,

f^ ] 2JS $ well and quiet the

whole way.

^ I ^ fH *^ f"" half-way-in

any pursuit.

t n

^ I
' erroneous ways or doctrines.

ilirt'iTi'iil roads.

1^1 IS H"/ 1 '" "^^ ahead on tlie

roaij ; — to care ibr the future.

JE ] A S lie attained distinc-

tion by tiie right mode.

g ]
ofiicials, those in service.

Name of two streams, branch-

es of the '{^ f^ in Shansi

near IVyueu fu ; also of one

in Shantung which empties

into the Gulf; and of another in

S.':'-clrucn ; rut of a wheel.

1 ^ a classical name for the

twelfth moon.

] ]
a hea\ y dew.

^ I
bridge or way over a sluice.

From earth and a stream ; occurs

used tor the next.

^tUi Mud, mire; miry; to daub,

to besmear, to dirty ; to plas-

ter, to wash ; to blot out or efface
;

to fill cracks; unl rustworthy ; dull,

stupid, pig-headcil ; a noted hill in

Nganliwui.

;^ ]
inapt, unre.tdy, blundering;

to mismanage.
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<rti

iW @ ^ 1
the snow is falling

and the roads are muddy.

^ 1 dirt and dust ; i. e. the world,

j ^ to erase, to scratch out.

1 j|§ ^° plaster a wall.

I ^ to plaster in colors.

I
'g to daub the face, as actors

or burglars do.

] 5^ to write badly ; said of rude

penmanship.

1 1^ to use cosmetics.

^1
I ^ it is like putting mud

on one in the mire.

H ^ -^
I

to see a hog and

carry dirt ; «'. e. to still more defile

one's self.

] \[\ a small fief named from this

liili, lying along the River Hwai

in Fung-yang fu in Nganhwui.

1 Usaally writtsn like the la«t.

Name of a peak, some say

in Sheu cheu ^ jf+|, but

others put it in Hwai-yuen

fr^ hien in Fnng-yang fu, where
'

Yii the Great manied a wife

called ) llj J^ from the

name of the state.

Jg A^ Rum or arrack that has not

(P^|> been strained ; the mother in

^t^H spirits.

] ^ m o"-
1 Si ?B «"-

Btrainecl, whitish, thick liquor, of a

sweetish taste, also called ^ :5jt }B
Kiangnan rice wine ; an old cii.s-

tom existed of drinking it on the

loth of the first moon as a prophy-

lactic.

I A^ Si )rrowful looking ; distressed

.

{
I
^ if^ ] anxious about, as an

t'u event coming to pass.

Read y«' Delighted, much

gratifie<l.

J. A. A fine tree allied to the ca-

(*3> talpa ; sharp-pointed ; an old

j<'u name for thorny trees in

Kiangnan.

1 tJC a Canton name for the best

kind of pine timber used in mak-

ing furniture.

T'U.

—|j4-» From (trass and / ; not to be

(•^f^ confounded with jc/i'a 3? tea,

" 7 with which it was once syiiony-

s'" iiious.

A bitter herb containing a

whitish juice, like the sow-thistle

(Sonchus) or endive (Cic/iotimot); to

incroach on prerogatives ; weeds ; a

marsh flower.

I ^ noxious weeds ; bitter cala-

mities, sorrows.

W A in 1 ^'''^ maiden.s were

there like marsh flowers.

] ^ afllictions ; and the tea-shrub

is said to be still known as ^
] in Sz'ch'uen, though this is

probably a mistake for some

other plant.

^^ I
to borrow.

1 j^ -?£ * yellow or white rose.

jfb 1 and 1^ ^ the names of

two brothers, now deified and

worshiped as the wardens of

doorways ; their names or pic-

tures are pasted on outer gates.

f 1
1- From aood and weed ; used with

the last.
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.fu A kind of tree found in

Yunnan, an infusion of whose

leaves is drunk.

I
ifi name of a timber tree.

Read jcA'a, and used for ^.
Old tea leaves are still called ] ^ ;

in some places. I

^ »* 1 From a step and to walk, or to I

/^p ' uo aiid«or'A, tlielattei- being the
j

^ l^t I original form; it lesemb'ies ts'ung I

» -t' tS '" f"ll"w, aad jjj l£ to move.
|

(p,^ J A footman, to go afoot; a
I

j<*M foot-soldier ; in the T'ang
j

dynasty, it often included a

bondman or serf; a follower, a dis-

ciple ; servants about an oflice ; a

sensualist, a low fellow, a ruffian,

a rowdy ; a multitude, a crowd ; a

cabal ; empty, as an open hjuid ; as

an initial iidv.rb, futile, vainly
;

only, barely ; the punidhment of

transportation.

I f^ an apprentice ; a neophyte,

a pupil.

^ S® -i 1 ^" unprincipled rascal.

1 ^ '" ''** purpose, uselessly.

' "^ 1
''"' minister of Education in

itucient times.

^ ]
a brigand, a seditious villain.

I ^ IK S ""'y 'rouble, without

any advantage.

f^ ] a crime punishable by trans-

portation for three years.

1 # ;^J£ja;^i|!i: mere good-

ness is not sufficient to carry on

a government.

ft 1 ^ "f* A his followers

number scores of men.

^ ]
infantry.

j|{ f^ W I
there is really a large

crowfl.

rtjj^ Barefoot ; to stand on one

j<'-M 1 E^ ^ ^ barefooted and

bareheaded.

|>A^ Composed of tiger and hare.

ilwSi I" ^^^ country of Tsu or

^t'u Hunan, a tiger was anciently

called ^ ] ] robably a lical

name represented by these charac-

ters.

From grass and rabbit,

A medicinal plant, the ]
*

s''" SI' o''
1

' ^ -^^ Ctwcuto or

«'«' dodder.

j ^ a kind of Anemone

{J5 I
^ another name for China r.iot.

j5f^ ] an old and local name for

the tiger

j j(CL probably ,'>i!other naniu "'k

the sweti potato.

A yellowis!)- b'ai.kLsli bird,

found in V7('.i-y'..ci) hien on

the River Wai ;;. Kan-.n. .

which lives in the sanic holt

with the marmot, keeping watch on

the outside ; it may be allied to the

Strix cunicularia or burrowuig-owL

A famous palfrey, cr'led |^

I ;
also a wild anunal like a

horse, perhaps the onager,

found in the northern deserts.
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An old name for a kind of

/t\ glutinous rice used for making

j<'m tluck liquor; in ancient times

it was reckoned as one of the

SIX grams.

^ ^ 1
gl

diint in fruittul seasons.
^ ^ 1

glutinous rice is abun-

C I The character i« intended to

I
" represent two strata of soil

' * * wiiii I'lants growiivg up through

' " tliem it is detined \^ ^
P± ^ M ^ ^ what [the

divmitv] Enrtli vomits to pro-

duce :ill things ; it is the 32d ra-

eiiui;! of ii liirge natural gro:ip

of cliaracters referring to forms

and uses of earth.

Tlie fourth of the five elements
;

the god Earth, Tellus, or Cybele
;

earth, soil, clods, ground ; a region,

a [jlaue ; in commerce often refers to

Canton ; territ()ry,posseRsions,lands;

earthy ; a pale or ochery color ; on

tlie ground ; local, peculiar, native to

thj place; in Kiangsi, a designation

for a quantity of soil about 12 ft.

squire by one thick, a ditchers

day's work ; to appear, as ground

where the water has run off; to till

or work the soil.

/p ')l< tK 1
the climate (or pecu-

liarities of the place) do nut agree

with me.

I A natives, aborigines.

I j^ C.uiton raw-silk.

S 1 A "IS
local manners and

fcehilg.-i.

] ^ an adobie house.

I M. products of a country.

] J^ siixtons, undertakers.

1 J^ the ground story ; a base-

ment, a cellar; u treasury.

{Cantonese.]

H ]
or 1 ;;^ or ij» I

slang

names for opium,

jj^ 1 /P fU I have no appetite.

fiSt 1
"'" i3i 1 ^^ test the soil, as

g omaiic.rs ilo for y ^Tave.

] jpi^ l.)cal (Litiec ; in Canton, oidy

the terniinalia ai5 usually a.)

diMioted.

K5 1
'" ^.. 1 *^ return to dust,

to b-" l>u:ijd.

^ ] one's native place.

t^
I

the local officials.

n or 5i local

divinities, agricultural gods, wor-

shiped on the
I j!^ ^ second

day of the second moon.

•^ 4" ^ 5^ ^ 1 1 announced

it to liuptjial Heaven and So-

vereign Eitrth.

m ] ^ gg ^ your territory is

great and glorious.

W iO 1 & ^6ry pale-faced, sal-

low.

] TfC j^ A a blockhead, a dolt.

^ I
goverimient lands, the em-

peror's land.

and mooij, which shine on this

lower world.

^ ]
mulberry fields ; also the

white bark of its roots.

] M '"' i^ 1
^^'^ planet Saturn

;

identifijit by the Biidhists with

Sani, the Hindu regent who rules

it; the nose in physiognomy.

S I ^ f^ X t'»e 1""^ "f Yun
appeared above the surface, and

the marsh of Mung was put

muler cultivation, — after the

deluge was drained oS.

C |-|_L From mouth and earth.

•—1-» To vomit, to disgorge ; to

'" spit out ; to open, as flowers;
'^ to disclose, to tell all, to make

a dean breast.

1. \ y M vomiting and purg-

ing.

] {15 ^ to vomit up ; to confess

everything.

] § to run ont the tongue, as

when disconcerted.

I
;:^ to blossom.

"— |g ^ I
n^ thrice he spit out

one mouthful ;— such was Duke

Chen's applic.ition to business.

llf A j j|§ ^ poetical man speaks

words like his art.

^ ^ ^ I
bj did not tell nearly

•all.

P^ 1
'

jlf; HM *-" vomit contiimally.

1 ifil
to bl^Til at thf luugH

<'«'

M M 1 i, decline hard tempered,

hasty jjfcople.

I ^ 1^ jg he is contente<l now
that he has reached his degree.

] § Tibet or Tangout, a powerful

state destroj'ed by Genghis Khan,

north of Lake Koko-nor.

-M* ' A sedge grass,
j ^ proba-

"T*, biy a sort of Scirpm, found

t u' in Chehkiang near the seaside,

and used in making mats.

^ ]
the Cyperus rotundis.

Tlie original form is thought to

repi esent a rabbit squatting witli

its tail perked up ; it is distin-

guished from 'mien $£ by the dot

;

tlie second form id ii common
contraction.

A hare or rabbit ; to hinit hares
;

at the North, a hare is called Jf Jjjf

the wild cat, because the vulgar

name for a bardash has the same

sound.

Ul 1 or If ]
a hare.

1 ^ or ^ ]
or ^ ] a rab-

bit; it was also called B^ j^
when used in sacrificing on cer-

tain occasions, because it is said

to look at the full moon or the

3g I
or

Jllj I
in it, at partu-

rition ; this refers to a Budhist

legend that a hare («wi') once

rushed into a fire to furnish its

flesh as food for others, when Tn-

dra transferred what was left to

the moon, calling it gj 1^( o'-

shi or saBi) om who made a Siv-

crifice.

fk j W H M 'lie wily hare has

three holes to his burrow.

'S' i^ f# I
^^ watched the tree

for a hare, — refers to a bumpkin

who seeing a hare kill himself ly

running against a tree, watchid

it for months to get a second.

^ I
the red rabbit ;— the name

of (vwanti's horse.

] IS ""
1 ^ * rabbit's awn or

briMlh; — i'. ^. a fine elastic

pencil.

j^ ] the jumping rabbit, is the f)i-

pui annuldtus or Siberian jerboa.
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.tu

m>
jii

tu

To offend by assurance or

pride ; to rush against.

?J5 6^ 1^ 1 ^® catne In at

iiu unlucky moment

From mouth &ni\ to go out; g. d,

words pasting to and fro.

TTJIi.
Old Kmnds, tot, tok, dot, and dok. In Canton, tok and tit ; — in Swatow, tik, t'j

t6t, and ch'i'it ; — in Fuhchau, tok, tilk, and t'lik ;
— «n Shanyhai, deh, tok,

nilJ,
tu' To speak to one another, to

talk ; an exclamation of sur-

prise or of joking.

] I
alarmed, surprised ; noise of

urging.

5{i I
to order to stop ; to scold.

In Pekingese read ^chio^a. An
interjection of displeasure.

^ ifc flfl 1.1 - SI I got a

sharp scolding from him.

From cave and a dog putting his

head out of it ; it is interchanged

' witl) (I///, ^ bald, and several of

its derivatives.

Abruptly, suddenly; to rush

against or out ; to bolt ; to despise

;

precipitate, audacious; insolent, of-

fensive; to bore or work through a

hole; a bolting horse; bald on the

head ; a fine.

1 ^ ffij 3lj5
came on very sud-

denly.

^ I
to rush against, to collide.

jj I
to offend by rude manners,

unceremonious.

\^ ] inconsiderate.
;

I

ptj to guard a gate.

] j^ the Toorks or Turcomans.

* M a ^ 1 UO # ^ whe..

you see [the la<lj alter a short

time, lo, he wears the cap

!

From earth and sudden.

The door or flue of a furnace

or range, usually called ^
if^ f^ ; the grate where the

ashes fall.

tu'

tnW

A* From rat and to bo/l.

''/^> A burrowing animal, proba-

<" bly a kind of marmot, whose

habits resemble the prairie-dog

of America, and lives in its holes

with the bird ||5, which is rsgarded

as the female ; it occurs in Kansuli,

and is perhaps the Arctomi/s robus-

ttts.

tu'

The stump of a tree.

^ I
the leafless, branchless

trunk of a tree.

Eead nah. Cut off; to break

off

To set out trees ; to fix a door

pivot in its socket; a lock-

bolt

Impeded ; to make no pro-

gress ; not ailvancing ; to

kneel.

From P eye and <0t a younger
uuc/e.

To examine closely ; to lead,

to encourage, to command ; to

follow and see how an order has

lieen performed ; to warn, to re-

prove ; an overseer, a superior ; to

set in order, correct ; to go in the

middle, so as to oversee ; weak eyes,

1 A "f^ 1 t^o *"=' "^ overseer of

work.

] ^ to direct

] ^ or ] p^ to head the troops.

|&
I

a governor-general.

^ Hg ^ ]
collector of customs

at Ciinton.

f^ I ^ i|JC
the provincial director

of examinations.

^ I
th^' eldest son.

^ I
to instruct.

I ^ to act as leader ; to take the

direction.

I
-^ to admonish.

] ^ to oversee; to manage all

the di-tiils.

j ^ to urge on.

ik, tak, and tilt ; — in A may, tok, tfok,

dok, and tseh^ ; — in Chif\ tu.

In Cantonese. To prick in, to

fork up, to take up on a stick ; to

point the finger at, to jeer at.

•fj "15'
1 ^ a mark for ridicule.

1 i§ ^ ^ P"le its depth.

I $4 B.S A 'le '8 an eyesore to me.

tu,

From hnmhoo and horse, the ra-

dical giving the wundj see chuh,

^ India.

A sure, slow-going, or ailing

horse ; dangerous, as a dis-

ease ; sincere, honest; firm, stable;

generous, magnanimous ; immixed,

pure ; to give importance to, to be

great, to regard seriously ; to con-

solidate ; *x) augment, to establish
;

in rjgimen with other adjectives,

often makes the superlative.

] 5( in reality, very truly ; trust-

worthy.

] fg earnest belief.

^ I
or

1 ^ a dangerous illness

;

a complaint that disables ona

1 ^ diligent at study.

1 ^ M V^y S'^^^ regard to an-

cestors and relatives.

1 fr' '^ M '" yorW sedulously

without weariness.

^ ] imminently dangerousL '"-^

1 /^ very great, as kindnesa

] ^ sincerely respectful.

S- fl) ^ 1 "B^ E Duke Liu was
able to consolidate the merits of

his predecessors.

1 ^ t$ £ [Heaven] made her

great in bearing Wu Wang.

^
Ju

Ĵu

To shsike the head, as when
dissatisfied or refusing.

] \^ an ugly look, irritated.

From dor/ nnd a raterpillan "th«
di>g goes by himself, the sheep

in Hocks."

Solitary, alono; isolated, by

self, sinsle ; widowed or

11«
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cbildles:^ left alons ; one's own con-

Bcioiis;iess, or what Ls only felt by

liimself; one of; only, yet ; is it

80? a sps^uies of baboon or man-

drill, not a gregarii'us kind, which

is said to eat the gibbons, and they

, fly on hearing its crv, as the line

.: says,
1
- P.I M 3t ^ the ba-

boon cries and the gibbons scatter.

] S EL °'^'y myself.

^ -^ an only son.

^ I
ouly one, by itself.

J5^ ] orphan-like, unassisted.

\ ^ sole, tmequaleil, by itself

1 :i: jt ^ only that sort.

^ ^ 1 ^ reflecting on my soli-

tary condition.

] $ going on alone ; a clever

man skilled in some art which

takes the palm.

•p jl2 I
—

• not one only.

* 1 %mm^ is it that he

lias neither i'amily nor relatives ?

] ^ ] fj to decide and act on

his own responsibility.

Agl The covering or caise for a

f3i/> bow.

j/H ^ ] a sheath to preserve

the bow.

^ j a case or wrapper for a flag.

The skull ; the bones on the

J top of the head ; used by

til , Koman Catholics in ^ | for

relics of every kind.

^ T ^ ^ a S 1 ^ ^l'«'i

Cliwanglsz' went to Tsu, he saw

a hollow skull.

From ^ vicious and jrll plants

contracted above it, alluding to

'ioxious weeds which gi'ow iit the

way of people.

Noxious, poisonous; hurtful,

"di'Strtictivj, baneful :a.i'.ev(>lent.

. cruel, malignant ; a poison ; a virus,

n baneful exudation ; an injury

;

angrily, in hate ; to bate, to abomi-

nate; to be uidignant at

\ t^ malicious, cruel.
'

] Hg a poison, a dangerous re-

medy.

.til

j ^ a flagitious villain.

] ^ to do e\il to others.

] 3t A to poison onft

] ^ a malaria ; a noxious vapor

or exhalation.

$ ^ ^ 1 the people prefer bitter

and poisonous ways.

^ ]
jwisoned.

^ I
a pervading, general injure,

lil.c opium-smoking.

^ I
the three banes — of the

Tao'sfs ; tv'e., cupidity, wratli.

and folly.

^ 1^ PS 1 the lame are hateful

and the blind dangeroua

^ J
venereal ulcers.

W i^ iS 1
the blind are clever

and the dumb dangerous.

jy ) JSC 1
to counteract one

poison with another.

55. 1 the five poisonous reptiles;

/•/>., tlie vij)er, scorpion, centi-

ped'', load, and spider.

SJ S 'J* 1 ^ I'^tty revenge ; lit. a

malicionH bee's sting.

From 1$ to suspend and ^
noxious ! also 1 ead lao'

A banner or streamer carry-

ing a feather, used to show

the way at a funeral ; a large trian-

gular 8tandar<l, carried before the

genera1-in-chief to mark his pre-

sence ; it was adorned with rod silk

tassels, or a tail or feathers.

^ A Si 1 the blood of the slain

was ortered in sacrifice tr) the

standard.

j;^ I jjj^ the general's- standard.

\ I From boJi/ and month ; it is re-

I- \ garded as a contraciioti of (tun

W •''* *^'"
i •""' '* sometimes

5
"

road t.^'i'iu'

Tlieanus-i the rectum; among

"t>i;tchers. tiit xi.iiip: die tju oi', tln'

bottom, the adit or exit.

1 iE£ the bottom of. as a long row

of houses.

is 1 S& a cul-de-sac : no tho-

roughfare. (Cantonese.)

M ^ ]' to buy ])ork cutlets or

steaks.

A stone roller, the ]^ ] used

} by farmers for rolling down
j<u the fields when sow(i.

From water aa<iJlowin;/ harmoni-

I J
otmlt/ ; now written like mai' j{

' to sn/l; interchanged with tlie

next.

A ditch, an outlet, a sluice

;

the large drain of a country, as a

great river ; foul, muddy ; to an-

noy, to despise.

^ ] a gutter; dirty, filthy.

P3 I
the four gre;U drains of

China, vu., the Yangtsz' ^, the

Yellow jflj,
the Hwai ^•g, and

the Tsi ^ or NewYellow River

^ T^ m i'l Shantung.

^ 1 If # the gods of the

mountains and streams.

F'rom ice and to sell ; an unau-
lliorized character, connnonly

used for tlie last, and witli tlie

next.

To aiuioy ; to defile, to profane,

to desecrate ; to treat coi.tume-

lionsly ; to Ixither by reiterating

one's application.

S 1 iW ^j to trouble by re-

peated calls.

I ^, or ] ^, you annoy my
cars, or abuse my attention : said

by officials.

|g ] I have presumed to annoy

you ;
— a jx)lite phrase.

^1 to fail in res])ect

±^l^m'r^^> 1
"either

cringe to your suiierior.'s. nor in-

sult your inferiors.

^ I
to oftend one. to Jict against

jfl'opriety.

Ql^t^ Analogous to the last .ind ne.Kt.

mi^ •> I'o blacken, to dirty ; to an-

fit noy, to insult ; black, soiled,

filthy ; a moldy, black color.

] jfl dirty, begrimc<l.

^ ) to defame, to render oppro-

brious.

Is!?; 1 :ft #: to oflt'nd or insult

one of the emperor's favorites.

Jlp ]
rude to ; to cause to blush

;

to betray confidence.
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I

1^ Analogous to the last two.

^L-) Indecent familiarity with ; to

tu disgrace a woman.

\'^=f Boards or tablets for writing

on, such as were anciently

^ta used ; blocks for books ; docu-

ments, books, archives, regis-

ters ; a bamboo to keep time on,

when beating adobie walls.

J^ ] a note; a brief of; a card

or short sUitement ; a model for

lellers.

1^ ]
the |)a[)ers in a law case

;

tiie case itself

® ¥ 1 ^ -i l>e gathered the

[lencil and tablets, and I mjceiv-

ed tlicni.

^M !k 1
'o"g ^'a'™ «nd te-

dious documents.

nM 1 :t^m here I have

none of the turmoil of a court.

:^ A calf ; a heifer, a victim for

) sacrifice.

s'« ^ ^ Sft 1
^l'** o'<i cow

licks her calf; — old folks

dote on their children.

^^ A whitish kind of fine j.ade

^Sy from the Kwanlun Mts., once

tii used {»T
] ^ tablets.

fl
,/«

A case or drawer ; a sheath

;

a coffin ; a charger or bowl

;

a receptacle for books.

^ \
a scabbard.

jg5[ I
ojHjn the casket

^ 1 W iJ to lay by care-

fully, as jewels.

An abortion ; dead l)efore

birth ; still-born.

96- ^ ^ :7 1.
females

^ J
(either women or animals)

ftuh

did not cast their young;

Met. a time of prosperity.

From words and iojiow smoothly

as tlie phonetic.

To read aloud, to recite, to

chant ; to read carefully so

as to get the meaning; to teach

one to read ; to study ; to divulge

;

a reader.

1 ^ to study, to go to school
;

in Canton, to read aloud.

1 ^ reading the ritual ; — a no-

tice put up at the door, written

on blue pajjer with white ink,

declining visits when mourning

for parents.

] ffi ^ 2J5
'^e studied till he be-

came ill.

(^J
I

a schoolfellow ; a student

^ j
to recite perfectly.

I ^ ^ to study by night

^ ] to reatl to one's self,

f^ I
a reader in waiting ; an ho-

norary sinecure at court

] ^ to recite irregiUar meters,

to scan.

taltle of the inner chamber need

not hi recited.

Iff I
to read and compare.

^ S is 1
le*^ Tung be appoint-

ed to teach them to read ; — be

their tutor.

Read teu'. A clause or short

sentence, in which the sense is in-

complete ; a stop like a comma.

SlS M 'pO 1
pimctuate the sen-

tences and clauses distinctly.

rt*- From wrnnyling
smooth/i/.

and Jlowinff

lull Discontented, seditious; peo-

. i)lo slandering one ; murmurs
against rulers ; deep hatred

expressed in bitter words.

^ I
slanders.

^ I
to hate and rail at.

^ )
calumnies.

Old sound, t'uk. . In Cunton,

From ^ grain over A mnn,

JU > said to liave been formed by ^
'' '* rS when he saw a bald-headed

man, and hid himself in the

grain.

The hair entirely gone ; a scald

head ; bald ; strii>ped, bare ; blunt

;

to make bald ; to injiu'e.

^ ) a priest.

] -^ a bald-head.

^ I ^ an old, bald-headed man.

^ I
you bidd-pated rascal I

t M P^ 'li^ ^'^ unscrupaloas

rascal.

^ I
a blunt pencil.

t'iik ;
— in Smatow, t'ek ;

— in Aiiioi/, t'

in Shanghai, t'ok ;
— in Clii/u. t'u.

\ MuWi ^ mule with a hairless

toil.

-J(; \ ] no hair on his head ; a

leafless tree.

/t^ ^ ^ 1 stripped of trees and

herbage, as a bare hill.

1 '^ to H Jh-.< car) f?ll off.

^ ]
the hair is all gone.

In Suanyhid. All ; also.

1 ^ also have ; all are there.

1 W f@ I '*^''"'t it all-

1 ^ W ""t a si'igle one.

] i4 Ji ^ every body laughs

at you.

lit ;
— in Fuhvhau, t'l'ik ;

—

The composition of the cliaracter

denotes the bald-headed bird.

j<'u A bird when bare of its fca-

tiiers during molting.

I ^ an owl.

I ^ a long legged bird, perhaps

a crane aki-i to tlie a4.!jut.,nt.

having a bare bead.

The rustling of new gar-

ments ; the seam down the

I

^t'u back of a garment.

j

ii 1 ^ ^ garments where
' the back seam is not in the

middle, and the side.s are of

different colors.
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J^pi The scalil head ; sores cover- ^tI^ Bald words, as the etymology

2?t> iiig the scaA P/U> shows.

«''" 1 ;^ l>"ils or eruptions on' /v/i ^ ] sly, cunning, deceitful

;

tile head.
j

slanderous, recriminating.

fl$ 1 ± -^ Jia }9 A 5 «i--»'.'-

derous insiriualiotis dutlle men s

ears,— as anonymous placards.

I ffe to deceive, to cheat.

M
J

TXJI.
Old sounds, tni, dnj, tut, and dut. In Canton, tiii ; — in Swatow, tui, cliui, tui,

in Fuhchau, toi, toi, nml tai : — i"« Shanghai, to and de ;
-

All unaathomed character.The second and original form '

delineates a /Hie of earth, now I

clianged to JQ earth and '|e
j

_ Aii(/« ; used with the next, and

for i,t'"i jfi to push.

A|t| A heap, a mass, a mound
;

(ip J a stack, an accumulation of;

,/«(' a guard-house ; a crowd ; to

heap up, to pile, to store
;

and hence a classifier of

piles, heaps, and mounds; to incum-

iKsr by crowding ; to push away.

"^ ] a police-station.

^ ]
a stack of hay.

I •f^
— ] throw it all into a pile.

—- ] ^ a heap of firewoo<l.

^-
] ^ a crowd of people.

—•
I Jl^ a pile of coal.

1 ^ in ill
•'' great heap like a

hill ; said of goods in a market.

}i!| W 1 W ^ •'"* '''ce convulsed

with laughter.

^ ^ I
lo pound the ash-hill

;

— an old sport on newyear's eve
j

by domestic slaves to get luck.

A ^ 1 ^ ~T ^^^ people crowd

in and stop the way.

] ^ a storeroom, a warehouse, a

wholesale dealer's shop.

1 ?E 'i^ ?B '"^^o which shows

its gixxlness by the bubbles re-

maining.

.tin
tui

Interchanged with the last.

DuiaplingR made of flour and

steamed ; bait made of flour.

j|f| ]
globular hollow cakes.

Rg ^ -g^ ] cakes led from

last ye^ir ; Ttiet. the old stock ; not

inclined to anger ; it has now gone

by and so let it go.

Jill

To sit stock still, like a statue.

- ^ 5i 1 * * fl.g"
awav, yi'U statue, sitting

here !

M
,t„i

till

To collect stones to build

artificial rock-work ; to cart

stones down from a hill-top.

] lU •? ^ 'o pil<^ "P rock-

worlf.

Read ^chii:. The sound of dash-

ing stones.

From stone and birds,

A foot-pestle, commonly used

to hull rice ; to pound in

a mortar ; one beat of the

jiestle ; a heap.

] ^ or 1 )jijc the mortar frame-

work.

] P3 a rice stone mortar.

I ^ the treddle of the pestle.

^ ^ ^ § \
pound it hundreds

of liiues more.

g ]
to work the pestle.

tJC 1 mortars worked by water-

wheels.

S 1 M A * S # where the

clou Is surround the inaccessible

heights, the water does its own

pounding, — by cascades.

From tJ" an inch and a com-

pound of ^ lux'triant and

-T* srhii/ar; it is defined edio-

iiij? wi'hoiit rule; tlie contraction

is ccmmon.

#'1

till'

Parallel sentences on scrolls,

hung in Chinese houses for

ornament ; to front, to correspond

to ; to suit, t.) p.Vir ; to answer, to

and tan ;
— t« Amoy, tui and toi ;

—
- in C/ii/n, toi,

' respond; to correspond; consistent

j

with, agreeing ; opposite ; inimical

;

an opponent ; a pair ; equal to

' the occasion ; a sign of the dative.

—
§1] 1

or — 1 ]
a pair of

scrolls.

1 fl' o"" 1 "F parallel sentences.

1 ^ tft
speak to him.

^ Mi i I ''''* y"" *« SO-

{Sluinghai.)

] g^ a foe, .in enemy ; hostile.

] j^ ^ to form a marriage aflSn-

ity.

Sr ^ IK 1
"'' j°y ^"''^ *" ^^^^

— of Heaven.

I ^ to compare accounts.

—
1 f]| ^ a brace of do\'e8.

1 ^ 'f'J
'^ent. per cent, profit.

1 B^ agreeable to, liking.

1 l^ ^ A ""t afraid of what

men say, equal to men's remarks.

I
— 1 set it over against, as a

dial to the sun ; see if it fit.s.

/p 1 not correspondent ; not on

good terms, inconsistent, incon-

gnious.

I
.^ lg a pair of lanteni-bearers

who march opjxsite each other^

in a procession.

I ^ eye-witnesses ; personal evi-

dence.

1 ^ to confront, as opposite par-

lies do in a law-suit

1 ^ to swap, to barter.

In Cantonese read 'tuL To
push towards ; to bridge or hand

along to another ; to make up a

lot, to have a batch ; to coalesce.

1 ^ — ^ lump it .ill in one ;
—

this us? seeais to b.- a mistake

for ^ by a change ia the tone.
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From henrt and opponed or sin-

cere ; also read cliui ; the third

is also found in many authors.

To dislike, to avoid ; to

abhor ; disliking, displeas-

ed, angry with ; to cause

dissatisfaction; an adversaiy;

tui' inimical.

. to the chief criminal.

^ I # ^ everybody is scold-

ing and grumbling, as at the of-

ficial.s.

'A l£ 1^ 7 1 "ot one of the

people but dishked him.

'^ ' From^ place and 3|b tofollow
contracted ; also read chui' and

tup used for sui [^ to follow.

To fall or slide from a higher

place, losing one's footing ; a dan-

gerous pass throngli the mountains
;

a noun of multitude, like a crowd,

a group ; a military term, a rank,

a file, a squad ; a company, at first

of ten ^ or fifty men, but now of-

ten numbering a hundred men ; a

platoon; to fall down.

^ ^ i^-f^ 1
people gathering in

crowds and knots, — ready for

a disturbance.

IS "f l§ 1
'* ^ill ""t ^ easy

for me to regaui my place, — as

a truant clerk.
, , .

'

TUI.

J^ 1
cavab-y regiments.

— ] A "' iiiiuiber of people.

&
I

a detachment, a comijany.

j^ I
to dress ranks, to fall in.

\^ ] to driU ; to parade.

] f£ in ranks ; the army ; its rank

and file.

{f} j to engage tlic foe.

^ k ^ li§ «t 1
wliwi tlie

chariots go in their courses, the

cavalry will then deploy in rank.

^ ^ I
foreign drilled troops.

From }\j man and 'jj a ilainp

place ; but others say from P
mouth and /\ effluence, repre-

j
. senting the aura ot" evaporation.

The 58th diagram, to permeate

;

straight, direct
; gratified from hav-

ing enough; satisfied; to cvchange,

to barter ; to weigh against, to give

an equivalent ; to \ye made o\yiin or

permeable.

I
-^ to turn a debt by paying it

through another.

I ^ to exchange coin or jewelry.

I -J*
'o weigh silver for ex-

changing,

yj I
or 1^ ] to sell by weight

or retail.

Au m 1 weighs seven mace two
candareens
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tap

'fe tS Si? ]
paths made through

tin; firs and cypresses.

IJ'M]^ tlie roads were all

pkssablo or open.

to cash an order for money.

Abundant vegetation.

I I
thick, flourishing.

f Z5».^ A horse marching out <it a

J/C^ rapid pace.

tui'
I ^ to rush out in terror.

J From iron and substantial ; oc-

curs used for jcA'di |^ a mallet.

tm A sixjar with a brass ferule

which guards the butt ; this

end must bo put forward when pre-

senting the weapon ; a beater.

A"^> From metal and to enjoy ; occurs

*t2 used for the last.

/,„• ' The brass or gilt butt of a
spear.

^ ?' ^ 1
'''" trident sj^ars witii

their bright ends.

Read tioi' and ^shwl, and used
with f|r. A spheric metallic bell,

with a piercing sound, called 1 -^
intended to accompany a drum,
hung upon a frame ; to border on.

Read to' A pall, a catafalque

over a coffin.

Old sounds, t'ui, t'ot, dui, and dot. In

in Fuhchuu, t'oi,

From head and bidd ; it is inter-

clianged witli the next two.

j<'«i The jowl or under the chin
;

a bald pate ; a rapid gust of

wind ; subirissive, flowing, yielding

;

to view kindly ; to fall ; broken

down, ruiniHl.

1 ^ I'd T 't is gradually de-

caying or growing worse.

I j^ ruined, helpless.

5 Ul 1 ** [)oetical name for a

<'.nnikard's rubicund vi.sage.

Canton, t'ui ;
— in Swatow, t'ui, I'ui, and

t'oi, ami cliw'i ; — in Shanghai, do and t'e
;

^ llj -^ 1 ^ how is the great

niouut.iin falling !

li M S I
t'lo hreeze increases

into ii whirlwind.

] f^-
l.izy and weak, inert

1 <g. M ^ ^ while lazily think-

ing of hiiu he fell asleep.

•^^ Jaded, worn out; a disease

c/l^i li'.;e liroken wind,

s''"' ^ B] if, 1
my steed is ut-

ti'rly l;ri;ken down.

t'o ; — in Amoy, toe, t'ui, and oli'ui ;
—

— in Chifu, t'oi.

From place or earth and honor-
able. ; it is used for the iie.xt ; tlie

second, rare iorni is also a syno-

nym of kw-ai' ^ a clod.

To fall in ruins; decayed,

ruined, lixst; to ruin, to over-

throw, to involve m ruin; to

cause to fall or descend ; to

l)U.sh over.

I ^ to blast a reputation.

I ^ soft; pliable, as a disiwsition.
j

^ I
to luniblu down, as a svall.
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Also read fchui.

A labiate plant like horehoiind

(Marriibium), in appearance,

common in the southeni pro-

vinces; it is now called ^ ^ ^:
and ^ 0, but several plants arc

probably included under these and

other names.

H* «i W 1 « S iS ^ the

motherwort down in the valleys

is scorched by the heat.

A labiate plant called ^ ] ,

a foot high, with square culms
' and long pointed leaves, pur-

plish-yellowish flowers in an

imbricated head, which fur-

nish a drink when pressed

;

it seems to be the Leoniefua sibirica,

and the same as the last.

From disease and bivken down.

Fj5»i A pain in the groin, a fit of

j<'mj strangury, or a spasm caused

by the stone.

From demon and bird ; it is also

read (cAtii.

,fui

,Vw A supernatural animal, de-

scribed as like a small bear,

with short yellow fur; perhaps a

species of wolverene was intended

by this goblin.

From band and bird; it is also

prononnced (ch'iti, with tlie same
signiKcation, and both sounds are

used as correct.J'ui

To push away, to exi)el ; to

overthrow ; to secede from ; to keep

away, or abstain from ; to deny

one*R self ; to shirk, to shift or tlu-ow

off, as responsibility ; to lay to an-

other's cliarge ; to refase, to decline
5

to resign, to give np ; to arrange or

lay out ; to elect to fill a post ; to

select ; to infer from, to extend to,

to carry out ; to succeed to, to ap-

plaud < T push forward ; to include.

I
^ tu decline, as an appomt-

nieiit.

] Hi ife to escape from, as a duty

;

to put off on another.

1 % '* 'H^'estigate the principles.

] ^ to yield a dainty, to a guest.

1 t @ ^?- ^ 75 Ji g by abo-

lishing the weakly and strength-

ening the vigorous, all the states

will flourish.

I
^ to turn a mill.

I
$ or

I
^ or

] PjS to jiromotc

higher, to advance in ofiicc.

I
^ to have nothing to do with,

to evade, to put asidt' ; to change

the topic.

I ^ ^ you can't shirk ih.il.

1 "fi^
to put oft" with excuses.

M ^ ^ ]
*^"^'' '*"'^ '"="t s'l'"-

ceeil each other.

H IJC 1 ±l>HW the three sects,

including the lamas.

1 i& ii ^ I"ll put my heart into

your belly ;
— i. e. I am all sin-

cerity, guileless.

] ^ to give clothes to the poor.

1 ^ '"^ piston in an engine.

— ] a: I inference; an impuls'i

*
1 £< R A to put one's self in

the place of others.

] K ^.ft It^ select the worthy and

gi\e place to the able,— that

they may fill office.

] ^ to calculate ; to reckon ; to

cast destinies.

1 T fi!!
or

1 ^ ffe
rve got rid

of him.

I ® S'l A to blame another for

one's own misdeeds.

1 jifc S # P"*^ ^^ '<' S^* "P-

From flesh and to retire ; the

second Torm i^ uniisnal.

The thigh, the ham ; the leg;

in arch'tecture, the jambs or

ends of a piazza or |M)rch,

which are formed by the ex-

tension of the side walls.

•^ the leg, divided hito ;^ ]

the thigh, and ij» ] the shank.

;^ ]
the hind leg.

Jg- I
a hog's ham ; when cured it

is called tf^ \
or fire-ham.

ft 1 or ^ ^ I
a fast runner.

T* j I have run myself lean-

shanked, — and made nothing.

I
a gross fat It^.

tm

1

5^ ] a dog's shank ; met, a police-

man, who has to run to and fro.

^ I
delicate hams cured in Kin-

hwa in Chehkiang.

W^ 1 to stand at ease.
'

liaiiie in tUe legs.

I
rheumatism in the legs

which disables from walkuig.

^ti ) Kiom to r/o and indignant ; but

IJ^C the tWst elements were -^ a step,

f tu' H ''"i^ and yt, slow, denoting a

slow pace.

To retreat, to retire, to j-ecede,

t(i dr.vv back ; to decline, to back

out olj to refuse, to excuse, to with-

draw ; to abate ; to yield, to give

up to ; not to be froward.

1 ^ to break a betrothal.

] ^ to decline a purchase.

I ^ to retreat.

I j^ to shruik, as cloth is shrunk

by washing ; to show the white

feather ; to draw in, as a snail.

] •g, faded ; beauty gone.

I 1^ to cede, to yield to another.

] ^ ~f you can't back out —
of that bargain,

•gjl ]
to shirk, to back down, to

skulk, not to face the rausia

] ^ to step backwards.

^ &• ] ^ his body has lost its

vigor.

1 ^ it diminishes the perspiration.

I 5^ ^ J|[ to act as Heaven di-

rects.

a^ ^ /p I
war has done its

work, but he stays not his hand.

] ifcp to decline, to refuse.

^:f ' From ^ hair and Js exueia:
" contracted ; an unauihorized rl"'-

racter, probably altered from J^
to cast off.

To cast the hair ot feathers.

t «(•

rJA ) From^re and to pursue,

A)Sf To scald off the hair or fea-

t'ui ' thers.

I
>]« f^ to scald a pullet.

)S ^ ^ 1 ^ nse boUing water

to get the hair off.
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TXJisr.
old sound; ton and don. In Canton, tun ; — in .iwuioir, tun ; — in Amoy. tnn ; — in FuichaH, tnng,

tong, iiiid tuung ;
— in Uliuinjliui, tang and diing ;

— :« C/ii/'u, tSn.

*1

From X to strike or Jl^ /lenr/

and !^ to c/// ,y ; it mi.cli re-

sembles s//«/(, ^ vvlifi ; the se-

cond turm ij nui usua].

Atmflier

breutli.

fonn of ft^un tlie

,htn Irritated, angry ; to revile

;

liouest, simiile, genen)us
; !

firm, solid ; affluent, substautial,
J

big, of consequence; generously
;
to

give honor to ; to make a reality,
|

to regard or prove of great import-
j

auce ; a mass of troops ; to impress

upon, to urge ; to station, as pickets ; j

to in}pel to do ; who then '{
1

] jj or ] ;^ liberal, honest,

considerate.

2_ ] ^ the five generous ways

of acting.

I
-^ 1is|

give great weight to filial

.iikI fratenial (hities.

1 ^ transforming iiitlusnces.

] |^= a sincere invitation.

i ^ 1 ^ the king's business

presses on me.

] j^ j[|^ U be sincere in dealing

with friends.

] }j^ a name for those years which

contain the branch ^ icii.

Read ^tw^an. A succession of,

as fruit or plants.

W 1 jK. ^ the bitter gourds hung

one by one.

] M fr ^ those patches of

springing wayside rushes.

Read ,ft<i. To lodge alone :

solitary, one by one ; to regulate
;

to cut up, to deal with, to finish up.

- 1 ?S i /SS ^^ disposed of or de-

stroyed the forces of Shang.

1 Sit ® ^ quietly and soUtarily

we passed the night.

'^ Read ^fiaa. To carve ; orna-

mented.

1 ^ ^ S 'l^s ornamented bows

are all strong.
i

^tan To swallow down, to gobble,

as a bird.

1 1^ if ^ '*6 has gulped down
a great deal. {Cantonese.)

.tun

The wooden cover of n coffin •

others define it, a wooden Svat

or rest.

put

m
.tun

From cnrth and i^olid; the second
iiiiuuiliori/.ed form is used at

Canton.

A heap or tumulus, a mound
or barrow of a regular form,

while ifl is one hastily made

;

a hillock on a plain ; a

square pillar ; a phnth or base

;

a block, as of stone or wood ; low,

squat ; sometimes used for the En-
glish word ton.

'IS 1
"t' !t| ^ 1

a fire signal,

a iioUow bni;k cone, in which

a liglitei.1 fire serves as a signal.

i^ ]
low cushions used by favored

c lurtiers to sit on at an audience.

t^ J^ 1
a rude candlestick.

3£ ^ I
a five li mound, used to

mark distances. ,_ -^

] ^ a beacon terrace.

"^
I

aknolL t >

In Cantonese read tun' To shake

the dust off a thing by a fillip ; to

slap ; to strike on the ground ; a

company of boat-people settled

ashore

.tan

Huu

A satchel or bag to

clothes in ; a haversack.

To strike with the fist

Aa e;/e with a defense over to

guard it, rudely repreoenting a
shielil; alio real 'shun, and used

for

,tun

.tun

m
tun

An earthenware dish shaped

like a basin, used in distilling

spirits.

To castrate animals
; IH is

. Iso used for this.

]
'^ to cut a cock.

A water insect, the
] jjg.

also called ^ ] ; a dytiscus

or water beetle (a Hydro-

philusf) whose larvae resemble

shrimps.

to escape.

A buckler ; a shield, such as

siuTound a chariot; to skidk, to

scamper and hide away ; used in

the Indian Archipelago to denote a

rupee.

H ]
a shield with dragons pauited

on it.

^ ^ I
to grasp five shields ;

—

i.e.

to manage military matters.

^ ] the defensive nettings and
guards on a junk's poop.

<^-
Sometimes read shun'

'^'^

Dull, heavy eyes ; half asleep.

^ I
fast asleep.

^ ] 5J to nod, as when

asleep.

m ^ ^ ^ weak eyes are

unable to distinguish the good

from the bad.

J^ jjji too sleepy to work. ?

s

1

"Ji£
'tun

Water so obstructed by grass

and mud that it cannot flow
;

marshy places, which like a

dike, retain water.

1 ^ the north and western sides

of A farm ; also a grang&

gg ]
fields and plats.

In Pekingese used for its primi-

tive. A hamlet, a farmstead.

HP 1 §J^
a small village.
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< -2/-» Used for ^ a tumnlus in

XjV Canton ', ]^ \ -J" petuntse,

'tun the fine quartz powder which

porcelain makers use as an

ingredient in the best war&

^ ] an uiihifky day for leading

money. (Cantonese.)

Bead y-h^ The stump of a tree ; a

sprout.

An overplus ; a dep6t or

storehouse ; to store, to house.

'tun
] fd^ hulks, receiving ships.

US )r 1
opium-hulks.

] ^ opium dealers. (Cantonese.)

^ ]
an insolvent.

In Cantonese. To stop wherk it

ought to go ; to lie down.

] ;jj P^ P put it m the doorway.

] K goods left on hand.

I ^ to sell goods by wholesale.

From water and tprouting.

The rush of a torrent; con-

tiin' fused, chaotic, mixed; unable

to discdver the cause or pur-

pose of; unpen'ious.

I¥ 1 ^ ® '" ^^^^ confusion,

without any clue.

^ ] a certain monster, into which

1^ ^ a bad man in the days of

Suun, was transibrmed.

tun'

move, to shake; to rub

ith the hand.

From incloxure and resprouting ;

occurs used for its primitive.

J^Afi
f

-A. kind of round bin like a
|

|-fj^ great hamper, made of coarse

^„,j' matting with an osier bot-

tom, to contain grain ; it is

prepared ui the barn.

] ^ to hoard or collect grain.

^ I
a rice bin.

§3 1 S 16 open the bin and give

out the grain.

From head and sprontiog or ttirf;

used for the uest.

To bow the head, to pros-

trate, to fall before; to sa-

tun'

TUN.

lute; to grieve for; an inu or resting-

place ; a meal, or the time of a

meal ; a spell, a turn ; a period in a

discourse ; a rest iu m\isic ; to rest

:

or put in order, as at a halt ; in i

hivste, suddenly ; to injure, to im-
\

pair ; to part with, to let go ; used i

in the treaties for the word tun.
[

1 "M" # I respectfully bow the '

head ;
— written on cards.

^T "*
1 S"^*^ ''™ •'"" knock.

j

""
1 is ""^ meal

|

^ ^ ^ ]
not a soldier was lost.

foniied his ways.

^1 A ,^ to get ready troops

for war. I

•^ I
a cfesural stop.

;

] 1 ^ K 1^% '^^ ^'"^ mango fish
i

every meal. i

^ — 1 IR X ^ a very small

job of work.
I

^ ]
to prepare, as a room for a

\

guest ; to get ready for. i

^ ]
ruined. i

— ^ ^ 1 ^ the breath cannot

'

be stopped ill a moment.

I 1^ to suddenly discard in a

freak.
;

In Cantonese. To lay down,

as one lays aside a burden.

^ ]
turned about ; beside himself

1 18 I'l'^i^e it securely.

Dull, blunt ; stupid, obtuse,

'

half-witted ; superannuated
;

rude because uneducated.

73 1
a dull knife.

] ^ an obtuse angle,

obstinately stupid ; mulish.
|

stammeriug ; a hesitating

speech.

j2 ] incapable for business, always

behind time.

^ and ] denote acute or blunt at

the point.

t J*) Also read (chun, wlien used for

tun'' S.id, sorrowful, depressed.

]§ ^ I ]
altogether oui

of spirit*^, heart-sick.

TUN.
-

1

tun'

m
pft

»rt^J Formed of to rjin from a shield;

~tja '/ </• a soldier deserting las
•*^"^ colors.

tun'

To hide away, to skulk, to

avoid, to conceal one's self; out of

sight, concealed, hid ; to vanish, to

abscond ; in retirement or solitude ;

hidden.

1 KJ; llj ^ to retreat to the

wilds, — and live.

^ P^ I ^ to skillfully dispose

tr<)i>[)s in ambush.

1 i!t ^ P>^ to leave the world

without regret,

j ^^ rules for becoming invisible.

^ ]
to put one's self out of sight,

as by disguising or retiring.

^ A 1 the worthy people seclud-

ed themselves.

) From ^e»A and s/iicW; also rend

(«//, and similar to ^I'un ^ fat.

tun' Fat, obese, referring esjjecial-

ly to hogs ; shielded by fat

;

full, in good likuig.

5£ I
well favored.

^ I
heavy and fat.

'

/ J ) In Cantonese. From«/oiie and «•«-

^> ler ; an unauthorized cliarnoter.

To drool ; to drop down ; to

sound ; to hang down, as a

weight.

I
jS to fish with a line.

1 ^ ^ suspended ; to hang

down.

f& S 1
to make a large fortune.

Head 'I hii. To pound ; to .strike

with the fist, to raji ; to thump, to

throw at or aw.iy ; to lower, to let

down.

] ^ to drop anchor.

j^ ^J ]
the vessel thumiied.

] PP to stamp or chop, as dollars

are certified in Canton.

1 "B*
t'^ pommel, to shampoo.

Kead tain' To stamp, to paw
;

to press on, to crush ; a low, boggy

place. ,.

|£ ] a low wet spot.

•^ I Jti
the horse paws the ground.

J^ ] ]
very thick.
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.t'ltii

T=xjisr,
Old sounds^ t'nn. In Canton, t'ua and t'un ;

— in Swatow, t'un ; — in Amoij,

t'ong, t'anng, and t'oi ; — in Shanffhai, t'iiig and ding ;
—

From mouth and heaven above it,

giving the sound.

To swallow, to gulp ; to ab-

sorb, to seize on and swallow

up ; to appropriate, to merge

all in one ; to grasp.

I ^ to bolt down a pill.

I 5^ to swallow the sky ;
— tnet.

inordinate.

] 5^ ~F '° ^^^ ^^^ empira

] ^ to engross all ; to seize the

whole.

1 S '" oveiTeach.

j2» ^ 1 S '"^ '^ patient and si-

lent— under obloquy.

^ 1 ^ P± I told only half of it.

j ^ lo swallow gold-leaf; it is a

raode of suicide.

I -^ I* ^§1 'i6 can't swallow.

1 ^^ -^ ® [grasping as] the fish

that guliK'd down the dog.

"^ The breath ; slow-going.

p ;^ !^ ) ]
his great car-

/nn riage went slowly and hea-

vily.

R'ad ^cMm. Garrulous.

] to say over and over ; re-

petition.

The snn just appearing above

the horizon.

^ ]
sunrise.

To vomit after eating ; some
|

Siiy it is a name for the
j

planet Jupiter.
j

] ^ a term for the five
j

cyclic years containing ^ in i

them.
i

1

/nil

,< un

Read ^j/un. Meandering.

I ^ tortuous, as a serjientiiie

stream.

.^
,t vn

From y* a .tprmt rising above

""^ a line represcntinn; the envth,

and intended to delitieute tlie

struggles of a sprouting slioot.

The beginning of growth ; to I

collect together ; to bring under I

one control ; a village, a place where
[

soldiers live ; a resident camp. 1

^ /t^ 1 ^ vegeUtion is begin-
!

ning to start.
j

] ^ military colonists, soldiers

settled to till the ] fields al-
;

lotted to them.

] ^ to hoard up grain.

] ^ to amass : to prepare stores,

as a commissiiry.

1 i^ trooping ants.
j

] ^ to su|)port others on a strike.
|

A .^ I 1^ brought together the
!

men and horses. I

^ 1 M ^ detailed garrisons to
j

the important posts.

] ^ a rivulet near Yen-cheu fa

in the west of Cliehkiang, whence

Twankay green tea comes.

Bead ^clmn. The third of the

64 diagrams, denoting difficulty or

hardship, .-illudiiig to the soft and

tender radicle coming in contact

with the harsh earth ; difficult,

hard : thick ; sparing, avaricious.

1
^' great labors.

I j^ very gross or thick.

I ^ ^ sparing of his favora

A meat cake or ball, rolled

in flour and fried in fat

called i^ 1 ; a kind of

hashed pork-ilumpling, sim-

mered in broth.

j^ I
cakes used in Fuhkien

in ancestral worship.

A scaleless fish found in the
I

Yangtsz' R, called jpT ] or
i

"<RI )W' ™'^'^ P'&> shaped like i

a tadpole, white belly, and ;

striped red and yellow back ; it can
'

distend its throat and wink its eyes,

and is regarded as poisonous ; it i

is probably a species of Tclrao-

don, and not a Torpedo, as this
|

\

t'un, tun, and t'ni ; — in Fulichau,

in Chifu, t'in.

power of inflating the body belongs

to the former ; it is a foot long, has

no gills and no gall ; the Sg| J^ is

the same fish.

cJp'l^ Isin dyn;

,t tin

ar-chariot, used in the

asty.

chariot to meet and bring

him.

^
.t M/t

.m
.run

From hoff and flesh, it i« easily

coufoiiuded with choh) JJjjC the

rump.

A sucking pig, a porker, a
shote ; one says, a sow : to

draggle along, and not lift

the heels in walking.

J£ I
a fat porkling.

1 3$ pettitoes.

1 Si ''•y *" >
— «* demeaning term.

^ 1
a porpoise found in the

Yangts/,' River ; one maxim. |;^

% Pel jpI 1
'* >"" ^^''•'^'' t" '''"

eat porpoise, indicates the nature

of iUs flesh when liadly prepared
;

while the proverb says, wIkmi

it is wtU cooked, —• P^ inj |§ te [^ all other fixxi Ls tiste-

less after once eating porpoisj.

^ ^ -f ^ 1 he minds nothing

o) tile pigs and chickens ;— cares

not for trifles.

iO J& jK 1
like chasing after a

runaw.iy pig.

g fij
I

buy my fat pigs 1 — a
Macao cry.

In Fuhcliau. Medium in size

or age ; half grown, not reached

puberty.

Tromjlesh and palace.

The seat, buttocks, or nates 5

the lower side, the bottom.

•^
I

to sit down.

] the seat of honor.

^ ^ his rump has no skit), —
the thing has no bottom.

117
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a'uh

To dwell ^ a place of coij-

conrse ; to come tc^ether.

^ \ a village residence

] ^ to live in a place,

A bl.ize, a raging fire ; red,

fiery ; to boil by putting the

^fua dish into that which holds the

water ; to dress by 8t«am
;

to stew..

I ^ the noise of bimiiiig ; name
ol a town and region at the west-

err, extreme of the Givat Wall

in Kanstih in Ngan-si cben.

^ g( to steam rice

]
—

j ^ cook it properly, as

food.

^ ]
to simmer slowly.

] ^ to make tea.

1 ;;JC
to boil water.

] f^ a steamed fowl.

I-** From water and one to represent

n hdic ; nn nnnutliorized character

t un,
"***' ^' Ciuicoa.

A ce.ss-pool ; a pit, a tank, a

manure reservior.
I

^ \
a hole for setting out trees. I

Read jt'dm. To whirl, to
i

revolve ; round, rolling over.

I 1 S the circuit of, as an islet

;

a round plat

'^ From water under a man.

Floating on the water, as a

'inn drowned body ; drifting.

Bi a la r d'-it'ii'-g at the

iiiercv ui' tiiu winds.

) 5j£
I ^ floating about on the

water.

I S^ draws in his head, as a turtle.

\ f ^ drive it into the next

line ;
— a printer's phrase.

] ^ to slip out of, as a jacket

;

{Canton"^.)

I ~r SI & '''* color has faded

out.

1 "S" i§ * boned chicken.

:^^Q i From garment and to retire.

'^JcJ To disrobe, to put off clothes ;

'

fvrO to pull the ann within the
\

sleeve; flowers falling oB'; re-

i

tractile; to take bones out of a fowl
; |

to pnsh along.
[

?£ 1^ 1 T '^'"^ petals have fallen.

I {U overrun it, as a printer in

correcting m.ittjr.

^ )
— ^ to back a etep.

'Mi e
l/jy but little from tun^j^ to escape.

Villi' To hide; to go into obscurity

;

name of the 33d diagram,

denoting invLsible.

^ I
too lofty to leave his seclu-

sion.

Heavenly Shangti let me retire

into obscurity.

I ^ to conceal one's retreat.

^ ^ ffi fr 1 I do not desire

to act in retirement or make my
esca|«.

75 1 "f 5t ^ '^'^^" I '"^ '^""-

ceal.^ in the Utile settled r«^ouB.

TXJ1>TC3-.
OU tovmlt, long and dong. Jn Canton, tang'; — in Sicatoiv, ta:ig an I timg ; — «« Amoif, tonj; ; •

long, aiid taing ;
— tn SAanghai, tung ii'ul dung , — in Chi/u, tung.

• ia Fuhchau, t&ng, ttmg,

.Jt
Jiung

From y^C Ireen and the sun )

•hhiing lino ',<!h them ; i.i com- I

binnlion it is ea.sily confoiiuded I

with k-in JR "> iibridise; the ihree I

cl:sracters f^ kna' ^ tung, a»id

'Q* *-gno, re,ire.senting the swi

aboce, through, a»A«niler a tree,

are instances of idoographiu

< t > symbols.

'^ The Rjiring of the year, because

then all things develop themselves
;

the east, the place whence light

rises ; sunrlsbig ; eastwards, eastern
;

, ton.a'.Is ; l.i ^iesence of; the place

of honor, or the person in it, as a

master, a pater-famiiias ; a friend

;

a feast, a treat ; an .-ibbrcviation for

thfc province of Shantung.

1 ^ •*'
I 54 'lie east.

J 5g or flj gj- ] our boss or

head-partner.

] ^ the master of a household.

I ;Jt nortlie;ist-

I^J I
easterly.

1 ^ ^ tS "" '""^ ["f * g'*''®]

from the soiitlietLsL {Canloiies:.)

^ ] a Shantung man.

] ^ China, a M ihammedan term.

f^ I
to act the

| J^ manager or I

host ; to spread a feast. , I

JU ] to foot the bill; or ^ 65 ]

^ I'll act the host, 111 pay iu j

Pft .^ 1 ?5t it '«« go"« driliuig

ea.stward ;— it is no great matter.

1 ^ ^ treating money; pre-

sents given to turnkeys to softeii

an imprisonment.

1 ^ W ilh puUhig here and
haiding there ; — met. — to bor-

row money.

] 'g n thing.— i- e. anything be-

tween the ca.'-t and wist ; it

h also a t rin of reproach, as

fh )^ I W \s\\tA, thaltbuig!

1 ,^ If «t everything arranged

an. I coiicliided, all things getting

on prosperously.

1 ^ H ^ O"'' °^ ''"^ reeling.

1 ^ ^ ^^t l>earing south.

^ 1 ^ e^ to cause the land to

lie towards the .south and east.

2|s^ 1 f& to adjust and arrange

the labors of the spring.

V-f^ From water and east.

(\/^ A tributary of the Yellow

^tung River ; a heavy shower or

dew in summer ; drencheil.

1 '^ a furious rain ui summer.

1 ?S "'^'- ihrough with dev/.
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i"* From insect and enft,

cJi/*^ The rainbow.

i''"'y Si ^ is 1
*he rainbow is

called li-tunff.

.Ig^ Stupid, inapt.

c I^ If' 1 1
witbout method,

^t||>ll/ incapable of understanding a

subject

J^-^ From hair and east.

Hairy,

('""y 1 ^ white hair ;
hairy.

From 7 tee and an old firm of

^ end contrncted, refeninjj; to

the complfltion of the seasons

;

nsed for the next.

The last or winter season ; the

close, the end ; to store up ; to fall

into the winter toqwr ; wintry.

1 5c Of
1 ;f: 5c »'•

1 ^ °r

1^ ]
tlie winter sea.son.

] ^ or ] 'ijS
the winter solstice,

known as the ^ ^ fjj,
and ob-

served as one of the popular fes-

tivals.

)iK 1
<" »S 1

*^ keep the solstice

^ 1 m m snapping cold wea-

ther.

1 Wi winter provision.

H 1 the winter months. /

\J^ I
a rainy solstic*.

1 ip ^ or fijl 1 the eleventh

month.

51- M 41: ^ ^ T « 1 when
-

;
the liandle of the Dipper points

V to the pole, winter prevails.

tt ' From plant and winter ; q.d. tlie

^a^ winter vegetable ; usually written
^ ' like the last.

' • A kind of sow-thistle nsed

* for greens, which stands the

winter, the ^ f^ ] allied to the

Scorzoneru ; also the fleshy translu-

cent tubers of the M.lantJiium co-

chinchimiae found in Chehkiang,

and made nito a comfit.

^ ^ PI 1
a trailing plant

^ P^ I
a liliaceous plant (0)Ab-

]>offoii jujjoniaim), wh(;se tubers are

used in fevers and as a tonic.

AM
Weak.

^H I
feebls, weary, no vigor.

\^ ]
unraaiuierly, stupid

looking.

From plants ana fieavi/ ; it occur:>

interchanged with the next.

To rule or lead people on to

right ways ; to influence for

good ; firm, made stable ; to store

\i[\ to hide aw.iy ; to withdraw.

^ ]
to clap the hands.

|l|l ] the gentry and elders ; th®

latter are also called ] ^ thosii

who discern wisely.

^ -^ ]
to buy curiosities or an-

tiq les ; old stored-up thinga

1 ^ ffl i^ "se dignity in lead-

ing tii.'iu on.

^ I at # ^ g ^ he then

withdrew into retirement in order

to preserve his purity — from

tre.^son.

I
1^ to urgently intreat

I ^ a plant whose synonyms

ally it to the Ir.'s or orris root.

From heart and to lend.

Disturbed, out of one's wits
;

to understand, to perceive the

meaning clearly.

tS 1 '"'t^ 1
coiifused, bewildered.

] ^Ki ^ \
'^" y*" midarstand it ?

1 fi§ S *** understand the fitness

of things.

— (@ ^ ^ 1 f| I d*>"'' •tnow

a si.igle word of it.

"* M ^ 1 ^ don't understand

it at all. (fy/uiiiff/iai.)

f^*' 1 -^ ^ ,S H <^o yott see my
meanintf '?

^ ] ^ 65 ""' *" '*^® * h'"*-

C V^^> Occurs interchanged with cAw'an^'

•J^B IJj H «i!roll, and wroii;;ly written

'<e(«y '"^^ ^Mi '"6 and it)m</ jM* place,

even in books.

Milk of mares or cows, once used

to w;ish the emperor's feet ; muddy
water ; a noise.

] ^ the roll or reveille of drvuns.

I § a kind of carriage curtain.

-t- 1 or^
j

milk.

§§ ]
cream ready for making

chee.se.

tuny

The noise of anything falling

into the water.

IP

tung'

From water and united; occurs

used for ^tun^/ f^ a region.

A rapid current; a cave, a

grotto ; a dell, a gorge, a dct'[)

ravine or canon ; a deep recess cut

out like a grotto ; a cavity, like a

cupboard let in a wall ; a hole, such

as a rat makes ; to understand tho-

roughly, as a myistery ; acquainted

with ; to see through a sub.jeet ; a

territorial division under the Ming

dynasty.

I ^ ^ Tungting Lake in Hu-
nan.

tJC 1 a deep hole in a chamieL

1 ^ to know fully.

] |g^ I see through it all.

JIJI ]
a fairy's grotto ; — tiict. a

beautiful spot

P^ ] ^ in the gateway, under

the portal.

j§Q ll ]
a M.nigolian praying-

machine.

] ^ a thorough examination.

1 ?S it if ^ ^-'e llir^ugli l»s

villainy.

I j^ a nuptial chamber, to con-

sinumatt! a marriage.

] ^ undL'ci<le<l.

] ^ a cavern, a grotto.

j f^ ^ t\j my mind is clear on

that i>oint.

!^ I
the sky, the canopy.

^ I
connected, bound together.

] I ^ how reverent and grave I

»)
y

n
t'.inff''

The fii'st is defij^id Iw-iiuS

and boards use.l in the con-

struction of a boat ; but by

othcr.s the two are r^gnrded

as alike, and deiintu l':e

beam to which the hawser is

secured ; a cat-head.

1 'K P'"e boards. {Fe/cmges'.)
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tuny'

luny'

The 2d large intestine or co-

lon is
I fl^ ; a medical tenn.

-fl^ I
honest, straightfor-

ward ; also, form, appearance.

A straight, graceful neck.

m
imiff'

tun;/

From to go and united, because

it connects great streets ; it is

often contracted to its primitive.

A side street leading from an

avenue is ^ \
in Peking

;

an alley or cross-street.

^' tt 1 ^ pass by the cross

street. (Pekingese.)

From tee and east.

To freeze, to congeal ; to cool,

to stiffen ; to expose to the

cold ; icy ; freezing.

starvation.

] 7J1C
cold icy water. {Cantonese.)

1 ?(£ frozen to death.

1 ] fi^ rather cold. (Cantonese.)

tH 1
spread out to cool.

] ^ sore from a frost-bit«.

^ ]
to freeze.

^ ]
snow and ii;e.

).i^ M, M 1
''"^ '^^^^ ^^""^ "^ ^^

the ice; — spring is coining.

_1»-1^ > From v^ood and east.

'j!^ The highest beam in a house,

tuny' tho ridge-pole ; a large stick,

a main support in a building;

a leading man is a state, a pillar

;

tuny

the supports of a coffin case ; name

of a timber tree.

] ^ a ridge-pole.

\ ^ ^ "^ one who has ability

to uphold the state.

^ I
the roof-timbers, the plate

or beams.

1 iff ffi it I? if ^^^ ^^^ split-

it will crush his body.

In Cantonese. To stand on end,

to stack.

1 ife to pl'ice upright.

From "jj strength and 3i heavy,

here read il'ung, a kind of grain.

To e.xcite, to move ; to affect

;

to influence, to move the rahid;

to remove ; to shake, to stir ; to

come out, as a chick from its shell,

or leaves in the spring ; to set on

foot; to take action; rriomentinn,

action, working, motion, movement;

excited, aflected, surprised, agita-

ted ; movable, restless ; irritable,

the opposite of ^ quiet ; when

following another verb, ^ | an-

swers to cannot, indicating that

the action cannot be carried out, as

§ ;^ ] lie can't (or shall not)

hml you.

^ ^ ] I cannot lift it.

] i^ ^^ exasjjerate.

I ||[ repeatedly, again and again.

] f^ work, workmanship.

n J1 iS 1 '1*" ^"" *"'l ™*'*'"

rcvolv.; in Uu^ir orbits.

Jg ]
to shake, to joggle.

^ ] or ^ 1
behavior, conduct.

^ if \ W improper conduct.

] J^ to stir the clods; to com-

mence digging, as when building.

^ I f;^ I have annoyed you, or

taken your Tune; a polite phrase.

I |g[ to resjrt to blows.

] ^ ] whether stirring or at

rest, (. e. incessantly; with or

without cause ; contiiuially mov-

ing or acting on.

^ ] to be taken in labor.

^ ]
to take up carelessly.

1 § Ife *" change countenance,

tt 1r iT 1
^ restless disposition.

,K ^ . I? ^ 't^. <& if '^»

act be indecent, wiH it not cause
#*1±

mortification ?

^ I
;^ -^ unable to advance,

as iVom infirmity.

1 )] ^ tlie moving force, as in

mechanics.

1 /P •?§ i' ™"^'' ""*• ^ stirred.

I ^ to move one's hearing ; i. e.

eloquent.

/fi ))l^ ] don't be meddling; let

things alone.

The hart -moved by some-

g atlecting and sliowing

it inaction; unich excited.

1 ^ crying from sorrow.

Jg ^ ^ ] the feelings aroused at

siitti-nug iiij.isliea.

,^, ]
gri.\ed, sympathizing.

I^L) The )

1
( unj

T'=XJ3SrC3-,
Old sounds, t'ong and dong. /n Canton, t'ung ;

— in Swalow, t'ong, tang, and fang ; — »« Amoi/, t'ong and long
;

•

in Fuhchau, t'ung, tung, long, and tang ; — in Shanghai, dung and t'ung ;
— ».i Chi/a, t'ung.

/iiiiy

l-"ro!n to go and s/frouting htds.

To permeate, to go through
;

to see clearly, to perceive ; to

make known to others, to

have dealings or political relations

with • to communicate with ; to in-

terchange, as two characters of the

same meaning : to succeed, to bring

about

;

prosperous
;

jjervious, per-

meable, pervading : clear, as a per-

spicuous style ; current, as money
;

reaching everywhere ;
thorough,

general ; uniform, as a hue; gene-

rally, the whole of, complete ; entire;

illicit, adulterous; a field containing

a square league; foiuid in the names

of many places.

] ^ current money or value.

1
1^ li« fully undersUnds it

i ^ to notify, to inform.

I ]g a general topography.

] SI a thorough draft.

^T 1 M ^i""'-'*' ^^ '^^ '^® Arwa.

f( ] to get a thing through ; to

bribe.

1 J^ to open roads.
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1
an interpreter ; a broker

wlio trunsacU; business, once call-

ed linguists at Canton, wliere

they Were recognizeil by ill ir

rulers, and each bad a | ;^ |]|

linguist's hong.

5f^ I
illicit intercourse ; treacher-

ous : to secretly inform.

1 H? •'^ general liesignation.

f§ ^ 1 f r '"' thoroughfare.

I ^ a calendar, an almanac.

K 7 V^ 1 "" ^"^'^ '""'' ^^'^ goods.

j ^ tliii whole of, all.

I
jyj [lerspiouous, intelligible.

^ I
ff« 1^ it hitherto has had no

inU;n.-oursc with China.

^^ ^ I
in all things accom-

miKl.tte yourself to circumstances.

1 I& S- W * general order to all

the iirovinces.

1 JS: '^ fi^ '•'1 ^""s '"'"®-

I
^ an agent, an envoy.

] ^ i!t f^ well versed in the

affairs of life.

/p I
obstructed, costive, no outlet

;

inelegant or vulgar, as a jihrasa

]
"^ elegant Linguage, perspicu-

ous style.

;fg ] interco.nrau: dealing, inter-

changing.

I
j^ the port of Peking on the

Pei-ho.

35. jpljl ] the five supernatural gifts

{faiic/ia^b/i djmi) of tlie Budhists,

which every arlian takes [wsses-

sion of by contemplation.

>
-*J[,

* From plajit and permeable.

«-lffi|. An herbaceous plant, the ]

,''«"y ^ AralUt ]vtpijrif>ra, found

in Formosa and Yunnan,

whose pith sliced into sheets and

ironed out, furnishes the substance

wrongly called rice-paper, used in

making
) Ig :^ or ] ^ -^

artificial flowers
;
pith of any kind.

1 IS 4 pith-paper pictures.

The aspect of a flame; a

^ furious fire.

c<'««</ .1 IE 64 ^ ffl"
a ^rigl't red

blaze.

\

J>P| Pain of body or mind; in

t II J pain, aelriiig; moaning from

^t'muj pain ; sigliiiig, lamenting.

PljJ ] groaning,

^s 'Mi. ]
he felt the smart.

tS I
grief and disappointment.

^ I
to grieve over ; alas, alas

!

J|il|l 1^ Hif 1
t'le si-'rits ["f the

ancestors] were not dissatisfied.

-| t « Interclinnged with the preceding.

f yjflj An ulcer suppurating
;
groaii-

^fa-ij ing.

I ^ ^ 5- * moan pierces

my ear.

1
jT^ sick and pained

;
grieved

for. pained in heart.

1 ^ -jk IS C^''" o""^l ruler] takes

the calamities of the people as

if they were his own.

I''i'om P mouth and fj » rover-

i;i) ; q.il niiuiy talkiu;; together

. and agreeinj;; the second form is

^^^ coninion.

' -J-*. J Together, all at once ; all,

' " united ; identical ; .'fame,

alike, in time or place ; to

covenant or give in allegiance
;

to

unite, to harmonize ; matched ; to

equalize ; to share in ; to assemble

;

agreeing, as one ;
joint, joined with

another officer who is super-or-

dinate ; a conjunction, and, witli

;

in common; the same as; a meet-

ing of feudal princes every twelve

years.

I
— J^ -i; tl"^y "ll w"^ together.

1 S to live together.

1 — ti or
1 — ftS 5i '.'>«.V ai-e

of the same sort
;

just alike.

^ ]
different; unusual.

1 ^-p a joint or sub-prefect.

1 ))& 51 M 'jrotli'ifs of the. same

mother.

-^ ]
to assemble together.

"^Z 1 '1' S ^"'' ''"'' ""''' P"'^''

alike ; the ditt'erence is less than

the similarity.

] i:t 'f 1 ^ '"*'"*^ am-name

but no relationship

1 ff partners ; fellow travellers.

I ^ same class.

f^ I
to thunder the same, to echo

another's words, to corroborate

his sayings ; it alludes to the

jKipular notion that all nature

echoes a elivp of thunder.

]
J^ characters of the same mean-

ing but having different radicals,

as p^ and ^ steps.

^ ] A eccentric, strange.

] A tlie 11th diagram.

I
/^i in accord,

] ^ of the same age ; [graduat-

ed or apiKiinted] the same year.

] ^ tiie same tripos or concoiirs.

] jj[ the same profession.

1 f:l* ^ * fellow in joy and sor-

row.

fc |_
fii*>-i I ^^'iU go with you,

(Canto7iese).

^p^ Occurs used with the next.

cpjKJ AH at once; hasty, hurried,

ft^uni/ so as to violate etiquette.

$Iff II 1
she (the queen)

Wcis frivolous and hasty in

her manners and disposition.

^t^UllfJ

From man and as
;

man.
1. d. like a

Ignorant and nide ; inapt and

plain, neither talent nor learn-

ing ; untrained and unfit.

f§ j
an ignorant boy.

1 ^ Bo 2j5 came in his simpli-

city.

.y y* A small, wild, syngenesious

c
I Ji^J

plant resembling an I-Jrir/eroii,

^t^iing the | ^' having y^'Uow

flowers, and the. S'uell liive

the artemisia,— of which it is pro-

biibly a species, ratlier than the

camomile or an allied plant.

J Interchanged with f^ a cavern,

and wrongly rephiced by j|^ an

tuna eartlienware vessel.

A ten-itorial division under

tlie Ming dynasty; uneven; up

and down, as a defile ; a group

of islands off Shantung.
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j< unt/

To lead ; to draw out ; to
|

churn and bring butter from i

milk.
I

I
JB| an officer In the Han

|

dyniusty wlio superintended

the preparation of qu;iss.

A large tree belonging to

tlie Kiiii/iorb'accp, the | j^
or Elivo-oixi siiiens's, whose

light durable wood is used
'

in making musical instninients ; the
i

name seems to be applied as a !

generic term to similar large leav-
|

ed trees, as the Cataljxi and Jit;/-

nonia; name of the place where

T'ang is said to hnve been buried,

in Yung-ho hien ^ jjif j|J,
in the

southwest of Shansi.
|

1^ 1
(or ^ 1

or
JBIS: 1 alluding i

to its stately appearance,) is the

national tree of China, and grows

over the central provinces ; it is

probably the Kkioaocai ver^iicosa,

and its small edible seeds are

mixed with the tea given in

bridal presents.

J^ 1
or J§ -^ ]

cultivated for

its large and acrid nut, (7'7/<«-

ococca vfrnici/ira) from which

the ] fjj^
oil is pressed for

painting and calking, and ils

soot used for ink ; at Canton the

oil of the Curcus jmryans is

used under the same name.

^ ]
a species (Ekeorocca spinosd)

with spinous trunk and branches,

whose bark is used medicinally.

^ fg' ] a species of CkrodcndioH.

] fill /^ chnnam used in calking

;

putty.

] 3^ ^ fine ashes put in censers.

j j^l a staflF used when a mother

dies.

;^ ] the Paieloaia, so called from

its large flowers and stately ap-

pearance.

^ ] a sumpitan.

|£ ]
a speaking-trumpet

j

jg I
a tobacco-pipe.

^ :^ ] a kaleidoscope. i

—
• 1 ^ ^ a sniveling booby.

] or Ji 1
or |g 1

an|

envelop for letters.

'^ Very similar to the preceding.

A measure made of bamboo

;

j/ uiij a cup ; a pipe ; a creel.

^ 1
a quiver.

^ ]
a pencil cup.

-}- J^ I
the twelve reeds of the

pandean pipe.

4j :^ I
a Roman candle in fire-

works.

^F\ Copp'T or J^ ] is also called

(^PJ the -^ ^ red metal ; brazen,

fthing copfjery.

^ ]
brass.

] 'j^ brass foil ; tinsel.

J^
1 f^ •'' brazier's shop.

g ^ ]
native copper; including

alsO iron and copper pyrites.

^ ]
white copper, argentan, or

'utenague.

1 ^ verditer or carbonate of coj)-

per ; verdigris after it is scraped

off, but called ] ^ when on

the copper.

1 iR M '^opP<'''' dollars.

^ ]
it eats the copper; — met.

covetous.

1 ^ W copper enamel or cloi-

sonnes.

^ $i I ^ his whole body smells

of copper ; — purse-proud.

I
T^ water-spouts, gargoyles.

1 iK PP printed on copper plates.

^{^ I
to fuse copper.

^ I
old copper.

I ^ brass leaves piU at promo-

tion in a graduate's cap.

A long and swift boat like

a galley, called fg ] now
' disused ; they were made to

board and run down the

^tuny enemy.

A tub • ; a ))ipc used as a
|

;/-A^ A variety of dog. j

c |tlj musical instrument, made' ('7;^ | Jj§
a name of one of the i

ft'xnij from a long and knotless : ^t'uiif/ Miao's/,' trib.s in Kweicheu, '

banil)oo : a duct; a pipe open !
given to tlum because they

\

at both ends. ' were as savage as dogs. '

[=1 A kind of perch, sniall and

KJ resembling a Labrus.

it'vng
] 1^ ,1|^ a fresh-water perch,

ui Peking 20 inches long, color

whitish, and fle»li good tasted ; the

is ,^, '^ quoted as another name
for this fish, but that is probably a
kind of OpMceplialus or mullet

Bead cheu' Name of an ancient

district
] |^ || lying in the

southern part of Honan in the

present Jd-nuig fu.

K\\r\
'^" ™^ °^ smooth.

ip|"j ill ] to trim and pierce the

^(aHg nodes of a bamboo when
making a fife.

//» Name of T'ai T'ung ^ | a

t j -\ famous sorcerer in the. Han
^l^ung dynasty.

1 ^ T'ung Wan, a scholar

of Liaotung.

•^y Composed of j£ to staiiJ and

(
"

*, S a. village; but others derive

^thuig it from ^ a crime (like ^)
and S weighty contracted, re-

ferring to the condition of slavery

to which some lads were subject-

ed ; it is interchanged with the

next three.

A boy, a lad under 1.3 years

and unmarried ; a slave boy ; one

who has no house, unprotected ; a

student, a bachelor ; a virgin ; un-

defiled, pure ; bare of trees ; boyish,

youthful ; j'oung; said of rams,

jgj^ ]
at the age of puberty.

] ^ a spinster, a virgin.

] ^ a boy, a youth.

I ±f.
youthful, about It or 15

years. '-«,

li^ ]
a bald head.

jlj j
a liill bare of trees.

^ I
a schoolboy.

|l|i
I

a bright lad.
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TJt 1
i» young stutleut.

»J» I
a teni) by which feudal prin-

cesses spoke of tbemwives.

1 >\^ ^ ^|i l'« l'"s '">'• gi^eii up

his Ijoyifih (lisjxisitinn ;
— said

'jf a man who acts childishly.

/5L ^ jS 1
'^'cond childhood ; in

his dotage.

$k^ ] M "'"^'^ ''"'' ""d youth-

ful complexion.

*rp
1 ^ to take vows of chastity.

I ^ a calf witiiont horns.

1 .§6 ^ ^ '^•' imposition on

young or old ;
— a shop sign.

II ij^
1 I

the tlirifty. green

mulberric!^.

A slave boy; a lad who has

not yet been capixjd at mar-

^t'iin(/ riage ; a slave girl or con-

cubine ; reverenlly : rude,

unpolished.

^ I
a waiting-boy.

1 W: •* y"""S ''•^^ ^

^ ^ ] 1
Ii"' bead-divss lises

high and gracefully.

^£ I
a wild, crazy fellow

.

] a yonth.

^tung

I'roin eye nncl a /«</.

The pupil of the eye, which

the Chinese say becomes

square at the age of 800 ; to

stare at ; a vacant look ; a

silly stare.

] A tl"-* liaby in the ey&

ilS 7K ii 1 A or
I A ^ f^'

a cataract.

jg ]
a double pupil, which Shun

is said to have had.

jtpl A sort of cloth.

<W\ \% 1 \k Ji tl>ey hastily

jl'io.'y went on, following straight

ahead in the hunt.

"^t^ The roots of the nelumbium
;

< .^[. a kind of sedge or Scirjms,

/niiw U.e ^ I
from whose stalks

sandals are made.

1 1^ ^ •'"' ^'fli''!'' pot-herb like

celerv.

,fun(/

calf whosf^ horns are not

vet ffrown.

J^ijfr; A lamb whose horn.s ha; o not

cfHp. grown.

VW W. 1 M ft :t ffl 'J' i^
to say tlrat the lamb has horns,

is to deceive the child

V't^ .Vl-so rcaii ,i;/i'H«y ; ii.sod lor (jj
(^Jfi coagulated milk.

Jniii.] A tributary of the Yellow

Kiver which flows into it near

1 lis ^^'^ celebrated p<Tss at the

elbow of that stream in T'ung-

cheu fu [pj ^\\ /j^ iu Shensi;

to overflow and destroy a road

;

damp, wet.

1 1 '3^ M a loCty, fnie edifice.

-I-^^l A tree in Yunnan, from whose

sT.TC. soft, crisp Howers cloth, called

^thiiiy
I
'^ ^ can be made ; it

may denote the cotton tree

{Sulmalia), whose stamens are iLsed

to stuff" quilts.

Read ^chw'uny. A stick of squar-

ed timber; abighstaft', from which

n (Kinnon ^J is flown.

A;^ Feathers in confusion is ^
<^Tj 1 ; it is applied especially to

^t'ltiiy the stork, to one which would

not perform its part wlien its

feathers were in disorder.

it-A A bird with a yellow bill a

^t iini/ or hornbill; it is describ-

eil as having a brilliant, va-

riegated plumage, and living on the

leaves of trees.

irArt From (/cni'/i and /«(/; it 'n also I

<T-it.
'^^"'' ''*"".'' """J "'*'' forM to

I

sow grain.
^t lllUf

"

Grain which, though sown
'

the first, is gathered last ; late,

'

autumnal grain.
{

ri The sun about to rise.
|

1 HM •^'""'y tlawn, the Sim
;

Jung just illuminating the sky. '

fl"^ The moon just rising is ]

(/] J}--,
)J|j|,

spoken of it as it comes

/ uiiy above the horizon.

^^ j
T!io raltle of drums.

c^^T" [ I ] p,g] the great dainor

of (lrimi,s.

^ ^ 1 1
"^''^ drums arc

making a loud din.

The upper tiles used on

roofs, so called Ix-cause they

are like a ^ lube ; also

called ^ ^ covering tiles

and 1^ ^ upper tiles.

ymm feathered and vermiliun.

Red, rosy
;

painted with ver-

^fu/!(/ milioii, brindled; a peach-

blossom color.

I ^ a bow colored with vermi-

lion ; used by ancient em^jerors.

I ^ rose colored clouds.

] ^ a pncil with a red tube.

] f^ the Baron of T'ung, whose

ancient principality lay on the

River Wei, not far from the

elbow of the Yellow River.

IS T

r'rom hand and a measure.

To lead on, to advance ; to

't^uny strike against ; to stick into,

as through a paper window.

I
— f® ^ ^ punch a hoi; in it.

1 ,^ j^ to break up a bird's ne.st

/p ^ I fifl
don't burst it through.

In Cantonese. To baste ; to

run one thing into another, as two

slecvi-s.

1 if f@ # ^^ P"'' '^>ose jackets

into each other.

I
•^ a basted edge.

m
'liniff

From wood and measure.

X cask, a tub ; a square

wooden measure of six pints ;

a deep wooden case.

^
I

a pail, a bucket.

I ^ the bale or stick to carry it.

|g ]
a diawerina table. ((7(:/;»/o7(-

^f;
I

thelegofabt)ot.
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^^* J|S
I

a street tub to hold wa-

ter for fires.

M ] or ^§ j
a close-stool.

l3?i/C 1
a baggage box.

yt ] an ice box for cooling rooms.

^ ] to support a woman in par-

turition.

IP]
t any

A coat with short sleeves, a

kind of waistcoat

Read flung and used for |^.

0\'eral!s worn in winter ; out-

side trow.sers ; children's trowsers

;

an apron or petticoat,

CA-4> VTO\n silk anAXo fill,

7[y L( T'"^ '''"' '^f ^ "^'''"^t '^^ begln-

't nii(/ ning of a thread ; first of a

subject, a hint, a clue ; ori-

gin, baginniiig ; tlie whole, general,

entire; all UiuIlt oiie head ; to rule,

to control; followers; a classifier of

tablets,

o—
] the whole, one entire view.

I
4t ^ g the total amount,

the whole number.

1 M g'i»'"'ftl control over ; a mili-

tary officer of the second grade.

iJ/ j^ 1 ^ tbe commander-in-

chief of the infantry at Peking

•^ ] to oversee the whole.

5^ "F Slf
~"

I
'^^ empire is now

under one sway.

\ t\ % '}? Iww much does it all

amount tot

H^
I

to transmit the whole ; said

of the empire.

] ^ to carry on as it was received,

as a doctrine, or the succession

to a throne.

^—
I
T^ one stone tablet.

J£ I
central or main governance.

I J^ ^ 5^ all civil and military

alf.iii's h^ l.mg to liiin.

] 1^ a clue to llie whole ; a suc-

ccssioa in the dynasty.

^ T ti 1
'^''^ '"'* character:

disgraced.

|:^^> From dise.'isi'. and common,

/(fl K pain, an ache ; disease

( u:i<f that causes pain ; acute feel-

ings
; heartrending, distress-

ed ;
tocommisserato ; with energy;

a sign of the sujierlative, extremely,

pninfnlly.

I
131 to weep bitterly.

1 W< '''' ihiiik too much,

I 'I'i^
ihtp repentance.

M ] to compassionate.

I "K extremt! jvy.

1 lb ^ M ''^ S""is^' "'"'•'' '"g<^-

1 f,i^ alas, alas!

5f 1 a toothache.

1 Cjt n'l $\- ^ sincerely regret my
p.ist eiTors.

I 'jJJ intense hatred.

^ ] Tf; (2, inccssuiilly sorrowing

for otliers.

Ill Cantonese. To lo\e, to feel for.

^ ] ft^ Hike you.

M
,iwan

Old sounds, twan and dwaiii /h Canton, tiiii ;
— i« Sicaloio, tuan, to, und taiij; ;

— in Amoi/, toaw and teoaii

in Ftilichau, tivaiis; and taiiii!; ;
— in Shani/hai, to" ;

— in Chifu, tan.

f^ 1 ^ arrange it properly, put
| ] ^ proper, modest.

M

|JL3 Desigtie'l to represent tl.e idiininU

almve a lint^ denoting the fri'onud,

nnd tlie fndical or rootlets below

it; now written like tlie next, wliile

litis u u^ied as a cjiitr.ic tion of

ichwen ^, onl^-.

The spring or cause of anything.

Frotn atundinj atid shoots.

Springing forth, commencing,

twaii sprouting; llie origin, the

head, elementtu-y principLs;

strait, dire(;t, correct, iipriglit ; m;>-

dest, grave, decent ; 10 examine into

the cause ; to buiji or commence ; .an

aucijiit cromo.ii.il robe ; a cl.issifier

ofsibj-'Ctu, a mystery, and a piece

of silk ; a metisiire of eighteen cubits

in the t heu dynasty.

1 IE '"'
1 i> coiTcct ; integrity

;

U[)rlght, either physically or mo-

rally.

1 ^ if *^ '^ ^^*^" arranged.

It m order.

^ .It Ij^ I
[Shun] maintJiined

the two correct extremes.

IK 1 ^ "A tli^re is no sufficient

reason for it

ifl 1 i«r -T ± * 1'=^^ i"g t'>"«

the right favoring decree from

S'.iang-ti.

^ JI2
—

I
not one affair only.

Pg I
th'j fiur decorous princl|)les,

are {2. huiuaiiity, ^ rectitude,

|g pr.iiniety and ^n knowledg.^

;

— to wiiich all §1^ I
Strang.'

doctrines or her(.sie.s.ax' opposetl.

1 f(^ or
] 5^ the cause, the re;i-

son of.

jS 1 ^ make u start.

5^ ]
spring, the time of sprouting.

PP I
improper, immodest, inde-

cent

I

.:i^ (ir
] p^ the dragou-bo:it

feilival on the fiflh day of tlio

fifth moon.

] PI llij south gate of the pahice.

1 A IE i '^ correct, high jirin-

cifik'd man.

f^ ] all kinds of causes or atfairs.

im f r 1 'H "it'T'ilIy correct and

just.

] |g a bint or clue; a means of

reaching the subject.

•^
I

an oflicial dress of the Chen

dynasty with enormous sleeves.

jWjl To cut even ; to cut and trim

;

iHn J to arrange ; to act a grave,

Iwan prim deix)rtmeiit.

f^ t 1 ?? f" conform his

acts to htmianity.

1 ^ to decide by just rides.
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twaii

f
^~«- From ^ lieast and jjjj lo s/nlny,

IhJ f'T H a lamji or ball, prob.ibly I

tWQU aUiidmg to its rolling it;seU' up in '

its burrow. i

A sijecips iif small badger, also

called |§ 1^ the pig badger from
]

the resemblaiico ; found in SliansI
j

and westward ; fur of a sandy color,
J

slow in its motions and very fleshy
;

j

eats ants and grubs ; the description

allies this animal to the tclcdit

{Mydaus meliceps), and it« odor is
j

noticed.
\

From dart ami ilinh, referring to

moasuriug lengths by a bow. {

Short; brief, contracted; short-

comuigs, failures; few, not

common or plenty ; to shorten, to

curtail ; to come short, to be in

fault.

I ^ not much experience.

I ^ short-lived, died before 16.

I j^ a defect ; a mean act, a flaw

or shortcoming in one's conduct.

^ I
short-winded, not strong in

the lungs.

1 ,X " J*^^ )
piece-work.

1
or ^ ]

short days

1 J^ short days for work.

I fj to act overbearingly, to treat

rudely.

/^ :B -^ 1 J"^' "g^'t, as a well

fitting shoe ; 'twill do.

Jl^ ]
testy, quick-tempered.

j

A ^ W 1
everybody has Lis

!

faults. I

^ = A ;i 1
Jo"'t talk of peo- i

pie's defects.
j

] incapable, not much mind. I

] >|? few, insufficient ; not many.

1 1^ withoiit proper feelings, in-

different to other's rights.

1 JJiS ^ 1R T ^ ^"^ 'deficient in

civility, don't think me rude ; —
a polite phrase.

l"'
From tT hatchet and an old fonn

of JQ to break off^ as silk is part-

To cut asimder or in pieces

;

to saap, to break off or in two, to

•dtf

divide ; t<i prohibit, to put a stop to

;

todiscontiiuie; cut, sundered, brok-

en, snapped ; to st-ttle, to give a

judicial o[)iMion ; a doubt, a dilem-

ma; before a negative, forms an

adoerb, surely, certainly, decidedly.

ft 2JS -^ ]
uninterrupted inler-

coui-si'.

I ^ to suspend the slaughter of

butcher's meat.

j f§ to break off hitercourse.

I ^ to bring up the rear in a re-

treat.

i^ ]
to decide, to give sentence.

^ ]
a just, open decision.

I j^ broken, completely discon-

nected.

I ^ breath has stopped ; deatl.

I 7jc TJt to stop the supplies.

1 'fy W. '^^^ t'^" hawser of the

boat.

] ^ a.sstiredly, verily, positively.

1 1 '^ K( ^ cannot presume

;

I dare not do so.

1 •fi' l£ 't ^^"^ ^wn finally settled.

j ^ to dispose of a case.

^ § g, I
I have no longer news

from home.

1 ^fj to make a division or ave-

rage, as for losses.

^ 1 ^P lis ^ ^'1" "" longer sec

my native village.

1 B& A o"e who is gi'catly grieved

or afflicted.

1 S ^ .^ cleared up all his

doubts.

In Cantonese. A preposition, by,

•iccording to.

1 JT K ^^'^ '* ^y *'^® catty.

|C|t^' From X *o ^'" ""d Tfif origin

Jrjt cmitrocled ; not the saiue as 'kia

twctn' ix to lend.

To push or lay things apart

;

a fragment, a piece, a section ; a

classifier of sections of books, stories

or pieces, series or items of regula-

tions, acts of plays, slices of meat,

plats of ground, stagf s in a journey,

or other similar portions.

I ^ hiilf of a thing.

tiriii'

—
'

I Jfc a patch, a parcel of

grouiM ; a lot

;/\; I
the largest piece; for the

most part.

M ^ ]
good work, fine perform-

ance.

~~
] HC^ piece of water, a reach

in a river.

b" JS^ Hil 1
to talk vicoherently

;

nnidiile-headed.

From ^re or metal and piece.

^
To forge metal ; to heat and
hammer it ; to work upon, to

practice, to make jierfect;

mature, practiced.

] 1^ worked over, wrought,

well hammered ; well versed in.

] M to calcine, to drive off the

moi;tHre, as when preparing

drugs
; to reduce by analysis.

] 1^ A. A IP to bring a man in

guilty by perverting the law.

Vftjf From silk and /liece ; also read

XEh/ i^da, the heel of a shoe.

twaii' Satin, which word is proba-

bly itself derived from se'-

tioan ^ ] ;
glossy silken or otlier

fabrics.

72 1 or ^ ] brocade

^ 1 4iS ^ conferred many silks

on him for his valor.

^ ]
changeable satin.

JH- ^ ] twilled levantine silk.

"^
\

silks made for court

Hllpjr> Once used for the last.

^pC The heel of a shoe, or the

tuxui' stiffening put in to strengthen

the heel, and line the shoe.

^> Mjat boiled with ginger and

pj?. cinnamon put in the pot,

twun' called ', | fr^ ; after cooking

it was dried.

;'v; Si fpf 1
'^ *t the great fea,sts

the cinnamon-flavored flesh was

thou_ht nnich of.

' 1 'I'lie flower of the Hib'tsnns

rasa s ncnsis. usn dly called jfC

tw.iii' \^ ^; it is much cultivated.

118
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iDL' A large tree resembling the ns-

Ti^ j)jn iii siza, aiiJ c.illel E3 f§ !

Iw.m' l)iit its timber is like U-eoii, 7!(WL
white, with an even gMiu ; it

|

jJp^
is used for coffi-is ; a beam or pole.

|
twau'

^11?^^ to carry thingson a pole,
j

Ksal j/ii'o. A prison; the stocks.

) Otiiorwise read ^fiia,

A rough coarse stone for

whetstones ; othera say, a

terra for emery or corundum.

An involved weir of bamboo
stakes, arranged across a

stream or canal to catch crabs

or (ish ; they are common in

Kiatignan.

^ ) a crab weir.

Old sounilx, tw'ftn and dwan. In Canton, t'iin and t'un ;— in Sieatoiv, t'uan and chwan ; — in Amoy, t'oan, hwan, and cli'fian ;

in Ftihclmu, tioiig, twong, and tw'ang ; — in Shanghai, t'o° ; — in Chi/a, t'an.

.ftvun

Water gushing out ; a rapid

current ; the reflex current or

undertow.

1 JpT a branch of the River

Han in the west of Honan.

^ "^ H 1 a rapid current is

called a torrent

M
,tw an

Fire blazing up, red as iire
;

a statesman in the Han dy-

nasty.

eAll^mtl'" officers

entered the omamL-nted red tent.

From to s'lrround and rnndensr ;

interchanged with the next three.

^iic'uii A globular mass, a himp, an

agglomeration ; united, agree-

ing, as a company; a band, as viv

lunteers j the district that furnishes

one ; a guard ; round, lumjvlike; to

collect, to group ; to dwell tog,-iher
; |

lo environ, t') surround ; to roiuid
]

oft', to end ; the female of crabs ; ;

a classifier of pellets and balls, of

,

collections or haniionics.
|

—
] fi^ a lump of dougii. ,

] [gj full, as the moon ; altogether,
;

lumping it ; closely united, as i

lm.sb,ind and wife.
|

"~
1 ^ all " liannonious blend-

ing of interests ; coalescing, as

when gases unite.

, ] ^ to curl up, to cuddle, as a
worm does when toucheil.

^ )
to review or visit the guard.

^M-^^-^ ] M ^'''s f'l'I moon
has for ages been just so round.

I ^ to drill bands— of trnoi)8 ;

a ward drill or organization.

I I 6^ ^ ^ [the dust is blown

up] and wliirled round and

round in flurries.

1 i^ 'o include in ; to condense

neatly, as in a reaumfe ; compact.

Mi Wi"" 1 ^1' contracted ; shrunk

into a lump, as a sea anemone

does on touching il.

] fl a coiled-up dragon, such as

arc woven on flowered crapes; a

sort of gunpowder tea.

] rfp to wind up the year with

festivities.

1 I S fi hemmed in on all sides.

I'"rom liaii'l nnd to rundrrise ; it

must not be cimfounded with /'o//)

to Iicat.

To roll into a l)all; to make
roiuid ; to pat and roll, as dough or

clay ; to beat flat; to ))iLsh or drive

together.

^
j 1^ do not roll voiir food into

a ball.

] .^ to roll togetlier.

1 H S .i :{V '" '•^"'^'' the troops

of the three states.

^ J;^ ] A ho worked men out

of yellow clay.

Read cliwen' A parcel of a

hundred feathers; to aitenil to one

thing; lo iniite; to Imiil. Id roll up.

Dew descending in abun-

dance: a river in Shantung.

.tw an

(Dumplings or dougli-nnts

made of flour or glutinous

rice ; a round cake,

j^ I
* n^^^' year's dum]i-

ling.

'lu-'aii

Aw an

I
Intense mental emotion ; care.

^ '5* 1 I '" * s'*''* of

^ttv^an great trouble and anxiety.

I
-^ sm.ill dough cakf-s.

!^ ^ ]
crisp rice crullers.

forced meat balls in a disii .nro

called stir-lhe-soup-boys.

-A*. 1 From field nn<} lad or hmv II ; it

. is r.lsti ve:td '/««r| and (t^un ; ttie

I
In.'.t forni U uiiuoual.

. Waste land near a city ; an

alley in a town ; a long

.street in the country, forming

a hamlet
;
paths made and

frequented by wild be.-ists.

I ^ careless, waywartl in

conduct ; one wlio does not niind

the corners in his traveling.

^ ^ 1
the village of the Su

liiniily; this usage is common
near Puo-ling fu.

From £t ^ hoff's hfitd and ^
a iiiij ; in combination it reseni-

ble.< /«/), ffl to carve, and xinn;/'

^i an elephant.

\ hog running; some say, it is

tile hedgehog ; in the Yih King, a

summing up of the application of

the diagrams, and the go«l or bad

embodied in them.

] Q the application thus says.

^^L) Robes anciently worn by the

'p^X empress, black, with a plain

tw'xtn' gauze lining ; aftervfards th/iy

were of a yellow color. .'

tw'ail'
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In Canton, tsa j
— in Steatoio, cha ;
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in Amoy, tea ; — »'« Fuhckriu, clia ; — in Sh'inghti, tsa j — iii Chifu, tsa.

PS'S
From vtoiitk m\<\. se!f; it is pro-

por]y ^sfrA, in Kun^lii, and seems
liitve been foniied to iiidic»t«

J^'- the elided pronuncintiou of ^tsan

We, the persons speaking ; our,

uspd in thp abstract.

] ffl ^^'«> "'"
; ''' includes the

j

sijeaker and the hearers, and I

refers to country, occupation, or
i

friends ; as
] ff? &5l || one of

j

our native horsL-s.
|

1 M f@ ''r ) ^ 5£ «e two. i

I
^ I, myself; an expression

used liy the eunuchs in tlie

Ming dynasty.

] ^; ^ my f.ither in Shanghii;

in Amoy, used in a plural sense,

wfi, our, as
] J|^ ^ WQ Chinese.

TS-A-Ii.
OU soiinils, tsnp and dznp. Tn Canton, tsap, sap, and ka ;

— in SwatoK, clmp ;

fn Fuhchau, clmk ; — i/i Shang/iai, tsah, sell, sal), rtnrf k'a
;

In Ointowsc. Deceived, delude

t '•'rt

Ki'om a rece/itarle and napkin ;

the second uiinsiinl form, wliifli

is regarded as tlie obverse of

!/'"' S '" retmii, is tlie ori-

ginal one.

To go round, as the heavens

do in the course of a year

;

to pcrfonn a circuit or entire

rcv()!titio!i ; a side, a

as a line of trees

;

to go about

strctcliing aloi _
pervading

J^
I

to revolve

everywhere.

2£ I
three times around ; it curls

tlirice, as a ram's horn.

—
• ] a row ; a curl ; a circuit

I /j a whole month.

M |il 1 it ['^^^ crowd] covere<l

the liills and Hprend over the

land.

In Cantonese. To please, to

delight ; lustrous.

'?» 1 BB ''"•'^ ""' please the eye. i

5^ 1 1
a bright blue.

ed ; to coax, to wheedle ; trifling,

of no importance.

^ ^ ] taken in. overreached.

diddlwl.

IQ ] ]
much cut up; small,

minced.

^ 'S A 1 not minding people's

l)larnev.

— in Amoy, tsat, tsap, and tsan ;
—

— in Chifu, tsa.

\\W& Sound, clamor, noise.

H^^) P^ I
the noise of a drum

;

^fM a hubbub, as of people talk-

ing.

Read ^tsun. To reiterate tire-

somely ; to ridicule ; to swallow or

gulp.

Ma^
,to

The motion of a fish's mouth
|

and gills.
j

R?ad hoh, A kind of reptile.
[

|(^ ]
but not defined.

Damp, wet ; bubbling up

;

si)lashing, as boiling water.

ffi.
, tsa

Jsit

,t,u

Hi
To enter tlie mouth ; to suck

in ; to tast*; ; to lick, to

' sinack ; the motion of a fish

sucking or moving ils gills.

I I
§jl the nip|)le.

]
l|^ to put in the mouth

anil suck, as a child a inirsing-

Ijoltlo.

^ A 1 ^ taken in by his
j

guile.

] f{S rubbish ; odds and ends.

Am unaiitliorized chnraeter.

To strike ; to rap on, to hit ; |

to knock and shiver.

1 $fe to reduL'e to fr.ignients.

I ^ jjg knocked my head by ,

tile lali.
!

-^ 1 to smash by throwing on
j

the ground. '

I ^ shivered by the blow.

I

f«

Jm

Ahn read 'l.i'an.

To suck up, as a rouaquito or

fly does ; to hold in the

mouth, as a sweet morsel.

] ^ ~Y suckwl him dry.

1 A fi'i ifil
'•' suck the bloo<l

from one.

From not nr fffk and hecmm i

boUi furtiis are used.

' Sordid, vile, evil ; irreverent,

for which \^ is now used,

and both these are only em-

ployed in coiubination.

From ^ toflock togetlier, and

^ r/ririni'nls, altered in coinbi-

UHiion : the first is commonost.

Mixcit, variegated, parti-

,/..'« colored, streaked ; a mix-

ture of colors or ingredients
;

una.s.sorted, mingled, confused

;

heterogenous, not alike; to mix

confusedly ; (o bore through : to per-

^ade.

I ^ all sorts <if g<x)ds.

] -g, many colored.

1 SL ^ ^ without regulations

:

ill cout'tision.

(£ ] "^ official underling.'^.

Ifj ] distracted, no perse\ oranee.

dT* ] a man of all work ; a coolie.

I Ifi ff '"' b''»st*rd. {Cantonese.)

2J_ ^ 1 J^ a place where all

kinds of people live.

J
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^

] ^ 61 CS '" ^''^''-''^'' ""^ specify

the virtues (if many tilings.

r^ 1 A ^ l^alWs, icUt-rs.

1 ^% irregular veins or sti'eaks.

i -^
1 ^ l-l'ey "11 at once

began to cry out aaJ talk.

A grass from which door-

) blinds can ba \vo^'en ; a

,tsc( small floating grass, like a

llippur's, with linear leaves

ill whorls, and cultivated in gold fish

ponds ; it is called j
"^ or ^^ in

Poking, and^ ]S, ^ at Clinton, j

A high peak. ^

JIJ 1
the sound of things

j

breaking. i

A guard-house at a pass ; a

station ; the official resilience

of a military officer ; to get

stuck, as a l)one in the throat.

^, $!l 1 1*81 tlie tish-l)one

sticks in his throat.

'chia

I f§ or
] Pa guard-house,

a police-station
; called ^ ] in

Canton, and applied to the men.

] ^ the quarters for the guards

I ^ a low post in the maritime

customs.

«if ]
a frontier station.

"^K/^
Used with tshn^ \

foi-in.

the commoa

j<«a To spatter, to scatter water

about.

|2J>}

/J»3 J

Old soupfl, ts'at. In Canton, ts'at ;— in Swatoia, ch'at ; — in Amoy, ch'at ; — in Fuhchau, ch'ak and cli'aii
;
—

in Skanyhai, ts'iih ;
— in Cki/u, Is'a.

] ^ to brush the teeth.

|g ] to giind or rub smooth.

] BE .& to wash with soap-ber^

Tlie lirst form is the most com-
(

mon, and the second is also

, read snli^

The action of the feet disturb-

ing the herbage, and making
<— " a noise ; to scatter ; to feel,

to rub, to brush ; a brush.

nes.

I/J»)

,Usa

A coarse stone; to rub, to

grind.

I ^ jg to brush against one, as

when walkuig.
i

^ts'u

Pi.
The noise made by spectators

in applauding acrobats and

mummers.

TSA.I.
Old sounds, t«ai, Uat, tsap, dzai, and dat. In Canton, tsoi and tsei ; — in Swatoic, dial and to ;

— in -4»ioy,

tsai ; — in Fulichau, chai and ch'ai ;
— in Shanyhai, tso and iii ;

— in CVii/'m, tsai.

~t*r\ From mouth and wounded.

t B^ An exclamation of praise or

Jsai surprise ; an intarogut'tve par-

ticle implying either doubt or

conviction, according to the scope
;

|

or often merely a high degree of
; j

an interjection placedafter important I

words to draw attention to them
;

occurs in poetry as an expletive

;

to begin ; to biu-st forth, as plants

in spring.

^ l5^ (>? 1 "" "hat account,
j

pray ? ;

^^^ 1k^ 1
what, after all. is

'

this ti) me ?

^ ^ 1^ 1
w""l'l yon pity h'l' '

fk^ I '/fii. 1 »iiiMs.nit!

fc >^ ^ I
"'"' humanity so far

gone ?

1!^ Pf ^ 1
ala-**) it is sad indeed !

^ ^ ^ fl 1
liow could I for-

bear to pity t

^ \ J\j -f-
Oh, how great was

Confucius !

^ I fJl ah ! truly an important

question.

^J H 1 ^ W '" the tliii'd mooTi

all nature begins to spring forth.

"I^ I
how pleased !

^ ^ ]
Oh, h. v admirable

!

Iff. ] i^ J^ what a clown Is Yiu !

W ^ 1 '"deed, Ls it so !

fif. ^ I
what a crowd of people !

fiif .:jt W 1
what a wretcheil

bl'.mder 1

;g -"p ^ .^ I
does a wise man

;;s i fell niirciL

fiV & 5|l 1 should it even be

mentioned .'

,tS(U

From tree and wounded.

To set out, to plant trees, to

put suckers in
^
the ground

;

to heap earth about the roots,

to hill ; a tiaj^ling.

I :,f{j
to set out tlowers.

:j|g 1 layers of plants, cuttings.

I
1^ to plaint and sow.

W JtU 1 in '"^ 1^ worthy of one's

patronage.

^ ] Tt '.i^ ^ M Pl*i"t more

flowers than tiru-itles; — met. act

so .IS lo reap a gixxl reward.

] j^} to set out trees.

In I\k'ngese. To fall down, to

tiimbli over.

1 a-T T S' f-'l an<l l'^"''" ^^^ l"^?-

] I jf -f stumbled and feU.

1 1H T '•^'l ''"wii.
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jAti

Vrom^re and waler or skelter

;

the Hrat U most used.

Calamity that comes from

above, as floods, pestilence,

drought, caterpiilara, bliglit

;

divine jtidgnieuts: plaguts;

iiiiseriep, niisfortmies; ad-

verse, calamitous, dangerous.

1 § aflliotive, injiu-ious.

] jjf^
afflictions, miseries.

1^ 1 [Heaven] sent them cala-

mities.

^ ]
to relieve calamity.

Jg ]
to bring evil on one's self.

3C 1 ?5fe f r * general visitation,

as a pestdence.

jM iK ]
'" di.sraiss the fire risk,

by worshiping the god of Fire.

Ji 1 Wi iPi ""foreseen judgments

from lle.iven.

I
^' sufferings, calamities.

] m fields that for any reason do

njt yield full crops.

C t-i-\ Fiom liill and to Utint; also read

itfint; the diminutive f j" iu Can-

'tsui
toueso id derived from t..is.

'm
'taat

I'l-om t^ ii shelter and '3p hit-

ter ; j. e. he wlio lias the Iroiihle

' of afi'airs in u liouse ; the second

form i.5 somelimes used to speci-il-

ly denote ilie slauglitering of ani-

mals.

To govern, to rule; to pre-

side, as at a table; to fa.'-hion to

one's liking; to slaughter, skin, and

dress animals; to fry; a ruler, a

hea 1 ; a stewanl, a major-domo

.

8(1 -fr I
or highest rukr.

^
I

the ruler over all, as a so-

vereign or general ; imt. the mind.

^ I
anciently .<iu officer oftli;;

riles.

^ ]
a district-m.tgislrate.

] ijfl] ;o direct, to oversee.

] ^'t i" bntciier.

] •^•i '•)]§ 1
the chi-f cook.

J^ rj 1'^ 1 '1"^ '^'"' 1"'''^ "f '*''

^b/i.igs.

^ I
to dress and cook food.

.vervunls and l:i a. Uv.omen quickly

r«i!Ovj — thf dislses.

1 i2f ^ sou's wife.

A common terra for a child

in Hunan and Kiangsi ; to bring

forth, said of animals.

JhJ \ ^ the bitch has Itterel.

T 1
? ^^ bring fortli.

JfJ S I ^ the monkey has a cub

;

usliI in contempt for person.?.

' a rascal, a worthless fellow.

An affair, a busuiess ; what

is aontained.

_t 5'c ..^ 1
'''"'' ^^^'''^'' '^

doing in the high heavens, the

operations of nature or of the

gods there.

From a rarriar/f and iroimded :

used with the ujxt.

tsat

tsai A year ; it was so called in

early times, because nature

having made a revolution,

bt'gan again.

^ ]
several years.

^ ]
"^ fiuice a thousand years, or

h.ind^'d down that time.

*{J 1 half a year.

1 tU contemporary annals.

Read Isai' To contain ; to lade

a ship or cart ; to fill in, to convey,

to carry with one ; to load ; to bear

;

to complete; to act, to sustahi, to

d I ; to TL'cord ; to adorn, to beauti-

fy; to begin; recorded, written in;

an undertaking ; acts, doiiig.s ; filled,

loaded ; a c.irgo, a load ; an advcrh

of time, then, thereupon ; the high-

est nundier in numeration, a hun-

dred millioiiH, au incalculable tmm-

bur.

I ^ stowed full
;
quite loaded.

] 4' f^ ft" '" ^*'l'at book is that

contaiuetit

^ ^ ] not enough for a lo.icl.

many p-vuls.

J¥ tS 1 iJw good actions are stor-

iil up to produce future haj)-

pi;iess.

fil ] 115 tf> return home well

laden — with property.

^ \ ^ Jx the cart carries a

thousand catties.

] $ii ® 1
wli*' yu 11"^° loaded

will bo Ujjset.

± 5C ^. ) ^ ^ ^ ^ the

acts ot Heaven have neither

sound nor smell.

WM \ ^ their cries fflled the

road.

I §S -f* :i§ he thereupon laid up

his weapons.

1 la ^ fff niaiiy errors are found

in their narratives,

f^ ]
to record, to note down.

fl
tsai''

An unauthorized word, derived

from the preceding to indicate

the noun.

The cargo, the loading of a

boat ; the capacity or tonnage

of a vessel ; to stow cargo ; to con-

t.ain such an amount, as a bank-bill,

on the back of which it is stamped.

^ -f- ]
several scores of cargoes.

j^ \^ I
the ship is loaded.

1 Ml freight money.

1^ "g
I

she carries a hundred —
pjculs.

j^ ]
to tranship or take out cargo.

From i earth and ^ tlie hand
on it.

«'
tMl To be in or at

;
present ; to

belong to, to consLst in; to

live, to dwell, to reside, to r,.'main

;

to be preserved or continue ; consist-

ing ui ; involved in, depending on
;

existing, living, being ; a,preposition,

in, on, at, within ; and often pre-

cedes adverb:! of place and time ; a

place, a homj ; to examine.

•ffc fl'3 ^7 1 ^ """^ "f them are

at iiome.

^ -f^ ^ 1
P'lrents are both dead.

] i^ 1^ at school

] fi'I 1^ where is he li\ing?

/f, Q ]
not feeling well, not very

Well ];leased.

^ ill 1
worshiped hhu (a father)

as if he was still alive.

I ~f b-low ; a common man.
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IP ^ 1 fi; it is not »'y f'^j'^-

I {;);
tliat is your affair.

yourself a thought about it; no

great matter.

^ M \ & carefully attend to

your public duties.
j

4S 1 ii^ $5 i' i" i" the treaty.

f'i> 1 '& y"" should remember it.

Bi 1 (25" W it i^ eveiywhere, in

all places. I

^ ] -^ jifc
it ''"es not consist iu

j

lliis; I don't think it is so.

3^ I 1^ ® y"'i >n"st pay the

money now.
;

tt 1 JS5 H where do you live ?

where now are all the heroes of

;

olden time?
!

1 "Mt ^ gentle, act with lenity.

tMl'

TS'.\I.

From —~ o7ie nnd ^|. a frame-
trork cuntrncte<l

; 7. it. ft-H wlieii '

0118 s'ick is ad(ie>l 011 itnother ; i

it resembles ^ijen fy in form nnd

5.^ ill meaiiiiig.

To r.u.« up once and then again
;

doubled, repeated ; twice, a second

time ; then, again, also, likewise,

after all, — and by extension, be-

comes merely a form of the com-

parative ; contmued, longer ; to re-

peat.

B|j ^ I 5^ come back to-morrow.

1 j§ ^ 5C agi*'" ofter some days.

1 Zl 1 13 agaui and ag;iin I—
told him.

1 ffi ^7 4* ^ should not have

guessed it.

I ^ pj ^ a second discussion of

it will do.

SS 1 ^ please say it agaui.

TS'AI.

1 1 ITT 1*$ to reiterate the orders.

,lj^ g" /}?
I

^^e shall not say it a

second time.

1 ^.% m A 5£ :g <& T i^ i^

noboUy but he hiiusclf.

1 ix ^ ^ they never even had

a word between them.

I ^ jS I have looked at it again.

^ ] -^ ?j5 lil never come back-

yfs ] ^ he will not return here.

I ^ restored to lil'e, rescued from

death ; used for regeneration.

^ -^
I 5 -^^ H they came

again and again.

1 ^ again, furthermore ; used at

the beginning of a new subject

or a postscript.

I
gi a remarried widow.

W' i ^ 1 * youthful days

never return to one.

Old sounds, ts'ai, t«'ap, dzai, dzat, and dzam. In Canton, ts'oi and ch>f ; — in Hwatow, cli'ai ; — in Amoj/, cli'ai

and ttai ;
— i« Fuhchau, cli'ai ;

— in Shangliai, ts'c, dze, and t«a ;— >« C/ii/u. ts'ai.

sjtj^ From do;} and i/reen,

fOW To doubt, to dislike, to sus-

|/«'«i' i)ect ; w conjecture, to guess
;

U^^i- to fear, to apprehend.

1 1R to cherish hatred, to abhor.

I 1^ to suspect, to doubt of.

I
—

I
gtiess once.

] ^ «f' ^ cannot say at all.

1 '^^ ^ i'e did not gueas right.

j jd^ to si'sjx'ct and dislike; a

suspicious disagreement, as b..*-

tween two statements.

I ^ to guess riddles.

fij; ^ ] 1
just make a guess.

|g| J^ 1 S it i" ""t easy to esti-

mate them, referring to nmnbiAs.

] ,gi U) envy.

1 1 ^ .^i^'" * guess ; divine now I

—
I JB^i ^ to divine rightly »t

once ; a shrewd guess.

1 t\J ^ to guess one's thoughts.

M \ ^M to fidget and get

disturbed.

1 * The upright line [ re

, ^l slem of a pliuit fnrui

represents the

ruing its way

above ^ tlie t/round, and bear-

ing a roof beneatli ; it often looks

"l^' ' lil<e Isuii' "SJ' an inch.

Materials, the substance of a

thing, for whicli the ne.xt is used

;

mental capacity, power, taliinis, en-

dowments, or gifts; an ethicateJ

person, a graduate
;
genius ; to be

strong.

I
-^ a man of parts.

— ^-^ ] a fine l(X)king man.

^ I
literary tidents.

1 ^ or
] tg " ] 1j?

••'^ility to

manage; capacity, energy, and

tact.

1 -ife. §1 -^ 1
^<*t tlic»:i who have

talents train up those who have

theui not.

5^f ]
dh-;j5 the gifts of all

men may be reckoned at only a

pecul — in weight.

(g ]
perverted or useless accom-

plishments.

^ ] the three Powers,— heaven,

earth, and man, who are sujv

jx)sed to mle all thuigs.

I ^ ^^ his talents e.\ceed (or

are not to be judged by) his ap-

pearance.

IJ I
what a goose !

p{j _\ ^ I
man ofcommon ability.

^ ] ^ B, stupid fellow ; this or

^ j are sometimes use<l as

depreciatory terms by iJersons

speaking of themselve-s.

Hh 1 ^ JE. JW 31 *f i'«^i"g ""

ability he is uicompetent to help

the rebals.

] ^ executive talent.

J.J» From K-oflrf nnd s»hstrmee 1 u'od

^V^ with the pvei-ediuK, a"J resem-

'
. , • bles ,1s' tin f-f a viUiige.

^ s'o^ Materials of which things are

made; sticks, timber, lumber, wood;

stulf; nature, qualities : abilities;

men of parts.

] TJC timber, as for a house.
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j 5^ materials, ingredients.

g I
good stufif; met. upright

minLsters.

J[_ ] tlie five elements.

•^
I

tlie six liberal arts; in which

the /V ] vh., pearls, ivory,

gems, stone, earth, metal, skui,

and plumetj, are materials used.

J3 ^ \ likely, well-formed, per-

sonable.

5; ;i ^ «!r 'iJ S « 1 Ho

j^ j^ Heaven, in the produc-

tion of things, is bountiful ac-

corduig to their quahties.

^ ^ ] of no use whatever ; su-

j)erannuated.

] ^ abilities, capacity.

V|_r -1 From pearl and suhslance ; the

j^l.^ old form, composed of /v to

. \ enter and H daily ^ h more

-^-^
I

ideographic.

'- W. > Property, wealth, substance,

' */" possessions, goods, whatever

TS *
' men can use

;
presents,

bribes
;
profits.

^ ]
to get rich ; may you make

money;— a good wish.

'&
] to make some profit.

I m complimentary gifts, presents

to make way for one.

1 i "f
1 i ^ ^ "'^'^ ™*"-

1 ]^ a capitalist.

^ ] a windfall
;
good luck, as a

prize in a lottery.

1 W or
1 ^ M :§" t'le god of

Wealth, Phitus or Manuiion.

f4*> ^ :^ 1 jj«^
y'"'"v« g'^en me

no custom; you have bought

nothing.

^ ] j^ jj^ to lavish money to

ward off calamity.

fU ^ 1 a thief of a cook. {Can-

tonese.)

A :>^ ] 5E '"^'^ ^'^'^ ^^®"* ''^^^

in the pursuit of wealth.

1 ^ i^J,%.Tfi^ »n'^"<=y can even

mo\e the gwla

1 tS St flB "ealth gives a man

courage.

•g ^ ^ ]
officials receiving

bribes.
i

^ 31 ^ 1 ""J"St gains, 'y

From clothes and wounded ; oc-

curs used for the preceding.

^ts'ai To cut or fashion garments
;

to cut, to trim, to tear ; to

moderate, to diminish, to reduce,

to deny ; to regulate ; to calculate,

to plan.

] ^ a tailor.

I Hi to disband, to dissolve.

g j to decide for one's self

\ "^ M cut out garments.

(JlJ ] to trim and alter,

i^ I
curator of essays at an ex-

amination.

•jf^
I

and >J> I
a full pattern or

a scant one.

^§11$ wait till he has decided.

I ^ to use materials advanta-

geously.

1 -itW f^. *" '^^^ off superfluity.

1 jl? S '^'^' 0*^ ^ YmXv, reduce it

."T* From 'Ji(i a weapon and ^ ta-

. jti lent as the plionetic ; it is now
' '

r . used only in combination, but

^.( some say it is another form of

I )t

'

the preceding.

To wound with weapons ; to

injure.

^^^ From silk and crafty; it resembles

,tiai An adverb of time, near, at

j^^t)l hand, thereupon, presently,

then, just now, scarcely.

] ^ or 1 5'J J"^''
arrived.

P||J I
just then.

] -^ "f he has just gone.

] ^y then it will do ; at the end

of a sentence, answers to just

so; that's the case.

•^ ]
just now, then, at it.

] 3^ (jjj I have given it to him.

m S 1 fit ^^'"^" '"' '* '^'^ arrang-

ed, we can then see about it.

3is 'Ml 1 5^ that way will be just

the thing.

1 ^ 1^ "T •* 's "0^^ quite clear.

Bead ,mn. A dark gray color,

like the top of a sparrow's head.

/ i^ Formed of J^ claws on a /fl
^fr^ tree^ and occurs interchanged

tj t . with the next three ; it much re-

_ sombles /i!e«' 7f^ its radical.
( > - /

To j)luck, to take with the

hand, to choose ; to gather, as

flowers ; variegated, adorned ; cities

allotted for revenue to princes ; the

fifth of the domains of the Cheu
dynasty ; a business, occupation

;

to conduct afl'airs.

1 g^ territory once set apart for

grandees in the service of the

monarch.

j^ j to choose and send betrothal

presents.

1 1 ^ flR splendidly adorned is

its dress ; said of a pretty fly.

] j to keep gathering.

^ I
to get a certain allowance

as salary from land set apart

for the particular officer.

<^/tV.^ Variegated ; mixed or onia-

/^^ mented with different colors
;

'tshd elegant, gay, colored ; beau-

f<' / tiful ; lucky, pleased; it is

added to some uoiuis to uiteiisify

their meaning.

^ I
brilliant ; animated

;
glitter or

show ; smooth, as a shaven head.

if 1
o""

1 ?M fort'i'iate, a lucky

hit, a good chance.

§A ] unprosperous, no chance.

^ ]
clouded ; clouds, a cloud.

I ^ ^' ^ pretty clouds easily

scatter; met. human ji>ys soon go.

P^ 1
to clap and encore an actor.

3£ ]
the five colors ; vu., blucj

yellow, carnation, white, and

black ; variegated, colored.

^ 1 to >vin the prize, to reach

the goal.

I g^ the winner's treat, what he

gives his competitors.

] ^ to adoni or paint in colors.

1^ ]
unusually beautiful.

# ^ 1 ifl ''"'*' ""'^ fi"*' g'*y

silks, such as are used on joyful

occasions.

no relish for the venture.
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'^^t
An exclamation.

[n Cantonese. An interjec-

'ts'ai tion of contempt; tush! pish I

-f,'
"' to show contempt for.

^1^ ] is "• cared nothing for

what he said.

] J|[ f^ p)X take you 1

Kead Jtiao. Agitated, not at

ease ; moving about
;

great.

To select, to choose ; to pick,

to pluck, to gather ; to take

'ts'ai up with the hand ; to sip, to

l!>'0\
suck.

] ^ to gather mulberry leaves.

1 M ^^y '^® choicest ; to buy for

government.

] J^ to choose out and take.

] |g to select.

1 ^ j21 5 ''^^ trouble of gather-

ing fuel ; also, a trifling ailment,

out of sorts.

] ^ ^ % one whose breath has

been sucked by a fox.

^ !§ to spy out, to get infor-

mation secretly,

j^ 1 ^ t'^s bee sips the flower.

1 JH Wi songs of picking lotuses,

sung at the Dragon-boat festival

<^1/Ji
Cities or districts allotted for

pL]^V the revenue of princes were

'ts'ai anciently termed
] ^, and

/
I

the lands to maintain their

tombs ; also, the grave itself
1i

'^5i^ An oflicer set over these lanils

y^^ or cities was called ] '^.

'</(«' ^ ]
fellow officers; those

f
',' f ill the same office and rank.

Similar to 5^, applied to

silks and other fabrics
;
par-

'ta'ai ticolored, variegated.

,\p 1^ ]
colored sarsuet, used

'

for linings.

ii 1 $fi or j^ 1 to hang fes-

toons of colored silks, as at

festivals.

Slings for carrying presents,

made by four long cords fas-

'ts'tM tened to a ring, called
] ^

^,Vj,j in books, but better known
now as j|§ -^ or slings.

^ ]
a sort of turban.

ti/t% Name of a tree allied to the

'f/^V oak, the timber of which is

'ts'ai suitable for making rafters.

Ti,'f' M^ 1 t^ in the days of

Sliun the oaks furnished raf-

ters.

To notice, to pay attention

;

to gi'eot.

'ts'ai ^ ] ^ dijn't mind him.

'!>' -I 1^ -J^ ;^ ] to act like a

gawky ; to heed nolhiug.

^ ^ ^ 1
'<' g'^® ^^'^ '="''

direct.

, .^ ) From iilanti and variegateJ.

l^^ Vegetables
;

greens, edible

ts'ai'' herbs; food, viands.

iSV' ^
]

greens in general.

I
^ cadaverous, emaciate<l, as if

one had lived on pulse only.

^ I
good eating.

^ I
delicacies.

.^ ^ ]
he has gone to market

f§ I
what comes from the sea,

as fish, S3aweetl, or prawns.

0^_ ] raw greens ; lettuce.

^ ]
the chief dishes ; and ij» ]

are the smaller and side dishes,

condiments, relishes, <fec.; the

dtssert.

5f )
wild greens, as the daude-

Uon.

^ ]
celery, or parsley, or sweet-

basil.

^ 1
or ^ ] dried mussels.

^ ]
meats and onions, such as

priests should not eat.

1 ii ** vegetable stall,

ll^ I
salt or pickled greens ; sour-

krout.

^ 1 a Canton phrase for the

dishes on the table besides rice,

called ij» ] elsewhere.

1 !?2 ''**^ ''"P"
"'^ Kiangnan, from

which the j ||^ or wibbage-oil

is expressed.

I f^ a vegetarian, a herb Budha

^ SK 1
salted turnips.

B5 ^ 1
dried turnips brought

from Hwui-cheu in Kwangtnng.

« ^ 'li W I ^ft # i» ">r

family we have always lived on

greens and roots for generations^

^AJ£5 Weeds, herbs, esculent plants;

;^J^ a species of tortoise, because

ts'ai'' they were common in ] ||

'f)^/ a small feud;d state conferred

O"
1 ^ M ^ brother of Wu

Wang, a c. 1122, which held its

separate existence till 446, when

it was incor[K)rated in Tsu ; fifteen

rulers only are mentione<l ; it lay

on the Eiver Hwai in the present

JU-ning fu, and '^
| ^ was its

capital ; the border of a parterre or

grass plat ; name of a mountain in

Ya-cheu fu in Sz'ch'uen.

Read sah^ as a synonym of |^.
To let go, to loose ; criminals un-

dergoing a banishment of 500 //.

I
J New garments ; the noise

>j-» made in spinning thread

;

ts'ai' yarn made from hemp.

7i't>\ -^ 1
to spin linen yarn.

m%% I ^a^^ behold her

new and variegated dress, and

hear the rustling of her plain

silks.
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TSjft.3Sr.
Old sotttids, tsan, tsam, dzan, and Azam, In Canton, tsan and tsam ;

— i« Sivntow, cliam, clian, and cliiam ;
— in Amoy, tsan,

tsam, chiam, cliim, and san ; — in Fuhc/iau, cliang and chwang ;
— in Shanghai, ts6", tse", and <lz6° ;

— in Clii/a, tsan.

.tsaii

From bamboo and a pUonotic

jiarticie i but the original form

was yC' composed of yV wi«« and

L a spoon, supposed to delin-

eate a hair-pin j sometimes read

fi'-han*

A clasp, pin, or skewer to confine

the hair, or fasten the coift'iire

;

they are of many shapes and mate-

rials ; to stick in the hau-, to put on

the head
;

quick, brisk ; to collect.

] -^ or
] ;^ a hair-pin.

I ^ to wear flowers.
.,

3E 1 -f-C
'''*^ tuberose.

1 ^ iS ^ '^^^ emperor's descen-

d.ants, or of a statesman ; allud-

ing to the ball of floss once

worn on coronets.

] ^ to carry a pen in the hair.

In Cantonese. To peck, as a

fowl.

To boil ; a defect In the lip,

a harelip ; dirty.

^tMii ^ ]
filthy ; dirtied ; this

phrase is written several ways.

A skewer to pass through

things, a pin ; to darn gar-

fs.iit, ments; to pierce, to nail.

li ^ H 1
to ^^ ^'^ ^^^^'

[Kttc^h and darn.

^ ^ ^ ]
use various metallic

nails — to fasten the coffin.

Tlie first also means to vomit

;

the second to taste ;
and the

third is unsanctioned.

A personal pronoun, sy-

nonymous with ^ttsa p^ I,

me; then, a time; a period.

] jl'5
we, our's.

^ 1 or ^ 1 -P when; at

the time ;
— a word proba-

bly adopted from the Manchu.

boy.

1 '^^ ^ I will not yield ; I am
set on it.

'It,
Hsan

'tsan

Usim

Strips of wood called j -^

placed between the fingers

of both hands, and pidled

together by cords to torture

prisoners.

Like the last.

To torture by finger sticks

;

to urge, to press.

1 ffe ft'5^ squeeze his fingers,

to shake branches, so as to

get the snow oft.

Ml
'tsan

To accumulate, tohoard up,

to collect or bring together.

To hasten, to urge, to quick-

jtr^ en, to get on ; to scatter each

'tort his own way, to hurry away

;

to put to flight.

1 & ^ make him go fiister.

] j^ walk quicker, hurry your

pace,

fg ]
to urge on.

1 g§ to travel fast.

1 jS *'° S*^ ^^''y s'owJyj step by

step.

^ te ^ ] he never moved a step.

Also read tsieli, as a synonym of

J§ quick.

'tort Promptly, quickly ; to ac-

celerate, to hasten one's pace.

hate nie, for old intercourse

should not be hastily broken oft'.

Wl

F rom fiearls antl to advance; the

second form is not quite correct,

but is much used in combination

;

occurs used for the next.

To come before a superior

tseoi' bringing a present ; to as-

sist, to second ; to introduce

;

to clear up, to bring to light ; to

give evidence ; to praise.

] 0J or ] •^ to assist.

I ^ to help to bring about

1 ^ bailifl"s in court who aid in

keeping order.

1
~^ '^ helped him by one word,

ffl 1 -^ Jjilp ^ [tlie sages helped

to] make clear the decrees of the

gods.

1 g| to help to manage.

il' iS 1 & '^^® juniors retired

and aided m carrying out the

orders.

iS H 1 ] I wish daily to be

helpful

tsan'

1

From words and to aid ; it re-

sembles ds'an pg to slander.

To commend
; to sing praises

to ; to record praises or good

deeds ; to explain ; to aid.

^ to praise, to laud and extol.

^ ] to speak in praise of.

^ A I
to be praised; praise-

worthy.

1 % 'M laudable.

1 ^ to resound one's praises.

] ^ to commend and reward.

] PJI ^ g, praising and lament-

ing him greatly.

n
tsan'

Al
tort

Fair, handsome ; a clear com-

plexion of a female.

Mountainous.

I j|£ the lofty summits of

mountains.

m
tsan'

To stir up water, to soil j

to spatter, to splash ; shallow

;

turbid water ; to hit one with

water.

1 T — Sfi ^ ^^ spattered me a

little.

1 ffi i't M strike sparks out of it.

1 5^ ^ spattered and wet me.

In Cantonese. To recoil, to

rebound ; resilient.

] ^ to bound or spring back.

110
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•,-) Kiom </£«! and to (till; also reu'l

chutiK

A kind of baton called^ ]

or 2 1 used in the Cheii

dynasty by a marquis during the

state worship ; othere describe it as

a sort of stone cup on a handle,

shaped like a cythara, holding five

pints, and nsed for libations.

^ ^ ^ I
I give you the large

Jibation cythara.

From day and to cut off.

A part of a day ; briefly,

tsaii' shortly, for the time beuig ; in

c/i««' the interim, meanwhile ; sud-

denly.

TJ ] ;^ pT :S it will only do

temporarily.

] fl^
for a little while.

] _g_ for the time being.

1 jS> ^ patient a little.

] jg suddenly met him.

I
chaii'

]
f^ a temporary lodging.

1 B. tlS /S J"''''
escaped suigeing

my eyebrows ;
^— i. e. I was near

ruin or starvation.

'^l:^) ] From hand and to iMt off; tlie

^i-' two characters are usually inter-

changed.

To Strike ; to raise up ; a

turn or time ; temporarily ; to

cut in two ; to throw into
;

to exclude ; to place planks

for crossing water.

Read shan'' for the second fonn.

To cut up plants ; to raze.

I
;^ to cut and gather dolichos

stalks.

W 1 ^^ i. lie mowed the

grass and scattered it about.

'^i:^) From me(a/and to cutoff.

-^ef^ A fine chisel ; a cold chisel;

t»tu' to pierce, as a thorn ; to cut

_ out, as characters on stone

;

to cut in ; to pound on the back of

a plate of metal so as to raise or

enchase on the other side. .

I
J^ to enchase letters.

I "JJ an enchasuig graver.

f(| ] f[J fg to cut out a brass

official seal.
^

1 'ffi
^'^ emboss flowers.

•fU ] fine encliasing.

I ^ ^ to split open the edge.

(Cantonese.)

j5^ ] to enchase flowers, as on silver

jlj^p
To implore, to pray.

/7> Dd 1
*" supplicate the gods.

J^^ ) Also read ^tswaii.

-^^ Black glossy hair ; much
tsuii' hair ; a woman's chignon or

coil of hair.

fj{g ] to do up the hair in a

tuft.

Old sounds, ta'an, ts'am, and dzam. 7n Canton, ts'an, ts'am, and ch'am ;
— in Sivatow, ch'an, ch'am, and cham •

-

^ in Amoy, ch'aii, ch'am, chim, and tsan ;
— in Fuhchau, ch'ang, chang, chw'ang, and ch'ong ; — in Shanghai,

ts'c", ze", izh", and tsd" ;
— in Chifu, ts'an.

tiun,

'\ From to eat and broken ; con-

tracted to ice ; it is interchanged

with (Sun y§^ supper.

To swallow, to eat ; a

meal ; a clas,sifier of meals
;

a cake ; to gather and

choose.

"^
1 IR ""'' meal.

•— g ^ ] two meals a day.

ilf> 1 ^ ^'^ works just for his food.

1 S S\ -^ dines in the clouds

and sleeps in the moon ; met. an

entiiusiast.

but for your sake, Sir, I made
myself unable to eat.

^ ] breakfast.

^ ]
supjwr or dinner.

I 5M iR ''^ common meal.

] 5^5 1 Is '^ "le^i "f congee and
rice ; Tiiet. >ery poor.

meal that pleases you, is my re-

quest ; a conclusion to a letter,

hopuig one's friend is enjoying

himself.

3f *& ^ 1
^i*'' i^ handsome

enough to be eaten.

IS 1 HJ IS to get a bellyful of

rations.

jJg;
1^; Jg ] to bite like a wolf

and swallow like a tiger ;
— to

eat voraciously.

] ^ ^ a water-melon eater.

Man

From BB starry light contract-

ed, and^ sireaminff hair or tU
heart underneath, referring to

three joined, or to Orion ; the

second form is common.

To be concerned with, to

stand before ; to join with

for consultation and advice ; to

blend, to mix, to form one out

of three ; to vVit or see a superior

to be admitted to an audience ; to

report to the Throne on other offi-

cers ; a deposition ; an impeach-

ment or report agaiast ; mixed,

confused, as colors ; rising in gra-

dation.

j ^ to memorialize upon.

Jff ] to make an obeisance.

] ^ to visit a sujierior ; to wor-

ship.

] ¥ "1'
1 ^ to degrade a sub-

ordinate and report on it.

j ^ to throw into confusion.

] ^ to advise and aid; to act as

adviser to ; a joint commissioner.

^1 °''
1 ^ to go to a levee ; the

first also means, to worship or see

the Supreme by lower spiril.s.

1 )(? '»
1 ^ ^ colonel ; a post-

captain.
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] p^ to consult upon.

1 M unassorted, incongruous.

I f]* |tt
HI; I have examined it

and there are no errore.

I 1^ to sit absorbed in contem-

pla i )n as Biidhists do.

f^ 1 to request dismissal from

office; to resign,

^•j- ] to impeach.

'f& P'J ^ 1
heard of his accusa-

tion at the viceroy's gate.

] i^Ji councillors in tlie eourt of

Appeals.
,

Read ^shan. A star, the second

zodiacal constellation containuig

ajiy 6 e i; and k in Orion.

S S 1
"^ after all they will be

like Orion and Lucifer, — who
never see each other.

^^ Bamboos varying in length ;

{-^^» the tubes in a pandean pii)e;

tian \ised for ^ a hair-pin.

^ ]
divining sticks or slips.

In Cantonese. An open basket

or tray.

JS 1 ^' wicker scuttle or hod.

• ^ ] a mortar hod.
;

^ 5(- ] a winnowing-fan.

To run after or to see a sight

is ] Q ; said of a crowd of

,?/«)» jieople ; to collect, to gather,

as at an assembly.

From horse and three.

OVggS* The horses outside of the

^tian thills, which thus make three

abreast.

m ]
three sitters in a carriage

;

the left was the seat of honor.

M 1 ^ ^ the outside horses did

not bolt.

•)R 1
'** unhitch the oft-horse.

f^ I
to stop the carriage ; to reach

. , the lodging. .

'
' ^

i

lll^fe
Uneven; ascending and de-

(ft^ scending.

^is'an i§ ^ 1 llH the palaces rising

one above the other, like the

. hills and peaks.

Good, fine-looking.

|!^ ]
Luh Ts'an, a noted

^ts\m man hi the T'ang dynasty.

h'romjish and men/.

A fish otherwis3 called |j^ _^
the slender fish, whosu de-

j
scription shows that isanothcr

name for the hairtail or girdle

fish {Trich'urus urituitiis and

intermedhis), socommon along

the coast.

From evil nnd to wound ; q. d. as

if 5^ trodden on and hurt.

^tiaii To ruin, to destroy ; to injure,

to spoil ; to mangle, to kill,

to butcher; broken food, luavuigs;

deficient, mischievous, ravening,

cruel
;
pillaged, spoileil ; withered

;

an oppressor.

] ^ to injiu'e, to harry; trucu-

lent, savage ; to act like brigands.

^ JE, fe ]
fraternal strifes.

] ;j!g a withered flower ; a whore.

] ip an old man, one whose years

are failing.

I J2, cruel, iianlhearl'jil

1 % or }@ ]
heel-taps.

$: 1 1 avings o:U.

1 )|t A or
I j^ '1 maimed or

deformed person, who has lost

an organ, or has an infirmity.

1 M. \fi i'A hijured, ordinary

goods ; second-hand.

1 i^ deficient, imperfect.

1 yf? in '^ '''•' °''' moon is bow-

shaped.

] (^ to oppre-ss and to do evil.

] ^ to partly remember a dream.

I
ic ^ JHf the discomfited troops

came scattering back.

From u'onlti and iiri/nous ; also

read ch'an^ and tsiu'

.ts'aii To slander, to vilify ; to e.vag-

gerate another's error ; calum-

ny, defamation ; to discredit.

]
= unjust asijersions.

[^ I
to defame one ; false charges.

1 jCa ^ ^ ^'^^ unbelief and

then comes disobedience.

,ts (in

^ ] to dismiss slanderers.

1 e" fl'] IS "'^len slandered then

you withdraw.

J^ I
scorpion bites ; (. e. treacher-

ous vilify ings.

From herii't and to cut off", as if

from good or perfection.

' Ashamed, mortified, choji-

fallen ; to blush for, to feel

ashamed of; sensible of one's

incompetency or failuie

] •^ blushing.

I (* c<jnscious of one's defects.

] f^ a feeling of shame ; said po-

litely wlien praised.

'& ft 1^ 1
^'^^ '" ^^^ shame.

Fi'om insp.ct and imjiiouK ; the

second is a common abbreviatit>ii,

but is also read ^t'ieii, an earth-

worm.

The silkworm {Bomhjx) ; aj)-

plied also to all naked cater-

pillars which weave cocooiLS

;

to tend silkworms.

1 ili ^ "•'
1 St ''"ed silkworms,

used for food.

] BE ^^^ "^'^ep before molting.

1 ^ to gnaw as a caterpillar ; nwt.

to incroach stealthily, as on

another's lands.

1 ififi
"*'

1 S't
goddess of silk-

growcra.

^ I
to feed the worms.

^ ]
seems to denote the larvas of

the dragon-fly.

i^
I

the looper caterpillar on the

Sophoi-a. (Pekhigese.)

.[>jft Cruel, inhuman, hardhearted

;

[^5 afiiicted, injured ; wounded or

Udan lacerated in feelings ; miser-

able ; excessive, as sufferuig.

fS !}^ j
horribly wounded.

I g'^ callous, hardfisted. i

f% 1
"r »\^ ] 1

extreme grief.

1 51 1^ Si "^"J ">6«' "^'^^^ cruelty

and unlooked-for misfortunes.

1 iS i^ ^ a clever plan_\vell

written out.

']|j ]
sorrowuig much.

] ;j^ very oppressive.
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'ts'an

^ ]

A mottled gray ; white with

black spots or vice versa ; tur-

'ti'an bid ; speckled, stained, as a

decayed or luoldy thing.

M 1 1 65 grimed, blackened,

sordid.

1 ^ ^ ? a grisly beard.

^^11 dark, gloomy ; cloud-

ed, .is a dark sky.

From heart and iiii/ttous ; the

second is regarded as the cor-

rect form.

Feeling acutely, distressed

for ; sickened at and dis-

couraged, because of former

sufferings ; hardened against;

already, even now ; also.

^ i§ how can you be so

pained, and not blame yourself ?

W.^'\% m ^b 1 tl «hen the

limbs or body are injui-ed, then

the heart is grieved.

j 1
5^Iamdailysickwithgrief.

From to suy and tsin ^t
acute; but others derive it from

gE fogether and Q bri(/ht ; it

is now superseded by the last.

Not to fear the light; im-

pious ; an introductory par-

ticle, if, supposing.

From man and crafty.

Disorderly, like an undrilled

'ts\m troop ; mulish, perverse.

^ I
ugly, bad.

1 g^ a vile ra.scal, a_worthless

fellow
;
you scamp I

'ts'wi

Read ^ch'an. Uneven, unequal

;

un.steady ; not at once, as a charge

in battle
;
quick, indecorous.

] fg incoherent, talking at ran-

dom.

] ^ improper, slightingly, in-

decent.

From rice and broken ; used with

the ne.\t.

ti'un' Half a peck ^ of grain ; a

meal, a feast ; many, much ; a

multitude ; bright, clear ; fine white

rice ; excellent ; to laugh ; smihng
;

pure ; three women together.

1^ ]
to pick over rice to get it

white ; an ancient punishment.

1 ] ^ flS elegant apparel

1 ^ lIO ^ he laughed boister-

ously.

Jg ]
to give one a feast.

^ ] fine rice ; met. a gallant

fellow.

§ ^ I ]
luxurious living and

style.

> ) Used with the last.

Three women (i- e. a wife

ts'tiiC and two concubines,) in one

house ; beautiful.

evening, or what evening, shall

1 see these three women f

^ 'fe > To rail at, and make people

p^ iingry or fear one ; to pro-

tian' voke ; to spy ; to satirize.

1 f$ angry sjiecch.
,

The luster of a gem ; a

beautiful stone.

ts^aii' J^ I
jjendent gems ; strings

of {)earls ; said also of fine

racemes of flowers, like those of the

Vatida or Wisteria.

Resplendent, brilliant-

] jtH bright, lustrous, glit-

ts'aii' tering ; applied to a reputa-

tion or an action.

g ] g| ^ the glittering stars

in the luminous Milky Way.

>j From words and small.

To verify ; to fulfill ; a prog-

c/i'aii'' nostic, a Bybillirie huit, an

omen.

1 fp ^ prophecy, a secret intima-

tion or hint.

JIf ^ ;^ 1 '"^i unfulfilled predic-

tion.

] i^ a verification of a prophecy.

B 1
o"" ^ 1 * diagram or

picture indicating futiu'e events.

[^, ] a pass-word.

^ I
to worship wandering spirits

;

to get prayers said for a long

life.

Rea<t ch'an' and used with |||.

To confess; to repeat priestly in-

cantations for the dead ; masses.

] m to annul a vow, which is

done with some ceremonies.

In Cantonese. L«quaciou8.

] ^ silly and talkative, like a

1. dotard.

Old sounds, tsen and tsem.

'Isdn

From heart and suddenly ; it is

pronounced 'tsain, ^tsang^ ^tsa,

(tsnn, and *tsin, in different

parts of the country.

An interrogative word, de-

noting manner or cause ; what ?

how ? why ?

1 iM '*'''y "s '•

'

1 ^ ^ i& SM how could I

decline assent ?

in Canton, ts.im ;
— i« Swatow, cha and chak ;

— tn Amoy, chim
;

t« Shanghai, tsang ;
— •'» Chi/u, tsSn.

1 /B6 how ? what is the mode 1

1 ^-^M ^*'hat Ls left then as

llie l)est ?— t. e. there's no help.

] (i^ what's the way 1

1 "^ )i% HI how can we finish

the j'.l)?

1 )Si l5[ ® "hy does not the

breeze come ?

I ^ why does he say so ?

- in F^hchau, ch^ng ; -

] ^ how shall I get it?

^ 1 ^ '^ "°' anything ; no

great things ; not much.

fS m 1 65 «' W 1 Ji W *hy
slioidd I fear him !

f!): ra jifc 1 65 ^ 1 64 ^ty do

you ask him 1 no matter.

/r>^mn i ^ *s m i «««-

not tell how it will tiuii.
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c.

^tsany

From Ei a statesman and jjx a

J!/ien)' ; it occurs used for tlio uext,

and for SS' ttn<J Wt l">' »8 now
cliieHy used as a surname-

Good, generous ; virtuous
;

dexterous, apt; to approve ; to think

good ; to scold.

) ^ to liberate captives.

fif ^ /fj ] how is it that there

are none not good 1

mend what is good in them.

From value, and to secrete ;

contracted form is common.
the

To receive bribes ; to suborn,

to bribe ; to secrete, as plun-

der; booty, spoil, prizes, loot

;

stolen goods,

to recover the plunder,

to get one's effects back

through the yamun.

I ^ spoil, phuider.

^ ]
to restore the stolen things-

^ ilfe ^ I
to get a share in the

booty, though not going out, as

the ^ ]
or custodian does.

f^ ] to implicate by secreting a

thing.

fl4 M ^ 1 ^ ^^y stolen goods.

;^ ]
"^ an avaricious, unjust ruler.

Old sound, tsong. In Canton, tsong and song ;
— in Swatow, chang and cliSng

in Fuhchau, chong and cLaung ;
— in Shanghai, tsong and dzong

A ram ; others say, an ewe.

] ]
flourishing, as the as-

pen in full foliage.

] H^ an extensive princi-

pality in the Han dynasty, com-

prising parts of Sz'ch'uen, Kwei-

cheu, and Hukwang.

ctf t| A strong horse ; a stallion
;

i^xL flirty, ordinary.

'tsaiiff
]
^^ a fine lange horse.

j f^ a broker or middle-man.

] -^ an epithet of reproach, a

scheming rascal.

1 Si K V^^ goods. {Pekingese.)

Read 'tsu. A peculiar insignia of

office, called ] ^. made of

stone, and held before the face.

m
tmng'

From pjl fftviss with 5u dead

under it, and above j^ earth or

71" hiintis supporting.

To bury with decorum ; to

inter a coffin ; to lay a body

in the t«mb.

I jg to bury.

^ ] to carry to the grave,

j!^ ]
to bury in rich dresses and

a fine coffin ; a deep grave.

^ ] a coffin suspended in a vault.

>Hj ] cremation.

;
— in A may, tsong and cli'ong ;

—
; — in Chi/a, tsang.

^ I
buried in a mat ; an old cus-

tom still observed in the army.

j^ ] or ijj; I
to change bodies

to anotier grave, because of the

fting-shui.

^
I

buried together, as husband

and wife.

\ "f- R^Z JK buried in the

fishe.s' or turtles' bellies.

In Pekingese. To spoil ; to rip

;

to break accidentally.

Large, obese ; to dirty, to

deface.

tsang^
J/l ]

abrupt, churlish.

^mng
|jj| I

corpulent, fat; dirty,

filthy, like old bones.

^Ij ^ ]
mind, don't dirty it.

^ I "J*
he has defaced it.

The parenchymatous vi.scera,

what is stored in the bodij.

^ 1 the five chief organs,

viz., the heart, lungs, spleen,

liver, and kidneys.

3S. 1 /> Iff *'l ^^^ inwards of a

body.

iff I
or f^ ]

the viscera put

inside of an idol to give it its

feelings.

?^ 51 1 the entrails of a hog.

tsang

Ts=.A.3sra-, '

Old sound, ts'ong. /n Canton, ts'ong ;
— in Sioatoio, cli'ang and cli'ang ;

— in

in Fuhchau, cli'ong, and ch6ng ;
— in Shanghai, ti'ong and dzong

;

] ^ bins in a granary.

1 M- gr''*"<'''ry stores.

^ I
to dispense grain to the

people ; to give out rations.

^ j a pack-house ; a go-down ; a

depot.

1 51 ^ '^ bow my pity fills me

!

75 ^ ^ I5f 1
be will seek for a

thousand granaries of food.

y^^r From O an inclosure and § to

f fr\ eat contracted ; occurs used for

(s'ano chw'ang^ '[g to pity ; and for the
' '' next.

A granary of a square shape;

government storehouses ; a bo.ic or

hii\ ; a comjjartment ; to store in

a granary ; a pigeon-hole.

^ ] a storehouse for grain, espe-

cially rice.

Amoy, cli'ong and cli'long ;
—

— in Chifu, ts'ang.

1 S "ft
overseer of granaries.

jfljl ] grain cultivated to offer to

the gods.

Eead 'ts^ang. P^lurried ; startled,

like frightened cattle.

I ^ fearful, urgent

I
2^ flurried, quick, bustling.

j I? i S excessively hurried.
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From plants and granary; inter-

clianged with the last.

The green tint of plants ; the

aznre of the sky ; hasty

;

hoary, old in one's service ; flourish-

ing, prospering.

1 1 ^ 55 '^^ ^'S^ empyrean.

^ ]
Providence.

I
0^ the people ; sometimes in-

cludes all living beings.

^ ] Heaven.

^ I
a greenish blue color, like

the distant hills.

S^
j ]

a dark sallow complexion,

as an opium smoker's.

J^ 1
the firmament, the vault i

] 5^ veterans, so called from their
j

green caps ; retainers, old ser-

vants, whose hair is grisly gray.

1 ^ or ^ ] an old man ; wax-
}

ing effete. i

jJC 1 HE aqua-marine or precious '

beryl.
j

1 ^ excited ; running here and

there ; also a greenish yellow. i

] 5 o"*^ name for the Xanthium

strunuirium or burweed.

Mm

1

A kind of crane, plumage ash-

colored and cheeks red.

1 il or 1 $1 the black

L-rane, called at Canton ^
^ t| or field puddle hen.

I

glittering, as theriiigsonrtiiis

1 linkhng Uke sleigh-bells.

u

Js'aiiff

From Jish and prosperous ; but

the second fonn, though unnn-

thorized has supplanted it Ht the

South ; while at Slianghai it re-

fers to a species of herring, and
the first is the pomfret.

The pomfret, and similar

sliaped fishes ; the ^ 1 ,ffi white

{Stromaleus nrgentevs), and the M
] black (Stromatetis nujer), are i

most common
; ^ t^ 1

yellow -

pomfret (7'rachinotus anrulus)
; ]^

•J ]
or long-finned pomfret {Ti-a~

chinotus asper) ; and '^ ] small i

pomfret (Caranx nmhibarkus)
; all

these sorts are found at Hong- i

kong.
j

From boat and granarij ; fj.il. the

bin in a vessel.

An nnauthorized character, for

'

which the last is probably tlie

correct form.
|

The house fly ; flies in general, i

1 4« ^ H T M flies will

;

get their eggs in even where

there is no crack. ;

.^Aj Vast, like the sea ; cold.

•i;^' ] j/{\ a superior district south

Js'aiiff of Tientsin, near the Canal.

] ^ the deep blue sea.

I
\fj and ] ^ old names of two

rivers in or near the present

Shantung ; the last name was
\

also once applied to the lower
j

portion of the Kiver Han.
|

] ftt ^M. \S^^^y ^] (Irink up
I

the sea ; said of a wine-bibber.
|

it
The tinkle of stones and bells.

A !it 1 1
the eight bells

|

jtt^ung on the bits tinkled.
|

j I
color of gems; i. e. a

pale green.

The compartments of a ship

or jank ; the hold.

jjjJl I
the hold of a ship.

^ 1 to begin to unlade.

Y^ ]
the cargo is all discharged.

^ j
to seal the hatches ; to forbid

{

trade at a sea-port. -

j

1 •^ the stowage of a vessel.

^ ^ ]
the main hi>Ul

From JPlll/'/an/.s- and ^1$, good;

it Is interchangel with }fl^ viscera,

and was at first identical with its

primitive.

To hide away, to conceal ; to

store up, to put aside safely ; stores,

property ; the viscera; to accumu-

late ; to gather, to fix, as a mordant

;

a classifier of piles or stores of; to

store, as a student his knowledge-

—•
j ^ a heap of bo.xcs

Jjj; ] to receive, as in trust,

^ I
heirlooms laid up ; family

treasures.

Q ]
to keep private, not to di-

vulge.

1^-
I

to conceal.

1 64 ^ Sa » ^ a 7 even

of your .shadow I saw nothing,

— as I looked for you.

I ^ to hide away.

j BM ^ /? to give a partial ac-

count of ; to get an inkling.

the ashes of its leaves are used to

fix colors in dyeing.

^ li 1 JJ swiled as he grasped

his sword ; — treacherous.

] ^"p to harbor guile.

1 H ^ fllf
to engage the services

of an able man against the time

they were needed.

^ ^ 1 insatiably greetly or

a\arieious.

"""
I iK BM ^ P''e of paper in

reain.s or quires.

WW: ^ ] U -ffi
after tl'ese

things, wise men kept in obscuri-

ty and wicked men ruled.

j§ 1 1$ ^ a careless usage of

valuables tempts thieves.

JjJ 1 a deadened sound.

Read tsang'. A storehouse, a

receptacle ; a retreat ; a strong-

box ; a pile of things laid regularly.

^11* Budha who saves souls.

U 1 Tibet, divided into "gj

] Anterior Tibet, adjoining

Sz"cli'uen ; and ^ |
Ulterior

Tibat, of which Teshi-lombu is

the capital.

,

--
1 the three repositories of Bud-

histic writings {tri-jyitaka), vie,

aphorisms, disciplines, theology.

^ I
to lie dormant ; to keep out

of siglit.

I /^ an arsenal, armory, or go-

vernment storehouse.

^1)'
From knife and
unauthorized.

it is

is'ung^ To bruise the skin ; to bark,

rip, or injure the siu^ace.

^ ^ \ ^ barked his hand in

moving the stone.

1 ^~f~^^ "•'Jl'ed ofla

jii(.ce of my skhi.

I J^ bruised his face.
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TS-A-isra-.
Old sound, Iseiig. In Ciinton, tsing ;— in Swalow, cbeug and clian ;

— in Amoi/, clieiig ;
— in Fahchau^

cliijng and ciming ; — in Shanghai, tsiing ;— in Chijit, ts&iig.

] i

From rarlh and to add.

To acl<l ti>, to double, to

increase ; rei)eated, more

;

over, many,

to augment.

^
to raise tlie price.

1 don't think there are^a 1

many.

1 J^ to make liigher.

j3 P ]^ I
the population an-

nually iiR-reascs.

1 Zi^ ^ S '* ™^y ^^ cheaper

or tlearer, as a price.

] ^ to increase.

1 jt^ to throw ill ; to adcl to, as

price or quantity. {Cantonese.)

.ft
To hate, to dislike, to abomi-

nate.

pf ]
hateful.

^ A ] 'o '^e hated.

1 ^ A t'^ dislike one.

] ^ ^ |p) capricious ; now hat-

hig, now loving.

U. ] ]{S A '"^ oSt^ people's disUke.

^tsanff

To add to one's

increase, to add.

words : to

A small state anciently situa-

ted in the east of Shantung,

near the present Yen-chen

fu, not far from the sea ; an

old place in Cbing ^, now Sui

clicu
j5|| ^^ in the east of Honan,

im a Ijraneh of the River Hwai.

J
^r A general name for common

^ silken fabrics, like pongee,

^tmnij wirsnet. lutestring ; ancient

name of a jilace in tile soiith-

el^^t of Shantung; used with the

ne.\t.

}D,'M 1 .ii [tlie goose Hies high]

(*) as to avoid the marked ar-

rows.

'

A'fiS' ^ '^'"'^ ^^ '^^^^ ""^ ihoxi jave-

! c/»Q lin ; an arrow used in hunt-

^tsclny ing birds with the cross-bow,

j

having a mark tied to it.

I JBPi A square lifting net, suspend-

' c^3 ed to a frame and let down

i

-^tsaiiy liy a long rope.

^ ] or 1^ j
to let down

tlie net.

Ji 1 or 1^ ^J I
to raise the net.

|g 1
a crab-net made of millinet

IS 1 *»f JS ^^ hauls the net and

watches the shop too ;— diligent

in busines.s.

If
^tsaiii/

Rocky, sUiny, as tlie surface

of the land ; a dangerous

stone, one tlireatening to fall.

A hut in the woods, made of

branches and sticks, used by

the ancient kings in summer

time, before they built palaces;

some think the phrase ] ^
intimates that they lived in

booths on tlie trees, as is done to

this day among the Laos and Cam-

liodians ; a pig-sty ; a watch-tower

for the one who watches fields.

Dim eyes, small or poor.

^ ]
indistinctly seen,

[i^ ]
to stare at, ; to gaze

:it half awake, like one col-

lecting his senses. .

The noise or ring of metal or

gems.

] %^ a metallic sound: a

tuikle given out by- metal

when struck, as a silver coin.

Vvo\\\ tifsk mid to iriuiriifle ; per-

haps it is oftene^jt read ^vhuti'j.

j-.lidng The tendon Achilles ; the

heel ; to kick back ; to

elbow : the elbow.

^ 1 ^ 'o go slipshod.

Isduff'

help

lifj I
to li.'aii on the ^ ] or

ellMw.

"
1 tT 'M Is elljowed him off.

(Cctiuoiiese.)

From property and to add.

To give to another, who is

an equal ; to make a souvenir

;

to present, to bestow on ; to

to confer a title ; to give a

parting gift ; to increase.

1 j^ t'^ S'^'o 3, present.

^ ]
parting gifts for a journey.

] or ^ I
to honor an officer's

parents when dead for his merits..

Ij^
] waiting for promotion, as

an aged graduate.

I
"g" a H.ittering compliment.

^j ]
promoted acconhiig to rule,

as a scholar when dead is hi the

ancestral hall.

iff I5P I ff A •" g'^t' " tra\eler

a willow-twig at parting.

1 ?t "H^ A to reflect honor on

one's ancestors.

to jy I
^Ij I've nothing to give

you on going.

i^ icX \ -^ what can I give him ?

3*

A boUer used in distilling; an

alemliic ; a still ; a boiler for

steaming rice, in two parts,

tlie upper one a wooden buck-

et fitted on an iron dish
; to steam

;

to distil.

^ I
an earthenware boiler.

JL^ ^jC
I ^ to slcain foot! in a

lioiler.

1 _L ^ ® the dust lies on the

boiler; — met. extreme po\erty.

it'
Ida II f/'

tsa,,/

A black face.

j^ ]
a swarthy visage, like

the Hindoos.

A napkui or doth to w ipe the

jjcrspi ration, so called foruiei-

Iv in Honan.
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TS«=A.isrc3-.
OIJ sounds, dzeng and ts'enjr. Jn Canton, ts'iiiig ;

— i« Swutoa; chau and cl:eiig

cbeng and cliaiiig ;
— in IShanghai, tsuiig, dzang, and zing ;

—

Read ^tsdni/. To add, for wliich
|

j§ is more used ; to duplicate, said

of generations.

] ^ the iiullior of tlie ^^ ^ or ,

Great Learning.

) J^ a great-grandson.

I !§, -ff a great-grandmother.

Composed of S to speak, 0^ n

window, and /\ to separate ; it

must not be confounded with

liuniP & to meet.

All adcerh of time, past, al-

ready finished, done ; a sign of past

time; how ; at tlie beginning of a

sentence, often implies a strong

negative ; when in regimen with a

negative, it nialies an ad\ersative

phrase, but yet, still.

I j^ havuig been, already done.

^ ]
not yet ; it is often used in

reply as a polite form of denial.

]
'^ there were sonie.

1 ^i^M^^ ho^^ can that

alone be considered to be filial

piety ?

•fij' ] where Is it ? — /. e. there is

none.

] ^ ^, ^ ^ and still never act

kindly to our people.

TjJ I
or ] .g is it so or not ?

^ 4* Pf 1 T M l"*s '•- rained

in Peking or not ?

1 :Si '^ jS ^'*'' y^^ ''•'^'•' "Of

thought of that.

;
— i« Ainoy, clieiig'; — in Fiihehau,

in Clii/u, tsMng.

^ ] ^ three series of apartments

or buildings.

^"
] ^ foli.ated mica.

llr& Hills risingc

^-Pla lU # «t

J
From hodn ""•' 'o "''<'

]

A layer, a tier, a strata.
*

'I
^ts^&ng whatever is piled or laid on,

as a lamina, a plate ; also one

behind another ; still more, added
\

that ; a step, a degree ; a classifier

of storeys.

—
] an item, a count, a specifica- i

tioii.
I

J^ ^ ^ ]
go up to the third

storey.

;5f|I|^ — I
it is one degree heavier.

5fS9 M 1 ffi
pasted two layers of

paj^er.

1 tfJ ^ ^* til" depths [of this

doctrine] cannot be exhausted.

1 '% gradations; series.

1 @ S^ ^ f^ee the lofty peaks

ri^;illg in emerald verdure.

I ] ^^ piled up; tier on tier.

one above another.

] the hills over-

^ts'diii/ top o:ie another in lofty peaks.

S>fc^^
To labor on in a road ; not

Q to reach the aim ; to miss

Its^aiti/' one's footing ; to rub by one,

or hit him when passing.

I i^ /p ll^f
not to get on ; slow-

paced ; logy.

1^ I
very slow ; fumbling, as

when half awake.

7^^ 1 i& ^ the raft collided

with the ship.
'

—

Fl'S'^
The noiiie and hubl>iib of a

HQ market.

ts'twr/' ^^, ]
a liberal feeling ; un-

prejudiced

JHL .1 > J'lom i;i//« and a/read^.

f3 IJ To wound by a suddeif cut

ti)'cm(^' or stroke, as when a knife

slips.

] f^ he has Ijeen cut severely.

Old sounds, tso, tsok, tsau, and teop. Jn Canton, tsd ;
— in ,^watow, chau, cli'au, oho,

in Fuhchau, ch'o and cliau ;
— in Shanghai, tso and zo ;

—

I i^ to corn or pickle meat.

J®

From rir.e or spirits and a class;

the second form is unusual.

.t-uo

The sediment, the dregs

;

remains of malt ; the grains

left after distilling spirits.

^ ]
distiller's grains.

T^
] vinegar grains, made of

the spiked millet grain.

] -IJI
a dreg-cake ; — ;. e. a bad

busuiess, unlucky. I
.1'

] j^ a clear mild spirit made ' < I

1 ^, to put fish in the grains
;

they are laid in it to cure for a

week or more.
I

^^f "^ ^^"' ""^ petticoat
; dirty

'TH clothes ; a knee-pad ; to strip

^Uao up the sleeves ; well fitting

garments.

from rice.
.tisco

In confusion ; disordered.

Read ^ts^ung, and used for

if^. To lie an.xious about. 1

and cha ;
— in Amny, tsii, so, a>id tsau ;

—
- in Chifu, tsao.

The second form is common but
not authorized, and tlie third is

obsolete.

. To encounter, to meet, and

dift'ers from j§ in that some

trouble is usually implied
;

to endure, to occur, to ha[>-

pen ; to cruise, to go alx)ut

;

to make a revolution ; to

deNolve on ; one complete peribrm-

aiice; an occasion, a time.

1 Ifeit ^ '" ''^ wavlaid and rob-

bed.

4
.tKlO
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1^ -^ — 1
I ^^"^'^^ ^'"^^ ^°^ """

tiling, as to make a call, ami

found nobody at home.

] j^ to meet.

1 ^'"to e.x[«rience troubles.

] ^ to meet bad weather.

1 i^ -iS M '^'"^ ^^^'^ '"'''" '*^' "'g'*''

long.

me, a little boy, on whom has

devolved this unsettled Realm.

] ^ A to a^"'*'^ '""'^ Teat

harehly.

1 ^ !^ W 'o waste and misuse

tilings.

1 jS ^ ^ unlucky ; everything

goes wrong.

] f^ at last, finally.

1 i ^ fa 1E& every time I

went the wrong road.

Also read <so, and sometimes

used for J^ petty.

'tsao A stone like a gem, probably

'so akin to the arragonite ; the

sound of tinkling gems; a whitish

color ; the carving over doors.

] ]
petty, trifling, troublesome.

I j|§ a name for the hermit crab.

kinds of snakes are so numerous

that they cannot be minutely

classified.

* I—j From H swi, .and ^ first con-

I
* tractod to "f* ten ; y. d. the st.<irt

tsuo °f '''^ *""•

The early morning ; at .an

early hour, soon ; betimes, before-

hand, early
;
just commenced, un-

skilled; then, presently.

—. 1 very early in the moniing.

1 ?5L ^ 2J5
early-late come, de-

notes coming when it is con-

venient ;
but % \ M%it

means when will you start ?

] jH the first month of autumn.

^ ]
much too early.

1 tS breakfast.

^ ] to st<irt early ; to do things

in time ; to be punctual.

] ^ some years ago.

] 1^^ I knew it before.

1^0^ come back soon.

1 MiS beforehand, earlier, sooner.

] ;^ ] pj if you start early you

will get there early.

1 1 32. fi^ ^* ^''""e a little

earlier.

1 ^11 '1^ jlfc
I know it was so

long ago.

M 1 RS I?5 '0 ^'^^^' precautions

in good time.

rise ; the first phrase is use<l in

Cantonese like (loud inovniny .'

^1 pH 5^ I will straightway

reform — lliis evil habit.

From il\ htitecf and J^ <*/«yr.v

altered ; it occurs used for tlie

preceding.

A siHid flea or fly, such

as are produced in sandy

places; a ttea; to scratch
;

the mortices in the hub for

the spokes of a wheel.

iElorJ^I orife]afle.a.

] mm 'i&%A ^ fJr ±
slie ai'ose early .and privately fol-

lowed her goodmau as he went

about.

7}\
] H? *^o not scratch your

tresses.

n 1 fi*:M,# the cunning

flea does the deed and leaves

the old louse to suffer, as sharp-

ers involve their dull comrades.

From ^^ thorn duplicated, 're-

ferring to its abundance of thorns,

'tsao The buck-thorn or jujube

tree {Z'uijplms jujuha), whose

fruit is commonly called dates by

foreignei's, from the resemblance in

shape and taste of the ^•. \ or

cured honey date to the true date

of Arabia ; the jfX 1 «"<! H 1 '^'e

tlie common sorts ; the date and

chestnut are used as metaphors of

matronly courtesy to others ; to be

earnest; prompt.; urgently ; hazard-

ous.

dj I
fresh di.tes, just g.athered.

^ ^ ] Persian date, the fruit of

a p.alni, occasionally brought to

China ; it ha.s been known as

f^ ] and ^ ^ I
and other

names, thus making the same

mistake in classifying the two

fruits.

^ ] sour date {Zuyphas sopori-

jh-) ; it has a .small .sourish fruit.

K^ Ji ] -^ we must use dispatch.

?L ] .EL % ^'^^y perilous and full

of hazard.

^H ^ ^ 1 like the swift arrow.

'^y/^rt
' rom icaler and many birds on a

'l.-iio To bathe, to wash the body

;

covered with icicles; to cleanse

the he.art.

I
J^ to take a batlu

1 S "r -^ 1 :a a batlung-lub.

] I &i fil)
•'- **eems as if it would

1 nibble up.

] ^ the kuvdiha or water-bowl

ofaBudhist mendicant,.

^>&^i Silk of a reddish color like

/j>;^Sj crimson.

'giio
] ,^ crimson tinted .silk.

Several aquatic gra.sses which

ducks delight in ; it .seems to

'ts<to include the lussel pondweed

Uluppia rostellala), and the

VidirstierM, and the Ifippuris or

mare's tail ; to joy in, to take

delight in; elegant, graceful, polish-

ed ; fine composition, because the

leaves of this grass are prettily

veined.

•fi 1 '^ i schoLars who take

delight in literature.

ft ^ 1 fili
"'»"l^s for your happy

commendation — of the house

prepared for you.

f§ 1 *'g* ; l""g leaved seaweed,

I ^ a skylight in a house.

] y^ M' i& eleg<ant and ample, <a.s

a fine composition.

gpj ]
apt and elegant expressioiLS.

?K 1
applied to .an aquatic grass,

the Mi/riop/it/lliim spicaliiui.

1-20
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m

fjti Pendents of precious stones or

1-5^ jjearls liiing like beads around

/-r.'ij ii coronet, so called because

they resemble the veins in

the ^JC ^ water grass.

il fi 1 4- W — M I'c wore a

crown with twelve strings of

pendents.

H. ' 1 Hasty, heedless ; to move

about, to hurry ; dried up by
'

the heat and become light ;

'

fierce, harsh.
!

fT- 1 ''o'''
'''"'^ irascible

;

a pepjxjry temper : forward,

presuming.
j

] JJ unsteady, noisy.

1 ^ bustling ; cruel
;

prone to
I

anger.

^ ]
techy, hasty.

^ S^ a voluble fiery fellow
1 A^-

1\\ PeUiif/ese. M)ldy, damp ; to

tread on.

1 Wi i^iwli^t' I'y damp,

ffl WB 1 fill
stamp on it with your

foot.

3'c ^ H I
^^^^ weather is soft

and muggy, such as makes j)€oplc

restle&s and sweaty.

J>Ei? Chagrined, sad, vexed ; un-

j;^^ easy, anxious : affected by.

t.«to' ;^ -^ ] 1
I am continual-

ly anxious about you.

j^
I

to conceal one's sorrow.

^^ ] troubled, hara.ssed in mind.

> 1 I'lom while and ten or seven ; it

is (liitinguislieil from ^ early

, \>y being usually written like the

second.

A black, or very dnrk gray

color ; lictors, imderlings
;

runners who execute com-

mands
;
grain in the milk ; very

early in the morning ; used for j|i

a manger or pen ; a stud of twelve

hoi-sts.

&i "fj ^Ji 1
''"" '"'"''' 'onus and

becomes niilkv.

^
tddo'

^ ] black droRses.

I
^1" t'upnk'S of the acorn.

] M legumes of the Gleditsc/iui

si/iensis, used in making the
|]£

I
or coarse soap.

1 jfl or ] ^^ lictors, criers in a

cortege, luider-strappens, tor-

turers.

I ^g a poetical name for a pie.

-7^1^ [the foolish boy] can't

tell white i'rom black ; said too

of unreasonable i)eople.

n 1

i •\ From a r^D'e and a toad ; tlie

contracted form is very common.

. A furnace ; a place for cook-

ing, a kitchen-range ; a

Ijunch of grass or kindlings

for fuel ; to light the fire.

^ I 6^ a cook.

>^ fired up several times,

or J§ ]
to build a range.

] he has upset the furnace ;
—

/. r. failed, bankrupt.

^y I
to set up housekeeping, to

live by one's self

] )3 houses, householders.

] JP$ "'
1 'M or

1 31 the god

of the Kitchen, regarded as the

arbiter of the family prosjxjritv,

whence the plira.se "$ i^ j|ft ]

you had better not fail to pro-

])itiate the Kitchen god.

1 ,?| •'>e house cricket, also called

1 ^ffe the furnace chicken.

^ I
to dismiss the kitchen god

to rciwrt to Shangti.

Jl I
"ji'

] the head-cook and

scullious.

M ^ IK III] :J5- 1 ^ tl'is mo-
nastery has no T.aoist in it, and
the crucible is cold ;

— deserted. ,

^/|.* ) From to r/o and to hiform. I

JlPj. To make, to construct, to

tMo' build ; to create, to form ; to .

do, to act ; to begin ; to seek
,

for ; to prosper ; established : ii

j)arty in a cause.

] ^ to create, to fonn out of.

^ ] to invent, to originate.

ij 1 'tti oOO'^ fortune ; a hajipy

chance.

iD [pI 15 I
^" rescue from great

misery and danger

jTJ 1
skillful work.

I t^ to originate, to invent-

j^ )
to establish, to begin.

I JJB' to put on the records.

^C 1
t'"' great Builder ; much the

satne a.s ] !(^ Maker of things.

£Jj; ]
to reliuild or alter a house.

I
§" ^ ^i- ^'e uiade wonls to

cause disturbance ; an entire f:i-

brication.

j^ ]
the plaintitt and defendant.

[r|
] J± |g he has brought (m

his own sorrows.

] ^ to make a bridge of boats

~" ^ I
'
— ^ '"o"' o"*-' ^'''*'' sp nt

lay by another.

Jifc ^ ?5! ^' 1 m fh -t>
«'•''

talents might excite tiic envy

of the gotls.

Kead U\io' To reach, to arrive

;

1 1 go lo, to advance ; to contain.

] ;^ in a hurried, thoughtless

in.r.iuer ; disorderly.

1 WL '" acconi[ilish.

I /!^ f^. ^ I came to your palace

(or house) to salute you.

']' "F W 1
*^'''' yo'i'ig luen made

progress.

^ ]
my miserably built liovel.

] ^ to make an .advance.

%^ ] M '''^ g'tests all came.

In Citntoiien? read tsao^ \ crop.

a harvest.

Also read tn'au' To collect, to lay

by or up; to heap ui); to p,iy in-

stalments ; to deposit sji\ iujiS.

'tf'J ^ 1
'" eut the rice harvest.

1 'S' fl HI t''C ''""l of the s/a.son

is as good as a ne« crop.

]
jflj! t.) lay up.
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Oi(l .lott/ut.ff ts'o, ts*ok, ts'rtii, fjU'l t^i'op. In Canton^ ts'o ;
— in Sivatow^ cli'au and clio ;

— in Amoy, ts6 and ch*u ;
—

in h'uhcltnn^ cli'o and cho ;
— in Shanyliai^ ts'o and zo ;

— in Chifu, ts'ao.

To take, to iiold ; to take in

hand, lo manage ; to exer-

j/.s'((o cise, to drill ; expert at, used

to ; to maintain or restrain

one's desires, to act moderately

;

holding one's purpose of mind ;
in

rkioric, to stick to the suhject, to

keep to the point.

I ^^ or
] ^ to drill trooi>s.

^ ]
to see a review.

^ ]
the triennial review.

] ^ resolute, fixed ui holding to

the right.

I )^ eareworn, anxious.

1 ^ ffij M t" "1^'' ''*' docnmniit

and get the money — without

delay or difficulty. '"

] ^ to thrum a lute, ,

Reivd fs'ao' A principle, a pur-

jicse, a design ; a self-restraint
;

tuiiderate, consistent.

]
principles ; fixed rules of

conduct ; to maintain them.

Jgl, ]
deportment and purpose

combined ; the air and intention

of a man.

-/K IS .i 1 * P"''^ '*"''• stedfast

principle,

115

as of widowhood.

I'rom to speak and ^ east

doubled and contracted, referring

to officers who decided in tlie east

lialls.

A revisory judge or ju<lge of

appeals ; a meeting-place of officers;

a company or class ; those who

liave fellowship, and thence a sign

of the plural ; a trough ; a place

where cattle are kept,

] g a small feudal state, confer-

red on 1 iM ^ f$ a brother

of Wii Wang, B. c. 1122 ; it had

a separate existence under fifteen

rulers from T5G till 486, wlien it

was anne.ved by Sung; itscapi-

tr," was in the present ] j^^ )ff

in tne southwest of Shantung,

along the Yellow River.

^ ]
you all.

^ ]
and 1^ ]

gals and devils

75 jiS- 1
^^(C^^besent

to the corrals, and took a pig

from the pen.

"^ ]
officials generally.

^ I
officers of the Board of

Punishments.

] ^ the famous general who over

tlirew the Han dynasty, a. n.

250 ; his name is used in the i

I'l'rase m\%\wwLn'
when you talk of a man he is sine

to come.

Ironi mouth or words and com-
pany.

Noise, clamor, as of birds;

a confuseil din, as of a crowd.

)^ ] an outcry.

I ij[*]
wrangling, squabbling.

1^ ]
to make a din, to make a

hubbub.

] ^ a noise and running together.

1 1 1'^ P^ '1 tumult ; crying and

wrangling.

?Jiv 1 A If don't deafen jjeoplp

with your noise ; don't make a

row. {Canioivse.

)

A trough, a manger ; a

flume, a sluice ; a chainiel,

J.s'ii<i a fis.sure, a groove for a thing i

to run in ; a trench or ditch ; 1

a seam or vein in a nu'nc, a bed ; i

a vat, a tub for spirits ; a classifier

of frames, doorways, bed-places, &c.

M ] a manger.

jg ]
a wine vat.

1 ijj ^ grog-shop ; a distillery.

7j*C 1 " watering trough.

\^ ^ an eaves-trough.

i^ 1 K. (I-/ ''"^ l'".^' *t ^'1 '""

^^ 1 'i'
'^ '^'"^^ '^^ sweet fruit

;® 4T "" Mi 1
'" ^'^ ^' ''"^'^ ^^

men at one discharge,

m I
to chisel out a trough.

^iffif
^ null-race, a canal or clian-

ci [i-J iicl through which water rini.s

jAs'iVo .andlioats go; a gulf, a gorge
;

to leail on water, to ttnn a

water course ; to convey re\'enue to

Pekuig ; revenue junks.

] j^ to transport grain ; to take

it to the army.

] jpf the Grand Canal.

] ^ transjKDrt grain-junks.

]
J^ and

] jjg the Imperial

Oonnnissioner of Grain and his

[jrovincial deputies.

1 %% grain tax, supposed to be

in kind, on which
] j^ grain-

tax fees are often demanded.

A junk, a smack.

& 1 ^ sea-going junks,

^ti'ao like tiiose from Amoy.

I •fj'
small junks, like a

heavy scow. (Cantonese.')

M Short, crisp, as crust ; a

rumbling in the stomach
;

^ts'ao one says, to grease and dirty

the dress.

In Puhclifia The part above the

thigh in a quarter of pork.

,!l!f
As'no

,ts'(io

From insect and a company.

Grubs in plums ; those in

tile ground arc jj* | , .and

well representetl by the grub

of the cockchafer.

1 ^M^^ii^i^ the grub has

eaten more than half the flesh

— of the plum.

Dirty, useless," broken, spoil-

ed ; coarse, rough.

] :f5 old, decayed.

] "jf
broken, ripped

1 ^ °'"
1^ spoiled, worn out.

] ^ broken down, used up.

j 6^ # flf this thing is very

diity and worn out.
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From }H a sprout repeated, but
tlie Hrst ii now used for plants ;

. f m I it is said to be formed of jr]'

HIhI I'l""' "'"J ^ *'"'•'
'

"'6 '•'"<"'

y t ^ in its contracted form is tlie

'ts'<IO 1-IOth radical of a nntnriil group

of characters relating to plants.

Plants with herbaceous stems

;

herbs, grass ; vegetation, plants in

general ; hastily, carelessly ; the

rainiing hand ; a rough copy or

original draft ; to mow, to cut

grass ; an acorn used in dyeing

black.

1 /^C vegetable productions.

^ ]
rice straw.

'^ ] flowers ; adorned with plants.

] J^ Mongolian pastures.

1 ] "j* :^ to do a job anyhow
;

to finish it heedlessly.

"^ ^ ]
original drafts of docii-

nienls.

]
|ij a rough copy.

] ?^ the running hand.

TS'AO.

I ]
cariles.s, lenient, trouble-

souie : in son'ow, cast down.

3'C J^ 1 ^ Heaven at first maile

tilings in the rough.

I m a thatche*! roof.

^ A 1 1
'" trouble jK-oiiIe e.\-

cealingly ; very di.stresse<l.

— -^ ] 5i '""-'^ g''t through the

grass; — nut. get it oft' anyhow.

] "^ an ira.scible. mulish man.

] 7)^ precipitately.

1 M ^"'' 111') A ^ fo '''fle ^^"1"

peoiile"s lives, as <harlatans do
;

to look upon llie lives of the

))eople as gra-s-s of no nccount,

hg harsh officials do.

•"it* A female of equine animals.

^i'' 1 S^ ** she-ass.

] ^ a mare ; — not a com-

m<in term.

To stir a thing around with

the hand ; to stir .ind mix.

TSEH.

fvtf;> 1 Paddy which has only been

Jt^ hulled, and not cleaned
;

j» t , > rudely, unworkmanlike; im-

JpR? bleached, darkish, as brown

l/ao'
l«Itr or sugar.

j^ I
rough, not well done.

) y^ coarse rice, not yet skinned.

^.fl ] in a coarse rude maimer.

1 K P"*"" good.s, a bad article.

] J^ ^ foj coarse and fine are

not at all the same.

& M W \
^'"^ *'^'" '* covered

with goose pimples, or itches

from cold.

't/co

m
ts'co'

Ail these characters are aiso read cheh.

in SwuJou't eliek, ch'ek, oh'at, clie,

tek- t'ek. and tnh ;

Old soiinih, tieli, tek, dek, dzok, iiinl dak. /« Canton, tdik, ts'ak, cliak, ami chak
;

•

ilia, and tin : — in Amoy, cliek, cli.i, and t'ek ; — in Fnhchatt, diaik, chek, cliali,

— in ShaiHjh'ii^ tsak, tsali, tsek, zi*k, and zAk ;
— in Ch'/u^ tsi*.

ftsO

From j} hnijt and _^ prfrion^

tilings, becanse articles are trim-

med for use.

A ride, a precept, a law, a

regulation ; a pattern ; a standard .

a measure by which to try an act

;

to conform to rule, to imitate ; to

be a pattern ; to outline, to mark
;

an illative iKirticle denoting a result,

rea.son, or cause ; wherefore, then,

and so, immediately ; a conditional

p.article, then, after that, in that

case ; even then ; therefore, ne.xt,

(wnsequently, — according as the

preceding proposition is positive or

hypothetical ; a conjunction, which

may be plaeed either before or after

a negative.

\^ ] a rule ; a pattern to go by.

^ 1 if so, then, <fec.

1 ^ '"
1 hT fonns a request, as

;?& il 1 M Oh, pardon the

oH'ensp.

Heaven, pity and save me.

a ifo -lii: ^ "^c T 1
''« •''P'-aks.

and the woild takes his words

for a rule.

] Tif well then ; it is possible.

>^- 1 T> pT ^ « 4 if so then

I cannot do without it.

fif ]
how then ?

~ ] when repeated, answers to

cithir-or, now - then ; as —
1 JW § - 1 jy « "ow it

causes jt>y, and then it excites

fear.

Tg^
I

like the pattern, by the rule,

as a carpenter's line ; at the time.

— ] jj^ then they are alike.

W ^ W 1
^'"^''^ '^ matter and

principle, or what is immaterial.

^J I
statutes and regulations

;

laws and bye-la\\s.

^ "^ ] an example to the empire.

^ I
Heaven's unening rule.

SS 1 in :S '^''^'" ^ ^^^^ ^° **

5E ] ;^ ^ lie wept without whin-

ing.

]
-j!,- i^^ to iniitate the ancients

and do like one's ancestors,

f^ # 1 ^ JjC 'f tlie person be

cultivated, the priuciple will be

strengthene<l.

] '^i. rfi the just or middle course.

1 Av?ll'
From henit and to ml.

'n Heartily, sincerely, from the

tii'no' lieait.

1 1 W verily, honestly,

faithfully.

SR' The name of a town lielong-

%^ iiig to the state Ching, not far

tsUto' from Ho-nan fu. where Duke

HI was murderetl. b. c. 565.
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^ 1 ^i ^ 1 * i: 4 it is i"-

deed beautiful, but not in the

liighest degree.

the Highest Shangli except even

nie.

f'^ i It 1
[^^^ horses] were

trained into all the rules.

I''rom man nnr] htv as tlie pbo-

iieiio ; occurs used for the last.

t^f) The side; on the sides; lateral,

inelinuig, awry
;

prejudiced,

pcrvertefl ; mean, low ; imdistin-

guislied ; rebellious, seditious ; to

incline, to Iww, to turn towards ; to

lake a one-sided view; in jxnintm-

s!i!p, a point, usually called SjJ a

dot

1 jC HJJ ^, I" lihice the. ear and

listen.

] g\ to sleep on the sida

W \ the rear, the back ; a faction;

rebellious.

•fi ^ 1
stand at my side.

M 1 pjg to bring forward [one of]

the lowly and mean.

-^ ^ iK 1
*'°"''' 'iP '''

'
'l'^"'- '"''"

it on the side ; this side up, as a

box.

1 M <'' 'i^2 ^"^^
'

^^'*^^ '' ''"'*^'

^ ]
it leans dangerously.

1 g sidelong looks, envious

glances.

i 1 ^ "*^'' s'"*^'^''' lopsided.

tti 4t ^ ^ ]
you have now

^ none at your back or side — to

guide you.

To beat, to strike.

VJ ) 1 fl*
'° ptniish

; to ferule a

,<«o school-bov.

M-*

A sierra or ridge of hiUs like

IJ J the spines of a dragon's back.

,ts6 llffi ] ^ a gallery of hills,

a succession of lofty ridgea

—. fi| ^ ]
a view of a lofty peak.

>fc^^ll The crashuig, splitting sound

^ .
•• of breaking things to pieces.

TSEH.

From 3'1 " '"'''- "r transjrres

> sion of law conlracteJ, and^ i

TSEH. 957

,tso weapon.

^tse'i To rob, to plunder ; to put to

death ; to oj)press, to maltreat
;

cruelly: outrageously, nnirderously;

a thief, a bandit, an open robber
;

those svho resist the government,

seditious, insurgents ; the enemy
;

a term of contempt, you thief, yon

wretch ; depredations, marauding.s

of banditti ; whatever sjwiLs, as a

grub or fly in grain, for which the

next is better ; rats ; to escape, as

thieves do.

^ ] to injure, to ruin.

] ^ to damage another.

] & the enemy's force.

1 M ™'
1 ^ ^ lefider of free-

booters or rebels.

\^ 1 ^ pirate, a dacoit.

1
^'^^'^ oppress the peaceable.

^ I
a bandit, a highwayman.

1 '14 ungrateful, reprobate.

^ I
a grub in grain ; a r>)bl)er,

those who, like Cataline, destroy

the state,

pipj M 1 mounted highwaymen,

^ ]
a retreat of brigands.

^ j
to turn thief.

1 i^ A il •? '" ''i'l ^'^'1 '«

that man's .son.

1 -^ a wicked youngster.

] 1^ booty, loot, pillage.

] 0_g sharp-eyed, suspicious.

Tf; ] the scouring rush (k'quisc-

tuiii). used for polishing wood.

W i^ 1 ?PJ those who persisted

in transgression were to be capi-

tally punished.

IH ^ >]» ttn M \
o»e wearing

a cangue and railing at the ras-

cals — who got him there, but

not blamina; himself

Tiie titicf-icorm, is the l.ir\'a

^yMf^ of a kind of Hes.sian fly wliich

^tsii eats the joints of rice; the

Cantonese call the fly ^ j{i^

the yellow uisect.

|»>»'J5

Vrvmjish and then or robber

l

tlie (irst form is most common.

.tso

The cuttle-fish {Sepkt), but

the term would include the

loligo ; it is dried for food,

and also known as ^ ^^
ink-fish and ^ ^ black thief; it

is described as being like a bag

without Sv.-ali-s, and having two

long cirri like straps, and eight legs

growing on the sides of the mouth,

which is like a horny beak ; when

it sees men or big fish, it spurts out

the ink se\eral feet from the

receptacle under the belly ; it

ha.s one bone on the back, \'ory

white and light like pith, called j§

§-?; S'§ ^i'^' s°<'* "laotis" h'rva ;
this

fish is Buppsed to be transformed

from the crow, owing to the black

fluid in its body ; but the Cbinese

make no india-ink from it.

_____ From _^ jii-eciuus and ^ to

^=\ hind contracted.

itio To ask, to demand ; to re-

prove, to reprimand ; to fine,

to pimish ; to sustain, to be respon-

sible for; to impose responsibility;

to lay a weight on, to press or crush
;

charged with ; a charge, a duty
;

a fault.

g ]
self reproaches.

1 |E to condemn and puni.sli.

1 |j| to beat, to bamlx^o.

1 [}i] to put to the (picsliou, to

torture.

1 ^ to charge with, to carry-

through.

^ 1
t° exact service of one.

] ^ to incite to good by reproofs.

Wl 1
pw"isl"i'e"t for crime.

^l] 1 to reprove or punish exces-

sively.

] ^ to recrove in hopes of re-

form.

] ^ crushed to pieces, smashed.

] ^ crushed to death

] Jl^ to ask a largess.

] If charged with oflioial duties.

1 M to compel renmncration.
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^ jff-%1^ •& 1 ^ "O"" l''\* °

I (lone moru than I ouglil.

WW 1
^" '' '^ '^^' ^'"'y '^'^ ^'^""'-'

to speak.

a? g 1^ M r« 1 .J!ft A ho «h.,

requires much of himself anil litll'

of others, — will prosper.

Kead dm' and UBe<l for ^. A
(lelit ; to owe.

mm 1 Ij;! ft »IJ let [the people]

arrange their debts in such ways

as lliey may agree.

«Jjj From mouth iitul to hiama ii.s tlie

II
^' phonetic; occurs used with the

J^y next,

' To cry and bawl ; to quarrel,

to wrangle ; meddlesome ; a tumult,

an uproar ; to praise.

] 1
note of a bird ; the iuarticii-

latc expression of the feelings by

a hiss or grunt.

Jl^ I
to speak clearly.

|g I
to banter with ; evasive talk.

1 1 ^ -^ everybody proclaims

his goo<lnes.s.

1 1 -^ EL "nceasiiig praise.

Iiiterchangej witli the 1 .st.

Deep, abstruse, hidden ; oc-

cult, recondite, so subtle that

only sages can perceive it

;

the secret springs of action.

^ '^ f i. 1 to det«ct the

working of principles in the world.

^ ] % W. search out hidden

causes, and get at its secret ways.

3?
I

very abstruse.

^L, To talk and laugh.

M/V) ^i 1
^^ sound of merri-

,/.«(> iiient ; laughing.

Kro:n ,^ bird and f^ marsh,

A bird that frequents p(X)ls,

I ^ the white pelican, l)e-

causu it takes in water and

)i. h for its food ; it is also called

%%, in '•I' guardian of the fields,

from its sedentary habits.

— f
-^ J-'i-om nnphin and to hind.

^> A soft cap worn in old tiine.

t.-'ii p<iiTit(il on the top and having

ear-tiaps to cover the hair ; a

kerchief to retain the top-knot ; a

skull-cap ; a turban.

^ I
this sort of cap worn by

civilians.

^ I
a luourniiig cap ma<k' of

white cloth.

2]i J2 ]
the military style of it

j£»X^ l*i'o;n hmnhuo and to h/uute as

l^-l
" the plionetio.

"^^y The boards or mat of a bed
;

a mat used as a seat where

an officer was placed in his rank
;

growing or brought clo.se together
;

luxuriant: slender reeds for bind-

ing ; splints or slips.

^ ]
changing his mat ; — m'jt.

at the point of death.

:}\l ^ ^ 1
the post or dignity

of a grandee.

gP ^" j(^ 1
he then lolled up his

mat.

^ ft in 1 •''*' d'"'*'' bamboos

grow thick as a mat.

Kead c/uti' ami usal with g^.

A strainer for spirits ; a wine-press.

ttaf From hand and to jtee/i.

^^pi To select, to chixjse, to pick

^tso out ; to prefer.

^ I
to prefer and take.

1 ^ to choose a son-in-law.

1 Q to choose days, esi)ecially

lucky ones.

W 1 A >W to select and promote

talented men.

1 ^ to choose one's associates.

1 'M ^'^ P^^^ •"'* ijersons who can

be fleeced.

1 1^ M [Mcncius' mother] chose

a good neighborhood.

li W 1 W i£ # th?y <^iJ ""'

need to choose words iu reference

to their conduct.

] 01 # ^- ifo tai i: '""^'1 "'«

good way .and follow it.

^ ^
1 /t^ good, birds choose

their roosts ;— good men their

associates.

ten.

A marsh, a fen, a pool ; to

fertilize, to enrich ; to anoint,

to cause to shine ; to benefit,

to show kindness to ; to mois-

to cause to grow ; humid,

smooth; glossy, slippery; fertile;

imbued with, redolent of; favor,

kindness ; lacustrine, marshy ; a

sword haft ; breeches or uiider-

tlothes, for which the next is used.

^ ]
moistened with showers ; —

I

met. heaven's faror.

I
:^ to wash or soften the hands.

J§, ] imbued with favor, — from

(rod or the eiuperor.

jpl I
agreeable, in good order

;

kiiidhearted ; to enrich by favors;

glossy.

;/^ ]
a boggy place — is not fil

for troops.

\^ 1
'•'

:)t 1
glabrous, shining;

smooth, as skin.

^ I
to anoint with fragrant oil

;

to put on cosmetics,

JJEl ]
fat and sleek.

Jt ^ I ]
their plows lay ojjeii

the porous soil.

)|| ]
streams and jwols, .such as

are mads by rain.

1 3^ tfi "h" 1^'* kindness c.vteuds

e\ en to the remains.

I j^ a prefecture in the southwest

of Shausi.

I
^* the damp jtalace, a Taoist

term for the treasury of rain.

^ I
an old name for a lion ; aj)-

plied to the embroidery worn

l)y civilians in the Ming dynasty.

^ ] ^ jff
this rtlio of him is

still kept.

Used for tlie last

t'oh,

and also rend

Under - garments ; breeches

which have become dirty
;

sleeping clothes ; a night-gown.

^ .^ [pj ]
I will give you my

luider-clothe.s, — so that you

may go to the war.

W,
.ti,i

A boat to paddle about in.

1 a '"^ j""!^'^ pinnace, a

dingi-y, a punt.
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Jtfjt^ From insect and siuldenly as t!ie

ro^P phonelio ; occurs used for 'clia

fSj Bh fisli sauce.

A species of locust, the
| Jjj,

which is regarded as edible.

I ip a small cicada which comes

ill September.

/iC^ From hamhoo and suddenly ;

^f-^ occurs used for the next.

^(s() A qui^e^ made of plaited

bamboos ; the short rafters or

ceiling under the tiling of a roof ; a

hawser to assist boats to cross a

river ; to brand or tattoo as a

punishment ; nan'ow ; to squeeze
;

to strain and clarify spirits ; to go

out hastily.

] ^ an ancient kind of coui.

f^ I
to brand or mark a criminal.

P'J ] ^ the door caught his lingers-

From cave and suddenly.

5 Nanow, strait, contracted,

ftsi) compressed ; insuflBcient, the

'chui opposite of 1^; mean, nar-

row-muided, illiberal ; grovel-

ing ; unusual, limited ; less than

the full import or quantity.

btC 1
'''° narrow, very cramped.

^ ] insufBcient, straitened.

15 ] a narrow lane.

Bt ft 1
little-minded, critical,

exacting ; unable to drink much.

I ^ confined, closely hemmed in.

] "^ petty, stingy, contracted.

I ^ a defile, a narrow pass.

From ^ hand and j^ to meet

J
contracted ; like the next ; also

read <'i7(, but not altogether the

same as }g to stir up.

To pick ; to pull, as fruit ; to

grasp iu the hand ; to deprive of, to

lay hold of with the fingers; to

move on ; to start ; to point out.

— ] one pull, one picking.

] JK to take away the button

;

is, the officer's j)ower is often left

that he may retrieve his errors.

] p[J to deprive an officer of his

seal.

] jljgf
to send off a boat.

.

,chai

f^ \
to point at one as unworthy

;

to warn him.

1 'jft P"'' '^^^ ^'i*' ^^'^^
> '"P ^^ "^

the bud, as a bad habit.

1 ^ A tea-pickers.

1 To blame ; to remove or

3 suspend officers ; to scold, to

P^J a change in

,ts6

find fault with ; angry at ; a

flaw, an error

the weather.

] 13 to punish by fine.

] Jf to disgrace a recreant officer.

^ 3S 1 "° ground for blame

;

cleared of all imputation.

] ^ to find fault with it.

^ 1 angry at.

^ ]
criminal, culpable.

^'AiSH 1 $5 my family friends

are emulous to reproach mc.

^ ] a wife's upbraiding, a curtain

lecture.

]5a W 1
'li<^ 5'"^ then showed

the change.

I
II Composed of ^V nian stooping

//V) under a projecting ) cliff ; re-

^U6 garded as another form of l8!|,

the side.

Inclined, slanting, leaning

;

obhque ; refracted, as a ray of light

in passing into another medium.

^ \ ready to fall ; toppling.

1 SK or
1 fP the inclined tones,

tiiose beside the two 2Ji jgl

even tones.

1 BM 1 M <'"*' "^° hMs his

head awry.

jjj; ] a kind of money.

:S* ^ S 1
^o"'*^ '"11 — '" ^^«

presence of superior.?.

] ^ the new moon in the east

;

— met. behindhand.

Jg ]
murmuring, grumbling

;

grain growing close.

1^' 1 Hf ^ I ^'>^ f'^lly coriscious

of my defects;— a polite phrase.

fcrj From sun and declining.

Jl/^ > The sun past meridian, the op-

^tso posite of ^; afternoon ; wan-

ing, as tlio moon ; days past

the prime, declining, growing sere.

H 1 llil rli"
lioW the market iu

the afternoon.

1 ^ geomantio terms for an east

and west position.

© IJI S ff 4* 1
f''""^ ™°''»

till noon and on till eve, — bo

gave himself no time.

and sprmgtny^ ^ From shelter

.r£»^ plants.

tsd^ A dwelling; a good situation,

^cMi a site, a locality; a residence

;

dwellings, a neighborhood

;

house of the dead ; the location of

a house ; a position in life ; to

consolidate, to settle ; to reside, to

occupy, to dwell; to conform to;

to fill an ollicc ; to put into office.

I p^ the dour that opens into the

rear hall.

;/^ I H ] the houses of the

eldest and second son.

1^ ]
a grave, a lot in a cemetery

;

an ancestral shrino.

1^ ]
houses, mansions.

h 1
*"'

1 jJ^ '" <ii^ine for a

burial place or day.

U ]
fields and houses.

1 ® a court-yai-d.

^ ]
the inner apartments.

] ^ a dwelling-house, a cottage.

I ^ inhabited dwellings.

] 'P 5^ ^ 1^*^ accepts his fate-

*gf ]
an officer's private residence.

^ 1 ^ fi I lia^-c lield the im-

perial dignity.

] 1^ or
] ^ a treatise on geo-

mancy and Itickv graves.

75 ffl H W 1 i^ R'J 1
be em-

ployed to fill tbe three posts

those who were capable.

1 ^ IU 74c [1^'' divined] about

settling in the capital Hao.

In Fuhcliau. A village.

ffi^ Also read loh, anil used for i5h
fSt Li * camel.

A hybrid,
] ^Q" described

by tlie Pan Ts'ao as the olT-

spring of an ass and a cow ; but

otlievs say more rightly of an ass

and a marc.

Isij''
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These characters are also read ou'eh. Old sounds, t'iek, t'ak, kap, and tit. In Canton, ch'ak and cb'ak ;
— in Swatou; ch'efc,

tia, ch'6| and k'i ; — tn Amoy, ch'ek and chiat ; — in Fuhchau, di'aik j
— in Shanghai, ts'ak ;— in Chi/u, ts'6.

From water

phonetiC'

and rule aa the

ts'o' A deep place ia water; to

fathom, to sound ; to esti-

mate, to measure ; sharp ; clear, as

fine varnish.

1 &> ^ conjecture, to calculate
;

to sound.

^ ] inscrutable, unexpected, un-

fathomable.

] ^ to measure, as a field ; to

work out, as a problem.

J^ ^S 14 ffiS ^ 1
^'^ reason from

the nature of the thing ; to

draw conclusions.

1 ^ to dissect characters and re-

combine the parts in new .senses,

as fortime-tellers do.

^ pj I
it cannot be fathomed

;

confused in sei^se; rather un-

intelhgible.

] ]
sharp, as a keen blade.

«.
<«'<>

To pity, to synipathize ; acute

feelings of pain or grief.

I ^ to compassionate
;

humane, kind-heart«d.

^ ]
grieved, sorrowing for.

1
li^»6A^W;5:allmen
have natural sympathies.

i\J I
™y heart aches for him.

From earth or slift and to g'ect;

the second form is unusual.

To burst, as buds ; to open,

to crack from some inward

force ; split, riven ; chapped,

as fields in a drought.
j

^ ] the buds are bursting.

I gi] a difficult parturition, invol-
,

viiig laceration.
|

7J\ 1 ^ gl] neither straining nor
|

rending, as when Heu-tsih was '

born.

mf |lg|
]

a cracked or querulous

voice ; a weazened tone.

;0ij ]
cracked, as to fracture or

break a bowl.

I n "llf 1^ * plaster for chapped

hands.

^ ]
the earth creased and riven,

like the back of a tortoise.

,cKai

From hind and to eject; in some
of the meanings it is like chehy

ifl to bend.

To break up or open, to i

split l)y external force ; to uiu'ip ; to

destroy ; to pull down, to take
,

away ; to lake to pieces ; to take
;

out the bones; to disgrace, to

abase.

] fg to open a letter.

1 M or
1 -^ w ] ® '" <^«-

molish a house, to raze.

] ^ to break a seal ; to take off

the seals, as from a hou.se.

I ^ ^ to unrip garments.

W 1 ^ there is a way to get it

] ^ to take to pieces and scatter.

I ^ to break up, to spoil utterly.

Ift ^ ^ 1
it will be hard to

divide it.

1 fM to tear open, as a package.

From skin and to eject.

Tlie wrinkles on the face.

^ ]
a wrinkle, as on the

forehead.

To support or assist ; to select

out a thing ; one defines it, a

ts'o' switch for a horse.

From bamboo and thorn.

Bamboo slips on which wrif-

ts^d' ings were once engraved or

etched, and then joined by

th^ edges ; they consisted of

several jj^ or sections ; a book ; a

plan, a stratagem ; a scheme, a pro-

position
;
questions proposed to can-

didates and replies ; writings ; a

means, an expedient ; a whip ; to

switch ; a divining-slip; in penmun-

ahip, a tumed-up or sharp stroke.

^ I
the slips of bamboo books ;

books, writings.

^ ]
without plan, schemeless,

no resource.

j ^ a sage's exhortations ; the

instructions of superiors.

^ ]
books ; essays.

^ I M A to warn posterity or

one's successors.

,^ ] a stratagem, good at con-

triving.

^ ] or jp^ I
a good plan, one

made by a ] -^ clever strate-

gist, wliich he fj^ ] offers to

government.

I g the star y in Cassiopeia.

4^ \ a priest's baton, made like a

pewter staft'.

]^ .^ ^ ] folded his hands and

did nothing.

^ ]
a courier or ]K)8tilioii.

I ,^ to whip a horse.

If ] or ;j^ I
a plan, an ex-

pedient.

^J ] the reply given by the can-

didate to the
I P3 subjects or

inquiries proposed by the ex-

aminer.

M »t 1 open replies on subjects

proposed to tsinsz' at the final

examiitation for Hanlin.

From bamboo and to clasp ; it is

often interchanged nitb the last.

To divine by slips or straws.

^ ] to cast lots.

5^ ^ f1^ I
Heaven gave hun a

divine pattern or plan.

Bead tw/*, and used ^. To

take under the arm.

I ^ bamboo chopsticks.

i'rom plant and thorn; a synonym

of ts'z'' 1^ a tliom.

A prickle, a thorn; to prick

;

this form is said to have

been used in Yen and Corea.

ts'o

1
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TSECJ.
Some of these are read CHEU. Old sounds, tsu, dzu, tsup, tsut, and dzop. In Canton, tsau

;
— in Sieatow, ch6, chu, ji6, and

ch'aa ;
— in Amotf, tab and tt6k ;

— tn Fu/ichau, chaia, chfiu, and chau ;
— in Shani/htti, tsi ;

— ta Chi/u, Uu.

,tseu

From words and to take.

To consult with others, to

iuquire into, to take advice

in governmental affairs ; to

choose.

I
§ to select a lucky day.

^ ] ^ J£ to jointly discuss the

right of the matter.

jg) ^ ^ j
everywhere consulting

or making inquiries.

^ I
to consult about the best

way or man : to hold a caucus.

<m
.tieu

To strike the rounds at night,

to pace the beat ; to take or

grasp with the hand.

] 1^ to beat the watches.

%7i? 1 i A i^ when the guest

proposes to leave at night, the

host does not detain him.

In Citntonese. Tight.

^ I I
tie it up \ery tightly.

m
Ja u

A kind of wood good for fuel

;

fuel ; a shield ; a watchman's

beater or alarm; a kind of

spear.

] \^ a tree, whose whitish wood

is suitable for combs.

The angle or comer of a city

wall, where it is retired or

cut off; a nook, a comer ; to

live together ; abashed.

1^ a corner, a retreating angle.

1lll i 1 *^*^ realm of the

genii.

5g I
a distant place,

(g ] a secluded spot,

gg 1 the four corners or ways,

as when looking from a height.

£ 1 or ] ^ a classical term for

the first moon of the year.

J^ 1 abashed, disconcerted.

] g, the vUlage where Confucius

was bom, and properly written

like the next.

1

The second form is not common-
ly used.

' The town
] ^ in Lu was

the birthplace of Confucius
;

it is now in Kiuh-feu hien in

Yen-cheu fu in Shantung.

] A * term for the sage.

The old name ofa small state

near Lu, in which Mencius

was bom, b. c. 371 ; now the

district of ] |y^ in Yen-cheu

fu not far from the Grand Canal in

the southwest of Shantung.

1 ^Wi^ district in Tsi-nan fu

in the northeast of Shantung.

To whisper.

] 1^ to speak in a low tone.

Kead ^ts'eu.

From
yather

grass and to collect or

iseu

From horse and plants ; occurs

used, for ,(«'« @ to run and the

preceding.

A groom or an officer who

calls in the horses on a hunt
;
quick I

as an arrow or a fleet horse ;
to go.

^ ]
a fabulous beast from the

^

west, which attracts others to its

side by its mildness ; it is drawn

like a white tiger with a very

long tail ; its kindness to ani- 1

wals is such that it will not even !

tread on living grass, and eats

'

only what died of itself; some

think that fleet hunters are meant.

are to leave at an early day.

cpJ
,tseu

From words
read ^c/t'ao,

with *py and yy to disturb

and plants ; also

and interch.inseil

Sportive or irritating words

which annoy
;
jesting, raillery ; to

cry out, to halloo ; to rail at ; to

exaggerate.

J§g ]
to talk wildly.

] p] rumor, wild stories.

H 1 tft ^ ^^ '"^'^ to "hear

repartees and gibes.

] 1^ to bawl out, to reprimand.

1 <C« or ] i^ a fancy story, a

wild narrative.

A tussock, such as grows in

a bog
;

grass and jungle;

hemp ready for weaving ; a well-

made arrow of aspen wood ; a

mattress ; a nest ; an overplus.

] -^ a nest of young hawks or

eaglets.

2£ It .W ] on the left side, one

shot an aspen arrow.

Read 'tswaii for Jg. To put

wood or poles around a coffin as it

lies on the ground, before covering

it in the tumulus.

I ^ to heap earth on a coffin

thus protected.

Minnows, little white fish that

skip over the water ; met. an

artful man.

I
^ p -Tic tli'« scheming

fellow is pleased with me.

Silk first dyed thrice, and

then twice dipped in black,

making a dark puce color ; a

purplish tint.

Composed of ^ to bend and Jt
to stop; i.e. to bend the leg and
set it down ; it is the 156th radical

of characters relating to modes
of going.

To go, to run, to get on ; to

sail ; to travel ; to hasten, to gallop

;

to get away; to depart, to clear out.

1 i@ M -S" ^"^ ^** traveled over

several provuices.

I ^ ^ it goes (or sails) slowly.

is t| MdJ to fight cocks and

race dogs
; | JqJ also means a

spy or betrayer.

] ;JC to voyage ; to raft logs ; to

leak.

1 7 Hi unable to walk.

feeu

It
.tseu

'tseu

121
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1 ^ to slip off;

] "J" tICT lii^twe'l tilt! water—
to put out the fire ; a couflagra-

tiou. {Pekingtic)

1 "^ ^ Bervatit.

ISM 1 5J 'lie wall has cracked.

I
— jg been there once ; I have

taken the journey.

1 ^ '& 'li ''"^ ^^"''y '* iiupassabk',

either from robbers or an ob-

struction.

#1 vm^mji .'^"stiiog

about in the service of lathers

and elders.

/f> ] ^ ^ not to follow tlij

model ; to vary from the copy.

1 iirt ,i> ^r 1 a to let out a

secret ; the news has transpired.

^ ip ^ ^ ]fij ] threw off their

armor, trailed their weajjous, and

ran,

] ^ a crack, a place where water

or air leaks out.

1
~ M^tW "'• "ent away
leaving a clear space.

'I^ M ^ fiil 1 jfi ^1" ""' associate

with him ; don t cotton to him.

To hire owSa felf out as a

laborer by tlte day or longer

'ts"ii time ; one says, a staid, sin-

cere demeanor.

3^ ] ]
big-sounding, pedantic

talk.

Composed of ^ n pa/in- Iield in

71* liolh hands, and j/* to nd-

udiice, altered in tlieir combina-

tion ; it much resembles ^tsiti^
gr.iin.

To report to the Throne by a

mciuoiial, or by word of mouth ; to

caiiKo the government to hear or

know; to e.\hibit, to display ; suc-

cess ; to celebrate, to congratulate

one ui>on, as a victory ; to introduce,

to bring forward ; to perform the

1

music of a certain part of a piece,

like a fugue ; songs or tunes.

] ;$; or ] ^ a memorial to the

throne

] _t to send up a report.

)^ ] a slip or minute for tiie so-

vereign.

fi S 1 BM'^ «itl' Yih I

showed the peo])le how to get

foo<l.

Jj^ I
to assent to a memorial.

Ilj I
to state ))erson{illy to the

emperor.

^ ]
or ^ ]

to state carefully

and particularly.

^ P I ^ a sealed memorial.

^ I
a dispatch on one point; and

^ I
one on several matters.

] ^ to report against an officer,

as a censor.

fjj ] to mark the parts.

^ &£ ^i 1
tl'<^

P'"'*^*'
"'C''*' piayt:d

in harmony, or at projjer times.

I
^ to strike up the band.

») I'lOm (i/ehroKS aiid creaking

;

an old form of the ue.\t now
disused.

tsii'
To knit tlie eyebrows is |

J^, whether in anger or to

screen the eye.

From siVA- and plunts ;

the next.

used with

Fine fibers of hemp ; crape
;

rumpled, wrinkled, crinkled,

crisp, frizzled
; drawn in ; to

corrugate ; to shrink ; to contract.

] ^p crape ; like crape.

fi^j ] camlet, senshaw.

;i If a ?j« li ]
llie 'Tceze

raises tlie green wa\el<-i.': on the

water.

] llj]
wrinkled silk.

^ ]
puckerwl, shriveled.

1 -jF or ] ^^ marks of wrinkles

;

fokls ; gathers.

^ 1
crinkled thread,

i^ ]
shrunk, folded, creased.

Ik
J Regarded by some as en erroneo\i8

form of tlie last.

tseu' Wrinkled, as the skin from

c/ieu' age; shriveled; fuiTowed, as

the stirfaee of a country with

\ alleys ; frowning ; creased.

1 M W.^*^ scowl, to frown.

W & 1
•"*" °^^ wrinkled fact.'.

M Jl if^ I
''i<^ wrinkles cover his

brow.

] ^ imitation gold leaf.

^ -t & 1
corrugated leaves,

like the broccoli or kale.

j^J[ ]
dried dateti.

^/Ait > Clothes creased and w rinkled,

^^*J not laid out or 8nioothe<l.

tseti'
] ^ -f wrinkles, folds,

c/iru' creases
;

plicatures.

From horse and assiiiihltd for the

phonetic.
y^

tseu' A horse going swiftly ; a

racer ; to race
;
quick, urgent

j

rapidly, suddenly ; again and agaui,

frequently.

1 fir^ ffiJ /^ ^'^ came in abruptly.

/J^ pf I ^ it cannot be done in

an instant.

5c 1 T" M '^ suddenly rained,

life 1
'o ''^l'" ^^^ horse fast.

S ^ 3St 1
''6 cannot go' so fast

as the other.

M \ ^ ^ they hurrie<l oft" with

sixjed.

=gj^> The lining of a well; to re-

Iseii' work hi it.

^ \ ^^ ^ the well has

now no defect.
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Some of these characters are read ch'eu. Old eounjs, ts'ii anil dzii. Jit Canton,

chan ;
— in Amoy, tso ;

— in Fvhchau, cli'au, thcu, uiul cliaiii ; — in Shangh

A vat or strainer like a has-

ket, made to hold tlio luasli

^U'eu wlien straining off the liquor.

.i

From hand :uiil jdunts.

To hold in the fingers ; to

t.i'cit curb ; to grasp, as a guitar ; to

criunplo np ; a local name for

a fan ; to pull up the skir' or roll up

(he sleeves; to overhaul; to un-

loose.

1 ^ to cruroplo gilt paper by

rolling and then jwessing it.

1 SS ^' '''' ^^'"'^ °^ guitar with

five strings ; it is found in Corea.

M ^ 1 ^ t^o bold up the dress

with both hands.

M
J.ieu

The ring or stick in a bul-

lock's nose to lead it ; boards

Ivins uneveulv.

.i-ll'C'l

From heart and autumn ; not tlie

same as ts'iao' IfX careful.

Mournful, grieved ; sad, cha-

grined ; apprehensive, afraid

;

to assemble.

1 Fi^ sorrowing, broken-hearted.

jt^ I
to assuage sorrow.

I D§
"0"

J^§ niy anguished bowels

are tied in a hundred knots ;
—

I am utterly cast down.

1 Wi'^^ 1 ^ * rueful face.

^ ]
gloomy and silent from grief.

1 f^ 7E fr -3 T A the bard

is a doleful man, who writes

.Tmong the flowers and drinks in

the moonshine.

] ^g /p ^ I fear he won't want

it. {Cantonese).

1 Ja 7 ^ lowering eyebrows.

Eead Js'ao. Confused, in dis-

order.

'«

Sf. ] tangled, iveedy; disorderly,

troublesome, iiTegular ; a source

of grief".

?5C flS 1 M [l^" S"od news] has

dispersed all Jiis griefs.

From eye awA plants gv grieved ;

all are unauthorized, the first is

commonest.

To look at steadily ; to gaze

intently.

1 /f! ^ I cannot see it

clearly.

RM- I ^ «'hile I was looking

around.

1 ^ ^ ;^ ^' "*vlien you read,

Idok closely at your book.

("i^ 1 f"f" )^ "''^'' •'''^ y°" looking

at '?

^ 1 S the turtle watches its

eggs — till they hatch.

'ch'eu

''dim

chcii'

cheii^

To bind with thongs of hide.

Head tseu' and used for ^^_
To wrinkle ; creases in leather

To scold, to blackguard ; sad ;

irritated at, morose.

f^ abusive, s'.'urrilous lan-

guage ; to rail at.

All attendant, a maid-ser-

v:iut; a concubine, cuphnisti-

tnily called ^jj \^. or secon-

dary hnlf ; equal to.

% 1 -^- ^ liearii;g one hum the

old bidhids, — causes (ho mind

to revert to caily times.

From ico. or water and to nieinO'

rialize ; the first is most com-
mon, but is unauthorized; occurs

used for the ne.xt two.

To collect people on the

is'cu' water, ns at a regatta ; to

gather, to run together ; to

run into each other ; to go with

fi

ts'au and ehau ;
— in Swatow, ch'o and

a!, ts'ii and zii ;
— in Chifv, ts'o.

one and take care of; a reunion
;

a concun-ence of circumstances ; to

estimate the chances of

] 3^ just as ; a fortunate coinci-

dence ; a lucky guess.

] ^ ^ J"*'*' enough for the oc-

casion.

] ^ people collecting, as to see

a show.

] ^ to collect together ; to amass,

as a library.

Jl# ^ TPi 1
a •"('ky hit, a good

chance.

In CantoiKsc. A preposition,

with, for, together.

Pg
1 i^>. if I"ll have nothing to

do with you.

fi)^ * 1 mn^ will you go
and learn about it for me '?

BiP/ 2)5 1 I'll see about it, or

what I had better do.

) Used with the last.

The center of a wheel ; a
in'cii^ focus, where things center ;

to bring together; concen-

trated.

ni}^ 1 ^ IS [Peking is]

the resort of people from all

quarters.

' Flesh next the skin ; the

muscle.

f/cti'' 1 3^ the grain of the flesh,

the liber or brawn.

f^ ] the skin of a juiui ; the flesh

ne.xt (o it.

^ -S: 1 91 '''<' disease is in (he

muscle.

^\{tb To mince or hash lueat

;

^^'J to cut up wood into small

ts'eu'
J
ieces.

] IP to come to pieces, as

an old fur; cut fine.

» » I «
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TSI,
Olil sounds, tsai, sai, sak, and tsat. In Canton, tsei ; — »« Swatiw, chi ;— in Amor/, cho ; — in Fuhchau,

clie oBr/ cliie ;
— in Shanyltui, tsi ; — in Chi/ti, chi.

-;a -»

=*5!^

'

"]
riom- ct'en and scallions, or with

' />/ants aided.
'

r The second form only is a

Vj^ species of leek ; to prepare
'
'"V and mL\, as condiments ; to

' compound ; to blend, as op-

posite tastes ; to make salted

preparations, such as the poor use
;

blended ; spoiled, jMunded ; to com-

pare, as various opinions.

^ ]
to mix, as .spices.

^ ] ^ ^ a piece of cabbage

and a streak of congee ; — i-e. a

poor scholar's fare.

^ ] a satiron color.

W ^ 1 P^""" ^^^' broken cakes

and pulse.

6^ 1 3^ salted cabbage, sour-kroot.

From even and property ; the

contracted form is mostly used.

To take ui both bands and

offer to ; to give, to send a

present ; to prepare things

for a jonmey ; to send, as a

dispatch ; to supply ; to

leave behind in store ; a sigh of

admiration.

^-
I

to give to personally.

] ^ to present to an equal.

] ^ '^ a courier of government

dispatches.

] 5 let this be sent to ... . part

of the address on a dispatch.

] ^ to bestow on.

^ )
to offer up to.

] ^ to sigh, as when thinking

of something unattainable.

1 S to pack up to forward, as

ba^ago.

From Jbol or place and even ;
the uses of these two words difier

slightly.

To ascend, to go up, as staini

;

to scale, to climb steep cliffs ;

to rise, as the clouds ; a vapor

or rosy clouds ; to be ruined,

to fall

^ ] to clamber ujj.

^ ]
risuig vapor or clouds.

1 51' '"" go "P ; to attain high

positions.

Jii IS. ^ 1
the ^'ly 's difiBcult

and steep.

S Sji ]
his ijerfect reverence

daily advanced.

^ -J» ^ 1
you tell me now of

impending riiiiL

j^ 1 "f, W the morning [rain-

bow] risps in the west.

m
Hsi

'tsi

A fruit tree in Honan, called

^ ^ the white date ; it is

a variety of jnjnbe, but is

sweeter than the common
black sort ; the wood is good for

cart-hubs and felloes.

Also read ( tsi.

To crowd, to push against or

over ; to upset ; to fall into

;

to rest against ; to press or

squeeze, as a boil.

^ ] to crowd and pi'css upon

;

to scrouge.

1 ^ 86 ^ *"* *o crowdetl that I

cannot stir.

] Jl fil^' •i pressing to get fust.

fK, ] to crowd Itimultuously.

] jl^ to milk an animal.

1 ^ to pump up water.

,ts^i. To arrange, toEead
jJace.

1 ^ A @ ;S to detail and tell

over people's shortcomings ; de-

traction.

In Cantonese, To put down, to

to lay aside ; to place.

K •§£ 1
put it where you please.

I'rom net and even.

To squeeze out juice or water

with the hand ; to prtss and

strain out.

1 ^ ffl to wring out a napkin.

fsi^

1 ^ fi* to crush the juice frffln

sugar-cane.

1 {il fi" 2j5 P*"*^ the jtiice out.

JiJfjf') From water and even or rerpilar-

ttj ; also occurs used for the nest.

To aid, to succor, to relieve ;

to furnish gratuitous aid ; to

cross a stream ; to bring about

;

saddened ; to stop, as the rain

;

to complete, to further ; able, clever.

^ ] to save and relieve ; to res-

cue, as wounded men.

^ I ^ he won't do; he won't

help the matter ; insufficient.

^ 1 'ii'!* -'S ;t i; to rescue one

from imminent danger.

[^ ^ dh
] to cross in the same

boat ;
— ;. e. fellows in a work.

^ I ^ "p to reform the world.

I ^ to cross or go over.

^ I 6^ K # inferior goods,

either second rate or injured.

Eead 'td The river j j^ in

Shantung, whence Tsi-nan fii |

f^ ^ the capital receives its name.

/E? i 1 1
dignified and elegant

was oiw prince and king.

^ 7^ 1 1
'"^ large concourse of

[people in] robes and caps.

if 1 1 the foiu' black steeds

kiok beautifullv.

The rain holding up; the

clouds clearing away, and

blue sky appearing,

j^ I
a clear sky. , "\

I
^ the clear blue sky. ^

p^ ] the rain has stopped,

f^ if 1 J^ looking up, I implore

a mitigation of your sternness.

From l-ni/e and even.

To trim, to pare, to cut even

;

to equalize, to adjust, to por-

tion out ; to compound, as a

pill ; a dose ; a prescription.

JK one dose of medicine.

r
tsi'

-
1
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^'1 51 '^'^ weight or size of a

(lose.

^ \
mcdiciiKij, drugs.

i^ j to even off; to arrange

aiuicably, to compose diliererices,

to arbitrate between.

^ ] a clieck in two parts, one

of which is the complement and

proof of the other; anciently, a

sort of counter or token.

^ ift {5 1 * sovereign remedy

against illness, a panacea to re-

lieve mankind.

' To taste, to sip ; to wet the

rf lips.

tsi ' 1 '^ to 'ry the taste.

I jg to taste the offerings.

Ufiid ^b'ai. Koise of birds.

M ^ 1 1
''^^ juogl® fowls cackle

and crow.

Head 'c/iiii. Smiling.

1 PM '"* plt^asant countenanca

In Cantonese. A superlative,

extremely, to the end. >

y^ ^ 1
far too large,

fj^^ 1
certainly it is so.

^P' To bite; to take a bite of :
:

some say, irregnlai' teeth. '

1st
'

IS 1
t<J Si*' * mouthful of

S) I'"i"Oin disease and eacn ; q. d.

bickness disturbs tlio C({iiillbriiun

.of tbe bod; and mind.

Sick, ailing, diseased ; in

Hunan, a dwarfed, stuutcd or half

developed thing.

^ ] m\' parents are unwell.

TliC lilniil of Tsi.

Tlie shepherd's pimse [Cup-

!»'Uu bursa-pastoris), gathered

for gTeeiis, as
| ^ ; but tlie

term seems to indude other

small esculent herbs, like cress and

pepper-grass.

^ ii" in 1
sweet as the sheiv

lierd's purse ;
— but as this

plant is rather harsh, some

native's think the water chestnut

is meant in the Book of Odes.

(

> To cut grain and lay it in a
;

I2|' swath by the hand, afterwards
\

tsi ' to be bound and stacked.

^ ] HD HI hind up the
;

scattered grain and then return.

jft W ^ 1^ 1
^^^ ""» '5« left

ungathere<l — for the widows. I

AfiL.* F'"™ 'S '" ^eclm;-; villi ^ :

yj-^ Jlesh niul ^ hai,tl above it crni-

fgl
> tracted; i. e. to bring before tbe

gods ; occurs used tor tlie next.
j

To Siicrifice, to oft'er slaughtoreil
'

victims before the gods or penates,

which are now usually cooked bo-
j

forehand ; to bring an oblation, to

approach the gods ; a .sacritice, an

offering ; sacrificial ; a limit.

1 SC t*^ present sacrifices.

] 35^ a prayer, burned after it is

offered ; au elegy diff;Tiug front

the
I fft and hung up heforc

the tablet during the first seven

weelvs of mourning.

J^ SS 1
t" '''y 0"t offerings along

the way, — to greet the cofliu

of a friend or relative.

] p\ an overseer of sucri frees, a

priest.

] }@ the title of the two presi-

dents of Kwoh-tsz' kien. Ixjcause

lliey jjoiir libations to Confiicius.

1 ^ to worship and sweep —
the tombs at Tsing-ining term.

] f't' in Jp'l' iS: •" sacritice to the

gods as if they were present

;

)'. e. reverently.

] ^ to appease ghosts by obla-

tions.

Jl 1^ 1
offerings made at coffin-

uig a body. (Fuhchau,).

ify?} From place and sacrifice, refer-
"*^ ring to the place where walls

join.

A border, a region ; a medium
or average ; a limit, as in time or

place; the line of junction or di-

vision, as the horizon ; the time

when something else begins ; as an
adi-erb, then, since, now ; between,

the moment of occurring ; to begin,

to join ; among the Taoists, form

as distinct from substance.

^^ ^ i. ]
between life and

death.

] ji^
to receive, to blend, to help.

][[; ]
this occasion.

ii 1 IS ''' fivorable juncture.

JSi ® 1 '^ the winds and clouds

liave met ; ?net to receive a favor.

^ I
intercommunication, blend-

ing ; associations.

I ^ a prosperous tune.

^ "^ .^ ] ;5^ 1 the affair was

then in an untoward way.

^ I
unlimited.

^ I
a real case, true grounds for.

Cj^

)

From grain and >acr{fice, as tireK^ phoDetic.1^
tsi

' A variety of panicled millet

(Panicum miliaceum) cultivat-

ed in Shansi and Cliihli ; it resem-

bles the 1f%
but is not glutinous;

this variety has smooth culms, and

is not easily distinguished ; in

some parts of Honan, a small coarse

grain resembling sorghum, with a

hard or solid stem.

i^ ]
and ;|c ] are two sorts of

sorghum eijtivated in Kiangsu,

having sweet juice.

tt

] ^ articles used for eacrifices.

i'> Angry, irate ; used for ^
'^ suspicious ;

grieved at.

/sP j ^ full of suspicions.

^ ^"jj \
Heaven is now

showing its anger.
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Olil sounds, ts'ai, dzai, dzak, and ts'it.

(« fuhc/inu, ch'

1' 10111 3C (fown», with 5C "^ /'<""'

and 3H a spronf, iiitiinfitiiig that

she enters as an equal.

A wife, a consort who is taken
i

with legal ceremonies, and is equal '

to the husband ; there can be only

one at a time, and not while another

is living.

] -^ a wife ; sometimes wife and

children arc denote<L

-^ ]
your wife.

^ ]
my good wife. .

2{i ] equal to a wife ; /. <: a con-

cubine.

B& BM I
a wayside wife, one taken

while so,jouriiing elsewhere ; she

is not a ^ ]
or courtesan, and

the us.oge is allowed.

1 51 ^ >J> "1' tl'c *aniily.

^ 1 ^^ ^'^ accomplished wife

and handsome concubine.

]^ 7J< ^ I
a dew marriage, one

of convenience.

Read ts'i' To give in marriage;

to wive.

i^-k 1 i or jy .;tt ^ 1 ^
he married his daughter to him.

1 From ice or water and uiife ; the

second also means cloudy, windy

, skies, foreboding storms.

Intense cold ; bleak, wintry
;

shivering, freezing ; calami-

tous ; afflicted, sad, in misery.

] -^ bitter sufleriiig.

JiL M 1 1
chilly wind and rain.

I ^^ ;^ VJi i" desperate misery.

1 ^ "S '" "rgent iieces.sity.

mmmmM I as I like the

chilly autumnal vapors, and the

paths hidden in the high grass.

In Cmlon, ts'ei ;— in Stvalo'c, ch'i, che,

6, cliai, and cb' il ;
— «« Shamjhai, ts'i ;

—

] ]
famishing, gaunt.

ii fl# -^ I it m.v S'-^^^ *'-''-'l"'S'^

comjx'rt with the gloomy weather.

't? An old town, named Jjf ]

-y in ^. now -^ i^ l|lf. in tli.

extreme southeast of Honan,

on a branch of the R. llwai.

1 il.
*"' •'"'cient place in 5S, lo-

wiirds its eastern bonier.

I If. a former name of ^^ ^ %%_

on the River Tao in SzVh'uen.

^^ Lu.MU'iant foliage ; courtly in

c^SC one's manner.

M' 1 ^t&. stately and respect-

ful.

waving lines may be made to

look like shell tapestry.

^ }^ ) I
the clouds roll up in

dense masses.

I.ike the htst.

The stripes or shades in silken

^u'i fabrics ; elegant, blended co-

lors ; ornamented.

=; Clouds driving along the sky

and clearing tip after a .storm.

^ I
the clouds are cleariiig

away.

I ) luxuriant or thick, as nishes.

Similar to the last.

Orieved, sorrowing ; sutfering.

pained; indignant from a

Sense of wrong.

^ I
pitiable

; to feel for.

Tlie chu'.'.acter is intended to re-

jiresent tlie teen appearance of n.

iieM of ripe rice or wheat ; it

Conns tlie 210tb radical of a few
i-hnr!ic!ers,niost of wliicb get llieir

nienning from the primitive ; it is

iiitercbaiige 1 «ith several of its

^'Oinpounds.

Even, equal, imiform ; on a le-

\ el ; composed, reverent ; exact in

doing; to equalize, to tranquillize;

to clas.sify or arrange methodically

or by ranks; at once, all, alike;

(juick. smart
;

good ; to discrimi-

nate ; to hajijicn at the right jmic-

t arc.

1 jUi an old name for Ciiin<i.

] jg a married coujJe.
*"

and ki ; — in Amoy, ch'e and oho ;
—

i« Cli-fii, ch'i.

i 115: 1 Itg @ collected all the ac-

I

counts.

^ I
well arranged ; all repaired

and in order.

] ^ complete throughout.

I

" 1 :ij all go at once.

I ^\yi 1 ^ I havenot j-et finislicd

]

it all, iis a job of work.

'.

] y^ of one mind.

^ ] ,^ iSJS wait a little and they

will come.

] ffii
all are ready, fully arranged.

] 'M '•o govern a family.

^ ] uneven, incom[)lete, deticienl.

If I ;^, ^ how will it be at last ?

.wliat will lie the end of it ?

] g an important ancient feudal

kingdom, existing just nine cen-

turies down to 224 u.c, and com-

prising a large part of Northern

Shantung and Southern Chihli

;

the capital was Ying-kiu ^ ^
now Lin-tsz' hieu ; it began ii.i;.

1122, when it was conferred on

Shang-fu ^ ^ the marquis of

Kiang, by Wu Wang, and its

records continue tilt 205 imtil

Kuig Siang |^ J under 20

rulers, who always exercised a

[jowerful influence in the empire.

A large maggot ; a grub in

the ground or in trees.

M iO is 1
l"'r ^^'^^ '*' ^

slender as a carpenter grub.

ji|(
I

a tumble-dung

From flesh sud even.
|

The navel ; to cut even, to

adjust ; the stem or peduncle

of a seed or grain.

Ji ] the navel.
|

^ ] jpf ^ how can a man bite

his navel ? — (>. it i« impossible.

1^ I
green body and white

stem, siiid of grain half filled or

not well ripened. 1

] ^ the umbilical cord.

,ts I

%
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(Ji^^ The peg or pivot for resting

nj^ the scull on is Jll ] , so call-

'ts^i cd because it makes a hole in

the scull like a navel.

Also I'ead 'Isz'; the first form is

common : the etymology cleaotos

, tho lliinjish.

A thin fish with a silvery belly

and sharji back, having bar-

bels and Hpines ; it Ls also

called JJ jSS or knife fish ; a

mullet ; also applied to some of the

mackerel family ; tho approach of

the shoals of mackerel is said to be

announced by a drumming sotmd.

'tsH

K ] it kind of anchovy. {Coilia

p/m/fa'rii.)

^ ^ 1
l'"^ yellow tail mullet.

{Mid/ IIS axintliuras.)

gj I
tho greenish mullet. (Miigil

ven(nc(K-ms )

yj I
^fi a species of Thryssa.

) Krom stmicsmi carved; it is also

rend tsic ns ii i;o;in.

'^/j~ A Stone step ; ornamented

tiles used in steps ; to lay, as

tik'S or bricks ; to pave ; to fit in,

to lay regularly.

1 1^ JM^ ^^ ''*^''P "P fi'lse ac-

cusations .against one.

1 jjg to lay a wall.

|5^ ]
stone-steps.

1 ^ l^ this is not laid erect.

^ ]
a white marble step.

j ^ g§- to pave with slabs of stotio.

Ri'ad ts::ii,' and erroneously used

f;r ^. To dig a pit.

] ^ to dig a well. (l\Un//esc:)

An unauthorized clmracter.

In Fuhcliau. Flour made
from rice.

jS 1 ^^ ''""'^' '' pi'-'^ient of

rice-llom' to raournciu

1 1 1^ ™'"y white ; snowy.

TSI-A.3SrG^.
Old suunds, tsiang and dziong. /« Canton, taJuii]

M
chi5ng and ch'iong

Composed of Tj" inch, and ^ i

condiment contracted for the
'

> phonetic ; tho secor.d form is

not inicomnion ; occurs used for

to tinkle.
!

^tsiomt/

(Is'iuni/

To take, to hold in the

Land ; taking, considering,

regarding, in which use it resembles

^ and becomes a sign of the

accusative,— as
] ^ tS ® ''' <^^-

change a nirity for gold ; a form

of the present participle ; a sign of

the future, shall, will, about, — as

1 5E <^y'»s ; or
1 ia^i^ how

shall we then <ict 1 about, ready to

do, as
I ^ P^ about to go in the

door ; a form of the optative,— as

] '^^ ^ would that ho would

come and eat ; an adverb, then,

soon, presently ; to help, to accom-

modate ; lo use, to avail one's self

of; to escort, to accompany ; to

arrange ; to present to a superior

;

to receive and act upon ; to follow
;

to approach, to advance towards a

mai'k ; to nourish, to increase ; to

be endued with ; great ; to make
great ; long

;
passing away, as

time ; stout ; the side, as of a river.

) ^ 1 1^ to encourage others'

peace and happiness.

in Swiitow, chiciig and cli°ie

;
— in Shanyhai, tsiang and ziang ;

— in

\ "vl i^ ^ tlien he ciui go. I

uf ]
pi) 't i "'ill ask him.

1
^* "b f$ Ai a^a'l«l l>imse'f ol'

the rumors to make it known.

1 # ffl CH^ Ha ^ liow then can

we employ this man to help

— the blinded king ?

i^ \ to help the government.

I "S^ a commandant, a captain-

general ; tliey are always Man-
chus, and arc stationed in com-

mand of garrisons ; us an

adjective, the best, the principal

;

great, extra, — as
] ^ ifi^ a

largo awning over a court.

"S IS 1 .ii escorted her with a

hundred chariots.

] WL '' ^''' V^^-' 't "'list do

;

passably, let it go ; as ^ ^ |^ occasionally overlooks things,

he is indulgent at times.

H ®li -^ ]
t'l*' •*"" comes on

and the moon follows ; — time

flies.

I ] the tinkling of gems ; noise

of bells ; also the frowning look

of a high gate; blending, as

notes.

1 ?jS presently.

] }Si,W} M n^''«'ly ready to start.

; — in A moy, cliiong ; — in Fahchau,

Cliifa, cliiar.g.

-<[> ^ ^ j^ I M t^ •'' unaware

that old age is close upon him.

ifl' ?L i 1
't was really very

large.

1 W ^ "ife*
it will soon be

Read tiiaiiff' To take charge

of a force ; to lead on men in figlit,

as a general ; a leader ; to ask

;

the while king in chess ; and a

notice like check /

£^
I

a military leader

g{| ] chief of staff, a second to

the general ; a brigadier or

commodore.

your Majesty is not skilled in

,
.leading troops, but you are clever

in guiding the generals.

1 ? ^ ^ I beg you not to be

angry.

] ^ general orders.

-t^A To lead, as a child ; to pierce

fJfly ^^''^ * spear.

^tsianff 13 ^ 1 fifc
lead him by tho

hand.

*J^t. A small species of locust or

c^E^ cicada, called ^ |
liaving

^tsianff green elytra; it is probably a
species allied to Cicada virid's.
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A thick fluid like syrup or

broth ; water in which rice

has long been boiled
;

pus,

matter ; congee, thick broth

;

water thickened, as by glue

or varnish: gum; to starch.

it 1
gravy,

it 1 o'"t^ 1 's'"sh ; mire.

5c 1
'^'" iM 1 * poetical name

for dew.

] ^ iJK '•'' starch clothes.

Jljj ] to prepare starch.

jg ] a banquet.

j^ ] too pasty ; too stiff and sticky.

-^ ] a muscle fish.

c U^f From great and taking.

-
_^\^ To exhort, to animate, to

Usianff encourage ; to commend, to

laud ; to vindicate, to give

efficacy ; to set on, as a dog.

] m to exhort by praising.

] ^ to hold out rewards to ; a

prize or reward.

IkI JT) iS 1 ^^y ^^'^ extravagant

praisj

!

1 ffe .H !? 'i® enheartened the

tliri'c divisions with largesses.

Ill ]
to request that a testimo-

nid may be conferred.

] Jl^ to stimulate to exertion.

mi

tsiaiiff

1

An oar ; a keel-board, in

which sense it is also read

ts latig

.

tr 1
or J$ 1

or J# 1

to row with oars.

H ? !& M 1 *e boat was

rowed by two oars.

j^ a revenue cutter, because it

has many oars. {Cantonese.)

\i\l^~^ ] let down the keel-

board when in swift water ; don't

be in a premature hurry or fear.

A species of aquatic grass,

yf the Ilydropyrum latifolium,

Usianr/ like the wild rice of Canada,

cultivated for its sweet stalks

in most parts of China ; it is also

called ^ and ^ and the stalks

^ ^ or ^ ^ cane-shoots; its

leaves are i'ed to cattle, and the

graui is boiled ; an old name for

Kwang cheu pjj ^ in the southeast

of Honan, given as a fief to one of

Duke Chen's family.

I ^ stubble.

J}^> A relish made of salt mixed

l^tS" with bean or other kinds of

taiang'' flour, and water, and allowed

to remain till cured ; it is used

as a coudunent; relishes, sauces,

condiments ; salted preparations.

^ ]
to eat relishes of food.

$^ ]
a dry rdish.

1 i& o'"
] S9 ^"^P ^or sale of

oilman's stores, and condiments.

^ I
bean sauce ; this is the basis

of most of the Chinese relishes.

I
•g, a drab color.

1^ I
to mix relishes.

jfy ] tamarind preserves.

] >J, ^ vegetables seasoned iu

soy.

' From lI *" inalosure containing

an Jj' ax, indicative of a woik-

tsiang^ 'Ji!"i ^1'° uses a square and com-
pass in working.

A mechanic, a workman, an

artisan ; one who makes things

requiring skill.

] \ an artificer, a workman.

1 ^ the overseer, the boss.

bricklayer.

TJC ] a carpenter ; a housebuilder.

fg^ ] a silveremitli.

® ^ 1 >& rather hard work, as

difficult comijosltion.

>]> JU ]
a mender of dishes, a

tinker.

1 f^ ± ^ ISc
the workman

should follow the master's plans.

.1;

Old founds, ts'iong and dziong. In Canton, ts'eung ;
— in Stoatow, cb'feng and cli'

in Fuhchau, cli'i6ng ;
— in Shanghai, ts'iong and dziaug ;

—

1 ^ a substitute who enters theFrom wood and granary; it is

mucli interchanged with the next,

but this is disapproved by the dic-

ftiWwg tionaries.

A spear sharp at both ends

;

a lance, a boarding-pike ; to bend

the head to the ground, or very

low ; to resist ; one who is quick and

ready.

1 fi the hand manual ; a soldier's

profession or disciplina

laj J^ 1
to give a back thrust

when unhorsed ; to leave in the

lurch, to outwit

.^ ] a long spcai'.

examination for siuts'ai, or who

writes themes for another.

A gun, a musket j a spear

;

c^ta an opium pijxs ; a sort of wmc
^ts^iang boiler or still ; the tinkling of

bells, a jingling sound,— in

which it is used for the next

1^ I
"^ to be a soldier.

yj I
a musket with a bayonet;

also, swords and spears.

J^ ]
a fowling-piece; a match-

lock.

io
J
— in Ainoy, cViong, ani cL'ong ;

—
111 Chifi', ch'iang.

^ ]
a pistol.

^ I
an air-gun.

^R ^ S 1
'^a^® ^^ medicine

and throw away the y^ft.

Used witli the last and .'S pri-

mitive.

^taHang The ruiging of bells
;

ji.»g!<l»g

of stones; a tinkling noi»n

harmony ; musical.

^".11 1
jingling in concert, ».

pleasant tinkle.

-"g UJ^ ]
liarmony of sound, as

in singing.
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To walk rapidly ; to skip

.ibout ; lo approach a snpe-

' rior quickly.

1 1 ?^ ^ '<> ™ove about

in a hnnief], busy way, as

officere do in a court, or peo-

ple in a crowd.

^ ^ ^ ]
to bustle about, as if

obeying onlere at a levee; to

move quickly.

.% iJt 1 1
llie gobbling sound

of binl^ and beasts when feeding

;

the second form is used in this

phrase.

^^^ From ivord and Rpear contracted.

(P^ To contradict ; to oppose ; to

^ts'ia/if/ speak harshly to one.

1 ^ — ijp scolded him

once.

yC From Jf hatchet and y^ a. conch.

fjl/l A heavy broad-ax, with a

,/« tang square hole for the helve : a

pole-ax of a square shape
;

to hack, to chop.

^ ^ to injure one by slander, to

defame and libel one.

Ift ® ^ 1
taking their bills and

axes.

S iB 1 M *" ii'.i"re •ind weaken

one's own party or friei d.

I
From y\ ronch or j^ farlh and

^^ frugal ; tlie second is a con-

I
traction of an old form of grn-

V nary, and tiie tliiril a synooyni

of the first.

^tsiang

A wall built of mud. stone.

or brick ; a defense ; the tliird

also means a tribe of red Huns
• in ancient times, who lived in

1 ^ id 'before the days of

Confucius.

3^ 1
"•' 5M I

lo lay a ^^all.

^ I
an adobie wall.

Wl 1
"' ^ 1 *" plaster a wall.

JB, ] a screen wall.

"flE If ] i^ ft within the screen

of iho court, i, e. in the ruler's

presence or among his officers.

jlj ] or ^ !^ I
the end wall

of a houise.

)5|| I
a carve<l or ornamented

wall ; — one on which carved

tiles are facetl, often with fine and

elaborate painting.

%i ^ 1 M 1^"^ has removed our

houses.

jf^ ^ ^ I
an emente in the

household, usually refers to pa-

lace intrigues and treasoa

ffi -f S 1 i + hid'len in a

private house.

Female officers in the imperial

hareem ; ladies of the bed-

jte'iir(»7 chamber in the Han dynasty,

called f^ I
; they are not

now employed.

J ] a noted beauty of the Han
dynasty.

] ^ respectfully waiting on, as a

ra.aid of honor or concubine.

A mast ; a spar or mast that

sustains the sail.

'

tfe 1 or ^ )
a mast,

j^ ]
sails and masts.

A red rose ; the
1 ^ ^

or cinnamon rose, of which

t'r.ere are varieties.

1 lit W ^*^^'' "f roses, or

rose-water, in which a prin-

cess of the Han always

washed.

Read seh, A species of water

po/;/ffmium or smart weed.

^Is'iajig

Ml
From sjiciir and cuuch.

A spear, a wooden lance ; to

JsUwiff do violence, to assault; to kill,

as when a soldier kills an

officer, or a foreign foe kills the

enemy's ruler ; to maltreat ; to mis-

\ise, as by excess ; in.jiniou.?

] f^ to wound.

I ^ cruel, ruthless.

) "^ to rise and kill rulers.

I W, '0 plunder.

g ]
to commit suicide.

I
ig ^ _g to kill and cut up

human beings.

0^7 1 i^ B'J ^ ^ he says

I am not misusing you, for the

laws order it to be so done.

From hand and n granury

To take ofmnly by force ; to

'Is king snatch, to ravish, to rob; to

dis|mte and struggle for; ab-

ru|)t, rude, sudden.

1 in .^ ^ a case of plundering.

1 & ^T 1 g"'"g about the

country plundering; to make a

clean sweep of; to rob all.

] ^ to strive to get first ; to thrust

one's self forward.

] 2|^ to snatch away.

1 I& M 'P] denounced (or op-

posed) him in many words.

1 ^ in confusion, disordered.

I ^ ^ to buy at auction.

Read ^tsHang. To withstand, to

opi)()se; to rush against, to thrust

at ; ahead, as a wind.

iU 5l I Jife
to hit the head on

I lie ground.

] Jg, the wind is veiy scant

Read ^ts^ang. To cut up, as a

butcher does.

Vm^ Interchanged with <iB to skip.

•J To walk quickly ; to go
ts .U)ig

across.

I ]
to run together, as a

crowd.

^ 1 ^ jE <l"ick but not at all

flurried.

!^ !li 1 1 ** '^alk away, lo hob-

ble ; to reel. • .

.J^) To split bamboos without

paring away the joints or

t,i'iaiig' nodes ; .a mat

^ ]
the cross sticks which

strengthen the bottom of a

basket.

From wheat and taking ; the se-

cond form is nna 'thorized. but
has mostly superseded the first.

Paste made of flour.

*T 1 ^ or 4 1 ^ to

make paste.

1 IfJ ®J a paste-brush.

k^iang'

122
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\^'m To peck, as a bird ; a cougli-

iiig caused by an obstruction

ts^'ung' ill the throat, a hacking;

foolish looking; idle fear.

] P? groundless alarm,

f P4 "f ^® coughed up his

uvula ; i c. coughed very hard.
1

1 6«| tij ^ 3jS ^ he can't cough
|

^W Anokhar form of (<!,'wami H
it up, as a bone in his throat. i ^Xi '" ^*"ound.

Pgl ]
or Pg

I "J* '^ coughing tikmg' To etch on lacker-ware,

irritation ; to hem and clear the
1 ^ ^'^ paint or gild lacker-

throat, ware.
i

/^ i ] A the dust irritates the
\ ^ "X ^ articles on which '

throat.
i

designs are etched.

TSIA.O-
Old sounds, tsio, dzio, tsiok, mid dzop. In Canton, tsiu ;

— in Sivalow, cJiU-, cli'au, and oliio
;

in Fiihckau, cliien ;
— in Shanghai, tsio ;

— in Chi/u, chiao.

^tmu

Krom y^ fire nmler ^ a bird

;

nsed withthenextand j'[S vexed.

Scorched, burned ; singed or

blackened by fire ; dried up
;

the smell of fire ; ve.ved, anxious,

haras.sed ; ancient name of a feuda-

tory state included in the modern

prefecture of Shen cheu g^ >)\\ in

the west of Honan.

iJtj; ] to bum in roasting.

^ I
a crust left, after boiling rice.

1 5M in^ head and face scorch-

ed, as by powder ; met. exposed

to great haitlships.

1 ^^ dry as a scorche<l scab

;

iiu't. at tho last gasp ; withered.

1 ^ or
] ifj sad at heart

;
great-

ly distressed.

] ^ an old term for the sixth

moon, because of the great heat.

] ^ a lute, alluding to a story of

one made from a charred log.

] a or Hg ) "]f sunburnt.

The parts of the body l)e-

tween the heart aii<l groin,

called ^ 1 and regarded

as one of the ^^ ^, are im-

aginary organs or passages which

are supposed to encircle the cavities

of the thorax and abd.onien, and

connect the viscera ; Chinese physi-

ologists have used them as a con-

venient force to explain the obscure

operations of digestion and secre-

tion, and say they have no form.

Read (siao^ A want of ttesh ; out

of season, as a fish.

Jsiao

,tS,(l-i

Thin, shriveled, lean
;
[teaked

and cadaverous.

I ^ emaciated ; all dried

and shrunken.

Iskni

A]

The plantain or l)anana. ]

-J' of which there are many

sorts ; fuel, firing ; a m.ire

straw.

§ ^ 1
green-skinned plantains.

^ ^ 1
'h*-' triangular plantain.

]
'^ linen made from plantain

fiber.

] J@ a decoction of plantains in

spirits.

tK 1 ^ the Indian shot. {Canwi

indica.)

1^ ^ ]
the phoenix-tail plantain

{CyciLs revoluta), a sort of palm.

1 Wf '"^'' "' * I'O'"" '^'"''

ilk 1 ^ ± f^ ^ he wrote his

tlioughts on the green plantain

leaf, — an ancient incident,

whenca i^
| j^ ^ denotes a

ililigent, self-made scholar.

A soldier's brass kettle or

skillet, holding about a peck.

] 5{- a pan for cooking.

To understand clearly, to pei-

ceive quickly ; clever looking.

SJiZZ] 1 ^ A ^ i=!t

JoJI he thought himself to be

acute enough, but he was

fooled by the man.

] to hurry along, to walk

,(siao

^tsiao

M
fast and carelessly.

M
ts 'n-i

fs'aii

n 1

m I'lom tcood and uncle ; it is alter-

e<l from an old form.

j.<iii„ Warm, spicy pliuits like the

Xaiilhoxiitoit, Oipsicuin. Boy-

mki. and Pip'-r ; h«t. |)ei>|icry. burn-

ing.

JilC 1 or $C 1
cayenne iK'pp<-r.

]§g ]
black pepiier.

— in Amoi), chian and tsau ;
—

An nnantborizcd character.

Half-tide rocks ; rocky islets

near the coast ; rocks in a

stream, or stones placed for

fording.

j^ I
to run on a r(X:k.

Raw fibers of the nettle hemp
(Boehmeria) not yet rotted.

I J^ luihatcheled or un-

dres.'ied hemp.

A faded face, not plump or

fresh.

] ^ carewtjm and old, a><

an aged, withered face.

A grass warbler ; a small bird

like a wren.

] j^ the little taUor-bird

( Ori/iolomus), and other small

liirds like it.

frisky, inattentive, i>lay-

ful, skittish. {Cnnloncse.)

rioni tortoise anijire; at present

*.S " more used.

To scorch a terrapin's shell

in order to prepare it for

divination.
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;j^ I
red pepper ; also llie fruit of

the Xanthoxyloii (datum; the

Jl| \ Sz'i'h'uen jiep{)er is an-

other species.

I ^ ground black pepper.

] ^ the pepper-room ; i. e. a

queen, or a queen's apartments,

because an empress of the Han
had a room smeared with pepper

to keep it warm.

W 1 S^ like (lepper is their

smelL

I ^ a poetical name of the last

moon of the year.

1 ifS iS * congratulhtion present-

e<l to the monarch on newyear's

day.

\\i ] the iieak of a hill.

From sword and »esl.

To attack or tight with re-

'isiiii, bels ; to destroy and scatter

thera ; to put down, to e.\-

thpate.

1 ^ '" destroy utterly.

I i^ '^^^ ^ '^'^s *!') t" make
a clean sweep.

j^ ]
to chase, as a flying enemy.

|jE I
to make a conquest of

(^

'f.-i'm

Kioin strong and nest giving the

sonnd ; often wrongly used for

tlje last.

To trouble, to annoy ; to toil

at, t'j fag ; light, nimble.

TSIAO.

^^ ] T^ t^ ^ ^^ yo« *"* "ot

active you cainiot do it.

] ^ ^ to vex and harass his

subjects.

TS'IAO. 971

1
to weary.

Uiao''

From njiirits and to scorch ;

oc'cui'9 used for the next, and re-

semUes c/iuii' ^ to JiiJ.

To sacrifice to ancestors or

spirits, by pouring out liba-

tions ; to pray at an altar by a

priest ; to make a responsive service

for mercies ; a requiem, a sacrifice

;

to give a cup to a .son at his mar-

riage ; completed, finished, termi-

nated ; emptied, all used up.

IJ- 1 or ^ I
or ^

I

to cele-

brate the All-souls festival, which

at Canton is in autumn ; also

applied to a Taoist worship of i

their gods to thank them for ;

deliverances.
[

H ] to remarry ; usually said of i

widows.
1

^
] @5 -f the father pours out

the marriage cup to his son —
as he leaves to bring his wife.

] J^ a wedding feast.

He 1 dried, water all gone.

is fK M: 1 '^''^ autumnal festival !

at Canton to the god of Fire.

2[i ^ I
a Taoist service held in

an infected region after the dis-

ease has gone.

1.tt^> From Jire and to scorch, Pro-

4[^E perly used for the last.

tamo' To burn the moXa ; to char

wood, to scorch ; to sear ; to

scorch a ten'apin's shell for divina-

tion ; to bum over dry grass.

^ ^ I
to apply raoxa thrice.

] ijj the heart-burn.

1 /fC t" t^har wood to bend it.

B^SJ
From ei/e. and nobleman; some

»3L regard this as more correct than

/,/,„) ^ in the phrase Bfl 5£ '» ''^^P-

To close the eyes, as in sleep

;

an angry look.

I ^ a strange shell, the sight of

which causes miscarriage ; others

say that it is administered in the

form of a powdet" to produce

abortion.

5J ' From W s/iirits and P§ to lite

^n contracted.

fs-'.io' To drain a goblet ; to finish

the glass.

the juniors did not presume to

drink until their elders had

drained their uplifted cups.

mm Wi-Bim m ^ ]
i'^

dressed the fresh viands for their

entertainment, lighted the fire, i

and ordered them to drink tiieir

fill

old sounds, ts'io, dzio, t'ok. and dole. In Canton, v>'\a and ts'nii ; — in Sica/ow, chio and ch'io : — in Amny, cli'iau, chiau.

and siau ;
— in Fuhchau, chieu and cli'i.i ;

— in Shanghai, dzio and ts'io ;
— in Chifu, cli'iao.

^JU From kerchie/aai autumn.
i Mf3L Hjm[) spoiled by excessive

( lir» A fillet or wrapper for the ! f^;^ lain, and turnuig black ; one

^ts'.ao head, made of unbleached
;

^'-s-'/ao says, black spots on the face

hemp, formerly worn by wo-
i

caused by excessive use of

men as mourning ; one defines
|

cosmetics ; they are called M |

M
JS 1(10

From metal and autumn; the

second form is rarely njet ; occurs

used with sao' f^ iron.

A shovel, an implement for

raising or moving earth ; to

dig up, to shovel out.

j ^ to dig a fi.sh-jx)nd.

^ JJ) ]
a crowbar. .

^

1 $0 a spade. '

] ^ t'j dig the ground.

—
] ^ a shovel of dirt.

It, to sew.

t^ I-iko the last and used witli it.

A turban or fillet; a cloth

^Is^kio cap once worn by women
or musicians to protect the

coifi'ure.

^ in Peking.

From wood and srorched a? the

phonetic ; used with the next.

Wood fit for fuel ; billets of

wood ; to cut fuel, to gather

fire-wood ; a lookout terrace.
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1 ^ ""
1 ? ''•' woodman.

] f^ a goat-jjath, a bridle-path.

1 ^ 01" ^ 1
t-o cut fuel.

I ^ a servant, a young lail in

attendance, a Ganymede.

"^^jjttt Jrom words and to scorch; occurs

'P*»V interchnnged with J^' to parch,

its'iao ai'3 pB t" blnme, and the last.

To reiMchend, to scold ; to

bawl at and blame with a loud cry
;

to ridicule, to satirize ; a lookout

tower or loft where drums are beaten

on watcli ; injured, worn.

] ;g or
] P^ a kind of gallery

over a gate or fort to observe the

enemy.

I
"^ a high tirrret for archers set

on wheels.

]
' ;^ to scold.

] ^ an old name of ^ ;)+J
in

the north of Nganhwui.

-f» ^ ] ]
my pinions are broken

and frayed.

The heart distressed

pining ; mind depressed

growing thin.

iiie heart UistresseU and
pining

; mind depressed and

>ttS I

^^'^^ growing thin.

c^^ J ] 'K^ becoming thin and

\ts'iao
Ji'igga'"'!, from -haggard,

anxiety.

from sorrow or

I 1 — flS !^ ?t to engage an as-

sistant.

itt^ 1 taste and see if you lilte it.

IJ
t Mountainous.

i^ ] t% ^"fty ridges and sum-
jts'.'ao mits rising one above another.

'H
From heart and similar.

Sad, disheartened, downcast

;

Us^i'ao secretly, unobserved; urgent;

quiet, still.

S <& 1 1 ^"''^ *t ^®^ > ^'^'

rowmg ui secret.

^ t{^ ] ^ how sad is my lacerat-

ed heart ! bitter disappohitment.

^116^ still, retired, no bustle.

1 iS ^ 5i 6^ nobody's voice is

heard, no .sound at all.

m

Krom ei/c and scorched.

cfJj^ To look at hastily, to glance

5<«'i(7o at ; to see.

1 " ] take a look at it.

] ^ I just saw liim.

^ ]
to have a I(K)k at for nothing.

] "f X 1
looked at again and I

agaui.
I

] /f» ^ I cannot see it well.
j

^ 1 W ^ looking about care- I

lessly.
I

1 Md J^. ^^^'^ yoii seen it ? !

1 1^ Jl or
] ;j; j^ to hold cheap, i

From heart and autumn.

To blush, to redden, to change

'ts'iao color ; very careful.

1 ^ ^ i& 1^0 Wuslied and

colored up.

i^ ^ H^ 1
t'i6 wilderness is

desolate and dreary.

c .b:£L To change the color of, as to

/'f/\ blacken by smoke, to colly
;

'ts'iao to cure by smoke.

] M smoked quite black.

>^ l);^ 1
the fire has blackened it.

MM i i. cured [by hanging]

in the smoke, as a ham.

5»I>,
J From man and similar ; it is often

read (Siao, like its primitive.

ts'ion^ Like, as if, similar ; appear-

ing ; handsome, beautiful,

pretty ; excellent.

1 ^ pretty ; winsome, attractive,

as ii gaily dressed child. I

^ I
to show off a pretty face, as

'

by standing in the doorway.

1 fi A a remarkably handsome i

Avonian.

] i^- to stretch one's steps ; to

lope.

1 ^ good looking ; as if, like.

I ^ life Hke, as puppets or images.

^ 1 <»
1 M *i"«' beautiful.

^ ^ ]
bright, as the eyes

;

handsome.

^ ^L ]
a beautiful face.

^^b' .Sometimes written 5 ^JS but this

PH form is regarded as better.

tim'' To blame, to scold and up-

braid ; to speak harshly at.

m ] to ridicule ; to jeer.

] ^ to reprehend.

1 .S A to rail at one.

^ ^ I A to asperse the absent.

m\
/I>3

The second form is seldom used.

A steej), abrupt hill, a cliff

that obstructs the way or

separates places ; strict, ve-

tiiao' hement, quick; dangerous,

as a cliff.

;
a sheer precipice.

SU' ^ lie is stem and suf-

feis no trifling.

a biting wind.

r
tiiuo'

m
ts'iao'

To cut off or in two ; to mow
or reap.

] ^ to cut the grain.

] ^ to harvest grain.

From man and autumn.

Ill, disabled.

1§ 1 ^ in palsied, unable

to use the joints.

Bead ,ta^iu. To stare at; to

look at, as a gawky does ; sad,

distressed.

^ 1 ^ BtK "lot to regard, to give

the cut direct.

W 1 ^ KK to seem fis if regard-

less of.
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TSIE.
Olil suvnds, Uia, tsap, tsak, aud tsat. Jn Canton, tse and tsik ; — in Swatow, clia, cho, chiu, sek, and cUia ,•

-

chia and che ; — in Fuhdiau, chi6 and cliioh ;
— in Shanghai, tsia, tsi°, and ziiS

;
— in Chifit, cbio.

.iHiO^,

Irom wo«<A and to differ.

To sigb, to lament ; an inter-

jection of regret or sorrow, as

wlien one is at a loss for

^vo^d8 to express tbo feelings

;

painful recollections.

1 1^ to sigh.

§ 1 ^ <S' ^^°^^ ^^'7 wnfortiinate

it was

!

1 1 E X '"l^ ^'>^ 'l^is official

life I

^ ] ^ ^ behold, how he has

prospered

!

\ ^ i. ^ you too have come

to get alms; said to an officer of

Tsi who resorted to tlie alms'

kitchen.

Interchanged witli the last.

To sigh, to regret ; also,

strange words.

From net aud moreover.

A net for catching bares or

rabbits.

From a woman and moreover ; see

also '/m^Q a dam.

Hs'S Formerly applied in Sz*-

cli'uen to a motlier, and now

by the Manchua and Mongols, but

by the peojjle only to an elder

sister ; a miss ; saucy, \>exi.

\
^sisters.

^ I
my eldest sister; a maid.

seiTunt who is marriageable.

(Cur^tonase.)

>J, I
a young lady.

^ I
your sister.

^ ] my elder sister.

1 :^ '"
1 ^ ''' sister's liusband.

] ]
sister ! used in direct address

by a brother ; women, ladies.

11 I
a dwarf duck;— a stupid

fellow. {Fuhchau.)

gg I
a sister; in Canton, also

denotes a father's concubine

;

used by the Manchus when call-

ing their mother.

tJ ^ f$ I
to dote on without

restraint.

tsie'

From man ani j'ormcily, but the

primitive was nt first like tlie

ue.Kt.

To assist; to lend, to borrow
;

to ask for, to beg of; to jjretend, to

assume, to make a pretext of ; w<.\\>-

poshig, if, for example ; fictitious

;

to use for illustration ; to commeud.

I
^ to lend.

j ^ or Ijj ] to borrow.

] H or ] 3|5l
a borrower's note.

1 ^K fr Jfr *° S^' water to float

• the boat ; — i. e. to borrow

capital.

^ W 1 -^ open the window to

let in the moon.

;fg ] to borrow of each other.

^P or jli ]
supposing that.

^ to use another's name orjcard.

pi^ to inquire of civilly.

^ ^ ^ to use power to do

wickedly.

] ;^ metaphorically, in a figure.

1 1^ fr or
] fS 355 to get aid

or introduction of another; to

get on by another's influence;

to be recommended by another.

1 7J ^ A borrowing a sword to

kill one ;— met. to injure one

through a third j^rson.

^ I
not to bo borrowed ; — a

name for straw sandals.

W 1 ^ M ^° "®^'^'' !''''>*' ^'^^

his loans.

Fxomplant and imperialJteld; it

is much interchanftcd with the

hist, and its two sounds of Isiii ami
tsik are often iuterclinuged.

A kind of mat to hold offcr-

iiigtj; to make a metans of, to avail

of; to help; to borrow; to lean on

for aid ; to call in aid.

1 I'l' -[IE "fe
''c relied on the help

of the gods,— or of God.

W' 1 %.M- *^^ syopatliiz'' heartily

witli.

jj^ ]
pillow and mat ; mutual aid

;

to countenance each oilier ; close

together, as animals crowded

in a field.

^ ]
accomplished, liberal, polite.

] P to repeat others words ; to

make a pretext ; to lay the

blarao on otherii

I 3|g ^ ^ to make trouble about

nothing.

1 "^ i}^ ^ 'o excuse one's self

for a trifle ; to malinger.

] ^ beg you to take [this note]

for me.

Eead Uih^ In confusion, dis-

ordered ; to lead by a cord ; to

tread on ; to ofler, as tribute.

] 51 fields cultivated for the

emperor ; a kind of Kcutago

service.

P?§. 1

bering.

1

] much tfilkiiig, jab-

or
] ^ by your kindness

I am well ; a polite answer to

an inquiry for one's hetJtli, mean-

ing I have availed myselfof your

mercy or happiness, and nui well.

Jif ]
confused, in disorder.

Children's clothes ; mats in

which theh clothes are wrap-

tsic'' ped.
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'Is i:

Old sounds, ts'ia niid ts'at. In C

cli'ic

C }rt Tic oiijjiiial fovm U composed of

|-|^ JL ;i slnnd, wi li two inner

olrolies for the le[/s, anil the loner

one for the nmy.

A table used at sacrifices ; a

l»articlc3 implying dc^ubt, if, or, jxjr-

liaps, sliotild ; also of induction, or

tli;- relation of one qualify with

another ; a copula implying some

op{xi:.itio;i or inference; moreover,

and, further, and now, still, also, yet;

thus, so, according to the scope of

the sentence ; a pronoun, this.

T^ Ifil 1 ^ ^'""^ *"^ •'^'**" ^'^^*'-

*i a ] :iP i^ 5^ 1 b'^s y''"'
I

Sirs, net to weep.

1 ffl 1 ® half believing, half i

doubting.

M 1 P^ 1'*'°'^ ^""-^ ^ '^ deapisctl.

'tiiiton, chV'
j
— ill Sw.iija; oli'i.1 aid cli'^- ;

— in Amoi/, cli'ia"" ; — in Fuhcltau,

ami cliO ;
— in Shfingltal, ts'ia ; — in Cht/u, cU'ic.

^ JIIf [ ^ !5l ^v for the present
|

Read j<;*u, a synonym of^ To
he will not return.

1 iO supposing that, if.

^ 1 ft '"''' **"'' ^^^ honorable.

^ I
let it go, it is excusable

;

for the moment, it may pass.

?lc 1 P3 i: A It't mo now ask

your honor.

] 1^ or -^ ]
now ; furthermore.

] ^ it is also ; it follows.

to ha ijtill again considered the

virtue of Wan Wang.

1 uJt '"'• "^ further speak of

T> ia ^ ;^ 5K ^ 1 ^ ^ "^y
I

dress is not like your's, Sir, so i

proper and so lucky I

]
glj temporary separation.

{

make no progress ; a final affirma-

tive particle ; many, enough ; names
of three ancient worthies, called &
I

T'ang-tsti, an orator of tho

<^'li'»g S state: g-| ] Lung-tsii,

a warrior imder Chu pa-wang; and

j^ ] Yii-tsii, a fisherman, about

A. u. -120.

ii^ 7^ i^ ]
l''s happuiess ht ex-

treme.

•ff ^ ^'
I

how reverent and
dignified they looked

!

7i ^^ \
l^ut see that fool.

stand awry, as when one

is longer than the other.^ leg

Eeadc/iV' Angry; tothag.
t.V»tshe 7.t.:

n
.tsie

Old sounds, tsit, tit, dzit, U!p, and Jzlp.

diiat, cliiet, chiap, cli'ip, ami ki«p ;
-

iC Thenodesorjoint.softbebam-

I

|Jj boo; a joint, a knot; averse,

section, or article in a com-

position or writing ; tho capi-

Utl of a pillar ; a limit of time ; a

festival, a term ; a time ; a regular

interval ; a patent, credentials

;

an emergency ; the period or way

of doing a thing ; economy, tem-

per&nce, moderation ; continence ;

TWE

19 'PI 7JC rant water;

^ Wt%t excited msects

;

^ ^ vernal equinox

;

Y§ B^ clear bright
JM^ grain rains;

jt J[ summer begins
;

'!» fi grain ^^ J

Sf ^ gi'ain in ear
;

3[ ^ summer solstice

;

ij» ^ slight heat;

^ § great heat

;

XSIEKC-
In Canton, tsit and tsip ;

— in Swalow, chat, cbiap, cb'ip, and clioi ;
— ii /tinny,

• in Fuhchav, chiek and chek ;
— t'li Shtmghai, tsili and dzih ; — in C/ii/ii, uhic.

periods, which correspond to the

day oil which the sun enters

tho first and fifteenth

of a zodiacal sign ; when an

tercalary month occurs, Ihey

in widows in not remarrying ; to

keep in limits, to regulate ; to main-

tain dignity, to restrain one's pas-

sions ; to economize; a tally or token

of authority ; to mark, as time in

music ; lofty, as a hill ; a classifier

of limbs and aflairs ; in epitaphs,

pure and self-i'estrained.

1 >^ or J|f 1 or - -f- 1 M
21 terms or senii-montlilv solar

degree

m-
are

reckoned on as in other years, but

the intercalation is made so that

only one term shall fall in it ; their

names and appro.ximate positions in

the foreign year are here given.

Feb.

Feb.

March
March

April

April

May
May
June

June

July

July

NTY-FOXTB
Sun in Aquaiius.

1
in Pisces

20

5

20
i5

21

G

21

7

23

r

> in Aries.

r in Taurus.

r in Gemuii.

f- in Cancer,

in Leo.

SOLAB TEBMS.
August 7 jr j|H;

autumn begins

;

Aujtust 23 ^ ^ hmit of heat

;

)

^ ^ M ^^'"ts <'ew; J

2o ^If ^ autiunnal equinox

;

8 %S cold dew;

^4 m^ hoar-frost descends ; ^

Sept.

Sept.

Oct
Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

Dec
Pec.

Jan.

Jan.

7 j^ ^ winter begins

;

22 ij» § litdo snow;

^ ^ @ heavy snow
;

22 ^ ^ winter solstice
;

(i *T» 31 little cold
;

21 ;f; ^ severe cold
;

in Leo.

in Virgo.

in Libra.

in Scorpio.

in Sagittarius.

> in Capricorn.

Sun enters Aquarius.
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/\ ] tlie solstices, equinoxes, and

beginning of the four seasons

;

they are ascribed to Sliinnung.

{|if I
time, stated times ; tlie terms.

] fjj ^ temperate in one's food.

^ ^ ]
do it two ways

;
pay it at

two payments.

JK ]
'|;|J

no L"mits to Lis expenses

;

lavLsli.

t^
]

and ^ ]
refers to widows

marrying or not remanying ; also

to maintain dignity or lose it

] ^ chaste, as a continent widow,

jg ]
or ^ ]

to keep holiday.

5!^ 4* 1 '^'3 dragon-boat festival.

Jj^
] }!f to collect bills at the fonr

terms in a year.

^ }|^ ]
at that tune or juncture.

H ^ 1 *'° S^^ degrees by bribery.

% ^^ \
full of cares and busi-

ness.

1 1 ^ gradually rising higher,

in office or wealth, or as storeys.

] ^ *"
1 ^ ^ mark tho time

in music.

] M ^"
1

^frugal, ^vithin one's

means.

] ^ an abridgement, a siunmary.

t\\ ] a little affair, a small matter.

great emergency he cannot be

forced to desert his principles.

^ ] flJC II ^^hat is .said depre-

ciatory of his fame or character.

^ ^ 3 I
tht> affair is divided

into three periods.

.tm;

All original forai of the preced-

ing, and intended to represent a

, stiimp^ each rank having a dif-

feient kind ; it is tlie 26th radi-

cal of a small group, relating

mostly to caps, and not unlike

I) the contracted form of g^ a
city ; when placed at the bottom

it is written in the second form.

An officer's seal or signet in old-

den time, made in two parts that

tallied, one being kept at court

and tlie other taken away ; it was

made of stone, bom and metal ; a

joint, a knot.

•^ I
a check or tally.

J.<,e

m
itste

A small sore, a pimple.

^ ] a boil, an nicer.

^ I
-^ to have a little

boil.

>AC ] -f a rash
;
prickly heat.

A comb with the teeth on

J one side ; to comb tho hair.

1 JSi i^ M combed by the

wind and washed by the

rain ; i. e. the hardships of

travel.

t|j ] towel and comb ; whence a

concubine is called f^* itl 1
^^^

waiter with towel and comb.

The queen or king-posts put

in the truss of a roof, called

5l-;fS or @^; also the

cornice or capital of a pillar.

From :J§

contracted.

spear and bii-d

To cut in pieces, to cut off

or ia two ; to saw ; to ampu-

tate ; to intercept, to olistruct ; to

make secure, as a frontier ; to make

nice distinctions, to discriminate ; a

))ortion of.

] ^ to divide, as a field ; to part

off, as a room by partitions.

M ] I& "T" * gown or robe whose

waist and skirt are of two colors,

'li 1 ] # Is b" 1^"' as tqiJiJiose

who are only skilled i'l quib-

bling discriminations and cun-

nuig distinctions.

] 1^ road infested and the travel

stopped, as by robbers.

1 "^ '° ^'op one, as in a road.

]
—' 1^-^ cut off a piece.

] ^ to divert an officer from the

post he was .sent to fill another.

W 1 ^ W those localities were

kept in check, or brought under

sway.

From hand and concubine.

,
) To receive in the hand ; to '

succeed to, to take, to con-
'

uect ; to follow on, as in i

office, or a son lus father ; to take

in, as a workman does a job ; to

receive, as reflectwl light on a sur-

face ; to interlock ; to meet, to as-

sociate with ; cotu!)inetl with, united

to ; contiguous, near ; spliced, scarf-

ed ; to hasten
;
quick.

^ I
to greet ; to go out and

meet a visitor.

] 1^ to conduct a visitor to his

seat.

] Jd to receive ; come to hand,

as a letter.

I JPI,
to welcome one back.

] ^ — /^ one more loot must

bo added.

^ 'i^- ] M "obody takes if
;

there is no successor.

] a or ] pp to take another's

office or seals.

1 ^^ to wait on a guest.

I J9l is ''•' ''^ast to welcome a

friend.

I A. or
I J[JC or ]^ to receive,

as a package ; (o get.

^ ]
to take orders — for work.

1 # f-4
* surgeon.

7^ 7^ ] 5c ^^"^ water seems t.)

join the sky.

I ^ to take in hand, as doing

the duties of another.

] /p _t^ cannot follow the guiding

marlv ; can't do the job ; notli-

ing to match it ; cannot equal it

To gi'aft trees ; to splice ; to

,
) rabbet on.

Jsie 1 -pf to graft apricots.

] ^ a collar for criminals.

] /t» >^ tt to msert or scarf in

wood to make a pillar.

To join ; to braid in or splice,

as a string.

I j^ to splice together.

From et/e and to compress, of

quick like a trejdle.

The eye-lashes, called [j^ |

^ or eyo-lash haire.

'f7r Mi&.^ I
hi a twinkling,

only an instant

J3 1 1^ very near to, contiguous.

afi the eyelashes and eyebrow.s.
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^ ]
to wink or close the eyes

so as to rest them.

1)SF I IS £t t*'
'^''°P

'^^'^ eye-lashes

to see one's self; self-culture.

Read chah, and used for gj.

To wink.

^tbi^ ] he cannot help wink-

ing.

fc
Jste

Jsie

Handsome ; a female oflBcer

in the time of the Han called

I
^^', whoso dntics were to

direct the ceremonies, and

oversee the palace hareera.

Siinilnr to the last, and used with

the ue.xt.

Ci>n\enieut, like a cross-cut

or a side patli ; a female of-

ficer in the palace.

From hand and treJc/le ; occurs

. . used for P^, to gabble.

^tiie To hunt, which demands

quickness ; to gain a victory,

to overcome, to win the hattle ; to

announce, as a victory or promo-

tion to a degree ; to complete
;
joy-

ful news
;

prompt, as a herald
;

anciently, the weight of twelve |^,
which was nearly half a tael ; to

talk rapidly. —

•fiE ^ 1 1 the traveler or man
of busine.ss hastens on his way

;

the combatants were very agile.

Il ]K fR I
*^^ red flag announc-

ed the victory.

^ I
to attain degrees at succes-

sive e,\aminations.

{![ ] or ^ ]
jffompt, energetic,

nimble, ready iit.

— ^ ^ j
three victories in one

month.

] 1^ to take a short cut ; to

dispatcli an affair anyhow.

•^ ]
or ] ]

quick and spry;

clever and smart.

1 J£ ^ ^ S tlie nimble-footed

got up fiist ; — the most active

will win. «

I 1 ifS 'PSi
cle\er and unstable.

Fiom Wilier and to compress ; it

is often read /tiult, and inter-

changed with /.I'a/i) ^ to assist.

m
Old tottnds, ts'it, tit, and shap. In

chiap, and ch'iet ; -

From knife and seven to give the

sound.

is'ie^
'^^ '^"t, to carve, to mince, to

ts^jg'
slice ; to urge, to press ; a

particle expressing urgency,

earnestness ; important, pressing,

eager ; earnestly ; in earnest ; the

chief or important paits of, a re-

sume; sincere; to feel, as the pulse.

1 ^ mincad meat.

] |g very uuportant.

] j£ nearly related as kinsfolk.

1 ^ W i y"" ™^^' ^^^ S"'

I ^ a warm love for.

Water flowing, or moisture

penetrating through a body

;

imbibed, moistened, dampened ; to

instil into, as by gradual instruc-

tion ; a complete turn, a circuit.

1 M ''' ^^1'<''g Jsy of twelve hours

in which the twelve branches

make a circuit.

]
a decade of days.

Canton, ts'it, sit, nnd ts'ip ;
— in Swatow, ch'

— in Fuhchau, oh'iek ; — in Shanghai, ts'ih
;

;R ] w
1 ^ the Cliinese way

to spell by johiing the initial of

one sound to the final of another

to form a third, which expresses

the sound of the given character,

as y-ang ^ and vi-dn tJJ make

fan ^.
m ] friendly with, intimate, hi-

terested in.

j^ 1 ^ 1^ unchangeably fixed,

irrevocable.

1 1^ to cut or hash fina

] ^ wholly sincera

1 M iirgeut remonstrance.

.tsie

From llj hill and P a knot al-

tered.

The pc'uks in a ridge.

H: .^ llj it ± i
'" ascend

a high peak at night,— is like

gouig to a higli grandee for

a favor ; (. e. a useless etl'ort.

'iet and cli'iap ;
— in Amoi/, ch'iap,

in Chi/ii, cli'i6.

in 1 iam^'M^^ ^^-^

cut and tile [to make things,] so

is the work of education ; also to

plead with a friend,

j I
urgent, immediate.

m>& ] \
iSiSa>no"gf'iends,

[a scholar should bej earnest

and urgent.

Kead tsi ' AU, every, the whole.

—
I

the entire lot. altogether.

^^ 11 — ] I thank you for buy-

ing the whole quantity, or for all

your custom.

J^ \
to extend l>enefits or aid

evcryw here ; to help all.

] ^ fully imbued with ; to treat
!

cordially, as friends; to con-

ciliate ; blended in views and

feelings ; converted to entu'ely.

S 1 An oar, a paddle, or whatever

is used to propel a boat
;

' to

M^
I

row ; to avail of something

to serve one's purpose.

fot'" p\ 7^^ \ ^ I'ew wood

into an oar.

I cross this big stream, I shall

use you as my lx)at and oars

;

said of high officers carrying on

the .state.

M ] M it ^ term for the em-

peror, as the chief oar and head

of the flock.

^ ^ 1 j^ "1^ *^® rowers pulling

at their oars.

i^
I

a thicket, a bosky grove.
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tsie'

Explained as from J^ a cave

with 7J^ rice and a kind of »'«-

sect in it, and "JJ" twenty above
tliem giving tlie sound ; tlie con-

traction is vei'y 'common.

To Steal, to pilfer ; clandes-

tine, unci erliand, privately
;

what one does or thinks one's self,

I, my ; when used alone means my
opinion, I did bo, I was there ; to

offer an opinion or assume a plaoe
;

unfit for, usurped ; tinged with light.

] ^ I have heard.

] J|» I myself,

f^ ] to steal

] ^ to take slily.

^ )
stolen.

1 S ""^
1 ^^7 WlmWo opinion.

] •^ to neglect one's o\Tn official

duties ; to assume authority.

] ]^ a light blue.

I j5^ a bird like the Java spar-

row, fond of fat.

] |g I venture to say.

^ I
a petty theft.

I ^ my personal observation.

1fr I
to lurk, to lie m wait, as a

foot-pad.

From ^ woman and^ a crime

contracted to ij[ to stand, ex-

tshe' plained as denoting a woman wlio

has committed an offense and been
put to service ; it vesemblea (kiimy

J^ a name.

A concubine, handmaid, or se-

condary wife, like Hagar ; one who
is taken without betrothal or other

legal ceremonies, and recormnended

only when there is no male issue
;

a demeaning term by which ladies

call themselves; female camp-fol-

lowers.

jt 1
or 1^ I

or g; I
to brmg-

a concubine into the family.

1 J£ * concubine.

] J^ I, your handmaid.

'!» 1
'^i' Hi 1 ^y concubine.

^ ]
your concubine.

E 1 M ji^ the sutlers and wo-

men of tile camp absconded.

^ ]
a virgin damsel bought for

a concubine.

j"^ ]
waiting-women.

From mouth and handmaid; they

are interchanged withjg, quick,

and s/irt/i, ^ to smear the

mouth ; also read shah.

The noise of geese and ducks

when feeding is
] |^ ; also

applied to water fowls swal-

lowing fish ; to talk sharply.

^ malicious speech, slander,

backbitiii".

•>•'

ts^ie

m The noise of water runnuig;

the rippling of a, rapid current

In Pekingese. To pour water

on tea leaves is
] ^ (iu Can-

tonese ^ ^) ; a rapid mode of

making tea in covered cups.

Old sounds, tsan, tsem, tsin and dzen.

in Amoy, chien, chiam, and eiam ;
—

..t r > From^re and before.

i^W To fry in fat or oil ; to sim-

,to«7i mer in water or fat in a pan,

until the fluid is evaporated
;

to dry in a pan ; to decoct ; to vex,

to harass.

] ^ to express lard.

|3fgj 1
fry it in fat.

({^ >^ ] ,@, a slow fire fries fish

;

met. small bets drain the purse.

anxious and ve.xed that my
husband's parents cannot bear

trouble.

] ^ to prepare brick-tea, as the

Mongols do.

^ I
to fry in much fat ; met

harassed, annoyed, grieved.

1 |5^ to S^^ ^y holding overthe

fira

] ||§ to simmer mediciuea

TSIE3^T.
In Canton, tsin, tsim, and tsim ; — in Swatow, chian, chiam, cywa, and chin ;

—
in Fuhchau, chieng and chieng ;

— in Shanghai, tsi" and dzi° ; — in. Chifu, chien.

Read tslen' To cover and candy

fruit by dipping it in boiling sugar.

^ 1 H J' 'o candy fruit, as ap-

ples, crabs, &c.

The name of a river north of

the capital of Sz'ch'uen ; to

sprinkle, to spatter.

1 0fe to cleanse thoroughly.

From small above and great be-

low ; it was originally the same
as the next, but the two are now
distingaished.

Tapering, pointed ; acute,

sharp ; wedge-liko, pyramidal, or

conical ; needle-Uke ; clever, inge-

nious ; the males of crabs.

]^ I
very smart.

] jflj sharp, quick-witted. -

3E ta 1 I * woman's tapering

fingers.

.isien

^ ] j^ to act female parts at

theaters.

1 fa B^ <* peculator, one who
makes a profit unjustly.

^T 1
01" ^T ^ 1

'o lunch when
traveling ; to bait at an inn.

^ ]
the lip of the pencil.

1 !!^^ IS lantern-jawed, hatchet-

faced.

^ ] ^ to shudder ; a shivering.

1 H ® ^ P the male and
female of this kind of crab could

not be distinguished.

t^*p

An iron instrument, sharpen-

jPy ed like an awl ; to cut or

^tsien shaipen.

] j^ a slender high peak,

an aiguelle.

] ^ a beam with sharp iron

ferules to stick into faggots.

123
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,(s:in

T^W* Krom bad and a tlif).

cyclic '^^ destroy, to exterminate
;

^tsieii to pierce, to kill.

— 7J 1 5E f& stabbeil him

dead at a blow.

;^ 1 A ^ recklesjsly destroyed

people.

I ;5i ^ M '^'I's'^' ^^^ ^^^'^^ ^^^^'

selves.

1 i^ o""
1 JlS •" exterminate.

Occurs u^ed for the last,

To destroy : a spring apjiear-

ing and disappearing at in-

tervals ; an intermittent foun-

tain ; to moisten, to soak.

I }^ to imbue; to soak in the

wat'.'r.

A saddle-eloth or housings.

1 S ihe part or pad placed

Istcn uncler the saddle.

From two spears^ indicating the

ap]iearance or danger of maraud-

ers ; it occurs used for j/sVih ;^
cruel.

Small, narrow, cramped; pre-

judiced, contracted.

]^ ^ ] ]
a miserably poor pre-

sent.

1 Ul straitened.

From bamboo or slip and nar-

row; the first form is most used.

A tablet or slip on which

to make memoranda ; note-

tsirn I'^'per with pictures or water-
'

lines marked on it; a note, a

billet; a document or writing.

1 Ml fiinoy note-paper.

:j^ ]
flowered billet-iuiper.

t^ I
glazed or waxed note-jmper.

?? ^£ 1! 1 * -^ iK l.'e ^-rote

his note to her on a slip of the

l)h(euix billet.

] l|jg a set of four i%rolls on fancy

jiaper.

A man, named
| ^ who is

said to have lived in the

^tsien Shang and Cheu dj-nastiee

to the age of 767 years, and

then vanished.

tsien

From featkem or knife and to

advance ; tlie first is soinetiuics

distinguished as a vei'h, and t)ic

other as the nouu ; used witli

Is'ien'i ^shallow, and tliene.xt.

To cut of}' sraootli, to cli[i

even ; to intercept, as an

army stops the way ; to slicar

;

even, regular, as feathers grow ; to

reduce ; to kill or extirpate ; light,

as a color in dyeing ; shears, scissors.

—
ffi 1 or

I
-y or 1 7J a pair

of scissors or shears.

fjC 1
or ^ ^ ]

tailoi's shears.

^ M'^ 1 65 she can cut and

nialce dresses.

1 ife ^ ft to ^^•'^ ^V territory

and beg for peace.

f$ A ± >& ] 1 « a flatterer's

<lisposition is to be very plausi-

ble ;
— i.e. nice at argument.

I fig or
I
^ to trim and prune

;

to clip.

1 ^ ^ 1^ the rear regiment was

cut oil'.

I'rom a s/iear and to advance ;

used with the last.

To carry to the utmost ; to

exhaust, to finish up ; to de-

stroy ; to kill ; to clip, to shear

;

entirely.

J£ fi ^ 1 ™*y y°^ happiness

l)e uiiliiiiited.

•j^ 1^ ] ^ [ I hoiJe that] you

may be granted all excellence;

the phrase ] ^ is often placed

before gateways as a good wish.

From to speak and shears.

Suiierficial, shallow - pated ;

unskilled; not expert or deep.

1 ^ stupid, inapt

^ IS 1 S tis talents and ac-

quirements are very ordinary.

] ^ feeble, ineflttcient.

From "^ words and gj small.

Skillful talk, such as will

win over people ; to adulate,

to flatter ; dy, artful msinu-

ations.

tt 1 1 ;2l W to ^ pleawd with

subtle flattery.

tsien

't.ven

The hair hanging in tresses

IIJ on the sides of a woman's

^tsieii face ; to dress or cut the hair.

To take from, to cut ofi"; to

^Ij tie the hands behind the

back ; to select ; to strike,

iis the watchman does the

hours.

.. , m ]
mM^^'io tie

both liands together.

I j^ ^ 5j5 tied up his hands.

M^> From bamboo and to advance.

"pjjj An arrow; an archer ; a bo»-

to'en' sliot ; to dart out quickly
;

swift as an arrow ; bristling

;

a slender bamboo fit for arrows

;

the peduncle of certain orchids.

^ I
bows and arrows.

i jjg ] the gauge in a clepsydra.

>)|{ I
a congreve, or other rocket

;

a tire-dart.

IK
I

a whizzing arrow.

^ ]
a good shot.

J^ 1
mounted bowmen.

^-
I
—' 1^ each stem bears one

flower.

]|J
?i^

J
to shoot at a venture, as

in battle.

—
1 j51 M * bowshot, about 120

. cKih.

% ^ ^X \
tuQ^ ^*^ ^^^B ^

arrow.

P§ ]
secret and unpropitious hi-

fluences which come against a

house by a narrow lane oppoeite

the door.

Pif I ^ A to injure one with a

secret arrow ; to slander.

MW. 1 M tbe tide comes in like

a dart.

1 ^ Jl ^ 'be arrow is on the

siring ;
— you cannot draw back.

I f^ g^ the arrow has left the

string ; the time (or the aflJair) will

soon arrive.

^ 5 ]
to wear ear-arrowi,

—

as an exposed thief.

Without integrity.

I [in avaricious -, grasping

tsien'' and greedy.
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'' From ^ grass and )Si « 9"ffon,

/ABV denoting tho grass that animals

. . ) eat ; used with the next.
wen

Pasture grounds ; to lead an-

imals to pasturage ; to introduce, to

recommend ; to repeat ; to set forth,

to present; to lay out oblations;

to honor or worship without offering

flesh ; repeatedly.

1 ffi
*° worship ancestors.

^ I ^ to write a letter of

introduction.

g I
to recommend one's self

j^ ] coarse grass matting ; straw

wrapping.

1 M -^ -^ religious acts when

spreading out sacrifices.

] ^ take a little something —
with yoiu' wine ; said to a guest

118 1 ± ± * [his Majesty]

brought his offering to Shangti.

g to bring forward worthy
1

men.

In Cantonese. To wedge in.

1 ^ M ^^'edge the table-leg.

W 1 ® ^^^To is an opening.

] ^ raise it up a little.

From ffrass and to preserve

;

occnrs interchanged with the

last.

tsten
To continue ; to keep or do

as before ; to repeat, to recur

often ; again, repeatedly.

) J^ to live a nomad life, moving

about for pasturage.

1 Wi repeated famines.

f ) Water flowing'out and reach-

ing to a place ; to duplicate

tsien^ or come again.

TJC ] 5 the water flowed in

again.

] jg successive ; continuously, like

t'uwpping water.

Tt-tt^ Used with the two preceding.

J fl* To double ; to come again,

tsifn to repeat.

1 W M '''^ diagram for

thunder is repeated in the 51st

diagram.

Vtoxa/oot and tmall.

To tread upon, to tramplb on

tsien' or over ; to step, to walk

mbcingly ; to arrange in

place ; a row, a range.

] "g to fullfil one's promise.

] J§ to tread down or in.

H^ rfi :^ 1
people are not al-

lowed to squat or stop here,

/jj ] ^ to disregard precedent

;

not to follow another's steps.

] ^ •jS he occupied bis rightful

throne.

1 A ^ i^ to go to meet an ap-

pointment.

^ \
to deface ; to injure, as by

treading on or soiling a thing.

] ^ to smash ; to spoil an affair.

«P^^|g>fj' 1
^Mbytho

chestnut trees at the east gate

is a row of houses.

4:sX.' "Wood

10 ft ^ in 1
tl^e bamboo

tsien' arrow is like wood.

Bead tsin'' An ancient drum,

si.K Chinese feet six inches long.

Fram property and small.

Light in estimation ; mean,

tsien^ low, ignoble, worthless ; cheap,

low-priced
;
poor in quality

;

to disesteem, to depreciale, to un-

dervalue, and henco applied to

what belongs to one's self.

1 ft or
1 M 'iiy ^^ife.

1 ^4 5^ '°y surname is Chang.

I
ifg a bad physiognomy, a thief's

face.

M ^ >Jc 1
^* P'''*^®

*s ^^'y ^'^'"^

1 'B' RM °''
1 ^ A * miserable

loafer ; a shiftless fellow.

] A or
] ;{^ worthless baggage

;

said of or to women.

1 I& ^^7 poor talents ; inferior

abilities.

f^ 1
he disgraced himself

] ^ people not in ofiBce, the plebs.

i ft 1 fr ^ S 1 io a poor

and low condition [the scholar]

acts according to it.

*]? ] the degraded classes.

^ ]
to depreciate.

1 K ro :R: fi yn may Jw**-

teem riches but you should honor

virtue.

To present food to one about

starting on a journey ; to

tnen' give a farewell dinner to a

friend ; a parting present of

money or food ; comfits.

] fx to entertain one going on a

journey or traveling.

1^ M ]
glj during tho liiuiy of

the farewell dinner, — I can't

express all my feelings.

] jjig presents to a traveler,

•g^ ]
or ] g^ to present tho stir-

rup cup.

\'i From water and loic.

A swift current or race-way

tsien' where the water dashes up

;

to spatter against, to dash up,

to spurt out ; to color, to tint

j ] a rapid flow of water.

jD^ ] to dash up.

1 T " ^ 7K it spattered me all

over.

1 ^ to spatter dut.

IS ?# jy 1® jfiL 1 :^ I I

beg that my heait's bload may
spurt on your Majesty,—to prove

my sincerity ;
— said by Lin

6iang-jii of tho Han dynasty

^ M 1 ^ tho white surf soaked

my dres.s.

j •^ to make of a uniform dusk

color, as a fur.

1 6^ ill j^ spattered all over.

/M?Ji A prop to shore up a rickety

-2j-" or leaning house ; a sluice or

to'(7i' ditch to lead water through.

^ I
a plough-beam.

I
—

] H prop up the leaning

house.

IJ From water and to cut.

A short affluent of tho Tang-

tskn' tsz' Elver neai- Ngauking

fu in Nganhwui; t') find

its way in, as water does ; to ad-

vance by degrees, slowly, stealthily,
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little by little ; to flow ; to pene-

trate ; to permeate, to be aflfected
;

to cross, as a stream.

] ] ^ came on gradually.

] pjj in order, one after an-

other.

] ?^ it is growing colder.

grandly those frowning crags rise

on higli.

I \^^ he gradually enters

the true or holy path.

^ ^ ] j^ to follow on regular-

ly ; advancing in order.

^ ]
the tears flowed.

1 1 S, 65 very gradually.

1 ^ growing larger.

I ^ the 53d diagram, referring to

wind and hills.

Read ^tsien. To tinge, to imbue

Avith ; to soak into ; to reach.

1 tl jfi iH imbued with benevo-

lence and rectitude.

I ^ to tinge, to moisten with.

] ^ the stars [3 6 i hi Lyra.

"M. 1 "3^ 1?^ *"^ ^^^ ^^^ reaching

to the sea, — as Yii's intluenco.

)) From "ion and impious.

To arrogate to one's self, to

tsien' usurp ; to assume what does

not belong to one ; usurped,

despotic, assuming; dubious, con-

fused; disorder; discord in music.

n
] •gt to aspire to the throne.

^'

I ^ out of order, not in place.

] 7^ 1^ he speaks before his turn.

I ^ to overstej) one's powers or

position.

] ^ to arrogate an improper

title or rank.

] d§l to usurp dignity or honor.

Read tsin' Slanderous insinu-

ations ; to overstep one's place or

rank ; to bo in error.

gtif/J^
1
J^ D£ a <iis:,rder

begins to spriug when slanderous

suspicions are received in the

mind.

S mS ^ 1 °^ ^^^ other hand,

he says my words are not true.

Old $ou7ids, ts'en, ts'em, ts'in, and dzen. In Canlon, ts'in, ts'im, and sin ;
-- t« Sw

and ch'ian ;
— in Amoy, ch'ian, cL'iam, jan, chiau, ch'au, and ch'eng

;

171 Shanghai, ts'i" and dzi° ; — in C/(t/«,ch'ien.

lalow, cbian, cb'°oi, ch'iam, ch"i, ch'ieng,'atow, cuian, cu'"oi, en i«)

— in Fuhchau, ch'ieng ;
-

The character is described as

composed of ~f* ten with yv
man on top of it, bat the idea is

obscure; this with ^i T7 and

jjij J3^ are very liable to be oon-

foanded in poorly printed books.

A thousand; many, an inde-

finite number ; very, earnestly

;

perfect.

1 ^S f^ *' ™'^'' ^y ^^ means

be done. ^, ,.

] ^ versatile.

1 ^ (fl the bachelor's button.

] :^ ift f§ yo"^ s°°^ ^^f
;
said

either to a man or woman.

1 i)f ^ I earnestly beg you

to retiun.

I Jx a wrench to draw nails.

(Cantonese.)

1 ^ W "S exceedingly strange

indeed.

1
"• ^ 8fc •* thousand to one he
will not reform.

aftw tlio plowing with your ten

(houiAud pairs of plowmen.

^J" ] to bend one knee.

^ ] name of the winnuig card
;

Tnet an old gambler, a blackleg.

^ 1 ift ^ the whole universe.

S IS 1 ^K t° congratulate the

empress or princess on her birth-

day.

1 1^ a great embarrassment.

] ill ^ 7!^ over thousands of

hills and streams ; — far off.

,to'ien

From man and a thousand whom
he rules ; it is now chiefly em-
ployed as the compound form of

the preceding.

A chiUarch, now usually call-

e<l ^ i|8; anciently a thousand

cash.

<=ff

^ts'ien

From hand and thousand ; oc-

curs wrongly used for the next.

To graft into ; to stick in or

between, to put in. ^-^

] ^ a chiropodist.

] ^^^ OT
I ^ a tide-

waiter, an imderling in the

customs, in which sense it is recent

and local.

I }$ :S^ TtC to graft, fruit trees.

Jrft -^ '''-'^ °f * thousand; a kind

(,4*1 of conifera akin to the fir,

ts'^ien {Abies kptolepsis), a lofty

and straight tree foimd in

Shansi and Hunan, whose fruit is

ediWu ; there is much discrepancy

in thu way of writuig the name of

this tree ; its wood serves for mak-

ing furniture and dwelhngs
**

m
is'icn

From to go and a thousand or

great ; some distinguish between

these two characters, confining

the first to moving things ; the

second occurs used for ^sien ^|1|

11 fairy ; but the third is nearly

obsolete.

To move, to remove, to put

elsewhere ; to ascend ; to bo

promoted, as in rank ; to go

up; to transpose, to change, to

improve ; to be removed ; to deport,

to dismiss.

] j^ or
1 ^ to remove, to go

elsewhere to live ; to change

one's lodgings.

^ ] n^ fig Shangti caused tlio

remuval thither of this intelU-

geiit and gootl— nUer.
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I ^ Elfc j^ to reform and become
good.

1 ^ '^''
i§ 1 *^ move, as one's

residence ; to be sent to another

ix>st.

1 5i II# H to put off the day, to

procrastinate and dawdle.

^ ]
to degrade to a lower rank

;

used in former times when the

right was the honorable side.

}tp
I

to eject, to evict, to turn out

a tenant.

I i^ to clear out, to skedaddle,

to make off.

1^:T^ -A road or way leading north

cl'' I
and south through a grove

^ts'ien or forest, as |Jg is the old

name for a path leading east

and west ; a path leading up to the

grave ; occurs used for the next.

H 1 M;t'MM ^'as, whichever

way I look, there is nothing but

weeds and rubbish.

^^j^ Used with tha last.

c /PI A road
;
green, verdant.

^ts'ien ii jij •§ j )
see how fresh

and green the valleys are I

'rom grass and a thousand,

c I Exuberant and vigorous fo-

^ts'ii'ii liage ; a tint, like the color

of topaz.

^ I
luxuriant.

j^ & 1 1
the herbage is very

green.

I

I few A. swing; to swing to and

! JsUi'ii flit ] ^ a swinging frame.

^^^V Composed of^ or •!> to asseiii-

<y?^ Wc over two P monlhs, and two

^ts'ieii J^ men ; q. d. all the party con-

sulting.

All, the whole ; unanimous

;

tbe general opinion ; a flail.

1 ^^^ all agreed that it

was so, or that it was right.

1 ^ A all of them were unwill-

ing.

] B* ^P
—

'
^^^ '^^''^ °^ °^^ opi-

nion.

TS'lEN.

From bamboo and all;

changed with the next.
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ts'ten Bamboo slips used for draw-

ing lots ; a sort of cage ; the

written response of an oracle ; to

subscribe; to write one's name ; to

sign.

I
J^ a choular, a subscription

paper, a round-robin.

] J- the slip on a letter or box

on which the address is written.

I ^ to write one's name ; to

subscribe. (Cantonese.)

] ^ to subscribe for.

1 ff to joui another in engaging

a teacher.

glj :5^ ] a tooth-pick.

] ^ to stamp a paper, or a pass
;

a clerk who stamps pajiers.

I ^ a kuid of paper knife ; a

family register.

Used with the preceding.

A slip ; a lot on whicii names

ien or characters are written ; a

label ; a warrant, a ticket

having an officer's name on it, and
answering to a license to sell a thing,

as salt ; sharp ; to pass through a

hole, as a thread.

— '^
I

a cup of the fj" ] or

bamboo slips, such as are seen

• in temples, or before a judge.

^ 1 Po^ |> to divine by drawing

lots.

>AC ]
an ui'gont warrant.

i^ BH 1 ^^'""tlen slips an inch

wide and ten long, with the name
and lineage and post of ollioers

written on the gi'een end ; used

as a card to hand into the em-

peror at a levee.

Jg the response of the lot.

|§ the book of answers.

^ (or }§ 1
'" Cantonese) to

assign officers to a station by lot.

] or j|^ I
to issue a iierrait

or warrant.

iS ] to draw lots.

^ 1 M is *'''® response of the

lot is very intelligible.

^ 1 ^ one who gives the tallies.

1

1

1

liJ

i Often, hut erroneously used as
ie contracted form of the last.

jfe'jV-M A species of wild garlic or

I
To signalize ; to make a note

of, to record ; a slip ; a form

Js'ien a model ; a label ; a title of a

book.

fi W M 1 wite a label on the

cover of the blank-b(X)k.

jjl'i ] -^ paste on a label.

^ 1 a slip pasted to a book or

roll, stating the name and price.

a W ]
'"'^'*^1 on copy slips.

Ml
Js^ien

To cut ; to stick in.

1 1g m' Pi P'wce

weasand. (Cantonese.)

] J^ to stick a pig.

his

Originally composed of ^Jj- a hat

and Jn to «'<•/> above it, indicat-

rfs'k'H ^"o ft progress witlioiit effort ; the

jj knife was afterwards added
;

occurs used for 5J to clip.

To ad\ance, to progress ; to

come before ; to lead forward ; to

present or hand to one, as a sword
;

in front of, in presence of; before,-

in ad\ance; the former ; the van
;

formerly, previously, anciently ; at

the bi'giniiing of a sentence, often

.answers to when, at the time ; to.

clii) ; a ligbt black color.

] ^ before, after.

1 H '"'
1 5i '^'^ '^^y before

yesterday.

I jfg
already, before done.

] y\ \a,< month ; month before

last, mouths ago.

] g^ ahead ; the first.

[|^ j
before one's eyes ; now, this

very time.

1 335 oome here ; abont coming

;

this coming before me, as a

document; on learning this, as

a fact.

/^ ] before, then, that time.

1 ^ il ^4" •* i** ^axii to guess

how it will turn out; or what

rank ho may attain.

J: I ^ go on, go ahead.
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^ tj 1 ^ W i'J be will h'3

iiere .iboiit the first of the moiitli.

1 A ^T tS ^ A T am suspi-

cious of him, — as I have been

ouco deceived.

M ! ^ liyson tea.

] A '< preflecessor
;

progenitors.

I 5^ to advance.

!^ I
ill the Imperial presence, as

Iho body guard or chamberlains
;

also ajiplied to privy councillors.

fli ^ /j^ 1 '10'^ '° S^^ o"^ i" '^''°

woild ; to make no progress.

^ ] ;^ to advance one over his

equals ; to overslaogh.

1 ^ such an one, as ^ g, -^- ^p

] g§ I have already told Mr.

So and So.

] "a 01 ^^ ihosii words were

rather in joke.

T \/'. From woman and before.

cjtjjlj The planet Venus is ^ ]

^ts'ien ^, applied to it as the morn-

ing star ; and regarded a.s

the wife of ^ ^ Jl ^i'l which i.i

the same planet when it is the

evening star.

From loader and to walk or to

owe ; it is aUo read isien, and
porlinps most frequently cyen.

Spittle ; the watering of the

mouth ; flowing on and o^•er,

as water; succeeding, con-

tinuously flowing, as a line.

P ]
the mouth watering.

] ^ a bib.

dragon's blood, a medicine

or paint; some think that am-

bergris is or was denoted by this

term.

if,!^ I
viscid saliva.

Pi 1 \% frothing at the mouth.

jj:
i

or f^ 1
or 5^ ]

drooling.

\^ ] a jmddle made by water

overflowing.

^ ]
mucus of Bnails.

^1 E. ^ "^y mouth has wa-

tered for that a long time; he

has been greedy for it.

^ I
water flowing in a channel.

J

,nien

1

rts^'en

From water and impious or for

;

the first is the most usual ionii.

' An ancient name for small

branches or feeders of the

River Han, and now for one

of its headwaters near Han-
chung fu ; to ford or pass

over water ; to swim or dive ; to hide

away, to abscond, to secrete one's

self; reserved, reticent ; underhand,

.secretly; carefuMy, heedful, feeling

one's way ; a cess-pool.

I
^ careful steps.

1 Tt yK'^ *•" ^^^^'^ under water.

\^ 1 reserved, reticent, retirbg.

] gjj a cautions general, like Fa-

bins.

I ^1 M ^ a concealed dragon

is of no use ;
— so Ls a talented

man who is kept in retirement.

] {JJ concealed, lying close.

§^ I
fish hid in the water.

1 $t'^^° secretly listen.

1 ^ to reform in retirement.

From metal and narrow ; the

composition of the character liad

reference to some implement of
husbandry like a piclc or bill-

hook.

Copper money, coppers ; a

mace, the tenth part of a ^
or tael ; the only coin of the Chi-

nese now made, calle<l the sapeqtie

or aapeca and cash,— the last from

a Moorish word catx(i. applied to a

tin coin made at Malacca a.d. 1500:

it originally weighed a full mace,

and was once wages for a day's

work; the term mace is derived

from the Malayan word nuts, abrid-

ged from the Hindu masha, a weight

of 15 grains troy ; a coin of any

kind; cash, wealth, property, money.

^ ]
copper coins; a cash.

^ ]
wealthy, rich.

] ^ a mint.

4^ ] jJH a raiser.

\% 1 or J^ ]
to eX'hanga into

c.x-Ji.

j^ ] rtxl palmer slips with fg out on

them hmig on doors at newyear.

m I
slipsof red and white paper

placed on gravts.

'lii f^ 1 'o scatter tho ^ |
or

tlie ,^^ ]
paper ca.sh along the

road at a funeral.

^ \
or ij«

I
light, 1)ad cash.

] ^ revenue in cash.

I
-^ T o""

1 ^-K lis <lie rate of

exchange is low, or has gone

down.

m ^ ^ 1
^^^'^^ '*' ''^° P"*^** ^^

it?

W 1
^^^^^ari^li'^an

can get the devils to grind his

mill.

^ ]
silver coins.

1 M^^^'^ l^e looks upon the

hole iu a cash as big enough for

a caugiie ;
— he's a niggard.

] ^ ^^ ^i money serves ibr every

thing.

1 pT iifi S'^
money will move the

gods.

^ ]
'^ how many mace does it

weigh ?

I
— one mace, one caudareen.

] tft ^ i^ ^ trifling matter to

dispute about, as a case at law.

Hi ] a poetical name for a lichen

or liverwort. (Marclidnf.'a.)

1 "Mi M one good cash can be

got out of a myriad ; — one

honest man found in ten thou-

sand.

Read 't^ien. A mattock.

J^ 1 ^ ?* i ''"'y '"''1 over tho

grour.d with their mattocks.

Shallow, as shoal water ; su-

jierficial, not profound ; light,

'ts'ten as a pale color ; easy, simple,

as a character having few

strokes ; short, as fur or pelage
;

weak, as spectncles ; dripping ; to

sprinkle or dash water.

.^ ^ )-5^ ] unacquainted with the

difterenco of things.

1 K'l tS ^ ^^ '^ shallow then walk

tlirough it.

]
J^ easy to learn; unlearned,

cnipiricitl. not profound.

] fS^ ^ 'i^ ^ superficial scholar.
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1 1 RT ift ^<^ '^^^^ ^^^ '"i l'"Ie, as

an infant.

] ^ vulgar ami superficial ; airy,

pretentious, as a composition of

little merit.

^ ]
very simple and easy.

@_^ ] impatient, testy ; not very

respectful.

S A 'T* 1 ^'''T tlisastrous to

him ; a serious injury.

] 115 ^' ^ its meaning is easy
;

he is easUy iinderstocxl.

] ^ short fur.

] ]
rapiil, rattling, as a stream.

^ A ^ 1 Ih <^''6p thinkers never

talk shallow words.

j^ I
to run agi-ound ; nn shore,

gi'ouniled.

] [Jg vile, lowlive.

Used with the precednig.

Thin
; beaten out, as a plate

ts'ieti' of metal ; shallow.

I
fp a sort of armor made of

plates to put on war horses

;

the front boot in a chariot.

*I* 3K 1 ^ the small war chariot

boarded ui.

Vrom }il(mt and west.

A cHmbing plant witli lage
ts^kn' ovate leaves, foinid in Shan-

tung, also named J^ jjj^ or

earth-blood, and ^ ^, and other

names ; its roots, collected in Mav,
were used to dye a reddish or

carnation hue, which in the Han
dynasty was used only for imiserial

robes ; it was also employed as a

tonic medicine and in dysmenor-

rhoea ; it is applied to two or three

siKicies of madder, jK^rhaps the

Jiiibia aiiffustissimm or cordifnlin,

and the manjista.

In Cantonese read ^siti. A kind of

floating grass ^ ^ffi^ |
with the

linear leaves in whorls, grown in

goldfi.sh {X)nds ; a Ifipjmris.

^ ] caraway.

"ti^^ The name of a tree; luxuriant

'Jptj" and vigorous herbage ; fine

ta'kit'' grain ; used for the last.

^ ]
vigorous vegetation.

1 1 ^^ ''' lourishing and rank

field of grain.

/zi^) I'rom man an<l ftznrt' ; some read

I rx) it ts ''inij^ wrongly.

/s'leu' A commendatory tenn ap-

phed to [lersonable maidens

and comely youth, denoting b?conj-

ing, good, or fair, that they are

like beautiful plants ; a i)i'etty,

smiling mouth; to servo an (jc-

ca'^ioii, to burrow for a purjwse.

j-g ^ 1 ^ what a Iwwitching

smile 1

g|| ]
fine-looking, beautiful.

f^ I
for, instead of

] -^ I am quite entranced

l)y the sight of this pretty wo-

man.

^ I
to hire, to engage to work.

Road ts'in//'. A daughter's hus-

band was fonnerly so called in

Shantung.

' J A sort of basket or cage ; a

~pj cros.s-bow of bamboo ; fine,

is'ien'' delicate bamboos

ts'ien^

m^

A fence or wattle f)f tliomy

plants ; a palisade across a

canal or water-course ; a

fishing-weir ; to fence in or

hedge around.

m The moat or fosse aronnd a

town ; a ditch to lead water

f in irrigation ; to dig out •

fX 1
ag"tter.

ts'kn' Jg 1
to dig a .sluice,

^1 iId *«? to guard the

place by a deep fosse.

]$oard.s for cutting inscri(V

tions VT books on ; tablets for

memoranda.

1^ ]
a written tablet

Sft 1
Wocks for writing or

printing on.

A pall to cover a hearse, now

called f^ pti or coflin cover;

that of a princ;: was of

carpeting, ijn oflScer"s of cloth,

and a scholar's of matting;

the adornments of a hearse.

ts^iat'

n

^Ji) From .tUh and tliirk ; al^^o read

ts^ien' A dark reddish color dyed l)y

the Chinese madder {liub'a)

on silk ; a light azure color ; to

tighten a string that it will not

loosen.

j ;j^ ]^ J^ banncre of a dark red.

Old sounds, tsik, dzik, dzit, dzip, and tsip. /« Canton, tsik, tsat, tsek, tsap, ts'ap, //«•/ chip ; — «« Sivalow, cliit, chiat, chip,

chak, and chin . — in Amoi/, chit, cheic, chip, nud slok ;
— ih Fuhvhau., chik, clwk and chieh ;

—
in S/tanf/haif tsih find d/.ili -^ — in Chi/n, chl.

Tlie original form is supposed to i ,v|-»} Krom slciness and dart, intiniat-

iiig the sudden quickness with

which disease strikes men ; used

with the uext.

Sickness, disorder, illness; a

natural defect. ; calamities,

afflictions ; urgent, pressing, prompt

;

r resemble a sick vuui propped tip

in his bed ; it is the 104th radical
j,nm of a group of characters relating I

to diseases ; also read ^chtoang.

Disease which makes one take

to his bed. I

,tst

h.asty. touchy; infelicitous, nnlucky,

injurious ; to be angry; to envy, to

hate or dislike.

I
^' ailments, diseases.

P? 1 '<> g" "^"'l inquire after an

invjilid's health.
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1 \f^
testy, quick, irritable.

^ ^ 1 "s still he never spoke

impatiently.

p^ \
infected by, as malaria.

I jj in haste, quickly ; fast as

possible.

] /^ a leper. (Cunfonese.)

S>J 1 IS ^ ';S -t tbe ijeople

therefore looked angrily at their

superiors.

M 1 ^ ^ lie ^"d not recovered

from his illness.

] ^ a crashing clap of thunder.

^ "s ^ 1
I ne^er speak but

I get hatred.

,g, I
to be taken sick.

] ^ impetuous and haughty in

temper.

^ ]
hurried, wgent.

1 ^E 13 3j5 tlicn immediately

come back.

From woman and sickness.

5 Envy, jealousy ; to disUke,

as a competitor ; to be grieved

at another's prosperity.

^ to envy the good.

I S ^" ^ 1
i^°pi" °^ ^^°

same craft are usually envious.

^fl jealousy.

• 1^ M 1
^^® harbors the most

rancorous euvj'.

,§l to repulse one from dislike.

Ml

Gorse, furze.

J 1 ^ t-l'© Tribulus terrcstris

^tsi or caltrops, found in Chihli

;

it is fed to camels, and the

seeds are employed in diseases of the

eye and coughs.

^ 1 W '''°" caltrops used in

war

^ -^^
1 1^ ^'^'^ grasping a sprig

ofcaltrops ; 7tiet. the task is very

liard to do.

3t 1 ^ probably a kind of gorse

or furze with yellow flowers^

From I' a seul and % a sort of

J
Sjwon to take up grain.

Eating, or jast about to eat;

to go, to approach ; an adecrb

of time, now, soon, presently, forth-

with, then, when
;
perbajB ; as to,

even ; this ; that is, or, alias, other-

wise; the snutf of a candle; to fill.

1 1 36 if ^" abundance, too

much, crammed full.

] ^!l
or li 1 or

I JHf forth,

with, presently, instantly, now.

1 y U ballads for the times.

] ^ instantcr.

I
to-day ; the same day.

] ;§; or ] {^ just that, it is so

;

the same as.

] ^ just now, meanwhile.

] '^ r4 supposing that.

1 ] ^ come back immediate-

I J^ ^ money on the nail.

1 ^ or
] fa if- supposing.

4" ^ 1 # -^ JC S I w'U "O'^

seek orders from tbe great

tortoise.

^ -fljj ] no other than.

^p. ^ 1 ^ if it be not this, then

it is tbat.

^ ] lu-gently, as speedily as pes-

sible.

] ^ to ascend the throne.

] ^ ] ^ go and come J)ack

right away.

^ ?S6i -ffi 1
wewyear's day comes

soon.

^*C 1^ ^ 1
a terrible calamity is

very near.

1 5^ quickly^ hasten hira.

Iff ^ ^ 1 X tlieso Miao still

refuse to do their work or duty,

does he make us act without

coming to consult us ?

^r| To make bricks of eaitli and

—Hi ^ line a grave with them;

^tsi used for the last, the snuff of

a candle ; to dislike, to have

a horror of; to snuff out.

^ ^ ^ ]
[hold the candle in

the left hand,] and suuff it with

t!io right.

1 ^^ fr ^^ utterly extirpated

them by his cruelty.

The hum of insects

;

the 1

fM) noise of a crowd.

i'-^' 1 1 ^ ?jS tl>e sound gra-

dually incroascs, jwof acicada.

PEt 1 ^ A groaning a long lime.

. without the door sat Miihlan,
' -' her busy slmtUe humming its

quick sound.

I P^ low lui'.n, as jwople lallviiig.

1 1 IjK OE fl"'<-'k gabble: an

earnest talk, which the s^pcakcrs

do not want others to o\erhcar.

Name of a tree, allied to the

ash called | |^, us«l to

make staffs for old men.

I A a workman >vho makes

aiTows, or carves gems.

mm] Mm^i^^^<^ ^^'^t

old man feels kind towards his

staff, which he takes with him

everywhere.

The centi[x;de | |y[, which

J is fabletl to eat snakes.

tsi ] JU loopers, geometrical

worms.

^ I
a species of beetle.

|Art A common fish belonging to

iK|* J the carp family.

j<6i ] ^ ,ffi a bream (Cyprinus

ffibelio'des) with a long dorsal.

1^ ^ ] the bluut-headed bream.

{Ci/prmu3 abbrevicUus.)

^ I
the red tailed bream. (Qi'/M'i^

tiiis auralus.')

^ ] a species of jierch, 20 inches

long, found in tiio gulf of ChiMi.

m \ mm^ fr«8^ l^ream and

sliced pork dumplings ; inet. fine

eating.

The noise of insects ; but

) more commonly the squeak

tsi of mice.

the rat gave one squeak and ran

into his hole.

\\L

From water anil spoon.

) Water issuing secretly

;

ot

^tai sprinkle.
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A
JH

From birds oq a tree ; an olil

form repeats tlje ^ llirice ; tlie

' contracted form of J\ j«e« com-

ing into
'—

' one place is common
;

used witli tlie next, and occurs in-

teicliauged with tsnh^ >^ mixed.

To flock together, as birds
;

to gather, as clouds ; to assemble,

to collect ; to settle ; collected ;

accomplished ; to bring together,

to convene ; to succeed, to be

accomplisheil ; to set down quietly :

io mix properly, to blend ; to go

directly to the mark, to reach at

once ; to compile, to make a collec-

tion, as of writings ; a miscellany,

ana ; a market or fair.

^ ] to have a full meeting ; all

came together.

^ ]
a collection of essays.

^ "f? Is 1
^^'iii"i om ex[)cditiou

was elided. — we said we should

return.

—
I

one division of u book, what

is under one head.

$? H ?35 I
many affairs and

people came upon me all day.

^ I
to compile and arrange pa-

[)ers or writings.

] '^ to convene ; to assemble.

T^
]

jjeacefully gathering, as

people in their villages.

I f^ to collect into a whole.

] ')ji\ an old name of Shun-king

fu in the south of S/ch'uen-

'ki 1 ^° S° '" ^^^ ^'^'^^

PI From carHufje and a ivldspep ;

occurs used for the last, and f^, ;

f^j an oar, and j/i7/, ffl to bow. !

To connect and arrange the

parts of a carriage, to put every

part in its proper place ; union,

concord ; to make everything

agreeable ; to sjwak gently and

cordially ; to look pleasantly ; to

collect, to assemble ; to compile.

1 Ifl to bring together the most

important ; to arrange the test

parts, as of writings.

J({\
I

in accord ; to jtacify
_ and

arrange.

^ ]
peaceful.

Mi

words were affable, the jxiople

would become united.

^ 1 SI ^ '^ "rge neighboring

states to be at peace.

1 Dc to gather.

I ^ IS 15 let your countenance

1« mikl.

A fountain gently bubbling

) up ; the noise of boiling or

liubbling.

"I
From cocer and yaumjer uticie ;

the second form is unusual.

'

Still, silent, as an uninha-

bited house
;
quiet, unmoved,

like a recluse ; lonesome,

solitary.

I ^ alone, retired, unemployed.

I ^ silent, as if dead ; nobody

to disturb ; the Budhiists use it

for the hermits {amiiija't-ah) or

strict rcK-luses, of whom there

are three classes.

1 M ^ ^ not a voice heard in

the stillness.

1 f^ 7 Sll
sitting sliil, as a me-

ditative priest ;
quite inactive.

1 ] (juiet, us in a settled me-

lancholy ; immovable.

Used with the precedhig.

Silent, quiet.

1
to nuimble i

prayers, as priests do. i

jql ] solitude and silence, j

Head chii/i. To sigh and i

lament.

] ]
sounds of sorrow and grief.

From to /70 or foot and a/so ;

the last two are common.

A trace, a foot-mark ; vesti-

r" ges. effect?, consequences ; j

the results of pre\ioiis con-

duct ; to trace out, to follow

up, as in search for results

:

examples or words of former

great men.

4t J^ ] no clue of him.

J]^ ] pf ^ a suspicious appear-

ance or act.

ip|l
I

or ^ I
evidences of divine

or supernatural jxiwer; miracles.

r^ 1 il ^fi*
*o pursue one's own

course steadily.

Jg, ] a f(X)lstep ; a track.

M^M ] ^ *="' <iii<l ""t "0-

tliing about him.

rfj^'
I

a streak, a stain ; a grudge,

bad feelings left in the mind.

^ ] old effects of; exami)les,

influences handed down.

J(f ]
insignia of merit.

^ ] efti-'cts of wind ; influence nf

usages.

j^ 1
^i jM^ examine into il.s na-

ture deeply.

H^ ] overpowering energy, as of

a god.

tfj ] sentiments.

T.
I

royal deeds, or fortunes.

-^-It> From ji/oiv and ancient ; used «
'TH )

"'"''''^'' ^orm of tti(!> ^ to

}r borrow.

The emperor's fleM of a

thousand men, called the -^

] {3 was anciently that on which

he began the plowing himself in

order to encourage the jieople ; the

ciops were used in offerings.

^ ^ 1 1k %^'^ store the croi>s

from the crown lands in the

sacred granary.

From hamboo and Jielil ; Inter-

(liange<l with the preceding, and

with Isiii' ym to borrow.

A book for records ; a list, a

register of the people ; the place for

registration, one's original family

seat or village ; to enrol.

JiB. 1 :S •ffi
his forefathers were

of this place.

^ ]
records ; books.

® ] violent, savage ; destructive.

J^ ] or ^ I
or

1 ;^ census;

the register of the people ; re-

turns of the population.

in ] to return to one's birth-

plitce or family seat

1 It 55 ^ he enrolled all tho

circuits for military service.

^ I
the original family seat.

124
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^ 1 ® ^ vagrants, gypseys,

(jeople that have no home.

-ffi 1 ^ ^ l>e is at his own vil-

lage recruiting his health.

] ]
the sound of much talking.

Q-tf> Vromfoot and ancient.

Jt^) To stride; to step over a

i^tsi thing; to walk reverently, to

step foiTJialiy. with a mea-

sured pace.

U 1 M •^o"'' sli'l' "" llieniat;

said of those days when chiiirs

were not u.sed.

!iJ 1 iD •& l'"'S; S" slowly and

l)rtcisely.

2^ ^ I I
they attended to the

furnace with dignity or alacrity.

:jA?i Hie original form delineates tlie

vertehrie above ^ Jlesh, still

J
/SI

'isi

imperfectly iigured in its present

form ; in common books this

character often resembles fch'un

^ the spring.

The spine, the hacklwne ; the

back ; the ridge of a roof, or on a

plant ; a sierra, a ridge ; tlie fur on

the back of an animal ; conver-

gent, as the ribs ; a bone ; a prui-

ciple.

^ ] # or 1 # or 1 ^ #
the backbone ; tlie vertebne.

] ^g the marrow in bones.

^ ]
the timber in the roof-tree,

jjj ] a ridge of hills.

44 >^ )
no dependence can be

placed on him.

W 1^ W ] I 'lave right and

reason for it

^M ] ^ IS K> poor that bis

backbone is broken and his mus-

cles twisted, — for want of food.

5E I
dead men's bones.

From disease and the spine as

the phonetic.

Lean as a stick, emaciated,

reduced to mere bones
;
poor,

as barren land ; to make lean ; to

impoverish ; to retrench, to restrict.

^ ]
died from his sickness; lit.

tliiown off his luanuess,

] J; meager land.

iPi 'iJ- \ A .W flE a «'''y !>«-

poverish another to enrich one's

.self?

] ^ thin, lank. o

1 (^ ^ li'ii" horse.

Poor land, such as is on the

J tops of ridges and hills; a

J
tsi low ridge.

I B lean, unproductive land.

^ ]
the ridge of hills.

A short and careful pace ; a

, mincing walk ; to step here

tsi and tliere.

i^ ] T> fc uneasy, op-

pressed, restrained.

J§^ ] ^ "U he does not advance.

mit^f^^^M^- 1
though

we say the earth is so thick, one

cannot but tread on it carefidly.

The house-top bird, perhaps al-

luding to its habits.

A bird, the
] ^ or pietl

wagtail (Molacilla luzonieiisis),

common ui southern China; it has a

mottled neck, and is called g ^
the snow-lady, and sometimes ^
f^ or money-mother ; it j[| P.^

fj-

^ suigs when it flies, and wags

when it walks.

1 ^ ?£ >K *^'' wagtail is on the

ridge ; — a simile for brothers in

trouble.

;i
,igi

1 From ear or demon and gradual

;

they aie also read tsien^

The death of the ghost of a

man ; these charactei-s with

others are pasted over doors

in times of pestilence, under

the notion that the devil of

this name will drive off sick-

ness.

The plait or folds of a wo-

man's skirt; the plait in a

frill.

From streni/th and responsible ;

it is nearly synonymous with tho

iie.xt.

Merit, praiseworthy act.s
;

conduct worthy of reward.

^t^ From silt and responsible.

/j*^) To spin thread, especially of

^Ui liemp ; to spHce threads

;

merit from doing laudable

works ; duties, sernces ; the place

where they are done ; an affair ; to

complete an undertaking ; to be

achieved ; to be operated on ; finish-

ed ; to join or piece.

I f^ to twist hemp.

J^ j
to spin and join thread.

I f^ to tie on.

^ ]
meritorious works.

H ^ ^ 1
[Yao] triennially

examined into their acts.

^, ] ^ ^ the worthy deeds of

all were quite complete.

^ I
utterly routed.

•^=1^ To gather, as to store up

•^^^j grain ; to hoard, to accumu-

jfoi late, — and spoken chiefly of

things ; to pile upon, to add,

to increase ; increasingly.

^ ]
to accomplish, to get rich.

1 ^ much happiness derived from

good works of supererogation, —
applauded by the Budhists.

1 if dm-ing many years, for a

long time.

I ^ to heap up riches.

1 ^ or
1 US '•'^ ^*y ^y- '^" lioard,

to amass.

H 1 ^ M "^^y^ *"^ months

multiply.

IS @ ^ 1 ^'** misfortunes have

been caused by his enl deeds.

yfi ] ^ water standing in pud-

dles. {Cantonese.)

i^ ]
to pile up rubbish.

Read 'ts^ Stores of grain ; to

pile it in stacks on the floor.

^ jH ^ I
[the reapers! pile up

their stacks.
,

f;^5* Also read lsz'>

X^j Grain pilwl up on the floor

,/of(' for thrashing, in which sense,

it is like the last, and is some-

limes used with |j^ to reap.

1 .^ |5fe fjfe
'tc pt'iis '^^ grain are

very great and numerous.
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5^.
,>Sl

1

Krom stone and vRtponsibU.

Kocks under water, half-tide

rocks; stony places that

check the current, wero ouce

so called in Honan.

^ ] the desert of Gobi.

From ^ field and J\, man, with

X to ao '«•

A share or plough used at the

commencement of spring.

I 5 |g well sharpened are

the good sliares.

J^ ]
an old local name-for dice

in the south of Chihli. ^.-»'^^

,tst

Read ^ni. To pouit out ; used

by Budhists as a final particle in

writing Sanscrit words.

Small, diminutive.

> \ R i: ^} Iho toil and

labors of Ihc [loor people.

Panicled millet {Punicum

,) vvliacewn), also called J^,
ouo of the five grauis

;
quick.

] -^ or ^ )
these two

are merely varieties of the same

species, whose seeds dificr in size

and colors ; it is rather glutinoii".

)^ I
or Prince Tsili was Shuu's

minister of Agriculture, and I lie

high progenitor of the Cheu
cnij^erors ; he was made the god

of Agriculture.

^1 MJ^U^ the gods taught

people sowing and reaping.

jfii 1 ^ E * noble statesman,

the prop of the realm.

:§; H "F ]
the day will soon be

done,

j llj a district in the southwest

of Shansi in Kiang cheu on the

River Fan.

^ ^ is 1
all "^^^y quickly-

JEi.

OIJ sounds, ts'ih, ts'ik, ts'it, and tsip.

cL'it, ch'ip, and ch'ek ;
•

Composed of 05 " f'atc/iet and

^ (or sS) uncle; it is inter-

'.j^i'
changed with the next.

A sort of pole-ax ; to pity, to

coiiimisserato ; to causo pity, to

distress ; mournful, sony ; near,

related to, of kin ; attached to

;

angry, vexed, roused; deformed, as

a hunchback.

^ ] one's relatives not of the

same surname.

^ 1 'te Hi to feel for other's

woes, mutually afflicted.

^ jlfc ] JE she has only got this

hunchback.

']' A :^ 1 ]
the mean man is

always dejected.

] ] jjj, 1^ uterine brothers.

~P^ 1 t^ with shields and spears

and axes displayed,— he march-

ed out.

t^pS^ 1 ?^ ^ S yo» ""ay

not so grieve our former kings.

^ ]
son-y, mourning for.

7n Canton, ts'ik, ts'at, and ts'ip ;
— in Swatow, ch'ct, chit, and chip •,— in Amoy,

- in Ftihchau, cli'ik and oh6k ;
— in Slianghai, ts'ih ;

— in Chi/u, ch'i.

-1

Js'i

Used for the last.

Grief, sorrow ; to be afflicted

;

syrapathizingiy ; sad, pained,

mournful.

U Ik'i # 1
1 1'*^'® involved

hiiu in sorrow.

,tsh

The steps of an ascent or

) stairway, otherwise called [^
Eif teeth of tho

] and _^ ^_
stairs.

^ I ^ 2]i on the left a stairway,

and a flat place on the right.

A kind of pole-ax, used with

spears in war ; an ornamental

sort of halberd carried in pro-

cessions.

,ts t

Mi

The original form is composed of

—
* one crossing 'f' middle de-

flected
;
q.d. one oftheoddnnm-

hers ; the second cliaracter is the

complex fonn used in hills, and

lil;e the next.

The nmnber seven.

^ ]
the seventlL

-f- ] seventeen.

I -f-
seventy.

1
§A^<>r ^ 1 A2S»ear
destruction, devastated ; at sixes

and sevens ; ruined.

BS I
lif A to blindly arrange

things, to misplace all around.

1 ^A SiB too many at it ; inet.

too many cooks spoil the broth.

] J5 or
1 ^ the seventh even-

ing of the seventh moon ;
— a

festival for women.

3g ] or IJJ I
to attend to the

funeral rites of each seventh day

till the 49th day, after which the

burial takes place.

1 ^ a verse of four lines penta-

meters; and
] f^ a verso of

eight lines.

1 !Sl A ^ confused or incoherent

talking ; a gabble.

I J5 ^ the Chinese puzzle of

seven pieces, the tangram.

From water appearing to issue

from a tree ; the second and
third forms^specially denote the

lacker tree, now superseded by
the first.

The varnish or lacker tree,

{Rhus vernicifera or Vcrnix

vernicia,) from which the

Chinese collect sap for lacker

ware ; viscid or resinous juices used

in varnishing ; to paint, to varnish
;

black, as lacker ; adhesive ; friend-

ly, doating on ; the first form also

means a small branch of the River

Wei in Shensi, which flows by

T'ung-kwan, and joins tho Tsii be-

fore entering the latter; and an

ancient city in that region.

^ I
paint, varnish ; to paint.

^ ] [£ a house-painter.
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] /^ the vaniish tree ; it is ap-

pliud to other oil-proihicing trees,

as the Croton and Elceococca.

W- 1 ^ Siichau red carved lacker.

>^ I
sealing-wax.

)X, 1 )r wafers.

] ^ o'' 1 P?S A poisoned with

h»ckcr.

J2 ] to ixiint.

^ 1 §S g'ldcd lacker-ware.

] j^ clear varnish.

IS^ in ,1^ 1
h'** disposition is very

artectionate.

] ]p a black carriage.

Read tsieh^ A staid, composed

mien is
I I ; said of persons en-

ga2e<l in performing ceremonies.

From mouth over the e«r.

) To whisper in the ear ; to

f'( asperse, to blame one ; the

S()u:id of the voice.

IS^ ] 1 jy 'IS: j^ do not be fond

of hearing slander.

To twist a cord ; to join, to

) continue, to come after, to

Is'i succeed
; to jjursue after, to

be on the search for in order

to arrest ; continuous, successive :

occurs used for the la.st.

] 5^ to pursue and sei/.e.

I 5f/,
to watch smugglers.

1 %I* ^ revenue-cntters.

] y^ he has been caught.

^ ]
on the search.

5^ ] a jib set under a junk's bow.

1 \ MW^UW^m K babbling

and talking around, planning

how to slander people.

] ^ to continue the reputation

of; lasting biiglitnes.s.

Sg
I

to get on the trail of

In Pekingese. To hem ; to sew

together ; a seam, a hem.

^ ^ 6'5 1
* close-stitched seam.

] ^ -^ to sew a seam.

] ^ to hem or baste.

_ttl>, Krom spear and wUs/iei:

JplXii To store up weapons, to put

Js^i them back in an arsenal ; to

gather in ; to fold, as wings

;

to collec-t one's self; to lay aside, as

arms in time of peace ; to surcease.

and keep tlie peace.

is like fire, those who do not

cease from it burn themselves

;

like Matt. 2G : 5-2.

1 /3^ t^o gather in, to gu.ird.

I ^ to f(^ld the wings.

^ "H^ ^ 1
t'"^**® '*''^ fewer in

comparison with the former.

In Cantonese. To make even or

.smooth ; to press together.

Jg fij ^ I
tread it down s ilidly

or cli se.

^ ] ] trim it, olf evenly, as

the edges of sheets.

AttN Water rapidly flowuig out

;

ijjj^) rapid ; cordial, harmonious,

j/i agreeing.

Jt [^ ] ]
his horns are

harmless as a sheep's.

1
^" ffi ix '"'^^ quickly the mal-

lard was out of sight !

-Jiy To repair, to put in order ; to

J=| J thatch, to cover ; a sort of

ts'i spinous herb.

] ^ to rebuild, as a wall.

1 ^ overlapping, as scales.

•^ 1 'fe S '"^ fentx in and pre-

pare a garden plat.

1 S '° cover >ir roof ui.

] SB tf ilt ^"
''^P''''''

^''S o''' foun-

dations.

From pliml .ind to .ilore up.

A kind of Li'dte growing in

^is'^i damp places in Chehkiang

and Hunan, whose leaf is li-

kened to the buckwheat ; it preiserves

fish, and has a sharpish taste.

1 ^ l^'s Houttiojma coijata,

whase leaves are sometunes eat-

en.

1 [ll
'* I*"'' '" Chehkiang, where

this plant is found.

^f^ From raitt jiiiil to store.

'^1^1 The noise of a driving rain
;

jfc'f a dash of hard rain ; applied

to the din and clangor of

nmsical instruments.

Tsinsr.
Olil souiuls, tsin, tsira, and lUiii. Li Cuuton, tsun, tsan, and ts'am ;— in Suiatow, cliiii and chim ;

— in Amoy, chin, ctim,'

and sill ; — in Fuiicliau, cliiiij; and chc'iig ;
— in Shanr/hai, tsii-.g and dzing ; — in C/ii/u, cljin.

, ^
From water aud accordant.

A ford, a ferry ; a place

J,fi)iff where streams meet; a nar-

rows ; a mart where boats

stop; to moisten, to imbue, to

soften by soaking ; saliva ; the sap

of trees.

^ ]
to miss the fording-place.

fjjj I
guard-houses or douaws at :

fords.

P^ ]
to ask the way ; met. to

seek a wife.
[

] P a ferry.
j

0^ I
to produce | \^ saliva, as

acids do.
!

I
jj^- the water oozes in.

|

I ^ a bridge oTer the ford.

Po^ 1 3^ 2j5 A to get hints from

other's experience.

\ ]
running over, full aud more;

as in
] 1 W 5j^ I relish [the

study] more and mare.

1^ \>^ ] the path to elysiuin or

fairy land.
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] llilj
a rfojjcew or something over

ihe regular pay ; batta.

^ ]
the port of Tientsin, for

wliich tbe secon.l character alone

is much used in the >icinity ; the

star y in Cygnus.

The ancient name of a ri\er

in tiie north of Kiangsu ; a

^tsiii place where waters collect,

as ill a marsh
;
gradually, ui-

crcasiiigly.

1 ^ M #? il gradually became

a fixed habit.

.1

^E^ To influence, to act on ; a

jf malign halo around the sun
;

tsiii abundant, full.

'f^ ]
noxious, malarious.

1^ 1^ 'ftl 1
I'l^ powers of nature

act and rciict on each other.

^ I
an ominous, pernicious in-

fluence.

JStU

A slone resembling jade ; a

man's name.

]*'rorn man and exhausted ; it is

oftuii interchanged with the next.

To finish eiilircly; complete-

ly, easily ; all ; the utmost

degree.

j fi^ quite enough.

1 Pj JW It '' *^'''" ea-sily be done.

] S '?» ^ '"^ '"'^ ""^ \y:cn here

for a long time,— or at all.

] "l* ^ -^ it can be easily ]jut

in (or go down).

] ^ the farthest east.

1 ^ t^ ?i *ii'**'- o'> l''° li'*' •""''

pronioti,)ii.

1 ^^-Wit the bees and but-

terflies flit about as they please.

From d'mh and remains of a fire

or cinders ; tlie contracted form

V is common ; used with the next
in some senses.

An emjity \ es.sel, a.s a bra/jer

h'n' from which everything is

burned out ; to exhaust, to

use al! ; to indulge, as excessiNe

giief; a work ended, a quantity

finished ; ended, as life ; the last,

as the twelfth moon ; finislied,

empty ; achieved ; nothing left ; all,

fully, entirely ; to do to the utmost,

with the whole energy ; the utter-

most, extremely.

g^ I
all gone, use<l up.

I ^Jj )^ with my whole heart.

W ^ ^ 1
'•lere is still a littl left.

^ ] his life is ended, his span

is run.

^ Ht ^ 1
^''^ patrimony is all

dissipated.

jjSjJ fig 1 $g he slew them all.

h 1 J^ ii^ I'll pay yo" at tte

luonth's end.

Isll sW ^ 1 ^ cannot express all

my thanks.

1 A ^ to fulfill the d lit ies of life.

1 ^ to i^erfonu well one's official

duties.

Q ]
to put an end to one's self.

# ^ 1 W W ^ 1 iS i>y'>i^s

do not exhaust words, nor words

ideas ;
— ^ ]

at the end of a

note, intimates that the writer has

not said all he woidd or ought.

M. ^ ]
inexliaustiUe, as reason.

1 iiS 'l''"^I •'^ martyr to chastity.

1 i^' yK '{M
'"'" ^'^^ soaked through.

^^ ]
a moon of thirty days.

] "(^ to indulge the feelings, as

ill acts of kindness.

ik 1 5c ffi
to go to the ends of

the earth.

] p^ at the \ery einl, reached

the limit.

~ M^J ]
took them all at one

haul.

1 -jS ^ W ^ '''° ^^^^^ '^ ""'

clearly said, — but it Is hinted

at ill the words.

I
^Jic^'G wishes and thinks of

iiothiiig but play.

O I-'ro;n^?'e and exhausted,

^ini Ashes, embers, snufl' ; a resi-

ts )i' duum after combustion ; a

(liienohed brand ; the relies,

the rem-iaiit, as of a conquered

people ; the remauis of.

135 ]
what is left after the fire,

ffc !^ Jc 1 ^^^ turned to ashes.

Jj^ ]
the remnant of the poptilation.

snuft" of a lamp.

Like tlie preceding.

A plant whose roots afl'ord a

yellow dye ; a residue ; to

promote to a high post, as a

faithful minister who is ] g or

an officer placed near his sovereign

;

sincere, attached to.

^ \
a loyal oflScer.

in office he proved his fidelity,

and when he retired to private

life he reformed his ways.

.J;^^' .V rapid flow of water ; a

'Inffi branch of the River Han hi

Uiii' in Hupeh, aud of a small

stream in the south of SliensI

;

used for ,-^ saliva.

] 1^ flowing swiftly.

Presents given to friends

when going on a journey, or
' exchanged as tokens of re-

membrance.

] JH parting gifts.

^ ]
to receive presents.

1 to send some delicacies to a

frie;id going away.

From water and to sweep by hand.

To soak through, to penetrate 5

ts'n' to steep hi, to wet, to macer-

ate, to immerse ; laid under

water, as an inundated field ; it has

even been used by some for Chris-

tian baptism ; wet, drenched, unbtied

with
;
gently, gradually.

I ^ drowned.

1 1^ soaked in syrup.

] }p| to imbue with, to bias, to

prejudice against

1 ^ >^ ""t soaked through.

TfC 1 ^ the water overflowed the

street.

ff 1 i&! IS the perspiration rolled

down her face.

1 ~r M ?^ soaked several times.

tsia^
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1 ^ broad day.

1 —. 1 j^ sprinkk it till it is wet

tlirongli.

1 -ffi JB s'teeped in spirits.

1 ll^,
*^^'' '*' *^ ^y immersion.

j

S ^ I J^ his words are insidious
'

and seductive. I

!

Ill Cantonese. A coat, as of

paint ; a thickness, a skin ; callous

skin, which can peel off. . i

^ 3 ]
varnished it three times

—
I ^ one envelope, one cover.

'

I

) From silk and to adeance,
|

Q A sort of light red or cama-

tsin' tion silk ; to wrap or gird,

as with a sash.

I j^ red girdles denote ilie gentry

and officials, whose names arc

in the ) ,# ^ or 1 |lj! ^
# or 3X J^ 1 W "'^" govern-

ment red book.

Interchanged witli the hi»t ami

the next, and also used for Isieii^

to introduce.

To Stick into ; to insert, as in

a socket ; to shake ; to strike the 1

watches ; to rescue.

] ^ to stick into.

] ^ to hold the official Ublet. '
j

^ 3t 1 ^ the fame of virtue i

strikes the bell ; i. e. animates

men. .
;

'l||»^
^ ^ From B sun and a contraction

j

^J I of 5 reaching to doubled ; tbo
j

f second form is common, and not
|

-
"

^ ^ I

to be confounded with 'pu •© ! 1

pi ' it is interchanged with the next.

To increase, as young plants

when the sun comes to them
;

to grow, to flourish ; name of the

35th diagram, composed of fire and

earth, and referring to the abun- I

dance of nature ; to stick into ; to

attai'h to, as about the person ; a

drum ; to curb a horse ; to go to or

enter.

] •^ take another glass; said to a

guest.

J^ ] to rise in office.

] Ig to have a personal nitcr\iew,

to visit.

^0 1 JD ^ [their fraternal regard

is] like that of the states of Tsin
'

and Tsi.

1 ^J ^ dynasty which lasted from

.V. D. 260 to 317, and its suc-

cessor the "^ ] which eon-

'

tinned the name till a. d. 4 1 9, in

all 154 years. '

) P a powerful feudal kingdoui.

in its widest limits occupying the

southern half of Shansi and

'

northwest of Honan along the

Yellow Bivcr ; it w as conferred

o^MUU^ l>'ot'ier of ^ 3E
of Cheu, B. c. 1 107, and endured

under 26 rulers from 737 till

430, when it was iMiilitioned by

Han, Wei, and Cheu ; it had

several capitals, and is often still

used for Shansi province.

Vt^ > From to 90 and biiuU, but the '

.VHi primitive is hy some rcgnrded as
j

^7^^ a contraction of /in ^Q to tread.

To advance, to enter ; to go
in, up, or on ; to bring in or for-

ward ; to exert one's self; to adopt,

as a religion ; to promote ; to make
pix>gress in ; to come near ; a pro-

motion, an advance ; a division of

'

a hong or house, in wliicli each has

its own entrance.

] ^ § if^ the very best sorts of

incense ; 1. e. such as are brought

as tribute or revenue.

I ^ to be advanced ; to promote.

1 »S ffi H embarrassed how to
i

act ; to advance or retreat is

'

equally difficult.

] M^ ^t\ ^ scheme to advance

one's self.

"^ ] to make progress.

i^ ;g ]
he does not improve, he

makes no progress.

H tS 115 1
he bowed thrice and

began to speak.

] P^ come in ; beginning to learn

as a craft.

1 Wi to enter the sect.

't'' 1 i *-° 1>ecome a tsinsi' or

graduate of tlie third degree

;

tiiese are permitted to erect

tablets over their doors ; the

tirst on the tripos writes ^ yQ,
the next seventeen on the list can

write g' ^ chief of the Con-
cours ; and the rest merely 1

J; or doctors of Civil Law.

S'J I ij? l-o *-^^^ tlie firat step ; i. e.

to become a siuts'ai.

51 ]
to bring to notice, to bring

forward.

] § to worship with a great

parade, to go to a temple in

style.

:5t 1 *"*^ ^ 1
ancients and

moderns.

M 1 a? .">• m ^ 1 as i'"«

many divisions or houses is it

deep ! (Gantonesf.)

J'^J
A beautiful grained ijebble.

Q like cornelian, regarded as a

tsin' gem of inferior quality.

^X|7) -Mso read ,/s;'.

P A town formerly in the pre-

text' sent Ho-kien fii in Chihii,

which was taken from •(£ by

^, and its people moved off ; also

an old town in the south of

Chihii, between the stat«s of Lu
and Sung.

.) The i^ 1 is an old name
for a Pinna, or similar shell

tsin' which produces a byssus ; it

is found ou the northern

coasts.
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Old sounds, ts'in and ts'im. In Canton, ts'Sn, ts'&m, ts&m, and ts'un ;
— in Swatow, eli'in and ch'im ;

— in Amoi/, ch'iu,

ch'im, and sim ;
— »« Fuhchau, ch'ing, ching and ch'tng ;

— in Shanghai, ts'ing, dziiig, and sing ; — in Chifu, chin.

From to see and plants growing

towethsr ; occurs used for ^sin fCT

^tsm

To love, to be attached to,

as to one's kindred ; liking,

pleased with ; to approach, to place

one's self near to ; near, intimate

;

personal, belonging to one's self,

myself ; a relative ; a wife ; kin,

kith, kindred.

^ ]
to consummate a marriage.

jS 1
'" 'X 1 " father.

M ] iS ^ both parents are still

alive.

3^ ]
to receive the bride.

^ ]
ri'lated to him.

] jjl relatives of the same surname.

^ I
relatives by consanguinity

;

those derived through the wife

or mother.

1 ^ !^ I wrote it myself

I ^ to love much.

] jj near to one.

I ^ very intimate.

l& 1 ^ in i£ B^ a relative afar

off is not like a neighbor near.

—
• ^ 1

connected or related by

only one tie, as two families.

1 -t to 1
to be doubly con-

nected, as to marry a maternal
;

cousiji.

^ SI pi aJ ]
poor i^eople must

j

discard their relatives ; the ^
I

are parents, brothers, wife
j

and sons.

] ^ or ] $ relatives of an-
}

other soniame. '

:^ A ^ 1 M'^ g>'e«t '"e'l do

not personally attend to small

affairs.

^ IR ^ 1
"o' myself at all.

in ] to run against one. {Canton.)

I ;^ ^ the Imperial Guard or

Household troops in Peking.

1 # ^ ft I myself will lake

all the responsibility.

,ts'm

Read tsW Relationship, af-

finity.

^ W ^ 1 ^^^ person was de-

tailed according to his degree of

'

kindred.

1 ^ oi"
I ^ the parents of a

married couple.

From man and to sweep by hand.

To usurp, to incroach on

others' possessions ; to appro-

priate, to invade, to stealthily

advance or enter on ; incroaching ;
j

rising, as the tide ; dwarfed or de-
|

formed
;
possessed, as by a spirit.

^ I
a poor year ; bad, as a poor

I

harvest

] ^ to usurp and injiu-e, as [an-

other's functions or property.

I fijf
to occupy another's land

unjustly.

I ^ to intimidate and insult.

1 jSt ^ invade and chastise a

;

rebel princedom.

I ^ to usurp or pare off by de-

grees.

] j£ to approach unawares.

] m to sin willfully, to dare the

results.
j

1^ ]
low in stature.

'

I ^ S§ @ to falisfy accounts

and take the money.

^ M MiM 1^ 1 so as not to

let the wind and rain come into

— the house.

In Cantonese. To put in fur-

tively, to adulterate, to debase the

quality of goods.

] ^ J{i| to braid in false hau-.

1 6^ /^ ^ ^^^''^ ^" a f®^ '^ad

ones.

^^* Occurs used for the preceding.

(V^^C ^ ^^^^ horse.

(/s'm 1
1 ^ ,l| the coursers

tiew over the ground.

4E ^ 1 I
the charger sped as

he felt his rider.

m

jfe'm

Red fringe of silk worn on

the helmet crest as a kind of

uniform ; it hung down on

the neck.

From ^ grain and ^ to hull
rice contracted, intimating tliat

good grain was the proper revenue.

A fine kind of rice ; a feudal

state which arose with Fei-tsz' ^^^ R c. 897, and gradually ex-

tended over the whole of Shensi

and Kansuh, till, in b. c. 221, under

the Emperor First
\ j^ ^ ^^

it subdued all China, and was

called ] ^ the Ts'in dynasty.

I
•^ the range of mountains

which divides the valleys of the

rivers Han and W6i in the south

of Shensi.

1 A J^ 1^ he is a brother of

Ts'in ;
>'. e. he is not one of my

friends ; it's none of my business.

^ ffi
-^^

1 }& ffl :5^ S if you
don't want me, somebody else

probably will.

^ 1^ ] ^ ^ make a marriage

alliance.

] ^ red pepper, which came from

the west.

;f; I g the Roman empire.

In the old time, an ox was

so called in some parts of the

north of Cbma.

A sm all cicada, which has a

square head marked with

stripes.

j^ ] a kind of blue-bottle fly.

1 "M" ^ .^ a cicada's head and

a moth's eyebrows ; met. a fine

woman.

From shelter and to sweep with

the hand ; the addition of y\
bedstead was later.

To lie down to sleep ; to de-

sist from, to rest ; rest, repose ; a

bed-chamber ; a dwelling-house ; a

'ts^in
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retiring room in a palace; the

recess or adytam where the tablets

and images are placed, or the rear

room of the ancestral temple, used

for the purpose ; a house or mau-

soleum near the grave ; the resting-

place of the dead ; the ancient name
of Ku-chi hien @ ^ |^, in the

southeast of Honan.

7i ^ ^ 1 ^® sleeps so quietly.

1 ^ a dormitory.

^ ]
to lose one's sleep.

1^ I
I cannot finish or stop the

affair.

] ^ to call in troops, to cease

from war.

j£ ]
the apartments behind the

hall.

S -^ j|^ 1 M- '^® affair was

then brought to a close.

] '^ ^ ^ '^'^ •"'*' either in sleep- !

ing or eating.

1
"^ tt i% *^o '^^^P 0" ^ "!•''' *"'!

pillow on a clod, as filial sons

do when mourning for a parent,
i

^ ] an old name for the six

offices in the palace for clerks.

^ ] j^ J^ put her to sleep on the

ground.

An awl ; a graver ; a pomt.

Bead ^ts^ien. To engrave, to

cut, to carve blocka

^;A>? A noted town in early timesW in it B U '" the center of

ts'in' of Honan, called then ] '^•,

used for ^ to soak, to moist-

en ; it seems to have been applied

to the canals made in the Han dy-

nasty to irrigate that region.

^ > From jiiouth and hearl ; this chil-

li racter is sometimes written [^ as

a nearer approacli to the sound.
iiiij

ts^m

To vomit, said of animals ; to

spurt out ; to belcli, as vile talk.

^ ]
or

j§g ]
to rail, to talk ob-

scenely.

1 ^ [i{ if pt to rail is to use

bad language.

IJI ]
the cat vomits.

V \ J From voter and heart,

i^L To sound the depth of water
/s'm' to fathom ; to comprehend

; to

enter into
; a large affluent of

the Yellow River, near Hwai-king
fu. in the southeast of Shansi.

] •]^ a small department near it

<5J 1 >6 fi% '''^^ ""1'' &^^ into

the heart and .itoraach.

I .^ ^ 4* ^8 'i'iily searelns

and sifts— the mud for things.

§ I j^ Jj§ the fragrance pene-

trates the nose.

In Cantonese. To soak through

by rain, to get wet ; to let fall.

^1 ?^ Is ''o"' let the rain

wet it.

1 /^ to get wet tlirough.

will be broken.

1 ] P"p try its depth.

"> An implement used m making
ink ; a marker or pen made

U'in' of bamboo to draw lines.

Tsiisra-.
Old loundt, tsing and dzing. 7n Canton^ tsing and tseng ;

— in Swatoiv, cbeng, oh°*, and cli°ia ;
— in Amoy, cWng, ch'ing,

ch'an, and s^ng ;
— tn Fuhchau, ching, ch'ing, and oliiing ;

— in Shanghai, tsing and dzing ;
— in Chifu, ching.

mixed

Prom rice and jiure ; q. d. the
best of tlie rice.

Cleaned rice ; selected, ma-
ture ; the best or finest ; un-

; fine, subtle, delicate ; ac-

customed to, devoted to, expert at

;

skillful, as in strategy; smart, quick,

ready; the pure part of a thing,

ethereal, essential ; the essence of;

the germinating principle, semen of

males ; an ajjparition, a wraith, a

form taken by spirits ; before other

adjectives sometimes makes an in-

tensive, as
] t^ very skillful.

] ^^ fine and coarse.

^ ] )p$ '1 good spirits, vigorous,

smart ; but ^i^ | means an idea,

a sentiment, a brilliant concep-

tion.

] X skiUed workman.

^4* 1 ijljl Jfa. Ji JS tlie spirit

and scope of the theme or quo-

tation — must first be grasped

clearly.

] ^ the flower of the troo|)8,

picked men.

] ^ animal vigor ; the quintes-

sence ; subtle air. ether
;

pure,

essential ])art of a being.

^ ] or jg ] imuhnitary emis-

sions.

^ ] 'f' Wt ^'^i" i" * thing de-

pends mostly on diligence.

] ^ an elf; one acting strangely
;

an apparition
;

prodigies, a ix>r-

tent

I ^ fine, spiritual ; shrewd, ready

at an answer or a plan. I

i^ 1 ^ /p ^ if y°i ^^^ ""to,
I

I'm not a fool.

j HU ]
he has met his match '

the one is well pitted against the

other.

1 ^ Tf^ ^^ t^<? semen is the

support of the animal spirits.

I 1^ the sun and moon ; the real

and the ornamental; the spirit-

ual and the substantial.

1 pS ^ IS' i'^'^ mostly clever at

lying. (Cantunese.)

1 M '' country lying near the

Bay of Bengal.

<& 1 ^ ^ pure in heart and

admirable in doctrine.

[|[ ] the round pure ;
— a poetical

name for heaven.

] |g a bird resembling a pheasant,

fabled to have been the daughter

ofShinnungwho drowned herself

in the eastern sea.
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U-Ka I'roiii eye and dark; it was at first

|1^& written like tiie last, bnt early

*Hrl clianged.

' "^ The ball of tlie eye ; so some

say, but more properly the

iris; a
-jf ] pquare iris is

regarded as a sign of long life.

B^H 1
the ilk

|£j ]
the white of the eye.

I§ ]
or ^ I

blue eyes, which

are supposed to be the color of

demon's eyes.

@ /^ ^ ] to fix the eyes on a

thing; eyes set and staring, as

when terrified.

4 tl ^ IS 1
to draw a dragon

ill id leave out the eyes; iikI. to

decline to finish a work.

] J^ the crystalline lens.

I* 1 3lj night-blin<lne.S!3.

'7 if? HB ]
"*^* ''0 "•* one's eyes-

nut to keep to good manners; a

little careless of propriety.

4
"4^, A dragon-fly, which sips the

1^ water ; hence
] Jg liS ^JC

^tsiiKj the dragon-fiy sips water, is

said of a style of writing that

contains delicate allusions.

I ^ a black field cricket.

jjlf to stiuid on one's head.

A wader found in the south,

( f^("»«J
called ^1 ]

a sjjecies of

^tshiy gray heron ; the | ^ is al-

lied to it; a bird like an ibis

fcmnd in Chehkiang, and sometimes

eaten ; it feeds on eels, fish, and

reptiles.

h'roni fie.sh and i>urf.

Lean meat, having no fat

;

pieces of lean pork or mutton.

The flower of the leek is ^
] . applied also to chives and

shallot-s.

] ] in full leaf; luxuriant.

1 ^ n large triquetrous sedge

found ill Honan. used in clearing

liquor of sediment.

^ ] a kind of greens reserabUiig

Imnip, and used like pepper-

grass, as an appetizer.

126

c'«"'.7

^Ulny

cP3

^tsiny

The second is read ^siny, and is
^

nearly synonymous with thefirst,

and most in nse.

Fishing baskets.
|

^ I
a general name-in the

;

T'aiig dynasty for baskets

and creels used in fishing.

Read tsieiv' for the first. A bam-

lioo cross-bow; a small variety of >

the bamboo. I

F/oni bnnner and to /iroiliice,

A banner, like an oriflarame,
j

having plumes of different

;

colors, which was waved to

encourage the troops; a standard

of a chieftain; to make signals;

notices, signals ; to make manifest,

to discriminate ; to show, a proof.

1 K ^'"I'li^rs and flags.

^ ]
banner hung by a corpse

;

it is sometimes made of jiaper

like a square pillar with the le-

gends written on the sides.

|g ]
to request that a worthy

person may be honored with a

scroll.

] ^ insignia or testimonials of

merit confcn'ed by the sovereign

on deceased persons, as loyal

oflScers or worthy widows ; they

may consist of flags, inscriptions,

and honorary gateways.

1 S'l "<''& ,8 *"" '"''''1^ t^'s difference

between good and evil.

] ^ a kind of ancient way-mark.

I
]jl|5 a posthumous reward of

merit.

] slow moved the pen-

nons and banners.

^ PP fr 1 I would like to be at

your side to salute you.

I~| From sun thrice repeated
;
q. d.

art the essence of light.

^tsing Luster, brightness ; clear,

pure ; crystal ; stones that

are transparent or nearly so, as

quartz, fluor-spar, calc-spar, Iceland

spar, or beryl ; crystalline.

^ 1 tea-stone, cairngorm stone.

S 1 smoky quartz.

7K I
quartz-crystal.

^ I
aciiular tourmi^'ine or acti-

iiolite in quartz.

^X 1
rose quartz.

^ ]
beryl

;
green flour-spar.

Jw M, 1
''''''"' weather.

7K 1
'^ Neptune's palace.

'^ Originally desi^i^ned to represent

fields divided among eight fami-

lies, reser\ ing the middle one for

tsiuff public use and digging a well in it.

A well ; a deep pit ; the adit

or sliaft of a mine ; an excavation
;

a plat laid out regularly ; arranged

or plotted in a regular manner ; the

48th diagram, referring to water

nourishing peojile ; among masons,

the labor on an earthwork is reck-

oned by tile tshii/ or cubic foot

measuring VI tsun or inches.

1 7K "ell water.

Ttf 1 A 'I loafer
; a huckster.

iiig at the sky i\\ a well ;— an

inexperienced per.son.

1 1 'fJ ^ arranged in fine order;.

very regularly, like beds in a

garden.

13 ]
or ^ ]

to dig a well

~
1 J^ a square rood of land is

called —•

I £g, and anciently

measured 900 men.

iS "6"
1 '^ '^'°*'' o"' **" "^d well

;

met. to marry a rich widow.

5^ ]
an open court or space be-

tween houses.

]
ijg the 22d constellation, the

six stars ye^Xfiv in Gemini

I ^ a village.

fl $1 1 E3 to '"'•"g well-water

and [pound in the] mortar; i. e.

women's work.

^ t§ is 1
^^ waits till he's

thirsty to dig his well, — dila-

tory beyond endurance.

1 i'i M ^ shallow well with a

bamljoo sweep on a frame.

ftdt' Female \ii1,ue or accomplish-

fs/l merits, which induce a quiet,
•

tsiny'^ composed way of action.
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J
-1 From c'lire or place and a well.

A pit-fall, a hole ; a pit to

catcli beasts in ; to fall into

a liole.

tsinfj' RS 1 *" t«">We into a pit

;

to entrap. t

-fli 1 jy S RS he spread a pit>-fall
|

and fell into it himself.

<^ 1 "f" i9 4* '•' ^"i" t* * snare
\

to the country, as opium is to

China.

^ ^ ] to dig a grave.

i
i To cool, to make cold ; fresh,

cool.

tsiiiff'
] ^ to allay the heat.

1 ^ cool, refreshing.

^ fmS 1 '" ^^'"ter keep warm,

and cool in summer.

^n
tsnii/

Female chastity and pro-

priety, exhibited in a retiring

demeanor, standing ,ipart

from others ; slender, lithe,

slim, as a girl small-waisted.

] ] supple, vigorous ; said of a

full-grown woman.

\^\ ' A privy, a place which re-

|P3| quires constant cleansing, as

to'wy' it receives all sort of things.

JLJf^ From pure as the phonetk- and

(r^J to estalilish.

Ulng' To become quietly settled,

as a disturbed region ; small

fine; peaceful; concord; to tran-

quillize, to order ; to restore peace

by destroying the enemy ; to clear,

as the sea from pirates ; to plan, to

think on ; to regulate, to keep in

order; in epitaphs, gentle intluence,

self-poise and few words.

H 1 nij ;t%^ <i»iiy I'l-'in-

ning for the urgent requirements

of every place.

] J|fr to exterminate rebels.

f^ ^ 1 i^ if I should manage it.

g ]
to make one's self easy by

doing the right.

1 t^ % te quietly fulfill the du-

ties of your jx)sts.

life ^ ^ I
the region is at peace.

From ilenr and to strive ; it is

interchanged with the Inst and

the next.
tsing' stii]^ quiet, as a pleasant

solitude
;
quiescence ; retiring; ini-

jjerturbable, impassible; mild, peace-

able ; silently
;

pure, as a ix)ol or a

sacrifice ; at rest, no bustle : to b.'

quiet ; to ponder, to think carefully

on : to judge or examine ; to desLst.

>& ?!K 1
'"* ^""itfift^d, patient heart.

] ^ to keep quiet, to nurse one's

seU'.

] ^ silent, not to speak, to hold

one's peace.

_^ ]
chaste, circumspect

:jg ]
the stilly night.

llj 1 ftl iC & 'hese hills arc

quiet as in the pre-adamite day.s.

ffl 1 5r ® stirring and quiet :

talking and doing; every act;

idl that one can do or be.

1 ;{^ e.\ccssively quiet.

; 1 ^ ^ ^ a JS to reflect on

one's errors in the quiet of home.

[ "M t 1 * # ffil
all offi«'*'^

j rested from business and did not

punish people.

I b" .S> i ^ moodily think of

my case.

] ] ^ be a little quiet, keep still.

.j{r< > From pure and to xee, defined as

HW if it was |(j ^ to request to

r^. ) see ; it is like the last.
tStllf/

To ornament, to bedizen ; to

paint the face; to allure ; to sum-

mon, to call.

1 Pi.
paintefl and tricked out.

1^ ] false lieauty ; prinked up.

P^ ]
briUiaut, splendid.

^ S 1 f1^ handsomely and prcl/-

tily adorned ; a clear white

complexion with black eyebrow.s,

is regarded as beautiful.

gi| ] a flash of lightning.

In Cantonese. Handsome, ele-

gant ; clear, dazzluig, transparent

;

looks well, becoming.

if» 1 Po 1
^^ 'f i^ ^^ pretty.

M 1 f^. jft
'his '« 'he gayest.

» rf^j "j From water or ice and piarrel-

YTr|« iiig ; one says the meaning is

_ > derived from TjC iciiter added to

/~Sk W *"" < "'^ second form is

IT» J much used as a synonym, but

tS!/ii/'
I'roperly means cold.

The ancient name of a pond

in Lu. and of a rapids in the

Kiver Han ; actors who personify

warriors and pamt their faces;

pure, spotless, iindefiled ; limpid,

clean, not dirty-; to wash, to

cleanse ; only.

]
;g' the net weight.

M 1 ft 'C" *'° P^fy his heart.

ijf iji \ 1 only myself here

;

he is quite alone.

I -J^
the undefiled land — of

bliss, of the Budhists ; a pure

state <jf mind.

Bfl W 1 ^l* * bright room and

clean furniture.

1 jJC "^ * cleansing charm, a

cabalistic phrase on yellow pa-

|)er hung in the halL

^ ] ]
to clean by washing.

I
:|^ a close stooL

— f@ ^^ * ^ 1
everybody has

gone. {Cantonese.)

"iSb 1 "-o ^^h clean ; to reform.

J/<\)

From to stand and to qtuiml.

-W To stand at ease ; still, quiet.

tsiui,' '1^ 1^ 1^ # 1 g". l'« ''^-

ligliled in speaking forth his

aspersions.
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TS'=i3sra-.
old sounds, ts'ing and dzing. In Canton, ts'ing and leng ;

— in Swatow, oli'eng, ch'

md choug ;
— »b Fuhchau, ch'ing ;

— in Shanghai, ts'ing and dzing j
—

1'^•l-^^ Composed of^ to bear above

C P^ iJJ I'fd, alhiding to the ground

te'ing color of plants when starting, on

the principle "f /fC ^ i^ wood

produces tire ; it is tlie 174th

radical of a few incongruous

characters, and is interchanged

with some of its compounds.

The first of the five colors, the

color of nature, as the green of

sprouting plants, the blue of the

sky, and thr azure of the ocean
;

but esiHjcially the dark green of

plants ; the green part of a thing

;

wan, fading away, pale ; black.

i^ M 1 '" ^ 1
iiltra-ma''i"e.

(which some say was the color of

Budha's liair,) whence the tc^rm

) ^ or ] ^ for lapis-lazuli.

3g I
or ^ ]

black ; usually

a])plied to cloth.

•J^ ]
or ;Jy;

I
smalts.

1 ^ "f 1 ^ juvenile,

teens ; tli<' spring-time of life.

5'| ]
to worship the tombs ; to

ramble over the fields.

1 5c & H " clear, bright day.

^ ^ 1 ''"^ white of an egg.

1 "F f^ ^^^^ scholar with the
|

bluish collar.

^ 3^ I ]
tender and green are 1

the leaves ; fresh foliaga
{

^ I
a yellowish green.

j

H^ ] copperas or green vitriol. j

j^ ]
to burn green wood.

A W 1 & "^'^ complexion is very

sallow and pale.
|

1 i'^M ^ prefecture in Shan-

:

tung, lying in the ancient
) i

^H one of Yii's nine divisions.

1 •? or 1 1^ * pickled olive.

A dark color ; black
;
perhaps

the common use of the pre-

ceding for black arose from

confounding it with this less

known character.

>^K.
in the '

^^f^
^ts'ing

From water and yreen.

Pure, clear, limpid, unsul-

lied ; incorraptible, right

principled, clean ; ringing,

clear, as the tone of a fine bell ; ap-

plied to drinkables, as being pure ;

to settle an account ; to clear out, as

°6, and ch'ia ;
— in Amoy, oli'^ng

in Chifu, oh'ing.

a water course ; to settle, to make
clear, as turbid water ; to purify

;

name of a river in Kiangsi ; Manchu.

^ 1S 1 ^ * family of unsullied

fame.

t^
I

to preserve purity ; as a

girl refusing to marry, her be-

trothed having died.

5^4S 1 ^ tlie whole matter is

all well arranged.

W^ ^ tI^ \ ^'^''oe unbalanced

items still remain on the books.

I "J* ^ cleared off the account.

i^JC ^ ^ I
it cannot be washed

out, — as a bad act.

I ^ elegant, well-formed, manly.

1 ^ ^ ^ it is clear enough to

see a hair through it.

1 am^^^if^i^ let 'he

courts clear oft their long pro-

tracted cases in order to elimi-

nate the discords which have

caused this calamity.

'^
I ^ the Pure or Manchu

dynasty ; the following list gives

the names of the eight sovereigns,

both in Chinese and Manchu.

EMPEBOKS OF THE TS'ING OR M A N H XT DYNASTY.
I

ACCESSION KEIOKED
STYLE OV BKION.

Shunchl )g ^

TEMPLE NAME.
A. D. TEARS.

QENEALOOY.

IS m 1^ 1 i!?
1614 18 Son of Tsung-teh.

Ichishon dasan. Shitsu eltenibugiie lioangdi.

K'anghi Jg m m WL a ^ '^ 1662 61 Son of the last

Elghe Uiifiii. Shengtsu gosin boangdi.

Yungching ^ JE iS ?h « 1 * 1723 13 Son of the last.

Howaliyasun to[). Sliitsung tcmgetoleghe hoangdi.

Kienlung ^ H }% m ^ & 'f^ 1736 60 Son of the last.

Apkai weghivoghe. Geotsung yoDggiyaiigga hoangdi

Kiak'uig ^ ^ fc ^ # 1 ^ 1796 25 Son of the last.

'

Saitchnngga fengshen. Jintsung sunggiyen hoangdi.

Taokwang ^ 3^ g ^ ;* ^ * 1821 30 Son of the last.

Toro eltengge. Sioantsung shaiigyan hoangdi.

Hienfung ;^ ^ 3ic ^, la t It? 1851 11 Son of the last.

Guptchi elgiyengge. Wentsung ilado hoangdi.

Tungchi 1^1 f§ 1862 ' Son of the last

Yauningga dasan. -'

^
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I ^ or
] "^C Maricliu writing.

I
jjji to purify the heart.

I ^ Budhist rules, referring to

their living on \egetal^les.

] }^ undefiled, pure.

1 is IS W- * retired, clean situ-

aiio]!, as for a temple.

I ^ a clear, correct accmint.

] "g^ a clean-handed ruler, c just

(jtti(.-er.

] M, ^ "^ the balmy breeze

comos in gently.

S J9. 1 ^ just now I have some

leisure.

Read trng' and used for J^.

To make cool

In Cantonese. All, as things;

made clean away with.

^ I
taken all away.

U ] seized every one.

1 I fl^ take a little.

1 M f€ *" "''^ bachelor.

I

=tt The ffreen fish, from its color;

<**W '^"'^^ applied to sonic kinds

^isHnff of mackerel and mullets.

^ ] ^ a species of macke-

rel of a gixjenish color which comes

up the Pei-ho in spring ; it has a

depression in the neck.

^ ^ a fresh water iisli. two to

three feet long, and prettily

marbled, reared in the central

provinces.

] 1^ a variety of the last, with

deeper tints ; both are akin to

the surmullets. (Upeiietis.)

Bead ^chi)ig, and used for |j£.

To fry fish.

J^K From heart and great.

c
I f5 Human passions, of which

^ts'ing there are seven, vU,, '^ joy,

555 anger, Tg sorrow, fll fear,

9t ^'^v'^j ^' hatred, and '^ con-

cupiscence ; the feelings, the desires;

temper, jjassion, affection ; lust

;

kindliness, jollity; tlic facts or

circumBtances of a matter ; an af-

fair, a case.

TS'lN*.

J^ j to assist or treat one hearti-

ly

^ j
or |K j luigrateful.

^ 1
or

1 i' grateful.

^ ^D 1 or f^ ) inditi'erent to

kiiulness.

•V 1 i^ ^ the affii)"- ie not yet

Hiiislied.

jif ]
the real facts or incidents.

^ ;:}' ] inapt, stolid.

] i or
] fS '^"'' causes ; and

] ^ the aspects of a matter,

as of a law case or charge.

] ]|| reasonable, common sense
;

as
ffl :^ 1 M.±.^ this is

beyond all e.xplanation ; it is

unreasonable.

ft 1 M f^ I a'n willing to do it.

^ ]
ha\ ing afi'eetions

; a Budhist

term {jrudgaLi) for reasonable

beings, man as subject to me-

tempsychosis.

1 0r ^ H" I '^o "o' ^''*n'' 'o do

it ; it is not agreeable.

] 1^ a mutual liking or friend-

ship.

^ ]
to remember a kindness.

1^ ] to plead with or for people,

;ts a lawyer or a friend.

Jm Ml 1
I" l'»y li"» '" I'is

own coin.

TS'ING.

.Pi
From sun and azure^

The weather clearing up after

^ts^viff a storm ; the clear, blue sky

;

the stars coming out ; to

cease, as falling snow.

]i^ ]
the rain lias ceased.

I ^ red or fair-weather clouds.

^ ]
a bright, spring day.

1 5C or 1 B ** fair tlaj-

S' )§fc 1 ^ ^ Ifi ^ #S ti^^'

clouds rolled .iway from the sky,

and the silver moon suddenly

came forth.

1^ ] cloudy and cleat

J
^^^ To receive, as a present ; to

[^ come into j)os.sessioii of

^fs'int/
1 ^ .31 to recei\e One's

patrimony.

1 S ^ ~F ^ ^^^ much money .

did you get ?

get altogether 1

^ ijf how much did you

f^.^ To request, to ask courteous-

PP) ly ; to beg of, to ask liberty

'ts^inr/ to do, to request orders; to

beg leave ; by your leave • to

propose ; to promise ; to invite, to

bid, to engage, — and by extension,

to hire, to call ; to confess, to ac-

knowledge.

] ^ please sit down.

1 iB W *" invitation to dhie.

]
J^ jdease tell me.

] ^ to request that a time may
be appointed, as for a wedding.

] IM don't let me incommode you;

take your own time.

] ^ ^ to engage a teacher.

1 ^ ""'" yo'^'" lordship return ?

often nsed as equivalent to Please

go, Sir.

1 ^ ^^'11 yo'i let me know your

wishes ? — said to a high officer.

]
g" to ask for orders — from

the Throne.

1 IP '0 confess, to beg pardon

;

to acknowledge a thing.

] P^ to request, to ask another.

] ]
thank you

5
good-bye; the

word chin-chin is a corruption of

this phrase.

I •i* yo» are requested to go

there.

1 tS" ] iS" a salutation at meet-

ing or parting.

1 S please explain it again.

1 'S M •H' >6 ^ liow happy

I should be if you would give

me that !

] Wi 3A please take a bit
;

please

sit at the table.

Read tsing' A term for autumn,

because anciently feudal princes

broMglit presents at that season.

^ I ;^ ;^ chamberlains in the

p.ihue in old times,

] ^ rules for drinking at a

banquet.
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Old sound, tsiak. In Canton, tseuk ;
—
in

Supposed to represent a ni/i witli
;

its i-oiitevts held in the hand;
\

the lower part is composed of ^
wine and X a hand, and the

upper originally resembled a gob-

teA.

A cyathus with three legs, a cup

for hbations ; a bamboo wine bottle

;

a bird, birds ; a degree of nobility,

of which there are now nine, viz.

)^ I aiifl ftp I princes of the
1

blood
; ^ Hp beisse and ^ ^

beile, palatine princes
; ^ duke, ^

marquis, fjQ
earl, .^ viscoinit, ^

baron, each of the last five arranged

in three classes ; in addition to

these there are four inferior I'anks,

two of which %%%M »"«!

I§ ^ It "re conferred mostly on

soldiers, and the others ^ ^|f ;it

and ,@, 1^ ^ on all deemed to be

worthy ; rank, station ; to estimate

one's ability.

1 :fai a wine goblet.

I ^it of noble rank, one of the

nine grades of nobility.

^ I
to confer noble rank.

] jj^ rank and salary.

^ I
hereditary rank.

*;^A^#^ 1 W A 1

^ ^ the ancients practiced

heavenly nobility, and honors

from man followed in its train.

^ ] human nobility conferred for

merit, is contrasted by Mencius

with ^ ] heaven's nobility,

the love and practice of the five

virtues.

From mouth and a goblet.

Tochew; to ruminate, "which

cows can do. but fishes, hav-

ing no crop, cannot do ;" to

craunch, to bite, to masticate
;

^tsioh

.chiao

in Swatow, cliiak ;
— in Amo;/, chiok ; — in Fuhchan, chiok, chifeb, and chioh ;

—
Shanghai, tsiek and zifek_; — in Chifu, choa.

a mouthful, a bite, a morsel ; to

drink.

M 1 '"'fl 1
tooliew.

^ ]
I,) L-iicw the cud.

I ^ chcweil fine.

1^ i!C 1 ^ 'o bite phrases and

chew characters ;
— a pedantic

style of writing.

I ^ 5J too tough to chew.

1 4^ ^S ?^ tasteless as chewing

beeswax ; said of a disagreeable

job.
_

1 § 8M '^ chew the tongue ; met.

to deceive, to cajole.

In Pekingese. The bit of a

bridle Ls ] -J ; the headstall is

]
j)r to hop, to skip, as a sparrow

;

to move promptly.

] ^ ^ a kind of fine tea.

jj§ Pjf? ]
'i sjiecies of surmullet.

( Up,' ti-iis hianukaUts).

ift ^i 1 ^ ft wli'^ says the

s|iarrow has no lioms — and

can't tight ? hence the phrase

] ^ for litigation, quarreling.

^ I
a goldfinch.

I ^ the bird of paradise.

'[^ ^ I
the avedavat.

^ ] a small gray finch at Peking,

taiijj-ht to play tricks.

P§ I
tile night-heron. {Nycticorax

I
ljl| or hat of the bit.

ts'ioh

'tsiao

rtsioh

From fn7'd and tender, because it

attaches itselfto man ; often wronsr-
, . ,

ly mtercnanged with j^j a mag-
|

»

pie.

A bird ; small birds like the

finch, lark, tomtit, &c., but espe-

cially the sparrow, which is also

called ^ ^ the family guest ; a

variety of wheat.

I ^ a kmd of leather cap, re-

sembling a helmet.

J(j I
the jwacock.

fift 1
'"' % I

''''e house-sparrow,

ffl 1 and llj ^ 1
two kinds of

l.-\rks,

M 1 I sparrow king or shrike.

{Lam'us scliach.)

fl# M 1
the canary,

^ ]
the mwnia.

^ -S 1
rice-birds or ortolans.

) § "^ the Giirdenia radicaiis.

M 1 ?f ^ }^ S^ ^> ^vhat do

the swallow and sparrow know
of the plans of the stork ?

grisfiis.)

A flambeau, a torch or link
;

a lighted match burned at

night on a cry of alarm.

H ffi ^ lin 1 i^ ;p J. tiie

sun and moon go out in-

deed, yet the light of man's

torches is not put out.

A pure white; clean, nice,

fair.

1 ^ ^ i^ white, without

the least blemish ; said oi

snow or a liquid.

.tsioh

Also re.id tsuh,

To sow wheat between the

rice, as is doue on uplands

;

small ; early ripe.

^ f'^ 3 1
'•^^ winter rice and

summer wheat.

ftsioh

The rippling rush of water

caused by stones ; the noise

of waves.

MM'ilk ]
tlie daHing fish

show their [bright] scales.
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TS'=IOI3:.
Old tounJs, ts'iak and dziak. In Canton, ts'^uk j

— in Swatow, cli'iak ;
—

cli'iok ;
— »n Shanffhai, ts'iek ;

— in C'hiJ'u, oli'

in Aiiioy, cli'iuk ;
— in Fuhchav,

From bird and ancient, but some
give the original primitive as a

contraction of 5^, particolored.

A, tenn for the pie, jackdaw,

jay, and similar birds.

^ I
the magpie, lit. the joyous

bird, so named from its incessant

bowing ; also called ^ \ from

its ne.st being in dry places, and

its delight in dry weather ; and

Si t^ *^'""* ^'^ piebald plumage.

^ ] the longtailed blue jay of

Formosa ( Urocissa cervlca) ; al.s)

the blue magpie {Cyanopica

njana) of the North.

[Ij .'^ ] a magpie {Pica caudata)

with a long gradated (ail.

ifeg J^ -^ ] the hedgehog yields

disgracefully to the mag[)ie ;
—

the legend is that he turns o\er

on his back to be killed by it.

J^ ] a famous physician of the

San Kwoh.

'fc ^ 1 JSS tf '''<^ magpies make
;

a bridge on the 7th evening of

the 7th moon — for the Herd-

boy to see the Weaveress ; some

say that this alludes to the mi-

gration of this bird.

^ I
a raven.

Stones of many colors, a va-

riegated stone ; to respe<'t.

^ ]
an officer of Wei.

Read sih, A stumbling-block.

A docile, well-trained dog

in the state of Sung, and like

Gdert, it has come to desig-

nate such an animnl.

m

m.

tsHo.V

m
ts'iok'

Like the next.

The rough bark of a tree, full

of cracks and fiuTows, like

that of the oak {Quercus si-

nensis) or fir.

The old bark of tree ; a rough,

(•orrugate<l bark, like the hem-

es' (V//i' lock or fir; applied to the

wrinkled skin of old men.

JkPk 1 .Iilg|||t«keawrink]«l

bark lo .scare away the dragon.

1 14 W ^ this mottled rough

surface is beautiful.

*9>
From j!!i/t and old, but defined as

lileiided stripes.

tso' A species of shark allied to

the saw-fish (Pristis); the

saw snout is six inches long and

two wide, the teeth slender; the

body is over three feet long, of a

sandy brown color ; the Chinese say

the young go out in the morning to

feed, and return into their mother

at evetiing ; the skin is good for

scabbards ; this species occm-s along

the coast of Chehkiang, ami is

eaten by the people.

Old sounds, tsiu, dzin, tsiak, and dziok.

cliiii, and iu ;
— in Fiihchau, cl

!• rom irnter and autumn.

A pool, a pond ; a branch of

•/( tlie Yellow River in Lin hien

iu the northwest of Shansi,

fuiicd for its clear, pure water; cool,

refreshing, as a breeze; to distress,

to salden.

] ]
uiournfut, sorrowing.

Ka ft? ;?; 4 ^ ^ ] A i >e-

gaiil the->e circumstances as not

calctilaled to make men sad.

II ]
a wiiterfall.

1 -^ ill JB, a chilly, moaning
wind.

(jft ^ 1 |g my residence is small

and coni racted
;
— a deprecia-

tory plir.ise.

TSZXJ.
If 0'mtori\ tsau, ts'au, and tso ;

— in Swatow, ohiu and ch'iu ;
— in Amoy, oh'iu,

<u, iu, clr^u end ch'iu ;
— in Shttnyhai, tbiii and dziu ;

— in Chl/u, cbiu.

Read 'tsino. To be stopjjed, as

water by a dike; or in a tank.

rt^I^ The wailing of infants.

c^ V\ 1 ''ID
^^^ '""" "^ insects,, the

^tsiu buzz of flies ; a low murmur.

I ] the moaning of infants.

^^>tc 1 From hand and uutumn ; there is

<^^ a sliglit difference in these two

, cliaracters ; and the second is

most commonly nsed.

The first is to collect, to ga-

^Isiu tlier ; to bring up, as a sheaf

and bind it ; the second is to

clutch, to grasp, to grijjc ; to piuch

and pull, as the skin ; to take hold

of forcibly.

] ^JJi
anxious about the result.

] ^ to make up into bundle.

I {J to seize fast.

I ^ -^ take him by the cue.

1 ^ ^ is ^ th«y won'l let go

their hold of each other.

I ^ nabbed him by the ears.

]
'^ to bind in a sheaf.

I
^ to rub and pull the skin ;

done as a counter-irritant,

1 ^ >& IK 5a ± ^ "« yo"'

heart to your hand and go do

it ;— i.e. be very careful.

M^
,tstti

A ringing in the ears.

1
64-«org:rf. 1 1

a humming noise in the ear.
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MiU

A pullet.

] ^ a chicken.'

A herring, which the Chinese

fable to be traDsformed from a

bird, and therefore it has a

gizzard in its body.

^ I
a perch with an emarginate

dorsal. [Lates cakarifer.)

j
© a silvery perch, ventral and

pectoral opposite. {Lates nobilis.)

^ I 1^ a yellowish herring at Ma-

cao {Mef/alops setipinnis), with

yellow fins.

1 j& a leek-green herring at Ma-

cao, (^Ilisha abnonnis), with a

long swallow tail.

From "§" must or mash and half

of 7K water above it, denoting

(sill t'"' water which collects on liquor
' when settling.

Liquor after the fermentation

is over, spirils that have settled ; to

finish, to come to perfection ; cook-

ed thoroughly, well-boiled ; a chief

butler ; a headman, a brave or chief

of tribes of people ; the season for

gathering when things are ripa

I ^ warlike, valiant.

] -g a headman of foreign tribes
;

a leader.

{Ki :$fe S' 1 ^ to c^'^^y on the

work of the late prince.

-J^j
] a chief cup-bearer.

A false cue or wig, a chig-

non ; the hair, especially of

girls, done up iu a coil oii

the side ; the cue coiled on

the back of the head,

^(or+jg) — fi ] 52. tie up her

hair in a (^side] coil.

I
a coil or knot in the

middle.

J!^ ^ I
the cue coiled up.

JSfU

IE Si

The oily scum which is found

on rich spirits and adheres to

^tsiii the cup; occurs used for ^,
tho rice cake or refuse left

ni'ler making spirit*.

isiu

Same as j0 to swim.

I ]
dregs, secretions.

] jpf a small aflSuent of the

Eiver Wei in the southeast

of Shensi, near where it joins the

Yellow Eiver.

M From to go and liquor.

To urge, to constrain ; a

^ch'iu crowd, a throng ; to exhaust,

to end, to carry to the ut-

most ; firm, as a well governed

state ; to collect, to consohdate, to

call in ; concentrated ; strong, un-

yielding; sudden.

] J\^ a policeman ; a herald.

13 ^ ^ ] the four states were

firm in their power,

"jj 11^ ^ ]
all happiness and

riches were concentred in him.

1 M vigorous.

1M U i&, W 1 ^ how rapidly

has tho year come to an end I

^ The long while larvoe of a

^ beetle, resembling the car-

^Isiu penter beetle, called | j^
to which a lady's neck is

likened ; occurs used for i^ the

ephemera fly.

] j^ a large marine crab.

From must and water; it is liable

to be mistaken for '^sha ifH to

sprinkle.
tsm

Liquor, defined as "that

which perfects the good or the enl

iu men's natures, or makes fortune

or misfortune to tiiem ;" it includes

spirits, wine, beer, and other drinks;

tho Chinese make no wine, and

chiefly distil their liquors, and say

that Tu K'ang ffc ^ a woman of

the Tih 1^ tribes first made it;

given to drink.

S 1 ^ E 1 Bl ^°7^° ^^I's

grog, never tells you it is sour.

•S ] samshew, saki, an-ack.

I ]^ a banquet.

p" ] fine, generous liquor.

M
] ;§; I have no ability to drink.

^ 1 ^ drunk, maudlin, ravmg.

^ ]
old wine.

^ I
sweet spirits, usually applied

to tho best which comes fiom

Shaohing.

1 tf» boozy, tipsy.

I j^ jm gouty, rheumatism ia the

feet.

\ ^^^ \ Wi °- grog-siiop, a

wine-cellar.

•fj; I
claret; j^ ] sherry; (If

1 beer, with others, are terms

of foreign origin.

1 Sill a heel-tap.

7jC ) weak or poor wine; used

to depreciate one's own liquor.

^ I
a poetical name for dew, as

^ ] is for water.

^ ] mulled wine.

]
jpl^ ^ to relish the flavor of the

wine.

^ I
good liquor ; a fine flavor.

^ ] the head of the Kwoh-tsz'-

kien ; he is cup-bearer at the

state worship of Confucius ; an

ancient title of honor, like that

of a judge of wines ; to pour out

a hbation.

Hill or B? 1 ^ or
1 ^ a drunk-

ard, a wine-bibber.

] 'fi«
* waiter, a servant in a res-

taurant.

:^jigj From grain and color of wiae ; it

^e3 resembles p§| to fast.

tsiu' To shrmk up small ; to divi de

or sort."

I I
"j* all shriveled up, withered.

1 ® contracted, as dry timber.

I
^' ^ to shrink in weight.

]
— 3^ shrunk one half.

I J^ shrunk, as cloth in washing.

1 1§i
^ group of stars partly in

Leo and partly m Cancer.

ts.u'

From yC more and ff, • capital

city; q. d. the place to wliich

things tend or cu|ijiinata.

To go towards, to approach
;

to accompany, to follow; to com-

plete, to make a circuit ; accom-

modated 10, agreeable to : comulot-
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ed, finisbed, met ; to come near in

point of time ; able, willing ; an

adverb of time, then, immediately,

just now, presently, forthwith ; in a

little whUe, coming ; a conjunction,
\

then, if, as if.

1 ^ he has just come.

i * j ^ he has just come and

gone.

1 ft J'^'' "''"'' °"^y ^ ''*'''^ ^^^'^^

ago.

J5^ ] to bring about, to finish up.

] ^ handily, just at this tiiii-.! it

is convenient.

^ ^rH 1 this will uotdoat all;

I don't like it so.

m ^ J* IS 7 1
everything is

out of order ; all is in contusion

or at cros.s-purposea

1 ife il S to settle it (or judge

a case) off-hand.

1 ^ ® 'W' "-'''^ "''^ s®''^'® '^®

purpose ; he will perhaps do for

the place.

1 jllc
'<> choose the near, as an

official for his post ; to prefer the

most convenient ; to be near.

is it ; very well.

I j^ this is right ; it will do so.

TSIU.

W ^ 1 T fife 2j5 the people all

came to liiwi.

] .^ -i fiJJ
go and do it at your

early convenience ; do it soon.

tUF It 1 ^ t*^ meet one scheme

with another ; to give a Rowland

for an Oliver.

] ^ B^ g I shall understand it

presently.

1 'ftfc fi^ ¥ ^ availed myself of

his carriage.

^ W^^ ('" Cantomse,
] %

^g) be.'ir vvilli him.

M 0^ 1 35 bring liiui directly.

{Slidui/liui)

1 # i go directly.

I ^ ^ that is the man. {Shang-

hai.)

jS/^^ A large accipitriue bird, of a

^1^^ black plumage, described as

tsiu having a yellow head and

piercing sight ; it is probably

tlie condor or lammergeir, found

in Manchuria.

1 'S rapacious, grasping.

ft ^ g M ;^ 1 ^ 5'e uses

the hall of Budha to make it a

harpy's nest ; i'. e. a den of

thieves.

tiiu'

1

TS'lU.

I ] jil a peak hi India, call-

ed Gridhrakuta, now Giddore,

where Pisuna assumed a vulture's

shape, or on wliich vultures had
their nests ; many ascetics lived

there in caves.

To draw near to a man, to

hire, to employ 5 to procure.

] ^ to rent a house.

1 ij to engage, as a work-

maa

j| ^ to hire a conveyance for

carrying things.

"li

•) From disease and autumn.

To slmvel and heal up, as a

tsiti' sore.

m^i'^M IT ti'« p™-
pie has heakd and the swelling

gone down.

I
From ffrain or rice and a helmet

;

the second form is unusual.

ripe. andf The rice fully

ready to cut.

^1) ]
to reap the rice.

1 |ii W- ^^^^' "'^e has headed.

] ;|^ and
I

,B| frames on

which grain is beaten out by hand.

tsiu

Old sounds, t»'Ja, ts'iok, dziu, and

ch'iu
;

From ^ grain and y\fire indi-

cating ripeness, but also regarded

as a contraction of P| scorched,

as the second form intimates.

,. The season of ri^w grain,

'• * '" autumn ; autumnal ; harvest

time ; the return of the year

;

a season, a time, a period ; unhappy,

sorrowful, feelings saddened by see-

ing the seasons depart

% jfc 1 H 9E 'H^
the evening

that autumn comes in, it is hot

•^- enough to kill the kine.

1 5'^ or
I ^ autumn.

^ I
the wheat harvest in May

;

also the 4th moon.

TS'=IXJ.
dok. Jn Canton, ts'au ;

— in Swalow, ch'iu ;
— »« Amoy, ch'iu — in Fuhchau,

— in Shaiij^hai, ts'iii imd dzii ;
— i« Chi/u, ch'iu.

1 ^ cool, autumnal weather.

] ^ H a fan after autumn ;
—

mcl a useless thing.

1 "It
'"

1 W tlie officers of the

Board of Punishments, because

cases are decided at the
j ^

autunnial assizes.

1 ^ IK JB "ot the error of an

autumn's down.

fj I
the third moon.

^ I
or ;fL 1

the ninth moon

HH ]
the seventh moon.

) 1|^ the harvest.

^^ i. \ ^ tune of trouble and

anxiety.

] ^ ^ ^ the time of ripe grain.

] ;g urea, obtained always from

the human secretion.

StllS-BHl^Mi^ow
can the feelings of one day be

made to appear like those of three

years?

^ ifll' W 1
tli«'e '8 still time for

a crop.

1 ;*: * fi 5c - fi tiie W"e

water reflects the hue of heaven.

J|;_ Jg^ j ] the sprightly move-

ments of the phoenix.

'ft' Hf 1 SB tlie general is stern

and strict as the fall frost

^ "?. ^ 1
tbe trials ofa traveler.



m
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The aulu7im tree, becnuse itsleaves

are shed early ; the character Tj%
'

f
. whicli some regard as a sy-

< noayni, means tiie s-ammtr-tree,

alluding to the same thing.

A forest tree, the Catulpa Bimgei,

with a rough bark ; it resembles a

chestnut in its foliage, but the

timber is like the beech.

$il 1 Wi ^ '^'^ spinous tree with

palmate leaves, found in Honan.

I
;|^ a chess-board.

From plant and autumn

;

also used for the last.

fg^n A syngenesious plant like the

may-weed {Antennaria and

Ant/iem>s), having fragrant leaves,

and burned to dispel noxious vapors.

1 IS ^ Corean term for the sons

of titled statesmen.

The 8jx)kes of a wheel.

1 ^ in M tho wheels roll

^ts^iu around swiftly.

Ji
Js^iu

Js'iti

C(l«

TS'lU.

From silk »ud chief; occurs in-

terchanged with the next.

To put on a crupper.

I ^ the crupper and the

bridle or rema.

The traces of a carriage ; a

crupper ; a breast-strap.

^ ] !^ to swing on a gal-

lows-swing; the
I m was

a whiilwheel like the Eussian.

^ ]
a crupper of wood.

An eel, the large ipud or

conger eel.

' ^ ] a fresh-water eel ; it is

shorter and darker colored

than the ||p ye-llovv eel.

I M, "^ whale-bone.

lil ^ ]
a small biown lizard.

^ ]
a sea^dragon of immense

length, whose movements cause

the ebb and flood tides; a sort

of long, narrow boat.

TS'lttN. 1001

cfwpq
Mill

From bird and autumn, because

it slieds its head feathers in au-

tumn, and looks like a bald head.

A long legged bird, %% \

like the mar.abou stork or adjutant

(CiV'O)t(a) which eats snakes; it is

five feet high, has red eyes and a

bare neck; the bill is yellowish,

plumage grayish, and a pouch is

under the bill.

^ ] the black adjutant or the

drongo {Dicrurus maarocercus),

a small hen-harrier in Formosa.

W 1 ]£ ^ ''^3 marabou stands

on the dam.

1 ^ .% i^ long-legged bird, like

the secretary falcon in many of

its traits ; Sariputtra, one of the

leading disciples of Sakyamuni, is

called ] ^ •^ from his mother,

TiEa '^^ scorch, to roast, to diy;

•^f.F^ fiery, fire.

Js'un

Old sounds, tsien «</ daien. In Canton,

in

The skui wrmkled or hard-

ened, as from labor ; chap-

ped, shriveled; a mode of

painting in raised figures or

coarse outline.

^ cracked skia

] ~f chapped from cold,

jj rough, cracked skin ; a fanci-

ful name for the lichi frait.

^ ^ j
chop].3ed, riven ; said of

ovorh.anging, jagged clifis.

I f^ rules for painting in the rough.

A cunning hare.

From to stand and a proud gait.

To Stop work from having

finished the task ; to complete,

to finish ; to stand still, to

wait aside ; to retire after ending

the affair ; completed, done.

U iin

TS'=itJisr.
tsun

I
— in Sioatow, ohun ;

— in Amoy, ohw'an and tsnn
;

Slmnghai, tsing and tsang ;
— in Chifu, tsan.

^ I
to report the completion.

]

S V EL 1
everythmg has been

done.

^ 1
to complete ; to l»ing a job I

to its full end.

^ ^ «g t^ PI # 1
i' ^^ 1

to me that- we cannot report ite

completion within the set time.

JjnD From ^ to saunter and JC per-

''^_fi mittinif; now used only in com-

ts'iin
bination as a primitive, the next

< taking its place.

To dawdle and drag along,

so as to show one's pride by not

really advancing ; a name of Yao's

father.

fj ] ] to walk mincingly.

To retire, to recede ; to act

as if retummg ; to feel abash-

ed, self-humiliated ; a revolu-

tion of the moon.

in Ftthchau, choDg j—

S5S iS i^ ^ shrink back, from

fear or diffidence ; not to go for-

ward, to hesitate and skulk.

^ in file
;
proceeding in order,

as troops advancing.

f} to boggle, to shirk danger.

ts^un

.ts^iin

treat :

Similar to the two preceding, and

interchanged with its'un [^ to

squat.

To retire, to fall back, to re-

; to kick back or run against

backwards ; to perch, as birds ; to

crouch.

I ]
hopping like a magpie.

El -$- W 1 ^ finish ^^^ '^^^^

and then step aside.

From scholar and honored.

Joyful, happy.

,ts^wi
I 1 ^ f^ I can caper

from very happiness, as when

over a stoup of wine.

126
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m
,tso

Old founds, tsa, dzs, tsap, and dzat.

cho ;
—

From man and to take out.

To make believe, to simulate,

to put on appearances.

Bead tsii' To hasten
;

press-

ing, urgent ; near to.

1 jS to crowd, to press upoa

j& 1 '& tt '" '^ desperate hurry

and flutter.

One leg injured and crippled.

^ I
to walk irregularly

and lamely.'ISO

TSO.
In Canton, tso and tab ; — »n Swatow, cho

;

in Shanghai, tsu and zu ;
— in Chifu, tso and

'iP M 1 ^ not very much un-

like.

5!l "^ ] written below ; it is as

follows.

Ji^^m^ 1 f@ the emperor

lives in the side-room, near the

great hall.

] 7 i3 i^ost probably, on the

whole, very likely.

jlj ] and [Ij :^ terms fbr Shan-

tung and Shansi, having re-

ference to Peking.

'Uo

The original form was merely/^
respresenting tlie fe/( hand (as

X J<"S 'I'e fight), to wliich i
work waa afterwards added.

The left side, the left hand,

now the seat of honor ; second to,

an assistant or deputy, only used

when there are two of them, as the

IF , the ^, the ^, or the princi-

pal, the vice, and the substitute ; to

degrade, to lower, because in former

dynasties, the left was the less ho-

norable side ; depraved, bad ; to

witness to, to verify ; used for the

east in speakuig of tlie coast of

China.

1 Wi *o prove ; to corroborate, as

a coadjutor can.

] ;§ near to, in that region ; this

and that.

] "^ crotchety, set in his way,

whimsical.

I Jg erroneous or heretical doc-

trines.

^ ] a mutual mistake; not to

suit ; disagreeing.

1 ® 'S J& thinking of this and
of that way.

1 ^ ^ '& ^ to exchange from
hand to hand ;

— i. e. not to giv&

credit.

MM 1 j5 turn to the left. . i

^ ]
both missed each other, as I

in making calk M
^ ] ] to dislike one's looks. j

^ From man and the left ; but

originally the same as the last.

tso To assist, to second; an as-

sistant, a coadjutor, a vice, a

deputy ; a captain in the Manchu
Banner force ; they often hold civil

functions in the colonies, and are

either -jg @ hereditary, or ^ (|»

of common grade ; the former are

divided into original ^ ^ lit.

enduring merits, and promoted ^
^ lit. singularly advanced ; these

officers rule a sort of constabulary

force,

i 1 4l ^ 'lie talents of [WSn
Wang's] prime ministers.

1 ^ *& officers in a district

inapstrate's yamun under the

gradj of ;^ ^ second deputv.

^HiU] Ct" do right aids

good principles.

^ I
an aid to a prime minister

;

an under-secretary.

1 S ^^ fll '^ second the prince

in carrying on his mild sway.

From j; ground and 3a to rest,

contracted to two ^ men above

tso' ''•

To sit in a crouching way
or on a seat ; to squat ; sitting,

remaining, and by extension, doing

nothing, miemployed, idle ; a seal,

a place; to sit in judgment on; to

maintain, to hold ; iavolveil in, im-

plicateil, as one who is in the crimi-

M

— in Amoy, ts6 ; — »n Fuhchau,

tsoa.

nal's seat ; in Budhism, to

a season in devotional exercises

;

anciently meaut to laieel ; to place,

to put in a seat

^ )
please sit down ; to which

the guest, in cases of much for-

mality, replies '§• ] I beg leave

to sit.

f^ ] keep your seat ; i. e. good

bye, said by the visitor.

] ^ to ride in a cart.

] ^ the month of a woman's

contitiement.

] ^ -^ fij? brought the punish-

ment on yourself

] jy a seat ; met. to fill a station.

M ] jS having no seat, not enti-

tled to a seat.

I ^ the affair or thing is secure-

!

ly arranged.

i
1 IrJ

"''
1 ^ '1'^ a.s|)ect, as of a

tomb ; the position of a house.

j ^ to demand with urgency, as

the payment of a debt ; to quar-

ter on one to get it.

IF ] and ^ I
to sit in the chief

or inferior seats ; to give the first

or second seat to one.

] j|g to command a ship ; to go

on a voyage.

fj ] MW- ^ meditate in a re-

treat ; the Budhists also say
]

m to retreat {varclm) during

the twelfth moon,

g ] to bring the crime on one's

self, as a false accuser does.

I ^ in prison.

1 « ^ « «C.W A several

hundreds belonging to that fac-

tion were killed.

|H^ ] to squat on the groimd.

'^^ ] ^ they leave their seats

to ^o elsewhere.

1 ^ llj <S (»' ^) ''"•"g no-

thing but eat till even the moun-

tain is emptied (or fallen) ;
—

indcilent.

I ^ to partake of a feast.
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I
-^ a stand ftjr a jar.

^ :^ ^ 1 H #, ij -t a the

(late of tlie letter was the 7th.

1> ~f ^m i^ ]
''' yoitli should

wait t'll asked to be seated.

1 '^P ^ SS '0 fulfill the duties

for a tinie.

j Jlj to charge another with hav-

uig the plunder.

In Cantonese.

sail of a boat.

To lower, as a

tso

In Pekingese. The recoil of a

From shelter and seat,

A raiseil seat, a throne, a

dais ; a shrine ; a diissifiiT of

hills, xvalls, towers, buildings,

pagodas, movable pavilions, en-

campments, &C.

Jl ]
a throne, a shrine.

^ 36 PI 1 to vivify and en-

shrine an idol.

a
—

1 ^ one walL

I ^ a large chair, like a

magistrate's ; an easy chair.

^ I
the seat of law ; »'. e. the

throne or a judge's bench.

/\ I
eight bearers who carry the

governor's chair. (Cantonese.)

1 '& P^t '^*8 letter come] to the

right side of your seat

Wp^ -A. liill that appears ready to

•Vt fall-
too'

'iAK ' ^ ^'^S t" carry clothes in ; a

T̂*^ h.iversack ; a clothes-bag.

tso'
1 3K * garment without a

lining.

B'lom man and old; also read
tsu' and tso/i, in many places ;

it is regarded as another form

of tsoli, fp to do, and resembles

tsdo^ 3S in some meanings.

To do, to act ; to perform the

duties of; it differs from f^ in re-

few'

TS'O. 1003

fwriiig to mental as well as phy-

sic>«l acts.

] /p "]p not yet done ; occasional-

ly means, I won't do it.

] 1^ to be in office.

1 f5 '" prcpare a feast. (Can-

tonese.)

-^ ] A he understands the

world, he is popular.

I
J^hc n man, act as a man.

ih ^^ ] @ )i "hat is your

niMiie? in this sentence it is the

l)as,sive voice of the previous

verb.

^ J§, ] I do not want to do it;

I don't think of doing it.

can you do or uiKlcrtake this ?

will it do or not ? (Ointonese.)

1 /?> 2}s - it cannot be biought

ab(jut or done.

— WiM^] <lo it at once,

keep on to the end without

stopping.

TS'=0-
Old sounds, ts'a, ts'ap, ts'at, and ts'ak. In Canton, ts'o ;

— in Swatoiv, cli'o tso

»;i Fuhchau, cli'o and ch'ank ;
— in Shanghai, Is'u ; — in

From hand and to differ.

To twist, as thread by rub-

^ts'o bing on the knee ; to rub be-

tween the hands ; to scrnl>

and rub; to lay on paint with a

wad of tow ; bent, hanging down,

as a pendent branch.

I |j|l to roll roimd, as a pilL

^ j^ to twist thread.

] ^ to roll incense sticks.

1 f^ — ^ ""o'' it '"to a ball.

[the threads] are not even a.s

delicate as the drooping willow

twigs, or fresh as the newly

opened {)etals.

1 ^ 1^ to roll all umettes or pa-

per strings.

Bead ^cJhii. To strike and pui^

against.

his guests

To slip, to slide in walking
;

to nii.ss, to err ; to pass ; to

(fe'o go by ; to cross.

^ 1
passed over.

5^ 1
slipiied and fell.

Lord Mitng had the gates firm-

ly barred, so that

could not get out.

M.'^'^.'^^'f* 1 It when

an atiair is in a good train, do

not let the favorable uioment to

conclude it slip by.

To polish, to work on, a.s

bones or ivory ; to rub and

,fa'o polish ; to correct carefully,

to work at, the labor liiwe of

ci>nn>osing.

^ ] to cut and polish, as ivory.

I ^ carving and polishing.

ts

\
— in A mot/, cli'6, ts'o, and cliia , —
Chifu, ts'oa.

-QJ M ffi 1 to trim and tlien still

polish, as a carefiilly written

essay.

From hill and to differ.

The uiiovo^i outline of hills.

Ill & ] m m mm <h3

undulating- tops ol the high

hills run along like a sierra.

Head ^tsi. Irregular.

^ I
uneven, as the peaks of hills.

jj From disease and to differ ; it is

._-_-^ also read /cA'ai and *rA'rt.

t-s'o A disease, lilre an influenza
;

e/ia a slight epidemic ; to get

well of an indisposition.

-tL 1 epidemics of any kind.

^^ ^ I
heaven visits the peo-

ple with many epidemics.

] ^ convalescent
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^ ) ^ biij complaint is a little

better.

^ G. ®l 1 he had then recovered

from his illness.

i- Also read (tso.

Il Briny, salt

^is'o i^ I
saltecl

] ^ a very salt taste.

I rom a. javelin and to tit..

c/>~n Short, squat, stunted.

j<«'o ] plj stunted and ugly look-

ing, as a boor.

I Al^ ^^ a salt marsh m Kwang-
tung.

^ I 1 ^ dwarfed, short of

stature.

j -J a short fellow.

not to be regarded as inferior in

rank to that person.

J^ -M" tS 1 liis body is very small.

Interchanged with <^ to polish.

A stone of a brilUant white

color like fine milky quartz
;

white, fresh
;
gay, adorned

;

to smile; smiling, as when one shows
white teeth ; to look fascinating.

3^^ -i 1 *'1'6 white teeth showed

finely through her smile.

1 ^ 1 ^ 5t -i ® -Ife.
how white

and splendid is her robe of state I

'•£»!» Broken stones; the rubbish

tl^U of rocks ; the best kind of

'ts'o orpiment or hartall.

< ttjtlt Minced meat, hashed; broken

)jj^ to bits, ruined, spoiled; to

ts'o' attend to trifles ; crisp, brit-

tle.

^ ]
to manage an aflfau- badly,

to interfere and spoil things

;

trifling, fiissy, vexatious.

) From knife and to tit; occurs

used for the next.

is^o' To cut, to lop off the points

and comers ; to trim and

prune ; to file ; to cut in pieces, as

criminals are sometimes executed.

] ^ file it in twa

ts

]
^to file a thmg bright.

] ^ smooth it even.

1 ^ to cut the [criminal's] corpse

in pieces.

] ^ file off the comers.

3 Used with the preceding.

A file, a rasp; an iron pan

fo' or boiler ; to file, to trim ; to

make small.

§^ ] an iron file.

^ ] a broad iron pan or boiler.

— Jg I
one tila

il^l oT-^f^] one who files

eggs or rasps sosamum seeds ; a

skin-flint {Cantonese.)

3 From hand and to sit ; it occurs

wrongly used for tlie two last.

te'o' To come down on harshly, to

oppress ; to break or wound
;

to dislocate a joint ; to push off or

over ; to retire from the field de-

feated ; to humble, to take down

one's pride ; a close in music ; to

chasten, to purify.

^ ]
to try, as by adversity ; to

polish in manners ; chastened, as

people who improve mider trials.

^ ]
to impose on, to thrust at,

to be impudent to.

] T ^ M, hrought down his

bravado.

] ^ to be pushed back, as a de-

feated army.

— ^ ^ ] I will not take any

of his insults.

] ^ i\J jS to chasten the will.

$11 J§ ^ 1 diminuendo and cres-

cendo, rest and close, in music.

-l^-^> To chop straw fine for ani-

^i^ mals ; to cut fine.

ts^o' \ :t^^ '^hop the straw

to feed it to them.

{If ^ to cut fine.

OAt ^ ^'^^ ^^^ next.

jt^U To mistake in making an

ts'o' obeisance ; to deceive.

01 ] impeded, not advan-

cing.

ts'o'

' '1 From ^ to trip and ^ to sit;

the second form is unusual.

To slip or stumble when
making an obeisance, and not

Mrform it, either by catch-

Bg the dress, or from stiff

knees, is | f^ ; those who wore

mail were excused from doing it

;

to deceive.

^-t|>) From words and ancient; a^so

g rt 'sad Isoh) and occurs used for

H Fl the next.
ts'o

To reply; to mistake; to

crow, to cry.

I pj improi)er language.

^ 1 "jp to take wrongly, to mis-

lead.

Read c/id' To deceive.

II
From metat and old ; it is also

pronounced ts'u> and interchang-

ed with the next.

In disorder, confused ; to mis-

take, to err ; wrong, mixed

;

be wrong
;
perverse, offensive ; as a

conjunction, excepting ; then ; to

polish ; a polishing stone.

^ ]
right, correct ; no mistake.

1 SiB ^ is 't '^ hard to regain

the right path; a faux-pas is

not easily recovered.

] f^ respectful, obeinant.

] -^ ijfi gj; the wrong or error

must be retracted.

I
>1^ erroneous, mismanaged.

^ IS 1
he will not confess the

wrong.

] /p T he will not mistake.

] ^ or
I ^ confused, mixed up.

1 "S* IB 'o dislocate a joint.

^ 1 flif
or BIbI 4^ 1 about noon,

it was then noontide.

=^ 1 tHili iJ rT ^ to pat it

on the ground will do.

^ I
not exact wanting, not ac-

cording to rule.

iiL\h:t^'^ ^^ I
a stone

from another hill can be here

polished and worked ;— i.e. you.

Sir, can much improve and teach
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Read ts^o/i^ To wash or plate

with gold ; the veins, strife, or

streaks in stones or wood ; to file

or polish ; to tattoo ; a lapidary's

stone.

] 7J a copper knife-^aped coin

washed witli gold, issued by
Waug Maug, b. C. 2.

] ^ to tattoo the arm.

In Cantonese like p^ yue/i^ A
hacking in tlie throat ; a difficulty

or stoppage in the throat.

] ^ the heart up in the throat.

^ ] a retching cough.

b^} Interclmoged witb the last, and

rST with Jh to place ; also read ts'oh)

ts'o' A large smooth stone fit for

a gravestone or tablet ; to put

away a corpse properly ; to carve,

lo engrave.

^ ]
quietly placed, as a coffin in

its grave or lararium.

ji55 1 temporarily placed on the

gi-onnd, to await a proper inter-

ment.

1 ^ to cut an epitaph.

TSOH.
Old soimtls, tsak, dzak, and tsot. In Canton^ tsok and ts'Dt ; — in Swatow, cbak, clia, clrek, and ch'o ;

— •« Amoy, tsok, tsa,

ch'ok, and tswat; — in Fuhchau, chaak and ahoW \
— in Shanghai, tsob, zok, ts'iilj, and ts'u ;

— in Chifu, tsoa.

tso'

.tso

From yV min and 'p to excite

;

> regarded as a synonym of tso'
fjj{

with vvliich it is continually inter-

changed, but the former rather

refers to making, and the latter

to doing things.

To act, to do, to make ; to dis-

cover, to invent; to become; to

arise, to appear ; to stimulate, to

arouse, as to a reformation

;

operations, work, workmanship

;

a workman.

j J5 acts, condnct, doings.

j& ] to stir up to diligence, to

excite ; one who makes a stir, a

heroic man.

] jfg to implore blessings.

^ f^ 1 my ailment has returned.

'Y ] mean acts ; stingy or close-

fiiited.

a 1 ^ ^ery fine writing;

beautiful work.

] ^ a" essayist, a writer ; an in-

ventor or ori^nator ; applied to

fine work, a thing well set off.

1 '^'W-^'^ write essays.

] % you murder it I think
;

you'll

kill yoiuiself; murderous, savage-

ly done,— B.aid to careless or

obstinate people.

1 S ^'^ ''""^ rebel.

I ijf ^ to stir up the people to

amend their way.s.

1 "t^ (& ^T ''''"'^ extremely well.

^ 3l ^'
I

^ ''61° '"*^ appeared.

]^ ]
agricultural labors in spring.

] ^ to do wickedly.

5^ ]
of heavenly origin.

1 ^ tricky, treacherous; virulent)

as an eruption.

1 SK or Tf; I
a carpenter ; a

head-carpenter, a house-builder.

j^f
jjji gj; ]

what need is there of

changing or rebuilding ?

3^ fj /^ I
aH sorts of arts and

crafts.

] » to act as an importer, or one

who makes the goods, and sells

them by wholesale.

^ ]
or 5(jc 1 a mason ; masons,

bricklayers.

In Shanghai. A coffin.

W,
,tso

From sun and hasty.

Yesterday; time gone; re-

cently.

I ^ I recently heard it.

I ^ some days ago.

1 H or
1 5c°'' 1 5i yesterday'

I ^ or ] B^ last evening.

^ ^ JP ] a thousand years

have gone like yesterday.

From heart and to arouse.

Fluttered, disconcerted ; to

blusli, to be put out of coun-

tenance ; shamefaced, con-

fused,

g ^ 1 be spoke without hesita-

tion ; sometimes means bespoke

glibly or falsely.

w.
tso

^U I
do not blush— when you

speak.

#f ^ 1 -T" A do not blush before

men.

"t^ ] mortified.

Read clia" Deceitful,

f^ ]
malicious.

tso''

An evergreen oak on which

silkworms feed, the Quercus

mongolka and dentata • its

foliage is like the chestnut oak;

the wood is very firm, and used for

combs ; found in Manchuria and

Shantung.

>J» 1^ I >|^ the Quercus monyolica,

mostly used for feeding wormri.

5. 1 1^ '1 palace of Han Wu-ti.

1 \^ ^ spinous tree in Kiangsi,

with obovate leaves, reddish

black seeds like large peas, and

an inflorescence like the ash ; it is

used for hedges.

M'^ 1 ^si^mm^ twck

grow the oaks and scrubs which

the people get for fuel.

Read tsch. To fell timber

;

to clear away the bushes ; contract-

ed, narrow ; clumpy, too big for

its length.

4E ^ 41 1
to go out to cut grass

and fuel.

Read clioh^

inside of a trap

the animals.

A spring
]

which closes on
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From spirits and to rouse ; it is

nlso Avritten "^ iu tbis sense, and

the two are capriciously inter-

cliansed.

To pledge a host, and return

his health ; to recompense ; a piclde

;

a sour taste.

:S: "fiiC 'HI ^1 m 1
wo therefore

can pledge ourselves in a glass.

princely man havuig wine ever

thinks to ask others to pledge

hira in it

Flora metal and pounded rice.

A chisel, a punch ; a cold

chisjl for cutting stones ; to

bore into ; to dig, as a well

;

to sift, as evidence ; to c6ni-

mence ; to do ; to open out, as a

road ; to brand, to mark, to tattoo
;

solid, secure ; to cleanse rice.

^M i3 1
'I half-moon gouge.

] ^ ffii fi)t ^° ^^S a well and

drink of it.

] ^ <t}i ^ the click of people at

v.'ork t ulting out ice.

^iJ \ 1 A. /i^ ^^^ hammer

hits the chisel, sind the chisel

entera the wood ; if you press

uie, then I must force him.

^ ] to bore a hole, as through a

wall ; to pervert, to corrupt, as

doctrine ; to bore the checks, m
devotees do for penance.

TSOH .

^ ] a stone chisel.

1 1 RT ^ indisputable proof of

the assertion.

] jj to open a way, as a tunnel

;

to boro a hole.

I& S 1 1
*^'*** white rocks rise

up grandly in tlie stream.

"n ^ \ 1 HT 5B l'« will believe

it when he learns the full proofs.

^ ]
fine clean rice.

^ iS J^ 1
'^"5 *^'""S '^ ^^"7 *'^'^"

tain or sure, or can bo thorough-

ly ascertained.

1 5E ^ ^ •'' stupid fellow, one

who can infer nothing.

]
"^ to knock out the teeth, as

some tribes of Miaotsz' do; name
of a wild beast.

From hand and verij.

To take a pinch with two or

three fingers, to pinch up a

little ; to take in the hand
;

a pinch, a pugil, a little, a

handful; a term of depreciation;

a measure of CO (some say 256)

grains of millet or 10^ ; to snatch

for a short time ; to bring together,

to gather up ; to make a resume
;

to pull.

] ^ to select the most important

things, as in excerptaj.

—. ] -J^
a bit of liind, a small

plat.

Js'o

- - TS'OTT.

j -^ to unite by equalizing ; to

bring about a reconciliation ; to

mn'-o a match, or form a paitner-

ship.

] 3^ a refuse-basket.

] H&M& [}^^° S"sO whirls the

dust up in tliu air.

1 -L ^ '-'^ foTCii into a sedan.

^ 1^ J^ 1 ''^ ''"'1 '"'" danger

by taking things.

1 ^ ^ to gather refuse and

dung.

1 ft ilS ^ Ht to lend money
for a very short period.

^ ]
a very little while.

Eead ^t3ui. An apex ; a peaked

cap.

^ j
a black cap.

The end of a thread left in

^) after sewing or mending,

^tso without being tied.

] fasten the raveling.J^S

I
Jso

The coarse, split bark on some

trees, as the hemlock ot oak.

Aj^ To spear or hook up terrapins

H"q ) in the mud with fisli-grains.

<«»' JSit Bt 1 .^ ^° ^ps*"" *i^h

[or turtles] at the right time,

.^ ]
a corral to gather the stock

into.

Old sound, U'tk. Jn Canton, tuik; — in Swatoiv, ob'ak ;
— in Amoij, ch'iok— in Fuhchau, ch'6k

;
—

in Shanghai ts'ok ;
— in Chifu, ts'6a.

From 3f woman and J£ foot

1 or ^ restrained ; the second
" form is obsolete ; both are also

read chio/i, and interchanged

with tsuh) ^ to grasp.

Attentive, cautious, respect-

Regarded as another form of fq >

inexact.

To dress the horn of the rhi-

noceros, and make it into

cups ; to carve wood into things.

.3 J

fts'o

ful 5 discreet ; regular, doing the

duties of.

1 1 ^ S economica! and dili-

• geiit at their jwsts.

^ I
continually watchtul, as ia

doing duty.
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TSXJ.
-;; OW sounds, tso, tsot (inrf tsak. /« Canton, tso hhi/ im ; — i« Sicaloic, clio a«(/

1

jSU; _ '" Fuhchttv. c)iu ;
— «« SImiighui, tsu, dzo, zii, n«J 'in

;

M< i.i

J'lom ^ <jrrn!« and >i|

cial dish contracted.

a sncrili-

Kent or tax in kind from

fields ; rental, rent ; income ;

taxes ; to rent ; to lease.

1 ^ "'
1 ? ''^"'' '' money,

sometimes called ^^ ]
to dis-

tinguish it from Jj^ 1 rent in

kind,

jj^ ^ to pay in rent ; and Jj^;
]

to collect the rent.

Wi I
'^''

Wll 1
'° reduce or deduct

from the rent.

] "^ to rent or lease.

I ^ rent-rice ; i. e. graiu paid in-

ill I
or if I

or
jg; ]

to raise

the rent.

^ 1 A or IS 1
the security for

rent.

] ^ to rent one's properly.

1 M {i '0 rent a house to live

in.

1 Jife j§ M to lease a lot for

^ building on.

i]> I
bonus to a tax-gatherer.

I ^ 1^ leased lands ; lands for

which ground rent is paid.

hu ; — in Ainoi/, tsi\ tsu, rind tmi ;
—

in Cliifu, tail.

1 liS iife iM' ''° ^^'®'^ l""*^^^ "^'"^
I

1 flS
'* g'fl'sli l^oy

; effeminalo.

1 4Sl a mother.

t-i From ivorsliij) and
vessel contracted.

sacrijiciul

Usu A grandfather; a progenitor

;

ancestors ; the founder, as of

a family
;

to imitate an ancestor

;

the first, the origin or beginning,

as of a family ; to do like ; to

begin ; to be accustomed to ; to

honor or propitiate wayside gods.

^ )
or

I ^ my grandfather.

•$t ]
my late grandfather.

^ ]
ray great-gi-andfather.

^ ]
a great-great grandfather.

% 1
or -jtt: ] a remote, or the

first ancestor.

j^ I
the first emperor of a dy-

nasty.

] ^ iin ancestral temple ; a tem-

ple of Sliangti in Canton.

qualities of the land

^ -^ ^ ,© 1 '» '^'^'"S '''o ™-
rious rules and modes, do not

forget whence they came.

J^ ]
to imitate the originator.

1 jJK 5l # '"* ''"'s'' 1'*^''^ "P Yao
and Slum, as examples.

S" 1 ^ A your excellency my
grandfather ; a term by which

to address a prefect or intendant

A band, fillet, tape, or braid,

with which to tie the di'ess

or hair ; a fringe or tuft of

silk, occasionally appended to

coronets, bridles, <fcc.

^ I
to weave a band.

M 1 6f tH 'o I'"'''® *''*' 8'"^"'^

and return

from office.

] ip the coitls to fasten armor.

^ ] strings of pearls.

^ IJ, I j^ bound with plain-silk

ribbons.

Att rroni two A "'C, which is real-

'Isii

lome ;
— to jetire

'tsu

a contraction of |^ Jlesh upon

H- a sacrificial dish ; not the

same as •ffl. to go on.

A basin or bowl on three legs,

used to hold flesh in sacrifices.

I -VJL ^ ^ tl'o afl'airs of wor-

ship; things relating to bowls

and censers.

I ^ bow Is and tripods, for wor-

sliip.

& M -J: -^ 1
to concoct a con-

spiracy in one's cups ;
— i. e. at

one's table.

^ 1 .^i: J& » l'"^!*-' 1^'t of land.

IVom mother and also; also read
'tsi£ and '•tso, and regarded as

. another form of 'tsi^ y^ sister.

A dam ; a gi'anny ; among
the Manehus, ^ \ is a term

Rir mother.
'tsu

In Ciintoiiesj read 'lui. The
female of animals.

|!jij
]

an old granny, a, grandam.

?t 1 ^J\-M "< so^^ wearing

an earring ;
— out of all taste,

incongruous.

> From worshijj and to <:xcite.

The happiness derived from

tsu.* wealth, emoluments, or office;

felicity ; a year of one's life
;

to eonfer, to bestow.

ijjf ]
the length of a monarch's

reign.

g 1
or 4^

I
the long happy

duration of a dynasly.

^ 1 ''''I'py
•'"'^' noted.

:^ ^ i 1
iW'iy liis. Majesty live

forever.

5^ 1 "iJ f* Heaven conferred

illustrious virtue on him.

i&H -f ^ \
*'l'o happiness of

helping the Emperor.

^ ip
]

to conserve [the mo-
nareh'sj health and long life.

'I* S&P 1
tl'o reign of a minor

;

a minority reign.

"rom Jlfsh and to excite ; occurs
used with the last.

tSH^ Koast flesh oflered to gods
and ancestors ; to set up or

care for tlio altar to jji£ j^J or

Ceres; blessings, rank, happiness;

X seat, a place.

j [^ sacrificial llesli.

^ I
to feast on sacrifices.

f|[ ]
an old name for summer.

^ ] to resume a place or dignity.

^ ^ 1 i lio divided to him
land for grass and sacrifices ; ». e.

made him a feudal prince.

] i^ a city near Wei-hwui fu in

Ilonan.
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W The steps leailiiig to llic east-

ern tloor callwl
] I^J, by

which the guest entered ; the

hiriiling-place, where tlic host

stood (o receive hiin.

1 jM the stair-way and seat ap-

propriated to the chief guest.

S§ 1 fa ^ li° P'»'^^^ "P the

steps on his way to worship.

y^ ] the eastern steps.

tsu'

Tttl ' To pass away ; to die, said of

yJJ, tlio decease of Kiig Vao.

L^ti'
I f^ to i'all and die.

M ^ the beauty of

th'j (lowers fades.

mi To advance, to go up; to

travel ; to go to ; able to go

;

(su' to jn-eservtt or lay up ; nauie ofa

luall state subdued hv Wan

"Wang, and of a hill in Lu ; hence-

forth.

fiE ^ 1 W *f> attack on the east

by takuig the western route, —
good strategy.

^ 1 ^ lij i go to the eastern

hills.

^ I ifi ^ S I shall now only

desire the security of the stale.

] |iE to reduce refractory states.

Old sounils, Wo, ts'ok, ts'ot, and iziit.

ch'u

From rice and moreover; tlie

other two forms are now re-

garded as identical with it, but

originally tliey represented Ihrce

deer opiiosed to an cne-.ny, and

. were delincd the leaps of deer
;

on the lookout, as timid doer are,

which stand back to back ; the

fourth foi-m also means an ox's

horn bending down.

Rough, xuicleaned ; duty, as

rico just thrashed ; large,

open, coarse, as a texture;

mde, vidgar, boisterous; indecent,

gross; vile ; harsh, as a stern voice

;

IKirtially, heedlessly, as in doing

things.

1 j^ coarse and fine, as cloth,

j '^ A a rude, luicultivatod man.

j |§ obscene language ; vile talk.

j^ \
delicate and coarse, as feel-

ings.

TS^XJ-
In Canton, ts'i) ; — i« Swatow, eVa'and ch'a

;

and ch'o ;— in Shanghai, ts'u ;
— t'l Chi/u, ts'a.

I i^ 1 BE coai-S'j a;id poor food,

wretchedly duty and starved.

M't

1 7U hurried the work through.

1 ^ partly learned it ; some

knowktlgo of a study or duty.

^ ]
a rough hand-writing.

1 >& 5-? M. lig^'t "»<i &^'^y 5
'^

tally and treacherous.

1 JS. M M •"* sudden rain-storm.

] -^ too broad and big, as a big

table ill a closet.

1 jijic
Ijet'llcfs, careless in doing

things.

^ I
to resort to violence, instead

of keciiing the temper.

1 fii
vulgar, unixjlished.

Wt- 1 -tl ® boisterous harsh tones,

as of a;iger.

Mi Tlie skiu chapped and crack-

ed, as in winter.

The fawn of an aiitclo^w

;

great ; in Shansi, a boy was

ts'a once fondly so csdlcd.

IN

Proud and suspicious ; un-

able to comprehend character

fully ; exceedinglv.

^ I 1 fliJ :^ fa A Tsin

(Jhi-hwang was so proud that

ho trusted nobody.

From spirits am\ formerly; once

a synonym of <so/i, Bp to pledge,

but now conlined chielly to this

meaning.

Vinegar
;
pickle ; pickled.

] best vinegar, of which the

S^
I

or black vinegiir, and ^
] white vinegar arc two sorts.

] ^ to serve or dress in vinegar,

•OS cucumljers.

] or pip
I

to fip vinegar ; met.

bickering between the wife and

concub'-no.

\ J^ to fry with vinegar.

Wl 1 7 B^ y"""" vinegar has no

Boumess ; — /. c you can do no-

thing eftectual

1^ 1 ^ ^ to listen to surmises

and become jealous.

1«

^

tshi'

U'oli?

use

— in Aiiioy, cii'u ;
— in Fuhehau,

— R^- — 1 ^5 # f^ "ot even

to give a biuuix}r or a i>ledgo

hapjjcns fortuitously.

p^ 5g I
to cat ghiger vinegar : nit:!.

to ha\e a child. {Cantomse.)

1 ^< ? a kind of marine medusa

or polypus, from wlxch good

vinegar is made ; also called
\^J\

M. I?.
tl»e bright bellied fish.

From hand and foriiurbj.

To place, to put ; to relin-

quish, to cast away or throw

down ; to show abroad or

make known ; to employ, to

to arrange, to set in order.

-& 1I# 1 i: t: 4 't is thcfeforc

projxjr always to use it

*t jiJr 1 ^ J£ no place to put

my hands and feet ; i'. e. jjerplex-

e;l, at a loss.

I Ife to publish ; to give out ; to

distribute.

] Jg to adjust.

#t ;5: f, «g * 1 4 if J""
learn it, you must certainly prac-

tice i(.

fa 1 ^ IP '"^ means of action

;

no way of flight

1^ j to iJTOiJose a plan ; to open

and airangc, as a shop.

fpj JU 1 13 ^^'''at phraseology will

you use for this purpose ?

Head cheh^ To pursue after in

order to seize ; to chase ; to ferret

out, as robbers.

^ ] to follow and seize.
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Jsii

on sounds, tslo, ts'it, dzi, and dzit.

cha and cb6a

From disease ODA'moreover.

A deep-seated ulcer, like a

carbuncle or anthrax.

P<jj
]

to suck out a boil.

] ^ the abscess has opened.

Ho i'^ 1 lie wont and lived with

a cnrer of abscesses and cancers.

^ ] cancer of the breast.

"* From to go nnd moreover; occurs
used with the primitive.

Weak ; unable to get on fast,

from illness or lameness ; to

(gfl be impeded in going.

iK fT S 1
^i^ Witlking is

slow and hobbling.

] |53_ impeded ; stumbling along.

«t ;* T fi 1 i? ^ T yo"'"

become then only a country

booby

!

Eocks thinly covered with

earth; a road full of small

stones and rough for travel-

ing.

1^$ ^ 1 ^ tliey slowly

toiled up that rocky slope.

>f t| A species of monkey, the |

(^R Jli, also called j ^^ the

^liil waiting monkey, because it

lies in covert, and is artful

ill ssiziiig ils prey; to peep, to spy,

to watch for.

] {pj to lie in wait for.

I ^ to examine too minutely.

I
^ to lie in ambush.

%% ] W ^ ^ ^"^ detail a sq[uad

to lie in cover.

tricks arc unfathomable.

-!+* The female plant of the net-

( pl^ lie hemp {Boshineria nivea)
;

^t<ii some erroneously call this

the male plant, and ^ the

lemale ; sackcloth ; a rush, a sedge

m
,m

XSXJ.
In Coition, tsu |

— in Sivatow, cha ; — in

— in Shanrjhui, tsu and dzu ;
— in Chi/u,

used in making sandals ; a kind of

mat ; coarse, rustic, unpolished

;

occurs used for Pa gi the southern

part of Sz'ch'uen.

I
/(§ sackcloth, mourning ap-

parel

] j^ the chief mourner's staff.

] j^ the female plant of the com-
rjon hemp.

^ 1 to make notes on ; to i:n-

provc or correct bad composition,

wliich, like mending silk with

hemp, often costs more than it

comes to.

^ ] to wrap articles in mats,

p.aper, or other things.

^ I
sandal or straw-shoe grass.

^^j ] an ancient place near the

Gulf of Chihli.

Kead 'clta. Drift grass, the

washings that float on rivers
;

weeds and rotten hcaj* fit for

manure.

ji£ I
refuse ; dirt, foul stuff.

if &" ;S 1 like water drift of

gra33 caught on trees, — so

this country is in confusion.

« -^ Fruits pickled whole or in

C-f.H^ pieces, not mashed
;
greens, as

^ULl melons or cabbage j
gherkins,

sour-krout
;
pickles ; to put in

salt or brine; to impede, to inter-

rupt

] ^ salted vegetables.

Read ^tsie. A morass full of

sedga

m^flM-^Z 1
drive off

the dragons and snakes, and let

them loose in the swamp.

Qyt^ From ^ birds and .H. more-

(~^\^ over; it ia unlike ^sui (1^ to

fgil stare at.

A skua or gull, called ] ^
which, like the mandarin duck, is

Amoij, tso and tsa ; — in Fuhclutu,

tsu and chu.

said to observe conjugal fidelity

in its pairings ; its cry is called g^

g| ; it is also called 3E ] the royal

duck, because it luiderstands the

civil relations of ;g" g) prince and
minister ; it is found along tho

Yangtsz' Eiver.

'X 1 for ^ ^ to go with dif-

ficulty.

Jjl/U From woman mii to take; U is

t/»'l> ""'' '''® same as ^ to marry.

^tsu The name of certain stars

called ] ^ which lie near

Pegasus and Andromeda
;
jierhaps

named from tho wifo of !^ Sf d. c.

2420.

^ ] a famous beauty in the

state of ^ Wei.

MAn affluent of tho Yangtsz'

Kiver west of K'ingchau fu

'fo-M in Hupeh ; a branch of the

Kiver Han, and the name of

an ancient district near their basins,

now the extreme south of Shcnsi

in llan-chung fu ; also a branch of

the River Wei in western Shensi,

which it joins near Lin-tung hien.

Read ^tsU. To stop, to prohi))it

;

to pass over bounds, to destroy, to

injure ; to divulge ; to threaten ; to

spoil, stopped ; to leak or waste.

] jt to stop, to quash; to in-

trigue against.

Jlk ^ 1 lA '^® malaria escapes.

] y^ to blab.

1/^ 1
dank, damp.

fll B W 1 ^^^^ ^'^^ ^'^ ^top—
his evil course !

1 i. yjt ^^'^ intimidate him by
bis troops.

^ ?i^ 1 MU "1 those low marshy
places near the Eiver FSn.

1 A :^ ^^ to stop backbiting

others.

127
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Eead ^(si:n. Eipples.

ffj I
leaking; a slight rippling flow.

I'rom teclli and moreover ; it is

ii'.so rend 'r//«.

'm Iiregukr and uiimatclieci, as

the teeth of a saw ; discor-

dant, as opposite opinions ; iucon-

griioHs ; to bite, to chew.

I fju irregular, not in liarmony;

at cross purposes, as in managing
an atthlr.

'Wi
rom mouth and /noreover.

o suck ; to get the taste of

'ig'i hy biting or sucking.

) )y bits of medicine for

chewing ; lozenges.

] p^ to suck and bite at ; to chew

a little in order to get the taste.

^ ^ ] ^- to study and relish

the beauties of a stvle.

TS'tJ.

]^ S rjt 1
to think over a mat-

ter by one's self, or after a pub-

lic discussion or proposal.

In Cantonese. A sufB.x to a

verb denoting the past tense.

^ ]
he has gone.

Kroiu ^ to taLe and tlirco \
men (i.e. many) underueatb; the

old form from *~* a vail and fl)(

to take, is now unused.

tsii To assemble, to gather, to

call or invite an assembly
;

to collect, to bring together, to

make a collection ; to dwell toge-

ther ; to converge, as to a focus

;

popular ; to tend to, to concur ; a

dwelling-place or hamlet ; a meet-

ing, the place of meeting.

I
"^ a reunion or gathering of

friends or relatives.

Ts'y.

^ ] JJj"
not a f(;rtanate place

;

no money to be made hero ; a

ne'er-do-well.

] % ^ the shrine of the god of

\Vcalth. {Cantonese.)

] -^ ^ a synagogue ; a meeting-

house.

] "^ to call a luoeting.

] fH to meet and deliberate.

1 ^ t" collect si)ecimens ; to amass

property.

"^ ^ IS ]
the entire family live

togellier.

] J^ cjUectcd (learls, a name
given to movable copper tyjjes.

1^ 1- ^ n \ i. the princely

man studies in order to combuie

all learning.

^15 ]
ti''

1 ^ a collection of

villages ;
—

i. e. a city and its

suburbs or dependent hamlets.

Old sound.i, ts'u and ts'ut.

TS^XJ-
/;i Canton, ts'u ;

— in Swatow, ch'u ; — in Amoy, cVo and elm ;
— in Fuhcfutu, cU'O, dm,

and elieu ; — in Shanghai, ts'u and tsi ; — i/» Chifti, cU'ii.

From to run and r/rass as the

l>hunetic ; q. d. go on the grass
;

the contracted form is common.

To run, to hasten to one's

place ;
to stride off, as when

in the presence of a superior

to obey his orders ; to walk

(j\iitkly towards ; to follow hastily.

1 2^ to run quickly ; to sidle

away politely.

jft* ^ ifl' 1 to follow step by step,

as a servant.

^ 1 i*S ;5l "tt ^ ^^^'^ '"' *^^a''nest

desire to come and see you.

]
[fi] to dwell on fondly, to long

f.:-.

] J|^ to follow the times or fasliion.

1 5^ Fft ^ to approach the bus-

Uuig place and dcavy to the

fctrong ;
— said of a parasite.

^ (^ ^ 5t # 3 Fr 1 amidst

ell iliu ways (doctrines) in the

woild, each cho«ies the one he

goL'S in.

] ^ to straddle off rapidly.

1 S J^ 53l ^ hurry to receive

your requests, as a sycophant.

Eead <«'«/ij To urge- to con-

strain.

1 J5 ^ ^ to hasten on the

people to get in the harvest

JL rt "\ From insert and moreover.

<-'>JlL I Maggots in putrid flesh.

ihrfe
I
T 1

o'- IS 1
it has bred

^ts'u ^. ] a worm iu snow

found in Sz'ch'nen, perhaps a

species of Frolococcus or PkUoitmt.

M ,^ ^ ]
the worms came with-

out a crack — for the flies to

enter ; /. e. no causa for the result.

'7J1C ] lai-v.-e in water like maggots
;

probably a khid of bloodsucker.

Read ^tii. The csntipedo,
J|fi

] which is fabled to eat seqwnt's

brains.

use;

awav

From 3v l""id and 5 ^"''t
^^'

)>lalued as referring to taking the

3^ or left ears of captives to pre-

sent to the general ; used for the

next.

To lay hold on, to take or

to exact, to seize on or take

; to appropriate, to assume

another's things or place ; to take

in hand and finish ; to receive, as

an oftoring ; to ajjply to one's use
;

to get, to induce, to bring u^wn
;

taken, applied, selected for use ; to

take a wife.

Jj^ ]
to receive ; come to hand.

] /p '_t not selected or chosen
;

ho was unsuccessful in the cora-

pctitioa

] pft' chosen, selected, promoted.

;^v W nT 1
estimable, suitable.

— ^ TiJ' I
unfit, incapable ; un-

lovely.

I [[| taken out, as from a box

;

chosen, appropriated.
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C^ ] to beg earnestly for, as a

loaii.

S ] J?l ifS ^<^ brought the misery

on hinist'U".

«t it 1 ^ happily I just then

ti'rned it up,— as something that

was wanted.

/{^ tj^ l^l I
I don't want it very

much.

^ I
and jfi ]

to take publicly

and fairlv, or illegally and secret-

] ^ to o.vhibit or give evidence

of faith ; a trustworthy act or

man.

J:' ] , and 4i'
1

and ^X 1

chosen the highest on the list of

graduates, near it, and lower

down.

1 M iife
*-^^y ^^"^^ '"'"'^'"^ ^^'^

walls and moat.

] ^ to strive for a name ; aspu--

ing for fame.

] 2j5 and ] -^ to bring and

take away.

] ^ •jjlj, he got the laugh oa him.

] 11* to pursue pleasure.

From woman and to take.

To take a wife ; to marry a

woman with the legal cere-

monies ; a marriage. i

] n^ ^ to marry a widow. 1

J^ ]
to maiTy a second wifa '

1 ^ or
1 if j^ or ) ^ mar-

|

rying a wife ; but in order to
[

dignify the jiractice, the terms
i

1 ^ or
I fg ^ are used for

|

taking a concubine. I

^ ]
and ^ ]

are terms used

by friends when speaking of a
|

man's marriage and ))y himself

of it.

) From to run and to take ; it is

similar to (^ to stride.

ts^ci' To advance quickly ; to run,

to show alacrity in doing

anything; to jierceive what will

please, and do the projjer things

with readiness ; to regard ple.isur-

ably; jolly, pleasant, graceful;

amusing, sprightly.

] ;^ ^ a beautiful woman.

7 in 1 unaccommodating, harsh,

srroutv.

^7 j A ^ to joke others, to

make sport of them.

^-
I

or 3g I
very lively, glee-

some; joyous.

I 5^ an agreeable relish, as a

pleasant drink, friends, or attrac-

tive books.

I -^ ^ ^ agreeable or repulsive,

makes all the difference in the

world.

^
I

the si.x: paths (ffoti) of

transmigration.

T^
] brilliant, clever.

jiK ;^ J^
I

lhL$ is rather jolly.

1 pS '"'
1 32. ^ J<^s'' •* 1"'P-

^1 I ^ to hasten the com-
pletion of public aft'airs.

] |p] the direction of; to go to-

wards; — as ,g,;J: 1 |^;f
fpj their views and feelings are

unlike.

& '^ ] i, the attendants bus-

tled about to serve — the king.

Read Vs;m. To breed.

1 ^ to rear or take care of

horses ; an ancient office like an

equerry.

Kead tsu/t^ To hasten, to urge,

ffi ] W ^ ^ hurry on the pre-

l^aration of the troops,

^j I
cramped, confined ; small

room.

From ^ to .see and
altered.

' a dis/i

To espy, to jieep ; to descry
;

to reconnoiter ; to watch for.

'^''''
1 m llff fr 'o l»e on the

lookout for a chance,

•ib^ ! ^ the nortliern hordes

are spying our frontiers.

^ I
to let be known, to divulge

;

not to keep secret.

j£ ] BJ{ very near-sighted.

O/il soitmls, dzit and t«it. Jn CoTtton,

From ^, sillc, 7J /-'"/«, Rnd (1
. :i knot ; q. d. cutting a knot or

. .
,', line of silk.

To cut short a thread, to in-

terrupt the connection of; to sun-

der, to break oft", to intenupt ; to

ssver ; to exterminate, to utterly

destroy ; to bring on ruin ; to re-

nounce, to ;;bjiire ; terminated, end-

ed ; alienated ; to overpass, iis dif-

iieulties or o. ridge ; to cross a river

;

shootuig athwart, like a meteor

;

TSTJEIT.
tsQt

I
— in Swatow, clio and ctiuat ; — «'»

in Shanghai, dzih ;
— in Chifn, cliio.

a superlative, very, extremely, en-

tirely, most ; really, decidedly

;

stanzas of four lines.

1 Mor 1 Bi»lor ] J5 posterity

ail cut off; no heir left, as by

violence or death.

^ I
to stop ; ceased, as a ration

or a correspondence.

]
jE

^J. /^ no luck at all : not

at all a good place,

i^ 'if' 1 P he never ceases to

rail and scold.

Amoy, tswat ; — in Fuhchau, ebiuk ;
—

] ^ the road is broken up, the

way is shut up ; our resources are

all cut oft'.

1 St ^ P'l" on words ; as ^ ]

^^ not to be able to guess the

quip or charade.

S 1 -^ 3^ i^ ^. -^ JS !>« has

cut himself oft' from heaven, and

brought anger on his people.

]
^ a final sale, as of land never

to be redeemed.

'Ji 1 stanzas in pentameters.
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Mf 1
superior to all, the finest.

] ^ very beautiful or alluring.

] UD ^ SI separated and yet

not sundered, as characters in

the running hand which are

•• slightly joined.

1 fii fS A she is the belle of

the age.

1 ^ II 6fc ^^ cannot be changed

or retracted.

Q ]
deprive one's self of.

^ ]
killed every one.

] ^ the acquaintance is broken

off; to cut one.

^ fSi 1 A Ji S& Heaven never

stops a man's ways ;— i. e. his

ills are chietly from his own
^ doings ; like Proverbs 2G : 2.

I ^ the How is stopped, as a

stream without an outlet.

1 i^i § ^ starved himoclf to

death.

From strenjlh and cut off.

To break a thing asunder.

—
1 FB fii ^t' """^ snap it

broke in two.

rrom grass and cut off; it is also

useil as a s;aonym of tsul ' ^
small.

A bundle or sheaf of coarse

grass, called ^ j , used to strain

spirits through, which retains the

coarse dregs.

tmili

11,
,tsiteh

^n^n

Old sound, tsin. Jn Canton, tsnn, sun, and sliOn ;
— in Sicatoiv, chim andjtin ;

— in Amoij, tsun, cliw'an, and bun ;
—

in Fuhchau, cliong and c!ii6ng ;
— in Shanyhai, tsi" and tsing ;

—

in Cliifu, cliien.

Jjf ] a new edition, as of a set Read tsim^ a synonym of

of IJocks.

ftsiin

.tsien

The second form is rather obso-

lete ; when read, ^tsien^ it also

means an awl, a knifo.

To engrave; to cut, as an

epitaph on stone; to carve

blocks for printmg or orna-

mental work ; to censure, to

degrade.

1 ^ to cut in stone.

] ^ to degrade to a lower rank-

I ^ to chisel out

IE ^ 1 HI the able man's merits

are chiseled — on the libation

cups.

'tsttn

^ hole.Fi'om ^ hints and
witli which thoy are shot.

Fat, fleshy, as a bird in good

saason; met. racy, pleasant

discourse.

fld ]
fat fleshed

1 M"^ ^^ name in the T'ang dy-

nasty of Ch'uug-yang hicn ^
1^ Jl^ ill the south of Hupeh, a

part of the more ancient If j

in the same region.

Valiant, heroic.

^ ]
a bravo man.

g ]
wise and brave.

I'lom mouth and to permit ; it is

also read (Shuii,

'fuiii To suck, as infants do; to

lick, as dogs sometimes do a

sore.

1 ^t ^^ sucked quite diy.

1 y^ to test the flavor.

] jH to lick an nicer; met to

toady to ; a lick-spittle.

TS'=tJE3Sr.
Old sounds, ts'Qeo and dzien. Jn Canton, ts'iiu ; — in Swatow, chw'au and chw'a ; — in Amo>/, chw'aji, tswan, and

chwan ; — in Fuhcltau, chw'ang wid chiong ; — 1« Shanghai, ts'i" and dzl" ;
— in Chi/a, oli'ien.

From metal and all

;

for the next.

oeoui-s used

ch^iien
'^^ estimate the quantity or

qnality-; to weigh, to measure;

to assort, to select according to

merit and capacity, whence ] -^
is one term for the Board of Civil

Office ; to value aright ; a carpenter's

plane.

1 J^) *'0 estimate, as a quantity

;

to weigh.

] ^ to select, as proper men.

1 lS 'o P"' '"1 t-te balance.

1 M to judge of.

1 ifWLU^^'' '"ol'»^'' '•«'^-

less dftfainer.

,di iwn '

rom carriage and entire ; inter-

hanged with the last.

A wagon with a mat or

screen, and low solid wheels.

] ^ a rude cart to truck grain.

ri.^V^ From words and complete,

c^3l To explain, to comment on ; to

^cliHtjn illustrate or expound ; tomake

ii resume ; to discourse upon

and enforce ; allusions, comparisons.

Ii 1 explanatory notes.

] ^ to open out the meaning,

•g"
] to c.Kphiin fully.

] 55 fi'll proof.

^ .^i 1 p^ I lifivc not yet re-

ceived your full discourse, —
rofcrring to a letto).

Recovered from sickness

;

cured, convalescent, well.

^c/i'a^n ^jij
I

quite recovered.

^ I
quite strong agiiin.

^ •gg ^ ]
not thoroughly reco-

vered.
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A bamboo trap or creel for

( -1--. catohing fish or crabs ; the

tcUii'ti entrance; is guarded by points

converging inwards.

^§ %, H^ 1
to set the fish and

lurget the trap ; — ungrateful

fur benefits.

/A^ Till! Hifw who is complete;

( jj^ the name of ^g ] , one of the

^c/t'iiCH genii who ga-.e pine seeds to

Yao, and ho refusing to eat

them, his attendants did so, and

lived hundreds of yeare.

LI * A fragrant plant; spic-ery, sea-

c^^^^ soning ; fine grasscloth ; used

(?/«:» for you, in polite address

among friends ;
— as

| |j^ or

1 5g your observation, your care

of; vour information.

1 ^ ^ a perfume found in the

Jjj -\^ country, which makes

even the earth and stones frag-

rant wherever it is buried, and

causes Mesh to grow ou old bones

if burned under them.

M
From /leart and to slruU

To change, to alter ; to trust

^cWileti to one's opinion; presump-

tuous ; willful; next in order;

to rest.

'I'i!r ^ ^ 1
^vickedly obdurate and

irreclaimable.

-T« ^ 1 li>C refusing to reform.

] tf^ penitent, heartily sorry.

Read ^siiln, a synonym of i]|jj.

Sincere, lionest.

] 1^ to rely on another.

d A^ To kick
; to tread ou, .as if

cjt^» to try the weight ; to sit on

^cliHien the heels ; decrepit, bowed
;

to meander.

] ^ to crawl; to go stooping

over.

.^1

,ch^uen

The common form from /V to

enter and 3E i'^"') refers to a

scepter; tbe antique form of /v
to enter and _!. wor/i, shows that

the work is done ; but another

old form is composed of /\ and

^ a probahle derivation ; the

first is easily mistaken for (iin^
metal.

Completed, finished ; entire in

all its parts ; unbroken, j)erfect ; all,

(he whole ; to do all that is requir-

ed ; to complete.

^ I
all done ; iiU in order.

^ ]
to lump all together.

1 ^ 1 'tS almighty and oiimi-

bcient.

] ^ ^J "rfif
may your whole

family prosper.

I
^ij f§ jjiljl with undivided ener-

gies.

iU 1 ft itf '" order to render

complete our peaceful relations.

1 ft^^ 5C 6^S everything

depends on the winter's snow.

] and ^ I
and

| ijfl are foreign

grammaticfil terms for the per-

fect, imperfect, and pluperfect

tenses.

M \ f^W^ not the least defect

— or misfortune.

^ ] complete, as tbe works of an

author.

1 ^ :h & ^ plenipotentiary or

envoy with full powers ; — a
foreign term.

^ tM # ^ ffl
tlie whole mat-

ter (or all the facts) has not been
made known.

] "^ all are willing.

JQ 1 6^ ^ P a perfect Organiza-

tion ; a business entirely settled.

^ ^ IS 1 6^ A tis mind and
body are equally perfect.

I S ?}» f® all of them must come.

A^ ^ ^iMook that is perfect, one

cTjE, which is complete in all its

^chhien parts, having no spot or

blemish, and uniform in color,

called ] !f!^,
required in sacrifice.

tt 1 AG 1® ^ fat and nnblcmish-

ed victim.

t-'roui 7jC water and ^ h'/hVc,

as if denoting pare water ; but
the origin.al form represents a
coveriiifi and a line, the aspect
of a spring and its rill ; the se-
cond form is not uncommon.

A fountain, a spring; the

head-waters of a river ; money,
riches.

;J|5 I
a well at a spring.

jll ]
or^ j a water-fall, a cascade.

^ I
the money or coin of the

usurper Wang Mang.

^ 1
or ;^ ]

the grave, hades,

or elysiura.

S 1 S& -t 1^<* ^as gone to the

shades.

M 1 S ^ to lay up a fountain

{i. e. a fortune) for old as:e.

1 ?}C. spring water.

.ch'-Uen

W-:r^

TSTJI3:.
Old sounds, tsot, tsok, and dzut. In Canton, tsok, tsut, and ts'ut ; — in Samiow, chok, chut, chui, and cbfbk

;

tsut, chiok, siok, tsok, and ch'ek ;— in Fuhchau, chAk and ch'cuk ; — i« Shanghai,

tsah, ts'ok and dzok ;
— in Chifii, tsu.

Those who execute a chief's

orders, as lictors, underhngs, me-

nials, retainers ; to conclude, to

finish ; soldiers, privates ; to have a

£?« of its derivative^. ! Sequel ; the end ; to die, to come to

Origiually composed of "f* ten

imder ^ dotJies, because re-

tainers wore dyed gai-ment$ ; the

first form is tlie common one,

and is interclianged witli several

of its derivatives.

• 171 Amoy,

an end ; white pawn in chess ; an
adverb, hurriedly, sudd-nily

;
quite,

entirely ; then, when all was over.

&
I

soldiers.

•^
I

oflScers and men.
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^

jj»
I

camp-followers.

j^ 1 S ^t why are you in such

.1 haste ?

1 >^ ^ dt ^® "^^ * 2°"^ ™*"
to the last.

^^ I
died, gone.

^' ] a mortal disease.

II # 1 fl# '''^ •™« ^OT Study is

over or past.

] ^ PH suddenly asked hun.

1 ^ '" " great hurry.

1 ^ ^ Sil ''*^ "'^ **' °ii^ ^'^^^

on hira.

] ^ ^ ^ died in the service of

government

^ ^ ']» 1 •>" unknown private

;

a fellow of no account.

^ I
turnkeys.

Juk Interchanged with the Inst.

^f-'j To die, to end; said of officials

to< of an inferior rank.

I ^ to die.

To grasp, to clutch, to seize
;

to throttle ; to clinch in the

hand ; to run against, to

butt ; to snatch or take out,

as a drowning jxirson.

1 "^ M S seized hira by the

hair.

1 SS g''»'l'C'^ 1'"" 'jy tl'c n.ipc.

it 1 M ^ the wind clangs the

tongues of the bells.

>—
I

a very little, a handful.

^tA^ To put a handle in a socket,

^^pj as a helve into the eye of an

^iu ' ax ; the protruding top of a

pillar above the cross beam.

1 -tie to put in a helve.

Also read smIi-,

) Short hak, as on an ox

;

(<sa hairy.

—
] ^ 5i a hair-mole.

Composed of P mouth mid jt
J

to stop, but nnother says the up-
per part really represents the

'*" iliigh ; it is the 157ih radical of

characters referring to motions.

The leg; the foot; enough, full,

sufficient ; no deficiency or debase-

^Utl

s

ment ; to satisfy, to make up what

is wanting ; entirely, in full
;

pure,

as unalloyed silver ; actions, con-

duct ; to move ; to connect.

-^
I

complete in all rcsjjects.

^ 1 ^ fe ^ tlie hands and feet

(('. e. brothers) should not quarrel.

1 5$ 13 \\kto is plenty for all

our uses.

Q ]
self-sufficient, conceited.

1 M3^ ft> ^ ^ rve greatly

annoyed you a long time.

1 1 W """ "5 M * f"'l l»undred

taels.

^ I
to slip up, to make a blun-

der ; a faux-pas.

1
1^ yoiu" presence, your honor,

yon. Sir.

^ -^P 1
unsatisfied, never con-

tented.

/^ ^ ]
dots not meet my wishes.

^ ] JM "'^'' worth talking about

;

.1 trifling affair.

1 ^ ^ 1
^^ ''"* number (or

lengtli) just right?

jjg 1
quite right ; full.

^ — flO ]
'lot one occasion by

any means.

] '£( IIR M silver of standard

purity.

] Pj" JU ^7 it can Ix! done.

^ ] abounding, as aplentiftd har-

vest ; well supplied, abundant.

^ 1 jy ^ :/c
"^ he is imfit to

undertake a largo business.

f"? 1 t$ what is there wonderful

in lh;it?

i^ B ^ 1
tl'c ilays are not

enough to enjoy it all.

Kead 'fcft To treat olhei-s with

respect for the furtherance of one's

ends is j ^ ; to increase ; to be-

nefit ; to push along.

1 s" 1 § to be careful of one".s

words and actions.

From foot and imde ; occurs in-

terchanged with the next.

fl'i' To walk with great care, as

when carrying a precious

thing, or in the presence of a ruler.

I 1^ i^ to advance step by step.

Kead i'/Aj To walk with ease

iin a level roatL

1 1 Jk^ jE to go .along pleasant-

ly on the liisrli road.

From /bo/ and to pity; used with
the last, and occurs interchanged

with K^, to kick.

To press, to urge forward, to

hnsten ; impelled ; urgent ; cram[)-

ed, eraban-assed ; wrinkleil, cun-

tractsd ; to trouble ; anxious, care-

worn ; to draw in, to retract

4" 4 U 1 @ "& M tl'e bor-.Iers

of the state are now pushed in

a hundred // a day.

j£ I
pressed upon closely, as by

a creditor.

I I
cramped for room ; hamper-

ed ; contracted ; distreased.

1 ^ o'"
^iR 1 to contract the eye-

brows, as when angry or anxious.

] f^ imminently.

{ij ]
to impel, to dri\e.

Vii-jij Interchanged witli the List.

Hft^t To frown, to wrinkle the fore-

,te« head.

] ^ to knit the eyebrows.

i^ ] careworn ; a fuiTowed brow.

HI
.Isu

,tsu

I

Grieved, asliamed; to red-

) den, to color up.

I
-^ mortified, sorry.

In Pekingese. A subdued or in-

distinct sound.

] I
whisj)eruig, in a low voice.

Also read tsith^

To smack the lips ; to draw

in the breath ; to kiss an-

other ; to bring the lips of

two persons together.

P,^
] to smack the lips, and purse

up the mouth.

A tree found in Shansi, fur-

, nishing good timber for thills

;

^isu its flowers are white, shap-

ed like the cotton flower, and

the leaves are quinary, on long pe-

tioles ; to shed leaves ; to reach
;

bare, leafless branches.

r
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TSUH.

From a Jlag and a dart, refer-

ring to the head of a javelin

wliore a pennon is tied to recog-

nize it afterward.

Ti) collect into one place, as

a banner signalizes men to do ; a

clan, a tribe ; a family, which traces

its descent from one ancestor, and

has one surname; kindred, rela-

tives ; a class, a kind.

^ I
of the same clan.

PH

Ts'un.

the clan register of names.
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ji} ] to disown, to turn out of

the family.

1 ''M "''
1 ^ ^^'^ senior of the

clan.

3 1 father, son, and grandson

;

also, father, mother, and wife's

kindred.

^ ] aquatic animals.

"g"
] creation; animated natnre.

M ^ 1^ 1
compromised all his

clan or family.

nmm^n 1 ^.l^en back to

my country and kin.

AJ^tj The head or barb of an arrow

lU^) or a javelin ; the point of a

^isti dart.

^ ] sharp barbs.

^ ^ I
knocked off the barbs.

Old sounds, ts'ok, t8*tot, and dzut. In Canton, ts'ok, ts6k, and ts'ut ;
— in Swatow, oli'fik ;

— in Amoy, tsut, tsok, tmd ch'iok ;
—

in Fuhchau, ch'cuk, ohuk, and chok j — i« Shanghai, ts'ok and ts'ah ;
— in Chifu, ts'u.

tshi'

p'rom man a.ai Jbot; this and the

next are interchanged with tsuh,

^ to urge.

To constrain, to urge; ur-

gent, driven, pressed on ; near, close

;

shortened, contracted.

^ I
hampered ; a narrow space.

1 J^ftM.ilJ' ^ cross knees and

talk upon matters, as long absent

friends.

much, to constantly talk to one.

Jj^ •gl^ ]
the time is very short.

i^ 1 to hurry on, to stimulata

] ^ the house-cricket, because

it incites the goodwife to weav-

ing ; its chirp is supposed to re-

semble the sound made by a

rapid shuttle.

From Jbet and then ; also read

(.«'«/;, and interchanged with ^
to urge.

To tread on ; to

with the foot
J

to kick.

I f^ carefully, seriously.

] E^ to tread on.

ts ti

Mu

tS' .'I

From beast and tietor ; it is in-

terchanged witli its primitive.

A dog rushing from a cover

;

to ru.sh out and di'ive people

away ; abrupt, precipitate.

] imiwtuous
;

perplexed and

hurried by affairs.

^ soon ; readily ; abiuptly.

High ; hazardou.s, as the sum-

mit of a peak like the Matter-

horn.

ill fS 1 .^ ^'^^ peak came

crasmng down.

w.
To butt, to run against, to

kick the shiiL

'*'"' Eead tsuP To huddle, to

fleck together; treading on

one another.

M 1 ^ tf*
'^'^'^ egrets gather in

flo:k:i in the wood.

From bamboo and clan ; it is

nearly synonymous with the next.

Small bamboos ; a frame-

work or wbtik, on which silk-

worms spin their cocoons ; an

arrow-bead or barb ; a crowd of

people, a group ; a mold for making

cakes ; in botany, a round corymb,

like the snowball ; a cyme.

1 ^ "if ?J5
t^^y <^*°»® pressing

on in a crowd.

^ ^ H ] to attend to the silk-

worms laying.

^ ^ ^ JS!i 1
several hundred

flowrets making one tuft.

?£ ffl IS 1
^^'^® \ie&(!is of flowers

and colored groups ;
— said of

fine embroidery or a well written

essay.

1 1 Wi ^^^^ new ; fine
;

clean

and all new, as a dress.

Eead tieu' Thmgs budding in

the spring, said ofgrass in ttissocks
;

thick, vigorous growth.

Wi^ ]
^ '•-^^ wature springing

into life.

^ ^' -k. 1
a gre*** springing

forth among the tubes ; i. e. the

spring is coming on ;
— the ^

] or J^ I
was a pipe ancient-

ly played in the first mooa

Like the last.

A ne.st ; to

together; a

worm whisk

^ ^Q ] a strong gust of wind

collect, to call

crowd ; a silk-

tshi'

The noise of splashing or bub-

bling waters ; an old name of

the Chehkiang -^ J^C
'''^''^''

5

occurs u.sed for g^ to plan.

yft
I

intermittent, <as a fountain

;

outside of the capital of Kwe'i-

cheu, there is an intermittent

well which rises and falls a hun-

dred tunes a day, gouig regularly

like a clei)sydra.

^ ]
to spy into the plans of a

state in order to surprise it.

In Cantonese. Soft, like thin

mud or fresh mortar ; thm, fluid,

as milk ; lean ; careless of one's

reputation.

^ ] ^ cook it veiy soft.
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TSTJI.
Old sounds, tsui, dzui, tsut. and dzut. In Canton, tsni and toiii ; — in Swatmo, chue

and tswRt ; — in Fuhchau, choi, cli6i, and cli'oi ; — in Shanghai, ts', tsuS

m the month,

to sip or

.tsui

To puree up

when alwut

,tsuj kiss.

] p to pucker the mouth.

I }^ 3^ ^ to guzzle wine and

bhui; out songs.

1 S depressed, complaining,

weakened.

Bead ^sui. To urge to drink

when singing and playing.

iJtS Fioiu ^ to bind and Jlfc this

;

it is regarded !is nnotliei' form of

tlie next.

To know ; to store up, to

conceal ; the mouth, tho beak
j

stone needles used in .acupuncture.

From tnoulh aud to bristle up.

A bu-d's bill ; the lips ; a

'fcMj beak, a snout ; a month ; a

muzzle, a spout, an aperture,

a nozzle ; to wrangle, to talk much

and impudently, to give lip.

M 1
tokisa

j[g gj
I

mouth-piece of a pipe.

ift i
5fc *S glib-tongaed ; a spe-

cious rascal.

] ^ vile upbraidings, scurrilous,

apt at reviling.

/|J;^ ^ ] don t chatter so much.

^ igp ]
do not interfere; dont

reply to it.

^ ] ^ to boast of one's eloquence.

1 Wt^' '*'''* *'^ ^^ enough to

talk.

^ I £, to beat the lips, a cruel

mode of torture.

I
H^ loquacious, garrulous.

jJC I
a reckless talker.

1 m 65 JS or il' :^ 1 ^ my
mouth waters much for it ; to

Jove good eating.

^ ] or -JK ] to take the part

of; to side with, as in a dispute.

jfj| ] a skillful pleader.

^ ]
or ^'

]
ghittonou&

ffik I
o"" Si 1 ^° wrangle, to

bicker, to raise a dispute.

—
] "^ Ig'

he has learned to

.speak the court dialect, — in-

timating that it is another lan-

guage than his mother tongue.

Also read ^t^z'

A species of tortoise, called

'tsui
1 ® or

I j]g and found

near tho mouth o£ the Yellow

River; its shell is fine enough for

ornaments, but much inferior to

torloise-shdl.

From spirits and come to the

end of, as of the ability to drink.

^,,^,> Exhilirated with drink ; happy,

fuddled, intoxicated, drunk ; a

debauch ; fascinated with, stu[)efied

with, devoted to ; unconscious, as a

man of his danger ; engrossed with.

"S ] o>" gf{ 1
drunken.

/Ji ^ ] "ot f ffected by liquor.

I :g| (or ] fg ^ in Cantonese)

a drunkard, a sot

] ^ intoxicated, maudlin.

1 A 1l!j
'"^ dninken lout, a wine-

bibber.

If; I
or ^ ] §5 one who feigns

to be drunk.

] B^ sleepy from ilrink ; also, a

term of railing for a man's inat-

tentive looking.

>& 1 ^ 1^ the mind wrapped up

in the classics.

] jg jPlg
drunk as a clod.

fg ^ 1 A A g 1
if you make

yourself drunk, it is not [the

fault of] the wina

^ IS H ^ 1
iie's half drunk

aud yet has drunk nothing ; «'. e.

he acts like a simpleton.

V^ M: ] jh ^^^ spirits have dnn^k

to tho full.

A clothes' beater.

] ^ an old n^unc for Kia-

tsui ' hing fu in Chehkiang.

tsui'

TSUI.

and chui ; — in Amoy, tsui, ts66, ch'ni,

and dz&S ;
^ in Chifu, ts6i.

From ^ net and 0p wrong ; j.

d. crime entangles men into

the cet of the law : the ancient

form, which was changed by Tsia

becaase it resembled^ emperor,

is com{>osed of g sel/ and ^
bitter, and refers to the offender,

but the Q h also a contraction

of ^ origin, as transgression is

the origin of sorrcw.

A bamboo net for fish ; to be-

come involved, as a law-breaker;

trespas.s, crime, sin, faidt; injury,

damage ; a violation of order, law,

or decorum ; to give occasion for

blame ; to criminate, to regard one

as guilty; to deal with him so;

punishment, retribution.

1 IB o'' 1 A '"* crinunal.

^ I fj* I ^'^^^ ofi'ended you ; I

beg yoiu-.pardon.

IK T 'J» 1 * venial sin, a pecca-

diUo.

] j^ ;l5fll ] a repeated offense.

f^ ]
to examine a criminal.

^ I
to seatenc :: for crime.

'£j•iS,iiU^^] violation

ot law is the same criiae in prince

as people.

^ I
got his demerits; he has

been punished ; received dam-

age ; alluding to the idea of

trannraigration and its sanctiona

^ ]
a capital crime

1 1^ M^ ^ ^^®'' deserved fate.

] ^ ^ ^ the mea.sute of his

iniquity i.s fulL

] ^ to criminate one.

has caused blama or regret to the

present time.

•ft ^"l pS 1
to talr3 a rod and

request punishment,— as isa^ud

to the Offliieror by wiflcials.

^ 1 iU ^ !^ ''"' innocent are

tho rcvlly honorable.

3c et ^ 1
Heaven reckons with

the guilty.
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TSUI.

From -H to s/im/c, (but really

clianged from f^ to offend') ami

Jj){ to tnkz ; i p. to come in con-

tact with and take a^-ay.

To assemble tliu whole company;
to <«ny a;iything to tli3 extreme

;

a high grade of miiitaiy merit; an
intensive adixrb, which precedes its

subject, exceedingly, extremely.

I § excellent and good.

|jt I
to como together, as to a feir.

I H the handsomest of all.

TS'UI.

1 M M ''^° "'™*' iraportant.

I ^ i:i the front, very first of all.

.W iffc ^' 1
^'•'" i^' '''^3 "!'»'• so of

all, ns high, or good, or fit, &c.

I 'SI 'ST*
''*' ™'^'' convenient

;

the handiest.

1 ^ 4* iS 'lot of the least use.

] J^ too early, by far.

^ I
reported for promotion,—

by one's superiors.

I |g| very difficult, the most difB-

colt.
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"jj^'} Sm.ill, iusi'^iifioant, as a

^^^ country ; vile, contemptible
;

tsiii ' to colbct ; an ancient placo

luar Sl-ngan fu.

] f^j
to asjBinbb.

1 ^ -i IS '"^ sraall unimportant

country.

' > Hiliy, rough country ; moun-

tainous.

tmi* ± ^ ^ ;jlS 1
*o ""S"

is not only very steep, but

rugged also.

pjj to repeat the invitation ; to

Old suuiuls, ts'ui, dztii, ts'iit, andizvA.

ti>o6, 8oe, tsiii, tmd tsut ;
— t« h

A^^ '-To urge, to press, toirapor-

< |'P& tune ; to hasten, as the pay-

^ts'ui meat of a debt ; to dun; to

egg on ; to reiteratj.

] p^ to demand urgently.

5 ffr ^ 1
I ^'^'i 110 servant to

send to hasten you ;
— written

on invitation notes.

1 II _

hiUTy — the guest

] ^ ^ he is pressing me for it.

1 iS *^"'
1 i& 'o press, to expe-

dite, to drive forward.

] 5f^
to urge the payment of land

taxes.

From jlj hill and^ ifOOil ; the

second form is unusual.

A high mountain ; a town

in the kingdom of Tsi,

,ts'«i whence the surname was

derived.

I 1^ high, rocky summits.

From liand and lofty.

To repress, to stop, to diive

back ; to force into a certain

way or to obey ; to o\erpo\v-

er ; to push, to im|)el, to thrust at,

to scorn ; to destroy, as a family ; to

reach, to arrive ; to break, ai\ wind

does the trees; to feed, as wiih

forage.

TS"=XJI.
In Canton, ts'i:i and ts'iii ; — in Sioalow, ch'ui, kui, and chui ;

— i« Amoy, ch'ui,

'uhcliau, ch'oi, ciiw'6i, clnv'i, and soi ;
— in Shanghai, ts'uo ;— in Chifii, Wei.

0ui

] iJf to break olF.

I PIJ j^ ^ to oblige the obsluiate

to b'jcjiao yielding, or the stiff

to b:j supple.

] ^ '•o l""^li over.

^ M 1 ?? everybody scolds and
rails ac me.

1 JS T =i^ yonVe pounded the

hoop till ;t has burst.

5b IB. "1^
1 *^^" daparted sae has

now como — to partake of the

saL-rific3.

] Pf to restrain the temper ; to

repress, to abate.

] ^ ^ i, fct^l l"m with forage

and grain.

From silk tmi frayed ; al-io read
fs/iu-ai, and iute; changed with
its primitive.

A strip of sackcloth anciently

worn on the breast as a badge

of mourning, six inches long and
four wide ; the unhemmed frayed

edges of mourning apparel.

!^ ]
in deep mourning, referring

to ibis raveled coarse dress.

Alto rCiid ^s'unai.

The small rafters which pro-

^fs'id j,\;t i'ro.Ti the eaves like a

frayed edge, and support the

ti!i;:g ; thoy were formerly

JsUn

called
j ;}g but now arj usually

tenned ^ch^wen \^ ; the ^ 1 are

often ornamented or carved.

ll The luster of gems
;
pearls

hanging down.

^ ? 1 fp ''^'O spears and

arms lay mLved in confusion

;

». e. like gems on a dress.

^il Vif Deep, clear water ; fresh,

clean ; tears trickling down
;

spoiled, destroyed ; frozen

di-ifts of snow, for which the

next is also used.

W 1 ^S ii3 tliere was a deep
place in the stream.

'tshii

11

Sleet and snow together.

] }'^ hoar-frost comingwith

snow.

Fio;n tnan and soldier ; it occurs

used for 2jt a cohort of a huudi'ed

'ts'ui

w
ts'ui'

"""

A substitute, a vice ; se-

condary or supplementary, an aid.

] $ the ficcond grade oi kujin.

^ ] a deputy sub-prefect

j^ ]
a circuit examiner.

> Xo alarm, to call ; to taste,

|-* to put in the mouth, to sip.

JJ I
to terrify by bawling.ts^u

128
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] ^ to get the flavor of.

Wj\ ] to slobber in eating.

I "P — P I took one taste.

Read tmh^ To crauncU ; to

suck and smack tbe lips.

P^ I
a hubbub, a row aud clamor.

1 ^ '{$ sucked it dry.

Wl'"roni heart and deid.

Sad, downcast, chagriued,

ts^ui' ^ ] distressed, grieved.

^ I § ^ a cadaverous

countenance; distressed, fallen.

ig ]
in extremity, disheartened.

JJ Like the preceding, imd used with

the next.

ishti' Wearied ; sad ; worn out, de-

crepit.

Eead fo«/*, A short face.

) Diseased ; wearied ;
decrepit

by age, service, or ailments
;

fe'«i' the infirmities of age.

'^ ^ *3d 1
^"* postman was

worn out.

S ] ;^ ^ melancholy sad notes,

as of the lute.

^ I
full of cares, exhausted by toil.

^ il?^ 1 ^® whole body entire-

ly worn out ; in a state of decre-

pitnda

AJ^) Interchanged with the next.

f^ To harden iron by plunging

U'ui' it in water ; to temper ; to dye

to come into contact with, as

fire with water ; to flow.

] ^ to harden iron.

] ;Jp to dye cloth.

* * - J Nearly the same asllie preceding.

J\^^ An extinguisher; to plungo

fo'wi' and put out fire ; to temper

;

to burn.

^4^ ^li 1
^Yiulsz' (a dis-

ciple of Confucius) Bcorchcd his

palm to prevent nodding.

^ p}C ] ^ ^ harden its point

by dipping it in clear water

;

inet to stimulate [KJople by pro-

motion or promises.

' Tbe feathers of the turquoise

kingfisher, the H ] or |

ts^ui' ^ ,1^ which are used ii:

piuraagery ; the name is said

to be an imitation of the whirring

sound of the wings ; applied also to

the humming bird.

1 Wl 'y'"S O'^ ^ hill-side.

IJlJj
1 to put on feathers ; to imi-

tate feather-work in enamel.

1 ^ the kuigfisher's feathers.

1 jf§ a bridal chair adorned with

plumagery.

] II a brothel.

] -g, a purplish bine.

1 '& ^ *'^° larkspur.

I ^ a head ornament of ladies.

I5fe S 1 ^ bound around with

pearls and clasised with feathers

;

— ricldy dressed.

I > Tlie tail of a bird, called ^
g, in common discouise ; the

ts'^ui' bones of the jielvis.

] (^ the flesh of a bird's

tail.

.> i^ The original and second form is

fnt I ^ Jlesh and j^ to break off,

-^ ^ r contracted to Q color, but the

"•-» Delicate, easily broken ; brit-

'" "'
tic, crackling, easily shiver-

ed ; short, light, as pastry

;

tritlmg, unsteady in character.

3| 1 or $51 1
nieUow and soft as

a ripe apple ; crisp.

Ig ] dry and crisp, as hard baked

cakes.

lis 1 ?E ^ ground-nuts baked

in salt very crisp.

f^ ^ ^ 1
to do thmgs quickly

and smartly.

if i-f- 6^ ^S 1
f™d in fat very

crisp.

^ ] delicate, as pie-crust

1 ^ ^ 65 '^ crackle when eat-

ing, as ginger snaps.

I
is'ui'

tsui'

U'ui'

Almost the same as the last.

Tender ; crisp and sweetish,

yet firm, as well cooked meat.

flC ^ H" 1
fa'' a»<l <^eli-

clous, as a tender capon. •'^^.

A bamboo brush or scrub,

called
] ^; a whisk used

by cooks to clean pans.

From hair thrice repeated, to

denote its fineness.

The down on birds ; the fine

fur next the skin; furry,

downy ; soft, velvety; crisp; deli-

cate ; fragile, easUy broken.

] U a plush cap worn in old times.

>^ ] asbestos cloth.

H* ft 1 i& '^ S^t delicate food

for parents.

1^ ]
cotton staple, raw cotton.

] ^ cloth with a nap
;
plush.

1 ^ in ^ lu** court robes glitter

like the rushes in seed.

Grassy, tussocky ; a coUec-

tiou, a selection ; to be with ;

ta'uC collected together, to congre-

gate, as people into towns

;

to roost on ; used for \^. an aid.

§ 1 M jUi j^ to come and dwell

togither in a town.

^ ]
a thicket; thick and leafy

like jungle.

1 ^ a rusthng sound, as of bushes,

HI jIK ^ 1
'•*' ^^^^^ ^^^ mun-

torious out of the crowd.

-£^^^mff( 1 4 wher-

ever the imperial orders reach,

there men, of principle gather.

1 ^ books of elegant extracts.

j j|j^
—

• ^ brought together id

the same school.

H^-J^) Similar to the preceding.

^^p To collect, to bring together.

tsui' -g" ] S ^ to make a col-

lection of old sayings.

W K ffi Jt ^ in 1 ^ it is

better to g.ither idl commodities

than to have them go abroad
;— {irotection of native industry.

Bead tauh. Grain in the milk.
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Tsxjnsr.
See also under TSi'JN. Old sounds, tauii and dzuu. In Canton, tauu and tsnn ;

— in Sualow, chuu •, — in Amoy, Isuii

ill I'uhckau, cliong ««(/ cliw'iing j
— in Shanghai, tsang aiu/ tsiug ;— in Chifu, tsiin.

Jsun

From "jy two hands contracted

to TJ* an incli, unrler W c/ju'A

to represent luindiug a cup to u

man ; oconis used for the next
two.

High, Iioiiorablo, envinent, res-

pected ; noble
;
you, your, ia direct

address; to honor, to venerate; to

dignify ; a wine vessel.

^ ]
your father.

1 ili y^'"' I'onor
;
you, Sk\

1 ^ A yui"' wife.

1 M ^'^ venerate and esteem.

] ^ an appellation of Budhas

and arhaus, answering to arya

or vcnerablo
;

given to those

who Lave mastered the four s[)i-

ritual truths ; the term -jj^ ]

honored by the world, is a title

given to every Budha ; and by
an easy transition, —

] ^ ^
comes to mean a Budhist idol.

^ ]
the emperor.

] *-g elderly, honored peiBons.

fl^ ] the prefect.

1 ^ respectable
;
good family and

character.

1 fj^ ^ J^ to honor virtue and

dehght in philosophy.

— j fj!)^
one cannon ; a local use,

perhaps derived from the respect

it demands.

^ "^ ^ ^ ] ^ there are three

classes in the world to be honor-

ed ;
— the noble, the aged, and

the \iiluous.

!7ij ^ 5c 1
Laotsz', the honored

ill heaven.

^ 1 fi); I have given you trouble;

I beg your pardon.

fl^ & -^ liO 1 A the well

bred discsteem themselves and

honor othere.

^"M* Drawers forwomen reaching to

c^-^ the knees ; used for the last in

ftsun the phrase
] ^jl! to "^^ carefid.

Jsuii

.tsun

From wood or vase or earth and
to honor.

A vase or goblet for libations

;

a glass or cup ; a wine-jar

or amphora ; a decanter ; the

last fonns <ire commonly used

at Canton for bottle, phial,

flask, or small jug, whether

of stone or glass ; to drink

from a botlle ; luxuriant foliage.

—
1 }@ <i bottle (or cup) of sph-its.

tC I fif Di to take a glass with

one.

"jf^ \
s- llower vase.

Ijfl ] open the bottle or jar.

From to rjo and to honor; e. g. to

follow the honorable ; occurs used

for chwen'' l|| a headman.

To follow orders, to obey, to

comply with, to conform to ; to

act as required, as an officer in

canying out instructions ; to induce

to follow, or influence to obedience;

to accord with times ; obedience,

acquiescence ; as a.\\ adverb, accord-

ingly, consequenriy ; had no other

way to act

] Q* to follow the emperor's be-

hests.

1 . li to obey laws.

^ I
carried out every order.

1 3E ^ S& to walk in the ways

of the ancient kings.

]
s^^ to keep in obedience.

] ^ those who honor and keep

the precepts.

I fr fH ^ to become (or act as)

a literary man.

To adjust, to regulate ; to

observe rule and order, and

^tswi, tlius restrain others.

] ^ "f we cannot be more

sirring.

I 1)5 to economize ; to keep within

the rales.

I ]
to call together.

H 19 M 1 ^ yon '""St dally

use a little less.

Lofty, grand, as a mountain

peak.

^tsun
I I

elevated
;

peeling one

above another, as mountain

Tho first character i^ the nio^t

in use, and both ars often read

s ^tsun.

Many persons conversing

amicably without real friend-

ship ; to talk agreeably ; uni-

tedly, as a chorus.

I ^ ^ t^ to sijeak fair words,

and then backbite each other.

In Cantonese. To have a thing

ready, as an ax to cut a tree.

1 ^ ffl P^ ''^y tlicm all by care-

fiUly.

Like the last.

To assemble; to respect, to

Hiiin have a regard for.

I ^ to come together.

1 ^W fS to show respect to

the virtuous.

The copper ferule or place

to grasp, on the handle of a

'^tsun spear.

m^^"^^ 1
"hen

handing a dart present it by the

handle.

tsiin'

From horse and to walk tlowli/

;

it occurs used for tlie next, and

for siiin> ^ lofty.

A stately, fine shajjed horse
;

a noble steed, of which Mah-wang

i|§. ^ of Chen had eight ; digni-

fied, reserved without being proud ;

excelUng
;

great ; lofty ; swift
;

rapid.
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1 J^ a majestic horse.

] 5^ fleet, as a racer or ship,

ifl 1 a hero.

1 ^ ^ ^' *'^^ great appointment

will be hard — to carry out.

3& JSL 1 ^ coiiiser fleet as the wind.

1 'S 'f 3^ [those mountains]

reach to the skies.

I ]
very exalted, hiie a sage.

] f^ ^ 5fA altogether express or

make clear his private opinions.

From "ion and to walk ; it is also

used with the last and the next.

tsSn? Superior, remarkable, one of

a thousand ; talent or ability

of such ; eminent

] jl;;
a fine scholar,

i gjl ;g ^ to have brave and

sterling men in ofiice.

M^
] H all were distinguished

for their high accomplishments.

1 ft H M an elegant lady.

181 65 ^ « ^ 1
her form is

very handsome.

^ A 1
he is one ofa thousand.

I A !^ a fine-looking man.

0^;^ ]
^glj 1 those who were

termed having the three grades

of talent, could exhibit their

powers — in proper stations.

Used for its primitive, and also

like the last.

tsiiri' Valiant, brave ; able, pre-

eminent in force or wisdom
;

to overcome ; to raise.

] ^ extraordinary, unrivaled;

strange.

i^
I

a brave hero.

^' Intelligent, quick of appre-

hension.

tsun' ,^ »S S 1 >i bright mind
and lively imagination.

I
ixmpi'juous, clever, astute.

To l(X)k at carefully.

] ^ j^ a hero in the Han
dynasty.

The remains of a sacrifice;

the fragments left after a

tsiin'' meal; to eat the remnants;

dressed foo^L

^ 1 to eat at the second table

;

i. e. to m-go parents to eat more,

and then for children to cat their

leavingi

1 ^^ •& every thing has been

eaten up.

j ^ /p ^ leavings cannot be

used for otfcriugs.

•4' flO 1 ^^ ""'^" ^^^ ^hai was

left at breakfiist.

> The cA/>/of th&fields, a land-

lord, a proprietor ; an officer

tsilii' who had oversight of the

fields ; a sort of bailiff" was
anciently called Q ] because he

was H ^ j^ the great man of the

fields.

^ ]
a clown, a rudo pea&int

\^iii' ^ fi'"'* l^'irning ; to put out a

Py^ fire ; to scorch or prick shell

tsTtn' i:i divination.

1 T % >X. ^^ put out the

incense and candles ; it is done by
the acolytes to save them.

4/fci'
T^ Vinch the flesh with the

4^i^ fingers ; to put tlie nails to-

tsiin^ gethcr, as when killing a

llsa ; to push away ; to lay

the hand on.

] ^ to crack a lousa

j ^ ^ ^ ^ ''« pinched the

arm of the pruice of Wei.

IJ^' A kind of marmot found in

t^C ^^^ ^'^'y P*'"'^ ^^ Sz'ch'uen,

tsUn' ] B. or «BM, "'^ost' ^'1

fmiiishes hairs for pencils; it

cats chestnuts and roots, and de-

stroys fields like the mole ; its cry

is musical.

Old sounds, ts'un and dzun. In Canton, ts'un ;
— in Hwatow, eli'uii and ch'ang ;

in Fuhchau, ch'5ng, ch'atmg, aadchimg;— in Slmnghai, ta'tmgand

ft. |. From wood and inch ; the second

and obsolete form, composed

' of TS to collect and Q town,

is regarded as more authentic

;

it resembles ^ts'ai i^ material.

The beginning of a town;

a hamlet, a village.

] ^ rustic, unpolished; gross,

paganish.

1 ? or ^ \ a village ; country

places.

] ^ a villager, a cotmtryman

1 % '^i' 1 ^ villages and farm-

steads.

I
^ a mai-ket vilbgc.

^ ]
to scatter village abase ; to

blackguard people.

--^-^ From 'T chM nud ^ or "^
,A3^ hand; q.d. tlio lutrer protects the
'

_, , former.
JtSWl

To preserve or defend from

uijiu'y ; to maintain, to retnin, as a

purpose or princi[)!e ; to tako care

of, as one's heallli ; to ir.quiru after,

to heedfully l.>ok after, tJ watch

;

to lay by, to Lt romain, tj put

away, to place on deposit ; left over,

— «n Amoy, cU'un, tsun, and chw'au ;
—

dz&ng ;— in Chi/a, ts'itn.

I

as a balance of account; extant,

I

alive ; to exist.

1 i^ *'"1
I C are correlatives,

— .IS alive or dead ; to preserve

and to ruin, as a dynasty ; to

continue or to destroy ; saved or

lost

^ \ to inform the emperor of

ou'j's recovery or health, as

ag^d officers should do ; also, to

make kind inquiries about

£1 t 1 >& ''' preserve the heart

in lium.ino feelings, i. e. pure

from vice or error.
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^ j
to conserve ; to keep warily.

] J!^ ji^ to maintain conlial re-

lations with ; to upliold good

principles of conduct.

1
—

ii!i^ tt o"ly o"^ of liis

descendants remained.

I
•{§ to detain or keep back.

^ ]
it still remains, it is stQl ex-

tant.

I ^ to nurture goodness in the

heart.

I ^ to take care of one's self, to

keep out of danger.

] f to lay aside carefully.

JJj; ]
to gather or store carefully-

^ ] a settled purpose.

i&
] nobody spared alive or es-

caped ; nothing was saved.

I
"j* ^ undigested, indigestible.

From foot and honor; this is used

for a colloquial word (occasionally

written jf[) j(«n, having this

ineanicg, whence this too is some-
j<u» times read j<«n.

To sit on the heels, to set cou-

chant, to squat ; to place close to

each other, as men in line.

1 1 W fJS *" ^^"^ "^ measured

steps.

'1 f W M i: t-o set up the

mailed dresses and shoot at tbem.

1 ^ ft unable to squat.

jflJ-
] to crouch, as a tiger ; to

occupy by force.

1 ^'i M ^ squatted till my legs

are stitf.

S a 1 ^£ IS IS ^ lie sqiats

on his own scales ; — said of a

man praising himself.

From fish and honorable, because

it leads others.

'ts'un A fish like the rudd, with red

eyes, round and long body,

small scales, and reddish marks ; it

is also called "^ @ .^ red eyed

fish, and is probably a kind of roach,

perhaps the same iis the ^J Q_^ ^
{Leuciscus homospilotus,) at Can-

ton ; in Japan, the salmon.

iiWlii.^. \ IS "1 ^ii« »i"e.

pouched net are rudds and bream.

c,r> |, From heart and inch.

I 4 To gness, to surmise ; to con-

'ts^un sider, to reflect on.

1 *S 'o ponder on.

g ] ^ fg I tliink that I have

not the ability or power.

^ A W ii:-. ^ 1 &>i. ^vhat

others have in their minds, I can

measure by reflection.

Lk ^ Formed of 3iC "'6 hand and —

•

M one under it, to denote the pulse

, ) of the wrist, au inch from the
" "" hand ; it is the 41.st rsidica! of a

small heterogeneous group of cha-

racters; inacoouutsitisoften used

as a contraction of swan^^ to

reckon.

The Chinese inch or punto, which

is regarded <ts equal to the middle

joint of the finger ; it measures one-

tenth of a cubit f^ or foot, and

lilco it varies in length ; a very

little.

1 >^°^'fi 1
o""

1 M ^^^ heart.

j P the pulse at the wrist.

^ ] 1^ improve every inch or

moment of time.

] '^ H fr I cannot move a step

;

I cannot alter.

^ ^ 1 i6 ^ a man's heart

know.s when he swerves from the

right.

~
1 ii ^ ^ 1 JS an i"ch of

eyebrows often bears a myriad

inches of sorrow.

^ W 1 ifi ^ have got on about

an inch, i. e. a very little ; a de-

preciating phrase.

J^ \ feet and inches, dimensions,

the measure of a thing ; also

etiquette, respect, regard accord-

ing to station.

'•i^ (^ 1 ^ I have just written

a .sliort note.

H 1 'J« ^ 31 "ly l''^''!'^ daugh-

ter, — referring to her tiny feet

t4 R m R n \ m ]
if

you can get (or leani) much then

get it ; if not, then a little ;
—

even anything is good.

tl]
ts'uit'

' To cui into incites ; to cut

small, to cut up ; to part, to

divide.

]
i^ to cut fine.

^ ] fij ^ distinguish cleaily

the stops and meter, — in mak-
ing and singmg verses.

Tsxjisro-
Old sound, tsong. In Canton, tsung ;

— «n Swatow, chong and chang ;
— in A

in Fubdum, chung, ch'ung, and chuDg ;
— in Shanghai, tsung

;

J »_» Fruiu .^nel(('rand to proclaim.

I •4'* An ancestral liall, where the

^tsun;i honored one."? are present to

hear and answer prayers ; an

aocestral tablet ; sacrificial, used in

worship ; to honor, to revere ; that

which men resort to or recur to ; to

appear at (rourt ; to revert or turn

to, as the water of the Yangtsz' flows

to the sea, or people turn to the

throne ; to agree with or follow, as

an authority ; to honor ; the natural

focus, origin, or center ; honorable

;

a clan, those who bear the same sur-

name, and are derived from the same

ancestor; a matter, a manner, a sort;

among Budhists, a school, a sect.

^ ]
the heavenly bodies.

moy, tsong, cli'iong, and ch'ong ;
—

— in Chifu, tsun^.

I ]
.jij:

/f[: each sort and manner
;

every kind.

1 j^ a te\uple where the tablets

of Icings or forefathers stand.

J J^ the honored placj of Chen

;

— i. c. the metropoli.".

1 A J^ tl«-' JBoard of the Im-
perial Kindred which regulat.s

the ] ^ Imperial Clan.
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j^ ]
family ancestors.

|pj ]
clansmen.

J^ I
rivers, seas and mooctains.

1 ;^ <"
1 jH **'! °"^'s kiidretl.

] •^ the lineal descendant in the

tldfst son.

—
) ^% ^i a noble act

;/^ ] ^ a great lot of goods.

(or sect) do you belong?

4^ HT 1 •& '"'' *^^" ^ relied on.

^ r^- ] ^ all scholars honor—
Confiicins as their master in

doctrine.

—
] ^ i4 t^*^ whole disjiosition

of the man.

I ^ to recur to the origin.

(| A large fish which comes in

^ from the sea and returns at

proper times; it appears t)

bo allied to the sturgeon, and

Ls sometimes wrongly called ^ "^"

^ , from its large ear bones ; its

body is round, nose very long, and

has a hoUow iii its neck ; it weigliH

sometimes 30 catties.

'\ From horse and gathered up or

ancestors.

A mane; the bristles on a

hog's nape; long, disheveled

hair.

3^- ] ^ hog's bristles.

I
J^lj a brnsU of bristles.

it ji. ^ I
hold the horso by

li!S mane.

^ I
or ^ 1 *° *"™ *^° mane.

I
to braid the mane into ring-

lets.

Similar to and interchanged with

. _^ the last.

^Uung A b'gh head-dress ; the back

lappet of a Ciiincse lady's

liead-dreps, sometimes likened to a

rudder, and also called i^ ;^ a

swallow's tail ; a wig, peruke ; a cue.

(§ ] a false coiffure, a lady's peri-

wig.

\^ ] to rub the Jajjpet with gum.

?M 1 J^ ^ * ticket given in Ba-
tavia tor the tax paid on cues by

Chinese.

Tlie first form is a contraction

oC the second which is derivcil

from TfC tcootl and J^ a nicrru-^

refening to tlie fibers.

A kind of gomuti pahu, the

Cfiumaropa, whose pheaths

'

and scapes both furriisli coir
i

for rain-cloaks, ropes, mats, &c; its

wood ] /fp3 7fC is used for posts

;

coir obtained from pjilms, like the
|

Borassus gomutm, the Caryota, and

other plants.

^ ]
a dark brown, umber color.

^ or
] ^ a coir mat

Yi a \imety of black bamboo
whoso roots furnish cauea

^ clusters of the flower bnds
of palms, used for food.

^ a coir trunk.

^ a coir rain-cloak. _^

*

A bridle or bead-stall orna-

(^^K^ mented with rattal, and set off

tsmiff with a plume of feiithets be-

tween the horse's cars.

Small twigs at the end of

branchts; a plant used for

ftmtnff dyeing.

mVJ 1
^^[akindmo.

ther when offended] breaks

off a twig to punish her child.

ttJti^ Certain presents of cloth,

rX/J\ called
] % offered by tril)es

^tsung on the south mid west in tlio

Han d\nia.sty.

G 1 ^ cotton cloth presented

from Pa, the south of Sz'cli'uen.

tp<J
To run aground in a boat

;

^^ to get upon the sands; to

ftsung arrive at. au<l in this sen.se

used with Uai ' ^ a limit of

time.

A dark green color, like dried

('l*i|J<> "P leaves ; said only of silk
;

,/«(«(/ a classifier of threads of silk.

From ffraia and gathered up.

A cock of grain containing

JstDig forty ^ or handfuls ; a run

ofthread of eighty ^ hanks

;

the comment on the Lun Tti says

G40 f^ or 3,200 =f make one

^tsfung, which would make it eqiuil

to about 320 jiecids ; to collect or

assemble together.

1 "M- ^ great sheaf, as of sorghum.

j2^ From CH, '" "'7' ond 3& «"i-

ftsung To gather the feet under the

body, as a sparrow or hawk
does in its flight ; ornaments on a

horse's head : a small feudid state

called ^ ] 9 lyuigin the present

Ting-teu hien ^ f^ in the

southwest of Shantung, near the

Yellow River.

^Ctt Like the preceding.

(^PV '^^® ^^°^ uneven flight of a

^tsung magpie, up and down, but

not far or swift in its course.

II

Both are also read chta'ang.

> To sow seed without fimt

ploughuig the grotmd.

^tmng

^tnmg

An edible mushroom (Agari-

cvs) called ^ | ; it is found

in Yunnan, and is also known

as ^ ]^ earth agaric ; and

in Kiahgsu as ^ ^^ |^ the devifs

parasol.

f| ] also a kind of hand brasier

made by weaving an earthen

basin in a bamboo basket

From «iW and accordant.

i/|'P^ Perpendicular, downward ; a

^tmtng meridian line; a vestige; a

Hte[>.

1 ^ ^ ^ mankind alone are

made erect

W 1 W '^ there are parallel and

cross-lines ; up and down and

across ; met. pettish ; versatile or

unaccountable acts.

Read tsxuig^ Remiss, careless;

mid, extravagant talking ; to allow;

to wrongfully jiennit, to connive

at ; to let go, to indulge, to over-
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liX)k, to lot tilings take tbeir course
;

to let lly ; as a conjunction, al-

tliougb, allowing, perhaps ; in rJie-

t(,r!c, a concessioa, admitting.

] § to connive at, not to check,

unvestrained.

hX 1
P"i'iwsely conniving at.

] f^ allowing it to be, supposing-

— i^ —' 1
<^''"glit l\iam once,

and then let them eseaps.

] ] hastily, busily, as in order-

iiig a fimeral.

] j^ over indulgence ; heedless of

other's evil-deeds.

] ^ to encourage, to praise and

stimulate.

1 ij; to take long strides.

] -^ an illative phrase used in

regimen with J^ or jf^j seeing

that, though, if, and implies a

positive fact ; as ) fll; fijt jjl

J: 5c iv fc ^&. t m i^^ riO

tisough you sliould fly up to the

skv i will follow j-ou ;
or ] -^

18 ^ ^ 4 ^'S m m m
even if you are a beggar, I am
going to marry you.

wickedly.

yroiii J'uot auU accordail/.

A vestige, a trace, a foot-

step ; to Ibllow in another's

track ; to imitate.

ISl 1 ^ ^ "° ^^^^ ** "'^

of' it.

JlJ$ ] -^ ft); to ask the course and

objects of one, as a traveler at a

pass ; to learn his line of travel.

j^ ] to follow a trail ; to pureue

a clue, to hunt up the traces of.

J"!* I ^ >£ goi'ig ^bont without

any fixed purpose or residence,

iis a tramp.

n|>t| A caklron or boiler; a run or

^^^ hank, as of hempen threads
;

Jsiciiff to reckon these hanks ; name
of ^ I

a small feudal state

in Shantnnjr.

^Isunj

.it:* A shote six months old ; a

pig; the last of a litter, a

litter ; ra?t a large family.

^\ ] a bristle to stirt'en a waxed-

end.

m

/|VD>

1©

Verj similar to llio last.

A pig a year old ; to have

only three at a litter.

— ^ 2l 1
'<' '"' ^^^'^ P'SS

at one shot

From silk or /land .nnd biistli«(j;

tlie lliiwl form is a coinnioii coii-

trnclioii.

'tsunr)

Similar to ilie last hut regarded

!is a synonym of (fg u slieaf.

A bundle or sheaf of grain,

'fft I
to present the tax of

grain.

c>i To alarm, to arouse.

I Jlj to stir one u[i, to ronsa

his feelings.

D3 IS iAC ^ ;f 1 ^ who
would not bo startled at hearing

the cry of fire !

tsunr/

'/sun//
'tsvnff if thmgs do not sueeeed as

you wish, you are exceedingly

dissatisfied.

To collect and tic up, as in

a dicaf: to unite luider one
I
, V >» . t^- • » i

.
1 , < ril» ISl Disappouited.

rule or in awliole; to com-
| *yH^ ,l. -^ ,•«, p=. r.i.

prebend in one or under one ; I -'
*^'' -^.&A^^

all, the wliulo, altogether; a

gencrr.l or generic term ; a

supervisor or controller : generally

;

still, yet; bclbro a neg.ativo, it

makes a strong assertion ; a tuft of

hair ; a sjjaf.

1 ^< "^ 11 1
I'"- "l'"'^'- «"•

1 ^ "fT ^'^ ""t'rly refused to do it.

] ^ stilllmusf; it i.syet necessary.

ft

] 'ifl
reckon them all ; in all.

1 m «• *i 1 64 "1- us 1 ^ ^'^'

a head dri\er ; the foreman of

workmen.

—
I ^ ^ how many in all I

I ^ a go\ ernor-gcneral.

] & a major-general in command
of a division.

•-f* ] a chiliarch, a lieutenant in

a regiment ; the next grade to a

Tp fffi
eapliiin : and next to

liiiu is a ^ \ or ensign.

1 ^ 'o sum up, to bring together.

^^^^ ] ^ ^ M. t"'J i'"i«

children came on tojjether.

come at all on the promised day.

—
I

-;^ -^ the whole arc of the

same sort

] j^ although, nevertheless.

] J)'§
tlio whole, including cvery-

tiiing.

~-"
1 ^4 £} ti* make an average

of all.

] ^ general supervision of.

1 t% '(i 64 ^^ '^ *" '^° doubt

likflv it is tliere.
i

The harness of a loom ; to

work the elaio, and airango

the patterns in weaving ; to

bold the threads ; to keep

tiic reins of authority ; to collect.

] ^t ^ M *•' '"q"i'-e into what

is nominal and real of all.

§H 1 ^ ^ *" luako an error in

reckoning the number.

m
Umii/

Dumplings, with meat, fruit,

or sweetmeats inside, made
by boiling panicled millet or

glutinous rice wrap^ied in

leaves ; a piece of sapau

wood is often put in to color

it, and the grain is sometimes

first soaked in weak lye ; they are

called ^ p^ I
and eaten on the

olh day ufthc 5th moon in memory
of Kiiih Yuen.

^ I
false dumplings;— a peculiar

ilower liearl-ornainent worn on
this festival.

Jn| V^
I

a dog bolting a dump-
ling

;
— a fool misunderstanding

or not relL-iluiig an allusion.

I
-^ or j^ ^j ]

a three-cornered

d impling'.

] ^ the tough Iea\es of rushes

r.ie 1 to wrap the dumpling.

>i»>

tsun^

A bitch having one at a litter.

1 dk ?ft V^'^ ^^ *>"ly one

kitten.
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CarewoiT), wearied out ; Lav-

ing no leisure.

^ j oppressed with much
and varied business, and

quite exhausted with one's

duties.

5^ »?| 1 1
^^^ unceasing

marclies of troopers.

A disease of yomig children

like tits or convulsions, caused

tkcny' by indigestion.

ijg ] a spasm, a convulsion.

^haa

Tlio secoiiil, (lenotiiig tico meu
listeninji side by siJc, is tlie ori-

ginal roriii, nfleiwaids inere.Tsed

to tlie liist ; it 'u like fi'f<E
toiiiovo; tlio next is intercliniigeJ

nitli ifUgenerally niidljit hoic.

A clan, a family, a succession

of, as posterity ; to be second to or

subordinate ; attached to, to follow.

as one ofsecondary rank ; follower.-)

;

to plough leiiglhwise.

] ^ ^U jifc ^ '""" i'lt'ined to

think it is so.

] ^ followers or attendants.

•fj ^ "^ ] make no distinction

between a chiefand his .idherenta

1 .H nu of the secondary third

grade.

1 ^ 5d ^ Stcond cousins of the

same suy.ianie.

1
-^ t? -Jl- \k M »'y only

follower is this Yin.

^ ] an aid, a waiting-man.

Head '/mill;/. Very high ; too

high, as .1 hcad-tlrcss.

W ^: 1 1 O yo" 'lo "ft ^^'i'nt

VOTU' hair dressed up so high.

^Is'vng

Ts^xjisro.
Old sounds, ts'ong and dzoug. lii OantoH, ts'ung ; — in Sicatow, ch'oug and cii'uiig ; — in Amo;/, ch'oiig, tsoiig, ami

ch'iong ; — in Fwlickau, cU'ang, cU'ur.g, and cliuug ;
— in Shanghai, ts'ung and dzuiig ; — in CIo/h, ts'ung.

1 >J» since childhood. ! A!^ A general term for alliaceous

-
1 the three obediences— of a <^^ Plants with li.stular leaves;

""womantoherfather. husband, or f<*''"V onions, garlics; a leek green,

son. 1 M """'"""

] ^ an easy, unembarrassed 1 EJ the bulb of the ouioi.

manner ; dignified and complai-
; ] ^ the rootlets.

To follow, to listen to and

comply with : to agree with,

to believe in ; to employ as

before ; to bo made to follow
;

to pursue ; to fiiiLsh, as a duty

;

compliance, accord ; the way a thirjg

comes, the point or place of its

origin; a preposition, from, by,

through, in ; since, whence ; con-

sequently ; a way, a manner ; hunt-

ing grounds.

1 '6 i5f ^ *^1"*'' ^ ""'"^^ desire.

] ^ heretofore, hitherto.

M
] X ^ there is no way to

begin.

^ 1# \? I*
1 ^ ^° *'"** ^'^ '*'"

not blindly carry out the aflau-.

a I f;);
do as ycu choose ; as you

like.

f^ I
according with, to agrro to.

ill]
I

and Jl|5 1
and M \

com-

pliance by constraint, from a

sense of <luty, or from a willmg

heart

~!i' f7 1 ^ whence shall I hence-

fij'.ih get niy living?

I i5^ to follow, as a pupil his

teacher.

] Cl
from this place or time.

I "v" TlJ fe hereafter, henceforth.

] xfi or
I ^ never so ; it was

not 60 at all.

sant.

/J »^ 1 M ''"^ moon's course

among the stars.

] ^ a reformed or inairied pro.s-

titute.

1 S' p^ IP '" Ju^g" ••'»" crime

with severity.

mfi~ 1 ^.R^IB ifycu

excuse crimes lightly, the people

will increasingly break the la\v.s.

^ •P 1 AM Heaven does not

comply with human wishes.

From heart and a windoiv or apcr-

Itire ; llio second form is most I

common, and tl:e \hird is nuiiu-
j

lliorized.

To feel alarm or agitation :

[

f excited, hurried.

y^J 1 ] 7 ^ too much hu;- !

.-T* ried to do (or attend to) it.
.ts'uno , ,j, ^

. ,

I
111 urgent and uiiceasuig;

precipltale.

ff ^ \ ^ seems to be in a des-

perate hurry to go.

] i^ impelled by some cause to

be ui haste, urged to speed.

1 1^ a light green.

I 1^ a kin<l of ancient baggagj

wagon.

I
^ the Karakorum Mts. of Tur-

kestan.

'1^ ^ 1 ]
•-''" iKiii wind has a

tree draught, in allusion to th j

tubular leaves of t'.ic onion.

]§Q ]
scallion.s. {AUiumasatlon'cuni.)

^ ^ ]
chives. {Allium schceno-

l
rumm

)

M
fs'uiiff

I'lOni car auil quick.

Heady, astiitu, quick at hcar-

ii!g ; sharpwitted ; to perciivo

clearly, to discriminate intel-

ligently.

^ ]
naUu'al gifts-

1 W '"
I W'- '^I^''

clever, quick

at catching an idea.

15 I @ ^ njj having good licar-

ing but dim cye-siglit.

^ Jtif ] l'> understand as soon as

l;e."ril ; pcrrpicatious.

tl? IK S^ 1 ' ^'^'nt'"'" to importuito

your Majesty's car.
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Jta^img

From horse and qinck.

A piebald, black, and white

horse ; a dapple black ; a

fine steed.

5. ^ 1
a fancy, piebald

steed.

jig _t ^ 1
•'•' dappled charger is

galloping along the far edge of

the plain.

w.nm%^\ n^thongb
you may have many words, do

not say my steed cannot be

longer held in.

^ I
,B| a gray speckled horse.

y^xVi
Crrassy.

i'ij^ % 1
tender grass.

^ts'vvij ^ ] ^ the fleshy roots of

a plant allied to the Cynomo-

r.um, a fungoid plant used as a

remedy in colic.

^ ] ^ is another .sort more

esteemed, and sometimes usetl in

soups.

El .id 'sung. Choking, filling up.

m M ^ 1
w"*"y people cronded

and pre.ssed to get in.

^}X The larch or spruce (Lar.'x

(TVt oricntali'.i) ; a trunk like a

^Is'miff cedar, used for pillars ; .i

swinging mallet or drum-

stick, to beat bells or drums; to

beat a bell ; straight, like teeth

sticking out.

] ^ ^ to rap the bells or gong.^

and the drums.

Jk^JlX A species of gadfly or breeze,

(K|H^ which deiwsits its eggs in

^ts'ung the skin of cattle.

XpiK The tinkling of gems or

(Jyt trinkets hanging from the

^Hmg girdle.

A small spear or javelin ; to

<i*^Wi ^t.ib with a spear, as an as--

^t/iaig sassin.

fi A 1 ^ ^4 i lie era-

ployed a man to .spear the king

of Wu.

Read fhw^g. To beat a dnim
or l)cll.

J'i^
An ancient badge used in

, >(> llie C'heu dynasty, to denote

^thing pnncely rank, made of jade,

and of different sizes ; it ha<l

eight cornel^ with a round hole i.i

the center, .and looked like a

wheel ; its component parts denote

the gem of the eight vcncntlcd

regions, (tho whole empire.) and

its sliajje was thought to resemble

the earth.

JS I
''^'^ propitious sigwcL

Jii* Delight, j<iy ; to rejoice.

c I /I> ^ \
gie-it pleasure.

,tim,g
^/^ ;j| ^1 M ^ 1 I'e is

continually sad, and no gleam

of joy comes to his mind.

A sharp-pointed carrying-

beam.

] /fC a small tree, {Anilia

mmscens,) cultivated .as .an

ornamental shrub.

I'roiii fjcin iind quick; but the

..- ii.iinitivs is :i contraction of onion,

"^*^' leferring to tho lech color.

ia ling

A stone of a fine kind, pro-

bably the massive turquoise, though

Ih.at is Tisually called
jf^ I^J ^,

from the color being like pine leaves.

A tribute of cloth anciently

brought to court by the peo-

Jts^mg pie of Yunnan and south of

S/.'ch'uen.

^t^ The noise of flowing water

;

Cl/yi murmuring, bubbling, lip-

^tiung pling, as a brook or fountain.

IIJIIISIIIS7K 1 1
the rug.

ged cliffs and rushing waters.

>l[frt From water and many s it occurs

jry|^ used for the last.

tts^uwj Smaller streams flowing into

a large one ; the place where

the waters meet.

%^^ \
'''® ducks and gidls

are in the center of the streams.

Formed of ^ litthij or -pfC

forest^ and flX to r/nt/ier tojc-

t/ier, intimating tho tu8socI<y

growtli of some phints ; the

second form is unnsual, and ra.

ther denotes a clnmi) growing;

from one root.

A bushy place, a copse or cop-

pice ; crowded, as shrubs; coUict*; i

thickly ; assembled in a crowded

manner.

] ^ 'I wood or grove; a place

of concourse, usually refers to .a

number of priests or a monastery.

^ 1 jiS "^ jammed, crowded as

possible.

^'
I
a bookstore ; a library room

;

a street like Paternoster Row.

fc^ ^\^^ 1
to become deprav-

ed when old.

—
) ^ :^ one tussock contains

many stallcs.

M 1 HJi 'SI '<* ^"™ ^^'^ ^'^'"^^ "''•°

the copse.

JS jS. 1 ^ overwhelmed with

sorrows.

] ^ growing free and luxuriant.

.^tf^ From bamboo and to gather.

(^f<^ A wicker basket or creel,

^ts^ung called ^ ] , shaped like a
pot, with a small niouth.

V29
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Old sounds, tsnn, tsam, biwaii, and dzan. Jn Canton, tsCin ;
— in Swalou; cliing, clian, jn-nn, and cliuon ;— in Amoy. cliw'an,

cli'inng, ck'iam, and tsan ;
— t/j Fvhchun, diwaiig and cluing •, — in Shanghai, tsO", tsi° and tsfe" ;

— in Chifu, tsau.

From metal and to advance.

Ti) bore, to ni.ikc a hole

through a thing ; lo pierce,

as a thing ; to worm one's

tifwan ^"'^ i"*"' '^^ °"° ^ ''" pries into

tstmn' secrets ; to contrcl ihe mental

jwwers, as a master passion

does ; to employ intrigue.

1 i ^ r^the deeper you bore

the hraxler it is ;— mtt. the more

you Etudy this, the more difficult

it iii to comprehend.

1 RS or 1 ^ ^ to bore a bole.

] |j|^
or ) ^ to seek and plan,

r.s for a living.

1 M ^ B to l'"t <>"i:'s self

everywhere, seeking for a chaiice

or cpimng.

I i^ -^ to bore through.

^ p^t "pf ]
there's no crack for

[the wind] to enter ; — no
i

ground for trouble.
i

K-jad fcwan' A bit, a gimlet,

augin-, or borer ; an instrument for

psribratuig; the point cf a weapon
;

among fun ieiB, the fur on the top

of the neck.

] ^ or i^'^ ] a center-bit ; of

which
I 5^ is the borer, ajid

] ^ is the handle.

^ f^ ]
a diamond or comndruin

Iwrcr ; this gem is fabled to be

produced under water.

^ ] a bit ; an iron borer.

1 <& ^ " i^^ of all trades.

$>[ Hp
]

a miisquito's proboscis

;

met. a ruthless villain.

] '^M iK^ I'ore wood to raise

a Harae.

To lose one's way.

1 tic to wander about, like

.tswan one who bas lost bis wav.

tJivan

Also read ,f.w.

, To jun)p with the feet to-

gether ; lo tread on.

1 i'TC ^o squat, to crouch.

fiVl^U' 1
fond of hop.

paig and .skipping ; he likes

to cut capers.

From ^ silk and ^ to reclon;

occurs iTsedlbrtlie next, and ^
to collect.

A kind of carnation band or

cord to tie on a coronet ; to col-

lect materials ; to compile a work,

to edit or abridge; a resume, a

digest or comi>eiid; a compilation,

a collection of writinire ; to hand

them down.

3^ j
a new edition.

1 ^ to prepare materials for pub-

lication.

] ^ to make a collectanea.

^ \ an Imperial edition or com-

pilation.

^ ]
to copy out writings for

editing.

g ]
to Btrike out a r.ew path, as

in writing or an invention.

J^ ]
to mr.l:c a precis of papers.

] ^Jl floss balls worn of old on

hats.

(AJ^b From xiUc and to advance.

^^f To tie things together ; to

'tsicaii carry on, to take up where

otheis lelt off; to imitate, as

to copy one's virtues.

] ^ to continue the hereditary

«i(cession. .

1 i^ IB ilR 'o take up To's old

mantle ;
— i. e. imitate bis virtuea

WL 1 SC 5& *o record the detail of

his valorous deeds.

] ^ to extract, as a record, or

the gayings of a man.

] ^ to continue the succession

or busiiK'SS.

^ From flesh or fire and fat ; tba

fecoiid form is unauthorized ; tlie

tirsi is also defined fst, rich.

A chowder or porridge with

iff J little fluid in it, made of fish

'tiiean and crabs.

From hand and / or to advance.

To hold in the hand, to car-

ry iu one hand ; to move
with the liand ; hasty, quick

;

ntiroly ; to select.

^ to draw lots.

tsuxm' ] ^ {i I '^an't hold it.

are qniie empty.

1 ^ ^ Hi ^ liofd it fast, and

do not open your hands

]
^~ Sfi ^ I'O has the paix?rs

and evidence, — as in a law-

suit.

^ 1 ® ^ ^'"^ ^^y **s pierced

with a ttiousand daits.

tSllM,\'

) From words and frvgal ; also

lead jAct, meaning vilo talk, im-
pudence

Deception ; a swindle, a sell

;

to deceive ; to be taken in ; it

is nearly synonymous with chmi'

j^ to palm off goods, one referring

to deception in words, the other \\\

trad'jig, and in these last senses

both characters are pronounced

^ J^ ]
to bo deluded or hoaxed.

I ^ a confidence game, a way
to r.Tise the wind.

A 1 $J people deceived me.

] W, 'o pnlin off bad goods.
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Old sounds, tsw'iin and dzan. In Canton, ts'un mid cli'un ; — in Smatow, cliwnu and chw'an ;— in Amoy, chw'an and tsan ;
•

in Vuhchmt, chw'aug j
— in Shanghai, ts'o" and ts<-.° \

— in Chi/a, ts'an.

From hand and to skulk:

To lliiig away ; to part with
;

ftnv'an to cause divisions ; to cajole

one to consent.

] j^ to rouse, as by niisrepresen-

tiitioa ; to excite to a certain

course ; to stir up ; to inveigle,

to entice ; an intreaty.

1 =t^ ^I i^ t« throw the shuttle

and pass the thread.

^ shelves and cases for goods

in a thop.

jfj to sell to the trade.

^ to sell wholesale.

1

I
'XtSf From hand and to adcance ; oc-

'g| curs interclianged with the ne.xt.

^tdtc'aii To collect things of the same

sort ; to assemble, to come
together : to lay a cofBn under

a shed.

1 ^ '" gather materials.

] ^ a brick tomb on the ground

like a house; common in Kiaug-

nan.

1 {1§ to reckon the total of ac-

counts.

1 M ?'i ?^ tocollect and arrange

i.T order.

] ^ a bo.K with partitions, used

for sweetmeats.

To collect bamboos ; a slight

shed or hearse to contain a

'titc'an coffin, which is daubed with

mud ; a spear handle.

^^ ffl IM 1 ^^^y "^ ^ covered '

wain or hearse in burying the

prince.

I ^ a kind of palisade under a

a bridge to guard the bank.

To gather grain and stack it,

cr make it into cocks, as is

Usw'an done with sorghum.
1

3
A hamlet, a place where peo-

ple assemble to reside ; a few

'tsio'^n houses in a spot.

Eead ^tso. The ancient name
of a district in Pei hien f^ '0^ in

the north of Kiangsu ; and cf an-

other in the southwest of Honan.

(shvcm

^

1 lom tf^ jire, X .(7''««', W
Jorest, all under ^^ to rise,

wliicli however here denotes |i3

a mortar.

A furnace for cooking ; a ine&s,

a table ; to cook by steam.

j^jj ]
to light the furnace

) or :g^ ] each has iiis own
table ; they cat separately.

[gj 1
messmates, c

J^ I
a boarder ; sometimes ap-

plied to a somen

lis iAC M 1 ^ Pu' 0"'' 'l'*' fi'''' ''"'I

then light it again;— beholden

to nobody.

m 'k M 1
I'l' gets his kernels at

the village furnace ;— i. c. lives

privately and frugally.

From cave and rat,

his hole.

I. e, a rat in

tsiv'an' To sneak away, to hide ; to

skulk, as rebels and banditti

do ; to seduce, to beguile into evil

;

to kill ; to secrete or store away

;

to change, to correct ; privily, steal-

thily, furtively ; petty, weak, pusil-

lanimous.

gji; ] changed his course and es-

cape<l.

] IS ftll 3^ skulked away and

hid in another place.

;^c 9x ^ 1
t''® s^^^*' ^'ly of ti'e

rebels separated and got away.

1 Wi ^° P'^fer ; to steal, as a rat docs,

j^ ]
to escape and hide.

I
^ to corrupt others.

^ ^ ] ^ he clearly imderstands

the minutest plan.

1 1^ t'^ fumigate by burning herbs.

^W. M. 1
to *over the head and

skulk oft!

SjJl ] tocorrectthe style of a writing.

An nnanthorized character, some-

times written under the radical

J£ a foot.

To leap, to jump ; to pranco;

to eject, to spurt out.

1 ill Bfe M to leap over hills and

jump ravines, as a gazelle.

1 ^'M^ ^e caimot jump over it.

^ J^ !$ I
can an old horse

learn to jump ? — I am too old

for that.

St,

TSZ'-
Old sounds, tsai, tsi, dzai, felt, dzit, ti, and tip. Jn Canton, tsz' ; — in ijwn^oif, cbii, chc, and cheic ; — in Amoy, tsu, ch'u,

t'u, cli6, and tsai ; — in Fuhchan, chO, chi, and ch6 ;
— in Shanghai, tsz', ts', sz', and tsi ;

—
• in Chi/a, tsz'.

J- rem property and a lime;
cnrs used for the next two.

pc-

Property, riches, valuable

things ; necessaries, articles

wanted ; a fee, a douceur, a treat

;

to take or employ, to avail of, to

trust to, to help, to dejjend on an-

other ; what is part of one's self, as

a disposition ; to lament.

I ^ stock, goods.

^ ] a subscriptioa to a friend's

exigencies; quota due from one,

as the present at a marriage.

^ Ul 1 E. J£ I'y country pro-

perty is quite enough.
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1 "^ capital ill trade.

) ^ what is necessary to carry out

an object, as things for a journey.

1 S *^'"
1 ^ *^° natural dis-

position or talents.

j@ ]
or

;f§ I
postage money ; a

drink fee.

^ 1 ft M I depend on it for

protection and safety, — as a

traveler on a passport.

ia 1 ^ tliG tods are all starting.

^ ]
presents given to priests

;

cash for a festival, or for reiKiir-

ing a temple,

j^ ^ ] he doats on Jiis wealth,
j

1 ^ capabilities, efficiency ; ta-

lents,— said of officers.

^ ^ ^ ^ 1
^^ fo'' t'lc outlay

for the year or the month.

^ ^ ^ I
necessaries of life.

} ^ a largo tributaiy of the

Tmig-ting Lake in the center of

Hunan ; its basin measures about

] 0,000 square miles.

From mouth and a time ; tljs se-

cond niid unusual form is used
only in tbe first sense of to plan,

and the tliiid in that of si"Ling.

To dehberate, to consult

about, to plan ; to inquire

and find ; to state in writing

;

to report, as among officers
j

of nearly equal rank ; a

!

minute, a dispatch ; to sigh ; an

interjection, ah ! oh I

] ^ an official disp.atch among

equals ; the letter from the king I

of Corea is so called by the!

Boai'd of Eitea
|

I
§• to inform ; to move an equal

in rank to do.

] ^ be reported to me, sayuig.

I fj to notify ; to inform the next

below one.

] ^ t" consult upon.

] ^i to state to a high superior,

•fpj ^ I ^ why do you lament so ?

^ ]
to forward a dispatch.

1 P5 or ] Hf to write to inquire

about any point

^, ]
grieving over wiong received.

Manner, gait, foitn, caniage,

especially of women ; fas-

cinating, beautiful, graceful
;

agreeable parts, fine endow-

ments; a beauty.

:^ ]
a fine, plump figure.

1[Il 1
or ] £, a beauty.

^ ]
natural beauty or gifts.

\^ ] disposition, temjwr.

^ ] ^ ^ a peerless beauty

;

bewitching grace and beauty,

such as )|;| jg; ^g. of the T'arig

dynasty had.

il M. -i 1
^^'^ ""' of a dragon

and a phceni.x ;
— ;. e. majestic.

I ^ caniage, manner.
|

1

A term for clean millet {Mi-

Hum), but includes also gluti-

nous rice, as sacrificial cakes

are made of both, by steam-
j

ing the gniin.
j

-J^ ] the six kinds of common
|

grain ; rh. three varieties ofmil-
,

let, rice, pulse, and wheat.
j

B^
I
boiled rice offered to ancestors,

j

I ^ gi£ ^ the offering of cakes
{

.should be clean.

I'rom eoen nud d(sh, referring to
j

tlie orderly arrangement in the
j

disli ; it is like the preceding.
]

S.icrificial dishes for hokling
|

grain.

ings must be clean.

^ 2£ I
toofiier up the precious

or jade dishes.

J.,/^ From to go and next.

f XFA Unable to get on easily

ts:'' or quickly, either from the

crowd, or fatigue, or other

causes.

Jg, Jil Ji W 1 ® l-e wished to

"pt on but was much hindered,

j[t^{ From property and this ; occurs

N^ interchanged with '.^ property.

,(s:' A fine paid to redeem one's

self frcmi punishment ; mulct

money ; riches, property.

^ ] a family estate.

] j^ to ransom one's self

] H^ \aluables ; wealth.

$x ] i?'^ '° disesteem money
aiid love jnslicei

,»*tTif From to gpeak and this : occnrs

J
r—

g

wsed for 7aX and for the last, bnt

y71» i's meaning is modified by the
t'"" context.

To speak sharply and unad-

visedly ; to detract, to slander ; to

consult, to think upon ; to restrict,

to limit ; faulty, loose, dissipated
;

evil, defective.

^ "^i 1
ilon't revile people.

] §5 to backbite others.

^ ^ I 1 to defame, to cast out

from a company.

H .^ 1 •& •' ^^'''"*' of jwliteuess.

I p^ P ^ it is Irnrd to say

what such ability c.innot accom-

plish.

] ^ fastidious ; dainty as to one'.s

f.od.

^ I Hij ^ I got it without much
thought, it was obtained unex-

l)cctedly.

The canthiis or comer of the

eye, ctUcd ^ | for the in-

^ts:^ uer canthus, and ^fi ] or

^ ] for the outer comer.

"^ ] the l.aptl of the coat.

f^ ] |j^ camncula in the eyes of

aged people

^ I 1^ g to rab the eyes and

stretch tlie eyebrows, — and

kavo a good look.

Eead <<•/««. To look at fixedly,

to regard angrily.

K 1 -i ^. 'i^ ^ '•' fierce glance

of hatred will surely beget repri-

sals.

tit AUo read jc/i'aj and jc/i'a.

iljj To show the teelh ; to snarl

Js:^ at ; various teeth ; irregular

teeth.

] ff" ^^ teeth which project

from the month.

\ ^ ^ teeth which show.
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From horn n;iil Ihis ; it is iuter-

cliaiigcd with 'tsui ||S} a beiik.

The 21st zodiacal conslella.

(ion, consisting of tlio stars A
and 2 n- in Orion's Lead.

J^ I
.a lunar mansion.

Eead Usui. To erect tbo feath-

ers or egret on tlio Lead, as an owl

does ; to bristle up, to look incensed,

to pout ; a beak, a bill ; the curved

comers on a roof or ridge-pole.

Jg it
I p^ be is bitter with Lis

tougou at reviling ;
— referring

to the jxicking of a bird.

J^^ Tlie luiu-taches, iisiiallj' call-

(te' tlic CLinese usually wear long,

except tlio MoLammedan,s,

who trim tuem evaily
; occurs used

for ^ bjautifnl, engaging.

M : and Jjp si//c con-

second form is

; occurs used for

I'.-oni !)'l|l (/nis

trarted ; tin

generally used

the next.

J^ J Herbs and grass growing
{''>'- iLieklj' ; rich uuderbrnsL

;

a coarse mat; a pronoun,

this, this one ; an adverb, now.

here, still ; a conjunction, for.

] ^ the following, thislime; —
a phrase used at the beginning

(if a notice.

] ^ now, at present.

J^ 1 -JK 1
<hink ofthis here, ;. e.

attend to the afthir, or subject

wtLoirt distraction ; be careful

what you arc about.
'

1 jif K /^ "B'
"°^^' confiscating

the go!xls.

ill ] hereupon, now, tlien.

^ I
to carry the mat ; an old

term for the illness of a prince.

}b fii£ ^ 1
1'°"'" '* *'"' of that

into this; m(t. to supply the want

jf one with another's fullness.

»;.i/» Vcvurs used for Iho last.

c°iu(i^ Names of several rivers, one

jfec' of which is in the Eolith of

Sheusi ; humid, soft
;

juicy,

J'SZ'.

rich, thick ; muddy ; moisture, .ftiice,

sap ; numerous, many ; to enrich,

to fertilize, to moisten ; to grow, to

iiicre<;6c ; to stir up e^il, to cause

ill-will and riot : old name of a part

of Lii ebou
Jjj j^ in the south of

Sz'ch'nen.

j ^ to make trouble, to get up a

row.

I ^ to disturb the peace, to ex-

cite a rising.

I
'^ to grow larger.

] ^ to sprout ; to multiply, as

tiic increa.se of population.

il' 1 0|i ^ fi'i" flavor.

] j^ to mollify ; to soften down,

as coloring; t.> fertilize, to in-

crease the jm'ees.

] ^ to htrenglLen, as a tonic.

] ^ a ."sprouting tei^dril ; some-

ihing left, as of a seditious band.
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miName of a hill in Tsz'yang

ien m m
^tsz'

ill the south

lich

name to the district.

cf Shantung, which gives its

A hoc for opening the soil

;

a mattock with a long nar-

^ts^ row lihule.

sii <fr 1 It x> 3(11 # ii#

it is better to wait till the proper

season, even if you have all your

farming tools ; — ''. c watch the

right moment.

A black color.

^ ] to dyo black.

A small slender fisli, probably

one of the mackerel faiuily,

that delights in gamboling

on the surface of the water,

] a sort cf goby or loche, on

ipud shores, diaped like an eel.

,ise

A peak of a hill,

j (H the summit of a hill.

\j^^ From child and yroiciny ; used
•=?y with the ne.'ct.

,<«' To bear; to produce and

suckle, as animals ; to grow

gi'adually ; aftectionate, strong love,

like a mother's ; diligent, un-

wearied in,

U -fi ] 1 daily be zealous hi

your duties.

I ,§, to caro for her young, as a

ewe.

>% Wi ] ]^ njaiumal.s suckle and
birds tread.

^ ^J 1 ^ "'^ things gradually

increase.

~jtff From cliilJ and to strike ; it is

•t'V nearly synonymous with tho pre-
f -IW „„--

,<.«'
ceding

Unceasing, unwearied effort

;

seliWlenying attachment and sacri-

fice for.

I I ^ .^ to si rive after good-

ness.

From to )ilow or grni/i and sont
the second form is unusual.

' To hoe up earth around the

roots of plants,

let us go to the southern

lields to weed and to boa

:-T-m^m^u^ 1

From raiment and to even.

I
The hem or border of a gar-

ment.

] ^ mournuig apparel.

^ 1 * ^<ioi, a selvage.

^,^ * I'rora tripod and talent.

C^f\ A round lid or cover of a

^isi' kettle or tripod, with a hole

in it ; a small kettle.

From IB fcld, fn obatriicled,

and jfllll plants ; q. d. weeds
' choke the ground ; occurs used

for ts'ai^ »|^ calamity.

An uncultivated field ; waste,

untijled land ; o\ergrown,

as a jmigle ; to clear new land

;

ground under cultivation one year

;

to open a new road ; to cut ; a

dead tree still standing ; old name

of a place in the south of Shantung.

Sjt ] ^1^ ^ no calamity or trouble.

ia 1 is 4: i& to l"ok •''fter the

old fields.
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1 i{^{ Like the last.

is:

'J'o plow ; fields which have

been ctiltivated a year.

j^ ]
to cultivate the ground.

^(ii A small river of Shantung

(-ip^ which flows northeast into

,fo;' the giJf of Chihli ; a dark

color.

,§ ] ^ overlooked his being

such a black (or vile) fellow.

I )\\ and |J^ ]
are two districts

in Shantung near the River Tsz'.

Jt/f/ From siVt and waste. l

<TW ^''-*'7 Wat-k silk dyed many
/.Si' times, and used anciently by

high officers ; dark, as a sedi-

ment.

^ ] black mud, like alluvial.

] "^ ^ ^ ^ liow becoming to

you are the black robes !

i ((^ The end of the axle withui

(™^ the nave ; baggage wagons

J tsi' with a boot to carry arms

and spoils; large traveling

waina

] ;^ or
] ^ travehng store-

wagons used hi armies.

l^ ]
provision carts.

A/Zf An ancient weight ajual to

(J^EQ •''''^ ^"' ^^i' '^o fourth part

^tc3 ofatael; though others make
it equal to eight taels, or less

than half the present catty ; IriUuig,

petty.

1 13^ pI"^ you must look after

the pennies and mites ; — caro

for even trifling things.

{^ A maruie lish allied to the

Cyprinidce, found in Kiangsu

^ts~ and northerly, with a round

body, greenish back, tender

bones, and flat bead ; it is reputed

to be excellent eating, aod one de-

scription says it is very prolific, and

that otters like it.'

roni "y child repeated ; it la

rci'arded as an old for' ul 'oan

Twins ; two of a sort

'fee-'

^ j
or ^ ] ff to bear twins.

] ^ a twin.

In Cantonese. To go halves, to

divide equally ; a half; to take

equal responsibility ; to duplicate,

j ^ /|S to go equal shares.

j ^ a double thumb.

I
Jjt a repetition, a duplicated

expression.

1 S i ^^^y ^*^'® S°"® f»ft" to-

gether.

^ ] I
very dark or obscure.

Tlie original form is said by one

to represent a liabii strapped on

the back, its lego looking as cue
;

it is the 39tli radical of clinracters

most of which relate to children.

Anciently a child, but now

confined to a son ; a boy, a lad, a

person ; the people, in distinction

from the prince ; a sage, a teacher,

a venerable and worthy man, espe-

cially Confucius ; to act in a fihal

manner as a son ; to treat as a son

;

an heir, issue, jxjsterity ; a seed, a

kernel ; a term of respect, yon. Sir

;

or more familiarly, a comrade ; an

officer ; officers ; the fourth order of

nobility, a viscount ; the first of tlie

twelve stems, related to water, and

denoted by the rat ; it is applied to

the eleventh moon, and to the third

watch from 11 o'clock v. M. to 1

A. M. ; north, on the compass card

;

a spot, as of dii't or the points on

dice ; suborduiate ; added to nouns

it sometimes indicates that they

are smaller than others of the same

kind, as ^ ] a letter, a little

book ; but more often like ^J ^ *

mere dissyllabic i)article in speaking;

added to verbs, it makes them

nouns, and has the function of er

in English as ^ ] an extender,

a stretcher.

^ j
or ;^ I

the heir-apparent

'^ ] the eldest son.

] ^ sons and grandsons ; it is

also used to denote big and little

tilings together, bs
\ ^ J^

conglomerate stone, breccia.

1 ^ 1$ 1$ '^'gt' cakes with little

cakes inside, a kiud given to

brides at their marriage, inti-

matmg a wish that they may
Lave many children.

>J» ] I the E mirror, — an old

term ; my iwpil ; my son.

^ ]
the oldest sous of gentry.

] ,g, children, posterity,

glj ] or^i' 1 or-lU: ] old names

for sons of noblemen.

^ ] an infant.

^ I
sons of concubines.

] .{^ ^ interest and principal.

I ^ tender, as veal or shoots.

^. i^ 1 ^ ^^'^' I'^^l'''' came up
like sous.

1 ^ y'>u"g people.

M ] a black spot

^ ]
a name given the Savior as

the second Person.

1 ?}S ^ ^ I'ow long .since

you came i

|§" 1 "5 ^ '^1 tlie authors and

sages.

H >J> 1 a servant of servants

;

attendants on officiid servants.

] P a barrier station, i. e. oiie

sul>ordiiiate to the maritime {lort,

and situated iii the interior.

] ]
small seeds, as those of t!)?

grajx), pomegranate, ttc

^J* ] to embroider in threads.

To tear, to carry, as a nuive

does a child ; to undertake.

] |{J attentive and careful

;

to discriminate.

1 W S 'tt *^''*^ '-'' sustain iui-

portiuit duties.

In Cantonese. A word added to

nouns as a diminutive ; a little

thing, the smaller of the two ; a

buy.

I ^ sons and daughters.

SB $jC 1 children ; lads.

M 1 apnPPy-

:^ I
a servant a shop-boy, a

waituig lad.

^ ]
pictures, images, playthings.

W 1 f€ * childless man.

1?
,tsc
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<
tJ-{^

1
Similar to ,^ to revUe.

t—f I To be too strict ; to molest

;

f
j|;{^ I

to rfantlcr ; !o chido
.;
weak

;

fl pf J
a defect, a flaw.

'fcij'
] @ a deficiency.

] ^ ik ^ lie let those

escape who should have been

punished.

cj^l^ A purple color, passing into

jjr|^ a clay color, or the tint of

'tsi' nankeen, and even browner

hues ; a fictitious, undecided

color, a fugacious tint, which Con-

fucius dLslikeJ.

] 'ffi
& *'' ^^^^ complexion, sun-

burnt, weather-beaten face.

] '^ or 1 j^ a purple color.

1 M a violet ; tho dyo mado with

eapan-wood, and mixed with

betlo-!iut.

1 M. iM black and blue, as a

bnuso.

1 "M " poetical name for the

rising sun ;
met. the court.

1 W i}& '-'^ l^orbiddcu City in

Peking.

1 M M ^^ M '''''y ''^'° ^°y^^

stars (in tho Dipper, and other

circunipolar stars,) illumhio this

Il0US3.

] ^ dcuotis sovcral plants which

I'nrnish a red dye, as alkanet,

bugloss, and Itabia, but pirticu-

larly tho Tourncfortia arguzina

in north China.

1 idi 'I'l'
"^ S"'^ worehiped for

protection against malaria.

<^-4*^ l-'roui /fC wood anil '^ biUer,

^l" bat the primiuvo is ^ to nde ;

'isi' coiitracteJ.

A durable and stately tree

considered to bo so valuable that

it is called /^ "^ the king of trees
;

it is lioltlera japonica, the one of

the FAtphorblcB ; to engrave cbarac-

tcre ; a graver, a burin ; bowls,

cups.

1 M one's native village or

couiitry.

S 1 'i^ €)C greatly regard one's

birthplace.

] Iftj an old name for a part cf

Tung-ch'uen fu ;^ /l| j^ in the

northeast of Yunnan.

f5 "K fr 1
printed with movable

types.

1 §^ the coflin of an emperor.

An unauthoriztid character.

The seeds of rice, wheat, and
other grains, the jS. ^ 1

which does not include pidse,

melons, or frilit

1 ^i tt^ ^^^ gi^^'" is shriveled

and dry.

1 ^ 5. H fi^e bales of seed

cotton.

C *>JLj From water and to rule.

f^p Sediment ; dregs, grounds^t-
'131? tlings, lees.

^ iS 1
grains of vinegar.

^ ]
dirt settled at the bottom.

f^' ] to settle a liquid, as river

water by alum.

'i\ 1 ^ 7^ lie then handed him
the broth and settlings.

'^ A primitive, explained as a plant

coming up, and passing by some-

thing which is rei)rosented by the
ts^ cross line.

To Stop.

From femnla and marlctt or to

stop ; the second form is seldom

used.

An elder sister ; a woman
who has exi)erience ; an old

term for mother; a school-

mistress.

] ^ an elder sister's husband.

] j^ sisters generally ; in Can-

tonese 7\ I 1^ includes all the

yoimg chOdren of a family, re-

ferring to tho eight goniL

-t; 1 ^ or -f- 1 ^ a monthly

climbing rose.

•^ ] an old name for a father's

concubine, now appUed to the

eldest sister.

1*
The fragments left after eat-

ing ; meat with bones in it

'^^tJtt To number up, to multiply

i^y|* greatly; a bundle of200 hand-

'6c' fuls of grain ; a great weight,

reckoned to bo over 3809

tons ; the ninth place in notation,

or a hundred millions.

^ (^ ]^ I
millions upon mil-

lions ; numberless.

'^'

v.-.-'

An old form of tsi" pf to help.

To flow ; a river, the 1 tJC

flowing into the sea near the

Yellow Eiver.

] 5§ the best of spirits
;
probably

from a place in tho kingdom of

Lu, which produced it.

A bed-mat; applied to the

boards also, and to the bed-

'i&j' fctead.

.,;j ?l*]^W:iP]?tliclonot

J 4 let what you say in tho bcd-
'

. chamber pass the threshold.

toe'

Hsz' ^ 1 cold victuals.

i The original is thought to resem-

ble the nose ^ of wliioli it forms

.1, tho upper pait, considered as the

embryo from which the rest of tho

body grows; it is the lo2d radical

-;j of a few incongruous characters,

many of thcni ibrmatives ofch'ea'

i -^ stuikiug.

A preposition, from, commencing

at, referring to time or place, when
it is usually in regimsn with ^ ;

a, pronoun, self, I; my own, person-

ally ; to use, to servo ; to lead.

1 £( or ] ^ myself; yoursalf,

tho second phrase is common Li

Kiangsu. t,

i^. 1 2* yoiiraelf.

1 (^ or 1 ;^ I did it.

] f^ natural, spontaneous; wil-

lingly, certainly, of coimsc, to be

sure.

1 ^ IB native copper.

\ ^ -^ ^ since last year.

1 llor 1 jflor ] ^self-con-

fidcnt, solf-trnsting
;

presujpj)-

liious ; conceited, lofty ideas ;

haughty in his opinion.

^ ] f{j
I caimot do as I would.

1 ^i W ^ by degrees to become

used to a thing, to get confident
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^ IS 1
^^^ came ivninvited or

of his own accord ; it also some-

times involves the meaning that

he must talie the responsibility

of it ; run his own risk.

] jg made by the man who sells
;

our own mannfacture.

] ^ S -t ^ fi"o«» Peking to

Shanghai.

I* if i 1 y°^ ^^ better not

go away.

1 £• ffif 1 2. '° praise one's self

unduly.

1 ^ or
] ^ or

1 1 ;ffi ;ffi
in

good health or spirits ;
— but

|

^ also means independent, self-

existing, and the Budhists call

tbo god Siva :^ ] <[£ the

Great Independent (Mafiesvara).

1 ^ ]
I find my own food.

] 1^ ] ^ he gets what he gave,

he is only paid for his evil.

] ^ henceforth.

1 % 1 fi^ helping themselves

to drink as they liked.

5jj 1 •(pj jg whence did yon come ?

/P ^ I ^ he is not before me,

or older than I.

1
&' iU ^ 18 t" advance from

the easy to the difficult

1 S£ J^ tliey used those

[principles of the rulers] Ch'ing

and K'ang— to guide their go-

vernment ; i. e. the successors of

these sovereigns imitated them.

^ ^^ ] $(> do not they exceed

their proper station 1 is ho not

out of his place 1

^ >> ) From child xmiet a shelter.

' J " To love and slielter ; to bear

tee'' and nurse, as a mother does

;

used with the next, a female
;

a character or Eymbol in writing,

a letter ; lettered, marked, written

on ; a writing, a letter ; a word or

symbol of thought ; a name, a de-

signation ; a style or tiUe taken by
educated people at marriage; to

betroth a daughter.

—
' 3i 1

a writing, a dociunent,

an onler.

] J^ a dictionary.

] -^ the initials : and \ -g^ or

I gg the finals in Chinese

spelling; they are combined to

indicate the sound of a character.

M ] jp no mind for learning.

?{; ^5.1 1
o"" tt ?M 1

"-^^ contrac-

ted forms of the numerals.

1 ^ a set phrase, an expression.

^ 1 or ] )g^ or ^ j movable

types.

j§: ] what is your respected style?

glj ] the familiar style taken at

marriage.

^ j
to write out an agreement.

1 H^ black lines.

^ ] ^ to copy by laying slips

under pai)er, as when learning

to write.

yj^ ] not yet betrothed.

^ ^ «g 1 if ^ .tlie father

cannot be jiarlial to his own son.

] jj^ deal kindly with him.

^ I
to dissect characters, as is

doue by fortune-tellers ; to ex-

plain their meaning and con-

struction.

12 ] ^ to pick flaws in a writing

;

to find fault uselessly.

lot of things with the same label.

tSI B^ ']» 1 ^'^'"y small characters.

1 1 W iS every word in it has

a meaning.

] 5i the reverse of a coin.

llJi>> A cow, but also includes the

•J'j' females of domestic animals,

tee'' ] J^ a mare.

H ] ^ to keep cows for

their milk.

k ) From water and to blame ; also

read fstA,

^j" To soak, to steep ; to dye ;

to tint ; water-soaked, moldy,

damaged by water ; the death of a

brute ; in mcd'cinc, a cold infusion

or iXTColalion.

^ I
hiid under r.'ater, to drench.

^ I ^ ;^ ho has gradually lost

all regard for his profcs-sion or

faith.

tJC ] damaged, as cargo by water.

y5^ I
or fp I

spotted ; marks of

w.atering ; stained.

-*Ar> } From heart and next ; also read

fg£
> Dissipation, gaiety ; licentious,

loose ; to throw off restraint,

to let the passions have sway.

jj^ ,
] to cast off scruples

;
profli-

gate.

^ ] unrestrained indulgence.

1 fr ^i il^ '0 "^"^ **"* nohody
;
a

rude manner.

] ^ *o '^0 *s one likes, to disre-

gard rules ; lustful.

fc

tsz''

From hone orflesh and this; tlie

first is most common, and (ho

third a mere alteratior..

- The bones of animals or hu-

man beings lying exposed,

with putrid flesh still attached

to them I to make things out

of bone or teeth.

'M f^ I
''*^ attended to the

removal of the putrid remains.

}^ I
putrid flesh and bones.

To cut meat into stcaka or

|XJ/^ cutlets ; slices ; morsels or bits

tsz' of meats.

^ ]
a large slice.

I ^ meat soups, thick and rich.

^ I
meat cooked with or without

the bones.

The skin .shriveled and furrow-

ed by age.

To stick into, as a share m
the soil, or when driving

down a stake ; to put a knife

into or between : to stab, to

stick ; to erect, as a polo ; to

establish.

jjbti' The garments crnmpled or

rjp^ doubled in, as tho Chinese

u£ ' long sleeves are often worn.

Eead tet* To double tho

lapels one over the other on the

breast
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Ji!

OU soiimh, ts'i, (s'lii, dzi, dzai, Wit, Is'at, and dzat. /« Cannon, ts'z' ;
— «a Swatou; ch'ii, si, sii, onJ tli'c ;

— in Amor/,

tsn, clt*!!, sa, ch'i, nnrfcU'e ;— ih /'u/icAoo, ch'u, cliu, ch'i, andch'oQ— t« Shanghai, ta'z', sz',

anrf ts' ; — in C/iifu, ts'z".

From birtl ami //iis.

The female of birds ; met.

v.cak, inferior.

] ^ to lie jxjrdn or skulk.

1 ^^ ^1 '^
P-'*''"

tif swords.

H fIS 1 Si SCO which of the two

will beat, or i.s the strongest.

t^^ ^ ^ 1 W. ^*i'» c'*" ^eii

(or who cares to know) liens from

ctHiks .imong crows? — useless

icnowledge.

] iH Pif Hft ^^^ lien is crowing

in the morning ;— the wife rules.

7J
It The native trisulphide of ar-

< nJHi SP'iic or orpiment is called (jl

fta*i ^, and this character is only

another form of the last in

this sense ; when pulverized, ^^
is the name given it.

)}^ A slatternly, worthless wo-

(^j^ man.

fts'z'' ] j^ a drab, an ugly wo-

man; an awkward rough

woman.

1

A plant yielding a red dye,

called
] ;^ or

I ^, and

perhaps allied to the Rubia;

the Caladiuin
| |^ Is some-

limes thus written.

S a cuttle-fish, or a marine

animal resembling it.

<M
Scab of a sore ; a malady, an

infirmity ; an imperfection, as

a hair-mole ; a failing, an ec-

centricity
; i^etty jealousy.

] ^ bad habits, a fault.

>], ] a little fault, a blemish in a

character.

Bk ^ ^ 1 *•" ^^^ ^°^ defects

under the fur ;— petty cavilling

at men's faults; a mean fault-

^ finder.

.*
Js'z

Used for the List and for ^ft new.

A flaw in a gem ; the luster

of a gem ; fresh, vigorous.

^ ]
abundant, fresh.

jj^ 1 new ; briglit and clean.

pf^ ®t ^ 1
^^^'^ °^ "^ ''' V^'^'^^^

'

I ^ I
^ how rich and splendid

— is her robe I

From gi'ass and a time*

Thatch ; to thatch a roof; a

prickly plant growing on city

walls and roofs, said by the

comments to be the Tribulus.

\ Jm 4 ^ <« tliatch with fresh

grass.

^ ] a thatched cabin or cottage.

I ^ the Caladtum sagittifolium

or small arum, is sometimes thus

written.

Jl ] [tff ^ my roof full of this-

tles makes me ashamed ; — my
family is not a great one.

* W ] ^ Pf ft "Ifc
tribulus

grows on the wall, but it cannot

be removed.

!From tile and a time, or stone

and grass ; tbe second is the

most common, and alone used for

loadstone.

Crockery, china-ware.

1 §§ porcelain.

^ ]
foreign ware.

^ ]
translucent, fine porcelain.

1 ^ ^^^^^ magnet draws iron.

'& ^ 1
ware from the govern-

ment furnaces ; it always has the

reign stamped on it

Jll

From heart and grass, but the

primitive is said to be £ som-
• ber doubled ; the second form is

unusual.

Maternal affection ; a mo-

ther, to act like a mother
;

love ; kindness and compas-

sion, mercy; gentle, tender

to, soft.

^ ] my mother.

] ^ indulgent mothers — often

spoil their children.

] fj* a bamboo with many suck-

ers.

^ ]
your mother.

5^ I
^ I have received my

mother s orders.

] ^ compassionate, forbearing.

1 ^ ^ i * *'^'''™ ^""^ Kwanym.

\ ^ loving affection.

] jp^ merciful and propitious.

] <J^i a kind heart.

] ^ or
] ^ a water vegetable

{Culadium), which the Chinese

say bears thii'teen tubers every

intercalated year.

lU 1
^^^^ tuber of an Amaryllis.

The fishing cormorant, much
used to catch fish.

j|^ ] the cormorant; also

called ?JC ^ f^ water crow.

From ^ acrid contracted from

^ crijne, and f^ to confuse
contracted ; similar to the next.

In grammar, an expression,

word, or particle ; applied to

a kind of irreguliir verse,

something between prose and

}X)etry, where the rhyme

recurs at the end of linos of

various lengths ; evidence, words

;

orders, instructions; to refuse, to

decline resiJectfuUy ; to resign, to

leave ; to go, to retire, to depart

;

fame ; a plea, an argument ; an

apology.

^ ]
to decline, as an ofiice.

] .^ to leave, as one's service.

^ I
or

I
^ij to take leave ; to

announce, as a visitor bis de-

parture.

;§. ^ — ] each one held to his

own opinion.

IJO
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jj^* ] to dislike, averse to.

^ ^^ W- 1 ^- intelligent and

pure in the single pleas ; i'. e. the

argnments brought up on the

plaintiff's side.

] l|l|!i to send a regret, as when
invited to dine.

1 f? $fi
"* '^^'"'^ *"* ** leaving

;

a p. p. c. card.

J^ ]
a falsehood, a wrong state-

ment, a formal word.

^ 1 ^ ^ 1'^ nerer thinks of

bis toils.

1^ |§ ]
an inteijection.

^ ]
a rejoinder, a plea in reply.

I H^ to decline with thanks.

^ I
to firmly decline.

-^ I Ho fj to go off without

bidding good-bye.

1 1ft ^ W l^e '^^^^ clearly and

intelligently.

j(f ]
'^ a good style.

^ 1 jt 5£ * lie will not

mind coming, whether it is near

or distant ; u e. he will un-
'- doubtedly come.

rom words ani to direct; used

witb the preceding.

^ts'z' An expression, a word or

phrase ; a poetical composition

in rhyme, like a roimdelay ; a writ-

ing, an official paper ; style, phra-

seology; to speak out the real

thoughts ; to accuse ; to ask, to re-

quest
g"

] an expression.

1 ^ ^ ^ the sentence does

not fully convey the idea.

^ ] or
I
^ composition, style.

J[)J ]
an accusation or reply ; a

petition.

^ ] sophisticated argumenta

] 5^ the Ilaiiliri Academy.

P I
utterance, speech.

iM ^ ^ \ my feelings are ex-

pressed in my words,

-

'

. ,| From worship and to direct.

(j||r| To offer a sacrifice in the

j<s' c" si)ring to one's ancestors, since

liio opening spring suggests that .-is

life then exhibits itself, .so their pro-

genitors formerly gave them theii'

birth ; the building where they are

worehijjed ; the spring ; to obtain

tho request prayed for.

1 ^ the ancestral hall of a

family.

^ ] to make an image of a man,

and worehip it while he is still

living, as of a jwwerful ruler.

jfif ] an old name for the an-

cestral tablet

* |LK From jt to stop and tj or Jt
ID^ to compare^ q. J. to rest and ar-

ty t , range what comes next.

This, the last spoken of, the

thing in hand ; here, now.

^ (ft^ 1 *** ^-n" fr<^ni there to

this ])lacc; to leave there and

come here.

jm ]
like this ; thus, so.

?^ I
he is here.

1 ^ >]» A this sort of worthless

men.

] ^ hi life, during life.

.H 1 "^ jh enter no farther than

this spot ; he is just so always.

jy ] or 1 ^ by, or on this ac-

count ; therefore.

1 i@' 1 ^M ^°' ''^'^ ^^"7 kindness.

^ 1 for this end or reason ; the

why, the only cause.

1 Ih ^ Tf; this may be termed

knowing the basis of it

'Pill*
'"''*' '^'^ '^'

"' •^*''"''' ' ^' ^'^ ^^^'^

jtjM^ on ; to trample ; to step.

'<sV —' ip
] ^ to step oil no-

thing or on uncertain ground,

as to miss a step in coming down

a stairs, or to step into tho mud.

] ^^ to step carefully ; look well

to your fooling.

1 'T* "F "T ^^ cannot get on or

do any better.

H 1 ffi M *B lo step on two

boats ; {. e. fall between two

stools.

] Ig to step, to walk,

ffi Bin 1 ^ pnt your fool on it

c/|lt Small; diminntive; of little

\Wu capacity or talents.

''«'-' 1.1 i. # "1 very little

mind or thing.

1 1 i& W ^. these little mean
people have their dwellings.

lift

Also read '/s'/.

is'.

Clear, as water ; an old

'ti'z" name of a stream in Hunan
;

fresh, new
;

perspiring ; to

sweat

^ IH •^*
1 ^'^ forehead was wet

with perspiration.

i^ S W 1
'^e new t«irrace is

bran new.

_^jL^i From to hreatne and tivo.

y\. Neither the first nor the
°'~'' best ; commg after, second ill

order ; next, secondary, suc-

ceeding to ; a time, a trial ; a halt-

ing-place, .an encampment ; a stated

post to halt at ; an inn, a stall ; a

rest-house, a shed ; a lunar man-

sion or jwsition of tho moon among
the stars ; to put in the order of;

to pitch tents where one halts ; to

braid in false hair.

1 ^ regularly, in a sequenci?.

— ] once.

5^ ]
the first time.

^1 — Eh passed each other on

tho road.

;j5[^ ^ I
m that (or its own) place

j

next in order.

^ ^ ] ]
rising gradually, as a

gallery or a climax.

] ^ the next morning.

•^ ] a seat, a position.

^1 *'' jS 1
fl^nried, iinmetho-

dical, rash, flighty.

^1 *^f ]5k 1
an inn, a ti-aveler's

lodging-house, a hotel

5^ ;/>; I
to erect a largo shed or

halting-lodge.

J^ ]
in the mind ; as ;^ ^ |^

I
he cares very little about it

;

also he does not imitate or at-

tend to such things.

] »^ enters even to tho "bones, as

a bad cold.
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1 3E '"^'^ inferior gem.

I I ^.iv!M '''" '^'"o halted

north of the Yellow Kiver.

jtl; ] a genealogical record.

j!f 1 -t f§ *lie ship reached

Shanghai.

>S X 4t ] -ifc
'^his is still one

time more, as the third or after.

] J^"" refuse saltpetre.

it
) From man and nexl to.

Light, nimble, sprightly ; to

assist, to relieve ; to fit on

;

U) ilose the fingers in draw-

ing the bow ; for, instead of.

1
|f| to help.

] ^ the name of an ancient ar-

cher ; used in the Han dynasty

as the name of an office, whence

1 H^ :^ i nieans valorous,

skillful troops.

it
From words and a thorn ; inter-

changed with the next in tliis

sense.

To criticise, to reprove sharp-

ly ; to satu'ize or ridicule, in

order to an amendment,

IS ] to ridicule one.

1 ^ to earnestly exjwstulate

with.

m From hnife and thorn ; it is .ilso

read ta'ifiy in many of tl:ese

senses, especially tliose rel.iting to

(S * pricking ; and is not to be con-

founded with la/iy Jlj sharp.

A thorn, a sting, a spine ; to

wound by a direct thrast, as officers

were e.\w;uted in old tunes ; to

jirick ; to brand by sharp points, to

tattoo, iu cul into; to stab and

kill ; to spade up, as plants with a

trowel ; to pole a boat ; to criticise,

to lampoon ; to blame ; an innuendo,

a sly sarcasm ; to pry into, to over-

hear, to es-imine.

^ ]
to kill or stab a superior ; Jo

assassinate him, as a
| § or

assassin does.

^ ]
to send ii) a can^ alluding

to the days when visiting-cards

were cut on blocks of wood.

^ ] one name for the hedgehog.

^ ] , to prick and baste, as in

sewing.

I J ^ to embroider.

I Jl^ to dig up the gi'ound, to hoc.

1 j|5 to pole a boat.

^1 or ^ ] to taunt, to ridicule
;

to speak in raillery.

] ^ to writo witli a stylus ; to

brand a criminal by tattooing,

for whicli 1 ^ is also usecL

^ j
a bee's sting.

1 i^ to pry into and criticise.

1 ) 1 > ^ f^ to talk incessantly.

I ^ now used as a term for a

^ ji] or sub-prefect, but in the

Ifan applied to an intcndant.

] ^ to blame, to scold.

] ^^ uneasy ; skin irritated, as by
prickly heat.

Interclinnged with the last ; the

second is tlie original form of

both, intended to delhieale a

"bramble like the Zh>//>/ms ; it

must not be confounded wiJi

s/,«/(^^ a sheaf.

toA prickle, a thorn on plants

bo sarcastic.

"£• 1 the Ijeard or awn of barley.

I J4r -ffi
* prickly rose,

jf
ij 1$ ^ 1 the thorns on brambles.

I 5J f^ the juniper.

^ 1 ^ if 1^ he took out the

thorn and let the flesh heal ;—
said of a peacemaker.

] J^ U a hooked seed, like the

bui-marygold (Bidens) ;
—^ met

a captious man.

(s'c

The last form is rarely used.

Caterpillars which have stiff

,4^3 or spiny hairs that are re-

,j{X
I

garded as poisonous, such as

-ft ) the tiger-moth {Euprepia)

-^ and others.

1 ft§ the hedgehog.,

^ ]
hairy caterpillars

] ^ to ruffle up the feathes

^1 I
a name for the telini fly or

cantharides. {Mylabris.)

In Cantonese. A nit, a louse

;

insects wliich irritate the skin ; an
itching, a prickling.

~^ ^ ]
flic whole person is

frowzy.

^ ] ^ a mangy dog.

4 1 J^ Pfl- M. like a whining

dog, said of a peevish child.-

'

7e 1 I'l''"' hce.

i^ 1 water spiders and such like

insects.

From theller and rule.

^
A place which needs to be
constantly cleansed, a privy

;

to cleanse ; a gorge where a

stream forces its way ; to

arrange guests in order ; a
high brink

; tlie edge of a
bed.

1
^o--

1 iXo^-^ 1
or^

]

a necessiiry ; a jakes.

^ I
to empty night soil.

Jl I
to go to stool.

jfS 1 W, i. to see one in bed.

] 'i ft ^ ;^ H» niix bun
among the guesta

JjLT
^ The wooden part of the shaie

/Itp of a i)low, the ^ 1 , to

ts^i" whicli the iron was formerly

attached ; others say it was
the brace of the share

tsO'
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Old toundSf Tta and a<rwa. In Canton^ iva and iiga ;
— in Swatow, va, or uB ;

— in An
ngwii ; — i« S/iaJif/hai, vto and ngo ;

— 1« Chifn, wn.

wa ;
— in Fu'ichcu, wa u/ij

I

A green and striped frc^,

with a broad line down the

back ; used willi the next,

wanton, exciting tonea.

m ^ 1
^^"^ enraged frog,

refers to a story of the king

ofTso.

^ JR 1 hke a frog in a weU ;
—

inexperienced and ignorant

1^ •g; j ^ a painted face and

wanton song.

1 ^ /*A 1£ ?C '^® frog's croak

serves as the drum of the sixth

watch.

Wanton, enticing sounds ; las-

civious music ; to wlieedle,

n to coax ; sobbing, whining
;

to retch or vomit

]
|l£ to vomit, to spit out

ffi W 1 j2l
Jie went out and threw

it up.

] 1^ lewd songs.

A beautiful woman ; a fine,

pretty girl.

:k 1 ? P'^tty girls.

th ] la baby;

children.

3^ ^ ] a fme el^ant woman.

<ii
Name of a river in Kansuh

;

used with the next, a pud-

dle ; deep and winding, as a

stream.

^M
c7:

The footsteps of an ox, in

which dirty water collects;

:a a puddle ; a hollow.

] jjj clear water.

I ^ a deep pool in a stream.

] •^ a bog, a swamp.

] P9 or ] ^ low ground.

From cave and nielon ; also read
i

tea' and used wi;U tlie preced-

ing; jUJ is regarded as a sjnonym.

The bottom of a cavity ; a
j

dopres-sioii in a level place, a

spot where the grcnnd is low ; a
\

puddle ; a hoof-print.
i

1 Jife ^ ^ fill in the hollow.
j

] W.^'^ ''kc low sluill notes,
j

as the tones of a fife.
[

j^ Mf. 1 the spot is very low. *

^ ] a glassy plateau ; applied to

Mongolia.

^ ]
the god of silkworms.

il Irtl I 1 ft^ "P** ^"*i downs,

as in a rough road ; not plane.

I
c

la
From mouth and child.

The prattle of children.

xva \ pg the sound of children

talking and playing.

Bead ^rh. A forced laugh, |^
] denoting that the compliance is

compulsory.

I ^ a glazed earthen dish.

I ^ coarse earthenw.ire, av water

jars.

zk ft ) M tl'G '«! i3 lacltel an.l

the tllu is broken ;
— g^^nc, de-

stroyed, the glory dei)art-(l.

] i^ the hou.';e-Ieyk ( UiuhU.'cus cr

Scvipnt\viim), also e.lUed J^ j^
or hoa^e vagrant.

1 ^ ?* shells 'like the Area,

refen-ing to Ibeir ribbed valves.

To seize with the hand, to

grasp, to hold on ; to pull

towards one, as a lot of little

things.

1 ^ draw ihe beans — in'-3 the

basket.

wa

x The original is supposed to have

resembled a tile ; it is the 98th

radical of a few homogeneous
W« characters relating to pottery.

A general name for earthenware,

tiles, flags, encaustic tiles, glazed

bricks, pottery, &c. ; a roof, from

its covering of tiling.

H j
to lay tiles,

j XS or f|| ] or ^ ] the flat

tiles laid on the bottom.

11^ I
the cylindrical tiles laid at

the eaves.

/y; I
or^ 1 or ] )j0 the con-

vex tiles.

1 'fff
or

I m a row of tiles.

] U or j ^ a tiled roof.

M ] is il *^ joy of ta^g a

a daughter.

n

UXl'

To tread on the ground.

] g|f to stamp the feet ; to

patter along, us a child who is

begmning to walk.

From covering and a tile.

A mad hoiLse ; to build a

mad hovel.

] ^ a mud or adobie house.

m
c
wa'

The second form is also read

' The wailing of an infant ; to

sob and moan.

] m- M^y >o»d

screaming of a child.

,i 75 * ^ © ^ 1 ^
when the bird weul off, Heu-t^h

befjan to wail.

I ] ^ 5S a long continued wail.

*J>-SiiS# ! 1 «m child-

ren who have lost their raotliers

go sobbing through the streets.

In Cantonese. A final particle

like p^ implymg doubt.
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Oi'l scunds^ ivot and met. Jn Canton,

in Fukcliau,

wat and mat ;
— in Sivatow, wat, buo, and mit ; — in Aimy, wat and biat ; —

wak ;
— in Shanghai, wfcU and mob ;

— in Cht/ii, wa.

i^^ A deep, cavernous hollow, a

^^ ) large hole, as in a hill ; to

va' explore wilh the haiid in a

dark hole.

J->JU To scooi) out, to excavate

;

4C,d > to stir up, as an old grudge

;

^icu to dig out, to hollow out ; to

gouge ; to clean out, to

dredge.

1 If It) pick the ears.

I
^- to dig a well.

Jfg ]
to scratch a hole.

iiO 1 lUi fffl
''^'^ plucking out the

eye, — I .im so disappointed.

^ 1 ^kT tU y^" Mnst fork out

the money.

1 1^ B& '^ break up and destroy

the road, as a retreating army.

I III
to take out and rq)laco or

mend with another.

j^ ] to open out^ as a choked-up

channel.

I fij A SB 'o fi"*! 'a'llt with

others' words, to criticiso people's

talk.

] '^ ^io annoy others, to ridi-

cule [xjople, to rake up old scores.

Stockings, hose, socks ; what-

ever covers the feet

"~ M 1 ? a pair of Block-

ings.

wu- ^ 1
quilted stockings.

^ ]
lined socks.

;^ "j^ 1
a stocking big enongh

for all ; — a generally useful

thing.

^ •Q: 1 ^ P"t it "1 tho stocking,

—which is often used for a pocket

Old sounds, ngat and jat. Jn Ca«(o», wai and ngoi ; — in Swatow, diw'a and gwa ;
^ in Amoy, wai, goe, ami oe ;

—
in Fuhchau, wai, ngwoi, ant/ ngii ;

— in Shanghai, htrsh ant/nga ;
— in Chi/u, wai.

jf
^ Frcm correct and not above it.

c ||-\. Deflected from the peqjendi-

,wf«' cular, aslant, asquint, askew,

awry ; deflected, as a bent

ray of light ; depraved, wicked ; to

lay obliquely, to put down awry.

)
n^ a wry mouth.

I ^ Ip^ -^^ to wear a hat awry.

^ I ^ the Ixiat heels over.

I ||g a crooked neck ; also ap-

plied to tipsy people.

JJ ]
to sit awkwardly or slovenly.

] jJJ
a wicked heart.

^ 1 fl'5 •'" lo"i *'0 'c^" against

^ jK 1 don't lay it crookedly.

(Gcmloneae.)

Uneven, nigged ; a goat

path going up a hill-side in a

crooked manner ; lofty.

w

,n^
A distorted mouth, caused

by palsy, or a contortion of

muscles.

RS 1 ^\ raouth and eyes

awry.

From cneniiir/ and to divine ; q. d. \

to cast lots at evening is bej'ond I

or aside from tlie liiuincss of the
i

teat.' ,lay.

Outride, without, bi.yoi.id ; not

native; moreover, anotlicr; extra-

neous, over and above; foreign, be-

yond the hou.se, village, or empire

;

relatives by marriage ; to exclude,

to reject ; to put asido or outside.

] ^ foreign countries.

] i^ another provuica.

1 ii i^ jwople from beyond the

River; a Northerner. (Cfnjfojjeic.)

] ^ a wife's father.

I^jffcil 1
t'xduding thi3;bcside.3

these ; moreover.

1 (S or ] ^ outside, in the

streets ; not ineludeil.

/f§ ] ^ ^ extraordinarily gooil.

'^ \ unexpectedly.

I
,B| a postman, a coimer.

{fj ]
to go abroad, to leave home.

S 1 ^ from abroad, not jiativo.

^ 3!t "JJ fln 1 ^ ^ whentheprin-

ciplesare intelligent, the conduct

will be gentle and courteous.

^ I
^j*" ho has a knowledge of

the world, not of books only.

] A not one of our set ; an out-

sider, an alien.

1 Wi "ff'^'^'^tl by the weather, out

of sorts.

^ M ^ I
he stretches his head

bayond the skies ; very haughty.

•jf J
wandering, gipsey people;

tramps.

] ];|^ remoteplaces, desolate regions.

I ^ a raw hand ; unskilled.

{Sliangliai.)

^^/^ 1
nothinggreater than this.

Deaf, arising from defect in

the ear or age ; bom deaf

% \
deaf.

^ ] stupid and deaf, as

One in a fit.

From not and good; an ideo-

graiibic char.acter, but like some
others of the same cunstrnction

'''^"'
wilh ^ on top, i03arded as

vulgar by native lexicograijhers.

A synonym of ^ Birailar to ^
and used in contrast with j^ good

;

ill lookmg, defectiva
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Old s6iiH(&, 'wan, ngwan, animan. In Cunton, man, vraa, and nn, j
— in Swatoic, wan, ming, mien, ani buan ;

—
in Amoy, wan, gwan, bwan, ban, and bien ;

— in Fuhchau, wang, mang, anrf mwang ;
— ^ ,

in Shanglatl, wt", c", m!;" and w61i ; — {h Cliifu, wan.

]
^i] to tut out, as a tumor.

W itP)
^' fl^ 1

caves are doubtless

dug out by the gotls. ^xvan

piom l>ow and connected; inter-

clinn"ed with the next.

Iran

mm To draw a bow, to bend

anything to a curve; bent,

bowed, c-iuved ; arched.

I ^ to draw and shoot a bow.

warpod.

^-
] iiif jl tl^G cTxsccnt moon.

ig
]

crooked and circuitous, as a

sevpsntino road.

i From waler and to arve ; often

wrongly wiitten ^- and inter-

cli-ingcd with the preceding.

A winding bank, a cove, a

buy ; a lew retiring beach ; an an-

chorage ; a bend, nn indentation in

a coast-lino ; to enter a cove, as a

vetscl ; to moor.

jpj ] a liver bend.

fS." 1 the 1^-aya Grande at Macao.

] ] fj{] jjjj
winding, tortuous,

seriie.itine.

1 ^ fi-J ^ '"^ vessel at anchor.

] f^ to anchor.

H I
to turn a corner.

jj? ] a sandy beach.

^ ;g ] full of bends, as a river

or coast-line.

]
— Wiii^ <*"<' ^rch of autumnal

water ;
— vkI. a liquid, beau-

tiful eye.

P.

Man

To jwre, to cut down

;

to make thinner; to gouge

out, as in cutting characters

;

to pull out, as an eye ; to

excavate.

] ^ to cut out and patcli.

i "h* -t 6^J ^ t^" cut away the
j

flctJi from the bones.

31 ] to carve, as on wood.

1 >& f'SF A diligent and earnest

in his service.

.8^

Used with the last/fe and wrist.

To bend the wrist ; to curve

with the hand ; the wrist ; to

lift and carry a thing.

I'rom napkin and to yield.

Remnants, cabbage, cuttings.

] ^ fragments left from

making clothes.

Yrom pulse anijiexible, referring

to its stall;.

Tho peak of a mountiin
;

sharp Eummit of a moHnt;iin.

A species of pea, common at

Peking, the
] ^ or f(g 1^

which is probably the labkib, an<l

said to have been introduced ; tho

pod h round, and usually contains

four round white and largj peas ; it

resembles tho marrowfat pea.

f'lj 1 S sngarcd bean soup.

^ ] 3. ^ spotted bean fc<l to

bciwts.

From head and original ; some-

times wrongly used for ^ to

sport.
,Wim

A thick-headed stupid jx;r-

son ; heedless ; inconsiderate ; im-

movable, passive, mulish ; to push

or butt with the head.

I 5[§ stupid and weak ; trifling

and inattentive to his duty.

j^ ] a sly rascal.

] f^ obstinate, cross-grained.

1 Si tli*5 stupid, unlettered people.

] ;^ ^ a man of integrity but

rather eimplc.

S 1 yp f^ a dull mind which

does not readily catch an idea.

j^'
I

careless and inattentive.

] ^ a shapeless, useless stone.

] ^ an inefficient, useless maa

To pai'e off the corners, to

cut or round oft' to trim ; to

' c<inaliz;', to make out a re-

port without sticking to fact';.

I ^ to clip and round the

comers.

Numbness in t'lo hands or

feet ; another defines it, a

running sore or ring-worm

that will not heal.

From duij and wlllvjul.

Evening, sun-set, but not

can, .'ifter dark ; time of twilight,

tho gloaming ; I.ito in lifj
;

bshind, tardy, late; the last, tho

latter; afterwards.

nf^ ] last cvjning

^ ]
this evening.

^ 1
or ^ 1 towards evening.

1 _L w
1 Fb^ i" <1"C evening,

towards nine or ten o'chxik.

/P I
it is not lato; I am not be-

hind time.

I ^^ mij "• sunsyt ; tho sun is

down.

j ^ old, advanced, ovjr si.\ty..

your1 ^ or ] /t ^

polite

^

pupil, your servant j
•

tcnn for one's self.

] lato in tho year.

] jfg
to enjoy a liajipy end oflifc.

4Q ft 'IK 1
I '"grct that I did

not know you bofore.

1 i^^k ^ promising evening for

a fair day.

1 5|^ or
I 3^ a lato crop, as of

rice or wheat.

'I§ ^ 1 ^ it is now too late to

regret it, or repent of it.

I j^ succeeded at last, as a stu-

dent in getting a degree.
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From woman and without ; also

read 'mien, and used for }J£ to

bear.

Complaisant, agreeable, win-

ning: trybgto please, obliging.

I JH nccommodating, kind.

jij§ ] ^ ^ condescendin? and

read}' to bear finorably.

To lead, as a child ; to ^Jraw,

to pull- along; to torn over,

'toan as a cuff; to regain, as fa*-

yor ; to revert to the previoas

sentence or argument; to restore,

to make good ; to carry on the arm

;

to turn round, to bend.

I ^J to grasp in the hand.

] 1^ in, to reform a degenerate

age or manners.

I ^ ^ ^ they cannot be re-

stored ; the first state cannot be

brought back.

j ^ to dress the hair.

I .^ (^ fj to walk arm m arm.

] ^ the broad-faced, embroidered

sleeves of women ; to roU up the

cuffs.

] ^ funereal dirgesxshanted by

pall-bearers.

] ^ to bear a cofiin ; to weep

over it, as a son.

] jgj )^ to carry the oil-jar ; ». e.

to go with a father's widow when

she is married.

I
^ to detaui, to draw back.

1 ^ to save from disaster, to

rescue, to prevent evils.

I :^ IJl S to carry a long-baled

basket, i. c. to beg, referring to

the basket for food. ( Cantonese.)

To pull a wheeled barrow or

an easy-chair carriage ; to

'tcmi draw a hearse ; ropes for it

] Up a monody.

^ ]
elegiac prayers or sayings.

1 WL f"neral scrolls hung in the

hall.

the hearse-carriers and they who
held the ropes, both chanted in

union.

Tho declining sun.

_ ^ B mit^A-^the
'uvn bright sun declines to the

evening, and soon will be gone

from us I

From wood or dialt and to cover

;

tlie first and now the common
form 13 nnautliorized.

. A bowl, a deep dish ; a

wooden trencher ; a bowl-full.

|g ] a rice-bowl.

§i 1
(T .^ 1

to clamp
'''""' and mend bowls.

;^ ^ ] a punch bowl.

Mi^ 1 S St IS gije me a

bowl of your surplus rice ; — a

beggar's cry.

M'JL ':k 1 '«y «"* *«> nine big

dishes ;
— met. to give a large

entertainment.

^ ] a dish with a heater to keep

things wann.

P£ A 1 ^ A A^^ifyou
eat of a man's dish, you must

come at his call. — as a servant

on wages.

1 ^ ^ S crockery-ware.

^i| I ^ IIJ^
to take an oath by

breaking a Ijowl.

<.>j From water fuitl cover.

Eddying water is ] f|| ; to

'tvan run in eddies.

Read tiffo/i^ To spatter mud
on one, as a carriage in passing.

'HI
From siik and officer orJinished

;

tlie second form is obsolete, but
is sometimes iised to denote .a

^pt> weathercock.

y/lu J To hate, to dislike ; a crim-

'wiin son color; lustring, a cheap

sort of silk ; to run through,

as in stringing cash, or as a pin

through the hair ; to perforate; to

tio up.

Like the next.

To desire, to covet, to long

n' for ; to waste away.

1 ^ heedles.s, forgetful.

1 ^ IS H 'o ifl'e away the years

and waste the days.

Itc'

i Vrom to practice aixd oriyini q.d.

as if one had gone to the bottom
of a subject ; used with the next.

wtrif -— 1-11 /. , .

J.0 study till weary ot a thing,

to get tired of doing a thing,

or being with a person.

^ 1
to be [perfect hi, to get tho-

roughly.

; \i Interchanged with the last.

^/U Trinkets or gems for playing

wan' with
; to toy or play with

;

to ramble and divert one's

.self; to linger and dawdle; to en-

joy, as an agreeable author ; to test,

to try, to practice with ; valuable,

rare, fine ; child's play.

J^ ]
to carefully examine, as a

book.

I jI^ to despise or set lightly by

the laws.

^ I
to ramble, to take recreation.

•j5f 1
articles of virtu ; rarities.

I
5^to try the taste of; to relish,

as a book.

1 S oi"
1 ^ toys; desirable,

highly prized things.

1 A ^ -^ familiar license de-

stroys one's virtue ; Uke I. Cor.

XV. 33.

] ^ to trifle, to dally with ; to

tempt to vice.

j ^ to enjoy the moonlight.

] ^ playthings, toys; to take

delight in.

I ^ trifling play ; totoywith.

I ^ to enjoy scenery.

A handsome, beautiful wo-

maa

The wrist ; a flexible, easy-

moving, universal joint ; to

grasp, to twist

.^ ]
the wrist

Pj^} ]
the elbow.

M 1 -k .& '0 clasp and

wring the hands in great grief.

] -fj
strength in wrist-work, as

penmanship or arciiery.

is Jfl ] ? ^ flexible or skilled

wrist
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m Abrmei and dreading some-

thing ; KUinled, as at meeting

lOi'/n' a foe.

^ ] surprised.

1 IK angry at

^ ^ ] ^ exceedingly grieved

for.

The knee-pan or knee-jmnt

J^ ]
the knee.

From planix and »ionl:ei/, but
originally the lower part was

formed of (^ a track, and the

yyralions of a divarm of miisqni-

toe» or bees ; tlie contracted

foi°ni is cotnmoa.

loan'

77'
wan

Like bees swarming under

a queen for number; a number,

ten thousand or a rajriad, the

highest number usually employed

in notation ; an indefinite number,

many, every one, all ; before a

negative, forms a strong superlative.

1 WL 3^ f'l'' emix?ror ;
lit. the

lord of all ages.

] ^ his Majesty's birthday.

] ^ all people.

]g 1 a millionare

] ;^ llg it cannot be done.

1 ^ jifc S ^^^^^ •s no such

principle.

^ — Jg ten thousand to one he

will live ; most probably he will

not die.

^ ]
a million.

-f- ^ I
a hurMlreflmilliona

] /p ]^ —• not one equals him

;

unsurpassed.

] ] ten thousand myriads, in-

numerable.

I ^ ^ everybody's interest; a

term used by priests when ask-

ing funds f<ir fentivals.

] ^ 'k ~" wholly correct; no-

thing lost or missed

] ^ fit b" "" "<* account return

an answer.

HJ ^ * S 1 1 V« beyond

expression extraordinary.

1 JjB every blessing.

?H
A form of the last, but usnally

used for an urnament like the

' character.

A mystic emblem of high

antiquity, the Indian ftvasMri

drawn on the breasts of Budhistic

idols, and the special mark of the

deities wonhitK-d by the Lotus

School, and explained to be the

symbol of Budli.i's heart ; it ist he

hammer of Tlior, and is common

in Norse mythology.

j ^ -^K
^^'^ Iloven'a dulcis, so

called from the angular jiedim-

clfS of the fniit.

1 ^ ^ ff » baluBlr.tde with

a, convol lited lattice.

1^1^ the Vitrunan scroll.

From /ilanls and lengthened.

To shoot forth, to ramify, to

wan' creep ; a vine ; a cieepuig,

trailing plant ; tangled, in-

trit. te ; oljsoure, verljose.

.^ ]
a species of bean (Doic/ios ?)

that furnishes fibers for cloth.

^ I ^ ;^ it has neither vines

nor branches ;
— as an essay,

which sticks to tlie argument.

^ ] to spread abroad, to break

out, as robbers ; difiusive, ir-

relevant ; to expatiate largely.

JJSI, ] a melon-vine,

jfg I
-^ a climbing vine ; ivy.

ff ] -f to break off the tendrils,

as of a vine.

1 1 H ^ every day it spreafls

more vigorously.

^ {li I -jF tlie tendrils started

right out.

^ © ^ 1
f^" "0' iritiDduce ir-

relevant matters.

Read ,man. A root, the
|
^-

a kind of round turnip, whose tuber

is above ground and green colored,

common at Peking ; a second sort,

the^
1 W ''*'' ''^ wliite tuber

under ground.

Bt 1?^ A town in the feudal state of

^\* Ching §5 not far from the

tw«' present T'ung-ch'uen fu in

.^j^y Sz'ch'uen, where its trooiw

suffered a great defeat

Old aounds, wen, men, mun, ana won.

iin and bun ;
— in Fuhchau, nng

From ien/er and lenevolent.
[

Name of a river and district
[

fan in the northwest of Hon.an,

north of the Yellow River
;

|

warm, genial ; tepid, lukewarm ;

placid, mild, kind, gentle ; sooth-

ing, bland ; matured, acquaiiited

with ; to warm, to revive.

I ^ to review a lessoa

I j^ a genial breeze. >

In Canton, wan and man ; — «« Sjcatvw, un, bun, mi'it, and m&ng
;
— in Amoy,

and ong ;
— i« S/iauyhai, wing, mang, rung, and miug ;

— in Chifii, wair.

] Tf\l mild, as weather ; tepid

;

l)enigii, graciouij.

1 ffi
loiiii-s, aphrodisiacs.

1 ] ^ A " g"«lly gentleman,

j MHq ^M ^ thorough in

what you learn, then you can

know what is new.

$it ^ ]
to talk about the weather

;

to chat and gos-sip.

] ^ jg to revive the old affectioiL

] fg warm and fed ; «« pj" £i ]

^ in good circiimstancea, alwve

want

^fe' A pestilential or widespread

ySSL sickness, an epidemic ; a giJ-

wdn <liness ; to wisli the pkgue
on one, as in anger.

1 ^ "''
1 ^ '"* l>'"<^'^''''ili"o sick-

ness.

^ ] to remove tiie epidemic.
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] ^ the demon of ;i pestQence.

I ^ BM p'ague take him ; blast

Lim.

] ^ malatia.

I
'^ a miurian among cattle, a

rhinderpest.

fS 3^ ] to get a pommeling ; lynch

law.

Eead wuh, Nelancholf, re-

served.

"fl S 1 1 05 ^ 13 he was so

downcast he would not open

his eyes.

UJ Froi4i dish and prisoner.

cJJSL, To feed a prisoner; benevo-

,w(f» lent, kind, compassionate.

^ no From wood and mild ; it is cor~

^rnt ™<'*'y '6ad wuh, but the primitive
C|JUL gives it this eound.

' A small acid fruit, the
| |^

like the Cratcegv^, the size

of a bnllacc, and red like a cherry,

found in northern China ; the pre-

pared sweetmeat is like cranberry

in taste ; a timber like pine ; a root

;

a pillar ; fine foliage-

tgt- Considered lo be originally a form

J Ol^ or alteration of^ to blend, now
restricted to the lines and marks

of things ; it forms the 67th

radical of a fe\T characters mostly

relating to ornamenting.

Strokes, lines, veins, or bands,

in wood, skins, or stones ; ripples,

markings, striae ; clouded, brindled

;

what is variegated, symmetrically

marked
;
genteel, stylish, beautiful

;

elegant, accomplished, scholarly

;

the pursuits of peace ; literary,

literature ; civil, endowed with po-

litick qualities ; the literary class,

civilians, the gentry; what is

e.xtraneous or ornamental and

not essential ; ceremonial ; bla-

zonry of flags ; a form, as ofprayer

;

a classifier of cash and coins ; a

dispatch.

) 5^ literary in taste, critically

elegant; scientific.

] g^ •j^ literary pursuits, cor-

respondence.

.wdn

1 fi grammar, rules of composi-

tion.

— ] or ~
] ^ a cash ; any

coin, as a dollar or rupee.

] 5i| stylo in writing; book ex-

pressions ; classical, jxilished.

•jtf ]
the ancient classical style.

'
3tt 1

o""
1 ^ scholarly, genteel,

Stylisli.

^ I
the original te.xt

1^ ]
the plain text ; no glosses.

^ ] inelegant, rustic.

^ j to deliver a dispatch.

1 3E S^ ^'^ inquire of W5u
Wang, ?'. e. to toss up three cash

together and count the chancea

1 ^ >&n SiS ^^^ style is unimpro-

vable.

•fife, li ] ^ be is a judge of com-

position and styla

1 ^ ^ S t^^s soil of Literature,

to whose worship the
] ^ J§

three-storeyed literary pagodas

are erected in southern China

;

the star Dubhe in Ursa Major

is consecrated to him.

^ ] foreign writing or book.

U ] to discuss characters ; i'. e.

to explain their etymology.

jj ] a high bookish style of con-

versation, not using colloquial-

isms.

] ]^ a rough draft, an original

copy of a writing.

j •jjj the style of a kiijin, q. d the

head of letters.

Bead tvdn' To gloss over, to

moderate.

I i§ to conceal a fault ; to dis-

guise one's evil conduct

] ^ to trump up, to impose on,

to falsify.

.It
From silk and mark.

The pattern, figures or marks

j«!(?ra in weaving ; a mark, line, or

lr8i'«.

1 ^ sycee, pure silver.

pJC iS 1
'^"^ ripples on water.

1^ )
puckered, crinkled, cor-

rugated.

^ ] the cross lines, as in wood
or on the hand ; across tiio

grain.
.^

] iSti
t'le pattern is awry.

M ft 1 ft5«
'^'^'"e is not the least

trace.

;^ ]
the figure in cloth or silks.

^ ^ ]
the lines under the eyes.

^ j
the strise ou the finger ends.

The pictured fish ; a fish

beautifully striijed with blue.Ja

IK

called
] S^ ^^ found in the

West Sea (Koko-nor '!); it is re-

markable for its large pectoral fins

which enable it to fly, and is per-

haps allied to tho gurnards.

I ^ a gold fisli. {Shanghai.

)

From insect and streaks, refer-

ring to the bnnded wings of
musqiiitoes ; but the otlier two
forms, alluding to their gregari-

• ou» liabits like peojtle, are more
ancient.

A musqnito, a gnat.

I @ buzz of musqultoes.

1 P a musquito bita

] fff a swarm of musquitoes.

] ^ a musquito-whip.

J^ ]
or :^ I

the tiger musquito-

^ 1 # Of
1 I® # pastiles or

plants burned to drive them off

From rain and streaks.

The coloring in the clouds.

1 l^j c<>lorcd clouds.

^ ^^ ) the moon clouds

are plain white, [the sun

clouds] are -^ ] red-veined.

.wall

M
cWdn

From ear niiil aoor ; the ear is

the door of knowled;;e>

To hear ; to learn by report,

hearing ; to smell ; fame,

news ; small ; a scent

^ ]
to hear.

JIf ] to repeat a report; a legend,

a tradition.

Jgl, I
a mmor.

^ Si 1 © ^ heara it yesterday.

] ^ smell the fragrance.

131
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1^ ]
hard of hearing.

^ ]
of great iDformation.

7 iS> 1 tlistressiiig to hear

;

beart-rending.

Read wan^ To state to ; where

the voice reaches ; character, fame

;

a noise.

I J!f^ 31 ^^ i' t'' ^^ king.

^ I
famons reputation ; of good

reiwrt.

4i "k H I
-^ ^ tlieir report

goes so manifestly to heaven.

^ ^ 4^ ] he promoted good

men in order that they might

state— all to the king.

1 :J' @ he is famed thi-ough-

out the whole kingdom.

Old forius of the preceding.

To look down and stoop, as

one sees a thing ; to look

closely at.

fWan,
] ^ M 3 district in the

extreme west of Honan on

the south banl; of the Yellow

river.

M r
from kni/e and not.

To cut crcBS-wise ; to divide.

'w&n g 1 or ] (§1 to cut one's

throat.

1 ^ ^ a friendship that would

lead persons to die for each other.

1 ^ iU a i^.
[I an» rt-aJy] t"

cut my throat to show that I am
in earnest.

Tlie second also means to con-

tract tlie eyes, as near-sighted

people do to see further.

The comers of the mouth
;

the lips ; speech, talk,

ilc 1
to jo'" the lips, to

kiss.

n£ /^ ] to pout, to thrust

out the lips.

^ IS ^ 1
^<)"'^ he too facile

with your liiis.

D 1 ^ '^ yo""" mouths and

lijw do not match
;
your evidence

is contradictory.

1 ® ^ y°"^ ^''" "^ yellow
;
met.

you are very inexperienced.

In Cantonese, for which only the

third form is used. Near ; the edge

;

close ; the last moment.

^ "© >fc 1 y*"^ stand too near

the brink.

^j j^ I
trimmed it too close.

From Jlesh and lips ; originally

a form of the last.

'wdn To join, to match, to blend as

one ; mingling and blending

as the sky and sea.

] ^ harmoniously blended.

A^n\ To separate, to cut asunder

;

'•^' to divide or break.

C^-JU* From hand and marks.

jj^ To rub, to smooth off; to

hcdn wijie off, to dry by rubbing.

] ^^ to brush and wipe off.

1 M ^'^ hrtish away the tears.

]
to stroke down.

In Cantonese. To rub in ; to fill

np.

^ ]
a horn spatula used to dress

the hair

1 ]^ P to point bricks.

1 W.^ ^^ '^^ j)omatiim in the

hair.

) ^ rub (or fill) it in tight, as

a crack with putty.

From liand and genial ; also read

'icdn To place the hand on; to

wipe ; to dip or thrust into

the water, as hot iron ; to immerse,

as when dyeing ; to souse in.

1 1ft "* sprout Ijeans for greens.

] p^ to dye, to staui.

] 1^ to put anything into the

water ; to rinse.

In Cantonese. To search, to look

for, to hunt up, to seek what is lost.

1 ^ found it

] 7E Sir g«t 'U6 another piece.

I ^ ^ to hate to prison, to put

in the lockup.

] fi\ seeking for employment.

From woman and genial; also

read '»^«o and uA,

'tcfjre An old dame, an old woman

'

I, the old lady.

I jjfif a name for the goddess of

Earth.

^ I
a dame.

] ^ a midwife ; an herl>doctress.

] ^ ^^ old maid.

1 ) Jft
•* ^^^ baby.

Fi-om ^ grain and ^ staall

contracted ; the second form is

' unnsual ; it is also read yin' to

follow, to rely on another.

To heap up grain on the

thrashing-floor to be thrash-

ed out ; a sheaf or faggot of

grass for fuel ; firm, constant ; firm,

well placed, safe, secture, stable, im-

movable; to rest, to put down

steadily or securely ; repose, confi-

dence ; assured, implicit.

^ ]
placed securely; at rest

about a thing, composed.

M 1 o' ife 1 to stand firmly.

j
^ ' out of danger ; no fear now

;

quite safa

/f ^ 1 not very solvent or safe,

as a firm ; dubious, risky.

Sh 1 ifi »^ stand firm on your

feet
;
get good backers.

^ /P ] I can"t tell how it will

be, I cannot venture to say.

1 ^ grave, reserved ; formal in

manners.

^ ^ ]
it cannot be made safe

;

it is insecure.

] ^ steady, uniform, as a motion.

QQ ) F'rom mouth and door.

[MJ To ask, to inquire ofor about

;

wan' to demand, to exact of; to

investigate, to try, to exa-

mine a case; to convict, to give

sentence; to clear up a doubt ; a

command, a mandate ; to send pre-

sents when asking after one ; an

examiner in a court ; fame.

I 1^ or
I ^ a dialogue, a con-

versation.

I ijj *" inquire after, to send

friendly messages to.
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&

I lis ^ to search into the truth

of; a thorough investigation, in

distinction to ^2 | a superficial

inquiry.

I ^ ^ to aslc distinctly.

] '|/f
to sentence to decapitation.

I
I heg to ask you.

] 7^ ^ the prince's orders

have not yet come.

I ^ to learn the usages of a

country.

^ I
give me leave to ask you.

/p 55 "F 1
*l''"'t l>e ashamed to

ask your inferiors.

fif I
}^ ^ it is well to ask about

things if you are in doubt.

1 18 ^ g^t abstruse points cleared

up, to learn the reasons for.

') From silk and lines ; not the

me as c^t ripples.

wdn' Eaveled, as tangled thread;

confused, involved ; to em-

broil.

W 1^ ^ '^ 1
^^'^ '^"^^^ ^^^ ^'^^y

distinct.

] IK, confused, anarchical

7^ § ]
don't suffer the least

disorder.

' Tlie name of a river, the
|

jpf in Shantung, rising sonth-

wdn' west of T'aishan and rmming
west into the Grand Canal,

near
] _t. M '" Yen-cheu fu ; it

was the boiindaiy between Tsi and

Lu in old times; a large affluent of

the Yangtsz', now also known as

the Eiver Min in the south of Sz'-

ch'uei).

1 -^ Wi Wj ^l^c waters of the

Wiin ilow ever on.

Ecad ^vian. To dishonor, to

giievc.

^%^\ \ ^^ can I thus

receive Ihe reproaches of such a

man?

] j^ dirtied, defiled.

From gem and rising.

A cracked porcelain or-fitone

^an' dish ; a crack ; a flaw.

^ I
much cracked.

^T "BJi
"" jE 1 ''<^ ^^^ cracked it.

Jll I
a very dangerous crack.

J Mourning clothes ; the ropes

held by monmere, which hang

can' from the bier or caLifalque.

1 JIK mourning apparel.

^ j to hold the cords of the iwiU.

^fl I
the arms exposed in mourn-

ing ; a sign of great grief.

Read 7nien^ and used for f^^ A
crown.

] a liempen or sackclotii cap.

Suppressed anger, indignant

feelings ; wratliy ; rage ; to

aw' bo hated.

]
}** irritated.

I ^ flushed with anger.

not to feel angry at another's

slight, is not this to bo truly

great or princely ?

^ ] te ^ now glad now vexed,

a.s a freaky, imtablo jjerson.

] -f ^ jj< I am hated by the

mean.

# ^ ^ M 1
though he could

not prevent their rage,— he kept

liis fame.

Old sounds, wung and mung. In Canton, wong and moug ; — in Sioatow, WROgi mang, buang, and mo ;— in Amoy, ong,

ang, and bong ; — in Fuhchau, wong
;
— in Shanr/hni, wong, vong, moDg, and yoDg ;

— in Chifu, waug.

,^-r^ A deep and wide expanse of

i\ 1. water ; vast and still, as the

^mng deep ; a lake, jxkjI, or pond
;

great.

I j^ the wide open sea.

>^ :S 1 ^ °^ great patience and

consideration.

1 1 fi^ ^c ^^ '^'^^ ^'^® ^y-

X
^wang

The last two are different forms

of the 43d radical of contorted

things, derived fioni "J^ great

made crooked ; to make the first,

•F king is added as a phonetic,

the others not being used.

Weak, feeble, or crooked,

especially in the legs ; de-

formed, in the breast; ema-

ciated.

^ # 1 W ^ ^ I "isli

'

to expose a poor crooked fellow
:

to the Sim on account of the :

drought, but how will it do?
|

nt -i iO 1 t° disregard (or dc-
:

prcciate) him as you would a

wealiling.

.1
^toang

Composed of ^ representing i

heaven, e'irtli, and man ; whoever '

joins them is a i ruler ; the
i

middle line is written nearest the
[

top to show that a ruler should

imitate heaven.
]

A kuig ; a ruler, who is looked I

up to by all ; to acknowledge him,
|

as a feudal prince does ; a title for

monarclis before B. c. 220 ; royal,

regal, princely ; to be a king ; a

regtJus, a beg.

1^ ] aud ;g I
the uncles o^

brothers and cousins of the em-

jwror, like Prince Imperial and
Prince Royal, who are addressed

as
I ^ my Lord King.

§ ]
Mongol begs.

^^ I
or^

1
Budha.

1 i W Ift » Budhist term for

universal and holy monm'ch ; ap-

plied to Budlia, it indicates the

highest power and sovereignty,

and suggests an analogy to the

wheels of Ezekiel's vLsion.

1 ^ * grandfather in the ances-

tral hall.

MWiT^^ ]
[<lie chiefs] did

not dare to withhold their fealty.

] f^ the laws of the land.
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^ ilJ; 1
a Prince Regent.

[Ij ;^ ] a bandit chief ; a black-

amoor in theaters.

] ^ the first mouth of the year.

] 5P a chief god. ofrivers, the object

of fishermen and boatmen's fear

and worship ; his temples are

called ^ g §• palace of the

effulgent cloud.

Head wang' To rule as a king,

to govern, to bear sway ; to rule

properly, or by law, as distinguished

fix)m ^ a rule by force ; a reign

;

occurs used for ^J to go, to resort

to.

] 5^ "p to rule the world.

^ jy B'l 1 ^ if you -^"^ not

desist, then let us speak of the

rights of ruling.

;j|^ ] it overtops others of the sort,

it superabounds ; exceeding.

a J

fuxmg

Originally formed of ^ to en-

ter and L— a contraction of ^
' obscurity, which is now altered

to the first form.

Lost, destroyed
;

gone^ no

trace left
;
going to ruin ; ex-

tuict, as a dynasty ; dead

;

forgotten, out of mind ; to go to

ruin ; in poverty ; to escape, to

abscond.

3C 1
o''

1 jfifc
dead, extermi-

nated.

I ^ lost, utterly gone.

] A a fugitive, like Csun ; one

dead or supposed to be.

yjp. 1 A I. a widow.

f$ ] died in battle.

^ ] discomfited, utterly defeated.

{U I
to skulk off, to go to other

lands, as a fugitive prince or re-

fugee nobleman.

A ;t 5: 1 pW^W n^We-

men are going away, and the

country is ruining.

Read ^wu; used for M or If.
Without.

S 1
^f'y I'oor, without anything.

] Ho J^ W leaving nothing and

yet professing to have.

» - From heart and lost; not tlie

f i|»^\ same as •jiiang ff^ busy.

fWang To forget, to escape the mind

;

loanij' to neglect, to leave undone ;

to disregard.

1 ,1. .S >]» ^ ungrateful, and

yet always remembering his pet-

ty spites.

-^ ] to sit vacantly, to dawdle.

1 IE or 1 T or
I ig to for-

get, to slip one's recollection

;

out of mind.

] y^ to forget one'B benefactor or

parent

I ^ he forgot to eat, from excess

of business.

^ "IE 1 ffi -^ ^^^^ never forget

your kindness and affection.

*»5P jHi ] Sit 'o observe this and

neglect that.

^ I
loss of memory, very absent-

minded.

From step and a lord ; bnt the

other unauthorized form, com-
posed of step and born, is now
most in use.

"ft
<:>:

To go, to pass ; to go away, to

'teang depart ; formerly, gone, past

;

the future; tosend apresentta

^ ] ^ no acquaintance with

him, I do not know hiiu.

}^ 5j5 1 there is some interconiBe

with him.

I
^or j constantly, usually,

formerly.

1 ^he has gone and come back.

] 1 in jlb '' i^ often so ; it fre-

quently liappcns.

1 ^ P^t offenses

i^ 1
or ] 55 ^ .i- where are

you going ?

^ 1 -7 'fil
^^'^ makes money with

everything ; everything prospers

with him.

|q) ] the intention ; a design.

^ ]
henceforward.

I
:^ 'j]^ {g don't bring up past

deeds, let the past go.

5, 1
gone, time Ls [wst.

] jt} ^ ^ walk with the good

and you'll Icam good things

;

like Prov. xiii. 20.

c I»T* From wcod and to rule; q.d. to
^i-r* rule with club-law.

'vxmg To force, to put a constraint

on ; bad, illegal, enforced ; a

wrong, a grievance ; distorted, awry,

crooked ; to act crookedly or un-

derhand ; needlessly, to no purpose.

il[ ]
the right and the wrong of

I i^ or ] g^ yoa must foixje or

abase yourself to come ; — a po-

lite phrase.

-/>C ^ ;^ ]
extreme suffering

and persecution.

1 JS '5 Wi lost all your iiaius.

1 ^ A Ift you are of no use in

thu world.

^ it ^ It 1
employ the x^^

right and remove tlic crodted.

Pf ]
to complani of one's wrongs.

^ ]
to suffer wrong unjustly, to

oppress.

] ^ a crooked or deflected jave-

lin
; a malign or shooting star.

^ 1 T — # X ^ not lost

your time altogether.

'uKtnff

From ^J net and lT lost, ori-

ginally derived from J J a cover-
' ing and intercrossed lines inside

to represent netting ; the second

original form, contracted to DQ
on the top of the primitive, is the

122d radical of characters con-

cerning nets ; differs from ^kang

h"!) stiff, and is interchanged with
the next two.

A net, both literally and meta-

phorically ; stopped, hindered, de-

ceived, entangled ; an adverb of

negation, without, havijig none,

nothing ; to weave or twist ; to do

wrong, to impose upon, to deceive.

I ^ I saw nothing of it.

^ ^ P$ 1
Heaven is letting

down its net — of calamity to

punish them.

1 W fsSC ^ there can be no for-

gi\enes8 for him.

] _|^ to scoff at superiors.

I /|^ boundless, great, as kindness

;

also to offend extremely.

] f^ useless, undecided.

^ I
treacherous, crooked ways.
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C >k2^ From silk and net ; It looks like

jpl^ tkinifl^ a rope.

'ivan;/ A net of any kind, a web
;

to net, to catch, to entrap

;

a net, that which arrests people, a

law that catches one; to iiuplic.ite

people.

~ ^ I
one net

^ ]
the dusty entanglements ; a

Budhistic term for this life.

"1?
I

the government of Heaven
;

fate, what cannot be evaded.

\ ^ to (Satch fish.

^ ] or 5^ I
to set a decoy net.

JK ]
to throw a net for fish.

^ I
to escape the net, to avoid

arrest.

1 ^ H ® '^^ opened three holes

in the net, — to let the birds

have a chance to get out

^ ] a trap for birds.

~
] ^J ^ bagged them .ill at

one haul ; said of vigilant po-

licemen, or a successful general.

iK6 ] to bait a net with the white

of eggs, as is done otf Canton.

52 T ^ 1 <'*"^'''PC'^ from the net,

got clear, taken himself otf.

c^|g| To scoff at, to accuse falsely
;

p||tij accusations.

'wariff -j^ ]
to disesteem, to revile.

^ ] to calumniate.

to return singing to one's old

home, it must be without any

self-compulsion.

'm

» 111.-"

W'lilf/

second form is obsolete : it

used by tlio Cantonese for tlie

mango ] ^ fruit,

ho tire of a wheel ; tlie
'

nperor" s chariot had double '

tires-

^ \
the spokes and felly.

j|T ] .^ a wheel's felly.

An undine or nyx.

II 'f3 m ^ /^ 1 M m.
'tviing

Jll ^ |g § when people

I:now the gods, the naiads and

diTads will never harm them.

To lose one's self-possession
;

perturbed, disconcerted ; for-

^wang getful.

# ] 1
"!•

] ^ irresolute,

not knowing exactly what to do.

] f^ fluttered, not able to collect

one's wits.

tt-ir' J From sun and to rule as the

n-T*' plioiietic.

loang^ The sun brightening into full

day ; rising, prosperous ; vio-

lent, fervid : glorious, brilliant

;

good, in a high degree of ; to lus-

trato a house with flre.

T fit M 1
prosperous both in

family and ])urse.

jSl ^ 1 oMi 1
or 51i 1

vi-

gorous health ; fat and liearty.

>|IC 1
or >^ "^ 1 the fire blazes

high, a very bright fire.

j@ ijji ] the wick is too high.

I J|§ to purify a house by certain

rites.

) ^ the best part of the year for

business.

1 'fe ^ t'^G shrine of Plutus in a

shop. {Cantonese.)

4 S>' ^ 1
business is now brisk.

ij 1
"' 1 'S ^^"7 prosperous

;

bright and splendid.

^ I
vigorous, as a fine tree.

^ ) From woman
J'ttfjilive,

and defunct or

icang^ Disorderly, brutisli, unman-

nerly ; false, incoherent ; al)-

surd, wild ; abandonal, reckless
;

not existing ; occurs used for J\^

in It 1
all.

] f^ ] ^ luiseemly l)ehavior.

] ^ false witness; iJerjury or

talebearing.

^ I
half crazy, disorderly, im-

moral ; acting like a mad-cap.

1 ^ :^C '^'^ wildly boast of

one's self ; as a drunkard or a

crazy man.

] ^ *" 8'^'® "" qit'trter.

] ^ incoherent, fabulous stories.

J^ ^ ^ ]
a realiy honest heart.

] fJ to answer before the time.

^^* Incoherent words, wild state-

ments ; to talk without re-

gard to facts.

^ I
hypocritical, wild talk.

From fi moon, J court and

t_J yiijri^ j!>e ; tbe second ancient

form witli ^ ojfficei; now obso-

lete, denoted tlie visit of officers

to conrt at full moon.

rt5c
wanq''

&'
loang' . . . ,

The moon m opposition, . the

fifteenth day or full of tlie

moon ; to hope for, to expect ; to

observe, to look at, or forward, or

towards ; to espy from afar ; hopes,

e.Kpeolations, desire ; near to, about

fronting ; that which can be seen,

open to sight ; a sacrifice to hills

and streams.

^ 5c 1
to-day is full moon.

1 th llj ffij ^ ^vent away to-

wards the hill.

/^ 1^ /^
I

it raises people's

praises and hopes.

^ [li 1 ^ joy beyond all ex-

pectation.

^ ] to live in hopes of.

^ ^ ]
nothing to hope for.

^ 1
°'" M 1

'°^'' '^^ '"'P^-

B& I
i|!(; ^j still expecting pardon;

hopiiig for forgiveness.

1 1 ^fi -^ staring and gaping,

he wont off ; he left in disgust

yeare old.

] ^ M B^ neariy bored my eyes

through— expecting yon.

J5 I
the hope of the [leople ; very

popul.ir, as Kanghi wiis.

^ ]
to feel a grudge towards ; to

look for impatiently.

51 M M 1 or :i^ ] to stretch

the neck and look ; on the tiptoe

of expectation.

^ I
an informal visit

.^tI > To go, to travel ; to deceive,

"JL-~ to treat badly ; to be afraid

vxmg' of, to be terrified.

'i^
I ] half scared to death.

.^ ^^ I
you need not be afraid

of me. Sir.
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Old swndi, wnng and yung. /» Ca»toii, ynng ; — in Swatoie, ong, eng, nnil ang ; — in Ain^y, ong ;
— in Fu/icAos,

ung, euDg, andtuag ; — in Shatgliai, ang ;
— i» Chifii, wnng.

3^%^ From /fo/ieri and A>rrf.

f^^ The feathers ou the neck, a

K\u>g ruff, like that on some birds

;

flying ; venerable ; an old

man, a graybeard, one whose locks

rover his neck ; a husband.

^ ]
an old gentleman.

^ I
a term of honor for a clii-

hien, who in tiim applies it to

the prefect, and he to his su-

perior.

^, ]
yonr honored father.

^1 my husband ; and
] f^

utmotes one's parents.

^ ] a fisherman.

^ ?^
I

to cimgratnlate a bride-

groom.

] ^ statues of officers and animals

bftbre the tombs of great men.

^ 1 &I ^ 1 ™y father is like

yours ; — i. e. we friends have, as

it were, but one father.

UseU witli the last.

The niff or neck featliers on

a bird.

|g ]
the neck of the wild

coow.

I f

In Cantoneae. Over-ripe, as

fruit

^ I ]
this fruit is rotten.

fSi^ The npper part of a boot or '

stocking.

^ S I ® ^^'^ fl.ving 'lust -nses

in noisy gusts.

From pottery and hamonUms or

lord.

The lowing of cattle.

I ]
the hum of imiects, as

masquitoes.

I
1^ the grunting of cattle.

,iri»t7 g I
the vamp of a slioe. j

"^"

J.^^ The slender waisted wasp or
j

itc^ng 4^ ] uiu in the skin of 'f*".'/

cattle, laid by the ] jjjj! i

kind of gad-flv.

^U^ From plant and old.

(^Pl The footstalk of a flower ; a

^tcf'inff plant tliat dyes yellow.

I
M| huxuriarit. bushy.

] ^ plants which grow in tufted

heads with slender {lethuiclesi

To rise and flait. as clouds

and mist ; the drizzling look

of a fog.

1 ^ '* rising fog; the mist

'uiAtig

rising, when it looks like a tcung' tone

An earthen jar ; a water

amphora, having no handles

or spout, sometimes used to

draw water ; a skylight or

orifice.

1 ^ •'' water jar.

I ^ a smalt arched gate.

tX SI 1 tK "^'I "P ^^^ •t'^'"
^''''''

water.

1 )S '' i^'""*l window like a jar's

mouth ; some say one made of

a bn>ken jar.

•j^* ] old narrow flower jars.

] ^ the entrance of a city-gate

at Peking, so called from its

depth.

6^ ' A stoi)page of the nose,

7^2* eauseil by a cold ; nas.il, .ts a

cl^^J^ The dust rising in doads;

X^\^ tlie gust, of wind.

blast whistles tlirough Uic

deserted lanes.

I jijl
the endente of a city gate.

I (^ thick s|)ecch. from a cold.

fl» fs pfi t« sS" € 1 m fa
I'.e s[x?aks through his nose.

(Sliongliai)

B^J Smelling ; fetid, rank, stink-

v^itg^ — Ix 1 ^ * gr**' Stink.

M
Old aouadf, yrii, Irwii, ngnii, hwal, w»t, ngek, nget, mi, and mil. Jn Gintoa, wei, ui, and mi ;— in Siratow, ui, ue, jui,

ugui, mui, hat, md^ai ; — in Amot/, ui, i, oe, gui, bi, liui, and lui ; — in FuhcAau, wi, iii, 6i, mi, <-; mwi,

Dgui, and loi ;— in Shanghai, wi, vi, ni, and mi ; — in Chifn, wci.

Exrlained as denoting tlie tarih I angnst, imposing, solemn, Iwdly ; ] ^ auUiority, the exercise of

(ivhi.ii belongs to the branch JSO I grave, awfid, intimidating ; im- i)ower.

jK-rious ; terrible ; to overawe, to

impress ; to be violent ; the dread of

an occasion ; to be awed by majesty.

^^ ^ 1 the dre4id(Hl times of

death and burial.

beiii;: flonrisliing, aud tcvmnit as

Jf^ ^ i, chief of the female

principle.

The stern composure suitable to

an officer' .s dignity ; majesty, pon))!;

] Ho 7 ^ stem but nut fero-

cious ; rigorously just.

"T i^ 1 P'"'>"'1'1
reprisals ; instant

severity.

1 S J)?l ^ awfully overawing.
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1 fli
(dignity of demeanor, ma-

jesty.

Jl^ I
awful majesty.

^ I
llireateiiiiig ; to stonily re-

press le\ity.

] j^ majestic severity or dignity,

f^ ]
to assume a stern manner

;

to jjliiy the tyrant.

"^ ] T^ lis ^ M.] oflReers them-

selves are not as fearful as their

lictors and mhuons.

1^ lis^ 1 *'' cherish virtue while

resjxicting dignity.

j jitj an old dLstriet in Ching-t'u

fu in Sz'chu'en

I jj^ overawe him, scare liim.

1 f^ S fr '" waste and misuse

the fi\e elements.

In Cantonese. The bravery of

fine apparel.

j^- ] au imposing attire, a ne«

dress.

1 j'M 5K fnich too fine for me to

wear : it is above his situation.

Tlie young of a tiger

I ^ a close chair, a jakes.

Ad^ The sowbug ; an Insect that

<*j!9v 's found under stones and in

,i(v V (lamp places, called also
_|^^ mouse girl.

Flourishing, luxuriant.

] 1^ a medicinal root, sweet-

V i.^-li and white like iris-root.

^ 1 •?2 •'"' reddish sjiecies

of Biynonia.

^ ^|](
a remedy for boils and

ulcers, said to be Clanatis sinen.

."{' ; a decoction of the twigs is

uswl.

^ To cook or roast in the ashes

;

to burn under ashes ; to bake

;

el to put fire into to warm

things ; to warm before the

fire.

1 K °''
1 j^. *" ^'^'•^^ brown.

] jljj the brown or peat coal

foun:l in the north of Chiiili

;

also, to burn i>it charcoal

j^ ] to roast before a charcoal fira

jg I jpj to jump through burning

coals, as the Taoists do.

t ^XM From man and \ofeai\

( yj^ To hug ; loving ; to lean on

^n-c'i one ; to love women, attached

to females.

] j£ to lie together, as children

ill bed.

I 1^ to hug up, to embrace, as a

mother her child.

1 ^^ to hug the warm coverlet.

;jg ] to dally and fondle.

I ^ going together ; lovingly.

_tM The pivots at the top and

cTJ^ bottom of a Chinese door on

;tf('V which it turns.

]
n,^ the creaking pivot.

mi
From place, or wnicr and to

fear ; tlie second is also read tod'

' A bend or cove in a shore

;

the winding of a shore ; a

corner or bluff; the curve of

a bow.

|!^ ]
a retired cove.

1
'

^jS dashing waves.

Tj^ Uneven, rough ground caused

cHJS^ by stones.

t!m
I j^ a shrill clear tone, as

is that of a fife.

ACeiC

From to 170, and heni down ; used

with its primitive.

To walk deviously ; to reel,

to roll in walking; long and

tortuous.

1 K t° swagger in a supercilious

way when walking.

From disease and bent.

Paralysis of the legs, arising

from dampness ; stiffness of

the extremities ; weak, lame,

impotent.

] loss of virility.

"F 1
or Jg, 1

weakness of the

legs by rheumatism.

] ^ no use of the limbs, as from

gout.

Like the last.

Diseased, weak.
'"'' ^ ]

veni.son which has

been buried, or kept till it

Incomes high.

Plants wilted and hanging

down, blasted, drying up,

iri'i drooping ; rotten, dying.

"S A Jt 1 ^ how the

clever men a;'o dying away !

^ /fC ^ 1
•''" die trees an' wi-

thering away— because of the

snow.

I {3 a dried kernel of a nut used

in medicine.

'^
I

withering, dead from cold.

1^ drooping, weak, delicate.

I
or

] ^ fajhng otf, decay-

i'lg-

The Ijest cut of ^ | veni-

son, referring to tlie sirloin.

The original has /It daws drawn
on the toj), and tlie rest is supposed

tvct
'" '^I"'^*^"* "'O ^«".v nnd limbs

i
,

of a female monkey, which is

ll'n always playing with iis paws.

To do, to make, to effect, to act

;

at the beginning of a sentence, it is

often the substantive verb is or to

have ; to be in the place of, to

play the part of; to manage, to

attend to ; when in regimen with

J[^, to consider as, to take to be,

to regard ; wherewith to make ; to

study or attend to for the purpose

of doing ; a conjiinct.'on, for, on ac-

count of; liecause, for the sake of;

as an initial, it can also be rendered

if, in case of; to cause, to induce;

to say, to declare.

I A l£ IS I'e leads an active hfe.

^ <iJ ^ I
don't think that there

was no rea.son lor it.

^ iiX ] ^ I'c deems it no dis-

grace.

ffi ^ ^ I
he recks at notliing;

he's ready for anytliuig.

4t fg 1 there's no way of effect-

ing it ; it can't bo brought abouL

jpj' ] what will he do ?
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acts, deeds.

'in dt 1 lis °"'y scholars are able

to do so.

] "^ to act as an ofiBcer, to have

authority.

a magistrate or statesman.

1 # f^ ^ ''^^ wicked still act

wickedly.

a ^ Bi ]
'^^ ^''" ^^ ^ ^^

pleases; don't iiilerfero with him.

am buried, the prince of Wei
must be laid with me.

j -^ ;^ If a plan for the present

juncture.

make Sung their king.

^ ;^ ]
I'll not do it, ril not act.

'^^
] 5^ "J*

to render homage to

tiio eniijcror.

jy jlfc 1 :5fe
to regard this as

the n:ost important.

^\ 3jt
I

surely tliere's no occaMon

for it.

•fnf J[^ f]^ I
why has he attacked

him 1.

]
= explained by, defined to be.

yfj ] to have iwwer, to act ener-

getically.

Read iixT To help, to give ; for,

owhig to. because, wherefore, in

the interest of, — and thus a sign

of the dative ; to receive or suffer,

and thus a sign of the passive

;

server sometimes merely as a re<lHn-

dant word ; reputed, regarded as

;

to cover or protect.

] -j^ or 1 :j| g^ why, for what

reason?

] Hi i he rehearsed it to the

king,

jnf ] ^ J I
why has he come 1

1 @ iil ft" to risk life for one's

country.

] /j^ ^ iiC '"'^*t is the reason ?

?JB Jlli ?^ 1
way hap[)iness and

emolument come to your aid.

] ^ ] jfji
both public and pri-

vate affitlrs.

I J\ i \ 1 do it for others.

^ ^ « ;ji J ] ^ tho.*

who were unaware of the caus;,

thought it w.'is on accouut of

the flesh.

I )S A to take interest in other's

welAire.

Bi ] ftf ^ what are you now-

doing ? what business are yon at ?

I ^^ -g- :|j: [I, the minister] on

this account (or hereby) commu-
nicate to you on the [following]

business.

^

—

f- Composeil of ptf refrucfory one

C-^-^ above otlier, nnd Lj to mirrotinil

ACei in tba center ; it forms tbe 178ih

radicil of cbar;'.c;er5 relating to

bides.

The perverse and ungovernable

must be restKtined by thong>. hence

the character denotes the straps or

thongs with whicli jjcrsons aro

bound ; tanned .ind soft leather

;

refractory, ia«ibordinate.

^ ]
accordant, as two instru-

ments ; haniioniou.s, because soft

leather fits a thing.

] pg or 1 §^ the Vedas ; a gnar-

dian deity found in Budhist

temples,

m ]
a girdle of leather.

^ I
old name of Ymig-chang fu

in llie .southwest of Yunnan.

^ I
or stone straps, the fronds of

the Nipholohu linr/m, a fern

nsed in medicine.

From to surround and perverse.

To invest, to siuround ; to

^wei besiege, to hem in ; to circum-
j

scribe, to limit ; to inclose, as

at a hunt ; to confine, as a mohl does

its castings ; to curtain in ; an in-

closure, a snaw ; a fortified village

or pah, into which the people flee

against robbers ; a measure of half

a cubit ; an embankment around

fields, a dike ; the periphery, a cir-

cumference or measure, as of the

span of the fingers, or arms aromid

a thing : a circle of jieople.

] g besiegetl, environed.

1 four points of compass.

I ^ an inclosuig wall.

!ffl ^ 1 (£ to keep him very close,

as a prisoner; around, every.

where, as trees and copses ; to

besiege closely.

1^ I
the thistle gate, or exami-

nation hall, from the thonis

oi'ten placed at the entrance.

^J* I
to drive in animals for a

battu'j.

^ ]
the embankments are broken

,nway.

1 J^ t* i^ic'ose in a ring, to en-

v;ro:i.

T* 1 ^ t'^ have a game of chess.

jl, ] the nine inclosur.-s, >'. c. liie

empire.

^ [ii ,;^ I
they valiantly burst

throngli the investing force.

^T ^ 1
to make one of a [wrty

to eat, to sorn on.

$/i ft 'S' 1 to be one of a circle,

-f
• ] ten si>ans of. {i.e. fifty inches

around.) is a largo tree or log.

In Canloius: A party aronnd

a table, usually four.

|1jJ ^ j
how many tables shall I

s[)rca(l ?

P
,hwui

Re^jaideil :is an old fo:Tn of tbe

b-ist, and like HI to revolve, botb

depictiu!? a tnriiin:; ; it U tbe

31^t radical of words relating to

inclosui es.

An inclaiure ; occurs used for^
or l^. to denota tliat something is

omitted ; an old form of ^ a

kingilom.

A;£t I'o return ; to (low bade.

c?a^
] ^. " small lake in Huiieh,

j)cV not far from the Y'lujftsz'

River.

Also read Jiuni.

A qne.'ii':-. garment cmhtoi-

dered with phaisants, worn

when pacrifieing to ancestors
;

a scent b.ig carried by ladies
;
jxids

to cover the knees, garter fronts;

admirable, said ofvirlne; monriuDg

gannentji.

^ ^ 1 Ifij in what di<l the excel-

lence of Wn-ti's virtue consist ?
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From door and insubordinate.

The doors of the harem ; side

doors of the palace, where

candidates once underwent

their examination.

\ ] to compete at the examina-

tion.

{U I
tlio officers leaving the hall

alW they have decided on the

essiiys, and announced the names.

^ ^P ]
to lift the village gate ;

met. to become a kiyhi.

^ I
tlie examination for t^insi'

at Peking ; as j^ ]
is for kiijin,

in the provinces.

^ ] ^^ to buy graduates' names,

n mode of gambling at Canton

by betting ou the surnames of

Biiccessful candidates.

] g essays of the successful can-

didate.

From cloth ami perverse ; it is

interchanged with the nest and
last.

A j)erfume bag, ^ ]
worn

on the lapel ; a curtain or \'a-

lauce ; the rooms for -women.

] the loving curtain ; met. a

mother.

^ I i ^t*
ill the female apart-

ments.

1 l|i IS ^ ^ i: tfinthe
curtained room is a body worth

a thousand taels ; — /. e. a sister

or daughter.

From cloth and bird; used with

the last.m
(ivdi A curtain, a cloth screen ; a

tent ; an apron, a skirt ; a

veil,

j^ ]
a tester to a bed.

I ^ a cloth partition.

!^ I
the curtain of a carriage.

] JH ^ ^ the neglected curtain

became thin ;— ;. e. women lost

their modesty.

]
"^ the bedchamber.

From TO yo and insulfordinate.

'Yo oppose, to go against, to

fTJCei disobey ; not to heed, to

disregard ; to leave, to take leg-

bail ; to relinquish, to vacate ; to

avoid ; to be distiint
;

perverse,

seditious, intractable.

] ^ to turn the back on.

^ ]
let none disrcgaRl — these

commands.

P§ i^ 1^ 1 '" agree before one's

face, but to opjwso behind his

back.

] ^ rim down, indisposed, out of

sorts ;— a phrase used in letters.

n^u.m^\f^^-^ 1
if good

men were jusl, liatred and

anger would disajipear.

1 15: Bt A or A j S- ^ I

have long neglected you. Sir;

I have not seen you for a good

while.

I ^ to cherish resentment against

"^
] thrice threw up bis appoint-

ment.

^
I

or |3£ I
undetermuied ; in

doubt how to act, i. e. whether

to agree with or oppose.

1 »£'' J^ P& to talk against the

heart or conscience.

^ 1 -^ fl^ don't let the time

for planting slip by.

.l^ij. From heart

ilpC. written sPfl

and bird ; sometimes

and also nsed with the

To consider, to think on, to

plan ; to care for ; is or has, to

consist in, to do or to be
;

ju.st so,

precisely ; an adversative particle,

but, only ; in a series it tlenotes

and, with ; and so, only that ; also,

further
;

just so, precisely ; cer-

tainly ; it is often a redundant

word for euphony.

^ I
only one ! not only that.

] ^ but that

] ^ but it ought ; indispensable

;

it is proper.

]
— but one.

] ^ there's only one ; only it

alone.

Ifl jt 1
I^ looking afar I think

I liave a clear idea of it.

I ^ I have examined it.

^ 1 A* ^ this is just for your

interests alone.

'^ 1^ 1 1 ''^^0 heard it said.

1® ¥ 3^ ^ ] TfC elephant's tusks,

hides, feathers, hair, with timber

also.

From .sill; and bird ; used with

tlie last ill ancient boulvs.

jW/i The curtain of a caiTiagu

;

tied to ; connected with, as a

horse ui a cart ; to hold together,

to hold fast ; tied u]), as a Ijoat to a

wharf; a particle like tiio last,

but, only ; as a copula, also,

and so ; iis an initial word,

whereas, seeing that, referring

to ; a net ; one says, a corner

or angle.

I ^ to fasten together ; to con-

nect with, as effects with causes.

] ^ to aid, to have united action.

] ^ now : just at this time.

] the four cardinal points; also

four virtues, as |S ^ ^ |5
propriety, right, integrity and

modesty.

•S P9 <@- 1 to ponder a subject

on all points.

f? ® ] IS 't seems to be diffi-

cult to act in any way.

JH "^ -^ \
<licy were linked

together all around.

m Also read j let.

A long tailed monkey, de-

j?m scribed as having a yellowish

gray head, a forked tail and

turned-up nose ; it suspends itself

from trees during rain, stopping its

nose with the forked tail ; it may
refer to the Wanderoo or a Rhino-

2)ilhecus from the southwest'of China,

as it is said to associate with the

rhinoceros, elephant, and bear.

1 ^ goI)lets with monkeys carv-

ed on them.

^'iM- ^ ''^'"''^ ''' ^^'^ northern part

t'i'plE of the promontory of Shan-

jM7t?V tung. wost of Lai-cheu fu,

from whence Wei hien ]
jjE^

takes its name.

m
.£^--t r^-
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^ *• From I* a limit or whatever

{yL^ stops, and J a man ou top of a

High, precipitous, dangerous,

imminent ; hazardous, unsteady
;

not upright, inclined ; an uneasy

jilace
; sick, dangerously ill

;
peril,

dnnger ; to feel in danger ; to nisb

into danger; to hazard, to ruin;

a beam in a roof ; usetl for the next

;

the twelfth constellation, comprising

a Aciuarius and i] i9 Pegasus,

or more acciffately 3o Arietis.

|5^ I
near deatli ; dangerous, to

approach danger.

] .^ 4t- ] '"'^ awfully jHTilous

it is!

'

1 3(& ^"*''"y JiingeroiLS, as a disease.

]
= words of warning.

^ j
the dangers, (/. e. the ene-

mies) of a country.

I ^5 /Ji ^ don't go into a dis-

turbed country.

? Q ^ 1
'i^ •J'^^s not know

hi.s danger.

] ^. Q, '^ near dissolution

;

rcjuly to jK;rish. as between a

ni;L;iit and inornuig.

I ^ ,V |}9 in limes of danger.

l-/^i I"rem wood aud Jangermis.

cj7li A tree that fiunishes a yel-

j«-cV low dye-wood ; the laast of a

vcs.s.'l ; a sliort spear.

] Sp a nia.st, when it is one stick.

2£ ^ \
three masts.

"X; I
the mainmast.

] ^ the mast-head.

f^ ] step the mast, which is done

ill junks in the ] ^ f;^ or

main- hold between two cheeks.

1^0'' 1 ^ tbc toj* ou a m.-ist.

1 M Wr " pennant

I!K 1 ^^ lower the mast.

1 lUi '-''° steering plank on the

side of the vessel.

^ ]
to step the mast.

V/^ Also read *Aicrt.

t-i/C' A small branch of the River

jim T.sii near King-cheu fu in the

southeast of Hupeh.

,wei

A fisb allied to the silures,

/|2/ whose fins are fleshy, bat its

j!feV mouth and head like a stur-

geon ; the color on the back

is yellow and on the belly whitish :

it is common in the Tangtsz* River,

aud may possibly be a member of

the sturgeon family.

|l|j^ A notetl i)eak in Kansuh

<|I|J£ near \^ j^ at the West eiul

jWei of the Great AVall, called

^ 1 llj > one of the same

name is in Sz'ch'uen.

From hill and demon ; it is now
regarded a aynonym of tlie next.

A high rugged rock is ^ ] ,

referring to its hazardous,

bare appearance.

Ife ill -S 1
on 'te rocky tops of

the hills.

Lilve tlie lust.

Lofty ; ' conspicuoua and sub-

tle? lime, like a towering cliff';

cxaltetl, as virtue.

] ] ^ how grand and excellent I

7^ i^ '^ 1
^'^'' doctrine is sublime

and virtue siH)erior.

A peak, iho distant summit

of a hill, iieering into the sky;

^tpei it is regarded as another fjnu

of '/ ^ a i;eak.

Fmm a slc/> aud ori'/lnal ijcrm.

Small, trifling, iitsigriifioant

5»ceV mean; iniimte, tine; in a

slight degree, too, rather

;

bidden, subtle ; obscure, recouilite,

f abstrase ; to fade or dwhiille away,

ij to diminish in extent or value ; to

conceal ; to hide away; reduced to

obscurity ; waning ; to rej^ress. as

grief; not, without, have not ; an

ulcer on the leg ; an old state lying

eastward from Pa cheu in Sz'-

ch'uen.

• ] ^ minute, very .small, atomic

;

an exclanLition of admiration.

exactly the thing ! capital I

1 <BB very .small and fine, as work.

] ^ trifling, unim(K)rtant

] ^ rather thin.

] Jg, a little breeze.

I Jjl
or @ I

vulgar; inferior.

] £ suljordinates, low grade offi-

cers, as of the Cth or 7th rank.

] i^ trifling, of no v.ilue, said of

a present ; a thing of little use.

--
I

tlie incipient germs of things.

] >]< the least bit of, very little.

1 1 ^ '"^ pas.sing srailo, a grace.

^ ii ;?^ * 1 ^ ^i la it w
better that they come not, than

that I should fail in caring for

them.

1 ft ^r 1 US W i to go dis-

guised or in a strange dress.

§ ] ^ ^ I can see it just a

little.

] fj ^ tS il's not I that have

no drink ;
— i. c. I have a little.

1 -^ -!K 1
''O'"^ subtle are its

mysteries, bow abstruse 1

^ ]
occult, hidden, esoteric.

m ^ 1 If ^ ^ ^ I regret

that I have not a trifling prisent

with which to testify my love.

^ 1 £L ® tlieir legs were both

uleemted and drojjsic'il.

] H^ moonshine.

*jlllL. Tlie last is also used for this.

c{^V A slight shower of rain | |

jW V ]^, alluding to its quickness.

JS I
a sprinkle of a shower.

Re.id tvi' A torrent in a gorge.

'JAju A kind of pot-herb, growing

c'PPC 'n damp places, producing a

^Wi'i small pea, sometimes used

for food ; herbs ; a kind of

fern which has sharp [xiints, and

is also occasionally eaten.

"b $lc ^ 1
'l^ere I picked the

coarse ferns.

^ ] IfO ^ to gather greens and

roots for food.

ik I ^ the crape myrtle {Lager-

strwmia indica) of which three

varieties are common.

1^ I
the Vincetoxicum ; a small

trai. :ig plant allied to the sw^-
low-wort ; also a white rose. •

~
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From a bodij ivliich has hair be-

hind it.

'wei The tail of aninials ; the end,

~ H the extreme part, the lafit of,

the tail of ; remnants, driblets

;

a spit, a sandy pouit ; the hinder

part of ; astern; the bottom of ; a

classifier of fishes ; copulation of

aiumals.

] ^ the sixth constellation, the

stars e /t in Scorpio.

^ ] or gg I
head to the tail

;

first and last ; beginning— end.

^ ]
to follow one, as a lackey.

^ ]
to wag the tail.

2^ ]
to put the tail between the

Ic^s.

^ I
misettled items of an.account

fi" ^ i 1 ? t's speech has a

local drawl.

1 ^ afterwards ; after that

~
] .ffi, two fish.

It M ^ 1
broken and bad

money bought here ;— a sign.

^ ^ "M" 1 I <lon t know about

the matter ; I dont know where

it was put.

^i% \ % '^"^^ trifling and un-

imiwrtant these things are 1

1 (Is tlic cud of, the finality, the

very last ; the results of.

{JL1^ From woman iiud tail ; now
B^R cbanged for the nest.

•'i«V To comply with, attentire

to ; handsome.

I JlH aceoumiodatiDg.

1
to exert one's self.

' ejffir From -^ head and S or ^ ^

• Sr' cause of offense ; it is the same

( ./. as the preceding.

Indefatigable, unwearied; fix-

ed in mind, resolved.

I 1 ^ i earnest and energetic

was Wan Wang.

I j ;^ ^ willing and unwearied

in one's duties.

?fe 1 if- •' stream in the west of

Shensi, and an old district.

Read ^man. A narrow gorge in

a stream caused by jutting rooks.

From woman and ijrain, alluding

to the beading beads of rijjc

grain.

Bo\ving under a burden ; to

sustain, to bear a responsi-

bility ; to infer, to alledge; to send

ofl-', to confide to, to put in charge

of, to commit to, to trouble ; to

reject ; to depute, to delegate ; com-

missioned on public service ; a

^vrong ; a grievance ; the end, the

last ; really, indeed.

3^ ]
to receive orders to go.

I ^ a deputy or special agent

of an oflicer ; a special commis-

sioner.

1 "S M ^^'y good, the best of

^\> ] a sergeant in the army, under

whom is a ^1^ $j» | a lance-

.sergeant or corporal.

] ^ sent him to inspect good?,

or hold an inquest.

^ jg Jg ]
I know it from the

fir;< to lost ; I am aware of tlio

fircunistances.

] ^ Ixu'tfehip, a wrong, a gricv-

anco ; whatever one sufiers.

Jg I
an ancient dress of ceremony

worn by princes at worship ; the

circumstances, the rise and pro-

gioss of an afl'air.

] ^ to throw away a thing.

1 'i^
it 'S really so.

1 f£ 'o give a commission to an

underling, to engage the senices

of an inferior.

1^ ] to delegate, to send.

1 1 fS fS elegant, as a brocade

dre.ss ; stylish, easy, handsome.

] ^ ^ ^ to speak in metaphor,

to allude to indirectly.

The sow-bug or wood-louse

(Oiiiscu)') ] ^; also called

u-ei 1^ iff er ^ ^ from the

notion (hat mice carry it on

their backs; this and jjj^.'iro

synonymous.

t fttf The noise made in calling

^4 ducks, probably in Hoiian, as

'iivi the call is unlike in diftbrcnt

places.

From gem and perverse.

A gem of a red color ; a rare

or curious relic of former

days,

if^ ] a precious thing which illus-

trates former times.

] ^ valuable and rare.

'/^* Admirable, rare, extraordi-

|j^ nary, as one famed for Iseauty
'
iix'i or skill ; fine-looking, power-

ful,

j 15 •? a brave clever man.

A $t '^ 1 * powerful, gigantic

man.

^ ]
jKjrsonable and handsome.

5^ ]
a brave, gallant man.

( JtXt Grass which grows in the

-rp. bottoms of rivers ; a hollow

'loJi rush or reed smaller than the

^; tall grass, woven into

ropes, or dried for fud and

thatch.

I jj^ rush mats, like those woven

from tho P'lragmites.

I ^f the sprouts of the rudi.

—
' 1 ^ ^ 'le crossed [the river]

on one reed.

m- 1 ± rfr in [«« litdo a,]

tho space tliai one rush occupies.

^ I
a reed common in Kiangsu

{Arundo initka); thcso also de-

note two kinds of rushes.

] ^ reed stalks, cane stalks.

'jiiiL A fire that is insubordinate ; a

/:^ great, raging fire ; lurid, blaz-

'ir-'i ing, glowing.

^ I
a great light

'ot* 1 * glowing red blaze.

^ I
a low tlamo, like that of a

spirit lamp.

] ^ a nice bright fire ; a fervid

sun.

C I ^jh From earth and to leave behind.

J-XS -^ low wall which protects tho

'icc'i border of tho terraco on which

an altar is built.

)|]; I
the low wall around an altar

of earth.

1 ^ a sort of mud-wall shrine.

I
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'm
'wei

Aoei

From bone and all or a ball.

A distorted bone ; to crook, to

bend ; tointertwiiie, as branch-

es; to bend to or agree with.

I 3^ T iE ^ to pervert the

just laws of the land.

H^ /t^^ 1
^^^ *'«C8 interlaced

their branches.

I ^ to appear as if asscutiug to

a thing.

] t^ to suffer uijnstice.

m ^ Wi 1^ 1
Ah I happuiess

must bend to infelicity, — and

joy give place to sadness.

Also read jwf't, when synonymous

"ith c'lH to think.

To answer smartly ; to echo,

as in replying ; an answer.

I iId & I'*^ answered and in-

stantly arose.

^ /p I I
every one directly

replied.

^ .^ 1 1
the fish move in and

out of the creeL

^ \ 'k^ boys [are to] reply,

aye, aye I girls to drawl, y-e-s ;

so the Book of Eites directs.

11^^ aye> ayel to be sure
;

I pronuse you.

From door and to act.

A door half open, as when a

wcsnan stands within the

threshold and talks with a

man outside ; a door ajai.

1 P^ M H .^ S" she opened the

gate a little and spoke with him.

From dog ani/earing.

The yelp of a terrified dog ;

ve'i a slut whelping three pups

;

many, plentiful ; very, ex-

ceedingly ; mixed up, ill assorted

;

rustic, low ; to cause to submit.

] §|S rustic, unpolished, coaifie.

i ?iR 3^ ^ I am dt«ply obliged

for your commendation.

1 m^Wi, i. ca™e in numbers and
quic'Jy.

& 5: # 1
I call myself vile and

dcspi.sed.

TK 1 ^ iJ M. ?ii «!'"' l''e

water rises it runs over the bank.

'wet

>

IS A

A synonym of s«u«
books.

'wei

Elegant, fine lookhig.

] ^ handsome, personable.

WEI.

Name of a peak <ind a god
;

dangerou!! ; rough and stony,

'wr'i as a road.

]
{^- pcriloiKly steep.

]
Ij^ stony and rough, as a road

gullied out ly rains.

From place and Jeinon.

A small slate which was de-

'tvt'i slroyed n. c. 033, by Tsu ; it

was in thesouJi of the present

Shansi ; lofty and grand.

^% I
rising in a high jieak.

1^ ] imposing and lofty.

"rom water aud to tiave.

A small river in the state
'

of Ching, now in Honaa fu

in that province, at which there

was a ibrd; the district of Wci-
ch'uen ] /|[ retains the name.

1 :t^ pi %^ SL^ beyond

the Wei, the ground is broad

and pleasant.

A bruise, a contusion.

Ilf I
a swelling, such as is

'wet caused by a blow from a club,

which turns the skin black

and blue ; used for ^ the stomach,

in the phrase ^ ] to turn the

stomach, to disagree with one.

m
'toA A singular fish found in the

Yangtsz' Elver, having a long

snout and a gaping mouth, called

the mud or snouted sturgeon ; the

large sort is called 3E 1 and the

small ;^ ] , but there may be two

species; the flesh is good, but in-

ferior to Uie jjg or sturgeon, with

which it is grou[5ed ; it seems to

bo sometimes confounded with the

porpoise by the Chinese; ancient

name of a river in Kung hien

^ M '" tlie wefii. of Honan.

not a sturgeon that I can dive

!ind hide in the deep.

WEI.

Arranged or looking like a
house; uneasy, disconcerted.

] unsettled, uneasy.

Plants, grass; name of a

plac« in Tfiin § now the

south of Shansi.

^ ] the thousand ])lants, a

noted poem of the T'ang dy-

nasty.

C *jrib? Similar to the last.

^^ Grass, herbage ; uame of a
'wei place.

Eead 'i/uen. A bud, especial-

ly a leaf-bud.

^ I
mulberry buds, a medicme.

{iJ ] the buds are swelling.

From sun and perverse.

The sun shining in his

strengtli.

^ I
the bright sunlight.

n
( ^^^ From sfcin and is, but the primi-

jp^ five gives the idea, and tho radi-

'^^ cal the sound.
wei

Right, proper ; what is cor-

rect, like the five virtues.

7f.
I

all the excellencies of con-

duct and character.

JB 5. ^ 1
be five ways commit-

ted improijrieties ; — i. c. he of-

fended every principle.

B8 1 .^ ?S to illustrate what is

right and define what is wrong.

' l*.,^ From 7fC a <rcc and a line, shorf-

)^^^ ing abmidaiice of leave? and its

,. full vigor in the sixth moon ; in.t

to be confounded with »««/(, ^
the end.

The eighth of the twcUe

branches, symbolized by a goat

;

the hour from 1 to 3 o'clock v. m,

towards evening ; the si.\th moon;
an adcerh of negation and doubt,

not yet, not now, never; in co:u-

bination answers to in, un, as
| J^

incomplete;
] J^ miflnished ; some-

times denotes that an order or obli-

gation previously required the act.

I ^ none; never has been any.

] ^ not yet; often intimates

an itupossibility.
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^ ] tf IS II I ^^^'<> "ever fail-

ed to give instruction.

] ^ it is uncertain.

] <JJ probably not ; not at all.

j ^ cannot be prevented.

] ^ ^ l¥ I ''on't know the

particulars truly ; I am not

iutiuiale with the affair.

] f^ not so ; it cannot be.

1 M ""^ ''*"ff
aftcT, not a great

while.

1 A. T5ic
tlei''^ about courts who

are not in the line of promotion.

1 f"! tfi 'SS should not assume

what is merely conrenient, —
but study to do what is right.

1
^" ^ H HI 'li's '« not w>

good as to be poor, and still to

be contented.

1 ^ ] J4 ® the set time has

not yet expired. (Shanghai.)

8^' i'

From mouth and not yet.

Taste, flavor, smell ; relish,

'xi' seasoning ; a dainty, a deli-

cacy ; the style or beauties of

a composition; to relish, to take

plefisure, to solace, to recreate in.

3J 1 the iive tastes, viz., ficrid,

sour, salt, bitter, sweet,— which

the Chinese doctors snppoeo to

reside in tho 5^ ] -^ or red

beiries of the Kadsura C/iinensis.

jfj. ] J^ delicious, nice.

Sf' ]
game, delicacies from the

forest,

M An '— 1
^^^ °"° ™*'''® taste,

J. e. season it a little more.

] 1^ aromatics. spices, seasonings.

I
JJj = relished his talk.

^ ]
very toothsome.

^ ] lost its taste, insipid.

^ y^ ] it is not well seasoned
;

he cannot yet relish the beauties

— of liis lessons.

^ ]
palatable, well tasted.

D5®— 1 5§ ffiS
li« still persists

in his delay ; — ] is also used

for ^uniformly, still, only; as —
1 U' "^s

'4- l^tonly 'ikes to

copy letters.

t$ i 1
^^^ allusions or beauties

of an ode.

j jjg or ] jl^
a rich or slight

taste ; a ripe or raw flavor.

^ ] a smell ; a puff or odor.

^ 4fi ] it is very insipid ; this

is veiy dull work ; it does not

interest me at all.

—
] 1^ a dose of medicine.

I t ' t*^ From plant and taste, as it ia

piCl supposed to possess the qnintes-

^, sence of all tastes.

A trailing medicinal plant

{Kadmra Chinensis), found in

many parts, noted for the viscid mu-

cus on the fruit and branches ; the

seeds, called £. ] -^ are used as

a tonic, lenitive, and stimulant ; the

vine produces a yellow flower, and

the red berries are wrinkled and

reniform, containing two yellowish

^) From man and standing, refer-

\f ring to the servants appointed on

-^ the sides of the halL
*

' Those who sit erect, as in a

hall, or are arranged tliere

in rank ; the place, the seat ; the

throne ; a post, a trust, a position,

a dignity ; right, proper, correct

;

established, arranged ; to arrange

in proper rank ; to enthrone ; to

assume regal sway, to begin to reign

;

the room a thing takes up, the place

it ought to be in ; a classifier of

persons, dignifying them.

^ j to lose the throne.

i| ] and occasionally ^ j the

throne, intimating its divine

;; character and source.

M 1 ^ A liow many guests?

^ ]
the g-uest's seat — is on

, the host's left or west

t^ 1
or JlJ 1

yo"> Sirs ; Gentle-

men 1 use<l in direct address.

:/C ^ 1
*" l9 1

'"^ '^'g'' situation

or office.

^ \
ov ^ \

reigning ; a reign.

^ ]
— ^ three persons in one

;

triune, the Trinity.

^ ]
to resign or abdicate the

throne ; to yield one's seat.

S fiM 1 S*"'
freight in the ship.

A iE 1 •^j P^ '''"^ proi)er place

for women is in domestic atlairs.

^ If; I ^ each went to his own
seat.

^ pj"
I H; we have no position

for hiui ; no berth suitable.

^J ' From I^ Jlesh and a JIM,

"i altered from^ t» represent the

rnsous coating of the stomach :loei

it closely resembles c/ipm'

lielmet.

The stomach, defined as the ^
J^ or grain store-room ; it is also

defined by ^ because it incloses

the food ; the .appetite; the diges-

tion ; the 17th constellation of three

large stai-s in Masca Borealis.

^ I
turns the stomach.

] M '''" P"'** '" the right wrist.

|ft ] P having no appetite.

^ ]
to excite the appetite, as by

bitters.

] ^ 5$ * morbid, foul, or offen-

sive stomach and breath.

^'
I

tf^ to cool or cleanse the

Wood, to remove bad humors.

1 ^ •' weak stomach.

] ^ ^ a gripe in the stomach'

a belly-ache.

From dog or insect and stom-ich,

because its skin is exhibited in

diseases of the stomnch j otln.-rs

because its coat resembles

The hedge-hog {Evinaccvs

ckalbatus), and will include

also the tenrec and iiorcupine.

*l| ]
tlio small hedgehog, com-

mon in Chihli, also called
] Jjl,

in books ; the spines are de-

scribed a« forked.

3p jp I
^ my affairs are numer-

ous as porcupine's quills.

^ gj^ jjp ] to roll up like a hodge-

boc.

^ Disquieted.

I ^^) Frwii heart and stvmucli.

•^
L»1SC

ivf-i' >]^ j anxious and perturb-

ed ; some say, resolute ; to

bear up against
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^M) From words and Mtomach.
\

fl^ To address, to inform ; to i

wsi "" BDcak to or report oa some- ;

tiling to another ; to suppose, i

to instance ; to say, to speak of
;

j

to call, to denominate ; designated, i

termed, styled ; means, meaning
;

to send on a message; diligent,

careful ; also, with ; to ; how ?

occurs used for ^ to be.

)lfc -i 1 •& ^^ '* ^^' pui'Port of it

jffc 1 ^ 4? t^'"^ *^" ^ called

knowing one's origin.

1 ^ H addressing him, he said.

^ ]
why ? what do you say 1

what is it called t how is this

explained ?

:g ftt ] really inexcusable; yon

are of no kind of use.

^ ^ ] nothing can be s^d in

your favor ; I have no excuse

to otfer.

"/^ ] at the begimiing of a sen-

tence, unexpectedly ; who would

have said it ?

;^ ]
eoraething can be said for

it ; commendable, reasonable,

excusable.

g ] ^ 't^
I say that I have

nothing to be ashamed of.

l£ 1 >8t <^ who can say who did

thist

1 5c M i^ i' ™*y ^ ^'^ of the

sky that it is very lofty.

jg ;^ ] ^ [I love him heartily,]

but when he is far away I am
not so careful to Uiink of him.

H'Sn^] i:^^ heaven

really made this, btit how indeed I

:^ ? il 1 -fit
'^his '^as, Sir,

speaking of you.

^ffl> A large tributary of the

\3 Yellow River, famous for its

wei^ turbid waters, which joins it

near the elbow in Shensi.

and drains the southern half of

that province ; roaring, hurrying,

as rapids.

?S &, 1 ?S ^^6 Ri^'er King shows

its turbidnesg by contrast witii

the Wei.

{^ ]
an.xious, unquiet

XQ^) From woman and stomach.

7\ ^ An old name for a younger

%vet ' sister.

^ I
sisters. I

An unauthorized character.

An ass.

|jq[^ ' Composed of n & .field, which is

•^^^ liore a contraction of 3B demon,

tix'i' and ^ claum of a tiger under-

neath, — both to be feared.

To dread, to venerate, to stand

in awe of; to awe ; what one dreads

;

to respect ; a right fear, a humble

awe; devotion for, weighed down

by ; the carefulness of respect and

fear; ^dread, awfulnees; timidity;

to put to death judicially.

^ ] very dreadful.

1 "M" 1 M ^ want nothing to do

with it

] 5^ ^ to fear Heaven's com-

mands.

;g •^, >^ H ] the good man
venerates three things,— heaven,

the words of the sages, «nd good

men.

1 ^
as a plant

] fg hesitating, timid, indolent

1 IS apprehension, great dread.

^ llO ^ ]
afraid when they see

him, as truants do a teacher.

I jg ^ 'H useless and cowardly
;

incapacitated through fear.

1 ?p E ^ ^^'Sour letters.

jst. 1 fearless, unappalled ; this

term is applied to every Budha.

] ^ bashful, sensitive to shame.

1 3^ shrinking firom the cold.

^1^1 though I would put

them to death, do you not do so.

^ jg, it is hurt by much wind,

Pg'

From to eal and to hend ; or

nioutli and to dread ; the second

. also is read iwii, to fear, but is

now cliiefly used as a synonj-m

of the first.

To feed, to give food to, es-

])ecial]y to animals ; to rear.

] ,11 to fodder a horse.

1 W. fifc
g'^'o '' »H 't can eat.

I ff to feed the baby. (Cantonese.)

1 1i n or
] HI K feed the

animals or .stock.

Tlie first read net. Hungry,

^fi^
]

stinking fish.

In Cantoned. A word of ad-

dress when calling out to a man.

p^ , I
halloo, there !

1 ^ g*^' "ut ! get away, clear out

!

often heard among sailors as

teylo 1

From -f^j" to walk, and I§! op-

posed, a»d Til around nnder it

;

' the first form 'xa most conniion.

To escort, to go with, as a

protection or in honor of;

to guard, to defend, to re-

strab ; a military station, an out-

post, a frontier town and garrison

;

a local name for Tientsin.

I :^ '"
1 ^ *<^ t'"*'^^ care of one's

health.

] ^ i^ an ofiBcer who escorts the

grsun-junks.

^ I

—
• ;3l^ the protecting diield

of this region, as a god.

gj ] to guard the place.

^ ]
vigorous animal spirits.

] ^ ^ hfe preserving pills.

E 1 "e^Cvonr majesty's] defenders.

§ ]
a garrison or cantonment.

4g ] mutual aid and protection.

] H an important feudal state

occupying southern Chihli and

eastern Honan, in the valley of

the
] \vl ; its capital was the

jwesent Ki hien ^ j^j it exist-

ed 781 years, till it waa absorb-

ed by Tsin n.c. 241, at which

time it joined three other* to

resist it ; 22 rulers are enume»*t-

ed down to b. c. 468.

To talk wildly in one's 8leet>.

1 ^ ^ |f people toll th»

truth in their sleep.

Too much ; to exaggerate.

I
^ to tell big stories, in-

ciediblc statements.
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1

From demon and to delegate.

Formerly used for ^ high
;

lofty, sublime, as a towering

peak.

1^ the gate of the palace where

pdicls are published ; as ^ ]

is the gate of the capital where

they are issued.

I
said of a small portion of a

thing that is completed.

g a small feudal state which

existed b. c. 403-241, under six

or eight rulers, when it was ab-

sorbed by Tsin ; it lay in the

southern part of Shansi and

fiorth of Honan, occupying near-

ly the region where Yao and

Shun ruled ; Ts'ao Tsao of the

H P called Ills state the
] g,

which lasted from a. d. 220-264,

and included the provinces of

Honan and Shansi.

^ a dynasty of Hunnish origin

established in nortiiern Shansi

A. D. 386, which lasted till 536,

and at one lime ruled over half

the empire in the north and west,

under twelve sovereigns.

l'"r<ffn fragrant niid tha country of

Wei,

-. ' Assafsetida,
ppf ]

or ] ^
brought from Persiaand Cash-

mere, and used for plasters ; it is

also burnt as a deodorizer.

*i The sprouts growing on plants

that liavo been plucked ; to

ivei' sprout again, as a willow

stump.

*r^ ) Kiom man and to do ; q. d. tliat

^^Jl it is tho doing of man, and did

r*'^ not como of itself.

False, hyiMcritical ; counter-

ieit, simulated ;
pretended, so

called, as ojBcers among re-

bels ; to put on, to deceive.

jW 1 coimterfcit, adulterated.

\^ \
to act liyixjcritically.

S B^ M ^ I
not the least de-

ception in any way.

] i& guileful designs, underhand

plans.

1 JS ^ ^ pretended not to

know anything of it.

] '^^j^ :^ to pretend and .ict

as officials or gentry.

Ill Camontcc. To dun, to im-

portune ; to solicit

,1 3^ < 1 •i to beg and weary

people.

3^ f I
mean ; a very little ; stingy.

I ^ ^ to weary the gods.

) "1 From Jire and to smooth ; it is

now in tlie North muali superse<l-

> ed by juw' %g^ ; also read ya//,

To smooth cloth with a hot

iron : a flat-iron or smooth-

M'

ux'i

'

ing-iron that holds coals ; to

rub and push, as In ironing.

] ^ a flat-iron.

1 5K j)R
to iron out clothe.'?.

] ^ to feel for gently, as in the

dark. (Cantonese.)

^ ]
to rub hot applications on a

sore. V
-«

tt-X.' Fi-om "vj* inch and J^ an old

/CP4 fonn of il humanitg ; it is re-

icei ' gaided as a synonym or derivative

.., of tlio last, for which it is £ome-

y times incorrectly used.

Tranquil, calm ; to still, to quiet

;

to settle disagreements!, to harmo-

nize feuds, — in which senses the

next has mostly taken its place; a

military officer.

^ ]
chair-bearers of tho emperor,

retinue of the emperor.

5£ 1 p.'Jace guards in old times.

^ ]
an ancient ofBcer like a

governor.

Kead yii^ A military officer in

the palace or capital.

^ ] a corporal of police in Pe-

king.

gP 1 and,f.^ 1 hereditary

titular officers of tlio fifth and

ficventh ranks in Peking, who

arc supposed to ride to keep the

peace.

Gfr fJJs ] a garrison major among

Manchu Bannermen.

^

Like the last, and now used for

' :w - it in this sense.

la'i ' To soothe, to console, to com-
fort ; to tranquillize the feel-

ings.

^ I
to appease, to calm.

] ^ to quiet the manes, as by
burning incense or ofierings.

7^ ]
to condole and mourn with.

»^
I

comforted, to be calmed

and resigned.

^ ^-t AM 1 # /(;> "e are

seven sons and cannot comfort

our mother.

1 1^ -it- tij' refreshed his heart,

as by liearty counsel.

Jii ] ^SM^ it has fully grati-

fiod my wishes.

m T> ^ 1 H 15 now
if. will bo only by daily diligenco

that you will not fail to tread

the path of satisfaction.

^y Vvom plant and soothi!:g.

&*• An odorous plant akin to tho

i>taefii/s 01 Vitcx, having pur-

phsh blossoms ; luxuriant,

rank, as foliage; elegant, classic,

line, as style ; numerous, as popu-

lation.

1 jS| growing vigorously.

I ^ 5^ a pure blue sky.

1 1
*"' ^ 1

flourishing finely.

A J£ 1 j^ the people increase

rapidly.

Eead yuh^ A city
] ;If| in

Siien-hwa fu, lying nearly west of

Peking near SLans>i.

! ^ A small net, the
| j^ which

was directed to be set in tho

autumn.

!=•> Clouds rising.

1 ^ S Jle liow rapidly

the clouds have come up.

Tho perfect ant, when it has

its wings, usually c.iUed fj^

^ or Jjl i^, winged ants
;

Ihey arc supposed to proceed

from rotten wood.
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From water and a year ; often

interchanged with tbe next.

tvei ' Deep, vast, like the ocean ;

name of a river in Honan;
thick, turbid.

J^
]

deep, extensive ; numerous.

Eead hwah, The gurgling of

water.

Jl Jg ] I
throw the nets in

with a splashing sound.

From (jrahi and a year
;

used with the preceding.

It IS

wei ' Weeds growing disorderly

hwui' among grain; dirty, nnclean
;

filtliiness ; wickedness ; ob-

scene, indecent ; noisome, vile, rank,

detestable ; to defile, to debauch.

I
^ fi stinking savor.

1 ^ ^ *t*
'^"^ seraglio wr.s full

of lewdness and disorder.

\
•= vile talk, lewd speech.

] ^ improper things, illegal do-

ings, disgraceful affairs.

%i& \ ^ U ^ nobody makes

dirt for himself to get a slink.

i5 1 ^ :^ I cannot endure this

filth and diit

1 f* 5^ K ^^ ^^^^ °^*"^ smells

even to heaven.

.=^5

mi
land

Like the last.

Ovcr/Tiov.n with v.ocils :

jiu'gly.

] ;f7 to do things slovenly.

From ii a contraction of a pi'j

tind pj the stomach altered ; it

is also I cad 'k'i.

An animid like the hedgehog,

but clso rcscmbluig the pig;

a class, a scries, many of the same

sort ; to Eort, to classify.

trf. ] a collection cf characters,

like a manual dictionary ; name
of a lexicon.

] j^ to examine all of the same

sort at once.

^ ]
all those kir.ds or classes.

') From plants and assembled.

To screen, to intercept; a spc-

wei ' cics of leek or squills {AUhim

pomim), called ^ | used

as a pot-herb.

I ]Uf to rise and float, as mist or

clouds ; vapors floating upward.

!.> From siV/.' and /;er»ers(;.

The transverse threads of

wdi ' cloth, the woof
;

parallels

of latitude ; transverse lines,

tlioso which cro.''s the brcadtli of a

tiling
;

to weave, to twine in.

] l]l[] a fihigcd oflScial summer
cap.

j^ I
degrees of lalitudo

ji I
the fivo plaiicfF, which, as it

were, wind tbrcugh the zodiac,

i^ 1
geograi liical divisions.

^ ] Wc ^ 'he husbandman binds

on his plow, — and Ehoulders it

to go to work in the early

spring time.

W S 1
he has thoclassics wtrven

into him.

-isJ A generic name for small

a|)torous insects.

Mc'i ' ij^
I

an insect .illied to the

Ctrmatki, but the species is

tu:certain.

^ A fresh breeze.

:gm 1
jaiiMthiscon-

wei ' ttant breezj will serve as an-

other fan — to cool us.

Jijfc^ Full, gorgeous, as the flowers

^^5 of the crab-apple,

wci' ^ /f« 1 1 are they not

\cry splendid 1

Old soundif kwa, wa, nga, and kap. In Canton, wo, iigo, and lo
;
— in Swutcw,

in Fvhchan, wo and ngwi) ;— in Shanghai, u and ngu ;
—

AVO

From cave and distorted mouth ;

nearly synonjinoue with J'o ^•

A nest on the ground or in a

hole ; a grot or hole ; a de-

pression on the body ; a warm, nest-

like thing ; occurs used for a shrine

or small oratoiy ; a nook or retired

comer ; a lonely houso ; a den, a re-

treat for bandits ; to sheltff thieves

;

a peculiar right, a goodwill.

] jiJ to rtceivo piunder, as a ]

^ or receiver does.

jjji ] a place over the breast bone.

^ ]
a devil's nest ; an owl-hole.

^ ]
a pair of lined warm shoes.

] ]
a hollow millet-bun.

—
I /V f^ <^'.?''' generations (a

large family) in one household.

^ J\^ ] the arm-pits.

^@ ) a dimple in the check.

'— 1 3$ [pcop'o are coming in

like] a nest of bte.s.

Jh ilc ^ ^ ± 1
I only ^ish

to get a qiriet retreat— for my
age.

^1^ 1 ^ 'ho hollow on the

neck between two great muscles

;

it is fancied to be conixcted with

the appetite.

] -^ jfj a cook.

ui and o ;
— In A moy, 6, oo, and go ;

—
in Chifu, woa.

fSii S'^ 1 " woman's visit to her

mother one month after child-

birth.

1 ^ "1'
] Wi ^" shelter run-

aways, to haibor peopla

In VcUngesc. A class of work-

men.

^ I
the class of water-carriers.

.^1^ A whirlpool, an eddy

»l^ %S, 1 '1 deep iwul ill a .'=lrtaia

^wo where the water revolves.

Eead ^o. A large branch of

the Rivcr Hwai, which flows into

it in the north of Njranhwui.
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wo.

A terra for plants nped as sa-

lads, either raw or cooked,

as lettuce, endive, succory,

tLe sow thistle, and other

similar plants.
"^ "^ lettuce.

]^ ^ dried endive stalks, a

salted vegetable.

]g ^ or
] ^ young stalks

of a kind of Cichorium (?) boiled

as a vegetable.

I

.1

The jiet spaniels or lap-dogs

fij found in Peking.

m 1 ® Jt ^ tl^e lap-dog

snarls even iu its sleep.

From man and benl.

The Japanese.

] S Japan ; a term used

by themselves, as the equiva-

lent of Yaniato ; it is defined by

Chuicsc, as the country of dwarfu

Read ,««V. Yielding, trimming,

— even to countenancing vies.

JM ^ 1 j5 •'^6 long and winding

highway from Cheu.

WO.

Muddy, roiled, as water ; used

v.ith \% a rexTvoIr, a \k)o\ ;

to steep

] X% turbid, dirty water.

To slip and fall; to sprain

one's leg or arm, to double it

wider when falling; curly.

] Jg^ slipped on liis leg.

1 ^ )]S sprained his leg or ankle.

H ^ 1 T 1^'^ board is curled

— into tho bag, for dyeing it.

won. 1057

.wo

%%
Hvo

From female and rea//)/ ; for the

eccond incnniiig, it is often "pvo-

nounced '/o.

Delicate, fine figure ; winning,

aliiiring; a servant, a waiting

woman, a maid.

fomaks, finely adorned with

jewels, played in tho hareem.

y. ^ I
two women servants.

Also read 'nr/o.

Attractive, elegant ; weak,

'wo dclicata.

^ M ^^ \ rcspleudently

beautiful.

W^

^ S ^ fl. 1 Jt is not so bril-

liant and eft'algent — as the full

moon.

From officer and man, alluding to

the position lie is in when making
his prostration.

To rest, to desist from toil;

to put to sleep ; to cease, to

lie down, to reiwse; to doze; the

place one s'eeps on.

^ 1 ^ :^ no ease, sitting or lying.

1 .i? 10 ••'> sleep in the moon-
sliine.

^ ]
to sleep high ; met. to keep

aloof from ofiicial cares, to let

tho world wag.

] ^ f!l to cease from porsuit of

fame or wealth.

] ^ ui the bedchamber,

j^ I
to sleep, to repose.

f^ j
died in the streets, as a beg-

gar.

] J|-
a bedroom.

1 f^ * fur-lined cap, used by
northern people.

] ,S|,
to rest, to lie down.

1 ^' ? pit the children to bed.

Old loimcls^ wak anJ ngak. Jn Canton, wok and ok ;
— in Sivatow, wok and ok

;

;
— ill Shant/h'ii, hok ami ok ;

— in C'/iiJu.

From iti'icct and to measure.

lio and auk

b'i^ From to e::t and to measure.

p ^^-y Insipid, tasteless.

hwo'
JIE Hij ;p 1

fat and un-

savory, as bichc-dc-uier.

A kind of water bird ; when
it cries, the rain is said to

fiwo' fall
;

iierha[is tho petrel.

A four-sided reel for winding

bilk, now called
|f; ;}y| ; it is

/wo' sonicliiiKs nii'.de v.iili jylnted

— in Amoy, ak and lic6 ;— »n Fuhchau,

u and wob.

I ) Geometrical worms or loopers

;

/iWij' Itirbid, restrained; to .'pan

v.ith the fi;;ge;s.

m ] ^M ii M w ^ the

lo; pLT c«rls lip only that ho may
stretch out again.

J^ ]
lo F[ian with the fingers.

j^ ]
unfeeling, perverse, as the

wcild.

] ^ to n:ovo regularly.

|gj ] a fquiitning worm.

kp^ "1 From teeth orJbot-ani house.

J'JlIj I The teeth crowding each

jB other in the mouth ; small,

toEj J little-minded.

"'
1 ® crowded teeth.

] |g^ crowded oa
;
pushing,

as teeth.

c^ A 1 l£ * narrow-minded,

prejudiced man; in Shanghai,

this phrase means sordid, dirty
;

and tho Cantonese phrase J^ ^^
is probabJy derived from it.
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Old sounds, ngo, wo, wok, wot, mo, and mot. In Canton, u, 'iig, inid mi; ;
— in Swalow, u, 6, bo, bii, wn, ak, nsu. ««</ gu ;

—
ill Amoij, n, 6, ngo, bii, bi>, on</ \vn ;

— t« J-'ulirliaii, u, mwo, ngu, iigu, and ngivo ;
—

vii, 'in, 'ng, anJiign ; — in C/ii/u, u. ~ "

An exclamation of regret ; a

sigh, a groan ; «ell-a-dav,

ah !

] V^- alas! wo worth the day.

P|f ] sobbing, whimpering.

(ii*\

,«•!«

Tbe character is supposed to re-

pieseut tile crou; nnd differs from

'niao ^ a bird by oraitting the

stroke in the middle, wliicli re-

])resents the eyes; occurs used for

tbe next.

A crow ; but the raven, chough,

and blackbird are all included,

though it si)ecially means the crow,

noted for its lilial duty, as it is

supposed to feed its aged dam sixty

days out of its own crop,— hence

the phrase "^t ^ 1 '"ij
''"^ ™"^'t

learn to exhibit hlial duty ; black,

inky, dark ; to render black ; an

exclamation, what ! how, in what

way ? not reduced to order, promis-

cuous ; the obverse of a coin.

I Jfj a crow.

1 Jft ^ unlucky people ; lit. a

ravens fate. {Cantonese.)

1 F^ ili »n unshaven lout

] ^ all gone, none.

W ^ \
%' it brought me ill no-

thing, as an adventure ; it was

an entire loss.

] ^ 1^ a dye to blacken tlie

beard.

I
M black as ink.

] ^ the swallow, because it

winters in the Wu-i country.

1 W jlfc -V how can this be 1

\
jS the black fish (Phli/pnuf

si'ncnsn) akin to the bknny.

1 'fit J& © ^''"^ ^^^7 iniposes its

bf'nds upon me.

1 -fl- J^: ^ a set of lawless fel-

lows ; roughs and vagabonds.

^ M it 1
if it l>c not black, it

is not a crow.

] ^ alas, bow sad I

j^ 1 and -^ ]
two names for tbe

white throated blackbird com-

mon about Peking.

^ ] or ^ ^ ] the golden crow

or the three legged raven ; a

term for the sun, whose disk is

supposed to bo thus marked.

in SUanghai, n,

P.I

to blackgnard,

To nauseate, to loathe and

vomit ; the sound made in

doing so ; to bring mouths

together, as birds do in feed-

ing their young.

^ ]
to vomit.

Eead f^/C'ff- I" '"^^ tlie voice.

] Pg, to choke with emotion, and

bo unable to speak.

An implement like a bill-

hook, the
] yj with which

to cut grass or weeds.

From earth or wood nud vapor ;

these two are not the same as

JX and 17 but tliey are often

wrongly used for them.

To cover walls with plaster

;

"^" to stucco, to adorn walls

;

a mason's trowel.

I A a plasterer, a mason,

i 5^ "' trowel.

I ;^ to plaster or whitewash a

wall.

3|±i:i|;ppr l-fea dung
well can't be plastered ;

— i. e.

you can't make a purse out of a

sow's ear.

.if

From water and vapor; the first

two are tbe some, but the third

ia sometimes regarded as differ-

ent.

Stagnant water, dirty pools

;

deep, as a pool or puddle

;

foul, filthy, muddy ; impure,

,ti'!« unclean ; obscene, vile, de-

praved, abominable; to de-

file, to insult ; to stain ; to dig down
or excavate ; to Iwile ont, as when

j

irrigating ; to become dirty by luird I

work ; to wash out dirt.
'

] J^ to debauch

to insult

M ^ '^ ]
to g*' ^ith the vulgar

into their sinks.

] fj^ a dirty puddle ; also to

scoop ont a hole.

] ^ to dirty; filthy, impure.

] ^ a blasted name.

U 2^ ] j§| our fields have

become nothuig but [jools and
jungle.

] f a low-lymg place.

K ^ 1 fir * lo"o t"Ji6 used to

vile habits.

'/^ ^ iS 1
I J'^^'C uo way to

a\oid this kind of work.

W- ] ^ ^i> ^ ^^i'l ^^'^^ n^y own
[clothes] clean.

^ "^ 1 'M^'^ covets office only

for the spoils.

Read <yii. An old name of a

branch of the Wei Kiver in tbe

northern part of Honan, and a
town of the same name on it

Eead ^wu. To scoop out, to

dig a hole.

! w ^ ?T> Cfe scoop out a goblet

in the ground, and drink out of

your hands.

<3f
,ivtt

To draw a bow, and aim the

arrow Ls | ^ ; but oneLS

defines it

arrow.

the whirr of the

M^
Often written like its primitive.

The district Wu-ching
] ^.

vti HJ, in the northwest of Cheh-

kiang, the city of Hn-cheu fn.

'i^ 1 M * f'luioi's place in ancient

Tsin, now Kiai-hiu hien -^ \ij^

M on the Eiver Fan in Shaiisi.

^U
A wood suitable for arrows

;

a tree producing a sort of

crab, the ] :f^ found in

llunan.
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Tlie tliird nnd oriyiii:il form re-

pveaents a luxuriant forest, with

[A losl between the trees, but

the lower portion of 'pjC atid [A

arc now contracted to iAC Jii'e

under /h/taffe : the secor.d form
is the 71st radical, and regarded

as identical, but its etymology is

doubtful, and it is explained as

being the vacancy which existed

in the northwest part of the sky

before Nu-wa mended it.

An adverb of negation, none,

not, not having, destituto of, witli-

ont, wanting ; joined to ^ forms

a strong affirmation ; in combi-

nation answers to the termination

less, as ^ 5^ formless
; ] |^ limit-

less, excessive; occurs interchang-

ed with ^ and ^ji and ^, and

takes their shades of meaning ; as an

initial, is sometimes redundant, as

1 i& IB IB. tli'"k upon your

grandparents ; not extant, a state

between emptiness and annihilation.

1 ffi A '1 useless fellow.

] 1^ ^ ^ an unimportant mat-

ter.
~

] "pf ^0 jiij there is no help for it
;

no matter how or in what way.

] y at leisure, not busy ; no

annoyance.

;^7 and ] are opposites, — to have

and not to have, to exist and to

be annihilated.

] ^ a demon regarded as the

mes.senger of Yen-lo wang,— as

in
I
"^ ^J death has come.

I j5/f ^ pf] no one ever saw or

heard of it. I

I ^ no use, doing nothing ; the
j

Budhists use it for the absolute,

a nonentity ; there is a small i

sect of them, the ] J^^ whose
'

chief feature is mystic contem-

plation and idealism.

] ^ ^ f^ not made, but self

existing.

xm \ nM \ yixn truly

virtuous men do not act, nor have

they wherewith to act.

thing ; made out of whole cloth
;

unfounded.

] |5j3 Jp] no time set, not limited.

1 — -7 1^ thcrc'.s nothing he

does not understand.

]
— "^ J^ it is of very little use.

] ^ a Budhist metaphysical term

(aiiatma), inanition, having no

\italil y, nothing in me.

1 P.'J "h 1
^^ '^ '^° '^<''' ''"^'i "''y

so : don't prevaricate.

% lii -f- 1 iln ?i" ^ 1
't spring

from nothing and returns at last

to nothing.

5^ l£ 1 "^ there cannot but be

a reason.

] J^ or ] !^ often answers to

perhaps, rather, if that ; — as

y 1 ^ iU ^ ^ M ' seems to

be ratlier a disgrace to his ances-

tors.

] ^u that is tho best way, nothing

like this way.

1 # 't" H l'0"Sl't 't without

thinking.

] ?i RT Vn there's no way to

arrange it ; remediless.

] ^ the 2olh diagram, denoting

sinceiily.

^} J\^ among the l)eings which

earth nourishes, there is none

greater than man.

.i

'^ An unauthorized character, used

like the last, but ap|died cliielly

to things, as the character ('fj

without a Itairl) indicates.

In Canionesi. None, noth-

ing, not yet.

^T 1 5S "^ '•'"-'•c any or not ?

1 'C* V^f
">ihitenf;oui;l.

1 ii i^ ^ ^"''™ ne\cr l)een there,

flj; 1 $f- ^ .yo'i liiivo not yet

given it to nie.

In FuJickiu, Empty, open;

light, porous ; coarse grained, as

timber.

] 1^ thitch.at, go.ssip.

MLP^ A vigorous growth of weeds

fJ|^ and jungle; neglected; for-;

j?r,7. tik'. I

] jj^ a lake in Tan-yang
j

hien in Kiangsu, which gives

name to the city of Wu-hu. '

I ^ full of weeds, as a neglected

garden.

] ^ obscure, as a vague style

;

inelegant.

^ ^ 1 ^ abundant, fine grass.

1 '{•L ™y Pf'O'' letter or epistle.

From 31 hlior and >/V Man or

X hand repeated in it ; but the

[(,({ ancient complicated form is in-

tended to represent gesticulating

with hands, roouth, and sleeves,

as a witch does.

A sorceress or enchantress, a spi-

ritual medium ; one on whom the

gods descend ; to perform incanta-

tions, as women do who call ou the

dead ; fetishism, magic.

] '^ divination arts
;
gramarye,

enchantments.

^ I
a wizard.

^ ]
a witch ; an enchantress.

I ^ medical treatment by magic,

like that used by tho Shamans.

] [Jj a mountain and a district

in Kwei-cheu fu in tho east of

Sz'ch'ucn, where tho Yangtsz'

enters tlio province; the twelve

peaks of this mountain arc fabled

to have been twelve sisters.

# 1 If ^ ^- I will broil the

witch in tho siui, and see whether

it will brincT rain.

^•grt I'l'om icorils and witeli.

cP_L» To affirm what does not exist

^^L•^l with malicious intentions; to

invent and add to a state-

ment; to inculpate falsely, to calum-

niate ; visionary, falsL', supor'jtitioiis

;

calunniy.

I ^ to ruin by slander, to in-

volve unjustly.

1 iHl A t3 implicate peoj)le.

1 ^W.^'"^ 'y'"3 charge brings

down its punishment on the

accuser.

1 15^ ^- A to accuse an innocent

ni.in.

1 Ji ^ ^§ to malign an honest

woiir.m.

M. \ SK ift slanderous charges

trouble society.
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M From an old form of gj woman
with a line drawn across it to in-

dicate a prohibition of illicit con-
I ilnct; it is the 80tli radical of a few

cliaracters, and is dittinguii-hed

from '«m -^ mother by the pro-

•> loDgatioii of the middle stroke.

A prohibitive negative adverb like

^ do not, don't do ; used for ^
without ; an interrogative pjirticle

like^ intimating a dor.bt or denial.

1 ^ St *^° "°'' ^^^ ^" respect

1 jS ^^ :n>
don't oppose this

special edict

^ ^ 7!? 1 may I sit down 1

\ M^ M- ^^ ""^ ^ an.\ious

for me.

1 ^ Jj» A il "Oj I will not be

a pretended philosopher.

Read ^meu. A black cloth cap,

] j^ used Iq the Hia dynasty.

" From P moMih and ^ great,

altered so as to resemble yC
Û'lt naivcn.

To talk loud, to bawl ; to

brag, to put on airs,— in which

senses it is now read Jiwa\

] g eastern of the Three States,

A. D. 250, comprising Chehkiaiig

and extending north and west;

Bu-chau, whicii is still called ]

M ^'^^ '^'''-' capital.

^ ] ^^ WC [when talking with

your inferiors,] do not vociferate

nor browbeat them.

J|^ The insect of Wu, the centi-

(3^^ ]Tede, called | 4^ and "g'

5?'vj Jg^ and other names.

1^ AhilllJI ] inTsi-nai»fiiiu

p^ Shantung ; also a towra

5?Z7t
|!fl_ ]

hilly, uneven.

M \ M J^ ^ "PS and

downs, unsettled, alluding to

the look of a row of hiik.

3^J> An ancient place in the
|g,

cp P state near the center of Shan-

jwu tung in I-shui \Ji yfC 0.;
also a town in Lu, near its

second capital, now in Sz'-

fcbui in the south of Shantung.

-ft^ From P 7lu.^lth and ^ /ce.

i O A personal pronoun, I, my

;

$"'" tj impede, to excuse and de-

lay ; to guard, to defend, to

resist

] ^ we, us.

1 ^^ ^ A I am not that man.

W II 1 X ^ 3fe they can rank

with us on equal terms.

j^ ] "J* ^ to Lurry through a

business carelessly.

^ 1 ^ ^ t^*' feast of lanterns.

^ ^ 1 an officer in the Han
dynasty like a captain-general.

] ^'{^% iW J^ ray intercourse

with you is such, tecause you

are not like others, i. c. proud

and presuming.

A tree noted for the even

grain of its wood | ;}|^ the

5»(7(t Ekococca vtrrticosa ; tho fall

of its leaf denotes autumn.

^ ]
the topaz tree. {Stereulki

tomentosa.)

^ ]
a pillar or support out of

the perpendicular.

^ I
brave, valiaiit, one fit to

lead.

From hand and /; interclinnged

11 the last two.

X-c^ Froi

jHvt To oppose, to contradict, to

resist ; a lean to, a brace ; to

i-hore up, as a prop does a

V.illl.

jt ]
to guard agaujst, as anarchy

or vice.

|£ ] to resist
; q. d. to set a pole

against one.

^§ 1 forced to do a thing, as a

sub.iltem by his superior.

H^ A sound in singing.

- tl nS*
'

1 * refrain at the end

jifit of a line.

Ill Cantonese. A simple negative

like /P ; no, not, do not.

^g ]
-g' he won't

1
-§ not yet.

ft' 5^ 1 Pf? B6 ilM yo" '^te this?

\j^^ Name of a river in Tung-

c-i 1^1 cheu fu in the south of Hu-
jtott nan; also the | ^ in the

south of Fuhkien, and an-

other
] 7^ in the Bonthwest

of Shantuns:.

The flying squirrel,
] |^ or

^ I^ the Pttroniys votans,

commo;i in Sibsria ; it is also

called ^ ^ betaus3 it is

thought to bear its young

while on the winir.

'm

Fine iron from the Iiill ^^
1 ; a ^fc I ^ ^,J

is a

good sworil made of ore from

tills hill, a Toledo Wade.

Eead 'i/ii. A hoe or its handle.

^^ ]
unsuitable, uncongenial.

C » ^ "i The original form is composed

11^ of . . two strokes, rei)resenting

tl:o dual powers of heaven and

earth connected by crossing lines;

the second, nioro complex form
is used in bills, &c.

A ixjrfect immber, five ; the

whole, all of a kind, applied to

many things, as the planets, the

tastes, &C.

^ ]
the fifth,

^r; ] firth day of the moon.

1 1 /^ if 1 ^ times 5 is 25.

] 1^ the five hidden things, or

1 jfe
five aggregates, or

] ^
five she.aves, are Bud hist terras

{skandha) for the elements or

constituents of a human b'jing,

vh., fonn, perception, conscious-

ness, action, knowledge.

Z^'si 1 *.RA«lJtdiJ"ot
allow them to live everywhere

among the people.

] !$ ^ a great collection of

books.

;^ J^ ^ ] I will have nothing to

do with you.

H ^ 1 S out of order, confused,

scattered, irregular.

] {Jj a fivo-petaled flower.

I ^ ^ a profile or half likeness.
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m
ff

file.

m

A file of soldiers, which ha'l

iis leader ; mc7i arranged by

fives, a Equad, a corporal's

guard ; a company ; a com-

rade, an associate ; a fellow

soldier ; to associate with.

I
a file of men ; the rank and

] to parade troops, to draw

up in rank.

M.M- 1^ \
ashamed to own him

as a companion,

•ff 1 [Ij J^ *" 1^0 liom into, or

cuter on life iii the army.

fH ] :t '¥ 0"''ng] among the

hainkts without resrard to rank.

w A man opposed to one ; a

match, a pair, an equal in

-ivu rank; occurs ased for the

last, and for f^.
1

-f^
certain persons attached to

the courts whose decision at in-

quests is relied on, and their

report taken ; at Canton, also

applied to those who enshroud

the dead.

statements harmonize which real-

ly do not match at all.

(^-A Defined as expressing the resis-

"^ I * tance which the earthy vapors of

( the 5tli moon (hence called
| J^ )

oppose to the skyey influences,

covering the earth with fog.

The seventh of the twelve stems,

symbolized by the liorso; conse-

quently every 12th day is termed
]

0, referring to this cyclic notation
;

the time between 1 1 a.m. and 1 p.m.

or noon ; midday; south, and marks

tliat point on the compass ; used

with j^, to oppo.se, to stand u]), to

resist ; crosswise, transverse.

^ ]
11 o'clock.

JE j
or i^i ] or ] fl^ noon;

midday, meridian.

f ]
afternoon

; J^ | forenoon.

W 1
o'" ^ 1

^'^ ^^^ ^^ noon, a

nooning.

3® 1
or ] |g a luncheon. ~

OS ^ ^ 1
^'"^ messengers spread

out in various directions.

] ^J to cut crosswise.

J£ -^ ]
duo north and south

;

whence tho palace is called j

P^, because the emperor is sup-

posed to sit in that position.

'* A turban or a napkiti to co-

ver the head.

H^Il The brightness of the sun at

, noontide ; clear and bright.

ml
U 1

^ 1

A bank, a low wall thrown

up for defense ; barracks, in-

trenchments ; a walledor for-

tified camp ; a village defend-

ed by a wall ; winding roads

among cultivated hills,

a walled village,

an intrenchment.

a raised parterre for flowers.

FA'e that has been blacked,

i. e. embers covered or smo-

thered over ; to cook.

An unauthorized character, a sy-

I *»>i7
"°ny'" °'^ '^^" jS '° close.

~ivu To screen or hide a thing

. with the hand; to put the

hand over a place, or press it

as when aching.

^ ^ ] ^ put your hand over it.

ting the ears and rattling a wal-

nut ; i. e. to care nothing for the

matter. :

'Ii»»iS7
'tvu

t.'f'P* From Jn to slop and j§ » x/ir./tr

Ip^ or fighting, as tho king of Tsu

(
said, '?«( means to stop fighting

'"^ and withdraw the troops.

Military ; martial, strong, war-

like, brave ; firm, majestic, decided,

stern ; fierce-looking ; to stq) dis-

order by force ; to take two steps
;

a vestige, the traces of; a footstep,

an example ; to connect ; in epitaphs

inuicates tue highest qualities.

1 "B*
"^'

1 ^ niilitary officers.

1 ^ military students ; cadcta

^ ^ JSt 1 *" discard tho civil

6er\ico and enter the military.

^ ] ^ to study tactics.

I
^J^ a hero, a soldierly man.

~ ^ ;fi; ] oiic head and a great

track, I. e. an ox, referring to its

heavy tread.

] ^ to threaten ; to intimidate.

I ^ a cadet.

I ^ a stupid cadet, a lout of a

calf;— an epithet of obloquy.

iPE -it IB. 1 ''^ emulate and carry

on his forefathers' deeds.

1 iK ^ grefit heat.

1 H'l 5c ^ celel^rated empress of

the T'ang dynasty, a. n. G40
;

m'!t. a prostitute, a Messalina.

^ W 1 ^ Jfi l>e bas no fields

to use his troops in,— and make
conquests.

I j^ arena for military trials.

] ^ ill or
I ^ |lj the hills in

in the north of Fuhkien, whence

Bohea tea was first brought.

A stone, the ] j^, which

, like veined jasper, resembles

a gem, but is inferior in

hardness and luster.

From hird and martial.

A largo parrot that can talk,

wu ^ I
the cockatoo or the

macaw ; it is sacred to Kwan-
yin ; " when stroked it becomes

dumb," say the books, referring toils

stillness when its head is scratched.

From man and tlo not, q.d. to

make nothing of a man ; tho

, second is the more common form.

To insult, to despise ; to ri-

dicule, to make fiui of good
'"" things ; contempt of; neglect,

disres[)ect ; chagrined, dis-

apjxjinled ; to deal summarily with.

I ^ to make game of; humbug-

ged.

] ^^ to lord it over one.

j^ ^ j|(^ ] to show kindness and

receive neglect ; to be treated

with ingratitude.

"^ 1^ ] not to treat things with

levity ; to show complaisance.
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A river in tbe west of Hn-

nan, .1 brancli oF the Yuen
' Kivcr, wiiich g.ivc its iK-.njo

in the tlsys of Han to Wu-
yangLien

] [^ |?, (or ^.

1^) in Shan-clicu in.

C |f ? From shelter and unoccupied.

/>>»» Tbe open porcli or ve&tIbu!o

'wit placed between the gatebonso

and tbe main ball, of which

there arc sometimes three, making a

shelter like a piazza ; the rooms

on the sides are sometimes inclosed

;

it resembles tlio prnjiylon of tbe

Greeks ; side piazzas or galleries
;

an open vacant hall.

)M \ ^ T^ ''t ^^'6 emperor's gate.

Eead 5?/;«, and nsed with ^.
Luxuriant, overgrown.

iK ^ ^ 1
'^0^^ vigorous and

rich is the vegetation.

^ ]
uncultivated, waste.

^^i-\i fpii'i's, shaped like a gallipot

;

Hva it has a bulging body and

small neck ; some contain

five pecks, others live gills.

~'
\ g|[ one jar of rich wine.

<X^ To flatter, to fry to win

T^Tm ^^not'icr's affections.

'wii \ jjg delicate, insinuating,

i'asciriating.

'iVi
Also reiic] s'i'w, meaning empty.

liVJV 'A'o flatter or caress ; to soothe.

'wH to comfort ; to express great

allection for.

^ I
to lovo fondly,

jij ] to protect and cherish.

1 W ^ ]5l I earnestly plead

with liini.

ife ? 1 Wi^^^^ Master, sigh-

ing, said.

Read Jul. Great.

^L i^ll jifc 1 *° BnfTer from such

;rcat disorders.

I '"l"fe To love, to soothe ; it is rc-

i I TfV gardcd as nearly the same as

'w« [fu ^, to care for tenderly.

WU.

'^ffl£ From 3(4- o/iposini/ ami ^ wil!i-

Arjti o«' contraoierl, explained asnllud-

t^^ ing to placing ii:e foot on the
"'"

back.

To play with the body, as

the posture-makers and harlequins

do, holding sometbiiig in the band;

to gesture, to act taWeaux-vivants
;

pantomime, fencing, sleight-of-hand,

masker's play ; to flourish, to bran-

dish.

$^ I
to dance, to tumble ; to

play, as acrobats.

iJ ]
boxing.

] igij fencing; to play with swords.

j ^. to play a double part, to

play a trick,

1 ^ # W ^0 P'ay S'™es of

agility.

$M ] )kiJL intriguing with i^eoplc

makes them enemies.

Sh' ^ 1 "I^
to aftcet power by

.nssunaing another's authority.

mummmw, i
thewiiiow

catkins arc tossed by every

breeze ; — so is a giddy woman

]
^i^ surreptitiously ; an officer

winking at delinqueucic:-'.

] ^ ^ ^ fo employ fine words

and good writing.

H^ ^ 1 A. singing boys and

dancing girls ; singers and

actors.

] ^ ^ to try feats of strength.

To skip and dance, .as when

highly elated ; tj e.xcito.

"In 1 lil
'"* "lountain in the

north of Shantung.

Com[)0Sed of 7,f slrenyUt and ^%
to cncourar/e one.

•u' To use great elTort and bend

the mind to a suljcct ; to

strive after ; what is thus atten<lcd

to, business, function, duty, con-

cerns, whatever comes under one's

eye ; an important post near the

Great "Wall, because there the of-

ficers and men arc to cncourago

each other; an aflirmativo or in-

tensive ])articlc, i:iust, certainly
;

used for ^ to insult.

1 ^ ^ it is absolutely required.

WCJ.

^ 1
business ; what one's fimc-

tions require him to do.

) >j^ indispensable.

I /^ what a station reqmre.s ; the

important thing.

;^ I
my own affairs.

I
;(ji an uitcntion, a project.

>J' A 1 -^ ^'J petty minds are

bent on gain.

1 J^ agricultural affairs.

M- 1 n5 ^ devoted to study.

5V 1-
and ^ I

public affairs,

and domestic or private concerns.

^h ^ ii 1
they will oppose

insult from without, or tboso not

ill the family.

From rain and Imsinexs. '

Fog, mist ; vapor rising from

wii' tbe earth and condensing.

m 1
'-'fog.

r,^ ^ ] ^ '1 misty sky.

Yx 1 ^ smoky, misty vapor ; con-

fused, nnintelliglb'.o.

^ I
.1 thick, dense mist.

— M 1 7K it is all foggy — to

mo , I don't understand it.

-^ ]
a noisome vapor or malaria.

^T 1
^'^ S^ ^^'ti' "- paramour.

{Canto7iese.)

1 J^ the fog bird, or tho bird of

paradise, sj called in the Arolil-

pelago, from its supposed aerial

life among the clouds.

To prance and raco a horse,

to gallop furiously ; boister-

ous, violent.

^ ]
prancing; headstrong,

furious.

^ .^ ^D ] they gather together

there very rapidly, as traders at

a port.

' A star
I 1^, said to bo near

the middle of Capricorn, but

olhcre say iu Hercules.

] jI'I'J an old name for part of

Kiu-bwa fu ^ 1^: }(j in Clitti-

kiang, and now partly retained

in V/u-yuen hieu
|

jj^i. 0. i.i I

the south of Ngaiihw'ii.
|
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'

From llj n spear, but the origiii-

/,^Ct nl form is likened to hrnan's ribs^

y)n^ US it follows "J" in the ten stems;

,
nl>o read moi'

^ The fifth or middle of the ten

stems, relating to earth, and answer-

ing to ]t]^ luxuriant, when all things

are flourishing.

la H IE 1 " lucky day has urn'

in it.

JJL* ) l"j om to go and noon ; it is like

^ry' tlie next.

vu' To meet in opposition, to run

counter to ; a rencontre ; to

thwart, ( o resist ; opposing, disobedi-

ent ;
disordered, rontrary, confused.

ifg
I

conflicting views, opposing

factions.

1 B to oppose the imperial will.

*l^-|-» and not

I I I with th(

f§ ]
confused, blended incongru-

ously ; wrongly done.

Iieart and noon ; or viy

noon ; they are both used

he last and next.

SpTt. Stiff in holding to one's

IPt J opinions, especially against
"''"

suj^riors; obstinately adher-

ing to what one deems to

be right ; disobedient, intractalile,

untoward, froward.

] ^ to hold to one's views.

] ] ^ irritated at, displeased.

) Like the two last.

|H A bovuie wild beast ; to

ivu' opiwse, to meet as an enemy.

'\& 1 '" '^"'^
J

^° lesist.

] S intractable, pig-headed.

tcXty From heart and mi/se/f.

IfZ^ To arouse to a sense of one's

, wu' situation ; to awake, to per-

ceive clearly, to understand

fully ; to recover ; aware of, discern-

ing, alive to.

] ^ t'^ comprehend the doctrine.

;fe' j "^ he has a good perception

of things.

^ I
to catch the idea.

§ ] to bethink one's .self of.

% ^ ^ 1
I'S adheres to his

stupid way and will not arouse.

] |f| to see the bearing of; to

appreciate a position.

^ ] startled ; aroused to a con-

sideration of one's position.

^ % M ^ 1
it seems as if I

could not again rise or recover.

tt:^> Light, clear; to see face to

pf^ face ; to meet ; to explain, to

u-u' clear up; to perceive what

another says.

A ^ ft 1 ^^ hayo not seen each

other for a long time.

meet again.

] -^ or g
I
a personal interview.

1 ^'J i. flf
^"lee the time I left

you.

I JH to perceive, as after an ex-

planation.

> To awake from sleep or

indifference ; to rortse up.

® ^ 1 b" t" ^tar'' from

eluraber and begin to talk.

I
to bo startled from sleep, as

by a clap of thunder.

^ ] nJI 1 wake and sigh in

my sorrow.

U B M. ^^al^ng a"d sleeping

he thought about her.

From heart and second to ; q. d.

die who is specious and guileful.

wii^ To hate, to dislike ; to blush,

oh' ashamed of; to dread ; averse

to, repulsive.

fjj' 1 detestable, hateful.

^ ]
to feel compunction for;

shame-faced, sensitive.

1 JflJ P to dislike fine talkers.

% \ ^ >i^ '^ ^ ^''l^en every-

body speaks evil of a thmg,

then it must be examined, — to

sec whether the odium is jast.

ti" 1 ov '^ ]
to hate, to harbor

ill-will.

1 /P ^ to loathe evil persons.

ill ]
'

1 ) :^ C'^''
disliked him] as

lie abominated a noisome thing.

Read ^wit. Why, how ; an inter-

jectiori ol' regret.

] ^ how ; where ? wherein ?

wit

u

1

1 ^i; ^ b" 4 ^l'.v. wl'a'^ l«'"<i

of talk is this?

I ^ ^ how can a worthy man
bo got ? who then is worthy ?

1 ii ^ ^ J£ ^ # 4 wlierein

can be be called the jieople's

parent 1— i.e. acting as a parent

Eead ngoh^ Bad intentionally;

vicious, evil ; vile, ugly, deformed
;

filthy, sordid ; nnlucky ; the evil

;

wickedness.

J ^ tattered raiment

5ij, I
savage, malicious.

^ I
chief criminals.

^ ] to set an evil example.

1 W 1 ^R wickedness brings its

own retribution.

] ;jjg an unscrupulous fellow.

] ^ an incurable complaint ; it

usually denotes leprosy, and is a

reason for divorce.

@| ] ^ ^ [Confucius] would
not eat disagreeable food.

^ ]
a year of dearth.

S ]
beggared, sad, miserable.

-f- I
ten kinds of capital crimes.

In CarJonese. Hard to do, difli-

cult, unpleasant.

I ff not easy to go.

j^ ]
very diflScult

] m under constraint in speak-

ing.

PI
wu

?) From }n»uth and hate ; also read

J Aa' in
I I

the cooing of doves,

which the phrase imitates,

To scowl, to look displeased.

|fg
I

to appear angry.

In Cantonese. To stoop, to bend

the head, when entering a low place.

1 "flS Sil stoop down to it.

ri|U J From words and to talk hirj ;
~^ " interchanged with the next.

wu' To mistake, to be in error
;

to hinder by mistaking, to

thwart, to hamper ; an unintentional

\vrong; faulty, unauthorized, as a

wrong character.

1 S if A yoi liave wrongly

destroyed good men.
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ones
] JH; to report erroneonslj.

I ^ ^ to misapprehend

ideas or designs.

!§ ] to bring evil or disaster

upon others.

—
I S S H. 1

"f yi Jia^e

made one mistake, now can I

allow you to make another ?

IJi; ] to hmJer, to dawdle, to put

obstacles in the way.

^ 1 to puriwsely hinder.

1 T ^ fA y°" ^^^^ missed the

hour ; to pass the hour.

^ I
to miss, to fail to do, to

overlook, to forget

ff 1 Like (he last, and the two are^ continually interchanged.

V)u' To deceive, to make a pretext >

false, designedly wrong.

neglect important

not fail to

1 :^* to

business.

Eg 1 T> I
be did

come at the time.

I fg a mistaken confidence.

i |Pi(or @) ^ ] my goods are

well made, and no mistake •

meaning that the shopkeeper

will make no error in the goods

furnished to his patrons.

014 loundi, wok, wvt, ok, ot, and mat. In Canton, ok, mat, ngat, and y6k ;
— in Swatm, Ak, ngut, iira£, and m&t ; ^

in Amoy, ak, ok, emd g^t, ;
— in Fuhchau, 6k, wok, auk, woh, and uk ; — in Shanghai,

6k, wok, ngth, Teh, feh, aa4 meb ; — in Chijii, c and wn.

Alh

From P a iod^or-person and 31
to reach ; q. d. the place one gets

to.

A house, a room in a house

;

in the South it usually denotes the

former, at the North, the latter ; a

state-room, a cabin, a cell ; a cover-

ing or tent of a carriage ; a roof

;

to stop at, to remain at.

^ ] a building; dwelling-houses.

Jl I
or jg ] to build a house.

— ^ ]
a house.

"^ @ 1 "T* °'^^ ''00°^ ^ ^ house.

{lj« ] the outer (not sleeping)

apartment

1 jt or ] jJI a house-lot ; the

ground on which the building

stands.

H 1 ^ ^ *" imposing, exten-

sive edifice.

[^ I ^ to live in the same house,

room, or cabin.

1^ ] a private dwelling.

jyi)l ] a poetical name for tortoise-

shell, from its use in divining.

] jig ^ ^ do not irritate or

despise [the god in] the southeast

comer of the house.

PI

L The crowing or cackling of

;> fowls
; q. d. the voice of a

uh' household.

# 1 Pfil or «! ] ]
the

crowing of cocks.

uh'

woh'

To execute one in his house

or near it, and not on the

public square.

Bcsirained ; kept in order.

] {£ hampered, interfering.

® ^ ^ 1 iM tbe laws

curb such things as that

] ^^ name of an elf or fairy

From hand and house.

To hold fast in the hand, to

j«/j grasp ; as much as the hand

wo' can hold, a little ; small ; a

handful.

] ^ to hold tight, to grasp firmly.

^ I
a hold ; to have sway over.

^ 4j£ ^ 1 "ot the least evidence.

] ^ to shake hands.

^ ] imder one's control, as a seal;

in one's power.

] ^ what is necessary, the essen-

tial powers or things.

Name of a river in Kiangsi

;

to water, to moisten, to tinge

;

,w/i to irrigate; to enrich with

with' favors ; to benefit ; to cover

or daub thick ; shining, rich.

] 1^ to be deeply gratel'nl for

Jg. ] irajjerial (or divine) favor.

^ @E @£ 1
[tbe land] has been

fully soaked ; met. to be greatly

favored or blessed.

] -J^ a deep red ; to dye deep red.

] ^ enriched with favors.

A cloth house, a markee, the

general's tent; a temporary

tent for worsliiping in, a co-

ver or protection ; to shelter.

] ^ a common tent

^ \ i. ^' tbe benefit of his

protection.

1^ ]
the chiefs tent

vh>

woh'*

X.
uh

From )\j man and ""• one, de-

noting level ; t. e. high and level

on the top.

To cut ofi" the feet as a pun-

ishment ; stable, decided, persistent

;

an exclamation of surprise.

f ] to descend from a high place.

] ^ the maimed, those whose

feet have | J^t been cut off.

] ^^ /J^ nil
fi.xed in pur[x>se.

'

] \ iiX ^ ^ decided in his re-

solution to the end of his days.

] ^ to stand on tiptoe. {Can-

tor, esc.)

5c Rf 1 fi'Sf
oh. Heavens I a sort

of theatrical phrase.

m.
uh'

Similar to the last.

A stone that is insecurely

placed.

i^
]

gravel and silt carried

down by a torrent ; anything

piled lip in a dangerous heap.
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uh'

vh'

A bare hill.

3£ ] a peak in the range

lying east of Kien-wei hien

in the south of Sz'ch'uen,

famous for five plateaux.

Kiom J^ dangerous or yV man

and J^ high.

Disquieted ; hazardous.

I [5 wearied out.

f^ I
alarmed, as when on

a giddy height ; apprehen-

sive, anxious.

Jl^ I
to limp, to halt in walking.

tt,
ith'

1 1

Like the preceding.

To move, to sway to and fro
;

to rack; to stuff in, to fill a

gap-

g^ move off a little.

"p to rock ; to swing from

side to side; to work in a socket.

^ 1 inconstant, uncertain, as the

wind.

I j^ stuff it fid).

1 (^ stingy, giving the least trifle.

In Cantonese. Uneasy, fidgetty.

.jP-n* A slump or trunk of a tree

^yL > having no leaves or branches

;

uk' a sprout just appearing ; un-

quiet.

) ^ a square and large stool.

.^ I
a table and stooL

Fat, fleshy.

JDLj
1 J^ corpulent, obese.

''''
] J$ sick, infirm.

1 Bft ^ * seal, whose testicles

are brought from Koko-nor for

medicine, perhaps also obtained

from the Phoca annellata in

Lake Baikal

i |3 To hem and clear the throat

;

Ijnl , to hawk.

as when beginning to sing.

^ From melal aud to wet; also read

,j/i'
To wash or plate inferior

metal with silver or gold ; to

I

overlay with finer metal, as the or-

naments of a harness.

I 1^ iron plated with silver.

m>
From water and weird; also read
ifoA)

«7ti/i' To water or irrigate ; to soft-

wo' en with water ; to enrich,

to cleanse ; to reform ; fat,

fertile, rich ; abundant, luxuriant

;

glossy.

1 ^ fertile loam.

] ^ rich and glossy— as silken

reins.

] ;^ to wash the hands.

] fg wet by the rain.

^ ] fine rich soil.

fH 1 ^ *& [truf-b] pmifies my
heart.

9C i 1 1 vigorous and hand-

some, as a young tree; strong,

manly beauty.

^ ^ iSC 1
^ entirely relied on

him to e.\pand and cleanse my
mind.

Ayf 'file original form is supixjsed to

^Af I represent a Jiai/ witli three pen-
^'^

^ nonx attached, which ia the days
tou/t of Cheu was hoisted by officials

to call the people of a commune

together ; it resembles iU'ung^
hm'ried.

An adverb of negation, like ^,
not having, do not ; it is much
used in Kiangnan for ^ not.

•^1 Sft
"^" "*''' to"^'' this; let

this alone.

.
1 si 5 ^ fS 4 J" 'wt *'y

you have not been forewarned.

I S 181 ^s not afraid of difiicul-

ties.

•h^'^ 1 # iinsix-akably gieat

1 1 # «. ^ S ;^ 4 tow
earnest he is I he wishes the fra-

grance of the sacrifices to -come

up— before his ancestors.

Abstruse ; distant.

] ^ recondite and vague,

inexhaustible and limitless.

Kead»M(7ij Covered with dust,

dirty and dusty ; to dive or hide

deep.

m
wu

1 as }^ jy & ]^ lie dived to

the depth, to show the estimation

he held himself in,— siJeaking of

Kiiih Yuen's drowning himself.

From ox and flag, because the

ox is one of the largest of things.

wuh

uh'

A thing, matter, or substance,

anything between heaven and

earth ; an article, goods ; affairs of

life ; a crealuie, a, being
;
persons ;

to distinguish by apix;arancc, to

have a knowledge of; a flag.

I
^oT

I ^ a thing, an article.

U ]
all tilings, creation.

J^ ] a human being ; the sort of

|>erson.

1 -^ deceased.

;f; ]
a buffalo or ox.

3 ) denote the cock, dog and
hog. from a lino in the Trimc-

trical Classic; also three duties

of life, called j£ ^ cultivating

virtue
; ^J ^ getting a living

;

and J!^ ^ preserving health.

j^ ] strange things, a lusus natar%.

^ ]
eatables.

1 "£ t" j"Jg« I'y *-li« looks.

^ m ] ^ which led many per-

sons to reflect or judge about it.

1 ^ W i everything has its

maker.

§51^^ I
empty, nothing at

all.

^ ]
lawless, eccentric, reckless.

^ M ^"
1 J"^' a stupid Ijlock.

I ^ patrimony, property.

I |§ to learn the nature of things.

In Cantonese. A day.

B^ I
yesterday.

•^ ]
to-day.

High, as a lull or house,

) mountain or tower.

Ai 1
lofty, imposing.

A tuber regarded as like the

> ^|i having thick leaves and

ult' a woody stem ; it may be a

variety of the Chinese yam.

|(^ I
minute, fine and delicate.

'W
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Old sounds, va, iigs, yat, ngat, and ak. In Canton, ya, nga, ami a ;
— in Swatow, a,

a, ga, and nga ;
— in Fuhchau, a and nga ; — in Shanghai, ya, Dga, nh,

I'lom bird and t:otli.

A raven with a white sti^eak

on its neck ; but the name

^ 1
"' .^ 1

'•'* also ap
plied to the crow.

] I*! crows flyuig in flocks.

^ I
written out roughly ; a very

rough copy of a thing,

j j^ hlack flaliis, ;'. c. opium,

an imitation of the foreign wortl.

1 -^"U S ''S ^^'^ ''''^"' ^^^ disgorge

its food — to feed its young or

its dam ; vul. filial duty.

P^ 1
<>• ^ % a anall black

botUed crane, with a long white

neck, found in Fulikieii.

'^
1 "f ^ 1 ^ species of black-

bird couimou about Peking,

having a w hite breast and neck.

„-:=" Troin mouth and tooth ; al^o read

iry* Jtla in many case?.

'i/a To gape or o[K,-n tlic nmutli

wide, as ] ]
is. to imitate

opening the mouth as if to bite

or gape ; a final particle finishing

the sense ; a gaping hole; ajv

j)caranee of the moon i)artly cciiijscd.

:3* ^ fnj ] 1
whyaretlie tooth-

ed horns so like a crack 1 allud-

uig to the moon's disk almost

eclipsed.

Read j»yf«. To wxanglc ; the

bickering of children.

1 ft^ ^^ ^ *'""' creaking of an

opening door.

Ill Cantonese, read ,a and a'. A
final particle giving force to the

expression ; a term for ten after a

higher number, as fg ]
' J^ forty

cash.

m-\
,'j»

'j From [ a stici: with pron;

J I
it to delineate tlio forkin

<y«

ronr/s on I

kinj; o(
branches ; it is used n-itli the next.

I Jl^ or
I ^ a young slave girl,

alluding to the two tufts of hair.

^ ] E, the fork of the fingeiB.

In Cantonese also written oy.

An interrogati\ c particle ; a word

denoting that an aflirmation is in-

disputable; a tone indicating the

end of a sentence.

jtj j
well; verywelL

fork in a tree.

;^ or
\ \% a crotch in

trees, the fork of branches.

—
] ;^one tree. (CfeM/oH^.)

[ij
1 ^ " P^''' of crutches.

To cut the throat, as of a
,

sheep.

lya
I ^ to .stick a pig.

1 §g lie cut his thoat.

Awry ; susi)ende I.

] ^ not perpent'.iiidar; ai!<o

defined elegant, lady-like.
j

Rough ground.
|

J4. ?^ J§ 1 ^^^ surface is
j

uneven : a rough country. j

Used as a synonym of ^^ dnmb.

The confused ni)ise of Imys"
;

/" studying ; dumb ; to keep

'

silent
I

] pg the clamor of a 8chool-roo|u. i

patiently.
|

^ ^ T^Sr 1
'•'' pretend not to hear.

\

P{|f ] the creaking of a scull- on its

pi\ot.

1 Pg :^ a bagg;ige cart.

Read oh. Laughter.

^ q"
] ]

laughing and tiilking

greatly.

A fork ; a crotch ; the jilaco

where a thing forks ; fingers, tines.

I
j^ a rest, a crotch, a fork.

The original was a rude deline:i-

tion of the upper and lower niolarj.

nml the under jaw, now contract-

ed to represent a single molar
;

ic is the Uiid radical of a fen-

characters relating to teeth.

*, ge, nge, gia, ngia, and o ;
— in Amoy,

0, and ih ;
— in Chi/u, ya.

The molar teeth or grinders

;

the teeth
; a tusk ; .i toothiike

process, as a tenon
;
jagged, scoiwl,

toothed ; used for the next, a bud
;

ivory ; to gnaw ; an agent, a farm-

er of the revenue, as ifhe were one

who bit the people,

j -^ a buff or salmon color.

1 ^ '^""
] ^ '^® toothache.

] -Jj strong teeth ; i. e. convincing,

able to convince.

^ ] a protruding tooth.

) 3Q a worker hi ivory.

— glj
I

a set of teeth.

] ^ tiiotli-jx)wder.

1 ^ M Pfl '^'^'^ i''*' immovable,

the teeth set; i.e. dying.

] ^ or
) f^ 'g' the jaw-bone.

'V^ I M ijl .siJccious ttlk ; aglib-

toiigued talker.

M 1 ^ H rats' teeth and birds'

bills ; imt. litigation in courts

;

s<iuabble8, skirmishes.

] ^ a woman who acts as a

broker.

I ^ 1^ # t''^' S'ollop-fringed

flag.-; Were all eloganlly displayed.

] ^ an agent of othcra
;
people

who frighten or annoy others.

1^ I
to grit the teeth ; to dispute

with, to aiuioy anoliicr.

^ ]
an ancient Minister of In-

struction.

1 iSf ^T ^ the teeth beating a

tattoo, I. c. cluittering with cold.

] ^ carious teeth, supix)sed to

be caused by worms.

W 1 ^ li 'I'S fir.st sot of teeth

is u'.iclianged. he is still verdant.

] ){§ ivory counters, sli[)s or tablets.

1 M 18 ^ an oflice for levying

the transit or local duties.

^ ]
to beat down the price.

1 ft '"
1 f^ * l^roker or mid-

dle-man ; in Peking they farm

the revenues derivetl from various

octroi laws.



#
s^«

YA.

From i>lant and tooth.

A germ, a slioot ; a plumule
;

to bud ; tlie beginning, (he

budilin'T forth.

^ ]
ur ^ ]

to bud fortli.

1 ^ ^Mi siHouts, usc'd as food.

1 ^ si»routs, shoots ; a tenon.

^ I ^ Sliaiituiig cabbage. {Bras-

ska sinensis.)

^ ] the moon three days' old.

m Used for cyc fl|» tlio cocca-uut.

The felloe of a wheel 1^ \

O^ clamped with big spikes.

1 3^ 4Bt 1^ tlie coeoa-nut jtives

no shade.

] ;^ a dried up, dying tree.

From to wulk and /.

The markee of a general, dis-

tinguiBlicd by a standaixl
;

anciently ealleil 3}* )^ ; the

bouse or office of a ruler ; a court

;

a bureau, an office ; a tribunal or

department ; to exercise official

functions, to oi)en court.

.^ ]
an early court.

] p^ a ijamuH or Ciiineso official

establishment ; a public court

;

government offices.

] ^ the buildings of a court.

^ I
to open a court.

J^ ] to visit an official superior

at new and full moon.

J|L B^
I ^ morning and evening

he held his court.

^ ] and pg ] the two assistant

magistrates of a district.

1 ^ clerks in a court.

From tooth and child.

A chUd whoso teeth are not

shed is called gg | m Cbeli-

kiang.

1 ^ ^ '^" winter pear.

{Pekingese.)

Composed of tenth of both kinds.

Uneven teeth.

jija 1^ ] uneven, distorted teeth.

^ I
indilfercnt to others'

criticisms, <is a well balanced

mind ; heeillcss of cai'ping.

m

.'/"

YA.

f,j * * From disease and second.

/'in Dumb, unable to speak

;

'ya dull, faded, as a pale color
;

a cracked sound, as of a

bell; hoarse, wheezing.

] p^ the dejM'ession at the nape

of the neck.

I C ™'
1 -? "'

] ^J a <^"nib

pei^on ; a deaf mute.

1 Q ^ "a ''^"'^ dumb and won"t

speak ;
— sulky, mute.

^ "Jk 1 '''*^ Koinid is too indistinct.

{^ -^ I
Uiroat swelled so as to

be unal ill! to speak.

i j ^ dumb |)eoplc are revengeful.

1 P^ lost his voice.

From ftird and tooth ; it was at

llrsi read ,'/(/, and regarded as a

form of 5^ a crow.

Elegant, genteel, correct, de-

corouB; unadorned, plain, polished,

rcliiitd ; continual ; to rectify, to

niiike thorouglily correct ; the music

of wind iiistruracnts ; a cup for

wine.

1 ^ stylish, elegant ; soft, win-

ning, gentle.

yf, '^ 1
harsh, mirefined, low-

bred.

~f 1^ ] 'a '^'^^''^ tlie Sage con-

stantly said.

1 ij^
!''•'''" ''"*' stylish.

IS 1
'logunt leisure.

] 1^ tlio ))('.st rooms in an inn;

(he prJMitc rooms.

^ I
retired, studious, not mixing

with (he world.

1 ^ courteous manners, dignified,

{i 1
'1 charming place, a line

\ iew

.

l&i /K '^ 1
't is impoh'te to rep-

I'imand people to their faces.

In SiielMtt: A BuperlativiB like

U ^ ] P?f e.Nceedingly fine.

f lii A pia^a or lodge near the

)yy great hall : a verandah that

'tja goes around the liousc
; a

rough shed for sheltering

horses.

YA. 1067

« rj:^ Uneven ; unmatched.

)yT If 1 ^ Pr^ititl't'seun-
'yet, even tenons will not dovetail

closely.

m
ija

) From stone and toothed.

To grind; to jwlish, as by

a calendering stone.

SI 1 i^ ? '" grind wheat.

1 5K *'° brighten, to make smooth.

I |g to roll pajjer.

] j^ beautiful mottled cowrie

shells.

I ^ a calendering shop.

i'Stt} Irom to go and a tooth ; occurs

J^^ used with^ in the classics, and
) is interchanged with the next.

7/rt,

To go out to i'ecei\e one ; Ui

descend and greet ; to see with

respect.

(Jj^ j to respectfully greet ; to

politely wait for.

fi& # J^ 1 fl# i# I'"'" i'lcensc

till fair weather appears.

JU 1 ffl SB. foi" greeting the gods

of the land — to get a harvest.

^ t^ ^ 1 "• ^°^ unable to go

.Tud meet you ; I cannot now
call on yon.

i Interchanged with the last.

To meet and receive, as a

ya' guest; to express surprise at,

to e.xclaim.

m ] to admire, to wonder at.

|ffi
1 ^ ^ l'« neither wondered

at him nor scolded bim.

— 3^ ]
;i gteat fright, a surprise.

f^ ] to be astonished, as at a

lusiis naturee.

I -f" -^ &li<i waited on the left

of the road.

.S jfl^ — 1 SH -Ife.
't ""S also a

fine sight.

In Ccmloiicsc. To stop the ro;id,

to obstruct the way.

'ifi 1 f® ^ Jife
to occupy a spot

while others want it.

] j£ '" block up a place or

passage.
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1/a

a>

The original is said to represent
two liunchbacked men looking
at each other ; another says it is

made of /\ to separntt above O
ti^f/t because the sun goes witli

tlic biightness of the day ; used
with the next.

Defowned, ugly, as a liuncli-

bauk ; to regard as inferior, to

esteem lig'itly ; second ; the .second

form is employed as a sound before

proper names, and to impersonate

epithets or nicknames ; next to,

uiferior, junior.

I ^ a raw hand. (Cantonese.)

^ ] -^ A not inferior to other

licople.

^t^'H^ 1
•licbraneli of flowers

tlrooi)ed to the ground.

] :^ the second in order or
|

fpiality.

Tlie wonuin who is nccoiitl ; the
'

last is also used for it.
j

f/ct' Brothers-in-law.

3fe ^ iH 1
I '"" "ot related

to him by any marriage.

] i^ so husbands of two sisters

call each other.

n
ya

ffi'
ya'

ya'>

To shake; to take up; to

urge one to take.

1 M '" P''"'^ one to buy.

1 ^ to shake, to rattle.

1 @ to pluck out the eyes-

A variety of rice H ] , but

one authority defines this as

the car of grain.

The braying of an ass is gj(

] intended to represent its

melancholy tone.

Oid sounds, yet, sp, miJ at. In Canton, ap, at, chat, and ngat ; — in Swatow, a, yaj., and ap ; — in Amoy, ap, at, and

tsat ;— in Fuhchau, ak, tali, md chak ;
— tn Shanghai, wch, ch, ngoh, and k'ch ;— in Chijv, ya.

.^jI From hani and mail-armor,

4'Yi To sign, to stamp or affix a

.
j^a seal ; to escort ; to control, to

iyuh guard ; to detain, to arrest ; to

compel, to force ; a lockup, the

room where people are detained ; to

suppress ; an unlicensed pawnshop

;

to reserve, to keep back ; to pawn.

] ^ kept over winter ; left over

the sciison.

/p ]g( I fj; ni not iletain you

;

I would not hinder you.

] d, f^ I will make him do it, I'll

force it out of him.

] ^ to leave a thing as secmity

for a loan.

1 ft '^ !W^
still detained in cus-

tody.

)]« I
a pawn-shop, where small

things are pawned.

^ J& 1 * pawnbroker who char-

ges only five per cent.

] ^ to escort or convoy goods.

1 j^ A the guard of a prisoner.

] ^ to go into battle; to join

battle.

S 1 -ffi |tt ill watch liim while

detained in the lockup.

1 ^ ^ money given the even-

iiig before newyear.

] §^ to make rhymes.
"'

^ I
to keep in custody.

] ^ to write a numing hand.

1 ^ to shave a pawn-ticket, to

pledge it for something else.

^ ] to keep a letter before reply-

ing to it ; to keep, as a fie<:iuity.

] ^ to compel, to enjoin on.

^ I
to authenticate a paper, as

by stamping or signing it; to

endorse, as by dating an edict

in red ink ; hence ^ ] ^ 's

the signet office in a yaman.

^ ^ ] to make one's mark, to

write a device • the ffj ] or

'^ {§ is a comjx)site pa-

raph, composed of several eha-
j

racters in a cy|)her, which learned
|

men or ofiBciiils use instead of

their signature ; as in the combi-

nation y^^ for the phrase j£

^ ^ B^, wliich thus forms

the person's motto.

From bird and mail-armor for

the phonetic, iu imitation of the

quack.

A duck ; a mallai'd ; any spe

cies of the genus Anser.

-f o'" tK j '1 duck.

I
or ] "j^ ducklings.

^-
I

-^ or ^ 1
to hatch ducks'

eggs artificially.

JS 1
"r ^ ]

dried salted ducks.

jrjil I
a speckled duck.

Jf 1
or 7j< ] wild ducks.

"•K 14^ ^ Jl 1
niy companions

were geese and ducks.

SI Bfl I
the muscovy duck. {Cai-

rina inoschata.)

$L,
ya

1

crush n:

rS- M 1

ya

I-roui iip. a carl and (_j one.

The creaking roll of a wheel

;

a civakuig, crushing .sound.

^J5 I
the roarii ig of a torrei it

an ancient punishment of

Uie bones under a wheel

^, the balmy breeze

bl'.)ws a long time.

t) ^ j§l ]
they used their

slreiigth to distress and injure

eaih other.

] ]
the sound of creaking or

crushing, as of a loom or wheel.

A !^c<ileles8, slimy fish, j|^ |

having a yellow belly, black-

ish back, two cirri, and two

plates joining the jjectoral

fins ; it is the goby, of which family

of fi;.lie8 many t^pecics (vcnr along

the co:ist.

iL
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yd"

ckci

Fine dust hardening or ag-

) glutinating.

i^ I
a vast, illimitable as-

pect ; a foggy boundless ajv

pearance, like clouds and mist co-

alescing; or as chaos, undefinable

and inscrutable.

Used with chahy ^[^ to prick.

) To pnll up weeds or plants

;

to eradicate.

] ^ to pull up.

JiJ
to pnll out.

gf to pull up shoots for trans-

planting.

From earth and to dislike ; oc-

curs used for its primitive.

ya To press down, to steady, to

at settle ; to subject or conquer,

to bend to one's will ; to overthrow

1

or level ; to crush, to stop up ; to

supply a want ; to repress, to quiet

an alarm ; to suppress, to intimi-

date ; to dislike.

] :|^ to injure by lying on or

pressuig.

1 ft-
"5 ^ '° oppress the people.

^ I
or 5f I

or ] -(£ to sufv

press ; to stop, as a riot ; to remove

evils ; to keep down, as public

opinion ; to steady.

1 Us ^° '^^^'^ °^®'® ^'^^'^

— M ] "SM one happy thing

will neutralize a hundred sorrows.

] ij|5 to drive away evils.

1 ^ A crushed a man to death.

] ^g to subject to one's rule ; to

control.

I
*^ to keep in one's hands, to

maintain by force ; to defend.

I 5if
to press down solid.

1 ft iS ''^ remove unlucky in-

fluences.

] §} to upset, to throw down.

i JiE^ k^fl-'fywiarethe
last on the list of candidates,

you cannot rise fast in rank.

1 15 to keep paper from flying

about ; to put a long .slip of white

paper on a grave as a sign it has

been worshiped.

In Peldngese. To build.

I
—

• ^ ^ to erect a house.

^^ Vram teeth and to offer.

[) Fragmentary things ; an arti-

jjch cle with a nick or flaw in it

;

remnants left after a beast

has eaten ; a sherd or broken uten-

sil : a tooth lost from the row.

See also vnder Al. and noai.

From an overhanging cliff and a

baton ; tlio second form with hilt

is most used.

The sheer side of a hill ; a

cliff, a precipice ; a bank, a

shore.

jlj ]
a ledge, a high bank.

] ^, the edge of a cliff.

] ^ a steep bank ; met. a discre-

pancy, a disagreement of vievv.s.

1 ^ rare (»'. e. cliff) tea.

h ] to go ashore.

Jl^ ] III! overhanging cliff.

1 P^ * place in Sin-hwui hien in

Kwangtung, where Ti-ping, the

List emperor of the Sung dynasty,
!

died A. D. 1279.
I

»1 ';> ^ ^ li il ^ 1
1"^ I^^ "

i

stiff, unbending disposition, and
|

cannot accommodate himself to

other's tempers.

Old sounds, ngai anil ngat. In Canton, ngai ; — in Swatou), ngal j
— in Army, gai ;

—
in Fuhchau, ngai ;

— in Shanghai, ya ;
— in Chifu, yai.

om water atii cliff ; it is in- 1 ] ^ to endure sorrowH and ills.

J tp terclianged with the preceding.

j/ai The margin of a river, a bank

;

a water-line ; a limit, a shore.

•^ ] the ford on a stream ; the moat

near it.

M 1 illimitable, shoreless.

^5^ 1
t<5 go to the ends of the

earth.

jJC 1 a bank or shore.

^ 4 4 W ' 'ny life also has

its limit.

PI T -f^ ^ dfe 1
^vhat, Sir, is

your occupation ?

ArjJ. From hand and bank.

c^jQE To lean against ; to loiter,

s
yai to put off, to procrastmate

;

to tiitle with ; to suffier, to

bear with.

] iSl .^ f-o suffer the ills of life,

or the hard usage of the world.

•P '^ 5E ] i'' cannot be delayed,

it mnst not be put off.

] "J" ^J I've had a beating.

] '?• "fi ' cannot endure it ; I

won't stand it.

I Y _ -g. .^ — -g. wait for a

chance, it will come.

1 M BJ5. TbI put it off till the

evening.

1 1 !t 5t dilatory, slow, hesi-

tating.

1 -jSE in great danger of death, as

a man who has fallen overboard.

^ym

A dog snarling and wishing

to bite people.

Stupid, silly-looking.

] ^ stupid and heedless.

E ^ I T tiie fish are all

dead. {Kiaiigm.)
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Old sound, yiing. In Canton, yuung ;
— in Swaloio, ynng, yV, and ying , —

in Fuhchaii, y6ng onrf ngi6ng ;
— in Shanghai, yaiig and mang

;

cy"''.'^

Jl

From^ great within |J a spucr,

defined as denoting one who is

standing at one's side, having the

same opinion ; it occurs used mth
the next.

In the midst; the middle or

center; the half of; to finish, to

conclude ; to press earnestly or to

the utmost ; argently.

1 i^oi" 1
^o""

1 31 to solicit,

to strongly intercede for, as a

favor ; to beg alms.

] j
ample, spacious ; fresh

;

splendid, said of banners ; fink-

ling, jingling, as bells.

^ ^ ] the night is not yet

spent ; hence applied to the yj^

I
^* a famous seraglio iu the

days ofHan where revelries were

prolonged.

Trom water and center.

Moving, a^tated, as the

clouds ; wide, boundless

;

babbling, impetuous, as a

stream ; violent, as a wind.

^^mm^rn:^] i
i^^k at

the Loh with its wide and deep

waters.

S lU 1 1
tbe clouds are whiil-

ing around the hill-tope.

1 W' di.'rturbed, tossed, as water

rushing over rocks.

Fine dust ; to fill.

M. 1 ^i: it the air fills

the heavens above.

^ ]
dust, fine sand.

From evil or omen and icide.

A misfortune from above ; a
' punitivecalamity, ansitation,

a judgment, a retribution
;

to punish ; imhappily, un-

luckily.

^ I
to meet' with a mishap.

jy 1^ ^ I
to remove the general

siekne.s.«, to drive ofi" trouble.

] ^ ff'. $t ^^^ ^^^ ^** *'°™®

upon me.

(j^"//

jf^ ] a plague, a common calamity.

# ^ # I^ ;i W 1 he who
does wickedly will l>e visited

with every misfortune.

I ^ >^i ^ when judgment has

done its work, prosperity will

come ; — after evil there must be

an improvement.

] ;^ a license for carrying a coflSn

out of the gates f)f Peking.

] ^ crime worthy of punishment.

{f} )
the soul leaving the coffin

about the third dav.

fik

1^
Grain in the blade ; shoots,

yomig plants, especially of

^yflnf/ rice : country, rurjil.

fy I
to bind lip shoots.

^ ]
or^ I

to transplant shoots

or sprouts,

j^ ] to sow for shoots ; done by

thickly sowing a manured bed.

J[£ ] melon sprouts,

ifg 1
or 5^ ] rice shoots.

'

] ^ grain standing thickly.

^ ] small fisli, fish fry.

^ ]
pull up old vines, as beans

or cucumbers.

^ 1 ^ lo sing a country song,

in heat, said of dogs or cats.

The hen of the mandarin

duck (AiM^ ffalericuUita) or

^yang Chinese teal, also c-alled fjj

7f^ J^ *h® constant virtuous

bird and ^ ,% the jxiiring bird,

l»th referr'ing in its conjugal fidelity

for which it is celebrated.

your great kindness. Sir, has as

it were given life to our consorts.

A small fish, the
\ ^J^ also

called ^ ^ ^ yellow fore-

head fish ; it Ls probably the

long goby, which can jump

on dry land, and is also said to

make a noise.

cSSa

in Amoi/. jiinj;, g^ong, and siong ; —
— in Chifu, yang.

A reply or echo, intimating

attention.

^yang
] pg an uninterrupted flow,

as of water.

In Pekingese. To throw up; to

gag-

1 JP5 to throw up milk, as infants.

A dog that refuses to be led

is called
] ^ ; an obstinate

^yang brute.

From B sun. —* one and ^
flying combined, referring to the

cheering influence of the rising^ " sun; to be distingnished from y«A,

JSt to alter.

To open out ; to fly abroad ; to

expand ; bright, glorious ; energetic.

From hand and expanding.

To rise and da.sh up, as

i^ang waves ; to impede and fret

them ; to splash ; to di.splay,

to spread out, lo e.xlend widely
;

to render famous, to publish abroad
;

to scatter ; to divulge ; to applaud
;

to winnow ; to raise, to lift up, as

the voice ; high and spreading, as

branches ; to open the eyebrows

;

a high forehead ; to .stare, to spread

the wings in flying ; a batlle-ax.

^ I
in gooil spirits, smart ;

loquacious and impulsive.

jh i^ 1 S ^^°p ""'i ^'y ^''t —
when you approach the private

apartments.

— ^ — ] now a loss and then

a gain ; now up, then down

;

high and low, as musical notes.

j^ 7 I ^ the sea raised no

waves — in Yao and Shun's

time.

] jj^ to flourish the whii).

5^ I JK ^h to report it abroad,

to tell private affairs.

] Jl to raise the dust.

1 ] ?# ^ everything to one's

liking.
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] -f''2.^ V^^ fame] has reached

even to the palace.

I ^ to become celebrated.

fli il |l 1
llioii like a falcon

pouncing;— on its prey.

] ± TfC T> ^ m if "a dash of

water won't float a bundle of

fagots.

^ I
to praise, to commend.

^; S^- M 1 # ly c<'"^e;.l (1.0 evil

(ov d;src[;iitallj), but imblisli

tuc good (cr fJ^ s'.dc.

# ft iE 1
''°"'' ^'^^ i^^° robbers]

CEcapo far away.

^ ^ -?• 1 •*" ill-favored counte-

nance.

I ffl /ff
•'' prtfecturc in Kiangsn,

north of the Yangtsz', within

the ancient
] ^t| one of Yii's

nine divisions, lying south of the

Yangtsz' and Hwai rivers along

the Eea to Fuhchan, including

most cf Kiangsi, Chehluang,

and Ftihkien.

M^ SimiJar to the last.

</W^ Driven to and fro by the

^yanr; wind ; tossed, whirled ; va-

grant, at large ; saihiig ; to

winnow
;
presuming and loud ; to

set forth, to publish ; to fly.

# i£ il; JW II 1
^t° I'O'-'t rocks

and rolls as it fliss along.

^ "^
1 b" 1'° prostrated himself

[before the throne] and spoke.

IR IS H'J 1 -ii "1^<^° '1"^ falcon

has been fed he will fly off".

ff^ 1 to make a bluster, to swell

and boast.

^ ] to winnow and clean, as

grata

From tree and expanding.

A name applied in different

^yariff parts of the comitiy, to

seviral trees very unlike ; the

aspen or poplar of the north of

China, also calle<l the rain tree

from the rn.stling of its leaves; there

is the ;:^ ^ ]
large leaved aspen

and the pj | white barked aspen

;

at Shanghai this name is given

to the white willow.

] iJ5P the common willow ; so call-

ed south of the Yangtsz' Eiver,

where the aspen is Eeldom seen.

^ j
the alder, a species with red

bark.

] !^ the Myrica, which pro-

duces a tart fruit like the arbu-

tus ; also a bubo.

1 ;f^ the sweet carambola. {Aver-

r.'.o:!.)

^ I /fc bo.Kwcod {Buxus) used

b^' cnrvers for im-'ges, &c.; there

is a softer kind, called i:--' ^go

wood, which may be taken rem

another plant,

ff ^ I
the elder. {Sambucus.)

[J
M I'roin sun and to expand.

c }fi^ The rising sun ; clear, shining

^yang weather ; serene ; to dry in

the snn.

I ^ the valley of sunshine in the

extreme east, probably in Corea,

where Yao worshiped the sun

at the vernal equinox ; met. the

orient ; the spring.

M 1 11^ ^' rainy and fair weather

come each in their season.

To roast, to scorch; to warm
at the fire ; to refine or

purify, as beeswax ; to assay,

to fuse ; hot, blaeing ; to put

or stand before a fire.

1 ^ *° W^ before the fire.

] ^ to toast ; to ccok by roast-

ing.

I
•^ to melt metals, to cast

1 M <l"''-'l^ impetucus, zealous.

^'j
' ' From rlitease and to upreaJ.

0^^ An ulcer, a sore.

CJ'r'<J M 1 or ^ 5f 1
a scald

head.

fg 1 a b;.d sore, that desl.roys the

s!;in.

^ # 1 R" ^ I'-'ithe when sores

come on the body.

lll-S
^ celebrated mountain in

j

c)ij.^ Loh-yang in Honan, the "^

i.yo.'ng 1 "tere fg ^ and jj^ ^
starved themselves to death.

^jmig

Mi
m
iVang

Also rend ^liany.

Wayside gods; sphits which

^yang infest roads and highways;

used with ^, to drive out

demons or noxious influences from

the house at newyear,— an ancient

service, which the Board of Eltes

now performs ten days before It.

^[i A 1 the villagers exorcised

the goblins.

f\^i^ "I

From pLce and spreading ; tlia

y/Mnf I i'oauo ivlilcli contain clio sun are
^^ common ccntraciions.

I Lofty, clear, manifest ; the

superios of the dual powers,

which united Chinese phi-

losophers regard as forming,

directing, and modifying all

things; this is defined "that

which does Heaven's good work

and shows forth all things ;" matter

In motion ; the pure, ethereal, subtle

parts of matter, out of which gods

and souls are formed ; the superior

of two things In contrast, as the

sun, day, heaven ; openly ; a bright

spot ; brilliant, as color; the front

;

sunny, light ; and opposed to moon,

nigl;t, caiih, &c., &c.; much used

In names tf pLiCts ; tLo malo of

animals, virility ; north of a river
;

a south side exposure.

^ I
in the sun ; towards the south.

TP I
due south.

;Jj ]
the snn, sometimes called

;g I
; the Rl 5^ I

are the two

tcmr.kson the forehead.

1 To]
"'

1 "lit"
'•' llj'S v.orld, dur-

ir-l!-:sl:il.

cS I 1.) '!•" o'l' 'i"y "*" t'->= oti»

r.:o(;n, v.hcn p:()|(b riinebl.-.

;§• ^ I I
my husband kola so

satisfied.

& I 5 gone to the land of

dreams.

iMi 1
^1'° morning sun.

^ I
declining day, eventide.

] 1^ the vhUe member.

]
'^ sexual intercourse.

tU: I
to strengthen the animal

powers.

^ ]
to depart this life.
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] ^ the palm upwards.

^ ]
bamadryads, elfins in trees.

1 ft :^ ^ '""S ^'•^' ^ living till

eiglity.

] ^ the tenth moon, because the

heats are all over,

j ^ the heat of the season is

diminishing ; met. the powers of

the body are decaying.

1 ^ poetical name for the cuckoo.

I Jpj #C J§ ll^e wild geese had

places to roost on.

j^ Not tlie same as siliy^ tiu.

/ Ornaments on a, bridle near

iy""ff the forehead
] ^ ^ which

jingle as the horse moves

;

bells have now taken their place
;

an ancient place in Shantung.

»>-y« Tlie originnl foiin was designed
-'

I
'- to represent the horns, /iea</,/ect

i I and tail of a Eheep ; it is the 123d
J/Cttlff radical of words relating to ovine

animals ; used with the iiexL

A sheep, a goat ; some think the

latter was first known ; animals of

this family, as the antilope or ga-

zelle ; to roam, to saunter.

jfg 1
or 1 1^ a sheep.

"J* ] and -J^ I
are names some-

times used for ram and ewe.

llj 1 orlplll ] a goat.

^ I
the Antilope ffutturosa or

dzeron of Mongolia.

^ fg a eheep and a jar of wine-

—

are v.cdding presents.

1 -IS "'
I 111

** sbeep-cote.

1 fla 3E sheep's suet jade, the

whitest variety.

M<°r&)W> 1
to throw dice.

1 'M M» ^ whirlwind, a spiral

gust.

^ ]
a poetical name for a dog.

1 H^ a hind quarter of mutton.

] "^ a large fern or brake. (Pteris.)

^ I
the Mongols, so termetl from

their numerous tlocka

^ ]
or ^ ]

the humped goat

said to hs in K-^nsr.h, probably

denotes a variety of the zebu.

<#

To ramble, to rove ; to stray

c |~|~ cff, r.s a f beep.

iy""ff t6 1 ^ i?f # '" » s'a*e of

doubt, with nothing to rely on.

^ I 5c "T *° travel and see the

whole empire.

From man and theep ; occurs in-

terchanged with^l^ in the sense

professing.

To feign, to simulate, to pro-

fess ; fake, unreal, pretended ; a

feint, a nise, a dodge.

1 ^^^ ^"^ aficcted not to know.

I
1?^ appeared to be drunk.

] ^ hypocritical.

ji # ^ f^ ] ^4 this man
is a Fkilli'ul deceiver.

I
^ made believe that he was mad.

From earth and sheep.

The elf or sprite that guards

(^ang a spot ; Confucius w^as asked

the meaning of a sheep found

in digging a well, when he said it

was aU ]
or local brownie.

AXfe. The name of two small

c-{-p' streams in the north of Sban-

fT/avg timg, which run into the sea

;

also of a river in the south-

east of Kansub ; the ocean, denoting

a larger body of water than ^

;

vast, wide, overspreading ; exten-

sive ; foreign, from over the sea,

European; a voyage by sea, a

I3assage.

1 f$ vast oceans ; seas ; the sea.

$I> \ the outer seas, beyond the

coast ; foreign parts ; at Canton

it denotes beyond the Bogue.

1 |g an offing, a roadstead ; when

placed after a place, refers to the

waters or anchorage near it.

^ ]
the eastern sea; J;;panesc.

is fi^ !^ 1 to go back and forth

on long sea voyages.

\ 'jg usually means snuff; it first

denoted opium, now more usual-

ly known as
] ^ foreign me-

dicine.

1 1
A3Dliemusic]fthollyfills

my ears.

yctg

W 1 A western ocean men ; this

at first included .ill foreigners,

but is new confined to tlie Por-

tuguese, though ^ "gf I
still

means Europe.

M TlK 1 1
lio^v wide is the river 1

I ]
is also applied to a vast

plain and many dancers.

] ^, dollars, rupees, or nibles, for

which ^ alone is occasionally

iised, where tlie context is clear.

1 ^ -^ 4* P oveiflowed from

Chuia, — into wild regions;

said of fame or influence. ^

Fiom to eat and sheep, perhaps

intimating the common food given

to people.

To nourish, to rear, to bring

up, to provide for, to support

;

to pay regard to ; to take care of,

to preserve the health ; to tame ; to

improve, as a breed ; to raise, as

plants ; to educate, to mature, as a

virtue by practice ; to develop, as

a talent ; aliments ; a support, a

li\ing ; a cook ; to itch.

] /^ to nourish one's health ; to

sujjport one's parents.

] ^ to rear,, as one's own young.

] ijjfj^ to refresh the spirits.

I ^ to strengthen the health, as

by resting or taking a trip.

I 11^ jfl^ to rest the eyes.

1 ^ Wfi
t»ine, very docile.

1 ^ to give a pension to old men.

^ I
to educate and support

^ ]
to obey and take care of.

^ I
to be a servant of all work.

\ ^ 'X. ^ certain gymnastic

exercises used by Taoists to

promote health.

4* '5* 1 I
"^3^ mind is harassed

with sorrow ; districted.

1 ^ '^ not enough to live on.

Bead yang^ To attend on one's

parents.

gl ]
' ^ -^ to wait on and sup-

port one's parents.

S" if§ 1
' to retire from office to

spend one's days in quiet
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'm
'yang

The second is regarded as the
most coiTect, and is often read

^ (>«<? from the primitive.

The ] )
is another name

for the mantis.

mi. The black wecTil

in rice, called 5S j

Eead
'

found

and other names.

To itch ; to scratch.

it itches. {Cantojiese.)

>»!7 ^ H ^ 1
not worth a

scratch, of no importance.

fQ ] ^ the sensitive plant ; and
other species of Mimosa.

'M \ ^ M "^ sympathize in all

your trials.

Used for the last; also readcyonj.

A sore, an ulcer ; to be ill

;

'yang in a bad plight.

m 1 aboU.

^ S ^ 1 ™y hidden sorrow

makes me ill.

Eead ^siang. A wonnd or pain

in the he^.

From heart and to nourish.

What the heart longs for ; to

have an itching for.

'& 1 1^ ^ it is not always

easy to get what one desires.

Ife jC- JR ro Ji' 1 llie uneasy

heart still longs for it.

C ^^*\ From man and high

.

Y\i To look up, to look towards

'yant/ heaven ; to look to, to regard

with respect ; to think of

kindly ; to direct a subordinate,

to transmit orders to an inferior
; j

used in ofBcial papers as a form

of the iniiierative, let ; to wait on,

to rely.

'

I ^ to expect, to long for, to

look up at.

1 ^ to laise the head

A 1
or ^. 1

or A 1 71
have long admiiied or respected

you, — Ibr your talents ; i. c. I

have long wished to see you.

I {JlJ to look up to and coiifide in,

to take as a guide.

I ifO jS .^ puzzled, in a brown

study, to cast about for the best

way.

] ^ to look up to admiringly.

] 3^ let it be given him ; I hope

he will give it to me, said by a

superior ; I shall expect it.

^ 1 ^ sS let these orders be all

fully ui>derstood ;— a phrase ap-

pended to proclamations.

^ ilfc ^ 1
leaving this warrant,

I (the magistrate) expect you

will— secure the criminal

'wljh 'r° ^^hip with a strap ; to slap

j/\^ and beat, as a horse with the

'yang reins.

In Cantonese. To dust, to clear

from dust ; to shake, as a cloth.

] ^ to shake the comer of

the mat ; i. e. to lose a wager.

A martingale on a bridle

;

the trappings and tassels at-

'yang tached to it ; a halter; traces

to draw a cart ; to tie, to

halter ; used with the ne.\.t.

^ ]
a cow's tetlier or halter.

] ^ perplexed, harassed and

wearied with many cares, like

a horse under a heavy load,

and restrained by his bridle.

] ^ flun-ied, entangled, as in a

net.

J From heart and wide ; also read
't,aiii/, and occurs xi-secl witli tlie

last.

Disconteiited, uneasy ; res-

tive under othera' treatment.

^ S 1 1 *& t" satisfy his dis-

contentetl heart,

jif ^ 1 1
excessively disgusted

and dissatit^fied with.

Eead ^yang. Great.

] ^ self-complacent, satisfied.

.j!|jl* i From .'!/i<!f/> with ;)cr;W«o/ under

.=::i^ it, refening to the unceasing flow
^•^ of wiiter; the next has now taken
yang' it, place.

A rising of water.

\^ 'k, ] ^ tbo rising of the

G;cat Eiver.

ih

yang

"^ From water and rising, or to

nourish ; the' second is tuiasoal.

The ancient name of a small

river in the southeast of

Kansuh, or the southwest of

Shensi, one of the headwaters

of the Eiver Han, a name it

retains almost to Han-chimg fu
;

water in commotion, ripples, rapids

;

vast and large, as rising waves.

^M 1 ^ ^ ^^ indistinct vision

of; 7net. vast but vague ideas.

^ I
roughened into waves ; rock-

ed on the water.

fS 1 Wi Ml'S^'t^^'^ss and gentle

breezes-

?Pr 7j«: 1 il .^ ± the river ia

rising over the bank&

In Fulichau. To talk about, to

make known ; to shake.

I ^ yH cleared by shaking it.

4"^^ A rule, a pattern ; for which

j'^yC tbe next is now most com-
yaiig' monly used.

j^ ] a model or guide.

XAjt} From wood and rising.

\^, A model, rule, or pattern ; a

yang* muster ; manner, style, way,

mode; a kind of oak with

pointed acorns.

] 7 * pattern, a fashion.

M 1 f^ '^'^ '' ^^'^ ^^^ pattern.

% % M 1 the new style of

writing of Mr. Liu (of the T'ang

dynasty) ; — i. e. beautiful pen-

manship.

Ui -f?; 1
to draw a pattern of a

tliinfj.

^ I
lailed of reaching the model

;

lost the impression, said of a pho-

togiaph when blurred.

§1 'fS f^ 1
^° P"' ^'^ "''^ t*^

mimic ; to bmlesquo others.

i^ 1 ^ M.^'^ *^°ry ^'i^ther man's

plan,

1 1 6^ ^ ''11 kinds of business

. and afFrsi-s.

iJ^ 1 <"^ ^' JS )
how, in what

wr.y 1

^ J?; — 1
Ihey are all alike

;

it is all the same.

ia'>
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/-^ > A fidgety manner, as wheij

j;j|yC one cannot stand stiil.

yang'' ^ \
the waving of the

bamboos in the wind.

1^'
yang^

To stop talking , words ceas-

ing to tlow.

^ ] the EOQnd has stopped.

Jl^* i From henrt anil sheep lu tlio plio-

.,! * netic.

viing* ""' of sorts, nervons, low-

spirited ; ailments, complaints,

sickness; grief; chagrined; a

.carking care, as if worms were

gnawing at the heart

^ ]
or d^

I
your complaiat.

5/'J .^- ^i!^ 1
^'-'i^'e you been well

Bi.'.ce I saw you ?

jj^ I

my indisposition.

^ ] jiif I have to bear it

1^ I
to have an ilbess.

W 1
^5" ^ be luis a bodily com-

plaint.

^yao

OIJ sounds, yo, ngo, ok, ngok, ngot, and ot. In Canton, ia, rgao, and ao ;— in Swatoic, yd, hid, ng56, au, and ka
;
—

»a Auioy, jau, giau, an, hiau, ja, and ka ;
— in f'uhchau, yin, min, au, ng^u, and ngiu ;

—
in Shatyhai, yo, o, and ngo ;

— in Cliifu, yao.

ty-jnj- From clothes and necessary.

fT!^r '^^^ P^ "^ * garment which

f^yao folds or laps over ; a plait.

^ ] the plaits en a skirt.

^ ] the waist-band of trowsers.

^ ] to fold over a collar or cnff.

From Jlesh and important; q. d.

the vital part of tl.a body.

The loins, the waist, the

region above the hips, or

l)etween the ribs and pelvis ; the

middle of a thing, or act ; the

bulge of a kernel of wheat; an

isthmus or stn'p of land.

I
^ the kidneys of animals.

] -^ in or aromid the loins; a

mcdiciJ phrase.

^ ^- ] it hmt my back, as a

heavy weight

S^ t\t
]
half done, as an unfinished

journey or jub.

] '^ the lower backbone.
;

^ ] the back of a book.

^ ]
•§• a witless, inefiBcient fellow.

( Cantonese.)

ijdip ] a slender waist

1 "^ 5M ^K ycur back itches—
for me to thrash you. { Cantonese.)

^ I
to make a prostration, to

bend the head very low.

a^ MM 1
<^o nod and bow, as

p'jlite people do.

^ ] bent over ; a bunch-back.

] IK cut it in the middle.

P3 T 1
** stitch in the side.

^ ] a waist-baud, as of flanneL

llj ] half-way up the hill.

1 5 ^ ^ "•' money in his

wtist (or purse); beggared, indi-

gsnt ; referring to the fob when
worn behind.

From yZ ff'/'eat, tb« top beinj;

added like a broken point, to

denote eomelhiiig born incom-

plete r nnotlio' my« t!ie r!>n-np'c-

represents a crooked reck; its

sbapo resembles ^t'iai ^C licaven.

Pleasing, winning ; the freshnes:)

of youth ; delicate, tender as a

flower ; long and thin, as grass

;

gentle ; used for '^ broken off, an

untimely death ; ominous ; to be-

guile ; to disgrace ; a calamity.

] ^ an early death,

i^ ;^ I ]
the delicate peach-

blossom.

] f^* ^ ^ a wanton, enticing

look and aspect ; ogling ways.

] ^ unusual, not like others,

remarkable ; — tised in a good

sense.

^ 1 ^ lie Heaven's retributions

are beating upon them.

From woman and winning.

Strange, bewitching, beauti-

ful ; ominous, unaccountable

;

monstrous, a lusus naturae;

not according to tisage, heretical,

magical, silly, and used by officials

to stigmatize things or people which

they dislike; a phantom, kelpie,

sprite, or transformed being; an

imp, a fiend ; to flatter, Xo enchant,

to entice to ruin.

] ^ supernatural, a warning omen.

] ^ a metamorphosis ; aa elf, a

fay ; an animal possessed.

] ^ magical books ; charmed

writing or spells.

I
"g" Etrange legends ; stories of

appal ilioiis.

] ^ prodigies, signs of impend-

ing wDc, retributive jxjrtents.

i /t» 1 bogies which dwell on

trees cr vn the ground.

] ^ or
] ^ apparitions: a s|x»k,

a ghost ; appL'ed to rebels and

robbers.

,1^ ]
to call for the spiriia to

come, to exhibit a prodigy.

waiL A confused discord of sounds.

c|*/y ] p^ the yelps and howls

^0 of many dogs.

In Shangfiai. A word of assent,

yes ; I understand ; lookout I be

careful, take heed.

^ ,1^^ ] mind yourself

!

t >.» Also read 'nffoo.

Cy^ The ."trange plant, a species

^ao of thistle, found in Eiangsu,

havmg a bitter t.-uite, called

^ ] and ^ ] ; the stalk is

tubular, and the flower flat on top
;

the young plants are eaten as a

preventive of flatulence.
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^"T^ Supernatural sights and omi-

(jJI/V nous prodigies sent by the

^yao gods for crimes.

s Tba original is deemed to resem-
ble li new-hom cluio, and usually

contracied to the second I'ojm

in common book^ ; it is the 52d
radical of a lenr nnusuul cba-

i meters.

Small ; tender.

-gg I
the face of a dica

] J^ the last of a litter of pigs.

5FJ
I ^ a tune on the guitar.

I ii\y diminutive, puny.

] J^ minute, atomic, microscopic.

M A. The bawling of peddlers.

(M,^ ] pg to scold people; to

^yao talk to one harshly ; to cry

wares ; to animate, to inspirit

by cries.

In Cantonese. A word used by

women to still children.

I ]
B^ be still ; keep quiet.

M
The chirping of grasshoppers.

1 1 IS 5P ^^^ stridulous

^jiao racket [of the cicadas and

crickets] dius the ears.

1 I
ii|[ iJi the noisy insecU sing

in the gras.s.

From to go and -gliding.

To interrupt when in the

jioo way, to stop ; to intercept

;

to invite, to send for, to en-

gage, to go with or in one's service

;

to salute ; to s^k, to look for.

went with him.

4g ] a mutual invitation.

1 fij -jfe ^ asked me to go and

take a stroll.

j^ ] a formal invitation to cat,

one which means nothing.

] )ig to induce blessings, to seek

jirosperity, as by worshiping the

gods.

] ^ or ] § to invite guests,

j ^ I mvite you. Sir.

1 ii to go oiit and meet one.

] Bfl J5 he saluted the moon.

f^ From grass and Tiece.isari/.

'

I ,£ĵ The fresh and vigorous vege-

^j(M talioncf summer ; a medicin-

al plant (P(j/^(7f7« tenwfot^a),

now known rs the j^ ^ or seek

further; its roots are used in coughs.

] ]
In.Kuiiant.

^ ^ I
in May the Polygah

is in flower.

^S^^ From to speak and Jlesli^ *. <?•

p=t words proceeding from the month.

jjao To hum or chant, unaccom-

pained by any instrument,

and speaking no words.

^ ]
to hum a strain.

From ^earthenware &ni^Jlesh

over it ; but otliers say it i- 'he

pveoeding contr.icted, -which gives

ill " n better phonetic.

A jar or vase ; a crockery or

earthenware vessel or pitcher.

.PI

m

Delighted, happy, jolly.

%. ^ 1
singing for very

joy-

Handsome ; to play and make

people happy.

^yao jj^ I
to play and make an-

tics for entertainment.

^ j
a celebrated fountain where

a princess was turned into a

flower.

From to tcalk and diah ; the se-

cond form ij unusual, and also

means not uniform in size, mixed,

adulterated.

Feudal vassalage or labor of

a serf ; socage ; a villein's

service.

1 service ofgovernment officers

or workmen when sent abroad.

]
^'^ scutage or escuage, a ser-

vice or work done by retainers.

] 1^ food given to government

workmen on their way.

From heart and dish.

Bad ; tempted ; deluded.

^yao
1 1^ greatly perturbed, out

of one's wits, flurried.

4* '& 1 1
disheartened, and

having no one to unburden to.

k

Vrom hand and Bjar.

To move, to shake, to wag

;

jtjao to sway to and fro ; agitated,

tossed, vibrating; disturbed,

discomposeii

] ^^ to work a sculL

1 Wl to JOfegle ; to shake ; waving

to and Iro, fluttering ; unsteady

;

amazed, pertm-bed.

® M iif ?i 1 [™y "esO '^ toss-

ed by the wind .•>-ud raiiL

] g^ to shake thi head, to refuse.

^ 1 lit Jl rose directly to high

ranlr, as if on a roc's back.

1 1 }i !i swaggering, proud.

I ^ to ring a hand-belL

p^ a revolving light ; a twink-
1

1

ling, as of the stars.

if just
1 -S^ M '' shakes as

about to fall.

1 i§ !|fl ^ those who have

tried to pass themselves off [as

rich men] by bragging.

A precious kind of green jas-

l)er, or quartz colored green
;

^ao emerald-like, green.

I ^ a grassy terr.occ.

I 3(J
the star ri Bcnetsnacli in

the Dipper.

1 ^ your gem of a letter; a

complimentary term,

1
jl^

a ix)ol in iairy land where

;^ ^ rules.

i^ S R 1
pieces of jade and

IV green crystal.

] JS: a lute with jasper mountings.

I'rom pit and aj'ai" or lamh ; the

second form is least used.

' A pit for burning bricks, a

kiln ; a furnace for porcelain

or pottery ; a brolliel ; a den

of a place.

j^ ] a coal-mine.

^ j a kiln for tiles or pottery.

"j^ I
governmental porcelain fiy-

iiaces ; their ware has a | P|)

or furnace stamp on it.

] III a barracoon.

] p^ the mouth of the furnace.
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] P an opiam shop. (Ckinlonese.)

] -J a brothel.

Jj ^
or jg I

to frequent one.

ii. ^ 1 vagrant, beggarly, those

who live in old kihis.

A wild dog or jackal called

J^ ] ; applied Ly the Can-

fi/ao tonese to the
] ^ or | ^

a tribe of aborigines Btill living

in Lien cheu j^ j|+j in the north-

west of the province, who are repited

to have tails.

' The g^ I
,ffi, or flying fish,

' fouml along the coast ; its

body is bluish white, with

stripes ; the Chinese liken it

the carp ; the flying gamard

ii/oo

to

seems also to be referred to.

^Jb^ From words and ajar.

(ft^ To sing when niiocCupied ; a

fi/ijo ballad or rustic tatty, called

] ^ made impromptu by
peasants; a rumor; a report circu-

lated to Blir np peopla

J§ ]
a made-up tale.

j^ ] childibh songs ; ballada

^i ^ 1 t(0T 1
fDtoteUfish

stories, to spread seditious or

wild rumors.

3g 1$ Jg -:g ] that's the talk of

the old liar.

1 tSE lU li'^ lies are big as bills ;
I

be is a great liar.

^ ^ H 1 I play and sing

to ease my sadness.

sJW

IS
IS
.yao

.\leo rend ^sliao.

An open cart of light con-

struction, from which a sight

can be had all around.

^ ] the traveling carriage

of an imperial ravoy ; the al-

lusion is to the emperor's fa-

vor shining on bis path.

] :$ M f$ may the postMjart

hasten this letter to you.

&^ To leap, to jump.

i^ 1 to go by leaps, to jamp
and pace, as boys in play.

Distant, far, remote.

(7^ I M to look off afar.

J'*'' 1 jS ^'^T remote.

.1 1 ^ ^ entu-ely nnde-

tei-minate, not possible to fi.x a time.

B& 1 ^ ^ ij ^ long journey

tests a horse's strength.

Floating in the air, as down

;

waving in the wind, floated

by the wind.

^ ^ M ] wandering

about at jleasure; roaming.

mwB,m m ] mi: m
blown along by favorable winds,

I am gouig where my fancy calls

me.

•

-|.-il* From X <«"'* heaped np on 7C
C^ l V a /lij/t base.

j^w High, eminent ; lofty,— fo'

which the next is now »ibed
;

a celebrated sovereign, called ^
] and sometimes J^ ] , who is

said to Lave rciji-.ed 103 years

from D. c. ^3o7---255 ; in epitaphs,

emuicnt fur ja'3tic3 end virtue.

H'l i Conlucins said, Heaven
alone is great, and only Tao
imitated it.

lls^fe
The It'll of Tao ; towering,

(}l'7lj high; lofty, as a pW.c.

iH^o ^ ] ^ Al. i' ('lie palace)

stands so lofty and grand.

i^J^ Deceitful, false, pretended;

c l/ji a natirn of pigmies, said to be

iyao three feet in height, called )

] found on the southwest of

China ; the negritos or papuans of

New Guinea may be intended,

it 1
a pigmy, a dwarf.

Head Jdao and used for ^^.
Fortunate, luoky.

>h A frPistJW 1 # the foolish

man acts recklessly and then

trusts to luck.

/^'(^ The laths or scar.llirig laid on

i^fit the top of rafters to retain

^yao the mud in which the tiles

are laid.

In Qintonese. Divining blocks,

otherwise called J^ ^ made from

bamboo roots.

MFrom woman and omen ; it is like

<5w in its meanings,

j^ao Handsfime. elegant; a de-

scendant of Shun.

] (^ beautiful, winsome.

Eead ^t'ao. Undisciplined, not

drilled

% 0$ H 1
the troops of Tsu

were quite heady and ungo-
vernable.

?Jk ^'^^ iridiscent naker of certain

cJTu shells {Pinna, Mi/a, or Uiiio)

jtfao used in inlaid work, and for

ornamenting bows; a bow
thus adorned.

?I 1 or 3£ ]
naker-shells from

the Yangtsz' K.; also called ^^ or sea^raoon, from the sbai>o

of one sort
;
probably a 6i)ec!e8

of Piiirui wua first used.

C^fc^ From tree and xun nnder it, indi-

^^y ciliiis llio decline uf ilie ila.v
;

J

•^ it is to 1)8 diitiiiguislie'l fi oiu jr;,'a

.'fiiO ^ ,^ searcli, and la/,,^ to jale.

Obscure, durl^ somber ; mys-

tcriouj ; unintelligible ; far off.

] ^ dark ; cloudy ; indistinct, as

a bird flying away.

] ^ •§ ^i no answer has been

received for .-» long time.

I I
4t 1^ not the least traces

OT tidings.

I j^ far distant and obscura
j

Q ^ 1 ^ the sua had then

gwie down.

tmo

From y ntorlar and /\ clawt
or band ; the second and unusual

' form refers alone to cleaning

;

not the same as ^hien ^ a pit.

To bale out water into an-

otlier vessel ; to lade from

one vessel into aix)thcr ; to

clean a rice nionar.

] J5 t3 lidJ o-jt epirita.

]
— ;)^^ bale out a big bowl

full



yao

YAO.

From cafe and young.

Otjscure, because deep and

retired from public gazo ; tran-

quil, easy ; composed, eaid of

Ligb-bred ladies.

^ UO 1 ii^ tbey who are natu-

rally retiring and refined, — are

desired lor wives.

posed she is I

^ I
retired, as a retreat.

From hand and tender as the pho-

netic.

To pull and snap a thing in

two; to break off, to drag

along ; to pluck, as a flower,

j Jff to break; to twist off.

] ^ to snap in shivers.

] |]5 the day after the festival.

1 W^ badinage, irony, raillery

;

to chaff one.

j fS^ to catch fish in a liflmg net.

I ^ ^ to test strength by seiz-

ing each other's wrists.

1 "ft tii
'^^'^ ^'^y °"^'^® ^^^ ™°°°'

when offerings are made to idols

and tablets. (Puhcliau.)

Bead ngad' Obstinate, self-

willed ;
unyielding ; to rush against

madly.

I ^ pervei-se, stift-necked.

j ^ mulish, disobliging,

j '^ disputatious, bickering, t

] ^ set in his way, fixed.

1 -jF * pig-headed man.

In PeUngese. To buy meat.

] S^ ^ to buy mutton.

In Cantonese. Warped, bent;

curved.

] I ^ rather crooked ; not.fiat

From cavern and eye.

Deep, sunken eyes ; extensive

;

deep, as a house.

I
— g blind of one eye.

1^ I
extensive, as .1 plain.

I ^ Jl ;}fc ^ 'jj^ mortified and

inconsoliible at having lest what

lie guarded, as a priest his vows

tlurough heedlessness.

YAO.

Used for the last in the mean-

ing of Eunketi eyes ; a vacant

'yao look, lost in a brown study

;

deep, as a large house ; any

blemish on the iace.

~ g ] I
hollow eyes.

it S 1 1 »° ^eep thought,

abstracted.

CtJ-^ From evit and tender.

yyK To die before entering cflBce,

'i/ao to die young; short-lived, an

untimely end ; to cut off or

kill I ho young.

I Iff or 1 [^ to die young, or

under thirty.

^ ] 9^ do not kill young or un-

maturo animala

^ I
a short life.

1 ft ^ S!C neither early death

nor long life may lead one to

hesitate— in duty.

\ From mouth or teeth and to

join ; the Litter form is unnsaal

;

, al^oread ^iigao.

YAO. 10i7

i
'yao

1

To bite, to gnaw ; to chew,

to masticate ; to set the teeth,

as in pain ; wailing, tones of

suffering ; to ruminate on, to

con over.

— P or ] — |IJ^ to bite off

a mouthful.

] ;p Jlj I can't bite it through,

— it is too tough.

1 S^ to bite or tear a hole.

^ ]
— n the thief (or accused

person) involved me wrongly in

the Clime.

'f^ to gnash the teeth in rage.

^ to bite the lips.

^ p^ !^ to chew phrases and

gnaw books ;

—

i. e. to study care-

fully.

g£ gt ] j^ the evidence quite

condemns him.

1 ii 3^ to set the teeth.

Kead ^t'ao, and used for ^ as

if for iU|-' to call. The voice of the

oriole or yellow bird.

In Peldvgtse. To bark at.

^'vi 1 A the dog barks at the

man.

^ ^ y°^ have read that

In Cantonese. To trim off the

ends even : to read.

1 t§^^
tone wrongly

Delicate, slender, as a female.

_ ) Jg lithe, lissome, as a young

>'0 girl.

%
Like the last, and aUo read miao'

Smnll-waisted ; ngile, like an
'ijoo acrobat.

'yao

S ® 1 IS ^'™ waisted

and very lithe.

A fleet or dinne steed, the

] ^ fabled to go a myriad

li in a day.

CA^ Boundless.

»im \a 1
limitless, as when the

'yao ocean meets the horizon.

^ ] The lustrous brightness

of water rellected in the sun.

From bird and a cry.

The note of the hen of the

Tartar pheasant.

W 1 ^t 1.1 tlie cry of the

hen pheasant was there.

From west and uo'nttii ; but the

npper part is now regarded as a

contraction of Jj viortar, and

the under as JC to join much
;.. altered ; the two representing the

pelvis and liips of tho body, for

which {1^ is now used.

To want, to need ; tho things

required ; necessary, important; an

abstract, a digest, the essentials, the

best parts of ; to intend, to design

;

before a verb it denotes that the

action is about taking place, or

makes a present participle ; and

thus becomes a sign of the future.

^ ] the most important.

^ ]
unnecessary, needless ; I do

not wish it.

] 5E '^y'"& ^ when dangerously

sick.

I ^ reviving, as parched plants

in a rain.

^ 1 M "" matter, unimportant

;

by and by will do.
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|g ^ ] 5^ important virtues

and necessary doctrines.

Kg 1 iraporlant defiles or passes.

Vi'kM 1 BS 'i^^ *y ^^ ^^^^

be clear.

^ Z^ -^ \
^^^ certainly will

not die.

] -^ an iruportant letter.

^ j
very necessary.

tRF i iJ ?C ?* I <l««gn to go to

Tieutsia

|g ]
maintain the important

points.

Read ,y«o. To make an agree-

ment, to bo bound ; to restrict ; to

seek for ; to win to ; to expostulate

with, to importune ; carefully ; dili-

gent ; to assemble, to try, to examine

into ; to receive in the lap.

1 ij^
'•o require, to seek.

] 3^ to contract with.

agreement. .

1 ^JiX^^° ''**'' ^^^^ courtesy.

1 ^ to demand with threats.

j flj[
the fief of restraint ; it was

the fourth of Yii's tenures.

] '^ to meet in conclave.

M.±JSM 1 ± the empress

dowager earnestly expostulated

with her son.

Large scow-like boats on the

Yangtsz' River, the ^ ]

which are used for freighting.

Read <<wo'. The ] ;^ is

a board used to pass from a boat

to the shore.

M

yao'

Ciao'

From leather and tunder; used
with the next.

gao^ The upper part or kg of a

boot.

1^ I
-^ the leg or body of a boot.

1^ ] curved, bent over.

X'^fl' ^''° upper leather or vamp

^^J of a shoe.

i'""' ^ 1 ? t'l^ ^^S of * stock-

ing.

na/i OpP°^g> contradictory talk.

yao'

} From sun and Jeathered robes.

The eflFulgence of the sun ; the

yao' splendor of heavenly bodies.

y^' M 1
<iazz''ng. bright.

] rays of the sun.

^ ] the sun, moon, and five

planets ; to which some add four

more, making -f-
— | eleven

rulers of the sky.

^ jfc 1 B.g the brilliant brightness

dazzles the eyes ; said of much
fflding

|g ] ^ A F^ his fame is illus-

trious among men.

From brifiht or Jirt and feath-
ered; similar to the latt.

To illumine, to shine on

;

lustrous, glorious, shining,

bright.

^ ] magnificent

m ] luster; glory.

JW 1 ^ f? the beautiful sparkle

of the fire-flies.

Tf^ ] the happy star's brightness.

%

1/ao

yoe

iiiq

yao

A general name for harriers

(Chcus), and for a small

gray kestrel trained for hawk-
ing; a paper kite.

^ I m a falcon common at

Peking. {M'lvus melanotus.)

f§ ] JS a sting-ray, because it is

supposed to be transformed

from the fish-hawk.

] .^ the hawking kestrel; applied

also to the sparrow-hawk.

|g ^ ] mT^ pT^ don't trust

a man who has a hawk's noee

and a kite's eyes.

Jt ) -^ to fly paper kites.

Read ^yao. A gay francolin

with a crest, the
] ^ resembling

the medalUon pheasant in itsmark-

§iJ A very rough way, making

;U it hard to get along.

yco'
] ^ uneasy ; irksome ; a^)-

plied chiefly to the walking.

yao'

%

) Another form of jil obatiuaCe,

perverse.

In Cantonese. To scratch
;

to collect, to scrape together,

to pick up things.

'>^ 1 R 64 get together

as much (or many) as you can.

^ I ^ [as well] scratch one

through a wall; — a useless

attempt

) Also read taiad'

To flee ; to bolt and run.

>/co'
fl' Hi^ fl 1

[tlio torrent

made noise enough to make]

the gods and sprites all run away.

M
Old sounds, y»,yap, y«t, and yak In Canton, yi and yt ;— in Swalow, i, y», and mi ;

— in Amey, y» and gia';—
in Fuhchau, yi ;

— in Shanghai, ya and y6 j
— in Chi/ti, yi6.

and implying a doubt ; it is placed

at the end of a sentence ; an appel-

lation of a father.

] ^^ I
is it so or not ? is it

Inie?

From ear and city ; the ancient

form was^ noir meaning heret-

tical.

An interrogative particle, nsu-

aliy in regimen with ;§;,

S

] mi Jesus, a name of early dale,

meaning the Lord of the Re8ur>

rection.

J* ^ i!E *^ A It 1
how does

this accord with human feelings T
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jnj' ] wlint does it mean f

^ ;^ ^ j am I not much pleased ?

m m Wi m>hmn ~. i n
. ] is then that which «e

ciill iiiiinl. simple or complex?

;Jt f* f>i \ can this be believed?

1 1^ ^ '" <''<! BudhJst name for

,T;iva ( Ydiva din)M), described

by Fab-liien.

From father ana sire, the jH,

liftvin;,' been added to tbo last in

order to limit it to tliia sense.

A father, a sire ; a title used

ill addreRsing divinities, officers,

iiolilemeii, princefi, and gentlemen.

1 & "'y grandparents.

1 ^ niy parents.

^ I
your Grace,— to a duke

;

a title fif the municipal god ; in

Cktntonei'e, a grandfather.

] I
my grandfather ; and ]

] £3 my husband. {Pekingese.)

gjf I
a scholar ; a private secre-

tary.

] (p5
•''" officer's servants ; clerks

or attaches in a yamun.

dk 1
y^'"" ^^ors'i'P) when speaking

to the chihien or district magis-

trate.

^ ^ 1
y*^""" honor, the prefect.

~
] a servant, an ofiBcial hanger-

on, an attendant ; as 3 ]
is

his servant.

5\; ^ 1
the highest god, whoever

lie may be, the Euler of the sky.

fiitliers own family-

m
i!''

"1 A cocoa-nut is ] -J- ; and a

])oetical name is j|^ 2E f^
rom a legend that it was

|j-aiisformed from the head

of a king of Annain, whose

eyes can still be seen on it.

) |Jc| .rf^'ccca-nut pulp.

1 K* c(coa-nut shells.

1 '& iS toddy or arrack.

1 3^ •' -!'^oy ctbbage.

] j^ ^ a coir rain-cloak.

1 T" -^ " cocoa-nut dipper.

3

iir

From metal nnd lord.

A celebrated two-edged

claymore, called f^ ] from

its makers wife, who lived

in Wn abf^nt a c. ?M.

?4R A place, 3ft
I

an ancient

(Ji^Ji district, now Tsing-cheu fu in

<y«' the eastern part of Shantung,

and still often applied to the

whole promontory.

sJ"-'

To gesticulate ;
to play an-

tics.

I ^ to mimic, to make

people laugh by motions.

^ the raarket-|)eople all

burst into a loud laugb, and

began to make fun and

caper about.

t |l| A final particle akin to an

^Ll^i exclamation, and not usually

'_?/(' needing to be translated,

.serving to limit the idea or

round the jieriod ; after a noun, it

often puts it in an adverbial fcrm,

as "jfr 1 formerly ; after a proper

name, it also makes the vocative

;

and after verbs, often merely arrests

the attention ; in colloquial, as an

initial, it implies without doubt,

even, and, also, likewise ; before a

negative, implies an alternative or

a question; before J^ it intensi-

ties the assertion ; and with ;^" de-

notes also, likewise.

^-
-fifc ^ 1 T> fr see whether he

is willing or not ?

yjft ^ '^ \
there never was such

a thing.

] jjc Pf ^ it is also undecided,

uncertain ; still unsettled.

1 :^ ^ 1 ^5p| lie neither would

sjjeak nor write.

—. ^
I ^ ^ there's not the

least error.

] m after an assertion denotes a

modified assent, "that's all."

—
I

all alike ; tiiey are the same.

J\. ^ "^
1

it truly will not bo

jjermitted.

i& 1 ^ Pf in jpf
nor can he do

any belter.

1 ^ ^ }^ they have already

come.

^ ^ 1
— 1 there is not the

I'.ast difterence.

1 kj- very well ; that will do.

1 T ^ ii yo" <="" get along

down.

4- 1 # :& ^H^ ^ now-a-days,

there's nothing left over at each

meal.

^ ^ I
M arc you afraid or imt?

In Canlonme. An exclamation

of surprise or pain.

Pf 1 M ^J Oh, you hurt me ! it

hurts I

From vUlaijc and to r/irc ; tlia

second form is rather pcd^intic.

A waste, a moor, a neglected

place outside of a city ; a

common, a wild ; a desert, a

wilderness ; savage, wild ; un-

cultivated, as plants ; rustic,

rude ; away from court, as ,jj ] in

obscurity.

] ^ a rustic, a clod-hopper ; a

savage, a wild man.

] ^ growing spontaneously, as

wild flowers.

] ^ skittish, restive; a wild dis-

position.

1 ^ " game flavor.

1 ^\\ savage wUds, a desert.

] f-f a bastard. (Cantonese.)

^ I
to exhibit rudeness or vio-

lence.

] ^ an animal whose description

aiiswere best to the jackal.

;j;f> I
uncouth, plain, rustic.

1% ? 1 'Li* * foolish, reckless

fellow.

In Cantonese. A thing, an ob-

ject ; a subject or topic

^T' 1 * g""^ article.

H M ^L 1 "hat is this called ?

what does [he] wish [mo] to do?

In SkiMjItai. A form of the

saper!ali\e.

;/c ?J^ 1 ^ very large, immense.
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7^ From ice and / ; explained as

including iu its nienuing both
Jiqnefying and confrealing, and is

ilieieforo placed under llie radical

ice; it is very like (ihi |p to rule.

To fiiFe metals, to smelt ; a

founder: a fmn.iee; liedizened, a

false glitter ; enticing.

ff^ ]
to melt metals, especially

iron or copper.

] [[J. a smelter, a founder,

^ ]
mincing, liewitcliing, as a

courtesan.

1 ^- t^i J^ ruerctricious arts incite

to lust.

Ijji
I
an elegant, enticing manner.

] -^ an old name of Nanking,

and of a place near rnhchau.

^ From 3^ ereninr/ and J/p n^'O

nb.-i'lgcil ; ( tliors derive it from

, e.rciiiiiij and a lino to eliow the

•I /lorizou above it.

Xiglit, darkness; after daylight.

] this night.

Bf^ ] lafit night.

^^ 1
t"- ^ ] the whole night

] J the dark terrace, ;. e. the

grave, hecausa spirits gambdi

there at that hour ; it is also

called ^ ]
the long night

] fir A <»
1 M " li'ef, a night

pi'owltr.

] 7 ^ night never stops him, as

a courier.

] ^ late at night

A. 1 ''y "'S'^t) ^'^ when belated

or at work.

1 JSit Ij^ LI 'lie night runs on into

the day ;
;' c. the night is not

used for sleep.

^ ]
to sit up at night.

T 1
"^ ^i. 1 '" patrol at night

ijl
I

midnight

M 1 M ?]5 came in by night.

^ "tii PS 1
i' ^''1 ^'^^ l^^P "^^"^

night.

I ^ in Sanscrit yal.s}ia. demons

who are said to shed a glare of

light, which makes them shine

like ^ g shooting stars when
they go swiftly ; the usual notion

of them is that they are messen-

gers of Yama in hell, but special-

ly of the Dragon King, his

guard which patrols the sea

;

they have red hair, green faoes,

bare legs, and caiTv a tripod on

their shoulders.

Iu Cantonese. Late at night.

^jf ]
veiy late.

fj ]
abroad late at night.

m From mouth and nhjIU.

The cry of birds at night,

ye ' especially of herons and

gulls.

] n,^ a night-bird's song.

7K (lb ^ 1
^^'^ water birds ciy

at night.

Old sounds, yet, nget, yep, and ngep. /« Canton, ip, it, ngit, ini, and ngit ; — in Swatow, hie, ngiak, ngiit, ngi^ and bat ;
—

in A may, yet, giet, yap, giap, and ip; — in l-'uhchau, ngiek, yek, Iiiok, ngak, and ii j
—

ill Shan'jhai, ill, iiiii, yih, and yi° ; — in Chi/a, yid.

From to .y>eak and v:h<j.

To visit a superior or a gen-

ya' tleman ; to have an audience

;

to signify to, to intimate ; to

declare or state ; a guest ; a card.

1^ ]
to request an interview.

] 5^1 to ^'sit an official superior.

] Jl; to see great personages.

] •^ a guest-house, such as

are used by officials ; a choul-

try ; a visitor's room.

=1^ ]
to announce a guest.

^^ Jl
] ^ you can then entertain

my guests ; said to a young son.

^ ] to visit a friend.

From sun and why.

Injured by the sun ; a sun-

ye ' stroke.

I J£ died by heat apoplexy.

1 S hijured by the heat.

H
From mouth and one; occurs in-

terclianged with yln' pPg in this

.sense.

A stoppage in the throat; a

Robbing ; a hiccough ; a chok-

ing which Liiideis swallowing.

] P^ the throat ob.<5tructed.

] ^ unable to swallow.

4* t(^ iO 1
hiconsolable from

grief, as if the heart was in the

throat.

^T »ii!' 1 ^^ hiccough {Cantonese.')

m 7K P-S) MM \
the gentle

ripple and purling of water.

'M yf- f 1
if I cat I cannot

swallow for grief.

^ ]
to swallow dry flour.

Unsteady, not well based.

'Ej 1 J^ unsettled, movable

;

niV/(' uneasy, anxious ; restless, as

one on a giddy height.

From teeth and to cut into.

To gnaw, to craunch ; to

' seize with the teeth.

] Jf to grit the teeth.

n'eh' ^ ] >^ don't gnaw your

bones— at table.

I
P^ to eat ; to bite a thing.

1 ^ ^ S''^^ ^^^^ ^^^ mulberries-

From § self, whicii is regarded

O by some as a contraction of ^j
nieh to cut off the nose, and^ wood;

"i^ first nsed lor the next.

A target, a mark ; a rule, a

precedent ; a jwst ^vJiich anciently

served for the gnomon of a dial ; a

threshold ; to hit thy target.

1 'S or
] 5 the magistrate who

administers the law, known as

the provincial judge, ho whose

doors should be shut when he

decides cases.
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I J"^
a law, a statute.

] [5^ an impediment.

M 1^ ^ jfe 1
you must care-

fully regard the laws.

HH The threshold, which is often

I^V ) so li'g^i as to obstruct the

nich' entrance ; a small door cut iu

the large gateway for cou-

veiiieace ; a side door ; a post in a

gateway ; an impediment.

P^ ]
a threshold.

]
"^ the west postern gate.

j^ I
to brush the threshold ;

—
me/, to do menial services.

1 y:x?i m A M ±^ (ti^e

cmperorj will manage my domes-

tic affairs myself

From wood and affe, but tliia last

-J
is altered from 5t thirty,

^f/i' A flat piece of wood, a slip,

a leaf, a slat, a cleat.

From jtlants and a thin .'iiip.

;) The leaves of plants ; a thin

1/ek' plate of gold or metal ; a leaf

of a book, for which ^ is

now used ; a lobe of the lung or

liver ; a clamp, a Linge
;

posterity,

ages ; an age j to collect, to assem-

ble.

M~ 1 ^ ^ # I'e embarked

on a flat punt.

B^ pjn ] during the Ming dynasty.

^ ]
the lily leaf;— a door hinge,

^ ]
or ^ 1

posterity.

^fj -fe ^ 1
'"'' '"^^® numerous

posterity.

Tfv 1 ^ 55t '^'^ leaves are gone

from the trees.

1 ^ If 4ji '^^'^ falluig leaves seek

their root ; — a man desires to

be buried with his fathers.

^ ]
a jade ear-ring like a leaf.

luterelmnged with the last two.

J) A window, a sky-light; used

V«/i' sometimes in ] 1^ an old

name of Ta-li fu in Yunnan.

Bead tieh^ A bad mat.

Eead s.'di, A small door-post.

A thin plate of iron, such as

,) arc used in (he .scales of ar-

yeh' mor.

Eead hieh^ The plato of me-

tal on the shaft of an arrow ; a rmg.

From ina7t and leaf;

volatile as a leaf.

q.d. a man

A gay, jolly, light-hearted

maimer; a luindsome face.

^ ^- ] the dress rumpled

and creased.

> -^ 'li 1 1
tl'C gentle

breeze whisks the smoke to and

fro.

Uiizf Acolor that has lost its luster;

"^/UrJ faded ; a brindled or striped

2/e/i' black.

j^ -g, ^ 1
'''^ ^^^ '^°'°'' ^^

not stained.

^ ]
faded, blanched.

y^ Elevated; lofty.

Ti^*

. . :> 1& ¥ '<^ M \ ^^"^ ^'S^

yell' pavilion which beara the flags.

From "^ son and ^^ sin alter-

ed ; the second form is most

' connnon, but not quite correct.

A son of a concubine; the

nieh' child of an illicit connection
;

the consequences of sin, re-

tribution for crime ; sorrow, evils

;

neat.

IP ]
the result or evils of sin.

% \
ffi|^S?CtbeUls

of the common people do not

come from Heaven.

1 S§ a retribntion lor undutiful

acts by the evil conduct of one's

own children.

g f^ ]
the recompense brought

on by one's sins.

] ^ a concubine's son.

^ |fe
I ]

finely adorned were

Iwr sister ladies.

j^ •;flj ^ I
hoarded wealth pro-

duces trouble.

^if A stick of timber ; to plant

^^) a post in the gi-ound ; a post

yclC to fasten two doors together.

^ ]
the felloe of a wheel

(jiieh

First compowd of /JC ivooil and

Wi 'o °^'?'') '^"''^ changed to
' either of these two forms, and

also contracted to 7^-

The stock or stump of a tree
;

the bole remaining in the

ground after the tree is cut

dovva

suckers, sprouts, shoots.

the shoots from a root.

;^ the Ptcrocarpus Jktvus, a

large leguminous tree whose bark

furnishes a yellow dye.

From ricii or wheat and sprout.

Grain which has sprouted

;

leaven or barm used in

making spirits.

Ji JS ± W 1
[politeness

is as necessary among men]

as yeast in making spirits.

MFrom hitiid and to I'estrain.

r—f-:) To stow away, to put aside
;

ych' to press down with the hand,

to hold firmly witJi the finger.

1 '(!h 1^ 4' '° P"*" "^'•'^ '^® bosom.

1 j|S 7 ^3t :^ I' it is put

away so that you cannot find it.

MM \ \
^'^ stealthily put out

of siglit.

A dialpled cheek ; a pretty

3 plump cheek.

one who has a handsome face

and fine teeth can aflord to smile.

Eead 'yen. A spot or pimple

on the face ; a mole or black mark ;

a freckle.

fs. I
a pock-mark. \

From to eat and a box.

.) To carry food to field laborers

;

yeh' provisions for workmen ; to

supply with food.

g I
provisions for the fields.

1 t8£ 1§ liK slie took food to [the

laborers in] the south fields.

] ^ to offer game— to the spirits

of the wilderness.

;^ f^ ]
the stores for the field

hands.

im
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B
yeh'

The brilliancy of a flnsh.

] ]
abundant.

1 1 M ® tlie brilliant

flash and rolling ix;aL

^ ] dazzling biightness, as of

the 8un.

Originally intended to represent

the well morlised./'rowic of boards
nnd beams tbnt uphold :i bell.

That wliich a i)erson ought tc

do, his employraent ; a calling, an

occupation
;

pursuit, office, profes-

sion, art, or trade ; an estate, a

))atrimony, that wliich Las been

acquired by a calling ; iiiei it, or a

title to reward for what Las been

done ; to transmit a ealliug or post

;

deserving, meritorious ; in peril and

anxiety ; a sign of the past tense,

done, a finished toothed board on a

bell-stand.

^ ] an occupation ; affairs.

^ ] a foundation ; what was done

bei'orc, the original work

1 £.01 I i^ already done,

past.

Jd ]
eligible for reward.

] j^ ^ HJ diligent ui business.

13 tt 1 1
tl'o four steeds arc

veiy slrong.

^ ]
a handicraft ; an art.

*l5* 1 t&-ll-'E?T«aiT«aican
hand down his otlico to his son.

m ±] m i^ K> Rfdoyou
think that I .'^liall ever get to bo

emperor ?

7^ ] the family or original calling.

^ I
family estate, patrimony.

1 B§ i^ i the property revert-

ed to its real owner.

J^ I
a name for Nanking, a.d. 250.

^h\t ^^ unim]X)rtaDt principalitv

7^|''j in the state of Wei, which lay

ych' in Lin-chang bien ^ ^ I|^

in the north of Honan.

I ^ a ccHDpIimentary term for a

library, refening to Li Pi ^
^. the learned prince of Ych.

The first is tlie namo of a,

tish ; to salt down fish j to
*

.Siilt flesh.

I ^ pickled in brine.

I
'^ salted fish.ych?

Old sounds, yin, ngin, ngini, ugien, an, am, jMin, and iigain. lu Canton, in, im, On, ngain, and ngaii ;
— •« Siaatow, yam, in,

yien, ngan, ugain, wid am ;
— in Avwy, yen, yam, giam, gan, am, an, and hicn ;— ta Fuhchav, yeng, yong, ngiong,

"gaugi "gieng, ond sicng
;
— »« Shanghai, i", ni", y>°, ugi", ij", an'l yi' ;

— i« C'hi/u, yen.

M From jire and cause ; the third

is used, because of similarity of

sound with the others, only to de-

note tobacco ; it is also I'ead ofii,

' sick ; faded ; rotting, as leaves

or compost.

Smoke ; misty vapor ; mo-
dem names for tobacco and
opium, because they are

smoked ; india ink.

^ \ or jjc ] smoking tobacco.

IK ] the best kind of ink.

B^
I

excellent tobacco.

a .* 1
or HJ* 1

^ig"™;

cigarette.f, cheroots.

1 W '** P'l'^ ; ^ stove-pijx;
; a

cliinniey.

] >^ smoke ; imt. daily exiienses.

I ^ tobacco in the leaf

%\ i*: "' M 1 ^< to let oft'

fireworks,

ilft 1 or ;^ I
or igj ] to smoke;

to take a pipe.

] ^ dust or motes in the air;

7iul. bttnditli.

5^ ]
t.unset, evening drawing on.

^ ]
the chimney smokes.

P3 1
to lake snuli:

A 1 f^ i^ a place very thickly

settled.

1 '?t ift ? * brothel-goer.

^ )
prepared opium.

] Ij^ a volume of smoke ; also,

twist tobacco.

1 ii or ji^ ] exhalations, fog,

mist.

^ I
peii'uiue from jiitstilles.

t# # ii 1 iS 'o delight in

going to sea.

^ I
opiinii ; also lamp-black.

] i{f an opimn pi[«.

I'loin Jlesh and cause ;

second form is seldom used.

tbo

The throat ; a cosmetic like

rouge.

SA'
I Ja to rouge; to use

vermilion cosmetic.

] P^ tho throat ; nut. a gorge,

an important jmiss or place.

,ye«

1 J3h ?£ ^® Mii-ahilis dkho-

ioiii'i or four-o"-clock, iVoni (ho

seeds of which the Ja])anese

manufacture a soft, pure wliite

powder.

From water and to hide.

Clouds rising and spreading.

ifl" 1 i^ i^ the clouds will

liislill their sbowei:s, — and

all nature spring forth.

The character originally delhieat-

od a yellow spotted bird found
in central China, the golden phea-
sant ?

A final affirmati\e particle;

after an adjecti^u this word often

forms .the comparati\e, as ^ |

greater than ; used in regimen with

iOi •'•'* in 5^ 1
•'>8 it is ill heaven

;

alter adjectives ma^^es them udarbs,

as j^ \ really, truly ; i}f
]

pre-

sently ; an elegant euphonic particlo

adding emphasis to the previous

word ; thereupon, after that
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M 1 M- 1
^'^^^ ^ '"''" *"*^ "^^st

a little, as from study.

'Mr ^ 1^ ]
'•I'c '•"''* i" really

not taught.

^ Jlfc W A 1
supposing there

was a man.

G> 1 bIJ '• 'S already settled.

Readj^f «. An initial interrogative,

how, who is, why, according to the

sc^pe, and conveying some doubt-

fulness ; also a final adverb, denot-

ing that the sense is complete, and
uffiiming the fact ; in some cases,

it has the sense of is, being ; as

^5^a^">i:'i;1^to8oiidiy
pacify a Ntute, its high position

must first be secured.

] ^ how should I know ?

1 ffl f5 ftll
^vhy kill bun 1

ff tJr 1 " ilJi great joy.

1 ^ ^ ft Iw^^ <^''" I be rich

and honorable ?

I fg how can it bo ? unable.

I ^ ^ ^ how can he (i. e.

fchould he) follow him ?

1 3^ (proi)eriy written ^ ^) the

first year of the cycle ; sometimes

used for tlie firsl year of crea-

tion.

iB ] M ^ hereupon he disap-

peared.

A 1 ® bS Iw^v <=a" the man get

off, or out of the way so ?

ii
SoQ)etiine3 read ^hien.

The winning smile of a beau-

yew tifid woman ; tall and hand-

some, gracious ; to connect.

1 J&I •* ilcep red ; crimson.

1 m ~ m M B M M 'i>e

smile t>t beauty has destroyed

states and cities.

Plants drooping ; decayed

vegetables ; not fresh, cor-

rupt, changed, stinking; fad-

ed, old.

I
the color is faded.

^ stinking, as decayed flesh.

1 ^ old, worn out ; shop-woni,

second-hand.

] j [^ a noisome odor.

Trom iloor or knife and to con-

cent ; lli8 second, uiinutliorized

form is used he tlio verb.

Doorkeepers in (ho harem
;

persons who stand as guard
;

eunuchs ; to geld.

1 1^' to castrate a pig.

or
I A palace eunuchs,

eunuchs from birth.

I'roin u-ttier and to conceal.

r% tat To soak, to saturate ; fo spoil

(>/c» by soaking; to overflow ; to

vi/- detain, to tarry away long,

to stay away ; margin of a stream.

] % loiig delayed, as a caso in

court.

] § to tarry long.

) H^ to thoroughly tinderstand
;

to permeate.

ft£ 1 iiji very drowsy.

1 SI o""
1 iS or

1 ^ lost under

the wat«r ; suffocated, drowned.

] ^ said of one sick a good

whilo ; a long fit of illness.

] 1^ lost tho trace of, no clue.

] ]
— ,g, ho is at his last gasp.

I
'^ hindered, hampered, as by
unforeseen contingencies.

To lay in salt, to salt dawn

;

to pickle.

] j^ to cover with salt.

j 1^ smoked hams.

Pleased ; full of thoughts

;

joyful of heart ; to like.

] "f|[ much thought about,

and 80 to look pleased with.

I'rora heart and full; used with

its primitive.

To be filled ; satiated, glutted

;

to remain long ct the. wine.

^ f^ lE- 1 °"® ^^^^ deepy after

drinkuig much.

fpli Also rend yen'.

C^i^ Placable,gcod-teinpereU,mlld.

,!/>"'*
1 §1 haiKkomc, beautiful,

t/i«/i voluptuous, enticing.

Bead ych. Well-dressed, finely

trknmcd up.

jjen

From head and accmiiplished.

cj^tX^ Tho space between the eye-

jysn brow and eye ; a fuie fore-

head; tho countenance, the

visago ; color, hue.

§ ]
the expression of the face.

]
^ij- paints ; material* for pant-

ing, not including the oil

I
•^ the color of.

/(^ I
angry, displeased.

^ 1 # H. I ^^ave no face to call

on him.

j^ ] disliko expressed in the

face ; to bo at enmity.

;^ ] a rosy face.

fn 1 "S 'fii * pleasuig, gracious

face.

'"f # # 1 E. |fS #: «B I have

not seen you, Sir, for many years

1 ii J? ^ li's face is thick ; i, e.

be has no Ehamc.

Quarreling, wrangling.

1 1 M ^ scolding and

l/en fighting.

Composed of M woKth and lincM

to exprcis the words issuing ; but

otbers derive the upper part from

^, an old form of J^ ci-iine ; it

is tlie 149th radical of characters

relating to epeech.

A word, a sentence ; a remark

;

an assertion, apbraso ; speech, talk

;

saymgs, reports, rumor ; an order

;

to discourse, to say, to address ; to

talk, to express an opinion ; to mean,

meaning; to deliberate; I myself,

tho si)eaker ; to ask ; a designation

;

a sort of flageolet ; an initial eupho-

nic particlo; a term in syiitax for

an expression, as ^ ] hyperbole,

^ I
a hypothesis or example, ^

]
prosopopoeia, or ^ ] allegory.

:^' ] exaggeration, brag, talking

big.

] |g words, talk

^ ]
a slip of the tongue, on error,

a mis-statement

/^ ] arsenic, so called from its

making an anagram of the first

character in fg ^.
^ ]

a prediction, a prophecy.
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] 'kT a te'im for'g" a te'im lor '^ j^ oi censors.

E) I i& '° request the caiiJid re-

proof and opinion of oflScers, by

tuo euiperor.

^ ^ ] a word of exhortation

anil wfirning.

M ^ !^ ] y" ninst.consult with

me.

j^JH ] ] the city wall is high

and great.

^ ] ^ ^ I am in bed and yet

cuiniot Bleep.

] ;fj woids and acts ; biography.

—*
1 EL flL ^ one word is enongh.

^ ]
to make up a story.

P {ij j;^ 1
'O boastj to deceive

by bragging.

1 j^ 1 IS I ^"^ decided to go

home.

^ ]
an officer to transmit the

emperor's words.

1 ^ .^ 7^ ^"^ implied meaning,

an idta beyond the literal words.

1 U^Mff.-^ Q I have de-

clared everything to-day.

^ ] ^ "^ a liar knows no shame.

3^ ]
smooth talk.

^ 1
meiins so ; to regard the

words of others.

^ I ^ an exaggerated way of

spealdng ; blarney, bathos.

>4j6'* Kroui humbuo and loords ; it has
' —'- beeu altered f;om tbe lust.

C |—

t

tien -^ ^u\d of claiinet eighteen

inches long, having 23 holes.

^ ^ I ]
the shrm note of tlie

claiinet.

Kiom Uooi- and pit/nil or three ;

the second form is ouly used for

^ the surname.

Tbu gale in the village, or at

it3 border ; a hamlet ; a lane.

^ ] to advLsc, to dissuade.

f£[ I
the villages and hamlets;

the country people.

H ] country-places, villages.

] j^ i(y) the triangular-leaf tree

(Jamhu) of the Budbists, whence

1 ?-? ^\ tlciiotes Jambu-dictpa

or the universe.

ijren

1 P I or
]

g- or
1 J^ fg

JlJ;
the king of Hell, tbe Eha-

damanthus of the Chinese Bnd-

hisls, answeruig to the Yama of

the Hindus ; he was brought into

notice in the Sung dynasty.

) ^ an old phrase, to open a door.

From Pj* to hawl out
^
and ]K\ &

( iifjr rock for the phonetic.

jyen Severe, stem, rigorous, unro-

lentmg ; rigid, the opposite of

"^ ; strict, as a father ; met. a

father ; reserved, dour, austere

;

solemn, majestic, dignified, awe-

inspiruig, as a god or sovereign

;

a beat or tap of a drum ; an adverb

denoting the superlative, as ] ^
excessively cold ; close, light, as a

door ; a iiight-watch or gnard ; in

Budhist books, glorious.

] ^ to strictly seizo.

1 ^ ^'^T secret, strictly privrite.

d§l ] your revered father.

^ ] my late father.

^ 1
*"

1 ^ "^y fatliw.

0JIi I
a severe teacher.

I Wi"'^ W* 1
dignified, sedate

;

of a staid, solemn demeanor.

] ^ ;^ respected and esteemed

him.

1 1B ^ y^^^ '^ '^"'^ detain them

with increased rigor.

;j^ ] the niglit drum.

Jg^ .—
I

strike the drum once.

Jf> ^ ]
to strictly finish the re-

gular duties <.f an office.

;^"
I ^ .^ an Emperor who is

just and majestic.

] ^ an ancient regioii in Kwang-
si now Lin-cheu fu ; a depart-

ment in the west of Chehkiaug.

] 1^ die door fits very tightly.

1 From hill and strict ; the con-

tracted form is common.

A high bank ; a precipice, a

rocky cliff or hill; lofty,

steep ; hazardous, dangerous;

a terrace or ledge on hill-sides.

J; 1^ the clifls [in

FuhkienJ produce the best tea.
1 r

1 -^ '"* g"i'ge between hills.

^J/:-f- 1 it ^ T dmi't stand

near a dsuigerous wall.

] [gg the edge of a verandah.

51, I
a cancerous or hard breast-

In Cantonese for the second form.

Agreeing, exact, just, and refers to

time, place, form, quantity, or other

particulars.

] ] {U ^ he has just gone out

1^ ^ ]
they don't exactly suit,

spoken of persons or things.

Jpt Like tbe last and next.

( PlJ Hazardous,

ty* ^ 1
liigli and steej), as a

beetling peak.

Cjj Like the preceding
; both are in-

^ * tended to representpiled up rocks.

^ycn Hazardous, like rocks in dan-

ger of falling; critical, im-

minent
; to fit ; agreeing,

exact : happilv, loftv.

^m^^ Mi] pet the king]

regard and fear for the perils

of the people.

^Si A temporary breast-work

<J[jqJ^ designed to protect archers or

^yen spearmen ; a fence or wattlo

to prevent trespassers.

]'"rcm 3^ to stretch and j£ cor-

reel; but etymologists derive it

yen f'""' 5— t° H" ^'eadily and J
a stroke ; it is to bo distingoished

from it'inr; J* a hall.

To reach far ; to extend to, to

lengthen out ; to protract, to pro-

long in time ; to involve ; to extend

to, Jis distant ages; slow, dilatory;

long, distant ; to invite, to call to-

gether ; to conduct ; to arrange in

order ; to spread like a vine or from

one to another ; an interval, a cre-

vice ; occurs in jiroper names do-

notuig a large area.

] ^ a long time.

] jij slow, dilatory.

] ^ to neglect, to procrastinate,

to dilly-dally; to lay aside.

] f^ to lag, to bo bcliindliand.
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I ^ to invite giiests.

1 ]^ fiii A ''G compromised ano-

ther man.

1 A i^l -it *° introduce him at

court.

^ ]
old, long known, as a cus-

tom or fashion.

7K 1 ^ ^f;
may the gods prolong

His Mfijesly's dynasty for ever.

'M ] ^ M delayed it months

and vcars.

#f£a 1 im5:J^*'1onot
let th(3 matter drag on, lest it

produce trouble by and by.

]
^'1 the ancient name of Yen-

ngan fu
] ;^ ^ in the north

of Shansi.

Trailing and climbing as

planti?.

;^ ^ ^ ]
the branches

and leaves run — over the

frame.

From bamboo and lanij ; it is not

tlie same as jf'i'nj ^g a moving
frame on a spinning-wheel.

i!/'-

A bamboo or grass mat

spread out ; a mat nicely

prepared for a feast, used before

tables and chairs were introduced
;

a feast, a banquet.

]
'0 a meal, an entertainment.

^ ]
the hall where the emperor

meets academicians ; the oratory

where priests recite prayers.

jg ] a dining-hall.

^ ]
your sumptuous feast.

1 'o^'M
1

taiiuuent.

The strings or tassels which

c/J^jyj in ancient times held the pen-

^ym dent gems before and behind

a crown ; they covered the

uoard which formed its top.

^ ]
the tassels of a crown.

A place in the state Chuig

north ofthe Yellow River near

K'ai-fung fu ; also one in

Tsu, near the southeast of

Ilupeh.

0en

Not tlie same (isji'in^ igg a chib.

?'|?yj; Along piece of timber; in

c/i*an fjoiiie places the pivot of a

rice pestle is so called.

^ tl^ •f/ 1
^^'^ ^^ beam is

very long.

From insect and long ; not to be

^yen

^yen

confounded with tan^ ^[ an egg,

or il'ing Ss5' " dragon-fly.

An insect allied to the centi-

pede having many legs, called ^
I

; it is a iScutiffera or spider-

millipede, which Ls supposed to get

into ihe car ; two or three

s^jecies are known, and it has many

names ; the same term is applied to

the garden slug (Limax) in Kiangsu.

|5t I
a local name for a lizard.

Limits of a plat of ground
;

the ro;;d up to a sepulchcr.

jlji^ /\ 1
the wide uni-

verse, that is the .9 corners

and the 8 pomts ; all «routid.

^ ]
a path to a grave.

jg ]
a far-off region.

Read ^Jien. Water mixed with

earth, mud ; to ascend ; square.

.iJ^ From tf^Jire doubled, to repre-

(^^/^C sent flume rising; it is ceiiily

yen synonymous with yen'' ^ fiie.

To flame, to blaze
;

glorious,

brilliant, what draws the eyes of

men ; hot, ardent.

if^
I

the fire blazes up ; a flame.

1 1 Hf l# growing hot ; fierce

and fiery, as a drought.

I ^ a hot wind ; a sirocco.

1 ^ 1ft W§ the inconstant world
;

fickle friends ; hot and cold.

]
ijjj the god Shinnung. because

he rules the south.

5C^ 1 S" ^^^^ weather is very hot.

Read Jan. To argue well.

;/C
5"

1 1
^"^ speaks finely, with

an ore rotundo.

m From woman and level.

Beautiful, elegant, handsome

;

^nkn accompli.shed, versed in, skill-

ed : in Shcnsi used for good.

] ^ fine, excellent, pretty.

1^ I
a fine face and figure.

f^ ] fresh and elegant.

^ ]
to dispute which is prettiest.

From slone and level; the second

form is unusual, and always used

as tiie verb.

To grind or triturate, to rub

fine, to powder ; to calendar

jT/rn cloth ; to search into careful-

ly, to grind out ; thoroughly,

fully, earnestly.

]
'^ to rub fine, as paints.

] ^ a narrow iron mortar, in

which drugs are
] ^ triturated.

I ^ or
1 in to search out the

truth, as officials do, and usual-

ly implies the use of torture
;

but
I
^ would rather imply

]»atient inquiry ; both denoting

a thorough examination.

Read yen* An ink-stoiie.

^ 1 15 to be a scholar, to teach.

In Cantonese. To draw a fiddle

bow ; to polish ; to roll out, as

dough by the rolUng-pin.

1 H t;-^.
to play on a rebeck.

1 fig roll it thin.

OB.

i-'rom itY/Tflr and a 75rt.s5 or stvaJit'

I'jl jjlaco between hills ; the se-

cond, unuBunl form is regarded

. the same ns J[J) ojuen ; the third

is now interchanged with the

orliers, bus is in the dictionary

1 cud
<
v^", "od defined to go ; the

first is also read (yiifii.

To follow a stream, to flow

along; a course ; to sail along

or go along a shore ; to perpetuate,

to hand down ; continuous, succes-

sive ; along or by, as a road or

coa.st ; to conform to others' wishes.

1 M W M'i ^'^ S'^ °^'-'^ ^"^ il'S"

tricls : to make a thorough tour.

1 1E& V '^' through the way.

JSi fS ft 1 '^'* custom has been

Landed dowi'..

1 m ~ tr m It It's whole

coast region.

] j^ successive changes, as in a

government or country.
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it 13

From ^ salt lai.d and ^
sujiei'i'isB ; the contraction

, very coinracn.

Salt ; saltish, saline
;

npplied to other Baits tiau

the common salt.

^ ]
white salt.

gj salt vats or fields.

^ official salt merchants.

^ salt pans, cr manufactory.

] to evaporate salt.

jIE pI ^^^ official salt com-

missioner, who superintends its

manufacture end tale.

^ I
Ealt that has paid duty, and i

not jf/, ) smuggled sclt.

^ I
diity, raw salt; plumbago.

1 11 in M ^^o salt-jar has pro-

1

duced worms ; — said of repro-
j

bate sons.

S 1 .^ ^'J the business of fisbin"

and making salt.

^ j soda.

Bead yen' and used for fig. To
salt.

M * ^ 1 M i5 it CI"" °P tbe

Qesti, salt it, and lay it by.

From bamboo or ii'oorf and ex-

trema! tlie third form is iinusnal.

The eaves of a roof ; the I

- boards or beams which u[>. >

hold the caves ; a star iu the
j

MUky "Way. I

I 5^ beyond the eavea ,

] P W ^ ]
the eaves,

j

] f under the caves ; tropically '

used for those in low life.
j

I
a four-caved house, au arbor.

|

^ ]
the turned-up corners of a

j

hipped rcof ; in Peking, the side

awnings of a cart I

J5I ]
or ^> 1

carved or or-

namented eaves.

Eead tan' when used for Jg to

carry ; also read ckan in Bud-

histic writuigs, denoting the
j /f;

cr rose apple, jataba fiuit {Eiiffenia

jamlos) ; and
] ;^ [ij the Jauibu

mountain (laravilM) which sur-
\

rounds the earth. I

jj/en

|7 1^ From place and to rest; also rend

<y«j A wall just ready to fall;

imminent, dangerous ; to f;i!l

;

in danger of frilling over a pre-

cipice.

1 JK 5E t *" danger of death.

1 ^ ^ ® * horrid sound, as a

squealing pig.

c 11tt From eye and Jinn.

||J)( The eye, whose color indicates

'yen the condition of the viscera
;

a small space; a hole; an

openirg ; a square in a chess-board;

a port-hole ; a limit ; adit of a mine.

W 1 ^ 5^ ^0^ ^° discriminate

persons, as to their merits.

1 .& or
1 ^ lb° eyelids.

I 0^ or \f^ the eyeball, the eye.

] dH the socket.

1 "^ *y^s blurred ; motes in eye.

^ ] a phoenix eye, the long nar-

row eye, peculiarly Chinese.

T> ii 1
or ;?; ;2 1 3g to over-

look, not to perceive
;
gave no

attention to it.

—
I
^j- one needle.

j(J. ] ;;^ to see at a glance; to

judge cf a thing accurately.

m ^ 1 a hoop which recoils or

UEcoils ; to deny one's promise.

J4 1 or^ 1 cross-eyed

I ^ JJI,
the eyes strained, as

from reading in tiie twiglit.

^ ;^ J2 ] to look with contempt

upon, to disrespect, to disesteem.

S' A ^ 1
despised, neglectod.

^ S 1 51 "^o' '" iindorstacd

or.e's intentions.

1 ^A a hot eye, /. c covetoi:s or

kngii.g ; to desire greatly.

] fJ» ^ to take ;i prejudice

against, to be angry at one.

1 ^ ^ '"^ ^ VA^Aa while, as one

is loo!:ing ;
presently.

I ^\ an informer, a tulc-bcarcr.

M 1 iISc
'o employ a detect ivo.

1 ^ ^V '''" prospect is very wido

and grand.

'fl

] P ^B 51 *^® *'y'"*' '''"ding the

mouth ; i.e. telling a thing vividly

as oiT^ has seen it.

^ ]
to eye kindly ; sympathizing.

] pt p litE
sharp-sighted ; an

intelhgent, quick eye.

IS ^ ^ SI 1 Bh yo» must carry

your eyes witli you ; use yoiu"

wits and see what is going on.

Bead 'kun. Protuberant, bulg-

ing, as a cart hub.

In Shanghai. A terra of oom-

parison.

j^ ^ —
I

let it be higher and

bigger, cr better and more of it.

—
1 ^^ »& "ot the least inc.e-

dulous.

From man and to lie on.

To cease, to desist from ; to

'yen sleep, to recline ; to make to

lie down ; to stUl, to hush

;

to throw or push over ; to bend, as

a wind the grass ; to fall along

;

jirostrated.

I ^g, to rest ; to take a nap.

] ^ undecided, as one from

having his plans frustrated ; irre-

solute; obstinate, disobedient.

] {^ to lie down for a re.st.

] { [» to fall over, as by a push.

1 St 1^ ^ *o \<in.\<i the military

antl Ibllow the i-ivil service.

]g^ ] TJiC it can go under the water,

/'. e. to hide itself.

From to conceal and repose; it

resembles tlie last.

To hide away, to secrete

one's self ; to repress ; a way-

side privy.

^ ^ 1 ^ 'o advance the literati

and repress the military.

C |}||}"7 1 ""om insect and to /»« on.

iwj^ A species of livid lizard com-

'//'» moil about walls, called
]

!^ which changes its color

;

the chameleon ; .a cicada with a

horn or crest, also called ^ j^ or

capped cicada, which may perh.nps

denote a Ftilgora.
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A region, now
] }^ p. in

Hii cbau in the east of Ho-
nan, formerly a petty princi-

pality at the junction of the

Jii and Sha rivers.

A collar or band on the neck

of a coat, called
| ^ which

was embroidered iu Iho times

of the T'ang and Sung dy-

nasties.

From rat and to hide, nlluding to

its babit of lying in streams.

An animal, having a white

back, a rat's nose, elephant's

feet, and hard hide, as largo as an

ox, and fond of lying in tho water

;

it is the Malacca tapir, and bears

the names of
| ^ and ^ -f^: or

II, J, and ^ l?^ referring to its

supposed habit of burrowing and

concealing itself; this term is also

incorrectly applied to tho mole ^
or P3 ^, and the two animals arc

confounded by the Chinese.

yvomjish and to iic on-

A cat-fish, mudfish, or silure,

which lies tlat on the ground
;

it has a white head.

delicate taste of the carp and

bull-head [aro comparable to]

the sweetness of a pretty woman.

The female of the phoenix,

same as the Jf[ so called iu

early times because it was "(g

{^ J^, the bird l:)efore which

all others bowed.

1 U, aphcenix.

A district,
] ^ Ijf,

in K'ai-

fung fu in Honaii south of the

Yellow River ; also anciently

a place in the south of Ho-
nan near I-yang.

From hi/l and to offer up.

The top of a mountaiii, liken-

ed to a boiler
;
perhaps refer-

ring especially to hills with

concave tops, which are like burui-

out volcanoes.

^ i'l ^£ 1
^^ ascended the hill-

tops.

I/Cll

i/cn

'yen

From water and to J'ear, one of

tlio horary characters.

A stream flowing far ; long,

ample, extended ; widely ; to

practice, to exercise, as a craft or

art ; to perform ; to moisten, to per-

meate, to leiid ; occurs used for the

next.

I ^ to learn, and become a pro-

ficient in ; to practice.

] ^ to drill in military exercisea

1 ^ to act plays.

1 ^ 1^ to learn boxing and fen-

cing.

•)jjg 1
an eddy in the water ; to

whirl round and round.

'yen

From to yo and icatei\

To overflow, to inundate;

to enlarge, to spread out, to

amplify; superfluous, abim-

daut, much
;
prolix, turgid ; beauti-

ful, elegant ; fertile, rich, as a level

field.

1^ 1
abundant ; numerous, as

many descendants,

jj^ ]
to relax, to overpass ; to

give loose to one's passions.

^ I
a sand-spit or bank.

] H 5^ tl*6 '''ery Holy Duke, a

title of tho lineal descendant of

Confucius, conferred A. d. 1055,

and still held by him.

^ 1 ^ f* to make liiiown wide-

ly his perfect virtue.

^ 1 tS |pj to ^^'''te a thing care-

lessly, without regard to style or

accuracy.

1 1 iH ® 'li » <-"ool Ijreeze

comes by iu the heated day.

^/f'i'T
^ centipede, ^ ] another

'£t^ mode of writing ^^ ig| the

' yen Cenriatia or SciUigera.

C ^"V From mouth and to enter; coutrac-

|—* tod from an old form representing
*"* ft ravine down which water and
'yeil mud poured, making a morass

at its mondi ; it is used only as a

primitive, and as an old form

of ,JHOT HXj a dist]'ict in Shan-
tung, and also of the next.

A marshy place at the foot of

hills ; mud and water debria

^ 3?x^ A large prefecture, ] >}i\ }^
ly^ in the south of Shantung,

'yen which belonged to Lu, and
was tho scene of important

historical events; but it is not In-

cluded in tho ancient ] ji\, tho

smallest of Yii's nine divisions,

which comprised the region lying

between the rivers Pei-ho and Tsi

and the Gulf of Chihli, afterwards

the state of Tsi ; correct, trustwor-

thy, which is explauied as having

been applied to this region.

Clrf-^ From black and sound.

f^^ Black
;
pitchy black, as tho

'v«i sky, which makes a back-

^vw ground for stars.

j^ ] inky dark, as tho heavens.

S lU 1 i^ the piled-up clouds

are very dark.

1 ^ rt kJ| 7§ his face was
gloomy, as if his spirits had melt-

ed, — at the parting.

c J_». Si

/ CI

Supposed to represent the projec-

ting end of tho plate under thi>

caves ; others say it is lika a
'yen house or the slope of tho roof ; it

is the 53d radical of characters

relatnig to dwellings.

A spacious covering or shelter,

callable of protecting people

From *jein ixuHJlame ; it was the

personal name of the Emperor
Kiaking, and only the second
form is now >ised.

A gem of great brilliancy like

'yen the topaz.

] £|r a tablet or mace held as

a warrtuit by (ho emperor's envoys,

who were sent to punish refractory

princes ; it was nino inches long

and sharp-pointed; bright, beauti-

ful, as a gem.

Tho upright bar which shuts

tho door inside is
] jg ; it

laps over tho two leaves and
fits into sockets.

I ij* Also read sher^

^y^ Luminous, bright ; easy, quiet,

'yen smoothed out ; to cover.

] ^ at leisure and in health.
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'i

'yen
r

1

Sharp, having a sharp point

;

to sharpen, to point ; to cut

off or in two.

1 ^ sharp-pointed.

] j^ Jg he rose np and went

away.

I ]
glorions, bright ; said of the

emperor's discernment.

1 Tie >S ^ ^-^ sharpened the

stick for a dart.

] ^ jl+l one form of Jamhu-iJmpa,

the Budhistic univeree. t

M

'yen

From man and stem.

Of a commanding presence,

'yen carrying the head high ; ma-

t/».
! jestic, stem, seTere-looking

;

as before, like.

] ^ lilcc as.

lal ^ glj $f ^ 1 ^ he came

j
back to see and there was the

' package of money as before (i". e.

untouched).

1 ^ ^ery precise and formal,

' particular in etiquette, like a

- martinet.

1 ^ — •£; just the same color.

I'lom y^i/reainni V^ to extend

out, 1. e. large overmuch ; also

read (t/en.

\/r^ To remain, to stop awhile;

to cover, to hide from ; a siuplus,

an excess ; as an adverb, forthwith,

erelong, hastUy, quickly ; entirely

;

igrandly.

] ^ a town near where Confu-

cius lived.

1 W ^ [WSn Wang] erelong

got possession of the whole land.

^ i& 1 1
gasping, fainting, ex-

piring.

(1 Wt^'^ ^*^^ at a long time *

] ^ to seek a refuge ; to stay

long, or as it were hidden.

Some say, the shadow of a

, ,
hill ; a mountain in the west,

']/et> called
] ^ fabled to con-

V''^ tain the cave where the sun

goes at night
;
perhaps alluding to

some of the lofty peaks in Eansuh
or the Koulkon range.

yen

The tun obscured by clouds
;

iiidistinct, from something in-

ter\'ening and obstructing the

sight ; obscure, as twilight.

1 \ ^ y M ''•'' *™ '**

darkening and will soon be down.

^ obscured, dimmed ; said of

the siui or moon.

1^ to intercept the light, as a

curtain.

1 1© i| -f: ift [the herawho
can save it] is hidden and un-

known to the world.

From piece and to hide.

The boards or screen, called

'!/en ] ^ placed over the plate

, W^ beneath the eaves to prevent

'.Jr . birds from nestling there.

The selvage or border of a

dress.

'yen
] HI in Shensi a bjig or buck-

yy*^ et for horses to drink from;

r .V a very wide and large dress.

m To cover a thing with earth.

I ;g| to bury.

'^^" ±1 ift llj
to pile or heap

l^^ ' up earth over a grave.

PfC ^ i 1
''ank up earth and

stop the water.

] |gj to conceal by burying ; said

of money or bodies.

From liand and to coi-er ; tLa se-

cond form is the least used.

<-t^r f To gather in order to cover

;

JjFl J
to screen, to .shade from view,

'yen especially with the hand ; to

1/^ ck«e ; to hide from observa-

tion ; to soothe ; to stroke; to catch

at a disadvantage ; to surprise and

cover, as a net does birds.

I 1^ to screen the face with the

sletvea

1 ^ to hide the face.

I j^ to hold the nose.

1 til or
1 M> to act hypocriti-

cally ; to conceal one's bad deeds.

^ ] half concealed or shut ; am-

phibology, meaning half said.

] P'J
to shut or close the door.

1 iK O"" iii ]
to hide from view,

to shade.

1 '^ 1i '' won't remain closed,

as a door.

m J- ] fK.ik j^ \ m the

flaw cannot hide the gem, nor

j_
the gem cover up its defects ; —

4 eacli one must stand on his own
merits.

'^^ !• 'oni 71 '0 raise the hands and

\^ t ^ toj'An; it resembles tlie last

'yen i" 'ts meanings.

j^ To cover over ; to hide, as a

star at an occnltation ; a nar-

row patli ; to intervene and shade
;

Ix^ll-shai^ed, or like a vase with

a large lelly and .small mouth.

] »|» in a narrow path, as an alley

or a pass in the mountains.

1 ^ '" P"t a cover over.

iSc S 1 H "-he clouds obscure

the sun.

C
^&.fr- From demon and to hale.

Disturbed in sleep by horrid

'yen dreams, and to cry out in

(^v^ distress ; to have the night-

mare.

1 ^ oppressed by nightmare.

^1 Of I^ 1
in a nightmare.

I ^ the nightmare demon.

^ ] infatuated, bewitched, as by

a vile beauty.

C iMSt From a scale and to dislike.

I=|4 The operculum of a snail,

'yen whelk, winlde, or other spiral

univalve, also called !^ ] ^
or snail's cash.

^ ] the sternum or thorax of a

crab.

From tree and to dislike.

The wild mulbary, {Moras

sylvtstrts.) whose wood is

veined, and used for makuig

bows and hubs.

] i^ ^^''''' s'"^ ^rova this tree, good

for guitar strings, cord-s ar.d

traces.

^ 1 -Jt ffi
there was the wild

and cultivj.teJ mulberry.
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I

Armor for the breast like a

cuirass or breast-plate.

To pray for happiness ; to

implore the gods.

] j^ to ask for blessings.

The scar of a wound or soix".

yen

i?^

yen

Black pimples or scats on the

face or body.

1 3^ 'I'U'k spots ; a UiEvus.

I ^ a dark scar.

Krom a precipice and sufficient ;

tliis character is used to illustrate

the four tones ; it has tlic mean-
ings of several of i;s couiiiounds.

(/^ Sufficient, filled ; satiated

;

dislastefiil. disagreeable ; to dislike,

to reject ; to loathe, to sicken at

;

wearied with
;

quietly, steady.

jg'
] hated or avoided by all.

=^ A 1 to get people's dislike

;

to bore others.

/?» ^ I JE. lie is never satisfied.

1 W "'' 'ft 1 '° ^'''<'' ^^ °-''°^^

a person.

] j^ to dislike being troubled.

pj" ] loathsome, distigreeable.

Read ^yen. Satisfied, gratified.

^ ^ ^ 1
^^'^ avaricious can

never be satisfied.

1 1 ^ fc ;?^. g? ^ IS i«t us

have a quiet, jolly time to-night,

and not go home till we get

drank.

Bead 'yen and used for ^. To
coTCr, to shade ; to retreat from

bustle ; a nightmare, a bad dream.

] g to shade the eye;;.

£:g^W^ 1 ^ [when the

fool] sees the princely man, he

skulks away for shame.

Read»^eA, Constrained, narrow

;

.,0 bring under subjection, to restrict
f

obedient ; to unite as one, united
;

to injure ; to beckon in, as at a

door-way.

I ^ submissive looking.

] ^ to keep down the people.

] i^ to destroy entirely.

*5 £• ig ^ St JWl±te there-

upon for this reason went east-

ward to oppose Ibem.

Read yah^ and used for ^. To
pi^css.

^ ]
to .^ubtlue, as rebels.

] f/i to bring again under control-

Read yih^ Wet, damp.

) Krom to cnt and fiiOJii/h for the

]>!ionetic j like the last.

Eaten to repletion ; satiated,

even to loalhhig ; to satisfy

desires.

] fQ or
] ^ having eaten to the

full ; i-:aliatcd.

4£ ] unsatif-fied, covetous.

/f^ 3^ ^ ]
if he does not grab

all ho is never satisfied.

1 P or 1 §i a bellyful.

I am biLsy as I can be all the

day, and can yet get hardly

enough for my own living.

Thes^e tu'O forms are by most
books re;;aided as the same,

but their descriptions differ.

A small bird like the quail,

that breeds on the ground

and never settles on trees ; it

is speckled brown and has a

crest ; crows in the time of wheat

harvest.

^^ 1 ± 7 ;tC /A -^ to imitate

the quail which ne\er rests on

trees and yet is quiet.

M From /^irJ'and tnan and a cliff

j

the second form is also used as a

contraction of iy<"3 \
a hawk.

A wild goose, whito and

,.j,j- smaller than the common
-vvt i^'^ brown goose; its annual flight

determines seasons ; it was ancient-

ly ofl'ered to the emperor ; in a

series, in order, alluding to its mode

of flight ; a marriaf,t! ceremony,

i'roni the usage of carrying a pair at

wedding's.

7K 1
o""

I J^ * wild goose.

] -fr to go a little behind another,

as brothers should; net brethren.

^ ] to pour out a libation to the

% gooKC, intimating that the new
couple should .cordially agree.

] 2|5 the geese have come ; — a

term for the 9tb moon.

] 2j5 $1 the Plumbago teylanica,

because it blooms in that moon.

j^ ] a married pair.

i^ 1 ^^ % the large and small

wild goose treat each other ac-

cording to politeness.

] ^ a family letter.

5^ I
a poetical term for a comet.

^ I
the household wild goose, a

name for the common goose.

From precious and a rjoose or

man and ctcffunt ; llie third form
is rarely used, and the second is

not altogether correct, though
- most in use.

False, counterfeit, as gocxls
;

spurious, adulterated ; deceit-

ful ; harsh and selfish.

] ^ cheating, false.

] true and false.

i^I> 1 tir ^ ^.JL tr when a

man puts ou a joyful exterior,

he loses the verity of his inward

peace.

-f^ I
to act the hypocrite ; to

counterfeit good.s.

From Jire and to f/elil ; the se-

cond is read n;/o/ii and the first

seems to have been changed fi om
it in order to conform the primi-

tive to the colloquial sound of

t/eit, im, or aiiig in the SMithern
dialects.

A dull fire ; one half extin-

guished ; to bank a fire ; to

fmother a fire,— for which the se-

cond form is most proper.

From sun and quid ; also read
vgan'>

A serene clear sky ; towards

a-^^ evening, afternoon ; tardy,

late, behindhand
;

quiet, peaceful,

gentle ; new, rich, as a fur robe,

•(pf 1 ^fe(
why are you so late ?

yi'

oh'

137
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^ I
moniing, evening ; early, late.

I ]
I'.e.acaful, quiet times, pros-

perous clays ; liarmoniously.

^ ]
iwace.'ul sea«, no pirates or

ptorm.'i

In C'an/omsc. A lunch.

^ 1
(o eat tiffin.

]^ I ^ (o take a recess in scbool.

I ^ nooii-tinje.

- U * ) Tl;e four points represent tiietail,

HHm tl'e Eidcs llie wivys, nnd witli the
'*^^ vwulh aniheail, funiiili .1 faint

yf'l likeness lo the swuUoic.

The house swallow, or the

luartin, including ail kinds of these

birds ; in Canton, a shuttlecock

;

used for the last, a feast ; to give

a feast ; to please
;

pleased ; to

soothe ; to rest, as when retired

from official life ; leisurely, easy,

peaceful ; alone ; to disgrace, to

bring reproach on.

] -^ a swallow.

S 1
""^ i 1

*^''^ °'" 1"*"'^ martin.

) ^ a Peking species ofgray finch.

( H a swallow's tail.

?g ] a bat.

1 1 "3^ HI swallows flitting about.

^1 1 ^ it- some enjoy their

peaceful rest.

jE^ ]
to kick the shuttlecock.

1 PR 0S Iffi '^l^e swallows Ivrltter

and chirp.

I Jg to live at ease and leicure.

^ I
for pleasure's sake.

^ ]
to give a feast.

] 5c ? ''' entertain the emperor
at a banquet, as a feudal prince.

^ 1 Iw the paraphenialia of a bride.

Read ^yen. A principality es-

tablished by Wan Wang, which

continued from u. c. \\i2 to 265,
but only six rulers are mentioned
from 333 to 278 ; its capital was at

or near the present I'eking, still

called
1 ^ or

I 3^, but its ter-

ritory often extended north and east

to the Desert and Songari Eiver.

I j+l an old district in the south

of Kwangsi.

m
yer.'

From mcuth and because or a

swallow ; they are not quite sy-

uoiijnnous, and the latter is rarely

met ; the first is also used with

yell) IM t° liiccougli.

To swallow down, to gulp.

1 ^ "T ^ I can't swallow.

I ;;Jj
to drink.

J
— ;;^ P to g'llp ^ ''"g® swal-

low.

1 ^1 to give up the ghost.

_—
, ]

[for a starving man to take]

three bites— of a plum, denotes

a temperate man.

Read ^yen. The throat or larynx

;

the gullet ; a narrow and important

pa.=3.

1 ^^^'H ^ straight, throat-like

passage, as the Nan-k'au ^ P
pass near Peking.

Read ^yin. A sound imitating

the roll of drums,

j^ p) 1 1
[like the] dL«tant

reveille.

From a shelter and rest ; the

second form is nearly synonymous

nitli p^ but is not much used.

A feast, a banquet, such as

is given to graduates; rest,

reixise ; merriment.

^ ^ to sit and conversa

f^ I
to confer a banquet, as ou a

high officer.

1 ^ -S ft to get merry at a

fea;,t of friends.

I
•^ to invite guests.

1 ^ a congratulatory feast

^ ]
to give a spring-tide feast.

SS J® ^ 1 «" imperial banquet

given to the ts:n.<:^ graduates.

M^^ 1 «n^ E Si 1
the feasts

given to the civil and military

Ai'j'u graduates by the provincial

iiutlioritics.

i^'^iCa^^ ] 1
what makes

you look so happy 'i

'J i'rom earth nnd to hide.

A bank of earth which pre-

yof y ents an overflow ; a moat, a

dike.

to build dikes,

a bank lined with willows.

] a bund, a levc(!, a dike.

Kroni X^ mixed colors and ) a
coveit.

An elegant and handsome

jjerson, a fine figure ; c.vcel-

lo' t, .".ccomplislieil.

^ ^ a pereonablc and clever man.

^ 1 o*"
1 i * '^"''1 portly look-

ing man.

/^ ]
a distinguished scholar.

p^ ^ 1 '^ ho is the fine.st one,

i. e. the very B.ayard of the stale.

Trom words and elegant.

A proverb, a common sayiug

;

traditionary or legendary talk;

village stories.

I
a vulgr.r saving.

] the sayings of low people.

lUt 1 W ;^ as the old proverb

hath it.

Read ngan^ and used for tlie

next. A blunt and menacing tiilk,

boastful ; biu.squc in manner.

^ ]
disrespectful.

"i
The first of these when rsad
nijun' iii like the pieccdiujf, bat
otherwise it U must fiequciitly

used with the secouil.

'W J To moan with one for the

!f^^ . loss of one's country ; to con-

dole with the miserable, or

those disgiaced from oflice.

I y^ to condole with.

1 ^ S ^ to go and moura with

one whose country is destroyed. ,

^7 A. 1 ^ '"'' ne\cr came to

condole with mc.

m

m> Troin stone and to apjiear.

The smooth stone on which

yen^ the Chinese rub their ink.

Vaa ] ^ to g-et one's livuig by

writkig, i. e. plowing the ink-

stones.

I^I 1 or
I _^ or ] ;^ fellow-

students ; fcchoolmates, who use

the inme ink-stona

•SS 1 ;K- 5? ^" ground a holn in

his ink-stone by his application-
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;/.-7i'

1 m

m 1

^ 1

From words and to o^cr «/) ; it

is also read yc//>

To decide on judicial cases,

and give a sentence ; to pro-

nounce judgment ; to adjudge

the decision.

j)[
to sentence. '^ *

ft. a le^al decision. ,r

the autumnal assize.

] an equitable decision.

a final decision.

^JL

flowers

I'rom ^ abundant and ^ to

rover over ; the first iinantlioriz-

ed form is most common, but not

considered to be so correct as the
"

l.Tst two.

Beautiful, captivating, hand-

some
;

plump ; voluptuous

and winsome, as a fine face

;

bedizened, -wanton, dissipat-

ed ; tall, well-shaped.

^ 'jJn ] incomparably beautiful.

]
[in the epring] the

emulate each other's

beauty.
^

I ^ handsomely dressed.

5£ ]
gorgeous and beautiful, as

an illummation.

^ I
bright, enticing ; winsome,

as a pretty face.

}^ 1
wanton ; seductive and las-

civious.

1 fe Si A fceauty excites men.

j P >^ iS * ready tongue is an

evil— cr brings trouble.

1 ^ 5^ '^^'^ balmy days of spring.

1 ^ to admire and desire, as

great learning or wealth.

|t*JJ) From xpirit and serfre ; used

* with fTiung jj§ rich,

y n' Vinegar or spirits of a strong,

sharp taste.

1 ^ strong tea.

jg ] this drink is very strong.

J Water moving leauti/tuJy, ta

^^j[ the boisterous, rolling sea.

2/«' f«fc 1 ^ 4* * ll'« bub-

bling waters fill up the pool.

i'rom Jlame and to involve ; it is

nearly synonymous with j i^ ;

tlie first form is prefeired, and
the last two are rather pedantic.

Brilliant, drawing the gaze

of men ; the fury of a fire.

^ ]
D flame, the blaze.

^ I
a blue flame.

^J ] a roaring high blazo.

lk%M \
t'lc fl««ie8 cf

the lamp are very bright.

]j^ ] P to Kiy mass on the

third day after death and o[ien

the door of hell to release a soul

] 3£ IS ^l" '5 ^. tl»e lurid flames

shot up to the heavens.

] ]
the leaping tongues of flame.

^10^ the pestilent fire [of

heresy] daily spreads.

m

e^'

yea'

Fr»m horse and tlie whole; the

second form is rather vulgar.

' Name of a horse; to verify,

to examine officially for pur-

poses of verification; to prove

by inspection ; to examine

into, as the cause of a death; proof)

evidence ; a testimony or examina-

tion which proves a thing.

1 M '•° ^'°''^ "" inqt'.est.

^ ] to hold an official inquest or

examuiation, as of wounds re-

ceived, or of a coiiiee.

I ^ to inspect and pass goods.

] j|5[
*o ascertain the personal

cliiciencj- of ofliccrs before send-

ing them to their posts.

1 1^ a permit

V^^ ] to examine if genuine.

] 3ffi ^j- to test a man's identity
i

by his fingers' ends.

j ^ to e.lsmine a vessel.

] ^ to examine an officer or can-

didate as to his qualifications ; it

is done monthly in the Board of

Civil Office by special commis-

sioners.

] ^ the fidfillment of a dream.

^ ] a sati.sfactory proof of; an
examination approved by a sn-

psrior.

W\ 1 ~T ^^'^ proofs are complete
;

it was verified.

] OJ] Jf'
^' look sharp after the

catties and taels ; a shop notice.

^ 1 ^ ^ to examine into care-

fully.

^ 1
to try or test.

^^M\ what proof will suffice?

I jpf the river of verification, ia

Budhism, Sindhu fg ^ or the

Eiver Indiw, which rises iu the

Himalaya Mts.

||>A|,) The action of a fish's mouth

HX\ ^^'i®" 't comes to the top of

yen' the water.

;ffi. P 1 Pgtho fish is gasp,

ing and panting.

/TF- ? From man and settled; it is an-

jjfirf other form of j§|5 a district.

yen' To settle or arrange the pricss

of articles^ as a broker.

) ^ n.imes of two gods or genii.

I

yen,'

yen*

To pare, to clip, to even oflf;

to bale out, as grain.

ladle or pour out rice.

A hunting dog of great

strength used in hiwting

tigers
;

probably allied to

the Mongolian or Tibetaji

mastiff.
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Od tounils, yik, jit, yip, end iigik. fn Canton, yik, yat, Ot, and yap ;
— in Swatow, ok, ia, ip, it, and at ; — tn Amoy,

ek, giet, fp, It, and gek ;
— in I'uhchuu, ek, Ik, y6h, and e ; — in Shanghai, yak, niak,

yili, ill, yok, and iigeli ; — in Ciiju, i.
^

From water and vessel ; g. d. a
d'lAi niling ^vitli water ; occurs

used for tbc next.

To pour in more ; to increase;

to advance, to jiromotc ; to

benefit ; advantageotis, beneficial

;

full, superabundant ; strengthening, i

restorative, as a tonic ; a term of
I

comparison, more, in a higher do-
j

greo; the 42d diagrana, denoting

to angment.

fif :k. ] y^ it ^'11 1* bigbly ad-

vaniageona

/^ ^ M ] it will only be injurious,

and not beneficial.

Wt S 1
bumilily advances one's

interests.

^ ]
gradual progre&s, as in learn-

ing,

ff^ 1 to ask again about ; to ask

further, to inquire more.

1 J^ IS . 1 J?l i^e further [from

the times of the sages] the worse

— the customs.

] ^ more and more ; worse and

worse.

1 »m an old name for the capital

of Sz'ch'uen.

] ^ a poetical name for the

lung-yen. {Nephtlium longan.)

^ 1^ He 1
I ain deeply obliged

for your kindness.

[.Hfc. From water and to augment;
occars used for the last.

PS.
V

y«
A vessel full to the brim

;

ready to overflow, to run

over ; abundant ; to spread abroad,

to diffuse; still, as water in a vessel;

a handful ; a measure or weight.

]j!| \ i'uU and sufficient.

1 Jij an overplus, good measure-

^^ ]
nothing over, just enough.

1 IKi ^^*'' ^^^s "^'^'' '"^ T^ora than

enough.

S '^ E 1
this noise (or music)

was heard on all sides.

^ ] to overflow.

From moulh and to add ; but tlie

seal character repiesoiits llie veins

of I lie throat ; used for yc.i* [Igg

tlio throat.

The (lno.it, the organs of

eating and speaking ; to liiccough.

i^ P ^ llij' 1 J^m •'« cried

the whole day without getting

hoarse.

] xf § fji not a grain of rice

can stay in the throat.

Read u-ufi, To laugh ; the

nowe of laughing.

5^ ^ I ]
laughol convulsively.

In Ciintoiwsf. To call after one

;

to quarrel, to scolds to bawl ; crowd-

ed, thronged ; near ta

] ^ to wrangle about.

] [^ brawling, makicg a row ; a

hubbub.

+ 1 :fti ^ ^ ten to one but it

is a quarrel about money.

A piece of gold of 20 taels

weight in the Chen dynasty,

but in the state ^ it weigh-

ed 30 ; in the ^ dynasty,

a catty of gold of 24 taels ; and in

the Han dynasty, of IG taels ; it

was sometimes used to weigh rice.

J^ I
great wealth, much gold.

J&-^^ The open bow or prow of a

/Jitti j""k, called
] j^ from its

yi ' being thought to resemble a

monstrous sea bird, and there-

by to terrify the spirits.

] -J^ a handsomely carved boat.

From lird and increasing ; it is

used for t!ie last.

A kind of sea bird that flies

high, whose figure is gaily

painted on the sterns of junks,

to denote their swift sailing; the

descriptions are contradictory, but

its picliiro rudely resembles a heron.

If-

;^ I
"^ a dragon-boatwith a

heron's figure-head.

Regarded as the same, and a more
correct form tbau the preceding.

A WkI of the heron kind;

the hen Ls fabled to conceive

by looking at the cock.

/A 1 5iJil3§*,^ six herons

flew back and tbrth over the

capital of Sung ;— a good omen.

] ^^ the tiger bittern or chestnut

heron {Gm-sachius goisaki), found

iu Formosa.

Another form ofthe last ; also

the cackling of geese.

^^m^\ 1 ^ ^ ^
pray, what is the use of this

cackling ?
^

Seems to be interchanged with
the last, but this is probably an
error.

A f:pecics of gallinaceous bird,

the medallion ])hoa.sant {Trcujopan

satyrus) or Nipal homed pheasant,

called ili ^ 1^ or cock that ejects

the comb.

JI) ;g ^ ] on the height is the

ribbed grass
;
probably alluding

to its markings which resemble

tlic bird's.

From man and thought ; q. d. a

number beyond his thought.

A hundred thousand, or a

lakh of ten myriads ; the

Budhists use it for a loti, or ten

thousand millions
;

quiet, repose of

mind ; to contrive ; to guess, to bet.

1 .S) to calculate, to plan, as

whether the means are enough.

D^ I
gl) ^ when the heart is

quiet, then it Ls pleased.

] ^\i ^ fk ™}Tiads and millions

of iJeople.

7 II;
-gL ] he conid not make

bim at ease; not satisfy his

desires.
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I
•5^ Eed or yellow binding insert-

VW» ^^ around the upper leather

j/i' above the sole.

I'rom heart and to think.

To recall, to bring to mind
;

yi' to reflect on, to think upon.

I
jjfi to recall to mind.

^ iSb fS 1 ^ cannot recollect it.

1 y^ recollected it.

jfe j to bring up to mind, as by

a strong eflbrt.

1 IR lo cherisli ill-will.

^ ]
a mutual remembrance.

X-f^, A tough kind of wood like

J >H>> '^° ^^^ ^^ ^'^'^ cherry, snita-

^1 ' ble for making bows or arrows.

;}5; ] a kind of wild plum.

]R ^ ;t m 1 ^ ? *5 '» get-

ting out rods for arrows, the ash

is next in goodness to the wild

mulberry.

H^ Tiie breast, the pit of the

Aj>^) stomach; the heart or bosom ;

yi ' full ; used for its primitive, the

thoughts, the feelings.

1 M, ™y "pifiion ; I think so, —
implying some conceit in it.

1^ ]
the breast ; the desires.

] Pl your decided views
;

your

prejudices.

j^> 1i ii 1
^^'^ "1'"^ ^^^^^ ^'t''

anxious feelings.

1 Wt prejudices, notions-

1 ^ jJl 35c *" original composi-

tion.

] ^i '0 gel- a judgraentor opinion

from another.

|g )
the breast swollen a little;

asthmatic.

r/yt From hand and to look vp ; but

^J-lj the original primitive is pjj seal

;

"
. t V-d. turned by the hand.

y A conjunction, else, or ; either

or better ; moreover, further ; to

press <l<nvn with the hand, to settle;

to stop, to repress, to keep back or

down ; to rule ; to keep one's self-

possession, to curb ; close ; band-

some.

] ^ or else ; otherwise.

1 ^ ^ M or is it so that there

are none '?

1 ^ grieved, desponding from

being held back ; irked, vexed.

] i, repress it ; keep it down.

1 Ji' pT ^ however, this may
also bo.

J^ ^ 1 1
liis air is very careful

and reserved.

1 j^ 'i^ abate or restrain ; to press

down.

'i^±iM ] m±M shall we

seek it, or will it be better to give

it to him?

f
^ Tlic oiiginalis desciibeij as form-

//l\ ed from y^ rjreat with a line each

.J
side to represent a man's arms ;

in ivliich sense the character jn?)
is now used.

A copula, and, also, moreover,

too; likewise, fiuther, involving a

measure of qualification of the idea
;

after ^ it lias no particular mean-

ing, but rounds the period ; an ad-

versative particle, as not, or.

1 J£ jy ^ I can also do as well

;

I can likewise effect it.

^p M ] p]" cither will do, to have

it or not.

] ^ ^ jpj then in fact there's

no help for it.

] ^ it is also that.

^ )
;§ -|* ^ is he not silso a

good man ?

1
'^ ^ ^^ ^ ^'^"^ J"*'- t'^'^''

1 yf^ >i5. f4 ] ^^m W don't

ask, for I dare not tell.

1 liEa it 1.^13 ±il'-ive

seen and Ukewise met him.

1 jS Hi] E. ^ it "''I' •^o fl"'t6 '*s

well if he goes another way.

m

From great and also ; it is con-

stantly used for the ne.\t.

Very large
;
great ; abundant

;

adorned, beautiful
;

grand

looking ; unsettled ; enduring, as

generations or a family ; following

in order ; to play chess.

] ^ abundant leaves, or ] -jit

many ages, i. c. an old family,

many generations.

S 'C" 1 1
gloomy and of a sad

heart.

E9 tt 1 1
the double tandem

chariots came on in line.

i ^ 1 1
the magnificent pa-

lace of the Sovereign.

]
j|)lj[ name ofa great chess player,

B. c 4oO ; the Philidor of China.

•jfr^ Confounded with the last.

'Jy-y A game where the men num-
yi ' Ijer 180 white and black men
each, to represent days and nights;

the aim of the player Ls to surroimd

his opponent's man as in our game
of fox and geese ; to play a game, as

chess ; the mien or air ; a tent.

fS 1
to pl*y ''hess.

From napkin and also.

ii A very small tent, chiefly

yi ' used, according to one, to

protect a coffin from the dust.

A very slow pulse is called

'} ^ I
in medical books.

y ;^ ] a disease of a vora-

ciiHis apjietite, and yet the

patient grows thin ; caused probably

by tape-worm.

From wings and to slmul — as

if ready foryfi'v^/.in which sense
;*' alone it is used with the next.

Bright, as it will bo on the

morrow.

^ :t ] Q wait for him till

to-morrow.

to-morrow morning.

From wings and separated.

The wings of a bird ; sails of

a vessel ; flanks or wings of

an army ; applied to side

liorflcs, hou.ses, or rooms ; to serve

as wings ; to assist, as a councillor

;

to append, as a wing ; to brood

over, to shelter and defend ; to he

reverent; leisure; cordial; vigor-

ous, daring ; well-ordered ; exuber-

ant, flourishing; next.

^ ] to help ; to give succor, as

to the center corps.

'J' *& 1 1
'^'^''y eyeful and re-

spectful.

yp
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j|5 1 wings ; helps, adherents, ac-

complices ; aids to study, as cora-

inents, glossaries.

] 1 leisurely, like four horses

abreast ; regular, as marching

troops.

^ ] ^ a Manchu major-general.

Mding the wings during the d;iy.

'

:&^ ^ I
bis feathers and w'ngs

are all grown, said of a lad of

16 years.

te 1
or SI 1

Of ^ 1
to clap

the wings.

f^ 1 -t 5t PiS *^^" y°'^ ^y ^°

beaveu without wings ?

] ij§ the 27th zodiacal constella-

tion, including the Crater.

||| ]
the wmg is broken ; met. the

death of a brother.

] J^ @ ^ placed [this tuber] as

a side dish, or to fill out the

table.

Like the two precediug.

} To assist ; standing ready to

yi' fly-

^ ] an assistant ; to help.

^ ] 1 ^ ^ S- tlieir notions

are the same, just as two wings

fly in unison.

A small branch of the ^
jrjj in Mih-hicn in the north

of Honan, one of the head-

waters of the Kiver Hwai
;

a boiling current caused by a rock

in a stream.

From cj/e written transrerse-

Ij and^ /lappili/, cIenotiD<; the

eye of an ofBcer motioning to tlie

lictors to seize a criininnl.

To Bj)}', to bo on the lookout

for offenders; to lead on.

] ] pleased ; alive, growing

;

gcwd.

Read «te/*, To stop and sec

what one will do.

Mists and vapors ascending

I J in thin revolving flecks; to

revolve and return upon ; for

which the next is now used.

YIH.

From horse and to spy; like the

next, and often contracted to it.

A government post, a fixed

station where couriers rest or

exchange ; a stage ; a courier or

express ; to praise, to extol a per-

son; uninterrupted, incessant, as

passing postmen; a want of se-

quence, said of divination tokens.

j ^ a wayside rest-house.

]
^or ] ^ a station house;

the ofiicial stations.

] H^ or ] jg the courier, the post.

1 Ml 14 fidgety, in a hurry,

flighty.

1 1 ^ 5^ t^o blades are spring-

ing up rapidly.

] M M. ^ ^ bom mider a

wandering star ; — never at rest

IB.
y

From Jtorse and day, because

postmen ride a day ; interchang-

ed witii the last.

A post-horse, a fleet steed for

carrying dispatches ; a courier

sent with letters.

] Jj!|
a post-horse.

]
post-houses and couriers*

] to forward the courier, i

From silk and to spy ; it occurs

interchanged with tik last and
next.

To draw out or unravel silk, to

get the clue ; to unfold, as a

subject in the mind ; to state in

order, to lay before one ; to explain

;

uninterruptedly, unceasing; long;

great ; at the last extreme.

M 1 to get at tho clue, to un-

ravel or extricate an aflair.

3^ 1 7 ^ constant and inces-

sant, as intercourse.

^ 1 2» ^ each man stated his

opinion.

1 in <fi» D^® sound] kept on

just that way ; incessantly.

^ ^ j j^ able to draw them
out, as the talents of officcr&

1 i^ unceasing, contumous.

To explain, tomake clear; to

interpret, and make parties

understand each other; to

YIH.
i

translate from one language to an-

other.

^ ]
to interprcL

I 1^ an ofiicial interpreter.

^ I
far off regions, ijcople who

Jive so remote that repcatal

interpretings from month Xo

mouth are necessary to under-

stand them.

1 ffi M 3t translated it into

Chinese.

To like, to rejoice in ; to

i} please ; happy, contented,

jovial.

^, 'l ^ delighted, gleefully.

1 "K pleased with.

^ ] sick, indisposed. ->]

A hill in Ts'ao hien '^ |^ in

Shantung ; and of auotlier,

the :g 1 llj in Pei hicn Hi
.

Ijp^ in the north of Kiangsu.

|>^ The original form represents a
V^ sliort stake with a hook to hang
^' tilings; it is the 56ih radical of

yi eight characters, and resembles

fktco >5 * spear ; used with tho

tiext.

An arrow with a string tied to

it ; a perch or roost ; to appropriate

;

to seize or take, because tho bird

shot with this arrow was drawn in

to one ; to aim at ; to let fly an ar-

row ; black.

] ^ to take or seize without

order or erroneously.

] HI to arrest criminals.

1 St -ffi J^ drag him out of his

den or hole.

# -« >I» gl 3g( 1 )I3; «r it is

not that our small state ventured

to aim at tho appointment of

the Yin dynasty.

M r> Used for the last.

m\i> Black.

yP
Jl, ]

black.
-^

# ^' HS he wDTe a black

fiilk.

HM-* The ears or side omameats

"^.V' of a tripod.
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yi'

yP

A poiit to tetlier animals ; a

pillar ; in Cantonesf, a spike

or hook ; a fruit from Annam
like a pear.

^ ] a Stone which divides lands.

^ ^ I
a long spike or peg.

^V'licat from which the chaff

or glume has been taken or

yi : thrashed out.

q^JLk From clothes and night.

T'^5 The part of the dress under

the arms.

I H the seam on the side

ot" the dress.

Read chih^ A sleeve.

From water and night.

That which shows exhaustion

of the powers, vie, fluid secre-

tions, as saliva, sweat, pus,

milk, sap ; thick dregs ; to disperse,

as water thrown down.

^ ]
rich juices, applied to dew

and genial rains.

^ ]
sweat of the clouds, j. e. dew.

^ ]
the pearly B«cretion ; met.

spring water.

Jp^ I
humid, moist

j^ 1
continued sound, as of one

humming or groaning.

vfc 1 t& name of a pool within

the palace at Peking.

The arm-pits, the side of the

,i body ; the part under the

ff^'
fore legs of animak.

]
*]>" under the arras.

$k 1 J6X ^ ^® collects the hits

of for under foxes' legs to make
his robe ; — he asks aid from

everybody.

] ^ fetor of the arm-pits.

H.
!/e-

From hand and night; but the

primitive is rather the preceding

contracted, which cocnrs inler-

chancced with it.

To sustain one by his arms

;

to raise up or lead by the arm ; to

seize one by the arm and throw

him down ; the side-houses or

apartments in the palace, used for

retiring-rooms.

J^
] to uphold, to protect.

^
j

to lead on and enoonrage

one, as in a good course.

& '(i ] f^ the gates on the

sides of the palace entrance.

^ ] sides of a long robe.

The insect that changes, reier-

> ring to its different hues or

i/'Il' its celerity ; a small eft or

chameleon common in Hu-
kwang, called J^ |

and ]^ || or

grass dragon ; it is fed to larks.

^I,

yi'

Also read sih,

A blaze, a light ; bright,

brilliant ; dry, dried up

;

rancid, not fresh, said of

walnuts and chestnut^.

1 ^ '^""J"'
withered.

iM From earth and to change ; very

^fjt-y similar to ich'ang T^ an arena.

yi ' A border, a limit ; a raised

fence or dike between fields

;

to dike off fields.

I
edge of a field.

]^ ] frontiers and dikes, the

bounds of states and fields.

J^ I
to confer a territory on one.

ItL The door of a furnace where

^X,) pottery is biuned ; the open-

yi • ing of a fire-place.

*»tj From to go and a javelin,

\^ 1 Men sent to guard the frontier;

y!' to send ou service; work for

a feudal prince
;
government

service ; to minister to ; ofiicial un-

ilerlings and attendants; policemen
;

to .set in rows, as wheir transplant-

ing grain.

1^ ] a runner about the public

courts; of whom there are^
|

and ^ ] head sergeants and

constables, f^ ] and ^ ] door-

keepers and waiters, ^ f^ |

head jailers, &c.

A 1 IS 5£ ^ 1 ^*ten I am a

servant I perform its duties, even

when disagreeable.

^ ] a servant, an employe, a

coolie.

] ^ to employ, as a servant,

fx I
to go to the wars.

IS 1
or "]?

I
the lowest class of

menials ; scavengers, runners,

in ]
occupation, calling.

•ftf;
I

servants who are bought for

life.

^ ^ I I
to work incessantly

to the end of life.

From disease and a Javelin.

J A prevalent disease, or one

attended with unusual sym])-

toms ; an epidemic, a jiosti-

lence.

^ j^ ^ the pestilential vapor

parsed on and infected others.

I

I ]^ to expel the demon of

the contagion.

] ^ an amulet against the

epidemic.

yi'

1

The dividing stroke between
heaven and earth is represented
by this beginning of numbers ; it

__

is the 1st radical of a few cliii-

1^^ , y racters
; the two other forms are

used on bills for safety.

_ A Ohe; the'&st; aiiy onoT#;

"tVj j tliegaiDe,-flS^©Be,Milse ;"Sti«>,

y at ohQc ; a,, an ; a"^w ; \]k
whole of ; honest, perfect

;

on9_Aad trndivided ; iirichftngMig

:

to~6onsider as one ; to havmonire, ti)

nnite, to render uniform.; after a

numeral sometimes means one out

of it, as ~
-f^ }

the twentietli
;

used like item, when giving a series

of articles ; before verbs often makes

a participial form, as )( ^ having

gone, or as soon a^^e had gone :

when repeated, it has the force of

this and that, each, one by one

;

^1 1 ^ Hi tell the facta one

by one.

1 S ^ go straight on.

I ^ very early, still earlier,

/p ]
or

;;f; j ^ unlike.

^ I
make them alike ; all must

conform to the same rule.

1 ^ :§: 1 '&] * ""^^ ^ "• word,

there must be no shuffling or

retracting.
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T^ ] devoted to, a single calL'ng
;

earnest in pursuit of.

1 3L 1 + complete, as a narra-

tion; honest.

1 j5 1 n jS H let one be one

and two be two ; the-iwo things

are not alike.

7 1 ffij JE, "ot one by any means,

a great many.

ifM ] sincere virtue.

] ^ one or two ; we ; a few.

1 SS ilJ ^ li6 replied as soon as

he heard.

5(5 1 f@ A which man ?

I ^ Zl ^ firstly, secondly.

"^ M 1 5 S° ^"^ ^^^^ * ^''^'^

1 M t^ 1 ® JS "l^Ue drinking

he was pondering.

] ]ii] ||. once and again, repeat-

edly.

1 ^ the whole matter should

wait ; after a while, then.

H ]
the firet of; the best.

1 ;t J5 -S ^ Sr H ^ once is

too much, why do you want it

again?

1 ^ 1 fii S ^ raan proposer

and God disposes.

I

i; H 1 ^. X « 1 ^ the sun

comes out antl then tlie wind

whistles.

From* I'dppp under ^ a vase,

botli coiitrncted ; it U nsaally

<iseJ for the comiilex lorm of the

last.

To join into one; honest,

pure ; to close or stop up.

] -^ tlie whole of

iii' j
Hi) S& M, ^'^en the deter-

mination is sincere, then the

powers can be moved ; — an
cuorgetic will can move others.

3^ I
to muke all alike, to re<luce

to unifonnitv.

1 -^ ^ n "^^ # :§ * self-

colture is the foundation of all

honesty and sincerity.

A class of women officers in the

Cheu dynasty, whose duty
was to aid at iho worsliip of

-So

tt
yi

the goddess of silkworms.

YIH.

•"^ Tbe original form of this cbarac-

f J ter, jiow used an the 5th radical

^^^ of a score of incongruous charac-
yt ters, represents a curling sjwcut

yiieli^ or bud just coming out of the

darkness and seclusion of winter.

The second of the ten stems,

relating to the east and to wood
;

often u.sed as a pedantic form of—
one ; bent, curved ; to mark the

end of a topic ; to erase or check

off, as eiToneous characters by a

catch line ; a fisli's bowels, from

a supposed similarity in shape.

^ ]
the primordial cause ; the

ground or reason of; a star in

Draco.

y^^ ^ 1 w have not decided

yet who is best.

# J^ fa #£ 1 l»e was got up

like the stripes on a tiger's flanks,

— tlie bands on the tiger being

likened to this character.

1 |§ ^ tliis man said to th..t.

t^
Once interchanged with the Inst.

U} A house martin with bluish

yi * plumage, having two or three

names, all apparently given

m imitation of its twitter ; the

granddaughter of^ Jg u. r. 2300

is fabled to have swallowed a | ^p

and bore a sun, who was the great

progenitor of the mona;chj of the

Shang dynasty.

lll^ An isolated, imposing monii-

|1|(^5 tain.

Hi '

I jl^.
a grand iieak ; firm,

imposing, like a maintain.

/A^ From J\ 7nan and -=x vapor con-

I I j^ traded.

1/i ' Strong, tall, robust ; martial,

like the jjrancing of a .steed
;

suddenly, abruptly.

1 ^ W ^ ''*' ™:*i«l in unc.x-

pectediy.

I I
^ :^ a stately he-goat.

:fr -i: ] ] 7 ^ t'le ^'<^8sel

rocked uneasily to and fro.

^ ] lofty iind imposing, like a

high terrace.

^jfjj-
1 1 therami^artsofTs'nng

are strong and stout.

YIH.

Jk—

4

From an tnclosure and [5 a
|-*-^y » seal, referring to the patents

^|~ '
' given to feudal princes ; it is tbe

Fv 103d radical of a natural group
1'^ 3 of characters denoting to\VT]S, and
w) ' in tbe contracted form is placed

on the right of the primitive
;

occurs interchanged with the next
two.

A city, a fortified place of great

concourse ; a capital ; the fief or

domain of which it is the capital,

now applied chieily to a
,^jf;

district

;

the royal domain ; the principali-

ty of a prince ; to have one's capi-

tal ; a camp ; a stoppage of the

breath, a shortness of breathing.

] ^ the district magistrate.

§
I

the chief district in a prefec-

ture.

jgi; ] my district ; and^ |
your

city or town.

^ ] to confer a country on a,

prince ; a fief, a princedom.

] A citizens, towns-folk.

MM 1 M ^ rI Jh I'f
could

not stophis pantingand hiccough.

I ^ a villago elder or headman.

B9 ^ ^ 1 ^°^ hamlets made a

village — of 32 houses in the

Chen djTiasty.

[b|
I

from the Siune district

iS ^ i^v 1 * great place of trade

and concourse, as Canton.

"l^: ] the female sex {matrignma),

used in BudhLst books.

rttf A short or iutemipted breath- •

Mq "'g- * catching of the breath,

y* ' P^ 1 '"^ asthmatic or hesi-

tating breathing.

)& 1
palpitation of the heart.

Disquieted, sorrowful ; a feel-

ing of being neglected.

I j
sad looking.

grief have you?

Q. Strong, robust ; exerting one's

) strength.

y' 1 1 # # (lij ;?; ® g^>-

ing on diligently, like the

ploughman who never looks back.
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Yin.

Damp, atj from dew ; moist,

soaked ; to steep.

yi'
1 iPI

liumid, wet.

] ^ soaked through.

)K 1 -fr S thick dew lay on the

path.

Bead yah^ To fall into a pit or

ditch ; water running down, as from

a hillside.

or satchel to hold

a wrajiper in which

to preserve them
;
perfumed

;

to wind around.

] ^ a scent-bag hung on the

dress.

broidcred dresa.

1 ^ perfumed garments.

Xtt From hand and city ; oeonrs in-

MtX| terchanged vitb the next.

yi ' To bale out ; to ponr or lade

out, to transfer or decant

liquids ; to take up ; to retire

from, to repress.

]
gfj pour out a glass or cup.

1 fifc tiS ^ draw off some wine

for him.

in 1 ^o injure and get out of, as

an affair.

iPl From hand and a whisper.

t To make a bow with the

(yt hands joined upon the breast,

a la Chinoise ; to cede, to

jicld politely ; to give way to ; a

bow, a salutation ; to bow in.

^ ] to make a bow by bending

the knee.

jg j ^ ^ a low bow is not

worship.

^ ] a vety formal boss, the hands

raised to the eyea

j^ ]
to return a bow.

H ] Hff 16 enter the bouse after

the third bow ; an old custom.

] U flO ^ they bowed to each

other as llicy went up.

Eead <s'i/j. Multitudinous.

f^MM \ 1 -^ how thick the

locusts are !

YIH.

A synonym of the last, and

now superseded by it; also

read ^t ; and by some defined

to make a bow, dropping the

hands to the ground.

Bead k? To receive an im-

perial order with deep respect, and

immediately obey it, as a general

should.

From to go and a rabbity it being

wily in escaping ; like the next

* two.
Ill

'

'^ To get away, to get otF ; to

let loose ; to retire, as into

quiet ; to enjoy ease ; to run to

excess, to throw off restraint ; ease,

leisure, idleness ; unambitious; kind,

easy, careless about.

1^ I
in retirement, out of office.

] Q to release prisoners.

] ^ cultivated persons living in

retirement.

^ \ retired leisure ; otium cum

digniiate.

\ ^ fresh or worn-out, as troops
;

confident — dispirited.

Ijli^ ] to let loose, to give rein to.

mi^m ia ^:t \ 1
to^

can you lead such a reckless life ?

g| I
bright and agile; not easy

to catch, sprightly.

] ^ an easy, gentle manner
;

modest, not desirous of fame.

] j^ ] carried his dissipation to

an extreme.

From man and to lose ; it is near-

^ ly a synonym of the preceding.

yi' Ease ; idle leisure ; anful

luxury ; retirement ; to fail

in, to omit, as a duty ; the people
;

suddenly.

^ 1 vicious indulgence.

it 1 iS ^ ?|: te wilUngly re-

mained in retirement.

m ] ^ delights in roaming.

jH ] to escape from danger.

Bead tieh^ and used for j^. Care-

fully, gently, surely ; successively.

P9 13 ] .^ the four states one

after another raised their troops.

YIH. 1097

»kr. From water and to lose; it is

y^Jr* nearly synonymoas with the Inst,

' .^ iind also interchanged with ?ii, to

y overrun.

To overflow ; to rise, as a

flood ; to be dissipated ; licentious,

immoral : excessive.

1^ ]
driven as the water by wind

;

dissipated, libidinous.

I 1^ a fabulous animal of the

leopard kind ; name of a god.

it
i/''

A

From man and sacrificial articles.

) A band of eight dancers or

mummers who performed set

figures at sacrifices during the

worship of ancestors.

1 M ^ M tli« eight bandb

are performing in the hall.

/]£ a mummer ; a scholar who
fails to reach the rank of siuta'^ai,

nnd is reserved for a new trial.

F>om ^ water, y^ heaven, and

3t a well, the primitive being

explained to mean man's mouth.

To add to ; to fill up, as

saliva does the mouth ; the spittle

;

another defines it a medicine made

ly the Taoists to preserve life,

who say that a man dies if he

secretes no saliva for seven day.

From fire and to practise i it ii

also read sihy

yi ' Brilliant, glorious
;
glistening,

sparkling.

] jtH a name for the fire-fly.

t ^ ^ ^ 1 ® * i^ how
the orioles are flying about ; seo

their bright wings 1

An iron agricultural imple-

-y ment ; some say an incente

burner ; others, a large kettle.

From carriage and to lose ; it is

also nsed for tieh) Jg a eacoea-

sion.

A nmnber of carriages rush-

ing out together ; to rush by an-

other ; to rush on, as in battle.

^ ]
to invade.

^j^ ]
to scatter ; to disperse.

^

138
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The pauncli or first stomach

of a deer ; to ruminate.

Pg ] to chew the cad.

In Cantonese. To bite hard on,

to cramich ; to chew on, as tobacco.

A small grassy plant having

f)
stripes and colors on it like

a ribbon; perhaps it refers

to a species of Phalarin or

canary-grass ; it is used with its

primitive.

The shrill note of a flute is

n jR 1 referring to its alternate

high and low tones

^ 1 ^ IS tlio prolonged

and diminishing notes— as of a

distant Ante.

Old tomuis, yiu, yim, and Dgin. In Canton, yin, yim, and ng&n ; — in iswatow, in, im, am, bin, un, DgOn,

, _ in Amog, ien, in, 5m, gim, gun, and un ;— in Fuhchau, ing, i gung, ung, and 4ng ;
—

\
"

TJ,' , in Shanghai, yang, niSlng, and i"
;
— in Chifu, yin.

6Dg, and Bg(m
;

an inclosure with great

q. d. that which is great
|Tn| From

I r I when comprehended includes all.

' A cause, a reason ; to avail

of, to take occasion from ; a

foundation or base ; to proceed ; to

conform to what exists, to rely on,

to continue on, to allow according

to a precedent; the conduct of a

person as being the causo of his

reward or punishment; as a preposi-

tion, because, for, wherefore, why,

on account of; by means of; omng
to, in consequence of ; often makes

a participial form of the following

verb, or forms the abhative absolute;

an illative particle, then, next, and,

so ; in mathevuttica, to multiply by

one figure ; in Budhist literature,

monographs or particular treatises

explaining one subject.

;^ \ there is a reason.

^ ^ a cause, a reason.

1 it t^ S ^° '^'^^ ^^^ ^^°^ ^^^

learn one from the other.

I ^ to multiply, as in arithmetic.

1 'I^ ^ >^ ^'^ ^'°^ ^^ great for

the less.

1^ <^' ^ 1 doubtless there is a

reason for it.

] ^ because of, on that account

^ ] or
] JpI why T what's the

reason?

1 a# -$5 in to do the right thing

at its proper time.

] and "^ are legal terms, to fol-

low precedent or to disregard

it ; to continue on or to reject

itsagc.

] ^ inferring from this, availing

myself of this-

I jqj ,^ j^ owing to what original

reasons or circumstances ?

] (|| ;g; i^ to heedlessly follow a

routine without regard to the

exigency.

1 >C> B'J ^ f*^"^ ^''* ^^^^ ^'^ ^'^

to friendly duty.

1 ^^^ ^^ consequences of

these acts will be made manifest

— in your retribution.

] Jg I infer from the above ; to

conclnde from ; as an initial

l)hrase, owing to, in consequence

of, from this.

1
jjjf^

a cause {nidana), of which

Badhists enumerate twelve ; this

fundamental dogma of their me-

taphyuics is used to solve the

riddle of life and show its inanity.

1 P6 ^ Indra, the god of Brah-

mins and Budhists, and some-

tunes used for India, the country

under his sway.

Fi-om woman and because of;

e.xplained that when the bride-

groom comes at dusk for her, it is

tor his sake she leaves her home,

and the purpose for which she

was farmed is then accomplished.

A bride; a girl who has beeii

betrothed ; connection, rela-

tionship, affinity on the female side,

i^ J5& ^ 1
to arrange the be-

trothal ; to have a wedding.

I ^ a wife's relatives.

1 5^ o''
1 51 y"'"'' rel^ti^e ; the

two e.Kpressions are used in re-

ference to the ages of a persoa

iV"i

\ ^ the fate or influence which

brings lovers together.

# f^" 1 i^ ^^ A e^ ery one

lias hia lot or fate, don't there-

fore envy another.

From vapor or silk and because

of; the second form is less used,

and also defined hempen cloth.

A warm, genial ama.

\ ^ the generative in-

fluences of heaven aixl earth,

through whose stimulus all

things are produced.

The padded mats anciently

laid on floors, and still used

ill JajKin ; cushions or mats,

huch as are on chairs or in a

carriage ; a commodious seat-

a tiger's skin used for a seat

^ ift in ] a casliion-like tarf,

thick greensward.

]
"^ the Skimmiajaponica, an ever-

green shrub, bearing red berries.

I
to take a place of honor.

cyi

3!C

m
m

Like the last ; the second form is

rare, and specially denotes those

, covered witli leather.

A mat or mattress ; th © lining

of a garment ; a plait : the

<^" under garments next the

gkin.

I ^ a mat or mattress.

iA \ to sweep the mat, as before

sitting down.

IR 1 m^M m^fl they

lie on double mattresses, and eat

from dishes laid in rows ;— met.

the rich.
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c /l^l A female deer ; a doe. a roe.

A cream-colored mare, but

having gray spots mixing the

^ym colors.

^ Jlf JHI I ™y liorses are all

gray.

From earth and tha wttt ; ;. d.

tbe nature of water is to flow

east, and earth must be used to

make it flow west.

To raise an earth-work to

re Ktraiu water ; to close ; to

turn a water-course.

Jg ] a mound raised before

a wall to escalade it.

to dike, to raise a dam.

] ^ ;Jc Kwun dammed op

the waters of the delnga

>g^ Also read {yen, and occurs inter-

Jnrr changed with tbe last.

„/„ To fall into the water, to sink
*

and be lost ; to dam up ; to

stain ; to wet thoroughly ; to ooze

or soak, as water through a porous

dish ; to spread, as a spot cf water

on paper ; bibulous ; a stain ; name

of a river.

) j^ to be drowned.

1 ^ ^ 3^ ^<^ "^ 1°*' among the

the crowd, he has never attained

any eminence.

iSf 1 T 15 the oil stained the

paper.

Ml jH iK /IE tlio rain has soaked

my clothes.

wet throngk

hik spots.

Krnm gate and dam ; it la like

the two preceding.

The circular wall which in-

closes the gates of cities, some-

times wilhin, and sometimes outside

of the mrilii wall ; to stop ; to shut

oflF or to hem in.

I p^ the gate in this side wall,

j^ @ I ^ impeded, in straits

;

oppressed by poverty; unlucky

in everything.

I jS # S5 '° ^*°P ^ ^^ ">*^

YIN.

S'BK' To respect, to reverence.

cP3E. 1 ?jS lo esteem, to hold in

gieat regard.

From tcorstitp and to dike.

To worship with a pure in-

tention ar:d clean sacrifices,

such as the Emperor alone

makes.

] ]^ to worship and be accepted.

1 "T" _L ^ ['1^0 cmpeior] wor-

shiped Shcngti.

1 Sli ^ r"''°
*''<^ proper Kcrifice,

a Eweet-scellj!^ oKrirg.

W])
I

a pure sacrificial gilt.

YIN. lODD

,|t
f/b^ 1 The primitive itself wn> the old

form, bnt \a now di^ugcd ; tlic

last two lorni', contnininj moon,

are common csntrnc.ions.

A shadow, iho (h.ndy side of

a bl.I, (<ir which \^' is also

used ; cbfcnre, da:l:, sorabor

;

tho shades, hades • the ialo-

licr tf tl:c dual poWvTS in

Chincco jhlloscp!:y; th-' fe-

rcalo cr llic rcct p ire ia na-

ture : nif.lt'-T v.hen q-.:i?:ccat; iha

inferior of two thinly contrasted, ns

when tho mcon, tho carlu, niflit, or

water, are compared v.iili tbo [^^

ynng cr sun, tho heavens, day, or

fire ; underhand, secret ; tlio back,

in tho rear
;
privately ; concealed,

masked ; cloudy, duikiy ; jiorih tide

cf a hill ; tbe giofiscr or opaquo, as

of matter; that cf which tliin2sare

made, as opposed to ihciranima;

to cover over ; obscrjed by clouds.

^ ]
ibe rnoon.

] if^ a subtle charm against

(llseas3.

^ \ time, duration ; a day, tbe

lerglh of a day.

] fsfor 1 Tfor
] tier 1 ;i5p

tho abcdo o: tho dead ; the house

or court in tho unseen
;

phrases

that n:ay bo compared wl'.h the

both 'darn, long home or hidden

house cf Ecc. xii. 5.

1 ^ secretly, underhand,

j^ ]
to visit hades, to consult the

souls, to act as a necromancer.

I ^^ a shade ; cool, sliady.

c»"

5^ ] a cloudy day ; dull, dark sky.

] j^ femub propriety.

T 1 or ] ^; or 1 ^ the fo-

mab organ of women or animals-

\ ^ unoitentatious virtue ; secret,

kiiid acts.

] $j to injure slyly, to secretly

wrong another.

•sj"
I :£ 3li(§

to improve every

moment.

1 r^ ^ * nan who calculates

the destiny of a person from tho

I;o:'cs;op3 of th3 moment of his

de.^lh; but
) p^ ^ i3 r.vthcr

a necro22aiicer cr mngician.

lor several daya

Bead ("Ton. Tho hut or house

erected i:i oldan tiaio over the em-
peror's tomb, was cJluJ |^ ] or

tbu shcJ to meditate in.

Re-ad iifuvg. An ice-house.

H ,.i \\ m -T a 1
!=' tii3

third i:ico:i they take it to the

ic>hou3CS.

Xicad i/in'' To benefit indirectly.

^± 1 '* K f' ?ia* I 'vcnt

to d') roa good, bat you were

angry at mo.

tt. From ft tpenr and to revert to

virtue j used witUtlie nezt.

A\ cdjrctive, as a superlative,

the highest degreo of; full,

flourishing, abundant, many; to

rogul itci ; regulated ; a f'lli band of

mu.'sicir.tis ; a rolling of thunder

;

correct, in iho mlddlo ; substantial,

rich ; to sustain.

] '^ substantial, having property,

well oo:

1 A J.jl ^ the men of Yin plant-

ed the j:m![x;r— near their altars.

I ^ afilueut, abundant

^ '5" 1 1 '"7 grieved heart is

full cf so:tow.

1
^* SS ill" it « l>ut proper that

tho liines Ic lljuri.shing.

fIT 1 ^ !ffi ff I a°i greatly

iudebteJ. S;r, ibr yoiu- groat and

continued kindnesS and hospita-

lity.
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] j^ to Lope ardently for.

I ^ the Yin dynasty, a name
given to the last part of the

Bhang, from b. c. 1401 to 1137,

in conseqnence of the monarch

Pan-kSng removing hia capital

to Yin, a town north of the

Yellow Eiver, now Hwoh-kia

hien 3g ^ ^ in Honan.

i'Tom heart uni/iill ; intercbang-

ed witk tlie last.

,.,„ Mournful, soiTy ; careful,

particular about, anxious.

^ ] ^ a pretended interest in

one, a flattering kindness to.

I t^ anxious, feohug for.

1 ] ^ l^«
^'*^''y careful of, to

exhibit sincere regard for one.

* IF*- Formed of h words placed over

< 1=1 "g" to hold in (be inoutli, both

yi,i contracted to their present form
;"

it is the 180th radical of a small

natural group of characters.

A sound of any kind, but

more especially a musical note or

tone ; iu the Chinese way of spell-

ing, the initial sound or letter

;

news ; a, reply ; an intimation or

order ; occurs used for ]§' a shade.

J5P ) a dental tone or word.

^ ] speechless.

] ^ a rhyme, the word that

makes the rhyme.

I ^ i^ >^ clear and harmonious

musical sounds.

P I
pronuiiciatioji, enunciation.

/\ ] the eight things (silk, bam-

boo, metal, stone, gourd, crockery,

leather, and wood) of which

musical instruments are made;

met. music, melody.

A 1 |8E a band of musicians.

] a reply, an echo, an answer.

jE ] the true sound, tlie correct

or ancient pronunciation.

j^ )
local pronunciation or dialect

^ ]
initial sounds.

^ ]
sweet words

;
your kind

greetings or congratulations.

^ ^ 1 ^ "" '"•""" ''• ''-'1''? '^"'o

you for a long time.

I ^ a note in music.

l>g ^ ] to chant southern ditties or

^ ]
as ballads or vocal masic

are called.

•^ ]
ia rhetoric, a final reflection.

-j£ % '^ ^ 1
' 'be deer when

dying does not seek for a shade.

<l©
The incessant sobbing and

'0 wailing of infants; dumb,

^yiii unable to speak from great

grief or an accident.

] ^ dumb from any cause.

1 '?» lib W "'•'' ''ble to speak.

as from paralysis.

Like the last.

Dumb, whether born so or be-

come so by disease ; a disease

which prevents oae talking

I ^ deaf and dumb.

P ] mouth crippled so that the

person cannot speak.

t-jy> Also read ,«//««.

'If! Quiet) peaceful, good-natured

;

^yiii still, comiKsed ; solemn, an

plaintive music.

1 1 iSt t" spend the day in

' silence, as a priest.

S
-jyi Drunk ; the noise of dninken

Q fellows ; a coaise, sour ragout

^yin or hash made by some Miao-

tsz' of bones mixed with flesh,

rice, lime, and tish, and stored as a

condiment ; to cover a vessel so

closely that no smell shall e8ca[)e.

] ^ this stinking preparation.

^ 1 ti ^ Ift ^ bow many
generations hayc yon had these

tubs of bono ragouts ?— is asked

of the better classes of the

Miaotsz' to inquire of their riches.

From mouth aud now or gold;
' e second is net much used as a

variant for the first.erf I va

njSit
I

To hum, to intone ; to read

cH >^ J fast, as when half singuig a

jjiii ballad ; to sigh ; to moan.

^ ]
to ponder ; to hum to

o.ie's self.

^ P I ]
Kiuiliug and humming.

] ^ to make sonnets upon the

autumn.

;;JC ^ H I
ibe dragon howb

under the deep.

^ j the notes of a phoenix ; met.

a concert of musia

1 Jii # .^ to sing and play in

"; the evening breeze.

^ U to hum poetry.

The second ia also read '¥in.

To close, to shut ; congealed, dor-

mant ; to speak very fast, as when
humming.

^ ^ 1 ^ '^be moon and sun

have shut np (or withdrawn) their

influences, as in winter, when

H ^ ^ 1 everything is

torpid.

tW

iVm

From hill or stone aud metal.

High and dangerous cliflFs,

running along one after the

other; a ridge.

J^ ] a high, dangerous peak

standing out Uke an aiguille,

i^
I

projecting clifls.

From r** a covering, which is

likened to the knee-pan that pre-
vents the humor» from ascending
the body ; these humors are de-

picted by p3 a mortar as coming
out of the ground, and iuclude

tlie stimulus of nature in the

spring which the frost hinders.

The ancient punishment of cut-

ting off the kneepan ; the third of

the twelve brancbes, which is sym-

bolized by a tiger, and connected

with wood, and denotes the hour

3 to 5 A. M.; to reverence, to respect

;

respectfully ; a fellow-ofiicer, a col-

league ; vigorous, strong.

] fl^ in early morning.

I ^ to show great regard to.

IU 1
'^''

1 51 a colleague in the

isame yamun, and of the same

rank.

I ^ to treat a guest with consi-

deration.

^ :^ 1 ;|: -^^ JE y«" <Ji<i not con-

stantly and reverently reflect upon

the sacrifices — to ancestors.

] ^ to regard with dread.
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^f*, Fioin ^ evening anil J5 to re-
^*^ njiccl; similar to the last.

tlf'ii To respect ; to advance ; a

distant place ; eventide ; to

bo leagued with ; a colleague ; a

money girdle ; one rib.

/\ I
eight places l)eyond the

frontier.

] ^ late in the evening.

1 Wi *o g'^6 bribes to get into

oflioe, to have .<!ecret relation-

ships with ofBcials, to intrigue

for office.

I'Vom ivater and apf/roaching

near; it is constantly iiilerchttng-

ed with the next.

The rising of waters ; to

soak, to drench ; to give loose

to ; execfses of any kind, bnt

especially in licentiousness ; lewd,

immoral ; to debauch ; f. i nn ad-

jective, extraordinary, excessive,

very, great ; the bad ; to incroacb,

as on .inothei''s functions or place

;

a long time ; to overpa:js, said of

the stars when their motions do

not agree with the calculatioas.

I J|[ lewd manners ; the fashion

of dissipation.

I %^ debauchery.

^ RS .S 1 ^ fullness of bread

and ease Iteget lustful desires.

] S(l fe 'ffi
"° advantage is to be

derived from excessive worship,

or worshiping what docs rot

exist.

^ I
soaked too much.

HI) ^ ] the music of the Ch'ing

people was licentious

3'C ^ ^i # IRj »S 1
Heaven

annexes happiness to goodness

and woes to lewdness.

B 1 "f ^ ik daily confined to

liis txioks ; 1. e. excessive study.

&£ W 1 j^ ^'® ^"® possessed of

great dignity.

.k
i!/"

Similar to the last.

Lewd, obscene ; to debauch,

to whore ; to seek for pleasure

;

tlreatrital amusements.

] ^ a loose woman.

^ ]
adultery and fornication.

1 A ^ ^ to debauch others'

wives and daughters.

1 iH '^^^"^ amusements and shows.

j|[ ]
chastity and lewdness.

From rain and excessive.

Bain for more than ten days

without ceasing ; a long and

drenching rain.

^ ] ^ continuous rains.

tt l£ 1 ^ incessant rain day and
night.

1 M jS ^) nnintermpted rains.

It 1C» From moui/t and a hatchet ; it is

( P/ I
niso a contraotioD of (t'inp f^ to

s.'/'"

hear.

To open the mouth wide and

laugh immoderately.

] ^ llij ^ ho laughed loudly.

From u:ordit and door.

pSj To .speak gently, as people

^yhi who a.sk at the doorway ; to

speak mildly, as when ro
proving ; an agreeable, respecLfi-i

manner.

1 1 iQ •& ^ gentle and conrtecns.

I
"^ to speak pleasantly.

yf
—

*-
i

From dog and a word ; it also

Ja ^^ occurs read jsAan.

^yin The barking and snarling of

ouo or many dogs

^a ] ] ams^ ^ furious

dog came rushing out, barking

at him as he came up.

From metal and perverse ; it is

contracted to^ in common books.

Silver; the j^ ^ or white

gold, as gold is known as

the ^ ]
yellow silver; money,

cash, wealth.

j^ ]
quicksilver, mercury.

tic ] broken silver.

] .^ or 1 ^ money, bulUon,

specie, silver.

1 ^ the money, i'. e. the weight

of a jiifco of silver.

gg ]
a Mexican dollar.

cli

ji''"

^1 fi. or IS 1 >iC make up the

dijfterence in value between tba

various sorts of silver.

%" Jfl 1 •' reward oft'ered; the

notice is called ;}!£ i^ ijlfi or the

red card.

1 H or Q ] 1^ an order, a bill

or draft.

1^ I
silver alloyed with copper.

I fif the silver hook, t. e. the new
moon when first seea

] ^ a man of means.

] \^ the silver sea, a Taoist name
for the eye.

mm^.\mW,l^% ^vhen

one is learned bat is poor, his

talk i.s like empty words, — not

much listened to.

] fjij the Milky Way.

] "B the white-bait. (Leucosoma.)

1 #J nn Ti [cH a silver tree

blossom 1— an impossibility.

^ I
or

I f^ silvered paper shaped

liko ingots ; used in worship.

4"B ?wu tank end limit

i»%K A. bank ; a boundary, a limit.

iVin
) ^ a shore, a beach.

P^ ]
a threshold.

— ^ SS ] no bound anywhere

to the prospect.

Jill 1 |jfl
to open a road through.

^ ]
the nine bounds, i'. e. the

empyrean ; the high heavens.

jjj*^ From teeth and ax.

c^/l The gums of the teeth ; dogs

jj/i'n snarling and fighting.

) ]^ the gnras.

I ]
quan-eling; anarchy and

contention.

Read 'kin. The palate.

^Il^ From four mouths and offietr,

IE *« denotiup; the hum of voices.

jyj» The sound of conversation

;

without any conscience, to say

things miworthy of belief; stupid.

"SC ^ # 1
[Slmn's] father was

peivoree and his mother stupid.

] 1^ pf .^- will it do to perjure

or say anything in the trial 1
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Tlio distticl in wliicli Niagpo

city lies is
| 0, a namo

givun it during iLo Chea dy-

nasty.

From intect and tharp ; also read
,ian.

The book moth (Lepisma), the

S ^},
<" 6 .tl

f'°'^ ilsshapa

and lEcaly color : two species aro

common, whic'.i injut-o b;)ola aiid

clothing, by eating tho paste and

sizing.

Eoad isin. T7nj^fjllng.

I ]
moving and squirming.

From worih and ex ; it rcsenibles

su ^: to tell, aiul i» ixe.l as n sy-

nonym of hin f^ ov fif pleased.

An affable, respectful manner

;

pleasant and fjravi-jus.

^ -^ 1 1 ill -li lis attendants

wtro BO very attentive and cour-

teous.

Bead Jii. Tho vapor which rises

from the ground.

Jtin

'?!
From l>ow and a Vine / intended

to fis.iro a drawn bow.

'ytn To draw a bow
;

prolonged,

carried on for a long time, as

descendants ; to lead on, to show

;

to induce, to point out ; to bring

forward, to recommend; to lead

iiito evil ; tised for '^ victimized,

confirmed, as in a habit ; to perpe-

tuate ; to decline, to retire ; to quote,

as in proof of ; a prefaco or argu-

ment of a book ; a fuse or match

;

tho eiBcacious priiiciplo of; a mea-

sure in the Hau dynasty of 100

eli^ili; a weinht of 2 Ln; in the

gabd, a lot of 8 bags of salt, which

weig'j C| pecub net.

] 7|c to lead water, as into fields.

1 :^ A a r-'iot-

1 ^ "T" ^fr to draw wcU-watet

*J» I
a preface.

] ^ to light or strike a fir&

^ ] to point at

] p^ a loader, ono wno shows tho

way, or heads a subscription.

] ^ to quote anihnrs or books.

I j^ a spy, a guide j to famish a

clue.

] i^ to lead, to induce to go in

a way.

m ] to hold in tho breath, ad tho

Taoists or jngglora do.

] ^ to iutroduco to the imperial

presence.

^ ]
tho subjsct of a ballad or

ccng.

JJ ]
to euro disease by shampoo-

in-.

E -ttl ^ ]
•'"c tlii'>2 i'i'l"o<» (or

i::vi)'vc8) another.

] HiJ {l^ .'^ dovelojKKl or carried

out the Lint or c'ue.

|{§ ) ^ the active or leading

principle of a propnration.

1 H) to inll'.icticc, to urge on.

h.Tj \ ^1=' [t''0 people ^^
Yin long enjoy prosperity.

Eca:l V «* A baiter, a drag rope.

f?)^M >Z- % 1
ono should

hold the rope when going with

tho hearse ; — do your part.

-'*'• j:

>»

Originally formed of .^ a step

Isil on and on ; it U tbo u4tU ra-

dical of a few nnusual cliaracters.

To journey ; to move on.

'ttelll f""" tnsecf and to had or to

Mi
I

respect.

"^^J \ The earthworm {Lumbr,cus),

Wm ^^°i& 1 «!«> called ± H
^ f^ ' earth-dragon ;

it Ls used as a
^^ remedy iunrinury complaints.

flj ]
a sdnguiar snake re-

sembling a CccUia.

I "f-ti From bodi/ and a stroke, but tb«

J original composilion is from 31

'v.n * liand and y holdittg on
; q. d.

to maniigo tilings.

To grasp Ln tho hand ; to go-

vern, to rulo ; to direct ; true, ear-

nest ; to introduce, to advance ; an

old term for chief, principal or first

;

a director or overseer of other

officers.

1 ^ square pieces of dried meat,

once ased in sacrifices.

J^ ) the mayor of Peking, a high

officer, whoso jurisdiction is in-

dependent of tho provincial go-

vernor, and restricted within the

metropolitan prefecture.

^ I
all the directors of high rank.

<>b

p:
y»

1

From to eat and to breathe.

To drink ; it is by some con-

fined to animals, as |I^ is to

persons ; to sock in the breath

;

to rinse the mouth ; drink, drink-

ing ; used like f^ is a sign of tlie

passive, to receive; to cherish ; con-

cealed, secret

] ^ drink a glass.

jg ] drinking to excess.

m I
please drink.

j^ a slice of medicine.

]
— ig a mad drinking bout.

7K ^ W' "'° know the foun-

tain by drinking the water.

] f^ to have a cause f.>r dislike.

1 ilf ^ IS to attend a wedding

feast.

1 1fk M *o *^'"1^ '" ^^^ village,

an appellation for a village elder.

] ^ hit by the arrow.

1 $ an anonymous or secret

document

jif I
good to drink.

'— 1 llO ^ be quaffed it off at a

draft'

Eeatl ,yi«' To give to drmk.

•1 M ^ ^ li<^ watered the horse

and tlu'cw down some cash.

'^'^ ] ^ to furnish food and
oriuk.

InCa.ifontf&^usodfor^ Todip.

1 M iS3 ^ ^^'P candles.

] Wi ?8l '^'P '' '" '^i'® *'y'

To lead on ; long, drawn out

;

to sew and stitch ; to stitch,

" to quUt.

1 ^ to sew across, as when
quilting.

] ^ S to stitch the ael.

vago of a giirment

1 f^ Is fii^t !'»'*'« an<l then

sew it
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A long spear or pointed

weapon.

Eead 'yu. A long shield.

:^ ^ j 1^ the spears did

.attlo aga'~"' '''" -^=-'-1-
-"

-

peaceful times.

-'V

^ :^ I PB '•"® spear;

not rattlo against the shields ; i. e.

L
')jin

From aplace and eompassionate ;

but the original form, like a

, right-angle, is supposed to imi-

tate something hidden.

Eetii'ed, private: small, mi-

nute ; screened, cuvered, put

away, obscured ; in private

life, not in office ; to keep out of

view, to avoid, to keep back, to

withdraw ; fixed, settled ; to lean

on ; tranquil, mournful
;

painful

;

sufiering, worthy of compassion ;

the contracted form is used in mu-

sical books for^ to snap the string

of the lute in playing.

1 }fi llj fk to hide away in the

country.

S an elliptical sentence.
1 m
] -^ a retired scholar, one never

in office.

] ^ one imknown to fame.

15 ] retired from active official

life.

1 ilk '"^ unexpected calamity, a

causeless affliction.

I
|(§ to restrain one's compassion,

i.e. to keep secret something use-

ful to otbei-s.

] ^ to keep perdu or out of the

way ; to hide a thing.

1 ^ IJO M # to hide the evil

and make kno^vn the good deeds

of one, as Yao and Shun did.

1 ^ obscure, from its minuteness

;

abstruse.

;j^ ] H a secret grief

^ ^ ] ^ ^ I have kept no-

thing back from yoa

I $t ?i modes of rendering one's

self invisible, as the Taoists da

S Ho 1 vast and still, minute;

reaches to the widest and the

smallest, as the principles of

Confucius.

^ ^ IM ' I want to doze but I

have nothing to lean on.

Careful, compassionate; tak-

TTf^t ing an interest in, loving.

'yin

:^%
Ujin

From Kood and hidden.

The ridge-pole of a roof, the

beam which is out of sight.

] ^ the ridge of a house.

] 1^ the beams of the roof

Like the last.

A kind of measure used by

carpenters, called
) jf^ for

making chords and angles

when building walls ; to bend wood

by fire or steam for building boats

or carts.

Lofty and mountainous.

] HlH the lofty and rugged

mountains.

t
The rattling of carts.

1 1 :$ ^ the thumping,

rcJlmg carriages are coming.

The sound of thunder ; and

used with
,J|5;

in this sense.

'yin
I ^ W ^°^ ^°"<^ ^ that

thunder.

1 1

loud thunder.
M S '''^P W^^ ^^P ^^

'yin

From disease and hidden.

A blister, a pimple ; confirm-

ed in, victimized, craving,

longing for, bound bya habit,

especially of using opium,—in which

sense 5( is also used.

S5 )r 'JB 1 * besotted opium-

smoker.

J;^ ] besotted by, habituated to.

I ^ oi"
\ %. beginning to be a

dave to the pipe,

jg ]
the craving satisfied.

5^ ] to cure the habit.

] ^ Utile sores or boils.

^ M. ^ W 1 he has a craving

[lor the pipe] when he sees it.

A disease of the heart ; some-

times erroneously used for

the last ; besotted with.ym

From plants
otscura.

or shelter and

Shady, umbrageous; a«hade,

a covert, a shadow ; to over-

shadow, to hide; to shelter,

to protect ; hereditary honors

in the state, intimating that they

protect tho realm.

Ifg I
to protect, to countenance

and aid.

] ^ 1 ^h and
1 ^ i ^

honorary titles conierred on the

sons of high officers at an acces-

sion ; I ^ indicates that they

arc nobly bom.

I ^^ a shade.

] the sun's shadow.

jSs ^ 1 1^ the shady tree screens

the plants.

In Cantonese. To fill up a hol-

low,

1 j^ to raise the land.

51

> From leather and to lead

A. collar or poitrel which

yin' goes around the breast of the

leading horses to draw tho

cart, and holds the traces which

are fastened to tho axle, called ^Q -^ in Peking ; the term some-

times uicludes the ropes.

^M ] jWM both my collars

are likely to break.

te^g» From cave and a sound.

t=t -A- cellar; a store-room of

yin^ treasury entered from the

cellar, and often extending

beyond tho house.

Jg I
a wine-cellar.

] ^ the dark room where silk-

worms are reared.

, I ^ dark, luiable to see things.

yin''

' From \i a check and^ claws;

q d. the hand holding something
worth believing.

A seal or official signet ; a

stamp, but especially tho device

or legend on it ; to seal, to affix the

credentials ; to print, to take off an

impression ; to trace or write over
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copy, as boys in learning to write

;

on addresses of letters, often used

for the mingoi the person towhom
it is sent ; a spot, a stain, a mark.

—
• JfH 1

one seat

*^ ] the official seal

^ ] or^ 1 tosealjtoaflBxastatnp.

^j* ] to chop or stamp, as dollars.

^ ] and ^ I
to close the offices

ten days before, and open them

twenty days after new-year.

] ^ to print books.

]
'^ the bureau in a yammi
where the seal is kept

^ ] ^ Jlj the moon prints itself

on myriads of streams.

] •^ the red ink used in sealing.

] ^ the frontal sinus.

^ J^ a dirty s^i.

^ ^ ] to act as generalissimo.

\ ^ ox ^ ] a particular seal.

I jg to print and give away books.

i^ 1
<"

lIKf 1
'** hxna or sear a

mark, as on a horse.

# »& 1 or ^ 1 the seal on

Budha's heart, the sicastilca Lpj

often depicted on images ; it is

tho symbol of the esoteric or

Becret doctrines of Badha.

jUF»' From •f' child nnd )\t man in-

cj^ folding it.

jK/i' Pregnant.

•^ ] to bo with child.

] ^ to bo with youag, said of

animals.

Bn S I
* monstrous birth, a

malformed child, an abortion.

1

(•>}

7jin;

^ ]
to conceive.

] -p _^ went her full time.

tt 1 ^ ^ pregnant animals

should not be eaten.

.>
'

"\ From 5» fi-'oman and f^ We ;

but others say it is altered from

' Jv man, yC .fire and ')y two
hands, which form is bettor re-

tained iu the second ; it is some-
times read ying^

A woman who accompanies

the bride, a concubine ; afterwards,

a maid of honor ; a bridesmaid
;

to escort, to accompany ; to offer a

cup to one ; to send anything, to

forward goods.

] 'U irge him to tako another cup.

] jllf a waiting-maid.

1 :^ * concubine.

] 3^ to send on to one.

Frcm 1^ flesh, 7\ tigiit, and^
to duplicate.

The niccesaon in a family

of one generation after an-

other ; a line of posterity ; heirs,

generations ; to imitate, to inherit,

to succeed in ; a fief, wLiose ruler
]

J^ was sent by Chung-kang to

punish Hi and Ho.

5^ ] to continue the rule, to take

the succession.

^ISSe^^cT^JIIl^ave
foUowed the rules ofWan Wang
and Wu Wang in pacifying the

empire.

^ ^ Jl^ I
honor and posterity

will evermore be granted.

55 ] a divinely ordained successioa

yin-

From spirits and to ntmriah.

To riose the mouth with

spirits, as the king anciently

did after eating, or as a
bridal pair when pledging each
other in the marriage-cup.

] P to pledge the dead, refers to

an ancient custom of a father

making his son personate his

own deceased father, and wor-

shiping him with a libation.

jPp) Slime, mire ; dregs, leavings.

7-^1
1 \St •{$ viscid mud and

yin' mire.

A^> Water-courses running underm
ym'

f

groiuid like veins in the body,

and forming fountains ; the

geomancers call them jj( f^
or water doors.

Alao read (j/ing.

To cut down the high "trees

on the hills.

1 M# 7fC *« fell the forests.

From heart and a dog growling;

the second form is i-egarded as

incorrect.

To inquire of, to ask respect-

fully, to speak
;
pleased with

;

further, moreover ; a particle

like an interjection ; willing,

to desire ; deficient ; to force one's

self to do a thing; grieved, wounded.

/p 1 iS — ^ I18 could bear to

leave one old minister.

•^ tJc I .<^ not one of them was

wanting.

^ ] to inquire politely ofl

yin'

yin'

Old soundly ying, yang, yeng, and ngtrng. la Canton, ying, wing, and ydimg ;
— in Smatow, eng, y'o, yong, and y«ng j

—
in Amoy, «ng, geng, sang, anJjong

i
— in Fuhchau, ing, y&ng, and ying ;

— in Shanghai,

yang, ang, kiang, aiid ngan ; — in Chi/u, ying.

From plants anifresh-looking.

A flower whose fruit is not

yet formed ; flourishing, lux-

uriant ; excellent, superior,

beautiful ; eminent, high, command-
ing talent ; brave, virtuous, noble

;

CJ^ng

a crystal ; a tassel ; ornament on a

spear.

] ^ a hew
J
a manly, noble per-

son.

] ^j' superor talents and accom-

plishments.

] g an ancient petty state lying

in the present Ju-ning fu in the

southeast of Honan ; the term is

now applied in ;^ | |g to

Great Britain or England.
•^

I
a double tassel ou a spear.
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] 4 1 ^ * hero's son will be

a hero.

] ^ a rnler of heroes, one who
Bets them the example.

^ ^ I
a fine quartz crystal.

] JjJ blue limestone used for arti-

ficial rock-work, which occurs in

Yi:)g-teh hien ] (§ north

of Canton.

] I
elegant and flowery ; said of

fleecy clouds, or a parterre of

flowers.

] ^ comely, beautiful ; also used

for the English and Chinese.

1 ^ ^ ^ ^ noble, commanding
presence.

S,^ ^ -^ ^ ]
how gorgeous

is her dress I

I
B^ talented and clear-headed.

] ifii clever, shrewd, smart ; used

in a good sense.

M in ^ 1
^^^ ^^"^^ '"^ ^^^ ^'^

AlUiea.

(SK !^ £ 1 drinks dew and eats

flowers, said of ascetics.

-•^W' Like the last, applied to stones.

i^^si The luster of gems ; a crystal,

^yinff esjwcially a well formed one-

^^ ] amethystine quartz
;

rose quartz.

H 1 t K ^ Sf a ;S tiie

crystals ot quart?; and the pearls

of humanity, per^vct themselves

without any poUshing.

The sound of jingling bells is

] referring to the round

(yinff ones worn by mules.

From rain and beautiful.

Eain and sleet falling to-

jy^y gether ; the crystals of snow,

which fall in flowery flakes

when the weather is not very cold.

m
n

M

I
crystals of snow.

]
a fortunate fall of snow.

]
sleety snow.

j
snow-white clouds.

Two pearls strung together

;

an ornament for the neck, as

a necklace of shells or beads.

11

m
r;

.yi^u

From jar or tile and a necklace ;

the third form is rather restiict-

ed to flower vases.

Earthenware jars with small

mouths, and two or four ears,

through which a cord is run

to carry them by ; a vase, a

jar ; a gallipot, a pitcher.

^ I
jars and vases.

i^ ^ ]
a jar of sweetmeats.

^ I
a water gurglet or ewer.

1 IS or 1 :j^ H the poppy, so

called from the jar-Uke shape of

the capsules.

Tf: 1
^Jg[HanSin,B.c.210]

used wooden tubs to transport

his troops over the river.

)From woman and necklace i the

second form means only a child.

An infant, a babe, a suckling,

especially a new-born girl;

^i/inff used for some of its com-

pounds ; to rush against ; to

encircle, to surround ; to inclose,

to entangle ; hampered, restrained

;

to add to ; head ornaments.

1 52. a l^aby.

W 1 ^ * foundling-bospitsd, an

orfjhanage.

^ 1 a babe in arms.

\ ^ senility, the weakness of age.

] ^ attacked by disease.

IS IR 1 ^ ^ the entanglements

and temptations of this world

have got me fast.

From mouth and infant.

The melody of many birds 1

if/inff birds callmg.

.^ lil 1 1 the birds are

caroling melodiously.

1 ^ H^ ^ B^^ >s Binging her

best.

] I
the rivalries and emulations

of friends.

A fine pebble suitable to put

in a lady's necklace.

<.y'"ff ^ 1 J$ to spread out cu-

riosities and jewels for sale.

1 i$ ?4 :S'
h^ P"t a necklace on

my jwrson.

I

<yj>iff

&

From hand and in/ant.

To take in the hand, to finger

jjinrj and put into disorder ; to run

against ; to assail, to excite

the ire of; audacious, provoking.

^p.m'^iiWi 1
when thfl

tiger backs against a hill, nobody
durst attack him.

] fi ^ rushed against the spears

;

met. a close fight.

The cherry, called ] 3^ and

^ ^fe ; the common varieties

^yitiff are the ^ | red cherry,

and J^ I
yellow cherry. _

I ^fe P cherry lips. ^
^1 -5- the seeds of the Hoaa

fiystrix.

BB& The bird for injimts, because it

,"^^§ learns to talk as infants do by
listening to their mothers.

A parrot ; the macaw or

cockatoo.

] ^1 the white cockatoo,

brought from the Archipelago.

1 31 a parrot.

\ th^ ^ Succinum; a nautilus

shell ; and applied to other shells

resembling these.

1 31 j|l a Boman or crooked nose.

From J^ bird and gft splendid

contracted ; these two characters
> may perhaps refer to different

birds ; the first is used erroneous-

ly for the preceding, when mean-
ing a parrot.

A species of warbler that

nestles on the willow, having many
names, one of which, the ^ J|
seems to identify it with the mango

bird ; but the common one ^ ]

refers to the Chinese oriole. (Oriolus

sinensis.)

jft' 1 ^ 3^ its plumes are beauti-

fully variegated ; i. e. like an

oriole's.

1 ^ iH il i^, the oriole flits

through iho willows like a shut-

tle.

^ fS I 'W til® swallow and the

oriole have made a match ;
—

referring to a marriage.

In Cantonese. A knot in wood.

c2«ny

139
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,»»3

From heart ana obeying man's

call, as a trained falcon.

That which is right and

should be ; ought to be ; suit-

able, proper ; therefore, accord-

ingly ; that which is likely to take

place ; iu ancient times, the foarlh

gate of the palace.

1 ^ or
1 ^ or

1 W onght,

must, should, certainly, necessa-

ry.— according to the scope.

] ^ due to him or suitable for

;

belongs to.

* ] ^igJif^ that's the pro-

per way to do it

^ I
unsuitable, unnecessary.

~"
1 1R -^ everything needed

is supplied ; all completely fui^

nished.

IP 1 fi' ft lie cannot well fill so

important an ofiBcc.

:^ ^ 1 or ^ ] 5^ I liavB not

(or do not) promise.

] f^ the Imperial palace.

1 ^ 5E [a deed] worthy of death

by decapitation,

] g a petty princedom in the

present Yeh hien 3^ i^ in the

southwest of Honan.

Bead ying* in which it is similar

to the next An answer, a re-

sponse ; an echo ; to fulfill, to come

up to expectation ; to respond

;

responded to, correspondent, answer-

ing to ; correlative, proportionate,

retributive ; in divLuation, denotes

the diagrams which refer tr others

;

a small drum.

|i§f 1
to reply, to answer.

\ f^'^'fj ^ specific, a good

prescription.

] /^ an order of the heir-apparent

^ ] to reinforce, as in battla

1^ $1 ^ ] the echo answers;

nut. people of kindred tastes,

birds of a feather.

^ ]
to entertain a high oflBcer

on his route.

7 tu 1 ?• "°t to be able to meet

ray hand, ij;. answer my request

] 5c )ft A to please heaven

and bo kind to men.

^M 1 ^ it when you get a

response then stop,— and not call

again.

In Cantonese. A lot; a number

of things.

— glj
j
^' the whole lot toge-

ther.

c^'"^

Like the preceding.

To answer, to reply to a call

verbally.

] p^ to come to, or answer

the door, when a visitor callfl.

Rlf /P ]
he does not answer.

Vtomflesh ttniio respond ; nsed

with (JlS and also read ying' to

The breast ;
personally, self;

to strike ; to bear, to sustain ; to

stand up against ; to receive, as a

duty ; a belly-band, a surcingle

;

ornaments on the martingale ; to

fasten.

I ^ to undertake, as an ofiice.

glj ^ ^ ])R ]
he carefilly took

and clasped it to his breast

] ^ stifled, half suffocated.

5^ J^ -^ 1 he attacked the Jung

and Tih tribes.

^ ;> jg( ]
how can I under-

take such a heavy charge 1

The bird that answers to man'9
pointing, which 13 exhibited in

the ancient form J^j others say it

(J " is from bird and breast, because it

strikes its prey there.

The falcon ; a term for all

accipitrine birds, as the eagle, hawk,

owl, kite, &o.

jjtf \ the golden eagle, the barkoot

used to capture animals.

jJI I
or ^^ ] an osprey or fish-

eagle.

3ff 5i BH 1
the common owl.

] :$ ffi H ^ the eagle soars

above the wind and dust

^ I
the harpy eagle.

1 RK f^ '^ ^i^ eagle eye and a

monkey's hand ;
— sharp, clever.

] ^ the falcon soars ja his swoop

;

applied to warriors who at first

were in low, private life.

From sil/c and a babe.

A throat-band to hold the

^1/iny hat ; the dyed hair or silk

which covers official hats

;

tassels, tufts or fringes ; tassels on the

breast collar.

j^ ] ifl the red frmged hats.

J^ ]
the tasfsels or pendents on a

bridle.

:k-pWW. 1
tbe gill has pro-

mised her bridal tissel.

S ^ ^ 1 the insult and strife

arose from merely seizing a tassel

SlJj I
round balls of floss worn by

girls in the hair.

] ^ the baud to hold the button.

A vine like the grape, which

{^^^ produces berries or grapes.

(.!/'".'/ ^ 1 fJI •"* preparation of

candy at Canton.

From dish and overmuch, refer-

rin<; to purchasing more than is

iiccessary.

iJ^ J ^ (-jj]] yesse]. completed, over-

flowuig, replenished ; arro-

gant, audacious ; to fill ; to be

full; to overf)ass, to stretch beyond
;

more than is wanted.

^M ^ ]
though ignorant he

still thinks he is quite capable.

I ]|| full ; self-satisfied ; a com-

placent conceit.

] ^ waxing and waning.

$^M'K 1 lie lias filled the sum
of his iniquitiea

II jj« ^ I
his abilities are small

and he is soon exhausted.

^ii^^m 1 1
^ifcberani-

mated appearance and sprightly

ways were admurablo and well

sustained.

^ ] dainty and elegant, as the

step of a lady.

^ ] the court or levee is fuU.

] f^ to increase and to decrease

;

to overpass and retract; suffi-

cient and insufficient, as expen-

ses and receipts.

] J|| an ancient city in K'ii-chea

fu in southwest of Chehkiang.

] ^ a full handful
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M From wood aud Jitll ts tlie pho-

netic.

^1Jmff A column which is seen ; a

pillar in the center upholding

the roof; a tree whose heart-wood

is red and the outer gray.

^ ffi ii 1 .i r^ ho poured out

the libation between the columns.

I fjfli sentences put upon pillars

before the door.

An eddy ; a rivulet.

1 I
the miuTDur ofnnming

^2/inff water.

Jg ] a whirlpool.

^^ ] a small stream, a brook.

^ I
clever aud glib in talking.

^ W H 1 the hall was three f^
or divisions wide,— for each one

required a pillar.

/fcjH From 5^ bright and a mansion,

f
j-r^ both contracted.

illing To live in a market ; to mea-

sure, to lay out ; to scheme,

to plan, to cast about or attend to

a business ; to regulate, to define, to

get a living ; to build or make a

dwelling-place; a cantonment, an

intrenched camp ; military ; the

division or corps of an army, es-

pecially infantry; troops of the line,

not volunteers.

pF^ ] the Chinese army, not in-

cluding the Bannennen, or the

?^ ^ ] the household guards,

and other corps.

JH I
to seek a living, to calculate

the ways and means ; to attend

to from firs* to last.

10^^ ] ;Ji he measured it and

built it.

] ^ an outpost, a guard-house.

1 ^ "'
1 M * cantonment, a

garrison ; a depot of troops.

Sg 1
or ] ^ the army.

^ ] or ^ ] to enlist.

^ I
military officers,

fii ] 3^ Ifl
to surprise and plunder

a camp.

] ^ to build a dwelling-house

;

a star near Aqnila.

] ISs or
] ^ to trade, to get

a living.

] 5^ to circumvent and cozen

;

to carry away ; to em'apture, as

fine music does the feelings.

] ]
going to and fro, to travail

in, as a peddler ; buzzing, flit-

ting, as flies.

iV'^SI

>yt From j^ earth aud y^ bright.

A tomb, the grounds belong-

ing to a family sepulcher.

J^
I

a burial-ground.

^ ] the family grave-yard.

^ ]
your family tombs.

*.I3 1 ^ (or
1 m tlie gra^e

is not yet dug.

1 ^ or
) ^ the limits of the

grounds, where stone pillars are

erected.

The opening year clear and

flourishing, as the composi-

^ying tion of the character indi-

cates.

] i^ a bridge in Kw5n-shan in

Kiangsu.

'yS. *̂ From woman and the next cha-

nhlL, racter contracted; it occnrs inter-

'^^ changed with s^Ml.

The family surname of Tsin

Chi Hwangti, derived from Shao-

hao (b.c. 2597) ; full ; an overplus

;

to open out ; to loosen, as nature in

spring; to originate, to produce

what is new.

] ^ or
I
^ a famous belle.

1 J^ to fill up.

J[ @ '^ ]
summer develops

things.

1
* £ From precious and a nondescript

bgA beast like a tiger.

^yjnff An overplus left after selling

a thing
;
gain, profit ; super-

fluity, abundance,— which is ob-

tained after much clamor and hag-

gling ; to beat, to win, to excel, to

conquer ; slow ; very full, as a

vessel ; to carry on a beam ; three

day's rations for a prisoner.

^ 1 fiJ^ Si ' ^^^'^ ^0"^ "^^^ y°^
have lost.

] gj an abundance, excessive

;

more than just enough.

] ^ to win by gaming.

] ^ over-ripe.

I ]^ J^ to win the bet,— which

must not be money.

I
"j*

fj^ I have beaten him ; I

won it of him.

^ ] a high price for really good

things.

] ^J profits, gain.

DH iS M I
yon lia^'e come to ray

help with all your powers.

yrj'l ' From water aud to Jill.

iia^ The ocean, the circuit of tho

iffinff seas ; a pool in a marsh ; an

ancient name for Chao-chcu

fu in the east of Kwangtung.

] jl+j fairy land.

^1 ^ to go to (or to reach) the

capital, referring to an ancient

name of Ho-kien fa in Chihli.

1 j$ aU tho wide oceans.

•^^^ A basket or hamper, also call-

iML «d |!£ ^ ^ hung np in a

jfftnff kitchen to hold the chopsticks.

^p^f^ Often confounded with tho last.

t^^j^ A strong box or safe, made of

^yinff bamboo.

S^^ 1 the yellow gold

fills the safe.

From ^ insect and tH string

contracted, referring to '.he enin-

nins-like action of thefore-legc

A house-fly; a dipterous fly

of any sort or color ; met. specious

flatterers who confound good and

evil, as flies durty things both black

and white.

^ 1 or ,^ I
house-flies.

1 j^ * spider which catches flies.

] ^ a fly-borer, t. e. flies will

find their way through the small-

est hole ; met. tradera who

watch for the smallest profits.

1 M '0. M F«y ga"i3 ^'^^ a

fly's head.
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] ^ ^ a fly-switch of horse-hair.

® ^ T9 1
^^^ ^^^^ ^'^ ^"™

raerrily.

fa} 1 a dog tick, reputed to live

in a dog's ears during the-winter.

iffl

From to go and one's self.

To go out and receive, as a

s^nff guest ; to meet ; to occur ; to

calculate, as a lucky day ; to

acknowledge; a meeting, a recep-

tion, an interview.

1 ^ ?£ '•^^ yellow jasmine.

^ I
to miss a visit ; not to be at

the door to receive a guest.

btreets.

\ ^ Jl iS to meet and escort a

superior officer.

1 JBl W ^ to ga on, even with a

head-wind.

^ ] PP ^ to treat without any

particular ceremony, as an inti-

mate friend, or as a rude fellow

ought to be treated.

^ ] to receive with exoessire ci-

vility; sycophantic.

Bead yitiff' To meet a bride.

M r B'l ^ ¥ wlien the groom
went himself to receive her, then

she became his wife.

t ^>{ From variegated and sunlight.

J5}^ A shadow ; a picture or image

'i/ini/ of a thing ; a vanishing ap-

pearance, a dissolving view.

] ^ shadow and echo ; met. obe-

dient, attentive to.

^ —
Jlil j ^ I have some hint

of it ; there is an inkUng of him.

] a shadow.

1 ^ ® iS to delude with false

statements and get one thing

when specifying another.

^ ]
to paint a portrait

1 1
^' ^ vague outlines, sha-

dows moving ; indistinct, no clear

apprehension of.

^ ] to explain one thing by an-

other, to illustrate aptly.

"~* ^.M 1
several images of one

fish ; met. great exaggeration.

YING.

fla 1 to thiow a reflection, as by

a mirror.

^ ]
a poetical name for a fan.

m Tlie second form is usually read

</.ini7, and is chiefly used in pro-

,
per names.

The luster of precious stones.

^ Ts S^ 1
tli^s rare gem

( y sparkles.
cfmff ^ I

thebriUiancyofgems.

From disease and iabe.

Bronchocele or goitre ; a wen

^yiiiff or ganglionic swelling on the

neck, of which five sorts are

distinguished.

] ^ a goitre, common in Chihli.

^ I
glandular swellings, which

swell when one is in a passion.

Jjl ] a tumor on the neck with

turgid veins.

] ^ a tumor on the neck.

From dtt/ and to state to a supe-

rior.

'!/inff The ancient capital of Tsu,

just north of Kiang-liiig hien

\X P^ jf?,
^ King-cheu fu in the

south of Hupeh.

I
^ an old name of Wu-chang

fu, the capital of Hupeh.

From^ grain or JJ> omen, and

^ leaning, referring to the

' ripe head of grain ; the second

is not quite correct.

A full head or spike of grain,

which then bends over ; a

sharp point, as of a pencil or an

awl ; a ring on a scabbard ; a fine

critical taste.

^ ]
a sharp pen ; met. a well-

read scholar.

]
ijg- versatile, quick parts.

y^, ] Intelligent, ready, apt.

M 1 IID ffi
tlio awl has forced its

way through [the bag] ;
»'. e.

talent will find its way to distinc-

tion.

^ I
the awn of grain.

K 1 5K ^ '•^® ^'P^ grain bowed

over in its full ear.

YING.

This character is often written

like the preceding.

'ijinff An ancient district
| }\\,

now
) ^^^ ^ in the north-

west of Nganhwui, occupying the

valleys of the River Hwai and its

affluents, named after the
] pJCi

a noted stream in its borders, now

in Honan ; a man of
| jll ^ is

one whoso surname is Ghui ^, be-

cause many of that surname came

from that region.

m]
'ying

From sun and midst or luxuriant.

The 8un beginnuig to de-

cline ; to shine on ; to reflect,

as a ray of hght ; to favor,

to countenance ; to show, not

to hide or retire ; the sun-

light, the bright glare ; a reflection

or image ; open, apparent, in sight.

^] to screen from the Sim's glare.

Q ] it is past noontide ; the Bun

shines on you.

g a bright sunlight

g the reflection of the snow.

P_g [the glare] shines in my
eyes.

^2£^ [I carry] the bright-

ness of the sun on both hands,

referring to a poem of the Tsin

^ dynasty.

^ ^ jJ5 ] the new incumbent

reflects the brightness of his pre-

decessor ; said of one good ruler

who succeeds finother.

Eead an^' Obscure.

] H^ not bright, not light enough.

From stone or hide and tochange;

the second form is not common.

'^^ Hard ; not soft but solid
;

^^ J stiff, not pliable ; unbending

;

obstinate, perverse ; sharp,

slifl", as a bad handwriting ;

to stiffen, to harden
;
powerful and

willful.

g-
I
hard, impenetrable, inflexible.

^ ] strong, brawny, hardfisted.

] 'jj|[ mulish, willful, set

] ^J muscular, vigorous, as a

bale old man.

V'ff
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^ ] 1^ to speak hard words ; i. e.

to frighten.

JC" 1 ill ^ hard-hearted, imper-

vious to the truth.

style of character is slim and

stiff, and arresting the attention.

1 5^ K H ^ ^"^^ ^^^^ ^^ ™y
ofibrts to do it.

In Cantonese. A particle de-

noting a fixed purpose, certainly,

still, surely, only, indeed, in fact^

dear, m price.

1 i? ^ i* i^ really good-tasted.

] IsjI J!g good pluck to the last

;

it died gama

] ^ ^ I will and must have

more.

I ^ ^ an obstinate, pig-headed

fellow.

i^ I
stiff from cold.

^ ] hold it firmly in yonr hand.

] ^ P^ domineering ; too stiff.

I p fonl-mouthed.

ti^^* Same as j^ to give an escort

/J^V of maid-servants to a bride

ying' or a princess, when going to

her husband ; to exchange
presents, to give douceurs.

glj ]
the maid servants.

Read shinff' for jjcij. An overplus.

C^ 1
what is left over.

p<*MJ> A good style in a woman.

I^C
I
i^ a country woman, a

ying'> village wench or goodwife.

I SK * young Wife.

"STIXT.
Old sounds, wu, yin, u, ok, ot, ak, and&t. In Canton, yan ;

— in Swatow, iu, i"u, d, onrfhiu ;— in Amoy, rrandti )
—

in Fuhchau, iu, en, and lihi ; — in Shanghai, yu ;
— in C/tifu, yiu.

L

UL| From il^ small and [Ij hill.

1 1" I In a shady dell, darkish, um-
<y"* brageous ; retired, solitary,

-' secret ; hidden from view, far

back ; to be ofa dark color, obscure,

mysterious, occult ; the ignorant,

idle ; the shades or spirits who are

in obscnro places ; to go or be sent

into retirement, to be kept out of

sight, half banished ; to rusticate

one.

] ^ clean and tasteful; in elegant

retirement ; retired and tasteful,

as a copse or garden retreat.

I
\S^ dark ; obscure, as a ravine.

1 ^ the north extreme of Yao's

realm.

I jg to live retired, out of public

life.

] ^ wild, remote ; dismal, as a

deep gorge.

^ ] to deliver spirits by a mass.

^ I JP, a gust that scatters the

paper garments burned to clothe

ghosts; met. an object of con-

tempt, a wretch. {Cantonese.)

j p^ the gates of hades ; also, the

pylorus.

] 1 f& ill t^o f^"^ off <'al*»

southern mountains.

B'M^] "^ m^^ m dismiss

the ocheming officers, and ad-

vance the intelligent.

I
S ^ ^ the judge of souls in

hades ; a Budbist god.

] Wl subtle, abstruse ; infinitcsmal,

fine, dehcate.

I
to imprison, to confine.

]mMWi: ^.tlie accomplish-

ments of lady-like reserve and

maiden quiet.

I iJ^'
in rhetoric, emphasis.

From ;g^ deer and if{j female
contracted.

;>jm A roe or doe ; the female of

the stag or axis.

A place anciently belongiDg

to the state §[), now occupied

^jiu by that district in the south-

west part of Honan, on the

headwaters of the River Han.

35

^!/Jit

From ^LJ" lif^aft and ^ head,

which some regard as a contrac-

tion of ^j the face, becanse

grief shows itself iu the counte-

nance.

Grieved, mournful, sad ; in

moi^nirg for parents ; anxious,

careworn ; sorrow that is kept to

one's self, heart-sick ; to think of

with sorrow ; melancholy ; low spi-

rited, nervous ; nauseated, as preg-

nant women; to sympathize with ; to

act so as to bring disgrace.

I ^1^ disappointed, sorry, grieved.

I (S or
] >jj, cast down, heart-

sick, of a sad countenance.

Il^ I
to sympathize and condole

with one.

^ 1 or ^ ] sorrowmg, mourning.

^ ] careless what grief may be

given to others.

/?> 1 /p ^ do not be anxious

lest they be bad ; i e. they will

probably be good.

/p ^ ] stolid, light-hearted.

%^% 1
you can go to sleep

without any anxiety; the last

two words in ^ I ^ refer to

king Asoka, i. e. the untroubled

or sorrowless king.

1 ..K ;t 1 ^ ^ jfl^ I -ift 1

if you take to heart the sorrows

of the people, they will also bear

yoiu-s in mind.

2 ^ ]
the emperor's time of

mourning.

^ Sir ^ 1 *" •'^I'gl't indisposition

;

i. e. sorrow because he could not

shoulder a faggot.

'J» A jI I ^£ the ways of a
mean man bring disgrace on him.

n^ To grow hoarse ; to hesitate

c":^^ and stammer in talking ; to

jjiu sigh.

ff jfc A P^ 1
lio stood a

long while talking slowly.
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From man and sorrowful, but

explained as from ^ to step off

mil '"'^ sR.?"?/"'' ?•''• * '"*•' relieves
' his grief by rambling.

Abanclant, excessive, as rains;

/-edundant, overmucb, extra ; satis-

fied, tranquil ; unconcerned, easy

about ; very, fully, more than able

for ; to excel ; those who excel ; to

play with or before; to dally, to

trifle; a mime.

1 A or
I f^ a jnggler, a mimic,

a mountebank.

4^ 1 S'J ft 1"® <^8^ ^ *" officer

when he is fully learned.

Jgf l^ ] ]
wisely and gently he

managed the affairs of state.

] ^ to relieve care by a stroll.

1 ^ fi ^ their fitness and un-

fitness should be ftiirly tested.

1 ipB Jte^ to treat with unusual

politeness.

^ ^ Bi ] ^ ^^^^ never seen

anything remarkable in Lim.

1 3& ^ ?S [antiquated as] the

robes and caps of Yiu and Mang,

(wo actors of the T'ang dynasty.

1 1 W ^ '^o'"'' ^^^^ enough,

too much, in excesa

A harrow or roller to cover

in the grain when sown ; a

beetle for breaking clods ; to

cover in seed.

^ ] to follow agriculture.

^4t^W^ l^piow
deep and harrow the seed in tho-

roughly.

1 IfO /P ^ ttey kept on break-

ing the clods vnthout stopping

— to listen to Confucius asking

the way.

ij^ 1 From ^ to tap atrd j^ vmter

jinC I
altered, which is explained as

^ referring to a pole to sound the

depth of water ; the second an-
cient form is composed of vapor
or spirit issuing, and lianging
/ruit, end defined to be moving
vnpor ; used for the next.

To go on the water, or dart

through it ; a place ; a relative pro-

noun like fff, what, that which,

who ; an initial particle ; distant

] ^ Ifff ^ how suddenly [the

fish] darted away I

^ -f- ] ff that which the good

man does.

jfj W 1 S ''' '^ '°' y°°' advan-

tage wherever you ga

1 1 ^h S *•'' dwell very far from

one's home.

^ m ] 1$ >^'hence the blessings

and emoluments come to me.

;l^ mS tt 1
^° souglit every-

where [for a son-in-law] for

Han's daughter.

"!^ 1 in C'"'^®
people] were

alike [obedient] in every part.

^ ^ 1 jB$ ^'^ inspector should

not use punishments.

] ^ a stream near Yiu hien |

,^, in the north of Honan.

Jtjr^ Interchanged with the last.

f4\i^\ To think of with sorrow ; dis-

^yiu contented, sorry; far-reach-

ing, as a plan ; remote, far off;

reiterated, frequent ; leisurely.

1 1 ^ M I ^''s grieved for my
village and household.

1 1 ^ 3'C
tl's illimitable heavens.

] I
dow moving of banners;

waving of trees in a breeze ; long

and anxious thinking; horses

going far.

1^1^ think of it! think

of it 1 — i. e. so sad, so grievous.

1 ^ ^^''' * ^°"S stretch.

I \ ii Wi common talk.

^itJ^ Used for the last.

ci>i1j> Water flowing along rapidly.

^yiu ^ TfC ] ]
how swiftly run

the waters of the Ki I

»| »lj From mouth and young.

tr^J A harmonious sound.

iyi'ti
I ]

the bleating of deer,

an imitation of their cry ; also

a cry of pain.

A |§ PS* 1 the singuig hum or

gabble of a number of people.

.l^H To restrain one's anger by

c I ^J saying nothing ; morose.

,yi"u
] ]

sad and unhappy,

ifi 1 sorrow and grief multiplied.

From /C lame, some say chang-

ed into this form by combining

^ the beginning and X. hand

;

others that it is the odd walk of a
person with a long and a short

leg ; interchanged with the next.

An adverb of comparison, more,

very, still more ; odd, diSereot from

;

evils, calamities ; to blame ; to ex-

ceed, to Btupass ; error ; to dislike,

to murmur, to bear a grudge.

I
^singular; surpriangly unhke.

5i ) to sur{)aS8 one's example

;

to go beyond, as in crime.

] ^ a rare and beautiful thing

;

a beautiful woman.

] A to hate, to blame people;

there is a proverb "^
\ ~f' -^

!S^ "J"
Peking jieople are haters,

Tientsin people janglers.

] ^ vastly more or greater.

B'J ^ ]
then his error is less

criminal.

•^ ^ 1 :t^l bearhiman old

grudge ; to harbor resentment.

I pf "g still more surprising.

1^ ] i, '^ remarkable talent.

^ ^ ^ ] I know not the evil

cause.

S-fc» Used with the last ; a fault

cft/L or error; a crime,

t^'" ^) 1
g'^St; wickedness.

iSf. ^ ] -^ do not cause

him to transgress.

^ }^ B. \
reported all their

misdeeds.

m
A swelling or galhtsring; a

wen or big wart
;
ganglionic

swellings in the neck.

Jfe ± ilS 1
a tumor has

^ylu come on the skin.

S j^ 1
* ripe boil or pimple.

^ f^ I
hanging on, as a wen

;

said of a son-in-law who lives at

his ^yife's home.

It
An unauthorized character,

employed along the coast to

^y.u denote the ] jB, or cuttle

Cih ; the right name is proba-

bly U^ ^,, as the characters are

read alike.
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Used as synonym for {llx and
the next.

^1/iu Breathing fast, as when
laughing.

1 W W ^ laughing and jolly,

as when conviviaL

I ^ pleased, as when Bbowing

it in the face.

The etymology is lost ; occurs

written like the last, and used for

sJE still.

The antecedents of a thing
;

a preposition, through, by, from

;

a way, a means; the cause or

instrument for effecting a thing;

from or by permission of; de-

pending on ; to let, to permit ; to

enter by ; to pass through, as one's

hand ; to proceed to ; to serve of; to

follow ; still, still further ; the sprouts

of a felled tree.

/p ^ S 1
I do not know the

reason for it, or its original.

1 jifc PI ^ g° ^" ^y *^'^ '^°°'"'

] Jj5 heretofore, from the first.

^ 1
origin of; as in >g g5 3}«

j why was it so 1 how came it

about ? what were the reasons ?

i^ W ^ 1 *'^®^® ^^ really no

cause for it.

j ;^^ ^ are there more gobUnsI

] ffe i f^ let him go and do it.

1 $4 S in '^' ™® do as I like.

] fijt as you please,

ff 1 jlfc PI it passed by this door.

1 jlfc Ifij ^ from this and after,

or to the next ; thenceforth.

1 ^ 7 1 A '* depends on

Heaven, not on man;

] ] g :{fi delighted with, very

well satisfied ; self-possessed.

^ ] f 5g no way of getting to

see you.

^ I
such and such reasons ; &c.

^ W @ ]
the affsdrhas a cause.

1 M W 3JJ I (or it) came from

the capital.

^ I
the capital or metropolis, i.e.

whither all roads tend.

Ml 1 to observe and follow, as a

precedent.

YIU.

^^'^iB, 1
@' '1)6 princely

man Bhonld not lightly utter his

words.

^ 1 IS Jli 1"* ^^^ '^°'' resort to

mean stratagems — in waging

^ K T> I ^ f^ i niy ^x-e

leg will not let me do as I would

like.

This is usually regarded as an-

other fonn of the last ; it is also

. need with cja and j/K-

To follow ; to resemble or try

to be like.

Eead c/jcm' The enigmatical in-

terpretation of the fourteen diagrams,

as given in the Book of Changes

under each, is called
] ^ ; they

arc of different lengths.

Read jj/ao, and used for ^ and

\'^. To tell wild stories ; luxuriant,

as herbage ; a retainer.

Used with the last.

Luxuriant vegetation.

Jic3|t'lli 1
that grass grows

very rank and thick

YIU. nil

> 1^ From water and from as the

yLLl phonetic.

"
yj^ A branch of the Eiver Pa, an

aflBueut of the Yangtsz' east

of Wu-chang in Hnpeh ; a small

tributary of the Tungthig Lake

near Chang-teh fu in Hunan ; oil

;

fluid fat
;

paint ; oily, unctuous,

greasy ; fat, shming, sleek
;
glazed,

glossy ; easy, gliding ; cordial,

agreeing.

^ ]
sesamura, gingilie or ben-

no oil, also known as ^ ]

clear oil ; made from the seeds

of the Sesamum orientale.

1 i^ ?£ tl a» oily-tongued

sharper.

Wi 1 &i chunam, such as is pre-

pared for calking.

1 j^ °'l paints ; varnishes ready

for use.

?; 1 ^ # S *e sky is dark,

and clouds are rising.

I i^ ^' M to oil the hair and

rouge the face.

^ym

^yni

^m

^ ] °^')^^
]

petroleum, kerosiue.

3j£ ^ 1
naphtha.

1 j^ slippery, oily, smooth.

I ]
a mild and scrupulous dis-

position.

_[; ] to paint, to oil.

Eead yiu'' To oil, to paint.

I ^ g, to paint or varnish a

thing in color.

Jtit^* An apterous insect allied to

tj^ ftj the millipedes, the ] f^ or

^iH cermatia (Scuiiffeia), common
in eastern Chuia ; a harmless

insect, known by many names, as

^ g| cash-dragon; H ^ ^
rain-cloak bug, and ^ $ ill cash-

threading insect
; ] ^ >s an-

other form of it ; the Julus, or

galley-worm is sometimes wrongly

called by this name.

An old building whose tim-

bers are decayed ; a dank,

rotten smell.

4-^ ".S B'J 1
''" an ox lows

at night, then [his flesh] is rank.

j^ I ^ rotten wood smells bad.

From inclosure and to transform
or a bird, alluding to the pur-

,
pose of a decoy ; often road i'lffo.

To interpret the cries of birds

or beasts ; to tell the moan-

ing of foreign speech or gib-

berish ; to decoy, to inveigle

;

to improve, to change for the better

;

s'ool-pigeons, also called J^ ^ or

bird go-betweens.

?^ jlK 1 W everything is trans-

formed and nourished.

JU ] A one who seduces into

evil or trouble.

1% ] °^ ] 'f ^ dcHjoy-bird

From^a^ and child i it oocurs
used with the next.

The scollops along the lower

edge of a flag ; ui old time,

the king's pennon had twelve scol-

lops, his fiefs nine, and others less
;

a fluttering, as of a pennon.

Eead Jiu, and used for jj^. A
pendent on a crown.
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From water and a fluttering /jcn-

Tion ; interchanged with the next.

^yiu Old name of a tributary of

the River Ilwai ; to float, to

drift ; to swim ; to travel, to rove

or idle about ; to enjoy one's self,

to go witli the erowd ; to take

pleasure in ; satisfied, pleased ; an

air of contentment.

.] JJ or ] :^ an idler; lazy

. people, those having no calling.

1 ^ dissij^ated ; reckless and

vicious.

ftt ^ 1 ^ ^ •'"j^y swunming

;

to dabble and play in the water.

I
jgjr to enjoy eiJorts, to frequent

theaters.

] jg the petrel ; it is said to^ jgj

j^ "p^ ride on the waves, and

pray for raia

JH I t«§ ^ ^ drift-with the cur-

rent.

J2 "^ ]
wherever found, all parts,

all belonging to.

y I
and f 1

above and below

the elbow of the Yellow Eiver

in Shensi near Tung-kwan ; it is

extended to places north and

south of one, wherever he is.

fISff fi 1 ^il to apply one's

self to virtue and divert one's self

with art.

1 ?Jl to swim ; to take a water

excnision.

the snake crawls.

Often interchanged with the last.

To saunter idly ; to ramble,

to roam, to travel for amuse-

ment or information ; to go

on a circuit ; scattering, as troops

on a march ; voyaging, traveling

;

friendly, as two traveling mates.

1 ffi # ^ to travel through the

provinces.

] JJC to lake a holiday, and have

a ramble.

1 ^ f& ^ begging, itmerant priest.

1 *Jfc
wandering, hungry ghosts.

%m {jj ] '^'^ ^'^^^ ^ Uking an

airing, i.e. carried in a procession.

I ^ i^' K the idle love to

waste their time.

]
j^or

] Jj^ a lieiitenaut-coloneL

] -y traveling merchant or scholar.

I ^ to travel for information.

I
^ ,@, ^ the absent son re-

members his parents.

^ j^ ij^ ] to trim the midnight

lamp.

^ I
a chum, an intimate friend.

From insect and fluttering pen-

non; interchiingcd with Jg a cer-

malin.
c2/"'

^yiu

A species of the ephemera

fly (Tipulkla). the Jj^ |
(do-

rived from \^ ^ to flit over the

water) which, like man ^ S^ ] -f;

5^ ^ is only a sojourner in the

world ; the description of thLs insect

is so confused as to show that

two or three kinds are confounded

luider the same name, one of which

is probably a Scarabeus or dung-

chafier.

From cily and border, because

]K>sts were established tliere
;

interchanged with (jQ very.

A post-house, an establish-

ment for changing horses and send-

ing on letters ; a lodge for watching

fields ; very, much more ; an error,

mistake.

] i^ a govcmment lodge once

raised to watch the farmers.

1 ^ a lodge for the postmaster.

•& S SI 1
'^"^ prince of Ln

blundered greatly.

=& ] an ancient oflicer, whose

duties resembled those of a cir-

cuit judge on the borders.

From doff and tetne ; it is inter-

changed with the next.

jf/'w A monkey, which climbs the

tree when man is near, and

descends after he is out of sight ; an

old name in Shensi for a puppy

;

doubtful, suspicious of; still, even;

as if, like, rather, somewhat, resem-

bling, same, alike ; if ; thus, so ; a

rule, a way ; to plan, to scheme

;

ought, can ; a map or sketch of.

] Pj" it probably can be dcme ; it

is likely to be so.

] JJ, still further.

I
^ there are more to be had.

^'^^ 1 A ^fe,
I can write

as well as others.

1
^asif.

] ^ it may be said.

] tJ^ j£ '' '^ rather undecided.

ii^ V- ] flk
undecidetl in all he

does.

] ^ like a son ; i. e. a nephew.

S T' m 1 1 ^ tl\e princely

man is c.ilm at all times.

5El I
the kind of soil that is low-

«st down, regarded as very ixwr.

!^ ili Jt 1
tlio pl'''" I'i"<"'ed to

be the best one possible.

] ^ ^ jh he ought lo come

without stopping.

Kead ^t/m, and used for ^
To move.

%M \ ] MU^^ sing as he

moved, and then skipped and

gesticulated.

^^Tt Like tlie last.

c^/\ A scheme, a plan ; to con-

^yiu trive, to plot ; to consult with

;

to draw, to make a likeness
;

an exclamation, ho ! oh ! a mode,

a way of action, such as is adopted

after wise counsel ; cheerful

^ ]
a fine, excellent schema

^ ]
a device ; to scheme.

;^ I
the great doctrine or plan

of ordering the universe; fate.

.W 1 5i jpl^ flS to <lra"^ the effi-

gies of the demons, gotls, and
terminalia,— to be worshiped.

l;f:IS W^IPAhl Imakea
great announcement to you, [the

pruicas] of all the statea

^^ ] a careful plan for defend-

ing the state.

^ ]
wise in counsel.

.X'^Ei A soft wood easily ignited by

c^j:^ friction ; others say, a hard

^jiii wood good for axles ; to

collect.

^ M ^ I :t iK '^ winter

they jnocured tire from the scrub

oak and tbe hornbeam (?j
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M Composed of wood, Jire, and yii-

rits; used with iin<l for the last.

j»/iu To lay in fire-wood to bum
'ym the sacrifice of a heifer or

sheep, when worshiping the

highest gods.

if i: ] i: l^^ap up the faggots,

lay in a supply of fiie-wood.

A trailing plant growing in

shallow water.

s^m Read nhuh, and u.sed for |g
A grass formerly used in

making filters, through which wiuo

used iu sacrifices was strained ; to

strain, to defecate.

jyw

A trailing plant growing in

the water, having a fetid

smell, perhaps akin to a Pofct-

mogeton; but others say it

is a stinking vino (Sinilax ?) found

along the edge of the water ; noi-

some, dank, like rol ten wood.

H 1 ^ [rI H W ;^ Jo not put

fragrant and stinking things

into the same vessel ; — do not

mix up good and bad thuigs.

IS

*

A hght carriage, like a cur-

ricle or chaise ; light, trifling.

] j^ a gig or cabriolet.

fS 1 iD ^ ™erit light as

a feather.

I ^ a trifling present ;— said in

depreciation.

From Li * desert and J\ man
comiii']; out of it.

ji/iu Doubtful, not quite certain.

] j^ ^ 5^ this is not at all

sure.

Read ^y/n. Walking on, as one

traveling afoot.

' ^f-|* I'rom ^ the moeii, and X tl'^

^|-J right /land, said to lefer to its

( . appearance in an eclipse as if

^"
seized.

To have, to possess ; the opp(j-

site of 3iif. without ; to be, or in

possession tf ; to exist ; in Budliist

writings, a being, existence {Mara)
;

often is merely a form of the pac.t

tense ; before the name of a state

often denotes the holder of it or of

an office ; in replies, yes, I have, it

is so ; often has the sense of farther,

and, also, more; used before names

and in ILsts of things to individ-

ualize them ; to get, to attain.

many ; a limited number.

j^ I
there are none.

m ] f'.^M !lk
every kind of

goods.

4t ^ ^ I
to have everything

;

without exception.

] y or
] ^ ^ busy, occupied.

fnf ^ -^ 1
^^liat <lifficul(y is

there about it?

;;^ ] ^ :^ a fertile or abundant

year.

§ I
self-originating ; i. e. grew

or come itself.

1 Sif. ?|: *6 whether this violates

the prohibition or not ?

^ ]
possessing everything.

to conquer a kingdom and ob-

tain a princess to wife, what

great luck you have?

] gg reasonable, lias some right.

^1 or ^ jfH the nine divisions

of the empire by Yu.

tjf ] there iire few such.

-p ] ^ thirteen.

1 ^Jtfc 1 A lie who has the

virtue will draw men to him, —
and thtis get the empire.

^ ]
the fourteenth diagram, re-

ferring to fire rising.

] ^ ^ I came on purposely

;

] ^ among Budhists, a rational

being {nuimisluja), a man or god

in human fonn ; the term ]

^ ^ is another similar term.

'^ I >^ i S * prince of great

deeds.

] ^ ^ A <'' ma" "f lionor and

wealth, a very rcsj)ectable man.

] i'J B* 1
'^ i*- '^ '^^ '^6" ^y

it is ; if it exists, then assert it.

1 •?£ P.io'P 1 ^E is he alive or

not "? no, he's dead ; is he still

here ? no, be bas gone off.

yes, some.

1 JW JPJ ^ 't "ill ^ of ^^^
benefit to me.

M! ^ iW 1 ^^ ^^'^'^'^ ^ I hoped

for, to realize one's desires.

— -^ ] all things ; — a Budhist

term ; — -^ ] i^:^^\^^ origin

of all things {inula sarvastmula).

-f^
Co,

/>V On
'ym

Composed oftwoX ^anrfs joined,

ne of the samo mind ; a

companion, a friend, an asso-

ciate; attached to, friendly,

fraternal, cordial, hearty ; to act as

a friend ; to blend with, to cotton

with ; friendship ; by twos.

f5 1 -jS" A to l>o fond of the an-

cients, partial to their writings.

iB^flfl 1
wine and flesh friends;

selfish associates.

^ ]
an old friend.

Ip| J^ ^ ] a friend is one who
is of the same disposition.

•^ ] a fellow-member, as of an

association, club, or church.

^ ]
unfriendly, disobedient.

] ^ fraternal, cordial love.

g ] or g 1 or j^ 1 a dear

or goe)d friend, one who is of

advantage ; a moral friend.

^ ]
or 49 1 to make an ac-

quaintance with one, to associate

with one.

^ ¥ ^ 1 ^y llirces and by
two;, ; Baiil of deer.

1 m 1..IIC 1 ^ Mii^ to

make friends witii the upright,

the earnest, and the intelligent,

is of great advantage.

1 4 ^ 1 :Ji fi I'c whom I

have for my friend, is one whose

virtue I blend with.

[^ r^
]

a friend of about the

same age ; opposed to ,§ ^ ]

one who is much younger, whose

age is disregarded.

1 tIl ™1c** regulating the inter-

course of friends.

3^ Jife -fS 1 when heaven, and

earth accord, — then all things

grow.

14U
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1

The original form resembles a

ves. el for distilling ; it refers too

to the closing up of nature in llie

eighth moon, when crops ai e ripe
;

it is the lC4tb radical of chaiac-

ters relating to liqoors.

Kipc, finislied ; matured ; mollow,

as ripe millet fit for making spirits

;

the ripeness of crops , the tenth of

the twelve branches, denotes west

on the compass-card, and is repre-

sented by the cock

] fl^ the hours from 5 to 7 o'clock

P.M.

35. ] a goblin, such as Confucius

once saw.

It #> ^ f@ ^ ^ ^ 1
Pl'^'»«°

tell mo more of the particnlars

;

give me the details.

^ S Zl 1 he has handled the

books in the two hills ; i. e. is a

well read scholar ; it refers to

two peaks called ^ \
and

*J-»

] situated in Shin-cheu fu in

Hunan, in whose caves the le-

gend says that thousands of

books were hidden-

^ a branch of the Kiver Yuen

Vt V'i ^'^^^ these mountains.

< i-^ All ancient sacrificial tankard

PI of copper, with a cover and a

't/iu bail, used to hold the fragrant

spirits employed in worship.

|g ^ ~
] two goblets of flavored

millet wine, for libations.

from sheep and loiii; ; occurs

used for ^ *" entice.

To lead on in the right way

;

right, reason.

S 1 ^ ^^^y *''^y •'ic'-'ot'ded

with the highest laws of Heaven.

^ a place, nowT'aiig-yiii bien

JIf r^ E i" llic north of Ho-

nan, where Wu Wang was im-

prisoned, B. c. 1130.

A yellowish black tihb, ^ ]

ffi four inches long, «hich

from its habit of burying it-

self ill the mud, is also called

||g U" ^, or grapnel fish ; it lias a

forked tail, large head, wide mouth,

and many jharp dorsal spines; per-

haps akui to the stickle-back.

1

m

YIU.

A short-lived fly, also called

KT^ ^ -I?- produced from eggs

'i/iti laid ill rotten wood ; it resem-

bles a silkworm moth.

r Iji.^ From jilant and elegant.

^y A kind of useless grass re-

'i/iu Bcmbling the paniclcd millet

growing among grain ; weeds

;

tares, darnel; the riffraff of

society ; vicious, mi.schicvon.s.

I ^ Q P their offensive wor^!s

are just from the mouth.

1^ 1 ^ 5 '"^ extirpate the v>ick-

ed, that the good may bo quiet.

^ ;S J^ 1
weeds a:e the

only return the horse gets.

fU '^
lli) # ta darnel resem-

bles grain [when young], but it

still is not grain.

i 1 ^ i^ the weeds grow rank

and high.

ffi

m From black and young ; also read

<ijao.

't,iii A color like iuTisible green,

almost a black : also an a.shy

color ; to smear and blacken ; black

eartL

] ^ black bullocks, fit for

sacrificing.

^ 1 -K- W ^'^ smeared liis face

darkly.

] ^ a blue-black,

j ^ to plaster with black mortar.

nS 6^ j|£ 1 ''^ '^ much tanned or

gan-burnt

An indolent, sans-souci way
;

to relax from labor and take

one's ease ; used for 3E>

sorrow, grief; anxious long-

ings.

^ t\^ ^ 1 1 ^^^ misery and

giief that reuds my heart.

From )y slip, ]^ door and "iS
Cored ; i. e. to open a hole as a

door.

A hole in a wall or roof, as

a window to see the sun ; a lattice

window ; to slide or open ; to lead

on. lo instruct ; to>vards.

JS j a, window made of a jar.

YIU.

3 ] ^ .^ ^ to gi-a.sp the hand

put through the window, as

when visiting an invalid.

^ ] 55 ^ open the lattice lo

let in the light.

^ ] doors and windows ; glass

or lattice doors.

^ ^ ] J5 the leading guidance

of the people by Heaven.

I _L W ^ JS * finished pjur of

shoes lay on the window-sill.

'\ From words and elegant; the

second form is nnnsaal.

To speak to affably, to

advise kindly ; to allure, to

draw on, to entice ; to tempt,

to mislead ; drawn towards,

attracted ; to encourage, as a teach-

er his pupils.
,^

51 ]
to entice— to evil

1 fi S ^ S 1^« ii-Sed me to

treat the neighboring princes

kindly.

W VB ^ I
to lead one gradual-

ly on from good to better.

S:fc ^ RTJ iU^J the covet.

0U.S are easily enticed with the

proi^pect of gain.

I ^ to tempt to sin, to sednoe

to evil.

I
^ to teach archery.

Pit ] to befool, to lead mto error.

] ^ ^ j£ to lead the ignwant

and wayward into good waya

,̂'/'"'

Originally the same ns the uext,

and intended to represent three

Jiiigers of the band when tortur-

ed ; it is the 29th radical of a
few incongruous characters,most-

ly relating to managing aOaira
;

also occurs read ^lA,

The hand ; a copula, more, also,

furthermore, moreover, and, and

then, again, still ^ain, in a high-

er degree ; before a negative, makes

a disjimctive sense, as but, while,

not yet
;
placed between two verbs,

it makes the former a present parti-

cipla

M T 1 *r *r 7 1 .^ te

scolds and then beats me, and

then beats and scolds again.
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]
— ^ tLere's another day com-

ing ; {. c. why liiirry so ?

:S Ifo ] ^ J'o oLtained it and

after that Lc lost it.

P9 >& 1 P^l
^^^ asked and then

asked again.

] 5j5 "j" there, you have come

.igain! sec, you bring up that

matter again

!

] lc tU P^ lie wislies to go out

again.

1 ^ 1 T M '* '*' '^^^^ ''"'^

raining too.

I ^ ?5? <lfe»
again this sort also;

again tliis third W)rt.

] ^ — f@ ^ ^ ^ve have only

(hanged him I'or another raw

hand.

1 ^% ^IM 1 M-.?ia^
p£ ]^ lliero ar(3 good horses,

and ihcro are horses which

won't cat their straw ; i. c. some

things arc cheap and good,

while others aro too dear.

^ 1 /?> S ho could not sit easy.

1 ^ § 2jS still one more guest

has come.

V^ ]
furthermore.

j ^ pj still more improper or

impossible.

H.
I

still more.

/ » > Derived from Q mouth with X
^^l tlie liglit liuml ndded, bec.iute

^\ tliey inntually assist eacli otlier
;

^'^ wlieii language fails the hand

lieijis ; it is interchanged with the

next t«o as a veib.

The right hand ; on the right;

to honor, to give precedenco to, as

tho right; side was once the highest

seat ; to aid, io support ; to turn

to the right, as in driving ; high,

noble, honorable ; a spearman on

tho light of the driver ; \ iolent,

high tempered ; when added to

official designations, it denotes a

second or deputy, the lower rank

of, as
] (^ gp a junior vice-pre-

sident,

] .^ the right hand

^S .1 -t «r ^g£ 1 ji on the

right hand.

] f^ a nun.

1^ Kt .4 1
ordered his attend-

ants.

I)E 1 ^A ^ jflP I 2it # I I'o'i-

or my meritoripus lather and my
accomplished mother—with this

sacrifice.

^ US .4 1 ^° never leaves her

.side, as a child its mother.

M m Jt ] no one excelled him.

113 J^lj -^ 1 i' '8 explained above

;

as <d)ovc written.

;^ ]
let this come to the right of

your wat ; — said iy letters.

I ^^ -^ let tho above communi-

cation [eomo to such an of-

ficer];—a concluding phrase in

dispatches.

tI ^ *|f A ^ 1
in going on

the highway, women should take

tho right hand.

& ^ ] ^ they turned tho

horses to the right and left.

^ \ a valiant or clever man, a

leading mind.

^ X 1 jSC *•** lionor literary

pursuits is called rigLt-ing let-

ters.

^ I ^ ;^ I will comfort him

every way.

I j^ a diagram of a couch whose

spii'als limi to tho right {iimula-

vartaya), regaixled as fortunate.

46
,) I'roni 7iian uid riglil hand ; used

with the next.

yiu' To aid, to help, to counte-

nance.

^} \
to lend a band.

i 5C ^ 1 T ^ liigli Heaven
sees and cares for tho people.

^f *-> To protect, to shield ; to de-

JVU '''"Jj 08 •'1^6 sot's or spirits

;

^.>i' dlvino caro and protection,

heavenly kuidness.

jjil^ ^ ^ 1 may ihe divine spirits

protect you.

^ 5c ^ 1
to enjoy tho favor of

Heaven.

^ ^ ^ I
high Heaven oversees

and assists.

S^ M- Wi 1 ^^^ secret blessings

of the gods.

Viomasheltcr and liariny; occnrs

used with the nc.\t.

To be lenient towards, to Iw

indulgent, to forbear with ; to

relax, to excuse ; to give scope to
;

an inadvertence, a sin of ignorance

;

a jxirmanent, far-reaching benefit.

j IP to .emit or forbear an offence.

^ 1 or jj^ )
to excuse, to for-

give an error ; to reprieve.

^ I
three reasons for leniency,

\ IK., ignorance, uiadvcrtenco and

forgctfiilness.

the fault ;
-- a polito phnisc.

?i' fJi li 1 '''" '**v "^ocs not

allow tliis to bo excused.

]
'')^ ancient name for part of

Yii-lin fii in 8hensi.

J^ ]
bribed to remit ptniishujent

"ft' -t
iirgo ono to eat ; to wait

1/1 II'

2/iii'

yiu' table, to entertain guests with

music; to help; to stimulate.

] ^ an ancient drinking cup.

^ ^ iiX 1 to '''^''t [tlio persona-

tore of the dead] and invito

them to eat

1 i^ :^ ^ he urged the noble

guests to eat.

^1^ I ^ to divert and animate

guests by music.

1 t@ to press a guest to drink.

JL-i^) It seems to bo a more variety of

fl^ tlie last.

To assist, as a fellow docs ; a

pair, a couple.

A park or paddock for rear-

ing animals ; an aviary ; a

menagerie; a walled garden,

as distinguished from a hedg-

ed one ; to inclose, to pen up, to

restram ; a limited, superficial

knowledge of.

^ ] a deer-park.

vH 1 ^ prohibited garden, oiio not

open to all.

T^ 1
superficial, as a shallow

scholar.

1 -^ M j^ bound Jown by tho

usage; hampered by custom.
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] % or g ]
gardens and parks.

i
3^ £ fel ^ -^ limited in his

knowledge of the world.

,>L|J Vrom slender and strength.

*^J young, immature, tender,

yjV delicate
;
growing, as grain

;

youthful, from ten to nineteen

years of age.

^ ] to treat kindly, as young

people ; tender affection for.

J^ scholars, young pupils ; boy's

studies.

m to look upon as juvenile
;

Buperciliona.

•^ a yonthfiil monarch.

rg 1 or ^ ] old and young,

mature and growing.

^ a young lad, under ten.

^ a young wife or bride.

1 ^ ^^'^'^ ^*'1J young and

inexperienced.

^ tender and smooth ; deek

and delicate, as nestlings.

5^ delicate ; fine as lace ; pretty.

^ 1 ia X A.i: 1 aBl

pity ray young children, so let

mo pity others' children.

1 1& 1
^pct aside your boyish,

childish notions.

Bead ^yao, and used for ^. De-

licate, subtle, abstruse.

I Pj? recondite, metaphysical

A shaking of the head, caused

by old age or palsy.

1^ ] a quivering; trem-

bling of the body.

J- the ague ; the shivering or

cold fit.

i/iW

1

m
y:u

The pumelo or shaddock,

the
I ^ (Citrus decumanus),

also known at Canton as ^
] and ^^ at Shanghai.

jPc €2 ^S 1
t'^ofe pumelos and

onuiges must be rolled up.

Bead chuh, and used for 'f^-

The reed or slaie of a loom.

From rat and the last contracted,

from the color of the skin.

j/m' A species of the weasel iamDy,

which is described as near the

size of the sable, of a reddish-yellow

color, large busliy tail, and runs up

trees and eats mice ; it is also called

^^ earth monkey ; it is probably

an animal akin to the stoat, but

one synonym is ^ |3, IS 'l^e

common weasel.

^lll'
Used with jj^ oil.

Glossy, glazed; the glazing

on porcelain.

^ I
to glaze things.

yiu

From beast and cavt.

A f-pecies of black monkey,
' called 1^ ]

probably allied

to the douo; it is very sus-

picious and restless in its

motions ; has many colors, a

long tail, thick whiskers, and isde-

Kcribed as partly resembling a squir-

rel, a badger, a fox, and a monkey.

mmm ^ i ?k ii i>ow the

gibbons howl and tho doucs cry

by night.

*^ An obsolete form of «m' flj a^ culT, for which it is sometimes

used.

Elegantly dressed, with em-

broidery ; a cuff of a sleeve ; tho

blade of gi-ain ; easy, quiet enjoy-

ment and plenty ; to promote.

1 ^ 5S J)E I'c was beautifully

dressed indeed, — but he knew

nothing.

'M ® t \
'^® ^^"^ ^^ °^

and it sprang up.

1 ^ jf^ I^ w^U dressed and yet

as if his ears were stuffed.

Old sounds, yak, ngak, md wak. In Canton, yenk and ngok ;
— in Swatow, yiak. ngak, and io ;— in Amoy, iok, ak, gak,

and giok ;
— in Fulichau, ybh, ngiik, and yok ;

— in Shanghai, yak, yu, and ngok j
— in Chi/u, y6a.

yao'

From plant and tnnsic or con-

tract ; the second and common
, contracted form properly means
tlie leaves of the orris root (/r«s);

it is also read ti/i, to bind or

bandage ; to entwine about and
cover.

Medicinal herbs ; medicine,

physic ; remedial or chemical pre-

parations ; to give medicines to

:

to remedy ; medical healing.

] iff medicines.

^ ] ^ to write a prescription for

tho
] ^ or apothecaries, who

fK 1
or .^ ]

put it up.

] ^^ or ] J^ an apothecary's

f^hop ; a dispensaiy.

^ ]
the raw, and ^ j

the pre-

pared opium.

] 51 a disgin'se given with a dose.

— ^ ]
one dose of medicine.

] jg medicated spirits.

[ll ] the Chinese yam.

W 5^ ^' 1 '' malady is easily

cured if treated at tht, first

'Mm i^T> vi i& ]
the

'.Toubles flame cut till they are

beyond help or remedy.

^
^:

^ ] or ^ ] to take medicine.

1 tt W ^ S medicines are

jiccessarily divided into jmncipal

and hubordinate remedies.

1 HI ^ a temple to the Chinese

Escnlapiiis.

g I
or ^' ] or ^ I

an effec-

tual or excellent remedy.

I'rom ^re and measure.

Fiery, hot ; bright, by flaslics.

m^ ] ] tho flashes of

lightning and thiind.r—came

in a wonderful maimer.

yoW
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V
yoW

I'Voin worship and thin or n

measure, because at the venial

sacrifice tlie offerings were scant,

m nature had not fully expandeJ-

A worship held by the em-

perors of the Hia dynasty

near the vernal equinox, in

the ancestral temple, but in the sum-

mer by the Cheu sovereigns ; hence

some Hso tlie first character for the

vernal, and the second for the

summer sacrifice.

From «i7/.- and ladle for the sound.

J To bind, to cord up ; to bind

by contract, to agree with

;

to form a treaty or compact

;

to retrench, to moderate, to spare,

to economize ; to restrain, to re-

strict ; to stoop, to bend down ; to

cause to submit ; bomid, corded ; a

part of a city lilvc a ward, associat-

ed under an eldership,— and some-

times, a single neighborhood in it

;

it varies in different provmces; a

confederation ; a treaty, contract, or

agreement ; in arithmetic, to divide

;

agreehig with ; brief, condensed

;

restricted, meager ; an adverb, about,

nearly.

1 ^ IHI 1& ^ lif agi^ed that I

sliould go with him.

I ^ to restrain, to keep in

bounds.

^ ]
frugal, not extravagant.

jil '&' ] ^^ make an indenture

or contract.

] 1^ the agreement ; a compact.

1 ^ 7a "5 f@ about six hun-

dred of them.

^ ]
or ] BJ for the most part,

on the whole.

I g?| about, near to ; ready for ; as

1 g5 H ll!r ^ about three

o'clock
; I g^ .g If JQst going

to speak. (Shanghai)

1 ^ to make a promise.

1 ^ iSi ^ ^*® certainly agreed

to come.

jB ] to withdraw from the en-

gagement.

^ ]
violated a contract.

^ ] to fulfill an agreement

:^ iO 1 ^^ ^ 1
uiiable to com-

plete an engagement.

xf; ] 1) I^ to agree undesignedly,

to hap[)en to coincide in act or

opuiion ; to meet accidentally.

;§ -^ ]
g" the princely man is

sparing of his words.

A 1 ^ — J^ eight divided

by two is four.

!l9 in 'fr 1
tl^e tide comes in as

if it had a contract ; i. e. is trust-

worthy.

^ ]
poor, in straitened circum-

stances.

In Pekingese. An interjection,

1^ 1 or l!g
I

expressing dislike to

the trouble of; dissatisfaction with.

Intended to delineate apipe ; com-

posed of up and "^ one repre-

,1 J senting the holes, and tLe other
•l the unison or rhythm of their

sounds; it is the 214th radical of
pandean pipes and similar instru-

ments.

An ancient reed with three or

seven holes, shaped like a flute,

but shorter and played with one

hand ; a measiuB anciently reckoned

as 1 200 grains of millet ; five ^
now make one yoh^ and two of them
make one ^ or gill.

^ ]
a pipe, a fife.

I.ilve the preceding, and some-
times used for the next.

A satchel or basket ; a fife

or flute.

I ^ ^ open the case and

you'll see the books.

^ I
a group of seven stars near

the handle of the Dipper.

Jsi 1 -7 fl^
moving to the sound

of the flutes in even measure.

From metal and pipe as the pho-
netic.

The bolt or catch of a lock
;

to enter, to get in at.

I
JIfcakey.

^ ]
to put the key in the lock.

^ j a cross-bolt to fasten gates.

^ ]
to force one's way in.

jg ]
a kind of tankard.

From n pipe or reed and head
contracted.

To cry with loud intreaty

;

to invoke in prayer ; to im-

plore ; to groan from pain in

the head.

Pf I
to pray with loud cries.

^ ]
to importune urgently.

I SI to pray to-

Bead ya' Tc^ther with, and.

^ 1 ^ >^ [the prince] went
out with the crowd to vent hia

anger.

^^ To boil ; to cook with water,

»nw J as a soup or stew ; to wash,

yo/j' to cleanse out ; to soak, to

wet through.

i^ 1 ]ID >& cleanse and refonn

your hearts.

55 ]
moving ; agitated, as water.

1 ^ bubbling, gurgling.

Trt-jr* From to divide and extreme.

JJSJai Bubbling of boiling water.

In Fuhchau read ^lo. To
scald in boiling water, to cook
hastily.

I ^ '0 scald a fowl, so as to pluck

it easil}'.

] ^ to scald vermicelli.

From hill »ni prison.

) The highest peaks of moun-
tains, a lofty summit ; the

3l 1 are high mountains

worshiped by the ancient emper-

ors, and venerated to this day;
the "^ ] h ^ llj in Shantung;

H ] is ^. ilj
in Shensi, south of

Si-ngan fu
; ^E | is *|g llj in the

southwest of Chihli
; ^ 1 's :8B

[Ij in the western-center ofHunan

;

4* 1
is ^' llj or ^ ^ in the

west of Honan, near the Yellow

River.

\a I
a president of the princes

in the days of Yao.

) ]
antler-like; projecting like

deer's horns.

^ I
a peak ten miles east of

Hoh chcu in ShansL
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f^'^ Eegarded as a contraction of

|l
I'j the preceding, but now chief-

2/0' ly used for a wife's parents,

intimating the respect due to

them.

1 ^ ^^
1 ^ '^ wife's father.

From bird and a prison.

; 3 A felicitous bird,
| m de-

scribed as larger than a mal-

lard, with red eyes; its de-

scription allies it to the rails ; it

appeared when Wan Wang got

tlie empire.

1 M P.ti *^ i& H "'« «"''i«^'i-

phoenix sung in K'i-yang.

Yromjoot and fealhered gar-
ments ; both are also read /'»7/>

To skip and caper, to leap

for joy ; to sport, to fiisk and

tjn' gambol ; the second also de-

notes the hooked perpen-

dicular stroke of a character.

M 1 RI P^ "'" '^"'P ''^^ leaped

through the dragon gate ;—rapid

advancement in the tripos.

^ ] jfl ;i^ leaping and brandishing

weapons, as when joining battle.

^ W% 1
to jump and hop like

a magpie for joy.

] ]
quickly, instantly, as an

arrow on the string.

1 1 B^^ the grasshoppers skip

merrily.

^ I
to excel, to surpass.

Old suiinils, iigo, yo, ngop, ngot, jop, yot,

gu, i, and ngo ;
— in Fuhchaii, u

Ktymologists regard the first as

an abbreviated form of ,^ a

ravel', as it occurs of tiie same
sound and meaning in tlie pbraso

I ^T ^ Wl alas, liow eud
- and [li'eous! The other is in-

tended to represent vapor rising

in successive strata or expand-
ing itself evenly over the earth

;

the la%t is a common contraction

of the first.

A prposicimi. in, at, on, witli,

by, upon ; to be in, to oc-

cupy a position ; as, so, to become

;

at the beginning of a sentence, or

after ^ it means respecting, in

case, relating to ; often marks the

acctixifire cnso, and at other times

emphasizes tlie object of the verb

and completes the rhythm ; after

^ forms the comparative degree,

more, than ; before pronouns, it

may be rendered as, as to, referring

to ; it sometimes reverses the posi-

tion of the object and subject, as

^ 1 ?o^ Itr 1 & if yo" a'c

angry nt home, it will manifest

itself in the market.

1 ^ ip. \n the third year.

/p ?J< 1 A -i^l^ advice or help of

no man.

« ^ |!i 1 ^JH doctors only

incrca.se tlio disease.

Pu^ 1 iJJt li<^^ asked me ; learned it

from me.

] fi|['
^' ;5; it is in the record

yck, and ngu. In Canton, fi ;
— »« Sivatow,

ngn, wo, cO, and ngd-u ; — in Shamjhai^ ti,

] .^ at this present, now.

^ ^C 1 5c ^ "o"" '^ greater

than God.

1 jlfc W A ^ supposing there

is a man.

1 RJiLp. ^ ^0 treats the

people with hiunanity.

] ^ ^ how with regard to this ?

thereupon.

1 <&• ik S« ^^'l^^re ••'' yo""" Pa-

tience ?

Jh 1 S H to rest in the highest

good.

W ^ 1 ^ 't is advantageous to

the prince.

^ ^ 1 7J ^^^ '^'^'^ ^y tlie sword,

in jJfc M ^ J # ^ 4 try

acting in this manner, he will

show that ho is a dutiful son.

^ ] ^ ;^ do not tnix in that

allair.

^. & 1 j'S
the fish arc in that

pond.

^'
1 ?)!f Hi ''^''y °f digestion.

1 ^f Z£ i f^
"^ "I'it'i is the

first of these three 't

' Read ^!Jil for only tlic form •^.

To sjxj.ak, to say ; to go, to pro-

ceed ; resembling.

] I
going .ilong, aa a person in

the distance ; also sclf-.satisfied.

i 1 {i} f£ the ];iiig went to

subdue Ihcm.

^yii

i, n, A, gd, and ngo ;
— in Amoy, n, jn,

nQ. and 'ug ;
— in Chifii, yu.

1 .K ^ ;i ^ Ij' Iw said the

subsistence of the j)eople was not

an easy thing.

Read Jiii or ^ya ; same as the

next. Wide, vast ; also occurs used

for pf , ;is ] in 1^ /§ Ah, behold,

[such sons arc the rcalj unicorn I
—

meaning WSn Wang's sons.

,V-|^ I'rom to I/O and curling vapor
-• I

*'
as tlio phonetic.

Vague, vast, distant ; not

exact or clear; to misinter-

pret, to poivert, to distort; very;

to avoid, to escajie from ; wide,

spacious.

1 ^ a very long time.

1 Tj 1^ to distort .another's in-

tentions.

"e 1 5^ 5£ the proposition is

very general, but it is applicable

to present times.

1 M "'''I't) doltish.

] ^fij precise, loo particular.

1 J^ Ifi) ^ ? V W a vague

and indistinct thing; no certain-

ly, no tact in doing 1 lungs.

^TT^ To wind or I wist ; to distort

;

f /|JJ to pervert justice ; foolish,

^yii iiicxi>ert ; a cord ; crooked,

1x;nt ; we.ik in the middle,

s.iiil of an an'ow whoso shaft is too

small.
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,y"

1 m
1

% t§ 1 '^ ^ slas, my wrongs

are deep <iik1 must be kept do\vii.

] ^ circuitous, indirect.

1 [iil vague, iudistuict, not per-

spicuous in meaning or intentioa

X44t Mud, silt, deposit ; to silt

iXff\ "P a gutter, or the cbannel of

^tjii a, river.

^ I "J* ^ ibo mud has

silted up the stream.

Mt ] a 'f' ^^^ ^^'°'^ ^^ raised

a dust-heap.

Like tho Inst.

A sedgy bank deposited in a

stream ; a bur i:i a eliannel

;

to silt up.

dlrly. turbid, mndcly.

^ ^ j^ ihe mud stops the

water flmvliig.

lU ^ 1 ^ ill) 7 ^ it came

out oi' the mire, but can't bo

dyed ; met. I came from a sink,

bat nobody can now corrupt me.

Bead ^yS, when used for ^.
Satiated.

A tray for holding sacrificial

>^ meats, supported on long

(?/8 handles, by which it was

carried to the worship.

Tlie oiiginnl nidely represented a

iisb, the four lower pniuis being

tlio taif, the upper two tlie heaU,

il/^ with the scaly IjoJ;/ between ; it

forma the 195th radical of names
and parts of fishes.

A fish, classed with j^ ^ scaly

beings,
^f;' ^ aquatic beings, and

^ :^W. ^ thoso beings which

are hidden ; fishy ; a horse with eyes

like a fish, for which the next is

also used.

— ^ \
OT-' ^ \ om fish.

m] ovfy ] to fish.

\ J)g fish-skin clothes worn by

the ] ^ Ijl -f or Ghiliaks in

Manchuria.

^ 1 the wooden fish ; it is a skull-

shaped block on which priests

beat time when chanting.

1 i% a fizgig or fish-spear.

«^

Sf 1
or ^ 1

and ^ |
the

lei)Lsnia found in clothes.

P^ 7|; ] to sing ditties and ballads,

as blind women do. (Cantonese.)

i'4j f> ] to beat the divining-fish,

as is done by Taoists.

1 ? *'''
] fj^ spawn of fish.

1 "S" or
I ^ tho yoimg fry,

minnows.

] ^ or
I ^ or

I
^j- a letter

or note; referring to an ancient

story.

{ij ] jt^ a procession of fancy

lanterns at Canton, many of

them shaped like fish.

^ T 1 5a >S ;^c (<i
the fish

that ran olf was a big one ; said

of anticipated profits, or things

lost which are hard to prove.

1 yK ^ P^ "** closely deixjndent

as water and fish ; said of mar-

ried people, or a ruler and his

ministers.

Ml ^ ] ^ princa royal among
tho Kitans, because he wore a

fish made of gold.

)]lll ] a turtle, emys, or other kind

of water C'/i Ionia

^ 1 and ^,^ ] tho frog, from

• its habit of sitting, and in imita-

tion of its croak.

U^ A horse with white rings

P«*Tv '""""d llio eyes, like a fish's

^jjil eye, at the edge of the cornea.

From water and /isfi ; the second

form is only used in the classics.

To fish ; lo take indiscrimi-

nately whatever comes ; to

seize ; immoderate.

I
^ inordiiiate lust

^ or ] ^ a fisherman.

] 1^ a fishwife.

] ^ ^Ij seeking nothing bat his

own gain.

] 51 to incroach on and scizj.

] |5^ an ol.l name for Ki e'.ieu ^jj

^l-j in Chihii from the ] y}^ a

branch of tho Peh-tang River.

1 W: Wt %i fishermen, foresters,

farmers, and scholars.

M
s2/«

From Jish ntii\ to strike; it differs

flora (Wdii B% 5 '''^8 t'l" '"''

To fish ; to catch fioh.

ID5: 1 i^ ^ to take recrea-

tion in hunting and fishing.

From ]5J a paw and ® a demon.

A term for quadrumanous ani-

mals, more particularly t'.iosa

like spider monkeys; to start,

as an aSair ; the spaca of a li in the

Cheu dyniisty ; occurs used fur ^
in

1 J^ the place where the sua

goes down.

I pf«
the sun in Q from 9 to 11

A.M.

f^ ] incipient stages of a matter.

illHi ^''°°' '«''^s°<l monkei/.

tlJlf^ A mountain or region in tho

^i/U east, called
| ^ tho extreme

east of Yiio's sway, where (ho

sun rise.? ; it probably refers to ]^
^ or Ycsso Island, though others

think it denotes Shantung Promon-
taiy or Corea.

[I] I
a covert or dell in hills, pro-

tected from the bleak winds.

ft 1 9E *^ resting on the hill ho
held out to the last ; i.e. he stood

at bay, made a last stand.

From i>lace and monkey.

A corner, a nook, a secluded

spot ; a cove, inlet, or small

bay; a part, a little; rigid,

precise, as an angle ; in mcu/iematks,

tlio unit or lowest term of a cube

root.

~"
1 ^ J& * lo'j * parcel of

land.

^^ ]
isles of the sea, an islet ; a

bay or pl.ic3 on the coast.

^-f' \ ^ '''y* sl'ould sit at a
c:ir.ier [t .M ].

ES 'S ill 1
t'"'' "'" prove his

integrity and tinnness of princi-

ple.

^ 1 a corner.

^~ 1 T>J[U- I
^to point

to a corner and not to nnder-

staiid that there are t!iree corners

more ; i.e. dull, not to take a hint.

i'J*
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j^ ]
to enter on tbe corner mai

;

I. e. to come to the table.

and bear tbe trouble (or responsi-

bility) alone.

"jf \
a. right angle or squnro cor-

ner ; between the cardinal points,

as northeast or northwest.

SMi Uneven teeth, or those inter-

<^P9 fering with each other ; many

j^S tenons entering one piece, as

felloes in the hub of a wheel

;

perplexed, in confnsion, as

the afl'aira of a state.

I ^ discrepant, irreconcilable.

In Fuhchau. Warped, twisted

;

obstmate, mulish.

A. water-beetle, the ^ \ or

^ J^ whose appearance is

(iescribed like a cicad-i, and

the eggs are glued by tlie mo-

ther to leaves, especially of tbe

sweet-flag, in rows of eights and

nines ; it is also called JB ^ and

answers to a Uycb-ophilus.

m
sy«

The clavicle or collar-bone
;

usuiilly known as ^ .J >^
tlio koy-bone.

From heart and vionkey.

Having a monkey's wit, which

animal the Chinese regard

as a silly brute; simple, un-

instructed, rude, unpolished ; ct;n-

founding right and wrong ; stnpid,

unwise, and in this sense used for

one's self in writing letters ; to de-

ceive, to befool.

1 ^ <"
1 ^ " y"""" stupid bro-

llicr ;" like "your bumble ser-

vant"

1 tllJ
'"

1 3E foolish, nnskilled,

awUward.

^ )
rustics, clodhoppers, village

swains.

] Jji the silly people, the canaille,

the mob ; — a phrabc used by

the rulers for their eubjects.

] ^ in my humble opinion.

.^1

i'j't

^C -^ ^ 1 * ^"^'y clever man
with a doltish expression.

] ^ A to deceive ; to gammon.

] ^ stnpid, unenlightened.

1 S conceited and foohsh, a va-

poring simpleton.

From A 'iiaii and^ house con-

trncted, nlluding to iho freedom
• of conversation in the hoiiEe ; it

nearly resembles ssAif yfi j tlio se-

cond is also read ^i/U.

The first personal pronoun,

I; we, our, myself; mostly

used in writing, and often printed

in a smaller type at the side.

^ jftn 1 fpT yihai can he do to

''me?

] iW S" ^ •" *'™ ""^o who has

done a thing rather out of the

way.

J:(^ 1
the head-dress of a Mongol

princess.

]
— A our Emperor.

Eead ^tu. Name of a mountain,

j^ I
in Mongolia.

Itl? Nottlu

?TP Asm.
s^"

From woman or man and /; ibo

firft is easily mistaken for 'hao

ij good.

Fair, handsome ; in the Tsu
ttate, a very tall and portly

man.

I
in the T'ang dyna'ty, a

kind of chambcrlaui bouseheeper.

le same as ^han Tk'' town.

smidl fief conferred on Wu
Wang's sun, lying fcomewlieie

in llio ]ircse;.t llw.-.i-ngan fu,

jUGt souili of tbu Yellow Elver: Jso

a town in the sta'ij Clung gjj, now

K'ai-fung fu.

I -T* From earlh and in ; it h often

T'"r* but crroneouely used as a con-

f tracted form of rhii SM a mnrlcel.

A dike or levee, raised to

re. train the waters ; a bund, a bank

;

a low place.

] ^5 a sluice cut through a dike.

] j^ an overseer of dikes.

] ^ a dike.

I m fields guarded by dikes, as

in Hwai-ngan fu in Kiangsn.

fif ^ M ]
cleared the dike

country of robbers.

:,/6v An animal whose voice is like

IJ a child's ; it is applied to ^
j^ the constellation in y Pegasus,

which when seen great rain

follows ; the Jg | or the great

porcupine, ako called ^ |;|- or

bristled hog, found in Shensi and

westeily ; its quills are solel for

chopsticks ; the body is about three

feet long, whito belly, black bead,

and banded quills.

. 1^- -> From disk and vapor,

(jJLLL Originally denoted a wooden

dish, but now includes those

of any material ; a basui
;

a porringer, a largo cup.

J^ P ) a cup to ruise the

mouth at table.

^ ]
wooden dishes or bowls.

1 55^ KlJ 7K 'fi
'f 'l^e dish be

square the water in it will be

ttjuare too ; —denoting the great

influence of the prince in mold-

ing the people : as g Jg | ^^
bo is like the dish.

^ 7|C 1 a cup for watering the

ink-stone.

^ I
a £-:all spittoon for the eiok.

1 fy? i'^ Ping-ting cheu in the

east of Shansi.

rf
-f*. Used with the precedmg, but

J referring more to tubs large

a enough to wjish or bathe in.

pJC ) awiihh-tub.

Useel for its primitive;
] ]

a

scli^atiified look and maunor.

An ancient reed orgau like

the ^ having 36 tubes, meet-

ing in a bulb, and blown

through the moulh-pieco ; it

is called ^ ] because it leads

other instruments, and a chief of

banditti is also m<'taphorically called

by the same term.
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^ M ?fc 1
**" awkward per-

former blowing the organ ; i'. e.

a charlatan, one who gets paid

for what Lc cannot do ; used

also in sclf-depreciatlou when

complimented.

f-t^^ From rnin nud ahs, llie primi-

t' #^ live liere denoting IJf g| or tlie

The summer sacrifice for rain

;

to pray for r;',in in the second month

of summer; distant, because in this

service, the answer was not obtained

until (ho grain was ripe months

after ; in Honan, an old name for

the rainbow.

1 ^ to pray for rain.

1 ^ l#. i'^ tl'e south of Kiangsi.

tl M M ]
when the dragon-star

(Sirius ?) rises, pray for rain.

From Jielil and mi/ ; it i3 also

^ read <5A<!', meaning tinder.

^yil A field which has been plow-

ed three successive seascas

(some say two) ; to cultivate a field
;

a field newly opened was called '^,

in the second year it was ^^, and
the third year ] or pg field, being

by that time subdued.

in i^ ilPf 1
l^ow are you going to

plow up this field ?

] ^ the " field guests," or squat-

ters, refers to a settlement; of

Canton people in Kin-bwa fu

in Chehkiang.

From to eat and my.

» What is left after eating
;

remnants, overplus ; the rest,

the remainder ; superabun-

dant ; moreover, as well as ; after

a period.

] Jjji
vacant gionnd, unused space,

^ ] Ilk ''P^re a portion ; lay by

the surplus, as of wages.

^ ] more than enough.

I ^ enough and to spare.

\ ^ mbbith left after building
;

debris ; earth for fi'iling.

1 IS "''
1 \n\ leisure days, spare

lime after necessary duties.

1 "JJ
spare moments and energy.

141

i2/«

^ ] as to the rest ; what remains.

] 5IK the rest of the banditti.

^ tti ^ ]
*'f'^'' •'• ^^^ ^'^^'^ 1°^^

letter.

] j^^ a district in Shao-hing fu,

net far from Ningpo.

] -^ children who are not the

eldest or direct beirs, as sons of

concubines ; supernumeraries.

] ^ extra bands on a farm, refer-

ring to the youngest sons of feudal

retainers who tilled the land.

] 1^ or ^ ]
an abundance of.

iS>^®^ 1 it may your faith-

ful kindness bo more than re-

\varded to your descendants.

J6u D 1 ^ just escaped with his

life, as from the tiger's mouth.

^ 'I^ ^ ]
i" addition to my

own sorrow.

^(^ From £3 handi and^ bearing

^• '3 V' vp, as two )iand3 or two men
"

.. raising a weight, and holding it

W eecuie with their hands and nails.

To raise a thing ; to lift it

for presentation.

]
Jft or ] ;^ to raise up ; to

bring or ofler to one.

1 ^ * porter, a bearer of burdens.

^ A ^ 1
two men brought it.

I ^X '° l*6ar on a pole.

pl^ From the old form of^ a horary

C^V^ character and ^ crooked.

iV^ A moment, a little while.

must not be neglected even for a

moment.

^ \ a small state in Lu, now
Mung-yin hien ^ |^ |^ in

the south of Shantung.

Bead Icw'eC and used for ^.
A hamper or basket to carry grass,

which this character is thought to

resemble.

Bead 'yung, and tised for JS,.

To arouse, to excite.

.tfb Sorrow fid, grieved at ; alarm-

( I /\. cd, ui terror,

i^ )L' 1
^'•^'^ ^t lieart.

^ I
«ad : in much misery.

^^^ From words and a moment.

<B>'V To flatter, to praise to one's

c^fj face ; to adulate ; a flatterer,

a sycophant.

^
I

personal, direct flattery ; to

say pleasing things.

m 3, 1 "g high people hear

much flr.tlery.

] •^ a simpering, smirb'ng coun-

tenance.

^ IS 1 « ^ i ^ wlien an
ofBcer bepraises his master, he
soon thinks himself something

wonderful.

# -7^ ;^ 1 ^ ^ a filial sou

never adulates his parents.

jpf "@ ;^ 1 why speak such flat-

tering (or untrue) word.s.

The eeuond form presents a com-
mon abbreviatioa of this primi-
tive.

M)
iU'^

ilJii

A medicinal plant of several

varieties.

ill 3^ 1 ^'s probably the

dogwood ; its sub-acid druiJes

are dried to use as an astringent.

J ] ^ a stream m Yih-tii hien

in central Shantunjj.

_ Herds of deer gathering in

'^ one spot ; laughing, frolicking.

c^" M. M, \ \
multitudes of

happy deer and does.

'From flesh and a moment.

The fat on the belly ; big-

beDied, like some fishes ; cor-

pulent, obese ; soft and flabby

fat ; rich, as productive soil ; entrails

of dogs and swine.

jj£ ]
fat, in good condition for

killing.

^ ]
fertile, rich, as soil.

56 M ^ ^ 1
^^^^ presenting

fibh in winter, place the belly

on the right hand.

1 ^ ^ (^ ^ "cli lusdous taste.

^ 3iE «^ I
the clwicest, richest

dainties.

Ji; I
the gist or essence of a doc-

tiine.

W tiK ^ 1 a very fertile piece of

laud.
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From tiger and to tali- hiii ; the

second form denotes o\i\y the

iiuimal ; occurs used for the next.

A fabulous beast of a mild

disiwsition, tbo ^ ] wbicli

is said to La^e appeared in

tbo days of Wu Wang;
anxious tor, and ibeiefore prepared;

to sympatbizo witb, to tliink upon,

to expect. ; to estimate ; an impedi-

ment, misbap, accident; vigilant,

reedy, provided against ; to under-

stand ; to belp ; to select ; to pos-

sess ; to quiet a epirit ; a period

of seven days' mourning ; a place

Tvbere Ibe Great Yu lived, now ^
& ft^ '" ^^'^ sontbwest of Shansi.

rt 1 if ^^0 scbolar performs tbo

rites of cpfjeasing — tbe ghost

1
notbing to apprebend.

nn unexpected accident,

walcbing, on tbe lookout

^ ]
careless, remiss, unready.

•W ffn ^ ]
to guard against con-

tingencies.

] 7^ a warden of tbe parks and

ponds in tbe Cbcu, now called

1 ^-^•

%%^.\±^ gfr '-k you
need bave no doubts, no anxie-

ties, for Sbangti will approacb

or bless yon.

] ^ blessed, delighted.

^1^. Joy, pleasure ; to amuse, to

<3t7i divert one's self or others ;

^yil lelax.ation, diversion.

jD( ] delight, pleasure.

g I
to enjoy one's self.

&\%^ 1 M. ^"^^^ qiorts and gay
dresses, be divtrttd his parents

;

f.aid of Lao Laits:'.

] )^ to take pleasure ui obliging

olhers.

^ ]
ecstatic joy, extreme delight

-fffi
A striped stone,

| 5§ re-

iJ^\ eemUing cornelian, or more
,yM piobaWy ibo cats-eye ; found

in Sham ling.

m^ 1 31 ^ IB 4 beautiful

indeed is ibo brilliant cat's-eye 1

A rivulet running between

two hillocks or rising banks.

From to breathe and (jivinif ; V
was at first wri ten without the

-''W radical, but the two ui'e now
,yS usually distinguished.

A final particle indicative of

relief or admiration, but mostly

used afterquestionscxpres£ing<]oubt,

surprise, jifBrmation, or irony ; to

brcalbo easier, as after a sudden

start or excitement

^ -^ J^ ] is that man a good

man?
pj" /^ ^ 1 must we not be very

careful 1

tk Ki jJt e" 1 ^"es not this ex-

pression (or phrase) therefore

arise?

Sir 1 If j shall we not go

home ? go home now ? —• said

Confucius to his disciples.

^ ]
excellent I line I

1^ I
alas, bow sad 1

^ ^ j^ H I
does not this look

OS if it was rather difficult ?

i^t \ ^V%^ \ did be ask

for it, or was it given to him ?

^ ^^ 5c 1 '^ '^'^ yotir work,

or did Heaven assist you ?

From words and give ; it is si-

milar to sUi to flatter.

To eulogize, to praise to the

utmost, to extol ; to over-

praise, to flatter.

1 la* Bx *° praise one to his

face and tlien defame bim.

fi5 ]
or ^ I

to eulogize, to

gieatly commend.

1 i^^ m ^^^ 's not pleased

with such flattery.

] ^. to commend goodness.

Read yiX^ Fame, credit, praise.

?it ^ f& 1
to '^"y '""i'^ ^"^^ fis^

lor praisa

'^ jjf] ^ I
bis fame and praise

are everywhere beaid.

] }^ pleasure, a feeling of grati-

fication.

w

01 ] a certain felicitous star.

iVii

From Jlar/ and to give.

^ A tiiangular flag, the 2^ ]

jijU having a scoUoiJed border of

a stiff material, with falcons

drawn on it, and sus^iended on a

staff'; given lo valiant and success-

ful officere ; to fly abroad, as loose

hair.

Jjp Jf- ^ ]
high rise tbe falcon-

picturod banners.

] I
a largo number of people.

El ^ ^ .t £j Ri) ^ 1
she

did not roll it up, and ber hair

spiead over ber fhouldera.

grand y Haunted the bamiers,

showing (heir toito;:.es and fal-

cons !

From "S^ carriage contained in

•> Jf oi.ui-: I lie radical is some-

uilic viiiieu underneath.

Tho b.)x or body of a cart or

chariot ; a Cc:rrlago ; to bold, to sus-

tain ; to contain and bear, as tlie

earth does its inhabitants ; met the

earth: a foundation, a basis; many.

] A « caniage-maker or cart-

wright ; a cartman.

Jlil 1 B '"^ ""T ^^ t^" world, or

of the Chinese empire.

^ I
tho imperial city, tho palace.

] £g a tomb, a sepulcher.

^ # \ ^:^'k tbe ""eaiity of

tbe empress dowager's ilhiesa

^* ] the traveling equipage and

carts of the emperor.

f^ tbe public or general opinion.

IJH I
tho first, tbe introduction or

starting of, as an enterprise, re-

ferring to making a cart by be-

ginning at tbo base boards.

g" A ] IJ 5i ^ a l'»"<^red

men cairying gourds ran ofl^

^ ]
a kind, gonial manner.

^ I

a basket litter in which sick

persons are carried.

^ jjig ;^ 1 rt'spect is the begin-

ning of courtesy.

M ] » small sedan chair.

?1»1 ^ 1 "fS
b'' b^'' thoroughly

examined its deep meaning.

1
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1 A bird of the crow family,

with a white belly and breast,

' which assembles in flocks

;

it is probably a species of jay

or blackbird, but others say

it is the crow.

c%'^ with whi

A saw ; a fine awl, the^ \

vhich the ears of women

j)/i« are bored.

y^f Composed of i^ an old form of

i rJ' ' ^ *° '""'"^ toyetlier, ^ b Loat,

(ifl nnd {\S water, denoting to sooop

ont a, boat from a log j it occurs

used for j^.' more.

To respond, to answer, as a maid-

servant; to assent; yes, so, certainly,

well ; to agree to willingly.

vor, [the emperor willj tio donbt

accord it.

^ 1 PT 1^ sighing, he replied, it

cannot be.

Bead yii^ Mild.

] ]
an easy, courteous manner.

Eead ^shu. A fief in the Han
dynasty.

1 5C °'^ name for Chlng-kiang

fa in Yunnan, north of L. Sien.

TyB^ From woman and to consent ; oc-

X[di| curs iiiterclmnged with the next.

^i Wasteful, careless, like one

belonging to a rich family;

delicate and pleasuro-seeking ; to

despise or set light by, to depreciate
;

joyfully.

^ * J!^l 1 ^ # the rich and

grand pass theur lives in one long

pleasure.

7^1 ^ ^° "°' prestune to

trifle with lifa

Eead ,<'e«. Clandestine, illicit

;

deceptive, crafty.

It 1 ^yj.M^ tliey tried to

conceal their designs by assum-

ing an easy manner.

jkZK A contented, pleased coun-

( I flic tenance; happy, self-satisfied;

s
yii joyfully, willingly ; to please

;

good style, well brought up.

] & a jolly! ^^'^ '^"ce.

fifc -A ^ ]
others are happj-, —

but not I.

1 ^ joyful, rejoiced, glad.

^Him%i% m\ 1
len-

teitain these friends, and their

happy contentment is great.

1 1 id "ifet
see how joyful.

-g^ A wild plant, the llj ] ^
c f^\\

resembling tlie skunk-cabbage

,yii {Symploccirpuf) in its growth,

but tho flowers aro malva-

cecus ; found in Honan.

] Jfc£
'* boletus, the pnnk mush-

room.

\j/^ A river near tho cast end of

iy^ the Great Wall ; to change ;

jj/iJ to exchange, as sides ; to de-

teriorate, to glow worso.

] ^'I'l
an old name for Chung-king

fii in the sontk of Sz'ch'uen.

] ^ to retract, as a promise.

^ ^ Z^ 1 if I lose my life, I

will not change.

S 9E ^ 1 -Jt Fr *i? lie will

not yield up his charge even to

save his life.

To spy and jiecp ; to get

aside, .so as to see a person.

^ ] P^ p^ ho hid inside

of the gate,— so as get a sly

look at her.

JLj^ The elm (Ulmun), of which

5TW» ten sorts aro described ; one

^r/U of them is a species of Micivp-

tdea, another a kind of hom-
beara or Curpinus.

] ^ or ] ^ elm seeds and

their winged seed-vessels.

have lost f hoeast plat, I have got

my village home.

1 ^ slippery elm bark, a tonic

medicine.

1^ ]
a star which guides the hus-

bandman ill his planting.

•

|1j^ ]
to take a decoction of elm

seeds in order to sleep.

M 1
ground elm, the Ihjpericum

or St John's wort.

T^A» Luster of gems ; a beautiful

<J-Q\^ stone, like jasper, worn by
j7/S the sons of noblemen ; excel-

lencies, good qnalitie.s.

IS ) S 12. tlio ddfects and ex-

celloncies are well contra.stcd.

i^ IS IS 1
U'lil'ii' a plain tlrfiss

ho cherished the highest virtues.

J^ >*v In the Hia dynasty, a black

c7 (jlj ram ; cre<lit, reputation ; the

name of a god of the hills.

A small door or hole cut in a

1^^ wainscot, a lattice partition or

side wall ; a small door for

daily use, within a large gate-

way, tho latter being opened on

great occasions ; to bore a hole in

a wall, as burglars do.

^ 1
o"^

1 5il to cut through a

wall.

Eead ^tm. Low ; depressed be-

low tho level.

I^g I
a deep depression or excava-

tion in the ground.

In Cantonse. The thickness of

a brick in a wall, when laid edge-

wise.

H ] 5$ *'* wall, a brick and a
half thick.

2t,
I

J5 a wall two and a half

bricks tliick.

^.^ Sleeves of a woman's robes

c^HU adorned with feathers ; ele-

iijii gant, as a costly dress.

^ )
a short sleeve.

12 1^ ] a sleeve trimmed with

sable fur.

1 i^ fl" !fr fi"6 clothes and g<x)d

eating.

Eead ^yao. Dresses with phea-

sants drawn on them.

1 JA ©S the queen's dress with

painted pheasants on it.

E Interchanged with the next.

To mimic and make sport of.

c.'yS M 1
to clap tho hands and

laugh at one.

Jf|5 1 to act in a pantomime, to

throw the hands about.
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m
i^

From hand and to assent.

A long sleeve reaching to the

iect ; to lead, to draw forth

niid fihow the merits of, to

biiiig out merit ; to praise.

]
^ic Jaughiiig aiid clap-

ping.

2^ §*
1 llf everywhere extolled

Lis grace and worthy acts.

^ I
a "devil's laugh;" — to

mimic and make sport of.

Read jjrao, and used for |^.
To draw pheasants on the dress,

as was the fashion ia the Cheu

dynasty.

Head ft}(u. To draw out.

1 ^ ^ ffi ib @ he lilted up

the painted rod and drew out a

sole <ish.

Eead jyi«. To scoop grain out of

a mortar.

^ ^ ^ 1 ^^^ hulled it with

the stone pestle, and some scoop-

ed it out

Eead ^ch^eu and ,<'eM. To
walk with the hands hanging and

swinging.

] ^ .^^^ to saunter along with

hands hanging carelessly.

^ S 1 ^ wth disheveled Lair

and hanging sleeves.

>8k^ From to look at and assent ; used

ijjil To desire, to long earnestly

for ; to covet and spy how to

obtain.

^ 1
to spy and peep, m order

to plunder ; to lurk about.

^^. 1 WjR^ having no in-

ordinate desires, you will thus
gf:t happiness.

|ft
1 )Jj.

pureminded, not covetou&

ilJC A 1 ^ my enemy watches
privUy.

A garden (slug, jg| ] a
Limax, called also^ ^ the

snuil-cow ; the name i.s also

given to a large garden spider.

m

i!/''

iy»

1

From tc 70 or foot and to wish ;

q.d, to get wbero one wishes.

• To pass over, to cross ; to

get over, as a wall ; or be-

yond, as a lime ; to exceed

;

to pass by, to omit.

I J§ to leap a wall.

If} to exceed the limit or

margin, as in an outlay.

] |5^ to overpass the mark or

time.

] ^ to pass over the month.

1 )S! to travel far.

1 ~f' i^ J' flowed into the River

Loh.

I M t^" S^' ***'®'' the city walL

] ^' to forget one's proper place.

J5 I iS 'he days and months

have passed away.

' "' A grave ; in the Tsin dynasty,

the tumulus raised over it.

To clap the Linds ; in the

state of Wu ^ a song,

s!/" 1 ^ * t""^® °'^ song.

^ ^ to sport and sing ; to

carouse.

^ A sudden tempest, like a
"'•4 tornado.

<2/« ] a violent blast.

cfe Thefli

i>/u ed out.

The flames of fire ; color fad-

i^ ^ W 1 1 '^^ bluish

flames of the fire-

Intended to represent ratn, the

l*i>l
"Ppsr lino being ilie sti/, the

Ij ' i sides the 'loitds, nnd the drops
yi -niihin , if forms the 17.3d radical

of characters lelatiug to me.eo-

rology.

Eain; a shower 5 to come fast

and furioup, like rain.

f I
or -^

I
to rain

® fr 1 iS when the clouds move
I lie rain is given down.

^ 1;^ ]
a driziiling, misty rain.

^ I
a rain which spoils the crops,

a very long rain.

^ IH I
a widely extended rain.

j^ ^ ] a passing shower.

& ® ] '1 su" shower.

^ ] or 'j^ ] a teirible gust of

a shower ; a squall which is

dangerous.

XI 1
' A *ho summer rain falls

on man; met. tho emperor's kind-

ness reaches all.

^ I
old rain ; viet. an old friend,

-^ I
a recent acquainlance.

] M 7 M "" alteration on ac-

count of ih'j weather, s\s a. race.

1 ^ M- 'he kindness of rain and
dew ; /. c. the Emperors fa\or.

® 1 ^ S '" hold the rain and
guide the clouds, as a god ; viet.

to embrace a woman.

Eead yii' To rain; to fall from

the sky.

1 ^ H H Jt rained gold three

days— in tho days of Fuhhi

;

this may be a legend of a great

fall of aerohtcs.

1 # # # a great fall of rain.

^ ^ \ ~f Iho darts and stones

came raining down.

^ ^ "tf 1
'ho sweet showers

follow his carriage.

J^J j
the peach blossoms are fall-

ing.

C^l
'

yi
Intended to represent the long

^^ winij primaries nnd tlio large quill

"j* y feathers of birds j it is tlio 1 24 th

ijii radical of characters relating to

plHUiagery and feathers.

Wings, plumes; made of or

having feathers ; feathered ; winged

tribes ; a banner or signal of leath-

ers ; cloth having a rough feel, as

bunting; quick, flying; the fifth of

the five kinds of musical sounds,

that are made by smacking.

I ;^ or
]
^ the feathered tribes.

'^ ] dcatchments from a force;

foraging or predatory bands.

^ ^ ] a sort of panache used

by numimers.

] ^ what reflects honor on a ruler,

OS a good envoy sent by him.

1 ^ bunting

] ^ bomba^
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'Du

] ^p English camlets.

] ^ a Taoist priest ; ho is called

1 it M it-llll referring to

the iliglit of ibe soul after death.

1 ^ Ifi' the Imperial body-guard

of about 300 men.

]
:^' ^ '^ a group of S3 stars in

Aquariu.", inclmliiig ^ '^ X ''I'

and others.

Coiiib'ueJ of t-'j a imw and jl',

i//scct ; it oiico deuoted a certain

insect, now unknown.

Ijoose, free ; the reputed

founder of the Hia dynasty, called

^ I
and also jjlijl |

who reigned

at Ping-yang fu in Shausi ; in

epitaphs, one who receives a king-

tfom and perfects its work.

1
^' la J® ^"" detested even

the best liquor.

1 1^ S concretion.s of brown

haematite, supposed to bo petri-

fied crumbs from Yii's table.

Grass ; a kind of tree, whence

the character was used as a

surname.

Eead /.tl A kind of dividers,
[

called
I ^ used to mark off the

|

spokes in a wheel when making it.
|

1

A kind of tree.

1
meiSIiiYttisthccap-

'i/ii tain of the guards.

*m
A pebble with stripes and

coloring, which make it almost

'

'l/il as valuable as a gem; proba-

bly a variety of cornelian.

A small ancient state in the

present department of Tsing

'ya cheii in Shantung, whence

the descendants of Shin-nung,

named js came.

C^l^ "1 Tlio second form, composed of

•yf^ I — one and ^ a/ioon/'ul, (for

, «^
I 0-J) denoting equal consultation

_t^
I

is tlje oldest ; afterwards Jf to

hold up was combined witli

it, making it denote one debate

held\n a mortar ; the contraction

ij common.

As a preposition, nearly synony-

mous with f^; by, with, to ; as a

copula, and, together with ; as, as

if ; but when repeated it has a dis-

junctive sense, either, or ; when fol-

lowed by^ denotes a comparison
;

before a verb it often denotes

tho dative ; after a verb it ex-

presses merely a transitive action

;

to give, to commit to, to transfer

;

to znako known to, to represent ; to

consort or associate with ; a band, a

company or combination ; to accept,

to allow ; to agree, to comply with,

to proniLse ; to give in to, to submit

;

to grant or concede ; to approve

;

to wait, to delay for ; to use, to

employ.

1 A ^ Ip) unlike other men.

1 ft*> ^ 11^ g° ^"^ y""-

i/- -tB ]
'"* goo^ friend

; intimate.

{Cantonese.)

^ ]
connectinl or linked with, as

in a club or band ; a company,

an association.

;^ ^ ^ 1
the years will not

wait ibr mc.

W^ 1 %\ ^^'^° •*• '''^® °^° *^'' equal

to me *

1 ^^ ift ^ f^ i"^ '9 "o"o of ™y
business, it does not concern me.

^ ] ^ Heaven gave it.

¥ 1 2» |ft H ^'"°li '** '-•^'^ ^est

of them ip cr '^, this or thaf?

M \ ^ ^ ^:^J^ in mourning

truo gxief is b-'f-er than show.

§ j at case, careless about, self-

indulgent.

W]^ ] i,^ ^-ouW Ae king

then grant it?

I &) '<* gi^'e aid, to help.

;^ •? If ^ lis 1
"lien that

gentleman returns, he will not

take me with him.

SIS ^ RT '
1 * S cl ^ can

one serve his prince when as-

sociated with a mean fellow ?

Read tfO? To take \ia.r\, in ; to

assist at, to bo concerned in ; used

for t|^ as an exclamation.

^^ ] ]
our millet is flourish-

^ I
|o^ I will not ask him.

J& 1 ^ ^ as if ho was unde-

cided in his mind.

^ ^ ] ^ iB ^ ^ if I am not

at tho sacrifice, it is as if I did

not sacrifice.

C fl^^ From disease and a moment.

/y^ A prisoner dying from cold

y< and hunger ; sick ; weak ; to

treat prisoners badly.

^ I
melancholy and diseased;

hypochondriac.

1 5E ^ 4* starved to death in

the prison.

^ \ 1 W ^ ^ I am very

weak and unable to rise.

1 H 7K ^ A tliey maltreated

the sailors so that they died

under theh hands.

From shelter or receptacle and
moinentart/ ; sU four are nearly

synonymous, but tlie two last

especially mean the measure.

_ An extemporaneous cover ; a

temporary granary or stack

for the crops in tho field, or

when waiting to be transport-

ed ; a pile, a stack ; abund-

ant, affluent ; a measuro of

1 6 3j- or pecks, not now used.

^ W 1 'S shocks of gi'ain are

piled uj) in tho fields.

^ 1 (f^ (S my stacks are number-

ed by the myriad.

^ ]
-^ tho Great Stack Mts.,

which lie east of tho Mei-ling,

between Kwangtung, Kwangsi,

and Hunan.

^ )
open uncovered stacks.

(X--^* 'Also read (yu.

iy>- A tree, also called H. ^S^ ;fC
y" or rat Jlottlera, whose wood

is said to bo tough in dry

weather, and brittle in wet weather

;

the description allies it to the ash

{Fraxince), or perhaps to a Catalpa.

To walk rapidly ; to walk in

a dignified respectful manner.

^ ^
1 I

'^^ hastened

his steps, walking fast
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J'rom hole and a melon vine.

A vase with a crack or hole

;

filthy, dirty ; listless, ineffi-

cient, useless ; weak, sickly.

H" /?» ^ ]
tlic ^3so is ix;rfect.

^ JE. tS 1
my hands and feet

cannot bo used ; i. e. have been

rendered useless.

ij^s
1 ^j J^ he is heedless and

negligent, good for nothing.

c tt^ From man and a corner.

||HS Hunchbacked; the body m-
'ya cliring, stooping ; to show

great respect, to bend forward

as if hearing orders.

1 ^^ i.^ [stooping like] a

man cleaning up the dirt.

I ^ ^ IB. * hunchback should

not strip, — for his back is not

comely.

A chicken just fledged ; out

of the shell.
'!/&

(^B^ From heart and assent/ inter-

's?* Hiaiiged ivith ih primitire and

iUi'* ilip uext, and occasionally with

To surpass, to exceed ; to

overcome, to get tho better of ; to

get well ; healed,convalescent, cured;

a sign of the comparative, more,

better, in a further degree.

more.

jlt 1 ff ^ this is better than

that.'

^ ^ >]« ] his disease is now a

littlo better.

1 ^- mending, recovered, nearly

or quite well.

^±X^ ?K 1 ^1^, [Tan said

to Mencius.] I could have drain-

ed tho flood better than Yii.

•jf ] it is an immediate cure.

the more dissatisfied he is.

^ 1 ^M^° '^^^ "** p*y-

] ^ n)uch more, more serious,

givatly increased,

nfi 2. ffl 1
'"s is rather better

than he was yesterday.

yU.

Like the preceding.

Jit To be cured ; convalescent

;

yii' disease, a functionttl disorder

of tho body ; clever, upright.

X-^^^^^n_ 1
do not

let it bo a cause of strife between

these ofiended brothers.

:^ :;^ ± ± a ;^ 1
''^° '« ^^

bright one among these scholars ?

parents bore me, and whence

then have I so much illness ?

^Ylt& From mouth ani profound ; it is

ji ItI^ sometimes read i/m^j

<,rij Sorrow or remorse expressed

by groans ; the cry of pain.

1 Pfji groans and moans.

] p^ sick at heart, full of sorrow.

1^ Large features, a person with

a lai'ge face.

'yil -i^ A I 1
* man of large

size ; a stalwart man.

A male deer, a stag; to herd.

^ ] ]
tho does and

bucks were numerous.

If 1^ From covering and in as the

.~rt« phonetic.

«
,,fl

The part of the house covered

by tho eaves; to cover, to

shelter ; to brood over, as a bird ; to

regard, to countenance; wide, vast,

reaching everywhere ; territory ; the

canopy of heaven ; to choose a site.

] ^ the universe, all ages ; one

character refers to space, and the

other to time.

-ti6ii"F 1 the ridge-pole is above,

and the eaves below.

g \ the place under the eaves.

1 "T or ] ^ under tho vault or

in the world ; i. c. within the

empire; tho wido world.

|g ^ ] "I?
to obtain the aid of

a person.

t 1 ytfE )^ I am greatly

indebted for your humane pro-

tection.

& ^ Wi 1 T> A iiie yo™s
man's talents and countenance

are unusual

^

yU.

]3S\ From Lj inclosureaxiA @ to n?-

IfjI fleet contracted ; occm-s used for

>j tho next.

To detain, to imprison a

cn'minal. in order that he may
reform.

^bJ ^ A -T' 1 4« he held the

criminals in the prison.

^"0 1
to examuie into tho pri-

sons.

From inclosure and lucky; oc-

curs interchanged with the next
and the last.

A staWc or place whore horses

are reared ; a groom, a host-

ler ; a prison ; to guard, to defend
;

used for the next, .•* wooden image

of a tiger ; tho borders of tho coun-

try, a ftnnticr whore flocks are kc[)t.

1 Eiff
t^c master of the sovereign's

stud.

]
t^ to guard tho frontiers.

I 1^ a kind of steward or bailiff.

ik^ :t \ \ ii I'ow lively

[the fish] are when you first let

them go.

] ^jj an ancient town near Loh-

yai:!g in tho west of Ilonan.

P^ "i^ %. 1
^^^" ^^'" guard tho

shepherds on tho borders ?

^ ] tho frontier of a state ; cy-

clic years with ~y m them.

^ I
a mountain, southwest of

Fuhkiang in Kiing-cU'ang fu in

Kansub.

From ^ to strike and^ I; in-

terchanged with the last.

'y'i To stop tho music ; an an-

cient musical instrument car-

ved to resemble a rccimibent tiger,

having 27 notches along its back,

and when a rod was rapidly drawn

over it) tha musical instrutoents

stopped.

'^ it ^Hi 1 they arranged and

used tho signals for starting and

stopping the orchestra.

friTf^ From words aui J ; the verb is

Srji? sometimes read yii'

'i/ii To talk with, to converss ; to

tell, to inform; to warn, to
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speak with ; words, conversation,

discourse; expressions, phrases; a

sentence ; language.

;§; I
conversation, words; discus-

sion.

S IM Sc 1
'° whisper something

in his ear.

^ I
whispering, low words.

1 "b IE ^ ^o"'' vulgar expres-

sions ; a low patois.

'\H b" I
^'^ careful of what you

say.

—
I ^ ^ cleared up the mat-

ter in a single sentence, as a

clover judge does a dispute.

^ ] oracular sentences, phrases

written on bamboos, which wor-

shipers draw out of a cup to

leam their fate.

^ ]
words, which like disjunctive

conjunctions, give a turn to the

meaning.

^ ] initial phrases or particles in

a seiitcnce.

^ I
proverbs, sayings, trite ex-

pressions.

S o" 1 ^ sit down and I will

tell you plainly.

"a"H 1 P3 loquacious, chattering.

>Ji ] chitchat, gossip.

rf fl# S W a fl# 1 1
at one

time he spake his mind, and at

another he began to dehberate,

^ ]
a dark saying.

M M W 1 i^ B jast t" open

the umbrella [as they met], and

yet they talked the whole day.

A row of irregular teeth,

with some wanting.

it *^ IS. 1
^'^ desigiis

were opposed (or did not

agree) with the others.

Read ^jiffo. Uneven.

lU # M 1
'Ije peaks of the

mount.iins are of many heights.

' Iroiii yf to t/o and f^ to lay

a^ide ; i.e. to unharness horpos
;

"
,:, interchanged with the two next.

To drive, as a charioteer;

any place where the sovereign stops;

to manage, to superintend, to role

;

to break in, as a liorse ; to provide

.igdinst ; to extend everywhere, as

imperial power; to condescend to,

as a sovereign ; imperial, royal,

whatever belongs to the monarch
;

rule, government ; to wait on, to

help ; to have at one's side ; to

offer, as a cup to a guest ; to ad-

vance, to bring in; an attendant.

] "U in tho iraperor .T presence

;

met the guards, chamberlains, or

servants of the palace.

I
^' tli<5 imperial autograph,

ffr ] to take the reins of govern-

ment

^ ]
to govern the whole empire.

I
"^ manager of affairs ; an office

in tho Cheu dynasty.

I ^ ''^" imperial caniage ; i. e.

tho monarch himself.

^1 IS >S '^'^ entertained all his

friends.

^ f^ ] ^ I cannot endure the

winter.

I f^M'^^'^ '^'•'end at the

palace-gate ; i. e. to act as a mi-

nister of state.

] }pj tho Imperial Canal ; name
given to it at tho North.

Read ya* To meet, to go out

to receive ; to invoke.

JW 1 S§. '° invoke the father

of husbandry, probably Shin-

nung.

i Like the last.

To have the hand over a

^'i' horse, i. e. to curb and drive

him ; to oversee ; a charioteer.

I ^ the art of driving or manag-

ing horsea

1 ;^ or ] J^ to drive a chariot.

iH 1 W >^ there are rules for

managing and curbing the horse

;

met. (here is a right way to rule

the people.

ineffectual] as to try to curb six

steeds with a rotten rope.

J^ I
to sail or manage a vessel

;

to go a sailing.

) ^ J^ to rule the people.

Illj I
or jH I

tho fairy ride, or

to ride a crane ; — euphemisms

for dying.

I ^ to wait on, to serve.

J From worship and to rule; partly

synonymous with the last.

yu To withstand, to resist ; to

stop by satisfying, to bruig

to au end ; to causo to desist, to

prevent ; to worship.

I ^ to appease hunger,

gj I
or jg I

or ^f I
to guard

against ; to watch and protect.

St tS 1 »^ who can withstand

himi

^ -i I0C 1 'ifc nol^oJy ventured

(or was able) to oppose hijn.

I jj; to stop further iirogress.

JEi e" ^ ji: B'J ^ 1
though you

discourse about such a far off

and mysterious thing, yet you
cannot guard against it.

From bamboo and to fend off.

To Stretch a bamboo rope

along the street where the

emperor goes, to restrain the

crowd ; weirs to inclose a place to

rear fish.

^ I
to rope off a garden for the

emperor's use.

f5" ] a bamboo witbe.

I^>
From woman and a comer.

Is A mother ; a dame, a hag; to

yH^ cherish, to brood over ; to

warm, as nature does.

B. \W^%% tlie vapors [of

the earth] warm, and the canopy
nourishes all things into life.

^ ] a granny, an old dame.

^ .5"
1 the matron of myriads

of revenue, was the honorable

name given to tho mother of Yen
Yen-nien j^ JE :^ of the Han
dynasty, one of five brothers

who all attamed high rank.

M. ] an old witch.

A cave in a hill { a hole or

dea
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From B covert and n monkey ; q.

d. to hung ou as a tnoukey to a

^ tree.

To lodge, to sojourn, to dwell

In ; to attach or bang on ; to

pertain, to belong to; to borrow, as

a metaphor ; a residence, a home

;

a shelter, a lodging, a temporary

residence.

W ] living at or with for a

while.

1 ^ c 1 J5r * dwelling, a lodg-

ing to sojourn in.

j|t
1

jitj ;^ where is your abode ?

^1 °'' /S 1 ^^ ^""> * hotel.

^ ]
^ij J^ to move one's residence.

^ 1
people who are not yet

entered as citizens, their register

being in another prefecture.

]
g" metaphorical, by metonymy.

^ ]
to live without rent or as a

guest.

^ ]
to stick to, as a parasite or

hanger-on ; also, an invited guest

] :^ ^ J^ to make a levy of

troofs.

^ 1 ^ ^ pleasant lodgings for

visitors and traders; — a sign

on an inn.

]5|^ ] a lodger, a guest.

^M IH^I^I^ lai heaven

and earth exist in Ihe universe,

in me, in true doctrine as well.

J To meet, to come unexpect-

edly upon one ; to occur, to

1JU' happen, denoting rather what

is pleasant ; whenever, at the

time of ; to intreat, to entertain or

act towards ; to agree together.

•P J^ W 1 to meet witliout pre-

vious aiTangement.

] ^ it happened, it came to pass.

] 11^ ;/^; "t^i
happened at a lucky

moment ; a fortiuiato meeting.

] H' ^ ^ 'o turn hardships

into blessings.

] ^ or 1 '^ to see unexpectedly.

I 5}5J J^ he treated me well.

]
^' ;^ I happen to be busy.

0"^ ^ ]
one would hardly meet

such a thing once in a century.

Jl^ ]
to receive, as a visitor.

1 S ^ *o have a bountiful

harvest.

] ^WM ^ *^'»""°t at all tell

whea they (the prince and his

ministers) will be in accord.

] ^ it happened well ; lucky.

^ ]
unlucky, mal-apropos.

] fl^
—

flt ^ lie is always cross

when I see him.

^A>) From garment and valley.

TM Bich in clothes «nd chattels

;

J
y* plenty, superabundant ; to

enrich, to leave to ; liberal

;

overmuch ; supererogation.

"'^
] an abundance of, as crops.

'^ ]
noble-minded and generous.

'fll J5E ^ 1
to distribute with an

open hand ; /. c. enough for all.

1 ^ il ^ to benefit the state

and accommodate the people ;
—

a pawnbroker's sign.

] J^ sufficient, a full supply.

;Mj f3^ "H^ 1 "f ^ honored his an-

cestors and enriched his posterity.

Read yiu' Easy with, gentle.

5^ ^ ^ ]
his heavenly gifts of

di?positior> were perfect.

From to eat and tncoirplefei but

one etymologist derives it from

. . r ^ to eat and 9^ an edible

kIoi'^ i:,Utle; the second form is unn-

PjB^ J sunl.

t/ii' To eat much, to fill one's

belly; to confer, to give;

filled, surfeited; gluttonous, glutted.

iO ^ fit 1 "' eating, see that

you take just enough.

jt 1 ^ -^ sit at a feast and

stand at a lunch ;
— an ancient

usage.

^ ^J ]
eaten to the full.

I ^ to confer on, to bestow, a.s

food on troops.

vulgar things cannot satisfy the

cyo\ nor fancy phrases till the

soul.

^ ] jlgl to loathe food ; eaten

to the gorge.

' ExlravasiUed blood, like that

settled in a bruise or sore

;

yu' a bruise, a contusion.

] j6L effused blooii.

] ^ sores or bruises, which do

not heal ; inert sores.

I [^ proud or gangrenous flesh.

•i 1 ^ fl removed the old flesh

to let the new grow.

In Cantonese. A dull color, no

luster.

& ^ ft"' ]
there's no luster in it

;

it Is very dull.

] M £• * Wack <ind blue color.

jii^ From yf} plant and P5 moaning

I
* «oanrf, as if its so!id root stnrtled

,ji>
people.

The taro ; also applied to

other edible tubers ; flourishing.

] 5M tlio taro {A7-um aquaticum)
;

the small size is the best.

] ^ taro leaves, fed to pigs.

^ 1 a tuber or corm which is

regarded as bo poisonous, that *

birds fall down after pecking it

;

it is used to make spirits more

intoxicating ; it is perhajjs allied

to the wikl-turnip (Ariscemci), or

some other species of Araccce.

^ ^ iS 1 when spring arrives

tho grass becomes flouiishiug.

<1^
I

to roast taro, as priests do.

^ 1
saidtobeakindofsow-brcf.d

(Cyclamen) dedicated to Kwan-
yia

IVom ^ elepltttnl and T* to

give ; llie second and perverted

form is not mucli used, and the

third is Etill more uncommon,

A large and docile elephant

;

easy, contented, indulgent,

taking one's pleasuro ; satLs-

fied with what comes ; dis-

sipation; to pre-arrange, to

get ready for ; to be comfortable,

as in illness
;
prepared for, leady,

]wovided ;
beforehand, already ; the

IGth diagram, refening to thunder.

^ ] a jamit, an excurxion in tho

Bummer.

] ^. an old iiamu for KiangsL
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] jftj tho provinco of Honan
;

derived from the central of Yii's

nine divisions, which had nearly

the same limits.

"^ ]
pleased, delighted.

] fig
ready, all arranged ; fixed up.

J§ 1 ^J;fe irresolute, undecided, not

settled upon a coui-se ; tho phrase

refers to the monkey and elephant,

which are mistrustful and timid.

] ^ well settled, decided on.

] ^ I will let you know in time.

^ fl^ 1 tS> ^° "•'*' '^^ ''"y *^™®

indulge in idleness.

] ^ ^ to deliberate on state

affairs.

] *| to forbid beforehand.

visit [to court in spring] and one

[in autumn] was tho rule for all

the princes.

] ^ M^a 1^0 gave them

o£Sce in the public service.

A •^- 1 H'] j^ whenever a mat-

ter is arranged, let it stand.

J A trlbutaiy of the Yangtsz'

River, the
jj|j | -^ in the

yH^ eastern part of Sz'ch*uen in

Wn-shan hieu, made the sub-

ject of a poem by Tu Pu ; there is

a high isolated and dangerous rock,

the JlS 1 i^ in the Yangtsz* near

its embouchure. i

An edible tuber, § ] the

Chinese yam, more common-

ly known as [Ij |^ or hill

medicine.

3 From mouth and to assent ; used
'/ with tU« next.

yii' To make known by authori-

ty ; to explain, to instruct, to

declare ; to admonish and enforce,

as a rule ; to illustrate, to compare

;

to understand, to comprehend tho

import of; instruction, explanation;

informed of.

^ ] toinstruct, asby explanations

and illustrations.

SHi 1 "' ^ 1 ^'^ exhort, to warn,

to expostulate with.

fa 1 or J^ ] or
]
g" a metaphor,

an illustration, a comparison

;

to make a supposition.

/f^ I^J
the princely man speaks

of justice, differing much from

the mean man who talks of gain.

1 m ^'J ® ^° explained its ad-

vantages and disadvanieges.

P^ 1 ^ i.^° received him with

kind and affable words.

§ 1 ^ examined it thoroughly

and explained it fully.

H ]
skilled in teaching.

^ ] ^ ^ let all families and
people fully understand— these

orders.

5yfi^) Used with the List.

P ^IJ An order, edict, or official no-

yu^ tificalion or command from a

superior ; lo signify, to pro-

claim, to order; to adv ise or instruct

those under one
;

politely used for

another's wishes and requests ; a

comparison.

1 H or J: 1 or ^ ]
his Ma-

jesty's comaaands.

PIJ ]
your instructions.

^ I
a district superinteadent of

instruction.

^ "s ffij 1 I seo you understand

it without further explanation.

^Ij
I

an order from one's superior.

^ 1
or ^ 1

your letter, your

commands.

S 1 $j ** *" explain reasonably

but to foibid with decision.

^ B 1 W ;^ S I fi'iiy W'w^er-

stand yiHU- views.

81 I idr> i® ^t -J-. 9L # when

yon really know your own wish-

es tbcn inform the gods of them.

J^J^> A white ore of arsenic found

^f^ in Hupeh, which kills rats

yii^ and fattens silkworms.

{fitf '
"^^"^ waving, fine appearance

^5^ of a thick field of grain ; the

yii* crop of grain.

^0 \ 1 what a fine

field of millet I have.

Old sounds, nget and yet. In Canton, Qt

o6 ;
— in Fuhchau, ngwok,

|—

I

Tho original form represents tho

I—

I

moon in her quarter ; it is the

y -9 ^ 74th radical of a few characters

yxieh'' relating to her times.

The moon, the ancestor of all

yin things, and the mate of the sun

;

a moon or lunar month ; monthly;

the Budhist employ it to designate

India, whose holy men illumine and

guide the dark world ; they also

speak of a
| J or regent of the

moon {Chamlra) of enormous bulk.

J
— in Swatow, gu6, wat, yet, ngiak, jwat, and sit ;— in Amoy, giat, ynX, yet, nnd

wok, wak, and yok ;
— »'« Shanghai, yOeh antf nueh ;

— in Cli't/'u, yuu.

] ^ the moon ; moonlight.

] ^ a moon of thirty days
; ]

>J» one of twenty-nine days,

j^ ^ I
or

I ^ the moon when

a few days old.

I ^ cakes made to worship at

the full of the eighth moon.

1 i^ or 1 1^ or 1 fS the

monthly courses.

^ ;^ I
the girl's menses are ob-

Btmcted, she has none.

fj^^ 1
^'^ receive congratulations

a month after conlincment.

?^ 1
t"' ^1^ 1

monthly ; by the

month.

] 5^ the moon's quarters.

^ 1 £i- bright moonlight.

56 1 '"^ '^ 1 '" ramble in the

moonlight.

] J^ tliu Gc'tiC or ancient Scy-

thians near the sea of Aral.

^ I
took it in monthly turns.

142
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jji; ] "^ a temple dedicated to

Kwaiiyii).

y^M 1 or J: ] last month.

"]»
] or ^ ^ ]

next moon.

] 1
or ^ I

monthly.

1 1 ifl or ] ^ the monthly

rose.

I 6 iM blu'sh vrhite crape.

1
^oi" 1 T^Aagocl) called

the Old Man of the Moon, who
is said to make matches ; a mar-

riage broker.

j^ ft 1 $ PjJ do not frustrate

the glorious beauty of the moon-

light.

W tK \ & ^ one may even

see the moon in a handful of

water ;
— appearances deceive.

The months of each season ar^

designated by -^ and fijl and ^
placed before the Feason ; besides

its uumerativo and cyclic name,

each moon has also a poetical or

allusive name, which are given in

the following list

:

i- lEn %n sm *i
2- +ft ^=J? inJ3

•

3- mM IE m^
5- mn ^'^^ mn ^n

7- mn :^n

9 %m nm -Mm
10. mm ^hWi

1^- 1^ ^¥ mm

m
yueh^

I"i om In'ifn mid moon ; the other

Ijietuies tlio punisliment, and is

made from tlie liist.

To cut off the feet at the an-

kles, an ancient punishment.

HI 1 ^ J£ cut off both

feet.

1 JK^- ^^ if 'i^ere be any doubt

about the propriety of cutting off

the feet, pardon the man.

In Cantonese. The recond form

is sometimes used for liie/i, |j^ to

cock op, to perk.

•i Q To bend into a crescent, as

jjj J ^ ^^""^ *"" ^^'^ '''"e '^^ ^ wheel

;

yueh' to bend back and straighten

;

to move ; to take in the fin-

gers.

] ^ "]f
to snap in bending.

fc ?fC 1 ^ to bend a stick.

1 — f@ S tring me an egg.

{Shanghai.)

0From P mouth and — denoting

J
breath Usnmg i

it is easily cns-

vueh ^"''611 tor jilii P 8un : it is the
* 73d radical of a few oharacters,

into which it enters by combi-

nation.

To speak, to utter ; said, rpoken ;

to call or name ; is said, designated,

called, termed ; an expletive parti-

cle separating sentences.

^j- ] or ;^ ]
answering, said.

— ] one says ; one is called, as in

a list.

1^ ]
the Book of Odes says.

^ ® 1 ^ they are happy and

delighted.

^^ 1 S *'l^en say so, will you ?

1^ 1 in .i JRl
if yon do not

say how it should be.

^m ]
1"^ ^^^iflHveia

quiet, then it will be said uobody

knows mo.

1
^' ^^ in it'll phrase, therefore.

*|—I From water and sptaJcing ; it

•f r*jj resembles liihy jQ noise of waves.

^yueh Flowing fast and silently, as

a stream
; quick ; lio^TQ,

pure.

^ ^ a rapid flow.

1 jj^ bright and sunny.

Jj^ ]
moving about with celerity,

as troops in a camp when break-

ing up.

quickly, hastily.

,l/ue/i

A small crab, ^ ] which

is foimd on sandy beaches.

Analogous to j[]£; a disease

like a stiff joint or blighted

limb, which prevents its free

1^^ From "5 I'reath issuing combin-

*^ t ed with §1 a recess, referring

Vueh' '° '''0 careful utterances of the
mind at begiuniug a declaration.

.An initial particle ; to examine

;

verily, really ; behold, now then,

implying the desire to call atten-

tion to the subject ; occurs used

for to say; kind, liberal, as

Heaven in giving life to plants and
fruitful seasons; the region south

of the Mei-ling, early subdued by
the Han dynasty, and for which the

next is sometimes wrongly used.

] ^ to examine.

] % Kwangtung.

]
"^ Kwangsi, in which K'ing-

yuon fu was called
] ^+j in the

T'ang dynasty.

I
i^X "6" '** investigate aacient

things.

From to go and a battle-ax.

J To overstep, to exceed, to

yueh' pass over ; to go out of or

beyond one's place, to trans-

giess ; to assault, to throw down

;

far, remote j to waste, as one's

bodily powers ; to frustrate ; to

give out orders ; a sign of tlio com-
parative; acopulaoi conthinance,

then, and, reaching on, moreover

;

the holes in a lute through which

the strings pass to the nuts.

1 ^ to overstep propriety.

is. \ °^ ^ \
to surpass, to exceL

]
^* yp -JH m not wait for yon
beyond to-night.

] ^ to incpoach on another's

possessions.

1 I/S to pass by a court iu an
appeal to a higher, as to go to

the intendant from Ae district-

magistrate.

1 W Kf still better.

] tfc 1 ^ the quicker the better.

JIE ) 15 a name for the passover.

JS^ ^ >S 1
lie is to me Uke the

states Tsu and Yueh ; i.e. I will

have nothing to do with him,

these two kingdoms being always
fighting.
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word of passing the niglit;— lio

never delays to fulfill hLs promise.

1 ^ to
to*-''

•'"*• ^'f breath.

I
^;g^ 5^ and then.

\% 1 15ft T' 'cJuced to a low con-

dition, deprived of all ranlc

] }^ to leave one's place at table,

and take a higher.

M ^ 1 M ic [tlio plants] were

killed though iho wmd did not

pairs over them.

] Jil o,n initial phiase, bercuixm.

] -jg^ alas, too much I too dear I

] @ a i'cudal istulo in the north

and cast of Chehkiang, conferred

(b. c. 20GG) on Wu-yu by his fa-

ther Shao-kaiig; the records give

twonilere is. c. .537 and 496, who
Bwayed all Kiangnan aud south

till 334, when it was reduced by

Tsii.

]
j^' Annaiu or Touquin, called

Vietnam by that people.

1 I .% '''0 royal bird of the

king of Vietnam ; i e. the horn-

bill or Biiceros.

From IJ5 syifKr und J a catch;

the seL'ond I'onn is noiv obsoleto.

A batlle-ux, whoso blade is

crescent shape ; a sort of

lictor's ax, boruo as a sign

of authority ; the star r] hi

Gemini.

^ ?J W IS M -T IJc 1
if you

aro not angry, the people will

dread you as they do battle-

axes.

yuch*

yueh'

The sli.ado caused by trees

interlacing their tranches.

'^
] a good shade.

JMi ) J5 tt *-^" shade along

the road has failed,— by the

death of the trees.

.KjrV From heart ond pleased ; it oc-

|^r,j oTirs writtan ^ ia tl.is •ense,

T, but is now disused.
ytwli

Contented, gratified ; delight-

ful, gladsome ; to agree to willingly.

] ^g to listen to terms.

"^^ "^
\ ^ wUl not that also be

pleasant 1

1

A

^
M

@ pleasing to the eye.

] ^ the peoplo like him.

] delighted with.

I
distasteful, displeased with.

% 1 ^ *'°"''' ^ovet the ap
plauso (or ready car) of peoplo.

From f^ door and
j

contracted.

to speak

yite/i? To take a look at tlie things

or papers at the door, as

when memorials were handed in at

the palace-gate ; to examine, to

inspect, to pass in review ; to look

over, to compare, hi order to vouch

for ; to read carefully ; to abate, as

a price ; to allow.

1 ^ or ^ I
to revise an essay.

:f\. 1 H 1^ * general review of

Iho army.

I Jg i^ passed through it all,

well-versed in, thoroaghlyup m
the matter.

J;J^ ] to look over, as a book,

t^
] JjS ^; I have just looked

over your letter.

1 ^ to examine a work.

I ^ -Jt- Ip ascertained the real

facts of his offenses.

^ ^^ 1 I myself cannot go
to seo into it.

Originally composed of i^ car-

ruiije and "JQ Jirst contracted.

yuih' rfijy jj^ ^jjj jjjg tongue of a

caniage to which the horses

arc fastened.

'J» $ ^ 1
small ciurta need no

hrace.

^At The space between the nose

j\/\> ""'-^ ''y*^^) ''^^ inner canthus

yueh^ of the eye ; another says, tlio

spaco between the eye-brow

and the eye, called ^ ^ or ead-

envy.

Eead Meh^ Beautiful.

Also read hwtii* a ham of ptople.

) To retch, to gag, to belch
;

yue' to keck, to bring up the food.

^ ]
to gag and bring up

nothing.

1 ^ *" eructate, as when nausea-

ted.

1 til ?JC /!J5
to throw up water.

To scamper away, as terrified

animals do.

the imicorn can be once

lamed, the other beasts will

certainly show no terror.

Hi

^1^,

Old sounds, yien, yen, yuen, ngon, yon, and won. Jn Canton, On and un; — trt Swaiow, wan, yien, i', and Dgwan ;— in Antot/,

can, gwan, yen, yong, hwan, and swan ; — in Fuhchau, ying, wong, hwong, wang, md ngw6ng ;
— in Shangluii,

ya*, nu", uP, i", and no ;
— in Chi/ii, yuen. .

-

deep hole, a gulf ; an abyss ; it has

been applied to the gulf of Chilili.

3^ 1 'ftl P^ ^^ far apart as tho

sky and sea.

] deep, unfathomable.

f^ a lake or pool ia Shantung.

x/Va ^™™ water flowing between two

YnR f'""^'" • •' was first written with-
•V I ont lliis radical, the inner liorizon-

^yven tal line denoting Ihocur.ent; it

occurs used witli the last.

An eddy, a whirlpool or place

where the back water seems to stop ;

i^±,5c(!4A I
astho60.il

ascends tho skies, tho cflBgy

(eidolon) goes down to the abyss.

] m having great and varied

learning.

] ^ the vast deep.
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Csed with tbe preceding.

f^^^ The Bound of drums.

jjuen fl^^ ] ]
strike the drums,

tantarara.

T)UU Tbe curvature of a bow near

cv/tn its two euds, the place where

^uen it begins to taper.

From a covert and a rabbit,

whence it is unuble to run, and
forced to crouch and submit

;

#—^ <- the second form is old and least

^len To injure, oppress, or ill-use

without cause ; to make one

stoop or submit ; ill usage, wrong,

giievancCjy oppression, injustice; to

vex, to ridicule, to annoy.

1^ 1
'^t' ill 1

'•'' state one's

WTOngs.

•^ ] to bear a grudge, to cherish

enmity for some wrong.

] ;}J or
] ^ an injustice, what-

ever wrongs or prejudices one

;

to falsely implicate.

|A
] to obtain redress, to get one's

wrongs avenged.

3^ ] to become enemies, to get up

a quarrel and incur hatred.

1 ^ ^ if' the injured ghost will

not be quiet.

{;)•» sg 1 ^ M »>« y"" '^y'"g

to foot me ?

Sfc 1 or ® I
or ^ ]

to be

revenged ; to wipe out a grudge.

^'^> ^ % fi^ 1
I ^™"''- 1^«

insulted by you.

] ^ the retribution ofUeaven ; a

sudden destruction on one's

enemy.

^ %. i. 1
^" unredressed wrong,

an injury that is concealed.

J5J ] or ;^ ] 0, to spend money

on rarities, as a
j ;/(; 5^ viituoso

does. {Pelinr/csc.)

R9 tl 1 pa lg E I'O befriended

and helped all the officers who
had been oppressed.

/jj ^ j^ ]
a hidden wrong Ihat

cannot be divulged.

1 1 'fe ?}S
'heir mutud i; juiie?

were revenged on each other.

^ ]
inhuman oppression.

.^

> » -» Similar to the last ; also read 'yuen

^fTE* and used for its primitive ; read
rttJ» ja/i,grief; vexed.

'^
111 treatment, which leads to

revenge; to have a grudge;

to sigh, to regret; surprised at;

small, as a hole; an orifice.

him boring a hole [in tho armor],

but let it bo very small.

1 ^ a wrong.

From evening and seal, alluding

to tlie form fhowiug where one
has slept.

<' To turn over as when asleep

;

a curling, snake-liko motion
;

to yield, to give away.

g\ ] to turn in bed.

An eye without expression or

brightness ; empty, vacant,

(yuen
| ^ an old and dry well.

] ^ a vacant, dull eye.

jIi^^-j-
The squirming motion of a

ciTi/U^ snake, a stealthy gliding step

(iiusii of a cat ; tortuous ; stealthy.

] iBi *-bo tortuous motion of

a serpent ; applied to tho undulat-

ing ridge of a range of mountains.

Jlfe ?^ 1 .H ^'^'^ ghding, ckcuitous

.'ipproach of a tiger or leopard.

I
^ a crawling worm or eel.

] to wriggle and tquirm.

:ei Tho drake of the
\ ^ or

( Aw» mandarin duck ; also of the

^yuen falcated teal.

magpie likes to gad abroad, but

Iho drake loves home.

1 i^ tfc " k'"'^ ^^ double pillow

used by a newly married couple.

A gallinaceous bird found in

the South, the
] ^ which,

from tho description is intend-

ed for the young of the argus

pheasant.

1=^ From 1^ flesh and P to sur-

\~\ rouiiJ; now used only as a pri-

' "* initire in combination.

A small worm ; to twist or

w;eiieh ; to surromid ; empty.

\ % From mouth &nA pearl or value ;

fcj q.<l. the mouth stating the va-
--^ ^* liiable things ; it was once writ-

w '* fen 5j; and is used for yun'

\>^ a border and the next.

A classifier of officers, and of

round things ; round ; to reach all

aromid, to circulate ; to bo of use to.

"^
I

officers, grandees, soldiers.

—
1 ^ one official

/^ ] a sials'ai graduate.

If^ I
an efficient officer.

^ ] a high statesman.

^ I
an officer who Las been dis-

graced.

fS 1 mU:t± to fill up the

number of tho king's officers.

1 ^h fij) ^'^ officer in a Board
who reports to its Vice Presi-

dent.

Read ^yun and used for ^. To
add to ; to speak.

] "f W? fH I wi^l enlarge your

territory.

W M h ] ^ think you are

pleased with what I say.

|£ ]
a celebrated warrior of the

Yueh state, bc. 520.

Ipt
I

From to inclose and officer s it is

1^1 interchanged with the last, and
-

with j/iK'on yy to go around.

Round, circular ; a globe, a

ball, a sphere, a globular lump;

to interpret ; to make round, to cut

oflF corners ; to accommodate ; a

dollar, a rupee.

^ ]
square and sound ; met.

particular and precise j lax and

accommodating.

] |gj a ruig, a chcle.

^ ] to roll round, as a pill.

I
^ finished ; done up, as ajob.

— ;fj 1 a whole dollar.

i{2 ] or pf» I
half a dollar.

] ^ to explain dreams.

15 -t 1 5^ ^" aureola around

the head, as on divine [jersonages.

] 'j]g jfl^ [the virtue ofa lot is that

it] can divine and bring about

what will come to pass.
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^^Si 1 Ii5fr^:^tl^e resolu-

lion should be accommodating,

but the ix;rforiiianco should be

firm.

^' -jfr
1 jj in life bo accommoda-

ting, and take things practically.

3: 1 W 7jC ] if the cup be

round the water will be round.

1 ^ ~P "• runner in the courts, <a

constable or watchman. (PeJdng-

cse)

\ ^ t'^^ death ofa Btidhist priest.

A small branch of the Eiver

Wei, the ) 7|fC
^^car Chang-

teli fu in Honau ; an ancient

district in that region.

^ j
nirvana or nigban.

] ]
flowing.

From bird nnd Javelin ; but the

primiiive Is regarded as a contrac-

tion of ^ opposing.

The kite (Milvus melanotis),

common in Eastern China ; its

scream portends wind ; the term is

also applicable to the family of kites.

^ ] or |£ ] a paper kite.

M P.ft 1
expose [the pennon] with

a screaming kite, — to indicate

wind and dust ahead of the

troops.

7{C ] a sort of machine kite made

by Meh-tsz'^ -^ in three years,

when it flew away.

Eegarded by some as another

form of the last, but others

jfuen separate them.

I |§ a celebrated warrior of

the Cheu dynasty ; name of a

district in Cochinchina.

From y^cliffaai^ a fountain

t/>l-\ contracted ; but the next form is

- "*
oldest, and the two were after-

fjl/uen ^ards distinguished.

A plateau or a high and level

field, a terrace; a waste, a common ;

an origm, a source, a beginning
;

natural, proper, innate ; originally,

primarily, really, honestly ; the ori-

ginal condition of; before another

verb is often merely a form of the

pluperfect tenso ; to trace a matter

to its source ; to retrace, to repeat

;

to remit, to forgive ; again, a re-

petition, another.

ift 1
1^ PJ^

above are the terraces,

and below are the meadows.

^ ]
fields and plains.

TJi ] origin of, at first

^ ]
to analyze, as a chemist ; to

infer I'rom premises, to trace back

to a cause.

] ^ the firbt owner or proprietor.

] ^ like the old way.

1 7 i^> f^ I '<^»l^y 'li'l not think

then of doing it.

—^ py ]
there is the least rea-

son for pardoning him.

] 2K in jlfc
't ^^''^ '^o ^^ fi'"'^''

>
it

has been so always.

I ^ f" ] "1^ t^6 causes, the

circumstances, the first occasion.

1 Jj5 M ''''° gonnino article
;

of

the original lot; it is from the

maker.

IW ife RT 1 '^^ extenuating cir-

cumstances.

r|i
] at first denoted Honan, but

no^7 means all China.

1 1,^ to be lenient to ; excusing.

j ^fl an olfl name of ^ Ji^ ,f|

in the northwest of Honan.

] ^ the head and tail, the ori-

gin and end of a matter.

I ^p 1^ by rights it should not

be so ; it properly Ls not so.

^ ^ ^ ]
to investigate the

origin of things or history.

^ ^ ^ ]
the great principles

of virtue.

] ] ;$i 4s *^° search out all the

details.

YfxT From mater and origin.

(^J!5\ A foimtain, a spring; used

.yuen with the last, a source.

y^ \ p^ the headwaters, as

of e. river.

I ] Kd 2^ incessantly coming,

as customers.

^ tJC M- 1 *'lien you drink the

water, think of the fountain.

5K
I

stop the fountain or source.

fyuen

Ki" 1 Ih ^ money rapidly com-

ing in, growing rich.

j§ ] the som-ce of the Yellow

Eiver.

^ 8r in 1
all the streams have

one source.

The name of |^ ] , a concu-

bine of the sovereign Ti-kuh

15. c. 4200, and mother of

Houtsih, the ancestor of

WSn Wang.

^' S 1^- 1
^°*^ widely known

Avns Kiang-yuen

!

\ Jjrt' A species of sheep found west

t/i^ of China with large horas, of

(ijuen which things can ba made;

it h fond of fighting, and

resembles an ass in size
;
grass is

said to grow on the horns in sum-

mer ; the Ovis argali or naghttr\

ftfl^ A bay horse with a white

i^% belly.

^yven .||| | ^ ^ four bays came

rushmg along.

J. |-tj Also rend itsiien.

Of)^ Silk of a reddish yellow or

^uen orange; a light red color.

] -^ a red neck-tie or collar.

.~~B'^» From ^ clothes and ^ long

( \/C^ contr.ieted.

^yuen A robe ; dressed in long gar-

ments.

I ilfl M •"* prcfecture in Kiangsi,

bordering on Hunan.

|^g| From an inclosure and long.

1 1^ 1 All inclosed place for plant-

^yuen ing flowers or vegetables

;

imperiril tombs; a yard, a

court ; a park ; a garden, an or-

chard ; a fine shop, a saloon ; an

inclosure for a public purjwse.

'J^ ] a flower ganlen.

] "J*
«r 1 X a gardener ; a

florist.

^ ] a play-garden, a place for

amusements.

^k ] a foreign term for paradise.

:^ ]
a soy or condiment shop.
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^ ] the poar'garden ; a theater.

^ ] or 5^ ] imperial sepulchers.

iai AZ-il&^ ] B what man
is there whose heart does not

rise at the thought of the old

garden, — i.e. his native place.

•Jjdt* From carriage and lonff.

c-^35^ The thills of a carriage ; the

fj/ucn tongue or shaft; a whipplo-

tree ; the side-gates into the

court of a yamun or general's mar-

quee ; the head-quarters, ofiBce, or

post of a general.

:^ 1
or

I Tf; the thills.

1 P5 gates of a public oflSce

;

hence ] P^ ^ a provincial

governor's court-circular.

Mi ] MM ^o go into coiwt to

hoar and decide public bruaness.

EJ@ {!£ ^ 1 T S9 * mulish man
is like a colt between the thills.

From J[j man and . two, re-

ferring to heaven and earth over

man, pi-odacing all things ; others

derive it from ^Q high and ^"

Jirst, i.e. superior, the best of all;

used for i in a dollar and for ihSen

£ black.

The commencement, the first

cause, the incipient steps ; the

first, the head, the principal ; the

eldest ; original, primary ; among

Taoists, a vast period of time, like

a geological epoch ; one writer

estimates it at 24,192, 000 years,

another at 129,600 ; it is subdivid-

ol into 12 revolutions called ^ or

rycles.

^ ] changed or fixed the style of

the reign.

I ^ the first year of a reign.

]
^or ] H new-year's day.

1 gQ black colts, a term for ants,

from their quickness and going

in lines.

1 ^ B^ ^ how intelligent is our

monarch 1

] 5|J
large ingots of sycee

;
gilt

paper folded like ingots, to be

burned in worship.

J2 ] and t^ \
and f ]

three

festivals on the loth of the 1st,

lih and 10th moons, of which

the second is the most observed.

—
1 ^ in *^^ spring has come

again.

— ^ ] a robe that is not open

or slit before or behind, regard-

ed as not dress for company.

] ^ the beginning of a thing.

^ -^ the eldest son.

^ ^ ]
first in virtue, snrpassii^

others.

1 ^ 7 J£ ^'8 constitution is

not sound ; his stamina is gone.

I jp^ a Budhist term for the soul

going out of the body as in a

trance ; also the animal spirits.

H 1 ^f^ three senior graduates

are the ^ ] , the ^ ] and

the -^ ] the Uiree senior wrang-

lers among the successful candi-

dates for Ihe degrees of Hanlin,

tsinsz' and Mj'm ; there is also a

^ ] or senior siuis^i, but he

is not reckoned.

] '^ M M '* plirase from the

Yih-king, often used to denote

1,2,3,4.

I
the mass of people; from

the idea that they are all good.

] /f; 7^ the very first of a

thing or time.

^ the Original or Mongol
dynasty ; it swayed China and
central Asia from a.d 1278 to

1369, under nine sovereigns,

whose Chinese and Mongolian

names are given in this list

EUPEBOBS OP THE YUEN OB MONGOL DTNASTY.

ACCESSION REIONED
TBMFLB KAHE. BTTI.E CI' REIGN.

A. D. TBABS. GENKALOGT.

itm^n^'^ fChmig-tnng»f»3^

1.Chi-yuen ^ -jQ

1260
}» Grandson of Genghis I** a

Kublai !g, tj^^ or Sitohen ^ j|
1264

)&^M^ (Ynen-cbing;jC M.
iTa-teh ^ fg

1295
}>c GrandSon of the last

Teraur ^ ;^ ® or Olcheitu. 1297

Kaisun ^ jll or Guluk ^ ^y
Chi-ta ^ :^ 1308 4 Nephew of the last.

AynU Palpata ^ If^Jr fl A'M
^^^a'S? Kotpala CfiASSj

f Hwang-king^^
iYen-yiu Jg |ft

1312

1314 r 9
)

Brother of tlie last

Chi-chi M f& 1321 3 Son of the last

Yesun Timur JJl^MM":^^
(Tai-tmg ^S
IChi-ho ^^

1324

1328 }^ Grand-nephew of Kublai.

ijl i Achakpa |inj 5i jVj A Tien-shun j^ )^ 1328 Son of the hist

BJfi^a*- Hosila^-tftJ*. Tien-lih % JE 1328 2 Son of Wu-lsung.

3!t 5f^ a * Tup-temur IS ijifi it 19 Chi-shun ^ j^ 1330 3 Brother of tiie last.

*^^^ Ile-chepeitJI^K^ 1332 Son of Muig-tsung.

Tohan Temur g ft ijsfi IV^ M
f Yuen-tung %^
J Chi-yuen ^jQ
[ Chi-ching ^ JE

1333

1335

1341
pc Brother of the last.
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A large river in the west of

^uen Tungtuig Lake ; its basiu

occupies the western bjjlf of

tlie province, and measures about

34,300 Bquaro miles; along its

Talky lies Yuen-cbeu fu.

1 W Jl£ ^ '^i^sX, fine orris root

comes from the Eiver Yuen

!

A plant, found in Kiangsu, tbe

t /
\ ^ Daphne genkwa or Passeriiia

fipicn chamceclaphnc, whoso flower,

when boiled and thrown into

the water, stupefies and kills fish
;

it is also called jS, ^ fish iX)ison,

and an infusion is said to be good

for coughs and lumbago.

I ^ a beetle foimd on this plant,

dried like the Canlharides ; the

colors are green, black, and

yellow
;
perhaps a kind of Cetonia.

] ^ coriander.

]|g ^ caraway.

^~^ Sometimes used foe the last.

jj/U A tall tree in Kiangsi, with

fT/vien a thick, red, bitter bark, a

decoction of which preserves

fruit from B]X)iIing ; the bark is also

destnictive of fish
;

perhaps it is

allied to a Ptscidia.

*^ m ^ From tortoise ftiid great; i.e. the

"HB tortoise originally made.

jyufB The great sea turtle,
| ^

said to be twenty feet around.

Tj;
I

the first tortoise from which

all scaly animals were derived.

^ I
a god worshiped in Cheh-

kiang to preserve dikes.

Sometimes wrongly written lika

tlio last.

jj/Mf)t A small venemous snake, a

foot long.

J^ ]
a lizard found in damp

places.

limikVi. 1 -^m^ ^vhen

the dragon curls up in the mud,

then the boa disports itself; i. e.

when the cat's away, tbe mice

will play.

t^ ] vipers and asps.

jJtc

YUEN.

Sometimes written for the preced-

j^ifwn A silkworm, called J ^
which produces silk very late

and only once in the season.

/ J^ Origiually formed of ^ to claw

Ijfi^ hold and jjl in, combined to-

yuen gether, like " the thills of a car-
' riage."

To lead from one place or thing

on to another, for which the next is

also used; therefore, on this ac-

count ; as an initial particlo like

j[f^
for, at, to, up to, even to ; there-

upon ; to say ; to consist in ; to

change; mournful, sad.

I ]
slow progress, said of a hare.

Ihey lived and dwelt there, and

there they laughed and talked.

f^ I ^ to arrange a book of

punishments.

1 Jl ^ In from the time that

our dynasty began.

-trO To lead or take by the hand

;

ij^^ to cling to ; to pull up higher,

(1/uen to drag out ; to put forward
;

to relieve, to rescue, to assist,

to restrain.

] §1 to lead on, to urge and

guide.

] & auxiliary troops, for suc-

cor or relief.

^ ]
to como to the rescue ; to

deliver from ruin.

I ^ to mutually assist, to bring

ono forward ; log-rolling.

$ ^ 1 fS promote tlic worthy

and bring forward the talented.

] \^ to rescue the drowning.

] ^> to assist, to relicva

Jit M i^ 1
get reatiy your

scaling-ladders.

^ ^it B^ ] do not let other in-

fluences draw you asida

1 ^ £1 ^ J°'^<J ^"^ * hand, help

him.

^ SI .;i 1
' tlicy are my four

nighbors.

J^ ]
to help ; to aid, as in going

"p hills.

YUEN. li;

MFrom 5C u'OiHttn and tlie last con-

tracted ; also read 7/tieii'

iifiien A beauty, a Hebe, ono who
draws admirers ; winning, at-

tractive ; misteady, flighty.

j;|( ] a chaste, modest woman.

^ ]
* a celebrated, talented wo.

man.

J¥ 1 lln 'T* 5£ volatile; unwilling

to fi.\ tho mind on.

^ \
your daughter.

M ^^ ]
iiivored the world by

producing this clever beauty.

^ ]
a very clever woman.

A second girdle to which or-

naments are hung, worn with

the other.

^ j the girdle for ornaments.

I'rom licast and to lead or g^asp,
fioni its hnbit ; tlie name i> also

snid to imitate their cry.

The gibbons, ns di;:tinctfom
apes, baboons, or monkeys,

for which family, including

the hiioluck, tins term is ap-

plicable ; the Chinese include

apes under it.

J^ ]
the black gibboon.

jS. ^ 1 '^ gibbon, said to have

no elbow in its arm, whose bone
can bo used for flutes.

^ j
the white gibbon.

A sea-shore bird, the ] ^%
which seems to bo a sandpiper,

^yiien though it may denote the

tern.

^l/uen

»—^ From earth and perpetual.

c*-" A low wall of brick, which

i>juen maybe relied on, or which

viAv protects.

^ ] a well-curb.

^ j a city wall.

!:^ 65 iiSI 1 * gieat statesman is

as a wall — to tho country.

JffiS 1 W il ;i leai>ed tho wall

and avoided him ; as ^^ ^ /fc

did whcti ho was asked to take

office in Lu.

J^ ] a low wall, breast high,

built within a palace.
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J;^ ] and pft
I

and "^ ] tbree

groups of stars in the Galaxy.

] jf]^
°^^ name of Yuen-kiuh hien

1 &iM " ^^° ^'"'''^ '^^ SbansL

TLo young of locusts, before

their wings have grown.

^iicn K" 1 "fh tt '^ the Icpisma

and grasshopper knocked the

pillar and beam ; i. e. like the frog

triying to swell bigger than the hull.

JL^^ From wood and cause; it is some-

cT^J^ times wrongly written f^-

f^iten A tree simUar to a palm,

the ^ ]
found in Annam,

whose bark can ho used for coir

;

but now denotes a largo orange,

the § I
or citron {Sarcodactylis),

otherwise called Bndha's hand ; in

Peking these two names are aj>-

plied to two fruits, the first of

which is a large acid orange with

a thick wrinkled peel.

53* ^ ] ^ ^'^^^J flowering tree

in Yunnan of the myrtle family,

resembling the guava in its

foliage ; the white flowers are

fragrant and short-lived.

Also read iyin and yit?

A principal oflBcer, the one

jjilen who properly holds the post.

^ ] officials, magnates.

I ^ an officer and his subordi-

nates.

rrom"«ffi and n pigi it mnch re-

eomblos luh^ ^ green.

^yuen A binding on the hem, a

facing or trimming ; a collar

;

to harmonize or correspond with

something that existed previously
;

a recondite, subtle sympathy ; an

inexplicable attraction ; a connec-

tion : an affinity, a relationshij)

;

to climb ; as a conjunction, because,

since, therefore ; on this account.

]
^' o"^ <^ 1 there is some rea-

son ; it is so ordained ; in sym-

pathy with.

1 ll& or 1 6 '^'^s causes which

brought it about, the reason, tlie

circumstances.

YUEN.

^ I
they cannot agree, there's

no luck in it, unfortunate ; —
Budliistic ideas, all referring to

an unknown operation of fate in

human affairs.

1^ ] a casual, pleasant contingency.

3^ ] jg J15 * providential meeting,

a lucky coincidence.

^ ] a harmonious union, a happy
. match.

1 ^ ' ^ '^°*' ranch intimacy.

1 /f* ^ .% climb a tree to catch

a fish ;
— a useless search.

1 fife .ti ^ ^ to mal^o a liypo-

critical parade of learning for

the sake of gain.

I jifc ^ d^' ^j 1
it 'S not so cer-

tain that because of this yon

will have no luck.

^ ^ 1 & why f what is the

reason of it ?

%%^^ I
lio antl I are on the

best of tcrmis, or agree very well.

From metal and passing ; the

second form is not common; it is

also read (,ycn.

Lead, called^ ^ the azure

metal, but more commonly

a 1 or MM ; the Chinese

mention many sorts of it;

kaden ; to protect, to countenance.

I
'^ lead canisters, used to hold

lea.

] ^ or ] ^ white lead, ceruse.

^ ]
pewter; also tutenaguo.

^ ]
or ^ I

dollars which have

been bored or leaded.

I
.^ or ] 511 leaden bullets.

] ^ cS *L ^^ soothed him often

and helped him.

|g ] or ;^ ]
to adulterate sycec

with lead.

I j^ leads, used by printers.

Also read sycn, and considered as

anotlicr form of \yi to flow by.

An ancient name of the \^,

one of the small streams in

Hwai-lciiig fa in the northwest of

Honan, which flows into the Yel-

low River ; often wrongly used for

^yen^ a department in Shantung.

yuen

YUEN.

'Jtjji. Name ofa mountain ; a small

|yL feudal state of Wsin Wang,
'jwan lying in the southeast of

Kansuh, in which was after-

wards the 3i ] ^ a famous post

ij»
I

a nephew.

iJ 1 A 5C S I^ii and Yuen
of the Han went up into heaven-

ly regions ; — met. extatio hap-

piness.

From n r,hdter and to turn over ;

it is also read 'icoJi.M
'wan To hide one's self by bending

over the thickets and grass

;

to yield, to givo in ; courteously

;

used with tlio next, obliging, ac-

commodating, yielding; unexpected.

I ^ or
I ^ adverbial phrases,

as if, s.arao as, Jiccording to.

] 1$ yielding to circumstances

;

trimming.

I 3^ ||; the western district of

Peking city.

I ^ or ) Q an old name for

part of |5^ jm ^ in the south-

east of llonan.

1 j^ ^Jt^^^*^ courteously stood

aside.

Read ^>/iien, in
:/y; 1 S *" an-

cient country in the region of the

Aral Sea, thought to answer to the

present Kokand.

Read yuen' Small, as a diminu-

tive hob or retreat

] t& ^h'^ s™all is that cooing

dove.

I.iko the lust, and also read

'wnn Yielding, docile; complaisant,

obliging; genial ; lovely, win-

ning.

1 ^ a pleasant mild countenance.

1 Jig to condescend to, agreeable.

i A ffi ;2: M went up [on

a chariot] with eight squirming

dragons ; i. e. became as a god
|

or fairy.

^ 1 i: ^ a joyous, gracious

mate she sought.
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From plants and yielding} oc-

curs used for the next, and for

hvan
^' " <»°'-'-y'"^-

A pasture, <a field for horses

;

a park or menagerie ; a book of ex-

tracts, a coUwtanea; applied to

some kinds of houses
;
young, soft

;

fine, luxuriant herbage.

-^ ] a library-room ; an encyclo-

paedia.

p^ ]
the imperial parks.

^ ]
a collection of dialogues or

phrases.

^ j a group of stars in Eridanus.

j^ I
.^ the officinal name of the

seeds of the caltrops (J'ribulus).

Kead yuh^ Grieved.

f«<5 1 ^ «ny heart is iU at

ease.

Also read yu/;, by some.

Luxui-iant, tender ; soft, fresh.

and fresh are those willows 1

;fj ]
jt ^ luxuriant springs the

grain.

1^ ] a medicuial plant used in

coughs, having slender, red root-

lets, with yellowish white flowers,

producing black seeds with a

white woolly envelope.

Mt^ A bamboo basket or utensil;

7^ the thing in which articles are

'jwan weighed ; the case, the tare.

^ ;g ]
how much is the tare 1

^ 1 ^ IS there are no eels

when the basket is gone ; i. e. I

have nothing left, I've no profit.

A round batoivliko scepter of

jade, called
] ^ held by

^wan the sovereign to indicate his

willingness to rule according

to virtue ; it w.as nine inches

long with a rounded top.

Along field measuring twen-

ty or thirty meu.

'wan 15 I
a field.

j^ ]
imperial kindred.

MM^i> 1
^° support yoi' P''0-

geny [you will need] nine plol?.

C Vii» From to r/o and long.

JL̂ . Distant, far off; remote, either

'i/uen in time or place ; from afar

;

to become distant or alienat-

ed ; to consider as distant,

j^ ]
it is very far away,

g .^ ]
tho time is long ; the day

is miknown.

^< ] for ever ; always.

7f^ :J<i \
it is not very far away.

^ ^^ ]
very much unlike ; they

are entirely different

^ 1 ^ S. '"^ '^^'^ "°^ regard a

thousand mile.") as very distant.

] ip many years ago.

1 ^ 6'5 iS heard far and wide.

take it away.

j£ 1
remote, in the far distance.

] j 5^ ^ to follow afar off.

1 ^ ^/ K. ^"^' ^® '** ^°° ^^ "^

to be overtaken.

1 j£ ^ |pI
''^^ distance makes

.all the difl'crcnoe.

1 ^ 5£ ?|. [^"y "y calamity]

reach your cliildren and grand-

children ;
— an imprecation.

Read i/iien' To keep at a dis-

tance ; to remove, to send away,

gjj ^ ^ijl ] ;J^ respect demons

and gods, but keep them at a

distance.

1 gij to absent one's self from;

to hold .nloof

B^nisia 1
l:^itwiii

be best that she should retire in

order to remove all suspicion.

th*^ J From place and perfect ; occurs

1*^1^ used with '^ a collectanea.

ytu;7i' A walled and secure inclosure

in which houses are placed;

a court-y.-u-d ; a public establishment,

such as a court ; a hall, a college.

Ml asylum, a hospital, a monastery,

a museum, <&c.; the body of officials

connected with au office.

TJC -^ ]
I, the governor-general.

] -^ a court-yard.

*:
I

a college, a school.

5^^ ]
to enter the examination-

hall, to compete for a degree.

^ I
monastic establishments, as

convents, niiiinerics, &c.

^ I
the literary chancellor.

— ^ ^ ^ M 1
one house or

compound divided into two

y.irds.

^^ 1
or$|

1
abrothd.

|§ ^ I
a lazaretto. {Canlonese)

I £^ ^ ;^ a great and splendid

establishment.

My
From heart and original ; q.d. tii8

mind as it was first made ; often

intercbanged with the next.

^" " Sincere, respectful, honest,

pure ; bluntness ; faithful, vir-

tuous ; thankful, sensible of mercies.

p^ 1 to vow and promise, as when

in distress.

^ ]
to fulfill a vow.

^ ^ H. 1
[tli^nkf^ f"0 peace

and v> tnc.

1 W ^B ^i'''-"o"S and reverential.

iM fi^ 5^4 one who as-

sumcs the semblance of good is

the thief of all virtue.

J) From head and original; q.d. the

first or great head, looking out in

e.xpoctalion of a thing.

A large head ; to desire, to

wish, to hope ; a wish, a pre-

ference ; the object of desire ; a vow,

a sincere promise ; every, each ; a

short faca

>j^ 1
voluntary, willing.

jj' ] a willing, hearty promise,

"j^ ] 5g I had rather die.

% T '6 1 it liaa gratified my
heart's wish.

Q 1 f^ ™y owJi fi^se wish or act

5^ ]
favorable to my wishes ; as

Hike.

"J* I i\^ to summarily pay a vow

;

to do things without any method.

/p 1 iS I tlo not wish it ; I dis-

approve of it

143
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] !^ a strong desire for.

] b" iS> "f ^^'^^^ ^^° ^^® talked

together, we thought of these

two sons.

Mi ] G Sf ™y '""S cherished

wish is gratified.

jh\i > From heart and to turn over.

jl2i\ To hate, to disHke ; to feel

t/ugn'' bitter against ; to murmur,

at ; to abhor ; bating, inimi-

cal, bitter ; averse to; repining, dis-

satisfied ; murmuring against rulers;

ill-will, hatred, malice ; wrong, a

cause of hatred or mmmuring;
ashamed, regretful.

^ ]
to keep a grudge againEft, to

feel indignant aU

j^i ] a mutual animosity.

iB 1
^'^ S^^ people's hatred.

^ 1 A to 1^6 revenged on.

Jit ^ # 1
^° requite injury with

kindness.

§ ]
or ^ ]

to cherish enmity

against

if ' ^ 1 Wt^^^ ^'^^ to grumble

at people.

I ^ very likely there was a

cause; perhaps 'twas your fault

^ f^ 1
^o "ot give occasion for

munnurings.

] ^ to repine at poverty.

] ^ or
] 5c disgusted with

one's fate, murmuring at one's

lack.

]
= bitter, maliguant words.

^ j^ ^ ]
^° not be afraid of

the envy and ill-will of others,

— but do right.

Bead ^yun. To hoard up, as

property.

An unprincipled, clever man,

If/^x who is ready to help iu wlck-

yuan' ed or miderhand cabals.

a
yiun

^yuen

A large ring of fine jade,

which a prince held iti his

hands as he approache<l the

throne, to show bis rank.

An old terra for musicians,

^ I
denoting those who

play on instruments.

m

Old lands, yol, ngok, ant/ yIk. la Canton, yok, w&t, and wik ;
— in Swatow, yok, gek, iit, lu6k, andhbk ; — in Amoy,

yok, {it, lut, Liok, giok, and hek ;— in Fuhchau, ugQk, ngwob, 6k, Dk, mik, 6Dk, and o ;
—

in Shanghai, niok, yik, yuli, yOeh ;
— in Chi/u, ju.

1 ^ *"
1 H the full moon.

1 |§ yonr precious self.

1 ^ open [this letter] yourself.

^ 1 ft '£• ^^ ^^^ * W^ '"^'^

good heart

%\
It is explained as being three

horizontal lines, denoting three

ones connected by a cross line,

and the dot denotes cercain ap-

pendages, as on a chatelaine ; it

is the 96tb radical of a natural

group relating to gems.

A gem ; a stone tit for a lapida-

ry ; clear white jade was originally

designated ; beautiful, delightsome,

precious
; pearly, gemmeous ; hap-

pily, pleasantly, agreeably
;
perfect,

immaculate, highest and best ; met.

yon, your's ; imperial ; to perfect, to

brincr about

] ^ articles ofjade and quartz.

W 1
or m ]

noble serpentine.

1 JS!t ft ^ complete this impor-

tant affair.

1 ^ your daughter.

] A a lovely girl.

1 ^ "fft $1 g6™s and stones were

all bnnied together ; — indiscri-

minate destruction.

^ fi j^ ]
I hope you will come

yourself.

] 1^ the shoulder ; a Taoist term.

I ^ a term for falling snow and

white sugar.

•^ ]
quartz crystal.

I $^ bis Majasty's provisions
;

the revenues of his domain.

^ I
jade ornaments obtained

from old graves.

1 j^ the harmony of 'the seasons.

^ P b" ) a golden mouth and

pearly words ; met. the Emperor's

speech.

^ j spare your steps I — i.e. I

regret you could not have come.

I ^ the starAUoth e in Ursa

Major.

^ ^ ^l ] he threw a brick and

got a gem ; to get an unexpected

reward.

J ^ your delicate viands.

I ^ the perfect, highest SbangtL

yii'

Pure hard gold
;
precious, va-

luable
;
chiefly used in names

of persons.

yu

.^b* Intenc

.^Bj. a pen,

I •» dical (

yu

A fresh water bird, o.ne of the

waders, the ^| ] ; it is larger

than a duck, with a long

neck, and dark red variegated

plumage ; akin to the rail or jacana.

Intended to depict a hand holding

pencil ; it Ibrms the 129lh ra-

of a few incongruous cliii-

racters.

A thing to write with, an a

style, pen, or pencil ; to n.arrate, to

declare ; to obey, to follow ; an

initial particle, forthwith, thereon,

then, straightway ; suddenly.

Wl 1 ft ^' t^° y^'*"^ *^'*'^° ^^''^

near its close.

SC i^ 1
"^ the cjivalry were fleet

and nimble.

1 "a >J^ "? therefore, I the little

child.

^ fiE 1 S ^''^ suddenly came in

from the raid.

] ^ fleet, as a wild bea.st.
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*

From ««n and to establish.

J The full glory of the Btm

;

1/ii' the bright light.

n 1 ^ * ^ 1 #, ^
the sun is the glory ok the day,

and the moon of the night.

From Jire and effulgence.

The bright blaze of fire;

i/ii' glorious, Bhiuing, full; lus-

trous ; unsullied, as a good
harac.

^' |i B$ 1
fu^l and gorgeous was

[the orchestra] of wind and
stringed instrumenta

^ it is impossible fully to re-

cord the glory of his doctrine

and virtue throughout the world.

/^li A pool in a ravine; but it

} Beems to be another form of

t/ii' ^ a dry gully or ravine ; it

occurs in the names of many
valleys cast of Peking, crossed by
the Great Wall.

2)1] ganoid form of 2)1 ;gt|^
a district northeast of Pekinsr.

m,'r
yu-

p'rom water and ravine,

To bathe, to make ablution
;

to purify, to cleanse the heart,

and has been used by some

foreigners for baptism; to flit or

eikim up and down, as swallows or

butterflies.

j3^ ] take a bath.

1 ^ tr
] ^ a bathing-honse.

] ^ Jt ^ washed the body tho-

roughly clean.

^ 4* El 1
Ibo sun bathed itself

[at sunrise] in the river.

^ ^ 1 IS *'' ^'^^^^ ^^^ person

and reform the heait.

1 f$ ^ the festival of bathing

Budha and the arhans on the

8th dayof tho 4th moon,ob8erv-

ed by priest*.

A^IL> To long for, to desire, to wish

'|1/V) for, to breathe after ; to seek

yti' ardently, to covet; asjiira-

tlons, desires ; wishes, ambi-

tion ; strong hopes ; used with the

next, passion, lust, appetite ; as a

gerundive particle, about to be,

ready to, on the point of, in order

that, for the purpose.

?i» 1
private ends, selfish views,

^ '&W 1
i*- •^ J"^^' vihat I desire.

1 ft 1 2j£ undecided as to going

;

in a quandary.

M^ 1 M .it ^ 't ^ooka rather

as if it would rain.

] 3^ /f> ^ undue hasto will hin-

der yon.

K. ^ -^^ \ tho ruling appetites

of mankind.

.0 1 S M iC- I ^ though the

mouth receives it, the heart re-

jects it

^Ifc^ 1
M^wtenllong

for benevolence, then it is pre-

sently here.

1 ^ RT ijSS t'^'' desures must not

be too far gratified.

tI? r 'i I "^^ on the point of

going.

>^/t^ From heart and to desire I tbe

'w'v radical was added becauso all

' ""* * passion proceeds from the heart.
i/ii

Inordinate desire, covetous

;

concupiscence, appetite ; lascivions,

lustful.

1^ ]
to relbh and hanker after.

] jjl passion, lust

1 !K ^ ^ ^^ fires of Inst con-

sume the body.

] ^ the sea of passion.

^.M \ W: tl'e ditch of Inst is

insatiable.

] J^ lascivious desires.

}j^ ] to chasten the lusts.

The mainah, |^J ] a species

I) of singing thrush; it is classed

among the pies by the Chinese.

A poker orpluotrs to stir coals

> in a furnace or remove them;

tftv to sweat money in order to

got the filings ; also the cop-

l^)er dust thus obtained.

^ ] to polish and file, as cash.

Ifeli From two ^ doffs g ipeakinif,

lalTj referring to their acting as guar-

^j diuus.W
That which decides who is

right in a strife; a prison, a

jail-

tff 1 or ^ ] to decide criminal

cases ; a jail delivery.

^ ]
a litigation, a case in com't

^ j or ^ 1
a prison.

^ I
or II 1

purgatory ; a Ro-

man Catholic term.

p[ ] a jailor ; one who has ] 2{S

turnkeys under him.

f ] or ] if" or ^ I
in prison.

i'S^%%\^\ ^ deserves tho

deepest hell.

1^ 1 or ^ ^ (naraka) the abode

of the damned, of which tho

Budhists speak of hot, cold, and
vivifying hells, eight of each,

from whose sufferings the priests

can alone deliver souls of men-

^ 5H 1 2{J the lictors of Rhada-
manthus.

Jit's iff 1 * ^^^ words would

have settled the quarrel.

It is combined from "^ millet,

y a mortar, [j a cover, :^
adorned, and ^ a dish, indi-

- eating the prepared and fragrant

libation of a s.-icrifice,' the second

contracted form, with -py! a
forest, to denote herbs, U the
one commonly used.

Bushy, thicket-like; a wild

plum or cherry, sweet and red ; a
fragrant herb (turmeric ?) anciently

mixed with spirits in sacrificing;

irritated, worked upon ; vexed,

surly and sullen ; careworn; kuiked,

snarled, as a tangled string ; de-

sponding ; mildewed, putrid ; bent,

as a stick.

I ^ repressed, pent up feeling
;

the steam kept down, vapor

smothered.

1 IS aggrieved, sullen, brooding

over a wrong.

)
;§r; flourishing, like a fino crop.

1 ^J ^ "I* '5 uiy l>eart is ha-

rassed with giief.
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^ I 7 -C^
a secret grief which is

not divulged.

M' 1 'T^ ^f ^^^ ^'^^"^ "^ torpid.

] ^ the yellow aromatic root of

a sort of Curcuma or turmeric

;

but the
j ^ ^ seems to be

the sumbul root or musk-root, a

i'ragrant root from western China.

] ^ ^H'l a prefecture in the south-

west of Kwangsi, which perhaps

gives its name to the two preced-

ing plants.

M :^ i^ IK >]> fl# 1 trees must

be bent when young.

~jESf Seems to be interchaaged with

^1 the last.

ya> A species ofwild vine, the^
] (Vitis JicifoUa), smaller

than the cultivated.

5^ -B It ^ 3Sl 1 in the sixth

mouu they eat the wild, plums

and blue grapes.

From_;Ire and secret; it is also

read ngao'

A hot sun; warm; latent

) J heat ; wanned by sunshme.

Il ] cold and warm.

g ] comfortable and warm.

^ ] this dress sings out

how warm and nice it isY

fife the noise of sorrow and re-

gret..

]

BI& The crop of btfds; the lower

/J;3v> ^^^^ of *>" animal,

y"' fiS 1 ^ H the crop of the

bustard and stomach of the deer.

From ^ B,javelin and |J/I stut-

I

. tering ; it occurs interchanged

with kiieh, 7^ to stampede.

To bore through with an awl

;

over full ; flying, fluttering, agitat-

ed ; hurrying about, as horses.

] 1 ,^ ,^ ill things bursting

into life, as by the vernal breezes.

^ ^ 1 1^ I have received and

read tho felicitous cloud; t. e.

your letter.

^ 98 1 5R I anxiously long to

Bee yoor face.

Also read shuh^

Dangerous ; the note ofa bird.

From to go and bored.

To follow in another's work

;

to take up and carry on ; to

transmit ; an initial particle,

that, this very ona

$g ]
to continue another's book

or writing.

JIK 1 75 3it ^ you (Wu Wang)
can properly continue the writ-

ings of your ancestorWSa Wang.

Bead shuh^ Deceitful, wicked.

^ JS IhI 1 the scheme looks like

a very malicioas one.

A well rope.

I ^ a rope used in drawing

water.

Particolored clouds which are

regarded as felicitous, having

y^ three colors in them.

3P A slender, tiny fish likened

jSjj to a bodkin, and called ^
rCi" ^^ or goose-quill slice ; it

is found in Kwangtung, and

reckoned a delicacy ; when cmed

the taste resembles shrimps ; it is

IXThaps a kuid of goby (Tcenioides).

A water-bird, perhaps a lap-

!,^j wing, named from its note,

yii'' yuh yuh ; it knows the ap-

proach of rain, and is thought

by the Chinese to be akin to the

quail.

^ ] the oyster-catcher, or perhaps

a species of2Vm^
^ 1 49 ^^'li^n the oyster-catch-

er and clam caught each other,

— the fisherman profited.

^ I
the variegated kingfisher

;

to dart, as a kmgfisher on its

prey.

From bird and cave.

To dart down, as a falcon on

its prey; to fly swiftly and high.

1 JR ;t m Pi^ :fr f# the

rushing whirr of the hawks

was heard on all sides.

1^,
yu

Literary ; elegant and accom-

> plished, as a finished scholar,

y'*' "^ 1
clever and learned

;

adorned.

Read yih^ and used with the

next ; colored, brilliant.

^ ^ I I
the rich and floiuish-

ing fields of millet.

-t^ Used with the last,

fll^. Elegant ; iadorned ; variegat-

yv? ed, as silk.s ; ancient name ofa

region in the south of Shensi

and Kansuh.

1 1 i^ j^ brilliant and beau-

tiful, as clouds.

1 1 -^ 35c h!j how courteous

and elegant were all their ways

!

— said of the Cheu dynasty.

In Cantonese. To move, to

shake, to joggle ; to quiver, to

vibrate.

] .^ }§ to reckon with the fingers

;

to shake one's finger at, to talk

with the fingers.

] HJ to shako.

^ 1 ^ 1 W don't fidget and

squirm so ; don't touch me.

From a boiler and congee ; inter-

.'t=*\ changed with the next.

yii? Nature's food ; to sell ; to

nourish, to rear.

] 25j to sell daughters.

g ]
I sold myself.

X "^ 1 'H to sell office and

and trade in titles.

Read chuTij and used with its

primitive ; rice gruel

If ^ -^ 1 ff :1 1 ''te my rice

here, and got my congee too ; i. e.

I lived here.

^£5^ From flesh and child in labor.

^ 3 To bear and bring up ; to

yU' rear, to support, to nurture ;

to educate m virtue ; to bring

foi-ward aud increase ; to have the

means of living.

^ I
to rear and maiiitairx

] ^g to add to one's virtue, by

good works.
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H ] ^ !f^ [God] produces and

rears all things.

I ^^J'
bring forward the talent-

ed.

§ I
to overspread and shelter,

•IS the heavens do.

^ I
to conceive and rear yonng.

!h 1 St 1 1^ at firs' I feared

that our means of living would

be spent.

H-^ To vomit ; the noise of vo-

^yu4

miting ; to belch ; food rising

on the stomach.

A stream, the | y^ one of

I
3 the headwaters of .an affluent

yu' of the Eiver ITan in Nan-yang

fu ill the southwest of Honan,

formerly giving its name to ] ^
tf^ district in that region.

jL^f The larvje of the cicada, ^
I^B)

I
before the wings are

yii' grown or the pnpa-skiu is

cast off ; the skin itself.

kjrt From door and border.

pSj, The sill or tlireshold of the

yi? door, the f^ \
which Con-

fucius Baid;?^ ;}; ^ 1
should

not bo troddenon when walking

through it.

© T> Hi ^ P^ 1
I '^'^ "°^

trouble myself with what is go>ng

oil out of doors.

From earth and perhaps; q.d. a

dorWful, unknown place.

''

} A frontier, a border; a region,

a country, a far ofiF territory

;

'^ lands, states ; to limit, to

make a border ; the border

of a grave.

] western regions ; foreign

countries.

J ]
iho limits of a grave, marked

by pillars.

: ] the tomb of Confucius.

yu'

1 4* ^ ± ii& S ^ '^° ''K'''^

of the country aro very wida

^ ]
far distant land&

;^ ] to keep one's self within a

certain limit.

J^ ^ ^ ]
to live in foreign

lands

Thorny bushes, like scrub

^) oaks, which make thickets

y&' and chapparal ; a species of

Bltamnns or hawthorn, the

1^ jf^,
which is associated with the

scrub oak.

'f^ 1 1^ ^ thin out the oak and

date bushes.

. A marine animal, also called% 4J-X the archer, and jrjc^

yu' the waier crossbow ; it is

fabled to spurt sand at people

or to bite their shadow to injuro

them; it is drawn like a small

turtle (Emys), but is more probably

a gigantic kiiid of beetle or Dylis-

cus ; met. a masked enemy, under-

hand dealings.

% I j^ A a subtle, hypocritical

enemy.

^ %^ I
if yea were an imp or

a water-bug.

i^ A seam.

^^JQ) ^ 1
the seam in a fur dress.

*"' ^ S^ .S 1
pambskin coats]

are usually sewed five seams

with bilk.

yu

A fine drag-net, the ^ ]

having nine satchels or bags

woven inside of it, used to

catch dace .and tench.

I iS3 <*' 1 -S '"* fine-meshed

drag net.

In Cantonese. To twirlj as a

stone tied to a string ; to shako the

cue ; toliib the dress in walking.

»i—-pk From water and if; also read

-J^Tj si'uhi and interchanged with ill.

yii^ To flow rapidly ; a swift cur-

rent : the moat of a city.

?}C "iS ^S 1
the rippling waves

flowed on — like a fish's scales.

" im Bi 1 in II tho boat flew

along with the current.

From mother sai flowing ; an old

iL, form of T^, from which the pri-

.., mitivo is altered.

To nurture, to educate a

child in good habits ; to rear, to

bring up ; to bring forward plants.

^ 1 abundant, luxuriant j grow-

ing, as one's garden.

^ fi 1 f^ the protecting spirit

[of this region] has raised up a

man of talent.

3© ii: e, h 1 1^ tbe felicitous con-

junctions have now allotted you

to nourish a unicorn ; — a con-

gratulation on the birth of a soa

/^^ To sell, to hawk or peddle

;

j_^j to move; to increase.

yii^ ^ I
to expose wares for sale.

I
5* From body and precious.

^3 The pearl of the body, the

yiX' collected purity of the soul

and virility.

1 vi two pure tears, which upon

death proceed from the nostrils

of a Budhist priest, who has al-

ways been chjiste, thus showing

his real character.

A high gala

) ^ I
a name given by Wu

yu' 'J'sih-tien to a subdued state.

® S iS SI 1 the claps of

thmider followed quick on the gust.

m
jpj.

A noise in the throat, a gut-

tural sound or word.
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Old »tmnd», yon, mm, yin, tmd yon. In

kun ;— in Fuhchau^

From breath and genial.

Tho genial, life-giving infla-

cnces of nature, a procreative

aura or power.

^ 1 It P^ *'h^ vivifying breaths

of nature are chilled, ^ there

may be snow.

An nnauthorized character,

used to denote the 5^ | a

BinaU fish like a minnow taken

in the shallow waters near

Canton.

YXjnsr.
Canton, w&n ;— in Swatow, un, hun, jun, and in ;— in Amot/, in, bun, iiin, oan, and

6ng, 6ng, hung, and ong ; — in Shanijliai, yun j
— in Clilfu, yuin.

m.
,ytm

to

^yun

Tho motion of snakes;

eqnirm and writhe.

] ]
tho wriggling motion

of eels, — when swimming.

Bead 'ntfao. A strange ghonl

like an ape, that eats men's brains

in the ground.

A voit and deep abr/sa of roo-

ter.

his perfect virtue how deep it

was 1 vast as the mighty deep

!

iSi ^ 1 8^ pure and illimitable,

as the ocean.

*
^ Originally designed to represent

,' ^^ vapors curling and rising, for
' ^ which Ihe next is now employed.

'*'*" To speak, to say; to move

and return, to circulate ; oc-

curs used with ^ abundant ; an

initial particle, now, then ; and nsed

in connection with an interrogation;

a final particle.

•^ |g I
the old sayhig is.

]§g /P ]
why don't you say sot

A 1 ijc i5» 1 what people say,

that also will I speak ; I'll not

dispute.

^ til 11# "fi. 1
^I'y ^o yon not

note the epoch ?

]§g ]
to speak foolishly ; why so ?

/^ M 1 don't you reply again.

£1 ^ S •? I
t<> '^''' f""" '1^°

good man.

^ 4: 1 it ^J 1 «g * the

road is long ; how could ho comet

in jifc 1 1
ttey all say sj and

so ; fill talk in (his manner ; thus

and thus.

^ (^ ] I
the vast variety in

the universe.

1 in ^ jiil
iiow '" w^^t '''*y

'

;f ^^;>J»S 1
ifbedid

not perceive that age was creep-

ing on.

i_|^ From rain and revoleing ; it w.ns

-"2 ^^ at first written like tho last.

jyuu Clouds ; a fog or cloud, -which

comesfrom thedragon; cloudy;

shaded ; numerous, gathering like

the clouds ; a fructifying principle
;

enters into tho names of many
places, among which was tho lake

country, north of the Yangtsz' and

west of the River Han, which Yli

drained, but now appUed to Yun-

nan province.

]
^ot\^ 1 a cloud.

^ ^ 1
the sky is all overcast

] |i^ a thunder-cloud ; a threat-

ening cloud.

^T 1 'K to strike the cloudy

board ;— to announce visitors at

a yamun or monastery by tap-

ping an iron plate.

I 5f5 a name for a priest's robes.

] ^ to assemble in crowds.

] ^ a shoulder ornarafcut embroi-

dered on lady's dresses.

-L 5c IhI 1
the sky is covered

with clonds.

J^ ] rosy, propitious clouds.

] ^ the god of Rain.

^ I
your epistle, your favor.

] ^ sexual intercourse.

^ 1 fi'j A f* pompous or unreli-

able man, like a vapory cloud.

jy««

.yun

Raveled, confused
;
pertnrbed;

perplexing; mixed up, em-
broiled with.

^ ^ # 1 a myriad horses

all in confusion.

Only the first form is in commoa
use.

To weed, to remove grass

• and other plar.ts from fields
;

to take harmful things away,

/f^ Pc llff 1
let alone war

and attend to agriculture.

I ]^ to root up weeds.

^yun

Used for tho last

A fragrant herb, the 1 j|[

perhaps a species of rue

;

it will sprout when seem-

ingly dead, and the loaves are put

under mats and in boolis to drive

away fleas or insects.

1 $ o''
I K9 '* study ; md. •

student.

* if 1 1 # fllf it ift Ah I

all things will return to their

origin,—alluding to the apparent

dying and reviving of tliis plant

] § '"* perfume like gum sandarac,

[jerhiips obtained from the resin

of a conifer (CalHtrist)

1
"^ fragrant flowers.

>f^> A vegetable common in Hu-
i^es* pell) t'le

] ^^ which grows
jT/ttfj up rapidly, and becomes very

bushy ; its seeds furnish oil,

and tho stalks aro eaten | the oil-

cabbage.

^yun

The waves rising high, ap-

plied especially to those on
the River Yangtsz'.

From ^ to infold and _— tuio

or to divide, referring to the

management of affairs.

Equal, even, alike ; a little
;

to divide or allot equally.
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^ SS ^ 1 *^^y ^'^^ "0*' share the

plunder faiily.

] ^ ^|] I cannot divide with

yon, as when one has not enough.

^ )J, .^1 ] the large and small

shoidd be proportionate.

^ ^ ] it is not rubbed on evenly.

pJ3 1
"'' IS 1

^''' '' "P thorough-

ly ; mixed fully.

»§• ^ ^ ] his bones and flesh

are well proportioned.

^ 1
<" Hi 1 equally apportioned,

fairly divided, proportionate.

In Cantonese. A time, an oc-

casion.

—
I

once ; on one occasion.

From field and evenly.

Cultivated land laid out in

regular plats.

] pg to clear Jand.

I ] ;^ Bit marshes and plains

parceled out and prepared for

tillage.

From bamboo and evenly.

c^^i^ The hard siliceous skin of the

jZ/Hn bamboo

1 ^ splint baskets,

fj" I
or -^ ] bamboo skin or peel.

] Jtji a name in Chinese books

for Arabia in the Yuen dynasty.

AS A small branch of the Biver

c^i,^^ Han in Sui-cheu in Hupeh,

^yiin (joining it near its month,)

once giving name to ] ^
in Teh-ngan fu.

•JH ]
waves following each other.

^yim

M A small feudatory in the

Cheudynasty, which lay near

the present
] jj^f,

in Yun-

yang fu in the east of Hu-
peh.

From bamboo and round.

^ A variety of bamboo,
] ^

ji/un cultivated for its large, loi.g-

jointed culms, twenty inches

around, suitable for making ma-

chines and shields.

-^Jf* From metal and evenly.

f^^ Gold; it is used in proper

Jjun names.

mi

Similar to the n«xt.

To lose, as a fortress ; to fall

;

to conquer, to overcome.

7 ^ W I
not to flg^t, and

still to beat him, — will not

the advantage be great ?

From place or ftone and round;
the second form is unusual.

' To roll down, to fall with a

crasli ; to fall from a height,

or from the sky.

I ^ to fall, as an jprnljte.

] g to fall into ruin.

M 1 in M '''*' *''''™ '^'^ '''^* T&m',

mentioned b. c- C85.

above.

1 j^ |§ ^ a breach of politeness

hurts one's bashfulncss.

'V M 1 19 'l^® falling foliage in

the autumn.

1 ^ '"^ (^bcd tears.

1 -^ S§ i^ to fall into the abyss;

to go to utter ruin.

%
Similar to the last.

To periah, to die ; to fail, to

ijitu become extinct ; to fall, as a

withered leaf at even.

] ^ to die, to i)erish.

7^^ ^ \
[though wounded,]

he is not yet dead.

^ ^ 1 M ^^'^ whole family

perished or was destroved.

UWi^%1^^\ I have just

heard that your late father's star

Las fallen ;— i. e. dead.

^ I
died in a good old age.

^ fjt 1 ^ starved himself to

death.

' ^iN From }\j man and g or J[^ iy

/^ contracted.

'2/iin To permit, to assent
;
promis-

ed, allowed ; true, loyal

;

suicerity ; really, honestly ; accord-

ing to die facts ; without guile

;

truly ; to be believed.

1 ^ granted ; acceded to.

1 p^ yes, it can be allowed.

/{^
I

forbidden, disallowed.

^ I
liberty granted ; conceded,

promised.

I
"^i to cooperate, as after a

strife ; cordiality restored.

^ j
thankful for the permissioa

] ^ ^ -{' sincero indeed is the

princely man.

tfI
J
an ancient palac&officer like

a chief butler.

] >)'{\ old name of Hwai-yuen

Iiien
"Ig jg |1|, in the north of

Kwangsi.

1 ^ 1 B^ loyal and great in

peace and war.

')iJ^ A tribe of Scythian nomads,

Q/lu the 1^ I
which opposed the

'l/im Ciicu dynasty ; afterwards

called Hiang-nu.

1 I

1 I

'yun

From heart and army.

Liberal, kind in feeling;

hearty goodwill; to delibe-

rate upon the best way.

I
to consult upon.

\ to make plans and schemes.

Grieved, sad ; moved by.

•^ ] ^ 'f^ to keep one's

grief in the breast.

*6 1 in M the mind tor-

tured with griefs, — which

caimot be divulged.

From sound and ro«iiic?or equally.

Sounds which rhyme in their

tone as well as termination
;

an even and obliquo tone are

not regarded as rhyming; the

final word or rhyme, the

rhyming tone ; a musical chord ; a

lino of rhyme ; in tho native mode
of spelling, tlie initial characters ; a

harmony of tone ; dulcet, swecL

ip
]

rhymes in the even tone.

}^ ] to make a rhyme.

/\ ] eight rhymes, «. e. sixteen

lines with alternate rhymes on

the second, fourth and even ones.

pV ]
oblique rhymes.
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Jgl, ] 4l A *"i elegant, cultivated

man.

] ^ small dictionaries arranged

by their finals.

TF I
the authorized tone and

8ound of a, character.

MIS 1 iSS
[tis style i^slike] a

liarmoiiions breeze and a gently

flowing stream.

A f^ 1 ^ ^^^ honorable jjerson

will do a creditable thing ; an act

th;it docs him honor, such as

[latioiiizing letters.

/{\ '^ ]
i^ discord ; unlike in dis-

j:ositi(>:i.

^ Interchanged with < gi gcninV-va-

[jor, mid tlie next.

ifun' Riivoled slUc ; a dark ral or

on:ngo color ; confused, dis-

ordered ; flaxen, hempen,

j Y^ a wadded robe.

^ I
abiuidant, as the productions

of nature.

] ^ raveled liemp thread or

btring.

^ ]
to hang one's self.

j^ ]
a hank or skein of yam.

From leather and milJ; inter-

changed with the next in some
senses.

An orange color ; a lining or

inddo of anything; a bow-

caso ; to guard carefully, to lay up

;

(0 keep quiet, to conceal ; to con-

tain, as a lode the ore.

'^
I

to hold, to contain, to store.

] ^ lo keep close, as a recipe or

secret

1 E M 7^ hide it away in the

cusc.

'S 1 31 liO llj ii? 'f tl^® stones con-

tain gems, the hills will sparkle

;

— good acts will be known.

;J- ^ pj )
he has great talents

and learning in him.

In Cantonese. To shut up, to

entrap ; lo catch aud lock-up.

I ^ keep bim fast

] ;^ to drive in, as sheep for the

night

' } Occnrs used for the lait two.

To collect, to heap together
;

l/un' abstnisc, recondite, myste-

rious; to pile up, as straw;

a sort of water vegetable.

1 3^ '^"t '*'*' ''^^j oppressed, sad.

^ ]
the secret reason for : the real

cause, as for a person's conduct

^ ]
to repress ill feelings, to

kee]5 one's temper.

1 lil fi^ multiplyuig, numerous

as insects ; — met. getting ricL

I JIf it contains gems, as a stone.

] ^ ill il£ pi'** 't "P '" * li<^P-

I ^ to collect and lay up, as

rarities.

J§ ] sea conferva, growing in long

branches like tangle-weed.

^rQ) Vrom ^re and ijeniaf; interchang-

uy„> Smoke without a blaze, a

smothered fire ;-a warm vajtor

or steam, such as imi>arts a genial

feeling in spring; to smooth out

th'mgs by heat ; tliick smoke.

] ^ a smoothing iron.

1 ^ JIK to iron clothes.

I ^ "J*
you have scorched — the

clothea

In FuIicJkiu. To heats spirit in

a jar.

^m ' TLis aud j|^ are often inter-

J^n changeably used, but this is the
'•^^"^

correct form for the phint, and
a'"'* is the least used.

An aquatic plant, whose leaves

grow from the joints ; to gather, to

heap up, to accumidate ; to practice.

] ^ a Hippuris or mare's tail.

M i From sjiirit and warm-

ly Fermented liquor ; spirit made
i/uh' from fruit, or by allowing the

must to ferment a hundred

days.

I |g or
] ^ to Irew liquor, by

fermenting it

I ^ ^ ^ to think over a mat-

ter carefully till one is master of

it.

From to ifo and armi/.

To revolve, to turn in a cir*

yun' cuit, to move in an orbit ; to

travel around ; to transport,

to carry from place to placa ; a cir-

cuit, a revolution ; what is done in

succession, as the course of nature ;

a period of five or ten years ; turn,

chance ; calculations or a conjunc-

tion, as in a horoscope ; luck, lot, a

run ; times, a chapter of accidents.

I JjJ
to move about, to e.xevcisc

;

to use one's powers.

I ^ hap, luck, fortunes.

^ ]
bad luck, unpropitious.

^ I
the fortunes of a family.

^ Ji ^ ]
to succeed to the

throne by Heaven's order.

1 -^ "fi
'''*® prospects are not

flattering ; has been unfortunate.

U M ] fx the regular move-

ments of the sun and moon.

] B5 ^^° cost of
] ^ ^ trans-

porting grain, on tlio ] fif

Grand Canal.

M^ 1 ]U :^ to take advantage

of a turn and get on or forward.

^ I
or ^ ] had a turn of

afliiirs ; a contingency arose.

fjj^ ] the nature or luck of kind.

£^ I
tlie times, the fate of one's

horoscope.

^ if flf 1
^'"^'^ times; unfor-

tunate, as from sickness ; an

unpropitious time.

•fr ;/c 1
*" S'^'

tlirough a long

(ten years) iMjriod.

f&^f pT 1 5K^± govern-

ing tho country [in Yiio's day]

was as easy as turning a thing

in tho palm of tlic band.

] ^ to exercise nix)n ; to make

anythmg one's own by practica

32. 1
the reciprocal action of the

fivo elements.

T5fc ^ 1 lis '•'^° conjunctions and

times as years run on ; said of

one's horoscope.

] ^ ij"^ IS f'o head-quartet's of

the general ; his powers.

I
ijg to cairy a coflln home.

^ ]
to send grain by sea.
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From Sim and army.

A balo around tLo sun or

ywn* taoon ; vapors condensing to-

wards them ; thick, as smoke

;

obscure, as a fog ; fuddled.

|@ I
flushed and red with drink.

1 ^ ^K fi»i'ited away and then

revived.

W- I ^ S 3" extraordinary ob-

scurity, af n dense fog.

1 ^ ^^oSJ vapors, in which tho

J5 j lunar halo shows.

|g ]
dizzy ; vertigo.

> A bird said to resemble a ra-

'i5>/
*®" ) but ill the Pun Ts'ao,

ynri' the
| Q is a synonym of

tho J^ a bird that cats snakes,

found in Annam and southern Chi-

na ; it is called [jj] -jj ,^ Ijora its

note resembling those words, and

is probably a bird more allied to tho

heron or bittern.

^^|7J An ancient city in Lu, no\Y

^|> Yun-ch'ing Lien ] i;,g |^,

jjun' in the southwest ofShantung.

] g, a large town and region

there, which was
| ^ in A. D.

500; also, a village in the cast

of Shansi in Tsin chcu.

A worker in leather ; ono

who makes saddles or boots,

and drums.

1 A ;^4^ the leather-

dresser also makes tho wood-

en part of tho drum,

gj ho made sldn and fu*r

garments.

"STTJlSrO-
Old smrnds, yong and ngong. Tn Canton, yniig and wing ; — in Swatow, yong and eug ;

— in Amoy, yong, eng, gong, twd

M
jfun</

liiong
i
— tn Fultchau, fing, 4uDg, ing, and <5ng

;

1 ] the cry of wild geese ; the

tinkling of bells.

W 2$» 1 1
they Came agi-eeable

and atiiible.

Ife -S ^ '
1

y^^t will get covered

with dust.

'^ 1 -^ "14 harmoniously blend

their somids.

in Shanghai, yung ;
— in Chi/u, yung.

From Ei clly niid yft water or

a moat ; the second form (once

> written like tlie next) 13 a con-

traction, and lias since superseded

it.

A foiir-squavo city with a

moat aronnd it, wellprotected;

harmony, union ; concord, as of

sound ; livuig at peace, as a well-

governed ix'oplo; to collect together,

tastop, as a watcr-coufse.

] ]
affable, comleous, easy with.

1 ^ or ] ^ harmony and

peace in a i.ti.te ; to appease.

J|^ I
the tiiiKK were halcyon.

] ^ T P^T 7j ^ It 11^ ;i M
to treat inferiois affably is to

carry out the principles of com-

misseratioii.

JlJ Jl'i^^ I
a griduale of the rank

of kien^Ciny, — referring to tho

ball of this name ia Peking.

I jHi the laigcat and western of

the iiuio divisions of Yii, com-

prising the eouufry lying west

of the Yellow Eiver, and north

of the River Wei

WC/A Like tlie la.-t, and used for ^^ to

^unff The siiigiiig of blid«; lo-ob-

Bcure ; a marth or jiool.

1
^ agreeable, pacified.

^yung

Similar to the last.

Oncensed for^ hi the name

Jg$ ] the imperial gymnasium

where the highest scholars

studied.

A trailing plant,
] ^ the

Coniolvulua reptans, whose

^yuiiff stem and leaves are muci-

laginous, and eaten as a

vegetable ; a decoction of the

leaves is regarded as a remedy

against opium before the habit in

fixed.

From disease and to stop.

A malignant boil ; an impos-

thnme caused by the stoppage

of the humors, which then

discharge offensively.

^ a sluggish ulcer, a cancer.

] a carbuncle on the back.

|Jj 5M 1
'"' aljscess in the neck.

I ^ a severe absoena.

^unff

dti
m

From to eat and harmony, refer-

ring to the agreeable coiraa and
scents of a kitchen.

<2/»"y
Breakfast, tho first meal ; to

dress food.

] A * cook.

J 4^ -7 Wi broakfeist and dinner

always keep coming.

] ^ cooked and raw meats offer-

ed to gods.

The harmonious singing of

biids ; the cry of birds.

1 1 caroling of many
birds 111 a pleasing concert.

i& ^ 1 fH bis passion

chokes his voice.

j/imtf

In Cantoiifse. To throw

away as useless, to throw

aside ; to throw down.

] g3 heave it away.

1 ^ 1 -^ taking it up and

throwing it down again.

(A sluice or waste-weir open-

ed along the banks of the

Yellow River to receive tho

waters which then ran into

it fai'theron; a small stream

which anciently flowed into

a marsh in Pub cheu in the

southwest of Sbai'itung.

14a
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From JfC wood and 5§ lustrous.

Beams of tbe wu-iuruj (Eloeir-

^yung cocca) tree ; the king-jxiSts in

^runff ^^Q turnecl-up comers of tem-

ples; glory, splendor; prosper-

ous, Lonored ; beautiful, as flowers

;

used for your in direct address

;

blood.

I ^ ^ ;^ prosperous, ricb, aud

honorable.

] ami j§ or :|^ are oppositcs,

—

flourishing .lud fading ; lionored

and disgraced
;

prosperity and

adversity?

I B$ or ] ;^ returning home in

honor, as a retiring statesman.

] ft fpj i^ where is your official

post?

1 ff C^^lien are] you going your

journey.

^ I
flourishing and beaat'iul, as

a rose in bloom.

] ^f blood and breath ; a medical

term for life.

J§, ] honored, distingushed by

the emperor.

A lizard found in damp places,

the
I

Jji otherwise called

^yunff Jijp g or palace guard; its

body is blackish, smooth,and

sometimes spotted.

From thtei/ires under a cover.

The light of many lamps in a

house ; sparkling, twinkling
;

shinunering; a doubtlal, in-

tcnnittent light ; to lighten up.

^ a volcano.

W> M ^^^ glimmeiing star ; a

name for the planet Mars,

i j to hear indistinctly.

1 5& iK ^^'^ glimmering wiU-

o'-tiie-WLSi*.

1 ffi i^ the bright blazing

hmi[)S.

i'rom 3^ gem and ^ beautiful

I ^f^^ contracted, referring to un idea

Luster of gems ; a bright

quartzoso pebblo like a precious

stone, once ns3d to plug the ears.

or cover the orifice ; to brighten

;

lustrous; intelligent, bright.

^ I
brilli.ant, Bliining, as a dia-

mond.

^ ] an elegant gem, such as

V ere used for car-stoppers.

>^> "ife Jfn 1
'** '"'"'^ ^^^^^ *'^'^ intie]-

ligeiit, a very clear head.

1 ^ P"'''^' "^ * ci-ystal.

0(>T^ Small rills of water; little

C^Jc brooks.

^ruiif/ ] -^ rivulets, streams.

j ij^ gt % the waves of the

river Yung all remain within

their Ijanks.

fling fu ill Honau, were the an-

cient bordei-s of Tsu and Ching.

^iktji Like tlie preceding.

cf5^ To revolve ; to run around, as

^runt/ eddies in the water.

^ ?!K JtS 1
the rippling

waters flow from the pool.

i^4> 'i'lJ wind, to tie around ; to

C^^^ reel ; to entwine, to coil

fVunff aiomid ; to go around.

] ^ to bind or cord around

;

to encompass.

1
t'^ go round and round.

J|$ ] "^ ix sleeping and eating,

I am idways thinking of you.

^ 1^ ^ I
my unworthiness and

defects Bun'ound me ; my shorts

comings embarrass me.

j^fc A glow-worm ; a fire-fly, call-

r*^^ cd fj J^ tbe red bird, aud

i!/'"i/ -i^'JS "'S'^' brightness; lumi-

nous bisects of any kind.

] !K &^ lightning-bug.

f^'^itJ^ \
liie-ilies are tran.'*-

fonned from rotten plants.

1 .^ @^ the fire-flies [shining]

in the window, and tho snow

[reflected] on the table,— helped

hiiB to study.

B^
From fesh aud adurned, but the

^ orif;inal rudicnl was
;/fl-

referring

iVnnif 'o <i'8 gliding motion of a vessel

;

not the same as it'ung J^ rosy.

To sacrifice two days in suc-

cession ; a continual sacrifice, tho

ono offered on the second day.

}
jB J^ a concubuie of Hwangti,

the Tellow Emperor.

Read jC/i'rtn. A vessel sailing

quickly.

iJ^ From covering and ravine ; q. d.

^JN* n gnllv is empty, until it nceives
t pr rain.

"

fTung
To receive ; to contain, as a

house its inmates; to endure, to

tolerate, to bear with ; forbearing

;

to nourish ; the way in which one

takes things, the air, manner, con-

duct ; tho face, countenance, looks,

or attitude
;

perfumed amulets

;

gauzes ; a screen before a privy.

I 1^ the presence of a jjerson, his

stylo and looks.

^ I
or m ]

inexcusable, un-

endurable.

Q
I

aft"able, p<atient, loug-endur-

iug; to comprehend.

^ I
pretty, graceful, as a girl.

^ 1 simpering, always smiling.

^1^0 I'll allo^^ a f-^w tlay*

] -^ to contain; to behave kindly

towards.

^ ] an imperial portrait

^ ]
light plain gauze silks.

^ j^ g ]
no way to bide his

mortification.

] ^* easy, not diflicult ; used

ironically and interrogatively, as

j^ 1 la' M ^»s it 80 ea-sy t

— /. o- it was not easy

1 %• palient, ineek.

M 'J^ I J^ the house is small,

but it will hold our knees ; —
just enough, in narrow circiim-

Btances, wo can get on.

^ I
to loso one's self-possession,

di.xoiicerted ; to blush.

^ I jjl^ 5B death even caniiot

excuse the oflense.

chair
;
just big enough to hold it

] 1^ to kindly yield, to pass by,

to give in.

j M ^ a handsome face.
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The bastard banian, {Ficus

(.'{ff pyrifolia and F: i/idica,) wor-

jTuny shiped in southern China for

long life ; one name is
/J» 9E^ the deathless tree ; the wood is

used for chpppiiig-blocks ; though

it closely resembles the Indian

banian {F. religiosa), the Budhists

have not called it ^ f^ or bo tree.

] ^ the Banian city, i. e. Fuh-

chau ; as | fj^ or
] ^ is the

local dialect of that city,

] ;^ ^ or
I ^ the pendent

rootlets of the banian.

"^iAs ^*'<3r flowing full and gently

C'l'^f within its banks ; leisurely
;

^runff a, deep current.

1 ^ abundantly.

^ •^ 1 ]
the moon is shining

brightly.

^ A flower, ^ 1 :g the //.-

t.' (_^ hiscua iitutabilis ; but this name

jrimj is applied to several plants in

ditferent places.

k*^ Uneasy, not at rest

iXTt I. 1 %% tl>° '^'^^^^ '«

^itng still violent.

5^ ^. 1 \ weU skilled in

warlike accomplishments.

J^ Gems attached to the girdle.

^Tf 5® 1
^^^ tinklujg of gems

^umg hanging to the girdle.

P»^^* From metal and to contain.

tjPJ9^ A mold in which to pour

^runff castings ; a die for coins ; to

smelt, to fuse metals ; to

forge ; to influence, as doctrme.

] ^ to smelt and separate dross

from ore, and then ) ^ pour

the metal into a mold ; to trans-

form and alter.

^ ;^ ;{£ I
[as] metal takes to the

mold, — so do people to a ruler.

Some re^ai^'l these two as erseu-

tially difTereiit.

' A dace or tench (^Leuciacus)

common at Canton, of a

greenish yellowish tint ; there

are two diflerent sorts ; theiy""ff

Pan IVao speaks of acommonfresh-

water fish nnder this name, with a

very largo head, and weighing as

much as fifty catties, which ia pro-

bably a species of Percida:

Ptxl From mouth and monlccy.

- ^ The motion of a fish's mouth

iJjwif/ when breathing ; gasping, as

a fish.

i^ ?S H'l @, 1
'^^^i ^^^ ""^^^^ '^

turbid, the fishes gasp.

5S ii ^- H 1 1 ^ '^itu out-

stretched necks they all stood on

tiptoe, mouths all agape.

)]»!§] ]
many voices talking in

a low tone.

Bead jfS. To respond, as in

singing.

I I
pg ^ they sang in response

harmoniously.

|
i| p * From head finJ monJ.e'j ; tills clia-

ffin racter being the private name of

^r**> the emiievor Kiakiiig, is usually

s^""^ avoided, or contracted to R^

;

when it is possible -^i is used in-

stead, and Iins nearly superseded

the other.

A largo head ; a dignified, eerene

presence
;
portly and imposing, but

benign and agreeable

] ^ to look np to.

j 1 ^n ^ amiable and courtly>

as tho emperor.

^ ^ W 1 '"8 P'6*'' ^°^ '^ '™"

posing, as an elephant.

^^ From insect and a caldron.

(nim Vupor blending as it rises in

ii/iiuy the air, and cannot be repress-

ed; melting, thawmg; har-

monizuig, combining, interpenetrat-

ing; clear, bright, inteUigent.

] ^ tall, stately, as a fine steed.

^^ I ^ a pleasant spring tem-

perature.

>!fC ?LS I
[as intimate as] milk

mingled with water.

1 "^ R jffi.
^^"'^ versed in, made

it thoroughly my own.

jj ] ^f 3^ to make an ammgo-
ment for the time, to get tho use

of awhile : to borrow, as services.

1 St "'
j ft to dissipate or

arrest, as malaria ; to absorb or

liquefy, and make new combina-

tion&

] f^ to understand fully; to in-

stil into ; to blend or unite with.

-J^ ^ «lfe» 1 ]
Ijis satisfaction

and joy were complete.

B3 BJJ W 1
'"it ^"s clear intelli-

gence become perfect.

I jj^ in the north of Kwangsi.

ij^Jh Wide and deep, as a vast

c»mK expanse of water, ^ ]
ap

^yiinff phed to the lakes of Chma,
and its gnjat rivers.

From ^ to change and J^ to

use combined.

fifitng To employ, as servants ; con-

stant, common, usual ; labori-

ous, and therefore deserving ; meri-

torious; on purpose, therefore, to

have use for ; cordial, obliging, ac-

comodating; merit, services; sim-

ple, unpolished, having no paits

;

joined with an interrogative, how ?

labor paid mstead of taxes ; a state

or region ; a kind of bell, and used

with the next.

] ^J"
trivial talents, said by ofBccrs

of themselves.

] I
to employ those who are fit.

j ^ or 2{i ] ordinary, common,
not of the best sort.

I5f 1
(or ftfj

1 ) ig ;[!; do not

bo anxious about the distant or

doubtful

^ b" 1 jfe when luiemployed he

brags [what ho could do] ; when

set at work, he disobeys,

f^ 1^ ] A ordinary people, W
borers.

1 J£ or
1 ^ the commonalty

;

rude, unlearned people.

I
^ if, premising.

] ^ PiS #J tho worthless and
degraded.

I
^ "• qiifick, a charlatan.

j fSlor ] -^ how; as
] ^^

what harm wa.s it, or camo of it ?

]
^|i^ ^ did [tho two princes]

not have dififerent intentions?
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A large bclL

|g I ^ ft^' to separate the

^yung pieces of music by the pan-

dean-pipes and bell,

ift 1 to sound the bell.

From man and covimon.

t yfQ To hire, to engage one's self

fi/wig as a laborer ; to serve ; hired.

] 32 to hire laborers.

] A workmen ; a hireling ; to hire

men.

^ ] hured men.

] 1^ hired attendants.

Bead ^chung. To treatr equally

;

impartial ; alike ; to do.

^ ^C 'il* 1
Heaven is not impar-

tial.

-J.ri||| A wall of dirt thrown np for

ir^^ defense ; a low wall, a redoubt,

if/ung an adobie wall; the north

wall of a hall.

I Jg a mud wall around a village.

^ ^ in 1
[the sheaves] were

high as a wall ; — an abundant

harvest.

^ f^ ^ 1
te destroyed the

city walls of Tsung.

^ 1 S A palace built by Han
Wu-ti.

ttp|7 A small feudatory in the Cheu

c/^P dynasty, now Wfei-hwui fu

iVung ^^ J^'i'^ Honan ; a place

among the southern tribes.

1 Composed of ^ to use and ^
u bow ; used with its componnds.

"1/uiig Bursting forth, as plants or a

fountain ; a measure of ten B^
or pecks ; middle, passing through,

as a raised path ; the ear by which

a bell is upheld.

Used for the last.

A raised walk up to a house

'l/vng is ] 3l[ ; apphed at first to

that leading up to the palace,

which was walled in.

In Cantonese. A pit ; the hole

iuto which the cofSn is laid.

^ ]
to dig a grave.

\\\ ] a grave, usually on a hill.

'M

yung

C>^-* Like the last

|{|]J A narrow raised or paved

'nung walk in a yard,
] 1^ or ]

^ leading up to the main

entrance ; a paved road ; a

highway.

f Vyj From stronij anJ risinr/-up ; it is

* j't embroidered on the breasts and
backs of soldiers' uniforms.

Bravery, courage ; fearless,

daring ; brawny, soldierly ; to

advance fearlessly or resist manful-

ly; to exert one's strength.

] \ an intrepid man.

I ^ fearless, resolute.

I j^ a brave, lusty fellow.

>J> I
hasty, testy, ready to fly

into a passion.

in ^ <^ W 1
'^ humane man

is always brave.

W 1 Ir) "tlf ^^^ ^o"' valiant take

the lead.

I SS ^ ^'^^° ^^ military honor, in-

mcating a low grade of the

Manchu patulii.

3^ 1 ^ 1'i a Belt-possessed, reso-

lute determination is like fear

— in its outward manifestation.

ff U ]
to exhibit feats of

strength.

fif' ] fond of bra\e deeds ; liking

to show off one's prowess.

W ] i^ i^ how can you exhibit

your valor ?

jSl ^ ^ ]
the assurance and

daring of youth.

^ 1 I tell you that I will

lead the van.

1 WL injpmdent daring.

From wan and ihrougli, because

it could jump ; others derive tlie

phonetic from the next to leap.

^ " A wooden puppet made like

a man, anciently buried with

chiefs ; afterwards exchanged for

straw effigies, and then living men
were immolated.

f^ 1
an inventor, one who dis-

covers new things.

] A a human cfiigy, a statuette.

Eead itung, and used for ^.
Pain ; to feel for.

'M
'i/ung

i/ung

To exuli, to leaii ; to staiBp
;

to excite by bop^Mng about.

]^ ]
to dance, to jump.

—
] j§ Jpf he lea[)ed the

stream at one jump.

Jgf ]
to beat the breast and stamp,

as hired mourners.

1 SM S^ ^ to jump up and hit

the ball ; to bestir one's self.

The second form is nearly dis-

used.

' The pupa or chrysalis of the

silkworm,^
]

also applied

to those of the bee, wasp, and
other insects.

J2 ]
a small grub found in rotten

grain.

Havmg a brave heart ; bold,

adventoroos, animated,

j^ I
to urge on, to stir up,

to inspirit; to seduce into

evil ways.

From water and rising ; but the

second form with strony is most
n«ed.

To bubble and run off, as a

fountain ; rising, rushing on,

filling and running over ; an

affluent of the Yangtsa" in

the north of Hupoh.

j|3 1
the tide is coming ui.

J^ ] ;^ it ^ tlie [reflection of

thej moon rolls on with the

rushing waters of tlio Yangtsz'.

—
I Ho jH it rushed in at a gush.

^ ill :^ 1
i^^r tears ran like a

bubbling fountain.

^^ I
phlegm rising in the throat.

In Cantonese. A creek ; a side

stream coming into a river; to

wash out.

] }g a side canal or creek.

1 ^ J^ ""^ i' clean.

tf^f I'rom earth and a wall.

S^^ To Stop with earth ; to dam,

'yung to close up ; lo hinder, to

^yung prevent ; to heap earth around

plants ; to conceal, to sup-

press.
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y.mij

\ 1^ to obstruct, to block up ; to

stuff in.

if* E 1 iE ^ ^^^ minister con-

ceals things.

] ± or
1 rf^ ± KI t<» prevent

Superiors (ortheemiieror) know-

ing it.

1 J§ lo put mold and dung to the

roots of planU ; to mulch.

Like tlio piecediug.
"^

To embrace or clasp to the

bosom, to carry in the arms

or hold in tho lap ; to gird

the loins, ;is a ruimcr ; to conceal

from ; to intercept ; to crowd,

(o push and run together, to throng.

1 -L "Stf
*"" crowd on those before.

HO* '^ M 1
t^"^'' ^^^^ &* before

halloo, and those behind crowd

up, as when an officer goes out.

] 1^ to hug, to clasp.

i^ 1 ^ ^ the gust roars through

the trees.

—
I

a great rush, at one push.

] 5i ffi) ^ slie took the child in

her arms and slept.

]
'^ to screen the face.

To swell, as a boil ; swelling.

1 W. ^'^^ P^irsy ; bulging, as

^yung a barrel ; a swelling, a 1

] it has swollen.

The upper leather or leg of a

boot.
Wng

Vic
Represents water Jlowing on in

streams ; this cliiiracter is con-

sideved as embod^'ing tlio eigl:t

'yvng strokes u-wd in writiug Clunese

cbaracters.

Ever-flowing
;
p6rpetual,eternal,

everlasting ; final, complete, as a per-

manent cure; distant in time; long

continued ; to prolong, as a tone.

Q 1 long midsummer days.

1 /J^
^- I never ehall want it.

] Jj\\
a final separatioa

^ ^ I ^ his days will not last

much longer.

^ 1 Jfi *° enjoy eternal bliss.

] jl^ it will entirely stop — the

cong^.

I "jjf^ J^ it will never wear

out or spoil.

&. \ ± ^ ;^ .1 '•o FrpeUia-e

the favor of Shangti

jy 1 i^ -jS to make a night of it,

as roistering fellows do.

1 -7 f^ fl?
never agaui write

him down to bo employed.

S M 1 •iS they sat around the

furnaco all night

^^r^ J
"I

Kiom motU/t or words and flow-

}^\C in<j oa.

To sing or hum in a drawl-

ing tone; tochant or intone

(ho words ; a chant.
yimg-

| ^^ ^^ ^y^^^^_ verses.

] PJI to sigh and sing.

Pg
]

to sing byraiis.

1 1^ returned home singing as

they went.

P^
I
hymns and chants ; also a

Budhist namo for the Sama-

Veclii, a, prayer and hymn book,

out of which some are sung or

chanted bv choristers at public

sacrifices.

^-8^> To divo and go under water.

yimg' swim in it.

I ?JC to divo and swim.

ji ;i ^ ^ ^ pT 1 S ibc

country of tho Han Kiver is

broad, and I cannot fully com-

prehend — its people's manners.

>^g,
^ From g| spirits and 5? J'i^'''J

'|tte| contracted.

j/jmc/ To lose one's head by drink-

ing, which foolish people

soon do.

g|{j| I
boisterous and happy under

the influence of wine.

MlfCJ From worship and brilliant.

>j^ A sacrifice offered to the gods

yung^ of the hills and fountains, and

to tho heavenly bodies, in

times of droaght and pesti-

lence.

liWjJ From heart and bright.

(^ To dislike.

yung^ JX ] to tate, to abnor.

n^^ To retch ; to choke

H^ Pt 1 ^ tt ifa H 5i i^e

yung^ could not speak it out fully

for hia emotion.

yung-

Composed of p to divine and

tp to hit tha center ; i.e. if tho

lot is right it can be used ; an-

other old form makes il: a union

of /T* a splinter and Ji a knife ;

it ia the 101st radical of a few
incongruous characters.

To use, to give out for use ; to

put forth, to employ, to avail of

;

to cause ; useful, available ; as a,

pvepos)iion,hy, with, from, because

of ; thereby, hence ; what is need-

ed for use ; expenses, outlays

;

useful things; emanation, action

of a If or principle ; the exercise

of a llmction, or the acting out of

principle or law.

:^ I
do not use it.

^ ] or ;^ 4» ] or 1 :7^ use-

less, not useful for the purpose

;

used up, worn out

^ ] or gg I
necessary oat-

lays.

3§ ] 'S ^""^ "^ri I use deception ?

^^ ^ 1 ^^^ exercise of joy

and anger.

j^ A^ 1
lor the use of ceremony

;

i. e. what propriety requires.

f^ ^ fpf 1
of what service will

this be?

^ ^ ivjc flij ^ 1
lie devised an

excellent plan, but it was dis-

carded.

1 lS^ to give attention to a thing,

to study closely.

heaven and carthdo not contain

all kinds of merit, nor does every-

thing useful exist among created

things.

] 71 g ^ killed himself with a

sword,

fj fS 1 lifc
I put great confi-

dence in him.
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^ I
meritorious services.

;p ^ ]
indisposed, out of sorts.

/P ^ ]
more than can be used.

fij? 1 ^ •!§ have you breakfast-

ed?

^ ]
a trial of, an experimental

li.SC.

^ H 1 A ignorant of human

nature.

JtU jE S ^ 1 '«' ^™ ^^ P"^"-

moted to the post of intendaut.

^ 1
improper use of, as a phrase

or tool.

IJ} ] or ^ ]
frugal ; a careful

use of.

W St Jifc ^J 1
tt""iej- is profitable

for nil things; it can be done

with money.

^m m J it II* ]
laake it

ready when yon ba^e leisure,

and it will be availrdile at the

time it is needed.

^ '81 ^ 1 ^6ry conrenient and

useful.

] ^ a commission or contingent

expenses.

] ^ therefore, for this cante.

fpj I ^ § why has he not re-

ceived that ?

tkff^ ] Mlp tlrerefore strata-

goiiis arose Ij'om this.

£ 1 ^ § quite capable (or ade-

quate) of doing the right thing.

1 Jl '"i'vX
I "J'

fiuperiora and in-

lerioK.

Y) 1 fi^ it 18 of some use ; it will

be of service.

T> fi: ^ ^ fiU 1 ;?; M as he

neither dislikes nor covets, what

good quality does he not ex-

idbitf"']'*

A.\^



LIST OF THE RAJP I C A L S

In this liat, the number, sound, and leading 1 found in combination. Tho figures which follow the

signification of each radical are given ; tho letter

C attached to some of them denotes that such are

generally used in combination ; the contractions

placed after the full form of others are always

meaning show firstly, the number of characters

following each radical in the K'anghi Taz'-tien ; and

secondly, tho number given in this dictionary, which

comprise all those in common use.

RADICALS FORMED OF ONE STROKE.

1. Yih —
• one, unity 42-26

2. KwuH C
I

topassthrougli21-ll

3. C/iu C > a point, 10-3

4. F^ieh C J a. left stroke 33-17

3. Yih C 21j one, a hook 42-12

6. Kiieh C J a barb 19-4

8, r«M

9. Jiin

10. Jdn

12. Pah

OF TWO STROKES.

ZL two 29-14

C -^ cover, Lead 38-14

A. '^ man 794-43G

62-21

28-8

44-11

50-17

80-11

113-39

38-8

23-C

C j[j a man

y\, to enterv.^

A eight

13. ICiungG y\a.)iai\i

Qijfllih C»—* to cover

(iSjPinff C ^ ice, icicle

(^Ki cAa bench

17. K}an C LI a receptacle

18. Tao JJ jj a sword 377-140

19. Lih ^ strength 163-34

20. Pao G -^ to wrap 64-19

(g>Pj C fc a ladle 19-5

22. Faiiff C C a basket, case 64-19

{^m CXTto conceal 17-7

24, Shi/i -f- ten
;
perfect 55-17

^Puh \* to divine 45-11

26. Tsieh C P Qi a stamp 40-18

27. Han C /^ a cliff K9-29

j
28. &' 0^ selfish, perverse 40-8

29. Ym ^band, also 91-23

OF THREE STROKES.

30. ICm P mouth 1146-478

31. Iltoui C [I| an inclosure 118-41

32. T'm -^ earth, land 580-251

33. &' "i scholar, sage 24-10

<^ CM C^ to followi^ 11-2

/^Sui C^walMngmow 23-7

36. Sih ^/^evening, diisk 34-12

37. Ta t -^ great ^ 132^5

38. iVa ^ daughter N 681-231

39. Tsz' -y-son, child 83-29

iO.jVieii C*^ a roof 246-90

il/Tn^un ^yh an inch. 40-15

42. Siao ^J-* small, petty 41-11

4p WanffG^ifTt la^ic ^6-14

ii. SM C/* a corpse 148-45

(^^ Ch^eh C f^ a sprout 38-2

46. Shan \i} lull ; wild 636-144

^ ChwkH (^ )\\ (J^
streams 26-8

,48^ Kung JH laborer, art 17-6

49. Ki ^ self, private 20-6

50. Kin ^ napkui, cap 295-92

(Sit Kan •-f' to oppose 17-7

52. Yao 0;^ immature 20-6

<§^ Yen of a covering 283-80

('5^ Yin C^ to move on ^9-8

(5^Kung C^ hands joined 50-9

(i^Yih -^ a dart
"

15-5

67. Knng ^ archery 163-40

(^Ki CH.^ hog's head 25-7

59. San C^ pelage 62-12

60. Ch^ih C .^ a step 216-67

OF FOUR STROKES.

J\J^i[><^^heartlll3•431

"j^ a spear 116-31

JS a door 44-19

^^ hand 1203-566

61. Sin

62. Ku)o

63. Hu

64. Sheu

,^5yCT« ;^ branch 26-2

66. Puh C
_:j^^ to rap 296-59^

fWun ^literature 20-8

Teu ^' a peck 32-12

69. Kin /r hatchet 53-12

70. Fang 3;^ square 92-30

(^Wu C^^ without 1 2-2

72.Jih sun, day 435-141

@iYueh speaking 37-14

74. Yiieh ^ moon; month 69-18

75. Muh ^ wood, tree 1369-573

76. K^ien ^ owe ; to pant 233 - 5

1

77. Chi ]\^ to stop 99-12

78; Tai ^ ^ vicious 231-30^

79iShu C^to kill 93-10

,8C> TFu -gf: to deny; not 16-7

Sl^Pi
J;tJ to compare 21-5
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82. Mao ^ hair, wool 211-34

83. SM ^surname 10-4

V,e4. fC'i C^ breath, aura 17-6

85. Shui ;;;|C;^^ water 1595-595

8Q.Htco ;Ai»»V'»fire G39-190

^Chao jl^/V\ claws 3C-6

^Fu ;$^ father, senior 10-3

^Hiao C^t Wending 16-2

\^. Chu)\m^ p^ a frame, couch 48-9

OT^Pien ^ a splinter V7-15

92., Ya ^A tooth 9-2

93. iVw ^cattlo 233-51

94. K^iien yt^ a dog 444-120

OP riVE STROKES.

1^^ Hiien ,S somber, deep G-4

96. TtJi SI a gem 473-161

(^> Kwa JJ^ a melon 55-8

98. Tf'a ^atile, brick 174-34

.99/.Brm "y* pleasant 22-3

Ao^Shanff i^ to produce 22-5

^h)¥mg ^ to use; useful 10-5

m. TMen Eg a field; lo till 192-60

lOa.i'V/j /E a roll of cloth 15-4

104. iViA C^ disease 526-180

l^Poh Cutback to back 15-3

\106. Poh ^ wliite ; freely 109-23,

107. P'i ^skin, bark 94-42~

108. Mng Mdish
;
platter 129-41

109. Muh g PH eye 647-150

110. Meu ^g, halberd 65-3

ny Shi ;^a dart 64-11

vll2. >S'/«A jg stone 499-171

113. Shi J^Tl^^ omen 213-82

(lly Jeu C fA| a footprint 12-5

115. 7/wo 7^ grain 431-131

116. ffueA iAjacavo 298-61

jjL to set up 101-20

|'J2J. Feti

|yJ17.
L»7i

OF SIX STROKES.

118. Chuh YS bamboo

119. 3fi :^rico

120. Jl/,7j ^i^sUk

953-232

818-77

^"crockery 77-19

122. Wanff C^\ni%net 163-42

123. Yaiiff

124. Yu

'12^ Lao

127. Lei

128. 'nh

^2^. Yuh

130. Juh

Ch^dn

132. T£z

^ CM
134. Kiu

135. Stieh

3^ Chw^en

3gashecp^ 156-39

^ wiug, plume 220-47

y^ old, senior 22-7

Ifij aud, still, yet 22-5

^ a plow 84-19

^ the ear ; side 72-36

a stile, a pencil 19-6

f\ meat 674-256

pT. a statesman 16-4

Q self, from 34-4

^§ to reach ; very 24-4

y^ a mortar 71-18

f^* tongue, taste 31-12

^opposfng 10-3

13^. Cheu C;^ to transport 197-53

/38^ K&n C p^ perverse ; fixed 5-2

(ISfflSe/j "^ color; vice 21-2

r40. Ti'^ao C j|l^+/' herbs 1902-559

141. //tt /^ a tiger, 114-21

142. aw^ ^insects' 1067-801

(^.Htieh J|5tW<^^ 60-9

(CiijHing ^jy to do ; a row 53-22

145. / ^^ clothe 607-199

lift. Siw C
|5j g| cover; west 29-7

OF SEVEN STROKES.

147. Xien ^ to see 161-30

jI horn ; comer 158-27

^ to speak 861-303

^k gully, valley 54-5

pulse; a plate 08-14

<l6j) C%'^ J^time 15-2

162. Choh C ^ JL, going 381-138

163. Yih |§^ [5 a region 350-105

164. Yiu ^ new wme 290-80

(^ Fien C ^ to seijarato 14-3

1^Li J|_ a Chinese mile 14-4

OF EIGHT STROKES.

167. Kin ;^gold 806-257

(l^. Chiang :^^long 55-1

169. Man p^ a door 246-73

170. Feu C -^ (J a mound 348-94

(7^ Tut C^ to reach to 12-2

172. C/mi C-l^ birds 233-35

173. Yu ^rain 298-70

@^ Ts'inff 1^ azui-e color 17-6

(&ijFa '0. wrong 25-4

148. Fioh

149. Yen

(59, iTuA

(ISpiTew

152. S/d

153. C/Ktt

151. Pel

Q- C/t'/A

156. rsett

157. Tilth

^8^'SMn

159. CAe

, swme ,

reptiles

148-24

140-29

277-99

31-8

285-84

823-288 |(^69?6'm

J^ precious

^K flesh color

;
to run

J£ foot;enough580-174

:^ the body 97-21

^ a carriage 361-102

^distressing 36-11

OF NINE STROKES.

C6-5

305-75

100-20

20-4

^ sound ; news 43-8

^^Mien ^ the face

177, .KbA iS raw Lido

fS^Wei C$ leather

^ leeks

^ a page

^ to fly

^ to eat

^ head ; first

3& incense

872-77

182-30

12-1

403-108

20-3

87-10

187. Ma
188. Kuh

Kao

OF TEN STROKES.

,^ horse

*^a bone

Piao

472-132

185-43

^ high, eminent 34-1

CjPhair 243-59

1^ to quarrel 23-10

CVangQ, ^ fragrant herbs 8-2

Lih C^ a tripod 73-5

194. Kwa ^ ghost 141-22

OF ELEVEN STROKES.

195. Ya ^, .1 fish 571-154

196. Mio 1^ a bird 750-174
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(^ salt land

J^ a (leer

^^ wheat

\M. textile fiber

OFTWELVE STROKES.

_5qJ. Hwang ^ yellow 42-4

^ ,S7«< ^panicled millet 46-8

{^Uoh II black 173-30

1^ embroidery 8-3 l^l^'oV ^ even, correct 18 4

OF THIRTEEN STROKES.

i) JJ/i/i yl, frogs

2Yny ^.a tripod

':Qj)Ku g^ a drum

'208.>S'Am ^ mouse ; rat

I 07 FIFTSSN STROX33.

^0-'j\̂ n}JClLi H" front teeth 162-31

14-4

46-12

92-18

OF FOURTEEN STROKES.

\<X).]Pi M. the nose 49-14

OF SIXTEEN STROKES.

^yTjung '^g dragon ; awful 14-4

^^^Kwdi ^ the tortoise 24-1

OF SEVENTEEN STROKES.

'^h Yoh -^ a musical reed 19-5

A CLASSIFICATION 01' TEE RADICAL!, BY A NAIVRAL METHOD LIKE TEE FOLLOWING,

WILL ASSIST IN REMEMBERING TEE LEADING GROUPS.

Pabt3 op a Bwy—Body,^j^'corpR(v^; head

parts of a skull ^ li.nir ^'i^oviw ^; whiskers

facejj^; eye -0: ear ^f ; ™se ^;)nonth J3 ; teeth

;g^lii^k ':gp'; tongue -;§ ; liand ^^; right hand jf

;

licart^ ; foot Jg, ; likle 3f ; leatlicr^ • skin.;^ j wings

.^ ; featheis ^ ; blood ,j^ ; llesh ^ ; talons ;iv ; horn

^^ bone "g"
;' a bear's footprint-TO. V^

Zoological EADiCALS;:^Man A ; woman ]^; child

y;5^f horse ,^ ; sheep ^ ; tiger ;:g; dog :Jc-, ox ^i;

JiogJc; hog's licad^-S'Vlecr j^^ tortoise ^'; dragon

^5 reptile ^; rodents H.; toad ffi ; bird. 1^ ;
g.-d-

Hnaceous fowls /^ ; fish^^^ ; insect ^. ^ ^
Botanical Rahicals.—HerljJiDjI ;

graiii..^; ric»-^;

wheat ^ ; millet j^; hemp )ft ; leeks ^ ; nielon''^ :

pulse Ji; bamboo fj; sacrificial herbs l^ ; wood /fC;

branch ^ ; sprout ]pM
;
i^etal )^.

Mineral K

A

dicals.—Metal ^'; stone ^gf"; gems^S';

salt ^^ earth j^.

IIeteorological Radicals.—Baipi^'; win-

soundjjlf; water y}^; icicle / ; vapor

^ ; moon ^ , evening^ ; time^^.

Utensils.—A chest ..(^ ; a ji^easuro^i^ a morLir,

spoon_^42^; knifej^j beucli.j^; couch,.^; olotht;

a head-covering /*• ^ crockery^^'; tilg,.^ ; dish

i napkin tff; net l^]'; plow,^'; vase^.^f tripod

boat J3s carriagp^ ;
pencil .^; bo\^'^-; shield

halberd ^; javelin ^ ; arrow ^; s^ax_^', ^^^/W

Qualities.—Ji^oloE f» ; blacl5,^^'white^J^ ;
yellow

^^:V'ii/.ur£^'; cirn.ition^^; somber ^ ;
high j^

;

' ^SjS' sweet-;:^*; square ^i large-^^; sniall <J<

;

slencIcTj^ strong^; feeble %; old^; fragrant

^|!^'aend,^^ vicious,^^
;

perverse,. ..^j selfish, ^j
opposed^^ blending J^-^ even ^.

Actions.—To entpr^^to foUow^^ ; to w.alk slowly

,^5^to .arrive at S-; to stride, ^ ; to walk .^; to reach

to .^5 to move oii_Jj;\ ; to step ^ ; "to go swiftly^^';

ttLSti4i,4^ptofly ^^j" to conceal p; to envelop ^;
to encircle ,Q5-^ ^tablish-^ ; to overshadow-^; to

distinguish.^^ to divine j> ; to SSGy^; to esi^y^f
to sav;^^ to speak pj ; 't6 kill ^ } to quarrel^ ; to

r,a[^^; 'o embroider
^jjj^ ; to owe ^; to compare ,^;

to bring forth ^';"to use ^; to promulge.,^^ to

straddle^^J?-

P^RTS OP THE WORUJ AND DWELLINGS. A desert

4?^ cave.iJj^ field«^a ; mound<^! hill jij ; valley

rivuletJ^ cliff,Jpf'receptacle,^^5f<'a cit^^ ; roof

gate B^; doqj-_^
; porlicojf*'.

Figures.—One...*^; two jZi eight ,/C; '

musical.reed ;^ 5 drum^^g ; seal^

VO

ten

i.^-; an inch -sj* ; a mile

t having'.:^ ; a sc^olar-j^j^
'a Ktatesmag^; lelter^^' •"''^iE i wealth .^; self„g;

SCELLANEOUS.—A dcmoii.

f without Jg ; not^ ; not

'

niysel^]|;"Tather^; a point >; a hook ,^ ; new
wiuQ,^^ silk_^; joined hands, ;^''; disease f ; a

Bumame^K'r a cliissitier of cloth 7^



CHARACTERS IN THIS DICTIONARY

ARRANGED BY THEIB EADIGAES

In tLis ludex, tbo figures placedi above each
|

type, shows how many strokes, not including tho

(baractor show tlio j)ago on which it occurs ; and

these numbers are arranged so that the characters

under each radical, having the same number of

strokes, follow each other in alphabetical order;

the figures on the right side of the coluum in heavy

radical itself, are in oach character follo^ving it.

The sound of each character, where it is known, is

given in tho Canton, Amoy, and Shanghai dialects

in that order, according to a uniform system of

spelling.

1095 )at
it

ih

3

374 Uao

V ch'o

VOS ting

Tteng
ting

987 ts'at

"Xj tb'ih

25 clicmig

_!. liong

y^ dzang

83 l!a

^- lia

723 sara
~— Bam
=1 to"

Jil tliiniig

±fiong
K»llg

1010 man
- jj ' ban

// me"

SOT li'oi

VP kai^ U
C04 Klin

i^ ini»

717 l'"'

-jT 1'"'

1125 a

"^ u

52 ch'au

TL t'iu

^nr ts'ii

516 li

:m!i

410 yau
gr fc'iu

-tC chil

671 p'i

699 ping

I'V ping

763 Bbei

974 cli'6

r| cb'ia*

.Ma ts'ia

78 thing

3i<Mng

626 '<•"»«

—p- luong

899 '*"'

^j— t ium

909 '!•»

-«- tiu

626 leung

P»J liang

700 P'"S

Mp6ng
bipg

876 ^*^^

494 kwSn

Ik'im
kw'JiDg

413 kau

• kiu
s

423 ko

^t
1066 a

105 chung

I tsung

156 fang

rfc hong
"" fling

261 kai

#ki:
378 i

Si
476 kwan
illi kwan

t

121 cli'On

^a chwiin^ ts'6°

X4 ch'an

rtft Bail

I

342 [^'i

-if"'"
•fsfr cli'i

87 cha

^ tsii
•

dzo

246 till

849 tan

tan

te"

chQ87

t>0

086 p'it

I p'iat

X p'ih

284 ngai

<\/ naai"

TJr

Ul

612 nai

nai

ne"

915 t'ok

-C. t'c-k

TU t'ok

982 ts'in

jf cbian
Q"^ dzi°

413 kau

53 chi

/^ tsz'

4 cha

122 fa'

s^ liwat^ viU

224 1

1031 *?<

108 =''?"g^ cluong™ tsung

eSOp'ai

924 tui

-& '•'»

H te

470 kwai

3^ kna

772 shing

TT: zSng

102 «'>"'

--T; sui

^dzuo

924 t"»

10

1096 fit 1

7 «'

1103 yin

1 UIl

431 kau

Tii kii

583 ui&t

• | moll

lit mi
a

395 hit

4f k-it

Ci chib

1079 ya

"tkya
^ «

274 1

^1
ft

835 U

ALtl
«

670 iQu

sCl Iwan
SUloo

7
298 a

TL bo, sa

481 kwel

^ kw4
1*

811 kon

^ ka"

670 Ion

Elwan
18«

U
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4'<7 kut

Jkwat
kuih

529 liu

7]iau
)io

1120 a

iP-

29 chang

# Cheng
tsang

764 S2'

721 i— .)>."* 'ni

99 chok

T" tsTik

1118 n

l-l
1118 u

^a
1U2 wan
—*. iin

IS" yun

226 u

Sir
389 kin

giai

chi'

993 tsing

4t cWng
7r tsing

1060 'ng

-XI. 'ng

323 king
-g k'eng

J3. k&ng

821 8un

izi swan

796 s6

Jib '!*

254 fong

-rj hong
VU 'hwoi

1068 a

'hwong

jb; a, ah

aC ya

393 kik

-jc- kek

J9& kiak

^ heng

876 I'au

t t'6

1044 mong

-I»-
bong

w vong

320 k'ang

-ff k'ong
/U k'oDg

161 hoi

-dfc* hai

367 kao

rftj ka«
:$C ko

1093 yik

169 hang
heng
hang

549 laa

mils
189 h^ung

•riy hiong
^* h'iang

403 king

-gr keng
.^ kiang

526 leiing
" leong

liang

907 t'ing
- t6ng

ding

710 pok

851 fan

la. tfe»

1051 mi^ bi

t5 vi

3ir leong

286 jan

A ^'"

^ ^ niang

985 tsap

yV, chip
~~^ dzili

9

24 chiung

An <=i"oiig

I^U tsang

52 ch'au

f/L dzii

148 fi<

287 ySn

(—• zaiig

291 ying

VJ sang

360 I'^a'

398 ''*'"

» kini

"T^ kiing

509 lak

l^lik

768 sliaP

Y-4- ''P

IT seh

904 ting

IT ting

959 chak

|-j- chek

iA.tsfek

1024 tf.'"'g

J,
y chiong

^^ dzung

5 ch'a

1^ ts'^o

J 7 cVan

^ ts4ng

25 ch^ung

y. tiong^ dzang

gj chink

.»^ chiok

YJ ts4k

J 47 ["#hu
il.

278 I

288 yan

{fT] Jim
«^'' zfing

546 lingA long
T' ling

763 sz'

•^ bZ

799 sin

-fill :r
840 t'a

ft'?',,
te do

^3^ t'ung

A- tong

dung^

980 t,.i„

"ff- cli'ian

' • ts'i"

1030 tsei

' ^ tsz"

1065 ng&t

1096 ngat

/i-g6t
1 ti ngih

106 chung
X A. chiong
1** tsung

108 chung

1 dziing

122 fat

131 <^n

yn Imn
1/7 fiing

134 fong

>ffc
I'ongW fong

152 fok

T'V v6k

210 yau

W h"

271 '

255 fo

1)^ ha

289 yam

l-i' zung

320 kong

/(-'- kong
X/L k'ong

341 ki

'ft dji

349 k'i

*. k'i

dc ch'i

360 ''ai

l[/^kf

386 }<'n

394 '''aP

444 K"

Ml:"
592 miu

i,J. biau

IJ' nuo

681 p'i

738 sam

ili> Slug

877 tei

886 tiu

1042 man

l^v^ng

1060 'ng

1061 '«g

10/3 ycnng
giong

niang

1120 "

AJj
giong

45 chim

yfjh cliiani

49 chau

lul zii

89 chu

tt- tso

9i ch'u

/»». t'u

IT dzu

153 f&t

I7F veh

215 I'O
.

375 k'6

#ka
433 ku

fS ku

544 ling

/A, long

rn iiug

C30 ni

115 ni

630 ni

^^ni

630 ni

'^ni

637 '""g

1X nang

641 "0

652 P""
M- pw'im

656 P'a"' '«'

iJ. P""
l/ji P'Sng

659 P'ing

671 p;!

U p'6

693 Pj'

707 pSfc

ffi pt
713 po

736 shiin

#sin
sang

746 shiu

13r
747 slio

^S si*
•^ so

798 sit

ii:ih'

837 ts'z'

^™>
837 tsz'

^:?
852 tan

jitt tan
lady
877 tei

896 tin

911 ta

/*! to

1-fcdu

/|^
tong

934 t'luig

tong

dung

1002 tso

1005 tsofc

/A. tsok

1T tsoh

1034 ts'z'

m t!'z"

1053 yei

'UEwo

1061 nio

#':
1097 ya'

i^yu.

1115 y»xt

1120 a

^ u

9 ch'a

1^ tso

48 chau

li^u^S

65 cli'i

ch'i

ts'i"

68 ch&t

T3t dzek

85 chu

WV tso

206 yuigm Long
I/IS yaug

248 wan
VQ liwon

259 kiit

yjt kw«t
IP hwyi

271 i

^i
277 i

111
303 ynng

4* ji»"g

IfAl zung

306 l*"'

815 1'""

l/|lk'6«

351 J'ai

#.. ka^ kia

364 l^ong

1$ kibng

370 j'ao

l^k^
392 I'at

>j. kiat

1» kiU
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422 tnng

iffl kinng

428 kop

/A ^'^P
YS keU

462 kmis

fL Idong

^kung

468 kw'ji

^1.6

1^ kw'6

483 kwei

1^ kwe

4931°!
_» r lai

621 lei

629 16

665 hui

/^ Um
Ira lang

6S3 maa
1)6

mi

690 mei

^1
670 p'lii

707 pak

721 i

735 son

761 sH

#:^
761 ebei

'fife™,

814 snn

jllj dziiig

823 '•''"k

Mslolc
E6k

825 kwik

11 t
888 fiu

T?c t'io

915 t'ok

1/u t'ok

933 t'nng

ll'v duiig

1013 ts'iin

/A, chw'an
1£ ts'i"

1033 ts'z'

1043 wong

Xg «ng

1^ wong

1072 ye""S

yang

1093 yik

# y&k

1097 y»t

# 3il»

1115 yau

Us ii

TH yo

J8 cliaii

/ ^ chinm tsang

40 cli'it

10i tseh

143 f"#lm
fu

177 M

mi'i

174 hau

^ hi

181 '"«' '

>is 1>A

202 *n

269 Q"

Jttif

JTC wing

356 hap
pis hiap

407 king

^ kjang

417 k'au

kin

djii

456 kok
/a kiok
Im djok

4S6 hok

Xifc k'okm k'ok

480 kwang

Air kong
IvX Invong

519 li

521 lei

559 lu

569 lung

ITT lung

691 min
i^ bian

C27 ngo

/«) "go
IW ngu

639 no

Wna
664 pA

Wpo
688 pin

702 P'mg

/a P'*"g
l"^ p'ing

736 shun

IP3 sang

738 shSin

!•?• sang

778 "liu

11 sf'

807 snn

/^ sin

'P* sing

822 ts6k

n*^ z6k

823 tsok

837 tsz'

-^

852 tan

873 t'ik

lH tftk

914 t'ijt

/X tw'at

IXfoh
972 ts'iii

Xfi' siau

In ts'io

991 ts'iim

,,& ch'imK ts'iiig

1007 cho

^t
1015 <s'6k

ycf cli'iok

Vt Wok

1020 ts"n

tX tsing

1061 "lu

1^ vu

109G ynp

igii;

1126
''

1148 ynig

im yung

20 cl''ang

cli'iong

ts'ajig

23 ch'iHmg

/ri -^'f'^g
IBI ti ong

59 '''ik

/-^ ti .

82 ch'euk

I-? tsok

103 shni

1^^ dziio

134 fong

146 fu

159 fung

176 Iiau

£08 1-ang

liens'# yang

261 '^^ei

ith«i

273 ngei

279 i

313 kon

|\kQ"

415 l^'i"

I^S
423 ko

k6
ku

527 '"^""g

/-I. leoug

i?. liang

438 1^"

ku^ kii

441 l'"

kum ku

448 kwat

i^ djQili

450 '^""

a^ kwan

f^ ku"

465 '""ig

/^ k'ong

1£ k'ung

472 kin

A'^ kwan
IB kiv6"

489 kwo

500 loi

BO6 ling

Itg
526 leung

/fffi l-^ong

"t> liang

577 mun
/M him
" ' miliig

565 lun

"f^ '""
11™ lang

C21 am

649 p'ai

#?
602 li^ang

II Tanl

669 pi

era pi'ii

|P bo

C77 pi

682 piu

^r
700 ping

l7r ping

779 shiik

731 «!'"''

781 *^°''

811 f^?"

1^ sii

842 tap

la dah

855 t'nm

ij^r
862 t'ong

llHI t'ong

866 to

mt
903 t'ik

JIB ti"

1^ fill

931 tung

AS *^"g
1^ tung

949 ts'ong^ cb'ong
>^ ts'ong

9-3 *se

MJ. cliie

IB' tsia

976 «'!t

/4; cbirit

1^ dzih

983 *»'">

Is t^''"

983 s!]i^ cli'anm ts'i"

1002 tsu

11:::

1017 ts'ui

1-r ts'iii

1024 tsung

/^ ch'ong
1'^ tsiuig

1032 sz'

II
tsu

' tsz'

1057 wo

^66.6

59 cia

It sz'

77 cliing

/ij. ch6ng

IM, ts'ang

105 cli'un

/^ ch'un

1^ tsTang

107 cliong

/* cliiong

'^ tsung

150 fu

111^
251 wong
/e hong
1^ ^voDg

279 oi

293 yd

m za

352 ka

ni:
358 kai

^^
878 kci

i^ kill

386 kin

1® dj;»

396 kwik

I^P nm'

439 kfi

IgkU

695 min
/;z; biau

10 ,ni»

620 "S^^
/H ng6

043 """

.^u Iwau

1^ no"

669 P"»

1H p6

689 I'"'"

l/W p

'

692 P'lf

1B P>1>

7C0 ping

m i'f'"8

lat pnig

834 "-'

|/t>

875 tfan

imt'l

907 t'ing

ig tfeng

r^r ding

921 tat

m di

945 tsan

IM. cbiiam tsc"

957 cliak

mt^
972 t>'aa

All &iau
W* ts'io

1003 t-'i

^i:
1C24 tsung

/Aj cb'ong

liiiS tsung

1047 wei

Ik iv6

1051 y.«i

1064 '''^

/g ak

IsE wok

1077 'U

iir
1081 'P

11?
1086 in

mr
1089 "ga»

/* g»"

1104 ySn

13P yang
^^

31 ch'ang

/A, ch'ong

1^ ts'ai.g

99 cli'ok

t'iok

hiok

147 *>'
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178 lei

186 li«t

194

m

377

301

m
391

m
4U

m
488

539

11
672

il
658

libh

liao

liau

yo

kii

kii

ka

kit

ki:it

<IjiI,

k'iii

k'iam

clil"

k'iin

ki:;ni

clii"

k'ok

k'iik

chick

fui

kui

kw'6

lut

Ick

lili

111a

111 a*

1P.6

p'oiig

pong

p'ong

677 I'i

724 »»"

v.'v sail

729 «a"m
753 sliin

TO sc"

815 '50

t»fe cli'6

816 sn

lisu

813 '^'iP

1^ ffcU

861 t'ong

1b" dong

962 tsau

10 tsi,

087 tsik

1075 in

^r
1138 •'"

1147 y™s

1^ yirng
^^

10 «J'"'

23 clicung

/g cliiong

S7 cli'ao

33 ''"5

*rfe chia

llSui

66 clii

{*£ chi

116 clieuiig

/_»« cli'oiig

lisong"

119 ch'un— t'lvan

399 ^"
'
' kill

(Ijlang

408 k'ing

1^ cMng

536 lin

559 'a"

lu

5C4

lu

luk

lick

16k

;73 nat

576 "»»
<K ban
1§m6«

625 ng"

tUt ngo

684 V'm

is pmu

731 s^''"

m ^^

739 sheung

/fe "ong
»W song

798 sitM =^|^

I'Uti sih

800 sin

Joe sinn

857 t'am

/^ tain

IM fe"

947 ts'am

/ja. ell' aril

1^ ts'6°

952 tsi>

Iflso

981 ts'""

•V cli'iamW ts'i>

1017 <='"'.

yiL| oil lli

fg ts'u(i

1091 ';

li >.i"

1126 ii

1^?"

12

|2H

1148 yung

7^ youg

Vm yuDg

119 shall

/la ch'au

118 siin

l^dze"

121 ch'iin

131 f"n

b hull

a vaug

178 hi

Iwhi

200 lian

ifi 5:."

342 lli

11 ch'i

849 ''<=»

/* k'6

Is cli'i

374 k'i"

^ ^mu

435 kn

Ilk:
444 k'U

1;^ ku

627 liu

,AA£ liau

IJR lio

542 '""i

ijlA lin

1^ ling

685 pi'

711 P^lt^

4^ k^k

^Z ^"^

717 l'"!^

*jm pok

1^ bok

725 ^''"g

clieng

sang

728 ^''j^

l^seli

752 sliiii

1^ sian

1§ 26°

793 '^""S
VKfr

siong

W< djiaiig

834
"'

/-»•> su

852 fan

,
de"

893 fit

935 fuBg
toiig

dung

970 tsiu

lAlt tsio

1000 tsau

fwh chiu

1019
«'"»
tsun

tsang

1055 n??'

giii

w6

1074 y^""s

yi?-
y"ng

Wya"g
1076 j".

luau

yo

95 <=^;°
ch'o

ts'6

htin

hun
kwe"

Ii

619 oi

lif
642 nuugM long
"^ nung

694 p'ik

I'ok

P'i

722 sap

^Igsap
idE sch

728 shik

im s&k

752 chin

694 p'ik

13

245

276 '.

8C3 ''"g

m t'^ng

^^ ting

353

11
363

368

ka
ka
kia

keung
kiong

kitng

kiu

liiau

l^kio

JOT kim
k lam

401 1=?"^

Alt.
"'"

1^ kiang

405 k^"g

485 kui

Ig^kwA

598 n>*n

1M "inSng

111
sian

2C*

838 "'

844 t'tt'

fat
faU

850 'ain

11 1^"

921 *"k

tok

dok

9G3 tsau

m .

I'D* zu

1081 'ip

im tiap

Itk yili

1092 jik

1© yak

11 eh'ai

1f:r
50 <:!'''*»>

1^ zu

280 i.

1^ ni

297 ft

^ J"
Inn so

616 ling

i-&t leng

1^ DiOg

621 lioni

lli"

696 p&n

l>» ping

847 foi

If r"'l£ dc

941 tsoi

Wi tso

989 tsun

one tsing

1042 wan

y[
a^ un

1® wing

1062 mo

livu
15

27 cIi'euDg

/«. siong

l^ dzong

511 '"!

yD3 ]ni

W»i»

532 I'P

559 1'^

11.1"

665 P'>

/a >"'W •»

683 P'"
ijk p'iau

686 pin

#?
1020 <«u"

»^ tsun

IFj 'sing

1110 y""

632 niu

iSniir

865 fang

XH dang

980 ts'im

cli'iaui

tsi*

17
163 fat

lint

veh

290 yiiung

AS, ^'ong

I9S siang

384 kin

t^ kian

542 lam
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S; t'ong «3 DgU ^

100 chui
la

643 nnng

n^ ts

864 t'Sng 889 t'iu

^£ ding MS'
269 win

BS wing

921 at

wK nung
14

880 fei

616 norg

{fi!9 Eiau

1010 tsu

1028 ts*!'

le
648 lau

m ifct^
•

318 ngin

iiiii SKk'ing

1087 in 1077 »gao

lif""" ratngo

179 hei loeongit

86 <^''ok891 k'ira

^«kiam
R»chi»

ji-a ch'iok

HJi ts'ok

1127 «*
,
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273

C28
JfeSB

4i5

iigei

go
III

ngok
gok
hok

kii

kn

1057 ak

1120 u

iif
894 '1"

1098 cliiu

^ yUi

3 clia

iinitk

94 cli'o

WE ts'u

9G5 *^«i

1069 "gat

13

567 lunt;

"B King

659 f'""?

[Si I'mig'

IBB p'oiig

314 lioin

^^ k'am

462 kuiig

ft kio'ig

*V kiuBg

568 lung

:b!^ long

PSBluug

•181 kivei

alHl kv.-o

970 tsiii

1117 jeiik^ y°^
nw yck

101 di'ui

^h ch'iii

nw/V ls"a'

254

m
wo
li6

28 cli'cmig

ga cli'iong

m0 tb'ung

187 liiii

<r,ft bai
Blip ja

1117 yivk

wH ya

LIST OF DLFPICULT CHAHACTEBS.

The following table contains a selection of

all the cliaracters occurring in the preceding

Index whose radicals are not very obvious, being

combined with otiier parts or placed in unusual

positions. Tliey are arranged in classes by the

whole number of their strokes in a regular series

;

the figures, after each one denote its radical and
additional strokes in the Index-. Cliaracters in

which the difficulty of finding their ])hice chiefly

consists in the choice of tho right radical out

of two or three, as iX or ^^1, are not often

inserted.

Characters of

3 STROKES. f 8-1 a 1-3 ft 11-2 ^24-2 ^44-1 is 1-4

^1-1 lAn_i ;>^3-3 ^ 12-2 "fj 25-2 H, 44-1 .& 1-4

yf 1-2 jiie-i z^^ A^12-2 j^n 26-2 lE 45-1 R 1-4

5t 1-2 7/ 18-1
-f*

6—3 /^ 12—2 ;/B27-2 G 49-1 ijji- 2-4

^ 2-3 1
' 24—1 :^7-2 ^ 13-2 ;^ 29-3 rp 50—1 g 2-4

Y 2-2 3C29-I S7-2 %14-3 JK29-2 it 5.J-1 ±3-4
1

A 3-2 yj"64— 1 j£7-2 ^> 18-2 ^29-3 t5 5-_i >i7 4-4

7^i-2 4 STROKES. #7-2 ^ 18—2 K29-2 ^1 <^7-l ^4-4

^^ 4-2 :mi-3 ^9-2 ^ 18—2 -ft 32—1 ifc 75-1 ^4-4

^ 5-2 ^ 1-3 4^9-2 ^20-2 iss-i ;^75-i Z^-^
•fes-. -5 1-3 :A*9-3 'Hi21-2 ^ 37-1 S STROKES ^ 5—4

Tc-1 •^ 1-3 yC 10-2 E5 23-2 ?L39-1 J. 1-4 •4r9-3

Tr-i 15 1-3 7C 10-2 ^24-2 ^'^ 42-1 3>l-4 ^9-3

Jiil9-3

^ 10-3

7L 10—3

^11-3

13—3

-^ 13-3

Rfll3-3

^15-3

^lG-3

t?!ll7-3

[HI 17-3

HJ 17-3

^20-3

"Q 20-3

i^ 21-3

^ 24—3

^24-3

^ 25-3

"ft 25-3

^P26-3

^•28-3

5? SO-

3

^ 30-2

:^ C0-.2

la 30-2

W] 30—3
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...
,

|Ej 31-2 fL 113—1 ^39—3 1
7 STROKES. #41-4 ^ 120-1 ^20-6 ^72_4 ^^-7

^34—2 6 STROKES. ^40-3 $ 2-6 ^43-4 ^ 122—3 ^26-6 M -'-^ ^0-7
1

:^37_2 ^ 1-5 ^ 41-3 ^7-^ ^ 4G—

4

F5 l?0-3 ^26-G ^72-4 ^ 10-7

4^37-2 lllli 1-5 ^42-3 5H17-5 2^47-4 ^ 130—3 ^ 29-C
flR 74-4 'i?ii-7

:^37-2 ^1-5 :^42-3
j "T 8—5 nr 47—

4

li 131-1 :^ 29—6 ;^75-4 ^ 13-7

^39-2

5^^41-2

^4-5

^ C-5

J§^44-3

:m47-3

^IN 9-3

X] 10-5

7^47-4

/l^48-4

M 1E8—

1

^ 29—6

;^ 30-5

^p 75—

4

:^ 75-4

^13-7

^14-7SSTROKES.

J5^42-2 H, 7-4 )ni47-3 ^ 10-5 >^49-4 .^ 2-7 W 30-5 ^77-4 ^ 17-7

^. 4G_2 ;E7-4 ^ 51—3 ;%< 10-5 f^55-4 ^4-7 rV. 32—5 ^77-4 HlJ 18-7

;4; 48-2 ^8-4 #61-3 ^10-3 Pn 57—4 $6-7 S 32—5 :^80—

4

^24-7

^ 48-2 ^8-4 ^62-2 ^ 12-3 ^ 62—3 5H 7—6 -^36-5 #80-4 ^ 23—7

^ 51-2 ^8-4 ^ 62-2 ^7J 18-5 11^60-3 M 7-6 ^ 37—5
JHC04-4

^26-7

^ 6&-2 ^9-4 Jfj!^ 02—

2

i!^18^5 5>t 66—3 ^ 8-6 ^ 37-5
lE^I 102-3 in26_7

^57-2 ^IS 10-i ^(>2_o ^ 25-5 $07-3 M 8-0 ^37-5 ^ 102-3 IS 29-7

;;^68-2 )tl0-4 ft 73-2 # 26-5 J^ 73-3 m 9-c ^38-5 [i; 109-8 S 29-7

jji^\
61-1 ^10-4 ^ 73-2 ^ 30—4 yr^ 75—3 ^9-6 ^ 38-5 fk 11°—

3

)^ 30-G

J^C2-1 3fclO-4 ^ 74-2 W 30-4 ^ 75—3 ^9-6 ^39-5 ^ 122—3 ^30-6

ij^62-l 4vll-4 :^ 75-2 ^ 30-4 ^75-3 7U 10—6 ^ 40—5 ^ 123—3 ^30-6

IB 72-1 ^12-4 ^73-2 1^ 30-4 ^80-3 ;^ 10-0 1^42-5 =p 12s—

3

^30-6

A^ 73—1 #13-4 lit 77-2 ^ 30-4 /f( 85—3 5ci 10—6 ^43-4 J^ 130-4 ^37-6

^ 73-1 ^^ 19-4 ^k 78-2 30-4 i/i80-3 ^ 11-0 N 40-5 pf 130—4 ^37—6

2IJ75-I Ft 24-4 ^85-2 ^32-4 S^ 8G-3 ^12-6 ^ 46-5 W 130-4 ^37-6

it 77 1 Ja26-4
^85-2 irii33-4 ^80-3 :^12-6 ^51-5 •^ 134-2 ^38—6

^ 80-1 rji 30-3 ^86-2 Jit 33-4 -T- 93—3 ^17-6 J^ 63-4 1^ 134-2 ;^38-G

^83-1 ^^30-3 •^ 93—2 ^33-4 ^100-2 lit 18-6 ^64-4 -^ 135-2 ^49-6

TK 83-1 1^ 30—3 ^ 100—1 ^ 35—4 % 100-2 35* 18-0 •^ 64-4 fiSP 143—2 ^50-G

^ 83-1 ^ 32-3 WlOG-1 3^37-4 ;^ 101-2 77 19-6 :^69-4 ^H5-2 |iifci| 52—6

fli 101—1 ^34—3 ^125^2 ^ 38-4 ^ 106-2 -^24-6 H 72-4 iC 151-1 ^ G4—5 ,

^ 102-1 Mr 36-3 j^ 134—2 ^39-4 Xj 106—2 ^ 21-0 ^72-4 ^165-1
« i^ 72-5

^ 102-1 ^87-3 llkl 146-1 ^39-4 ^ 111—

2

^ 24-0 ^72-4 g STROKES. ^ 72-5

1 ^ 102-1
1
^ 39-3 :^39-4 ^ 115-2 ^ 24—6 5^ 72-4 ^7-7 -^ 72-5
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J^ 73—5

^75-5

^75-5

^ 75-5

"^ 134—3

^ 140-3

5<E 147^2

1 ^ 159—2

"^ 164-C

B 16C—

2

^ 77-5

^ 85—5

,^, 86-5

^ 87—5

@ 99—4

W- 102—4

-^ 103—4

3£ 108^4

7^ 109—4

nil' 109—4

M 109—4

^ 109—4

TO m-i

^ U4—

4

^ 115-4

W 117-4

^ 123—3

^ 123—3

^ 125-4

^ 125—5

^ 130—5

"^^ 13*-6

M 130-5

j^L 130-5

'^ 130—3

10 STROKES,

^C-9

^ 8—8

:^9-8

^10-8

^12-8

^ 13—8

H^^ 13—8

/=*
13-8

3^ 14-8

^18-8

f# 19-8

^29—8

^ 30-7

^30-7

^30-7

M 30-7

1130-7

® 31-7

^35-7

!^ 85—7

•% 37-7

^37-7

^89—7

•J^41-7

M 41-7

^46-7

^ 4G—

7

;^ 48—7

il|j 50-7

^ 57-7

1^59-7

^ 61—6

SF68-6

%-73-6

^73-6

W 73—6

'{^75-6

^ 80—6

^85-6

i^ 86—6

, ^ 96—6

' W 102—5

W 102—5

^ 109—5

M- 109—5

^ 109—

S

JTT 113—5

^ 115—5

Bg^ 117—6

^ 125—6
I

^ 30-8

'Q 130—6 tP^ 30—8

HI lSO-6 -^ 30-8

:^ 152-4 Ift; 32-8

©134-4

^ 140—4

^J 140-6

Jm. 141—4

/!i 141-4

IK 145-4

^ 145-4

-3^ 145—4

JH. 151—3

E2l 163—3

^ 167—2

^ 172—2

^ 172-2

120—4

120—4

123—4

;
123-4

11 STROKES.

Hi-io

|£ 5-10

3u 10-9

IE 16-9

W] 19-9

1^19-9

^20—9

i'j^ 21—9

:|^21-9

^26-9

^28—9

1^30-8

^30-8

m. 32-8

32—8

32—8

36—8

^39-8

Mi 40—8

tjf 41-8

'^ 46-8

^47-8

^50-8

^ 50—8

^ 68—8

^59-8

^66-7

^ 70—7

gt71-7

W 73—7

ae 74—7

j^ 75—7

^75-7

^ 75-7

Mi 75-7

§ 82-7

m 86—7

'g^ 87-7

^ 89—7

^93-7

J^ 93—7

^95-6

JP 10-'—

6

J|i 102—6

^ 109-6

"^ 114-6

^ 117-G

^ 124—5

'^ 130—7

i^ 130-7

^ 134-5

^ 136-7

^ 145-5

147—4

172—3

^ 184—2

12 STROKES.

#9-10

^ 12-10

^ 13—10

^ 16—10

^ 19-10

§^ 80—9

W 30—9

?H 30-9

R% 30-9

iSf 30-9

J^ .30-9

IP- 30—9

;?ti 32—

9

# 32-9

a 33-9

*H 33—9

^ ,39-9

^ 42-9

5^ 13-8

Pg 46-9

#f 49—9

f^ 56—9

^58-9

f3c 62-8

i« 67-8

t^ C8_8

3lfe.

H 72-8

^ 72—8

# 73-8

#73-8

i^ 74—8

W- 75-3

^ 75—8

>m 76-8

1^ 85-9

1^84—8

^ 86—8

I

j

/iij 87—8

j ^ 100—7

I Ri 100—7

I

m 102—7

j

^ 103-7

I

^ 105-7

I ^ 110-7

M 117-7

^ 119—6

^ 119-6

^ 123-6

Wi 123—6

»? 135-6

^ 156-6
,

!s! 140—8

^ 143-6

^ 146—6

^ 152—5

^ 160—5

M 166-5

^ 172-4

13 STROKES.

1=4—12

THf. 8 -U

@ 22-11

^ 30-10

^ 32-10

^ 33—10

J^ 37-10

m. 42-10

IX 57-10

:J^ 85—10

^ 61-9

'fl!72-9

^ 73—9

^75-9

^ 77—9

^88-9

Pv 89—9

ilC94-9

99—8

<^109—

8

^ 109—8

WJ09-8

^ 113—8

-^ 114-8

% 115-8

^ 123—7

^ 123—7

ae 128—7

^ 129—7

BKi 130-9

160—9

140—6

141—9

142—7

^ 149-6

^ 151-6

^ 151-6

^ 159—6
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^ IGl—

G

?J^ 184-0

14 STROKES.

y^ 9—12

jt: ic—12

^M 10-13

^f 28-13

S- 29—12

^ ao-11

P&t 30—11

^ 30—11

^ 33—11

S.36—11

W^ 36-11

Hf 3C-11

^ 36-11

^64-10

^ 72—10

I

£^ 73—10

^ 74—10

yfC 75-10

iJlE 77-10

Ito 80—10

^ 89-10
I

'm. 103-9
I

I

^ 105-9

l»|\S 119-8

^ 129—8
!

!

^ 129—8 !

W 130—10

15 STROKES.

iS 1-913

i^ 33—12

^ 37-12

5?f 160-8

l|^ 202—3

;
CI—II

: 16 STROKES,

61—11 ^ 12—14

61-11
i M 30—13

i;4_8 I J^ 83-12

100-8

^ 115-11

•^ 109—11

119—11' H^ 109-131 §^f 120-14|K 149—U; j

119—Hi |2g 114—13 ^ 157—13:
J5||j[.

187—13
\

^ 120—11 "^ 134—12 21 STROKES.! ^J[ 203-11

•^ 8-19 24STROKES.

fl. 30—18 g 109—19

^ '^-^^j^ 143-18

113—11 ^ 123-11 ^^ 141-12

120-10 ^ 130-11 ^ 170-15

^ 123-10! ^. i34_ii! fll 172-10

132—10

^ 72-11
I

§|L 30-13 I ^ 135-10

# 75-11
j

1=

/jS 75-11 f§ 37-13 ' i^ 142-10

149—10 ^ 172—10'

152—10! 172—10

;
130-17 I

:
195—10: <1

C 154-17

^ 173—16

17-13 I m 1"-10 ^ 154-10 ,38TROKE8.=fS^«°'<"-, ^ 1.J7-13

86—a Jift 38—13

109—10 ^ .09-13

' # 151-9

152—9

154—10 27—17

159-10 ^ 30_i6

^ 171-9

W* 131—1

100-10 # 46-13
\

1^ 154-9
|
'^ ^.,^_^

j

8
1 m> 120-9
I

120—13

1.23—11

I 30—19
I

I

25 STROKES.

:
30—19

I

mg

! 61—18

^ 133-8

^ 134—8
1

^k- 136—8
j

^ 140—10

31-12
, m 134-9 i.ssTROKES. ^ uo-15

^, 130-11
1 # 66-12 I.TsTii^S. ^ 29-16 jzoSTROKES.

132-9
I

jS 72—12
i ^ SO— 14 ; ^ 58—15

|
pp 30-17

S 30—17

fp 119—16

]^ 128— ic!

11<)_19

m 120-19

^ 164—18

i 159—15

m 1*1-9

@ 195—4

2-12
; §i 60-14 64—14

184—6 134—9
;
^ 75—12

,

^-
I 1^ 61-13

j

^ 77-14

81—13
i

-^ 109-13

23STROKES

^ 36—20

26 STROKES.

'i ai 151—20

167—17

' 30—17
j
^E 140—19 27 STROKES.

;
117— 15| ^ 142—171 ^' 192—16

LIST OF THE FAMILY SUENAMES OF THE CHINESE,

BOTH SINGLE AND DOUBLE.

Thb following list lias been collected from the

common school-book known .as the "g ^ ^ or

Family Surnames, and from K'ang-hi's Dictionary

;

those contained in the former, numbering 408 ^
Ji or single surnames, and 30 ^ ^ or ^ ^
double surnames, are distinguished by being printed

in italics. Probably four-fifths of the people

are called by tnese surnames, the rest being seldom

used or extinct. Native authors have carefully

investigated their origin, and traced them back, in

some cases more than three thousand years, to the

time when they are first mentioned. A few tens

of those contained in this list are characters not

found in this Dictionary, their use being almost
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confined to that of a proper name ; a few others,

like Feu 7(\ or Hang ^, take a different sound when

used as surnames. All are aiTanged alphabetically

on the same plan as the Dictionarj'. When men-

tioning their surnames, the Chinese have a custom

of diEsecting the parts, so as the bettor to define it

when there is any doubt ; Zl ,1^ i!5 two-horse Fung

;

'^^ ^ wooden-son Li ; ^ ^ ^ bow-long Chang

;

jjt -^ ^ stand-early Chang ; jSC K jK W<in-Wu

Wu; &e.

In writing Chinese proper names in Roman letters.

the sing and ming should be carefully distingm'shed

as two names, as noted on i)ago 810, and not

printed as one word, as is often done to their utter

confusion. Tho Manchus were required by the

Emperor K'anghi to use only their ming in writinw

their names in Chinese, so that the sing is known
only among themselves, like a kind of clan sign

;

such names, therefore, as Yuen-yiien or 0-keh-tun-pu

are properly written in one word, as much as Be7i-

jamin or Christopher, though tho syllables may be

separated for convenience of jn-onunciation.

Bf9 '"

&' ang

,^ cha

'la cha

-^, chah

^^, cU'ah

^^ chan

^^ chan

'^ ch'an

^.^ cMii

,^chan

,)^chan

M^ chan

10^ chiin

^ chan

'$]* chan

^^' chan

^ chan

jj^ ch'&n

M ch^an

sbi ch'an

(§1 ch'fin

,^ c/ianff

j^ chanff

^^^ chang

'^fl^
chang

'^ chang

^|§ ch^atiff

i'S^ ch'ang

i^g ch'ang

s^ ch'ang

^' ch'ang

^^? cl^ng

,15 chao

(^ chao

(•^J chao

j^ chao

M cbao

j^ chao

^p chao

^^ chao

^ chao

^^ ch'ao

,^ ch'ao

£^ '^*'"''

c^ji ch'ao

c® ch'ao

^' ch'ao

;^ cho

,^ c/j'e

tif, chch

|IH, ch'eh

.® c/w,j

,|lg chen

flB chen

';^ chen

Hl^ chen

j^§ ch'en

(^ cheu

jT^* cheu

,;||| cheu

W chea

j^ ch'eu

,^ ch'eu

5^^ ch'eu

j^p ch'eu

^ij ch'eu

Wi ch'eu

^ ch'eu

^ cWeu

c^B clii

.^cU

'^chi

SpK chi

^'chi

^' chi

,:S ch'i

<t|^ ch'i

silg ch'i

sil§|fc ch 'i

^)k chH

M.> chill

^, chih

ft, chih

#, cliih

^, cliih

ifej^,
chih

W^, chill

!®, chih

W^, chih

^, ch'ih

/p, ch'ih

:^) ch'ili

^-fiE chuig

,^ ching

.^ching

IE' cliing

igf ching

sM ch'ing

,^ ch'uig

s^fi ch'mi

Ix' cli'°

^^, choh

^; c/w/j

^, choh

Jig, choh

^^ chu

}{% chu

<^ chu

M- cl'u

'^ chu

s%J ch'u

lilch'u

^ ch'u

q c/i'tj

I ch'u

X ch'u

^^j chuh

^tt, chuh

^, chuh

fk> chuh

W) chuh

^, ch'uh

^' ch'uh

115, ch'uh

,P| chili

jp^ chuii

p chun

^; ch'un

^g chung

^^ chung

Pp chung

^^ chung

V^ chung

'ftp chung

:^' chung

,^ip ch 'ang

JXj Cheung

<J*p ch'ung

^ ch'ung

^ch'ung

^g ch'ung

^ro chwai

^Echuxing

I chwen

f chwen

i. chwen

^chw'en

figf chw'en

^ij chw'en

^, fah

^,fah

#,fah

5^ fan

ij\i fan

(^^ fan

Yll' fan

YE* A"»

fg'fan

^» fan

c#fan

^fang

^ fang

c>7 fang

<:^ fang

J^ fang

tKSr fang

'|i5^ fang

c^^fe-i

,g|fei

je f^i

j!!^ feu

c-^ feu

%% foh

c^f'l

s>^ fu

,^fu

,#fu
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'iff"

^, fi'h

IS; full

#, fuh

^, fuh

-^;full

cJUf'Ulg

^ fung

';?$ ba!

,|fij han

(^ han

<^^ han

.ffi han

11e' han

f
han

L han

1^ hang

^ hao

^ hao

1^ /wo

$f'hao

^ hao

^^ hao

m hao

c-^ Am

JS' hen

J^'heu

J^ heu

^hi

It hi

^hi

riiu

# hi

hi

hi

hia

M hia

; htai

hiang

\ hiang

(W) hianff

hiang

hiao

3^ hiao

hieh

(^hien

Men

s^ Men

hien

hien

;5* hien

hien

hien

lit' hien

^s liien

^ hill

c^ hih

^ hin

ifit'
1»"

,;^liing

s?fB f»ng

s5ffljliing

^ hing

hing

^ hbig

^V(m(7
j ^Jj5 hu

Ifhii

hii

anff

^' hin

^, liioh

s'^ liiu

^ij hiiin

s'f^ /(O

s?^ho

'^j hoh

^> hoh

"^K. hoh

•^i,
I'oh

g /io/2

hoh

]wi) l>oli

hoh
Tit*

,,
holi

^, hoh

1^ hia
i

^' liing

lioh

)>u

,P^ Im

^ \m

hu

p'hn

,^ hiien j

cfej huen

cS hiien

fF, huh

//^Ijhung

hung i

hung

;

s1^ iiung

t'al hung

^'hung

("^p hwa

hoh
I
l^j /ittia/t

sirH hwa

hwang

^ liwang

(%' hvrang

s^ hwo

c5ffl /'»«'

_J^ hwo

fl> hwoh

^> liwoh

^„ hwuh

,(d] hwui

hwui

fiwui

I

hwui

iwai

iwon

iwun

1

5 1

4ttAk

cfl

hwun

11

hwat

hwai

,iS hwan

t/L hwan

,JE^ hwan

^^ hwan

^L. hwan

^^ /i«,'a»»

^^ hwan

,1^

siS

.1:

s^jan

or ni

jan

s^fZljan

'^» jan

s® Jang

;
M^ Jang

j

c^JSng .

<#J5jSng

^'jao

f^'joh

^>Joh

^,.iuh

^ iiih
Jtil) J '"

^' jui

^jung

^jung

B^ Jtvan

^kai

^kai

H k'ai

#'kan

<:^k'an

,^ k*an

':^ k'an

^'lifin

Ijt; k'ang

<JEft k'ang

^' k»ang

tni, k'ang

c^kang

S' kSiig

,^ kao

,Mi kao

f^ liao

'# k'ao

^, kch

(Tgg keu

(T^ keu

':^^ keu

I

'^ keu

I ^ keu

<7too k'eu

'P k<eu

Tpr; /j««

.^k-i

.iiki

sB^ki

'Bki

£;ki

^«
iii'ki

^ Id

.ISk^i
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/-H: k I

\^ k'i

'^k'i

'^k'i

'^k'i

ttn k'i

k'i

,^Lkia

' kia

Ida

la<f*k'

^ J
kiali

^,l> kiali

^, kiali

yp' kiai

;^ ^-WHy

^3 kiartff

^ k'iang

jgj Biang

^ kiao

^ k-iao

Jl^kiao

'^kiao

^[ kiao

'^ kiao

'f5^ kiao

'^ kiao

'^kiao

^^ kiao

<^f) k'iao

j-^ k'iao

»^j Isieli

^, kieh

^>kich

^ kien

^kien

Wi kien

S? kien

^f- kion

*^ Ken

^kien

-^kien

^5 kien

f-
kien

JJ kien

Jg kien

^S kien

^' kien

^ kien

^J kien

^g kien

,^ k'icn

S k'ien

S k'ien

iy- k'ien

^fl k'ien

^ k'ien

^ k'ien

^ k'ien

'^ k'ien

Jil,kih

!^> kill

I

ii:, kii'

l^.kih

i^.k'iii

liP,k'ih

I^P,^'^

c:^kin

'#$kin

^' im

^' kin

<ifck'in

s# k'in

s^^k'in

sSSl k'in

J? king

rM king

':^ '"^^'9

^'king

^ king

1^ king

c#|l k'ing

cis(k<ing

^g k'ing

^,kioh

^) kioli

^K,/.M

^g, kioli

ctP kin

;^|^ kiu

';'L kiu

^^ kiu

'^kiu

I^'kiu

j^'kiu

^p kiu

sic' kiu

<^ k'iu

,^ k'iu

sf/L J^'i>^

s^ k'iu

sitR /^'m

5^-' k'iu

H' k'iu

c^kiiin

,^^ kiiin

,^ kiiin

<:M ^'0

,^k'o

'pf k'o

f^= kok

^,koli

I'^.koli

© ) koh

t§, k'oh

^, k'oli

<^ ku

'* /-

©' ku

cf^ k'u

'^ k'u

J$' /L'»

M '^^

cift kii

,l§»)kii

'ji^ku

S ku

'Ji:kU

^•k«

.l^k'u

P, kuch

^, kiteh

P, k'iieh

j*/^ kiien

cii kiien

(^1 kiien

^^ kiien

j^^ k'Uen

iS>kuli

^, kuli

•i*>kuh

^, k'uli

«^, kiih

i^. ^«''

E,kiUi

ftb , k'uh

^Hl, k'uli

<^ kimg

^-^t kung

'•^ kung

^p kung

^©kung

,Qi k'ung

^|j k^ung

'iWl kwa

/Jl) kwei

c^B kwei

,^ kw(ii

5^ kwei

5^ kwei

R^ kwei

fK' ^^^ei

^1' kwei

4$ lacei

<\,^ kwei

j^ kw'a ^ kwei

'^' kwai c^ kw'ei

'liii ^io^'f"'
! <!^ kw'ei

kw'ei

|^'k-^vei

Tie:

HI)
kw'ai

^' kw'ai

'^' kw'ai IX' kw'ei

ci^ /-«•«»
i

-^ kw'ei

,'^ kwan
j

;^ Icwo

cJiro
k«an (iM kwo

(^ kwan
j

':^ kwo

Lican ^|,

-^' ku
I

, ^ kung

g'kU .KSkung

J^ k»u ,^ kung

,Ri k'ii ,St J'-

kwoh

'^kwan i ^,kwoh

^' kwan S, fofo^

^' kwan
t
^ kwun

TCt kwau
; s^ lai

I

(^kw'an
j

5^ lai

j
,3fe kwangi j^ lai

/l-«);^

kHl ^ kung

i
kvxmg

) kwang

121")

kuiK

lung

'kw'fing ^ Ian

Jr lang

<-^ lao

(^ /«o

'0 lao

j^ lei

'^ lei

Wl lei

g leu

^leu

^li

11 H

^li

aii

ii^ii

^^li
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n

H

H

aR.

jj^ liaug

<^ ^''ng

sl^ liaiig

^ liaTig

sW ''=»"

cflJ liao

'^ liao

^ liao

^ij, lieli

,j^ few

^ liea

^' lien

M' lien

^> lili

lul, lih

<^lin

1^ liii

jgglin

H' /"«

s^ ling

<il liug

i'\% l'"g

sifu ling

-0-' ling

^,lloh

,^J /->«

.^ 1-

,Pf liu

M /"

|^,loh

<5i:,
loi.

'^lu

<^ ^«(

^'lll

IIS'/.

lu

lii

hih

lull

lull

535, /«/"

JS^.luli

I jf^' l»wi

Ph , mcli ^p miu

r ^ mci I !&. moll

f liiu

^ I'l"

i^ 111"

HI '"".'/

g^ /((V/li

ma

mai

' man

i

man

liin}^ ma

^ man

(P^ man

,"1^ mang

s'jt mang

^5f^
mang

jgg mang

'H, mftng

^ffi maug

^' '"""^

j^- mao

^. nieh

^j mcli

5;jv^ mei

^^ mei

j-^ mcu

^' men

W- men

!)«'

mi

cllt .

.ip im

^ miao

^» ?«ino

mien

tBi\; mion

^, mien

^, mill

jjjj/tj mill

^,mili

,K min

sRlf mJng

0: ming

s^ ming

^1>> »"oli

^, moll

^> moll

^, '"«/'

^p, inuh

y^, mull

i

I
Hii mull

=^> mull

,
mull

;;;4v,muh

^« mung

^> "al'

<|H nau

<ll "an

c^ n.in

s^nau

j^^ nan

<^g naug

HE «d'"5'

y^ nao

M' "gai

(
|Si. ngcu

,TOi ngcu

,^ ngeu

t^ ngcu

f^ ngeu

'{^ ngeu

c^ngo

cfft ngo

I

J vgoh

!^^> ""'^'

^^j nieh

^%, nidi

5^^ nicn

;^ nien

$3: niu

'^ wi«

':^ nil

<i^ nung

i^ nung

jjjpjoorngo

19 pa

•m' pa

f/1, pah

iW P a"

$^ P'^m

0^' l/an

<^ p'itn

c^ pang

^ P'ang

£^ p'ang

c'^ p'ang

,^ pang

c^ P'ang

sfiH p'ang

p'ang

,m pao

'pj^ pao

'-H pao

'^pao

^' /"«>

^^' pao

^ pao

I
<-^ I'^i

'If pdi |jj!jj?,pih

'i??'

<32 P'w

^ p"e'i

c^^ P«ei

^' P'ei

^ P'ei

r^Pi

pi pi

m. pi

<lfep'i

Mv'^

^^ piao

j^lli i«'cA

1^, P'cli

^. Pieli

(^ ;««'«

M Pieu

'>M ?'<=•*

W Ple"^

^^' pien

I

if pi'j'.en

p'lca

slli P'ien

^.Pil^

1^, Piii

^. pill

Pff| pu'

^piu

^ p'iQ

PP P'iu

^ping

^ P>«g

b¥ P'ing

1
P'ing

I P'ing

^ pin

r# P'o

^, po''

®> l«ii

^, P'oli

I'^P"

I

li p«

i
^' pu

;Mi''«
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b,p"'>
\

,|^8haug M '''''

\

3^' sh\l .^i^'™
:

^' kIh »]lfil^ Fiih ';g tnn ; 'm<c.
.

^.imh c*^ *Aa«/7 sB# ^'/'i i^' Bhu ,^ sicn c^J *'"" J^wii M '«" ja ten

1 '^. l'"l'
i

j^ sliaug <y(t. '^''i
;

1

j>jt, shul. c!^ sicu
, s'ftlU biuu .PH bUl 1 "^>rii

: Pi teu

1^, I-uli |bJ' s^ianff '^ Shi
i M> ^'''«^' 'pt sieu '^BO sitl s'"

^

^' tail ^' ten

'M>p"'' h/ BhaDg '^sln ^, Bhuh
1

^ siea ^, «»A 'l^sui 1
P^' tan H'te^

M^'^^^
;

,4^ Bh&ig W isl'i ^, shuh 1^' sien ^,80h ,-]^ «»"• iH' tan
j S' ten

';j^ 'rh
i j^ Bhmig ±' Shi M, sl'>'l» ^. *'A ^,S0h ^ svnO •ta' (an Ji^' ten

J^ 'rh i '-^ Bhang j^'shi si^ shui f . «A <^ ^"' M s»"S .gltVm ; m t'™

iH-'
'^'^ .IS^A^o ^'slii ^ shui ^>^il^ 'J»ff su '^ sung M t'a" c^ feu

-^ 'rh -^' shao iH:'si'i
1

^' shai H. sih ^'b'^ y^ ««ii/ ,5 fan cigti

^> sah
:

5fe0 H.' sbi |!^' shui ^, sih- <^^ '" Jj§S'^' sif «'«» apti"

^. sah ^ shao tt'sW ^' Bhun =^, sih .Us" ,^ w' s^ fan ^'ti

'^-u 08hao :g, s/<.A ^;|j' shwai
.Si, sih ,^sU ,^,sz' 'jg fan 1^ ti

,^sanff i^ she . ^a, shih i^pshwang ^,sih <w- ,^ sz'
,1S^ tang ^7] tiao

'M^S s^Bhe ^,shih j^ slttvany <^«» <^«^ J/f-' c^t*"S ^f^tiao

^,8eh si^feahe . ^, shih g^, Bhwoh <? «» ^'«» gg'sz' 'l^ ton<? ,81 tiao

j^, seh ':j^shq :^,8hai <^«' <^s'n l?'-i ^'sz' Wi tang j^liao

^ ^j seh ^' she ^, shih '^si 4;tsiu ^'sii ^'sz' cl^ toy i^ t'iaa

^-y^ste J^ she ^> 8l"1l- .^siaiig s^sm ^' sii MH'sz' j^ fang ^' fiao

:^j shah 'l^, shch |||,shih
1

3» .

j^liSUl ^f J
siieh

;

"^ sz' c^ fang il, fieh

^jjj s/w/i
iS?) '*'**'^

1
M ^i''"g )

^' siang M- S'O (g. siien ^, t'ah <)|| Vang ,J^ tiea

^^ S/Wrt 5 , sheh
1

clashing
: M^ siao <^§ sin sM «««'» :^, t'ah ,^tang ,^ t len

,|gshan
!

'^ Bhen
i 5^ sliing <W S'ao Lm- ^,s«/z W^ tai Jft'tog sffl rt«n

: Jl^ shan
1 ^ shea

1 ^g shiDg
1

<IS siao '(g' sill
i li, suh

sO t'ai M t'^ng sis fien

s^S shan ^ '
«/«!»

j

^' «^% IfH^wo ,S sing ^, snh
1 ,11^ t'ai 55' ''''"^ ^, "'A

j

i 1^ shitn '-5j* sheu ' „^ ./m '^'"^ msuig /#> suh '

.^f) t'oi
i il' t«o I3^,t^

'Ushun '

gf sheu ,,#f.A«
, H, «.V./. '14' sing M, sill ' <S t'ai ^j' tao <T ""i/

y^ *^« ^' Bbea iljEshu
i

1^. sieh
!
ii' sing 3pl 8"h

! -X ^'a'- ,1^ t'ao
1
'B ting

:

^.' «A<faj ^' shen ;j^ Bhn
1

?|H:, sieh 1 ,f^ sill H, suh ''If tan j^^ fao ,^to-

;

^'sliSn ,^8hi ^'sha Jj^.Bieh ,^ sill ^. ^"li !,#tan s'wi '•'ao .-(^ t'o

j^ shang
i ,/» Shi !j^\hu ^§5^, flieh ii'«» 1 3Bj suh i TT tan #,teh ^, toh
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^,^^ ,^ t<ang ^/tseh ^.tsih ^f) tSITi
J^4 ^'^'^ ci^«« '}^y« ^.yih

M'- jj^ t'ung ciUteer ^,tsih J5£, tsnh ,^ u'dn <#«"" •&ye M.yib

1 'Igtn M i'"°s M tseu ^ uHh ^, tsuh 59' ^^'Ui sM "•» ^'y« #>yib

it'/« m t'ung <^t«eu ^4, ts'ih M "^«' /^ M,WI(7 S^MW li.y^A f^.yih

H^'t. 'i^ t'oDg ,^tsea H« tsin ^' ts'iii s3E »««":7 M^ H.y^'b ^,yib

H'ta ^' t'ung c^**" ^ tsia l^'te«ni •^ wang
s R- wu i?,y«;h <^ y"

M^'- (Jto twan ji^tseu M ts'in <^ teun -i r-' wang ' W, wu ^,ych .IS^""

<^t'u ^' iwan si? '*• j^^ faVrt
''l^t ts«taa .# fi'<i»ff tB.tt'" ^.yeh c^yin

sj^t-u ii>tsah ^'t«i '^ t^ixj
>J

ts'iui M"^^^ JE^ ?«rw <^lyin

i:^t'u '^foai '^ <a«n^ iH' tsing <^ to/w^; ,^w<u c^yen .l^yin

'±t^u ^ tsai l^'tfflang ,^ ts«mg <3^ tsung ,^wci $&' «'•» M F" .Hyin

'ith t'u ^'tsai ,+t'«'«nS <^ t3*iilg M. ^'"^^ <^ «•« f^' ^vu siK F" M yin

^, tuh s;;;^ ts'ai ,f^t8iao '^tsiu M ts'ung .It-: 1^, wuh s^ ^<^» 4^4" yin

^,tld» . '^l«'ai ,j^*V» cfjk ''-ytf i^ t<.*Wlff 4)1^ wei 1 g, wuU sj^y^* j^yin

^,tuh ^' t^^ai M tB<iao ':k^ sft^tstung .1»wei }t,w„h i^yen iSyui

^,t'uh 'f^tscm ' H, ««'«« ^ tso ,^t«a' ,-^ «'" i^ya s'^P yen '^^•»

ciCtun H'tsan ISi, tsieh ^-tsoh <M<*«' '^«'«' i^ya s^. yen ^'yin

^'tun <^tean
, 1^, teieh fp, tsoh ,^tsz' "'^ wei '^ya .P^ y^n ffl' yi

.lCt',m iM ^'<^n9 ^, teieb 'f^, tsoh M'^^' •^wei $L. yab j^yen <^ >'ing

T£n*ua ^ h^ang ^, te'ieh B#>t«oh '^ts/ 'jl wei it^ yang '^ yen ,SP yiug

<^ ItlJ iM ««'ang ('^ taieu ^, tetoh '-^w '(^^ U(n j^yan<7 'BR yon <# yi'-g

,^ tung ^fgtsang ^ teien '^teu if2'b.z' 'fjt wei c^yang j^ yon ->M y'ng

'^ tnng <M tsSDg ,Pf- te«ien '11 Uu ^'tsz' ^'wS s¥ yanff '^ yn spying

'ij<«n^ ^'^ taking (^ te<ien ,^iatsu .^tsV M' «'^' #wy JSI'ycn spying

^'lung .^tsao sin fa^* ,Qllt«u cB tsV ^t' '^ei '^yang .^' yen 'M y'"f?

M '''"'i' '^teao j^ te'ien ."ff tsu ^' toV ^'tcai ,^yao ^' yen/
ii£e:>

s^^ t'nng '3« tsao >^,teih ,^to<a #'t8w'an 'fe* wei cijyao Jir, y* ,|i|yiu

sSp t'ung c^ ts'ao ^> tsih j^g &«ufn f^' wan ii w« s:^y«> ZL.yih <'ftyiu

s'@ t'ung s7^ ts'ao ^. t^li "^ teUcn ^' wan II' wei ,^yao -t,yib .iltyiu

5^ t'uw^
S H '*'"" in,t«ib s §i ts*ueD g' wan ,y^ wo c-f^jao ^j ^'A M y"

j'f^
t«ang '^ ts'ao 1 ^, tsih ,^ts«uen ,f^ .fdn '^wo s^y^ i§F,yib cSyiu
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iM yi'i

i^ yi«

i^ yi»

Sk y'«

5^;^ .'/"*

iM yi"

'® yiu

'^ yin

^' yi'i

^^' y'"

Mf'- My^' '^^y" W y« ,*^ y>'en ^' yuen P£' ynn

^'yiu .^r 'fl5y« §'yu s7Cy««' ^'yuen "^'yun

II. ^"^ s^ y" 'My^ 'ir'y^ sM y"en #,^'* fP'yua

•gg-> yoh s#y'' Hyti ^'y« <"3^ yen ^,»^/< 15' ynn

^^> yoh .^y«' 'J^^'^ ^'y« jte. yuen 3B, yuij rill !/»««</

. <^f y« M y" '^.'/s 5^, ^""'' 5^ yen 5^, yiili <^ ynng

<^yu <^y« my'i ^,yueh 5^ yum ^.ytih <iP y°°g

c;{=^.'/* sSl y'i IS'y" #. yi"'! st-R y"^" lif,y««> .Hyong

s^ y« M !/'' 1:' yu 1^, yiieU s^yuen sSy«» <fi,ynDg

ijUri ff'H'i 1^' y" ,^ynen i IM, y"^" ,j(S;yan sB^ynng

s# y^'ni;

i^ y»"9

'^yung

m yung

LIST OP THE ^^ OR DOUBLE SURNAMES

,|gJ\cliSn-

^^1 cliang-

liang-

sunMi"

^'J shen

aug-

'Bil ch'eu-

c^:g\ch'iiig-

kuDg

chu-fu

^;lchoh-

rMV"*"-

,'f'lcllUBg-

Mil "

/fjp'l chung-

j

^j ch'apg^

^^'\chunff-\

Mi
,Si\<:5iwen-,

3iJ «"''

cW«\ chwen-

,5^1 chw'en

v;_^', Uan-cLi

13: >b-wei

fti-ya

fling- |M\Liun- 1)^,1^ hub- ,-H:\ka(H
tsiang^ Sfe f villi ^

I

liib ^ ( loh
J

Mi
,3EglLia-

ijbia-lu

t^lhien-

boL-fu

^j tub

MAhob-

hoh-

iien

i^slbuing- ^''Ibwan-
^'j sbwai ^g*j lung

i© 1 bwui-

J
tsMang

n
l^hu-k'iu

'JO. rbu-«iu

bu-yen

jung-

kiien

,j^|kao-

Mi '""^

,J^"1kao-

;^\keu-

'^^k'ie-lo

k'U

ts'ioh

^Akub-
Mi "''"g

JP5,lk'uli-

mJ ''"•'

.^"1 kung-

jlj;
Shan

Mi *""

^J fuh '^] ve .

'Alkiu- rSlk'nng-

W,J ^^ Mi ^'""s

fiTlu. ' ,1^1 kwa-
'g]^-y« §J bob

,jK,lkwa-

f]u-re-i

Cl-

ang

•fe'i

ling-hu

,gj P'ang

*!E >lw«ii-ti

Hi
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'ang-

JlJ,

kJ !8z'-hoh

J

*(J
I

:^/ }.AJ-"*" J^J i^""g| .-^1
I
hcn-

>-fc-i . I ^, I- inoh-

«• r yin rir r yang ^ f
P"-*-" # ^ mu-

J iDoh
.HJ yang! ^^j* Ling ,#€

I
k'i-

I"'""
yen

*Mng-

yaug

;^\pin- /^\,. j.^iv

/.T» [.ping-

,;^j
fang

+'1
"i^ >shi-6nn

.l|'|pob.u !^>|

J^l wu-

'^\
,1,

*-v'\ wu-

*1 • VIa. ?-yiu-shi

J J-yoh-i

Mj!
lu

f^, > f»h-

il^-^t'l

i^'Wu i^>V''\ i'SW- j^.L,,, L^V-'^v-iM.l -, ftl ,
,.

3iJ IT.J tiCJ ^
i

riUXJ

u ^"^
' .AIJ '""

;
»^.J

I
.;^J /-"'^

t|.'J
"J^

^J J"''
I

!§>/ ^^'^"^

jUx. I

ve-li

slifin

J
ye-liih

^tI i-yih-yiu

il'.lyuL-^ I ts'ien

S; )
I ViL-

^'
I

•'"«'^

I ^ I

ss«:



EKMTA AND CORRECTIONS.

Since the issue of the first edition of this book in 1874, its merits have been fairly discussed, its

deficiencies pointed out, and its errors set forth by several friendly critics and scholars. Their

suggestions -vvill by useful to those who may, by and by, undertake a similar work. From their

remarks the following list has been mostly selected, as containing the errors most desirable to be

corrected. As their notices are spattered here and there, their intentions in making theta will be

promoted by bringing them together. In respect to the explanation of the construction of char-

acters, a reference may be made to page xlviii. of tho Introduction, where the object is stated ; some

mistakes were made in discrimiimtiug the component parts, but the main design was to aid begin-

ners to remember the leading portions of characters, rather than to give all their etymologies. In

addition to the dialects given in the Index, Miss A. M. Fielde, of the American Baptist Mission at

Swatow, has published a complete list of the sounds of all tlie characters in that dialect, including

many variants; and Mr. James Acheson, of the Imperial Customs, has issued another list giving

tho Peking sounds according to Sir T. F. Wade's Progressive Course. All sinologues will bo.

thankful for these lists. A full collection of the vocables in the best defined and leading dialects

in the empire will furnish accurate materials for comparisons and deductions, which may enable

some philologist, like Ghimm or Whitney, to. ascertain the genesia^of Chinese pronunciation, and tha

laws, which govern its perplexing changes.

SHAJjaHAi, Murch Isf, 1883

I'ago lie, col. 1, top, for ^^ read ^^
163, „ 1, m
110, „ 3, bottom „ It „ ^

'130, „ 2, „ „ ^$ „ frj.§

115, „ 3, near top, „ \^ „ ^ J

152, „ 2, „ „ iiEi#^„ n\^^
157, „ 1, middle. „ ;p^ ,, ^f-^
Hi", ", near bottom for ;j;,^ read ;^-g'

300, „ :5, line 17 for ^ read j^
320, „ ], „ 34 „ 2|read|g
330, ,, 3, ',, 20 ,, Boreas and Bolus.

530. „ ], „ 20 „ ^ read SI
543, „ 1, „ at bottom, for ;ac< read i-ersa<t7i<i/.

Gil, 20 for Tanki's read Ta-hi's.

007, ,, 3, „ 4 „ knight read castle.

080, „ 2, „ 1!) „ Manchuriu read KoJco-nor.

906, „ 2, „ 14 „ £ read ^
Oil, ,, 3, ,, 17 „ double read swollen.

!^41, ,, 3, ,, 28 „ month read yeat

,

948, „ 1, „ 24 „ to advance read tsiii j^ acute.
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148- The fiff is a carp ; the name includes similar

species of soft finned fish, of which some sorts

are known as 101 ffi ; they are serred up at

wedding feasln.

155* The expression JSg^ S is said of persons

who avoid meeting, or wlio cannot see each

other ; JSl ^ is also nsed in the sense of

accomplished, elegant.

]82° The 1^ is ihe toad ; it is often eaten.

210' The S? is the hook name of the Chinese blue

jay (Urocissn sinensis), also called blue magpie.

217" The composition of -&• is P month aud -A

tn'anijle, indicating union ; the lat'er clement

also occurs in ^ on page 565' ; in ^ on page

26-12; in ^ on page 748'; in it is explained

on page 985' nnder ^ to assemlle.

217' The ^1 fl is the eared pheasant {GrosfoptHoii

(inrilus) or Pallas' pheasant ; the name is com-

monly written ifC ^ ^''^ cock, which may be a

mistake of the proper characters from the

similarity of sound.

220' The |^ is the raccoon dog (NiidereiUes proojon-

oicles) also known as ^ -f !1 or fruit cat and

^ IS or cave fox ; the primitive in U is sim-

ply phonetic.

224' A ^ ^ or tiger's shoulder, also means a hid-

den ledj^e or rocks in a rapid.

225= The ^ jR or ^ lb 's a general term for

finches, bull-finches, Java sparro\Ys,«Stc. (EopJimm

and Coccothranstes), otherwise called Sh 5^ ,^
or wax-bills, as a general designation.

228' Ei-ase, under j^, soft, pliable ; flexible wood

easily bent. A misprinted character in Kanght

caused the mistake.

24C^ The character % is the reversed form of R
the side of.

20 r= The example in the lOth line is better rendered,

Thongh you have it, yon would be better with-

out it.

320' The 13th line is better rendered, The wife of

my poverty shall not leave the hall.

330' The i»l| 1^ Ki ''^ " nanie for the curlew (Nti-

menins) in Chihli province.

337^ The ^ of Kiangnan is the river deer {Hydro-

2-Kjles inermis) which has tusks similar to the

musk deer.

340' The ^ S$ ^ is the mandarin fish (Sini.pei-ca

chna-t$i) a kind of perch ; another species, the

^^ ^ is the Siniperca chuan-tsl; both found
in Chih'ii.

340* The 12, ^ is also a secretary in an ofiSee.

348* At bottom. The phrase ^ ^ is applied to
|

habit, custom, temper, nmuner i nature of, as
j

A soil I

349' The expression ^ iff is a euphuism for de-

coUMion ; the execution-ground in Peking is in

a vegetable market.

503' A synonym of t® 's j|^ ; both forms are

common.
563' Under j^, the last phrase is also written

fT— f® tS ^' referring to the tarns of a pulley.

518' Tiie 5f ^ is the tarai {I'elis viverrina), which
re.sembles the wild cat ; but in Chihli, the

S^ IS ? is tlie cat of the steppes {Feli/t inami.l).

546' The phrase f5 '^ denotes a rule imposed at a
feast in respect of drinking.

574' The ^ 3^ are also known as 7V gj because
eight tribes were reckoned on all sides of China

;

^ jj^ also means rowdy ; rude, as a bully.

590' The Ijl is more probably the tailed deer {Elap-
)mnis Davidianni'), once common in northern

China, and called ^ f^ at Peking.

61 3- The phra.se ^ /?» >& rather means, Unable to

bear it.

619' The term ^ -p is properly applied {o mother-
less sons.

628* The 81 ^ is the alligator found in the Yang-
tsz' River ; but the term has been extended as

generic to include other great sanriaus.

633' line 16. The whole sentence from the Annlerfs

will make this clearer :—;^ I& ^ ilM ;?^^
Js it not said, that if a thing be white, it may
be muddied, and still not be blackened ?

639' bottom. For ^ \if read ^ ^ to crumple up;

see page 814' bottom. Under Rafter a fox's

footsteps, add the fox, from its being wry-footed.

647' The /V fill :^ -f is a table for eight persons to
dine at, sometimes .square, sometimes octagonal.

650' middle. The phrase |8E Wt ol'»o means to deploy
a force ; to withdraw troops and avoid a battle.

The expression just below, JK fT 3^ "F is like-

wise written 5^ fj ^1* with the same meaning.
664* The composition of fljs is apparently from vian

and glupid ; but the primitive is altered from

^ to trust to.

665' The ^ is more than an arm's length ; it is a

fathom or the extended arms. The |^ also

denotes .the Felis Fontauierii or North China
panther. The proverb quoted under it is better

rendered. You've looked at the leopard through
a tube,— and saw only one spot ; i. e. you have
a partial acquaintance with ihe matter.

684' bottom. Correct to, To see one off, as to his

chair.

685' TheH popularly includes sea turtles along the

Kwangtung i^ast, but there and in tho nortli jt

properly denotes soft-shelled Chcloniw (Ennjs,

Trionvx. fte.'\. the turtle is Bometimea cftlied

^ Jg 13 book&
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688' The phrase ft ^ also denotes in tmdi-ess, un-

robed ; applied to officials.

692* The composition of H is 01 a field above ^
a rcfiise-biislcet ; it is supposed to Jehneato a

fwhl-haslcel ; some explain the upper pari, as

altci-cd from ^ giving the sound /itA.

697' middle. The phrase ^ fi)^ ^ @ should read

^ H ft> M ^ an'i transferred to page 7022.

6931 middle. The phrase Jp ^ Hi SS mca^s a bold

hand, a vigorous style. ^- The fish t^ on the

same page is a ruddorToach {Leuciscus), and
common all over China.

706' middle. The phrase <^ i^ is similar to the one

hero quoted, in its form, and means easy, un-

constrained.

613> The composition of -^ is jfc to slop and iJ?

the same reversed, indicating a quick stride.

71-i* The last sentence under |lg reads in full ^ |^

Bfe ?l .^ 5& JR ''fl>
lambs kneel to suckle, crows

disgoijjfc for their dams;—nature herself teaches

filial piety.

717^ The composition of ^ is A "'"« ind^ thick

underhruih altered, denoting troublesome ; it is

sometimes wrongly written like HH an estate.

733' The term jlj A also means a priest ; as ll| P^
does a temple.

736' The character ^ is formed of two hands

with ) a down stroke, as if one braced himself

;

it is supposed to represent the yin principle in

full action in the seventh moon.

740* The phrase ^ "H^ ^, the unusual demon, refers

to a human soul which ai-rests wicked spirits

on earth, while its own body is inauimata ; this

explanation is given as the reason of a cata-

leptic fit. The ^ is referred to the Pseiuioha-

grus fulvidraco, a kind of silnre or sheatfish with

two cirri, also called ^ J5g ^ yellow cheek

fish and j|^ ^, yellow temples fish ; it makes

a curious creaking sound like ^ $1 ya-ya.

741' The character ^ is composed of |flj towards and

7V ai'jht above.

746' The phrase jK $ is better. Splendid, as the
fading life of man and its glories.

750' The ^ denotes the third gathe^ug of tea

leaves. Under ^ on same page, the phraso

Wi^ ^ Wi '3 better rendered, I have never

traveled much.
754' To play chess or other games like it, is a meta-

"'',_ phorical meaning of ^ ^, as well as to teach
' or talk with the fingers.

766« near top. Correct U JC ] to fj" }g ^ and
put it on the next page.

770' The ^ includes the striped squirrel (Sciurus

Davidianus) and the North China squirrel {Sc,

striatus')

,

^
77^ The^ ^ also includes gcoraancers, magicians,

soothsayers, clairvoyants, &c.

779^ The expression ^ § ^% means, He puts no

restraint on himself; reckless, lost to decency.

785' The character |l)i is formed of f\H
nnphin and

an old form of i(l to pile up, which refer to

putting the handkerchief in the gtrdlo.

789' bottom. A. better version is, Either they are

twice, or they are five tinies [as many.]

790' top. The terms ^ >J»
and ^ ^ are botli also

nsed for a wife by her hu.sband only.

791* The na,me^ iB ft given to the speckled bam-
boo alludes to the tears wept at Shun's grave
by his two sister wives. See Mayors' Manual,
page 165.

835' The composition of ]^ is J^ a Hgcr and f"
to draij, which gives the sound.

843^ The primitive ^ is' formed of 33 vungs under

to oover contracted to resemble H to speak.

86P bottom. The phrase fR Jj5 j^ !^ indicates that
the thing came by a wrong road ; ill-gotteu

gains. *

876' bottom. The phrase M M S- ^ also inca^s a
charge against some pcr.son unknown.

876' top. The third example is better rendered,
Half a sentence is too much if not spoken to
the point.

884' The a% is recognized as the sheatfish (Silwnis
asotus) of European rivers, sometimes soeu five

feet long in China.

896' The components of J| are ;^ altered from Jf
an old form of ^ a, fonndntion, witb'^ a form
of fj^ .spirits above it for worship.

905^ The lower half of ^ is Jg correct reduced to

an earlier form /E with ,i straight t<ip line.

912' The IS ^""1 If are synonyms, and ospecially

denote the Alliyutor sinensis found in the Yaug-
tsz' river.

1132 xhe SI '^ ^'^0 ^ ^ sand grouse (_Si/rrhaples

paradoxus) of the northern Dt.sert.

917- near top. For spindle-treo read, A solitary rns-

set pear tree.

9222 xho jS # likewise denote tbe five legal pun-
ishments.

928' top. The bricks are also called ^ /JC •? by
potters; see Jnlien's PorceZaine, page 251. In
col. 2, line 21, the phrase also means in man-
darin, The timo of a meal, a short space ; indi-

cating that one has no leisure at all The
other signification is common at Canton.

934^ The two parts of ^ are really derived from

•^ a crime and ^ heavy contracted; and from

.iflr and E onlv in aoDearance.
y
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1937' Tlio expression @ ^ i.s a enphnism for suicide;

I

as is also § ^ ou page 943' near top.

i)39* The cliaracter fU is the original form of ^ to

sprout tnrucd upside down.
1945' Under ^ tlie chai-acter (^ a s/joon- should bo

! A(L to change, which is flS contracted.

I 9G2* Under ^, the character :4? should be '<t^ to

enter liastilij.

992' Under JE ISi which properly means a man's
death chamber, add (^ ^ which denotes lAorei

strictly that of a woman's. n

1001= The IDt is the loach (Golitls), called also ?)g .^
mud fish ; it somewhat resembles an eel, and is

called JS in books, and i)E ^ ^ J
the latter a

northern name.

,
1020' The 1$ is a striped ground squiiTel (Seiurus

slrialus) common in Chihli

1027^ The character $ is composed of ^ fire at

bottom with ^ two hands pushing ^ wood

beneath \~] w furnace vionth over which is an

\^ en rlherii pot or stove held by iiro hands; it

is one of the most complicated ideographs in the

language, and has two modified, simpler forms.

104-1- The primitive of ft is not really ^ lord, but

a moditiod form of^ undcrbmsh, which gives

the sound.

1057' The phrase H ^ JJ^ means. Two women wait-

ed [on Shun] ; they were the daughters of Yao.
1058' bottom. The example ^ ^ ^ .^ should bo

rendered. Nothing black besides crows [aresefen].

1059' Tho sixth example should be rendered, There
really was no rea.son [for the act].

10C5' middle. Tho phrase 1^ ^ has a wider applica-

tion ; to detect, to find, to search cut.

1071' Tho first example under ^ also means, On
the tlirone , when ho was reigning.

1073' Tho sentence H R^^ is rather, His pains
and itchings don't hurt mc ; we've no common
interests.

1074' top. Tho phrase iSS^jiiJ is u.sed by doctors
for, I fear it is all over with him ; lit. remedy
tho disease how ?

1077* Tho character §| is apparently formed of west
nnitvoman. ; but the original form is derived from

tho hands clasping tho body above ^ to join
contracted, giving the sonnd.

1083' The composition of "g is from p mnufh with

^ a I'll tilt above it, much contracted.
1087' The li iatho^i^oTJ^itiM. the ground

I'lt, (ScaplochirHs n'osehatus) a small mole com-
nion in Chihli and North China.

1092' bottom. The g| has also been defined tl..!

chough (Fregilus fjracHlus), for which i^ ^ t^
or red billed raven is the Peking raven.

1094' The composition of ^ is apparently @ c//e

over 0^ lucky ; but the primitive is an old form
of^ to scare. See also §^ on page 112G-'.

1093' The game referred to under ^ is ihe g3 ^
or game of war or blockade, hero incorrectly

called chess ; Mr. Giles has given an account of
it in Temple Bar, January, 1877.

1100' The component parts of ^ are "g ivnrils with
one in mouth, alluding to modulations in music.

1106' The t^sel on an official hat is ,^ ^ ; and the

silk tree i^ ^^ (Jidihrissiji) seems to have
the fitting name of J|| ^ ^ tassel flower some-
times applied to it.

1115' The phi-ase ^ X 'P ^ '* better rendered,
Neither could lie sit easy.

1116' The 1^ probably denotes the polecat (Putorlns

Funtanierii and sehiricti^ for which |j ^ is

another name.
1120* The second form •f' is also used as a common

synoiiyopi of |^ to give.

1122' bottom. A <bott«r version is, To thoroughly
ascertain tho feeling of the people.

1 123' top. This bird is the eastern jackdaw (Lycoi
daurica.

1125 bottom. Correct tho italics to One debate

between two men.

1133' Under IK, instead of "but the next form
ia oldest," read. It is the origin of the next,

which is now confined to a spring, and had
another form of three fountains under a cliff,

now disused.

1135* Tho SUlF is tho record of a case appealed to

a higher court, and sent with the prisoner.

1140' top. The phrase^ |^ 7 '($ is better i-endered.

Oppressed without remedy ; no relief from my
misery.

1141 Confucius issaid in tho Lun-yu not to have trod-

den on the threshold when entering the court.
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